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LEOX TROTSKY

Open Letter to

Vandervelde

Citizen Vandervelde,

A few years ago you addressed your-

self to me with an open letter concern-

ing, it I am not mistaken, the repres-

sion against the Mensheviks and (he

Social Revolutionists. Generally and in-

variably, you stood up against the Bol-

sheviks in the name of the principles of

democracy. It is your right. If your

criticism did not obtain the intended re-

sult, it is because we Bolsheviks proceed

from the principle 1} of the revolutionary

dictatorship.

The Russinn Social Revolutionists, your

co-religion 1sts in democrtiry, opened up,

in their time, the terrorist struggle

against us. They wounded Lenin and

sought to blow up my military train.

Turned over to the Soviet tribunal, they

found in you one of their most rabid

defenders. The government to which I

belonged authorized yon not only to

come to Soviet Russia, but to come before

tbe tribunal as the attorney for those

who tried to kill the head of the first

workers' stale. In your plea, which we
reproduced in our press, yon invariably

appealed to the principles of democracy.

It was your right.

On December 4, 1932, I stopiied in

transit with my traveling companions in

the port of Anvers. I had no intention

either of propagandizing for the dicta-

torship of the proletariat, or of coming
forward as the defender of the Commun-
ists and strikers arrested by the Bel-

glan government who, so fur as I know,

committed no assaults upon the members
of the Brussels government. A few of

my companions, and my wife with them,

wished to visit Anvers. One of them,

for the purposes of his voyage, needed

to get in touch with a consulate in the

town. All of them were categorically

prohibited from touching the soil of Bel-

* gium, even under escort. That t>art of

the port where our boat w;ts located,

was carefully encircled. On both sides

of the boat stood police sentries. From
the deck we were able to puss under re-

view the policemen of democracy, mili-

tary ns well as civil. It was an im-

posing spectacle.

The number of dicks and cops—you
will permit me this familiar designation

for the sake of conciseness—exceeded the

number of sailors and dockers. The
boat looked like a temporary prison

;

the adjacent section of the port, like a
prison courtyard. The itoliee chief took

a copy of our papers—even though we
were not entering Belgium and had not

been authorized to disembark itt Anvers.
He asked to receive my explanations for

the fact that my passport is made out
to the name of Sedoff. i declined to en-

gage in any discussion with the Bel-

gian police, with whom I had nothing to

do.

The police officer tried to act with

threats: he declared that be had the

right to arrest anybody whom the boat's

sailing route chanced to conduct into

Belgian waters. I must, however, ac-

knowledge that there were no arrests.

I request you not to find in my words

any complaint. It would be ridiculous

to complain about such a trifle in the

face of what the toiling masses and

especially the. Communists are made to

undergo throughout the world at the

present time. But the Anvers episode

seems to me to be enough of a pretext

for returning to your old "Open Letter",

to which I did not reply at that time.

I hope I am not mistaken in counting

Belgium among the democracies. The
war which you carried on was—isn't

that so?—the war for democracy. After

the war, you were at the head of Bel-

gium as minister and even as Prime

Minister. 'What more is necessary fo

bring democracy to its complete unfold-

ment? On that score, I think, there Can

be no discussion between us. Why then

does this democracy nevertheless reek

so much of the police Spirit of old Prus-

sia? And can one believe that the dem-

ocracy which experiences such nervous

convulsions nt the chance approach of

a Bolshevik, will prove capable of neut-

ralizing the class struggle and of guar-

anteeing the peaceful transformation of

capitalism into socialism?

In reply you will undoubtedly call to

my mind the Ve-Cheka, the GPU, the de-

portation of Rakovsky and my own ex-

pulsion from the Soviet Union. That

argument is beyond the point. The So-

viet regime does not adorn itself with

the bedraggled plumes 'of democracy. If

the passage to socialism were possible

within the state forms created by liber-

alism, the revolutionary dictatorship

would not be necessary. For the Soviet

regime, the question can and should hi 1

put of knowtug if it is capable of teach-

ing the workers the struggle against

capitalism. But it Is absurd to demand
that the proletarian dictatorship should

observe the forms and the rites of liberal

democracy. The dictatorship has its

rigorous methods and logic The blows

(Continued on page 4)

Bridgeman Red Cases Revived
Supreme Court Ruling OpensAttack on American Commuuist Movement

MOSCOW LETTER

A concerted attack upon the whole

Communist movement is presaged by

the" decision of the"Michigan Supreme
Court, just banded down, which rules

that ail those involved in ttie famous
Michigan Communist cases of 1923,

must stand trial on charges of crim-

inal syndicalism.

Tbe scores of those arrested or in-

dicted, flute from a convention in

Bridgeman of the underground Com-
munist party some ten years ago.

The Hrst' trial, tliat of Willtarn Z.

Foster, resulted in a hung jury. The
second trial, that of i\ E. Kuthen-

berg, resulted in a conviction which
was upheld by the State Supreme
Court. The death of comrade Ruth-

etoherg occurred during his appeal to

the It. S. Supreme Court.

Tiie revival of tiie Itridgman cases

is not merely an attack upon the Com-
munist movement, upon the party and
tiie Left Opposition, several of whose

members are also involved, but on
(lie working class as a whole, which

the bourgeois seeks to weaken by

cutting off and imprisoning Its most

conscious vanguard. When tiie ar-

rests were first made years ago. It

was clear that the cases wene direct-

ly connected with the numerous labor

struggles of that period. The same
holds true today. The fear of the

growing discontentment of tiie masses

is impelling the ruling class to re-

vive an ancient ease in the hop* of

depriving the proletariat of Its lead-

ership.

Against tills vicious alack, it is

necessary to mobilize' the maximum
strength of the wlwle labor move-
ment. Tlte Communist party, tile

leader of tlte proletariat, must be de-

fended by every worker! A united

front of solidarity must he erected

around tiie militants involved, through
which tiie bourgeoisie, its police and
its courts, will be unable to break.

WE ARE COUNTING ON
YOU FOR AID

Tile danger that we may be com-

pelled to suspend the publication of

the MILITANT as a weekly, must
arouse tiie deepest concern of every

friend of the Left Opposition in this

country and impel him to prompt ac-

tion. We have thus far been able to

maintain the MILITANT by means of

the most strenuous sacrifices. And
that was tiie only way, because while

tlte world crisis lias laM bare the

bankruptcy of tiie present social order

ami given a great impulsion to the

revolutionary progress of the work-

ing class, it has also deprived it of

tiie financial means with which to

sustain it. We are not threatened

witii this retreat" l>ecause the Left

Opposition is losing ground in tbe

L'nied States. Quite the contrary.

Our influence and prestige are great-

er at ti>e present time than ever be-

fore; our views, stubbornly advocat-

ed for years in the face of countless

obstacles, are verified by the emits

of every new day. Tite threat comes

from tiie fact that the ravages of

unemployment liave so drastically af-

fected our own comrades that those

upon whom w« could once rely for

substantial ami systematic contribu-

tions are far less, or not at all, able

to make them today.

Tills does not mean for one moment

that the situation is IwpclefiS. It only

means that the task of preserving

the weekly MILITANT must be shoul-

dered by a much greater number of

comrades and friends. When we make
the appeal for speedy assistance, it

should be borne in mind that the

MILITANT is our principal mouth-

piece on a national scale, and not

merely on a national scale, for it has

been of signal aid to the young and

sturdy BoIshevik-I-eiiiiiist movements

hi Canada, in Englnnd, in South

Africa and China. It is our main or-

ganizer, for wliere the weakness of

our" movement prevents us from

sending a suitable comrade for work,

we know tliat tl»e MILITANT can

be relied upon to present tlte Opposi-

tion standpoint to the most distant

localities. It Is our main educational

center, for its columns teach those

great historical principles of revolu-

tionary Marxism which have been so

ilramatcally verified by the history

.tit the last two decadex, and it teach-

es them not only in tlte light of the

past, but In connection with the liv-

ing unfoldment of.events week by
week. Moreover, the MILITANT con-

stitutes that hub from which radiate

tlte siiokes of our other activities and
enterprises: the organ of the Opposi-

tion youth, YOUNG SPARTACUS;
tiie organ of the Yiddish-speaking Op-
positionists, L'NSEK KAMF; the or-

gau of our Greek-speaking comrades,

KOMMl'NISTIS, Should tbe hub be

smashed, the spokes would he left

itimgkig limply in tlte air just as

surely as tiie hub would fail to turn

the wheel without well-connected

spokes-.

We have net been derelict in our
efforts to maintain the weekly at all

rests, because we are aware of the

heavy blow that our movement would

be struck by its collapse. We are

confident that tiie sante knowledge

itnd spirit will animate all our
frientfs to exert tliem*eives to the

utmost, to contribute generously in

our present drive to save the MILI-
TANT. The drive is Point One on

tbe onto of tiie day tmtll the danger

to tlte MILITANT .is overcome. An
early contribution is a double contri-

bution, and we are anxious not to

protract tiie campaign. Tlte work
that demands ilolng well will not

permit it.

Therefore, every shoulder to the

witeel, every comrade to Ids post. We
are counting on our friends to carry

us over the hump, to save the weekly
MILITANT from collapse!

—MAX SHACHTMAN, Editor.
a * •

Send funds immediately to the

MILITANT, 126 E. 16th St., N. V. C.

Stalin Banishes

Zinoviev

The editorial board ol the Bulletin of

the Russian Opposition reports the fol-

lowing important news from Moscow.

On November 24 and 25, 1932, the

People's Commissar for Food Supplies of

Hie Russian Socialist Federated Soviet

eHpublk:, Eiamon t, the director of Soviet

transportntion, Tolmachev, the former

People's Commissar for Agriculture, A.

Ktnirnov. Dosser and various others, were

arrested, Smiriiov, Eismont and Tolma-

chev wore accused of allegedly having

formed a trinity with the aim of creat-

ing an organisation for the overthrow of

Stalin. Eismont is supposed fo have re-

fused a confession and to have proved

that Rykov and Tomsky knew nothing of

the "trinity"

Another group, Nemtchenko, Ginsburg

and others, were also arrested on the

same accusation.

''Kttinenev has been banished fo Wln-

ussinsk (Siberia) Zinoviev to Kuetanay

(in Kassakstan) : Stcn to Akmollnsk;

SHepkov to Tarn. Riutin has been eon-

fined in the Chelinbinsk solitary prison.

To Smitga. it was proposed that he quit

Moscow."'
• • * *

As we learn further, the work of ihe

Russian Ijeft Opposition is increasing

and its contacts are growing. The re-

port above characterizes the internal

situation in the CPSL" as well as the

social processes in Soviet Russia. The
next stage of the inner-Russian develop-

ment contains great dangers. It is our

task fo follow the events with the

closest attention and draw upon our re-

sources to the full for the defense of

the line of Lenin and Trotsky, as well

as for the support of the work of the

Russian Left Opposition.

Two
Illinois

Killed in N
Mine

in i>iew

War
Lewis and Operators Renew Terror Drive Against Miners

The Illinois mine struggle, which has jacks in earnest cooperation with

been in progress since the latter part National Guard.

the

Left Wing Victory

In The I.LG.W.U.

The thorough victory of the Left wing

iu the flections for officers of Local 9,

International Ladies Garment. Workers

("nion (New York), is of tremendous sig-

nificance for the movement. The victory

was gained not only agaliiBt the slate of

the reactionary Right wing, hut also

against the joint slate of the anarchist

clique and the Lovestone group. Local i)

is the second largest local of the union

in thi' country, and the triumph ol the

Left wing gains additional significance

fiiun the fact that two weeks previously,

ii swept the ruling clique oift of office In

tiie largest local, Local 1, and secured

the election of its own slate. The im-

pending elections in Dressmakers' Local
2-2. where the Left wing is also presenting

its slate, will most likely show similar,

if not such decisive, results.

The gratifying results in these elec-

tions reveal a number of important points

to consider. Rut its persistent blunders

of the "third period" stripe, the Stalin-

ist leadership of the Left wing gave aig-

(Continned on page 2)

•• Willi Roth Hands"
Stalin Bureaucracy
and the SJ. <#•. A.

A HALF-YEAR SUB TO THE MILI-
TANT IS 11; WITH THREE OTHERS
ON A CLUB PLAN BLANK IT IS ONLY
M*.

The. Internal position of the Soviet Un-

ion is making a new political turn in-

evitable and incrensiglj- urgent, a turn

that must be more radical than all those

that preceded it. Everybody feels it.

Many see it clearly. The bureaucratic

leadership, standing at the focal point

of the difficulties and the dissatisfaction,

preserves an obdurate silence. Perhaps

because it does not yet know what road

to tread? Or perhaps because it prefers

to keep still about the already trodden

road until it has become an irrevocable

fact?

To 'drive" the duped, lulled and half-

stifled party, unnoticed, upon a path it

does not want to take—that is the tac-

tical method of Stalin. The transition

from the "dry"' system to the "wet" in
(

alcoholic beverages, was never decided

by the party: on the quiet, the bureau-
1

cnicy simply continued to raise the alco-

holie content of light beverages in tlie_

interests of the state revenues, and in

this way it brought the country from

four to forty percent. The same method

is applied by Stalin in every field. All

tie more necessary is it now to pay

sharp attention to the maneuvers of the

bureaucracy which is silently preparing

a new 'surprise" for the working mass-|

es. The symptoms of a secondary order

must also he checked up attentively and

distrustfully : by taking the whole sittm-
J

Hon into consideration, they might con-,

tribute to cornering the bureaucratic , "

leaders long before they have brought
ijs|,oij 8 book: '-Russia, Market or Men-

the new turn, which it may no longer be 4ce?". The h,ign point of tltla book-,

possible to make good again, up to forty
J|t lellst politically speaking, is the re-

percent,
j
1K>rt of an extensive conversation of the

The eminent American specialist for author with Stalin. This conversation,

the construction of agricultural inach- ' ihe authentic reproduction of which per-

ines, Thomas Campbell, worked for a mils no doubts, as we shall see, deserves

period of time as a technical adviser of
_
not only to be reprinted, but must also

the Soviet Union. After his return to 'be submitted to an attentive considera-

ble United States of America, be pub- 1 tion.

STALIN'S DENIAL
Months after the appearance of

the book by Thomas D. Campbell

which is referred fo in the statement

on it which we reprint here from an

editorial in the latest issue of the

Kul letin of the Russian Opposition,

Stalin has found it advisable to pub-

lish a '-denial" of the interview with

himself which Campbell prints in

-Russia, Market or Menace?" After

the Opposition press in this country

and in Europe had been filled with

comments on this significant conver-

sation between Stalin and the Amer-

ican bourgeois specialist, Stalin fin-

ally found It necessary to make some

Statement on the matter in order to

extricate himself from an embarras-

ing position. The Stalin "dental",

which successfully avoids refuting

the essential pasnsges of the inter-

view as published by Campbell, was
made for the theoretical organ of tbe

Russian party and cabled to the.

Daily Worker several days ago. As

will be seen, the comments made
upon the whole question in the edit-

orial of the Russian Bulletin still

retain their polntedness and effect.

of last summer, has flared tip anew in

Taylor ville. According to press reports

a hhiody gun battle such us has not been

awn since the march to Franlin- County

has taken place in Kincaid six miles from

T.-iylor vl lie. A miner's wife and a scab

lost their lives In the course of this

contiii-t. Eleven strikebreakers were

wounded as a reward for their endeavor

io work tbe mine under the scab out iit

of Lewis and company.

Taylorviile, the scene of the affray,

has been the center of the most violent

struggle of the Progressive Miners Union

to organize the coal diggers in a union

controlled by the rank and file. Similar-

ly it lias been the focal point of resist-

ance by the boss-controlled UJIW of A
and the vicious labor-hut ing Peubody

l 'oat Company. Tile 1'eabody Coal Com-
Iiany lias refused to sign up with the

new union even though the wage scale

they offer is no different from tbe UM
W <>f A. They fear the militancy and

the reliel spirit of the Progressive Min-

ers union. They have enlisted gunmen,
gangsters, and the National Guard to

break the backbone of the new union.

But all their intimidation, tear gas, bay-

onets and military terrorism has not

budged the Taylorviile miners a single

inch.

Displaying the most intrausigea nit

courage and the most indomitable per-

sistence, the Taylorviile miners have re-

mained on strike through these long

months when starvation and brutality

has become a normal occurrence. They
have refused to be driven back to work
under n union which has betrayed them
every time they have given battle to

the starvation program of the operators.

By an overwhelming majority, tbe Ill-

inois miners disi>ensed with the Judas
services of Lewis, Walker and their Ilk.

But the defunct und decrepit UM\Y has

continued its faithful services to the

Jeoal barons. Where 'their ability to

persuade the miners to return to their

company union hns miserably failed,

they have resorted to bullets and black-

This latest occurence in Taylorviile

is the result of the scab-herding activ-

ities of these discredited flunkeys. At

the summons of Pea body they have hunt-

ed out strikebreakers from the four

corners of the I'nited States and thrown

theui into tbe Taylorviile mine.'.. The
scabs have worked under the protection

of an army of armed -'deputy sheriffs".

Picket lines o£ Progressive miners were

dispersed, thousands of miners were ar-

rested, and several siiot in cold blood.

Due to this overwhelming force the plo-

ki'ters were temporarily forced to

retreat. TI113 picket line at which the

shooting occurred has been the first ef-

fort 'at renewed activity 011 the part of

the Taylorviile strikers. The picketers

were met at the mine gates by 150 de-

puty sheriffs who unquestionably open-

ed tire. It appears that the picketers

shot back in self-defense although the

local Taylorviile tyrant of the coal com-

pany says that the miners "were re-

ported to have guns".

In spite of this very reliable testimony,

five companies of the National Guard
have again been brought on the scene to

"enforce peace*'. "Enforce peace" means
to assure the coal company and the

lrt"Wis union the right to work the mines

with scab labor. Hut if experience

proves anything it demoustrntes that

these flunkeys are going to have a hard

time of it bo long as tbe miners preserve

their solidarity.

Opposition Youth at

Chicago Conference

"As soon as we were seated I explain-

ed to Mr. Stalin through the interpreter

that before we entered into any business

negotiations I wanted to speak to him

frankly and without offense in regard

to my trip to Russia and several other

matters which were on my mind. He
immediately agreed to this and with

one motion of his arm pointed towards

the door, upon which his secretary left

the room in about three steps. I then

said to Mr. Stalin, 'I am very anxious,

Mr. Stalin, that you should know that

I am here without any intent of giving

you any false impressions. I am not

a Communist ; I am not a disciple of

Bill Haywood or Emma Goldman, and

I resent many of the things which I

hear about your government. Neverthe-

less, I am much interested in your agri-

cultural development, as I am an agricul-

tural mechanical engineer and have

spent most or my life trying to develop

mechanized agriculture in the United

States. We had a poor crop in Montana

this year, and the work which your gov-

ernment has offered me is interesting.

1 will not, however, make any kind of

working agreement with your Govern-

ment If it cannot be done absolutely in-

dependently of my political beliefs and

strictly on a business basis.' Whereupon

Stalin rose alertly from his chair, cross-

ed to my side of the tale, took my band

in both of bis, looked me straight In

the eye, and said, Thank yon for that,

Mr. Campbell. Now I know that I can

believe you. Now I know that we can

respect each other and perhaps we can

lie friends.'

"He then motioned me to sit down.

and asked me to continue. I went on

to explain that we In the United States

resented many things which we had

heard about the Soviet Ooveraent. inch

(Continued on ptf» 8)

Japanese Resume

Chinese Offensive
The military clique in control of the

political fortunes of Japan hais embarked
upon the second phase of its military ad-

venture of conquest In Northern China.

Under some flimsy pretext the Japanese

army, navy, marines and air force has

laid waste to the City of Shanhafkwan.

After a ferocious assault the Japanese

forces with the ifee of armored cars,

bombs thrown from airplanes, cannon-

ades, and all together paraphenalia that

goes with a bombardment, tne Japanese

succeeded lit repeating their raid on

Shanghai a year ago. The whole Chi-

nese garrison of more than 500 soldiers

and about as many civilians, men,

women and children were annihilated,

and the city reduced to smoldering ruins

by this terrific alseanlt. The Japanese

entered the city triumphantly. Then
with the typical insolence that character-

izes the Japanese militarists they de

manded an apology from Chang Hsiao

Liang the commander of the garrison.

( Presumably because there weren't more
residents of Shankaikwan they could

slaughter ).

The Japanese invasion will not stop

with the capture of this northern city.

It is but another step in the campaign of

Japanese imperialists to carve a colo-

nial empire out of Northern China.

Grave international complications will

no doubt ensue from this latest venture,

with the ever-present threat of an at-

tack on the Soviet Union looming in

the distance. It is the duty of every

worker to stand on guard againnt the
outbreak of a new imperialist war and
to protest the horrible slaughter of the

oppressed Chinese people.

Liebknecht-Luxemburg

Memorial

Speakers:

MAX SHACHTMAN—JOSEPH CARTER

Friday, January 18, 1933

126 Bast 16 Street,

ADMISSION: 16c

Auspices

:

N. T. Br. Communiit League of America
(Opposition)

SPARTACUS TOUTH CLUB OB" K. X.

CHICAGO^
Some five to six hundred delegates,

representing colleges and universities

from every part of the country, Includ-

ing representatives from the Students

League of Canada Cuba, and South Am-
erica, responded to the Gall of the Na-

tional Committee for the Student Con-

gress against War (initiated through the

efforts of the National Students League)
held at Mandel Hall, University of Chic-

ago on December 28 and 29, to resolve

upon a program of student struggle

against the scourge of war and mili-

tarism. The Congress was made up of

the widest variety of political viewa

ranging from the socialists, pacifists,

liberals, to tbe Communists (including

the Left wing of the Communist party,

the Lett Opposition). Upon such a pol-

itical background, dominated by an over-

whelming number of delegates from the

National Students League, and within

that representation a majority of Com-
munists, the Congress passed through

stormy sessions, bordering at the close,

upon split and disruption, and finally ar-

riving at a working basis.

Rival Positions Presented

Tite first day of the Congress was
limited entirely to speeches of a gen-

eral character. The Congress was led

off by Edmund Stevens, a member of

the National Students League and Chair-

man of the National Committee for the

Student Congress against War. He was
followed by Joseph Cohen, also a mem-
ber of the NSL and student delegate to

Amsterdam Congress, who made the key-

note address. The election of the con-
ference committee were then completed.

To coclude the mornlnj; sessions the sym-
liosium on "Imperialism and War" took
place. The speakers at this symposium
were Upton Close and Earl Browder.
The former presented the position of
pacifism. Browder followed with an ex-

position of the Communist position. In
the discussion the sharp differences be-

tween the Communists and pacifists were
signally displayed und gave evidence
that the ensuing deliberations would be
characterized by a similar sharpness.
The afternoon session was taken up

with another symposium : "Anti-war
Movements", discussed jointly, although
from divergent points of view, by J. B.
Matthews, secretary of the Fellowship
of Reconciliation, Jane Addams, and
Scott Wearing. Quite naturally, the
highlight of the discussion was the
speech of Jane Addams. In calling at-
tention to a banner stretched across the
hail, inscribed

: "Fight Against Imperial-
ist .War"', tills grandmother of "pure
pacifism" expressed her sorrow In no
uncertain terms about rash students who
wanted to carry on n light "that was al-
ready won". ' "There are no more im-
perialist wars" because Great Britain,
the last Empire, was already dissolved
and |Is now a Commonwealth of na-
tions" ! We must struggle against other
wars, this sage of pacifism made sure
to point out, and then showed that tbe
real danger lay in a future of class war*.
Her speech served only to stir the mill-*

(Continued on page 2}
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Opposition at Chicago
C L. A. Delegates Defend Lenin View at Anti-War Meet

(Continued from page 1)

tant pacifist minority who were deter-

mined from the outset that the congress

set forth as its principle line and per-

spective, the struggle against ALL, war

and to prevent it from adopting a clear,

distinct eli.vas position. The bulk of the

congress received with smiles and toler-

ance the remarks of an old woman who
neither felt nor understood the historic

epoch in which she lives. In the evening

the congress split into study groups to

discuss the various phases of war and

militarism.

Thus ended the first day, without ac-

tually having discussed or acted upon

the really important questions of how

the students shall light against war and

under what kind of a program this strug-

gle should be carried on. This phase of

the work remained for the second and

final day of the Congress. Particularly

here, was expressed a weak point of

the Congress. Obviously, the questions

of now the struggle should be carried on,

under what program, the question of per-

manent organization, the adoption of re-

solutions, when crowded into one day

wouid make impossible a thorough and

ciear discussion. The weakness was

e%eu mote pronounced' since prior to the

congress no statements or resolutions

were presented by the Committee, upon

the basis of which the discussion could

another one on the "Defense o£ the So-

viet Union", which called for uncondi-

tional defense, to campaign for economic

collaboration, the extension of long-term

credits, and recognition. The resolution

signed by sixteen student delegates and
four alternate delegates was not accept-

ed by the committee. Instead the con-

gress was presented with a committee

resolution. The resolution of the Com-
mittee, drawn up hurriedly, contained

in essence the main points of the Op-

position resolution.

What came as distinct surprise, was

that the resolution adopted a revolution-

ary approach in contradistinction to tlie !

prevailing attitude prior to the congress.:

Kven at the congress it was difficult to.

ascertain the character of the resolu-

'

lions. It was clear that the pressure of;

the Opposition, plus the fact that the

Communist representation was over-!

whelming, forced the adoption of a rev-'

olntionary resolution. Had the organiz-
j

ers felt no pressure from the Opposi-!

tion delegates, and jiad the strength of

the pacifists and socialist been greater,

the resolution would have been an ex-

tremely watery and opportunist one. As
it was, the Opposition delegates found

it possible to accept the resolution.
;

Kyerson, one of the Canadian delegates

and a member of the YCL proposed

a lengthy amendment to the main reso- i

{ H ICH&lliy .llllCllVllllL-lil 1.-J HIV. Iimill *LJW
proceed. The procedure allowed for the

]]]tion on tJie eallseg of wari that was mi _

presentation of resolutions by the Re-

solutions Committee their immediate dis-

cussion and adoption.

Left Opposition Issues Statement

On the morning of the iirst day, the

Spartacus i'outh Clubs of the Commun-
ist League of America distributed a

statement to the delegates with an ex-

position of its views on the Congress and

its program (the statement appears in

this issue of the Militant). This was the

only expression of the Communist posi-

tion presented to the delegates prior to

the Congress. As it turned out, this

statement proved to be decisive in the

decisions of the Congress. It warned

the students of the impermissibility of

individual action of the student body

and proposed united action with the

working youth under the leadership of

the working class. The statement con-

tinued to point out that, war was the

product of the social system and that

its eliminaiou would come about with

the abolition of capitalism. "This con-

greasi," the statement read, "must re-

nounce all hopes in the League of Na-

tions, of capitalist 'disarmament' and of

all pacifist illusions. It must denounce

the humbug of national defense as pro-

pounded by pacifists since this serves to

oppress anil divide the smaller nations.

animously accepted. This amendment
was taken from the Opposition resolu-

tion. Another amendment calling for

unconditional defense of the Soviet Un-
ion was introduced by comrade Caplan-

sky, also from Canada. This amendment
was overwhelmingly defeated by the

mass of delegates, through the leader-

ship of the Y. C. I., and N. S. L. dele-

gates, who under pressure of the paci-

fists and socialists, contended that it

was sufficient to call for the defense of

the Soviet Union. To introduce the

clause calling for unconditional defense

would make impossible unity on the re-

solution, was the argument introduced

by the Stalinists.

The points of the resolution of the

Committee were accepted one by one
without apparent objection from the

Right wing in the congress. It was
quite clear that the pacifists and social-

ists, were willing to concede the resolu-

tions because of the overwhelming num-
ber of Left wing delegates and were
awaiting only the practical program of

action. In fact, their leaders stated

openly on the floor, that they felt that

any objections on their part to the re-

solutions, would be of no avail and they

were willing to let them by with the

hopes of working out a common agree-

Leon Trotsky

History of the

Russian

Revolution
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war {each in his own way—A.). But
the peace was abruptly ended. An am-
endment was introduced calling atten-

tion to the betrayals of the Socialist In-

ternational during the last war, and to

prevent any future betrayals of a sim-

ilar nature. Upon the introduction of

this amendment the Socialist delegation,

under the leadership of Amicus Most,

It must announce its support of wars of ment in a tight on the campus against

national liberation of colonial peoples.

It must unequivocally declare it-? sup-

port and defense of the Soviet Union and

call for economic collaboration with the

Worker's Land. This Congress must es-

tablish that the only solution to the pro-

blem of militarism and war is the rev-

olutionary one."

The statement made a profound im-

pression on the revolutionary elements

present. It struck the first militant

chord in the initial stage of the con-

gress that was characterized by vague-

ness and confusion. It was only after

the report of Donald Henderson on "How
Shall Students Fight War" that the con-

gress began to arrive at a program and
resolutions. In the afternoon of the sec-

ond day the reports of the Resolutions

Committee opened up the vital part of

the congress. The initial resolution on
the endorsement of the pledge of the

Amsterdam Congress brought the first

real discord in the Congress. The paci-

fists and the Socialists protested that

such a resolution could not be accepted

by them if the resolution implied sup-

port of all the deliberations of Amster-
dam. Upon being assured that this was
not implied in the resolution, that to

vote for it meant oniy to endorse the
i.nti-war pledge, the resolution was car-

lied!

The resoluion on the fight against the

tJOTC witnessed a second conflict. An
amendment by Henderson called for

'coring from within" policy and found
the pacifists again in protest on the basis

that It was unethical to join an organi-

zation In order to destroy it, particular-

ly when it is proposed to fight it openly.

Here again Henderson explained that
his amendment implied such a tactic

only where compulsory military drill in

the schools existed. With this explana-
tion, the pacifists finally agreed not to

block the progress of the congress, in

spite of their disagreement. The resolu-

tion on the recognition of the Soviet Un-
ion likewise witnessed a sharp discussion
because of the clause calling for defense
of the USSR, but It was nevertheless
carried unanimously.

The significance of these struggles In-

dicated that the congress would face ever
greater difficulty with the pacifists and
socialists as the reports of the Resolu-
tions Committee progressed. A resolu-

tion on students rights was carried un-
animously. Shorter resolutions

; against
the anti-Semitic pogroms in Poland, en-
dorsement of the Anti-War Congress in

Montevideo, and protest *o the Chicago
School Hoard for the expulsion of Milton
Gilatsky on account of his fight against
the ROTC were carried unanimously.

Left Wing Pressure Effective
The main resolution then followed. It

was around this "Draft Resolution" that
the political I>asis for the later threat-

ened split, was laid. The delegates of
the Left Opposition introduced a resolu-

tion to tne Resolutions Committee for
adoption as the main lesolution of the
congress. This resolution contained the
essential political points of the state-
ment Issued by the Spartacus Youth
Clubs. Attached to the resolution was

representing the Rand School, warned

the congress that if this amendment
was carried the Socialist delegation could

not continue in the united front. The
pacifists joined in the cry. Once more
the Communists, through their spokes,

man, Henderson, had to explain that

calling attention to the past betrayal

was not an attack on the Socialist party

!

The amendment was carried with an ad-

dition that too in all who betrayed, the

working class during the war. (The So-

cialists made a pointed reference to

William Z. Foster, for selling Liberty

Bonds.).

Split Threatens

In voting upon the section of the re-

solution containing the tasks of the con-

gress, the socialists raised strenuous

objections to point B which read : "To
support the American Committee for the

Struggle Against
f
War which in response

to the Amsterdam Congress is leading an

effective movement of workers and in-

tellectuals against war." The Social-

ists tried to read into this point the

thought that it meant acceptance of

Amsterdam and its decisions, and warn-

ed the conference that it should delete

this point or else the socialists could no

longer cooperate with the congress and
would bolt. For a time it appeared that

the Socialists, with the aid of the paci-

fists would split Ihe v-onference. The
proposal to delete was not accepted.

The elections of the resident executive

eommiitec brought out once more the

tenseness of the situation. The pacifists

would not accept on the committee un-

less the Socialists participated. Their

attitude was predicated on the idea that

a united front without the socialists

would mean Communist domination and
they would not participate in such a
movement. It was here that the social-

ists announced Ihcir intention to split

the conference. The reason given was
the adoption of point R in the resolution

I'ndcr these conditions it appeared that

the conference would break-up.

A motion introduced by a member of

the ,\SL called for rescinding the dis-

puted point B in Ihe draft resolution.

This motion was made witli the aim of

preventing the socialists from splitting

the conference and to gain their adher-
ence to it. The motion to withdraw this

section witnessed an intense discussion

in which the Communists split their

vote. Henderson opposed the motion,
but to no avail. The pacifists pleaded
for the passage of the motion in order
to maintain tiie unity of the congress.

Tilt; socialists demanded that the motion
be passed, holding the threat of split

over the congress. Under these condi-

tions point B was withdrawn from the
resolution by above majority vote.

The congress closed with the election.

of tlie executive committee and a dele-

gate to the Antiwar congress in Monte-
video. Among those elected to the ex-

ecutive committee where, Joe, Cohen and.
Kdinund Stevens, of the National Stu-
dents League, Manny (Jeltinan, NSL and
Ijeft Oppositionist, Monroe Swectland of
the League for Industrial Democracy
and member of the Socialist Party, and
Morris Skop, a pacifist. Carl Geiser
was elected delegate to the Montevideo
congress.

Thus (ho congress ended. Its future is

extremely dubious. What success can
an "independent." movement of the stu-
dent have in the struggle against war?
What wii! bo the relation of this move-
ment to the revolutionary struggle of
the workers who alone form oniy class
i a pa hie of carrying through and directing
a correct struggle against war? How
will the* pacifists reconcile themselves to
a congress which adopted the political
position of opj>osition to imperialist war
and support of the class war of the
roletariat? These questions remain to
be answered.

—ADERAHBB.

Wall Street Rulers Force Wage Cut On
the Teachers of New York City

The Left Wing Victory in tne I. L. G. W. U.
nal assistance from the Left to the pro-'

cess of restoring the Right wing union

to a considerable extent, a process which
was furthered from the Right by the

combined efforts of the police and the

bosses. The Industrial Union, which
started out with such great promise, was
reduced by the erroneous course of its

leadership, to a sect embracing little

more than the Communist elements. The
advent of this new situation, this new
relationship of forces, was first ignored

entirely by the official Left wing. Then
it was ignored, despite the fact that, we
of the Left Opposition did not cease to

call attention to the need of orienting the

Left wing's policy on the basis of it.

When it was finally given a grudging
half-recognition, the Stalinists advocated
that infantile "radical" course of boy-

cotting the Right wing union and isolat-

ing themselves from the workers by a
categoric refusal to participate in what
they called the "company union". At
one time, this sectarian madness reach-

ed the point where the Left wing work-
ers were kept from going out on strike

after a call for one had been issued

by the Right wing union. This surren-

der of the workers to the mercies of the
Right wing-Forwards skates, afforded
the Lovestoneites their opportunity to

act for a time as a sort of rallying

ground for those militants in the Right
wing union who would not reconcile

themselves to the policies and leadership
of their organization.

Defeat For Lovestoneites

The Lovestone liquidators, however, in

whose direction the Stalinist policy drove
scores of workers, did not require very
much time in which to discredit them-
selves. Their panie-mongoring, their de-

mands for a disorganized, every-man-for-
himself dissolution of the Left wing,
alienated from them the more advanced
Left wingers. Others who supported them
for a longer period of time, dropped
away after the collapse of the notorious
united front with Levy and Co. whom
the Lovestoneites lifted into the saddle
of Local 1, only to be kicked in the face
(as should have been foreseen) the min-
ute these petty bourgeois labor polifi-

icians arrived in power. At the first

serious test, as the Lovestoneites later

lamented, Mr. Levy joined hands with
the reactionary union priesthood against
the progressive and Left wing forces.

The discreditment of the Lovestoneites,
an Inevitable product of their whole
course, Is revealed in their crushing de-

feat at the recenD elections. For tie

party to reduce them to impotence, it was
enough to borrow a little from the

Lovestone platform, and more from the

Left Opposition, and make a half-turn

away from yesterday's sectarianism.

The fact- that the Lovestoneites support-

ed the reactionary Right wing as against

the Ix'ft in such a key question as the

choosing of the Election Objections com-
mittee, did not help raise their prestige

in the eyes of the serious progressive

and Left wing forces. Unprincipledness
and the opportunist game of hide-and-

seek between the Right wing and the
Left which the Lovestone group has
played, has received a well-merited pun-
ishment. It should now be clear to nil

that the Left wing will progress in the

needle trades, as in every other field,

only in the process of liquidating the

liquidators, of relentlessly combatting
the Lovestone group and nullifying its

influence.

The majority of the workers in the
Iiight wing union voted for the Left
slate in spite of the fact that the Left
wing presented no concrete program, un-
less one can dignify with that designa-
tion the general phrases concerning a
"tight to improve conditions". This fact

speaks eloquently for the tremendous re-

sources available to the Left wing in the
reactionary unions, resources which it

has only begun to tap. That it is an
annihilating refutation of all the marble-
headed theories and practises of "social

Fascism", goes without saying. The
workers in the Right wing union, suffer-

ing bitterly in the present crisis without
their leaders taking a single step to im-
prove their conditions have turned, and
rightly so, to the Left wing movement
for guidance and leadership.

But it is precisely on this score that
the Left wing is defective. To retire

on its laurels, to become intoxicated
with its victories, would mean that the
Left wing has learned nothing from the
instructive experience of the last four
years or more. What will the Left wing
propose to do in those localjs of the
ILGPWU which have entrusted them with
the leadership? It is essential to put
the official Left wing either has no clear
the point squarely, for it is plain that
perspective, or else has a false perspec-
tive about which it keeps quiet now and
which it plans to unfold in a series of
accomplished facts.

What Will Left Wine Do Now?
Does it intend to utilize its leading

nosittons in tne Right wing union for
the purpose of breaking away Httle

splinters to be added to the Left wing
Industrial I'nion? Such a course would
not oniy restore the Left wing to yes-
terday's isolation and gain for it the
relsemmeut arid disillusionment of the
workers, but would make the future pro-
gress of the movement increasingly dif-

ficult. The masses will tolerate a blun-
der iiere and a blunder there ; they will

forgot or overlook a great deal ; but they
will not stand for a policy of permanent
blundering.

Or will the Left wing utilize its victor-

ies for the purpose of carrying on a
genuine tight for the unity of the needle
trades workers in one union, an aim
which corresponds to the needs and
aspirations of the harshly exploited, be-
devilled and split-up workers? If it car-
ries on a petty sectarian game of victor-
ies behind the backs of the masses, if

it does not carry on the fight for unity
as the Loft Opposition has outlined it,

then the recent triumphs will fade away
like ii plucked flower at night. The new
leaders of Locals 1 and i> must imme-
diately make use of their advantageous
positions to demand the unification of
all the organized needle trades workers.
That Is now the key question, directly
connected with the problem of organ-
izing the resistance of the needle trades
workers to the violent encroachments
that have been made on their standards
of living. It is to this question that we

The teachers are going to have their

pay cut. Wall Street decided that. The

City of New York which spends from

twenty-five to thirty-three percent of its

budget on interest on loans made to it

by Wjili Street, recently applied again

to the bunkers for additional financial

I

assistance. The men who overthrew Iler-

riot and ihe Belgian ministry told our

city moguls to economize to the tune of

forty million. Twenty million, they

said, must come out of the wages of

the policemen, the firemen, the city em-

ployees and the teachers.

The city employees did nothing about

it. The policemen and firemen took it

! lying down. Rut the teachers showed

[active resentment. A number of organi-

|
stations representing the more advanced

minority attempted to light. They call-

ed conferences, sent delegations to

Albany to plead their case with the

state legislature and the chief execu-

tive ut the slate. Their HglH ran a short

|
course and ended in defeat. The poor

I
showing they made was due to the fact

I that the overwhelming majoriiy of ihe

I
teachers are full of illusions about soc-

iety and the state tliey leach theii pu-

pils. The Times ijuciod one of their

spokesmen as saying that the teachers

had no faitii in the city politicians but

trusted the state legislature. Such pol-

itical naivete made tiie teachers easy

prey for the experienced sharks in

Albany. After much fruitless rushing to

and fro the teachers' delegations (except

the small teachers' Committee to pro- .

tect salaries) decided not to oppose the

wage cut but lo 'compromise" by 'pro-

tecting" the legislation reserving to the

state legislature the right to cut their,

wages; their pension rights, and other

such fol-de-rol which "ill go by the.

board under tiie next, assault by Wall

Street. A third item in their 'compro-

mise'' was the attempt to limit the re-

duction to two years. i

Just before the special session of the

legislature got around to this particular

item on the agenda of the bankers' in-

structions a delegation of teachers went

up to Albany lo see Roosevelt, Lehman ct

sil, about this compromise. When they

broached this ultimatum to Roosevelt

he told them that he would relay it to

.New York. Dejectedly but still hope-

fully the delegation tiled into an ante-

room, here they cooled their heels for

two hours while the wires hummed be-

tween Albany and New York. Finally.

Roosevelt told them that the bankers
were opposed to the time limit. Meekly
they accepted the decision. That was
the inevitable conclusion of their fight

under the circumstances of their lack

of class consciousness, lack of organiza-

tion and their poor fighting method.

Further attacks on the living condi-

tions of the teachers are foreshadowed.
Roosevelt recently announced that the

.state will be about $lfXt,00O.<JOI> short by

the middle of l!i3;i. He suggests that a
large share of this deficit will be made
up by a drastic cut in the appropria-

tions for education.

The attacks on their standards will

compel the teachers to resist. To make
their resistance effective they must make
clear to themselves what they are re-

sisting. The bankers, of course, are the

people who initiate these attacks. But
l hey are routed through the state ap-

paratus, in defense of their interests

t he I cachet's a re brought into conflict

« ifh Ihe state bureaucracy.

Against its crushing weight they can-

not contend alone. They must seek sup-

port among the classes whose economic
and social interests impel them to strug-

gle assmist the capitalist state. They can

find alios among the petty bourgeoisie.

They can enlist the aid of the taxpay-
ers' associations; social service organi-

zations: women's cinbs, etc. Their snp-

imrt, in tiie long run, will amount to

paper resolutions passed at conferences

in expensive holds; futile appeals to

Ihe slate legislature the Board of Esti-

mate ami every board which will al-

low steam lo he let off in its presence;

and "niovsi! support" in the press. But
ii-heii it comes to a showdown these

doughty knights of democracy, good-will

and what not will leave them in the

lurch. Tiie class which lives in eternal

hope of becoming big bourgeois and in

o\er!a.sling fear of being pushed into

Ihe proleiiit'iiit by the bourgeoisie cannot
he i 'Hunt eel on lo risk its stakes in a

light against the stronghold of world
reaction.

The teachers will have to seek and find

sillies in their own class, the working
ci.iss. This raises ihe question of the
relation of tiie teachers to the working
class movement. The relation must be
Ihe central axis of their program. On
this poinl they must strive to attain the
Hi-en tost possible clarity. They must
foi-iijnfiite their relation to the working
class movement on class lines. To do
lliis tliey must slough off their illusions.

They must become clear on their cla«s
position in society, the class nature of
their conflict with the capitalist state,

i heir need of lighting support against
it. In a word they must develop class
consciousness.

The problem of which current-reac-
tionary, socialist or Communist—to ally
themselves with has already sought the
teachers out and is pressing for solu-
lion. The Communists hftve begun to
ponetra'fo I heir ranks. They are not
iilone in the effort to win influence among
Ihe teachers. Others groups and inter-
ests are attempting the same thing in

the interest of patriotism and payouts,
of reform and milk-Jind-water protest,
if the Communists pursue a correct pol-
icy they can win the teaehers for Com-
munism,
These arc Ihe basic considerations

which the teachers must fake into ac-
oonnt in formulating their program.
According to the answer they give to
these questions will depend the organi-
zations tliey build. The question of or-
ganization is a very eompljfeated one.
At ihe present time there are about
seventy organizations among the appro-
ximately 40.000 teachers in New York
City They range all the way from a
Teachers' Welfare League through the
Teachers I'nion of the American Fed-
eral ion of Teaehers in the AF of L to
the Teachers Committee to Protect Sal-
uries organized by the Educational Work-
ers League of the TUDL. We will re-
lurn to this aspect of the situation in
an early issue.

—T. STAMM

«Unser Kamf» Tour Concludes with the

Launching of Worker's Clubs

shall return in an early issue. -S.

SILENT CAI, SILENT
Calvin Coolidge, who came into na-

tional notoriety by claiming to have brok-
en the Boston police strike, and then
presided for six years over the most
mediocre administration in modern times,
has just died. He was the author of:
'Profits and civilization go hand in
hand." He wais said to be a very civil-

ized man. With his death, his claim to
Silence lias become irrefutably estab-
lished.
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On our return trip to X. Y. we made
short stops in Chicago, Cleveland,
Youngstown and Xew Castle. The Chic-

ago Lnser liamf Club had in the mean-
time, since its organisation a few weeks
earlier, arranged a lecture for us at
which we spoke to about fifty workers
on Ihe Program of the Left Opposition.

The discussion lasted till the early
hours of the morning and four workers
joined up with the club at this lecture.

We also had lectures on the same
topic in Cleveland and Youngstown. In
New Castle we met, informally, wilh the
members of our branch and sympath-
izers. We discussed many problems
facing the revolutionary movement to-

day. We were very much impressed
with this tyiie of workers from the mills
who are utilizing this plague of unem-
ployment for the broadening of their

-Marxian arsenal. Our comrades in New
Castle are a promise for the develop-
ment of future struggles anion!; the
steel workers.

In Pittsburgh we established connec-
tions among the Jewish workers for the
first time. The newly formed branch
arranged a lecture for us at which we
had an attendance of over forty workers
who heard for the first time what (lie

lirogram of the Left )Op]»ositioii was.
We succeeded in getting sonic subs for

riie 1'nser Kamf and we now have a
comrade in charge o[ the work in this

locality.

From Pittsburgh we proceeded to

Philadelphia which we made preparations
for a lecture to be held at a future date.
We also stopped off in Trenton, making
arrangements for a. lecture on the pro-
gram of the Left Opposition to be held
on tiie fourth of January.
On the whole we visited over twenty

ciliex on this tour, holding about the
.same number of public meetings at
which we addressed close to a thousand
workers—an element who in their bulk
had not been reached hitherto by the
ideas of the Left Opposition. This was
rnir first, tour of the kind where we
made an effort to reach the Jewish
speaking worker. As a result of this
lour, we now have three functioning
I'nsei- Kamf Clubs outside of New York
(Toronlo, Chicago, Minneapolis) with
one in the process of formation In St.
l.onis. with small groups or individuals
doing the work of Unser Kamf in six-

V-'en cities. With this organized base
ve feel confident that we will now be
able to proceed with the regular issu-
ance of Unser Kamf, building up the
existing clubs and preparing the grounds
for new ones.

—MORRIS LBWIT.—SYLVIA BLHBKBR.
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«With Both Hands

»

The Stalin Bureaucracy and the United States of America

PAGE 3

(Continued from page 1) I have thought up that double handshake,

as the confiscation of property, eiimina-: that excellent description of t*e true

tion of personal rights, nationalization essence of tilt differences of opinion be-

of women and children, repudiation ofj tween Stalin and Trotsky,

debts and religion, and above all, what; The Yankee remains true to himself

we thought was an attempt to interfere' to the very end in this conversation. The
with our own Government. I told him solid bourgeois, who has had a bad har-

that neither he nor his Government

could expect the friendship, cooperation

world was that in contradistinction from not only in conversation with the Am-
the r^eft Opposition, his faction has re- erican bourgeois, Stalin has given up

nounced the theory and practise of the completely the policy of the international

international revolution. Should one revolution? "No, he did not deceive

play with such things in the interests! Campbell. ilL' 0I1
'l'

described, with rare

and recognition ot our Government if

they ever did try to interfere with our

affairs.

"Mr. Stalin immediately replied that

he realized this and he too wanted to

speak with the same frankness and with

out offense. lie said that he knew there

were such unfavorable reports in our

country, and took considerable time to

explain the true conditions in Russia.

He unhesitatingly admitred, wiHi dis-

arming frankness, that under Trotsky!

there had been an attempt to spread

Communism throughout the world. He
said that was the primary cause of the

break between himself and Trotsky. That
Trotsky believed in Universal Commun-
ism while he wanted to confine his effort*

to his own country. He explained that

they had neither the time nor lite money
to try to Communiae the world, even

should they wish to do so, and that

his own thief interest was to improve

the conditions of the people in Russia,

without any interference whatsoever in

the government of other countries.

"We discussed the Third Internation-

al and other reports of Soviet propa-

ganda and I must admit that Mr. Stalin

convinced me there is no attempt now
on his part, or on the parr of officials

of the Soviet Government, to interfere

with the Government of the I'nited Sta-

tes. We discussed politics, economics,

banking, business, trade with the Uni-

ted States, transportation, agriculture- The resemblance
and education. I was amazed at Mr.

Stalin's knowledge of general affairs.

He reminded me of many of our big

industrial leaders who must have a gen-

eral knowledge of practically aii affairs

to hold their positions. His words, as

vest this year and is therefore all the

more inclined to do a stroke of business

with the godless natioiializers of women,
sticks his leg upon the Soviet table, and
slaps the leader of the Bolsheviks on

the shoulder half patronizingly, half

warn! ugly.

.Nobody will want to reproach Stalin

for endeavoring to utilize the meeting

with Campbell for facilitating an agree-

ment with the American government and

the American market. Yet, why thi3

-sudden" rise to bis feet, this gripping

of Campbell's hand with both of his and
this proposal not only of "mutual res-

pect" lint iilsn of •'friendship"-? Does

t hat resemble t be conduct of a repre-

1

sentative of the workers' state, who isi

carrying on business negotiations with
I

the representative of the capitalist

world? Alas and aiaek, no resemblance

at all! Hut it does resemble the crawl-

ing conduct of a petty bourgeois before

a big bourgeois. This little occurence

which, to put it frankly, nauseates one

in the reading, is very characteristic: it

affords the possibility to discern the true

political consciousness of Stalin, who is

so resolute and relentless in the strug-

gle against the Opposition Communists

and the dissatisfied workers.

Fifteen years after the October revolu-

tion. Stalin speaks wllh the American

capitalist, in virtually the same tone in

which Miliukov and Kerensky once

si«>ke with Buchanan in the not very

glorious days of the impotent coalition,

lies not only in the

tone, but also in the contents. "The

necessity is openly preached amongst

you in the press and in public for con-

cluding the war."' Buchanan cuttingly

reproached the February powers-that-be.

"Not we," Miliukov, Teieschenko, Keren-

of diplomacy? Even in the limits of

diplomacy such a game would be con-

demned to a miserable fiasco. A private

conversation, even when it lasts till sun-

rise, is not enough to exercize any in-

fluence upon the ruling class of the U.

S. A. The Yankees—are serious busi-

ness men: they will not buy a pig in a

poke. Assertions must stand on facts

and lead to facts. The declaration of

Stalin is no maneuver and no trick;

taken at bottom it is the consequence of

the theory of socialism in a single coun-

try. It was prepared for by the whole
policy of recent years. In the near fu-

ture too, it may become the doctrine of

frankness, the situation as it actually

is. Still another question, and that the

most essential of all, was brightly il-

luminated in the. Stalin-Campbell dia-

logue : the question of socialism in one

country. In spite of all the half-baked

prophecies, the Five Year Plan did not

increase the economic 'independence"

of the Soviet Union. On the contrary,

the advances of the industrialization ex-

tended and deepened the relations of

Soviet economy to world economy, con-

sequently, also, their mutual dependency.

The double hand-shake of Stalin and

his respectful indication of the I*ft Op-

position to American capital is, in the
the new course, into which the bureau-

[as| ai ,„jys j Si nothing but the political

they were transferred to me through the sky defended themselves, "only the Bol-

interpreter, were carefully chosen, and
I was particularly surprised at his

knowledge of the Constitution of the

United States. In fact, my own lack

of knowledge of this same Constitution

caused me considerable embarrassment,

and the first thing I did, upon reaching

London, was to find a bookstore to buy
a copy.

"The conference lasted well after

dark, ns the sun sets early in the north-

ern country. Upon leaving : he told me
that the interpreter would prepare a

sheviks. But we'll finish them oil right

enough.'' "Just look," Kerensky then

assured Buchanan, holding his hand

with both bis own because he did not

have a third hand—"just look, Lenin is

already driven into illegality again and

Trotsky is in the Kresty prison."

Naturally, Stalin's jmsition is essential-

ly different, for the October revolution

is an historical fact, and the "apparatus"

bases itself u]»n its social consequences.

But the political task of the bureaueraey

does not consist in the spreading of the
typewritten copy of our tonversation,

|
October revolution throughout the world:

which I received two weeks later in
;
it ;M for tn js program that Trotsky was

London, signed '.I. Stalin', and with tr-is lf .x Hed from the I'SSIi. Stalin respect-
note—'Keep this record, it may be a '

(lu i v sports to the American bourgeois,
very historical document some day.' " \uin' Stalin's, task—consisted in improv-
The correctness of the interview, as

; j HS the 'position of the Russian people
is clear from the circumstances de-

' 0J . means of "friendship" with Ameri-
seribed, is beyond any doubt. Campbell

; ,-an capital. Unfortunately, However, it

is no light minded journalist hunting
after sensations, but an energetic Yankee
business man, an important American
man of wealth and machine builder.

He is quite kindly disposed in his rela-

tions to Stalin. In reporting the inter-

view, Campbell did not rely merely on
his memory, but also upon the official

report supplied to him. Finally, Camp-
bell's reports have nowhere and never
been denied. These circumstances suf-

ficiently clarify the correctness of the
interview from the formal side. But
much more important is the inner poli-

tical power of conviction of the conversa-
tion, its concordance with the spirit of
their participants and their circum-

is precisely Stalin's policy on the field

of "improving the position of the peo-

ple" thaf. leads io constantly sadder re-

sults.

Perhaps a sage will be found to con-

tend: By his assertions about the inter-

national revolution, etc., Sfcalin simply
aimed at deceiving .the American as to

his real opinions. What is wrong with
that? Is it worth while hanging on to

such a point? Yet, only a completely
hopeless idiot could possibly believe such
an explanation.

Before anything else: Is It permitted

to seek to deceive an adversary by such
declarations which must Inevitably con-

fuse and demoralize friends? For what
stances. No journalist, moreover, could Stalin simply declared before the whole

eraey is entering more directly every

day. thanks to its blindness and its fnil-

u res.

Can it really be forgotten that the

Soviet government, unexpected by all,

supported the Kellogg Pact? The moti-

vation dictated by Stalin and intended

,_j only for home consumption, said: Even
if the Kellogg Pact does not go far

enough, it is nevertheless a step forward.

Soviet diplomacy is of course under no
obligation to say out loud everything It

is thinking. It must not, without under-

mining the ground beneath its feet,

make any steps of declarations which
help the enemy to deceive the workers

and weaken their vigilance. The Kellogg

Pact is no step forward to peace, but
the diplomatic cover for the mightiest

and most dangerous of all the imperial-

ist bandits. The matter is not merely
conlined to the Pact. Litviuov recently

supported the American proposal for

"partial disarmament''. In that connec-

tion the Soviet press did not expose
Hoover's demand, but only those imper-

ialists who did not want to join hands
with it. Meanwhile, Hoover's proposal,

just like the Kellogg Pact, has as its

aim neither disarmament nor the avert-

ing of war, but the concentration of the

control over war and peace in the hands
of the V. S. A. The preparation of fav-

orable moral and materia! points of de-

parture for the coming war—that is the

only task of the American imperialists.

If it is assumed that Soviet diplomacy
could not express itself openly—that is

not our opinion—then the press should
have spoken for it. But when the Stal-

in-inspired diplomacy clings to the pro-
posals of Hoover and Kellogg "with both
hands", it is deceiving the world pro-

letariat and weakening the Soviet state.

If the Centrists in Amsterdam placea
themselves entirely upon the basis of

petty bourgeois pacifism, which is hon-
estly meant for the most part and is

at all events still rooted in the masses,
then in Geneva, they join hands at the

"Left" with imperialist pseudo-paciiism,
whose roots are to be sought in banks
and trusts. In the question of war, the

epigones break openly and demonstra-
tively with the revolutionary tradition

of Leninism. Their immediate objective
is to win the trust of American capital.

The nocturnal conversation in the Krem-
lin constitutes irreplacable commentary
to the speeches of the Soviet delegates
at Geneva.

Yet, diplomacy does not exhaust the
question, and on this fj.eld it can lay

no claim to iirst place. Where does the
Communist International fit In? For
four and a half years now no Congress
of the Comintern has been called and
nobody knows when it will be called,

if ever. Stalin does not so much as find

the time to appear at the ECCl Plenum
and leaves the leadership to people who
for the most part need leading them-

selves. Is it not a deliberate demonstra-

tion of disrespect for the Comintern;

Does it not signify and In actuality and

expression of the economic dependency

of the Soviet Union upon the world

market. The humiliating character of

this "expression" is determined by the

psychology of a very highly situated but

notwithstanding that, a petty bourgeois

bureaucrat, whom the great events al-

ways find unpreiiared.

The more the Stalin faction turns its

back upon the International revolution,

the more it will feel its dependency upon

world capital, the more convulsively It

wiii cling to it "with both hands". Stal-

in's hand-shake is not only a symbolical

act— it is almost a program. Whereas

he thoughtlessly and flatly accuses the

opposition of endeavoring to turn over

Soviet industry to foreign capital, Stalin

is obviously preparing for a change in

the international as well as the internal

political course.

S r uck i n a vise, the bu rea ucraey Is

capable of engaging in ally adventure,

including treacherous ones. To trust it

blindly, means to be an accessory to

(reason. Today more than ever are we
duty-bound to watch over Stalin's con-

dudt in the field of foreign political

relations not only with tireless atten-

tion but also with sharp distrust.

On guard ! lie prepared

!
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JAPAN
Its Rise from Feudalism to Capitalist Imperialism

and the Development of he Proletariat

By Jack Weber
The turn-over of labor in industry is

a vital index of workers' living condi-

tions. In Japan this index is artificially

lowered by the method of involving work-

era in debt at the beginning of employ-

ment so as to keep them in bondage, and
by the virtual imprisonment of labor in

dormitories. Factory workers are al-

lowed but two rest days a month by

law and those in dormitories can only

leave two to four times a month by spe-

cial permission. Even so the turn-over

in "normal" times is extremely high,

official figures setting it at from 60 to

100 percent before the present crisis.

The costliness of this turn-over may be

gauged by the fact that it takes a year

in silk mills to bring a recruit's produc-

tivity tip to average, yet the average
term of work is but slightly more than

one year. Nor do the girls who repre-

sent more than half of all factory work-
ers (and 80 percent of all textile work-
ers) transfer to other factories. They
prefer to return home to marry—or they

are forced into prostitution.

Trad* Union Movement
The first attempts at organizing trade

unions were ruthlessly suppressed by
the government. The anti-tmion Act of

1900 remained in force with but minor
changes up to 1026 when, following the

English models of opportunist "harmony"
unions designed with the aid of the rul-

ing class to blunt and render harmless
the weapons of working class organlza-

lormiat unions but ever ready to sup-

press "dangerous tendencies" without

warning.

The Outburst of 1918 and After

As the cost of living rose to dizzy

heights during the War, the workers

were driven more and more by need to

strike lor -higi^r wages. Wherea^ in

1U1-1 there were only 50 strikes involving

7900 workers, the number of strikes rose

to 39S in 1»17 and to 417 in 1918 involv-

ing, in the latter year 66,000 workers.

The existing scarcity of food was ag-

gravated by the Siberian adventure which

necessitated the buying-up and diversion

from the market of large stocks of rice.

The pinch of hunger was felt everywhere

by the masses.

Suddenly, without previous warning,

the storm broke and there came the

thunderclap of the spontaneous uprisin

of 1918. Starting in the obscure fisher

village of Toyama where some fisher-

men's wives stormed the rice shops for

food for their starving children, the

movement spsead like wildfire among
workers and peasants. The agrarian
movement revealed its elemental power
by the burning of the homes of large

landowners in forty-two provinces, and
the looting of granaries. In the space

of a few days the workers in practically

every large town and city poured out
into the streets, banded together and,

where they did not loot the shops dlr-

retly, forced the sale of rise to pre-war
tion, the Japanese government decided prices. Troops were called out in every
to foster and encourage company union- : large city. The workers faced the troops

ism by a new act recommending arbitra-'and called on them not to lire on their

tion In labor disputes. This act has re- brothers and sisters. The government,
malned a dead letter on the statute books

|
realizing tho ultimate possibilities of the

although company unions have spread. ! situation, threw the troops into the

Trade unions still possess no legal status,
j

shops to sell food over the counters at
the government cautiously tolerating re- low prices, yes, and to give Iree riop

to the poor. Only when the movement
began to recede were the troops used for

shootings and brutal suppression, many
of those who had bought rice at the

lowered prices being thrown into prison

for indeterminate periods.

Had there been the barest kernel of

a Bolshevik party in Japan at this time,

the year 1918 might well have been

hailed as the "1905" of the Japanese

working class. Bui no such organiza-

tion existed, ready to place itself con-

sciously at tho bead of the masses in

action and to formulate the necessary

political slogans in the light of the ex-

isting situation and the relation of

fori-es. The masses were not aware of

developments in Iiussia, the censorship

acting as a "cordon sanitaire" to pre-

vent the infecting of the Japanese work-

ers. Whatever leadership did exist was
more under the influence of anarcho-

syndicalism than under that of Commun-
ism. Hence the complete lack of pre-

paration for events, the sporadic char-

acter of the outburst and the lack of

political demands that could have served

as a focal point for later organization. j
1921.

lions for "harmony" and the "mutual

interests'' of capita! and labor.

Anarcho-Syndieaiism and the Unions

In lilOfi the worker-intellectual Kotoku

returned to Japan from the U. S, where

he had been active in the ranks of the

I,WW. Kotoku brought to Japan the

best traditions of this movement, an In-

sufficiently grounded but revolutionary

precursor of Communism. The move-

ment thus founded was ruthlessly hound-

ed by the police until temporarily sap-

pressed after the discovery of a bomb
plot against the Emperor in 1911 for

which eleven men and one woman were
executed. Despite this inevitable result

of individualist terror, the basic ideas

of syndicalism, direct mass acton and
:

industrial unionism, penetrated deeply

into some of the unions, particularly

those organized in the newly-built dock-

yards, destined soon to elosure under the

blight of the after-the-war crisis of 1920.

Encouraged by the uprising of 1918 in

which they had taken a leading part,

the syndicalists led several great dock-

yard strikes during the years 1919 and
In the Kawasaki and Mitsubishi

The Food Workers Industrial Union is

in a very bad situation. The enthusiasm

and strength of its membership and its

strike struggles, which struck terror in

the past in the hearts of the bosses'

associations and their gangsters, has

given place for a long time to pessim-

ism and discontent. This is very often

denied and only occasionally admitted

by the leadership of the union and the

Trade Union Cnity Council. But they

always cautiously avoid any explana-

tion of the causes that brought about

the present situation.

During the party's pre-convention dis-

cussion in the summer of 1630, 1 wrote

an article on the union, pointing out

that unless the union changes its policy

and corrects its errors, the union would
lontinoe to head t ward destroction.

This article never appeared. The excuse
was that it was handed in too late,

though it was given to them during the

first week of the opening of the discus-

sion. Again, a year ago, the convention

of the union took place. The discussion

for the delegates to the convention wad
limited by the fraction (headed by
Joseph Zackl to ten minutes and later

to o. I strenuously protested against

this decision and insisted that the past

errors ought to be brought out into the

open and a chance to discuss these er-

rors be given to the delegates. In this

way, some of the confidence lost by the

members in the fraction, might be re-

gained. This proposal was rejected by

Zaok on the ground that such a dis-

cussion would (end to demoralize the

convention.

On November 111, lOiii, the elections of

(he officials in the Cafeteria Section took
place. General secretary liifbin made
a long and "satisfactory" report on the

union. lie defended the general policy

of the TI'l'L and said thaf if some sort

of crisis existed in the union, it was be-

cause u-e had failed to carry out cor-

rectly the "general line". Then three

minutes was set as the limit to the dis-

cussion, which was not to last over an
hour. Some party members who had
chanced to lie misunderstood by the party

bureaucrats, took advantage of the op-

portunity, to Kinooth over their bad
standing by defending the "general line".

Then the slate of the fraction for the

officials was presented and steam-rolled

without difficulty-—to the glory of the]

general line.

The Open Letter

Let us take the open letter of the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the TITUC signed

iiy the General Secretary Joseph Zack,

addressed to (he organization and pub-

lished in the September issue of the

Food Worker. In it the crisis is analyz-

ed as follows

:

"It is necessary to emphasize at this

time that (he inner situation in the

Food Workers Union is such that the

union can hardly attract and hold work-

i'jts ready for organization," The let-

ter attributes the cause of the present

londitlons in the union to the follow-

ing reasons : anarcho-syndicalist tradi-

tions of the union; constant changes in

the leadership; lack of persistent, steady

line of policy in the industry: infantile

Leftist tendencies when the union is

on the upgrade ; rank opportunism when
faced with severe difficulties; lack of

inner democracy; cllquism of Beal and
Teitlebauni, etc.; and above all, the fail-

ure to carry on the "general line" of the

HULL.
So read the letter. But when we ex-

amine closely the actual results of Znck's

fetter we see that the general line car-

ried out in full in the union (which en-

tirely reflects the general line which the
Stalinist bureaucracy has imposed upon
the party) is what brought about the
present conditions in the union.

It is discouraging, however, that with
the exception of Kleron's mild critic-

ism in the following issue of the Food

Worker, the traction said nothing about
the merits <u- lack of merits of this dis-

graceful document.

Is it possible for us to believe that

the fraction forgot the past so soon and
allowed itself to be made the scapegoat
—of the "general line"! Has it been
forgotten that in every instance, all the

policies and tactics In the union were
made with the endorsement of Zack and
Johnstone, whether they were "ultra-

Leftist" or "rank opportunist"? For in-

stance in May 1930, when the Executive
Committee after a three day discussion

decided to change the structure of the

union, Johnstone over-ruled the propos-

als of the Executive Committee of the

union, stating that. It was an A F of L
policy. Only a year and a half later,

this "A V of L policy'' was accepted
by them as the "correct TfJUL policy."

The above example is an indication of

that "lack of persistence" in the -un-

ion's line. Was I not condemned time
and again by Johnstone and other bu-

reaucrats for proposing in the leading

fraction the abolition of the general shop
delegates council, the establishment, of

section executives, etc., etc.?

To conceal these facts which aro very

well known at least, to some members of

the union can only bring injury to the

TITL in particular and Communism in

general.

In his letter, Zack siieaks for dem-

ocracy against bureaucracy. What a

pity! Didn't Zack, over the heads of

the union leadership, come down to the

Concoop's workers, demanding a ten per-

cent tax on their wages for the TUIIC
and stating that those who refuse to

pay ihe tax are enemies of the working

class? Wh-n Ihe majority of the mem-
bers refused to submit to this categorical

and arbitrary demand, Zack came back

a few weeks later with an alleged de-

cision by tho National Committee of the

Trade I'nion Cnity League and the

party, stating that for the '"benefit of

the Concoops", they were ordered to

leave their jobs. When the workers

elected a committee to see comrade Fos-

ter and find out the reasons for this

decision, he (Foster) in the presence of

the National Committee, said that the

Committee knew nothing of this deci-

sion and, turning to Zack, he condemned
him for such b urea lie raiic action.

Ttie Kornelios Case
Another example is the Kornelios case.

Because Kornelios dared to criticize the

inefficiency of the Concoop's management,
he was tired from his job by Zack's as-

sistant. John Steuben. When the mem-
bership of the union condemned this ac-

tion and voted that Kornelios return to

work, Zack siiUI. "'Nothing doing. The
membership is not ahvnys right," and
rejected its decision.

As to anarcho-syndicalism, the cliqu-

ism of Beal. Teitlebauni and the others,

we shall deal with those aspects of the

ipiestion in our next, article.

In conclusion, Zack promised 3everal

good points for the union. But these

points were proposed dozens of times

in the past. They never materialized due

to the fact that the party members did

not function as a genuine Communist
fraction.

Only recently, the party bureaucrats

arbitrarily excluded more than thirty

comrades from fraction meetings, con-

sidering them as "unhealthy and disrup-

tive elements". Only those with spe-

cial invitations from the fraction secret-

ary are now allowed to attend meetings.

This action has nothing in common with

Leninism, If comrades are not qualified

for the fraction, they must first be call-

ed to account before the Control Com-
mission and action takeu there. Such
procedures indicate that no hoalthy
measures are being taken to remedy the

ills within the uuion.

—SEBASTIAN I'APPAS.
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Soviets were out of tho question but de-] dockyard strikes of 1921 there was es-

mands to end the war, to grant universal; bibited the inspiringly heroic soiidarity

suffrage, to recognise the right of the

workers to organi/.c—under the circum-

stances the democratic slogans could

have been linked up with the more ele-

mental demand for bread and peace.

Nevertheless the rice riots of 1918

form a turning-point in Japanese his-

tory. The masses learned their own
power and the utter helplessness of the

ruling class in the face of a mass Out-

pouring into the streets. The seed was

idanted for making the wbrkers con-

scious of their historic role. Conscious-

ly or not. the first step had been taken

on the road to the conquest of power.

Immediately the riots resulted in a great

impetus to unionization. The unions

became a force to bo reckoned with, one

that could no longer be safely sup-

pressed by the ruling class. Instead

the government and the "enlightened"

aapitafists were impelled to resort to the

new methods of "boring from within"

the uniona, helping to create organiaa-

of thousands of workers. To combat
(lie rapid spread of unemployment now
engulfing the working masses, the

strikers set up the slogan of workers'

(syndicate) control and management of.

the shops. Many strikers felt that the

proletarian revolution was at hand.

These strikes were the high point of

syndicalist influence in Japan. They il-

lustrate the splendid fighting qualities

of the syndicalists but also the inevit-

able downfall of a workers' movement
that attempts to ignore the state with

its special armed forces prepared to

crush any revolt. These strike strug-

gles and the political consequences form
an object lesson of the absolute need of

a revolutionary vanguard in the form of

the Communist party armed with the

Marxian theory of the state, analyzing

every new situation by means of its

dialectic class approach and thus pre-

pared to put forward correct tactics

based on correct policies.

Since December 24th there has been

no change in the rate at which subs arc

coming In. The record for December 24

—January i is not a good one. Perhaps

the reason is the year end holiday slack.

Be that as it may we must now make
up for lost time. To make this cam-
paign a success, every branch inuat par-

ticipate and there should be no let up
in tiie work.

New York should be taken as an ex-

ample of what splendid work can be

done by taking advantage of our club

plan. New York is In the lead again.

In New York more comrades are parti-

cipating in the campaign than anywhere
else, and they are doing the work con-

sistently.

Here is the record of the campaign
from the beginning tip to date by cities:

THE RECORD BY CITIES
New York -IS

Chicago 32

Minneapolis 22

Pittsburgh 16

Philadelphia 15

Montreal 13

Toronto 10

Boston 10

New Castle, Pa. 8

St. Louis 4

Pes Moines 4

Lynn, Mass. 4
South Bend, Ind. 4

THE STAFF
Chicago Friends of

the Militant Club 12

II. Capelis 12

P. Vomvas 12

H. Nash 11

B. Mergenstern 8

V. B. Dunne 8
W. Krehro f>

A. Joe!

J. Koss
H. A,

M. Hudson
P. Rayburn
M, Gottlieb

J. Hamilton
W. Koulkow
O. Coover

S. Lessin

J. Kifakis

B. McMUlen
A. Miller

J. Weber
L. Basky
(i. Drucker

C. Ingram
J. Ritz

The New York Branch is represented

on this list by five members. That is

the reason New York stands at the head
of the list of cities.

Mobilize the membership for the cam-

paign !

G

6

4

4
4

4

4

4
4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
4

THE NEW YORK CLASS IN THE
HISTORY OF THE COMMUNIST

INTERNATIONAL
Due to the holidays at the end of the

year, the course of lectures on "The
History of the Communist International"

being conducted by Max Shachtman at

the International Workers School, 126 E.

ICtli Street, was postponed for two ses-

sions. The course will be resumed this

Sunday, January S, 1933, with the

"Fourth Congress of the Comintern" as

the topic. All comrades are Invited to

attend.
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SovietEconomyinDanger
The Situation on the Eve of the Second Five Year Plan

The official press now print* from is- retreat. And what about the prestige

sue to issue an uninterrupted list of of the infallible leadership? The Jate

accusations against the workers, the of the dictatorship of the proletariat is

directors, the technicians, managers, co-

operative j. -Kennel, and the trade union-

ists: all guilty of not fulfilling the

plana, the instructions and "the six con-

ditions". But where are the causes for

this? Objective causes do not obtain.

To blame for it all is the ill will of

those entrusted with the fulfilling. And
that is just what Pravda writes, "Do
there obtain any objective causes what-

ever for this deterioration in the work,?

None whatever!" (October 2, 1932). Peo-

ple simply do not want to work as they

should—and that's all there is to it.

The October plenum of the CEO has as-

certained that "there is unsatisfactory

management in every link down the line."

Except, of course, that link which is

called the Central Executive Committee.

But are there really no objective

causes for the poor quality of the work-

manship? A specified amount of time is

required not only for the ripening of

wheat but also for the familiarization

with the complex technological process-

es. Psychological processes, it is true,

are more pliable than those of vegeta-

tion, but this pliability has its limits.

One cannot skip over them. And in ad-

dition—and this is no less"important

—

one cannot demand the maximum of

more important than blown-up prestige.

The Year of Capital Reconstruction

Having been knocked off balance, So-

viet economy is in need of serious recon-

struction. Under capitalism the broken

equilibrium is restored by the blind

forces of tJie crisis. The Socialist re-

public allows of applying conscious and

rational cures.

it is impossible, of course, to halt pro-

duction in the whole country as it is

halted during repairs in a factory or in

an enterprise. But there is also no need

whatever for it. It is enough to lower

the tempos. The current productive la-

bor for 1933 cannot be carried on with-

out a plan, but this plan must be one

for a single year, worked out on the

basis of -moderate quality quotas.

Attainments in quality must be given

first place. Inopportune constructions

should be liquidated; all forces and re-

sources must be concentrated upon con-

structions of the first rank; the inter-

relations between the various branches

of industry must be balanced on the

basis of experience; factories must be

put in order; equipment must be re-

stored.

Let there be an end to driving, and

spurring, and establishing records, but
intensity under minimum of nourishment.

let the prod^ctu-ity of each enterprise

The resolution of the October plenum De subjected to its technological rythm.

of the CEO accuses the workers and the 1

Heturn to the laboratories whatever has

administrators of their inability "to [,een taken too soon from out of the

clinch" their highest achievements, and laboratories. Finish building whatever

of their continual falling below the marks stm remains unfinished. Put In order

they had set. In reality, the breakdowns the interrelations between the depart-

were ingrained in the character of the, nients In factories. Straighten out woat-

achievemente themselves. By virtue of

an exceptional effort a man can lift a

weight that is far above his "average"

strength. But he cannot long sustain

such a load over his head. It is absurd

to accuse him of his inability "to clinch"

his effort.

Soviet economy is in danger ! it le

not diflicult to determine its ailment. It

springs from the nature of the successes

themselves. From an excessive and poor-

ly calculated strain the economy has

suffered a rupture. One must proceed

to cure, painstakingly and perseverlngly.

Bakovsky warned us as early as 1930,

"We are entering an entire epoch, which

Will pass under the heading of payment

in full for the entire past."

The Second Five-Year Plan

The second Five Year Plan was fash-

ioned In the scales of "gigantism".* It

is difficult, to he more correct 1

, it is

impossible to judge "by sight" the ex-

tent to which the final indices of the

second Five Year Plan are exaggerated.

But the question now touches not the

balance of the Second Five Year Plan,

but its points of departure, the line of

(ts jointure with the first Five Year

Plan. The first year of the second Five

Year Plan has received an onerous in-

heritance from the last year of the first

Five Year Plan.

The second plan, according to the de-

sign, is the spiral continuation of the

first plan. But the first plan has not

been brought to completion. The second

plan from the very beginning is left

suspended in mid-air. If one leaves

things to go on as they have been,

then the second Five Year Plan will be-

gin by patching up the holes of the first

under the administrative whip. This

means that the crisis will be aggravated.

In this manner one can bring matters

to a catastrophe.

There Is only one way out: the in-

auguration of the Second Five Year
Plan roust be put off for one year. 1933

must be made a buffer between the first

Five Year Plan and the second. In the

course of this period it is necessary on

the one hand, to verify the inheritance

left by the first Five Year Plan, to fill

in the most yawning gaps, to mitigate

the unbearable disproportions and to

straighten out the economic front; and
on the other hand, to reconstruct the

Second Five Year Plan, so calculating

it as to make its points of departure

about flush to the actual and not Imag-

inary results of the first Five Year Plan.

Doesn't this simply mean that the

period for the completion of the first

plan will be prolonged another year? No,

unfortunately that Is not the case. The
material consequences of the four years'

of hue and cry cannot be stricken out
from reality by one stroke of a pen.

A careful cheeking over is necessary, a

regulation, and a determination of the

coefficients of growth actually achieved.

The present condition of economy ex-

cludes In general any possibility of plan-

ned work. 1933 cannot be a supplement-

ary year of the first Five Year Plan, nor

the first year of the second. It must
occupy an Independent position between
the two, In order to assure the mitiga-

tion of the consequences of adventurism
and the preparation of the material and
moral prerequisites for planned expan-
sion.

The Left Opposition in its own time

was the first to demand the inaugura-
tion of the Five Year Plan. Now It is

duty bound to eay: It is necessary to

put off the second Five Year Plan. Away
with shrieking enthusiasm! Away with
stock Jobbing! There is no reconciling

them with planned activity. Then, you
are for retreat? Yes, for a temporary

* The hostility, an outright hatred,

toward "gigantism" 1b rapidly growing
in Soviet circles, as a natural and an
(inevitable reaction against the adven-
turism of the last period. There Is no
need, however, to explain to what extent

this reaction, from which the petty bour-
geois skinflint spirit derives satisfac-

tion, may In the future become dangerous
t* toe socialist construction.

ever has been bent. Repair that which

has been damaged. Prepare the factory

for a transition to the highest stage.

Quality quotas must be given a charac-

ter both supple and conditional in or-

der that they may not interfere with

achievements in quantity.

1933 must gain complete mastery over

the labor turn-over, by bettering the

conditions of the workers; that's where

the beginning must be made, for herein

is to be found the key to everything else.

Workers and their families must be as-

sured of food, shelter and clothing. No
matter what the price!

The managemnt and the proletarian

cadres of factories should be freed of

supplementary burdens, such as the

planting of potatoes, breeding rabbits,

etc. All questions relating to supplying

factories with necessities must be regu-

lated as independent and not supplement-

ary tasks.

Order must be brought into the pro-

duction of objects for mass consumption.

Commodities must be adapted to human
needs and not to tie raw by-products of

the heavy industry.

The process of Inflation must be stop-

ped with an iron hand and the stable

monetary unit must be restored. This

difficult and painful operation cannot be
undertaken without boldly curtailing

capital Investments, without sacrificing

many hundred millions that have been

inexpediently or Inopportunely sunk in

new constructions, in order that thus

losses Into billions may be forstalled in

the future.

A temporary retreat is exigent both in

industry and in rural economy. The
hithermost line of the retreat cannot

be determined beforehand. It will be

revealed only in the experience of capital

reconstruction.

The managing organs must control,

assist, and pick out everything that Is

capable of living and functioning but

they should desist from driving enter-

prises to their doom, as is the case now.

The economy and the human beings need

a breathing spell from administrative

violence and adventurism.

Many managers, as is shown by the

papers, have Independently arrived at

the conclusion that 1933 must differ in

some essential manner from the elapsing

year. But they do not draw their ideas

to their conclusion, in order not to ex-

pose themselves to danger.

As touches the rail transport, Econ-
omic Life writes, "One of the most im-

portant tasks of 1933 must be the task

of a full and final liquidation of each

and every imperfection, non-completion,

poor tie-up and disproportion in the func-

tioning of the different integral parts of

the transport mechanism." Well spoken

!

This formula should be accepted in full,

and be expanded to apply to the entire

economy, as a whole.

As touches the tractor plant in Stal-

ingrad, Pravda writes, "We must deci-

sively dispense with defective methods
of workmanship, we must put an end
to fever along the conveyor in order
to guarantee a regulated output of pro-

duction.". That Is absolutely correct!

Planned economy, taken as a whole, re-

present*, in its type, a conveyor on a
state scale. The method of stuffing up
holes is incompatible with planned pro-

duction. 1933 must "put an end to fever
along the conveyor", or at least we must
considerably lower the temperature.

The Soviet government itself has an-
nounced by proclamation a "turn" from
quantity to quality In the sphere of
rural economy. That ,1s correct, but the
question must be approached on a much
wider scale. The matter touches not
only the quality of the cultivation of the
soil, but the entire kolkhoz and sovkhos
policy and praxis. The turn from quan-
tity to quality must be carried over Into

the functioning of the administration
itself.

Firet of all, a retreat is inevitable in

the sphere of collectivization. Here

USE THE CLUB PLAN. GET SUBS
FOB THE MINERS.

more than anywhere else the administra-

tion is the captive of its own mistakes.

While superficially continuing to auto-

cratically command, and to specify un-

der the signature of Molotov and Stalin

the precise number of acres for grain

tillage, the bureaucracy, in reality, is

now floating with the current.

Concurrently, in the villages there has

appeared a new stratum of the socalled

"retired" i. e., former kolkhoz members.

Their number is growing. It is out and

out insanity to keep by force within the

collectives peasants who pilfer the crops,

who eell the seed in bazaars and sub-

sequently demand it from the govern-

ment for sowing. However, it is no less

criminal to leave the process of disin-

tegration to its own course. The tend-

ency to place a cross, just now, over

the collectivization movement is now evi-

dently raising its head even within party

ranks. To allow this would be to throw

out the child from the tub along with

the soap suds.

1933 must serve to bring the collective

rural economy Into alignment with the

technical, economic and cultural re-

sources. This means—the selection of

the most viable collectives, their reor-

ganization in correspondence with ex-

perience and the wishes of the basic

peasant mass, first of all the peasant

poor. And, at the same time—the for-

mulation of such conditions for leaving

the kolkhozes as would reduce to a min-

imum the disruption of rural economy,

to say nothing of the direct dangers of

civil war.

The policy of mechanically "liquidating

the kulak" 13 now factually discarded.

A cross should be placed over it official-

ly. And simultaneously it is necessary

to establish the policy of severely re-

stricting the exploiting tendencies of

the kulak. With this goal in mind the

lowest strata of the villages must be

welded together into a union of the

peasant poor.

In 1933 the moujiks will till the land,

the textile workers will produee calico,

the blast furnaces will smelt metal, and

ihe railroads will transport people and
1 the products of labor. But the highest

criterion of this year will He not in

producing as much as one possibly can

and as fast as possible but in putting

economy in order ; in checking over the

Inventories, separating the healthful

from the diseased, and the good from

the bad ; in clearing away the rubbish

and mud, in building the lacking houses

and dining rooms, in finishing the roofs,

in installing sanitary ventilation. For,

in order that they may work well, people

must first of alt liye like human beings,

and consequently satisfy their human
needs.

To set aside n special year of capital

reconstruction Is a measure which by

The Death of the Father of Revisionism
(Continued from last issue)

It is interesting to note that at the

outset, the party fathers and the official

theorists—Liebknecht the elder, Kautsky,
Sehoeulank and others included—at-
tached no fundamental significance to

Bernstein's views. The party press even
wrote at the outset Chat there is some-

thing healthy in the idea to submit the

party program to periodic revision on
the basis of new developments. That the

socialist, movement would split on this

rock which Bernstein threw into its

midst, did not occur to most of the
leaders at the beginning.

The credit for the lirst shot in the

counter-offensive, seems to go to Parvus
(Dr. Helphand), the brilliant Russian
Marxist who was then active in the Ger-

man movement. He was promptly fol-

lowed by Rosa Luxemburg, whose com-

parative youth in the German movement
did not diminish the effectiveness of the

blows she continued to strike for the

Left wing throughout her life, down to

the very day when she was assassinated

in Berlin by Bernstein's comrades-in-

arms. Fighting on their side were also

Klara Zetkin, Franz Mehringj Karl
Kautsky—always a little belatedly, ap-

pearing on the battleground at the very

end, as Itosa put it, like the Napoleonic

Old Guard !—and the father of Russian
Marxian) Plechanov.

Defeats on Paper
.With such an array of intellectual

giants massed against him, it is no won.

der that Bernstein suffered defeat after

defeat. But these defeats were of a

foriml nature and left hint and his

movement unimpeded. In 1809, at the

Hanover party congress, the party ad-

opted Bebel's resolution against the re-;

visionists: "The party stands as before

on the foundation of the class struggle

there is no reason for the party to

change either its fundamental principles

and demands, its tactics, or its name,
that is, to become a democratic-socialist

reform party in place of a social dem-
ocratic party "

In Dresden, four years later, the

radical wing gained another paper

triumph when the revisionist attempts to

change the class struggle tactic of the

party were condemned. Only 11 dele-

gates voted against this resolution; some
were Left wingers, not wholly satisfied

with it, the rest were a' the extreme

Right. As for most of the revisionists,

they mockingly voted for the resolution

amidst considerable merriment. They
knew better than most of the radicals

that the resolution would remain on

paper, whereas the practise of the party

was swinging more definitely in their

Eduard Bernstein's Triumph

Over Militant Marxism

itself solves nothing whatever of course, direction. So prominent a party father
It can attain its major significance only

under a change in the very approach to

economy, and, first of all, to its living

protagonists, the workers and peasants.

The approach to economy pertains to

the domain of politics. The weapon of

politics is the party.

Our task of tasks is to ressurect the

party. Here as well we must take

an inventory of the onerous inheritance

of the post-Lenin period, we must separ-

ate the healthy from the ailing, the

good from the bad, we must clear away
the rubbish and the mud, we must air

and disinfect all the offices of the bu-

reaucracy. After ithe pafrty there fol-

low the Soviets and the trade unions.

The capital reconstruction of ail Soviet

organizations is the most Important and

the most urgent task of 1933.

—L. TROTSKY.
Prinkipo, October 22, 1932.

THE END.

Kautskyan formulation was open to In-

terpretations from both sides.

plechanov, however, when the program

of the Russian Social Democratic Labor
Party was being elaborated, did not fail

,
to denounce the omission of a clear re-

Rosa Luxemberg also presented a pro-
IoreiiM ^ ^ dictatorsni o£ tne pr0_

,

posal for his expulsion, but the vep~y

idea of such a ruthless measure horrified

the party leaders and, for that matter

most of the Ix>ft wingers. It was never

even taken up by the party congress.

Kautsky, at that time still engaged In

polemizing against Bernstein in that

dry, pedantic, lifeless manner which
proved to be no obstacle to their eventual

reconciliation, opi>osed his expulsion. lie

stood for preserving that peculiar sort

of "'freedom of opinion in the party"

which has always served to shield the

Right wing from the attacks of the

Left.

The discussion around Bernstein's

views was not, of course, confined to the

German movement. 1 1 is writings not
only gave a decisive imjietus to a whole
series of revisionist ait tacks upon the
body of Marxian doctrine by petty bour-

geois economists and sociologists, but
formed the line of demarcation between
the two principal tendencies in the in-

ternational socialist movement.

In practise, and not infrequently in

theory, the whole Second International

was dominated by the revisionist school,

as was shown most strikingly and fatal-

ly at the crucial moment when the
world war broke out. The rise of im-
perialism in the most important coun-
tries of the two continents had reared
a labor aristocracy that merged or al-

most merged with the lower middle class

which was being attracted everywhere
to the socialist movement. Their inter-

ests became bound up with the destines
of their respective imperialist father-

lands. Allegiance to socialism became a
"practical ideal" which was reconciled
without great difficulty with tin: fright-

ful exploitation of those tens of mil-
lions of black, brown and yellow colo-
nial peoples who never figured in the
Bernsteinlan scheme, and for good cause.

The upper strata of the working class,

swelled by an influx of t'he petty bour-
geoisie from town and country, fortified

by a powerful trade union and party
bureaucracy, bolstered up by well-estab-
lished institutions and interests, recoil-

ed from the prospect of social revolu-
tion. With the gradual improvement of
their own conditions, and with every ap-
parent prospect of steadily "growing

letariat in the Erfurt program as theor-

et ically incorrect and, in practise, &

cowardly concession to the opportunists.

Cowardly concessions o£ this sort, screen-

ed by formal adherence to the termino-

logy of the class struggle, proved to be
the essence of Kautsky's fight against

Bernstein. Plechanov's aphorism in his

"Open Letter to Karl Kautsky" that

"Kither the social democracy will be

buried by Bernstein or Bernstein by the
social democracy", was verified with
cruel exactitude at the decisive hour.

The world war was the catalytic agent
which precipitated the "theoretical dis-

pute" into two clearly defined sides of

the class struggle. What started out as an
•'abstract discussion" ended by splitting

the socialist movement wide open, with
the representatives of the proletarian

revolution on one side of t-he barricades
and. the <oeiuI-p»t riots, agents of lm-

l>erialisin, 011 the' other. By and large,

these two class camps were made up of

the sume elements who divided on the
questions raised by Bernstein. The antt-

Iteriisteinians took their stand against

t Ik* imperialist war; the revisionists

supported the imperialist fatherland.

There were exceptions, it is true.

I'feehuiiov turned patriot; Lensch, who
had played the radical before the war,
volunteered for the front; Hyndman,
with his arid pre-war orthodoxy, became
a jingo. Bernstein on the other hand,
turned Centrist and pacifist for the mo-
ment, and effected a touching reconcili-

ation with his old friendly-enemy, Kaut-
sky. But as a rule, the old pre-war
divisions remained and became more
rigid.

Bernstein iiad sowed the seed which
yielded the fruits of social patriotism.
One of his most insistent arguments had
been directed against the Marxian idea
that the workers have no fatherland.
This may have been justified in an agi-
tiitional sense, he argued, in 1847 when
the workers had no rights and unlimit-
ed absolutism reigned throughout Eur-
ope. Now that the workers had won
universal suffrage, had partaken of the
cultural achievements of society, had
invaded the legislative bodies — the
workers did have a fatherland. This
idea became the theoretical basis for all

into" socialism by the parliamentary' fne outspoken social-chauvinists from
process {the German socialist vote in I

v/hom Bernstein separated himself for a
1912 reached 4,250.000; elsewhere it rose! sl,mt time during the war.

ns Auer, who carefully refrained from
voting for Bernstein at the party con-

gress, is said to have written him:

"Lienor Kde, so was tut man, aber man'
sagt es nicht"—"My dear Eddie, that's!

the sort of thing you do, but you don't

talk about it"! This classic formula:

contains more than cynicism ; it sums up
the ideas of the party leaders, on the

road to their August 4, 1914 but pru-

dent enough to conceal the fact under

the old watchwords and banners.

The genuine Marxist wing of the

movement was even then in favor of ex-

pelling Bernstein from the party. In

1901. Plechanov wrote: "In Bernstein's

views there are now left only feeble

traces of socialism. In reality he stands.

correspondingly], the criticism of the
Left wing lost much of its vigor and ef-

fectiveness and the standpoint of Bern-
stein appeared to be justified by the
facts of social evolution.

The Kautskyans and Bernstein

Added to this was the fact that the
official Marxist school, represented by
Kautsky with whom Luxemburg broke
long before the war, did not exclude the
Bernsteinlan conception; it rather sup-
plemented it much in the manner that
a left peg-leg assists a still vigorous
right foot. While the official program
of the German social democracy, adopt-
ed In Erfurt towards the end of the
last century, was formally Marxian, it

had wide gaps in it through which oppor-
much closer to the petty bourgeois ad-.tunist practise could enter with ease,

here nts of 'social reform' than to the The central criticism by Marx of the
revolutionary social democracy. Yet he Gotha program—the omission of the
is still called 'party comrade' and he

{

dictatorship of the proletariat was
is not requested to leave the party", ignored at Erfurt too. At all events, the

Open Letter to

Vandervelde
(Continued from page 1)

of this logic often enough fall upon

proletarian revolutionists who took part

in the establishment of the regime of

the dictatorship. Yes, in the develop-

ment of an isolated workers' state, be-

trayed by the international social dem-

ocracy, the bureaucratic apparatus has

acquired a potency which is dangerous

for the socialist revolution. I have no

need of this being called to my mind.

But before the class enemy, I assume

full responsibility not only for the Oct-

ober revolution which produced the re-

gime of the dictatorship, but also for the

Soviet republic as it is today, with its

government which esiled me to a for-

eign land and deprived me of my Soviet

cizenship rights.

We have destroyed democracy in or-

der to master capitalism. You are de-

fending capitalism allegedly in the name
of democracy. But where Is it hidden,

this democracy?
Not in the port of Anvers, in any ease-

There were dicks, cops, gendarmes equip-

their caps in sign of greetings. There

it was, our democracy.

Wlien the boat descended the Scheldt,

in the misty fog, all along the quais,

with their cranes paralyzed by the

crisis, cries of farewell resounded from

the port from unknown but faithful
friends.

In finishing these lines between An-

vers and Vllssingen, I send the workers

of Belgium a fraternal greeting.

December 5, 1932.

1 ioneer I ublishers i Notes

The following letter is a response to

last week's announcement of our plans

and difficulties by one of our friends

and sympathizers who has himself raised

twenty-five dollars for the pubiicaton of

our pamphlets. We hope that it will

be the signal for our friends to follow

his example.

"The Ideas of the Left Opposition are

gradually penetrating into the ranks of

the party members. The more honest

party members and sympathizers are

turning to the Left Opposition for true

information on and a Marxian inter-

pretation of the burning problems of the

Chinese, German, Russian situations, the

world economic crisis, unemployment and

the trade union movement.
"The Stalinist leadership of the Com-

„. .. .... intern and the American party have done
ped with rifiles. But not even the ' everything to confuse the proletarian

Shadow of the democratic right of. vanguard. The Left Opposition is the

only Communist current that has a Marx-

cause of lack of funds. Such a situa-

tion cannot be tolerated. These pam-
phlets should come out immediately.

"How can it be done? Very easily.

Through the establishment of a Publish-

ing Loan Fund. Comrades and sym-
pathizers who are anxious to see the

ideas of the Left Opposition propagated
without undue delay should lend the

League as much as they can afford for a

\ Short-Lived Centrfet
It. goes without saying that he found

no place at the side of Lenin and the
Bolsheviks during the war, any more
than thoy were at his side in the two
decades before the war. He did not
stand with Liebknecht and his revolu-
tionary opposition; nor did he ever re-
concile himself with the other Sparfcac-
ists—Luxemburg, Mehring, Zetkin— who
continued their struggle against him with
even greater vigor during the war. His
antiwar position had almost everything
in common with pacifism and, as In the
past, nothiug in common with socialism.
He belonged to that group of 29 Reich-
stag deputies, led by Haase and Lede-
bour, who finally summoned up enough
small courage to break the decision of
the soeial democratic fraction and, on
August 20, 15)15, to leave the session dur-
ing the vote on war credits. Seven
mouths later, 18 of the deputies formed
a fraction of their own which later be-
came the Independent Social Democratic
Party of Germany. In the Centrist
USPD, be shared leadership jointly with
Kautsky, as a symbol of their essential
reconciliability.

He did not wait for the split at the
Halle Congress of the party where the
majority of the membership joined the
ranks of ihe Communist International.
Just as lie iiad pioneered the revisionist
movement, he pioneered the most bitter
an ti-Bolshevik current in the social dem-
oj paiunjoj dj 'yiei sb jf-jus sv "jfcmjoo
the bosom of Scheidemann, Noske and
Kbert, who were realizing in sanguinary
practise the class collaboration theories
of Bernstein. Here too he had not long
to wait for Kautsky: both of them were
m-tive agents in re-cementing the ranks
of ihe -Majority socialists with Hie pro-
digal sons who had left it for a while
under the pressure of discontented work-
ers. Except for the very last years of
his life, when old age would no longer

definite period of time. This money will ^co^rT fT^ ?? ,"* *»*------ - .
(ial conferences of that particular fac-be used for the publication of books and •!,,„ ,„t,;„i, ,. , ...

,,, . m. ' .., ,„ . . . ,_ ,
< son which rules the party and regulatespamphlets. The 'debt' will be paid back 1

t ho ,.„t, ar,..; „ i \, .
*
BSU"'"!8

,j, ., ... .. ,. „T p "'"agomsms and ambitions of allas rapidly as the pamphlets sel . There, .i,,, „n„„. *..,...„ ^ U'U' L'UU3 wl a"
tne otber factions: the group of Wels-
Nevering - Breitschied

asylum was to be found there.

And in spite of everything, I quit the ! ist position on revolutionary problems,
waters of Anvers without the slightest

pessimism. During the midday pause.

is no risk in making these loans and
they don't require great sacrifices (and
no sacrifices are too great for revolu-

tionists).

"Comrades and sympathizers' Help
realize thta plan ! Take out a few dol-

lars from the bank and 'invest' them in

the ideas of revolutionary international-

ism ! If you have no savings of your
own persuade your friends to make a

dockers gathered on the deck, emerging

from the hold or coming from port

There were two or three dozens of them,

of these strong and serene Flemish pro-

letarians, blackened for the most part

by coal dust. A cordon of detectives

separated them from us. The dockers

contemplated the tableau in silence, tak-

ing the measure of everyone present

with their eyes. There is a solid docker
winking his eye in the direction of the
flatteet. Our deck replies with smiles;

a movement surges through the workers.
They have recognized their own. I do
not say that the Anvers dockers are
Bolsheviks. But by a sound instinct they
took their place. In resuming their work,
they smiled amicably at us and many
of them brought their gnarled Angers to

The ideas of the Left Opposition are ex-'
loan t0 the LeaS«e. We must get these

' pamphlets out. Let us try and success
will lie on our side.

pounded in its press. But this Js not,

sufficient. Pamphlets and books have to

be published too. During the year 1932
books of extraordinary importance on
the Chinese and German questions were 1

published by the League. Events, how-]
ever, move with great rapidity in Ger-

many, the Soviet Union and i., other

(countries. New questions arise and new
solutions are needed.

'\As announced in the last issue of
the Militant the League has on hand a
few timely pamphlets by comrade Trot-

sky nnd other comrades dealing with the
crisis in Soviet economy, the situation

in Germany, unemployment in this coun-
try, the role of the Left Opposition, etc.

These pamphlets, a great need of the
hour are, unfortunately, still lit manu-
script Their publication Is delayed be-

''Comradely,

"D. MARCUS"
Work is already under way on Unem-

ployment ~nd the American Working
Class by Arne Swabeck. We will keep
our movement informed of the progress
we are making. But this does not mean
that the idea put forth by comrade
Marcus is not as absolutely necessary
as he puts it. It is. There are many
obstacles to overcome before we can
finally say that this pamphlet, not to
apeak of the others, is off the press.

And those are the magie words we
are anxiously awaiting the opportunity
to announce. So let us have action on
comrade Marcus' suggestion. Who will
match his loan of 25 dollars?

Stampfer- Loebe-
Hcilmaiin.

Last Triumph
At the Heidelberg party congress in

1925, his signal services to reformism
were generously acknowledged by the
whole party In the formal programmatic
repudiation of the claes struggle. His
coronation was also his vindication; but
even more was it a vindication of Plech-
aiiov's prediction. Bernstein had buried
the social democracy. But by that tfme
it could no longer be reincarnated into
the democratic-socialist reform party of
his early dreams, it already functioned
not only as a bulwark against revolu-
tion, but also as an obstacle to social
reform. It had betrayed the present of
tiie movement as well as Its future.
Bernstein triumphed not only over the

Left wing in the social democracy (and
that only formally, because the Left
wing is today restored on a grander
seale in the revolutionary Communist
movement), but over the Centrist morass.
His life's work Is a lesson and a warn-
ing which the Communist movement,
split into three wings as was the social
democracy a generation ago, will profit
by heeding.

—MAX SHACHTStiS.

:'
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Japan Seizes

North China

Soviet Union Also Threatened

tusnerlHIioro

Events are moving rapidly in the Far

Bast. The Japanese military expedition to

carve a colonial empire out ot Northern

China has gotten under full swing as

four Japanese armlee numbering more

than 10,000 soldiers are advancing with

the aid of tanks, planes and artillery

along a 22u mile front into the Jehol

province. The Japanese assault which

began with the ruthless invasion and de-

struction of the city of Shanhaikwan a

little over a week ago, under the pretext

of defensive measures against the impo-

tent Chinese garrison located in the

above mentioned city, has turned out ac-

cording to universal expectation, which

the Japanese did little to conceal, to be

their first move In the partition of China.

Leaving a trail of devastation and ruin

in their wake the Japanese imperialists

are advancing upon their long talked-of

aim to add the Jehol province and pos-

sibly Inner Mongolia to their puppet

state Manchukuo. In spite or the brag-

gadocio of the Chinese generals and the

Kuo Min Tang, that they would resist^

to the last drop of blood, the Japanese

have started their march with nothing!

to block their way but the intense cold.
|

As a matter of fact, Japan refuses to;

be deterred by any circumstances from

her Chinese conquest and rumors are

current that Chiang Kai-Sehk is looking

towards negotiations 'Ifor an amicable

settlement of the dispute.*' Were it not

for the pressure from the Chinese mass-

es and the foreign imperialists, who have

their own axe to grind (on the Chinese

people) the Chiang Kai-Sheks would

capitulate to Japan without even their

present pretensions.

And this Is borne out by innumerable

facts that even the Chinese censor could

not keep hidden. The invasion of Shan-

haikwan was known for some time pre-

vious to its occurrence not only by Chang

Hsiao Liang, commander of the gar-

rison, but also to many far less informed

journalists. And yet no attempt was

made to bring reinforcements to streng-

then it. On the contrary the fort was

abandoned to the tender mercies of the

Japs who proceeded to wipe out every

Chinese-looking person that was found

in the city. During the battle which

lasted hardly 24 hours the need for as-

sistance became quite apparent. Every

one looked to Chiang Kai-Shek, the gen-

eralissimo of the Chinese armies—but

the general was too busy fighting Com-]

muniste in southern China! Every now;

step of this gentry, proves that it is
j

not duly unwilling but incapable of tight-!

ing the Japanese marauders. The only.

place where the Chinese bourgeoisie and'

their flunkeys have shown any belliger-l

ency is in the talkfest chambers of the

Where is Christian Kakovsky and
what has happened to him?

Persistent rumors are abroad eon-

renting his fate. In some quarters

the horrifying report is in circulation

that lie has already died. Under any
circumstances we would never believe

a re|tort put in that form. For if

tlte news of his deiath is verified, it

will not be simply because "he has

died"—but because he has been as-

sassinated by the Stalinist regime!

For more than two generations,

Christian Bakovsky lias enriched the

annals of the revolutionary working
class struggle by word and deed.

Not all the hatred and persecutions

of the ruling classes in half a dozen

countries ever caused him to waver
for an instant In his devotion to the

proletariat and its cause. With his

name is Inseparably associated the
history of the militant socialist move-

ment tliroiigiiout the Balkans, to

which he gave instintkigly of body
and soul, his time, his energy, his

money, ami his brilliant talents.

The indomitable soldier was at his

fighting post from tlie- first day of the

Bolshevik revolution when so many of

Ills detractors and jailors were on
the other side of the barricades'.

Chairman of the Council of People's

Commissars of the Ukraine, warrior

in the fight against the counter-rev-

olution anil in the civil war, leader

of the Bolshevik delegation which
bearded the imperialists at the Genoa
conference, ambassador of the Soviet

republic to London and Paris—he has
»1ways clotlted tlte post he occupied

with a dignity, a revolutionary single-

mindedness, a scintillating penetration

which raised him to that eminence
in the hearts of the proletariat and

the councils of the party ami the

International which were his beyond
question kt the days of Lenin.

That hatred which was inspired in

tlte Rumanian boyars attd the Czarist

police against this great man who
had no country but the International

was transmitted to the bureaucratic

apparatus which encountered In him
the Left Oppositionist, tlte fighter

against national socialism and for

revolutionary internationalism. Ex-
pelled from tlie party together with
Trotsky and the other .Bolshevik-

Leninists in 1027, he was immediately

exiled. The last authentic news heard
about Bakorsky was that he was
seriously ill in Barnaoul, his place of

exile.

The latest information emanating
from the Soviet Union gives us cause
for the greatest alarm over comrade
Rofeovsky's fate. His courageous re-

fusal to bend under the Stalinist re-

pressions has only brought down on
his head all the rabid persecutions

of which the bureaucracy is capable.

The deliberate failure to provide the

exile with elementary medical atten-

tion has for some time pot his life

in danger. How long lie would be
able to last under this sort of treat-

ment, has been an awful question In

our ntinds for many months. Tlte

silence and lack of direct informa-
tion concerning Bakovsky's position,

liave only increased our fears.

That is why we are compelled to

cry out; Where is Christian Bakov-
sky? What has the Stalinist machine
done- with him? We will repeat our
questions until an answer is given.

The Communist workers will join

us in this demand for the cause of
Bakovsky is the cause of the whole
proletariat!

United Front Call Issued For

Unemployment Insurance

Opposition Welcomes Party Turn and Warns Against Opportunistic Tendencies

The call issued by the New York State'p i he "Third Period": The preliminary:

i-ade Union Committee for Unemploy- conference, if agreed upon, is to in-

TECHNOCRACY
Engineers Have New Pfan To Save Bankrupt Capitalism

The engineers and technicians are ga- will be able to organize capitalism. Dr.

thering a mass of followers to the move- x. Rautenstrauch says, "Technocracy is

ment called technocracy. It is heralded primarily concerned with the problem
as a new theory having revolutionary „t organizing a civilization to maintain

implications without revolution. Backing itself on a given continental area." Of

disputable facts which they state in a

very capable manner, they explain the

historical development of machine pro-

duction and how the machine is displac-

ing labor. The light they throw upon

fbe marvelous machine development is

to get rid of the exploiters. They will

"organize" capitalism in a vacuum.

The truth of the matter is that these

technicians see the handwriting of the

approaching revolution on the wall and

most revealing and has positive value.]
dl 'Bire to avoid it. Scott says: -Physical

But the light they throw upon the an- wealth is not measured m terms of la-

bor, goods, or money, but in terms of

League of Nations. And no wonder! To

call into being an effective resistance to

the invaders would mean to set the Chi-

nese masses into motion. The Chinese

bourgeoisie fears, above everything else,

the Chinese people. They conceive of

them as a far greater enemy than all

the imperialists combined. The bourge-

oisie and the militarists are quite well

aware that the struggle against the for-

eign invader might easily be turned

against them as would have been the

ease in 1925-1927 were it not for the

Menshevik policies of Stalin and Co.

But the Chinese bourgeoisie will not

suceed in stifling the discontent of the

toiling millions. Already widespread re-

sentment is breaking loose against the

Chinese crorapradores.Resolutions calling

for decisive action are pouring into Nan-

king from all parts of the country. Mass

meetings of students burning with resent-

ment against the flagrant betrayal of

Chiang, are gaining in momentum. The

Japanese imperialists may yet succeed

—

in blowing the spark of the third Chi-

nese revolution into flameB. And that is

a conflagration that has burned more

than one imperialism in the past!

The Japanese adventure in northern

China is fraught with the direct consequ-

ences for the workers of the world and

for the Soviet Union. World war hangs

in the balance. The working class must

remain on the alert.

Japan is staking everything on this

Chinese expedition. Despite the severe

crisis shaking Japanese economy to its

very foundations: despite a huge na-

tional deflcit which is growing every

day ; despite the falling value of the yen

;

despite an unprecedented mass hunger

and privation that is wracking every

Japanese city and village, the Military

is plunging the country into an ever

greater crisis in pursuit of their imper-

ialist designs. All their grandoise plans

may blow up under the huge volcano

that is gathering fuel in the simmering

discontent of the Japanese workers and

peasants. The war-crazed and avarici-

ous militarists will stop at nothing.

Simultaneous with the Jehol invasion

had come the refusal to sign the non-

agression pact with the Soviet Union.

What a striking confirmation that Is of

the Left Opposition's condemnation of

the Stalinist signature of the Kellogg

pact, to which these "non-agression"

pacta are merely a corollary. To sign

(Continued on page 2)

ari-hy of capitalist production is nil.

Technocracy denotes the attempt of the

scientists and technicians to get out of

the impasse which the capitalist mode
of production has arrived at without the

elimination of the capitalist exploitere.

Technocracy deals with the evils of the

"price system", and considers the problem
of "energy". Their survey in no way
touches or considers the problem as an
evil issuing from the field of production.

This shifts the issue to the field of dis-

tribution.

When a ruling class nears its end,

ideological decay and confusion mark
the twilight of its decay. Such was the

case when the early French materialists

drove religion from, pillar to post—un-

til religion reconciled itself with the

new exploiters.

Such, also, is the case with the scien-

tists who function under the present

bourgeois rule in the stage of its decay.

They are floundering around advocating

a thousand and .one remedies. One of

these widely heralded "solutions" for

the "price system", Cor capitalism, is

Technocracy. The real rulers have noth-

ing in common with this viewpoint.

These technologists have discovered

the following: "that in the last 200
years energy—that is power and mach-
ines^—has multiplied man's ability to

produce goods and do useful work for

himself by 75 to 100 fold." In their

Energy Survey of North America they
have asembled many worth-whiie facts

of the productivity of labor and its dis-

placement, but they arrive at no con-

clusions, or at false conclusions.

Howard Scott says that "technology
smashes the price system." Price sys-

tem means capitalism. They think 'they

money,
energy. And with the discovery of this

truth the bankers, the industrialists, the

Marxists, the Fascists, the economists,

the soldiers and the police are things

of the past." To measure in terms of

(Continued on page 3)

Trade Union Committee for Unemploy
ment Insurance for a conference to be

held in New York City on January 22

at the Irving Plaaa Hall, is a step for-

ward Which the Left Opposition cannot

but welcome. Virtually from the begin-

ning of the crisis, with its constantly

giowing unemployment, we have steadily

advocated the establishment of a united

front of all the working class organiza-

tions for the common fight to gain relief

from the sufferings and hardships inflict-

ed on tbe workers.

Despite the hailstorm of abuse and ridi-

cule to which our standpoint was subject-

ed by the official representatives of the

Communist party we have held steadfast-

ly to the view that the best way to mobil-

ize the collective strength of the workers
for the purpose of shifting the burdens

of the crisis on to the shoulders of the

ruling class, was the genuine limited

front once practised by the Communists,
but thrown overboard and denounced as

"counter-revolutionary" by the Stalinists.

We declared at the outset that the Inex-

orable pressure of the facts of the class

Ktniggle would lift our point of view to

the top, piercing through the calumny
and suppression of the bureaucracy. We
uttered our warnings to the Communist
workers that the policy imposed upon
the party by the leadership would isolate

the movement, would reduce it to a sec-

tarian influence over the revolutionary
workers and nobody else—unless the
helm was turn and the course steered

in the tested direction we had charted.

Opposition Stand Vindicated

The recent united front conference in

Chicago, was the first big vindication of
our point of view. However grudgingly
arid inadequately the turn was made in

the Chicago conference, it was never-
theless sufficient to inspire tens of thou-
sands of workers with confidence in

their own strength, with the conviction
that now the battle conducted with
closed ranks would bring concrete re-

sults. The first stiff blow at the theory
and practise of "so-lal Fascism" and the
'•united front from below" was dealt by
the Chicago conference. The proposal
for the New York conference is the sec-

ond blow struck at the theories which
have crippled the effectiveness of the
Communist movement, and consequently
of the working class movement as a
whole.

The editorial comment of the Daily
Worker (January II, 1933) which pre-
faces the call of the Trade Union Com-
mittee for Unemployment Insurance and
lielief, fs a far cry form the frenzy of

The Civil War in China
Dangerous Turn From Partisan War to Pitched Battles

SHANGHAI.- losses from Chiang Kai-Shek's airplane
Following the unification of the Chi-' and heavy artillery Are during the recent

nese Left Opposition, it met with serious

difficulties from the ruling class, in which
renegacy increased the obstacles in our

development. Comrade Peter, one of the

outstanding militants of the Opposition,

died in prison. Now, with the help of

renegades, the "Blue Shirt Society" (a

secret Fascist organization) and the

pitched battle. One section in Western
Hupeh has also suffered great losses
and been compelled to leave their old

localities, occupied by them for several
years, and to seek another field of op-

eration. Furthermore, the forces in

Hunan and Kiangsi have also decreased
and it is only on the border between

police, have captured comrade Chen Du-
p

Fukien end Kiangsi that the "Red Army
Hsiu and several other militants. My, continues to gain one victory after an-
next letter will give you more information

' other, owing to the internal conflicts Of
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about this. Here I wish only to repre-

sent my views of the status of the pea-

sant war In China, a vital question for

the coming revolution.

Trotsky's Analysis Verified

Just as I began this leter, I received

comrade Trotsky's letter on the present

war in China of September 22, 1932. I

read it over and over again, and I am
convinced that what he says id quite

right. His analysis conforms with the

present developments in the peasant de-

tachments. The news you usually receive

in the United States does not correspond

with the facts. It is either made up of

bourgeois rumors, declaring that Chiang
Kai-Shek has won big victories, or else

it consists of the inflated accounts by
Stalinists.

Despite all this, the fact is that the

l>easant detachments are at present weak-
ened and the bourgeoisie has gained some
triumphs in the "extermination of the red
bandits". One clear example is the fact

that during its victory against the "third

extermination" by the white armies, the

effectives of the "Red Army" on the
l>orders of Anhwei, Honan and Hapeh
provinces rose to several tens of thou-
sands, and they succeeded In seizing

stores of arms and ammunition from
Chiang Kai-Shek's force*. But now,
they are defeated, 1. e., the strong force
is greatly weakened, especially when its

principal troops have met with big

the Kuo Min Tang militarists.

Yet the present situation has changed
to the disadvantage of the peasant de-

tachments. The conflicts among the Kuo
Min Tang militarists are being tempor-
arily smoothed over on the basis of mu-
tual advantages, and they are uniting
to annihilate the rebellious troops. But
we are convinced that this work of the
Kuo Min Tang against the "Red Army
will proce to be more difflcult than the
former imagines. At the same time, the
weakening of the peasant detachments
will again render the contradictions with-

<Continued on page 4)
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workers' fraternal organisations : local

unions of whatever affiliation and work-

ers' fraternal organizations, social and

benefit organizations. Branches of the

Workmen's Circle and Socialist Party

are being invited."

The call itself proclaims that the Com-

SAVE THE
MILITANT
In a previous issue the National

Committee addressed an appeal to all

members and to all friends and com-

rades of THE MILITANT calling at-

tention to the great danger which

now threatens oui we*kly organ. It

was said frankly in that appeal that

unless drastic measure* are taken

immediately the success which we
have had thus far In maintaining

the weekly will end with its collapse.

This needs to be reiterated with all

possible emphasis and to carry the

addition that with this issue our fin-

ancial conditions have become yet

more acute.

It is no longer sufficient to speak of

maintaining the weekly MILITANT
in its regular appearance, the prob-

lem now is to SAVE THE MILI-

TANT. In tlie solution of that prob-

lem all our comrades, all our friends

mtd sympathizers, must take part. It

k a serious task. It is an important

task. It holds out no promise of per-

sonal rewards but it demands some

real revolutionary sacrifice. That is

what we request of you and we feel

certain that such a request will not be

addressed in vain to the members and

supporters of the Left Opposition. W«
know that you haTe the will to dis-

play such a spirit of sacrifice and

where the will exists the way can be

found.

You comrades, who liave followed

THE MILITANT from week to week
in its struggle for the Leninist path,

fully appreciate the importance of

saving our organ and again lodge it

upon a more solid financial founda-

tion. That the significance of ks
role increases from day to day, has

berti amply illustrated by all experi-

ences so far. But the past will appear

small compared to its future role and

for that we must prepare.

To SAVE THE MILITANT the Na-

tional Committee has launched a con-

centrated national campaign to col-

lect a special fund of $1,000.00, apart

from the regular income of the organi-

zation. This campaign is under way.

it is to terminate March 1, 1933. A
number of comrades have already

come forward with their contribu-

tions. We know it represented a
sacrifice on their part and we know
that they will help further. We mast
say also in all seriousness that the

number of comrades participating In

the contributions to date is entirely

toe small and has not yet at all

reached the point of dfaninislilng the

danger to our weekly organ. Be-

cause of this we count firmly upon

the added support of all of you who
read this appeal. We e&pect you to

put your .shoulders to the wheel, we
expect you to help.

—ARNE SWABECK.

The following contributions have been

received to date:

•Jinittee "proposes a meeting of representa-

tives of workers organizations to discuss

the advisability of carrying through a

state-wide workers' conference to map
out a legislative program in defense of

our interests. We propose that such a

conference, if agreed upon, is to con-

clude the widest possible representation

of ail workers' organizations, social,

fraternal and benevolent and above all

labor unions, irrespective of political

opinions of affiliations. The workers of

this state have never before been con-

fronted with the need for unity and uni-

ted action as they are at the present

time. Any attempt at dividing the forces

of the workers at this time would be

a betrayal of their interests".

Finally, the Daily Worker puts the

stamp of approval on the enterprise with

Its concluding comment : "The need for

united action of all workers of all shades

of opinion and of whatever organization

is desperate. The good results of such

action can be seen by the typical case

of the smashing of a relief cut in

Chicago recently by 100,000 workers
built Into a united front of every shade,

Communist, A. F. L. regulars and social-

ists."

What Is said in the call of the Com-
mittee, in which as is known the Com-
munists play the decisive role, and in

the comments of the Dally' Worker—we
can agree with all the more easily be-

cause we have fought to have the party

adopt this standpoint at a time when
its policy was exactly the opposite. The
step forward in the action under consi-

deration consists in the following changes
of policy

:

Old Policy Dropped

1. The slogan and designation of "so-

cial -l'aseism", which was theoretically

false and in practise drove a wedge be-

tween the Communist and socialist work-

ers, helping the latter's leaders to main-
tain their control over the ranks, is pro-

minent by its absence. The term is not
mentioned ; it is not even given the
courtesy of a hint. 2. The conception for-

merly dominant in the party that the A.
F. of L. is "Fascist", that the conserva-
tive unions are "company unions", is not
to be found at all. 3. The bureaucratic
idea of a "united front under the revolu-
tionary leadership of the Communist
party", which simply put to the masses
the ultimatum—accept Communist lead-
ership or you get no "united front" !—is

also deleted in the present case. For
the first time, we have the invitation
specifically sent to the "branches of the
Socialist party"—the very suggestion of
which would have thrown the Stalinist
bureaucracy into an advanced fit of
hydrophobia a year ago.

(Continued on page 4)
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Zinaide Trotsky

From Berlin comes the shocking news
of the death of Zinaide Trotsky, daughter
of comrade Leon Trotsky. Hounded by
the cruel persecution of the Centrist bu-
reaucracy, she took her life, a victim
to the thirst for personal vengeance that
has animated Stalin in his campaign to
annihilate Trotsky, his immediately fam-
ily, and bis best friends and associates.

Comrade Zinaide was driven to her
death even though she was not actively
engaged in the political movement. More
than a year ago, she left her husband in
Moscow and came to live with her son
in the exile home of her father in Prln-
kipoi A year ago, suffering from lung
trouble, she received permission to enter
Germany for medical treatment. Some
months ago, the rude and disloyal usurp,
er deprived comrade Trotsky and his
family of Soviet citizenship. Comrade
Zinaide approached the Soviet Embassy
in Berlin with the request that her pass-
port be extended to enable her to con-
tinue her residence in Berlin. Her pass-
port was taken from her by "the Stalin-
ist diplomats and a new one denied her.
Legally without a country, she subsequ-
ently received notice that she was to be
expelled from Germany. Last Tuesday
she was found dead in her home.
Comrade Zinaide is the second of

Trotsky's two daughters to die. A few
years age, the first died of pulmonary
tuberculosis in a Moscow hospital, while
her father was exiled in Alma-Ata. The
bureaucracy kept the news from him
until some time after the event, so as to
deprive him of "grounds" for coming to
Moscow to attend the funeral.

It is with these monstrous persecutions
mediaeval in their calculated cruelty,
that the Stalinist apparatus seeks to
break down the heroic spirit of the
greatest living revolutionist. I*on Trot-
sky, whom they cannot fight with honest
weapons. It ia the same, sort of persecu-
tion that drove Trotsky's most intimate
friend, the noble A. A. Joffe, to put a

(Continued on page 8)
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Letters from Militants

Chauvinism Among

Pittsburgh Stalinists

PITTSBURGH^-
Some time ago we wrote in the Mili-

tant of the chauvinism that is poisoning

the well of our party in Pittsburgh.

That was <>u the occasion of an attack

by Jewish Stalinists against—Greek Op-

positionists. We said at that time that

this chauvinism unfortunately does not

extend to Lett Oppositionists alone and

warned the party ol the danger.

At the present we have a telling proof

of how correct our conscientious warn-

ing was. The Icor, the Jewish organi-

zation which is led by the Stalinist*, re-

cently leased a headquarters. In the

lease eigned by the Stalinists represent-

ing the Icor a clause is contained guar-

anteeing that no Negwws aw to be al-

lowed into the Headquarters! An un-

precedented exampie of white chauvin-

ism! A telling proof of the degenera-

tion that Stalinism is bringing into the

ranks of Communism

!

In defense of their action, the Stalin-

ists (and we can furnish the names)

offer the unheard-of, most unprincipled

excuse: the clause excluding the Negro
workers is to continue in effect for only

(only!) one mont - ! We ask: Does the

party leadership condone this action, or

will they take drastic disciplinary mea-

sures against the party fraction in the

Ioor? The workers will expect an ans-

wer.

As for the Left Opposition, it does not

demand "mass trials" which turn the

serious problem of uprooting chauvinism

into a farce. It demands disciplinary

action coupled with Communist educa-

tion, which is so lacking in the ranks

of the party today. Only a return to

Leninism—only a ruthless rejection of

strangulating Stalinism—will once and
for all put a stop to the degeneration of

our party. The Left Opposition will

fight tirelessly for a return to Leninism,

for the Bolshevik training of the ranks

of the Communist party.

Boston Branch Moves

Forward

BOSTON,—
While Boston has not been heard from

in the columns of the Militant lately

(except for the article by comrade
Schechet on the 1LD), there has been

considerable activity in this district.

Three o£ our comrades are members
of local ILD branches, one, comrade
Schechet now serving on the executive

committee of the John Reed Branch.

Two comrades are very active in the

Left Wing Needle Trades Union and
have held several committee positions.

Comrade A. Konikow has given the

following lectures:

(1) "Why is there a Shortage of Pood
in Russia"? on November 13, be-

fore Branch 27 of the Independent

Workmens' Circle. Attendance 25.

(2) "What does the Left Opposition

Want?" on November 20 for (be

Independent Workmens' Circle of

Peabody. Attendance 75.

(3) '-Communism versus Socialism"

on Dec. 14 for the Poale-Zionist

Womens Club of Dorchester. At-

tendance 75.

(4) "What the Left Opposition Stands
For" on December 16 for the

Chelsea Labor Lyceum Forum.
Attendance 65.

Comrade W, Konikow spoke before the

Independent Workmens' Circle, Branch 27

on December 11th on "Communism versus

Socialism", attendance 25.

At all these lectures there was much
enthusiasm for the Left Opposition views

and the sale of literature was good.

Through the efforts of some of our
comrades the Social Science Club, a non-
partsan organization for the study of

Marxism, was formed three months ago,

with a membership of 35. Twenty mem-
bers enrolled in an intense study course
in Elementary Marxian Economics. This
course was a huge suecess. On Tuesday,
Jan. 10 there. will be a regular quarter-

ly meeting of the club to which the public

is invited, admission free. This meeting
will be held in Tremont Temple, Room A
at 8 P. M. There will be a lecture on
"Communism versus Socialism". Three
new courses will be started : "History of

the Three Internationals", "The Russian
Revolution", and "Elementary Marxian
Economics". For further information
write the Secretary, 11 Keswick St.,

Boston, Mass.

On Jan. 13, comrade A. Konikow will

debate with Louis Marcus of the Social-

ist Party on "Socialism versus Commun-
ism" at No. 1 Stuart St., Boston, Mass.
On Jan. 22, comrade W. Konikov will

speak before Independent Workmens' Cir-
cle, Branch 27, at 12 noon, in Aperlon
Plaaa (upper hall) on "Trotskyism, What
It Stands For."
On Jan. 22, Dr. A. Konikow will speak

on "Trotskyism, What It Stands For,"
in Huntington Chambers, Boston at 3
P. M. under the auspices of the New
Thought Forum.
As a result of our activity we are

glad to report the addition of two new
members, with the possibility of three
more joining very shortly.
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Greek Militant Expelled

in Philadelphia

PHILADELPHIA,—
On December 27, a meeing of the ILD

Greek Branch of our city was scheduled

to take place at the headquarters of the

Greek Workers Club, Spartacus. Com-
rade Theodore Pappas suggested to com-
rade Caldis who happened to be in

Philadelphia that day, to go to the Club
and meet certain workers who are an-

xious to know some truths about the

views of the Left Opposition. So far
the only thing they knew was the con-

.inuous hurling of epithets against the

Opposition.

Comrade Goodman came along with
he two Greek comrades at the Club, but

unfortunately no meeting and no discus-

sion took place, the Stalinists explaining

hat the rainy weather prevented many
workers from reaching at the Club.

Comrade Pappas was asked by many
.vorkers to provide a Greek Oppositionist

. rom New York to debate with a Stalin-

st in order to be able to grasp the

undamental differences of the two view-

points, and that they were going to pro-

ose this at the next business meeting of

he Club.

The local Stalinists were panic-strick-

en at the appearance of comrade Caldis

nd the distribution of the Militant and
iommmiistes by comrade Theodore Pap-
ias, and last week called a special meet-

,ng to take measures against the spread-

ng of sentiments in favor of the Left

>pposition.

They adopted the same splitting atti-

ude as their New York brothers by ex-

:elliug comrade Pappas from the Club.

.Iso they held a Stalinist trial and they

assed a judgment against Pappas that

ie can remain at the Club only

f apologizes for his past conduct and
Iso undertake the distribution of the

iinpros for three months. Comrade
.'appas told the "court" that he is wili-

ng to sell the Empros for three years

if they will convince him that its editors

ire genuine revolutionary Marxists and
lot incompetent mercenaries of Stalin-

sm. Then a few of the Stalinists forced

him out of the Club room and forbade
him to attend It in the future because
le is a "dangerous" element. Comrade
'appas bombards the Greek Stalinists

vith the most effective weapon at his

lisposal at present: the Militant, Com-
munistes and pamphlets and books of

he Opposition.

Stalinists Challenged

in St. Louis

ST. LOL'IS, MO.
At a recent meeting ol the Interna-

tional Labor Defense, after listening for

more than an hour to a young man from

Cincinnati extolling the virtues of the I.

L. D., I thought it time to place a few
facts before the workers present. I was
given a chance for the floor in the fol-

lowing manner. The young man from
Cincinnati, evidently very well pleased

with himself, proposed a question period

following his speech. Posing before the

speaker's stand, he was indeed a perfect

picture of self-satisfaction.

Calmly taking the floor, I said first of

all that I was in complete agreement

with the role and functions of the ILD,

but that certain events had convinced

me that the organization was too nar-

row and sectarian. I cited the case of

Morgenstern and Goodman, members of

my organization, the Communist League
(Opposition) who were arrested for dis-

tributing a leaflet pointing out not only

the need for the struggle for immediate
demands but stressing the fact that the

final solution to the problems of the

working class could only be the proletar-

ian revolution. Yet the ILD had done
nothing for them. I also cited the New
York marine workers' case which the

ILD sabotaged, I explained that while

between the official party and the Left

Opposition there were disagreements of

a fundamental theoretical and tactical

nature, this should not enter into the

question of defense. The ILD must take

tip the case of any worker, regardless of

his organizational affiliations.

During this short speech, the bureau-
crats became very nervous. When I fin-

ished, the young Stalinist from Cincin-

nati apologetically and shame-facedly ad-

mitted that the ILD had formerly been
sectarian and had made mistakes. But
he would remind the comrades (myself)

that at the last convention of the ILD
the "formula of self-criticism had been
applied, resolutions passed, and every-

thing was hunky-dory now. From now
on a Trotskyist would be treated like

anybody else.

Despite the fact that the bureaucrats
considered the discussion at an end, I

asked for the floor again it was given

to me grudgingly this time. First I

asked If the selection of the National
Hunger March delegates had not taken
place since the "historic" convention of
the ILD. Then I told them of the case
of comrade Payer who, although duly:

elected as a Hunger March delegate from
his ILD branch, had nevertheless been
rejected at the last minute by a "meet-'

lag"—where it was held and by whom,
only god knows—and a delegate sub-
stituted for him who was not even a
member of that branch.
Glaring at me like a bull at a red

shirt, the Cincinnati Stalinist, although
not the chairman, called me to order and
commanded me to sit down. It was at
this point that the real fireworks began.
I waa accused of attempting to disrupt
the meeting and of having been sent
here for that purpose. I was accused of
bringing "theoretical questions" into the
ILD. They were not Interested In "Trot-
skyism", etc. In thi« manner a lynching
spirit was worked up and one Stalinist

rose to demand that my application for

membership be rejected. The bureau-

crat! rattier nervously corrected this

move, for it was a complete substantia-

tion of my charge of discrimination

against Oppositionist*.

At this point, it was decided to "ex-

plain" the case of comrade Payer. The

"explanation" by Julius_ Poljack, party

candidate for U. S. Senator from Mis-

souri, left the audience gasping for breath

To cover up the extraordinary proced-

ure against Payer, Pollack employed the

methods of calumny and falsehood.

Knowing that comrade Payer was a

coward, he said, and not steeled in the

class struggle, it was decided that he was
not the man to help fight the Washington

police, for he lacks the courage to fight

the St. Louis police. Believing that I

would not again get the floor, I shouted

out that these were falsehoods. I waa
however given the floor by the chairman

who asked what more I had to say on

,hat point.

in spite of the threats of a physical

attack, 1 took the floor to nail these lies

lo the wall. I cited Payer's long record

of militancy in the struggle, his picket-

ing of the British Consulate, arrest dur-

ing our unemployment demonstration,

record in the street meetings, and the

number of times he had been arrested.

I demanded a retraction of the false-

hoods or a working class tribunal to

hear the charges.

My proposals were of course not acted

upon and discussion turned to other

matters. Not until the meeting ended

did a private discussion take place, with

the Ohio Stalinist. He condescendingly

explained that he disliked getting per-

sonal with a worker, as so many work-

ers are confused, etc. I reminded him
that we were so confused that we had

j

numberless times invited the Stalinists

to debate with us, so as to bring the

differences before the working class ; and
at all times our invitation had been de-

clined. With workers listening, he imme-
diately proclaimed his willingness to de-

bate ns any time. But the bureaucrats

promptly became cautious when I enth-

usiastically accepted. "Unless we can-

not find time," they added, "and you
know we are busy fighting the boss

class." Nevertheless, we finally decided

on the subject which (if they accept) is

to be: "Is Trotsky a Friend of the So-

viet Union?" That this is the last we
will hear from this on the matter, is

more-
than likely.

—G. ROBERTS.

Pittsburgh Branch

Progresses

PITTSBURGH NOTES
The Stalinist terror campaign against

the Left Opposition is In full swing here.

Not only are Oppositionists slandered

and attacked on every possible occasion,

but even more, the tolerant party mem-
bers are Intimidated hy the bureaucracy.

Party members are forbidden to come to

Opposition meetings and classes. Party

members are warned against going into

the houses of Left Opposition comrades.

They are even threatened with disciplin

ary measures for speaking to our com-

rades.

In the meantime, the struggles of the

rank and file within the party against

the national bureaucracy are proceeding

unabated. Only recently, the topmost

bureaucrats have been forced to make a

concession to the militant Pittsburgh

rank and file. They have agreed to re-

move all the out-of-town functionaries,

outside of the D. O., from their posi-

tions and to replace them with local

comrades. While this is no doubt the

fruit of courageous efforts by the bulk of

(he militants here it is important for

them not to be deceived hy such a mea-

sure. For, the bureaucrats still maiutain

the right to appoint functionaries (in-

stead of having them elected by the re-

sponsible bodies), so as to assure them-

selves in the near future to place such
local workers in leading positions as

will carry out their bureaucratic designs

and decisions.

But the Pittsburgh rank and file Is

wide-awake. It is conscious of the pro-

gress it has achieved by fighting and it

has already been encouraged thereby to

continue fighting, to clear the road for

real Leninist advances. It would not be
at all surprising, if the logic of their

struggle will, very soon, lead them to

demand the regular election of function-

aries, which is a primary element of the

old Leninist system of democratic cen-

tralism, instead of the appolntment-frora-

above of functionaries, which is a dis-

tinguishing feature of the Stalinist sys-

tem of bureaucratic centralism. In any
case, the Leninist Left Opposition stands
ready to offer every aid and to fight side

by side with the rank and file militants.

In the Progressive Youth Club
Militant readers are acquainted with

recent developments in the Progressive
Youth Club. They know of the fight that
the Stalinists—acting under the guise of
"non-politicals'*—carried on against let-

ting in Left Oppositionists. Some time
ago, we showed that this policy plays
right into the hands of reactionaries and
is bound to react even against the Stal-

inists. That we were not far from
wrong, a more recent incident goes to

prove. To wit:

Last week, two leading psrfjy com-
rades applied for membership to the
club. A reactionary clique within the
club, which has been thriving on the
foolish struggle of the Stalinists agaust
us, has cleverly used the antl-proietarian
"No Politics" cry of the latter against
the Leninist Opposition to entrench it-

self firmly with a good measure of power.
In fact, they have grown so powerful,
that they have found it extremely easy
to reject these applications of the party
members, abused them as being "disrup-
tive Communists". They were so suc-
cessful In their effort that they even
managed to enlist support for this re-
actionary action from a miseduoated
party member serving on the committee
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that handled the applications! The Stal-

inist policy worked like a boomerang

!

The party comrade's name is Nellie

Martin and every Communist has a right

to demand that she be taken to task for

such unheard-of conduct. It remained,

however, for the lone comrade from the

Left Opposition, serving on that com-

mittee, to carry on the fight against the

attack on Communism with the support

of a few party sympathizers. Comrade
Salov found it necessary, not only to re-

present the Left Opposition in this strug-

gle, but the official party as well. And
that is not so strange either. It is only

natural. The conscientious party com-

rades will continue to discover this more
and more from their own experiences:

that Stalinism misedueates the Commun-
ist workers and that the Leninist Left

Opposition alone educates them in a Com-
munist sense ; that Stalinism is incapable

of teaching the workers to defend Com-
munism and that the Left Opposition

alone can fulfill this task; that the Left

Oppositionists are the best fighters for

the progress of our Communist party.

Opposition at Anti

Pogrom Conference

PITTSBURGH.—
Iii the Anti-Pogrom United Front Con-

ference, which was called here by party

auxiliary organizations, the Left Opposi-

tion was represented by a delegate in

order to participate in the work. Com-
rade Frank Salov offered the assistance

of the local League organization, speak-

ing in its name. The delegate of the

Communist League (Opposition) was
seated and elected to the Conference
Committee.
Arrangements are now under way to

hold a mass protest meeting and a de-

monstration. The Pittsburgh branch of
the Communist League (Opposition)
calls upon all its sympathizers. and
friends to participate energetically in

these actions and to help make them a
success. While taking an active part in

the work, the organization reserves for
itself the right to independent criticism

of all the actions taken and proposals
offered by the various organizations re-

presented in the united front.

Hold Public Meeting

On Thursday evening, January 5, the
Pittsburgh branch held a email mass
meeting at the Irene Kaufman Settle-

ment, on Centre Avenue. A representa-
tive worker crowd was on hand and
listened attentively to comrade Gordon
who spoke on the subject "The Commun-
ist Party and the Left Opposition."
After the lecture, there were some in-

teresting questions and discussions from
the floor, to which the speaker replied
in a brief summary. The group Intends
to hold more meetings of this sort in
the future, in order systematically to
bring the viewpoint of the Left Opposi-
tion before the Pittsburgh workers.

A HALF-YEAR SUB TO THE MILL
TANT IS $1: WITH THREE OTHERS
ON A CLUB PLAN BLANK IT IS ONLY

On October 16, 1922, the national con-

ference of the Czechoslovakian Right
Opposition decided upon unification with

the social democracy and, together with

a small number of members, it turned

aver to it a number of homes and other

party properties which it had taken with

it at the time of its expulsion. With
ihis act, an instructive chapter in the

history of Czech Communism finds its

onclusion.

When in the year 1928 the Comintern
eadership completed its swing from the

.tight-Centrist course of capitulation to

I'urcell and Chiang Kai-Shek to the ad-

ventures of the "third period", it en-

countered a stiff resistance in Czecho-
slovakia from the party membership, all

,be more so as the beginning of the new
ourse promptly produced the catastrophe

,>f the Red Day of July 6, 1928. Stalin-

ist diplomacy was intent upon confining

the indignation of the party workers
within such limits that it would not do
Jamage to the prestige of the Comin-
tern leadership. It permitted a criticism

of the preceding opportunism in so far

as it was replaced by ultra-radicalism,

and guarded agitist a clarification of the

ultra-Leftist blunders of the present. It

succeeded in attributing the whole blame
or the weakening of the party to the

.Tilek leadership, in spite of the fact

that the latter had simply acted as the
executors of the Moscow chiefs.

Centrism Assists Right Wing i

The majority of the party membership
concentrated its hopes upon the new
Cottwald-Fried. opposition which was
overthrown from Moscow. But immedi-
ately upon the first actions of the new
leadership, broad strata of the party
moved away. The proclaiming of the

immediately revolutionary situation at

the time of the textile workers' strike,

at tfie beginning of 1029, the bureaucrat-

1

ically impatient foundation of new trade]

unions, after the opportunistic Hais sec-

retariat of the IAV (International One;
ISig Union) had carried the majority ol

the membership by surprise with the
aid of organizational swindling and the

police—all this swiftly strengthened the
small following of the then removed
party leadership and created the foun-

dations of a new opposition.

The Gottwald party leadership, true to

the Stalinist commandment, completely
dropped the Leninist united front policy.

The Kight Opposition, at any hour of

the day or night, was ready for a uni-

ted front with the social democracy
against the Communist party. The Right
Opposition prepared the road for entry

into the social democracy. But this re-

mained concealed from many of its own
members.
Even before it began to realize its

goal of unification, the Opposition went
through a split A part of the deputies
refused to contribute to the Opposition

treasury out of their salaries. Is that
how jou understand democracy, that I,

who do receive five times as high a sal-

ary as the average worker, should turn
over liitlf of it to the organization at a
time when the of i contribute a bare
one—one hundredth of theirs?—«aid a
deputy to the democratic babblers, and
quit the Opposition.

When we come out for unity, then
we mean above all the unity of the or-

ganizations' treasuries, for then the or-

ganizations will be all the stronger,

opined old man Hais, and joined the so-

cial democratic trade unions with his

organization. The German bishop Brand-
!er was dispatched for the marriage
ceremony and he even handed down a
dispensation to the betrothed from the
legally prescrii*d proclamation of the
ians. The priest returned to Germany
and described the Prague unification as
a model of the Leninist tactic. It waa
indeed a model of Branilierist policy

;

but it had nothing in common with Len-
inist trade union tactics. When Lenin-
ists come forward for the unity of the
trade union movement, they put such
conditions as guarantee the possibility of
revolutionary agitation. The entry of
he Hais organization into the social
femocratic trade union league was based
upon a complete political capitulation
:o the social democracy. That was the
unsic which Heinrich Brandler "over-
eard".

In the ranks of the Right Opposition
onld be heard soft voices which shyly
.rilieized Hais' capitulation. But the
secretariat of the Opposition remained
Ui the Trade Union House, which now
belonged to the social democracy.
The following which the Opposition

eaders brought into the social democracy
is slight. One part of their workers
has remained indifferent, a second part
capitulated to Stalinism, a third part Is
coming closer to the Left Opposition.
That the Czechosiovakian Right Op-

position temporarily rallied a substantial
'lumber of party members around itself,

that it was able for ouite a time to de-

ceive itself and its ranks about the
direction of its course, is to be ascribed

above all to the Stalinists. For the lat-

ter conducted the struggle against the

Right wing principally with the accusa-

tion that it was for agreements with
social democratic leaders. They thus
permitted the liquidators to utilize for

their own ends the mistakes of the Cen-
trist-leu party, which rejected the uni-

ted front with the leaders under any
circumstances. A second fact is of Still

greater significance. By the reduction
of the difference between themselves and
the Right wing to the question of "from
above or from below", "united front with
the leaders or without them", the Stalin-

ists excluded from the discussion the
Mintlamental strategical questions.

Decline of Right Opposition

The Czech Right Opposition rose to

its height in li)2u, after a temporary
ocimomlc boom and a scries of mistakes
of the Stalinists, produced a new dis-

semination of democratic-pacifist illu-

sions within the Czech working class,

lint, whfn the consequences of the world
economic crisis violently gripped the eco-
nomic life of the country, when the mil-
lion and a half unemployed and partly
unemployed once more had the occasion
to feel the effects of the ruling social

democracy's methods, when the revolu-
tionary wave began to rise,—the Right
Opposition receded. At the same time,
the Czech Left Opposition took shape
and grew.

The general direction of the Right Op-
position was: Away from the revolution,
over to the social democracy. The ad-
venturistic stupidities of the Stalinists,
however, drove many workers into its

ranks, who did not not want to capitu-
late to reformism but to win the eocial
democratic workers to the revolution on
the basis of partial demands. That is

why the process of differentiation with-
in the remnants of the Right Opposition,
which have not been drawn over to the
social democracy, is inevitable. The Left
Opposition says to these workers : We un-
derstand that the treachery and charac-
terlessness of the leader of the Right
Opposition restrain you from active pol-
icy and push you towards indifference.
For you, for all of us, there is but one
rood: Closer to the Communist Party!
Fight to win it back to the policy of
Lenin, under the banner of International
Left Opposition *

Prague. _o. FRIEDMANN.

North China Seized
(Continued from page 1)

this innocuous pact would have been of
little consequence for the Japanese im-
perialists. It would not have stopped
the military plans by one inch of con-
quered territory. But what they have
done is significant. They have refused
to sign the pact on a flimsy pretext.
Stalin, they say, has changed the indus-
trialization plans in preparation for war.
In view of the present difficulties of the
five year plan, this charge is not only
absurd but is a cover for Japanese pro-
vocations against the Soviet Union. The
Daily Worker reports that four Soviet
ships have been interned by the Japan-
ese military. Japan's hostile acts are
clear to all.

At the same time another significant
fact comes to light. Unlike the events
of last year when the conquest of Man-
churia was met with anxious outcries
on the part of American and othe imper-
ialists who feared for their own profits
and concessions, the slience of this year
has been conspicuous. Is it because the
imperialist powers know in advance that
Japan's rampage will this time end up
in an assault upon the Soviet Union!
There are strong indications that this
may be the case.

The workers must be on their guard
for any eventuality. They must give
their support to the Chinese workers and
peasants in the struggle against the
Japanese plunderers and the Chiang Kai-
Shek butchers of the Chinese people i

—G. C.

ANNOUNCEMENT
All Militant readers are urged to

watch for the nest issue of the paper,
rt will be of especial interest to all
Communist Militants. It is going to be
a special anniversary number devoted to
three great working class leaders, Lenin,
Liebknecht and Luxemburg whose writ-
ings and deeds have blazed the trial for
the Communist movement. The next Is-
sue will contain articles and reprints by
well known revolutionary writers com
memorating the life and analysing the
deeds of these heroic fighters for the
proletariat. Watch for the next issue!
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The Technocrats «Refute» Marxism
(Continued from page 1)

energy, according to Scott, will do away
with classes and the class struggle, with

revolution and with Marxists. Quite a

large order

!

Technocratic "Ei*er£y"

The whole structure of Technocracy

revolves around the axis of "energy".

Scott says, "Energy is defined as the

capacity for doing work. Ail fortes of

heat transfer or of work done are said

to involve a transfer ot energy." Again

:

"Now energy appears in many forms
hut it is possible to measure them in

units of work—the erg and the joule, or

in units of heat, the calorie.''

The "technocrats" hide behind the

word "energy" every form of energy

used in the present capitalist system of

production. They do not make any dis-

tinction between determining factors of

energy and contributing or auxiliary

unite of energy. Second, when they deal

with human labor as a form of energy

they primarily ileal with one phase ot

the problem and ignore the other and
most important phase.

The iirst phase of the problem of la-

bor (energy) they deal with is its dis-

placement by (he machine, Scott says

:

"In other words a price system demands
man-power if it is to succeed, and man-
power for production steadily becomes
more and more a thing of the past as

the kilowatt hour takes its place." To
refer to the displacement of labor or

"man-power" and not to tell what effect

this has upon that part of labor which
is left in production, is to state the

problem without stating the determining

factor. The development of machines,
new inventions and processe carry with

them greater exploitation of labor.

Scott says kilowatt hours take the

place of man-power. What really hap-

pens is that the higher composition ol

capital—an increase in constant capital

(kilowatt hours, etc., means of produc-
tion) and a decrease of variable capital

(wage-labor in the form of labor)

causes greater exploitation of the wage'

workers, a fall In the rate of profit but

a rise in the mass of profit which goes
hot to society but to the owners of the

tools of production.

If the technocracy school would realize

that private ownership of the tools of

production must be abolished and that

social ownership must replace it, they

would be a long way toward the pro-

per utilization of the facts they have
aeumulated. Also this would be the open-

ing of the door out of the blind alley

they are now in. Failing this under-

standing their positive facts are lost or

else they are utilized by reaction to mis-

lead the workers.

Is Labor's Importance Decreasing?
Many are already using the "move-

ment" for this purpose. But the techni-

cians and scientists who want to he of

service to mankind must see beyond the

decay of capitalism info the future so-

cial system which is going through its

birth stage in the Soviet Union now.
The change from hand-tool production

to the machine age is viewed by the
school of technocracy as the passing of

man-power (labor) to kilowatt hours of

energy unite, etc. Where they see the

replacement of man-power by machines,
they conclude that the importance of

man-power (labor) in a machine society

diminishes. The truth is that the 1m-

I>ortance of labor in the relation of pro-

Engineers Have New Plin to

Save Bankrupt Capitalism

fits and exploitation increases with mach-
ine development.

Let us restate the problem from a
Marxist point of view and see what light

it throws upon the school of techno-

cracy. The foundation of the use-value

(products or commodities) of every so-

ciety is labor and nature. The determin-
ing factor in society is not nature but
.abor. The relation of labor to produc-
tion and to the ownership of the means
of production determines its status in

that society, no matter how productive
.abor is.

All value, wealth of use-values in so-

ciety, no matter what its form may be
—buildings, machines, trains, roads,
electric power, clothes, and other neces-
sities—can be reduced, not to energy in

the abstract, but to labor and natural
properties, no matter if they were made
by hand-tool production or machine pro-

Two Debates in Chicago a
Two debates are scheduled in Chicago

which are of considerable importance
and interest to the militants of that city,

according to the announcements of the

Chicago branch of the Communist League
of America (Opposition).

On Tuesday, January IT, Norman Satir,

of the Left Opposition, will debate with
T. Stattman, organizer for the IWjW on
the subject : "Communism or Syndical-
ism".

On the same date, Joseph Giganti, or-

ganizer of the Left Opposition will de-
bate with 11. Olay, anarchist spokesman,
on the subject, "What Nest for the
Spanish Worker—Communism or Anarch-
ism?" This debate will take place un-
der the auspices of the Spartacus Work-
ers League, at its headquarters, 1045 W.
Polk Street.

Both debates deal with themes of cur-
rent importance and the debaters will un-
doubtedly bring forward meir respective
sides of the question in as thorough a
manner as possible, enabling those who
attend to judge the merits of the dis-
puting tendencies in the labor movement.
AH Chicago militants are cordially in-

vited to attend the debates.

duction under capitalism. The social

relationship of labor is the determining

factor and the form of "energy" of LA-

BOR is the decisive factor in the energy

of' any and every society. This deter-

mining "factor" is what the Technocracy

school ignores.

In other words, if we were to find the

basis of the equation of ail use-values

of society we must reduce the use-values

to the amount "of socially necessary

labor time embodied within them." (En-

orgy ?) . Constant capital (machines,

buildings, raw material, power, etc.)

can be reduced to congealed labor time.

The other part, necessary for capitalist

production and the vital part—variable

capital (wage labor)—can be transform-

ed into labor, living labor, in the process

of production. All forms of energy,

measured by the kilowatt hour can be

reduced to so many hours of socially

necessary labor time. The equation of

Dr. Rautenstrauch and Peral-Ileed deals

with an entirely different phase of the

problem and does not touch the basic

factors of the present day economic pro-

blems. The problem their equation does

not touch is the problem that must be
solved if we are to have an orderly and
planned society. Many technicians de-

sire this but do not know how it is to

be attained.

The Key to the Problem

Let us consider the "energy of tech-

nocracy" in the field of capitalist pro-

duction. Ho many yards of linen in value

equal so many pounds of wheat not be-

cause we have some arbitrary "price

system" but because each can be reduced
to so many hours of labor embodied
within the commodities. The only way
to measure all forms of energy which are
the result of man' labor is to reduce
them to socially necessary labor time

embodied in them. This labor time is

the measure of value and the key to

the understanding of the problem the
technicians have unearthed but have not
explained properly nor solved.

To regard "energy" in the abstract
and leave out of consideration the meas-
ure of its value, labor time, is to leave
the ground of concrete reality and lose

the key to an understanding of the class
problems an the contradictions of the
capitalist mode of production. To find

a way out of the capitalist contradic-
tions, it is necessary first to state the
problem correcly. This Marx and the

-Marxists did long ago. Tne displace-:

ment of man power by the machine,'

which is a progressive development under!

capitalism, wae analyzed by Marx long!

ago and its consequences predicted. The
school of technocracy has just now dis-

covered the fact but has not yet drawn
the conclusions which flow from them.

What a difference between the dialectic

materialist method and the bourgeois

methods! Aud how superior it proves

itself to be in analyzing and pointing

the way to the solution.

Kilowatt hours, capital, commodities,

or any other form of use-values can be
reduced to congealed labor—to "dead

labor". Under capitalism we have a

system where "dead labor"—capital-
controls and subjects living labor—-the
labor of the workers, in the process

of production. Thereby capital controls

the lives of the wage earners.

Only when the control of the capital-

ists oyer the means of production is

broken can the workers be liberated.

For this a revolution is required. Tech-

nocracy cannot solve the problem in a
vacuum, it cannot eliminate the class

struggle. There is no substitute for the

proletarian revolution and the expro-
priation of the expropriators. For that
reason "technocracy" remains an impos-
ing deception. —H. O.

Opposition at Anti-War Meet
Left Delegates Issue Statement at Chicago Student Conference

ZINAIDE TROTSK>
M

THE HISTORY OF COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL

Max Shachtman

will speak every Sunday evening, 8 P M. on the ro.iowmo subjects in the

course:

Jan. 151922—The Last Leninist Congress.

Jan. 32 1924—The First Great Victory of the Right-Center Reaction
and the Fifth Congress.

Jan. 291328—The Triumph of the Epigones at the Sixth Congress.
Feb. 5The Future of the Third International: Collapse or Regenera-

tion ?

INTERNATIONAL WORKERS SCHOOL

126 East 16th Street -- New York

Per Lecture: IS Cents Complete Coarse: $1.00

(Continued from page 1)

bullet through his head in 1927 in pro-

test against the Thermidorian vices of

the party rulers. Three years before his

death, in 1024, Trotsky's devoted secret-

ary and collaborator, Glazman, took the

Name way out of the nightmare Of vene-

nions intrigue brought into the life of

the party by the dominant clique. One
by one—Glazman, Joffe, Butov, Heinrich-

sen, Silov, Blumkin, Hosanoff, and now
Zinalde Trotsky—these serene but un-

yielding spirits have been cut down in

their youth or their rich prime—tor-

tured to death, driven to suicide, or shot

in obscure courtyards. While scoundrels

and parasites, ex-Petlurists and Menshe-
viks, scavengers and camp-followers,

penetrated to the highest posts of the

Soviets and the party, the bravest of

the brave and the cream of Bolshevism,

the organizers of the insurrection and
the heroes of the Civil War, were driven

out of the party and into the grave.

It is the fate reserved by Stalin for the
Left Oppositionists in prison and exile,

for that fearless revolutionary chief,

Rakovsky, for all those who have stood
unflinchingly by the side of the Bolshe-

vik exile who incarnates the internation-

al proletarian revolution. The blood of

these Bolshevik victims is on Stalin's

head

!

To the bereaved exile in Turkey and
to his family, we send our most deeply
felt sympathy. At the graveside of our
dear comrade Zinaide Trotsky, the Am-
erican Bolshevik-Leninists pledge them-
selves anew to the unceasing struggle to

liberate world Communism from the

monstrous regime which has devastated
it and sent a new victim to a premature
death.

The International Workers School of

the St. Louis Branch is conducting a
class in the "Fundamentals of Commun-
ism" with Martin Payer as the instruct-

or. The class is held every Monday eve-

ning, T :30 T. M. at the Small Club Room
of the Cruden Branch Library, 14th and
Cass Avenues. All Militant readers and
friends are invited to attend. The ad-
mission is free.

The present world crisis in capitalist

economy, occurring as it does in the

epoch of imperialism, which is at once

the period of the highest development of

capitalism and the period of its decay,

contains within itself the seeds of war.

The spread of industrial capitalism dur-

ing the past half century has increased

the number of capitalist powers, the an-

tagonisms between which with the growth
oi monopolies, trusts and cartels have

created ever-sharpening rivalries between

the imperialist nations. Before the

Great War it was still possible for capi-

talism to escape from the recurrent crises

by a continuous extension of the world

market. That is no longer possible. The
rival imperialist powers now Hud it im-

possibe to lift themselves out of the

crisis by expanding the over-seas mar-

kets. Today they are shackled with a

vast army of unemployed workers who
are becoming increasingly impatient. In

order to avoid an internal upheaval

which would jeopardize their own exist-

ence, the rival imperialist powers are

compelled to struggle incessantly for

markets, sources of raw materials and

spheres of financial control. Inevitably

the disproportion between the size of the

productive forces (especially of the pro-

letariat) and the markets in the posses-

sion ot! the different imperialist nations

causes a break, and capitalism proceeds

to settle its differences on the back and

with the blood of the great masses of

the population, the workers. But imper-

ialist war cannot achieve a permanent
solution of the problems of economic dis-

equilibrium. Owing to the unequal de-

velopment of capitalism in different coun-

tries, a lime soon comes when markets

and sources of raw materials must be

redistributed and the struggle for eco-

nomic hegemony appears on the order of

the day once more. Obviously, therefore,

imperialist wars are a product of the

development of capitalist soriety and are

inherent in it. In this epoch of socialized

production, the historic task of putting

an end to all wars falls upon the work-

ing class because of its indispensable role

in the production process. The prole-

tariat, itself the product of capitalist

industry, is the only social force cap-

able of overthrowing capitalism and es-

tablishing in its place the dictatorship

of the proletariat which, when achieved

on a world scale, lays the basis for the

development of socialism. Only in such

a society when the private ownership of

the means of production has been abol-

ished and class differences have disap-

peared,' will the causes of war finally

have been removed. To us, therefore,

the problem of war is a problem of class

conflict flowing from the extant mode of

production and exchange today it Is a
problem for the working class because

it is. the workers who must do the fight-

ing and the dying and it, the workers,

leading all the oppressed masses, who
alone can overthrow capitalism. Hence,
we, as students, can play no independent

role. While carrying on work in our re-

spective fields, our task is essentially

one of supporting the working class in

its day-to-day struggle against capitalist

exploitation and of helping it resist the

outbreak of further imperialist wars by
working with it towards the overthrow
of capitalism.

While we oppose imperialist war, we
affirm our support to all oppressed peo-

ples seeking liberation from imperialist

exploitation. We look upon wars of na-

tional liberation as progressive and as

a step further on the road of final

emancipation for the down-trodden mass-
es. An uprising of the Chiness or Indian

masses directed towards throwing off

the yoke of foreign Imperialism must re-

ceive our support. The' struggle in the

colonial countries does not end, however,

with the eviction of the foreign imper-
ialists, for the exploited masses will

still have to deal with their own national

capitalists. It is for this reason that

the emancipation of these backward peo-

ples can only be achieved under the
leadership of revolutionary workers who
must strive to extend the national revolt

into a struggle for power which will

eventuate in the establishment of the
proletarian dictatorship.

Imperialist war astimes increased sig-

nificance for the world proletariat when
it takes the form of an interventionist

attack upon the USSR. The Soviet Un-
ion is the first and only Workers' State
in history and as much it is the duty of

every revolutionary organization to de-

fend the achievements of the Soviet Un-
ion and to insure the continued existence

Of the proletarian dictatorship in that

country pending the further develop-

ment of the world revolution. The events

of the past few years have shown pre-

cisely how the flames of war lunge at
the frontiers of the Soviet Union simul-

taneously from the Far East and from
the closer West. At the same time stran-

gling the independence of China, Japan
constructs in Manchuria fortresses from
which to strike at th(> Soviets. . On the
other hand, the advance of Fascism in

Germany opens up the perspective of a
struggle for life or death between a Fasc-
ist Germany and the Soviet Union. The
struggle against war signifies under these

conditions the struggle to save the lives

of dozens of .millions of workers and
peasants belonging to the new generation

which has grown up since the Great War,
to preserve all the conquests of labor
and of thought, to save the first Workers'
State and the whole future of humanity.

It folows naturally that we cannot
support any program which condemns
all wars in general. Each must be con-

sidered in its own context and from the
point of view of the historical interest

of the world proletariat.

Lastly, we must point out the irrecon-

cilability between our position and that

of pacifists, who, blind to the causes of

armed conflict, dismiss all wars with a
wave of the hand. Too long now have
the masses been misled by statements
such as that made by Henri Barbusse
and Romafn Holland at the recent Am-
sterdam AnfiiWnr Conference to the ef-

fect that a wave of opposition must be

raised against "Whatever war it may be,

I :

wherever it may come from and whoever

JAPAN
Its Rise From Feudalism to Capitalist Imperialism

and the Development of the Proletariat

By Jack Weber
The High Speed of Japanese Development

A striking feature of post-war Japan-

ese development is its rapid tempo. Born

in the epoch of imperialism, Japanese

capitalism, even before it has attained

full maturity, undergpes all fine sick-

nesses of decay—the stifling of expanding

productive forces by tho shrinking of

markets. Its internal woes are so pro-

found that desperate remedies are sought

;

hence the imperialist venture in China,

a venture that not only sacrifices the

lives of Japanese—and Chinese—work-

ers tor capitalist profit, but that demands

for its accomplishment ever greater div-

ersion of resources, growing budgets and

mounting deficits, hence more intense ex-

ploitation of workers and peasants. The

national income must be reapportioned;

the middle class is taxed at the unbeliev-

able rate of 30 percent of its earnings

(every citizen with an income of $150.

or more is taxed) ; the workers must

receive even less than their previous

pittance. In short, the class struggle is

intensified at a pace corresponding to

the unbounded program of imperialist

expansion.

But not only does Japanese imperialism

accomplish forced marches in the strain

of catching up with the rival powers.

The working class, too, undergoes rapid

transformations. In the single decade
since the war, the Japanese proletariat

has condensed the long experience of a

whole century of British development.

Today the Japanese workers are strung

out along the road of development with a

rear-guard of opportunists and reform-

ists always ready to desert and betray

the vanguard of Communists in time of

battle.

During this decade of proletarian

growth the economic and political

changes have followed each other with
great rapidity—a sure indication of the

revolutionary possibilities., The workers
have shown themselves acutely sensitive

to, the international labor movement, but
unleet a leadership is built up that te

grounded in Marxian principles, the

principles of! the Bolshevik-Leninists,

and is at the same time, flexible in its

tactics, with regard to the changing re-

lations of forces, the results may well

be disastrous for the working class.

Reformism and Opportunism

The great influence of syndicalism, later

of Communism, in the post-war era forced

the shrewd ruling class of Japan to avail

itself of the generous assistance of re-

formism in attempting to trick the prole-

tariat into following the path of "peace-

ful" agitation and development. The il-

luminating experiences of the English

working class since the Chartist move-

ment, the course followed by the revision

ists in German social-democracy, the his-

tory of the second international—these

lessons of betrayal were not learned in

vain by Japanese politicians and capi-

talists. The classic method of dividing

aud ruling is applied in the union move-

ment and on the political arena by the

government's policy of encouraging the

growth of Right wing organizations and
suppressing brutally the Left wing. Thus
the Vuaikai (Friendly Society of La-

borers), organized in 1912 by the Chris-

tian socialist, Suzuki (the Gompew of

Japan), under the patronage of one of

the Elder Statesmen, was transformed

into the Japanese General Federation

of Labor in 1919. Its function was to

eombat syndicalism and divert the work-

ers from the "dangerous" road of class

struggle and mass action. Through the

leadership of this federation of 46 un-

ions with its 33,000 workers, and that of

the 82,000 members of the Seamen's Un-
ion and the 42,000 members of the Naval
Workers' Union, the capitalists hoped to

create a division between the skilled and
the unskilled, to form an aristocracy of

labor, on the lines of the AF of L, that

could be bribed Into acquiescence to

capitalist policy. Fortunately syndical-

ist influence and the lateneas of develop-

ment of Japanese unions, permitting their

utilization of international experience,

assured the formation ot tedu*trial Un-
ions. Only 9 percent of the organized

workers are in craft unions, thus elim-

inating the artificial and fratricidal

struggles between unions over jurisdic-

tion.

If workers too often fail to realize

the decisive importance of the class eon-

trolling an organization, the employers

have no illusions on this score. The
bueses in Japan, have organized shop
committees and company unions on a

wide scale, in fact they now embrace
340,000 workers, as many as have been

permitted to organize in all the workers*

unions combined.

The year 1919 saw the gradual spread

of information concerning the Russian
Revolution among the workers. The
spread of Communist ideas terrified gov-

erning circles and brought on a period

of white terror that has not abated to

the present time. The crisis of 1920 with

its mass unemployment did not help to.

reassure the upper class. Nor did the

Kobe strike of 1921 with its great soli-

darity parade of 30,000 workers. In 1922

the Comintern established relations with

Japanese comrades and started an il-

legal, underground" movement. The move-
ment has remained small but exerts a
profound Influence despite the committing

of many blunders under Stalinist con-

trol.

The earthquake of 1923 gave the gov-

ernment its opportunity . to behead the

proletarian movement. The police and
the military incited the reactionaries

and their dupes among the masses to

murder all Koreans under the pretext

that they were responsible for the ter-

rible conflagrations that broke out as

a result of the quake. Simultaneously

with the most brutal massacre of thou-

sands of Koreans, those most exploited

workers in Japan, performing the dirt-

iest work with the outcaste Etas, the

soldiery seized hundreds of radicals of

all shades and put the most prominent
ones to the sword. In cruelty and cold-

bloodedness this exploit of the Mikado
outdid any of the Czar's pogroms of the

Jews.

The Coratiiuniste and the Labor Party

The promise by the government of uni-

versal suffrage in 1925 (the actual voting

not to take place till 1928), startefl

widespread agitation for the formation

of working class political parties. The
Bight wing leaders In the unions at first

looked askance at this new development,

SMiag in It a throat to their bureau-

cratic control through the organisation

of a rival leadership. But the example

of the British Labor Party, then eoming

into power, heartened them and caused

the attempt of creating a political party

under union auspices. This same year

saw the split of the General Federation

of Labor—with what aid from the Com-

munists is not clear but quite easily to

be inferred from international develop-

ments in the "third period"—into Bight

and Left wings, the latter including syn-

dicalists to an even greater extent than

Communists. Had the Communis party,

despite the persecution and the handicaps

of illegality, presented as clearly as was

possible under the circumstances, their

own political outlook had they differen-

tiated themselves sharply from the op-

portunist elements a large section of the

syndicalists could have been .won over

to Communism, not to speak of other

Left wing workers. But the Anglo-Rus-

sian Committee, the bloc of the Chinese

party with the Kuo Min Tang, in short

the obliteration and dispersing of the

vanguard in the mass of uncrystallized

workers, the voluntary yielding of initia-

tve by the only force capable of leading

the workers correctly to that force de-

signed only to mislead—all this saw its

counterpart in the attempts of the Com-
munists, under the direction of the Com
intern, to form a mass labor party.

The Peasants' Union <50,000 members)

issued the cali for all workers to unite

In a proletarian party. In No. 16 Of the

Communist International may be found

the attitude of the Comintern on the en-

tire question. Vasiliev writes enthusi-

astically hailing the call. "Not only la-

bor and progressive peasant elements are

interested in the organization of a new
party aiming at the thorough democrati-

zation of the State—the whole country

demands this" ! ! Further "the Commun-
ist wing of the commission for the forma-

tion of the proletarian party formulated

its own platform as follows: 'The aim of

the proletarian party is struggle against

Imperialism and the menace of imperial-

ist wars. The slogans are: Korea's and
other colonies' rights to self-determina-

tion; hands off China!, those who till

the !and must own it; the 8 hour day;

work or full maintenance for unemploy-

ed ; workers' control ; universal suffrage

for aH citizens over the age of 18; dem-
ocratic liberties; abrogation of laws dir-

ected against' the labor movement ; aboli-

tion of the Upper Chamber and tha Genro
Council.' " Its immediate slogan is th»

"workers' and peasants' government".

Vasiliev adds naively that "after a per-

usal of the draft programs of action of

the Left and the reformists, one is struck

by the similarity of the most important

points of the political and economic de-

mands."' He sees the conditions for a

united front as very propitious. "Through
their work within the proletarian party,

the Japanese Communists will no doubt

soon be able to grapple with the task of

developing their ranks into a mass Len-

inist party with a strictly revolutionary

program and iron discipline."

In No. 17 of the Communist Interna-

tiona], after the complete fiasco of the

all-embracing mass party, we find the

following gem: "The reformists, after

their unsuccessful attempts to balk the

formation of the Proletarian Party by

refusing participation, decided to achieve

their sabotaging work by drawing up a
program provoking the Left to a split.

The latter took up a firm position, and
acquiesced in making every concession

if only to obtain the organization of a

legal mass party. In their desire to pre-

serve the legal physiognomy of the new
party, the Left went so far that they

abandoned without any reserves the de-

mand for the independence of the colo-

nies (they agreed to autonomy) and
agreed to the abandonment of the demand
for the confiscation of the land without

compensation. But the reformists, who
had previously come to an agreement
with the police, quit the inaugural con-

gress of the Proletarian party, declar-

ing that they did not desire to be a

weapon in the hands of the Left. The
Lefts, continuing their policy of guaran-
teeing legality to the new party at all

costs, also left the congress. The dele-

gates of the Peaesant Union and the
Suiheisha remained in the congress."

Of course, the police closed the congress
down anyhow. But to go on: "But the
reformists will not enjoy their victory

for long. Erei* if at first the Proletarian

party did not have a program of action

worked out according to all the rules of

Lenin, etc., even if in its program it made
opportunist, reformist, false steps, all

tills is not so essentially important. What
is important is the fundamental fact that

the working and peasant masses are be-

ing brought into the proletarian party
and It Is also important that the objec-

tive situation of the country unrestrained-

ly urge* the Japanese worker* and pea-
*ants to decisive acts and big taska."

it may menace". We repeat that we are
opposed to such pacifist utterances and
will consistently opposed adherence to a
similar position at this conference. The
problems of war can be discussed only
on the basis of class interests.

We consider it absolutely wrong to

create a permanent individual member-
ship anti-war organization. Such an or-

ganization will only separate the strug-
gle against war from the general strug-
gle against capitalism.

FOR A UNITED WORKER—STUDENT
YOUTH CONFERENCE

The great weakness of this Congress
lies in the fact that it has segregated
the student youth from the working class

youth. In view of this, the Congress
goes on record as favoring;

{a) The organization of a nation-wide

united front anti-war conference of

all youth organiations, worker and
student.

(b) The organiation of a preliminary

conference of all leading youth or-

ganizations to prepare for such a
national conference.

(c) The election of an executive com-

mittee of the Student Congress

Against War, that will help in the

work toward such an end.

(d) We call upon the Young Com-
munist League, the historic leader

in the struggle against imperialist

war and militarism, to initiate this

movement.

SIGNED:

Yetta Barshefsky, Crane College, Chgo.

B. Landau, Crane College, Chicago.

Belle Landau, Crane College, Chicago.

l>aniel Shelley, University of Chicago,

Meyer Freeman, University of Toronto.

Max Caplansky, University of Toronto.

Eric Renouf, University of Toronto.

Norman Knight, University of Toronto.

Norman Satir, Chgo. Branch C. L.. of A.

Irving Bern, Spartacus Y. C., Chgo.

Ruth Stamm, Hunter College, N. T.

Walta Karsner, Hunter College, N. Y.

Mannie Geltman, Brooklyn College

Sam Preifleld, Tuley High, Chicago:

Walter Dannyluk, Tuley High, Chicago
Charles Burle, Tuley High; Chicago. ',

EL Rosenfeld, Tuley High, Chicago-

.Sally Gbltz,. Crane Gollege, Chicago.

Al Glotzer, Youth Section C: L. of A.
Mannie Gottlieb, Spartacus Y.- C.,

Des Moines, Iowa.

By an error, tne above statement was
announced for publication in the last

issue ot the Militant. It was carried

over to this issue instead. The aext
Issue will contain a critical analysi° of

the proceedings of the Chicago confer-

ence.
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From Istanbul to Copenhagen
From Istanbul to Copenhagen and beck . v/. . . i A 1 .L

by a whole series of means of locomotion. What Happened /^lOng WIC
—boat, automobile, train—there is some-| n . t T . L*/* Trm?
thing that might have furnished an in- KOUtC Of 1 FOtSKy » I » ip *

teresting theme for an able writer. let

you cannot iiud even an attempt in this

direction in the press: a few pen-push-

ers confined themselves to invented inter-

views, like that w the Petit Journal,

whose correspondent, it appears, met

Trotsky lust year on the island of

Majorca! Hue this indigence did not

prevent the presn from revealing on sev-

eral occa-ious—by information, by dis-

tortion or oy siience—its sentiments to-

wards the various stages of the trip.

Let us set down the position of those

who claim to express -public opinion",

the position of the capitalist governments

and also tne attitude of those proletar-

ians who were encountered along tne

route.

Let us pass over everything which

smacks ot tautasy. Imagination and a

taste for scandai. Objective reports, or

rather strict information, are rarely to be

found. Tne Italian press preserve a pru-

dent restraint: a tew French papers did

the same; the socialist Popu{aire in

particular had no illusions concerning the

social democratic tribune accepted by

Trotsky to deliver his justification for

the October against the social democracy.

Not a single paper gave any sort of an

objective exposition of the ideas of the

Lett Opposition.

The Antl-Boisbevifa Fury

On the other hand, the anti-Bolshevik

hatred, the lury of capitalism which has

retained an ever-smarting souvenir pf

the Octouer and the years of the civil

war, expressed itself with a terrific vio-

lence in tne canards of the various coun-

tries, in France, in the big press, it is

the Journal that took front place by its

ventaole provocations. The courageous

act of the aoisheviks, showing the whole

world proletariat tbe emptiness of the

ideas of capitalist fathenand, of nation-

al defense—tne signing of the Brest-

Litovsk treaty, is denounced by the

Journal as "treason". It seeks to ex-

ploit all tue chauvinistic and conserva-

tive sentiments ot the petty bourgeoisie

against tne .Russian revolution. It is

quite normal on the part of an organ

which was one of the most rabid «up-

portors of czarism, of Russian loans

—

not out oi benevolence, to be sure—and
whose "patriotism" did not cause it to

overlook its treasury during the war. In

the Belgian press, the anti-Communist

hatred expressed itself with Just as much
frenzy, but in addition it had that special

imprint which a few grotesque provin-

cials put upon it. In the Antwerp
Matin, the editors deplore in an inimita-

ble style, cue police measures.... because

they did iiot permit "the curses" to

reach the ears of Trotsky. In reality,

the police measures could not prevent a
number of shouts of sympathy form

reaching our comrade.
To be sure ! a number of Danish Jour-

nals made a good deal of noise about

comrade Trotsky's presence in Copen-

hagen. The "repulsive Communist", the

"Bolshevik agitator", "blood covered

hands"—the expressions have not chang-

ed since 18171 The reactionary Danish

press gained an ally in the person of

prince Aage, whose sole distinction lies

in having served as an officer in the For-

eign Legion. This Individual found it in

spond with their views, it corresponded

just as little with the interests of the

Stalinist faclon.

imring his passage through France, en

route to Denmark, the Stalinist l'iluman-

*l* was very reserved. The hateful cam-

paign of the bourgeois press must certain-

ly nave dictated such an attitude to it

Let Ufl point also to the fact that, for

example, Racamond, declared to one of

our comrades: "If we had anything to

say to the bourgeoisie, it would be: the

workers settle their differences among
themselves and the bourgeoisie has
unfiling to do with our quarrels." We
are heartily in agreement. It is more
Chan deplorable that the TASS agency

did not follow this advice. On the way
oack, l'Humanite contented itself with

a few empty comments ; it had to pay its

u-ihute to Moscow. The bureaucracy of

the French Communist Party found the

way of covering itself up before its sup-

eriors: that's the only thing that mat-

tered.

The Danish Communist paper, ArbeH-
erbladdet, bi-weekly, was obliged to give

an important place to "Trotskyism".

Never has the Danish party known any

Left Oppositionists; 'isolated from the

Comintern, "Trotskyism" had never been

fought in this tiny party. This, time,

Stalinism let go in full. But not a sin

gle new argument: upbuilding of social-

ism, five year plan at the meetings
organized by the Danish party. Opposi-

tion comrades who had come to Copen-

hagen re-established the facts—in spite

of the difficulties in language—and the

Stalinst campagn was shot full of holes.

It is from Moscow, that is, from
Stalin, that the worst provocations had
to come. The fear expressed in this title

of Pravdft "The Lion Has Escaped", led

Stalin to a direct and open denunciation

do the international police against a so-

called "international Conference" of the

"Trotskyists" in Copenhagen. Soviet

diplomacy also made its contribution:

above the interests of the proletarian

state, it put the interests of the bureau-

cracy and the Stalinist faction.

We do not report Antwerp here, for the

narrative is contained in the open letter

to Vandervelde.

Finally, during the return, at the

North Station in Paris, the engineer and

fireman of the train saluted Trotsky;

and in the Lyons station, while Journal-

ists and photographers waited in vain

on the quai, on the other side of the

train a score of railroaders came to

shake Trotsky by the hand, greeting

him with the "Rot Front" of the German
Communists.

• • #

The voyage is at an end. Trotsky is

back In Prinkipo. An important episode

in the lite of tbe Left Opposition and of

the revolutionary movement has been

concluded. The leader of the world pro-

letarian revolution has spoken before

thousands of auditors; his voice was car-

ried by radio over the vast territory of

the United States; by means of the film,

thousands upon thousands of people will

be reached. In the wall erected by world

capitalism, to which the Stalinist faction

brings its support in the form of cal-

umny and falsehood, a large breech has

been made. Nothing can fill it up again.

AT MARSEILLES
The return voyage of our comrade

Trotsky ended according to Hoyle; the

nervousness of the police, the provoca-.

tions of the reactionary press—and the

insults of I'Himanite showed without a

doubt that Trotsky, that the Ideas he

embodies, remain the implacable foes of

capitalism and of everything that demor-
alizes the proletariat.

At the moment when l'Humanite tried

Bu*»ia her two sons and tiny cMldnm.
ware massacred by ordar of Trotsky.

Was it necessary to repeat: "There is

something rotten in the state of Den*
mark"?"
At Marseilles, the boat for Istanbul had

left. By force, the police sought to em-
bark our comrade on an Italian freight-

er. Trotsky refused to travel 15 dayB in

this manner. He addresed the following

telegram to Herriot, Chautemps, De Mon-
zie, with a copy to the socialist leader

Emm and the party leader Thorez:

"Together with my wife, I have re-

ceived authorization to pass . through

France, from Constantinople to Copen-

hagen and return. At Dunkirk, my
friends informed me that by losing the

boat we would be forced to remain 8
days in France, near Marseilles, which
did not enter into our traveling plans.

We made arrangements accordingly. Up-

on our arrival In Marseilles we were put

on an Italian boat 'Campidlglio', in spite

of tbe tact that this unexpected turn dis-

organized the new arrangements made.
We ascended the boat without objection

in order not to create an incident. We
then learned that this boat Is not in-

dicated In our voyage and that it takes

15 days to get to Constantinople which,

without speaking of the material difficult-

ies, would be entirely prejudice 1 to the

health of my wife and me. When I tried

to explain to the special commissioner

that I cannot leave on this boat, he
threatened me with violent measures.

"The transit visas, even the strictest,

do not signify, at least without previous

formal advice, the right of the police

to hold me as a prisoner and to force

me to take a boat which is absolutely

contrary to that indicated tor my trip.

I hope that the French government will

--^.^

New York United Front
Party's New Turn in Right Direction Contains Serious Dangers

(Continued from page 1)

In a word wherever changes have
been made in the

_
party policy, as in-

dicted above, have not only been in the

right direction, but more specifically, they

have been in the direction advocated by

the Left Opposition during all the Lime

when its advocacy was equivalent to

little better than "Left Social-Fascism"

In the eyes of the Stalinists.

But when we say above that "we can

agree with" the change in policy repre-

sented by the New York conference call,

we also have in mind several distinct

reservations. Without setting down
frankly our inability to accept the pre-

sent turn unreservedly, we should be

guilty of dereliction of duty. When the

ruling group in the party made a sharp

turn away from the opportunist Right

wing course of five years ago, and

swung abruptly to tbe Left—at that time

also in the direction indicated by the

Opposition—we did not make the mistake

of swallowing everything uncritically.

We raised our voices then to admonish
the party against tbe infantile and ex-

tremist aspects of the Leftward turn of

Centrlsm. The faiLure to heed the warn-

ing of the Opposition brought the now
well-established results.

The same holds true this time also,

even if in reverse order. In the first

place, the party leaders have made the

turn behind the back of the party. The

fail also to mobilize under the banner of

the united front call those non-Commun-

ist workers who, only the day before,

were repulsed by the old policy.

Opportunist Aspects of Change

In the second place, we must call at-

tention to another aspect of the change

of front. The years of leadership of bu-

reaucratic Centrlsm in the Communist
movement have proved beyond the per-

adventine of a doubt that It is incapable

i>f pursuing a consistent Leninist policy.

it swings like a pendulum between Right

wing opportunism and infantile ultra-

Leftism. Claes conscious militants can-

not permit the struggle for relief from

the scourge of unemployment to be con-

fined within the narrow channels into

which the reformists of all shades seek

to divert it. Not only from strictly party

platforms, but particularly in the united

front movements, the Communists must
strive patiently to enlighten the workers

to tbe fundamental truth that purely par-

liamentary action Is at best a secondary,

auxiliary weapon. The main emphasis

must always be placed upon the militant

light, ot the masses, in their organiza-

tions, in demonstrations, in all the

forms of the struggle outside the poison-

ed, sterile atmosphere of capitalism's

legislative halls.

With these considerations In mind, the
call of the Trade Union Committee is

open to the most serious criticism. The
,
only concrete proposal for action contain-

inevitable consequence of each a practice
ed hl ^ CaI1 ,8 espre88ed Jn tne ex.

will be revealed tomorrow; the bureau-

cracy wilt accuse the rank and -file mili-

tants of having failed to carry out or

understand properly the "correct general

line". The militants will be unable to

-prevent this abuse. I am ready to quit

to besmirch our comrade, here is whom .
France by way of Italy, and I hope that

it Joined in chorus: let every party com- 1 the Italian government will not refuse

rade read these provocations in FAmi du ' me a transit visa through Venice, which
Peaple (12-5-32) : 'One of the greatest

!
would permit me to leave France tomor- understand and execute the policy of

assassins of .all times, which called him- row or the day after.
j jne par ty unless the party states plain-

self 'Bronstein' or 'Braunstein' in the! "I await your reply on the quais of
iy . (ij tnat there has been a turn; (2)

ghetto and whom the papers respectfully Marseilles, with my wife surrounded by wnftt ]8 the nature of the turn and the
call M. Trotsky', has paid us the honor police agents. The declaration of the re6s0ns for It; (3) that the policy of yes-
of a visit. It might be feared that the police chief that he can take no reapon- terday was false. "One uncondemned
rela'tives of the Russians butchered by sibility for the attitude of the Russian error always leads to another or prepares
the Bolsheviks would not take kindly to- Whites cannot change my decision, which the ground for it." Not the least reason
the butcher. 'Monsieur Trotsky' was is dictated by the circumstances.

j for tne injurious consequences of the no-
guarded by our police much more ef- "L. TROTSKY. I united-front-at-all policy of the "Third
fectively than the Ukrainian Hetman "p. s._i have Just learned that the Period" was the failure to explain what

police are going to put us in a hotel was fundamentally wrong with the op-
in order to set us on the Italian boat by portunlst "united fronts" with Chiang
force,

'
If the Italian land visa is not Kai-Shek and Purcell which preceded it,

M. Herriot'e ministry if the costs of this; given us before our departure." : and the failure to condemn them clearly.
solicitude, to accordance with thej In the end, the Italian transit visas This maxim holds true in the
Franco-Soviet pact, will be reimbursed to; were granted. The French police, which case with Just as much vigor,
our poor budget by the Soviets. The was above all concerned with Trotsky ' If the party fails to explain dearly

not gaining any contact with the French why the socialist and A. F. of L. unions
workers, authorized the departure were soeial-Fascist or outright Fascist

Petlura and M. Doumer, president of the

Republic.

"A facetious deputy has demanded from

present

The capitalist governments of the

states through which Trotsky had to

pass, conducted themselves variously,

some with a measure of correctness,
|

others with more cynicism and erudeness, '-*" 'Monsieur Trotsky' was to pro- through Italy. yesterday, with which no united front

but all with the same intention : guard ceed to Copenhagen, a Banish prince who I'HumanJt*, by its whole attitude dur- was admissible, whereas today a united

Trotsky closely, prevent him from enter-

ing into contact with the proletarians,

reply is to appear, according to the rules,

in the Journal OfQcieL

the Communist movements. The Italian

Fascist government, which really has no
need of justifying its reactionary nature,

permitted iteslf a cheap gesture and au-

thorized Troteky to visit Pompel. The
"democratic" and "social democratic"

governments which must give guarantee

to their capitalism, felt themselves

obliged to act in a very strict nranner.

At Copenhagen, not a single day of ex-

tension of the visa; two days were left

him before the departure of the boat;

it was an affair of state, order was en-

dangered. Belgium—where the social

democracy has such strong positions

—

did not- permit a single one of Trotsky's

pU^e to recall the noted phrase: 'There £««"* «">P«*>« *> ^^L A°

is something rotten in the state of Den-^ meftB™, *f
om

1
?*„"t*™?0l,*

v?!something
mark". Prince Aage never thought of the

fact that among the characters of Shake-

speare there are not Hamlets but also

clowns and buffoons.

The Danish socialist paper, Socialdem-

Okraton at first sought to exploit the act

of its government in granting a visa for

eight days. It presumptiously pretended

that the social democracy had made it

possible for Trotsky to emerge "for an
hour from the prison where his friends

confined him". But Trotsky's speech put

s damper on their pretensions: Trotsky

was not affected by their efforts ; he had
remained the Communist, the warrior of

October. Four years of exile had done

nothing to make his lean towards dem-
ocracy.

A number of papers, in Denmark and

In other countries, displayed their dis-

appointment over the fact that in his

speech Trotsky did not engage in polemic

against the Stalinist policy and that on

the contrary he gave an exposition,

based upon scientific conceptions, of

Marxism, of Leninism, the most magnific-

ent and clearsighted justification of the

Russian revolution, putting in the shade

all the ritualistic and hollow phrases

which the official Stalinist propaganda

spreads throughout the world. Natural-

ly, the bourgeois and the social dem-
ocratic press could not appraise the in-

direct manner In which our comrade
combatted Stalinism. Some expressed

their -astonishment and their discontent-

ment without restraint: "The October

revolution, stage In the historical rise

of humanity—this was the quintessence

of the declarations. But Trotsky does

bourgeois legislation itself; but what
matter: a few hours of promenading

would surely have put the foundations

of capitalism in danger.. . .And "dem-

ocratic" France, of the right of asylum
to the Gorgulovs and all the White
scoundrels, not a minute more than nec-

essary was granted. Herriot, during his

visit to Russia In 1623—had promised

that when be would be minister, the

decree on expulsion Issued against Trot-

sky in 1916 would be recalled if he wish-

ed to come to France. Empty promise I

A sojourn In France for a few hours
would have "made the mother sick".

When the voyage threatened to change
the pre-established plan by a single lota,

there was not one government that did

not east off its mask of hypocritical

politeness and reveal the fear that in-

spired it.

In spite of all imaginable measures,

the feelings of tbe proletarians, of the

revolutionists, showed themselves on
various occasions during the voyage. We
will say nothing about the comrades
charged by their various sections of the

Opposition to assure security; they did

their duty and they laugh at what the
bourgeois and the social democrats have
to say about it.

The bourgeois press is not accustomed
to giving much space to the demonstra-
tions of the Communist party. But for

once, it changed Its habits and exagger-

ated the hostile demonstration organized

by the Stalinists during the disembarka-

tion at Esbjerg, which was limited to a
few jeering whistles and nothing more.
On the other hand. It preserved silence

about all the demonstrations of sym-

served as an officer of tbe Foreign Legion,
:
ing the voyage, characterized itself prin- front with these elements is a "need" that

became indignant that his people forgot
;
cipally by its cowardice, and devoted a brings "good results"—it will not only

so quickly the exploits of the monster:' few lines of information to the last in- fail to generate concerted and intelligent
a Danish princess was the czarina of cident —VBRITE.

tract, already quoted above. The con-

ference is being called solely for the

purpose of discussing the "advisability

of t-nrrying through a state-wide work-
ers' conference to map out a legislative

program in defense of our interests."

We are not concerned with quibbling over
words. Yet the whole phrase reeke with
the spirit of those arch-respestable petty
bourgeois "legislative campaigns" so
dear to the hearts of the A. F. of L.

lobbyists, or the ambitious Socialist

party statesmen of the Waldman-Solomon-
Thomas-Blanchard school. Whoever makes
the slightest concession to this spirit,

which tbe reactionaries and reformists
have so sedulously cultivated in the
minds of multitudes of workers, is doing
a distinct disservice to the movement.
Without in the least ignoring or reject-

ing the tribune offered the workers, em-
ployed and unemployed, by the legisla-

tive chambers of the ruling class, without
underestimating the value of wtorking

class demonstrations and the presenta-
tion of our demands before the state and
federal Capitols, our main task remains
the mobilization of the workers for strug-

The Stalinist Policy in the Chinese Peasant War
(Continued from page 1) (troops, and replacing them with pitched sants' party. Every one of us

in the ranks of the K. M. T. militarists: battles which are unfavorable to the watch the developments with
acute and serious.

] peasant detachments, but warmly wel- serious attention.
The responsibility for the defeats of c(>mei by Chiang Kai-Shek, who is able ; —p.

to give his heavy cannon and airplanes December 12, 1932.

n more decisive role to play. In guer-
j

rllla warfare, cannon and airplanes play

not say the least little word about hls; patn toward3 the organizer of the Red
conflicts with Stalin and his exile. The
question must be put frankly as to why
Trotsky accepted the invitation of the

social democratic students.,.." wrote

Army,

i
In Greece, there not only was no Stal-

inist demonstration at Piraeus—It was
the pretext Invented by the Greece
police for refusing Trotsky authorization

to visit the city—but our Archlo-Marxlst
comrades made demonstrations' on the
quai, later In accompanying Trotsky's

wife, comrade N. I. Sedoff, during her
visit In Athens and finally above all,

half, Trotsky bore himself as a profess-: the demonstration organized at night
or delivering a lecture. ...but after • I time by the Corinth nucleus and party

the Hamburger Fremdeblatt of Novem-
ber 2, 1932. In the report of Soelaldem-

ofaraten, you can read; "applause which
had only a polite character". "Trotsky
affirmed, and It was quite superfluous,

that he was a Communist". "In the first'

the peasant detachments is due largely

to the lightmindedneso of the Stalinists.

First, their evaluation of the present

situation in China ia erroneous. In the

political resolution ot the latter part of

l»32, the official Chinese Communist

Party writes:

"In evaluating the present situation,

we must point out the fact that the com-

parative relationship of class forces in

our country has undergone a change

which is wholly to the advantage of tbe

workers and the peasantry as well as

to the Red Army and the Soviet move-

ment. The strength of each section of

the Kuo Min Tang has been weakened,

whereas on the contrary, the workers

and peasantry and the Soviet government

have grown and been consolidated. The

Red Army has become a large and strong

loree, the Soviet power reigns over a

territory of several tens of millions In

population. The advance of the Red
Army has brought it to lay setge around

Nanehang, Chian, Wuhan and other prin-

cipal and semi-principal cities. The pol-

icy actually pursued In the past of not

occupying large cities, does not now har-

monize with the facts. The enlarged

Soviet districts must draw In the fragu-

mentary districts into one whole, and

given the advantages of political and

military conditions, must occupy one or

two important central cities. This will

constitute the beginnings of the first

triumph in one or several provinces.

This is now on the order of the day

for the whole party and the Soviet move-

ment."
policy Change Is Injurious

Here we ask the Stalinists: Is tbe

strength of every section of the K. M. T.

actually weakened? To what degree are

should
the most

K.

little part, the former being almost to- THE 8. L. P. and THE DICTATORSHIP
tally Ineffective swing to tremendous CLEVELAND,
weight and difficulty ot transportation. At a meeting here of the Socialist La-
This was clearly revealed in the events bor Pttrty addressed by one of its lead-
of Western Hupeh and on the borders ers> Verne Reynolds, our Opposition
of Anhwel and Honan. Before the pea- comrade, Joseph Keller, asked the speak-
snnt detachments adopted the tactics of er a qUeotion: "Since tbe SLP denies
pitched battles, their defeats were very the necessity of the dictatorship of the
few and rare. On the contrary, they al- proletariat, how would you proceed
ways gained victories which even the through the transitional period, that is,

bourgeois press had to acknowledge. The the period from capitalism to socialism,
Stalinists became dizzy with rejoicing without using force to crush the resist-
over these triumphs and loudly proclaim- allce of the capitalists and to eliminate
ed tbe coming of a revolutionary sltua- the parasitic elements of tbe old order?"
tlon, changing the guerrilla tactics Into Reynolds, as is usually the case with
tactics of pitched battles. They assem- the SLP men on this point, attempted to
bled the fragmentary peasant detach- minimize the importance of the question
ments as a whole—"the Red Army"— wlttt tae aU t a little comedy. Several
and attacked large central cities, flght- supporters of the Stalin faction who
lug for "the first triumph in one or sev- were present felt compelled to protest
eral provinces". But the facts showed against the failure of the speaker to
that tbe "Red Army" was not only un-

able to deal the enemy the fatal blow,

but on the contrary, it suffered many
heavy defeats and had to retreat to the

Northwestern part of China.

All that we have mentioned here clear-

ly proves the erroneousness of the Stalin-

iet political line. Of course, Stalin him-

self will deny this and in a not very

distant future he will make somebody
responsible. In the period of opportun-

ism, the man "responsible" was Chen Du-
Hsiu. In the period of putschlsm, it

was Tsiu-Tsiu Bo, and during 1928-1930,

it was the "LI Li San line". Who will

be the scapegoat now?' We do not yet

know. But the clever Stalin has un-

doubtedly selected somebody whose name
we shall soon learn. The fact is that

they weakened? Only the Stalinists, who socalled Chen Du-Hsluism, Tsiu-Tsiu

while, he Kpoke loudly and gesticulated,

turning to all sides, striking the table

....his voice acquired a great force. He
was an impassioned agitator " What
stupor among the Indolent social dem-
ocrats.!

• * • •

Bourgeoisie and social democrats wsre

members who during the passage of
the boat through the Corinthian canal,

shouted : Long live Trotsky- Long live

the Commune!
In Denmark, between Esbjerg and

Copenhagen, at many of the stops, rail-

road workers, metal workers....came to

shut their eyes to the facts, do not see

them. At a decisive moment, the Kuo
Min Tang militarists find it quite easy

to unite and to wage a brutal attack

upon the armed forces of the peasantry.

Tbe exaggerations of the Stalinists do

not help the peasant troops at all, on the

contrary, it does them a great injury.

In the second place, the political line

of the Stalinists is to have the village

surround the city, to have it lead the

workers, and not to have the proletariat

lead the peasantry. Tbe victories of the

Stalinists come out of the military ad-

vances of the peasant detachments and
not from the power of the workers, and
as a result, the Stalinists are leading

the party onto tbe road of a peasants'

party.

Moreover, the political mistakes exer-

cize an influence on the military defects.

The Stalinists, in order to harmonize the

situation with their false evaluation

("first triumph In one or several pro-shake Trotsky's hand. A German work-
not alone in their discontentment wltftj er »xpr«ssed his hops of seeta* oorl vinces") are giving up the guerrilla tac-

Trotaky's speech. If ft did not com-} comrade return to Russian right away.j tics which are '•worable to the nartlaan

Boism and LI Li Sanism are, taken to-

gether, the true expression of Stalin's

own line. We do not assert, of course,

that no mistakes were made by Chen
Du-Hsiu, Tsiu-Tsiu Bo and LI Li San,

but their errors pale into insignificance

before the "international line" of the

Stalinist leadership.

It is well to note the" fact that tbe
Stalinists who charge the Left Opposition

with being "liquidators", have removed
the Central Committee of the Chinese

party Into the "Soviet districts". This
proves that the Stalinists are not "liq-

uidators" but the banner-bearers of "run-

awayism". They have left behind the
urban proletariat: Such a flight Is no
small matter. The development of the
"Bed Army" has brought the Stalinists

to the attempt to realize the fantasy of

the village laying selge to the city, that

Is, the line of the peasantry "leading"
the workers. What will be the result

of such an Idea and course? This: the
Chinese Communist Party will be 1 lead by
the Stalinists along the road of a pea-

gle outside the parliamentary halls of
' capitalism. The very first appearanee in.

action by the party members, but it will the Communist movement of any tend-
ency to minimize or ignore the primary
importance of this task, must be promptly
combatted and checked. Only by the ex-

tra-parliamentary mobilization of the
masses will our demands upon the legis-

lature gain that momentum and force
which will compel action by the capital-
ist hnv-makers. Any other conception Is

an opium dream or outright deception.
We refrain from dwelling here on

other shortcomings of the call. It would
have been far more in harmony with the
requirements of the situation had it been
issued formally to all the working class
organizations directly, without resorting
to the petty and ineffectual evasion of
appealing only to "branches" and
"locals". Furthermore, it Is not correct
to confine the objective of the movement
to the demand for unemployment insur-
ance. Especially now must the demands
for immediate relief, for long . term
credits to and recognition of the Soviet
Union, and the six-hour day without re-
duction in pay, be put forth in an un-
employment program, not as disconnected
demands, but as Inseparable parts of a
whole.

But bearing all these reservations and
criticisms in mind, the fact nevertheless
remains that the movement initiated by
the Trade Union Committee is a distinct
step forward. That the Communist
League of America (Opposition) will
support It, will help advance it With all
the resources at its command, goes with-
out saying. It should meet with the
support of everj worker, employed or
unemployed, and of every working class
organizations. M. g.

answer the question properly. After
the meeting, these comrades, who are
taught that the Left Opposition Is every-

thing but what it really is, learned with
considerable surprise that comrade
Keller was a "Trotskyist"

!

—J,

Cannon Speaks at Right

Wing Forum

As our readers know from the reports

and analyses which the Militant carried,

the Right wing of the Communist move-
ment internationally is In the process of

disintegration. In Czechoslovakia it has
gone over bag and baggage to the social

democracy. Not so long ago that re-

doubtable Trotsky-eater and defender of
the Infallible line, Bert Miller, accom-
panied by a small number of satellites,

deserted the soiled banner of Lovestone
for the shoddy progressiveness of Muste.
Now the Lovestone group is in. the

throes of a serious internal division over
the Russian question. The people who
proclaimed the correctness of the Stalin-

ist line-—for Russia—contend with the
contradictions which their false position
and their entire course have created.

The serious situation in Soviet economy
has Its repercussions in the American
stronghold of the Brandler internation-

al. Under the pressure of their rank
and file the Lovestone leadership is re-

sorting to maneuvers to wriggle out of
their contradictory .position. Gitlow as-

sails the Stalinist policies as "Trotsky-
ist". Lovestone, still pursuing visions of
power and position, is attempting to in-

gratiate himself with Browder, Amter and
the other pillars of American Stalinism.

Of this nature was his "unity" confer-

ence of last spring. For the flame
reasons they recently invited the Left

" »M »mww»
Opposition to speak at one of its forums.
The League accepted and sent comrade
Cannon to speak on—What the Left Op-
position Stands For.

Comrade Cannon spoke on Sunday,
January 8, to a crowd of some 300 Left
Oppositionist, Lovestoneites and jfarty
and YCL members. The meeting lasted
until one o'clock. In the discussion per-
iod the Weisbordites made a united
front from below in attacking the Left
Opposition by attempting to discredit
its representative. Their stock in trade
were isolated, half quotations and gossip
In the Hearst "exposure" style.

Benjamin, Wolfe and Zam were the
Lovestoneite heavy artillery. All three
made a miserable showing. They made
no effort to counterpose any point of
view of their own to the presentation of
our stand by comrade Cannon. What
they accomplished was a terrific expos-
ure of their bankruptcy. This waa ap-
parent to all not blinded by Lovestoneite
patriotism. And even on these workers
a serious impression was made by the un-
asailability of our position.

It is almost unnecessary to report
that this meeting was entirely peaceful.
Four years have not passed in vain. The
black-jack and knife assaults committed
against us have passed into the limbo of
history. We think that the Lovestoneltes
will think twice before resorting again
to this method of ideological argument.
These are now the exclusive property ©f
the Stalinist regime In the Comintern,
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The New
Party Turn

The now turn, or half-turn, of the

Party in the unemployment movement

opens up the possibility for a broad de-

velopment of the unemployment struggle

which hitherto has owed its stagnation

and ineffectiveness, in no small degree,

to the absurdly narow and sectarian pol-

icy of the Stalinists. To the extent

that it creates the conditions for the

free participation of all workers organi-

zations, whose members have a. good

cause and a genuine will to react against

the fearful pressure of unemployment,

the new policy of the parly creates the

primary conditions for the transforma-

tion of the isolated vanguard actions of

the Communist militants into a united

movement embracing masses of workers.

Such a movement, driven forward by the

appalling mass misery and discontent,

and putting all parties and leaders to the

test of action, can lead to a stormy

development of working class struggle

and a rapid expansion of Communist in-

fluence. From this point of view the

Left Opposition is bound to greet the

new turn, to support it with full

strength and to penetrate into the very

heart of the unfolding movement.

At the same time the new turn puts

the Left Opposition before new oppor-

tunities and tasks. By releasing their

monopolist strangle-hold on the emaci-

ated movement, and inviting all work-

ers' organizations, "irrespective of poli-

tical opinions or affiliations", the Stalin-

ists are perforce required to leave a

crack open for the feared and hated

"Trotskyists". We must and we will

make our way through that crack, spread

it wider, and establish direct contact

with the workers, including the Com-

munists, who are assembling for strug-

gle under the banner of tie united

front. Up to now the strength of the

Marxist wing of the movement haa been

revealed chiefly in its criticism. The

opportunity to participate in a move-

ment of struggle against the plague of

unemployment places us also before the

test of action. The Left Opposition will

grow in numbers and influence to the

extent that it makes good in this test-

to the extent that it demonstrates its

Qualities as a fighting political organi-

zation—not a mere propaganda circle.

But this direct participation in actions

can be really effective for the unemploy-

ment movement and for Communism only

if it supplements and reinforces the crit-

icism, of all harmful and retarding cur-

rents and tendencies, including the tend-

ency of bureaucratic Centrism. In no case

and under no circumstances can this

criticism be submerged In a general sen-

timent of "unity". First of all, we
have to see things as they really are

and to talk out loud about them. Not

a few party members discouraged

and demoralized by the devastation of

the "Third Period", will hail the "new

turn" uncritically, as a way of salva-

tion. Is it possible that a Left Opposi-

tionist here and there, chafing for action

and wearied of the drawn-out struggle

of our small faction for the principle

foundations, can fall into the same er-

ror? Hardly. But such things Jiave

happened before. Every zig-zag of Stal-

inism, the whole course of which Is a

series of zig-zags to the Left and to the

Sight, has claimed its credulous victims.

For this reason also a critical appraisal

of the new united front policy at the

beginning, and at every turn, must go

along with and condition our support.

In Initiating the new tactic the Stalin

ists have been true to themselves—to the

vacillating, cowardly, half-measure char

acter of Centrism. In the first place

the turn from the "social Fascist" theory

Is not a complete one: the branches of

the Socialist party and the local A. F. of

L. unions are invited to the united front

—but what of the central bodies of these

organizations? What of the leaders?

Can you convince any Socialist worker
or A. F. of L. unionist that these lead

era are unwilling and unable to particl

(Continued under Editorial Notes on

Page Four)

WHO WILL PREVAIL!
They are watching the financial appeal

column every week now as interested

people watch the fever chart of a sick

man. Our MILITANT is sick. Of this

its enemies are, by now, quite convinced

;

and its creators, those who hare made it

and those for whom its word has been

a tight, have no reason to deny it. In-

deed, they cannot, for the appeals that

appear here every week now are all too

patently the desperate cry of distress.

And more than that, tlie two issues that

were skipped and the two issues that

came out in half size described too graph-

ically the mad upward course of the

temperature markings on the fever chart

,of the sick paper.

Yes, the MILITANT is in desperate

trouble. The financial crisis frvns tike a
high fever from week to week and from

day to day. The sickness is a financial

sickness—the prosaic bills, past due, ac-

cumulating, becoming more and more in-

sistent in the demand for payments—
this Js the mortal illness that assails the

paper.

Who will prevail?—-that is the ques-
tion. With your help, dear friends of

the MILITANT, we shall answer that

question our way. The paper will pre-

vail. Its message will prevail. The
courage, the sacrifice, the unconquerable

spirit of the Bolslievik-Leninfete will

prevail.

The Left Opposition in America, and
on an international scale, is on the eve

of great advances. Alt its ideas are be-

ing vindicated, Ms predictions verified,

lis organization grows and extends to

every capitalist country in the world.
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Its cadres grow firmer, harder, more
confident of victory and more determin-

ed to achieve It. We have the right to

victory and we have no right to turn

back from the path of resolute struggle

tliat leads toward it.

In this struggle the MILITANT is our

voice and our banner. The voice shall

not be silenced. The banner shaU not

come down. The means will be found,

the sacrifices wUl be made, the paper

will be saved. We say this because we
itave confidence that those who have

made tlte paper and kept it alive in all

adversity will do their duty when they

know how matters stand. There is no
doubt now how matters stand. Tlte need

is for money—not tomorrow, but today.

That Is your first obligation. Do not

let anything take precedence over it.

Send in your contribution now.

—JAMES P. CANNON.

JANUARY YOUNG SPARTACUS OUT

The January number of the YOUNG
SPARTACUS is off the press and ready

for sale and distribution. It is an eight

pager devoted primarily to the anniver-

sary of Lenin, Liebknecht and Luxem-
burg and the struggle against imperialist

war. It contains reports of the New
York and Chicago Anti-War Conferences

and articles on the latest developments

in the Young Communist League, besides

items of general working class interest.

Order your bundles. Reach the young
Communists, Ylpsels and working youth
with the YOUNG SPARTACUS.

L. Trotsky III

An Associated Press dispatch from
Istanbul on January 9 reports that

comrade Leon Trotsky is seriously ill

in his home on the island of Prinkkw.

The report states further that com-
rade Jan FraakeJ, who has worked as

Trotsky's secretary for almost three

year.* of his exile, is on his way to

Europe for the purpose of securing

the services of a foreign specialist.

It appears that the exertions attend-

ant upon bis recent trip through Eur-

ope en route to Copenhagen, overtax-

ed comrade Trotsky and rendered

more acute the ailments from which

he" has been suffering for many years

now. The secret agreement between

Stalin and Kemal Pasiia has kept

Trotsky virtually a prisoner In Tur-

key. Under the pressure of the So-

viet embassies in various countries,

every application for a visa—has
been denied by practically all of the
uropean governments, whose claims

to the defense of the right of asylum,

do not extend to the leader of the

Bolshevik-Leninists. His isolation ki

Turkey has made it impossible for

him to obtain tlie special medical at-

tention he requires.

Is it not high time for the Com-
munist workers everywhere to reflect

upon this matter, and to raise their

voices in protest against the hideous
united front between Stalin and the
European bourgeoisie which keeps in

Turkish confinement the organizer of
tlie Bolshevik insurrection, the leader

of the Red Army, the closest colla-

borator of Lenin?

Japanese Invasion of Jehol

Creates Tense Situation

World Imperialist Powers Press for Their Share of Loot

The rattle of the sabre grows louder

in [he Far East. As the Japanese con-

quest grows in scope and as the plunder

and murder of these robber bandits pro-

ceeds unabated grave events of inter-

national consequence loom on the hori-

zon. 1-Vur for their territory and

sources of exploitation have struck fear

into tiie hearts of American and British

imperialism. The equinimity that mark-

ed the original attitude of American im-

IHK'ialism lias given way to an attitude of

estreme anxiety over japan's possible

purpose in her invasion of the Jehol

territory. At the outset, when it seemed

that the Japanese military expedition

might end in intervention against the

Soviet Union, the diplomatic circles in

Washington were quiet as the grave.

But now, when it appears that American

profits and the huge Chinese colonial

market will be swallowed up by Japan-

ese capitalism, a virtual furor of pro-

test has emerged from the Washington
watchdogs of the Wall Street bankers',

munition makers' and manufacturers' in-

terests in every part of the globe.

Already recrimination, abuse and con-

tradictory rumors calculated to incite

the war fever fill the air, both in Amer-
ica and in Japan. The old and familiar

story of "atrocities" begins to make
screaming headlines on the front pages
of the yellow Journals. The Tokio .War

Office gives out information to the Jap-

Leon Trotsky Defends the October Revolution
Full Text of Speech Delivered to the Social Democratic Students at Copenhagen November 27 th 1932

My dear listeners,

Permit me to begin by expressing my sincere

regrets over my inability to speak before a Copen-

hagen audience in the Danish tongue. Let us not

ask whether the listeners lose by it. As to the

speaker, his ignorance of the Danish language de-

prives him of the possibility of familiarizing himself

with Scandinavian life and Scandinavian literature

immediately, at first hand and in the original. And

that is a great loss.

The German language, to which I have had to

take recourse, is rich and powerful. My German,

however, is fairly limited. To discuss complicated

questions with the necessary freedom, moreover, is

possible only in one's own language. I must there-

fore beg the indulgence of the audience in advance.

The first time that 1 was in Copenhagen was

at the international Socialist Congress, and I took

away with me the kindest recollections of your

city. But that was over a quarter of a century ago.

Since then, the water in the Ore-Sund and in the

fjords has changed over and over again. And not

the water alone. The war broke the backbone of

the old European continent. The rivers and seas of

Europe have washed down not a little blood. Man-

bind, and particularly European mankind, has gone

through severe trials, has become more sombre and

more brutal. Every kind of conflict has become

more bitter. The world has entered into the period

of the great change. Its most extreme expressions

are war and revolution.

Before J pass on to the theme of my lecture,

tlie Revolution, I consider it my duty to express

my thanks to the organizers of this meeting, the

Copenhagen organization of the social-democratic

student body. I do this as a political opponent.

My lecture, it is true, pursues hietorico-scientfiflc and

not political aims. I want to emphasize this right

from the beginning. But it is impossible to speak

of a Revoluton, out of which the Soviet Republic

arose, without taking up a political position. As a
lecturer I stand under the same banner as I did

when I participated in the events of the Revolution.

Up to the war, the Bolshevik Party belonged

to the international social-democracy. On August
4, li)14, the vote of the German social-democracy for

the war credits put an end to this connection once
and for all, and opened the period of uninterrupted

and irreconcilable struggle of Bolshevism against so-

cial-democracy. Does this mean that the organizers

of this assembly made a mistake in inviting me as
a lecturer? On this point the audience will be able

to judge only after my lecture. To justify my ac-

ceptance of the kind invitation to present a report

on the Russian Revolution, permit me to point to

the fact that during the 35 years of my political

life tlie (iuestion of the Russian Revolution has been
the practical and theoretical axis of my interests

and of my actions. The four years of my stay in

Turkey were principally devoted to the historical

elaboration of the problems of the Russian Rev-
olution. Perhaps this fact gives me a certain

right to hope that I will succeed, in part,

at least, in helping not only friends and sympath-
izers, but also opponents, better to understand many
features of the Revolution which had escaped their

attention before. At ali events, the purpose of my
lecture is: to help to understand. I do not intend
to conduct propaganda for the Revolution nor to
call upon you to join the Revolution. I intend to
explain the Revolution.

I do not know it in the Scandinavian Olympus
there was a special goddess of rebellion. Scarcely!

In any case, we shall not call upon her favor to-

day. We shall place our lecture under the sign of

Snotra, the old goddess of knowledge. Despite the

passionate drama of the Revolution as a living

event, we shall endeavor to treat it as dispassion-

ately as an anatomist. If the lecturer is drier

because of it, the listeners will, let us hope, take it

into the bargain.

Let us begin with some elementary sociological

principles, which are doubtless familiar to you all,

but as to which we must refresh our memory in

approaching so complicated a phenomenon as the

Revolution.

Human society is an historically-originated col-

laboration in the struggle for existence and the as-

surance of the maintenance of the generations. The
character of a society is determined by the charac-

ter of its economy. The character of its economy

is determined by its means of productive labor.

For every great epoch in the development of

the productive forces there is a definite correspond-

ing social regime. Every social reime until now has

secured enormous advantages to the ruling class.

Out of what has been said, it is clear that

social regimes are not eternal. They arise historic-

ally, and then become fetters on further progress.

'All that arises deserves to be destroyed".

But no ruling class has ever voluntarily and

peacefully abdicated. In questions of life and

death arguments based on reason have never re-

placed the argument of force. This may be sad,

but it is so. It is not we that have made this world,

We can do nothing but take it as it is.

The Meaning of Revolution

Revolution means a change of the social order.

It transfers the power from the hands of a class

which has exhausted itself into those of another

class, which is on the rise. The insurrection is the

sharpest and most critical moment in the struggle

of two classes for power. The insurrection can

lead to the real victory of the revolution and to

the establishment of a new order only when it is

based on a progressive class, which is able to rally

around it the overwhelming majority of the people.

As distinguished from the processes of nature,

a revolution is made by human beings and through

human beings. But in the course of revolution, too,

men act under the influence of social conditions

which are not freely chosen by them, hut are hand-

ed down from the past and imperatively point out

the road which they must follow. For this reason,

and only for this reason, a revolution follows cer-

tain laws.

But human consciousness does not merely pas-

sively reflect its objective conditions. It is accus-

tomed to react to them actively. At certain times

this reaction assumes a tense, passionate, mass

character. The barriers of right and might are

broken down. The active intervention of the mass-

es in historical events is in fact the most indispens-

able element of a revolution.

But even the stormiest activity can remain In

the stage of demonstration or rebellion, without ris-

ing to the height of revolution. The uprising of the

masses must lead to the overthrow of the domina-

tion of one class and to the establishment of the

domination of another. Only then have we a whole
revolution. A mass uprising is no isolated under-

taking, which can be conjured up any time one

pleases. It represents an objectively-conditioned

element in the development of a revolution, as a
revolution represents an objectively-conditioned pro-

cess in the development of society. But if the neces-

sary conditions for the uprising exist, one must
not simply wait passively, with open mouth : as

Shakespeare says, "There is a tide in the affairs of

men which, takeu at the Hood, leads on to fortune."

To sweep away the outlived social order, the

progressive class must understand that its hour has

struck, and set before itself the task of conquering

power. Here opens the field of conscious revolu-

tionary action, where foresight and calculation com-

biiio with will and courage. In other words ; here

opens the field of action of the Party.

The revolutionary Party unites within itself,

the ilower of the progressive class. Without a
Party which is able to orientate itself in its environ-

ment, evaluate the progress and rhythm of events,

and early win the confidence of the masses, the

victory of the proletarian revolution is impossible.

These are the reciprocal relations of the objective

and the subjective factors in insurrection and in

revolution.

The Causes of October
What questions does the October revolution

raise in the mind of a thinking man?
1. Why and how did this Revolution take

place? More concretely, why did the proletarian

revolution conquer In one of the most backward
countries of Europe?

£. What have been the results of the October

revolution? and finally,

3. Has the October revolution stood the test?

The first question, as to the causes, can now be

answered more or less exhaustively. I have at-

tempted to do this in great detail in my "History of

Die Revolution". Here I can formulate only the

most important conclusions.

The fact that the proletariat reached power for

the first time in such a backward country as the
former Tsarist Russia seems mysterious only at first

glance; in reality, it Bs fully in accord with his-

torical law. It could have been predicted and it

was predicted. Still more, on the basis of the pre-

diction of this fact the revolutionary Marxists built

up their strategy long before the decisive events.

The first and most general explanation Is: Russia

is a backward country, but only a part of world
economy, only an element of the capitalist world
system. In this sense Lenin exhausted the riddle

of the Russian revolution with the lapidary formula,

'"The chain broke at (its weakest link".

A crude illustration: the great war, the result

of the contradictions of world imperialism, drew
into its maelstrom countries of different stages of
development, but made the same claims on ali the
participants. It is clear that the burdens of the
war had to be particularly intolerable for the most
backward countries. Russia was the first to be
compelled to leave the field. But to tear itself away
from the war, the Russian people had to overthrow
the ruling classes. In this way the chain of war
broke at its weakest link-

Still, war is not a catastrophe coming from out-

side, like an earthquake, but as old Clausewitz said,

the continuation of politics by other means. In the
last war, the main tendencies of the imperialistic

system of "peace"-tlme only expressed themselves
more crudely. The higher the general forces of pro-

duction, the tenser the competition on the world
markets, the sharper the antagonisms, and the mad-
der the race for armaments, Sn that measure the
more difficult it became for the weaker participants.

For precisely this reason the backward countries
assumed the first places in the succession of col-

lapses. The chain of world capitalism always tends
to break at its weakest link.

(Continued on PAGE TWO)

anese press that the United States is

making huge sales of war supplies to

the Chinese. The United States foreign

office counter's by saying the whole mat-

ter is a colossal fabrication, that the

sale of ammunition to China in the last

ppriod was a mere bagatelle. The truth

perhaps lies somewhere between these

two, although it is a well known fact

that the I)u Pouts are not wasting any

opportunity to reap profits from their

deadly products. And they will sell this

war puraphenalia to the Japanese just

as soon as to the Chinese. Such are

the noble and principled motives that

actuated these same gentlemen in the

Inst world slaughter. They have but one

criterion—pecuniary gain. They reserve

the sentimental phrases for consumption

by the masses.

Simultaneously a new sensation has

flashed across the American scandal

sheets. A group of Japanese workers,

according to these press reports stormed

the Singer Sewing Machine plant in

Yokohoma and left a wreckage behind

them amounting to several hundreds of

thousands of dollars. Counter charges

and claims are made that there was in-

sufficient police protection; that It was

a group of Left wing workers that com-

mitted the deed, etq., etc., ad nauseum.

And now we hear still more ominous

news that the Japanes fleet maneuver*

have been advanced from October to

June or July in the Pacific. And the

American naval maneuvers, likewise in

the Pacific, are scheduled to take place

in about a month. Naval maneuvers are

usually the prelude to more serious ac-

tion.

At the same time we notice another

significant fact. The attitude of the

League of Nations haa undergone an

abrupt and fundamental revision. In

less than a week the position of the

"black international of imperialism"

changed from one of yielding to all the

Japanese demands to a hard boiled at-

titude of no concessions whatever. At
first glance this i: somewhat astonish-

ing. But upon looking deeper into this

change it is quite in accord with tie

spirit of recent international events.

During this past week when the Lytton

report hung fire the American colossus

intervened to lay down the taw. To the

public It merely reaffirmed its policy on

the Far Eastern question of January

1332. "Protection of the open door....

respect for the territorial and adminis-

trative integrity of China the Nine

Power pact the Kellogg-Brtand Peace

Treaty" and all the other shams that

serve to camouflage the desire of the

American capitalist class for self-ag-

grandizement in China and the opening

up of huge markets for the profiteers.

But behind the scenes another and more
powerful weapon was brought into ac-

tion. And with this weapon the Am-
erican imperialists bludgeoned the

League of Nations to make its position

conform to American interests.

This weapon Is the war debt, which
has been suspended over the heads of

the defaulting nations, by the U. S. for

this purpose among others.

The voice of the American Shylock
has thundered forth ; "If you want a
favorable settlement on the debit you
owe us. then support our policy against

the Japanese!" And as the old saying

goes "money talks". The whole League
of Nations including France which has
previously given Japan her warmest
support fell into line. And now the

papers tel] us that a strong condemna-
tory resolution against Japan will be

adopted. Great Britain which had been
reticent about "provoking Japan has
now offered diplomatic representations

to the latter about the tense situation

which is endangering British interests.

The American whip strikes sharply and
imperatively. But any illusion that any
possible action of the League of Nations
will permanently stop Japan's adventure
in Jehol and elsewhere is not only
absurd but dangerous. The most any
action of the League can accomplish is

to cause new alignments and intensify

imperialist rivalry to the breaking point.

The Wall Street agents in Washington
are using the League of Nations as

their battering ram against the Japau-
(Continued on page 4)
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If, as a result of exceptional or exceptionally

unfavorable circumstances—let as say, a successful

military intei .emion from the outside or irreparable

mistakes on liie part of the Soviet Government it-

self—capitalism should arise again on the immeas-

urably wiiie Soviet territory, together with it would

inevitably arse also its historical inadequacy, and

such capitalism would in turu soon become the vic-

tim of the same contradictious which caused its ex-

plosion in 1917. >"o tactical recipes could have cull-

ed the October ltevolution into being, if Russia had

not carried it within its body. The revolutionary

Party in the last analysis can claim only the role

of an obstetrician, who is compelled to resort to a

Caesarian operation.

One might say in answer to this: "Your general

considerations may adequately explain why old Rus-

sia had to suffer shipwreck, that country where

backward capitalism and an impoverished peasantry

were crowned by a parasitic nobility and a rotten

monarchy. But in the simile of the chain and its

weakest link there is sIlUl missing the key to the

real riddle :i!ow could the socialist revolution con-

quer in a backward country? History knows of

more than a few illustrations of the decay of coun-

tries and civilization:* accompanied by the collapse

of the old classes for which no progressive success-

ors had been found. The breakdown of old Russia

should, at iirst sight, rather have changed the coun-

try into a capitalist volony than into a socialist

state."

This objection is very interesting. It leads us

directly to the kernel of the whole problem. And

yet, this objection is erroneous ; I might say, it lacks

internal symmetry. On the one hand, it starts

from an exaggerated conception of the backward-

ness of Russia ; on the other, from a false theore-

tical conception of the phenomenon of historical

backwardness in general.

Living beings, including man, o£ course, go

through similar stages of development in accordance

with their ages, in a normal five-year old child,

we find a certain correspondence between the weight,

and the size of the parts of the body and the In-

ternal organs. But when we deal with human con-

sciousness, the situation is different. Contrary to

anatomy and physiology, psychology, both individ-

ual and collective, is distinguished by expection 1

power of absorption, flexibility and elasticity ;
there-

in consists the aristocratic advantage of man over

his nearest zoological relatives, the apes. The ab-

sorptive and flexible psyche, as a necessary condi-

tion for historical progress, confers on the so-called

social ''organisms", as distinguished from the real,

that is, biological organisms, an exceptional instabil-

ity of internal structure. In the development of na-

tions and states, particularly capitalist ones, there

is neither similarity nor regularity. Different stages

of civilization, even polar opposites, approach and
intermngle with one another in the life of one and
the same country.

Let us not forget, my esteemed listeners, that

historical backwardness is a relative concept. There

being both back-wave! and progressive countries, there

is also a reciprocal influencing of one by the other;

there is the pressure of the progressive countries

on the backward ones ; there is the necessity for the

backward countries fo catch up with the progres-

sive ones, to borrow their technology and science,

etc. In this way arises the oomUinfld type ot devel-

opment: features of backwardness are combined

with the last word in world technology and in world

thinking. Finally, the historically backward coun-

tries, in order to escape from their backwardness,

are often compelled to rush ahead of the others.

The flexibility of the collective consciousness

makes it possible tinder certain conditions to achieve

the result, in the social arena, which in individual

psychology is called -overcoming the consciousness

of inferiority". lu this sense we can say that the

October revolution was an heroic means whereby

the jieople of Russia were able to overcome their

own economic and cultural inferiority.

But let us pass over from these historico-

philosophic, perhaps somewhat too abstract general-

izations, and pat the same question in concrete

form, that is, within the cross-section of living eco-

nomic facts. The backwardness of Russia expressed

itself most clearly at the beginning of the twentieth

century in the fact that industry occupied a small

place in that country in comparison with agricul-

ture, the city in comparison with the village, the

proletariat in comparison with the peasantry. Taken

as a whole, this meant a low productivity of the

national labor. Suffice it to say that on the eve

of the war, when Tsarist Russia had reached the

peak of its well-being, the national income was 8

to It) times lower than in the United States. This

is expressed in figures, the "amplitude" of its back-

wardness, if the word '-amplitude" can be used at

all in connection with backwardness.

At the same time, however, the law of com-

bined development expresses itself in the economic

field at every step, in simple as well as in complex

phenomena. Almost without highways, Russia was
compelled to build railroads. Without having gone

through the stage of European artisanry and manu-
facture, Russia passed on directly to mechanized

production. To jump over intermediate stages is

the fate of backward countries.

iWhile peasant agriculture often remained at

the level of the 17th century, Russia's industry, If

not in scope, at least in type, stood at the level of

the progressive countries and rushed ahead of them
in some respects. It suffices to say that the giant

enterprises, with over a thousand employees each,

employed, in the United States, less than 18 percent

of the total number of industrial workers, in Rus-
sia over 41 percent. This fact is hard to reconcile

with the conventional conception of the economic
backwardness of Russia. It does not, on the other
hand, refute this backwardness, but complements it

dialectieally.

The same contradictory character was shown by

the class structure of the country. The finance

capital of Europe industrialized Russian economy

at an accelerated tempo. Thereby the industrial

bourgeoisie assumed a large-scale capitalistic and

anti-popular character. The foreign stockholders,

moreover, lived outside of the country. The work-

ers, on the other hand, were naturally Russians.

Against a numerically weak Russian bourgeoisie,

which had no national roots, stood therefore o re-

latively strong proletariat, with strong roots in the

depths of the people.

The revolutionary character of the proletariat

was furthered by the fact that Russia in particular,

as a backward county, under the compulsion of catch-

ing up with its opponents, had not been able to work

out Its own conservatism, either social or political.

The moot conservative country of Europe, in fact

of the entire world, is considered, and correctly, to

be the oldest capitalist country—England. The

European country freest of conservatism would in

all probability be Russia.

But the young, fresh, determined proletariat of

Russia sifili constituted only a tiny minority of the

nation. The reserves of its revolutionary power lay

outside of the proletariat itself—in the peasantry,

living in half-serfdom, and in the oppressed nation-

alities.

The Peasantry

The subsoil of the Revolution was the agrar-

ian question. The old feudal-monarchic system be-

came doubly intolerable under the conditions of the

new capitalist exploitation. The peasant communal

areas amounted to some 140 million desyatines.'

But thirty thousand large landowners, whose aver-

age holdings were over 2,000 desyatines, owned al-

together 70 million desyatines, that is, as much as

some 10 million peasant families or GO millions of

peasant popnlatoii. These statistics of land tenure

constituted a ready-made program of agrarian revolt.

The nobleman, Bokorkin, wrote in 1917 to the

dignitary, Rodsianko, the chairman of the last muni-

cipal Duma, '-I am a landowner and I cannot set

it into my head that I must lose my land, and for

an unbelievable purpose to boot, for the experiment

of the socialist doctrine". But it is precisely the

task of revolutions to accomplish that which the

ruling classes cannot get into their heads.

In Autumn 1917 almost the whole country was

the scene of peasant revolts. Of the 024 depart-

ments of old Russia, 4S2, that is, 77 percent, were

affected by the movement! The reflection of the

burning villages lit up the arena of the insurrec-

tions in the cities.

But the war of the peasants against the land-

owners—you will reply to me—is one of the classic

elements of the bourgeois, by no means of the pro-

letarian revolution!

Perfectly right, I reply—so it was in the past.

But the inability of capitalist society to survive in

an historically backward country was expressed pre-

ciselv in the fact that the peasant insurrections did

not drive the bourgeois classes of Russia forward,

but on the contrary drove them back for good into

the camp of the reaction. If the peasantry did not

want to be completely ruined, there was nothing else

left for it but to join the industrial proletariat

This revolutionary joining of the two oppressed

classes was foreseen with genuius by Lenin and pre-

pared by him long ahead of time.

Had the bourgeoisie courageously solved the

agrarian question, the proletariat of Russia would

not obviously, have been able to take the power

in 1017 But the greedy and cowardly Russian bour-

geoisie too late on the scene, prematurely a victim

of senility, did not dare to lift its hand against

feudal property. But thereby it delivered the power

to the proletariat and together with it the right

to dispose of the destinies of bourgeois society.

In order for the Soviet state to come into ex-

istence therefore, it was necessary for two factors

of different historical nature to collaborate: the

peasant war, that is. a movement which is charac-

teristic of the ditwii of bourgeois development, and

the proletarian insurrection, that is, a movement

which announces the decline of the bourgeois move-

ment. Precsely therein consists the combined char-

acter of the Russian ltevolution.

Once the peasant bear stands up on his hind feet,

he becomes terrible in his wrath. But he is unable

to give conscious expression to his indignation. He

needs a leader. For the first time in the history

of the world, the insurrectionary peasantry found a

faithful leader in the person of the proletariat.

Four million industrial and transportation work-

ers led a hundred million peasants. That was the

natural and inevitable reciprocal relation between

proletariat and peasantry in the Revolution.

The National Question

The second revolutionary reserve of the prole-

tariat was constituted by the oppressed uatfional-

ities, who moreover were also predominantly made

up of peasants. Closely tied up with the historical

backwardness of the country is the extensive char-

acter of the development of the state, which spread

out like a grease spot from the center at Moscow

to the circumference. In the East, it subjugated the

still more backward peoples, basing itself upon

them, in order to stifle the more developed national-

ities of the West. To the 70 million Great Rus-

sians, who constituted the main mass of the popu-

lation, were added gradually some 90 millions of

''other races".

In this way arose the Empire, in whose composi-

tion the ruling nationality made up only 43 percent

of the population, while the remaining 57 percent

consisted of nationalities of varying degrees of civ-

ilization and legal deprivation. The national pres-

sure was incomparably cruder in Russia than in the

neighboring states, and not only those beyond the

western boundary but beyond the eastern one, too.

This conferred on the national problem a monstrous

explosive force.

The Russian liberal bourgeoisie, in the national

as well as in the agrarian question, would not go

beyond certain ameliorations of the regime of op-

pression and violence. The "democratic" govern-

ments of Miliukov and Kerensky, which reflected the

interests of the Great Russian bourgeoisie and bu-

reaucracy, actually hastened to Impress upon the

discontented nationalities, in the course of the eight

months of their existence, "You will obtain only

what you tear away by force".

The Inevitability of the development of the

centrifugal national movement had been early taken

into consideration by Lenin. The Bolshevik Party

* One desyatines equals 140 acres.

struggled obstinately for years for the right of

self-determination for nations, that is, for the right

of full secession. Only through this courageous
position on the national question could the Rus-
sian proletariat gradually win the confidence of the

oppressed peoples. The national independence move-
ment, as well as the agrarian movement, necessarily

turned against the official democracy, strengthened
the proletariat, and poured into the stream of the

October upheaval.

The Permanent Revolution

In these ways the riddle of the proletarian up-

heaval in an historically backward country loses

its veil of mystery.

-Marxist revolutionaries predicted, long before

the events, the march of the Revolution and the
historical role o[ the young Russian proletariat. I

may be permitted to repeat here a passage from a

work of my own in 1905

:

"In an economically backward country the pro-

letariat can arrive at power earlier than in a capi-

taiistically advanced one. . .

.

"The Russian Revolution creates the conditions

lunder which the power can (and in the event of

a successful revolution must) be transferred to the

proletariat, even before the policy of bourgeois lib-

eralsm receives the opportunity of unfolding its

genius for government to its full extent.

"The destiny of the most elementary revolu-

tionary interests of the peasantry is bound up
with the destiny of the whole revolution, that is, with

the destiny of the proletariat. The proletariat, once

arrived at power, wtill appear before the peasantry

as the liberating class.

"The proletariat enters into the government as
the revolutionary representative of the nation, as

the acknowledged leader of the people in the strug-

gle with absolutism and the barbarism of serfdom.

"The proletarian regime will have to stand

from the very beginning for the solution of the

agrarian question, with which the question of the

destiny of tremendous masses of the population of

Russia is bound up."

I have taken the liberty of quoting these pass-

ages as evidence that the theory of the October

Revolution which I am presenting today is no

casual improvisation, and was not constructed ex

post facto under the pressure of events. No, in

the form of a political prognosis it preceded the

Ocotber upheaval by a long time. You will agree

that a theory is in general valuable only insofar as

it helps to foresee the course of development and

influences it purposivcly. Therein, in general terms,

is the invaluable importance of Marxism as a

weapon of social and historical orientation. I am
sorry that the narrow limits of the lecture do not

permit me to enlarge the above quotation material-

ly. I will therefore (ontent myself with a brief

resume of the whole work whk-h dates from liXES.

In accordance with its immediate- tasks, the

Russian Revolution is a bourgeois revolution. But

tlte Russian bourgeoisie is anti-revolutionary. The

victory of the Revolution Is therefore- possible only

a,s a victory of the proletariat. But the victorious

proletariat ' will not stop at tlie program of bour-

geois democracy; it will go on to Hie program of

Socialism. The Hussion Revolution will become the

first stage of the Socialist world revolutinn.

This was the theory of the permanent revolu-

tion formulated by me in liHKi and since then ex-

posed to the severest criticism under the name

of "Trotskyism".

To be more exact, it is only » part of this theory.

The other part, which is particularly timely now,

states

:

The present productive forces have long out-

grown their national limits. A Socialist society is

not feasible within national boundaries. Significant

as the economic successes of an isolated workers*

state may be, the program of "Socialism In one

country" is a petty-bourgeois Utopia. Only a Eur-

opean and then a world federation of Sociafc'Bt re-

publics can be the real arena for a. Iiarroonforas

Socialist society.

Today, after the test of events. I see less reason

than ever to dissociate myself from this theory.

The Bolshevik Party

After all that has been said above, is it atill

worth while to recall the Fascist writer, Malaparte,

who ascribes to me tactics which are independent

of strategy and amount to a series of technical re-

cipes for insurrection, applicable in all latitudes

and longitudes? It is a good tiling that the name
of the luckless theoretician of tiie coup d'Btat makes
it easy to distinguish him from the victorious prac-

titioner of the coup d'Btat ; no one therefore runs

the risk of confusing Malaparte with Bonaparte.

Without the armed insurrection of November
7, 1917, the Soviet state would not be in existence.

But the insurrection itself did not drop from
Heaven. A series of historical prerequisites was
necessary for the October revolution.

1. The rooting away of the old ruling classes

—the nobility, the monarchy, the bureaucracy.

2. The political weakness of the bourgeoisie,

which had no roots in the masses of the people.

3. The revolutionary character of the peasant

question.

4. The revolutionary character of the problem

of the oppressed nations.

5. The significant soaial weight of the pro-

letariat.

To these organic pre-conditions we must add
certain conjunctural conditions of the highest im-

portance :

6. The Revolution of 1905 was the great school,

or in Lenin's words, the "dress rehearsal" of the

Revolution of 1917. The Soviets, as the irreplace-
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able organizational form of the proletarian united

front in the revolution, were created for the first

time in the year liMKi.

7. The imperialist war sharpened all the con-

tradictions, tore the backward masses out of their

immobility and thereby prepared I he grandiose

scale of the catastrophe.

Hut all these conditions, which fully sufficed for

the outbreak of the Revolution, wore insufficient to

assure the victory of the proletariat in the Revolu-

tion. For this victory one condition more was
needed :

8. The 'Bolshevik Party.

When I enumerate this condition as the last in

the series, I do it only because it follows the neces-

sities of the logical order, and not. because I assign

the Party the last place in the order of importance,

No, 1 am far from such a thought. The liberal

bourgeoisie—yes, it can seize I he power and has

seized it more than once us the result, of struggles

in which it. took u part: it pusesses organs of seiz-

ure which are admirably adapted to the purpose.

Hut the working masses are in a different position

;

they have long been accustomed I" give, and not

to take. They work, are patient as long as they

can be, hope, lose their patience, rise up and strug-

gle ,die, bring victory to the others, are betrayed,

fall into despondency, again bow their necks, again

work. This is the history of the masses of the

people tinder all regimes, in order to lake the power
firmly and surely into its hands the proletariat

needs a Party, which far surpasses the other parties

in the clarity of its thought and in its revolutionary

determination.

The Party of the Bolsheviks, which lias been

described more than once and with complete justi-

fication as the most revolutionary Party in the

history of mankind, was the living condensation of

the modern history of Russia, of all that was dyn-

amic in it. The overthrow of Tsarism had long

since become the necessary condition for the de-

velopment of economy and culture. But for the

solution of this task, the forces were insufficient.

The bourgeoisie feared the revolution. The intel-

ligentsia tried to bring the peasant to his feet. The

muzhik, incapable of generalizing his own miseries

and his aims, left this appeal unanswered. The in-

telligentsia armed itself with dynamite. A whole

generation was burned up in this struggle.

On March 1, 1887, Alexander lilianov carried

out the last of the great terrorist plots. The at-

tempted assassination of Alexander III failed.

Vlianov and the other participants were executed.

The attempt to substitute a chemical preparation

for the revolutionary class suffered shipwreck. Even

the most heroic intelligentsia is nothing without

the masses. Under the immediate impression of

these facts and conclusion grew tip Ulianov's young-

er brother Vladimir, the later I.enin. the greatest

figure of Russian history. Even in his early youth

he placed himself on the foundations of Marxism,

and turned his face toward the proletariat- With-

out losing sight of the village for a moment, he

sougbl the way to the peasantry through the work-

ers. Having inherited from his revolutionary pre-

decessors their determination, their capacity for

seli-sacaifilce, and their willingness to so to the

limit, I.enin at an early age became the teacher

of the new generation of the intelligentsia and of

the advanced workers. In strikes and slreet lights,

in prisons and in exile, the workers received the

necessary tempering. They needed the searchlight

of Marxism to light up their historical road in the

darkness of absolutism.

In the year 1883 there arose among the emigres

the first Marxist group. In the year 1898, at a

secret meeting, the foundation of the Russian So-

cial-Democrat i'c Workers
-

Party was proclaimed (we

all called ourselves Social-Democrats in those days).

In the year 1903 occurred the split between Bolsh-

eviks and Mensheviks. In the year 1912 the Bolsh-

evist fraction finally became an independent Party.

It learned to recognize, the class mechanics of

society in struggle, in the grandoisv, events of twelve

years 11905-1017). It educated cadres eunully cap-

able of initiative and of subordination. The discip-

line of its revolutionary act-ion was based on the

unity of its doctrine, on the tradition of common
struggles and on confidence in its tested leadership.

Thus stood the Party in the year 1917. Des-

pised by the official "public opinion"' and the paper

thunder of the intelligentsia press, it. adapted itself

to the movement of the masses. Firmly if kept in

hand the control of factories and regiments. More

and more the peasant masses fumed toward it. If

we understand by "nation"', not the privileged heads,

but the majority of the people, that is, the workers

and peasants, then Bolshevism became in the course

of the year 1917 a truly national Russain Party.

In September 1017, Lenin, who was compelled

to keep in hiding, gave the signal. "The crisis is

ripe, the hour of the insurrection has approached".

He was right. The ruling classes had landed in

a blind alley before the problems of the war, the

land and national liberation. The bourgeoisie finally

lost its head. The democratic i»arties, the Menshe-

viks and social-revolutionaries wasted the remains

of the confidence of the masses in them by their

support of the imperialist war, by their policy of

ineffectual compromise and concession to the bour-

geois and feudal property-owners. The awakened
array no longer wanted fo fight for the alien aims
of imperialism. Disregarding democratic advice,

the peasantry smoked the landowners out of their

estates. The oppressed nationalities at the periph-

ery rose up against the bureaucracy of Petrograd.

In the most Important workers' and soldiers' So-

viets the Bolshevik! were dominant. The workers
and soldiers demanded aetion. The ulcer was ripe.

It needed a cut of the lancet.

Only under these social and political conditions

was the insurrection possible. And thus it also be-

came Inevitable. But there is no playing around
with the insurrection. j\Voe to the surgeon who is

careless in the use of the lancet! Insurrection is an
art. It has its laws and its rules.

The Party carried through the October insurrec-

tion With cold calculation and with flaming deter-

mination. Thanks to this, it conquered almost with-

out victims. Through the victorious Soviets the
Bolshevik! placed themselves at the head of a coun-
try wbjtch. occupies one sixth of the surface of
the globe.

The majority of my present listeners, it is to
be presumed, did not occupy themselves at all with
politics in the year 1917. So much the better. Be-
fore the young generation lies much that is inter-

esting, if not always easy. But the representatives
of the older generation in this hall will surely well
remember how the seizure of power by the Bol-
shevik! was received: as a curiosity, as a misunder-
standing, as a scandal; most often as a nightmare
which was bound to disappear with the first rays of

(Continued on PAGE THREE)
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dawn The Bolshevik! would last twenty-four hours,

a week, a month, a year. The period had to be

constantly lengthened.. . .The rulers of the whole

world armed themselves against the tlrst workers

state- civil war was stirred op. interventions again

and again, blockade. Ho passed year alter year.

Meantime history has recorded fifteen years of ex-

istence of the. Soviet power.

15 Years of the Soviet Resime

"Yes" some opponent will say, "*« adventure

of Octoher has shown itself to he much more sub-

stantial than many of us thought. Perhaps it was

not even quite nu -adventure'. Nevertheless the

question retail* its full force: What was ach eyed

at this high cost*; Were then those dazzling tasks

fulfilled which the Bolshcvjiki proclaimed on the

eve of the Revolution?
-

'

Before we answer the hypothetical opponent, lft

us note that the question in and of itself is not

new On the contrary* it followed right at the heels

of the October Revolution, since the day of its birth.

The French journalist, Claude Am-t, who was

jin retrograd during the Revolution, wrote as early

as October 27, 1917

:

"Les maximalistes out pris le ponvoir et. le grand

jour est arrive. En tin, me dis-je, jo vais voir so

realiser I'Edeu socialist? uu'on nous promo t depuis

tant d'annees. . . .Admirable adventure !
Position

privilegee !"

"The maximalists (which was what the French

called the Bolsheviks at. that time) have seized the

power and the great day has come. At last, I say-

to myself, I shall behold, the realization of the so-

cialist Eden which has been promised us for so

many years. .. -Admirable adventure! A privileged

position !" And so on and so forth. What sincere

hatred behind the ironical salutation! The very

morning after the capture of the Winter Palace,

the reactionary journalist hurried to register his

claim for a ticket of admission to Eden. Fifteen

years have passed since the Involution. With all

the greater absence of ceremony our enemies reveal

their malifcious joy over the fact that the land of

the Soviets, even today, hears but little resem-

blance to a realm of general well-being. Why then

the Revolution and why the sacrifices

V

Worthy listeners—permit me to thing that the

contradictions, difficulties, mistakes and want of

the Soviet regime are no less familiar to me than to

anyone else. I personally have never concealed

them, whether in speech or in writing. 1 have be-

lieved and I still believe that revolutionary politics,

as distinguished from conservative, cannot be built

up on concealment. "To speak out that which is"

must be the highest principle of the workers
1

state.

But in criticism, as well as in creative activ-

ity, perspective is necessary. Subjectivism is a

poor adv-iser, particularly in great questions. Per-

iods of time must be commensurate with the tasks,

and not with individual caprices. Fifteen years!

How much that is in the life of one man! Within

that period not a few of our generation were borne

to their graves and those who remain have added

innumerable gray hairs. But these same fifteen

year3_what an insignificant period in the life of

a people! Only a minute on the clock of history.

Capitalism required centuries to maintain itself

in the struggle against the Middle Aires, to raise

the level of science and technology, to build rail-

roads, to stretch electric wires. And then? Then

humanity waa thrust by capitalism into the hell of

wars and crises! Hat Socialism is allowed by its

enemies, that is, by the adherents of capitalism, only

a decade and a half to install Paradise on earth

with all modern improvements. No, such obligations

were never assumed by us. Such periods of time

were never set forth. The processes of great

changes must be raetisuVed by scales which are

commensurate with them. I do not know if the

Socialist society will resemble ihe biblical Paradise.

I doubt it. But in the Soviet Union there is no

Socialsm as yet. The situation that prevails there

is one of transition, full of contradictions, burden-

ed with the heavy inheritance of the past, and in

addition under the hostile pressure of the capital-

istic states. The October Revolution has proclaim-

ed the principle of the new society. The Soviet

Republic has shown only the first stage of its

realization. Edison's first lamp was very bad. We
must know how to distinguish the future from among

the mistakes anil faults of the first Socialist con-

struction.

But the unhappiness that rains on living men?

Do the results of the Revolution justify the sacrifice

which it has caused? A fruitless question, rhetor-

ical through and through; as if the processes of

history admitted of an accounting b ilianee-sheet

!

We might just as well ask, Bn view of the difficult-

ies and miseries of human existence, '-Does it pay

to be born altogether?" To which Heine wrote,

"And the fool waits for answer". . .Such melancholy

reflections have not hindered mankind from being

born and from giving birth. Suicides, even in these

days of unexampled world, crisis, fortunately con-

stitute an unimportant percentage. But peoples

never resort to suicide. When their burdens are

intolerable, they seek a way out through revolution.

Besides, who becomes indignant over the vic-

tims of the socialist upheaval? Most often those

who have paved the way for the victims of the

imperialist war, and have glorified or, at least,

easily accomodated themselves to it. It is now our

turn to ask, "Has the war justified itself? What
has it given us? What has it taught?"

The reactionary historian, Hippolyte Taine, in

his eleven-volume pamphlet against the great French

Revolution describes, not without malicious joy, the

sufferings of the French people in the years of the

dictatorship of the Jacobins and afterward. The
worst off were the lower classes of the cities, the

plebeians, who as "sansculottes" had given up the

best of their souls for the revolution. Now they or

their wives stood in line throughout cold nights to

return empty-handed to the extinguished family

hearth. In the tenth y'ar of the revolution Paris

was poorer than before it began. Carefully selected,

artifically pieced-out facts serve Taine as justification

for his annihilating verdict against the revolution.

Look, the plebeians wanted to be dictators and

have precipitated themselves into misery

!

It is hard to conceive of a more uninspired

piece of moralizing. First of all, if the revolution

rprecipitated the country into misery, the blame lay

principally on the ruling classes who drove the

people to revolution. Second, the great French Rev-

olution did not exhaust itself in hungry lines be-

fore bakeries. The whole of modern France, in

many respects the whole of modern civilization,

arose out of the bath of the Freneh Revolution!

In the course of the Civil War in the United

States in the Ws of the past century, 50,000 men

were killed. Can these sacrifices be justified?

From the standpoint of the American slave-

holder and the ruling classes of Great Britain who
marched with 1 hem—no! From the standpoint of

the negro or of the British workingman—absolutely!

And from ihe standpoint of the development of hu-

manity as a whole—there can be no doubt whatever.

Out of the Civil War of the Ws came the pre-

sent United States with its unbounded practical in-

itiatiivc, its rationalized technology, its economic

elan. On these achievements of Americanism hu-

manity will build the new society.

The October Revolution penetrated deeper than

any of its predecessors into the Holy of Holies of

sock'ty—>into its property relations. So mn'ch the

longer time is necessary to reveal the creative conse-

quences of the Revolution in ail the domains of

life. But the general direction of the upheaval is

already Hear: the Soviet Republic 1ms no reason

whatever to hank its head before its capitalist ac-

cusers and speak the language of alKilogy.

To evaluate the new regime from the stand-

point of human development, one must first answer

the quest ion. "How does social progress express it-

self and how can it be measured?"

Balance Sheet of October

The deepest, the most objective and the most

indisputable criterion says—progress can be meas-

ured by the growth of the productivity of social

labor. The evaluation of the Octoher Revolution

from this point of view is already given by experi-

ence. The principle of socialistic organization has

lor the first time in history shown its ability to re-

inrd unheard-of results in production In a short

space of time.

The curve of the industrial development of

Russia, expressed in crude index numbers, is as

follows, taking 15)13. the last year before the war,

as NX). The year 1020, the highest point of the

chil war. is also the lowest point in industry—only

i"), that is to say, a quarter of the pre-war produc-

tion. In l*.!2r, it rose to 75, that is. three-quarters of

the pre-war production; in lflatt about 200, in 1932,

:SIH>, lhat is to say, three times as much as on the

eve of the war.

The picture becomes even more striking in the

light of the international index. From 1925 to li>32

the industrial production of Germany has declined

one and a half times, in America twice: in the

Soviet Union it has increased fourfold. These fig-

ures speak for themselves.

I have no intention of denying or concealing

the seamy side of Soviet economy. The results of

the industrial index are extraordinarily influenced

by the unfavorable development of agriculture, that

is to say, of that field which has essentially not yet

risen to Socialist methods, but at the same time

has been led on the road to collectivization with

insufficient preparation, bureaucraticaliy rather than

technically and economically. This is a great ques-

tion, which however goes beyond the limits of my
lecture.

The index numbers cited require another impor-

tant reservation. The indisputable and. in their

way, splendid results of Soviet industrialization de-

mand* a f'iir t her economic checking-iip from the.

standpoint of the mutual adaptation of the various

elements of economy, their dynamic- equilibrium and
i-onseqitently their productive capacity. Here great

difficulties and even setbacks are inevitable. So-

cialism does not arise in its perfected form from
ihe Five-Year Plan, like Minerva from the head
of Jupiter, or Venus from the foam of the sea.

Before it are decades of persistent work, of mis-

takes, correct ions and reorganization. Moreover,
let us not forget that Socialist construction in ac-

cordance with its very nature can only reach per-

fection on the international arena. But even the
most unfavorable economic balance-sheet of the re-

sults obtained so far could reveal only the incor-

rectness of the preliminary calculations, the errors

of the plan and the mistakes of the leadership, but
could in no way refute the empirically firmly estab-

lished fact—the possibility, with the aid of Social-

ist methods, of raising the productivity of collec-

tive labor to an unheard-of height. This conquest,
of world-historical importance, cannot be taken away
from us by anybody or anything.

After what lias been said, it is scarcely worth

while to spend time on the complaints, that the

October revolution has brought Russia to the down-

fall of its civilization. That is the voice of the

disquieted ruling houses and the salons. The feudal-

hourgeois "civilization" overthrown by the prole-

tarian upheaval was only barbarism with decora-

tions a la Talmi. hile it remained inaccessible to

the Russian people, it brought little that was new
to the treasury of mankind.

But even with respect to this civilization, which

is so bemoaned by the white emigres, we must put

the question more precisely—in what sense is it

ruined? Onjly •in one sense; the monopoly of a

small minority in the treasures of civilization has

been destroyed. But everything of cultural value

in the old Russian civilization has remained un-

touched. The Huns of Bolshevism have shattered

neither the conquests of the mind nor the creations

of art. On the contrary, they carefully collected the

monuments of human creativeness and arranged

them in model order. The culture ot the monarchy,

the nobility and the bourgeoisie has now become

the culture of the museums.

The people visits these museums eagerly. But

'it does not live in them. It learns. It builds. The

fact alone that the October Revolution taught the

Russian people, the dozens of peoples of Tsarist

Russia, to read and write, stands immeasurably

higher than the whole former hot-house Russian

civilization.

The October Revolution has laid the foundations

for a new civilization, which is designed, not for

a select few, but lor all. ThLs is felt by the mass-

es of the whole world. Hence their sympathy for

Ihe Soviet Union, which is as passionate as once

was their hatred for Tsarist Russia.

Worthy listeners—you know that human langu-

age is an irreplacable tool, not only for giving names

to events but also for evaluating them. By filtering

out that which is accidental, episodic, artificial, it

absorbs that which is essential, characteristic, of

full weight Notice with what nicety the langu-

ages of civilized nations have distinguished two

eixjehs in the development of Russia. The culture

of the nobility brought into world currency such

barbarisms as Tsar, Cossack, pogrom, nagaika. You

know these words and what they mean. The Oct-

ober Revolution introduced into the language of

the world such words as Bolslievik, Soviet, kolkhoz,

Gosplim, Piatiletka, Here practical linguistics holds

its historical supreme court

!

The profoundesf significance, but the hardest to

submit to immediate measurement, of that great

Revolution consists in ihe fact that it forms and

tempers the character of the people. The concep-

tion of the Russian people as slow, passive, melan-

choly-mystical, is widely spread and not accident-

al, ft. has its roots in the past. But in Western

countries up to the present time those far-reaching

change have not. been sufficiently considered which

have been introduced into the character of the peo-

ple by the Revolution. Could it have been other-

wise?

Every man with experience of life can recall

the picture of some youth, that he has known, recep-

live, lyrical, all too suspectible, who later, all at

once, under the influence of a powerful moral im-

petus, became hardened and unrecognizable. In the

development of a whole nation, such moral trans-

formations are wrought by the revolution.

The February insurrection against the auto-

cracy, the struggle against the nobility, against

the imperialist war. for pence, for land, for national

equality, the October insurrection, the overthrow of

the bourgeoisie, and of those parties which sought

agreements with the bourgeoisie, three years of civil

war on a front of 7,.0W miles, the years of blockade,

hunger, misery and epidemics, the years of tense

economic reconstruction, of new difficulties and re-

nunciations—these make a hard but » good school.

A heavy hammer smashes glass, but forge3 steel.

The hammer of the Revolution forged the steel of

the jieople's character.

"Who will believe", wrote a Tsarist general,

Zalewski. with indignation, shortly after the up-

heaval, "that a porter or a watchman suddenly be-

comes a chief justice, a hospital attendant—the

director of a hospital, a barber—an officeholder, a

corporal—a commander-in-chief, a day worker—

a

mayor, a locksmith—the director of a factory?"

"Who will beliece it?" They had to believe it.

They could do nothing else but believe it, when the

corporals defeated generals, when the mayor—the

former day worker—broke the resistance of the old

bureaucracy, the wagon-greaser put the transporta-

tion system in order, the locksmith as director put

the industrial equipment into working condition.

"Who will believe it?" Let them only try and not

believe it.

For an explanation of the extraordinary persist-

ence which the masses of the people of the Soviet

Union are showing throughout the years of the

Revolution, many foreign observers rely, in accord

with ancient habit, on the "passivity" of the Rus-

sian character. The revolutionary masses endure

their privations patiently but not passively. iWith

their own hands they are creating a better future

and they want to create it, at any cost. Let the

class enemy only attempt to impose his will from
the outside on these patient masses! No, he would
do better not fo try it

!

«

Help Us Publish Trotsky's Speech On

The Defense of the October Revolution
j?

It is impossible to speak of the speech which

comrade Trotsky made to the social-democratic

students in Copenhagen without the greatest

enthusiasm. It is a masterpiece. We know that

it will take its place with the inspired teachings

of our great revolutionary leaders.

It is, at the same time, a crushing and un-

answerable refutation of the slanders with which

the degenerated Stalinist regime seeks to main-

lain its crumbling prestige. Who, reading this

speech, nui lend credence to the boomerang-

legend that Trotsky and the Left Opposition are

counter-revolutionists? What belief could he

place in pieces like this? (Daily Worker, Jan-

nary 15), 1«33): "Trotsky, like the Socialist

Daily Forward, acts on the theory that any dif-

ficulty in the Soviet Union is his opportunity.

The main line of imperialist attack consists in

the attempl to discredit revolution as a weapon

of the working class, as the way out of the

miseries of capitalism ; it consists in the attempt

to convince the masses in the imperialist and

colonial countries that no matter how had their

conditions are, things are still worse for the

masses of the Soviet Union. This is Trotsky's

Hue." Is not the speech itself, if we are to leave

out of account for the moment, all the writings

and deeds of the International Left Opposition,

a sufficient answer to this trash of the Stalin-

ists? We think it is. That is why we want

to bring it out as a pamphlet and give it a wide

distribution.

/Will you help us get this pamphlet out?

The cost is about ninety dollars. That is the

figure we must raise, and raise at once. Work
on the pamphlet has already begun. The ques-

tion is: can we raise the money necessary to get

it out quickly? Our comrades and friends must

give the answer.

Elsewhere in this issue we explain how
ihe publishing fund works. Let us apply it now,

concretely, to the problem of getting out this

pamphlet. Let those of us who can afford it

make; donations for this purpose. No one should

hesitate to send in what he can. No amount is

too small, and, of course, no amount is ever too

large. Perhaps there are some friends who
would like to help us get the pamphlet out but

who are not in a position to make donations.

They can help with loans.

No one should hesitate to make a loan. The
money will be used exciMlvely for the purpose

of getting out the pamphlet. A strict accounting

will be kept and given. A record will be pub-

lished in the Militant. And, of course, every

penny will be paid back.

Now let ns raise the money in the shortest

possible time. Ninety dollars are not much. We
can do it. Rush all funds to PIONEER PUB-
LISHERS, at 84 East 10th Street, New York.

The Revolution and Its Place

in History

Let us now in closing attempt to ascertain th>.

place of the October Revolution, not only in the
history of Russia but in the hiatory of the world.

During the year 1917, in a period of eight months,
two historical curves intersect. Tne February up-
heaval—that belated echo of the great struggles

which had been carried out in past centuries on
the territories of Holland, England, France, almost

all of Continental Europe—takes its place in the
series of liourgeois revolutions. The Ortober Rev-
olution proclaims and opens the domination of the
proletariat. It was world capitalism that suffer

ed its first great defeat on the territory of Russia.

The chain broke at Its weakest link. But It was
ihe chain that broke, and not only the link.

Capitalism has outlived itself as a world sys-

tem. It has ceased to fulfill its essential mission,

fhe increase of human power and human wealth.

Humanity cannot stand still at the level which it

lias reached. Only a powerful increase in produc-

tive force and a sound, planned, that is, Socialist or-

ganization of production and distribution can as-

sure humanity—all humanity—of a decent standard

of life and at the same time give it the precious

feeling of freedom with respect to its own economy,

freedom in two senses—first of all, man will no

longer be compelled to devote the greater part of

his life to physical labor. Second, he will no long-

er lie dependent on the laws of the market, that is,

on the blind and dark forces which have grown up

behind his back. He will build up his economy
freely, that is, according to a plan, with compass ia

band. This time it is a question of subjecting the

anatomy of society to the X-ray through and through,

of disclosing all its secrets and subjecting all fts

functions to the reason and the will of collective

humanity. In this sense, Souialism must become a
new step in the historical advance of mankind.

Before our ancestor, who first armed himself with

a stone axe, the whole of nature represented a con-

spiracy of secret and hostile forces. Since then,

the natural sciences, hand in hand with practical

technology, have illuminated nature down to its

most secret depths. By means of electrical energy,

the physicist passes judgment on the nucleus of the

atom. The hour is not far when science will easily

solve the task of the alchemists, and turn manure
into gold and gold into manure. Where the demons
and furies of nature once raged, bow rules ever

more courageously the industrial will of man.

But while he wrestled victoriously with na-

ture, man built up his relations to other men blind-

ly, almost like the bee or the ant. Belatedly and

most, undecidedly he approached the problems of hu-

man society. He began with religion, and passed

on to politics. The Reformation represented the

first victory of bourgeois individualism and ration-

alism in a domain which had been ruled by dead

tradition. From the church, critical thought went
on to the state. Born in the struggle with absolutism

and the medieval estates, the doctrine of the sov-

ereignty of the people and of the rights of man
and the citizen grew stronger. Thus arose the ays-

tern of parliamentarism. Critical thought penetrated

into the domain of government administration. The
political rationalism of democracy was the highest

achievement of the revolutionary bourgeolse.

But between nature and the state stands econ-

omic life. Technology liberated man from the

tyranny of the old elements—earth, water, fire and
air—only to subject him to its own tyranny. Man
ceased to be a slave to nature, to become a slave

to the machine, and, still worse, a slave to supply

and demand. The present world crisis testifies in

especially tragic fashion how man, who dives to

the bottom of the ocean, who rises up to the strato-

sphere, who converses on invisible waves with the

Antipodes, how this proud and daring ruler of na-

ture remains a. slave to the blind forces of his

own economy. The historical task of our epoch

consists in replacing the uncontrolled play of the

market by reasonable planning, in disciplining the

forces of production, compelling them to work to-

gether in harmony and obediently serve the needs

of mankind. Only on this new social basis will

man be able to stretch his weary limbs and—every

man and every woman, not only a selected few-
become a full citizen in the realm of thought.

But this is not yet the end of the road. No,

it is only the beginning. Man calls himself the

crown of creation. He has a certain right to that

claim. But who has asserted that present-day man
is the last and highest representative of the species

Homo sapiens? No, physically as well as spiritu-

ally he Is very far from perfection, prematurely

born biologically, sick in mind and without new or-

ganic equilibrium.

It is true that humanity has more than once

brought forth giants of thought and action, who
tower over their contemporaries like summits in a

chain of mountains. The human race has a right

to be proud of its Aristotle, Shakespeare, Darwin,
Beethoven, Goethe, Marx, Edison, and Lenin. But
why are they so rare? Above all because, almost
without exception, they came out of the upper and
middle classes. Apart from rare exceptions, the
sparks of genius in the suppressed depths of the
people are choked before they can burst Into flame.

But also because the processes of creating, developing

and educating a human being have been and re-

main essentially a matter of chance, not illuminated

by theory and practice, not subjected to conscious-

ness and will.

Anthropology, biology, physiology and psychology
have accumulated mountains of material to raise up
before mankind in their full scope the tasks of per-

fecting and developing body and spirit. Psycho-
analysis, with the inspired hand of Sigmond Freud,
has lifted the cover of the well which is poetically

called the "soul". And what has been revealed?
Our conscious thought is only a small part of the
work of the dark psychic forces. Learned divers
descend to the bottom of the ocean and there take
photographs of mysterious fishes. Human thought,
descending to the bottom of Its own psychic sources,
must shed light on the most mysterious driving
forces of the soul and subject them to reason and
to will.

Once he has done with the anarchic forces of
his own society, man will set to work on himself,
in fhe pestle and the retort of the chemist. For
the first time mankind will regard itself as raw
material, or at best as a physical and psychic
semi-finished product. Socialism will mean a leap
from the realm of necessity into the realm of free-
dom in that other sense too, that the present-day
contradictory and disharmonious man will pave the
way for a new and happier race.
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EDITORIAL NOTES
THE NEW PARTS TURN—

(Continued from page 1)

pate in a real struggle lor the unemploy-

ed if they are not even invited to do

bo? Secondly, the turn of policy is car-

ried out, not in the direct, straight-

forward manner of Bolsheviks, but in

the indirect and shame-faced manner of

Stalinists. Tin- party does not proclaim

the policy, issue toe call and take the

lead. That is all left to the "Trade

Union Committee" controlled by the

party. Thirdly, there is no frank ac-

knowledgment of the ruinous errors of

the "Third Period" ; and no explanations

of the reasons for the change. Thus the

door is left open for a retreat—also

without explanations.

Yet another—and the moat dangerous

—of all the weaknesses in the new step

of the Stalinists has already been pointed

out in last week's Militant. That is

the parliamentary reformist trend of the

proposals. The time to warn against

such a trend is now. Having concocted

their policy of ultra-Left adventurism in

an artificial atmosphere of revolution-

ary upsurge the Stalinists can now be

expected to swing to the other extreme

and transform the party militants into

petitioners for picayune reforms. The

Amsterdam Congress against "War herald-

ed this swing to the Right on an inter-

national scale. The watering down of

policy In every field is on the order of

the day. The over-emphasis on purely

parliamentary action in the call for the

Unemployment Conference becomes all

the more menacing i" the light of this

general shift of policy to the Bight.

Having failed to conquer American

'capitalism in frontal attack the Stalin-

ist generals have now given the signal

to go after a little at a time; to tone

down the talk about the final goal of the

struggle. A hfighly amusing, hut none

the less significant incident Is reported

from Des .Moines. A functionary, re-

sponding to a critical speech by comrade

Lewitt, explained that he had been in-

structed "not to talk about revolution in

the West." In this crude remark of the

naive field worker is embodied the es-

sence of the new Stalinist strategy : "We
couldn't get the workers by command;

now let us fool them in." By this man-

euver they 'can fool the wprkers and

themselves into (he swamp of reformism,

but never into a revolutionary struggle.

The Left Opposition, and only the Left

Opposition, can sound the alarm against

this element of the new turn in united

front policy and lead the struggle against,

it But this cannot be done effectively

by a negative or standing-aside attitude

toward the united front movement On
the contrary. Such an attitude can only

alienate the ]>f! Opposition from the

Communist workers and doom its critic-

ism to fulfility. An active participation

in the movement, in the work and in

the fight is the only way to make the

revolutionary influence of the Left Op-

position 'count in the new turn of events.

A NEW FEDERATION OF LABOR?
The Conference of Illinois trade un-

ionists held at Gillespie on December

27th, and the second one scheduled for

January 29th—both of them sponsored

by the Gillespie Trades and Labor Coun-

cil and the Progressive Miners of Amer-

ica—are events of exceptional interest

to the progressive and revolutionary ele-

ments throughout the country. The first

conference call proposed to discuss and

lay plans for "formulating a Progressive

Federation of Labor displacing the old

and practically defunct American Fed-

eration of Labor." Such a project raises

again, and very concretely, a crucial

question of tactics, which the Left wing

militants roust answer realistically and

correctly if disastrous errors are to be

avoided.

That the coming resurgence of work-

ing class militancy, the conditions for

which are maturing under the fearful

pressure of the crisis, will break out of

the formal bounds of the conservative

trade union organizations—of this we

have not the slightest doubt. That it

will result in, or at least make possible,

the formation of new, modern organiza-

tions on the industrial union basis in

various fields is a reasonable calculation.

The emergence out of the stormy con

filets of a new trade union center is not

excluded ; it is rather the most probable

prospect. But, assuming all this, it by

no means follow that the basis now ex-

ists for the formation of such a new

trade union center. And, still less does

It follow that organizational steps in

this direction, at the present time, will

facilitate the development of the pro-

gressive movement. On the contrary, at

the present moment, they can only add

another demoralizing failure and place

new obstacles in the way of a normal

and solidly-grounded development of the

new union movement. From this point

of view the progressive sentiments and

alms of the Illinois militants run the

danger of being negated by ill-consider-

ed tactics. The moderation of the or-

iginal project at the December 27th

Conference is to be welcomed with the

hope that it is to be followed by a

still further moderation of tactics on

January 29th.

A new trade union center contesting

the A. F. of L. for supremacy in the

labor movement will very likely make
its appearance at a certain stage in
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the development of the American labor

movement towards eventual unity on a

class struggle hasis. But such a new
central organization cannot be made to

order. It cannot come into life at the

call of the Impatient militaries, of a

new isolate unions. A union in one

industry alone, or rather In one section

of one industry, and with a still problem-

atical stability in that restricted sec-

tion—as is the Case with the Progressive

Miners of America—is not a sufficient

basis. The addition of a few, or even

of all, the progressive labor organiza-

tions now existing in isolated localities

and trades would not constitute a new
trade union center in the real sense of

the word. It could only give the decep-

tive apearanee of such a center, tend

(o isolate the dynamic militant elements

from the conservative organizations and

arrest the radical ferment within them.

Instead of creating a new progressive

labor center on a firm basis the prema-

ture step now under consideration at

Gillespie would retard the development

iu this direction. Instead of reinforc-

ing the position of the Progressive Min-

er's union the proposed, new venture

would undermine it, cut It oft arbitrarily

from its natural allies, the half-formed

progressive movements in the conserva-

tive unions, and weaken the prestige

and authority of the Progressive Miners
organization. The reactionary labor

bureaucracy at which the Gillespie enter-

prise is subjectively aimed will be the

real gainers if the original plan to

"formulate a New Progressive Federa-

tion of Labor" is not radically modified.

The Progressive Miners organization

of Illinois enjoys a high respect among
the militant and progressive labor ele-

ments throughout the country. And
justly so. It has won this respect in

stirring battles which wrote, and are

still writing, bright pages of labor his-

tory. It is a militant organization and,

despite the weakness and vacillations

in its leadership has a profound urge

within its rank and file to extend the

battle front and to join hands with

kindred elements on a national scale.

This is the impulse behind the Confer-

ence at Gillespie, and it is a fundament-
ally sound one. Properly directed the

Illinois miners movement can become a

real influence for the revival of militant

labor throughout the country. All the

more reason therefore, to guard against

the dissipation of this iiiflufleace in

premature and ill-considered ventures

which leave the present reality out of
account.

According to the report in the "Pro-

gressive Miner" the first Conference at

Gillespie decided "to continue indefin-

itely the work of fighting within the

American Federation of Laobr". From
this it is to be inferred that the plan
to form an independent labor federa-

tion has already been modified to a

certain extent, or at least postponed.

It is to be hoped that the second Con-
ference on January 20th, will revise the

plan fundamentally and take the organi-

zation of a new federation off the agenda
for the present.

At the present stage of developments
a general propaganda movement for a

militant program is needed. Such a
movement can unite the militant and
progressive forces in all the labor or-

ganizations, inside as well as outside

the A. F. of L., and consolidate their

forces for common struggle. The forma-
tion of a new, independent labor move-
ment all intentions to the contrary not-
withstanding, would pull these forces

apart and weaken the struggle of each.

—J. P. C.

Pauline Gutringer

Comrade Pauline Gutringer, member
of the New York Branch, has passed

away. Her activity was in the forefront

of the American movement against the

capitalists and the revisionists within

our ranks. In the Socialist party com-
rade Gutringer fought with the other

Left wingers against the opportunism
and revisionism of the socialist "lead-

ers".

The building of the American Com-
munist movement and its Hungarian
section had the active support of com-
rade Gutringer. When the struggle be-

tween the Left Opposition and the Right-

Centre bloc broke out in the United
States comrade Gutringer became a
foundation member of the American sec-

tion of the Left Opposition. In our
movement she carried on the same active

work she did before in the party. .With
exemplary courage she sold the Militant

in Union Square and unflinchingly with-

stood the physical attacks of the Stalin-

ist bureaucrats.

She was well inofrmed on the in-

ternational movement, and followed the
working class struggle throughout the

world us a true revolutionist. Her keen
interest in the youth of our movement
reflected her understanding of the needs
of the American section. The struggle

against capitalism gave her strength,

but as with most sincere revolutionists

the internal struggles left deep marks
upon her. None the less she consistently

trod the path of the international rev-

olution and Marxian principles.

Let her struggle be a lesson to the

comrades of the movement. A worker-
tighter whose activity must be carried on
and replaced by tens and hundreds of
recruits into the ranks of the Left Op-
position.

LENIN ISSUE
As announced in the last issue of the

Militant this issue was to be a com-
bined Lenin, Liebknecht, Luxemburg
issue. For technical reasons the mater-]
ial prepared was not ready in time. If

possible all of It will appear in the nextj

issue.

Protomagia at United

Front Meet
The Daily Worker and the Empros have

lauded the success of the Greek-speaking

workers' Unemployed United Front be-

cause it succeeded in obtaining $100.00

from the Charity Fund of the Archbishop.

Although we do not disagree with the

action of the unemployed in obtaining re

lief wherever possible, we do disagree

with the methods that the Stalinist lead-

ership pursued until last Sunday. In-

stead of calling a genuine united front in

the beginning they confined themselves to

a united front only with the Greek Arch-

bishop.

The United Front Committee invited,

for the first time since its inception,

every Greek organization to participate

in the discussion scheduled to take place

on Sunday, January 8th. Our Greek

workers Club Protomagia responded to

this call and elected three comrades as

delegates, Caldis, Katsikis and Haidous.

The meeting took place at the appoint-

ed- time and the first speaker to address

the gathering was a priest representing

the Archbishop. He very consciously ex-

ploited the opportunity and used very

clever demagogy to strengthen the pres-

tige of the bankrupt clergy. His final

words were applauded by many ignorant

workers. Comrade Daniels followed him
as a reporter of the U. F. Committee and
availed himself of the opportunity to at-

tack the archbishop.

His onfire remarks were concentrated

against the Greek bosses without a sin-

gle word to be uttered against tbe na-

tive bourgeoisie and the necessity of link-

ing the struggle of the Greek workers
with that of the American workers. Then
the period of discussion began and the

first delegate to speak was our comrade
Katsikis who greeted the gathering and
emphasized the necessity of linking up
the struggle and preventing it from be-

coming isolated within narrow federa-

tionist lines. Many other delegates of

party auxiliaries greeted the gathering

and then a Stalinist delegate from the

Food Workers Industrial Union had the
audacity to attack the members of Pro-

tomagia as people that only contribute

criticism and that those who are active,

are always liable to commit mistakes.

Comrade Caldis addressed the meeting
and told the Stalinists that on such oc-

casions as this, the workers in reviewing

tlieir activities propose certain things

and iu general do not confine themselves

to pious wishes but offer some healthy

criticsin for the benefit of the struggle.

Also he emphasized the necessity of link-

ing the struggle of the Greek workers
with those of the native workers and of

classifying the Greek bosses as American
exploiters. He criticized the Stalinists

for their statements that (he struggle is

not political and pointed out that tbe

charity methods are very opportunistic.

He demanded representation of the

Protomagia in the United Front Com-
mittee in order that its members
might serve effectively in the Un-
employment drive. To this demand the

Stalinist chairman answered that at the

32th of February Conference of the U.
F. C. a proportional representation would
be given to all organizations.

Tbe Empros delegate told the comrades
that the Empros did not receive the re-

ports of the Committe in time and that

the next issue would surely print enough.
He hinted that the delegates of Pro-

tomagia came here not to participate in

any of the activities but just to disrupt.

Our nest delegate, comrade Haidous,
answered sharply that "we are here as
revolutionists to do our work with all

the class conscious workers and it's up
to all of you present to judge for your-
selves who we are iu the fleld of the
class struggle." A prejudiced worker
shouted that "we have only one workers'
club" ; to this worker comrade Haidous
very correctly answered that at present
the time is not proper to discuss the
reasons of this dual Club existence but
declared that Protomagia is an educa-
tional club and was founded to fill the
gap that the Sportocns left open for
reasons that we can discuss on another
occasion.

Then comrade Daniels summed up and
forgot everything about the class enem-
ies and merely concentrated his attacks

against the Left Opposition of Greece
that "kills workers and acts as stool

Figeons for the police." Also he tried to

develop a lynching spirit against the

American Oppositionists who "killed two
workers" on the coiner of 7th and Ave.
A. The workers remained silent and
after the meeting were very anxious to

know the reason for these attacks by
the Stalinists. We told them that they
heard enough about the Food ,WbrkerB
Industrial Union, how militant it is.

And therefore, as food workers, they
should join the Union and find out for

themselves who are these "counter-rev-

olutionists" and Trotskyists. Many
Communist sympathizers expressed the
wish that we should unite again In the

ranks of the SpartaCus Club and to this

comrade Repanis shouted, "I am the
treasurer of the club and all Its funds
are iat the disposal of the Spartacns
Club. We will be very glad to dispense
with our organization. It is up to you
workers to fight militantly for the un-
ification of our forces."

• • •

The Daily Worker pretends to show
that the Greek Club, Protomagia, which
participated in the united front confer-

ence of the unemployed on January 8th
is a fake club, and was used by the Trot-

Rkyites in order to appear as delegates.

The fact of the matter is that the
members of Prototnagfe are bona fide

trade union members. Many of them
have long party membership prior to

their adherence to the views of the Left
Opposition. This fact is well-known, es-

pecially to those workers who partici-

pated in the above mentioned gathering.

If it was otherwise, as tbe EtoOy Worker

pretends, the Greek Stalinitcs would
never have given the floor to our com-
rades.

The effect of the healthy criticism of

our comrades is proved beyond any
doubt by the apologies of the editorial

board of Empros, of January 14th, in

which they try to place the blame for

their shameful co-operation with the
Greek cardinal on the shoulders of the
comrades assigned to the united front

committee. Tbe truth of the matter is

th:it these very same mercenaries of

the editorial board were personally dir-

ecting these ultra-Right wing methods of
co-operation with the Greek archbishop,

and, thereby strengthened with their

action the prejudices of the ignorant
workers. —A. C.

Japs in Jehol
(Continued from page 1)

cse. When the time comes they will

pass over from the realm of words. Al-

I'rady we hear the music of the future.

Secretary of State, Stimson in his

statement to Congress on the question of

1'hillipiue independence, on Jan. 16th
said, regarding the situation that might
ensue if the Phillipines were freed,

"Such a situation might be an irrepar-

able blow to American influence at a
time when the state of affairs in the

Far East is chaotic, when every element
of stability is threatened and when may
come out of the Orient one of these
historic moments which might disturb
the- whole earth." Stripped of the dip-

lomatic verbiage the meaning of this
statement is clear as day. The danger
of war stands in close proximity.

But parallel with the danger of a
world conflagration rises the possibility

of a bloody assault upon the Soviet Un-
ion. For, however, rich and desirable

the Chinese market is to the imperialist
bandits their interests would be better
served by an attack upon the workers'
fatherland than by tearing one other's
throats over their booty.

The Japanese militarists have many
times tried to provoke the Soviet Union.
Iu the last issue of the Militant we re-

counted their hostile acts. They are en-

raged over Russia's refusal to recognize
the puppet state of Manchukuo and her
resumption of diplomatic relations with
China. They want to force the Soviet

Union to act according to the standards
of capitalist greed. But the Soviet Un-
ion has no imperialist axe to grind. Its

interests are the interests of tbe interna-

tional proletariat and conversely. The
present actions of Japan and the other
capitalist powers must alarm the work-
ing class to tbe growing danger of an-
other world war. Not only does an im-
perialist war become a present danger
but a united attack upon the Soviet Un-
ion Is threatened.

After four years of misery and pri-

vation for the working class the im-
perialists are preparing a huge blood
bath for them to drown their sorows in.

To these preparations, intrigues, and
the like the working class must be ready
*o answer with the only answer at their
disposal, the transformation of the im-
erfalist war into the civil war for the
overthrow of the capitalist system.

—GEO. CLARKE.

The Program of the U. W. P.

Proletarian Party Offshoot Elaborates Opportunist Program

BOUND VOLUMES
We want to remind our readers that

the Round Volumes of the Militant—
both formats—are still available at $5
for teh new format (recent issues) ; and
$10 for the old format. Lack of space
compels us to omit the usual ad.

The United Workers Party, an offshoot

of the disintegrated Proletarian Party

Opposition has at last given birth to an

eight-point program. Within the program
there lire many correct sentences and
ideas but considered as a whole it Is

a miserable failure at an attempt to

formulate a p ogram. Where Marxism
ideas are presented they are negated by
other ideas within the very same para-

graph. To the readers of the Militant

it will be sufficient to give the essence

of the "program" with a short comment
to show its fallacy.

3. The V. W. P. takes the stand that:

"The crisis is permanent". "We are liv-

ing in a period of permanent erisis

;

cairitalism throughout the world is col-

lapsing." "—no factors are operating to

help capitalism overcome its present

crisis." Tli is would be a hopeless sit-

uation for capitalism and we know
there are no absolutely hopeless situa-

tions for the exploiters. The program
fails to take into consideration the re-

lation between the present decay stage

of capitalism and the ebbs and flows

within this period. The program lumps
(hose two relations together which re-

sults in confusion and contradictions.

2. The program correctly tells us that:

"The only revolutionary class is the pro-

letariat." The program says the U. _W.

1*. will not "make concessions to the
agrarian and petit-bourgeois class" but
"we will cooperate with any group or
organization for the purpose of sharpen-

ing and deepening the class struggle."

If they mean concessions from the stand-

Itoitit of principles we can agree but
concessions to allies (Negro share crop-
pers, etc., etc.) in our united effort to
overthrow American imperialism, under
the leadership of tbe workers and their
party which retains its organizational
independence In such united action, is

essential. A program that docs not dis-

tinguish between these two different
kinds of concessions means that its

writers have learned little from the Rus-
sian revolution and what has followed as
well as what went before.

3. The section dealing with industry
iuts some correct points but repeats in
different words the formula dealing with
the crisis: "that no factors are operating
to help capitalism overcome its present
crisis".

4. The section dealing with unions
leaves out most of the important fac-

tors of present day relations between
the existing unions and tbe task of build-
ing new industrial unions. On unions,
Ihey say tbe following: "In the period
of ascendancy of capitalism these organi-
zations could succeed in obtaining re-
sults; but in the period of decline, no
concessions can i>ossibIy lie gotten." A
pamphlet could be written explaining
the fallacy of this position and the harm
it can do to the class if accepted. Capi-
talism will grant concessions to unions
as the pressure of the working class up-
on its increases.

5. The section dealing with unem-
ployment errs mainly in omission, be-

cause, after all Us said and done, noth-

ing vital for the class has been said. No
program, no tactics and no line of march
for the class. The U. W. P. has been
very active in the day-to-day work and
for immediate relief but its program
cannot Ite Considered Communist. The
needs of the class on the one hand and
the limited "program" of the U. II. P.

as applied iu the Workers' Councils on
the other hand, condemns these Com-
munists in advance.

fi. In speaking of tbe farmers 1he

program says : "Although the farmers

may at times become rebellious, due to

tbe aggravated condition brought about

by the agrarian crisis, their outlook and
objective are always reactionary." Again
the U. W. I'. does not understand how
objective conditions force other classes

to march pnralk'l to the line of march
of the iirolelaiiat toward the overthrow
of capitalism. It is necessary Co utilize

this "reactionary" force of poor and
middle farmers as allies in the strug-

gle. To dismiss them as reactionary is

false.

7. This political party says the fol-

lowing about, revolutionists participating

in parliaments: "In this period of per-

manent crisis in America tbe tempo of

collapse of capitalism does not permit
the working class to waste time or en-

ergy in parliamentary participation."

This is false in general and equally false

in tile present period. The masses are
moving to the Left but tbe overwhelming
bulk is not yet disillusioned with re-

form, and particularly its parliamentary
form. It would be well for the U. W.
1'. workers to read Lenin's "Infantile
Sickness".

S. On tbe finest ion of the Internation-

al, which is the determining factor and

the central iKtint of every program the

V. W. 1*. Sounders and falls into the

swamp of national reformism.

The position of tbe USSR and the

Third International are such that any

Right wing socialist could endorse it

in substance They conclude this section

with the following words : "The U. W. P.

appreciates the progress made by the

Russian Revolution, and the subsequent

industrial development, hut it remains

critical of the Third International

thrown lopsided by these special condi-

tions. Wo look upon tbe working class

movement as being international in sub-

stance and naflional in form. We are

committed to the policy of forming the

national movement to a position which
will conform with what the internation-

al movement should be."

They will leave the Third Interna-

tional and its factions to themselves and
yet they are Communist "international-

ists." They appreciate the progress of

ttie industrial development in the Soviet

Union but will leave it to itself—until

a revolution In another advanced coun-

try comes to its aid. Will they con-

struct n national "international" move-
ment? They use the concepts of the

Communist Manifesto not for the pur-

pose of hel[fing correct the Internation-

al and take themselves a more active

part iu the struggle within it; but In

order to evade and avoid the whole
struggle raging in the Communist Inter-

national due to the Stalinist straight-

Jacket and revisionist program. They
claim lo he the party of the working
class, the Marxian vanguard, and excuse
their backwardness by turning upside
down a phrase in tbe Manifesto. This
phrase explains how the working elass

movement is, at first, national in form,
though international in substance—

a

condition the vanguard must help over-

come—and not use to hide, its weakness
and impotence. The "international" posi-

tion of the U. W. r. is national reform-
ism.

We advise tbe members of the U. W.
P. to study the struggle in the Commun-
ist Internationa! and discuss this with
tbe members of the Communist League
of America (Opposition) which is a fac-

tion of the Communist Party.

—H. O.

Ptoneer I ubiishinQ 1 unciing
Two weeks ago we published a letter

from comrade D. Marcus asking the

friends of the League to come to its

support by donating and lending money
to Pioneer Publishers Publishing Fund.
Comrade Marcus explained, as we had
done before, that this fund was to be
used exclusively for the publication of i

our literature. And to set an example
to the entire movement he raised twenty-

five dollars as a loan.

That was the beginnig. As the first

result we got our Unemployment and
the American Working Class by comrade
Swabeck in record time. Now we are
ready to go ahead. We have plenty of

manuscripts on hand. There is the all-

important work by comrade Trotsky on
Soviet Economy in Danger with which
we will publish, as one pamphlet, his

analysis of tbe Expulsion of Zinovlev.

There is also the second in our series of
popular Marxist pamphlets for workers

:

The Left Opposition of the Comintern;
Its History and Its Principles by com-
rade Shacbtman. There are also The
Only Road by comrade Trotsky and the

urgent necessity of reprinting, without
delay, Tbe Draft Program. Tbe neces-

sity for getting out the last listed is ob-

vious.

We want to go ahead. Everything is

ready. We need money. We are not
asking for tremendous sums. The exam-
ple set by comrade Marcus is correct in

its amount, too. Now who will duplic-

ate it?

UNEMPLOYMENT AND THE
WORKING CLASS

It is out! The details of selling price,

etc. appear in the ad, elsewhere In this

issue. This is the beginning of new
things for the Left Opposition in the
United States and Canada. 'With these
cheap pamphlets (we are speaking, also,

of those that are to come) we are able
to reach hundreds and thousands of
workers inaccessible to us before. Who
is not interested in the question of unem-
ployment? Certainly there is no worker
living iu a world apart And where is

there a worker who cannot afford five

cents for a bit of Marxist education?
The publication of this pamphlet opens

Unemployment and the American

Working Class

by Arne Swabecl^

A popular Marxian analysis for workers of the unemployment situa-

tion and the basis for a revolutionary workingelass program of action!

24 Pages 5 Cents

Minimum Order . . 5 Copies

Postage lc extra per copy

PIONEER PUBLISHERS
84 Bast 10 th Street, New York, N. T.

up new propaganda possibilities for us.

Five pamphlets are only twenty-five
cents. At no time should a member or
sympathizer of the League be without
five of these pamphlets in his or her
pocket. If you cannot sell them, give
them away to workers!

Let's make this pamphlet the signal
for a new spurt of propaganda activity.
,Wliy see how easy it Is • Everything
about the pamphlet conduces to this end.
Its price, Its size, tbe number of pages,
the style in which it is written: all

these make it ideal for this purpose.

SOVIET ECONOMY IN DANCER
AND THE EXPULSION
OF ZINOVIEV
This will be the next pamphlet. Just

as we were going to press comrade Mar-
cus walked in here and put down twenty
more dollars on our desk as another loan.

He said lie raised it on the basis of
tbe immediate necessity of throwing the
light of Marxist illumination on tbe pre-
sent crisis in Soviet Economy.
Work will start immediately. In two

or three weeks, at ttie utmost, the pam-
phlet will be off the press. That, of
course, depends to a large extent on
whether our other friends take a cue
from comrade Marcus and duplicate bis
splendid work. Of one thing we can be
sure. Twenty dollars will not suffice to
publish tbe pamphlet If that were all
that were required it would be possible
to turn out pamphlets much more quickly
and without performing the miracles
which are sometimes necessary. So let's
see what can be done.

If the number on your wrapper Is 160
that means your subscription expires
with this Issue. If it Is a lower number
your subscription bas expired prior to
this issue.

You know the Militant is in a financial
erisis. Help it by renewing your sub-
scription now — immediately.

Use the club plan in setting new sub-
scriptions. Four half year subs on a
club plan are only 50c apiece. Singly they
are one dollar. Help circulate a Marx-
ist paper for workers.
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Liberals Protest Chens Arrest!^ Opposition Demands Broad United

Front at N. Y. Unemployment Conference
Presents Revolutionary Program to Stalinist Confab Oriented on Opportunist Half-Turn

The continued imprisonment of

comrade Chen Du-Hsiu, leader of the
Left Opposition in China, has called
forth a protest from a number of
leading liberal and radical figures in

American public life. A cablegram
sent by them to Chiang Kai-Shek in

Nanking reads as follows: "Leading
Americans protest prosecution Pro-
fessor Chen Du-Hsiu and associates.

Urge their release."

Among those who signed their

nwnes to the cabled protest were a
number of writers who are notedly

sympathetic to the Communist move-
ment In the United States and close-

ly associated with it. These Include

Theodore Dreiser, Sherwood Ander-
son, H. W. L. Dana, Malcolm Cowley
and Waldo Frank. Among the liber-

als and socialists who signed the

protest are to be found Upton Sin-

clair, John Haines Holmes of the
Community Church in New York,

Floyd Dell, Oswald Garrison Villard,

editor of the liberal weekly, THE
NATION, Arthur Garfield Hays, the
lawyer, and Roger N. Baldwin, of

the American Civil liberties Union.

The official Communist party, how-
ever, and the International Labor
Defense, have not yet raised a single

protest against the arrest of comrade
Chen and his comrades, whose lives

are still endangered. The only com-
ment yet made by the Daily Worker
was aimed at preventing any protest

from the militant labor movement
on the grounds that comrade Chen
is a "counter-revolutionary Trotsky-

ist". To the disgrace of the move-
ment, it has remained for liberals

and radical intellectuals to speak out
where the party preserved that

dreadful silence which could not be
of greater good to Chiang Kai-Shek
and his butchers than if the latter

themselves had aranged for it.

The Communist workers must wipe
out this shameful blot by demanding
that the party and the I. L. D. take

up the fight for the Left Opposition-

ists <ki China and connect their case

with those of the many other brave
militants whose lives are at the merc-

ies of the Kuo Min Tang brigands.

HELP!
There is every reason to hope that

the Weekly MILITANT will con-

tinue. Thus far, our paper has de-

pended almost exclusively upon the

membership of the Communist Lea-

gue, out of tlieir limited resources,

to maintain the leading English ex-

pression of Bolshevism. Now, today,

our readers and sympathizers must
lend a hand to save the Weekly.

Tlte demands upon our numerically

small memberslup have been heavy,

esjiecially so in this lengthy period

of economic crisis.

We have no doubt tiiat our read-

ers will respond to tlie plain, frank

appeal of the Left Opposition to

maintain ihe Weekly MILITANT.
Tiie requirements of the situation

demand more and more the participa-

tion and direction of tlie Left Op-

position in the dally class struggles.

Through tlte MILITANT, still our
best organizer, the ideas und prac-

tices of Leninism, of the Left Op-
position, are made known to the

Communist movement, to the Left

Opposition, to the broad masses of

workers coming steadily, if yet slow-

ly, toward class consciousness and
Communism.

TJie MILITANT can and must be

maintained. Its existence as a Week-
ly through these scourging years of

tiie economic crisis, have shown
clearly the devotion and sacrifice of

tlte supporters of tlte Left Opposi-
tion to their paper. What lias been
ttone before, can be done again-
better and even more generously.

Symimthizers, readers — help the
MILITANT now! Save our and your

Weekly! —MARTIN ABERN.
Semi money at once to:

THE MILITANT
126 East 16th Street,

New York, N. Y.

L. O. Resolutions

Nazis,CopsProvokeCPG
Von Schleicher Uses Fascists to Bolster Bonapartist Regime

Ob Sunday, January 22, tens of thou-. (j)<.jr answers. The demonstration suc-

sands of Fascists made a demonstration ceeded in establishing the weakness of

in Germany. In clashes with workers

and Communists one worker was killed

and a hundred were wounded. Accord-

ing to the press the occasion was the

anniversary of the death of a Fascist

killed in an assault upon workers. Touch-

ing sentimentality ! The Kaiser1 sent a

wrea'th of flowers to lay upon the grave.

Had the demonstration for this sort

of human rubbish been part of the usual

Fascist tinsel of bluster and burlesque

pomp It could have been set down as an-

other item in the ledger of the working
class account with these agents of capi-

talist reaction, to be settled in full and
forever' by the proletarian revolution.

But there are aspects of the demonstra-

tion that mark it as an event of great

significance for the German and inter-

national working class and its vanguard.

In Berlin the Fascists invaded the

heart of the proletarian districts to as-

semble In front of Communist party head-

quarters. Alone the Fascists would not

have dared the anger of the workers.

But the Fascists were "guarded" by the

largest police mobilization ever made In

Berlin. This was a sinister united front

between the Fascist hordes and the Bona-

partist police. This fact gave the de-

monstration a character of the highest

political significance. It was not a mem-
orial meeting at all, but an enormous
provocation of the workers' vanguard.

Under the circumstances the party cor-

rectly refused to be drawn. That is to

its credit.

In the mind of every worker ques-

tions will arise : Why was the party not

able to arouse the masses of workers

to resist this hostile demonstration in

its stronghold? Why could it not call

on the social democratic workers to join

with it against their common foe? The
knowledge of its ability to do so would
have made the demonstration in red

Berlin impossible.

To ask the questions is to hint at

OPENFORUM
REPORT OF THE PROGRESSIVE
TRADE UNIONS CONFERENCE

AT GILLESPIE, ILLINOIS

Speaker:

J. P. CANNON
now In Illinois Coal Fields

Friday, Fentary 3, 1933

126 East 16 Street,

ADMISSION: 16c

AuspicM:

ff. Y. Br. Communist Leapt* of America

(OppMltfm)

Xote: This statement was distributed

to the delegates at the Unemployment
Conference at Irving Plaza, New York,

on Sunday, January 22.

The United Front conference for Un-

employment Insurance and relief is a

Htep in the proper direction, properly

developed it can result in a genuine and
big movement of the working class

against the scourge of unemployment
and its source capitalism.

Through such a broad movement the

working class can be more closely welded
together in common struggle for the

immediate and historical interest of

the masses. The Communist League of

America heartily welcomes this move-
ment and works for its advancement.

The cull for the present conference

proposes a state-wide conference to lay

out a legislative program in defense of

the interests o£ the unemployed and work
ing class. This proposal to put pressure

on the capitalist legislature is a neces-

sary part of a fighting movement for the

unemployed. The fight on this front,

however, can become really effective,

even to serve the immediate interests

of the unemployed only if it is supple-

mented by and combined with a program
of direct mass pressure through huge
milled demonstrations of the workers.

This preliminary conference, should

aim to put the movement on a firm foun-

dation by recommending a concrete pro-

gram for the consideration of the State-

wide conference. For this program we
proposed the following points

:

1. Immediate Relief.

2. Unemployment Insurance, to be

pa ill for by the employers and State

government.

3. The G hour day and 5 day week,

without reduction in pay.

4. Long term credits to the Soviet

Union, as a means of unemployment re-

lief for American workers and the cem-

enting of fraternal relations between the

American and Russian workers. This

implies the demand for recognition of

the Soviet Government and the establish-

ment of trade relations.

In supporting the movement for legis-

lative action the Communist Left Op-
position deems it necessary to point out

the inadequacies of a parliamentary cam-

paign to achieve any one of these de-

mands. Such a tactic by itself is in-

sufficient and would be misleading and
incapable of obtaining the aims of the
Conference. The broad masses of the

workers must be drawn into class strug-

gle activity for these demands. Through
mass demonstrations and activity among
the working class organizations,—-trade

unions, fraternal organizations, etc.,

the employed and unemployed, the organ-

ized and unorganized must be united in

the fight for these demands. In short,

the widest possible mass pressure of

tile economic and political organizations

of the working class must be exerted

upon the ruling class to reinforce the
legislative demands.

It is necessary that this Conference
shall conduct a sharp campaign of ex-

posure and criticism of the soealled

labor representatives and their lobbying
methods behind the scenes with the
politicians at Albany and elsewhere in

order to secure a few cheap and meager
concessions for the unemployed. This
capitalistic "politics" is only a snare and
delusion to the workers and serves to

disarm them before the attacks of the
capitalists and their agents. These ia-

boi' fakers must be shown up in their

January 22. The united front between! true colors by countefposing a program

Von Schleicher's police and Hitler's mer-j of class struggle to their political chic-

cenaries is a new and striking develop-! anery.

ment in the German situation. What isj In order to mMct( the aim8 of the
the meaning of this co-operation? Conference in concerted struggle, it is

In the interregnum of the Bonapartist. necessary to take a further step for-

legime of Von Schleicber the class situa- ward on the road of a broad united

tion has not stood still. The economic
|
front of all working class organizations

The New York conference held under

the auspices of the A. F. of L. Commit-
tee for Unemployed Insurance on Sun-

day, January 22, 1933, was of such sig-

nificance for the struggle against unem-
ployment in general, and the Communist
movement in particular, that it deserves

a detailed account and treatment.

The importance of the Conference did

not lie so much in the organizations re-

presented. In this respect, the gather-

ing fell far short of the possibilities as

well as the requirements of the situa-

tion. Of the American Federation of

Labor locals in the city, only a handful
ffjsn ljodoj isprao aqi) pajnesojdaj 3jsm
23 of them). With isolated exceptions,

the balance of the organizations present

were those in which the Communists
have already gained predominance.
When it is considered that the ravages
of the crisis, plus the treacherous pas-

sivity of all the reformist leaders and
the exclusive position Occupied by the

the party. This must be said openly.

The reason is to be found in the false

theories of the Thaelmann-Stalin leader-

ship whicti harnessed the party to the

yoke of social-Faseism and erected bar-

riers across the line of march to the

unity of the working class. That Is

why the socialist workers today remain
under the bloodstained flag of the Noskes

and Kheidemanns. And that is why the

party had to suffer the humiliating In-

sult of a Fascist demonstration in front

of its windows. The demonstration was
another warning to the party leader-

ship to redress its line and begin, with-

out delay, the approach to the social

democratic workers and trade unions
through their organizations, mobilize the

whole class for the extra-parliamentary

struggle against the Bonapartist, Fascist

and social democratic pillars of capital-

ist reaction.

Having escaped disaster on one reef

the party leadership is still unable to

steer by the charts of a Leninist course.

It has not assimilated the lessons of

this "memorial meeting". It is now em-

barked on a course of counter demon-

strations lasting a week. "We have

numbers too" seems to be the essence of

their reaction to the Fascist insult and
provocation. Such demonstrations are

significant when they are manned by

workers following a correct policy. In

the present situation these demonstra-

tions must take place on the basis of

the extra-parliamentary united front.

Otherwise they are futile protests against

the Fascist outrage.

That is one aspect of the events of

Comrades and Fellow-workers

:

In the limited time alloted for speech-

es from the floor it is naturally impos-

sible to deal adequately with the whole

problem which has brought us into con-

ference here to-day. I will therefore

confine myself to some of the most sali-

ent points which must be considered in

connection with our nest steps on the

road to a broader movement and a more
effective struggle. Permit me to refer

you to the mimeographed copies of the

statement and resolutions of the Com-
munist Left Opposition which have been

distributed to the delegates. In this ma-
terial you will find a more thorough ela-

boration of the program and tactics

which the Bolshevik-Leninists advocate

than I will l>e able to present orally in

my limited time.

The conference here today represents

n step forward in the direction of

united struggle of the workers against

the unbearable burdens of the crisis.

The tendency towards such a union of

forces in the fight eonstitues, from our

point of view, the progressive feature

of this conference. For it is only when
the workers of various organizations

and poliitcal trends are welded together

in a common front that real blows can

he directed against the class enemy on

the great class issue of unemployment.

When this union of forces is lacking,

when the comparatively small groups of

ihe workers' vanguard take the field

alone and fight as isolated detachments,

[he blows fall heaviest on them, the class

enemy remains nnshaken and the masses

of the workers gain no advantages.

To the extent that the present confer-

ence signifies a progressive step toward

Iho united front struggles of the work-

ers we, of the Left Opposition, declare

our readiness to give hearty support to

tiie movement and to work loyally for

its advancement.

Broader Base Necessary

crisis has continued to deepen. Unem-
ployment is rising again. Dissatisfac-

tion witli Von Schleicher is growing. He
has successfully postponed the conven-

ing of the Beichstag for a time but on

its next assembling he may find himself

and his cabinet forced out, the precari-

ous equilibrium of his Bonapartist re-

gime disrupted by a rising tide of work-

ing class struggle.

The united front of Hitler and Von
Schleicher was a maneuver directed

against the spearhead of the working

class. Von Schleicher utilised the Fasc-

ist troops to provoke the Communist
party to struggle under unfavorable

conditions ; to drown its defense in blood

and make bloody reprisals against the

working class; to appease the restless-

ness in the Fascist ranks with this

(Continued on page 4)

—unions and political parties (A. F. of

It., Socialist Party, Communist Party,

etc.) It is not enough to invite the

branches of these organization. The re-

spective central organizations and the
official leaders of these organizations

must be put to the test before the eyes

of tile workers and compelled to show
their colors in action. The Communist
Party must participate officially in this

movement and undertake thereby, to give
direct leadership to the struggles of the
workers for their Immediate needs and
final aims—the overthrow of capitalism
and the establishment of a Soviet Gov-
ernment.

Communist League of America
(Opposition) N. Y. Branch

126 East 16th Street

New York City

(Continued on page 4)

The invitation which the committee

extended to the branches of the Social-

ist I'arty, to the trade union locals of

the A. F. ot L. and similar conserva-

tive organizations means in itself and

can only mean a recognition of the fact

that tiie unemployed issue is not an Is-

sue of any party, tendency or group, but

rather an issue of the class. This is

the only way to present the question and

to lay the groundwork for a real strug-

gle. But this step in itself remains un-

completed. The roll call of the delega-

tion bears eloquent testimony to this

fact. Between the aspirations of the

.committee which called the conference

and the workers' organizations actually

represented there is an enormous gap.

From this we do not conclude that the

calculations of the committee were
wrong or that the aspirations to draw
the reformist and even the reactionary

organizations into the joint struggle are

without foundatioT'.

No. We only have to conclude that

the step taken toward this end must be

followed by others. The tactics of the

united front as Lenin laid them down,
and as they have been verified by ex-

perience on an international scale, must
be unfolded in their full scope. It is

not sufficient to invite the branches of

the Socialist party and the local unions

of the A. F. of L. to join us in a com-
mon fight. To be sure that is something.

By such an invitation we recognize the

fact that the workers in these organiza-

tions also suffer from the plague of un-
employment and that it is quite possible

for them to join in a fight for a program
of immediate demands even while they
remain reformists and conservative in

their political views, even while they
retain membership in organizations rep-

resenting these political currents. That
is the beginning of wisdom on the ques-
tion ot the united front.

lint it is by no means the whole of

it. The fact remains that these workers
in the reformist and reactionary organi-
zations who have good cause and very
probably a real will to fight against the
scourge of unemployment are not ready
to break with their organizations and
are not convinced that their leaders who

.
talk against the evils of unemployment

no less than we do, do not mean what
they say. They are not ready to break

with their leaders at the present moment
and to respond to appeals over the heads
of their official leadership and their re-

sective central organizations. This is

the situation as It exists in reality, and
not in somebody's imagination. The
problem is to base ourselves on this

reality and find the way to draw these

workers into the common struggle with
us In spite of that. For this we must
have recourse to the political wisdom of

Lenin who has taught us how to do it.

For this we must have recourse to the

genuine tactics of the united front.

The appeal to the Socialist party
branches of greater New York brought
a response from one single branch which
is represented here alone—and even that

branch is located outside the metropo-
litan territory. The appeal to the A.

F. of L. locals brought a mere handful
of delegates and even these, In almost
every ease, come from locals alreay un-
der the influence of the Left wing. Do
not shut your eyes to these facts, com-
rades. Let us not delude ourselves with
tiie idea that we have a united working-
class front. For that we must have a
large section of the workers who are
absent here to-day. If we proceed from
the point of view of the committee that
the workers generally, regardless of
their political views and their affilia-

tions, want to struggle against unem-
ployment—and I think this is the cor-
rect point of view—then we ought to

ask ourselves why they have not respond-
ed to the call.

And if we face the problem clearly,
we will have to say that the fault lies

not with the workers but rather with
the manner in which they were ap-
proached. By ignoring the central organi-
zations, by ignoring the official leader-
ship of the reformist and conservative
organizations, the committee unfortunate-
ly gave these treacherous leaders all the
ground they needed to excuse themselves
before their own membership for their
failure to participate.

Moreover it put the locals and branches

of these organizations before the pro-

blem of acting over the heads of their

official leadership and their official cen-

tral bodies. If you understand some-
thing of tiie mechanics of organization

you will recognize that this is an un-

timely demand. The reformist workers
take their organizations seriously, no
less perhaps than we do. They do not

act over the head of their official in-

( Continued on page 4)
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Communists in leading whatever mili-

tant fight for unemployment relief

there has been in this country, it will

be seen that the representation at Sun-

day's conference was far below the vast

possibilities at hand for the mobiliza-

tion of a strong fighting movement. The
very fact that the meagre response can

he said by the Dally Worker to have

"exceeded the best expectations of the

Committee", is only an indication of the

extent to which the sectarian policies

of the official party in the past period

have isolated it from the bulk of the

workers and their organizations.

This phase of the Conference may be

summed up in the following observation:

To the extent that the representation

from non-Communist organizations was
small in comparison with what it should

and could have been, its size is to be

attributed to the "Third Period" antics

of the past, the elimination of the uni-

ted front, the ultimatist policy of the

party, as well as to the Inadequancy

of the turn made in the recent Chicago
united front and at the present Confer-

ence. To the extent that non-Commun-
ist participation "exceeded the best ex-

pectations" it is due to the turn made
In dropping the idiotic verbiage about

"social Fascism" and approaching the

standpoint on the Leninist united front

which the Left Opposition has sought

to drill Into the mind of the party for

the past few years.

Our Reservations Justified

The fact that the turn was made, and
while still defective, was nevertheless

made in the right direction, could not

fail to bring it the endorsement of the

Left Opposition. At the same time, how-
ever, all the shortcomings and dangers

already perceptible at the first stages of

the party's turn—which we pointed out
from the very beginning as factors which
made it impossible for the Opposition to

accord the turn an unreserved endorse-

ment—-were obtrusively present at the

very flrst Conference in New York.

The keynote of the Conference was
struck by the Committee representative

who opened the meeting, Bordman, and
by the Committee chairman, Welnstock,

who made the general report for the
hand-picked credentials committee. The
burden ot their appeal was the need of

presenting to the legislature soon to

convene in Albany a program for "un-

employment insurance and other labor
legislation". The burning problem ot
connecting with the fight for unemploy-
ment insurance, the demands for imme-
diate relief, the six-hour day and five-

day week without pay reduction, and
long-term credits to the Soviet Union

—

this was not dealt with at ail by either

of the two spokesmen before the Con-
ference. Anxious to get as far away as
possible from yesterday's "fight for the
streets", of the "Third Period", the
speakers sedulously avoided any refer-

ence to the need of mass pressure from
the workers in the attainment of thelf
demands. The whole program of action
outlined by them simmered down to the
presentation of a petition to the capital-

ist legislators assembled at the Capitol.
With not a single word did these two
Communists—who apparently thing that
the way to function in the trade union
movement is to cease acting and flght-
ing like Communfsts—emphasize the dan-
ger of entertaining any illusions about
what could be obtained by "petitioning
the legislature", or the limits necessarily
set by a parliamentary campaign. They
neither drew a clear line of demarca-
tion between their program of action
and the pernicious "lobbying system" of
the A. F. of L. and the Socialists, nor
did they stress the quintessential im-
portance of organized action by the
masses to force concessions from the
ruling class and its government.

The warning we gave a week ago
against the tendency towards parlia-
mentary opportunism already visible in
the party's half-turn, proved to be more
than well-founded. The straining to-
wards "respectability" was positively
painful. In an overwhelming Commun-
ist assembly, the party members and
apparently been instructed to adhere
strictly to the solemn ritual of avoiding
the term "comrade" and addressing each
other as "brother" and "sister", obvi-
ously for the sole purpose of impressing
the half-dozen or less "pure and simple"
A. F. of L. delegates present with the
fact that the sponsors of the Confer-
ence were beyond reproach or the sus-
picion of being connected in any way
with the "Reds".

Socialist Workers Absent

The same game of hide-and-seek was
played by the party in the selection of

the chairman. The call for the con-

ference, while saying nothing about "so-

(Continued on page 2)
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Twenty-two P. M. A.

Miners Framed

TAYLORVILLK, ILL.—
The working class is again on trial

ia a county cabled Christian. Twenty-

two members of the Progressive Miners

of America will stand trial March 13 on

a murder charge, growing out of the

Kincaid battle of two weeks ago when
Emma Cumerlatto, an Auxiliary mem-

ber, and two Peabody strike-breakers

were killed and 18 others wounded.

In an atmosphere that smells notor-

iously I'eabody, our fellow workers are

being held like convicts of old behind

dismal walls that have been constantly

in service for the Insull Empire since

the beginning of the strike struggle

against the scab-herding United Mine

Workers of America.

The Christian county grand jury has

rendered murder indictments against

the backbone of the midland strike

movement. Besides the 22 charged

with murder, there are 32 others charg-

ed with unlawful assembly and inciting

to riot. The names of others are being

suppressed by the court. The suppres-

sion is, no doubt, to be used ;is a club

over an active striker's head.

Bills charging murder were reported

against the following persons

:

Albeit Mattozo, Kincaid Chief of

Police

Nick Passa
Fred Bassana
Vincent Calzla

Emilo Vitali

Ferdinand PatterozzI

Walter Lusebrink
Emil Dupire

Other charges have been placed against

the victims. 10 of the 22 indicted on
the most serious charges are already

held In the Christian county jail without
bond. Defense attorneys have been em-
ployed by the Progressive Miners of

America to defend the miners.

The case developed from the gun fight

that took place between striking coal

miners and Peabody guards, when the
latter attempted to disperse a group of
pickets that had formed along the side-

walks of the mining town of Kincaid.

The guards approached the miners with
guns In their hands and white banners
tied around their arms, as an identifica-

tion mark to prevent their side from
shooting at them.

The Peabody guards were the aggres-
sors in this fight as they have been in

many other struggles that have taken
place in the strike-torn region.

Thugs Terrorize Miners
It developed, however, that in the

melee that tool: place the striking min-
ers properly defended themselves and
for once tiie I'eabody guards got the
worst of the fray, in retreating the
thugs sniped airs. Emma Cumcrlatto as
she was opening the door of her home
to save her husband from the wild
shooting.

Vincent Rodems, formerly a national
guard, now employed by Peabody as a
guard, died as a result of wounds. The
following morning James Guy Hickman,
imported from West Virginia, was
killed as he shot at the relief station
of the Progressive Miners of America in
Kincaid.

Immediately following the battle the
Peabody gunmen, backed by members of
the national guards, began a reign of
terror. Belief stations were smashed;
women and men were dragged from
their homes and beaten; striking min-
ers were kidnapped and strike leaders
were hounded for weeks. The blood
lusting gunmen of the Peabody Coal
Company started one fight in which the
miners did not bow like slaves before
their master. W. C. Argust, general
superintendent of the I'eabody Coal Com-
pany, Issued a statement that the scabs
were unarmed. "They were helpless,"
he stated to the press. Yet in recent
conferencs it has been proved that
strike-breakers have a checking room
in wash houses where they store their
guns before going into the pits.

Members of the Progressive Miner's of
America have been urging the formation
of a defense committee to secure national
attention on the cases that threaten to
execute active members of the Pro-
gressive Miners of America. The forma-
tion of such a committee is under con-
sideration. GERRY ALLARD.

Stalinists Collaborate

With Clergy, Millionaires

PHILADELPHIA.—
Because of our exposure of their

shameful collaboration with the Greek
clergy at the Greek meeting on Jan. 8th,
the Empros placed the blame on the
Bhoulders of the comrades of the Unem-
ployed Committee of N. Y. City. In spite
of this the Empros of Jan. 21st encour-
aged the Philadelphia Stalinists to un-
dertake a united front with the semi-
Fascist organisation, Ahepan, a priest
of St. George Church, and a rival church
which is controlled by a group of Greeks
headed by the millionaires, Stefanon
Brothers. This meeting coincided with
the day of our lecture in Philadelphia.
Many Greek workers whom I met upon
my arrival suggested that we postpone
the hour so they could be present.
This we did and went with the com-

rades to the Church where the meeting
was taking place. There we were am-
azed to see the Stalinists guarding the
gates of the church! Against whom
were they on guard? Not against the
bourgeoisie. They were supporting the
meeting and were using again the ser-
vices of the famous lackey. Sacolarios
(former editor of Empros whom we
helped to remove), who slill parades as
a Communist thanks to the Stalinist re-
gime of the party which covers every

such faker so lung as he shouts pray-

ers to the name of Stalin. No. They
were on guard against us—to keep us

out. We decided not to try to force our

way iutjO the church because, by no

means, did we want the police to inter-

fere in our disputes. The workers saw
for themselves the means used by the

Stalinists to prevent us from speaking at

n united front meeting.

We proceeded to the hall where I was
scheduled to speak and there, too, the

Stalinists were stopping every worker

from coming to our meeting. On ac-

count of the commotion the police again

were present. As a result only a few
workers dared to come to the lecture.

We decided to proceed to the Greek
workers' district in Locust Street where
we met many party sympathizers selling

the party organs and we explained to

lhem wiiat took place. They were eager

lu meet the "agent of the bourgeoisie",

that is, myself because the Empros car-

ried this ''ad" of our meeting: "Atten-

tion, worker's of Philadelphia! Caldis

is going to lecture in your city. De-

nounce this agent of the bourgeoisie, of

Fascism, etc."

Alt this fuss of the Stalinists created

a suspicion in the minds of the workers
and they wanted to know some truths

which were explained to them in a coffee

house adjoining the Stalinist club. One
comrade who was selling the Empros
insisted that Pappas come along with
him and demand a debate between my-
self and the Stalinists. They went along

with comrade Decamp to the club. There
the Stalinists refused to debate because
they were very busy with their dealings

with the bourgeoisie on the pretense that

they wish to get a $17,000 School Fund
which the multi-millionaires, Stefanou
Brothers, withheld, to distribute to the
unemployed Greek families. They de-

manded that Pappas leave the hall im-

mediately.

Pappas was forced to go away and the

workers with him were convinced that

the Stalinists are afraid to face the

Opposition's criticism and that they are

interested, at present, to serve as aux-
iliaries to one of the bourgeois factions.

Our Opposition organ of Athens made
a deep impression among the Greek
workers, especially those copies which
describe the general strike of Athens
which add another loss in the person
of comrade Adamopoulos murdered on
picket duty by police bullets.

The methods of the Stalinist* against
Communist opponents will he denounced
hy the Philadelphia Greek workers once
they abosrb our point of view. This day
is not far off. Comrade Theodore Pappas
wiil help our English speaking com-
rades here to reach many Greek work-
ers whom language barriers prevented
from teaching until now.

All this fuss of the Empros against
Sebastian Pappas, myself, and others
proves one thing—that the workers are
beginning to awaken from their lethargy.
They see that the banner of Commun-
ism is carried by the Left Opposition.
The hysterica! cries of the Stalinist con-
vinces us of this. —A. CALDIS.

Another «Mass Trial » I

PHILADELPHIA.—
If it is the aim of the official party

to besmirch the name of Communism,
then the party can look with pride
to the burlesque of white chauvinism
grafted on Ida Tabachnick, a member of

the Communist party.

If the trial, (which took place in Irish
Hail, 3Dth and Lancaster, on Tuesday,
January 10, 1932 at 8 P. M.) bad been
for inactivity one could not help indors-
ing her expulsion with both bands. How-
ever, when the charge of white chauvin-
ism is concocted out of the thin air, in
a manner worthy of Don Quixote, then
we must protest as did eleven of the
jurors. For such actions can only com-
promise Communism thereby increasing
our isolation from the masses.

In this tragi-comedy the Communist
party of District 3 and Section 3 made
a goat of Ida Tabachnick to hide its

lack of education as well as to "prove"
that the Communist party stands for
full equality, social, economic and poli-
tical as well as for "Self Determination
in the Black Belt."

Only individuals like Davis {the pro-
secutor) could "prove" that to ask your
guests not to make so much
white chauvinism, because a colored
comrade is amongst those present. Does
it matter to the bureaucrats that it

was near midnight, and that a party
can reach such hilarity that other ten-
ants in the building complain? Did the
fact that the accused had colored com-
rades sleep and dine at her house mean
anything! Of course not. "She was a
chauvinist in spite of this. And what
is more she is a concealed chauvinist
which is worse than an open one." She
has been brought to trial and therefore
must be found guilty.

The nest charge was that she had re-
fused to go out on tag days with colored
comrades. The defense counteracted this
by showing that she had gone out with
negro comrades. Once she had been as-
signed a certain territory with a new
colored comrade but when the people of
that neighborhood were hostile to the
mixed committee he refused to go any
further and she returned to the head-
quarters. On another occasion she went
home to her child who was sick. If Ida
Tabachnick was guilty of anything in
those two cases it was not white chauv-
inism but a desire to shirk the respon-
sibility of Communist activity. This was
admitted by both jurors and witnesses
for the defense.

Although Freed, for the defense, put
;:p a good but hopeless fight the Party
bureaucrats had arranged a Roman holi-
day. The Stalinists made sure of that
by placing on the jury members of the

section committee that brought the

charges.

Of most significance was the vote of

the jury. Seventeen vote for expulsion

and eleven for probation. .While most
of the party members and YCLers voted

for expulsion most of the members of

the party-controlled organizations voted

for probation. The audience was divided

on this decision, not unlike the members
of the jury.

To rid the working class of white chau-

vinism mass trials must not be made
farces. What is needed Is Communist
education. This Leninist method, winch
is foreign to the Stalinist bureaucracy,

must, be revived, —L. ROBERTS.

League Activities in

Youngstown

On Sunday, January 8, the Young-

stown Branch of the Communist league

oi America (Opposition) held a lecture

and discussion on "The Communist Party

and the Left Opposition", at Central

Auditorium, Younestown. The meeting

began at 2:30 P. M., with comrade Gor-

don presenting a brief outline of the

history of the Bolshevik-Leninist Op-

position in the Russian Communist Party,

lie followed this sketch of the Left

Opposition's origin with a summary of

the platform of the Opposition today,

dealing with the question of the united

front against Fascism in Germany, the

betrayal of the Chinese Revolution and

their problems confronting the Com-'

iuun is t movement.
There was an interested audience of

workers present—several members of the

C. P., S. L. P.ites, and a number of

workers interested in Trotsky's position.

The crowd totally forty, most of whom
were very favorably impressed by our

platform. A number of them asked very

liertinent questions on the united front

policy, and wo were able to explain

Lenin's tactic to workers who will pon-

der the questions seriously.

After a summary by comrade Gordon,

in which he refuted the charges of Trot-

sky's having broken discipline and ex-

plained what Bolshevik discipline is,

Lhe meeting, and, consequently, we were

able to ma lie clear to all the workers

present that despite our bureaucratic- ex-

pulsion from the C. I., we remain the

Jjeft wing of the Communist Interna-

tional. The meeting was a success for

the Opposition.

Bureaucrats Cliecked lit I. L. D.

Recently several members of the Left;

Opposition, after repeated attempts, were

:

finally admitted into the 1LD branch in
j

Votingstow n. This organization, like all
j

the other Party organizations here, have;

been terribly run down by the Stalin re-

1

gime, so that hardly a skeleton remains

of its former self. Our comrades join-,

ed, declaring their willingness io exert!

every possible effort in helping to re-j

build the workers' defense organization.;

They were sympathetically received hy|

the membership at the first meeting they;

Report of Unemployed Conference

attended and one of their number was

even elected to the Section Bureau.

The Party bureaucrats, alarmed by

the progress o£ the Left Opposition, im-

mediately set out to "rectify" this "mis-

take". To the next meeting they sent

down a representative, a certain Lewis,

who is not even a member of the organi-

zation, to "wipe out" the TroLskyites.

Lewis took the floor without anybody's

permission' denounced the Left Opposi-

tion, and declared that they had no

place in the ILD. This provocative ac-

tion of the bureaucrats' representative

naturally aroused the resentment of all

the members present and after a brief

struggle on the floor be was overruled

and the meeting proceeded to its order

of busmess.

The Left Oppositionists remained at

their posts in spite of the bureaucrats'

attack. We consider this, and not with-

out cause, a victory for the Left Op-

position and a defeat for the Stalinist

bureaucrats. The utterly unfounded and
slanderous accusations of Lewis—going

so far as to call one of our comrades,

without rhyme or reason, a "white

chauvinist",—left a deeply negative im-

pression on all those present. The Left ;

Opposition will not be harried from its:

course and will continue its efforts to!

help build up the ILD.

At a recent meeting a national re-

porter stated that in the course of the

Scottsboro campaign all the other sec-l

tions of the International Red Aid re-

gistered advance, only the American sec-

tion—the ILD—not only did not gain,

noise Is i but even had to register losses. The
foregoing example of bureaucracy as

well as other examples to follow Ho
much to illustrate the causes for such
a sad state of affairs. The Youngstown
branch, for instance, is small and weak.
The bureaucrats, in a purely mechanical
manner1

, without consulting the member-
ship,! have proceeded to split up this

branch into even smaller units and there-

by to deprive it of whatever vitality the

ILD has left here. Naturally, every
serious worker, not to mention every ser-

ious Communist, has to oppose such a

reckless tactic and to fight tor the pre-

servation of the single branch up to a
point where it will be so strengthened

that it can only gain by expanding into

more numerous units.

Another example of bureaucracy : ap-
plications for membership are passed, by
the membership, but by the section bu-
reau, without the membership having
any say in the matter! The same holds
true for expulsions, appointments and
removals! It is no wonder then, that
the initiative of the membership is

thereby altogether deadened and such
results as loss in membership are not
at all surprising. The Left Opposition
here, as elsewhere, will have as one ot
its first tasks in helping to pull our
movement out of the rut : raiding the
initiative of the membership—in the
case of the 1LD-—by throwing off the
shackles of bureaucracy and reestablish-

ing a regime of proletarian democracy.
H. S.

(Continued from page 1)

cial Fascists", did not address itself to

the Socialist party or the A. F. of L.

Such a turn-about face—demanded by

the situation as well as hy the element-

ary Leninist conception of the united

iiont—was too much to expect from the

Stalinist bureaucracy which only yester-

day opposed any united front at all. The
result naturally was that only the most
advanced sections of the A. F. of L.

—

and comparatively few of them—re-

sponded to the call and the militants

were deprived of the opportunity of

pressing the A. F. of L. leaders to the

wail on a concrete issue and revealing

to the rank and iile conservative work-

ers what their leaders are worth. The
same held true with regard to the So-

cialist party. The call was addressed to

"locals of the Socialist party'', thus mak-
ing it unnecessary for the S. P. hier-

archy to put themselves on record. Con-
crete results of this "united front from
below'' of Lhe second edition? One local

of the Socialist party responded to the
Conference, and not a local from the

metropolitan area, but one of the least

important groups — Huntington, Long
I island. The rank and tile of the social-

ist workers, who by and large feel as

much attached to their organization as

do the Communist workers to their

party, responded just as coldly to the

Sunday Conference call to the "locals

of the S. P.' as, let us say, the individ-

ual shop nuclei of the Communist party
would respond to a "united front" ap-

peal of the Socialists addressed to the

"lower branches" of the Communist
party. This simple fact, which does not
require a course in the Moscow Lenin
School to be comprehended (more accur-
ately: only such a course is capable of

rendering the student incapable of com-
prehension!) has not yet penetrated into

the skulls of the Stalinist bureaucracy.

If it has, they have thought the better

of it in the interests of maintaining
themselves in the international appar-
atus.

To make up for this mortifying failure

to bring the socialist workers into the
conference, the Conference directors

elected as chairman the sole S. P. dele-

gate frtim Huntington! This decorative

trick—worthy of the intellectual level of
a stage manager in a small-town theater
which is short of appropriate scenery

—

was tile Stalinist substitute for the uni-

ted front proposed by the Left Opposition
which would bring together into a mili-

tant movement not only the Communist
but also the socialist workers.

In the invention of such two-for'-a-

i-ent luetics, the Conference stage-man-
agers were inexhaustible. The call ask-

ed for the election of two delegates from
every organization; but the call was not
meant for the Left Opposition. When
the self-appointed credentials committee
reported, its secretary proposed the un-

seating of one of the two delegates from
the Xcw York branch of the Communist
League of America (Opposition), one of
the two from the Young Spartacus Club,
from the Unser Kamf Workers Club and
from the Protomagfa, the Greek workers'
club sympathetic to the Lett Opposition.
Furthermore, James Gordon, unanimous-
ly elected by the cafeteria department
of the Food Workers Industrial Union,
was marked for the discard by the cre-
dentials committee. Finally, the Love-
stoneite youth group was to be unseated
altogether, as were also two of the three
delegates sent by the parent body.

"Brilliant Tactics"

The motivation for these onseatings
was positively brilliant and worthy of

j

the masterful strategist who conceived
it. ,\Vhere the central organizations—like,

the A. F. of L. or the S. P.—did uot
;

have delegates, it was explained, their

'

local organizations were entitled to two 1

apiece. But where the central organi-

zations did send delegates—like the
Communist party, the "Communist Op-
positions", the Unemployed Councils they
would be adequately represented by one
delegate! Thus, the TUUL, with its

how-many-thousands of members was
given one delegate, while a carpenters'
local of, let us say, a hundred of more
members, was given two delegates. What
could he fairer? Thus the Communist
party, with Hathaway, its one official

delegate (together with the dozens of
Rubins, Winters, Benjamins, Neesins,
and others from party-controlled auxil-
iaries), was on an "equal footing" with
the Left Opposition or the Lovestone
group!

Protests against this ruling were voted
down. Another ruling was that there
shall be one speaker from each "trade"
or "political" group. That is only one
carpenter eouid speak at the confer-
ence ; only one member of an Unem-
ployed Council could speak; only "one"
member of the Communist party could
speak as a "Communist"; naturally, only

one Left Oppositionist could speak; and
let us not omit to mention that comrade
James Gordon, the Oppositionist whom
the bureaucrats just expelled from the

parly, could not speak at all because he

was unseated on the grounds that the

Lxecutive Board of the Food Workers

industrial Union had sent a. delegate,

thus voiding the unanimous decision of

the Caieieiin department to send its

delegates. In this manner, Shachtman

of the Left Opposition delegation, Carter

of the Spartacus Youth Club, Bonaues
from the 1'rotomagia, and two Lovestone

delegates were required to leave the con-

ference when it went into "executive ses-

sion". With this ingenious tactical plan

the Stalinists won the signal and deci-

sive victory of ridding themselves of a
handful of Oppositionists iroin the Cou-

icrciice, even if their pretensions to "re-

spectability" made it extremely diilicult

to unseal us altogether. The motion of

comrade ^William Kilt, ot the Alterna-

tion Painters Union, to seat as fraternal

delegates those whom the Stalinists pro-

posed to exclude, was defeated by a

show of hands, thus saving the American
ie\olution, the Communist international

and the Soviet Union.

This picayune trick did not keep the

Opposition from presenting its stand-

point to the conference, just as little as

kite well-oiled maneuvers at the New
i'ork "anti-war" conference prevented

us ii'om making known our point of

view.

Opposition Speaks

No sooner was the Moor thrown open
ior discussion than comrade Cannon, re-

presenting the League, was up to the

i roil l of the room aud ready to speak for

Hie Opposition. A vigilant Stalinist

promptly jumped up to propose a limit-

ation of speaking lime to seven min-

utes, which was adopted and to which
conn-ade Cannon was held with laudable

strictness ! The Opposition had already
issued a lea lie t to the conference in

which our point of view was set forth,

lu addition, we had handed out to every

delegate a copy of the two resolutions

which we presented to the conference

tor consideration. One dealt with the

need of organizing immediately for a
-second conference on a broader basis to

which would be invited not only local'

but central organizations, like the A. IV
of L., the Socialist party, the Uommun-j
isL paity aud the independent trade un-j

ions. The other proposed a concrete

,

and all-embracing program of action onj

unemployment which would yo beyond'
iiie mere demand for an unemployment
insurance, bill and a parliamentary agi-

tation i'orit. All three documents are.

printed elsewhere in this issue, as is'

also the speech delivered by Cannon,
j

Our representative spoke on the re-

solution lor a broader conference and
expounded, for the first time in years'

before an audience composed overwhelm-
ingly of Communist party members, the,

A B C of the united front as outlined
in the Communist International by'
Lenin and Trotsky. There was not only-!

the closest attention paid to his re-

marks, and a complete absence of inter-

1

ruptious, but at the end of it there was'
a good round of applause. The presen-
tation of our standpoint, in the resolu-

tions and the speech, was a striking ad-
vance of the Left Opposition. The turn
made by the party was in the direction
we had been demanding for a long time
and the apparatus men felt uncomfort-
able about the fact. By the very nature
of things, the Opposition set the tone
for the conference from the outset of
tile discussion.

The numerous party members who took
the iloor after Cannon, spoke generally
in an agitational spirit, but none Of
them ventured to attack or abuse the
Left Opposition in that contemptible
routine manner which has always been
the stock in trade of the Stalinists in
their campaign against the IJolshevik-
Leuiuists. Of considerable interest was
the speech of one of the two Huntington
S. P. delegates who referred to comrade
Cannon: "I deny the assertion of the
iirst speaker that the Socialist party is
unwillingly to light for unemployment
insurance and relief," he said. "It is
necessary to use politics. The Labor
party in England had unemployment in-
surance. In Germany and other coun-
tries lhe Socialist party got unemploy-
ment insurance for the workers. In
Holland, they have good unemployment
insurance. (All of which will be grat-
ifying news to the German, British and
Dutch workers!) I will conclude with
the hope that we will support the So-
cialist party—but we must not fight
amongst ourselves." The Communist de-
legates carefully refrained from dissi-|
pating the illusions of the socialist de-j
legate. Like him, they were anxious
"not to fight amongst ourselves"—which

i

they understand to' mean the conceal-!
ment of the Communist point of view.

Stalinist Confusion

The Negro delegate from the Carpent-

ers' Union, comrade Moore, opposed the

Opposition's resolution and offered a
sorry example of Stalinist mis-education.

"Don't waste time on the leaders of

these organizations," he urged, referring

to the S. P. and the A. F. of L. "The

rank aud file are with us". The only

trouble with his assertions was that

ihey were, unfortunately, not true. It

was aud is precisely because the rank

and tile are not yet "with us" that the

revolutionists must "waste time on the

leaders" and organizations whom the

'masses still follow.

Among the delegates who did support

our viewpoint was comrade Dreyer', of

tins Pharmacists Union, who called our

resolution the only united front pro-

posal made along the line of Lenin's

teachings, liis speech is not even men-
t Mined by the Dally Worker. It does,

however, mention the "fact" that the

Left Opposition "did not have a single

worker representative ot organizations

outride of themselves". Not only were
we supported by the Spartacus Youth
t'iub, the Unser Kamf Workers Club

and the Protomagia, bu also by such

delegates as Dreyer of the Pharmacists,

Bill Kitt of the Alternation Painters

Union, William Hermann of the Car-

penters Local 20!K>, Henry Stone of the

Technical lien's Union, and a couple of

delegates from the International Labor
Defense. Out of a total of 90 delegates,

Canmm received 18 votes as candidate

for the resolutions committee, with the

highest vote cast for a candidate stand-

ing at fil.

The Ixivestonfitc delegate, Lifschlta,

NjKike in favor of the united front, and

Weisbord, representing his group, an-

nounced bis support of Cannon's argu-

ment lor a new conference and a broad

united front, adding that it did not "go

far enough" because it did not propose

to aim at a general strike. All dur-

ing this discussion, the representatives

of the official party were silent, appar-

ently not greatly concerned with our in-

tervention on the grounds that "we

have the votes anyway ; let them talk".

But at, the end of the discussion, the

iloor was taken by the "sole" represen-

tative of the party, Hathaway. He
took his place in the division of labor

arranged for by the steering committee

which he directed. The Communist

workers and militants who did not di-

rectly represent the party, were allotted

the task of speaking like trade union-

ists—not as Communist trade unionists

but as "respectable" trade unionists

!

The "pure Communist" standpoint W83
to be presented solely by the official party

spokesman. Thus, while the bulk of

the speeches made by the Communist
militants could have been made with-

out much difficulty by a somewhat ad-

vanced representative of the A. F. of

L. school, "comrade" (not brother, or

sister) Hathaway took care to maintain

appearances by telling the audience not

to "think that the legislature will give

anything it is not forced to give". "We
h:ive to reject," he added, "the proposal

of Cannon as a proposal to delay." What
Hathaway meant was that the movement
had io orient itself—not on the mobili-

zaiion of the widest section of the work-

ing class, but on the legislative calendar

at Albany. In this single sentence,

Hathaway revealed that aside from a

few formally radical phrases about "not

relying" on the legislatures, his view-

point differed in no serious degree from

the vulgar parliamentary opportunism

wilh which the speeches of the other

party-instructed delegates was drenched.

Genuine United Front Rejected

The proposal to "invite the leaders",

as he put it, was also rejected by

Hathaway because, you see, they are

sabotaging the fight ; Hathaway only

neglected to point out that the workers

still following these leaders by the mil-

lions, are not yet aware of the sabot-

age, unless Hathaway believes either

that nobody of importance is following

them or that they are being followed be-

cause they salmtuge the interests of their

followers.

In any case, it is interesting to note

that Hathaway refrained from the cus-

tomary slanders about our "counter-rev-

el ntion ism".

The resolutions committee report pro-

posed that all the delegates present con-

stitute themselves as the provisional com-
mitfo for the Albany state-wide confer-

ence. As to the resolutions we submit-

ted, the committee found itself obliged

to borrow virtually all our concrete de-

mands. Instead of confining the move-
ment to social insurance, the program
now included the demand for immedi-
ate relief, and for the shorter work
day, without, however, specifying the

six-hour day and five-day week. The
only one of our proposals not incor-

porated by the committee was the one
dealing with credits to the Soviet Union.

Onr resolution for a broader confer-

ence was rejected without a single poli-

tical argument being presented against

it. The cornered Stalinists merely
ai-jruod that there were only six weeks
left until the legislature convened, and
they were so anxious to he on time to
meet it that they would not be able

to find time in which to call a wide
united front conference to precede it!

Yet, so demoralized were the Stalin-

ists, caught in the contradictions inher-

ent in the half-heartedness o£ the turn,

of its imidcqauey and one-sidedness, that

upon Weisbords motion that the central

bodies—the A. F. of L., the S. P., the
(Continued on page 4)
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ConfusionMarksStalinistPolicyonFightAgainstWar
Student Conference Compromises Communism in Chicaso

Edition of Amsterdam; Yield Principled Positions

The Student Congress held in Mandel
Hall, University of Chicago, on Decem-
ber 26th and 27th, gave further testimony

to the political revision invoked upon
the Communist movement by Stalinism.

The congress signified that tlie struggle

against imperialist war and militarism

was the ta-sk not of the Communists and
revolutionary workers, lint of the stu-

dents. The progenitor of this gathering
was the Amsterdam Congress held in

Brussels in the summer of 1932. For
that occasion, the International Left

Opposition presented an extremely sharp
criticism nf the present regime in the

Communist International, because it

turned the struggle against war over to

an arbitrarily appointed j;roup ot paci-

fists, liberals, poets, musicians, artists,

actors and what not, removing this de-

cisive activity from the hands of the

Communist International, and its see-

t ions.

Over tiie question of the war the

working class movements during the

war-years spilt. The culmination of

years of political and theoretical strug-

gle in the 2nd International came at

the outbreak of the war when the lead-

ing party in the 2nd International, the

German Social Democratic Party, voted

for war credits. That action was a
signal for the other Socialist Parties to

follow suit. 'With each section of the

Socialist International supporting its

own fatherland, the doom of Social Dem-
ocracy as the leader of the revolutionary

proletariat was sealed. Out of the back-

ground of this collapse, rose the inter-

national Left wing which was later to

form the Communist International. The
attitude toward the war in particular,

and militarism in general, was the

burning question in those trying days,

and upon which the attitude, the politi-

cal fate of the movement depended.
Upon the experiences of the world

war, the Communist International in its

early years set for itself the task of

clarifying the great confusion of that and
made clear to the revolutionary move-
ment that the struggle against war is

one of the chief tasks of the Commun-
ists. It must at all times carry out a
systematic agitation and propaganda
against war. The ranks of the army
must be penetrated by the Communists.
In the event of war the aim of the Com-
munists must be set upon transforming
the imperialist war into a civil war,

Upon concrete issues the Communists
must initiate united front movements
of the working class and its organisa-

tions against war and militarism. But
above all do not entrust the struggle

against war, to pacifists, to liberals, to

the socialists, the petty-bourgeoisie or

other such groupings. Unless the Com-
munists direct the struggle against war,

!

that struggle wili in the end result in
j

betrayal. Wasn't that the lesson of ex-

perience? Certainly I International paei-|

fism, international social-democracy, in-;

ternational liberalism, betrayed the!

masses and came to the support of the'

imperialist conflicts. That is why it
I

is all-important that in organizing united

!

front movements against war, political'

policy must be absolutely correct. It is]

impossible to unite on the basis of an
"agreement" on program with other' pol-

j

itical groupings. The basis for united

front action is the concrete situation—

:

but the Communists at no time surrender
;

their political aims, modify them orj

alter them in the interests of forming

'

united front action. That is why the!

Fourth Congress of the Young Commun-
ist International found it necessary to

j

declare

:

I

"The Young Communist Internationa!,

and the Young Communist Leagues, in

;

close connection with the Party and i

paralleled with the struggle against hour-

j

geols militarism and the danger1

of new '

imperialist wars must carry on a SPE-

!

CIAL AGITATION, PROPAGANDA AND

'

EDUCATION FOR THE LXEVITABIL-

'

ITY OF THE CIVIL WAR, THE NEC-
ESSITY FOR MILITARY PREPARA-
TION AND THE ARMING OF THE
PROLETARIAT AND THE RIGHT TO

[DEFEND THE PROLETARIAN REV- 1

OLUTION BY FORCE OF ARMS, THAT
\

IS TO SAY THE CREATION OF THE
ARMED PROLETARIAN POWER, THE
RED ARMY."
Not any artifically created organiza-

tions have the task of carrying on the
general struggle against war, not the
pacifists, or the liberals, but the Com-
munists. Isn't that clear? The Com-
munists do not conceive of war as an
abstract issue but understand it as a

product of the economic order of capital-

ism. The elimination of war and mili-

tarism will come about with the aboli-

tion of capitalism. Thus the struggle

gainst war as an integral part of capi-

talism must be unified with the general

social system and its replacement with
Communism.
The Amsterdam Congress marked a

departure from Communist principles.

The Communist International, instead of

organizing and leading the struggle
against war, turned this task over to

Barbusse, Holland, Patel and others.
Officially the Communist International
was represented at the Congress. But
the actual organization, of the Congress,

its political program, its dreetlon, was
in the hands of an arbitrarily selected

group who in reality represented no-

body. Is it any wonder that the rip-

ples created by Amsterdam have now
settled to a dead calm? Confusion mark-
ed the program of that Congress. Gen-
uine issues making necessary the exist-

ence of such a congress were not fully

blossomed. The Congress in Amsterdam
only succeeded in creating confusion on
the question of the struggle against
War. The Communists hid behind the
veil of the congress.

How does tha further confusion of

Amsterdam take place? It took place

in the form of the organization of the
American Committee against War, an-

other arbitrarily selected committee of

elements akin to those who organized
the Amsterdam Congress. And just as

the Amsterdam Congress not only form-

ally but actually replaces the C. I. and
YCI, as the organization to lead the

struggle against war and militarism, so

the American Committee against War,
accomplishes the same end nationally. It

was also, on the basis of a cable from
the Amsterdam Congress, that the Na-
tional students League initiated the

movement for the Student Congress
Against War. Building upon the experi-

ence of Amsterdam and the American
Committee Against War, the NSL arbi-

trarily organized a National Committee
for the Student Congress Against War
composed of a variety of elements repre-

senting numerous political views ranging
from pacifism to Communism, but actu-
ally represi-utiug no organizations or
members. It was this committee that or-

ganized and directed the congress. But
behind this committee, as behind Am-
sterdam ami the American Committee,
stood the Communist party and the
Young Communist League. Official Com-
munism hid once more behind the cloak
of a "National Committee". And so
we witnessed again the spectacle of the
Communists turning over the struggle

against war to semi-Communists, paci-

fists, liberals, and anti-Communists. But
what is outstanding in relation to this

atlair, is that for the first time since the
organization of the C. I. and YCL, we
gle against war and militarism is to be
are made to understand that the str'ug-

carried out this by tiie students, div-

orced from the working class and the
class struggle.

Paying liiv-service to the contrary,

means nothing. The fact is that the first

organized attempt to build an anti-war

movement was turned over to the stu-

dents. It is necessary to analysis this

further. But before that, one other ob-

servation is necessary Stalinism, which
rejects the united front tactic as orig-

inated at the third and fourth congress-

es of the Comintern, and so much in-

sisted upon by the Left Opposition, on
the basis that they could not "unite

with leaders'', "but only from below",

betrays itself on the Question of war.
Here of all places, the "'united fnont
from below" is completely forgotten and
what does take place is a united front

purely from the top, with individual and
isolated leaders of various movements,
without contact or control by the work-
ers. It is but another instant of Stalin-

ist zig-zags.

The advanced student in capitalist

countries represents socially and ideo-

logically tiie ruling class. The percent-

age of proletarian students is extreme-

ly small. Students do not play an in-

dependent role in tiie class struggle and
for the most part they support capital-

ism and become its intellectual leaders.

As a mass the students are reactionary.

Only small sections of the students can

be won to Communism or to the support

oE the proletariat. But under no cir-

cumstances can the students Independ-

ently engage in struggle let alone lead

any struggle against capitalism. That
is the view that dominated the Young
Communist International, at its incep-

tion. (At a future date the writer will

present for discussion an article on
the role of the student and National

Student League). It is the task of the

Communists to win support of the small

minority of proletarian students and
draw them into the struggle. That ac-

tivity belongs to the Young Communist
League. But what happened is that the

student movement initiated the anti-war

movement, gave it its leadership and
only succeeded in realizing what Amster-

dam .has: confusion.

ilf our analysis of the student is cor-

rect ( that analysis coincides with the

resolution of the Young Communist In-

ternational adopted at its 2nd congress)

then it was utterly false to transfer the

anti-war work into the hands of the stu-

dents. Actually in relation to the youth,

this task is one of the .chief activities

of the Young Communist League, which
embodies in itself the glorious tradi-

tions of the world youth movement dur-
ing the war days. But here again, fol-

lowing the logic of Amsterdam, the YCL,
which should have initiated the move-
ment was nowhere to be seen. It was
not even represented at the congress. It

was afraid to taint the congress with
Communism. "Keep it pure" was the
slogan, because the aim is to win the
pacifists and liberals ! That is how the

pre-congress period looked. The stu-

AN APOLOGY
The burning importance of the New

York United Conference on Unemploy-

ment made it necessary for us to carry

over to next week the material we had

planned to run in this issue on Lenin,

Liebknecht and Luxemburg.

dents were organizing the movement
against war and militarism

!

Let us examine briefly the pre-congress

period. First of all, a burning concrete

issue was absent. Therefore the con-

gress took on the character of a united

front (among students!) for the drawing

up of a program in the struggle against

war. When it is understood that the

whole affair was imtated by the Com-

munists, the criminal nature of the

understanding becomes clear. The work-

ing youth was not invited to the con-

gress thereby cutting off all relations

between the students and the workers.

That was criminal act number two. In

an effort to win the pacifists and liber-

als the call for the congress was ad-

dressed in the vaguest terms. What is

more the congress call was false. It

raised the cry for a struggle against

war without specifying what kind of

war. In popularizing the congress, the

Soviet Union and its defense was not

even mentioned. So close a sympath-

izer lo the Communist movement as Carl

llaessler, hi speaking for the congress

at one or ihe colleges in Chicago, did not

mention the Soviet Union and its de-

fense. When confronted with objections

by members of the Spartacus Youth
j

Club, he replied that if he were to dO|

that it would drive the non-Oommunists

;

away from the congress. Such and
more marked all the activities of the

NSL. The Young Communist League
remained ignommiously silent during

this whole period.

It was on of tbe above mentioned sit-

uation that the Spartacus Youth Club
in Chicago issued two statements, one
addressed to the National Students

League and the other to the YCL, outlin-

ing our criticisms of the congress pre-

parative and proposing the necessary

changes. These statements were well

received by the rank and file. The
leadership, however, attempted to edge
out from under the criticism with charges
of "Leftism" and "sectarian". The pro-

posal to invite working class youth- or-

ganizations to the congress, made by a

member of the Spartacus Youth Club at

a meeting of the high school division of

the XSL, was defeated by the vote of

members of the YSL. It was to be a

pure student gathering and the organiz-

ers made sure in advance that it would
be tainted by delegates representing

workers organizations.

The nature of the congress becomes

clear. Its composition was woeful.

There gathered some five or six hundred

students. A majority represented the

NSL, some socialists and pacifists, and

a great number individual students. The

agenda of the Congress was an un-serious

one. For a Congress that was to take

up the question of how the students

should struggle against war, to work up

a program and resolutions, one day

was aiotted lo speeches by Communists,

pacifists, and socia lisle. The various

speeches did not help to clarify those

gathered. At best confusion became
mure confounded. On the evening of

the first day, study classes were held

on various questions relating to war and
militarism, directed by Communists,

pacifists and socialists. And mind you,

this was a congress. On the second day

the practical questions of how to strug-

gle against war, the resolutions, the elec-

tion of the executive was to take place.

IJuite understandably, the proceedings

tbe socond day were rushed through

with such speed that it was impossible

for tbe delegates to actually assimilate

it a deliberations.

On the opening day of the congress the

Spartacus Youth Club distributed a
statement expressing the views Of the

Opposition youth ou the congress and
making concrete proposals to it. In ad-

dition to this statement the declaration

of the International Left Opposition to

the Amsterdam Congress was distribut-

ed. The Opposition pointed out in the

statement the false nature of tbe con-

gress, its failure to unite with the work-
ing youth, confusion in program, the

need to adopt a revolutionary position

in the struggle against war, tbe error in

attempting to organize a permanent anti-

war organizations and called upon the
Young Communist League to issue an
invitation for a broad united front con-
ference of working class organizations
to struggle on concrete issues against
war.

(To be continued)

—ALBERT GLOTZER.

Daily Worker Decries Promoter of the

Amsterdam Congress
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Out of tiie clear blue sky, we read
the following comment under the ''Inter-

national Notes'' written by ''Robert

Hamilton" in the Daily Worker of Janu-
ary 21, I&33: -II. G. Wells, noted Bri-

tish novelist, has been engaged in a
war of words with the London Morning
Post, in which he endeavors to play the
honest pacifist Strange words, indeed,

for the author of the Outline of His-

tory! We recall this to warn workers
of the two-faced pacifists such as H. G.
Wells, who ten years after the World
War shrieks his anti-war attitudes to
ihe four winds, but keeps his mouth shut
about the bombing of Irak tribesmen
and Hindu revolutionists, and who will
whoop it up for murder again when the
next imperialist conflict breaks out''.

It would not be imagined from the

violent tone of the Daily Worker that

this is the lirst time that Wells has been

endeavoring "to play the honest paci-

fist". iWere "Robert Hamilton" to give

the lull story, it would prove to be an

inconvenient revelation of the fact that

only a few months ago, the whole inter-

national Stalinist press was not only en-

gaged in a big publicity campaign for

H. G. Wells and his kidney, presenting

him to the militant workers as "honest

pacilists" but also in helping the "two-

faced pacifists such as H. G. Wells" to

"shriek his anti-war attitudes to the

four wounds" through every megaphone

the Comintern could put to his lips.

For Welis is one of the original sign-

ers of the Barbuse-Roliand-StaSin call

for the notorious Amsterdam Congress

which addressed itself to "all men and

women of good will". While the Bol-

shevik-Leninists of the Left Opposition

were virtually driven from the tribunes

of tiie international and national "anti-

war" conferences, the WelUes of every

country were hailed by the Comintern

apparatus and press as "honest pacifists",

"sincere lighters against war", "reliable

friends of the Soviet Union"!

The Comintern abused the Opposition

for demanding that an open call be ad-

dressed to the social democratic and re-

formist trade union organizations for a

united front against the war danger.

"Wo will not unite with the treacherous

leaders." But the "honest pacifist fight-

ers"—with them they not only united in

pathetic harmony, but they deluded

—

and continue to delude—the class con-

scious workers with the idea that the

miserable masquerade of Amsterdam was
a powerful weapon of struggle against

imperialist war. We of the Left Opposi-

tion, even under the hail of calumny,

warned that the petty bourgeois liter-

ateurs, doctor's, dentists, pacifists and
generals without armies—represented no-

body in particular and would add to the

movement only deception and confusion.

Wells is the first concrete example that

the Stalinists themselves have been com-

pelled to recognize—long after the fact

and without any explanation. As a mat-

ter of fact, they "wisely" refrain from
referring to .Wells' co-initiation of the

Amsterdam Congress. It would be a
littie .... embarassing.

If Wells is tbe first, there is no reason

to think that he will he the last. The
pamphlet recently issued on the Con-
gress by the "American Committee", an-

nounces that among the delegates "two

were French socialist members of the

Chamber of Deputies, Hamon and

JAPAN
Its Rise from Feudalism to Capitalist Imperialism

and the Development of the Proletariat

Jack Weber .By

Poupj : another was Nicole, editor of

Travail, a Swiss socialist paper. These
socialists as a group passed a resolu-

tion in which they stated: 'We decided

lo work zealously within our respective

organizations to win them over for a
united front against war, and for the

defense of the Russian revolution' "

Ilamou and Poupy are still deputies;

t'oupy is even a. member of the Perman-
eut international Committee. As every

two-year old child knows, France is the
principal backer of Japan in its Man-
chui-iitii adventure, and that in the mostj

direct sense. What have Messrs. Hamon'
id»d I'oupy said in the Chamber of De-
puties—to say nothing about what they
nave done among the masses outside the

Chamber—concerning the piratical war
Japan is conducting in Manchuria, and

the rule of French imperialism in it? To
our knowledge-—nothing!

And the Amsterdam Committee itself,

what is it doing about the erupting vol-

cano in Manchuria which threatens to

enguif the East in a new world war? It

is doing the maximum it is capable of

doing: nothing! The movement which

was conceived as a joint substitute for

;bo Communist struggle against imper-

ialist war and the united front of all

the workers for' action against the war

danger—proves to be impotent and pas-

sive when confronted by the first situa-

tion that calls for action. The Amster-

dam Committee does not act—it cannot.

It does not even speak. And what could

it say about so acute and unambiguous

a situation as the llanehurian conflict,

what proposals could it make that would

harmonize with the views of the Com-

munists on the one hand, and the H. G.

Welises, Henri Barbusses, General von

Sehoenaicbs and Ala Nazimovas on the

other?

What the Opposition once said about

the Angio-Iiussian Committee, holds

good for the Amsterdam Committee: At
the moment of real crisis (when deeds

are required and not merely words), aa

the danger of war and attack upon the

Soviet Union becomes more acute, this

Committee will reveal either its silent

impotence or its treachery of the il-

lusions it aroused, or more accurately,

of the illusions which the Stalinists

aroused in its name.

Before the Communists are presented

with new shocks in the form of the sud-

den discovery of new "Jingo H. G.

Wells" (as the Daily Worker now calls

him), this whole monstrosity of Amster-
dam must be removed from the scene.

Before the road can be clear, the ob-

stacles must be cast aside. The Amster-
dam masquerade is such an obstacle. The
Communists must start from the begin-

ning again. At tbe very outset, the

party must renounce the opportunistic
idea of forming a permanent organization
with non-Communist elements for the
"leadership" in the movement to educate
the workers about the struggle against
its oppressors. That is tbe function of
the party alone. But the party must
take the initiative in the formation of u
united front of all workers' organiza-
tions, the socialist parties and the trail.:

unions included, for a joint struggle
based upon a minimum program of ac-
tion, concrete and clearly denned, and
not going (i. e„ attempting to go) be-
yond the strict limits within which such
a united front is inevitably circum-

scribed. s.

Can there be any greater irony than

that the Comintern, founded by Lenin
and Trotsky, should urge the Japanese
Communists to gain "legality" at any
price, including the yielding Of its own
platform and program? What better

object lesson is required of the extreme
importance of maintaining unity of ac-

tion through clarity of policy and unity

of point of view—that is, through re-

striction of the membership of the Party
to those advanced workers only, who
accept Marxism and the Leninist concept

of disciplint—than the rich history of

the Russian Bolshevik Party? And un-

der what striking similarity of condi-

tions! Yet history presented that irony

in Japan as elsewhere. Fortunately the

adventure proved in vain.

It is the function of the Party to util-

ize every vital activity of the proletariat

to load and direct the class along the

road to power. In the light of its ultim-

ate "illegal" revolutionary goal—the dic-

tatorship of the proletariat—tbe Party

demands democracy not for its own sake

but for the political education of the

masses, for their disillusioning with all

reformist methods and objectives. The
Party demands the "right" to propagate

its own revolutionary platform and if

tliis right jeopardizes democracy, so much
the worse fur democracy. Tbe workers
must fight for democracy, for legality of

the Party, for reforms,— but this strug-

gle must never leave the masses in

doubt as to the position of the Commun-
ists who, taking the objective condi-

tions of the moment and their future

trend into account, advance the inter-

ests of the working-class as a whole so

as to strengthen the class for further

struggle along the road to power. Even
those Communist parties that have
achieved legality never forget for a
single instant that they may, under
changing circumstances, be forced under-
ground.

Universal suffrage was granted to the

Japanese workers under the strong pres-

sure of the masses. But it bore also a
different character. It was used as a
pawn by the bourgeois capitalists in an
attempt to win over the workers and
the petty bourgeoisie for a struggle
against tbe militarists. The capitalists

would prefer, if possible, peaceful pene-
tration to outright conquest in China.
But the struggle proved abortive, the
capitalists were tied hand and foot to

the war machine. Furthermore the in-

ternal crisis resolved the problem for
the capitalist imperialists by its urgent
demand for the most desperate remedies.
Not in vain are the changes in the mode
of production and in the productive
forces the "shock factors" of historic

development

!

The moment universal suffrage was
promised, in 1925, the militarists pre-
pared carefully for any untoward even-
tualities. Baron Tanaka—the author of
tbe Tanaka document—immediately re-

signed from the j»rmy and became presi-

dent of the Seijukai Party. In the eyes

of the military clique tbe situation call-

ed for a "strong" man, a Bonaparte.
And Tanaka was groomed for the task

at precisely the same moment and in

precisely the same fashion as Marshal
von Hindenburg (as President) in Ger-

many. Tanaka became premier in the
„

first elections held under universal ^at-
frage, elections so tainted by fraud and
corruption, so strongly controlled by acts

of autocracy that to stifle the angry
criticism of the masses a thousand
workers and intellectuals were arrested
under the frame-up of a nation-wide

Communist plot. The Tanaka regime
ended in scandals strikingly like those

of the Harding administration in Am-
erica.

The wily Japanese capitalists have
made every effort to establish the two-
party system in Japanese politics. The
Seijukai may be compared with the Eng-
lish lory party the Minseito with the
whigs. Both parties are under1 com-
plete boss control. Tbe party platforms
mean nothing, are much alike, in fact

do not vary from election to election.

The government connection with big

business, plain enougii in America, Is

far more open in Japan. The party
leaders become directors of the South
Manchuria Railroad, of steamship com-
panies, etc. These leaders cannot re-

ward their followers with government
jobs as these are reserved for the bu-
reaucracy under the military clique.

Hence, the parties resort to a more open
cash system. The cost of elections Is

far greater, owing to greater corruption,

than in other countries, and elections

are more frequent. Before the War It

took more than 20,000 yen to elect a
man to the Diet. Now it costs more.
Kach candidate pays one-half the requis-

ite sum—the party the rest. Since four
hundred are elected each time, party

expenses are enormous, control Jailing

naturally into the hands of the rich (as
elsewhere). The pay in the Diet is

small but bribery for concessions and
purchases provide rich plums.
The workers have no Illusions concern-

ing the bourgeois parties whose history

has been all too short to permit the use
of those refined niceties of technique of
the Western countries. The masses pin
little faith in types like the first great
"commoner", premier, Hara, who came
io power after the Rice-Riots. This law-
yer in the pay of the copper king, Fur-
ukawa, this liberal whose doctrines were
expressed In his remark : "My platform
is a blank sheet of paper. I can write
upon it what I will", was the willing
tool of the military in the Siberian ad-
venture. It was Ilara and his minister
for Home Affairs, Tokouanu (one of
the worst suppressors of free speech
aail the press), who organized one of
the largest of the thirty reactionary
societies ready at ail times to attack
the workers. Despite his personal body-
guard, despite his great services in the
interests of the ruling class, Hara was
assassinated for tbe slight difference
thatj existed between the interests of
finance capital and those of the naili-

(Continned on page 4)

Our Club Plan
MILITANT BUILDERS

THE THREE-m-ONE ,

REVOLTING FUND !

Our campaign is not in full swing yet.

'

-Many ar'a the comrades who failed to
[

take advantage of the club plan and!
the Paid Sub Cards. What can be I

achieved by taking advantage of the

club plan is shown by the New York !

comrades by whom flfty-two subs out

'

of a total of sixty-one have been turned
in since the beginning of this drive.

There are a number of sympathizers who
invested a couple of dollars in Paid Sub
Cards and after selling them re-invest

the money in additional sub cards. This
creates revolving fund of $2 per comrade-
investor, helps the Militant financially

and extends its circulation. This is the
best way of keeping money in circula-

tion, at the same time increasing the
circulation of the Militant.

THE RECORD BY CITIES
New York 61
Chicago 36
Minneapolis 22
Pittsburgh 16
Philadelphia 15

Montreal . 15
Toronto 10
Boston 10
New Castle, Pa. 8
Lynn, Mass. 5
South Bend, Ind. 5
St. Louis 4
Des Moines 4
1'oungstown 4

That up-and-coming sub-getter from

the local environs has done it. He has
crashed through to first place. Is he go-

ing to stay there? What do you say,

comrade Vomvas ? And you, cmorade
Nash ? And what has the Chicago
Friends of the Militant Club to say?
And all our other comrades? If he's

going to stay there make him do some
lively stepping to keep his place.

H. Capelis 14

Chicago Frfends of the

Militant Club 12

P. Vomvas 12

H. Nash 12

B. Morgenstern 8
V. It. Dunne 8
J. Weber 7
W. Krehm
A. Joel 8
A. ROSS e
L. Basky 5

C. Ingram 5
H. A. 4
M. Hudson 4
F. Raybarn 4

M. Gottlieb
. 4

J. Hamilton 4

W. Konikow 4
O. Coover 4
S Lessin 4

J Sifakis 4

E. McMillen 4
A. Miller 4

G. Drucker 4
J. Rita 4

M. Koehler 4
J. Ruby 4
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Conference Report
(Continued from page 2)

Workmen's Circle and so forth—be in-

vited to the Albany conference, the re-

solutions committee stated that this is

what they had intended to do in any

case, and when it was put to a vote,

it was carried by a majority i Thus, on

paper at least, the "united front from

below" was rejected. It is most likely

that the adopted motion will remain on

paper. It involves too much of a blow

at the party bureaucracy and its ever-

changing policies to have much chance

of being carried out seriously in practise.

From the whole course of the confer-

ence, it is clear that the party is in the

midst of a serious turn-about-face, forced

upon U by the increasing misery of the

masses, the bankruptcy of its previous

line of policy, and the incessant hammer-

blows of Left Opposition criticism. Nor

can there be any doubt that the turn is

also the result of pressure from the

party ranks which nave been disturbed

and discontented with the policy of!

sectarianism and ultimatism which

proved so sterile for the movement. That

the turn is inadequate, that it is render-

ed far less effective than it should be,

was also demonstrated clearly by the

New York conference. The retention of

yesterday's ultra-Leftism with regard to

"no united front with the leadera or

the organizations" continues to be a

heavy anchor preventing the movement

from advancing with thy necessary po-

wer and speed. The combination with

this feature of the turn of the opportun-

istic, parliamentary twist that has been

incorporated into it, contains a grave

danger for tomorrow. The Centrist bu-

reaucracy, which swings between ultra-

Leftism and a Right wing policy, is quite

capable of dragging the promising move-

ment into a stinking parliamentary

swamp. In this respect, it has not

changed fundamentally from the days

when it worked in unbreakable harmony

with Purcell and Chiang Kai-Shek. And

that is what must be guarded against

with the utmost vigilance.

Not only was the confused nature of

the party's leadership of the present

movement strikingly shown at the con-

ference (opposition to "uuited front

with leaders", but adoption of Weisbord's

last motion, to give one example) but

It was clear that the Stalinists have not

thought out what their next step will

be. To neglect this factor In any move-

ment, Is fatal. The function of a rev-

olutionary leadership is to make a thor-

ough analysis of the situation at hand

in the light of past experiences; and

on the basis of It to forecast the line

of development for the next period; to

think out problems and programs to tbe

end; and to drive consciously and clear-

headedly along the right course. This

the party leadership has done at no

stage of the struggle. It is incapable

of doing it. It is the task of the Op-

position to stand unbendingly by Its

policy, which is verified over and over

again by the events of every day, and
to fight for its victory in the ranks of

the Communist vanguard. The New
York conference showed again that the
Opposition is fulfilling its task.

—JIAX SHACHTMAN.

Resolutions Presented to the

N. y. Conference

(Continued from page 1)

(Introduced at the Unemployment

Conference by the delegation of the

Communist League of America (Left

Opposition).

This Conference for the Unemployed

recognizes that although a base has been

laid for a broad workers' movement, the

representation at this Conference is in-

suflicient for a really effective campaign

lor our demands. It is necessary that

a united trout movement on the broadest

basis for the unemployed be developed,

isueh a United Front movement must in-

clude representatives from all working

class organizations—trade unions, frat-

ernal bodies, political parties and groups.

Therefore, this Conference goes on re-

cord to issue a call for a second Con-

ference witbiu two weeks time. To this

conference ail working class bodies—cen-

tral bodies as well as, local and branch

organizations—shall be invited to partt-

uipaie in a movement on the basis of

a minimum program of concrete de-

mands. The respective central organi-

zations of the Communist party, the A.

F. of L., the Socialist party and inde-

pendent trade unions shall be direetly

invited to participate. At this confer-

ence ail representatives shall as a mat-

ter of course have the right to maintain

their own particular views, but shall be

under the obligation to engage in a com-

mon struggle for the adopted program.

In accord with the foregoing, a stand-

ing committee shall be elected with the

following instructions:

1. To issue a call Immediately for

the Second Conference inviting all work-

iug cluss organizations to participate.

2. To organize the sending of speak-

ers to the various organizations to urge

the acceptance of the Invitation and ex-

plain the aims of the movement.

3. To issue a minimum of 50,000 leaf-

lets to popularize the conference and
its projected program,

4. To call upon each organization re-

preseuted to hold a public meeting in

support of the conference under its own
auspices.

5. To organize a joint mass meeting

of all organizations participating in the

conference with representative speakers

from each tendency.

therefore to build a broad united front

movement of all working class and poli-

tical organizations for mass struggles

for the conference's aims through demon-

strations and activity in all workers' or-

ganization for the unity of the employ-

ed the organized and unorganized. The
utmost mass pressure must be exerted

upon the capitalist class and its agents

to obtain our demands.
The Conference resolves further to

work for the mobilization of all work-

ing class organizations for the attain-

ment of its program In the swiftest pos-

sible time.

.annon s Speech

INTERNATIONAL WORKERS
SCHOOL NOTES

At the conclusion of bis course in the

History of the Third International com-

rade Shachtman will begin one in the

Principles of the Left Opposition. Com-

rades interested in following tbe course

fiom out of town should get in touch

.

with, comrade Weber, tbe administrator-

who will supply outlines and a list of 1

reference works.

Such a syllabus on the Fundamentals

of Communism drawn up by comrade
Oehler is available.

The class in Elementary Communism
by comrade Abern is proceeding smooth-

ly.

Pioneer" Publishes will supply all the

literature required by the courses of the

International Workers School.

The Case of Chas.

Yale Harrison
We have received a copy of the state-

ment sent out by Mr. Charles Yale Har-

rison, the author, announcing his resig-

nation from the editorial board of the

New Masses in protest against the

treatment accorded to comrade Trotsky's

daughter, Zinalde, which led to her

suicide. Tbe malicious attempt of the

Dally Wortier to link Mr. Harrison with

the Left Opposition makes it necessary

for us to state that there is not the

slightest connection between the two.

Moreover, the whole tone and content of

Mr. Harrison's statement reveals so

clearly the unbridgable chasm between

him and the revolutionary Left Opposi-

tion that only the hirelings of the

Daily Worker's staff could impute to

us any association with the author in

question. That reactionaries or petty

bourgeois' "sympathizers" with the

movement have taken advantage, from

time to time, of the disputes within the

proletarian movement to air their own
particular prejudices or anti-working

class views, is all too well known. In

the present instance, the revolting per-

secution of our deceased comrade Zln-

aide, purely in the interests of Stalin's

thirst for personal vengeance upon Trot-

sky, brought upon the bureaucratic re-

gime the flaming protests of proletarian

revolutionists. The bureaucracy was
also laid open to hypocritical ehidlngs

from the enemy camp, especially \ from
the bourgeois press, which shed some
crocodile tears in the hope that they
would wipe out tbe fact that every sin-

gle day the bourgeoisie of the capital-

ist world adds new murders of working
class fighter's to its bloody record.

The Lett Opposition, and the revolu-

tionary workers it continues to draw to

Its banner, will settle accounts with the
rude and disloyal bureaucracy, stamped
with the brand of Cain, without any of

the unasked assistance of elements alien

to tbe genuine proletarian movement.

RESOLUTION ON PROGRAM
AND TACTICS

(Introduced at the Unemployment
Conference by the delegation of the Com-
munist League of America (Left Opposi-

tion).

We must aim to develop this confer-

ence into a broad movement of the work-

ing class against the menace of unem-
ployment and against Its breeder, capital-

ist society. In such a movement the

working class can be united more closely

and militantly in common struggle.

The call for the present conference

proposes a statewide conference to map
out a legislative program in defense of

the interests of the unemployed and
working class. This proposal fs accept-

able but in order to obtain the objects

of this Conference, in part or while, the

program must be widened.

Therefore, this Conference shall goes

on record as favoring the following pro-

gram of Immediate demands;
1. Immediate Relief.

2. Unemployment Insurance, to be

paid for by the Employers and the

State Government.

3. For the C hour' day and C day week
with no reduction in pay.

4. For trade relations with, and the

extension of credits to the Soviet Union,

as a means of unemployment relief for

American workers and for drawing the

American and Russian workers into a

closer fraternal bond.

5. Recognition of the Soviet Union by
flie United States Government.
This Conference recognizes also the

need to develop the struggle for its pro-

gram beyond a merely legislative and
parliamentary program. It is incumbent

(Continued from page 1)

slitutions and leadership until they are

ready, or nearly ready to break with tbe

central organization. Do we act other-

wise? And cannot we find our way to

the reformist workers more effectively

if we attribute to them something of

the same sense of organizational loyalty

that we ourselves manifest?

In the resolutions of the Communist

Left Opposition which 1 have introduced

here, there is a proposal to call a sec-

ond conference within two weeks and

to invite to this conference not only tbe

locals and branches of the A. F. of L-,

the Socialist party, the .Workmen's Cir-

cles and similar organizations but also

their respective central bodies, i will

be answered to the effect that the lead-

ers of these organizations obstruct and

sabotage the movement and do not want

to engage in anj real struggle with tbe

employers and the state. We are quite

convinced tbat this is true, liut the

A. F. of L. and Socialist parly workers

arc by no means convinced and will not

be convinced merely by our denuncia-

tions.

The way to convince them is to put

their lenders to the test in action. That

is the meaning of our proposal to invite

also the leaders to join in the com-

mon struggle. It puts tb« conscientious

workers in these organizations-—those

who really want to fight—in a position to

demand of their leaders that they trans-

late their words into deeds without in

any way, at the beginning, involving a

break wilh their organization. It puts

I hem in a position to bring pressure on

their leaders by normal organization

meaus, to force some of them, if only

for ii short time, to participate in the

united movement and to convince them-

selves by this test, by this experience

that their leaders have been deceiving

them with phrases.

Only in this way, in this process can

we separate the masses o£ the conscien-

tious workers in the reformist organiza-

tions from tiieir treacherous leaders and

draw them into a common struggle with-

out those leaders and against them. This

is not a new revelation of the Left Op-

position. This, comrades and fellow-

workers, is the A 11 C of the united

front tactic of Lenin.

This is the way we must move. This

is the way the movement is tending un-

der the enormous pressure of conditions

on the one side, and the bankruptcy of

all other tactics ou the other. The uni-

ted front tactic as we have laid it down
in our resolution is a means for the

mobilization of a genuine workers' mass

movement for the struggle against the

class enemy. It is, at the same time,

a means for the separation of the re-

formist workers from the influence of

their treacherous, phrase-mongering lead-

ers.

The tactic that has been employed up
till now, despite all the good intention,

has served opposite ends. Here in the

fourth year of tbe crisis the capitalists

remain secure and arrogant. The re-

formist and reactionary labor bureau-

cracy in the political as well as in the

trade union field remains unshaken in

its position. The vanguard workers'

movement remains comparatively weak,

isolated and ineffective. All the objec-

tive conditions point to a difference state

of affairs. The fearful mass misery,

the appalling hunger, destitution and
discontent of the millions is a powerful

force to change the whole situation in

a comparatively short time. It is to

aid this process that tbe Left Opposition

has come to this conference and sub-

mitted its resolutions for your consi-

deration.

Japan
(Continued from page 3)

tarists.

Japanese history embodies a great lore

of bloody deeds of vengeance. iWhen
feudal society was dissolved by decree,

there remained a class of "masterless

men", the former samurai whose only

occupation had been the wielding of the

sword in tbe services of some lord.

These ronin form the hirelings of the

reactionaries in politics to convey and
carry out threats against political op-

ponents. Assassinations by these feudal

mercenaries are of frequent occurrence.

In the split that followed the debacle

of the all-embracing farmer-labor mass
party, three parties gradually crystal-

lized out, each one supported by a split-

off section of the trade unions. The
writer has been unable to obtain suffici-

ent data as to the precLse activities of

the Communists in the various splits so

Unit he can merely enumerate tbe part-

ies and their strength. The Japanese
Genera! Federation of Labor supports

the Sbakai Jlinshuto (Right wing social

democratic party) which obtained 165,000

votes and -i teats in the 1928 elections.

The xihou Honoto-—Japanese Labor-

Farmer Party was organized by the

centrists of the General Fedoration of

Japanese Labor and Farmers. It cap-

tured 2 seats with 96,000 votes in 192S.

The Left wing organized the Redo Nom-
into which obtained no seats despite its

S5,(MK) votes. The centrists and Loft

wine parties were both dissolved by the

government ns being dangerous. How-
ever, the party reorganized, the Lefts

forming the Shin Ronoto (Labor Farmer
Party 1 in 1029. The centrists formed
the N'ihon Taishufo or Japan Mass Party,

in the 15)30 elections the combined vote

of the parties was over half a million.

Prom the attacks made by Japanese

Communists at the present time on the

'social Fascists" of the other worker
parties, it is clear that tbe Japanese
Communists have followed blindly the

Stalinist zig-zag tactics, tactics that have
resulted at tills crucial moment in the

history of the working class of the

world, in causing loss of confidence in

the vanguard by the Japanese masses.

Although we cannot accept without ques-

tion the opinion of so confirmed an enemy
of the Communists as Matsuoka of the

Japanese General Federation of Labor,

yet there is a sufficient element of truth

in his remark, made in 1&29 ; "The Com-
munist movement is getting more and
more idealized and formularized. In

other words the movement has become
one of students or young men and
women; it is diverging increasingly from
the practical fighting line, so that it is

com in:- more and more under the sur-

veillance of the Minister of Education
than that of the Home Minister. Their
sphere of action is passing from the
factories, mines and agrarian villages

to the schools and colleges."

Nazis Provoke CPG
(Continued from page 1)

"dress rehearsal" by this means to bol-

ster his regime ; this was the game of

Von Schleicher and Hitler.

To accomplish, this, Hitler moved up
to the firing line. The time is not ripe

for his special services of unrestrained

murder and pillage of the working class

organizations. But it may be soon in

the calculations of the world bourge-
oisie. The working class throughout
the world must be on guard, alert.

Some shifts are taking place in the

world situation but tbe key is still in

Germany. Some shifts have taken place
in the German situation but the slower
tempo has not altered the basic issue.

It is still : Communism or Fascism, The
workers must tell Von Schleicher and
the bourgeoisie that the alternative to

ISonapartism is not Fascism but that
tbe solution to the problem is the pro-

letarian revolution. Everywhere the
workeis, and particularly the Commun-
ist vanguard must raise, their voices

with the Left Opposition to demand that
the C. I. and tbe German party throw
overboard the ruinous theory of social-

Fascism and adopt the Leninist united
front to unite, the German working class
around the banner of Communism for

the proletarian revolution. -T. STAMM.

Unemployed &
Petty Bourgeois «SoIution»

The capitalist press has now picked

up the "Self-Help" and :'Rarter Ex-

change" movements as remedies to solve

tbe problem of the breakdown of capi-

talist production. Every new theory and

new movement which claims to allevi-

ate the desperate situation within the

confines of capitalism is grasped by the

press with the eagerness of a drowning

man clutching a straw. This is the case

with the widespread national movement

of barter exchange.

Large sections of the middle class are

participating in the movement. Ex-

change organizations have been set up
by business interests in order to put

their frozen assets into circulation.

Otherwise these small business enter-

prises will fall into bankruptcy and
thence the hands of the local bankers.

The small business interests, taking the

initiative in this field, hope to keep up

a semblance of profit and prevent big

business from taking its toll on the

wave of the crisis. These movements
first obtained a foothold in the West.

Now they have been extended. In one

form or another, to all parrs of the coun-

try, drawing in large sections of the

urban middle class, farmers and unem-
ployed workers.

Whole layers of the working class have
been drawn into the barter exchange
movement. These unemployed workers,

pressed between unemployment and
starvation on the one hand and Inade-

quate and, often, no relief on the other,

have turned to the barter and self-help

movements in an attempt to cheat hun-

ger and starvation—until better times.

The barter exchange movement finds

a working basis for the exchange of

manufactured and farm products for

the idle labor power of the workers.
These movements take on varied forms,

depending upon the initiative of loeal

industries and organizations. The or-

ganizations vary from the business men's
'cooperatives" to the cooperatives of the
workers, with hybrids and temporary
class collaboration plans in between. The
business men's associations which have

drawn in the workers as an auxiliary

have by far been the most successful.

A Note On Max
Eastman

To the Editorial Hoard of the Militant:

Dear Comrades

:

Recently I have repeatedly had oppor-

tunity to convince myself of the fact

lhat Max Eastman is carrying on a sys-

tematic fight against materialist dial-

ectics, the philosophical foundation of

Marxism and scientific Communism. In

its content and its theoretical tendency

this tight does not differ in any way
from the other varieties o£ petty bour-

geois revisionism, beginning with Bern-

steinism (in its philosophical-theoretical

parts). If Eastman while so doing keeps

his warm sympathy for the October rev-

olution and even for the Left Opposition

this crying illogicality is subjectively

honorable for him but does not raise by

one iota the value of his criticism of

Marxism.

I could have left the Croton variety

of revisionism silently to its proper de-

stiny, if I had not been bound for a long

time to Eastman himself by personal and
literary ties. Eastman recently trans-

lated three volumes of my History of

the Revolution into the English langu-

age. As is generally acknowledged, he
has caried out this great work in an
excellent manner. I have expressed to

him my sincere thankfulness for this,

and am prepared to repeat it here. But
as soon as Eastman attempts to trans-

late Marxian dialectics into the langu-

age of vulgar empiricism, his work pro-

vokes in me a feeling which is the di-

rect opposite of thankfulness. For the

purpose of avoiding all doubts and mis-

understandiugs I consider it my duty to

bring this to the knowledge of every-

body. With Communist greetings,

L. TROTSKX.

STRIKE WHILE THE IRON IS HOT!
Because the Militant goes to press be-

fore correspondence from the middle and

far west, on the basis of the previous

issue, has time to reach us, we are un-

able, at this writing, to gauge the re-

sponse to our appeal for funds to print

comrade Trotsky's speech, "The Defense

of the October Revolution", as a pam-

phlet.

Of one thing we are sure. That is,

that if the speech meets with the same
reception outside of New York—as it

did here—as it is sure to do—it will

be hailed as a political weapon of tre-

mendous importance for our movement.
Once more we want to emphasize the

absolutely burning Importance of bring-

ing it out as a pamphlet In the shortest

possible time. Fully half a hundred
comrades and friends here have been

struck with the same idea independently

of one another.

There must be hundreds more. While

their enthusiasm is at white heat, while

tbe greatness and beauty of the speeeb

are still upon them—let us strike! De-
voted comrades and sincere sympath-

izers need no exhortations to lubricate

the revolutionary movement with funds.

They will know how to qct in the pre-

sent situation. But out on the periphery

of the movement there are people who
must be moved by some unusual event

or writing. This speeeb is si*ch an ex-

ceptional event. The impulse to ac-

quaint friends and fellow-workers with

Ptoneer i ublishinQ fundm3
it must be well-nigh irresistible. For

this purpose everyone will be willing to

donate something. It cannot be other-

wise.

Not very much is needed. Only ninety

dollars. Here in New York we have al-

ready raised six and a half, four and a

half through the efforts of comrade

Finkel, one dollar from comrade Vomvas
in Pittsburgh and one from a party

member in New York. That is only a

small beginning. Let us go to work

!
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UNEMPLOYMENT AND THE
AMERICAN WORKING CLASS
How many have you sold? Have you

made yourself into a literature agent to

dispose of this pamphlet in record time?

It is easy, incredibly easy. Five cent

pamphlets are just the thing. Everyone

can afford them.

In the last few years, especially, a

vast literature has been written about

unemployment. Most of it is a "Niagara

of trash pouring into oblivion." Very

little of it is Marxist. Even that which

bears tbe stamp of the official party is

not free from serious errors. But here

is a simply written, short piece which
is Marxist.

It opens up new propaganda fields for

us. Who is not interested in the ques-

tion? And what worker is not looking

for a clear Marxist statement on it? We
must strive to put copies fnto the hands
of thousands of workers. The carefully

and painfully built-up prestige of the
Left Opposition will not be the least

advantage to us in presenting our posi-

tion on unemployment to the class. The
weapon is forged. Let us wield it.

A REMINDER
Just a short note to remind our com-

rades and readers that we still have
the following on hand and get in more
from time to time: Revolutions!? Les-
sons by Lenin; Whither England by
Trotsky; Value, Price and Profit; Wo«»-
Labor and Capital ; the Communist Mani-
festo; and other Marxist classics. If

you want any of these speak up.

Barter Exchange
Reflects Pressure of the Crisis

Under the guiding hand of the business

men's barter exchange associations, labor

power takes on a form of charity.

The exploitation of labor power is

still further disguised behind the "bro-

therhood of men", "self-help" and "char-

ity''. It becomes a substitute for social

and unemployment insurance paid by

tbe capitalists and their state. It "re-

places" the class struggle; or, rather,

becomes an inverted expression of the

class struggle. This kind of charity is

only given for a certain amount of labor

power. Tbe workers exchange their

labor power at a discount for food and

supplies. If this can be extended the

local charity drive and the agitation for

social insurance can be held in reserve

—

until the class pressure forces action.

These barter exchange organizations

usually function of the basis of negoti-

able credit certificates or script. The

smaller associations function on a pure

barter base. The whole barter exchange

movement, regardless of which way it

Ifuns—in die direction of the workers or

the capitalists—is the result of tbe

breakdown of commodity production and

distribution under capitalism. It is a

return to more elementary forms of ex-

change. This is no sense denotes a step

forward. Socialism. not barter ex-

change, is the solution for the break-

down of capitalism. Barter exchange in

a crisis, under the domination of the

business interests, is not a step toward
'

socialism. It is a class collaboration

move to prevent the free play of tbe

class struggle development of the work-

ing class. Tbe barter exchange move-

ment is an attempt to bridge through

the crisis until normal exchange, which

rests upon the capitalist mode of pro-

duction, is re-established.

The barter exchange and self-help

movement lias more than one side for

the workers too. Dominated by the

business interests, tbe movement becomes

a powerful lever of class collaboration.

Where the self-help movement becomes

a workers cooperative movement, subor-

dinated to the interest and aims of the

class and the party, it can be useful to

the workers as an auxiliary movement.

It cannot substitute for the class strug-

gle. It cannot replace the struggle of

the employed and unemployed for de-

mands against the capitalists and their

government, such as immediate relief,

social and unemployment insurance, the

six hour day and five day week with

no reduction in pay, in short, It can-

not replace the class struggle.

The workers who raise the slogan of

"workers' control" iu relation to the

barter exchange and self-help movement

are suffering from the worst kind of

ultra-Left sickness. Opportunist class

collaboration ideas and ultra-Left slo-

gans go hand in hand. The slogans of

workers' control are slogans for a per-

iod of the class struggle that we have

not yet reached in America. When the

class struggle and tbe relation of class

forces reaches this stage, to delay is-

suing these slogans will be suicidal. In

the dual power stage, when tbe working

class and its organizations become the

kernel and the capitalist class and its

governmental and industrial admin is-

olation becomes the shell, then the time

is rij>e. In the meantime, a revolution-

ary, international program with proper

tactics in the day-to-day struggles of

tbe workers is the order of the day.

—HUGO OEHLER.

Resolution on

Weisbord
The following resolution was adopted

by the N. Y. Branch:

The N. Y. branch of the Communist
League of America endorses the position

taken by the NEC in its negotiations

witli the C. L. of Struggle. We view

as entirely correct the present suspen-

sion of the negotiations on the following

grounds

:

1. Every opportunity was afforded to

Comrade Weisbord, as spokesman for

the C. L. of Struggle to clarify his posi-

tion in relation to the Left Opposition.

The NEC posed correctly, after the in-

itial blunders of comrade Weisbord, the

minimal, principle requirements set by
tbe League for the fusion of the two
organizations. The columns of the

Militant were open for the free expres-

sion of comrade Weisbord's views on
these requirements. Comrade Weisbord
failed to meet the requirements.

2. The NEC in all its negotiations

wilh comrade Weisbord showed clearly

its desire to leave the road open for

the entrance of the Communist League
of Struggle into our organization. Com-
rade Weisbord, on the contrary, has yet
to show that he seriously wishes to

fuse with tbe League. Even aside from
baste principle difference which remain
unliquidated, notably those involving the

relations within the Communist move-
ments, of its three groupings—the ques-
tion of centrism—the entire approach of
comrade Weisbord was based on a false

policy of maneuvering, on attacks on
the NEC rather than a serious approach
to the International Left Opposition, on
the holding of public meetings for the
specific purpose of apeallng to the mem-
bership (united front from below) over
tbe heads of our leadership.

3. We emphatically state that com-
rade Weisbord has placed obstacles fn

the way of fusion with our organization.
If comrade Weisbord and his group still

desire to make it possible for them to
become an organic part of tbe C. L. of
A. and the I. L. O. they must be guided
genuinely by the proposals made them
by the NEC.
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Hitler in Power; Civil War Starts
LEON TROTSKY

The Danger of Thermidor
An Analysis of the Significance of Stalin's Latest Speech

The Soviet regime rests on the alliance tempo of industrialization and collectivi-

between the proletariat and the peasan-

try. The proletariat constitutes the minor-

ity of the population; the peasantry, the

overwhelming majority. Yet in the hands

of the proletariat are the most concen-

trated m ans of production. The forces

of the peasantry, on the contrary, are

split up through their economic relations.

Still more, it is not a homogeneous group.

As long as there is no thoroughgoing

change in technique and economy in the

village—and for this even under the

most favorable circumstances the work

of a whole generation would be needed

—the peasantry will crystallize out of

itself a stratum of kulaks, which inevita-

bly strives towards capitalism. The
mechanical destruction of the present

kulaks decides nothing. After the al-

leged "liquidation of the kulaks as a

class" the Soviet press constantly keeps

complaining (having gone over from ma-
terialism to idealism, since bureaucrats

are always idealists), of the power of

the kulak "ideology", of the remains of

kulak psychology, etc. In fact, behind

these complaints is hidden the fact that

the middle class of peasants, although

zation.

Back to War Communism

It means nothing to add, "Has the

five year plan abolished classes and in-

troduced socialism?" But we must un-

questionably ask, "Has it assured the

"smytehka" between city and country?

The answer is "No", It has shaken and

weakened it." In his last speech at the

plenum of the Central Committee, Stalin

boasted that the planned collectivization

bad been exceeded three times over. But

who needs these figures outside of the

bureaucratic boasters? The statistics of

collectivisation do not take the place of

bread. The kolkhozes are numerous, but

there is no meat and no vegetables. The

city has nothing to eat. Industry Is dis-

organized because the workers are hun-

gry. In its relation to the peasant, the

city has passed from a semi-voluntary

exchange through a tax in kind to com-

pulsory expropriations, that is, to the

methods of war-time Communism.

The hungry workers are dissatisfled

with the policies of the party. The party

is dissatisfied with the leadership. The

.peasantry is dissatisfied with industrial-

locked up into kolkhozes, faced with the
. jetton, with collectivization, with the

present level of technique and economy,: citVi part cf tne peasantry is dissatis-

sces no other way out for itself than to

lift itself up to the level ol the kulaks.

What the Peasant Demands

In the October upheaval two revolu-

tions were interlaced ; the end of the

democratic one and the beginning of the

socialist. By doing away with lease pay-

ments, the democratic revolution saved

iied with the regime. What part? We
cannot know, but it is clear that under

present circumstances, it can only grow.

"The planned collectivization has been

exceeded three times over!" But that is

precisely the misfortune. The forced

kolkhozes not only do not lead to social-

ism, but on the contrary undermine the

the peasantry almost half a billion gold .
foundations of the dictatorship of the

rubles. The fruits of the socialist rev-

olution are valued by the poor peasants

according to the quantity of industrial

products which lie can obtain in ex-

change for a given quantity of grain.

The peasant ia no Utopian ; he does not

demand that socialism be built up in 6ne
country and in five years at that. But he
does demand that socialist Industry de-

liver him goods under conditions which
are no worse than those of capitalist in-

dustry. Under these conditions, the pea-

sant is prepared to extend an unlimited

credit in political confidence to the pro-

letariat and Its party. The Soviet state

would receive the possibility of maneu-
vering according to the internal condi-

tions and the world situation, and of

drawing the peasantry into socialist eco-

nomy.

The basis of mass collectivization can
only be the equivalent exchange of the

products of industry and agriculture.

Without going into the theoretical econ-

omic hair-splitting, we must regard as

"equivalent" such an exchange as will

stimulate the peasants, individual as

well as- collectivized, to till as much
land and harvest as much grain as pos-

sible, selling the greater part to the city

in order fco obtain for it as large a

quantity of industrial products as possi-

ble. Only such reciprocal economic
relation between city and country—what
Lenin called the "smytehka"—can free

the workers state from the necessity of

taking forcible measures against the vil-

lage to compel the exchange. Only from
the moment when the voluntary exchange
is assured will the proletarian dictator-

ship be unshakable. The "smytehka"
thus secured, means the closest political

alliance of the poor peasantry with the

urban workers, the firm support of the

decisive masses of the middle peasantry,

and consequently, the political isolation

of the kulaks and of all capitalist ele-

ments in the country in general. The
"smytehka", thus secured, means the un-

shakable loyalty of the Bed Army to the

proletarian dictatorship, which in view

of the successful industrialization and
the unlimited human, largely peasant,

reserves, will make it possible for the

Soviet state to repulse any imperialist

intervention.

As the Left Opposition has declared

since 1923, industrialization is the pre-

requisite of the march towards social-

ism. Without a rising industrialization

neither linen nor nails, not to speak of

tractors, can be supplied to the peasants.

But industrialization must be carried

through at such a tempo and in accord-

ance with such plans that the relation

of the quantity of goods between city

and village will steadily If slowly im-

prove, and the standard of living of

worker* and peasants rise. This fore-

most condition of the stability of the

whole regime limits the permissible

proletariat by becoming the organized

form of the strike of the peasants

against the city. By hiding its grain

from the state or purposely limiting its

seeding, the pasantry places itself on

the road of the kulaks. "Permit me," it

(Continues on page 4)

GIVE NOW!
The drive to SAVE THE MILI-

TANT is the first order of business

of the League and its sympathizers

In the present period. We are con-

fronted with the most serious finan-

cial condition possible and unless we
obtain several hundred dollars, the

very existence of the MILITANT is

threatened. On top of this, the Post

Office threatens to revoke our mailing

rights If we skip another issue.

What are you doing About this?

Have you called on your fellow-

workers and ask for contributions?

Help Save the MILIANT. Send In

your contribution at once and then

visit your friends and collect funds

for Hie MILITANT.
The MILITANT has performed an

international revolutionary duty to

the class and the party in keeping

the Marxian theories and the Bolshe-

vik-Leninist needs of the day before

the English-speaking workers of the

whole world. While the press of

Sialintem sways between opportunism

and adventurism the MILITANT has

held high the international revolu-

tionary principles of Marxism. The
need of the organization is not a re-

treat to a semi-monthly but an in-

crease in propaganda- in order to

keep pace with the growing activity

of the League and the sharpening

world events. In all parts of the

country the demand for our press and

our literature is on the increase. The
demand is one positive side of the

problem. The other side is the or-

ganizational end. We must send oat

organizers, but all this will fail of

accomplishment unless the MILI-
TANT Is kept before the workers

each week.

Yoa cannot allow the financial diffi-

culties to drown the voice of the

MILITANT. You must strain every

resource to help SAVE THE MILI-
TANT. Send in your contribution

at once, solicit funds for the Mili-

tant. Rush all Funds to the MILI-
TANT, 126 East 16th St., New York

City. —HUGO OEHLEB.

Oppositions Demand for United Front

Is Need of the Hour in Germany

D-

Responsibility for Rise of Fascism Must be Established

Mooney Congress Called
Molders Committee Issues United Front Call (or Chicaso Meet

Under date of January 21, Tom Mooney ership of the movement. In issue after

issued a call for a Free Tom Mooney Con- issue, and in conferences, wherever they

gress to be held at Chicago, April 30 to [ were called, we raised our voice to urge

May 2, under the auspices of the Tom
j
the party to accept Mooney's invitation

Mooney Moldefs Defense Committee— "

" '" --<---<
' and forge the weapon to smash the chains

that hold him in jail.

The response of the Stalinist leader-

ship of our party was to sabotage and

wreck those conferences not organized

by them. In St. Louis, for instance,

where the local Mooney Holders' Defense

Committee, in cooperation with the Com-

munist League of America had organized

a genuine united front to which all work-

ing class organizations were invited, the

Stalinists split the conference and organ-

ized one of their own. In southern Ill-

inois, in Minneapolis, all over the TJ. 8.

they pursued the same tactics. This

strategy played into the hands of the

reactionaries who, while professing belief

in Mooney's innocence and a desire to

fight for his release, have not and will

not lift a finger toward thte end.

Their special job is to divide the

class and keep it divided. It also served

the Socialist party and the IWW and the

liberals of all hues. For their failure

'to plan the final fight for my freedom".

The appeal is Issued—"to every A. F.

of L. union-local, district, state, and na-

tional in its jurisdiction; to the railroad

brotherhoods, and all other labor unions

;

to all working class organizations—poli-

tical, economic, defense, social, athletic,

fraternal or cultural; and to all liberal

organizations sympathetic to the work-

ers." Mooney says, "The time has come

when a' 1 organizations fighting for my
freedom must be welded into the widest

possible united front."

In essence this call is no different from

that issued by Mooney on August 20,

1931. On that date Mooney said, "The

time for action has come—I ask for a

genuine united front. I call upon the

following groups—to unite and organize

—for immediate action." In the list of

organizations which follow are to be

found the entire Communist movement,

the progressives, the social reformists,

and outright conservative organizations ^L^Ll™,^ t™™^ **TtZ
like the Amalgamated Clothing Workers.

President von Hindenburg, the victor-

ious candidate of the socialist "Iron

Front", the "bulwark of the Republic

against Fascism", has finally appointed

Hitler to the Chancellorship of the Reich.

With the Fascist leader are bis lieuten-

ants, nermann Goering, Speaker of the

Reichstag, who iB in control of the Prus-

sian police force of 150,000 armed men,

and the notorious Dr. William Frlck,

who has taken over the Ministry of the

Interior.

The Hitler government starts out with

the inclusion of all the otber represen-

tatives of the extreme reaction in Ger-

many. The von Papens, Hugenberge,

von Krosigks, von Neuraths and Seldtes

represent alt that is intensely chauvin-

istic in Germany, all that stands for the

domination of heavy industry and the

preservation of the "dirty East Prussian"

agrarian lords. In the first collection of

forces under Hitler, the monarchists, na-

tiona iists, militarists, bankers, landlords

and trust magnates rub shoulders amic-

ably with the most prominent represen-

tatives of Fascism.

Schlelelier's Bole

The von Papen government, and the

voa Schleicher regime which succeeded

it, fell after having accomplished to the

maximum of their abilities the task and

role assigned to them. Neither of the

two "Presidental" governments which

preceded Hitler had behind it a parlia-

mentary majority upon which to lean,

or a mass movement to base itself on.

These representatives of the Bonapartist

bourgeoisie could only he stop gaps,

creating the illusion among sections of

the working class that they stood "above

the classes" and would regulate the con-

flicts between them. Even more than

Papen, von Schleicher succeeded in win-

ning the benevolent neutrality of the re-

actionary social democratic trade union

leaders, headed by Leipart, a neutrality

which meant nothing short of a new be-

trayal of the working class. In the

period of their domination, Papen and

.Schleicher did all they could to stave off

the resistance of the working class, to

weaken and demoralize it, to avoid—in

the interests of the bourgeoisie — the

heavy costs of a civil war, and to stake

their cards upon the mirage of an econ-

omic boom.
The fact that Hindenburg, who was

undoubtedly hostile to Hitler, even if

not in a fundamentally class sense, fin-

ally called upon the Fascist leader to

take over tbe government, Is eloquent

testimony to the desperation of the Ger-

man bourgeoisie. Capitalism, in its

"normal" state, never does more than

keep its Fascist hordes in reserve. The
German ruling class knows that the

seizure of power by the Brown-ahirted

bandits, especially in a country with a

weil-organized and socialistically school-

ed working class, means civil war and
the consequent disruption of the eco-

nomic and political life of the country,'

The question arises: what is the neces-

sity for the second call? Who and what
is responsible for the failure to build

the movement hapon the basis of the

call of August 20, 1031? What role did

the party and the ILD play?

As our readers will remember the

Militant greeted Mooney's appeal of

August 20th, and urged the party to take

the initiative in building the movement
for his release. Our analaysls pointed

out that under the circumstances,

Mooney's appeal was a direct invitations

to the Communists to take over the lead-

The class on the History of the Com-
intern led by comrade Shacntman is post-

poned to the following Sunday due to

the mass meeting on the German situa-

tion. All students of the class are urged

to attend this rally to be held at the

Stuyvesant Casino, 9th St. and Second
Ave., on Sunday, February 4th at 8 P. M.
where comrade Shacntman and Cannon
will be the speakers.

with thethe impossibility of working
Communists".

As a result no movement was built.

The opportunity to set tbe class in mo-
tion was lost. For this the Stalinist

leadership of the party and the ILD are

to blame. The "theoretical" motivation

for their course was the now half-aban-

doned idiocy of social Fascism. "How
can we", the argument ran, "unite with

the social democratic betrayers of the

workers? How can we unite with Green

and Woll? We want the workers. But
the workers are divided. Ergo — the

united front" from below !"

Mooney waited patiently for the party

to move. But the party, saddled with

a false theoretical approach to the pro-

blem, made no headway in passing from
agitation in the press to struggle. Now
Mooney has issued a call for the same
purpose through the Molders* Defense

Committee.

This does not mean that Mooney has

abandoned the road of the class strug-

gle as the only means of attaining his

(Continued on page 2)

in the old way.
That is why the bourgeoisie has been

forced to resort to the desperate expedi-

ent of Fascism! Hitler in power means

the commencement of tbe civil war in

Germany. It is entirely unthinkable

that the German working class, millions

strong, trained in the school of the class

struggle for years, having at its head the

most powerful Communist party in the

world outside of the Soviet Union, will

permit the Nazi assassins to remain in

power without a violent struggle. It is

entirely unthinkable that Hitler, will be

able to accomplish his principal task

without a bitter fight. His role is to

crush every semblance of organized

strength and military in the German
working class, beginning with the Com-

munist party, the spearhead of the prole-

tariat, following with the social dem-

ocracy and the big trade union move-

ment, and ending with the extermination

of every other class conscious proletar-

ian organization. It is already clear

from the first news dispatches that the

German proletariat, alarmed by the re-

cent events and aroused out of the leth-

argy and the imaginary security into

which they were lulled for the past year,

has begun to resist with all the means

at its disposal.

The Coming Civil War
Nor coutd it be otherwise, for the

ascension to power of the Hitler gang

could mean nothing else hut the opening

of a period of civil war in Germany.

When we speak of Hitler's ascension to

power, it does not yet mean that the

power of Fascism has been established

in Germany. Before this is definitely

accomplished, blood will flow and many
sanguinary battles will be fought. But

only a blind man could fail to see that

(Continued on page 4)

Pass Phillipines

Bill Over Veto
The Filipinos, under the leadership of

Quezon and a large section of the na-

tional-bourgeoisie, are fighting the In-

dependence Bill. The 35 year struggle

for independence is taking on a new

form, since the Independence Bill cornea

from the United States. This can be ac-

counted for when one realizes what is

behind this bill. The Independence Bill

tries to please different layers of the

American exploiters, and in doing so,

has forced Congress to turn out an In-

dependence Bill loaded with jokers. The

Bill retains all of the essential needs of

the imperialists and at the same time

attempts to eliminate the advantage the

national bourgeoisie of th« Filipinos have

with regard to those commodities they

export to America in competition with

other American producers.

The Bill in Its final form provides the

following safeguards for e imperialists:

The Filipinos must call a special conven-

tion to adopt a republican constitution.

Ten years after this they will have "in-

dependence." The Bill reserves the

right for naval bases and retains the

right to military posts after the attain-

ment of "independence". At the same

time the Bill provides the following for

the American competitors, who were the

main ones to drive through the bill. Af-

ter ten years tbe Islands will be outside

the American tariff walls. In the mean-

time the imports are to be limited. A
graduated scale of export tax on com-

modities of a competitive nature that are

sent to America will be imposed. In

this period all goods shipped from the

United States to the Islands will be duty

free. Emigration win also be cut

The Bill attempts to unite all sections

of the American people behind it. It

will have all sections of the Filipino

people against it, except the section of

American flunkies. The American work-

ers must demand the immediate and un-

conditional release and freedom of the

Filipino people.

10,000 in Strike in Detroit
Wases and «Dead Time* Issues in Brisss Auto Walkout

Marking one of the first mass

druggies of the auto workers against

the boss class since the crisis started,

more than 10,000 men at the four plants

of the Briggs Mfg. Corp., makers of auto

bodies, in Detroit, have struck against

"dead time". ("Dead time" is the time

piece workers are kept idle without pay

while being shifted to other departments

or, while forced to wait for repairs or

parts necessary to their process in the

industry. Piece workers lose many hours

a week through this method of wage cut-

ting. It is "little things" like this that

make basic wage rates so misleading in

the statistical reports).

According to the Daily Worker the

progress of the strike movement reads

as follows:

January 12—500 workers strike against
at least until the issue of the struggle

20 ent wage eut at Briggs Vernon
is decided. The German bourgeoisie has H , plant jn DctIolt _

gone to all conceivable lengths to avoid

the heavy expenses of a civil war; It »«««"«* « i.™
„„.„„.

has turned oveTthe government to social *"">«* c»rD" De
f

tTOtt
'
stcike a*atnst

democrats; it has drawn them Into bour- 15 I***111 wage cut

geois coalitions ; it has sought to pre- January 24—Strike in Briggs Highland

serve an equilibrium with the aid of the

Bruenlng party of ultramontanlsm ; it

has resorted to the Bonapartist regimes

of Papen and von Schleicher. But none

of these expedients has enabled it to

emerge from the profound crisis under-

mining its domination, the crisis which
has driven hundreds of thousands of

workers to the support of the party Of

social revolution. For just as the bour-

geoisie finds it impossible to rule in the

old way, the masses are refusing to live

TECHNOCRACY
AND OTHER TRENDS IN

BOURGEOIS POLITICAL ECONOMY
Technicians and the Working Class

Speaker;

HUGO OEHLER
Friday, 8 P. M. FEBRUARY 10th

126 East 10 Street,

ADMISSION: 16c
Auspices:

N. r. Br. Communist League of America
(Opposition)

Park plant, Detroit; and Hayes Body
plant in Grand Rapids, Mich.

January 25—Strike of Briggs Mack
Ave. workers brings total up to 8,000.

January 26—Two more Briggs plants

strike and raise total up to 10,000. Capi-

talist press "discovers" the strike move-

ment.

January 27—Motor Products workers,

who won their strike, refuse to work on

material from Briggs plants. 700 of

these workers Join A. W. U. Ford lays-

off 150,000.

January 28—Murray Body Company
forced to Close through fear; men join

strike movement.

Solidarity of Workers!

The Briggs Company—three hours

after Ford paid a visit to his Highland

Park plant in which the Briggs factory

in Detroit is housed,—agreed to abolish

'dead-time" and guarantee its employees

an hourly wage. It also agrees to raise

some wages, though not as high as the

workers demnd and in some instances

the new scale is lower than the old. The
company, however, has not negotiated

with the strike committee but has simply

posted the notice of its proposals. At-

tempts were made, of course, to arouse

the Ford workers against the strikers

with the argument that the Briggs strik-

ers have thrown them out of work.

The workers had until Monday noon,

January 30, to return to work or be re-

placed by men from Detroit's army of

unemployed. But so far the workers

have maintained their solidarity and

their effectiveness through mass picket-

ing.

The Briggs strike became effective

January 26, wben, after several prior

outbreaks, 10,000 closed their ranks

against the bosses. Ford is boss of

Briggs. He was not slow to try to take

advantage of the situation. He seized

the opportunity to lockout 150,000 work-

ers in his employ, on the pretest that

the failure of the Briggs Co. to deliver

bodies disrupted the entire Ford, belt

system ot production. This was an at-

tempt to turn the Ford workers against

the strikers. But the workers have not

been taken in by this lying cant. They
have refused to work on stuff coming

from Briggs.

In his efforts to discredit the strike

Ford has spread the story that rival

manufacturers have instigated the work-

ers against Briggs. Speaking of the men
who work in the plants that bear his

name Ford said : "There is not a man
among them that would strike.." even

if his scale of wages is little, if any,

higher than that of other manufactur-

ers." Lies! We are confident that the

Ford workers will not he long In fol-

lowing the example of the Briggs work-

ers. And as for needing instigation!

—

(Continued from page 2)

CANNON AT FORUM
Comrade Cannon will speak this Fri-

day, Feb. 3 at 8 P. M. at the Left Op-
position Open Forum at 126 East 16th

Street. The subject of his lecture will

be "Is the Time Ripe for a New Federa-

tion of Labor." He will discuss in this

lecture the most important conference in

Gillespie, II!., in which comrade Cannon
participated and which adopted the pol-

icy of the Left Opposition. It promises

to be an intensely interesting meeting.

Be sure to attend!

meeting The CRISIS in GERMANY
SPEAKERS

James P. Cannon

Max Shacntman

Stuyvesant Casino
SBOOND AVB„ New NINTH ST., SUN-

DAY, FEB. 5th, 8 P. M. ADM. 15 CTS.
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The Elections and Labor's Struggle
Note must be taken, now that detailed

figures are available, of the extremely

low poll of the various parties of the

working class in the national elections

in November. Even in absolute terms,

in round figures, higher votes have been

polled in other elections. But when con-|

sideraticn is given to the millions of
new voters, due to increase of popula-

tion and extension of suffrage to women.

It is found that the various labor part-

ies — the Communist parly, Socialist

party, SLP—received proportionately tile

lowest vote in 33 years. Such a result

is surprising in view of the years of

economic crisis, which, one could expect

or hope, would have a raait-alining, if

not revolutionary, influnee on the poli-

tical attitude of the American worker.

Yet, not only did the Communist party

receive a distressingly low vote, hut even

the Socialist party with its emasculated

program appealing to the vast mass of

the petty bourgeoisie and what remains

of the upper strata or aristocracy of

labor, obtained a vote lower than the

high vote of Debs.

Some Factors in (he Low Vote

It will give some comfort, but not be

telling the whole story, to acknowledge

a cumber of factors and deficiencies of

American political life which effect the

tabulation of the voting strength of the

American workers. First there is the

disfranchisement of vast numbers of

the foreign-born, though that need not

be a permanent obstacle ; there is, too,

the intimidation and terror in the South

which brings about the real, if not form-

al, disfranchisement of the mass of Negro
workers and peasants. Corruption and
vote-stealing are factors, perhaps even

worse than conceived by revolutionists

themselves, as revealed in the recent

elections In New York City when even a

Democrat, McKee, swerving from the

Tammany machine, found later that

some 150,000 votes for him had not been
tallied. Allow .then, for wholesale steal-

ing of Communist and socialist votes.

The political writer Kent maintains that

the political machine having the most
money for campaign purposes always
wins the major elections. Grant its im-
portance to the capitalist parties, that

phase ean nevertheless have only a sec-

ondary significance for the working class

parties which depend on basic social and
economic factors for their ultimate vic-

tory. The social-patriot and many times
"socialist" minister of Belgium's mon-
archy, Emile Vanderveldc, in his book,

"Socialism Versus the State" made out
something of a case for the tremendous
ballyhoo methods of the American capi-

talist parties to affect the working class

in casting their ballots. But that too
can have but transitory significance and
had its basis, in part, in a stable Amer-
ican capitalism. In addition, many mil-
lions of people continued the practise of
staying away together from the polls.

The sad truth is that in 1032, almost
four years after the most terrific econ-
omic crisis in American history, the
workers as well as the bourgeoisie, mid-
dle classes and farmers, voted their be-

lief in the efficacy of capitalism yet to
solve the His of unemployment, low
wages, etc., etc. It is true that they re-

jected the reactionary administration of
Hoovef and accepted the demagogic
politician Roosevelt, but that of course
was a case of tweedledum and tweedle-
dee. The shift basically was not a
change from their capitalist outlook, but
only a change of administrators of the
system of private property.

Does this mean that relatively swift
changes of the political physiognomy of
the American people, and particularly
the proletariat, are excluded? By no
means. Despite the afirmation of faith

of the vast mass of American people
in the social system of capitalism, it is

nevertheless observable that there is a
search for new methods, even new sys-
tems. There is no longer the same cer-
tainty about the durability of capital-
ism or its parts. Too many dents have
been made in its armor and the soldier

doesn't seem to be such an ardent fighter.

It Is a fact that with one hand the Am-
erican workers gave their okay to Am-
erican political system as such, and that
with the other, they are girding them-
selves for struggles which will bring
them into sharp conflict with capitalist

property rights and ideas.

The masses often devise their own
strategies in the class struggle, evidently
preferring or finding it necessary to ex-

perience every possible solution for their

requirements. The American workers,

having had in the past the least need
for independent political experience and
actions, because of the circumstances and
character of American economic life as
against that of Europe, are proceeding
to turn over in their' minds the ways
and means out of their impasse. In this,

they are no different than the workers in

other countries, albeit not yet so ad-
vanced politically and industrially.

A Lesson from England
People often shift their base of at-

tack in the hope of effecting their aims.

When the ravages of the Industrial Rev-
olution in England, in the beginnings of

capitalism, ate their way into the sinews
and bones of the English workers, they
turned toward trade unionism and initi.

ated big struggles. Various factors con-

tributed to their defeat on the economic
field and they abandoned that field al-

most entirely and entered the struggle

for the granting of suffrage and other
political rights. The Chartist movement
was the essence of this transference of
struggle hy the English proletariat from
the economic to the political field. The
Chartist movement had its vital import-
ance in the evolution of the English la-

bor movement, as did also a sharp turn
at another time toward the co-operative

movement led by Robert Owen as a pan-
acea for the miserably exploited English
WKkfixa.

Struggles of all description were to eo-

What the Presidential Vote

Means for the Workers

sue for many decades before the Eng.

ILsli labor and political movement had

made headway in the direction of }oint

action or agreement between the indus-

trial and political arms of labor to

achieve labor's aims. The movement has

proceeded by the process of evolution and

division. Rapid changes in the condi-

tion of Great Britain's imperialist dom-

ain bring the mass of English workers,

who adhere to the political platform of

socialism, to the point where tbey will

have to abandon once and for all the

tempo of "gradualism" in socialism and

,w> over to the tempo and outlook of

Communism.
There is need to allow and hope to

believe in swifter reactions and develop-

ment among the American workers from
now on. Though in the last elections,

llieir vote indicated from a class stand-

point, almost total ignorance of the sig-

nificance of the economic crisis in this

Mjciii! milieu, the fact remains that in

I heir daily life they pay very close at.

font ion to it, and can be expected to

yeneraline their experiences in a more
i iwrough-going class manner, now does

this Khow itself?

The Labor Party

Lei us take the matter, briefly of the

Labor party. It is still by no means ex
eluded that there will be formed a Labor
party in the United States. But the re-

lation of ihe Communists toward it, at

least (hat of the Left Opposition, has
hi <;» clarilied ; namely, that of sharp ex-

posure and opposition, despite our readi-

ness to consider what might be our work-
ing relation to it if such a movement de-

velops.

Not so many years ago, when Labor
party agitation and attempts at organi-

zation reached their heights, the bulk of

the proponents of the Labor party, in ac-

cepting it, undoubtedly attached a defin-

ite class significance to it, in fact in

many cases, a revolutionary importance.

They viewed it, not as the Communists
did—as a part of a process of American
poiitical evolution,—but rather as the
class movement of the workers and a
substitute (or any other revolutionary

movement. It is true, also, that this

same bulk removed from the Labor party
any idea of mass actions, extra-parlia-

mentary activity and viewed it in the
parliamentary or English Labor Party
sense. And such a Labor party, if it

develops, will have all that opportunist
virus and confusion. But such as it was
in those years of 1022-28, it was essen-

tially a movement of labor and even
regarded by opponent classes ami groups
as a narrow class movement which
might have its dangers for capitalism.

But today, irrespective of the devel-

opment of a Labor party, such a party
is looked upon altogether differently. The
experiences of the English Labor Party
have made their way on an international

scale, not excepting America. Among its

proponents in America are niiddie-clasa
leaders who find in the platform of a
Labor Party the reflection of the middle
classes' own needs and ambitions. The
wiser bourgeoisie, despite contrary noise,
view such a possibility or other changes
with might break up the two-party, Rep-
ublican and Democratic, system, with
equanimity. In fact, such a shrewd pol-

itical observer as Samuel G. Blythe fore-
sees such a break-up in one more, maybe
two elections.

Communists, surely, have no illusions
about a Labor party (or do some of
them still have?). The Labor opponents

bourgeoisie—all view such a party as a

bulwark against effective class etruggle :

the new situation produced by American
capitalism. In this new social program'
for official labor, which, besides indus-

trial struggles, envisages also independ-

ent political action by the workers, is to

be seen the positive side of the workers'

and social revolution. The working class reaction to the economic crisis. The nega-

in the United States, which will move
on both the social reformist and revolu-

tionary fronts simultaneously, will more
swiftly hereafter grasp political lessons,

whether o- not one of those lessons takes

the form of the Labor party. Hence, in

respect to the Labor party, it must be

said that the last few years have wit-

nessed changes in outlook about it.

But if the American workers have not
reacted on the political, or more strictly,

the parliamentary, field more in accord-
ance with the acuteness of the economic
conditions, they are preparing for class

struggle on other fronts. None other
than Willian Green, president of the

tive side, the vote of labor in the Nov-
ember elections, has already been record-

ed—and, more important, is and will be
rapidly forgotten in the natural course
of the struggles of the working class

with the employers and the government-
al apparatus.

There need be no doubt that unorgan-
ized labor will be found ready to add
its forces to organized labor in common
.struggle, and, indeed, to go beyond the
official program in all respects. But
that is not under discussion here. What
is decisive and important is that the
dialectics of the struggle are about to
reconcile the seeming contradictions of

the actions of the American working
American Federation of Labor, speaks elass on a higher plane of struggle and
about economic struggles that will en-

gage the workers on many and big
fronts. It Is not needed here to explain
Green's role or his sudden espousal of
the cause of militant labor struggle and
a "new deal" for labor. That has been
done already in the columns of the
Militant. But it is noteworthy that
Oroen has felt it necessary to give lip-

service so far to the pressure of the
mass of the labor movement.

Even more important is the fact that
the new program of the labor movement,
with all the confusion and illusion still

to be found, lias begun to catch up with

Left Oppsition Grows in China

vision. While the election results are,

therefore, extremely "disappointing" and
finis field of struggle is yet to be mili-

tantly invaded by the American workers,
still they_ afe not the final and only baro-
meter. Behind the peaceful gesture of
American labor at the ballot box, there
is to be seen already the clenched fist

about to do battle with his class enemy.
The Communist party and the Commun-
ist Left Opposition must be prepared to
assist and lead in the historic battles that ' . . . . , ,t , „ „ .

will tend to chango rapidly the face of
tl<m haVC JOincd the L

" °" and f0ug,,t

energetically for it. Not long before the

j
arrest of comrade Chen Du-Hsiu we gain-

PEIPING.—
About a month ago we received com-

rade L. D.'s first letter. About two
weeks ago we received his second letter

together with yours. The Russian texts

have been translated into Chinese and
circulated among the revolutionary mass-

es, [We are very happy to have these

new, precious writings.

Before September' 18, 1931, the date of

the invasion of Japanese imperialism of

last year, the Left Opposition in North-
ern China was mainly occupied with
theoretical questions. After the "in-

vasion"' our comrades appeared here and
there in the leadership of the movement.
Our political program was widely car-

ried out. And we truiy became "the
most dangerous enemy of the Chinese
('. P." as the Stalinists put it.

When the an ti-Japanese imperialist

sentiment was raging the majority of the

Stalinist comrades co-operated with ns.

Only when the anti-imperialist movement
receded did the bureaucratic Stalinist

leaders find us "the most dangerous en-

emy". At the same time they spread
more illusions about the peasants' "Red
Army" among the masses, while they
continued their course along the road of
bureaucratic adventurism.

A certain number of the new genera-

American social and political life.

—MARTIN ABERN.

10,000 Out in Briggs Auto Strike
(Continued from page 1)

[

from participation in the strike, but the
they have not forgotten the machine gun! j^w j'„rk Times of Jan. 20 states that
fusillade of last spring when four work-
ers were shot down in cold blood for

ed more militants for the Marxist-Lenin-
ist Fighting Club. This club was form-
erly semi-party in character and was
composed mostly of members emerging
from the Stalin clique. But now they
fully accepted the ideas of the Interna-
tional Left Opposition under Trotsky's

demanding relief from Ford.

Of the same yarn is the fabrication that
"You can't stop progress—our plants
will be going again full tilt in a very
short time." What is full tilt? Before
the depression the capacity production of
cars in the United States was 7,700,000
a year; the average yearly production
«-as 4,500,000; the peak year of actual
production was 1920 with 5,621,715. The
latest figures for a full year during the
depression give a production for 1932 of
approximately 1,411,000 cars and trucks.

This last figure is about 18.4 of capacity
and 25.0 of the production of the peak
year. Full tilt? Pap.

The A. F. of L. and the A. W. U.
This struggle seems to have been quite

spontaneous in its beginnings. Certain-
ly the A. F. of L. which has claimed
jurisdiction over these fiercely exploited
workers, was not on hand and has not
offered even to help. It will be recalled
that in 192(5 the A. F. of L. asserted its

intention of organizing the automobile
industry. At that time seventeen crafts
agreed to waive jurisdictional claims
during the proposed campaign, but even
wiili this enormous impetus to start the
job no move whatever was made.
According to the Daily Worker, Ford's

lay-off is a move to break the Briggs
strike and prevent it from spreading to
"his" own plants where strike sentiment
was growing as a result of the activities

of the AWU. Be that as it may the
Murray Body men, like the Briggs strik-
ers, are following the leadership of the

Phil Haymond, former Communist can-,
!enden,bip and d«la«* tb-elr allegiance

didate for Mayor of Detroit, is taking
an active part in the strike. Raymond

j

stated that he was a representative of;

the AWU and had been hired by the'
strikers to organize their forces.

to the official Lett Opposition. They
were earnestly welcomed, and are now
working for the I«eft Opposition as a new
force.

Despite the blow of comrade Chen Du
Usui's arrest the work of the Left Op-
position took a step forward. More pub-
lic meeting* and debates on theoretical

iiurf current political problems were
held. More inner discussion was carried

<>n. More members willingly went to
work in the workers' districts. More
p:unphlets and papers were written and
distributed. Larger masses were aroused
under the Opposition's program. More
money was collected.

Hut we must recognise that this is far
from enough. In every respect we must
make greater efforts to catch up with
the objective needs and become strong
emm;.-h to correct the wrong course of
the Stalinists. We are now working
under tremendous physical difficulties

but we are sure that "the greater the
effort the less the difficulty" is true.

As to our relations with you we must
say that we owe you very much and
expect much more from you! The scat-
tered copies of the Militant that we re-
ceived enabled us to learn a great deal
about the experiences of the Interna-
tiona! Left Opposition and lessen our
mistakes.

• * • *

Our organ is called the Vanguard. We
have now published six issues. Besides
this we have a workers' newspaper which
is a weekly and a student weekly, four
issues of which have been published.
If you can find a Chinese comrade to
translate them we will send you some
copies.

—LEFT OPPOSITION OF
NORTH CHINA.

The AWU in existence now for several
|

years, has yet to prove itself to the 1

workers. This strike is its opportunity

'

leadership of workers exploited by spy-
systems, unemployment, low wages,
speed-up, and all the refinements charac-
teristic of Ford's "progress". With the
auto workers out on strike and the mo-
mentum of the mass movement, the work-
ers will quickly sense and follow a re-

s]M>nsible leadership which really means
to achieve an industrial union for mass
blows against the dead hand of trustified

competition in the auto industry.

Oppositionists Expelled from LL.T).

—MARTIN BEAKDSLfSE.

Mooney Congress
(Continued from page 1)

freedom. No. The language of the call

precludes any such idea. There is also

the fact that the date is set for April

and May. Mooney chose this time know-
ing that a hearing in the Superior Court
on the last count in the original indict-

ment against him and Billings is sched-

uled for February 11. The dates alone
speak volumes.

But what Mooney's move does mean is

that he considers the apathy of the Com-
munists no means of solving the problem

ist press that the Briggs workers ad-
of revolution, the middle class and the! opted a resolution banning Communists

militant AWU. (Daily Worker, Jan. 28) °* 'l",^ And we »«8t acknowl-

The Daily Worker also claims militant ^ *hat he '3 correct
-

0ur fallure to

mass picketing :—"At the Mack Avenue
plant the police attempted to drive the
strikers away but failed because of the
militant mass picketing. The AWU is

leading the strike." (Daily Worker,
January 27).

The rumor was spread in the capital-
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act is a disgrace. But for that we are
not to blame. The Stalinists, as we have
pointed out, must answer to the class for

this.

At the Chicago Conference everything
will again favor the Communists.
Mooney's call insures that no liberal-

social ist-Wobbly clique will bar them. It

lays the basis for a class struggle fight

Chicago is the scene of the recent gigan-

tic united front of socialist and Com-
munist workers for relief. The tradi-

tions of that struggle and the fighting

role of the Communists will stand them
in good stead at the coming conference.

It will give them a sympathetic hearing
and following.

Lastly, there is the half-turti that the
party and the ILD are making. Hacker
admitted at a meeting last Sunday that

the line of the ILD in the Mooney fight

had been sectarian. And Frank Spector

writes in the February issue of the
Labor Defender: "At the bottom of our
failure to develop a broad united front

has nearly always been the sectarian

attitude on our part." This does not

trace the root of the trouble to the soil

i from which spring these weeds of pol-

icy—the theory of social-Fascism. But
it is the beginning of wisdom. |

If the party members will raise their

voices and demand a full accounting in-

stead of this half-way apology (which is

accompanied by the usual benedictions of

the line and the criticisms of the execu-

tion} they can make this turn a genuine
one. They must insist that they enter

the Chicago conference prepared to work
with the other groups represented there,

not giving up for a minute their inde-

pendent role as the vanguard of the class

and their right to criticism of their op-
ponents. With a correct policy on the
question of the united front and the
capital of Mooney's call, plus their splen-

did record in the relief demonstrations
the Communists ean win the leadership

of the movement and raise the struggle

to new heights.

This can very well be the impetus
which the class needs to resist the on-

slaughts of the bosses. Mooney has cor-

rectly insisted that the struggle for his

freedom is inextricably bound up with
the fight of the class against its capital-

ist masters. That is how we approach
the problem, too. Everything now de-

pends on the party. The Left Opposi-
tion will be present to raise its voice
for Mooney's freedom and Communism,
and work ©Hermetically in the movement.

—T. STAMM.

YOINGSTOWN.—
On December 29, four workers were

admitted to the ILD here in Xoungstown.
Three of us entered as Left Opposition-

ists. Our purpose as we stated at the
time of our admission was to help in

:,uilding up the ILD as a weapon of de-

fense against the capitalist class.

About a week ago we met the section

organb.er of the ILD on the street. She
toid ns that the four of us were expelled

from the ILD, in our absence, without a
hearing and an opportunity to defend
ourselves before the membership. When
we asked her what the charges were,

she said: "Because of being renegades
and counter-revolutionists." That is be-

cause we are Left Oppositionists. The
> fourth worker is comrade Love, a foun-
i dation member of the party in Xoungs-
town, now sympathetic to the Lovestone
group.

On Friday, January 27, we went to the

general membership meeting to ask the

comrades whether what the section or-

ganizer had told us was true, and to

demand that we be given our rights as
workers to be heard in our defense. The
bureaucrats tried to get around this ele-

mentary workers' right by ruling that
the ILD meeting was a closed meeting
and telling all those who were not mem-
bers to leave. Two workers who had
come to the meeting to join protested.

The membership saw the sense of their

protest and our demand. Together with
them we succeeded in getting the ques-
tion on the agenda. At this point Rog-
ers, section organizer of the party, left

the meeting and went into the cellar.

After a discussion conducted, surpris-

ingly enough, in a comradely spirit, we
came to the vote. There were about

eighteen members present. The chairman
who, as far as bureaucratic procedure is

concerned has nothing to learn from John
L. Lewis, counted nine votes for our ex-
pulsion. And that, as far as he was
concerned, was tlw end of t!»e matter.
Despite our protests no vote against was
taken ; nor were the abstentious recorded.

The Left Opposition comrades rose and
left demonstratively. Love remained de-
claring that he was a member of the
ILD and would not be expelled by such
bureaucratic procedure. The bureaucrats
attacked him. The noise of the fight

reached us on the street. We rushed
back to separate the comrades and pre-
vent the interference of the police.

The workers in the hall were decidedly
against this disgraceful scene. Their in-

terference, however, was temporarily
postponed by the sudden appearance of

Rogers. He rushed in and drew a murder-
ous wood scraper from his coat. Brand-
ishing this he made for the Left Op-
position comrades. He might have kill-

ed us had not the workers, alarmed by
this lunatic, forced him to curb his lust.

"'Comrades of the party", he shouted,
"throw them out." The workers anxious
to put an end to the whole business
threw us out.

But this is no solution. The workers
must understand that it is not the Left
Opposition that must be thrown out but
the maniacal bureaucrats. The Left Op-
position will continue to press forward
in Youngstown, as elsewhere, with the
ideas of Marxism. Not all the murder-
ous bureaucrats in the Stalinist appar-
atus can stifle the voice of the proletar-
ian revolutionists. We will return to
the ILD and the party. —S, F.

Tf y/Q
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To date our comrades and friends have
responded to our appeals with the fol-

lowing amounts:

NEW YORK:
M. Beard siee $ 5.00

J. Cannatta 1.00

M. C. 1.00

J. P. Cannon 2.00

H. Capelis 5.00

A. Caldis 1.00

J. Carmody 1.00

D. Colay 1.00

G. Compton 2.00

F. Charles 3.00

L. Basky 2.50

B. Eckstadt 5.00

J. Gordon 5.00

M. Glee .50

A. Katsikas 2.00

M. Kent 2.00

W. Kitt 3.50

A. Marcus 5.00

L. Miller 4.00

H. Milton 1.00

J. Marsh .50

J. Poulos 4.00

H. Boss 1.00

A. Robin 1.00

G. Saul 4.25

M. Sterling 6.00

P. Schulman 5.00

R. Spiegal 8.00

T. Stamm 1.25

Unser Kamf 5.00

F. Victor 2.00

A. Weaver 23.00

CHICAGO:
Friends of the Militant

Club 8.50

South Side Group 7.00

MINNEAPOLIS:
Minneapolis Br. 10.00

Y. B. Dunne 1.00

CLEVELAND:
Cleveland Branch 2.25

J. Keller 1.00

BOSTON:
Boston Branch 20.00

YOUNGSTOWN:
M. Koeblar 2.00

E. Krusselbrink 1.00

Mil
//

ilitant Dririve
1.00

C. Katz 1.00

T. Wilson 5.00

L. Goodman 1.50

KANSAS CITY:
Kansas City Branch 2.00

A. Buehler 1.00

PITTSBURGH:
A. Okiin 1.00

J. Sifakis 1.50

C. Hinich 1.00
N. Liper is .75

S. Rubinstein .75

P. Vomvas 2.00
NEW HAVEN:

G. Duell 2.50

S. Gendelman 1.00
MISCELLANEOUS:

W. Graham
Mumotola, N. J. 5.00

Total $188.75
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The Danger of Thermidor
An Analysis of the Significance of^Stalin's Latest Speech

ftOB
ivummuetl from page 1)

says, "to buy and sell at will",

wuom and to whom? To and troin tiie

one wuu oners me right prices, whether

n, ue ««; auue, a private dealer, or a

lOieign eayiumst. Tims peasant strike

lot me ireeuom of internal trade leads

uninettittieiy to the demand tor the abo-

lition of tiie monopoly of foreign traue

iiiat is tne logic oi the mistakes of the

dims lear flan.

ib his speech Stalin gave the buinmury.

As to this we sca.ll speak in a separate

article. Hat m planned economy the

Htatiatwai Balance sheet corresponds to

tfle economic balance sheet only iu case

the plan Is correct. A plan iuii of mis-

takes, on the contrary, can compromise

or even annul the greatest successes. The

Five lear l'lan has brought enormous

gams in technique anil in production.

But its economic results are extraordin-

arily contradictory. As far as the poli-

tical balance-sheet is concerned, it shows

an open and very great deiiciL. l>ut pol-

itics is condensed, concentrated econ-

omy. Politics is decisive. A socialist

construction, which urives a wedge be-

tween the worker and the peasant and

sows dissatisfaction among the proletar-

iat is a lying construction. Mo figures

caji change this objective estimation. The

real balance is not given on the pages

oi the newspapers, but in the fields of

the peasants, in tiie barns of the kolk-

hozes, in the warehouses of the factor-

ies, iu the dining-rooms of the workers

and finally, in the heads of the workers

and of the peasants.

Through all its zig-zags, its delays, its

forward-leaps, bureaucratic Ceutrism has

not strengthened the dictatorship of the

proletariat, but on the contrary, has in-

creased the danger of Thermidor. Only

cowards can fear to name this result out

loud. .Facts are stronger than words. In

order to struggle against inimical facts,

we must call them by their right names.

We must also call those resjxmsible by

their names; Stalin and his clique.

Why do we speak precisely of Ther-

midor? Because it is the best known

and most complete historical example of

a masked counter-revolution which still

contains the outward forms and the rit-

ual of the revolution, but which already

changes the class content of the state.

Here the clever ones will interrupt us,

to show their cleverness, "In 18th cen-

tury France, it was a question of a bour-

geois revolution, in 20th century Rus-

sia, of a proletarian revolution ; social

conditions have changed considerably,

the world situation has changed, etc.,

etc." (With such commonplaces any

Philistine takes on an appearance of ex-

traordinary profundity. For us too, the

difference between the October revolu-

tion and the Jacobin revolution is no

mystery. But that is no reason for turn-

ing one's back on history. Lenin wrote

in 1903 that the Bolshviks are Jacobins

who are inseparably bound up with the

iariat is now numerically much stronger;

therein lies the success of industrializa-

tion, liut the proletariat is completely

uepiived of an active, watchful Party,

capable ot action. The apparent Party

is without a Marxian leadership. On the

other hand, the peasantry has acquired

ait ui'sauizaiton lor resistance against

the soviet state, iu the form of the kolk-

ii02i_'S. The abolition of the "sinytcttka"

whii.ii was beginning to be formed, threa-

tens to break the political alliance be-

tween proletariat and peasantry. Pre-

cisely tnerein lies the source of the dan-

ger ol 'i'hermidor.

,We must not represent the matter to

ourselves iu. such a way, that the break

must be marked by a very exact social

Hue; on the one side the peasants, on
tne other, the workers. The peasant

masses surround and interlock with the

proletariat from all sides, in the pro-

ituriat itself there are millions who have
just come irom the viiiage. Finally, the

ujjkii uiistakeness of the policies of the

leauership, the shipwreck of bureaucratic

adventurism, the absence of a clear ori-

untuiiou, the absolute choking-ofi of

workers democracy—all this makes even
tne genuine worker accessible to the

piessure of petty-bourgeois ideology,

iiiereiu lies the second source of danger
oi I'hermidor.

But we also must not think that the

line oi fracture will have to go some-
wnere between the party on the one hand,
and the peasantry and a part of the
working ciass on the other. No—the

line of Thermidor would inevitably have
to pass through the party itself. In his

will, Lieuiu wrote, "Our party is sup-

ported by two classes. For this reason,

an upset of its stability is possible, and
if no agreement between both classes can
exist, the breakdown of the party ia in-

evitable.. ..In such a case, no measures
couid prevent a split (of the party—L.

i.j ; but 1 confidently expect such

a possibility will prove too re-

mote, such an event too improbable,

to need to be discussed". Lenin in those

days expressed the certainty that ten to

twenty years of correct policy toward
the peasantry would assure the victory

ot the proletarian revolution on the

world scale. Precisely for this reason he
thought—and we all did too—that the

perspectives of Thermidor were not only

tar off, but also highly improbable.

Of the ten to twenty years indicated by
Lenin, ten have already passed. On the
ueld of the international revolution, the

Lvmintern during this period has reaped
only defeats. Today, in spite of the ex-

ceptionally favorable objective condi-

tions, Communism and consequently the
international revolution is weaker than
at the time when Lenin wrote his will.

In addition, the danger of a split be-

tween the two classes on which the dic-

tatorship in the USSR rests, has been
extraordinarily acute.

In spite of the great difficulties, there
working class. At that time I replied.

jg aotbiag in the genomic situation of
to Lenin explaining in detail the differ-' the colmtry which canDOt be repaired .

ence between Marxist and Jacobin. My
remarks, correct in themselves, complete-

ly failed of their purpose. Lenin knew
well that Marxist and Jacobin are not

the same thing, but it was necessary for

a definite reason for him to point out

the features which they have In common.
Without such methods one can learn

absolutely nothing from history.

In the same sense in which Lenin call-

ed the Bolsheviks the proletarian Jacob-

ins, we can detect in the reaction against

the dictatorship of the proietariat, feat-

ures of Thermidor. Not every counter-

revolution can be compared with Ther-
midor neither; Korniiov, nor Koltchak,
nor Lenikin, nor Wrangel had anything
in common with Thermidor. In all these

cases it was a question of an armed
struggle of capitalists and landowners to

restore their domination. This danger
was repulsed by the proletarian state.

Can this danger rise up agin? As an
independent factor—scarcely. The Rus-
sian big bourgeoisie has been destroyed
to the roots. The surviving remains
could appear on the stake only as the
tail-end of a foreign military interven-

tion or of Thermidor.
Of all the past counter-revolutionary

movements in the Soviet Union, the Kron-
stadt rebellion of March 1921 is the clos-

est to Thermidor in type. All the pro-

letarian elements of the Kronstadt gar-
rison had been removed during the three
preceding years for the purposes of So-
viet construction and the civil war; the
best of them had been destroyed. On
the ships and in the barracks remained
only the immature, half-starved peasant
elements. Many of these sailors consi-

dered themselves a-s Bolsheviks, but they
did not want the Commune ; they were
for the Soviets, but without Commun-
ists. It was the rebellion of the in-

jured, dissatisfied peasantry, which had
lost its patience, against the dictator-

ship of the proletariat. If the petty
bourgeoisie had won, it would have
shown its bankruptcy the next day, and
its place could only have been taken by
the big bourgeoisie. Under the condi-
tions of the present day, that is, of the
20th and not of the 18th century, years
would not have been necessary for this;

months, even weeks, would have sufficed.

The petty bourgeois counter.revolution,
which still honestly regards Itself as rev-
olution, which does not want the domfna-
tlon of capitalism, but inevitably prepar-
es It—that Is Thermidor.
la the Soviet Union, only the peasantry

can become a Thermidorian power. For
this it is necessary that it seriously sep-
arate itself from the proletariat. The
destruction of the normal relation be-
tween city and village, the administra-
tive collectivization, the compulsory ex-
propriation of agricultural products, con-
front the peasantry with the Soviet state
rww no loss sharply than in the -winter

of 1920.2L It Is true that tie prole-'

But something is needed to do the re-

pairing—a party is needed. But a party
iu the true sense of the word does not
exist. There is an organization, which
formally includes millions and millions

of members and candidates. Both mem-
bers and candidates have no rights. In
the tight limits of the party there are

Right wing of the party. No—it must

pass through the apparatus itself. What
percentage of Bessedovskys and Agabek-

ovs does it contain? That, even the be-

trayers of tomorrow do not know. All

depends on the relation of forces out-

side of the apparatus. It needs only a

sufficient blow from the petty bourgeoisie

for the bureaucratic Thermidorians to

recognize themselves and to leap over

the wall that separates them from the

class enemy. Therein lies the third

source of danger of Thermidor.

But, someone from the Stalinists or

their admirers will say, "Don't you see

that the C. C. is preparing to purge the

party of the Right wingers? Just this

proves that Stalin is taking measures
against Thermidor". "No", we will ans-

wer, "the bureaucratic 'purging' only

facilitates the work of Thermidor." The
new purging, like all those that have
preceded it in the course of the past ten

years, will be directed primarily against
the Left Opposition, and in general

against the thinking and the most crit-

ical proletarian elements. In spite of

the official slogan, "The main danger' is

to the Right"—Rykov too repeats this

formulation now—prisons and places of

exiles are being filled primarily with
Left Oppositionists. Still, even when
the blows fall on the Right wing they

do not strengthen the Tarty but weak-
en it. Among the Right wing, besides

'

the truly Thermidorian elements, there

are hundreds of thousands, perhaps mil-

lions, who are profound enemies of a
capitalist restoration, but who demand
the revision of the whole policy from the

standpoint of the working masses in city

and village. The program of these Right

wingeTS is confused. They can for a
time support Thermidor ; but they can
also support the revivification of the
party by the revolutionary way. The
Stalinist bureaucracy prevents them
from understanding the situation.

Through its "purging" it endeavors first

of ail to choke off critical thinking.

Thereby it only strengthens the Right
wing.

And who will do the purging? In

Paris, Bessedovsky led the commission
that "purged" Rakovsky. Let us never

forget this. Since then the demoraliza-

tion of the apparatus has gone further.

In ail the letters which we receive from
the USSR, the most tragic note is this:

"No one has confidence in another

;

everyone is afraid that a class enemy
with a party card is next to him". Loud-
er than anyone else, the careerists, the

adventurers, the Bessedovskys and the

Agabekovs will shout about the neces-

sity for a purging. But who will purge
the party of these purgers? Not the

apparatus, but only the irreconcilable

enemies of the absolutism of the appar-

atus.

Is the situation hopeless? Such words
do not belong to our vocabulary. The
struggle will decide. On the side of

the proletarian revolution, there are
many historical possibilities, negative

ones ; the dreadful decay of capitalism,

the l aging quarrels of the imperialists,

the bankruptcy of reformism, as well as
positive ones ; the hardened cadres of
the Bolshevik-Leninists, understanding
the course of development, clear perspec-
tives. The struggle will decide. The
danger has grown and has come nearer—
that is absolutely unquestionable. But
the poison of Thermidor carries within
itself too the elements of the antidote.
The more immediate and the nearer the
danger, the stronger becomes the need
of resistance. The more the Stalinist

bureaucracy loses its head, and the

Hitler in rower;p, Civil War Starts
<Oontinued from page 1)

Hitler today is in a better position than

the Hitler of several months ago. Hitler

out of office has only his own forces at

his disposal, the "illegal" detachments of

black reaction. Hitler in office has the

opportunity of strengthening the incho-

ate mass of demoralized petty bourge-

oisie, students, and duped proletarians

who compose his forces. Hitler in office

has the opportunity of really creating a

powerful military force. It is not yet

too late to smash Hitler and Fascism

—

only renegades and scoundrels will speak

that way to the still undefeated working

class of Germany. The decisive battle is

still ahead. But it is now clear beyond

dispute that the warnings of the Inter-

national Left Opposition, the demand it

made that Hitlerism be smashed before

it reached the seats of power—were just-

ified a thousand times over. Had the

slogim of the Left Opposition for a gen-

uine united front of the Communists, so-

cialists and the trade unions, been real-

ized in life at the right time, many, many
months ago, the Fascist monster would

have been crushed like an eggshell and
the revolutionary movement of the prole-

tariat would have been far ahead on the

in fact the terrorized elements of two! more its omnipotence proves to be only
parties, the proletarian and the Ther-
midorian. Above them rises the bu-
reaucracy. It bears the responsibility
for the mistakes in economic policy, for
the undermining of the "symtchka". It
bears a still heavier responsibility for
choking the party. At the same time, as
through its policy it confronts bostilely
the peasantry and the state, it has poli-

tically disarmed and split up the pro-
letariat. Not only do the workers phy-
sically wander from one factory to an-
other, but politically too they find no
permanent place.

apparent power, the louder will be the
demands of the advanced workers for a
Bolshevik leadership.

The last speech of Stalfn—we come
back to this—means a turn to the Right.
Every phrase of his bureaucratic boast-
ing is only a concealed recognition of
the falsehood of the whole "general
line", which has brought the dictatorship
nearer to Thermidor. The diseases and
dangers will be treated by Stalin through
a new bureaucratic zig-zag amidst re-
doubled bureaucratic terror. A redoubl-
ed struggle against Stalinism will be our

It would be false to assume that the answer,
line of the Thermidorian split must pass ; Prlnkipo, January 11, 1933
between the Stalinist apparatus and thej —LEON TROTSKY.

. road to victory.

Who bears the responsibility for the

rise to power of Fascism? It is high

time to draw the balance sheet and draw

it completely.

Above all and in the first place, the

leadership of the yellow social dem-

ocracy. The course embarked upon in

August 1914 has been crowned with the

triumph of Hitlerism. It is the social

democracy which first turned the masses

into the slaughter house of the world

war in the name of the Imperialist fa-

therland. It is the social democracy,

still in the service of the ruling class,

which defended the monarchy until the

last moment, when Scheidemann pro-

claimed the republic from the balcony

of the Reichstag only in order to restrain

the forces of the social revolution. It is

the social democracy which sent Noske to

Kiel to prevent the insurrectionary sail-

ors from proclaiming the Red republic.

It is in the name of the social democracy
that Noske the Bloodhound martyred the

Berlin working class during the heroic

days of the Spartacan uprising in 1910.

It is the social democracy which sent

Hoersing to slaughter the workers of

Central Germany in 1021. It is the so-

cial democracy which joined with the
reaction in 1923 to strangle the rising

revolutionary movement in Saxony and
Thuringla.

It is the social democracy which drag-

ged its followers down to the lowest

depths of degradation, giving active or
'tolerant" support to one reactionary re-

gime after another. It is the social dem-
ocracy which made possible Bruening of

the Emergency Decrees. It is the social

democracy which dragged the workers
into the shameful policy of the "lesser

evil", during which it seated in tbe pre-

sidential chair the present patron of

Hitler—Paul von Hindenburg, general-

lissimo of the Kaiser's imperial armies
during the war, and candidate of the
social democratic "Iron Front", '-bulwark

of the Republic against Fascism" in

1931.

At every stage of its development in

the past years, the social democracy
paved the road for the march to power
of Fascism, by dividing the ranks of the
working class, by tying it to the chariot
of the bourgeoisie, by bringing demorali-
zation and confusion into the proletariat,

by weakening it physically and morally
so that its power of resistance to Fasc-
ism was appreciably lessened. Hitler
will reward it for its services with the
same contemptuous kick which its Italian

colleagues received from Mussolini for

their equally invaluable services to
Fascism.

Stalinist Blunders
But the social democracy has not been

the only force in the ranks of the pro-
letariat that has served the interests of
Fascism. It must be said straight out
that without the criminal blundering of
the Stalinist leadership of the Commun-
ist International and of the German Com-

Fate of World Revolution

in Balance

niuuist Party, the Fascist hordes would

not today be in the favorable position

they actually occupy. The party had the

matchless opportunity of mobilizing the

musses of the German proletariat around
the militant banner of the class strug-

gle, it stubbornly refused to seize the

opportunity. The Left Opposition was
the very lirst to sound the alarm signal

that Fascism threatened, that it had to

be crushed by the united front of all the

workers' organizations. We demanded
that the Communist party initiate the

movement for a real united front of all

the workers to smash the Brown Shirts.

Our demands fell on the deaf ears of

the Stalinist bureaucracy. The latter

operated on the theory of the "third per-

iod" and "social Fascism". No better

assistance could have been offered to the

Fascists on the one hand, and the Social

democratic leaders on the other. In-

stead of building a solid front with their

ciass brothers in the social democracy,
the Communists were forced by the Stal-

inist leadership to enter into an inde-

cent nationalistic competition with the

Nazis.

The party reconstructed its program to

read a "program of national and social

emancipation". It allowed itself to be
poisoned by the "national-Bolshevism"

and anti-Semitism of the Lieutenant

Scheriugers. It alienated itself from the
socialist masses by its criminal support
oi the Fascist referendum in Prussia.

While the Fascists were gaining victory

after victory, the party confined itself

to the sterile ultimatist policy of demand-
ing that the socialist workers concede
in advance the leadership of the Commun-
ist party or else there would be no uni-

ted front. The minds of the class consci-

ous militants were hopelessly befuddled

by the irresponsible Stalinist declarations
that the Bruening regime was already
the victory of Fascism, then, that the von
1'apen regime and finally the von Schlei-

cher regime, were all the rule of the Fasc-
ism. In this manner, the vigilance of
the proletariat was relaxed, its attention
was diverted from the real danger, it*t

strength was not mobilized and consoli-
dated. When the elections showed a
momentary decline of Fascism several
months ago, the bureaucracy became in-

toxicated with its purely parliamentary
successes and the parliamentary decline
of the Nazis, and announced with smug
self-contentment that the acute Fascist
danger was at an end. The parliament-
ary cretins in the Stalinist ranks did not,
in this case, rise above the level of
their socialist brothers-under-the-skin.

The Maryland Leader, socialist organ,
proclaimed in its headlines in November:
"Hitler Through in Germany". The
Stalinist press rang with the same re-
frain. At that time we warned the bu-
reaucratic optimists in the columns of
the Militant (November 12, 1932) not to
"roar with vicarious pride over the
party's gains in Germany as if the loss
of two million Fascist votes and almost
a million socialist votes had settled the
whole problem". We emphasized how
erroneous was the idea "that the Fasc-
ist danger to the German proletariat is
now eliminated or even definitely on the
decline. Such a conclusion can be drawn
only by those for whom the class strug-
gle begins at the ballot box and ends with
a parliamentary mandate".

Unbelievable as it might appear, the
Daily Worker, as late as last Monday,
that is, on the very day of Hitler's ap-
pointment to the Chancellorship, declar-
ed that "the tactics pursued by von
Schleicher of splitting the Hitler party,
have also caused widespread disintegra-
tion in the ranks of the National Social-
ist party, with several of Hitler's chief

lientenants breaking away from their al-

legiance to him" (Our emphasis). Both
Schleicher and von Papen did indeed

negotiate with some of Hitler's lienten-

ants, but only in the hope of drawing

Hitler into a cabinet in an entirely sub-

ordinated position. Hitler was too wise

to fall into the snare, and that is why
all the "breaking away" of some lieut-

enants had no appreciable significance.

The Dally Worker merely mistook Hit-

ler's strength, his plan of campaign for

the taking over of the government, for

the "widespread disintegration" of Fasc-

ism ! This is the way in which the Stal-

inists put the masses on the alert against

the Fascist danger. This is how they

refuted the thousand-times-over corro-

borated analyses of comrade Trotsky and
the Left Opposition!

The news dispatches, which are so

annoyingly inadequate and unclear, de-

clare that the Communist and social dem-
ocratic parties have formed a united

front in Berlin, with eight socialists and
seven Communists on the Committee of

Aclion to resist Hitlerism: also, that the

Communist party has issued the call for

a general strike. It is still too early to

comment on the exact nature or signi-

ficance of these reports, for the super-

ficiality and unreliability of the bour-

geois press is only too well known.
United Front Imperative

But it is not too early to declare that
unless a genuine united front of the

Communist party, the social democracy,
the socialist trade unions, the Reichs-

banner and the Communist Red Front
Fighters, is immediately formed, unless

the Communists immediately take the in-

itiative in calling for this united front

and compel the social democratic lead-

ers to enter into it—the results will be
catastrophic not only for the German
working class, but for the working class

movement of the whole world, for the

Communist International, and the Soviet
Union!
A crushing defeat for the working class

of Germany means a crushing defeat of
the Communist party, for it is the first

organization against which the attacks
of the brigands of Hitler's shock troop
detachments—assisted by the armed
forces of the state—-will be directed. A
mortal blow at the German Communist
Party, means the breaking ot the back-
bone of the Communist International,

and for this calamity we declare that the
Stalinist leadership of the International
will have been primarily responsible. A
lasting triumph of Fascism in Germany,
furthermore, is inconceivable without an
armed attack upon the Soviet Union.
Fascism in Germany can maintain itself

in the face of chauvinist France only if

it becomes the vanguard of the imper-
ialist intervention against the arch-enemy
of imperialism—the Soviet Union. The
consequences of a Fascist triumph are
thus, it is easy to see, of far-reaching
historical import for the whole ensuing
period.

That is why the Left Opposition cries
out today more loudly than ever: The
Communist International must speak out
iu the language of Lenin, in defense of
the international proletarian revolution,
in defense of the German working class.
It must speak out for the mobilization
of the world proletariat to crush the
monster of Fascism in Germany. It
must speak out to say how this is to be
done, for it can be done successfully in
only one way: by the establishment of
a Leninist united front of the whole Ger-
man proletariat.

To smash Fascism is an obligation and
task of the workers everywhere. Upon
the class conscious militants and the
Communist workers in this country, de-
volves the solemn duty of joining with
the Left Opposition to force that turn in
party policy which is now so absolutely
imperative, without which the worst cal-
amities are ahead. Our call to the party
to form the united front to smash Fasc-
ism before it took the governmental helm
—was not heeded, and the proletariat
in Germany and the rest of the world
has been set back accordingly. Today
again we repeat: It is not too late! But
the time to act is now!
The fate of the German working class,

of the Communist International, of the
Soviet Union, of the world revolution,
hangs in the balance!

—MAX SHACHTMAN.

Shall the Revolutionary Students Be

Organized Into Separate Movements
DISCUSSION ARTICLE to play in society and require no separ-

The existence for some time now of ate organization. The division of the
the National Students League in the Uhi- students may be roughly made into rich,

ted States, organized through the instru- middle class or petit-bourgeois and pro-
mentality of the Communist party and
YCL, requires from the Left Opposition
a fundamental statement of its attitude
toward the NSL. Can the Communists
stand by quietly when there ia formed
an independent students' organization,
with Its own programmatic policy?
Moreover, can Communists assist in, and
be responsible for, the formation of such
independent student organizations?

The recent activities of the NSL and
its assumption ot various roles in the
class struggle bring this question sharp-
ly to the forefront and demand a clear

enunciation of policy on our part. The
organization recently of the Students
League of Canada only adds to the need
for clarification on the question. The
writer presents his views here in sketch-
ed form in order to initiate a discussion
which will speed the adoption of a posi-
tion by the Left Opposition. Commun-
ists in principle, must oppose, in our
opinion, the formation of an independ-
ent or separate organization of either

the students or the intellectuals. This
position, which has been the principle

position of the Communists and the
Young CommunlBt International in

theses adopted at the second congress of
the Y. C. L., requires no revision today.

Bole of Students

letarian students. Even so, the particu-

lar social, economic and political posi-

tions of these groupings in society neg-
ate any idea that these groups can have
an independent role in the class strug-

gle as student groups. Our concern here
is mainly with the proletarian students
who have historically no interests separ-

ate and apart from the industrial pro-
letariat, from the working class as such.
The proletarian students to be at all ef-

fective iu the labor movement, must link
themselves organizationally and politic-

ally with the vanguard of the revolution-

ary movement—the Communist party and
the YCL, and conduct such activities as
they are able to on a Communist pro-
gram. The Communist student would
necessarily, therefore, direct his energ-
ies primarily among the proletarian stu-
dents.

The matter becomes even clearer when
it is seen that the National Students
League and the Students League of Can-
ada are not formed on the basis of a
"broad" student organization which sup-
posedly might appeal to all etaeses of stu-
dents for the preservation of student
rights and needs on the campus, or con-
duct "general propaganda" and education
for liberal, socialist or revolutionary
ideas. Both Student Leagues, oa the

The students have no indopendeat role
contraFy

> "Wita the weakness oi inch

a position and make their appeal on a
"revolutionary" or even "Communistic"
basis. In fact, they regard themselves

as Communist student organizations.

The Spark, official organ of the Students

League of Canada, is most clear and ex-

plicit on the matter of the character of

its appeal to the student body. In the
issue of December 1932, the Spark edit-

orially says:

" The majority of students., .are

not members of the proletariat, even
though a good many come from working
class homes. Because of this fact Marx-
ism, however logical, can have no ap-

peal to most university students for it

is inimical to the Interests of their class.

Accordingly, the Students League has no
illusions regarding the student body as

a whole....We only aim to attract thel
small number of students who see an'
identity between their Interests and those

;

of the working class and who are, there-
j

fore, willing to take an active part in,

the working class movement. After all,

a few active members are far more valu-

able than is a passive recognition of the'
validity of our views from the majority i

of the student body—and again on this'

latter score we have no Illusions." (Our
emphasis).

What the Spark saya is correct. But
if there is this identity of interests be-

tween the students minority, that is, the
proletarian students and the workers,
then why a separate organization? What
are those special tasks of so-called rev-

olutionary or Communist student organi-
zations which cannot better and more
correctly be performed In the revolu-

tionary political organisation of tae yout*

—the Young Communist League? In

our opinion, none; and such an independ-
ent student organization can only lead to
confusion and malpractices in the rev-
olutionary movement, and bring about
just the opposite results from those in-

tended, as will be shown.

The Communist Left Opposition parti-

cularly has every reason to reject the

organization of separate students or-

ganizations. The Left Opposition, in its

condemnation of the Stalinists, has stat-

ed often, and correctly, its opposition in

principle to the creation of so-celled

"anti-imperialist" Leagues, "peasants

parties, "workers and peasants parties",

labor or Farmer-Labor parties, etc., etc.

We condemn the formation of these

bodies on the ground that they usurp,

or attempt to, the role legitimately and
necessarily belonging to the Communist
party, and, further, that every conces-

sion to the formation and activity of

such organizations brings successive be-

trayals of the working class, emasculates
and caricatures the revolutionary posi-

tion, and weakens or destroy the Com-
munist party or YCL. In short, the
theoretical position of the Left Opposi-

tion, based on historical experiences, re-

fuses to attribute an Independent or rev-

olutionary role to such hodge-podge bod-
ies. Our attitude toward the NSL and
the Students League of Canada must flow
clearly from our fundamental position to

analogous organizations in other fields.

In the case of an independent students
organization, the issue is even plainer.

The Left Opposition contends that the
role of a "peasants" party, an "anti-im-
periallst League", a "four class Kuo Min
Tang", a Labor party, etc., proves in ev-

ery case to be false to, a betrayal of,

and reactionary in relation to the work-
ing class as a whole, and also, thereby,
to the Communists and their organiza-
tions, the C. P. and YCL. In such cases,
where "independent" organizations like
the NSL pretend to a "revolutionary",
even Communist position, they place
themselves directly In the road of the
genuine revolutionization of the prole-
tarian students who, if they accept the
revolutionary, the Communist position,
should join the organization of their
class, the YCL, and function actively
therein in their alloted tasks. Wittingly
or otherwise, the "revolutionary" posi-
tion ot the NSL, sponsored and organ-
ized by the YCL, actually forms a bul-
wark against—and not a bridge to—stu-
dents joining the YCL. Yet what is de-
manded of them in the way of profession
of belief and activity in the NSL that
is not demanded of them in the YCL
minus the discipline required of a mem-
ber of the YCL? Little or nothing, un-
der ordinary circumstances.

It is demonstrated, not merely ia
theory but by numerous practices, that
when the students or Intellectuals under-
take tasks, in lieu of no objection by
others, which are not theirs historical-
ly and which they cannot properly ex-
ecute—they bungle the job badly, con-
fuse and mislead the workers, ignore the
revolutionary position and, by default,
usurp the role which only a C. P. or YCL
can undertake. They are not to blame,
since no one says them nay, and, worse
yet, the Communists themselves urge
them on iu their false steps.

MARTIN ABBEN.

(To be continued)
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How Far Will The Stalinists Go?
Close observation of the recent zig-'

zags in the party's united front policy i

would lead one to draw one of the follow-

ing conclusions: 1. That the Stalinists

have set themselves the task of devital]

izing the united front tactic; 2. Teat the!

mad zig-zag results from utter confu-

sion ; 3. That they are caught in the con-

tradiction of a fundamentally wrong
course hitherto pursued. Discounting the
first which would be true only if Stalin-

ism had already severed its weak bonds
with the working class one must accept

the second and third explanation.

We, in Chicago, are rather fortunate in

having been able to watch and in some
cases participate in every shade of united

front conference, from the ultra-Left sec-

tarian, vest-j>ocket, united front "from
below" species, to the ultra-Right oppor-

tunist policy in the present alderroanic

election campaign. But our good for-

tune lies, perhaps, after all in heing able

to participate in the genuine united front

movement which defeated the threatened

SO percent cut in unemployed relief.

The Orange in Chicago

The Oct. 10th conference marked the

first faltering step of the party, away
from the '"below" policy. Suddenly, out
of the clear sky, amid the loud chanting

of ultra-Left hymns "from below", the

party found itself faced with the dilemma
of either participating in the united

front movement together with other OR-
GANIZATIONS and thus deviate from

the line thus far followed, or boycott the

impending united front of the Workers'
League and the Workers' Committee and
thus disgrace itself completely It wise-

ly chose to participate and later tried

to justify itself by a process of ration-

alization. All at once the Stalinists de-

cided to run the risk of staining their

simon purity and sat at the same table

with reformist leaders whom it hut a

moment ago stigmatized as "social-fasc-

ists". The victory won by this unity

of action proved the correctness of the

Left Opposition's position on the uni-

ted front. But in no way can the suc-

cess of the united front be credited to

the party. The fact is that the party

leaders were forced into the united front

in the same way as were the socialist

leaders. And it must also be remember-

ed that if anyone came near wrecking the

Conference, it was none other than the

party's representative, Williamson, with
his provocative speech, previously com-
mented on in the Militant.

So great was the force of this united

front that it shook the party out of

its political lethargy and resulted in the

Verblin—Williamson polemic in the Dec-
ember Communist. For the first time in

years, were the pages of the Communist
invaded by heterodox opinion. Verblin
actually succeeded in setting forth his

views which, while not drawing 100 per-

cent political conclusions, nevertheless

presented an essentially correct position

on the united front. While Williamson
and other1

party sages labored to refute

Verblin and Justify their own position,

The Swing to Opportunism

in Chicago

the customary fervor was noticeably

lacking. Certainly the "Leninist leader,

ship" could not afford to have its infal-

libility questioned. Self-preservation

still remains the first law of nature,

politically as well as biologically.

Subsequent events seem to point how-

ever to the possibility that the first step

away from the "below" policy in Chicago

has resulted in a national turn. The re-

cent call for a united front in New York
seems to point in that direction. It is

quite possible that the Stalinists have
decided to scrap at least part of the

'"below" policy secretly and without the

knowledge of the party membership and
start a turn to the Right. If this be so

then we have much to fear. Under" the

Stalinist leadership the party proceeds

in its turns in a very similar fashion

to that of the proverbial drunken sailor

who, in attempting to make progress,

reels and staggers from the wall on the

one side of the road to the ditch oa the

oilier. The results of the 102S-20 turn

arc still fresh in our minds. There is

no telling to what opportunist extremes

t he present Right turn will carry the
party. In this respect recent experiences

in Chicago are rather indicative.

Students Congress against War
That the "anti-war" adventure would

turn out to bo a great farce was evi-|

dent from the start. In sheer despair

over the utter impossibility of creating a

single "below" united front, the Inter-

national Stalinist leadership conceived

the Amsterdam substitute which no soon-

er flickered up than it went up in smoke;

but not before begetting the Chicago mis-

carriage in the form of the Student Con-

gross. Engineered by the young Stalin-

ists, this Congress carefully segregated

the students from the working class

youth. The YCT, with its formally

"Communist" anti-war program was very

conspicuous by not having even a single

delegate, in spite of the fact that it was

the J'CL that, really organized the whole

thing. Instead they preferred to mas-

querade behind the Students League
which, proceeding along pacifist lines to

the last moment, was planning to or-

ganize a permanent anti-war organiza-

tion using the Anti-Imperialist League
as a model.

The intervention of the Left Opposi-

tion youth, was the intervention of the

subjective factor which prevented down-
right degeneration into pacifism and
forced the adoption of a formally "cor-

rect" though still treacherously ambigu-
ous resolution in the end. But our in-

tervention was insufficient to make some-

thing decisive out of this Congress. In

their haste to record anotfher paper

achievement, the young Stalinists and
the old ones to for that matter, for-

got to do a very simple thing : they com-

pletely forget to raise a concrete issue

for the united front. They came to the

congress to work out an anti-war PRO-
GRAM with the socialists and pacifists.

The result of course was that no unity
was achieved on any point. Like its

deceased progenitor, this Congress gave
up its ghost as soon as the last session

was adjourned. The silence of the
Stalinist press on the "achievements"
of this Congress, is more eloquent than
any words in proving their disappoint-
ment in the whole affair. Prom our
standpoint, quick death is the best thing
that could happen to an unnatural mon-
strosity of this sort

The Alderraanfc Elections

Having stumbled over the anti-war

fiasco on the Right, does not seem to

have dampened their spirits. On the

contrary Stalinism in Chicago continues

to careen madly further to the Right,

plunging into the swamp of opportunism

up to the neck. Bourgeoisie tradition

would have it, that in Chicago, Alder-

manic candidates do not run on party

tickets. In actual practise this is of

course not followed and all candidates

are supported by one party or the other.

But suddenly the Communist party has

voluntarily become the dupe of this par-

liamentary subterfuge.

Instead of running candidates on its

own ticket in the various wards, the

party has resorted to other measures.

United front conference were called in

some wards by some mysterious "united

front of workingmen's organization" and
anonymously in other wards to nomin-

ate a '"workers' candidate". At these

conferences, any worker regardless of

his organizational affiliation who agrees

to the proposed platform and received

the majority of the votes of the delegates

present, would stand as the candidate

that the party would support, tinfor-

tunately the platform consists entirely

of minimum immediate demands on

which a Socialist or any bourgeois dem-
agogue could run just as well as a Com-
munist.

In one ward on the South Side this

almost came to pass. It happened that

a bank clerk of a decidedly bourgeois

turn of mind almost received the nomina-

tion. Had that happened, the Communist
party would either have had to keep its

promise and support a bourgeoisie candi-

date or break its "pledge" and place a
Communist rival in the field. One may
well shudder' at the consequences of a

consistent policy flowing from the

party's premise.

Moreover, the policy seems to be to

hide the face of the party as much a-s

possible in the present campaign. In
this connection, the following anecdote,

related to the writer by a party sym-
pathizer is of Interest. This sympath-
izer was one night visited by a com-
mittee which requested him to sign a
petition for a "workers' candidate" for

alderman. Upon inquiry as to the party
affiliation of the candidate, the commit-
tee replied that he was not connected

with any political party. Asked specific-

ally whether this candidate was a Com-
munist, the committee emphatically de-

nied it. Whereupon this sympathizer re-

fused to give his signature. The fol-

lowing night another committee came
to see him about signing for the same
candidate. They behaved in exactly the

same manner as the first committee, and
again did not receive the man's signa-

ture. Only aftef inquiry among party

members of his acquaintanee, was the
secret finally divulged to this man that
the candidate is a Communist.

To such depths of parliamentary op-

portunism has the Stalinist leadership
dragged the party—to a united Labor
ticket forsooth. In vain it seems, did
the Second Congress of the C. I. elabor-

ate a thesis on Communist parliament-
ary tactics. In vain ail the writings of

Lenin, Luxemburg and Liebknecht
against the parliamentary opportunism
of the Second International. It is all

lost on the Stalinists.

But after all the present tactics in

Chicago differ from the tactics in the
presidential election campaign only in

degree. Whereas in the presidental elec-

tions the revolutionary aim of the party
were carefully avoided and all emphasis
laid on six badly chosen reformist de-
mands; the Chicago campaign has gone
to the extent of avoiding the open and
clear mention of the party. And having
gone to the Right to this extent, -who
knows where they will stop?

All the greater is the responsibility of

the Left Opposition at this moment. AH
the greater must be our efforts to swing

back the party to the correct path. A
gigantic task no doubt. The coarse mock-
ing voice of Stalin at the 15th Congress

is heard across the years: "Just imagine
u small boat which can hardly float on
the surface of the sea... and imagine a
.splendid steamer which majestically cuts

through the waves and advances with
full confidence. What would you say if

this small boat should come to save this

huge steamer?" Laughter greeted this

asinine humor. Laughter of officials who
had fgnorantly and bureaucratically sent

away the trained helmsmen and navigat-

ors in a small boat together with the
charts and compass. And this in the
name of the passengers' interests. The

|
"advance with full confidence" has now
become a blind drift towards dangerous

. shoals. Only the intervention of the
"small boat" can prevent political dis-

I aster on the reefs of opportunism.

i
Chicago, 111. —N. SATIR.
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Confusion Marks Stalinist Policy on Fight

Against War

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1933

JAPAN
Its Rise from Feudalism to Capitalist Imperialism

and the Development of the Proletariat

By Jack Weber
(Continued from last issue)

It is a far cry from the peaceful, agi-

tational phase of the Japanese labor

movement at thj time of the Russo-Jap-

anese War to the necessarily stern and

virile movement of the present time. At

that time the Japanese Social l>emocrats

wrote their famous greetings to the Rus-

sian comrades despite the reality of the

imperialist war into which both govern-

ments had plunged the two nations.

The Japanese workers, struggling against

nationalist jingoism and capitalist im-

perialism, understood clearly the inter-

national aspect of their movement. Yet

they had not advanced beyond the stage

where they could say: "We are neither

nihilists nor terrorists, but we are So-

cial Democrats. We object absolutely

to using military force in our fighting.

We have to fight by peaceful means, by

reason and speech." Lenin replied to

these historic greetings in Iskra and his

words stand out today, the day of open

violence and organized terror against

the Japanese workers, in startling bold-

ness and with striking applicability

;

''Amid the jingoistic chorus of both coun-

tries, their voice sounds as a herald

from that better world, which, though

it exists today only in the mind of the

elass-conscious proletariat, will become a

reality tomorrow We do not know when
that "tomorrow" will come. But we,

the Social Democrats the world over,

are all working to bring it nearer and
nearer. We are digging a grave for the

miserable today—the present social or-

der. ,We are organizing the forces which
will finally bury it. Force against force,

violence against violence! And In say-

ing this we speak neither as nihilists

nor as terrorists What is important

for us is the feeling of solidarity, which
the Japanese comrades have expressed
in their message to us. We send them a
hearty greeting. Down with militarism

!

Hail to the international social dem-
ocracy !"

THE EPOCH OF WARS
AND REVOLUTIONS
Ours is a stormy epoch, an epoch of

profound upheavals. Capitalist civiliza-

tion, Its contradictions laid hare before

the entire world, its component parts
warring against each other, is bankrupt
and threatens chaos unless the vanguard
of the workers leads the proletariat

alont the only road out. But leader-

ship is not a mechanical process, it is

dynamic and creative and, after clear-

sighted analysis of each situation, it

must carefully choose the proper wea-

pons for the struggle.

THE GREAT OBSTACLE
The vanguard must know above all

how to unite and rally the workers for

the march to power. This road remains

blocked and impassable so long as the

majority of the working class remain

under the deadening influence of the

reformists and opportunists. Mere de-

nouncing of these misleaders as social

Fascists, not only does not accomplish

anything, but tends to alienate the mass-

es still under the yoke of the reformists.

Surely the Japanese Communists, the

vanguard o£ a movement that has from
the first shown itself sensitive to the

bitter lessons of the Internationa! pro-

letariat, have learned from the experi-

ence in China with Chiang Kai-Shek, the

need for a separate, unified Communist
party. But surely also they have learned

from a study of the German situation

for the past several years, the danger
of alienating themselves from the mass-
es, the aid given to the reformist leaders

by the Stalinist blunders in united front

tactics. In Japan the acuteness of the
crisis, the crushing of workers and pea-

sants under the heels of the imperialists,

oilers an unexampled opportunity to

unite the workers in struggle. As in ev-

ery country, the immediate demands must
be for relief for the unemployed and the
starving, then the workers must be ral-

lied together to demand unemployment
insurance. But particularly in Japan,
the struggle for bread can be linked di-

rectly with the struggle for peace,
against militarism. The workers and
peasants starve while the government
wastes huge sums to maintain an army
of conquest. Remember the rice riots!

SPECIAL TASKS OF THE

JAPANESE PARTY

The Japanese face the task, as in no
other country, of liberating women
through organization, first in unions,

then in the Party. Young girls and
women form the majority of factory

workers, the overwhelming majority of

textile workers, Japanese women, like

all women of the Bast, have been kept
in virtual slavery in the home as well
as in the shops and factories. Theirs
has been the duty of unquestioning
obedience. It is of utmost significance

that divorces in Japan are three times

as great in number as in America, the

classic land of divorce. The reason for

this is the wretched position of the

woman in the home. Signs are not lack-

ing that the working women of Japan
are learning to throw in their lot with

that of the organized workers. But or-

ganization of women kept in dormitories

is necessarily difficult. All unions can
surely be united in the fight against this

vicious system which has actually been
utilized on occasion to starve women
into subjection where they have had the

courage to strike.

THE ETA
The second special task of the Com-

munists is to secure the cooperation of

the onteaste Etas of Japan. The three

million or so Etas have an organization

of their own, the Suiheisha or Equality
Society. This society with its 200,000
members played an important role in

organizing the first labor party. The
Etas, rough toilers, not afraid of viol-

ence, tool; a most active part in the rice

riots of 1918. They live in separate
villages generally shunned by the forces

of law and order. The Communists
must see to it that these sturdy outcasts
are not misled into dissipating their en-
ergy entirely in a fight for social equal-

ity, important as such a fight is. The
Etas are inevitably part of the working
class and must be taught the importance
of struggling for the interests of the
entire working class. At the same time
the other workers must prove their will-

ingness to accept the Etas into their

organizations on an equal footing.

THE ARMY
Conscription makes of the Japanese

army essentially a peasant army with
a peasant psychology. The army is at
the same time the strength and the
weakness of Japanese imperialism. The
peasants are not suddenly metamorphosed
in the army; they remain the potential
rebellion. They cannot help but wonder
at the contrast between the misery and
starvation in the homes they have just
left, and the care taken of their health
and "welfare" in the army. As cannon-
fodder they are evidently worth fat
more than as toilers on the land.

The army is the armed peasantry and
workers. It is in thi3 sense that Com-
munists must propagandize the army,
bringing home the meaning of the con-
trasts between civilian and military life,

showing that the starvation at home is

the direct result of the use of the army
abroad. The Chinese comrades have in
this respect a duty whose fulfillment may
prove decisive. They must aid their
Japanese comrades to spread Commun-
ist propaganda among the troops. It

may well be that if the next phase of.

the Chinese revolution, resulting from
the Jaiianese aggression, once more
brings the Chinese proletariat in the
arena of struggle. The red heat *f the
Chinese revolation will communicate it«

intensity to the Japanese army.

Tiie soldier workers and peasants must

be fore-warned particularly against their

use as tools to set up a Bonapart to

stave off the revolution. The military

clan in Japan, the dictators to both the

Emperor and the Shadow government

ever' since the Restoration, is ready to

proclaim army rule at a moment's no-

tice. The generals are not lacking in

Bonapartist aspirations. The Machia-

vellian role of the military clique in

keeping workers and peasants under the

heavy yoke of exploitation by using a

special (armed) part of the working
class and peasantry, must be emphasized

iu soldier propaganda. Not Fascism is

the danger in Japan but Bonapartism

(military "mediation" between the class-

es) due to the special historic status of

the generals. Bourgeois democracy has

never been established in reality and

hence need not be swept aside.

THE PERMANENT REVOLUTION.
It is unthinkable that the present crisis

in Japan can pass without profound

changes. It is the extreme instability of

Japanese economy that forces the army
into Manchuria in seareh of desperate

remedies. The war of conquest threat-

ens to precipitate world war at any mo-
ment, on the one hand with the U. S.,

on the other with the USSR. To the

revolutionist, it is utterly out of the

question to think Of helping to precipi-

tate an imperialist war (between the U.

S. and Japan) in order to avoid an at-

tack on the Soviet Union, as has been

in the minds of some. Just as inconceiv-

able is it to think of any alliance be-

tween the U. S. and the USSR against

.Japan. Imperialism must he fought on
all fronts, more especially on the home
front. And if war nevertheless results,

the Japanese workers long ago set an
example of solidarity for all the world
<of workers) to follow.

The revolutionary way out is only

throtigh the proletarian revolution. In
Japan the situation is a rapidly-changing
one. Under mass pressure, the capital-

ists, to save their own skins, may at-

tempt to lead the workers and peasants
against the militarists. The Communist
must know in advance how to act in

such an eventuality. If the capitalists

are permitted to place themselves undis-
putedly at the head of the peasants, the
revolution is doomed to failure. The
Communists at the head of the proletar-
iat must teach the peasants to carry out
in actuality their real demands—to seize
the land, to refuse to pay rents, to re-

pudiate debts —and thus assure the "dem-
ocratic" phase of the revolution. Lut
the proletariat must not stop there, it

must, with the aid of the poor, over-
burdened petty bourgeoisie, establish the.

dictatorship of the proletariat. The in-

ternational proletariat, beginning with
the Russians, must help in this tremend-
ous task.

THE END.

(Continued from last issue)

We pointed out that it was im-

possible for the students to play any

independent role, but that it must lend

its support to the revolutionary workers.

This statement made a good impression

upon the Communist delegates and threw

the leaders of the congress into a state

of horror. The corridor remarks on the

"activity of the god-damn Trotskyites"

began. The Stalinists considered giv-

ing the Opposition delegates the bum's-

rusli out of the congress. We have no
doubt as to the discomfort of the Stalin-

ists. Our presence was unquestionably

a thorn in their side and they would
have preferred to refuse us admission.

But in attempting to make the congress

extremely broad (it could hardly have
been broader) they could not very well

raise the question of the admission of

Oppositionists without at once causing a

struggle on the floor1

. The Opposition
was represented by thirteen regular de-

legates, (three sympathizers who were
regular delegates) and four alternate

delegates. This small group was the

clearest political section of the con-

gress.

The first act of the Opposition cau-

cus was a proposal' made to the NSL
and the YCI, for a joint caucus of the

Left wing delegates to agree upon policy

and present a united action against paci-

fism and socialism in the congress. Our
aim was to fight for the acceptance of

a Communist position on the part of

the NSL delegates first and then to pro-

I»se such a policy for adoption by the

congress. Our proposal for a joint Left

wing caucus was rejected by the Stalin-

ists on the excuse that "it was decided

not to hold any caucus. This congress

will not be run by any caucuses" ! Ac-

tually of course, the refusal was "be-

cause they would have nothing to do

with the Opposition.

The congress divided into groupings

at once (as if this was unavoidable).

The outstanding tendencies were repre-

sented by Communism, socialism and
pacifism. At times the struggle between

these tendencies were extremely sharp,

toward the close of the congress threat-

ening on split. The important day of

the congress was the second and final

day, since at this session actual reso-

lutions, program and organization would

take place. The Opposition caucus in

session the night before prepared a gen-

eral resolution (See Militant No. 2, Vol.

6) on the struggle against war and ap-

pended to it one on the defense of the

Soviet Union. We reiterated our position

as embodied in the statements and add-

ed to it the practical proposals also.

This resolution was presented to the

resolutions committee.

The most important session of the

congress was the report of the resolu-

tions committee. Here the congress was
presented with a number of minor re-

solutions that carried without any diffi-

culties. Because no resolutions were
prepared in advance, no program was
worked up prior to the congress; all of

that was done on the congress floor in

the midst of the session. At this session

the resolutions were run off the mimeo-
graph and discussed simultaneously.

With such organization no serious dis-

cussion could be held. A resolution sup-

porting the pledge of Amsterdam car-

ried. The Opposition delegates did not

vote on this in line with the general

position of the Opposition at Amsterdam,
Similarly with the resolution on prac-

tical activity, we were prepared at a

genuine conference to propose a minimum
program of activity. For this congress
our chief aim was to get the congress

to adopt a correct resolution and to

recognize that by itself it could do noth-

ing; that it must follow the working
class and adopt a program in accord-
ance with revolutionary principles. There
is no other way out on the question of

war. That is why our resolution stress-

ed fundamentals above all.

The surprise of the congress came
with the presentation of the main reso-

lution. This resolution, coming upon
the pre-congress preparations, the atti-

tude of the leaders of the congress, the
early sessions of the congress, was a
complete surprise because it marked a
decisive change in the right direction.

It must be said that In general (we are
not concerned at the moment with the
practical points contained at the end of
the resolution upon which the opposi-
tion did not vote) this resolution was
correct. It was correct in analyzing the
question of war as the product of cap-
italism, the solution of which will come
with the revolutionary overthrow of cap-
italism and the establishment of a class-

less society. It was correct in establish-

ing (for1 the first time) that the students
could not play an independent role but
must join hands with the working class

;

it stressed the need of the defense of
the Soviet Union ; it came out against
a permanent organization. The ques-
tion immediately arises: how is it that
the resolution was written in this man-
ner, one which marked a complete right

about face? I believe that the NSL was
dominated by two factors: had the de-

legation of the pacifists and socialist

been larger or equal to the Communist
delegation the resolution would have con-
formed with the pre-congress prepara-
tions, it would have been an opportun-
ist one. But in view of the overwhelm-
ing delegation of Communists and Com-
munist sympathizers, the organizers of

the congress felt at ease in the presen-

tation of a revolutionary position. In
addition, the Left Opposition, which
had its material in the hands of all the
delegates and put pressure upon the
Communists, was a strong factor.

The efforts of the leaders of the NSL
to laugh off the influence of the Op-
position fails miserably when it Is re-

called how insistent they were in mak-
ing clear that no resolutions were pre-

pared beforehand, and in defending the

whole pre-congress period. One must
read the main resolution of the congress

alongside a copy of the Opposition reso-

lution to see how on the political ques-

tions, the similarity is marked. We In-

sist that the resolutions committee which
hud no resolution of its own, plagiarized

the resolution of the Opposition which
was not read to the congress. The reso-

lution did not contain every point of the

Opposition resolution, but the main ones

were present in it. Because of the man-
ner in which .the congress was proceed-

ing the Opposition delegates felt that it

was well-nigh impossible to read our
resolution from the floor, and because of

-similarity of the main political views
expressed in the congress resolution it

was decided to withhold the struggle

from the floor. However, several am-
endments were made by us. Our am-
endment to include unconditional de-

fense of the Soviet Union in the main
resolution was defeated primarily
through tile active intervention of the

YCL delegates who feared that this

would create unnecessary schisms in the

congress. But a lengthy amendment pre-

sent by one of the Canadian delegates

(Canadian Students League) taken from
the resolution of the Opposition (gee
Militant, No. 2, Vol. 6, "The present
world crisis who alone can overthrow
capitalism") was accepted by the con-
gress. On the resolution calling for the
recognition of the Soviet Union, an am-
endment introduced by an Opposition
delegate for the issuance of the slogan
of "economic collaboration with and the
extension of long term credits to the
Soviet Union" was rejected, once again,

by the interference of the YCL dele-

gates (the YCL delegates referred to,

represented the National Students
League).

(To be continued)

—ALBERT GLOTZER.
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1 ioneer 1 ubiishinq lundtng
This is a period of abrupt turns, says'

comrade Trotsky in the ''Strategy", i

That is true in our publishing plans too.

We were driving along the road of get-

ting Soviet Economy out next. Now
comes the German developments. The
line of march must be changed. First

on the agenda stands "The Only Road".

All efforts now must be bent to get
it out without delay. Already we have
waited too long. That is not because of

choice. Money was lacking. But in

view of the burning urgency of the Ger-
man situation the money must be raised.

And it must be raised at once.

$50 is the sum necessary. And It must
he raised in the shortest possible time.

Not next month, or at some vague future
time but now! It is our duty to influ-

ence the course of the party in this de-
sperate situation. We must act with de-
cision and speed. That is why we ask
that all our comrades and sympathizers
make the necessary sacrifice to get the
book out quickly.

Let the donations pour in. Let them
take whatever size and form our com-
rades can manage. But let them come
quickly. Speed is vital. Act quickly.
Send funds to Pioneer Publishers, 84
East 10th Street, New York, N. Y.

.**.*..—.»-4— f^..

Militant Builders

THE COPENHAGEN SPEECH
Do you know that the issue containing

comrade Trotsky's speech to the social
democratic students at Copenhagen w*s
a political sensation? Requests for addi-
tional copi« are coming in. We want to
inform our comrades here that we under-

stand well the burning desire on the part
of everyone who reads it to have every-
one else read it too. That will have to
wait now until we get it out in pam-
phlet form. There are no more of the
issue left.

But what is important at the moment
now is; what have you done using the
opportunity this speech created to get
subs on the club plan? Not enough, ac-
cording to the results that have come to
hand. Lack of space forbids us from ser-
monizing on this theme. Let the records
beiow speak for themselves. Cities and
comrades who have improved their re-
cords are noted in bold type.

THE RECORD BY CITIES:

NEW YORK 65
Chicago 36
Minneapolis 22
PITTSBURGH 30
Philadelphia 15
Montreal 15
Toronto 10
Boston 10
New Castle, Pa. 8
Youngstown 8
Lynn, Mass. 5
So. Bend, Ind. 5
St. Louis 4
Des Moines 4

IN THE NEXT ISSUE
The next issue of the Militant will

contain a report by comrade Cannon of
the Gillespie conference ot trade unions.
Comrade Cannon was the principal speak-
er at the conference and a mass meeting
which followed It,
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Why Is the Comintern Silent on Germany?
Hlio Militant to Appear Hire©
limes /% W€M*I* Duriog Drive!

The National Committee Issues A Call to Action to All

CALL TO ACTION ,

To all branches, members, and supporters

of the Left Opposition.

Dear Comrades:
CONCENTRATE ALL ACTIVITY ON
THE GERMAN CAMPAIGN OF

THE LEAGUE!
The League is reacting to the Ger-

man crisis with the greatest campaign
in <tte history. It is precisely at the

moment of sharp turns and world-

shading events, when the Centrist

bureaucracy reveals its impotence and
bankruptcy, that the Left Opposition

must show its political initiative, its

boldness, and its capacity to multiply

its activities many fold. From this

point of view the National Committee
has already taken a number of deci-

sive steps which are shaking the Com-
munfct movement in New York to

its foundations.

The first of these actions, and the
pivotal point of our campaign, is the
decision to publish the MILITANT
during the next month THREE
TIMES A WEEK!
This decision was made with the

greatest deliberation and sobriety
and will be carried out in life. It

is not a bluff or an empty gesture,

and must in no case be so regarded
by a single member of the organiza-
tion. At the time of making the de-

cision we had no money on hand

—

not a penny, in fact; nothing but
pressing bills and obligations. Our
resources for the execution of this
ambitions plan consist exclusively in

the burning world importance of the
German crisis and the movement we
shall create on the basis of that is-

sue. That is enough.
The correctness of our decision

from a practical as well as front a
polttical standpoint was confirmed to

the hilt at the magnificent mass
meeting of the Left Opposition in
New York Sunday. Never since the
days following tile Russian Bolshevik
revolution has New York seen such a
meeting—such unrestrained enthusi-
asm, such a stormy assertion of the
spirit of proletarian Internationalism.
And—what is no less significant

—

one could see by the size of the
splendid audience, by its fervid de-
monstration of support of our cam-
paign, how quickly the Left Opposi-
tion, if H acts boldly at the moment
of great happenings, can bound for-
ward and rally the Communist work-
ers around its banner. The financial
contributions alone—five and ten dol-

lar bills in tile fourth year of the

crisis!—registered a spirit of sacrifice

that stops at nothing; a spirit that

has not been seen in the years of

Stalinist degeneration.

This glorious beginning of our
great campaign filled as all with un-

bounded confidenob that we can carry

it through and fulfill our internation-

al duty in a manner worthy of a sec-

tion of the International Left Op-
position. The appearance of the

MILITANT three times a week in

this fateful period cannot fail to

electrify the Communist workers, to

shake them out of passivity and rout-

ine. It cannot fail to awaken them
to an understanding that the defense
of th e German proletariat against

the dreadful scourge of Fascism is

a matter of days, perhaps of hours.

This is our aim—to awaken the Com-
munist workers. This is why we be-

gin our campaign and center it

around the triple editions of the
MILITANT.
But the struggle of the Left Op-

position will not be confined to the
literary sphere. Oar tbriee-a-week

MILITANT must be for us not mere-
ly the propagandist, but also the agi-

tator and organizer of a great move-
ment, as Lenin said a Communist
paper should be. Mass meetings must
be held everywhere. Workers meet-
ings, shops, gatherings of every kind
must be invaded boldly with the
burning message of the Left Opposi-
tion on the German crisis. Every
member of the organization, and ev-
ery sympathetic worker, must be
mobilized for daily activity to distri-

bute the MILITANT. The whole rev-

olutionary labor movement must be
shaken from top to bottom with the
message of internationalism.

And now (fie capacity of the Left
Oppositionists for material sacrifices

must really asert itself. We expect
that every Bolshevik-Leninist will
put his duty to the German revolution
above every personal consideration
and see to it that the funds necessary
to assure the steady appearance of
the MILITANT on the new schedule
are forthcoming without delay. Do
this, comrades, do everything, not to-

morrow but today!

With Communist Greetings,
National Committee,

Communist League of America
(Opposition)

JAMES P. CANNON,
National Secretary.

$00 Workers Pack New York Hall

To Hear Opposition on Germany

How We Plan «New Militant»

Despite the bitterly cold weather five

hundred workers packed the largest

meeting yet held by the Left Opposition

in New York, to hear our speakers in

the Stuyvesant Casino present an analy-

sis of the acute crisis in Germany today.

With Martin Abern in the chair', the

meeting got under way with a recount-

ing by Max Shachtman of the role play-

ed in the victory of Fascism by the

treachery of the social democracy, on

the one hand, and on the other the crim-

inal policy of blundering pursued by

Stalinism in Germany. James P. Cannon
dealt with the significance of Fascism,

the imminent threat to the Soviet Union

and the Communist International. The
question ol the united front of Commun-
ist and social democratic workers and
their organizations, for the purpose of

crushing Fascism was emphasized In the

speeches and the summary. The Intense

interest of the audience may be guaged

by the fact that more than 50 questions

were sent up to the chairman by repre-

sentatives of all tendencies. In sum-
ming up, Shachtman pointed out that it

was impossible to reply to all the ques-

tion ; whoa the proposal was put to

call another meeting two weeks later, to

discuss the German events further, it

Was enthusiastically endorsed. Despite
this proposal, the floor was given to a
spokesman for the official Communist
party who offered a sad example of the
mis-education of the Communist work-
era by Stalinism. Not only was a good
oollaption tnkon, running close to $100.,

bn;. those in attendance, amongst them
being several score party members and
Lovestoneite sympathizers, voted with
enthusiastic unanimity (save for four

contrary votes!) for the following re-

solution which was put fof adoption:

This mass meeting of 500 workers as-

sembled at Stuyvesant Casino at the

call of the Communist League of Amer-

ica (Opposition), raises its voice in

vigorous condemnation of a regime of

Fascism in Germany and declares ita un-

yielding solidarity with the struggle of

the German working class against the

Hitlerist monster. We appeal urgently

to the Communist party and the Com-

munist International to take cognizance

of the critical situation and fulfill its re-

sponsibility by leading the German work-

ing class to the victorious struggle

against Fascism, employing the tactic of

the united front as it has been expound-

ed by Lonin and after him by the In-

ternational Left Opposition.

We appeal to the Communist Party of

the United States to initiate at once a

series of huge united front demonstra-

tions against the Hitler regime and to

demand of the Socialist party and the

trade unions that they take part in the

single united front movement of the Am-
erican workers In solidarity with the

embattled proletariat of Germany.
Long live the united front of the

working class

!

Down with the Fascist murderers!
Long live the German proletarian rev-

olution !

Now more than ever we demand the re-

turn to the Soviet Union and to the
party of Leon Trotsky and Christian

Kakovsky, the leaders of the Internation-

al Left Opposition and the proletarian

world revolution

!

(Six votes were cast against this re-

sohition by show of bands, whereas the
rest of the several hundreds present
voted enthusiastically for it.)

Hitlerites Move Forward;

Communists Mark Time

Opposition at Gillespie
League's View Triumphs at Progressive Miners Conference

The decision to increase the frequency Above all, we are determined to make
of appearance of the MILITANT to the MILITANT available to every work-
three times a week, is the biggest step er. Therefore, we are changing the price
forward yet taken by the Left Opposi-
tion in this country. That it is being

taken at the moment when the situation

in Germany—the key to the Internation-

al situation—is reaching its most cruc-

ial stage, with long-lasting consequences
for the whole revolutionary and labor
movements, is of the utmost significance.

The official Stalinist press is dealing

170 delegates, more than a half of

whom came from the locals of the Pro-

gressive Miners of America, assembled

at the conference in Gillespie, Illinois,

on January 29 in response to the call of

the Gillespie Trades and Labor Council

to discuss the project of a new federa-

tion of labor. The representation at the
conference and the sentiments expressed

by the great majority of the delegates

gave a most emphatic confirmation to the

estimate which the Militant had made
of the new movement and of the pro-

posal to organize a new trade union
center. The conference revealed most
convincingly that the organizational

basis for a new general labor movement
Is by no means sufficient at the present

time, and the project was taken off the

We are so confident that a larger clr'-j agenda. Instead of that, a realiatlc pro-

of each copy of the MILITANT.

From Five Cents to One Cent

culation will immediately be obtained for

the new MILITANT during the period of

the German crisis, that we calculate on
the additional numbers sold covering the

with the latest development in Germany deficit involved in reducing the price of

as if it were some chance episode, of eaca ^j m drastically.

no considerable importance to the pro-

letariat in this country. The MILITANT
intends to break down this despicable

national narrow-mindedness, this blind-

ness to the historical events passing
right before our eyes, and to fulfill the
role of the revolutionary newspaper by
stimulating the internationalist spirit

of the American working class.

Despite the enormous burden we are
undertaking to carry, we feel confident

that the response to our Initiative will

be broad enough to enable us to go
through with the enterprise. We have
made all the technical arrangements.

And the first issue of the three-times-a

week MILITANT will appear on next

Monday morning, February 13, 1933.

The MILITANT will continue with the

same format, although the number of

pages will be cut down from four to two.

In addition, to improve the looks of the

paper and increase the amount of mater-

ial that Is to go into each issue, we have
decided to change the number of columns
to the page from six, as at present, to

seven.

The new MILITANT will go to press

on Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday
nights, and appear for sale, at least in

New York and vicinity, on MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY MORN-
INGS

!

To carry on during this period, we
need two things above all. One : gen-

erous financial support—it is the German
revolution and the world proletarian

cause which is involved and we feel that

we are In a position to make the most
imperative demands for financial assist-

ance from every militant worker and
sympathizer.

Two : technical assistance In the office

:

We will have an enormous bask of mail-

ing and distributing to do, and every
offer of help will be gratefully appreci-

ated. Come immediately to the office to

ask for the comrade in charge of this

work, Martin Abern.

All comrades and friends—help put
this historic drive over the top! ,Without
your help, our difficulties multiply. With
your cooperation, we are assured of a
powerful advance!

gram of agitation to coordinate the work
of militants inside and outside the A.
P. of L. was adopted.

A Mistake Avoided
This outcome of the conference should

be a matter of great satisfaction to the
militants throughout the country who
warmly support the new rise of the
progressive miner's movement and who
feared that it might handicap itself at
the beginning by a dangerous mistake.
At the same time, both by Its size and by
its spirit, the conference refuted those
conservative and sterile formalists, such

tion as simply another unfortunate split.

The conception of the Stalinists that the

Progressive Miners of America is just

another edition of the Lewis type of un-

ion could likewise find nothing to nour-

ish, it at the Gillespie conference.

The P. M. of A., whose locals furnish-

ed the driving force and the bulk of the

delegates at the Gillespie Conference, is

a movement pulsing with life. It is

calling out new resources of proletarian

energy and militancy, new hope and
vision. In the course of epic struggles

it is throwing up a cadre of new leaders

from among the young miners who, if

they e till lack experience and ease of

orientation In complicated problems, are,

by that uncorrupted and unspoiled by
the deadening routine, conservatism, and
treachery of the old bureaucracy. Behind
them is a surging militant rank and file.

From all these aspects one who looks at

the Gillespie conference with a dear eye
can see that although it could not con-

stitute the basis for a new labor federa-

tion, it did nevertheless, represent a
significant step on the path of a regen-
erated labor movement, and contained
forces which are destined to be a dyn-
amic factor in advancing that movement.
The program adopted by the confer-

ence tallied very closely with that of the

advanced Left wing labor elements near-

ly everywhere. Industrial unionism,

Nine days have passed since the Aus-

trian adventurer, Hitler, was appointed

Chancellor of the German Republic by

the social democratic "Bulwark against

Fascism" President Paul von Hindenburg.

To sum up this brief period into which

so much has been condensed, we must

say:
The forces of reaction, and primarily

the forces of Fascism have been enor-

mously strengthened and consolidated,

become more insolent and audacious..

The forces of proletarian resistance to

the triumph of Fascism have not yet

rallied into serried ranks. The social

democracy still plays its treacherous

role of "watchful waiting", which is syn-

onymous with a passivity that plays into

the hands of a relentlessly advancing

Fascist! The Communists have not yet

been able to stir out of that impotence

with which the pernicious policy of sec-

tarianism paralyzes it.

in a word, right In the midst of a

situation where days are substituted for

months and years, where hours count in

place of days, the Fascists are gaining

in strength and strategic position, while
' the Communists, who alone can lead a

genuine struggle to smash the brown-

shirted monster, are marking time, de-

moralized and not knowing in which dir-

ection to move.
The Comintern Is Silent I

And above everything else, with nine

precious, crucial, fateful days already

gone by, the general staff of the world
1

revolution, the leadership of the revolu-

tionary movement, the Executive Com-
mittee of the Communist International

—

IS SILENT! Instead of guidance to the

Communists and the militant working

class of Germany in this zero hour

—

the Communist International preserves

an ominous silence. Instead of a ringing

call to arms, which the Communist In-

ternational is duty-bound to issue at

such a moment—Moscow is as silent as

the grave. Instead of a flaming appeal

to the workers of the whole world for

solidarity action with the hard-pressed.

German proletariat, the international

Stalinist staff maintains—what milder
term can be applied?—a criminal and
treacherous silence!

What is happening? What should
have happened?

The minute Hitler was appointed
Chancellor, and took the first real

steps to establish the genuine Fasc-
ist dictatorship of blood and iron,

the working class should have re-

plied, with the same unanimity it dis-

played during the days of the Kapp
putsch, by a general strike. But the

German working class could not declare

this general strike without a leadership

to organize and direct it. The social

democracy wants no militant struggle

which may lead to the triumph of Bol-

shevism ; true to its role, it continues to

hold the restless masses in check. The
Communist party could not call the

strike, or more exactly, its call met with

no response from the bulk of the work-

ing class. And for cause: the ultimat-

ist policy of the party in the past, the

demand it made that the workers of

ali tendencies first recognize Its leader-

ship, has not increased its hold over

the organized, socialist, workers. The
general strike could not be on the order

of the day because the party had not en-

ergetically pursued the policy of the

united front which would have made
possible the mobilization of the masses

around a concrete program of struggle.

Result : the first call for a general strike

issued by the Communist party ended in

a fiasco, for the masses did not respond.

In this way the Communist party, and
by the same token, the German prole-

tariat, is paying heavily for the blun-

ders and crimes of Stalinism.

The Hitler regime has been quick to

press its advantage. Its aim is: weaken

the proletariat further, bleed it slowly

by the dirk and the bludgeon, exhaust

it and distract its attention with parlia-

mentary maneuvers, press bardei on
the institutions of the proletariat, and
then deliver the final blows with drawn
saber, torch and machine gun. How has
it proceeded?

Fascist Advances
One: the Reichstag has been dissolved

and elections set for March 5. Will the

elections decide the question of Fascism,
of power? Preposterous 1 The begin-

nings of that decision are being made
right now on the streets of Germany.
Hitler has no illusions about the possi-

bilities of ruling by a constitutional 51
percent majority in the Reichstag. But
he loses nothing by distracting attention

from the decisive extra-parliamentary

field and centering it upon the illusion-

ary parliamentary elections. On the

contrary, by this procedure be gains
valuable time in which to consolidate

his positions.

Two: The Prussian Diet has been dis-

solved, and the elections also set for

March S. The arbitrariness of the dis-
solution Is only a foretaste of bloody

(Continued on page 4)

Lovestone Group Splits in Two

as the Right wing Communists, who look shorter work day, unemployment insur-
upon the Progressive Miners organiza-l (Continued on page 4)

Oehler Starts National Tour On Germany
In the campaign of the Communist

League on the German crisis comrade
Hugo Oehler will begin a speaking tour

at Utica, New York on Friday, February
17. All energy must be concentrated to

arrange big mass meetings on the oc-

casion of comrade Oehler's visit. Ac-

tion is the slogan of the hour. There
is no time to rearrange dates. All read-

ers take notice of the meetings in the

various cities on the following schedule:

Utica, N. Y.—Feb. 17

Buffalo, N. Y.—Feb. 18

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Feb. 19.

New Castle, Pa.—Feb. 20.

Youngstown, 0.—Feb. 21.

Cleveland, O.—Feb. 22.

Chicago, HI.—Feb. 24, 25, 26.

Davenport, Iowa—Feb. 27.

Dee Moines, Iowa—Feb. 28.

Kansas City—March 1, 2, 3.

St. Louis, Mot—March 4, 5.

Illinois Coal Fields—March 6.

Events are moving with tremendous

speed everywhere, it seems. After sever-

al monthe of internal dispute, the Right

wing Lovestone group has been split by

the walk-out of the Gltlow faction in it.

' Just at the present moment, the contro-

versy is being fought with statements by

both factions in the capitalist press, in

which each seeks to excel the other in

bombast and fraud. Lovestone modestly

ciaims for his group a membership of

900—no less. Gitlow announces his new
mission as founder or organizer of a

mass movement of the American working
class in the form of a Farmer-Labor
party. !

The Left Opposition declared from the

very beginning that within the Right
wing groups themselves were contained

the germs Of their own dissolution. In

virtually every country, this assertion

has been confirmed beyond dispute. In

the United States, it was particularly

clear, because the Lovestone-Gitlow sec-

tion of the "International" Right wing
was never troubled much with the pro-

blem of principles. Consequently, its

function has been—since it existence—to

furnish repentant cap itulators to Stalin-

ism, on the one hand, and new recruits

for reformism, on the other. In between,

it has sought to maintain itself as an
"independent group", without startling

success. Now, Gitlow has capitalized on
the discontentment of many Bight wing
workers with the obsequious attitude

Lovestone takes towards the Stalin re-

gime in the Soviet Union which, he
argues, is "historically necessary". Thus
Gitlow wins to his side a number of the
workers disillusioned with the Lovestone

philosophy. On the other hand, the lat-

ter has been able to retain his hold over

many Communist elements in the faction

by pointing to where Gitlow ie head-

ing, and Gitlow is indeed head-
ing far to the Right, on a hopeless sec-

tarian venture, devoid of any principles

or revolutionary considerations.

We are compelled to deal here only

sketchily with the latest developments in

the American Right wing. In the next
issue of the Militant, we shall devote a
lengthier study to an analysis of these
developments.

The next issue of the Militant will

also contain a full report of the second
meeting of the Committee formed in New
York after the trade union conference
for unemployment insurance. Pressure
of space compelled us to omit it from
this issue, but it will certainly appear
in the next.

"WHAT NEXT IN THE NEEDLE
TRADES"

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS TN THE
BIGHT AND LEFT UNION

The Policy of the Left Opposition

Speaker:
J. P. CANNON

Friday, 8 P. M. FEBRUARY 17th
126 Bast 16 Straet,

ADMISSION: 15c
N. Y. Br. Communist League of America

(Opposition)

B2Er£?(
The CRISIS in GERMANY

SPEAKER:

James P. Cannon

Hollywood Gardens
n* paotfractr atk, n« i«u, at.

SUNDAY, FEBRCARY IS, WW, S P.M.
ADMISSION 15 Cents
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Letters from Militants

Miners
1

* Women on the

March
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.—
Dressed In white uniforms, ten thou-

sand Illinois coal diggers' militant

wives, mothers and sweethearts staged a

colorful demonstration of working class

power and solidarity through the state

Capitol's busy thoroughfare, voicing pro-

test against the fourth year of the hun-

ger era.

Mass delegations from flfty-one mine

towns were prompt in their response to

the call of their executives to assemble

here January 26 to take up the fight of

the Progressive Miners of America on

four burning issues: Namely, unemploy-

ment insurance, increase in state aid, re-

storation of civil rights and against the

sales tax.

Marching eight abreast In disciplined

formation, the huge army of women stir-

red to ecstasy the thousands of coal

miners who flanked the streets all along

the road of march.

Five miners' bands led the mass of

women in the one hour march from the

State Arsenal to the Capitol.

Loyal rank and file miners from the

fighting Springfield district, along with

large committees from all over the state,

were at hand to spur the women on to

struggle against the intolerable condt

tlons of unemployment.

At the head of the Inspiring multitudes

was Agnes Bums Wieck, commanding

the organized from delegations through

flfty-one branch presidents. Along side

of her were Celine Burrell, Secretary-

Treasurer, and Sirs. Leon Besson, Vice-

President, of the Illinois Women's Aux-

iliary.

Preceding the state officers was the

Gillespie-Benld-Wilsonville fifty piece

band forming the vanguard of the white

army of marching women. Next in line,

faithfully trudging along, was "Mother"

McKeever, unmindful of her 75 years.

Then came the widows of the Moweaqua

miners dressed In black mourning, further

symbol'zlng the woes and tortures of

tiat section of humanity that choke deep

under in producing society's basic fuel.

Broad smiling faces regained their ser-

iousness and hats were removed as the

bereaved women of Moweaqua marched

solemnly by. Their' heads were drooped

in sadness and tears were visible.

Next in line came the families or the

martyrs of the Progressive Miners of

America, Mrs. Andrew Gynnes, Mrs. Joe

Colbert and Albin Cumorlatto along with

his daughters and son. Those who gave

their loved ones for the cause were high-

ly honored by the whole gathering of

women fighters. Deeply written from

one column of the march to the other

were signs of worry and desperation

steeled by a solid phalanx of organiza-

tion.

The first delegation to lead the parade

was the women of Springfield who were

honored to first position because of the

affair being held in their home city. Sev-

eral hundred were numbered following a

large banner proclaiming: "12 mines

work under P. M. of A. contract and

peace In Springfield. Why not Peabody?"

Next in line were the other auxiliaries

from the Springfield district—Riverton,

Virden, Dawson, Williamsvllle, Witt,

Nokomis, Gerard Panama, Thayer, Div-

ernon, Auburn, Pawnes—marching at a

steady gait, headed by banners describ-

ing the names of their towns.

Then came the large Gillespie group,

followed by the Benld school band and

their home town auxiliary. Benld with

a large banner proclaimed: "Benld

Women's Auxiliary of the Progressive

Miners of America. 610 members strong."

Next in line were the mass groups from

Mt Olive, .Carlinvilla, Staunton, Wilson-

ville, White City, Livingston and Wil-

liamson.

The towns of Hillsboro, followed by

the Tovey band, then Taylorville, Lang-

leyvllle, Bulpltt, Stonington, Elncald,

Tovey, Pana and Decatur came next-

The enthusiasm of the minero' women
from the midland territory was visibly

undaunted as they confidently marched
behind their sister's from every nook and
corner of the state.

The northern district with Peoria,

East Peoria, Farmington, Galesburg, St.

David, Cuba and Norrls were also pre-

sent, raising their banners high to the

world that was out to watch them.

The Belleville territory with its num-
erous, sturdy German women were next

In line. Banners on which were Inscrib-

ed Belleville, O'Fallon, Marlssa, Brease,

Pocahontas, Coulterville. Tildeu boomed
over the heads of different groupings.

Last but not least were the courage-

ous mining women of southern Illinois

who braved threats and intimidations to

Join their sisters of the north. Du Quoin
and Dowell, new allies of the Progres-

sive Miners of America, were present.

Then came groups of women representing

auxiliaries from bloody Franklin county.

It takes a man with a mighty heart to

be an active Progressive down in that

land of terror, but here we had delega-

tions from West Frankfort, Ziegler,

Buckner and Christopher. The writers

are proud to belong to the great cause

of the Progressive movement. A defiant

smile gleams from their faces as they

take their places side by side with the

new champions of labor.

"We saw Edmondson peering from the

side of an auto," said one Franklin
county woman. "He looked like he was
going to faint." Edmondson is the re-

negade of the rank and file movement
who is employed as the leading terror-

ist of Franklin county by Walker and
Lewis. It was a sorrowful day for the
reactionary fakers of the old United
Mine Workers of America.

The Inst coiumn having passed the
towering statue of Abraham Lincoln, the

women began to break from their lines,

filling the entrances of the state Capitol.

The curious :.nd Interested masses that

flanked the streets started to move to-

wards the steps of the Capitol. Bands

incessantly played their many stirring

tunes.

After the singing and band concerts

had abated. Agnes Wieck called her ex-

ecutive board together and along with

the fifty-one branch presidents, the com-

mittee representing the ,Women's Auxili-

ary of the Progressive Miners of Amer-

ica, made their way through the immense

crowd to present to the chief executive

of Illinois, Governor Horner, the demand*

of their' organization.

The reception room of the Governor

was taxed to capacity. The hallways

were jammed with miners' wives. State

Highway Patrolmen, one with a tear gas

gun. were standing In strategic posi-

tions. Plain clothes men were milling

around somewhat uneasily. We later

learned that the day previous a large

delegation of unemployed workers had

entered the state capltol to petition for

unemployment relief and had been un-

mercifully clubbed by the police. Possibly

this caused the uneasiness. A few repre-

sentatives of the Progressive Miner* of

America who had remained at the side

of the women's committee throughout the

whole demonstration were eyed suspici-

ously. At Mrs. Wleck's suggestion, the

Governor agreed to meet the entire dele-

gation in the reception room.

The Governor was finally met by the

women's committee. Mrs. Wleck then

read to him their statement in behalf of

the housewives of Illinois' mining fields

—those who often must make "meals"

solely from the flour that is labeled

"American Red Cross". The statement

was tersely written, it rang with the

tone of resentment against impoverish-

ment of the worker's dependant upon coal

for an existence.

The following Immediate demands were
presented by the Auxiliary head:

1. For restoration of civil liberties In

coal fields.

2. For Increased and more equitable

distribution of State Aid.

3. For unemployment insurance paid

by Industry and state.

4. For defeat of the State sales tax.

That night the members of the Wo-
men's Auxiliary, Progressive Miners of

America, Jammed tbe main floor and
balconies of the huge state arsenal to lis-

ten to the report of their delegation. The
report on the conference with the Gov-
ernor was made by Agnes Burns Wieck.
Following the report, a grand ball was

held celebrating the tremendous organi-

zational success that the women march*
ers had made. Proceeds from this affair

will go to the Moweaqua victims and
the Springfield unemployed miners who
are still on strike against the Peabody
Coal Company.

Until early morning, tractions, buses,

autos and trucks continued to roll, trans-

porting the greatest gathering of working
women in the history of the American
labor movement The precision, disci-

pline and spirit of the women marchers
was highly commendable. Tbe militant
members of the Women's Auxiliary ga-
thered in Springfield to wage the strug-

gle against hunger at the very doors of

the representatives of the government.
Success of their fight, however, will de-

pend largely upon the degree of organi-
zation that will be exerted to change the
evils responsible for starvation amidst
plenty. Back in mine towns, through,
the Progressive Miners of America,
through their own organized efforts, util-

izing every possible economic and poli-

tical Instrument at their command, the
Women's Auxiliary will be ultimately
triumphant in the war to make labor
safe from hunger.

—A MINER.

My Daughter's Suicide
Open Letter On Stalin's Role in the Death of Zinaida Volkov

TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE C. C. OF
THE C. P. OF THE USSR.

TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE EXECU-
TIVE COMMITTEE OF THE USSR.

TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE C. C. C.

OF THE C. P. OF THE USSR.

I deem It necessary to Inform you how

and why my daughter committed suicide.

At the close of 1930, upon my request,

you authorized my tubercular daughter,

Zinaida Volkov, to come to Turkey tem-

porarily with her five year old son Wess-

wolod, for treatment. 1 did not suppose

that behind this liberalism of Stalin lurk-

ed a mental reservation. My daughter

arrived here in January 1931 with a

pneumothorax in both lungs. After a

ten months sojourn in Turkey we finally

obtained—despite the constant resistance

of the Soviet foreign representatives per-

mission for her to go to Germany for

treatment. The child remained tempor-

arily with us In Turkey so as not to bur-

den the invalid. After some time the

German physicians thought It possible to

remove the pneumothorax. The invalid

began to recover and dreamed only of

returning with her child to Russia where

her daughter and her husband, who la

a Bolshevik-Leninist held in exil« by

Stalin, remained.

On the twentieth of February 1932 you

published a decree by which not only my
wife, my son and I, but also my daugh-

ter Zinaide Volkov, was deprived of

Soviet citizenship. In the foreign land

where you gave her permission to go with

a Soviet passport my daughter occupied

herself only with her treatment. She
did not, and because of her health, could

not take any part In political life. She
avoided anything that might throw the

shade of a "suspicion" upon her. Depriv-

ing ber of her citizenship was only a

wretched and stupid act of vengeance

against me. For her, this act of per-

sonal vengeance meant a break with her

little daughter, her Lusband, her finance

and all her customary life. Her mental
condition, already disturbed without that

by the death of her younger sister, by
her own Illness, received a fresh blow
all the more atrocious as It was quite

surprising and not provoked in any way
by her. The psychiatrists unanimously
declared that only a return to her nor-

mal environmet, with her family, and
her work could save her. But your de-

cree of the twentieth of February of

1932 removed precisely this possibility

of saving her. All other attempts, as

you know, have remained in vain.

German physicians insisted that at

least her son be brought to her as quick-

ly as possible; in that they still saw the
chance of restoring the moral equilibrium

of the mother. But as the six-yead old

Child was equally deprived of Soviet cit-

izenship the difficulties of his departure
from Constantinople to Berlin were multi-

plied. A half year passed In constant

but fruitless efforts in several European

countries. Only my unforseen trip to

Copenhagen gave us the opportunity to

bring the child to Europe. With the

greatest difficulty he made the trip to

Berlin iu six weeks. He was hardly

near his mother for a week when Gen.

Schleicher's police in collusion with the

Stalinist agents decided to expel my
daughter from Berlin. Where? To Tur-

key? To the Island of Prinkipo? But

the child needed to attend school and

my daughter needed continuous medical

attention under conditions of family life

bear this new blow. On the fifth of Janu-

ary she asphyxiated herself with gas. She

whs thirty years old.

In 1928 my younger daughter Nina,

whose husband has been locked up in

solitary prison by Stalin for five years,

was bedridden and then taken to the

hospital for a short time after my exile

to Alma Ata. They found her with gal-

loping consumption. A purely personal

letter, without the least relation to poli-

tics, which was addressed to me, was
held up by you for seventy days so that

my answer did not find her alive. She

died at the age of 26.

During my stay in Copenhagen, where

my wife began a treatment for a seri-

ous illness and where I prepared myself

to begin a treatment, Stalin, through

Tass ageney, issued the lying denuncia-

tion to tbe European police that a "Trot-

skyist conference" was meeting in Copen-

hagen! That was enough to have the

DaDlsh social-democratic government do
Stalin the favor of expelling me with

feverish haste, interrupting the neces-

sary treatments for my wife. But In

this case, as in many others, Stalin's

unity with the capitalist police at least

had a political aim. The persecution of

my daughter was devoid of even a shade

of political sense. Depriving her of So-

viet citizenship—a loss of her only hope

to return to a normal environment and

to recovery—finally her expulsion from

Berlin (a service Indisputably rendered

to Stalin by the German police), are

acts without a political aim for miser-

able and stupid revenge and nothing

else. My daughter was pretty clear

about her position. She understood that

she could receive no safety at the hands

of the European police, persecuting her

at the requst of Stalin. Conscious of

that, her death followed on the fifth of

January. Such a death is called "volun-

tary". No, it was not voluntary. Stalin

imposed this death upon her. I limit

myself to this Information without draw-
ing conclusions. The time will come for

this subject. The regenerated party will

do it.

Prinkipo. January II, 1933

—LEON TROTSKY.
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STALIN $ DENIAL
I am not in possession of the "Bol-

shevik" with tbe denial of Stalin of the

article "With Both Hands". The semi-

official communication of the "Berliner

Tageblatt", however', suffices to give one
an adequate picture of this denial.

Stalin did not react to Campbell's

book until the Left Opposition seized up-

on It Didn't Stalin deem the book suf-

ficiently important? Yet he did grant
Campbell an interview which, according

to the report of the American, lasted un-

til the early hours of the morning and,
according to Stalin's denial, lasted "no
more" than two hours. Even two hours
are enough to confirm the importance of
this conversation. Campbell received the

t.LG.W.U. Leaders Seek

to Corral Youth

At the call of the Dressmakers' Joint
Board of the International Ladles Gar-
ment Workers Union, a conference of
"radical youth" groups was held in New
York, February 3, to aid the union in Its

organizational drive. Representatives of

the Young Peoples Socialist League, the
Inter-Collegiate Student Council of the
League for Industrial Democracy, the
Lovestoneite youth, the Young Circle

League and the Vanguard (anarchist)
group had a short while previously par-
ticipated In a pre-eonference to arrange
for this conference. The Left Opposition
youth—the Spartacus Youth Club—wad
not Invited to either gathering. It had
an observer at the conference.

After the chairman explained the pur-

pose of the meeting, Max Bluestein,

manager of the Joint Board, spoke in

glowing terms of the history of the un-

ion and the need of the cooperation of

the youth assembled to help the union or-

ganize the dressmakers. Following this,

representatives of the youth groups pre-

sent spoke.

The YP8L, LID and Young Circle

League pledged their support and readi-

ness "to take orders". The speaker for

the Lovestoneites endorsed the campaign
and spoke for a "clean, fighting, militant
union" which would fight racketeering
and organize the youth in the trade. The
chairman, an official in the union, greeted
this mild and meaningless speech. The
spokesman of the Vanguard (anarchist)
Group launched into an attack upon the
leaders of the A. F. of L. and the ILGW
U, and their sell-out policies and agree-

finally consented to invite the Musteite

youth (but did not do so) and refused

to invite the Left Opposition youth. He
then proceeded to enumerate the condi-

tions under which his group would par-

ticipate in the "action committee" which
was to be elected: workers' democracy
In the union, the right of revolutionary

groups to propagate their views, the ab-

olition of political control, and Its con-

version into a "revolutionary industrial, p^.g comndssa7 toTAgrieulture," at"

ter an interview with Stalin In the Cau-

stenographic report of this interview:

Stalin confirms this. Campbell is no

journalist but an agrarian big bourgeois.

Is it possible that Stalin took no notice

o£ tbiB man's book? Out of the ques-

tion. The Press Bureau must have furn-

ished him with the most important ex-

cerpts, especially those which concern

Stalin himself, immediately after the

appearance of the book. Nevertheless,

Stalin was silent The article in tie

"Bulletin of the Russian Opposition"

first loosened his tongue. Therein is to

be found the measure of value of Stalin's

dedal.

In 1925, when his policy aimed com-

pletely at the capitalist farmer, that is,

at the Kulak, Stalin went bo far as

to have.eecret designs on the necessity

of denationalising the land. He ar-

ranged for himself an interview by So-

viet journalists. One of the questions

(dictated by Stalin himself) read, if It

would not be advisable In the interest

of peasant agriculture to hand over to

every individual farmer the land tilled

by him, for a period of ten years.

Stalin's answer was: "Even for forty

years." At the same time, the Georgian

The Capitulation of Roman Well and Co.
The international Stalinist press (In

this country, the Fneiheit), is celebrat-

ing a new "victory". Messrs. Roman
Well and his handful of followers In the

Left Opposition in Germany have broken

away from tbe organization and have

started on the thorny path to Canossa

to capitulate to the Stalinist bureau-

cracy. Seizing upon the article "With

Both Hands", in which Stalin's treach-

erous interview with Mr. Thomas Camp-
bell was so thoroughly exposed, the Well

clique found a pretest for' their rene-

gacy from the International Left Op-
position. It proceeded to issue a "spe-

cial issue" of the organ of the German
Opposition, "Die Permanente Revolu-

tion", which is a forgery from begin-

ning to end. The regular edition of "Die

Permanente Revolution" is still in tbe

hands of the Left Opposition, as Is the

bulk of the membership which is repudi-

ating the turncoats. The Well forgery is

not only different in format and In mast-

head, but by its very contents, reveals

that it could not possibly have been is-

sued by the German Left Opposition.

Tbe latest issue of our German brother

organ, which has just been received, con-

firms the obvious impression of a fraud
created when the Well sheet first ar-

rived here.

union

The chairman explained that the dis-

crimination against the CPLA youth was
accidental, but that the Left Opposition

youth was not invited "because we don't

want to bring in unnecessary discusslon"-

Jullus Hechman, one of the leaders of

the Union, replied to the anarchist

speech.

It was obvious rrom Hochman's speech
that gangsters and bribery were too ex-

pensive financially, and free aid from en-

thusiastic youth was needed by the de-

cimated union. Flourishing radical

phrases formed the bait with which
these labor fakers tried to enviegle the
radical youth Into their campaign.
The youth conference is an attempt on

the part of the Right wing leaders to

mobilize the radical youth of the city

in a campaign in competition and
against the drive being made by the In-

dustrial Union to organize the dress-

makers.

A motion made by a delegate from the
Vanguard Group to permit a representa-

tive of the Left Opposition Youth to

speak to the Conference was ""overlook-

ed" by the democratic chairman. Later
a motion by a Yipsel to invite representa-
tives from the CPLA youth and the Left
Opposition youth to join the "action com-
mittee" was carried unanimously. The

ments. He exposed by direct references^ Young Communist League, the largest
fitke agreements made in the dress and. working class youth organization in the
cloak industry in New York by the ILQ. City, was not invited. This ended the
WU. He protested at the original refus-! latest move of the ILGWU officialdom

al of the officials of the ILGWU to in-' which deserves to be watched and upon
vite the youth of the CPLA and the Left which we will comment in the near fn-j

himself.

Opposition to the Conference. They had^ ture. —JOS. C. } Back in 1980, Stalin, In conversations

casus, brought In a formal legislature

project for the denationalization of the

land. The Left Opposition unfolded a

violent protest campaign against it. In

this connection, it referred back to the

already partially forgotten Interview on
the suspension of the nationalization of

the land "for forty years". Stalin found
it necessary to start the retreat. He sim-

ply declared that the Journalists had
"wrongly" understood him. But as to

why he had remained silent about the

printed interview for several months, he
could make no answer.

In 1926, Stalin prepared the entrance

of the Russian trade unions Into the
Amsterdam International. In the new
edition of the membership books of the

Ituesian trade unions, the passage con-

cerning adherence to the Red Interna-

tional of Labor Unions was simply
stricken out At the same time, Kagan-
ovitch delivered a speech in Kharkov,
naturally In agreement with Stalin, in

favor of entrance into the Amsterdam
Trade Union International. The Left
Opposition once more raised its voice in

vigorous protest. Stalin retreated. The
new text of the membership books was
explained away as a "misunderstand-
ing". Kaganovitch declared that the
stenographer in Kharkov had bungled
tbe meanig of his speech. The Khar-
kov Oppositionists, however, established

the fact that the stenographic report had
been carefully corrected by Kaganovitch

The rejoicing of the Freihett, which
announces gleefully that the "Trotskyist
group in Germany has announced its

own dissolution", is due to be short-

lived, for it Is based upon sheer false-

hood.

Every edition of capitulationism thus
far has sung the same song at the be-

ginning. Zinoviev broke with the Opposi-
tion because Trotsky had broken from
the principles of the Opposition plat-

form" ; to defend the Opposition platform
more ardently, Zinovlev rushed right
into the arms of Stalin and Co. Radek,
Smilga, and Preobrazhensky also found
grace in the Stalinist bureaucracy by
discovering that 'Trotsky had broken
from the principles of the Opposition
platform". The third and most vulgar
edition of the capitulators—Roman Well
and his coterie—have crawled into the
Stalinist camp under the same smoke
screen: They, and not the International
Left Opposition, are the true defenders
of Bolshevism, the loyal supporters of
the Comintern and the world revolution;
therefore, capitulate to the Stalin fac-
tion!

In the declarations published in the

with Lomlnadze and others among his
confidantes, launched the argument : "The
Comintern represents nothing and It ekes
out its existence only because of our sup-
port." But the moment when Lominadze,
in struggle against Stalin, threw up to
him the opinion he had vouchsafed,
Stalin had no difficulty in repudiating
his own words.

So it is not for the nrst time Stalin,
under the attack of the Left Opposition,
has resorted to a denial of bis own af-
firmations. One can say that this pro-
cedure Is part of the iron arsenal of
his policy. At every new zig-zag, he
moves cautiously, sends up trial balloons,
frequently has other's send them up, but
holds open the possibility of a retreat
as long as he can. To repudiate one of
his own declarations has never offered
him any difficulties.

Besides, the conversation with Emil
Ludwig—published by Stalin himself

—

differs in no essential from the denied
conversation with Campbell. And what
is more important: the denial does not
alter by one iota either the Kellogg Pact
policy or the tactic of Staltn-Litvinov in
Geneva. And this is what's Important.
Prinkipo, January 14, 1983.

—LEON TROTSKY.

forged edition of "Die Permanente Rev-
olution", the turncoats complain that

none of Trotsky's analyses of the situa-

tion in Russia, Spain or Germany have
stood the test of events (Stalin's have,

you see!). "National Socialism has re-

ceived powerful blows, the Communist
party has considerable successes to re-

cord. Nothing has remained of the per-

spective of the 'unconditional and im-

mediate Uprising of the National Social-

ists'. The conception was and Is cor-

rect that Fascism in Germany cannot
come to power until it has assured it-

self along the road of coalition of de
cisive positions in the state apparatus.

Even if the Fascist danger is not yet

(!) over with, one thing is plain, that

in the given situation it is in decline and
the revolutionary proletariat has come
ahead."

Two days after this declaration was
received in New York, Hitler was made
Chancellor of the Republic and the Fasc-
ist bands started their reign of terror

with renewed vigor and violence!

For the capitulators, the Stalin fac-

tion does not represent Centrism, be-

cause, you see, Lenin spoke of Centrism
only in connection with the social dem-
ocriic-! For the capitulators, the unt-

ied front with the social democracy is

inadmissible, because, you see, the social

democracy is led by traitors! For the
capitulators, the Left Opposition has no
right to existence, because, you see, it

is a small group; the German Commun-
ist Party has gained votes In the last
elections; the 12th Plenum of Manull-
sky and Co., "put Into the foreground
with Bolshevik determination the mass
work in all reformist organizations".
Finally, there Is no "internal democracy"
—the faction of Stalinist bureaucratism

!

The Left Opposition, neither in Ger-
many nor internationally, does not capi-
tulate. It leaves that role to miserable
turncoats who cannot distinguish be-
tween revolutionary Internationalism and
national Commuism, who mix up the
Stalinist faction of bureaucratic degen-
eration with the Party and Comintern of
Lenta and Trotsky, who identify the in-
terests of the ruling clique in the Rus-
sian party with the interests of the Rus-
sian and world revolution; who cannot
distinguish between the German worker-
Communists and the corrupt Thaelmann
regime; who wince under the pressure
of the party bureaucracy, and, not having
the intransigeance, the steadfastness, the
endurance, the fierce loyalty to the rev-
olution and Its principles that distin-
guish the Bolshevik from the camp-fol-
lower of the revolution—run to beg for
mercy and a tiny place In the sun of
that bureaucracy.

The Well capitulation is an episode in
the life of the Bolsbevlk-Leninlsts, not
the first and not the last in the long
struggle for revolutionary victory. But
nothing more than an episode. We move
forward over the corpses of these poli-
tical suicides.

Tenacity, tenacity, tenacity! Bolshe-
vik-Lenin ists, forward!
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THE SAME BLOODHOUNDS
"We must show that the social Fasc-

ist Factory Councils and funetlonariee in

the factories are the agents of the blood-

stained NoBke-Severing-Zoerglebel policy

that they ate Just the same blood-

hounds as the Noskes, Severlngs or Zoer-

glebels."

—Roto Fatae, end of 1929.

• * » *

*MANY COMRADES. .

."

"Many comrades see nothing at all

except social Fascism, even in things

that have not the slightest to do with

Fascism. For many comrades there are

no longer any social democrats and any

social democracy, but only social Fasc-

ists and social Fascism. Workers, ordin-

ary workers, who have nothing more to

do with Fascism than that they have

voted social democratic, are designated

as social Fascists."

—Remmeto, Die International*,

No. Q-6, 1930.
• • • •

THE SLOGAN OF THE
COMMUNIST YOUTH
"Drive the social Fascists out of th*

factories, out of the employment bureau*,

out of the trade schools!"

—Junge Garde, end of 1B29.

• * • •

THE SLOGAN OP THE
YOUNG PIONEERS

"Beat the smallest Zoergiebels out of

the schools and playgrounds!"

—Die Trommel, end of 1829.
• • • •

THE "RED" FACTORY
COUNCILS ON PAPER
"The Factory Council elections in

which the Communist Party or Germany

came forward for the first time in the

sharpest struggle against reformism as

the bearer of the united front of the

organized and unorganized, became a

triumphal march in the most important

industrial fields and large factories. The
labor masses elected countless Red Fac-

tory Councils under the banner of the

struggle against the state power, the em-

ployers and reformism."

—Wedding Congress, C. P. G.

June 1829.
• • a *

THE "RED" FACTORY
COUNCILS IN REALITY
"As a result of the defective contacts

of the Red Factory Councils with the

workers of their factory, it was possible

to eliminate a number of Bed Factory

Councils without any struggle or protest

action of the plants.... In many cases,

Red Factory Councils did not stand their

ground and capitulated before the sharp-

ened pressure of the common enemy r em-

ployer, reformist bureaucracy and state

apparatus. Their work was in no way
distinguished from the policy of the re-

formists, or else they remained in com-

plete passivity."

—Congress of the Trade Union
Opposition of the C. P. G', Nov. 1929.

• • • •

MUENZENRERG ON THE
UNITED FRONT
"A bloc, or even an alliance, or even

a temporary joint operation in individ-

ual actions between the Communist
party and the Social Democratic party

in Germany against National Socialism,

would forever discredit the Communist
party among the broad masses of the

workers, toiling peasants and middle
strata, and draw it into decline."

—Willi Muenzenberg,
February 1, 1932.

• # » *

A THOUSAND TIMES
LESSER EVIL
"A social democratic coalition gov-

ernment, confronted with a non-combat-

tive split-up, confused proletariat would
be a thousand times greater evil than

an open Fascist dictatorship, against

which would appear a class conscious

proletariat, resolved upon struggle, uni-

ted in £ts mass."

Der Propagandist, September 1931.

THE "OFFENSIVE" BEGAN
IN.... 1929

"The working masses, who a year ago

still hesitantly set themselves in motion

with dull, ponderous steps, are marching
today under the blaring fanfare of the

proletarian offensive against the capital-

ist system."

—Rote Fahne, May 1, 1929.

• • • •

AGAIN: THE "OFFENSIVE"
IN 1929!

"The relationship of forces between

the bourgeoisie and the proletariat has

changed fundamentally. The working
class is striding forward from the defen-

sive to tbe offensive. .. .In the Berlin

May struggles, broad masses stepped be-

yond the framework of bourgeois legal-

ity, offered resistance to the police action

and opened up the political-revolutionary

struggle against the bourgeois state po-

wer...The Berlin May struggles consti-

tute a turning point in the political de-

velopment in Germany."
—Theses, Wadding Congress, C. P. G-

1929.
• • •

ILLUSIONS ABOUT
DISTINCTIONS
"On the basis of the social Fascist

evolution of the lower cadres of the So-

cial Democratic Party of Germany, the

illusions of the working class are being

destroyed In the belief that there Is a

distinction between the leadership of the

SDPG and the lower cadre of function-

aries of the SDPG."
—Theses of Wedding Congrros,

C. P. G-, 1929.
• » « »

FASCISM BROUGHT TO A
STANDSTILL.. -.IN 1930

"No wonder that nil this affects the

National Socialist worker elements like

a cold douche. They sire beginning to

feel that they have gotten enough from

Hugenberg and Hitler On the land,

particularly where the agricultural pro-

letariat found a resolute leader In the

Communist party, the advance of the

Swastikas has been brought to a stand'

still in recent months."

—Rote Fahne, May 9, 1930.

(Two days later, the elections took

place in Gotha (Thuringia) where the

Nazis topped the Communists, and in-

creased their December 1929 vote of

5,193 to 6,136.)
• * • >

FASCIST RULE SET
UP...IN 1930

"The well-fed fakers, the accursed

secretaries and functionaries of tbe so-

cial Fascist party apparatus, want the

civil war and a bloodbath which will

exceed all the preceding shameful deeds

of Noske and Zoergiebel. This is no
longer the preparation, but the begin-

ning of Fascist rule in Germany, set up
with the bloody hands of the Social Dem-j our principled struggle against the so-

cial democracy was not conducted re-

solutely enough to make such mistakes

impossible."

—Thoelmann, Die Internationale,

No. 11-12, 1931.

less of party under our relationship."

—Saechsische Arbeiter Zeitung

(C. P. G.>, June 23, 1930.

« a t *

AFTER SOCIAL FASCISM—
"RRUENING FASCISM"
"Hindenburg's black Chancellor yes-

terday declared the Fascist financial dic-

tatorship with the aid of article 48."

—Rote Fahne, March 17, 1930.
• • •

MORE "RRUENING
FASCISM"
Communist Deputy Neubauer in the

Reichstag: "What is taking place In

Germany now is nothing but the desire

to heal the deep-seated wounds of capi-

talism with the methods of Fascism

This means nothing else than that the

system of terroristic Fascism is to take

the place of the so-called democratic sys-

tem."

—ROTE FAHNE, July 16, 1930.
• • • •

HITLER'S GREATEST DAY
—IN 1930

After the September 1930 elections:

"Last night was Herr Hitler's 'greatest

day', but the so-called election victory of

the Nazis is the beginning of their end."

—Rote Fahne, September 15, 1930.
• • > •

MORE BUREAUCRATIC
OPTIMISM
"The 14th of September was the high

point of the National Socialist movement
in Germany. What comes after this can

only be decline and falL"

—Rote Fahne, September 16, 1330.

FASCISM "AGAIN" AT
*

A STANDSTILL (1931!)

"The party succeeded, by a resolute

offensive, in bringing the desultory ad-

vance of National Fascism to a stand-

still."

—Communist Party of Germany,

Political Bureau decision,

September 24, 1931.

• •

"LET THEM COME TO
POWER"

'If they (the Nazis) once come Into

power, the united front of the proletar-

iat will be established and sweep every-

thing away They will come to grief

more speedily than any other govern-

ment."

—Remmeie in Reichstag, Rote Fahne,
October 16, 1931.

THE GREAT LEADER
SPEAKS. . .

.

"The fact that, for example, in our

revolutionary trade union work, united

front offers could be made from above

to district trade union leaderships or

other instances of the reformist bureau-

cracy (Ruhr district), also shows that

Fascist P&pen government knew that the

leaders of the trade unions would exert

the full power of the apparatus to pre-

vent the mass strike movement."

—Walter Ulbrlcht, Roto Fahne,

August 25, 1932.

Stalinist Policies Throw Food Workers
Union Into Serious Crisis

Sandino Passes . .

.

The report that the petty bourgeois

Nlcaraguan general August© Sandino

has made his peace with the puppet gov-

ernment of American imperialism, re-

conciling himself with the gang which

was lifted into power by tbe bayonets of

the U. S. Marine Corps, will come as

a surprise only to those who attributed

to the Central American general a revolu-

tionary staTure which he never attained,

nor ever could have. From the begin-

ning of his guerilla warfare in Nicara-

gua, the Stalinist Comintern bent all

its energies to conduct an international

advertising campaign for Sandino which

was not one whit better or more justi-

fied than the campaign carried on by the

Kuo Min Tern for Chiang Kai-Shek and

company. Communists from Mexico and

Central America were sent into Sandino's

army, not to act like proletarian rev-

olutionists, but as aides-de-camp to San-

dino.

Sandino was touted everywhere by the

official Communist apparatus. Like doz-

ens of others of the same stripe, he was
one of the big leaders and "attractions"

in the Hippodromes conducted by Willi

Muenzenberg for the Comintern. San-

dino was one o£ the "revolutionary lead-

ers in tbe struggle against imperialism"

at the Congresses and on the directing

committees of the ,World League Against

Imperialism. At the abominable mas-

querade at Amsterdam recently, where

adventurers, reformists, and pseudo-Com-

munists gathered to "fight against war"

and "defend the Soviet Union", Sandino

was among the most prominent, even

though he waB absent. Just a few

weeks before his open capitulation to tbe

Nlcaraguan agents of American imperial-

Ism, the Amsterdam Committee of Muen-

zenberg, Stalin and Co. announced in

its press releases that General Sandino

had been selected to represent Nicaragua

on the International Committee!
Like H. G. Wells, Sandino must again

be denounced by the Stalinist press as

a "traitor". Traitor he is indeed, but

largely in the sense that he too has
served to throw light on the wretched
policy pursued by the Comintern which
leads the proletariat from one surprise

to another, from defeat to defeat, to con-

fusion and demoralization. Sandino's

passing tears with it another piece of

the veil that still covers the nudity of

the Stalinist faction.

ocratic Party."

—ROTE FAHNE, January 17, 1930-
* » * *

LATER, HEINZ NEUMANN WAS
THE SCAPEGOAT
"Today the slogan of the people's rev-

olution is a central, comprehensive pro-

paganda slogan, the main strategical

goal to which we are leading the masses
along the line of our social and national

emancipation program."
—Ernst Thaelmann, January 1931

"The slogan of the people's revolu-

tion was a correct slogan and remains

a necessary slogan."

—Thaelmatut, Central Committee
Plenum, February 1932.
• • » *

WHO WAS GUILTY OF
UNDERESTIMATION?
"We assert it openly : For a long time

we underestimated the danger of the

National Socialist movement. It Is high

time to catch up, to exterminate the

weaknesses and to conclude the real fight-

ing proletarian united front against

Fascism, a front of ail workers regard-

Confusion Marks Stalinist Policy on Fight

Against War
(Continued from previous issue)

We must ask, naturally, if the ini-

tiators of tbe congress feared presenting

a Communist position of the question of

war, prior to the congress, and even if

it Is true that pressure was put on them

and that a majority of delegates were

Communists, were they not afraid then

of driving away the pacifists? What
was the attitude of the Pacifists and

Socialists? Both saw that the Commun-

ists were the overwhelming majority of

the congress. The pacifists expresjed

themselves as follows: We want a prac-

tical program of work when we get back

to the campus. We are not concerned

with your resolutions since you will

adopt them, anyway, notwithstanding

what we say. Go ahead, we will wait

for a practical resolution. Tbe Social-

ists were similarly unconcerned. It is

clear again, that you cannot play around

with the question of program. The pol-

icy of playing hide and seek with paci-

fists and liberals and socialists is a fatal

one and even more fatal is the one

to attempt to unite on the basis of

a liquidation of principle which the Com-
munists came very near doing, com-

pletely. As such they maintained a

minimum political correctness as ex-

pressed in the main resolution.

The congress was thrown into a crisis

when a member of the YCL introduced

a motion to condemn the betrayal ot the

2nd International during the war. The
Socialist delegation quite sharply object-

ed and stated that they would leave the

congress if this resolution carried. They

were not opposed to condemning those

leaders of tbe 2nd International who be-

trayed the working class during the

war, but insisted tbat all those who

betrayed the proletariat during the war
be similarly condemned, and they spe-

cifically named Foster and Cachln. This

motion was changed to conform to th«

proposal and attitude of the Socialists

and carried. Upon the passage of an-

other motion calling for support of tht

Amsterdam Congress in the form of th-;

American Committee against War, the

Socialists ceased to participate in the

congress because, said they, the passage

of this motion signified accepting the at-

tacks against tbe 2nd International con-

tained in the decisions of Amsterdam,
which they as Socialists could not ac-

cept. The discussion was extremely

heated and indicated a split situation.

The split situation became evident up-

on the election of an executive commit-

tee to carry through the decisions of the

Congress. The Socialists declined to ac-

cept because of the passage of tbe above-

mentioned resolution. The Pacifists

would not accept unless the Socialists

did. Pleas for unity came from all sides

of the hall and upon those pleas a
YCL member Introduced a motion to

rescind the motion upon which the so-

cialists broke from the conference. In

spite of the Opposition of Henderson

and a large section of the delegates,

this motion carried and the Socialists

remained and were accepted on the Com-

mittee.

An amusing incident took place which

indicated just how the Socialists and

pacifists were actually fooled by the

character of the congress. The pacifists

declared that all tendencies must be re-

presented on tbe Committee. If only

NSL members were on the Committee

with pacifists, that would mean that

the committee would be primarily Com-

VON PAPEN IS ALSO
FASCISM....

"Before all, we must make it clear to

the social democratic workers that what

we have today is the Fascist dictator-

ship The same holds for the illusion

that the S. D. P. G. or the General Ger-

man Trade Union Alliance arte also or-

ganizations of the anti-Fascist struggle.

[Whoever would aim to build on the idea

that by 'appeals' to the SDPG or other

reformist organizations, a struggle

would come about, would disarm the pro-

letariat."

—Rote Fahne, July 26, 1932

Central Committee Statement.
• * • *

DIVERTING ATTENTION
FROM REAL FASCISM
"The Fascist overturn In Prussia on

July 20 was possible only because the

munist with no other representation.

They demanded that on this committee

there must be socialists in addition to

pacifists In order to make a united

front committee that would consist of

all three tendencies. In spite .of the

efforts of tbe leaders o the NSL, the

Party and YCL, all through the pre-con-

gress period, to hide and cover up their

Communist color, the NSL in tbe con-

gress was synonymous to Communism in

the eyes of the pacifists and socialists,

and they conducted themselves accord-

ingly. When acceptances were taken up
for the executive committee each dele-

gate was to answer in addition to his

school organization, his political affilia-

tion. The YCL members of the NSL in

accepting on the committee replied:

member of the NSL; the socialists ans-

wered : League for Industrial Democracy
and Socialist. The pacifist answer
should be clear. Our comrade Geltman

in reply declared himself member of the

NSL, and Communist. When this roll

was taken again the YCL members con-

tinued to hide their identity which was
clear to all. On this round comrade
Geltman announced that he was a Left

Oppositionist much to the dismay of

the YCL.

Thus the congress ended. What did

it actually accomplish? It gathered to-

gether a number of students from vari-

ous parts of the country to decide upon

holding meetings on the campus to de-

clare against war and militarism, to

fight against the ROTC, to propagate

and agitate against war. It is now al-

most a month since the congress end-

ed. For all practical purposes the

congress might not have existed. The
ripples caused by it, have like those

of Amsterdam, settled into a dead calm.

The criticisms that we made prior to

the congress, and at the congress through

the speeches of our comrades remain cor-

rect and real to this day. The weak-
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ness of the congress are to be sought in

its political character. It was separ-

ated, in spite of everything from the

working class. It was not based upon

reality. There were no worker dele-

gates to give character to the congress.

The attempt to transform the political

nature of the congress toward its close

only brought confusion among the dele-

gates. Those Communist delegates who
argued so vehemently against the posi-

tion of the Opposition had later to de-

fend tbe main political contentions of

the Opposition against the attacks of

the pacifists and socialists. The con-

gress itself vindicated every criticism

that the Opposition made. It was false

to hold such a conference before a

working class movement on a united

front basis existed, to fight on concrete

issues. If such a proletarian organiza-

tion had been in existence, it might hare

been possible to organize a student move-

ment that would attach Itself to such

a workers' movement. As it Is the con-

gress remains suspended in mld-alr try-

ing to find a piace for itself. That the

congress changed many of its plans Is

true. But the original sin remains.

The responsibility for tbe whole af-

fair falls upon the shoulders of the Party

and the YCL. To be more precise upon
the Communist International under the

aegis of Stalinist revision of Commun-
ist policies. The Party was represented

officially by Browder in tbe form of a

speech. The YCL was absent, just as
it was absent at the New York con-

ference iast summer. The criminal at-

tempt made to hide the face of Commun-
ism resulted in confusion and error. The
future of the committee elected by tbe

congress is dubious. What shall be its

mission? How will it carry through
the struggle against war? Under the
circumstances it can do nothing but dis-

solve of itself.

—ALBERT GLOTZKR.

It is impossible to understand the

present crisis in the Food Workers' In-

dustrial Union and its effects upon the

membership without tracing Its causes

to the past and bringing into the open

the crimes and errors committed by the

party and union leadership under the

Lovestoneite and present regimes.

The Hotel and Restaurant branch of

the Amalgamated Food Workers waa

under party control for many years. Its

main activities were confined exclusively

to tbe hotels and restaurants. More than

once the leadership rejected the propos-

al to undertake an organisational drive

among the cafeteria workers on the

grounds that the masses were to be found

among the hotel workers. What hap-

pened in the spring of 1929 when these

same people, without exception, were in

favor of a general strike in the New
York cafeterias, and at that, with no pre-

paration at all? Did tbe leadership'

realize that their previous poeiton waa

incorrect? No. Far from It As we
will prove, this sudden change was based

upon the Interests of Its faction.

Tbe Lovestone faction was then in the

leadership of tbe party and the union.

A party convention was to take place

during that time. Lovestone, in order

to "strengthen" his prestige before the

convention suddenly "discovered" the

necessity for mass work. Secret meet-

ings were immediately arranged by those

members of the leading fraction who
supported Lovestone. They decided to

sell the union building located at 133 W.
15th St., and declare a general strike In

the garment section. On the eve of

March 15th, I was informed by a com
rade that such a meeting was to take

place. When I entered the meeting Bert

Miller was reading the following de-

cisions of the District Executive Commit-

tee: the strike was to take place not

later than April 4th; preparations were

not necessary; it was sufficient merely

to place pickets before the cafeterias

;

the needle trade workers will not pa-

tronize them and the bosses will thereby

be compelled to settle with the union.

No arguments were strong enough to

make them change their decision, for,

as mentioned above the strike was to

serve as a weapon for the Loveatoaeltej

in the convention. I immediately appeal-

ed to the Central Executive Committee

against tbe District E. C. decisions. I

pouted out that "no matter how great

the support of the needle trade workers

it is entirely incorrect to declare a

strike without the strikers. Such a de-

cisions will play into the hands of A.

F. of L. bureaucracy, who, in order to

cover up their treacherous role of serv-

ing as a scab agency against the strik-

ers, will claim Jurisdiction over this ter-

ritory. In view of this it is urgent to

propose a united front with the A. F.

of L. unions. Particularly at this time

when the masses are la revolt against

their officials. By their refusal we will,

to a large extent, be able to prevent them
from playing the role of scab agents

during the strike." (I am reminded that

during this period, A. F. of L. locals No.

1 and 719 issued leaflets urging cafeteria

workers to join the union.)

Comrade Foster, to whom I also gave

a copy of my appeal, told me that my
position was correct, but that at the pre-

sent time, due to the situation In the

party, it was impossible to change the

decisions of the District E. C. in any
way.

On March 18, the first leaflet was is-

sued to the cafeteria workers, calling

them out on strike. Eighteen days later,

on April 14, the general strike was de-

clared in the garment center. As a first

step, "pulling committees" composed of

party members and sympathizers were
organized. The duties of these commit-
tee were to pull the workers from their

jobs while picketing was being organized
In front of the cafeterias. In several

cases workers were actually forced to

leave their jobs. Such actions are justi-

fiable. In any case, against strike break-

ers, In any strike. But In this Instance

the workers were not even aware that

a strike had been called. In spite of the

lack of preparations for the strike hun-
dreds of workers, driven by the unbear-
able and slavish conditions in the cafe-

terias, responded to the strike call.

Although we have described, In previ-

ous articles in the Militant, the heroism
displayed by the workers in the 1929
cafeteria strike, it Is not out of place to

repeat that it will remain one of the

greatest struggles In the history of the

labor movement in New York City.

Though hundreds of workers were ar-

rested and jailed, time and again, their

fighting spirit could cot be broken. They
courageously fought the brutal, vicious

attacks of the gangsters and the police.

Injunctions IS3tied against them were
torn up and thrown ic the faces of the

bosses and the police. Such was the
prevailing spirit among the strikers dur-

ing the first 5 or 6 weeks of the strike.

Without the knowledge of the leading
fraction, not to speak of the general
fraction, the officials of the union, to-

gether with LIfschltz, Lovestone's lieut-

enant, who was local secretary of the

T. U. B. L. at the time, settled up some
of the shops where all of the scabs re-

mained on the job. Tbey also agreed
upon the ten hour instead of eight hour
day. This was done in spite of tbe pro-
mises and guarantees made to the strik-

ers every evening in the strike halls. In
speeches at these meetings, they said,

they would not settle with any shop un-
til all the demands were met. The clande-
stine settlement of Lifschitz and Co. was
enough to demoralize even the most mili-

tant strikers.

A few days later the majority of the
striking workers left the organization in
deep disgust. This event marked a deci-
sive turn In the strike. Following that,

only paid workers, with the exception of

a few militants, could be obtained for

picketing. Attempts were made to

dramatize the strike. Demonstrations
were organized by party members and
sympathizers together with the YCL and
the Pioneers. An airplane was hired to

spread leaflets ail over the city. More
than $65,000 was spent In a period of
three months. But all was In vain. If

a few more shops were later compelled
to settle with the union it was on the
same basis as mentioned above.

The situation became much worse be-

cause the union failed to protect those
workers sent out as extras during rush
hours. They were refused employment
by the bosses because of their reputation

as militant strikers. This helped to dis-

rupt the unity of the employed and un-
employed, which unfortunately, to this

very day has not been corrected.

It is significant to point out the op-

portunist policies of tbe union during
the feverish wave of the strike, with re-

gard to Injunctions. L. Oak, the public-

ity agent for the strike, reported to the
capitalist press that the union defied and
would continue to defy the injunctions

Issued by the capitalist courts. The of-

ficials of the union issued a statement to

the press, pointing out that tbe report

—

that the union would defy injunctions

—

was not the position of the union ; that
this was written by the publicity agent
without the knowledge of the leadership.
For this deed the publicity agent was
removed from his post* This statement

1
hy the union was demanded by the law-
yer who claimed that it would give him
better grounds In bis fight against in-

junctions in the courts. This demand Is,

of course, in accord with a lawyer's
business. But for a militant organiza-
tion whose membership defies injunctions
it is a ruinous and extremely opportun-
istic course. But this was not accidental
for the leadership. It coincided fully

with the general line pursued by them
during that period.

—SEBASTIAN PAPPAS.

Boston Activities
BOSTON—
On January 13 comrade A. Konikov

debated Louis Marcus of the Socialist

party on the subject "Socialism versus
Communism". Louis Marcus gives
courses at the S. P. headquarters and is

considered tbe local theoretician of the
S. P. There were about seventy social-

ists and five sympathizers of the Left
Opposition present. Each speaker had
thirty minntes and then the floor was
thrown open to general discussion and
questions before a rebuttal of ten min-
utes by the speakers. The discussion
period showed that comrade Konikov had
done a good Job. Tbe younger workers
particularly had it in for the socialist

speaker. After tbe meeting some of
these young militants invited comrade
Konikov to go with them for coffee and
there they discussed their problems with
her very frankly.

The debate was a huge success from
our point of view. Each sympathizer of
the Left Opposition became a center of

a group of S. P. members after the meet-
ing. They wanted to know more about
the Opposition. Many Militants were
sold and given away. The big bugs of
the S. P. were conspicuous by their ab-
sence, apparently not approving of this
debate. However, the younger element
wants another debate and this has been
arranged for Thursday, February 2, at
8 P. M. at 6 Byron St. Glen Trimble
will represent the Socialist position.

On January 22, comrade W. Konikov
spoke before the Independent Workmen's
Circle, Branch 27 on What the Left Op-
position Stands For. Thirty membera
and a few visitors were present. The
question period showed that the major-
ity of those present had a clear idea

o£ the Left Opposition and are sympath-
etic. After the meeting one member dis-

cussed the possibility of joining the Op-
position with comrade Konikov. Several
copies of the Militant and Kami were
sold.

On January 24, comrade W. Konikov
spoke in Lynn before the Lynn unem-
ployed Council on the subject "A Doctor
Looks at Unemployment." An audience
of sixty members were present and ask-

ed many questions. Many of the com-
rades' wives were present and after the
meeting arrangements were made for a
lecture by comrade A. Konikov. Credit
for these meetings fust be given to com-
rade Cooperstein who alone represents
the Opposition In Lynn.

In our last report we spoke of tbe So-
cial Science Club (an organization for
Marxian study which began with a
course on Elements of Marxian Econom-
ies in Novemhber. The first quarterly
meeting of the club was held on Jan. 10.

About fifty members were present and
comrade W. Konikov gave a lecture on
"Communism versus Socialism"' Follow-
ing the meeting he was invited to give
the same lecture for a Yipsel organiza-
tion In one of the suburbs of Boston.
Two classes were organized. One, on the
'Three Internationals" by comrade A.
Konikov meets In Tremont Temple, Room
A, every Tuesday at 8 P. M. Visitors
are welcome. Seventeen members have
enrolled for this course and several vis-
itors have attended the first two meet-
ings. The other course is a repetition
of Elements of Marxian Economics, this
time given by comrade W. Konikov. Ten
members are taking this course which
inculdes a careful study of the first vol-
ume of Marx's "Capital". Tbis course
meets every Tuesday at 8:30 P. M. at
11 Keswick St.

—0. S.
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Opposition at Gillespie
Leasue's Views Triumph at Progressive Miners Conference

(Continued from page 1)

•ance, trade union democracy, abolition

of high wages for officials, class-struggle

policies, relentless fight against labor

lasers—all of these and similar demands,

which are becoming the fighting pro-

gram of insurgent workers in every sec-

tion of the labor movement in all parts

of the count! y, found their place also

in the program of the Gillespie Confer-

ence. In this fact is to be seen the best

basis for the eventual fusion of the

Illinois movement witli similar move-

ments in other parts of the country into

a single national formation, for various

reasons this necessary unification of

the scattered insurgent elements on a

national scale remains to be realized. An
organization, or a group of organiza-

tions, with sufficient stability and in-

fluence to attract the other scattered

movements around it is one of the ele-

ments stili lacking for this national con-

centration. The Gillespie conference and

the forces represented in it could not

yet serve this purpose. It could only con-

tribute to the process. But the dynamic

potentialities of a great role are there.

The developments of the Progressive

Miners in Illinois la the coming months

may have a decisive bearing, not only the

mining situation but also upon the whole

Left wing and progressive labor move-

ment of the entire country.

Tb& Progressive Miners Organization

The importance and significance of

the Giliespie conference derives primar-

ily from the participation of the Pro-

gressive Miners of America. Not only

from the top but also from the bottom,

from the local unions, the fighting Ill-

inois miners came to rub shoulders with

the delegates of other trades and take

counsel with them. Here is a heartening

sign, one of many signs, that the P. M.

A. stands higher and sees farther than

tee previous district formation of insur-

gent miners. Still going through its

own first birth pangs ae a union, the

P. M. A. already looks beyond the bor-

ders of its own industry and seeks alli-

ance with the workers of other trades.

And the participation of the rank and

file, through delegates from the local

unions, shows very clearly, the genuine

mass impulse behind the movement.
But if the domination of the confer-

ence by the Progressive Miners was the

strength of the conference, then, in an-

other sense of the word, it was also its

weakness. The other delegations came
from the small local craft unions and
central bodies in the Illinois mining

towns, and from Left wing groups which
are still in the stage of propaganda ra-j

ther than stable union organization.
]

Such a combination can and should work,
out a common program of agitation. But
on such a basic there can be no serious

|

talk of a new labor federation.

The prospects of the new union repre-

sented at Gillespie are the prospects,

first and foremost, of the Progressive

Miners of America. If this new union

survives the test of fire in the coming
months, and consolidates its organization

more firmly in the struggle against the

operators and the UMWA, it will by that

fact lay a big section of the foundations

of the new unionism. If the PMA goes

down in the fight and loses its organiza-

tion base the new union movement will

receive the heaviest blow.

In other articles the specific tasks and
problems of the PMA, and its prospect*

for expansion into a wider field will be

considered. In our opinion the Pro-

gressive Miners' movement in Illinois oc-

cupies at the present movement the key
position in the unfoldment of a new
progressive sweep in the labor movement
on a national scale. For that reason it

deserves the closes attention of all those

elements and tendencies which strive, or

pretend to strive, in one way or another,

to break the labor movement out of the

paralyzing grip of the A. F. of L. bu-

reaucrats. And by the oame token th«

worth of these various tendencies in the

field of trade unionism can be judged

most concretely by their attitude toward

the activities and problems of the PMA,
and especially by the answers they give

to the questions which haven't been ans-

wered yet.

From this point of view it is interest-

ing to note the position taken on the

Gillespie Conference by the various poli-

tical groups. The Socialists, the CPLA,
the Lovestoneltes, the Stalinists and the

Left Opposition—all of them reacted to

the Gillespie Conference. But the only

group that gave a clear and definite ans-

wer beforehand, and had its position

confirmed to the letter by the experience

of the conference itself, was the Com-
munist Left Opposition.

That wing of the S. P. which trails

along with the Progressive Miners, and
fattens itself parasitically on the blun-

ders and crimes of the leadership of the

official Communist party, had nothing to

say, and no advice to offer, about the

project of a. new federation of labor be-

fore the conference. As with the forma-

tion of the PMA itself, these parasites

wait to see what luck the miners have

with their ventures. If a given under-

taking fails they wash their hands of

it; if it succeeds and sweeps a mass
movement with it, they trail aioDg and
exploit It. And all the time they main-

tain a solidarity within one party with

the Hlllquits who support Lewis and all

the other black reactionaries.

The CPLA, which recommends Itself

as the center and leader of the progres-

sive labor movement, also showed the

quality of its leadership in the matter

of the Gillespie Conference. The recent

issue of the Labor Age printed the call

for the Gillespie Conference, with its

announced intention of "formulating a

new federation of labor", without saying

definitely what It thought about the pro-

ject. Were the Mosteltes In faTOr of

tb« propoiat? Or against it? Or neu-

tral":—you will look in vain for a cate-

goric answer in their publication be-

fore the event. And it is on just such

questions that clear and categoric ans-

wers are required. The comment of the

Labor Age implies a certain support for

the idea of a new federation of labor to

be formed at the Gillespie Conference.

But the door is left open to face the

other way, if things go wrong and the

miliars involve themselves in a serious

mistake. In this attitude the Musteites

ran true to form. In all their dabbling

with the Illinois miners situation, they

im\o never failed to show this policy of

half-wayness by which they blunt the

sharp edge of all the issues and muddle
up the progressive movement from with-

in, it is In the highest degree thanks to

them that the Farrington-Howat betray-

al was put over on the minora and the
liberation movement against the Lewis
bureaucracy wag so long arrested and
disoriented. Let the Illinois miners who
retain some confidence in these pseudo-
progressives, after all their experience,

ask themselves why the CPLA did not

take a clear position and warn them
against premature and dangerous experi-

ments with a new federation of labor.

By what right can they claim to be lead-

ers if they can't answer such questions,

and answer them at the right time?

The Stalinist Position

The position of the Stalinist delegates

in the Giliespie Conference was Indeed
a spectacle for gods and men. A half

a dozen or so delegates from TUUL
groups iu Chicago came to the Giliespie

Conference and gave the miners another
occasion to scratch their heads iu won-
derment at this queer melange of con-
tradiction and inconsistency, this com-
bination of adventurous leaps and pan-
icky retreats, which goes by the name of
the trade union policy Of Stalinism. The
conduct of the Stalinist delegates at the

conference was indeed a humiliating con-

fession of bankruptcy, and a complete
repudiation of everything that have done
on the trade union field in the disastrous
years of the "third period".

If the trade union policy of a political

group is any good it should reveal its

strength precisely on such an occasion
us the Gillespie Conference where work-
ers' organizations are seeking an ans-

wer to new questions. Isn't that a fair

test? The Left Opposition thought so,

and that is why its representatives at
the conference expounded there its trade
union policy, not in a new edition but in

the old one. Nothing that we said or
did there stood in contradiction to the
standpoint we have taken in the whole
course of the development of the pro-
gressive labor movement in recent years.
We are quite willing for the militant
miners to judge the trade union policy
of the Left Opposition not only in the
light of what we said at the conference
but also in the light of what we said
before the conference.

The Stalinists came to the conference
under a heavy handicap. The best mili-

tants in the miners' organization were
antagonistic to them, and for good rea-
sons. The Stalinists fought the opposi-
tion movement in the UMWA which laid
the ground for the formation of the P.

II. A. They fought the PMA which re-

presented a mass movement and set up
against it the National Miners Union
which did not exist in Illinois. They
set the TUUL up as a new labor center
in 1929 and since that time have been
characterizing all unions that did not
affiliate with it as "company unions". If
these policies had been confirmed as
correct by the development of the move-
ment itself, the Gillespie Conference was
just the place to defend them and to
make further proposals along the same
lines. But there was the rub. The pol-
icies had been completely discredited in
life and did not in any way fit the
problem of the hour.
How did the Stalinist delegates get

out of this contradiction between the
whole policy of the recent years and the

concrete needs of the moment? Very

simply. They made a complete right-

about-face on everything. And they did

this without previous announcement or

warning in the Party press, without any

acknowledgment of previous error ; and

they even kept, or tried to keep, straight

faces through this bizarre performance.

In the conference there were not a few

conscious militants who follow all devel-

opments closely and take careful note of

what each group and tendency stands

for. But even these seasoned people,

who were glad enough to see the old

ruinous policies discarded bag and bag-

gage, regarded the spectacle with a cer-

tain amount of amusement and incredul-

ity, as one watches a circus performer

going through flip-flops and wonders how
he does it.

If the party stands for the formation

of a new labor movement, and if the

TUUL is in fact the new labor center,

as they have maintained since l'J29, then

why not urge the Gillespie Conference

to join the TUUL? That is certainly a

logical conclusion—if the policy was a

correct one. But the Stalinists delegates

did not even mention the TUUL. More
than that, they appeared there as the

most vociferous opponents of any idea of

the formation of a new general labor

movement at the present time. They re-

peated all the arguments which the Left

Opposition has been making on this

question, the arguments which up till

yesterday had been denounced as coun-

ter-revolutionary. They went further

than that. In their disorderly retreat

from the discredited policy of yesterday,

they arrived at such a conservative posi-

tion, they argued so passionately against

the danger of premature splits in the A.

F. of L. unions, that they found them-
selves a number of times in alliance

with the extreme Right wing of the con-

ference, with those who wanted only to
let well enough alone and take no
further progressive steps of any kind.

If the National Miners Union is the

only organization of the progressive min-
ers, and if the PMA is only an imita-

tion of the Lewis union—as was main-
tained up tiij yesterday—then the Gil-

lespie conference should have been made
a forum for the advancement of this

idea. But this policy had likewise gone
to pieces on the rocks of reality. So...
the National Miners Union wae not men-
tioned by a single word. It is by such
contradictions and zig-zags that the
Stalinists have succeeded in discrediting

the Communist party in the Illinois coal
field and facilitating the revival of the
socialist organization.

The Left Oppositionists who, by a con-
sistently correct policy over a period of|

years, and by a loyal participation in

the struggles, have gained a certain iii-

fiuence and prestige in the progressive
miners movement of Illinois, have great

and unique tasks before them. They
have to lift up (ho banner of Commun-
ism which has been trampled In the mire
and make the miners understand that the
monstrous blunders and crimes of the
recent years are not an expression o[j

Communism but of the Stalinist perver-j
sion of it. In view of the annihilation'
of the Party organization in southern'
Illinois, they are obliged to fulfill the
natural functions of the party; to con-
duet the direct struggle against the re-
formist elements for the decisive influ-
ence in the movement. They have to
take upon themselves directly the initia-

tive and the leading role in the organi-
zation of a strong Left wing which will
steer the new movement firmly on the
path of a class straggle policy. The de-
stiny of the Progressive Miners move-
ment of Illinois depends on this. And,
conversely, the chances of an early re-
vival of the Communist movement and
organization among the miners, under
the direct leadership of the Left Opposi-
tion, depends upon the complete identity
of its own interests with the fundamental
interests of the miners' movement. The
Letf Oppositionists at the Gillespie con-
ference were animated by this funda-
mental conception and made it the start-
ing point of new plans and new en-
deavors. Great things can follow.

—JAMES P. CANNON.

ermany: Why Is the Comintern Silent
(Continued from page 1)

tomorrows. Significant fact: in 1931, the

Communist party criminally supported

the Fascist popular referendum to dis-

solve the Prussian Diet, with its social-

ist-Centrist government, thus alienating

the socialist workers from Communism
and raising the prestige and strength of

Fascism. Our violent condemnation of

the policy of the so-called Red Referen-

dum was met with the customary Stalin-

ist abuse : the Trotskyists are agents of

Braun and Bruening. In 1933, the same
Prussian Diet is iinally dissolved by the

fascists, not by referendum but ~by dic-

tatorial decree. What position do the

Stalinists take? If their policy in 1931

was good Bolshevism, and uot a crimin-

al adventure, it would be logical that

t his polity be crowned in 1933 by a
vote in tin; Diet to dissolve it. But they

acted in exactly the opposite way: the

Coinunmist traction voted together with
the social democrats and the Catholic

Center ug:iin>l the dissolution of the
Diet!

Three: The most drastic decree yet

issued has been put into effect by von
llindenburg on the control of the press

ami public meetings. Any public meet-
ings, for which 4a hours advance notice

must be given iu any case, may be for-

bidden "when danger to the public sec-

urity is to be apprehended". Are the
Xuxis a danger to the public security?
Of course not: But the Communists and
the socialists manifestly are, above all

and primarily the former, against whom
the decree is particularly aimed. Meet-
ings and demonstrations may he dis-

solved for any one of a dozen reasons,
which means they may be dissolved (i. e.,

violently dispersed) without any reason
at all being given. Any paper may be
confiscated or suppressed for "inviting
disobedience of the government or its in-

struments, for inviting or glorifing vio-

lence, for proposing a general strike or
a strike in some vitally necessary in-

dustry, far defending or holding up to
contempt the organs or institutions or
leading officials oE the government," etc.,

etc. For second offenses, papers may be
suspended 'or from six to twelve months

!

Ki'en public collections for party pur-
poses "may lie restricted or forbidden",
in n word, the activities by word or
deed of any militant working class or-
ganization, of the Communist party in
jMiticitlar, are carefully circumscribed to
the point where it is forced into a
si raitjacket.

As is known, the Rote Faline, organ
of tiie Communist party, together with
^eveiiil other party organs, has already
been hit hard by suppression and con-
fiscation. The central organ of the so-
cial democrats, Vorwaerts, as well as
oilier socialist papers, have met with a
similar fate. The central headquarters
of (lie Communist party in Berlin have
already been raided. Meetings of work-
ers are being forbidden or dispersed by
force. The st-me measures employed by
Mussolini on the road to establishing the
black shirts iu power, are being started
with a vengeance by the Hitler bandits
iu Germany today.

The civil war has started in all earn-
est. We take some excerpts from a sin-
gle issue of the New York Times (Feb-
ruary 0, 1933) ::

'•At midnight tonight reports from all
over the country give this additional re-
cord—undoubtedly incomplete for' the
day—of the evil results of the violence
attending these demonstrations. In
Chemnitz, in a clash between socialists
and Nazis, one socialist was killed and
twelve wounded, five perhaps fatally. At
Welxlar twenty were wounded in a sim-
ilar disturbance. At Bochum, in a con-
flict between Nazis and Communists, a
Xazi lender was killed and there were
thirty-one arrests. In Munich, in a
Xazi-Comintinist clash, three Nazis, a
Communist, two policemen and a Iteichs-
banner man were wounded. In Stettin,
iu a row between Nazi storm troopers
and socialist Reiehsbanncr men, a Nazi
was badly wounded. .. .Joachin Matthes,
Ii years old, was held tonight in Stass-
furt on a charge of murdering Mayor
Hermann Kasten. The Mayor, who was

Shall the Revolutionary Students Be

Organized Into Separate Movements
{Continued from last issue)

DISCUSSION ARTICLE

If there is any instance where only

the Communists can lead effectively and
correctly, it is in the struggle against

capitalist militarism and Imperialist war.
Yet, witness the spectacle at the Bar-
busse Congress at Amsterdam when the
Communist International abandoned its

rightful role of leadership to the intel-

lectuals! Comment here is superfluous;
the Militant has dealt fully with
this Congress and at the Student Con-
ference Against War at Chicago, ini-

tiated by the NSL and the Communists,
the Amsterdam spectacle was repeated
In an even more grotesque manner. The
YCL abandoned Its field and the results

of the Chicago Conference were—con-
fusion, disorganization, perversion and
misrepresentation of the revolutionary
ways and means to combat Imperialist

war except as clarified by delegates and
supporters of the Communist Left Op-
position. (See the articles on the Chi-
cago Student Conference in the Militant
by Aderhabe and A. Glotzer for an an-
alysis of this Conference). It was In-

evitable there, as at Amsterdam or where-
ever the same stunt is tried, that when
the intellectuals or students took over
the leadership in the anti-militarist move-
ment, the real basis of struggle agaimst
war was vitiated and the workers mis-
led. The C. P. and YCL stood In the
wings, behind the scenes, witnessing,
approvingly, the spectacle and abandoned
their leading role. Was the revolution-

ary student participating in such a con-

ference doing his duty in attempting to

lead this struggle against capitalist war?
He thought so. But he was doomed to
failure. Yet subordinate to, and a part
of the YCL, the revolutionary students

could take a part, howsoever small or

large, in a united front movement against
war on specific Issues.

On other questions, the NSL has taken
a position which on the one hand is

correct and on the other, false. For in-

stance, the "revolutionary" NSL endors-
ed the Communist party In the Novem-
ber elections: a correct action. But it

motivated its support of the C. P., not
on revolutionary class grounds, but on
the fact that the C. P., of all political

parties consulted, had alone taken a stand
for the students on their specific pro-
blems of class fees, etc. How ridiculous

for an organization presumably pivoting
on a revolutionary axis! Why should
any such confusion arise among revolu-

tionary students? It shouldn't; the con-
fusion is unnecessary and springs largely
from the concept of an independent stu-
dent role and the belief that revolution-

ary students should put forth more
"palatable" or "adaptable" reasons for
their revolutionary conclusions. This is
the manner In which liberals and oppor-
tunists justify their stupidities or be-
trayals.

Yet, and this Is another decisive fac-
tor, the Young Communist League, mea-
sured by Its theoretical tad organisa-
tional basis, is or should be a sufficiently

broad organization to include within it

not only young workers, but also the
revolutionary-inclined students. The
Communist Youth organization does not
demand that young workers or students
who desire to join it, shall be full-fledged
Communis,! s when they make application,
it requires, and properly so, that those
joining it shall be willing to learn to
be Communis! s, in theory and through
participation iu the struggles of the
workers. We speak here not of the cari-

cature that the YCL iu the United
States, and elsewhere, has become, but
of the foundation upon which the Young
Communist International was erected
and the manner the YCLs were expect-
ed actually to function. For such stu-
dents who join the NSL today because
of its revolutionary program, we have to
say that their place is directly in the
ranks of the Communist youth organiza-
tion.

It is si totally false conception of bridge
organizations and their functions to ac-
cept the formation of an independent
students' organization as a part of that
schema. An 1LD, which defends class
war victims irrespective of their political
or economic views, is one thing. An in-

dependent students' body with a political
program and functions is an altogether
different matter. An ILD has an obvl-!
ously legitimate function to perform. An!
independent students' organization ean,i
and already has done great harm to the!
immediate and historical interests of the!
workers. That which tends to and does
usurp the role of a revolutionary poli-
tical party or XCL becomes a parvarsion
of Marxist theory on the role of a Com-
munist party. When the Stalinists aid
in the formation ot such bodies a« tae
National Student League, worker* and

Communists, Socialists and

Fascists in Civil War

also a Socialist Deputy in the Prussian

Diet and the father of a family, was shot

from behind while opening his garden

gate. He dies in a hospital In Dusset-

dorf eight men were injured during

clashes in various parts of the city, after

four busloads of Nazis had been shot at

from windows. Munich, Leipzig and

Danzig also reported bloodshed...."

The Civil war has started, but only

started. The first bloody skirmishes al-

reauy show what form it will lake when
it extends to the tar vaster scale it

must take on before the Question: Fasc-

ism or Bolshevism, is definitely decided.

The realities of the class struggle explode

the theories and practises of the Stalin-

ists every day. If the theory of "social

Fascism" was regarded with contempt

and outraged feelings by the Italian so-

cialist worker who remembered his

Mattcottis, it is now being cut to pieces

by the Hitlerite knives sunk into the

bodies of socialist workers in Germany.
The murder of Mayor Kasten, the killing

of dozens of other socialist proletarians

and militants, these give also a death-

blow in concrete to the theoretically un-

tenable slogan of "social-Fascism". Wiiat
socialist worker, and what intelligent

Communist worker will still believe that

Kasten and other martyrs to Fascism in

Germany were murdered because they

represented the "moderate wing of Fasc-

ism"?

More than that: the consoling theory
is being sedulously spread in whispers
in the ranks of the Communist party

that, after all, it makes no difference to

the proletariat whether it be Bruening
or vuii Papen or von Schleicher or Hitler

who is in power. For, you see, they all

represent one and the same class, the
bourgeoisie ! This is a theory of co-

wards, criminals or confirmed idiots.

How many party members have been
taken in by this, by your leave, theory,
cannot be estimated. Scores of them,
however, ha\c voiced it. We cannot con-
ceive of a more signal service rendered
to reaction than this theory. It is cal-

culated to excuse the impotence of the
Maliuists during the i>ast period of the
struggle, and also to justify the wretch-
ed passivity and bewilderedness of the
patty chieftains in face of the crisis.

Is Fascism Different?
Is Fascism 'different" from the "dem-

ocratic" forms of bourgeois government?
Is it possible that a serious worker

can awn entertain such a question in
the year 1!S3? Yes, both are the rule
of the bourgeoisie. One by "democratic"
means, by deception, by illusions, by
"peaceful persuasion". The other, how-
ever, throws off all pretense and toler-
ates none of the bourgeois or proletarian
democratic forms or institutions. Is the
suppression of the socialist press only a
iittle accidental joke of Hitler? Is the
murdering of several socialist workers
merely a regrettable mistake of the
Fascists, or perhaps a Machiavellian
plot to disprove the Stalinist theory of
'social Fascism"? Has the history of
Italian Fascism been forgotten already?
Have we already forgotten these grue-
some photographs, printed in their time
in every labor paper, of workers mass-
acred in Italian streets, of newspaper
oilicos wrecked, of labor temples demol-
ished, of every single institution and
organization of the working class—re-
formist or revolutionary—destroyed with
bestial ferocity? Of the trade unions
smashed and the political parties driven
underground and their leaders impris-
oned and exiled and banished?
Whoever even hints to the working

class that there is no real difference be-
tween the "democratic" rule of the bour-
geoisie and the Fascist rule by torch and
sword, that it is a matter of indifference
to the proletariat, is playing the game
to the best interests of Fascism! Who-
ever does not shout out loud to the work-
ers of all groups and organizations that
they must immediately form a powerful
united front to crush Fascism before it

is in a position to crush the working

class completely, is not a leader of the

working class but an impostor who
should be kicked into the obscurity where
he belongs.

Can Fascism still be smashed? Yes.

U should and could have been smashed
mouths ago, before Hitler became Chan-
cellor, invaluable, irreplaceable time has
already been lost, but it is not yet too

lute. Onee organized into a powerful,

united army, the million-headed German
proletariat can sweep the Fascist scum
nut of power and into oblivion. But this

demands struggle, and united struggle,

and whoever stands in the way is giv-

ing aid to Hitlerism.

The Socialist Leaders

Do the social democratic leaders want
to light? Yes, if they could be guaran-

teed that the masses, once set into real

iiiotioii, iviii stop wbere tbe leaders want
tiieiu to— i. e., at another socialist or

coalition ministry, let us say—and not

go further along the road to proletarian

power—the logical goal of such a mass
movement. But there is no such guaran-
tee, and i lie socialist leaders, well aware
of it, prefer to restrain, hold back, check,

soothe and give false consolation to the

i,i.:sscs who follow them. When the

Itk-t is dissolved in Prussia, the social

democracy does not call upon the work-

ers to rise in protest, to act as a class.

No, these contemptible Prussian dem-
ocrats run to the Supreme Court at

Leipzig U> complain about Hindenburg's
unconstitutional action!

Hut the Communists? You read the

l>aily Worker in vain for an elucidation

of tbe strategy and tactics of the German
Communist Party in the present situa-

tion. There are whole days when the

llaJiy Worker simply doesn't mention
I he German situation, for what does it

amount to when compared with a meet-

ing of the Independent Barbers' Union
of Creator New York? And when it does

refer to Germany, it contains badly re-

written accounts from the capitalist

press, or else cables from the Interna-

tional Press Correspondence which are

a disgrace to the Communist movement?
What is the line of policy of the German
Communist V What are they doing? What
do they plan to do? What has happen-
ed with the call issued on the morrow
of Hitler's appointment for a national

general strike? About all of these vital

ijuestious, not one single word in the
columns of the Daily Worker.
Here you have the German situation

poised on the tip of a needle. The way
it falls will decide for the next period
the fate of alt Europe, and consequently
of the world revolution. The central

organ of the American Communist Party
deals with the whole situation as though
it were reporting a local strike of third-

r.ite significance

!

But let not the Daily Worker be made
the scapegoat for the Comintern. For
it is the Comintern, we repeat, that Is

responsible for the unprecedented silence

concerning the German events. Why?
Why is no explanation given to the Com-
munist workers about this silence? What
is the position of the responsible leader-
ship of the Communist International on
I ho decisive events which are unfolding
in Germany? What horrible calamity Is

Stalinism preparing for the international
proletariat?

Plain words! That is what we de-
mand.

Spe;ik up now! Not after the event,
nut as a sermon for the dead, but as a
battle try and a line of march for the
living.

For the real, Leninist united front!
For a bloc between the Communist party,
the Social Democracy, the Trade Onions,
the lied Front Fighters, and the Relchs-
iianner, to march separately but to
strike unitedly, to bring the iron fiat
of the German proletariat down upon
the skull of the Fascist beast!

Proletarian Communists, militants,
workers! The decisive word lies with
you now. Speak up so that the whole
movement may hear and act—before the
«hole movement has been drowned In
its own blood.

Wed., Feb. 8. m. S.

peasants parties, Labor party, anti-im-
perialist Leagues, etc., etc., they only
further undermine the theoretical foun-
dations of Marxism, and particularly the
role of the C. I', and YCL. The NSL,
in our opinion, is but another version
or application of Stalinist theory, and
as in the other cases it results only in

additional blows delivered against the
revolutionary movement. The Barbusse
Conference and the American replicas
of it are the demonstrations of how
these blows are dealt.

But while the Left Opposition, hence,
must stand opposed to the formation of
independent students' organizations, and
more so when they masquerade as "rev-
olutionary'' or "Communist", this by no
means excludes work anions the stu-
dents. In whatever students' organiza-
tions exist, the Communist must
build fractions, even as they do in trade
unions and other mass organizations of
the workers, and there seek to develop
Communist influence and win the In-
dividual students to the revolutionary
banner and organization. Even as anti-
imperialist papers can be issued by the
Communist without special anti-im-
perialist organizations, so can Commun-
ist student papers be issued to proclaim
its cause for the workers and proletar-
ian students.

Win Students on Communist Basis
Nor need there be any neglect of neu-

tralizing or trying to win as allies to
the proletarian cause the middle class
or petty bourgeois students, in the same
manner, relatively, as we seek to make
allies of the poor and erploited farmers.
But while we reoosnlKS the need to win
such groups te accept the leadership of
the proletariat and the Communists in
the strua-Eles against the bourgeoisie, yet

*HTT»'

it is not for us to aid in the creation of
organizations of the petty bourgeoisie of
various descriptions. Bigger and more
important tasks remain for the Com-
munists. Wherever any organization ex-
ists, however, which contains workers
and other elements upon whom we can
exert influence, the Communists enter,
build fractions and conduct their work
accordingly. But certainly Communists
can never think of relinquishing the role
of leadership, politically or organization-
ally, (o such elements; for they are his-
torically unqualified to do so; they can-
not serve, with their confused and false
[J.'e-srams, the interests of the working
class and the vast mass of exploited.
Trotsky points out in connection with
the building of tbe Bed Army : "The petty
bourgeois intelligentsia could give the
army a considerable number of lower
oilicers. as they had done under czarism,
but they could not create a commanding
corps in their own image, for they had
no image of their own." Likewise, by
analogy, the Communists nowhere must
concede leading historical roles to forces
incapable of "creating a commanding
corps." Wherever Stalinism has permit-
ted them—and, worse, justified It—there
have resulted debacles: in China on a
tremendous world stage; in Amsterdam
(Barbusse Congress) on a lesser, but
still important scale; and in Chicago
(Youth War Conference) on an illuelon-
iuy and comic scale.

In short, the Left Communists must
come to the conclusion, in the writer's
opinion, for the liquidation of the Na-
tional Student League and similar crea-
tions, and Insist that the Comnmntot
party and YCL take orer tfce duties and
role that properly belongs to them.

—MARTIN ABBRN.
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Opposition Demands United Front

At Second Jobless Conference

LEAGUE REPRESENTATIVE PROPOSES UNITED FRONT
POLICY BE ADOPTED TOWARDS CONFERENCE FOR
UNEMPLOYMENT ORGANIZED BY SOCIALIST LEADERS

The second meeting of the uni-

ted front conference on unemploy-
ment in New York City was held

on Sunday, February 5 at Irving

Plaza. Only about one-half of Un-
delegates who attended tlie first

conference two weeks before were
present at Sunday's meeting. A
sag in the movement which fol-

lowed from the incorrect policy of

the leadership was to be noted, and
the difficulties have become further

complicated by the action of the

Socialist party in calling n rival

conference of labor organizations

for February 25 at the liand

School Auditorium. The attitude

to be taken toward this disruptive

maneuver of the Socialist leaders

was the most important question

ot policy under consideration at

tiie Sunday conference.

On this point the entire discus-

sion centered around the proposal

of the excutive committee for a
boycott of the S. P. conference

and a head-on struggle against it,

on the one side, and a counter-

proposal made by comrade Cannon
in the name of the Left Opposition.

Here again, as in the first confer-

ence, the fundamental questions of

united front policy came to the
fore. The elementary ideas ot

the Lenin tactic were again elucid-

ated by the Left Opposition and
once more the objections to them,
which were laughed out of the

Communist International over ten

yearn ago, were solemnly repeated

by the Stalinist spokesmen, Hath-
away, Winters, Nessin, and others.

The resolution of comrade Can-
non, designed to frustrate the split-

ting tactics of the Socialist leaders

and to organize a unity movement
within their own ranks, reads as
follow*

:

RESOLUTION
"Whereas, The Socialist Party of

New York City, through its La-
bor Committee, has called a con-

ference of workers' organizations

on Unemployment for' February 23,

and has specified in its conference

call the demands of 'unemployment
insurance, the 5-day and 30-honr
week and further unemployment
relief and
"Whereas, This committee stands

for the united struggle of all work-
ers and workers' organizations -for

immediate demands along these

lines, therefore be It

"Resolved, that this committee,
while proceeding with its own ac-

tivities as laid down by the first

conference, shall extend a written
invitation to the conference of the
socialists and the workers' organi-

zations responding to their call, to

join forces with us in a common
struggle; that a delegation be sent
to the conference to make this pro-

posal ; and that affiliated organiza-
tions of our committee be urged to

send delegates to the socialist con-
ference to support our unity pro-

posal from the floor."

In speaking for the resolution,

comrade Cannon said that the call-

ing of the S. P. conference was a
deliberate move to disrupt and
split the movement and was design-

ed at the same time to cover up
their own lack of activity in the
struggle for the unemployed. On
this point there was no disagree-

ment with the executive commit-
tee.

'The differences", said comrade
Cannon, "arise in the field of tac-
tics; how to frustrate the disrup-
tive maneuvers of the Socialist

leaders. In everything we do, we
must, bear in mind that they are
influencing workers and workers'
organizations whom we wish to

draw into a united movement with
us and without whom our move-
ment will lack the necessary uni-
ted strength. The appeal to the
socialist workers to boycott the
conference of their own organiza-
tion and to come to ours is Incor-

isfled to see the Socialist workers
attend the conference of their own
organization. We should also urge
all our affiliated organizations, and
all others ihat we can reach and
influence, to send delegates to this

Socialist conference and fight there
for a fusion and unity of the two
conferences info one. If our com-
mittee will send a formal letter to
the Socialist conference proposing
this unity and if a delegation from
our committee will appear at the

c ii nti nued oil page 2

Seek Freedom For

Angeio Herndon

YOUNG NEGKO COMMUNIST IS

GIVEN 18 TO 20 YEARS IN

GEORGIA; NO BAIL GRANTED

Lacroix and

Nin Arrested

Andres Nin, former secretary

of the Ited International of La-
bor Unions and a prominent lead-

er of the Spanish Left Opposition

since his expulsion from the So-

viet Union by the Stalinist ap-

paratus, was arrested in Barce-
lona a few weeks ago in a police

raid upon his home. On "Decem-
ber 27, the police perpetrated the

same thing upon comrade Henri
Lacroix. After being held for

three days in the headquarters
of the Special Police, they were
transferred to the prison where
it was made known that they

were at the disposal of the mili-

tary authorities of Andalusia.

After seven days in prison,

comrade Lacroix was transferred

to Aliieciras at the disposal of

the military judge; but comrade
Nin is now in prison in Barce-
lona, without any reason being
given nor anyone officially in-

formed as to his condition.

More than eight months ago,

our comrade Maximo Carnicero
was imprisoned in Barcelona
withuto any information given on
his legal situation. Our comrade
Hnslroilo has been confined in

Badajos prison for five months
and comrade Llerena, together
with other comrades, are incar-

cerated in other prisons. Un-
like the Stalinists, the Spanish
bourgeoisie does not konw that
the "Trotskyists are counter-rev-

olutionists."

< )ne of the most heinous crimes

yet committed by the white bour-

Lon ruling class of the South has
come to light in the case of Angeio
Herndon.
Coming on the heels of the vio-

lent attacks upon the share crop-

pers' meetings at Camp Hill, An-
geio Herndon, a young Negro Com
munist was picked up in the chain

gang state of the union, Georgia,

and sentenced to from IS to 20
years on the chain gang for no

other "crime"' than that of posses-

sing Communist literature on his 1 _ .

person. The literature, as the <H (;(>KKrs MKMOIRS OF LENIN
fense has already been able to

point out, is permitted by federal

Writer Exposes

Stalinist Censor

FALSIFIED TO SUIT NEED
OF PARTY BUREAUCKACYauthorities to pass through the

mail.

This act of panicky terror is a
glaring reticction of the fear that
the rising militancy and conscious-
ness of those most oppressed Negro
workers and farmers, is putting

into the hearts of the southern
ruling class. More than that, the
numerous examples of solidarity

between black and white workers
against their common enemy, the

bosses, have been of no little con-
sequence in increasing the bour-
bons' terror. As was to he expect-

ed the Negro politicians and mis-
haders of the Negro toilers placed
the cart before the horse in their

criticism of the Angeio case. To
them it was not the ruling class of
Georgia that was the real villian

iu the piece, but the Communist
party which sent a young Negro
worker to the South to—as they
put it—sure death.

Bail has been denied Angeio
Herndon, according to latest re-

ports. The Negro and labor bait-

in- South will try its utmost to

put through another lynch verdict.

The southern capitalist hyenas
have not yet had their full with
the Scottsboro boys, the share
croppers, the Cliff Jameses and the
innumerable others. Only the
mighty voice and actions of the
entire working class of America,
Negro as well as white, can put
a stop to the lynch terror whether
"legal" or 'illegal", that is the
common method of the capitalist
South. The workers must respond.' tcoiitin-u eU on page 2

Japan Rejects

League Aid
IMPERIALISTS JOCKEY FOR

POSITION V. S. INVOLVED;

SOVIETS ABE THREATENED

The latest instance of the re-

writing of revolutionary history in

the Soviet I'niou, is uncovered in

the February 15, 1!>33 issue of the

liberal jourmil "The New Repub-
lic", in a re\iew by Edmund Wil-

son ot" "Days with Lenin" by Max-
im Gorky. The English edition of

the booklet has just been publish-

ed by the Stalinist concern, Inter-

national Publishers, and Wilson ex-

poses the petty forgery undertaken
either by Gorky under pressure of
the Stalinist censors, or by the
censors themselves, for the pur-

poses of the factional anti-Trotsky
campaign which the bureaucracy
of the official party has been carry-

ing on for a decade. That the
hitter is not in the least squeamish
about resorting to forgery in this

campaign is revealed by the fol-

lowing lengthy excerpt from the
Wilson review

:

"This memoir, first published in

1027, is a very much amplified and
rewritten version of the magazine
article published in 1024 at the
time of Lenin's death. It is cur-
ious to see the changes which have
been made in the passage about
Trotsky. Here is what Gorky in

3!KM ( translate from a French
text) :

" 'Yes, I have often heard him
(Lenin) praise his comrades. And
he knew how to do justice to the
energies of even those with whom

iJe ZJaleraHarnessesDiscontent

De Valera, leader of Fianna Fail-

party of the petty bourgeoisie,

triumphed in the generul elections

held recently in Ireland. He now
has a majority in the Dail which
gives him a free hand to reduce
the wages of civil employees—the
issue which precipitated the elec- 1

at 150,000, and wages cut to starva-

tion levels, are problems that De
Valera will not solve.

The discontent of the workers
and peasants, De Valera. was able
to harness with chauvinistic de-

magogy. By this means he got the
support of the Irish Republican

lions. Formerly De Valera had to A composed mostly of city pro-
reiy on the Irish Labor Party for

the continuat'rJn of his regime.
The Labor Party, however, if it

was to exist as a party, could not
openly, at this stage of develop-

1'innts in Ireland, support this.

None the less the Labor party
rect. They are not ready to break will continue to support De Vaiera,
with their own organization and as it has no definite policy of its

to follow our1

leadership. But tne own. In many instances it wants
most of them realize the need for "De Valera to have a free hand: in

a united movement and will sup- the matter of his fight to abolish
port it. They are not convinced the oath of allegiance to the King
of the treacherous role of the So- of England; retention of the land
cialist leaders and will not be con- annuities; the development of na-
vinced merely by our denunciation, tional industries; his hints of a
For this it Is necessary to prove light for an independent republic,
in the most concrete manner that Whore De Valera is going to find
the Socialist leaders sabotage and a market for the products of "Irish
reject our fair and realistic pro- national industries" he has not ex-
posals for a united conference and plained. The total imports of the
a united movement. Irish Free state dropped from
"To this end, instead of boycott- $201,821,000 in 1931 to $170,118,000

ing the conference—which only in 1932. Exports felt from $145,-
plays the game of the disrupters 034,000 to $103,102,000. This drop 1

tli'em "once "too"ofterT
and facilitates their splitting man- coupled with a rising army of un-'

I

letarians and poor peasants crushed
by llie British-created Irish Free
State in l!)21-22 after a terrific

civil war. The leaders of the I.

H. A. are petty bourgeois national-

ists, while the rank and file enter-

tain political opinions ranging from
petty bourgeois liberalism to Com-
munism, and remain a thorn in De
Valera's side. They will learn that
De Valera is an instrument of Bri-
tish imperialism who will not hesi-

tate to shoot them down as Cos-
grove did when they organize and
fight for better conditions nlong
class lines.

The Roman Catholic Church
whose reactionary role was fairly
well unmasked during the revolu-
tion of 3016-22 Is again hollering
Socialism and Communism at the
I. R. A. The rank and file of the
I. B. A. are not alarmed this time,

j
The church and priests bluffed

euvers—we should not only ho sat- employed, conservatively estimated tonllnued on page 2

Will Japan break with the

League of Nations? Will the League

go to the full extent of condemn-
ing Japan as the aggressor in

Manchuria and recommending some
form of action agahist Japanese
imperialism? Or is this merely

a sham fight to mislead the work-
ers of the world into believing that

the League is really an interna-

tional organization for preserv-

ing peace and outlawing war?
The struggle among the robber

imperialist powers is far from be-

ing u sham. In this period of

capitalist decay, every capitalist

country fights desperately to main-

tain and expand its markets and
its economic power at the expense

of every other country. Japan's
profound disturbance of the imper-
ialist world's balance of economic
power in the Far East, its closing

of the Mauchurian frontiers to all

but its own exploitation, arouses
the greatest alarm amoug the rival

imperialist bandits.

V. S. Takes Up Challenge
The direct threat to Yankee 'in-

liueiice" in China does not go un-

challenged. The naval war man-
euvers in the Pacific, the landing

of troops in Hawuii, the charting
for naval development of the Aleu-
tian Islands with a view to attack
Japan from the North to avoid

her submarine bases, the discus-

sions by I'. S. army officers in

technical magazines of the best

methods of mobilizing and coor-

dinating war industries—these arc

real enough moves towards war.
L". S. pressure on the League ap-

plied by means of the lever of war
debts, supplements the concern of

the other great powers direct iy

over their own exclusion from Man-
churia, possibly from China in the

near future, and also over the pos-

sibility of the breakdown of the

League which would mean a threat
to the Versailles Treaty and per-

haps a new shuffle of the cards
in Europe. The league's action

is, in this sense, dictated by a de-l

sire for .self-preservation and for,

maiiilaiiiing the status quo.
But is it possible for Oil iin-.

perialist war lo break out between
the U. S. and Japan while the So-
viet Cniou is in existence? War
breaks out whenever the ultimate,

irrepressible economic causes find

open and sufficient expression in

immediate causes. The basic con-

iiict of our epoch is that between
the two economic systems, the cap-

italist and the Communist, systems
of relations that cannot possibly
continue indefinitely to exist side

by side. The ultimate causes of
war between the capitalist powers
and the Soviet Union, came into
existence at the very birth of the
proletarian revolution. Hitler in

power in Germany will unquestion-
ably precipitate immediate causes
for this war. Already the German
policy has changed with relation to

Japan, a natural ally of Hitler in

an anti-Soviet crusade. Hitler wants
Japan to remain in Manchuria to

be ready for Invasion of the USSR.
Hence, the German representative,

von Keller's opposition in the

League to the proposal for a ''neu-

tral" body in Manchuria empow-
ered to fix a time for withdrawal
of Japanese troops, Just as at
Shanghai.
The ultimate causes of war be-

tween the imperialists find expres-
sion in every dally newspaper. It

is doubtful, however, whether the
ruling classes of the capitalist na-
tions wil lose sight of their in-

terests as a whole, as expressed in

the absolutely fundamental anta-
gonism to the dictatorship of the
proletariat, to enter into conflicts

that inevitably are secondary and
can w?ait. In any case, oven if
war broke out between the imper-
ialist U. S. and Japan, their dif-
ferences could be and would be
patched up at once (for later re-

solving) in the event of an attack
on the Soviet Union. The greedy
calculating moves for greater ad-
vantage of the powers would not
stop even during such a "holy' war,
but would not only be all the more
intensified.

The League, as the international
mart for imperialist bargaining, is

demanding its "price" from Japan
for Manchuria. That price in-

cludes two guarantees : namely,
that Japan halt where she is cow
without adding North China to her
conquest, and that the Japanese
generals must no longer "stall" in

their implied promise to start the
world conflagration by attack the
Soviet Union. In that case there
will be no break between the
League and Japan. —J. W.

MilitantNowj

Times a Weet^

Here is the first issue of the

"New Militant", which we are

undertaking to publish three

times a week during the critical

days of the German situation.

The converson of the Militant

from a weekly into a three-times-

a-weekly, even if at a reduced

size, involves a tremendous phy-

sical and financial strain. But

the immense importance of the

stirring drama of the class war

which is reaching its highest

po.nt in Germany at the present

moment, makes it imperative

that tiie Mwtiuit be in a position

to speak at least every second

day niaiead of every week. The
indineience of the Stalinists

manes the active intervention of

the Left Opposition even more
essential. Vve are anxious to

continue the three-tinies-a-weekly

at least tor the coming mouth.

We need the most generous fin-

ancial assistance to achieve it.

Will you help immediately? Our
expenses are increasing during

this campaign, but the income
from the Minumt is lowered in

correspondence with the fact

that the price for the paper has

been lowered to make it available

to every worker. Give donations!

Spread the Militant! Iteinember

that the new price is

ONE CENT A COPY

Hitler Lays New
Trap for Workers
Aims to Distract Attention from Mass Struggle of Labor

By Parliamentary Deception of March 5; Social

Democrats Join in Dupery; Communists Still Tied

Hand and Foot by Rejection of United Front

German Bourgeoisie Calls Fascism

To Solve Economic Crisis Its Way
The political development of the

class struggle which has brought

Germany to the present period of

crucial decisions, has been dialee-

tically interwoven with the devel-

opment of the economic crisis.

Both have progressed by a aeries of

sharp turns which have been pre-

pared for by the conditions of the

previous period of weeks or mouths.

The displacement of Bruening by
1'apen in June of last year, under

conditions of sharp intensification

of the crisis, meant that the Ger-

man bourgeoisie could no longer

use a regime whose ability to at-

tack tiie working class was limit-

ed by_ the necessity of a measure
of consideration for its social dem-
ocratic allies.

Slight Kise Under Papen

The I'iipcu regime from June to

Aolph Hitler has made his aims sibie chance that it will cast its

clear beyond mistake in the first vote so solidly as to make up the

programmatic speech to be deliv- required millions for a Hitler-

ered tor the national elections to Ilugenberg-von I'apen majority,

be held in Germany on March 5: yesterday's speech of the monarch-

"A light against class warfare and ist leader, Alfred Hugenberg, not

a fight against Marxism", to go only tacitly acknowledges the un-

hand in hand with the destruc- likelihood of this eventuality, but,

tion of the) "partiamentary-dem- in the words of the IIeraId-Tribune

ocratic system". If there could correspondent (February 12), has
ever be any doubts before about "let the cat out of the bag by re-

the deceptive character of the i eating that the 'government of na-

March elections to the Reichstag, tional concentration' intends to

they are now entirely eliminated, govern in the future by dictator-

Tbe idea that the present Cabinet »»'». regardless of the will of the

combination of the Fascist, nation-
i

1
£,oplo '

alist and monarchist reaction will] The Election Trap
attain a "legal" parliamentary

j
Leaving aside for the moment

majority in the coming elections of
i ln,. yarn liugenbergian dream of

sufficient weight to enable it to 1

governing together with the Fasc-
icle with a constitutional Reich-!

iSls._iu view of the fact that the
stag foundation, is scouted even: Fascists aim at complete hege-
by the bourgeois commentators in m0ny, of the oi«n rule by rifle

the press. Even if the "stay at: alld bayonet—the speeches of Hitler
home" vote is brought out in itsj itmi Hugenberg make it as plain
entirety, there is the slimmest pew- as a pikestaff that the axis of the

whole situation revolves not
around the deliberate illusion of

a sham parliamentary etruggle,

but on the extra-parliamentary bat-

tlefie.d of the class struggle.

That the social democratic lead-

ers, who fear the unleashing of

the militant class movement more
than anything else, should seek to

drive the workers into the trap,

goes without saying. The present

Under these conditions, what
would the German proletariat do?
Would it remain passive, as the
social democrats said, during the
crisis, or would it be driven tnrough
the uninterrupted sharpening of

the crisis to radicaiization and rev-

olutionary action, which was the

official party perspective?

In practise, neither happened.
The fighting spirit of the German
masses, untested hut also undefeat-
ed, flared up in a series of magui-
Sceiit strikes throughout Germany
from August on. Was it only a

coincidence that the first real

strike wave, came in the same per-

iod and shortly after the first

real breathing-space since the
crisis began? No, it could have
been predicted and it was predict-

ed. As soon as the capitalists.

December was marked by two sets with, a few more orders on their

of developments, apparently con- books, began to buy a little more
tradictory but in reality growing! material and to hire a few more

out of each other. In the first workers, the paralyzing effect of

place, the ability of the bourge-

oisie to gain ground in Germany
and internationally at the expense
of the working class was expressed
in the beginnings of an improve-
ment in industrial activity during
this period—temporary, precarious,

uneven, but nevertheless an unmis-
takable breathing-space in the de-

velopment of the crisis. Prices be-

gan to rise, unemployment declin-

ed, coal and steel production rose,

railroad freight traffic rose; build-

ing activity, foreign trade, decline

in bankruptcies, all the indices of
economic life showed the effects of
returning 'confidence".

Uprising Threatens Machado

liebate—Anarchism vs. Commun-
ism—Sunday, February 20, 8 P. M.
at 227 E. 12th St.' Spartacus
Youth Oiub vs. Vanguard (Anarch-
ist) Group.

Armed insurrection against "But-

cher" Machado has again threatens

to break imt in Cuba and various
gueiriht bands of workers, pea-

sants, American adventurers and
iilibusterers and I>etty bourgeois

office seekers appear to have com-

menced operations in various parts

of the island.

At last it appears that the comic
oi>era "Tropical Mussolini" is on
his last legs. Machado for eight

years has done his best to advance
the financial interests of Wall St.

and himself through the most in-

tense exploitation of the Cuban
working class, the suppression of

the labor movement and the amass-
ing of an enormous personal for-

tune.

The Machado regime, by the most
brutal repressive measures, car-

ried through against all political

and class opponents with little or

no pretence of legality. Instead of

playing his enemies against one an-

other he has succeeded in uniting

them ail against his regime, de-

pending for his support on a
strong bureaucratic governmental

apparatus, a pampered military and
police force and American Imper-

ialism which, through ambassador
Gruggenheim and in the Interests

of the sugar trust, he held the econ-

omics life-strings of the island.

Now, however, even those Wall

Street financial circles whose Inter-

ests he has been so willing In his

position of the social democracy
of Germany is most crassly and
stupidly stated by the yellow so-

cialists of New York in the leading
editorial of the Jewish Forward
of February 3

:

" IIidenberg's authority will

help the llttierisls precious little

in this case, for everybody knows
that Hiudenburg has not become
a Nazi. He designated Hitler as
O-'ncellor because Hitler repre-
sents the largest party in the coun-
try. But be has not given him the
slightest dictatorial power. On the
contrary, Hindenbcrg put into Hit-

ler's cabinet a majority of min-
isters who are indeed reactionar-

I ies but at the same time hitter

opponents of Hitler's program and
he also secured himself against the
Hitter government being able W
rule for very long against the will

of the Reichstag. What will hap-
pen further, nobody knows. Mean-
while, however, Hindenburg has
not violated the Constitution. And
Hitier is not yrt a dictator but a
constitutional Chancellor." (Our
emphasis. ]

Everybody has his role. That of
the social democracy is base
treason.

What is C. P. Doing?

And the Communist party? A
jxisitlon of more hopeless confu-
sion, irresolution and hopelessness
in the midst of a situation that
cries out for clarify, determination
and audacity, can hardly be imag-
ined. The pari iimen til ry elections
as the axis of the struggle, con-
stitute an enormous and treacher-
ous swindle. What is the party do-
ing to counteract ft? There is

oniy one thing that it can and
must do: organize the genuine uni-
ted front of all workers' organi-
zations to launch the geenral strike,
to mobilize the concerted strength
of the German proletariat to crush
Fascism. Is llie party doing this?
It has not even begun, for (o be-
gin it is imperii tve to throw over-
board all the disastrous policies of
yesterday which have rendered the
party so impotent in the struggle.
In the face of everything that has
happened, the party still continues

country's history. The Cuban with its pernicious chatter about
working class, nourished by revolu-' the "proletarian united front under
tionary and anti-imperialist tradl- the leadership of the Communist
tions, and led largely by Commun- Party of Germany" (Inprecorr,
Ists and syndicalists, has at no No. 4>, which is the old ultima ttot
time abandoned its opposition to policy: Socialist workers, recognize
the regime and has managed, ln our leadership in advance or else

the continued strangulation of the
crisis was broken. The worker felt

again that his labor power was a
commodity for which there was a
demand, that his empty place at
the work bench would not be im-
mediately filled by a rush of men
who had no jobs and no prospecta
of jobs. He fought back—against
wage cuts, for better wages and
working conditions.

The growing militancy among
the workers brought new forces to
the Communist party on the extra-
parliamentary front as well as in

'contlnu eil on page 2

own brutal, blundering fashion,

have withdrawn their support and
thrown their weight into the scales

against him.

Machado Position Untenable
Macado's position has become un-

tenable with the whole social basis

of his rule swept from under him.
The brutal methods of violence
and terror have been counter-bal-

anced by the desperation of the
masses suffering the effects of the
sharpest economic crisis in the

spite of the murder, imprisonment
and exile of Its strongest cadres to
keep alive in the masses the spirit
of proletarian struggle. The sup-
pression of the workers' and stu-
dents' movements, the indecision
and cowardice of the petty-bour-
geois oppositionists, and the ever-
present threat of American Inter-
vention under the Piatt Amend-
ment are important factors that
have served to prolong a situation
that would not be otherwise possi-
ble.

The antecedents of the bourgeois

there will he no united front!

Catastrophe Threatens
The Fascists are already la

power, imt they have far from con-
solidated it. They have not yet
even taken over the whole power.
And this eircumstance still gives
the German proletariat time enough
to act decisively enough to destroy
the brown-shirted monster. The at-
tainment of this end lies through
the united front of the Communist
party, the trade unions, the Social

„.« „. ...c UU.16CT,„
democratic party, the Reichs-

revolutionarv leaders indicate the
Dot"n«'1" il "<' n»l ««! Front Fighters,

road they are likely to follow. Dur- " Illc!l
.

,ile former must immedi-
ately initiate.KonUnupd on page 8 . Rnnrtar Fpb _ 12 —M. »
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PASS 2 the militant

Bourgeoisie Calls on Fascism

ANALYSIS SHOWS THAT ESTABLISHMENT OF HITLER
REGIME IS FINAL EFFORT OF RULING CLASSES

TO SETTLE ECONOMIC CRISIS IN ITS OWN WAY

continued from pago_l
the elections. But i* also changed

the position of the social dem-|

ocratic leaders, particularly to the
|

reformist .trade-union leaders.

Kicked out of parliamentary influ-

ence oyer tbe government by the

bourgeoisie, now they had some-

tnng to bargain witn—a militant

movement among the masses to

repiess, the tope that the first

leader shoots of economic improve-

ment couid be nurtured along until

they reacned the full bloom of

"prosperity", if on.y tbe bourge-

oisie wouiu refrain trom carrying

the claw struggle to its bitter con-

clusion.

The bourgeoisie was willing to

watt and see. it had nothing to

lose by displacing fapen by Schlei-

cher, the "social general". Holding

the army and the Stahlhelm in its

right hand, with the hordes of

Fascism in its rear as a reserve,

there was no reason why it should

not stretch out its Left hand, with

which it hem the strings of the

puppets of reformism.
Bourgeoisie Fortod to Change
The change of mask was executed

la tbe urst week of December. If

the improvement in business had
gone further and lifted German
economy from the crisis into a de-

piession period with a clear way
out in prospect; if the reformist

leaders of labor had shown their

aoiiuy to hold tne masses in line

w.th me policy of the -social gen-

eral"—sch.eicner might be in

power yet.

But the improvement in business

activity in Ijermany appears to

nave reached a stalemate. Tied

hand and foot to me imperialism

of America, England ana France
by o»nds o£ financial depenuence,
uuabie to expand its loreign trade

with cue coiomal countries and
with boviet nussia (on capitalist

terms), thiowh back on its impov-
erisueu internal market and on

tuose of European countries which
are continually strangling foreign

u-ade tighter ^nd tighter, the tem-

pora.y Biau'iization initiated by
the Ihuiiea recovery last year is

unable to lift itself from an ex-

tiemely low levei. Car-loadings

arjj i.ec.ming ^gaic; the slight re-

ported full in unemployment is not
enough to make up tor the real

Increases in the number of unem-
ployed who no longer are report-

ed; the surpluses of exports over
ImportB are uareiy enough to pay
for interest on Germany's foreign

loans.
: *

At the same time, the reformlsi

leaders are no longer able to de-

liver their working class follow-

ing to the bourgeoisie, as promis-
ed. In spite of all the false tac-

tics of the Stalinists, the "social

Fascism", tee refusal to propose a
serious united front from organi-

zation to organization, the "united
front from below"-—the element-

ary movement of the working class

of Germany to the banner of in-

ternational Communism is unden-
iable. On the parliamentary field,

tn the elections to shop committees
in the factories (where the Com-
munist party has been outstand-
ingly weak compared to its sup-
port among the unemployed), in

the diiection of strikes, the re-

formists have been losing ground.
The bourgeoisie has waited

—

and it has seen.- It has seen the
rising danger to its class domina-
tion from the growing aggressive-

ness and self-assertiveness of the

masses, and the appearance of

signs of disintegration within its

reserve troops, the Fascists. It is

no longer disposed to gamble on

the possibility of a return of pro-

nts ana prosperity through those

means of attack on the working

class which are compatible with

the existence of powerful mass or-

ganizations, parties, press and la-

bor unions. The bourgeoisie is

preparing to strike a decisive blow,

ana the present period of the Hit-

ier-l*apen regime gives its time for

preparation.

A sharp revival of business ac-

tivity and prosperity falling from
Heaven might dispose it again to

postpone the decisive conflict; but

we see no evidence that this is

likely. On the contrary, a renew-

ed wave of sharpening of the econ-

omic crisis, breaking through the

pjesent stalemate and ending the

existing breathing spell, might well

cause it to out short its prelimin-

aries and open the period of high-

est tension of class war by a front-

al Fascist attack on the organiza-

tions of the working class.

—B. J. FIELD.
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TWO NEW PAMPHLETS
In a week to ten days two new

pamphlets will be off the press.

SOVIET ECONOMY IN DANGER
AND THE EXPULSION OF
ZINOVIEV
The first to go to press and the

first to be ready will be comrade
Trotsky's analysis of the situation

in Soviet economy on the eve of

the second Ave year plan ; and the

significance of the second expul-

sion of Zinoviev, It will be a
sevnty-two page pamphlet uniform
in size with Unemployment and the

American Working Class by com-

rade Swabeck and will sell for ten

cents. Postage will be one cent

extra per copy.

IN DEFENSE OF THE
RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
Following immediately upon the

heels of the Soviet Economy pam-
phlet will be comrade Trotsky's

speech to the social democratic stu-

dents at Copenhagen. This will

run to forty-eight pages and will

be uniform in size with the others.

It will sell for five cent*. Postage
will be one cent extra per copy.

The minimum number of copies per

sale is five.

Orders for both pamphlets may
be sent in now. In fact such or-

eis wiii make easier the work of

bringing them out.

THE PUBLISHING LOAN FUND
This stroke of publishing activ-

ities was made possible by the
generosity of one sympathizer in

New York who has made us a

loan of thirty-five dollars for this

purpose. That is how the loan-

fund ideas is catching on. Again
we ask our friends and sympath-
izers to come forward, now more
than ever, to help us spread the
ideas of revolutionary internation-

alism by donating and lending us

money to bring out this literature.

Who will be the next to respond?

Just as we go to press we are in

receipt of a $3 donation from com-
rade Handy of Philadelphia for

the publication of the defense of

the October Revolution.

CapitalistChainGang Exposures

Writer Exposes

Stalinist Censor
continued from page 1

he was supposed to be personally

unsympathetic.
' -Surprised by the flattering ap-

pieeiation he showed tor one of

them, I remarked that a good many
l.euple might be amazea by it.

" • "Yes, yes, I know. They tell

a lot o£ lies about my relations

wish him. Yes, they tell a lot of

lies—and especially about me and
Trotsky"

founding on the table, he de-

cared: 'Show me another man
Who cou.d organize in a year an

almost mouel army and win the

lespect of military experts besides.

We've got that man. We've got
everything. And so we'll do won-
ders i" "Here Is the later ver-

sion, published after Trotsky had
been banished:

•' 'Yes, he often praised the

comrades In 'my hearing, even
those with whom he was not per-

sonally in sympathy. Lenin knew
how to appreciate their energy.

I was very surprised at hia high
appreciation of I* D. Trotsky's

organising abilities. V. Ilyitch

noticed my surprise.
" ' ''Yes, I know there are ly-

ing rumors about my attitude to

him But what is. is, and what
isn't, isn't—that I know also. He
was abie at any rate to organize

the military experts"
" 'After a pause, he added in

a lower tone, and rather sadiy

:

"And yet he isn't one of us.

With us, but not of us. He Is

ambitious. There is something
of Lasalle in him, something
which isn't good." '

'It looks as if the Stalin cen-

sorship has here come into play.

Either Gorky was moved to un-
wr_te what he had written of Len-
in's appreciation of Trotsky or
the censor made him cut it out.

The paragraph about organizing
t.ie army looks In the second ver-

sion as if it had been telescoped.—
Edmund Wilson."

"I Am & Fugitive from a Chain

Gang" the picture based on the

book by Burns, the book itself, the

publicity in the newspapers at the

time of his struggle against extra-

dition, the case of the fourteen

year old New Jersey lad, and be-

fore these the publicity connected

with the Florida sweat box tor-

ture-murder case, have aroused a
widespread interest in the boss

ciass weapon of persecution and
exploitation—the chain gang-

But this should not be of fleeting

interest to serious-minded workers,

though indeed it Is to the interests

of tne channels of information of

the bourgeoisie, the theatres and
newspapers to so handle it- So as

to extract as much cash as possi-

ble irom the theatre-goers they

present the dramatic phases only,

leav.ng out the social meaning of

the chain gangs, the political uses

the Southern bourbons make of it,

and the historical roots of the
chain gang penal institution.

What is outstandingly false in

the whole "exposure" of the chain
gang is the impression created by
ihe bourgeoisie that they are tor

the abolition of the chain gang.

Only a Communist party with or-

ganizational strength in the South-
ern states too, building weapons of

working class solidarity and wield-

ng them against such boss class

weapons of division, is capable of

carrying on a fight for the aboli-

tion of the chain gang.

There is still another tremend-

ously important criticism of the

present chain gang propaganda of

the bosses they leave out of it, as

if there were no connection be-

tween them, the Negro question,
j

Why, it was first initiated in the

early part of the Reconstruction

Period in the city of Raleigh, N. C.

as a means of re-enslavng the freed

slaves! Negroes were its first vic-

tims. And only a very few years

ago before the Communists brought

the Negro question to the forefront

and when the bourgeois chain

gang propaganda was put out for

oniy sectional consumption in the

South the authors of the "North
Carolina Chain Gang", appealing to

a racial prejudice, apologized for

the State's maintenance of this hor-

rible institution by referring to

"(he presence of the Negro in large

numbers".

In that same Southern state, in

1929, three-fourths of the convicts

were white yet two-thirds of those

in chain gangs were colored. I

have no doubt that North Carolina

has been and is quite representa-

tive of the Southern States as a
whole in this respect.

It is when tbe chain gang is

presented as a phase of the Negro
question that one grasps its social

significance. It is a boos class

weapon of parseoutlon and exploi-

tation wielded to help perpetuate
racial antagonUm In America, to

foster working class division along
racial lines which is a barrier to

an organized working class in the
South, to maintain a caste system.

The present bourgeois propagand-
ists who have stirred up an Inter-

est in the chain gang leave out
these essential considerations sim-

ply because they are not interest-

ed in its abolition. They do a cer-

tain amount of exposing of the
justice of their own class because
the certain amount of exposing they

do constitutes an opiate to put the
workers to sleep.

More and more countries in the

South are adopting the policy of

having more road work done by

convicts. Other than road work is

being done by convicts—quarrying,

mining, snow shoveling, cleaning of

County courtyards, etc. The Uni-

ted States Department of Justice

has adopted the policy and is

carrying out the practise of work-

ing Federal prisoners in chain

gangs in Army ciimps. And the

North is moving in the direction

of the South in this respect. The
three soeailed "cantonments" for

prisoners in New York State, estab-

lished in 1930, resemble chain

gangs to no small extent. Through-
out the Middle and Southwest,
prisoners are fined and forced to

work out their fines on the county

roads. The "Industrial Worker" a

few months back reported an even

closer resemblance to the regular

Southern chain gang system hav-

ing been put into practise in the

state of Washington.

There is every reason to believe

ihat unless the workers, as a class,

struggle against this boss class

weapon of oppresion there will be
no effective struggle carried on
against it, for the chain gang has

too many features that recommend
it to the present ruling class. First

of all, the work done by prisoners

is worth something—not to the

prisoners. Secondly, it does not
impose upon the government the
necessity of building so many jails

when numerous thousands of work-
ers are being pushed into crime be-

cause of growing unemployment
and starvation. Thirdly, it pun-
ishes and gives authority to punish
more severely than the punishment
publicly announced by the Judge,
in the chain ganj; the excuse that

"he tried to escape" may be the
only public indication of the ac-

tual death penalty, whereas the
nominal sentence announced in the
court and in the newspapers may
have been "fen days on the road"
—a fact that the bosses will keep
in mind when it comes to able or-

ganizers and revolutionists.

—GEORGE J. SAUL.

-In the Spirit of

Stalin's Letter*

Opposition at

Jobless Meet
continued from page 1

A Pen Picture by John Reed

C. G. RAKOVSKY
In the lexicon of the Stalinist

press, comrade ChrisianiG. Bak-
ovsky, leader of the Russian Bol-

shevik-Leninists, Left Opposition,

is a "counter-revolution ist". For
several years now, this great rev-

olutionist has been kept in exile

in Siueria by the Stalinist mach-
ine, his heaith undermined and
his life in danger. We reprint

here from the old organ of the

American Left wing, "Revoluton-
aiy Age' of January 25, 1919, an
interesting pen picture of our
great comrade, written by John
Reed.

For two months In the Commis-
sa.iat of Fjre.gn Affairs of tbe So-

viet Government at Petrograd I

worked side by side with Rakovsky.
He was editing a daily paper in

Rumanian, Jnainte, which was dis-

tributed not only in the ranks of

the Rumanian army but also to the
Ti a.-sylvanian soldiers of the Aus-
trian army. He made frequent

trips to the soi.th of Rus^i.i, whsre
he secretly crossed the Rumanian
lines and tru veled incognito

through his own country, spreading
revol tionary doctrines at the risk

of his life.

In December 1917, when the So-
viet Government signed an armis-
tice wth Germany and Austria,
.Rumanian refused to participate.

The Russian troops on the Rum-
anian fron'. obeyed orders from Pet-

rograd and entertained at bead-
quarters a German and Austrian
delegation. The Rumanian Gov-
ernment arrested this delegation,

and upon the protest of the Rus-
sians, surrounded them with Rum-
anian troops and iired on them with
artlilery The Russian soldiers had
to cut their way by force through
the- Rumanian lines back to Russia,
losing many men.
The consequences were swift.

Trotsky ordered the Immediate ar-

rest of the Rumanian minister at
Petrograd. The next day Allied
ani neutral ambassador! demand-
ed hit liberation. This was grant-

ed, but the Soviet government or-

dered that the Rumanian diplom-

atic mission should leave Russia
wuhin ten hours.

|

That afternoon I was in the office

of Zaikind, Assistant Commtssaire
of Foreign Aftairs. In one corner

were five or six red guards and
sailors drinking tea around a bat-

tered samovar. At the side of the
room Rakovsky sat at table, writ-|

ing furiously, Entered a vetzar in

the old-time resplendent livery of

the czar. He has a card. It read

:

Mr. A—first secretary of the Rum-
anian Embassy to Russia. "Show
him in," said Zaikind. There ap-

peared, a dapper youth in frock,

coat, silit hat, gloves and stick. Hei
surveyed the room with uneasiness

m.ng.ed with contempt. Zaikind,
wearing peasant boots and an old

uniform without Insignia, came
lo.ward to meet htm. "What can I

do for you, sir?" he asked cour-
ieously. "This Is the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs?" asked the secret-

ary. "Vk «* ic received an order
emanating from somewhere that
ihe Rumanian Embassy must leave
Rus^Li within ten hours. My dear
sir, Ihat is impossible. We have
ii.u.h to do. Our ofEte'*-is arc sctt-

lered over Russia. It will take at
least three days—"Zaikind smiled
in the friendliest way. "With that,

Mr. Secretary, I have nothing to
ilo. You must address youu.eif to
our Commissalre Cor Rumanian A£-
t. ii-a. Allcw me, comrade Rakov
sky."

Rakovs£.> r'.y* fiora ; is seat, dig-

nified and suave. He bowed The
Secretary went jia't and dropped
his glove*.

"I «m extremely sorry to be un-

r»Ho to acco;n .Jiire you, Mr. Sec
retary", said Rakovsky very pol-

itely. "The last time I was offici-

ary in your country I was com
relied r<? leave in two hours and
a half. We give tne ambassador
eu hour . and by ihat we reco^
ntee tlw its is four timet as lax-

portUBt aa I. Qeo< afternoon!"
—3<WS BHBD.

Socialist conference with a direct

request to bring the two confer-

ences together into a single move-
ment, it will provide the necessary
platiorm for the delegates within

the conference who really stand for

unity. It will deprive the Social-

ist leaders of all plausible excuses

to continue the disruption and the

splitting of the movement. Under
such conditions the conscientious

Socialist workers who want unity

in the fight for bread will see their

leaders put to the test and will

be able to judge them accordingly.

There is every reason to count up-

on a strong support for our pro-

posals in the Socialist conference if

we proceed In this way. We must
remember that we are in the fourth

year of the crisis and the hungry
masses are in no mood to tolerate

those who stand In the way of a
united struggle".

Stalinists Oppose United Front

The resolution of the Left Op-
position was opposed by the Stal-

inists in the conference. Hathaway,
brlst.ing with the assurance and
wisdom of a Lenin school graduate,
expiained that It would be wrong
to strengthen the Socialist party

by sending delegates to the confer-

ence. In 'precisely what manner a
delegation committed to fight for

unity in the S. P. conference would
in any way ''strengthen" the So-

cialist leaders In their splitting

policy was not revealed by Hath-
away. Nessln remarked that "De-
legate Cannon's proposal to send
our delegates to the S. P. confer-

ence is in reality a proposal to

build up the S. P. conference and
to become the tail-end of it". There
is one thing to be said for the view-
point of Hathaway and Nessin

—

it has been tried before. This idea
motivated the boycott of "company
unions" on the ground that we
must not build them up. But what
(me been the result of this policy?
D.d it not prove to be the best of
all i.osslble schemes to secure the
position of the reactionary bureau-
crats''

In the voting on the resolution
of the Left Opposition, twelve
votes were recorded for it and
twenty-eight against

Another discussion arose over the

motion to tut the name of the

Communist party on the letter-

.

bead of the committee along with

tlis other organizations affiliated to.

the ci.ntovence. In this discussion I

the extreme swing of the Stalin-

ists from the ultimatist demand
for the recognition in advance of

the leadership ol the party In every

united front movement to the Of--

porfcnisL hiding of the face of the

party altogether, was clearly

brought out. They are afraid,

they stat.il plainly, that the name,
of the Communist party and of its

expeiled factions on the letter-head

would scare away some conserva-

tive organizations from the move-
ment. They are embarking now on
an experiment with "no politics"

in the united front movement.
Gubernick, the Socialist chairman
of tlyi conference, said, "We are
supposed to have checked our poli-

tical opinions at the door. Please
don't biing them in." It was re-

garded as a dirty trick of the Left
Opposition to raise this question

of establishing the identity of the
party as a participant In the move-
ment.

Decisions were made to organize
the sending of speakers to various

organizations to work up the dele-

gation to the Albany conference on
February 25, 26, and 27, and It

was also decide to hold a series
of mass meetings prior to the Al-

bany conference.

Revolt Threatens

Machado in Cuba
continued from page 1

ing the period of his presidency,

Mario Menocal, the leader of the

present revolt was a recognized

collaborator and instrument of the
sugar interests.

The workers, who have suffered

most from the Machado tyranny,

and by whose exertions combined
with those of the bourgeois op-

position and the sugar trust, the
regime is now due to fall, must
ndt be off their guard. At the
very least, the legality of their

organizations must be secured, to

gether with the right to free as-

semblage lifting of the censorship

over the press and mails, and free-

dom for all class war and political

prisoners. Should the workers'
movement really gain in strength
circumstances will warrant the

demand for nationalization of the

sugar industry that constitutes the
principal industry of the Island.

But an attempt at actual seizure of
the sugar mills, which would in-

evitably entail an armed proletar-

ian insurrection for the seizure of
political power also, would be pre-

mature from both objective and
subjective considerations of tbe
present situation.

—ROSALIO NEGRETE.

CLEVELAND — Last Saturday
night a liberal sympathizer of the

USSR, Ella Winters (Mrs. Lincoln

Steftens), spoke in the auditorium
of the Women's City Club under
the auspices of the ".Friends of the

Soviet Union". After tbe lecture

there were many questions from
ihe floor, a good number of them
relating to Trotsky and to his

status in the Soviet Union.

In reply to a question as to

wnat the children are taught iu

the Soviet achools about the ex-

iled lioishevik leader, Mrs. Stef-

fens replied that Soviet textbookB

Uo not even mention his role in

the October insurrection or in the

civil war. She had asked a Sov-

iet professor if this were not....

falsifying history (these are her

own words). The gentleman in

question replied : "True, it is fal-

sifying history, but it is a means
to an end. To teach the truth

about Trotsky would revive dan-

gerous sentiments for the leader

of the Lett Opposition and disturb

the great work of socialist con-

i struction that is going on. In or-

I der not to -obstruct this great end

I falsification is justified." And he
1 assured Mrs. Steffens that in a
few years, after socialism is sec-

ured, this will all be rectified and
Trotsky will again be given his

due place in Soviet history. The
true facts, objectivity in the science

of hstory has—so to speak—only

been temporarily suspended, not

eliminated. Of course, all for the

gcod'of the cause....
"And this, my friends", the

worthy lady concluded with ap-

proval, "is the realistic way in

[
which the Soviets approach the

problem."

j A comrade asked the speaker

bow such an explanation can be
retonciled with the scientific,

Marxian foundation of Soviet soc-

iety—which requires at all times,

objectivity and the truth—recall-
ing that the central organ of the
Bolshevik party itself bears the
name "Pravda", that is, "Truth".

The speaker replied that she could
not answer that question. Besides,

she did not wish to go into "inner-

party, politics" i

This blunt explanation of Mrs.
Steffens' deserves an evaluation.

Uniess she lied, it is also the ex-

p.anation of Soviet pedagogues. Of
course the explanation is quite in

line with the Stalin regime and is

no doubt in the "spirit of comrade
Stalin's letter", which, the Daily
Worker cynically tells us, repre-

sents Marxism or Leninism of the

I

present period, the one of com-
pleting the "first phase of Com-
munism (socialism)". Rut why is

i falsification so readily endorsed by
' people who are associated here in

i America with muckraking liberal-

fsm and what does this endorsement
mean?

That the American muckrakers
were not to be taken very serious-

ly became obvious during the last

war, when the whole pack of them
jumped on the Wilson bandwagon.
Can these same people be trusted
as "Friends of the Soviet Union"?
These people always, or nearly al-

ways have good intentions. We
will not dispute that. But will not
these "good intentions" which pav-
ed their way to Wilsonistic jingo-
ism betray them also when tbe
Soviet Union is really in danger,
when more is required of them than
uncritical and meaningless praise
for the actual successes of socialist
construction In the USSSR.? The
ligh(minded endorsement of Mrs.
Steffens of what she bluntly calls

"falsification of history" cannot but
make us sceptical with regard to
the actual value of her role as a
"Friend of the Soviet Union". What
the Soviet Union, what the work-
ing class at the head of it, needs
most and at all times, Lenin—fol-
lowing the scientific approach of
Marxism—always stressed : is the
truth, the objective facts. Sup-
port for the working class which

is tot bar.ad insois j sympathy with

the actual facts, with a thorough
examination of them, is extremely
questionable, is superficial and be-

cause of this superficiality, unrellB-

ble when a real test of conviction

has to be withstood, in times of

crisis. And that Is when real

friends of the Soviet Union are

actually needed. —GORDON.

Fisht for United Front

In Boston
BOSTON.—The Needle Trade

Workers Industrial Union called a
conference to protest against Gov-
ernor Ely's attempt to abolish the

luhor laws of Mass.
Seventy elegates from thirty or-

ganizations, sixty-two branches
were present. They consisted of

four A. F. of L. locals, Workmens*
Circle branches Communist League
of America (Opp.) ; Communist
party; Left wing clubs, schools,

IWO, TUUL, a few shops, and the

ILD.
It was supposed to be a united

front conference of all labor or-

ganizations. The party represen-

tative talked a lot about unity but
did not forget to make plain the
kind of unity they mean—unity

"'with the workers not with the
leaders"

A resolution was adopted for a
program of action: (1) A United
Front State Conference to enforce

the existing labor laws and Im-
prove them (2) A demonstration
in front of the state house where
a committee will present a list of

demands adopted at the conference.
A plan of action committee consist-

ing of one delegate of each or-

ganization was elected. The dele-

gate of the Communist Leageu of

America (Opp.), Jennie Chtplov-
itz, spoke on the resolution and
made another proposal to call a
real united front of all labor and
political organizations not only of
the individual workers and indivi-

dual locals, but also the central
bodies. She pointed out the im-
portance of che conference and the
necessity of including all the work-
ers as long as these reactionary
leaders have a following of thou-
sands of workers who still believe
in them. We must find a way of
reaching them. We must see that
the united front does not remain on
paper, but is effective. Therefore
we must call the leaders and the
organizations as well as the in-
dividual workers.

There was applause by those
workers that were not quite aware
that they must not applaud a
Traifcskyist. No one attacked or
spoke in favor of the proposal.
The party spokesmen did not want
t» give the Opposition credit for
the proposal ; so they were silent.

But unless they call a genuine uni-
ted front conference, this one will
have the same results as all the
Other abortive party conferences.

—JENNIE CHIPLOVITZ.

De Valcra Forms Gov't,

continued from page 1

The Communist International has
neglected the fight of the Irish

workers and peasants. True, they
have their Friends of the Soviet

Union—but a revolutionary party

to come before the Irish masses
exposing De Valera and all other

fakers they have failed to organize

up till now. The Irish Workers
Voice about a month ago announc-
ed that the C. 1. was undertaking
the formation of an Irish section

in February. If this is not a rum-
or or paper resolution of the famil-

iar Stalinist variety we will be
among the first to greet the organ-
ized vanguard of the Irish toiling

masses.

The active collaboration of the

British party Is absolutely neces-

sary in carrying out this task. The
interests of the Irish and British
masses are historically and insepar-

ably iaterwoven.-JACK CARMODY

Left Opposition Gives Estimate of

Spanish Anarchist Putschism
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Recent events have demonstrated
anew that our labor movement is

already directly confronted with
the proletarian revolution, which
until recently appeared remote. The
attempts of the bourgeoise to char-

acterize these movements, as if

they were completely distinct from
the general evolution of the pro-

letariat after the Republican ex-

perience, and as If they constituted

the last manifestations of an atti-

tude about to disappear, are futile.

The bourgeoisie also sought to por-

tray the insurrection of Figols In

the same way. But it has been seen
that as soon as the labor movement
again commenced to show signs of

life, after tbe Figols affair, it im-
mediately entered into an Insurrec-

tionary act, which aside from be-

ing a calamitous abortion, demon-
strated indubitably all the empti-

ness and absolute lack of revolu-

tionary criticism of the anarchists.

The proletarian revolution, which
at the time of the advent of the
republic, was believed postponable
to the remote future, figures today
on the agenda for the whole revolu-
tionary working class camp.

But this evolution of the prole-

tariat requres as a complement new
arms and new Instruments, which
can assure an upward march and
victory. The last insurrection has
been added to the whole catastro-
phic wries of anarchistic experi-

! ences which have cost the worker*
movement of our ceontry •• 4*u-

!ly. Tne aatrehitt to<n-r*Mo» wo
j the wildest imacinable sort of an

act. One can embark upon such
an adverjture as this last one only
through the lack of the slightest

notion of what the revolution is.

A provocation was accepted with-
out having been able to wrest from
the bourgeoisie a single one of tbe
positions which it had gained. Did
the last insurrection have any pos-
sibility of triumph? None can say
that there was the least possibility

of victory. A revolutionary move-
ment organized behind the backs of
the tolling masses, with the revolu-

tionary cadres dispersed, and with
the bourgeoisie perfectly organized
and armed, can only serve as the
base for repressions. The best that
the bourgeoisie and the government
could have desired was that the
formidable strike movement which
had begun to manifest itself should
be transformed into a revolution-
ary adventure. And this occur-
ence was the greatest danger of
the moment. „

It was, In truth, to be feared
that the anarchists "already dis-

illusioned with the Republic",
should take advantage of the first

manifestations of the resurgence of
tbe proletariat (which had com-
menced to rise out of the state of
temporary prostration to which it

had been driven by the errors of
the same anarchists) ) to hurl itself

into an insurrectionary adventure,
which, although it will not scuttle
tie revolutionary movement be-
cauM no fraat masies participated
in the iaaurrection, mu»t inevitably
signify, for the moment, another

setback. The confusion and rev-

olutionary hysteria of the anarch-
ists negates all the possibilities of

advance. The proletariat which la
ail other countries, has by now sep*

arated itself from anarchism stilt

.

has this task before it in Spain.
This is a question of life or death
for the revolutionary movement.
Anarchism is not, nor can it he,
eapable of leading the proletariat
to victory.

What has been the attitude of the
anarchists towards the Republic?
Vvhen they had power in their
hands, illusioned with the regime,
they permitted the bourgeoisie to
wrest every position from them,
giving it the possibility of estab-
lishing a repressive apparatus
which today directs all ifa fire
against the proletariat. When they
became "disillusioned" with the Re-
public, the anarchists went into a
revolutionary hysteria, and they
now propose behind the backs of
the working class to do what they
did not know how to accomplish
when they had power; seize the
power from "the bourgeoisie. The
anarchists hope to accomplish by
the bold stroke of a daring minor-

|

ity that which must be done by
the united efforts of the great
masses.

1 After this and former experiences
can anarchism be an orientating
and directing force for the prole-
tariat? No. As far as we have ad-
vanced in the revolution, anarch-
ism has not directed anything but
has been a plaything of events. It

is inevitable "and unavoidable that
the great exploited masses should
suffer delusions when confronted
with a boarceota realms (because
of it* ability to deceive the npMM
the bonrgeoitie maintain* itself is

,
tha world) ; but a vanguard of the

proletariat cannot today harbor Il-

lusions about a bourgeois republic.

And those who, like the anarch-

tats, have suffered these delusions,

which have cost the working class

so dearly, are not the proletarian

vanguard but the playthings of

events. The anarchists of every

tendency, have, during the change
of regime, dedicated themselves to

stupefying the proletarian consci-

ousness, slipping into the most
vulgar republicanism. The early

republicanism of the anarchists,

like their later impotent radical-

ism are a necessary consequence
of their nullity as a revolutionary

tendency.

In our previous political resolu-

tion, published in Cemmunisnto
(No. 19), me pointed out, on the
one hand, the formidable strikes

which were approaching, and on
the other, the deplorable state of
division within the trade union
movement, and particularly of the
National Confederation of Labor
(C. N. T.) Consequently, we point-

ed out as the first step, the streng-

thening and unification of the
trade union cadres, without which
the prospect of strikes were bound
to be a clamorous failure. The
Iberian Anarchist Federation (F.
A. I.J, did not see the necessity of
this; the more isolated anarchism
was, the farther removed from
"corrupting elements", so much
farther oft were the probabilities
of victory for the revolution. In
this manner, such a conflict as the
railway strike, which stands de-
finitely on the agenda, is saved
from defeat by being prevented
from taking place. The reformist*
betray the demands of the railroad
worker*; but the revolutionaries
do not know how to organise- the
trikft The conflict hag been la
tafc arate since 19S0.

To be oonttnoed
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Hitler Is Consolidating the Power of Fascism In Germany!

Whoever Blocks the Workers* United Front Is a Traitor!
Hitler has taken another1 big step

in the consolidation of exclusive
Fascist dominaton of Germany. The
social democrats whose policy of
toleration to Brnening and von
Schleicher and outright support
for Hindenhurg paved the- way to

the triumph of Hitler, Is being re-

paid by the latter with a brutal

kick In the face. The Fascist Min-
ister of the Interior for Prussia,
Captain Goering, has just remov-
ed more than a score of officials,

the majority of them social dem-
ocrats. Among those who wore
dismissed are to be found throe
provincial government presidents,
three vice-presidents and more than
ten police chiefs. All of them have
lieeu replaced by members of the
Fascist party.

Symbolic and significantly char-
acteristic is the removal of the
notorious sofial democrat Carl
Zoergiebel, who became so odious
to the working class of Berlin
while police chief of that city; he
lias now been removed from office

as police chief of Dortmund to

which he was shifted from Berlin

when the von I'apen cabinet was
established last year. Severn]
days ago, it will be remembered,
the social democratic blood hound,
Gnstav Noske, was removed as the
administrative head of Hanover.
Kueh key cities of Prussia as Col-
ogne, Aix-Ia-Chapelle, Wiesbaden,
Bochum, Halle, Hanover, Dort-
mund, Caasel and Frankfurt-am
Main were included in the sweep-
ing Fascist clean-up. The social

democrats now have not a single
supreme government president or
police chief in any part of Prussia.
The Berlin correspondent of the
New York Sun (2-14-1933) points
out with an acumen which the
Stalinists would do well to emu-
late that "Just as the Fascist party
in Italy gradually took over the
civil service and became (indistin-

guishable from the Government it-

self, so the Nasis here hope stowly
to uiid'i.mnd and eventual! v take
over i]ii> entire govei'm^ent Mruc-
ture. . . .Th*: Nazi mo-.e is especial-

ly notable in police circles.''

A two-year old child should be
able to understand Hitler's tactics.

Con' iai'y to 'In: infinitely stupid

assertions of the Stalinists concern-

ing the Fascist essence of social-

democracy—which do not improve
by repetition in the face of obvious
facts—there is a sharp antagon-
ism between the social democracy
and Fascism. Hitler is trying
every single day to prove to the
Stalinist blockheads that while the
social democrats are the principal

prop of the "democratic" form of

bourgeois rule, it becomes not mere-
ly superfluous but a. direct hind-
ranee to the l>ourgeoisie when it

seeks to abolish ali democratic
forms and institutions and to rule

by naked force, by the sword and
the torch, in a word, by Fascist
dictatorship.

This is why the Fascists attack
not only the revolutionary wing of

the labor movement, the Commun-
ists, but also seek to annihilate
the points of support of the social

democracy. If the eloquent experi-
ences of Italian Fascism were not
sufficient to make this -clear, the
first couple of weeks of Hitler as
Chancellor should serve to enlight-

en even the most backward. But
the Stalinist leaders of the Com-
munist party continue with incre-

dible obstinacy to prattle about
"social Fascism" and the "united
front from below". Jn its leading
editorial on Tuesday, the Daily
Worker still advances the fantastic

theory that Hitler is still weaken-
ing and that the Communist party

is advancing all along the line...

because of its parliamentary suc-

cesses. The parliamentary suc-

cesses of the party do indeed show
the willingness of the workers to

fight Fascism ; the spontaneous
united actions of socialist and
Communist workers show it still

more clearly. But now less than
ever arc purely parliamentary suc-

cesses a sound guage. The crucial

hour demands the extra-parliament-
ary mobilization of the whole Ger-
man proletariat to crush Fascism
before it etifrenches itself too sol-

idly. And this is just where the

impotence of the official party and
its leadership shows itself so strik-

ingly. Where is the movement for

the assembling of the factory coun-

Scottsb'ro

Frame-Up
Laid Bare

CHARGE OF "RAPE" PROVES

TO BE UNFOUNDED; LETTER

OF GIRL NOW PUBLISHED

A startling revelation which lays

bare the whole rotten basis of the

frame-up against the nine Scotts-

boro Negro lads convicted on a

fraudulent charge of "rape" in a

trial atmosphere char'ged with a

lynching spirit, was made yester-

day with the publication of a let-

ter by K«by Bates, one of the al-

leged victims of the act. The letter

was written over a year ago and

fell into the hands of the police

of Huntsviile, Ala. Every effort of

the attorneys for the International

Labor Defense to get hold of the

lettef were unavailing during the

trial, the prosecutors being well

aware of the telling effect which

the presentation of the letter would

have. It was only a few days ago

that an order for delivery of the

letter was obtained in connection

with the demand for a writ of

habeas corpus to secure the re-

lease on hail of Roy Wright, 14-

year old defendant whose hearing

ended, in a mistrial.

Text of Bates Letter

The full text of the letter by

liuhy Hates to her sweetheart Earl

Street man, is as follows:
"January 5, 1932.

"Huntsviile, Ala.
"215 Connelly Aly.

"Dearest Earl

:

"I want to make a statement to

you Mary Sanders is a goodam He

about those Negroes jassing me
those polieemsu] made me tell a lie

that is my statement because i

want, to clear my self that is all

too if yon want to believe me ok.

if not that is ok., you will be 3orry

some day if you had to stay in

jail with 8 eight Negroes you
would tell a lie two those Negroes
did not touch me or those white

Boys i hope you will believe me
the law dtint. I love you Better

than Alary does or any Body else

in the we: Id that 's why i am tell-

ing ynu (.'' this tling i was d^unk
at the time and did not. know
what i wa« doing 1 Snow it was
wrong too let those Negroes die

on account of me i hope you will

believe my statement Because it is

the gods truth i hope you will be-

lieve me i was jazed but those

White Beys jased me i wish those

Negroes are not Burnt on account
of me it is those White Boys fault

that is my statement and that is

all i know i hopo yon tell the law
hope you will answer.

'Ruby Bates.

"Jan. 5, 1932
"Huntsviile, Ala.
"215 Connelly Alley.

''P. S. this is one time that i

might tell a lie But it is the truth

so god help me. Ruby Bates."

i« o n 1 1 n u e;tl on page 2

HitlerThreat toSovietUnion

ANALYSIS SHOWS THAT CONTRADICTIONS IN POLITICS OF

HITLERISM DRIVES IT TO AN ALLIANCE WITH THE OTHER
IMPERIALISTS FOR AN ASSAULT UPON SOVIET UNION

Hitler, unlike von Papen, has
never made public his economic
program. This alone is sufficient

reason for1 thinking that it may not

be 'Tit to print" before a movement
of infuriated petty bourgeois. But
his entire demagogy has centered

around a number of slogans based

oh the crushing of the German
lietty bourgeoisie by the forces of

world economy. Among them fig-

ured: the smashing of the Versail-

les Treaty and unending hostility

to France, the 'hereditary foe";

the liberation of the Polish Corri-

dor; the breaking of the "slavery

of interest", meaning America and
England, as the chief creditors.

Nothing was said about Soviet

Russia.

Yet. it is dleaf that what he

doos say contradicts the economic
fundamentals of the class which
supports him, and what he does

not say constitutes by itself a moat
important program.

A basic element in the relation

of the heavy industry of the Ruhr
in Germany, with France, is the

fact that France has more iron ore

than it needs and not enough coal,

while Germany can export coal but

needs iron ore. In the planned So-

cialist economy of a future Soviet

United States of Europe, this fact

would have no more importance

than the fact that in Soviet Rus-

sia the richest coal deposits are in

the Don Basin and the richest ore

in Siberia. But under a capitalist

economy, this means that the heavy
industry of Germany and that of

France are forced to act together,

sometimes locked in a deadly strug-

gle, sometimes in diplomatic agree-

ments and international cartels

which are mode by each party with

the intention of cheating the other.

Before the war, there was the

classic case of the two brothers,

both armies since the war, the

bert von Wendel and Francois de

Wendel, one sitting in the German
Reichstag, the other in the French
Chambre de Deputes, realizing

their own private united front of

Franco-German capitalism during,

the waf, the rich Briey ore basin

of Lorraine was untouched by
artillery from either side, on or-

ders from the High Commands of

both armies ; since the war. the
Loncheur-Rathenau agreements, the
combination of German technology
and French capital, the numerous
cartel agreements to restrict pro-

duction and raise prices In coal,

steel, potash, glass, chemicals,
cement and others, have shown
how well German capitalism un-
derstands on which side its bread
is buttered, no matter how it

thunders against France In public.

Hugenberg himself, a raging "Fran-
zosenfresser" (Frenchman-eater) in

his newspapers, is not above bring-

ing his patriotic Ufa film company
into an international agreement
with the hated foe for dividing
up territory, limiting production,
etc.

It is no accident that Papen ad-
dressed the Lausanne Conference
in French, a conciliatory act that

not even the apostles Of interna-

tionalism such as Brueijing or
even Stresemann would have dared.
Now Germany is looking toward
France for a huge loan with which
to finance its recovery and ex-

pansion program.

But if Germany, with or without
Hitler, remains tied to France, it

cannot attack Poland, or take any
serious steps to end the interna-
tional disgrace of the Polish Cor-
ridor which drives a wedge between
two halves of East Prussia from
Poland to the sea. It can subsid-
ize inflammatory articles against
Poland, it can sit around the green
table of diplomacy with the Polea,
but it cannot take a decisive step
against France's great bulwark in

the Fast.

Dependence on Foreign Bankers

Nor are things any better with
the "breaking of the slavery of
interest". At the very moment
when Hitler was made Chancellor,

a committee of foreign and notably

American bankers, the forefront of
the hated slavery, was quietly dick-

ering with German bankers as
to how rapidly they could take
their funds out of Germany, and
in what form, so as further to

weaken the financial and currency
situation of Germany and increase
its financial dependence on Amer-
ica, England and France.

Germany pays abroad about
$".50,000,000 a year in interest.

This means that unless it obtains
through its foreign trade, tourist

traffic, etc., at least that much in

Nazi's Murder

1 1 Workers

ueontinaeti on page 2
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The assassin bands of the mur-

derous Fascist counter-revolution

have spilled the blood of more than

a score of German workers leaving

about as many dead in their wake,

over the week-end. The Nazi lust

for the blood of the "Marxists"

knows no hounds. Their deter-

mination to extirpate the involu-

tional y working class is paralleled

only by the savt^'.y of t'ieir a-it;:-

cedents—the Huns.

In the cities of Eisleben, Boeh-

imi, Straussfurt, Dessau, Dort-

mund. Stuttgart, Breslau and, Ben-

sheim innumerable individuals have

gone to their graves—victims of

Fascist gunplay. The Hiflorists

have commenced a violent civil

war. It will not terminate until

either these brown shirted hordes

eradicate the organizations of the

German proletariat or they iind

themselves under the tombstone

they are preparing for those who
will not resit silent under their

blows. The skirmishes cited above

are only small harbingers of the

gigantic battles and blood baths

that are yet to come—in the not

too distant, future.

The same news reports apprize

us of the fact that in the above

mentioned city of Eisleben, which

is 110 miles from Berlin, a fierce

encounter occurred between Nazi's

and Communists which was pro-

voked by the former. They gave

the cynical excuse for their pre-

meditated attack—a Nazi troop

was fired at from Communist head-

quarters. The Brown Shirts storm-

ed the same building wrecking

everything they could lay their

hands on, A fight ensued, the Com-
munists heroically protecting their

headquarters. The result of this

battle were three persons killed and
fifteen injured. The capitalist

press does not state whether they

were Nazi's or Communists.

This first onslaught on Com-
munist headquarters is symptoma-
tic from two angles. First it de-

monstrates the cowardice of the

Fascist hordes. Instead of at-

tacking a party building in Ber-

lin—they wouldn't get off so easily

there—they choose a small city of

some 25,000 for their murderous as-

sault. Secondly, If we can judge

by the .Italian experience, discuss-

ed in another part of this issue,

this incident in Eisleben i3 one of

the beginnings of the German
Fascists "march on Rome",

Oehler Tour this Week
Comrade Hugo Oehler, member

of the National Committee of the

Communist League of America
(Opposition) will open his Nation-

al tour to arouse all class consci-

ous workers to the danger of Fasc-

ism in Germany, in Utica on Fri-

day, February 17. Comrade Oeh-
ler's tour of all the important cit-

ies must be met with big mass
meetings to awaken and call to

action every thinking worker. The

dates cannot be changed. Mem-
bers and sympathizers please take

note of the schedule:
Utica, N. Y.—Feb. 17
Buffalo, N. Y.—Feb. 18
Pittsburgh, Pa^—Feb. 19
New Castle, Pa.—Feb. 20
Yottngstown, Ohio—Feb. 21
Cleveland, Ohio—Feb. 22
Chicago, I1L—Feb. 24, 25, 20
Davenport, Iowa

—

Feb. 27

Des Moines, Iowa—Feb. 27
Kansas City, Mo.—March 1, 2, 3

St. Louis, Mo.—March 4, 5
Illinois Coal Fields—March 6

cils and the unemployed on a na-
tional scale to prepare for1

the gen-
eral strike of all the workers?
Where is the organized movement
of the workers to defend themselves
against the growing encroachments
of the brown-shirted bandits? To
content oneself with the empty
boasts about election victories of
yesterday, is simply lighthearted
bureaucratic self-satisfaction or"

treachery

!

The only road for the German
working class at the present mo-
ment is the united front of all the
working class organisations. The
party bureaucracy stands in the
way of the united front- It is

sacrificing the interests of the Ger-
man working class, of the world
revolution, o£ the Communist In-

ternational for the sake of preserv-
ing the theory of infallibility of
the Stalinist leadership of pre-

serving the bureaucratic, ultimatist
formula of the "united front from
below" which divides socialist from
Communist workers instead of un-
iting them.
The Stalinist leaders write about

Germany in the Daily Worker as
if there were years of preparation
ahead of them. To read their con-

tributions, one would imagine that
the Communist party is going to

continue winning over ten socialist

workers here and ten there until

the social democracy is dissolved,

after which it will be the turn of

the Fascists to feel the fist of the
proletariat. What better service

could be done to Fascism? It is

not wasting a moment. It is taking
advantage of the passivity of the
Stalinists and the craven capitula-
tion of the social democratic lead-

ers, to strengthen its own position.

It is laying hands upon every stra-

tegical post, especially upon those
which control the armed forces.

We say oiienly : The refusal to
mobilize tlie genuine united front
of all the workers' organizations
LMMEDIATELY, is downright
treason to the German proletariat!

The revolting chatter of the
Stalinists about their election suc-
cesses and the "united front from
below" will not help them to con-
ceal this terrible fact. Now is the

time! The Stalinists are playing

witii the situation! Tomorrow the
individual workers who have been
cut down by the Fascist thugs will

be multiplied a thousand times,

and under conditions not half vo

favorable to the workers of Ger-
many as are the conditions of

struggle at the present time.

Tlie failure to organize the uni-

ted front is only another way of

capitulating to Fascism without a
serious struggle. Hitler is well
aware of this. Hitler knows his

road and he follows it relentlessly.

The working class must understand
its own position and act resolutely

too. It is all-powerful and invinci-

ble if it only unites its arms and
strikes with determination. Those
who stand in the way of this unity
will hear a horrible responsibility

for the impending catastrophe!
Let the Communist workers re-

flect—and act speedily. Let them
demand an immediate reckoning
from the self-satisfied bureaucrats
who remain passive while the en-
emy prepares its death-blow

!

Tucs., Feb. 14, 1933. —M. 3

Fascism: Italian and German Millions to
COMPARISON BETWEEN ITALIAN FASCISM OF 1920 AND THE

HITLERITE MOVEMENT OF TODAY SHOWS POSSDMLITLES

FOR SUCCESSFUL COUNTER-MOVEMENT OF PROLETARIAT

The naming of Hitler as Chan- tion ten years ago in Italy and the

cellor of the Reich cannot but call present situation in Germany, com-
to mind the events which more pare the tactic of the German
than ten years ago led in Italy to Catholic Center with that of the

the "March on Rome".
j
Italian social democracy, the eph-

Between these two historic facts emeral cabinets of Von Papen with

there are common features and ,
taat of Facta and the fact that the

striking analogies, which, altogeth- Hitlcr Government, as well as that

ei* separated by a good decade and
although products of countries

very different from the point of

view of their economic structures,

their industrial development and in

the specific gravity ol the prole-

tariat in relation to the other

classes.

The first common characteristic

is the Fascist movement itself. De-
classed and shattered sections of

the urban bourgeoisie ; midle and
petty ; middle and small peasants

;

the backward proletariat; these

are the Fascist masses whether in

Italy or in Germany. The masses

of .Uusolini originates as an extra

-

parliamentary government, but
also one comprising elements for-

eign to the Fascist party.

But if there are essential points
of comparison and analogies there
are also considerable differences.

These differences will unques-
tionable be utilized by the social

democracy and by the Stalinist ap-
paratus in order subsequently to

beat the retreat without giving bat-

tie, basing themselves either upon
the Tolstoyan illusion of weaken-
ing the enemy by refusing to fight

or on that of "saving the party"

who protest, who revolt against the ie^ny hY refusing to accept the

economic ruin of which they are
the victims or which threatens

them. The masses who by their

social position "distrust" the pro-

letariat and "hate" the bourge-
oisie ; who constantly dream of

the creation of a society of "so-

cial justice" in which they hold

the balance, but who in reality,

follow either behind the proletariat

or the bourgeoisie according to the
relation of forces which obtain in

favor of one or the other of the

two fundamental classes in society.

The Fascist Supporters

Thejsecond common character-

istic, in Italy as in Germany, is

that the Fascist movement has
been created, financed and groomed
for the administration of affairs,

!

at the head of the government by
the big bourgeoisie and the big
agrarians.

Despite its social demagogy and
its anti-plutoeratie phraseology,
the Fascist movement does not
come to power as a force opposed
to the big bourgeoisie, to the plu-

tocracy but as its representative,

as its manager of the defense of

the interests of same the bourge-
oisie class.

The bourgeoisie is entirely con-
scious of this. Because of this the
General Confederation of Italian

Industry laid out 30 million lires

for the financing of the prepara-
tion and the execution of the
March on Rome only. And for
the same reasons, the decisive sec-

tions of the German bourgeoisie
placed Hitler at the head of the
government. Hitler In the Chan-
cellorship does not mean the instal-

lation in power of wild bands
against the bourgeoisie, but sig-

nifies a different and extraordin-
arily more efficacious utilization of
these bands by the bourgeoisie

against the proletariat and against

these very social layers which con-
stitute the backbone of the Fascist
movement. The whole policy of

the Italian Fascist government for

more than ten years proves It. It

is also proved by the whole policy

of the government presided over by
Hitler.

As to the analogies of the situa-

provocation
But these differences can and

should be utilized in another man-

Be Jobless

Perman'tly
ARMY OF UNEMPLOYED WILL
REMAIN, ADMITS HEAD OF
A. V. OF L., fl'M. GREEN

All the capitalist bombast about
an early economic revival has
burst like a pricked baloon. Wm.
Green, president of the American
Federation of Labor has announc-
ed tiiat the unemployment, figures
now stand at the appalling total of
12,000,000 and that between the
months of December and January
alone, more than 200,000 were laid
off. And Bill Green is hardly giv-

en to exaggeration. On the con-
trary the number of jobless must
far exceed his estimate.

The meaning of this statement
is quite clear. More than 25 per-
cent of those listed by the census
as gainfully employed are now
pounding the pavement and lining

ner by the proletariat. For they m at solm kitchens and breadlines.
are nearly all unfavorable to the
bourgeoisie and favorable to rev-
olutionary proletarian action.

Differences in Situations

The greatest difference, the es-
sential difference between the two
situations of the March on Rome
and the elevation of Hitler to the
Chancellorship i3 that in Germany
the forces of the proletariat are al-
most intact. They are certainly
weak, they are partly demoralized

continued on page 2

About as many workers do not re-

ceive more than part time employ-
ment. And if we add to these their
wives and children then more than
50,000,000 human beings are stand-
ing on the brink of starvation in
plentiful America. All of the em-
ployment schemes, all of the pan-
aceas of the pot-bellied politicians
all of the promises of the "cap-
tains of industry" have gone up in
smoke. The working class is re-

ii! a n 1 1 n tied oa page 2

Suspend ip C.C.N, Y. Students

As the aftermath of a meeting
of City College students held a
few months ago in defiance of the
insl ructions of school authorities,

at which a protest was made
against the despotic inroads made
upon the rights of the students,

nineteen of the latter have been
suspended from the College by the
Board of Higher Education.
At the beginning of the last

semester, in September, the City
College of New York dismissed
from its faculty Oakley Johnson,
an instructor in English. The ex-

pulsion aroused wide spread stu-

dent protest. The tsue transcend-
ed the expulsion of a professor.

It followed in a long series of sup-

pressions of academic freedom in

the school. Consistently the col-

lege administration had clamped
down upon tlie militants within the
school. The dismissal of Johnson,
known for his Communist sympath-
ies, meant also the suppression of

the Liberal Club, of which he was
faculty advisor.

To demonstrate against the ex-

pulsion of Johnson, as well as
against the many infractions of
students' rights, a "trial" of Dr.
Robinson, president of the college,

and Dr. Linenan, director of the

evening session—the division in
which Johnson was an instructor

—

was held at the Central Opera
House. Before the meeting the
authorities, who were to be "in-
dicted" on a number of counts,
threatened any student with admin-
istrative action if be participated.
Notwithstanding, several hundred
students appeared to hear the testi-

mony of other students and raise
their voices in protest.

The news of the Board's act
came during examinations at a
time when students are most likely
to be inactive. But this will soon
be remedied. For now, with the
opening of the new school semes-
ter, a movement against the sus-
pensions is already in progrss.
Once before, a mass student pro-
test reinstated suspended students
(most recently, nine who had par-
ticipated in the Johnson fight,)
This may well happen again. The
outcome in large measure depends
upon the policy of the National
Student League. If it properly or-
ganizes a united front of student
organizations and does not offhand
reject a bloc with the socialist
League for Industrial Democracy,
success is to a great extent as-
sured. ..-m.
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gold every year, it will either have

to stop paying interest abroad, or

for a short time dip into its gold

reserves until they are exhausted.

Until the world crisis, this pro-

blem was not seriously faced in

Germany. They were borrowing

money freely, and if imports were

more than exports they would pay

the difference, as well as repara-

tions, with new loans. But when
new loans were unobtainable as

the crisis came on, they had to

choose—tatop paying interest or

force exports up and imports down,

until a surplus o£ exports was
created out of which interest could

be met.

The patriotic German ruling

clases have not hesitated an in-

stant. They have squeezed wages
down and kept prices up through

a series of devices—-high tit r id's,

quota restrictions on imports, etc.

The standard of living o£ the Ger-

man working class has been cut

and cut again, its power to buy
foreign foodstuffs and materials

has been slashed, but German ex-

ports have been kept up. Wheat
costs 2 1-2 to 3 times as much as

in Berlin as in Chicago, but the

feudal landlords who support'-silit-

le-r clamor for still more protec-

tion.

And what does Hitler say? "We
must be self-sufficient ; we must
grow enough food to feed ourselv-

es." In other words, we must sup-

port the German feudai iandowner
at the expense of the belly of the

German worker. And at the same
time we must keep up German ex-

ports so as to obtain enough gold

from foreign countries to meet the

demands of foreign and principally

American creditors.

Danger to Soviets

But if Hitler cannot get the sup-

port of France, England and Am-
erican except by continuing their

imperialist exploitation of Ger-

many, there is another field on

which he can offer them a tempt-

ing prize for. joint exploitation

—

the imperialist conquest of Russia.

The whole logic of his position—

the inability to solve internal pro-

blems, the necessity of leaning on

foreign imperialism while demago-

gically pretending to expose it-

forces him toward war on the So-

viet Union.
And the Soviet Union itself?

Duranty reports iu the New York

Times, without contradiction, that

the Soviets feel that Hitler's com-

ing to power will not interfere

with the Five Year Flan. This is

biwud on the hope that Hitler will

prefer the peaceful and limited

profits of trade with the Soviet fof-

eign trade monopoly to the desper-

ate gamble of war. But tbe hope

is vain and illusory. Hitler has Uff

way out except the steady mobili-

zation of his forces, morally sanc-

tioned and materially financed by
international imperialism, for a
military assault upon the Soviet

Union, It is from German Fasc-

ism that emanates the most acute

danger to the Soviet Union.

The defense of the German work-

ing class against Hitler is the im-

mediate task in the defense of the

Soviet Union. To the internation-

al aid of the imperialists to Fasc-

ism must be opposed the interna-

tional solidarity of the proletariat

to the German working class.

—B. J. FIELD.

1asctsm ; Italian and German
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by tie treason of the social dem-

ocracy and by the pernicious Stal-

inist policy which is .leading to

ttcaeon. But the forces o£ the

proletariat, in their entirety, are

not played out.

In Italy, Fascism made its

'"March on Eom«" after two years

of civil war in the interior of the

country. The buildings of the

workers' organizations were plun-

dered, razed, demolished in the

course of the punitive expeditions,

the local and district leaders were

banished or shot by the Fascist de-

tachments. The resistance of the

workers, the agricultural laborers

and the small -red" peasants was
broken in the course of two years

of devastation, arson and mass-

acre.

In October 1922, the Italian pro-

letariat which two years previous-

ly had occupied the factories, was
powerless before the combination

of the legal and extra-legal repres-

sion, after having resisted the thou

sands of assaults of the Fascist

bands, arms in hand and after hav-

ing inscribed the days of Trieste,

Bart, Parma, Rome and other cit-

ies on its banner.

The German proletariat has not

suffered all that. It is still strong:

it lacks only a leadership able to

utilize this force to defend itself

and wipe out the enemy. The Ger-

man proletariat is five times as
numerous as the Italian proletar-

iat. Its Communist party groups

the majority of votes in this pre-

domnately workers' Berlin where
tbe Hitler regime, unlike that of

Mussolini in bureaucratic Rome,
gives the impression of a besieged
government.
The false policy of the Centrist

faction in the leadership of the
Comintern and the Communist
Party of Germany has brought
the party to a state of impotence
and to a capitulation before the
foe. On the 20th of July the
party capitulated before the coup
d'etat of Von Papen in Prussia;
the party was unable to utilize the
respite given it by the internal
dissentions of the bourgeoisie
which manifested itself by the
trampling upon Hitler since the

summer, tbe party capitulated be-

fore the "provocation" of a Fasc-

ist demonstration in Buelowplatz,

and it is capitulating today in

face of the constitution of the Hit-

ler cabinet And everywhere and
always it has capitulated without

being able to engage in struggle.

This is the balance-sheet of the

Stalinist policy in Germany. An
end to this policy and the strug-

gle, the victorious struggle of the

proletariat against Fascism is

still possible.

Two years after being installed

in powei*, Italian Fascism found it-

self at the brink »f the abyss, af-

ter the assassination of Matteotl.

The roots of German Fascism in

the people, that Is to say, in the

ranks of the proletariat are no

deeper than those of Italian Fasc-

ism. But to sever these roots, to

defeat Fascism is not possible

without returning to the policy

which the Left Opposition has ad-

vocated for years under the ridi-

cule and the threats of the Stalin-

ist faction, super-revolutionary in

times of calm, and forced by Its

policy to capitulate at tie deci-

sive turns of the revolution!

SHANGHAI^-During the last

four years, betrayals have been the

order of tbe day in the Chinese

party. Many of our comrades bave

been arrested and murdered by

Chiang Kai-Shek. In nine eases

out of ten they have been betrayed

by our own members. Fof exam-

ple: in the Stalinist faction, Bang

I'ai, the most famous leader of the

Chinese peasant movement; Yang
Yeng, one of the leaders of the

Canton insurrection; Shian Tsong

Fa, secretary or the Central Com
mittec of the party for many years

:

these, and many other of ouf lead-

ers have been arrested and assas-

sinated. In the Left Opposition,

we have hud three betrayals on the

part of our own members. The
first time was in 1931, when eight

of our Central Committee members

were imprisoned; the most recent

occasion was last in October at

which time the lives of Chen Du-

Hsiu and nine other comrades were

placed at the mercy of the butch-

ers of the Chinese proletariat.

Most of the traitors are ranks

and file members of the Chinese

Communist Party but some of them

are from the leading cadres, who
have spent years in revolutionary

struggle under the banner of Com-
munism and were distinguished for

their heroism and trustworthiness.

Many of them are petty bourgeois

intellectuals who bad or had not

been trained in Moscow, some are

lumpen-proletarians who hid in the

party for many years under the

guise of workers, while yet others

are true industrial workers, such

as Siu Si Gang who recently capi-

tulated to the Kuo Min Tang.
Siu Si Gang whom I knew well

was a cotton mill worker of Shan-

ghai, who early Joined the Com-
munist movement. As a delegate

he attended the Sixth Congress of

the Chinese C. P. and the Sixth

Congress of Ihe Comintern, he has

been a member of the Central Com-
mittee of the Chinese Communist
Party and of the party's political

bureau ; secretary of the Provin-

cial Executive Committee for

Kiang-Su, (in which Shanghai is

located ) , and secretary of the

Chinese Trade Union Federation.

He was valiant and personally hon-

est but recently capitulated to the

Kuo Min Tang. Whether or not

lie was responsible for the arrest

of any of the comrades in the

Stalinist faction, I do not know,
but he published in the bourgeois
newspaper Ta-Kung-Pao, an arti-

cle entitled "To all the Comrades
of the Communist Party". In this

article he described how the "Red
Army" movement murdered pea-

sants-, destroyed villages and caus-

ed painful sufferings to the pea-

santry, how the slogan "For a
General Strike!" and "'For the arm-
ed insurrection in the cities!" is-

sued by the Stalinists, killed thou-

sands of gocK comrades in the ur-

ban centers. He further described

how the conflicts among the Stalin-

ists developed : how Li Li San by
unfair methods excluded him from
the Provincial Executive Commit-
tee of Kiang-Su) how Miff ordered
Chen Shio Yu and his other agents

Jobless Army
toBe Permanent

continued from page 1

duced to beggary, extending its

hands for alms in the charity in-

stitutions of the country. Such Lj

the balance sheet of fours of capi-

talist crisis. Such is the priva-

tion into which capitalism drives

the masses.

But if millions are idle and
hungry, if millions still working
have their wages cut to the bone,

the prospect for future employment
is slim. Tbe black scene of per-

manent joblessness has become a

grim reality. Bill Green says in

the same article that "hundreds Of

thousands of jobs have been com-
pletely eliminated during the de-

pression"'. And further that if

the work week were universally

shortened to 30 hours, we could put

Scottsboro Frame-

Up Is Uncovered
continued from p agje 1

This letter alone blows up the

whole base frame-up. The conten-

tion of the prosecutor was that

Ruby Bates and Victoria Price,

who were hoboing their way in

freights through the South dressed
in men's clothes and in the com-
pany of a group of white boys,
had been attacked by the nine
Negro boys who were subsequently
taken from the train by the auth-
orities. The letter of the Bates
girl proves that nothing of the sort
was done by any of the Negro boys,

who were simply picked up by the
police and sent to trial on the bour-
bon southern theory that Negroes
are congenital rapists for whom
eveu a mock trial is a waste of
time.

United Movement Imperative

It is now clear beyond even the
shadow of a doubt that the mili-

tant fight undertaken for the 9
victims by the Communists and the
International Lahor Defense stood
on a solid foundation. The special
conferences now being called by
the latter organization deserves
tbe widest support of every action
of the labor movement for the
cause of the Scottsboro boys is

tbe ctuse ot the whole woritlag

class black and white alike.

The conferences, however, are

not adequate, for in the past they

have been confined largely to the

Left wing elements and their imme-
diate supporters. With the im-

petus which the campaign should

gain from tbe recent exposure, the

field is wide open for the estab-

lishment of the broadest united

front movement to force the free-

dom of the Scottsboro victims of
lynch justice. As in the case with
the Mooney movement as conceived
by Tom Mooney himself, the Scotts-

boro movement must be built upon
the support of every working class

organization in the country which
can now be rallied to break down
the walls and bars which keep
these innocent Negro boys impris-
oned and in danger of their lives.
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to work 6,6000,000 of the unem-
ployed." In other words even this

optimistic calculation would leave
approximately five and a half mil-

lion workers permanently without
jobs. How can the bankruptcy of

this system be more glarngly ex-

posed than by the fact that it has
cast millions of willing and able-
bodied slaves on the scrap heap.

.
Their freedom to starve is now
complete.
What is to be done about it?

What action shall the proletariat
take to ameliorate its wretched
conditions? Green proposes the
six hour day—five day week. Yes,
that is one of the objects the labor
movement must strive and strug-
gle for. But, certainly. Green's
advocacy of it does not bring this
change one step nearer. For him
it is merely a plausible theory
which he was forced to accept at
the insistence and discontent of
the rank and file. And in spite of
his bold threats this labor scale
and his cohorts will never spur the
ranks of labor into action—and it

is only by struggle that it can be
obtained. They are too closely
bound up with capitalism to think
of striking it such a heavy blow.
We must advance towards these
demands : the thirty hour week

;

unemployment insurance; credits to
Soviet Russia, in active combat
against the capitalist class and all
their agents in the ranks of labor.
But the curse of unemployment,

which has come to stay can never
be obliterated until the system
that produces it Is banished from
the face of the earth. According
to Green, in 1929—boom times,
mind you—there were over two mil-
lions out of work. After this
crisis has spent itself on the hacks
of the workers there will be nearly
6,000,000 out of jobs. .When will
this end? It will end when the
American proletarian revolution
buries capitalism into the limbo of
history.

—CLARKE.

THE EMBARGO OF ARMS
A bill is pending before Congress

empowering the President to de-
clare an embargo on arms ship-
ments to foreign countries. The
liberal Nation welcomes this move
as a safeguard for peace. We have
no such illusions. It will be used
only in order to foster the inter-
ests of American imperialism. And
then—we opine—as the first step
towards war.

Stalinist Confusion

«DailyWorker»on theGermanCrisis

In its issue of February 6 under

the caption "What's Happening in

Germany?" {first page next to

masthead ) , the Daily Wortor
states : "You wont know if you

read the lies dished out by the

(Capitalist press. Only the Dally

Worker gives a true picture of the

stirring events in Germany and
rallies the American workers to

support the German workers' fight

against Fascist dictatorship. Sup-

port the l>aily's drive for funds"

In that same issue there is but

one pargraph on the German
events

!

Two days later, the Daily began

the publication of an article from

the Communist International on

"The Communist Party of Germany
Takes the Offensive". This article

written during the regime of von

Papen, to a glaring exposure of

the false course of the German
party in the past period.

Fascism is an accomplished

fact, according to its analyses.

"The Fascist dictatorship, which

was established after July 20th,

(that is by Von Papen's coup d'

etat) is attempting to rally the

forces of the counter revolution."

According to fhese "theoreticians"

writing several months ago, "we
now see an unceasing wave of eco-

nomic struggles, the extreme poli-

tical sharpening of the economic

struggle of the proletariat, the

defeat of Fascism and social dem-
ocracy, and tbe big success of the

Communist party in the new parli-

amentary election." (Our em-

phasis). Such was the optimistic

prattle propounded by the Stalin-

ists! And the Daily feprints it

several days after Hitler's coming

to power

!

Hut more. After falsely charac-

terizing the Von Papen regime as

a Fascist dictatorship, just as the

Bote Pahne called the Bruening

government, Fascist—thus confus-

ing ihe German workers as to the

specific task of Von Papen—the
article states: "The task of the
Communist Party of Germany re-

mains, as before—to direct the chief

blow, at the present stage, against

social democracy." (Emphasis in

original). This is how the social

democratic, workers who together

witli the Communist workers form
the decisive section of the German
proletariat, are to be won

!

Is it then surprising that the

Daily, after printing the call of

the German Communist Party for

a general strike against Hitler, is

compelled to report little success?

Who can then wonder1

at the fail-

ure of the party to win substan-

tial sections of the social dem-
ocracy?
Despite the Stalinist leaders,

and against the criminal and
treacherous policies of the leaders

of the Social Democratic party,

the masses in Germany are slowly,

but in demonstrative and forceful

however isolated, fashion forging

a united struggle against Hitler-

ism. According to an Inprecorr

cable, Socialist and Communist
workers jointly organized a general

strike on Feb. 8 at Stassfurt to

protest against the murder by the

Fascists of a socialist mayor. Ac-
cording to the same source, two
days later (Feb. 10) Socialist and
Communist workers jointly demon-
strated at the funeral of three Com-
munist workers murdered by the
Fascists.

The, report further states : "Re-
presentatives of the Reichsbanner
So c-ia list "youth and the Communist
party addressed the masses at tbe

graveside. The fact that Berner
(one of the Communist workers
murdered) was killed, while hurry-

ing to the assistance of Ileichs-

b inner workers attacked by the
Fascists has greatly cemented the
will for a united front." (Daily
Worker—2-11-33). Quite right!

By joint struggle will the Social

democratic workers be won for

Communism.
Now more than ever must the

Communist party of Germany ap-
peal to the Social Democratic
Parly, the free trade unions under
Socialist control, tbe Catholic un-
ions, and all working class organi-

zations, to form committees of ac-

tion in the factories, to organize
workers' defense committees, to
forin a national council of action
on the concrete issues of proletar-

ian democracy and Ihe struggle
against Fast-ism. It is not yet too
late. The Communist party must
act immediately. The American
Comunists and workers must force
this chimge of i>olicy.

Members of the party and Young
Communist League. Raise the is-

sue in your units. Show your real
international class solidarity with
the German proletariat. —J, C.

GERMAN CAMPAIGN

to smash Lt Li San's domination,

taking over the control himself.

He then finished with the questions

:

"*ls the Chinese party realty a poli-

tical party of the proletariat or

for gathering rubles? Who cares

for the wives and children of the
murdered comrades? After being

imprisoned or' Using their lives the

shameless fellows, linked the names
of these martyrs to all sorts of

atrocious crimes. What betrayers

and factionalists! Is there really

any utility in striving unto death
for such a cruel, criminal Com-
munist party?"
Under the constant and cruel

pressure of the Kuo Min Tang's
white terror, the petty bourgeois
elements lose their revolutionary
patience; personal financial difficul-

ties weaken their powers of resist-

ance to bourgeois temptations. The
worker-comrades, painfully demor.
alized by the internal conflict of
the Stalinist faction, again and
again deceived and disappointed by
the blind and hypocritical policy

of the Stalinist bureaucracy, are
unable to find the way to the cor-

rect policy. The seemingly endless
counter-revolutionary period and
the opportunist policy of the Stalin-

ists are the reasons why betrayals
are so prevalent in the Chinese
party. The Stalinists bave organ-
ized a gun squad to fight against

it but to no avail. The only rem-
edy is for the Stalinists to give up
llieii- opportunist policy and fol-

low the policies that comrade Trot-

sky points out to uk and which
truly teach the worker and non-
worker comrades to understand
present conditions and future de-
velopments.

Shanghai C. C. C.

FROM TINKER TO EVERS

TO CHANCE

"The 12th Plenum of our Party
clearly established that the resolu-

tion of the 14th Plenum of the
Party remains the basic guide for

examining the work of the Party in

carrying out the line of the 12th
Plenum of the E. C. C. I. The 16th
Plenum of the Party established

that since the loth Plenum, the
Party has begun to understand the
line of the 14th Plenum resolution,

and established that earnest be-

ginnings have been made to carry
it out in life" (Daily Worker, 2-

13-33.) Following tbe party and
Comintern Plenums is like hunting
for a way out of a maze; they
run like the famous ball—from
Tinker to Evers to Chance!

500 Gather for

Bronx Meeting
Five hundred workers packed the

Hollywood Gardens in the Bronx
to the "standing room only" point

to hear the speakers of the Left

Opposition present its point of

view on the present situation in

Germany and remained until after

midnight to hear our rebuttal of

the Stalinist standpoint presented

in the discussion. The meeting
was not only significant from the

point of view of the gratifying

large attendance at the first in-

door meeting ever held by us in

the Bronx, but also by tbe fact

that for the first time to our know-
ledge, the more than 100 party

members present requested that

an official representative of the
party be given the door to speak
on the party point of view.

Max Shachtman and James P.

Cannon, under the chairmanship of

liarty Abern, gave a rounded pre-

sentation of our standpont, tracing
the development of Fascism iu

Germany, exposing the treacherous
complicity of the social democracy
and the criminal blundering of the
Stalinists. The scores of Commun-
ist party workers were deeply im-
pressed with the irrefutable facts

which were hammered home by the
Opposition speakers. In the dis-

cussion, the chair gladly gave the
floor to the official representative
of the party, comrade Louis Sass,
organizer of the Bronx section of
the party, and Jorga, member of
the Section executive Committee.
The party speakers sought to defend
the Daily Worker's neglect of the
German situation by pointing to
the importance of the rent strikes,

as well as to defend the Stalinist

theory of the united front from
below. In the rebuttal, Shachtman
showed how the Communist work-
ers were thereby being forced to
play the old opportunist game of
countei-posing the daily questions
of immediate struggle to the funda-
mental principle questions of the
revolution to the detriment of the
latter. For almost an hour he
spoke on the traditional standpoint
of the Comintern under Lenin and
Trotsky on the question of the uni-
ted front and repeated the alarm-
cry which the International Left
Opposition is raising on the crisis
in Germany.

Nut only was a good collection
taken and a large amount of liter-

ature sold, but numerous contacts
witli party members were estab-
on the occasion o£ this first pene-
tration of the Bronx by the Op-
position, the i>arty felt itself com-
pelled to "counteract the influence
of the Trotskyists" by issuing a
leaflet announcing that the noted
Stalinist theoretician, Sam Don,
would speak the following week for
the party in the Bronx—not on the
German situation but on the "de-
composition" of the TrOtskyists!
The fraudulent accounts about the
"dissolution" of the German Op-
position were, incidenttaily, thor-
oughly exposed on the platform by
Shachtman, who produced the Ger-
man Opposition organ to show that
the Stalinist-financed sheet of the
capituiators, Roman Well and Co.,
was a forgery.

Another mass meeting in the

Bronx was announced on the spot

for Sunday, February 2G, 1933 on

What Does the Left Opposition

Stand For? The intense interest

of the workers who listened care-
fuly for several hours indicates
that the Opposition is gaining a
solid foothold in the Bronx which
is making the Stalinist bureau-
crats—who are so demoralized at
the present moment—increasingly
uncomfortable.

Successful German

Meet in Philly

The Philadelphia Branch reacted

quickly to the ascension of Hitler

to power in Germany. It arranged
a meeting on "What Next in Ger-
many" with comrade Cannon as
the main speaker on Thursday,
February 9th at Grand Fruternity
Hall. It marked the biggest meet-
ing ever held by the Left Opposi-
tion iu Philly. An audience of

over 75 people, predominately
Communist workers, crowded tbe
room. They enthusiastically fol-

lowed our speakers analysis until

midnight.

The audience showed its sym-
pathy and support with the deci-

sive program of action of the Loft
Opposition by making a generous
contribution (§11.00) for the tri-

weekly Militant and purchases of

Trotsky's "What Next" and other
Communist literature. Many ques-
tions pertinent to the subject
were asked, indicating the intense
interest of the audience.
The greatest hororr was express-

ed not only by the socialists pre-
sent, but by Communist workers
and Party members at the idea of
the revolutionary internationalist
role of the Ited Army. They con-
ceived of it not as an organ of the
international working class but ra-
ther as a national Itussian body.
What a devitalizing effect the years
of Stalinist miseducation has. had
on the ranks. Give full credit for
it to the reactionary Utopian idea
of ;t classless society in one coun-
try.

If after comrade Cannon's main
delivery, Stalin could still get a
round of applause when a question-
er preferred the former's leader-
ship to that of comrade Trotsky;
there was surely very little left
of it after the speakers answer to
the questions and discussions. Com-
rade Cannon gave a definite pro-
gram of action to defeat German
Fascism, whose function and coun-
ter-refolutionary perspective he an-
alyzed. The responsibility of the
treacherous social-democracy and
the stupid policies of Stalinism for
the rise of Fascism and the weak-
ening of tbe proletariat before Hit-
ler was clearly depicted.
The meeting made a deep impres-

sion upon all present. Announce-
ment of our meeting, the rousing
propaganda of the Militant and
the League, our stinging criticism
is having its effect. It has led to
a demand for a discussion on the
German crisis iu the Party units
and I. L. D. branches. And more,
the Philadelphia district of the
Communist party is arranging a
protest meeting on next Mon-
day night, February 13 at Grand
Manor Hall, 911 W. Gerard Ave.
It is miserably inadequate. But
support it comrades, workers and
friends. Demand wtiat the situa-
tion demands of us—mass united
front demonstrations against Ger-
man Fascism, Party members,
comrades—you must raise your
voices against the false orientation
of Stalin and for the tactic of
Lenin, the united working class
front Support the German mass-
es in their revolutionary struggles.

—L. GOODMAN.

"NEW MILITANT" SELLS WELL
The first issue of the "New Mili-

tant" to be issued three times a
week at one cent a copy, gained
an exceptionally enthusiastic re-
spouse from the New York mili-
tants (we have not yet heard
from out of town, of course). In
a couple of hours, comrades Jim
Carr and Herbert Capelis sold
some two hundred copies on 14th
Street iu New York, nead the head-
quarters. Other centers were also
covered. Let us hear reports from
everywhere—brief and to the point.

Left Opposition Gives Estimate of

Spanish Anarchist Putschism

(Continued from last issue)

Instead of conducting a campaign
for drawing closer to the railway
workers of the General Union of
Workers (U. G. T->—who are the
majority—for 'aking advantage of
the discontent produced by the
monstrously cynical policy of the
socialists, the C. N. T. makes im-
possible all reconciliation by pro-
posing to go on strike under the
slogan of the establishment of lib

ertarian Communism, If the so-
cialist workers could be mobilized
under this slogan they would not
be in the U. G. T. Without the
support of the workers of the U.
G. T., no railway stride nor any
other great strike Is possible. The
railway strike (like any otherl
must be organized on the basis of
the concrete demands of the rail-

way workers. The anarchists
wanted to throw themselves into
this adventure while the organiza-
tion was in straits.

But if anarchism—and this too
must be stated—has reached such
a state of development in this per-
iod, in spite of its historic failures
in the Spanish workers movement,
it is because the proletariat has
found, so to speak, the doorway to
Communism closed. This responsi-
bility rests entirely upon the Com-
munist party. The palpable sym-
pathy with which the proletariat
regarded the Communists, even
within the fief of anarchism, in
the C. N. T., was transformed into
hatred as soon as the party led by
an Irresponsible bureaucracy en-
tered upon the scene. The crimes
of the trade union policy, divid-
ing the movement at a time when
It was most necwury to unite it

;

unprecedented defamation and
frantic peculation, widened the
breach between the party and the
masses in the Confederation, even
more so, if such were possible, than
from the socialist masses. On the
eve of the latest events, the C. P.,

instead of acting as an orientating

force and as the proletarian van-
guard, dedicated itself to the sad
role of a third party in the dis-

cord, stimulating putschism. The
pretended "betrayals of the anarch-
ist leaders" which were daily pro-
claimed in the party press could
only produce an effect contrary to
that desired, if they had any effect

at all. And all this, in order to
bring forth the proposition of
"united front from below", invit-

ing the Confederationists and the
socialists to unite with the party
"over the heads" of their respec-
tive organizations.
The revolutionary workers move-

ment, situated, on the one hand, la
the midst of syndicalist reformism
(which in practice is no better
than the vile reformism of the
socialists), and on the other hand
faced with an opportunist and ir-

responsible Communist party, could
only reralt in a growth of anarch-
ism the latter at least expressed
the revolutionary spirit of rebel-
lion.

The crisis of the Communist
movement could not but inevitably
reflect itself upon the backwardness
of the labor movement, during the
course of the revoluton In our
country. Events are demonstrating
that the Spanish proletariat la]

again failing into its most depIor-|
able errors, because, due to the;
Internal crisis, the Communist]

party has not yet
point the way out.

the revolution depends upon
whether or not the crisis within
the Communist movement is sur-

mounted. The results of the an-
archist policy cannot come as a
surprise to any Communist, be-

cause we cannot entertain illusions
concerning the role of anarchism.
The Communists must derive as the
most important lesson that the dis-

astrous Stalinist policy shares in

the responsibility for this situa-
tion. A unified Communist party
capable of fulfilling its role is the
necessary condition for the recti-

fication of past errors and the open-
ing of a new perspective for the
labor movement. Our reintegra-
tion into the party would be the
most important step on the road
of unification on the basis of the
Communist International. No un-
principled unity of heterogeneous
groups is possible. Only on the
basis of the C. I. can unity be
achieved. The struggle to change

been able to were excluded. The C. N. T. is,

The course of then, in a complete state of div-
ision and reorganization is neces-
sary. If the Communist party con-
tinues the same policy of division
and remains on the outskirts, the
change which is due to take place
in the C. N. T. will redound to the
benefit of the reformists. Then
one will be able to say that the
latest events have represented a
serious retrogression. The decad-
ence of anarchism which will in-

evitably take place, should be ac-
companied by a growth of Com-
munism and a strengthening of tho
trade union cadres. If such is not
the case the possibility will remain
always open for the recuperation
of anarchism and will signify, for
the moment, an important advance
for the bourgeoisie.

The Law of Associations of the
8th of April, which the govern-
ment has been unable to enforce,
but whose repeal, on the other
hand, has not been possible, is
awaiting the moment when weak-

the policy of the party must be ness of the proletariat will permit
linked with the struggle for uni-

j
it to become effective. The convo-

fication which will bring to an end cation of a national congress of
the paralyzing and brutalizing re-
ign of bureauciatism.
The last insurrection, which

should logically mark the death of
anarchism, opens to the Commun-
^ts the possibility of rectifying
their past errors and of carryng
out the policy which they should
have pursued from the beginning;
a policy of trade union unity,
strengthening the C. N. T. The
problem of converting the C. N. T.
into the great revolutionary trade
union center, which the proletariat
needs, forces itself relentlessly to
the fore.

Of late the C. N. T. being un-
der the control of the F. A, I.,

not only the unions Influenced by
the Communists, but also those in-
fluenced by the reformist syndical-
ism of the group of "the thirty",,

the C. N. T. at which the excluded
unions, tbe autonomous unions or
unions belonging to another center
may attend, is the only means of
terminating the anarchist hege-
mony in the C. N. T., of fortifying
the revolutionary trade union
movement and of presenting a
front to reaction.

Long experience with confusion
and adventures has again confirmed
that without a class party no rev-
olution is possible; that the pro-
letariat can only triumph with
audacity and caution.

Against repression and reaction!
For a national congress of the C.
N. 1.1 For Communist unity!

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
OF THE SPANISH COMMUNIST

LEFT,
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Fascists In Complete Control of Police
o-

German Left Opposition Appeals

(or United Proletarian Resistance

HITLER IS CHANCELLOR!
Workers, do you know what that

means? It means complete starva-

tion and loss of oil rights, it means

the destruction of all the active

elements of the proletariat! Alter

the speeches of the Nazi leader,

there can tie no doubt of this. Hit-

ler's program is tlie complete

smashing of all the political and

trade-union organizations of the

working class, to clear the way for

a still more monstrous impoverish-

ment of the working class. The
aim of his foreign policy is war
with Soviet Russia. If Hitler suc-

ceeds in carrying through his aims

this would mean an unprecedented

defeat for the international prole-

tariat, "for Germany is not only

Germany, bat the heart of Europe."

Do not console yourselves with

the nonsense that Hitler will soon

be played out. No understand this

tleariv—-now & the time to tackle

him!
Either Hitler will now establish

his power, or the proletariat will

overthrow &"» a™1 clear tbe road

for the dictatorship of the working

class.

At this time, to wait any longer,

as the Social Democratic party pro-

poses, is lunacy it is a crime it

means to let Hitler establish him-

self in his new ouicial positions,

it means to play the very last cards

into his band, and with that, to

lead directly to the defeat o£ the

working class.

Hitler must be overthrown. Fasc-

ism must be struck down. The
Fascist government of civil war
can be overthrown, however, not

by parliamentary votes of "no con-

fidence", but only by the extra-

parliamentary mass struggle.

The General Strike

But how can we achieve this ac-

tion? We must create the prere-

quisites—the closing o( the ranks.

It is not enough to call for the gen-
j

eral strike, as the Central Commit-:

tee of the Communist Party of

!

Germany has done up to now. The
situation demands today of Com
munist party an open offer to the

leaders of the Social Democratic
party and the General German
Trade Union Federation. A con-

crete program of struggle must be

proposed, the leadership of the So-

cial Democratic party aUd of the

General German Trade Union Fed-
eration must be call upon to nego-

tiate in the open before the work-

ers, in order—maintaining the pol-

itical Independence of the partici-

pating organizations—without de-

lay to

Create Common Organs of Struggle
on a National and Local Scale

and throw into the fight the con-

centrated forces o£ the proletariat.

The goal of the struggle is:

Overthrow the Hitler Government!
Disarm the brown murder bands!
Defend all working-class organi-

zations and tlietr property!
Defend the democratic rights

of the proletariat!

The means of struggle is the
general strike, but this can lead

to victory oniy if the leadership

of the struggle and the proletariat

are fully i>ware than the fight

against the brown murder bands
must be curried with even "harder
u *apons"'.

We must not wait, we must hit out!
Comrades of the Social Dem-

ocratic party ! Protest, compel the
immediate acceptance of (he strug-
gle, break the sabotage of your
loaders ! Comrades of the Com-
munist party! For two and a half
years we "Trotskyists" have been
proposing a Leninist united front
policy to smash Fascism, whose
perspectives we have correctly
drawn. Through the fault of the
Stalinist leadership, the Central
Committee, much time haa beenl
lost. Even now reformism has the
determining inlluence on the deci-
sive pari of the German working
class. It is still possible, at the
eleventh hour, to organize resist-
ance through a Leninist united
front policy and lead the proletariat
to victory. The proletariat still

has its organizations! In its hands
are the levers of economic life. The
others have only bayonets. The
Bolsheviks, too, defeated Kornilov
at the last minute!
All forces togetlier! No weariness,
ito hesitation!

A solid front of all workers' or-
ganizations for the united front or-
gang of the working class

!

A general strike till the oter-
tlirow of the dictatorship of hunger,
of war, of the murder of workers!
For the defense of the political

rights of the working class!
For the defense of party and

trade union buildings and of the
workers' press!

For the defense of tiie Commun-
ist Party of Germany!
Against the wasting of the peo-

ple's suu.sfance on the corrupt bar-
ons of the Eastern Belief and the
bosses of heavy industry!
For workers' control of produc-

tion!

For a decent wage!
The Lett Opposition of ihe Com-

munist Party of Germany

Governor
Strikes at

III. Miners
ILLUSIONS ABOUT HORNER

SHATTERED BY MEMORAN-

DUM AIMED AT P. M. OF A.

SPRINGFDELD, ILL.—Many Ill-

inois miners and among them quite

a few of the Prog:essive Miners of

America leaders thought that 'they

would get "justice" when they

voted and helped to elect Henry
Horner of the Democratic party as

Governor of Illinois. But this

ancient, myopic, seif-hypnotism is

fast fading as the miners see in

action the true role of Horner In

their struggle against the Lewis-

Walker-Peabody Coal Co. machine.

Gov. Horner, the Democrat, like

the late Gov. Emmerson, the Repub-

lican, is taking all steps possible

to prevent the miners from build-

ing the Progressive Miners of Am-
erica and improving their condi-

tions.

Gov. Horner is developing a

strong policy—that is, a crushinj

policy against the P. M. A. With
the breaking off of negotiations be-

tween the P. M. A. and the U. W.

PartyMnstytctMow!
Hitler Acts with Ruthless Determination to Crush Labor

Movement/StalinistsPersistinOppositiontoUnitedFront

The work of establishing the

complete domination of Fascism in

Germany is being carried out at

a speed which leaves even the bour-

geois press gasping. The proposed
elections on March 5 are assuming
an increasingly deceptive and ludi-

crous character in face of the fact

that the Hitlerites are concen-

trating every instrument of force

and violence in their own hands
so that regardless of the balloting,

ihe power will remain in their

hands.

The press reports the following

highly significant facts:

1. All political demonstrations
and even ordinary meetings are to

be '"policed by Nazi storm troop-

ers and members of the Stahlhelm,

the regular police being merely
held in reserve". Not even Mus-
solini was able to attain such a
measure before he took over the

power completely.

Red Meetings Forbidden
2. Ail meetings at which critic-

ism is "levelled at the constructive

work of the government" are to be

dissolved on the spot.

3. '"Communist demonstrations,"

according to the Berlin correspond-

ent o£ the Times (2-16-33), "are to

Nationalist alliance are avowedly
working to establish the national-

istic- State—by which their follow-

ers certainly understand the 'Hlt-

lorist State'—irrespective of apposi-

tion, and expect to realize their

ambition in the immediate future.

They are prepared, and readily ad-
mit this, to employ all the means
which the possession of power
gives them. The result of the
elections March 5 and the prospect
of Parliamentary opposition play
no deterrent part in their calcula-
tions."

From the pen of the bourgeois
correspondent we thus have a con-
firmation of the warning we issued
last Monday : "The parliamentary
elections as the ails of the strug-
gle, constitute an enormous and
treacherous swindle."

In this swindle which is leading

the German working class blind-

folded and bands bound to be
slaughtered by the Fascist butchers,

the German social democracy is

playing its tradiitonally promin-
ent part. To employ the classic

the initiative in establishing a
genuine united front movement of

all the workers and their organi-

zations, which will sweep out of

power not merely the Fascist form
of capitalist rule in Germany but,

forging ahead, wili smash the last

obstacle on the road to a Soviet

Germany. The opportunities of-

fered the Communists by the pre-

sent situation are matchless in

their possibilities. But are they

taking advantage of tacm? Not in

the least ! They continue to re-

peat the old, worn-out, discredited

and bankrupt formulae which have
brought about the present impot-
ence of the official Communist party
in Germany.

For the first week and more af-

ter Hitler was named Chancellor,
the official party press in this
country was as siient as the tomb.
It confined itself to a few news
dispatches culied from the capital-

ist press or sent by the luprecorr.

Commentary on the program or tac-

tics ol the German Communists was
not to be found. And this for the

expression of the Filipo Turatl, the" simple reason that the Stalinists

WaronforControlofLcticia

W. A othcials and the coal operat-,
fl}mMea &ltoj,etheT , and even

ors which Gov. Horner called and,
meetillgs of disguised Marx-

after admitting that he was unab e ^ytn
>

tly^ Socialist
to compel the P M. A. officials to'

""= J

accept "arbitration". Gov. Horner
made the following stipulation in

his "memonidum" to the miners of

Illinois:

"That each of the two unions

having contracts with the operators

should be permitted without inter-

ference by Ihe other to continue

work under these contracts until

at least April 1, 1033. In other

words, where one local union has

a contract with an operator of a
certain mine in this State, the offi-

cials and members of the rival or-

ganization refrain from any ef-

fort to cause a cessation of work
at that mine, or to prevent the

fulfillment of that contract,"

This is word for word what the

Lewis-Walker machine, the agents

of the 1'eubody Coal Co. asked for

in their letter of proposals under
d'tte of January 26 to Gov. Horner.

The Progressive Miners of Am-
erica demanded that a referendum
vote he taken to decide which or-

ganization the miners of Illinois

wished to recognize. But this

would be self-determination! The
Illinois miners, like the Phillipine

Islands are not yet ready for self-

determination, maybe twelve years

from to-day, otc thus the State

atherings—are to be prevented.

On the other hand, arrangements
must be made to facilitate Nazi
demonstrations in Communist dis-

tricts."

4. "The Nationalist Deutsche

AUegcmcine Zeituag", continues the

correspondent, ''published an ob-

viously inspired statement to the

effect that a 'general arming' ol

Nazi storm troopers was not un-

der consideration, but that 'in an
emergency' there might be afforded

legal means whereby these and the

Stahlhelin men might be called on

to relieve the police by the exten-

sion of auxiliary services'. Further
confirmation is scarcely necessary.'

5. "Under the new German re-

gime the police force itself hither-

to neutral (?), is being rapidly

transformed. Following up the re-

movals under the von Papen re-

gime, the acting Prussian Ministry

today cleaned out the very last So-

cialist police heads in the State

and replaced them with National

Socialists or Nationalists. The en-

tire police administration is now in

the hands of the Hitlerites and
supporters of Dr. Alfred Hugen-
berg."

*. "As for the newspapers the

Aclit Uhr Abendblatt, which is

late leader of the Italian socialist

party, the German social democrats
"have the courage to be cowards".
The million-headed masses which
follow behind the banner of the

hoeial democratic party and the
trade unions it controls, are not be-

ing mobilized to strike down the
Fascist beaat with their mighty
fisls. They are being drugged with
the fatal illusion that the field of
battle is the ballot box of March
!>. But that is precisely wherein
lies the role of the social dem-
ocratic leaders: To unleash a genu-
ine mass movement of militant
struggle against Fascism—they
realize—may set into motion such
a powerful force as the Welses,
Stampfers and Hilferdings will not
be able to check "at the right mo-
ment", which will exceed the nar-
row boundaries of the fight to pre-

serve the democratic rights and in-

situations o£ the German proletar-

iat and pass over to the struggle
for the dictatorship of the work-
ing class.

All the more reason, therefore,

why the Communists must take

were taken altogether by surprise
by the event. They were com-
pletely bewildered and dumb-found-
ed and impotent.

Stalinist Silence "Broken"
The hammer blows of the Mili-

tant and the Left Opposition final-

ly made a breach in this silence.

For the past few days the Daily
Worker has been forced to apeak
about, the German situation at

some length. But it still remains
bewildered and bankrupt. It can do
little more than repeat the dull

and empty twaddle about the "uni-

ted front from below" and "social

Fascism" and—now that the well-

known "friend of the Soviet Un-
ion" Robert .Minor has been made
editor—to overflow with bile and
impotent fury against the "Trot-
skyists".

To attack our absolutely unas-
sailable position, the Stalinist

scribes must resort to the most pa-

tent falsehoods and misrepresenta-
tions. They quote with approval

Government, acting in its true role
TageDlatt >

8 eve„ing publication
as the executive committee of the

and ^ Socialist Vorwaerts were

Open warfare has at last broken

out b. tween Peru and Colombia for

control of the small Amazon port

of Leticia. It is possible that this

conflict together with that between
Paraguay and Bolivia for posses-

sion of the Gran Chaco, may de-

velop into a continent-wide war,

with British and American imper-

ialism supporting the opposing

sides.

The official Communist party

press in its estimation of the situa-

tion assumes that there are already

two clearly defined blocs of Latin

American lackey governments ser-

vile to ^he interests of British and
American imperialism respectively.

It is however pure Hghtnjlndedness
to jump at conclusions after the

fashion of the Daily Worker ex-

perts who analyze every Latin
American problem regardless of

Its complexity, according to the
magic formula wherein British Im-
perialism unconditionally supports

one side while Wall Street has all

its stakes on the other.

It so happens in this case that
both the United States government
and the League of Nations, which
latter can hardly be called an ex-
clusive instrument of Wall Street,

have declared themselves In sup-

port of Colombia In the Leticia

dispute. On the other hand the
British Blue Shirts (Fascists),

have recruited a foreign legion In

England which is aiding Bol
ivla In the Chaeo war. The Daily
Worker considers every factor in

Bolivia's favor as due to the pres-

sure and influence of Wall Street

Imperialism, perhaps even the
British Fascists are puppets of
American finance capital!

Unrest to Peru

While an Insane war hysteria
appears at the moment to dominate
the mass psychology In Colombia,

there is very deep social and poli-

tical unrest In Peru. One of
Sanchez Cerro's reasons for warring
against Colombia at the present
time, was to utilize an appeal to

national patriotism as a counter-
balance to the forces and tendenc-
ies ai.med at the overthrow of his

regime. But the Peruvian dictat-

or Is playing with fire; anything
short of a quick decisive victory,

and that is unlikely, certainly a
revolutionary overturn in the near
future. The petty bourgeois A. P.

It. A. which opposed Sanchez Cerro
in the last elections, and which to-

gether with the Communist party,
was recently involved In a series

of minor uprisings which culmin-
ated in the "putsch" at Trujillo

last fall have already conducted In

Lima and other Peruvian cities

a number of protest demonstrations
against the war, resulting In clash
es between the workers and the
armed forces of tbe government
and in numerous arrests,

—ROSAUO NEGRETE.

employing class, through its mouth-
piece Gov. Horner, spiritualizes.

The "memorandum" further

states :

both suppressed today on the al-

legation that they had criticized

the police in connection with Sun-

ay's rioting in the Saxon mining
"No non-residents of the county

[owu o£ K£tebeaj where 8everal
who seek to enter the county for

the purpose of agitating the pre-

sent controversy will be permitted

to do so. Inflammatory agitation

will be considered improper and in

violation of the public peace."

Every eight year old child of the

Illinois miners knows what this

means. It is to prevent the P.

P. A., from carrying on its relief

work, holding demonstrations and

ontlnued on page 2

OPEM ORUM
"WHAT NEXT IN THE NEEDLE

TRADES"

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE RIGHT AND LEFT UNION

The Policy of the Left Opposition

Speaker;

J. P. CANNON
Friday, 8 P. M., FEBRUARY 17th

126 East 18th Street,

ADMISSION: 15c

N. Y. Br. Communist League of

America (Opposition)

Oehler Tour this Week
We have already announced the

tour of comrade Hugo Oehler on

the present situation in Germany
and the program of the Left Op-
position on this vital question con-

fronting the international prole-

tariat. Below Is specific Informa-

tion on the dates and places of the

meetings

:

UTTCA, N. Y.
Friday, Feb. 17

LABOR LYCEUM
131 Washington St.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Feb. 18

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Sunday, Feb. 19—8 P. M.
IRENE KAUFMAN
SETTLEMENT

1839 Center Ave.
New Castle, Pa.—Feb. 20
YOUNGSTOWN. OHIO
Tuesday, Feb. 21—8 P. M.

CENTRAI, AUDITORIUM
225 W. Boardman St.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Wednesday, Feb. 22
PAINTERS HALL
2030 Euclid Ave.

Chicago, HL—Feb. 24, 25, 28

Davenport, Iowa—Feb. 27
Des Moines, Iowa—Feb. 2T
Kansas City, Mo.—March 1, 2, 3
St, Loofe, Mo^-March 4, 5

hundred uniformed Nazis wrecked
a Communist bookship and gymn-
asium . . .

.

"

In these measures are to be found
the iirst earnest begnnings of the

extermination of every working
class institution, every working
class organization, every democra-
tic and working class right achiev-

ed in the course of decades of

struggle. Where Mussolini waited
many long months after seizing po-

wer before he was ready to make
the Communist party Illegal, Hit-

ler, confronted with a stronger

working class and the necessity

of acting with dispatch is compel-

led to proceed with far greater

speed and violence. The dismem-
berment and demolition of the

working class and its movements
is Hitler's prerequisite to the con-

solidation of Faseist power.

Trotsky's Forecast
"He wants to lull his antagonists

with the long-run perspective of

the parliamentary growth of the
Nazis in order to catch them nap-
ping and to deal them a death blow
at the right moment," wrote Leon
Trotsky more than 15 months ago.

"It is quite possible that Hitler's

courtesies to democratic parlia-

mentarism may, moreover, help to

set up some sort of coalition in

the immediate future in which the

Fascists will obtain the most im-
portant posts and employ them in

turn for their coup d-Etat,"

This striking confirmed forecast

of comrade Trotsky le now corro-

borated all over again by the events

of the last few days. "It can now
be stated on the best of authority,"

the Berlin correspondent of the
London Times declares, "that tbe

continued on page 2

The Dollar Props Up Hitler

America and the Fascist Danger

The sharpening class relations in

Germany have reached the point of

civil war. This is posing in the

most acute fashion the analyses

and programs of the factions of

twetm now and elections he will

see to it that the Communists and
all other workers' organizations

are not able to participate accord-

ing to their parliamentary strength

the Communist International. This 1 and thereby insure a ''legal" vic-

analysis must flow from the fact

that the weight of the contradic-

tions of world capitalism finds their

most difficult relationship in Ger-

many, revealing it as the weakest

link in the world capitalist chain.

Our victory over Fascism in this

situation depends upon the ability

and action of the Communists in

presenting the correct program for

the situation in Germany.
The gigantic antagonisms be-

tory of Fascism.

Social Democracy has not out-

lived its usefulness for the ruling

class, it cannot adequately serve

the interest of the capitalists in

the immediate acute situation but
it can and does constitute an ac-

tive reserve force ready to serve

its master as a moment's notice

Social democracy can only be shat-

tered by a proper united front tac-

tics in order to win the worker
tween imperialism, which have' socialist from the leaders, thereby
been intensified since the last world tne base upon which the social

war, finds their deepest expression chauvinist and "Iron Front" flght-

The interests of the

Japs Plan

to Extend

Conquest
MANCHURIAN INVASION TO BE

EXTENDED FURTHER DE-

SPITE OTHER POWERS

in Germany,
worid imperialists are bound up
with the interests of the German
bourgeoisie in their

1 struggle

against the proletariat. If Amer-

ican and other imperialists leave

Germany to her own fate in the

German extension of the October

revolution, the door would be left

open for the deepening of internal

difficulties and convulsions at home.

Across this contradiction between

the imperialist powers themselves

runs the contradiction between
world imperialism and the Soviet

Union. These contradictions are

tied tip in one knot in the present

German situation.

To untie this knot, means to

answer the burning question of

class relations in the interest of the

worTdng class. Hitler and Fascism
answers this question in the most
clear cut fashion for the bourge-

oisie, even though they show great

signs of Weakness and confusion.

For this Fascist shortcoming, the

errors of Stalinism have more than

compensated. Fascism has already

one foot over the threshold of

state power1 and the Stalinist

straitjacket is hindering the free

action of the vanguard of the

working class. Hitler dissolves the

Reichstag, the Prussian Diet and
Nazi partners in the present Nasicalls for elections on March 6. Be-

ers rest can be torn away.

One force that is at present in

the background, but which has
weight of first magnitude in Ger-
many, Is American imperialism.

During and since the last world
war and since the last war It has
been the stabilizing center of world
capitalism against the revolution-

ary struggles for power of the pro-

letariat. A working agreement be-

tween German Fascism and Am-
erican imperialism is necessary
for capitalism to utilize the Fasc-
ist hordes against the working
class and the Soviet Union.

America's participation in the
last word war on the side of the
imperialist rivals of Germany was
of decisive importance fn the de-

The Japanese generals refuse to

bo checked by tne League ox Na-
tions. Tne goai o£ tueir animtioim

lor many a lung lime, is too close

to their grasp to aiiow it to be

snatched away again. Far xrom
giving up Aluncnuria, Ihe japanenC
imperialists plan u> extend itmit

conquest autl "legaiue it oy l-ui-

ptoying the mercenary .uunclm
tool, Henry Pu li, lormer hoy em-
peror of China. He will muke a
uid fur tile ihrone of Norm China
at I'eipmg, the Japs supplying the

necessary fayouels. Let toe Liea^ue

lumiinale, let the U. B. intrigue

—

it is now or never for the bandits

of the Far East.

The Imperial Diet at Tokjo ha«j

given iis messing to tne ikiUuouc

undertaking "ueienuiujj' japan t»

couqnei'liig Uliiua. me ims>e»i

ouugct in Japanese iiisto.j> «•*"

ancl u quarter dixuou >eu, uaa unci,

approvea m order to uu-nce uii

otuer year of uggiession in Asia.

Direct allotments oi m itui'vem ot

luis swonen sum are iuhu,- to .ut

array ana navy. Tne lact uuu
tais sum ot money cannot oe co»

iected in taxution anu merexoie
that tbe Uscai policy means in-

evitably gleaner innaLiuu ol uiv

currency man has aireauy oc-

cured, does not dtsturu iuo ruiius

class. i?or the uevas^aiing ef-

fects of such intlaiion win be siuft-

ed on to the ducks of tne work-
ers and peasants. Financing the
war in cnina can be accomplisned
oniy by lmensiLymg expioiiaiaon

at home.

If the capitalists have any mis-
givings as to tne ultimate outcome
of a break With Europe and Am-
erica, they will have to keep mum
for the present,—the geueram are
in the sadaie. Nevertheless the
Tokio slock market registers the
fears of the less blood-thirsty sec-
tion of finance imperialism. Stocks
and bonds have tumbled, revealing
the Achilles heel of Japanese eco-
nomy, the lack of adequate fin-

ances, one of the first blows to be
delivered by the League and the U.
S. at Japan, if the imminent break
actually occurs, will be the clamp-
ing down on loans. It remains to

be seen, even then, whether France
will abide by such a decision.

The Japanese threaten to shut
the door of Manchurian trade to
the rest of the world If further
pressure for their withdrawal ht

applied. The imperialist powers
have had too much experience with
their own method of handling
conquered territory, for them to
waste any feeling over this threat.

Manchuria has been closed to all

but Japan since its occupation.
American business has reconciled
itself to this fact and has turned
to the Yangtze Valley for its fn*
turc Chinese market.

Meanwhile the U. S government,
the political committee of American
finance capital, does not sit twid-
dling its thumbs. It is utilizing

the debt tangle to the utmost as
may be witnessed by the activities

of the League, and particularly of
England. It ia intriguing with
its dollars in China, goading the
treacherous Kuo Min Taug on to
some semblance of resistance to
further Japanese encroachment.

By the irony of history, It may
come about that the League of Na-
tions, which at its very Inception
sent invading armies into Soviet
Russia to help suppress the rev-
olution, will be split asunder by
its own internal imperalist con-
tradictions before accomplishing
its major objective, the isolation
and suppression of the Soviets. It
seems almost fantastic that the
U. S should grant recognition to
the Soviet Union because of "com-
mon interests" against Japan. Andfeat of Germany. It was second

in importance only to the effects of yet this is taking place before our
the October revolution upon the

'
eyes. That this recognition should

German working class in the 1918 ! result, as Radek planned. In an
revolution which overthrew the ' alliance against Japan of the most
Kaiser. American capital, in the' reactionary and the most advanced
form of war loans and war equip- countries, that is, however1

, 4tlU
ment, gave the necessary Impetus unthinkable. Not so long as the
to the tired and shattered armies ; Soviets still represent the dictator-
fighting Germany. American post-! ship of the proletariat. The Scott
war loans continued this necessary Nearings who predict such an
prop of decaying European capital- ' event, are merely predicting wlth-
Ism in order to insure foreign out realizing it, the downfall of the
markets for American production, dictatorship of the proletariat.

—HUGO OBHLBR. I —J. W»
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Homeless

Youthtobe

Militarised
$20,000,000 APPROPRIATED TO
SEND YOUNO WORKERS INTO
MILITARY TRAINING CAMPS

The U. S. Senate has decided to

militarize the homeless youth of

tbe nation. By its bill, passed Mon-

day by a unanimous vote, it has

placed the destitute and hungry

you til, who total more than 400,000,

on tlie basis of forced conscrip

tlon to military training ramps.

The minimum service required in

these campa ia six months.

Thus the impotent Senate has

reacted to one of the most vital

and desperate problems created by

American capitalism. These young
workers, whose life is one of hunt-

ed wandering, whose bed is a box

car and whose food consists of the

miserable slop handed out in salva-

tion army joints, and who are a

prey to sexual degeneracy and

petty thievery of all description—

they are the grist of the mill of

capitalist civilization. Thrown to

the surface by four years of capi-

talist crisis, they reflect the pro-

found derangement, the wretched

conditions thrust upon the proletar-

ian home by continued unemploy-

ment and dependence upon the

handouts of charity institutions.

The bourgeois sycophants are

caught in their own mesh. They
howled about Communism "break-

ing up the family" and never be-

1

fore has such a wholesale disrup-

tion of family life been evident as

in the "paradise"' of American capi-

talism They gloated over the

''besprizorni'' in Soviet Russia. But
the workers state has eradicated

this left-over of the civil war, by
absorbing them into the industry

and life of the nation. In America,

where there has been no civil war
they swarm the country-aide in

hundreds of thousands.

And what do the solons of bour-

geois law and order propose to do
abtniL the problem? Do they in-

tend !o give these young workers

jobs, to give them unemployment
insurance, to place them in trade

schools so they can later be ab-

sorbed in industry? It could

hardly be expected. The boss

(lass wants these jobless youth for

its industrial reserve army. It

wants these unemployed youth to

constitute a threat at the factory

.nates so that wages may be con-

stantly dragged down. It want*
(horn to serve as scabs in the great

strike battles that are yet to come.

It wants these outcasts to augment
its militia for use against the in-

' tenia! enemy—the starving working
cias;; and to provide camion fodder
lor its 'foreign" wars that impend.
Above all it fears the danger these

diiconteutod youths constitute to

their personal poeketbooks, in the

way of petty larceny on a whole-
sale scale and the organization of

a section of them into a militant

youth movement which will strike

no). at the poeketbooks but at the
source of capitalist income—the

expropriation of the mines the

mills, and the factories.

THE GREAT BETRAYAL
FIRST PART OF THE HISTORY OF SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC TREACHERY IN GERMANY TAKEN

FROM ITS OWN AUTHENTIC RKCORDS, WRITINGS, SPEECHES, NEWSPAPERS,

WHICH SHOW HOW IT SOLD PROLETARIAT TO BOURGEOISIE

Fascisms in Control of Police

DAILY WORKER HAKES DEMAGOGIC ATTACK ON OPPOSITION

IN ORDER TO COVER UP STERILITY OF STALIN POLICY

OF OPPOSITION TO LENINIST UNITED FRONT TACTICS

continue d_f r_5_m_ P a 5 e
_^

!

the stupid lie ol an American so-

1

clal democrat that TroisKy "ad-

vised support ut the ISrueuing gov-

ernment as long as it hguts the

Fascists". This petty slander is

not vgry original, and it does not

gain in veracity with age. ""ihe

social. democracy." iroisiiy wrote

on December S, Issi, "suppoils

Brueniug, votes for bun, assumes
responsibility tor him Before the

masses on luc grouuus that the

Brueniug government is tin.— :

'lesser evil. 'Jhe uoie Faime at-j

tempts to aseriue tlie same view
(

to me—on me grounus iiiai 1 ex-

pressed inyseli agauist tlie stupid

and shameiul purucmai ion ot tlie

Communists m the tinier reieien-

duin. But have the uernian L,eit

Opposition and uijseii in particular

deuwntlcd tnat iue Communists
vote for and support Brueutng? He
Marxists regaru Brueniug and litt-

ler, tfrauu mcitiued, as component
parts of one and tile saine sjstcm.

The question as to which one of

them is the lesser evil', lias no

sens*, for the system we are light-

ing against needs all these olo

ments."

Messrs. Professional Liars on

the Daily Worker (2-10-1933) pro-

ceed to declare that the Militant is

trylug "to convince the American
workers that the Communist puny
of Germany is their enemy which
hotds them back front struggle

whilst on the contrary the Social

Democratic leaders are now "a

hindrance' to Fascism ; in other

words, that the workers cannot
trust the Communist party but
CAN trust the Social Democratic
party leaders".

Every word here is a lie, and
a typically Minoresque, i. e., not

a very bright, lie. We never
spoke of '"trusting" the social dem-
ocracy, much less its leaders. -Nor

did we say that the "Social Dem-
ocratic party leaders are 'a hind-
rance' to Fascism". We spoke and
continue to speak everywhere of

"the craven capitulation of the so-

cial democratic leaders'' (2-10

1933), of the fact that these lead-

ers have paved the road for Fasc-i

ism by their unbroken record of
j

treachery. But the leaders of the

social democracy, many of whom
will enter directly into the Uitler

camp when his power is consoli-

dated, Just as they entered Mus-
solicls camp after 1021, are one
thing; the social democracy, and
especially the social democratic
masses and their institutions, are
quite another thing. This the
scintillating theorists of the Stal-

inist school cannot understand be
cause they have forgotten the A IS

C of ilarxism. Are the latter a
hindrance to the complete conver
slon of the- Weimar republic into

a Fascist stale? Can anybody but
a hopeless Stalinist official, fail to

give an affirmative answer; Do
not the latter read the daily press?
Are they living on this globe or
on Jupiter? Have they not read
somewhere that in order to insure
the domination of Fascism, Mus-
solini not only exterminated tlie

Communist movement but also
burned down socialist halls in

Italy, drove into illegality the
socialist party and the socialist

trade unions, demolished socialist
papers and printing establishments,
destroyed socialist cooperatives, ex-
iled and imprisoned socialist lead-
ers.? Have they ever beard tlie

name Of Matteoti? Have they seen
'(torn the press reports that Ilit-

$*'s first steps included the sup-
pression or contiscatiou of the so-
cialist Vorwaerts in Berlin and
other socialist papers? Do they
know that socialist workers have
already been murdered? That the
BQCtallBt mayor of Stassfurt has
already been assassinated by the
Nazi gangsters?

Has all this happened because
the social democracy and its insti-

tutions are "social Fascists'"—

O

brainy theoreticians i—or because
ihey arc a hindrance to the estab-

lishment of complete Fascist dom-
ination? Is it asking too much to

iciiuot a straightforward answer
:o a .-.traightlorward Question? The
,ocia! democracy and its institu-

tions are Ihe main social support
ot the democratic form of bourge-

uis rule—that is a kindergarten
irutii which tlie mental paralytics

uf (lie party could well afford to

.(.-.Mmjluie. But for the naked
i'"a>eist form of bourgeois dictator-

ship, this "support" becomes a
hindrance, it becomes superfluous,

ii>u don't need to be a member of

the partys Political Bureau or the

all-wise Secretariat to understand
mis. All you have to do is to

rc;,il a page or two of modern his-

jrorj, a imgn or two of the daily

pci'.-c*. a page or two of Mars and
to combine all this with a modest
dash of common political sense.

But here perhaps we are asking
loo much from the Daily Worker
editor.

The silence of the party press,

we have succeeded in breaking
down. But now that it has spok-
en it has only revealed the dread-
tut confusion that Stalinism has
introduced into the crucial German
situation. The fate of the whole
German proletariat, the Communist
party and the Communist Interna-
tional, the Soviet Union and the
world revolution—hang in the bal-

ance. The Stalinists are either
impot cully silent (THE COMMUN-
IST INTERNATIONAL HAS NOT
.il'OKKN 1'KT'i) or else they speak
fatal nonsense.
The united front—not the Centr-

ist caricature of it—must be estab-
lished if llitlerism is to be crushed
—not tomorrow but today. The
phrasemongering Stalinist officials

stimd in the way of it and thus
play into the hands of the treach-,

THE SOCIAL DEMOCRATS
AND THE WAR
"On July 31, at 8 p. m., the War

Ministry issued in No. 64 ggAI the

following communication to the

General Command, etc.: According

to a reliable report the Social Dem-
ocratic Party has the firm inten-

tion of (onducting itself in a man-
ner as befits every German under

the present conditions. I consider

it my duty to call attention to this

so that the military commanders
may take it into consideration

when adopting measures."
Report of Count Mentgelas

In the First Investigation

Committee. Volume 3, page 74.
4 » * *

ALL FOB THE FATHERLAND
"For our people and its free fu-

ture, much if not everything is at

stake in a victory of Russian de-

spotism which is stained with the

blood of the best among its own
people. It is necessary to ward
off tliis danger, to guarantee the

culture and the independence of

our country... In the hour of dan-

ger we do not leave our own
thcrland in the lurch. In this we
feel ourselves to be in harmony
with the International which has

at all times recognize the right of

every people to national independ-

ence and self defense, just as we
condemn in agreement with it every

war of conquest Guided by these

principles, we approve the re-

quired war credits."

Declaration of the Social

Democratic Reielitsag Frac-

tion on August 4, 1914.
» » « *

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY AND
MONARCHY
"As soon as the monarchy ful-

fills the wishes of the people, the

ground is removed from under all

Republican agitation. The question:

monarchy or republic? would then

be much less of a theme for dis-

cussion than it is at present. And
every probability indicates that

this ia what is coming. Even if

there are still difficulties to over-

come, they will be—presumably in

the shortest period of time—over-

come without a trace of a violent

upheaval and without the over-

throw of the monarchy."
—Vorwaerts, April 3, 1917.

« * » *

NEVER AGAINST THE
MONARCHY
"An anti-monarchist propaganda,

a positive republican activity, was
never conducted by tile social dem-
ocracy,- because this question ap-

peared to us up to a certain time

to be secondary. . .The imputation
that the social democracy wanted
or prepared the November revolu-

tion, is a ridiculous, stupid lie of

our opponents for agitational pur-

poses."

—Pltilip Scheiilemann, Berlin,

June 1922.

(On December' 5, 1922, in the trial

against bis assailants, Scheidemann
declared that he requested from
Prince Max von Baden the retire-

ment of Wilhelm II "i nordor to

save the monarchy".)
* * w *

WAR TO THE LAST MINUTE
"So long as the peace negotia-

tions have not yet begun and hos-

lilities continue, the defense force

of the German people must be un-

folded to the highest conceivable

degree. The transition from a war
so a peace footing is also from a

military standpoint a psychologic-

ally dangerous moment. Woe to

the people which slacks its arm.;

live minutes too early! The un-

folding of the national defense force

also demands, however, the pre-

servation of order in the interior."

—Vorwaerts, October 3. 191M.
* 4 4 *

THE MONARCHY MUST
REMAIN
"Had we at that time seen Ihe

j

possibility of transforming Ger-
]

many into a republic, we should

not have delayed for an instant to

unfurl the republican banner and
to enter into struggle for it. But
up to tiiis time wo have not seen

this possibility and we do not see
it today. But this demands first

of all the preservation of the pre-

sent, state form, the monarchy."
—Mannltelmer Volksstimme,

Nov. S, 131S.
* « a *

THE PACT WITH THE
CAPITALISTS

"In the Right socialist trade un-

ion leaders, the Legiens, Leiparts,

Si'blickes and consorts, the em-
pinyeds found allies to save capital

ism from the threatening revolu-

tion. On November 15, 101S, sis

days after the 9th of November, af-

ter the day of tiie revolution, the

labor collaboration between the em-
ployers and the Right socialist

trade union leaders was concluded
...Thus the Chrisiian leaders once
ollied themselves with the mighty

' in Rome jointly to suppress the be-

trayed people."

—Art litis Ci'isbien, Chairman
of the Independent S. D. P.,

July 29, 1019.
* w * *

KAl'TSKY AND 1IAASE
ON RUSSIA
'Continuation of the discussion

on Germany's attitude to the So-

viet Republic: llaase advises to

proceed dilatorily. . .Kuulsky joins

in with H;iasc; the decision must

be postponed. The Soviet govern-

ment will not last very much longer
but will be liquidated in a few
weeks."

—Minutes of Session of

Council of People's Com-
missioners, Nov, 19, 1918.

* * * «

THE JUDAS ROLE OF
THE SOCIALISTS

'•The massacres of revolutionary
workers in Berlin, Munich, Bre-
men, the Ruhr district and Upper
Silesia, in hundreds of other Ger-

man cities will be an everlasting

monument of shame to the Right
wins1 socialist-bourgeois overlords."

—Arthur Crisipen, Freiheit,

November 1919.
* * # #

NOSKE THE BLOODHOUND
"I attacked even though I knew

that. I would be dragged through
t he revolutionary history of Ger-
many as a bloodhound. I carried
out this bloody work out of serious
consciousness of duty. At that time
I said to myself: somebody must
do the job, and it is clear to me
tlmt (his means for me that 1 shall

have to run through the German
revolution like a bloodhound."

—Gustav Noske, Weimar
Congress of S. D. P., Min-

utes, page 202.
* K * •

INCITEMENT TO MURDER
ROSA AND KARL

" Hundreds ol corpses in a row.
"Proletarians '.

'Karl, Rosa, Radek and Co.,

"Not one of them is there!
'"Proletarians!"

—Zielder in the Vorwaerts,
January 13, 1919.

(The next day, Karl Liebknecht
and Kosa Luxemburg was murder-
ed:)

* * » *

NOSKE'S TWO GREAT DEEDS
'i have accomplished two great

deeds about which history will
yet sjieyii when I am dead, and
i hey are ihe liberation of the coun-
ry from Bolshevism and the keep-
ing of Uanovor in Prussia."

-Noske, Hanover Parliament,
May J 92-1.

* $ ft o

FRENCH SO( IALISTS
ON NOSKE-OALLIFET

"Xn.iko directed the bloody sup-
pression in Berlin and Bernhard
carried it out: Theris and Gallifet,
or si ill better: two Gailifets.
Noske remains to this day a mem-
ber of Ihe Second International.
To restore the unity of the great
family of labor tlie violator of its

name must be driven out."
—PoHtilaire, central organ of the
S. P. i.f France, Sept. 25, 1919.

BUILD THE MILITAKT

erous social democratic leaders.

Those who stand in the road of the

German proletariat's struggle to

smash Fascism—must be swept
aside !

!

Thursday, Feb. 16, 1933. —M. S.

100 at B'klyn Meet
The third meeting in its cam-

paign on the German situation was
held by the N. Y. branch of the Left

Opposition in the Brooklyn Labor
Lyceum, Williamsburg, About 101)

workers came for the first time to

listen to the call to action of the

Left Opposition on the menace of

Hitlerism in Germany. The speak-

ers of the evening, comrades
Shachtman and Cannon gave a

lucid explanation of the situation in

Germany and the grave dangers
that threaten the Communist move-
met.u of the whole world.
This rally in Williamsburg marks

the first meeting the Left Opposi-

tion has held in that district.

The Relief March In Minneapolis

MINNEAPOLIS.—The leadership
of the Communist party in Dist.

i) is carrying out the "circular" in-

structions for "state relief march-
ers". Cripple as it is with the
Sialin line and its consequences in

the past struggles the party stum-
bles and falls into creating a move-
ment that resembles Lovestone's
and Pat Devine's "genuine labor
Parly". Rather than eome out In

its own mime and call upon the
trade unions, the Socialist party,
the Farmer-Labor party, the coop-
eratives for a minimum class pro-
gram, the party crawls into the
shelter of its own "third period"
auxiliaries, and through them calls

a state relief march for the- de-
mands of the former Minneapolis
Building Trades "Left wing"
vith a few innovations from the
program of its own unemployed
.-.iid farmers' organisation. A real
movement for a Leninist united
. rent to meet the dire need of the
ineuiployed in the bankrupt cities

iiid counties would get a popular
response from the masses regard-
less of the attitude of the reform-
ist leaders.

The movement is called the
Workers and farmers Relief Com-
mittee. No pretense is made to de-
line its united front character'.
The Lcfl Opposition delegates to
ihe .Milmen pel is conference for this
movi merit were not seated because
lliey are "counter-revolutionary".
A typical A. 1<\ of L. bureaucrats'
"gag rule" was administrated by
a blushing workers chairman to
prevent discussion on the motion
to unseat the Communist League
delegation. The narrow basis for
the march is supplemented by the
widest, loosest and most meaning-

less form of representation of the

workers. The appeal says "call

mass meetings in your towns and
elect delegates". In the Minnea-
polis conference there was one
trade union and the party member-
ship and its closest sympathizers
represented eleven times over
(through auxiliaries). The name,
the structure, the content of the

movement is nothing but the forces

of the official Party, with its own
workers' and farmers' organiza-
tion. The party, the leader of the

working class, should boldly carry
out its task of discrediting and
unmasking the whole fallacy of the
theory of two-class parties instead
of competing with the F. L. P. with
its own two-class party. Behind the
sham of the Farmer Labor Party
lurk a multitude of opportunist
misleadera of the working class.

We must expose and not compete
with them.

Despite the crudity of organiza-

tion and shortcomings in policy,

the movement and inarch will have

a considerable following on the day

of the march. The workers will

come, look on and go away. It is

ihe only action of a militant class
character for the unemployed this

winter. The Left Opposition sup-
ports the movement and, shall par-
ticipate in it. It will criticize its

errors and wrong orientation as
we do iu this article. We sound
the call for the worker Commun-
sts to take stock of the wrong
policy of their leadership and or-
ganize with the Left Opposition to
correct it.

—CLEM FORSEN.

Governor Strikes

Blow at III. Miners
continued from page 1

meetings, carrying on organization-

al work and building their union,

in a word, it denies the P. M. A.

membera their rights as workers.

Further the "memoraiidum"
t-tates : "No private citizens in tlie

county should be allowed to carry

arms, or should have them under
their control."' Who are the pri-

vate cit iaens, say for instance in

Christian count yV Mostly the

striking coal -miners. On the one
hand while all the private citizens

have had their homos raided and
disarmed by the State Militia

;
oil

the other band, the Peabody gun-

men and strikebreakers have free

excess to ail the guns that they
need. The striking miners are not

even to be allowed the right to

protect their homes from the at-

tacks of drunken imported strike-

breakers.

Then as a further onslaught on
the P. M. A. the State senate fast

week appropriated $100,000 for the
use of the State Militia in Chris-

tian County for their continued
stay. Already over §150,000 have
been exhausted by the State Militia

that is stationed iu Christian Co.

for the purpose of clubbing, gas-

sing, murdering and starving the
striking miners back lo work un-

der the company union of Lewis
and Co. When the Unemployed
Councils held their Stale conven-
tion in Springfield and they sent

a delegation to Gov. Horner to de-

mand winter relief, the delegation
was viciously clubbed, beaten and
thrown into jail. But when it

comes to help Peabody Coal Co.,

defeat the striking miners there
will always be plenty of money
so long aa the capitalist system
and its representative exist. And
Gov. Horner is opposed to the min-
ers regardless of the tactics the
worliers use, whether it's P. M. A.
tactics as pursued in Taylorvjlle
and West Frankfort, or Gandhi
tactics as pursued by Agnes Bums
VVeick, or the Unemployed Coun-
cils tactics, led by the Communist
party. In the future he will use
"headache clubs" against them all

can be seen in the statement that
he made to Agnes Burns Weick
when she asked Gov. Horner if the
demonstration by the large group
of Progressive women two weeks
ago iu Springiield had not been
orderly :

"Yes," Horner repled, "but let

inc tell you one thing. Do you re-
member (be group that rioted (!)
in my office a few days ago? The
only difference is that you sat here
determined to force me to see you,
while tlicy demonstrated."
This statement was made at the

time the victims of the gangster

att.ki, in West Frankfort went to
s"e Go. Ib'iiier. The Governor at
lirst refused to see the woman
th.ti, were beaten and who came to
ask the Governor if his statement
I wo wi'i'fcs a.uu iiSMiring ..fat miners
their constitutional rights were to
be enforced. In this West Frank-
lin affair capitalist "justice" comes
out in all its nakedness. On Wed.,
February 3, Mrs. Weick notified

Gov. Horner that Ihe women of the
Progressive Miners of America
would hold a meeting in Wast
Frankfort on Sunday, Feb. 5 and
asked Horner tc see that the min-
ors got. their constitutional rights.

.N'ollung of tourse, came out of all

this and the i\ M. A. was prevent-
ed from holding their meeting by
a bunch of gangsters. Not only
did Sl.ite's Alorney Hart and Chief
of I'olii'e of Wesl Frankfort refuse
to protect, the meeting but openly
lold the committee that the meet-
ing would be attacked by Hay Ed-
moudson and the rest of the gang.
That "law and order"' under capi-
talism is a farce is seen in the
action of tlie courts in the case
of Moulin, Lipe and Whitlow who
in the earlier part of the week
were sentenced to six mouths im-
prison mt'iit by one judge and are
released by another

.
judge in an-

other county in time to help Ray
Fmoiidson and the rest of the gang
lo club and beat the women of the
Progressive Miners.
The whole Southern Illinois, the

West Frankfort section, the Bar-
risburg section, the Duquoin sec-
tion are all swinging toward the
Progressive Miners of America.
The now union is growing fast.

;

The Lewis-Walker union is losing..

6o Gov. Horner instead of giving

:

the P. M. A. a referendum vote
that they asked for is going to
have j* state Legislature commis-
sion from the bouse and senate in-

vestigate the conditions In Frank-
lin county. In the language of the
miners, Horner is going to put on
a 'white-wash-squad" to white-
wash everything and make every,
thing rosy for the Lewis-Walker-
Peabody machine. But the min-
ers, too, are realizing that real
projire^s can be made only in a
struggle against the whole capi-
talist system. —JOS. ANGELO.
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ThTs is the time to do it, com-

rades ! Every shoulder to the

wheel! The Militant, plays a

great historical role. It was never

needed more than now, in these

fateful days. Now is the time to

spread it, to build up its circula-

tion.

We are glad to record gratitying

results for the last couple of weeks.
Since the drive started we received

about two hundred new subs

through the Club Plan and the

prepaid sub-car'ds. At the same
time new subscriptions are on the

increase at the regular subscrip-

tion rate.

Looking over the record by cit-

ies we see Pittsburgh, Montreal and
Toronto rushing to the front. Of
course, New York stands at the

head of the list but sit the rate]

some of our branches arc progress-
j

ing, its p'ace of honor will be seri-
j

ously contested in the near future.

Toronto just made its immediate
goal fifty new sugs. And the way
it is rushing ahead, that goal will

be reached soon.

As to the individual record, com-
rade Capelis felt tjuite wure to re-

main in first place. Well, comrade
Capelis, look at the column and
better get busy with renewed
vigor. A number ol comrades be-

gin to press you.

THE RECORD BY CITIES:
New York 84
Chicago 40
Minneapolis 22
Pittsburgh 20
Toronto 18

Montreal 16

Philadelphia 15
Youngstown 10
Iloston 10

New Castle 8
Lynn, Mass. (J

South Bend
Davenport 4

St. Louis i

Des Moines 4
FIIE BL1LDKRS:

II. Capelis It!

II. Nash 13

P. Vomvas 12

M. Koehler 8
B. Morgeustern 8

V. li. Dunne 8

A. Iloss *

J. Weber i

W. Krehm l>

A. Joel

P. Shnlman «
('. Ingram G

A. Friend 5

L. P.asky D
li. Borsook 4

Toronto Group 4
.1. Hamilton 4

J. Iliukh 4

II. Milton 4
I!. Spiegel 4

IL A. 4
M. Hudson 4

F. Iiiiyburn 4

M. Gottlieb 4

J. Hamilton 4
W. Koiiikow 4

O. Coover 4

S. I.essin •I

J. Sifalds 4

K. Mc Milieu 4
A. Miller 4

(J. Drncker 4
J. RiU 4
.1. Ruby 4

Super-Exploitation in So. Illinois

Drives Miners toA Militant Revolt

Whv did the revolt of the mili-

tants among the soft coal miners
take on clear-cut organizational
features in Illinois, and particular-

ly in Southern Illinois? What are
the objective features of the situa-

tion in that territory, with which
revolutionary labor policy will

have to reckon?
Analysis of the statistics pub-

lished by the government leads to

Ihe following conclusions:
1. In Illinois, capitalist exploi-

tation of the coal miner has gone
further in many respects than in

any other state in the union, and
t his is particularly time of the
Southern Illinois field.

2. The concentration of capital

is proportionately greater in Illin-

ois, and the necessity of concentra-
tion of the workers' forces is cor-

rcsponciingly most urgent.

3. Tlie increased efficiency of
exploitation in Illinois lias led to

shorter working time and lower
earning power for the miners. The
effect on wages will be discussed
separately.

Man Production High
We use as the index of exploi-

tation of mine labor, the produc-
tion of coal in tons per man per

day. For the United States as a
whole this avreages about 5 tons

;

for the State of Illinois, (1.42 tons.

The Southern Illinois counties run
above the average for the stale

—

Macoupin County (in which Gil-
lespie is located > reported 7.0-1

tons, Montgomery County (!.73,

Christian County 7.74 (in which
Ihe fighting centering around Tay-
lorville took place).

These figures represent not only
super-exploitation of labor but also

the presence of large aggregations
of capital able to conduct a pow-
erful and vicious attack against
the miners. Class IA mines, {pro-

ducing over half a billion tons a
year each), produce a larger part
of the total output in Illinois than
in any other state—53,3 percent
against an average for the Uni-
ted States of 21.1 percent.
.Within the state of Illinois, the

concentration is shown by the fol-

lowing comparison : The whole
state has nOG mines, of which 113
are in the southern district. The
total production of the state in

1»30 was 53,000,000 tons, of which
24,000,000 wen: produced in tlie

Southern district. In other words,
22 percent of tlie state's mines pro-
duced 45 percent of the state's
eoal.

That the process of concentra-
tion of capital and mechanization
lias gone further in Illinois than
anywhere else in the country is

shown by the fact that in 1930, a
total of 22,803,000 tons of eoal was
produced in Illinois by loading
machines, or handled on pit-car
loaders and conveyors. The near-
est state to it in mechanization,
Pennsylvania, produced only 7,035.-

O00 Ions by these methods, and
the entire mechanized output of the
country amounted to 40,824,000
tons.

In Illinois, 48 percent of the coal
mined Ls loaded mechanically,
against 10 percent for tlie entire
country.

Modern machinery I'scd

Illinois also leads the country in

strip-coal mining, that, is, the ex-
traction of coal by steam or elec-

tric shovels from an open tut af-

ter stripping off tlie overlying
earth. This method of mining, us-
ing shovels that cost half-a-miilion
dollars apiece, leads to the great-
est concentration of capital, as in
the United Electric Coal Co.'s op-
eration in Duquoin Counly iu
Southern Illinois, and at the same
time to the most intense exploita-
tion of labor with production run-
i.iug 14 tons per man per day.
Strip-mined eoal In Illinois rh

1930 amounted to 0.116,415 tons,
or 31 percent of all the strip-min-
ed coal of the United States. In
Illinois each shovel averaged 105,-

000 tons a year, against 58,000 for
the whole country.

But all this concentration of

capital, mechanization, and ration-

nlU.itiou has improved the efficiency

of utilization of capital, not of

labor. On the contrary, the coal

miner ii* Illinois has had more ir-

regular employment than the miner
in any of the oilier big coal-min-

ing state*.

West Virginia, Kentucky, Penn-
sylvania and Illinois produce
among I hem SO percent of the

country's total soft coal output
In West. Virginia, the average num-
ber of days worked in 1930 per mine
was 201, iu Kentucky 187, iu Penn-
sylvania (soft coal) 198—in Illin-

ois it was 150 days in the year.

In Illinois, U7 percent of the
miners work eight hours a day;
the average for the whole country
is less than 90 percent.

Yet in spite of this fact, the pro-

duction per man per day in Illinois

is among the highest in the whole
country.

Evidently the tactics of the mine
operators are to drive the men as

bard as possible for the day's pay,

while giving them fewer days of
work in the year than any other
big coal producing state.

No wonder one of the major
grievances of the Illinois miners
lias been the Idling pace of mech-
anization, as carried out by the
capitalists for the benefit of the
big corporations who control coal
mining in Ihe State of Illinois.

The struggle of the coal miners
for a decent living wage and de-
cent working conditions is carried
on in Illinois on a higher plane of

technical and economic exploitation,
and against a more concentrated
and powerful class opponent than
in (he rest of the United States.

The class organizations of the
workers on the economic front, the
trade unions, face the problems of
o !*?'!! nidation and struggle on a
higher plane and with greater
sha rpuess, and their mass basis
must become both broader and
deeper to enable them to fulfill

their urgent tasks.

—IS. J. FIELD.

Strike at Foltis Fisher

The workers in three of the
Foit is-Fischer cafeterias have been
locked out by the slave-driving
bosses for refusing to Invest a part
of their meager, slashed-to-the-
hone was&s in shares of the com-
pany's stock. This is just another
trick to cut wages by disguising it

under another name. The workers
have responded by militant picket-
ing of these cafeterias under the
leadership of the Food Workers
Industrial Union. The lock-out,
which, has been converted into a
strike, is meeting with warm sym-
pathy among the workers of the
other Foitis-Fischer cafeterias.
There Is a great probability that
the strike will extend its scope.
More power lo the movement! The
Left Opposition will stand solidly
behind it.

Our comrade, James Gordon is

chairman of the strike committee
and is taking a very active part in
all the work of the strike. But we
tan say at the outset that the
strike will be hampered if it limits
its supporters to those who stand
iu The good graces of the Stalinist
fuel ion. We refer to the case of
comrade Petras, a well known food
worker militant, who was barred
from participation in the strike be-
cause lie is a ""Trotskyite". Such
methods, copied from the A. F. of
L. fakers, will not help the strike.
On the contrary, the road to vic-
tory for the strike lies in broaden-
ing its basis to all workers re-

gardless of political affiliation.

TOM MANN FREED
'Tom Mann, veteran leader of the

British revolutionary movement
has been released from prison. He
was jailed by the MacDonald gov-
ernment for his activities in leading
the unemployed movement against
the cut in the dole.
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To Delay Anti-Nazi United Front Is Fatal

How Can Fascism Be!

Smashed in Germany

Hesitation at This

By Leon Trotsky

We reprint here a section from
"The Workers' United Front a-

gainst Fascism" which, although

The most urgent need in Ger-

many today is clarity. Half-way
i measures, confusion, ambiguity,

fense organizations, of unhamper-j twistings and turnings—these are

od activity on the part of the fac- fatal to the proletarian movement
tory councils, the inviolability of

written on December 8, 1031, is i the workers' organizations and in-

of intense importance right now.
The thousands upon thousands of

Noskes, Welses and Hilferdings

prefer, in the last analysis, Fasc-

ism to Communism. But for that

they must once and for ail tear

themselves loose from the workers.

Toda" this is not yet the case. To-

day tho social democracy as a
whole, with all its internal anta-

gonisms, is forced into sharp con-

flict with the Fascists. It is our
task to take advantage of this con-

flict and not to unite tlie antagon-
ists against us.

The front must be directed

against Fascism. And this com-
mon front of direct struggle against
Fascism, embracing the entire pro-

letariat, must be utilized in the

struggle against the social dem-
ocracy directed as a flank attack
but no less effective for all that.

It is necessary to show by deeds
a complete readiness to make a bloc

with the social democrats against
the Faiscists in all cases in which
they will accept a bloc. To say to

the social democratic workers

:

"Cast your leaders aside and join

our 'non-party' united front",

means to add just one more hol-

low phrase to a thousand others.
We must understand how to tear
the workers away from their leadr

ers in reality. But reality today
is—the struggle against Fascism.
There are and doubtless will be so-

cial democratic workers who are
prepared to fight hand in hand with
the Communist workers against the
Fascists, regardless of the desires
or even against the desires of the
social democratic organizations.
With swell progressive elements it

Is obviously necessary to establish
the closest possible contact. At
the present time, however, they are
not great in number. The German
worker has been raised in the
(spirit of organization and of dis-
cipline. This has its strong as
well as its weak sides. The over-
whelming majority of the social
democratic workers will fight
against the Fascists, but—for the
present at least—only together with
their organizations. This stage
cannot be skipped. We must help
the social democratic workers in
action—in this new and extraor-
dinary situation—to test the value
of their organizations and leaders
at this time, when it is a matter of
life and death for the workng
class.

We Mnst Force the Social Dem-
ocracy into a Bloc Against

the Fascists
The trouble is that in the Central

Committee of the Communist party
there are many frightened oppor-
tunists. They have heard that op-
portunism consists of a love for
blocs, and that is why they are
against blocs. They do not under-
stand the difference between, let
us say, a parliamentary agreement
and an-ever-so modest agreement
for straggle in a strike or in de-
fense of workers' printshops
against Fascist bands.

Election agreements, parliament-
ary compromises concluded between
the /evolutionary party and the so-
cial democracy serve, as a rule, to
the advantage of the social dem-
ocracy. Practical agreements for
mass action, for purposes of strug-
gle are always useful to the rev-
olutionary party. The Anglo-Rus-
sian Committee was an impermissi-
ble type of bloc of two leaderships
on one common political platform,
vague, deceptive, binding no one to
any action at nil. The mainten-
ance of this bloc at the time of the
General Strike, when the General
Council assumed the role of strike-
breaker, signified, on the part of
the Stalinists, a policy of betrayal.
No common platform with the

social democracy, or with the lead-
ers of the German trade unions, no
common publications, banners, pla-
cards! March separately, but strike
unitedly

! Agree only how to strike
whom to strike, and when to strike

!

Such an agreement can be conclud-
ed even with the devil himself
with his grandmother and even
with Noske and Grzezinsky. On one
condition, not to bind one's own
hands.

It is necessary, without any de-
lay, finally to elaborate a practical
system of measures—not with the
aim of merely "exposing" the so-
cial democracy (before the Com-
munists), but with the aim of ac-
tual struggle against Fascism.
The question of factory de-

stitutions, the question of arsenals

that may be seized by the Fascists,

which needs a clear line of action,

clearly expressed and clearly fol-

lowed through.

The only road to the smashing of

the itnestion of measures in the Fascism is the united front of the

case of an emergency, that is, of ; German working class. Everybody
the coordination of the actions of

the Communist and the social dem-
ocratic divisions in the struggle,

etc., etc., must be dealt with in

Hi is* program.
lu the struggle against Fascism,

the factory councils occupy a tre-

imw acknowledges this in words

—

even the .Stalinists. The Left Op-
position differs from the Stalinists

not only by the fact that the lat-

ter have a wrong position on the
question of the united front, but
that tliev introduce a maximum of

meudously important position. Here eonfnsion into the minida of the

a particularly precise program of, working class precisely at the mo-
action is necessary. Every factory
must become an a nti-Fascist bul-

wark, with its own commandants
and its own batallions. It is nec-

essar to have a map of the Fasc-
ist barracks and all other Fascist

strongholds, in every city and in

every district. The Fascists are
attempting to encircle the revolu-
tionary strongholds. The encirclers

•M«it tie encircled. On this basis,

(Continued on Page 2)

ment when a maximum of clarity

is imperative if the German prole-

tariat is not to be delivered to the
Fascist butchers bound hand and
foot.

Opposition's Stand

What does the Left Opposition
advocate? Nothing more or less

(han the policy jointly advocated by
Lenin and Trotsky in the early
years of the Comintern, applied to

the present German situation. The

Quits "Anti-War" Group
GELTMAN DENOUNCES BARBUSSE MASQUERADE IMPOSED

UPON LEFT STUDENTS AT CHICAGO CONFERENCE ON WAR
PROBLEM; DEMANDS DISSOLUTION OF THE COMMITTEE

proletariat is divided into two
,
strategical

main camps: reformism (social tactics for

goal but also in their

the every day and im-

demoeratic) and revolution (Com-: mediate questions, that by experi-

In a signed statement presented
j

eut upon this orientation the uni-

to the permanent committee formed

at the soealled united front anti-

war conference of the students in

Chicago, Manny Geltman, member
of the Communist League of Am-
erica (Opposition) who was elected

io the committee at the conference,

presented his resignation, declining

to allow the name of the I-eft Op-
position to be used as a cover for

the Stalin-ISarbusse masquerade.
We give here tome excerpts tak-

en from the statement which he

presented to the Committee:
At the Chicago Students Con-

gress against War I was accepted

on permanent continuations com-
mittee. This however I did not do
on the basis of the program there
adopted. My purpose was to pre-

sent and defend the Communist
position, more jiarticulariy the pro-

posals made by the Communist
League of America (Opposition)

in statement and resolution at the

conference, I tind it neeessary to

resign from the Committee for the

following reasons:
From its very inception the con-

gress could promise nothing so far

as the proper position on the strug-

gle against war was concerned.
That is, it could promise nothing
but confusion. Repeating the fiasco

at Amsterdam last summer the

tail, instigated by the National
Student League ae the other had
been by the Communist Interna-

tional, went out in the name of a
scries of individuals, teachers and
students, who represented no one
but themselves Thus no organized
bodies which could pledge their

support in the carrying out Of the
conference decisions assured the
conference of success in its achieve-
ments

Several other errors were mani-
fested in the formation, delibera-

tions and consequences of the con-
gress. Most notably, a misunder-
standing of the united front tactic
was shown. Though the confer-
ence in its resolutions does some-
where >tate that it is a united
front of action, the distinction was
not at any time clea rly marked,
in fact the entire affair was ori-

ented to the contrary, to a united
front on propaganaa ; that is, to

agitate against imperialist war in

general, rather than to jointly con-
duct specific actvities. Consequ-

ted front there effected has the ap-

pearance of a permanent organiza-
tion. Instead of a body existing
for the time that is necessary to

accomplish certain specific aims,

mnnist 1 Each of these camps is

organized into distinct parties,

with millions of followers. Fasc-

ism threatens to exterminate both

of them, the revolutionary section

first and the reformist section af-

ter it—at times the order of anni-

hilation is not even separated and
both suffer from the same blows

at the same time. The whole
working class is imbued with a
deep, irreconcilale hatred of Fasc-
ism. It wants to light it, regard-

less of which camp in the labor
movement it is attached to at the

moment. The Communists have
no interests separate and apart
irom the interests of the working
class as a whole; they are only

its most advanced section. It de-

volves upon them, therefore, to

fake the initiative in mobilizing

the whole class for a struggle to

the bitter end to crush Fascism.

The socialist workers do not yet

believe in the need of the dictator-

ship of the proletariat ; that is es-

sentially why they are still in the

social democracy (we leave aside

for the moment the fact that Stal-

inist blunders help to keep them
there) and are not yet prepared to

fight for a Bolshevik revolution.

They are prepared to go along

even with the Bolsheviks to tight the

common enemy of Fascism. The
Communists must make it possible

for them to ally themselves with
the . Communist workers in the

fight. This can be done at the

present time by an alliance between
the Communist party, and the So-

cial Democratic party to which the'

socialist workers are still attached.

The latter wilt be broken away
from their treacherous leaders in

the course of this joint struggle,

ence the workers will realize fur-

ther that the Communists are their

only true and effective leaders.

Providing that the Communists
retain their independence, their

own banners, their right to free

criticism of their temporary allies

—they have nothing to fear from
the alliance (i. e., from the united

front) with the social democracy.
Those who have a secret fear that

the social democratic leaders are

somehow superior, are opposed to

such a united front. But the true

Communists have nothing in the

world fo fear from a counterposing
of their policy and leadership in

the united front to those of the so-

cial democracy. They know which
will triumph. They have confid-

ence in themselves and in the sound
class consciousness of the masses.

Ttie Stalinist Position
What do the Stalinists advocate?

The "united front from below" un-

der "revolutionary leadership".

This is a recruiting campaign for

the party, hut not the united front.

(Continued on Page 2)

LeagueObeysU.S.A.
InMoveAgainstJapan
The League's voluminous report on

Japanese aggression in China gives
the clearest evidence of America's
dominating world positon. In no
single respect does the League's
position differ from the one enun-
ciated by Secretary Stimson on sev-

eral occasions. It can be said that

the interests of the great powers,
in this instance, coincide with the
interests of U. S. imperalism and
are in opposition to those of Japan,
That is true but does not negate
American dominance.

The Lt'agae demands Chinese sov-

ereignity over Manchuria, but aiso

requires that China grant autonomy
to the three provinces. The report

gives recognition also to Japan's
special interests >n Manchuria.
Thus the League grants to Japan
its right to a "sphere of influence"

in North China but it is not ready
io see this sphere turned into an
outright colony. Diplomacy works
only through quid pro quos.

—

Ihrongh concessions or payments
made for services rendered. At
ihe moment. America has more to

offer the League than Japan. The

the present National Committee is'
f,)r we proceed from the theory that

set for existence until imperialist
wars are forever abolished.
The same might, and should be

said of the American Committee of
the World Congress Against War,
and shows either, or both, of two
things. One, that the Communists
who were instrumental in the con-
ference forgot that to abolish im-
perialist wars it is first necessary
to abolish capitalism. Or two,
that history has produced but one
organization which can lead the
proletariat to victory over capi-
talism, the Communist party. In
any ease no united front of diverse
political composition can undertake
to overthrow capitalism. Similarly
is this true on the problem of war
which so much involves the fate
of capitalism. Any united front
must understand its limited func-
tion and duration. To do other-
wise is to deceive, consciously or
unconsciously, and to breed a mire

(Continued on Page 3)

German Meetings

Oehler Tour:

l'OUNGSTOWN. OHIO
Tuesday, Feb. 21—8 P. M.
CENTRAL AUDITORIUM

225 W. Boardman St.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Wednesday, Feb. 22
PAINTERS HALL
2030 Euclid Ave.

Chicago, Hi—Feb. 24, 25, 26
Davenport, Iowa—Feb. 27

OPEN ORUIM
RONAPARTISM and THERMIDOR

THE CRISIS IN THE
SOVIET UNION

Speaker:

MAX SHACHTMAN
Friday, February 24, 8 P. M.

126 East 16th Street,

ADMISSION: 15c

N. Y. Br. Communist Leagus of

America (Opposition)

MINNEAPOLIS MASS MEETING
The .Minneapolis branch of the

Communist League of America has
organized a mass meeting to be
held Thursday, February 23, 1933
on the crisis in Germany and the
standpoint of tiie Left Opposition.
The meeting is to be held in the
Mayor's reception room, Court
iloti.se, and the speakers are Carl
Skoglund and Vincent R. Dunne.
Myles B. Dunne will act as chair-
man. Admission is free and all
workers are cordially invited.

the socialist leaders will try to

curb the movement, to emasculate
it, to make rotten compromises with
the enemy—in short, to render the
movement ineffective and to stop
it half way along the road. The
socialist workers do not yet real-

ize fully the role of their leaders.

They will realize it in the pro-
cess of the struggle—by their own
experience. We proceed further
from the idea that the Communists
are so superior not oniy in their

AppealforAid

to Readers

ABERN TO SPEAK IN BOSTON
Martin Ahem, member of the Na-

tional Committee of the CommunUt
League of America (Opposition) is
scheduled to speak at a number of
meetings now being arranged by
the Boston branch of the Opposition
on the significance of the crisis in
Germany. Comrade Abern will
speak in Boston, Peabody and in
all probability one more locality.
The meetings will be held on March
3, 4, and 5, 1933. Further details
will appear in the coming Issues or

the Militant.

The following appeal was issued

today by the national office of the

'Communist League of America
(Opposition) to ail the readers of

THE MILITANT:
Dear Comrades

:

You have already learned from
the Militant of the great enterprises

ot the Left Opposition in response

to the crisis in Germany—the pub-

lication of the Militant three times

a week.
We have undertaken this great

task—which involves heavy addi-

tional financial burdens — without

any resources except our confidence

that you and other Communist
workers will support our initiative

with your solidarity and financial

aid.

In these fateful days for the in-

ternational proletarian movement,
it is the Left Opposition alone that
sounds the alarm, explains and in-

terprets the events and shows the
Communist workers the way to

their international duty. Every
dollar that is contributed to sup-

Iiort the thrice-a-week publication

of the Militant is a weight in the
scale for the German working class.

Your contribution now, at this crit-

ical moment, is of a hundred-fold
greater importance than at ordin-

ary times.

We ask you to give a special con-
trbution to the Militant. Your
help js desperately needed and will

especially appreciated now.
Yours fraternally,

J. P. Cannon
Secretary.

USE THIS BLANK
The Militant
12G East 16th Street
Enclosed herewith is $

as a special contribution to help
publish the Militant three times a
week during the German crisis.

Name

Address

City State

price demanded from Japan—at-

tack on the Soviet Union—has been
deferred too long to suit the
League. Furthermore instead of
marching further North, Japan has
set her face South in China, much
to the League's chagrin. Thus the
report states: "Early in January,
!{>:):}. occurred the serious incidents
at Shunliaikwan, situated at the
extremity of the Great Wad, half-
way between l'ciping and Mukden.
This city has always been regarded
as of great strategic importance. It

is on the route followed by in-

vaders who, coming from Manch-
uria, wish lo penetrate iu:o what
is now the province of Ilopei.
Moi-eo\er, from Ilopei is the easiest
r'lute into Jeliol. .

."

"International Cooperation"

The League, in shun, cannot poa-
sily ailow \asL sections of China
lo uecorno Japanese eoiomes. It
piopuaes in lei national cooperation
m umnese reconstruction—since
me present political instability in
China is an ostucle to friendship
with Japan and an anxiety (!) to
die test of ihe worm (as Lne main-
tenance ot peace in the i'ar East
is a matter of international con-
cern) and since the conanions en-
umerated above cannot be fulfilled
without a strong central govern-
ment in China, the final requisite
for a satisfactory solution i-a tem-
porary cooperation in the internal
reconstruction of china, as sug-
gested by the late Dr. Sun Vat Sen."
i_.est there ue any doubt as to the

The I. L. D. is proceeding well Vanzelti Branch (Boston) and used!
Lcas '1(,

'

s * i<;at altruism in desiring

in its work of unification. As a this list to circularize the Branch
|

IlQ «eSe»il>»y "»"«*• than Japan's

step in this direction it has ex- ! membership with the TfoUtkyitel '." "^'"^"«"i"« ol I^Ke" (no

pi'Hed two of the most active mem-i paper., the Militant. The actions

bers of the Boston district of its of Shechet for the last few months
organization. Comrades Charlotte ' have heen to disrupt the work of

Boston I.L.D. Expels Two
I. L. D. BUREAUCRATS EXPEL TWO ACTIVE MILITANTS ON

FRAME-UP CHARGE OF "STEALING MAILING LIST"; REAL

REASON SHOWN TO BE THAT THEY ARE OPPOSTIONISTS

Shechet and William Konikov,
whose activities for the 1. L. D.
are well known to all the members
of their branch, were thrown out

in typically Stalinist manner—on

trumped-up charges. The local bu-

reaucracy of the Boston section

fearing the criticism of these com-
rades and fearing the spread of

those communist ideas which
would build the I. L. D. as a real

mass organization and thereby ex-

pose the true character of these

self appointed "leaders" excluded
comrades Shechet and Konikov on
ilagrantly falsified grounds so as

to cover up the splitter's character

of their action.

The District Executive Commit-
tee of the New England District

in its statement on the expulsion

of the two comrades makes the

following charges

:

"This investigation and the meet-

ings brought, out that Shechet and
Konikov had stolen the member-
ship list and records of the Sacco-

the I. L. 1>. constantly trying to

cause dissatisfaction among 1. L.

D, members with the I. L. 1).; try-

ing to substitute educational work
for mass activity, utilizing I. L. D.
meetings and conferences for secur-

ing contacts and in an attempt lo

pit members of the 1. L, D. against
decisions and against the I. L. D.
National and District leadership.

Konikov joined the branch only re-

cently. Kouikov's action consisted
according to his own statement: "1

am sending out these things (The
Militant and notices of meetings).''

etc., etc., ad nauseum. From
the nature of these charges, on the
lias is of past experience, it is not
difficult to see into this very ap-
parent frame-up. The statement
of the expelled comrades confirms
our suspicion. Their statement is

a smashing reply to the lies of the
I. L. 1). bureaucrats. Concerning
the alleged theft of the mailing
list the prosecutors were forced to

(Continued on Page 3)

Lynching Campaign Against Zangara

The jackal press has let loose a of an individual character. The
veritable furore against the would-
be-killer of Franklin D. Itoosevelt

This same ruling class to which
the death of hundreds of workers
and their families by starvation is

just a daily event, which murders
workers on the picket without an
afterthought, which sent millions

of young workers to the slaughter

house of the world war with equa-
nimity sets up a lynching howl
against Zangara—a product of the
self-same system. How shallow
does this indignation sound from
the i)en prostitutes who lose no op-
portunity to sanction a Negro lynch-
ing in rhe bourbon South i

It is not Cermak, mayor of Chic-
ago ( who is responsible for the

shooting of demonstrating unem-
ployed), but Zangara who is the
victim of this affair. Four years
of starvation have not failed to
leave their effects upon the work-
ing class. It has aroused bitter

resentment in the hearts of the op-
pressed. Zangara attempt on the
iife of the president-elect is a
misguided expression of this burn-
ing discontent. It is the intensive
exploitation, and Ihe years of hun-
ger regime that drove Zangara to
this desperate expedient—those who
reap the wind sow the whirlwind.

. The method which Zangara chose
to indicate his opposition to the
rule of the parasitic capitalist class
is not the method of the Commun-
ists. We do not support individual
terror. On the contrary, the annals
of the revolutionary movement is
rich in its Implacable opposition to
this petty bourgeois tactic. It is

not out of any moral considerations
that we oppose terroristic actions end.

blood of proletarian lighters covers

the hands of the capitalist hirelings,

it is they who sent oaceo-\auzeiti

to a hideosu death. It is they who
noid Tom rtiooney iu a iliiug [Olilu

lor a crime which the wnoie worm
aiiwvs lie ne>er eoinnuueu. 'im.

uay oi reckoning wun cue oarons
ul muruer anu pront win yet ai-

live, is tit ii wiii never auvance one
step by inuiviauul terrorism. Wuiie

a eapuausc society eatits me aeau.
of any one oi inese oniciais win
cnange noining. Ttiere are huri-

uieus, uay, Uiousunas of jackeya

.vno can auu will late tiie ptuce oi

i,ue on ic la is. it'nut is retipoiisioifc

tor lne wrotcheu conditions of to-

uity is not tne ljidiwuual, but the
ciass system of capitalism. Anu
uiie way to aboiish tne system is

not by pttty-oourgeois, anarcnist.

terror but by united action of the
million masses in determined strug-
gle against all forms ot class op-

iiiesdion. It is only on this scien-

iinc Marxian oasis that we taue
our stand against individual ac-
tion, ii nh the same vigor we will

stand against any attempt to lynch
or persecute tne real victim, Zan-
gara.

Undoubtedly, the master class
will try to utilize this event to

stir up an "anti-red" hysteria or
some sort of a drive against the
torelgn-born revolutionary workers,
ttut our position is clear. The cap-
italist class cannot mask the priva-
tion into which it has driven the
masses by a "red herring" of this

kind. Our fight will go on to the

—G. C.

doubt by guiiOoat practise on the
shores of the langtsej we are given
the spectacle of the strengthening
ot the Chinese ceiural government
>y the exieiisioii oi ,ne rights of
extraterritoriality for three years
io England, the L'. S. and France.
.S'aniiing announced the abrogation
of the.*; rights in January 1<)30, and
.i=ain in January 1931. But under
cover of ihe present situation the
powers (not the League, but the
powers' in the League!) have
LOiced this concession as part pay-
.nent for their stand against Japan.
The reason why Japan never

.ormaliy declared war on China is

that no "strong central govern-
ment'', in fact no government at
all, exists in China, according to
die Japanese genera is whose sole
desire is, of course, the mainten-
ance of law and order so that
civilization may survive. "All the
Chinese soldiers are bandits."
say the oliicial Japanese spokes-
man. One wonders whether Wash-
ington is capable fo wincing
-it the indelicate use of American
lipiomatic language. The League
«s in full accord with Japan's views
.,n China, but prefers, strangely
enough, iis own methods and inter-
ests for carving China to suit the
powers.

Even in its present report the
League straddles on the issue so
:hat it has freedom to move in the
proper'' direction with events. As
Strelt observes in the N. Y. Times,
"The report nowhere in so many
vord-i declares Japan the agressor,
or the violator of the Convenant...
This manner of expression is due
to the fact that the great League
,lowers art; torn between the de-
sire to maintain the sanctity of
l.e Covenant and the fear of hav-
ing lo maintain it with its sanc-
,ious." —j. -yv.

BULLETIN
Gormauia, otiieiat organ of the

Catholic Center Party and per-
Minal organ of Ileinrich Hruening
during his Chancellorship (which
ihe Stalinists announced in its

time as the "Fascist dictator-
ship"), lias just been suppressed
hv tlje Hitler regime for printing
its own election manifesto. The
300 other Prussian organs of the
Center party are similarly threat-
ened. Tho terror regime of the
Nazis now extends over a wide
front. Fascism cannot really
triumph without crushing even the
most innocuously bourgeois "dem-
ocratic" institutions.

A class on tho history and prin-

ciples of the International Left
Opposition will begun this Wednes-
day evening, Fehruary 22, 1933, at

the International Workers' School,

12(5 East 16th Street, at 8 P. M.
The class will run for eight ses-

sions, every Wednesday evening,

with Max Shachtman, editor of the

Militant, as lecturer. Admission

to each session is fifteen cents ; th(

full course is $1.00.
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2 Expelled

From I.LD.
(Continued from Page I)

admit that out of the 100 names

only 15 were circularized with the

Militant and that these lists were

stolen in November. The reply of

the comrades flings the accusation

into the teeth n .lie depraved Mtal-

inites. (1) How d;ies it happen that

out of the 100 names only 15 were

circularized? (2) That in the

same mouth sixty-five Militants

were circulated"; (ii) Of those 05

names about two-thirds were
scattered as far as New Hampshire

(The I. I... D. branch list included

only Boston names). (4) These G5

names received the Militant begin-

ning with August, three months be-

fore the alleged theft. (a) Comrade
Konikov offered the Executive the

privilege of examining his mailing

lists. Naturally they did nothing

about it. The lacts speak for them-

selves. But what is the real

reason for the expulsion? We
quote their statement

:

"They had let us into the I. L. 1).

as known members of the Opposi-

tion. We Lad done everything that

the officialdom let us do to support

ILD activities. Comrade Sheehet
particularly had put so much en-

ergy into the ILD work that the

comrades were talking about it."

She was active in canvassing in

the Negro section ; in obtaining

support of A. F. of L. and I. W. O.

locate for the ILL). The John Reed
Branch elected licr to its Executive
Committee. And this comrade is

called a disrupter and an enemy
of the working class ! The state-

ment continues further': "The real

immediate reason for our expulsion

can be traced to a recent visit of

comrade liiedenkapp when he spoke
at the District Conference. He
depicted the sad condition of the

ILD and of course like all bureau-

crate blamed it on the member-
ship. Comrade Shechet asked him
if the membership were responsi-

ble for the three-months delay in

calling the Sloouey Conference
She asked him if the membership
were resjionsible for the demy in

calling the Scottsboro conference
until a few weeks before (he trial

so that no time was left for action

...Also when comrade ISiedenkapp
called for a resolution against the
arrest of comrade Ping, secretary
of the C. I', of China, comrade
Schechet suggested that the name
of comrade Chen l)u Siu be added
to the resolution. .. .Did comrade
Biedencapp answer" her? Not in

words, but in expulsions ! We ask
the comrades in the ILD why we
were expelled just after comrade
Biedenkapp's visit when all the
"facts" on the stealing of the
membership list were known since
November?

""We herewith charge the official-

dom of tlie ILL) with sabotaging
the work of the ILD. We challenge
ttiem to answer comrade irihechet's

questions on the two sabotaged con-
ferences. "We refer them to the
sections on "self criticism" in the
report of the National Convention
of tlie 1I,I>, and in the Labor De-
fender, and we charge them with
not having made one change in con-
formity with the "self criticism"
of "bureaucracy" and "too many
functionaries".

"As for ourselves we deny every
charge made and demand a prole-
tarian trial before the members of
our branches, and whatever hap-
pens we assure our comrades that
we will continue to work for the
I. L. D.

CHARLOTTE SCHECHET.
WILLIAM M. KONIKOV."

A Letter from

the U.S.S.R.

GOOD SALES IN BOSTON
The Boston comrades write : "We

sold yesterday 70 Militants at a
Forum where Muste spoke and we
gave 30 away free. We are de-
lighted with the good work done
in New York."

We hear the uame of Trotsky

more and more often. They fear

to speak of him, only a remark Is

thrown out, then passing quickly

to another subject they return to

it anew. Among the old party

cadres no one believes in "'his coun-

ter-revolutionary character." They
remember Trotsky's ability to

speak, to explain. They recall the

civil war, where and how Trotsky
spoke. In these same circles, they

speak of Rakovsky with respect.

"Unfortunately, he is in Siberia".

They inquire, "What is Trotsky
doing, what lias he written, has he

an organization"? There is very
little information on the work o£

the Ijeft Opposition abroad.

An old party member said : "Sure-

ly Lenin would not bo angry with
me if I take off Stalin's portrait

which is hung near his and place

in its stead Trotsky's. We need
Ilyitcli ''

( this is very frequent)

.

One often hears from an average
functionary: "It will be better if

Trotsky returns". Others add
wilh fright : "If he returns they
will shoot us by the thousands."

If the old party cadres conduct
themselves towards Trotsky and
Rakovsky in this manner, it is

qutte another matter among the
youth. They know only Stalin.

* » • *

Piatnitsky recently spoke at the
"Society of Old Bolsheviks". In his

speech he sounded a strongly capi-

tulatory note to Fascism. Fasc-

ism is vanquished. But the center
—is Poland. The revolution Is

closer there than anywhere else.

This capitulatory note displeased
many. They have no perspective.

The C I. is subordinated to the
interests of the Foreign Affairs

Department.
At a meeting of the bureau of

the Moscow Committee they decided
to construct an ico house on the
lied Square. They called in about
thirty experts for this subject. Af-
ter lengthy examination—they de-

cided to build it. The experts left,

they went on to the second point
on the agenda. Suddenly Kagan-
ovilch came (always late!). He
interrupted the speaker and asked
what they had decided on the first

point. Having learned that they had
decided to buiid, Kaganovitch ans-
wered : "This is foolishness", and
proposed not to build the ice-house.

The proposal was unanimously ac-

cepted, even though they had pre-

viously (after three hours of dis-

cussion ) accepted the opposite pro-
posal

Unfortunately, one must say, that
despite the grave dangers threaten-
ing the proletarian state, the Stal-

inist bureaucracy has remained
true to itself. The last plenum of
(he C. C. and the new expulsons
from the Party (Zinoviev, Kamenev
etc.) demonstrates that they have
decided to persevere in their ignor-
ance. The plenum confirmed the
absolute correctness of the line of
the leadership. The cause of
the cracks in the execution of the
economic plan, the disorganization
o4 monetary circulation and all
the colossal difficulties which
threaten, these are, according to
them, bad execution of the instruc-
tions and of the plan. The execut-
ors are responsible for It, the
workers, and not the false line.

On the necessity of a change of
regime, under which even a good
idea, a correct instruction takes
on an astonishing malformation in
its realization, under which party
thought is completely strangled

—

not. a word on this. The answer
to the growing discontent of the
tanks of the Party and the "mid-
dle" section of the apparatus is

more expulsions from the party,
more arrests, more exiling of Rol
sheviks

—TONOV.
Moscow—Early October, 1032.

How Can Fow K.an fascism Be Smashed?
(Continued from Page 1)

German Opposition Overwhelmingly

Against the Handful of Capitulators

BERLIN.—The Stalinist asser
tion that the German Left Opposi-
tion has disintegrated, supported
by the forgery of an issue of the
"Permanent Revolution", ihe organ
of the German Left Opposition, is

refuted by the action of the branch-
es of the German Opposition with
respect to the handful of capitu-
lators who made the forgery possi-

ble.

The following branches, in reso-

lutions addressed to the German
National Committee, have either
demanded the exclusion of the capi-

tulators, It. Well, Men in, etc., or
expressed their solidarity with the
decisions of the National Commit-
tee:

Koenigsberg, Beulhen, Bautzen,
Dresden, Bruehsal, Karlsruhe, Kais-
erslautern, Mainz, Neustadt a, H.,

Mannheim, Frankfurt, Cologne,
Gelsenkirchen, Essen, Solingen,
Erkenscbwieck, Remscheidt, Ham-
burg, Berlin, Oranienburg, Birken-
werder, Magdeburg, Halberstadt,
Rlnteln.

For reasons that will be readily
understood we do not enumerate
the inner-party fractions.

Id Leipzig, where the capitulat-

ors were ame to gather only 26 sig-

natures, the most inactive part of

the organization capitulated. Two-
thirds of the group stands with
US.

Bruehsal of which the capitulat-
ors wrote that it would "probably"
Join them, and which alone has
more members than the capitulat-
ors are able to show "signatures",
Btmda unanimously with th« Na-
tional Committee. ' Not a vote was

given there for Well and Co.
In Hamburg only the daughter

of Fritz Buechner (Leipzig) voted
for the "program" of the capitulat-
ors. iWell and Senin lied In ob-
taining ten telegraphic signatures.

It Is a swindle to say that Well,
Senin, etc., eonstltted the major-
ity of the National Committee. Of
twelve members of the National
Committee only three stood on the
side of Well.

It is also a swindle to say that
they had a majority for their plat-
form on the editorial staff of the
'"Permanente Revolution".

itn agreement with the social dem-
ocratic and trade union organiza-

tions is not only permissible, but

a duty. To reject this for reasons

of "principle" (in reality because

of bureaucratic stupidity, or what
is still worse, because of coward-
ice) is to give direct and immediate
aid to Fascism.

A practical program of agree-

ments with the social democratic
workers was proposed by us as far

back as September 1930. (The
Turn n tlie Comintern and the Sit-

uation in Germany, published hy
The Militant), that is, a year and
a quarter ago. What has the lead-

ership undertaken in this direction.

Next to nothing. The Central Com-
mittee of the Communist party has
taken up everything except that

which constitutes its direct task.

How much valuable, irretrievable

time has been lost! As a matter of
fact, not much time is left. The
program of action must be strictly

practical, strictly objective, to the

point, without any of those artifleal

"claims" without any reservations,

so that every average social dem-
ocratic worker can say to himself

:

What the Communists propose is

completely Indispensable for the
struggle against Fascism. On this

basis, we musJt pull the social

democratic workers along with us
hy our example, and criticize their

leaders who will inevitably serve as

a check and a brake. Only in this

way is victory possible.

A Good Quotation from Lenin

The present day epigones, that
is, the thoroughly bad disciples of

Lenin, like to cover up their short-

comings on every occasion thai
offers itself with Quotations—often
entirely irrelevant. For Marxists,

the question is not decided by a
quotation but by means of the cor-

rect method. If one is guided by
correct methods, it is not hard also

to find suitable quotations. After

1 had drawn the above analogy with
the Kornilov insurrection, I said to
myself: We can probably find a
theoretical elucidation of our bloc
with the conciliators in the strug-
gle against Kornilov, in Lenin. And
here is what I actually found in the
second part of Vol. XIV of the Rus-
sian edition, in a letter of Lenin
to the Central Committee, written
at the beginning of September,
1917:

"Even at the present time, we
are not duty-bound to support the
Kerensky government. That would
be unprincipled. It Is asked : then
we are not to fight against Korn-
ilov? Of course we are. But that

is not one and the same thing.

There is a limit to this; it is be-

ing transgrescd by many Bolsheviks
who fall into "conciliatonism" and
allow themselves to be driven by
the current of events.

"We shall fight, we are fighting

against Kornilov but we do not
support Kerensky, we are uncover-

ing hia weaknesses. The distinc-

tion is rather delicate, but highly

important, and must not be for-

gotten.

"What does the change of our
tactics consist of after the Korn-
ilov insurrection?"

"In this, that we are varying the

forms of struggle against Kerensky.
Without diminishing our hostility

to him even by one single note,

without taking back one word
from what we have said against

him, without giving up the task of

overwhelming Kerensky, we say

:

We must calculate the moment, we
will not overthrow Kerensky at
present. We approach the ques-
tion of the struggle against him
differently : by explaining the weak-
nesses and vacillations of Kerensky
to the people (who are fighting

against Kornilov),"

We are proposing nothing differ-

ent. Complete independence of the
Communist organization and press,

complete freedom of Communist
criticism, the same for the social

democracy and the trade unions.
Only contemptible opportunists can
allow the freedom of the Commun-
ist i>arty to be limited {for exam-
ple, like entrance into the Kuo
Min Tang). We arc not of their

number.
No retraction of our criticism of

the social democracy. No forget-

ting of all that has been. The whole
historical reckoning, including the
reckoning for Karl Liebknecht and
Rosa Luxemburg will be presented
at the proper time, just as the Rus-
sian Bolsheviks finally presented a
general reckoning to the Menshe-
viks and Social-Revolutionists for

Ihe baiting, calumny, imprisonment
and murder of workers, soldiers
and peasants.

But we presented our general re-

ckoning to them two months after
we had utilized the i>artial reckon-

ing between Kerensky and Korn-
ilov, between the "democrats" and
the Fascists —in order to drive
back the Fascists all the more cer-

tainly. Only thanks to this cir-

cumstance were we victorious.

When the Central Committee of

the Communist Party of Germany
adopts the position expressed in

t!ie quotation from Lenin cited

above, the entire approach to the

social democratic masses and the
trade union organizations will

change at once: instead of the ar-

ticles and speeches which are con-

vincing only to those people who
are already convinced without
them, the agitators will find a com-
mon language with new hundreds
of thousands and millions of work-
ers. The differentiation within
tile social democracy will proceed
at an increased iiaee. The Fascists
will soon feel that their task does
not at all consist, merely of de-
feating Hrueniug, Braun and Wels,
but of taking up the open strug-
gle against the whole working
class. On this plane, a profound
different iat ion will inevitably be
produced within Fascism. Only by
tils road is victory possible.

But it is necessary to desire this
victory. In the meantime, there
are among the Communist officials

lint a few cowardly careerists and
fakers whole little posts, whose in-

comes and more than that,—whose
hides, are dear to them. These
creatures are very much inclined
to spout ultra-radical phrases be-
neath which is concealed a wretch-
ed and contemptible fatalism.
"Without a victory over the social
democracy, we cannot battle
against Fascism !" say such terrible

revolutionists, and for this reason
...they get their passports ready.

Worker-Communists, you are
hundreds of thousands, millions;

yon cannot leave for any place;
(here arc not. enough passports for

you. Should Fascism come to

power, it will ride over your skills

and spines like a terrific tank.
Your salvation lies in merciless
struggle. And only a fighting un-
ity with (lie social democratic
workers can bring victory. Make
haste, worker-Communists, you
have very little time left!

Decemhber S. 11131.
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GERMAN CAMPAIGN

—L. TROTSKY.

To Delay the Anti-Nazi United Front Is Fatal

(Continued from Page 1)

Lovestone and the Capitulators
The current number of the Love-

stone paper, which appeared after
our exposure of the forged issue
of "Die Permanente Revolution",
published by the Well group of ca-
pitulators which makes the ex-
cuse of "ignorance" untenable—un-
smilingly reports that "the group
'Die Permanente Revolution* has
capitulated and gone back to the
official C.I'.G. The last issue of
its organ contained a full page ap-
peal for unconditional return to the
party ! This leaves the 'Interna-
tional Left Opposition' without a
group in Germany." Even If the
American Right wing (which Love-
stone also unsmtllngly reports to
have 900 members) can only pub-
lish it3 paper once a month, this is

hard'y a reason why deliberated
falsehoods should be repeated.
The Right wing Is not "without

a group to Germany", as we know;
that is, It hts remaining in its

ranks those who have not yet Joln-

It is precisely because the social-

ist masses are not yet ready to

accept in advance the leadership of

the Communist partv that they
have till now remained with the

social democracy. The problem is

how to win them away .from the
petty bourgeois socialist camp. The
Stalinist slogan assumes that this

problem has already been solved!
The "united front from below" is

postulated on the theory of "social

Fascism" which dissolves the sharp
distinction between the extreme
"democratic" wing of the bourge-
oisie and tho extreme Fascist anti-

democratic wing at the other ex-

treme. What this theory has in

common with Marxism, or even
with the simple and known facts

of the class struggle, remains un-
discovered to the present day. At
all events, on the basis of this

theory the Stalinists refuse to make
a bloc with the social democratic
party, or to approach it officially

with a concrete proposal for tem-
porary united front on concrete
questions .Those who like ourselves
even propose such a united front,

automatically become, according to
the Stalinists, social Fascists, or
better yet, the counter-revolution-
ary vanguard of social Fascism.
This can be read any day in the
week in the Daily Worker, in the
Communist International, and so
forth.

• * •

At the recently concluded 12th
Plenum of the Executive Commit
tee of the Comintern, the leader
of the German party Thaelmann,
fulminated for hours against the
proposal for a united front with
the social democracy to smash
Hitlerlsm. "Our party leadership
set its face severely against the
attitude which found its expression
in an article entitled 'Change of
System' The tactical conclusions
which have been drawn from the
false estimation of the role of the
S. P. D. in the above-mentioned
article, are substantially on a par
with the proposals of the Berlin
district leadership—proposals which
were made to the Social Democratic
Party with a view to the holding
of joint demonstrations, and whicb
were rightly rejected, by the Cen-
tral Committee of our party, and
corrected in the case of Berlin.

"The article contains among
other things the following passage:
...But above all, the demand of
the Berlin-Brandenburg district
leadership to the "Iron Front"
movement to hold a joint demon-
stration against Fascism, is most
appropriate here.'

"In this we see the continuation
of the false judgment of the role of
the S. P. D. The proposal made
by the leaders of the Berlin Dis-

od the Social Democratic Party but
who are quite ready to join the Sta-
lin faction on the "proper terms".
In Czechoslovakia, too, the Bight
wing is not "without & group";
only, its group Is now part of the
Czech social democracy. As for
Lovestone, as is known, his fierce
attachment to principle would nev-
er, never permit him to capitulate
to the Stalinists. Really—juet try
him and see. Juat try him. or,
ask Gitlow

trict to the 'Iron Front' was sharp-
ly criticized by us."

And further on : '"Trotsky wants,
in all seriousness, to see the Com-
munists going hand in hand with
the murderers of Liebknecht and
of Rosa Luxemburg and beyond
this with Herr Zoorgiebel, and
wilh any police president whom
the Papon regime chooses to leave
in office for the repression of the
proletariat. Trotsky has attempted
on more than one occasion, to lead
the working class astray by his

writings, by demanding negotia-
tions between the leaders of the
K. P. D. and the SPD. Among
other things he said as follows, to
(juote him word by word : 'One
must actually declare complete
readiness to form a bloc with the
social democrats against Fascism
...One must compel social dem-
ocracy to form a bloc against the
Fascists.' This policy would mean
that we would abandon our correct
Bolshevik policy." (Communist In-
ternational, January 15, 1933, pp.
35-36.)

Quite "clear", is it not? To sit

down with the socialist leaders is

equivalent to the abandonment of
Bolshevik policy. To propose to
them a joint demonstration against
Fascism, must be sharply critic-
ized, and the action rejected. We
take it that this holds not only for
Germany, but for every other laud,
France included But in France
we see a somewhat "different"
poliey_ being pursued. In the cen-
tral organ of the French Commun-
ist Party for January 17, 1933, we
read the astounding report that

"Yesterday comrades Maurice
Thorez and Jacques Dorlot, in the
name of our party, met with Paul
Faur'e and J. B. Severac, represent-
atives of the Socialist party and
Paul Louis and M. Juneker, repre-
sentatives of the Party of Prole-
tarian Unity. The purpose of this

conference was to discuss the ques-
tion of the unity of action of the
proletariat and to define its forms."
How is this possible? Is the

need for a united front so much
greater in France than in Ger-
many that in the former coun-
try. It is impermlssable to "aban-
don our correct Bolshevik pol-
icy"? What has happened in
France? Is Paul Faure one hair's-
breadth better than the "murderers
of Liebknecht and Rosa Luxem-
burg", his co-religionists In Ger-
many? Why is it "correct Bolshe-
vik policy" to aim for a "bloc with
the social democrats" in France,
and an abandonment of this policy
to aim for it in Germany?
But alas and alack! The well

of Stalinist confusiou is not ex-
hausted by this comparison of
Thaelmann with the French Com-
munist party. One day after the
Daily Worker devoted its leading
editorial to- a ferocious tirade at the
Militant for demanding, that the
German party propose a united
front against Fascism to the social
democracy, it prints (2-17-1933)
with the utmost unconcern, as if

there were not the slightest con-
tradiction between the two, the fol-
lowing correspondence from Berlin,
in which is reported an interview
given officially to the press by the
German party leader, Wilhelm
Pieek. Read it carefully and
compare It with the dunderheaded
observations of Thaelmann quoted

al»ive

:

"I'ieck went on to explain, the
Communist parly does not want to

wait until Fascism goes bank-
rupt {A welcome change from yes-
terday's position!—M. S.), it wants
to ar'uiise in the working "class the
will to resist. A split in the work-
ing class is one of the important
premises of a Fascist dictatorship.

The Communist party strives to

bring about the unity of the work-
ing class. Pieek emphasized that
Hie Communist party lias already
put two official proposals to the
Socialist Party of Germany and
tile reformist trade unions to form
a lighting united front, and now
again repeats this offer. The first

proiiosal was made last July 20,

when Papen set up his semi-Fascist
dictatorship: the second official of-

fer was made on January JJ0, when
Hitler became Chancellor; and to-

day, for the third time, when the
aims and the very existence of the
working class are being threatened
and attacked by Fascism. The So-
cialist party and the trade union
organizations live not yet replied
to these open offers." {Our em-
phasis.)

The exact nature of these united
front proposals made by the Ger-
man jiarty, is not known to us, and
consequently we reserve final com-
ment. We do know, however, that
tin; tirst proposal to which pieek
refers is precisely the one against
which Thaelmann polemized and
which he informed us the Central
Cominitee had condemned and re-

jected! Nor is it excluded that
what I'ieck says today is only a
last minute desperate effort to cover
up the tracks of yesterday by a
formal gesture, not prepared for
yesterday and not followed up ser-
iously tomorrow. But whatever it

may be the question naturally
arises :

Which is the policy of the Com-
munist International? Is it Doriot's
and Thore/.'s Is it Thaelmaun's?
Is it Pieck's? (Wo cannot ask
alKuit the policy of Stalin, the
"best disciple" of Lenin, because
the "leader of the Communist In-
ternational is as silent as the grave
on the German crisis.) The work-
ers, and especially the Communist
workers whom the Stalinists have
so criminally disoriented, confused
and demoralized, whom they have
rendered impotent in the present
crucial hour, must demand an un-
ambiguous reply

!

To temporize and dilly-dally at
the moment of crisis, said Lenin,
is a crime. Confusion, ambiguity,
lack of clarity and determination
are the causes of temporizing. The
confusion created by the Stalinists
in the key problem of the present
German crisis is the equivalent of
a crime

!

Precious hours are slipping by.
Hitler knows what he wants and
lie inarches ruthlessly towards his
goal. The Communist party and
its leadership, upon whom such a
tremendous historical responsibility
rests, are floundering like fish in
the meshwork of the Stalinist net.
The net must be cut through with
a quick, sharp knife. The German
Communist Party must be set free
so that it may act with decisive-
ness. Upon it depends the decisive
aud final action of the whole Gor-
man proletariat.

Saturday, Feb. 18, 1833 —M. S.

Minor Challenged at

Philly Meeting
Philadelphia.—Our German meet-

ings in New York, and Philadel-

phia have had its reiiercussions

here. It awakened the party bu-
reaucrats to call an Anti-Fascist
meeting in Girard Manor Hall, in

which Robert Minor was the speak-
er.

Our presence in a solid group
threw such consternation into the

ranks of the party leaders that
they turned this meeting into an
anti-Trotsky campaign. Minor who
was so busy attacking Lenin and
Trotsky, after the days of the Rus-
sian Revolution in 1917, has lost

none of his ability in this respect.

He called us stool pigeons, police

attacking the Bolshevik wing of

the Communist movement. The
only difference being that then he
did it outside of the party and now
he does it under the cloak of Com-
munism,

If our presence threw consterna-
tion into the hearts of the bureau-
crats, our activity during the ques-
tion period, drove them into a still

greater frenzy.

We asked why comrade Pappas
and Roberts had been expelled for

demanding the Leninist united
front against Fascism. To (his

Minor replied that no one was ever
expelled for desiring to fight against
Fascism.

On being asked the role of the
Red Army with regard to Fascism,
he begun hy calling us provocat-
eurs, agents ofl the bosses, etc,
aud said that the German workers
must make their own revolution.
He did not mention, however, that
once Hitler begins butchering the
workers that Hitler's cry will not
only be against German workers
alone but Bolshevism as a whole,
of which the Red Army is a part.

When he was asked what the
danger of Fascism meant to the
Soviet Union, Minor replied it

merely meant the transforming of
one kind of bourgeois dictatorship
into another.

The question in regard to tlie

'"Red Referendum" was a bone In

his throat which he tried to dis-

lodge quickly. He merely said that
It was not inconsistent for one to
vote for dissolution at one time
and to vote against dissolution at
another time. He refused to tell

why it was not inconsistent.

We also asked it Fascism came
into [lower on July 20, I!>32, why
did the party wait seven months
to call this meeting. This question
remained unanswered as did many
others which were "unimportant".

—-L. ROBERTS.

Quits'Anti-War'

Committee
(Continued from Page I)

of confusion.

That, these facts are forgotten by
the Stalinists, the official wing of

Communism, who so readily baud
over the struggle against war to

l he intellectuals aud students, is to

be regretted. We of the Left Opposi-
tion can only make our position
Hear. We propose that in view of
the incorrect basis of existence of
the National Committee of the
Students Congress Against War,
for (he reasons enumerated alxive,

that the Commit tec dissolve itself.

This can be refused only at the
IMiin of muddling the issue and
perpetuating a body that may have
dire (ouseqiieiicCK, because of the
deceit it engenders in the tight

against imperialist war. The
Youiii.- Communist league, the offi-

cial banner bearer of Communism
among the youth, should issue a
call to tiie leading youth organiza-
t ions, on the basis of several
minimum proposals, for a prelim-
inary anti-war conference. The lat-

ter conference is to discuss tlie

quest ion of (-.tiling a iiroader con-
ference, the basis and lime of such

a one. If after this, it is neces-
sary to plan specific student tac-
tics, I hen district conferences, etc.,

may be called. But at all times
it should be remembered that be-
cause the roots of war lie in the
capitalist system, that because only
the worhing class is historically
adapted to combat that system, it

is false to speak of independent
student activity.

I feel, further, that my continued
membership on the National Cora-
mitt™ may lead to a misinterpre-
tation of my motives for accepting
on It, that it may lend a sanc-
tion to the committee which I am
opposed to giving it. It is there-
fore with Ihe puriHise of resigning
from the Committee that I write
this statement.
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merica's Role in Germany

Wall Street's Stake in Germany

"The problem of the mutual re-

lations between the United States

and Europe was very intimately

bound up with the question of
Fascism and social democracy.
Only the defeat of the German rev-

olution of 1023 made it possible

ior American capital to begin the
.*ealigation of its plans for the
momentarily) jieaceful subjugation
of Europe. Under these circum-
stances, the American problem
should have been considered in its

full magnitude. Instead, the leader-

ship of tlie Fifth Congress simply
passed it by." (Trotsky—"Strat-

egy of the World Revolution".
Such an analysis as early as the

Fifth Congress would have enabled
the Comintern to consider properly
the vole of American imperialism,
and also the changing and devel-
oping new class relationships in

Germany—both of which problems
are not understood by the Comin-
tern even to this day.

The defeat of the (jermun revolu-
tion in lifcSS made possible tlie "Am-
ericaui s«tt ion" of Kurope through
tho Dawes Plan, the Young Plan,
etc. I'pon this defeat and the
triumph of Htnlinism in the Com-
intern, the necessary base for a new
alignment of class relations in Ger-
any wits established. The propping
up of the structure with American
capital laid the objective base
for capitalist stabilization. The
triumph of Stalinism, upon the
wave of revolutionary regress, laid
the subjective base for the "return"
of social democracy as a crutch
for crippled German capitalism.
Meanwhile capitalism nurtured the
Fascist force for the coming show-
down with the ''.Marxian swine".

In this period, while capitalist
Germany was walking upon the
crutches of social democracy and
the American dollar, the main tusk
of American imperialism was the
problem of preventing tlie extension
of the October revolution, of prop-
ping up decaying capitalism, and
of maintaining thereby the domin-
ating imperialist position and the
super-profits that go with It .

Around Germany and its repara-
tion problem in this post war per-
iod revolves tho complex of capital-
ist contradictions. Today around
Germany and its Fascist hordes,
the same thing is seen in a higher
form. The key to the interna-
tional situation, as Trotsky has
said, is Germany.
American investments in Ger-

many are tremendous.
Their protection is a major con-

cern of our imperialists. In the
past, evry mark Germany paid
in reparations was more than
equalled by loans from American
imperialism. But to beep this up
Indefinitely is not possible for
American profits. From this flow-
ed the new problem of the Hoover

J

moratorium, the reparation "set-
tlement" and the war debt ques-
t ion.

The moratorium and reparation
settlement were frantic attempts
to hold in check the inevitable
civil war in Germany. These
moves were not successful. But
they were able to strengthen the
reactionary forces of Fascism
against the proletariat. Between
the contradictory problem of pro-
tits and the prevention of the ex-
tension of the October revolution,
the American imperialists have
been jumping, In tlie hope that a
[>arailel line of march can be ob-
tained for these two factors in the
decay of capitalism.

Normal bourgeois rule in Ger-
many is desired. But American
imiKiiialism knows enough to
change its attitude when the time
demands it. Tlie German capital-
ists were slow and by no means un-
animous in changing from social
democracy, to coalition, to Bona-
partism and now—to Fascism. The
American imperialttsts will show
these same contradictions in their
change of position, and a slower
tempo. Already a growing section
of the American capitalists are in
favor of "Hitler and Hindenburg—
since the Bonapartist attempts
have been dislodged by the sharp-
ening i-lass relations."

In South America, American Im-
perialism has supported in turn re-
actionary, liberal, and "revolution-
ary" governments and has resorted
to armed intervention—depending
in each ease upon the class rela-
tions and imperialists relatious, ac-
cording to the profit interest of
American capital. Germany will
ho no exception. The only differ-
ence is that the explosive class re-
lations in Germany are at a far
'tigher stage than in South Amer-
ica, where the flames of revolt can
lie far easier held in check. There-
fore, far more precaution has been
-hown by ruthless American imper-
ialism.

—HUGO OEHLBR.

What Next
Vital Questions for the
German Proletariat.

by LEON TROTSKY
A pentrating Marxist analysis
of the class dynamics and forces
at work in the present situation.
A burning indictment of the
treacheries of the social dem-
ocracy and the criminal blun-
ders of the Stalinists. A work
no Left wing worker and Com-
munist can afford to neglect.
One of the texts of the future.
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Fascists Command Police: Shoot the Reds!
The German Fascists are moving

forward in their ruthless campaign

of extermination ngainst the pro-

letariat, with a breath-taking speed

and resolution. In the hectic few

weeks just prior to -and since Hit-

ler was appointed CHancellor', it

is reported that more than sixty

persons have been killed In political

encounters, of whom thirty-seven

were known Communists or social-

ists, while only fourteen were

Nazis. Scores of Communist, .so-

cialist and even Catholie news-

papers have either been suppressed

for .long periods of time or their

issues confiscated by the authorit-

ies. The governmental apparatus
has been cleared of the social dem-

ocrats who rendered the bourge-

oisie such signal services while in

office, and their posts have been

filled with reliable Fascist officials.

Thus far the struggle in Germany
records that Hitler has not suf-

fered a single serious setback in

the Fascist drive to establish their

complete domination over the state

power'. The social democracy is

not only retreating but is seeking

to drag with it in ignominious

treachery the masses of workers
following its banner. The Stalin-

ists are either mute or else they

continue to jabber a language and
pursue a course which must inevit-

ably impose upon the German pro-

letariat a capitulation without ser-

ious struggle.

Goering's Order

While the social democrats are
playing their treacherous role,

while the Stalinists confine them-
selves to a purely verbal activity

which only emphasizes their be-

wildered passivity and bankruptcy,
the Fascists tire going ahead with
the most cynically brutal measures
against the proletariat and its van-
guard. Now that they have gained
control of the police of Prussia^-1

more than two-thirds of the Ger-
man Reich—they are making the
maximum use of this armed force.

Yesterday, an official order was is-

sued by the Fascist federal com-
missioner of Prussia, Captain (leer-

ing, which Imposes upon the not

unwilling police the task of protect-

ing and assisting ali Nazi and -Na-
tionalist demonstration and pro-

paganda, and of smashing all de-

monstrations of the Communists
with dreiwn pistols. The prinefpal

armed force of the country outside
of the Relchswehr ig thus trans-

formed at one blow into an open
auxiliary of the Fascist party in

its drive to crush the Communist
movement by authorized assassina-
tion and massacre.
"The police must refrain from

even a mere semblance of an an-
tagonistic attitude toward organi-
zations such as the Nazi storm
troopers und the Stahlhelm or the
Nationalist parties," reads Goer-
ing's order. " Every manifesta-
tion for a Nationalist purpose and
Nationalist propaganda must be
supported with full vigor.

"On the other hand, the activities
of organizations inimical to the
State must be countered with the
greatest vigor. The police must
proceed against Communist acts of
terrorism with the utmost severity
and must use their arms ruthlessly
when necessary. I will protect ev-
ery policeman who makes use of
firearms In the exercize of his
duty, regardless of results. Police
officers who from false considera-
tion fail to act may count on dis-

ciplinary penalties.

"For the protection of the Na-
tionalist population, often hampered
In Its expression, there must l>e the
most rigorous application of the
Statutory provisions against prohi-
bited demonstrations, unlice;sed
meetings, incitement to treason,
mass strikes, delinquencies of the
press and other* activities of dis-

turbers of the peace.
"Every police officer must always

bear In mind that failing to act "is

a graver fault than errors made in
attton."

The order is tantamount not

OPEmr fORVM

merely to a direct command to the

police to shoot down the Commun-
ist and militant workers on any
convenient occasion, hut wiso guar-
antees the reactionary butchers an
all-inclusive immunity in advance.

At the same time, the prepara-

tions are continuing for' the out-
lawing of the Communist party, not

merely for the general purpose of

driving it out of existence, but also

to keep It off the ballot in the elec-

tions scheduled for March ,"j. The
Fascist and Ilugenberg press now
speak of the proscription of the

Communist party as a matter of

course. The only point in question

'

appears to be the date and the of-;

fieial pretext to be given for the

act. Hitler would, of course, pre-

fer to rule after .March 5 with a
•parliamentary majority" of Fasc-
ists, oh the Italian style, if possi-

ble. Hut he is not troubled about
the outcome of the elections: maj-
ority or minority. Hitler intends
to eojitinuc in power by means of

the increasing utilization of naked
force.

An Alarming Situation
The alarming feature of the Ger-

man situation does not, however,
lie in these finis: Hitler's course
was to he foreseen and was fore-

seen by us. What engenders a

mounting disquietude among all

those who realize that around the
outcome in Germany pivots the fate
of the world revolution, is the fact
that up to the present time the

bulk of the German proletariat lias i

remained comparatively disorgan-

1

ized and has not yet mobilized ifsj

ranks for a serious and decisive

;

struggle to sweep into oblivion the
Fascist gangs.

At this moment, when the Com-
munist party should be in the fore-

front of the movement to unite the
ranks of the proletariat in strug-

j

gle, it is doing nothing of the sort.
|

In this crucial hour, when it can
he said without exaggeration that
minutes count, the general staff of.

the world revolution, as the Com-j
munis t International was once
rightly called, is absolutely silent !j

A more monstrous crime cannot be
imagined at such a time than the
deadly, ominous silence from that

body to which the militant and
revolutionary masses everywhere
look for guidance and counsel es-

pecially at critical moments. When
it is clear even to a child that upon
the outcome of the present strug-

gle in Germany depends the fate
of the whole proletarian movement,
ami not least of all, the fate of
the Soviet I'nion, the Communist
International is not only silent but
it is not taking the first .step to-

wards assembling the Communists
on a world scale to speak and act
in unison. It is more than four
and a half years -since the Sixth
World Congress of the Comintern
was held. The old statutes of the
International provided for a world
Congress every year. The new sta-

tutes, adopted in l!t2S, provide for

the convocation of a world Con-
gress every two years. It is al-

most five years now since the last

Congress was held and yet there is

not the faintest sign on the horizon
that the Stalinist bureaucracy has
any intention whatsoever of calling

together the seventh /World Con-
gress ! At a world Congress, es-

lieciayy one where the I,eft Op-
position would he afforded the op-

portunity to participate, the Stalin-

ists would be compelled to submit
their past course to a review and to

speak out pbiiniy about the pre-

sent situation. The central leader-

ship would be compelled to assume
res]Mnisibility before the eyes of the
world Communist and labor public

Workers! The Social Democracy Has Betrayed Again

Stalinism Is Abdicating! Unite Ranks and Crush Hitler!

Appeal to the Proletariat of Germany by the Paris Conference of the International Left Opposition (Bolshevik-Leninists)
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The I're-Conference o£ the Inter-

1

national Left Opposition (Bolshe-I

vik-Irt'ninists) which took place a|

couple of weeks ago in Paris with
delegates from Germany, France.'

Belgium, Russia, Greece, Bulgaria,!

Italy, Spain, Kngland and America!
in attendance, decided to address
the following appeal to the German
proletariat. A telegram sent by
the I'reConference to the Commun-
ist International is published in an-

other column.
Appeal of the Pre-Cottference of the

International Left Opposition

(BolslievHi-Leninists) to all the
members of the Communist
Party of Germany, to tile

Social I>emocratic workers,

to the entire proletariat

of Germany!
Comrades,
More than ever at the present

moment are the eyes of the world
proletariat turned to Germany.
With ever increasing uneasiness

and tension of the nerves it is

Jotlowing the struggle you are
conducting against the stranglcrs
of your liberties, of your life. It

is well aware that the extreme
tension, the forces of the reaction

for imposing its base and black
dictatorship upon you, will have en-

ormous consequences for the de-

stiny of the working masses of the
entire world.

After having passed through var-

ious stages, the Fascist reaction

has succeeded in establishing itself

in power. You all know under

what conditions this could take
place. For this "'as necessary the
treason of the social democracy
ano the pernicious policy of Stalin-

ism, was necessary that the enor-

mous mass of the German prolefar-

i:it be maintained for years andj
years in a state of division and;
inaction.

Comrades.
It is in order to crush us, in

order to find a wtiy out, that the
German bourgeoisie, the great pot-

entates of banking and industry,

the landowners and the domestic
cliques have raised the Brown
Shirts to power. To snatch away
the conquests attained by you and
by your fathers in a heroic strug-

gle oE the three-quarters of a cen-

try; to destroy your political and
tfade union organisations; to re-

duce you to complete servitude:
that is the task of the Fascist dic-

tatorship. The Fascist dictator-
ship is the inferno of the prole-

tariat.

No. comrades, the world prole-

tariat cannot believe that its

brothers in Germany will let them-
selves be reduced to the state of

slaves. The Fascist enemy who is

determined to attain his goal by
blood and death, will encounter on
Ids pa tli the detrniined and invin-

cible resistance of millions of Ger-
man workers. The German prole-
tariat will know how to stand up
in the harsh struggle, the bloody
struggle, the civil war, to defend
itself and to defeat its mortal foes.

TELEGRAM TO THE COMMUN-
IST INTERNATIONAL

Executive Committee, Comintern,
Moscow.
In face gravity German situa-

tion and tlireat against USSR we
demand urgent convocation world
Congress Communist Internation-

al with ]tarticIpation Internation-

al Left Opposition.

Invite Comintern to propose
united front to organizations

—

Socialist ami Labor International,
Proftntern, Amsterdam Interna-

tional for common action German
and International proletariat

against German Fascism for de-

fense USSR.
Pre-Conference Internatiottal

Left Opposition (Bolslievik-

Lenintists)

.

(We, the Bolshevik -Leninists, af-

ter having for years drawn the at-

tention of the German and the
world proletariat to the danger of
Fascism in Germany; after hav-
ing shown the road towards de-

flating and triumphing over it

;

after having denounced the treach-
ery of the leaders of the social
democrats and flayed the criminal
tactie of the Stalinist faction whish
has the leadership of the Commun-
ist International and the Commun-
ist Party of Germanv In its hands,
we now address ourselves to you
at this moment of the greatest and
most tragic danger, to you members
of the German Communist Party, to
you social democratic workers, to

ail the proletarians of Germany,
and we sav to you

:

THEliE IS STILL TIME!
The victory over Fascism is still

jiossible. \\ hocver tells you that

all is lost, that the struggle is now!
in vain—is betraying you. Vou

p

can still compier. But in order to

gain the victory, to avoid the de-

feat, the whole working class

must unite in the struggle against

the reaction.

This is possible upon one condi-

tion: that all the organizations of

the German proletariat, the Com-
munist party, the social democratic
party, the trade union organiza-

tions, the factory councils, etc.,

undertake the joint struggle against
Fascism.

To realize the united front of

organization to organization, to

establish in every factory, in every
locality, in every quarter, every-

where, your organs of defense.

Here is the road: through the par-

tial struggles, to pass from general

action to the fighting general strike

against Fascism, a strike which
will lead, by means of the popular
fighting organizations, by means
of the Soviets, to the crushing of

the reaction and to the conquest of

power.
-Members of the German Commun-

ist Party,

Demand that the leadership of

your party propose from the bot-

tom to the top the united front to

the social democratic party, to the
Federation of Trade Unions, and

to ail the organizations of th<

Germa,n proletariat, for the joint

struggle of all against Fascism.
Socht list workers.
Impose upon your leaders the

realization of the united front, the

side weapon by which you and your
class brothers can defend your
lives.

To act immediately means not to

allow the enemy the choice of the

attack, means to engage in the bat-

Tie under conditions which allow
us to conquer.

The German revolution is pass-

ing through a historic moment in

which the fate of the proletarian

Germany, the fate of the USSR is

at stake.

History will condemn to shame
those who, in this critical moment,
will desert the field of battle.

Demand the joint action of the
proletarian front

;

Form your organizations of
struggle;

Fight to the death for the salva-
tion of the German proletariat

;

You hold in your hands the fate

of the world prbletari'at and of

the Russian revolution

;

Arise ye millions of proletarians
of Germany i

Smash Fascism

!

Long live the joint action of the
proletarian front!

Long live the victory of the pro-
letariat.

The International Communist
Left Opposition (Bolshevik-

Leninists).

ProletarianRevolutionOnlyWayOut

ForDoubly-ExploitedGerman Masses

The sharp tension of the revolu-

tionary crisis in Germany points

to it as the "weakest link" in the

imperialist chain today. Its social

and political forces have been lined

up for battle by the ever-sharpen-

ing contradictions of German econ-

omy.

These contradictions have been
given a special form by the post-

war changes in Germany, beginning
with the peace treaty. This form
is the contradiction between the

high imperialist development of

Germany—Its level of technology,

its concentration of industrial capi-

tal and domination by finance capi-

tal—and the "semi-colonial" status

to which it has been reduced under
the pressure of France, England
and America.

Before the war, Germany was a
large exporter of capital, pursuing

a policy of imperialist expansion
through direct seizure of colonies

(Klao-Chon, German West Africa,

etc.), and through the possession of

spheres of influence of more or less

marked political flavor (China,
Turkey, South America).

Since the war. it has been depriv-

ed of its colonies, and through the

imposition o£ reparations was com-
pelled to import capital from 1924

to 1929 instead of exporting ii.

Dependence on Foreign Capital

Its indebtedness to foreign coun-
tries on so-called "commercial
debt", amounting to 4-5 billion dol-

lars, puts it in the hands of Bri-

tish but more particularly Amer-
ican finance-capital; the repara-

tions payments bleed ,it for the
benefit of France. Belgium, Eng-
land, Italy and others of the form-
er Allies ; even its gold reserve of

200 million dollars is borrowed to

the extent of 86 millions. The im-

portation of American capital has
taken the form of direct invest-

ments in German property—even
the powerful German electrical

monoi»lies, the A. B. G. and
Siemens & Halske, are being in-

creasingly controlled by American
capital.

As a result the German masses
are being doubly exploited—by

j

their own bourgeoisie and by that
of the larger imperialist powers,
especially France, Kngkind and
America.

The effect of this contradictory
situation, as a highly-developed im-
perialist power, and at the same
time as a '"semi-colony" Iras been
immediately felt by the German
masses. In order to meet the pay-
ments required by the exploiting
countries. Germany has forced ex-

ports at the expense of its internal
market, that is, by forcing down-
ward the standard of living of the
great masses of the German popula-
tion.

This was done from 1919 to 1923
through inflation, which reduced
the value in goods of the worker's
wages. Since the temporary stabi-

lization iiegan in 1924, the crude
methods of inflation were dropped,
and a series of carefully devised
measures w;is adopted toward the
same end. While wages were be-

ing cut, prices were kept high in

Germany and at the same time
goods were sold in export trade for
what they would bring. The big
industrial monopolies entered into
international agreements to divide
up export markets and assure each
other complete liberty in exploiting
their own Internal markets without
competition. The German govern-

GermanMeets

Scheduled

Breaking Point Approaches in North

China Conflict of Imperialist Powers

MASS MEETING IN CHICAGO

The Chicago branch of the Com-
munist League of America (Opposi-
tion) has arranged for a mass
meeting where Hugo Oehler, now

(

on a national tour, will deal with;
the crisis in Germany and the
standpoint of the Left Opposition.
The meeting will take place at
Mirror Hall, 1154 N. Western Ave.
on Sunday, February 2S, at 3 P. M.
The subject of comrade Oehler's

speech will be: "Germany: Alarm
Signals for the Working Class". All

Chicago workers are cordially in-;

vited to attend. Questions and dis-

cussion will follow the speech.

(Continued on Page 2)

ABERN SPEAKS AT WILKES-

BARRE MEETING
Martin Abern, member of the Na-

tional Committee of the Communist
League of America (Opposition)
will speak under the auspices of

the League at Wilkes-Bar re, Penn-
sylvania, on Sunday, February 26,

193Jt, 2 P. M. on the crisis in Ger-
many and the standpoint of the
Left Opposition. Admission to the
meeting is free and all miners and
other workers are cordially invited

to attend. The meeting will be
held at the Workers' Circle Hall,

m S. Hancock Street.

Oehler Tour:

Chicago, 111.—Feb. 24, 35, 26
Davenport, Iowa—Feb. 27

Pes Moines, Iowa—Feb. 27
Kansas City, Mo.—March 1, 2, 3
St. Loute, Mov—March 4, 5

In the modern era of finance-

capitalism, or imperialism, peace

among the nations is merely a
truce between wars. The truce is

utilized by the future combatants
to polish up and perfect the wea-

pons of speedy death whilst eyeing

the "enemy" from head to foot.

The armed truce since the first

World Waf is drawing rapidly to

a close, the second world war looms

darkly just ahead.

The first World War was preced-

ed bv the race for armaments, dis-

guised half-heartedly now and
again by "standstill'' agreements
that halted nothing. The stage is

being set in exactly similar fashion

for the Second World War: dis-

armament conferences that lead to

ever greater piling-up of guns and
munitions ; mounting national bud-

gets for armies and navies. Yes-

terday it was Japan with the

largest military budget of its his-

tory. Tod<ay it is the United States

with its three hundred million dol-

lars for the navy alone. Secretary

Adams, in requesting this melon
for the militarists, gives an account
of the relative naval standing of

the enemies, ICnglnnd, Japan and
the United States ; personnel, num-
ber of battleships, cruisers, de-

stroyers, aircraft carriers, submar-
ines. It was Lenin in his "Imper-

ialism" who remarked. "There can

be no other conceivable basis, un-

der capitalism, for the sharing out
of spheres of influence, of inter-

ests, of colonies, etc., than a cal-

culation of the strength of the par-

ticipants, their general economic,
financi«l, military strength, etc."

Japan Readies for North China

Not by accident is it that a de-

cade after the first world war,
which gave such a tremendous im-

petus to the development of her

monopoly finance-capitalism, Japan
reaches out for North China. Like

German capitalism before the War,
Japanese imperialists fear being

left out in the cold in the exploi-

tation of the rich earth through

possession of colonies. Since in

this century the world has been

completely shared out, the Japanese

can only come into possession of

new territory by seizing it from
some other possessor, in this case

the Chinese. The Japs have covet-

ed the Manchurian provinces since

rhe Russo-Jap War. They viewed

with alarm and increasing dismay

the influx of Chinese immigrants

that began in 1911 and reached

such tremendous proportions in

1926. This, in conjunction with a

shrewd guaging of the "opportune"

moment from the point of view of

the international situation, decid-

ed the Japanese generals to act

before it became too late.

But this present action was pre-

pared years before by the Katos and
Tanakas with their Big Army and

Navy programs which took definite

shape about 1920. At that time the

nationalist, imperialist Kobe Joura-

ai, the Japan Chronicle, wrote:

"The great Navy is to be built

solely that Japan may be able to

do things on the Asiatic mainland
and present them to the world as

accomplished facts without running

the risk of the Powers offering

"advice' such as they offered In

1895 regarding Liaotung. The ex-

pansion of the Navy is not for the

purpose of being aggressive but

for the purpose of deterring pro-

test if aggressive action should for

any reason be committed." This

for whatever line of policy was
elaborated for" the German Com-
munist Party. This is precisely

what the Stalinists want to avoid.

The failure to convene the Seventh
World Congress is a cowardly, cri-

minal evasion of an elementary
duty, which can have nothing but
catastrophic results for' the German
working class, Stalin In particular,

"the best discipline of Lenin", is

anxious to evade the issue now
being posed in Germany with Such
inescapable acuteness. Stalin, the

"leader of the international prole-

tariat", has not a single word to

say about the situation In Germany
today.

But if the responsible leadership

of the Comintern does not speak,
if it is unable to meet and reply
to the arguments and demands for
a united front which the Left Op-
position has put forward, the sec-

ond and tenth rank bureaucrats (1,

e., the scapegoats of tomorrow!)
are pushed out In the forefront to

make the official apologia while the
"infallible Stalin" hides silently

behind their skirts. Less than ever
able to answer our contentions or

to oppose our policies, the Stalin-

ists are compelled to report not
only to misrepresentation and ritu-

alistic abuse, but to the moat pa-

tent absurdities.

Opposition and Stalinists

The Opposition has declared that

the social democracy and Fascism
constitute the two extremities of
bourgeois society—not its twins
but its extremities. Unable any
longer to solve its problems (and
keep the proletariat in check) by
means of the democratic Illusions

of which the social democracy is

the principal conveyor in the work-
ing class, the Ixmrgeoisle has re-

sorted to Fascism—the naked, anti-

democratic dictatorship of force

and violence. The rule of Fascism
excludes the existence of any dem-
ocratic (even bourgeois democratic,
to say nothing of proletarian dem-
ocratic] forms or institutions. This
determines the conflict between
Fascism and the social democracy.
This does not convert the social

democratic leaders into defenders
of the interests of the proletariat

—a stupid idea which the Stalinist

maliciously attributes to us. But
for the social democracy to per-

form its role, for it to retain its

leadership over
1

the social dem-
ocratic masses who are violently
an ti-Fascist, Wels, Kunstler and
Co. are compelled to carry on at
least an oral and literary strug-
gle against Hitlefism, are com-
pelled to make gestures of defiance,

while restraining the masses from
really militant and revolutionary
action—that Is, from the only ac-
tion which will smash Fascism.

From this elementary fact, the
Stalinists now draw the following
conclusion: The Fascist bourge-
oisie, in order to save the social

democracy, lias arranged with It to
drive it into a "sham opposition"
so as to continue deceiving the
proletariat which follows it. There-
fore (?!) it is wrong to make a
united front with the social dem-
ocracy, for we will be helping per-
petuate the sham and illusion of Its

"opposition to Fascism". To leap
the yawning gap between premise
and conclusion requires an acro-
batic skill which only a Stalinist
word-Juggler can supply. One of
these acrobats, whom the desper-
ate, disoriented American Stalin-
ists have called up from the re-

serves, is Mas Bedttcht, the Dafly
Worker has called this obsolete
"specialist on Germany" out of the
I. W. O. old soldiers' home to
which he was retired some years
ago, to break a lanfce with the
Trotskyists on the question of the
united front. But the acrobat slips
and falters through every sentence
of his (excuse us!) analysis, and
ends up limp and exhausted from
his heroic effort.

Why Is the social democracy's
leadership forced into "sham op-
position"? Precisely because Its
role is to retain a Una, grip on

(Continued on Page 2)
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meat raised its taxes again and

again, and used the money to "re-

lieve" capitalists who wanted to

unload their stocks or to engage in

a profitable bankruptcy. The North

German Lloyd, l>armstadter Back,

Disconto Bank, Nordwolle and a

host of. other financial scandals

were "solved" by having the Ger-

man government compensate the

capitalists whc were threatened

with loss. The big German steel

trust, the Vereinigte Stahlwerke, is

now about 30 percent owned by the

government because Bruening's fin-

ance Minister bought them at three

times the market price from a

patriotic industrialist who threat-

ened to sell them to France if his

Unas were not accepted.

In all these ways the German peo-

ple have been plundered for the

benefit of their own capitalists and

also for that of their new foreign

masters. The accumulation and

combination of the two burdens has

brought forth the sharpest clash of

class interests.

The big bourgeoisie, in addition to

fighting for Its own privileges, will

also struggle to keep intact its alli-

ance with foreign capital at the

cost of the German masses, sup-

porting itself on the power of

foreign imperialism while at tlie

same "time frantically pounding the

nationalist drum. The situation

has a certain analogy with that of

the Russian capitalists before the

^evolution, in respect to their lean-

ing on foreign capital, although

this was even more true of Rus-

sia.

Rote of Petty Bourgeoisie

Trie petty bourgeoisie, on the

other hand, tries to make a distinc-

tion between its domestic oppres-

sors and its foreign ones. It is

not convinced that its future lies

with the proletariat, because of the

lack of a clear-cut program and a

powerful, united and growing pro-

letarian force in Germany. It

therefore turns to alliance with its

domestic bourgeoisie, and under

the pressure of its chauvinistic pre-

judices and narrowness, brought to

a white heat by the bellows of

Fascist propaganda, it turns its

hate against "foreign"', including

Jewish, capital, in the first in-

stance, and is content with vague
demagogic promises as to what
Fascism will do to its fellow-Ger-

man capitalists.

The working class, on the other

band, cannot make any distinction

between the two. In 1917 the Bol-

shevfks struggled both against the
influence of foreign capitalism re-

flected in the alliance of Russia
with England and France in the
imperialist war, and against their

"own" capitalism in the civil war.
Only through putting itself at the

head of the nation, through set-

tling accounts with its own capital-

ism, through Installing the dictator-

ship of the proletariat, will the
German working class impose its

own class interests, which will also

be those of the Socialist nation, on

the foreign imperialist power's. To
submerge its own class interests in

those of the nation, to pose the

struggle for the dictatorship and
for the ultimate Socialist State as

a struggle for "national liberation",

is in effeet to capitulate to the

ideology of the petty bourgeoisie,

with its creation of supposed, "na-

tional" interests which stand above

the tasks of the proletariat as a

separate class. The Bolsheviks set-

tled their accounts with their own
capitalism and installed the dicta-

torship of the proletariat in Oct-

ober; three months later they broke

the financial bonds of Anglo-French
imperialism through the repudiation

of the Czarist debt and in anothef

two months, through the peace of

Brest-Litovsk, achieved the real

liberation of Russia from foreign

imperialism and its war.
—E. J. FIELD.

Program of Action Against Fascism

Proposed Year Ago by German Left

Nearing

Point in

Breaking

China
(Continued from Page 1|

paper adds: "Japan tduay is the

third naval power in the world.

She is, perhaps, the second mili-

tary power'. In combined naval

and military force she is second to

none. It is impossible to attain

such a position in the world with-

out being regarded with a certain

amount of awe and apprehension."

American Apprehensions

The apprehension Of their Ameri-

can business rivals has indeed been

aroused. Hence, the TJ. S. govern-

ment gives tacit encouragement to

American citizens not to buy Jap-

anese silks, Mrs. Hoover ostentati-

ously takes to wearing cotton

gowns, American merchants call in

their" credits from Japan, American
banks refrain from granting loans

to Japanese applicants, etc. Is it

a shrewd guess to interpret the

flurry in the Japanese stock mar-

ket recently as the dumping of

Japanese stocks and bonds by Am-
erican holders? But these meas-

ures are not the major ones. The
main steps are pressure applied

through American Influence and
power in Europe, and—transfer for

an indefinite period of the Ameri-
can navy to the Pacific.

The Balkanization of Manchuria
goes on apace nevertheless, with

Japan throwing its armies into

Jehol. The League promulgates a

verbose document of inanities

whose meaning, as given by the

diplomats themselves, amounts to

inforin'g China that she has the

League's permission to fight back

the Japanese invasion. But Japan
is insured how to taking "advice"

from the League on Manchuria. Her
big naw is proof against such
"advice"! —J. W.

Comrade James Gordon is a mem-
ber of the central strike commit-

tee and is active participating in

the Foltia-Fishef strike. He is

not the chairman of the strike com-
mittee as was erroneously reported

in a recent issue of the Militant. An
article on the strike and the situa-

tion in the Food Workers Union
will appear in the next Issue of the
Militant

America's Role in Germany

The Threat of Imperialist War
A Fascist victory and the defeat

of the German proletariat would
lay the basis for ironing out the

most pressing contradictions stand-

ing^ the way of the imperialist

war on the Soviet Union. Fascist

Germany and American capital,

with the other imperialists, would
transform their economic war into

a military war against the Soviet

Union, using Fascism as the spear-

head of attack. In the post-war

period, defeated Germany stood in

She way of a well organized mili-

tary operation and direct attack

upon the Soviet Union. A Fascist

Germany eliminates the sharpest
expression of this contradiction.

This does not mean that social

democracy is just that many de-

grees better when it rules. It

means that the position of class

relations is to that degree different.

The position of the working class

and its party is different. Social

democracy drugs the proletariat.

Fascism annihilates its organiza-
tions.

Italian Fascism has the most
agreeable relationship with Ameri-
can imperialism. Italian Fascism
does not rest upon the same econ-

omic base that a victorious German
Fascism would have. The White
Terror government of Hungary af-

ter the Hungarian revolution, aid

well as other White Terror govern-
ments of the Balkans, have the
best of relations with the American
imperialists. But Fascist Italy
and all of these White Terror' Gov-
ernments can not disorganize the
world working class to the same
degree that German Fascism in the
event of victory, could. The eco-
nomic base below these forces is

different.

The Stalinists consider Musso-
lini in Italy or1 Pilsudsky in Poland
a* Just another form of bourgeois
rule, and then conclude that Fasc-
ism in Germany would be similar.
Such governments are indeed a
form of bourgeois rule.

But from the class point of view
there Is a vast difference between
aoelal democracy and Fascism. And
one must add to this, that with
the Fascist variety of bourgeois
rule there are differences and more
pressing dangers. Fascism in Ger-
many would make Fascism in Italy
look like child's play. Because
WOBLD CAPITALISM fs In a
ore crftloml situation, Fascism

takes root in a more developed
eountry—as the expression of IN-
TERNATIONAL relations.

The danger of an Imperialist war
between Japan and America in the

Orient must be kept on the prole-

tarian order of business hut can-

not be separated from the imperial-

ists' contradictions and the key
situation in Germany. The contra-

dictions between the imperialist

powers on the one hand and the

Soviet Union on the other finds ex-

pression in Germany and in China.

Both situations must be approached
from the international point of

view and the proper connection of

their economic and Class relation-

ships obtained.

In these preliminary struggles of

the imperialists for the redivision

of the earth these two dangers
points reveal Germany as the weak-
est link and America as the dom-
inating imperialist power.
Japan has advantages at the pre-

sent Jn its present, position in the
Orient in this struggle for the re-

division of the earth but the Am-
erican imperialism's hold upon the
European imperialists, through war
debts and through the billions in-

vested in Germany, and America's
economic weight, gives her a lever

far greater than that held by
Japan, for world struggles in gen-
eral and struggles in the Orient
against Japan.
American imperialism is watch-

ing with vulture anxiety the gains
of German Fascism. If Fascism
triumphs in Germany reaction will
be strengthened throughout the
world. The American workers
will be confronted by a wave of
reaction. Greater capitalist pro-
spects for a way out of the world
crisis will be obtained.
A united front of reaction against

the Soviet Union will alter, even
though it intensifies the antagon-
isms hetween the imperialists. And
America on top of the decay heap
of world capitalism has far more to
gain than to lose In much a new
alignment for the coming Imperial-
ist war. AH of this providing

—

Fascism is victorious In Germany.
But this is not yet a settled ques-
tion. The time is not yet too late
to turn the tide into a successful
proletarian revolution, thereby
smashing Fascism—and the pillars
of American imperialism.

—HUGO OBBM8R.

(The consistency of the policy

of the International Left Opposi-

tion for the situation in Germany,

as well as the fact that its pol-

icy has been confirmed with strik-

ing accuracy by events, is shown

by our reprint below of the open

letter sent by our German com-

rades to the Central Committee
of the Communist Party of Ger-

many more than a year ago. It

was the Left Opposition which at

that time—and for some time be-

fore that—sounded the alarm
signal against the Fascist dan-

ger and called upon the party to

initiate the united front move-

ment against the Nazis. The
failure of the Communist party

leaders to adopt this course fin-

ally resulted in the present dan-

gerous position into which the

party and the working class have

been forced. In essence, the pro-

posals made below not only con-

tinue to hold good today, but are

en imperatively necessary prere-

quisite to the launching of the

movement that will exterminate

the hordes of Hitlerism.—Ed.)

To the Central Committee

of the C. P. G.

Dear comrades:
Victory is possible, victory is pro-

bable, everything must be done to

assure it. Only in this manner can

revolutionist pose the question in

the present situation.

The question of the victory over

Fascism in Germany is also the

question of the fate of the U. S.

S. R., regardless of whether it is

considered from the economic, the

political or the purely military

point of view. But that means
that so sis to be able to assure the

future of socialist economy In the

U. S. S, R., the Soviet Union must
stake all of its forces on the victory

over Fascism of the European rev-

olution, with which it is inseparably

linked. This alone can be the strat-

egic line of the Communist party.

The C. P. must adopt a position

of departure that rests upon irre-

concilable and ruthless struggle

against Fascism, for the purpose of

destroying Fascism in the inevit-

able, open struggle and for the con-

quest of power.
The united revolutionary class

action of the proletariat must be

organized against the victory of

Fascism.
This can be realized only when

all revolutionary forces, no matter
in what camp they stand at the

moment, unite for this Common ac-

tion which stands on the order of

the .day. We know full well that
the premises for such an action are
highly unfavorable. But in spite

of this, the C. P. G., as the histor-

ically chosen organization must in

view of the seriousness of the sit-

uation make the attempt to realize

a genuine fighting unity of the
working class.

To this end we submit the follow-

ing proposals

:

The C. P. G. is immediately to

approach all political groups, trade
unions and workers' organizations

who declare themselves prepared to

fight against Fascism with the aim
of a common appeal for the forma-
tion of a Joint Council of Action
against Fascism. This appeal must
contain

:

1. The creation of Committees
of Action consisting of representa-

tives of factories, trade unions,

political groups and other workers'
organizations. It is of the greatest

importance, that all the existing
tendencies in the revolutionary
working class of each locality be
represented in the Committees of
Action.

2. The Joint Council of Action
is to be constituted at a congress

of delegates from these Committees
of Action in the entire Country,

which is to meet in the shortest

possible time. This congress is to

represent the proletarian concentra-

tion against the concentration of

the reactionaries.

3. The congress must be organ-
ized in advance as the proletarian

counter-parilament in the event of

a Fascist Reichstag, or against an
exjna-parliamentary or parlm-
mentary Fascist government.

4. The congress must solve three

tasks concretely:

(a^ the preparation of the gen-

eral strike to prevent the

seizure of power by Hugen-
berg and Hitler

;

<b) the formation of one com-
mon non-party workers' de-

fense corps

;

(o) the elaboration of a common
minimum program with re-

gard to the next steps to be

taken by the Committees of

Action.

Under a correct leadership, such

a defense action contains all the

necessary elements with which to

lead the proletariat, in view of the

objective possibilities described

above, not only against Fascism,

but to the overthrow of the bour-

geoisie as a whole.

Such a policy is possible only

after a radical change in the course

of the party. The experiences of

the French Communist Party speak

an unequivocal language. Despite

the "third period", despite the

ultra-Left trade union tactic, de-

spite "social Fascism" and similar

slogans, the party has been forced

by the pressure of objective con-

ditions and partly also on the basis

of sound proposals made by the

Left Opposition to change its course

radically. (See the proposal to the

Socialist Party of France for com-

mon action on the second ballot,

the Preliminary Congress for the

establishment of trade union un-

ity.) It is high time to draw th*
consequences in Germany and to

reestablish the unity of all genuine

Communists.
We declare emphatically that, de-

spite profound differences in a

whole series of questions, we will

support with our innermost con-

victions and without any reserva-

tions, every step undertaken by
the party in this direction with all

our strength and that we are com-
pletely and entirely at the service

of the party in any instance what-
soever.

The Left Opposition of the

C. P. G. (Bolshevik-Leninists)

The National Committee.

GERMAN CAMPAIGK
Chicaso Advances

With Campaign

Chicago.—Chicago's reaction to

tlie German campaign of the Left

Opposition was immediate. The
meeting to organize the campaign
was held last night with members
of Spartacus Youth Club, Unser
Kamf'ciub (Left Opposition and a

few party comrades in attendance).

The enthusiasm of the comrades
was manifest throughout the meet-

ing. Many speakers took the floor

with suggestions cm how best to

carrv on the campaign in Chicago.

The most important point on
the agenda was the assignment of

comrades to sell the new thrice-a-

week Militant before workers' or-

ganizations and meetings. Practic-

ally the whole city will be covered

In the next few weeks with the

message of the Left Opposition on
the German events. The Chicago
workers that have already been
contacted through our German
campaign are applauding the efforts

of the Communist Left to raise the

German Communist Party from Its

Stalinist political stupor.

In the meantime the effects of

the campaign are making them-

selves felt within the ranks of the

party itself. The frightened party

bureaucrats have not organized any
mass meetings on Germany yet. The
Chicago organization of the Left

Opposition however, is holding a
mass meeting in the "Loop" at

Redifer Hall, Sunday, the 19th, an-

other the following Sunday, Feb.

26, 3 P. M. at Division and Western
(Mirror Hall) with comrade Hugo
Oehler as main speaker. Our
South Side group will organize a

meeting on the South Side very
shortly

—J. GIGANTI.

Fascists Command Police: Shoot theReds
(Continued from Page 1)

the masses and prevent them from

really fighting Fascism. How does

it retain this hoid? Precisely by

means of its sham, verbal, opposi-

tion. How can this hold over the

socialist masses be broken by the

Communists in the shortest possi-

ble time—and time is just what is

decisive in Germany now ? By
forcing these socialist leaders to

reveal in action that their opposi-

tion is a sham. How is this to

be done? By demanding of these

leaders that they translate their

verbosity into deeds, that they

show what their words are worth

by joining with the Communist
party ii: a united front on a con-

crete program of action lo smash
Fascism.
The socialist masses say to them-

selves : My leaders, my organiza-

tion has taken a stand against

Fascism. They speak against it.

They call for a struggle against it.

The Communist party must say

to the. Social Democratic party

:

Yon say you want to fight Fascism.

We do, also. It is not a matter
1

of mutual confidence, for we
haven't a particle of it where you
are concerned. But the masses
want a united flght against Fasc-

ism. We are ready. We demand
that you join us in this fight. Then
let the masses judge who really is

fighting in their interests. We will

march with our own banners (dir-

ected against the Fascists, and also

against yourselves!), retain our in-

dependence and our criticisms.

TaVi is cheap; let us—and the

workers who still follow you—see
what your deeds are.

The socialist workers will then

say : The Communist* really want
a united fight against Fascism. It

is a proletarian question with them
and not merely a purely party ques-

tion. We will demand that our
leaders accept the Communist pro-

posal for a united front. If our
leaders refuse, we shall know that

the Communists were not mistaken
in their appraisal of the role of

Wels and Hilferding. If our lead-

ers accept, we will see in the

course of the united front struggle
whether or not the Communists are

right in their assertions that Wels
and the other leaders will play
the role of a brake on the move-
ment and will betray us at the
crucial moment.

We Have All to Gain
The Communists will say to

themselves : We have nothing to

fear. Once a mass movement is

really set in motion, we have con-

fidence that our leadership and
policies are superior to those of

the social democracy. In the course
of the flght, the worker's will see
with their own eyes. They will

be able to compare the two and
judge for themselves. We will

gain in the end, which means the
working class and the proletarian

revolution will gain. For by re-

taining our independence and not

relenting an iota in our criticism

of the social democracy, we will

not be helping perpetuate the il-

lusion's spread bv the socialist lead-

ers. On the contrary, by a firm,

clear policy, we will be helping to

destroy these illusions in the minds
of the million-headed socialist

masses. With united efforts we
will smash Fascism, our main foe.

But such a movement will be set

in motion that—providing we are

not stupid—we shall be able to

push it further along the correct

road, to the formation of Soviets,

to the establishment of these So-

viets as the organs of the prole-

tarian dictatorship, to the final

settlement of accounts with the

murderers of Liebknecht and Lux-

emburg whom we know (the social-

ist masses do not yet know it, or'

not with sufficient clarity) will try

to stab the movement in the back

when it becomes dangerous to

them.

These simple ideas, which Lenin

and Trotsky tried to hammer into

the heads of the opportunists and
ultra-Leftists in 1921 and 1922,

must become the policy of the

party. The vaporings of all the

"specialists" and "theoreticians" of

the Stalinist cut lead only to im-

potence and confusion. It Is high

time "to call them to a halt!

Tuesday, Feb. 21, 1933.

—M. S.

Opposition in

Davenport

Davenport, low*—The branch of

the Left Opposition in Davenport is

making very substantial headway.
We have had to increase our
Forum to every week as the re-

sponse among the workers has been
tremendous It takes place every
Wednesday. We get anywhere
from 50 to 350 workers depending
the kind of a speaker that we have.

Our class on the fundamentals of

Communism has been progressing

very well and is about finished. We
will begin a new class eoon. A
class will start the first Monday
in March on elementary Marxian
economics and will take place every
first and third Monday of each
month. Our class on fundamentals
of Communism meets every Friday.

Wednseday, February 8 the Left

Opposition opened Its headquarters
and book store, class room Com-
bined. In spite of the zero weather
(22 degree below zero) thate eve-

ning we had forty-five to fifty pre-

sent.

February 15 the open forum waB
turned over to the unemployed and
a Union of Unemployed was organ-
ized, due to the fact that the Un-
employed Council In this city is

defunct and isolated. Without any
leaflets or advertising fifty workers
showed up at the meetfng. Forty-
three organized and Joined the Un-
ion of Unemployed.

In the last couple of months six

new members joined the Left Op-
position, which makes this branch
now a total membership of ten.

Comrade Brady of Chicago lec-

tured here on Elementary Marxism
for three consecutive days and we
had an attendance of about an
average of twelve regularly attend-
ing each day. We are holding
aside from our1 regular forums
special meetings such as this.

On February 17 Gerry Allard of

Gillespie, Illinois, will speak on

the mine war in southern Illinois.

February 27, Hugo Oehler, member
of the national committee, will

speak on "What is Happening in

Germany?"
All our activities center at the

Hibernian Hall, 421 Brady Street,

Davenport, Iowa. Our headquart-

ers are located on the first floor.

The open forum meets every Wed-
nesday at 8 P. M. sharp, closing

at 10 P. M. sharp. Fndamentals of

Communism every Friday night 8

P. M. First and third Monday of

each month Elementary Economics,

9 P. M. to 10 P. M. Book store is

open every afternoon and evening

from 3 P. M. to 9 P. M.

—GEORGE J. PAPCUN.
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Marx-Lenin School in Chi.

Chicago.—The first term of the

Marx-Lenin School, conducted by

the Left Opposition, is now conclud-

ed and a new term is about to be-

gin. The two classes just con-

cluded were quite successful both

from the point of view of attend-

ance as well as results.

At the present time we are about

to launch a new class on the sub-

ject "The Theoretical System of

Marxism". This class will consist

of nine sessions, covering all im-

portant phases of the subject. It

is calculated to give the students

a rounded-out view of Marxism as

a whole. Its tenor will be such,

that it will not be too difficult for

beginners, nor yet too simple for

those already having an element-

ary knowledge of Marxism. The
following is the outline for the

course

:

Philosophy
(conducted by J. Glganti)
1. Materialism and Idealism

Dialectics and Scientific

Method
Historical Materialism
Political Economy

(conducted by Al. Glotzer)
1. Commodity Production
2. Labor theory of Value
3. Surplus Value

Politics

(conducted by N. Satir)

1. Political Structure—The
State
The Political Party of the
Proletariat
Revolutionary Strategy and
Tactics

The first session will be held on
Wednesday, February 15, 8:30 P.

M., at 1214 N. Washtenaw. All
those wishing to enroll should come
directly to the class or call the sec-
retary by phone, Webster 1279 for
information.

2.

3.

2.

3.

200 SOLD IN FEW HOURS
In a few hours, tomrade Jim

Carr of the New York branch sold

200 copies of the "New Militant

at a cent a copy in the 14th Street

vicinity. Other comrades have sold

from 50 to 150 copies in a few
hours. The absorbing interest with
which the militants are following
our paper in these crucial hours Is

a guarantee of the advance of the
Left Opposition.

HUNDREDS SOLD IN N. Y.

Nat Levine, Left Opposition sym-
pathizer' In New York, sold 117
copies of the Militant on the pre-

ceding Friday and 200 copies on
the following Sunday in front of

the Labor Temple. He reports

wide interest in the three-times-

a-wcek Militant and its efforts to

present thoroughly the situation in

Germany. Mac Cndler, another
sympathizer, has also been active

in the s«le of the Militant and in

the securing of subscriptions.

Pledge Solidarity

at Cleveland Meet
Cleveland.—At a big demonstra-

tion called by the Unemployed
Council on Market Square (West
Side) today, workers protesting

against Mayor Miller's "plan" for

forced labor and demanding cash
relief from the city-coutrolled As-
sociated Charities, also echoed the

cry for solidarity with the German
proletariat faced with the attempt
of the Fascist Hitler regime to

exterminate their organizations, to

suppress their military and to pre-

pare Germany for a spearhead
position in an imperialist aggression
against the workers' fatherland

—

the USSR.
On the march to the Square and

at the demonstration, prominent
banners were displayed linking the
struggle of the unemployed with
the fight against German Fascism,
with such slogans as: "In Cleveland
—Miller wants Forced Labor. In
Germany—Hitler", "Long Live the
International Solidarity) of the
German and American Workers
against Forced Labor, against Hit-
ler and Fascism".
On the Square, after speeches by

unemployed militants and party
members, comrade Sam Gordon of
the Left Opposition was asked by
party workers and sympathizers
to address the crowd. In a abort,

but impassioned speech, the com-
rade from the Left Opposition
sounded the call for active support
of the German proletariat in their
desperate struggle against the
Hitler hordes. He showed the re-

lation between the struggle of the
American unemployed and the Ger-
man workers, pointing out the
meaning of Hitler's coming into
power, showing the danger of a
Fascist German attack against the
Soviet Union. Exposing the role
of the yellow German social dem-
ocracy in paving the road for Fasc-
ism he continued with an explana-
tion of the need for the immediate
establishment of a united front
against the Hitler hordes which the
Communist party alone can do by
directly challenging the social dem-
ocratic fakers lo join in the flght,
in this way showing the way out
to the socialist workers and arous-
ing their pressure against the lead-
ership. He called upon the work-
ers present to demand that the
Communist party take this course
and ended up with a cheer for
the International solidarity of the
working class In the struggle
against hunger, war and Hitleriem.
The speech was greeted with a good
round of applause.

A march followed to the head-
quarters of the Associated Charit-
ies at which a Committee of unem-
ployed presented demands.

—S. G.

SHACHTMAN AT BROOKWOOD
Max Shachtman will speak on the

Left Opposition in the Communist
movement before the student body
at Brookwood School, Katonah,
N. Y., on Friday, February 34, 1933.

S.LP. Treachery In

Springfield

Springfield, III.—The Socialist

Labor Party of Springfield, "like

the Plebs Leaders of old have be-

come a strategic post of peculiar

strength for the patriciate and of

mischief for the proletariat the

work of enslaving and slowly de-

grading the working class"—to

quote Daniel DeLeon.
The issue in the Illinois miner's

struggle is clear. On the one side,

you have the whole machinery of

the capitalist class ; on the other

side you have the working-Class,
and it is the duty ot all class-con-

scious workers to give the keenest
support and to stand on the side of

the workers whenever a strike or

any other conflict for improved con-

ditions of labor occurs either as

a spontaneous action of the workers
or as a result of action taken by
a labor organization. And by do-

ing this the class conscious work-
ers do not for a minute lose sight

of the revolutionary goal.

But the Socialist Labor Party
of Springfield at its recent meeting
by a majority vote decided to be-

come scabs, to help the Lewis-Pea-
hody machine defeat the Progres-
sive Miners of America and to
force the miners back under the
conditions of the coal operators.
And so, with tlie exception of two
rank and file members who tore

up their party cards in the face
of these labor-Bakers, Fred Koch,
Lawrence Lamb, A. J. DeWltt, Fri-
oft and Joe Brown, these staunch
S. L. P. member's went back to
scab In a body under the Lewis-
Peabody company union. And this
isn't all. Fred Koch, former na-
tional organizer and the apex of
the S. L. P. in the state of Illinois,

takes his young son and this youth
is introduced and initiated to all

the chicanery in the art of being
a professional strikebreaker by hid
SLP father as his first job.

Lawrence Lamb, another old "De-
Leonite", like a good flunkey, turns
over to the Lewis gang all the
material property which belonged
to over six hundred rank and file

members who broke away from the
Lewis machine and joined the Pro-
gressive Miners of America.

A. J. Dewitt, the secretary of the
Springfield branch of the SLP
wrote to his two brothers in Harco,
Illinois, to come to Springfield and
help break the P. M. A. His two
brothers came to Springfi.eld and
got jobs as strikebreakers at one
of the Peabody mines. Then one
night after a socalled union meet-
ing of the UMWA which was held
in the wash-house at the mine and
which was presided over by the
mine superintendent and at which
there was plenty of booze, the two
brothers started out for their hotel
in an jautomobile and on the hard-
road got into' a wreck and both
were killed. Truly, the Springfield
SLP has become an gut filled full
of a lot of excretion.

All this recalls an incident. About
a month before the recent national
presidential elections, the SLP
called a mass meeting in Spring-
field. The members of fee Left
Opposition present at that meet-
ing exposed these labor faker's as
agents of the bosses. These same
SLP fakers threatened to throw
the members of the Left Opposition
out of the meeting hall, because
they insisted on their right to de-
fend Communism. But the SLPers
were prevented from doing this be-
cause of the militancy of the work-
ers present. Since that meeting
and this latest betrayal, the work-
ers that were present at that
meeting have become fully con-
vinced that the position that the
Left Opposition took against these
tabor fakers ..is correct.

—JOSEPH ANGELO.

ABERN AT BOSTON MEET
A mass meeting at which the

German situation today will be an-
alyzed and the reasons given for
the Left Opposition demand for a
united front to smash Hitler, is to
be held in Boston on Sunday night,
March 5, 1933, 8 P. M. at Belmont
Hall, 150 Humbolt Ave., Roxbury,
Mass. The meeting, under' the aus-
pices of the Boston branch of the
League, will be addressed by Mar-
tin Abern, member of the National
Committee of the organization, and
by comrade Antoinette F. Kent-
kow. _ All workers are urgently in-
vited to attend the meeting and
hear the standpoint of the Opposi-
tion.
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Leon Trotsky Analyzes German Situation
The Camp of Counter-

Revolution

The shifts in government since

Bmening's time show how vapid

and hollow is the universal philos-

ophy of Fascism (cut and dried

Fascism, national Fascism, social

Fascism, Left social Fascism)
which the Stalinists slap over

everything land everybody, except-

ing themselves only. The upper

crust of the possessors is much too

small in numbers and much too

hated by the people to be able to

rule in their own name. They Re-

quire a screen—the traditional-

monarchic ("Will of God"); the

liberal-parliamentarian ("Sovereig-

nty of the People") ; the Bonapart-

ist ("The Impartial Arbiter") ; or,

finally, the Fascist ("The Anger of

the People"). War and revolution

have tiakcn the monarchy from
them. Thanks to the reformists,

they have maintained themselves
on the crutches of democracy, for

fourteen years. Wh^n, under the

pressure of class contradictions,

the parliament split asunder, they

.attempted to hide behind the Presi-

dent's back. There came the chap-

ter of Ronapartistn, i. e., the bu-
reaucratic-police government which
is raised over society and which
maintains Itself on the relative

eqnlibrium between the two oppos-

ing camps.

Passing through the transitional

governments of Bruening and
Papen, Bonapartism assumed its

purest form in the person of Gen-
eral Schleicher—but only in order

to disclose in him its insolvency.

Hostile, doubtful, or alarmed, all

cesses viewed this enigmatical
political figure that resembled noth-
ing so much as a question maxk
with, the epaulettes oC a general.

Hut the chief cause for Schleicher's

failure, and, incidentally for his

preceding successes jas well, lay

not within himself; Bonapartism
cannot attain stability so long as

the camp of revolution and the
camp of counter-revolution have
not measured their forces in bat-

tle. Concurrently, the frightful

industrial and agrarian crisis that

hangs over the country like a night-

mare does not facilitate Bonjapart-

ist tight-rope balancing. True, at

first sight, the passivity of 'the

proletariat facilitated in the high-

est degree the tasks of "the Social
General". But, it turned out other-

wise; precisely thiB passivity weak-
ened the hoop of fear that binds
together the possessing classes,

bringing out into the Open the
antagonisms that tear them apart.

Economically, German rural eco-
nomy leads a parasitic existence,

and it is a heavy ball and chain on
the feet of industry. But the con-
stricted social basis of the indus-
trial bourgeoisie turns into political

necessity the preservation ot "na-
tional" agriculture, i. e., the class
of junkers and rtch farmers along
with all the strata that arc de-
pendent on them for this [toliey.

Bismark laid the foundation, firm-

ly binding the agrarians and the in-

dustrialists together by military
victories, gold Indemnity, high
profits and—the fear of the prole-
tariat. But Bisiriarck's time have
passed into eternity. Present-day
Germany speeds not from victories
but from defeat. France pays her
no indemnity but she pays France.
Decaying capitalism supplies no
profits opens up no perspectives.
Nothing cements together the pos-
sessing classes except their fear of
the workers. However, the Ger-
man proletariat—for which its lead-
ership is entirely to btame—remain-
ed paralyzed in the most critical
period—and the antagonisms be-
tween the possessing classes broke
out into the open. With the Left
camp expectantly passive the "So-
cial General" fell under the blows
from the Bight.

When this happened, the upper
crust of the possessing class took
Its governmental balance: on the
debit side—a split in their own

ranks ; among the assets—an octo-

genarian Field Marshall. What
mote remained? Nothing, except
for Hugenberg. Whereas Schleicher

personified the uriadultered idea of

Bonapartism, Hugenberg personifies

in himself the chemically pure
idea of property. The General was
coy, refusing to reply to the ques-

tion which is better, Capitalism or

Socialism ; Hugenberg makes no
bones about announcing thjat there

is nothing better than an East
Prussian junker on the throne.

The most rooted, the most ponder-

ous, and the most intrenched form
of property is private ownership of

land. If economically, German
agriculture is the kept whore of

industry, then it is most proper"

thjat no other than Hugenberg him-
self should be at the head of the
political struggle of the possessors
against the peopde. Thus the re-

gime of I tit 1 supreme judge of ar-

bitration, who was raised above
all classes "land p:irties. has been
brought smack up to the supremacy
of the German -Nationalist Party,
the most Kelt-seeking :ind greedy
cliiine of proprietors. Ilugeuberg's
government represents the quintes-

sence of social parasitism. But
just because of this, when it ta-

came, necessary, in its pure state,

it became impossible. Hugenberg
requires a screen. As jet today, he
cannot hide behind the mantle of

a Kaiser, and he is forced to resort

to (he brown shirt of the Nazi.

If one ciaunot obtain the sanction

of tiie highest heavenly powers

First Article After Hitler's Appointment as Chancellor

By Leon Trotsky

through the monarchy for (he pro-

perty owners, there remains the
sanction of the reactionary and un-

bridled rubble.

The investiture of Hitler with
power served a two-fold purpose

:

first, to decorate the camarilla of

property owners with the leaders

of "a national movement" ; and
secondly, to place the fighting

forces of Fascism at the direct dis-

posal of the proprietors.

It was not with a light heart

that the high and mighty clique

made a deal with the malodorous
Fascists. There are too many, fill

too many fists behind the unbridled

upstarts; and therein lies the dan-
gerous side "f the brown allies

;

but in that very same thing is also

their' fundamental, more exactly,

their only advantage. And this is

the advantage that decides, for

such are the times now that there

is no guaranteeing property except
with fists. There is no way of get-

ting around without the Nazis. But
it is likewise impossible to give
over to them the actual power ; to-

day, the threat on the part of the

proletariat is not so [acute that

the higher-ups should consciously

provoke a civil war with problem-

atic outcome. It is to this new
stage in the development of the

social crisis in Germany that the

new governmental combination cor-

responds, in which the military Jand

economic posts remain in the hands
of the masters, while the plebeians

are assigned decorative or second
rate posts. The unofficial but all

the more ai-tii|al function of the

Fascist ministers is to bind the

revolution with terror. However,
the suppression and annihilation of

the proletarian vanguard the Fasc-

ists must achieve not otherwise
than within the limits set by the

representatives of the agrarians

and the industrialists. Such is

the plan. But how will its execu-

tion turn out?

The government of Hugenberg-
Hitler includes within itself a com-
plex system of contradictions ; be-

tween the traditional representa-

tives of the agrarians, on the one
side, and the patented representa-

tives of large capital, on the
other; between these and the
others, on the one side, and the
oracles of the reactionary petty

bourgeoisie, on the other. The
combination is extremely unstable.

In its present form it will not long
endure. What will come in its

place in the event ot its collapse?

In view of the fact that the chief
instruments of power are not in

Hitler's hands, and since the latter

lias amply demonstrated that
^alongside with the hatred to the
proletariat there is deeply ingrained
in his hone the awe before the
possessing classes and their insti-

tutions, it is impossible to exclude
aboluiely the possibility that the
social tops, in case ot a break with al combination these armies

the N,azi6, will attempt once again
to take to the road of presidential

Bonapartism. However, the prob-
ability of such a variation, which,
thereto, could have only an episodic
character, is extremely slight, in-

commensurably much more prob-
able is the further development of

the crisis to the side of Fascism.
Hitler, in the character of Chan-
cellor, is such a direct and open
challenge addressed to the prole-

tariat that a mass reaction, in the
worst instance, a series of dispar-
ate reactions, is absolutely inevit-

able. And this will suffice to push
the Fascists Into the foremost
places, displacing their much too
corpulent mentors. But on one
condition: if the Fascists them-
selves remain on their feet.

The assumption of power by Hit-
ler is indubitably a fearful blow
for the working class. But this is

still not a decisive or an irrevoca-
ole defeat. The enemy, who might
have been crushed while he was
only striving upwards, has occupieu
today an entire series of command
ing posts. This allows his side a
great advantage, but there baa
ueen no battle as yet. The occupa
tion of advantageous positions de-
cides nothing by itself, what do
decide are the living forces.
The Keichswehr and the police,

the Steel Helmets, and the storm
troops of the Nazis represent ii.

themselves three independent 'arm
ies in the service of the possess
ing classes. But from the verj

|
meaning of the present government
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Whiit i-i to be Germany's road

out of Hie crisis? To this funda-

mental question every party repre-

senting the leadership of a distinct

class rausl be prepii n>d witlh its

own answer. Since the contradic-

tion between the isolated proletar-

ian state, the Soviet Union, and the

eapitaiist world is the outstanding
contradiction of the present stage

of decadent capitalism, the attitude

of the German parties to Soviet

Uussia is ,an integral part of their

proposed answers to tthe basic ques-

tions of German economy.
The attitude of the big oburgeoieie

is clear. It wants to reduce Soviet

Russia to the state of a colony,

through the usujal processes of im-

perialist conquest and exploitation.

They want to continue the line of

the pre-war HofacnzoIIern regime,

which led to colonial expansion in

Africa and China, Jand to hardly

less concealed subjugation of Tur-

key and part of the Balkans. Since

Germany reached its first working
agreement with the Soviet Union at

Rapallo in 1922, tine hig bourgeoisie

has been steadily pushing forward

the idea that Germany must com-
pensate itself in Russia for" the

losses of its pre-war colonies, anti

the expulsion of German capital

from Turkey.

On this basis they can form a
working agreement with French,

British and American imperialism,

and provide an alternative to the

restoration of the colonies which is

the logical consequence of a suc-

cessful drive by the German bour-

geoisie against 'the Treaty of Ver-

sailles,

Fireparing for War
llhis means war—of this there

can be no doubt. Therefore the

German big bourgeoisie is prepar-

ing to break up all organizations

and forces within Germany which
would be capable of resisting a

war of imperialist aggression. The
social democracy can no longer be

counted upon to carry the working
masses with it as it did In 1914. Not
that lihe leadership of the social

democracy is any better now than
it was then. The existence of the
Communist party, its mass follow-

ing, and the enormous organization-

al pressure which it would exert

upon the social democratic masses
in blie event of war, make it un-
safe for the big bourgeoisie to

count too much on the support of

the social democracy. It must
crush social democracy as well as
Communism if it is to prepare for

the next war.
For this reason the big bourge-

oisie is being forfced to formia. close

alliance with Fascism, representing
the mass organization of the petty
bourgeoisie against the proletariat.

Not only must it form an alliance,

but also put Itself at the head of

it, and in practise carry through
its progam as that of Fascism.
The petty bourgeoisie in and of

itself is not interred in imperial-

ist conquest. Its own program,

which is destined to remain on

paper and be discarded at all points

where it conflicts with that of the

big bourgeoisie, calls for a differ-

ent policy entirely. Unable to see

beyond local or at most, national

interests, it demands "autarchy?',

or economic self-sufficiency. It

wants to develop the German dom-
estic market, including the agricul-

tural market, ',at the expense of

German foreign trade. The pres-

sure of Germany's industrial pro-

ductive forces against its national

boundaries makes this petty bour-

geois program a Utopia. But to a
limited extent it may coincide with
the interests of certain special Ger-

man groups within fhe agraran-
capitalist bloc, and thus further

cement their alliance.

For instance, the first economic
step undertaken by the Hitler-

Papen government was symbolic ; it

touched upon one of these limited

points where the interests of Hit-

ler's petty bourgeoisie in autarchy

and those ot the feudal agrarians
of Papen coincide. It consisted of

putting ia. prohibitive tariff on the
importation of lard. These imports
amount to $12,000,000 a year: about
SO percent of them come from the

Youth ^Debate

This Sunday
A debate in which the Left Op-

position youth will defend the prin-

ciples of Communism against a
representative of the Anflreho-

Comnmnist youth group of New
York, is scheduled to take place

tiiis Sunday, Folirmiry 26", at 8:30
P. M. shar'p. The hall is located

at Til K. 12th Street and the ad-
mission h'as been set at the low
price of 15 cents to insure the max-
imum attendance. The debaters
are Herbert Capelis for the Spar-

taeus Youth Club and Abe Goldman
for the Vanguard Youth Group. The
importance of the dispute has been
heightened in recent times by the

events In Spain, where the stand-

points of Communism and anarch-

ism have come into direct conflict

and where the opportunity has been
Afforded anew to examine which is

the trimphaut road to the emanci-
pation of the proletariat. Every
young worker and student in New
York should attend to hear the con-
tending programs presented by the
qualified representatives of both
tendencies.

Militant CorrespondentOn
the Spot in German Crisis

IContinued on Page 2)

OUR GERMAN- MEETINGS
Gorman meetings organized in

various cities, including those of

comrade Oehler during his tour,

will be found on page two of the

Militant.

The Militant prints here the first

article from comrade Arne Swa-
beck, who is now in Germany and
who will continue writing directly

about the events there.
• » » •

Berlin, February 11.—While the
Fas-cist hordes are at the helm of

government in Germany they have
not yet conquered. A mere glimpse
at the country where the fate of

mankind, as far as its immediate
future is concerned, hangs in the
balance, fully justifies this conten-

tion.

Throughout the Reich there is

an ominous calm, a lull before the
storm, but interrupted surreptiti-

ously by the harking of guns in

clashes between workers and Fasc-
ists. Daggers flash in fhe hands of

the latted. Political assassinations
increase. But these are only van-
guard skirmishes before the battle.

The situation as a whole leaves a
painful impression as if the Ger-
man working masses do not yet
really know what is at stake. The
advent of the Hitler government
found them stunned, bewildered,
and unprepared, left in the lurch by
the deliberate treason ot the So-
cialist party bureaucrats and by
the criminal failures of the Com-

Japan Defies Other Imperialist Powers in China
If the world had any illusions

that Japanese imperialism had ac-

tually relinquished its twenty-one

demands forced on China in 1015

those illusions are by now com-

pletely dispelled. Japan is staking

all on subjugating China before

that nation can be unified, whether

under bourgeois or proletarian hege-

mony. If the bourgeiosie succeed-

ed in unifying China with the aid

of American dollars it would me'an

the ultimate "peaceful penetration"

of U. S. finance-capital and the

ousting of both England and Japan
fro the Chinese market.

English capitalism, badly dam-
aged._by the War and no longer

dominant on the international mar-

ket, is not averse to seeing Amer-
ica become involved in war with
Japan. Hence the attitude of the

English government, reflected In

the London Times, that the League
iias "done its part" land now coun-

tries with interests in the Far East
(read America) "must themselves
decide what policy is most likely to

conduce to the early restoration of

peaceful conditions," etc. However
the English press is likely to

cli&nge its tune as soon as British

interests in China are themselves
directly threatened.

This threat to the other imper-
ialist powers will not be long in

the making. For the Japanese gen-

erals, following a schedule pre-

pared long in advance, have given
due notice of Sheir next move;
namely, an advance on Pelping and

Tientsin. Of course, this new in-

vasion is purely "defensive" ; to

oust Chang Hseuh-liang from North
China so that his armies cannot
attack the Japanese, and also to

protect Jap nationals from the re-

treating Jeaol armies. As the com-
ments on the league's Report made
public by the Japanese diplomats
state : "Japan is responsible for

the maintenance of peace and order

in the Far East" and she "intends

to deal with China with the ut-

most good-will land forebearance"

!

Meantime Jehol is being "mop-
ped up". With Manchuria com-
pletely in the hands of the Japan-
ese army, perhaps the profits of

the South Manchuria Railroad will

be once more restored. Those pro-

fits began to decline alarmingly
when the Chinese, with the aid of

British and American capital, par-
ticularly the latter, besan to build

a unified net-work of railroads run-

ning North and South through
Manchuria from Aigun on the Amur
to Huhitao. This city on the sea-

coast south of l>airen, was intend-

ed by the Chinese to compete with
that Japanese terminal of the South
Manchurian Kailroad. Although
the Chinese network was never1

completed, it had already begun to
divert traffic fom the J"apanose-con-

trolled road. The Japanese pro-

tested at this outrageous violation

of "treaties" with China in which
the latter had promised not to

build parallel, competing railroads

to the South Manchurian. This

was one of the more immediate
causes of the present campaign.

The Japanese generals made it

their first objective to gain the

important strategic railheads on

the Chinese network. Thus they

have just occupied Peipiao, a rail-

road in the Jehol coal mining re-

gion. Huiutao will divert no more
trade from Dairon if the Japanese
can help it.

But the Japanese army will not

stop even in Peiping and Tientsin

if ail goes well. The twenty-one

demands attempted to set up four

spheres of influence : Shantung,
.Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mon-
golia, Liaotung leased territory,

and the l'angtse Iron region. The
campaign may yet develop along

the Yangste River.

But a campaign South of the

great wall will inevitably involve
international "incidents". Just as
the murder of Captain Nakamura
gave the Japs a pretest in 1931, so

some simitar occurrence may pre-

cipitate the world war that is

brewing. For Japan this will not
come unexpectedly. Having asked
on the frontispiece of a new book
"The Army Manual", under a pic-

ture of the yawning muzzle of a
great American field-piece, "Which
way is this pointed?" Japanese
imperialism answers by laying in

supplies of cotton and Iron for a
long war. With Manchuria to sup-
ply food and ores the generals say
they can "face the world".

—J. W. .

munist party Stalinist leadership.
Yet all is not lost. The issue is

not yet decided. The German -York-

ers have previously proven theii

gigantic fighting capacity and thej

will still have a decisive word to

say.

On that ominous night of Jan.
30, when Hitler received his man-
date, heavy Fascist columns wert
marching, by the flare of torch-

lights, down unter den Linden,
through Brandenburger Tor, to the
cry of: "Clear the streets for the
brown batallions." That signalleu
the intention of a coming terror
regime. It has made its beginning.
Last Saturday and Sunday alone,
February 4 and 5, witnessed eix

killed, many scores of wounded,
some seriously, and many arrests.

Schupos (German police) armed to

the teeth are in evidence every-
where. Their actions are carried
out with characteristic German ef-

ficiency and surety for the existing
regime, but they usually manage to

be too'late when workers are mur-
dered. It is necessary to note that
tile Fascists, while recognizing the
Communists as their mortal enemy,
and not in the least mistaken about
that, still make no distinction
whatever in their assassinations
and terror acts. Among those kill-

ed was the Social Democratic
mayor of Stassfurt. At Chemnitz,
in a clash between Fascists and
Reichsbanner people, one of the
latter was killed. At a similar
clash in Breslau one Reichsbanner
man was killed. At Charlotten-
burg one Communist party member
was killed. At Harburg-Wilhelms-
burg one worker coming from a
Socialist meeting was killed. At
the university of JIuenster several
students were wounded in clashes
with Fascists developing after a
lecture of a Social Democratic pro-
fessor.

But in these clashes the workers
do not turn the other cheek. They
have given a good account of them-
selves. For example at Duesseldorf
a Fascist storm troop was broken
up, its officer killed and several
wounded. At Leipzig similarly, a
gang of Fascists was broken up
and about a dozen of them were

not united within a single hand.

The Reichswehr, to sa- nothing ot

the Steel Helmets, is not in Hit-

ler's hands. His own armed forces

represent a problematic quantity
which is still to be verified. HiB
millions of reserves are human rub-
bish. In oriler to conquer complete
power Hitier must provoke a sem-
blance of civil war' (he, himself. Is

afraid of an out and out civil war).
His substantial colleagues In the
ministry at whose disposal are the
Rechswehr and the Steel Helmets
would prefer to strangle the prole-

ariat by "peaceful" measures. They
(are much less inclined to provoke
a minor civil war for fear of a
big one. In this manner there re-

mains no short distance from the
ministry headed by the Fascist

Chancellor to the complete victory

ot Fascism. This me&ns that there

is still time at the disposal of the

evolutionary camp. How much?
It cannot be computed beforehand.

Battles alone can measure its duua-

tion.

The Camp of the

Proletariat

When the official Communist
,iartj- states that the social dem-
ocracy is the most important prop

.if bourgeois domimation, it repeats

jnlv that idea which served as the

,ioint of departure for the ovganiza-

,iou of the Third International.

iVhen the bourgeoisie invites It to

.jower, the social democracy casta

its vote for the capitalist regime,

ilie social democracy tolerates

(Suffers) any bourgeois government
hat tolerates the soeial democracy.
iiut even when completely discard-

ed from power, the social dem-

ocracy continues to support bour-

geois society, recommending to the

.vorkers that they conserve their

iorces for battles, for which it is

_,repared never to issue a call. By
paralyzing the revolutionary energj

.if the proletariat, the social dem-
ocracy provide bourgeois society

Afith an opportunity to remain alive

ander conditions when it is no
.onger capable of living, thus turn-

.ug Fascism into a political neces-

sity. The very call of Hitler to

,rawer emanates from the Hohen-
.4oilern Field Marshall who Wad
jeen elected by the votes of social

Jemocratic workers! The political

chain that leads from Wels to Hit-

ler has quite a personal charfacter

vhich can be gathered from inspec-

tion. There can be no two views

upon this score among Marxists.

But what's in question is not how
to expound a political situation but

bow to transform it in a revolution-

ary manner.

The guilt of the Stalinist bureau-

cracy is not in that it is "Irrecon-

cilable" is politically impotent

From the Sact that Bolshevism
under the leadership of Lenin
proved victorious in Russia, the

Stalinist bureaucracy deduces that

it is the "duty" of the German
proletariat to rally around Thael-

iriann. Its ultimatum reads,—un-

less the German workers accept be-

forehand, a priori, and without re-

servations, the Communist leader-

ship they must not so much as

dare think of serious battles. The
Stalinists express it differently. But
all circumlocutions, restrictions,

and oratorical tricks change noth-

ing in the fundamental character

of bureaucratic uitimatism, which
helped the social democracy to

bring Germany to Hitler.

The history of the German work-
ing class from 1914 represents the
most tragic page of modern his-

tory. What shocking betrayals by
its historical party, the socal dem-
ocracy! What ineptitude and what
impoience ot its revolutionary
wing ! But there is no need for
going so far bact For the past
two or three years of the Fascist
upsurge, the policy of the Stalinist

bureaucracy represented in itself

nothing else but a chain of crimes
which literally saved reformism,

and thereby prepared for the sub-

At

(Continued on Page 2)

wounded. This is only a partial! sequent successes of Fascism. „_
account of the events of two days. ... „ . . t. .

r. c T „ ,, -.., this moment, when the enemy hasOne of our Left Opposition com- : 1—^?
rades in Oranienburg, who has been
very ^active and very effective in
the work of our local group actu-
ally to establish a genuine united
front of (he various working class
tendencies, has so far barely es-

caped death. The planned assas-
sination which was to be carried
out at night in his home by local
Fascists, was discovered by a work-
er just in time to take the neces-
sary measures.

Capitalism Mobilizes Its Last
Reserves

In these continuous skirmishes
workers, Communists, Social Dem-

(Continued on Page Z)
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Leon Trotsky Analyzes the Hitler Regime
(Continued from Page 1)

already occupied important com-

manding posts, the question inevit-

ably arises. Is it not too late to

call for a regrouping of forces in

order to repel the enemy? But first

we must answer here another ques-

tion, what does "too late" mean in

the given instance? Must this be

understood to mefin that even the

boldest turn about face on the road

of revolutionary policy is no longer

capable of radically changing the

correlation or hope of achieving

the necessary turn? These are two
different questions.

Is It Too Late to Act?

We have in effect given an ans-

wer to the first already in what

was said above. Even under the

most favorable conditions for Hit-

ler, he requires a long number of

months—and what critical months!

—in order to establish the hege-

mony of Fascism. If one takes

into consideration the sharpness of

the economic and political situa-

tion, the ominous character of the

danger the proletariat is right up
against, the frightful alarm of the

workers, their numerousness, their

exasperation, the presence of ex-

perienced fighting elements in their

ranks, and the incomparable capac-

ity of the German workers for or-

ganization and discipline, then

the answer is clear : during those

months which are needed by the

Fascists in order to break down
Internal and external barrier's and
to intrench their dictatorship, the

proletariat under correct leadership

can come to power two and three

times over again.

Two and a half years ago the

Left Opposition insistently pro-

posed that all the institutions and
organizations of the Communist
party from the Central Executive

Committee to the -smallest provinc-

ial nucleus should immediately

turn to the parallel social dem-

ocratic organizations with the con-

crete proposal for mutual action

against the impending suppression

of proletarian democracy. Had a
struggle against the Nazis been

built on this basis Hitler would
not be Chancellor today and the

Communist party would be occupy-

ing the leading place within the
working class. But there is no re-

turn to the past. The consequences

of the mistakes that have been per-

petrated have succeeded in becom-

ing political facts and compose at

present a part of the objective

background. The situation must
be taken as it has been composed.
It never need have been as bad ay

it is, lint it is not hopeless. A
political turn about face—hut a
real one. a bold one, an open one,

one that is thought out from all

sides—can completely save the

situation and open up the road to

victory.

Hitler needs time. A revival ot

trade and industry, should such be-

come a fact, would not let all sig-

nify the strengthening of Fascism
against the proletariat. Under the

least betterment of the conjunc-
ture, capital, which has been fam-
ished for profits, will teel the fecute

need for peace in the factories, and
tiiis will at once shift the corre-

lation of forces in favor of the

workers. In order that the econ-

omic struggle should from the very

first steps merge with the political

struggle, it is urgent that the Com-
munists be at their posts, i. e., in

the factories and within the trade

unions. The social democratic lead-

ers have announced that they de-

sire an accord with Communist
workers. Very well. Let the
SCKMXH) workers who belong to the

lied Trade Union Organisation
catch up the reformists on their

own words and turn to the General
German Trade Union Federation
with the proposal to enter Immedi-
ately into the free trade unions, as
la, fraction. One such step will bring

a change into the self-esteem of

the workers, and therefore into the
entire political background.

Turn Depends On Party

However, is the turn itself possi-

ble? That is what the task re-

duces itself to at the present mo-
ment The vulgarlzers of Mars,
gravitating towards fatalism, ob-

serve as a rule nothing on the poli-

tical arena save objective causes,

liut, in effect, the more acute the
class struggle becomes, the closer

it draws to a catastrophe, the more
often the key to the entire situa-

tion is entrusted to a given party
and Its leadership. At this moment
the question is posed In this man-
ner : If in its time the Stalinist

bureaucracy has kept hard fast on
the road of dullwitted ultlmatism,
despite the pressure of, say, ten
political atmospheres, will it be
capable of withstanding a pres-
sure ten times greater1

, ot one hun-

dred atmospheres?
But maybe the masses will go

into action of themselves, overturn-

ing the barriers of the apparatus
after the manner in which the
transport strike broke out in Ber-
lin in November 1932?There is no
ground, of course, for considering

the spontaneous movement of the
masses ,as being excluded. In or-

der to become effective it must on
this occasion surpass the Berlin

strike, a hundred or1 two hundred-
fold in scope. The German prole-

tariat is sufficiently powerful in

order to sweep into such a move-
ment even if hindered from above.

But spontaneous movements are
precisely so called because they
originate without leadership.
Whereas, our question touches the
problem of what the party should
do in order to give impetus to the
mass movement, in order to help

it attain its sweep, in order to

take its place at the head and guar-
antee it victory....

Today's telegrams have brought
news of a general strike in Luebeck
in answer to the arrest of a social

democratic official. This fact, If

true, does not in the least rehabili-

tate the social democratic bureait-

ci'aey. But it Inevitably condemns
the Stalinists along with their
theory of social Fascism. Only the
development and the sharpening of

the antagonism between the Na-
tional Socialists and the social

democrats can bring the Commun-
ists, after ail the mistakes that
were made, from out of isolation
and open the rOad to revolution.
But one must not binder but assist
this process which is ingrained in

the logic of file rotations them-
selves. The road to this lies through
the bold policy of a united front.

Elections Can Decide

Nothing

The March elections, at which
the social democracy will clutch in

order to paralyze the energy of the
workers will in themselves resolve

nothing, of course. If no major
events occur' up to the elections,

whicli wi!l transfer the question to
another pbuie, then the Communist
party should automatically receive
an increase in votes. It will be in-

ccnimonsurabl.y greater if the Com-
munist party will this very day
take upon ifseit the initative for a
defensii? united front. Yes, today
the* mailers deal with defense! But
the Communist party can ruin It-

self, If, in the wake of the social

democracy, even though In different

terms, it turns its electioneering

agitation Into ft purely parliament-

ary hullabaloo, into a means of

distracting the attention of the

masses from their present impot-

ence and from their preparing for

the defense. The bold policy of the

united front is at this moment the

only correct basis for the election

Campaign as well.

Again, are there enough forces in

the Communist party for the turn?
Will the Communist workers have
enough energy and resolution to

help the pressure of one hundred
atmospheres beat its way into bu-
eaucratic skulls? No matter how
offensive such tan acknowledgment
may be, that is precisely how the
question is posed at present

The above lines were written
when we learned, after the inevit-

able delay, from the German news-
papers, that Moscow at last has
given the signal for alarm to the
C. K. C. of tlie German Communist
Party: the time has come for an
accord with the social democracy.
No confirmation of this news is at
hand but it smacks of the truth

;

ever, the Stalinist bureaucracy
commands a turn about face only
after the events deal the wortting
class (in the U. S. S. R. in China,
in England, in Germany) a blow
on the head. When the Fascist
Chancellor trains his machine guns
at the temples of the proletariat
bound hand and foot, then and only
then is the presidium of the Com-
intern struck with Ian inspiration

:

the time has come to untie the
ropes.

Party Democracy and

the Turn

It goes without saying that the
Left Opposition will take its Stand
with both feet on the ground of
this belated (acknowledgment and
win try to squeeze from it every-
thing that is possible for the vic-

tory of the proletariat. But while
so doing, the Left Opposition will
not tor a moment forget that the
tnrti of the Comintern is a purely
empirical zigzag, performed in the
due course of panic. The individ-
uals who equated social democracy
with Fascism are capable, in the
process of struggle with Fascism,
of going over into idealisation of
the social democracy. We must
vigilantly keep watch to preserve
the complete political independence

of Communism ; to coordinate the
blows organizationally, but not to

mis the banners ; to maintain ab-

solute loyalty in our relations with
our ally hut to keep stn eye on
him, as our enemy of tomorrow.*

* • * +

Should the Stalinist faction real-

ly put in effect the turn that is

dictated by every phase of the sit-

uation, the Left Opposition, of

course, will take its place in the

common ranks of battle. But the
confidence ot the masses in this

turn will be all the greater the
more democratically it is achieved,
Tlvaelmann's speeches or manifestos
of the Central Executive Comittee
are much too little for the present
sweep of events. What is needed
is the voice of the party. There
is no other way of returning the
confidence of the party in itself,

and of deepening the confidence of

the workers in the party 1 The
Congress miiBl take place within
two or three weeks, not later than
the opening of the Iteicbstag {if

the Reichstag will be convened at
a!l).

The program of action is oWar
and simple:

Immediate proposal to all social
democratic organisations from top
to bottom of a united defensive
front

.

Immediate proposal to the Gen-
eral German Tr'adc Union Federa-
tion to admit the Red Trade Union
Organization into the trade unions.
Immediate preparation for an

emergency party congress.
What Is at stake is the head of

the working class, the head of the
Communist International and---lef
us not forget it—the head of the
Soviet Republic

!

* In the light of recent events
and agafnst the background of the
tragic mistakes of the Stalinists.'

the anecdote of (be capitulation of
Well and others is comparable to
the appearance of clowns in Shake-
speare's tragedies. These gentlemen
announced yesterday flint (a) the
danger of Fascism' is liquidated,
thanks to the correct policy of the
party; (b) the policy of the united
front, permissible in the past, from
now on is hecome counter-revolu-
tionary. On the day after' these
confessions Hitler assumed power
and Stfalin announced that the pol-
icy of the united front, connler-
revolutionary in the past, from now
on becomes necessary.

Prinklpo, February r,, v.r.V.i.

—L, TItOTSKY,

Militant Correspondent Reports On
Events After Hitler Took Power

(Continued from Page 1)

ocrats, Hoichsbanncr people and

trade unionists instinctively unite

and light shoulder to shoulder.

Numerous are the accounts brought

by our comrades of workers every-

where asking: "Why do we not

build the united front?'* Liberal

bourgeois papers reprint letters

from workers posing this question.

Bat—and that is the crucial ques-

tion—the leaders. Stalinists, Social-

ists and trade union bureaucrats re-

fuse to realize the united front from
rganization to organization.

The workers are still sadly be-

wildered. But it is not so in the

ranks of the bourgeoisie. The pre-

sent situation found them quite

well prepared. The forces on that

side of the barricae were not taken

by surprise. They decided quickly

for the Fascists precisely out of

fear of the growing misery and

discontent of the working masses.

Economic developments within the

Reich continued to present their

protracted black picture. Unem-
ployment was on the increase. Thrf

official figures of January 15, 1933

gives the numbers of 5,065,000.

This accounts only for those of-

fically registered who receive un-

employment insurance, but not of

those not registered or the part

time workers. In reality the total

figure is much higher. The emer-

gency decrees had already helped

to reduce further the working class

level and increase its discontent.

The Communists had gained in the

last elections. The Schleicher gov-

ernment, evidently despite its good
intentions, could not consolidate

the Bonapartist regime. Its pro-

spects of maintaining capitalist

rule and avoid civil war dimintsh-

ed. The bourgeoisie called upon
its last reserve—the Fascists

hordes.

Against the dangers of a grow-
ing working class threat the capi-

talist solidarity extends beyond
the national boundaries, not even
taking cognizance of such- distinc-

tions as former "mortal enemies".
And so also in this case, the change
in Germany produced its echo in

France. The "Paris Soir" ot Jan.
31 commented: "Hitler in power!
This news would a few months ago
have produced the effects of a
bombshell. Today it reverberates
but there is not much detonation."
This bourgeois paper is fully con-
Bcious that the imperialist road
now leads through the Fascist re-

gime toward a united front against
the growing threat of the German
revolutionary workers. True, there

is' the Versailles Treaty standing

a little In the way. But such mat-
ters oan lie adjusted Jo enable the
German and the French bourgeoisie

to work hand in hand. In this man-
or the first steps toward forging
the spearhead of the army of in-

tervention against the U. S. S. R.
are being taken. That Is the very
heart of the question of a possible
final conquest of power in Germany
by the Fascist bandits. Finally
that much at least seems to have
dawned upon l'Humanite (the
French party daily). It did men-
tion that danger in one of its re-
cent issues. But in face of that
recognition it demonstrates its ut-
ter helplessness, its paralysis.

Choked by the false concepts of
Stalinism It cannot show the way.
It c]an only repeat what in view of
the concrete needs of the situation
becomes a mere abstract common-
place. It repeats the slogans of
downing Fascism and of the united
front from below.

The Issue is Now to he Settled
by the Means of Civil War

The Fascist government does not
at ;all hide its objectives. Hitler's
verv lirst ministerial address to
the public declared: "The greatest
actual danger is the danger of
Communism Bolshevism would
spell disaster not only to Germany
but to the entire world. The na-
tional government is determined to
defend Germany against Bolshev-
ism, against anarchy and against
the scourge of the class struggle."
That the C. P. is the vanguard of
the working class the Fascist lead-
ers fully understand. But the full

scope of their objectives became
further clarified by Hitler's election
campaign address of February 8.

He declared In his usual bravado
style, but now with a more sinister
stirencss : "I shall not resign my
function until I am fully convinced
tljat in v mission is accomplished.
That within less than ten year's

Marxism shall no longer exist In
Germany."' Such are the threats
of extermination of every section,
of every vestige of the working
class movement, for In their usage
of the term. Marxism the Fascists
include the Social Democrats and
even the reformist trade unions.
Yes, precisely that Is the mission
of Fascism. German capitalism,
the weakest link in the imperialist
cljain, in the throes of the decay of

the system as a whole, has de-
cided to settle the issue by civil

war in the hope of thereby accom-
plishing the destruction of the
working class movement in order to
maintain itself in power. For that
aim Fascism is the instrument,
quick in its actions—one has fol-

lowed the other in rapid succession
—in the attempt it is making to
consolidate its position. The Reich-
Stag was dissolved without even be-
ing permitted the opportunity to
convene. The new elections will
take place, not after the usual sixty
days, but within one month, on
March 5. The important positions
tmder the ministry of the interior,
particularly those of chiefs of
police, are being filled by Fascists.
Several issues of the Bote Faline
have been seized. A press censor-
ship decree is issued giving the
chief of police the authority to pro-
hibit any paper which -advocates a
general strike, or strikes of any
kind, or prints what Is called "de-
liberate misinformation". AH city
councils (aldermanie bodies)
throughout Prussia are dissolved
and new elections set for March 12.
The Prussian state government, the
Braun cabinet, which had only a
shadow existence, is unceremoni-
ously and completely dissolved to
prepare the road for dissolution of
the Landtag despite its majority op-
position. Even bourgeois democracy
due to its flexibility, still has a
certain usefulness :—Dissolve by
decrees, get new elections with all
the machinery of suppression in
readiness so as to obtain a voting
strength which can furnish a mask
of authority. Thpt is to be pre-
paratory to the final coup d'Btat
These are parts of the immediate
strategy of the Fascist government

(To fie continued)

—ARNE SWABECK.

Pose Problem of

Germany-U.S.S.R
(Continued from Page 1)
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CHICAGO COMPLAINS!

Rebecca Sacherow of the Chicago
branch writes: "Our German cam-
paign is going over big here. The
Militants are eagerly awaited by
all of us here and ail our sym-
pathizers are offering to help dis-
tribute them where they will do
the most good. Last night we had
a general membership meeting of
all our sympathetic organisations
and everyone volunteered to do his
share. One party member was pre-
sent and he took a bundle of the
papers for distribution within the
party." "We were", adds Sacherow,
short of our requirements; Chicago
is complaining that it doesn't re-
ceive enough copies of the "new
Militant" to go around!!
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United States. The foreign trade
interests of the agrarian-capitalist

bloc are, in a limited way, being
subordinated to its interest in pro-
tecting the productivity of domestic
capitalist agriculture.

Line of Big Bourgeoisie

But this policy can be carried
through only in a limited way; the
broad policy runs In the exactly
opposite direction. The whole line

of the big bourgeoisie since the
crisis has been to stimulate foreign
trade at the expense of the internal
market. The methods of high
prices and low wages, of dumping
in export market, of liberal credits
backed up by the Relchsbank <and
In the last analysis by the taxing
power of the government—these
have resulted in a surplus of ex-
ports over imports since the crisis,

while during the period of stabili-

sation German reports were higher
than its exports. In other1 words,
German capitalism (has looked for
the way out of the crisis abroad,
while decoying the petty bourgeois
masses with the Fascist slogan of
self-sufficiency. Foreign markets
are being closed tighter by tariff

walls and other restrictions. The
last unspoken plank in its platform
is bhe imperialist subjugation and
exploitation of Russia.

The social democracy attempts to
hold on the bourgeois "internation-
alism" of tlie mnnufaeturer-and
banker-liberals. The removal of
restrictions on foreign trade, de-
velopment of markets abroad
without political interference, un-
hampered movement of capital over
national boundaries—the typical

program of a. Keynes, a McKenna,
a Morgan—these are the answer of
social democracy to the question of
the way out of the crisis. Under
the existing high tension of inter-

national economic relations, when
every country is competing with
Jail the other's in putting up walls
against the entry of foreign poods,
in a world of import quotas, ex-
change restriclions, prohibitions on
the export of capital- -such a pro-
gram is not only n betrayal of the
interests of Ihe working class, but
a ridiculous blindness to the faefs.
The question of Russia as a dis-
tinct factor in the situation is

ignored.

Answer of Communism
What must be the basic answer

of Communism to the question of
how Germany is to get out of the
crisis? It must be one that recog-
nizes fthe necessity of still further
developing the productive forces of
Germany, it must recognize the fact
that German economy is an inte-
gral part of world economy, and
It must be based on the closest
possible intertwining of the direct,
immediate economic interests of
Germany with those of Russia.

German capitalism, recognising
the imense potentialities of Rus-
sia, looks on it as a field to be
exploited after lirst crushing the
working class in Germany as well
as in Russia; the German prole-
tariat, on the other hand, can take
gigantic steps toward building up
Socialism on the basis of the com-
bination of Russian resources and
German technology, but filling this
same economic formula with an
entirely different class content—
the fraternal economic collabora-
tion of great proletarian common-
wealths under the dictatorship of
the working class, in accordance
with £ jointly worked-out plan,
and marching firmly on the road to
the world revolution.

—B. J. FIELD

LEAGUE ACTIVITIES

New York Courses Start
AMERICAN LABOB LEADERS—

THE MOVEMENTS AND
THE MEN

On Sunday, February 26, comrade
Cannon will give the first of his
series of eight popular lectures for
workers. The title of the first lec-

ture Is Terence V. Powderly, the
"Grand Mastef Workman" of the
Knights of Labor. The following
lectures will take place on suc-
cessive Sundays. Lectures may be
taken singly if comrades are en-
able to take the series. The eourse

Is $1. Single lectures are $.lo.

HISTORX AND PRINCIPLES OF
THE LEFT OPPOSITION

On "Wednesday, March 1, com-
rade Shachtman will give the sec-
ond lecture In the series on the
History and Principles of the L.
O.? The title of this lecture is

"The German October and the Fifth
Congress of the Comintern". These
lectures also may be taken singly
by those who missed the first lec-
ture. Single lectures arc 15 cents.

Works ty Leon Trotsky
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the German Proletariat

Paper .35

Cloth .65

Commnniem and Syndicalism

—

On the Trade Union Question
.15
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The Permanent Revolution
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Cloth 1.00

Strategy of the World Rev-
olution .25
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Oppositionist Beaten

In Cleveland

Cleveland.—The readers of the

Militant will recall the activity of

the Left Opposition in Cleveland

on the German situation and the

speech comrade Sam Gordon made
at the party demonstration in that

city on the danger of German Fasc-

ism to the American workers. This
luas struck fear into the hearts of

the local bureaucrats who have
replied in their well known educa-
tional maimer—by slugging Gordon.

Since tlie Left Opposition German
campaign began Gordon has been
active in spreading its ideas, mak-
ing contacts with party members
and distributing Militants and re-

centlv leaflets advertizing com-
rade Hugo Oehler's meeting in

Cleveland. The bureaucrats began
to take alarm. Gordon was spot-

ted by the bureaucrats at the City

Central Council of the Unemployed
oil Saturday. All regular proced-
ure was broken off and p. sudden
attack was launched against the
Left Opposition organi/.er. Mis-
quotations from the Militant, per-

sonal attacks and all the rest of

she Stalinist rigmarole were band-
ied ahout in order' to expel comrade
Gordon from the meeting. He was
not given the chance to defend
himself on the pretest that he
would be given the opportunity to

do so, at the block committee,
where iie is a member. The motion
for excluding Gordon from the
meeting passed. About five com-
i<ades the only ones who knew (ktr-

don, abstained from voting. Anna
iinda. local bureaucrat, and Leon-
ard Patterson, a Negro organizer
from N. Y, led this railroading ac-
tion.

On Monday, February 20, the
block committee met. The meeting
was crowded with strange faces

—

obviously ch-lled down by the Stal-
inists. A functionary, Berndt,
started the meeting by attacking
Gordon wilhout any delay. First
tlie usual hokum about the "coun-
ler revolutionary Trotskyisls" then,
Guidon is not ' -

just a rank and
life Trorskyist". Finally the real
reason for the bureaucrats' venom
—Gordon had raised the German is-

sue and tyad spoiled (how?) their
pure and simple charity demon-
stration, raised the workers out of
the rut of Stalinist opportunism
and awakened them to internation-
al consciousness.

Gordon was given no chance to
defend himself. Upon a signal from
the i>arty bureaucrat (Berndt), a
yoniij; careerist by the name of
Fred Dell pounced upon him, un-
leashing: a premeditated ^attack
from all sides. Comrade Gordon
was absolutely alone in the affray.
His nose was tualtered and his eye
blackened. In this manner are the
Cleveland bureaucrats educating
the proletariat.

Tli is jjreat apprehension on the
pitrt of ihe party bureaucrats in-
dicates the great interest of the
party. members in Germany and the
pJatforni of the Left Opposition on
this question. A good crowd is
expected for comrade Oehler's
meeting. _c. (;

Vbungstown Proposes

United Front

Vomigstowiu—The following self-

explanatory letter has been sent
by I lie local branch of the Commun-
ist League of America (Opposition)
to the Communist party organiza-
tion :

Section Committee,
Communist Party of the U. S. A.
Youngstown Section.
Dear comrades:
The party press has recently

come out with news of a turn to-
ward a broader united front in the
unemployed movement. The Daily
Worker of .la unary 11 writes: "The
need for united action of all work-
ers of all shinies of opinion and of
whatever organization is desiferate,"
Everyone of ns will agree with
this. The especially poor showing
that we all made when the hospit-
alization question on the budget
came up before the City Council
shows that, this turn is even more
desperately needed in Youngstown.
We welcome this turn as a great
step forward for the party and the
whole working class movement and
hope to see it carried through suc-
cessfully here as well.
Since the 1'nemployed Councils in

this city are in particularly poor
shape, it becomes first of all neces-
sary to rebuild these. We know
that the party forces are email and
as yet inadequate for ihe great
amount of work at hand. We know-
that every available force is needed
for the work. To this end we
offer, every one of our small group,
to carry out any task assigned to
us in this desperately needed uniled
action of the unemploved, in a dis-
ciplined manner. Of course, we re-
serve for ourselves the right, of
criticism, but we declare ourselves
always ready to come to an agree-
ment with you as to the time and
place of criticism.

Every hand is needed. That is
clear to all We of the Left Op-
position are only a small group In
this town, to be sure. But we want
to be and' can be of nid to the
party in this important turn. It is
up to you to decide.
Hoping that you will give this

letter the serious attention it re-
quires,

With Communist greetings,
Youngstown Branch, Communist

League of America
(Opposition)

Secretary,

WH* IS THE COMINTERN
STILL SILENT ABOUT THE
ACUTE CRISIS IN GEBMANYf

Musteites Exclude

Oppositionists

Youngstown.—Recent Youngstown
papers reported that efforts were
being made to unite the Austin-
town Stnd Smith Township Unem-
ployment Leagues with the local

Independent Club as the first step
in a movement to create a large
city-county unemployed organiza-
tion. A meeting to consider these
plans was to be held at the Inde-
pendent Club on Sunday afternoon.
But uewspa[x;r publicity had ap-
parently frightened some of the
I. C. members, for whoever pos-
sessed the keys to the club head-
quarters did not appear.

The few members of the I. C.
present were invited to attend a
discussion meeting at the home of
one of. the League oflicers, Perkins.
The fetter had failed to answer an
inquiry of mine dated November 21,
so I knew that if possible he and
oilier followers of Muste would en-
deaver to exclude me from this
meeting as Musteites have done
with other Communists in St. Louis
and other cities. But I managed
10 go to Perkins' home with a mill-
liint worker from the 1. C. Before
entering, Perkins asked my name.
I sjave it to him and he immediately
seemed perplexed and said, "A Com-
munist?" Before I had more than
answered bim the militant worker
asked good-naturally, "What's
wrong? Are you afraid of Comun-
istsV They are just like other
workers." "No," Perkins replied,
"BUT I don't like the dirty lies
they tell in the Dally Worker!'" So
we followed him into his home.
White we were finding places Per-

kins must l\ave put the leading
League members wise to my ident-
ity. For the meeting had no more
than .started with a roll call of
those present than the chairman
asked me pointedly, "And whom do
you represent?" "The Communist
League of. America >and a group of
sympathetic unemployed workers,"
I replied. lie grunted, cleared his
throat and announced, "You men
know our attitude in regard to
Conn i Kin is ts. What shall we do?"
And then followed one of the em-
ptiest discussions 1 have ever heard
as to why I should be excluded
from the meeling. 1 was a Com-
munist, a disrupter. The Daily
Worker told lies; Communists
vililied Haste. They couldn't work
with Communists, and besides this
was a "secret" meeting and they
didn't want a word of it to get in
the Communist press.

1 tried to point out the general
difference between a Stalinist C
P. member and a Left Opposition-
ist, and refused to.be held respon-
sible for the mistakes of the Party.
As a worker interested in the build-
mg of a united unemployed council
I iisked to be permitted to remain.
Some fool grabbed on to the word
"council" and exclaimed, "You want
to build a Council and we want to
build a League! We can't agree!"
The discussion proceeded fruit-
lessly; they n-ere determined to
get me onl at all costs. So I pro-
posed tlVat a vote be taken as to
whether .11- not 1 could remain
without voice or vote. I was told
that 1 couldn't make a motion and
some one moved that I be invited
to attend an open meeting of the
Austinfowi! League on Wednesday
mght. This passed, and a motion
io evict me was made and voted
upon. The members of the 1 Cwere bewildered, but two sturdy
workers both voted and spoke in
favor of my remaining oven though
[ was a Communist. The League
functionaries all voted [against Itand succeeded in getting a few
rank and -tile inexperienced mem-
bers of ihe t. c. to vote with them.
Perkins ;l!1 ,i ^ ..j^ wonWll.

t
permii me to leave the house until
I had gjven up a list of names
whuii 1 had copied down during
1 1»' roli (jail.

]!u( we will get in contact with
the workers in the Leagues and the
I. C. in spite of such nonsensical
intrigues and obstructions! We
will help to build a united local
unemployed organization that will
function with workers' democracy
and not according to the whims of
bureaucrats. FOB A UNITED
FKONT OF ALL UNEMPLOYED
WimKKRS! —N

ABEBN SPEAKS AT WILKES-
BARKE MEETING

Martin Abern, member of the Na-
tional Committee of the Communist
League of America (Opposition)
will speak under the auspices of
the League at Wilkes-Barre, Penn-
sylvania, on Sunday, February 26,
35)33, 2 1'. M. on the crisis fn Ger-
many and the standpoint of the
I^eft Opposition. Admission to the
meeting is free and all miners and
other workers are cordially Invited
Io attend. The meeting will be
held at the Workers' Circle Hall,
tK) S. Hancock Street,

Oehler Tour:

Davenport, Iowa—-Feb. 21
I>es Moines, Iowa—Feb. 21
Kansas City, Mo.—March 1, 2, S
St. Louis, Mo,—March 4, 5

Illinois Coal Fields—March 6, etc.

ABERN AT BOSTON MEET
A mass meeting at which the

Gorman situation today will be an-
alyzed and the reasons given for
the Left Opposition demand for a
united front to smash Hitler, Is to
bo held in Boston on Sunday night,
March 5, 15)33, 8 I'. M. at Belmont
Hall, 150 Hnmbolt Ave., Roxbury,
Mass. The meeting, under' the aus-
pices of tiie Boston branch of the
League, will be addressed by Mar-
tin Abern, member of the National
Committee of the organization, and
by comrade Antoinette l\ Koni-
kow. All workers are urgently In-
vited to attend the meeting and
hear1

the standpoint of the Opposi-
tion.
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Hitlerites Shut Down Headquarters of The Communist Party

Why Does the Communist International Continue Its Silence AboutGermany?
Differing from their Italian pro-

totypes only in the greater speed

with which they are succeeding in

consolidating their* power, the Nazi
gangs in Germany have now addi-

tional measures to insure oxecu-

lion of their murder program
against the working class. After

having instructed the police to sup-
press all antifascist meetings with

the aid of the brown-shirts and
Steel Helmets, a new order has

been issued by Captain Goering, the

Fascist commissioner in charge of

the Prussian Ministry of the In-

terior, commanding the arming of

the Nazi storm troops and the mem-
bers of the Steel Helmets for use

as 'auxiliary police". The train-

ing of the latter has already begun
and they have already been official-

ly reviewed by government auth-

orities as part of the government's
forces. The suppression of meetings
of Communists and social dem-
ocrats is being carried out without
the slightest camouflage. In Berlin,

the social democratic Keichsbuiuier

has been forbidden to hold a de-

monstration "on the ground that it

would collide with Nazi arrange-

ments". In Altona, the Nazi storm
tFoops are to parade openly in the

streets, this time not merely with

the oilictal approval of the author-

ities, and under police protection,

but the formal announcement that

the most rigorous measures will be

adopted to suppress any counter-

demonstration. At Cologne—a fact

of enormous significance !—social-

ist meetings "are to be permitted
only if no Communists happen to

be present". In this Fascist order

is contained an acknowledgement
of the tear experienced by the

Nazis when faced with the prospect,

of united demonstrations and ac-

tion of the German working class,

both of the Communist and social

democratic camp.
In addition, the radio, a govern-

ment monopoly from which the

Communists were excluded in the

past, has now been allocated en-

tirely for the use of the Nazis and
the Nationalists, so that not only

the Communists and the social dem-
ocrats are to be deprived of its use.

ut even the Cathlic Center party

and the People's party once headed
by the deceased Dr. Stresemimn.

Party Quarters Raided
To top this record of a couple of

days of intensive Fascist activity

in Germany, Is to be noted the fact

that not only was the huge Com-
munist party meeting in Berlin
broken up by the polke, but the
headquarters of the Communist
party, the famous Karl Lieknecht
House, was broken into by squads
of police, literature and other party
property confiscated, and a police

guard left in chaige of the build-

ing. One day later (Saturday),
the police announced the discovery
"of subterranean vaults containing
tons of treasonable printed matter
and labyrinths of underground pas-

sages providing secret exits". One
of the first moves following this

raid, has been the government or-

der forbidding the Communist
party to collect money imbliclyl

All these moves are only the flank
attacks, the preliminary skirmish-
es, in the plan of battle of the Fasc-
ists to harass and weaken the party

sufficiently to be able to give it

the itnal blow that will drive it

out of existence.

It is not to these events, how-
ever, that the center of attention
should be directed. What the
Fascists are now doing and what
they intend to do tomorrow—that
we were able to forecast without
difficulty and we did forecast it.

Far exceeding this aspect of the
German situation in importance,
remains the state of paralysis of
the proletariat which makes possi-

ble the murderous advance of the

Nazis. The Berlin correaltondent

of the New York Times, Mr. Fred-
erick T. Btrcihall, an observer whd
reveajs an unusually lucid under-
standing of what is happening,
makes the following comment on
the government order to arm the
Fascists to help the police against

the Left wing : "The growing ex-

ceases of the Left radicals' are
purely mythical. Neither the Com-
munists nor any other" radicals of

the Left have dared to make the
slightest demonstration for weeks.
Virtually all 'excesses' and disturb-
ances have originated from Nazi
sources."

In a word, the Fascists are not
mefely very much on the offensive,

but the working class has not yet
even organized its defensive!

In "Germany, with its trade un-
ion movement, its Communist party
and lis social democratic party far
stronger than they ever* were in

Italy, the Bact is that the Hitler-

ites arc encountering at the pre-

sent, time less resistance than did
.Mussolini's Black Shirts either be-

fore their march on Rome or after

the installation of the Fascists in

power

!

The working class, which is

showing such an unmistakable de-

sire to unite its ranks in a move-
ment to crush the Nazis, is being
kept in a state of impotence from
two sides. The social democracy,
at a moment when the proletariat

should be aroused and every instru-

ment (if struggle put into its hands,
is drugging the working class Just

ever, that a general strke would
lead inevitably to a eonflct whfch
could only end to the disadvantage
of the workers., ;We socialists can-
not be revolutionary, or militant,

at the present time, as many for-

eign observers seem to expect. The
time may come, indeed, and that
before long, when things will come
to a head and the trade unions will
cease to put up passively with poli-

tical developments, as they have for1

two generations, but the socialists
will not accelerate such a develop-
ment... The endeavors of the so-
cialist leaders to organize even a
temporary tactical alliance with the
Communists have failed completely

Japan Widens Attack On North China
The hypocrisy of the Imperialist

League of Nations in its attitude
towards China stands recorded in

every speech of the "statesmen".
The League was founded for the

at the time when the Fascist knife] maintenance of a robbers' status

is descending upon its body. <!UO and for the crushing of the So-

Stampfer's Interview ! viet Ullion
'
these two aims Sotng

, ,, . . . . . „ necessarily hand in hand. It is
Ii> the interview with the press worth ret

J
alIi (or moment the

the editor of the central organ of
the social democracy. Ilerr Fried-
rich Stampfer declared, according
to the Heald-Trihuiie (2-24-1033),

that hi-; patty was not very much
worried about the ixvisibilities en-

joyed by the Fiiscsts for remaining
long in iiower! From bis interview,
we cn tract the following items,
characteristically significant

!

"The German working class is

not very strong as an attacking
force, but put it on the defensive
and if is unconquerable On July
20 last, when the i'.raun government
was dejiosed in Prussia, the Com-
munists urged us to call a general
strike. We were convinced, how-

historic antecedents of the present
League.

Its prototype was the Holy Alli-

ance initiated by Czar Alexander.
The clearest expression of that
alliance was given in the Protocol
of Troppau in 1820. The advance
of "democracy" had not yet made
mandatory care in the wording of
documents. That protocol stated,
"If owing to such (revolutions),
immediate danger threatens other
states, the Powers bind themselves
by peaceful means, or if need be
by arms, to bring hack the guilty
state to the bosom of the Great
Alliance." With the necessary mod-

St. Louis Unemployment Conference

Adops Left Opposition Proposals

A uiiity convention o£ the em-
ployed and (lie unemployed was
called in the name of the Needle
Trade-: Workers Industrial Union
and the City Committee of the Un-
employed Councils on Feb. 19th,
1!)3S. Nome thirty organizations

sent fifty delegates representing
approximately 2.000 workers. The
loeal branch of the Communist
League of America (Opposition)
and its auxiliary organizations, the
International Workers School and
the Jewish .Workers Club sent de-

legates to light for our unemployed
program.

However, if api>eared at first

that the "Trotskyite" delegations
would have difficulty in being seat-

ed. Stalinists told us before the
meeting that they would unite with
"anybody". This was later con-
tinued by the enthusiastic rece^
tion of the Stalinites to two re-

ligious delegations. John Spenger-
mann and Charles .Mahler were on
the distributing committee giving
out our unemployment program
leaflets to the workers attending
the conference. Luckily the Left
Opposition members were close by
as the Stalinist fanatics came out
en masse—20 or 25 oG them—to
inform us to desist from distribut-

ing our literature or else our
"heads will get broken". We told

the fanatics (hat we would con-
tinue giving out our leaflets in spite
of their threats. In order to avoid
a list-fight and the interference of
the police, who were across the
street, we retreated out of the lobby
onto the sidewalk. During the

squabble workers stepped up and
protested against any trouble and
demanded the unity of the work-
ers, tihus concretely vindicating the
unity program of the Left Opposi-
tion on unemployment. The 25
fanatics retreated, going back for
"more reinforcements". Fortun-
ately Charles Warner, a rank and
file militant, who enjoys a vast
amount of respect among the rank
and file workers for his militant
rights in behalf of the unemployed,
arrived at Phis time. He insisted
that the "Trotakyite" delegation be
admitted. The bureaucrats did not
dare to oppose the will of this
extremely popular fighter of the
Unemployed Councils. Warmer
agreed with our demand that our
committee Should distribute our
leaflet and none of the fanatics
would interfere. Victory, Number
One!

The conference was opened by
Stone. Warner was elected chair-
man by acclamation. And then
the conference got down to busi-
ness.

A resolutions committee of six,
whfch included two Left Opposi-
tionists, was elected. The Creden-
tials Committee whioh was elected
also included a Left Oppositionist
sympathizer. Victory number two!
The resolutions as proposed by

Unemployed Council were only of
a petty episodic "immediate relief"
nature. The Left Oppositionists in
the resolutions committee brought
forth the entire program of the
Communist League of America (Op-

IContinued on Page 2}

Two Negroes Lynched In South

Two Negro workers were lynched
the same day, Sunday, Feb. 19,

li):i;{, one in Ringgold, La., the other
in Aiken, S. ('., a banker having
been beaten to death in one loeal-

ty, the Negro in Aiken having
been accused of stdaliug liquor.

That even the newspiperfc of the
North are partners to perpetuating
this worse than barbarous Institu-

tion, used hj- the southern Bour-
bons to keep the workers divided
along color lines jand the Negro
race subjected as a caste, is evid-

enced by the fact that in their re-

ports of tlie lynching of Nelson
Nash of Louisiana they include the
lie of the white South fch&t they
place at the base of so many lynch-
ings : "He attempted to attack Mrs.
Batch elor"', the wife of the late
banker.
They always say, he raped, he

attempted to rape, or he attacked
her, as if the purpose of their
lynching was none other than to
protect white women! (Certainly
they never make any pretense {at

protecting colored women!) But
they lie even here, and the workers
throughout the country, especially
the Southern workers, should be
given a chance to see through the
falsitv of this accusation.

White women in the South are
not protected (against those who
"prey on women", such as the fam-
ous "Lone Wolf" who operated in

New Orleans the same as ho did in

New York, any more than women
are protected anywhere else under
capitalism. They are forced into
prostitution with low wages, unem-
ployment, general economic uncer-
tainty even more than in many
other places. Certainly their out-
look for "happy marriages" is very
slim. The truth is that the chiv-

alry of the South is a thtit cloak
that covers not only the bosses'

excuses for lynching Negroes, but
also the worst kind of degeneration
of women in the Southern States.

Not only are Negro women out-
side the pale of Southern chivalry;
they are often the victims of this
weapon the bosses wield, and one
inquires of those who maintain this

sex angle, if lynching is to protect

white women frism being raped by
Negroes, why are Negro women
also the victims of this weapon?

In 1710 there were 50,000 Negroes
in the country; 220,000 in 1750;
740,000 at the time of the Revolu-
tionary War, of which 700,000 were

ifieation due to the march of his-

tory, this is still the doctrine of
the League. It must be recalled

further that the first Hague Peace
Conference was initiated by another
Czar, Nicholas II. in 1898; that
finally, the League was constituted

by the most reactionary imperialist
diplomats after a robbers' world
war. China is still in the throes
of revolution, halted but for a mo-
ment. The Ijeagce and the Japan-
ese call this Intense and profound
movement of the Chinese masses
that is forcing the submerged work-
ers and peasants on to the stage
of history, nothing but "chaos" and
"anarchy"'. In reality this places
China outside the piale of the
League. And that is the complete
tenor of Matsuoka's speech of
withdrawal from the League. That
speech is the declaration, if it still

needed any declaration, that it is

"open season" for the robber im-
perialists in China. "That (lack
of unity) is one reason why China
—is unable to defend itself today,
unable to rid itself as it desires,
of foreign military forces stationed
in and about the treaty ports and
of foreign vessels that ply the
Yangtze River. These forces are
not only Japanese. They are Brit-
ish, American, Fren-ch, Italian and
others. .. Ia-ss than five years ago
a portion of these forces, British
and American, had to go into ac-
tion at Nanking." In short, says
Japan, let its make no bones about
the matter, we are doing precisely
what you would like to do, but
we are doing it first.

The attitude of British capital-
ism at this juncture is superbly
stated by Winston Churchill who
tells America that she will have to
pull her own chestnuts out of the
tire. "Even If foreign countries en-
gaged in a war there is no reason
why a wise, honorable foreign pol-
icy should not enable us to stand
aside." That is to say let the U. S.

and Japan ruin each other while
we keep the arena from becoming
a free-for-all. Churchill goes on,
after stating that the League can-
not force England into a war:
•The first duty of British states-
men is to make sure we are not
drawn into any war, and it is only
their second (!) duty to try to pre-
vent others from fighting or to try
to end their quarrels. . .We do not
want to throw away our old friend-
ship with Japan." Churchill tells

Japan plainly that she has a per-
fectly free band in China so far as
England is concerned. In fact he
compares directly what Japan is

doing in China with what England
herself is engaged in carrying out
in India, And indeed the compar-
ison is most apt!

Meantime the League begins a
new tune on the arms embargo.
Such an embargo would hardly be

worth the paper to record it. No
(Continued on Page 2)

. . . We socialists realize that we
have a formidable task auead oi
us, out we do not view the situa-
tion in any spirit of depression of
fatalism, tascism stands no chance
on gaming a footuoiu in a nation
lute Germany tnat lias a certain
levei oi political culture, owing to
me resistance tiiat win be loi'tu-

L'ouuug rrum the woriters."

That the socialist leaders "can-
not oe revolutionary, or militant ',

ana will not oe, govs without say-
ing. Excet-diug even their tear of
taseisni, is tueir rear that me
musses may uiuoid sucn a moie-
eut as win leat; to tne revolution-
ary victory or tne proletariat, ihai
the socialists have enoeavored to
multe an aiiiauee with the Com-
munists, is just us much oi a ami-
trutli as is tne contention ot tue
Stalinist* that they stand for tue
"united trout from below" with tue
socialist workers, but not with
trteir organizations. The social
democrats have indeed demanded a
-united front" with the Commun-
ists, but on the little condition that
the Communists dissolve them-
selves! What else is the meaning
of the socialist demand that in this
"united front" the Communists re-
frain irom criticism of the policies
and conduct of the social democra-
tic leaders?

The current issue of the American
socialist New Leader boasts that

Intensive Exploitation of the German
Workers is Prospect Under Hitler

(Continued on Page 2)

Militant Sales

In Sharp Rise

The sales of the Militant in

New York are mounting with un-

usual speed. The campaign of

the Left Opposition on the Ger-

man situation has encountered
the greatest interest and support
of any movement yet set on foot

by us in this country. The pre-

vious issue of the Militant, con-

taining the article on the Ger-

man situation by comrade Trot-
sky, was sold on the streets, like

the issues before it, by members
and symjiathizers of the League.
In New York, we sold one thou-
sand copies of this issue in one
day, in addition to the copies

which go regularly to subscribers
and those which are bought on
the newstands. Comrade Spitbas
sold 1S1 copies; Sammy Sold 179;
comrade Levine, a sympathizer,
sold 170 copies and Jim Carr sold

upwards of a hundred. In addi-

tion fifty copies of the latest pam-
phlet by Leon Trotsky, contain-
ing his Copenhagen speech in de-
fense of the Russian Revolution,
were also sold on the streets in

one day at five cents a copy. The
whole New York branch of the
League is enthusiastically and
succesfuly engaged in the drive,

with every comrade at his post.

OPEN fORIIH
B0NAPARTISM & THERMID0R .

IN THE SOVIET UNION

DOES THE DANGER THREATEN?

Speaker:

MAX SHACHTMAN
Friday, March 3, 1933

126 East 16th Street,

ADMISSION: 15c

N. Y. Br. Communist League of

America (Opposition)

The present situation in German
economy presents new contradic-
tious every day. Unemployment has
been increasing, and the export sur-
plus has fallen to the lowest figure
in three years ; yet prices of com-
modities and securities keep ad-

vancing. The latter fact is espe-
cially interesting as it shows the
opinion which the German bourge-
oisie itself has, and is willing to

back with money, in the speculative
markets, of its immediate future.
The contradictions reflect the

fact that Germany is now in a crit-

ical position, in which the next few
weeks or months may impress their

character on years to come. If

Hitler wins full power, he will

open a period of the most intense

exploitation of German labor with
a view to squeezing out the max-
imum profits possible under the
situation of the general world crisis

of japltallsm intensiiied by a cycli-

cal crisis ot unheard-of intensity.

If an effective united front between
Communist and reformist workers
through their organizations is

formed, it may well not only de-

feat Hitler and reestablish the
rights of the workers under the
bourgeois democracy of the Weimar
republic, but sweep on beyond these
limits and open a period of revolu-

tionary crisis on the way to the
seizure of power.

In such a transitional stage as
Hie present in Germany, economic
life reilects not only echoes of the
immediately preceding past but
anticipations of the new. The in-

crease in unemployment reflects the

bankruptcy of the Bonapartist re-

gime of I'apen-Schleicher together
with its economic program, which
was essentially a gamble on the
possibility of stimulating a separ-
ate recovery in German economy
independently of the world situa-

tion by making a present of 2 bil-

lion marks to the capitalists.

Significance of Low Export Surplus

The fact that in January 1983
the export surplus was reduced to
ti million dollars is even more sig-

nificant. Since German capitalism
needs an export surplus of over 20
million dollars a month to meet it>s

interest on borrowed money, most-
ly from America. Since no new
capital is coming into the country
{on the contrary, an international
hankers' committee is meeting in
Berlin to consider -how to take out
the capital that they still have left

in Germany) the deficit between
monthly payments of interest and
monthly export surpluses must
come out of Germany's goid reserve.
These are not only depleted but to
the extent of over 40 percent re-
present liorrowed gold. Another
few months of such email or van-
ishing export surpluses and Ger-
many will have to suspend interest
payments, or else go off the gold
standard through exhaustion of its
gold reserves.

The Faseist-Bonapartist alliance
which now controls Germany wants
to retain its backing by internation-

al imperialist capital, and there-

(Continued on Page 2)

WoundedIn New Mine Battle

The State Senatorial Committee
investigating conditions in the

mines of southern Illinois received

a leal dose of the class struggle in

a battle that occurred in a I'eabody
mine in Springfield which they were
"investigating". Two members of
the Progressive Miners Union, three

scabs and two deputy sheriffs were
injured in the skirmish that occur-

red at the .Woodside and Capital
mines when the labor-hating Pea-
body trust attempted to operate
them with scab labor.

More titan 1,000 miners of the
P. M. A. were on hand at each
mine when the strikebreakers were
getting ready to leave for the day.
The 100 scabs (according to the N.
Y. Times report) were protected
by a mob of company gunmen who
immediately opened tire on the
pickets. The miners who could not
be subdued even by this murderous
fusillade, retaliated by hurling
chunks of coal and stone at the
thugs and scabs. According to this

same news report the miners, over-
whelmed by these armed represen-
tatives of "law and order", with-
drew their lines.

This is just another instance
where the Peabody gang is making
an attempt to circumvent the only

hona-fide union of coal diggers in
the stale of Illinois with the ex-

tinct and discredited shell of a
"union" of Lewis-Walker and Co.
But they are meeting with stiff re-

sistance from the miners. These
miners working in the Peabody
mines have been out on strike now
for almost a year. They are strik-

ing virtually only for union recog-
nition. They refuse to let the Pea-
body slave-drivers force them into
the treachm as outfit known as the
UMWA. While the remainder of
the miners in Illinois, not in the
employ of the Peabody Co. have
signed up the independent employ-
ers and have been at work for
scleral months these workers have
valiantly held out. Those miners
in the rest of the state who are
working at the present time have
contributed large amounts of money
out of their n.engei wages to main-
tain their brothers yet on strike.
Not only this but at the first

skirmish with the bosses the mem-
bers of the PMA have joined their
forces in solidarity with the strik-
ing miners. More power to the
Illinois miners in their struggle
against the scab-herders and their
agents of the Lewis gang!

—G. C. '

'the Communist masses are actual-
.y uesiuiiiua to wuiit witli tae ao-
oiiniats . suniipter-Uieitscnield -

vveis have thus uin.en a ieat out o(
,.ne uouk oi t>ia 1.11-^1an uiisay-i'iiael-

uiauu. wmie tue situanou cries
dul ior a Uiiueu Hunt, Uoin organi-
sation to ut;;uiii~dL.ou, oui,n me so-
cial ueiuoc.aitc it-jutia and the
.j.iinuiii. oumadciuts tui-iuiit uieia-

sei>fcs wilii fciiinji, oiaaon"ou3 emit-
ter about the uiiitm n'ont noiii
t.etow".

alampi'er consoles the working
class wuli Hie tueOi'y mat Germany
is too cultured a .aim to auow
Fascism to "(jam a ioocuoid" m 1U
i'nt> itaiiau suciui deinoci'ats more
than lo years ago also disarmed
the nmsies oy assuring uiem that
in their country, tne cradle of mo-
dern civilisation , the h ascist bar-
tiariuits coulu not hope to -gam a
ioothola". And why not* Because
the socialists will "resist". How'f
me joint manifesto of ihe social
democratic parly and Jxeicustag
iracuou gives us an idea ot waat
tins resistance will looa like. Vvhiie
the Hitlerites are proceeding with
their violent regime of terrorism,
with iire and sword, with the ut-
most brutality and cynical uncon-
cern ior all the niceties of parlia-
mentarism so cherished by the so-
cial democrats, the latter announce:

"Wo shall wage our struggle up-
on the oasis oi the Constitution.
We shah defend, the political and
social rights ot the peopie, estab-
lished by the Constitution and by
aw." (New Leader, a-i»-li)33.)

The program of the social dem-
ocracy lias the merit of clarity. We
anow what it is driving at: it aims
to keep its record of treachery un-
impaired. To talk about '•gtrug-

iiie on the basis of the Constitu-
tion" at a time like this, is deli-

oerately to surrender the German
working class, bound and gagged,
to the butchers of Fascism.

But if the social democracy has
at least this merit, the same cannot
be said about the Comunlst party.
What is the party doing to mobilize
the working ciasa at this crucial,

desperate hour? Nobody knows,
least of all the Stalinist leaders!
The official party press continues
to report an incident here and an-
other elsewhere about clashes be-
tween Communists and Fascists,
but nobody can discern just what
the policy of the party looks like.

The hollow repetition of the Slogan
for the "united front from below"
—signifies leas than nothing. The
Fascists are moving with seven
eague boots—the Communists, who
should be in the vanguard of the
movement to Initiate the united
front, are bewildered, confused and
impotent. The observations of the
bourgeois correspondent referred to
above are, sadly enough, close to
the terrible truth.

Stalinist Silence

The proletariat has not yet struck
back at Fascism, and for this the
Stalinists bear the main burden of
responsibility. The program of
the Left Opposition—for a united
front of the Communist party with
the social democracy and the trade
unions—the former has rejected
out of hand. Are :hey waiting un-
til the German proletariat has been
cut to pieces before they decide to
act? That is the question and that
is how it must be put.
And above everything else, we

repeat our question :

WHY IS THE COMMUNIST IN-
TERNATIONAL SILENT ABOUT
THE EVENTS IN GERMANY?
WHY DOESN'T THE COMMUN-
IST INTERNATIONAL DO ITS
ELEMENTARY DUTY AND
SPEAK OUT? WHY DOESN'T IT
GIVE COUNSEL TO THE GER-
MAN PROLETARIAT AT THIS
D ESPERATE MOMENT O F
CRISIS?,WHY DOESN'T IT CALL
UPON THE INTERNATIONAL
WORKING CLASS FOR PROLE-
TARIAN SOLIDARITY WITH
THE GERMAN MASSES?
For the Communist Internation-

al, the "general staff of the world
revolution", to persist In Its sil-
ence now—IS A CRIME!
For the Communist worker to

be quiet while such a crime is be-
ing committed—IS TO MAKE HIM-
SELF AN ACCOMPLICE TO IT!
Louder and louder must rise the

:'ry: The Communist International
must speak out! It must demand
the united front of the German
working class! It must sat in mo-
tion, the machinery that will crush
Hitlerism! It must stop talking-
about "defending the Soviet Un-
ion", and actually defend it on its
most threatened front: Germany.

Sunday. Feh. 26, 1933. —M. S.
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Tardy Acknowledgement
utilization by Communist parties

in capitalist countries must take..

twoen the imperialist powers tended

In weaken our struggle against Am-
erican imperialism. The campaign

suffered further from a certain nar-

rowing down of the muss movement
because the Party mistakenly ad-

opted as Party slogans those which

were not the slogans of the con-

scious vanguard of the proletarian

masses, but rather the slogans

which express the unripe-revolu-

tionary moods nf the masses that

are only now growing toward rev-

olutionary consciousness (False!

They were and are, right now, the

slogans of the military chauvinist

wiii'j of the American bourgeoisie.

—s.j. slogans to which the Party
must sive conditional support but

no! put forward in its own name
{'Expel the Japanese imperialist

representatives.' etc.}.'

Confused and unprincipled as is

even lliis piece of "self-criticism

<ix>1 I tie least of ils aims is to

coi er up the traces for (he Mos-
cow Stalinists), if is nevertheless

;i shamefaced acknowledgment that

the criticism levelled against the
Stalinists by the Militant was more
than a iittle justified. We have
no doubt that now, in view of the

fact that we have been proved cor-

rect beyond dispute, the Stalinists

will make up for it by multiplying

their violent attacks upon the Left
Opposition.—s.

The Jap Attack
(Continued from Page 1)

In the Izvestia, official Soviet

government organ, of April 10,

1932, Karl liadek -wrote an article The incorrect application of the util-

proposing an alliance with Ameri- ixatlon of the contradictions be-

can imperialism against Japan.

Two days later, the statesmen of

the Daily Worker, in enthusiastic

salute to Radek's proposal, defiled

the columns of this Communist pa-

per with a rotten chauvinistic edi-

torial. "This proposal", it said,

"means a new step in the peace

policy of the Soviet Union." In

the Militant of April 16. 1932, we
wrote that the editorial, "com-

pletely devoid of a breath of pro-

letarian revolutionism, is one of

the most disgraceful pieces of

cynical flirtation with chauvinism

that has ever appeared in the Com-

munist movement. . .The Daily

Worker, entirely consistent with

the theory of socialism in one

country, which means in practise

the abandonment of every revolu-

tionary principle in the alleged in-

terests of defending the Soviet Un-

ion from military attack, picks up

the Itadck thread with all its im-

plications elaborated upon even

more shamelessly. Taking Radek's

cue, the editorial writer proceeds

to address himjelf to the American
ruling class in order to show it

that its best imperialist interests

He in a break wth Japan and on

alliance with the Soviets. ..Now

the party's deand for the 'expul-

sion of all Japanese diplomatic

representatives from the U. S.' he-

comes entirely clear. . .
."

For these sharp but entirely jus-

tified strictures upon the Stalinist

politicians, we were at that time

subjected to the vilest abuse. Tn«
ritualistic abjuration; — "counfer-

revolutionists, enemies of the So-

viet Union, social-L'aseists, rene-

gades"—-were spattered at us

from every party tribune. Even
the little Lovestone sect came rush-

ing out of obscurity to give the

Stalinists a •'theoretical" founda-

tion for their policy, equipped with

all the trappings of a few Lenin
quotations violently divorced from
their context.

Ten months have passed since

that dispute and we are now in a.

position to cast a balance—and
what a balance' In the Draft
Resolution for the Eighth Conven-
tion of the American party {Daily
Worker, 2-1-1033) wo learn with
considerable astonishment and not
a little gratification that:

"Extremely grave errors were
committed by the Party when the

robber attack of the Japanese im-

perialist armies in -Manchuria plac-

ed the question of war before the
American Party in a sharper and.

more real form than over before. . .

.

While the Parly correctly perceived

that the contradictions between
rival imiierialisms must be utilized

to the utmost by the revolutionary
party, yet an inexcusably incorrect
application of the correct principle

was made in adopting for a period
a conciliatory attitude towards the
speculaLions of the bourgeois corre-

spondents (What do you mean
"bourgeois correspondents"? And
RadekV—s.) about a possible 'alli-

ance' between the U. S. and USSR,
against Japan (Daily Worker,
April 12), and by failure to dis-

tinguish between the correct Lenin-
ist utilization of antagonisms by a
proletariat in possession of State
power and the different forms such

THE LEAGUE IN ACTION

government that wished to do so
(and the munitions makers of all

countries are most eager to get

going) would be prevented from
winking at slight "irregularities"

that meant good business. Right
now both England and France are
supplying munitions to Japan at

top speed. Nor do or will the Am-
erican Guggcnheims hesitate for

one moment in shipping vast quan-
tities of nitrates from Chile

—

enough for a prolonged war with
America if that, war breaks out. An
arms embargo would be merely an-

other scrlap of paper.

Opinions have been freely ex-
pressed that Japan will shortly find

herself in dire financial straits.

This is not true in the immediate,
naive sense stated. So long as
France has vast hoards of unused
gold, Japan will secure all the fin-

ancing it needs from the great
money-lender of Europe. Particu-
larly is this true because France
f>ars as much as does Japan the
unification of China which would
mean the ultimate ousting of the
reactionary French from Annam
and Eolith China. The rub will

come for Japan when the debts
fall due, when its internal shaki-
ness becomes accentuated by de-

sperate efforts at more intense ex-

ploitation of its workers and pea-
sants. The cost of living rises to

stupendous heights in Japan while
real wages fall. The strict Japan-
ese censorship screens out the news
of peasant riots and workers'
strikes that are surface indications
of the seething below. In the
end it is the inescapable internal
contradictions of Japanese economy
that spell the doom of her imperial-
ism, —j. w.

Opposition at

St.Louis Meet

'leaflets on Germany and German-
crisis Militants were eagerly reach-

ed for, especially by many party
members and sympathizers.

—MARTIN PAYER.

(Continued from Page 1)

position) and after some negative
discussion by one or two Stalinists

our program was unanimously ad-

opted for consideration by the con-

ference. In the floor discussion
that followed ail the points were
carried unanimously. Briefly they

were as follows

:

United Elront Program
1. Immediate Relief—concretiz-

ed by the Unemployed Council's

suggestions.

2. Unemployment Insurance at

the expense of the employers and
state government.

3. For the 6 hour day and the
5 day week with no reduction in

pay.

4. For trade relations with and
the extension of credits to the So-

viet Union, as a means Of unem-
ployment relief for American work-
res and for drawing the American
and Russian workers into closer

relationship. For the recognition
of the Soviet Union by the U. S.

government.
The formation of a United Front

Unemployment Conference commit-
tee consisting of one delegate from
each organization which shall carry

out the following instructions

:

I. To mobilize the membership
of all the organizations for a Joint

demonstration for immediate re-

lief at the Citizens Committee on
March 4.

To issue a call immediately for

the second conference inviting ail

working class organizations to par-

ticipate.

3. To organize the sending of
speakers to the various organiza-
tions to urge the acceptance of the
invitation and to explain the aims
of the united front movement.

4. To issue a minimum ot 20,000
leaflets to popularize the confer-

ence and its projected program,
5 To call upon each organiza-

tion represented to hold a public

meeting in support of the confer-
ence under its own auspices.

6. To organize a joint mass
meeting of all organizations parti-

cipating in the conference with re-

presentative speakers from each
tendency.

* * * •

The fight of the Opposition waa
completely victorious—and as the
tfOTker-delesates went home our

Abern Speaks at Boston
A mass meeting at which the

German situation today will be an-

alyzed and the reasons given for

the Left Opposition demand for a
united front to smash Hitler, is to

be held in Boston on Sunday night,

March 5, 1933, 8 P. M. at Belmont
Hall, 150 Humbolt Ave., Roxbury,
Mass. The meeting, under' the aus-
pices o£ the Boston branch of the
League, will be addressed by Mar-
tin Abern, member of the National
Committee of the organization, and
by comrade Antoinette F. Koni-
kow. All workers are urgently in-

vited to attend the meeting and
hear the Standpoint of the Opposi-
tion.

300 Hear Opposition

In Toronto

Toronto.—The great interest of

the workers in the position of the

Left Opposition in the German
crisis was shown in the meeting

held in Toronto.
Although, no leaflet was issued

and only the ineagerest form of ad-

vertisement appeared less thsa two

days before the meeting due to the

difficult conditions that exist about

800 workers packed literally every

inch of sitting and standing ac-

commodation ; workers stood out-

side in the hallway to listen while

many had to be turned away, so

great was the attraction and inter-

est of the workers in the German
situation.

A real international spirit per
1

-

vaded the meeting despite the silly

interruptions from a small number
of Y. C. L.ers who insisted on mak-
ing a public exhibition of their

political bankruptcy. Most of the

Y. C. L.ers responded sympathe-
tically to our viewpoint by listen-

ing ateutively to the speakers and
after the meeting purchased the

Militant and fraternized with our
comrades.

Comrades J. MacDonald and M.
Spector were the principal speak-

ers. Comrade MacDonald gave the

workers an opportunity to compare
the position taken by the Comin-
tern in the German revolution when
Lenin was alive with the position

Of the present International under
the Stalin leadership. Comrade
Spector traced the German events

and the revolutionary possibilities

which had oj>enod up after the col-

lapse of the monarchy to the pre-

sent day.
Both speakers pointed out the

significance of the present German
events for the world revolutionary
movement and for the Soviet Un-
ion. Although Fascism is in power
it has not consolidated its posi-

tion yet; the German proletariat i3

not yet defeated and the adoption
by the Comintern and its German
section of the Leninist united front
tactics will smash Fascism to

smithereens. Hounds of applause
greeted the remarks of the speak-
ers. A resolution was then pre-

sented from the meeting demandin
the repeal of Section 98 and the
unconditional release of the eight
Communist leaders and all other
political prisoners. At this point
the aforementioned small group be-

gan making interjections. Amidst
the applause of the crowd the
chairman announced all those in

favor
1

of the resolution stand up
and the whole audience stood up
on their feet.

The question period further ex-

posed the shameful political educa
tion of the new Y. C. L. cadres.
Every question under the sun ex-

cept those that dealt with the
most significant events in the In-

ternational today was asked by this
"group.'' When comrade Spector,
in replying to the questions, asked
why Stalin is client on the German
situation, the Stalinist "spokes-
man" replied amidst protest and
laughter that "he (Stalin) was too
busy building socialism in Rus-
sia".

In the discussion only one YCLer
took the floor to reiterate Ihe old
demagogy of the Stalinists. In the
course of his ten minute speech he
mentioned that the Left Opposition
was afraid to give them the op-
portunity to reply to our arguments.
The comrades of the Spartacus
Youth Club immediately challeng-
ed the Y. C. L. "spokesman" to a
public debate. This he promptly
declined with the worn-out excuse
that the question of "Trotskyism"
had been liquidated and Y. C. L.
was not a discussion circle. The
fact of the matter is that at this

very moment, under pressure of

ted front, they are unwilling to

make the necessary turn. A party

member who is also a member of

an A. F. of L. local brought out
the iwint that in the attempt to
invite A. F. of L. locals the call

of the I1,D very often did not even
reach the membership. This proved
to his mind the correctness of

further stressing the "united front
from below". The official party
representatives had nothing to say
Eva Weiner, pcinted out in her re-

from the Left Opposition, comrade
marks the incorrectness of the
theory of a united front "from be-

low" and showed that precisely

because the call of the I. L. D. in

the past did not reach the bulk of

the member'shp under the reform-
at leadership, we mast make a

complete turn and invite the cen-

tral bodies of all workers' organiza-
tions, thus putting the leadership
to the wall. She showed clearly

that the failure of the I. L, D. to
urgaiiixu the broadest united front
in the Mooney case resulted in

Mooney's latest call for the coming
Chicago convention through the
Molders" CommiHee, It was at
this point that the i>arty spokesman
announced himself and after a
typically Stalinist line of denunci-
ation of the "agents interested In

uniting with the misleaders of la-

bor", called for* an "honest united
front from Iielow".

Comrade Schechet then spoke
again briefly on the united front,

explaining that while it is clear
enough to ihe sixty delegates at
this conference that the role of
the reformist leadership means be-

trayal of the workers, we must not
overlook the fact that thousands
upon thousands of the workers still

have confidence in their leaders,

together with their' following, and
prove in action to the masses of
workers w-ho it is that sincerely
represents their interests. Com-
rade Schechet thereupon moved that
the conference immediately call a
second conference inviting the cen-
tral bodies of all working class or-

ganizations, Socialist party, A. F.
of I,., Workmen's Circle, ail Negro
organizations, etc., etc., to- unite
with us in the struggle for free-

dom of the Scottsboro boys, Mooney
and all other class war prisoners.
And that leaflets be printed to this

effect and widely distributed among
the workers in order that mass
pressure may be brought to bear on
their leaders.

Conveniently enough, a substi-
tute motion was made to proceed
with the election of an action com-
mittee which shall decide on all

further work.
It must be said in conclusion

that this action committee must
set, to work most seriously and at
once. Realizing that mass pressure
is the strongest weapon which will

gain freedom from the nine Scotta-

boro boys and ail other class war
prisoners, the committee must stop
making empty gestures about an
"honest" united front "from be-

low". This mass pressure can be
brought about only through the
broadest united front as outlined
by the Left Opposition. In this

work the Boston branch of the
League pledges its entire and most
energetic support. —C. S.

Mine Situation Told

In Davenport
Davenport, Iowa.—A lecture was

held Feb. 18, at Hibernian Hall,

wliere about seventy-five workers
attended to hear Gerry Allard, the
leader of the coal miners in south-

ern Illinois, describe the condi-
tions of the millers and the reason
for their fight against the Peabody
Coal Company and the betrayers
of the coal miners, John L. Lewis
and his henchmen.

Allard gave a very enthusiastic
the Left Opposition, the question o£! 1>icture o£ (lle heroic'light that the
trotskyism has been re-opened in mmers aro ttj in doutliem

all the Stalinist groups throughout
greater Toronto. —

Q

Lynch 2 Negroes
{Continued from Page 1)

scattered on isolated plantations of

the South; and 1,500,000 in 1820.

Dur'ing all these two centuries
charges of rape against Negroes
were unknown lalthough there were
ample opportunity for commission
of such crimes. ("Rope & Faggot"
by Waiter White}
With the few exceptions of Aboli-

tionists and those Negro slaves who
were intelligent and courageous
enough to seek freedom through
influencing others, lynchings were
out ot the question, when the vic-

tims represented a cash value,
when the worker was the property
of ills master, when chattel slav-
ery was the basis of society, lynch-
ing was not an institution. It was
only when lynchings could be used
to subject Negroes for the purpose
of extracting profits for the new
masters tlrat lynching became an
institution, that is to say, lynch-
ing is a capitalist institution used
by the capitalists to protect their
interests, their profits, their social
order.

The aim of Nash, if the lynchers
got the man they were after, was
to get money. He took the banker
to the bank for that purpose. How
often the Jjankers steal thousands
and millions of dollars from the
workers! George Jeter of Aiken
likewise wtfl after appropriating:

property. —GEO. SAUL.

Scottsboro Conference

Rejects United Front

Boston.—The long-delayed Moon-
ej-Scotsboro conference was held in
Boston on Sunday, February 19.
The credentials committee reported
represent ation from sixty organi-
sations.

While brief reports were being
given on the eases in question, the
resolutions committee of nine, in-
cluding one of the delegates from
the Boston branch of the Commun-
ist I-eague nf America (Opposi-
tion), comrade Schechet, was in
session. After the "general" reso-
lution was adopted a further re-
solution for a genuine united front
conference is to bo called nt once
was introduced by comrade Sche-
chet. It is noteworthy that al-

though this resolution was defeated,
it received the support of four of
the nine delegates serving on the
committee.
The discussion from the floor re-

vealed how little the Stalinists
have learned from the past and de-
spite the many failures through
their incorrect position on the «ni-

putting up
Illinois. Comrade Allard showed
conclusively that the miners knew
what they had to face in the strug-

gle. A discussion took place at
which the leader of the local Stal-

inists made an attack on comrade
Allard and his co-workens in south-
ern Illinois. lint comrade Allard
in a very few words was able to

annihilate the slanderous attacks
of the present party leadership
amidst ihe enthusiastic applause
of the audience.

Seventy-five workers attended
this lecture despite the fact that
there was thrfce other big meetings
in the city. The A. F. of L. par-
ticularly gave a special blow-out
with free entertainment at the
Grand Theater, though they knew
that comrade Allard was to speak
in the city.

After the meeting a party was
held by our" branch of the Left
Opposition for comrade Allard
with twenty to twenty-flve workers
present who stayed until after mid-
night. Everybody was enthusiastic
about comrade AHard's visit.

The enthusiasm of comrade Al-
lard was catching by the workers
in spite of the small crowd. Many of
the workers expressed their desire

to form a relief committee to help
the striking miners in spite of the
unemployment here.

OFF THE P^ESS/
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Greeks Rallied On
German Crisis

On February 7 and VJ our Greek
.Workers Club "Prbtoinagia" gave
two lectures at the hal! of the

Amalgamated Food Workers Union

(i87-SUi Ave., on the united front

and ihe Fascist danger in Germany
by comrades Papas and Caldis.

At the first lecture the managing
editor' of the Empros attempted

with the assistance of lu-20 other

Stalinists to stop the workers from
entering the Hall. Seeing that

their efforts were fruitless they de-

cided lo come in and listen them-
selves to the speaker. The hall

was packed with more than 73

workers present. When the floor

was thrown open for discussion

comrade Caldis as chairman sug-

gested that the floor be taken pri-

marily by the opponents. The
editor was forced to get up and
speak for at least 10 minutes while
our comrades appealed to the chair

to extend his t Lrae for half an
hour. This the chairman accepted

and remarked that even half an
hour is not enough for the presenta-

tion of the opponents' views and
suggested to the Stalinists present

to accept our challenge and debate
with up any day and at any time.

Many workers appealed for the
unification of the clubs, "Spartacus"
and "Protomagia", and they stated

that a debate will lie very useful

for their enligbtment on the views
of the Opposition and those of the
Stalinists. The Stalinists preferred
silence to an answer as to the de-

bate. Following the 35 minutes of

poor and uneonci living talk of the
editor

1

, other Stalinists spoke for an
hour Jo prove to the workers their

nakedness and their degeneration by
making fim of comrade Comilius
who after' all did not sudor while
in prison for 1!) mouths but '"came
out of jai! quite fat." Comrade
Pappas answered to the point the
weak arguments of" the Stalinists,

and concluded by also appealing
for a debate. While the chairman
was adjourning the meeting the
Stalinist editor asked the floor to

answer the demands of the work-
ers for a debate, and when tie took
it instead of accepting or refusing
it he hurled some epithets and rim
down to the street.

* * * 3

February 121h

The following yntiday we post-

poned our next lecture on Germany
on account of the call for a united
front by the party for the unem-
ployed. Protomagia participated

with 3 delegates, vomrados Otrn-
ilius, James Gordon and Caldis.

Comrade Gordon was unable to at-

tend the conference because he was
meeting at the same time with the
Central Strike Commit tc of Foltis-

Fiseher's. The Conference conduct-
ed its business in the same steam-
rolling fashion as the other Stalin-

ists conferences Our delegates
protected against (his procedure
and demanded that at least a min-
imum time be given to the dele-
gates to discuss the resolutions
that were submitted for ratification
prior lo their voting. They went
ahead and passed it any way. Fin-
ally the floor was given for only
five minutes to comrade Caldis who
protested against the steam-rolling
and pointed out that the six-hour
da and five-day week must bo in-

eluded in the resolutions and also
the long term credits to the Soviet
Union and explained the necessity
for the agitation of these demands.
The chairman didn't allow him to
proceed any further.

Then the Stalinists (they were
the only ones present besides us
that took the floor) forgot all about
the united front for the unemploy-
ed Greek workers and began their
usual •danders against the Opposi-
tion. The lloor was refused to
comrade Cornilins who was anxious
to refute the Stalinists about the
composition of our club Protom-
agia. Anyway, when the collection
was taken, they didn't refuse the
donation of Protomagia and the
wild applause of the delegates con-
siderably annoyed the Stalinists.

They were forced to accept in the
committee a member of Protomagia.
But at Hie last meeting seeing that
our club members began to pene-
trate the ranks of the unemployed,
especially at the soup kitchen of
St. Barbara where three of our
comrades were elected as their
delegates, decided to appeal to the
Central Committee of the Unem-
ployed Councils for their approval
to removing our club from the
united front.

Many misguided workers begin to
see clearly that our warnings about
the danger of the Right wing pol-
icies of the Stalinists were correct,
because thoy are already serving
to strengthen the prestige of the
bankrupt clergy.

AH these activities of Protom-
agia and those of the Greek Op-
position annoy considerably the
nerves of the Stalinists. For the
last thrj'e weeks the Empros car-
ries a campaign of lies and slan-
ders in a fashion that far exceeds
that of the tabloids. But all these
instead of serving t.heir purposes
reveal on the contrary to every
thinking worker the depth of their
degeneration. They especially com-
plain about the wide distribution
among the Greek workers of New
York, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh,
of Militants, Pali ton Taxeon, and
Communistes, because they realize
that once a large numbers of mis-
informed workers get a hold of
our publications, it will oiien their'
eyes and will impose upon the Stal-
inists the discontinuation of their
petty-bourgeois opportunism which
they, themselves, when forced to
the wall, from time to time try to
present to the workers as insigni-
ficant errors on their part.

—A. C.

ReportShows Fate of Germany Hangs

In Balance; United Front Is Urgent

(Continued from last issue)

There need be no doubt that the

millions of German workers who
have definitely expressed their sym-
pathy and support, either for the

Communist party or for the Social-

ist party instinctively feel that

Fascism represents the Sword of

Damocles hanging over their heads,

threatening their organizations

with destruction, threatening their
1

even now miserable standard of

living, and threatening their very

lives. There are examples every

day of such an instinctive feeling.

But compared to the immensity of

the needs of the* situation there is

passivity. A dead hand of paraly-

sis still holds the working class in

its grasp. Its organizations are
either unable or their leaders un-

willing to act. At times it seems
as if the paralysis and the passiv-

ity is breaking. Last Sunday the

soHal-dcmoeratv called a demon-
stration at. the Lust garden in Ber-

lin. If became a monster turnout.

Otto Wels, after many radical

phrases declared for a "noil agres-

sion pact" with the Communists. It

wa« only a further step to sabot-

age the genuine united front ; but
that declaration alone nevertheless

expresses the increasing pressure

for unity of action which these
leaders feel upon them from their

own mass following. Again yes-

terday afternoon, February 10, a
gigantic funeral procession wended
its way through Berlin to the ceme-
tery of Friederiehsfelde in honor
of ihe three class victims Iicrmer.

Kollalesh and Schultz, who wei*e

murdered by the brown shirted
bandit^. Despite the police prohi-
bition over 100,000 workers march-
ed through the streets. Without a
united front being formally estab-
lished the S. P.. the Y. W. L., the
Ileichshaimer and the C. 1'. official-

ly participated The Beichsbanner
spokesman appealed to the workers
of his columns for common strug-

gle with the Communist workers
and for a united front of action.

The V, S. I,, spokesman admonish-
ed his followers to make all possi-

ble sacrifice for the establishment
of a liiiht ing united front. Com-
rade Pieck. in the name of the C.
I'., called upon all the workers to
join the united front. Yet the
party fails to act, fails to organ-
lie the united front.

There are radiant rays of hope
when one feels the throb of such
mighty marching columns. The
broad shoulders of these husky
German proletarians, within each
row. :i!most touched one another,
i heir faces were solemn but show-
ed distinct determination. What a
splendid' picture of class solidarity.
Power is expressed in these heavy
foot st e] is.

Why Are Hie Strong Hands
Paralyzed?

But the defeat of Fascism in Ger-
many is an enormous task. Even
such powerful demonstrations can
only be the small beginnings. Why
then are these strong hands para-
lyzed? That is the question of the
position of the parties, of policy
and of leadership. Never before
has the treasonable role of the So-
cialist party bureaucracy been so
clearly revealed as at this moment.
Since their betrayal of the revolu-
tion in lilts and their murder of
the liest working class fighlers they
have made a parliamentary sham-

hles even out of their own party's

social democratic aims in order to

fully re-establish capitalism. Thus
I bey prepared the road for Fascism.

And in the development of this

brown shirted menace they deliber-

ately fostered the illusions that this

would be only another affair to be
conquered by ballots and to be

conquered by the forces of the

"iron front" including all the sup-
porters of Ifindenbur'g. They still

speak in the name of this "iron
front". As- a matter of fact the
social democrats are now all that
is left of it. But, and that is im-
IKirtunt, millions of workers still

follow these traitors, who only out
of fear for their own hides simul-
taneously give lip service to the
slogans of struggle against Fasc-
ism. Yet that is precisely the
reason why the formation of the
united front of the entire working
class becomes the key to the situa-

tion which the Communist forces
must take hold of. it is the means
to defeat Fascism, it is the means
fo finally unmask the traitors. This
the Left Opposition has demanded
since the beginning of the Fascist
menace. In this our small forces
have attempted to show the way.

The Balance Sheet of Stalinism
In Germany

The Communist workers, how-
ever, were also unprepared. They
were lulled into a false underesti-
mation of the sinister menace, in-
to Ihe false security that "We come
after the Fascists". They were
misdirected by ihe slogans of "na-
tional libera t ion" and of a "peo-
plo's revolution". They were
.sharply divided from their class
brothers by Ihe false concepts of
"'social Fascism". They were split
away in small sections from the
mass r irealizations by the criminal
l>olicy of independent revolutionary
trade unions. The position of the
party leadership to date has repre-
sented a criminal capitulation in
face of the existing menace. When
Hitler received hi* Nomination, it

threw out the slogan of the gen-
eral -strike in a sort of hit or mies
fashion and naturally ihe response
was almost nil. The party leader-
ship set up phantom united front
organs. For example in Berlin on
the fateful night of Jan. 30, a con-
ference ait ended by more than
2,000 delegates convened to take
measures against [lie Fascist dan-
ger. It listened to much oratory,
decided to meet the next day to
organize the general strike and
collapsed. It represented in reality
nobody outside of (ho party. The
general strategy of these Stalinist
leaders has since sunk to the level
of isolated demonstrations, mass
meetings, demonstrative strikes of
one hour or two hours, one day in
one smaller factory or small town,
another day in aonther and in some
places merely economic strikes
against certain special measures.
This strategy, or lack of strategy to
be more exact, could only demon-
strate the frightful weakness of the
party position and particularly its
separation from the workers in the
iinliislriej. The party's own member-
ship composition is about 80 per-

! cent unemployed. The party's in-
ability lo lead and to mobilize
masses became sadly revealed. Such,
is the balance sheet to date of
the party Stalinist leadership.

To be continued
- -AHNE SWABECK.

Dark Prospect

Under Hitler Rule
(Continued from Page 1)

fore will attempt to carry through
a third alternative: the still further
forciug down of German wages lo

produce still lower costs and prici^s

on its exported goods, which will

make possible larger export sur-

pluses. But Ihe workers have al-

ready begun to resist in spite of

the handicap of reformist domina-
tion. Wages cannot, be cut mater-
ially further without smashing both
social democratic and Communist
organizations, political, trade un-
ion, and other; and only Fascism
can do this job. On the other
hand, effective resistance even on
the economic arena means the uni-

fication of the trade union organi-
zations with the least possible de-

lay; Ihe revolutinary Bed Trade
Union Organization must merge
with the reformist General German
Trade Union Federation and the
"free" organizations.
The Fascist-Ikmaparlist alliance

showing its results in the new tar-

iff legislation, which means that
practically no wheat or corn, lard
of meat products, can enter the
country. For the first time .-.ince

the present crisis began, prices of
farm products have advanced steep-

ly, and have forced the general in-

dex of prices up. This cements the
alliance between the agrarian ind
the industrial capitalists.

The later have been able, in

the face of the crisis, to put through
an increase of 22 percent in the
price of export steel during the
past month, in the expectation of
closing arrangements for an inter-

national cartel including France,
Belgium and Luxemburg as well as
Germany. In this way the indus-
trialists of the Rhine, liuhr and
Silesia expect, in collusion with
"hated foreigner", to be able to
carve out a bigger slice of the ax-
port market on the one hand, while
striking down the resistance of the
German worker to wage-cuts with
the other, and enforcing a regime
of super-exploitation based on poli-

tical domination by naked brute
force throush Hitler's bands and
the army, the police, and the Steel
Helmet nationalist troops.

The German bourgeoisie is bet-
ting on its supporters. Stocks of
iron, steel and coal companies have
been making new high prices lately

on the Berlin stock Exchange.
These companies will be among the
first to benefit, not only from a war,
but also from the re-armament of
Germany which both Nazis and
nationalists have inscribed on their
program.

The fac that a boom is taking
place in German stocks white the
major world security markets are
declining proves that what tlie
speculators are betting on is not
a irciieral recovery in world econ-
omy, in which German because of
its financial weakness would not be
among Ihe first to share. Their
calculations are rather based on
a special development within Ger-
many, and that is the coming into
power of Hitler.

Torn between fear, as the accu-
mulated contradictions of the crisis
c nlinue to crash down upon it and
the spectacular economic gamble
of 1'apen's program collapses, and
hojie, that the still bigger gamble
on Hitler will after all succeed, the
German bourgeoisie has reached a
point whore only desperate meas-
ures will suffice it. It is willing
lo extend an unlimited credit in
contideuce and in resources to Hit-
ler and his murderous rabble.

Only one thing can stop them—
the dosing-up of the ranks of labor
and ils steady march forward from
immediate demands toward ultim-
ate soal. No petty considerations
of factional prestige must be per-
mitted to interfere with the adop-
tion of the sound and tested line
which the Left Opposition has been
advocating for years; and least of
all at a lime when the immediate
economic situation, as well as the
political regrouping of forces, show
that. Germany is balancing on the
edge o£ the knife.

—B. J. FIELD.
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Fascists Frame-Up The Communist Party
The Life and Death Question: Leninist United Front In Germany or Disaster!

"White terror and Ited panic be-

gan in Germany today."
This is the way the astute capi-

talist correspondent of the New
York Evening Post, H. R. Knicker-

bocker, begins his Berlin dis[>att'h

of February 2h. lierliu is at) arm-
ed camp, with armored ears and
13,000 ritle-iurmed police concen-

trated heavily in the working class

quarters. A new decree has been
issued providing for heavy penalt-

ies against those "who give false

information for foreign publica-

tions", as well as against those

who print such "false" informa-

tion in the German press. The
Rote Fahne, central organ of the
Herman Communist Party, which
appeared for one day after its

previous suspension, has had its

printing plant confiscated and, in

addition, has been suspended by
the government until April 15. An
edition of the paper printed in

Leipzig was confiscated, together
with the truck that carried the
copies to Berlin. All the socialist

papers in East Prussia have been
suppressed. Even liberal pournals
have been ordered suspended. A
mass meeting of fie social dem-
ocratic party to commemorate the
fiftieth anniversary of the death of

Karl Man, was dispersed by the
police.

All these measures are part of

a monstrous frame-up concocted by
the Fascist butchers in control of

the government. A Are of incend-

iary origin in the Reichstag build-

ing is being used as the pretext

for delivering a mortal blow to the
Communist party. Anybody who
is even superficially acquainted
with the theories and practises of
the Communist party is sufficiently

aware that arson is not in its pro-
gram. That is a method of fighting

practised .almost exclusively by the
Fascists. In the present instance,

the frame-up is so flagrant that
even the American correspondents
in Berlin have not failed to com-
ment adversely upon Hitler's crude
attempt to crush the Communist
part as a result of it.

"Why Communists should desirr

to burn down the empty Reichstag
building on the eve of an election
that their opponents declare to be
unimportant in that it will cot af-

fect their retention of power,"
cables Birchall of the New York
Times, "is one of the mysteries of

the present situation." The press,

reports Knickerbocker, "will not
be able even to point out ironically

that the Nazis planned weeks ago
to lay before president von Hinden-
burg evidence that the Reds were
planning an uprising and that the
burning of the Reichstag came on
railroad-schedule time for their

Another Complaint

".
. .We can put the camjiaign

over in a big way bat our hands
are tied by insufficient papers
Chicago is no village, you know.
Our comrades are lined up to speak
and debate in various organizations
at the rate of one per

1 week for

the next week and lids will re-

quire papers, in fact, we could
easily dispose of 200 copies over
our quota, but we must at least

get our quota (535 copies). I

think the campaign is going over
much bigger than we expected and
this has found us short. I mean
as to the quantity of Militants per

Issue you are printing Why not
print a larger number of the Mili-

tant and satisfy everybody, includ-
ing the Irate literature agent of
Chicago?. .. .1 get .a severe heart-
ache when I think of the meetings
we've had to pass up in the last

week due to lack of papers."

—REBECCA SACHEHOW,
The comrades in Toronto also

write that the Militant sale and
distribution is going over big, and
ask that their bundle order be sub-
stantially Increased.

purposes. . . .An eye-witness of the

arrival of Chancellor Hitler at the

burning iteichstag building last

night reports his first exclamation
to have been, 'God grant this is

the work of Communists.'"

An Agent Provocateur
The. alleged incendiary, a certain

.Marinus van der Lubbe or Van der
l.Ing, is supposed to be a member
of the Dutch Communist Party.

The police ''found" a membership
card in his pocket when he was
arrested! If there were nothing
else to prove how crude Is the
frame-up, tiiis fact would suffice

But in addition, the Communist
Party of Holland his issued a
statement showing that Van Der
Lubbe was expelled from [he party

lyo years ago as "a spy and an
agent provocateur and that since

then he lias been a notorious anti-

ComnnuiKt agent".

However that niiiy be, his "con-

cession'", which "implicated not
only Communists but Socialists"

(!) has become, the pretext of the

Nazis—who never needed much of

a pretest- -to order the arrest of

every single Communist deputy of

the Reichstag, one hundred of them.
In this in inner, they hope to de-

prive the party of every one of its

leader^. At the same time, all

Communist publications. placards
and election material have been
suppressed for four weeks, and all

socialist, publications and propa-

ganda for two weeks—that is, until

the wretched farce of the March 5
elections have long been passed.
The additional announcement

that "the entire police force of
1'i'usaia has been mobilized- All
furloughs urive been recalled and
for the first time Captain Goering
has brought into action his recent-

ly created Nazi 'assistant police',

lecruited from the storm troops"

—

is of tremendous significance. Hit-

ler is leaving nothing to chance.

Students

Strike in

Protest
THOUSANDS OP STUDENTS

DEMAND RESTORATION

OF ACADEMIC RIGHTS

A total of 1500 students parti-

cipated in strikes at City College,

day and evening. At the same time
half of the student body in New
York University, about 2000 left

classes in demonstrative protest

against the suppression of their

daily iiiper. Both strike movements
were tile results of a basic isiue,

that of academic freedom.

The strike at City grew out of

the suspension of nineteen stu-
dents, reported in a recent issue of
the Militant. Early in the morning
a group of fifty students gathered
to carry out the demons tration,
signal in the history of the college.

During the course of the day, the
number swelled to a thousand,
many students Joining the strikers
as they .paraded, around the school
building at 13Sth Street and Am-
sterdam Ave., tand assembled
around the school flag pole. A good
number of those in the protesting
ranks were students of other
schools who bad come down to
show their solidarity with the
striking militants.

A band of hoodlurans, "defenders
of the people", sought with dis-

ruptive "Americanism" to break
the lines of the strikers around the

(Continued on Page 2}

CHICAGO MEETING

HITLER IN POWER!
International connections are now so strong that conditions

and policies jump national boundaries. Reaction in Ger-
many means the- stimulation of reaction everywhere.

HEAR AN ANALYSIS OF THE RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN
GERMANY FROM THE MARXIAN STANDPOINT

SUNDAY, MARCH 5 . . 3:00 P. M.
HOPKINS HALL, 426 West 63rd St,

Speakers

Albert Glotzer, Communist League of America

ADMISSION I5c UNEMPLOYED FREE
Auspices, Militant Workers Club

lie has already proclaimed his in-

tention of maintaining the rule ot
Fascism regardless of tile outcome
of the. .March 5 elections. The
Communist party, and to almost
the same extent the social dem-
ocracy, have had the maximum re-

strictions decreed against them so
as to render their participation in

the elections equivalent to no par-

ticipation at all. On March 5, ac-
cording to all indications, Hitler
will not only openly declare arbit-
rary Fascist dictatorship without
foundation in the Reichstag, but
will Save his police, augmented by
the storm troops and armed to the
teeth, concentrated in Berlin foi
armed defense of the coup d'Etat
and for smashing ,any resistance
that may be offered by the Com
munists. In this connection, it

should be remembered that right
on the eve of Hitler's appointment,
the r.azis mobilized in front of the
Communist party headquarters—of-
fering a sort of test or strength
with the Reds. The party proved
impotent to accept the challenge.
The virtual suppression of the
Communist party now is a second
offer of a test of strength, prelim-

inary to the next step to be
taken by Hitler to consolidate the
position ot Fascism and to proceed
with the extermination of the pro-
letarian movement.
Wilt the Communist party take up

the challenge? It would be crim-
inal to conceal the fact that with
its present policy, the party has
proved impotent in the face of
Hitler's murderous advance. The
working class has not been mobil-
ized either directly under its ban-
ner or under the banner of a uni-
ted front movement initiated by
the Communists. It is a fact,
which we repeat here:

In his march to power in Italy,
Mussolini encountered a far more
energetic, militant, sanguinary re-
sistance on the part of the prole-
tariat—-than Hitler has thus far'
encountered in Germany, where the|
working class movement is far:
stronger than it ever was in Italy,
where the working class does not,
play its role on the background of;
a defeat, as in Italy, and where the!
Communist party is ten times as'
strong as it was in Italy in 1022. I

To this fact should be added the
following

:

In the first year after Mussolini,
established the Fascist dictatorship'
in 1922, the Italian proletariat
fought on a far wider scale, with
much more energy and direction,

with much greater success thanj
the Gerlnan proletariat is now
fighting against Fascism before it

has consolidated its power

!

The reasons for this anomalous,
intolerable situation are not far to
seek. The social democracy is be-
ing allowed to play its treacherous
role of delivering the working
class bound hand and foot to the
sacrificial altar of the Nazis. Those
who are directly responsible for
allowing the social democratic lead-

ers to retain control over the °o-

cialist masses, are the Communist
party leaders who continue to re-

ject the only means whereby the
German musses can he mobilized
for successful struvgle

!

Tli j twilight hour has heen
reached. The next stroke of the
clock can still be controlled by the
masses: Either it will strike the
doom of tie working class for a
decade or more to come or it will
strike the Dtginning of the end
of Fascism !

ii ofTerror
the Reds!

As we go to press, dispatches
from Berlin declare:

More than eighty prisoners
have been taken by the Fascist*
in Betrlin alone, in connection
with the: new reign of terror
launched by Hitler against the
Communists. "Most of them were
leaders of the Communist party."

In Hanover, one hundred and
forty Communists have been ar-
rested.

Similar reports are received
from otlier parts of the country.
The Socialist Vonvaerts has been
raided, Its morning edition con-

fiscated, and its editors put under
surveillance.

All Communist and socialist

placards are being rflmofed from
the billboards, In accordance
with the decree to suppress all

Commnnist and socialist election

propaganda for four and two
weeks respectively,

The treacherous leadership of
the social democracy, tfrue to its

role, has telegraphed to a very
much amused Captain Goering,
"deploring the emergency decrees
and emphatically denying any
complicity in the plot". The so-

cial democrats are still "fighting
on the basis of tlie Constitution",

while workers are being murdered
and every Constitutional "guar-
antee" is being suspended.

Among tlie Communist prison-

ers, is the deputy, comrade Her-
mann Reuintele, leader of the
party and one of its most pro-

minent spokesmen. Ernst Tliael-

inimii, the outstanding party
leader, is another of these report-

ed arrested by the Fascists, Wil-
helm Pieck, leader of the Berlin
organization of the party and
head of its fraction In the dissolv-

ed Prussian Diet, is arrested, as
is Ernst Torgier, Communist
whip in the dissolved Reichstag,

Scores of less prominent leaders
of the party are reported among
those seized in the net by the
Hitlerite thugs. AH, or at least

most of the prisoners, are being
held incommunicado.

The Fascist have moved with
lightning si>eed. Before formally
suppressing the Communist party
—which is their goal-—the Fasc-
ists have suspended every Com-
munist publication, Tiiat blow
they dealt Monday. In addition,
they aim to decapitate the party
by Imprisoning every one of its

prominent leaders. That is the
blow they have dealt today, Tues-
day, Tomorrow, they intend to
exterminate the whole party. The
day after comes the whole work-
ing class and Us every single

one of its proletarian institutions

and conquests.

The stage is set for the last

act. Who will prevail? Hitler

has the upper hand. The party

is paralyzed—no other term can
express its failure to arouse a
genuine mass movement of resist,

anee to Fascism,
We ask—w« demand : For what

Is the party waiting before It

acts? Why are the party leaders

being allowed to play so light-

mindedly with tlie life and
death of tlie German proletariat?
When will tlie call be issued foe
the united front of the working
class?
Are tlie Stalinists waiting un-

til Hie streets of Germany run
red with the blood of an unpre-
pared, disunited, demoralized
working class? Are the Stalin-

ists preparing to retreat without
giving battle? Are they planning
to organize the masses for strug-
gle only after sill the levers and
weapons of power are completely
in the hands of Hitler and his
mercenaries?

In the eyes of every revolution-
ist, of every class conscious work-
er, tlie social democracy has been
forever branded with the stigma
of Cain. Its treachery is written
in the blood of the workers it

sent to fight in the World War
for German imperialism, In tlie

blood of the Spartacists, in the
blood of the victims of Noske,
Hoexsing ami Zoergiebei. We do
not look for leadership from from
those who have" sold the proletar-
iat for a mess of pottage in office.

But to the Communist party
and its captains, tne proletariat
has tlie right to demand leader-

ship, bold and Intelligent and
timely. A terrific historical re-

sponsibility rests now on the
shoulders of the leadership of the
Communist International and tlie

German Communist party. For
whatever happens in the next
period in Germany, the proletar-
iat and its vanguard will hold
this leadership directly responsi-
ble.

We speak solemnly and issue
a solemn naming! Unless the
party leadership, at this crucial
hour, issues the call for the real
united front, for the mobilization
of tlie masses, the Fascists will
march to power over the dead
bodies of the militant German
proletariat

!

But If the program for the uni-
ted front demanded by the Left
Opposition is now adopted and
put into effect immediately, the
German proletariat will not only
march in serried invincible ranks
against tlie monster of Fascism,
but in the battle to annihilate it,

it will enter upon the high road
to working class victory, to the
triumph of the dictatorsiiip of the
proletariat!
Choose now! Now—and not

tomorrow

!

DefendOppositionStandlnPittsburgh

Pittsburgh. — The Unemployed
Councils of Alleghany County is-

sued a call for a "united front"
conference on Feb. 12 at Walton
Hall. Our branch elected two dele-

gate-: who were present at the con-
ference. The hall was crowded to
capacity. From the names that the
credentials committee read, of the
organizations delegated, one could
isce that as long as the Communist
Ii irty leaders do not give up their
slogan of the "united front from
below" they will fail to rally the
working class into mass action.
The names mentioned were organi-
zations such as the unemployed
councils from each district in the
city, outside the city, from sur-
rounding towns, the Communist
party, the ILD bnanehes, NSL Pen
and Hammer club and some frater-
nal organizations. These organiza-
tions would be present at such a
conference without the call for a
"united front*' because they are
already under the influence of the
party. None of the AFL unions or
socialist organizations was present.
From listening to the speakers it

could be seen that the majority of
the leaders are still under the Im-
pression of the slogan of "social
Fascism" and that is as much as
you can expect from half turns.

Our resolution, mimeographed in
a number of copies, was distributed
to the delegates present. A copy
of our resolution was given to the
resolutions committee. The chair-
man of this commute, in his re-
port, read the resolution adopted by
the committee and also read our
resolution which he proposed be
rejected because all the points in
it were already adopted by their

resolution. The secretary of the

Unemployed Council then challeng-

ed the delegates of the L. O. to
take the floor and defend their

resolution. One of our delegates
took the floor and pointed out that
of all the speakers and all the re-

solutions no mention was made of
the recognition of the Soviet Union,
He also outlined our disagreement
with the tactic of the "united front
from below" also pointed out on
the point of the recognition of the
Soviet Union that the unemployed
situation cannot be considered as
an isolated problem and apart from
general working class problems.
Its objectives must be general work-
ing class objectives; its struggles
part of the general working class
struggles for the revolution.

Frankfeld, secretary of the Un-
employed Councils came out for a
united front with all workingmen's
organizations, Johnstone, D. O. of
the party, contradicted him and
spoke In favor of a united front
from below and used the term "so-
cial Fascist".

OPl« FOItlfl

BONAPARTISM 4 THERMIDOR .

IN THE SOVIET UNION

DOES THE DANGER THREATEN?
Speaker:

MAX SHACHTMAN
Friday, March 3, 1933

126 Bast leth Street,

ADMISSION: 15c

N. Y. Br. Communist League of

America (Opposition)

The whole world situation hinges
around the cutcome of the terrible

drama now being enacted before

our eyes. The fate of the German
proletariat hongs in the balance.
With it is involved the fate of the
whole Communist International.
With it is also involved the fate
of the workers' fatherland, the So-
vet Union.
And in face of thia, the "leader

of tlie world's proletariat", the
Communist International, Is as
silent as a tombstone! In face of
the situation, the "best discipline
of Lenin", Joseph Stalin, is as
silent as a tombstone! in face of
the dreadful catastrophe which
threatens, the party leaders con-
tinue to babble philosophically
about the '"progress of the united
front from below" as if they had
months and ye.ire at their dis-

posal in which to mobilize the
German proletariat for the deci-
sive battle which is impending.
Fascism lias put the noose around

the neck of the Communist party.
It has aimed its knife at the
heart of the German working class.

Whoever is silent at a time like

this, whoever relegates the deci-
sive German situation to the back-
ground of second and third rate
consequence, is drugging the prole-
tariat and helping to prepare it

for
1

the slaughter i Whoever stands
in the way of the genuine united
front, from organization to organi-
zation—Communist party social
democracy, trade unions, Reiehs-
hn finer, Red Front—is betraying
the working class

!

Communist workers, miltants ev-
erywhere! It is not yet too late.

The masses await only the signal
for action. The Communist party
must give this signal. Jt must
be aroused out of its awful leth-
argy and impotence. It must put a
stop to the self-deceptive jabber-
ing about the "united front from

S.P.Fakers

DriveOut

LeftWins
STRONG ARM SQUAD OUSTS

MILITANT DELEGATIONS

AT SOCIALIST CONFAB

As a delegate from Carpenters'
Local Union 2090 to the Socialist

Party Conference for unemploy-
ment insurance, I was in a posi-

tion to witness all the proceedings.
A group of semi-business men, such
as real estate dealers, ex-judges,
jewelers, and dentists occupied the
platform. The front rows of seats
were taken up by all kinds of fat-

bellied men, some of them with
canes and derby hats who appeared
to be retired and landlords of the
shyster boss type. At any rate, all

of them so far mentioned showed
no sign of need for Immediate re>

lief, unless some of them were in-

interested in their tenants so that
they may be able to pay them the
rent.

These gentlemen ruled the con-
ference and in order to "save time
for their own propaganda" the
spokesmen of the committee ap-
pointed a certain Mr. Beardsley out
of their midst as chairman. Our
demand that all delegates from
workers and political organizations
be seated on the same grounds as
the delegation from the S. P. and
all our protest and proposals that
the chairman should be elected from
the floor were of no avail. Three
of the protesting delegates were
beaten up and forcibly put out of
the hall. The floor then was
given to Gerber followed by Alger-
non Ijoe and Ranken, who between
them with numerous interruptions
entertained us for almost two
hours. Gerber was the main
speaker and pointed out the great
evils the workers had to suffer In
their struggle. He said even votes
were stolen on them in the last
election. He "forgot" all about
what has h ppened In other coun-
tries such as Germany and Eng-
land, where the .Socialists got all

their jotes ever since 1918. Yet the

betrayals of workers are not com-
parahle with those In this country.

(Continued on Page 2)

below" which "unites" only the
Communists and their supporters,
and set in motion the Leninist uni-
ted front of all the workers to
decimate the Fiscist hydra.
Tomorrow? Tomorrow may see

(he materialization of Hitler's de-
mand that "heads roll in the dirt".
Then the miserable "self-criticism"
practised by Stalinism after each
defeat, will be of little avail. It
is today, tod'iy, today that the
party must change its disastrous
course. It is now that it must
strike for the united front which,
in turn, will strike the dagger from
the hands of Fascism and Fascism
from the seats of power.
Tuesday, Feb. 28, 1933. —M. S.

The Socialist

Record

PRESIDENTIAL GOVERNMENT
ONLY POSSIBILITY
"As against a Reichstag which

abandons its state tasks the socalt-

ed 'Presidial government' is the
only actual possibility left."

—Vorwaerts, August 7, 1932.
• • • *

DEFEAT HITLER BY
VOTING HINDENBURG

"Hitler is defeated. The victory

which Fascism thought was already

in its hands, has been snatched

from it. Now the basis can once

more be levelled tor political and
economi-.- construction."

—Appeal of S. P. ft,

March 17, 1932.

"On March 13, the Fascist gen-

eral assault upon the libertarian

rights of the German people col-

lapsed. April 10 must bring about
by the election of Hindenburg the
collapse of the National Socialist

movement.
—Appeal of "Iron Front",

April 2, 1932.
« • • *

LET HITLER COME TO
POWER!

If National Socialism demon-
strates in deed that it is capable of

doing fruitful work the Social Dem-
ocratic Party of Germany will not
refuse it recognition."

—Severing, Ntenburg speech,
July 3, 1932.

# • • *

"The Social Democracy will

greet a Bruening-Hltler govern-
ment because it will thereby be
free from the government policy

and the Center will in any case
prevent the worst; stupidities of
the National Socialists."

—Breitsciieid, Emden Speech,
November 4, 1931.

* • • *

"Were there the certainty that
the National Socialists would rIso
respect the rules of the game of
democracy if they are in power,
then we would all be ready to let

them into the government today
rather than tomorrow."
—Vqrwaerts, December 3, 1931.

NO LONGER A DANGER
"Is there still janybody today

who can have any doubts that
thanks to our skillful tactics the
Fascist dictatorship will not come
. . . . ? The time when Fascism was
a deadly d>nger for the proletariat
and for freedom, has passed away
since the November battle."

—Hermann, Kottbusg S. P. O.
convention, January 15, 193S

• * * •

THE PARTY DEFENDS NOSKE
"Noske belongs to the party with

all bis feelings and thoughts, he
has not ceased to be a socialist and
a democrat by a hair's breadth."

—Decision of Berlin officials1

.
. of S. P. G., September 28, 1919.

BOSXOIW MEEY
THE CRISIS IN GERMANY

WHO WILL PREVAIL: HITLER
OR THE PROLETARIAT?
Hear the Viewpoint of th*

Left Opposition en

SUNDAY, MARCH 5th, 8 P. M.

Belmont Hall, 150 Humbo^ 4v«-

ROXBURY MASS.
Speakers:

Martin Abern, of New York
Antionette Konlkow, of Boston,

BROWNSVILLE
MASS MEETING

«The CRISIS IN GERMANY*
Auapiett: Canmuniet Lasgw ot America (Opposition)

Speaker:

MAX SHACHTMAN
Editor of TIM Militant

Labor Lyceum
SUNDAY, MARCH 5, 2 P. M.

219 SACKMAN ST., Bklyn N. I.

ADMISSION 15 C*»U
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THE LEAGUE IN ACTION
Cleveland Workers

Hear Oehler

Cleveland.—A highly gratifying

mass meeting of the Left Opposi-

tion was held here last "Wednesday

night at Painters HalL More

than 130 workers were present,

more than hall oE them party mem-
bers or members of party mass or-

ganizations. Comrades Hugo Oehler

and Sam Gordon presented the

point of view of the Communist

League on the Uerman crisis, with

comrade John Brantin in the chair.

A good collection was taken and

numerous Militants were sold.

This marks the largest and first

peaceful meeting of the Left Op-

position in this city. All previous

meetings took place under
1 organ-

ized attacks from the Stalinists.

The previous intense and wide-

spread activities of the local group

with regard to the German Fasc-

ist danger—participation in demon-

strations and meetings, extensive

distribution of leaitets, etc.—had

aroused great interst in the Ger-

man meeting of the Left Opposition

and the official party leadership

saw itself forced to refrain from

the well-known physical arguments

this time and actualy to send down
a representative to take the floor

in their name.

After the presentation of the

views of our organization the chair-

man, comrade Br&htin, asked if the

party representative wanted the

floor for 15 minutes. Comrade
Leonard Patterson, in the name of

the party, did his best in the

course of twenty minutes to de-

fend the indefensible position of

Stalinism in Germany. After a

great deal of confusion and stam-

mering, he finally concluded with

that poor trump Card of the bu-

reaucracy—the swindle about the

"dissohition" of the German Left

Opposition.

Comfade Oehler replied for the

Communist League and with firm,

but comradely arguments tore the

bottom out of the contentions of

the party representative, exposing

in an even more convincing and
concrete way the inadequacy and
faltering, criminal stupidity of the

Stalinist position in Germany!.

Many questions, testifying to the

intense interest in the subject,

were asked by the audience, to

which our comrade gave the proper
revolutionary answer. After com-
rade Oeliler's summary, the meet-

ing adjourned amid continued pri-

vate discussions outside the hall.

All in all, this represents a great

step forward for the I^eft Opposi-

tion in Cleveland. Not only the

excellent attendance, but even more
the comradely and sane spirit of

the discussion is bound to have a

profound effect on the local Com-
munist workers, but those who con-

stituted the majority of the audi-

ence as well as those who will

come in contact with them. For
the first time in their experience,

they saw how deep principle dis-

putes among Communists can be
Conducted in a Bolshevik manner,
in a manner aimed to bring about
genuine clarification in the prole-

tarian ranks. That this will show
them the futility and shamefulness

of the Stalinist methods of physi-

cal terror in settling disputes with

the Left Opposition cannot be

doubted. —S. G.

peated attempts to support the un-

employed ''united front", our posi-

tion on the struggles, and exposed

the lies, slanders and bureaucratic

intrigues used by the party leader-

ship to bar our organization from
direct participation in their move-
ment. Similarly when this com-
rade asked about the Well "split"

in the German Opposition, the

shaker was able to drive home
more lessons to the hundreds of

new rank and file comrades in the

hall, on Communist leadership and
the miserable distortions of it that

Stalinism imposed upon the party.

About one hundred Militants

were sold and every worker present

was jjiven past issues. Despite the

Sonera 1 poverty, ten copies of

"What Next?" and additional lit-

cErfture by Trotsky were sold. New
i-ontacts with advanced workers
were made.

An active functionary of the

Socialist party was present and
sjioke in discussion. Apologetic-

ally be evaded the ,Weimar Con-
stitution and Germany by saying

thai everthing is not bad in the

S. P.. that in Vienna the R. P. "is

iHttirni-il year after year with ever

int-rc-asing majorities. . .etc." De-
fensively he pleaded for "less critic-

ism of the S. P. in order better

to effect a united front with it,"

Three workers answered him. The
Kjiesiker pointed out to him the
necessity of the working class to

unite its organizations to defend
itself against Fascism, that in

such a united front each organiza-

tion must stand on its own before

the class, that workers' democracy
in .the united front allows criticism

and revaluation of every parly's

program as it pertains to the im-

mediate action and problem before

the class.

The meeting lasted well-nigh to

midnight. It demonstrated the

[wwerfulness of the ideas of the
I^eft Opposition, when applied to

^reat problems thrown up by
Crucial turns in the Proletarian

revolution. We plan to duplicate

this meeting in St. Paul.

—
-C. FORSEN.

Wilkes-Barre Miners

Hear Opposition

WttkeS-Bai-pe, I*a.—An audience of

."50 people, nearly all anthracite

coal miners, turned out at Wilkes-

Barre, Pa., despite the very cold

weather, to hear Martin Abern,

member of the National Commit-
tee, Commucist League of America
(Opposition), speak on the Menace

of Fascism in Germany. Comrade
Abern reviewed at length the role

of the social democracy of Germany
since the World War up to now;
the program and activities of the

Communist Party of Germany and

the Communist International, as

conceived by the Stalinist-Thael-

infimi leadership, and the policy

and united front program of action

put forward by L. D. Trotsky and
the International Left Opposition

to meet the German crisis. There

wins an intense interest among the

audience, as is attested by the 30

questions put by them after the

conclusion of the opening talk by

comrade Abern. Members of the

Communist jiarty and the Young
Communist League were among'

those present who asked numerous
ijuesfions and participated in the
general discussion that followed.

Italian and Lithuanian comrades
were resiMinsiblc for the organiza-
tion of this meeting, which was
the first meeting held in WHkes-
ltarre on. the present situation in

Germany. A good-sized bundle of

each issue of the Militant is well

distributed among interested work-
ers.

A cheek-up of the audience ro-

ve;iled that only seven workers, of

all present, were at present em-
ployed. It was a iir..i|)hic illustra-

tion of i he ravages of the econ-

omic crisis upon tin: anthracite
miners. Workers who spoke, also

brought out the treacherous role

which the Joint L. Lewis leader-

ship of the United Mine Workers
of America was piuyinj; in helping
to lower still further the living

and working standards of the an-
thracite i-o. il miiit'i'-i.

The Flower of Bourbon Civilization

Negro Lynchings in the South

400 at Minneapolis

Meeting

Minneapolis.—Last Thursday eve-

ning four hundred Communist,
trade-union, and Left wing work-

ers packed the Mayor's Reception

Hall in the Court House to hear
comrades Dunne and Skoglund ex-

pound the position of the Left Op-
position on the German Crisis.

This was the first large meeting
protesting the assault of Hitler up-

on the German working elass or-

ganizations. A small neighborhood
meeting was held earlier in the

week on the North-side by the

Left Opposition. Seeing the laxity

of the Stalinists upon this vital

question the League advertised its

meeting primarily through distri-

bution of handbills at the party-led

State Relief Demonstration, the
trade union, and organized unem-
ployed headquarters. This result-

ed in bringing to our meeting hun-
dreds of Communists and party fol-

lowers and numerous trade union-
ists and Left wing workers.

A profound effect was made upon
this audience by the speakers' ar-

gumentation for unity in the Com-
munist ranks, for a correct united
front policy in mass work, for a
Marxian estimation of the German
crisis and the tasks of the C. P.

The local district leaders of the
official party were not present, but
has sent a group of lower function-

aries to observe, take notes, and
ask questions. One of these. Minor,
who had participated actively to
bar the Left Opposition from a re-

cent unemployment conference,
prompted a party member to ask
why the Communist League doesn't
participate in the unemployment
struggle. Comrade Dunae in ans-
wering was able to state our re-
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Questions and Discussions

from Floor

In Pittsburgh

Pittsburg! i. Iln Saturday, Feb.
11. I'mlessor Scott Nearing lec-

tured before t lie -friends of the
Soviet Union on the ''(Second Five
Year Plan". Alter a long speech
on the achievements of -'planned

economy'', many ipiestions were
asked among them was ''Why was
comrade Trntsky exiled"? To the
surprise and astonishment of all

present he answered like one who
has just returned from Russia
where he attended the Stalin school
of falsifications), that Trotsky was
exiled because he was a "counter-
rpvolutioiiiKi.''. Anions other ques-
tions wu> "Can Socialism be com-
pleted in ltussia alone V" His ans-
wer was that when a revolution
breaks out in China or Japan it

could be completed in ISussia

( quite smart!).

Three of our comrades were
standing outside the hall and dis-

tributing the Militants to the crowd
as they left the meeting. A Stalin-
ist gorilla grabbed the bundle of
papers out of the hands of one of
our comrades and walked away
with them. This is not by acei-

ent. More than once the Stalin-
ists have stolen display cards
placed in restaurant windows by
the Pittsburgh branch of the Left
Opposition. They have torn down
leaflets we paste up. Yet they have
the nerve to say that if the work-
el's had any brains at all they
would not listen to the teachings
of the L. O. but to the "teachings
of Stalin".

Nearing/StalinApologist/OnGermany

In Chicago
Chicago.—The lecture that Scott

Nearing delivered here si few weeks
ago under the auspices of the

Chicago Forum, on "What Next in

Germany,", was an additional illus-

tration of his ignorance of the dyn-

amics of the class struggle. Com-
ing just a few days before Hinden-

burg chose the leader of the Fasc-

ist butchers to the chancellorship,

one had the right to expect of Near-

ing an analysis that would 'cover

at kost the fundamental questions

relating to the present civil war
period in Germany.

He gave a historical picture of

the post-war period or Germany
and, coming closer to the present

situation, measured the relative

.strength of the political parties by

their votes. In Hearing's schem-

atic set-up, the Communist party

is overwhelmed by heavy odds.

These heavy odds preclude the pos-

sibility of a struggle for power by
the Communist party. To Nearing,

there are no differentiations to be
sought in Von Papen, Von Schlei-

cher, Hitler, Hugenburg, and the

social democrats. They are all

lumped together as if they make up
an integral whole. On the basis ot

such a consideration Nearing con-

cludes that these forces are too
strong a combination for the Com-
munists to attempt to struggle

against. The likely variant ac-

cording to Nearing, wias the estab-

lishment of a coalition between all

these gentry.

It would be a good thing if some
of the social democrats could be
won to I he support of the Commun-
ists, including too, some elements
(if the middle class. Then perhaps
the revolutionists might make a
struggle for power. And here one
expects, that Naaring would take

up the question of the united front

to show how and in what manner
the Communists could wage a vic-

torious struggle. Rut apparently

he ban heard nothing of this tactic.

it was not mentioned once in his

lecture. Is it any wonder then

that in his summary Nearing de-

clares : "Unless the revolutionary
movement ( !) wins to its side some
elements, either the social dem-
ocratic elements or some of the
middle class elements, they are
whipped before they start, because
the round-up of the class forces

with the middle class and ruling
class and the aristocracy of labor
on one side of the round-up is un-
beatable. That is the position of
the German Communist Party and
I believe it must be dismissed as
an improbable way ont of the dif
Acuity." (My emphasis—A. G.)

Having dismissed the possibility

of a victory and rejected the need
for a struggle, Nearing concludes
that the possible result of thiB

aceming blind aley of German poli-

tics, would be a coalition of Von
Schleicher, Von Papen, Hugenburg,
Hitler i.ind the social democrats,
under the charge of the first. Thus
a few days before the Fascist chief
took over the chancellorship and
his legions spread a reign of blood
over Germany, Nearing dismissed
the idea of a Fiascist assumption to
power.

Some days later, after Hitler's
assumption to power, Hearing again
spoke on Germany. Added to the
confusion of his first lecture, was
hopelessness and despair. Nothing
could lie done now. It was too
late!! As In his first lecture, the
fundamental questions of the situa-

tion were left out entirely. If one
expected to receive from Nearing
a way out, he was greatly disap-
pointed. It was not for Hotting

Lynching in the South is a phen-

omenon that must be explained his-

torically if lynching as a political

weapon of the ruling class is to

be correctly understood. Put into

effect on a tremendous scale by the

Ku Klux Klan during the Recon-

struction Period, it claimed far less

victims during the 80's of the last

century. In the last decade of the

last century its use became far

more frequent again, there having

been 1789 known lynchings between
1.S90 and 19U0. With the beginning

of the present century the number
of its victims again decreased until

during the present economic crisis

the Southern bourbons more fre-

quently wield this awful weapon.

The above are cycles, but cer-

tainly not just business cycles.

They are cycles or periods of great

siK:ial change. The first or Ku
Klux Klan- Reconstruction period

when the northern capitalists by

means of military dictatorship over
tin) South were uprooting the sys-

tem of chattel slavery so as to

unite the country on the basis of

capitalism, was outstandingly no-

ticeable for its terrorism against

the Negro race and the vast num-
ber of lynchings tliat took place,

but at the same time it was a
6:ir deeper break with the past that
immediately preceded it than was
the 1890-1900 period. That period,

though awful to recollect when one
recalls it, considering the great
number of deltas through lynchings,

was the period of sharp political

struggle that was a part of the

social change from competitive cap-
italism to monopolist or imperialist

capitalsm. In the present period
of decaying capitalism it 13 again
true i hat the increased number of
lynchings during the present econ-
omic crisis in America reflects the
tact that here too the great social

change that is shaking the world
at large is affecting the social struc-

ture in our midst.

Hut. many are falsely informed
by the Southern Commission on the
Study of Lynching that the Com-
munists, the banner' bearers of the
new society, (aire responsible flor

these lynchings >and many are won-
dring if lynchings will not con-
tinue in the South in the society
of the future. A far greater num-
ber, not conversant with the forces
making for social change nor real-

izing that capitalism is in decay,
figure thnt lynching in America will

become a thing of the past under
capitalism.

To get at the truth one must
di-al with the nature of lynching
as a capitalist institution. It is

indeed a weapon for suppression of
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that the reaction of the Communist
workers who listened to him speak,
was utter disgust.

Nearing is not a member of the
Communist party and therefore
does not speak in its name. But
he has lieen a member of the party
and is suiticiently close to it now,
to give his speeches a semi-official
character. He is looked upon as a
representative of Communism. His
lectures, up until this date, were
the only ones to be held, in addi-
tion to those by the Loft Opposition
in Chicago. The party here, has as
yet not moved a finger on the Ger-
man situation.

—A. GLOTZHR.

the Negro race, used by the forces

of reaction and useful only for

such forces. When capitalism was
young and progressive it was the

weaiion of political agents of tie
ex-slave holders, that is, the side

of reaction. When captialism un-

derwent a qualitative change that

created possibilities for the Negro-

es' escape from the degradation of

the rural South it was used to

keep him in that degradation, "in

his place". When capitalism is old

and decaying, adapting to itself ev-

ery outgrown form—even slavery,

it i3 again a weapon on the dark
side of reaction.

But let no one underestimate the

far reaching ruiture of the social

change that is taking place at the
present time, nor on the other hand,
overestimate the consequences of

lynching be<«usc this is a part of

a deep-going and far reaching so-

cial change. It is not just a math-
ematical proposition. It is a poli-

tical one. The nature of this per-

iod 05 .fhange is such that though
far gerater in historical importance
than even the Civil War-Reconstruc-
tion-ku Klux Klan period, far

less lynchings should be expected
to accompany the light against this

change, not because the enemy is

better or more civilized, but be-

cause Communists right against
lynchings politically, by mass ac-

tion, and can and will forestall

many lynchings
And while we are thinking poli-

tically instead of mathematically
let us not fall into that other nit
of the George Milton's that says
that with the exception of the pre-
sent crisis the twentieth century
lias witnssed a progressive decrease
in lynchings, that the situation is

getting better and better, and that
under capitalism, we are outgrow-
ing the tiendishness of lynching.
He disregards entirely the fact
that under imperialist capitalism,
and even that phase of it with
which he is most acquainted, the
phase when lyncings were decreas-
ing, the lynchings were also more
brutal, more dramatically brutal,
so that they were more impressive,
so that their purpose of helping
keep the Negro subordinated was
served.

It is the height of absurdity to
believe that the southern liosses
will voluntarily drop this reaction-
ary capitalist wi&iuon. It is equal-
ly absurd to think Communism will
pick it up. The Communists will
disarm the bourgeoisie of this poli-

tical weapon when they disarm
them generally and wilt smash it

in the same way as we will smash
the bourgeois state

--GKO. J. HAUL.

<( Barbusse-Stalinist»

Capitulation

San Francisco.- The Feb. 27 is-

sue of the WesWrn Worker prints a
report, of the Students Anti-War
Conference in Los Angeles. It

complains that the conference iu

which the Communists and 1'. C. L.

"played the leading role. ..in poli-

tical guidance" capitulated to the
Pacifists. I11 heavy type it states
that "The United Front in Los
Angeles was essentially a capitu-
lation hi the pacifist elements."

The article points out that the
main reason for this consisted In

the fact that the members of the
Voting Communist League under-
stood the tactics of the nnited front
as giving up the right to criticize
the action of the other parties in
the conference. That, the article

claims, deprived them "of the right
to present our Communist position".

As if a Communist position could
lie expected from people who eame
to revision of the "third period"
tactics through the swindle of the
Amsterdam Peace Conference. And
besides, where is the guarantee
that the party itself in its revision
of the yesterday tactics of the
"third period" and "social Fascism"
would not come to the very same
the "day-before-yesterday" tactics
with Chiang Kai-Shek and the An-
glo-Russian committee, for which it

0ritici7.es the Los Angeles Confer-
ence.

Especially vociferous in its crit-

icism is that part of the article
which, is directed against one of
the paragraphs of a leaflet, issued
with the help of Y. C. L. and which
demands "the enforcement in both
spirit and letter of the Kellogg
peace pact". Poor lads ! Knowing
that the Soviet Union signed that
pact, they believe with all their
heart that pact should be enforced.
And bhink of their bewilderment
when the righteous elders of the
Western Worker with solemn mien
enlighten them: "The Kellogg
peace pact is an imperialist docu-
ment, a means of strengthening im-
perialism's (hold on the vast colo-
nial areas and against the Soviet
Union."

We would like to know who
would not get "dizzy" in these
circumstances?

-—L. GREEN.

Oehler Meeting In

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh.—The Pittsburgh br.

held a meting on "Shall Fascism Be
Victorious in German" with com-
rade Hugo Oehler as the speaker
on Sunday Feb. 19, at the Irene
Kauffman Settlement. It was the
biggest, meeting ever held by the
Left Oppositon in Pittsburgh. The
room was crowded with sympath-
izers of the Communist party, so-
cialists as well as sympathizers of
the Left Opposition. Comrade Oeh-
ler analyzed the real situation in

Germany and gave a definite pro-
gram of action to defeat Fascism.
He said that Fascism had not yet
consolidated its power, and it

would not be able to if the Comin-
tern admits its wrong tactics and
issues a call for ,1 real Leninist
united front before it is too late.

The speaker made a favorable im-
pression upon all present. Many
questions were asked and a long
discussion followed which lasted
until midnight. Many subscribed
for the Militant and 1 Knight our
literature.

ReportShows Fate ofGermanyHangs

In Balance; United Front Is Urgent

Contmued from last issne

But that is only one side of the

picture. On the other hand the
politically corrupted Stalinist bu-

reaucracy did not hesitate to en-

gage In lightminded maneuvering
in Che momenta of fateful decision.

It pu-blshed and broadcasted leaflets

in which the Socialist party and
the trade unions were called upon
to form a united front with the
Communist party for a general

strike. It did not address its pro-

posals directly to these organiza-

tions officially as organizations. It

did not make any proposals for

formation, of uuited front organs.

It did not make any concrete pro-

posals for the conduct or the ob-

jectives of the general strike. It

did not prepare Ite own member-
ship and followers to fight for the
realization of the united front, be-

cause it was not meant seriously.

It was only a maneuver so ttiat

the bureaucrats could say to the

Communists workers : "There you
are. We offered them the united

front, but they did not accept it."

Only the United Front Can
Mobilize Workers Power

The general strike, now that the

establishment of a Fascist govern-

ment has become a fact, will, of

course, be a very important first

step in the struggle of working

dues defense against Ehe menac-

ing enemy. But it can be only a

first step and even this first step

cannot be realized at all without

tho most complete working class

unity. The O. P. alone cannot

mobilize the working masses for a

general strike. That is already

conclusively proven. Its method of

continually hurling the slogan with-

out proposing concretely how and

when, by what means of organiza-

tion, at what point and around

whii-h issues, can only lead to dis-

credit of the slogan and to demor-

alization, not to mention the fact

that the most resolute working

class section which responds is In

danger of further isolation and de-

struction. To speak of a general

strike without the social dem-

ocratic and average trade union

workers is criminal lightmlnded-

ness, and it is not yet possible to

mobilize these workers for such

action against their leaders and

less so by counterposing Commun-
ist leaders or the Communist party.

To reach such a stage further pre-

paration is necessary.

A general strike purely under so-

cial reformist leadership without

control by the masses through their

own established organs of strug-

gle can have prospects only of

further sell-outs and betrayals.

But the social democratic workers

are threatened by the scourge of

Fascism as are the Communist
workers. Even these very S. P.

and trade union bureaucrats are

being forced toward the wall, but

pressed only from Che one side from

this menace. They feel thla pres-

sure and fear it. Now they must

be pressed also from the other"

side, from the revolutionary work-

ers. They must be put to the test

and exposed at this crucial mo-

ment before the eyes of the work-'
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iug class and particularly before
the eyes of their own following.

Failure to do that spells failure to
fight the traitors. The means with
which to do that is the united
front policy. The key to the situa-

tion is still the united front. Nay,
it Is more, it i« a matter of life or
death.

The Left Opposition Conference
Appeals to Comintern

in this fateful situation, in this

hour of mortal danger, no guid-
ance, no assistance, in fact not a
word is heard from the Communist
International. What woeful neg-
lect. What criminal failure. What
has become of Lenin's world party?
It too is paralyzed, gagged and
bound by the disloyal bureaucratic
Stalinist regime.

In the midBt of these develop-
ments the Left Opposition held its

preliminary international confer-
ence in Paris, participated in by
delegates of 33 countries. Our
conference dispatched an urgent
appeal to the Comintern for Imme-
diate convocation of its Seventh
Congress, with the Left Opposition
to participate in its deliberations.
We proposed that the main point
on the agenda be the Comintern
initiative for a conference of the
Second International, the Amster-
dam International of trade unions
and the Communist International
to establish a united front in de-
fense of the German working class
against the Fascist menace.

Fascism has not yet conquered
Germany. But it has its .hands on
the instrument of power. It is in
the government together with ele-

ments of the attempted llimapartfst
regime. Even an election victory
for this combination will not finally

settle the issue. There will still

be a stage of differentiation with
the Hugenberg and von Papen
forces. However, these arte not
fundamental and are entirely sub-
ordinated to the issue of civil war.
For the working class there is yet
time; but every day, every hour is

precious. The fate of the events
of the immediate future are in the
hands of the Communist forces. Of
these roe Loft Opposition is a part.

Our ranks in Germany have grown
appreciably in the recent period;
lint numeriertlly we are still small
when compared to the party. Our
strength lies in our Marxian pro-

gram and the Left Opposition in

Germany will do its duty. We
commeneeil a long time ago a de-

termined fight for the working
class united front Today it is t!he

only way out ; a united front from
organization to organization, Com-
munist, Social Democrats and trade
unions and the establishment of

definite united front, organs of these
organizations to function as the
centrally directing force in the
struggle for defense against the

Fascist enemy. Within these or-

gans, within this united front, the
Communist solution will be pro-

posed and fought for. That is the

road to the Soviets. That is the

oniv road.
—AHNR SWABECK.

February 11. 1933

S. P. Conference
(Continued from Page 1)

Again the spokesman appeared

on the platform and now with the

report of the Credential Commit-
tee ho announced that the original

committee of ten had enlarged it-

self to tiie number of 30. At this

point a delegate from Carpenters'

L. II. 12717 and I protested against

such procedure, but surrounded by

strong arm men we were quickly

shoved back iu our setas. The
spokesman also announced that be-

cause of the lack of time, the reso-

lution on unemployment insurance

as well as all other' resolutions

handed In by various delegates

would have to be taken under con-

sideration at some time by the com-
mittee of 30, and that the commit-
tee would also arrange for a con-

ference at Albany. The conference

endorsed the Cincinnati A. F. L.

insurance bill.

Again I stood up and this time
was recognized by the chairman.

1 asked that all resolutions be read
off before the delegates and be

voted on. 1 reported that the reso-

lution from my local union con-

tained on appeal to the delegates to

this conference to merge with the
provisional A. F. L. committee for

unemployment relief at 799 Broad-
way, I also pointed out how use-

less the aims of this conference
were when they seek to co-operate
with such discredited types as Com-
merford, Broach, Green and Co.,

who for years were checking the
workers in every progessive step,

but before I was able to finish I

was pulled and pushed back In my
seat again. The delegate from Car-
pented L. U. 2717 who proposed
"that at least one building trade
worker be on the resolution com-
mittee because of special problem
of demanding public works as
part of relief was treated in the
same manner. In summing up this
conference I can not see why my
L. U. was invited to participate In
this conference, and this applies to
all other delegates. There was no
discussion on a single point of the
question. Not a single proposal
heard of by any of the delegates.
No one of the delegates was elect-

ed on the committee and I may add
the whole affair", therefore was of
no concern to most of the delegates
—except for a bunch of tricky poli-
ticians snd job seekers.

—W. H. HERRMANN.

Student's Strike

Oehler Tour:

St. Lwde, Mo*—March 4, 5
Illinois Coal FMfe—March 8, etc

[Continued from Page 1]

iiag pole. With howls and physical

attacks they attempted to tear the

banners, in which they succeeded

in part and prevented the speakers

from addressing the students on

the campus.
Unfortunately the strike at City

College was not very well prepar-

ed. Called scarcely with more than

a daj's preparation the strike could

not take on the broad character and
forceful effect it might otherwise
have bad. The strike committees
were [toorly organized If at all, and
did not show a clear understanding
of what move to make next. Not
enough students had been reached in

advance" to, firstly, sound out their

response, and, secondly, to ascer-

tain their support. Furthermore
by more carefully detailed plans
much of the hectic features which
detnncted from the serious nature
of the events could have been
avoided. However the strike will

remain a memorable event in the
ilght of the City students, as well
as those at other institutions, for
recognition of their rights. The
evening strike, which suffered from
the same faults, gathered about 500
demonstrators.

The strike at N. Y. U. was ob-
viously better prepared aside from
certain factors that made it eas-
ier to call. Here the students were
insisting on the right of the editor

of the Daily News, school paper, to
freely express his opinion and to
take Ms stand in favor of the stu-
dent body. The Daily had made
accusations against the athletic

committee for mishandling an in-

jured athlete. To this the school
authorities responded with suspen-
sion of the paper. Before the strike
had been called the proper pre-
I»aratton had taken place. Conse-
iiently greater numbers of student
were involved.

Thi'it in a ''liberal" school like

N. Y. U. the students are pressed
to take strike action, and that they
stand ready to pursue such action,
as they were in Columbia Univer-
sity last year, another "liberal"
school with upper class enrollment,
is a healthy sign. Bven in the city
owned colleges where academic
freedom is so much more suppress-
ed, it is unusual for students to
leave classes. It is to be hoped
that taking measures which are
the natural instruments of the
working class in its resistance to
capitalist exploitation, will help to
identify more cloaely the students
with the straggle of the proletar-
iat In that alone rests the fuli
value of the action taken by the
City College and N. Y. TJ. gtudenta.
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No Retreat! Struggle or Annihilation!
Every day brings the report of

a new blow dealt tbe German work-
ing clans movement by the Hitler

regime No ball-sane person above
the age of six has put the slightest

eredence in the Fascist charge that

the Communists set fire to the

Reichstag building. The American
bourgeois press has, almost unani-

mously openly expressed its skept-

icism. "France" the Paris corre-

spondent of the New York Times
(3-2-1033) informs bis paper, judg-

ing by today's press, even seems

distinctly inclined to blame the

Nazis themselves for the Are that

wrecked the Reichstag building,

and sees lp it simply a crude ex-

cuse on Herr Hitler's part to crush

tbe Opposition just before the elec-

tion!." From the conservative

London Times to the Laboritf Her-

ald, the British press Is similarly

unambiguous about the despicable

fraud of the Austrian adventurer.

But while nobody takes the
charge seriously, It has sufficed the

Nazis to launch their reign of ter-

ror and to extend it more widely

with the passage of every day. The
Times reports that "Communis"! ar-

rests included the entire executive

committee of the party in Berlin

and Reichstag deputies and party

executives elsewhere?'* In Berlin

alone there are more than 300 Com-
munists held, -120 In raids for the

apprehension of Communist mili-

tants and officials are now the or-

der of the day. The Communist
and socialist press—more than one
hundred papers in all-—remains

suppressed and the Fascist swas-
tika still waves from the Karl
Liebknecht House. New decrees
signed by "comrade" von Hinden-
burg, erstwhile presidential candi-

date ot the Social Democracy, pro-

vide for the most rigorous • penal-

ties against revolutionary or mili-

tant working class activity.

In addition, the Hitler regime has
struck Ihe first overt blow at the
Soviet Union. Tbe man who aims
to be the "super^Wrange!" of

world imperialism ordered an in-

solent raid upon the suburban Ber-
lin school for the children of So-

viet citizens, where literature was
seized; a raid upon a Soviet citi-

zens' boarding house, from which
two employees of the Soviet trade
delegation were arrested and later

released ; and a raid upon the quar-
ters of the Berlin correspondent of
Ihe central Soviet organ, Izvestia,

which w.is carried out not by the
police but. by armed Nazi storm
troopers.

But the protest, i turnedlately de-
posited with the foreign minister
by the oilicial Soviet representatives
far from exhausts the question of
ihe relationships between tbe So-
viet Union and the Fascist regime
in Germany. There is an unlllu-

minafeii side to this question upon
which considerable light needs to
be shed.

The silence of the Communist In-

tem:Uional on the German situa-
tion! its criminal failure to speak
out plainly, has become a notorious
international scandal of drteadful

significance. The world movement
of .the proletariat is at stake in

Germany ; the fate of the Soviet
Union is involved. Between Fasc-
ism in Germany and the workers'

State there can exist only an Ir-

reconcilable antagonism which. In

the long run, will be settled only

by force of arms This antagon-
ism must not only not be conceal-

ed—it must be openly proclaimed

Bo tbe workers of tbe world «o
that they may know how the situa-

tion stands and what the attitude

of the Soviet Union really Is. In-

stead ot such a clear proclama-
tion, we see disquieting signs of

the contrary. Walter Duranty, the

Moscow correspondent of the New
York Times now In Berlin, cables

his paper as follows (3-2-1933)

:

"While it doubtless would be an
exaggeration to say as some of

.

Chancellor Hitler's close associates

do, that 'the Soviet' Union wants
a Hitlerite Germany because the
Soviet Union knows that would be
a strong Germany, which the Soviet
Union wants,' it is beyond question
that Moscow would welcome even
a 100 percent Hitler regime on the
grounds that it would conjure away
the nightmare that has harassed
the sleep of Soviet statesmen for

the past five years—namely, an
anti-Bolshevist European coalition'

or a 'holy war against the Bed
peril'. Moscow already has reason'
to be gratified over the effect of
Herr Hftler*s rise to power on
France and Poland. But that is

only one 'aspect of the case. Of

grea'er practical Interest is the re-

cent agreement concluded by the
Deutsche , Bank und Disconto-Ges-
ellschaft and the Dresdner1 Bank to
provide 350,000,000 In new credits

to the Soviet Union "

The continuation of "normal busi-

ness relations" with Germany under
Hitler, right at the moment when
tbe decisive battle is imminent—

a

battle on whose outcome depends
the next decade or more of the
world's development—as if nothing
unusual was happening, as if the
Soviet Union were not concerned
with what government was estab-
lished In Germany—means little

short of leaving the German pro-
letariat to fend for himself, leav-

ing It in the lurch, without the
moral—and when necessary—the
material assistance of the workers'
state. When Duranty points out
further that "only recently the
official Soviet Government organ,
the Izvestia, took occasion In con-
nection with a speech by Foreign
Commissar Litvinov to assure Ger-
many that the Soviet Union would
not intervene In the affaire of other
countries, even In the event of a
Communist revolution"—it smacks
not merely of "national-Bolshevik"
degeneration in general, but of the
preparation for treacherous nation-
alist indifference to the fate of the
German and world proletariat in

the concrete! The sharpness of
our terms is justified by the crim-
inal deadly silence of the C. I. and
by the broad hints of Duranty who,
experience has taught us Is an

authoritative backstairs spokesmen
of the upper stratum ot the ap-
paratus.

Wlille this unbelievable Indiffer-

ence Is being manifested by tbe
upper layers of the Stalinist bu-
reaucracy, matters do not improve
In the German Communist Party.
The Daily Worker (3-2-1933) prints
the Inpreeerr cable from Berlin re-
porting that the German party
"has again approached tbe Social-
ist Party, the A. D. G. B. (reform-
ist trade unions), the Relchsban-
ner, etc., with a proposal for Joint
action against the murderous Fasc-
ist terror". The headline given to
this story by the Freiheit is even
"plainer". "Central Committee of
the Communist Party Turns Once
More to the Social Democratic and
Trade Union Leaders". If the
headline Is correct, it would un-
doubtedly mark a turn in the right
direction by the Stalinists. But
our bitter experiences in the past
cause us to voice our reservations
in advance.
Up to yesterday, the Molotovs,

Manuilskys, Kuusinens, Thael-
manns, Bedacht* and Olgina In-
veighed abusively against the Left
Opposition precisely because we
proposed that the united front be
set into motion by an open propos-
al to tbe social democracy and its
trade unions—from top to bottom,
leaders and masses. "Counter-rev-
olutionary"; "assistance to the so-
cial democracy" and similar bright
if not original terms were applied
to us on this score. How is It

that what was counter-revolution-
ary on Tuesday is good Bolshevism
on Wednesday? Unfortunately, the
situation Is not as clear as It should
be. The "Once More" in the Fret-
heit headline gives away the Stalin-

ist stratagem. The appeal for a
united front "with the social dem-
ocratic party and the trade un-
ions" in the past has meant an ap-
peal by the Stalinists to the "party"
and the "trade unions" to join with
the Communists In a common strug-
gle against their leaders! In
other words, it has been the old
ultlmatism dressed up to make it

sound better At bottom, there has
been no change.
Nevertheless, the change is im-

perative now. Unless the workers
up to now still demoralized passive
and divided, unite their forces,

Fascism will bathe the country In
the biood ot the proletariat.

To this moment, the world re-

mains unaware ol the program of
action of the Communiet party.
We put the question again ; Does
the Communist party and its lejd-
crship really intend to organize the
resistance of the proletariat to
Fascism, or does It intend to capi-
tulate without a struggle, on the
half-formed or fully conscious
theory that it is hopeless to fight,

or that Fascism will soon collapse
and give way to Bolshevism? Are
the party leaders preparing for the
final struggle or giving up the sit-

uation as hopeless? The Left Op-
position does not consider the sit-

uation hopeless It knows very

well—and the newspaper report^
to the bumilttation of the Com-
munist movement, confirm it—that
the Austrian and Scandinavian bor-

ders are being passed by an in-

creasing number' of Communist of-

ficials and leaders from Germany.
For such .capitulators, who are ea*
ing their hides, a revolutionist can
have nothing but contempt and
hatred. Of them, Trotsky wrote
more than a year ago: "'Without
a victory over the social democracy,
we cannot battle against Fascism"
say such terrible revolutionists, and
for this reason they get their

passports ready. Worker-Commun-
ists, you are hundreds of thou-
sands, millions

; you cannot leave
for any place ; there are not enough
passports for you. Shouid Fascism
come to power, it will ride over
our skulls and spines like a terri-

fic tank. Your salvation lies In
merciless struggle. And only a
lighting unity with the social dem-
ocratic workers can bring victory.

Make haste, worker-Communists,
you have very little time left 1"

Very little time left ! Every hour
counts! The socialist leaders, the
traitors to the proletariat, will not
act of their own accord. The
Communist leaders must be forced
out of their criminal passivity.
They must be forced to put an end
to this lightminded juggling with
the fate of the German proletariat
There Is no retreat: All that la

left Is mortal combat—or annthila*
lion!

Thursday, March 3, 1933. —M. 8

LEON TROTSKY

^Soviet Economy in Danger»

The following letter was ad-

dressed to the editorial board of

the "Soziallstische Arbeiterzei-

tung" (central organ of the Ger-

man Socialist Workers Party.

After the press of the S. W. P.

reprinted .the deliberate falsifica-

tion of the Stalinist bureaucracy

about the "liquidation of the

Trotskyists", comrade Trotsky

was obliged to refrain from send-

ing the letter. As the letter

nevertheless retains its import-

ance, we publish it here.—Ed.)

Dear comrades:
In the two numbers of your pa-

per, January 11 and 12, there ap-

peared an article on my brochure

"Soviet Economy in Danger". As

It deals with an extremely impor-

tant question, about which every

revolutionary worker must form a

clear opinion, if not today then

tomorrow, I request you to afford

me the possibility to elucidate to

your readere by the present letter,

in the shortest possible terms, those

sides of the question which in my
opinion were submitted to a false

interpretation in your paper.

1. In the article it says a num-

ber of times that you are "not in

agreement with everything" and
'far from agreeing with every-

thing" in Trotsky's conceptions on

Soviet economy. Differences of op-

inion between us are all the more
natural as we belong to different

organizations. Nevertheless I can-

not suppress my regret that—with
one single exception, dealt with

below—you did not indicate which
conceptions you are not in agree-

ment with. Let us recall how Marx,

Engels and Lenin censured and con-

demned evasiveness In fundamental
questions, which finds expression

mostly In the empty formula "far

from agreeing with everything".

What every revolutionary worker

can demand of his organization and
of his paper is a definite and clear

attitude towards the questions of

socialist construction in the TT. S.

S. B.

2. In only one point does your
article endeavor to delimit itself

more concretely from my concep-

tions. "We believe", you write,

"that Trotsky considers matters
somewhat onesidedly when he
ascribes the main blame for these

conditions to the Stalinist bureau-
cracy" (!) Further on the ar-

ticle sets out that the main blame
does not lie in the bureaucracy but
In the circumstance that tasks of

too great dimensions are put be-

fore economy, for the fulfillment of
which the necessary qualified forces

are lacking. But who was It that
set up these exaggerated tasks If

not the bureaucracy? And who
was It that warned in proper time
against their exaggerated dimen-
sions it not the Left Opposition?
Thus it results that precisely your
article "ascribes" the whole blame
to the bureaucracy.

Your reproach to me is wrong
also for a deeper reason. To shift

the responsibility for ail the diffi-

culties and for all the phenomena
of crisis upon the ruling faction,

could be done only by one who be-

lieves in the possibility of a plan-
ned development of the socialist

society within national boundaries.
But this is not my standpoint. The
main difficulties for the U. S. S. R.
arise out of: (a) the economic and
cultural backwardness which forces
the Soviet elate to solve many of

the tasks which capitalism has
solved in advanced countries; (b)
the isolation of the workers' state
in an epoch In which the division

of labor between the states of the
whole world has become the meat
important postulate of the nation-

al productive forces.

Bureaucratic Centrism
3. We do not charge the Stalin-

ist faction with the blame for the
obective difflclties, but for its lack
of understanding of the nature of
these difficulties, of Inability to
foresee the dialectic of their de-
velopment and unintermltent mis-
takes of leadership springing there-

(Continued on Page Z)

Arrest Soviet

Trotskyists"
We are reliably informed from

the U. S. S. R.

:

In the course of the month of
January, a large number of ar-

rests were made In Moscow and
Leningrad. In addition to Pre-
obrazhensky, £ N. Smlrnow,
Ufimtsev, more than one hundred
farmer Left Oppositionists were
apprehended. They were accused
of oarrino on illegal "Trotskyist"
factional work. It will be remem-
bered that almost four years ago.
some of those named above re-

nounced the Opposition and capi
tulated to the Stalinist regime,
claiming that it had adopted
most if not all of the essential
planks in the Opposition platform.
The arrest of those who previous-
ly capitulated, following as It does
right on the heels of the arrest
and exile of Zinoviev, Kamenev
and many others, is a fact ofi

the greatest symptomatic signlflc-

ianCe.

In the huge Moscow automobile
plant "Amo", approximately one
hundred workers were arrested,
because an Opposition leaflet had
been distributed there. The same
occured in other plants and fac-
tories. Similar reports emanate
from Leningrad.

Comintern and World Revolution at

Decisive Historical Turning Point

When comrade Trotsky, in his

writing "Germany : The Key to the
International Situation", issued the
urgent warning to the proletarians

of all countries, to the Communist
International, to the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union, on the
danger of Hitler, of the Fascist
counter-revolution in Central Eur-
ope, this wrtting took on the sig-

nificance for the most conscious
proletarians as that of Lenin on
October 7, 1917: "Tbe Impending
Crisis". Two undoubtedly different

situations; two palpably different

epochs. In 1917 it was the eve of

the proletarian revolution ; In 1931,
the eve of the Fascist counter-rev-

olution in Germany. But in the
first warning as in the second, In

Ijenin'a of 1917 as In Trotsky's of
1931, in spite of the difference be-

tween the two epochs, one encount-
ers the same revolutionary and in-

ternationalist spirit, the same clair-

voyance, the same strength.

Now, it can no longer be a ques-
tion of foreseeing; now it is a ques-
tion of seeing. Hitler is in power.
And how the task of leading his
open struggle for the crushing of
the organizations, of all the organi-
zations of the working class has
been facilitated for him! The
battle which the social democrats
and the Stalinists thought conld
be evaded by submission and docil-
ity is at the present time inevit-
able. Otherwise, it will be anni-

hilation without the struggle—an
eventuality which only traitors to
the cause of the proletariat can
envisage and surrender.
The German proletariat is far

from having exhausted Its revolu-
tionary energy. Even though It

has been enormously weakened by
the multifold treacheries of the so-
cial democratic leader's and the
constantly increasing blunders of
the Stalinist leaderships, the Ger-
man proletariat preserves a capac-
ity and a possibility of struggle
still susceptible to barring the road
to triumph of the Hitler regime and
of rendering it finally Impossible.
But this possibility depends upon
the policy of the Communist Party
of Germany and the Communist In-
ternational.

A Turning Point
We have undeniable arrived at a

turning point of the international
revolution. This truth should not
be concealed from oneself nor from
the proletariat of all countries. The
Communist International, on the
contrary, is silent; it remains mute
out of fear of being forced to draw
the terrible balance of this last
decade. But In its silence, In
stubbornly sealing Its Upa, In "pa-
tiently" supporting the forward
march of the Hitlerist troops, it is
only marching to ruin, drawing in
its train the ruin of the German

(Continued on Page Z)

Jap Advance
HitsU,S,S-R.
LEAGUE PRICE FOB SUPPORT

OF JAPAN IS ASSAULT ON

FATHERLAND OF WORKERS

With laudable thoughtfulness, the

Japanese imperialists lay their

plans in advance and then follow

their schedule carefully. Many moons
ago, a Japanese "surveyor", en-

gaged In political surveying in la-

er Mongolia for the followers of

Baron Tanaka, discovered an ob-

scure prince, the "direct descendant
of the great Genghis Klan". This
Mongolian prince could never have
dreamed how fortunate was his

fateful meeting with the awe-struck
Jap. For lo and behold, the press
already hints at the Japanese de-

sire to restore this scion to bis

rightful place at the head of a new
Mongolian state to be called Tayu-
ankuo.
Thus the Japanese militarists

continue to build a foundation for

the ultimate struggle with the So-

viet Union. Inner Mongolia will

follow the road of Manchuria and
Jehol, possibly after the conquest
of North China. If the powers

, continue to jockey for position in

tbe present situation, each hoping
to reap the benefits while the other
pays the piper; if there is no real

pressure applied to Japan to halt
her march into China, it Is because
they expect Japan to pay the price,

military Intervention in Siberia. Of
course America and England are
careful to establish tbe record that
will be relied upon in the more
distant future to solve their inter-
nal conflicts. But as yet, that Is

merely a record.

Russia and Japan
"What is the order in which capi-

talist powers place their enemies?
Read the careful, restrained press
accounts of the Japanese advance
into Asia, note the gentlemanly
manner ir which reference is made
.to .their astute campaigning. Then
recall the violent, almost insane,
attacks made periodically in the
decade after the October revolution
on the Soviets and their leaders.
The vituperation carried on by
Hitler against the German Com-
munists is tame compared to the
vicious campaign of slander re-

corded in the capitalist press of
the entire world against the Rus-
sian Bolsheviks. In the light of
that experience, one can easily
pigeon-hole the present quarrel with
Japan as a family affair. Despite
all the failures and blunders of
the Stalin bureaucracy, the Soviets
still remain the nightmare of cap-
italism, spelling the twilight of
Imperialism.
At bottom that la the explacatle*

of the Stlmson note to the League
accepting its invitation to express
on accord In view. For Stlmson re-
fuses to be solidly linked with
Geneva and while agreeing blandly

To UnionSq. on

Saturday
The Unemployed Councils of

Greater N. Y. have issued a call

for a demonstration on Saturday,
March 4 at 11 A. M. on Union
Square, This demonstration is

timed with the inauguration of
Roosevelt which takes place in
Washington on the same day.
The Left Opposition endorses

the demonstration on Union
Square and will be there in full

force. The demands of the de-
monstration, however, can and
must be broadened to include the
demand for long-term credits to

the Soviets and to draw atten-
tion to the German erisis.

The demonstration meets at a
crucial moment for the working
class of the entire world. While
the unemployed are dying of star-
vation in this country the bloody
Fascist regime of Hitler in Ger-
many is murdering the flower of
the revolutionary proletariat and
destroying their organization.

All out on Union Square on
March 4th!

For Unemployment Insurance
and Relief!

For Recognition and Long Term
Credits to the Soviet Union

!

For the United Front to crush
the Hitler Gangs!

Roosevelt Regime Reopens

Question of Russ Soviets
SITUATION OVERRIPE FOR AMERICAN MILITANTS TO

RAISE DEMAND FOR LONG TERM CREDITS TO SOVIET

UNION AS PART OF INTERNATIONALIST CAMPAIGN

Tomorrow, Roosevelt will be in-

augurated as president of the Uni-
ted States. One of the flrst ques-
tions which he will have to decide
will be whether or not to recognize
Soviet Russia. Bourgeois and lib-

eral papers have been hinting for

Borne time that the attitude of the
new administration will be much
more favorable to recognition than
that of previous administrations—
it Is even rumored that preliminary
conversations between Soviet and
American representatives have al-

ready begun.

If the attitude of the new ad-
ministration Is more friendly, it

is not primarily because of the
"liberalism" of the party of Jef-
ferson and Wilson; It is rather
because of the pressure of the eco-
nomic crisis in the United States
on the one hand, and of the poli-

tical crisis in Manchuria on tbe
other.

In other words, the question of
recognition is being treated on the

(Continued on Page 2)

Anti- United Front Policy Plays Into

Hands of Socialist Party Bureaucrats

The conference On unemployment
held under the auspices of the
"Labor Committee" of the Social-
ist party of New York last week,
offers a number of aspects deserv-
ing of examination.
The brutal attacks of the social-

ist gangsters upon the Left wing
delegates who came to present their
credentials, the atmosphere of ter-

rorism which pervaded the whole
session, are a natural accompani-
ment of Socialist bureaucratism—
weapons borrowed from .the class
enemy and flrst introduced by the
Right wing into the labor movement
In the days when the Left wing
flrst raised the banner of Interna-
tionalism during and after the war.
The socialist patrons, allies and
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brothers of the Lewises, Schiesing-
ers, Kaufmans and their ilk in the
labor movement, revealed at this

conference how seriously are to be
taken their piously hypocritical

protestations against violence and
their preachments of the pacific

methods of "democracy".

Socialist "United Fronts"
The fervid claims that they are

against the splitting of the labor
movement and for the "united
flront", did not stand up so well
in the conference. The united front
of the socialist bureaucracy Is

directed against the Left wing,
which they fear and hate, from
who^e militancy and boldness in

putting all questona from the class

standpoint, they recoil right into

the arms of the worst reactionaries

in the labor movement or into the

embraces of the petty bourgeois
liberal politicians. Confronted
with the choice between the "uni-
ted front" with Wm. Green and his

kin and the united front with tbe
Left wing and Communist move-
ment, the socialist bureaucrats will
always choose the former—unless
the Communists are able to arouse
the socialist rank and Hie to force
their party and their party leader-
ship to a reluctant choice of the
latter. Confronted with a choice
between relying upon treacherous
and servile atempts to ingratiate; reduced

(Continued on Page 2)

basis of the Interests of the Soviet
state and those of the bourgeois
American state. The rolee of the
proletariat of America, whose class
interests are indisaolubly connect-
ed with those of the Soviet work-
ers' etate, has not made itself

heard so far, with its own distinc-

tive slogans and demands which are
not those of the American capital-
ists.

Soviet Economy in Critical State

Yet Soviet economy is in a crit-

ical state, which have been fully

analyzed by comrade Rakovsky in
his famous letter from Barnaul
and by comrade Trotsky in his re-

cent brochure, "Soviet Economy in

Danger". The Utopian theory of
Socialism in one country, of an un-
interruptedly developing socialism
in a buckward country going on
trom triumph to triumph in an
ever faster tempo, has been re-

futed by the facts. Increasingly
shirp internal contradictions and
disproportions, the failure of such
important branches of industry as
coal and steel to meet the planned
figures, and, most dangerous of
all, the serious food shortage—
these and a host of similar facts
characterize the sliUJtiou in th«
Soviet Union today. The weaken*
iug of. tbe bond between workers
and peasants, the concessions to
"private initiative", and the grow-
ing danger of Thermidorlan reac-
tion, bate their basis In this eco-
nomic situation.

The b.isis of the crisis in the
Soviet Union is tbe necessity of
laying a socialist basis in one land
and a backward one at that. This
necessity Is falsely Idealized in the
revisionist theory of "socialism In
one country". In the second place,
the Stalinist bureaucracy, through
its adventuristlc as well as its op-
portunistic methods, has aggray-
ated the disproportions and contra-
dictions of Soviet economy. Includ-
ing those carried over from Czar-
ist days such as Ihe contradiction
betwepn a highly concentrated in-
dustry and a primitive agriculture.
In the third place, the world crisis,
which according to the Stalinist
bureiucrats could be kept out of
Soviet Russia through the state
monopoly of foreign trade and for-
eign banking, has swept over the
boundary lines and convincingly
proved that, whether it likes it or
not, the Soviet Union is indissolu-
bly bound up with the world situa-
tion economically as well as poli-
tically.

Soviet Trade "Strictly Business"
The methods of Stalinist bureau-

cracy operating on the basis of
the role of Communist

(Continued on Page 2)
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(Continued from Page 1)

from. We arc £ar from the idea,

naturally, of explaining this "lack

of understanding" and this in-

ability" by the personal qualities

of the individual leaders. It is a

question of the system of thinking,

of the political tendency, of the

factions which have grown out of

old Bolshevism. We observe one

and the same methodology in the

economic leadership of Stalin as in

the political leadership of Tliael-

mann. One cannot fight success-

fully against the zigzags of Thael-

mann without having understood

that it is a question not of Thael-

mann but of the nature of bureau-

cratic Centrism.

4 Elsewhere your article calls

to mind that the Left Opposition,

especially and primarily Rakovsky,

warned against the over-stretched

tempos of construction in good

time. But right next to this you

write of allegedly analogous warn-

ings of Eucharin, Itykov and Tom-

sky. Your article refers twice to

the perspicacity of the latter with-

out recalling with a single word

the irreconcilable antagonisms be-

tween the Right and the Left Op-

position. I deem it all the more

necessary to clarify this point be-

cause it is precisely the Stalin fac-

tion which recoils from no attempt

to cover up or to wipe out the deep

antagonisms between the opportun-

ist and the Marxian wings in the

camp of Bolshevism.

Since 1922, the Lett Opposition,

more correctly its future staff, con-

ducted a campaign for the working

out of a five year plan, the axis

of which was to be the industriali-

zation of the country. As far back

as that time, we proved that the

tempo of the development of the

nationalized industry could, in the

very nest years, exceed the tempo

of Russian capitalism (6 percent

annual increase) "two—, three—

,

and more fold." Our1 opponents

called this program nothing but an

industrial phantasy. If Bucharin,

Tomsky, Rykov distinguished them-

selves in any respect from Sialin-

Molotov, it was only in the fact

that they fought even more reso-

lutely against our "super-indus-

trialism". The struggle against

"Trotskyism" was theoretically

nurtured almost exclusively by
Bucharin. His criticism of "Trot-

skyism" later on also served as

the platform of the Bight wing.

Bucharin*s Stand

In the course of a series of years

Bucharin was, to employ his own
expression, (he preacher of "tor-

toise-pace" industrialization. So

he remained, at that time, when
the Left Opposition demanded going

over to the live year plan and to

higher tempos of industrialization

(in 1923-1928) as well as in the

years of the ultra-Left zigxags of

the Stalinists, when the Left Op-
position warned against the trans-

formation of the live year plan into

a four year plan and especially

against the adventurist collectiviza-

tion in 1030-1932). From Buchar-

ln'» mouth spoke not the dialectical

appraisal of Soviet economy in its

contradictory development, but an
opportunistic attitude from the very

beginning, an economic minimalism.

5. How unfortunately your arti-

cle mixes up Bucharin's criticism

with the criticism of Rakovsky, is

perceptible from the following cir-

cumstance: In the same days that

your paper called attention to the

apparent perspicacity of Bucharin
in the past. Bucharin himself cate-

gorically and completelv renounced
all his former criticism at the

Plenum of the Central Committee,
and all his former prognoses, as
fundamentally false (Pravda, Jan-
uary 14, 1933). Rakovsky, how-
ever, renounced nothing at the
Plenum, not because he is chained
to Barnoul as an exile, but because
he has no need of renouncing nny-
thing.

6. Right after the appearance
Of my brochure "Soviet Economy in

Danger", a turn-about-face took
place In Soviet economic policy
which throws a bright light upon
the problem engaging us and makes
possible an infallible check upon
all the prognoses of tt»e various
factions. The story of the turn-
about-face—in two words—is the
following

:

The XVII Conference of the 0.
P. S. U. approved in January 1932
the principles of the second five
year plan. The tempo of growth
of industry was established at ap-
proximately 25 percent, with Stalin
declaring at the conference that
this is only the minimum limit,

and. that in the working out of
the plan this percentage must and
will be raised.

The Second Plan
The Left Opposition character-

ized this whole perspective as a
fruit of bureaucratic adventurism.
It was, as is to be understood, ac-
cused of striving for the counter-
revolution, for the intervention of
Japan and for the capitalist if not
the feudal restoration.

Exactly one year has passed. At
the last Plenum of the Central
Committee Stalin brought forward
a new projec t for the second ftve
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year plan. But not ri single word

"did lie mention of the tempos ap-

proved the year before as the min-

imum. Nobody decided to remind

him pf them. Now Stalin proposed

for the second five year plan a 33

percent annual increase. We do

not at all conclude from this that

Stalin calculates upon engendering

a Japanese intervention and the

restoration of capitalism. But we
draw the conclusion that the bu-

reaucracy arrived at a moderation

of the tempos not on the grounds

of Marxian foresight but behind-

handedly, after it* head had col-

lided against the disastrous conse-

quences of its own economic ad-

venturism. That's just what we
accuse it of. And that's just why
we think that its new emergency
zigzag contains no guarantees at

all for the future.

Even more glaring do the dis-

tinctions in the three conceptions

(the Itight, the Centrist and the

Marxian) appear on the field of

agriculture. But this problem is

too complex to be touched upon
even fieetingly within the limits of

a letter to the editorial board. In

the course of the next few weeks
I hope to issue a new brochure on

the perspectives of Soviet economy.
Prinkipo, January 26, 1933.

The C. L At a Turning Point

| Continued from Page 1)

proletariat. "For", as Lenin said,

•'internal ionlaism does not consist

in phrases, declarations of solidar-

itv or resolutions, but in action."
' Now. iio illusion is possible on

Hie international consequences

which the final victory of Hitler

in (ienn:my would have, that is,

Ihe consequences of the crashing

of the German proletariat.

"Tlw* whole future of the Russian

revolution is at stake. The whole

future of the international workeTs'

revolution is at stake." These words

of Lenin in 1917 are terribly time-

ly. The same historical problem is

posed today as in 1917. In 1917,

in Russia, it was a question of

preventing the repression of the

peasant insurrection, which would

have sounded the "knell of the rev-

olution" and have signified "the

final triumph of the Kornilov re-

gime" ; in saving the Russian rev-

olution, the first fortress of the

-world-wide proletarian revolu-

tion" was being saved. At the

present moment, it is the victory of

the Fascist counter-revolution in

Germany which puts "the whole
fluture of the international work-

ens' revolution" at stake. This

fact alone proves how pernicious

and erroneous is the

theory of "socialism in a single

country", which, has reduced pro-

letarian internationalism to abs-

tract declarations of solidarity;

theory which has weakened, atom-

ized, disarmed the working class in

every country by creating the illu-

sion of a "neutralization" of the

world bourgeoisie towards the first

workers' State, by regarding the

international revolution, the Euro-

pean revolution primarily, as a

fact which is of no interest to the

building up of socialism in the U.

S. S. R.

The Decisive Question

Now it is clear to every Com-
munist worker what was meant aud
what is meant by the policy of

"socialism in a single country".

The Communist International it-

self, with all the conquests of the

October revolution, is in danger.

And it is in Germany lh.it the roost

important section if; deciding to-

day : the IILtlerist counter-revolu-

tion is taking the lead o£ the inter-

national counter-revolution ; the

German proletariat is representing

in this moment the most vital in-

terests of the world revolution. It

must he decided in one direction
or the other: and upon this victory

of the counter-revolution or of the
revolution will depend whether the
"Holy Alliance" of all the big pow-
ers will return, or the road will be
taken to that which Is demanded
by the modern epoch, the road to

the Soviet Unted States of Europe.
Germany, by itself exhausts the

problem of the "permanent revolu-

tion". The truth of Marx that no
truce, no respite is possible for the
forces of the revolution (for the
working class), "before it has de-

stroyed, annihilated the power by
which the old society asserts it-

self", is fuly confirmed. "After the
revolution, the permanent counter-
revolution becomes (for the forces

of the old society) a question of
daily existence." The German bour-
geoisie, after having utilized the
social democracy to strangle the
revolution of 1918, is today driven
to risk the Fascist counter-revolu-
tion, by arming the discontented
petty bourgeois masses in order to
iling them against the working
class with the aim of extorting
from it the last concessions, in
order to preserve its profits at the
price of the most ferocious repres-
sion and the starvation of the toil-

ing people.

So aiso on the international scale.

"No truce between the two societies
(bourgeois and proletarian). Their
material interests, their needs, de-
mand a mortal struggle: one of
Ihe two must triumph; the other
must succumb"—there, according to
.Marx, is the "only entente that can
be established between them".

Not a doubt, therefore, that we
are at the present moment before
a decisive turn in the revolution-
ary period opened up by the vic-

tory of the Bolsheviks in October
1917. Not a doubt that Hitler
seeks to gain for German imperial-
ism the favors and the concessions
of the Versailles powers by making
himself the butcher of the proletar-
iat o/ his countries and the Gailifet
of the Russian Commune. Is all

this to be stood for without re-

sisting at all?

In 15)17, Lenin asserted: "There

is no doubt that if the Bolsheviks

allow themselves to be trapped by

constitutional illusions, by 'faith' in

the convocation of the Constituent,

by waiting for. the Congress of the

Soviets, etc., they would only be

miserable traitors to the cause of

the proletariat." With Lenin, wc
can repeat today: "To allow one-

self to be trapped by illusions

about 'non-aggression pacts, by the

•building of socialism in a single

country'; to leave the road of the

international revolution, to close

one's eyes to the Fascist counter-

revolution which threatens the

German proletariat, the D. S. S. It,

(he whole world proletariat— is to

betray the cause of the proletar-

iat."

What Is Demanded?

The only means of making ihe

supreme effort to exclude this cast-

u strophe, to deal with this crisis

which is striking at the heart of

world Communism—Js a decisive

turn on the part of the Communist
International, witli the recall, at.

this moment so heavy with respon-

sibility and danger, to the posts of

snaggle and of leadership which
nghtfiully belong to them of all

Stalinist ihe comrades of the Left Opposi-

t ion ( Bolshevik-Leninists ) , and
prim.nitj- Ihe comrades of the Rus-

sian Oppositon who have been

tinowu into tiie places of exiie and
deportation ; comrade Trotsky, com-
rade Kakovhky. the hundreds upon
hundreds or other old warriors of

the October revolution.

The immediate convocation of

the Seven! Ii Congress of the Com-
munist imernational, demanded by

the pre-co nl'ereuce of the Left Op-
position, thus acquires an urgent

and exigent character. This Con-
gress, with the participation of the

International Left. Opposition, must
prove to the proletarians of all

countries that the Communist In-

ternational does not intend to suc-

cumb; that the Communist Inter-

national is on the contrary capable

of regenerating itself to fight and
to triumph. What is the Commun-
ist International doing, what does
it intend to do? There is the ques-
tion which every conscious prole-

tarian puis anxiously to himself
and looks for a reply. Let the

Communist International regain
itself its intiative and its prole-

tarian internationalism, and it will

see ali the healthy and honest
forces, ready to struggle, of the
world proletariat, flocking to its

side.

Another «Friend» of

the Soviet Union

Cleveland—On Saturday, Febru-

ary 11, another "Friend Of the So-

viet Union"—a lawyer by the name
of Maurice Sugar, from Detroit-
spoke before the Cleveland workers

under the auspices of the FSU, at

Engineers Auditorium.
After the customary, uncritical

and rosy-pink picture of the state

of affairs in the Soviet Union un-

der the Stalinist regime, a ques-

tion period followed. From all

over the hail came questions re-

garding the burning problem of

how the new Hitler government in

Germany will affect Soviet Russia.

The speaker in the generally

lukewarm spirit that can be expect-

ed of any liberal, replied jestingly

that he did not thint tihat the So-

viet government was quite satisfied

with this turn of events and in

general waved the question aside

with a gesture of unimportance

and lightmindedness.

There were also some questions

about Trotsky, as usual. What
.Mr. Sugar failed to do In the Ger-

man situation, he made up for

—

in his own inimitable way—with

the usual slanders and brazen lies

about our comrade. Comrade Kel-

ler, of the local group of the Left

Opposition, arose to reply, castig-

ating the speaker for his criminal

cynicism with regard to the Hitler

danger and pointing to Trotsky's

warning of an attack by a victor-

ious Ilitlerism in Germany against

i lie Russian workers' state. The
comrade concluded by stressing the

necessity of the return of comrade
Trotsky and the Bolshevik-Lenin-

ists from exile to take their place

in the ranks of the! proletarian

army in this danger'ous situation.

Mr.. Sugar, unabashed, answered
with more of his pink-hued cynic-

ism and the meeting was ended.

After the meeting, however, numer-
ous workers crowded about the few
comrades of the League who were
present, expressing their agreement
with them that the liberal shyster

had treated the serious quetion of

the fate of the German workers,

contemptuously. They asked all

I ports of questions and eagerly

I grasped at copies of the Militant,
1 which were distributed in good
number.

At the Socialist Party Forum.—
At the S. P. forum, that same eve-

ning, comrade Gordon took the

lloor to bring the attention of the

workers to the critical situation in

Germany and to call for solidarity

of ail American workers with the
hard-pressed German proletarians.

He was cut short by the Socialist

bureaucrats present and forced off

the floor, because "the speech was

Paris, Feb. lii, 1933. —FF.KOCI.

For the German

Opposition

The international pre-conferenee
of the Left Opposition which re-

cently concluded its sessions in

Paris, adopted a decision to raise

an international fund for the work
of our German brother-section. It

was decided that in every country
where the Left Opposition has its

national section, each member shall

contribute a day's pay to the fund
for our German section. The last

meeting of the National Committee
of the Communist League of Amer-
ica (Opposition) decided to en-
dorse this campaign and to open a
subscription in the columns of the
Militant.

Our German section is laboring
at the present time under the
greatest of difficulties and the fund
collected will not only be of the
greatest aid financially, but it will

also serve as a magnificent display
of the international solidarity of
the Left Opposition and all its

friends and sympathizers with the
Marxian wing of the German rev-
olution. Despite the financial dif-

ficulties we are ourselves experienc-
ing at the present moment, we
gladly and enthusiastically appeal
to all our readers to make a gen-
erous donation to the international
fund for the Left Opposition in
Germany. All contributions sent to
the office for this purpose will be
carefully set aside and forwarded
in toto immediately to their pro-
l>er destination. Moneys sent should
therefore be designated for this
specfiic purpose. The contributions
should be sent to the Communist
League of America (Opposition),
120 East IGth Street, New York,
N. Y.
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not in line with the subject under

discussion". A few C. P. comrades
present could not restrain them-

selves and shouted "social-Fasc-

ists!" at the bureaucrats. Alter

the meeting, the Militant was dis-

tributed among those present.

X Party Meeting on Germany in

Semi-Seclusion.—Some time ago,

the party called for united front

efforts in the organization Of an
Anti-Hitler Meeting on the West
Side. A small "conference" con-

vened and there the party repre-

sentative, a certain A. Landy, ex-

plained, after he discovered that a
representative of the Left Opposi-

tion was present, that it was not

really a united front; the party

was just asking for some aid, un-

officially. Some of these present

protested and the Stalinist repre-

sentative had to explain that the

first call was a "mistake".

Nevertheless, comrade Gordon of

the League, offered our cooperation

in the party's undertaking. But the

party representative immediately
restricted all his action in making
arrangements with individual per-

sons. No definite date, nor place,

nor plan of preparation was de-

cided upon.
Several days later, on Sunday

last, the meeting came off quite un-

expectedly. Ii. D. Amis and Landy
made the usual speeches for the

party. In the discussion a German
comrade made a lengthy address,

calling for a united front in Ger-

many in the same sense as that

proposed by the Left Opposition. It

was this speech that was greeted

with the greatest applause by the
workers present.

Before a German Workers' So-

ciety.—On Tuesday, comrade Cor-
don was given the floor at a meet-

ing of the German Mutual Aid and
Benefit Society (Krankenkasse),
Franklin Avenue Brunch. He spoke
of the need for Ihe active participa-

tion of the worker's in this country
in solidarity with their German
comrades under the Fascist govern-

ment and of the necessity of estab-

lishing the united front against

Fascism in Germany by a bloc of

the C. P. (1., the S. P. G„ the trade
unions and other workers organiza-

tions. At this conclusion lie in-

vited the members of the organiza-
tion, to come to our Anti-Hitler

meeting in Painters' Hali, on Wed-
nesday, February 22.

A siiort discussion on the matter
at hand followed and a resolution,

expressing solidarity with the Ger-
man proletariat and calling for the

establishment, of the united front in

the sense presented by the comrade
from the L. O. was adopted. Sim-
ilar resolutions have been adopted
by numerous German organizations
in this city and sent to the central

organs of the socialist and Com-
munist parlies in Berlin.

Roosevelt Regime Reopens Question

of Soviet Recognition and Credits

(Continued from Page 1)

The Socialist Party Conference

(Continued from Page 1)

themselves with the bourgeois poli-

ticians, upon preserving a sacch-

arine respectability, of hush-hush-

ing the mass movement—and rely-

ing upon the organized proletarian

movement and its militant mass
action, its demonstrative pressure,

the socialist fakers will always
choose the former again unless

their rank and file is afforded the

possibility of choosing the alterna-

tive of a united front with the
Left wing.

This brings us to the question of

the tactics winch the official Com-
munist party leadership pursued.
In the Left wing conference for Un-
employment Insurance, the repre-

sentatives of the Communist
League of America (Opposition)
proposed that the conference shall

make a direct appeal to the S. P.

conference for a united froSTt of
both movements, for the merger of

ail the organizations represented
by the two conferences so that the
action of the New York workers
for this specific goal might be suc-
cessfully coordinated. Towards
this end, our comrades proposed
that the Left wing send a delega-
tion to the S. P. conference (and
call upon its affiliated bodies to do
likewise) for (he purpose of chal-

lenging the Right wing leaders in

their own citadel, so to speak. That
is, the Left wing delegates should
have been represent at the Rand
School conference to demand of its

organisers and patrons that they
declare themselves publicly on the
question of a genuine united front.

Had the Left wing adopted our
proposal, and at the same time car-

ried on an agitation among the
socialist and reformist workers In

the ranks for this united front
offer, it would not only have stren-
gthened its position immeasurably,
but would have been able to mobil-
ize a movement among the social-
ist rank and file demanding of
their leaders that favorable action
be taken on the Left wing propos-
al.

Stalinist Blundering
As it was, the official Left wing

decided on a policy which could
not but yield the outcome that it

did. It decided to go to the social-
ist conference with the ultimatist
demand that the delegates denounce
the organizers of the conference
and follow the lead of the Com-
munists, that is, of the Left wing
unemployment conference. With
such a policy, the 9. P. leaders
were easily able to strengthen
their bo^ds with (heir following ana
weaken any sympathy tliat the lat-
ter might have for the Left wing.
The Left wing was put In the posi-
tion or claiming that its confer-
ence alone Was -'l^gat", so to
speak, that It alone was entitled to
the monopoly of leadership—which
everybody must acknowledge in ad-
vance and on its say-so. Instead
of gaining the Indispensably neces-
sary support of tie sooUIist and

I reformist werkant, tb« &«rt mtf

succeeded only in isolating itseif

by alienating the latter.

Not merely this is of importance,
but another circumstance, which
does not, it is true, conflict with
the other. The socialist workers

—

to say nothing of the hundreds of

thousands and millions of unem-
ployed—are not interested primarily
(most of them are not interested
in it at all, as yet ) in whether
or not the Communists have or
fight for the leadership of the un-
employed movement. What they
are interested in is to set in mo-
tion a genuine united movement,
powerful enough to extract some
immediate concessions from the
plutocracy and its government. They
look, with a certain suspicion upon
(hose who, to their minds, seek to
exploit" the unemployed and their
struggles for purely "party" rea-
sons. The policy pursued by the
party—"our leadership" or noth-
ing! •our conference" or no united
front ai all !—only strengthens
these suspicions in the minds of
the mass. There is not, in our
view, the Mi^ht^st necessary con-
flict between building the strongest
and widest possible movement of
Ihe ma.-.ses, and establishing the
ciiiin of the Con,munfsts to leader-
ship of ibis ino\ement. Quite the
contrary. The Communists, by de-
oite'f rating in practise and in the
simplest, most understandable, least
ambiguous way that they have no
interests separate and apart from
the iuiercMs of the class as a whole.
wilLgain the support of the masses
not (,«!)- for l:ie movement in gen-
eral, but for revolutionary leader-
ship within it in particular. That
is what the united front intelli-
gently understood and correctly
practised, signifies, in essence. The
Stalinist rejection of the united
front and their substitution for it

of the ultimatist "united front
from below", has brought it to its
piesent position in the unemployed
movement, and more specifically, it
led directly to the inexcusable blun-
der made with relation to the so-
cialist conference.—-s.

"Socialism in one country" have
parties outside of Russia to that

of a watchman, whose purpose is

to help ward oft foreign interven-

tion and particularly war. The
economic relations of the Soviet

Union with the capitalist world
have been kept outside of the

domain of revolutionary strategy.

On the contrary, Stalinism has at-

tempted to reassure world capital-

ism (note the Stalin interview with
Campbell) that its foreign trade is

"strictly business".

The Stalinists have assumed that

capitalist economy would be both

willing and able to absorb the ex-

portable surpluses of the Soviet

Union without such declines in

prices as would upset the import
program which is an essential part

of the Five-Year Plan.

This assumption has been knock-

ed to pieces by living experience.

England after the Conservative vic-

tory renounced the trade treaty

with. Soviet Russia some months
ago; Germany has imposed a quota
on its imports from the Soviet Un-
ion

;
political as well as "strictly

business" factors entered into these

stei>s. In any case, the crisis makes
it advantageous for capitalism to

restrict all its operations, includ-

ing foreign trade.

Hut the immediate as well as the
ultimate interests of the working
class call for a different line of
action. The revolutionary answer
is to rally the working masses
around the struggle for economic
collaboraton with the Soviet Union.
It provides more jobs: it streng-

thens the workers' slate: it brings
t*i their feet masses of workers
who are not Communists but who
sympathize with the Soviet Union;
it tends to break down the ' isola-

tion of the Soviet state from the
workers of the capitalist coun-
tries; and it leads over, in a cer-

tain stage of maturity of the rev-

olutionary development of the
struggle, into the demand for
workers' control of production.

It Is admittedly impossible, by
mass presssurc, to force private
interests in a capitalistic state to
buy and sell where it is not profit-

able for them to do so under given
conditions. But these conditions
themselves depend upon state laws
in a large measure—treaties, tar-

iffs, credits, guarantees, restric-

tions on imports, etc. The influ-

ence of the masses on state laws
in such matters may be powerful.
In a struggle on such issues, which
concern also matters like the cost

of living, the proletariat can even
sweep along behind it masses of
the petty bourgeoisie.

Trading with Soviets and Workers'

Control

The question of a more system-
atic influence of the masses on the
external commerce of a capitalist

state is intimately bound up with
Ihe question of workers* control of
production. Beginning with ques-
tions of wages and profit, the con-
trol of production expands over all

the other functions of the enter-
prise, then of the group of enter-
prise, over whole branches of in-

dustry and the entire national eco-
nomy.

WorkeiV control of production
wouid compel Capitalism to colla-

borate in the work of economic
construction in the Soviet Union
beyond the limits which are set by
the possibilities of profit, particu-
larly under the present conditions

JapanandU.S.S.R.
(Continued from Page 1)

LECTURE ON GERMANS
The crisis in Germany and the

program of the Left Opposition will
be the subject of the lecture by
comrade Morris Lewit this Sunday,
March 5. The lecture will be held
at the Free Workers Center, 219
Second Avenue, between 13 and 14
St., under the auspices of Unser
Kamf Workers Club, at 8 p. m.

OPPOSITION DEBATES I. U. L.
On Sunday, March 5 at 2:15 p.

ra., a debate will be held between
the Left Opposition and the Indus-
trial Union League o.n the sub-
ject, "Can the program and tactics
Of the Communist League of Am-
erica bring about working class
emancipation iu the United Sta-
tes?" George Clarke will speak for
the affirmative and Adolph Silver
the negative. The debate will take
pl**» at th» Burnsid* Manor, Burn-
ett* ana Harrises Av«i., Br#nx.

"in general" and 'fn principle"
with the League's position, he will
not permit America to be pushed
into war at this time. London will

not. reap the harvest if Washington
can help it.

London again reveals her back-
ing of Japan by declaring an arms
embargo, whose patent fraud is re-

cognized in the bourgeois press
hero and abroad. Present contracts
are inviolable. And pray for how
many years do the contracts run?
How much iias been allotted to
Jap:in by Vickers-Armstrong? In
the debate on the embargo that in-

imitable pooh-bah, Lanssbury, re-

veals the inner hollowness of the

t

social democracy. He states that

;
it is impossible to exclude the pos-
sibility of war between Japan and
Russia. But, he adds, It is not
true that Japan U holding back
the forces of Communism. No, says
Lansbury, do not give Japan credit
for that. Tile credit should doubt-
Ies go to the insipid Lansburys and
the social democratic betrayers.
Lansbury expresses faith that the
U. S. will "act right". Indeed she
will! One hundred percent "right",
for American imperialism.

The attitude of Soviet Russia on
the present situation is still being
awaited, not only by the bourge-
oisie but by the Communists of the
world. Russian diplomacy under
the blind, opportunist "guidance"
of Litvinov, has tasted all the fruits
of that shrivelled tree, socialism
in one country. Again and again,
the lasting interests Of the world
proletariat have lieen sacrificed to
the desire for immediate "benefits"
for the Soviet Union. Russian dip-
lomacy is again placed In the dil-
emma of deciding which road to
follow. If the Soviets properly
denounce the entire fraud being
I>erpetrated by the League of Na-
tions, the Russian "diplomats"
feel that the chances for recogni-
tion by America will be jeopard-
ized. If the Soviet Union agrees
to "cooperate" with the League,
then in the immediate situation,
Russia again renounces her leader-
ship of the proletariat. Can we
hope for any change of policy? Or
will we Witaees a n«w compromise?

-*A« WBBflft.

of world crisis. Carried beyond a
certain point, this struggle could
raise the whole question of state

power, put the world revolution

again on the order of the day, and
transform the whole question of

economic collaboration between So-

viet Russia and one or more coun-

tries which are now capitalist,

into the question of the creation
of an international planning board.
In Germany the political prere-

quisites for such a situation have
reached a higher stage of develop-
ment than in any other country;
if the working class can develop
the power and cohesion needed to

defeat Hitler, it wi,ll be in a posi-

tion to present and press forward
its own demands, political and
economic, in which the demand for
workers' control of production, in-

timately linked up with the demand
for economic collaboration with
the Soviet Union, unlimited by con-
sideration for the profits of this

or that group of capitalists or of
capitalism as a whole, would de-

velop all its revolutionary logic.

Credits for the Soviet Union and
American Working-Class Remand
In the United States, development

of the workers' forces and of the
revolutionary situation has not
gone so far as in Germany. On
the other hand, American imperial-
ism has a powerful financial basis
while that of German imperialism
is weak.

The approach (o economic colla-
boration with the Sov'et. Union in
this country might well he through
the question of credits. In many
European countries (Germany,
England, Italy. Holland, etc.) ex-
port credits to the Soviet Union are
guaranteed lo the amount of (i0-80
percent by (he government. This
greatly reduces the cost of credit,
arid consequently the cost of im-
IHirts, to the Soviet Union. Cer-
tainly the very least that the Am-
erican working class has a right
to demand is that the American
bourgeois government go as far as
the hourgeois governments of Eur-
ope in supporting exports to the
Soviet Union by a guaninf.ee of a
large part of Ihe exporters' cre-
dits.

But the interests of the American
worker and of the Soviet Union de-
mand that ihe American govern-
ment go further. It must extend
substantial credits to the Soviet
Union, instead of having Soviet im-
ports limited by the extent to which
individual American capitalists
are willing to do business with the
Soviets.

The main reliance for the financ-
ing of Soviet imports in the past
has been placed on its export trade,
it has had access to but little
credit, and that only at exorbitant
rates, about 30 to 40 percent a
year. The average increase from
year to year in the Soviets' out-
standing credits has been only 10
percent of its best year's exports.
Obviously this is only a slight re-
inforcement to the buying power of
the Soviet Union, and consequent-
ly to its construction program.
Recently there has been some talk
aobut the Soviet Union floating n
ten-year loan in the United States,
but the figure mentioned was about
40 million roubles, a drop in the
bucket.

The financial blockade of the So-
viet Union continues to be effec-
tive, in spite of the high interests
rates which it offers. The Stalin-
ist policy, of relying on the "strict-
ly business" self-interest of capi-
talism to serve as the basis of eco-
nomic collaboration which is indis-
Itensable to the work of economic
construction in Soviet Russia, has
been an utter failure.

Credits for tiie Soviet Union as a
Political Question

The energy of the international
Communist party, the sympathies
of i be masses, even the direct in-
terest of the petty bourgeoisie,
must be mobilised in a political
manner in the various capitalist
countries for the benefit of the
broad masses and of the Soviet
Union. This involves a break with
the theory and practise of "social-
ism in one country"—but it has the
little advantage that it directly
ties up the immediate needs of the
broadest masses in capitalist coun-
tries with the problem of economic
construction in the Soviet Union,
in spite of the capitulationist den-
ial by Stalinism that the building-
up of Socialism in Russia has any
connecton with the workers' move-
ment elsewhere.

In America, where the whole
question of recognition is to be
raised shortly, the working class
and particularly the Communist
party as its spearhead must put
forth Its demands for the exten-
sion of adequate credits to the
Soviet Union.
The demand of credits for the

Soviet Union can, no doubt, be
considered as an isolated practical
slogan. Such a way of posing the
question would have a reformist
character, and as such would not
give' serious practical results; for
the international economic opera-
tions of capitalism are determined
by considerations of profit, and the
political interests of the capitalist
class, not by the "pressure" of the
working class.

The slogan of economic collabora-
tion with the Soviet Union, credits,
recognition, etc., must be introduced
Into a system of transitional slogan*
of the struggling proletariat. The
immediately practical results in
favor of the Soviet Union could be
obtained, while so doing, ;is by-
products, insofar as reforms gen-
erally are the by-products of a rev-
olutionary struggle.
But the main achievement would

be the fact that the workers would
be concretely and practically con-
fronted with the problems of plan-
ned economy—that is, the pr«U*M*
of socialism.

-*. J. FMfcB.
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National Banking Crisis

STAGE IN GENERAL CRISIS OF CAPITALISM IN THIS

COUNTRY THROWS BOURGEOISIE INTO PANIC; ITS

•WAY OUT TO BE SOUGHT ON BACKS OF WORKERS

The present cyclical crisis be-

gan In 1020 with a financial crisis,

in the form of a crash on the stock
market ; now, after nearly 3 1-2

years, it is marked by a nation-
wide banking crisis. What does
this mean? Is it what the Stalin-

ists call "the end of the stabiliza-

tion of capitalism", or the terriiied

bourgeois still more simply call

"the end of the world"!
Crises, as we know, are not acci-

dents under capitalism, but an in-

trinsic part of the mechanism ; they
have a definite role, which Mars
has described as follows, "Crises
are only violent and temporary
solutions Of existing contradictions,
violent eruptions which reestablish

for a time the equilibrium which
has been destroyed."
These contradictions involve the

overproduction of goods in the face
of the poverty and underconsump-
tion of the masses ; the creation of

artificial and exaggerated symbols
of value through the expansion of
credit and stock speculation, and a
sharp rise in money rates and com-
modity prices, all constituting what
we call inflation, or a contradic-

tion between real values and the
paper representatives of such
values.

The role of the crisis is to get
rid of overproduction by forcing
the capitalist to reduce his produc-
tion, to get rid of iniiation by forc-

ing do.wn prices, money rates and
outstanding credit. Ultimately it

creates a situation in which prices
are low, money rates are low,
capital is abundant, the "growths
and swellings" as Trotsky calls

them, such as Insull and Kreuger,
are removed, and tie pre-condi-
tions are created for a turn In the
crisis into a depression, and ultim-
ately perhaps even into a period
of stabilization or a boom.

Crisis and the
4

Class Struggle

But the crisis fs also an arena
of the class etruggle, and not only
economic hut also certain social and
political conditions are required for
the ending of a crisis period and
the preparation of a period of stab-
ilization. If the working class,

well organized through its own
party, puts itself at the head of

the masses, and resists all the mea-
sures by which the bourgeose at-

tempts to throw the burden of the

crista off to other classes; if it is

able to put up effective and gen
eralized resistance to wage cuts, to

force demands for unemployment
insurance at the expense of the cap-

italists, to compel the governments
to tax the rich instead of the mass-
es, and Ub other immediate demands
in time of crisis, the capitalist

will be a long time in restoring the

margin of profit in his production
on which the restoration of busi-

ness activity and with it, the turn
in the crisis, depend.

These struggles are in their

most Important aspects non-parlia-

mentary they tend to mobilize

the masses for broader aims, and
as the crisis becomes deeper and
sharper, they may easily take on
a highly political and revolution-

ary character. The German crisis

of 1920-23, based on the steady in-

flation of the mark, culminated in

the revolutionary crisis of October
1023, followed by an abortive Nazi
putsch a month later. When the
bourgeois German state had proven
Its ability to stave off the revolu-

tion even without the aid of the
Nazis, it was able to Invite the
Dawes committee to discuss cur-

rency reform, and begin Its way out
of the crisis.

At the present moment in the
United States, whether or not the

turn in the crisis has already ar-

rived, unquestionably most of the
work of the crisis in violently and
brutally solving, for the moment,
the contradictions developed during
the boom, has been accomplished.
Commodity prices are low, many
enterprises have gone out of busi-

ness, capital has been rendered
more liquid, money rates are low,

production Is down to 50% of

"normal".
The violent crisis in the banking

field has not therefore the character

of the prelude to a period of de-

flation and liquidation ; that period
is largely or entirely behind us.

Has it the character of the begin-

ning of a final collapse of capital-

ism?
No Automatic Collapse of

Capitalism
That seems most unlikely. It

would mean that capitalism could
be Anally defeated on one sector

of the economic front alone, and
by the automatic working of the
market, at that. The forces of the
working class, poorly organized,
divided and without the class lead-

ership of a determined and clear-

sighted Communist party, have had

many more defeats than victories

in the class etruggle under crisis

conditions—not only in strikes
against wage cuts, in the question
of adequate unemployment relief

and insurance, but politically they
have not been able to mobilize the
masses against the bourgeoisie.
There is no use in recapitulating
the chapter of defeats and mis-
takes ; we have pointed out the re-

sponsibility of the Communist party
as the record has developed, its

failure to assemble the proletariat
around its banner and assume the
leadership of the broadest masses.

This failure constitutes the poli-

tical pre-condition for the capital-
ist solution of the present crisis,

internationally as well as on the
national scale. With a correct line

oS policy executed in a Bolshevik
manner. Hitler would stand every
chance of being defeated, and one
of the weakest links in the capi-
talist chain might lie definitely
broken ; the masnes in other capi-
talist countries might be torn away
from bourgeois and petty bourgeois
influence and mobilized behind the
Communist party, ami capitalism
Und ever-lncreasing difficulty In

(Continued on Page 2)

Fascist Elections Show Stalinist Bankruptcy
Policy of «Unifced Front From Below» Fails to Win Over Masses of Socialist Workers
In an atmosphere of unprecedent-

ed terrorism, intimidation and the

suppression of Communist, social-

ist and even Centrist publications

ami meetings, the German Nazis
have gained a distinct election vic-

tory which, together with the vote

rolled up by the Hugenburg Na-
tionalists, gives them a parliament-

ary majority in a Reichstag which
has now lost particularly ail im-
portance.

The election victory of the Hitler-

Hugenburg regime is due almost
excusively to the rise in the Nazi
vote, which not only exceeded the
vote in November 1932, but even
passed beyond the number they had
at their apex, in July 7032. FCrtj-

four percent of the voting popula-
tion cast its ballot for Hitler. In

Catholic Bavaria, the Nazis made a
huge sweep, ousting the Centrist

party from control-—an accomplish-
ment which they all but attained in

the Catholic capital of Germany,
Cologne.

The figures thus far available
are not yet complete as we go to

press, but they are more than ade-

quate for a summary of the results.

The usual stay-at-home vote was
apparently tirought out by the mil-

lions in the largest vote yet 'cast

in Germany, and it is mainly from
this source that the increase in the
Hitlerite vote was obtained. The
Catholic Center appears to have

held its own, but with the shifts

in other parties, an4 with the In-

creased vote cast, it Is no longer

in a position to affect the parlia-

mentary situation as a balance of

power—a position it has enjoyed
for years. The Social Democratic
Party did a little better than hold

its own. The Communist vote,

however, was drastically reduced
by some twenty percent, to a total

of less than 5,000,000, losing heav-
ily in Berlin where the Nazis, and
not the Communists, are now the

largest party, with 1,000,000 votes

as compared with 720,000 votes last

November.
National Socialists

Social Democrats
Communists
Centrists
Bavarians
Nationalist*

Scattered

647 582

The Hitler regime—based on the
Nazi-Nationalist coalition — thus
has an absolute parliamentary maj-
ority with which to operate "leg-

ally" in the carrying out of its

murderous policy Of exterminating
the organizations and
of the working class.

munist party is outlawed, or if Its

representatives are excluded from
the Beichstag, the Nazis would then

have an absolute majority on the
parliamentary plane even without
the support of their present Na-
tionalist colleagues in the cabinet!

The uneasiness of the Hugenburg
camarilla at the prospect of the
Communists being unseated, is one
of those paradoxes of politics which
is quite comprehensible La the pre-

sent circumstances.

But the parliamentary field Is the
least decisive of all in the present
German situation. The just con-

cluded election was purely and
simply a plebiscite, the present
Reichstag is a plebiscitary Reich-
stag, and the Hitler regime a
plebiscitary regime. The principal

opposition parties, from the Com-
munists through the social dem-
ocrats as far to the Bight as the
Catholic Center, were bound and
gagged for weeks before the elec-

tion took place. Not a single Com-
munist publication appeared for

days before the votes were cast.

The two solitary social democratic
papers allowed to appear before
the elections in Thuringia, were

institutions compelled to reproduce Hitler's

More than attack on the "Marxists" in their

288 196
125 123
81 100
73 m
19 19
53 SI
9 24

that : the Nazi threat that the columns. Several Catholic period-

Communist deputation in the Reich-: icals were confiscated or suspended,
stag will not be seated is constant- ' No meetings of the social democrats
ly kept in reserve. If the Com- or the Communists were permitted.

The election posters of both these
parties were ripped off the bill-

boards. The possibilities for elec-

tion propaganda and agitation by

these two parties were reduced to

a tiny minimum.

In spite of the terrorism of the

Fascists, the Communists managed
to retain some eighty percent of

their previous votes, and the social

democrats even increased their bal-

loting strength. But there is lit-

tle consolation in this for the Com-
munist party. As soon as the
March 0, li)33 elections were an-

nounced, the Militant proclaimed
them to be a Fascist trap, designed
to concentrate the attention of the

working class exclusively on the
parliamentary field and to distract

them from mobilizing their efforts

for the extra-parliamentary strug-

gle—the only kind of struggle
which can effectively deal with the

now overwhelming threat of Fasc-
ism. The outcome of the elections

bear out this contention. The elec-

tions settled nothing fundamental,
nor could they have settled any-
thing. At most, the voting gave
the Fascists a convenient "parlia-

mentary basis" tor destroying "dem-
ocratic parliamentarism".
But the elections nevertheless

have a considerable symptomatic
significance. The increase in the
Fascist vote came predominant!)
from the petty bourgeois and con-

Lovestone Group and the Opposition

A Political Swindle Exposed

The current issue of the Work-
ers Age, organ of the Lovestona

Bight wing, contains the following

attack upon the Opposition which
we quote in full

:

"But the most pitif(ul figure Is

cut by the Trotsky ites. They, who
not so long ago (Militant, July 25,

1031) insisted that it is 'absurd'

to think that the 'imperialists will

welcome a Fascist dictatorship in

Germany', who sagely informed us

that 'on the contrary, they (the

imperialists) have every reason to

reinforce and support the social

democracy and parlaimentary
forms', who were so sure (in 1931) I

that 'it has never yet been demon-
strated that. Fascism can have a
stable endurance in such a highly

industrialized country as Germany',
these people, who later (Militant,

Nov. 12, 1032) saw the "Nazi so-

cial reservoir of voting strength

well nigh exhausted' so that the

Hitlerites 'must strive to fulfill

their aims by violent seizure of

power', these people who branded
as "opportunism' the first calls of

the Communist Opposition for a
united anti-Fascist front,

_
these

people who even today (Militant,

Feb.'24, 1933) regard Hitler as the

screen' for Hugenburg, who can

hopefully assert that 'the chief in-

struments of power are not in

Hitler's hands', who echo the offi-

cial Communist party that 'the so-

cial democracy is the most Impor-

tant prop of bourgeois domination',

under all. circumstances all the

time, these same people now have
the audacity to declare (Militant,.

Fb. 4, 1033) that 'the Left Opposi-

tion was the first to sound the

alarm signal that Fascism was
threatened (?), that it had to be

met by a united front of all work-
ers organizations !' Is this mere-

ly shabby self-deception or is it

outright political swindling?"
Not bad, what? More exactly, it

might be bad It it were all true.

But when the Lovestone press

"quotes" the Left Opposition, the

very first thing to do is to take It

for granted that It is deliberately

misquoting us, distorting our point

of view, or resorting to slight for-

gery. Tthe present instance Is a

case in point. Let us examine from
the files of the Militant the sec-

tions presumably quoted by Love-
stone, so that one may judge who
is engaged in "outright political

swindling".

1. Here is what the Militant of

July 25, 1931 really said: "At the

present time, the main prop of

capitalism In Germany is the so-

cial democracy functioning through
'democratic' forms. Its strength
derives from the illusions of mil-

lions of workers in the democratic
deceptions. It is absurd to think

that the imperialists will discard

this mighty bulwark against rev-

olution as long as it serves its pur-
pose. Only when the majority- of

the workers turn away from the
social democracy to the Commun-
ists will the capitalists turn to the
last resort—naked force expressed
through Fascism. A Fascist dicta-

torship, by Us ruthless abolition of

democratic forms, would thereby
turn away millions of workers from

the support of the regime, and cor-

respondingly undermine it. It has
never yet been demonstrated that

Fascism can have a stable endur-

ance in such a highly industrial-

ized country as Germany, with a
powerful and well-organized work-
ing class. The imperialist bourge-
oisie whose fate is bound up with
the fate of German capitalism,

have bo interest to plunge into tnis

desperate alternative, of their own
volition. On the contrary, they
have every reason to reinforce and
support the social democracy and
the parliamentary forms which have
served them and saved them up to

now. They will not risk Fascism
until they have to." (Our em-
phasis. )

.

All the difference In the world,
isn't there! Now, the Militant of

November 12, 1932:

"As we have pointed out previ-

ously in these columns, the Hitler-

ites cannot hope to arrive in power
by the smooth parliamentary train.

The preceding election already in-

dicated that, so far as ejections are
concerned, the Nazi social reservoir

of voting strength was well-nigh
exhausted. Not a parliamentary
movement in the ordinary bourgeois
sense, the

4

Fascists must strive to

fulfill their aims by the violent

seizure of power and the more
violent extirpation of all proletar-

ian movements and Institutions. Or,
if the necessity for such a step Is

(Continued on Page 2)

Oppositionists

Attacked

Last Friday night at Pitkin and
Rockaway Avenue, members of the

I«ft Opposition were again treated

to a wholesale exposure of Stalin-

ism in action. For the third or

fourth time in a year, the aspiring

bureaucrats of the American Youth
Club saw tit to stir up hysteria for

a physical attack on us. Though
outnumbered at least two to one,

our1 comrades halteii . this "hard

guy" display that has taken the

place of Leninist education. After

this failure, we were invited to par-

ticipate in putting back the furni-

ture of an unemployed worker in

a house at which a rent strike was
going on i We accepted and the

ironic picture was afforded to all

the workers present—who had not
been engaged in the melee—of the
common bond of unity between us
despite slander and despite terror-

ism. However, after we had ar-

rived at the house (the furniture

we were then told was in the cel-

lar), waiting for some of the cops
to clear out, a functionary arrived

who saw fit to suspend operations.
("Trotskyists cannot fraternize,

and they have no right to move
furniture with us—they are Left
social Fascists"). We said we were
-always ready to cooperate with the
unemployed councils and had done
so In the past. It could be seen
that many of them changed theli1

attitude toward us. We invited

them down to the Sunday meeting
and the proof of the beginning of

their education was that they came.

—R.

Chinese Bourgeoisie Is Impotent

Before Advancing Japanese Armies

The democratic phase of the Chi-

nese revolution included as its

major task the ousting of the for-

eign imperialists and the national
unification of China. This task

could only have been accomplished
with the aid of the wide masses of

workers and peasants. The rev-

olution swept towards the goal of

its first phase only as long as the

Chinse masses were drawn irre-

sistibly and on an ever grander

cale into the movement f)Dr lib-

eration. It was inevitable, how-
ever, that the oppressed classes,

on whom rested the actual burden
of carrying on the armed strug-

The lessons of the eecond phase
of the Revolution remain as An
abiding memory in the minds of

the present bourgeois rulers of
China. If today they are com-
pletely Impotent in the defense of

China against Japanese imperial-

ism, it is because they fear above
everything else to arouse the muss-
es and arm them for a real strug-
gle. For that would mean the re-

surrection of the Revolution which,
tiiey clearly see, could oniy result

in their own downfall ultimately.
Chiang Kai-Shek, instead of send-
ing a single soldier to Jehol for

the defense of China against 1m-

gle, under the ferment of revolu- purialist invasion, continuejs to
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Admission lOe Unemployed Free

tionary activity, should come into

conflict not only with the foreign

oppressors but with their own na-

tive exploiters. This phase of the.

Chinese revolution did not wait up-

on the successful achievement of

the program of unification common
to all classes, bourgeois, worker
and peasant, participating in the

first stage. The irrepressible class

struggle broke out before the im-

perialists had been swept into the

sea and in the conflict that follow-

ed the vanguard of the working
class, the Communists, on whom
depended the continuation o£ the

revolution, was all but extermin-

ated.

Failure to Unify Ctunst

The Chinese bourgeoisie -prefer-

red far rather the continued stran-

gling of China by the imperialist

powers, so long as they were per-

mitted to continue their own ex-

ploitation, than their own over-

throw and their disappearance as

a class through the dictatorship of

the proletariat But with the bloody

suppression of the revolutionary

workers and peasants, the native

bourgeoisie, with the willing as-

sistance of foreign Imperialism,

became the spear-head of counter-

revolution in China. The revolu-

tion ebbed and the aim of unifica-

tion failed of accomplishment be-

cause the masses did not succeed

in marching forward, under the

leadership of the Communists, be-

yond the narrower first aims of

the revolution, to the conquest of

power under working class dicta-

torship. Thus the Chinese revolu-

tion is a negative example (one

hesitates to call it a "living" ex-

ample) of the theory Of the per-

manent revolution.

battle with the peasant Soviets in

his effort to establish his hege-
mony, if only in a few provinces.
T. V. Jiooug, reactionary banker—
the richest man in China—-can only
say at this juncture that the Jap-
anese aggression is a good thing,
for "in the tong run" it will result
in the "real" unification of China.
Meantime he impotently offers, not
any attempt at effective' resistance,

but the lives of one hundred mil-
lion Chinamen to the Japs. These
Chinamen "will know how to die".
All the mercenary, thieving bandit
rulers and bourgeois compradores
are sending their wealth, that ill-

gotten wealth coined out of the
blood of the Chinese masses, out
of the country and are "disappear-
tng" themselves. "Governor" Tang
Yu-lin of Jehot, that great opium
drugsman of China, carefully eva-
cuated his gold and his wives and! retain

Our German Campaign Is Endangered!
The end of this week will mark

one month that we have been is-

suing the MILITANT three times

a week. We iiave accomplished

this enormous task under the im-

pact of the German situation, and
by a supreme effort. When we
got out the first issue, there was
not only the first, but many of

them. We are prepared to go.

aloi"? on schedule, to issue the

MILITANT three times a week
a^ least for a month, during the

lilgh tension of the German crisis.

Our hammering has already had
Its effect. Thousands of class

conscious militants, Communist
workers, are now aroused to the

aeuteness of the crisis In Ger-

many. The silence of the official

party has been countered by the

alarm signals of the MILITANT.
The party has not only been forc-

ed to call meetings en the German
situation, but also to put Germany
"on the front page". But this Is

only a beginning.. .The situation

is now, if anything, more crucial.

The International movement is Im-
perilled. And the MILITANT
alone bears aloft the banner of

proletarian retelatlonary inter-

nationalism.
We Intend to carry on, despite

the tremendous difficulties. But
for this, we need the immediate,

generous aid of every reader. Our
"treasury'' Is not only entirely de-

pleted, but we have incurred a
number of pressing debts. These

hang around our neck tike mill-

stones. We cannot move unless

we get Immediate' financial relief I

We must have the sum of two
hundred dollars forthwith! A
special effort must be made by
every friend of the Opposition.

The hand must dig deeper into

the pocket the most generous

donations are Imperative. All

contributors must be sent right

away by fast mail to 126 East

I6th Street, New York, N. Y.

The need is urgent.

has now left Jehol himself for
destinations unknown.

The Japanese Continue Advance

Thus the Japanese conquer with
almost no resistance because China
under the rule of the Chiang Kai-
Sheks has failed to unity and has
failed to build up its industries
rapidly enough to supply a modern
army. Having met no real ob-
stacles, the Japanese will continue
to seize more and more Chinese
territory. The press repeats state-
hents that the Japanese have de-
manded the withdrawal of Chinese
troops from Tienstin, the next ob-
jective of the Invasion.

—J. WEBER.

servative elements of the popula-

tion. Their vote for Hitler was
essentially an expression of their

fear of a bloodv civil war with its

attendant convulsions. By giving

Hitler a "parliamentary majority",

they hoped to avoid the costs of a
civil war. Only, it cannot and
will not be averted.

Of even greater significance, Is

the vote cast for the Communist
and social democratic parties. The
Communist vote declined, and the
importance of this fact, even

though it is far from decisive, can-

not be ignored. The social dem-
ocratic masses continued to give

their support to the social dem-
ocratic party. By this act, they
gave a decisive repiy to the empty
boastings of the Stalinists that
their policy was succeeding in

breaking the socialist masses away
from their leadership. And pre-

cisely herein lies the most signific-

ant aspect of the March eictions!

It was claimed that the "united

front from below" was winning the
socialist masses to the Communist
party. The Left Opposition replied

that the socialist masses will be
^von over to a militant united front
when the Communist party makes
an open and sincere offer to their

organizations, when it sits down
,vith the leadership of the social

democratic party and the trade un-
ions to discuss a concrete program
of action against the menace of
fascism. The elections are one of

ihe numerous proofs that the "uni-

ted front from below" has not only
;iot succeeded in breaking the al-

legiance of the socialist masses to

lieir organisations and leaders, but
Lhat it has serve the Wels-Stamp-
fcr-Hilferding crew perfectly.

The results of the elections which
are not, we repeat, of decisive Im-
portance, but are highly sympto-
matic, must give every Communist
worker food for fought. It is es-

sential, that the course of the party
le steered now towards the Iienin-

ist united front. The Fascist
triumph in the elections will only
result in greater arrogance, more
brutal measures against the prole-

tariat and its movement, more vio-

lent suppressions and attacks. There
is but one way to meet this at-

tack—the mobilization of the Ger-
man working class in a united
front. There is only one way in

which to establish the united front

at the present timt—the appeal from
organization to organization.

In its appeal, just published in

the socialist New Leader, the Bu-
rean of the Labor and Socialist
International ( Second Internation-

al) has declared: "The Labor and
Socialist international has always
been ready to negotiate with the
Communist International with a
view to common action as soon as
this body Is also ready." Our1 op-

inion of the desire for "action" of
the Socialist bureaucracy, Is quite
well known ; so is their own treach-

erous record which has paved the
road to the triumph of Hitler. But
it Is precisely with such statements
as the one quoted that the states-

men of the Second International
their hold upon the soclsl-

Newarlc Meeting

at tbe Hungarian Workdn Huna
*7-16th Ave.,

N«wark, N. J.

Saturday Evening, March 11th,

8 P.M.

THE GERMAN PROLETARIAT

AND FASCISM

Speaker

:

JAMES P. CANNON

EVEfRYBODt WELCOME!

Communist League of America

(Opposition) Newark branch

ist workers. The Communist Inter-
national, which shou'd have been
the one to initiate such a move-
ment, must pick up .the challenge,
must break its criminal silence, and
declare

:

The Communist International is

prepared to negotiate with the
Second International for the ela-

boration o£ a concrete program of
action against Fascism. The Ger-

'

man Communist Party is prepared
to sit down for a joint discussion
of the problem with the Executive
Committee of the German social
democracy and its party. We can
under no circumstances agree to
the social democratic party's pro-
posal for a "non-agression pact"
where we are supposed to refrain
from criticism and an independent
policy ; such an agreement would
be capitulation and treachery to
the revolution. But we will enter
into a united front on a minimum
program of action, with each or-
ganization to retain its independ-
ence, its freedom of policy and
criticism. We enter Into it not
out of love for

1

the social dem-
ocratic leaders, not with any Illu-

sions about them, but because of
the burning need of the hour Id

the united working class front to
smash Fascism.

The Communist International, to-
gether with the German Commun-
ist Party, must take this step. If
they fail to act In this manner, they
will bear their share of the direct
responsibility for the murderous
bloodbath and catastrophe which
the Fascist bands are preparing for
the German proletariat.

Monday, March 8, 1933. —M. 8.

aK^l^Sffr AftertheGerman Elections-WhatNov/? %*»
MASS MEETING -

Speakers:

. CANNON
MAX SHACHTMAN

Ammfafc; CoMPranfrt Ltagn» oi America (OypesltMo) MARTIN ABBKN, Chairman

LABOR TEMPLE
FRIDAY, MARCH 10th, 8 P. M.
14th Street and Second A>«m

LARGE HALL
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Stalinists Sabotase

United Front

St. Louis.—The Unity Conference

held in St. Louis by the Unemploy-

ed Councils unanimously passed

the demand of the Left Opposition

for a standing committee of each

organization to compose a United

Front Unemployed Conference

Committee. And from this com-

mittee trade union and organiza-

tional committee* were to be elect-

ed -to work for the Permanent Uni-

ted Front movement and the call-

ing of the second conference.

The bureauereats did not dare to

come before the workers with any

opposition to this. The committee

was supposed to hold its first meet-

ing at the Labor Lyceum on Tues-

day, Feb. 21st. The Opposition

and ij£ auxiliary organizations sent

three delegates to this meeting.

The opportunities for sabotaging

the committee were made up for

at the Labor Lyceum. As soon as

the Left Opposition showed up the

bureaucrats hanging around the

lobby became nervous and there

was much running to and fro and

much whispering. Our efforts, to

find out in what room in the three-

storey building of the Labor
Lyceum the Committee was to

meet, were in vain. We were final-

ly led into a room on the second

floor where we sat twiddling our

thumbs for about a half an hour

when we were informed that this

was g.n S. L. P. section meeting

and asked what our business was
there.

With the exception of the dele-

gates of the Left Opposition and
two delegates from the Socialist

party no one else showed up. The
last named delegates however, did

not suffer the same fate as that

of the Left Oppositionists outlined

In the preceding paragraph. It is

significant that the only one of the

Stalinist organizations represented

waa the Unemployed Councils

whose delegate was Stone. Com-
rade Goldberg, who came late and
by the merest chance stumbled into

the committee meeting, informed
ub of this fact and also that not
only was no regular meeting held

but no definite date was set for

the next meeting of the committee.

In the course of our search of

the committee meeting we found
guards downstairs in front of the
auditorium where an "open" meet-
ing of the Unemployed Council
was in session. Thinking that we
desired to enter these faithful

keepers of the gate informed us
that It was a private meeting and
no one would be allowed to go in,

JVtth this we took our deparature.

—G. ROBERTS.

Two Unemployment

Conferences

Philadelphia. Last week saw two
"United Front" conferences in

Philadelphia on unemployment
One was sponsored by the Commun-
ist Unemployed Councils ; the other

by the Socialists. To both the local

branch of the C. L. A. (O.) sent

delegates, to present our program
and to participate in the work. At
the Left wing conference our de-

legation was seated. At the so-

cialist conference they were, in

common with all other radical or-

ganisations, not even admitted to

the hall.

Last Sunday, February 19, the

Unemployed Council's "Conference
Against the State Comfssionary
Belief Plan meeting, 260 delegates
representing about 150 organiza-
tions, and many visitors enthusias-
tically greeted the first marked
t»rn In Phi la. of the Official C. P.
organizations toward a broader
united front. The week previously
the Socialist party was forced by
the- calling of this conference, to

saad out their, own call for a eep-
srM© conference in conjunction
wtth their Unemployed Citizen's

League organization and the Hosi-
ery Workers (A F of L) Union
which they dominate. The U. C.
provisional committee, over the
signature of comrade E. Bender,
coped with it, in the form of an
open letter addressed, lo and be-

hold, not to the rank and file be-
low., but to the organizer of the
S. P. conference, Franz Daniels.
The various reporters and speak-

ers at the conference recognized
correctly enough the splitting tactic

of the local socialists, but there
they stopped. The united front did
not extend to an offer of Joint
work.

Comrade Lecomte presented our
resolution on program and tactics
before the conference body ; urged
the necessity of offers of common
action with the Socialists on the
immediate demands outlined by us
—as a true method to either force
the hand of Daniels, etc. or to fur-
ther expose their' claim to any de-
sire for united action. He offered
the full cooperation of the League
in the furtherance of the work of
the conference.

What the conference lacked was
a broader representation of the
working class and a broad and

far reaching enough program to

cope with the unemployment pro-

blem. It narrowed its aims down
to the State Hunger March and
Demonstration. No organizational

report was discussed by the dele-

gates. Our resolution was unre-

ported by the committee and com-
rade Roberts had to force the issue

from the floor. The bureaucratic

steering committee was able to

prevent it from being taken to a

vote.

The final action that the confer-

ence took is indeed significant. The
S. P. conference was called to

meet the following Saturday. In

New York you recall, party lead-

ers attacked our comrade's pro-

posal^ to send delegates to a sim-
ilar meeting, because we would
increase the prestige of the fakers.

But now! the meeting decided (1)

to elect an official committee of

ten and have it represent this con-

ference, to the socialist conference

on Saturday. And (2) urged; nay
insisted, that all delegates present

be delegated bv their organizations

to the Socialist confab to fight for

the adoption of the program of this

conference.

That the party leadership, juet

breaking out of their long third

period stage had no intention of a
real Leninist United Front and
prepare to jointly work and fight

for their program to the extent of

offering proportional representation
is I think undeniable. But what
a vindication of all our propaganda
That many of those present recog-
nized it cannot be doubted. The
conference accepted our delegate
Roberts as one of its committee of
ten. After the meeting Individual
Party comrades speaking to us
said, "Well, you got your kind of

a United Front at last ; I think its

o. k."

The Socialist "Conference on
Unemployment" ( Saturday, Feb.
25.) resembled even in many of its

details what the reports bring us
of the similar conference of the
S. P. In New York City. Almost
none of the Left wing-Red-organi-
zations received or coulfl get the
official Invitation and so they made
out credentials of their own. Lack-
ing the ofBclal o. k. of the So-
cialist party organizer, Dan
iels, a "Militant", they were re-

fused admittance. Even organiza-
tions which had obtained the of-

ficial paper, but, being radical were
rejected. We were all "illegitim-

ate organizations."

I am told the Ylpsels had a dif-'

ftcult time to get in ! Comrade
Kornfetd who came representing
the Hosiery Workers' Union, and
a few others who did get in, de-

manded our admittance to no avail.
The upshot of the whole affair was
this—Inside the S. P. together
with the IWW made a united front
to keep the Communists out of
their united front. Outside, in the
ante-room milled about the party
organization delegates and our-
selves; enough of them by far to
swamp the socialist conference if

admitted. No wonder the S. P.
fakers who called their meeting
only after the Communists called
one were in fear of being "cap-
tured".

What shall we do—the resolu-
tion we had—lealling fbr joint
sessions was not admitted. The
task remains, to prove our sincere
desire for united action of the
working class against hunger—our
willingness to show our program
in action—for approval of the
working class; to propose this
must be done by the Executive
Committee of our Conference—

a

joint meeting of both committees
and the calling of a conference
with proportional representation.
This will remove the rejoinder of
the fakers that the Communists
want to capture them. It will give
us a mass to appeal to which from
the outside we can't meet It can
well start In Philadelphia and in
the State a broad united front
knitting together the employed and
the unemployed, the organized and
the unorganized in a common
struggle for the needs today, of
the workers. In such a united
front of action our program will
demand its adoption and prove its

correctness. —L. O.

I.L.D. Expels St. Louis

Oppositionist

St Louis.—Although the Beezly
branch of the ILD has an average
attendance of about ten, the last
meeting was filled to overflowing
with the tense and heated faces of
—the South Side branch of the
Communist party!—not five of
whom carry membership cards In
the ILD.

The first order on the agenda
was the report of the ILD dele-
gates to the Unity Conference. In
his report Payer outlined the gen-
eral program adopted by the Uni-
ted Front Unemployed Conference.
This included demands of immedi-
ate relief, unemployment insurance,
six-hour day and Long Term credits
to the Soviet Union ; the formation
of a permanent U. F. U. C. con-
sisting of one delegate from each
organization to carry out the fol-

lowing activities; arrange March
4th joint demonstration for imme-
diate relief; send speakers to all

working class organization in the
uity asking for a speaker from
each tendency; issue 20,000 popular

leaflets explaining the aims of the

U. F. U. C. program ; make ar-

rangements for the calling of a
second conference; organize a trade

union committee to concentrate on
getting union support. Payer
pointed out that the entire program
adopted was our "Trotskyist" pro-

gram. This is the very same pro-

gram which we had been urging

the C. P. to adopt and for which
we had been called "counter-rev-

olutionists".

He also report upon the sabotag-

ing of the conference work by the
central committee of the Unemploy-
ed Councils—by the failure to hold

the agreed upon Tuesday (Feb. 21)
Committee meeting.

Payer introduced the motion that

"the Beezly branch, I. L. D. re-

quest* the C. C. of the. Unemploy-
ed Councils to carry out the deci-

sions of the united front unem-
ployed conference by immediately

calling the proposed meeting -of

the U. F. U; C. committee consist-

ing of one delegate from each or-

ganization represented at the con-

ference". The vole was 4 affirma-

tive and 20 negative, three abstain-

ed—all the Stalinists naturally

voted against.

Then a Stalinist motion—"To ac-

cept, the report of all delegates to

the conference with the exception

of Payers' ". On the question (by
Casano) as to what was wrong
with Payer's report none of the

Stalinists 'could give a reason.

However they replied by voting—
22 affirmative, 5 negative.

Then another Stalinist motion
"to get down to business" to expel

Payer from fhe branch because of

being a "disrupter"'. In the dis-

cussion that followed Paper en-

deavored to show that it was the
Stalinists who were "disrupting"

the organization nud not he. He
pointed out his record in the ILD
branch since organized ; showed
how all committees, all delegations

to which he was eleeted were sab-

otaged by the higher S. E. C. Due
to interruptions from the Stalin-

ists he was r.ot allowed to continue.

"He spoke too long already" was
the substance of what ahout a
dozen Stalinists were saying at

the same time. The vote was 19
affirmative, E> negative with three

absentions.

Payer was then ordered to leave
the hall. After Payer left, one of

the newer Stalinists, Horrum,
thinking to further expose "Trot-

skyism" made a motion for an
open discussion on the "Trotsky-
ists" with speakers from both sides.

Pandemonium broke loose. The
Stalinists themselves split on the
question. The voting was 10 nega-
tive and 8 affirmative with 8 abs-
taining. The motion lost, but only
by a small margin.

At the very same time Payer
was being expelled at the South
Side I. L. D. the following motion
was made and vigorously defended
on the iioor at the North Side
Jlooney branch of the ILD by
George Roberts and Harfy Gold-
berg:" The Mooney branch pro-
tests to the National Committee,
I. L D.. against the expulsions of
workers from ILD branches because
of their political affiliations, in
particular, members of the Com-
munist League of America (Opposi-
tion) called "Trotskyists". We de-
mand their -immediate reinstate-

ment In order to maintain the ILD
as a broad defense organization of
all workers". The motion was lost

but also by a narrow margin ; 7
negative, 5 affirmative with 7 ab-
stentions.

More will be heard from St. Loula
later. Already the Stalinist bu-
reaucratic have pointed (publicly)

to other members of the L. O. and
to sympathizers and stated that
"they were next". We will natur-
ally fight against the expulsions
with alT our forces by relentlessly
exposing the absolute bankruptcy
of the Stalinist bureaucrats—in
whose hands the working class de-

fense movement has actually lost

in membership (10,000 members in

1929—only 8,500 In 1932!) despite
the most favorable objective et»-

cumstancei.

—-MARTIN PAYER.

Communist workers: Why is the
Communist International silent

about the crisis in Germany? Why
is Stalin silent?

An End to Stalinist Confusion -- For the United Front I

In the Daily Worker of Monday,
February 20, Max Bedacht, member
of the Central Committee of the
Communist party writes: "They,
too, (the Left Opposition and
others) come wtth the proposals of

united fronts between the Commun-
ists and the Social-Democratic
parties and accuse the Communist
party of splitting the workers be-

cause it insists on addressing its

call for a united front not to the
NOBkes, the Scheidemanns and the
Wels, but to the masses of social

democratic workers." (Our em-
phasis—G. B.)
Thus it is clear, according to

Bedacht, that the German Commun-
ist Party is opposed to addressing

A Political Swindle Exposed
(Continued from Page 1)

obviated by the collapse of the
proletarian movement—as happened
in October 1023—the bourgeoisie

saves itself the expense of the in-

evitably ensuing sanguinary con-

flict, a period of stabilization' sets
in, and the Fascist movement be-

gins to decompose. And with it,

the revolutionary proletarian party,

From this it does not follow that

the Fascist danger to the German
proletariat Is now eliminated, or
even definitively on the decline.

Such a conclusion can he drawn
only by those for whom the class

struggle begins at the ballot box
and ends with the parliamentary
mandate," (Our emphasis.).
Now, finally, for the Militant, of

Feb. 24, 1933, containing the arti-

cle by comrade Trotsky:

"Hugenberg's government repre-

sents the quintessence of social
parasitism. But just because of
this, when it became necessary,

in its pure state, it became im-
possible. Hugenberg requires a
screen. As yet today, he cannot
hide behind the mantle of a Kaiser,

and he is forced to resort to the
brown shirt of the Nazi. It one
cannot obtain the sanction of the
highest heavenly powers through
the monarchy for the property
owners, there remains the sanc-
tion of the reactionary and un-
bridled rabble. The Investiture of
Hitler with power served a two-
fold purpose : first, to decorate the
camarilla of property owners with
the leaders of a 'national move-
ment' ; and secondly, to place the
fighting forces of Fascism at the
direct disposal of the proprietors."

Further on in the same article:

"When the official Communist party
states that the social democracy is

the most important prop of bour-
geois domination, it repeats only
that idea which served as the
l>oint of departure for the organi-
zation of the Third International.
When the bourgeoisie invites It to
power, the social democracy casts
its vote for the capitalist regime.
The social democracy tolerates
(suffers) any bourgeois government
that tolerates the social democracy.
But even when completely dis-

carded from power, the social dem-
ocracy continues to suport bour-
geois society, recommending to the
workers that they conserve their
forces for battles, for which It is

prepared never to isaue a call. By
paralyzing the revolutionary en-
ergy of the proletariat, the social
democracy provides bourgeois so-
ciety with an opportunity to remain
alive under conditions when it is
no longer capable of living, thus
turning Fascism Into a political
necessity."

As for branding- the Brandler-
ist theory and practise of the "uni-
ted front" opportunist; the Left

Opposition pleads guilty. In theory
and practise, Brandlerism has al-

ready been tested: In 1923, when it

led the German working class to
defeat and demoralization, as at-

tested, among more decisive things,

by dozens of articles and speeches
by the same Lovesjonc, from 1923
to 1920!

While we are on the subject of
Messrs. Swindlers and Forgers of
the Lovestone group, it Is instruc-
tive to point out that in their
whole "critical review" on the
theme Of the German crisis, Love-
stone does not mention by a single
word the role of the Communist
International and its "leader"
Stalin! Not a w/ord about the
criminal silence ot the C. I. Not
a syllable about Stalin's treach-
erous muteness on what is happen-
ing in Germany. And for cause!
Lovestone gives a fig for the Ger-
man revolution. Bah! He's,
against Browder and Co.; he's for. the Social Democratic party, why

a united front proposal to the So-

cial Democratic party. It stands
for the socalled united front from
below. Since such, according to

Bedacht, is the position of the Ger-
man Communist Party perhaps he
can explain the following incident

reported in the Daily Worker, Feb.

15, 1933. We quote directly from
the Inpr'eccor cable to the Daily
Worker:

"The Central Committee of the
Reichstag met today under the
chairmanship of the Socialist De-
puty Loebe, whereupon the Fascist

deputies repeated their tactics of

howling down Loebe and prevent-

ing a session of the Committee. He
therefore, again declared the ses-

sion adjourned ; whereupon the

Fascists pushed him from the

chairman's table, The Communists.
Socialists and other oppositional

members then left the room....

"In the afternoon the members
of the oppositional parties met to

discuss the situation. The Social-

ists declared the Constitution had
been violated and proposed that
protests be made to the Fascist
president of the Reichstag, Goer-
ing, and to President Hlndenburg.
The Communists declared such pro-

tests were useless, and proposed a
new meeting of the Control Com-
mittee to be defended by detach-

ments of the
4 Anti-Fasoist League

and the Rekhsbanner." (Our em-
phasis—O. R., Daily Worker, 2-15-

33.)

Therefore, we would like to

know, and let Bedacht or any
other member of the Central Com-
mittee answer

:

It the Stalinists are opposed to

making proposals to the leaders of

munist party) and the Reichsban-
ner (controlled by the Social Dem-
ocratic party) to defend a parlia-

mentary meeting, why not a united
front of the Anti-Fascist League
and the Reichsbanner, the Commun-
ist party, the Social Democratic
party, and the trade unions, to de-

fend workers' meetings from the
assaults of the murderous Fascists I

Let the Stalinists cease their

policy of confusion! A clear-cut

policy of the united front tactic

of Lenin and Trotsky before It 1>

too late. —G. K,

Stalin, whom he zealously offers
his services as flunkey-in-chief In
the American party for the inter-

national Stalin apparatus. There-
in, for him, lies the wisdom of the
books and the sense of philosophy
and the beginning of all good and
proper things. —«.

A MISTAKE IN THE
DAILY WORKER

The Daily Work«r of March 6,

prints a picture of Joseph Stalin
with the following caption: "The
above picture, printed for the first

time In the United States, shows
Joseph Stalin, present secretary of

the Communist party, Soviet Union;
as he appeared in 1919 on the south
front in the struggle against the
white guard bands of Denikin and
Wrangel, who unsuccessfully at-

tempted to invade the Soviet Un-
ion." The Daily Worker here makes
a little error. The photograph is

well known to us. It is a picture
of Stalin at a masquerade ball in

Moscow two years ago, where he
disguised himself as the Organizer
of the Bed Army. He lost first

costume prize only to Martinov,
who appeared at the ball disguised
as a Bolshevik.
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did they propose common action to

the Reichstag leaders of the Social

Democratic party to defend the
Reichstag Control Committee from
the disruptive actions of the Fasc-
ists?

Was this proposal In line with
the party policy of only the united
front from below?
Why are the Stalinists for a

parliamentary united front, with
the leaders of the Social Dem-
ocratic party In the Reichstag,
which is a united front purely from
the top, and opposed to a united
front with the Social Democratic
party on the basis of a common
minimum program of struggle
against Fascism, which will draw
the masses into action?

If the Stalinists can propose a
united front of the Anti-Fascist
League (controlled by the -Com-.

Nation-wide Bank

Crisis Breaks Out
(Continued from Page 1)

carrying through its own solution

of the crisis.

Party and Crisis

Under such conditions, a banking
crisis like fhe present would have
the profoundest social results. It

would be part of a general retreat

in struggle of a demoralized bour-
ganlzed, well-staffed and victorious

army of the proletarlat-

As things stand, we cannot as-

sign it any such importance. It

becomes one of a series of episodes
in the development of the crisis,

like the heavy igold withdrawals
of September-October 1931 and
April-June 1932, which were met
by temporary financial manipula-
tions on the one hand, and Increas-

'Trotsky's Genius Denied'

With this headline, today's World
Telegram prints a United Press
dispatch from Moscow which
reads as follows

:

"Leon Trotsky's leadership of
the Red Army during the Civil
War period Is bitterly attacked In
a speech delivered by Climenti
Voroshilov, present commissar of
war, made public today. Voroshi-
lov denied the world-wide belief

that Trotsky, now in exile,, pos-
sesses great military genius. He
claims that Joseph Stalin 'really

saved the situation on all endan-
gered fronts', and that the Red
Army was built up to an imposing
strength in spite of Trotsky's In-
efficiency".

Voroshilov is spitting In the wind.
Better men than he have tried in
the last ten years to re-write the
history of the party and the Red
army as it, never happened. The
"world-wide belief was not found-
ed on myth and falsification, as Is

the fable manufactured by Stalin
and his clique. To take but one
quotation out of hundreds in those
days, we cite from Gorky's mem-
oirs of Lenin, written in 1924:

"Yes, I have often heard him
(Lenin) praise his comrades. And
he knew how to do Justice to the
energies of even those with whom
he was supposed to be personally
unsympathetic Surprised by the
flattering appreciation he showed
for one of them, I remarked that
a good many people might be
amazed by it, 'Yes, yes, ,1 know.
They tell a lot of lies about my
relations with him. Yes, they tell

a lot of lies—and especially about
me and Trotsky.'

"Pounding on the table, he de-
clared : 'Show me another man who
could organize in a year an almost
model army and win the respect of
military experts besides. We've
got that man. We've got every-
thing. And so we'll do wonders.' "

Comment superfluous!

ed pressure on the workers and the
masses In general on the other.
Just what manipulations will be
Invoked_ In this particular case is

not of great consequence; it may
be the Issue of Clearing House
scrip, or a tax on gold, or an em-
bargo on gold exports, or a guar-
antee of deposits by the govern-
ment of a banking pool, etc. That
increased exploitation of the mass-
es will be the next step to be at-
tempted is the one thing sure.
The main point is that the bour-

geoisie, panicky and demoralized
as it is, can and will And its way
out of such immediate predica-
ments as the present banking crisis,
on the backs of the proletariat and
the working masses, unless the
masses are organized for struggle
under the leadership of a powerful
Communist party. The rearming
and development of the Party to
a stale commensurate with lto
tasks Is the basic function of tho
Left Opposition.

—B. J. FIELD.
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(We begin today with the pub-
lication of the most important

of the theses adopted at the in-

ternational Pre-Conference of the
International Left Opposition

which concluded its sessions last

month In Paris. Representatives
were present from the Russian,

Greek, Swiss, American and other

sections of the Opposition. The
theses which we reprint here Is

now up for discussion in the
membership of the Opposition,

for final adoption at the regular
International Conference which is

planned for convocation later in

the year,—Ed.)
• • * •

The task of the coming Confer-
ence of the Left Opposition (Bol-

shevik-Leninists) consists of accept-

ing a clear and precisely-formu-

lated platform and organizational
statues, as well as of selecting the
leading bodies. The preceding
theoretical, political and organiza-
tional work of the Left Opposition
in various countries, especially In

the last four years, has created
sufflcently prerequisites for the
solution. of this task.

The fundamental programmatic
and political documents of the Left
Opposition are issued in no less

than 15 languages. The Left Op-
position disposes of 32 periodical
publications in 16 countries. It

has reorganized and strengthened
its sections in 8 countries and in

the past three years created new
sections in 7 countries. But the
most important and most valuable
achievement Is the undeniable rais-

ing of the theoretical level of the
International Left Opposition, the
growth of Its ideological solidity
and of Its revolutionary initiative.

lite Organ of the Left Oppostioo
hi the U. S. S. R.

The Left Opposition, arose in
1923, ten years ago, in the land of
the October revolution, in the rul-

ing Party of the first workers'
state. The delay

H
in the develop-

ment of the October revolution had
necessarily called forth a political

reaction In the laud of the October

revolution. Complete counter-rev-

olution means the displacement of
the rule of one class by that of
another; reaction begins and devel-
ops while still under the rule of
the revolutionary class. As the
bearer of the reaction against Oct-
ober there appeared the petty bour-
geoisie, particularly the leaders of
the peasantry. Its spokesman be-

came the bureaucracy which stands
close to the petty bourgeoisie. Sup-
ported by the pressure of the petty
bourgeois masses, the bureaucracy
won a very far-reaching independ-
ence of the proletariat. After it

had replaced in ilaet the program
of the international revolution by
national-reformism, it made the
theory of socialism in one country
its official doctrine. The Left wing
of the proletariat suffered under
the blows of the alliance of the
Soviet bureaucracy with the petty
bourgeois, predominantly peasant,
masses and the backward strata of
the workers themselves. That Is

the dialectics of the replacement
of Leninism by Stalinism.
After the organizational break-

ing-up of the Left Opposition, the
official policy became definitively

a policy of empirical oscillation
between the classes. The depend-
ence of the bureaucracy upon the
proletariat meanwhile expressed it-

self in the fact that, in spite of
a series of blows, it did not dare
or was not able to overthrow the
essential achievements of the Oct-
ober revolution: the nationaliza-
tion of the land, the nationaliza-
tion of industry, the monopoly of
foreign trade. Still more—when
the Party bureaucracy In 1928 felt
itself endangered by its petty bour-
geois allies, the kulaks, in Its fear
of losing Its whole support among
the proletariat it carried out a
sharp turn to the Left The final
results of the zig-zag were: the
adventurist tempo of industrializa-
tion, the thoroughgoing collectivi-
zation, and the administrative
breaJrfng-up of the kulak*. Tha
disorganization of economy brought
about by till* ua«*nsld«red poller

led at the beginning of this year
to a new turn to the Right.
According to the conditions of its

privileged situation and its habits

of thinking, the Soviet bureaucracy
has many features in common with
the reformist bureaucracy of capi-

talist countries. It is far more
inclined to trust in the "revolu-

tionary" Kuo Min Tang, the "Left"
bureaucracy of the British trade
unions, the petty bourgeois "fri-

ends of the Soviet Union", the lib-

eral and radical naeifists, than in

the independent revolutionary ini-

tiative of the proletariat. But,
through the necessity of defending
its position in the workers' state,

the Soviet bureaucracy is forced
every time Into sharp collisions

with the reformist hand-maiden of

capital. In this way under unique
historical conditions a fraction of
bureaucratic Centrfom has separ-
ated out of proletarian Bolshevism,
and has laid a heavy hand on a
whole epoch of development of the
Soviet Republic and of the world
proletariat.

Bureaucratic Centrism is the
worst degeneration of the workers'
state. But even in Its bureaucra-
ti'cally degenerated form, the Soviet
Union remains a workers* state.

To transform the struggle against
the centrist bureaucracy into a
struggle against the Soviet state,
would be to place oneself on the
salae level as the Stalinist clique,
which declares, "The State—Is I".

The unreserved defense of the
Soviet Union against world imper-
ialism is such an elementary task
of every revolutionary proletarian
that the Deft Opposition tolerates
fn its midst no vacillations or
doubts on this question. As before,
it will break ruthlessly with all

groups and elements which attempt
to occupy a "neutral" role between
the Soviet Union and the capitalist
world (Monatte-Louzon in France,
Urbahns group in Germany).

The Left Opposition In

Imperialist Countries
The Third International arose

as the immediate result of the ex-
perience of the advanced workers
In the imperialist war, in the epoch
of post-war upheavals, and particu-
larly In the October revolution.
T hia determined the leading role of
Russian Bolshevism in the Third
JntamattonaL. aad therefore all*

the Influence of Its internal strug-

gles on the development of the
other national sections. Still, it

is absolutely false to regard the
evolution of the Comintern "dur-

ing the last ten years as a mere re-

flection of the fractional struggle
within the world Communist party.

In the development of the Interna-
tional labor movement there were
internal reasons of its own which
drove the young Communist sec-

tions to the Stalinist bureaucracy.

The first post-war years were
everywhere, particularly In Europe,
a period of expectancy of the near-
by overthrow of the rule of the
bourgeoisie. But at the moment
when the internal crisis of the
Party broke out, most of the Eur-
opean sections had suffered their
first great defeats and disappoint-
ments. Particularly depressing was
the powerless retreat of the Ger-
man proletariat In October 1933. A
new political orientation became an
inner necessity Tor

1

the majority of
the Communist parties. When the
Soviet bureaucracy, exploiting the
disappointment of the Russian
workers with respect to the Eur-
opean revolution, set forth the na-
tional-reformist theory of Socialism
in one country, the young bureau-
cracy of the other sections breath-
ed a sigh of relief ; the new per-
spective opened before them a road
to Socialism independent of the
process ot the International rev-

olution. In this way the internal
reaction within the U. S. S. R. coin-
cided with the reaction in the capi-
talist countries and created the
conditions for a successful admln-
strative punishment of tho Left Op-
position by the centrist bureau-
cracy.

But In their further1 movement
to the Right, the official Parties
collided with the real Kuo Itin
Tang, the real bureaucracy of the
Trade Unions and of the Social-
Democracy, just as the Stalinists
collided with the real kulaks. The
new zig-zag to the side of an ultra-
Left policy earned out thereafter
led to the split of the official Com-
intern majority Into the ruling
Center and the Right oppositionist
wing.

In the camp of Communigm,
therefore, during tke paat yearn it
haa bean pMtfbl* to follow alaaxlir
threa fandamantal group*; tma

Marxist wing (Bolshevik-Lenin-
ists)

; the Centrist fraction (Stalin-
ists), and finally the Right, or pro-
perly speaking right-centrist wing
(Brandlerists), which leads direct-
ly into reformism. The political
development of almost all coun-
tries without exception has con-
firmed and every new day confirms
the correctness of this classifica-

tion and its" living reality.

It was and remains in the high-
est degree characteristic of cen-
trism that for long periods it went
hand In hand with the right ae the
current most nearly related to it

in principle, but never made a bloc
with the Bolshevik-Leninists
against the Right. As to the Right
wing on an international scale,
like every form of opportunism It
is marked by an extraordinary
variety and coutradictoriness among
its national constituents, while they
all have in common hostility to the
Bolshevik-Leninists.

In the U. S. 3. R., under the
conditions of the dictatorship, in
the absence of legal opposition
parties, the Right Opposition in-
evitably becomes the tool whereby
the class forces which are hostile
to the proletariat exert their pres-
sure^—therein consists the main
danger of the Right Opposition ; on
the other hand, the consciousness
of this danger paralyzes those lead-
ers of the Right Opposition who
through their whole past are bound
the Communist party all the shades
up with the Party. In capitalist
countries, where to the right ofi

of reformism can spread themsel-
ves, the Right wing (Brandlerists)
has no field of activity. Insofar
as the Right Opposition has mas*
organizations, it turns them over
directly or Indirectly to the social
democracy (Czeehc-Slovakla, Swe-
den), except for the revolutionary
elements who find their way to the
Bolshevik-Leninists (Czeebo-SloT-
akia, Poland). The Brandlerlot
elements who have remained inde-
pendent here and there (Grmany,
U. S. A.) build their calculations
on being called back and pardoned
sooner or later by the Stalinist bu-
reaucracy; in the name of thia
perspective they carry on a cam-
paign of lies and slander against
the Left Opposition quite la tfc«
•pltit at Stallntam.

Ca »• »MtiMai
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Communist International Changes Policy!
Half-TurntoCenuine UnitedFrontMustBeCompletedandActuallyCarriedOut
The Communist International has

at last spoken on Germany!
The Communist Ineernatioiial has

at last made a turn in policy on
the united front with the social

democracy!

The alarm signal sounded by the

Left Opposition in the ranks of the

Communist movement, the increas-

ingly critical situation in Ger-

many, the hopelessness of the pre-

vious position of the Stalinist fac-

tion—all this forced the Comintern

to speak out It has been compel-

led to come out of its disastrously

sectarian retreat in favor of a uni-

ted front with the social democratic
party to smash the forces of Fasc-

ism.

This is what is revealed by the

Moscow cablegram from Walter
Duranty to the New York Times of

March T, 1933. We quote directly

:

'The Communist International

has reversed Its policy of Commun-
ist party exeluslveness of recent

years and has reverted to a 'uni-

ted front of all workers' parties

under a manifesto Issued January

22 and published In the newspaper
Pravda today. That is the Comin-
tern's answer to Adolf Hitler's

success and the 'unparalleled cam-
paign of provocation and terror

against the whole working class of

Germany.'

"The manifesto, signed by the
executive committee of the Comin-
tern, instructs Communist parties

throughout the world, first, to ar-

range a joint program of action

with Second International and other
labor organizations—that is, com-
bined staff work ; second, to form
committees immediately for joint

action with workers and other
parties—that is, combined Held
work."

In its editorial comment, the
Times, represent i tig the most per-

spicacious bourgeois minds, ob-
serves that this i« the "policy ad-

vocated by Trotsky." 'SI. Trotsky,

from his exile on Prinkipo Island,

in Turkey, a year ago advocated

cooperation between the German
social democrats ;md Communists".

From January 22nd to March 6th
The first Question which rises in

the reader's mind is the unexplain-

ed reason why sis weeks was allow-

ed to elapse between the alleged

date of the issuance of the "united

front manifesto" of the Comintern
(January 22) and its first public

appearance (March 6) in the Com-
munist press—at least in the Mos-

cow Pravda. Was the Communist
world—outside the Immediate ranks

of the Executive Committee

—

of the Comintern—aware of the

existence of the manifesto? If it

was not, what reason was there

for withholding it from attention

all during the recent period, when
the official Communist press con-

tinued to advance the idea that the

"united front with the socialist

traitors" was a species of "Left

social Fascism" peculiar to the

"Trotsky ist vanguard of the coun-

ter-revolution"? If the Commun-
ist parties were aware of the ex-

istence of the manifesto, why was
it not made public in the last six

weeks (in fact, it has not yet been

printed :n the American party

press), or", if it was available but
"not ready for release", why was
It not referred to in the press, or,

at the very least, why wasn't the

ch nge In policy which it represents

reflected in the line of conudct of

the parties? How could the respon-

sible general staff of the world
revolution permit itself the costly

luxury of keeping under cover' so
i' .lly important a document for

a period of six weeks during which
events of paramount significance

were beating down upon the heads
of the German proletariat like a
thunderstorm? And why, when it

is finally made public, does the
Communist public have to look for

It in the columns of the bourgeois
Times which, not for the first time,

is in advance of the Dally Worker
in its reports of developments in

the Soviet Union an the Comin-
tern?
The Comintern manifesto and the

Pravda editorial do not go unre-
ported in the Daily Worker, to be
sure, even If a day later than the
Times. On i>age 4 of its March 8
issue (page one is occupied with
the more vital question of the "de-
mands of the small bank deposit-
ops), the Daily Worker first pub-
lishes a Moscow radiogram from
its own correspondent about the
peculiarly dated Comintern ap-
peal. The American Communist
Party maintains a permanent re-

presentative (more than one) in

Moscow ; it even has its own news-
paper correspondent there, who
is said to have been a dramatic
critic, one Buchwald. But the ad-
vantages one would expect from
such representation do not seem
to accrue to the Daily Worker in

such crucial questions as the pre-
sent.
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It is not difficult to surmise the
truth about this suspicious gap
between the "date of Issue" and
the "date of publication". The
manifesto on the united front was
withheld until the last moment
(assuming that it was really writ-

ten January 22), until the plebis-

citary elections of the Hitler-Hug-

enbeig regime showed so cnishlngly

that the past policy of the "united

front from below"' had not suc-

ceeded in tearing away any ap-

preciable section of the socialist

masses who continue to follow the
Social Democratic Party of Ger-
many, had not succeeded in estab-

lishing that genuine united front,

solid and mobile, which is the es-

sential prerequisite for the victor-

ious struggle against Fascism.
By this, at least two extremely

serious blunders were added to the
already over-long record of Stalin-

ism:
1. Precious, irretrievable time

has been lost, during which Fasc-

ism has been strengthening its

points of support, has been gain-

ing in insolent confidence, has been
proceeding virtually unhampered to

strike blow after blow at the work-
ing class—precious time during
which the Communist party has re-

mained passive and impotent.
2. The Second International

(and the German social democracy
which paved the road for Fascist*
is a part of it) has been allowed
to take the formal Initiative in call-

ing for negotiations with the Com-
munist International for the pur-

pose of establishing a united front.

That the yellow reformist Interna-

tional reeks of hypocritical dem-
agoguery in tys appeal and con-

veniently avoids mention of the
treacherous role which it and its

German section have played in the

Fascist march to power, does not
change the fact that in the eyes
of the socialist masses In particu-

lar, the prestige accruing to the
initiator of the united front goes
to the social democracy—thanks
to the insufferable blundering of

Stalinism.

In its public declaration, the
Second International asserted
weeks ago that it "has always been
ready to negotiate with the Com-
munist International with a view
to common action as soon as this

body is also ready". In our Mon-
day'? issue (simultaneously with
the Pravda publication but, of
course, unaware of it), we stated
that the Comintern must now de-
cline:

"The C. I. is prepared to negoti-

ate with the Second International
for the elaboration of a concrete
program of action against Fascism.
The Herman Communist Party is

prepared to sit down for « joint
discussion of the problem with the
Executive Committee of the Ger-
man social democracy and its

party."

With this we were only repeat-
ing what the Left Opposition has
stubbornly insisted upon for the
last few years, particularly in con-
nection, with the situation in Ger-
many. Against our' point of view
the Stalinists never ti ;ed of launch-
ing their moBt envenomed diatribes.

Up till yesterday, we were de-
nounced as traitors and counter,
revolutionists for defending the
idea of a united front from organi-
zation to organization, the leader-
ship not excluded. The united
front, retorted the Stalinists, can
be concluded vonly from below!".

We cannot sit down, they protest-

ed, with the murderers of Lieb-
knecht and Luxemburg, with the
"social Fascist leaders".

At the recently concluded 12th
Plenum of the Comintern, the "his-

toric leader of German Commun-
ism", Ernst Thaelmann polemized
against those in the party who In-

clined in our direction: "The tactic-

al conclusions which have been
drawn from the false estimation
of the role of the S. P. G. in the
above-mentioned article, are sub-
stantially on a par with the pro-
posals of the Berlin district lead-
ership (of the party);—proposal*
which were made to the Social;

Democratic party with a view to
the holding of joint demonstra-
tions, and which were rightly re-

jected by the Central Committee of
our party, and corrected in the' ease
of Berlin". {Communist Interna-
tional, 1-15-1933, page 35.)
The article to which Thaelmann

referred declared that "the demand
of the Berlin-Brandenburg district
leadership to the iron Front move-
ment, to hold a joint demonstration
against Fascism, is most appropri-
ate here."

"In this," replies Thaelmann,
"'we see the continuation of the
false judgment of the role of the
S. P. G. The proposal made by the
leaders of the Berlin district to the
Xnon Front was sharply criticized
by us, because it expressed an over-
estimation of the degree of matur-
ity attained by the social dem-
ocratic workers, and an underesti-
mation of our own power among the
working class, for the organize
tion of widespread demonstrations
of the united front from below,
coupled with a surrender in the
face of certain sentimental feel-
ings in favor of unity which are
to be met with."
And again, attacking Trotsky who

"wants in all seriousness, to see
the Communists going hand In hand
with the murderers of Liebknecht
and Rosa Luxemburg," who de-
mands "negotiations between the
leaders of the Communist Party of
Germany and the Social Democratic
Party of Germany"—Thaelmann

proclaimed solemnly: "This policy
would mean that we would abandon
our correct Bolshevik policy."

(Ibid, page 36.)

Less than two weeks ago (Feb-
ruary 27, 1933—and the Comintern
manifesto was dated January 22,

19331) Bedacht still wrote in the
Daily Worker: "The more the Com-
munist party united front with the
social democratic workers is eut-

tlng into the strength of social

democracy (see the last elections!

—S.), the more do the Brandler-
ites and the Trotskyites about for

a nnited front with the social dem-
ocratic leaders Bolshevik tactics

made the Communist! the strong-

est single party in Berlin. Bol-
shevik tactic* caused the inner dis-

integration (?!) of the social dem-
oeratio party."

The Significance of the Turn
The blows of the International

Left Opposition against thli light-

minded Neronton fiddling while
the Fascist torch was being applied,

coupled with the blows which the
Fascists themselves were dealing,
have now compelled a turn in the
policy of the Communist Interna-
tional.

The Left Opposition enthusiast-
ically welcomes the turn ! But to
our regret, it is impossible to wel-
come it unreservedly. In the lat-

est turn of the Stalinists, in the
right direction though it is, we de-
tect all the features which inevit-

ably characterize the turns of the
Centrist bureaucraey: ha If-hearted

-

ness, obscurity, covering up the
traces in the interests ot the theory
of infallibility and apparatus pre-
stige, ambiguity.

"The Communist International",

Buchwalds' radiogram quotes from
Pravda, "much earlier offered to

all workers' parties (!) the pro-
posals to create joint fighting front
against the onslaught of the capi-
talists." Much earlier tiion who
or what? Is the reference to the
"united front from below", to the
bureaucratic ultimatism of the de-
mand for the "united front under
Communist party"? If a repetition
of the past policy is all that the
turn signifies, then it would be a
miserable dressing up in the trap-
pings of a more guarded phrase-
ology of the bankrupt policy of yes-
terday. From the Pravda quota-
tions given ua by Buchwald, how*
ever, it appears (one must look for
a clear statement with a micro-
scope) that the Comintern has fin-

ally addreased Itself directly to
the social democracy. "The Com-
munist International is for setting

forth direct and comprehensible
claims. It offers to act and not
concoct joint declarations. In its

appeal, the Comintern deprives the
social democracy of the possibility

of claiming that the Communists
are against unity ifj the question
Is about unity for struggle The
German social democracy is now
confronted with the question of
whether they come to an, agree-
ment with the followers of the
Communist party (only .the follow-
ers?—S.) and advance the fight
against the Fascist dictatorship."

Just what does thts pompous
ambiguity signify concretely? In
the same issue, the Daily Worker's
Internatoinal Notes report a "united
front declaration" which the so-

cialist leaders prevented the Com-
munist representative, Torgler, from
reading at the Socialist demonstra-
tion in Berlin on February 7. The
declaration read as follows: "Dur-
ing the past few weeks it (the C.
P.) has repeatedly appealed to the
Socialist party, the Free and Chris-
tian trade unions to join in calling
upon the working class to oppose
Fascism and the employers. In
this hour of the greatest peril, the
Communist party again calls upon
the workers organized in the Social-

ist party, the Free and Christian
trade unions at once to join us in
Iwginning the fight against Fasc-
ism."

If words have any meaning, this

"united front appeal" is simply a
rephrased "united front from be-

The Banking Crisis in the United States
TWO BILLIONS IN CURRENCY AND GOLD HOARDED, THREATENING TO CRIPPLE THE

FINANCING OF BUSINESS; PLANS BEING WORKED OUT BY BOURGEOISIE TO
TIDE ITSELF OVER CRITICAL PERIOD, WITH INFLATION MENACING PROLETARIAT

The basic problem of banking is

this: In the United States, the
national income in boom years was
about 90 billion dollars a year, at
present about half of that ; the
national wealth about 300 to 400
billions. This income is realized in
the form of nfoney, and a large
part of the transfers of wealth
take the form of money ae an in-

termediate stage. This money is

based on gold. But there is only
3 to 4 billions of gold in this coun-
try. The whole business of hank-
ing is to fill the gap between the
3-1 billions of gold and the hun-
dreds of billions of money trans-
actions which are based on gold.
The banking system is a device for
filling this gap by means of credit,
iu other words, paper. Every dol-
lar of gold received by the Federal
Reserve Bunks can become the
basis for 2 1-2 dollars of Federal
Reserve paper, each of which in
turn can become the basis of 8
to 14 dollars in loans and deposits
in the ordinary commercial banks.

As a result of this mechanism,
3^ billions in gold supports 5-7

billions in paiter1 money which In
turn supports 44 millions of bank
deposits, which are the real "funds"
with which the business of the
country is transacted. All of this

works well enough until and unless
the people who have bank deposits

ask for paper money instead, and
the people who have paper money
ask for gold. When this happens
the credit, which stuffs the gap be-
tween the amount of gold actually
available and the amount of busi-

ness which has to be financed, is

cut down. This cannot go very
far without raising the possibility

that the first 3-4 billions of deposits
may i>e paid off In gold, and the
entire rest of the banking struc-
ture be left without any gold foun-
dation.

To put it somewhat differently—
if all the economic life of the coun-
try were to be restricted to what
can actually be financed on a cash
gold basis, it would have to be re-

duced, not to 50% of "normal" as
at present, but to about 3%. In
Soviet Russia in the worst period

of the civil war, in. 1920, after

years of imperialist and civil war
and the transition from capitalists

to war-time Communism, the low-

est level reached was 18% of
"normal". The complete wiping-

out of credit and the reduction of

economic activity would be an un-

paralleled economic collapse. When
there is a danger of this, as there
has been on six occasions since the
Civil War, the banks, not having
enough gold or currency to meet
the demand, and finding their credit

steadily cut down, fill in the gap
with emergency paper of some sort

as long as the panic continues,

then retire it as soon as a "nor-
mal" basis for banking has been
restored. This happens when gold
and currency begin coming back
into the banks, »o that 'deposit!

increase instead of decreasing.

Just what has Lappened in the
present banking crisis? Bank*
have been shut odwn by whole
states at a time, and depositors
have been withdrawing their

money. Deposits have been cut
fiom 44 to 42 billions, while note
circulation has gone up over a
billion dollars, from 5 to over 6
billions, at the same time as gold

on hand has been reduced from 4
to 3 1-2 billions. In other words,
about 2 billions of currency aM
gold have gone into hoarding. The
danger of a reduction in deopslts

and credit reaching the point of

crippling the financing of business
became imminent. As a result ot

Ohe hoarding, there is not enough
money to go aiound, and credit Is

ict able to fill the gap because It

Is being withdrawn, not extended,
when everybody wants eash.

How do the banks and the gov-
ernors and president who speak for

them propose to meet this situation?

In the same way as such situations

have always been met—by putting
out something which will take the
place of money until the emergency
Is over, i, e., unftil money comes
back out of hoarding and credit,

along with deposits, stops declin-

ing.

Evidently there is a difference

among the hankers as to just how

this is to be done. The New York
City group wants to issue Clearing

House certificates, which represent

only the balances which one bank
has with other banks. Anyone who
wants to accept this as money can
do eo, but unlike "regular" money,
there Is no legal way of compelling
him to accept it. This Is the de-

vice that was used in 1873, 1893
and 1907, on each of which occas-

ions it was redeemed, ttHer cir-

culating for some months.

The plan being carried through
by Gov. Lehman of New York State
is to have new Emergency Certifi-

cate Corporations organized which
will take over assests from banks
and Issue certificates against them.
This kind of paper is backed by the
particular assets against which It

is Issued, not by the general credit

of all the banks in a given district,

like the Clearing House certificates.

A third plan is being worked out
by Woodin, Secretary of the Treas-
ury, for the issue of Federal Re-
serve, notes of a special kind against
bank assets; something like the
Lehman plan but on a national
scale and without forming a new
hanking corporation.

Will There Be Inflation?

No matter which of these plans
is actually carried into practice,
the result will be an increase In

the amount of paper In circulation.

Does this mean inflation? Not nec-
essarily. If the total amount of
all these new issues, of whatever
kind, is kept down to the amount
of money which has gone into
hoarding, it will merely keep the
total of cash plus credit in the
status quo before the rush on the
banks started ; if the amount of
new paper issued is less, it will be
even a further deliation and reduc-
tion in the amount of circulating

medium. If, on the other hand,
more new paper is Issued than the
amount of cash that has gone into

hoarding, or if it is kept in circu-

lation and not retired while the
hoarded cash comes back. It will

result in a net increase in the total

amount of means of payment ac-

low" all over again

!

The workers in the ranks of the

reformist organizations must in-

deed be appealed to, they must be
called upon to fight for the united
front. That goes without saying.

But unless the Communist party
offers directly to the Social Dem-
ocratic party and the trade unions
a proposal for united front negotia-

tions with a concrete fighting pro-
gram—the agitation in the reform-
ist ranks it confined to a Commun-
ist recruiting campaign which is In

no sense a substitute for the united
front.

The Communst International has
been forced to make a turn, but
thus far the turn ii one of words
only, and "clever", "diplomatic"
words at that "The about-face of
the Stalinists is inevitable," wrote
Trotsky a year ago. "More than
once in the past it has happened
that the Stalinist bureuacracy, hav-
ing spoiled paper in hundred tons
in polemics against counter-revolu-
tionary 'Trotskyism', thereafter
made an abrupt about-face and
tried to fulfill the program of the
Left Opposition—in truth, some-

times after hopeless delays The
correctness of our position will be-

come apparent in action with each
passing day. When the ceiling

overhead bursts into fiarae, the
most stubborn bureaucrats must
needs forget about prestige. Even
genuine privy councilors, in such
situations, jump out of windows in

their underwear. The pedagogy of

facts will come to the assistance
of our criticism."

The pedagogy of facts, the ln-

transigeant, unyielding, persistent

blows of the Left Opposition, have
foreed a turn in the Stalinist pol-

icy. The turn is in the right direc-

tion, but it cannot be over-emphas-
ized that it is inadequate; Incom-
plete, cowardly—in a word, typic-

ally Stalinist. The way to com-
plete the turn is not to be over-
whelmed by enthusiasm and to
swallow everything uncritically,

but to strike twice as hard for the
views of. the Left Opposition. It

is only by acting in this manner
in the past that the Left Opposi-
tion contributed its share even to
the partial turn which has now been
effected.

What Must the Party Do Now?

(Continued on Page 2)

The Communist worker, whose
passive resistance to the old Stalin-

ist policy was not the least factor

in forcing a change, will be remiss
in his revolutionary duty if he

tails to drive ahead now. The turn

must be completed ; it must be made
concrete; the bureaucratic loopholes

(and there are far too many of

them already apparent) must be
plugged up.

What is to be done now?
First : the party membership,

the Communist worker's, are our
first concern, for without a clear-

headed party, which understands
what it is cfoing and why, even the

best policy is worth very little.

Therefore, it is imperative that the

turn be elucidated, the reasons for

it made clear, the blunder of yes-

terday revealed and condemned to

prevent its recurrence, and bureau-
cratic prestige sacrificed In the In-

terests of clarity. The party,

which has been iso horribly dis-

oriented and misedncated, must be
re-oriented and re-educated : in a
word, It must be re-armed.

Second: the turn must be made
genuine and concrete. We have
not the slightest reason to doubt
that the party leadership will con-

sent Itself with the issuance of

a formal appeal to the social dem-
ocracy, equivocally couched, with
a good deal of "united front from
below" babble smuggled In. Then,
if and when it is ignored or re-

jected by the social democratic
leaders, the Stalinist leaders will

retire to their old positions, "prov-
ing" the "hopelessness" of any
"united front with the leaders".
The correct and only procedure is

to address a forma! and public ap-
peal to the social democratic party,

through itts executive committee

;

ditto to the trade unions ; to pro-
pose In this appeal a public meet-
ing (before the eyes and under the
control of the working class) of
the representatives of both move-
ments to discuss a concrete pro-
gram of action against Fascism.
At the same time, to call upon the
reformist masses to demand that
their leaders accept the Communist
united front proposal, that their

leaders agree to meet, discuss, work
out a fighting program), and act
with the Communists. Therein and
only therein lies the true signific-

ance of a "united front from be-
low" as distinguished from the
Stalinist conception of yesterday
(and to a certain extent of today),
as well as from the Chiang Kai-
Shek and Anglo-Russian Commit-
tee "united fronts from above."

Third: outside of Germany, in
the other capitalist countries, the
Communist party must approach
the social democracy and the trade
unions In the same manner, de-
manding a united front to mobilize
the masses In France, Enlgand, the
United States and elsewhere fbr
an international movement of
struggle against Hitlerism and
solidarity with the German prole-
tariat

These are elementary prelimin-
aries. The latest events have only
fcrtifled the standpoint and the
confidence of the Left Opposition.
Our vigilance will not be diminish-
ed for a moment; our irreconcil-
able opposition to Stalinism will
not be moderated; our role will
not be reduced. On the contrary.
"Should the Communist party be

compelled to apply the policy of the

united front, It will almost cer-

tainly permit the attack of Fascism
to be beaten off," Trotsky wrote in

1932. '"In its own turn, the seri-

ous victory over Fascism will clear

the road for the dictatorship of
the proletariat. But even at the
helm of tiie revolution, the Com-
munist party will still bear wih-
in itself many contradictions. The
mission of the Left Opposition will

not at all be completed. In a cer-

tain sense it will only begin. In
the hrst place the victory of pro-
letarian revolution in Germany
would signify the liquidation of the
bureaucratic dependence of the
Communist party upon the Stalin-

ist apparatus".
Even though much water—and

blood—has flowed since this was
written, and invaluable time crim-
inally squandered by a bureaucracy
jealous of its prestige, it remains
essentially true. Fascism can still

lie conquered. The proletarian rev-
olution may -still be put at the top
of the order of the day In Ger-
many, and consequently through-
out Europe. The Left Opposition,
the Bolshevik-Lenin 1sts stands at
the watchposts of the world rev-
olution !

Wed., March 8, 1033. M. S.

SPARTACUS YOUTH AFFAIR
The Spurtacus Youth Club will

hold an entertainment and dance
Staurday March 11, 1933, at the
headquarters of the International
Workers School, 126 East 16th
Street. Admission is only 15
cents, and an excellent program of
entertainment haa been arranged.
All s-oung workers and students are
cordially invited to attend and ac-
quaint themselves with the Lett
Opposition youfh.

RESPONSE FROM MONTREAL
Dear Comrades

:

Have read the Militant for the
last month and have been pro-
foundly impressed by the sincerity
of the paper.

It warms my heart to see an
issue handled, and driven home, as
the German crisis has by the Left
Opposition.

Enclosed herein please find $2.00
to add my bit for the cause.

Internationally,
Montreal. GEORGE KELLET.

ST. LOUIS CLASSES
The St. Louis Branch, Interna-

tiona^ Workers' School Is conduct-
ing a study class on the "Funda-
mentals of Communism" with Mar-
tin Payer as instructor. Sessions
are held every Monday evening,
7:30-10:00 P. M. in the downstairs
club room, Cruden Branch Library,
14th and Cass Aves. All readers
ot the Militant invited to attend.
Tuition is free. Sufficient litera-
ture Is available to all students.

Newark Meeting
at the Hungarian Workers Home

37-ieth Ave.,

Newark, N. J.
Saturday Evening, March 11th,

8 P. M.
THE GERMAN PROLETARIAT

AND FASCISM
Speaker

;

JAMES P. CANNON
EVERYBODY WELCOME!

Communist League of America
(Opposition) Newark branch

Speakers:

m
M
a1s
NH
mk™g AftertheGerman Elections-WhatNow? ^S^SH

Amytal: Communist League »f America (Opposition) MARTIN ABERN, Chalirmn

LABOR TEMPLE
FRIDAY, MARCH 10th, 8 P. M.
14th Street and Second Avmum

LARGE HALL
ADMISSION IS Cents
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Communism and the Negro

Fighting Lynching in the South

To the credit of Communists gen-

erally there is a widespread inter-

est in the Negro question and for

those comrades who can recognize

the experiences of the party in the

South as more authoritative than

the decrees of the bureaucrats,

there are vitally important lessons

concerning tactics and strategy in

the struggle against lynching, par-

ticularly, and also in the struggle

against all the other weapons the

southern rulers employ to perpetu-

ate racial antagonism in the ranks

of labor—so as to keep the South

unorganized.

It ia of very great importance

to note that the only really effec-

tive campaign of the party against

lynching was possible only after

efforts to unionize the South had
led to and made known to the

world the Loray strike at Gastonia,

N. C, in which a fighting issue was
the Communist dematfd for full

social, political and economic equal-

ity for Negro workers. A Negro
organizer had been sent into the

field there to pull out in solidarity

with the white workers, the Negro
workers in the picker rooms of that

mill and the result of his efforts

were reacted to on the part of the

bosses by their attack on the Na-
tional Textile .Workers' Union on

Jane 7, 1920, the very night the

picker room workers joined the

strike. Negro workers in the waste
mill of Bessemer City, N. C. struck

along with the white workers in

the American mills of that town
in protest against the frame-up of

Fred Beal, the strike leader and
fourteen other comrades and mili-

tant workers—this frame-up follow-

ing the bosses' attack of June 7.

This frame-up changed the strag-

gle into primarily a defense of the

workers framed in the Gatsonia-
Aderhott case, but the ealla to

every meeting and demonstration
were addressed to and invited both
NegTo and white workers. Never-
theless, with the exception of Negro
Communists, there were practic-

ally no Negro workers who defied

the southern segregation laws and
the ever-real terrorism in the South
because of the institution of lynch-

ing to make their presence a re-

sponse to the calls until the south-

ern Convention of Textile Workers
held in Charlotte, N. C, October
12, 13, and 14, 1929, appeared as
pregnant with the possibilities for

a general movement to organize
the entire working class of the
South. This convention to which
both Negro and white delegates

came and participated, drove home
to southern white workers present
the fundamentally important fact

thai any serious movement to or-

ganize the South must develop not
merely on the basis of wages, hours
and siop considerations, but just
as important or more so, on the

basis of full finality for Negro
workers in the workers' organiza-
tions.

Following this conference, in and
around Charlotte, N. C. especially,

meetings of defense of the framed
workers, meetings celebrating the
Russian revolution, meetings to or-

ganize the unemployed, etc., were
responded to by workers of both
races, and workers of both races
became members of the organiza-
tions, steps which in themselves
were blows at the bosses' weapons
of division, segregation and Jim
Crowism especially ; but also steps
preparatory lo,the only real strug-

gle in the South carried on against
lynching as in these instances too

the workers had to be ever ready
to defend themselves from attacks.

It was on February 8, 1S30 that
Senator Ileflin of Alabama deliver-

ed his infamous speech in which he
endorsed, condoned and encouraged
lynching, which was a signal to the
southern Bourbons he represented
to employ this weapon more fre-

quently as an aid in their efforts

to push still more on to the shoul-
ders of the proletariat, especially

the Negro proletariat, the burdens
of the deepening crisis, at a time
when the strikers of the Leaks . ille

mill in the vicinity of Charlotte,
N. C. were yet under the influence
and guidance of Communist organ-
izers, a time when in that town,
meetings preparatory to the March
6 demonstration against unemploy-
ment were being frequently held.

In just a few days, several lynch-
ings took place, the first and most
dramatically brutal being that of

Jiuimie Levine at Occila, Ga. This
prompted the comrades in the field

to cail protest meetings in all sec-

tions of the South where even the
beginnings of organization had
been made. Certainly among the
very first to get active were the
workers and comrades in Charlotte
who held first a noon-day demon-
stration against lynching in front
of one of the local mills and then
advertised the special protest meet-
ing. But "so full d£ artless jeal-

ousy was guilt" on the part of the
Charlotte police that they inter-
rupted the demonstration as a move
against the lynching that was being
prepared in Charlotte at that time
instead of as a demonstration
against lynching as an institution,
and as a result, the whispering
campaign against a colored fellow
being held in the Mecklenburg
County jail at that time, charged
with raping a dead white woman
In a funeral parlor, leaked out be-
cause of their attack on the pre-
parations for the protest meetfng.

Of course, this transformed the
intended educational and protest
meeting into an experience or ra-
ther, a test of the forces in the
locality for and against lynching.
The armed thugs who congregated
within less than half a block fiom
the protest meeting, did not carry
out their threats to break it up.
They did not even dare to attack
it But the workers made plans
to carry their" struggle mucb far-

LEAGUE ACTIVITIES

ther. Three worker guards kept

watch over the County jail so that

no matter at what time a mob
might congregate the workers would

be arpused at a moment'p notice.

The result was that the jailed

Negro worker was transferred to

the' state penitentiary by state

authorities before his I rial took

place.

But why was this the party's

only effective campaign against

lynching in the South? Some com-

rades may well wonder. And the

answer is, in this campaign, south-

ern while as well as Negro work-

ers were active participants. But

lo understand more fully it should

t>e borne in mind also that they

were together because the party's

efforts and energies were being,

directed in the direction of organ-

izing the industrial workers Of the

South instead of almost exclusive-,

lv the tenant farmers of the "Black
Bell".

The camiKiign of the party

against lynching came to a halt as

far us being effective was concern-

ed (there were many reasons sub-

ordinate to it) when it put forward
the slogan of "self-determination

for the Negroes of the Black Belt"

which carried with it the aim of

agrarian revolution instead of pro-

letarian revolution in the South.

When that change was made by
the party, it suffered let-down af-

tei let-down, instead of rising to

greater heights on the uphill of

! winning the .South for Communism.
1 —GEORGE J. SAUL.

The Banking Crisis

In the U. S.

(Continued from Page 1)

tual!" in circulation, the result of

which is inflation.

This would mean higher prices

for goods, less buying power of

the workers' wages, and intensi-

fication of the capitalist attack on

the workers' standard of living.

It simply cannot be predicted at

(he present time whether or not

this will follow. If) the capital-

ists decide that their interests will

be best served by inflation, the pre-

sent banking crisis and the issue

of scrip may afford them a favor-

able opportunity to carry it through.

This is by no means certain, how-
ever. It. would mean a serious

setback in the struggle for world
hegemony, particularly if France
remains financially "sound" and
supports the English pound against

the dollar.

The Daily Worker has already

decided that there will be infla-

tion, and furthermore that the now
paper to be issued, the "scrip'',

will be depreciated a»d that it is

all a trick to cheat the worker and
small depositor by giving him
worthless paper while the banker
holds on to his cash and gold. Un-
doubtedly the capitalist class in-

cluding the bankers will try to

throw the burdens of the hanking
crisis, as well as of the crisis in

general, on to the petty bourgeoisie
and the proletariat. But merely to

say this in general does not do
away with the necessity of study-
ing the concrete situation and
working out an effective revolution-

ary class policy on the basis of

a correct understanding of what is

going on.

It is possible tbat too many scrip

may be issued leading to inflation!

or that delay and confusion in get-

ting it out may result in a general
unwillingness to accept it which
would lead to its depreciating in

price, which would take the form of

a premium for doilaf bills over
scrip. But this cannot be assumed
in advance. This scrip must not
be confused with something like

the scrip which the bosses use all

the time in many mining districts,

for instance, which can lie used
only in company stores, and consti-

tutes an outright cheat on the
worker, to be fought against at
all times.

If this were the kind of scrip
v-hich it is proposed to issue here,

or if the new scrip were really

what the Daily Worke* says it is,

it would be the duty of all rev-
olutionary oi ganizations of the
workers to take the leadership in

a defensive movement to refuse to

accept it, under some such slogan
as "We want our full wages—cash,
not scrip". At the present time,
there does not seem to be any
reason for such a slogan, and it

should not be Raised unless it is

meant and responds to the living
experience of the workers.

The typical Stalinist "two-class"
opportunism in dealing with other
classes is shown in the demand for
"decisive mass action" by small
depositors to get their deposits out
in cash. This is a capitulation to
tile petty bourgeois psychology of
"I don't care what happens to the
other's, just so I get mine". It la

in iio sense a workers' demand,
such as those for higher wages, or
unemployment relief. Workers-' de-
posits are not their main worr'y.
The slogan is a mechanical attempt
to harness the forces of the most
advanced section of the proletariat
to a reactionary-individualistic de-
mand of a section of the petty bour-
geoisie, a demand which is neither
practicable on the basis of the
existing order nor constitutes a
step in a revolutionary direction.

—B. J. FIELD.

At this crucial moment of the Ger-
man crisis, the Left Opposition
must be readmitted into the party
with full party rights, to fight side
by side with the other Communist
workers for the cause of the pro-
feterlatn

Successful Meeting

In Newcastle
New Castle, Pa,—Comrade Oehler

arrived here on schedule, February

20, and spoke to a meeting arrang-

ed for him at the Knights of Jlalta

Hall, secured for this occasion. In_

numbers, response, political repre-

sentation, and keen interest mani-

fested, the meeting was a success.

About seventy-five workers, from
the CP, SI', IWW, and other work-

ingclass organizations including

fraternal and trade-union locals,

young workers, sympathizers, and
many old militants active in the

labor movement for years attended.

It was a very representative and
selective audience.

Comrade Oehlcr's lecture was re-

ceived with the closest attention

and concentrated interest on the

part of the audience. All phases

of the German situation were givtn

in their logical order and relation-

ship, starting with a lucid consi-

deration of the objective factors

:

the economic crises and the German
economic crisis in relation, to the

international situation, and the

political crisis flowing from the
economic. All these points which
are ABC to Marxists, were a very
valuable and iutersting lesson to

the advanced workers which com-
posed its audience. Passing from
the objective to the subjective fac-

tors, the role of the working class

parties and their policies was of

the most acute interest, as there
were Stalinists and Socialists in

the audience. The course embark-
ed on by the Social Democracy in

1914, and the criminal policies of

Stalinism which aided both the So-

posal, to defend the Staliniat stand

--one of them asserting that the

party's policy was now in favor of

the "united "front with the lead-

ers". This contention was adequ-
ately refuted by Shachtman who
quoted from the official party press

to the contrary. Several young
Communists present approached us
to express their, agreement with
our views or their dissatisfaction

with the official point of view.

Others declared their disagreement
with the attempts of Rome party
members present to disrupt the

meeting by constant heckling. A
very favorable impression was
made, however, upon the workers
present in general. Added to the

preliminary individual agitation

work that has been carried on by
our comrades in this section, this

meeting revealed the sentiment for

our movement and indicates that
good organ izatlonal results will

soon be forthcoming.

Two Good Meetings

In Boston
Boston.—Two excellent meetings

on the crisiK in Germany were held

by the Boston branch of the Com-
munist Leagtie of America (Op-
position) last week. On Sunday
night, March 5, comrades Antion-
etle P. Konikow of Boston and
Martin Abern of New York spoke
before an audience of over 80 in

tensely interested persons at the

Belmont Hall in Roxbur'y. After a
complete review by the speakers of
the causes that brought the Fasc-
ist Hitter into power in Germany;
the traitorous role of the social

eial Democracy and Fascism by democracy of Gertnany from the
building a wall between the Social- 1 days of the World War up to now

;

ist .Workers and the Communists the enormities of the blunders com-
fhi'ough the theories of Social Fasc-
ism and Third Period Zig-zags,
these phases of "the lecture drew fire

during the discussion period, es-

pecially from the Stalinists.

The discussion period took such
a turn, due to the political cur-
rents in the audience, that comrade
Oehler actually gave a series of
short talks on the history of the
Comintern since Lenin, dealing with
the Chinese Revolution, the British
General St rike, the situation in

the Soviet Union, and the problems
of the labor movement in this

country, in order to answer all

questions in detail.

So intense was the interest, that
the chairman, comrade Keyburn,
had to declare the meeting adjourn-
ed at eleven I'; M. after *a three-

hour period of lecture and discus-
sion. We have reason to believe

that the ideas of the Left Opposi-
tion have l>een greatly advanced
as a result of this meeting.

—MAX HUDSON.

250 At Brownsville

Meeting
Two hundred and fifty workers'

packed the hall at the Brownsville
Labor Lyceum in the first meeting
ever held in that section of the

city by the Left Opposition, to

hear our standpoint presented on
the situation in Germany and the
tasks of the Communists. Almost
half of the audience was composed
of members or sympathizers of the

Communist party and the Young
Communist League, who listened

attentively to the exposition of our
views by comrade Max Shachtman.
In the discus ion, three represen-

tatives of the party took the floor-

with extended time at their dis-

mitted by the leadership of the
Communist Party of Germany and
the Stalinist Communist Interna-
tional in relation to the Fascist
menace, the speakers brought for-

ward in detail the program of the
LeSt Opposition, particularly the
matter of the correct application of

the united front policy in order1

to

achieve a militant and victorious
struggle against Fascism.

The remarks of the speakers were
very well received, and numerous
finest ions aimed still further to clar-
ify the situation were put to the
speakers. Large numbers of Com-
munists and Socialists, including
quite a few numbers of the Young
People's Socialist. League who es-
pouse the cause of the so-called
"Militant" group in the S. P. Cop-
ies of the Militant were sold and
distributed and a large batch of
comrade Trotsky's '"Germany
What Next?"; his speech at Copen-
hagen "in Defense of the Russian
lievolution" and the brochure, "So-
viet. Economy in Danger", were
sold.

On Friday Maijeh 3rd, com-
rade Martin Abern addressed an
Open Forum, at which 40 people
were in attendance, at Peabody,
Mass. on the subject, "The Crisis
in Germany". A good number of
socialists were also presented at
this meeting, and after the lecture

discussion took place among those
present on the situation in Ger-
many, and especially on the re-

spective roles of the Socialists and
Communists in the class struggle.
This meeting was arranged through
the efforts of the Boston branch of
the Communist League. There is

a noticeable enlivening of the ac-

tivities of the Boston comrades,

and these are reflected too in the

columns of the Militant.

First Mass Meeting

In Los Angeles
Los Angeles.—The first official

appearance of the Left Opposition

before the workers of Los Angeles

was the mass meeting on the ques-

tion of the "The Crisis in Ger-

many." The results of the meeting
of March 3 left the newly formed
branch highly enthusiastic.

Over 85 workers including a
score of members of the party and
Y. C. L. listened to the presentation

of the position of the International

Left Opposition The hall chosen
for (he meeting was far' too small.

Every inch of standing space was
taken and the meeting overflowed.

The door was kept open to allow

the workers who could not be ac-

comodated within the hall to hear
the speeches and discussion.

The speakers of the evening were
S. M. Rose and C. Curtis. Comrade
Sam Meyers was the chairman.
After the speakers of the evening

had concluded the floor was thrown
open to discussion. The comrades
of the YCL and the party are
marked here as elsewhere by a lack
of any serious education. (They
have, however, plenty of tbat which
goes as Marxism-Leninism in the
present day.)

Driven into the corner by the ir-

restible flow of Marxism, one young
comrade resorted to the inevitable
retreat of an exposed person:
slander. The meeting, finally, ad-
journed at midnight. ,We are sure
that the comrades and workers are
going to seriously consider the L.

0. position, and are going to raise

the issue within their organiza-
tions.

It is noteworthy that the C. P.
here has not taken notice of the
German events. The necessity sen-
sitiveness of a Oomnamist to in-

ternational events has been blunted
by the years of the Stalinist re-

gime. "More important things....
shop campaigns, unemployed work
...." the bureaucrats mumble.
More important things than the

defeat or victory of the most pow-
erful working class movement out-

side the USSR!

The meeting resulted in a num-
ber of contacts for the L. O. and
quite a sale of literature.

The comrades of the L. O. are
very active in the mass unemploy-
ed movement and are the recog-

nized spokesmen within the move-
ment for the Left wing. The Left
wing of the Unemployed Coopera-
tive Relief Association (an organi-

zation of 40,000 heads of families),

through the initiative of the L. O.
has invited the O. P. into active
participation in the work. The com-
rades of the C. P. are having quite
a time of it. At one meeting we
are counter-revolutionists, and at
another we are comrades-in-arms,
battling together. —C.
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China Report Confirms Opposition

The Foreign Policy Association,

nardly known for its Communist
leanings has recently issued a very
interesting report on the class

forces and relations in China. The
report issued over the signature of

T. A. Bisson lacks the usual bour-

geois bombast and makes the ef-

fort to confine itself to the actual

facts. As such it deserves com-
ment.

The central pivot of the Chinese
situation, today, is the expanding
influence of Communism In the in-

terior of China, which the report

declares, is the "key to political

events in China". The recognition

of this fact is most significant to

revolutionaries throughout the
world. It points to the complete
bankruptcy of the Chinese bourge-

oisie to solve any of the needs of

the Chinese people. In spite of fell

the material support the Chiang
Kai-Sheks have received from the
American imperialists they have
not been able to alleviate the inde-

scribable conditions of the Chinese
masses even in the most elementary
manner. They have not been able

to consolidate Cbina and consum-
mate its internal unity. They have
remained the compradores, the

lackeys of foreign imperialism.
Bisson states that the a nti-foreign

policy, the drastic social and inter-

nal reforms, which he claims "were
|

being riapidly and easily achieved

;

during the 1925-1927" period no
longer obtain today. This clearly
bears out the analysis made hy
the Left Opposition of the reac-
tionary role of the Chinese bour-
geoisie in the revolution. We have
declared many times, not only on
the basis of the experience of the
Kussian revolutions but of the
particular class relationships that
exist in China, that the Chinese
bourgeoisie could not be a progres-

sive factor. Our1 analysis direct-

ly contradicted the revision-

ist policy of the Stalin-Bucharin
leadership of the Comintern, which
lost the Chinese Communist Tarty
in the camp of the Kuo Min Tang,
because the latter would "fight

against imperialism" because it

feared the consequences of the ac-

tion of the toiling masses who would
necessarily have to be brought into
motion. At this point we disagree
with ISisson, who says echoing the
Mensheviks of the Stalin faction,
tlwtf. the Kuo Min Tang had set
an anti-imperialist movement afoot
in the 1926-1027 period. Innumer-
able facts have been adduced to
prove the falsity of this statement.
Events have incontesfably demon-
strated that the Kuo Min Tang
bourgeoisie never fought against
imperialism hut against one or an-
other imperialist nation with the
support and sponsorship of some
other imperialist nation.

The driving force of Communism
stiil retains its vitality despite the
defeat which Stalinism led it into
and the four years of ruthless ex-
termination of the flower of the
movement bv the butcher Chiang
Kai-Shek and his hangmen. Bisson
admits that under1

this danger of
Communism "the Left and Right
wings of the Kuo Min Tang—form-
erly quite distinct—have drawn so
closely together as to become prac-
tically indistinguishable. . .

." We
might add that so great is the
apprehension of the Chinese gener-
als of the spread of Gommunism in
the interior of China that even un-
der the impact of the blows of the
Japanese imperialists, partitioning
northern China, they could not
spare any forces from their cam-
paign against the Communists.

On the character of this Commun-
ist movement in China the state-

ment of Bisson further vindicates

the prediction and analysis of the

Left Opposition. He characterizes

the movement as having made
"steady gains in China's agrarian
hinterland". Not a word about the

strength of Communism in the

urban and industrial centers. And
how can it be otherwise? Aug-
menting their criminal errors in

the revolutionary period the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy has turned its face
away from the proletariat Sand has
established what is virtually a peas-
ants' party drawing on the belated
echo of the rural areas to the rev-

olutionary upsurge that has passed
and which has not as yet re-arisen

in its real force.

The fundamental problem of the
future of the Chinese people is

raised by Bisson with singular
clarity. "Capitalist domination ttt

the Kuo Min Tang however, has
not suppressed the issue thus
raised. With the progress of the
Chinese Communist movement, the
Choice between reconstructing
China on a socialist or a capitalist
basis is pressed more and more
insistently on Chinese leaders. On
which of these bases shall China
seek to satisfy its supreme politi-
cal necessities — national unifica-
tion, stability and security?" This
is the crux of the Chinese "puz-
zle" just as it is pf the chaos that
reigns throughout the rest of the
world.

But this problem has passed from
the domain of pedantic inquiry to
the plane of tested reality. In
China, no sooner, had the bourge-
oisie seized the reins of govern-
ment than it has found itself in
a paralytic impasse, unable to solve
any of the burning questions of its
national economy, let alone the
dire needs of the hungry masses.
To put the question is to answer it

Either capitalism will plunge
the masses into the abyss of bar-
barism or the emergence of hu-
manity on a higher plane will come
Uhrough the triumph of the prole-
tariat. —CLARKE.

The Seventh Congress of the
Comintern is at Least two years
overdue. It muse be called Imme-
diately, with the Left Opposition
participating:

Unemployment and the
American Working Class

by Arne Swabeck
A popular, Marxist explanation
for workers. .Excellent for*

propanganda and distribution.

24 pages 5 cent3
Postage lc extra per eopy

Minimum quantity per order 5
PIONEER PUBLISHERS

84 East lOlh Street, N. Y. C.

WKat Next
Vital Questions for the
German Proletariat.

by LEON TROTSKY
A pentrating Marxist analysis
of the class dynamics and forces
at work in the present situation.
A burning indictment of the
treacheries of the .social dem-
ocracy and the criminal blun-
ders of the Stalinists. A work
no Left wing worker and Com-
munist can afford to neglect.
One of the texts of the future.
193 Pages Cloth .65 Paper .35

Postage: .06 per copy extra

International Pre-Conference of

the Left Opposition Presents Thesis

Continued from last issue

Fundamental Principles of the
Left Opposition

The International Left Opposi-

tion stands on the ground of the

first four Congresses of the Com-
intern. This does not mean that

it bows before every letter of its

decisions, of which many had ft

purely temporary character and in

individual practical consequences
have been refuted by subsequent
practice. But all the essential

principles (relation to imperialism
and to the bourgeois state; to

democracy and reformism ; the
problem of the insurrection ; the
dictatorship of the proletariat; the
relation to the peasantry and to the
oppressed nations ; Soviets ; work
in the trade unions; parliamentar-
ism; the policy of the united front)
remain even today the highest ex-
pression of proletarian strategy in

the epoch of the general crisis of
capitalis.m

The Left Opposition rejects the
revisionist decisions of the Fifth
and Sixth World Congresses and
considers necessary a radical re-

statement of the program of the
Comintern, in which the gold of
Marxism has been rendered com-
pletely worthless by the centristfc

alloy.

In accordance with the spirit and
the sense of the decisions of the
first for World Congresses, and in
continuation of these decisions, the
Left Opposition sets up the follow-
ing principles, develops them theor-
etically and carries them through
practically

:

1. The independence of the pro-

letarian party, always and under
all conditions ; condemnation of
the Kuo Min Tang policy of 1924-
28; condemnation of the policy of
the Anglo-Russian Committee; con-
demnation of Stalin's theory of
two-class (worker and peasant)
parties and of the whole practice
based on this theory; condemna-
tion of the policy of the Amster-
dam Congress, in which the Com-
munist party was dissolved in the

pacifist swamp.
2. Recognition of the interna-

tional and thereby of the perman-
ent character of the proletarian

revolution; rejection of the
4 theory

of socialism in one country as well

as of the policy of national Bol-

shevism which complements it in

Germany (platform of "national
liberation").

3. Recognition of the Soviet
State as a> Workers' State, in spite

of the growing degeneration of the.

bureaucratic regime. Uncondi-
tional command that every worker
defend the Soviet state against
imperialism as well as against in-

ternal counter-revolution.

4. Condemnation of the economic
policy of the Stalinist fraction both
in its stage of economic opportun-
ism in 1923 to 1928 (struggle
against "overindustrialization" and
staking all on the kulaks), as well
as" its stage of economic adventur-
ism in 1928 to 1932 (over-stretched
tempo of industrialization, through-
going collectivization, administra-
tive liquidation of the kulaks as a
class). Condemnation of the crim-
inal bureaucratic legend that "the
Soviet state has already entered
into Socialism". Recognition of
the necessity of a return to the real-
istic economic policies of Leninism.

5. Recognition of the necessity
of systematic Communist work in
the proletarian mass organizations,
particularly in the reformist trade
unions. Condemnation of the theory
and practice of the Red Trade Un-
ion Organization in Germany and
similar constructions in the other

1

countries.

6. Rejection of the formula of
the "democratic dictatorship of the
proletariat and the peasantry" as a
separate regime distinguished from
the dictatorship of the proletariat,
which carries along the peasant
and the oppressed massed In gen-
eral behind It. Rejection of the
anti-Marxist theory of the peace-
ful "growing-over" of the dem-
ocratic dictatorship into the social-
ist one.

7. Recognition of the necessity

of mobilizing the masses under
transitional slogans corresponding
to the concrete situation in each
country, and particularly under
democratic slogans insofar as it is

a (piestion of struggle against
feudal relations, national oppres-
sion or different varieties of open
imperialistic dictatorship (Fasc-
sm, Bonapartism, etc.).

8. Recognition of the necessity

of a developed united front policy

with resixsct to the mass organi-
zations of the working class, both
of trade union and political char-
acter, including the Social Dem-
ocracy as a party. Condemnation
of the ullimatist slogan '"only from
below,", which in practice means
the refusal of the united front and
consequently the refusal to create
Soviets. Condemnation of the op-
portunistic application of the uni-
ted front policy as in the Anglio-
Russian Committee (bloc with the
leaders without the masses and
against the masses); double con-
demnation of the policy of the pre-
sent German Central Committee,
which combines the ultimatist slo-
gan "only from below" with oppor-
tunistic practise on the occasion of
parliamentary pacts with the lead-
ers of the social democracy.

S. Rejection of the theory of
social Fascism and of the whole
practice bound up with it, as serv-
ing Fascism on the one hand and
the social democracy on the other,

10. Differentiation of three group-
ings within the camp of Commun-
ishm: the Marxist, the Centrist
and the Right. Recognition of the
impermissibility of a political alli-

ance with the Right against Cen-
trist

;
support of Centrism against

the class enemy ; irreconcilable and
systematic struggle against Cen-
trism and its zigzag policies.

11. Recognition of party dem-
ocracy not only in words but also
in fact; ruthless condemnation of
the Stalinist plebiscitary regime
(gagging the will and the thought
of the party, the rule of usurpers,
deliberate suppression of informa-
tion from the party, etc.).

The fundamental principles enu-
merated above, which are of basic
importance for the strategy of the
proletariat In the present period,
place the Left Opposition into a

position of irreconcilable hostility

to the Stalinist fraction which cur-

rently dominates the U. S. S. R.

and the C. I. The recognition of

these principles, on the basis of
the decisions of the first four Con-
gresses of the Comintern, is an
indispensable condition for the ac-

ceptance of single organizations,
groups and persons into the com-
position of the International Left
Opposition.

Faction and Not Party
The International Left Opposi-

tion regards itself as a faction of
the Comintern, and its separate
national sections S3 factions of the
national Communist parties. This
means that the I<eft Opposition
does not regard the "organizational
regime created by the Stalinist bu-
reaucracy as final. On the con-
trary, it proposes as its aim to tear
the banner of Bolshevism out of
the hands of the usurping bureau-
cracy and to bring back the Com-
munist Inter-national to the prin-
ciples of Marx and \enin. That
such a policy under the given con-
ditions is the only correct one, is

proven both by theoretical analysis
as well as historical experience.
Although the special conditions

of Russia had brought Bolshevism
to a final break with Menshevism
as early as 3912, the Bolshevik
party remained on in the Second
International until the end of the
year 1914. The lesson of the world
war was necessary, to pose the
question of a new International;
the October revolution was neces-
sary, to call the new International
into being.

Such an historical catastrophe
as the collapse of the Soviet state
would naturally sweep away with
it the Third International too. In
the same way, the victory of Fasc-
ism in Germany and the smashing
of the German proletariat would
hardly allow the Comintern to sur-
vive the consequences of its dis-
astrous polices. But who in the
camp of the revolution would today
dare to say that the collapse of the
Soviet power and the victory of
Fascism in Germany are inevitable
and invincible? Not the Left Op-
postion, in any event. Its policies
are, on the contrary, directed to-
ward defending the Soviet Union
from the danger of Thermldor
which has been brought closer by

centrism, and toward helping the
German proletariat not only to get
rid of Fascism but also to con-
quer power. Standing on the
ground of the October revolution
ami of the Third International, the
Left Opposition rejects the idea of
para He! Communist parties.

The entire responsibility for the
splitting of Communism lies na-
turally on the Stalinist bureaucracy.
The Bolshevik-Leninists are pre-
pared at my moment to return into
the composition of the Cominten
and to preserve strict discipline of
action, while at the same time
carrying on an irreconcilable strug-
gle against bureaucratic centrism
on the basis of Party democracy.
But today, under the conditions of
the split, our adherence to the Com-
munist International cannot be ex-
pressed by organizational self-

limitation, by refusal to assume
independent political initiative and
engage in mass work, but must be
expressed by the content of our
work. The Left Opposition does
not adapt itself to the Stalinist
bureaucracy, does not pass over
its mistakes and crimes in silence;
on the contrary, it subjects them to
an irreconcilable criticism. But
the aim of this criticism is not to
set up competitive Parties against
the existing Communist Parties,
but in drawing the proletarian
nucleus of the official Parties over
to our side and in this way reviv-
ing them on a Marxist foundation.

This question is put more crude-
lv and more sharply in the USSR
than anywhere else. The policy of
a second party ihere would mean
the policy of armed insurrection
and of a new revolution. The pol-
icy of the faction means steering a
course toward the internal reform
of the Party and of the workers'
state. Despite all the slanders of
the Stalinist bureaucracy and of
its admirers, the Opposition re-
mains fully and completely on the
ground of reform.
Our relation to the Communist

International is determined by the
name of our faction: Left Opposi-
tion. The content of our ideas and
methods is characterized with suf-
ficient clarity by the name Bolshe-
vik-Leninists. Every section must
bear both of these complementary
designations.

To be continued
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We Demand Plain Speaking on Germany!
OnlyUnmistakableChangeinComintern PolicyCan Smash Fascism atHth.Hour!
What are the exact contents of

the "united front appeal" signed by
the Executive Committee of the

Communist International, which,
according to the Moscow dispatch-

er, was dated January 22, 1933 and
made public only six weeks later,

on March 6. 1933? What exactly

is the nature o£ the appeal? Does
it propose a united front with the

Labor and Socialist (Second] In-

ternational? Does it mean that if

the Second International is com-
pelled to accept the proposal, the
Communist International is prepar-

ed to negotiate with the social dem-
ocracy concerning a concrete pro-

gram of action against Fascism?
If this is what it signifies, then

the Comintern leaders have made
an Important change in their pol-

icy, which should be openly acknow-
ledged, the reasons for the change
#splained to the Communist work-
ers, and the party really oriented

towards an intelligent and con-
certed application of the new pol-

icy.

If this is not what it signifies,

then the Stalinist center is only
making a literary gesture for the
record, behind which to screen the
criminal responsibility for the pre-
sent situation in Germany which
its past policy has accumulated
upon its back.

In either case: plain speech,
please

!

WE WANT TO KNOW
Why hasn't the appeal of the

Communist International been pub-
lished in the Communist press?
The Moscow Pravda, we are told,

declares that the appeal was is-

sued on January 22. More than
six weeks have elapsed since that
date. Regardless of its contentjs,

the appeal is of vital international

importance to the working class.

Why is there not even an extract

from the manifesto in the Daily
Worker or Freihelt, to say nothing
of the manifesto itself. The Amer-
ican party maintains one or more
representatives in the Comintern

;

it lias a Moscow correspondent for

its daily press. The correspondent
finds it possible to cahle regular-

ly about the activity of this or that
shock brigade's activity in this or

that one of Russia's far-flung pro-

vinces. Why hasn't he found it

necessary to cable at least the im-
portant sections of the Comintern
manifesto? Why wasn't the mani-
festo sent by mail on January 22nd?
WE WANT TO KNOW:
Why are the negotiations with

the Second International — which
appear to be in progress in one
form or another—being conducted
behind the scenes and beyond the
vision of the working class?
The socialist New leader of

March 11, 1933. prints a cable from
Zurich signed by Adier, for the Sec-
retariat of the Second Internation-

al, which !*eml3 : "Our administra-
tive committee published yesterday
a declaration of 540 words concern-
ing the Moscow 'united front' oiler,

which was a reply to our manifesto
of February 19. Moscow's appeal
will be considered at the next
meeting of the Executive of the
Labor and Socialist International.
Affiliated parties are asked to re-

frain from definite action until
then."

The "Moscow 'united front' of-
fer" is unknown to the masses of
Communist and socialist workers.
It is deliberately withheld from
publication in the official Commun-
ist press. The masses thus do not
know what the Communist Inter-

national proposes. Freidrich Ad lei
1

and Company apparently do know.
How are the workers to judge the
actions of the Second International
with regard to the Comintern offer

if they do not know the contents
of the latter? How are the Com-
munist workers to approach their
socialist class brothers on this

question If they do not know what
their own International proposes
concretely? How are the socialist

worker's—who ardentlv desire a
common struggle to smash the Hit-
lerite thugs—to exert pressure on
their leaders, to call them to ac-

count to demand of them a favor-
able reply if these workers do
not know just- what the Communist
International proposes?
The united front cannot be estab-

lished by diplomatic negotiations
on the quiet and behind the scenes
—as conducted by Stalin with
Chiang Kai-Shek, as conducted by
Tomsky with Purcell, as conducted
by Barbusse with Frledrich Adler
during the notorious Amsterdam
Congress. All negotiations must
be conducted openly, under the eyes
and control of the masses on both
sides, with the important documents
and proceedings available to these
masses, especially the social dem-
ocratic workers who can be relied
upon to exert mass pressure on
their leaders for common action
with the Communists—providing
the latter make it possible for
these workers to act.

But how are the socialist masses
to be mobilized if they do not even
have the Comintern's appeal be-
fore them, if they do not even
know what the Comintern pro-
poses? Why doesn't the party
press say a word about the Com-
intern appeal? Why hasn't the

Daily Worker, whicb relegated the
Buchwald cablegram to the last
page, said a single word about the
Comintern's united front appeal
since that time?

WE WANT TO KNOW:
Does the American (or any

other) party leadership know what
the Comintern appeal says, what
the change in policy signifies—IX

it is a serious change?
The Daily Worker says nothing,

because the party leadership as
well as the party membership have
been demoralized, vonftased and
paralyzed by the news from Mos-
cow, precisely because it was so

Left Opposition

On Germany
The next issue of the Militant

will contain a manifesto of the
National Committee of the Com-
munist League of America Op-
position} on the situation in Ger.
many, the menace of Fascism,
the tasks of the working class

and the Communist movement.
In addition, we shall publish an
open letter sent to the Executive
Committee of the Communist
Party of the United States on the
concrete tasks confronting the
party in this country and inter-

nationally, and presenting the
proposals whicb the Left Opposi-
tion advances as the quintessen-

tial pre-requisites to the mobilt-

aztion of a mass movement to

crush Fascism in Germany and to

create international solidarity for

the German proletariat.

ambiguous and contradictory. Bat
the Freiheit rather its editor
Olgin, does risk a word in public
about it In the issue of March
10, 1933, Olgin devotes his whole
articles to a polemic against the
views we developed on the Comin-
tern appeal in our last number.
From his article, it is evident that
Olgin knows as little about the
details of the Comintern appeal as
we do. Consequently, he thinks it

safest to declare that there has
been no change in policy: "This is

the program. A united front of
struggle, a united front of action,

a united front for special Inter-

ventions, a united front with the
masses, and If necessary, with their
local organizations, a united front
to fling back the march of Fasc-
ism—this has been the policy of
the Comintern, so it shall remain."

Is Olgin's view that of the Com-
intern, or is he just whistling ia
the dark? If he is correct in his
assertions, the "change" is only the
bankrupt old policy of the "united
front from below", Tendered more
disastrous and irresponsible by the
fact that an attempt is being made
to smuggle it in under a new man-
tle at a time when every day and
hour in Germany is the equivalenet
of months and years. If this ex-
planation is w,rong, then ail the
more reason why the party and the
Comintern are obligated to speak
plainly and unmistakably for its

actual policy.

Are the social democratic lead-

ers to be permitted to escape the
responsibility for the treachery
they are preparing? Are the states-

men of the Second International to

be permitted to continue avoiding
the struggle for fear of its rev-

olutionary consequences? The main-

tenance of the old policy of the
Stalinists makes it possible, af-

fords the socialist leaders an easy
way out. The policy of the Left
Opposition—formal appeal for the
united front, demand of negotia-
tions to work out a program of
action—puts the Second Interna-
tional right to the wall, compels
it to speak and act unequivocally,
forces it to show its true colors.
Olgin feebly defends his opposi-

tion to our policy with th» declara-
tion that the leaders of the Second
International are traitors, with
whom no united front can he made.
Oigin's discovery, however belated,

is laudable, even if his conclusions
are ludicrous. It took the Com-
munists quite some time to con-
vince Olgin, at that time a colla-
borator of Abraham Cah/m and
the Forwards, that his leaders were
traitors on the other side of the
revolutionary barricades. That he
finally learned this elementary
truth, is undoubtedly to his credit.
The great misfortune, however, is

that at this late date it ia stil:

necessary to spend invaluable time
trying to explain to him that he
will yet have to sit down once, ana
perhaps twenty times, with the
leaders of tiie social democracy
traitors though they are, to force
them into a common struggle in
the course of which their followers
will learn that only the Communists
have the correct policy and leader-
ship.

The socialist masses do not yet
know that their leaders are trait-
ors. We must patiently enlighten
them. They will learn it through
their own experience. The policy
of Olgin makes it possible for the
socialist leaders to retain their
hold over the masses. "You see",,

they say, "we are ready to unite
with the Comintern leaders, but all

they want is to break your organi-
zation and attack jour chosen
leaders." This is an unmitigated
tie of the socialist Tartuiies and
Klmer Uantrys. They do not want
to unite with the Comintern; they
do not want to laum-ii a reany
militant straggle against Fascism.
But the masses do not yet know
it (it takes them even longer to
learn than it toon Olgm, whose
policy, besides, has prevented them
u*oin learning). And unless this
policy is drastically altered. the
socialist leaders will find a new
loopho.e through which to flee the
struggle, to leave the workers to
he crushed by the enemy, in a
.vord, to betray litem again.
.VE WANT TO KNOti:
When will the Comintern make

clear its position? When will it

stop playing hide-and-seek with the
crisis in Germany! Vvheii will it

speak out so plainly thai there nil.
ue no room for inLsitndV; standing,
inisfiitfrpi-t'taiioii, auiui^ulij y

Europe, and eonuetiuei.Jy tin-

world, is at an liisimUal turning
point. In the hands of ,.,c Com-
intern still lie tluse int .umi'uts
which ena.de it to uifliici..-e deci-
sively the direction of liiis turn.
The express speed of tile Fascist
advance in Germany has left but
little time in wh.ch to :ict. Hul
time is still left.

A [crrific historical resign .-abil-

ity weighs upon the Comintern lead-
ership. Its duty is plain. If it

fails to do Its duly. It will Itself
be inundated under the overwhelm-
ing catastrophe which Its own
blunders are now serving to pre-
pare in Germany.
Friday, March 10. 1933. —M. s.

The New U.S. Banking Law
ROOSEVELT'S EMERGENCY MEASURES LEAVE OPEN ROAD TO

INFLATION; HELP CONCENTRATE BANKS INTO HANDS OF

MONOPOLISTS, PREPARE FOR BRANCH BANKING SYSTEM

The new Roosevelt banking law

makes it possible, under cover of

the immediate banking crisis, for

finance-capital to carry on a pro-

cess of elimination of small banks
and concentration of big ones and
thus strengthen in finance-capital

Itself the monopolistic tendency

which finance-capital has given to

industry and commerce. In Can-

ada there are nine bants which do
practically all of the banking busi-

ness of the country; in England,

four ; in Germany, three. In the

United States there are about a
hundred banks of world import-

ance, and in addition about 20,000

smaller banks which collectively

do a large proportion of the coun-

try and neighborhood business.

Branch banking is very severely

restricted in this country, while in

most other imperialist countries

branch banking based on monopol-

istic organizations of finance-capi-

ta I is the backbone of the banking
system.

"New Deal" in Banking System

This contradiction between the

centralizing and monopolistic tend-

encies of developed imperialism,

and the decentralized, small-scale,

competitive relics of a pre-imperial-

ist era represented by the American
banking system, is being solved

ruthlessly in favor of monopoly by

the "new deal". The dual system

of state and national control, under
which thousands of small banks

were able to keep alive, and the

right to stay out of the Federal

Reserve system, are on the road

to elimination. A large part of

the new law is taken up with the

new technique of closing banks. At
the same time dictatorial powers

are given the national government.

It is clear that thousands of banks,

particularly the smaller ones, will

never open again. Monopolist con-

trol of backing will receive a
great impetus, at the same time
that the great commercial banks
formally separate themselves from
their investment banking affiliates,

like the National City Co. and the

Chase Securites Co.

The section of the new law deal-

ing with the issue of additional

circlating notes does not come
out clearly for inflation—whether
it results in Inflation or not will

depend on the final decisions of the

big bankers, which do not appear

to have been formulated as yet.

All that has been settled so far

Is that new currency will be print-

ed, of the same type as the old, ex-

cept that it bears a small circula-

tion tax which will probably induce

the bankers to withdraw it from
circulation in time. There is no
new provision as to how such notes

are to be Issued—the basis ia pro-

vided in the Glass-Steagall Act
passed last year.

In short, the question of whether
there will be Inflation or not is

not yet solved, the new emergency
currency Should circulate on k
I«t«1 with tbe »W (that la. a *•!-

iar oj the new issue should be
worth a dollar of the old, what-
ever a dollar of either kind will

he worth in actual buying power).
At the same time, the big banks are
put in a position, through their

control of the national government
and its new dictatorial powers, to

advance rapidly toward the crush-
ing of small-bank opposition and
the concentration of finance-capital

into a few gigantic units along the
lines of other imperialist coun-
tries.

The policy ot the official party
overlooks all this and results in

a purely demagogic general agita-

tion and a few empty and contra-

dictory slogans. They view the
whole banking crisis as a sort of

gigantic racket intended to result

in inflation, to reduce tbe value of

the workingmen's wages ; in tbe is-

sue of a new kind of paper which
will be worth less than the old

paper and which the masses should
refuse to accept; and in the rob-

bing of depositors by bankers who
refuse to pay out full deposits in

cash.

Bankers and Inflation

As to inflation, it is by no means
certain that the bankers will gain

more than they lose by it : the
higher the value of money (i. e.,

if there is no Inflation) the greater
the value of bankers mortgages
on homes and farms, as well as of

all their other paper claims, and
the greater the power of American
capitalism on the world arena. As
to the reduction in wages, the
bankers have been able to carry
it out directly, by cutting down the
number of dollars in the pay en-

velope; not as in Germany in

T920-23, where the strength and
militancy of the workers' organi-
zations made it preferable for the
bankers to pick the workers' poc-
kets bv reducing the value in buy-
ing power of his wages, not the
amount.
At the same time as it opposes

inflation, the party pubs up as a
slogan the tight for tbe right of
depositors to withdraw the full

amount of their deposits In cash.
The money that depositors with-
drew is paid out in bank notes,

which are printed for the purpose.
In the week ending March 1 over
$700jOOO,000 of new notes were
printed; last week over $800,000,-

000, bringing the total money in

circulation up to over $7500,000,-

000. If more deposits are with-

{Continued on Page 2)

SPRINGFIELD MEETING

THE DANGER OF FASCISM
IN GERMANY

Speaker

:

HUGO OEHLER
Member N. E. C. Communist League

of America (Opposition)
Sunday, MARCH 19 at 8 P. M.

HOFFERKAMP HALL
627 1-2 E. Adams St.,

ADMISSION FEHB

Militant Back

to Weekly
The heavy task we set for our-

selves of bringing out the Mili-

tant three times a week for the

period of one month, in order to

alarm and awaken the Communist

workers to the immediacy and

the burning importance of the

German situation, is successfully

completed with this issue. With

the next issue we return to our

regular weekly four page edition

and, in the next weeks, will con-

centrate on the task of organizing

and consolidating the great poli-

tical gains of the Left Opposi-

tion in preparation for another

forward bound

Simultaneously with the return

to the regular four page edition

the National Committee of the

Left Opposition will proceed, on
the basis of the widespread senti-

ment aroused in the party ranks
by our agitation, to submit to

the Central ,Committee of the

party a series of concrete pro-

posals for action in the present
situation, and will develop the

campaign of the Bolshevik-Lenin-

ists further on the basis of these
proposals. Along with that, the
four page editions of the Militant
will proceed to the systematic
elucidation of the fundamental
principle line which guides our
policy in the German crisis and
brings us into irreconcilable an-

tagonism to the policy of bureau-
cratic Centrism on an interna-

tional scale. In the past weeks
all attention and agitation was
necessarily concentrated on the
question of the united front, since

this Is the most acutely critical

and decisive one. Thousands of

new readerls have recognized the
utter falsity of the Stalinist pol-

icy on this issue. It is now nec-

essary to explain to them funda-
mental principle foundations of
these blunders. The four page
Militant, which will have space
for longer articles and more de-

tailed analyses, will undertake
this duty without in the least

moderating the agitation for a
correction ot the united front
policy.

The publication of our Mili-

tant three times a week for the
past month was an enormous
undertaking for our small group
and it strained our resources and
energies to the limit. The task
was accomplished only because
of the unbounded enthusiasm and
self-sacriflce of the American Bol-
shevik-Leninists and the loyal
support of the sympathizing
workers. To all those who help-

ed in this task we extend our
hearty appreciation and declare
our firm confidence that this
support, on an ever wider scale,

will not be lacking in the stiH

greater tasks that now He ahead.

—THB MILITANT,

Appeal to Y.C.L.

On Slugging of

Opposition Youth
To the District Executive Commit-

tee", Young Communist League
No. 8

To the National Committee, Youngr
Communist League of America

Comrades,

Walter Dannyluk, member of the

National Students League and mem-
ber of the Spartacus Youth Club
of Chicago, has been attacked and
severely beaten to unconsciousness

by members of the Young Commun-
ist League in the streets of Chic-

ago, (Western Ave. and Division

St.) on Monday Night March 6,

1933 at 7:30 P. Ji. and again at

about 8:15 P. M.

This cowardly and atrocious

deed came as tbe culmination of

a series of warnings given to num-
erous members of the Spartacus

Youth. Club, by members of the
Young Communist League. Nor Is

this the first attack. Members of

the S." Y. C. have taken beating
after beating from YCL members
in silence.

These beatings are, without a
doubt, futile and ridiculous as
well as scandalous attempts to

combat tiie teachings of the Spar-

tarus Youth Club, affiliated to the

Communist League of America,
(Left Opposition). Marxism has
given the revolutionary movement
a theoretical weapon to combat
political opponents. Only political

impotents must resort to the fist as

a means of combat. Such tactics

can neither intimidate nor defeat
us ; it can only subvert the YCL
and besmirch its name. Just as
the Socialist party and the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor used
black jacks and guns in an ab-

tempt to destroy the growing Influ-

ence of the Communist movement,
so you have resorted to similar
methods. And just as the tactics

of the S. P. and the AFL acted as

a boomerang ; so will your meth-
ods react in the identical manner.
It is unfortunate that the evolu-
tionary process of the Solciallst

party and the AFL, against which
we fought remorselessly, has so
completely dominated you.

There is indeed, a touching affin-

ity between the trade unions Slug-
ging and murdering of comrade
Weisenberg In Chicago in 1930 and
the present disgraceful assault
upon comrade Dannyluk who is

now in critical condition.

Whether our YCL comrades have
repudiated Marxism, for the "in-

dividual terror" of Bakunin, or
whether they are being influenced
by the teachings of Al Capone, we
do not know. One thing is evident.
THAT SUCH ACTION CANNOT
BE TOLERATED IN A REVOLU-
TIONARY MOVEMENT. THAT
SUCH PROCEDURE IS THE
CULMINATION OF THE DE-
GRADATION OP THE YCL TO
A GROUP OF MURDEROUS
HOOLIGANS WHO HAVE THEIR
PLACE, NOT IN THE RANKS OP
A REVOLUTIONARY YOUTH

Com. Cannon

At Alhany:

Comrades and Pellow-Workers

:

We meet here In the fourth year

of the crisis which has brought the

most appalling misery and privation

to the masses and whicb is pro-

founding affecting the entire work-

ing class. Tbe terrible and unpre-

cedented conditons are undermining

the workers' accustomed tsandards

of life. They are destroying all their

security ot existence, such as it was.

and are putting before them, in

every motie categoric terms^ 5the

necessity of seeking a way out by
new methods and means. In such

a situation this conference of 346

delegates from 248 workers' organi-

zations can serve as a starting

point in a significant movement of

working class resistance, or it can
remain a mere episode soon passed

over and soon forgotten. It is for

us to decide which It shall be. H
depends in the highest degree on
the success we achieve in pointing

out the way to the impoverished
masses, and in working out the

methods and means of 'uniting with
them In the struggle.

In order for us to give the right

answer to this question, which Is

of such crucial importance, we must
first see the situation as it really

is. And at the very beginning we
must discard any illusions about
the real nature and composition of

our conference. To talk as though
the conference represented the un-

employed millions of New York
State, or even a numerically signi-

ficant section of them, is a sure

way of condemning all the delibera-

tions of the conference to futility

The real class movement of the
workers against the scourge of un-
employment, does not yet exist on
any wide scale. The movement
which is on its feet and atempting
to struggle against the conditions
of the crisis remains, in the fourth
year of the crisis, primarily and
almost exclusively a movement of
the class-conscious vanguard. The
composition of this conference, call-

ed together after the most extensive
preparation and agitation, Is the
most eloquent testimony to this

fact. In this there Is nothing fatal

If we recognize tiie fact ; if we do
not deceive ourselves with illu-

sions about a united front move-
ment which does not as yet exist

in reality.

The composition of the Confer-
ence determines its specific tasks.

To me It is quite obvious that gen-
eral agitation against the evils of
unemployment is unnecessary here
since everybody is already con-
vinced. There has been enough.
if not too much, of this already.
There is very little doubt that the
conference is ready, now without
any further discussion, to endorse
the most radical demands, and the
social revolution too. If someone
should move a resolution for the
dictatorship of the proletariat. In
order to test the sentiments of the

conference, there Is no doubt that

The N-Y. State Conference
LEFT OPPOSITION SETS FORTH ITS POLICY AND PROGRAM

IN THE UNITED FRONT MOVEMENT OF THE UNEMPLOYED
IN STATE - WIDE MEET AT THE CAPITAL

(Continued on Page 2) (Continued on Page 2)

The next issue of the Militant

will contain a detailed analytical
report of the results of the Alhany
conference ou unemployment by
James 1'. Cannon, who headed the
Left Opposition delegation to the
conference. Pressure of space
in tbe current issue compelled us
to quilt the report this time and
to include only the speech of
comrade Cannon and the resolu-

tion submitted to the Conference
by our delegation.

STATEMENT OF L
The united front conference for

unemployment insurance and rebel
assembled at Albany on March &th,

bib, and 7th, is to be regarded ao
a progressive step in the process oi
struggle around this central issue

of the day. Conceived in this way
in the building of a genuine mas*
movement of the working class
and properly developed, it can aio
against the scourge of unemploy-
ment and its source—capitalism.
Through such a broad movement,
the working ciass can be closeiy
welded together in common strug-
gle for the Immediate and also for
the historical interests of the mass-
es. The Communist League of
America (Left Opposition) heartily
welcomes this movement, partici-

pates loyally in its activities and
works for its advancement.

The specific tasks set for the con-
ference is to work out a legisla-
tive program in the interests of
the unemployed workers, and, con-
sequently, of the entire working
class of which the unemployed are
an inseparable part. This proposal
to put pressure on the capitalist
legislature is a necessary part of
the fighting movement for the un-
employed. The fight on this front,
however, can become really effec-
tive, even to serve the immediate
interests of the unemployed, only
if it is supplemented by and com-
bined with a program of direct
mass pressure through huge united
demonstrations of the workers. We
are not here to "lobby". We must
not allow ourselves to be caught
in a maze of legal technicalities and
chicaneries. The capitalist legisla-
ture, where we appear at the mo-
ment, is for us primarily a forum
from which we appeal to the work-
ing masses to unite for struggle.
Prom this point of view, our

"legislative program" should not be
restricted to the narrow groove of
the rules of the state legislature.
It should exppress the real class
demands of the workers on a na-

ST. PAUL MEETING

Speakers:

HUGO OEHLER

CARL SKOGLUND

ST. PAUL LABOR TEMPLE

Tuesday eve, March 14, 8:00 p. m.

aim to put the New York section or
this national movement on a arm
foundation by bringing forward
and concentrating ou the basic
class demands which set the mili-
tant movement on foot. In our
opinion, It would be a grievous
error to clutter up the "legislative
program" with all kinds of incid-
ental and secondary proposals
which would detract from the
sharp emphasis on the real import-
ant class demands.

In our opinion, the most import-
ant points to be incorporated into
.be program are as follows:

1. Immediate Relief.

2. Unemployment insurance, to
be paid for by the employers and
State government.

3. The 6-hour day and 5-day
week, without reduction in pay.

4. Long term credits to the 'so-
viet Union, as a means of nnein-
p.oyment relief for American work-
ers and the cementing of fra'ernal
relations between the American
and Russian workers. This ftnplies
the demand for recognition of'llu-
Soviet Government and the I'stali

iishment of trade relations.

In supporting the movement for
legislative action, the Communist
Left Opposition deems it necessary
to point out the inadequacies of a
parliamentary campaign t» achieve
any one of these demands. Such
a tactic by itself Is insnilicient and
would he misleading and incapable
ai obtaining Hie aims of the Con-
ference. The broad masses of the
workers must be drawn Into cIuhk
Jtrugg.e activity for these de-
mands, hrough mass demonstra-
tions and activity among the work-
ing class organizations, trade un-
ions, fraternal organizations, etc..
the employed and unemployed, the
or^anhed and umn'Kauissed must be
united in the tight for ihese de-
mands. In short. Hie widest possi-
ble mass pressure of the economic
and political organisations of the
working class must be exerted upon
the ruling class to reinforce the
legislative demands.

It Is neeessary that this Confer-
ence shah conduct a sharp cam-
paign of exposure and criticism or
the so-called labor representatives
and their lobbying methods behind
the scenes with the politicians at
Albany and elsewhere in order to
secure a few cheap and meager
concessions for the unemployed.
This capitalistic "politics" is only
a snare and delusion to the work-
ers and serves to disarm them be-
fore the attacks of the capitalists
and their agents. These labor fak-
ers must be shown up in their true
colors by counterposing a program
of class struggle to their political
chicanery.

As has been said above, it Is
necessary to look upon the present
conference not as an end in itself,
but as a stage in the process of
struggle. The central problem Is

—

(Continued on Page 8)
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THE WORKERS' FRONT
Carpenters Protest

Against Bureaucracy

at S.P. «United Front»

"We publish below a copy of an

open letter sent by Carpenters

Local Union 2000 to the Socialist

party and the labor press:

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE
LABOR COMMITTEE OF THE

SOCIALIST PARTY
Gentlemen :-

After listening to the report by

our two delegates to your confer-

ence on Feb. 22, 1933 this local

union wishes to register a prb-

test against the conducting o£ the

conference called by your commit-

tee and especially against the treat-

ment accorded to our delegates and

those whose viewpoint on the un-

employment problem is similar to

our own.
The initiators ot the conference

addressed the call to our local

union and to numerous other or-

ganizations. Many of these sent

delegates. Not all of these dele-

gates were in agreement with the

views of those in charge of call-

ing the conference. It should have

been possible for all the delegates

to obtain admission into the con-

ference and to voice their views.

to submit their proposals or re-

solutions, and then to have a

thorough discussion of everything

put before the conference. This is

the only correct procedure for a
working class movement.

Instead of this, our delegates

witnessed exactly the opposite.

"Workers who came with regular

credentials from various labor or-

ganizations, particularly Left wing

labor organizations, were refused

admission into the conference by

a "credentials committee" which
was never elected but arbitrarily

appointed by nobody knew who. In

addition, squads of strong-arm men
were stationed throughout, the hall

and without the slightest pretext,

they were employed to make vio-

lent physical attacks upon these

delegates who did not meet with

the approval of the conference or-

ganizers. Not only were these

workers slugged and forcibly eject-

ed from the hall, hut any delegate

who rose to protest against this

scandal, was immediately threaten-

ed with a dose of the same medi-

cine. The delegate from our local

union was twice ptiiicd back into

his seat by these strong-arm men
when he made an attempt to take

the floor and voice his point of

view and his protest.

We sent delegates, like other

organizations, in order to help

build up a strong and united move-
ment to make some headway In

the fight against the misery and
hardship which unemployment im-

poses upon the working man and
woman. Rut our delegates were
not given the slightest opportunity

to present our jx>int o£ view, to

submit resolutions or to argue tor

them. The time of the conference

was taken up by long-winded

speeches from leaders of the So-

cialist party and the rank and file

delegates were made to listen only.

Instead of serving there as active

participants in a conference, they

were lured there to give this con-

ference of semi-business men and
political job seekers a workers and
proletarian aspect.

We hold to the view we have
had before, that it is necessary to

unite a large and powerful move-
ment for unemployment insurance
and relief For this purpose, we
favored the merging of the confer-

ence called by the A. F. of L. com-
mittee with that called by the

labor committee of the S. P. We
intended to present this view at

the conference. But hefore we
could do it, the slugging and ejec-

tions began, and an atmosphere of

terrorism was created.

We therefore wish to protest most
energetically against the procedure
at this conference. In spite of
what has happened, we intend to

continue as before with the defense
of our point of view that only the
genuine united front o£ all work-
f rs' organizations can give a real
forward push to the movement to
relieve the workers from the ef-

fects of the crisis. Our- repre-
sentatives, wherever they are will

defend this point of view.

Fraternally yours,

CHARLES EBEL.
Secretary,

Local Union 2090, UB of C
and J. of A.

243 E. 84th St., N. T C.

F.S.U. Backs Out
From L.O. Debate

Chicago.—On the west side of
Chicago there exists a branch of
the Friends of the Soviet Union
that engages in educational activ-
ities, hold lectures, debates, etc.

This brunch decided one day, that
It might stage a debate between a
member of the F. S. U. and a re-

S. U. that their National Committee
would not permit such a discussion.
But the arrangements were made.
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Alexander Darin, an organizer of

Die FSU accepted the affirmative

and comrade Albert Glower would

speak on the negative side. Plug-

gors were printed and advertising

try". The I«ft Opposition accept-

ed at once, although they made sure

ti> caution the comrades of the F.

preventative of the Left Opposi-

tion, on so vital a subject as "Can
Socialism Be Built in One Coun-

jmt out announcing the debate.

In order to make sure that the

debate would be held, Glotzef got in

touch with their Forum director.

He was informed by him, that

Darin, had decided not to speak

and withdrew. But this did not
moan that the debate would not

be held. Oh, no, another speaker
would take his place, because the

FSU means to bold this debate.

After all. this is not a party organi-

Kation !

IJ lit things didn't turn out so
well. It seems, after all, that the

National Committee of the FSU
meeting in New York, decided
against this debate and instructed

this branch that it could not be
held. The forum director, relates

that the National Committee sent
instructions, informing them, the

FSU does not debate with the Left
Opposition, and strengthening that
instruction, by adding all the oft-

reppiitcd and stale adjectives in ex-

plaining why. The debate was to

have been held on March 10. The
instructions for the calling off of

the debate came five days prior.

The FSU was saved. Bnt it al-

most went a bit too far.

Appeal to y.C.L.

Against Slugging
(Continued from Page 1)

N. y. Conference
(Continued from Page 1)

tional scale. Our conference should

to extend the movement to draw
wider masses of workers into it and
to develop it into a genuine class

movement which unites the masses
of workers of various organizations

and political views in a common
struggle. Only on this path can
the level of the movement be raised

and its striking power increased.

The burning need is for unity in

the fight. The attempt to aplit

the unemployment movement initi-

ated by the Socialist party leader-

ship in New York City can only be

regarded as a treacherous blow at

the interests of the unemployed
workers. The Albany conference
must put itself firmly on the ground
of a united class movement and
lay out the line of policy and tac-

tics which will frustrate the split-

ters and smash their disruptive

maneuvers.

This cannot be done by denuncia-
tion alone, although denunciation
of every treacherous blow at tbe

unity of the movement is an abso-

lute necessity. We must find a way
of approach to the rank and file

workers in the Socialist party, the
conservative labor unions and
other reformist organizations those

leaders, seek iu one way and an-

other to block the development of

a united movement This can only
be done if the Albany conference
places itself on the platform of

unity and puts no arbitrary de-
mands to the other organizations
in the Conference, except tbe de-

mand for united action find for

real strugle on a common immedi-
ate program.

The splitting maneuvers of the
Socialist leaders in New York City
were facilitated by the failure of
our own unemployment conference
in New York to adopt tbe tactical
proposals submitted to It by the
Communist Left Opposition. We
advocated a- mass penetration of
this Socialist conference by dele-
gates from the organizations ad-
hering to our movement and a di-

rect appeal to the Socialist party
branches and other sympathetic or-

ganizations to take a stand inside
their own party conference for a
merging of the two conferences
into a single united movement. By
such an approach, a real |and
powerful unitv movement from be-
low could have been set into mo-
tion, even if it did not come to
complete fruition at the moment.
The failure to put the question in
this way, gave the treacherous
leaders of the Socialist conference
the excuse they needed to justify
themselves before their own rank
and file.

Time has been lost, but the need
for unity in the struggle remains
and grows more insistent every
day. The Albany conference must
turn to the helm and become the
real banner bearer of this unity.
It must not allow the reflormist
leaders to split the movement with-
out being branded land convicted
of disruption before their own
frank and open proposals to merge
the conferences into one, to unite
with us in common struggle. If
they refuse proposals put in this
way without any arbitrary condi-
tions in advance, it will be clear
to the honest rank and file workers
in their own organizations, as it

is already clear to us. that they
do not want to take part iu a real
struggle. On that basis a really
broad propaganda can be directed
to the rank and file of the reform-
membership. The way to (Jo this
is to press them to the wall with
ist workers with the most telling
effect. And thereby a new and
powerful motive force for unity
can be created.
On tbe other hand, if these re-

formist leader^, or a sectdon of
them, reailv participate with us in
a united movement, under the pres-
sure of their own rank and file

—

and this is by no means excluded
in the unemployment situation-
there is nothing to fear. The
movement needs a militant leader-
ship but the »-1ght of tbe Left
wing railtants to iead the move-
ment, must and will be demonstrat-
ed in the struggle itself.

COMMUNIST LEAGUE OF
AMERICA (LEFT OPPOSI-

TION).

GROUP BUT IN SOME PETTY
POOL-HALL GANG. THAT SUCH
TACTICS CAN SERVE ONLY TO
PLAY INTO THE HANDS OF
OUR ENEMIES.

For you to tolerate such tactics

iu tbe least is to sanction them.

You bear the preponderance of the
responsibility for this act, for you
have sat by, sanctioning the beat-

ings we have received, by your" sil-

ence. You bear the preponderance

of the responsibility because you
sat by, never allowing a word of

criticism to emanate from your
office against those who persist

in disgracing the revolutionary-

movement because of their "rev-

olutionary, and political integrity",

by beating with the aid of pool-

bail hoodlums, individual revolu-

tionaries whose political concepts

differ in the least. To continue
your silence in the face of the
recent occurrences, is to commit
the greatest injustice to the rev-

olutionary youth movement.

We demand the expulsion from
the Young Communist League of

Chicago, of Red Cruck and Ted
Peck, as well as all others who
participated in the attack upon
comrade Dannyink and whom we
could not identify, on the follow-

ing charges

:

1. For the brutal and cowardly
beatings given to young revolu-

tionaries, whose sincerity has been
substantiated by countless arrests

and jail sentences, by such worth-
less elements as 'Red Cruck.

2. For the violation of the most
elementary of Marxism axioms

:

axioms which distinguish us from
anarchists and nihlists.

3. For destroying the prestige

of the Communist movement.
We demand that the National

and District Committees of the
Youiis: Communist League take im-
mediate and austere action against
the participants of the attack, and
make an example of them by ex-

pelling these elements from the
Young Communist League, as an-
desirables who are obtruding the
progress of the revolutionary youth
moveent. The decision you make
passes judgment upon your own
revolutions! ry integrity and will de-
cide the problem as to whether the
YCL shall continue to grow or
ceiise.

Comrade Dannyluk was ques-
tioned by the jKilice after he had
regained consciousness. He refus-

ed to reveal the names of bis as-

sailants, nor did he utter a word
that might throw the slightest sus-

picion upon the organization that
was responsible for the deed. He
pleaded ignorance to all questions
that might in the least incriminate
the YCL. You, AND NOT THE
POLICE are the ones to pass de-
cision upon such action. YOU
MUST ACT.
We have tolerated these beat-

ings long enough. WE REFUSE
TO TOLERATE ANY SUCH FUR-
THER ATTACKS UPON OUR
COMRADES. YOU MUST ACT
AGAINST THEM. We do not be-
lieve in settling our problems be-
fore the capitalist courts. We
know of more effective ways of
settling such problems in the rev-
olutionary movement. Your de-
cision, and the outcome of the con-
dition of comrade Dannyluk, will
go far to decide our action.
We register' our revolutionary

protests,

NATHAN GOULD.
For the Spartacus Youth Club,

JOSEPH GIGANT1.
For the Communist League of

America, (Left Opposition),

Chicago Branch.

LEAGUE ACTIVITIES

Big Oehler Meeting

In Davenport

Davenport, Iowa.—A very enth-

usiastic audience of 125 workers
greeted Hugo Oehler, member of the

national committee, when he spoke

in Davenport on "What Is Happen-
ing in Germany". Comrade Oehler
presented the situation in Germany
in a very enthusiastic report show-
ing tbe mistakes in the present

Stalinist leadership and the treach-

ery of the sociiil democratic lead-

ership. Comrade Oehler answered
many questions about the situation

in Germany.

The Stalinists—there were only

about sis present. They made
an excuse that they were doing
more important work than dis-

cussing the Germany revolution so

that is the reason their leadership

could not be present.

About seventy-five Militants were
sold at the meeting. A motion car-

ried to sent! a greeting in bebalf

of the workers in Davenport and
the greeting is to be .sent through

the International Left Opposition.

Comrade Oehler while he was in

town gave a lecture on the prin-

ciples of the Left Opposition before

our branch, about an hour in the
afternoon and about an hour after
the mass meeting was over. Sev-
eral comrades that are not in the
Left Opposition attended both of

the lectures. In fact there was not
even a minute o£ spare time for

comrade Oehler from the time that

he reached Davenport to the time
that he left.

March 15, 1933, 8 P. M., tbe
Workers' Educational Forum will

hold a 50th anniversary meeting
for Karl Marx at the same hall.

Comrade II. Brady of the Chicago
branch will give a review of Marx's
life and the significance of bis

teachings. There will be a musical
program by a German singing so-

ciety of this city. Refreshments
will be served after the meeting.
Admission 10c—Unemployed Free.

—B.

THE ONLY ROAD
The Only Road by Leon Trotsky

has been completely set up and
will go to press within the next, few
days. This is a fundamental an-

alysis of the German situation and
all the factors that led to the as-

sumption of power by Hitler. No
militant can fail to read this book.

The book will consist of more than
1<X> pages and will sell at a very

nominal price. Watch for its pub-
lication.

ComradeCannon*s Speech at Albany
(Continued from Page 1)

the overwhelming majority, if not

every single delegate here, would

vote' fcr it with both hands. In

its composition it is a conference

of tbe vanguard. Tbe important

and decisive questions for such a

conference are the questions of

program, perspectives and tactics.

From this point of view I shall

undertake to analyze the situation

as the I-eft Opposition sees it and
from which our proposals flow.

Tbe crisis is preparing the ground
for a great resurgence of the Am-
erican working class. The cynical

indifference of the capitalist rulers

to the plight of the hungry masses,

the paltry relief doled out as

charity, tbe savage wage cuts and
other aggresions on the one hand,

and the bankruptcy of ail the capi-

talist penacens for overcoming the

crisis on the other—all this is

producing in ' the depths of the

working and unemployed masses
the most profound resentment and
dissatisfaction. The necessary con-

ditions for the transformation of

the psychology of the working class,

for its political awakening and its

emergence as a class on the road
of the class struggle, are maturing
rapidly ; to a certain extent they
have already matured.

The furious resentment of tbe

workers is accumulating to the
breaking point, preparing the way
for a great explosion of working
class protest. Of decisive import-

ance to facilitate this are: the pro-

gram, the tactic and the perspec-

tive. The present conference has
to be conceived not as the culmina-
tion but rather as a point of de-

parture in the struggle to set a
real class movement of the working
and unemployed masses on foot.

The hesitation of the masses to

express their profound resentment
at the terrible conditions imposed
uix>n them in the crisis in aggres-
sive struggles on a broad scale,

which up to now has been one of
the most outstanding characteristics

of the situation, has certain causes.
The mass unemployment over-
whelmed the employed workers
with a sense of insecurity and
helplessness, and served as a de-
terrent, to actions on their part.
In addition to that, tbe absence of

any organized movement of the un-

employed on a sufficiently large

scale, and the disunity in such

movements as have existed have
operated to paralyze the develop-

ment of a real class movement. All

this does not preclude the possibil-

ity of a change in the attitude of

the workers, and that in a compara-
tively short time.

The program for the translation

of the mass- discontent and resent-

ment of the employed and unem-
ployed workers into class at-tions

on a broad scale and for the fusion

of their interests and their actions

in a common struggle. centers

around the following main de-

mands :

(1) Immediate relief

(2j Unemployment insurance, to

be paid for by the employ-
ers and the government.

(3) The six-hour day and the
five-day week without re-

duction in pay.

(4 1 Long term, large scale

credits to the Soviet Union,
as a means of unemployment
relief for the American
workers and the cementing
of fraternal bonds between
the American and Russian
workers. This implies the
demand tor the recognition

of the Soviet government
and the establishment of

trade relations with it.

The tactir by means of which
the scattered separate movements
can be welded into one, and the
still inactive masses can be drawri
into tbe struggle, is the tactic of
the united front. Tbe united front
tactic aims to bring about common
action of various workers' organi-

zations, trade unions and parties.

It proposes their joint action in

a common movement for immediate
aims. It is addressed to the offi-

cial organizations as well as to the
rank and file members, and puts
the leaders to the concrete 'test

of struggle. Without this tactic

the reformist leaers who disrupt
and sabotage the movement escape
unpunished, they continue to de-

ceive large masses of workers with
empty phrases and to thwart their

desire for united struggle. On tbe
other side, without the tactic of the

united front, the actions organized
under the leadership of the revolu-

tionary workers remain isolated

vanguard actions ; they do not suc-

ceed in reaching the less awakened
workers and drawing them into the
tight; and. consequently, they fail

to exert tbe necessary class press-

ure on the capitalists and their

government. The present composi-
tion of tbe Albatii* Conference (al-

most exclusively Communist and
Left wing delegates), is the most
striking illustration and warning
on this question. A decisive turn
to the genuine tactic of the united
front is the most imperative need
now for the further development of
the movement.
The actions of the impoverished

and Imnger-driven masses, which
cart follow with accelerated speed
and accumulating force from the
program and tactic laid down
above, must now primarily take
the form of demonstrations which
really unite wide masses in strug-
gle. The appearance at the State
Legislature must not be conceived
as an end in itself, but as a means
of popularizing and stimulating
these mass demonstrations.

Such demonstrations, in tbe next
stage of the movement—to the ex-
tent that they really involve broad
masses and bring a class force to
bear—can put upon the capitalist
rulers a pressure which they have
not felt up till now. These demon-
strations can force concessions from
the capitalists and compel them to
pause before further onslaughts on
the workers out of fear of giving
a further stimulus to the movement.
Moreover, such united demonstra-
tions, increasing in size and mili-
tancy and gaining visible results
in concrete cases, (as, for example,
in Chicago), will enormously stren-
gthen the morale of the masses,
increase their self-confidence and
iead, in turn, to broader, bolder,
and stormier demonstrations.

On this road the hesitating mood
of the masses and their more or
less passive discontent can be ra-
pidly transformed into the impulse
for active resistance all along the
line. The moment this decisive
turn in the situation is clearly re-
corded, new and vast perspectives
will he opened up. The increased
self-confidence that will follow from
the first successes in the demon-
strations of the unemployed can be
rapidly reflected among the employ-
ed workers in the industries in the
impulse to resist further aggres-
sions on their already unbearable
standards. This can lead to eco-
nomic actions ot the employed
workers, to local strikes on the
basis ot concrete local grievances
and to the combination of these
economic actions with the political
demonstrations of the unemployed
mnses, and to the reciprocal influ-
ence of these movements upon each
ot her.

In face of continued wage cutis,

which raise the workers' resent-
ment to the explosive point, the
multiplication of such strike ac-
tions is quite possible. In such an
evejit, and on the basis of a storm-
ily developing strike movement, a
demonstrative general strike of
whorl duration is not excluded.

The general strike, however1

, is
not an agitation slogan for the pre-
sent. An adventurous playing with
the slogan of the general strike at
tbe present time can only operate
to prevent the development of the
elemental workers' movement on
the lNisis of those demands and
actions which are appropriate to
the present situation and the pre-
sent stage. The general strike
formula cannot be substituted for
the preliminary partial actions nec-
essary to prepare the conditions for"

It. We must not attempt to com-
pensate for the failure or the in-
ability to organize a broad move-
ment on the most elementary basis
witb big talk about a general
strike.

The New U. S.

Banking Law
(Continued from Page 1)

drawn, more cotes will be printed.

If these additional notes go into

circulation, you have inflation at

one blow. Tbe only thing that has
prevented the increased note issue

caused by the withdrawal of de-

posits from resulting in effective

inflation already has been the fact
that the deposits have been with-
drawn to be hoarded, not spent.

But at any time the ex-depositors
may become still more panicky, may
be afiraid that even their bank
notes will lose in value, and go
out and spend them and thus put
the whole 2 or 2 1-2 billions of re-

cently-issued currency into circula-

tion. This would at once result
in rising prices and in a genuine
inflation.

To have more deposits with-
drawn would mean to have more
bills printed and add further to
the danger that if the new bills

actually go into circulation, in-

flation, with rising prices and low-
er buying power of money and
money wages, would be upon up.

The party cannot have both—

a

tight, against inflation for the sake
of the workers, and a fight for un-
limited cash withdrawals of de-
posits which involves additional
currency and so opens the door' to
inflation.

The unanimous vote in the House,
and the vote of 73 to 7 in the Sen-
ate for a banking law which its
own father, Senator Glass, describ-
ed as shocking, show how demor'al-
ifced and terrorized are the parlia-
mentary bodies. To propose "mass
pressure" on them to change the
course which is being dictated by
the big bankers is simply not seri-
ous.

The workers must be told plainly,
without hysteria or exaggeration,
that there Is a possibility that the
present banking crisis may develop
into a period of inflation, which will
amount to a wage cut. Such a
situation must be met with a de-
mand for higher dollar wages, to
compensate for the lower buying
power ot the dollar if it develops.
Representatives of the workers
should determine the amount of
increase needed. The struggle lor
such higher wages must be waged
on as broad a front as possible,
as it will gain in strength it fought
on a national basis and be propor-
tionately weaker if it has to be
fought out from shop to shop.

Second, such workers' committees
who are charged with the duty of
observing and measuring the move-
ment of prices could well carry
along with them the petty bour-
geois masses, organized into con-
sumers' leagues or similar organi-
zations into committees for the
suppression of abuses such as
hoarding of commodities by dealers
unjustified price advances, sub-
stitutions, etc.

These are only typical of the
methods by which a brond united
front movement for a fight against
inflation might be developed within
the proletariat and under1

the guid-
ance of its vanguard, which could
lead the petty bourgeois masses and
not be swamped by them. Such &
movement, if the present banking
crisis develops Into a real currency
breakdown, and If It is firmly
guided by a resolute and correctly-
orientated Communist vanguard
could rapidly develop from such
practical and limited tasks to the
boldest revolutionary demands, to
workers control of production as
a r'oad to the dictatorship of the
proletariat.

—B. J. FIELD.

International Prc-Conference of

the Left Opposition Presents Thesis

Continued from last issue

Cleansing of the Ranks of the Left

Opposition and Composition of

tbe Internatioi»l Conference

The Left Opposition is able to
grow and strengthen itself only by
the purging of its ranks of casual
and alien elements.
The revolutionary awakening af-

ter
1

tbe war seized not only the
young generation of the proletar-
iat, but also revived a great var-
iety of sectarian groups, which
sought a way out on the roads of
anarchism, syndicaism, pure pro-
pagandism, etc. Many ot them
hoped to find an arena for their
confused ideas In the Communist
International. Many elements of
the petty bourgeois Bohemia also
joined under the banner ot Com-
munism, having been thrown out of
their ruts by the war and the post-
war upheavals. A part of thla
many-colored army of partisans dis-
solved Itself into Communism and
entered into tbe composition of its

apparatus
; poachers often make

the best gendarmes. The dissatis-
fied ones on the other' hand either
returned immediately into their
political, non-existence or attempt-
ed, on the way, to attach them-
selves to the Opposition. Such ele-
ments are prepared to accept in
words the best of principles, on
condition that they not be prevented
from .remaining good bourgeois
(Paz & Co.), that they be obliged
to no discipline of thought and ac-
tion (Souvarine));, or to give up
their syndicalist and other pre-
judices (Rosmer).

In approaching the task of as-
sembling its ranks on tbe national
as well as the International scale,
the Left Opposition could do noth-
ing else than begin with those
many-fold groups which actually
existed. But from the very begin-
ning it was clear to the basic nuc-
leus of the International Left that
*• MMlLUlMi waMuttoa •* sep-

arate groups which count them-
selves among the Left Opposition is

permissible only as a starting-jwint,

and that later on, based on the
theoretical and political work as
well as on infernal criticism, the
necessary selection must be made.
In fact, the last four years were
for tbe International Left Opposi-
tion a time, not only of clarifica-

tion and deepening of theory on
tbe ground of the individual coun-
tries, but also of its cleansing of
alien, sectarian and adventurist
elements of the international Boh-
emia, without a principled position,
without serious devotion to tbe

|
cause, without connection with
the masses, without a sense of re-
sponsibility and discipline, but for
that all the more inclined to listen
to the vojee of careerism (Landau,
Mill, Graef, Well and other var-
ieties of tbe same fundamental
type).
The principle of party democracy

is in no way identical with the
principle of the open door. Tbe
Left Opposition has never demand-
ed of the Stalinists that they
transform the party into a mech-
anical sum of fractions, groups,
sects and individualities. We ac-
cuse the centrist fraction of carry-
ing on an essentially false policy
which at every step brings them
Into contradiction with the flower
of the proletariat, and that It looks
for the way out of these contradic-
tious in the strangling of Party
democracy. Between the organi-
zational policy of bureaucratic cen-
trism and its "general line" there
is an inseparable connection. In
contradistinction to Stalinism, the
Left Opposition is the bearer of the
theory ot Marxism and of the
strategic achievements of Leninism
in the world labor

1

movement. A*
far as principle methods are con-
cerned, the International Opposi-
tion has never broken with any
troup or with any individual com-
rade wltaoat Mhatstine all meth-

ods of ideological Influence. Exact-
ly for that reason the work of sel-

ecting cadres that has been accom-
plished possesses an organic and
permanent character. By checking
over each and every one on the
basis of his actual work, the Left
Opposition must carry through to
the end the cleansing of its ranks
of alien elements, since, as experi-
ence has shown, only in this way
can It expand and educate its prole-
tarian cadres. The International
Conference can rest only on the
basis ot the work which has al-

ready been done, and deepen and
consolidate tbe results ot this work.

The.proposal to call a conference
with each and every group that
reckons itself in the Left Opposition
(the groups of Landau and Rosmer,
the "ilahuruf", "Spartacos", the
Weisbord group, etc.) means tbe
attempt to turn the wheel backward
and gives evidence of a complete
lack of understanding of the condi-
tions and laws of development of
a revolutionary organization and
of the methods of selection and
education of its cadres. The pre-
Conference not only rejects but
condemns such an attitude as be-
ing radically opposed to the organi-
zational policies of Marxism.
The Left Opposition in Italy

(Relations with the Bordigists)

The so-called Left Paction of tbe
Italian Communists (Prometeo-
group or Bordigists) has its tradi-
tions, which are sharply distin-
guished from the traditions of the
Bolshevik-Leninists. The Bordi-
gists, who had originated in the
struggle against the opportunism
ot the old Italian Socialist, Party,
at one blow put themselves on the
ground of anti-parliamentarism
and of ultimatism and persisted in
their opposition to the Comintern
as early as the period of its first
four world Congresses. The formal
abandonment of an ti-parliamentar-
ism, which took place after the
second world Congress changed
nothing essential in the policies of
the Bordigists. The rejection of
the struggle for democratic slo-
gans under any and all conditions,
and the refusal of the policy of
tb* wlted erent with regard t* tke

social democracy—today, in the
year 1933, after the enormous ex-

perience in all the countries of
the world—sufficiently proves the
sectarian character of the "Prom-
eteo" group. The Rordigist faction,
while claiming the role of an in-

dependent Marxist current, has
proven its complete inability to
exercise any influence on the de-
velopment of the official party.
Within tbe latter there has arisen
a new Marxist grouping (N. I. O.),
entirely on the basis of the ideas
of the International Left Opposi-
tion. Just as glaring a mark of
the sectarian character of the
Promcteo group is its complete In-

ability, in spite of an existence of
more than ten years, to exten dits
influence to other countries. The
national limitations of Bordigism,
from the standpoint of Marxism,
represent its harshest and most
bitter condemnation.

The International Opposition, In

this case as in others, has made
every attempt to make possible the
adaptation of the Bordigists to the
Bolshevik-Leninists. The gigantic
events which have taken place in
the last few years iu China, Spain
and Germany, have been an ex-
haustive checking-up of the dif-
ferences of opinion in the questions
of democratic slogans and of the
policy of the united front. Every
icritical blow which tbe Left Op-
position struck against the Stalin-
ists, at the same time rebounded
against the Bordigists. The three
years of existence in common, the
criticism of ideas and the critic-
ism of events have brought them
no nearer to us. Now the neces-
sary conclusions must be drawn.
Within the framework of a mass
party it would naturally be possible
to live together with the Bordigists—under the condition of a firm dis-
ciplne in action ; but within the
framework of a fraction it is com-
pletely impermissible, " especially
after the entire experience which
we have gone through, to support
the fiction of unity with an alien
group, which remains ideologically
immovable and isolated In a sec-
tarian manner.

The B»rdleist)g tfcMMelvts a*r«

never assumed a loyal attitude to-ward our international organiza-
tion. By compelling all their mem-
bers, irrespective of their individ-
ual opmon, to come forward andto vote in no other way than in
he spirit of the majority of their
traction at meetings and confer-
ences of the International Opposi-
tion, the Prometeo group has placed
its national discipline higher thanbe international and thereby vio-lated not oniy the principles to*democratic centralism but also
those of internationalism. Thisalone proves that tbe Bordigistswere never actually a part of theLeft Opposition. If in gpIte oCtnw they ,tm naa on
formal adherence to the Interna-
tional Left Opposition, that is only
because in that way tbe character
of their group as a purely national
sec .is disguised. But the policyof Marxism is not a policy of dis-
sui.se. .While paying due recognt
lon to the honesty and revolution-
ary devotion of many Bordigists,
the International Opposition slit
considers that the moment has a"nyed to declare openly

: The Prom-
<*eo group does not belong to the
composition °* the WbtftaS
Left Opposition,

The only section of tbe Bolshe-
vik-Leninists for Italy ls tne New
Italian Opposition (N. I. o.)

To be continued
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Alarm Si gna I!

Danger Draws Closer in U.S.S.R.
By LEON TROTSKYOne would be a coward or pur-

blind to minimize the extent of

I His (tanker—castastrophe looms

over the Communist Party of the

Soviet Union (Bolsheviks), the

ruling party of the first proletarian

state. It Van be prevented only

by tiie self-sacrificing struggle of

Hie advanced workers.

The situation is so pregnant with

danger that to confine oneself to

phi-uses and hints would mean to

participate in the activities of the

ruling faction that is sapping the

October Revolution. Under the

Stalinist regime, the class enemies

are better informed of all that

takes place or is about to be un-

dertaken, than the working class.

The possible attempt® on the part

of counter-revolutionists to make
use of our outspoken criticism do

not present one one-hundredth part

of that danger which is borne by
the malignant misinformation

spread by the bureaucracy and by

the enforced silence of the prole-

tarian vanguard.

In a broad historical sense, the

situation of the Soviet Union can-

not be so hopeless as is the situa-

tion of world Capitalism which
iitids itself up against an absolute

impure. This general historical

perspective not only completely

justifies the October Revolution,

insofar as it requires justification,

but it also dooms beforehand as
utterly reactionary all programs of

the petty bourgeois democracy
(Mensheviks, Social-Kevolutionists.

etc., etc.,), which inevitably reduce
themselves to the restoration of

"democratic" capitalism. Even in

the event of the victory of the

counter-revolution, the Soviet hydra
will grow a new head in place of

each one that is chopped off. But
this does not at all mean that one
may with an easy conscience, per-

mit the Stalinist bureaucracy to

bring ruin upon the present, living

Soviet regime. In the given ease,

the historical reckoning Is a te-

ckoning in terms of decades. Ulti-

mately, the downfall of the Soviet

atate would express itself only as
an historical episode. But should
this happen, it would be one of the

most horrible episodes in universal

history. Our sole task lies in pre-

venting it. Meanwhile the danger
approaches closer and closer.

Sound the alarm! We must sound
the alarm 1

BUREAUCRATIC SABOTAGE OF
SOCIALIST CONSTRUCTION
UNDER THE GUISE OF IN-

FALLIBLE LEADERSHIP
By dint of unbelievable exertions

on the part of the toilers, at the

cost of innumerable privations and
sacrifices there have been created
grandiose technical values, there

have been gained extraordinary
productive victories. The October
revolution has demonstrated to

mankind the potentialities inherent

in Socialism, by speaking in terms
of steel, cement and kilowatts of

electrical energy. But during this

same period, the bureaucratic lead-

ership, which is self-sufficient and
irresponsible, which is incapable of

foreseeing and intolerant of critic-

ism, which has been blinded by the
mirage of socialism in one coun-

try, has brought national economy
to the brink of absolute chaos. In-

dustrial conquests and technical

achievements are devoured by dis-

proportions and gaps. No one so

much as bothers to consult the
opinion of workers and peasants
upon the most fundamental ques-

tion in the life of the nation—how
much should be used, and how much
put away for the future. The bu-

reaucracy takes stock at a glance
and proceeds to act, rejecting the
objective criteria of achievements,
recognizing no laws other than the

laws it willfully wills, supplanting
plans with commands and balance-

sheets -with coercion. The task
that is most complex, the task
that not only was never before
solved but never even undertaken
—to achieve by means of planned
forecasting and regulation the mu-
tual congruity between the branch-

es of a growing economy of an
enormous country ; this task whieh
by its very nature t& insclvable
without the dally experience of
millions, without their critical

checking over their own collective

experience, without their openly
expressing their needs and demands
—this gigantiq, all-embracing, na-

tion-wide historical task is solved
within official sanctums, in the sec-

retariat of the CEC, all depending
upon how the spirit moves It, and
upon what this or the Other spetz
buzzes. What could be more mon-
strous?

Kven if the Polltbureau consist-

ed of seven universal geniuses, of
seven Marxes, or seven Lenins, it

would have still been incapable all

on its own, with all its creative

imagination, to command over the

economy of 170 million souls. But
that is precisely the gist o* the

matter, the Politbureau of Marxes
or Lenins would have never even

posed Itself such a task. And on

the other hand, the present Polit-

bureau consists of second-rate bu-

reaucrats who are drunk with the
power they have wrested from the
party, who have last the ground
from under their feet and who are
most of all concerned with preserv-

ing their inflated personal prestige.

Is it so long (since that these
homunculi repeated their badly
thought out formula of the alliance

between workers and peasants, as
the foundation of foundations? How
long ago is It that they worshipped
the middle peasant? How long

ago did they ignore the very exist-

ence of tile kulak? How many
ages is it since they rejected the
program of planned industrializa-

tion in the name of, presumably,
preserving the "link." between the
city and the village? Frightened
by the consequences of their own

negligence, they threw themselves
into the extremes of 100 percent

collectivization. Twenty-five mil-

lion of isolated peasant egos, who
only the day before represented
the motive power of rural economy
—greedy, feeble as the moujik's

nag, but prime movers neverthe-
less-^these millions the bureau-
cracy attempted to supplant at a
single blow by the administrative

will of 200,000 Kolkhozi (collective

farms ) directorates which were
without the necessary equipment,
the necessary training, and which
lacked the necessary support of the
peasantry Itself.

The excessive shift in the appor-
tionment of national income—Irom
(he village to the city, from light
industry to the heavy industry ; the
ominous disproportions within in-

dustry, light as well as heavy—has
excessively lowered the efficient

functioning of labor power and
capital expenditures. The economic
link (smytehka) between the state
industry and the peasantry turned
out to have been broken prior to

its having been achieved. The
chervonmetz in the pocket of a

(Continued on Page 2)

HA< RAKOVSKY
BEENASSASSINATED!
A March 16 Associated Press

dispatch from Istanbul, Turkey,
reports:

"Information from seveiral

sources lias been receive by Leon
Trotsky, living in exile on Prin-
kipo Island, tliat Clwistian Rak-
ovsky, former Soviet Ambassador
to Paris and former President of
(He Ukraine Republic, lias been
returned to Moscow from exile

and put to death."
A feeling of tlte deepest horror

will grip tl>e heart of every work-
ing class militant at the mere
reading of this report. We know
that Stalin, rude and disloyal,

personally vengeful, lias not hesi-

tated in the past to send to their
deaths such sterling rgvolutioB-

tiotiists as HeiHriehsen, Butov,
Silov, Rabinovitch, Blumkin, Zio-
zaze and other Bolshevik-Lenin-
ists in the Soviet Union. We
know that he has net hesitated

to send to prison and to distant
exile the flower of the old Bol-
shevik leadership, men and wo-
men with decades of revolution-
tionary struggle behind tliem.

Has lie now dared to assassin-

ate Christian G. Rakovsky, the
great champion of the revolution-

ary proletariat? Has he now
dared to put to death, with a
coward's blow in the dark «f the

night, the noble internationaifet

whose two generations of militant

Marxism constitutes a stainless

record difficult to match in mo-
dern times? Has the man who
proudly gained the enmity of
every Balkan tyrant, who found-

ed the Third International, who
was first chief of the Ukrajuan
Soviets, who was driven from
Paris by the French bourgeoisie,

who was later driven from the
party by tlte Thermidoriao reac-
tien^-hag lie finally been de-
prived of life itself by the bu-
reacratlc apparatus?
We demand an answer from

the responsible head of the Rus-
sian party:
WHERE IS CHRISTIAN RAK-
OVSKI?
HAS HE BEEN EXECUTED?
Hie revolutionary proletariat

will hold to responsibility and a
final accounting those who have
dared lay murderous hands on
the man whose life and struggles,

whose unyielding intraasigeance,
whose serene firmness under the
hammer blows of reaction have
been and remain an inxhanstible
source of inspiration to every
proletarian revolutionist!

Therefore, an open answer:
WHAT HAS BEEN DONE TO

CHRISTIAN RAKOVSKY?

Stalinists Discredited at Mooney
United Front Conference In N.Y.

The New York United Front
Mooney Conference was no ordin-

ary demonstration of the strength
and weakness of the Satlinist mach-
ine. As it turned out the confer-

ence got out of'control of the Stal-

inist steering committee. Bedlam
broke loose. A riot was avoided
only by summarily adjourning.

The conference, overwhelming
Stalinist in its political com-
plexion, was oriented on the party's

half-tarn .on the united front. The
contradiction between this political

orientation and the attempt on
the part of the party steering com-
mittee to run it in the well known
Stalinist, closed-corporation man-
ner is the key to an understanding
of the tense political drama that
was fought for eight hours on the
lloor of the conference.

The conference was opened by
the reading of a message from
Mooney. Following this Palmer
of the Federated Press was elected

temj)orary chairman. A motion to

elect a credentials committee was
carried and the following were
elected : Sultan of the Frelheit

;

Nessin of the T'UUC; Gubernick of
the Huntington Branch of the S.

P.; Mac Christian of the NWITJ;
Itiner of the Brotherhood of Paint-

ers, Local 445 ; Peun of the Brother-

hood of Railroad Trainmen ; and
Herman of the Left Opposition who
was a regularly elected delegate
from a Workmen's Circle Branch.
Berman's election caused the party

members no end of confusion. Com-
rade Bernian is well known t.O

party members as a member of the
L. O. When it oame to voting on
Herman the party steering com-
mittee raise their hands. Half the
party members followed suit. But

the other half were confused by
the sight of their leaders voting
for a counter-revolutionary Trot-

skyite and did not vote. The 140
votes Rerman got were enough.

From this point on the confusion

grew apace until the conclusion of

this eventful gathering. Louis
Scott, Mooney's personal represen-
tative made the report. He sum-
marized some of the outstanding
points in the legal aspect of the
case. Ills perspective for the fu-.

ture of the fight was essentially a
legal one. He laid down the task*
of the movement as follows : united
front mass meetings and demon-
trations ; a delegation to Roph to

demand the immediate and uncon-
ditional release of Mooney ; a dele-

gation to Roosevelt to get him to
Intercede with Roph for Mooney ; a
congressional investigation ; and If

all these measures fail, a general
strike. The emphasis he gave the
legal flght gave the impression that
he regarded the mass movement as
a somewhat helpful auxiliary ; an
ace-ln-the-hole to be sprung on the
capitalists if all else fails.

A Notice To

Our Readers

Just as the Militant was going,

to press, we received the highly

important article of comrade
Trotsky printed herewith. Com-
ing at a time when events move
with extraordinary speed and
sharpness, the article bears all

the greater" significance. So
much so that we have been forc-

ed at the last moment to elimnn-

ate a number of reports and
comments on pressing local and
national class struggle issues.

These latter, as well as the rest

of the article by comrade Trotsky
will appear in the next issue of

the Militant.

Cafeteria Strike

On in N. Y.
Never before have the working

conditions in the food industry

been so bad as at the present time.

The bosses, having taken advantage
of the unemployment situation and
the absence of a powerful workers'
organization, have reduced the al-

ready miserable conditions to a
point of slavery. Wages have been
reduced to a starvation level, the
working time lengthened to 14 and
15 hours a day.

The Foltis-Fischer Cafeteria

Company after having reduced the

wages of their employees to the

lowest possible level, on top of
it, forces them to buy shares in

the company, with a threat of
losing their jobs. Undt?r these con-

ditions and with the persistent

propaganda of the FWIU the work-
ers realized the necessity of an or-

ganization as the only weapon
against the attacks of the bosses.

As a first step they organized
their shop committees. Through
their stool-pigeons the bosses were
able to find out who were in these
committees, and with hypocritical

excuses began firing them one at a
time. The union immediately
staged a demonstration in front of
the company offices demanding the
reinstatement of the discrarged
workers. Although the company
promised to comply with the de-
mands of the union, a few days
later they fired more bakers who
were members of the union. Under
these conditions a strike on the
part of the union was not only in-

evitable but a necessity. The
strikers and the organization are

(Continued on Page 3)
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Two Framed Up by

Peabody Coal Co.
Springfield, I1L
Dewitt C. Webb, one of the out-

standing leaders of the Bonus Army
while in Washington, captain of

the Bonus Army at Camp Neal in

Springfield and honorary member
of the Progressive Miners of Am-
erica and his co-worker, John
Wang, have been framed-up and
railroaded to Vendalia State Prison
for one year1 and eight months re-

spectively and fined 300 dollars.

The framed-up charges against them
was that they carried concealed
weapons while on the picket lines

against the Peabody Coal Co. But
the evidence in the case showed
conclusively and without the
shadow of a doubt that neither

Webb nor Wang has any kind of
weapon while on the picket lines..

The evidence showed that Webb
was beaten up by the State High-
way police and then arrested and
after that taken to jail and framed
in the Sangamon County Jail. The
evidence further showed that Chief
Moody, of the State Highway Pol-
ice and his Cossacks on the morn-
ing that Webb was beaten up had
been told to "getT Webb and to
"bring him in." .Within a few
minutes after a decision was ren-

dered against Webb and Wang, they
were rushed on to Vandalia State
Prison.

Why all the haste? And what
is the real reason for the framlng-
up and railroading of Webb and
Wang Eo prison? Because the Pro-
gressive Miners Of America is

Cri Insis in vjermany
Manifesto of the Left Opposition
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE

C. P. U. S. A.!

TO ALL COMMUNIST WORK-
ERS!

The onslaught of Fascism is

sweeping over the German work-
ing class with breath-taking swift-

ness. The heavy blows already

struck have served to raise the
necessity of united front action as

the immediate iife-and-death Ques-

tion of the German proletariat. The
cry for the united front is resound-

ing Irom the ranks at a high pitch,

spurred on by the whip of events.

Under this pressure' from the
proletarian mass, both the yellow

social democracy as well as the

Centrist Stalinist bureaucracy have
been forced to give an immediate
answer to the question of the prac-

tical formation of the united front,

it is this above all which accounts
for the reported united front nego-

tiations between the Second and the

Third Internationals, it is in this

light that the Left Opposition

greets the reported negotiations as
the incident fulfillment of a de-

mand that the Boishevik-Leninists

nave been fighting for from the be-

ginning of the Jb'ascist danger—as
a confirmation of the correctness
of its revolutionary foresight. If

the reports are true, a desperately

necessary step has been taken, if

they are not true, a criminal and
unlorgivable hoax has been perr

petrated on the whole international
working class!

The Left Opposition has been
fighting for the application of the
Leninist united front tactic, for the
establishment of the proletarian
united front as the gateway to the
revolutionary struggle against Hit-
lerism, to the working class solu-
tion of the German crisis, to the
extension of the World October.
The Left Opposition says to the

Communist workers: If the neces-

sary turn of the Communist Inter-

national in the united front policy
is really to be carried out, if it is

to be carried out iu the revolu-
tionary sense, the negotiations be-

tween the revolutionary and the
reformist Internationals must be
brought out into the broad day-
light! No compromises behind the
scenes but united struggle agree-
ments concluded before the eyes
of the Communist aad social dem-
ocratic workers 1 No covering up
of mistakes, no silence on the past,

but candid and frank explanations
are necessary : Why the new turn,

how is it to be carried out. on
what basis?

To leave the confusion of "so-
cial Fascism", of the "united front
from below" unexplained, to fail

to bring clarity on these questions—that is the way to make the turn
an empty, worthless maneuver, that
is the way to undermine the pro-
gress which is essential. That

must not be. Clarity, above all

else, is the need of the moment.
The Left Opposition, in America

as well as elsewhere, has been in
the forefront of the struggle against
German Fascism because this strug-

gle is the central task of prole-

tarian internationalism, of the rev-

olutionary working class in the
present period. As the interna-

tional vanguard of thq working
class, the Left Opposition has point-

ed out tirelessly that the fate of
Germany—the weakest link in the
chain of a decaying capitalism grip-

ped by its deepest and most wide-
spread crisis—concentrates within
Itself the fate of Europe, of the
world. We have pointed out that
there the solution will be given
for years to come—on the road to

the international extension of the
October revolution or on the road
to the triumph of world reaction
and mortal danger to the existence
of the Soviet Union.
A capitalist Germany — under

Fascist rule—cannot exist with-
out imperialist aggression against
the UHSIl. A socialist Germany
can only exist as a unit with the

USSR in its extension to the So-

viet United States of Europe. That
is what the question of Fascism

or Communism means to the Inter-

national working class.

Precious time has already been
lost. Many unnecessary sacrifices

have already been made. The Fasc-
ist consolidation in Germany has
been going on apace. But the de-

cisive battle has not yet been
fought. The test of forces between
the ranks of the united proletariat

and the motley hordes of Hitler's

Brown Shirts has not yet come out
into the open.

The united front of the prole-

tariat id on the order of the day
for practical arrangements. The
treacherous half-way and half-
hearted measures of the social

democracy will stand exposed in

their nakedness once the proletar-
ian united front is established. The
open struggle between Fascism and
working class can only be a Strug-

gle to annihilation, to the bitter

end. In such a struggle the mass-
es of social democratic workers
will surge far over the heads of
their treacherous leaders. Their
will to life, to power will merge
with that of the proletarian van
guard, the ranks of Communism.
The Fascist camp and the camp

(Continued on Page 2}

An Open Letter to the Central

Committee of the Communist Party
To the Central Executive Com-

mittee,

Communist Party of the U. S. A.
Comrades

:

Uvents in Germany are moving
with break-neck speed. There is

very little time left. The German
proletariat, facing the bioody
avalanche < 1 Fascism, stands in

desperate need of International
aid. In the first place, it needs
the aid of the Communist Inter-

national in guiding it to a cor-

rect policy. A tremendous re-

sponsibility rests on the Comin-
tern in this fateful hour. As a
section of the Comintern, the Am-
erican party bears a full share
of this great historic responsi-

bility. The Lett Opposition, which
is a faction of the party and the
Comintern, turns to you now onee
more with concrete proposals for
a line of action which in our
opinion must be followed without
delay.

Our proposals are the follow-
ing:

1. That the American party
Openly demand of the Comintern
and the German C. P. that they
adopt completely and unambigu-
ously and carry out in practise
the policy of the united frout.

2. That the American Party
demand the convening of the 7th

Bankers Utilize Situation In Order

ToStrengthenHold on Whole System
The hanking crisis has within it. capped" on the world market by

(Continued on Page X>

the further consolidation of the
financial capitalists over American
economy. It was a condition that
could not be avoided in the pro-

cess of reorganizing the American
structure for a more favorable posi-

tion in the intensified competition
for world markets. More than one
factor entered into the process that
threw the country into the bank-
ing crisis. But the quick and deci-

sive action of the Imperialists,

against the other sections of the
exploiters and the working class,

enabled them to turn an unfavor-
able situation Into a successful
battle.

The rural middle class had its

"Farmers Holiday'' movement in
order to flght against the falling
world price level that was increas-

ing their debts, reducing their
sales and causing ruin. The bank-
ers came along and by declaring
a "Bankers Holiday" turned an un-
favorable situation into a lever1

for

further consolidation over the other
sections.

There Is no question that the
American imperialists are "handi-
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the most antiquated and cumber-
some banking apparatus in the
world of imperialist nations. The
Federal Reserve System and the
moves toward the further develop-
ment of branch banking are steps
forward for the American imper-
ialists in this respect. But if the
American imperialists are to take
their "rightful" place under the
sun of world exploitation they are
entirely inadequate. The banking
crisis in this sense represents a
erisis in the stage of reorganization
rather than a stage Immediately
following the period of overproduc-
tion and liquidation. Roosevelt's
''New Deal" was started off with
a bang in the interests of the Am-
erican imperialists. This was facil-

itate by the fact that the immedi-
ate surface interests of a large sec-
tion of the middle class run paral-
lel with the interest of the big
bankers, thereby enabling Roosevelt
to serve the "people 1

The middle class wants inflation
to eliminate the debtors' burden
with "cheap money", Roosevelt first

got their support by letting them
think he 'would open the gates for
unlimited local scrip. Then he
closed the gates to local scrip by
concentrating the issuing of two
billions in currency through
"rigid" control from above—where
they hope to control the process of
inflation, thereby eliminating the
lower sections of the exploiters
from the benefits. In addition, the
leading financiers will come out
much stronger by the process of
squeezing out the small banks and
consolidating the banking structure
and its capital in the hands of a
smaller group at the top.

congress of the Comintern imme-
diately, with the participation

of the International Lett opposi-
tion, and tuat Trotsty ana iiu.lt-

ovsxy be especially summoned
to Moscow to take part in the
Congress.

3. That the German question
be put as the most iinportant

question before lue party, that
systematic uiscussion on It ue
organized in every unit of the
party irom top lo bouuni, and
tuat it he tue arat point on the
agenda of the lorincoming party
convention.

4. That the Left Oppositon be
readmitted to the puny on the
basis of party ueinocracy ; that
the American U. 1'. support in
tue Comintern the reauuiiasiou of
the Lett Opposition oil an mtei-
nationai scaie, and the reiuase
and return oi the iinpnsoueu uol-
sheviUL-Leiiiuists in the Koviet
Union.

0. That the party call for a
united tront coiiiereuce of all

wouters organisation a, including
me socialist. party aim me a. u'.

of L-, to lomiuiaie a concrete
program lor uuiluu front uewou-
suauous in somiaiity witii the
German woraeis. luis action to
bejjm on a national seme, and
proceed irom mat to local actions
aiong me same uue.
For several years now, week

In and ween out, tue Left op-
position has oeeu wai'umg oi lue
very mines mat are Happening
now in iiei-uidUy as me consequ-
ence o£ a fuise policy, it has pre-
dicted and its prcuicuons are
literally veriued. 'ine .^eu Up-
posiL.ou Uiis pijinteu oul me way
and me events na*e conuiined
Its prognosis, it is tune uoh to
turn tue neiin. 'lueie is very lit-

tle unit leit.

We hope you will realize it,

and do your part to help the
Comiuteru and tne oerman party
to reaiiie u, beiure it is too late.
The way to do this has been out-
lined above. The L.e« Opposition
tor its part stauus ready, now as
always, to heip me paity nud Its

way on the path ot international
duty. Our agitation, our critic-
ism, and our warnings are all
directly loyal.y to this end. And
in any actions, which will be un-
derlauen, to rouse the American
working class acd form a united
front of international support
the members of the Left Opposl-
wlth the German proletariat, all
tion will put themselves at the
disposal of the party for any ser-
vice required of them.

With .Communist Greetings,
NATIONAL COMMITTEE,
COMMUNIST LEAGUE OF
AMERICA (OPPOSITION)
J. P. CANNON, Secretary.

One thing is certain. American
imperialism must liquidate the oulk
to win in the international strug-
gle for the dominating position and
of its heavy internal debt if it U
make the. Dollar the basic interna-
tional medium of exchange. The
capitalists had to find some form
of juggling the contradiction be-
tween the gold standard interna-
tionally and the need of liquidation
of the Internal debt nationally. The
present move of the bankers is an

(Continued on Page 8}
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moujik fell into the same relation

to commodities as a lottery ticket

stands in relation to the prize. The
new form of Ihe link, which is so
important in the perspectives of

transi£rming the village, namely
the productive link, which is real-

ized by tractors and farming mach-
inery, lost at once all its force of

attraction in the eyes of the peas-

ant, insofar as its actual fruits

remain unrealized by him. Fifteen

million peasant farms have been
collectivized, and ten million priv-

ate enterprises cave been consci-

ously placed under such conditions
as not to permit the exposure of

the superiority of barbaric small-

scale economy over the purely bu-
reaucratic collectivization. Thus
by means of combined resources
the bureaucracy succeeded in weak-
ening if not in killing all stimulus
for work within the peasantry. The
harvest of crops, even previously
extremely low, began to drop omin-
ously. From quarter to quarter
the supply of industry with raw
materials and of cities with food-

stuffs worsens catastrophicaliy.
The onerous conditions under
which the workers live generate
the turnover of labor within enter-
prises as well as lapses, careless
work, damaging ol machinery,
high percentage of damaged pro-
duotsv and low quality in grade
of production. The entire planned
economy falls under the blow.

MONEY INFLATION
The bureaucracy has rid itself not

only of political control on the part
of the masses but also of the auto-
matic control on the part of the
Chervouetz. All the draft figures
pertaining to the economic budget,
to the quality of production, to
basic costs and the productivity ol
labor—all these have been swirled
away like so much dust when the
inflation completely liquidated the
stable unit of value. Bureaucratic
supervision tried its hand in this
case as well to supplant economic
reality; the gospel of "Stalin's six
conditions" was designated from
then on to fulfill the function of
a stable L-ystem of currency. This
amounts to the same thing as feed-
ing excerpts from a cook-book in
piace of proper food.
Money inliation means an ever

increasing tax upon the living stan-
dards of the masses. By killing
the interest of the worker in piece-
work wages, by fostering the in-

dignation of the peasant against
fixed prices for rural products, in-
flation sets a frenzied premium
upon speculation and the specula-
tor.

He lies who affirms that under
socialist conduction there would
be nothing io fear from inflation.
On the contrary, during the first
steps of planned economy— and
this covers a series of live year
plans—inllaiion becomes especially
dangerous, not to cay ruinous. That
is precisely ho\y a plan checks it-
self by b-;ing compelled to make
both ends nice:, without inflation.
To proclaim that the very existence
of a plan nullifies the danger of
inflation is approximately the same
thing as to insist that the presence
of a compass on the ship elimin-
ates the danger of an existing leak.
Money inflation becomes (he source
of credit inflation. The gaps with-
in the plan are stuffed with printed
paper. Real criteria give way to
fictitious criteria. Planned econ-
omy is ravaged from within. For
the employees of the Planning Com-
mission there should be hung signs
within all offices where the contra-
dictory specifications of the Politi-
cal Bureau are translated into stat-
istics, each sign with the warning:
"Inflation is the syphilis of Plan-
ned Economy".
WHO WILL PREVAIL?
The costliness of premature rudi-

mental bureaucratic collective
farms alongside of dislocation of
the ties between rural economy and
industry, leads to the paralysis of
the peasants' will to economic ac-
tivity. In order to partially re-
turn to the moujik the economic
stimulus he has lost, the Stalinist
leadership has legalized within
well-known limits, free markets,
screening them under the Jesuitical
name of kolkhoz trade. The exclu-
sion of traders—middlemen—under
the legalization of private trade,
signifies a monstrous eraay-quilt of
prices in a speculation which is
atomized and therefore more in-
sane. The prices on the markets
at once rose ten, fifteen and twenty
times over the fixed government
prices.

Naturally enough, the collectiviz-
ed farmer sent bread and other
products into those channels out-
siae of the state. "This constitutes
the negative side of kolkhoz trade,"
asserts Stalin, without, however,
drawing any further conclusions.
"Negative sides!" But this very
fact—{he fact that the collectivized
moujik prefers the channels of
private trade and speculation to
the planned trade with the state
—means nothing else but that the

economic link between the state

and the peasantry has still not even
been attained.

Free trade, by raising to the
most excessive heights the column
of mercury that gauges prices, has
brought out into the open the mal-
ignant condition of the economic
organism. The struggle against
this disease demanded a radical re-

examination of economic plans and
a no less radical revision of the
methods of management. Fright-
ened by the facts recorded by the
rise of the mercury, the bureau-
cracy, however, decided to direct

its activities towards the thermo-
meter itself. Molotov proclaimed
the impending "regulation" of mar-
ket prices. Acording to the signs,

tlie economic centers have already
taken to this course. As if it is

ik)ksII)1i: to reduce the temperature
of :t sick organism by lowering the
zero point on 1 ho scale of the
thermometer! The economy must
be cured. One must begin with an
upcn acknowledgment that the ques-
tion Who Will Prevail?, detepite

tlie c.tlicial boasting, remains not
only still unsolved even in the
r.otiKh, but that the very condi-
tions for its solution have exces-
sively worsened as a result of the
incctsiitit and uncoordinated bu-
rc.iiicralic coercion of the living
tissues, of economy.

The piling up of fixed prices,

those set conventionally and the
prices in the free market; the
transition from planned collection
of raw material stock|, that is,

the semblance of trade between the
government and the peasantry, to
grain, meat, and milk faxes; the
struggle not for survival but
against death itself, against the
mass pillage of kolkhoz property,
and against the mass concealment
of piHage; the out and out mili-
tary mobilisation of the party for
a struggle against kulak sabotage,
after the "liquidation" of the kulak
as a class; and simultaneously
with all this : the undernourish
ment in the cities, the return to
the card system and to the rations,
and finally, the restoration of the
passport system—-what do all these
measures mean, independently of
the fact whether they are correct
or no, if not the return of that
cruel struggle between the capital-
ist and the socialist tendencies,
which in 1332 revived a number of
features of 1!H 8-1919?

The bureaucracy leans harder
and harder upon the administra-
tive lever instead of pulling asun-
der the framework that restricts
the personal interests of the peas-
ants in conformance with the real
condition of rural economy. It
has been decided "to place" Com-
munists, who will obey the orders
of the ruling center, in charge of
the kolkhozi which ideally repre-
sent volunteer producing coopera-
tives. Simultaneously with this,
the CKC testifies that the village
Communists are becoming soaked
with the spirit of peasant opposi-
lion and must undergo a mass puri-
fication. In the meantime, no less
than otie and a half million of
kolkhoz Communists are required in
order to fill the commanding kolk-
hoz positions by party members.
Where will they come from?
To force upon the peasant collec-

tives, economic leadership in ac-
cordance with party tokens means
to undermine not only the kolkhozi
but also the authority of the party

;

it means to substitute a new dose
of administrative coercion for the
task of economic competition; it
means not to go ahead of the Nep
but to retrace one's steps back
away from it, to "Military Com-
munism", even if on a higher econ-
omic plane.
THE BALANCE SHEET OF THE
FIRST FIVE YEAR PLAN
The moment at which the first

five year plan was concluded coin-

cided with the extreme sharpening

of economic difficulties which did

not obtain since the period of civil

war. But the bureaucracy leads a
double life, one for

1 display and
the other—in reality. This dual-

ity it transfers everywhere, among
others. Into the sphere of economic
statistics.

With a stop-watch in his hands,

Htalin insists that if the plan is

fllilled only 03.7, and not 100 per-

cent, it is only because the threat

of Japanese intervention], which
could not have been forscen at the

time the plan was formulated, had
swallowed up 6.3 percent. In

other words, the blueprints of the

CEC .have been confirmed to the dot

by the fulfillment of a gigantic plan

which constitutes the first experi-

ment of mankind in that sphere,

which encompasses from ail sides

the life of a nation with a 170,000,-

000 souls and which moreover, was
drawn live full years beforehand!
If nothing else, this astonishing pre-

cision in identity between the de-

sign and the realization m'ust

arouse the acutest distrust in

the entire report on the part of

anyone familiar with the ABC
rudiments of the question. It is

sufficient to remark that, according
to the casual admission of Molotov,
the productivity of industry in 1932
grew only 8.5 percent against the

30 percent which was set by the
yearly plan ! Where has this grand-
iose lapse disappeared as well as
the lapses of preceding years? Stalin

can produce falsified figures, con-

sciously misleading workers and
peasants. The report is necessar-

ily drawn in rubles. Within this

supple implement of t6e report
there is !o be found the key to the
secret of the astonishing coiucid-

dence between the initial and final

ligures. Thus, the tremendous
over-expenditures in construction
are set down as over-fulfillments

of the plan, when as a matter of
fact, the material results of the
construction, despite the billions of

over-expenditure, lag behind the
plan several times ten per cent.'

We are least of all inclined to
look! upon the fulfillment of the
economic plan as a hit and miss af-
fair and would have considered the
fulfillment of the five year plan
within six, iseven or eight years
a grandiose success, under the con-
dition that, simultaneously, the dis-

proportions were mitigated and
the standard of living of the masses
was raised. But it is precisely upon
those more important criteria that
we have the most unfavorable evid-
ence.

The composers of a plan pro-
claimed in their own time as their
task, "to lift up thi, country to a
new and hitherto unseen, high level

of material and cultural develop-
ment". Even during the first two
years the mitigation of the famine
in commodities was to have been
attained ; the next two years were
to have initiated the superabund-
ance of goods. In the fifth year, the
consumption of industrial products,
should have increased, according to
various categories, one and a half,
two, and two and a half times.
The increase in- meat consumption
was specified at 25 percent, in
dairy products—50 percent, etc.,

etc. In actuality, the shortage in
commodities has become unbearably
acute, the supply of bread has
sharply decreased, meat and dairy
products have become rarities. But
in return for this, there has been
created the theory that socialism
is not a consumers' organization o£
society. The consolation bears too
close a resemblance to mockery!
In the midst of newly erected fac-

* We shall consider in detail
the question about the balance sheet
of the first five year plan in a
book on Soviet economy that is now
in preparation.

Manifesto ofthe Left Opposition
[Continued from Page I)

of world imperialism is well aware
of what such a struggle will mean.
It is their intention to transform
this struggle into a crushing de-
feat of the national w6rking class
and into a war of destruction
agaiiut the USSR. All the great-
er therefore the task of the Com-
munists, all the more important
then the re-arming of the Commun-
ist International. Against the forces
of Hitler and his imperialist back-
ers must be rallied the internation-
al working class and its fatherland,
the USSR. Against the Brown
Shirt agents of world imperialism
—the Red Army, the arm of the
international working class, must
be prepare to act

!

Tremendous tasks are facing the
international working class and ite
vanguard, the Communist Interna-
tional. These tasks can only be
solved by the reestablishment with-
in the ranks of world Communism,
of the principles and the spirit of
Marxist internationalism, by the

BankersConsolidateControl
(Continued from Page 1)

attempt to reconcile this ever-press-
ing contradiction.

With this, goes the problem of
sttempts to drive in an indirect
wage cut by inflation and rising
commodity prices. The liquidation
of the internal debt helps certain
sections of the other exploiters be-
sides the imperialists who are in
the final analysis responsible for
the tightening up of the American
productive force to enable them to
compete more effectively on the
worl market and reduced costs at
home, and to squeeze out the ex-

1

cess baggage of the lesser exploit-'
era and "debt" upon the American
Industrial structure.

While tnev are ouay with th« In-

ternal end of this problem they
have been forced off the gold stan-
dard, even though they deny it as
Japan denies it has a war on
China. This enabled England to
take a blow of the American imper-
ialists that was very effective for
the Pound. But the war-time po-
wers of the President and the meas-
ures which followed, the embargo
on gold and the return of gold to
the central banks and the process
of consolidations—alt this is en-
abling America to prepare a
stronger internal base—not only
for further onslaughts against the
American workers but also against
the other imperialists, especially
Hngland and France.

—HUGO OBHLflB. ,

uprooting of the harmful and dan-
gerous Stalinist theory of "social-
ism in one country", by the dis-
placement of Stalinist national-Bol-
shevism. Only the re-arming of
the party of the proletariat, only
the displacement of national-Bol-
shevism by tried and tested Lenin-
ist internationalism, only the sub
stitution of the Marxian perspec-
tive of the Permanent Revolution
for the petty bourgeois Utopia of
"socialism in one country" can save
the international working class
f-om new defeats, free It from the
possibility of new betrayals of the
order of 1914, and guarantee the
adequate defense of the USSR, the
October revolution and its exten-
sion to the Soviet United States of
Europe.

No time must be lost. The strug-
gle must be organized. The Com-
munist workers must be mobilized.
The Communist worker's must be
armed to meet the imposing inter-
national tasks facing the working
class.

Communist workers! Demand
the calling of the Seventh Congress
of the Communist International
with the participation of the Inter-
national Left Opposition!
Party member's! Demand that

the leaders of the Red October, that
Trotsky, Bakovsky and their com-
rades be immediately restored to
their posts of struggle.

Demand the readmission into the
party of the Left Opposition

!

Forward to mas.s international
solidarity with the German working
class

!

Forward to the revolutionary de-
fense of the USSR!
Down with the black regime of

Ilitlerism

!

Long live the victory of the Ger-
man and international working
class

!

—NATIONAL COMMITTEE,
COMMUNIST LEAGUE OF
AMERICA (OPPOSITION)

Pioneer Publishing Fund

tories' plants, mines, electric sta-

tions, collective and Soviet

farms, the workers and peasants
begin to feel more and more as if

they are in the midst of gigantic
phantoms, indifferent to the fate

of living men. An acute feeling

of disillusionment has possessed
the masses. The populace, as con-
sumers, can no longer understand
to what end they are straining
their forces as producers.

Had Stalin openly confessed, "the
results obtained did not match our
expectations because we had neg-
lected much, over-estimated a great

deal, and failed to fulfill a great

deal more."'—then the toiling

masses, of course, would not have
fallen into ecstacy about the lead-

ership
; but. they would have taken

the confession into account; and, in

all probability, would have extend-

ed the leaders an additional re-

spite. But Stalin said the plan
was marvelous, the leadership
holds the heights, the design has
been fulfilled to the slightest de-

tail. In that case, what about the
lamentable results? Stalin Is im-

posing upon the classes the Idea

that it is not he, Stalin, who is

rotten, but the very elements of the

plan. The bureaucracy identifies

lis own blindness with socialism

and, while saving" the reputation

of its own infallibility, villiSes so-

cialism in the eyes of the work-
ers and especially the peasants. It

seems as if the bureaucracy Is con-
sciously striving to force the mass-
es to find a way out other than so-

cialism.

Continued in the next issue

THE ONLY ROAD
In response to our appeal for

funds for paper for "The Only
Road" comrade B. ,T. Field made
us a loan of $35 for this purpose.
Work on the book is moving for-

ward again. In a week it will be
on the press. It will be a hundred
page pamphlet and will sell for a
quarter. All comrades are asked
to help us rush the book to com-
pletion by ordering it now. Enclose
five cents extra for postage.

THE PUBLISHING FUND
Wish comrade Field's loan the

total raised in loans is $129.50. Of
this ?8 has already been paid back
as it came due. The balance will

be paid as it comes due.

In addition about fifteen dollars
were raised in donations. When
you realize that with about S150
dollars we have got out three pam-
phlets in 12.000 copies and are pre-
paring two more in 7,000 copies you
can readily see what a great deal
a few dollars accomplishes.

Once more we appeal to all our
comrades and friends to lend us a
helping hand. This is invaluable
work we are doing. The literature
we put out are the texts by which
the cadres of the revolutionary
movement will be educated. The
work must be speeded up and its

extent increased. Help it along
with donations and loans—dona-
tions first and loans second.
Remember that every penny don-

ated and lent is used exclusively
for the purpose of getting out lit-

erature. It is a separate fund
and is not mortgaged by other
obligations. Send all funds imme-
diately to

Pioneer Publishers, 84 East 10th St.,

N«w York City, N. Y.

Move to Unite Rail Unions In M'p'lfe
Minneapolis'.—On October 23rd,

1032, at a Union Meeting of th»
21 Railroad Unions, the "Minne»-
polis Railroad Council" was organ-
ized. The aim and object of this

Council, and Railroad Council* in

general, is to provide a. medium
whereby the railroad workers,
now divided into 21 separate un-

ions, may have an opportunity to

meet together at each terminal oc-
casionally to discuss and take ac-

tion an any question in which they
are all interested.

Since the Union Meeting, which
gave it birth, the Minneapolis Rail-
road Council has held a number of
council meetings at which new
members were added from different

local unions of the Brotherhoods.
A letterhead and program has been
drafted, discussed and printed. The
program contains a brief outline of

the Minneapolis Railroad Council,
and the aim and purpose of rail-

road councils in general together
with nine proposals covering am-
algamation, organization and other
needed changes inside of the Rail-
road Brotherhoods. The program
also proposes organized and united
action for the six hour day without
any reduction in pay as a counter-
proposition to unemployment and
wage cuts which flow automatically
from the profit system and the
growing productivity of labor. Th«
Council program is being welt r»-

ceived by railroad workers where-
ever it reaches them and although
it is less than two months old It

has already been read in a limit-

ed way from coast to coast. When
the R. R, Council idea permeates
the minds of the organized rail-
road workers we think It will be-
come a National Movement inside
of the Railroad Brotherhoods which
will promote healthy and much
needed changes and developments
towards amalgamation and organi-
zation of transportation worlcen
in general.

On Sunday. February 26th. the
Minneapolis Railroad Council held
its first Union Meeting of the 21
Railroad Brotherhoods on the fol-

lowing program "with reference to
the next wage move which is ex-
pected to shape itself shortly after
June 15th, the expiration date
agreed upon at the wage con-
fab of December last The ques-
tion proposed for discussion and
action was divided Jn two parts,
as follows:

(a) "What position shall we
take, SJid what should be our
policy and procedure?"

(b) "Should the 21 Brother-
hoods vote and act as a
UNIT, or should each organi-
sation vote and act separate-
ly, and make separate set-

tlement and. agreements?"

Handbills advertising the meet-
ing and the program were printed
and circulated. Through its chair-
man, A. F. Whitney, the Railway
Labor Executives Association was
r.sked by letter, signed by five mem-
bers from four different organiza-
tions, to furnish the meeting with
its sjwkesman on the questions in-
volved. Another letter, signed by
three members from three of the
Brotherhoods, was sent to about 20
General Chairman locateft in the
Twin Cities urging their attend-
ance at the meeting to help the
membership to decide on the best
program and policy to pursue In
the expected wage move after June
15th. No Grand Lodge Officer
showed up at the meeting and
their Chairman .Whitney did not
even reply to the letter sent him.
No reply was Deceived from any
of the General Chairmen and only
one of them attended the meeting1

.

He said he was for unity and am-
algamation without telling the
audience what he had done to pro-
mote those things.

100 members from 38 Lodges. and
12 of the railroad unions attend-
ed this Union Meeting. The com-
position of the meeting was deter-
mined by register. The seven shop
crafts had only 8 members at the
meeting on account of the fact
that most of the are still in the
Company Unions where they have
been left practically unmolested for
over ten years by B. M. Jewel and
the rest of toe offldsl dronag. Tie

Firemen, Engineers. Trainmen,
Switchmen and .Railway Clerks
furbished the bulk of attendance.
As was anticipated, the Grand

Lodge Officers and General Chair-
men failed to furnish the meeting
with either plan or policy for the
coming wage question. And that
Is just precisely whv tbey stayed
away because they were asked to
furnish the meeting with something
they did not have, namely, a cor-
rect program and policy on the
wage question or any other ques-
tion. This being the case, the Rail-
road Council submitted a program
in the shape of a resolution which
first criticized the Brotherhood
leadership for their failure to am-
algamate the dwindling railroad
crafts, and their failure to reor-
ganize the 7 ehop crafts which
have been left in company unions
for over ten years. Also for their
failure to organize the motor trans-
port workers and for the poor and
independent ivay in which the offi-

cials conducted the last two wage
movements. The resolution then
provided for amalgamation and or-
ganization of rail, motor, water
and air transport into four indus-
trial unions and coordinate their
efforts, and called for united ac-
tion by all railroad crafts in the
coming wage issue and that if ft

vote is taken that one ballot be
used for the 21 unions to vote and
act as a UNIT. After a full dis-
cussion on the Council resolution
a secret vote was taken on its ad-
option or rejection with only 5
votes against.

On the whole, the first union
meeting of the 21 Railroad Broth-
erhoods, sponsored by the Minnea-
polis Railroad Council, was a huge
success and is but a Foi erunner
to greater meetings yet to come.
We have every reason to feel

that the railroad workers will
welcome the Railroad Council
Movement inside of the Railroad
Brotherhoods as a means to stimu-
late activity and needed changes in
structure and policy. —J. M.

TheHitlerPrcssS/'Moscow"
The government press in Ger-

many offers quite a picture of the

strategy of the Fascist coalition

after its rapid consolidations. Dif-

ferences within the coalition itself

are carefully suppressed and cov-

ered up: the working class must
be made to feel that its counter-
revolutionary opponents as a solid

mass. Every rumor or report of

the establishment of the proletarian
United Front is quickly squashed
and discredited. A consistent at-

tack is made above all on the work-
ers faith in proletarian interna-
tionalism. These are the lines

along which the counter-revolution
is exerting every effort to scatter,

to demoralize, to pulverize the as
yet yassivc hosts of the German
working class.

One outstanding example: While
in the past this Kightist press has
always been painfully engaged in

"proving" the "hand of Moscow"
in the most phantastic plots against
the German nation, this same press,

thundering against Marxism, call-

ing for the ruthless extermination
of the Communist party (utilizing

such, 'obvious frame-ups as the
Reichstag fire) has the following
to say about "Moscow" today

:

IS RUSSIA NO LONGER
INTERESTED IN THE C. P. G.T
"Moscow, Feb. 1.—The appoint-

ment of Adolf iHtler as 'Iteichs

Chancellor was received quietly in

the Russian official circles. There
are reassuring explanation^ tha^
Hitler does not represent any dan-
ger for the German-Russian trade
relations. Insofar as the measures
of the Hitler Cabinet against the
C. P. G.. are concerned, the official

circles appear to be quite Ills in-

terested. The Soviet government
is said to have only an academic
interest in whatever happens to
the Communists outside of Russia.
That is the affair of the ill inter-

national, which has nothing to do
with the government." (Der Tag,
t'eti. 2. 1933.)

Innumerable such samples could

be cited. Their primary aim is of
course to cast despair and discour-
agement into the ranks o£ the work-
ers, to cut them off from that
tower of strength, from the USSR—the fortress of the world Octo-

ebr. And it must be said openly

:

By its silence, by its criminal abs-
tention from official pronounce-
ment, the Stalinist leadership is

helping along this cunning game of

the German counter-revolution. If

the Stalinist leaders were in the
slightest degree true to the inter-

nationalist colors of Communism,
the purpose of the Fascists and
their allies would quickly come to

naught, the German working clasa

would rapidiy be awakened from its

lethargy and impotence and Ger-
many would soon present a differ-

ent scene. The betrayal of prole-

tarian internationalism which be-

gan with the establishment of the
theory of "socialism in one coun-
try" is being posed in a sharp and
concrete manner in Germany. Shall
the German reactionaries be allow-
ed to bank on this betraal in their
campaign of annihilation against
the organized working class? Shall
they thus be permitted to make
the most adequate preparations in
thgi longed-for assault on the U.
S. S. II. ¥ Or will the Communist
workers wake up and demand that
the Communist International, that
its Stalinist leadership speak up
and give the counter-revolutionary
strategists of Der Tag the answer
of the Leninist Comintern? Let
the Communist workers themselves
sound the alarm. Let them put
the Stalinist leadership to the test

in the crucible of the tremendous

•vents in Germany. -S. G.

The Left Opposition at Albany
The Conference was called by a

Provisional Committee initiated by
the official Party. It was hoped
through the "united front" call to
have as broad a representation of
labor organizations as could be
mustered within the "from below"
policy of the initiators. The result
was that the conference was con-
fined to -Party members and Op-
position groups. Seme of the more
conscious Party members asked
themselves, "How is it that 1933
finds the American proletariat Still

passive? When in 192T-28 the offi-

cial policy was oriented around
the mythical 'revolutionary upsurge
of the American masses'."

The Left Opposition participated
whole-heartedly to steer the Con-
ference toward a genuine united
front jKiIicy. Comrade Cannon,
secretary of the Communist League
of America (Left Opposition) dele-
gation, minced no words in his ad-
dress to the convention. He told
Ihe delegates that if they intended
to put into action the purpose for
which they were assembled, it was
necessary to abandon the false and
sterile "the united front from be-
low." He drew a sharp line from
the adventuristic agitational slogan
for a "general strike" proposed by
Clarence Hathaway, member of the
Provisional Committee and District
Organizer for the C. P. At the
conclusion of his remarks comrade
Cannon received a round of ap-
plause, which testified that his
speech had not fallen on deaf ears.

The steering committee pretend-
ed an approach at genuineness.
They selected a member of the
Left Opposition for the "Bills Com-
mittee", and at the same time to
which committee he would be
least effective on. It must be men-
tioned that the steering committee
guaranteed their line a majority on

2 Illinois Miiners rrame<
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proving its resistance, refusing to
remain in slavery, or to suffer viol-

ence and tyranny by the Peabody-
Lewis machine in silence. Be-
cause just a few days ago the min-
ers of Springfield poured into the
streets and succeeded in closing
the four Peabody mines and driv-
ing many scabs out of town. All
this was a terrific blow against
the Peabody-Lewis machine. And
so, A_l Greening, State Attorney of
Sangamon County, acting as the
bloodhound for the Peabody-Lewis
machine is feverishly attempting
to smash the Progressive Miners
of America by railroading the mili-
tant leaders to prison.

State Attorney Greening stamp-
ed Capt. Webb as "Public Enemy
No. 1 of Sangamon County" weeks
before Webb came to trial Who
is Capt. Webb? He was one of
that large army of youth that ans-
wered Woodrow Wilson's hollow
call to save democracy. Since
coming back from France he has
found out through experience that
the democracy he fought for was
owned body and soul by Morgan
bankers. He went to Washington
with the Bonus Marchers and af-
ter being driven away from there
by the "heroes of 1932" he came
to Springfield and established Camp
Neal, where a large group ot world-
war veterans have built themselves
hovels from any thing they could
pick up here and there.

From the very inception of the
struggle against the Lewis-Walker
machine, Capt. Webb and his group
of veterans cast their lot with the
Progressive Miners of America and
wherever the fight was thickest, in
Taylorville, West Frankfort or
Springfield, the miners could al-
ways find Capt. Webb and his men
In the front ranks. Because of
Webb's organizing ability, and his
militant speeches to the miners
and because he fought courageous-
ly and spiritedly to build the Pro-
gressive Miners of America—that

Is the real reason Al Greening, "the
majestic Impartial" State Attorney
of Sangamon County has stamped
Capt. Webb, "Public Enemy No. 1
of Sangamon County'.

To Mr. Greening every worker
that fights against oppression and
slavery and a larger piece of bread
for his children is a "Public En-
emy". But to Mr. Greening, men
like John L. Lewie, the world's
greatest racketeer, Lewis' thugs
and gunmen recruited from the
four corners of the earth, the Pea-
body Coal Company who hand out
guns to their scabs at three dol-
lars a pay—ah-—all these gentle-
men, are respectable and honarable
citizens of the community. But
up against bigger" obstacles than
the miners of Sangamon have been
Al Greening and have won, just, as
they have won against Lewis and
are winning against the Peabody
Coal Company. The miners of
Springfield -will fight to the finish
to bring Webb back into the ranks
of the P. M. A.

The miners of Illinois who know
Webb, and there are thousands of
them, admire him because of his
tested devotion to the class-strug-
gle. They have found in him one

1

of the bitterest foes of the reac-

tionary-racketeering elements. They

all committees.

The Communist League delegate
on the Bills Committee objected

to the seven-hour day drawn up for

approval. Presenting to the com-
mittee the necessity and concrete
reality ot the six-hour day, five-day

week without reduction in pay.
During the discussion "the theor-

eticans" Overgaard and Alexander
were called in ; sustaining the

seven-hour day as formulated by
the majority of the committee.
However, while not allowing a
minority report on this bill, the
chairman agreed to mention the
objection, whom raised by, and the
organization he represented. This
of course would have the same ef-

fect as a red flag to a bull. It

however offered an opportunity to

the Left Opposition to present its

point ot view on this important
question. Concluding his remarks
the delegate of the Opposition re-

quested the conference to send the
Bills Committee back into session

and to come in with the proposals
of the organization he represented
—the six-hour day, five-day week
without reductions in pay. Alexan-
der, again took the floor for the
seven-hour day, which was carried
by the conference.

An important feature was the
fraternizing spirit prevailing
throughout the conference. Or as
a ten percent bureaucrat mention-
ed. "You fellows ought not have
any kick against workers' dem-
ocracy. You're getting plenty of it

here. We replied that it was no
accident that the bombshells from
the arsenal of the Left Opposition
had thrown the bureaucrats into
such a frenzy that in actuality they
don't know what to do.

We marched on the capitol to
present the bills we had drawn
up but Lehman was too busy with
the bankers to see labor delegates,
bo that ail discussions over the
insertion ot a "whereas" or another
"adjective" in this clause, all came
to naught. This conveys to the
Left Opposition at any rate that
legalistic phraseology of "where-
as"' and "be it now resolved" will
remain ineffective mediums to seek
concessions from the Lehmaus and
the Koosevelts. That the burning
question is to the masses, and with
the masses we will compel Roosev-
elt and Lehman to listen to us.
The first prerequisite for this is

the tactic of the genuine -united
ffront from top to bottom as pro-
posed internationally by the Left
Opposition.

—JACK CAKMODY.

know of his incessant activities in
building the Progressive Miners of
America. They are proud to say
of him that he has earned the
most vicious hatred of the Lewis-
Peabody machine.

Webb and Wang must not be left
to rot away behind prison bars!
Efforts are being made to appeal
the Webb-Wang case to a higher
court. Progressive Miners and other-
workers everywhere must demand
the immediate release of Webb and
Wang!

—J. ANGELO.
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The Three Sources and Three Constituent Parts of Marxism
Thro ii^liout the whole civilized

world Marxist teachings draw upon
themselves the extreme hostility

and hatred of all bourgeois science

( both governmental and liberal )

.

It sees in Marxism something in

the nature of a harmful •'sect".

No other attiude could be expected,
for an impartial social science is

impossible in a society founded on
class struggle. In one way or an-

other every governmental and lib-

erul science defends wage slavery.

and Murxim has declared ruthless
war itgainst this slavery. To ex-

pect impartial science in a wage-
.slavt: society is rather stupidly
naive-like expecting owners to be
impartial on the question whether
to raise the workers' wages at the
expense of the profits of capital.

Hut iieier mind that. The his-

tory of philosophy and the his-

tory of social science offer abund-
antly clear proof that Marxism has
nothing similar to "sectarianism"
in the sense of a shut-in, ossified

doctrine standing apart from the
inn in road of development of world
civilization. On the contrary, the
very jjenins of Marx lay in the fact
that he gave the answer to those
questions which the most advanced
thought of humanity had already
raised. His teachings arose as a
direct and immediate continuation
of the teachings of the greatest re-

prcseniatives of philosophy. poli-

tical economy and socialism.

The teaching of Marx is 'all-

powerful because it is true. It 1b

comphie and symmetrical, offering

an integrated view of the wdrid,
irreconcilable with any supersti-
tion, with any reactionism, or with
any defense of bourgeois oppres-
sion. It is the legitimate inheritor
of the best that humanity created
in the 10th century in the form of
German philosophy, English politi-

cal economy French socialism.
Let us dwell briefly upon these

three sources and therefore consti-

tuent parts of Marxism.
The philosophy of Marxism is

mifterialism. Throughout modern
European history, and especially at
the end of the 18th century in
France, where a decisive battle
was fought against all kinds of
medieval rubbish, against serfdom
in institutions and ideas, material-
ism pjoved to be the only consist-
ent philosophy, true to all the
teachings of the natural sciences,

hostile to superstition, bigotry, etc.

The enemies of democracy tried
therefore with all their might to
"refute", undermine and slander
materialism, defending various
forms of philosophic idealism, all

of which come down one way or
another to a defense or support of
religion.

Marx and Engels defended phil-

osophic materialism with the ut-

most determination, and many
times explained the profound error
of any departure from this founda-
tion. Their views are expounded
most clearly and in the greatest de-
tail in the works of Bngels, Ludwig
F uerbach and Anti-Duehring,
works which, like the Communist
Manifesto, are everyday books on
the table of the class conscious
worker.

Rtit Marx did not rest on the
materialism of the 18th century.
He made an advance in philosophy.
He enriched materialism with the
acquisitions of the German classic
philosophy, especially the system
of Hegel 'which had led in its turn
to the materialism of Feuerbach.
The chief of these acquisitions is

the dialectic—-that is, the under-
standing of evolution in its fullest,
deepest and most universal aspect,
the understanding of the relativity
of human knowledge, which gives
us a reflection of eternally evolving
matter. The most recent discover-
ies of natural science, radium, the
electron, the transmutation of ele-
ments, have admirably confirmed

B\/ I I Ckllk.1 / On the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Death of \
y V. I. LLINIIN ^ KARL MARX March 14,1883-MarchH, 1933 )

the dialectic materialism of Marx— the political superstructure arises,

all the teachings of the bourgeois
philosophers, with their "new"
ways of returning to an old and
rotten idealism, to the contrary not-

withstanding.

While deepening and developing
philosophic materialism, Marx car-

ried it through to the end, extend-
ing its mode of understanding na-
ture to the understanding of hu-
man society. The historic mater-
ialism of Marx is one of the great-
est achievements of scientflc

thought. The caprice and chaos
reigning up to that time among
opinions about history and politics

were here replaced by a strikingly
whole and symmetrical and scien-

tific theory, showing how out of

one set-up of social life, another
higher one develops in consequ-
ence of a growth of the produc-
tive forces—capitalism for example
out of feudalism.
Just exactly as a man's knowl-

edge reflects a nature existing in-

dependently of him—matter, that
is, in a state of development—so
also the soicial understanding of

man (that is, his various views and
teachings, philosophical, religious,

political, etc.) reflects the economic
structure of society. Political in-

stitutions are a superstructure
resting on an economic foundation.
We see, for instance, how the vari-

ous political forms of the contem-
porary European states serve as
a reinforcement of the rulership of

Marx gave most of his attention to
the study of this economic struc-
ture. His chief work Capital is de-

voted to a study of the economic
structure of contemporary—that is,

capitalist-society.

The classic political economy up
to Marx's time had been formed in

England, the most highly developed
capitalist country. Adam and Smith
and David Hicardo in their investi-

gation of the economic structure
had laid down the principle of the
lahor theory of value. Marx con-
tinued their work. He firmly es-

tablished and consistently develop-
ed this theory. He showed that
the value of any commodity is de-
fined by the quantity of socially
necessary labor" time involved in
its production.

Where the bourgeois economist
had seen a relation between things
(exchange of commodity for com-
modity) Marx discovered a rela-
tion between people. The exchange
of goods expresses the connection
formed between separate producers
by means of the market. Money
means that this connection is be-
coming closer, inseparably uniting
in one unit the whole industrial
life of the individual producers.
Capital implies a further develop-
ment of this connection. The labor
power of man becomes a commod-
ity. The wage worker sells hi*
lahor power to the owner of land,
factories and the instruments of

the bourgeoisie over the proletariat] labor Ono part or the workillg
The philosophy of Marx is that' day he spends in order to meet

finished philosophical materialism
which .has given humanity in gen-
eral, and the working class in

particular, the greatest of all in-

struments of understanding.

Having seen that the economic
structure is the basis upon which

the cost of spporting himself and 1

The doctrine of surplus value is

the keystone of the economic
theory of Marx.

Capital, created by the labof of
the worker, oppresses the worker
by undermining the small propriet-

or and creating an army of the un-
employed. In industry the victory

of large-scale production is obvious
at once, but in agriculture too we
see the same phenomenon. The
superiority of big capitalistic agri-

culture increases; there is a grow-
ing application of machines ; the
peasant economy falls into the
noose of money capital, declines

and collapses under the weight of
a hackward technique. In agricul-
ture the decline of small-scale pro-
duction takes special forms, but the
decline itself is an indubitable fact.

In outstripping small-scale pro-
duction, capital leads to an increase
of the productivity of labor and
the creation of monopolies through
the union of the biggest capital-

ists. Production itself becomes
more and more social—hundreds,
thousands and millions of workers
are brought together in a planned,
economic, industrial organism-
hut the product of their general
labor is appropriated by a handful
of capitalists. Anarchy of produc-
tion increases, crises multiply,
and therewith the mad search for
a market and insecurity of exist-
ence for the mass of the population.
In enlarging the dependence of

the workers upon capital, the capi-
talist structure creates the mighty
power of united labor.

From the first beginnings of com-
his family (wages), but another modify economy, from simple bar-
part of the day he spends work- ter, Marx followed the development
ing for nothing, creating for the of capitalism to its highest terms,
capitalist surplus value, the source to large-scale production,
of profits, the source of the wealth] And the experience of all capital-
of the class of capitalists.

proves clearly every year to a larg

er and larger number of workers
the truth of this doctrine of Marx.
Capitalism has conquered

throughout the world, but its vic-

tory is only an earnest of the vic-

tory of labor over capital.

When serfdom was overthrown
and the "free" capitalist society
saw the light of day, it suddenly
became clear that this freedom
meant a new system of oppression
and exploitation of the toilers.

Various socialist doctrines began to
emerge as a reflection of this op-
pression and a protest against it.

But this original socialism was a
Utopian socialism. It criticized

the capitalist society, condemned
it, cursed it, dreamed of its de-
struction, drew fanciful pictures of
a better structure, and tried to
convince the rich of the immortal-
ity of exploitation.

But Utopian socialism could not
show a real way out. It was un-
able to explain the essence of wage
labor under capitalism, to discover
the laws of its development, or to
find that social force capable of
becoming the creator of a new so-
ciety.

Meanwhile the tumultous revolu-
tions which accompanied the fall of
feudalism, of serfdom—everywhere
in Europe but especially in France
—were making it more and more
manifest that the foundation of the
whole development and its motive
force was the struggle of classes.
Not one single victory of. political

liberty over the feudal class was
gained without overcoming a des-
perate resistance. Not one capital-
ist country has been formed on
a more or less free democratic
basis without a life-and-death
struggle between the different class-
es of capitalist society.

The genius of Marx lay in the
fact that he was able sooner than

inference is the doctrine of class

struggle.

People always have been and
they always will be the stupid vic-

tims of deceit and self-deception
in politics, until they learn behind
every kind of moral, religious, poli-

tical, social phrase, declaration and
promise to seek out the interests
of this or that class or classes.
The partisans of reform and bet-

terment will always he fooled by
the defnders of the old regime, un-
til they understand that every old
institution, no matter how savage
and rotten it may seem, is sus-
tained by the forces oS this or
that dominant class or classes.

And there is only one way to break
the resistance of these classes

:

namely, to find in the very society
surrounding us, to find and educate
and organize for the struggle,
those forces which can—and owing
to their social situation must—
forjn a power capable of sweeping
away the old and creating the new.
Only the philosophic materialism

of Marx has shown the proletariat

a way out of that spirtual slavery
in which up to now all oppressed
classes have been sleeping. Only
the economic theory of Marx has
explained the actual situation of
the proletariat it! the general struc-

ture of capitalism.

Throughout the whole world,

from America to Japan and from
Sweden to South Africa, independ-
ent organinations of the proletariat
are multiplying. The proletariat

is educating and enlightening itself

by waging its class struggle. In
casting loose from the prejudices
of bourgeois society, uniting more
and more closely, learning to take
the measure of its successes, it is

tempering its powers and growing
irredstib e.

The foregoing article was writ-
ten by Lenin in 1913 for a Itussian

others to make and consistently
j
magazine called "Education", The

carry out the inference to which the: translation has been done by Max
ist countries, botb old and new, whole of world history leads. That Hastman.—Ed.)

International Pre-Conference of

the Left Opposition Presents Thesis

Continued from last issue

On Party Democracy

The sections of the Left Opposi-

tion, originating out of small pro-

paganda groups, gradually are

transformed into workers' organi-

sations. This transition puts into

the foreground the tasks of party

democracy : the kind of regime in

which a few comrades who are

closely connected and understand
each other even with the most in-

formal indications, making all their

decisions in a casual manner, mast
finally give way to regular organl-

Kational relations.

The foundatcn of party democracy
is a timely and complete informa-

tion service, available to all mem'
bers of the organization and cover-

ing all the important questions of

their life and struggle. Discipline

can be built up only on a con-

scious assimilation of the policies

of the organization by all its mem-
bers and on confidence in its leader-

ship. Such confidence can be won
only gradually, in the course or
common struggle and reciprocal

influence. The iron (discipline

which is needed cannot be achieved

by naked command. The revolu-

tionary organization cannot do
without the punishment of undis-

ciplined and disorganizing ele-

ments ; but such disciplinary mea-
sures can be applied only as the
most extreme means, and moreover
under the condition of solid sup-
port from the public opinion of the
majority of the organization.
The frequent practical objections,

based on the "loss of time" in keep-
ing to democratic methods are
short-sighted opportunism. The
education and the consolidation of
the organization is a most im-
portant task, for whose fulfillment
neither time nor efforts should be
spared. Moreover, Party democracy,
as the only conceivable guarantee
against unprincipled conflicts and
unmotivated splits, in the last an-
alysis does not increase the over-
head costs of development, but r»-
duces them.
Only through constant and con-

scientious keeping to the methods
of democracy can the leadership un-
dertake important steps on its own
responsibility In truly emergency
cases, without provoking disorgani-
sation or dissatisfaction thereby.
The pre-Conference charges the

Secretariat to observe the carrying-
out of the principles of Party dem-
ocracy in -contend as well as In
form, within each ^section as well
ai in the reciprocal relations be-
tween the Secretariat and the sec-
tions, particularly and above all
In the question of the preparation
for the International Conference.

Tl»e Left Opposition in Russia
The Austrian "Frey" group first

entered the composition of our
grouping, then left it, against at-
tempt to enter, but refused to give
information as to its internal con-
dition and broke off negotiations
on its own initiative. Through its

actions it has shown that the
tasks and aims of the Left Opposi-
tion are completely strange to it,

and that it needs the international
banner of the Bolshevik-Leninists
only as a cover for its hopeless
stagnation. The pre-Conference
states openly that the International
Left Opposition beans neither di-
rect nor indirect responsibility for
the Frey group.
In Austria the gfoup "Left Op-

position of the CPA (Bolshevik-
Leninists)", originating as the re-
sult of a first regrouping of Op-
positionist elements, places itself
on the ground of the principles and
methods of the International Left
Opposition and is engaged In lay-
ing the foundations for an organi-
zation of the Left Opposition.
la yiew of tha. sad* experience!

of the past the International Sec-
retariat had decided to set a pro-
bationary period of six months un-
til the formal and final admission
as a section of the international
Loft Opposition.
The pre-Conference approves

this measure of the International
Secretariat as a means of cheeking
over the regrouping which has. al-

ready taken place, in action, and it

charges the International Secretar-
iat to follow closely the develop-
ment of the group "I^eft Opposition
of the CPA (Bolshevik-Leninists)"
and with the help of the German
section to support its conversion
into a real section of the Interna-
tional Left Opposition.

The Left Opposition in the
Baikftiis

The disintegration of the capital-
ist, regime in the Balkans has taken
on an ever accelerated rhythm,
(ireat social shod; are being pre-
pared. An epoch of great revolution-
ary struggles is opening. In the near
future the burning problems Of the
strategy of the proletarian revolu-
tion will be forced to the surface
In the Balkans in all their sharp-
ness and scope.
The pre-Conference calls upon

the sections as well as the I. S.
to follow with the greatest atten-
tion the events in the Balkans and
the life of the sections which exist
there, and to make every effort to
establish and consolidate connec-
tions with those countries in which
no sections have been formed.
The pre-Conference regards it as

especially necessary to devote more
attention within the International
Left Opposition and in its publica-
tions to the activity of our Greek
section ("Archio-Marxists")

; this
organization, through its strength,
its ideological level and its revolu-
tionary consolidation represents the
most advanced of our European sec-
tions.

After the experience of the par-
ticipation for more than two years
of the Greek Left Opposition (Bol-
shevik-Leninists, — "Archio-Marx-
ists"), in the life of our interna-
tional organization, the pre-Con-
ference declares:

1. The Greek Left Opposition
(Bolshevik-Leninists — "Archio-
Marxists") is the only representa-
tive of the ideas of the Internation-
al Left Opposition in Greece.

2. The International Left Op-
position bears no responsibility,
direct or indirect, for the other
jrroups "Spartacos", "Fraction-
ists", "Leninist Left Opposition",
etc.), which in words accept the
International Left Opposition.

3. The pre-Conference calls upon
all honest workers to condemn the
unprincipled struggle, contrary to
the revolutionary spirit and now
serving the interests of the Stalin-
ist fraction, now of the elass en-
emy, which the above-mentioned
groups have been carrying on
against our Greek section.

4. The pre-Conference calls upon
all honest members of these above-
mentioned groups to break with tie
policy of the united front which
the Left Opposition in Greece, and
to support the latter in it* ideolo-
gical struggles and its every-day
actions.

The Left Opposition in
Czecho-SIovakla

The many-fold efforts of the ILO
to achieve a permanent unification
of the various Czechoslovak!an
groupings which claim to accept the
ILO, in order to make possible
theif assimilation into the ILO,
have not shown the results desired.
The organization created by the'
Unification Conference of Easter
1932 has proven unable to exert an
adequate and systematic activity.
Not only did the condition of split-
up groups and of Insufficient con-
solidation with the International

Opposition continue: in addition, it

placed the International Opposition
before the accomplished fact of a
new split. By this fact alone the
existence of a genuine section of
the ILO in Czechoslovakia has be-

come illusory. It would be an In-

excusable mistake to tolerate a fic-

tion. We must say that which is;

under the given conditions the In-

ternational Opposition finds it im-
possible to make a final selection
among the existing Oppositionist
elements in Czechoslovakia. There-
fore the pre-Conference regards It

as neces ary to declare all the
groups in Czechoslovakia which
count themselves in the Left Op-
position to be sympathizing groups.
The pre-Conference charges the
Secretariat to follow for the next
six months the activity of the
Czechoslovakian groups, their evo-
lution and their possible regroup-
ing, in order to propose at an ap-
propriate time a final selection.

It is taken for granted that the
various groups must make every
effort to arrive at a loyal agree-
ment with regard to their public
activities (publishing work, meet-
ings, etc.), and in general to main-
tain a loyal attitude to each other,
so as to avoid anything which might
discredit the I. L. O. in the eye*
of the Czechoslovak workers.

Continued in the next issue

KHOOL
NOTES

Comrade Weber held the first ses-
sion of his class in American Work-
ing Class History last Sunday. The
first topic under discussion was

"Trotskyists". This inspired sug-
gestion was deftly emphasized by
our section director, Qerty Morgan.
The leaders, after a puerile dis-

cussion which consisted in repeat-
ing what the party member said
nnd trying to add a bit here and
there, seemed to agree whole heart-
edly. It was all so clear and sim-
ple to them. I spoke and explain-

Workers* Schools Confer on Fascism

And Prepare for Demonsrtation

A conference of representatives The party's stand (if it is the
of workers' schools and students party) in this conference, coming

- - - - -
.

. ,. t , , . , . „_ organizations was held at the Rand so soon after the experience at the
the European Background of Amer-j ed that i would not put up a Bogey

ScfcoI on WedneSQaj, night Mareh SociaUat Unemployment Conrer-
ican Ilisforv. We al«« outlined the man or Trotsky before the Plon- a t™ tk„ -~ „* ;„. F ...>,:..>. *...- — ..... j.„ican History. We also outlined the

:

method which we will follow, that eers-

of ha

8, for the purpose of organizing ence from which, owing to the dis-

Workers Letter to

Slovene Stalinists

Dear Comrades,
In spite of the fact that the

writer of these lines has been open-
ly but unjustly attacked by you
and your comrades from time to
time ; that he has been slandered
by false charges; in spite of every-
thing I turn to you once more be-
cause you claim that you are cham-
pions of the cause of the world
proletariat. I turn to you, in these
trying times when we meet at the
crossroads, as a oomrade and a
worker.

I would like to call your atten-
tion to the following questions
which demand a clear cut class
standpoint

:

1. The victory of German Fasc-
ism.

stand of the C. P. of2. The
Germany.

3. The stand of the Communist
International.

Comrades! Is it not time to re-

investigate the position taken by
the International Left Opposition?

Don't you think that the Stalin-
Bueharln theory of socialism and
a classless society in a single, iso-

lated country surrounded by capi-
talism is totally fjalse?

Don't you think that this theory
was concocted to revise Leninism
and Marxism in the same way that
Bernstein revised Marxism in tie
second International?

Don't you think that Bernstein-
ism misguided the 2nd International
into the swamp of reformism and
parliamentarism and then to trea-
son and complete failure in 1914?

Don't you think that Stalinism lb

leading the 3rd International to the
same end?
Don't you think that the victory

of German Fascism means the vic-

tory of world counter-revolution?
Comrades! In the name of our

common proletarian International
family I solemnly ask you to pay
serious attention to this question.
I sincerely hope that you will have
space in your theoretical magazine
for the clarification of these prin-
ciples because this alone enable*
us to prepare and perform our his-
toric mis-sion and achieve victory
over our class enemies.
Not Slavophilism against Ger-

manophilism — but Communism
against capitalism.

Comradely yours,

—K. C-o.

sion and summary bv the instruct-
or. There is still time for the com-
rades who have not signed up for

the course to do so now. The next
session will meet on Sunday, 4
P. AL, March 19th and will deal
with Colonization.

• • • •

Comrade Shachtman has given
two lectures in his course on the
Principles and History of the In-
ternational Left Opposition. The
first lecture dealt with comrade
Trodslcy's "The New Course" his
fight for internal party democracy;
the second lecture covered the
"The Lessons of October". The
third session dealt with the strug-
gle for the industrialization pro-
gram. The nest session of the

pelled

I now take my place with the
Left Opposition and urge all Pion-
eer leaders and members of the Y.
C. L. and C. P. to seriously study
the views of the Left Opposition,
aed particularly to bring up the
question of the present German sit-

uation for discussion in their units.

(Signed) DAVID LEVITT.

New'rl^German

Meeting
The Newark branch of the Com-

class will be held this coming Wed- ,

muC^ League ot AmerIca (0ppost-

nesday March 22, on the Opposi-
tion Bloc and the Struggle for
Collectivization.

• * • *

Comrade Martin Aoern is con-
tinuing with his course on the Prin-
ciples of Conimunism.

Comrade Cannon's class on Amer-
ican Labor Leaders has been post- the Party also on the program. We
poned. Due to the German cam- compelled the district organizer of
paign, the Albany unemployed con- the Party more than once to come
ference and other activities which to our meetings and defend the
conflicted with the Sunday date Stalinist policy of the Party, which
comrade Cannon's class had to be he did very unsuccessfully. That
held over. It will begin at the first

opportune date.

Association.

Schools Represented
The call was answered by the

party workers' school, the Interna-
tional Workers School affiliated

with the Left Opposition, the New
Workers' School of the Lovestone
grou,p. the National Students' Lea-
gue, the Brookwood Fellowship,
several Yipsel educational centers
and the Hand School.

Attitude of the Partj
Workers* School

If the action taken by the party
Workers' School is in line with the
present policy of the C. P., then in
the course of a few days the party
has made one of those sudden, un-
prepared, sharp turns reversing al-

most completely its previous stand

victory over the Stalinist officials. ^ *'m
!
d " the W°rkias class

But snly on the Hungarian Held,
j r™^ „«' t>* *" » »

We addressed a crowd on May 1st.
1 WoZ™> £? 7

,

G* £" °K ^
1932 as the speaker of the Hunga^ J^T^J^01

'
after **""*

ian Home of Hillside, when they
^'y^^t she was a member of

had the official representative of £
e *«?. and a"er a lengthy talk

K in which she attacked the

lation. We must trust that the
party has learned its lesson and
that in the more Important class
struggles involving united front
action it will not permit the initia-

tive to fall to the socialists whose
role is precisely (hat of forestalling
the real united front by placing
themselves in the lead.

—j.vr.

Cafeteria

Workers Stride
(Continued from Page 1]

Pioneer Leader Is

Expelled by YCL
I have been expelled by the

Pioneer district as Pioneer leader
of the Harry Elsman troop.

For the past few months I have
been wavering and standing on the

leaders of the social democracy,
neverthelss accepted whole-hearted-
ly the plan for a demonstration in
front of the German consulate.
Even though there was still plainly
visible the false ideology of social

determined to fight until the com-
pany submits to their demands.
The victory of the Foltis-Fischer
strike will signify a revival for
organization among the unorganized
workers In the industry who are
watching the results of the strike
with great interst. However mili-

tant the strikers and the members
of the whole nion may be, more
efforts are needed to carry the
strike to a victory. The real strug-
gles are still to follow. The boss-
es have at Iheir disposal the police,
jaiis, gangsters, the judges with
their injunctions to be used against
the strikers. Our union is rich in

was the pioneer work we carried on ^^dto! cô f

«™
.«* Past experience, The united

'lastlaturday, 11th of March, we ^£«*
t ^talST^ ^industry Tuo^a^ This

held our first meeting in English p^lL^li2 a 11uL n?
*«*»»*» °" lhe «WU. The union

and appealed directly to the Amer- ?hTcohferenc T snoutdTramf^ lnu3t immediately propose a united
ican workers and followers of the uannerfand the Xans to hf,,«erf

tmat conference to all locals of
Party. The German question, the £*

welf m a WtoM^flS „n T*t &e A F of L and AFW in support
burning problem of the interna- orgJmzaUons partic^a?inE sho rtd

of tha si ' il£C a"d ^ve* ac-
tional proletariat was the subject ^ ^Xtt^ teBM to .d^m™ giam tof ,hu organization of the
we discussed with an audience of [££ own leatlets to thefr ™n T ""organized in the industry, which,
about fifty people, mostly Party S»T1 trluainfnJ^tneir stand

the " ni0!i e"°n,d m^ia - '3 a ^
sympathizers and members. Com- ^at^t^^ilcS^JSHtr aai^ th «nestion for a11 ellstiaS

ed the listeners that) the Island-
present were

frTnVo7t^Lefro;p;;rtron.^n7^P -t of the Opposition is the only ^^rlghf to«W^Tte£S
when the events in Germany took ™

,eJ* he Pa'rtv'wk Z^Z that tMa meant disrupdon of he
on such a critical aspect and test- ?™i«^i- * ^ ^t A° ?* demonstration itself. But it was
ed before my eyes the Left Op- ?*?£,"* h™ f

J
0m wh

.

tcn th7 ^ pointed out that the commrfuee
position. Was I finally compelled £ ?™

ta

b
fin *t ^^^f^f eleCted by £be «»**™"»SI

» Communist to take a definite
ataunist bureaucracy. The

stand. Questions like "socialism
carefully constructed queries and

in one country", "bureaucratic £* eagerness to clear up all the

Centrism". etc., are, so to speak, S"po
,

t*d a
1

uestlons are the most
'

'
* ' illuminated symptoms that com-

rade Cannon reached the goal for
which the meeting was called.
Many of the Party member's and

sympathizers declared that they

In the realm of theory. The Chi-
nese revolution of 1325-27, the
Anglo-Russian committee, the
Spanish revolution of a year and
half ago; these are in the realm .

of past history, flowing out of and 7" ^»/<>™e? ^ the teachings

testing the theories. These were t ^ Party leaders and urgedthe

convincing enough in themselves. I

br8DC
^

t0
,

arracge more meetmgs
But when the situation in G«mlnyl ? 7k9

,
kD7 «» Pla«orm *»d

todav. under mP «,™ n™ -h™'"* tactlcs o( tlle Opposition to
show to the misled masses the only
road on which the victory of the

today, under our very noses, gives
the most eloquent proof of the cor-
rectness of the Lett Opposition and
the rank degeneration, the vacilla-
tion, the stupidity of the Stalinist
policy, then one must take a de-
finite stand without reservation.
The world proletariat is threat-
ened!
At our last section council meet-

ing (a meeting of Pioneer leaders)
Vera Sanders, a member of the
Communist party, came down to
i» to lead a discussion on Ger-
many. She mouthed the same
"united front from below" stuff
and the phrases of "social-Fascism"
*s had Hathaway and Bedacht,
even if not so expertly. In the
true spirit of the new tradition she
then launched into a campaign
against th* "counter-revolutionary
renegade, Left social Fascist,
agents of Wall St., the Trotskyism.
Hnally she wound up with a call
pointing out to ua tha role ot these

proletariat is possible. We de-
cided to do so. —LOUIS NAOY.
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each school) would arrange all the
banners and slogans. The social-
ists then accepted a motion by com-
rade Ganett on this score.

Role of the Left Opposition
The tardiness of the C P in cor-

recting its blunders permitted the
initiative in this case to fall to
the socialist worker-students. But
the delegates of the International
Workers' School upheld the banner
of Communism by pointing out
clearly that this conference, small
and none-too-important as It was,
represented in actuality a victory
for the Left Opposition, a fraction
of the C. P. We criticized both the
socialists and the official party for
their false united fronts "from be-
low", we pointed out that on a
broader scale the social democratic
leaders could not initiate a real
united front for action, that this
was the role and duty of the Com-
munists. We explained the specific
nature of a united front movement,
using comrade Trotsky's slogan
"march separately, strike unitedly".

Results of the Conference
The conference accepted the idea

of holding a demonstration, not in
front of the small Fascist organi-
sation here, hut in front of the
German consulate. It was planned
to appeal to the worker-etudent
groups and to youth organizations
as well to participate in a militant

At such a conference, if It ma-
terializes, the role of the fake
leaders in this industry will be re-

vealed. In their refusal to partici-

pate in a conference the FWIU will
pro\-e in practise to the workers
in these unions the treacherous
policies of their leaders. And its

prestige win be strengthened among
the members ot the reformist or-
ganization. Away with the policy
of the "united front below", which
has proved to be a failure! Also
away with a united front from
above which means secret discus-
sions in closed chambers with the
oiiicials. A genuine united front,
open, in the presence of all work-
ers, with articles and leaflets to
explain to tha workers the meaning
of a united front from organization
to organization. The AKWU can-
not delay such action. We must
act immediately.

Also, the case of comrade Petras
must not be repeated. Comrade
Petras has offered his assistance
to the union in its strike was chased
out of the union office simply be-

cause he did not share the political

views of the leadership.

Paragraph 3 in the new member-
ship book reads as follows : "The
FWIU stands for the united front
of all food workers, regardless of
political of trade union affiliation".
But apparently not Including Left
Oppositionists. Before, the ink
was dry these fundamentals were
violated by the leadership of the
organization. Such action brings
only harm to the organization. This

demonstration against Hitler, dattl must not oe repeated.

to be announced later. I —SEBASTIAN PAPPA8.
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The Stalinists Distort Our Stand
•Trotskyites Retain Faith in

Strength of Capitalism", with this

headline the Daily Worker, March
11, 1B33 carries aa editorial which

continues its campaign of confusing

ami miseducaung the workers as

to the principle differences between

the Lett Opposition anti the cen-

trist Stalinist and ltight wing
Lovestoneite groups. The view-

point implied might he imputed

to the latter; it is not and never

has been that of the Left Opposi-

tion.

To bolster up its assertion, the

Daily Worker brings two quota-

tions, one from an article by Hax
Khacntinan in the Slilitaut of Dec.

14, lmat, and one from an article by

the present writer in the Militant

of March t>, 1V62.

Comrade Shachtman's article is

quoted as follows: "This (Stock

iixchange crash) doea not point to

a crisis;—it but indicates a growing

pression".

What he actually did say was
that "This does not yet point Lu

a crisis—it bat indicates a growing
aepression.'

1 liis very next sent-

ence was, "And Hoover oilers no

way out for the workers for the

simple reason that be cannot solve

the multiplying contradictions ol

capiltuism, American capitalism in-

cluded". A hue defense of capital-

ism!
Wore than that-—this correct

Marxian estimation of the situation

as it stood in early .December lU2b,

was aosoiutely representative of

the attitude of the lUUituiit during

that wnoie period, which corre-

sponded to the facts uf the devel-

oping crisis, in the previous is-

sue, Jjec. 7, 1U2U, the ittintant said,

"What Uongreas will do "nothing"

about—except to hand out soft

slop—is the increasingly obvious

tenueney towards a deep economic
depression which is cutting the

ground tiom under the feet of the

American worners''. The issue be-

fore tuat, ttow 30, 1SKS). under the

heading, "Crash in the 3to-k .Mar-

ket "
A closes with the words, "The

crasa on the stock market is a
harbinger of the coming catastro-

phe".
The isolated seutece quoted bq

the Daily Worker, wrenched out ol

its context and misquoted at that,

is typical of the Stalinist method ol

falsnyiug the viewpoint of a poli-

tical opponent.

The quotation from the article of

March «, ly&f, is given as follows:

"At the present moment in the Uni-

ted States, whether or not the turn

in the crisis has already arrived,

unquestionably inoot of the work
of the crisis in violently and brutal-

ly soiving, for the moment, the con-,

tradictious developed during the

boom, has been accomplished".

The Daily Horner distort a this

Into the following comment, "lu

the present banking crisis the Trot-

skyites already see the solution of

all the '"evils" which grow out of

the "booui" period, thus clearing

the way for a new "turn in the

crisis",- for a turn towards pro-

sperity". And inu moral, as the

Daily Worker puts it, is that "Since

the development of the crisis in

1929, in unison with the capitalist

economists, the Trotskyites and
Lovestones denied the sharpening

of the crisis in order to lull the

growing readiness of the workers
to struggle".

The Militant article of March 6,

l&3ii, begins, "The present cyclical

crisis began in 15)2i# with a finan-

cial crisis, in the form of a crash
on the stock market ; now, after

nearly 3 1-2 years, it is marked by
a nation-wide banking crisis".

This clearly shows that the writ-

er was talking about the specific

cyclical movement that began in

1929, not about the general post-

war crisis of capitalism. The
'•turn in the crisis" to which he re-

ferred was a cyclical turn, the kind
of limited and temporary recovery
which is possible wilhin the frame-
work of the general crisis of capi-

talism.

To deny the possibility o£ such
a turn within the general crisis of

capitalism, is to say that capitalism

has no way out, that the collapse

of capitalism is an immediate prac-

tical question, and this can mean
only that the revolutionary crisis

is "around the corner" ; in the lan-

guage of tactics, it means that the
proletariat should prepare for' the
seizure of power in the immedi-
ate future. It means that capital-

Ism can fall of the weight of its

own Internal contradictions, when
the decisive forces of the working
class are not yet mobilized under
the banner of Communism for the
revolutionary overthrow of the
bourgeoisie.

This is not and never has been
the language of Leninists. It is

the language of pseudo-"Socialist"
sectarians of the Socialist Labor
1'arty type. Lenin proved at the

On Our "Faith in the

Strength" of Capitalism

Xeoend Congress of the Comintern
that capitalism can always find a

way. out unless the revolutionary

proletariat, under the leadership

of the Communist Party, will block

its ways of escape. The economic
contradictions of capitalism, includ-

ing its cyclical form, will come to

an end only with its political de-

struction. They will not culminate

in an automatic collapse, whether
vailed "the end of capitalist stabi-

lization" as the Twelfth Plenum
named it, or by any other name.

As long as there is capitalism

there will be crises, that is, cycli-

cal movements of economic activ-

ity; cycles have both an upward
and a downward phase ; a turn in

the cyclical crisis from its down-
ward to an upward phase by capi-

talist means, i. e., on the backs of

the workers, will be impossible if

the proletariat takes the power,

and it will delayed or rendered im-

probable to the extent of the ef-

fective, organized resistance of the

post-war general crisis to the ex-

tent that workers' organization and
resistance is inadequate and in-

effective. History has so far shown
us no other instrument than a gen-

uine Communist party which can
organize the effective resistance of

the workers.

To say that a turn in the crisis

is possible because the resistance

of the workers has been inadequ-

fia D<Cornelia Uavis
Cornelia Davis, a long-standing

member of the New York Branch
of the Left Opposition, died a
few days ago in Utica* N. Y'

Stricken by the full weight of the
economic crisis, comrade Davis
Succumbed. It is with extreme
sorrow that we report this untime-

ly death of a very sincere and ac-

tive comrade. The passing of com-
rade Davis is but another of the
innumerable instances in which the
murderer, capitalism, strikes with
the weapons of hunger and priva-

tion one victim after another in

the camp of the proletariat. We
mourn the loss of this comrade
whose services to the revolution-

ary movement might yet be mani-
condolences, to her husband, corn-

fold. We send our most fraternal
rade Peter Hansen, who is likewise

a long-standing member of the
League and we promise to continue
our relentless struggle against this

system which robs us of our best
fighters long before their time.

ate is therefore a criticism of the
Communist party, and is resented

by the Stalinist ruling faction as

sucbj Consequently they deny the

facts: cover up the failure of the

party to win the leadership of the

class, a failure due in large part

to the mistakes and crimes of bu-

reaucratic centrism, and deny the
possibility of the upturn, preferring

instead to lull the workers them-
selves with "the end of capitalist

stabilization."

With this basic approach, they
are unable to formulate a policy

for either understanding or meet-

ing the developing phases of the

crisis. They acecpt the banking
crisis as opening the collapse of
capitalism, instead of seeing that,

coming at the end of four years

of crisis, which during capitalism

has held on to the bases of its

power, it must have a secondary
rather than a fundamental import-
ance.

With typical contempt for the in-

telligence of the worker, they tell

him that the banks have not enough
money left to pay off their de-

posits because their holdings have
depreciated, while the fact is that
no bank ever can pay off all its

deposits at one time, no matter
how sound it te- They explain
that the banking crisis is due to

the bankers' desire to exploit the
workers still more, having found
that wage cuts alone are not
enough. They say that the U. S.

is heading at the isame kind of
inflation, in Germany, sinre the sit-

uation has gone beyond the possi-

bility of control. They point out

that the dollar has already been
depreciated till it is now worth
only quarter, because with the new
issue of notes there will be $4 of

paper currency to each $1 of gold—

-

by which reasoning the dollar was
never worth a dollar, since there

never was 51 of gold for each $1
of paper. They say that the 1907
scrip was finally redeemed at a
big discount—historically untrue.
They draw the conclusion that

the depositor must demand repay-

ment at full value and the worker
refuse to accept scrip, but must de-

mand "full payment of wages in

old currency values", which would
mean an immediate increase of 300
percent, if it. is true that the dol-

lar is worth only a quarter now.
We on the other band pose the

principle that] the conscious rev-

olutionary action of the writing

class at the bead of the broad mass-
es will overt brow capitalism, not
the automatic accumulation of its

contradictions; that capitalism has
been for many years in a general
crisis, within which alternations

of cyclical stabilization and crisis

have taken place and will continue

to take place ; that a turn in the
crisis toward the upward branch
of the cycle at the espense of the

working class i.s possible unless the
working class prevents such super-

exploitation as it should under the
leadership <iE a real Communist
parly: that in the absence of such
leadership, capitalism can find a
way out of the crisis and that the
banking crisis ton-ether with the
rest of the cyclical crisis which has
developed since 1029 is part of the
machinery with which capitalism
restores temporarily its equili-

brium, anclnot the prelude to an
automatic collapse.

—B. J, FIELD.

SidelightsOn theAlbanyConference
Albany—Between freight cars,

via jail, and in the back of a tish

truck—this is how the Sparlacus

iouth delegates arrived at the

Albany Conference for Labor Legis-

lation on Monday morning.

The first dominant impression in

the hall was that almost all pre-

sent were party members or from

groups alGliated to the party.

The second thing (which struck

us) was the fraternal' spirit with

which we were greeted. No word

of r'renegae" no dirty looks in

our direction, no attempts to get

us out, but instead a comradely in-

terest and sympathy for the way
the boss bulls treated us on the

way up.

We translated the fine spirit

which prevailed into open discus-

sions on tactics and principle, all

over the hall, and perhaps for the

first time in year's did the party

comrades accept the resolution on
Unemployment which we distributed

in the hall, with a smile—as if to

say, "We know you Left Opposi-

tionists well, leu> see what
you've got to say. What is your

program?"

The big moments for us came
when we received the New York
Times with Durautye article. We
darted hither and hence to all the

delegates we recognized from any-

where, pushing the article in their

faces. Only a few, "So you agree

with the bourgeois Times?". Most

faltered bawed, hammed and hedg-

ed. "Comrades First let us

see what the Daily Worker says.,"
Others who were accustomed to get

the line of the Stalinist faction first

from Duranty and then from the

Worker, did not dare to use this

argument. Instead: "Where Is the
turn? Didn't we offer the socialist

leaders a united front, and didn't

they refuse, that's the proof you
can't have a united front ith the
betrayers of the workers." After
the discussion sessions we adjourn-

ed to the dining roia where we
served as waiters, not feeling it

fair to feed at the delegates' ex-

pense without contributing any-
thing.

A delegate from the National Stu-

dents' League was the only youth
speaker while we were there, al-

though we asked for the floor.

It was great to note the sh,

sh that went around the hall,

and the close and interested atten-

tion devoted to the delegate from
the Communist League. Whereas
the other opposition delegates

{ Ijovestoneites-Weisbord ) aroused
a huiSbub of protest and antagon-
ism, comrade Cannon never suffer-

ed a single interruption for even a
moment from the floor, and from
the table only a tap with a gavel
that his time was up; but he read
the entire resolution on unemploy-
met which be was bringing before

the delegates, to a quiet, very at-

tentive audience.

The return trip on the bus

I
with the comrades was estremely
interesting. :There weren't enough
seats; the organizers rushed up and
down seeking places ; at last we
were in, one of us sitting on a pile

of Hunger Fighters, with all the
comrades offering condolences in a
wonderfully comrades manner for

the uncomfortable position.

Came discussion and far into

the night we microscopically exam-
ined the united -ront from below.
6\>r hours w« discussed the pro-

gram and work of the Left Opposi-

tion. There was the inevitable

question, "Why don't you do mass
work ; " by don't you lead the mass-
ea in rent strikes". We eouid only

point out that by their looking at

only personal events and by disre-

garding the questions of principle

and tactics they were led into a
Ijog of empiricism. Then we have
out' comrades facing the guns of

Illinois miners disgusted with Com-
munism because of the incorrect

tactics of the party which are post-

Eacts sett-criticized—that is, too
late, the party says we are mislead-
ing the workers. We don't aim to

set up rival organizations to that

of the Party. We are a faction

of the C. P. One delegate of the
Labor Sports Union told of the
troubles he was encountering in the

development of the political life of

the organization, and the proposals
and comment we made were greet-

ed by hand-clapping from a com-
rade at his side. In all—we feel

that, the party comradee are tak-

ing a serious Communist attitude

to the criticisms and proposals of

the Left Opposition.

Albany: 3 Years of Party Policy

The Stalinists at the Mooney Conference
(Continued from Page 1]

In the discussion which took

place later the party offered no line

uf its own nor any criticism of

this essentially liberal-legalistic

line. Why did the party maintain

an opportunist silence? On the

vital question of policy and line

it must speak openly and clearly

Its silence contributes only confu-

sion.

The credentials committee tried

to carry out the pretence of a gen-

uine united front. Nessin reported

390 delegates from 347 organiza-

tions. All attempts to obtain an
analysis of the report met Iwifch

the stubborn resistance of the party

steering commitee which publicly

prevented Nassin from giving the

information asked for from the

liotir. 40 trade union organizations

were reported but what tbey were
was not revealed. 31 political or-

ganizations, 50 defense organiza-

tions, '2'2 unemployed organiza-

tions, 11)5 fraternal organizations

were also iisted but no analysis

was given.

However, it is known that there

were very few A. F. of L. locals.

The CPLA was there as were Weis-
bord. the Lorestoncites, the League
for Industrial Democracy. The
New York district of the C P waa
represented. In front of us sat de-

legates from the YCL. It was maid

that some YPSL locals were pre-

sent. The SP was represented by
a lone individual, Gubernlek
of the Huntington. Long Island

Branch. It was reported from the

tloor that the S. P. had instructed

the locals of the ILWGU over which
it has control, to stay away. Scott

reported later that the City Central

Committee of the S. P. had voted
unanimously not to endorse the
conference and not to attend. That
is how the Socialist party answer-
ed Mooney 's call. But it also test-

ifies to the weakness of the united

front policy of the C. P.

The fight to establish the com-
position of the conference on the

floor was intense but short-lived

and unavailing. The Stalinists were
in complete control of the proceed-

ings at this point. The matter waa
finally disposed of by Scott's per-

sonal promise to publish a detailed

report within 48 hoursS The re-

port which has just arrived con-
firms our analysts of the composi-
tion of the conference.

But what the credentials commit-
tee report failed to establish, was
made clear from the collection

which together with pledges ex-

ceeded $500 For fome forty min-

utes a flood of donations and
pledges wa3 poured into the treas-

ury of the conference by IWO
branches, ILD Branches, Unemploy-
ed Councils. TUUL unions, the C.

P. and Communist opposition

groups. It was clear to all that

this was a Stalinist conference.

The resolutions committee was
carefully selected by the Stalinist

steering committee. It was com-
posed of "reliable" people : Beck-
er, Benjamin, Gubernlek (!) Cor-
liss Lament, etc. Its retirement to

consider the resolutions of the con-
ference created a vaccum in the
proceedings which waa filled by
discussion.

The Stalinists intended, no doubt,
to confine the discussion to the
routine speeches by their" leading
comrades. The discussion that
took place caught them completely
unawares. Delegate after delegate
spoke. And all the speeches cen.
tered around the united front.

In this discussion the Lovestone-

ites were jeered and howled down.
Boos greeted other delegates who
even timidly proposed that to draw
the socialist workers into the con-

ference it was necessary to suffer

the presence of their leaders. Not
all of these proposals were cor-

leet in their formulation and con-

lent. But they were the gusts of

a new wind.

The voice of the Left Opposition

rang loudly and clearly for a genu-

ine, Leninist united front. From
beginning to end the speech of our
delegate was accorded the closest

attention. An attempt to heckle

was squelched by the entire con-
ference. At its conclusion there
was not the faintest sign of hostil-

ity.

The blow the Opposition deliver-

ed to the Stalinist policy on the
united front accounts for what
happened afterward. Even the
Stalinists were forced to take this

into account. All their later at-

tacks against the people -who "re-
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The Albany State Conference for

Labor Legislation represented a
culminating point in the endeavors
of the party, over a period of near-
ly three and a half years of the
crisis, to organize and develop a
movement of the workers on the
issue of unemployment. In all that
time the heavy burdens of unem-
ployment have been accumulating
and growing more and more intol-

erable, and the situation has there-

by become increasingly favorable
for the work of the revolutionary
party. There has been no lack of

effort —agitation, slogans, confer-

ences, demonstrations and marches,
organi/.ed and directed by the party
in these past years, have centered
chielly ar und the burning question
of unemployment.
The Albany Confernee itself was

conceived and pr'epared as a major
demonstration. It was preceded by
months of preparatory work, in-

cluding two conferences in New
York City. On top of that—it

should be added—the Albany Con-
ference came after the recent half
turn in the policy of the party,

and provided a means of measur
itijr its value, Socialist party
bramhes and local unions of A.
l'\ of L. were invited to partici-

pate—the well-known "united front
from below".

Net Result of False Policy
And what was the net result of

three and a half years of the "third

period" frenzy capped witb the lat-

est half-turn? Out of 348 delegates
only seven local unions of A. F. of

L.—and those all Left wing locals

—and one branch of the Socialist
party were represented from the
entire state of New York ! Crush-
ing and irrefutable testimony to the
utter falsity of the policy of the
party leadership!

The shadow of this catastrophic
failure to create even the semblance
of a united front movement outside
the sphere of direct party influence
hung over the conference from the
first day. The attempt of the lead-
ers of the conference—Hathaway.
Winters and lesser bureaucrats of

the Stalinist, apparatus—to compen-
sate for the failure to attract the
non-party workers who. according
to their own thesis, are eager to

struggle against unemployment,
with windy soap-box agitation coiild

not banish from the minds of the
delegates the haunting question:
why are these workers not repre-
sented here. A delegate from a
bakers' local union gave a truer
expression to the unspoken senti-
ment of the great majority than
all the "official" speeches when he
said: "I read in the Daily Worker
that only seven A. F. of L. unions
arc represented here. As a trade
union man I would like to sec this
hall packed with union delegates".
Hut such delegates were not there.
The questions of why they were
absent and how to attract them in
the future—to these questions,
which were uppermost in the minds
of those who want to see a broad
class movement on the class fcsuc
of unemployment, the Hathaways
bad no answer1

. They could only
put a cross over the bankruptcy of
;ill their previous manoeuvers and
leave the future blank.

To all that has gone before, to

the great detriment of the move-

The Opposition's Criticism

of Stalinist Bankruptcy

ment, the official leaders added

new blunders and stupidities at

Albany. The conference was ob-

viously not a united front affair in

any real sense of the word. It

was a gathering of the vanguard—
of the Communist party and its

auxiliaries and sympathetic organi-

sations. Besides that it had very

little of a State-wide complexion.

The roster of delegates could have

served, with a few alterations, for

a roll call of the second and third

line functionaries of the party and
Left wing organizations in New
York City. Kven such a represen-

tation, after a united front con-

ference of workers' organizations

in the whole of New York State

had been aimed at, might have been

turned to advantage. If the con-

ference had been led by half-way

competent politicians they would
have sized up the (situation, charg-

ed off the expenses of transporta-

tion to profit and loss, and de-

voted themselves to a discussion of

«ays and means of transforming

the Albany conference of the van-

guard into a conference of the

class another time.

Instead of that, tbey tried to

solve the contradiction by a charac-

teristic exhibition of Stalinist self-

deception. The thing that was
became transformed — in their

minds—into the thing that had been

desired. The conference of party

members and sympathizers was de-

clared to be a united front confer-

ence of workers' organizations,
political parties and trade unions.

Their speeches to the conference

were predicated on this fictitious

assumption. The conference needed
the concise, business-like elabora-
tion of a program for changing the
situation and uniting the vanguard
with the musses—a single bullet

aimed at a real target. It got,

from the official leaders, the thun-
der of agitation In the name of the
masses who were not represented

in the conference—-blank cartridges
tired in the air. .Worse, tbey not
only talked ; the actions of the
conference, under their control,

were the same caricature. Comedy,
in the speeches of the leaders, al-

ternated with tragedy in the mis-
guided "legislative" deliberations
of the delegates.

The 'Bills" Discussion
As sad and pitifjit a spectacle

as one could expect to see in the
revolutionary movement waa the
session of the conference devoted to
the report of the "bills committee".
(This was the committee that had
beeu charged with the task of
diaiving up legislative bills for pre-
sentation of the State legislature).
As if transported to another world
the delegates, Communists almost
to a man, who bad expressed their
real sentiments shortly before in
cheers for the overthrow of capi-
talism, were put through the ridi-

culous and futile business, for
many wearisome hours, of discuss-
ing and debating, line by line, the
legal phraseology of proposed legis-

lative measures. What, for exam-
ple, is the precise legal residence
of a seaman under the terms of

present tendencies but no masses"
were careful to avoid any reference

to the Left Opposition. It was
easy to see that the tremendous
impression made on the party mem-
ers by our campaign on the situa-

tion in Germany made them eager

to hear what we had to say on
the ^looney question and especially

on the united front.

Under the hammering the Stalin-

ists were losing control of the con-

ference. Their feeble attempts to

counter the political attack with
parliamentary procedure alienated

them. Panic began to seize the

the chairman who publicly rebuked
party steering committee. They
turned loose their heavest artil-

lery. The speeches were the same
as yesterday's but the difference

was clear. Heretofore there were
violent incitements to violence. Sun-
dav they were last line defenses.

Politically they were a denial of
the Comintern's invitation to the
Second International for a united
front. Alexander strained himself
to prove that we couldn't have any
traffic with Green and Well, Hiil-

quit and Thomas. If the Stalinists

did not dare to say it openly they
made the implication clear : no uni-
ted front with the leaders.

The resolutions were abstract
expressions on the Mooney question
and class war prisoners. The re-

solution on Mooney set May Day as
a day of united struggle for his
release. It proposes a united de-
monstration of the socialist and
Communist workers and includes

I the A. F. of L, Formally the pro--

|
posal is correct, But the line of

i
the conference and the content with
which the Stalinists fill their uni-
ted front propsals make it doubtful
whether this will be realized.

The final blow which accomplish-
ed the rout of the Stalinists came
with the nomination of a permanent
committee of 2~>. Nessin reporting
for the credentials committee which
had been instructed to make the
nomination read only 24 names.
Comrade Herman protested from
the floor, pointing out that the
name of the delegate from the Left
Opposition who had been agreed on
by the committee had been omit-
ted. The chair asked Nessin to
explain. He attempted to lay the
blame on Herman. Herman's con-
tention was supported by another
member of the credentials commit-
tee. The already heated atmo-
phere was beginning to simmer.
The chair appealed to Scott for

1

his
explanation of the incident. Scott
came forward and supported Ber-
man. Nessin was left standing
on the platform, in view of the en-
tire conference, caught red-handed
in a elurosy attempt to remove the

delegate from the Left Opposition.
This incident aroused a furious

storm of indignation and protest.
The chair was deluged with mo-
tions, points of order, questions
seeking information, and verbal
protests. The Stalinists made a
desperate attempt to unseat the de-
legate from the Left Opposition
from the permamenC Committee.
Ballham made a motion to replace
our delegate by a delegate from the
Amalgamated Food Workers. This
brought forth a roar of protest
from the delegate from that union.
He said that the union would will-
ingly serve on the committee bub
not at the expense of unseating any
other organization. The motion
was defeated. Two additional de-
legates were added. The proposals
to provide spaces on the perman-
ent commitee for all political tend-
encies represented were defeated.
Notwithstanding, Ballham read a
statement welcoming all Socialist
and A. I". of L. workers as the
sentiment of the conference. It
carried

.

By this time delegates were
standing on seats speaking at the
tops of their voices as was the
chairman. Not a word anyone said
could be heard. Above the roar
the IWW announced that they were
withdrawing from the conference.
Half the conference was on its feet.
A riot was imminent, To avoid it

the conference was adjourned.
The Stalinists have succeeded in

wrecking another conference. Noth-
ing fruitful came out of Sunday's
session. The approach to the So-
cialist and A. F. of L. workers
is s,till incorrect- The positive
sides of the conference are its
size and enthusiasm, and the be-
ginnings of workers' democracy
accorded to the I*ft Opposition.
The Left Opposition will use its
position on the permanent commit-
tee to broaden the conference and
make it a genuine united front.

—T. STAMM.
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by LEON TROTSKY
ft. pentrating Marxist analysis
of the class dynamics and forces
at work in the present situation.
A burning Indictment of the
treacheries of the social dem-
ocracy and the criminal blun-
ders of the Stalinists. A work
no Left wing worker and Com-
munist can afford to neglect.
One of the texts of the future
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the bill for unemployment insur-
ance'? And how shall the different
rates of wages for various categor-
ies of labor employed on proposed
public works at same future time
be decided now in meticulous de-
tail?—With just such questions the
conference of the workers' van-
guard was occupied, solemnly and
seriously, for

1

hours on end. Pitiful

!

Here waa a picture of the double
face of bureaucratic Centrism.
Poised on a half-turn in policy un-
der the pressure of events and of
our criticism, the futile bureau-
crats at the Albany Conference
stood with one foot in the mud of
ultra-Left sectarianism and the
other foot in the mire of parlia-
mentary cretinism. The conference
was dedicated to a meiange of
both, and thus it was confused and
muddled and demoralized.
Among all the "leaders" there

was not one to explain to the
worker delegates that the fight for
a legislative program does not re-
quire and is in no way advanced
by trying to transform a confer-
ence of several hundred workers
delegates into so many amateur
lawyers. The task of the vanguard
workers is to formulate the pro-
gram of demands clearly and con-
cisely jintl then to mobilize the po-
wer of a mas movement behind the
program. The task of tile leaders
is to show the vanguard the way
to do this. As for the drafting of
the -bills" for presentation to the
Legislative — a small committee
with the aid of a jack-leg lawyer
is sufficient. It is a shame to lead
conscientious worker militants
through the rigjimaroie of solemn
debate about the wording of legis-
lative bills.

More than that, it is a crime, for
it sows illusions as t() (he real na-
ture of the struggle for labor legis-
lation. This was to be noted al-
ready in the session of the confer-
ence devoted to tills tragi-comedy
ifte bold note of militancy in theremarks from the floor in the earl
ier sessions was muted down, be-
came more "practical" and restrain-
ed. And. e.von more significant, a
different type of delegate became
conspicuous in the discussion The
militants imbued with the spirit
of the class struggle gave plpce
to the legal-minded elements who
took the wording of "bills" very
seriously and, read them careful-
ly Jest a comma be out of placeand U» law fail on that account

In both sides of their policy the
Stalinist miseducatoiis worked
against a fruitful outcome of the
conference, with their sectarian
ljQlt tactic they shunted the

conference off the broad highway
of the united front which could lead
to a broader movement; with the
vulgar opportunist comedy of the
bills they put brakes on thefurther development of the narrow
vanguard movement
The hope for the emergence ofa broad worker's' front of struggle

against unemployment was in Al-bnnj, in Spiie of all itg u
.

ions, just because the pick of the'anguard militants, the indispens-
able dvmitnic force for the creation
of a broad class movement, were
ere. But the leaders, not all olwhom are as stupid as the policy
hey expounded under orders, didthey could i0 frustrate this hope,me) gaie no review and summary

of be experiences of the movement
in these ,-ears of the terrible crisis—for this would require the exam-Sin^ opportunitiesand multiphed mistakes which haveleft the movement weaker than itbegan three years ago, despite allhe powerful social forces proppi-ng t ho movement forward. Thevaid out no perspectives and offeredo real measures to get the van^

tXr ^ovome,
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PRICE 5 CEnW

C. I. Turn to the United Front in Germany

V

The Bxeewtive Committee of the
Communist International has made
a distinct turn in the policy of the
united front. .Now that its Mani-
festo of March ti has finally been
made publie hi Ihe United State?,
it is possible to give a more de-
tailed and thorough evaluation of
its significance.

Three days before the publica-
tion of the Manifesto in the Daily
Worker, its new editor Sam Don
declared in the lending editorial of
March 15. 1933 that no turn at all

had been made hy the Communist
Internationa!, that the categorical
refusal to make a uniti-d front
"with the social democratic lead-
ers" remained the policy of Stal-
inism. The copy of the Manifesto
came file following day—not
through the regular chainwis to
the Central Executive of the party,
hilt in the Gorm of a copy of
the London Daily Worker which
had. in turn, translated it from
the Paris I.'IIumanite. forty-
eight hours—enough time, in the
editor's opinion, for his readers to
forget what he said on the 15th

—

were allowed to elapse until, on
March 18. the Manifesto finally
made its appearance in the columns
of the Worker. In direct contrast
to the Daily Worker of three days
before, and to what the Comintern
leadership itself lias been stating
for the past four years, the Mani-
festo declares

:

•The Executive Committee of the
Communist International, in view
of Fascism which is unchaining

all the forces of world reaction

against Hie working class of Ger-
many, calls upon all Communist
parties to make yet another at-

tempt {when was the last one?——
H.) to set up the united front of

struggle with the social democratic
workers through the medium of

the social democratic parties."

Not, therefore, the "united front

from below" of yesterday. Not
the "united front over the heads
of the leadership". 'This time it

is the united front of the masses
'through the medium of the social

democratic parties".

"The Executive Committee of the
Communist international recom-
ends the Communist parties of the
various countries to approach the
Central Committee* of the social

democratic parties with proposals
regarding joint actions against
Fascism and against the capitalist
offensive".

Can there be any doubt about
the sharpness of the tarn after
raiding this passage, and more,
which we (juole lie-low? At the
New York party membership meet-
ing, repiivfed elsewhere in this is-

sue, Ilatliawaj had Ihe effrontery
to deny that any elniuge in policy
has been made by the Comintern.
The tinrea uc nits of the party and
the International, concerned pri-
marily with their own tottering
reputations, with their prestige
which events have so cruelly im-
dermincd. with their posts, which
are endangered, are making a mis-

erable attempt to preserve thej

theory of infallibility by shouting
to the membership whom they
have . bewildered and demoralized

:

We were right yesterday and we
are right today. Our policy yes-
terday was correct, so is our policy
of today. The situation may have
changed., but our line has not
changed. In this way, the Stalin-

ists continue to confuse and dls-

oiient the party workers, who are
consequently rendered incapable of
ridding the working class in gen-
eral of its confusion and disorien-
tation.

Is if. really necessary to prove
at this date that the frightened
Stalinist center has been forced to
make a turn? The theories and
practises which it dinned into the
minds of the Communist workers
in the last three years—is it con-
ceivable that they have already
been forgotten? To refresh the
memory, we quote only from some
of the most recent contributions to
revolutionary tactics made by the
Stalinists in this question:

Just a week before the Manifesto
appeared, the <"Educational De-
partment, National Committee,
Young Communist League' U. S.
A." issued its "Paphlet Outline No.
1" entitled '-What Is Happening in
Germany?" So recent Is its pub-
lication that it has not yet even
been discussed in all the New York
unite of the youth League. On
page 9 of this authoritative docu-
ment, we read :

v4. From the
above it will readily be seen why

the Communist Party of Germany
cannot propose a muted front with
the leadership ot the Socialist Party
of Germany. To do so would
amount to making peace with these
leaders and, therefore, with those

whom they represent (capitalists)

and would amount to betraying the
proletarian revolution. The Com-
munist policy of united front is a
weapon for struggle against the

S. P. leaders, based on the imme
diate needs of the workers for

which the 8. P. leaders will not
tight. For this reason, ajl the
traitors from Communism (Trot-

sky, Lovestoue) to bring about
the unity of the C. 1'. and the lead-

ers of the S. 1*. ia in the final

analysis, a betrayal of the Ger-
man working class and the prole-

tarian revolution". (Our emphasis.

)

WluM was nothing abort of a
betrayal of the proletarian revolu-

tion a week ago, what was nothing
else but "counter-revolutionary
Trotskyism"—is now taught to

the Communist workers as good,
sound Bolshevism!

, On February 20, Bedacht wrote
in the Daily Worker {just two
weeks before the Manifesto appear-
ed in rilumauite!) : "Henoegades
of Communism, Trotsky, Lovestone
and others come with proposals
of united fronts between the Com-
munist and Social Democratic
Parties and accuse the Communist
party of splitting the workers be-
cause it insists on addressing Its

call for a united front not to the
Noskes, the Scheidemanns and the

Wells, but to the masses of the so-
cial democratic workers." ( Our
emphasis.)
Could the difference between

good Bolshevism and Trotskyist
renegaey be put more bluntly and
unmistakably?

The January 13, 11)33 issue of
the Communist International re-

printed Thaelmann's speech at the
12th Plenum in which he specific-

ally condemns the Berlin district

of the party for proposing to the
social democracy "a joint demon-
stration against Fascism" — a
thoroughly correct proposal—and
unlike the Manifesto of the Com-
intern, a timely proposal, less time-
ly than when it was made by the
Left Opposition, but still more
timely than the present Manifesto.

"Trotsky", declared, Thaelmann,
"'said as follows to quote him word
for word : 'One must actually de-

clare complete readiness to form a
bloc with the social democratic
against Fascism One must com-
pel social democracy to for a bloc
against the Fascists.' This policy
would mean,'* Thaelmann concluded
calumnly, "that we would abandon
our correct Bolshevik policy."

How bitterly one must reflect

upon the fact that this obstinate
failure by Thaelmann and the Com-
intern leaders to Vabandon our
correct Bolshevik policy" (i. e., the
thoroughly wrong Stalinist policy)
in good time, is being paid for at
the present moment by Thaelmann
himself and thousands ot other
courageous proletarian revolution-

JLEOiV TROTSKY

ists who are in the toils of the
Fascist terror. How u.uick is the
bourgeoisie to take advantage of
our blunders I How criminal and
disastrous have been the blunders
of Stalinism i What a dreadful re-

sponsibility rests upon its shoul-
ders!

And what scoundrels are those
brass-templed bureaucrats who, for
the base ends of saving their own
hides and prestige, continue to be-
fuddle the already badly befuddled
Communist workers with the re-

frain: There Is no turn, we were
right yesterday, are right today,
will be right tomorrow and for-

ever !

But belated though the turn Is,

cowardly and evasive though it

remains, it Is clearly a turn in the
right direction. Nevertheless, at
the same time that the Left Op-
position greets the turn, it is com-
pelled to draw attention to the
cloven hoof of opportunism which
sticks' right out of the Manifesto.
The social democracy, to cover

up its cowardly capitulation to
Fascism, to screen the cravens who
fiee to Switzerland and renounce
all political activity, have sought
to excuse their treacherous passi-
vity by pompous declarations in
favor of a united front with the
Communists on the basis of a "non-
aggression pact". By this they
mean that in the period of this
singular united front, the Com-
munists shall pledge themselves not
to criticize the social democracy,
not to attack it, not to expose its

weakness, its readiness to betray
at the crucial moment, its vacilla-
tions at all times. In a word, the
social democrats have been de-
manding that the Communist party
dissolve itself info a socialist-dom-
inated fusion, thus assuming equal
responsibility for social democratic
betrayal.

With indignation and contempt,
the Communists have repeatedly
spurned this "clever" proposal, and
the Left Opposition, while polem-
izing against the Stalinist concep-
tion of the united front, has never-
theless supported the party whole-
heartedly in its rejection of "non-
aggression pacts" with the social
democracy. Non-aggression pacts
of a similar nature with Chiang
Kai-Shek and the Kuo Min Tang,,
with Purcell and the Trade Union
Congress leaders, brought about
the destruction of the Chinese rev-
olution and the British militant
movement respectively.
Now, however, we read towards

the end of the Comintern Mani-
festo: "In the adoption and prac-
tical carrying out of these two
conditions, the ECCI considers it

possible to recommend the Com-
munist parties during the time of
common fight against capital and
Fascism to refrain from making at-
tacks on social democratic organi-
sations.. .The most ruthless fight
must be conducted against all these
who violate the conditions of the
agreement in carrying out the unl-
ted front, as against strikebreakers

(Continued on Page 4)

Al arm Signal
The Second Five

Year Plan
The Seventeenth party Confer

ence, in February 1932. approved
the directives of the second five

year plan, Its annual coefficient

of growth of industry was set al

26 percent, whereat Stalin explain-
ed that this coefficient would even
be surpassed in the process of con-
figuration and fulfillment. The Left
Oppositionists cautioned against re-
cord-breaking leaps in industriali-
zation. They were accused of
counter-revolution, and placed in

solitary confinement.

Kleven months later, in January
1933, Sfalin proclaimed unexpected-
ly that the coefficient of growth
during the -second five year pian
would he, in all probability, around
13 percent. None so much as dared
to contradict him or to refer to
the decision of the year before.
Thus, the actual results or the first

five year plan buried the fantastic
project of the second Are year
plan, before the latter eould have
been supplanted by a now one. At
present, there is no second five year
plan at all. Nor is there any pos-
sibility of one in view of the chao-
tic condition of economy :it the
close of the first five year plan. The
Jaimray plenum sketched out only
hazy directives. Considerable time
will yet he spent, upon a formula-
tion of the second five year plan
and It will undergo more than one
change.

The current year 3!)33 turned out
to be separated factually from the
second five year plan. The control
figures for it. have been designated
apart from the general perspective.
Obviously, the concocters of the
plan for 1933 sought only to miti-
gate those disproportions, and to
plug up those yawning gaps which
were inherited from the first five
year plan.

In their reports, Molotov and
Ordjonlkidzo tried to mock at our
proposal that 1933 he set apart as
the year of "capital reconstruc-
tion of Soviet economy". The re-
porters cited as a fact that during
1933 new enterprises would also
be undertaken. As if we had ex-
cluded this, as if we had made a
point ,of putting patches on old
rubbers, and not of the "recon-
struction" of economy as a whole.
The struggle to restore the disrupt-
ed balance presupposes, necessar-
ily, also new constructions, but un-
der the head of correcting mistakes
made in the past, and not under
the chapter of piling up new mis-
takes.

Thus, under the blows of the
crisis, which it did not forsee, and
which it does not openly admit
even now after it has broken out.
the leadership has been forced to
retreat in the sphere of industrial-
iaation even as it had begun to
retreat still earlier in the sphere
of collectivization. However, it is
executing its maneuvers of retreat
stealthily, partially, without a
plan, hiding the significance of its
own actions from others as well as
from itself, and preserving com-
pletely thereby, even redoubling its
methods of barefaced bureaucratic
commandeering. The new zigzag
of Stalinist policies is an unmistalc

able proof of I be profound disloca-
tion of Soviet economy, but it is
absolutely incapable of leading to
a way (Hit df the great wreckage.

Bonapartist Tendencies

in the Party

Against the background of en-
forced silence and it-responsibility,
the economic crisis becomes a dou-
ble, trip.'e danger. The more bank-
rupt and despotic the leadership
is, the more widespread becomes
the resistance of beings as well as
tliinas. The ruling clii ne takes
for granted that only activities

of the class enemy are manifest in

ail types of disharmony opposition,
resistance dissatisfaction, passiv-
ity and friction which are engen-
dered by objective obstacle, and be
case of miscalculations and priva-
tions. The bureaucracy, which up
to 1928 announced the kulak danger
was a canard originated by the Left
Opposition uncovers at present
after "the liquidation of the kulak
as a class", the kulak danger there
and everywhere, within the Soviet

(Continued on Page 3)

First Daily of

Opposition

We have just received the

news that the paper of our Creek
comrades, Pali ton Takseon
(Cluss Struggle) which has been

appearing twice a week for a

long time, is now a daily.

Through their ardent devotion

to the proletarian causes our

Greek comrades have raised them-
selves to the highest level of the

international struggle for the

Ideas of Marie, Lenin and Trot-

sky. They have extensive influ-

ence over the working class. The
proletarian vanguard helps and
supports them. Today they have
attained this splendid result: in

spite of the double repressions

of the capitalist, bourgeoisie,

which has thrown hundreds of

them into prison, and Stalinist

slanders and provocations, they
are at last publishing the first

daily paper of the International

Ix'ft Opposition.

We send them our most fra-

ternal greetings. We will give

them nil the assistance at our
disposal in the march towards
victory, by making their strug-

gles known to the American pro-

letariat.

KincaidMinersUp

For Trial

Hathaway Seeks to Explain Away
C.I. Turn at Membership Meet

At. a closed meeting of the Com-
munist party membership on Mon-
day. March 20, the district organ-
izer Hathaway explained the uni-
ted front to the party. His speech
deserves the fullest analysis as" a
typical example of theoretical con-
fusion, mis-statement of the Ger-
man situation and misunderstand-
ing of the factors involved.
Hathaway began his speech by

n consideration of the capitalist
crisis in America, but we pass over
his false position on this score to
an examination of the main ques-
tion before the meeting.

11*0 Hathaway Apologetics

After dealing with the economic
situation in America, Hathaway
turned to Germany. He stated that
there was a growing feeling among
our party members that the German
situation was due to the blunders
of the German Communist Party.
In answer, he attacked the Left
Opposition for its defeatism. He

Jnnddy
IfORIIHo

THE BANKING CRISIS AND
ITS SIGNIFICANCE

Speaker:

B. J. FIELDS

Sunday, March 26* 1938, at 8.P. M.

at International Workers School

Hall

126 Kast 115th Street

Auspices: New York Branch, (O.)

Admission: 15 Cents

characterized its members as "yel-

low curs", said of the Militant that

it was enough "to make any decent
Communist vomit", and that the
counter-revoltitionary propaganda
of the Left Opposition "should
arouse a lynch attitude in all Com-
munistB". After this subtle refu-

tation of sound Marxian-Leninist
theory, Hathaway attempted an
elaborate rationalization of the
German situation by means of the
theory of social Fascism. His
argument in effect was this : As
the forces of revolution grow, the

forces of counter-revolution grow
correspondingly. There cannot be
a revolution without a counter-
revolution. From this Marxian
truth, Hathaway, and all other
Stalinists, draw the false Inference
that this growth of counter-revolu-
tion is uniform and continuous.
Thus it. follows that Hitler's coming
to power means no radical change
in the correlation of forces, but
only some intensification in the
counter-revolutionary camp. Hence,
at most the German proletariat

has suffered a slight setback. Hath-
away entirely forgot in stating his

argument, that Fascism means,
among other things, an attack upon
all workers' organizations, com-
plete suppression of the workers'
press and propaganda, the loss to
workers of all their weapons-
guns, press and organizations. This

fact, which refutes the whole social

Fascism theory, which makes the

German situation so desperate.

Hathaway omitted. He said optim-

istically: "The German proletariat

(Continued on Page 2)

Chicago.—The famous Kiucaid
battle between Peabody's company
thugs, scab miners, all armed for

buttle and the pickets of the Pro-

gressive Miners IJnion has been
shifted to the court struggle for

the moment. The result of this

fight in which fifty pickets were
attacked by two hundred thugs and
scabs, hn.s been i.ht: indictment of
o4 members of Ihe L'MA and the
Women's Auxiliary charged with
law violations of various kinds.

Twenty-two of the indicted min-
ers are under charges of murder
or double murder.

The first trial scheduled for Mar.
i:i. has been continued to March 25.

It becomes increasingly clear that

the Peabody Coal Company in al-

liance with the UMWA and the

state forces are intent upon gain-

ing convictions in this case. For
this reason a mere court struggle

would be playing into the hands of

the forces of reaction. In the in-

terest ot the indicted miners and
the I'iiA it is of paramount im-

portance to prevent this struggle

from being sealed within the four

walls of a capitalist court that is

bound up hand and foot with the

Peabody Coal Company, the Lewis
machine and similar Interests.

What additional examples are
needed to prove this, than the re-

fusal of the Sheriff in Christian
County to accept the warrant
sworn nut for the arrest of one
of the thugs who shot and killed

the wife of the striking miner,
CtimerlattoV It is also significant

that in the arrests following the
fight at Kincaid only members of
the PMA and the Women's Auxili-
ary were rounded up. So, it he-

comes obvious, that this affair is

another attempt to railroad a group
of militant workers engaged in

struggle.

That briefly is the background
to the meeting called by the Civil
Liberties Union of Chicago on
March 14, and participated in by
some of the leading organizations
in the city. The aim of this meet-
ing to build a broad united front
defense movement in the Interests
of the Taylorville miners. Present
on that night were representatives
of the Chicago Workers Commit-
tee on Unemployment, the Interna-
tional Labor Defense, the League
for Industrial Democracy, the So-
cialist Party the Chicago branch ot
the Communist League of America
(Opposition) represented by Joe
Giganti and Albert Glotzer, and
the Chicago Civil Liberties Union.
Although not presented in person,
the General Defense Committee,
signified its intention to particip-
ate in the provisional committee
that would be composed of the
above-mentioned organizations.

The meeting opened with reports
on the case by Tom MacKenna of
the Civil Liberties Union and Glot-
zer of the Communist League. An
interesting discussion followed,
where agreement was reached upon
the calling of another meeting of
the provisional committee which

Workers:Out

On Saturday!

A demonstration of the mili-

tant working class of New York
is to be held at 10 A. M. Satur-

day morning, March 25, 1933 to

protest against the murder re-

gime of Hitler-Hugenburg. The
demonstration organized at the

tall of the Communist party, is

to be Iield at the corner of White-

hall and South Streets.., hard by
South Ferry, in front of the Ger-
man Consulate. It is the ele-

mentary duty of every class con-

scious worker in the city to join

in this first important public de-

monstration to be organized in

New York since the assumption
of power by the Hitlerites. By
our serried ranks and united
deeds* by crying out In a single

loud voice our vows of interna-

tional solidarity, we will help to

make the Brown Shifted assas-

sins feel tlte pressure of the work-
ing class of the world, and give
encouragement to the sore-press-

ed proletariat of Germany.

The Left Opposition whole-
heartedly endorses the demonstra-
tion and plans to participate in

it with all its forces. The New
York branch of the Communist
League (Opposition) has issued
a mobilization call to all Its mem-
bers and sympathizers to partici-

pate in the demonstration. All

friends and supporters are there-

fore urged to assemble first at
the International Workers School
Hall, 126 East 18 Street, at or
before 10 o'clock in the morning,
so that our contingent may march
in a body in the demonstration
before the Consulate. Attendance
at the hall IN TIME is urgently
needed.

First Underground Leaflet of Left

Opposition Issued in Germany
The Militant has just received

the first underground leaflet to be
issued in Germany by the Left Op-
I>osition since the assumption of
power by the Hitler gang. To-
gether with the whole Communist
movement, our brother section in
Germany has been suppressed; so
also has its weekly organ, Die Per-
manetite Revolution. True to Its

revolutionary duty, however, our
comrades are continuing with their
work under tiie most difficult cir-

cumstances. The leaflet, issued in
Hamburg, is mimeographed both
in German and English and is ad-
dressed to all marine and railroad
transport workers. We present it

here in full

!

TO THE REVOLUTIONARY
PROLETARIAT

To the Seaman, Transport Workers
and Railroad Men!

Under the insignia of the bloody
terror of the Swastika, the Fascist
dictatorship is being established in
Germany. The streets have been
cleared for the brown terror troops
of the Hitler army.
Thousands of proletarian corpses

already litter the path of Fascism.
Many thousands more will follow.
The terror of the Bismarck so-

cialist laws are being surpassed
a thousand fold.

The extermination of proletarian
class consciousness

—

The smashing of all worker*' or-
ganisations

—

The robbing of all the democratic
rights conquered by the working
class

—

Back to barbarism

—

These are the aims of Fascism.
A defeat of the German working

class and a final victory of Hitler-
will be the signal for the w»rld
bourgeoisie

:

To establish the blackest reaction

I.L.D. Allows Reactionary Lawyer

To Injure Scottsboro Struggle

(Continued on Page 4)

The Crisis In the Soviet Union

One of the bright spots in the re-

cent record of the International
Labor Defense has been the strug-
gle for' the nine Scottsboro boys.
The ILD had the original good
sense and courage to take this dif-

ficult case. It provided a good
legal defense, built a fair mass
movement and a good publicity
campaign, won a series of impres-
sive partial victories which saved
the lives of the boys four times, and
raised the issue of a rape frame-up
to the level of a significant and
clear political struggle. It would
be unforgivable if, after ail this,

the ILD were permitted to weaken
in that struggle. That there is

grave danger of such a weakening
is indicated, among other things,
by the 1LI)'« failure to reacb to
a statement appearing in the New
York Times of January 14.

The Times reporter states that
Mr. Samuel Llebowltz, of ILD
counsel in the new Scottsboro trial,

has divorced himself "from the
Communist activities which have
helped crystallize sentiment in the
South against the accused Negro
since the ILD. interested itself in

' the case". After declaring himself

SPEAKERS:
JAMES P. CANNON
MAX SHACHTMAN
MARTIN ABBBN

a loyal Democrat and patriot, Mr.
Liebowttz attacked the C. P. and
•'other radical organizelions,1' and
unctuously flattered Alabama's
legal lynchers as follows:

LiebowhVs Attack
"I am fully mindful of the

sincere desire of the good people
of the great South to give every
living thing on God's green earth
a square deal. If these men really
committed this atrocious crime...
they should suffer the penalty....
On the other hand, if these girls
are making false accusations, then
I know that there ia not a red-
blooded, upstanding American cit-
izen below the Mason-Dixon line
who will not pray with heart and
soul for their acquittal. I cannot
subscribe to what In some quarters
is the prevailing notion, that the
Southerner will not give these
Negro youths an absolutely fair
chance for their lives".

At the same time, Mr. Llebowitz
gave the Times a copy ot a letter
of Jan. 9 which he had sent to
the ILD. Therein he stated that
he enters the case "to help keep

(Continued on Page 3)
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in every country of the world.

To war against the Soviet Union,
To unleash a new world war.
The victory of the German pro-

letariat, however, wouid signify a
tremendous Impulsion to the force.!
of the world proletariat in its

struggle for emancipation.

The struggle of the German p,o-
letariat is not only a struggle for
its own rights, for its own life.

Victory or defeat for the German
workers decides the fate of the
tirst workers' state, the fate of the
proletariat of the whole world.

Hitler will and must be beaten
in the international arena. Pro-
letarians of the world, support
actively the struggle of the Ger-
man proletariat

!

NOT A SHIP, NOT A TRAIN,
NOT A CHEST, NOT A BAG INTO
HITLERITE GERMANY !

. . Boycott the Germany of the
Brown Terror!

International solidarity, a com-
mon will to struggle—that Is the
demand of the hour.

Demand of all workers' organi-
zations the convocation of

I WORLD WORKERS' CONGRESS

to adopt a position on the follow-
ing fighting measures:
Agajnst International Fascism,
Against the war in the Far East,
Against the attacks on the So-

viet Union,
Against wage-cuts and political

oppression of the proletariat and
the colonial peoples.
The initiative for this Congress

must come from the Communist
International, which must invite
ail the international labor organi-
zation to Join it in organizing this
Congress.
The international idea of the pro-

letariat must become an interna-
honalism of deeds. Force the in-
ternational labor organizations to
common action.—Left Opposition of the

Communist Party of Ger-
many (Bolshevik-Leninists).

Wew York
Enlerlaluuenl

The Fiftieth Anniversary of Kari

Mars will be Celebrated at the

Headquarters of the

INTEBNATIONAL WORKERS
SCHOOL

138 East 16th Street

on Saturday, March 25, 8P.JL

Admission: IS Cents

Auspices: New York branch of the
Communist League of America

(Opposition)

TltlOAY MARCH"3IT79*3T
at 3 P. M.

Auspices: N. Y. Branch, Communist
League of America (Opposition)
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LEAGUE ACTIVITIES

New League Branch

In Springfield

Springfield, III.—A new branch
of the Left Oppositou was organ-

ized here last night with six char-

ter members. Comrade Hugo Oeh
ler, member of the National Com-
mittee of the Communist League
was present at Ihe meeting and
gave an explanation of the prin-

ciples of the Li'tt Opposition. The
new members me all miners, active

members of the Progressive Miners
of America. The first activity of

the new branch will be the organi-

zation of a public inass meeting on
the German crisis on March 13 with
comrade Oehler as the main speak-

er. We have a considerable num-
ber of other contacts whom we ex-

pect to draw into the organization.

Plans are being made to start a

study class for the new members
in Communist fundamentals.

The struggle of the Progressive
Miners Union against the Peabody
Coal Company and the strike-break-

ing activities of the Lewis gang is

still raging furiously here. The
new branch of the Left Opposition
will give a good account of itself

in this struggle as well as in all

the other affairs of the Progressive
Miners. The Left Opposition has
carried on its propaganda work and
has made its ideas on policy felt

over a long period of time in the

Illinois miners moiement. Up till

now we did not succeed in cryslal-

izing the effects of our propaganda
work in Springfield in an organized
form. The construction of a branch
which will organize and regulate

our collective work means a big

step forward for the Left Opposi-

tion.

—JOE ANGELO.

When mil: considers that recently

there lias been a wave of terrorism
against the Left Opposition, the
obvious conclusion is that the cam-
paign is being directed by respon-

sible people higher up. It is noth-

ing more than a desperate effort of

Hie Ceulrisl.s to answer our Marx-
ian arguments with the only wea-
pons (bev have left -those of the
club.

The Chicago branch of (he Left
Opposition is prole-ting to the
party ollicials in a formal letter in

which it points otu the dangerous
possibility as well as the further
besmirchmen t ol the name of the
Communism oh (lie part of Stalin-

i-t bureaucrats.

Chicago Stalinist Again

Try Gangsterism

Chicago. — Stalinist gangster*,

last Wednesday night appeared at

a session of the class in "Theore-

tical System of Marxism" conduct-

ed by comrade Giganti. The gang-

sters were armed with blackacka

and clubs and came for the purpose

of smashing the heads of the
"'connte r-rev olutionary Trotsky ist"

students.

Red Cruck, YCL member and
leader of the trew, came up before

tbe session started and told (he

comrades present that he was giving

them half an hour to beat it out
of the neighborhood, at the end of

which time he was coming back
up with a gang. Our comrades,
however, refused to be terrorized

and the class was opened as usual.

While tile meeting was going on.

in marched Hod Crack anil his crew
of toughs, all YCIj and party mem-
bers. The instructor asked them
what they wanted, to which they

made no answer. However, in or-

der to avoid provocations Giganti
told them ihey could remain to

listen in. provided (bey kept silent

and made no noise.

However, in a little while, tiring

of the knowledge that was being

propounded, they left the room
stating that (hey were waiting
outside where they would get us.

The session proceeded to a regular'

close. In the meantime the young
toughs with- clubs and blackjacks

were .slinking around the entrances.

Our comrades decided that this

should not be a one-sided affair,

and immediately proceeded to im-

provize clubs out of chair legs.

Viewing the determination of our
comrades with evident apprehen-
sion, Red Cnick's army thought it

best to disappear leaving their re-

doubtable leader to face the hos-

tilities together with a creature by

the name of Ben Brown, an indivi-

dual who is said to be at the pre-

sent time one of the leading party

members of this city.

As our comrades marched out of

the hall into the sidewalk Red
Crack and Brown advanced with
open knives in hand with their

faces ieering; but soon that look
changed to fear as they saw that

our comrades were not in the
slightest bit cowed. The last re-

maining member of Red's army
took to bis heels and left Red to

face the music alone. lied submit-

ted to a little chastisement which
ought to be remembered on future
occasions, should similar thoughts
of breaking up Left Opposition

meetings ever occur in his head.

Austintown Jobless

Forge Ahead
Youirgstfiwii. - Lnder the direc-

tion of (he local Unemployed
League, the unemployed workers of

Ansl flit own have started to move
ahead again. After passing through
:t period of riimparative inactivity

ihey suceeded ia mobilizing their

forces for a slriko today and win-
ning their demands. Here are the
fact-:

A township trustee, Ohl, succeed-
ed in getting his son. Boyd Ohl, a

job as foreman over (he gangs of

men u ho are forced to work on tbe
county roads for their meager re-

lief. The older Ohl has never done
anything to make the workers like

him, and the son was foolish enough
to walk in his lather's footsteps.

Lie kept apart from the men,,

thought himself superior to them,
dnmineered men who know more
iiliout construction work (ban he
did. and bullied several men small-

er than himself. This typical

"boas" went just a little loo far

Friday when he struck a young
defenseless worker in the face af-

ter he had provoked him into argu-
ment by continual nagging. That
night an Enlarged Grievance Com-
mittee met and decided to call a

strike Saturday morning, demand-
ing that young Ohl he permanently
removed from (he payroll, and sug-

gesting that he could work in the
ditch for tiis relief like the rest

of ns.

The Grievance Committee was
out on the road where the men
wore working at 7:30 Saturday
morning. The ;i0 or 35 men report-

ing for this work "relief" respond-
ed to the plea of the Committee
gladly and without much persua-
sion. The men ail agreed to stick

together and strike until our de-

mands were met; the Committee
promised to tight to «ee that the

men would get their grocery orders
even though they didn't work.
When the road superintendent
showed up the Committee gave him
a written copy of the demands and
made" it plain that (he men were
not going to work until the de-

mands were met. The Committee,
iiieii vi-itcd the Relief Headquart-
ers to see the Stale Investigator

and ihe Trustees.

in Ihe meantime young Ohl,

whom Ihe superintendent had ad-

vised to go borne, had gone to (he

County Courthouse to confer with
his father i\ho was there on busi-

ness. Soon the County Commis-
sioners called the Investigator who
confessed that he thought Ohl "in

(e wrong" and that the thing had
to he settled in order to avoid any
'violence". News reporters phon-
ed a comm ittee member for the
details, and later drove seven
miles for the complete story. At
the committee's request one trustee

was sent after a third one; and
we later learned (hat these two
visited the scene of (he strike in

order to see whether or not we
were bluffing. Trustee Ohl, of

course, did not make his appear-

ance, iiul the other two were an-

xious to meet our demands when
they returned. In Ihe Relief office,

in (he presence of many workers,
these two trustees, Bricklev and
Nliivc'cy. promised to call a meet-
ing of Ihe three trustees on Mon-
day and to see that Ohl was dis-

charged. On these conditions the
committee directed (be men to re-

turn to work at. about eleven

o'clock; the trustees are. of

course, (o pay (he raWi the full

day amount. And it was generally

understood that unless young Ohl
is removed immediately, as the
trustees promised, that the more
than 'MY,) men working for "relief"

in Ibis township would be called

out on .strike.

This is just one step in a very

high ladder. The nest step is more
adequate relief. The first measures
in this battle have already been
taken and the Austintown Unem-
ployed League swears that it will

use every resource at its disposal

in order to gain another victory.

More about this struggle later.—N.

Miners HearOpposition

On Germany
Springfield 111.—Tbe Springfield

meeting of the l^eft Opposition on
tbe Danger of fascism in Ger-

many. with Hugo Oehler as the
speaker, was attended by about 45

class conscious workers, represent-

ing all tendencies in the city. After

Ihe speaker had concluded, the

chairman, comrade Angel o, asked
the party members present to sel-

ect, a speaker, who would be given

more than the regular time, so an
active C. I', miner comrade took
the iloor, lie did not deal with
(he Oerman question but confined

himself, to a live minute discussion
on the united front from below.

After the question period (he

chairman raised the question of

the Taylorville cases and pointed
out (he danger of withholding
mass pressure. The lawyers think
they can take care of the case
better in this way, and the de-

fense committee is yielding to this

false policy. The meeting unani-
mously went on record for a mo-
tion calling upon (he miners of the

I
1MA and the workers of America
to proced to mobilize mass press-
ure at once in order to have a
solid foundation under (he cases
when they come up for trial. The
I'eahody Coal Company intends to

burn some of these miners in the
elcctrjc chair. This can be pre-
vented only through properly di-

rected mass pressure.

The mass meeting also took up
the case of Webb and. two other
miners who had just been framed
up and sent to jail. The Right
wing in the union object to jWebb's
popularity with the Left wing rank
anil file workers. They are not fol-

lowing up this clear cut, class, case
anil defending the victim of capi-
talist persecution. A committee
was elected from the meeting to
arouse the i'.MA to action on the
frame-up and to demand that the
case be appealed.

Litvinov at Geneva
Opportunist DiplomacyPlays Into Hands of Imperialists

The Moscow Daily News for Feb- they arc sometimes competed to

ruary 15, ]i)33 contains the full offer if. ISut at a time when the

speech made by the representative Stalinixod Comintern is quiet as a

of the Soviet Union on February 7 grave for four and half years, tbe

in the Geneva Committee on i)is- People's Commissar «f the Soviet

armament. Litvinov, speaking on t'niois is substituting for a tribune

the security question, stated that

the Soviet delegation "is glad to

say" that some of (he French pro-

posals, 'if not all, have met
with full support"' by the Soviet de-

legation. Litvinov submits a sort

of "self-criticism",, pointing out

that after all the travail, they find

themselves at tbe same stage where
they were live years ago. Accord-
ing tj> Litvinov. the Geneva Com-
mittee is to be blamed for that,

because i( does nol agree with the

Soviet delegation that "the best,

if not the only guarantee of secur-

ity for all nations is complete dis-

armament, or al least the maximum
reduction of armaments in a short

time".

As to the French proposals them-
selves. Ihe Soviet delegation finds

they "give a much wider interpre-

tation to the obligation-* assumed
by tbe signatories of the Kellogg-

Briand Pact". On Ihe basis of that

he is again "glad to lie able to state

that the Soviet Delegation will

be ready to sign a convention in-

coi'porafinu them".
Thus it is plain that the Kellogg

Pact continues to fulfill its great

historical task as an imperialist

sand heap into which the Stalinist

ostrich is putting his head in order

to fowtitil the dangers to the build-

ing of socialism in (he Soviet Union
alone, (hereby also preventing that

treacherous heap from crumbling
under the blows of the world pro-

letariat.

Lenin defined the gist of oppor-

tunism as readiness to sacrifice

fundamental interests for the -sake

of partial and temporary advan-
tages. The fundamental (ask of

the Soviet delegation at the Gen-
eva and all similar conferences,

should consist in one thing only:

l«i expose to the world proletariat

the machinations of the imperial-

ists from the very tribunal which

some other means which are "less

dangerous" to the building of so-

cialism in the Stalinist fashion.

That exposure of tbe imperialists

should consist only in playing up
one uf the imjienalist wolves
against the other, utilizing their

fundamental antagonisms and their

readine.^ to jump at each others'

throats, not forgetting at the same
time that it is the Soviet Republic
which they hale more than any-
thing else.

To hope that these imperialist

powers will act as opportunists,

sacrificing their fundamental aim
of overthrowing the Soviet Union
for the sake of restoring the capi-

talist relations there and thereby
transforming it into a semi-colonial
country—one of (he very few ways
to escape the revolutionary conse-
quences of the present crisis—(o
hope for (his. is to act, in Lenin's
woids, as a shyster politician and
cheap diplomat. Lenin gave that
detiniion. in his speech on conces-
sions, to those who would try to
utilize not. the fundamental difter-

ences between the imperialist pow-
ers, but the secondary ones, ex-

actly as Litvinov is trying to do.
lie is attempting to convince the
old sharks of capitalist diplomacy
that the French proposals are ac-

ceptable to the Soviet. Union, hop-
ing thereby to put French diplom
acy in a difficult position in rela

(ion to its old friends, the Japanese
diplomats.

Litvinov Is doing this at. the time
when the imperialist French rob-

bers are doing everything in their

[lower to strengthen (he diplomatic
position of Japanese imperialism
in its preparatory work for an as-

sault on the Soviet Union.
Litvinov did not find a word (o

say about the danger of German
Fascism. That was not, you see.

on the agenda —L. fiKERN.

The American Capitalist Paradise

HOOVERVILLE

Hathaway at ^htemhership Meet

Mink& Co. Expel Trotskyist Seamen
At the membership meeting of

the Marine Workers Industrial Un-
ion on Wednesday, March 15, tbe

Stalinist bureaucracy managed to

unburden itself of another "dis-

ruptive" element. Mink, Hudson
and company railroaded through
the expulsion of Henry Weser, an
unemployed seaman, on the main
charge of "Trotskyism" as well as
other subsidiary charges.
Comrade Weser had been especi-

ally spotted by the Stalinist hench-
men for his agitation on the water-
front around the question of tbe
Gorman crisis, in which he defend-
ed the views of the Left Opposi-
tion, which have been confirmed by
events, particularly since that time.

At the packed membership meet-
ing, in which tbe majority of the
participants were avowedly party
members, the bureaucratic machine
went into action against Weser, at-

tacking him as a "Trotskyist" and
charging him with the ' attempt
to organize an opposition in an
underhanded manor". The crew of
hand-raisers assembled naturally
supported the Stalinists.

Comrade Weser, who has for a
long time been sympathetic to the
Left Opposition, has in the past
been one of the most active workers
in the union and in the waterfront
section of the party. Participating
in a leading position in the Morgan
Line strike of October 1931, Weser

later on was prominent, in the or-

ganisation of the unemployed coun-

ci's of the seaman, which showed
especially good results last year.

Under the direction the TUUL, he
also took an active part in the
organization work of the needle

trades industrial union and in the
strike of the Alteration Painters'

Union, in the course of which he
was arrested, his trial coming up
in the near future.

It is not at all strange that mili-

tant workers, starting out by fight-

ing against the ultra-Left policy

and bureaucratic methods o£ the
Staiiuist in the past, should, as in

this case, draw their conclusion

and look for the principle causes of

their light which intimately link it

tip with the struggle of the Left
Opposition. In is defense at the

membership meeting of the MWIU,
comrade Weser explained to those
present the course he had taken in

criticlMiiL; th leadership for their

distortions and ultra-Left putsch-

es {Philadelphia. New Orleans,
etc.) as one which had brought him
into fundamental antagonism to

Stalinism, He concluded by point-

ing out that al! Hie outrages he cri-

'ieized flowed from the fundament-
al Ktaliuist position and called for

a ret urn to internationalism and
t he displacement of national so-
cialism, declaring his iupport of
the Left Opposition.

Second Big Meet In

Minneapolis

Minneapolis.—The second large
meeting on the crisis in Germany
was held here in the .Mayor's Re
ception Hall at the Court House,
with comrade Oehler of New York!
a main sjieakor. This meeting fol-

1

lowed (he Minor meeting of the
oliicial party by three days, at which
all Left Oppositionists were mobil-
ized to cover with Militants and
handbills advertizing the Oeiiler

meeting?. This was primarily ihe
only place the branch distributed
its advertising for its Oerman
meeting, the large (urn out of 400
showed that we practically dupli-
cated the party meeting minus the
most hard-shelled Stalinists,

The concentration of 11 League
members in front of the Finnish
Hall where Robert Mixoi& editor
of Daily Worker spoke, eovered the
bulk of workers attending the meet-
ing with Militants. Near to the
time of starting the meeting, the
party bureaucrats sent out about
a dozen strong-arm 'boys' who
threatened to fight if we did not
stop. They were told about the
workers' struggle for free press,
that they were facing a group of
workers who were still ready to
defend their press along with the
right to distribute it. After a con-
fab, "the gang" went back in the
hall, we finished distributing what
few militants we had left, and those
comrades selected to go in, paid
their dime, and also entered the
ball. After the Internationale,
the collection, Robert Minor was
introduced.

After a few minutes of discourse
in which he spoke sporadically on
Hermanj- but more on Soviet UnFon
and the "world rise of Commun-
ism" as against "the decay of
Capitalism" we were told off-hand
about "the terrible fate of the
German proletariat". Although the
local capitalist press carried the
announcement of the CI. call upon
the Second International for a
united front against Hitler, Minor
stuck to his old guns, the resolu-
tions of the Xllf.h Plenum. He
explained that -we have socialism,
already achieved In Soviet Union 1

lie did not mention the "offers'' of
a united front to the social dem-
ocracy. Time and again he would
break his speech to vilify comrade
Trotsky.

In a din of howling and hooting
organized by bureaucrats, the mem-
bers of the" Left Opposition asked
their Questions of Minor, On the
united front, social Fascism, So-
cialism in one country., playing
with the General Strike slogan, on
(he role of the Red Army. In re-

ply Minor made curt restatements
of tbe Stalinist political fallacus.
"Trotsky says socialism cannot be
built in one country; we say that
it can be and Is being built in
one country". .. .etc.

Oehler eovered the German poll-
lical situation from all angles; ans-
wered dozens of questions on all

aspects of Communism. In the dis-
cussion two rank-and-file leaders in
the Unemployed Council spoke
against "theoreticians" and wanted
"action. Oehler in reply asked them
if the Russian revolution would be
possible if the Russian workers
had suoh an attiude toward
Lenin, Trotsky, and Marx, and
other theoreticians. These work-
ers were no doubt Party mem-
bers for one had attempted to lead
'heckling' earlier in the meeting. It
soon melted away before the ideas
presented by the speakers. V. R.
Dunne spoke with Oebler stressing

(Continued from Page 1)

has been steeled in the struggle of

litis, it has been steeled in the

struggles of \Vr£A." lie pointed out
that although in 1923, 2o,OtK> work-
ers lost their lives and the insur-

rection was suppressed, the revolu-

tionary movement continued. What
be forgot to mention was that it

took ten years after 1023 for an-

other revolutionary situation to

conic into being in Germany and
tor the proletariat to be in a posi-

tion to seize power—a ud at a dis-

advantageous rxjsition for the mo-
ment, at (hat. This fatalistic op-

timism of Hathaway and the Stal-

inists is as dangerous as tbe fatal-

istic pessimism of (he social dem-
ocracy. Neither permits accurate
analysis of a situation. The Stalin-

ists have delayed because they are
not conscious of the meaning of

Fascism, and because they forget

(he rudimentary fact that a rev-

olutionary situation, once lost, may
not reappear for a decade. The
German proletariat has been
"steeled in the struggles of 1S118

and lOBi"; it will survive 1933.
That is true, but—The question is

not at all one of the survival of
the revolutionary movement; it is

a question of whether the revolu-
tion is to triumph now or he smash-
ed for a decade.

For years (he Left Opposition has
been pointing out the danger of

Fascism being permitted to conso-
lidate its power' in Germany, For
years the Opposition has been call-

ing for a united front of the Com-
munist Party of Germany and (he
reformist organizations to unite the
German workers so as to be able
to resist Fascism and be in a posi-

tion to seize power. All this Hath-
away "demolished" by stating that
the Trotskyists say that if Fascism
comes to power the revolution is

lost!

Hathaway pointed out that for

a succesful revolution, two condi-

tions must exist: a revolutionary
upsurge of the workers and a split

in the ranks of the bourgeoisie. On
the basis of the theory of social

Fascism the split cannot be said

to exist. The social democracy is

simply the Left wing uf Fascism,
basically the same. But actually,
when Fascism arises, there is a

split in the ranks of the bourge-
oisie. Social democracy is the
Left wing of the bourgeoisie

;

Fascism its Right wing. But the
bourgeoisie cannot use both wings
at the same time. When it uses
the Fascist wing, it liquidates the
social democracy. Fascism, to ex-
ist, must break and destroy all

workers' organizations, including
the social democracy. Thus the
rise of Fascism creates a split in
the bourgeoisie, since Fascism en-
dangers not only the Communist
party but the social democracy as
well, leaders together with the
rank and file. Thus, on Hathaway's
own grounds, a revolutionary sit-

uation exists in Germany. But
bound to the theory of social Fasc-
ism, the bureaucratic leaders of
the Communist Party of Germany
and the Comintern see the revolu-
tionary situation. Hence they fail-

ed in the past both to unite the

German working class and (o strike

at the strategic point.

The 0. I. Turn
Now. with the manifesto of the

KCCI. there is a turn. The Mani-
festo calls for a united front, both
wilh the leaders as well as with
the rank and file of the reformist

organizations. This Hathaway bad
to admit on .Monday evening. Rut
the theoretical meaning of this uni-

ted front and the change in ixilicy

of (be EOOl he entirely ignored,

lie said. "I state categorically that

there is no change in the basic
position of the Communist Inter-

national! as regards the united front

anil the social democratic leaders."

He explained that the Manifesto
was caused by two factors: the in-

creasing sentiment for unity among
the workers and (he treacherous
calls for a united front by the so-

cial democrats and the Trotskyists.
This Manifesto is simply a maneu-
ver by which the Comintern check-
mates Ihe counter-revolutionary de-
mands of the Trotskyists. The uni-
ted front demanded by the Left
Opposition was characterized by
Hathaway as one contingent upon
tbe willingness of the social dem-
ocratic leaders to agree. Thus it

must be based on the limits of the
social democratic program. It would
in reality make the Communist
party a partner in the social dem-
ocratic betrayal of the workers. . . .

Comrade Hathaway either has
never read tbe proj>osals of the
Left Opposition (He has!—Ed.)
or else he lias very conveniently
distorted (hem. From the begin-
ning, the Left Opposition has fought
for a real united front. From 1923
till 132S we fought against the
false united front in which the
indeiK-ndenee of (he Communist
party was sacrificed. We have con-
sistently slated that the party must
always remain independent and
distinct. Since ly-JS, with the
ultra-Leftist swing of the ECCI, we
have fought for a real united front—not the socalled united front
from below, which is in reality no
united front whatsoever.
Hathaway then elaborated upon

the Comintern Manifesto calling
for a united front with all possi-
ble organizations against Fascism,
against wage-cuts, for unemploy-
ment relief and insurance. He said
it was the duty of all party mem-
bers (,o fraternize with members of
reformist organizations, to show
them the call for a united front,
and bring a united front cali to

Ambition and hope characterize

almost every young man, who,
leaving his family hearth, enterj

the cruel capitalistic world in

search of his fortune. Ambition
and hope makes his life bright and
happy. The young worker, pos-

sessing these natural stimuli for

working and lighting, needs no ar-

tificial substitute.

But when ambition and hope fade
in the hopeless individual struggle
against heavy odds—the cold in-

dustrial oligarchy and the boss
class—different psychological char-
acteristics appear in a worker. As
an unskilled or semi-skilled worker,
working at first steady job1

, and
afterwards losing one job after an-

other, he begins to lose ambition
and hope for a better future in

his life. Gradually, as he gets
older and becomes less productive,

he is pressed into the army of un-
employed and very often the army
ol unemployables.
This is the road that the great

mult it tides of workers, who roam
over our vailroads and highways
in a continuous stream, who till

the employmen t-oliices, charity in-

stitutions and jails in our cities,

haie traveled; this is also the road
(hat (he residents, who make up
the population of Hoovervilles all

over the country—of shanty-towns,
shack-cities and jungles, have gone
over. First a steady worker, then
n casual worker, and finally an un-
employed worker: this is the lot of
an average American industrial
slave!

These latter institutions, ]K>pular-
ily known as Hoovervilles, are of

a recent origin. They have sprung
up all over (he country near the
big titles, empty lots and river-
edges only during the last few
years. They consist of a number
of generally crudely, but sometimes
skillfully constructed one or two-
room shacks. which sometimes
reach into several hundreds in a
cluster.

Its inhabitants form a community
composed primarily of the afore-
mentioned average American un-
skilled workers, hut during the pre-
sent great unemployment crisis
many skilled workers and even
professionals are moving into the
"Shanty-towns", men who are
thrown out of their jobs and con-
stantly being evicted from (heir
living quarters.
This last-mentioned layer of these

Communists can merge with the
social democrats without violating
any point in Hathaway's speech.
Hathaway's speech is interesting

as an example of theoretical con-
fusion and also because by its vici-

ous alacks and mis-statements
against the I,eft Opposition, it

shows bow much our influence has
increased due to the German situa-
tion and ihe about-face of the Com-
intern. Many of his remarks con-
cerning the discouragement of the
party members, their criticism of
the Communist Party of Germany,
the sentiment of the united front
among the workers—all show that
our correct criticism has penetrat-
ed deeply into the party. The
epithet.-}, the lynch demand, the
falsification of our position, all

demonstrate how hard pressed
Hathaway and the Stalinist bu-
reaucracy must be in their attempts
to answer us. But curses and lies
are tiimsy defenses and still worse
guides for a workers' party.

* 5 * *

Characterizing the confusion and
demoralization into which the party
members have been thrown by the
aigxags in Stalinist policy, is the
fact, that out of all the questions
asked, none dealt fundamentally
with the question at stake; they
were all of a technical nature.
Discussion, what little there was
of it, was of the same kind. But
the Communist workers will yd
speak up, and when they do their
language will he unmistakable.

- -PARTY MEMBEH.

International Workers

School Notes
Two new classes in the New

York International Workers School
are now definitely under way. Com-
rade Max Shachlman's lectures on
the "Principles and History of the
International Left Opposition" is

bringing a larger attendance with
each, session. The lectures take
place each Wednesday evening tit

the hall of the International Work-
ers School. 1L'<> Fast IGth Street.
The admission ]ier lecture is 15
cents, and the public Is invited.

eve.'yrcfornnst organization, branchj "^„£ "£<£ WeWr's ss m
""L^-- T

,

hls ,P° sit '°n >n Hum- -American Working Class Historv"

organization and literature. The
first down-town Open Forum this
year was announced with comrade
Oehler speaking on Soviet Economy
for the following day. Bitty-seven
workers attended the Forum meet-
ing Sunday and heard more of the
Left Opposition program. Three
workers expressed their desire to
be members of Left Oppositon at
(he Forum. At the last branch
meeting we planned for: further
recruitments through an organiza-
tion drive for members.

—C. FOBSBN.

aways speech showed that the
KCCI has made at least a partial
turn, away from the old united
front from below. The danger is
that the swing of the KCCI will
go too far to (he Right, as indicat-
ed by the more than ambiguous
sen(ences in the Manifesto,. Point
C.

This Point Hathaway interpret-
ed as a threat to the reformists if

they violate the united front. But
he said nothing to reassure the
party that the party press will not
be -silent about the social dem-
ocracy until it be too late. As he
interpreted it; the party will not
criticize the social democracy until
it has broken the agreement clear-
ly and completely.
The danger of this united front

Manifesto lies in its failure to say
a word about the independence of
the party and the freedom to critic-
ize the social democracy. Instead,
the paragraph referred to has a
statement that almost forbids cri-
ticism and also n threat not only
to tbe socialists but to any Com-
munist who dares to criticize the
social democracy. All these points
Hathaway ignored. At no time did

'

Hathaway define the Communiat
position ia a united front. Tn*

meets each Sunday afternon at 4
o'clock. Those who still u-i«h to
register for this course have an
opportunity to do .so at the next
session.

The class by Martin Abern in
the Principles of Communism will
conclude, after having held ten
straight and successful sessions,
next Monday, March 27 Hi.

Comrade Cannon's lecture course
on American Labor Leaders has
been indefinitely postponed. Those
who desire are urged to join either
or bo(h of the two IWS classes that
are now under way for this ses-
sion.
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working class element-;, who have
learned or who have been forced to

learn through suffering the class

composition of society and their

IMisition relative to these classes,

therefore being more class-consci-

ous, have a great mission to per-

form; (o study the psychology and
interests of (heir fellow -worker; to

approach them correctly in order to

educate and finally organize them,
so (hat thi- section of the broad
unemployed masses do not become
lost lor the revolutionary working-
class who need ail the help they
can get in their bitter struggle
against the master class.

The approach is a hard one. The
citissens of Hooverville do not read
anylhing of consequence; they sel-

dom think of anything outside their

miserable dwellings and hardly
ever talk of the class struggle.

They are devoted mostly to the
accumulation of possessions with
no purpose beyond (he pleasure of
the manic, or their own pride or
vanity—as collecting useless fur-
niture, clothing, and cooking uten-
sils which they cannot, use. These
dull, uninteresting, selfish, crude,
human animals, with their petty
lives and narrow visions, become
absorbed in ragpiekiug and drunk

-

eness. They have drifted into the
Hoovervilles where they settle and
become either passive or indifferent

towards the class struggle and de-

velop a peculiar anarchistic in-

dividualistic character or—degener-

ate into "lunijieii-proletariat" that
is. into (he category of workers
known as unemployables—tramps,
bums, vagabonds, pelty-criminals,

etc.—in short Ihe down-and-outers.
To the question, what is the mat-

ter with these men, and how could
they be made a^ain useful to -so-

ciety'; -many varied answers have
been given to the writer who has
sp-iit the last eight months in an
Hast River shack town, by curious
and interested visitors who (lock to
these places in singles and groups.

Bourgeois Explanations

The bourgeois element usually
says that (he men are too lazy to
work; the laws, courts and police

are too soft as regards begging,
loafing and living in shacks that
do not pay taxes; and the charity
organizations demoralize rather

than uplift the men. by giving them
meals in the breadlines without
working.
The charity "worker" says (-hat

Hie men themselves are defective

and responsible for their misfor-
tunes. They have acquired bad
habits, have lost their rugged in-

divdnalism and will-power. They
indulge in drunkenness.
Of course the "sky-pilot" suggest*

for the men to turn to God and
everything will be '"hunky-dory"'.

The educator and moralist preach
that (he main cause is the lack of

general character building and the
presence of too many sjieakeasies

and disorderly houses.

And finally comes the technocrat
and explains "scientifically": the
existence of unemployed workers,
who live in large numbers in vari-
ous hack-towns, is an essential of

the present organization of our in-

dustrial system; rapid introduc-
tion, and pressure of circumstances
and environment in general. Only
Ihe "'onrgy-certificate" and the
"erg" will solve the problem.
The widely varied opinions of

ihe capitalist spokesmen about the
unemployed workers in general,
show the complexity of ihe pro-
blem in (heir minds, and the lack
of complete understanding.

They do not like to admit that
(he existing miserable conditions of
the workers; low wages, long
hours and unemployment, are to be
traced through the whole capitalist
system, which is responsible for
(he existence of Hoovervilles, and
the production of hoboes and tramps—(hat is. the surplus labor popu-
lation. They refuse to see that
(here is nothing wrong with the
men Ihemselves; they are just as
human as anybody. They do not
like (o hear the only solution, that
of the overthrow of the capitalist
system which will Oo away with
these conditions—the products of
industrial slavery.

How Tliey Live
In the meantime the residents of

the shanty-towns go about their
way. and do not mind in the least
what is said about them in the pa-
pers, or in what "pose" they are
snapped for ihe tabloids. They are
generally willing and desirous to
work, if there are any wages. But
in the present unemployment crisis
Ihey are supplementing their living
by such means as beggars and
stealing—"taking". At night they
go for their "kill" like wild anim-
als. But their "kill" consists most-
ly of loads of week-old bread from
bakery back-doors, discarded vege-
tables from Wailiibout and Wash-
ington markets, rotten fish from
the Fulton Street pier and "ni-
ckebC from subway entrance. They
do not overlook also the miik-bot-
tles in the hallways and pastry-
baskets outside the chain-store
doors—though they usually take
it only in such quantities as to
satisfy fheir immediate needs. How-
ever, being workers they prefer to
earn their living by working.
Some of the individuals are

averse to work because their ner-
vous systems, by suffering and pri-
vation, are exhausted. But this
seeming laziness is nothing more
than a kind of defense reaction
forced upon them by this rotten
system. In drunkenness they also
find a sort of relief and forgeffnl-
ness. Kaiubow-chasing is again an
artificial means of making life new-
ly •hopeful". Their laek of abil-
ity to concentrate their attention
on anything could be explained by
the fact (hat they are worn out,
and as a result their will power
has gone to pieces.

(To Be Continued)
—PAUL SCHWALBK,
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and collective farms, in tractor unci

machine stations, in plants, factor-

ies and state institutions, in party

organizations, even within the Cen-

tral (\>mmittee itself. The "damag-
er" is that image up against which
the bureaucracy stumbles at every

moment, while staring into mirrors

and failing to recognise itself. On
the other hand, the dislocation of

economic relations and the growth

of universal discontent dotprovide

actually a culture medium for the

bacilli of bourgeois counter-revolu-

tion.

Violently driven inward, the eco-

nomic disproportions—first of all,

the disjoin tu re between the city

and the village hut least of ail the

commonplace kulak "remainders"

or the "suoivnls" of bourgeois
psychology—augment the absolute-

ly unliearahle tension in the poli-

tical relations of the country, im
pelling the bureaucracy to take to

the road of further .suppressions of

all Soviet social activities, thus

breeding the malignant embryos of

the Bonapartist regime.

Repressions become the chief

method of economic management.
With all the earmarks of civil war,

the collection of seed takes place

and preparations are made for

spring sowing. The struggle against

slackness which is bred from star-

vation by apathy proceeds in the

form of savage penalties. Shortage
of food is met by mass expulsions

from cities. The press celebrates

a-s a socialist victory the introduc-

tion of the passport system.

The helmsman of the October

revolution, the builder of the So-

viet state, the Bolshevik party is.

crushed, bulldozed, trodden under

foot, demoralized, or driven under-

ground. The dictatorship of the

apparatus that smashed the party

has been supplanted by personal

dictatorship. Within the appara-

tus those are handpk-ked who are
trustworthy ; from among the

trustworthy are chosen t he most
trustworthy. No one, in effect,

trusts any longer in the '"leader/"

whose infallibility has brought

about a series of frightful miscar
riages. Everybody knows and sees

that his own policies have driven

Stalin into a blind alley and that

he does not know today what Stalin

will do tomorow. But the more
the apparatus loses its support in

the masses, the more do those who
are trustworthy and most trust-

worthy isolate themselves away
from the apparatus, the more
religious is the homage paid the

sagacity of the "beloved leader

The personal oath of allegiance has
completely superceded loyalty to

(be program. Only those articles

and speeches are permitted which
rehash the oracular maxims of th< ;

leader. The voice of the entire So-

viet press has become the voice of

swinish and loathesome toadyism.

One cannot, without blushing from
burning shame, look upon the out-

raged covenants of the party and
the trampled down banner of the

October revolution!

Defense of the

U.S.S.R.
It is self evident how important

are the successes of industrially
tion from the viewpoint of the tech-

nical reinforcement of the Bed
Army and the Red Fleet. The
world wide situation imperiously

imposes upon the armed forces of

the Soviet Union a role of excep-

tional importance both in the West
and the East. But it ia precisely

within this sphere that a policy of

illusions would prove most danger-
ous and criminal. The Red Army
is not reducible to military

technique alone. In war, bread
and meat play no less a role than
projectiles for artillery ; the horse
occupies no less a place than does
the tractor. The living forces of

the army have as a reservoir the

workers and peasants. The mood
of the workers determines the
mood of the army. Taken on the
scale of a major war, military tech-

nique itself is a function of the
entire economy, demanding from
the latter inner harmoniousness and
ability to operate without a hitch.

If Stalin seeks to justify the ma-
terial privations of the toilers as
a sacrifice they place upon the

altar of state defense, then this ex
planation is as false as are all the
bureaucratic totals of the first five

year plan. In point of fact the dis-

jointure between rural economy and
industry hits directly at the army
and saps at the will power of
the Soviet government in the inter-

national arena. Without the acute
disorganization of Soviet economy,
the extraordinary insolence of Jap-
anese imperialists as well as the
free play for the activities of Ger-
man Fascism would have been im-
possible. The Stalinist religion of

pacifism, of the Geneva as well as
the Amsterdam brand, is the reli-

gion of weakness. Today the chief
defense of the proletarian State
lies in the putrefaction of world
capitalism. While that is very im-
portant, it is still an insufficient
means of defense. In order to con-
quer the initiative in the world
arena, it is necessary to rehabili-
tate the economic foundation of
the Soviet state.

The Stalinized

Comintern
If one were to leave aside for the

moment the conscious and uncon-
scious damage done by the bureau-
cracy, the onerous internal condi-
tion of the Soviet Union is rooted
in the economic backwardness of
tfeo country and la the interna-

tional isolation of the proletarian

State. But, In its turn, the present

isolation is the result of the polit-

ies of the Comintern. The vain

glorious overestimation of the in-

ternal sucesses achieved in the

USSR is just a« criminal as the un-

derestimation of the tasks of the

international revolution. It is ab-

solutely essential that Soviet eco-

nomy be bulit up, step by step, thus
reinforcing the foundation of the
dictatorship ot the proletariat and
preparing the elements of the fu-

ture Socialist state—but that is

not enough. Should the European
bourgeoisie hatter down the work-
ers with the club of Fascism and
retard the revolution for decades,
no economic successes whatsoever
can save the Soviet Union. The
problem of capitalist encirclement

poses us face to face with the

strategy and tactic of the Com-
munist International, its chain of

mihtakes and crimes.

Within the USSR, where the

Stalinist bureaucracy has at its dis-

posal the mighty resources of tne

State, its policies could still mas-
querade its bankruptcy for a num-
ber of years ; squandering the hasic

capital of the revolution but not
leading directly to catastrophic con-
sequences. On the world arena,

where the open struggle is compul-
sory against the social democracy
and all other forces of bourgeois so-

ciety, the policies of bureaucratic
Centrism have already succeeded in

exposing themselves in all coun-
tries and in all quarters of the
globe, as the systematic, even If

unco'scions sabotage of the pro-
letarian revolution. For the past
ten yeans, the Stalinist leadership
has contributed nothing to the
struggle of the international pro-

letarian vanguard, save mistakes,
confusion, demoralization and de-
feat. Bulgaria. Oenuany <1923),
Esthonia. once again Bulgaria
(1024), China (the period of the
iiioc with Chiang Kai-Shek as well
as all thi' subsequent policies )»

England (the Anglo- Russian Com-
mittee). Spain (the period of rev-
olution) -such Is the far from com-
plete geographical inventory of the
genuine deeds of damage perpetrat-
ed by the Centrist bureaucracy in
the sphere of international revolu-
tion. The growing islontion of the
Soviet. Union cannot he compensated
for by any "non-aggies-don pacts"
whatsoever.

There nan not remained a living
spot upon the body of world capi-
talism. Reformism has drained to
the dregs its fund of beggarly and
slavish sagacity, and it stands be-
fore the proletariat exposed in its

imiKrteneo, branded by its treach-
ery. In the Soviet Union—as the
Stalinists insist-the five year plan
lias been fulfilled, and socialism
has been absolutely guaranteed.
What other conditions are there
required for the Comintern in order
io overthrow the organizations of
reformism that have rotted to the
(-ore, and to collect around itself

the proletarian masses and lead
I hem to the conquest of power?
Concurrently, however, official Com-
munism everywhere is Losing posi-

tions and influence, is becoming
isolated away from the masses, and
is being forced out of the trade
unions. At best, sections of the
Comintern now serve as thorough-
fares for the unemployed.

Its mode of action in Germany
has been the tragic zenith of the
international defeatism of the
Stalinist faction. Were one to set
as one's conscious goal : to save
from disintegration the crime-
splotched social democracy

; and to
open the shortest road to power
for Fascists—none could have de-
vised a tactic more direct than that
employed. Stalin placed General
Chiang Kai-Shek into the saddle
with the friendly hand of an ally;

as for Hitler, he made the road to
power easy by guaranteeing the
division of labor between the so-
cial democratic and Communist bu-
reaucracies

; screening themselves
behind different phrases, they both
have led and still lead the tactic of
retreat, marasm, and cowardice.
The results are an open book. To
serve its class enemy under the
guise of waging irreconcilable
struggle against it—this is the
curse that hangs heavy over Cen-
trism !

Groupings in the

C.P.S.U. and

the Comintern
The course of events within the

CPSU shows that the economic
crisis has turned into the crisis of
the revolution, and that it is forc-

ing its way more and more decis-

ively from below to the tops,

through the state and party ap-
paratus.

The exclusive Stalinist faction
that is mustered around the pleb-

iscitary "leader", whom it has
ceased to trust, exerts its efforts

desperately in order to maintain
itself. The first condition requisite
for this is not to permit the party's
awakening. Repressions against
the opposition have now assumed
a mass character such as did not
obtain even in 1928 when promises
were given and taken that, all op-
position would be "liquidated" once
and for all. Naturally the chief
blows are directed against the Bol-
shevik-Leninists, the only faction
whose authority has grown immeas-
urably and continues to grow.
Two most recent facts are parti-

cularly significant of the situation
in the party; the arrests and de
portation of the leaders, of the Left
Opposition who capitulated about
four years ago, and the complete
and final capitulation of the lead-
ers of the Bight Opposition. A
few months after the quite notor-

ious deportations of Ziuoviev and
Kameuev to Siberia, Stalin arrest-

ed I. -N. Smirnov., Preobrazhensky,
Ufimtsev. Ter-Vagan'yan and about
100 former Left Oppositonists con-

nected with them. The significance

of this fact must be plumbed to the

bottom. Those concerned are old
Bolsheviks ; they had built the
party, carried it through on their

shoulders during the years it was
driven underground, participated
in the October Revolution and the
Civil War. and created together
with us the faction of Bolsbevik-
Ijeninists. When (in February
t!12S) under the pressure of food
shortages, Stalin made a sharp turn
to the side of planned industriali-

zation, and of struggle against the
knlalt. an influential section of
the Left Opposition, became fright-

ened by the perspective of a split,

capitulated to the bureaucracy, and
extended to it trust on credit. In
its mvn time this fact, played a
major political role in that it

strengthened the position of the
Stalinist bureaucracy and retarded
for a long ix'riod the influx to the
ranks of the Left Opposition. Today
we have the balance sheet of the
experiment made by the honest,
.sincere and not careerist capitula-
tion: after deporting Zinoviev and
Kamenv, Stalin arrested Smirnov,
Preobraxhensky, Ufimtsev and the
rest! This Mow at the top had
been preceded in the course of the
past year by the arrests of several
hundred rank and file oapitulators,
who anticipated their leader?- in

returning to the road of the Left
Opposition. Within the last two
years, a truly gigantic shift has
occurred in the consciousness of
the party, for the regroupings at
the top are only belated and
diluted reflections of the pro-

found processes that occur
in the masses. Here we have an
extraordinarily clear illustration
of the power that is latent in the
correct and undeviating line of
politics

; isolated individuals and
groups, outstanding even in regard
to their revolutionary qualities,
may drift at times into the camp
of the enemy, under the influence
of temporary conditions, but they
are forced ultimately, by the march
of events, to return to the old mili-

tant banner.

There is an altogether different,

but in its kind no less symptomatic
significance in the 100 percent cap-
itulation of Rykov, Tomsky and
Bucharin. The political cohorts
of these leaders spread far into
the camps of class enemies. As
we had forecasted more than once,
the sharpening of the crisis of the
revolution could not but inevitably
throw the Bolshevik and tiny head
of the Bight Opposition up against
its hefty counter-revolutionary tail.

The moment for this has arrived.

Alarmed by the mood of their own
followers, leaders of the Right
crawled unconditonallv on their

knees to the official leadership.
They were able to go through with
this surgery all the more easily
because no matter how acute the
internecine fight became from mo-
ment to moment, it nevertheless re-

mained the fight between Left and
Right shadings in the camp of bu-
reaucratic Cen trism.
In this manner, the capitulation

of the Right wing leaders reflects

the differentiation of the Right
Opposition, which remained amor-
phous but which indubitably was
the most numerous of all groupings
of\ the last period. Workers by
tens of thousands, party men
among them, dismayed by the eco-
nomic adventurism of the bureau
cracy, gravitated all the more na-
turally to the side of the Right
wing leaders, the more sincerely
they were inclined to interpret
Stalin's policies as the direct ap-
plication of 'Trotskyism". after
they had been hoodwinked by the
entire preceding anti-Trotsky ist de-
magoguery. The differentiation of
the Right wing means the libera-
tion of these proletarian elements
from under the Thermidorian influ-

ences; and their drawing inevitably
closer to the Left Opposition, the

true features of which are only now
becoming distinct, in the light of

their personal experience.

The political groupings In the

party are becoming clear-cut, the

levels of reservoirs come into clear

view. Concurently the "Workers'
Opposition" and "Democratic Cen-
tralism" have factually disappeared
from the political arena. The pro-

letarian elements from among the
intermediate groupings in the op-

l>ositon of the last years are grav-
itating toward the Bolshevik-Lenin-
ists, the only faction that has a
eiear program, tested in tiie fur-

nace of events ; and that has not
lowered its banners for an instant.

Even though not quite so clearly,

an analagous process is to be ob-

served also on the international

scale. During the time when rul-

ing Centrism, incapable even of

posing the question of an Interna-
tional Congress, stopped giving any
answers whatsoever to the most
burning questions of the world rev-

olution ; during the time when the
Right wing (Brandlerites) because
of the centrifugal laws that govern
opportunism, ceased completely to

exist as an international tendency
—the Bolshevik-Leninists, and they
alone, proved capable of calling to-

gether an international conference,

under the present and most difficult

conditions, and at this conference
they gave a clear answer to the
most important and debatable pro-
blems of the world proletarian
movement for the entire post-Len-
inist period.

No matter what course the de-

velopment of the world proletarian

revolution takes in the next few
years—and this depends directly
ujion the outcome of the struggle
against Fascism in Germany and
upon the change of the course in

USSR—for the Left Opposition, up-
on the international scale, there
has o[iened the epoch of assured
ui>surge. The fiftieth anniversary
of Aiarx's death is honored by of-

ficial celebrations in two campa,
reformism and centrism. But from
now on the fate of the revolution-
ary Marxian, i. e., genuine Bolshe-
vik jiolieies is inextricably tied

with the fate of tiie Communist
Left Opposition,

position.

The Capital Re-

construction of

Economy
In their appraisal of the possi-

bilities and tasks of Soviet econ-

omy, Bolshevik-Leninists take as
their point of departure not the
vapid abstraction of socialism in

one country but fixe real historical

process in its world relations and
living contradictions. Only the
foundations that have been laid by
the October revolution can guard

I

the country from the fate of India
or China, and assure, in the present
transitonal eiwch, serious successes
on the road of transforming capi-

talist society into socialism. The
discussions concerning our suj>-

posed '"denial" of the proletarian
character of the October revolution
are a hodgepodge of scholasticism,
Ignorance and lies. The whole
gist of the matter lies in the fact
that it is passible to pursue various
policies ui>on the social and poli-

tical bases of the Soviet Union.
What still remains to be decided is
-—precisely which one?
In order to cure the economy

which has been disordered by the
epigone leadership, i. e„ to miti-

gate the disproportions, strengthen
.the link between the city and the
village, create a stable unit of cur-
rency, and improve the condition
of the toilers, it is necessary first

of all to break away from the bu-
reaucratic muddling and lying. The
general character of economic mea-
sures, which are dictated by the
situation today, may be most cor-

rectly denoted by the word.retreat.
It is precisely because the collec-

tive farms have spread over too

extensive a field at one blow that

the workers' government cannot
find sufficient means to counteract

the break-down of kolkhozi. The
measures of repression must inevit-

ably disclose their impotence. The
only correct mode of activity lies in

sacrificing quantity to gain in qual-

ity. Upon the political plane this

same task may be formulated other

wise, to wit, sacrifice space in or-

der to gain time.

,It is necessary to check the

strength of centrifugal tendencies

in the kolkhozi and to open up an
economically rational outlet for

these tendencies by leaning upon
the peasant poor, the rural work-
ers, the be3t kolkhozi, and
the best coiective farmers. It

is necesary to preserve and develop
those kolkhozi which have demon-
strated their viability, or which
may prove viable in the nearest
future., in accordance with their

available resources and the inter-

est shown by their members.

The Stalinists,, of course, will

resume their din that our readiness
to retreat from 00% collectiviza-

tion to 40%, and maybe even to

25% (the percentage must be econ-

omically determined by actual test,

and not set bureaucratically be-

forehand) signifies "capitulation"
"the restoration of capitalism",

etc., etc. If so, why then did these
bravos desist from completing their

collectivization I00%
:, as they set

out to do? Why was it decreed
sacrqd to hdld to that line at

which adventurism stalled at the
well-known moment, and already
well in the process of retreat? One
must not be alarmed by the pseudo-
revolutionary bogies lisped by the
bureaucracy. Retreat without bat-

tle from revolutionary conquests
is equivalent to betrayal. The re-

treat from bureaucratic aventiirism
is demanded by revolutionary real-

ism. In relation to rural economy
it is necessary first of all and re-

gardless of everything else to re-

store the rule : Leadership and not
bulldozing!

The differentiation in the peasan-
try is still inevitable for a pro-

tracted period ; there will be well
to do kolkhozi as well as poor
ones ; within isolated kolkhozi there
wili be not only preserved but
also developed considerable social

distinctions, with the development
of productive forces. And over and
ubove that, there exist 10 million
individual enterprises ! Such a
correlation must be established with
the peasant mass as would elimin-
ate the "de-classed" kulak from
leading the peasantry against the
Soviet state. One must come to

an understanding with the moujlk.
Concessions must be made to the
middle peasant. And the village

poor must be economically streng-

thened by the tar. credit, and co-
operative systems, by the policies

of machine and tractor stations,

etc., etc., without at the same time
depriving either individual peas-
ants, or the prosperous kolkhozi,
or the more well to do collective
farmers of the stimulus to further
accumulation. The insanity of
mechanically liquidating the kulak
must be rejected decisively, com-
pletely and unconditionally. It is

necessary to understand and to ad-
mit that the kulak exists not in

the guise of "remainders" or of
"psychological survivals" but as
an economic and social factor. The
return must be made to the policy
of systematically confining the ex-
ploiting tendencies of the kulak, in

a serious manner, and for a pro-
longed period, practicallv unto the
victory of the proletariat in the
West.
Such a system of combined activ-

ities can be applied with success
only in the event that the pauper-
ised layers of the iieasantry are
organized in the Union of the Vil-

lage Poor, the chief support of the
party in the village.

The tempos of industrialisation
must be subordinated to the task
of restoring the dynamic equili-
brium of economy as a whole. One
must reject the development of mis-

The New I. L. D. Scottsboro Lawyer
(Continued from page 1)

sacred" such "ancient shrines of

our civilization" as "our Caucasian
sense of even-handed justice," he
praises Alabama's "great heritage

of honor'', and he rings the chimes
of white chauvinist eondescencion
as follows : ''Persons of substance
in the Southern states have recog-

nized for many generations a moral
obligation toward the simple and
generous folk whom slavery brought
them first as chattels."

The fact that the ILD has dur-

ing the past two weeks issued num-
erous statements concerning Lieb-

owltz's activities without once
mentioning his attack on the ILD
line, seems to indicate that his in-

solent letter of Jan. was swallow-
ed by the ILD and that the ILD
proposed to make no reply

The ILD has always put itself

forward as a class struggle organi-

zation. Its principles call for the

defense of all victims of class

justices by means of an able legal

tight based on mass pressure. It

lias contended that this strategy

not only provides the best defense
for the case at issue, but that it

alone defends the general principle

involved in every case. It proclaims
that it approaches all cases from
the angle of the elass struggle,
reveals the political underpinnings
of class justice, and fights a prin-

cipled fight. To do less is to risk

the defendants immediately con-
cerned, or at best, as reformist
organ Inations have repeatedly done,
to jeopardize all future victims of

class justice by trading the prin-

ciples involved for an immediate
partial concwBion.

This position the ILD was always
explained to outside attorneys who
accept legal assignments from it. It

has not required them to espouse
the philosophy of the ILD, but
it has required them to remain
silent on all points where they dis-

agreed with It, It has insisted that
they serve purely as court-room
technicians entitled to interfere

neither in word nor deed with the

ILD's conduct of the political

-struggle. Such, for example, were
the terms on which the ILD retain-

ed Walter Pollack, a liberal whose
philosophy is distinctly not one of
class struggle, for the trial before
the Supreme Court of the United
States. Pollack was, as Lenin in-

sisted lawyers always must be, the
instrument, the tool of the class
which employed him. Only if the
relationship is on such a basis can
the ILD relate a good legal fight

to the fundamental and essential
political fight.

This does not seem to be the
basis of Liebowitz's relation to the
Scottsboro Defense. He is getting
a free hand to attack that defense
from a platform given him by the
ILD. lie attacks the mass strug-
gle which has saved the Scottsboro
boys four times, he maneuvers just
as would an NAAOP lawyer seek-
ing to make a deal. When one
considers these facts in relation
to the equally regrettable fact that
tiie mass defense movement has
died down in recent weeks almost
to the vanishing point, it begins to
iook as though the ILD were teet-

ering on the brink of a rotten and
dangerous piece of opportunism.
To forca Liebowltz to hold his

mouth on political questions while
he conducts a court-room technical

Job will, however, not be enough.
It is no surprise that New York's
most notorious gangster lawyer
behaves this way. Least of all is

It a surprise to the leading func-
tionaries of the ILD who had due
warning from his letter of Jan. 9.

Who was responsible in the first

place for hiring a man op this

stripe who so clearly announced
his vicious intentions? The cynic-

al opportunists who took that re-

sponsibility were betraying the
basic political aspects of the case
as well as the interests of the nine
Scottsboro boys. They and along
with them those functionaries of

the Communist party who gave
them permission to take the step,
deserve a rap over the knuckles. It

is up to the ILD and Party rank-
and-file to administer that rap.

The Left Opposition favors, as

it always has, the broadest united
front movement on behalf of the
Scottsboro boya as on all imme-
diate working class issues. It de-
mands that the Communist party
maintain freedom of criticism in

such united fronts. Similarly, the
ILD must maintain its freedom and
must not permit its allies or its

employees to attack it while its

mouth remains shut. Down with
sectarianism and opportunism i

Substitute for tliese the Leninist
tactic of the united front! There
is no other sound basis for mobil-
izing the American masses in de-

fense of the Scottsboro boys, in at-
tack on general persecution of
Negroes, for the common interests

of all workers, white and black. ,

takes in tiie plan merely because
they were declared holy iu the spe-

cifications of the day before. The
programs of capital undertakings
must be radically gone over, and
all those which are obviously no
match for the forces of the country
must be immediately stopped. The
inevitable loss of billions today will

safeguard against the future loss

of tens of billions. It can be a

safeguard against the worst thing

possible, against catastrophe.
Even at this moment it may be

said with assurance that the indus-

trial growth of 16% for 1933, set

for the sole purpose of not break-
ing too sharply with the adventur-

istic first stages of yesterday, will

turn out absolutely unfeasible. In
ltt32, industry grew only 8 1-2%
instead of Ji6% as was stipulated

in the plan. The point of depart-

ure must be taken from these ac-

tual attainments In 1932, in order
that still higher coefficients may be
attained by gradually reinforcing

the ground underfoot.

Those resources which are liber-

ated by way of lowering the tempos
must be immediately directed partly

into the funds for consumption and
partly into light industry. "The
condition of the workers must be
improved at any price* {Rakov-
sky). During the construction of
socialism people must live like hu-
man beings. What is broached
here is the perspective of decades
and not a military campaign, or "a
Saturday" or an isolated case of
extraordinary intensification of
forces. Socialism is the labor of
future generations. But it must
be so assembled as to permit the
living generations to carry it on its

back. The stable of currency system
must he restored, as the only reiia-

able regulator of planned economy
at the present stage of its devel-
opment. Without it, the locomotive
of planned economy will inevitably
fail to make the grade.

for An Honesi:

Party Regime I

For Soviet

Democracy
No new revolution is necessary

to save and strengthen the dicta-

torship. A profound and an all-

sided and fully thought out reform
will completely suffice. The whole
question lies in who will put it

through. This question touches
not persons or cliques but tiie

party.

It is absolutely self-evident that
the ruling party in the USSR is in

etxreme need of a purification from
agents of the class enemy, career-

ists, Thermidorians, and the ordin-

ary candidates for a meal ticket.

But this job is not for the hands
of the bureaucratic etique. Only
the revived party itself, to be more
exact, only its proletarian kernel is

capable of riddling ifsetf of the for-

eign and inimical elements.
The strangling of the party which

took place in the course of the last

Ben years is the reverse side of

the interminable attacks upon the
Left Opposition, It is impossible

to revive the party without return-

ing the Opposition into its ranks.

That is the first demand which we
put forward and which we call

upon all Communists, young Com-
munists, and all class conscious
workers to support.

We direct this slogan at the Right
Opposition as well. We do not

trust the selections of Stalin-Men-
zhinsky-Yagoda ; they have as their

criteria not the interests of the
proletarian revolution but the inter-

ests of the clique. The purification

of the party of real opportunists,

to say nothing of the Thermidor-
ians, must be carried out freely

and openly, by the will of the party
masses.

What is at stake is the fate of

the party and of the Soviet regime.
Lenin saw the democratization of

the administration as the most im-
portant task of the dictatorship.

'"Every cook must learn how to

manage tiie government." .The pro-

cess that has taken place is quite

the reverse. The number of the
administrators did not grow to in-

clude "every cook", it constricted

instead to a solitary chef, and
thereto only a specialist iu peppery
courses. The political regime has
become unbearable to the massed,
even as tiie name of Its pack-bearer
is becoming more and more hate-

ful to them.
As Jtar back as 1926 Stalin was

told that he was clearly filing him-
self as a candidate for the post of

undertaker to the party and the
revolution. For the past six years
Stalin has come very close to the
fulfillment of this role. Through-
out the party and outside! of It,

there is spreading ever wider the
slogan, "Down with Stalin". The
causes for the origin and the grow-
ing popularity of this "proverb"
require no explanations. But never-
theless we consider this slogan in-

correct. The question touches not
Stalin personally, but his faction.

It is true that for the last two
years it has become extremely con-
stricted in its scope. Hut it still

includes many thousands of appar-
atus functionaries. Other thou-
sands and tens of thousands, whose
eyes have been opened as regards
Stalin, continue to support him
nevertheless, from fear of the un-
known. The slogan, "Down with
Stalin,", may be understod, and
could inevitably be understood, as
the slogan for the overthrow of
the faction now In power, and even
more—the overthrow of the appar-
atus. But we do not <want to over-
throw the system but to reform it

by the efforts of the best prole-
tarian elements.

It is self-evident that an end
must be and will be put to the

Bonaprtist regime of a single lead-

er, and of the pack compelled to

revere him. because that is the

most shameful perversion of the
idea of the revolutionary party.

But the matter touches not the
expulsion of individuals, but the

changing of a system.

It is precisely the Stalinist

clique that indefatigably circulates

rumors to the effect that the Left
Opposition will return to the party

not otherwise than with a sword
in its band, and that it will im-
mediately begin merciless reprisals

against its factional opponents.
This ixiisonous lie must be refuted,

repudiated, and exposed. There is

no feeling for revenge in politics.

Bolshevik-Leninists never were mo-
tivated by it in the past, and least

of all do they intend to be motiv-
ated by it in the future. We know
only too well those historical rea-

sons which have driven tens of
thousands of party members into

the blind alley of bureaucratic
Centrism. We are motivated by
coi^iderations of revolutionary ex-

pediency, and not by revenge. We
make no exceptions beforehand.
We are ready to work hand in hand
with every one who seeks to pre-

vent catastrophe through the re-

storation of the party.

For an honest party regime I

This means: for a regime that al-

lows members of the party to say
out loud what they think ; that
eliminates double-dealing, this in-

ner-lining of the Stalinist mono-
lith: that has no leaders who in-

herit leadership for life; that free-

ly reelects all the leading organs
during congresses o[ the party;
that has an apparatus which
serves the party, and the party
that serves the proletariat.

For Soviet democracy ! This
means that the party directs the
system of proletarian dictatorship,

but docs not strangle the mass or-
ganizations of the toilers, but on
the contrary leads them to the bur-
geoning of their initiative and In-

dependence. As one of the most
important means for the disciplining
of any and every apparatus and
for subordinating them to the
party, the secret ballot must be in-

troduced within trade unions and
the Soviets, during elections of ex-
ecutive organs,-—this to be done
gradually and regularly, widening
the scope on the basis of what ex-
perience demonstrates.

The historically created group-
ings within the Bolshevik party
must be bound to carry on their
entire activities within the frame-
work of regulations, and by means
of serious discussions; free from
personal persecution and calumny,
prepare for the extraordinary con-
gress of the party. This can be
attained only by struggle. Bol-
sheviks by hundred and thousands
must raise tiieir voices in protest
against the usurping clique, that
tramples upon the party and leadj
the revolution to ruin. "We de-
mand an honest party congresa!"
Let this slogan unite the Left Op-
position with all party members
who are worthy <>t the name.
This same system of activity

must be extended to include the
Comintern. The Third Interna-
tional can be saved from further
degeneration and complete collapse
only by the radical change of all

its policies, first of all that in
Cermany, The political turn, here
as well, is insei>arable from the
change in the regime. The re-ad-
mission of the Left Opposition into
all sections must be the first step.
The democratically prepared for
congresses of national sections
compose the second stage. The
World Congress of the Communist
International is the consummation.
The platform of the Left Opposi-

tion iii>oi] the questions of the world
proletarian revolution, has been ex-
pounded in numerous documents,
and has been consolidated in the
program theses of the international
pre-Conference of Bolshevik-Lenin-
ists, in the beginning of February,
of this year. It is with this plat-
form and not with the sword of
vengeance that the Left Opposition
will return to the ranks of the
Comintern. This platform it Shall
place upon the table o£ the next
world Congress.

Two and a half years ago, the
Left Opposition gave the alarm
signal because of the danger from
German Fascism. Conceited and
blind as usual, the Stalinist bu-
reaucracy accused us of "over-estim-
ating" National Socialism, and even
of "hysteria". The events have
brought their merciless verification.

Today—not for the first time but
with tenfold lorce—we sound the
alarm signal because of the situa-
tion in the USSR. Here the imme-
diate danger threatens not from
without but within. Bureaucratic
Centrism has become the chief
source of danger.
For the struggle against it we

call upon all true revolutionists,
all class conscious workers, all
Leninists, who have remained Len-
inists. The task is difficult, and
the struggle will cost lives. But
it must be pursued to the end. The
ranks must be closed, the cadres
must be strengthened, and the con-
nections must be spread wider.
No repressions, no provocations, no
persecutions whatsoever will para-
lyze our efforts, for the atmosphere
of sympathy envelops more and
more solidly the work of the Left
Opposition in I he party.

Bolsheviks of the Soviet Union,
Bolsheviks of the World! Soviet
economy is in danger! The dicta-
torship of the proletariat is In
danger! The International Rev-
oltion is in danger!
Upon all of you, upon ail of us,

there is placed the incommenfsur-
ate responsibility before history,—h. TROTSKY,
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World Economic Situation Today

Its Next Perspectives

The question of the position of
j_j |t gj j J J ^

world economy today is of primary /

importance, and above ail lor Marx-

ist revolutionists. Comrade Trot-

uky has proved irrefutably the

connection between the strategic

errors of the Comintern tor the

past ten years and its wrong esti-

mations of the world situation,

with its persistence in ignoring the

turns which it has not foreseen.

At the present moment, the crisis

has lasted over three and a half

years. The working class, which

up to last year had reacted only

leebly to the political and economic

offensive of tlie bourgeoisie, has let

loose a powerful wave of strikes in

Germany, in England, in Belgium,

in Czechoslovakia, in 1'oiaud, lately

la the United States. On the other

hand, the crisis, which Had kept

increasing in ^sharpness day after

day with little interruption from

its very beginning, has entered into

a period of relative calm on the

world scale for over half a year;

the more optimistic- circles of the

bourgeoisie are even beginning to

speak of the coming upturn.

Are we now facing a real turn

In the world economic situation?

What effects may we expect of it

on the strategy and the tactics of

the; labor movement'; These are

questions which justify a serious

effort at an answer.

We all know that the crisis has

reached a depth and a sharpness

hitherto unknown. We can meas-

ure it by the number of unemploy-

ed, by the decline in production

and trade, the number of bank-

ruptcies, and a host of other in-

dexes which show that it is not a

question of an ordinary crisis such

as capitalism has known ever since

its birth. But besides these quan-

titative indexes, we have also the

qualitative signs of an internal de-

generation of capitalism. The bank-

ing crisis in the United States; the

falling away from the gold stan-

dard o£ England, the Scandinavian

countries, Japan, Spain and many
other countries; the unstable and

even fictitious character of the

gold basis of many others, notably

Germany ; the strangulation of the

world market by a host of restric-

tione on the international move-

ment of commodities and capital;

the fact that the regime of the

bourgeoisie can no longer afford to

back up its class domination by

economic and political concessions

to the workers, but reveals more

and more nakedly its character as

the organ of capitalism ; the fact,

of the most fundamental import-

ance, that a sixth of the globe,

the USSK, has torn itself away
from capitalist domination—all

this shows that we are dealing with

a crisis of a different Kind than

the "healthy." crises of the past.

This means that, contrary to lie

claptrap of the social democrats,

there is not only a cyclical, but

also a general crisis of capitalism.

But we must also take into account

the fact that the converse proposi-

tion is also true—that there is not

oinly a general crisis of capitaiism,

but also a cyclical crisis. We
cannot afford to lose from our

Bight both of these facts in our
discussion of the crisis.

We all know why there cannot

be a capitalism without a cyclical

crisis. As Marx said i.n his mas-

terly analysis in the third volume

of "Capital", " The last cause

of all real crises always remains
the poverty and restricted consump-
tion of the masses as compared to

the tendency of capitalist produc-

tion to develop the productive

forces in such a way that only the

absolute power of consumption of

the entire society would be their

limit" (Vol. Ill, page 568.)

The cyclical crisis is therefore

not an accident, but a normal part

of the functioning mechanism of

tained in preceding cycles.

As long as the proletarian rev-

olution has not definitely broken

the back of capitalism, the latter

will always have the possibility of

completing its cyclical crisis, that

is, of passing from the phase of

acute crisis into that of depression

and even to a recovery in business.

What then are the conditions

which make possible an improve-

ment in world economy, and are

there reasons to believe that this

possibility may be realir.ed effec-

tively in an upturn'/

It is clear that the conditions for

a turn in the world situation can-

not he considered from the stand-

point, of •'pun:" economy—there is

an such thing. The class struggle

is fought out on all fronts—eco-
nomic, iwliticai, ideological and
tlie nps* and downs of the struggle

on each front affect the others.

Politically the net result of the

IHTiiid of the past ten years has

been—the consolidation of the pow-

er of the bourgeoisie, the set back

of the proletarian offensive of

11)17-21. It is painful to have to

record this, but it is the truth. The
responsibility of the Stalinist frac-

tion in turning the policies of the

Comintern away from the road of

the world revolution, the perman-

ent revolution, and in losing much
of the enormous influence and pres-

tige within the proletariat which
Communism once enjoyed, is a
heavy <me in this respect.

It is not only true that a series

of revolutions in the various ad-

vanced or colonial countries would
have rendered impossible the recov-

ery and the relative stabilization of

capitalism after 1923. But. more
titan this—every partial victory of

the proletariat led iiy its revolu

tionary vanguard, in trade union

organisation, in strike leadership,

in the struggle for social insurance,

for shorter hours, against wage

cuts and against taxes which strike

the working masses hardest, weak-
ens the bourgeoisie to that extent.

It is the ravages which centrist

tactics had made in this field which
have, permitted the bourgeoisie to

carry out its policies since the

crisis, without effective broad re-

sistance from the working class.

What the policies of the bourge-

oisie consist in, we know—mass
unemployment, the attack on liv-

ing standards and on social relief,

new class taxes, the proletarianiza-

tion of large sections of the petty
bourgeoisie.

In the mass organizations, the

workers' forces, split-up and mutu
ally distrustful have had to give

way time after time. The social

democratic leadership has been
able to play its habitual and dis-

astrous role of pacifying, lulling,

putting a brake on the actions of

the masses. The Communists have
not been able to tear the masses
away from the reformist leaders,

but have weakened their possibility

for action within the reformist or-

ganization by following the trade
union policies of Stalin and Losov-
sky.

Tlie political conditions which
render possible the recovery of

capitalism within the framework
of the general crisis, that is to

say, the possibility of throwing all

the burden of the crisis on the

working class by erasing or steril-

izing its resistance, these conditions

therefore exist.

lint we must also take into ac-

count a whole series of factors of

more strictly economic kind in or-

der to be able to judge of the pos-

sibility of a cyclical upturn within
the near future. The historical

function of the crisis is to sweep
away certain factors of economic
instability which have grown out
of the inherent contradictions of
capitalism, and to replace them
by conditions which permit of the
temporary equilibrium of tlie sys-

tem.

To be continued
- It. .1. FIRM).

situation by the French Llgue).
5. Theses on the Balkan coun-

tries (by the Gfeek and Bulgarian
sections jointly.

6. Theses on the dictatorship of
the proletariat, democracy and
Fascism (by the New Italian Op-
position).

Possibly the American League
will prepare a thesis on American
imperialism.

All the projects for these above-
mentioned must be prepared for
publication.by April 15, 1933.

A discussion period of three
months is to take place, and the
Internationa i Conference is then
to be called for the month of July.

The sections are called upon to
prepare special funds beginning
today in order to assure their* re-

presentation at the International
Conference.

Accepted by the pre-Conference of
the International I,eft Opposition

( Bo)shevik-I<eninists) in Paris,

February 4-S, 1'IXi.

Kincaid Miners
(Continued from Page 1)

International Pre-Confercnce of

the Left Opposition Presents Thesis

(Continued from last issue)

On the Reorganization of the

International Organ of the ILO
1. After a period of delimitation

and selection the 1LO has passed

into a new phase, which is charac-

terized by the advanced crystalliza-

tion of its cadres, the expansion of

its organized forces, and the

strengthening of its international

cohesion.

The leading organ of the ILO hai
reflected and will continue to re-

flect necessarily, to a great extent,

the general condition, the weak-
nesses as well as the progress of

our sections and groups, The birth

difficulties of the L. O. as an inter-

national organization have, through
ali weaknesses and mistakes, found

their expression in the progress of

our leading international organ.

2. The pre-Conference is of the

opinion that the present stage of

development of the ILO demands
an improvement in the form of our
leading international organ, which
might assure its evolution into a
real political center, capable of

leading the ILO in its entirety.

3. The pre-Conference has de-

cided on the following organiza-
tional form, which in its opinion
best corresponds to the present
stage and the degree of consolida-

tion of the International Left:
(a) It has determined the for-

mation of a so-called "Plenum?'
composed of one delegate each, of

the Russian, Greek, German, Bel-

gian and French sections, which is

capitalism. It has, in other words, to meet at least once every three

a definite role to play in the capi- months to investigate and solve the

talist economic process, which
Marx has described as follows,

"Crises are only violent and tem-

porary solutions of existing con-

tradictions, violent eruptions which
re-establish for a time the equili-

brium which has been destroyed."

Evidently, these alternations of

stabilization or even prosperity, de-

pression and crisis, which take

place in a cycle of five, seven or

eleven years, are something entire-

ly different from the fundamental
movement of capitalism as a whole,

which impresses its specific char-

acter on a whole historical epoch.

For Instance, the half-century be-

fore the war was a period of eco-

nomic progress, punctuated by

crises, while the past twenty years

have been in the first instance a

period of economic decline.

To envisage the possibility of a
period of stabilization of the cycli-

cal crisis, followed by an upturn,

in no way implies the restoration

of capitalism to its former vigor,

that is, the solution of the general

crisis of capitalism.

On the contrary, the fundamental
character of the degeneration of

capitalism in the present historical

epoch must put its impress on any
possible recovery in capitalist eco-

nomy. This means that such a re-

covery may he expected to be limit-

ed, temporary, uncertain, and lit-

tle inclined to extend to a point

where it surpasses the peaks of

production and of trade recorded

during the preceding boom. In the

same way as the cyclical crises of

the ascending period of capitalism

were, in general, short, and were
fallowed by new periods of econ-

omic upswing which made new re-

cords at each cycle, so the crises

of the descending period are pro-

longed and followed by relatively

feeble and short recoveries which
would be far from reaching the

high points of economic activity at-

(•Based on a speech delivered

before the Paris branch of the

French section of the Left Opposi-

tion on Deft. 27, 1932.)

most important problems raised be-

fore the ILO.
(b) The naming of delegates to

the Plenum is to be assumed direct-

ly by the sections named.
(c) In case of conflicts of op-

inion on serious matters (expul-
sions, splits, approval or refusal of

admission] the minority has the
right to demand a final decision by
means of a referenda in of the na-
tional sections.

(d) The organ which assured
the political continuity and prac-
tical execution of the work of the
international leadership, is the In-
ternational Secretariat. Composed,
not of delegates of the sections, but
of comrades who are capable of
fulfilling this function, it is select-

ed by the Plenum, is responsible
to the Plenum, and can be deposed
by the Plenum. (For the first time
the ^re-Conference itself has as-
sumed the selection of the I. S.).
The 1. S. must be a real center for
connection, information, control,
and political impulsion. In accord-
ance with tlie growing development
of the I. S. the relations among
the section* should be carried on
more and more through the I. S.
and not through individual corre-
sponden ce.

(e) The pre-Conference lias de-
termined on Paris as the location
of the I. S.

(f) International connection can
be adequately assured only through
the regular publication of the In-
ternational Bulletin, which should
be an organ of international discus-
sion and not only a bulletin of in-
formation (jnd of the exchange of
experiences.

In order to assure the independ-
ent financial life of the Bulletin,
it will be sent to the sections, cash
payable on receipt.

(g) In order to assure the Inde-
pendent financial life of the I. S.,

an international membership con-
tribution of the national organiza-
tion is necessary.

P. S. The pre-Conference charges
the I. S. to conduct, and to follow
attentively, the reshaping of the

sections in the sense of the organi-

sational forms described in the
theses of the first four Congresses
of the ('. I., as well as the adapta-
tion of the section to the funda-
mental principles of a Communist
organization (control of the -work,

collective and responsible work,
etc. )

.

On tile International Conference
of tlie Left Opposition

In order to prepare seriously for

the tirst International Conference
of the ILO, the pre-Conference has
decided to have theses prepared on
the following political problems:

1. Theses mi the German situa-

tion (by the German section).

2. Theses on the Spanish situa-

tion (each of the two tendencies

will work out its own theses).

3. Project of a platform on the

USSR (by the Russian section).

4. Theses on the International

would plan the enlarged conference
on as broad a basis as possible. The
discussion centered around the
character of the united front pri-

marily. II is of particular im-

portance to the members of the
Left Opposition to know the posi-

tion of the International Labor
Defense which was represented by
Andy Newhoff. When .asked what
the position of the IL1) was in re-

lation to the united front he said

in effect: The II. 1J> is prepared to

participate in any united front ef-

fecting the interests of the work-
ers. We are prewired to unite
with anybody, no matter who they
are, on any minimum basis, except
of course, that we shall have the
rishi to our independence!. on
such a basis, we are prepared to

participate in this movement. That
has always been otir position.

This has not always been the
IHisitirm of the 1LIJ as is known to

everyone. Quite tin* contrary, it is

a decided departure from the pre-

viously known position of the ILD
and as such marks a positive step
forward. How far the ILD will

go in arriving at a correct position
on the vital epiestion of the united
front remains yet to be seen, and
this conference will be a test for
the organization. But if it is

really prepared to follow a correct
position, it will be a decisive force
in this movement. If noB, if it

will continue its previously disas-
trous line, it will only continue to
lose prestige in the eyes of the
working class.

The real work of the conference
still lies ahead. There are excel-
lent possibilities for the creation of
a mass movement that will strug-

gle in I lie interests; of the indicted
miners who run the danger of be-
ing railroaded to jail or to the
electric chair by the allied inter-

ests of reaction. The working class
of Cliicugo, as everywhere, must be
made acquainted with the Taylor-
ville case. They must be mobiliz-
ed into action to prevent a deliber-
ate attempt to cut into a movement
of militant worker's in struggle for
their bread and butter. Silence
will only help to defeat the miners.

—A. G.

Victory or Defeat in Germany?
(We publish herewith a second

article on the German situation,

written by comrade Arne Swa-
beck who is at present in Europe,
close to the scene of the events
which he deals with in his cor-

responden ce.—Ed .

)

* * * *

The course of the further devel-
opments in Germany will decide
whether the epoch shall continue
ami finally secure the proletarian
revolution or whether we shall

face an entirely new epoch. This
decision, of course, extends far be-

yond the German borders. And in

either case it will spell the begin-
ning of the end to Stalinist domina-
tion of the movement.

(In the one hand It is now possi-

ble to affirm that a victorious Ger-
man revolution developing out of

this juncture could be accomplish-
ed only in opposition to Stalinism
and in violent collision with ifcj

policies. On the other hand it is

just as certain that a defeat oi

the working class in Germany at
present and the inauguration of a
new and reactionary epoch would
also signal the transformation of
the revolutionary movement onto
a new basis. Although a fright-

fully narrowed basis of retarded
developments, it will nevertheless
be imp within which there will be
no room for the curse of Stalinism.

The Possible Variants
The outcome of this gigantic

struggle, that is In which direction
the decision will turn, nobody can
as yet predict. The Fascists have
already gained an enormous advan-
tage while the working class has
been kept disarmed and unprepar-
ed, lint in tile process, which this
struggle implies, the dialectics of
class relations may tain the pre-
sent proletarian disadvantage into
its opposite. Many intervening
factors will «fill have to be re-

ckoned with their effects. how-
ever, primarily depending upon the
strategy of the revolutionary \au-
guard. Yet it may be asked, are
there no possibilities of a middle
course in between these two ex-
treme variants? The answer is

that such possibilities are fading
away and that they could at thi
stage only mean a postponement of
the final decision. Put likely also
Is a postponement creating new ad-
vantages to the proletariat for a
decision in its favor.

The lines are now sharply drawn
and extremely tense. Hitler pro-
claim the extermination of Com-
munism and Marxism, not only in
Germany but throughout the whole
world. Conscious of their present
advantage the fascists in tlie gov-
ernment are particularly vocifer-
ous in declarations (hat they will
not abdicate until they have reached
the goal. In reality this means a
recognition on their part that the
power is not securely in their
hands until the working elass move-
ment is completely destroyed. In
Ibis manner they serve as the
most deadly instrument of the re-

actionary German junkers and big
bourgeoisie.

To fully appreciate the serious
menace constituted by the Fascists
in this role it is important to un-
derstand the extent of their social
basis within contemporary Ger-
many. The Fascist movement is a

A Trade Union Balance Sheet In Germany
The failure of the German Com

rannisi Party to arouse the work-

ing class against Fascism Is to a

large extent explainable by its

false trade union policies. When
,-on Papen put through his coup
I'Etat, on July 20th of last year,

the party's call Tor
1 a general strike

met little response in the ranks of

he workers. Similarly, on the oc-

casion of the apointment of Hitler

as Chancellor of the German Reich
on January 30, the call of the
Communist party for a, general

strike found all but the most ad-

vanced revolutionary workers, as
the Hamburg dock workers, staying
on their jobs. A revolutionary
party which was able, to rally

over five millions to its parliament
ary banner, could get tens or at

best several hundred thousands to

respond to its extra-parliamentary
action, the general strike.

To understand this one must ex-
amine the party's trade union pol-

icies in the past Tew years and its

relation to the general trade union
movement.

The Third Period Policy

At the height of the "third per-

iod", when the social democracy
and the reformist trade unions
were called "social Fascist" and
an integral part of the capitalist
state apparatus, the German party
orga'niKed its own trade union cen-
ter. (It may be remarked that our
American party was instructed to
do likewise in the same period—
the Trade Union Unity League was
formed). On November 15 and 16
at Berlin, the Revolutionary Trade
Uuion Opposition as a center of
Red trade unions and opposition
groups in the reformists trade un-
ions (which would try to split off
locals for the red unions) was
formed. The old policy of the
Leftist Communist Labor Party,
condemned by the Comintern and
Red International of Labor Unions
under Lenin and Trotsky of form-
ing the General Labor Union which
would try to destroy all reformist
unions, withdraw the revolutionary
and militant elements from the
reformist unions, and organize
"pure and simple" revolutionary
Wfons—was revived.
The reformist trade union lead-

ers did not at all dislike this pol-
icy. The need for struggling with
the militants within the trade un-
ions was obviated. Instead of ex-
pulsions being necessary, with-
drawal of Communfst workers took
place. Nevertheless the reformist
unions did not have any easy sail-

ing.

The General Federation of Labor, by
affiliated to the refortnisl Amster-
dam International showed a growth
of membership up to January 1st
1930.

End of 1928: 4,866,92c
July 1,. 1929: 4,942,98-1

Jan. 1, 1930: 4,i)48,26T

However, with the intensification

of the economic crisis in Germany,
the growing unemployment and the
failure of the reformist unions to
struggle for the workers'—jobless
and employed—interests, hundred of
thousands left the unions. In 1930
over two hundred thousand (233,-

068) workers quit the unions. In
the following year, the unions lost

582.000 workers.
Despite this process, the reform-

ist unions succeeded in maintain-
ing their hold over the employed.
The unemployed Hocked in large
numbers to the Communist party
and its auxiliaries ; the employed
and organized remained tinder the
control of the social democrats.

This is substantiated by an arti-
cle in the Communist Internationa]
of Feb. 1, 1933: 'Tn the factories
the reformist trade unions have not
only not become relatively less po-
werful, but according to many in-

dications their strength has even
grown," (Page 69.)

The Twelfth Plenum or the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the Commun-
ist International held In September
of last year was compelled to re-

cord the practical futility of the
party trade union course.

Admission of Failure

"In Germany, the red trade un-
ions (metal workers, miners) have
failed to organize the struggle
against the capitalist offensive and
have now stagnated." (Capitalist
Stabilization Has Knded, page 30.)
But mere admission of shortcom-

ing is hardly sufficient. The ]>ol-

icy of small lied trade unions com-
bined with the slogans of "inde-
pendent leadership", that is, lead-
ership in strikes which in practise
is independent of the union organi-
zations and the workers themselves
and "united front from below" div-
orced the revolutionary worker's
from the ma.ss of organized labor.
Out of 13,120 local branches of

the General Federation about 250
are led by Communist and Left
wing groups. Even in branches
controlled by the party the workers
could not be aroused to the calls
for "united front from below".

"Thus, In the district of Hessen-
Frankfurt, the leaders of a number
of local T. U. branches controlled

us refused to issue a call for
strikes against Fascist terror be-
cause, they maintained, "as organi-
zations affiliated to the All-German
Federation of Trade Unions they
must await a strike call from the
federation.' " Communist Interna-
tional, Vol. X. No. 2. February 1,

1933, page 73.)

The same author, one S. Pere-
vosuikov. give some interesting in-
formation which throws light on
the present sitation.

"At the last Berlin District Con-
ference of the party, it was reveal
ed that ahntit 250 delegates (nearly
a quarter of the total) voluntarily
quit the unions. At a district con-
ference of the party in Klsnitz
ninety-nine of 170 delegates were
neither in trade unions nor the
trade union opposition. In Saxony,
of 4,000 party members, only 27)0
members of the revolntionarv op-
liosition." (Page 74.)

'Altogether, according to the
figures of the National Committee
of the revolutionary trade union
opposition, 34,000 new members
joined ami 48,000 left the Opposi-
tion during the past nine months."
(Pag.' 78.)

Are such conditions due to a
"wrong application of the correct
line"? Hardly. They are the legi-
timate fruits of the Stalinist pol-
icies.

A decisive turn has to be made.
The ultimatist slogan of "united
front from below under revolntion-
ary leadership" has to be thrown
overboard. The several hundred
thousand members of the Red trade
unions must return, as a group, to
tlie reformist unions and struggle
for the workers' economic needs
and light for the revolutionary pro-
gram of the united front of work-
ers' organizations against Fascism.

Such a change of policy is es-
pecially imperative today when ac-
cording to news reports (New York
Times—3-13-33) thousands of work
em are returning to industry. This
lays the basis for broad strike
movements. The workers will
struggle for the positions lost in
the past period; against worsening
of economic conditions, wage cuts,
etc. At such a time the revolution-
ary workers functioning militantly
within the reformist unions can
further the interests, both economic
and political, of the entire class,
and a cement a unity of the pro-
letariat that can defeat Fascism
and go over the struggle for a So-
viet Germany.

—JOSEPH CABTBR.

Alternatives in the

Decisive Class Battles

plebiau movement, composed es-

sentially of the petty bourgeoisie
and slum proletariat, but drawing
recruits also from the bourgeoisie
and Lfom the proletarian masses
to a certain extent. It has a large
basis in Germany particularly by
virtue of the numerous middle
class there, liernfany has yet a
large farm population maintained
through decades by protective tar-

iffs iinjiosed by the reactionary
junker regimes. While this kept
agricultural prices high it also
served .to maintain the farmers as
a social counter-weight against the
proletariat, Kngiaud, by her in-

dustrialization, and by virtue of
acquiring a largo colonial empire
could afford to sacnticc her agricul-
ture and drive the peasants into
the factories. The German bour-
geoisie was not so foTtunatel it

did not attain such a wide expanse
and therefore had to llnd specific

means to create this social counter-
weight against the proletariat. To
an extent that was also accom-
plished by the development of a
large and conservative state bu-
reaucracy. But its lower layers
were hit hard by the general pau-
perization of the post-war crises.
And hence it became so much more
important at the present juncture
to clean out the "unreliable'' so-
cial democrats from their i>ositions
in this bureaucracy.

Tlio German Faiscist movement
has passed through its evolution of
demagogy, socialist in tone and
coloring necessary to recruit a
muss movement. In the beginning
the leaders, who ro.se from the
rank ami tile, promised to drive
out. the international bankers and
all "foreign", particularly Jewish,
exploiters. They promised to break
up the landed estates and to re-
habilitate the farmers. They pro-
mised to restore the middle class
property and the losses it suffered
dnriui; the inflation period. They

Danger in CI.

Turn
(Continued from Page 1)

who disrupt the united front of the
workers." (Our emphasis.)

The Pravda comment on this

l>assage repeats that "during the
time of these revolutionary actions,
that solely during that time, the
Communists will refrain from 'at-

tacks' against the social democratic
organizations."

What "attacks" are meant? Ob-
viously not physical attacks on the
social democratic organizations.
The only signifience that can be
attached to the passage is that in-
side the united front the Commun-
ist International pledges itself to
refrain from all criticism of the
social democracy! The overnight
swing from ultra-Leftism to that
species of bureaucratic opiiortuuism
which characterized the whole
course of the Stalln-Bucharin lead-
ership from 1924 to 1928, is posi-
tively breath-taking! And therein
lies the outstanding danger in the
turn of the C. I. It must always
be borne in mind that the nltra-
Ijeftism of the Stalinists is itself

of a peculiar kind. It is not so
much kindred to the extreme radi-.
ealism that characterized certain
sections of the Comintern in its

infancy, as if is the specific trait
of an opportunist group in Com-
munism which has been frightened
into a leap to verbal radicalism by
the catastrophic consequences of
its own Right wing policy of the
day before. The bureaucracy of
the Comintern is not ultra-Leftist
"per se", bul Centrist, that, is, a
petty bourgeois tendency swinging
between Marxism and liquidation-
ism. The innately opi>nrtmiisf ul-
tra-Leftist, swingiiii; to the Right
in a second sriasm of fear, is cap-
able of the wildest plunges In that
direction, with consequences no less
disastrous for the revolutionary and
working class movements. The first
distinct signs of that swing are al-
ready visible. The Stalinist hero-
es who yesterday refused to sit

down with the 'murderers of Lieb-
knecht and Luxemburg" now knock
tearfully at the doors of the "united
front" organized Iiy the bloated
Jewish bourgeoisie to protest mildly
against Hitler's anti-Semitism.
These who were too proud yester-
day to take the , leadership of a
united proletarian front, today
complain pathetically at. not being
allowed to march at the fail-eud of
a "united front" of the bourgeois
and petty bourgeois flock coats of
various religious denominations.

Against this dangerns opportun-
ist trend, an alarm signal must be
sounded immediately. The united
front for which the Left Opposition
fights is the united front of Lenin
and Trotsky, and not of Stalin and
Chiang Kai-Shek, of Tomsky and
Purcell. of Pepper and LaPollette,
of Kolarov and Itaditch. We are
for the united front with ihe social
democracy—from top to bottom, in
which tlie social democracy is put
to the wall and compelled to act
or be discredited in the eyes of the
masses, a united front in which,
above all, the Communist party
retains its independence;, its free-
dom of criticism, of the press, of
its ideas—in a wofdl, in which it
remains a Communist party and is
not liquidated. We are as intran-
sigeantly opposed to the non-ag-
gression pacts proposed by the Stal-
inists as we are against those pro-
posed by the social democracy. That
price for the united front is not
only too high but leads directly
to disaster.

turned the fire of aroused national-
ism against the former enemies
across the border, particularly
against the Versailles treaty and
all that it implied.
Now that the Fascist brigands

believe that the maintenance of
jwwer is securely within their graap
the direction of their lire has en-
tirely changed. While continuing
their demagogy as a coat of arms
under which a ruthless working
class suppression is carried out,
the international bankers and the
land owners no longer appear in
their vocabulary characterizing the
enemy. They now feel that they
can move their troops directly
against the Communist and work-
ing class movement. For that the
state powers are put at their dis-
posal. This aim has moved up to
the very center of their campaign.
The Fascist hordes no longer direct
their lire against the Versailles
treaty. The annual payments of
tribute have practically ended and
further readjustments promise no
great difficulties. Military equality
for Germany can easily be obtain-
ed. And more so by virtue of the
direction of the Fascist tire which
is now turning eastward toward
the Soviet Republic. The first in-
timations are the reports of strain
ing relations between the two gov-
ernments.
The German Fascists and the

German big bourgeoisie know very
well that within the working class
of the Soviet Union iie the greatest
sources of sympathy and support
to the German working class move-
ment. _ Its existence is no doubt
cleav to them even if they do not
discount the present stranglehold
of Stalinism paralyzing actual as-
sertion of tiiis sympathy and sup-
port. They recognUe the world
implications ui the advance of the
CommunLst movement and hence
they hurl their challenge to the
Comintern and to the proletarian
dictatorship. In their threats to
exterminate the Communist move-
ment throughout the world they
an? already consciously and delib-
erately forging i lie spearhead of
imperialist, intervention against the
Soviet Union. This is the double-
edged sword by winch they aim
to accomplish their immediate goal
in Germany and simultaneously
rally tlie support of allies of the
imperialist powers everywhere for
the internaitonal objective.

Touching Reconciliations
The German southern states, re-

calcitrant to the early Hitler pro-
nonctamenlos, have now declared
that their unity in the aims against
world Communism. French imper-
.mlists .who once greatly feared the
Hitler ascension to power, are now
completely reconciled to that fact
and not at all disturbed. Voices
in France milicntins rapproch-
ement to Germany are becoming
more audible. While the interna-
tional objective is jet concealed in
these voices it undoubtedly is tak-
ing form in the minds.
Thus we see today in actual de-

velopment the enormous danger1

against which the International
Left Opposition a long time ago
raised its voice of serious warning.
The events, however, will con-

tinue and develop their own inevit-
able logic. German capitalism to-
day still constitutes the weakest
link of the imperialist chain. Its
tremendous convulsions lend em-
pha.-is to the uneveuness of devel-
opment existing also in the capi-
tis* decay stage. But to the
revolutionary proletariat this poses
definite strategical problems which
the Stalinist regime has completely
failed to masler. On the one hand
it poses the possibility of breaking
the weak links in the imperialist
chain and the possibility of the pro-
letariat seizing power. In this
sense the uneven development of
•ivi-uy becomes a lever favoring the
proletarian dictatorship in the L'SS
K. But at the same time it also
emphasizes the impossibility of
building socialism within one sin-
gle country, in the USSlt which is
still subject to the conditions of
this very unstable equilibrium of
the world market dominated by
decay capitalism. These two pro-
blems or strategy cannot be sep-
arated but must go hand In hand
so that a policy of building toward
.Socialism in the USSR first of all
presupposes a policy of preparing
the parties, of preparing the work-
in-' class for the extension of the
proletarian revolution by the seiz-
ure of power in the weak llnki
of the imperialist chain.

Rtfects of Stalinist Strategy
The entirely false strategy of

the .Stalinist Comintern regime has
run counter to the dialectics of
I he developing capitalist contra-
diciinns. As a result the proletar-
iat lias suffered defeats and become
disarmed, despite the objectively
favorable situations, and the most
murderous reaction has at present
gained the upper hand. What enor-
mous crimes! But by this the
Stalinist regime has only succeeded
in postponing the shocks which will
now reverberate with so much more
titanic force and sweep it from its
position of domination in the move-
ment.
Without entering into discussion

of the possibilities and implications
of further developments in Ger-
many, and wilbout even excluding
in advance the worst variant for
the next stage, it is neverless well
to remember (hat the at present
attempted counter-revolution will
still meet its complications. The
economic conjuncture? is by no
means favorable to its development.
The working class is not yet de-
feated. And it is more important
yet to remember that the German
working class, though unprepared
still possesses great resources with-
in it-self. Bul these can be un-
folded fully only when its vanguard
has become freed from the curse of
Stalinism.

To be continued

—ARNE SWABBCK.
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For the United Defense against Hitlerism

!

This brochure addresses itself to

the social democratic workers, even

though personally the author be-

longs to another party. The dis-

agreements between Communism
a nd soeia I democracy run very

deep. 1 consider them irreconcil-

able. Nevertheless, the course of

events frequently puts tasks before

the working class which impera-
tively demand the joint action ol

the two parties. Is such an action

possible '! Perfectly possible, as

Historical experience and theory
attest: everything depends upon the

conditions and the character of the

said tasks. Now, it is much easier

to engage in a joint action when
it is a question for the proletariat

not of taking the offensive- for the

attainment of new objectives, but
of defending the positions already
gained.

That is how the question is posed
in Germany. The German proletar-

iat is in a situation where it must
retreat and give up its positions.

To be sure, there is no lack of

windbags to cry that we are al-

legedly in the presence of a rev-

olutionary offensive. These are
people who obviously do not know
how to distinguish their right from
their left. There is no doubt that
the hour of the offensive will

strike. But today the problem is

to arrest the disorderly retreat and
to proceed to the regrouping of the
forces for the defensive. In poli-

tics as in the military art, to un-
derstand a problem clearly is to

facilitate its solution. To get in-

toxicated by phrases is to help the
adversary. One must see clearly

what is happening: the class en-

emy, that is, monopoly capital and
large feudal property, spared by
the November revolution, are along
the whole front. The enemy hi

utilizing two means with a differ-

ent historical origin : iirst, the mili-

A Talk with the Socialist Workers by Leon Trotsky
lary and police apparatus prepar- conflicts which at times take on an democratic interlocutor interrupts
ed. by all the preceding governments acute character. The saviors can nie and says : Don't you come too
which stood on the ground of the afford the luxury of engaging mu- late to propagate the united front*
Weimar constitution; second, na- tually in intrigues only because the What did you do before this?
:„...., .._..:.., ;..„ ...... .„ .v... . proletariat is abandoning its posl-l This objection would not be cor-

tions without battle and is beating reel. This is not the iirst time
the retreat without plan, without, that the question of a united front

fional-socialism, that Is, the troops

of the petty bourgeois counter-
revolution whom finance capital

arms and incites against the work-
ers.

The aim of capital and of the

landowning caste is clear : to crush
the organizations of the proletar-

iat, to :».np them of the possibil-

ity not only of taking the offensive

but also of defending themselves.
As can be seen, twenty years of
collaboration of the social dem-
ocracy with the bourgeoisie have
not softened by one iota the hearts
of the capitalists. These individ-

uals acknowledge but one law : the
struggle for proht. And they con-
duct this struggle with a tierce and
implacable determination, stopping
at nothing and still less at their
own laws.

The class of exploiters would
have preferred to disarm and atom-
ize the proletariat with the least

[wssioie expense, without civil war,
with the aid of the military and
[lolice means of the Weimar repub-
lic, lint it is afraid, and with
good reason, that "legal" means by
themselves would prove to be in-

sufficient to drive back the work-
ers into a position where they
will no longer have any rights.

l(,or this, it requires Fascism as a
supplementary force. Hut Hitler's
party, fattened by monopoly capi-
tal, wants to become not a supple-
mentary force, but the sole govern-
ing force in Germany. This situa-

tion occasions incessant conflicts
between the governme tit:il allies.

system and without direction. The
eneny is unleashed to such a point
that it does not constrain itself
from discussing right in public
where and how to strike the next
blow

: by frontal attack ; by bear-
ing down on the Communist Left
flank ; by penetrating deeply at the
rear of the trade unions and cut-
ting off communications, etc...The
exploiters whom it has aaved dis-
course on the Weimar republic as
if it were sotrJe worn-out bowl ; they
ask themselves if it should still be
utilized for a while or be thrown
into the discard right away.

The bourgeoisie enjoys the full

freedom of maneuvering, that is,

of the choice of means , of time
and of place. Its chiefs combine
the arms of the law with the arms
of banditry. The proletariat com-
bines nothing at all and does not
defend ir.self. Its troops are split

up, and its chiefs discourse lang-
uidly on whether or not it is at
all possible to combine forces.

Therein lies the essence of the
interminable discussions on the
united front. If the vanguard
workers do not become conscious of
the situation and do not intervene
peremptorily in the debate, the
German proletariat may find itself
crucified for years on the cross of
Fascism.

IS IT NOT TOO LATE?

It may be that here my social

of defense against Fascism is

raised. I permit myself to refer
to what I myself had the occasion
to say on this subject in September
1030, after the first great success
of the national-socialists. Address-
ing myself to the Communist work-
ers. I wrote

:

"The Communist party must call
for the defense of the material and
moral positions which the working
class has succeeded in conquering
in (he German, state. The fate of
the political organizations, of the
trade unions, of the newspapers
and printing plants, of the clubs,
of Ihe libraries, of the working
class, etc., is directly at stake. The
Communist worker must say to the
social democratic worker: 'The pol-
icy of our parties is irreconcilable;
but if the Fascists come tonight
to sack the hail of jour organiza-
tion, I will hasten to your aid with
arms in hand. I>o you promise me
that if a danger threatens my or-
ganization you will run to my aid?'
There is ihe quintessence of the
policy of the present period. All
the propaganda must be attuned
to this diapason.

'"The more seriously, persistently
and reflectively we carry on this
agitation, .. .the more we will pro-
pose in Mich factory, in each work-
er's quarter and ward, active or-
ganizational measures for the de-
fensive, the less will be the danger
of being taken by surprise by the
attack of the Fascists and the more

certitude we will have that this of all the discussions. The social
attack, instead of smashing the democratic leaders are not lacking

in tried-out and skillful policies.

Stalinist Persecutions
Russian Left Opposition Forges Ahead in the Party

Moscow.—The most important attempt to lind a common language

fact here is the arrest oC forme*, with the apparatus. The cxperi-

Left Oppositionists, this time not- nient endured about four years and
rank and filers, but leaders YonJ led to a break. In its own time,

probablv already know about the 1 it was explained, in all the nuclei

arrests of I. N. Smirnov, I'reobraz- in the party, that -all the ohj Bol-
sheviks have broken with the Left
OpiHisition" and that this fact alone
meant its finish. It is indubitable
that this declartion created a great
impression upon wide party circles.

At present the arrests of former
Left Oppositionists create even a
greater impression. But this time

just to the contrary. Many say,

'This proves that the Left Opposi-

tion has shown its correctness,

since all those are now returning to

ranks of the workers, will cement
them."
The brochure from which I take

this extract was written two and
a half years ago. There is not the
slightest doubt today that if this
policy had been adopted in time.
Hitler would not be chancellor at
the present time and the positions
of the German proletariat would
be unassailable. But one cannot
return to the past. As a result of
the mistakes which were commit-
ted and the time which was allow-
ed to pass, the problem of defense
is posed today with infinitely great-
er difficulty: but the task remains
just as before. Even right now it

is possible to alter the relation of
forces in favor of the proletariat.
Towards this end, one must have a
plan, a system, a combination of
forces for the defense. But above
all, one must have the will to de-
fend himself. I hasten to add that
only he defends himself well who
does not confine himself to the de-
fensive but who, at the first occa-
sion, is determined to pass over to
the offensive.

What attitude does the social
democracy adopt towards this ques-
tion V

A NON-AGGRESSION PACT
The social democratic leaders

propose to the Communist party to
conclude a "non-aggression pact".
When I read this phrase lor the
first time in the Vorwaerfe, I
thought it was an incidental and
not very happy pleasantry. The
formula of the non-aggression pact,
however, is today in vogue and at
the present time it is at the center

AH the more reason for asking how
they could have chosen such a
slogan which runs counter to their
own interests.

The formula has been borrowed
from diplomacy. The meaning of
this type of pact consists in this:
two states which have sufficient
causes for war engage themselves
for a determined period not to re-
sort to the force of arms against
each other. The Soviet Union, for
example, has signed such a rigor-
ously circumscribed pact with Pol-
and. Granting that a war were to

be no question of a danger of war—but of combining the forces of
the social democrats and the Com-
munists against the attack with,
arms in hand which has already
been launched against them by the
national-socialists.

Incredible as it may seem, th*
social democratic leaders are sub-
stituting for the question of the
genuine defense against the armed
actions of Fascism, the question
of the political controversy between
Communists and social democrats.
It is exactly as if one were to
substitute for the question of how
to prevent the derailment of a
train, the question of the need for
mutual courtesy between the trav-
ellers of the second and third
classes.

The misfortune, in any case, Is
that the ill-conceived formula ofbreak out between Germany and; a -'non-aggression pact" will not

Poland, the said pact would in no even be able to subserve the In-way obligate the Soviet Union to ferior aim la whose name it is
come to the aid of Poland. Non- dragged in by the hair The en-
aggression and nothing more. In gagement assumed by two statesno way does it imply common ac- not to attack each other In no
tion for defense

;
on the contrary, way eliminates their struggle their

it excludes this action: without polemics, their intrigues and their
this, the pact would have a quite
different character and would be
called by a quite different name.
What sense then do the social

democratic leaders give to this
formula? I» the Communists
threaten to sack the social dem-
ocratic organizations? Or else is
the social democracy disposed to
undertake a crusade against the
Communists? As a matter of fact,
something entirely different Is in
question. If one wants to use the
language of diplomacy, it would be
in place to speak not of a non-ag-
gression part, but of a defensive
alliance agianst a third party, that
is, against Fascism. The aim is
not to halt or to exorcize an arm-
ed struggle between Communists
""d social democrats—there could

maneuvers. The semi-official Polish
Journals, in spite of the pact, foam
at the _mouth when they speak of
the Soviet Union. For its part,
the Soviet press is tar from mak-
ing compliments to the Polish re-
gime.. The fact of the matter is
that the social democratic leaders
have steered a wrong course In
trying to substitute a conventional
diplomatic formula for the poli-
tical tasks of the proletariat.

JOINTLY ORGANIZE THE
DEFENSE, DO NOT FORGET
THE PAST, PREPARE FORTHE FUTURE

More prudent social democratic
journalists translate their thought

Workers' Youth Form Genuine United Front

in New York Protest Struggle against Hitlerism

(Continued on Page 3)

hensky, Ufimtaev. Ter-Vagauyan,
Llfshitz, Gmensteln, Mrachkovsky,

Pereverzev. and many others. In

Leningrad, Olga, Ilavich was ar-

rested. In Kharkov—Karetny, the

wife of the People's Commissar of

Agriculture of Ukraine, who him-

self, it is said, had and has no con-

nection whatever with the Opposi-

tion. Mrachkovsky and Pereverzev

were arrested in the Far Bast and

they are being brought to Moscow.
Many arrests were made in the

Foreign Trade Department (in

particular, the above-named Lif-

shitz). All told about a hundred
people were arrested who at one

time or another belonged to the

cadres of the Left Opposition. The
chief arrests were made In Moscow,
Leningrad and Kharkov.*

As you know, the repressions in

the party have been going on at

full speed for the last few months,

and are continually on the increase.

But nevertheless the arrests of

Smirnov, Preobrazhensky and the

others have made a tremendous im-

pression, not only because old party

members with great reputations

are involved but chiefly because

those concerned are former Opposi-

tion and made the attempt at re-

conciliation with the Stialinist bu-

reaucracy. The political connec-

tion between these arrests and the

exile of Zinoviev and Kamenev is

self-evident. Old. revolutionists,

experienced politicians made the

(Continued on Page 3)

One hitmired and nineteen dele-

gates, representing fifty-five youth
organizations met in New York,
March 24-25, at a conference to

plan concrete action in the strug-
gle against German Fascism. The
delegates were overwhelmingly Left
wing and Communist, including the
Young Communist League, the
Young Communist League (Opposi-
tion)—Lovestone Gfoup, the Na-
tional Youth Committee of the
Communist Left Opposition, the
New York Spartueus Youth Club,
and the National Student League.
Several socialist groups were pre-
sent, such as the Rand School Stu-
dents Ass'n, which had initiated
the conference, the Brookwood La-
bor College Fellowship—one of the

delegates being a member of the

Party May Day Conference Reveals

Inner Dispute on United Front Policy

• I. N. Smirnov and Perobraahen-

sky—Bolsheviks from the day the

party was founded; they belonged

to the center of the Left Opposi-

tion from the day it was organiz-

ed.

Uflmtxev one of the leading Ural

Bolsheviks and Oppositionists, in

his own time lie was sent fc> Vienna,

as chairman of the trade bureau.

Ter-Vagwiyan — old Bolshevik,

founder and editor of the magazine
"Under the Banner of Marvism",
author of books on Plekhanov, on

the national question, etc. Grweo-
stein—Lettish Bolshevik, spent

many years sentenced, to hard la-

bor, hero of the Civil War, former
chief of a lied Division, subsequ-

ently head of an aviation school.

MraelikOVSky—Bolshevik from the

foundation of the party, leading

figure in the Urals, hero of the

Civil War, subsequently in com-
mand of a military district. Pere-

verzev—old Bolshevik, one of the
leaders of the Ukrainian Opposi-

tion, subsequently was sent to Ber-

lin ; Trotsky's letter to Pereverzev
was intercepted and published in

the press by the Stalinists on the

eve of Trotsky's deportation to

Alma Ata. O. Ravich—old Bol-

shevik, intimately connected with

Lenin during the emigration per-

iod, member of the Petrograd Party
Committee, etc.—Editor.

r ive hundred and thirty delegat-

es from one hundred and sixteen

organizations gathered to constitute

the New York United Front May
Day Conference, on Sunday, March
10 til. For the most part, they

were the same delegates who make
up all the party united front mas-
querades hereabouts. Its breadth
can he seen from the credentials

committee report : four AF of L
unions were represented by six

delegates ; there were no represen-

tatives from the Socialist party or

YPSL.

The proceedings were the usual
six-cyclinder, Stalinist machine af-

fair. In last Sunday's dull routine
points of great importance for the
movement as a whole stood out and
must become known to our move-
ment.

Hathaway made the report. His
speech was marked by the utmost
confusion on the question of Fasc-
ism in Germany and the tight

against, it. According to him, the
danger of war has become more
acute since Hitler's accession to
power, not because the inevitable
development of a triumphant Fasc-
ism makes it the spear-head of the
imperialist intervention of the
I'SSlt—according to Hathaway;
the danger lies iu Hitler's attempt
to organize an anti-Versailles bloc
to recapture the territory of Ger-
many lost to the Allied power's.

Hathaway's analysis of the per-

spectives of German Fascism were
the last word in confusion. He
foretold its mechanical collapse •

Italian Fascism, said he, improved
the conditions of the masses be-

cause it came to power in the up-
ward curve of the economic con-
juncture! But Hitler has come to

power In the period of the down-
ward curve! The workers will be-

come quickly disillusioned with

Hitler's bankrupt program and the
German Communist Party will con-

tinue the struggle against Hitler,

taking advantage of his every fail-

ure to fulfill his demagogic pro-

mises!

But Hathaway surprised us

mightily when he ppoke dn the

question of broadening the confer-

ence and the united front. We
thought lie was reading from the

Militant 1 To l>e sure, his speech

on this point does not settle the
question. He and his fellow-bu-

reaucrats remain today the same
Centrists there were yesterday and
the day before. It is not excluded
that, under the pressure of events,

the ('. I. turn and the criticism of

the Left Opposition, they may, for

a time, make an effort to carry out
a correct united front policy. But
etven in this case, in view of the

past, and the dubious circumstances
surrounding the new half-turn, it

will require more than occasional
speeches to prove that a turn Ls

being made in reality. That is

in the best case.

How far the party is from a
genuine turn can be seen from what
foilon'ed. Wagenknecht, in the
discussion following Hathaway's
report, spoke for the united front
from below. In the discussion both
points of view found supporters.

This can mean only that the utmost
unclarity and possible dispute ex-

ists in the party on tile united
front question, which became ob-
vious some time ago—and it is

breaking out Into the open. This
wa^ to be seen in the discusson
between Nessin and Winter in the
session of the Mooney Conference
Organization Committee reported
elsewhere in this issue. It was to
be seen again in the discussion be-

(Contlnued on Page 2)

National Committee of the YPSL,
the -New York University Socialist
Club and the Hand School Debs'
Club. Youth clubs, youth sections
of Left wing unions, the Menorah
society — a Jewish jrronp, the
Friends of India (Gandhi follow-
ers), the various workers' schools,
and several sport organizations
were represented.

The Conference opened with an
address by the temporary chair-
man, the delegate from the group
which initiated the Conference, the
Baud School Student Ass'n. He
read the appeal of the Left wing
socialist parties to the Communist
and Socialist internationals for a
united front against Hitlerism. It

contained a criticism of the German
Social Democratic Party's policy
of class collaboration, etc., and the
sectarian policies of the Communist
party. It further called for unity
of the two Internationals on the
basis of the class struggle.

Following this, the chairman of
the provisional committee, comrade
Joel, a member of the Communist
party and representative of the
^Yorkers' School, gave the report
for the Committee. He prefaced
his report by a reply to the critic-

ism of the Communists delivered by
the previous speaker. He did not
get very far when the overwhelm-
ing majority of the delegates

—

members of sympathizers of the
YCJj—booed and hissed him for
criticizing the socialists!

Comrade Joel reported that the
City Committee of the YPSL had
forced several Yipsel circle dele-
gates to withdraw from the pro-
visional committee; that the City
Committee refused to participate
in the Conference and had even
denied the floor to a delegation
from the provisional committee to
present to it the appeal for' a uni-
ted front. He proceeded to critic-

ize tjiis action when, once again,
the YCLejre and sympathizers boo-
ed and hissed and told him to stick
to the subject. Several delegates,
including the temporary chairman,
rose and protested against comrade
Joel's remarks.

Comrade Joe Carter of the Na-
tional Youth Committee, Commun-
ist League of America (Oppostion),
took the floor and stated that as a
member of the provisional com-
mittee he protests against the In-

terruptions of its spokesman. He
declared that the committee had
unanimously agreed to criticize the
actions of the Ylpsels in its report
to the Conference, and that the
delegates could discuss the report
of comrade Joel when it was con-
cluded. Joel continued with his
speech explaining why it was im-
perative to criticize the Yipsel com-
mittee, the need for united front,
and the present plans of the Com-
mittee for a mass demonstration
on April I before the German con-

sulate in New York.
Five speakers from different

political tendencies were permitted
to discuss the report. Herman of
the YCL stated that talk against
Fascism was insufficent ; one's ac-
tions would show whether the or-
ganization is ready tor a struggle
against Hitlerism. Carter of the
National Youth Committee of the
Left (Opposition, explained that the
reason for the united front was
that all workers' organizations,
Communist, Socialist and trade un-
ion,, were attacked by Fascism, that
in the united front wc retain our
right of criticizing the groups par-
ticipating. He declared that it was
the social democracy which paved
the way for Hitler and it was the

(Continued on Page 2)

New III.MineContract
LeftWing Criticizes Provisions of 2 Year Agreement

Gillespie, 111.
—

-The Scale Com
mittee of the Progressive Miners
Union of America has met with the
operators holding contracts with
the union, to renew tiie contract
expiring April X, and recommend to
the membership of the union to
sign a contract for two years. A
referendum vote of the union will
be held Saturday, the 25th. The
Gillespie office has sent to all
locals instructions and the con-
tract to be voted upon, but up to
this date, Wed., March 23, the
majority of the miners have not
yet seen the new contract or the
amendments to the old contract as
proposed by the Scale Commitee.
Uegardless of the changes or lack
of changes in the new contract,
the mfners should have more time

1

'to study the contract, and to dls-

dank Holiday Screens Advance in

the Concentration of Big Capital
The "Bankers Holiday" has pass

ed into history and will be record-
ed as one of the major moves of
the financiers in their struggle to
bring the antiquated banking struc-
ture up to the level of the present
day needs of the American imper-
ialists. For years they have been
striving to legalize unlimited branch
banking. They have been able,
only through a bitter struggle and
finally, a compromise, to obtain a
partial victory in this field. The
stow progress has been due to the
dogged resistance carried on by the
lesser sections of the exploiters
who are at present caught in the
middle of the struggle between the
proletariat and bourgeoisie, and
who in the final analysis, must
trail behind one or the other camp.

The speed with which the state
moritoria were called and t he
quick follow-up by the new na-
tional administration, with pro-
mises and minor concessions to the
lesser exploiters,, proved to be of
sufficient force to line up the maj-
ority of the states to drive through
the new law and for the power to
be given to those in control of the
reorganistation of the banking
structure. The, majority of the
industrialists and the urban and
rural middle class were taken off
their feet and fell in line for the
"national emergency".

What Was Aimed At?

Regardless of the fact that the
door is s.ow wide open to inflation
and indirect wage cuts, the main
target aimed at and hit by the im-
perialists was the reorganization
of the banking structure for the
purpose of eliminating many more
small banks and sectional banking
influence over the dominating
group; thereby, to organize the
machinery so as to enable the bank-

ers to mold a single national bank-
ing system out of the present dual
system; finally, so as to liquidate
the heavy internal debt bearing
down upon the American indus-
tries.

Such liquidation in this period
of attempted capitalist reorganiza-
tion Is called deflation by the capi-
talists but in no way conflicts, at
this stage, with the currency in-
flation. On the contrary, liquida-
tion of the internal debt proceeds
through a two-fold process. On
the one hand, bankruptcy, merg-
ers and concentration——liquida-
tion. And on the other hancfc, at
the right moment, and properly
"controlled" through a graduated
plan—the process of Inflation.

Senator Vandenberg, Republican
from Michigan, in objecting to the
present procedure said : "If the gov-
ernment continues to license banks
on the present basis we are embark-
ing upon the most ruthless deflation
in the history of this or any other
nation... we are going to needless-
ly massacre the savings of the Am-
erican people." What else is to be
expected? That is just what the
Roosevelt administration must do
in order to function for the group
of imperialists that backed its
campaign in the last election. it
is a government action to hasten
the process of weeding out the
small banks. It took the crisis
several years to weed out small
banks through bankruptcy. The
new laws speed up this process.
The capitalist government "organ-
izes" the anarchy of capitalist pro-
duction, but it cannot organize
capitalism production.
American Imperialism must ob-

tain markets and Is doing every-
thing possible on an International
scale to obtain them. However, this

(Continued on Page 2)
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cuss it before the referendum vote
is taken.

All indications show that the
leadership of the PMA consider the
contract they present as the most
they could obtain from the oper-
ators at this time. The strategy
of the Scale Committee and tho
present leadership seems to be the
desire to obtain a two year con-
tract instead of the one year con-
tract in order to obtain a breath-
ing spell which is to enable them
to consolidate and strengthen their
union. This intention may be the
best but the way the action is be-
ing carried out is far from the
best for the interest of the miners
in the PMA.

Shortcomings of Contract
The shortcomings in the contract

presented by the scale committee,
at least of as much ot the new
contract as we are reliably informed
on, are the following: The contract
calls for a two year period instead
of a one year period. Such a con-
tract does not favor the miners and
a militant union. On the contrary,
such a contract will favor the
Itight wing in the union and the
small operators with whom the
contract is signed. At this stage
of the crisis, and especially since
we have the new banking laws
I hat open wide the doors for in-
flation with possibilities of a wide
price change, not downward, but
upward, it is not advisable to jlgn
a contract over such a long per-
iod, unless a special clause is In-
serted taking care of such price
changes and inflation. The new
contract does not provide for this*

There is no fundamental differ-
ence between the contract present-
ed for referendum and the Lewis
contract. Such a contract is pre-
sented when the PMA is far strong,
er than it was when it fought the
other (Lewis) contract and had
been forced to compromise. This
present compromise comes without
a struggle—if the referendum Is
carried, at least so far as the lead-
ership 13 concerned.

The struggle for the shorter
workday is left out entirely,, and
yet this is a burning problem for
the whole working class and espe-
cially the miners. It is true that
the PMA is confronting great odds
and an uphill fight; against the
operators, their state force, mur-
der frame-ups, the Lewis machine
and the general effects of the
crisis, and therefore they will have
t-i be careful in their struggle.
The union must now light for the
lives of the Taylorville frame-up
victims whom the Peabody Coal
Company wants to burn in the elec-
tric chair. The PJIA must win
over Franklin County and all In-
dications are that a powerful strike
iDvement will be upon us within a
period of days. Confronted with
these conditions the leadership de-
sfres a base below them for the
flght- AH this is true but it is

(Continued on Page 4)
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LEAGUE ACTIVITIES

A Stalinist Meeting

In Chicago

Chicago.—After months of cam
paigning, at mass meetings and in

print, by the Left Opposition, the

loeal German Stalinists Have final-

ly been made aware of the Fasc-

ist danger in Germany. At last

they too got to I he point of calling

a protest meeting. But how? The
an ti-Fascist meeting held by the

"Chicago Arbetter Club" at the So-

fia! Turnhalle on March ."i gave

new evidence of the false evalua-

tion of the present events in Ger-

many on part of the CI' comrades.

Instead of appearing as a brother

organization of the Kl'D—that is,

as Communists—they are hiding

behind the mantle of the Arbeiter

Club.

After a short speech in German,
an English speech was made by
comrade N. Rlattner. It was an

aggregate of platitudes often cul-

minating in statements which had

to be retracted immediately after

loud guffaws from the audience.

One of these gems was the conten-

tion that only recently ''the Spanish
Fascists and their king were chawed
out with machine guns" and that

the same is bound to happen else-

where. Asked who it was that

chased out the Spanish Fascist;

and jyho it is that is standing at

the head of the government in their

place, the speaker was puzzled, but

like a good Stalinist he quickly re-

covered to retort : "it was the Kep-

ublieans and the social Fascists,

who are only slightly different from
the other Fascists.''

Another such clumsy turn of

speech was the assertion that the

"the capitalist system has broken

down everywhere except in the

Soviet Union". That was meat of

course for the Nazis present, who
were profuse in their applause on

this point. It was not at ail sur-

prising therefore when after the

many Questions asked, the speaker
got sick at heart and instead of

giving a factual answer to the ques-

tion, replied with the well-known
mudslinging method to many of the

Questions.

The Leninist application of the

united front in the Kornilov period

In Petersburg, cited by the Left
Opposition, was painted as a Trot-

sky 1st lie by him. Lenin could not

have given the instructions—be-

cause he was not it! Petersburg

!

The demand of the Opposition for

a united front witii the social dem-
ocratic parly and the trade unions
(from top to bottom] was distorted

by the speaker in Ins reply as if

the "Trotskyi-iis" wanted to build

an unconditional bloc with the so-

cial democracy. In his tirade

aga^i . t "'connter-rovolnitionar'y

Trotskyism"' Biattuer did not
achieve anything new. His frenzy
did no! help him any either. The
workers present listened atttntive-

continue their literary discussion.

It is significant that the leader of

tills group is Sernich, the Stalinist

who is most active in expelling

Left. Oppositionists from tiie ILD
in St. Louis.

At the North side meeting, Or-

ville Smith, a young Stalinist

fanatic, constantly made notes on

a very large sheet of paper. Every
one present noticing him thought

he was making notes for a short

speech on Germany from the Stal-

inist viewpoint. When he was fin-

ally given the lloor for ten min-
tos (which was extended to fifteen)

imagine our surprise when the only

remark he made about Germany
was that lie knew nothing about

if! The bankruptcy of this indiv-

idual was further exposed by his

:idmi-.Mon that not, only did he
know nothing about Germany but

that he knew nothing about any-

thing else except St. Louis. This,

from a representative of the politi-

cal parly of the world's greatest

internationalist, I^euin! His entire

fifteen minutes were devoted to

the slander of the loeal members
of the Opposition., particularly Ro-
lierls and Payer who have been
active in jiiirty auxiliary organiza-

t ions,

Other Stalinists also had their

-:;ij. One of them asked the hoary
i|ueslif>ii. "If Trotsky is a friend of

the workers why was he exiled

from rhe Soviet 1'nion, the Work-
ers Republic*;'' A German Stalin-

ist remarked, that being a German,
no one could tell him anything
about the German situation! This
individual walked out of the meet-
ing in feigned disgust, evidently
hoping lliat others would follow.

His ruse failed as the other work-
ers sat. eagerly by waiting for com-
rade Oehler's reply. The reply was
brief, because of lack of time, but
nevertheless to the point—dealing
crushing blow; to the lies and
slanders of the political bankrupts
who call themselves Communists.
At their complaint of lack of time
to present their viewpoint (!) we
offered them plenty of time if they
would meet us in debate at some
near date. This proposal left them
stunned and wordless, and they
walked out of the meeting consi-

derably crestfallen.

—G. ROBERTS.

who but yesterday thundered that

the united front from below was
the simon-pure Marxian version, are

tpday beginning to tread in the

steps of the Anglo-Russian Commit-
tee policy. From the united from
below the Stalinist zigzag is mov-
ing toward the united front from
the top. Therein lies the danger.

Bureaucratic Centrlsm dannot
consistently carry out a correct

policy. In the process of oscillat-

ing from the extreme of ultra-Left-

ism to the extreme of Right oppor-

tunism Stalinism strikes a point

at which it appears to coincide

with the Marxian policy of the Left

Opposition. The Left Opposition

strives with all its influence to hold

the policy to the correct line. But
the nature of bureaucratic Cent-
rlsm makes this impossible for the
Stalinists. They continue their

course.

At the present the direction is

toward the united front from the

top. Left Oppositionists must be

on guard. —T. STAMM.

International Workers' School
AMERICAN HISTORY

A Series of Lectures, by JACK WEBER
Given Every Monday, at 8 P. M.

3. European Background of American History
10. Tiie Period of Colonization

April
April
April
April

May
May
May

May
May
June
June
June

Outlines

17. Tl»e American Revolution
24. The Bourgeois coupd'Etat—the Constitution

]. Economic Development up to the Civil War
8. The Frontier and Its Influence

13. The Civil War—the Conflict between Opposed Econom-
ic Systems

22. The Reconstruction IVriod
2!i. Agrarian Movements
5. The Early I^abor Movement

12. The Modern Labor Movement
19. American Imperialism

of each lecture and referetares will be given to all students.

A United Front

from the Top?
At the first session of the Con-

gress Organization Commtitee of

the N. Y. Free Toon Mooney Con-
ference, in which Stalinists have
the control, a serious discussion

arose over the question o£ the uni-

ted front The question arose in

(lonneclion with tiie problem of

broadening the conference.

It was the unanimous sentiment
of the Committee that the crux of

Iy to the arguments presented and the problem was the approach to

did not allow themselves to be thc s l' '"•> A F ° f T- If was l-"'°"

swayed bv (he ivnehing spirit. In 1 1"' S('<1 "> *'"& *' delegation to the

the discussion that followed our «' <''>y Central Committee and the

comrades Glganli, Mashow. Martin. AF of L Central Trades and Labor

Satlr, Bernstein, etc, participated. Alliance to in vice them into the

The views of the Left Opposition work of the conference. To bring

were as adequately presented as is
"''" » !t was proposed to offer

possible in the live minutes that 'hem a number of places on the

are granted. j
Congress Organization Committee

A resolution was proposed by
' equal to the number held by any

comrade Martin and accepted by <>"«'r single group. It was further

the meeting, demanding that the proposed that the invitation specify

Arbeiter Club send out an appeal I
£lli,t ;l " participants agreed in ad-

to ALL -workers organizations for^anee not to "attack" other or-

the purpose of forming a united S'miza turns. Nessin was elected

front " against Fascism. The Sla!-. "> t,lis delegation.

Inists showed how they proposed
| The Loft Oppositon which is re-

to fight Fiiscism by a resolution presented on the Committee pro-
which called merely for a telegram

j

posed that the Committee Issue a
of protest against 'the Fascist ter-Meallet to the Socialist, and A F of
ror to be sent to the German em-
bassy in Washington: Literature
and Militants were sold and dis-

cussion held long after the meeting
—P. M.was over.

Oehler Meeting

In St. Louis

St. Louis.—The two meetings
arranged for .comrade Oehler in St.

Louis were well attended and tiie

workers present were attentive

and sympathetic to our1 viewpoint
on the German question. The
Militant as well as other literature

was eagerly reached for.

In the next room, adjoining tiie

hall inhere our meeting was held

—

on the South side—four or five

Stalinists were in session. The
purpose of their meeting was the

formation of a "literary club",

which evidently was a flop because
no workers attended to hear the

Stalinist interpretation of litera-

ture. They were invited to attend

our meeting. They came in, sat

down for about five minutes and
then returned to their retreat to

L workers asking them to raise in
their' organizations the questions of
why their organizations did not
participate in the Conference and
asking them to demand that they
participate as organizations. This
was voted down. The vote was
one for; all the others against.

Following the rejection of our
proposal, Winter proposed an open
letter to the SI» and A F of L em-
bodying the proposal of the dele-

gation, A lively passage of arms
took place over this proposition be-
tween Nessin and Winter. Nessin
was opposed to the open letter. He
argued that we must give the ap-
pearance of sincerity to our pro-
posal to the SP and AF of L. He
was afraid that an open letter

would frighten them away.
The Left Opposition proposed an

open letter to the SI* and AF of L
asking them to appoint committees
to meet with a sub-committee of
the Congress Committee to work
out the means of drawing them
into the work of the conference.
The motion was defeated. Winter's
carried.

As it stands now the party is

swinging to the Right The people

Stalinists Merge With Balbontin
Important news ! The Spanish

C. P., which numbers two to three
thousand members, has just "taken
to its bosom" the Socialist Rev-
olutionary Party. . .which numbers
fully 8,000.

Let us call things by their name;
the 0. P. of Spain has gone from
crisis to crisis, it has driven from
its midst the Left Opposition, it

separated from Maurin's Right
wing group. Finally, on orders
from Moscow, it expelled its entire
Political liureau ( Hullejos-Adame
Trilla). It has just taken a. now
step by merging with Balbontin'?
Socialist Revolutionary Party.
This "party", led by those who

are called hi Spain Jabalias

Stalin and is preparing to take a
trip to the USSfR. So the die ia

cast,

Tiie miserable roping of the
Spanish C. P. into Mr, Balbontin's
impossible menagerie illuminates
its entire political course. Stalin

and his clique expel the Bolshevik-
Lenitii^ts from the party, it anta-
gonizes the entire revolutionary
vanguard, and it falls swooningly
into the arms of.... deputy Bal-
bontin. It is hardly necessary to

add that Mr. Balbontin has nothing
whatever in common, neither imme-
diately nor ultimately, with Com-
munism. His union with the C. P.
is a truly frightful marriage, which

i can contribute nothing to the
(Bloody) Balbontin and Company,' s

"
fX3««-»r™ but dLliI H™ure °a March 1. 1

is supported partlv by the radical ,}]^v,
1>lo,etAriat bnt dlsasLrous

' gatop- returned on March
bourgeoisie, partly by the poverty-

mls,flhP3 ' """*» " - ' «» «- •"•-

Etricken layers of the peasantry
and the anarchist circle-*. It dis-

seminates a sheet with quite a
large circulation. La Tierra,—

a

truly demagogue piece of confu-
sion! Mr. Balbontin., its leader,
a notorious adventurer, is a deputy.
He was, it seems, won over by

The Spanish Left Opposition
must denounce to the proletariat
this open sliding of Centrlsm into
the positions of petty bourgeois
radicalism.* In order to raise the
banner of Communism again., the
first task^it must achieve is tbe
publication of a weekly paper.

The Opposition

in Bethlehem

AJlentown-Betblehem Pa. — We
workers of this vicinity are fortun-

ate enough to have been •'educat-

ed" and "'organized" by the 14th

"organizer" sent to us since 1929

from the District office of the C. P.

iu Philadelphia. Each of these or-

ganizers—or rather disorganizes

—claims that the previous one
made all the blunders and mistakes,

but that he (the present one) has

the right pattern for the solution

of all the workers' troubles. Let
us see what comrade Powers—on
orders from above—is doing.

In January 1933 the local branch
of the Allentown S. P. issued a call

for a united front conference. The
conference was held in the same
month, with the participation of

35 delegates representing about 25
organization. Among them were
also organizations controlled by the

C P.. mostly unemployed councils

and fraternal organizations.

The purpose of the conference
was to protest against the rapaci-

ous, commissary plan of Governor
I'inchot, which intends to reduce
the relief of adult workers to $.41

a week and $.27 for children. The
demand was : cash relief of $7.00
per week and an additional $1.00

for each dependent, and other de-

mands for relief.

It was also decided by the con-
ference to hold a demonstration on
Feb. 7, at which no other banners
were to be displayed but those call-

ing for relief. This was instigated

by the S. P. delegation. This same
delegation perpetrated another
shameful deed upon the conference,

by the move that thanks be extend-

ed to a gentleman, supposed to be
from the chain stores, for his dona-
tion of $45.00 for leaflets. It was
just a simple trick, for the money
was never given. On Feb. 7 the
demonstration started, on the basis
of the united fii*ont, with a mass
meeting in the Trainmen's Hall.

On the platform was the S. P. or-

ganizer. Leary Heiubach and the
V. i\ organizer Powers. A resolu-
tions committee was elected. Af-
tler this, someone from the crowd
of about 1200, moved that the Tom
Mooney banner, which was dis-

played in the hall by Communist
sympathizers, be removed and not
be carried to the Court House
where the resolutions committee
was to present its demands to the
county commissioners. (About 2000
people demonstrated at the court
house.) This motion was seconded
and a general melee began. A vote
was finally taken, not against the
Mooney banner but for Powers to
get off the platform. The motion
was carried by an overwhelming
majority. The writer of these lines
voted with the rest of the comrades
against the removal of Powers.
But we remained in the minority
and Powers had to step down from
the stage. This was defeat number
one.

At the same time I had collected
all available copies of the Militant
and distributed them in and out-
side of the hall A few days later,

the Slovak Kovnost Ludu (a Stalin-
ist daily) wrote the usual—and
not for the first time—slander
against me, recommending that I
be expelled from the Slovak Work-
ers Club because of my ''counter-
revolutionary activities'' At the
instigation of Powers, they shame-
lessly called me "stool pigeon" and
similar epithets. At the SWC in
Allentown they, together with a
few misled and fanatical work-
ers, decided to expel me from the
Slovak Workers Home for the sim-
ple reason that I distributed a few
copies of the MUiUiA,

After the Feb. 7 incident in the
Trainmen's Hall, Powers decided
to break with the united front, is-

suing a mimeographed leaflet call-
ing the local leaders of the S. p.
traitors to the Mooney cause. Sim-
ultaneously,, he issued another leaf-
let calling the workers of Allentown
to another demonstration at the
Court House on Feb. 14th. About
a half a dozen or us showed up!
Defeat Number Two.
And now as a result of this

stupid act of Powers the united
front is completely smashed and
tiie workers look at each others as
enemies.
With the best of intentions and

in a comradely spirit I called
Powers' attention to the mistakes
committed. But to no avail—the
same epithets were hurled against
me as previously.
After a few unemployed councils

were formed, one was also organ-
ized in our township with our par-
ticipation. Delegates were elected
on Feb. 25 to the hunger march on
Harrisburg on March 1. The dele-

4 and
made a report in the Bethlehem
Hungarian Hall. About 400 work-
ers, mostly youngsters—the new re-
cruits of the Stalinist machine edu-
cated on orders from above—turned
out to listen to the delegates. It
was torture to listen to the "re-
ports". We pity these young enth-
usiast* whom we regard as victims

THE HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF THE INTERNATIONAL
LEFT OPPOSITION

A Series of Lectures by Max Slia-chtman, Editor of the Militant

Pour sessions have already been held on the following topics: The
Fight for Party IWmoeracy: "The New Course" by Leon Trotsky.

Tlte Defeat of the German Revolution, 1923:—"The Lessons of Oct-

ober" by Leon Trotsky. The Opposition Program fdr Ii*dustrialiga-

tion. The Left Opposition Pograin Cor Collectivization. The An£lo-

Russian Committee. The Chinese Revolution of 1925-192™.

The sessions arc held on WEDNESDAYS, al 8 P. M.

The May Day

Conference
( i 'ontinucd from page 1

'

tweeu these two face* of the Stal-

inist Janus which took place in the

resolutions committee ofi the May
Day Conference.

Here, again, as in the Mooney
Committee session. Nessin leans

far to the Right. Winter's position

is not as clear. He appears to

stand half-way between thc ultra-

Leftist ]to.<-ition of yesterday and
flie Right wing position of Xcssin.

No doubt further developments
will make the picture clearer.

In the days when the Left Op-
position was hammering on the
gates of the Stalinist conferences

organized under the ultra-Leftist

sigir of the united front from be-

,low the difference between our
position on the united front ques-

tion and the Ixivesionite position

was not as clear to the Commun-
ist workers as a whole as it is

liecoming today. This great ad-
vantage for us is: an indirect result

of the parly's half turn on the

united front <mcstion.

Heretofore, we had to light for

admisson to the conference. That
is how we won the respect of tiie

party membership.
Today we are all seated. We

utilise the opportunity and the be-

ginnings of worker's democracy
aci-oi'ded the Left Opposition to

(•xpliiin our conception of t lie uni-

ted front, to efiu-idate our policy

of face to the party, and to throw
our weight into the scale to broaden
en tiie conference from the point

of view of strengthening Commun-
ism. The Ix'vestonoites pursue a
different policy. They till their

conception of the united front

with a content mtmifestly hostile

6o the party and symi>aflietie to

the social democracy. As a result,

they antagonize the conferences
they attend. In this negative way.
they differentiate themselves from
us and help us make clearer the
differences on this point among the
three wings in tiie Communist
movement.
The resolutions adopted by the

conference were not satisfactory.
The main resolution on May Day
gave a false perspective of the war
danger: it was llathaway's. The
Resolutions Committee voted down
our motions to include demands for

the six hour day and long term
credits for the Soviet Uinon. The
latter demand wa_s simply ignored.
In rejecting the fir's t Winter ex-
plained that we have to distinguish
our demands from those of the
demagogic Ab" of I, leadership!
The special resolution on Fascism
avoided most of Hie errors of llath-
away's speech but was an abstract
protest. The Committee rejected
our proposal to demand a united
front of all working class organi-
zations in Germany against Fasc-
ism.

The conference decided to issue
an open letter to the 'riocialist party
and A. F. of L. inviting them to
participate in the organization of
one united May Day demonstra-
tion. The conference agreed to
allow all organizations participat-
ing in tiie demonstrations to march
under their own banners. Hun-
dreds of thousands of leaflets will
be printed calling on all workers
and worker's' organizations to un-
ite for a gigantic demonstration.
The Left Opposition will do its ut-
most to aeiiieve this aim.—T. STAMM.

Bank Holiday

& Concentration
(Continued from p-i}W 11

INTERNATIONAL WOMAN'S DAY
IN DAVENPORT

Davenport, Iowa—International
Women's Day was observed in
Davenport, Iowa, by members of
the Workerrs Educational Forum,
sponsored by the Communist Lea-
gue of America ( Oppositon | . A
meeting was held, with about 50
workers in attendance. Comrade
Papcun, organizer, called the meet-
ing to order and introduced the
speaker, comrade Jessie Bohr, who
spoke on the subject, "Shall women
work in factories?" This followed
by questions and discussions-—

a

few of the other comrades sup-
porting the positive side of the
topic.

Let us hope that this Interna-
tional Women's Day will lhave
rallied more women comrades to
the work of Communism.

—J. E. E.

of Stalinist miseducation. These
youngsters will be excellent mater-
ial provided the party is in the
hands of the memebrship, with
workers democracy as its guiding
internal principle All this should
be with the goal In view to raise
their political level, wheh in turn
will induce independent thinking
from which springs the much need-
ed initiative that is so sadly lack-

ing today. —O. D.

is only half of the process. At the
same time they must reorganize

and improve production at home
in order to undersell the other
capitalists on the world market.
The lit]*i!idafion of the internal

debt is a major part of this. And
the move the imperialists are mak-
ing now with the banking struc-

ture is the key to this necessary

change through a graduated plan
of jit tack upon the lesser exploiters

and the working class.

The banking crisis brought an-

other factor to the surface that we
have .ii'iiiys pointed out. Now the

evidence is e'earer. We have re-

jected the theory current in the
American Communist movement
that the American imperialists

were one bloc against the other
sections and classes. We know that
when it comes to a struggle against

the working class or other imper-
ialist nations their unity can be
obtained in the tight because the
interests of the groups of financiers
run parallel. However, we also

know that a constant light between
the groups of financiers to gain
hegemony of the whole at the ex-
pense and elimination of the other
sections of the American financiers

is a point of elementary under-
standing to the Marxists, if it is

not to many Stalinists.

To point out to the workers in

(he election campaign that Hoover
and Roosevelt are heads and tails

of the same coin is correct, but, to
stop at this point, as the Stalin-
ists do, is to leave unanswered an-
other important problem. Imper-
ialists support both Hoover and
Roosevelt but different groups of
American financiers cast their lot

with each office boy. It is true
that in the main they are united
against the industrialist, the mid-
dle ciass and the workers. This is

natural. While they have this uni-
ted front against tiie other lesser,

exploiters and the workers, clearly
revealed in their program, it is also
true that the different groups of
financiers have their struggle for
domination. And at this point, we
find the advantage of one group of
financiers' candidate, Roosevelt,
against the other group of linan-
ciers' candidate. Hoover. Roosevelt
can talk against the "'money inter-

est"., the "Wall Street crowd" and
tine up the support of the confused
workers and the muddle-headed
middle class and reformers. That
is how the war lords in China
"'fight,'

1 imperialism and that is
how the capitalist politicians from
Roosevelt on down to the socialists
light "Wall Street".

It looks iis though Mitchell is

with the "'wrong" group o! finan-
ciers. Now there is a movement
on foot, to "draft" Pole as Con-
troller. La Salle Street supports
Pole against the Wall Street man,
Governor Meyer of the .Federal Re-
serve. Th truth is that it Is not
La Salle Street vs. Wall Street.
The groups of financiers struggling
Ijor domination have, their connec-
tions all the way down the bank-
ing structure.

Working class or capitalist pol-
itics must find the key to open
the lever that will pull the great-
est number of factors for the class
interest- The group of imperial-
ists supporting Roosevelt was suc-
cessful in its first major move along
this line. Will it be able to keep
it up? At least Hoover may take
lessons from Roosevelt. The idea
is~~that whenever you hand the
bankers a billion, or the navy a
half billion just hand the worker
a glass- of beer or any other slop
and the misleaders of labor will
call it fifty-fifty. —H. OEHLER

The American Capitalist Paradise

HOOVERVILLE
Continued from last issue

When months parsed iu constant

fear of being thrown out of his

shack by police, when his clothes

and his shoes begin to wear out

and his ambition and hope begin

to fade, different psychological

characteristics also appear in the

resident ot '-llooverville'' ; he starts

drinking more heavily wherever
and whenever he has a chance: he
acquires a profound aversion to

any activity; lie develops a strange

childish exix'Ctation that he may
strike in some way, somehow, a

tremendously promising opportun-
ity. This is something like the al-

luring dream of marrying a mil-

lionaire's daughter. If this hoped-
for opportunity were such that its

realization might reasonably t.e

expected he would start to battle

anew for his life, till he wins oat.

Hut if one asks him of what na-
ture is the opportunity he expects
to find, he answers that it may
happeu that he will by chance "find

a roll" in the streets: or save a
rich man's son from the Fast
liiver: or he may find suddenly a

very good job: or be may invent
something ; or he may inherit a

big fortune; or—or". . .

.

Led by such faint hope—very
faint, almost nothing in his mind,
but, strong enough in his sentiment—he sticks to his cabin, hammers
and patches it inside and out, and
goes out. for his ''kiil". lie has
lost his ability f<> concentrate on
anything sensible.

How can such psychological fea-

tures, seemingly fatal to any man
be explained? Life is dark and
hoix*less for him; nothing is left

of his ambilion, except gloomy
tiiou'ihts and memories. The hope-
less hand-to-mouth existence into
which he has boot,! forced by the
capitalist system, is of all things
least conducive to organizational
inclinations, finder the influence
of capitalistic propaganda for ''bet-

t-.fr times", lie not only becomes
incapable of united class action,
but ceases to desire it even, prefer-
ina to remain by himself in the
isolation that is his lot iu this so-

ciety—ho becomes an anti-social
animal.

lint after all. tiie case cannot be
ho'ieless for us, the class-conscious
section of the workers of lloover-
ville. .We should systematically be
on the job of educating and organ-
izing tiie others. They are at pre-
sent knit together by notions of
nationality, common customs and
"jungle-feeling": it is up lo us to
transform some of that into econ-
omic class consciousness. We
should make that our goal.

If we could draw them into ac-
tion, into the class struggle, then
life with all its drawbacks would
be worth while for all of them.
They would have a purpose.

It is for the workers themselves
to grasp the unwelcome opportun-
ity placed in their' hands by the
capitalist class, to use their leisure
time in sorting and arranging thu
values in their lives and direct It

into collective mass action. The
workers in llooverville have a tre-

mendous asset of non-work at their
command. The realization of this
exceptional opportunity depends
mainly on Hie workers themselvet
and partly on the revolutionary or-

ganizations, particularly unemploy-
ed councils. Their forced leisure
is the most effective tool they could
wisli for, provided they will use it

constructively.

<J ranted that the workers' self-
expression must come mainly
through his own initiative, what
should flie revolutionary organiza-
tions do to help them along?

Thf>y should systematically in

PEEKSKILL MEETING
For the first time thc viewpoint

of the Left Opposition was present-
ed at a mass meeting of the pro-
gressive sehol of Mohegan Colony,
l'eekskill. New York on Saturday,
March 25. About 100 colonists
heard comrade Carl Cowl analyze
the Oerman crisis and the urgent
need of effecting a united front of
workers organizations against
Fascism. After considerable lieat-
ed discussion, in which socialists,
anarchists and Stalinists took is-
sue, the speaker was invited to a
debate or a symposium to be ar-
ranged in the near future, at which
the position of the Left Opposition
would again be presented.

MINNEAPOLIS MASS MEETING
A mass meeting against Fascist

terror will be held in Minneapolis,
Saturday, April 8, at 8 P. M. in the
Mayor's Reception Room of tlte
Court House. Comrades V. B.
Dunne and Clem Porsen of the
Communist League of America
(Opposition) will be the speakers.

form them ol all revolutionary

mass activities by supplying them
with leaflets and papers and have
a few comrades reside in the "vil-

lage" for that purpose. They
should encourage and promise to

help to defend their meager dwell-

ings against the city authorities

when thc time comes lor such a
task. There is a tendency on the

part of most workers in lloover-

ville to become so psychologically

adjusted to their physical and so-

cial surroundings that they experi-

ence a strong dissatisfaction when
attempts are made to transfer them
to a new environment. This stale

of mind should be utilized and or-

ganized into physical resistance

when such action is taken by pol-

ice.

The worker's mind today is in

a restless state and needs a steady-
ing and vital element. The in-

spiring influence of him demon-
strations and action most reach
these people, for whom the unemo-
tional lecture hall and the primed
page have little appeal. The un-

employed councils should approach,
the settlement on this basis| The
worker in llooverville needs what
every other worker neods—a satis-

factory purpose iu life apart from
the business of making a mere
living. The value of spare-time,

consiruBlively employed for the de-
mands of immediate relief, should
not be overlooked b. ibe levolti-

lionai-y worker.
The actual work in the iiast

River lluovcl viiic where there are
at present -Jfitj workers in 80 shacks,
has been so far of a purely pro-
paganda nature on the part of one
comrade, i-'or a short period he
represented a small section of more
advanced workers in downtown
unemployed councils, and was
tjimcuoniiig there in its executive
committee. He also led a body of
workers in the '"relic! March" to
the City Hall, iast September. The
unfortunate incident on the corner
of Tth Street and Avenue A iast
summer where two workers were
killed, spelled the end of his work;
he was fold, indirectly, not to hang
around the "hall" any longer. That
checked the work temporarily, but
that incident should not slop the
councils from selecting others for
the work.
The Ilouvervilles should be con-

verted, from what was firs) a mere
geographical locality, into a real
workers' stronghold

; that is to
say, a stronghold with sentiments,
revolutionary spirit and a purpose
of its own.
When the first man set off a piece

of land and said "this is mine,"
the enslavement of the workers be-
gan, until we see now, in lions-
>.ean's words "man, born free, ev-
erywhere in cliaiiiy*. This cannot
go on 'much longer, the future Ite-

iongs to the proletariat, not to cap-
italists, the profiteers, the land-
lords and the inheritors.

Tin- psychological character of
the workers in llooverville is ex-
tremely emotional, impulsive, vio-
lent, irresolute and extreme in ac-
tion, displnyiiig mainly the harsh-
er emotions and the less refined
sentiments.

This is just what is needed.
Comrade Trotsky wrote once: "All

!
efforts ought to be made to con-
centrate the bitterness, the anger',
the protest, the !Uge, the hatred of
the masses, to give those emotions

j

a common language,, a common
Igoal, to unite, lo .solidify ALL THE
j

PARTICLES OF THE MASSES...
to summon all the revolutionary
forces to simultaneous action."
CNKMPLDVKI) COUNCILS —

PENETitATE INTO A NEW TER-
1 Rl'I'IOHV:

I —PAUL SCHWALBE.

The Youth United Front in New York
(Continued from Page 1)

policies of the Communist parly
which played into the hands of
social democracy. All talk of fusion
with the socialists was nonsense
and false. lie supported Joel's
criticism of the Yipsel attitude to-

wards the Conference and asked
the Conference officially to critic-

ise the Yipsels and again invite

them to participate in the April 1

demonsfratou and the permanent
committee of the Conference,

Resolutions on the defense of the
Soviet Union, against the persecu-
tion of tiie Jews in Germany, for
the release of all class war prison-
ers, c,.d for a united front May
Day demonstration against Fasc-
ism and for the class war prisoners
were carried. A resolution calling
upon the Communist International,
the Labor and Socialst Interna-
tional and the International Com-
mittee of Left Socialist ]iarties to
cement a united front against
Fascism was passed.
Another resolution was introduc-

ed from the floor by the Lovcstone-
ites instructing the permanent com-
mittee to invite the VPSL to parti-
cipate In thc April I demonstration
and elect a icpiv-eiitativi* on the
Commiitee. The Left Opposition
introduced a counter-resolution
which criticized the Yipsel boycott
of the Conference and invited fliem
to join the permanent committee
and the April 1 demonstration. The
first motion was passed. The Y.
O Lers refused to criticize the
Yipsels

!

Alt the conclusion of the first

session the Rand School delegates
withdrew because of the criticism
of the socialists and the Yipsels.
This despite the fact that they had
opened the Conference with a crit-
icism of both the social democrats
and the Communists. Later, how-
ever, they returned to the Confer-
ence.

In the next day's session the
Young Communist League made a
statement on the previous session:
The official reports were poor

;

chere was too much politcal squab-

blhi"*. The YCL was to make it

clear that it will refrain from all
attacks on the participating groups
during the period of the united
front unless any of them violate
the minimum program accepted.
Tliiswas a slap at comrade Joel of
the Workers' School (that is, the
Communist party) ! It clearly re-
veals the opportunist nature of the
Comintern manifesto's statement
on not attacking the social dem-
ocratic orgiinizatioims—for even
ihe Yipsels who had refused to
join the Conference were not to
be criticized!

In the discussion of preparations
for the demonstration before tiie

('onnaii consulate it was pointed
cut that, the only paper which car-
ried the call for the Conference
was the Young Sparfacus. Other
groups pledged that their press
would carry announcements of the
demonstration. A resolution to
boycott the Olympics to be held iu
lierlin carried A permanent com-
mittee of eleven was elected from
the different political tendencies
present. The Left Opposition has
one comrade on tiie committee. The
Committee was empowered to
broaden its membership and parti-
cularly to draw in the Yipsels, the
Ratid School, the Young Circle
League and the League for Indus-
trial Democracy.

All are urged to participate in
the mass demonstration before the
German consulate. The demonstrat-
ors will gather at Whitehall and
South Sts., Saturday, April 1 at
3 1 :00 A. M. .Members of the
Spartaens Youth Club and sym-
pathizers of the Left Opposition
will meet at our headquarters at
!>(> E, Itilh Street, 10:30 A. M.

IN THE NEXT ISSl E
The next issue of the Militant

will carry some highly important
correspondences from Rei-lin which

i

shed light on Ihe true state of af-
fairs there, as viewed by direct

|

witnesses. In addition, there will

j

be reports from other parts of
1 Germany, as well.
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in this sense: they are not oppon-

ents of a ''criticism based upon
facts" but they are against sus-

picions, insults and calumnies. A
very laudable attitude! But how
is the limit to be found between
permitted criticism and inadmiss-

ible campaigns? And where are

the impartial judges? As a gen-

eral ink', the criticism never
pleases the criticized, above all

when he can raise no objection to

the essence of it.

The question of whether or not

the criticism of the Communists is

good or had is a question apart.

If the Communists and the social

democrats hud the same opinion

on this subect. there wouldn't be

two parlies in the world, independ-

ent from each other. Let us eon-

cede that the polemic of the Com-
munists is not worth much. Does
that fact lessen the mortal danger
• >f F.isdsm or do away with the

need for joint resistance?

However, let us look at tee

ot Iier side of the picture : the

polemic of the social democracy it-

self against Communism. The Vor-
waerts < i am simply taking the

lirst copy at hand) publishes the

speech which Stampfer delivered

on the subject of the non-aggression
pact. In this same issue a cartoon

has as its caption: The Bolsheviks
are signing a non -aagression pact

with Pilsndski, but they refuse to

draw up a similar pact with the
social democracy. Now, a cartoon

is also a polemical "aggression'',

and it so happens that this parti-

cular one is most unfortunate. The
Vorwaerts completely forgets the

fact that a non-agression treaty ex-

isted between the Soviets and Ger-

many during the period, when the

social democrat Mueller was at the

head of the Iieieh government.
The Vorwaerts of February 15,

on the same page, defends in the

first column the idea of a non-
aggression pact, and in the fourth
column makes the 'accusation

against the Communists that their

factory committee at the Aschinger
Co. betrayed the interests of the

workers during the ngotiations for

the new wage scale. They openly
use the word "betrayed". The
secret behind this polemic lis it

a criticism based on flacts or a
campaign of slander?) is very sim-
ple : new eiectons to the factory

committee of the Aschinger Co.

were to take place at this, time.

Can we, in the interests of the
united front, asks the Vorwaerts
put an end to attacks of this sort?
In order for that (o happen, the
Vorwaerts would have to stop being

itself, that is, a social democratic
journal. If the Vorwaerts believes

what it prints on the subject of

the Communists, its first duty irf

to open the eyes of the workers to

the faults, crimes and "betrayals"

of the latter. How could it be
otherwise? The need for a fighting

agreement flows from the existence
of two parties, but it does not do
away with the fact. Political life

goes on. Each party, even though
it adopts the frankest attitude on
the question of the united front,

cannot help thinking of its own
future.

ADVERSARIES CLOSE RANKS

IN THE FACE OF THE

COMMON DANGER

Let us assume for the moment
that a Communist member of the

Aschinger Co. factory committee
declares to the social democratic

member: '-Because the Vorwaerts
characterized my attitude on the

question of the wage-scale as an
flic-t of treason, I do not want to

defend, together with you, my head
and youi neck from the Fascist

bullets." No matter how indul-

gently we wanted to view this ac-

tion, we could only characterize the

reply as utterly insane.

The intelligent Communist, the

serious Bolshevik, will say to the;

social democrat: "You are aware!

of my enmity to the views express-

ed by the Vorwaerts. I am. devot-

ing and shall devote all my energy

to undermining the dangerous in-

fluence which this paper has among
the workers. But I am doing that

and shall do it by my speeches,

by criticism and persuasion. But
the fascists want to do away ar-

bitrarily with the existence of the

Vorwaerts. I promise you that

jointly with you I will defend your
paper to the utmost of my abil-

ity, but I am waiting for yon to

say that at the first appeal you

will likewise come to the defense

of the Rote Fahne, regardless o[

your attitude towards its views."

Is this not an irreproachable way
of posing the question? Does not

this method correspond with the

fundamental interests of the whole

of the proletariat?

The Bolshevik does not ask the

social democrat to alter the opin-

ion he has of Bolshevism and of

the Bolshevik press. Moreover,

he does not demand that the so-

cial democrat make a pledge for

the duration of the agreement to

keep silent on his opinion of Com-
munism. Such a demand would be

absolutely inexcusable. "So long",

says the Communist, ''"as I have
not convinced you and you have
not convinced me, we shall critic-

ize each other with full freedom,

each using the arguments and ex-

pressions that he deems neeesuary.

But when the Fascist wants to

force a gag down our throats; we
will repulse him together!" Can
an intelligent social democratic
worker counter this proposal with
a refusal

?

The polemics between Communist
and social democratic newspapers,
no matter how bitter it may be,

cannot prevent the compositors of
the papers from forming a fighting

agreement to organize a Joint de-

fense of their presses from the at-

tacks of the Fascist bands. The
social democratic and Communist
deputies in the Reichstag sod the

Landtags, the municipal counsel-

lors, etc., are compelled to come
to the physical defense of each
other when the Nazis resort to

loaded canes and chairs. Are more
examples needed?
What is true in each particular

case is also true as a general rule:

the inevitable struggle in which so-

cial democracy and Communism are
engaged for the leadership of the
working class cannot and must not
prevent them from closing their

ranks when blows threaten the

whole working class. Isn't this

obvious?

TWO WEIGHTS AND

TWO SCALES

The Vorwaerts is indignant be-

cause the Communists accuse the

social democrats (Kbert, Schcide-

niuim, Noske, Hermann Mueller,
Grzesinsky) of paving the road for

Hitler. The Vorwaerts lias a legi-

timate right to indignation. But
this remark is too much : how can
we, iit cries out, make a united
front with such slanderers? What
have we here? sentimentallsm?
prudish sensitiveness? No, that

really smacks of hypocrisy. As a
matter of fact, the leaders of the
German social democracy cannot
have forgotten that Wilhclin Lieb-

knecht and August Bebel often as-

serted that the social democracy
was ready, for the sake of definite

objectives, to come to an agreement
with the devil and his grand-
mother. The founders of the social

democracy certainly did not demand
that during this occasion the devil
should check his horns in the,

museum and that his grandmother
should become converted to Luth-
erunism. Whence then comes this

prudish sensitiveness among the so-

cial democratic politicians who,
since 1914, have made united fronts
with the Kaiser, Ludendorff, Groe-
nor, Brueninfi, Hindenburg? Whence
come these two weights and two
scales : one for the bourgeois part-

ies, the other for the Communists?
The leaders of the Center consi-

der that every infidel who denies

the dogmas of the Catholic Church,
the only Savior, is one of the
dunned and shortly destined for
eternal torments. That did not
prevent Hilferding, who haB no
particular reason for believing in

the immaculate conception, from
establishing a united front with
tiie Catholics in the government
and 'ii parliament. Together with
the Center the social democrats set

up the "Iron Front". However,
not for a single instant did the
Catholics cease their unbearable
propaganda and their polemics in

the churches. Why these demands
on Hilferding's part with regard
to the Communists? Kither a com-
plete cessation of mutual criticism,

that is, of the struggle of tend-
encies- within the working class, or
a rejection of all joint action, "All
or nothing!" The social democracy
has never put such ultimatums to
bourgeois society. -Every social

democratic worker should reflect

upon these two weights and two
measures.
Suppose at a meeting, even to-

day, someone should ask Wels how
it happens that the social dem-
ocracy, which gave the republic ita

first chancellor and its lirst presi-

dent, has led the country to Hitler.
Wels will surely reply that to a
large extent it is the fault of Bol-
shevism. Surely the day has not
passed that the Vorwaerts will fail

to rejieat this explanation ad
nauseum. Do you think that in
the united front with the Commun-
ists it will forego its right and its

duty to tell the worker's what it

considers to he truth? The Com-
munists certainly have no need of
that. The united front against
Fascism is only one chapter in
the book of the struggle of the pro-
letariat. The chapters that went
before cannot be effaced. The past
cannot he forgotten. We must
build on it. We preserve the
memory of Ebert's alliance with
Groener and of Noske's role. We
remember under what conditions
Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Lieb-
knecht died. We Bolsheviks have
taught the workers to forget noth-
ing. We do not ask the devil to
cut off his tail : that would hurt
him and we would not profit by
it. We accept the devil just as
nature has created him. We have
no need of the repentance of the
social democratic leaders nor of
their loyalty to Marxism; but we
do need the will of the social dem-
ocracy to struggle against the en-
emy which is actually threatening
it with death. For our part, we
are ready to carry out in the joint
struggle' all the promises which
we have made. We promise to

fight courageously and to carry the

fight to a finish. That is quite

enough for a fighting agreement.

YOUR LEADERS DON'T

WANT TO FIGHT!

However, it still remains to be
known why the social democratic
leaders si>eak at all : regarding
polemics, non-aggression pacts and
the disgusting manners of the Com-
munists, instead of answering this

simple Question : in what way shall

we fight the Fascists? For the sim-
ple reason that the social dem-
ocratic leaders do not want to fight.

They cherished the hope that Hin-
denburg would save them from
Hitler. Now they are waiting for

some ^other miracle. They do not
wanF to light. They lost the habit

of fighting long ago. The struggle
frightens them.

Stampfer wrote regarding the
actions of the Fascist banditry at
Eisleben : 'Faith in right and jus-

tice has not yet died in Germany."
(Vorwaerts, February 14.)

It is impossible to read these
words without being revolted. In-

stead of a call for a fighting uni-

ted front, we get the consoling
words : "Faith in justice has not
died." Now, the bourgeoisie has
its justice, and the proletariat its

own, too. Armed injustice always
comes out on top of disarmed jus-

tice. The whole history of human-
ity proves this. Whoever makes
an appeal to this self-evident

"ghost" of "justice" is deceiving
the workers. Whoever wants the
victory of proletarian justice over
Fascist violence, must agitate for

the struggle and set up the organs;
of the proletarian united front.

It is impossible to find in the
entire social democratic press a
single line indicatng genune pre-

paration for the struggle. There
is not a single thing, merely some
general phrases, postponements to
some indefinite future, nebulous
consolations. ""Only let the Nazis
start something, and then " And
the Nazis started something. They
march forward step by step, they
tranquilly take over one position
after another. These petty bour-
geois reactionary malefactors do
not care for risks. Now, they do
not need to risk anything at all:

they are sure in advance that the
enemy will retreat without a fight.

And they are not mistaken in their
calculations.

Of course, it oftens occurs that
a combatant must retreat in order
to- get a good start for a leap
forward. But the social democratic
leaders are not inclined to make
the leap forward. They do not
want to leap. And all their dis-
sertations are made in order to
conceal this fact. Just a short time
ago they kept asserting that so
long as the Nazis do not quit the
ground of legality, there is no room
for a light. Now we get a good
look at what this legality was : a
series of promissory notes on the
coup d'Etat. Still, this coup d'
Etat was possible only because the

social democratic leaders lull the

workers to sleep with phrases

about the legality of the eoup d'

Etat and console them with hope
of a new Reichstag yet more im-

potent than those that preceded it.

A Letter from Moscow About the Left Opposition
(Continued from Page 1)

it who bad broken off." From
mouth lo mouth there is now be-

ing passed the statement presum-
ably made by Zinoviev prior Do
his departure for exile., "The
greatest historical mistake we
mad^ was our leaving the Opposi-
tion in I'.lL'T", It is reputed that
Kamenev too joined in with him in

so saying. 1 have no means of
verifying this f)act at its source.
But the report in itself is quite
characteristic of the circles with
which Zinoviev and Kamenev were
connected.

The sympathy for the Left Op-
position has grown greatly, even
within the apparatus circles, es-

pecially among old party members,
who know and remember the past.

-'The Lefts have a program, real

men, real character, and leaders".
One cham-es to hear such remarks
very often, sometimes where one
would toast expect them. However,
amom; the apparatus functionaries,

why were educated during the last

period, there is considerable fear
of the I,eft Opposition; should it

come to power it would deal harsh-
ly with all those who in their own
time took charge of Stalinist re-

prisals. It goes without saying
that ail such doubts and fears are
carefully encouraged from above.

In the course of the last few
montlis, arrests on a large scale
have been made in factories. More
than a hundred workers were ar-
rested in the "Amo" factory, where
Opposition circulars were distri-

buted. A few dozen workers were
nabbed in Sharkopodshipnik. There
were arrests in the "Calibre" fac-

tory (30 to 40 workers) and in
the Baltic factory in Leningrad. A
circular, set up locally, was distri-

buted at a factory in Kovrov ; in-

dubitably similar facts could be
obtained in many other places. I
send only those reports that have
reached me.

I have already informed you that
during the October days, at a
brake-producing plant a portrait of
Stalin was so drawn that the next
morning it turned into a portrait
of Trotsky. There was a great to-

do about this ; many were arrested
but the offenders were not caught.
From time to time "misunderstand-
ings" of this type occur in other
enterprises. At the factory "Pro-
letarian LabQr", on the 22nd of
January, the leading article of the
wall newspaper, dedicated to
I-enin's anniversary, turned out to
be (completely composed of excerpts
from Trotsky's articles on Lenin.
A terrible rumpus i Many of the
participants were excluded from the
party.

The workers in factories are sul-
len, dissatisfied and irritable. The
authorities are taking advantage
ot the passport system primarily
in order to ship out of Moscow all

the undesirable and even the least
suspicious elements, in a political
sense; among them all those Left
Oppositionists who had repented at
diverse times. The purpose behind
this is clear; toward Spring stormy
times are expected in factories and
all those are being liquidated be-
forehand who have any chance of
of serving as leaders in these agi-
tations. This measure, just as
many others, serves as a means of
self-defense for the apparatus to
the detriment of the party, for It

is quite self-evident that the Left
Oppositionists in whom the workers
trust would have striven to lead
every movement into Soviet chan-
nels.

In factories there spring up odd
opposition groups which function
with their own means and forces.
During arrests there Ig found
"Trotskyist" literature, chiefly
home-made circulars, theses, ex-
tracts, etc. From out of "My Life"
comrades have selected material
for propaganda. On this ground,
three Oppositionists were arrested.
In many eases, the ideas of the
Opposition get abroad intuitively.
Workers are drawn to our slogans
by different paths. At present the
questions that are posed most
acutely are those that deal with
suppression, bureaucratic despot-
ism, and unbearable conditions in
factories and in the party. Recent-

ly, the party apparatus issued a

secret circular with instructions to
double the watch over hectographs
and other muitigraphing machines
in offices

;
evidently, the Opposition

utilizes these machines in order to

publish its documents.

In January, at a Moscow party
session, Kaganovich said, "in the
Istrinsk region (near Moscow) for
five months ail the nuclei were in

the hands of Trotskyists. And
what happened? The apparatus
proceeded to enter into a discussion
with them instead of dealing with
the Trotskyists as they ought to

be dealt with." The same Kagan-
ovich reported, ''Khichkov, a wo-
man worker in Leningrad, took the
floor in her nucleus to announce
that she did not believe in Zin-
oviev's counter-revolutionism. She
was, of course, expelled immedi-
ately."

Arrests among the workers, espe-
cialy among the young Commun-
ists, take place continually. The
majority of these arrests pass un-
noticed. Party circles become ac-

quainted with mass arrests only
when the latter are connected with
individuals more or Jess well-
known. Thus, for instance, the fol-

lowing is current in connection '

with the arrest of the group of|
Nemchenko, a tirade union func-

1

tiouary: first, a group of YCLers
was arrested, among them Nemch-
enko's son. They were confronted
with the Indictment charging them
with conspiring terroristic acts ( !)

and they were harshly cross-exam-
ined to make them divulge how
they, the youngsters, had come to
such ideas. Nemchenko's son is

reported to have replied, '"There's
continual talk at home that the
Chief is ruining the country." In
this manner they got at Nemchenko
and his friends.

It is, of course, possible that
within some circle or other of the
youth, which are deprived of lead-
ership and of the possibility to
discuss and criticize, there is ac-

tual t»ik going on about terroristic
acts. But most probably, what is

Involved in the above matter and
the like, is provocation for the pur-
pose of intimidating and vilifying

'•liberal" parents. The struggle
against those elements in the ap-
paratus which are inclined toward
the Opposition proceeds not only
by means of arrests but with slan-
der as well. Those who criticize

are smeared with filth, being charg-
ed with embezzlement, graft, nep-
otism, etc., etc. This facilitates

liquidation.

The following method is widely
applied. During all sorts of au-
thoritative conferences, particular-
ly those connected with collectivi-

zation, industrialization, inflation,

the conditions of the workers and
other burning questions, the chair-
man jjroposes that the discussion
proceed in the spirit of forthright
frankness, presumably to give the
"leaders" an opportunity to elucid-

ate all sides of the question. Con-
currently, every critical statement,
particularly, if there seems to be
behind it considerable reflection,

serves invariably as a reason for"

inquiry and surveillance, and for
ferreting out connections ; and not
infrequently it leads to the arrest
of individual groups. It Is said
that Smilga suffered for his "criti-

cal" speech at a conference where
the most touchy questions of rural
economy were discussed. It is in-

dubitable that Smilga, in any
event, did not represent any Op-
positionist or semi-Opposltoniat
group. But, nevertheless, he paid
for his attempt to speak out upon
the peasant policies of Stalin in
the very intimate and super-auth-
oritative circle.

From well informed sources the
following is related about the man-
ner In which the group of BIsmont,
Tolmachev and others was liquid-

ated. While recruiting supporters,
Eismont shared his views with a
close intimate of his Nikolsky,
speaking of the situation in the
countrv and, in particular, of tbe
necessity to get rid of Stalin. This
confidant "shared" Elsmont's views
with functionaries from the Cen-
tral Control Commission. Elsmont
was ordered to report there. "What

are your relations with Kikolsky?"
The best", "You trust him?"
••Yes". Thereupon Eismont was
shown Nikolsky's testimony ; and
that was immediately followed up
with an indictment charging pre-

paration of. .. .terroristic acts. Ob-
viously, this indictment was in re-

ference to this words about tbe
necessity of "getting rid of Stalin".

Elsmont could not withstand the

pressure and betrayed Tolmachev,
and said that liykov and Tomsky
knew about his piinf of view. It

is possible, of course, that Eismont
merely referred to Tolmachev, Ry-
kov and Tomsky, as witnesses who
could testify that while he, Ele-
mont, spoke out critically about
Stalin's policies, he was much too
far away from any idea of terror-

ism. A reference of this sort to

authoritative witnesses could and
must have become transformed, un-
der the given conditons, into "be-

trayal", and have called for a
charge being brought against Rykov
and Tomsky, of their being inform-
ed, and their failing to report. As
is- well known, in its awn time,

the charge against Zinoviev and
Kamenev in relation to Hiutin and
Sliepkov reduced itself to precisely

the same thing.

In connection with the affair of

tbe Eismont group, the word was
carefully passed around among the

party tops, that not only Rykov
and Tomsky knew about ''the con-

spirators" but also one member of

the Polltbueau; a delicate hint at
Kalin'n. There is no doubt that
Kalinin is heart and soul with the
Rights. It is also possible that in

a super-cautious manner he is tak-

ing out insurance "to the Right"
At the Plenum of the CEC Voro-

shilov said, turning to Tomsky,
"You cut out thinking that you are
a leader. That's all over now. You
want to deport yourself as a lead-

er but you are just an ordinary
party member. Begin working as
a rank and file Communist in the
nucleus; work in the wall newspa-
per

;
produce proof that you are de-

serving of trust."

liykov unburdened himself at
the Plenum in the following man-
ner, "How can I prove my devo-
tion to party, working only among
the letter-carriers? Give me the
opportunity to step out before the
masses. Xow, for example, I was
refused i>ermission by the district

MARCH ISSUE OF
YOUNG SPARTACUS

The March number of Young
Spartacus, which is ready for sale,

is a lively issue containing articles

on the burning questions of the
day. Its leading article "Unite to

Smash Fascism" discusses the
manifesto of the Comintern for a
united front with the Socialist In-

ternational. The call for an anti-

Fascist Conference signed by a
number of youth groups Including
the National Youth Committee of
the Left Opposition, the New York
Spartacus Youth Club and the
Young Communist League, an item
on "Non-Aggression Pact or United
Front", a review of comrade Trot-
sky's pamphlet "The Only Road"
and quotations from the Stalinists

and Social Democrats on Germany,
make the issue a predominantly
German campaign number.

Reports on the toy workers and
anti-B'ascist youth conferences, the
Albany jobless and Tom Mooney
Conference, the conditions of the
homeless youth reflect the activ-
ities of the youtb movement. Sev-
eral items on the Young Communist
League, "A YCLer Sjieaks" "Ninth
Plenum of the Young Communist
I/ntenia tional" a statement of a
Chicago comrade, the appeal of
the Chicago Club against physical
assaults on Left Oppositionists, etc.

a letter of comrade Trotsky to the
Spanish youth, the report of activ-
ites of the French Left Opposition
ycuth, "Karl Marx's Confession",
an article on the Paris Commune,
reprints of two proclamations of
the Commune, complete the lively
number of our youth paper, Young
Spartacus.
Comrades are urged to order bun-

dle orders. Get subs and donations
for our paper.

committee chairman when I wanted
to make an address during a jub-

ilee at the Park of Culture and
Rest, where 30,000 participated."

The same Voroshilov replied to

Rykov at the Plenum, "And he was
right in refusing—who knows what
you would have isaid, and what
line you might have defended.
You learn how to work among the

letter-carriers." At present, Voro-
shilov, at any rate, is not a rank
and file member of the party, but
a "leader".

One must not think, of course,

that after the complete capitulation

of the Right leaders, the attitude

towards them has been radically

changed. At the meeting of the

Moscow Party militants, Kagan-
ovich while reporting on the
Plenum, spoke with great animos-
ity not only about Rykov and Tom-
sky but also Bukharin. The lat-

ter, however, because the least

dangerous, has been slightly par-

doned.

Among the Rights there is great

confusion. They are strong in

moods but not in organization or

ideas. They are now without cen-

tral leaders. However, the arrests

among the Rights continue. Re-
cently there were important ar-

rests in the People's Commissariat
of Agriculture. A "wrecking" or-

ganization was discovered there,

embracing many super-authoritative
workers. At its head presumably
were the chief of this commissar-
iat, Konor, and his colleagues Kov-
arsky and Wolff. They are accused

of having maintained connections

with Petlura organizations in the

Ukraine and in Kuban, and of even

keeping in touch with the Petlura

center in Poland. It is possible,

of course, that there were isolated

class enemies in the apparatus of

the Commissariat, but tho entire

case as a whole represents an ob-

vious amalgam. So far as I know,
Konor was born in Galicia, joined

the Bolsheviks during the imper-

ialist war, or shortly thereafter;

he participated in the Civil War,
and I think he sympathized with
the Left Opposition a few years

ago. Of his later history I know
nothing . . . Notwithstanding the

curt and detailed charct'er of the

accusations, no one believes in

their validity. Everybody is of

the opinion that the "chief" is sim-

ply preparing for an iinstructive

trial of those supposedly guilty of

the collapse of rural economy.

The situation in Kaaakstan is

extremely onerous—the population

has turned nomad "Faithful"

Goloshchekin, who brought Kazak-
stan to the outermost limits of dis-

aster, has finally been replaced.

However, 'there has been appointed

in his stead the no less "faithful"

Mirzoyan, former secretary of

Baku. The matter goos no further

than this shuffling of personalities.

. On the soil of economic and other

difficulties there are sprouting div-

erse hostile movements, among them
nationalistic movements, in particu-

lar in Crimea, where many author-

itative workers were arrested

—

Tartars.

Grain collections, as well as other

rural operations, are taking place

under fearful pressure in North
Caucasus and the Ukraine. Merci-

less repressions encompass ever

wider circles of peasantry, local

Communists among them. The
leadership has completely taken to

the course of administrative force.

No trace has been left of the for-

mer "idealization" of the peasant,
in practise, at any rate. At pre-

sent the Stalinist upper crust con-

siders that it is possible to get out
of the difficulties only by way of

new and extremely enforced meth-
ods, of subjection. All work is be-

ing undertaken in this spirit, es-

pecially since the last Plenum of
the CEC. About 50,000 authorita-
tive workers are being mobilized
in the cities in order to put through
the "decisive" policies in villages.

They will be placed there In the
Political sectons, In machine and
tractor stations, in commissions
for sowing and harvesting, in pro-
duce tax commissions, etc., etc.

Their chief task is to break down
the "'Softness" of the local Com-
munists.

At the restricted and closed party
militants meeting in Leningrad,
Kirov said, "We will deal merci-
lessly not only with party mem-
bers who carry on counter-revolu-
tionary (i. e., Opposition) activ-
ities but with all those who shilly-

shally in factories or in villages,
who do not fulfill the plans, etc...

400 members of the party have been
already sent to Solovsky for fail-

tire to fulfill the plans." All this

is being said for purposes of in-

timidation.

Dejection and depression are rife

even among the highest circles of
the apparatus. If anything, there
are even fewer anecdotes being al,lllt,v. At the critical moment a

The Fascists can ask for nothing
better.

Today the social democracy has
even ceased speaking of struggles

in the indefinite future. On the

subject of the already-begun de-

struction of the working-class or-

ganizations and press, tbe Vor-
waerts "reminds" the government
not te forget that "in a developed
capitalist country the conditions of

production group the workers In

factories". These words indicate

that the leadership of the social

democracy accepts in advance the
destruction of the political, econ-
omic and cultural organizations
created by three generations of
the proletariat. "In spite of this"

the workers will remain grouped
by the industries themselves. Well
then, what good are proletarian or-

ganizations if the question can be
solved so simply?
The leaders of the social dem-

ocracy and the trade unions wash
their hands, and relegate them-
selves to the sidelines while wait-
ing, if the workers themselves,
''grouped together by the indus-
tries", break the bonds of discip-

line and begin the struggle, the
leaders, obviously, will intervene
as they did in 191tj, in the role

of pacifiers and mediators and
will force themselves ,on to the
workers' backs to re-establish the
positions they have tost.

The leaders conceal from ths
eyes of the masses their refusal to
fight and their dread of the strug-
gle by means of hollow phrases
about non-agression paces. Social
democratic workers your leaders
do not want to fight!

THEN IS OUR PROPOSAL

A MANEUVER?

Here the social democrat will

again interrupt us to say : "Since
you do not believe in our leaders'
desire to fight against Fascism,
isn't your proposal for a united
front an obvious maneuver?" Even
more, he will repeat the reflections

printed in the Vorwaerts to the
effect that the workers need unity
and not "maneuvers".
This type of argument has quite

a convincing sound. In actuality
it is an empty phrase. Yes, wa
Communists are positive that the
social democratic and trade unions
functionaries will continue to evade
(he struggle to the best of their

told, just as much because anec-
dotes are being punished (in cases
of party members it has been de-
creed : there lias been enough an-
ecdotes ; from now on anecdotes
mean expulsion^, as well as be-
cause the situation in the party
and the country is not conducive
to anecdotes. Tho revolutionary
elements in the party seek out
eacti other. The connections are
established by psychological guess-
work,-—is he a Communist or no?
By "Communist'" is understood the
honest i>arty member, not a career-
ist, not an informer, not an agent
of the apparatus. In other words,
the word "Communist" is gradu-
ally becoming equivalent to the
word "oppositionist" (conscious or
unconscious]. In order to discern
one another, the comrades make
use of the most diverse methods.
Here is one of them : one of the In-

terlocutors begins cursing Trotsky,
not in the lofty official tones, but
offhand, as if "casually". This
alone serves as a sufficient token
and affords the possibility to turn
the conversation into proper' chan-
nels.

THE SITUATION AMONG
THE EXILES

I wish to write to you particu-
larly about the exiles and their
harsh situation. "Harsh" will hard-
ly do. Their situation i's horrible.

Our comrades are literally thrown
to the mercy of starvation and of
the elements. They are given no
work. They are deprived of ra-

tions; there is a scarcity of warm
clothing ; they cannot get out of
the sufferings caused by cold and
hunger. Opportunely enough, I

received a letter yetserday from
V. "They think to starve us out.

We shan't repent. We are right.

We shall starve to death, but we
shall not repent."
We take up collections, but here

this is tied up with the greatest
risks. Helping an Oppositionist
with a Chervonetz means placing
yourself in the lists of the enem-
ies, and running the chance of be-
ing exiled. And even money does
not help, because nothing can be
bought for it in the sections of
exile, and practically nothing can
he sent out of here. ,What is need-
ed are coupons from the Torgsin,
and foreign currency.
Do what you can abroad. Start

a campaign for the benefit qt the
exiled Oppositionists. What is In-

volved is the physical annihilation
of our comrades, sincere and devot-
ed revolutionists. Many of them
have proved by decades of work
t'heir loyalty to the revolution, to
Bolshevism and to the Soviet Gov-
ernment.

Just this moment there has ar-
rived news of L. S. Sosnovsky's
death in exile. Can this possibly
be true? The news comes from
among his relatives. The report
has not been verified. More than
once during the past few years,
there have arrived dark reports
about the deaths of comrades in
exile, beginning with Rakovsky.
But in many instances they turned
out untrue. In such rumors there
is expressed the alarm for old
friends and leaders. I firmly hope
that the report of Leon Semen-
ovitch's death is untrue. I cannot,
bring myself to believe this rumor.

N. I. Muralov is now at Tagan-
rog, ailing. From among the Dem-
ocratic Centralists, V. M. Smirnov
Is still in Suzdalsk, in solitary con-
finement. Sapronov Is in Theod-
osla. Politically nothing Is heard
about the Democratic Centralists,
nor about the Workers' Opposition.
February 1S83.

large segment of the working class
bureaucracy will pass directly over
to the Fascists. The other segment,
which succeeds in exporting its

carefully hoarded financial re-

sources to some other cCuntry,
will emigrate at the opportune
moment. All these actions have
already begun and their further
development is inevitable. But we
do not confuse tliis segment, today
the most influential in the reform-
ist bureaucracy, with the social

democratic party or the entirety of
the trade unions. The proletarian
nucleus of the party will fight with
sure blows, and it will carry be-
hind it a good-sized section of the
apparatus. Exactly where will the
line of demarcation pass between
the turncoats, traitors and desert-
ers, on one sidtf, and those who
want to fight, on the other? We
can only find this out through ex-
perience. That is why, without
possessing the slightest confidence
in the social democratic bureau-
cracy, the Communists cannot ab-
stain from addressing themselves
to the whole party. Only in this

manner will it be possible to sep-
arate those who want to fight from
those who want to desert. If we
are mistaken in our estimation of
Wels, Breitseheid, Hilferding, Cris-

pien and the rest, let them prove
that we are liars by their actions.

We will declare a mea culpa on the
publjc squares. If all this is mere-
ly a "maneuver" on our part, it Is

a correct and necessary maneuver
which serves the interests of the
cause.

You social democrats remain in

your party becau.-e you have faith
in its program, in its tactics and
in its leadership. This is a fact
with which we reckon. You re-

gard our criticism as false. That
is your privilege. You are by no
means obliged to believe the Com-
munists on faith, and no serious
Communist will demand this of
you. But on their side the Com-
munists have the right to put no
confidence in the functionaries of
the social democracy and not to
consider the social democrats as
Marxists, revolutionists, and genu-
ine socialists. Otherwise, the Com-
munists would have no need for
the setting up of a separate party
and a serrate International. We
must take the facts as they are.
We must build the united front not
in the clouds, but on the foundation
which all the previous development
has laid down. If you sincerely
believe that your leadership will
lead the workers to struggle against
Fascism, then what Communist
maneuver' can you distrust? Then
what is this maneuver of which
I he Vorwaerts is continually speak-
ing? Think this out carefully: Is
this not a maneuver on the part of
j our leaders who want to frighten
you with the hollow word "man-
i liver" and thus keep you away
from the united front?
(Conclusion in the next number)—L. TROTSKY.
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Gnsis in Vjerman communismC
Two days before the German

Reichstag elections tarty thousand

Fascist storm troops, preceded by

two hundred armed '•auxiliary pol-

ice" in Nazi uniform, marched

through the streets of central and

western Berlin. They were greeted

by most of the Schupos (German

police) with the Fascist salute. It

was effective election propaganda,

but more than that, it was an at-

tempt to put force behind the

Fascism claim that they are the

"masters of Berlin". To the extent

that one can speak of weight of

election figures, the claim appear-

ed to have been confirmed two days

later; though the real contest' is

yet to_come. The streets of Berlin

will undoubtedly witness some seri-

ous aspects of this contest.

Out in the West End the brown-

Shirted paraders were greeted by

Fascist flags from practically every

window. In that section of the big

and petty bourgeoisie they could

return the greetings to their

friends, not excluding the rich

Jews. But in Berlin North,, the

working class section which in-

cludes Wedding, on that very same

day the whole section was isolated

by a. strong police cordon and every

house ransacked while the terror

and the arrests were mounting. To
have horny hands is sure grounds

tor suspicion and almost proof of

guilt.

Such is now the normal proced-

ure of expressions of everyday life

not only in Berlin but throughout

Germany. The contest for final

and*"complete assertion of power is

on and increasing in intensity even

though, compared to what is to

Come, this is mere guerrilla war-

fare.

The False Outlook of the- Stalinists

The election results expressed a

serious setback to the revolution-

ary vanguard. Not even the

screaming and empty boasts of vic-

tory made by the Moscow Pravua

can hide that fact nor does this

in the least change the reaction to

these results within the disorgan-

ized ranks of the practically anni-

hilated vanguard. The setback

weighs heavy upon them. During

these years of growing Fascist dan-

ger the Stalinist leadership of the

official Communist party tried to

combat Fascism and social dem-

ocracy as two sections of the same

camp—Fascism and social Fasc-

ism. That was the official policy

of the Stabilized Comintern.

At the eleventh Comintern plen-

um held in April 1031, that is

after ihe German Reichstag elec-

tions of September 1930 in which

the Fascists recorded their first

great forward sweep, Thaelmann,

reporting on the Gorman situation,

said:
"After September 14, after the

sensational successes of the Na-

tional Socialists, its supported
throughout Germany nourished

great expectations. We did not at

that time permit ourselves to be

misled by the panicky sentiment

which partly existed within the

whole working class and at any

rate within social democracy. That
there were even within our own
ranks certain comrades who not

only signalized but also overesti-

mated the great danger of this de-

velopment of Fascism, that is known
to most comrades. But we (Thael-

mann and fellow bureaucrats'—A.

S.) declare soberly and serenely

that September 14 was in many
respects Hitler's best day which
will be followed not by better days

but by worse."
Thaeimaun in Ills report recog-

nized that the social democratic

workers have a different ideology

or civil war from that of the Fasc-

ists, and that he proceeded to state

the essence of the Stalinist view

as follows

:

"On the other hand we will wit-

ness that the Social Democrats
will succeed also in Germany* as

they are now already in a measure
succeeding, to form terror groups
for the civil war from their mass
supporters, which will surely in

the future fight side by side with

the Fascists against us on the

other side of the barricade."

Up until the very last moment,
that is to the actual establishment

of the Hitler government, on Janu-

ary 30 of this year, the Stalinists

maintained that the main attacks

must be concentrated upon the

"social Fascists. What are the

results of this policy?

The actual results are that the

criminally false policy of the incom-

petent party leaders has so far

saved the social democratic bu-

reaucracy. As a party, the S. P.

held its own in the elections. The
votes cast for a workers party in

Germany indicate conscious support

for its policies. According to this

there are today seven million work-
ers still under social democratic
Influence and following the social

democratic leaders. Perhaps one
may reduce the number by about
one million, allowing that many for

various functionaries, trade union,

co-operative and what is left of

social democratic local government-
al officials. Its former petty bour-
geois support in general has already
gone to Hitler. This leaves never-

theless the conscious support of six

million workers, the solid section

of the proletariat, workers engaged
in industry, in the main employed
workers with the tools of produc-

tion in their hands. That is yet a
formidable strength.

The social democratic bureau-
cracy has been saved because it

was not at all put to the test in

actfon before the eyes of these six

million workers. They can now
continue to prate about opposition

to Fascism and sabotage action.

Would it not have been far better

to put them to the test and in-

evitable exposure so as to be recog-

nized in their true light in front

of these six million workers? Is

it not now clear that a real Com-
munist pressure for a united front

Alternatives in the

Decisive Class Battles

in its genuine sense with social

democracy, would not only have
united the working class but

would also have forced the hands
of this treacherous bureaucracy?

But it is precisely the fatally

wrong policy pursued of centering

the attacks against 'social Fasc-

ism'' instead of a united front with
social democracy which has permit-

ted the Fascist hordes to terrorize

i ho working class in the streets, to

sweep the elections and to sit in

the government claiming the im-

posing support of seventeen million

votes to lie used as a preparation

for the final coup d'Jfltat. This
is the catastrophic record of the

I*)licie3 pursued by the Stalinist

leadership to date.

In increasing measure the Fasc-

ist baud." roam the streets exercis-

ing themselves, training themselves
for Ihe big battles in assassinations

upon the workers One look at a
Xiiai storm troop reveals its make-
up. Speaking in a jiolitical sense

it is tin 1 rag tag and bob tail of

society. Their appearance is in

teueral that of roaming bandits.

Its ranks contain primarily petty

bourgeois elements to a large ex-

lent recruited from the declassed
section, those impoverished by the
inflation and the crises. The slum
proletariat which go to make up
part of its ranks is generally re-

cruited from those who as a re-

gular part of their lives are down
on the lowest step of the social

ladder, mid the shady elements,

lint it recruits also other more or
le^j demoralized proletarian ele-

ments. For example in Germany
;f today there are about two to

three million workers who have
oeen unemployed so long that they
have lost practically all semblance
of unemployment insurance. A
frightful demoralization results.

These elements divide mainly be-

tween the C. P. and the Fascists,,

the most conscious going to the
former.

Fascist-Stalilhelm Unity Aims at

Working Class Destruction

A goodly portion of these ele-

ments are attracted by the soeial-

istically colored demagogy of the

Fascist movement. However as it

nears the pinnacle of power the

movement changes its program and
its whole structure likewise under-
goes a change. The petty bour-

geois elements begin to recede to-

ward the background and the move-
ment assumes its real role of cham-
pioning and defending the big bour-

geoisie—the last defenders of the
capitalist system. This change is

already in the making in Germany.
The Stan Ihelm on the other hand

makes quite a different impression,
not less reactionary but still dif-

ferent. They represent, the old

Prussian soldier type- They love

to cover themselves with the de-

corations of war days, especially

the iron cross. When they meet
they click their heels and salute in

the stiffest military fashion. In

composition the Stalilhelm is made
up of bourgeoisie, petty bourgeoisie

of the more solid layers especially

from the rural towns, and even
workers from the Prussian landed
estates. At its inception it was lor

the republic and democratic. Today
its ideology is reactionary. In the

recent elections it had a common
ticket with- the German national-

ists. Jointly they express the pol-

itical organization of the von
Papen-Hugenburg-Seldte section of

the Harzburg united front. The
differentiation between this section

and its bigger and much more tur-

bulently violent half-brother, the
Nazi, is still to come. And it may
have some serious reverberations.

The common goal of destruction

of the working class movement
found them easily united. To the
reactionary bourgeoisie the hrown
hordes promised something which
it had never enjoyed before—com-
plete security against strikes. They
embody its hopes of doing away
with the hated and troublesome
working class demands. Their rav-

aging fury, worked up on high and
heavy promises, is therefore un-

leashed firrft of all and most di-

rectly against the Communists.
But the aim is much broader, -as

the many repressions against the

social democrats show, yes, even
going beyond to any section sus-

pected of being allies to the work-
ing class parties. The broad aim
is, of course, necessary if the Fasc-
ists are to realize their hope of

conquest. But within it, also the
the dangers of complications for

the reactionary camp. Because of

this it will surely yet have to make
its retreats. Thus in more ways
than one are the possibilities of

difficulties in the Fascist path apt
to become breathing si«lls for the
proletariat, openings under the
heavy attacks which it can utilize

the better to gather its forces.

Workers Possess Remarkable Col-

lectivity and Organizational
Discipline

Meanwhile this heavy pall hangs
over the working class, weighing
mum it like an alp. The burden
is carried in silence. But it is a

grim silence foreshadowing serious

events. It is something unnatural
!o witness German workers looking
at a swaggering Fascist storm
troop with eyes which express re-

cognition of the enemy and then
speaking their thoughts to one
another in a careful whisper not
destined for outside ears. No
semblance „of freedom of expres-

sion exfcts. For a long time all

working class meetings and de-

monstration of any kind are totally

prohibited. The same is the fate

of (he press, social democratic prac-
tically as well as the Communist.

The Left Oppositon organ Die Per-

manent Revolution has been ban-

ned until the end of May.
There have been no mass demon-

strations in Berlin since the mighty
Reichsbanner meeting in the Lust-
garten on Sunday, February 19. It

was estimated well above 15Q.00O.

The Reichsbanner troops formed a

solid gigantic square in the center.

But they listened to their just re-

elected leader Karl Hoitermann
proclaim the empty phrase pre-

viously coined by the Stalinist Iiem-

mele: *'We come after Hitler;".

Then the demonstration dispersed.

Such an event leaves a distinct im-

pression vif gigantic forces at hand
but not being utilized.

On February 27, the social dem-
ocrats of Berlin had engaged the
"Sportpalast" for a commemoration
of the fiftieth year of the death of

Karl Marx. The commemoration
speech was made by FriedricL
Stampfor, the editor in chief of the
Vorwaerts. But he had no more
than commenced saying : "To be a

Marxist requires a great knowl-
edge, whereas to be an anti-Marxist
one does not need to know any-
thing",, than the police found suf-

ficient grounds to cull a halt. The
meeting w;is broken up. More-
over, it is now reported as a com-
mon opinion in capitalist political

circles that when the newly elected

Reichstag opens in the Potsdam-
iner garrison church there will be
admission for neither Communist
nor social democratic deputies.

In Germany the highly developed

technology has been accompanied
with a thoroughgoing industrial

discipline. In turn this has pro-

duced deep-rooted working class

organizations and possessed the

workers with a remarkable quality

of collectivity and organizational
discipline. The highly socialized

production has produced in the Ger-

man working masses its high de-

gree of social consciousness and of

class consciousnes as an inevitable

result of ii social system based
upon class divisions. The German
workers live practically the whole
of their social. lives within work-
ers' organizations, in (he political,

economic and social spheres. They
have their own workers political

parties, trade unions. consumers
co-operatives, workers sports or-

ganizations ( Friends of nature,

football,, anglers, etc.) , workers
freethinker associations, esperant!)

or chess players clubs; they come
together in the huge people's house.-,

existing in every city, in workers'
movies and theatres and so forth.

The German workers are born into

organizational institutions and
mostly receive their burial from
them also. Broadly speaking, that

is, excluding the C P. and its aux-
iliaries, all these organizations are
distinctly of a social democratic
ideology and under social democra-
tic leadership. As usual the So-

cialist party bureaucracy permits
a wide latitude of opinion within
these orga nzatiens, so long as its

own direction and control is not
seriously threatened.

(To be continued)

—ARNE SWABECK.

World Economic Situation Today
{Continued from last issue)

|

The factors which presided at

the birth of the crisis may be re-

sumed as follows: overproduction,

the excessively high level of prices,

and the inflation of credit. When
production will be reduced to the

point where it does not suffice any
more even for the reduced consump-
tion, so that the world stocks of

raw jpaterials begin to be drawn
on ; when prices will be reduced to

the point where many producers
will have to go out of production,

on the one hand, while a certain

amount of buying is encouraged by
the low level on the other; and
when the deflation of credit and
the release of liquid capital has
lowered the basic level of interest

rates to the point where hungry
capitalists will be more and more
tempted by speculative affairs, then
we have the economic framework
within which a recovery can take

place, provided the bourgeoisie is

politically in positon to assert its

interests as against the other class-

es of society.

But, if these economic and poli-

tical conditions render an upturn
possible, they are not sufficient of

(themselves- to produce such an up-

turn. For this, the capitalists

must find the means of re-estab-

lishing their profits and restoring

the circulation of capital, for under
capitalism the mtiking of profits and
their realization in the accumula-
tion of capital determine economic
activity or inactivity. Under the
conditions of crisis, profit is to be
found in unblocking the circulation

of capital by reducing production,
and in the super-exploitation of the
proletariat by all methods—wage
cuts, higher hours, speeding up.
It is only when the capitalist again
begins to find his profit in increas-
ing production that he recovery in
industrial and commercial activity

begins again.

Now capitalist statistics are not
kept with a view to facilitating

Marxian economic research. The
data are insufficient for even an ap-

proximate estimate of the rate of

surplus value, and even the rate
of profit can be estimated only on
the basis of very incomplete and
delayed data. The law of uneven
development plays an important
role there—the figures for France,
for instance, are in general pub-
lished much later than those of
other large countries, while Amer-
ica has no official statistics at all

on unemployment. Different fig-

ures arrive with different delays,
ranging from 24 hours to two
months, and often are no! compar-
able among themselves.
For these reasons we have to be

guided by rather summary and in-

complete Indications. But they will
suffice to give us the broad' line-
of the present world developments

Perspective for Coming: Period
As early as August of last year,

in sfudyinjr these questions at
Prinkipo with comrade Trotsky, we

How It Stands Today and

Its Next Perspectives

called the attention cE our com-
rades to the following facts : that

the prices of commodities after an
unprecedented decline, had begun
to rise; that industrial production
in certain lines, such as steel, was
no longer sufficient even to main-
tain fixed capital; that interest

rates had reached such a low point

that speculation was beginning to

take hold of the markets, and that

iu general the most important pre-

conditions for an ultimate t.&cot-

ery we ri' beginning to be outlined.

This perspective was reinforced

by the beginning of the wave of

workers' resistance in England,
tator in Germany, where it was ac-

companied by a beginning of re-

employmeni of laid-off workers.

Comrade Trotsky had proven as
far back as the Third Congress of

the C i. in 1021, in an economic
situation which in certain ways re-

sembled the present one, that, a re-

covery under certain conditions
would result in reinforcing the

militancy and aggressiveness of the
workers. He polemicized against

tjhose who believed that the per-

spectivcK of working class action

depended on the uninterrupted in-

tensification of the crisis, and that

a recovery would weaken the fight-

ing spirit of the proletariat. He
showed that while, in fact, a long
IH'riod of capitalist stabilization,

such as that before the war, there
could no longer l>e a question of

such a stabilisation within the
general crisis of capitalism, but
rather only of a partial and tem-
porary recovery. As all well know,
the events fully confirmed him. In

America, for instance, the great
railway shop strike of 1022 came
after the turn in the crisis toward
recovery was no longer doubtful.

We have continued to study the
later developments of the situation.

In Kept.emlier and in October, we
reported that the first uncertain
signs of an ultimate recovery, in

the fluid and intangible realm of
Ktoek exchange speculation and in

the commodities markets., had been
consolidated for the time being
without making further headway,
between the high points of August
and the lows of June, but that
only a little progress could be seen
in the tangible domains of indus-
Irial production and in trade.

There is nothing surprising in

this. We must not expect the re-

covery io bo uniform and homo-
geneous, any more than (he crisis
which preceded it or the period of
stabilization before that. The law
of uneven development is fully
manifested here: uneven develop-
ment as among various countries,
and as among different branches of
economic life. In America, for in-

stance, in 1020, industrial produc-
tion began to fall after the month

Some Fundamental Aspects of the

Present Crisis in Germany
In the last issue of Die Welt-

bueime- (the radical bourgeois Ber-

lin periodical) to reach here, Hell-

.nuth von Gerlach, the well-known
pacifist, who has since been report-

ed under arrest and subject to the
tortures of the Fascist police,

quotes the following conversation

between a Nazi leader and a pro-

minent French journalist:

Nazi : "We know quite well that

Germany needs fifteen years to

come to power again economically
and fifteen more in order to be in

shape as u military power."
Frenchman: '"But the corridor?"

N"azi : "The question of the corri-

dor can be solved of itself, without
war. It wont take long before

Russia cracks. Then we leave the

['oles the Ukraine as far as Odessa
and we. in turn, get the Corridor

and Danzig". | Weltbuehne, Feb-
ruary 28.)

This solution of the Nazi chief-

tain is, of course, rather over-sim-

plified. In their calculations, the
German reactionaries, intoxicated

with their recent and rather easy
successes, are counting without
their host—the international work-
ing class. The latter on the other
hand has not as yet, by far, said

its last word. But it is necessary

to face the situation clearly, to

look eye to eye with the facts. And
the facts ]K>int to a shifting of the
specific gravity of the world poli-

tical situation from Germany where
world reaction has been able to
put a feather into its cap. to So-

viet Russia, which is from all in-

dications, the next butt of its at-

tack. The defense of the Soviet
Union U3 the fortress of the world
revolution stands first on the order
of the day for the international
proletarian movement. A genuine
defense of the world revolution and
its Soviet fortress requires a re-

counting and an evaluation, of the
stet-back already suffered in Ger-
many.

The Warning of the Opposition
When the International Left Op-

position tirst sounded the alarm
over the Hitler danger and raised
the implications it had for the
USSR and the progress of the world
revolution, the Stalinists accused
us of a counter-revolutionary de-
sign to draw the attentions of the
workers away from the threat of
Japanese invasion in the East. In
doing this, the shining lights of
bureaucratic Centrism only exposed
their own lack of foresight, their
own poverty of fundamental inter-

national perspective and orienta-
tion. Blinded by their "practic-
ality"', by their empiricism, these
pretenders to Communist leader-
ship only see a danger when they
come up square against It. So
it has been with the Hitler danger,
to which they -are only now, two
years after the Bolshevik-Leninist*

warned against it, waking up.

The Left Opposition foresaw the

danger in Its time thanks to its

internationalist orientation, the
guiding line for which is furnished

by the Marxist conception of the
permanent revolution. Only that

conception, viewing the class Strug

gle as an international phenomenon
and its revolutionary solution as a
solution to be realized decisively

only on a world scale, provides

the foresight that is necessary in

coping with the problems posed for

the Communists in the present

epoch. The Stalinist conception of
"socialism in one country^, re-

pudiating, as it does, the funda-

mental ideas of Marxism, of neces-

sity leads to blind groping, to the
bungling of the strategical problems
posed, to the perpetration of crimes
against the revolution, to the heap-
ing up of defeats for the proletar-

iat.

The breath-taking events of the
last few weeks and months In Ger-
many are a case in point. The
Fascist reaction is almost without
obstruction consolidating its power
and preparing for its next Steps
in the Bast. These blows are
struck in the face not of an un-
organised proletariat, but of the
best organized working class in the
whole capitalist wo'rld. Germany
possesses not only the strongest
social democracy in the world, but
the strongest Communist party

—

outside of the USSR—as well. In
accounting for the etfetfts that
have transpired, in analyzing the
set-back that has been suffered, it

is therefore indispensible and of
the greatest import to probe the
basic policies of these two trem-
endous forces, the policies which
failed to stand the test and the
leaderships that failed to stand the
test. The basic policies of the so-
cial democracy have long been
those of treachery to the working
class and the betrayal they achiev-
ed in helping Hitler to power was
all the less surprising because it

merely complemented their treach-
eries of 1914 and 1918. The key
to n successful resistance of the
Fascist danger naturally rested
with the Communists and their
ability to win the majority of the
working class from the social dem-
ocrats and for revolutionary strug-
gle. That involved, above all, the
highly fmportant and concrete ques-
tion of the application of the Lenin-
ist united front tactic. But In
evaluating the events, it Is once
more necessary to give a complete
characterization of the social dem-
ocracy, especially insofar as it has
ft bearing also upon an understand-
ing of the Stalinist role in the sit-

uation.

The German social democracy
started out on its road of working
eia*g betrayal by substituting for

the Marxian perspective of ihe per
manent revolution, the perspective

of national socialist reformism.
"The conception of the perman-

ent revolution was set up by the
great Communists of the middle of

the XIX century, by Marx and his

adherents, in opposition to that
democratic ideology which, as is

known, presumed that all question*
should be settled peacefully, in a
reformist or evolutionary way, by
(he erection of the 'rational' or

democratic state. Mars regarded
the bourgeois revolution of *48 as
the direct introduction to the pro-

letarian revolution. Marx 'erred'

Yet his error has a factual and not
a methodological character. The
revolution of 1848 did not turn into
the socialist revolution. But that
is just why it also did not achieve
democracy. As to the German rev-

olution of 1918 : it is a proletarian
revolution decapitated by the social

democracy ; more correctly, it is

the bourgeois counter-revolution,
which is compelled to preserve
pseudo-democratic forms after the
victory of the proletariat."— (Trot-
sky.)

The petty bourgeois character of

the social democratic bureaueracy
that grew up before the war, turn-
ing aside from the revolutionary
outlook of the great founders, di-

rected the movement into the quag-
mire of "realistic" and "practical"
reforms. The course of the petty
bourgeois leadership led to the
capitulation to the monarchy in
August 1914. The fulfillment of
the petty bourgeois ideal, after the
collapse of the monarchy in 1918,
involved the decapitation of the
proletarian revolution, the counter-
revolutionary obstruction of the
permanent course of the revolution
and was crowned by the setting up
of the "democrat ic" Weimar re-

public. That only the proletarian
dictatorship can complete the dem-
ocratic revolution, that the Weimar
type of republic can only head off

this course, that it is impotent in
preventing the re-entrenchment of
the reaction—all this has been
amply proved by the development
of events culminating in the coming
to power of the Fascists. The
treacherous role of the social dem-
ocracy, begining with the capitula-
tion to the Hohenzollerns iu 1914,
proceeding through the betrayal of
the revolution of 1918 and degen-
erating into the lowest depths with
the policy of! the "lesser evil"
paved the road for the Fascist
victory in 1933. That is an estab-
lished fact. The rejection of the
concept of the permanent revolu-
tion,, the petty bourgeois Ideal of
national socialist reformism, has
worked, in the last analysis, as a
trap for the social democracy Itself
and has served to aid the growth
and the seizure of power by the
Fascists, whose purpose it is to
liquidate the working class move-
ment of Germany built up in the
course of more than half a cen-
tury.

TAe respcnilblllty of the Stal-

Left Wing Criticizes Provisions of

New Illinois Mine Contract
(Continued from page 1)

equally as true that a union of
the working class will ALWAYS
face similar conditions and the
'united front of the bospes, the
state and the labor fakers. The
question is : will the two year con-
tract,, with no essential difference
from the Lewis contract, strengthen
or weaken the I'MA in the strug-
gle against the operators, the state
and the Lewis machine? Our opin-
ion is that the present contract
will weaken rather than streng-
then the union in the struggle.
This is Ihe opinion of the Left wing
in the PMA.
The Right Wing Wants "Peace"

The unions came into existence
through mass pressure and mass
struggles and can only grow
through such struggles. The grow-
ing Right wing in the union want
less mass struggles and long con-
tracts and the respect of the ''best

people" in the mining towns. The
Right wing want "peace", but the
Left wing knows that you can only
have "peace" if you are strong
enough to maintain the union and
its conditions. It is the Left wing
and the progressives who are carry-
ing on the dangerous work in
Franklin county, men whom (he
Stalinists call traitors.
We may ask the question : How

much work will the I'MA miners
obtain this summer? Very little.

In fact, a strike struggle for a bet-
ter contract, rallying the UJIWA
miners throughout (he nation be-
hind this program will cut the
ground from underneath the Lewis
control and strengthen the PMA.
The PMA is far stronger today
than it was when first organized
and a far greater influence. It
has an exeelent chances of win-

ning a better contract after such
a fight thaji by compromising with
no gains, before a fight. With such
a strike struggle carried on during
the coming period, on a national
scale, the PMA union would be
stronger in the fall than it is now.
It is very doubtful if the I'MA
could be smashed in such a short
period. Bather, the I'MA would
gain throughout the country. The
miners are asked to sign a con-
tract, not after a defeated strike,
when compromise must be neces-
sary, but before a- strike^ and when
the summer slack period is ap-
proaching and most of the mines
will be shut down. Trade union
leaders must know how to com-
promise, but in America we need
little warning along this line ex-
cept to the hot headed ultra-Lefts.
Above all we do not want coiri-

promise before ;t struggle, before
the battle and when we hnve grown
stronger.

—HUGO OEHILKK.

inists, for years undisputed in the
leadership of the Bolshevik party
and the Communist International'
which arose in the struggle against
the social democracy and its
treachery, assumes thereby all the
greater significance. The whole
past of the social democracy anti-
cipated their role in the Hitler dis-
aster. But why did not the Com-
munist party, the German section
of the Bolshevik International
prove equal to the task?- This is

the paramount question that is

posed by (lie German events. This
is the question upon the answer to
which depends the successful pre-
paration for the tasks that face
us at present. Without the correct
answer to this question it will be
impossible to make up for lost
time,, to repair the losses already
suffered and to arm for future
action. —SAM GORDON

• * •

(Another article on this question
will follow in the next issue.)

Chicago R.R.Conference

The Association of Railway Ex-
ecutives concluded it meeting at
the Drake Hotel in Chicago that
was attended by executives of fifty

nine roads. They held a one-day
closed session and elected R, V.
Fletcher as general counsel of the
association. None of the members

• would comment on the procedings
or the plans but the Chicago Tri-
bune says the following, "It waa
understood that four major issues
dominated the disenssions; plans
of the Democratic administration
for railroad relief ; consolidations,
mergers, and readjustments in the
industry ; reduction of passenger
rates

; revision of the wage scales."

What more need be told to the
working class? They want govern-
ment help for their bankrupt in-

dustries, mergers and reduced pas-
senger rates to meet modern bus
and air transportation and more
W'ago cuts for the workers. This
is the railway executives' method
of reorganizing to find a way out
of the crisis. It is the same meth-
od of reorganization used by the
other exploiters.

The executives of the fifty-nine
roads realize that the necessity of
unity in fighting the depression so
that they can shift the burden on
the working class and small stock
holders The 21 crafts of the
railway industry have not yet
realized this need on their paTt.
The workers in every terminal must
establish railroad councils of re-
presentatives of the 21 crafts. They
must follow the lead of the Minnea-
polis Raflroad Council to fight the
plans of the railroads.

of June, but the solemn warning
of the world crash was given only
by the break on the New York
Stock Exchange in October. On
the other hand, industrial produc-
tion in France continued to in-

crease until the month of June,
1030. We must therefore expect
still more striking disparities, even
apparent contradictions, in the
coufrse of the development of the
world crisis.

What conclusions do we then
draw from an examinafion of the
available statistics?

1. For several months now, the
world crisis, instead of continuing
to grow sharper, seems to have
stabilized itself at a level fairly
close to the lowest point attained
so far.

2. The political and economic
pre-conditions for a recovery exist.
It is therefore not excluded that
the present temporary breathing-
spell^may develop to -the point of
becoming a real recovery, that la,
the crisis may then be transformed
into a depression.

'i. On the other hand, in view
of the intensity of (he crisis, the
political as well as the economic
convulsions in the world capitalist
system (rise of Hitler), and the
progress of internal contradictions
within' (he general crisis of post-
war capitalism, it is unlikely that
such a recovery could be followed
by a prolonged period of stabiliza-
tion, not to speak of prosperity.
On the contrary, it is rather pro-
bable that the unsolved and unsolv-
able contradictions will be aggrav-
ated by the efforts of each country
to draw rhe maximum of profit
from the recovery, under conditions
where (he bourgeois slogan of "in-
ternational collaboration" has be-
come more ridiculous and lying
than ever.

4. The class struggle could in
all probability take on even greater
sharpness under such conditions,
and the radicaluiation of the mass-
es, based on a stronger strategic
situation for the worker whose
labor would again be In demand,
could bo extended, beginning with
more effective resistance in the
field of economic struggles, up to
ihe most advanced political de-
mands.

The Reformist Theory and
the Stalinists

That the reformists should vac-
illate, between the hope of a near
future of social peace and the fear
that, the crisis will never finish,
that is only to be expected. Their
theoreticians have deformed the
Marxian analysis of the crisis- to
rhe point of assimilating it to the
"American" doctrine that the capi-
talist, in his own weli-understood
self-interest, should pay higher
wages in order' to increase the
purchasing power of the workers.
That is the logical consequence of
the theory of social collaboration,
in which the worker disappears as
the creator of surplus value and
appears as a simple consumer. Un-
der these conditions, according to
the social democrats, if the capital-
ist out of sheer meanness continues
to reduce wages instead of increas-
ing them during the crisis, evid-
ently will never end.
But that the official Comunist

parties should use such a line of
reasoning, when they say that only
a bourgeois optimist can foresee
the "end of (he crisis",, because the
reductions in wages continue the
crisis, that is a cause for surprise.
*or obviously (he reductions in
wages serve to re-establish the
profit of the capitalist, which is
the moving power of economy under
a capitalist regime.
For this reason Varga, in the

tnprecorr, is compelled, first todeny obstinately that there areany symptoms of an ultimate re-
covery, second to admit the exist-
ence of a "stagnation at approxim-
ately the present level'',, of "the
ultimate attainment of the bottom
of (be crisis", of the "bottom of[he crisis" itself.
AH this is the purest "third per-

iod
. this time rebaptised "end ofthe partial stabilization of Capital-ism" Already! after three and ahalf years of crisis it seems fair

sSKl? "**. that tne D"rttel
stabilization fa OTCr. There isnothing to be surprised at there'
fore in the fact that the theoreti-
cians of the C. R of Germany, intheir monthly paper Dw toternatio-« . have begun to speak of afourth period". For this theywere soundly scolded in an issue
of (helnprecorr late last year asoeing -m appearance very radical,
but haying for its actual result aweakening of the work of the Com-
munist parties". And the "third
period (hen. not to speak of the
end of capitalist stabilization";

I he Stalinists prefer to keep to the
fallacious perspectives of the ra-
dical usation of the masses through
the crisis without taking into ac-
count the historical experience andeven that of the recent past
But it Is not only a question ofenticizing; we must prepare our-

selves theoretically and practically,
to take our place in the revival otthe militant spirit of the worttfnc

sihle the turns in the objective sit-
uation, and adapting our strategy

for which the International Left
Opposition has been struggling foryears—workers' control of produc-
tion, credits and economic colla-
boration with the Soviet Union
the Soviet United States of Europe
--seen In these perspectives, acquitthe greatest importance for therevolutionary movement of theworld proletariat.

—B. J. FIELD.

Trotsky's masterly analysis "The
Only Road" has' been all set upand is ready to go to press. We
have been unduly detained by lack
of funds, send funds and dona-
tions to help us publish this work
immediately.
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The Tragedy of the German Proletariat
The most iiowerful proletariat of

Europe, by its place in produc-

tion, Its social weight,, the strength

of its organisations, has manifest-

ed no resistance since the arrival

of Hitler to i>ower and the first

violent attacks against the work-

ers' organizations. This is the fact

on which one must base all future

strategical calculations.

rt would be patently stupid, to

believe that the subsequent evolu-

tion of Germany will go the Ital-

ian road; that Hitler will streng-

then his domination step by step

without serious resistance; that

(ierman Fascism will enjoy long

years of domination. No, the fur-

ther fate of National Socialism

will have to be drawn from ' the

analysis of the German and inter-

national conditions, and not from
purely historical analogies. But
this much is already evident: If.

from Keptember 1930 onwards, we
demanded of the Communist Inter-

national a short range policy in

Germany, it is now necessary to

work out a long range policy. Be-

fore the decisive battle is possible,

the proletarian vanguard will have

to reorient itself, that is to say,

it will have to understand what
lias happened, distribute the re-

sponsibilities for the great histor-

ic defeat, trace out the new road,

and in this manner regain confid-

ence in itself.

The criminal role of the social

democracy requires no comment-
ary : the Communist International

was created fourteen years ago

precisely in order to snatch the
proletariat from the demoralizing
influence of the social democracy.
If it has not succeeded up to the
present time, if the German prole-

tariat found itself impotent, dis-

armed and paralyzed at the mo-
ment of the greatest historical

test, the direct and immediate
blame falls upon the leadership of

the post-Leninist Comintern. There
is the first conclusion that must
immediately be drawn.

Under the perfidious blows of

the Stalinist bureaucracy, the Left
Opposition maintained to the very
end its fidelity to the official

party. The Bolshevik-Leninists now
share the fate of all the other
Communist organizations : the mili-

tants of our cadres are arrested,

our publications forbidden, our
literature confiscated. Hitler even
hurried to suspend the Bulletin of
the Opposition appearing in the
Kussian language. But if, togeth-

er with the whole proletarian van-
guard, tiio Bolshevik-Ijeninists hear
the consequences of the first seri-

ous victory of Fascism, they can-
not and will not bear even a
shadow of tlie responsibility for

the official ]>oIiey of the Comin-
tern.

Since V.iZi. that is, since the
beginning of the struggle against
the Left Opposition, the Stalinist
leadership, even if indirectly, as-

sisted the social democracy with
all its strength to derail, to be-

fudle, to enfeeble the German pro-
letariat: it halted, it curbed the

By Leon Trotsky
workers when the conditions dic-

tated a courageous revolutionary
offensive; it proclaimed the ap-
proach of the revolutionary situa-

tion when it had already passed it

by ; it worked up agreements with
petty bourgeois phrasemongers and
windbags; it limped impotently at
the tail of the sooial democracy
under cover of the policy of the
united front; it proclaimed the
"third period," and the struggle
for the conquest of the streets un-
der conditions of a political ebb
and of weakness of the Communist
party ; it replaced the serious
struggle by leaps, adventures or
parades; it isolated the Commun-
ists from the mass trade unions

;

it identified the social democracy
with Fascism and rejected the uni-
ted front with the mass workers'
organinations in face of the ag-
gressive bands of the National So-
cialists; ft sabotaged the slightest
initiative for the united front for
local defense, at the same time it

systematically deceived the work-
ers as to the real relationship of
forces, distorted the facts, passed
off friends as enemies and enemies
as friends—and drew the noose
tighter and tighter around the neck
of the party, not permitting it to
breathe freely any longer', nor to
speak, nor to think.

Out of the vast literature devoted

What of Rakovsky?
Stalin is still silent. No news from Christian Rafcovsky. The

embassies keep still. In spite of the numerous news items Mia* have
appeared in the press, the wreckers of the German revolution refuse

to let go of their secret. IF THEY HAVE ASSASSINATED RAK-
OVSKY, THEY DO NOT DAEE TO SAY SO. IF HE IS STILL
ALIVE, THEY ARE AFRAID TO ADMIT IT. This fact alone gives

the measure of their panic, their fear of tlie action of the Bolshe-

vik-Leninists.

Let us speak frankly—By what right do tlie Statutists complain
that the Hitler embassy refuses to give out news of the fate of

Thaelmonn, WHEN THEY REFUSE TO SAY WHAT HAS HAP-
PENED TO CHRISTIAN RAKOVSKY? YES, in the name of what
revolutionary eoneeptionf

Let us develop our campaign. THE CENTRISTS WILL HAVE
TO ANSWER FOR THEIR PAST. KAtSE THE QUESTION OF
RAKOVSKY AT EVERY MEETING!

VICTOR SERGE ARRESTED
Victtfr-Serge has just been arrested in Leningrad. Once again,

the Stalinist police is acting in the dark. It has been impossible for

us up to now to oblan definite information as to his Sate, nar the

reasons for his arrest. Back in 1928 Victor-Serge was arrested, short-

ly after his expulsion from the party as an Oppositionist. After two
months he was released, under the pressure of the campaign which
was carried on at the time. Again we must rise up, demand an ac-

counting, help our comrades who struggle in the vanguard against

those who are preparing the ruin of the October Revolution.

R1AZANOV AND SMIRNOV ARE DEAD
N. Riazanov has just died in deportation, at Saratov, to whieh

the vengeance of StaUn has exiled him. This Itotehevik, this Marx-

ian scientist, underwent the fate of all the intrantfgeant Communists

who struggle agakist the Stalinist bureaucracy. He died at his post,

as a faithful dteeipte of Marx and of Engels, in the service of

whose ideas he bad spent his life. Stalin did everything to shorten

his life, for his purpose remains the same: TO DESTROY THE
BOLSHEVIKS PHYSICALLY. Alter trying to defile KfazanOT by im-

pttcatktg him in the "Menshevik trial", Stalin banished him under

police constraint, chased him out of the Marx-Engels Institute which

he had entirely organized and created. And Kiazanov died hi de-

portation, while Messrs. Rumzin and Co. have agate become free en-

gineers at Magnitgorsk.

V. Smirnov, former leader of the old group of "Decisis" (dem-

ocratic centralists), who was close to the Opposition in the years

1926-1921, has also just died in exile.

And how many other revolutionary workers, how many of oars,

are falling today, when more than ever their firmness, their experi-

ence are- indispensable to the revolution.

A tenacious and persevering activity in support of our imprisoned

and deported comrades is needed. We are at present considermg the

formation of a Relief Committee, about which we shall say more
later.

Defend the Class War Fighters
SNEEVLIET UNDER ARREST

Comrade Sneevllet, president of

the NAS of Holland (revolution-

ary trade union organization), re-

mains in prison, accused of con-

spiracy for the manifesto signed

by him, appealing to the I>uteh

sailors to show their solidarity with

the mutineers of The Seven Pro-

vinces. The Centrists have not

mentioned this arrest in any one of

their publications! The workers of

Amsterdam have held enthusiastic

demonstrations for his release. We
declare our complete solidarity with

t!he revolutionary action of com-

rade Sneevliet and all those Com-
munists hit by the terror for their

support of the rebellious Indones-

ians.

SPAIN
Not a word from the IRA on Nln

and Lacroix

The International Red Aid con-

tinues to maintain a shameful sil-

ence on the fate of our Spanish
comrades, among whom are Nin and
Lacroix, persecuted for inciting the

military to disobedience. The
readers of the Miltiant will remem-
ber the vicious way In which these

comrades were arrested by the "so-

cialist" police and how they were.

for weeks, held incommunicado

with no reason given for their in-

carceration. We must also ask our

comrades to recall that the Stalin'

Ists did not hesitate to call these

and other of our comrades—coun

ter-revolutionisfy. Speak up In

your 1L1) branch and demand their

immediate release. The ILD must

be a genuine class defense organi-

zation and not a sectarian body

for the defense of supporters of

the official regime of Stalinism.

INDO-CHINA

For the Sending of a Workers

Delegation!

The International Bed Aid has

slowly awakened to the ease of the

thousands of Indo-Chinese victims

Of French imperialism. But of

course, they slander the Imprisoned

Left Opposition militants. That

does not 'prevent the bureaucrats

from being forced to accept In its

entirety our slogan, send a workers
delegation to Indo-China.

Hitler and the

Red Army
America has reproduced Europ-

ean capitalism on a grandiose
scale, but it has reproduced Eur-
opean socialism only on an in-

Significant scale. American social

democracy tias never been anything

but a caricature of European so-

cial democracy. This "law of un-

even development" tias also retain-

ed all its force so far as Stalin-

ism is concerned. The CPUSA
is weaker than any of the Europ-
ean parties yet the Stalinist bu-

reaucracy in America carries out
all the zigzags and all the mis-

takes with a fabulous exaggera-
tion.

A year and a half ago, the Stal-

inists thought that an attack on
the USSR by Japan was a matter
of days, and on this "prognosis",
dictated by the bourgeois press

they tried to base their whole
policy. We on the contrary de-

clared that, as long as it had not
assimilated Manehriria, the danger
of an atack by Japan was abso-
lutely unlikely. The American Stal-

inists accused us in this connec-
tion of being in the service of the
Japanese general staff. In general,

these gentlemen draw their argu-

metns from sewers and drain-pipes.

We declared furthermore that

the danger of a Fascist victory in

Germany—a danger for the world
revolution and above all for the

Soviet Union—was more real and
more imminent than the danger

of Japanese intervention. The
European Stalinists shouted that

we were "panic-stricken" The
American Stalinists, more impud-
ently, declared that we were con-

sciously aiming to distract the

attention of the world proletariat

from the imminent danger In the

East to the Soviet Union. The
events brought their verification.

For a year and a half, the "immin-

ent" Japanese aggression has fail-

ed to take place (obviously this

does not mean that the danger of

Japanese intervention does not

exist in general). During this time,

Hitler has come to power and,

with a few blows, has defeated the

principal ally of the USSR, the

German Communist Party, weak-

ened in advance by the lies and
the falsity of Stalinism.

A year and a half ago, we wrote
that the Red Army, In Its principal

mass, ought to turn its face to the

West to have the possibility of

smashing Fascism before It can
destroy the German proletariat and
unite with European and world im-

perialism. In answer to this, the
American Stalinists, tlie most
stupid and impudent of all, de-

clared that we wanted to drag the

USSR into a war, interrupt its

economic upbuilding and assure
the victory of imperialism. The
old fable says that nothing is so
dangerous as an ignorSnt friend.

To appeal for military actions
agaiast Japan while there was
not and could not be an immediate
danger in that direction, meant to

distract attention from the real

danger of Fascism. Obviously the
Stalinists carried out this task,

to the question of Fascism it is

enough to refer to the speech of
Thaelmann, official leader of the
German Communist Party, who, at
the Plenum of the Executive of
the Comintern in April 1931, de-
nounced the "pessimists", that is,

those who knew how to foresee, in
the following terms : "We have not
allowed the moods of panic to rout
us We have soberly and firmly
established the fact that Septem-
ber 14, 1930 was in a certain sense
Hitler's best day, nnd that after-
wards will come not better

1 days
but worse. This evaluation whieh
we have given to the development
of this party is confirmed by the
events Today, the Fascists have
no more grounds for laughing."
Referring to tlie creation by the
social democracy of defense groups,
Thaelmatni demonstrated in the
same speech that these groups dif-
fer in no respect from tlie shock
troops of the Nati-mal Socialists
and that both of them are prepar-
ing in parallel formation to anni-
hilate Communism.

Today, Thnelmami is arrested.
Faced by the triumphant reaction,
the Bolshevik-Leninists are in the
same ranks as Thaelmann. But
the policy of Thaelmann is the
lwliey of Stalin, (hat is, the offi-

cial policy of tlie Comintern. It
is precisely this policy which is

the cause of the complete demorali-
zation of the party at the moment
of danger, when the leaders lose
their heads, when the party mem-
bers, disaccustomed from thinking,
fall prostrate, when the principal
historic positions are surrendered
without a fight. A false political
theory bears within itself its own
punishment. The strength and the
obstinacy of the apparatus only
augment the dimensions of the
catastrophe.

Having surrendered to the cta-

emy everything that could be sur-
rendered in such a short space of
time, the Stalinists are trying to
rectify the past by means of con-
vulsive acts which only increasing-
ly clarify the whole chain of crimes
committed by them. Now that the
press of tlie Communist party is

s titled, that the apparatus is de-

stroyed, that the bloody pennant
of Fascism waves with impunity
over the Karl Liebknecht mouse,
the Executive Committee of the
Comintern Is starting out on the
road of the united front not only
from below but also from above.
The new zigzag, sharper than all

that preceded it, has not, however,
been effected under the impulsion
of the Executive itself; the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy has abandoned the
initiative to the Second Interna-
tional. Tlie latter has succeeded

in taking hold of the
weapon of the united front, of
which it has been in mortal dread
up to now. To the extent that it

is possible to speak of political
advantages under the conditions of
a panicky retreat, they are to be
flound exclusively on the side of
reformism. Forced to reply to a
direct question, the Stalinist bu-
reaucracy chose the worst way : it

dees not reject an entente of the
two Internationals, but neither
does it accept it; it plays hide and
seek. It has come to such a lack
of self-confidence, to such degrada-
tion, that it no longer dares to
show itself to the world proletariat
face to face wiith the leaders of
the Second International, the
branded agents of the bourgeoisie,
the electors of Hindenburg who
biassed" the trail of Fascism,

In a special appeal of the Execu-
tive on March 5: "To the Workers
of All Countries!', the Stalinists

do not say a word about social-
Fascism as the main enemy. They
no longer speak about the great
discovery of their leader; 'The so-
cial democracy and Fascism are
not antipodes but twins." They
no longer insist on saying that the
struggle against Fascism demands
as a preliminary the defeat of the
social democracy. They do not
breathe a word about the inadmis-
sibility of the united front from
above. On the contrary, they care-
fully enumerate those eases in the
past where the Stalinist bureau-
cracy, unexpectedly for the work-

ers and for itself, found itself

forced to improvUe proposals for
the united front to the reformist
summits. Thus do artificial, false
and charlatanesque theories found-
er in the fury of the historical
tempest.
'Taking into account the pecul-

iarities of each country" and of
the impossibility, which allegedly
flows from them, of organising the
united front on an international
scale (the struggle against "ex-
ceptionalism", that is, the theory
of the Right wingers on national
peculiarities, is suddenly forgot-
ten), the Stalinist bureaucracy re-
commends to the national Commun-
ist i>arties to address proposals for
a united front to the "Central Com-
mittees of the social democratic
parties". Only yesterday this was
proclaimed a capitulation to so-
cial-Fascism 1 Thus do all the great
lessons of Stalinism for the last
four years fly under the table Into
the wast^basket. This is a whole
political system reduced to dust.

Matters do not rest there: hav-
ing declared for the moment the
impossibility of the conditions for
a united front on the international
arena, the Executive immediately
forgets it and no more than twenty
lines further on it formulates the
conditions under which the united
front is admissable and accept-
able in all countries, in spite of
the difference in national conHI-
tions. The retreijf before Fascism
is followed by a panic-stricken re-

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 4)

Stalinists Beat Up
Oppositionists

On Sunday, April 2, a group of
members of the Spartacus Youth
Club went to distribute Young
Spartacus and the Militant to the
New York I Ustriet membership
meet iiig <>f tlie YCC held at Stuy-
vesaiit Qasnio. Our comrades
waited until tlie intermission per-
iod, and us tlie YOLers came out,
we started to give out copies of
our jKi iters. We iuid distributed
some two dozen copies when a
couple of the "lenders" came down
and began to tell us that we were
not to be allowed to distribute
here. We tried to discuss in a
comradely manner, asking them
what valid reason there could be
lor attempting to prohibit this.

The best way to understand the
viewpoint of any organization is

to read and study what they pro-
pose. This was and is the only
way in which any young Commun-
ist can hope to combat the ideol-
ogies whieh are alien to the inter-
ests of the working class—by an-
alyzing them.

Several of them, however, whom
we have met before, of the fanta-
tical type, refused to discuss with
u,s at ail. "We have instructions
to prevent any distribution," one
of them stated, "and if you con-
tinue you will suffer the consequ-
ences"! ! Meanwhile a "strong
arm" squad had been organized up-
stairs by the bureaucrats in the
membership meeting and they now
came hurrying down the stairs.

We had been pushed away from
the entrance and now without any
warning they began to rip the
papers from our arms. Working
themselves into a fury, the young
specimens of Stalinist argumenta-
tion launched into an attack upon
our comrades. Outnumbered many
times and with papers under our

(Continued on Page 3)

NewOrgan of

German Left

The first issue of the new pa-

per of the German section of the
International Left Opposition has
just been received here. It is

called Unser Wort, and is pub-
lished in Prague. Hitler1 has ap-

parently not been told that this

is a counter-revolutionary organ-

isation, and has "therefore ban-

ned tiie former publication of
the German Left Opposition, Die
Permanent* Revolution until May
31, without any prospect that it

will jwrmitted to resume.
It will be recalled that ac-

cording to the Stalinist press,

the, German section of the Left
Opposition capitulated to the of-

ficial party and was liquidated

shortly before Hitler took power1

.

The new paper is the best

proof of the vitality of the Op-
position in Germany. It contains
an analysis of the perspectives

of Communism under the present
regime in Germany, letter's from
German workers, and comrade
Trotsky's "Talk with a Social

Democratic Worker".

In acordanee with the deci-

sions of the International Pre-
Conference of the Left Opposi-
tion, all members- have been
asked to contribute a day's pay
for the specific purpose of help-

ing the German section. This
money should be raised as quick-
ly as possible so that it can be
transmitted at once, in view of
the vital and urgent needs of the
German Opposition and the enor-
mous tasks which now face it.

The American League has set

itself the quota of two hundred
dollars to be raised for our com-
rades in Germany and their work,
and we appeal to all friends of
the Opposition to help us reach
the quota as soon as possible.

2ndGillespieMeeting
Conference Again Rejects New Federation Plan

Kincaid Miners Trial Starts
Taylorville, III.—The trial of the

22 Kin<yiid miners, charged with
murder, is under way in the Chris-
tian County Circuit Court. Its

sessons occur with
,
a packed hall

of miners from all parts of the
Illinois coal fields. The first two
up tot trial, whom the Peabody
coal company intends to burn in

the electric chair are Emil Dupire,
coal miner and Mattozzo, chief of
police in Kincaid and supporter of
the P. M. A.

The trial so far clearly reveals
the frame-up evidence given by the
Peabody Coal Company and the
danger of conviction due to the
legalistic position taken by the
officials of the 1'. M. A. conducting
the ease. All stategieal vantage
points are in the hands M the
Peabody Coal Company. The P.

M. A. officials do not seem to
realize the significance of this.

John Hogan, Peabody attorney,
has been drafted by the state at-
torney and is leading the prosecu-
tion. The jury consists of eleven
fanners .and one clerk—an ideal

reactionary jury that can easily
ignore all contradictory evidence
and frame-up material. A far

greater danger than this is the

position of the PMA officials that

has put the damjier on mass pres-

sure. They are leaving the case

in the hands of their attorneys.

The bulletin of the Progressive

Miner (March 31) speaks of the
opening of tlie case as follows

:

"The flimsiness of the state's case
has been well shattered In the
first stage of the trial." Yes, to
the workers, but we are not decid-

ing the case. Eleven farmers and
one clerk and the Peabody Coal
Company are deciding the case.

The bulletin, in refering to t'-e

clear-out frame-up evidence, says
the defendants are "virtually clear-

ed of all charges by the testimony
of the prosecution" These are
dangerous statements because the
cards are stacked against us. We
cannot talk as though miners are
trying the ease and not farmers
and the Peabody Coal Company,
and their law and order. Where-
ever there are Peabody miners the
militia or the sheriffs forces are
holding down the miners and im-
ported gunmen carry on a reign

Gillespie, III.—The April 2 con-
ference called by the Gillespie
Trades and Labor Assembly ad-
journed, adopting a policy of co-
ordinating the work of the Left
wing inside the A. F. L. with the
work of building new industrial
unions from the unorganized work-
ers. The conference adopted the
name of "Progressive Trade Union
Kduca ti< in id Committee". It was
attended by 1S4 delegates, repre-
senting 2<i organizations, with the
Progressive Miners of America
having C,\ delegates, and the Un-
employed Councils ,10 delegates.
The rest of tlie delegates were
from AFL locals and some Inde-
pendent unions and several TUUL
groii]iM. The worker's political or-
ganizations represented with frat-
ernal delegates were the Commun-
ist League o£ America (Opposi-
tion), the Young Spartacus League
and the Young Peoples Socialist

League.

The highlights of the conference
were the struggle between the de-
legates who wanted a new federa-
tion of labor and those who wanted
an educational committee; by the
fact that the Progressive Miners of
America were the solid backbone
of the conference, the heavy work
on the floor for" a correct policy
carried on by a group of delegates
around delegates Fraser and Steed
of fhe Progressive Miners and the
policies of tiie Left Opposition were
vindicated 100 percent; and the
action of tlie TUUL delegates and
the Stalinists who had the largest
caucus present, but had to trail
behind the policies of the Left Op-
position and the militant miners.
One thing can be said for the
Stalinists. With their new turn,
they are doing far better than
before, they are learning to work
with other forces, they are learn-
ing how to retreat as well as ad-
vance but are still very clumsy
and antagonized a considerable
number of delegates and deft a
bad taste in the_mouths of many
delegates when the conference ad-
journed.-

The report of the policy com-
mittee brought out the different
tendencies at the conference and
the main struggle of the day's
proceedings. After reaffirming the
I*>licy of the previous conference
Weber, for the policy committee,
read three proposals introduced by
delegate Fraser as follows:

Policy Committee Proposals

1. The response to the initiative
of the Gillespie Trade and Labor
Council, as indicated by this con-
ference representation, shows that
a sufficient basis for the creation

of a new federation of labor is
lacking and therefore this confer-
ence definitely rejects this project.

2. Due to the limited and sec-
tional character of this conference
we cannot at the present time form
a permameut organixatien. Such
an organization of the Left and
progressiva forces on a national
scale is a perspective to be aimed
at. Tiie three conferences at Gil-
lespie have taken the initiative and
prepared the ground for one that
will eventually develop upon a
broader national scale through co-
opei-ation of all Left wing and pro-
gressive forces.

3. The conference goes on re-

cord as recommending the program
of January 29 session to the cou>
-sideration of the workers who are
struggling for the regeneration of
the labor movement and its libera-
tion from Reactionary policies and
leadership. This conference de-
cides upon the continuation as a
committee to keep in touch with
sympathetic trade union bodies and
will be ready to act jointly with
them in the preparation of a
broader conference on a national
scale.

Around point one of these pro-
posals the conference almost split
The "new federa tionists" were in-

sistent, but linally the motion pass-
ed with azi amendment by delegate
Lore. The amendment said we
continue us an organization to
carry on work in the trade unions
and independent unions. These
delegates aimed thelf amendment
to the fail of that organization.

(Continued on Page 2)

OPEN FORUM

(Continued on Page 2>

The Tragedy of the

German Proletariat

SHOULD A NEW COMMUNIST
PARTY BE ORGANIZED

IN GERMANY?

Speaker:

MAX SHACHTMAN

International Workers School Hall
126 East 16th Street

Sunday, April 9, 1933, 8 P. M.

ADMISSION: 15 Cents

Auspices: N. Y. Branch, Communist
League of America (Opposition)

IN THE NEXT ISSUE
The tremendous Importance of

the material contained In the
present issue has compelled us to
omit a number of items whieh
we planned to include. We were
anxious to include the ver°y ur-
gent and timely articles by com-
rade Trotsky on Germany, parti-
cularly the leading article which
arrived just in time to be print-
ed in this Issue. Consequently,
we must hold over for

1

the next
issue such articles as an examin-

Friday April zt t 193} at 8 p. m-

IRVING PLAZA HALL 15 St. 3 Irving PL for the Bcnciit of THE MILITANT'

Jazz Orchestra - Songs - Other Features

Auspices: New York Branch Communist League
of America (Opposition) mod Protemafia Club.

ation of tiie tendencies within
the Progressive Minora of Amer-
ica, the second article on the
German situation by Sam Gor-
don, a reply to the second swin-
dle of the Lovestone group in at-
tacking the stand of the Left Op-
position on the German question,
etc., etc. We have been forced
also to omit from this number
the continuation of comrade Trot-
sky's article which began in the
last issue {A Talk with a Social-
ist Worker). The next issue will
publish it in all likelihood, to-
gether with a new article by
Trotsky on the thfeatening sit-
uation in Austria, which is gain-
ing in signflcance every day.
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LEAGUE ACTIVITIES

The Stalinist Shift

To the Right

The second session o£ tee Con-

gress Organization Committee of

the New York United Front Free
Tom Mooney Conference revealed

that the turn of tie party on the

united front is showing a danger-

ous drift to the Right. Palmer of

the Federated Press, chairman of

the committee, reported the follow-

ing: Some time between the first

and second sessions a little in-

formal meeting took place in

Palmer's office. There were pre-

sent two members of the Commun-
ist Party, Muste of the CPLA, and
Palmer. They called Norman
Thomas on the phone to discuss

with him the question of drawing
the S. P. into the Mooney move-
ment.

Dicker with Thomas

Politically this meant that they

were asking Thomas to lay down
the conditions on which the S. P.

would participate. Thomas, ac-

cording to the report, pledged him-

self personally to work for the

participation of the S. P. on the

basis of a management committee
for the National Congress to be

held in Chicago, consisting of re-

presentatives of the 0. P., S. P,

ILD, LID, five trade unionists, and
three liberals. This unofficial ar-

rangement was submitted to

Mooney for his approval. He
wired back adding two representa-

tives of the Mooney Molders' De-
fense Committee.

The Left Opposition immediately
demanded that the entire proceed-

ings be made public and that all

future negotiations be conducted
openly before the entire working
class. This demand provoked a
discussion. The <if:«ussion reveal-

ed much contusion on the part of

the Stalinists who are in control

of the Committee. Politically the

discussion revolved around the

united front. The feeble attempts
of the Holders' Defense represen-

tatives to (settle the matter on a
legal-technical b»sis were simply
brushed aside. It was obvious
that the Question could not be dis-

cussed aside from its political es-

sence. The Stalinists gave their

political interpretation a Rightist

content. They refused to put the
conference on record against the
slanderous attack on the Chicago
Congress by the Labor Committee
of the Socialist party. This state-

ment, issued on March 24, says
that the Communists use the Con-
gress as a tool to wreck other
working class organizations. Labor
Action, Muste's organ quotes ihe

statement without comment, though
it is an active participants in the
conference and probably will be in

the Chicago Congress.

Winter, Nessin, Moore, Ballam
united to hamstring the attempt
to make the negotiations public.

They so qualified the conference
pronouncements that what will be
issued will omit the essential

facts given above and give a high-

ly distorted picture of the proceed-
ings.

It has come to this. Yesterday
our Stalinist masters of revolution-

ary strategy and tactics shouted
down the wind that we could make
no united front with the "social

Fascist leaders". Today they are
beginning to crawl on all fours be-

fore these treacherous fakers. They
are trying to prove to the Thomas-
es that they are good Communists!
They are in full flight from the
ultra-Leftism of yesterday. And
they bow down before the old idol

of Right opportunism

!

Bureaucrats Fall Out

In the discussion Winter and
Nessin once more took different

stands. Nessin again advocated a

Rightist position. Winter's role is

becoming clearer. He is carried
aloDg in the Right drift. His job

Is to put a plausible face on the
thing. His proposals are designed

t» make it possible to point to ef-

forts made for a genuine united
rfrMBi. This may fool some for a

[time but as the party swings fur-

ther to the right this false face
artist will be assigned other
chores.

Ballam poured oil on tha trou-

bled waters and evoked the anger
of Moore. It is a pitiable sight to

see these bureaucrats fall out
among themselves. How sharp
must be the fight in the party if

It is carried out into the open at

every meeting! Why is it confined

to tiie top? Why isn't the party
membership allowed to participate

in the discussions? Why is there
no discussion in the party press?

The Stalinist bureaucracy cannot
allow the party membership to in-

tervene in its disputes. That would
be disastrous for its position and
prestige. So it maneuvers desper-

ately to retain its weakening grip
on the party But its base Is nar-

rowing and the day of reckoning
is approaching. Then as now the
Left Opposition will know how to

act to build the party shoulder' to

shoulder with the party member-
ship. —T. STAMM.
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Chicago Meet Adopts

Joint Protest

Chicago.—The mass meeting on
the German situation held by the
Chicago branch of the Communist
League, proved to be a great suc-

cess. Over two hundred workers
gathered at Redifer Hall on March
iti, to hear the position of the

Left Opposition on the united front

and the turn of the Communist In-

ternational, presented by comrade
Albert Giotzer.

The main feature of the meeting
was the discussion that fallowed
Glotzer's speech. An invitation

was extended to any party repre-

sentative in the hall to take the
Hour and present the position of

the party. One active party mem-
ber, Hans Pfeifer was given twenty
minutes in which to present the
position of the party and to de-
fend its line. His remarks only
further strengthened the position

ot the I. L. O. Put he made a
plea for the unity of the Commun-
ist forces, anil declared that he
would investigate the charges of
violence against members of the
Jieft. Opposition and protest such
methods of solving disputes be-

tween CommuiiKts. As an active

member of the Unemployed Coun-
cils he extended a public invita-

tion to the Opposition to partici-

pate hi the State Hunger March;
an invitation that was at once ac-

cepted by the Chicago organiza-
tion.

In the course of the discussion
a resolution on the German situa-

tion was presented by a member
of the Chicago Left Opposition,
who proposed its adoption and sug-
gested further that the resolution
he sent to the German consulate
and the Daily Worker and Militant
for publication. This proposal was
carried unanimously with an
amendment that a committee elect-

ed by the mass meeting go over
the resolution before sending it

out. As a reflection of the senti-

ment of the meeting a committee
was elected representing the Com-
munist party, the Left Opposition
and the Spartacus Youth Club.
The party was represented by com-
rades Hans Pfeifer (an aldermnnic
candidate who drew 1100 votes in

his ward) and Norval Allen, a
Negro comrade. They met to-

gether with Joe Giganti and Al
Glotzer of the Left Opposition, and
Nathan Gould of the Spartacus
Youth Club.
The resolution signed by the

committee elected by the mass
meeting represents further evid-
enc of breaking down the walls
between the party members and
the Left Opposition. It signifies

that the campaign on German has
not been in vain; that it has real-
ly penetrated the ranks of the
class-conscious workers. The bank-
ruptcy of the line of Stalinism be-
comes more and more evident in

the course of the active life of the
movement. —A. G.

* *

Resolution Adopted

Approximately 200 workers', re-

presenting various revolutionary
tendencies, gathered in mass meet-
ing to discuss the German situa-

tion, at Redifer Hall, 30 North
Wells Street, in Chicago, on Sun-
day, March 2Gth, 1933, under the
auspices of ihe Communist League
of America (Opposition), record
their strenuous protest against the
Fascist terror reigning in Germany
today against the proletariat of

that country and its revolutionary
leadership, the Communist party
and, the Young Communist League,
also against the terror inaugur-
ated against the class conscious
working masses in the social dem-
ocratic party and the trade unions
that are struggling against Fasc-
ism
The German bourgeoisie through

its henchmen, Hitler and the Na-
tional Socialists have been persist-

ently attacking the German prole-

tariat.

Today, aside from the hundreds
and thousands whose "heads have
roiled in the sand" following the
attacks of the Fascist forces,

thousands of leaders and members
of the Communist party arc rotting
in the Fascist dungeons and under-
going tortures paralleled only by
that of the medieaval period.

Comrades Tha elmaun, Torgler,
I'ieck and Kemmele, the leaders of
the Communist Party of Germany
are in prison. Direct information
as to their condition is not avail-

able. But that they arc victims of

the ''mustard-rub" and the "castor-
oil" has already leaked out.

In this regard, we, assembled in

mass meeting today, protest and
demand the immediate cessation
of the murder anil torture of the
German working class and its lead-

ers, by the Fascists.

We demand the immediate re-

lease of comrade Thaelmann and
other leaders of the German Com-
munist movement.
We demand the release of all

victims of Fascism notwithstand-
ing their political tendencies.
Forward to the revolutionary

united front of the working class
organizations against Fascism!

For the defense of the German
working class against Fascist at-

tacks!
For the proletarian revolution In

Germany.
Submitted by the Communist

League of America (Opposition)
Signed The Committee elected by

the meeting.
HANS PFEIFER, member of
the Comunist Party of America.
NATHAN GOULD, member of
the Spartacus Youth Club of
Chicago.

JOE GIGANTI, member of the
Communist League of America
Left Opposition).
NOKVAL ALLEN, member of
the Communist Party of Amer-
ica.

ALBERT GLOTZER, member
of the Communist League of
America (Left Opposition),

A«UnitedFront»

At Any Price

Davenport, Iowa*—A united front

conference was called for March
27, 1933 by the official party. The
conference was called a united

front action against hunger. Again
the party has shown how it zig-

zags from one extreme to another.

I am going to give a review of. this

conference as it is of great im-

portance to the workers, not only

in the Tri-Cities but throughout

the entire country. According to

the number of delegates that

voted there must have been 72 de-

legates. There were many local

unions represented with the TrI-

City Federation of Labor also of-

ficially represented.

While the Resolutions Commit-
tee was meeting Tony Minerich, re-

presenting the state anti-hunger

march committee, was seated as a

delegate and spoke for one hour.

The pitiful part of Minerich's

speech was that he actually said

nothing of interest outside *of

stressing the united front at all

costs and making a bid for unity

with the leaders of the Federation

of La,bor in the Tri-Cities at all

costs.

After that a general discussion

took place with several workers
participating. Much confusion ex-

isted. The representative of the

Left Opposition spoke presenting

the policy of the Left Opposition

the name of the branch.

During the morning session the

Credentials Committee tried to

side-track the seating of the Left

Opposition delegate by hemming
as to the name of the organization

and by anouncing that it has only

ten members so it Is a question of

whether it should have a right to

a seat or not. But upon a slight

insistante when it came to voting

the delegate was recognized and
had the full right of the lioor to

the discomfort of the party leaders.

The party itself was officially not

represented, but its leaders were
delegates from the Unemployed
Council, and other party auxiliar-

ies, some of them not even exist-

ing.

Rank Stalinist Opportunism

After the discussion, the Resolu-

tions Committee rei>orted. WiEsou
was the' reporter, bringing in a re-

solution against intimidation of

workers and against forced labor

which was adopted unanimously.

A resolution to endorse the state

hunger march in Illinois on April

7 was also adopted by the confer-

ence. Then a resolution on inves-

tigation of the conditions of the

unemployed and to bring in sugges-

tions as to remedies and to deal

with unemployment generally was
brought in, with clauses in the re-

solution that one Catholic, one
Hebrew, one Protestant, one
Chamber of Commerce, one Retail

Merchant Association, one Unem-
ployed Council, one Fcderatoin of

Labor be represented on this com-
mittee to investigate these condi-

tions. A h'ealthy reaction on the
part of the delegates was immedi-
ately bad, and on a motion of one
of the trade unionists the resolu-

tion was voted on paragraph by
paragraph. The paragraph which
dealt with the Chamber of Com-
merce and the (Retail Merchants
Association came in for quite a
discussion. On the motion of the
delegate from the Left Opposition,
seconded by several in the hall, it

was moved to strike-out the Cham-
ber of Commerce and the Retail

Merchants Association. A discus-
sion took place where Left winger
after Left' wihger, party members
and sympathizers and some trade
unionists opposed the adoption of
the paragraph, with the reaction-
ary leaders of the A. F. of L. fight-

ing for its adoption, with the de-
legate of the Left Opposition tak
Ing the lead against its adoption.
It looked as ifl the paragraph
would he rejected by the confer-
ence when Jack Wilson, the party
organizer, made the closing speech
which lined up the party and iU
followers who spoke against its

adoption but who voted for it

after the speech of Jack Wilson,
with only the vote of the Left Op
position against it.

Then the next resolution on Ger-
many, against Hitlerism and Fasc-
ism was recommended not to be
adopted as it didn't concern the
workers of Rock Island County
and was turned down by the con-
ference with only the vote of the
Left Opposition against turning it

down. This was the statement of
party representatives.

The Tom Mooney resolution was
also brought up without recommen-
dation by the resolutions commit-
tee and here again the Left Opposi-
tion, through its delegate, made a
motion to adopt the resolution.
The reactionaries made a flght

against the adoption through mak-
ing an amendment. The gathering
fairly rocked as the struggle for
the resolution was put up, and in

a very sharp talk the represent*
tive of the Left Opposition made
his position clear, not only on the
German resolution which dealt
with the German situation, but
pointing out that it would be an
actual betrayal if this resolution
was voted down. This foreed the
party through Jack Wilson to come
out in favor of the resolution.
Then a compromise was made not
to elect adelegate from the cofF
ference but to endorse the resolu-
tion and recommend it for favorable
action to the local unions and the
organizations represented at the
conference.

The Party has gone from one
extreme of no united front to uni
ted front at all costs. It may be
asked 'What price united front?"

The Right wing of the party can
be seen by the actions taken at the
conference. The party tried to
hide its face even to the point of
not sending official delegates. No-
body spoke officially in the name
of the party. Not one criticism
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HuanPing and Chen Du-Siu

The Second Gillespie Conference
(Continued from Page 1)

but behind this motion the "new
federationists" rallied against the

combined forces of the other dele-

gates.

After these motions irnsed the

policy committee recommended
that the conference endorse the

TIJL'L. conference in Detroit in

September and send fraternal de-

legates. They read oil the entire

agitational call. The .Stalinists

saw no inconsistency i" opposing

a new federation along willi the

l^ft opposition and other Left

wing delegates, but at the same
time asking the conference to en-

dorse the TUUL conference. This

gave ammunition to the Right wing
elements and Hiosc who had just

advocated a new federation, and
Ihey used it effectively. The spirit

of the conference went down a few
notches. When delegate Fraser

obtained the Boor he moved that

we cooperate and send fraternal de-

legates, and pointed out why we
should not endorse. The Stalinists

compromised and agreed to this

and it carried by 107 for and 15
opposed, but only after much harm
had already been done.

Next the policy committee asked
for 15 fraternal delegates ijnd

again the opposition forces made
hay. It nt again, when delegate

Fraser could obtain the floor, he
moved that we send three dele-

gates. Again the TUUL support-
ers compromised and this motion
also carried by an overwhelming
majority.

Later they elected the fraternal

delegates to the TUUL conference,

five were nominated and ail un-
animously elected. The delegates
are: Hugo Oehler, Sol Larks, Hank
Mayer, j. Crorkin and Hines.

The conference unanimously
passed resolutions in favor of the
franklin County strikers ; Taylor-
viile frame-up victims and for
mass pressure; Mooney; and also

elected delegates to attend the
Chicago conference; for the Spring-
field Hunger March and for the
release of Minerich and others who
were arrested ; for the Scottsboro
boys and against the danger of
Fascism in Germany.
Another motion w.as passed to

?et up a joint committee of action

with the TUUL to carry on work in

dliferent areas. This is putting
the cart before the horse and mak-
ing a mechanical cafricature out
of the motion quoted above. Uni-
ted front action of such bodies
must spring out of concrete strug-
gles and not mechanical paper
organizations to be established
here and there. All through the
conference a struggle had to be
put up against the new "federa-
tionists" on the one hand, and
the Stalinists who desired to hurry
the process of development ; and
with their wrong tactics shifted
the conference toward a new fed-
eration under the arm of TUUL.
Between these two forces flirting

dangerously with a new federation,
the young committee received sojnc
hard knocks.

The Stalinist Proposal

.
Another struggle developed over

the motion presented by the Right
wing socialists who asked for the

! endorsement and sending of dele-
gates to the "Continental Congress
of Workers and Farmers for Kco-
omie Keconstruction" to lie held

,
in Washington, which is not a uni-
ted front and lias excluded all Left
wing and Communist forces. The
Congress is a political rallying
center lor reformism against the'
revolutionists and class conscious
workers and is io bo used as an]
anti-Communist rally. Our dele-'
gates opposed this and pointed out
what is meant, recommending that
first a communication be sent ask-
ing if all working class organiza-
tions are invited, and if not, we
do not send delegates. The Left
wing socialists and other class con-
scious workers supported this pro-
posal. The TUUL delegates, the
Stalinists and Gerry Allard sup-
ported the motion to send two de-
legates against the above recom-
mendations. The motion to send
two delegates was carried and
Weber, and Allard were elected.
At the beginning of the confer-

ence a delegate from Georgia farm-
ers had a proposal to tax the cap-
italists out of existence. The re-
solution was read and motion to
endorse carried without the Stalin-
ists saying a wo*d.
A New Executive Committee was

elected giving the miners the larg-
est delegation. The Left Opposi-
tion and Young Spartacus League
were given the right to put repre-
sentation op the Executive. The

delegates from Ihe Left Opposition
dei -lined, staling that we welcome
the attitude of the conference and
that there is no political discrim-

ination here and hope this will

continue to enable working class

political organizations to send
fraternal delegates, but if we go
on the executive, our members will

be elected through the different un-
ions they represent.

The new committee received some
hard blows from I lie "'new federa-

tionists" and I lie blunders of Stal-

inism at the conference and al-

though it crippled the work there
are still sufficient signs of strong
militant life, (bat it can grow to

be a force if a coreret policy is

applied. —!Ii;(JO OKIILKR,

The Kincaid Trial
(Continued from Page 1)

of (error against the PJ1A miners,
killing, raping, kidnapping, smash-
ing the union's relief stations,

bombing workers' homes, beating
up progressive miners.

Evidence Proves Frame-Up
The three main witnesses of the

state are Peabody men and the
evidence consists of contradictory
and frame-up material. But this

docs not mean we have "practical-

ly won" the case. Two doctors
testifying for the state contradict

each other on the shooting of the
mine boss who was killed. One
says tiie bullet came for the rear
and the other said the shot was
fired from the fro n't. Another
Peabody witness says he saw Mat-
tozso with a sub-machine gun,
while another says the defendant
had a ritle. Further contradic-
tious in the testimony of the Pea-
body witnesses were brought to the
surface. One says that Smith who
was in the car with the mine
boss, fired at the . relief station
over his left shoulder while Smith
says he tired ahead. The mine
boss wiio was killed, was seated
in the back seat of the same car.

It is a clear case of frame-up
but this does not prove that Pea-
body is losing. They had a ilimsy
case against -Mooney and countless
other class war prisoners and yet
these men were sentenced. The
workers must not leave the case in
the hands of the courts controlled
by the Peabody Coal Company.
We must use all legal means at

our disposal but under and around
these necessary defense measures
a powerful mass movement of the
American workers must be organ-
ized to light for the release of the
frame-up Kincaid miners on trial

at Tayliirville.

—HUGO OKIILER.

was made of the reactionaries. AH
compromises were made in favor of
the leaders of the A. F. of L.

—GEO. J. PAPCUN.

Stalinists and the

Upholsterers
The attention of the entire New

York movement should be '-ailed to
the latest example of how not to
make the united front and the con-
sequences. The scene is the Fur-
nil lire Workers Industrial Union of
the TUUL. On February Hi, (his
union took the initiative and call-

ed a shop (-united front") confer-
ence consisting of workers from a
number of shops, union and non
union, lor (he purpose of devising
ways and means of effecting the
unity of the entire trade into a
single militant union. At the con-
ference a Unity Committee of 32
was elected to carry out. the ideas
of the conference, namely: '1) the
organization of united shop com-
mittees to fight against wage cuts
and layoffs and (2) the organiza-
tion of one strong union in the
upholstery trade.
A sub-committee of 12 was also

elected to visit the membership
meeting of Local 70 of the UIU of
the A F of L. They were to ask
for the endorsement of a printed
leaflet calling for the unity of the
trade. The leaflet called on all

upholsterer's in the shops to unite
regardless of union affiliations, to
organize shop committees and Io
fight wage cuts and lay-offs.

It passes human understanding,
or just plain common sense why a
committee from the A F of L un
ion was not invited to participate
in the preparations. How can a
union man or sympathizer under-
stand that we are really fighting

for unity when we fly in the face
of this simple organization pro-

cedure? So intimidated are the
Stalinist union functionaries by
''social-Fascism" that it was with
the greatest difficulty that they
could be induced even to SEND
the leaflet to the union itself, that
is to say, to the secretary of the

(Continued on Page 3)

Fresh in the memory of all

readers is the despicable role play-

ed by the official Stalinist press in

connection with the arrest and im-
prisonment of our comrade Chen
Du-IIsin, leader of the Chinese
Ijeft Opposition This founder of

the Chinese Communist movement,
and the leader of the party during
the whole of the revolutionary
period, was the special object of

Stalinist hatred because he honest-
ly acknowledged the role he had
played in the Chinese levolution
and revealed at the same lime that
this was to be attributed to the
fundamentally false and Menshe-
vik policy of the Comintern. At
the time of his arrest, the Stalin-

ist journals all over the world
could scarcely contain themselves
with joy. Instead of helping
arouse the spirit of solidarity of
ihe workers to save comrade Chen
from the imprisonment and execu-
tion at the hands of the Kuo Min
Tang butchers with which he was
threatened, the Stalinists hastened
to assure all and sundry that
Chen was" an agent ot the Kuo Min
Tang

!

Comrade Chen is still imprison-
ed, and no news about him can be
obtained.

Hut only a short while after his

arrest, took place the arrest of

one of the official party leaders,

lluan Hug, "Commissar of For-
eign Affairs" of the short-lived
Canton Soviet of 1927. In this

instance, the case was made the
subject for an international agita-

tion. In this protest movement,
of course, the party was only do-
ing ip« elementary duty, in which
they were criminally remiss with
regard to flic arrest of comrade
('hen Dti-Hsiu, and are so to this

day.

Now we receive (he news from
a Left Oppositionist in Shanghai
that while comrade Chen's fate
continues to remain unknown,
llnan Ping, like so many Stalinists

before him, ha« lurned renegade
and joined the Kuo Min Tang

—

thifs escaping from the fate which
the counter-revolution held in store
for him

!

The organ of the Left Kuo Min
Tangist, Wang Chin Wei, the
People's Tribune of February 16,

liKSS, prints a sensational article

by Huan Ping—"Why I Left the
Communist Party". In this arti-
cle, the renegade repudiates 'his
whole Communist past, "exposes"
the Communist International and
the Chinese party and announced
that "as a result of my conversion
to tiie Kuo Min Tang, I was thus
released, together with comrades
Yu Pel and Hsu Shlh-Keng, who
have also come to the «ame con-
clusions". Yu Fei was nothing
less than Chairman of the Central
Executive Committee of the Chi-
nese Communist Party and
Hsu a member of the presidium of
the Communist International and
head of the red trade unions of
Shanghai. "It is essential", con-
clude-* the turncoat, ''before any-
thing constructive can be undertak-
en, that the Communist movement,
which in many respects is hardly
distinguishable from common ban-
ditry, be completely suppressed, it
was in order to assist the National
Government in this campaign, and
also to rectify my past errors, that
I, together with comrades Yu Fei
and Hsu Shih-Keng, have left the
Communist party, and will strive,
under the banner of the Kuo Min
Tang, for the attainment of the
goal which I have always had in
view—the betterment of the condi-
tions of the Chinese workers and
peasants".
Like Bessedovsky and other

creatures of Stalinism, Huan Ping
was a mighty Trotsky-Killer be-
fore he jumped over the fence into
the camp of the reaction. The bu-
reaucratic regime in the Comintern
trains up such types, whose only
aualifications for leadership are
their servility to the apparatus, a
willingness to be made the scape-
goat for the blunders of their su-
periors in the machine, a cynical
evor-readiiicss to sign statements
"to rectify my past errors" unques-
tioning obedience to which all
careerists, adventurers and spine-
less place-hunters are able to ad-
just themselves. The genuine rev-
olutionists, who think for them-
selves and have the courage to ex-
press unpopular opinions and de-
fend (hem—are expelled from the
parly anil consigned to the cate-
gory of counter-revolutionists.
Therein lies the essence of ex-
planation of how the Chen l>u-
Ilsius could be expelled from the
party, baited by the bureaucracy
and left in the lurch when attack-
ed by the class enemy, while the
Huan Pings could rise to leader-
ship", be defended by the bureau-
cracy and. having been trained in
the school of irresponsibility, be-
tfay the revolution at a crucial
moment
The communication from our

Shanghai correspondent, which
contains some \wy interesting in-
formation, will lie found below.

Shanghai.—The Japanese drive
into Jehol Is now in full swing.
The Chinese defenders have re-
coiled befofe the first onslaughts,
although there has been some
fierce fighting. A combination of
circumstances has acted to compel
the Nanking Government and Its
cohorts in the North to make at
least a show of resistance to thin
latest Japanese advance. There
is no official sincerity. Nanking
has no desire to fight and is put-
ting up nothing more than a show,
wantonly sacrificing the lives of
countless Chinese soldiers in a
struggle it {Iocs not take seriously.
This lack of seriousness is suffici-
ently Indicated by the fact that
not a single airplane has been sent
into Jehol to aid the Chinese de-
fenders, while the Japanese are re-
ported to be using over 100 bomb-
ers. The Nanking Government re-
serves its airplanes for bombing re-

calcitrant peasants in Kiangsl,
Hupeh and other provinces.

Nanking's lack of seriousness in

t be present campaign was even
more clearly indicated by T. V.
Soong, minister of finance and act-

ing chairman of the government.
He said to a local newspaperman

:

"We simply have to put up some
resistance this time. The public
opinion of the world has turned
against Japan. The League has
given China a favorable verdict.
How would it look, in such cir-

cumstances, if we failed to resist

Japan's invasion of Jehol?"
It is simply a matter of "face",

to use a Chinese expression. But
another important factor which
has determined the government's
attitude is the popular clamor for
resistance to Japanese imperialism
which in recent weeks has grown
more and more insistent. The gov-
ernment could no longer, with
safety, ignore it. This clamor has
come from bourgeois and petty
bourgeois circles who see their in-
terests menaced by the further un-
checked advance of Japanese im-
perialism. They have been joined
by the liberal intelligentsia. But
the workers' organizations, the
trade unions (little as they really
exist today), Have been silent.
The mood of lethargic despair1

which set in after the heavy pro-
letarian defeat of li>27 has still
not lifted. The workers are sunk-
en in apathy and the Communist
party has, as far as one can see,
proved singularly incapable of
penetrating their ranks and arous-
ing them from their slumbers.

Jehol will be taken by the Jap-
anese. Of that there can be no
doubt. Only a revolutionary awak-
ening and a determined counter-
attack by the masses of the work-
ers and peasants could prevent it.

The first '.step would Iiave to be
the overthrow of the Nanking Gov-
ernment and ils militarist allies
in other parts of the country. For
fill is a Communist party is re-
(piired, ami there is no Communist
party, but only its caricature—

a

comparatively small group in the
cities, torn by internal dissension
and shot through with traitors and
spies. The party, such as it is,
has obviously no clear understand-
ing of the tasks of the Chinese
revolution even at this late date,
and spends much oft Its time
spreading made-to-order slanders
of the Left Opposition. leaders
are arbitrarily changed on orders
from Moscow and even more fre-
quent changes in the leadership
result from the constant arrests
brought about by the betrayals of
spies and traitors within the ranks.
Under such conditions, the party
cannot possibly grow.
The arrest not long ago of Chen

Du-IIwiu, a leading member of the
Left Opposition, was used by the
C. P. as an occasion for the spread-
ing of vicious reports It was
rumored that Chen bad sold out to
the Kuo Min Tang and was pro-
ceeding to Hankow for a personal
interview with Chiang Kai-Shek,
who was then directing a military
campaign agarfnst the peasant
armies in (he interior. This cal-
umny was published in the bour-
geois press and sedulously spread
by the C. P., which made no ef-
fort to conceal its satisfaction at
Chen's fate. The Kuo Min Tang
prison in Nanking to which he was
sent has literally swallowed him
up. Whether he is dead or alive
is not known. No one but his jail-
ers, presumably, has seen him. No
"interviews" attributed to him
have been published.
Now a contrast! On December

14 Huan Ping, a prominent Stalin-
ist "Yes-man" who was Commis-
sar for Foreign Affairs at Canton
:n 1!>27 during the December Com-
munist putsch, and lately was pre-
sident of the All-China Trade Un-
ion Iteration and a member of
the presidium of the China branch
of tiie League Against Imperialism,
was arrested in Tientsin.
The arrest of Huan Ping, a

prominent member of CEC, arous-
ed a storm of protest in Europe.
Einstein, Russell, and others pour-
ed in portests to the Nanking Gov-
ernment, where they maintained
silence over the arrest of Chen
Du-Hsiu (Madame Sun Yat Sen
alone made one feeble public pro-
test at Chen's arrest).
Meanwhile Huan Ping was taken

to Nanking and there are reasons
for believing that he has ratted to
the Kuo Min Tang. It is reliably
reported that he Is living In a
private residence in Nanking under
surveillance, since the government
is not satisfied as to the genuine-
ness of his conversion to Kuo Min
Tang principles. But that he is
alive and not in jail is definitely
known.
Whether reports of Huan Ping

having become converted to Kuo
Min Tang principles as a result
of his arrest are reliable or not
the fact is there have been so many
such conversions" of late that one
sounds quite credible. However
a statement entitled "Why I Left
the Communist Party", which
seems to bear the stamp of auth-
enticity, and purportedly written
by Huan Ping, appears in the Feb-
ruary 16 issue of the People's Tri-
bune, organ of the Kuo Min Tang
• Leftist", Wang chin Wei. I en-
close this article for your informa-
tion and use. It speaks for Itself.
February 28, 1933 —ROBERT.

AH comrades and readers of the
Milstant are requested to help us
build up as large a>s possible a
section of the paper- devoted to the
fife and work of the Deft Opposi-
tion branches throughout the coun-
try and events in the class strug-
gle. Report your activities! But
bear m mind the limitations of
space. Kc-porls should be brief
and lo the point and as sparing
abound secondary and extraneous
matter as possible. Every comrade
should feel himself a part of the
paper and its contents, so that the
MUfciant may accurately reflect the
work and progress.
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* WITH THE SPARTACUS YOUTH MOVEMENT *
Hathaway BeforeY.CL. Membership
The speech of C. A. Hathaway,

party district organizer at the

New York Y. G, L. membership

meeting Sunday, April 2, was in

outline much the same as the one

he delivered at the recent party

membership meeting. However,
Hathjaway has had two weeks in

which to dig up new quotations

and arguments. Therefore it took

four and a half Instead of two

hours lo clarify the XCLers on the

united front.

AEter an hour and a half on the

banking crisis which he does not

yet understand, Hathaway came to

Germany. First, by a flock of flo-

tations from the 11th and 12th

Plenums of the ECCI he proved

that the question o£ Hitler's coming

to power was not & major one for

the ECCI. As the forces of rev-

olution rise, the forces of counter-

revolution come to a head. Hath-

away, therefore, concluded that

the coming of Fascism into power
is a necessary prelude -to the pro-

letarian revolution, and not a vital

danger to the working class. He
remarked that in .Italy and in

Poland, Communist parties still

exist and carry on activities. He
regarded the fact that the German
party is putting out an illegal pa-

per as a proof that the party could

adapt Itself successfully to Hitler's

tactics.

But already the Nazis admit that

there are 8,000 held in their con-

centration camps, and Dutch Com-
munists put the number at 80,000.

Daily the German party loses its

best members by arrest and mur-
der ; its weaker members drop out,

discouraged or terrorized. If Fasc

ism can consolidate its power, the

German party will be only a tiny

nucleus, all hopes of Immediate
revolution lost. And Hathaway
maintained that the party can

function under Hitler without ser-

ious losses

!

Hathaway, as a good Stalinist,

could not admit that there is a rev-

lutionary erisis in Germany, and
that if the party does not or can
not act it will suffer practical an-

nihilation. Instead Hathaway took

refuge in false sentimentalities and
still falser hopes. His "The party

is still fighting", sounds very much
like a Communist equivalent for

the New Leader's jubliation after

the German elections, "The Iron
Front stands like a rock".

Finally Hathaway got to the uni-

ted front, and here the finest re-

sults of his two weed's research

were revealed. The first was his

argument to prove that there has
been no change in the basic posi-

tion of the Comintern on the uni-

ted front. There are three forms
of the united front, the united

front from below, the united front

with the reformist leadership, and
the intermediate form of unitedj

front with the leadership and rank
and file. The united front with the

reformist leadership was practic-

ed until 1027 when the Anglc-
Kusslan Trade Union Committee
was dissolved—what this led to

Hathaway omitted to say ! Then
at the 6th Congress of the Comin
tern -it was discovered that the

social democrats had become the
ruling parties, that they were so-

ciai-Fascists, and hence any united

front with their leadership was im-
possible, a betrayal of the prole-

tarian revolution. But now the so-

cial democratic parties are again
in opposition, and so a united

front with the leadership is again
possible.

He forgot to mention that in 1917

the Bolsheviks entered into a uni-

ted front with the Menshevlks and
the Social Revolutionists, who con-

stituted the provisional government
against Kornilov. He forgot to say
that the Anglo-Russian Committee
united front led to the betrayal of

the general strike. He forgot all

the blunders the Stalinists made in

the united front from above. No
—in 1928 the C. I. discovered the

social democratic party was in a
bourgeois government. That's the

whole explanation of the turn!

Hathaway's next argument was
equally ingenious. The Trotskyists,

he stated, believe that there are
only minor differences between the

social democrats and the Commun-
ists. Therefore they feel that crit-

icism in a united front is useful,

because they hope that thereby the

social democracy will be reformed.

But we real Communists (i. e.

Stalinists) know that there can
never be a real united front with

the social Fascists. Therefore the
better to expose them, and the bet-
ter to show our sincerity fn mak-
ing the united front call, we offer

to refrain from criticism of the
social democrats during the united
front action

!

This miserable rationalization is

either a denial of the possibility

of the united front, or else it Is a
camouflage for such united fronts

as that in China where the C. P.
entered and merged in the Kuo
Min Tang. (Without Communist
criticism betrayals such as that by
the Kuo Min Tang and by the Brit-

ish trade union leaders are inevit-

able. By criticism we can loosen
the hold of the reformists upon the
masses, and by our afcts we can
make these masses accept Commun-
ist policy and leadership, just as
the masses of Russia came to ac-

cept the Bolsheviks.
This four ana a half hour speech,

filled with confusion, contradic-
tions and outright mis-statements
was supposed to clarify YCLers,
many of whom are so new in the
movement that they do not even
know the previous united front
from below policies, and have al-

most no idea of Communist his-

tory. Ik it be wondered that they
were .still confused when they left

the hall? Is it to be wondered
that even the Stalinist bureaucrats
themselves bewail the low political

level of the Y. C. L.?
A YCLer.

N. Y. YOUTH CLUB SOCIAL
The New York Spartacus Youth

Club will hold an affair for the
Young Spartacus, Saturday even-
ing, April 8th, at V2ti East 18th
Street. There will be dancing, en-
tertainment and refreshments. All
comrades are urged to attend.

YCL OFFERS UNITED FRONT
In line with the turn of the Com-

munist party and Young Commun-
ist League, comrade Helen North,
in the name of downtown section

of the YCL, appeared before the
Spartacus Youth Club meeting of
March 30th and asked the Club to

elect delegates to a preliminary
conference for youth unemployment
relief to be held April 9th. She
stated that all youth groups, clubs
and Yipsels circles in the neighbor-
hood were being approached for
this Conference.'
Comrade Bill Dansker, chairman

of the meeting, greeted the offer of
the YCL and pledged the whole-
hearted cooperation of the Spar-
tacus Youth Club.

This is the first time that the
YCL has officially appealed to any
section of the Left Opposition for
a united front. It is not merely a
result of the new policy of the of-
ficial party but also a sign of the
growing influence of the Left Op-
position in the Young Communist
League,

SEMIMONTHLY YOUTH PAGE

IN MILITANT

The National Youth Committee
of the Communist League of Amer-
ica < Opposition) is planning to

print semi-monthly a youth page
in the Militant. This will be sup-
plementary to its regular monthly
organ. Young Spartacus. The page
will give the youth an opportunity
to publish timely and interesting

events of importance to the entire

revolutionary movement. It will

further cement the ties between
the youth and general working
class movement.

Comrades are urged to send in

all material for the youth page
of the Militant and Young Spar-
tacus to : Joseph Carter, Young
Spartacus, 126 East 16th Street,

New York City.

SPARTACUS YOUTH CLUB

ACTIVITIES

On Marcn 30th the New York
Spartacus Youth Club held a meet-
ing preparatory to the April 1st
demonstration with Joe Carter,
secretary of the National Youth
Committee, Left Opposition, as
speaker. The proceedings of the
United Youth Conference Against
Fascism and their meaning were
discussed. The meaning of the
united front, the false policies of
the YCL and the activities of the
Left Opposition were elaborated
on.

A number of Questions and some
discussion followed.

APRIL ISSUE OF THE
YOUNG SPARTACUS*

A general appeal for funds for

Young Spartacus has been sent out
to all branches of the Communist
League and the Spartacus Youth
Clubs. As yet the response has
been negligible. Although our
costs of publication are small, it

is not very easy for us to cover
them. We appeal to all sympath-
izers to get subs—fifty cents a
year, bundles—three cents a copy,
and donations for Young Spar-
tacus.

If the response does not improve
in the nest week, the April issue
of Young Spartacus will be a four
pager. It „wlll Include an article

on Karl Marx, America's entrance
into the World War, reports of
youth activities in industries and
on the jobless line. Scottsboro and
Mooney cases. An analysis of the
Young Communist League and the
united front against Fascism, and
the situation in Germany as well
as the latest developments within
the YCL will be covered.

1,000 N.y. Youth Protest Fascism

Over one thousand young work-
ers and students massed before
the German consulate last Satur-
day noon and marched to Rutgers
Square, in a protest demonstration
against Fascism. A delegation of
thirteen which included a repre-
sentative of the Left Opposition
youth, was elected to present a re-

solution protesting the terror cam-
paign of the Hitler regime, de-
manding an immediate step to the
terrorism, and the release of all

political prisoners. Mr. Swartz,
the German consul, refused to

listen to the resolution.

The demonstration was organized
by the Youth Committee Against
German Fascism elected at the
United Youth Conference Against
Fascism held in New York, March
24th and 25th, as a united front of

all youth organizations. For the
first time in the history of the Left
Opposition, it signed a joint call

for the Conference with the official

Young Communist League. The
demons tration was the iirst genu-
ine united front action yet organ-
ied against German Fascism. The
various organizations participating
marched under their own organi-
zation banners and the leading
groups, including tile Left Opposi-
tion had speakers at the various
meeting places. Comrade George
Clarke spoke for the Left Opposi-
tion.

As yet the Youth Committee
Against German Fascism repre-
sents predominantly Left wing and
Communist groups. The Band
Schoi Students Ass'n., which to the
shame of the Young Communist
League had initiated the united
front, withdrew at the eleventh
hour, the Friday before the demon-
stration, under the pressure of the
leaders of the Socialist party, by a
vote of 32 to 23. This pressure is

-

shown by the false report in the
April 1st issue of the New Leader
that the Rand School students had
decided to withdraw from the uni-
ted front on the previous Tuesday.
The students of Brookwood Labor
College who had participated in
the Conference walked alongside
the Saturday parade in order not
to break Socialist party discipline.
The New York Yipsels were defin-
itely instructed to boycott the de-
monstration under threats of dis-
ciplinary action. One Yipsei who
had voted at the Hand School stu-
dents meeting for a continuation
of participation in the united front
was officially criticized by the
City Central Committee of the Y.
P. S. L. At the same meeting of
the Central Committee, where a
delegation of the Youth Committee
Against German Fascism appeared
once again to offer the Yipsels a
place, on the Committee and in its
work, a sub-committee of five was
elected to tnke'up the question with
Che Socialist party. Although the
sentiment was strongly in favor of

The Morale of the Russian Proletarian Youth
It is difficult to speak about the

morale of the youth, Among the
young people, there is a process of
differentiation going on all the
time. One section i$ evolving to
the side of the opposition but It

remains dissatisfied with critical

discussions only, and demands ac-
tion and organizational formula-
tions. However, many are fright-

ened by the experiences of opposi-
tions in the past, and therefore,
although fully aware of the
seriousness of the entire situation,

they seek for some other new way
out. For the last period, there
has begun an increasing, influx to

the Left Opposition of new people
who were never before sympath-
etic to us. Thus, for instance, re-

cently I had the occasion to meet
some youngers from the N——

-

Printing plant; in the past, they
answered all objections with the
reply, "Hold your horses !—The
Five Year Plan will show yon."
but now one of them took the floor

at a party meeting and announced
that "the Opposition was correct
on many points, and it was time
to take stock of tbte past". An-
other comrade (from the same
place) left the party and to all
objections to the effect that his
attitude was wrong and no meth-
od of iiolitical struggle, he replied,

"I refuse to bear responsibility lor

the strangling of the party and of

the working class." Both were

Oppositionists Slugged at YCLMeet
(Continued from Page 1)

arms, we defended ourselves as

best we could. We were glad to

note that even during the fracas,

some of the YCLers. there tried to

stop the fight and said we should

be allowed to distribute the paper.

Someone had put in a call for

the riot squad, and we heard the

sirens of the approaching automo-
biles. We had time to distribute a
number of papers to workers who
came up to us and asked for them, J toward the 'Trotskyist'." That is

adding their protest against the
shameful conduct of the attackers.

We left almost immediately for we
had no desire to give the cops any
excuse for Interfering in our dis-

pute with the YCLers and possibly

cause the membership meeting to

be disturbed.

An hour or so after, when the

meeting adjourned, three of us
went back and walked down Sec-

ond Avenue and met the YCLers
leaving the meeting. A number of

the comrades stopped to speak to

us and tell us that they In no way
supported the physical attack upon
us; and did not think that the
YCL leadership would condone the
action or had done so.

These comrades were mistaken
m the latter opinion. We bavt it

irom several of the members of the

over to Hathaway and asked him
if they should stop us from distri-

buting. Hathaway shrugged his

shoulders and by not attempting
to explain to these hotheads that
this was no way for workers, let

alone Communists, to settle their
disputes, thereby lent tacit support
to the action. Hathaway may evade
or deny this but his words at the
Party membership meeting two
weeks ago are on record; "We
should have a iyneblng attitude

YCL present, that me group went tleal trounds

clear and indisputable. With such
direction and leadership one can
hardly blame only the young com-
rades who took the words at their

face value and proceeded to carry
out the shameful and anti-Com-
munist action at the Stuyvesant
Casino. How much they harmed
the YCL and the Ideas of Com-
munism in the eyes of the workers
who witnessed the attack, they
cannot understand. Such hoodlum
and gangster methods can only re-

pel any Jionest worker. He knows
too well the club and the fist of

the police to be convinced simply
because it is a so-called Communist
who uses the same method.
We warn these young people: If

they have the interests of ta,e YCL
at heart, they will stop these hool-
igan tactics .and meet us on poll

expelled from the party and fired

Srom their jobs.

Another section of the youth
seeks its way out of all that is

occurring by switching over to

another track, chiefly, to study

—

in sdience is the only genuine
salvation from all political intri-

gues.

Thus, for instance, one of the
workers in the Control Commission
of the Ukrainian Regional Com-
missariat of Agriculture, apropos
of the expulsion of a number of

youngsters said, ''I agreed with
them in a great deal, but if I don't
do the expelling, I'll be expelled
myself." And, continuing the con-
versation, , he added, "If I thought
I would be permitted to finish the
university course, Ud leave party.

I'm tired of all these interminable
turns. What is white today was
black yesterday and so on to in-

finity . . . Jmt who'll guarantee
that another leadership will be any
better? No, as I see it. the only
way out for me personally lies in

the sphere of science." The com-
rade who told me this had spent
ten years in the YCL, working
throughout all this time in indus-

try and conjointly with his work
studying first in the Workers' Fac-
ulty and' later in the university.

There Is left only to add that many
others find their way out in drunk-
enness and debauchery. But, fun-
damentally the youth tends to be-

come militant, assuming a critical

attitude to what is transpiring,

and seeking to formulate fbem-
selves theoretically as well as or-

ganizationally.

As] among the jioutn so also
among the party members the same
processes are to be observed, only
in much "milder" forms. The dis-

satisfaction with conditions in the
parOy and in the country surges
over the barriers of party disci-

pline. And on the other hand,
there is also to be observed apathy

;

people have grown tired of wait-

ing for the promised boons of the
first five year plan, all the more
so as the scissors in the meantime
have spread unbelievably, which is

to be gathered both from press re-

ports and the conditions as they
actually obtain.

The authority of the "-chief" is

now no longer equal to zero but
to some infinitely great negative
quantity. There was a period
when "he was spoken of without
malice, and without much eon^l-
deratipn—that is to say, as some-
thing inevitable, but now all that
has changed. Now the "chief" is

at times spoken of as the greatest
wrecker of the revolution. I have
had the occasion to hear from
many—-even from workers In the
apparatus—that his removal would
be all for the best, lead to the
rehabilitation of the party regime,
etc., etc., December 1932 —R-ov.

Fran Exile
Throughout the la«t period there

to to be observed, with an ever

increasing tempo, the return from
exile of many former Opposition-
ists, now "former" c/apitulators.
Most recently there have arrived a
great miriiy from Kharkov—many
had been arrested there—and chief-
ly among the arrivals are the
repeaters, i. e., "former"' capitu-
1ators. The returning tourists
land directly—in solitary confine-
ment. In exile, there are those
who are not admitted into the
colonies. 1—either because the
statements they have filed regard-
ing their captiulation, and their
admission of the correctness of
the , general line were deemed in-

sufficient ; and a '"complete dis-

arming" was demanded from them.'
(The authorities as a rule deal
much more harshly with such peo-
ple than with the exiles ; their
position is made more unendurable
with every passing month—i£ they
refuse to disarm (e. g. the case of
V. Borschev, a worker from a
printing plant in Sytlnek). 2.

—

or because they disagreed with the
political classification of the Op-
position, and do not reckon them-
selves as such, for instance, V.
Zurachov and Magarik in Tash-
kent. (They were exiled for the
second time because suspected of
renewing their Oppostion activ-
ities.)

The colonies live in isolation un-
der conditions of semi-starvation

;

for instance Katya X. with her
year-old infant was sent to Cher-
din ; she was given no work ; her
husband was placed in solitary
confinement. Her only request in
letters to friends has been that
her baby be looked after and not
allowed to die. At the end of her
three-year term of exile, she was
sent away under convoy to Central
Aula, with a daily allowance of
fifty kopeks (a pound of bread
costs two to three roubles). The
picture of other colonies ip not
brighter. The material conditions
of the exiles are—horrible.

Nevertheless, the morale among
the comrades is militant. Many
are ailing, in particular, Solontzev
(scurvy) ; notwithstanding the
fact that the latter has served his
time, be remains' In confinement.
His wife wanted to apply for a
transfer to exile but he refused to
make any statements whatsoever.

As a result of a hunger strike

—

three men who were sick were let

out. Of them, one died.

Musya was freed after she had
lain in bed for six montlhs ; she
was; sent off, under convoy, to
Minusinsk, where she ia now to-
gether with Kossior. She is again
sick in bed- Her spirits are still

high but in her letters to relatives
she writes, we shan't see each
other soon. Geyev has been
brought back to Moscow from
solitary confinement in Upper
Urals. Because of pernicious an-
emia, he has lost his eyesight.

November, 1932. ONE OF US.

participation, four of the five elect-

ed were among those who were

strongly against affiliation to the

Youth Committee Against German
Fascism.

The Yipsels, the Young Circle

League—youth of the Workmen's

Circle—and the League for Indus-

trial Democracy have arranged for

a mass demonstration against Ger-

man Fascism for Saturday, April

8 in Union Square. The Youth

Committee Against German Fasc-

ism has offered to elect a joint

arrangements commttees to con-

duct this demonstration, and in any

case, has pledged the cooperation

of its affiliated organizations.

Members and sympathizers of the

New York Spartacus Youth Club

will meet at 120 East 10th Street

at 11:30 A. M. to go in a body to

the Union Square demonstration.

New Expulsions in

Brownsville
The advice of comrade Hath-

away to -arouse a lynch attitude

in all Communists" against the

Left Opposition has been taken up

by the aspiring bureaucrats Of

mass organizations affiliated to

the Communist party. So fearful

have the "leaders" of the Ameri-

can Youth Club become of "Trot-

skyist" influence that they have
actually whipped up a veritable

iyuch campaign against those mem-
bers ^who question their policies,

aud refuse to kow-tow to a party

controlled executive machine. The
member's cry for more discussion

on the differences between the of-

ficial party and the Left Opposition

is met with slander and expulsion.

The member asking for debate has

the finger of expulsion pointed at

him. A few of the more energetic

bureaucrats have discovered a re-

markable method of serving the in-

terests of the club—spying on their

fellow members. This* spy system

is working havoc with club activ-

ities. Members fear to confide in

each other. Suspicion rides high.

The club executive committee
meets behind closed doors. Its

snobbish members have divorced

themselves from the rank and file,

half of whom consist of raw work-
ers with no political background.

All this is furthering the discon-

tent of the membership, which is

realising that the present policies

of the American Youth Club are
leading to its speedy corruption

and demoralization.

The result of the attempts "to

protect .the members from Trot-

sky ist innuence"- has been an ex-

ceedingly low level of political

education which is superficial be-

cause of its one sidedness.

Two expulsions have occurred in

the past month, comrades Layton
and I. We were excluded, under
the all-embracing danger of dis

ruption. Both were known to have
sympathies for the Left Opposition.

A campaign of discrimination and
slander was conducted against both
of us prior to our expulsion.

It was decided at an executive

meeting during my absence, to re-

commend to the membership my
removal from the post of assistant

organizer and to place me on a
three months probation in the Un-
employed Section of the club. My
case was. postponed three or four

times, until I was expelled from
the YCL. I was expelled from the

YCL for refusing to fight against

the Left Opposition. When my
sympathies for the Left Opposition

were firmly established the Execu-
tive Committee changed its recom-
mendation to that of removal from
ofiilce ; three months' activity in

the Unemployed Section ; and no
voice in any of the other activities

fijr the duration of these three

months. One Executive Committee
member, who was opposed to the

last proposal, was rebuked by the
organizer for his willingness to

allow such elements who are
against the interests of the club
"full freedom to break up our or-

ganization". It was a clear ease
not of punishment for a crime but
of punishment "to prevent a
crime"—of hanging first and de-

termining t,he guilt afterward,

During the' trial the organizer

accused me of believing that there
should be reports of minority op-

inion on the Executive. When
questioned by a member as to
when the membership had passed
a resolution forbidding minority
reports the organizer explained
that the constitution contained
nothing concerning that point but
that he was acting according to

his knowledge of working class

organioations. This reveals tile

high handed, arbitrary, bureau-
cratic rulings of the Stalinist

clique.

Members now assure me that I

would have remained in the club
had I not attempted to organize a
Marxist class outside the club. Dis-
covery of this fact caused the
Executive to make an amendment
asking for expulsion. Their ''ex-

planation" is tiiat such a step is

an attempt to create factions in

the club. To these epigones the
formation of a Marxist class re-

moved from Stalinist influence con-
stitutes a counter-revolutionary
act.

The expulsion of comiade Lay-
ton and I are but precedents and
warnings to a membership that Is

being driven to a point where they
will soon be too oowed to raise

their voice in protest. But that
there are still militants left in the
club is evident by the discontent
of the rank and file and their con-

tempt for the "aristocracy of la-

bor", as '.hey term the snobhish
leaders.

—J. ELUOTT.

JointMeet of League andWeisbord

Lays Ground (or Close Collaboration

A meetng held on Saturday,
April 1, 1933 between representa-
tives of the National Committees
of the Communist League of Am-
erica (Opposition) and the Com-
munist League of Straggle (the
Weisbord group), adopted a Joint

declaration on the relationships
between the two groups "which
we print below, as the first step
towards a further consolidation of
the Left Opposition in this coun-
try.

As is known, our League has
been engaged for some time in a
dispute on fundamental questions
with the Weisbord group, concern-
ing whicll our readers nave been
informed in the columns of the
Militant, in the course of this dis-

pute, a considerable degree of
clarity has been attained w-iheh
now makes possible another step
forward in the collaboration of
the organizations and their event-
ual fusion.

The joint meeting was made
possible by a declaration from the
Cl.S to the National Committee of

Stalinists and the

Upholsterers
(Continued from Page 2)

union. "Only to the rank and file;

to hell with the leaders", argued
the ''Third Period" heroes. These
mass leaders "knew in advance"
that the "united front" would be
a failure, since that is what the
party line had taught them. And
so. inspite of their good intentions,

they made it easier for Thiez, the
corrupt A F of L union local bu-
reaucra t in consultation with
Deamei' of the Upholsterers Inter-

national, to break the negotiations
with the Unity Committee and the
Furniture Workers Industrial Un-
ion, without a legitimate protest

from the rank and file who might
have been attracted by our appeal
for the- unity of the trade.

And this is exactly what hap-
pened. Our committee appeared at
the membership meeting with its

credentials. They were not admit
ted to the membership meeting
but their credentials were taken,
and the matter was referred to

their executive board meeting
which met ten days later. The
Unity Committee met and again
elected a committee to go before
the Executive Board.

Here again the committee, out
of ultra-Leftist disdain for ele-

mentary trade union procedure, left

itself open to the indignant attacks
of Thiez. The haughty credential
addressed "to whom it may con-
cern" instead of to the union, as an
example, aroused a sneering attack
which had its effect on the mem-
bers of the union as another at-
tempt to ignore their organiza-
tion. The spokesmen for the Un-
ify Committee made agitated and
defiant "anti-leadership" speeches
whicll allowed the bureaucrats Im-
patiently to wave aside the dele-
gation by saying: "The Upholster-
ers Union will take in every work-
er at the trade. We always have
and always will: every upholsterer;
as an upholsterer." One delegate
asked if they would extend the
same invitation to the . Furniture
Workers Industrial Union. They
answered that they do not recog-
nisse this organization but will ac-
cept only individuals. The commit-
tee could not present the unity pro-
posals, and left.

The Unity Committee then decid-
ed on a "demonstration" before
the membership of Local 76. As
some comrades expressed them-
selves, it might even be necessary
to "forcd" their way into the
meeting if the officials would not
allow them to enter. A number of
leaflets were issued by the Unity
Committee calling on the member-
ship of the AF of L local to repudi-
ate their leadership, to hear and
support the committee when it

comes before them, over the
heads of their leaders. "Don't let

Thiez dictate to you any longer";
fight for your rights!" and similar
slogans were broadcast in the
shops

But by this time Thiez was able
to so rile his following against the
party bunglers that there was ab-

solutely no protest from the mem-
bership when he ordered the man-
ager of Manhattan Lyceum to put
the entire "mass" delegation out
on the street. The more serious
Left wingers in the delegation went
home feeling that the failure of
the unity negotiations might have
been prevented. The party mem-
bers on the other hand were
triumphant. "Didn't we tell you?"
they kept repeating jubilantly,

"Didn't we say that a united front
is impossible with the leaders?....

• • • •

The Unity Committee has called
a mass meeting to agitate for the
organization of shop committees of

the rank and file, to unite against
wage-cuts fend lay-offs. Such meet
ings are always beneficial and are
in order. But if these meetings
are organized as a substitute for a
genuine united front of unions and
shops, or with the understanding
that all further attempts at unity
are to be dropped, they will not
achieve the success we are all

striving for. We, the Left wing
union, will be reduced or will re-

main a small group of Left wing-
ers closely sympathetic to Com-
munism.

It is above all important that
these questions be thrashed out
thoroughly and openly on the floor

of the union and that all points of
view he heard before final action
is taken in the future.

—UPHOLSTERER.

our League which marked a new
advance on its part towards our
fundamental position, especially on
the question of Centrism. The for-

mer position of the C. L. S. and
of Weisbord on. this question, is

rejected and the declaration says
that '"the group as a whole fully

accepts comrade Trotsky's views on
this question as obtained through
reports of his discussion with com-
rade Weisbord last summer through
his letters to us and his discus-
sion of the question in print, par-
ticularly In his pamphlet TVhat
Next'."

In reply our National Committee
proposed a joint meeting with the
C. L. S. asking its cooperation with
the League in the neit period on
the following basis

:

"(a) Acceptance by the Weisbord
group of the theses adopted by the
Preliminary International Confer-
ence of the I. L. O. (b) that it

adopt an attitude toward the
League as the American section of
the International Left Opposition
and cease differentiating between
and contrasting the one to the
other; (e) that the Weisbord group
discontinue its claims to be a sec-
tion of or to represent the I.L.O.

;

that after a transition period of
cooperation between the two or
ganizations on this basis, during
which the possibility of joint work
is tested, the question of a fusion
between the two organizations be
referred to the National Conference
of the League for discussion".
The joint meeting which fallow-

ed resulted from an acceptance of
the proposal of the C. L. A. by the
Weisbord group. Following a dis-
cussion, the nature of which Is in-
dicated by the declaration printed
below. A declaration was Anally
adopted unanimously, which in-
dicates the nature of the discussion
and the further steps that are to
be taken. We print the full de-
claration beolw

:

* • • t

RESOLUTION OF THE JOINT
CONFERENCE OF REPRESEN-
TATIVES OF THE COMMUN-
IST LEAGUE OF AMERICA
(OPPOSITION) AND THE
COMMUNIST LEAGUE OF

STRUGGLE
1. Previous discussions and

correspondence between the Com-
munist League of America (Op-
position) and the Communist
League of Struggle have establish-
ed the principle ground for com-
mon work and a possible eventual
fusion of the two organizations.

2. With this fact as the point
of departure the joint conference
of representatives of the two or-
ganizations agrees upon a program
of collaboration.

3. In this collaboration the
Communist League of Struggle
adopt* the following standpoint:

(a) It accepts the theses of toe
International Preliminary Confer-
ence of the International Left Op-
position,

(b) It regards the Communist
League of America (Opposition)
as the American section of the
International Left Opposition and
supports it as such.

(e) It will enter into collabor-
ation with the Communist League
of America (Opposition) in vari-
ous activities with the objective of
a fusion with it and will conduct
itself accordingly in this collabora-
tion.

(d). Criticism of the commun-
ist League of America (Opposition)
on the secondary points of differ-
ence, which may appear' in the
•IClass Struggle", will be regulat-
ed in content and tone by the
above standpoint.

4. The Communist League of
America (Opposition), on its part,
will welcome the cooperation of
the pommunist League of Strug-
gle in concrete activities and will
facilitate the fusion of the two
organizations after the actual pos-
sbilities of common work have
been sufficently tested in the per-
iod of collaboration between the
organizations.

5. It is agreed that She Com-
munist League of Struggle shall
be given the opportunity to bring
its special point of view on the
remaining differences before the
membershp of t]he Communist
League of America (Opposition)
in the forthcoming pie-conference
discussion and at the national con-
ference.

5. The decision on the question
of the integration of the Commun-
ist League of Struggle into the
Communist League of America
(Opposition) is to be made by the
forthcoming national conference of
the latter after opportunity has
been given, by the intervening per-
iod of collaboration and discus-
sion, to judge the maturity of the
eondtiiens for this action and the
necessity for it The undersigned
representatives of the two organi-
zations at the joint conference will
work for this consummation.

FOR THE COMMUNIST
LEAGUE OF AMERICA

(OPPOSITION)
(Signed) Max Shachtman

J. P. Cannon
Martin Abern

FOR THE COMMUNIST
LEAGUE OF STRUGGLE

(Signed! Albert Weisbord
Sam Fisher
Vera Buch
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Leon Trotsky: The Tragedy of the German Proletariat

(Continued Irom Page 1)

treat Irom the theoretical com-

mandments of Stalinism. Chips and
fragments of ideas and principles

a*e thrown out along the toad like

so mu*h ballast.

The conditions Tor the united

front put hj the Comintern fof all

the countries (committees of ac-

tion against Fascism, demonstra-

tions and strikes against wage re-

ductions) present nothing new, on

the contrary, they are the sehema-

tielzed and bureaucratized repro-

duction of the slogans that the

Left Opposition formulated much
more clearly and concretely two

and a half years ago and for which

it was registered in the camp of

social-Fascism. The united front

on such bases could yield decisive

results in Germany; but for that

end it should have been carried out

in tone. Time is an important

factor in politics.

What is therefore the practical

value now of the proposals of the

Executive? For Germany, it is at

a minimum. The policy of the

united front assumes a "front",

that is, stable positions and a cen-

tralized leadership. The Left Op-

position put forth the conditions

for the united front as conditions

for an active defence with the per-

spective of passing over to the

offensive. Now, the German pro-

letariat has reached the state of

a disorderly retreat, without even

rearguard battles. Jn this situa-

tion, voluntary unions of Commun-
ist and social democratic workers

may and will be realized for vari-

ous episodic tasks, but the sys-

tematic realization of the united

front is Inexorably thrust back for

an indeterminate future. There

must be no illusions on this score.

About fifteen months ago, we
wrote that the key to the feitna-

tion is in the hands of the Ger-

man Communist Party. The Stal-

inist bureaucracy has now lost this

key out of its hands. Great events

•utside of the will of the party

will be necessary to give the work-

ers the possibility o£ drawing up

short, of fortifying themselves, of

rebuilding their ranks and of pass

Ing over to an active defensive.

When this will occur, we have

no way of knowing with precision.

Perhaps much quicker than the

triumphant counter - revolution

hopes. But in any case, it is not

those who issued the manifesto of

the Executive who will direct the

policy of the united front in Ger-

many.

If the central position has sur-

rendered, one must fortify oneself

in the approaches, one must pre-

pare points of support tor the fu-

ture offensive. This preparation

signifies, inside of Germany, the

critical clarification of the past,

support to the vigorous spirt of the

vanguard of the militants, their re-

assembly, the organization of rear-

guard combats wherever it is

possible waiting meanwhile for the

moment when the various fighting

groups will draw together into a

great' army. This preparation sig-

nifies at the same time the defense

of the proletarian positions in the

countries closely connected with

Germany, or located right near it:

in Austria, in Czechoslovakia, in

Poland, In the Baltic countries, in

Scandinavia, in Belgium, in Hol-

land, in France and in Switzerland.

Fascist Germany must be sur-

rounded by a powerful circle of

proletarian fortifications. Without

for an instant ceasing the attempts

to halt the disorderly retreat of

ijhe German wdrkers, it is neces-

sary forthwith to create fortified

proletarian positions aTound the

frontiers of Germany for the strug-

gle against Fascism.

In the first rank comes Austria,

which is Immediately threatened

by the Fascist cataclysm. One can

say with certitude that if the Aus-

trian proletariat were to seize

power now and transform Its

country into a revolutionary bat-

tleground, Austria would become

tor the revolution of the German
proletariat what Piedmont was for

the revolution of the Italian bour-

geoisie. It cannot be predicted

how far the Austrian proletariat,

pushed forward by the events but

paralyzed by the reformist bureau-

cracy, will advance along this

road. The task of Communism is

to help the events against Austro-

Marxism. The policy of the united

front is one of the means. The
conditions which the manifesto of

the Executive takes over ao tard-

ily from the Left Opposition thus

retain all their force.

However, the policy of the uni-

ted front embraces within itself

not only advantages hut also dan-

gers. It easily gives birth to com-

binations between leaders behind

the baek of the masses, to a pas-

sive adaptation to the ally, to op-

portunist vacillations. This danger

cannot be warded off save under

the condition of two express guar-

antees: the maintenance of full

freedom of criticism of the ally

tnd the re-establishment of the full

freedom of criticism within the

ranks of one's own party. To re-

fuse to criticize one's allies leads

directly and immediately to capi-

tulation to reformism. The policy

of the united front without party

democracy, that is, without the

control of the apparatus by the

party, leaves the leaders a free

hand for the opportunist experi-

ence which supplement the adven-

turist experiences.

How has ,the Executive acted in

this case? Dozens of times jtke

Left Opposition predicted that un-

der the blows of events, the Stal-

inists will be compelled to recoil

from their ultra-Leftism and that,

placing themselves on the road of

mence to commit all the opportun-

ist treason which they attributed to

us only yesterday. This time too

the prediction has been realized

literally.

In making a dizzying swing to-

wards the positions of the united

front,"the Executive tramples upon

the fundamental guarantees which
alone can assure a revolutionary

content to, the policy of the united

front. The' Stalinists take into con-

sideration and accept the hypo-

critical and diplomatic claims of

the reformists to a socalled "mu-
tual non-aggression". Breaking

with all the traditions of Marxism
and of Bolshevism, they recom-

mend to the Communist parties, in

case the united front is realized, to

"abandon all attacks against the

social 'democratic organizations

during the joint action." That's

just what it says : To abandon .all

attacks (!) upon the social dem-
ocracy { what a shameful form-
ula!) means to abandon the free-

dom of political criticism, that is,

the principal function of the rev-

olutionary party.

The capitulation is engendered
not by practical necessity but by
the panicky state of mind. The
reformists come and will come to

an agreement to the extent that

(he pressure of events and the

pressure of the masses force them
to. The demand for "non-aggres-

sion" is blackmail, that is, an at-

tempt of the reformist leaders to

extort an auxiliary advantage. To
submit to blackmail means to build

up the united front upon rotten

foundations and to give the re-

formist business men the possibil-

ity of blowing it up under some
arbitrary pretext or another.

Criticism in general, all the more
so under the conditions of the uni-

ted front, should obviously corre-

spond to the real relationships and
preserve the necessary proportions.

The absurdities about "social-

Fascism" must be refuted: It is a
concession not to the social dem-
ocracy but to Marxism. It is not
for the treachery of 1918 but for

its evil work in 1933 that the'ally

must be criticized. But criticism,

like political life itself, of which
criticism is the voice, cannot be

halted for an hour. If what the
Communists disclose corresponds to

the reality, they serve the purposes

of the 'united front, pushing for-

ward the provisional ally and,
what is more important, giving a
revolutionary education to the
whole proletariat. To abandon this

fundamental duty is the first stage
in that criminal and shameful pol-

icy which Stalin foisted upon the
Chinese Communists with regard
to the Kuo Min Tang.

Matters stand no better wiui re-

gard to the second guarantee. Hay-
ing denounced criticism of the so-

cial democracy, the Stalinist ap-
paratus docs not even think of giv-

ing the right of criticism to the
members of ts own party. The
Burn Jtsclf is effected, as is the
custom, nfter the manner of a bu-
reaucratic revelation. Not a sin-

gle national congress, no interna-

tional congress, nor even a plenum
of the Executive, no preparation

in the press of the party, no an-

alysis of the policy of the past.

And there is nothing astounding In

this: at the very first Steps in a
discussion in the party, each think-

ing worker would ask the function-

aries : why have the Bolshevik-

Leninists been expelled from all

the sections and why are they sub-

jected in the USSR to arrests, to

deportation and to firing squads?
Is it only because they dig deeper

and see further? The Stalinist

bureaucracy cannot permit such a

conclusion. It is capable of no
matter what flop or turn, but to

present itself honestly before the

workers, to face the Bolshevik-

Ijeninists—that's something it can-

not and does not dare to do. Thus,

in the struggle for its own pre-

servation, the apparatus depreci-

ates its new turn by .undermining

in advance the confidence in it not

only of the social democratic work-
ers but also of the Communists.

The publication of the manifesto

of the Executive is accompanied by

jet another circumstance, extrane-

ous to the question we are ex
amining, but which throws an ex-

ceedingly glaring light on flie pre-

sent position of the C. I. and on

the attifude of the leading Stalin-

ist group towards it. In Prayda
of March (!. the manifesto Is pub-

lished not as a direct and open ap-

peal of the Executive of the Com-
intern situated in Moscow—as was

always the case—but as the trans-

lation of a document from l'Ha-

numit#, transmitted from Paris by
the telegraphic agency Tass. What
a stupid and humiliating ruse! Af-

ter all the successes, after the real-

ization of the first Five Year Plan,

after
1 the "disappearance of the

classes", after "the entry into so-

cialism", the Stalinist bureaucracy

no longer dares to publish . in its

own name the manifesto of the

Executive of the Communist Inter-

national—that's how it feels Itself

on tiic international arena.

The manifesto is not the sole

reply to the initiative of the Sec-

ond International. Through the in-

termediary of paper organizations

—the revolutionary trade union
oppositions (It. G. O.) of Germany
and Poland, the Anti-Fascist alli-

ance and the socalled Italian Gen-
eral Conf(-deration of Labor1

, the
Communist International is con-
vening for the mouth of April a
"Pan-European Workers' Anti-
Fascist Congress". The list of

those invited, as is proper, is con-
fused and vast: factories (they

say "factories", although by the
efforts of. St alin-Losovsky the Com-
munists have been ousted from
practically all the factories in the
world), local labor organizations,

revolutionary, reformist. Catholic,
belonging to a party or not, sports,

anti-Fascist and peasant organiza-
tions. And more: "We wish also
to invite all those individuals who
arc really fighting for the cause of

the workers." Having comprom-

ised for a long time the cause of

the masses, the strategists appeal

to the "individuals", to those her--

mits gtho have found no place in

the ranks of the masses but who,
just the same, "are really fighting

fior the cause of the workers—
Barbusse and General Sehoenaich
will once more be mobilized to

save Europe from Hitler.

Here we have a ready-made
libretto for one ot those charlatan-

csque presentations with which the
Stalinists are in the habit of mask-
ing their impotence. What has
the Amsterdam bloc of the Cent-

rists and the pacifists accomplished
in the struggle against the aggres-

sion of the Japanese bandits

China? Nothing. Out of respeet

for Stalinist '"neutrality", the paci-

fists have not eveu issued a mani-
festo of protest. Now a new edi-

tion of the Amsterdam Congress
is being prepared, not against war
but against Fascism, What will

the an ti-Fascist bloc of vacated
"factories" and impotent "indivi-

duals" do? Nothing. It *will is-

sue a hollow manifesto, if, as a
matter of fact, things go this time
as far as the holding of a Con-
gress. The tendency towards in-

dividuals has two faces; opportun-
istic and adventurist. The Russian
Social Revolutionists in the old

days extended the Right hand to

the liberals and held a bomb in the
Lett baud. The experience of the
last ten years attests that after
every great tragic defeat provoked
or at legist aggravated by the pol-

TheG Gnsis in Oerman communismC
Continued from last issue

Within these general workers'

organizations the Communists have
piayed their role; but the "third

period" policy shows its disastrous

results. The Stalinist party lead-

ers, with the inauguration of this

period", began to interpret its

aim of winning the workers to

Communist leadership not by main-

taining its activities within these

mass organizations and in this

manner winning them over, but by

splitting away the Left wing and

the Communist opposition to form
their own small organizations in

every field. It resulted, even

though not always in new organi-

zations at least in every case in

an exodus of all Communist ele-

ments. Kival trade unions were
formed the It. G. O.), rival free-

thinkers, football clubs, anglers'

clubs, etc. But the overwhelming
majority of the workers remained
in the social democratic organiza-

tions and by and large also under
their ideology and leadership. The
new opposition organization vege-

tated in an isolated" and sectarian

existence.

Stalinist Leaders Prevented
Trend Toward Communism

The Stalinist leaders, caught in

the vise of their own policy, could

not tolerate criticism ; they made
a bureaucratic caricature of the

correct principles of centralization

and disipline. The membership
within these rival organizations

were deprived of all rights of seri-

ous discussion and participation In

decisions. They could not find

themselves at home In these or-

ganizations which were stripped

of their function and stagnated.

The party bureaucracy became
most strongly expressed In the

struggle against criticism of and
opposition to its false policies. For
example, Schulz would become an
Oppostionist. He would be expel

led from the party. Next the de-

mand would be made for his con-

demnation and expulsion from all

other organizations under party

direction, from the RGO, from its

freethinker society, from its chess
players' clubs, anglers' clubs, etc.

Such a method could only help to

alienate the workers from Com-
munism and benefit the treacher-

ous social democratic chiefs.

These are only some of the ex-

amples of the Stalinist methology
considered apart from the general
strategy, by which the party lead-

ars sought in their way to prepare
the proletariat for its present fate-

ful situation. In no wise could it

correspond to the rhythm of work-
ing class developments. While the
German workers went through a
period of radicalization culminat-
ing in the great strike wave ex-
tending throughout Germany dur-
ing the latter part of last year,

in many instances forcing the trade
union bureaucrats into the fight,

the disastrous and criminal Stal-

inist, party leadership policy and
the independent trade union sects
could only serve as a brake upon
the general movement. The social
democratic leaders, despite all

their sell-outs were not dislodged
from their positions but had their
authority re-lnforced. For the
workers there was no other choice
than to remain within their fold.

In this sense the Stalinist Cen-
trlsm circumvented the constantly
growing -working claes trend to-

ward Communism, That sympathy
for Communism increased, is

proved by the various parliament-
ary elections where the party, with
certain temporary retreats, con-
tinued to record gains, not at all

commensurate with the Nazi gains,

but gains nevertheless. One can
say that election after election
strengthened the party victories in

the field. But not so in actual
struggle or in trade union and
working class contact within the
industries. Despite the parlia-

mentary election victories the party
could not lead in struggle against

the constantly growing Fascist re-

action. It remained paralyzed and
powerless. By its policy and
methods tbje Stalinist leaders

saved the social democratic ba-

the united front, they will com-reaucracr, enormously etrengthen-

The Alternatives in the

Decisive Class Battles

ed Fascism and seriously weak-
ened the (Joinmunist vanguard.

Agtiin and again the solid hold
which the social democracy has
upon the workers in the industries

has been proved. Most recently in

the Hetriebsraetc (faetory coun-
cil) elections in the Berlin win-
fcipal electric and gas works held

March first. One may say that
workers employed by a municipal-
ity tend to conservatism but nev-
ertheless (he results are illumin-

ating.

In the gas works 3,838 votes
were counted, of which the social-

ists received 2,352, Communiits
1,298, and Nazis 161. The Com-
munists lost the absolute majority
which they had formerly held
here. In the electrical works
3,328 votes were cast, of which
the socialists obtained no less than

3,034, the Communists ICfi, and the

Nazi 83.

Within the clerical staff of the
municipal gas and the electric

works the council elections gave
the following results. In the gas
section out of a total of 2,004 votes

cast, the socialists obtained 1,151,

the Nazi 413, and a neutral mod-
erate ticket 4u9. There was no
Communist ticket. Among the

clerical staff of the electrical sec-

tion out of a total of 2,517 votes
the socialists polled 3,916, the
Nazis 443, and the Communists
135. In all four elections there
was a 90 percent participation.

Here is again telling proof of
workers following the social dem-
ocratic leaders and not at all con-

sidering themselves partner's in the

same camp with the hated Nazi.

On the contrary. It proves that
the workers are holding fast to

the socialist party just at the
period of its severe persecution by
the Fascists and their campaign
for the Hitler parliamentary tic-

ket. But it also gives telling

proof of the weakness of the Com-
munist party among the workers
In the industries. All in all, how-
ever, it is one more excellent
reason for a genuine united front
between the C. 1*. and the SP. That
is yet the key question. No other
way exists to defend the German
working class, its rights and its

organizations against the murder-
ous onmarch of the brown batfll-

llons than through a united work-
ing class.

Socialist Bureaucrats and
Stalinists Partners in Betrayal

The social democratic leaders
complacently accept the Hitler
Reichstag election victory. They
seek solace in their own statement
that, "Germany is not Italy*',

meaning thereby that Hitler cannot
accomplish the destruction of work-
ing class wrought by Mussolini.
While this is true In the sense
that Hitler faces a far more pow-
erful working class, & potentially
far stronger antagonist than did
Mussolini, yet the Welisj Braun
and Severing gentry rerjeat the
treason of their Italian fraternity.

They have succeeded in maintain-
ing their party intact but they
continue to sabotage all struggle.
They thereby keep the road open
for Hitler.

But we have sought in vain also

for any sign of struggle initiated

by the Stalinist party leadership.

By their own course they have
arrived at a situation where the
party is unable to fight, where it

is being'
1 shattered and wiped out

by the first heavy blows of Fasc-
ism in power. The party leaders
parasphrased the social democrats.
They said : "The difference be-

tween Mussolini and Hitler is

basically that the latter has no
economic conjuncture ahead of
him". True as this is in Its ab-
stract sense, when substituted for
measures of struggle it becomes
entirely false. The economic con-
junctures alone will not defeat
Hitler. For that is required a
united working class, oriented, or-

ganized and prepared for such a
huge task. In that the party

leadership failed completely to

even take the initial steps for

working class defense. Thereby
it also laid the road open for

Hitler to smash the workers' or-

ganizations beginning with the

party itself. The extent of its

destruction is illustrated by the

one example among many others

of an important functionaries' con-

ference called in the Kuhr region

by special* courier from the Central

Committee. It was called shortly

liefore the elections and sixty

functionaries were 1o participate.

Of Ibis numlier only five showed
up.

The sad truth is that today, at

the time of this writing, the party

which should function as the pro-

letarian vanguard exists uo longer.

Its press, its meetings and all its

public activities are completely
prohibited. But it issues no leaf-

lets, it gives no leadership what-
ever, its own leaders are either

under arrest or fugitives, its head-
quarters are taken over by the pol-

ice, its nuclei are disorganized and
a frightful demoralization has
seized its membership. The party
is betrayed by its Stalinist leader-

ship, it is sacrificed by an incom-
petent bureaucracy, the strength
of its numbers faded to the vanish-
ing point because it meant nothing
when associated with an utterly

false ideology, false perspectives

and policies. Today Is being re-

corded in Germany and with fate-

ful consequence to the working
class throughout the world the
greatest crime of Stalinism.

What is becoming of the Com-
intern? Undermined and almost
reduced to impotence by its con-
trolling Stalinist clique it has like-

wise fililed to fuuetoin and to show
the way. When feeble attempts in

regard to the German situation
were made by it they were made
upon a false road. What will be
its future if the Fascists finally

conquer in Germany? This ques-
tion embodies such serious conse-
quences that it is difficult to fully

contemplate today. One thing is

certain. (We see now the eclipse

of Stalinism in Germany and per-
haps in the whole Comintern, But
a far more serious aspect of the
present situation is the question of
the eclipse of the Comintern itself,

if not of the Soviet Union. The
Stalinist regime has long ago re-

duced the Comintern to an ap-
pendix purely of the interests of
its own bureaucratic clique in the
Soviet Union. What will the de-
struction of strongest Comintern
party outside of the" Soviet Union,
the only mass party outside of the
Soviet Union, mean ? The mere
practical aspect of this question
rolls up enormous difficulties.

Through the German party were
maintained the solid contacts with
the proletariat of -the western
world despite the white terror rule
of Poland and the Baltic states in

between. Germany being added to
that iron ring of Fascist and semi-
Fascist dictatorships practically
destroys this contaet. The
Stalinist regime will concentrate
yet more purely within the Soviet
Union in an attempt to give life

to Its reactionary Utopian theory
of socialism in one country. It
will pay even less attention to the
Comintern than before. Hence its

utterly criminal complacency in
flace of the mortal danger threat-
ening the world proletariat And
what of the political consequence
of the destruction of the strongest
party existing within a capitalist
country? Will that not mean al-

most a death blow to the Comin-
tern additionally weakened by the
effects of a defeat of such gigantic
consequences as a defeat in Gei-
many today?

Fall of Stalinism Signals
Rise of Left Opposition

These, of course, are considera-
tions arrived at on the basis of
the furious onmarch of German
Fascism capturing one strong posi-
tion after anofher and already
having eliminated its .main oppon-
ent—the Communist party. They
must yet take into account the
possibilities which despite all still

exists of the German working class

yet being able to rally in time the
powerful resources lying dormant
within its ranks. But It is neces-

sary to he prepared for the worst
variant. For such possibilities, how-
ever, the party of Stalinism will no
(he party of Stalinism will no
longer give the initiative or lead-

ership. Now there remains as the

revolutionary hope only the Inter-

nal ionut I-<:ft Opposition. It is

true that compared to the giant
task our ranks are still extreme-
ly feeble. But the Ltift Opposition
possesses the first and most impor-
tant rerequisites. We possess the
weapon of a Marxian approach, of

Marxian analysis and of a .Marxian
program. Of truly monumental
importance is such a weapon to-

day.

It. was by virtue of Ibis that the
Left Opposition in the past, facing
the failures of Stalinism. could

show the correct road. When the

Comintern, hamstrung by the Stalin

regime, failed in this Decisive sit-

uation to give leadership or even
to speak to the world proletariat,

the International Left Opposition
began seriously to solidify its ranks
in the international conference held
recently. Delegates from eleven
different countries participated

and began in a small measure to

prepare our organization for its

great tasks] When viewed in con-
tradistinction to the silence and
failure of the Stalinist Comintern
one must say that in that fact
alone lies an enormous importance.
That was a signal for tl(e new
I'lKK-li wihch arc now entering. A
signal for the falling of Stalinism
ami the rise of the Lef.t Opposi-
tion.

—A1BNE SWABECK.

Three Expulsions
Davenport, Iowa.—On Marcli 18,

1333 the Left Opposition Branch

of the Tri-Cities was forced to ex-

pel S. Ii. Claussen for cowardice,
moral and physical degeneracy, for
breaking the discipline of the
branch and attacking the Left Op-
position publicly. The expulsion
also took place of II. and J. Behr
for connection with the Police De-
partment and agents of the Cham-
ber of Commerce, This was done
after a trial where these people
practically admitted the charges,
Claussen is 21 years of age, a fel-

low who thinks be is a little bit

better than the ordinary worker.
He is about 5 ft. 4 in in height.

Mr. and Mrs. Behr are husband
and wife who have had and are
having contact with the police

and carried information to agents
of the Chamber of Commerce.

These three individuals atacked
Communism openly in the press
when tliey were confronted with
facts. The party, through the un-
employed Council and through Tony
Minerich who is at the present
time the organizer of the TUUL in

(lie mining regiolt, have made open
attacks against the Left Opposi-
tion, and have used every method
possible tc take

- away all hulls

from the branch of the Left Op-
position in the city of Davenport.
They have further attacked
through personal slander the com-
rades of the Left Opposition, with
the assistance of the local news-
papaife and the local Chamber of
Commerce plus the American Leg-
ion. This was done through the
(act that the three above men-
tioned people were officers'' of the
U^iion of Unemployed, and had a
special meeting where we were
barred by tile police of this city.

The Union of Unemployed Rank
and File held a meeting where 109
workers were present and con-
demned their action. The branch
of this city warns all workers
against those degenerates and calls
on all i>arty members to demand
of, the party the reason for the
united front between these indivi-

duals and the organizers of the
Party. We call upon all workers
to repudiate this leadership which
is undermining Communism in its

desperate attempt to stop the in-

fluence of the ideas of the Left
Opposition In the Tri-Cities.

Communist League of America
(Oppositon) Tri-Clty Branch

Hitler andthe

Red Army
(Continued Irom Page I)

not because they desired the vic-

tory of Hitler, but out of political

blindness. At the same time, we
must be just to them; if they had
desired the victory of Hitler, they

could not have acted otherwise
than they did. Now that Hitler

is in power, and his whole policy

compels him to prepare a coup to-

ward (he Kast (the revelations of

the Polish- Ukrainian program of

Goering are sufficiently eloquent)
the Stalinists say, "He who pre-

p&res to call on the Bed Army in-

ures socialist construction."

But even leaving aside the ques-
tion of help to the German prole-

tariat, there remains the question
of the defense of socialist construc-

tion against Gerinan Fascism, the
shock troops of world Imperialism.
Do the Stalinists deny this dan-
ger? The most that they can say
is that Hitler is not yet, today,
capable of carrying on a war. That
is true, and we said so some time
ago. But if Hitler, today incap-

able of carrying on a war, will be
capable of it tomorrow—and he
will not be able to avoid carrying
on war—does not a correct strat-

egy demand that Hitler be prevent-
ed from preparing his blow, tbat
is, that the German workers get
rid of Hitler before he gets rid of
the German workers? Marxists
have often made fun of "parlia-
mentary cretinism", but kolkhoz
cretinism Is not worth a bit more.
One cannot sow grain and plant
cabbages wilh his back turned to
the West, from which, for the first

time since 1918, comes the greatest
threat, which can become a mortal
danger if it is not paralyzed in
time.

Or have the Stalinists perhaps
assimilated the pacifist wisdom of
the ''purely defensive" war being
the only permissible one? "Let
Hitler attack us first, then we will

defend ourselves." This was al-

ways the reasoning of the German
social-democracy : let the National-
Socialists first openly attack the
constitution, then, well'. . .etc.

Still, when Hitlec openly attacked
the constitution, it was already too
late to think of its defense.

He who does not outstrip the
enemy while be is still weak ; who
passively lets him strengthen and
reinforce himself, protect his rear-
guard, create an army for himself,
receive support from abroad, as-
sure himself of allies ; who leaves
to the enemy the complete liberty
of initiative; such a man i)i a
traitor, even if the motives for his
treason are not to render service
to imperialism, hut consist of petty
bourgeois weakness and political
blindness.

The "justification" of a policy of
waiting and evasion under these
conditions can only be weakness.
This is a very serious argument

.

but we have to give a clear ac-
count to ourselves of it. We must
say : the Stalinist policies in the
USSR have so thoroughly disor-
ganized economy and the relations
between proletariat and peasantry,
have so badly weakened the party,
that the necessary premises for an
active foreign policy do not exist
today.

We take into consideration the
force of this argument. We know
that the consequences of a lying.

I>oIicy become transformed into
objective obstacles along the road
But we draw the conclusion: a
fundamental change in the policy,
the methods, the leadership of the
party is necessary, in order to as-
sure the Soviet State, in addition
to everything else, of a real cap-
acity for defense and freedom of
initiative internationally.
Prinkipo, March 21, 1933.

—L. TROTSKY.

Laying a stable basis under the
MILITANT is the best way of as-
suring its regular and unhamper-
ed appearance. The most stable
basis for the MILITANT is a large
subscription Ite<. Get subs from
your friends and comrades!

icy of the Comintern, the Stalin-

ist' bureaucracy sought implacably
to refurbish its reputation with the
aid of some grandiose adventure
or another (Esthonia, Bulgaria,
Cauton). Doesn't this danger ex-
ist now too? In any case, we
deem it necessary to raise a voice
of warning. Adventures which aim
to replace the action of the paral-
yzed masses, disorganize the mass-
es still more and aggravate the
catastrophe.

The conditions of the present
world situation, as well as the con-
ditions of each country in particu-
lar, are just as deadly tor the so-
cial democracy as they are favor-
able to the revolutionary party.
But the Stalinist bureaucracy has
succeeded in converting the crisis
of capitalism and of reformism into
a crisis of Communsm. Such is the
balance sheet of the uncontrolled
command of the epigones for the
last ten years.

Hypocrites will be found to say:
The Opposition is criticizing the
party which has fallen into the
hands of the executioner. Black-
guards will add : The Opposition
is helping the executioner. By
combining a specious sentimental-
ism with venemous falsehood, lha
Stalinists will ejideavor to hide
the Central Committee behind the
apparatus, the apparatus behind
the party, to eliminate the ques-
tion of resjKinsibility for the cat-
astrophe, for the false strategy,
for the disastrous regime, for the
criminal leadership: that means
helping the executioners of yester-
day and today.

The policy of the Stalinist bu-
reaucracy in China was no less
disastrous than it is at the pre-
sent time In Germany. Hut there,
the affair took place behind the
back of the world proletariat, un-
der conditions which were incom-
prehensible to it. The critical
voice of the Opposition hardly
reached beyond the USSft to the
workers of the other countries.
The Chinese experience went prac-
tically unpunished for the Stalin-
ist apparatus. In Germany, it is
entirely different. All the stages
of the drama developed before the
eyes of the world proletariat. At
each stage, (he Opposition raised
its voice. The whole course of
development was announced in ad-
vance. The Stalinist bureaucracy
calumniated the Opposition, im-
puted to It Ideas and plans alien
to it, expeiled all those who dared
to speak of the united front, help-
ed the social democratic bureau-
cracy demolish the united local
defense committees, cut the work-
ers off from the slightest possibil-
ity of emerging upon the road of
the mass struggle, disorganized the
vanguard, paralyzed the proletar-
iat. In this way, opposing the uni-
ted front of defense with the social
democracy, the Stalinists found
themselves with the latter in a
united front of panic and of capi-
tulation.

And now, finding itself right lu
front of ruin, the leadership of the
Comintern fears light and criticism
more than anything else. Let the
world revolution go lost, provided
that vain prestige may live: the
bankmpis sow contusion and
smear up the traces. The fact
that the Communist Party of Ger-
many lost "only" 1,200,000 votes at
the first blow, with a general rise
in the numlier of voters of from
three to four millions, Is proclaim-
ed by Pravda as an "enormous
political victory", in (he same
way, in 1924, Statin proclaimed as
an "enormous victory" the fact
that the workers in Germany, who
were withdrawing without battle,
had still given the Communist
party 3,000,0 votes If the prole-
tariat, deceived and disarmed by
both apparatuses, has this time
given the Communist party almost
tive million votes, this Signifies only
that it would have given it twice
or three times that number' if it
had been able to show that it is
capable of taking and holding the
power. But it gave the proletariat
nothing save confusion, aigzags, de-
feats and distress.

Yes, five million Communists still

succeeded in reaching the ballot
box, one by one. But in the fac-
tories and on the streets, there
aren't any. They are disconcerted,
dispersed, demoralized Under the
yoke of the apparatus, they have
lost the habit of independence. The
bureaucratic terror of Stalinism
has rjaralyzed their will-power be-
fore the turn came for the terror
of the Fascist bands.

It must be said clearly, plainly,
openly: Stalinlsm'in Germany has
bad its August 4th. Prom today
on, the advanced workers of this
country will speak' of the period
of the domination of the Stalinist
bureaucracy only w^th a burning
sense of shame, only with words of
hatred and curses. The official

German Communist Party is doom-
ed. From now on it will only de-
compose, crumble and melt into
the vofd. German Communism can
be reborn only on a new basis and
with a new leadership.

The law of unequal development
acts also upon the fate of Stalin-
ism. In the various countries. It

finds itself In different stages of
decomposition. To what degree
the tragic experience of Germany
will, serve as an impulsion to the
rebirth of the other sections of the
Comintern—the future will show.
In Germany in any case the swau
song of the Stalinist bureaucracy
has been sung. The German prole-
tariat will rise again, Stalinism
never. Under the terrible blows of
the enemy, the advanced German
workers will have to build up a
new party. The Bolshevik-Lenin-
ists will give ail their forces to this
work'.
Prlnkipo, March 14, 1933.

—LEON TROTSKY.
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Austrian Bonapartism

PRICE 5 CENTS

By Leon

Trotsky

imiiMii milium m "u n r
—

The situation in Austria is not

rualitntively different from the sit-

uation in Germany, but only lags

behind, it in its development. After

the political life in Austria had
fallen under the press of the Fasc-

ist overturn in Germany, the cul-

mination in Austria is drawing
closer not by duyfl, but by hours.

Austria is passing through a per-

iod that. is analogous to the period

of BrueniiiK-Papen-Schleicher in

Germany, or to the period of Held
in Havana, that is, the period of

s e m i- Bona part Ik t dictatorship,

which maintains itself hy the mu-
tual neutralization of the proletar-

ian and Fascist camps. For Aus-

tria too we prefer the term Bona-

partism (in contradistinction to all

other purely descriptive and abso-

lutely meaningless formulations

such as clerical-Fascism, legttim-

istfc Fascism, etc., etc.), as a very

clear characterization of the fea-

ture of a government that veers in

between too irreconci liable camps;
a government that is forced to an
ever increasing degree to supplant

hy military and police apparatus

th« social support that is ebbing

away from under its feet'. There

is expressed in the tendency to-

ward Bonapartism the urge of the

possessing classes to escape an open
break with legality, a long period

of civil war and the bloody Fasc-

ist dictatorship by means of mili-

tary and police measures that are

screened by the paragraphs kept

in reserve in democratic constitu-

tions.

There obtain historical epochs

when the social foundation of the

government "above all classes"

grows at the expense of the ex-

treme wings—during these periods

Bonapartism can place its seal up-

on an entire historical epoch. But

the Austrian "Bonapartism" of to-

day like the German of yesterday,

can have only an episodic charac-

ter, tilling in the short interval be-

tween the democratic regime and
the regime of Fascism.

It is true that the "Bonapart-

ists" in Austria have a much witler

parliamentary base and that the

Fascists are much weaker than was
the case in Germany. But, in the

first place, the Christian socialiatH

are melting away while the Nazis
are growing apace; secondly, be-

hind the backs of the Nazis stands

Fascist Germany. The question is

settled by dynamics. Theoretical

analysis, as well as the fresh ex-

perience in Germany equally be-

sjieak the fact that the Viennese
police and bureaucratic dictator-

ship cannot long maintain itself.

Matters are rapidly coming to a

head. The iwwer must t>e taken
either by the Fascists or by the
workers.

The Possibility of Postponement

We do not know what is going
on back-stage. But there cannot
be any doubt that the governments
of those countries which surround
and oppress Austria have brought
into action all the levers. Not a
single one of these governments,
not even Italy, has any interest in

seeing the power in Austria pass
into the hands of the Fascists. The
leaders of the Austrian social dem-
ocracy sec, indubitably, in this

situation the highest trump of the
whole game ; in their eyes the
revolutionary activity of the Aus-
trian proletariat must needs be
supplanted hy financial and other
different sorts of pMfosure that
can be brought by the nations of
the former Untente. This reckoning
is the most fallacious of all. The
hostility on the part of the victor

nations toward national socialism
was one of the reasons for its ex-
plosive growth in Germany. The

closer that the Austrian social

democracy will link itself with the
policies of France and of the lit-

tle Kntente, whose task consists in

keeping Austria in the state of

"independence", i. e., isolation and
imjiotence, the greater will be the
rate at which Fascism will turn
into a party of national liberation

in the eyes of petty bourgeois
masses. Along this line, only the
armed intervention of the Entente,

i. e., outright occupation could
prevent Fascism from the compiest
of power. But in this, the question
of Austria merges with the ques-
tion of Fascist Germany. If Hitler
finds a modus vivendl with France
—and there is hardly any reason
to doubt it—then France will find

a modus vlvendi with Fascist Aus-
tria. In both cases, of course—on
the bones of the proletariat, Ger-
man and Austrian. To think that
Fascist Austria would immediately
destroy those barriers which sep-
arate it from Fascist Germany is

to place much too great a signific-

ance upon "national" phrases and
to undervalue the capacity of Fasc-
ism for wagging its tail before
those who are stronger than it.

It can he said with assurance that

of all strategic calculations, the

(Continued on Page 4)

American Committee Appeals (or

Exiled Russian Bolshevik-Leninists

• The "'Arbeiter Zeitung" itself

disturbed the ghost of Bouoparte
when it wrote about the "1!)th

Brumaire of Dollfuss" ; bill the so-

cial-democratic sheet uses this only

as a literary rattle. We would
neck in vain from the Austro-Marx-
isfs, in general, for the analysis of

politics from the class viewpoint.

They require Marxism only to ex-

plain the past; but they motivate
themselves in actual politics by
psychologic combinations that are
second hand and by the hope that
everything will turn out somehow
in the end.

Under the blows of Stalinist per-
secution and the increasing hard-
ship of the crisis in the Soviet
Union, thousands of our comrades
of the Russian Opposition, in pri-

son or exile, are enduring such pri-

vations that thiiir very lives are
in danger. Comrade Trotsky, as
chairman of an International Com-
mission for Help to the Imprison-
ed and Deported Bolsheviks (Left
Opposition] has written an appeal
fcir help, which we publish below.
An American Committee of this

commission has been organized,
consisting «f Kidney Hook, treasur-
er; Max Eastman, Diego Rivera,
V. F. Calverton, Herman Simpson,
and B. J. Field, secretary. This
committee i.s appealing for support
to all friends of the October Rev-
olution who want to help keep
physically alive the tremendous
revolutionary forces represented by
the imprisoned and exiled Bolshe-
viks of the r,eft Opposition In So-
viet iiussla.

We ask the friends and sympath-
izers of the Left Opposition to
support the work of the American
Committee and contribute as liber-
ally as possible to the fund which
it is raising.

• • * •

To All Friends of the October
.Revolution :

In the prisons and in the places

illegal period, who took an active
part in the October Revolution,
who fought during the civil wars,
who laid the foundations of the
Soviet State. Keen now, ail, all

of them remain absolutely devoted
and firm soldiers of the proletarian
revolution. In the time of danger
for the Soviet State they will con-
stitute the surest detachment in its

camp. They were subjected to
persecution only for having critic-

ized the policy of the leading fac-

tion—within limits where internal
criticism constituted the vital ele-

ment of Party democracy within
Bolshevism. Among the deported

Bolsheviks of tiie Left Opposition,
the figure most widely known
throughout the world is Christian
Georgeviteh Kakovsky, former
member of the Central Committee
of the Party, Chairman of the
Council of People's Commissars of
the Ukraine, Soviet Ambassador in

Paris and in London.

A great part of the Left Opposi-
tion tried in 1928-1!)^) to be rein-

stated into the Party at the price
of renouncing its right to criticism.
There were several thousand in-

dividual capitulations of this kind,
bound up to a certain extent with
exaggerated hopes in the Five Year
Flan. The experience of the past
four years has resulted in the maj-
ority of the "repentant" becoming

StartFunJfor

German Left

We have already culled the

attention of our readers to the

Fund which is being collected on

an international scale to assist

the (ierman section of the Inter-

national Left Opposition in its

work. Oar comrades me carry-

ing on under tlie greatest of dif-

cuities. The f&rst issue of its

paper "Lnser Wort" (Our Word),
which came out less than two
weeks after the proscription of

the whole Communist press by
tlie Hitter regime, has now been
foltowed by the second number,
this time six pages. Our com-
rades report that tlte copies of
the paper which are smuggled
irom Czechoslovakia into Ger-

many, are eagerly read and
spread from hand to hand by the

m littailt workers. But the obvi-

ous dilliculties created by the
terror regime make it imperative

that the vanguard throughout the
world should leiid financial as-

sistance to our German comrades.
It is towards this end that the
preliminary Interim Uonal Con-
ference ot tlie Left Opposition
decided to establish a Fund for

the UernuM Opposition. Every
member of the Opposition
-throughout the world is being
assessed a day's wage for this

purpose. In addition, »« are
making an urgent appeal to all

our friends and sympathizers to
contribute speedily and generous-
ly to this Fund. The New York
branch has already set itself the
uota of $75.00; tiie other branch-
es will act corresiHiiidingly.

The need is great and urgent!
Tlte response should be generous
ajtd speedy! Send »tl lunds to
126 Fast 16fli {Street, New York,

N. V.

Convict Patterson
United Mass Protest Must Save Scottsboro Boys

Unique Russian

Film to Be Shown

of deportation ot tiie Soviet Union again the object of ferocious pef-
there are thousands of Bolsheviks
who built up the Party during its

Illinois Hunger March Smashed
The April 7) h State Hunger

March organised by the Illinois

Committee of the Unemployed
Councils was fiendishly smashed by
the armed state forces—the com-
bined forces of the state militia,

the state highway police, the
county sheriffs and their deputies,

and, in some localities, the Amer-
ican Legion—under the direct lead-

ership of Governor Horner. A con-
ference of county sheriffs with
Gov. Horner was held several days
previous to the State Hunger
March and immediately after that

there began a reign of terror and
arrests against the Hunger1 March-
ers.

In the northern part of the

state, after the large Chicago de-

legation met the delegation from
Roekforri at Ottawa, the Hunger
Marchers were attacked by the
state highway police and gassed
and clubbed. Over fifty Hunger
Marchers were arested and Karl
Lockner, the chairman of the Illi-

nois Committee is still being held
in jail. After the battle with the
police in which the marchers de-

fended themselves courageously,

they were forced to turn back to-

ward Chicago. Ju Peoria, Bloom-
ington, I>ecafiir and other places

the police placed barriers on all

the highways leading to Spring-
field, stopped every auto and ques-

tioned every person on the way to-

ward Springfield. And if they
could not give a good account of
themselves they were turned back

;

even farmers coming into town to

sell their eggs had to go thru a
hard drilling by the state high-
way police.

In the southern part of the state
the state authorities were even
more vigilant, especially in and
around. Macoupin County where
ttie miners have organized power-
ful Unemployed Councils. In Vir-

den, a small mining town, the
whole town was placed under mar-

tial law by the mayor, martial law
proclamations were pasted all over

1

the town which warned every
citizen of the town to stay in bis
house on the day of the march. In
Livingston, the American Legion
members of the Progressive Min- People's Commissars, Chairman
ers of America were deputized to
keep the Hunger Marchers from
going into Springfield. Tony Mln-
erich, secretary of the Illinois Com-
mittee of the Unemployed Coun-
cils was arrested in Bentd at a
muss meeting and is still held In
jail on turned-up charges in Car-
linville where he was taken after
the arrests.

The state armed forces not only
smashed the Hunger March but are
trying in every way possible to
prevent the growth of the Unem-
ployed Councils. The reason for
this is the desperate plight of the
unitnplcyed workers, especially

IContinued on Page Z)
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secutions. Suffice it to say that
among those arrested and deported
during the last few months and
above all during the last few
weeks are : Zinoviev, one of the
founders of the Party, permanent
member of the Central Committee,
Chairman of the Communist Inter-

national and of the Petrograd So-
viet: Kamenev, one of the closest
collaborators of Lenin, permanent
member ot the Central Committee,
adjutant to Lenin in the position
of Chairman of the Council of

of
the Moscow Soviet I. N. Stniruov,
one of the indefatigable founders
of the Party during the years of
Czarism, member of the Central
Committee, leader of the struggle
against Koltohak, member of the
Council ot People's Commissars

;

Preobrazhensky, the oldest member
of the Party, one of its best-known
theoreticians, member of the Cen-
tral Commute, who carried out un-
til very recently important dip-
lomatic functions abroad. One
eoulii also cite scores of names of
the best-known revolutionary Bol-
sheviks (V. Kasparova, L. S. Sos-
novsky, B. M. Eltsin, V. Kossir, N.
I. Muralov, F. Dingelstedt, V. M.
Smirnov, Sapronov, Grunstein,-
Mratchkovsky, Oufimtsev, Perever-
tsev, and others), who, during the
most difficult years, constituted the
framework of the Party, and along
with them, hundreds and thousands
of the younger generation (V. B.
Kletin, the son; Solntsev,' Magid,
Ynkovin, Nevelson, Stopalov, Poz-
nansky, Sermnx and others) who
went through the years of tile civil

war, through the years of enorm-
ous difficulties and of grandiose
victories of the proletarian regime.

The situation of the imprisoned
and deported Oppositionists, the
majority of whom have been sep-
arated from their work and their
family for the past five years, is

absolutely extraordinary. They re-

present the Left wing of the Bol-

(Contumed on Page 2)

Announcement lias just been
made of the lirsi private movie
showing of the first authentic and
aclual pictures of (be important
events and actions i>l the Russian
revolution.

The most impoitunt 'lilm you
have ever seen, one you will want
lo sec over and over.

The filming of these events was
taken by over one hundred camera
men working directly under the
various governments and noted offi-

cials and leaders hi Kusitii.

The life and tkne of the Czar and
his family The July 191? upris-

ing The Komilov Counter-Rev-
olutionary Attempt The Kale of
Miliukov Tiie Acts of the Social
Revolutionaries 'The Rise of the
Bolsheviks Tiie Kole and Deeds
of I^enin aikd Trotsky and other
leaders vi Bolsheviks The Growth
of the Soviets The Bolshevik In-
surrection and Rise to Power
The Civil War on the various front

The Red Guards and Red Arm>
in action from the uprising through
the yeans Grand Scenes of all
the Kussias Congresses of the
Communist International The
Bolsheviks ai»\ the Death of Lenin

Tlie Kxile of Trotsky to Prin-
kipo.

This and more is to be seen in
the greatest hltn on the history of
Russia and tiie Russian Revolution.

This is a limited, private and
subscription performance under the
auspices of the Film Club of the
.New York Branch of the Commun-
ist League of America (Opposi-
tion). No tickets at the door. Mem-
bers must obtain subscription tic-

kets in advance. Subscriptions are
strictly limited to the seating ca-
pacity of the hall. The film will
be shown at the LABOR TEMPLE,
242 East 14th St., New York City,
on Saturday, May 6th, 1933 at 8
P. M. sharp.

Members, obtain your subscrip-
tion ticket at once at the head-
quarters of the Communist League
of America (Opposition), 120 East
10th Street, New York, N. Y.
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on Sunday, April 33, 1933,
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A viciously prejudiced jury com-
posed of twelve representatives of
the poisoned ideology of the reac-
tionary, capitalist South brought
in a verdict of guilty against Hay-
wood Patterson, the first of the
Scottsboro hoys to he tried in the
new trials ordered by the United
State-: Supreme Curt. According
to Alabama law tlie jury is charg-
ed with the duty of HYinLr the pen-
alty. This jury decided on death
in the electric chair.

With this verdict the blood-lust

ridden, southern capitalists have
reaffirmed their intention to snuff
out the lives of all who dare to
resent and struggle against the in-

tolerable conditions to which capi-
talism reduces the workers and
share croppers in the South in its

ruthless scramble for profit. That
is the significance of the verdict
for our class and our cause. As
far as the Scottsboro boys them-
selves are concerned, it is not at
all a verdict arrived at after due
process of law. There in no such
tiling for workers in capitalist
courts. It is murder done accord-
ing to the niceties of the law and
with due regard for the devious
course of "justice" in the higher
courts. It is class murder.

From the legal point of view the

state had no case. Its witnesses
were tiie lueual social riff-ran!

sharked up by the. prosecution in
frame-up cases. A notorious pro-
stitute was its chief witness. And
her testimony was llatly contra-
dicted by Jtuby Bates' sensational
repudiation of her former evidence.
Other evidence introduced by the
defense lefit no doubt that the
state's chief witness was a per-
juror. The weakness of the state's
legal case was compensated for by
exp-a-iegal "arguments". Fiery
crosses flamed against the night
sky from the hills surrounding the
town. Armed mobs threatened to
storm the jail, lynch the boys, the
witnesses and the defense lawyers.
Armed militiamen were on duty in
the court-room. Tlie prosecution ap-
pealed to local prejudice through-
out. But in its summation it reach-
ed tlie depths of narrow-minded
provincialism and medieval bigo-
try. To read it is to make the
blood boil. All of this, Inevitable
and to he foreseen from the begin-
ning, outweighed the legal evidence
or lack of it.

That is how it was in tlie Mooney
and the .Siiico and Vanaetti trials:
rhe same frame-up, prejury hitimi-

oenuine United Front for Mooney
Formed by the St. Louis Workers

St. IiOuis. A genuine unity move-
ment to mobilize the workers of
this city for the freedom of Tom
Mooney, is now well under way.
Besides the organizations which
have already endorsed the move-
ment, efforts are being made to

draw in every other working class
organization in the city. Below us

lo he found the call sent out by
the "Free Tom Mooney United
Front Conference", through its sec-

retary, comrade Martin Payer, who
is also secretary of the local branch
of the CoiHinunisL I.etfKlie of Am-
erica (Opposition).

• * t •

TO ALL DISTRICT COUNCILS,
LOCAL UNIONS, UH>GES:
TO ALL LA ISO It ORGANIZA-
TIONS, POl.lCAL, FRATERN-
AL, CULTURAL, KDUCA'i'JON-
AL:

OiiEETINON:
Li accordance with the stirring

call issued from Man Quenihi prison
by TOM MOONKY, tile St. Louis
Molders' Defense Committee has
taken the initiative in organizing
a "PRKE TOM M|U(>NF.Y" UNI-
TED FRONT CONFERJJNCE of
all unions and working-class or-
ganisations to tight for t#e imme-
diate FREEDOM OF TOM MOON-
KY and to work for the building ot
a large FREE TOM MOONKY NA-
TIONAL CONGRESS to be held in
Chicago, Illinois, April 30th to
May 2nd, 1933. We are sending you
herewith the call for the election
of delegates to this Congress.
The freedom of TOM MOONEY

is rightfully the deepest concern of
the entire working-class. If was
because MOONEY was a fearless
fighter in behalf of organized labor
and for better working conditions
that he was framed and has al-

ready spent nearly 17 years of his
life behind prison bars.

In order to give the widest pos-
sible support to TOM MOONEY, we
feel it is necessary and timely that
in St. Louis (in addition to the
mass-meeting on the day of Moon-
ey's new trial, April 26th, we also
organize a joint demonstration and
parade on May First in support of
the fight for MUONEY'S FREE-
DOM. This will give added weight
and pressure to the NATIONAL
MOONEY CONGRESS in Chicago
and serve to unite broad masses in
the struggle.

We, therefore call upon your or-
ganization to endorse the MOON-
EY MAY-DAY DEMONSTRATION
AND PARADE IN ST. LOUIS and
also to send three representatives
to the United Front MayDay Con-
ference which will be held at
Turner Iljall, 1508 Chouteau Ave-
nue, on Sunday afternoon, April
lGfh, at 2 P. M. sharp.
SHQW SOLIDARITY OF OR-

GANIZED LABOR IN ST. LOUIS
while our delegates are deliber-

ating in the Chicago NATIONAL
MOONEY CONGRESS on the next
steps in the fight for the FREEDOM
OF TOM MOONKY AND ALL
CLASS-WJAR PRISONERS!

Forward to tlie Freedom of Tom
Mooney!
For a Mass Mooney May Day

I>emonstration! ! !

FREE TOM MOONEY UNITED
FRONT CONFERENCE

Endorsed by:
Tom Mooney Holders' De-

fense Commitee,
Unemployed Councils in St.

Lot: i.s,

Pattern-Makers' Union,

Molders' Union No, 10,

Unemployed Citizens' League,

International l^bor Defense,

St. Louis Waiters' Union,
I .oca! No. 20

Communist League of America
(Opposition),

International Workers' School,

John Reed Chili,

Communist Party,

International Workers' Order,

.Needle Trades' Workers Ind-
ustrial Order,

Young Communist League,

Mulders' Union Local No. 59.

Moscow Trial Starts

The trial that is taking place in

Moscow at present, involving the

British organizers of sabotage con-
nected with the Metro-Vickers con-
cern, throws light upon the fever-
ish efforts of the foreign imperial
ists to hasten the collapse of So-
viet economy, brought to a critic-

al state by Stalinist mismanage-
ment. As we go to press, the stor-

ies cabled from across still hear a
confused and contradictory charac-
ter. We expect to have a critical

account and an evaluation of the
proceedings in a coming issue oC
The Militant.

dation, corruption and inflaming of
ignorance and vicious prejudice
In these monuments to capitalist
bestiality are lessons which have
been burned into the consciousness
of the workers the world over.
Large sections of the workers know
what these trials are worth. Their
oxjierienee teaches them daily what
capitalist justice is. In their un-
derstanding it is a* inseparable
part of the capitalist system.

The capitalist press, the hand-
maiden of these brutal orgies, has
not been slow to discharge its duty
to its masters. It pretends to be
astonished by the verdict. The New
York World Telegram feigns aston-
ishment. It is sure that the ver-
dict will be overthrown in the
higher courts, liy this perfidious
hypocrisy it strives to keep alive
the illusion that justice is impar-
tial, above the classes. The Times
also bemoans the sad miscarriage
of justice. But it cannot see what
remains to be done. Perhaps the
Governor of Alabama will pardon
tlie victims or commute their sent-
ence to a term of Imprisonment!
That is the Times' way of saying
that tlie case is a legal one, a mat-
ter of ''justice1', not to be taken
out of the channels of bourgeois
democracy.

The N. A. A. C. P. saye the same
thing but says it more openly. The
attack on the I. L. D. and the Com-
munist Party for organizing a mass
protest movement, which the Times
only implies, the N. A. A. C. P.
makes explicit. The record of this
reformist organization in Scotts-
boro Case is a foul blot on tie
pages of the struggle of the Negro-
es for economic, political and so-
cial equality. From the very be-
ginning of the case it assisted the
prosecution to the best of its abil-
ity, it strove with all its re-
sources to hamstring the defense
organized by the I. L. D. All
through the light it rabidly attack-
ed the I. L. D. and the Communist
Party. Clarence Darrow and Ar-
thur Garfield Hays of Its legal
staff, and prominent in its execu-
tive councils, offered to enter the
case on condition that all the law-
yers in the defense would agree to
disassociate themselves from all or-
ganizations. This was equivalent
to a demand that the I. L. D. re-
tire from the case.

The black thread of treachery
runs through the policy of the N.
A. A. C. P. and its white, liberal
supporters and executives : John
Haynes Hjolmes, Oswald Garrison
Villa rd, Clarence Darrow, Arthur
Garfield Hays, etc., etc. And it
runs through it today. At the last
meeting of its directors they ad-
opted a resolution on the Scotts-
boro Case. It was reported in the
Times of April 11. The Times says:
"The board commended the 'firm-
ness and fairness in which Judge
Horton conducted the trial'

"

And
:

"——adopted a resolution at
the meeting—expressing the belief

(Continued on Page 4)

Roosevelt Reforestation Swindle

Tens of thousands of American
boys are being herded into regular
army camps, presumably for fores-
try training. A quarter of a mil-
lion will be regimented by May 15,

according to Robert Feehner, na-
tional iiead of the "Civilian Con-
servation Corps". The government
is pushing for the full quota of
^.""it),0(H) by the middle of May, when
the reforestation program is to be-
gin in earnest.

The 1,800 supposedly homeless
youths from New York who board-
ed the buses for Fort Slocum are
the tinst victims of a' novel brand
of efficiency known as the "New
I>eal". According to the govern-
ment plan, each of the nine mili-
tary corps areas from New Eng-
land to the Pacific Coast, will be
a recruiting or "conditioning" cen-
ter for the forestry workers of that
area. They will be given army
work clothes, army grub and live
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MAX SHACHTMAN
Editor, The Militant
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On Sunday, April 38, 1933, 8 P. M.

Auspices, Boston Branch, Commun-
ist League of America (Opp.)
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in army barracks. They will all

get military training in the rorm
of infantry drill under the strict
discipline of superior officers. "Edu-
cation" and "recreation" will be
completed supervised by govern-
ment authorities.
"We intend to make self-support

ing men of them," says Adjutant
Furey of Fort Slocum. Let's see
what he means by that. Do the
men actually receive the $30 per
month that they are promised? Not
at all. The "investigators" of the
New York Home Relief Bureau of
the Department of Public Welfare
are instructed to supply 7,500 un-
married young men between the
ages of 18 and 23 from off the relief
Kst. They are neither homeless
nor wandering. $25 of every $30
earned by the worker Is tot be
deducted and turned over to the
Home Relief Bureau which prompt-
ly deducts that amount from the
family budget, plus $1.50 per week
(or over $0 per month) from the
food budget. Others are removed
entirely from the Welfare list.

Anyone who knows the narrow
margin upon which "relief" fam-
ilies live, knows what hardships
these deductions are.
Now tlie Home Belief Bureau of

the Department of Public Welfare
has on its lists 180,000 families, or
almost a million individuals. It
spends ten million dollars a month
caring for them. Of these there
are about 60,000 on what is called
"work relief" under the City Com-
mission Work Bureau. Each man
works five days every other week,
or a maximum of ten days a month:
For this lie gets $43 a month, b.ut
he i.s cut loose and must support
his family on this sum. Those on
Home Relief, however, average $55
to $(S ]>er month. The budgets are
pared down to an almost unbeliev-

(Continued on Page 4)
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LEAGUE ACTIVITIES

Hundreds at

Toronto Meeting

A Stalinist United

Front in 'Frisco

Toronto.—The voice of interna1-

tional proletarian solidarity with

the German toilers, again rang out

in Toronto as Jewish and German

workers jammed to capacity two

halls, in a stirring protest demon-

stration against Fascism and Jew-

ish pogroms in Germany ; hundreds

of other worker's again tad to be

tamed away for lack of accomoda-

tion. Such was the response to

the leaflet issued just one day pre-

vious, calling for international pro

letarian action against Fascism.

The '•United Front Conferece

which called this mass demostra-

tion is doubly significant; first be-

cause it is the first real united

front organized by the workers in

Canada against Fascism, and sec-

ondly because it marks the first

united front of Communist and re-

formist organizations held in Tor-

onto for a number of years. While

as yet the conference has, been

limited to Jewish proletarian bod-

ies it was announced at the sitting

by the sponsor, the "Left Poale

Zion", that the Labor Party (re-

formist) has made plans to call a

similar conference of ail the Eng-

lish trade unions and labor organ-

izations shortly to which they

would become a part.

The call of the Comintern for

united front action of the Com-

munist and the reformist organiza-

tions, even at this late date has

already had its response. Signifi-

cant is the fact that the Left

Poale Zion and not the Stalin-

ists sponsored this conference. The

Stalinist press even at late as two

weeks ago in an editorial reply to

the Militant denied that a change

of policy bad taken place and that

united front action of Communist

and reformist organizations was

perinissable.

The Left Opposition was repre-

sented at the Conference by the

Unser Kamf Club and Spartacus

Youth organizations. Let us now

refer back to the mass demonstra-

tion itself.

The first speaker was our com-

rade M. Spector. The response

from the gathering at his appear-

ance must have nettled the Stalin-

ist leaders, as it showed that their

campaign of slander against him

was a flop.

Comrade Spector in a true In-

ternationalist speech pointed out

that Fascism was not just a Jewish

question but one of the interna-

tional working class. That the

Jewish problem would only be

solved with the victory of the pro-

letariat over capitalism. The suc-

cess of Fascism meant war against

the USSR which we must defend

with our last drop of blood. Organ-

ized united front action of whole

international proletariat would de-

feat Fascism. The L- O. welcomes

a real united front action of Com-

munist and reformist organizations

against their common enemy. For

two years we have fought for its

realization.

I will pass over the speeches ot

the Left Poale Zion the German
worker and the Right wing repre-

sentative and come to that of com

Ehrlick, the Stalinist spokesman.

Comrade Khrlick also made a very

able speech on behalf of his group-

ing. Comrade Ehrlick did not lack

the gall to stand up and say, "we

always stood for united front ac-

tion of Communist and reformist

organizations, and that it was the

reformist leadership who alone

were against this"'. "The united

front from below only", "social-

Fascism"—where, oh where, He ye

buried

!

• • • •

After writing the above, the lat-

est issue of the Kamf, the Stalin-

ist origan, in the Jewish language

came off the press, with a report

of the conference, in which tbey

say "The struggle against Fasc-

ism cannot be widely developed if|

the Conference will base itself on'

representatives of organizations

which don't exist and have no fol-

lowing amongst the masses", (i.

e., the Spartacus Youth Club, Un-

ser Kamf. If this is true ther.

we ask the editors of the "Kamf",

why the continual venemous at-

tacks against us in your press. Is

it logical tot a paper to write

editorials against people "who
don't exist" and "have no follow-

ing". The editors of the Kamf are

not so illogical ; they are only try-

ing to cover up the truth, which is

the growth of the Left Opposition

and the crisis inside their own
ranks. Workers Unity also devotes

more than a whole page of the

last issue to refuting the ideas of

the "handful of Trobskyists" who
don't exist. Even the C. L. D. L.

(I. L. D.) must also condemn tht

"half dozen Trotskyists who have

no following".

Further1 on in this "report" we
learn that "Spector voted against

all the proposals of the Left wing

and supported the Left Poale Zion."

Do the editors of the "Kamf" be-

lieve this also? No! We know
their reply, "What are a few lies

more or less when it is all in the

interests of the revolution?'" Un-

fortunately for the political posi-

tion of the Stalinist leaders, the

number of lies seem to be growing

more and not less, and the inter-

ests of the revolution have not ob-

tained any gains by such methods.
—M. Q.

For the Opposition!
Form American Section of International Commission

(Contained from Page 1(

San Francisco.—After an unbe-

lievably long delay the Communist
i'arty in San Francisco decided to

have a united front mass meeting

in protest against the Fascist ter-

ror in Germany. It seems that the

protest mass meeting of the Jewish

population against the persecutions

of -lews reminded the Stalinist

leadership that, something is going

on in far-away Germany. But at

this Jioint the great strategists of

small "maneuvers were immediately

confronted with the problem of

how to get up the meeting. It is

all right for the Communist Party

in New York to call a united front

muss meeting in its own name.

These hard boiled Easterners can

stand the suden change of temper-

ature. Hut how will the sensitive

Californians with their inflamma-

ble imaginations stand the sudden

change of the hot temperature of

the "Third Period" to the cool

realization of the bankruptcy of

the theory of "Social Fascism"?

The bureaucratic imagination put

so severely I" the test of its life,

(laves up in I he racket of its pre-

vious experience and lands on

the Workers Cultural Federation.

That small, till now obscure organ-

ization will start the great tem-

pest which wilt sweep Hitler off

his feet! The united front mass

meeting will be called by this or-

ganization. . .with "the wholeheart-

ed suport" of the Communist party

!

When 1 came to that "united

front" conference 1 found there

some thirty people, mostly repre-

senting themsevles and almost all

familiar faces. The small room
was so big and the anticipations

of the strategists so modest that

the representative of the I. L. D.

(old us that the next meeting will

take place in a -smaller room: it

will be less expensive.

When the names of the delegates

were being called I handed in the

following note: -Being a member
of the Communist League of Am-
erica (Opposition), an organiza-

tion which is fighting in the fore-

front against the danger ot Fasc-

ism in Germany, I ask to be seated

at this united front conference as

a fraternal delegate." And as

soon "as his chance came a party

bureaucrat jumped up and made a

motion not to seat me. Another

supported him by saying that there

is no organisation of the Opposi-

tion in the city. I reminded him

to no avail that at the Tom Mooney
united front conference the dele-

gate from the Food Workers In-

dustrial Union was seated as a

tull-iicdged delegate though there

is not even a single coffee stand

which it controls in this city. The
German Cultural Asociation was
adamant in not listening to reason

Anyway the delegate of the A.

F. of L. Union of the ISakery

Wagon Drivers, an old timer in

the Left wing movement, asked

for Uie floor and vigorously pro-

tested against bringing this kind

of factional light into the united

front. He said that "if a corrupt

A. F. of L. faker would come in

he would get the floor right away,

but when a militant worker who is

willing to fight against Fascism is

offering his cooperation, he is

shouted down. These are the

methods of the A. F. of L. and the

Socialist party just as well as the

opportunist leaders of I. W. W."
After that some of the delegates

asked me again to explain what
kind of an organization the Left

Oppositon is, which I willingly did.

That closed the discussion.. A mo-
tion was carried to send a tele-

gram to the German ambassador
in Washington with the request to

deliver it to Hitler. lOxeept that

iitlle accident with the "Trotsky-

ist", everything went so smoothly

that even Hie .Moscow Art Theatre

could not do bettor: the roles were

ve!*v well distributed.

shevik Party and of the world la-

bor movement. That is just why
they were struck down during the

years of political ebb in the U. S.

S. R. and of successful counter-

revolution in the whole world. The
repression which has struck them
becomes more difficult as the

events- confirm the correctness of

the criticism and the warnings of

the Left Opposition. The shortage

of supplies in the U. S. S. It. now
renders exceedingly difficult the ex-

istence of all strata of the popula-

tion, even in the industrial and
cultural centers of the country. It

is not difficult to imagine the un-

bearable physical privations to

which are subjected the thousands

of opponents of the ruling faction,

scattered throughout prisons and in

the most distant choked-off points

of Siberia and Central Asia. Never
before have the deported suffered

such privations as today. In the

years of the revolutionary high

tide, the liberal and radical bourge-

oisie rendered substantial assist-

ance to the deported and the im-

prisoned. In the years of world

revolutionary ebb, of world crisis

and of famine in the U. S. S. K-,

the vanguard of the October Rev-

olution can expect support only

from it« most devoted and its sur-

est friends.

How necessary and urgent this

support is, is attested best of all

by this extract from a letter from
Moscow which I have just received:

*'I want to write to you especi-

ally with regard to the deportees,

and their difficult situation. Dif-

ficult is flic least one can call it.

Their situation is horrible. The
comrades are literally given up to

their fate—hunger and the ele-

ments. They are not given work.

They are deprived of rations, they

have insufficient warm clothing,

they are never through with suf-

ferings, coid and hunger. Yester-

day came—a rare event—a letter

from V.: 'They want to get us by

hunger. We will not do penance.

We are right. We will die of hun-

ger, but we will not do penance.'

"We make collections, but it is

very risky here; to help the Op-

positionists with a chervonetz

means to fall into the lists of en-

emies, and to be deported. And
money does no good, since, in the

places of deportation, it is impos-

ilile to buy anything and from
here we can send practically noth-

ing. We need Torgsin coupons, we
need foreign exchange.

"Do whatever you can abroad.

Undertake a campaign for the bene-

fit of the deported Oppositionists.

The question is one of the physical

destruction of our comrades: sin-

cere and devoted revolutionists.

Many of them have proved for de-

cades their fidelity to the involu-

tion, to Bolshevism, to the Soviet

Ktatc."

In appealing to yon for help, I

am fulfilling an elementary duty

toward my friends, my companions
in ideas ami in arms. I hope that

you will accomplish your duty to-

ward the fighters of the October
Revolution. Modest, as the help of

each one may be, we must make
sure of if, for the need brooks no
delay.

Subscriptions can be sent (o fhc

following address:

SIDNMY HOOK, Treasurer of the

American Committee,
234 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

An accounting for the sums re-

ceived and for their distribution

will cither be published in the

press or sent periodically to all Hit;

subscribers.

Signed : :

L. TROTSKY.
Chairman of the Commission

for Help to the imprisoned and

Deported Bolsheviks (Left

Opposition )

.

Illinois Hunger March Smashed
(Continued from Page 1)

L. GKEEN

policy under the circumstances

would be to boycott the Governor.

In line wiih this iioliey the Hunger
March Fraction of the Communist
League of America (Left Opposi-

tion) and the Spartacus Youth
Club issued a statement. The state-

ment was then shown to several of

the Hunger lurchers and the re-

sult was that they immediately saw
that our policy and statement was
correct and refused to go to see

the Governor. But, of course, the

Stalinist bureaucrats, had only one
political tactic—handed down to

tlhem from above. When it was
smashed by the enemy they were
left in a quagmire and could not

see through the trap laid for them
by the Governor. So when the

committee appeared before the

Governor, he cuttingly chided the

committee for organising the whole
demonstration. And so, again, if

the Stalinists had accepted the cor-

rect policy of the Left Opposition

the movement could have been
ahead, at least, a few steps

—JOSEPH ANGELO.

STATEMENT OF THE COMMUN-
IST LEAGUE OF AMERICA (Left

Opposition) ON THE HUNGER
MARCH TO SPRINGFIELD,

Governor Horner has invited a

committee of twenty representa-

tives of the Hunger March (State)

to Springfield to consult with him
at 4 i' M. on April 7, 1S33. Bearing
in mind the events which preceded
this invitation, we have decided to

emphatically boycott this "liberal"

offer of the Governor and to issue

this statement to the worker's of

the State of Illinois:

The. Governor, after violating the

rights of the workers by snmbit-

ting them to terror and attack, has

ironically requested a meeting with

himself and the delegates of the

Hunger March, which is, in cs-

among the miner's. To portray the

horrors of the unemployment among
the Illinois miners needs someone

with a Daufcsque imagination. And
now that the summer months are

almost upon us, the economic sit-

uation throughout the state is

growing worse, with factories and

coal mines closing down. More
and more workers arc forced to

organize in order to get their re-

lief from the state. That is why
the state officials mobilized the

armed forces of the whole state to

combat and crush the Hunger
March. But despite the reign ot

terror that was let loose against

fhc unemployed workers, the work-

ers responded in great masses to

the call of the Unemployed Coun-

cils for the March on Springfield.

In many localities many hundreds
gathered and waited to go to

Springfield, but, were unable to

start because of the lack of trans-

portation.

After the Hunger March was
smashed and the various columns

of the Marchers were forced to

turn back to their home towns,

the Governor issued a statement

that he would allow an audience to

a committee of twenty, picked by

the Hunger Marchers. After the

Governor had put on a reign of

terror the like of which has never

before been attempted in the state

of Illinois, this gesture was noth-

ing more nor' less than a Cornish

hug and a political snare.

The Left Opposition warned the

state committee In advance that

this maneuver on the part of the

Governor was nothing more than

political chicanery and that to go

before 1 tie Governor with a com-
mittee of twenty would not only

be capitulating to him, but, also,

a betrayal in the eyes of the thou-

sands of unemployed workers who
took part in the Hunger March,

and that the correct revolutionary! sencc, a request for tiie particip-

A Disastrous Policy in the Furniture Workers Union

GREEK L. O. IN ELECTIONS
In view of the opportunist elee>

tion tactic of the official party

—

which appeared on the ballot as

the Workers' and Peasants' BIo'c-

the Greek Arch io-Marxists (Left

Opposition) participated independ-

ently in the recent election. It

succeeded In bringing the full Com
munlst program before the work-
ers at rallies as well as in advanc-
ing the campaign for a united
Communtat party.

At the last membership meeting

of the Furniture Workers Indus-

trial Union (Upholstery Section),

held Thursday, April 0, Stalinism

once more demonstrated its impot-

ence and tmprincipledness when
faced with burning problems which
demand immediate action.

In his report on shops, the or-

ganizer of the union reported on
(lie Newport Furniture Co., one of

the largest frame-making shops in

the city. The workers of this shop
have gone down on strike and they

look to the F. W. I. U. for lead-

ership. These workers who have
not received any wages for 5 or 6
weeks are fighting against the in-

stituting of piece work, for back
pay, a forty-hour week, etc. So de-

termined are these workers to win
the strike that the police terror

and gangster attacks serve only to

make them more militant In their

struggle for better conditions.

At the last membership meeting
of the union. I made the following

motion: That the Furniture Work-
ers Industrial Union in the shops
which it controls, make a decision

that no man be allowed to uphol-
ster a frame made by scabs In that
shop and that we nofify the strik-

ers of this decision in order to
give them more courage and to in-

crease their militancy.

It is with a burning sense of
shame that I am forced to report

that the Stalinist bureaucrats voted
down the motion and thereby
placed tlie union in a position

where it is scabbing on workers in

another section of the industry.

One member of the union who
sjiokc for this motion was told by
one of the "leader's" : "You are too
revolutionary tonight, comrade."
The bosses throughout the city

have organized their men to break

this strike by forcing their men to

go and do a day's work in that

shop, forcing the men to scab.

While" the leaders of the union

have shown by their action that

they fail to understand the ele-

mentary duty of uniting the work-

ers in the entire trade. It seems
they fait to understand that un-

ions are economic organizations

aiming to better the living stand-

ards of the workers and that in-

dustrial unions are necessary to

achieve the solidarity of all the

workers.
Not to have this knowledge means

not to have the slightest concep-

tion of industrial unionism and
class solidarity. Our union must
reject this A. F. of L policy o
craft unionism which lias divided

the workers. Wc must organize

the worker's into genuinely broad

industrial unions which will cm-

brace the whole furniture industry

and which -will abolish all trade

and craft distinctions. The work-
ers will then become more educated

and better equipped to accomplish

the necessary tasks.

We must have a very critical at-

titude towards the .conservatives in

our union who run from their prin-

ciples and travel from blunder to

blunder, paralyzing and compromis-
ing the union in such a manner' as

to cause to membership to hang
In shame every time its name is

mentioned.
It is not enough to get up and

bellow at the top of the lungs

about Thiess, the organizer of Local

70 of the A. F. of L., who is dis-

couraging the workers In their

Tight against wage cuts and lay-

offs and in the same breath, out of

the side of the mouth, defeat a
motion which would prove to the

entire trade beyond a doubt that

the Furniture Workers industrial

Union is a genuine industrial union

and that ils principles are not

written on rolls of tissue paper

which can lie torn off whenever
necessary.

In times of strikes, hours count.

The membership must oblige I he

leadership of the union to change
its policy with regard Io this strike

immediately.

The only way to rally the furni-

ture workers around tin; banner of

the Industrial Union is to show
them that the union is willing to

take up the fight of the workers in

any section of the industry. This

shop which was once controlled by

the A. F. of L. (and is still con-

sidered such, although the workers
have not paid dues to it for about

a year), has asked for the leader-

ship of the Industrial Union and
has thereby shown that it is

through with the sell-out policy of

the A. F. of L., that it will no long-

er stand for passive resistance to

boss terror displayed by the A. F.

ants of the march to sheepishly

bow to the tyranny, constitutional

violations, and terror of the State

officialdom.

before inviting this delegation to

the Capitol, Horner had ordered

ids armed forces to terrorize the

Hunger .Marchers break up all

meetings and gatherings of the un-

employed ; stop all columns of

marchers coming to Springfield by

tear gas bombs, clubs, -and mar-

tial law. Active leaders of the

marchers have been arrested in all

parts of the State. Armed guards

patrol all roads leading into Spring-

field. The April (5, Springfield meet-

ing was broken up and the April 7,

demonstration prohibited by the

armed forces of the Governor.

The striking miners of Illinois

have been terrorized by the state

pntice and company gunmen. The
miners of the 1*. M. A. have fought

fhe combined guards of Homer,
I'eabody, Lewis and Robinson thru

mass pressure and have organised

(heir union. Today the miners and

workers of Illinois intend to use

mass pressure to obtain immediate

relief and other demands as listed

in the program of the Hunger
March.

The bosses and their Governor

fear tho mass pressure of the

workers and are doing everything

possible to stop it. The Governor
fears the mass pressure of the un-

employed workers and has resorted

to brute force which succeeded in

smashing the March. Governor
Horner, office boy for the I'eabody

Goal Co. and oilier capitalists, will

"allow" us to send a lobby-com-

mittee of 20 to present our de-

mands. Such a gesture can serve

only to -separate Ihe leaders from
the masses. The bosses and (heir

Governor "urge" flic workers to

stay homo and to send a committee

in place of masses of unemployed,

Such a commit! ee without the

workers, he will consent to see.

Workers' Committee to visit the

Governor, wilhout tlie masses be-

hind them, or after the masses

have been driven out by boss ter-

ror, have no power. Such a com-
mittee will be ulsed by the Gov-

ernor to fool tiie workers, notwith-

standing the intentions of the com-
mittee. Only the mass pressure

of the workers can be of value in

fighting the bosses. Just to the

degree of mass pressure exerted by

our class, precisely to that degree

will flie capitalists and their gov-

ernment apparatus grant us our

immediate demands.

Workers! Do not let the terror-

ism of tiie bosses slop us in our

struggle for our demands. (We
must return to our cities, to our
unemployed councils, to our work-

ers' organizations to increase the

activity, to insure and to prepare

for the exertion of mass pressure

that will be powerful enough to

smash the terror of tho bosses and
their government, as instituted in

the stale of Illinois.

Horner's terrorism against the

workers, employed and unemploy-
ed, is the prelude to a period of

increased terror against the strike

of the Illinois miners under the

leadership of the P. M. A. as well

as new attacks against the unem-
ployed.

We call upon all workers in Ihe

state of Illinois to continu-e and
proceed with increased activity to

bring about the mass pressure nec-

essary to break this new offensive.

A united front of alt trade union,

unemployed and labor organiza-

tions is an absolute prerequisite to

lihe accomplishment of this task.

We call ufion you to demand:
1. For immediate relief for all

unemployed. <$5.<J0 for single

workers, $7.ii0 for families of two,

etc.)

2. Unemployment insurance at

the expense of tho employers and
the state.

3. The six-hour day—live day
week, with no reduction in pity.

4. Ijong term credits to and re-

cognition of tlie Soviet Union.

it. Rescinding of martial law
and withdrawal of all troops from
the i-uat ureas. Repeal of the cri-

minal syndicalist law.

(J. No discrimination against
negroes and strikers. For the right

to picket, demonstrate and organ-
ize. I-'fir the right of workers to

the highways.
7. For the immediate and un-

conditional release of all leaders of
fhe Hunger March arresled in the
si niggle.

Hunger March Fraction,

Communist League of America
Sparlacns Youth Club

Voices fromGermany
The Condition of the Party After the Fascist Victory

(We publish below extracts from

leaflets or corresiiondence from

Germany. Everyone will understand

that we have had to change the

names. But all the notes we pub-

lish below are taken either from il-

legal leatiets or journals published

by tlie Opposition, or from letters.

Every fact reported is strictly ex-

act. From this is outlined a tragic,

but true picture. What the prole-

lariat needs above all in these try-

ing days is the truth, and not

bragaddoccio of bankrupt bureau-

crats. After having seen things as

they are, every proletarian will the

better be able to know what is to

he done: to fight tenaciously for

the triumph of the ideas of the

Left Opposition.—Kd.)

Neumann Is New Leader
Uraer Wort, the illegal paper of

fhe German Left Opposition, rc-

jHirts in its -second issue:

The Stalinists have already
found a scapegoat for their latest

political crime. Krnst Thaelmann
has been deprived of his function
on the grounds of "Improper con-

duct" and.... his successor bears
the name of none other than Heinz
Neumann

!

Half a year ago Heinz Neumann
was discarded for "big theoretical
mistakes''. Neumann's confusion-

ism was only different in its shad-
ing from that of Thaelmann. In
the factional struggle that ensued,
Thaelmann Game out on top, Neu-
mann went to Moscow to repent,

recognized all his mistakes and

of L. We must immediately come 1 conceded Thaelmaim's correctness
.. . i...i_ „±j ~i *!-..—. t-u~t ..... fin i*ll finest inns? "An imnorfflnt
to their aid, show them that we
are the only ones who really take

an interst in them, and are willing

to give them the correct leadership

in their struggle against the boss.

Other shops will follow. We must
!>e on the job to lead the way.

The militant elements in the un-

ion will fight to wipe out every
vestige of A. F. of L.ism that has
seeped in to the Industrial Union,
and put in its stead solidarity of

ail the workers.

Let us open tlie gates to the or-

ganization of all the furniture
workers into the ranks of the F.

W. I. U. Now is the time.

—SOL LANKIN.

on all Questions. "An important
chapter of struggle had been con-
cluded on the ideological front".

Now Thaelmann has suffered

shipwreck and —holcus polcus—tht

•disrupter" of yesterday has be-

come the "historical leader" of to-

day. But the patron, of the "theo-

retician Satierland", the irrespon-

sible careerist of the Canton in-

surrection, is not one whit better

than Thaelmann.
Fortunately, the Stalinists have

lost every shred of authority among
the advanced workers in Germany.
The workers are turning toward
revolutionary Marxism, which the

Iieft Opposition alone embodies
and represents.

FROM THE BERLIN
DISTRICT (Marteh 10)

For several days wc have been

asking all the party comrades:

-'How do you esfimate the situation

and tiie perspectives o! the strug-

gle against Fascism!" I have seen

dozens of workers. A categorical

and unanimous opinion was the re-

sult. The conclusive victory of

Hitler is generally estimated as as-

sured and inevitable.

'As an organization, the party

scarcely exists any longer. After

fhe loss of the legal apparatus of

propaganda and of the bureaucratic

apparatus, it lias scattered like

ashes. Social democrats and trade

unions are powerless. Mass resist-

ance is impossible. Scattered and

not very significant actions in the

best case; in case of an attempt at

battle: decapitation."

A number of every lamentable

concrete examples are given, of

the state of the party organiza-

tion, in the large centers of the

Rhine, the party has not had any

meetings of the nuclei since Janu-

ary 30. Meetings of 00 functionar-

ies are called out of whom 5 came

together at one time and 17 at an-

other. No leaflet has been issued

by the party, at Cologne for ex-

ample.
Since the prohibition of the

press, the apparatus has vanished

in thin air, without leaving behind

any instructions. In the Cologne

district (3,000,000 inhabitants), the

Communist party has had 14,000

members for years. Official figures

show that in 1932 there were 13,808

new members and 13,171 dropping

out, that is a fluctuation of about

100 percent. This is characteristic

for a whole number of districts.

One of the principal leaders was a

member of the Nazi party for nine

years and participated in the Fasc-

ist putsch in Bavaria in 1923!

The Youth (400 members) could-

n't even get .together a general

meeting: nobody came. All this is

symptomatic and true to different

degrees in all the districts, espe-

cially in Berlin.

Since the occupation of the

Liebknecht House, isolated groups

are thinking of self-defense, but,

abandoned by the leadership, with-

out plan, and only by individual

methods.

PROM THE PALATINATE
Here, a large number of party

members consider that there is

nothing more to look forward to

from the party, and that only the

trade unions can save the situa-

tion by taking the initiative in the

struggle. Complete passivity. A
comrade from II...... reports that

a nucleus (typical) has lost 41 out

of its 44 members in the last few

mouths.
In s , before the elections,

there were many party members
who had the point of view: "First

Fascism and then we come." The
pressure of Fascism will lead to the

formation of a broad united front

from below. Meanwhile, no gener-

al strike, no lighting cartels, but.

the formation of partisan troops

to disarm and "HuuidaU}" the

storm troops. It should be said

that the Fascist storm troops wore
weak in Ibis district. Two days

before the burning of the Heieh-

stag, the- International Red Aid or-

ganized a meeting where the speak-

er spoke for two hours against ihe

"main enemy"—-social Fascism

—

without menlioning a word about

Hitler.

In M , the initiative in (be

partisan struggles proceeds more
from the members of the Reichs-

liamier than from tiie Communist
party—which is waiting for in-

structions which do not come.
It is this state of the party which

is making a deep impression upon
the comrades and is making them
draw the following conclusion

:

Stalinism has ideologically shat-

tered the proletarian vanguard : if

has thus delivered the proletariat

to the Fascist executioners whose
victory is assured in advance.

FROM THE BRANDENBURG
DISTRICT (Berlin)

In the intellectual and leading

cenlers of the social democracy is

to be obscerved a spirit of fear-

stricken capitulation. The prohi-

bition of tho ReichslKiuner in

Thuringia took place without the
slightest protest. In Leipzig, the
leaders claim that they are pre-

pared to defend their own against
the storm troops if they attack as
Nazi bands and not as police!

In Berlin, the terror has shat-
tered—is it only for the time be-

ing?—the party. In spite of the
attempt to live on the basis of

"groups of five", not a singe leaf-

let, no instructions come to these
groups. An instructor who came
to speak exclusively an organiza-
tional questions, is interrogated

:

"What have you to say about the
jiotifieal situation?" lie replies:

"Do not talk to me about it, we
ourselves don't know where we
stand!" It is the intention to
preserve only an organization of
restricted cadres, excluding the
majority of the members.

Tiie discouragement is great:
comrades no longer even dare to

thing of physical self-defense. In

Charlottenburg, the storm troops

make expeditions ; they beat up

and kill active Communists, open-

ly, in the streets, before the eyes

of other comrades who are part of

the defense organizations but who
look on at these acts of terror with-

out budging. They are beginning

to apply It lie Italian method of

castor oil; workers are martyred,

arc "killed in iiight". The terror

is beginning in the factories; for

the time being—the workers remain

motionless.

ON THE TRADE UNION POMCV
OF THE PARTY

(From a circular of the Left Op-

positon in Saxony towards the end

of February.)
Hitler is chancellor. Wo are be-

fore the general atack against the

working class. Soon the Commun-

ist party itself will be dissolved

and with it all the workers' or-

ganizations. More than ever, the

immediate* creation of an Opposi-

tion I-eft wing inside the trade un-

ions, Ihe re-entry of the Bed Trade

Union Organization into the free

I ratio unions, presents itself as a

question of prime importance

llefore the laih Plenum, the party

demanded the presentation at all

costs of Red list* for Ihe elections

to tlie factory councils. The most

actve comrades, forced to present

Bed lists in the factories and to

carry out this policy of the It. T.

C. (>. in the reformist federations,

were kicked out by the hundreds,

and lost tlie leadership of the op-

position i» the trade mi-on federa-

tions, and in part, lost even the

slightest contact with the members

of the reformist trade unions. This

line has led Io the isolation of our

party from the organized masses

and has delivered them, bound

band and foot, to the reformist

bureaucracy The party must

dissolve the independent federa-

tions and lead the It. T. U. O. to-

wards an opposition within the

trade unions.

(The following letter was sen; to

us by a sympathizer. It paints, in

living termts, the heroic struggle

of the German proletariat against

the Fascist bands and Hitler'*

police.)

Hamburg—We had just finished

our dinner when young X who had

gone to his room, came back run-

ning : "Listen to the machine guiia,

there is some shooting at Boten-

burg! That's it, it's the revolu-

tion." We run to the window.

There is a frightful massacre. Wo
witness a horrifying battle. Some
neighbors are all aroused against

the Communists. "They are going

to seize something", etc.

The shots grow rarer. I go out.

I run. Soon I detect searchlights

in the sky. I march in that direc-

tion. There are workers hastening

there too. After about a quarter

of an hour's walk I reached the

Communist district, Koteaburg.

Cops everywhere iu squads. In one

corner is a crowd of workers and
cops. I keep on walking. All of

a sudden: "Hands up!" I kept

right on. At fhe next corner:

"Clear the streets! Stop or w«
shoot! !"

Tiie jicople crowd into the door-

ways, I along with them. After

about five minutes, we go out

again. This is the place of the

tragedy. The searchlights scrutin-

ize every window, every door, the

roofs, the sidewalks. The moment
we stop, a ray of light blinds our

eyes. The cops in helmets keep
the crowds moving with nightsticks

and revolvers in hand. Some among
them are carrying a kind ot sub-
machine gun.

1 circulate among the workers,
discuss with them, observe every-

thing that is going on. A troop of

ISO Nazis is marching into the

Red quarter (as they have been do-

ing lor more than a week), the
workers shoot at them from* the
windows and from the roof-tops

;

tine Nazis return the shobs, ths

police with them. This morning,
the same thing in Barmbeck.
To come back to the original sub-

ject. First of all, the social dem-
ocratic leaders do not want any
alliances. The Communists, beaten
down and pursued, adopted the tac-

tic of mixing with every socialist

demonstration. Sunday, the social-

ist leaders, finding that Commun-
ists were participating in great
number in their march, had them
driven out by the police. Many so-

cialist workers protested. That
same night the social democratic
papers published a circular of the
Communist CKC recommending to

the functionaries to mix with the
socialist masses for the purpose of
causing disorder and to force the
socialist leaders to call the polica

against the Communist worker*,
Wels is basing himself upon this

document in his rejection of tb*
united front.

Finally, the nest day at 9 :30 P.

,VL, the dramatic moment: Th«
Reichstag is burning. The press
denounces the Communists and
published so-called documents that
were supposed to be found In the
Karl Liebknecht House. Ther«
are arrests,. .

.
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-:- For the United Front of Defense Against Hitlerism -:-

(Continued from last issue)

The united front must have its

organs. There is no need of imag-
ining what these may be: the sit-

uation itself is dictating the nature

of these organs. In many localit-

ies, thu workers have already sug-

gested tin; form of organization of

flic milled front after the manner
of defense cartels basing them-
selves on all the local proletarian
organism! ions and establishments.
This is an initiative which must
he grasped, deepened, consolidated,

extended to cover the industrial

< enters with cartels, by linking
them up with each other and by
preparing a Cerman workers' con-
gress of defense.

The fact that the unemployed
and the employed workers are be-

coming incree;i.singly estranged
fiom each other bears within itself

a deaiily danger, not only to the
collective agreements but also for

Hie trade unions Wtihont there
even beiiiK any need of a Fascist
crusade. Tin! united front between
social democrats and Communists
means bclorc all (In: united front
of the employed and unemployed
workers. Without that, any seri-

ous .struggle in Cermany is quite
unl hinkithlp.

The [ted Trade ITnion Opposition
( H. (J. O.j must enter into the
free trade unions as a Communist
fraction. That is one of the prin-

ci[ial .condition*; of the success of

Ihe united front. The Communists
within tlie trade unions must enjoy
the rights o( workers' democracy
and in the first place, Ihe right of
full freedom of criticism. (In their

1

part, they must respect. Hie statutes
of the trades unions and their dis-

cipline.

The defense against fascism is

not. an isolated tiling. Fascism is

only a cudgel in the hands of fin-

ance capital. The aim of the crush-
ing of proletarian democracy is to
raise ihe rate of exploitation of
labor power. There lies an immense
field for the united front of the
proletariat. : Ihe struggle for the
daily bread, extended and sharp-
ened, leads directly under present
conditions to the struggle for the
workers* control of production.

The factories, the mines, the
large estates fulfill their social
functions thanks only to the labor
of the workers. Can it he that the
latter have not the right to know
where the owner is directing the
establishment, why he is reducing
production and driving out. the
workers, how he is fixing prices,

etc.? We will be answered: "Com-
mercial secrets." What are com-
mercial secrets? A plot of the cap-
italists against the workers and
the people as a whole. Producers
and consumers, the workers, in
this two-fold capacity, must con-
quer the right to control all the
operations of their establishments,
tmmask fraud and deceit in order
to defend their intersts and the
interests of the people as a whole,
ftects and figures in hand. The
struggle for workers' control of
production can and should become
the slogan of the united front.

On the ground of organization,
the forms necessary for the coop-
eration between social democratic
workers and Communist workers
will be found without difficulty: it

is only necessary to pass over from
words to deeds.

THE IRRECONCnABLE CHAR-
ACTER OF THE SOCIAL
DEMOCRATIC AND THK
COMMUNIST PARTIES
Now, if the common defense

against the attack of capital is

possible, can we not go still far-

ther and form a genuine bloc of

tlie two parties on all the ques-

tions? Then the polemic between
the two would take on an internal,

pacific and cordial character. Cer-

tain l^eft .social democrats, ol the

type of Heydewita, as is known,
even go so far a« to dream of a

complete union of the social dem-
ocracy and the Communist party,

lint all this is nevertheless a vain

dream 1 What separates the Com-
munists from the social democracy
are antagonisms on fundamental
questions. The simplest way of

translating the essence of their

disagreements is this: tlie social

democracy considers itself the ilem-

oemtio doctor of wipitftlisni; we
are its revolutionary grave-diggers.

The irreconcilable character of

the two parties appears with par-

ticular clearness in the light of

tlie recent evolution of Germany,
ixupart laments that in calling

Hitler fo power the bourgeois
classes have disrupted the 'inte-

gration of the workers into the

State" and he warns the bourge-
oisie against the "dangers" tfowing
from it (Vorwaerts, February 15,

10;iS) Leipart thus makes himself
the watchdog of the bourgeois
state by desiring to preserve it

from the proletarian revolution.

Can we even dream of union with
Leipart?

The,. Vorwaerts prides itself every

day on the fact that hundreds of

thousands of social democrats died

during the war 'Tor the ideal of

a liner and freer Germany" It

only forgets to explain why this

finer Germany turned out to he the
Germany of IlStier-IIugenbnrg. In
reality, the German workers, like

the workers of the other belliger-

ent countries, died as cannon fod-

der, as slaves of capital. To ideal-

ize this fact is to continue the
treason of August 4, 1914.

The Vorwaerts continues to ap-

peal to Marx, to Engels, to Wil-
helm LiebknecM, to Bebel, wl'o

from 1848 to 1871. spoke of the
struggle for the unity of the Ger-
man nation. Lying appeals! At
that time, it was a question of

completing the bourgeois revolu-

tion. Every proletarian revolu-

tionist had to fight against the
particularism and provincialism in-

herited from feudality. Every pro-

letarian revolutionist had to tight

against this particularism and
provincialism in the name of the

!

creation of a national State. At
the present time, such an objec-

tive is_ invested with a progressive
character only in China, in Indo-
China, in India, in Indonesia and
other backward colonial and senii-

coionial countries. For the advanc-
ed countries of Europe, the na-

tional frontiers are exactly the

same reactionary chains as the
feudal frontiers were at one time.

Quite true ! But these twins have
become aged, infirm and have fall-

en into senility. The nation, like

all economy, ajid democracy, as a

form of the domination of the bour-

geoisie, have been transformed into

fetters upon the productive forces

and civilization. Let us recall

again Goethe: "All that is born is

doomed to perish."

A few more million beings may
be sacrificed for the "corridor",

for Alsace-I/irraine, for Malmedy.
These disputed bits of land may be

covered with three, five, ten rows
of corpses. All this may he called
national defense. Hut humanity
will not progress because of it;

on the contrary, it will fall back-
ward into barbarism on all fours.

The way out is not in the "na-
tional liberation" of Germany, but
in the liberation of Europe from
national barriers. It is a problem
which the bourgeoisie cannot re-

solve, any more than the feudal
lords in their time were able to

put an end to participation. Hence
the coalition with the bourgeoisie
is doubly repreliens i tile. A prole-

tarian revolution is necessary. A
federation of the proletarian re-

publics of Europe and ihe whole
world is necessary.

Social patriotism is the program
of doctors of capitalism ; intertia-

tionalism is the program o£ the
grave-diggers of bourgeois society.

This antagonism is irreducible.

DEMOCRACY AND
DICTATORSHIP

The social democrats consider
the democratic constitution to be
above the class struggle. For us,

the class struggle is above the
democratic constitution. Can it be
that the experience undergone by
Iiost-war Germany has passed with-
out leaving a trace, just as the ex-
periences undergone during the
war? The November revolution
brought the social democracy to
power. The social democracy
spurred the powerful movement of
Ihe masses along the road of
""right" and the '"Constitution,".

The whole political life which fol-

lowed in Germany evolved on the
basis and within the framework of
the Weimar republic.

The results are at hand: bour-
geois democracy is transformed
legally, pacifically, into a Fascist
dictatorship. Tlie secret is simple
enough

: bourgeois democracy, just
as the Fascist dictatorship, are
the i iiis t rumen ts of one and the
same class ; the exploiters. It is

absolutely impossible to prevent
the replacement of one instrument
by the other by appealing to the
Constitution, the Supreme Court at

i:
Leipzig, new elections, etc. ; what
is necessary is to mobilize the rev-

olutionary forces of the proletar-

iat. Constitutional fetishism brings
the best aid to Fascism. Today
this is no longer a prognostica-
tion, a theoretical affirmation, but
the living reality. I ask you, so-

cial democratic worker : If the
Weimar democracy biazed the trail

for the Fascist dictatorship, how
Is one to expect it to blaze the
trail for socialism?

—But can't we social democratic
workers win the majority in the
democratic Reichstag?
—That you cannot. Capitalism

has ceased to develop, it is putre-
fying. The number of industrial
workers is no longer growing. An
important section of the proletariat
is being degraded under continual
unemployment. By themselves,
these social facts exclude the pos-

sibility of any stable and methodi-
cal development of a laixir party
in parliament as before the war.
lint even if, in the face of all pro-

bability, .the labor representation
in parliament .should grow rapid-

ly, would the bourgeoisie waif for

a peaceful expropriation? The gov-
ernmental machinery is entirely in

its hands! Even admitting that
tlie bourgeoisie allows the moment
to pass and permits the proletariat

to gain a parliamentary represen-
tation of fifty-one percent, would-
n't the Roiehswehr, the police, the
Steel Helmets and the Fascist
storm troops disperse this parlia-

ment in the same way that the
camarilla today disperses with a

stroke of the pen all tlie parlia-

ments which displease it?

—Then, down with the Reichstag
and elections?

—Xo, that's not what I mean.
We are Marxists and not anarch-
ists. We are supporters of the
utilization of parliament: it is not
an instrument for transforming
society, but a means of rallying
the workers. However, in the' de-
velopment of the class struggle, a
moment arrives when it is neces-

sary to decide the question of who
is to he master of the country:
finance capital or the proletariat.
Dissertations on the nation and
on democracy in general constitute,
under such conditions, the most im-
pudent lie. In our eyes, a email
German minority is organizing and
arming, so to speak, half of the
nation to crush and strangle the
other half. It is not a question
today of secondary reforms, but of
the life or death of bourgeois so-
ciety. Never have such questions
been decided by a vote. Whoever
appeals today to the parliament or
to the Supreme Court at Leipzig,
is deceiving the workers and in
practise, is helping Fascism.

THERE IS NO OTHER ROAD
—What is to be done under

such conditions?, my social dem-
ocratic interlocuter will ask.

—The proletarian revolution.

—And then?
—The dictatorship of the prole-

tariat.

—As in Russia? The privations
and the sacrifices? The complete

stilling of freedom of opinion? No,

not for me.

—It's just because you are not

disposed to tread the road of the

revolution and the dictatorship

that we are both unable to form
one single party. But nevertheless

allow me to tell you that your
objection is not worthy ot a con-

scious proletarian. Yes, the priva-

tions of the Russian workers are

considerable. But in the first

place, the Russian workers know
in the name of what they are
making these sacrifices. Even if

they should undergo a defeat, hu-
nianily would have learned a great

deal "from their experience. .Now
in the name of what did the Ger-
man working class sacrifice itself

in tlie years of the imperialist

war? Or again, in tlie years of

the u nemployment? To what do
these sacrifices lead, what do they

yield, what do they teach? Worthy
of man are , t»Iy those sacrifices

which blaze tit* trail to it Itetter

future. That's the lirsl. objection

1 heard you make. The first, hut
not the only one.

The sufferings of the Russian
workers are considerable because
in linssia, as a consequence of

specific historical factors, was born
tlie first proletarian stale which,
from an extreme poverty, is oblig-

ed to raise itself by its own
stl'cngth. Don't forget that Rus-
sia was the niosl backward conn
try of Kurope. The proletariat

I here constituted only a tiny part

of the population. In this coun-
try, the dictatorship of Ihe prole-

tariat, necessarily had to assume
the harshest forms. Thence tlie

consequences which flowed from it:

the development of tlie bureaucracy
which holds the power and the
chain of errors committed by (tie

political leader.siiip wli.ic.li has
fallen under Ihe ititluenee of this

bureaucracy. If at tlie end of
101S, when the power was com-
pletely in itrS hands, the social

democracy had entered boldly upon
the road to sociali.-m and had con-
cluded an indissoluble alliance
with Soviet. Russia, the whole
history of Europe would have re-

ceived a different orientation and
humanity would have arrived at
socialism in a much shorter space
of time and with infinitely less

sacrifice. It is not our fault that
this dill not happen.

Yes, the dictatorship in the So-
viet Union at the present time has
an extremely bureaucratic and dis-

torted character. I have personal-
ly criticized more than once in the
press the present Soviet regime
which is a distortion of the work-
ers' state. Thousands upon thou-
sands of my friends till the prisons
and the place of exile for having
fought against the Stalinist bu-
reaucracy. Now even if one judges
the negative sides of the present
Soviet regime it is necessary to
preserve a correct historical per-
spective. If the German proletar-
iat, much more numerous and more
civilized than the Russian prole-

tariat, were to take the power to-

nmrorw, tiiis would not only open
til) intense economic and cultural

perspectives but would also lead

immediately to a radical attenua-

tion of tlie dictatorship in the

Soviet Union.

It must not be thought that the

dictatorship of the proletariat is

necessarily connected with the

methods of the Red terror which
we had to apply in Itussia. We
were ' the pioneers. Covered with
crime, the Russian possessing

classes did not believe that the
new regime would last. The bour-
geoisie of Kuropo and America sup-

ported the Russian counter-revolu-

tion. Under these conditions, one
could hold on only at the cost of

a terrific tension of lorees and an
implacable punishment of our class

enemies. The victory of the pro-

letariat in Germany would have
tjuitc a different character. The
German bourgeoisie, having lost

the iHwer, would no longer have
any hoi*! of retaking it. The al-

liance of Soviet Germany with So-

viet Russia would multiply, not
twofold, bill tenfold, the strength

of ih<' iwo countries. In all the

rest of Europe, the position of the

bourgeoisie i . -o compmini-cd that

it. is not very likclj thai, it would
be able to get its armies to march
against proletarian Germany. To
be sure, the civil war would be in-

evitable: for that purpose, fascism
is enough. Hut armed with the
power, the German proletariat,

having behind it ihe Soviet Union,

would soon bring about a decom-
position of Fascism by drawing to

its side substantial seclious of Ihe

petty bourgeoisie. The dictatorship

of the proletariat in Germany
would have incomparably more
cultured than the dictatorship of

liie proletariat, in Itussia.
-—In that case, wily I lie dicta-

torship?

—To annihilate exploitation and
parasitism; to crush I lie resistance

of tiie exploiters; to end their in-

clination to think about a rc-cs-

tablishment of exploitation; to put

all tlie power, all the means of
production, all the resources of

civilization into the bauds of tlie

proletariat and to permit it to

utilize all the forces and means in

the interest of the socialist trans-

formation of society: There is no
other road.

THK GKRMAN BOURGEOISIE
WILL HAVE THE REVOLUTION
IN GERMAN AND NOT
IN RUSSIAN

—Still, if often happens that our
Communists approach us social

democrats with this threat : Just
wait, as soon as we will get into

power, we'll put you up against

the wall.

—Only a handful of imbeciles,

windbags and braggarts who, as
sure as fate, will run like the

devil at the moment of danger, can

make such threats. A serious rev-

olutionist, while acknowledging the
iuescapabiiity of revolutionary vio-

lence and its creative function, un-

derstands at the same time that

the application of violence in the
socialist transformation of society

has well-defined limits. The Com-
munists cannot, prepare themselves

save by seeking mutual understand-

ing and an approach to the social

democratic workers. The revolu-

tionary unanimity of the over-

whelming majority of the German
proletariat will reduce to a min-

imum the repression which the

revolutionary dictatorship will ex-

ercize. It is not a question of

slavishly copying Soviet Itussia, of

making a virtue of each of its

necessities. That is unworthy of

Marxists. To profit by the experi-

ence ot the October revolution does

not mean that it should be copied

blindly. One niuet take into ac-

count the difference in the social

structure of nations and above ail

of the relative importance and the

cultural le\el of the proletariat.

To believe that one can allegedly

make the socialist revolution in a
constitutional, peaceful manner,
with the acquiescence ot the Su-
preme Court at Leipzig—that can
be done only by incurable Philis-

tines. The German proletariat will

be unable to pass around the rev-

olution. Hut in its revolution, it

will speak in German and not in

Kusiaii. 1 am convinced that it

will speiik much better than we
did.

WILVT SHALL WE DEFEND?
— Very good, but we social dem-

ocrats propose nevertheless to come
to power by democracy. You Com-
munis) s consider thai an absurd
Utopia. In that case, is the united
front of defense possible? For it

is necessary to have a clear idea

of what there is to defend, if we
defend one thing and you another,

we will not lead to common actions.

Do you Communists consent to de-

fend the Weimar Constitution?
- The question is a fitting one

and 1 will try to answer it candid-
ly. The Weimar Constitution re-

presents a whole system of insti-

tutions, of rights and of laws. Let
ns commence from the top. The
republic lias at its head a presi-

dent. Do yon consent ,you Com-
munists, to defend Hindenburg
against. Fascism. I hope that the
need for that donsn't make itself

fell : Hindenburg having called the
h'ascists to power. Then comes the
government presided over by Hit-
ler. This government does not need
to be defended against Fascism.
In the third place comes the parli-

ament. When these lines appear,
tlie lafe of the proletariat emerg-
ing from the elections of March 5,

will probably have been determin-
ed. But even at this juncture one
can say with certitude that if the
composition of the Reichstag
proves to be hostile to the govern-
ment; If Hitler takes it' into his
head to liquidate the Reichstag and
if the socai! democracy shows a
determination to fight for the lat-

ter, the Communists will help the
social democracy with all their

strength.

We Communists cannot and do
not want to establish the dictator-
ship of the proletariat against
you or without you social dem-
ocratic workers. We want to come
to this dictatorship together with
you. And wo regard the common
defense auainst Fascism as the first

The Mooney United Front—the Negotiations Must Be Conducted Publicly
The third -session of the Con-

gress Organization Committee of
the New York United Front Free
Tom Mooney Conference revealed
hat the jiarfy has taken another
step deeper into the opportunism
swamp. The party was the dom-
inating political current in the con-
ference. It is in control of the
Congress Organization Committee.
If the party seriously means to

build a united front movement and
bring pressure to bear on the sum-
mils of the S. I', and the A. F. of
L. through their ranks the organs
of (he united front are Ihe instru-
ments I hoy must use.

The conference represented thou-
sands of workers. The Congress
Organization Committee has the
right and the duty fo speak in
their name. What it lias to say
has a certain force and can consti-
tute a pressure on the S. P. and
the A. F. of L. bureaucrats and
misleaders fo remove the barriers
they have erected across the road
to the united front of the Mooney
movement.

But the proceedure must be open
and take place before the eyes ot
tlie entire working class. When
this is done tlie workers of both
liarties and in neither will see who
stands in the way of unity and
why. This is the way to teach
the workers that the Communists
are the spokesmen for the unity
of the class.

This is not the proceedure the
party is following. It ignores the
organs of the united front. In-
stead It has entered into a Negoti-
ations Committee outside of (the

united front and its organs with
Muste of the C. P. L. A. and Pal-
mer of the Federated Press to
draw the S. P. and A; F. of L.
into the movement and the Chic-
ago Congress behind the hacks of
its own membership and the work-
ing class. Hathaway's article in
the Daily Worker of April 8 makes
it appear that the negotiations are
taking place openly before the
eyes of the working class. This is

false.

The party has two men {names
unknown) on this Negotiations
Committee. .What they do there
except to commit the party to
those behind-the-scenes maneuvers
is not clear. Palmer does not re-

port it.

According to his reports Palmer
. seems to lie doing all the work of
back-door bargaining. Last Satur-
day lie reported the following: the
second session of the Organiza-

.
tion Committee voted to issue an
open, letter to the S. P. and the
A. F. of I* Inviting them to enter

the Mooney movement and parti-

cipate in the Chicago Congress.
The letter was not issued because
Louis R. Scoff, Mooney *s personal
representative, thought it inadvis-
able to issue such a letter at the
present time in view of the stage
which the negotiations have reach-
ed. Instead Scott sent a personal
letter to Julius Gerber! Palmer
objected to Hathaway's article in

the Daily Worker of April 8 which
sharply criticized the S. I', for its

sabotage of the movement, and its

slanders against the Communist
party and the Chicago Congress.
He implied that, it might have a
disastrous effect on the negotia-
tions.

Palmer reported that Clarence
Senior' had told him tiiat the 8,

P. was conferring in Chicago with
the A. C. W., the I. L. G. W. U.
and the Chicago Federation of
Labor over the question of parli-
ciiiating in tiie Chicago Congress.
Senior said that tliey bad come
to this understanding with the
Chicago Federation of Labor:
Fitiipatriek agreed that if Frank
P. Walsh would state publicly that
the participation of the Chicago
Federation of Labor would help
the Mooney movement they might
come in. On this basis the S. P.
would also consider the question.

Palmer got to Walsh. Walsh said
that he had nothing to do with
the propaganda and of the Mooney
movement. lie also said that he
would not ask the Chicago Federa-
tion of Labor to participate in the
Chicago Congress with Communists
because o£ the latters' attacks in

the past on Nockele and Fitzppat-
riek.

So Palmer chased «round to
Nock els. Nockeis said that the
Chicago Federation would not go
into the Congress if there was one
Communist there.

Nothing daunted Palmer1 report-

ed back to Clarence Senior. Senior
said that the S. P. was ansious to
have the Chicago Federation of
Labor, the A. C. W. and the I.

L. G. W. U. participate but if

they refused the S. P. would vote
on the question of participation
nevertheless.

Earlier in the week Senior had
wired Palmer the conditions on
which the S. P. would consider the
question of participation. These
were two in number (1) the man-
agement Committee for the Nation-
al Chicago Congress must be com-
posed entirely of Chicagoans. This,
said Palmer, was to insure control
for the S. P., (2) the Mooney move-
ment mast drop all talk of a gen-
eral strike.

To these ultimatist conditions

suggesting that a majority of tiie

Management Committee should be
composed of Chicagoans. How this

would avoid giving' the -S. P. con-
trol Palmer1 did not make clear.

To tiie demand fin- the dropping of
tiie general strike slogan tlie Nego-
tiations Committee, with two Stal-

inists on it, replied that no one,
i nil ud i tig .Mooney, wanted Mooney's
name associated with adventurous
stunts; the slogan was held in re-

serve, so to speak, in case Mooney
got. a raw deal at his forthcoming
trial and was sentenced lo be hang-
ed, and his innocence was apparent
to all—ami so on ad nauseam;
then we could consider a general
strike!

All of this. Palmer told us, be
reported lo Hathaway! And all of
ibis is retried to the Congress
Organisation Committee ill the
control of ihe Stalinists which
voles lo accept these reports! Only
the Left opposition raises its voice
in criticism. Against our sharp
warnings that this road leads to
the swamp, plays into the hands of
the enemies of the Mooney move-
ment and discredits Communism in

the eyes of the workers the Stal-
inists make a united front with
Muste and Palmer in the Commit-
tee to reject our criticism and pro-
posals.

At this session, at the conclusion
of Palmer's report, the Left Op-
position moved that the Congress
Organization Committee, publish a
summary of the negotiations np to
date. Palmer ruled tiiat the mo-
tion was out of order for lack of
a second. He was about to pro-
ceed to the next item on the agenda
when the miracle happened. Five
delegates got up, one after an-
other, and spoke for the motion.
And it carried!
We attribute this stroke of good

fortune fo two causes. Palmer's
report was too raw for Commun-
ists to swallow. And the front
line Stalinist bureaucrats were not
present to put the seal of author-
ity and discipline on this oppor-
tunist brew. Nessiu, Winter', Bal-
lam, Moore must be mightily pleas-
ed with the results of the Nego-
tiations Committee and content to
let it replace the organs of the
united front in broadening the
Mooney movement. They did not
attend the meeting of the; Con-
gress Organization Committee!
The speakers' committees of

which Nessiu is the chairman re-

ported through one of its members
that, among the speakers ft>r the
Mooney mass meeting which is be-
ing arranged for April 27, will be,

if the committee's nivitation is ac-

the Negotiations Committee replied oepted, Habbi Stephen S. Wise.

Wise needs no introduction to our

readers. IEis attitude toward the

Soviet. Union and the working class

movement is well known. It is

soiiiet imes necessary to suffer such
people, in united fronts- when they
are Ihe representatives of organi-
zations participating in the united
front, lint that is not the case
with Wise. He represents no one
in this united front. Why does
the party invite him to speak? This
is not tile way to build a united
movement. But it i« file Stalinist,

opportunist substitute for it. These
adventurers think they will use
Wise to fool the masses into be-

lieving that Hathaway and Wise on
the platform are symbols of a uni-

ted movement

!

Strenuous objection was made to

Wise by Linn of the I. W. O. and
the Left Opposition. The motion of
the Left. Opposition to reject him
was defeated. A. motion to refer
the matter back to the speakers'
committee carried.

That is how tiie movement for
Mooney's release stands now. The
K. P. continues its cynical sabot-
age of the movement with impun-
ity. And the Stalinists pursue
their course deeper into the swamp.
There were some people who
greeted the party's turn from the
ultra Leftism of the united front
from below with the iiope that tile

Stalinists were steering a correct
course. They showed little under-
standing of the nature of bureau-
cratic ccntrism. The Stalinists are
incapable of pursuing a correct pol-
icy consistently. They move eithef
to the extreme of ultra-Leftism or

to the opposite extreme of Right

opportunism. This is the direction

in which they are pushing the party

today.

That Muste and 1'aimer would
engineer such dickers with the S.

P. as this is to be expected. That
is their political milieu. But that
the Communist party should be-

come a partner to such a shameful
business is the special contribution
to ihe repertoire of opportunism of
Stalinism -a species of social re-

formism within the Communist
movement. For people who turned
over the leadership of the Chinese
revolution to Chiang Kai-Siiek, of
the English General Strike to
l'ureell and Cook, of the fight

against war to Holland and Baf-
bnsso it. is a little mattter to turn
over to a Frank Palmer and a
Muste the initiative in and the
choice of method of building a uni-
ted front movement to get Mooney
out of jail! Against them and all

they stand for the Left Opposition
carries on and will continue to
wage an irreconcilable struggle.

---T. STAMM.

TO OUR READERS:
We must again beg tlie indulg-

ence of our readers for the failure

to publish in this issue all the arti-

cles which were announced last

week. Once more it is a question
of pressure of space which has
obliged «s to omit some of the
material which we planned to in-

clude. We can assure our read-

ers that the articles will appear
next week as announced.

V. F. CALVERTON
To

LEON TROTSKY
(The Crisis in Communism)

in the April Issue of the

MODERN MONTHLY
Now on Sale at Newsstands

ALSO ARTICLES liY ROMAIN HOLLAND,* ROBERT 1SRIF-
FA1ILT, SIDNEY HOOK, V. D. KAZAKKVICH, C. HARTLEY
(JRATTAN, ANDRE GIDE, ABELARD STONE.

Special Introductory Offer: Five Months for One DollarTHE MODERN MONTHLY
Box 97, Station D. New York, N. Y.

step in this sense. Obviously, in

our eyes, Ihe Reichstag Is not a
capital historical conquest whicn
tiie proletariat must defend against
the Fascist vandals. There are
more valuable things. Within the
framework of bourgeois democracy
and parallel to an incessant strug-
gle against it, the elements of pro-

letarian democracy have formed
themselves In the course of many
decades: political parties, labor
press, trade unions, factory com-
mittees, clubs, cooperatives, sports
societies, etc. The mission of Fasc-
ism is not so much to complete
the destruction of bourgeois dem-
ocracy as to crush the first out-
lines of proletarian democracy. Aa
to our mission, it consists in plac-

ing the elements of proletarian
democracy already created at the
foundation of the Soviet system of
the workers' state. Towards this

end, it is necessary to break the
husk of bourgeois democracy and
free from it the kernel of workers'
democracy : therein lies the essence
of the proletarian revolution. Fasc-
ism threatens the vital kernel of
workers' democracy. This alone
clearly dictates the program of the
united front. We are ready to de-
fend join' printing plants and our
own, but also the democratic prin-

ciple of freedom of the press
;
your

labor homes and ours, but also the
democratic principle of the freedom
of assemblage and association. We
are materialists and that is why
we do not separate the soul from
the body. Ho long as we do not
yet have the strength to establish
the Soviet system, we place our-
selves on the terrain of bourgeois
democracy. But at the same time
we do not entertain any illusions.

AS TO FREEDOM OF
THE PRESS

—And what will you do with the
social democratic press if you
should suceed in seizing power

:

will you prohibit our papers as the
Russian Bolsheviks prohibited tlie

Meuahevik papers?

- You put the question badly.
What do you mean by "our" pa-
lters? In Russia the dictatorship
of the proletariat proved possible
only after the overwhelming maj-
ority of tiie worker-Mensheviks
Iiassed over to the side of the Bol-
sheviks, whereas the petty bour-
geois debris of Menshevism under-
took to assist the bourgeoisie to
light for the restoration of "dem-
ocracy", that is, of capitalism.
.Now, even in Russia we did not at
ail inscribe upon our banner the
prohibition of the Menshevik pa-
pers. We were led to do this by
the incredibly harsh conditions of
the struggle that had to be con-
ducted to save and maintain the
revolutionary dictatorship. In So-
viet Germany, the situation will be,

as I have already said, infinitely

more favorable and the regime of
the press will necessarily feel the
effects of it. I do not think that
in this field the Gorman proletar-
iat needs to resort to repression.

To be sure, I do not want to say
that the workers' state will toler-

ate even for a day the regime of
the (bourgeois) "freedom of the
press", that is, the state of affairs

in which only those can publish
papers and books who control the
printing plants, the paper manufac-
tories, the bookstores and so on,
that is, the capitalists. The (bour-
geois) "freedom of the press" sig-

nifies the monopoly for finance
capital to impose capitalist pre-
judices upon the people by means
of hundreds and thousands of pa-
per's charged with disseminating
the virus of lies in the most per-
fect technical form. Proletarian
freedom of the press will mean the
nationalization of thle \printing
plants, of Ihe paper manufactories
and the bookstores in the interest
of the workers. We do not separ-
ate the soul from file body. Free-
dom of the press without linotypes,

without, printing presses, and with-
out paper is a miserable fiction. In
the proletarian state the technical
means of printing will be put at
the disposal of groups of citizens

in accordance with their' real num-
erical importance. But how is this

to be done? The social democracy
will obtain printing facilities eor-

respondnig to the number of its

supporters. I do not think that at
that time this number will be very
high : otherwise the very regime of
the dictatorship of the proletariat
woulo" be Im]x>ssible. Nevertheless,
let us leave it to the future to
solve this question. But the prin-
ciple itself of distributing the tech-

nical means of the press, not in
accordance with the thickness of
the checkbook, but in accordance
with the number of supporters of
a given program, of a given 'cur-

rent, of a given school, is, I hope,
the most honest, the most dem-
ocratic, the most authentically pro-
letarian principle. Isn't that so?

—Maybe.
—Then shall we shake hands on

it?

— I'd like to think it over a bit.

—1 ask for nothing else, my dear
friend: the aim of all my reflec-

tions is to have you meditate once
more upon all the great problems
of proletarian policy.

Priukijio, February 23, 1933.

—L. TROTSKY.
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An Interview with Leon Trotsky
(We are glad to print the follow-

ing interview given in Prinkipo by

Leon Trotsky to comrade B. J.

Field in connection with an article

published several months ago by

a bourgeois apologist for the Stal-

inist regime. As the interview

deals with questions of more than

passing interest, it retains all its

value as an exposition of the Bol-

shevik-Leninist standpoint on ques-

tions in dispute in the Communist
movement.—Ed.

)

LENIN AND SOCIALISM
IN ONE COUNTRY
In the question of the united

front as well as in all the broad

questions of revolutionary strategy

and tactics, the Left Opposition re-

gards itself as continuing the au-

thentic Bolshevik line, as against

the efforts of the Stalinist faction

bo revise it in an empirical and
bureaucratic manner.
This sense of the continuity of

the revolutionary tradition runs

clearly through the answers which
Trotsky gave to the writer's ques-

tions on the issues of principle

which Mr. Fischer, following the

Stalinists, takes for granted as

having been decided against Trot-

sky's views.

Here are his answers

:

Question :
" 'Lenin and all his

followers were convinced at that

time (in 1917) that only a revolu-

tion abroad could save them from
certain doom They did not hope
to survive unless revolutions in

Europe and Asia weakened exter-

nal hostility and gave lied Kussla

a breathing space for domestic
entrenchment', says Air. Fischer.

Was Lenin speaking only in a im-

mediate military and political

sense of saving Russia from defeat

and subjugation, or did he have in

mind the whole perspective of

Russia's developing on its own soil

through the dictatorship of the

proletariat to the ultimate Com-
munist goal?"
Trotsky—"That affirmation of

Mr. Fischer's, like a series of

others, proves his lack of famil-

iarity with the theory and the

history of Bolshevism. In 1917

there was not a single Bolshevik

who considered possible the reali-

sation of a socialist society in a
single country, and least of all in

Kussia. In the appendix to my
'Hletory of the Ifctussian 'Revolu-

tion' I give a detailed and docu-

mented study of the ideas of the
Bolshevik party on the October
revolution. This study, 1 hope,
will make it impossible in (he fu-

ture to ascribe to Lenin the theory

Of Socialism in a single country.

Here I will limit myself to a sin-

gle quotation, which in my opin-

ion has a decisive character, Lenin
died in January, 1924 ; three
months later Stalin expounded in

writing Lenin's conception of the

proletarian revolution. I quote
word for word: ' to overthrow
the power of Ihe bourgeoisie and
to establish the power of the pro-

letariat in one country, still does
not Signify the full victory of So-

cialism. The main task of Social-

ism—the organization of Socialist

production—remains still in the

Answer Given to Views

Of Louis Fischer

Europe and Asia, and perhaps of

the whole world. Once again, he

who ignores the problems of rev-

olutionary strategy would do bet-

ter not to talk about revolutions

at all."

Question: "Its it true that "a

revolution germinates only in na-

tional soil, that it does not re-

sult from imported money or pam-
phlets or agitators, and that the

capitalists will do more than the

Communists to undermine capital-

ism*?" Is it true that 'by ifs very

existence a truly Soviet, near-

Socialist system must further

I he cause of revolution in other
countries', and that 'a strong So-

cialist Soviet Union is the most
effective, stimulus to world revolu-

tion'?''

Answer: "The statements quoted
in this (piestion eoritradiet each

other. That the existence of the

Soviet Union lias an international

revolutionary significance is a com-
monplace equally recognized by

friend/ and foes. In spite of the

existence of the Soviet Union, how-
ever, the proletarian revolution
during the past years has not re-

corded a victory in any other coun-

try. In Kussiit itself the proletar-

iat conquered in spite of the tact

that there was no Soviet State in

existence at the time elsewhere.

For the viclory are necessary, not
only certain objective conditions,

internal as well as external, but
also certain subjective factors—
rhe I'arty, the leadership, the stra-

tegy. Our dilTernces with Stalin

are entirely of a strategical char-

acter. Suffice it to say that if we
had carried through, in 1017, the
policy of Stalin, the Soviet State
would not be in existence today,

it is therefore not true that the

mere existence of the Soviet Union
is capable of assuring the victory

of the revolution in other coun-
tries. But It is also false that the
revolution ripens and comes to de-

velopment only in the national soil.

Otherwise what purpose is served

by the Communist International?"

Question: "Granting that a cap-

italist economy, the more highly it

is developed, becomes the more de-

pendent on other countries, is it

less true of the Soviet Union, be-

cause it is developing toward a
Socialist economy?"
Answer: "National self-suffici-

ency or 'autarchy' Is the ideal of

Hitler, not of Marx and Lenin.

Socialist economy cannot Reject

the huge advantages of the world

division of labor : on the contrary,

it will carry it to the highest de-

velopment. But in practise, it is

not a question of the future social-

ist society, with an established in-

ternal equilibrium, but of the

given technically and culturally

backward country which in the
interests of industrialisation and
collectivization is forced to export

as much as possible in order to

import as much as possible."

Question: "Is it true that the

theory of the permanent revolu-

tion, which is the platform on

which you have fought Stalin since

1024, was 'born in a time of Bol-

shevist mental depression' caused
by 'a series of failures both at

home and abroad', or does this

theory represent a consistent line

found in all your 'political writ-

ings and actions after 1908*—Mr.
Fischer makes both statements".

Answer: "The theory of the per-

manent revolution, in contradic-

tion to the theory of socialism in

one country, was recognized by
the entire Bolshevik party during
the period: from 1017 to 1923. Only
the defeat nO the proletariat in

Ocrmany in 1023 gave the decisive

push to the creation of Stalin's

theory of national socialism : the

downward curve of the revolution

gave rise to Stalinism, not to the

theory of the permanent revolution,

which was iirst formulated by me
in ISXKi. This theory is not bound
to a definite calendar of revolu-

tionary events ; it only reveals the
world-wide interdependence of the
revolutionary process."
Question : "The statement is

made that 'Trotsky would hot have
neglected Soviet home industry any
more than Stalin woidd ignore the

usefulness of the Third Interna-
tional'. Do you agree with the

conclusion that 'there are no whites
and blacks in this picture. It is

a mat ter of proportion and
shade'?"
Answer : "Such an affirmation is

possible only because of lack of

familiarity with the history of the
struggle between the Stalinist fac-

tion and the Irt!ft Oppostion. The
initiative of the Five Year Plan
and of the accelerated collectiviza-

tion belongs entirely to the Left
OpiKwition, in uninterrupted and
sharp struggles with the Stalinists.

.Not having the possibility of oc-

cupying myself here with long his-

Ref Swindl
(Continued from Page 1)

able minimum and paid in credit

tickets. There are today hundreds
of large families close to starva-

tion on this bur'get. The refores t-

talion camjw are being recruited

from among those now receiving

relief.

Homeless Still Homeless

What, becomes, then, of the home-
less and the wandering? There was

future. Is It possible to fulfill this a great agitation before the elec-
.t,. .. __ .t._

fjwls yixmt tnem. The Scripps-lafik, is it possible to achieve the
definite victory of Socialism in one
country without the combned ef-

forts of the proletarians of several

advanced countries? No, it is im-
possible. For the overthrow of the
bourgeoisie, the efforts of one
country are sufficient—for this we
have the testimony of the history

of our revolution. For the defini-

tive victory of Socialism, for the
organization of Socialist produc-
tion, the efforts of one country, es-

pecially of a peasant country like

Russia, are insufficient—for that
are required the efforts of the pro-

letarians of several advanced coun-
tries ' Stalin closes the ex-
position of these ideas with the
words, 'Such are in general the
characteristic features of Lenin's
conception of the proletarian res-
olution' (Problems of Leninism,
emphasis mine).

''Only in the Fall of 1924 did
Stalin discover that it is especi-

ally Russia, as distinguished from
other countries, which can by its

own forces build up a socialist

society. '....After' having estab-

lished its power and assumed the
leadership of the peasantry', he
wrote in a new edition of the same
work, 'the victorious proletariat

can and mast build up socialist

society." Can and must! The pro-
clamation of this new conception
is closed by the same words, "Such
are in general the characteristic

features of Lenin's conception of
the proletarian revolution'. In the
course of a single year Stalin as-

cribed to Lenin two directly op-

posed" conceptions of the funda-
mental question of socialism. The
first version represents the real
tradition of the party; the second
took shape in Stalin's mind only
after the death of Lenin, in the
course of the struggle against
Trotskyism'."
Question : "Is there reason to be-

lieve that the world revolution, or
a series of social upheavals on the
Eurasian continent, 'ceased to be

an immediate possibility' by 1921?"
Answer : "What shall we call an

Immediate possibility?? In 1923
the situation in Germany was pro-

foundly revolutionary, but what
waB lacking for a victorious rev-

olution was a correct strategy. At
that time, I wrote a study about
this question, 'The Lessons of
October', which served as a pre-
text for my elimination from the
government. In 1925-27 the rev-

olution in China was destroyed by
the false revolutionary strategy of

the Stalinist faction. To this last

question I consecrate my book, 'Pro-

blems of the Chinese Revolution'
(issued by the Pioneer Publishers,

New York, 1032). It is quite
clear that the German and Chi-
nese revolutions in case of victory
would have changed the face of

The
Howard syndicate, for example, es-

timated that 500,000 of them roam
the country. The January census
of the Committee on Care of the
Transient and Homelesa showed
1,225,0(J0 homeless and transient
people in the Untied States, of

whom 200,000 are youths. Boys and
girls, unable to go to school, un-
able to get a. job, a burden to their
poverty-stricken family, join the
ranks of migrant youth in a futile

search for work in other1

cities. A
restless tide is moving across the
United States, hitch-hiking, walk-
ing, riding the freights, beggfng,
stealing, living as they can. They
are treated as traditional hoboes

—

a night in jail, a meal of beans
and coffee and twenty-four hours to
get out of town. They are clubbed
by railway detectives and hobnob
with petty criminals in jail. The
good citizens demand government
action to relieve the municipalit-
ies. Something had to be done for
the American "beg prizomi". So,
the Democrats fervidly promised,
if elected, to lake care of them
a too. At the same time, liberal

and progressive groups clamor' for
the reforestation of laud denuded
by the lumber and paper interests
in the heyday or rugged individu-
alism. An ideal cbitlice to kill two
birds with one stone, and do it

cheap! Conservation and Unem-
ployment Relief. However, they
are in thb; dilemma: Either' they
use conservation funds for muni-
cipal relief, in wheih case they do
not reach the wanderer; or, if

they recruit the latter, then con-
servation funds cannot be allocat-
ed to city relief. America's home-
less youth is lost in the shuffle
of the "New Deal".
What about the dignity and hon-

or
1

of honest toil, ask the nrmy
men? The men get ?5.00 a month
for doing the work of regular for-
esters. It is exploitation in ttie

crudest sense. It is humiliating to
the ]>ei'son and degrading to the
class. Out West they call this
racket "gyp labor." And It Is well
named. Investigators of the Pub-
lic Welfare use economic pressure
on families to get their "quota" of
boys into camp. One realizes the
bitter irony of this situation:
Workers ''volunteer" for their six
months' enlistment.

With (he brazen self-interest of
the business men they have con-
verted a twenty million dollar re-

forestation fund into a new scheme
for iranperizing workers and creat-
ing the basis for national conscript
labor. "Citizens Conservation
Corps" means human cannon fod-
der trained, with funds intended for
unemployment relief. The Dem-
ocratic party in power, like Its

Republican predecessor, to rise out

of the crisis by still further ex-

ploiting and degrading the working
class. Against this the American
worker can and will organize a

struggle.

1. Full time wages for forestry

workers

!

2. No victimization of those who
refuse conservation enlistment!

3. Abolish the relief "deduc-
tions" system !

4. Organize within the camps
for better conditions!

5. Payment of City Relief in

cash 1

«. Unemployment Insurance.

—CAKL COWL.

The Chicago May Day
Conference
Chicago.—The Communist party

in Chicago concluded another vest-
pocket united front for May Day.
The united front from below, then
the middle and every once in a
while from behind, has driven the
party with its back to the wall.

John Williamson made tbe key-
note address. He pointed out that
the call was sent to the Socialist
party and A. F. of L. organiza-
tions calling upon them to unite
for one May Day demonstration. In
his speech he at last realized that
Germany is the most important
country in the international situa-
tion. After speaking for some time
on the party's call for a united
front with all organizations, he
started to call tbe S. 1*. and A.
F. of L. social-Fascists, etc. Such
ignorance! According to your (Wil-
liamson's) own definition of social-
Fasojsm, it is the greatest danger.
Now, if that is no, why do you
call for a united front with them
—with their organizations?

The Y. P. S. L. sent a letter stat-
ing that it was willing to cooper-
ate, but that it could not send any
delegates until the County Com-
mittee of the S. P. approved of
their action. The Socialist party
stalled for time by telephoning and
delaying meeting after meeting,
called to establish joint proposal
for action.

Yes, we know that tbe S. P. lead-
ers are afraid of a united front
for they have much to lose. We
must force them into action! ! Out
with it! Admit (hat the tactics of
united front from below were
wrong and that you have made a
turn (the E. C. C. I, Manifesto).
Otherwise the S. P. workers are
confused as to whether you want
to unite without their organiza-
tions or a genuine united front.
Amid such confusion their leaders
can continue to mislead them, as
one delegate said, 'On Monday you
call the socialist workers social-
Fascists, and on Tuesday you ex-
pect them to unite with you."

Delegates of the Communist
League of America (Opposition)
and Communist Party (Opposition)
were nominated for the committee
of Action. Gebert tried in the
same old way to suggest that only
mass organizations be represented.—IRVING BERN.

torical researches, I will limit my-
self to a single illustration. The
Dnieprostroy is considered with

right as the highest achievement

of Soviet industrialzalion. Yet
Stalin and his followers, (Voros-

hilov, Molotov, and others) a few
months before the beginning of the

work were decided opponents of

the Dnieprostroy plan. I quote

from the stenographic report the

words spoken by Stalin in April,

1927, in the Plenum of the Central

Committee of the party against

myself as chairman of the Dnie-

prostroy commission. There is

talk of our constructing Dnie-

prostroy through our own means.

The means needed are great, sev-

eral hundred millions. Let us not

get into the position of tbe pea-

sant who, after accumulating a

nest-egg, instead of repairing his

plough and renewing his equip-

ment, buys a grama phone and goes

bankrupt.' (Laughter) 'Can we
ignore tbe decisions of the Party
Congress that our industrial plans

must be adapted to our resources?

Yet comrade Trotsky openly
ignores that decision of the Con-
gress.' (Stenographic notes of the

Plenum, page 110.)

'Simultaneously the Left Opposi-

toin in the course of several years

carried on a struggle against the

Stalinists in favor of eollectiviza-

tion. Only when the kulak re-

fused to deliver grain to the State

did Stalin, under the pressure of

the Left Opposition, accomplish

a sharp turn. Being the empiric-

ist that he is be moved to the

opposite extreme, and set as a task
fur two or three years the collec-

tivization of all the peasantry, the
liquidation of the kulaks as a
class, and the compression of the

Five Year Plan into four years.

The Left Opposition declared that

the new tempo of industrialization

were above our forces, and that

the liquidation of the kulakt; as a
class in the course of three years
was a fantastic task. If one
wishes to say so, we find ourselves
this time 'less radical' than tbe
Staliniists. Revolutionary realism
tries to draw the maximum advan-
tage from every situation—that is

what makes it revolutionary—but
at the same time it does not per-

mit us to set ourselves fantastic

aims—that is what makes it real-

istic".

Question: "If we accept the
views that the policy of Stalin has
a purely empirical character, is de-

termined by the circumstances of
tbe moment and is incapable of

seeing far ahead, how can we ex
plain the victory of Stalin's fac-

tion over the Left Opposition?"

Answer: 'Above, I emphasized
the significance of revolutionary
strategy. Here 1 must come back
to the decisive importance of ob-

jeclive conditions. Without a cor-

rect strategy the victory is impos
slble. But even the most correct
strategy cannot give the victory
under unfavorable objective condi-
tions. Tbe revolution has its own
laws: In Ihe period of its eulmina
tion it pushes the most highly de-

veloped, determined and far-seeing
stratum of the revolutionary class

to the most advanced positions. Yet
the proletariat has not only a van
guard, but also a rearguard, and
besides the proletariat there are
the peasantry and the bureaucracy.
No one revolution up to now has
brought all that was expected of

it by the masses. Hence the in-

evitability of a certain disillusion-

ment, of a lowerng of the activity
of tbe vanguard, and consequently,
of tbe growing importance of the
rearguard. Stalin's faction has
raised itself on the wave of reac-
tion against the October revolu-
tion. Look b»ck at history—those
who guided the revolution in tbe
time of its culmination never kept
their leading positions long after
the turning point. In France, the
leader of Jacobinism perished on
the guillotine; with us, the change
of leadership was achieved by
means ot arrest and banishment.
The technique of the process is

gentler, but its essence is the
same."

Question: "How do you recon-
cile your criticism of the Soviet
Union in the capitalist press with
your revolutionary sympathies? Is
it true that you are 'turning* the
thinking youth away from Rus-
sia', 'offering enemies of the Soviet
regime the best possible argument:
and material', and giving 'ex-radi
cats and near-Communists an ex
cuse for maligning Moscow and
abstaining from participation
revolutionary acton'?''

Answer: '"The Sovet State does
not need either illusions or camou-
flage. It can claim only that
world authority which is confirm-
ed by the facts. The clearer and
deeiier the public opinion of the
world, in' the first instance the
opinion of the working masses,
will understand the contradictions
and the difficulties of the socialist
development of-an isolated country,
the higher will it appreciate the
results achieved. The less it

identities the fundsmental methods
of Socialism with the zigzags and
errors of the Soviet bureaucracy,
the less will be tbe danger that,
by the inevitable revelation of
these errors and of their consequ-
ences, the authority, not only of
the present ruling group, but of
the workers' State itself, may de-
cline. The Soviet Union needs
thinking and critical friends, such
as are capable not only of sing-
ing hymns in the hours of suc-
cess, but of not shrinking in the
hour of defeat and danger. Jour-
nalists of the type of Fischer ac-
complish a progressive work in
defending the Soviet Union from
calumnies, malicious inventons and
prejudices. But these gentlemen
overstep the limits of their mission
when they attempt to give us les-
sons of devotion to the Soviet
State. If wc fear to speak of dan-
gers, we shall never conquer them.
Ilf we close our eyes to the dark
sides of the workers* State which
we have helped to create, we shall
never reach socialism."

Austria is Next in Order
(Continued from Page 1)

most ill-fated, degrading and ruin-

ous for tbe proletariat is to bank
upon the co-operat ion of the imper-

ialist governments of the countries

surrounding Austria.
Kven if we were to allow that

lietnuse of the traditional flabbi-

ne^s of all Austrian parties as well

as because of the influence of ex-

ternal and temporary causes (the
pressure of France and of the lit-

tle Hitlerite; the apprehension of

Hie Hitlerites to push matters to

the end, just now)—allowing irt,

tin* culmination even in this case
would turn out to be postponed by
means of some kind of a moth-
eaten Austrian Bonaparlist com-
promise—and a postponement of

this kind could have an extremely
unreliable and a very temporary
character. The process thus check-
ed would burst out in the course
of the next few months or even
weeks with a redoubled force and
at a tenfold tempo. To build its

policies upon checks, masquerades,
the plastering up of cracks, and
petty political moratoriums would
mean for the proletariat to extend
more time for the still weak Aus-
trian Fascism in which to achieve
its murderous mission.

THE STRUGGLE FOK
moMOCK.Wl'"
Olto Kit tier conlines himself, to

vapid moralizations on Ihe subject
of I lie ''superiorities" of bourgeois
democracy over' Fascist dictator-
ship. As if the struggle is taking
place between two schools of state
laws! Kngels aptly remarked, that
every state is reducible lo armed
detachments of men with tbe ma-
terial appendages in the nature of
jails, etc. At present (bis 'es-

sence" of the state has been com-
pletely revealed in Austria. The
political struggle which has devel-
oped in the course of a number of
years upon the bases of democracy
has been pushed Hush up against
tbe clashes between armed detach-
ments, it is necessary to call this

fact by its name, clearly and pre-
cisely, and to draw from it all the
necessary practical conclusions.

Instead of this, the Austrian so-
cial democracy demands an admis-
sion on our pari, I bat Ihe struggle
is being tarried on "for dem-
ocracy". As if ihe question lies

in Ibis at present! It goes with-
out saying that we arc not ready
to make any concessions whatso-
ever to lire A astro-Ma r.ti.sls as re-

gards tbe theoretic-iil and historical

Bonapartism and Fascism

In the Austrian Crisis

appraisal of democracy. And in

fact, if democracy was indeed rais-

ed above tbe social regime that en-

gendered it ; if it was indeed cap-

able of reconstructing bourgeois

society into socialist society, then

it should have revealed all its qual-

ities first of all in Austria, where
tbe constitution was created by the

social democracy, where tbe pro-

letariat comprises tbe decisive

force in the nation, and the social

democracy represents tbe decisive

force in the proletariat. And con-

currently, what Austria is living

through demonstrates in action

that democracy is flesh of the flesh

oi capitalism, and decomposes with
it. The Austrian crisis is the ex-

pression of the decay of democracy.
The gentlemen of democracy need

exifct no other appraisal on our
part.

However, we understand only

loo well, on Ihe other hand, that
theoretical diagnosis aloue is alto-

gether' insullicient for the purpose
of supplanting democracy with the
Soviet regime. The matter touches
tbe living consciousness of a class.

11' in the course of a joint struggle
against Fascists the majority of
the proletariat understands tbe
need for Soviet dictatorship, there
will be no stopping tbe Commun-
ists, lint if, despite all the lessons

it received, the muojrity of the
workers, even alter the smashing
of Hie forces of counter-revolution,

decides to repeat once more the
es|ierimenl of formal democracy,
fbeu I he Communists will be com-
pelled to lake to tbe same ground,
in Ihe guise of an opposition.

'Today, at any rate, tjie. over-
whelming majority of Austrian
workers follows the social dem-
ocrats. This means that there can-
not even be talk of revolutionary
dictatorship as an actual task.
What is on the agenda today is not
the antithesis of bourgeois and So-
viet democracy but the antithesis
of bourgeois democracy and Fasc-
ism. We accuse the Austro-Marx-
ists not of fighting for democracy
bur of not fighting for it.

Capitalism resorts to Fascism not
out of caprice but because it is
driven into an impasse. If social
democracy is capable only of crit-
ic! King, grumbling, curbing, threat-
ening, and biding time but is in-
capable of taking into its bands

The Scottsboro Case
(Continued from Page 1)

.that a different verdict would have
been obtained bad not the Commun-
ist i'arty entered the case "

"'II feels that the only remaining
hojie for tbe boys is to remove from
the already overwhelming prejud-
ices which militate airainst them
the additional burden of Commun-
ism'." "it called lor the organiza-
tion of a "'new defense committee'

The capitalist press and the N.
A. A. C. P. and all the other
agencies of capitalism are working
overtime to counteract the spont-
aneous mass protest that Is arising
against this monstrous verdict.
They are hammering on all keys
the theme of justice. That is their
function in capitalist society.
But it is no part of the I. L. D.'s

role or policy to conduct a course
which lends support to such illu-

sions. Yet this is what it has
done. We want our criticism to be
clearly understood. The light of
the I. L. D. from the lirst day of
its courageous entry into this ease
has been an inspiring struggle
against some of tbe most
reactionary practise of a predatory
capitalist South. It has held aloft
the banner of mass struggle on be-
half of nine innocent Negro class
brothers in the face of a reign of
terror. It lit the spark which
kindled a blaze of protest on four
continents. It took a long step
forward on the road to the unity
of the white and black workers by
showing the black workers that
white workers were leading the
struggle in which they were vital-
ly involved.
But some lime last summer the

1. L. i*. allowed the mass movement
here to big. Following the deci-
sion of the United Slates Supreme
Court it did nothing to organize the
workers' into a gigantic protest
movement behind its legal defense.
It did not call tbe united front con-
ferences to set the workers in
mot ton.

Instead it made the mistake of
riding the wave of protest. And it
retained as its chief defense law-
yer, a notorious gangster lawyer,
a Democrat, a patriot. Moreover,
it allowed him lo attack the Com-
munist party In the capitalist press
without, reply. It allowed him to
repeat his attacks on the mass
movement which had saved the
boys from tbe electric chair with
out making any public reply.

Worse than this, it allowed
Liehowit;-, to dictate tbe line of
tbe defense. It permitted him to
confine tbe defense to legal lines
essentially. It permitted him to
order a National Students' League
delegation out of town. It permit-
ted him to say in the capitalist
press that he would not tolerate
any demonstrations by radical and
Communist organizations.
The capitalists took pains to give

the impression of a fair trial. It
chose an "objective" jurist to try
the case. Ilorton was careful to
avoid any appearance of hostility
to tbe defense. He unquestionably
favored the prosecution in his den-
ials of motions for mistrials mot-
ivated on the outrageus speeches
of the prosecution. But he made

H possible for the entire capitalist
press lo laud him to tbe skies. And
Liebowitz—at the conclusion of the
trial—Liebowitz, according to the
New York Times: 1 walked to
the bench and grasped Judge Hot
ton's hand. The judge shook it

warmly. Mr. Liebowitz, who had
undertaken the defense of the pen-
niless Negro without a ifee, was
trembling. He said: 'I am taking
back lo New York with me a pic-

ture of one of the finest jurists 1

have ever met.' " Mr. LiebowiU,
the i. L. D. chief defense lawyer
has done his bit to nurture the illu-

sions of the masses in the class
institutions of capitalism.
Tbe 1. L. D. has not yet uttered

a word of criticism of this gross
Iterversion of its principles. On the
contrary it is playing up its white
elephant. It permits Lieliowltz to
be bailed as a hero.
But if the I. L. D. is silent about

its hero it went out of its way to
attack the Left Opposition. On
April 7, Patterson, National Secret
ary of the I. L. D., fired a broad-
side against the Militant in the
Daily Worker. The Militant of
March 25 warned the party and tbe
I. L. D. that it was making a mis-
lake in allowing Liebowitz to dic-
tate the line in the Scottsboro
Case. It said: ''He (Liebowitz) is

getting a free hand to attack that
defense from a platform given him
by the I. L. D. He attacks the
mass struggle which has saved the
Scottsboro boys four times .

When one considers these facts in
relation to the equally regrettable
fact that the mass movement has
died down in recent weeks almost
lo the vanishing point, it begins to
look as though the I. L. D. were
teetering on the brink of a rotten
and dangerous piece of opportun
ism.''

The verdict, the events leading
up to it, and particularly the role
of Liebowiu and the criminal sil-

ence of the I. L. 1). about him con-
firm the analysis of the Militant
up to the hilt. Patterson rushes to
Liehowitz's defense. "The Militant—hurls a bouquet of slander and
invective at tbe I. J,. D. because of
its utilization of the services of S.
Liebowitz, prominent attorney in
the Scottsboro Case." So! And:
"Mr. Liebowitx is carrying out tbe
line of the I. L. I), in the court
room in this particular case." Mr.
Liebowitz closed his npiieal to tbe
jury by intoning the lord's Prayer!
"He was not asked to nor could be
engaged In the i>oliticaI defense of
the accused, but bis legal defense
is political!". There is more of
the same. And now, Patterson,
and, with him, the whole I. L. D.,
is silent.

lint if Patterson is silent one of
bis masters has a word to say. In
the Daily Worker of April 12, there
appears a note from Foster to
Stachel. Foster says: "That state-
ment of Liebowitz was tragic, en-
dorsing the chief lyncher, Ilorton
and condemning tbe southern
masses iridtscrimately as morons,
la ntern-jawed, etc., etc. These
statements will be used against us
in the gigantic struggle ahead, both
in the courts and among the mass-
es. Surely our party statements

the fate of society, when the mat-
ter touches tbe life and death of

the nation and of its culture, then
this party, which represents one-
half of the nation becomes itself

the instrument of social decom-
positou and compels the exploiting
classes to seek salvation from Fasc-
ism,

Applying the ancient juxtaposi-
tion of Krmattungsstrategie and
Niederrterfuiigs&trategie, Ihe strat-

egy of exhaustion, and tbe strategy
of assault, one is compelled to say
that the strategy of exhaustion,
which was applicable ut'ler a fash-
ion in certain situations, is impossi-
ble of applicatou today when there
remans nothing for capitalism ex-
cept strategy of assault, he reform-
ist strategy is exhausting at present
not the class enemy but its own
camp. The policies of Olto Bauer
and Co. lead fatally to the victory
of tbe Fascists, imposiug least
sacrifices and difficulties upon them,
and the greatest sacrifices and mis-
fortunes upon the proletariat.

THE AUSTRO-MARXINTN ARK
CHLOROFORMING TIIK

PKOLfcTIWRIAT

Despite the experience of Italy
and Germany, the leaders of Aus-
trian social-democracy do not un-
derstand tbe situation. In order
to live and breathe, these people
must fool themselves. This they
cannot do otherwise than by fool-
ing the proletariat.

Bauer places the blame for the
defeat in Germany upon Lbe Com-
munists. We are not the ones to
defend German Stalinists! But
their chier crime consists in Lbeir
having given the social democrats
the possibility of preserving their
influence upon the liasic part of the
German proletariat and of loading
upon it the tactic of debasing and
fatal capitulation, despite all the
crimes and betrayals committed by
tbe social democracy. In essence
Uauer's policies are no different
from the policies of Weis-Stamp-
fer. liut there is a distinction
Bauer will be unable lo shift the
responsibility upon the Austrian
Stalinists who have managed to
doom themselves to complete im-
potence. The Austrian .social dem-
ocracy is not only the leading
party of the proletariat but it is
the strongest, as regards the popu-
lation, social democratic pally in
tbe world. The political responsi-
bility lies upon the Austrian social
democracy, solely and eulirely. All
the more lata! will prove to be
the consequences of its present
policies.

Tbe Austro-Marxists say— If we
are deprived of liberty, then we
shall light to -the end". By such
subteringe they want lo "gain"
time for their vacillations, when
in reality they are losing tbe most
precious time for the preparation
of defense. After lht> enemy de-
prives them of liberty, it will be
a hundred times more difficult to
fight, for the liquidation of rights
will be accompanied by military
and police destruction of tbe pro-
letarian press and Ihe proletarian
apparatus. The enemy prepares
and acta while the social dem-
ocracy bides iLs time and whines.
Tiie VorwBWtjj also repeated times
innumerable: 'VWoe to Fascism, if
it ventures against us!" The events
have demonstrated the value of
such rhetoric. The party which
proved incnpublo of giving battle
when it held in its hands almost
impregnable positions and powerful
resources will crumble into dust
when it is completely e\pellerl from
the legal arena.

(To Be Continued;

RKAD ANI> SUBSCRIBE
TO THK MILITANT

will disassociate us from that
trash and put all these matters in
their true light." Against whom is
this directed? Surely not against
us. Wc warned against it in time.

Whether the party and tbe I. L.
D. will disassociate themselves
from this trash remains to be
seen. We hope they will. And the
sooner the better. Much time has
been lost und much damage done.
The first step to repair it is to
repudiate Liebowitz's statements
and tell him to confine himself to
the purely legal aspects of the
case.

But that is not- enough. Tbe
central and most immediate task is
to organize the protest movement
of Hie workers. If that is not done
the protest movement will find
other leaders and be directed into
reformist channels. There are
signs of this already. Upon re-
ceiving news ot the verdict the
Amsterdam News, a petty bourgeois
Negro newspaper in Harlem, began
a petition campaign against the
death sentence. Plans are already
under way to organize a march
from all parts of the country on'
Washington to protest the verdict.

The party says that the struggle
must rise to a higher stage. But it
has not given the signal to organize
it. This it must do without delay.
The masses arc burning with a
sense of outrage. They are eager
to fight. They seek leadership.
Only the Communist party can give
correct leadership and directlou to
the struggle and save the move-
ment from being diverted into
channels harmless to the capital-
ists. That is its duly in lbe sit-
uation.

Call the milled front conferences!
Organize the prote,i movement of
the workers! ]^t their indigna-
tion mount to the skies! United,
they can smash the Seoltsboro
frame-up! The Scottsboro boys
shall not die!

-T. STAMM.
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Red Watting lo llln»i»

The P. M. A. Under Fire
In recent days, the reactionary

press in Illinois has even attempt-

ing 10 work up a "rtsd stare" ill

I lie Progressive Miners Union.

Having tailed to break the uiagni-

liccnL movement ot the progressive

miners liy frontal attack, the coal

operators have decided to supple-

ment I he physical terror of the

stale forces and the .Lewis gang-

sters with a campaign of ideolo-

gical terror within the union. They
have developed a great solicit mle

about the political opinions of

some of the leading turners in the

union—especially (Jerry 4llard.

And with their well-known concern

for. the welfare of the miners they

are warning them to get rid of

him and all others whom they

identify as Communis Is or class

struggle miliLautM. They are say-

ing in effect to the miners; "We
have nothing against you us coal

diggers. As a mutter of fact, in

that capacity you are necessary
for the production of our profits.

What we object to is the fact that

you have broken with the Lewis
unionism, which suited as to per
lection, iiud have begun to light

lor your rights. If you will give

up this idea and stop listening to

lieopie wiio stir up the spirit of

class militancy and resistance, we
will be satisfied. In. other words,"

if you will transform yourselves
into sheep, we will eaj; you up and
then we will have peace together."

The attack on Allard as a Com-
munist, conducted in sensational

articles in the. "Taylorville Breeze"

and other organs of the big Inter-

ests, is obviously a part of the

general campaign of reaction

against the Progressive Minerp.

The object of the "red scare" is

to discredit the union before public

opinion and thus to prepare the

ground for more terroristic ag-
gression, to intimidate the member-
ship and consolidate the conserva-

tive flight wing in the union (the

concealed agents of Lewisisia, and
to drive the official leadership of

the union at a faster pace on the

path of censeryatizing the organi-

zation, if they can succeed with
this campaign of demoralizing the

union from within, then the Pro-

gressive Miners' organization as
a center of resistance to the capi-

talists and an inspiration to the

miners throughout the country, as
well as to the working class gen-
erally, will have become a thing of

the past.

The Enemy's Aim
The game of the operators and

their agents is an old one. And
there is only one way to meet it,

as all experience "has shown. That
is to assert the independence 'Of

the union. To reject all advice
offered to it by the class enemy.
.The union will not thrive and
grow by conciliating the bosses,

by capitulating to their ideology,

by '"domesticating" the union and
making it acceptable to the bosses.

This is what the bosses want. This
is what they are aiming at with ihe
new Communist hunt. To under-

stand this and to fight against it

is Ihe elementary duty of the lead-

ing elements in the union, includ-

ing Allard and the other individ-

uals under attack.

Hut. the response made to the
attack in the "Progressive Miner"
up till now does not in the least

indicate an understanding of this
strength of the enemy and under-
estimating ihe inner resources of
the progressive miners' movement,
jis is always the case with '"pro-

gressives" of all hues, they are
trying to counter the brutal offen-

sive of the class enemy with a
"clever" strategy of camouflage
and capitulation. They seek to ward
off i.he attack -by denying the
"charges" of any Communistic in-

fluence In the anion. Thus, by im-
plication, they disavow any tend-

ency toward class struggle milit-

ancy, which is what the bosses
neally mean when they talk of
Communism. Thus they lay the
.ground for the proscription not
.only of Communists but of all class
struggle militants Inside the union.
And by Ihat they concede the main
demands of the bosses. Allurd
loo, who should know better, al-

lowed himself to fall in with this
worthless strategy.

The class conscious members In

the progressive miners' movement
have to recognize the real purpose
of this new attack of the class
enemy on the ideological tront.
The operators and their, tools have
been unable to smash the move-
ment in open struggle. Now they
are trying to demoralize It from
within, to rob It of the militancy
which called it into life and sus-
tained it In struggle—to purge it

of those very qualities which have
distinguished it from the corrupt
unionism, of Lewis and, eventually,
to drive it back into the Lewis
camp. Now is the time to call to
mind the tragic fate of the pre-
vious Insurgent movements which

were disorganized and defeated by

those very methods. Now is the

lime for the real militants, who
have carried the new movement on

their shoulders in struggle and

sacrifice, to remember the bitter

experiences with Walker, ilowat,

and Edmondson and to say to all

the leading forces in the new move-
ment:' "Nobody can lead us again

onto this slippery path which leads

10 demoralization and defeat."

Tlie Present Course of the

I*. M. A. Leadersiiip

The present trend, however, is in

this direction. The course of the

official leadership over a consider-

able period now lias been to seek

a "stabilization" of the union at

the expense of its class struggle

character. The negotiations and
proposed agreement with Governor
Homer, ihe ban on Ihe demonstra-
tions for the Ta.ylorvilie prisoners,

the new wage contract- in all

these, and in a number of other

important ipiest ions, Ihe course of

(Continued on Page 4)

WHY WE MINED AN IfSUE
miring Ihe past week the Mili-

tant received numerous, anxious

inquiries from Its readers and
friends asking why it had to skip

an issue. No- one, and least of all

the small staff which struggles with

mountainous obstacles to get out

the paper, has to be reminded of

the fact that the loss of an issue

in these times is, not merely a

technical setback and a loss of

lime, but a political setback as

well. That is why the whole move-

ment watches the appearance of

the Militant with such close at-

tention.

But it could not be helped. Here
is the reason. Our financial crisis

which has been deepening with the

increasing depth of the general

crisis of capitalism came to a

head last week with an accident

which made our linotype useless.

A fire burned up the keyboard. To
heap Pelion on Ossa the press

broke down.

Just, as these burdens were

hardest for payment. The linotpye necessary to Insure the regular ap-

company presented us with a fore-

closure notice ; the landlord served

us with an eviction notice, the pa-

per company cut off our credit;

and a number of other iwople dun-

ned us persistently.

Under these circumstances there

was no alternative. We were forc-

ed to skip the issue. To make
matters worse we were unable to

rake together enough money to

get our letters to our friends ap-

pealing lo them lo help us in the

emergency. A mountain of corre-

spondence had accumulated await-

ing postage. At this point let us
say that even, this form of assist-

ance will be a great help in the

ci reurnstances.

By almost unbelievable efforts,

by straining every nerve ami re-

source to the breaking point we
repaired Ihe press and linotype.

They are working once more. But
the situation remains as desperate

as before. A factory ninety per-

thrust on our shoulders our credit- cent completed is useless for pro-

ofs took it into their heads to press ductive purposes. The structure' 126 East lOth Street, N. Y. C.

pearance of the Militant has not

yet been rebuilt. We are still fac-

ing the loss of our machinery and
Ihe loss of our home.

It is simply milhinkable thai

these catastrophe will materialize.

But it will unless everyone un-

derstands that this is the danger
and acts accordingly and promptly.
We must, we will overcome this

crisis. We must have help imme-
diately—$200.

There is only one way to avoid
the catastrophe and raise the nec-
essary sum—resolute sacrifice. The
movement Is straining itself to the
limit. It calls now on all its

friends to make a concrete demon-
stration of their sympathy for the
ideas of toe l^eft Opposition, for
the ideas of revolutionary Interna-
tionalism, for the clarion of Marx-
ism, the Militant. Save the Mili-
tant!

Air Mail! Wire! Hush funds
immediately to THE MILITIANT,

Russian Movie;

May 6th,8 p.m.

Labor Temple
As announced in the previous

issue of the Militant, a unique film

of the Russian Revolution will be

exhibited at a limited and privaW

showing on Saturday, May 6, 1833,

This iilni to be shown complete

lor the first time, reveals the actual

mid authentic pictures of all the

important events and actions be-

fore, during and after the ltussian

Revolution, and covers a period of

20 years of Russia life.

A record of events from the first

decade in the 20th century, from

early ltussia in Czarist in Czarist

days through the death,, of Lenin

and the exile of Trotsky to Prin-

Kipo; the July uprising; the Kor-
nilov movement; the Social Kev-

olutionists; the rise of the Bol-

sheviks ; the role of Lenin and
Trotsky and other leadens of the

Bolsheviks ; the Soviets ; the rise to

I>cwer of Bolshevism ; the Civil

War on the varioas fronts ;
grand

scenes )t all the Kussias ; the
Comintern—this and more is to be

seen in this outstanding factual

film of the historic Russian revolu-

tion.

The film is being shown under
the auspices of the, Film Club of

the New York Branch of the Com-
munist League of America, (Op-
position). The Committee in charge
of the details wishes to announce
to the Film Club members that

they must obtain their SUBSCRIP-
TION TICKETS IN ADVANCE, if

'they wish to view the 'film. This
is a limited, private showing and
no tickets can be obtained at the
door.

Members, obtain your subscrip-

tion ticket at once at the head-

quarters of the Communist League
of America (Opposition), 126 East
Kith St., N. Y. C.

Inflation Bill Deceptive
RooseveltRetreats before Petty Bourgeois Pressure and

Threatens Workers' Standard with New Measures

The prospects of inflation have

been brought considerably qloser

by two actions undertaken by

Roosevelt in the last two weeks:

One is the embargo on gold, which

cut the paper dollar international-

ly, as well as nationally, from gold

and left it free to find its own
level. The immediate result was

a decline in the international price

of the paper dollar to a discount

of lli percent, that is, an American

dollar became worth 84 cents in

any gold-standard currency such

as the French, Dutch or Swiss, and

also in the English pound, which

remained stable during this period

in relation to the gold currencies.

Since then, the dollar has been ris-

ing steadily, and as of April 28

was quoted at a discount of 8 per-

cent, i. e., had risen from 84 to 02

cents ia gold.

In Its dealings with other coun-

tries, in the exchange of commo-
dities, capital and services, the

United States received in 1932,

$131,000,000 Khan it paid out,

against $160,000,000 in 1931. This
balance Is payable directly or in-

directly in gold. As long as the

balance of payments remains in

favor of the United States, the

dollar will tend to rise toward par,

because it will tend to receive more
claims on the world's gold than it

pays out.

The gold embargo alone there-

fore does not constitute Inflation,

which is a depreciation of the

paper currency in comparison with

gold. The door to inflation was
thrown wide open by '.Roosevelt's

second step, the demand from
Congress for legislation authorizing

him to choose any, all or none of

four different kinds of inflation

—

through bank credit; the Issue of

unsecured greenbacks, the use of

silver purchased in large quantities

S. P. SabotagesMooneyStruggle
The ton rih session of the Con-

gress Organization committee of

New York United Front Free Tom
Mooney Conference established that

tiie course of the Stalinists in their

back-door bargaining with the So-

cialist party failed to bring the

latter into the movement. Palmer
reported that on Thursday, April

13s Clarence Senior informed the

negotiations committee that the

N. E. C. of the S. 1*. had decided

not to approve the Chicago Mooney
Congress.

Our readers will remember that

a negotiations committee consist-

ing of Muste of the C. P. L. A.

i'aimer of the Federated Press

and, as it is now revealed, Hath-
away and Stachel of the C. P. had
been knocking on the back door of

the S. P., hat in hand, asking It

to participate in the Chicago Con-
gress. The S. P. attacked the

Congress in its press, delayed, laid

down ultimatfst conditions and
finally said no. The reason ad-

vanced by the S. P., according to

Palmer, is incredibly trivial and
absurd. It seems that Mooney
wrote a letter to Palmer in which
he sharply criticized the course ot
the S. P. from 1913 up to Hate,
and objected to the present atti-

tude of the S. P. toward the Chic-

ago Congress. A copy ot this

letter of which several copies must
have been sent by Mooney to vari-

ous individuals fell into the hands
of the S. P. And upon this basis

and other objections of an equally

trivial character, the sensitive so-

cial democratic leadership (Ilili-

quit! O'Neal! Lee! et al.) decided

to withhold approval of the Chic-

ago Congress. By this they deli-

berately sabotaged the movement
for Mooney 's release.

The Committee's Statement on S. P.

Palmer went on to say that upon

receiving this news, the negotia-

tions committee decided; to release

a statement to the capitalist and
radical press summarizing the

negotiations ,and stating the refus-

al of the S. P. to participate in

the Chicago Congress. Palmer said

that the committee decided not to

include the reasons advanced by

the S. P. leaving it to them to do

so. The statement is unsatisfac-

tory. It offers no analysis and
certainly should have included the

reasons advanced by the S. P. for

its refusal to participate in the

Chicago Congress. Had this been

done the part played by the S. P.

in the movement would be more
clearly established. The statement

would be more convincing even to

the socialist workers. But it is

something. It clearly shows that

efforts were made to draw the

S. P. Into the movement and that

the S. P. Defused. It thus places

the responsibility for the failure

to build a united movement square-

ly where it belongs—on the S. P.

Palmer concluded by saying that

he couldn't see what more could

he done, that it was now no longer

(Continued on Page 3}

up to a price above the present

market, and the redefinition of the

gold dollar to mean a smaller'

amount ot gold, down to a reduc-

tion ot" ,10 percent from the present.

This step appears to represent a

mauemer ot Roosevelt's under
pressure iroin the petty bourge-

oisie, especially the agrarian petty

bourgeoisie, Lerj'incd by tile mili-

tancy and direct action of the ra-

pidly developing Left wing of the

tanners' movement. The first test

ot strength came in a bill for sil-

ver currency nutation, which was
defeated 43 to 33. The size of the
minority and the continued agita-

tion among the farmers decided
.Roosevelt to change his tactics,

where Hoover would undoubtedly
have continued in bull-headed op-

position, both representing primar-
ily the interests of monopoly fin-

ance-capital as against all other
classes. Roosevelt's maneuver con-
sists in offering first the appear-
ance of inflation, through the gold
embargo and the speculative rise

in stocks and commodities which
loiiowed it ; to be followed, in ac-

cordance with the amount of press-

ure put on tiie government by the

petty bourgeoisie, by as little con-

cessions to their demand for in-

flation as practicable, the so-called

"controlled inflation". Should in-

flation on a substantial scale be-

come necessary, finance-capita I will

so arrange itself (through re-bor-
rowing from the Federal Reserve
banks, through depreciation of the
value of claims against the banks
in the form of deposits, through
increased speculation in stocks and
commodities to counterbalance
losses in bank investments) so as
to obtain as much benefit or as
little loss as possible, iu the dom-
estic sphere. On the international
scale, American inflation would
mean a loss of strategically advan-
tageous positions in the export of
capital, and would relatively
strengthen the position of French
capital, and of English capital to
the extent that it was able to work
out a temporary agreement with
French capital. This latter per-
spective, pointed out in the Mili-
tant of March 8, has been verified

by the recently announced Anglo-
t'rench banking and currency ar-
rangemnts.

Inflation?—Bather Deflation!

Actually what has happened
siuce the "bank holiday" has been
a process of steady deflation, not
inflation at all. Since March 8,

the lowest point of the banking
crisis, the Federal Reserve banks
have increased their holdings of
gold by over $700,000,000, and re-

duced the total money in circula-
tion liy over ¥1,500,000,000, both de-
cidedly deflationary measures tend-
ing to increase the value of paper
money in terms of bold, therefore
to increase the buying power of the
dollar. The latest available fig-

ures, those for the week ending
April 2(5, 1933, show that this de-
flation is stiil going on—gold hold-
ings increased over $30,000,000 and
money in circulation decreased
$74,000,00.

During this period also, interest

rates have been coming down, a
further sign of deflation, indicating
that the demand for money is less

than the amount available for
offer. Roosevelt's policies, up to
the sharp turn taken by the gold
embargo and the introduction of
the four-way Inflation bill, were

(Continued on Page 4)

Workers Must Join Forces in Big Demonstration

Despite Sabotage of Socialist Party Leaders

Fascist Terror

Rages Against

German Masses
Fascist Germany presents today

a frightful picture of devastation
of a once powerful revolutionary
and working class movement. The
Communist party lias been destroy-
ed, vanishing under heavy, •well-

aimed blows. The Stalinist policy
delivered the party, and with it

the working class, gagged and
bound to the Fascist hordes.

The Socialist party is crippled

apparently beyond recovery. Only
its parliamentary skeleton is still

atempting to maintain an humble,
submissive existence. ifThe trade
unions are beginning to feel the
Fascist lash. Many of their head-
quarters are sacked and now the
preparations are in full swing to

turn them into Fascist state or-

gans. All Communist and even
social Democratic delegates, are un-
ceremoniously removed from the
factory councils and replaced by
Fascists, that is, where the coun-
cils are not dissolved' altogether
and new elections prohibited.

The savage howls of the roaming
Fascist bandits who murder, pill-

age and destroy are pierced by the
heart-rending groans from the tor-

ture chambers. The bestialities

which actually take place are in-

describable.

This is the crowning height of

the many bitter experiences suffer-

ed by the German proletariat since
the first serious act of treason
performed by the social democratic
chieftains on August 4, 1914. This
first step was only the beginning of
the later unbridled wrecking, the
drowning in blood of the workers'
revolutionary struggles of 1918 to
1921, the murder of Llebknecht and
Luxemburg, the perfidious collabor-
ation in the restoration of capltal-

(Continued on Page 3)

The working class facts May
Day this year in the midst of a

wave of international reaction, in

a period of internal as well as ex-

ternal crisis,
d With bestial brutal-

ity bloody Fascism has smashed

the proudest, tile best organised,

the traditionally strongest working
class of capitalist Europe—the

German proletariat. 50,000 thou-
sand of its staunehest and most
courageous lighters languish in the

dungeons of sadistic Hitlerism. The
Brown Shirt pest continues its

penetration of every club, of every
street, of every home, Austria, a
smal^ country but u tremendous
citadel of working class power
stands next iu order.

The dark powers of Europe, in-

spired by the victory of Teuton
Fascism, are putting their heads
together at Rome, plotting a new
holy alliance, a crusade against
Communism and its living fortress,

the Union of Socialist Soviet (Re-

publics. In Japan reaction stalks

the land. In China the proletariat

does not yet. dare to lift its bleed-

ing bead. Iu India the spurred
heel of British imperialism digs

into the prostrate backs of the
people.

And in our country too, iu Am-
erica, after nearly tour years yf

economic stress and unprecedent-

ed impoverishment and misery,

capitalism is consolidating its

forces for a "solution" that can
only further enhance the enslave-

ment of the masses ot toilers in

the cities and on the farms.

Never since the days of the cat-

astrophe of 1914, has the working
class faced such a difficult time,

never before has it been so threat-

ened with attacks from without
and gith disintegration from with-
in. The German debacle hangs
like aji ominous shadow over the

future ot the proletariat. Attack-
ed by an enemy armed to the

teeth, favored by a wave of unrest
and disillusionment and hope born
of the economic convulsion of world
capitalism, the organized forces of
the working class of Germany have
receded from the scene, Iwaten
without a struggle.

The treacherous role ot the so-

cial democracy in this miserable
surrender was clear' long before
Ihe fact. Social democracy has
long ago, in the first great debacle
of August 4, 1914, demonstrated its

impotence and its capacity for

working class betrayal. Nothing
better could have been expected
from it. Victory could come only
upon the condition of the thorough
unmasking of these traitor's, upon
the dissolution of the (bonds be-
tween them and the masses who
have ^followed them. Victory eould
come only if the Communist party
carried out this task, if it itself

proved its capacity for struggle.

It. was precisely the failure to
carry out this task, it was precisely
the disregard for

1

it's importance;
Ihe shelving of this duty for the
Utopian bureaucratic dream of "so-
cialism in one country" that has
made the Stalinized Communist
party of Germany and Communist
International a partner of the so-

Scottsboro March On Capital

Legally, the Scottsboro Case
stands as follows; an appeal is

being taken by tiie defense from
the death verdict of the Decatur
jury; the trial judge has continued
the cases of the other defendants
on the ground that a fair trial

under the present circumstances is

impossible; and, irony of ironies!,

he places the blame for the pre-

judiced atmosphere on Liebowitz!
The I, L. D. has applied for a writ
of habeas corpus for two of the

boys on various legal grounds.
With the temporary -lull on the

legal ffont the mass protest move-
ment alone occupies the center of
the stltge iu this great class drama
in which we arc fighting Par the
democratic rights of tho Negroes
and the unity jot the black and
white workers. In the forefront of
the protest and defense movement
stands the march on Washington
scheduled to arrive there on May
8.

The March to Washington
The marcli was first projected by

the Harlem, petty bourgeois news-
paper. The Amsterdam News. Rid-
ing the crest of the first wave of
the spontaneous protest of the
Negro masses this paper issued a
call for fifty thousand to march on
the capital. With the entry of the 1

carry out this mass action and the
I. L. D. is undisputed leader of
the march, as, indued, it should be.

If the I. I,. D. is the undisputed
leader of the march then, leaving
objective conditions aside for the
moment, the responsibility for its

success or failure as an organized
mass demonstration rests squarely
on the I. L. I). A successfully or-

ganized and militantly conducted
march can raise the protest move-
ment of the masses to greater
heights. It can inspire the terror-
ized masses of the south to strug-
gle for their democratic rights and
draw, them further into united
mass action with the white work-
ers. And since the whole move-
ment is being conducted under the
banner of militant mass action,
which the whole working lelass

knows, iu this instance, to be the
banner of Communism, a success-
ful march must increase the prest-
ige of Communism in the eyes of
the masses.

Conversely a poor organized
march with no spirit, the morale
of which is low will react on the
movement unfavorably. The spark
of enthusiasm and Contagion will
not be struck. The I. L. I>. would
lose prestige and the prestige of
Communism would also suffer.

T. L. I), on the scene, the initia- ,. . .

tive in organizing such a demon- ll l
*.
from fIllii &>mt "f v »'w »»«t

stration passed into its hands.
w

.

e crif »'IKe the preparations for

Since then the Amsterdam News'""! m!m 'h
-

alle cal1 asks u11 !«"'

has shown that its first burst of
tM lmnis fo su t>uIy their own food

enthusiasm was not sustained by
and the organizations sending re-

the determination necessary to (Continued on, Page Z\

cial democracy in the monstrous
crime gainst the German working
class, in the effortless capitulation
before Nazidom. The betrayal of
ItKCl sounds the death-knell for
bot.li Ihe social democracy and
Stalinism, for the two great dis-

tortions of revolutionary Marxism,
The struggle of Ihe working class
:tgniiist capitalism is from now on
inextricably tied up with the merci-
less extermination of these two
pestilent currents within its own
breasf.

Left Opposition Must Lead
The lead iu this struggle of the

working class belongs historically
to those revolutionary fighters,

who, in 1917 under the leadership
of "fcenin, swept over the head of
a thoroughly discredited Menshevik
social democracy to the October
victory

;
to those heroic figures who

in the years of the Civil war and
intervention stood at the head Of
every front in defense of the pro-
letarian fortress; to those inflexi-

ble Marxist battlers who, when re-
action followed revolution with the
betrayal of the German social dem-
ocracv for a second time in 1918,
when petty bourgeois reformism
filtered into the ranks of the Com-
munist movement through the
agency of bureaucratic Stalinism,
stood alone but firm In the defense
of the Leninist standard of world
revolution against national social-
ism and pointed out time, after
time, the revolutionary road to be
fol!owi'd--in China, in Great Brit-
ain and last but not least, in Ger-
many itself. The lead belongs to
Trotsky and Rakovsky, to Uie
;housands of tried and tested Bol-
shevik-Leninists Hollowing them in
(he International Left Opposition.

The attack of the forces of re-

action can be countered successful-
ly only by a struggle against dis-
integration ffom within, by the
application of the Marxist policies
of the International Left Opposi-
tion, in Ihe Soviet Union Itself, as
well as hi the capitalist countries.
Against the forces of reaction must
be fortified the forces of progress,
ot revolution. This difllcult task,
this duty imposed by the dark sit-

uation threatening the internation-
al working class, can be solved
only by the reestablishmen t of
Marxist clarity within the Com-
munist movement and by enforce-
ment of the Leninist united front
lactic in the general working class
movement.

The May Day mobilization stands
under the sign of this task. Every
Communist must he made aware
that only a rejection of the disas-
trous policies! of Stalinist centr-
ism, only a reestablishment of the
Marxist perspective <>i permanent
revolution, can prevent the destruc-
tion of October and halt the hand
of reaction. Every worker must
be msyle to realize that only the
establishment of a solid, united
working class front can withstand
the dastardly schemas of the cap-
italist class in its attempt to lead
the proletariat into the new Dark
Ages ,of wage-slave savagery.

Socialist treachery and Stalinist
bungling have helped the Nazis to
turn May Day in Germany into a
black day of the proletariat. The
international holiday ot the prole-
tariat is celebrated in Berlin this
year as a day of nationalist de-
bauch under the flag of the hooked
cross. The workers in the rest of
the world and here in America
must show their indignation. They
must protest against the Brown
Shirt May Day in Berlin by; a pow-
erful united Red demonstration of
internationalism. They must show
the Nazi murderers by this demon-
stration that the international
working class is girding its loins
for battle.

On May 1st the whole world
must know that every section, tend-
ency and shade of the revolution-
ary and labor movement can stand
together In a light for a common
battle can weld its forces In a uni-
ted front. We have great objec-
tives to attain the world over, Ia
the U. S. the great battle for the
release of Tom Mooney and free-
dom for the Scottsboro boys will
be given a tremendous Impetus
when the proletariat fills streets
in serried ranks on May 1st.

Socialist Party Sabotage
In face of this, how criminal are

the porlldious actions of the treach-
erous, leaders of the Socialist party
in splitting the ranks of the work-
ers. These fakers have turned down
the genuine offer of the united
tront May Day Committee, com-
posed of Communists, Musteites,
I. W. W.s, etc., for one demonstra-
tion in New York. Their obsequi-
ous, bootlicking services to the
capitalist class need no other proof
than ibis. N„ t content with this
vile treason in breaking the work-
ers ranks the S. p. fakers made

(Continued from Page 2)
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LEAGUE ACTIVITIES 1

League in Action in

Philadelphia

Philadelphia.—A sectional suited

front conference against eviction*

was called on March 30. The Un-

employed Councils of ,West Phila-

delphia called it. The conference

made an effort to be broad—

m

composition only, it was almost

treason to connect local with na-

tional or international problems.

No trade unions were represented,

one Y. P. S. L. local, one church.

Nothing was said at the confer-

ence of social-Fascism" or of a

"united front from helow". As a

matter of fact the party made a

complete somersault and now ap-

pears ready to enter into united

fronts with social reformists, with-

out reserving the right to criticise.

Ib such united fronts Bender, thu

conference leader, feels like a fish

in water. He said: "This confer-

ence was called to compel "our re-

presentatives' in the legislature to

keep their promises;" and "that

only by mass action can the work-

ers end their misery".

Comrade Roberts criticized th«

narrow parliamentary base as well

as the creation of illusions that un-

der capitalism the workers can end

their misery. Only the dictator-

ship of the proletariat can do that,

but in order to lay the foundation

it is necessary to fight back the

attacks of the bosses, "the real

fruit of our victory lies not in the

immediate result but in the ever-

expanding union of workers". At

the conclusion of the speech Hu-

berts was given a good round of

applause.

The Communist party as an or-

ganization was uot represented un

til reminded in the resolutions com

Stalinist Opportunism

In Mpls. Elections

Minneapolis.- -Uii April 22 the

United Front Conference for the

Workers Ticket Election Campaign

was held i" Minneapolis. The

major part of the conference work

was expended on clearing up wreck-

aye wrought by the party's oppor-

tunist policy at the '-preliminary
'

conference held some weeks before.

Tile opportunism of the district

leadership consisted in this: they

attempted to get around the deep-

set prejudices of the reformist-

minded worker by approaching him

with a "united front workers' tic-

ket" behind which would hide the

C. 1'. At the same time this form

for the Coinuiuusit ticket would

allow the party to unite with in-

dividual candidates who have a

following in the labor movement

and that would bring to the polls

votes for the C. P. candidates on

the "Workers ticket". Just such an

individual did they have in Walter

Frank, a free-lancing radical who
has made the circuit of all political

tendencies in Labor movement, and

is at present llirtiug with the party

in the F. 9. U. and T. U. C. for

Liiiimploymeat Insurance. lie was

endorsed by the party-controlled

conterence upon his endorsement of

the "workers ticket" platform

when consisted primarily of imme-

diate demands and was void of 'he

revolutionary aims and objectives

of Communism. It did not even

uphold the need of an independent

working class political party, a

Communist party.

Frank was out to be elected, he

accepted the help of the party* and

had promised nothing in return.

Walter Frank's iirst leaflet prac-

tically told the workers they needed

The S. P's. Continental Congress
The role of social reformism,

how it arises and grows, has been

sulliciently established by the Marx-

ists since the post-war period. It

grows simultaneously with the ad-

vance of the revolutionary move-

ment. Its aim is to act as a brake

ui>on rising tide of struggle. The
more acute the clas struggle the

more active do the reformists be-

come. Thoy pretend at a struggle,

only to retreat, cripple and destroy

such conflicts at their decisive mo-

ments. In the "democratic era" of

capitalism tttey flourish like th«

proverbial mushrooms after a rain.

When capitalism resorts to an open

and naked dictatorship (Fascism)

as in Germany they are thrust

aside as a hindrance to the process

of completely decapitating the pro-

letariat.

Quite contrary to the "third per-

iod" theorists of Stalinism, social

reformism in the United States is

not dead, nor is it in the process

of extinction. The "span of life"

5i reformism in this country is not

Die point under* discussion at pre-

sent. The decisive question is

whether or not reformism has the

possibilities of activity and growth

under the given conditions and

state of class struggle in the Uni-

ted States. And to this we must

answer in the affirmative. To de-

cry the "Fascist Hoover Govern-

ment" and "Fascist Commissions"

as the Daily Worker does in its

most delirious moments, results

only in confusion and error.

Communists Must Break

Thru 'Closed Door' Policy

£^£^^1=^
Left Opposition. As usual, our

proposal of long-term credits to and

that au workers u'i""" h >,artv t».i-s strv m its onoortun-
the Soviet Union down to the sinall-uic av-^- --

.,„„,.„„ iSm we would iile a Communist
est workers' group boycott German ^^^ ^.^ ^^ jn that

As though the local Stalin-goods, met with same rebuff.

We did, however, succeed in pass-

ing some resolutions, which the

conference leaders had completely

forgotten. They were: (1) against)

the commissary plan; (2) social

insurance at the expense of the

government and employers; (3) jng ior SUj,1)ort OI the" "Workers
reforestation

tickuL
„ piat (orm OIi the gr<against Hoosevelt's

plan; (4) six-hour day, five-day

week without reduction in pay. Of

particular interest are the last two

The narrowing down of the confer-

ence proved a boomerang to the

Stalinists. Resolution number

was met with the objection by

delegate from the l'aole Zionists

but this was beyond the scope of

the conference.

The conference adjourned with

the election of a committee of ac-

tion whei'h is to carry on the work

of the body. Roberts was elected

to this committee. Nothing was

eaid about our class war prisoner

(Tom Mooney, etc.). When, after

the conference, .Roberts asked tin

reason for this, the cynical ans

wer was given: "Do you want us

to be here all night*;*"

On March 31 comrade Sam Gor-

don delivered a lecture on -Danger

Signals in Soviet Economy". De-

spite the rain the meeting was well

attended by workers desirous of

hearing the views of the Left Op-

position. Several Communist party

members and sympathizers took

the floor in the discussion and

asked questions. Comrade Gordon

made it clear that we refuse to

conceal shortcomings by gloating

over doubtful successes. Comrade

Gordon pointed out the reasons for

the weaknesses of Soviet economy

and the solutions for the diflicult-

ies, to be found not in the Stal-

inist conception of socialism in one

country but in the Leninist theory

of the permanent revolution. A
lively discussion ensued in which

the point of view of the Left Op-

position was brought home. A
great deal of literature was sold.

• • » *

The Anti-Nazi Demonstration

In Philadelphia

The Stalinist policies and tactics

permitted the rabbis, the capitalist

politicians to capitalize on the

anti-Semitism of the Nazis (and

to divert it into safe channels).

This Thursday, April 6 the C. P.

of Phila. arranged a protest de-

monstration against Hitlerism un-

der its own name at Reyburn

Plaza. Not even the rain can ac

count for the fact that only 500

workers participated in the parade.

Preparation were extremely mea-

ger. Only the closest party circles

participated. Almost all were for-

eign born and Negro workers

who due to lessons of the past re-

spond quickest against Fascist ter-

ror. Not all the cheers for the

G. P. of Germany and the U. S. A.

No campaign of clarification and of

honest explanation Is undertaken.

Only this week has the party be- .. —
gun a discussion. This demonstra- of endorsements, the Left Opposi

tlon should be an indication to the tion will support the Communist

party members that only a sincere candidates in the city elections, and

and honest turn can bring result* campaign for them on a clear-cut

and extend the influence of Com- out-spoken Communist banner and

muniam among the masses.

—L. R.

granted without an intensive strug-

gle on the part of the workers is

a serious error. It is precisely

because on si national scale such

struggles were absent and serious

resistance was not recorded, that

the ruling class in this country

was able to caruy through ils drive

against the masses to lower their

living standards and at the same

time refuse aid to the unemployed

without serious difficulties.

The weakness of the subjeclive

factor: the state of consciousness

of the American workers, are flow-

in;,' from this the absence of a

mass Communist party with cor-

rect policies, and a militant labor

movement, is in the main the rea-

son for the lack of great class bat-

tles. Whatever struggles have tak-

en place were at best sporadic, in-

tensive though some of them may
have been. The gains however

were small and localized and thus

their scope is entirely too narrow.

The bulk of I he struggle was car-

ried on almost primarily through

the direct initiative and activity

of the Communists.

Growing Mood of Struggle

The crisis will prove to be a

great impulsion to the class con-

lu scious development of the Amer-

doing that it signifies that the path ie;m workers. This is evidenced by

of reformism has already been a growing mood of struggle seen m
great demonstrations of unemploy-

ed, the auto strikes, the movement

of the Illinois miners and the re-

' Workers ijniiy". The result was

that the party's backstage dicker-

ing with this opportunist office-

the party persisted in its opportun-

ward.
ists saw the light from somewhere,

they issued a leaflet one week be-

fore the second '"United Front

Workers Ticket Conference" vio-

lently attacking Frank, repudiating

his indorsement by the parly, call-

ticket" platform on the grounds of

its "class struggle" character, in

other words made a fair, general

statement of the Communist pro-

grain and principles.

At the conference proper they

submitted a platform with para-

graphs added, others deleted, and

on the basis of it proceeded to

"thrash" Frank for being what he

always was in the united front, an

opportunist radical politician,

Frank's defense before the work-

ers hi the conference was that the

party had broke its agreement with

him and had changed the original

platform .A disgusting melee.

Meanwhile the Opposition dele-

gates were unseated on the report

of the credential committee. An
honest party member made the re-

port. When he came to the matter

of why the Opposition should not

be seated, he stopped, went into a

huddle with the leaders, came back

and stammered out the "reasons".

The chairman drove the motion

through the meeting without allow-

ing discussion.

While the conference rejected

Frank, the only non-party candi

date, and thus destroyed its united

front character, the party continued

to call it a united front, for well

thought-out opportunist reasons. It

is to be the name, the cover for the

C. P. a demogagic frill, to pick up
workers and store-keepers votes.

The aMermanic candidates, all

Communists, have election cards

bearing no mention of Communism,
just "candidate on workers' tic-

ket". Leaflets are the same, carry-

ing the name of the Conference

with occasional mention of "en-

dorsed by U. P.". At an alder-

manic campaign meeting the Op-
position criticized 'his aspect of

the party campaign. Petty tunc

lionaries rose one after another

each giving a more confused, op-

portunist, explanation of the "uni

fed front workers ticket". A con

fused Farmer-Labor party faction

leader in the Ward F. L. P. Club

who was chairman of this meeting

;u'arngcd by the Workmen Circle

branch, sided with the party argu-

ments on an "'election united

front", cited the "wise" policy of

fhe i«irty in the farmer-labor uni-

ted front of 1924-28, greeted this

'new"' policy, and then unconscl-

ouusly clinched the truth of our
contention for fhe party not to play

with election united fronts. He
said, "Did not we have in this hall

( Workers Hall Ass'u. ) , a Left
wing of four hundred followers,

did not the party lead us into the
Fanner-Labor party? 'Why did it

leave us there? Wos it not because
on told us it was a working class

beaten and is covered with the foot-

steps of American Fascism.

Four years of crisis have torn

deep roles in American capitalism.

They have posed weaknesses that

appeared absent during the "pro-

sperity" years. The impact of the

crisis is demonstrating to American

imperialism more clearly than

ever, that it must direct and base

its economy on a world scale. We
will witness a greater participation

of the United States in world af-

fairs on the political field, and an

intensified activity in the sphere of

international economy. In prepar-

ing for this stage, American cap-

italism must iirst of all settle ac-

counts at home. It proceeds to

lower the standard of living of the

Ame&ican working class nationally.

Since the crisis a series of unin-

terrupted wage-cuts has taken

place. This process is being com-

pleted. And it is being completed

thus far, without apparent resist-

ance by the working masses.

Whatever the level of recovery

may be it will be carried through

by smashing the living standards

of the masses. That is inherent in

ilie situation. American capitalism

has not yet been seriously burden-

ed with the problems of relief and

social insurance. With brutal cal-

lousness it has resisted every de-

mand for tlte.se. To expect

these demands would have

cent organization of the "Progres-

sive Trade Union Educational Com-

mittee" at Gillespie. In all of

these events tin; Communists have

played an active and leading role.

This rnle will increase with the de-

velopment of the struggle. It is

important to remember this.

With these remarks let us exam-

ine the call for a "Continental Cbn-

gress of workers and farmers for

Economic Reconstruction" to bti

held in Washington on May and

7. The leading elements in fram-

ing the cull and the conference are

the socialists and their allies in the

American Federation of Labor.

Page one of the call is adorned

with a cartoon showing how labor

is driving the moneybags out of

the Capitol. This cartoon is sup-

posed to describe the statement of

William Green, a rc-h-reactionary

heart of the A. F. of L., also ap-

pearing on page one, as an Intro-

duction to the call itself.

Green declares: "For we shall

soon be on the inarch Wo shall

FIGHT with every legitimate

weapon at out" command We
have come to what we are deter-

mined shall bo the END OF SUF-

FERING We prefer the council

table, but we do uot shun the BAT-

TLEFIELD 1 am teady to

that LEAD the hosts of labor into a

been BATTLE The die is cast for

I.LD. Refuses Aid toGreekWorker

could remove the doubt, still an- y

voiced, from the minds of these party?" The last election united

workers as to fhe correctness of the front policy of the party founded,

Stalinist policies.
"""•

' ""* '-"* * 1 "" *"""" !,,aK ' m

The paraders were glad to see us . «-—-„. -

or the Left Opposition in the march bulwark against Communism in the

with them. Perhaps we were right masses. This last united front

after all? The comrades were un- election policy launched the,oppor-

able to understand the absence of tuntst Walter Frank into his race

an attack on the socialist position, for political office with the label,
-•- --'-- — -• -• "workers candidate", fighting for"

workers unity". Despite the mas-
uerade of 'names' and the comedy

program. —C. FORSBN.

On April 22nd last year, Nick

Gramatatkis, unemployed worker,

was arrested while participating

in the unemployed demonstration at

City Hall which was turned into a

blood bath by the savage attacks

of the police. The city's "finest"

on horseback, and afoot charged

into the crowds trampling them un-

der hoofs and beating them with

clubs, men and women alike, in-

discriminately. When a woman
comrade was being brutally club-

bed, Nick Gramataikis fearlessly

intervened. This resulted in his

arrest.

The Daily W«fc«r of April 23,

1932 gave considerable prominence

to the story of the arrests and

police brutalities, but' failed to

mention the name of any of the

workers arrested except that of

George Powers, the leader of the

demonstration. Two days later it

announced a mass protest demon-

stration against the police terror

to he held April 20th. It failed

to report this demonstration and

never once did it mention the

names of these elass struggle vic-

tims.

In the hands of the police, the

unemployed worker Gramataiki3

was frightfully beaten, causing him
to be confined in the hospital at

Welfare Island for about a month.
On the expiration of this sentence,

he was sent to Ellis Island for

deportation.

At the time of his arrest and
during all these events, Gramati-

kis was a member of the Spartakos

Club, the Party's Greek workers'

organization and he was deftnded

by the I. L. D. After being held

for a month or more at Ellis Is-

land, he was released' on bail, a

$1,000 bond being put up for him.

This bond was given by a ^surety

company and the security for it

was provided by a member of the

Spartakos Ciub.

Since that time, some petty quar-

rels arose between Gramataikis
and fhe ruling clique at the Club,

the Stalin clique causing his ex-

pulsion. Soon after this took place,

he received a notification from the

Ellis Island authorities to present

himself there, informing him that

the surety company which had post-

ed his bond was in the process of

liquidation, and that he was re-

quired to put up a new bond. The
letter of notification was addressed
to him at the Spartakos Club and
was not delivered to him by them
until the very evening before he

was required to give- himself up at

Eliis Island so that he had no time

to make any preparations what-

ever, other than to notify the I.

L. D.
In the morning at Ellis Ilsland,

the Commissioner, Barnes stated

that it was not because the surety

company was in process of liquida-

tion that Gramataikis was being

taken into custody again, that

there were many cases like his

with the same surety company, but

It was because the security put up

by the Spartakos Club had been

withdrawn. Another hearing was

at once installed and Gramataikis

severely grilled. A. lawyer was
present representing the I. L. I>.,

but when another bond was de-

manded by the Government, he re-

fused, stating the I L. D never

puts up hail. Gramataikis was re-

turned to a cell, this time in the

criminal section as a defaulter, to

be deported at the earliest possible

moment.
Sympathizing with the forlorn

position of this militant worker,

two of our comrades called on the

I. L. D. headquarters and asked to

talk the matter over with those in

charge. After keeping them wait-

ing for o long time, John Ballam

appeared and said he was busy,

asking them to return at ten o'clock

fhe next morning, which they did.

They were then informed that

Balam was not coming in that day

but on insistence that he had made
the appointment, were told Ballam
would tie in at 12:30 and asked to

return then. In. the meantime one

of our comrades spoke to Neinser,

who after listening, said there

was nothing he could do, that it

was necessary to speak to Ballam.

At 12:30, Ballam had not appeared

nor at 1 o'clock and although con-

stant efforts were made to take

the matter up later with him and
wjth others of the leaders of the

I. L. D-, they successfully dodged.

Ballam was not coming in that) day
A report of this case was sent

to the Daily Worker, which has
failed to publish it.

The I. L. D. must not be permit-

ted to abandon a militant worker
in his need. The Spartakos Club
is trampling the banner of Com-
munism in the dirt by putting
petty revenge above elementary
class duty and class solidarity. We
call on all healthy elements in the
I. L. D. and in the Spartakos Club
to take up the ease and demand
that their leaders take immediate
action to free Nick Gramataikis.—ESTHER FIELD.

THE BATTLE out of which lahof

expects a new America !*" (Em-
phasis mine—G.)

What strange words, coming

from the reactionary leader of the

organized labor movement who has

done everything in his power to

throttle the slightest, note of mili-

tancy in its ranks. The apostle of

class collaboration will lead the

hosts of labor into a battle, a bat-

He for' a new- America!
This is the introduction to the

call addressed to the workers and

farmers of the United States, to

convene and "draw up a program

to right the grievous wrongs we
have suffered and set up a nation-

al council of the working people

in the city, state and nation to en-

sure its realization". And to this

congress are invited: "(a) Pro-

gressive organization of farmers;

(b) Organization of Labor; (c)

Cooperative Societies; (d) The So-

cialist and Farmer-Labor Parties,

single taxers, and other liberal poli-

tical groups; (e) Labor fraternal

bodies and unemployed leagues

WHOSE PURPOSES ARE IN
HARMONY WITH THE OBJECTS
OF 'THIS CONFERENCE." The
call further declares: "Through
vigilance, the strength of a just

cause, and the pressure of oar
democratic mass strength wc shall

ENDEAVOR to win for all men,
women and children of this Nation

a TRUE FREEDOM." -FREEDOM
FROM POVERTY, HUNGER AND
ECONOMIC SECURITY". (Em-
phasis mine—G.)
The mere statement of Green,

veneered with a dash of militancy,

is an indication, above all, of a

fear of a developing movement of

the American proletariat for mili-

tant struggle. This fear is accen-

tuated by the thought that this de-

veloping movement may form under

the leadership of the Communists
who have until now been the main
factor in those class struggles al-

ready taking place. It is axioma-
tic that when a Green wishes to

do battle in fhe interests of the

proletariat the real purpose in such
militancy is to check the movement
of the workers, to choke it before

it begins, or If unsuccessful in that,

to canalize it into the stream of

reformism.

Aim of Conference
In that resiMK.'t. at least there are

no differences between Green and
his socialist somrndes who signed

the call and have taken the initia-

tive in bringing about the confer-

ence. They are going to bring

about a true freodom, a freedom
from poverty, hunger' and economic
Security. Under what kind of pro-

grain will this political, economic
and social change lake place? Un-
der the program adopted at this

congress that will lie attended t)y

the widest variety of elements. Is

this a merely another Utopian plan";

No, its main aim is to head off

and destroy at once the growth of

the revolutionary movement. To
1 do this it Is not enough to organise
a united front movement in the
struggle tor the demands of the
suffering unemployed. These peo-
ple mu-t rely irpon something else;

a substitute offering for social re-

organization that will sound "rea-

sonable and capable of achieve-

ment" and yet be a far cry from
the revolutionary program of the
Communists.

Isn't this clear in the nature of

the call? To secure this aim ail

organizations are invited except
the Communists and revolutionary
workers. Even the single taxers

(!) are invited. But the Com-
munist party, the T. U. U. L. and
the (Unemployed Councils, the rev-

olutionary wing of the proletariat

are not invited. The intention is

to build a movement that will go
into ''battle" for a '"true freedom".
What kind of a battle and what
kind of true freedom will this be
when the heart of the proletariat is

to be excluded from participation?

The answer is: there will be no
battle nor a true ftedoin if the
leaders of this movement carry

,
through ttieir ptivi>ose of excluding
the revolutionists from the confer-
ence. The real aim is the building
of a reformist movement that will

attempt to check the rising' class
conscious American proletariat

.

That the socialists, who eon-
stently profess their "adherence"
to Marxism and socialism, take the
lead in this movement only testifies

to their theoretical and political

degeneration. If is in the name of
Marxism that, they are creating
this movement. It is in the name
.of social ism that thoy are attempt-
ing to bring about a true freedom
in joint "struggle" with the reac-
tionary labor leaders, liberal poli-

tical groups, single Uxors, etc.

The Communist, revolutionary
and militant workers must break
through the closed-door policy of
the congress. The congress with-
out doubt, will be attended by
many workers' organizations of all
shades of opinions and aims. While
exposing the program of disunity
and reformsim, the Left wing must
couutci with the demand for a gen-
uine^ unifed front. It must fight
against the exclusion of any section
of the warking class. It will have
to present a counter-program of
action, fret from the confusing re-
formism designed to throttle the
growing class consciousness of the
American workers. Such a tactic,
irtelligeutly and correctly carried
out, will win the support of the
workers assembled in the congress.
It may prevent the emergence of
an organization whose main pur-
pose will be that of fighting the
Comma iii.*ts, and turn it into an
organization of militant elass strug-
gle whose purpose will be to fight
for the interests of the working
masses.

—ALBERT GLOTZER.

Well we're back at you. We're
off" on a new sub drive. This one
is scheduled to run from now to

the end of .Tune, roughly about six

wefcs. And it's got to hum from
start fo finish.

THE GERMAN CAMPAIGN
As a result of our German cam-

paign, we're a bigger organization

now. We cover a greater amount
of territory. There are more of

us. The Militant reaches and is

read by a greater number of work-

ers. Interest in it is keener. All

the objective requirements exist

for a successful drive.

It's just a question of putting

your back into it. There is urgent

reason to put this drive over with

a great big bang. The linancial

situation of the Militant is not

what it should be. It's nip and
luck lo get the issue out. All kinds

of troubles descend on us. One
week it's the press, the nest it's

the linotype. We laugh them off.

They're growing pains. Our bat-

ting average is pretty high.

Bui how about it in the field?

Are you in this thing V Are you
lying awake nights contriving

schemes to get subs to put a

sounder and firmer and wider base

under our paper? If you arc you

will welcome this drive. If you
have been sleeping too soundly
now is the t imu to get up and
hop to it.

Have you got all three volumes

of the History of the Russian Rev-

olution by comrade Trotsky J Here
is your chance to get a set for

nothing. All you have to do is to

come out on top in this sub drive.

Thai is the goal every comrade
can shoot :it. Let's repeat il so

there'll be no misunderstanding

about it. To the comrade who gets

the greatest number of subls by

the ;lu of June we will give with-

out any strings tied to il a set of

the three volumes of the History

of the Russian Revolution by coin-

cide Trotsky.

And to console the runner up, to

suKe that small that you get

front ruminating along that almost

and if tangent we'll give a bound
volume of the Militant, either for-

mnt, new or old, according to your

I itnc.v. Now isn't that souicp'n' '!

So whale away comrades.

CLUB PLAN SUBS
Yes. Everything goes. All subs

count. New ones, renewals, ciub

plan subs. We want to pile up a

total that'll put all the former re-

cords in the shade.

But if you're smart you'll con-

centrate on the club plan prepaid

cards. That's where thu h(eavy

scoring will be done. You haven't

forgotten about them 7 You re-

member they come in minimum
units of four, prepaid (don't forget

that; that's important). And each

one at 50c is good for a regular Jfl

half-year sub. And they count for

four subs. A tip to the wise——

.

Now if you're very wise you'll

pay close attention and follow out

our advice to the letter. Take two
dollars, shtoot them in here for

four of these prepaid cards and
ring up a starter of f<""r subs.

Then you can go out and resell

these cards. When you resell them
you have your two dollars back.

Now shoot them in again for four

more prepaid cards. As far as

you're concerned they're the same
two dollars. But they're working
overtime piling up a score toward
the three volunies of the History

of the Russian Revolution. What
could be simplier. Somebody once
called it a revolving

hint). Thai's one mum- for ii. But
call il what you will ii's a swell

way lo build the Militant.

If you don't like revolving funds
that shouldn't stop you from gel-

ting four of these cards. You can
give them away to unemployed
workers. One way or another you
can use these prepaid cards fo

build the Militant. So pitch in.

Give it a boost. Help put the drive
over. Get started right away.

Of course New York will have an
advantage being closer lo home and
being able to start sooner. But
New York has had to occupy second
place before. . It isn't always a
New York comrade who comes out
on top. If memory serves us right

it's usually a comrade from some
other city who shows the race a

clean pair of heels. If you're west
of the Hudson call it a handicap
race and set out to give New York
a drubbing. But you'll have to

step some. So let'er go!
And watch next week's issue for

the first report.s.

Unity onMay Day
(Continued from page 1)

a united front with the Police De-
jmrtnu'iit ! First they attempted,

with rotten congratulations to the

new police commissioner to whom
they stated: "We have always co-

operated with the police and have
not ar tacked tbem", to gel the

police fo deny the united front de-

monstration fhe right to Union
Square on May 1st.

'['lie pressure and Lin; anger of

I lie workers without and within

their ranks forced these vile "so-

cialist" lackeys to ret real, from this

dastardly maneuver. But they

were not to lie deterred in flieir

'""cooperation" with Commissioner
Rohm, the smasher of the March
iit h, Ili-'iO demonst rat ion, I o keep
the workers divided. Gerhcr, Lee,

Claesseus and their stripe are now
dickering with I lie police chief not

only to prevent a united demon-
stration but lo prevent the social-

ist workers, who will demonstrate
on Union Square before the Uni-

fed Front demonstration, to remain
and join Ihe bitter clemonsir'alion.

They demand of their collaborator,

Bolan, that the "Square he cleared"

before the United Front parade
enters it! ! !

The workers must close t hei r

ranks in a united man ifest it tion of
international solidarity. The so-

cialist brethren of Wels and Breit-

scheid and all those who have dir-

ectly sold out the German workers
to Fascism, have rejected every ef-

fort toward a joint Communist and
socialist demonstration. They have
preferred, following the bosses'

police in an effort to sabotgae uni-

ted struggle. The American work-
ers must show the socialist sabot-

aswB that they iiave learned tlieU-

Iesson from Germany. They must
show that they will not permit
their ranks lo be split, that they
will march together on the First

of May, in spite of everything.

Workers, make the First of May,
a day of united proletarian action

!

Show that the tragedy of thtf

German proletariat will be avenged
by learning the lessons of reform-
ist betrayal and Stalinist national
socialism which made it possible

Demonstrate under the banner of

Leninist internationalism, under
the banner of the Bolshevik Left
Opixtsitiou!

Alteration Painters United Front

The "new United Front policy"

of the Comintern is now making
its appearance in the trade union

field. The mechanical application

of this policy by the Alternation

Painters Union is a half-hearted

attempt to correct some of the

worst errors of the old "Third

Period" sectarianism. But Cen-

trism here also shows its half-ness

and inadequancy to advance a pol-

icy and a persepctive that meets

the demands of the present situa-

tion. Without a real change there

can be no improvement.
Recently the Alteration Painters

Union sent an open letter to the

central bodies of the A. F. L.

Painters Union, outlining the con-

ditions in the trade, and calling

for the organization of a large

conference representing the mem
bership of both unions for united

action for the improvement of the
conditions of the painters in this

city.

It is quite obvious that this is

not sufticieut, as an examination
of the problems and the relation

of forces in the industry will show.
The painters in the city are divid-

ed into three groups, the first be-

ing the unorganized, who consti-

tute the maority, Ihe second are
the workers in the A. F. L. which
controls the bulk of the organized
painters and the third is the mili-

tant minority which is isolated in

the independent organizations the
Alteration Painters' Union.

In such a situation the key to

Left wing strategy is the struggle
ffor unity, because the workers,
experiencing drastic reductions of
their wages and worlcing condi-
tions, widespread unemployment,
on fhe one hand, and the disunity
of the painters, on the other, feel

the need of a unified struggle and
will support the militants if they
are convinced that the militants
are really fighting for this policy.

This would also facilitate the task
of organizing the unorganized.
This struggle for unify in the

present situation should be formu-
lated as folows

:

1. Propose to the DSstrtcst

Council of the A. P. L. that tlie

Alteration Painters Union be ad-
mitted as a body with full mem-
bership rights.

2. On this basis to revive the
Left wing in the A. F. L. to fight

for the unity of the two organiza-
tions.

3. All the independent work of
the A. P. U. will be strengthened
in the meantime because the union
will be in a position to justify ils

independent existence and to provo
to both the organized and unor-
ganized workers that the bureau-
crats in the A. F. L. are against
the unity of the painters and that
the A. P. U. is leading the strug-
gle for unity.

Even for such a proposal as
made in the open letter, this broad
tactic is necessary (call for united
action pending unification). The
present proposal hangs in mid-air
as it gives no perspectives, let

alone that of unity in one organi-
zation.

The militants now isolated in
the Alternation Painters Union
must follow a policy which aids
the revival of the Left wing in the
A. P. of L. and coordinates the
struggle for unity. The Stalinists
have shown time and again that
they do not know how to do this.
It is necessary to follow the tactic
outlined above which proceeds
from the trade union policy of the
Left Opposition. This policy shows
the way to build a real influence
for the Left wing among the paint-
ers of this city.

—WILLIAM KITT.
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Some Fundamental Aspects of the

Present Crisis in Germany
(This is the second of two arti-

cles cm this subject. The first ap-

peared in the Militant of April 1-

II.

Ail the elements of the objective

situation favored the revolutionary

solution of the German crisis under

the leadership of the Communist
party. The crisis was brought to

a head by the ravages of the world

economic depression. The boctal

democracy was becoming increas-

ingly discredited by the collapse of

all social legislation
—"practical"

reformism—in the country (the

Stalinist leadership erf the party

even went to the fantastic extreme

of declaring the social democracy

exposed as "social Fascists"—twin

brothers of fascism). The pro-

gress achieved by the Five Year1

Plan was a powerfully vivid de-

monstration of the superiority or

planned socialist economy (the

Stalinists themselves even went
further with monstrous exaggera-

tions ot the successes and tlie pro-

clamation of the establishment of

a classless society within the next

few years). What more could be

desired V Yet the Communist Party

of Germany failed miserably in the

face of the tasks and the possibil-

ities.

It is impossible to grasp tbe ex-
j The problem of the Chinese rev-

tent of this failure and the respon- oiution arose. The task there was
sibility of the Stalinist faction for' posed as one of not throwing

working class and the peasantry as
the practical base of the proletar-

ian dictatorship. The rejection of
the fundamental perspective meant,
in reality, also a rejection of the
policies flowing from it.

By repudiating the perspective of

revolutionary realism the Stalinists

deprived the Soviet government
and the Communist International,

of which they had gained control,
of the possibility of conducting a
consistent policy corresponding
with the practical tasks. The ato-
pianism of their theory of social-

ism in one country predicated their

utterly barren strategy and tactics
in the problems which arose.
The perspective of the permanent

revolution coupled with tbe Lenin-
ist evaluation of the imperialist

eiwch as one of social convulsions,
wars and revolutions, signified
struggle. That is above all what
the. petty bourgeois wants to avoid.
The petty bourgeois Stalinist bu-
reaucracy prefererd to console It-

self with tbe possibility of shut-
ting itself off from the rest of the
world. On the basis of the theory
of building a socialist society with-
in the isolated Soviet state, Stalin-
ism proceeded to heap disaster up-
on the international proletariat.

it without considering the particu-

lar policy, pursued in the light of

fundamental perspectve. The high-

ly unrealistic poliey of the ultima t-

ist united front from below was not

accidental. It flowed directly from

the whole zigzag course initiated by

the rise of the petty bourgeois cur-

rent of Stalinism within the Com-
munist International. It is this

basic perspective—or rather, lack

of perspective—which prepared the

Uerman catastrophe artd it is for

that reason that the disastrous pol-

icy in Germany can and must be

stigmatized as a policy of betrayal.

Bolshevism grew and developed

In the struggle against the treach-

erous petty bourgeois ideology ot

social democracy. In this strug-

gle it led the proletariat of Russia

to victory and showed the working

class of the world the way, creat-

ing for it the Communist Interna-

tional in the fire of combat. Stalin-

ism arose within the Bolshevik

party and the Communist Interna-

tional as a reaction to Bolshevism,

feeding upon the fatigue of the So-

viet masses after the years of the

Utrenuous civil war and upon the

temporary defeats of the West Eur-

opean proletariat in the year3 1918

to 192a. It was in all respects a

hangover from the petty bourgeois

ideology of the pre-Bolshevik per-

iod. Stalin had as late as March
1917 held on to the idea that it

is the task of the provisional (dem-

ocratic) government to "consolidate

the achievements" of the revolution

in which tiie masses were the chief

actor. On the higher plane of the

situation created by the October

Revolution, Stalinism reproduced

all the basic defeats of the social

democracy—its national reformism,

its short sightedness.

The German social democratic

bureaucracy, raised to power in the

trade unions and mess organisa-

tions by the struggle of the work-

ing masses within the framework
of the bourgeois state, rejected the

Marxist perspective of tbe perman-

ent revolution even within the nar-

row bounds of their own country.

They rejected the proletarian dic-

tatorship for tbe Weimar Republic.

Their basic motivation was the fear

for the preservation of their bu-

reaucratic powers, the little post*

and positions which the petty bour-

geois layer of the movement had
attained to. In the end, their

shaky policy inevitably caught

them within the trap of its own
logic—and landed them in the lap

of Fascist reaction.

The Stalinist bureaucracy, raised

to power within the Soviet state

by the October revolution is no
more and no less than this same,

petty bourgeois bureaucracy re-

produced on a higher historical

stage. The anxiety for its own
self-preservation and perpetuation

has also been its guiding iine. It

is along this line that Stalinism

started on its career with an at-

tack upon the Marxian conception

of the permanent revolution defend-

ed by L. 1>. Torbsky and the Rus-
sian Bolshevik-Leninists. The
Stalin faction declared a, struggle

to the end against the permanent
revolution in 1923. Two years la-

ter it broadened this breach with
Marxism by setting up the theory

of the possibility of establishing a
socialist society in a single country
—for all "practical" purposes, in

Russia.
Within the framework of nation-

al boundaries the perspective or

the permanent revolution signified

steering a course toward the pro-
letarian dictatorship. Only the dic-

tatorship of tbe working class could
serve as a conclusive guarantee for
the completion of the democratic
revolution. On the international

scene, created by the establishment
of the first workers' republic, this

perspective pointed out a course
leading to the extension of the
October revolution to the rest of
the world. Only the victory of the
proletarian dictatorship in several
of the advanced capitalist coun-
tries could assure the establish-
ment of a socialist society in So-
viet Russia with ail itjs economic
backwardness. This basic perspec-
tive called for « policy of intense
attention and active aid to the de-
velopment of the proletarian rev-
olutionary movement in the capi-
talist world, in the first place.
Secondly, it called for an Internal
policy of strengthening the Soviet
regime by Increasing the share of
the socialist sector in economy ao
to to maintain the alliance of tbe

Chiang Kai-Shek (the national
bourgeoisie) into the arms of Im-
perialism, of not giving the Imper-
ialists an occasion for intervention
aganst Soviet Russia where social-
ism could be established if foreign
intervention was forestalled. The
defenders of the permanent revolu-
tion, the Bolshevik-Leninists point-
ed out that the problem was one
of strengthening the bonds between
the Chinese masses and the Soviet
Union, that the Chinese masses
could be won as fighting allies only
through (lie development of the
proletarian revolution and the set-
ting up of the proletarian dictator-
ship. That required the independ-
ence of the Chinese Communist
Party and a course toward Soviets.
The Stalin faction had its way.
For the sake of not losing Chiang
Kai-Shek, it banded over the Com-
munist party to the bourgeois puo
Min Tang—bag and baggage. The
result is well known. Chiang Kai-
Shek and the Chinese bourgeoisie
received all the Stalinist aid glee-
fully and in due time slaughtered
the vanguard of the working mass-
es; made their peace with tbe Im-
perialists and in 1929 came to the
brink of a war against the Soviet
Union itself.

The problem of the British Gen-
eral Strike and the movement that
preceded it, is an equally illuminat-
ing example of the period of out-
right opportunism that followed im-
mediately upon the heels of! the
orientation toward -'socialism in
one country". Tbe disasters of
the Chinese revolution and the
British General Strike on a large
scaie and all the lesser disasters
on a smaller scale as well as the
bankruptcy of the opportunist pol-
icy within the Soviet Union itself

—

the bloodless insurrection of the
kulaks in the spring of 1928 finally
opened the eyes of the Stalinist
empiricists—pushed the bureau-
cracy toward a sharp turn to th«

extreme Left.

Again it was a matter of self-

preservation. Soviet economy was
at an impasse. The tactics of the
"bloc of four classes" in China and
of the Anglo-Russian Committee
had only increased the isolation of
the U. S. S. R. and undermined the
basis of the bureaucracy itself.

The zigzag to the ultra-Left which
initiated the famous "third period"
clearly reevaled the political char-
acter* of Stalinism as that of a
vacillating bureaucratic Centrism.

Its method appeared clearly as
the method of empiricism, of trial

and terror—lacking in ail foresight
and irresponsible In its consequ-
ences. The. poliey of ultimatism,
of commands from above, was sub-

Union of its strongest ally In the

capitalist world. It Is the last

item in the balance sheet of tea
years of the rule of bureaucratic
Centrism in the Communist move-
ment. The course of Stalinism,
which began with the repudatoc of
the concept of permanent revlu-

tion, has wound up in the mo^t
frightful isolation of the workers'
fatherland. The Stalinist bureau-
cracy too, has Seen caught within
the trap of its own logic. It has
endangered the existence of the
Soviet Union from without and from
within.

Hitler's Brown Shirts are on the
march. The alliance between the
workers and peasants—the prac-
tical basis of Soviet economy and

Fascist Terror Rages Over Germany

Stifling AH Workers* Organizations

(Continued from Page 1)

stituted for the policy of> opportun- the proletarian dictatorship—is be-
ing threatened by that same head-
less, un-Marxian course which has
led to disaster in Germany, by the
course of vacillating bureaucratic
Centrism. No time is to be lost. If
Communism, if the Soviet Union Is

to live, Stalinism must be destroy'
ed. Only the reestablshment of
the Marxian perspective of the per-
manent revolution, only the return
of its defenders—of L. D. Trotsky,
Rakovsky and the Bolshevik-Lenin-
ists—to their rightful posts can
aid in cleansing the working class
vanguard of the petty bourgeois
poison which had been paralyzing
it and clear the road for the effec-
tive defense of the fortress of the
proletarian revolution and for a
new upsurge of the revolutionary
movement in the International.

—SAM GORDON.

1st blocs. In place of the united
front with any one and every one
and under all conditions came the
united front "from below only".
The highest fruit of this blind pol-
icy, which wks accompanied by a
growing disinterestedness in the
progress of the International Com-
munist movement, was the debacle
of January 1933 in Germany. The
failure of the German Communist
Party to lead the working class
against the Fascist onslaught, Its
miserable disappearance from the
scene, is the culmination point of
the whole headless course of Stal-
inism in the Communist Interna-
tional.

The collapse of the Communist
Party of Germany deprives the
Communist International of its one
great mass party and the Soviet

SocialDemocracy Passive Before

Menace of Austrian Fascism

The Bonapartist regime in Aus- to attempt to convince them as to

tria has registered some import-
ant advances in the past few
weeks. All of these are directed,

of course, against the social dem-
ocracy as the organized represen-

tative of the workers. The latter

is showing ever less inclination

toward serious resistance, restrict-

ing itself to baren protests and
meaningless gestures.

On March 31, the Dollfuss gov-

ernment dissolved the Republican
"Schultzbund", the socialist de-

fense organization, after more
than ten years of its existence.

The "Schultzbund" has grouped
around it the most militant section
of the Austrian proletariat and has
always been the only real bulwark
against the ambitious putschists
from the monarchist and Fascist
camps. On the night when tbe
dissolution decree became known,
the working class masses of Vien-
na filled the thoroughfares in all

parts of the city with spontaneous
protest demonstrations and rallies.

The official reply of the social
democracy was not a mobilization
of its forces, embracing the vast
majority of the working class and
consequently, of the entire Viennese
population ; it was a plea with the
Bonaparti sts to he cautious, to
consider the "consequences" of
withdrawing the right of legal ex-
istence from the "hands of those
who have been responsible for the
maintenance of law and order. In
the country up to the present." All
that the Otto Bauers could do was
to warn their masters against tbe
"blind wrath of the masses" and

ScottsboroMarchonWash.
(Continued from Page 1)

presentatives to provide transporta-
tion for them. It is not a little

matter to a.*;k workers to suspend
their activities, pull up their
stakes, so to speak, and march to
Washington at the risk of serious
fighting with the police and armed
forces of tbe state. Workers will

a.«k : how are we to be fed, trans-
ported there and back, and defend-
ed if attacked? The preparations
do not answer these questions in

a way to encourage workers to
participate in the march.

The Scottsboro Bill

One purpose of the march is to
present a bill to Congress. This
bill, the Civil Rights Bill, provides
for the enforcement of the thir-

teenth, fourteenth and fifteenth
amendments to the U. S. Constitu-
tion. This raises the fight for the
democratic rights of the Negroes
to a higher" political plane. It
dramatically focuses attention on
one of the burning problems of the
American revolution. Before the
eyes of the entire nation the Com-
munists will lead a march on the
citadel of American imperialism to
demand that capitalism declare it-

self openly on the question of those
provisions in its constitution which
"guarantee" to the Negro masses
political equality with the white
population.

Such a march can acquire a
tremendous force and significance
if it is a culminating point in a
mass movement. That is the
weakness of this march. It is not
the highest wave in an organized
protest movement. Preceding it

there have been no united front
conferences of working class or-
ganizations from coast to coast:
There has been a burst of protest
against the Decatur verdict. This
is the basis for the organization of
a protest movement; but it cannot
replace the protect movement it-

self. And it is a fatal error to
try, even with the best and slncer-
est ot motives, to make it a sub-
stitute for an organized protest
movement.

But the march is projected. The
party and the I. Li D. must bend
every effort to organize It and
rally the masses of workers be-
hind it. In the first instance this

means the organized workers. The
approach must be made to the
trade unions. No time must be
lost.

The 8. P., the A. F. of U and
the Negroes

The terrific pressure which the
party Is bringing to bear on the
S. P. leadership over the Mooney
and May Day issues is the direct

result of its turn from tbe ultra
Leftist policy of the united front
fromb elow to one which comes
from helow to one which comes
question. If the party means it

seriously it will apply that press-
ure now on the A. F. ot L. and S.

P. bureaucracies to enter a united
front movement to get the Scotts-

boro boys out of jail.

Here is the weapon with which
to strike at the reactionary restric-

tions against Negroes in the A. F.
of L. unions. Here is the weapon
with which to strike smashing
blows at the whole system of Jim
Crowism. Here is a means of
forging the unity of the white and
Negro masses in struggle.
Great opportunities lie before us.

To realize them we must bend ev-
ery effort to organize the move-
ment and set the masses in motion.
The key to the problem is the uni-
ted front. Concretely now, that
means the open approach to the
S. P. and A. F. of L. for united
front conferences. Tills the party
must do without delay, openly be-
fore the eyes of the working class.

No back door negotiations with the
Clarence Seniors ! No hiding be-
hind Frank Palmers and Mustes!
In this work the Left Opposition

will do its loyal best as it has
done for years in the Mooney
movement. The delegation sent by
the New York Branch of the
League to place itself at the dis-
posal of the Scottsboro Action Com-
mittee fof work in the movement
was assigned the task of distribut-
ing leaflets in Harlem calling on
the workers to attend a monster
Mooney-Scottshoro mass meeting.
Our comrades' are going on the
march to Washington. And every-
where the Left Opposition is call-
ing on the party to issue the call
for united front conferences and
approach the S. P. and A. F. of L.
to build the defense and protest
movement.

—T. STAMM.

how much more to their advantage
it is to leave fhe musses under the
constraining direct ion of the S. P.
leadership.

To this servile whining, the so-

cial democracy added a touch of
pathetic humor. On April 1, ftnrl
Seltz, the social democratic mayor
of the city and governor of the
province of Vienna, came out with
a pompous decree proscribing the
"Ileimwehr", the Iegitimitist (Ilas-

burg) Fascist military organiza-
tion. Let some think that this
was a serious counter-action and
a signal for active resistance to
the force* of reaction, it must be
explained: The proscription of the
"Heimwehv" was merely a gesture
of the S. P. leader. Its "purpose"
—to point out the "injustice" of
the Dollfuss actions and to de-
monstrate the old social democratic
principle of "Gleiciiberechtigung"
—equal rights. The "Ileimwehr"
leaders in the Vienna Landtag
challenged the decree and inter-

polated the governor, demanding
information as to why he did not
also dissolve the Nazi (Hitlerite)

military organizations. Here la

Seitz's reply in excerpts

:

"A dissolution of the Nazi for-

mations is impossible according to

the coalition law. (The social dem-
ocracy will in no case break the
law, though Dollfuss may tear ti

into shreds). These formations
are not constituted in the form of
(independent) associations ( i)

Yes, 1 have dissolved the 'Heim-
weiir'. But I did not for a moment
imagine that a formal decree of
dissolution of an association would
mean anything in a practical sense
.... For, the men who serve the
ideas, continue to exist. . . (Needless
to say, this rhetoric had its effect

only on the social democrats, not

on the Fascists, who appealed
against the governor to the Feder-
al government) . . . .The first princi-

ple must at all times be; the prin-

ciple Of equal rights for all For
a neutral Austria... (Seitz goes on
to explain that the reactionary
parties can only lead either tio

submission to Hitler"-Germany or

Mussolini Italy) ... .Austria must
remain the State and Vienna the
city ot that classical German cul-

ture, German civiligation, German
democracy."' (Stormy applause
among the social democrats.)

Practical result : the proscription

of the "Ileimwehr" was annuled
by the Dollfuss cabinet the very
next day, the proscription of the
"Schultzbund" stands. The social

democracy tried to counter with
the formation of inner-party "ush-
ers' corps". The Federal govern-
ment immediately proscribed these
and warned the leaders that such
organization would come under" the
original ban. The Seitzes, Bauers
and Danneburgs now reply with
another feeble warning Watch out,
only last year the Hitler S. A. or.

ganizations were "dissolved" in

Germany—look where they are
now. It is with these sterile an-
alogies and all kinds of sentiment-
al ajjpeals to the past that the
leaders of Austor"-Marxism try to
cover up their own "democratic;"
bankruptcy and helplessness. To
their own impatient workng class
fololwing they address themselves
with pleas for "discipline" and
"moderation". Before thorn they
excuse their passivity—-with a
frightened appeal to recognize what
happened to the big German and
Italian social democracies? The
case of the latter", it appears,
proves that it is necessary to go
"slower"

There is, no doubt, a substantial
ferment within the ranks of the
Austrian social democracy and in
the working class generally. The
streets are still filled with march-
ing proletarians. Will this fer-

ment result in the breakdown of
social democratic impotence and
the rise of a new and firm vanguard
that will be able to show the way
out in time? A skiifull tactic on
the part of the Communists could
best assure this. It remains to be

ism after the working class defeat

of 1923, until the completed pre-

paration of the road for Fascism,

But to this must be added the bit-

ter experience of the Communist
party, numerically the strongest

outside of the Soviet Union, but
Stalinized in every fibre ot its bu-
reaucratic apparatus, which has
now experienced its August the
Fourth. Though its leaders are

now undergoing the most horrify-

ing tortures nevertheless this must
. be said out loud.

Workers Under Bestial Torture?

The Nazis are advancing through
streams of blood and tears. The
horrible tales which come from the

specially arranged Fascist torture

chambers almost defy description.

In their naked reality the actual

events are much more hair-raising

than the dribbling accounts would
indicate which are smuggled out
and find their way to expression

outside of the German borders. I

will attempt to relate a few exam-
ples culled from reports ot eye-wit-

nesses, for obvious reasons not giv-

ing names of the reporters, whose
veracity, however', need not in the

least be doubted. Our comrade re-

lates : "In the Nazi barracks they

whip the Communists and break
their fingers in order to get from
them confessions and addresses.

"In the Nazi barracks in Ilede-

manstrasse there lay In one room
about 100 Communists who had
been tortured until they were half

dead. They were all undressed
and when they were naked had to

run the gauntlet until they broke
down."

In Spandau, near Berlin, almost

all Communists were "arrested and
baken into tbe barraks to be tor-

tured. A woman comrade was tak-

en from her bed at night, taken
into the barracks to be horsewhip-
ped and thrown into a cellar.

When consciousness returned she
noticed that she was not alone but
was surrounded by others gToaning

or dying. Some are allowed to go
out after they have been tortured

:

others never see daylight again.

The "Kassemats" in Spandau is

an old antiquated prison to which
most of the "bigger game" is being

brought. There are incarcerated

Thaelmann, Tofgler, Pieck and
Koenen, among many other Com-
munists. But there are also such
victims as Lehman Russbildt, the

chairman of the "League for Peo-
ples Rights". (Whom the Fascist,

symbolically it sems, put in chains,

leaving him unable to move for

days at the time. An eye-witness
relates the beastly beatings that

were administered to Thaelmann
every night so that the once robust
figure Is now but a living corpse.

A special confession was demanded

from him in the form of a declara-

tion all made ready for him to at-

tach bis signature. It was to

prove among other things that the

Communist party had organized

terror groups to murder and to

pllalge, giving names ot alleged

commanders of these groups. It

was to prove that the C. P. was
supported by the Soviet govern-

ment, alleging the manner in which
funds were turned over.

The significance of the attempted

direct connection of the Soviet gov-

ernment cannot be underestimated.

It is but one out of many similar

attempts, such as in the burning

of the Reichstag building and
others to stlf up a popular hatred

of the Soviet Union and pave the

road for intervention. There are

among the flamboyant declarations

of Goericg the one proposing to

carve out a bigger piece of the
Ukraine for Poland so that she

may object less to the return of

the Corridor to Fascist Germany.
In general the Fascist press con-

cerns itself very studiously at the

present time with reports and esti-

mates of the fighting capacity of

the Red Army.

But the gruesome torture tales

continue. Right along, corpses are
found throughout the Reich and
Reported "killed by persons un-

known." Eye-witnesses also relate

having seen victims in the Berlin
prison of the police presidium
brought there from the Fascist bar-

racks with their eyes cut out or

with their teeth smashed by rifle

butts. They tell of the unfortun-

ate prisoners being thrown on the

floor, trampled upon and kicked in

the abdomen. It is the Fascist

storm troops who administer the

tortures. This became too much

even for some of tbe old hardened

Sehupos in the Berlin Moabit police

station. About a dozen of them

protested and were immediately

disarmed.

A certain C. P. functionary, B.

Ramer, who had once been a Fasc-

ist officer but remained loyal to the

party had iiis legs so badly crush-

ed in the prison tortures that it he-

came necessary later to perform

an amputation. Storm troops went

to the home of Ruth Fischer", once

a party leader, and not finding her

home, smashed all they could lay

their' hands on and took her thir-

teen year old boy as a hostage.

It is not only tbe Communist
victims who suffer barbaric mutila-

tions but social democrats as well.

Karl Boekel, the editor of tbe

Ohcmnitzer Volksstimme was beat-

en to a pulp and died in the street.

However, the torture methods ap-

plied to the socialist member of

the Reichstag Sollman, from Saar-

brtiecken, are of the kind which

put the notorious Spanish inquisi-

tion entirely in the shadow. A
Fascist storm troop broke into his

home, destroyed all furniture and
beat him into insensibility. To
bring him back to consciousness his

socks were torn off and a lighted

torch applied to his feet. As he

writhed in pain one of the gang

threw mustard Into his eyes saying:

'There is your black-red -aud-gold

dirty pig, your national mustard
colors." After that they forced his

mouth open and urinated into it.

SP. Splits Mooney Fisht
Congress which is calculated to

TTwimu^ from Page 1) Congress wmen is caicuiaieu lo
(Continued from rage 1) .

the d ,Biippomtment of the

and Muste, having drawn losing
seen whether the latter have learn-' cards against the S. P. bureau-
ed anything from fourteen years crats, have rigged up a Manage*
of a vegetative existence or not. ment Committee for" the Chicago

a matter between the united f^"*
{jarty members who stiil have* faith

conference and the S. P. but a mat- .

Q £he ^fnm^e line. On the Mau-
ter between Mooney and the S. P.

The Left Opposition protested

against this pessimistic and capi-

tulationist attitude. We moved
that the Congress Organization

Committee issue a leaflet to the

S. P. and A. F. of L. workers call-

ing on them to raise the question

in their organizations and to de-

mand that their organidations par-

ticipate in the Chicago Congress.

The motion carried unanimously,

the Stalinists voting for it.

This was the same motion made
by us at the first session of the

Committee in March. At that time

the Stalinists exerted themselves

to defeat our proposal. The re-

sponsibility for the loss of time is

on their shoulders. The loss of

time acquires great significance in

view of the latest developments in

the movement to free Mooney. Ac-

cording to the New Leader, the N.

B. C. of the S. P. voted six to five

against participation in the Chic-

ago Conference. Thomas is quoted

as saying that the S. P. must par-

ticipate because it cannot afford to

give the appearance ot blocking

unity. This reflects the pressure

on the S. P. leadership both from
without (Mooney and the C. P.)

and the penetration of this influ-

ence into the socialist movement
itself. The entire Chicago Ylpsel

movement has had its charter re-

voked because of its participation

In united fronts with the Commun-
ists.

Had the party adopted a correct

approach to this aspect ot the uni-

ted front problem, had it ap-

proached the S. P. openly before

the eyes of the members of both
parties and tbe entire working
class, it could have increased the
pressure on the S. P. leadership,

forced It to vote lavorably on the
question of the participation of

the S. P. in the Chicago Conrgess
and succeeded in broadening the
movement. The advantages to the

movement and Communism in the
united front are clearly indicated
and need not be discussed at this

point.

But Hathaway, Stachel, Palmer

agement Committee are included

"such well known socialists as

Professor Robert Morss Lovett,

Professor Iteinhold Niebuhr and
Krans Daniels!

The reoprf.s of the sessions of

the Congress Organization Commit-

tee and the developments reported

in the labor and radical press

have served to illuminate the roles

of the S. P., the Stalinists and the

"progressives" in the Mooney move-

ment.
The Lovestoneites have played a

far smaller role. All of it has been

disruption and sabotage. The April

15 issue of the Workers Ag© re-

ports that Zimmerman of the Love-

stone group was elected manager
of Local 22 of the I. L. G. W. XJ-,

testimony to the influence of the

Lovestoneites in Local 22.

I low this influence is exerted to

build the movement for Mooney 's

release can be seen from the same
issue of the paper. Under the re-

vealing head, "Union Hits N. Y.

Mooney Meet", the Workers Age
prints a letter from the Local to

Mooney. The letter informs Mooney
that the Kexcutive Committee of

Wie Local approved the action of

the Local's delegate (Nelson of the

Lovestone group) in withdrawing
from the March 12 New York Uni-

ted Front Free Tom Mooney Con-
ference.

The reason speaks for itself.

"From the report of our delegates

it is evident that the official Com-
munist party, which has apparently
captured control of the Tom Mooney
Molders Defense Committee, is

bent upon running the 'show' for

its own aggrandizement, and Is

determined—-under ail circum-
stances—not to permit a genuine
united ffont of all workers' organi-
zations, regardless of their political

or social views."! !

As we go to press delegates are
on their way to the Chicago Con-
gress from all parts of the coun-
try. Present reports indicate that
it will be a very large gathering
with possibilities which extend far
beyond the defense movement. And
Mooney Is standing trial on the
last fndietment against him. Both
events will be reported in the
forthcoming issues of the Militant.

—T. STAMM,

Finally his body was literally drag-
ged along the streets in a parade
headed by music and when the
orgy was over, it was thrown into
a coal cellar.

Some of the capitalist papers,
fearing that the terror may bring
too serious repercurssions, at times
endeavor to soothe the pains a bit
by explaining this regular part of
the Fascist system as merely some
isolated excesses. That, however,
is not at all the viewpoint in high
Fascist circles. Goering made that
perfectly clear in his speech at
Essen, on March 10, where re said

:

"I refuse to have the police appear
In the role of protectors ot Jewish
department stores. It is about time
to put a stop to every scoundrel
calling for police protection. When
you claim that here or there peo-
ple have been captured and mal-
treated, one can only answer that:
Where anyone planes, there the
shavings fly."

Yet there is eome veidenee of
''efforts" to halt the "isolated ex-

cesses". Recently a certain cele-

brated Berlin lady, a demimonde,
threw her fashionable home open
to a big blow out. The whole dip-
lomatic corps was much in evid-
ence. These gentlemen were
brought there by their private
chauffeurs and somehow a Nazi
storm troop considered this a big
occasion and in order to keep in

trim, went to work battering some
of the poor chauffeurs to pulp. That
was obviously an "excess" and. the
papers promptly carried a warning
from Fascist headquarters. After
that the American ambassador,
Sackett, could cable to his paper's

at home that law and order pre-
vails in Germany.

The Fascists themselves were sur-
prised at the ease and speed with
which their brutal onslaughts suc-
ceeded in consolidating their posi-
tion in power. That fact we need
not doubt in the least. It Is con-
firmed by events. The absence of
resistance from the workers In-

creased the tempo of the attacks to
a speed which in itself became an
ever greater provocation. This
lack of resistance only caused the
Fasists to be so much more merci-
less, not needing to fear' anything
in their way. An army in open
retreat becomes an easier prey for
the enemy whose ferocity Increases
with each step in pursuit. And in
this case the tortures inflicted upon
the working class are an integral
part of the Fascist consolidation of
power.

In this there is a serious lesson

to be learned by the working class
elsewhere who still cling to reform-
ist illusions or depend upon capi-
talist democratic constitutions and
remain unprepared while the reac-
tion strengthens its forces. Every
lesson of the German events should
be hammered home, never to be
forgotten. They must play an im-
portant role in guiding the prepara-
tions for the future. For' it is a
certainty that this consolidation of
Fascist power in Germany inaug-
urates a new reactionary period,
no one can say for how long, but
we can clearly perceive its fateful
implications. It will not at all be
what the Stalinists conceived of
their "third period" estimates. But
by its sharpened contradictions it

will nevertheless again become pre-
gnant with new revolutionary pos-
sibilities.

The German proletariat was dis-

armed by the illusions which in-

evitably resulted from the perfidi-

ous policy of its social democratic
leadership. They, who became the
inheritors of the monarchy, allow-

ed and themselves helped to pre-

pare for the counter-revolution to
conquer by stages. That is the
iesson embodied in their rule from
Noske through the bourgeois coali-

tions, the emergency decrees of
Bruening, Papen and Schleicher to
Hitler. The German proletariat
was disarmed by the Stalinists

sabotage of every correct measure
ot defense. In this lies the sad
testimony to the serious weakness
of a revolutionary party which
rests upon the foundation of a
false ideology and is paralyzed bj
bureaucratic incompetence. The
German proletariat failed to re-

ceive the support from its interna-
tional basis—the Soviet Union and
the Comintern. And it must ba
said plainly that the guilt of the
catastrophic defeat suffered is not
only to be laid at the doors of
those who were directly charged
with the leadership of tie German
working class but must be trace*
to the highest seat of Stalinism in
the Comintern and the Communist
party of the Soviet Union. Its de-
parture from the road of interna-
tional revolutionary policy marks
the most serious retreat for the
world movement which Is fraught
with sinister implications for the
future. One may rest assured that
the Fascist enemy will endeavor to
pursue its gains relentlessly. Its
mission of destroying the German
working class organizations is not
dually completed so long the Soviet
Union remains a bulwark.

With frightful accuracy the Left
Opposition warnings of the course
of events have come true. They
were given correctly and" in time
because they rested upon the basis
of a Marxian analysis. But they
were not heeded. It Is on this
basis also that we have long ago
sounded the alarm in regard t«
the cflurse which will be pursued
in the next stage. That is the one
in which the Fascist spearhead,
already pointing Eastward, will be
concentrated npon the efforts to
destroy the workers' republic. But
the Stalinist policy—the retreat
from revolutionary internationalism
—is also disarming the proletarian
fatherland. Its defense can be
secured only through the most Im-
placable struggle against Stalinism.

—AKNB SWABECK.
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Austria Is Next in Order
( Continued from last

By their seemingly dreadful

In reality pathetic chorus of "t

»re attacked", the Austro-aiarxistt

reveal their genuine suffering, they

till hone that they will be left in

peace, tfiat Icings, God help us,

will not go beyond mutual threats

and waving of lists. What this

means is that they are chloroform-

ing the proletariat to facilitate

fascist surgery. A genuine prole-

*trlan politician on the contrary

would be duty bound to explain to

tae Austrian workers that their

class enemy, himself, has been

caught between the paws of his-

tory that no other way out re-

mains for htm except to destroy

proletarian organizations; that in

this instance there is no escaping

the mortal struggle; and that this

struggle must be prepared for in

acordance with all the rules of rev-

olutionary strategy and .tactic.

THE GENERAL STRIKE
Otto Bauer has been hinting that

in the event of a direct attack oa

the part of the enemy, the workers

will resort to a gcnerul strike. But

this too is an empty threat. We
have heard it more than once In

Germany. The general strike can-

not be produced out of one's vest

pocket The workers may b* ™
to a general strike, but to do so

one must fight and not play bide

and seek with reality; a call to

battle must be issued, one must

organise for the struggle, arm for

the struggle, widen and deepen the

channel of struggle, »°t confining

oneself to the legal forms of strug-

gle, i. e., the framework dictated

by the armed enemy. And first of

all, the party itself must be per-

meated through and through with

the idea that unless It engages In

a decisive battle, it i3 lost.

It Is quite possible that the Cen-

tral Committee will actually issue

a call for a general strike, after

the "open", (that is to say, the

decisive) blow had been dealt. Bat

this would mean that after leav-

ing the stage, one calls upon the

masses to a caked protest, or mani-

festation of impotence. Just so did

the liberal opposition call upon the

people not tq pay their taxes after

the monarch had told it to go to

hell. As a rule, nothing ever came

of it. In all probability, tbe work-

ers will not respond at all to the

belated and hopeless appeal of

party already smashed.

But let us allow that the Fasc-

ists will give the so.cial democracy

time enough to call for a general

strike at ihe last minute, and that

the workers will respond solidly

to the call. What then? What ia

the goal of the general strike?

What must it achieve? In what

forms must it develop? How should

it defend itself against • military

and police repressions, and against

the Fascist pogrom? Wiseacres

will reply thiit it is impossible to

answer such questions beforehand.

That is the usual subterfuge of

people who have nothing to say,

who hope in their hearts to get

along without lighting, and who
consequently shy away in coward-

ice and supcrstitution from ques-

tions of military resources and
methods.

The general strike is only the

mobilization of revolutionary forces

but still not war. To utilize the

general strike successfully as a
demonstration or a threat, i. e., to

confine oneself only to the mobili-

zation of forces, without engaging

in battle—that is possible only

within strictly defined historical

conditions ; whenever matters touch

an important but still a partial,

task; when the enemy wavers and
waits only for a push in order to

retreat; when the possessing

classes are still left with a wide

&eli for retreat and maneuver. None
of this obtains at present, at the

time when all the contradictions

have reached their highest inten-

sity and when every seriou3 con-

flict puts on the agenda the ques-

tion of power and the perspective

of civil war.
The general strike could prove to

be a sufficient means for repelling

1^ie counter-revolutionary overturn

only in the event that the enemy is

Unprepared and lacks sufficient

forces and experience (the Kapp
Putch). But even in the latter

ease, after having repelled the ad-

venturistie onset the general strike

only restored fundamentally that

situation which obtained on the eve

of the conflict, and consequently

gave the enemy opportunity to

utilize the experience of his own
defeat and to prepare better for a

new attack. But the general strike

turns out to be completely insuffi-

cient even for defensive purposes
in the event that the enemy is

powerful and experienced, all the

more so it he leans upon the state

apparatus, or even has at his dis-

posal Its benevolent "neutrality".

No matter what the basic reason

^5L_ i Bonapartism and Fascism

*£* we in the Austrian Crisis

Braun! As if a class can duck

mortal danger without incurring

any danger! As if the victims of

I Fasci3ized Europe, with its perspec-

tives of new imperialist wars, will

I not surpass one hundredfold the

1 sacrifices of all revolutions, past

and future!

words, under the present conditions

the general strike cannot serve as

a self-sufficient means for the de

-

KEY TO THE
fense of m impotent democracy but! TODAX, «« **•* fV_A™
only as one of the weapons in. the

combined struggle of two camps.

The strike must be accompanied

with and supplemented by the arm-

ing of the workers, the disarming

«,(• Fascist bands, the removal of

lionapurtists from power, and the

seizure of the material apparatus

of the state.

Once again we repeat if the es-

tablishment of a Soviet regime

cannot be realized without the

eizure of power by the Communist

jrirty—aud we admit that this is

altogether excluded by the unfav-

orable correlation of forces ln tbe
, ,Hl!1 vclaulc „„„ _.

immediate future—then the restor-,
letariat is (.apabie £ unfolding

whenever it is assured of a Ieader-

SITUAMON IN THE HANDS OF
THE AUSTRIAN PROLETARIAT,

Otto Bauer welcomed with ecsta-

tic amaaement the fact that the

German workers gave seven million

votes to the social democracy in

the election, despite the closing

down of the newspapers, etc, etc.

These people opine that the emo-

tions and the thoughts of the pro-

letariat are created by their piddl-

ing articles. They have conned

Marx and the history of Europe

but they have not the slightest

inkling of what inexhaustible re-

servoirs of power, enthusiasm, per-

I serverance and creativeness the

tt< >ii of democracy, even temporar

My, is already unthinkable in Aus-

tria without the previous seizure of

power by the .social democracy. If

ll»- leading worker's party is not

prepared to bring the struggle to

its conclusion then the general

strike by sharpening the situation

can only hasten the crushing of the

proletariat.

The Austro-philistine will catch

up these words in order to imme-

diately deduce reasons in favor of

moderation" and "cautiousness"

For, is it permissible for a party

to take upon itee If the grandiose

risk" involved in the revolution-

ary methods of struggle? As if

the Austrian proletariat has the

freedom of choice! As if millions

of workers can depart for their

villas in Switzerland like Otto

ship which to any degree corre-

sponds to the historical background.

Isn't it obvious right now that

had there obtained a faf-seeing

revolutionary policy from above,

the German workers would have

long since overthrown all the bar-

riers blocking their road to hege-

mony, and moreover1 that they

could have done so with immeasur-

ably and incomparably less sacri-

fices then the inevitable sacrifices

of the Fascist regime? The same

must also be said about the Aus-

trian proletariat.

Of course, the policy of the uni-

ted front is obligatory at present

also to* Austria. But the united

front is no panacea ; the crux of

the matter lies in the context of

Voices From Germany
We extract the following, pass-

ages from a series of letters re-

ceived from Germany.
I.

The occupation of the People's

House in a large German city, with

a long workers' tradition, occurred

in the following manner:
About 10 o'clock in the morning

the police occupied the Peoples

House promising tq leave immedi-

ately if they, found nothing. Al-

though the searches were fruitless

the iiolice, nevertheless, remained

in possession. The police pretend-

ed, on being asked by the admini-

stration as to why they did not

evacuate the House, that they were

remaining in order to prevnt its

occupation by the Storm Troops.

The People's House was sur-

rounded by workers. There were

around 200,000 of them. Immedi-

ately after the occupation, the fac-

tories- were informed* of it and they

demanded that the administration

take the necessary steps.

The (socialist ) administration

tried to calm and pacify the work-

ers by saying: -That will not help

us at all, the police will save us

from the Fascist hordes. It Is use-

less to remove the office equipment

from our headquarters, because it

will be returned to us again in a

few hours." The socialist party

categorically refused to defend the

workers' Home. However, the

workers remained at their post.

At this time the C. P. was already

absent, it had abandoned the field.

About 4 o'clock in the afternoon

several Storm Troop contingents

arived; they cleared the streets

with ^blackjacks and revolvers In

band. ISetween the time that the

workers left the factories and the

socialist party gave the express or-

ders to come immediately from the

factory to Ihe Home, the People's

House, guarded by the police, was
in the possession of the Storm
Tr<mj>s. It is noteworthy that the

police, in this city, are in the
hands of the social democrats, the
chief of police was a social dem-
ocrat and 80 percent of the poliee-

meu were members of the social

democratic party.

After the street? were cleared,

the Fascist hordes arrived at the
People's House, the. police opened
the doors to them and they seized

it, clearing out the workers. With
blows from their blackjacks they

this is also an illustration of "so-

cial Fascism", that is, Fascism

protects its twin brother, as Stalin

says.

This fact should open wide th»

eyes of the workers.

II.

At the Reichstag session of

March 1933, the "devoted" leader

of the German proletariat. Otto

Wels, said, "Every one of your pro-

posals regarding the interests of

the workerw, the peasants, the em-

ployees could be accepted, if not

unanimously, at least by an enor-

mous majority." (Applause from

the social democrats, laughter from

the Right.) See the Saarbruck

VolkstWnme of March 25, 1933.

What is this that .Weis is trying

to make Hitler swallow! Poor'

socialist party,

III.

Wels said: "We, the socialist

party, were the first to try to de-

stroy Bolshevism," (that is, th»

revolutionary workers) says tho

Frankfurter Zeltung of March 23,

1933. Poor Hitler, you come only

after Noske; you haven't the honor
of being the first.

IV.
Otto Braun, active fighter for

democracy and socialism, prim»
minister of Prussia, has resigned

his seat as member of the Reich-

stag and the Landtag in order to

retire from political life and to go
to Switzerland to rest. True pil

lar of the social democracy, "ban-

ner of democracy and socialism"

V.
The social democratic leaders are

launching the illegal organizations.

They recommend to their followers,

in the sport organizations, to join

the Steel Helmets and to continue

their athletics there, but on the
condition of no political activity.

VI.
In Magdeburg, the seat of the

Itcichsbanner headquarters, they
carry on the struggle against Fasc-
ism and for democracy and social-

ism, with such activity that its

organization is dissolved of itself

;

they sent the members home to

sleep,

VII.

The social democracy of Saxony
whs so greatly "concerned' with or-

ganizing and preparing the strug-

gle against the Fascist bands that
it had no time to hide a single

tile, a single membership list, so
that after the occupation every-
thing was in the hands of the Fasc-

the policies, in the slogans and In

the methods of mass actions. Wtth
the reservation of preserving com-

plete freedom of mutual criticism—
and this reservation is unalterable

—the Communists must be prepar-

ed to make an alliance with social

democracy for the sake of the most
modest mass activities. But in so

doing the Communists must give

themselves a clear accounting of

the tasks that are posed by the

march of developments in order to

disclose at every stage the incon-

gruity between the political goal

and the reformist methods.

The united front cannot merely

signify a summation of social dem-
ocratic and Communist workers for

beyond the comtines of the two

parties and outside of the t»ade un-

ions there still remain Catholic

workers and unorganized masses.

Not a single one of the old forms

of organization which are laden

down with conservatism, inertia,

and the heritage ot old antagonisms
can suffice for the present tasks of

the united front. A real mobiliza-

tion of the masses is unthinkable

without the creation of elected or-

gans which directly represent the

trade, industrial and transport en-

terprises, corporations and factor-

ies, the unemployed and the con-

tiguous layers of the population

which gravitate toward the prole-

tariat. In other words, the situa-

tion in Austria calls for workers'

Soviets, not so much in name as in

their nature. The duty of the Com-
munists is to persistently bring for-

ward this slogan in the process of

struggle.

The circumstance that Austria ia

separated gov eriimen tally from Ger-

many and lags behind the latter in

its internal evolution could play

a decisive role in the salvation of

Germany and of ail Europe —un-

der a bold and virile policy of the

proletarian vanguard. Proletarian

Austria would immediately become
Piedmont for the ntire German pro-

letariat. The victory .of the Aus-

trian workers would provide the

German workers with what they

lack at present, with a material

drill ground, a comprehensible plan

of action and hope for victory.

Once set in motion the German
proletariat would immediately prove

itself to be immeasurably more
powerful than all its enemies taken
together1

. Upon the parliamentary
democratic plane, Hitler with his

44 percent o£ buman dust appears

much more imposing than he would
on the plane of the actual corre-

lation of forces. The Austrian so-

cial democracy has behind it ap-

proximately the same percentage
of votes. But whereas the Nazis
lean upon the social by-products

which play in the life of the coun-

try a secondary and to a major
degree a parastic role, there is be-

hind the Austrian social democracy
the flower of the nation. The ac-

tual relative weight of the Austr-
ian social democracy exceeds over
ten times the relative weight of all

the German Fascists. This can be

completely revealed only in action.

The initiative for revolutionary ac-

tion can come at present only from
the Austrian proletariat. What is

there necessary for it? Courage,
courage, and once again, courage

!

The Austrian workers have nothing
to lose but their chains. And by
their initiative they can conquer
Europe and the whole world!
Prinkipo, March 23, 1933—L. TROTSKY.

Leon Trotsky on hitler's Victory
The old view about the back-,

wardness of countries seized by

dictatorship can no longer be main-

tained. Though it was possible to

apply it to Italy, with some exag-

geration, it cannot possibly be ap-

plied to Germany, which is a high-

ly deevloped capitalist country in

the very heart of Europe.
There is one common reason for

the collapse of democracy: capital-

ist society has outlived its strength.

The national and international an-

tagonisms which break out in. it

destroy the democratic structure

just as world antagonisms are de-

stroying the democratic structure

of the League of Nations. Where
the progressive class shows itself

unable to seize power so as t»

reconstruct society on the basis of

socialism, capitalism in its agony
can only preserve its existence by

using the most brutal, anti-cultur-

al methods, the extreme expression

of which is Fascism. That histor-

ic fact appears iu Hitler's victory.

In February 11121}, 1 wrote as fol-

lows in an American review :

—

"On the analogy of the electri-

cal industry democracy may be de-

fined as a system of switches and
fuses directed against the violent

shocks of national or social strug-

gle. So epoch in the history of

man has been so filled with anta-
gonisms as our own. The switch-

es of democracy are fusing or

breaking under the violent pres-
sure of class and international

antagonisms. That is the kernel
which explains the rapid rise of

dictatorship."

My opponents relied on the fact
that the process bad only laid hold

of the fringe of the civilized world.
But 1 replied: 'The strength of in-

ternal and world antagonisms is

not declining but growing Gout

Reprint of Article in

'Manchester Guardian'

begins with the little finger or the

big toe, but once it has begun it

progresses till it reaches the heart."'

For many the choice between

Bolshevism and Fascism is rather

like a choice between Satan and

Beelzebub. I shall find it difficult

to say anything comforting about

this. It is clear that the twent-

ieth century is the most disturbed

century within the memory of hu-

manity. Any contemporary of ours

who wants peace and comfort be-

fore anything has chosen a bad

time to be born.

A Desperate People

Hitler's movement has been lift-

ed to victory by 17,000,000 desper-

ute people; it proves that capital-

ist Germany has lost faith in de-

caying Europe which was convert-

ed by the treaty of Versailles into

.a madhouse but was not provided '«ia! democrats should have

when Hitler should have finally

abandoned legal methods. Thus the

social democracy not only summon-
ed the Fascists to power through
Hindenburg but allowed them to

carry out the governmental revolu-

tion by stages.

The policy of the Communist
party has been thoroughly wrong.

Its leaders started from the absurd

axiom that social democrats and
National Socifllsibs represented

"two varieties of Fascism", that

they were. In Stalin's formula, not

opposite poles hut twins". It is

undoubtedly true, that social dem-

ocracy, like Fascism, stands to de-

fend the bourgeois regime against

the proletarian revolution. But the

methods of the two parties are en-

tirely different. Social democracy
is unthinkable without parliament-

ary government and mass organiza-

tions of the workers in trade un-

ions. The mission of Fascism, how-
ever, is to destroy both. A defen-

sive union of Communists and so-

been

with strait jackets. The victory of

the party of despair was only pos-

sible because Socialism, the party

of hope, was unable to seize power.

The German proletariat Is both

numerous and civilized enough to

achieve this, but the party leaders

have shown themselves incompet-
ent.

The social democrats, with their

tieculiar conservative limitations,

hoped, along with the other parlia-

mentary parties, to "educate" Fasc-
ism gradually. They gave the
position of chief drill sergeant to

Hindenburg, the Field Marshall of

the Ilohenzollerns; they voted for
him. The workers had the right

instincts and wanted to fight. But
the social democrats held them
hack, premising to give the signal

Inflation Bill Deceptive
{Continued Irom rage 1]

The trade union bureaucrats are
for the conflict may be, under the ltl the sa ioons and are wracking

chased the secretaries and the
functionaries from their desks. The »sts.

House is still occupied today.
|

What! Do they still talk about

The economic administration was ,bp I^ssivity of the socialist party!

maintained in order to provide fori VIII.

the Storm Troops. All food pro- 1 Reichstag deputy, Yanke, and

duets are consumed by these mur- 1 Schulbert, deputy in the Saxon
-' lianditag, good Stalinists up to

yesterday, are such "marxist-Lenln-
ists" that, with flag unfurled, they
passed over to Fascism without
difficulty. Unfortunately the Nazis
shut the door' in their face and de-
manded a probation consisting of
petty treason and espionage on the
0. P. These Stalinists will swal-
low this also.

IX.

derers and better ; yet the personnel
must be paid by the trade union
house.

The Nazis organize visits, with
guides, to the House and demand
30 Pfennig admission so as to fill

their coffers.

The swastika flag "adorns" th»
workers' Home.

present conditions the general

strike will close the ranks of bour-

geois parties, the state apparatus
and the Fascist bands, and in this

united front of the bourgeoisie the
preponderance will fall inevitably

into the hands of the most extreme
and determined elements, i. e., the
Fascists. When face to face with
the general strike, the counter-
revolution will be compelled to

stake all its forces on one card in

order to break the ominous danger
with a single blow. In so far ae
the general strike remains only a
strike It inevitably under these con-

ditions dooms itself to defeat. In

order to snatch victory the strategy

cf the strike . must grow into the

strategy of the revolution, it must
elevate Itself to the level of reso-

lute actions, replying with a dou-

their heads as to how to establish
a new registration of the member-
ship because they did not save a
single membership card. What is

more, they have facilitated the task
for the Fascists: the better func-
tionaries are abandoned to re-

prisals, for the membership cards
carry all the necessary Information
as to party membership, etc The
greatest crime is that of not hav-
ing safeguarded the membership
cards.

Naturally, they have sent a vig-
orous telegram of protest to presi-

dent Hindenburg who will surely
make good use of It. They have
not. forgotten to paste up a placard
calling for quiet and the mainten-
ance of order.
This example shows how well

It is a fact that there were
frauds in the elections. In sever-
al small districts in Silesia the S.
P. and the C. P. received 60 and
80 votes in the preceding election,
whilst tjiey only received 1 or 2
on March 5. Is this possible with-
out fraud?

X.
The betrayal of the social dem-

ocrats has provoked such Indigna-
tion in the German proletariat that
one hears it said: if we catch a
social democratic leader, we will
beat htm up.

XT.
Reformism and Stalinism 'have

failed. We need a new leadership
composed of the best remaining
forees. 2,000 social democratic
workers, forming part of the de-

_ _ t __ t = the socialist party "protects" andjfense groups, have addressed us

ble~blow to' every blow. In other '
defends the workers' Interests. But asking us what we intend to do

VOLKSEITUNG SALESMEN
We wish to record a little in-

cident here which was insignificant

in its results hut highly illumina-

tive while it lasted. Last Satur-

day the N. Y. miniatures of the
German Brown Shirts came to

Teutonia Hall to gorge thmeselves
with food and drink in celebration

of butcher Hitler's 44th birthday.

Several scores of them attended
this monstrous anniversary. And
to protect tliem from the wrath of

the workers they came surrounded
by a veritable cordon of cops.

About u hundred and fifty party
members held a protest demonstra-
tion opposite Teutonia Hall.

Several party speakers spoke
from the platform r'egallng the au-

dience on Hoosevolt Fascism, etc.

It began to look to little like a uni-

ted front so the party chairman
summoned the editor of the Volks-
zeitung, a reformist sheet from the
crowd. He took the platform mak-
ing an outrageously reformist and
pacifist speech. All the party mem-
bers applauded vociferously. The
Left Opposltoin was denied a
speaker.
Then came the piece de resist-

ance of the evening. The chairman
of this party controlled and attend-

ed meeting distributed the Volks-
zeituug from the platform! How
far will the party swing bo the
right go?

decidedly deflationary also—the

balancing of the budget by reduc-

ing expenditures was forced

through against the workers in

government service, the veterans

and pensioners (the inflationary

way of balancing the budget would

have been through increasing bor-

rowings involving eventually print-

ing more money, or gamiwiug on
an increase in prices or rate of

taxes to bring In more money while
not reducing expenses j. The re-

forestation program, ihe addition
to being a step toward the milit-

arization of the homeless youth
and the unemployed, was also a
deflationary step, making it easier
for private capital to cut wages
down to the standard set by the
government, ot 51 a day and keep.

The development of tilts cyclical

crisis during the period following
the bank holiday showed the pre-
sence pi forces making for the
kind of limited and unstable im-
provement which is possible with-
in the framework of the general
crisis of capitalism. Steel produc-
tion, electric power consumption,
earloadings, and similar indices
showed a steady increase during
this period, apart from the usual
seasonal chanegs. Its noteworthy
that this was in spite of the actual
deflation which was going on
during this period, which would
normally tend to reduce business
activity.

We repeat—the question of. In-

flation has not been settled, but it

has been brought considerably
nearer. The possibility of inflation,

or the 'open door to inflation", was
recognized in previous articles in

the Militant (March 8, 10) where
its contradiction with the actual-
ly deflationary policies of Itoose-
velt and the banks was shown, us
well as the diversity ot class in-

terests within the bourgeoisie on
this question. The divergence of
interest and the contradictions are
reflected in Roosevelt's latest man-
euvers, which have the character
of a sharp turn without at the
same time decisively answering the
question

.

The Daily Worker and Inflation
In the Militant of March S we

criticiKed the Stalinist "two-
i-lass" policy of demanding repay-
ment of deposits to "small de-
iwsltors" as involving a contradic-
tion with the tight against infla-
tion, as well as its political fals-
ity. Since then, although some
.",,000 banks out of 38,000 failed to
reopen after the bank holiday, we
note that the Daily Worker, has
dropped this slogan.

In the Militant of March 10 we
said, "The workers must be told
plainly, without exaggeration or
hysteria, that there is a possibility
that the present banking crisis may
develop into a period of inflation,

which will amount to a wage cut.

Such a situation must be met with
a demand for higher dollar wages,
to compensate for the lower' buying
power of the dollar if it develops.
Representatives of the workers
should determine the amount of in-

crease needed. The struggle for
such higher wages must be waged
on as broad a front as possible, as
it will gain in strength, if fought
on a national a basis and bo pro-
portionately weaker if it has to be
fought out from shop to shop". We
also proposed that sucb workers'
committees could well carry along
with them the petty bourgeois
masses, organized into consumers'
leagues, Into committees for the
suppression of abuses such its

hoarding, substitutions,

control of production as a road to

the dictatorship of the proletariat

The Daily Worker has fiuaily

waked up to the fact that the"fight

for higher wages and unemploy-
ment relief is the proletarian ans-

based on this antagonism. But blind

leaders refused to take this line.

The workers were left divided, de-

fenseless, without plan or prospects,

before the attacking enemy. This
jmsition demoralized the proletar-

iat and strengthened the self-con-

fidence of Fascism.

Predictions

Two and a half years ago, in

September 1931, I wrote as follows:

"Fascism has become a real dan-
ger iu Germany; it expresses the

extreme hopelessness of the bour-

geois regime, the conservative part

played by the social democrats in

relation to that regime, and the in-

competence of the Communist jmrty

to shake that regime. Whoever
denies that, is either blind or boast-

ful."

I expressed Ihis Idea in a series

of pamphlets which, have appeared
during the last two years in Ger-

many. Thus in October 1081, I

wrote

:

"The advance of the National So-

cialists to power means, above all,

the extermination of the llower of
the German proletariat, the break-
up of its organizations, the destruc-

tion of faith in itself and in its

future. In view of the much great-wer to inflation, and has made this

the first slogan in a group of seven cr ferocity and bitterness of social

demands. The last of these, how- antagonisms in Germany, the hell-

ever, is ridiculously impractical

and anti-Marxian — "Housewives,

organize to tight higher prices".

It means attempting to carry on
the economic class struggle at the

point of consumption, in the groc-

ery store, instead of at the point

of production, in the factory, a
I'lioudhoniKt and not a Marxist
approach.

Nowhere is the struggle for im-

mediate demands in the light

against inflation linked up with

the ultimate aims of the revolu-

tion ; they remain purely Isolated

slogans and thereby opportunistic

ones. Nor is any concrete proposal

made for carrying these demands
into action, such as the organiza-

tion of workers' representatives on

a broad united front basis and on
a national scale to determine the
extent of the wage cut which is

concealed behind inflation. The
function of a Communist party is

leadership, not the mouthing of

mere pious wishes.

The party should immediately
proceed to the elaboration of a
concrete program for the organiza-

tion of the fight for higher wages
beginning as a defense against in-

flation, and should agitate among
all strata of the workers for the
calling of a nation-wide united
Proi conference to fight inflation.—II. J. FIELD.

about it. Create a Communist
party ready to struggle, that is our
answer.

XII.
The leader' of the party in Wed-

ding, one of the strongest workers'
dfstricts, has called upon us to
work in common so as to build from
the ruins. The Left Opposition
must fulfill the task which history
poses before it.

A party comrade read, by acci-
dent, comrade Trotsky's pamphlet,
"How to Defeat Fascism". After
reading it, she said to us, "I have
been blind for' years. I had con-
fidence in our C. C. Now I see that
I have deceived myself. Continue
to give me literature. I want to
"continue to fight but .with clear
view and open eyes".

xin.
Here is how the party sowed con-

fusion among Its members; .when
the appeal of the E. C. C. I. ap-
peared, which hhe party distribut-
ed, many comrades of the C. P.
said It was a fake, a maneuver of
the socialist party and that it could

\

leadership, deevlop to the "boldest
not originate from th» E. C. C. 1. 1! revolutionary demands, to workers'

P. M. A. Under Fire

(Continued from Page 1)

the official policy has tended to

narrow down the differences be-

tween the Progressive Miners and
the type of unionism against which
the rank and file rose in revolt.

Since the inception of the new
movement the Left Opposition has
warned against a repetition o£ the

cruel experiences of the past and
urged the militant elements to

consolidate their forces in a firm

Ijt'ft wing on a policy of class

slruggle. This warning must be
repeated again now when the de-

moralizing agitation of the bosses

Is reaching into the union and find-

ing dixeel and indirect supporters
there. The Left wing must rally

its forces for a resolute counter-
attack. In the circumstances the
strategy of the militant forces can-

not reconcile itself with that of the

leading circles in the union. The
Progressive Miners of America Is

the product of a miners' revolt.

Its preservation and further de-

velopment depends on a sustained
militant policy which is impossible
without a free participation of

Communists in the union. The
progressive character of the union,
which has distinguished It from the
Lewis organization, cannot be
maintained if it permits the hound-
ing of Communists. At the pre-

sent stage this is precisely the
crux of the problem of the P. M.
A. What is a progressive union
for if it allows the operators to

dictate the opinions of its member-
ship? An open light for the right
of workers of all political opinions—including Communists—to parti-

cipate freely In the life of the un-
ion is the only way to reply to the
attack of the reactionary press.

The resolutions of the local un-
ions and of the Ladles" Auxiliary,
printed in the "Progressive Miner"

unjustified! show that the rank and file can be
price advances, etc. On such a mobilized to fight on these lines.

basis, the struggle for immediate
demands could, under Communist

What is needed is an organization
of the fight and leaders who are
equal to if. —J. P. CANNON,

ish work of Italian Fascism will

probably appear mild and almost
humane when compared with that
of German National Socialism."

The Stalinist faction said that
this was panic-mongering. Out of

the vast political literature devot-
ed to this question X shall only
refer to a speech made by the of-

ficial leader of the German Com-
munist I'arty, Thaelmann, before
the Executive Committee of the
Communist International iu April
1931, when he exposed so-cniled
pessimists—1. e., people who were
capable of foresight—in the fol-

lowing words;

"We have not allowed panic-
mongering to divert us from our
path We are convinced that the
14th of September, 1030 (when the
Nazis won 107 seats in the Reich-
stag) was Hitler's best day, and
that now he cannot expect to do
better, only worse. Our estimate
of the development of that party
has been confirmed by events
Today the Fascists have no reason
to be pleased."

That quotation is enough!
Thus, while bourgeois democracy

was collapsiug Fascism was assist-
ed to power by the united efforts
of the leaders of both the workers'
parties.

Hitler's Difficulties

Hitler's government has lost no.
time ia setting a fast pace. It an-
nounces that it will educate the
Communists in concentration
camps. Hitler promises to exter-
minate the social democrats, that
is, to achieve, in much harder con-
ditions, the task which, was beyond
Hie strength of Bismarck and Wil-
hclm II. Hitler's political army is
made up of officials, clerks, shop-
keepers, tradesmen, peasants, all
the intermediate and doubtful class-
es. In point of social conscious-
ness they are human dust.

It is a paradox that Hitler, for
all his anti-parliamentarism, is much
stronger in the parliamentary than
in the social plane. The Fascist
dust remains dust after each new
counting of beads. On the other
hand, the workers are united by
tiie process ot production. The
productive forces of the nation are
strongly concentrated in their
hands. Hitlerte struggle for' con-
trol is only beginning. His main
difficulties are before h'im. The
change of trade and industry is
changing the relation of forces not
In Hitler's favor but iu favor of
the proletariat. The mere fact of
the reduction of unemployment will
inlcroase the self-consciousness of
the workers. The spring which
has been too tightly compressed
must ease itself. After the extra-
ordinary decline ot the workers"
standard of living during the years
of crisis a period of widespread
economic struggles can be expected
with confidence.

Hitler's principal difficulties are
before him, like his principal strag-
gles. In the International arena
further' gestures and phrases can-
not he eiepcted from Hitler in the
Immediate future. He has too long
and sanguinary a war to flght out
inside Germany for him to think
seriously of war against France.
On the other hand, he will try with
all his strength to prove to Franco
and the other capitalist states the
necessity of supporting him iu his
providential mission of fighting
Bolshevism. Allowing for all div-
ersion, the foreign policy of Fasc-
ist Germany is essentially directed
against the Soviet Union.
Prinkipo, March 1933—L. TROTSKY.
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L O. Scores at Chicago Mooney Congress
I,*,OV TROTSKY

The Collapse of the C.P.G.

and the Opposition's Tasks
The question of (he Tate of Ger-

man Communism stands now at

the centre or attention of all our
sections. So far as can be judged,
the majority of comrades are In-

clined to the belief that in Ger-
many the question of Communism Is

a question of a new party. There
are others, however, who consider
such a formulation of the question
as ineorect and maintain that the
old slogan of a "reform" of the
I>arty along Leninist lines should
be retained. This ia the position,

for instance, of two Spanish com-
rades, of two German comrades,
who speak in the name of whole
groups and of one Russian com-
rade. I do not doubt that their
objections reflect the mood of quite
a considerable part o£ the Opposi-
tion. It would be unnatural if the
need for such a serious turn did
not produce in our midst different
shadings and disagreements. It

would be unworthy of the Opposi-
tion if wo were incapable of dis-

cussing in a comradely, yet mat-
ter of fact, fashion the disagree-
ments which have arisen. Such a
discussion can result only in the
further growth of the Opposition
and in the strengthening of inner
democracy, in what concerns the
essence of the objections them-
selves, I cannot agree with them,
although psychologically I can un-
derstand them. The mistake of the
above-mentioned comrades consists
in that they proceed from the for-
mulas of yesterday and not from
the facts of today. We must learn
how to correct and replace the for-
mulas in the light of new events.

During the last three years our
calculations have been based on
the ability of the German Commu-
nist Party to make a timely change
in policy under the pressure of the
masses. If our prognosis of yes-

terday were defined more sharply,
it would be expressed as follows

:

"We cannot know as yet to what
degree the German working class is

weakened by past mistakes, zig-

zags and defeats and to what de-
gree the sabotage of the Stalinist
bureaucracy in combination with
the capitulation of the social-de-

mocracy, have paralyzed the ener-
gies of the proletariat". We have
frequently expressed the hope that
the very approach of the Fascist
danger would close the ranks of
the proletariat and give rise to a
power of resistance which would

not allow Hitler to capture all po-

sitions at once. Ana every delay

in the advance of Hitler, even
though he be already in power,
would inevitably release a greater
flow of confidence among the work-
ers. The beginning of Civil [War
in its turn should have engendered
a decomposition in the government
camp and in the Fascist army it-

self. Vacillations in the camp of

the enemy, should have again, in

their turn, heightened the offensive

force of the proletariat, eWJ., etc.

Such was the dialectic perspective
which we considered probable; at

any rate, not excluded. And be-

cause of that, we had to, it was
our duly to, exhaust all possibili-

ties contained in the situation of

yesterday.

However, now it would be Insane

to be ruled by an old perspective

which has been cast aside by
events. The Spanish comrades ask

:

'"Is it possible that these few weeks

(Continued on Page 2)

SOLVE THE CONTRADICTION !
Our appeal to save the MHJ-

TANT has met with an immediate
and fine response. A comrade in

Cleveland shot fat fifteen dollars.

Comrade Wright in New York saved
our linotype from the sheriffs

clutches by paying the overdue
notes. And Comrade A. Konibow
in Boston took over the payment of

the monthly notes, thus insuring Its

future use to us. Comrade Kara-
tier dug up a loan of fifty dollar^

to pay our electric and gas bills.

Comrades Gordon and Clarke raised

a donation of thirty dollars. Our
comrades in Boston put their heads
together and raised eight and a baH
dollars* which they applied to their

MILITANT account. Excellent!

But good as was this response it

enabled us to get out only a two-
pager! And Jt, by no means, solves
the problem. Next week's issue is

still hanging in the balance. Only
the same continued prompt re-

sponse will enable us to get back
to a more "normaV basis.

SOLVE THE CONTRADICTION!
This situation, this financial

sword of Damocles, which threat-

ens every isue, is not a symptom of
decline. Far from it! All the evi-

dence points in the opposite direc-

tion. Take the Chicago Mooney
Congress! Our delegation repre-

sented forty-live thousand workers!

Among our delegates wore the rep-

resentatives of the fifteen thousand

left-wing miners of the P.M.A., the

moat advanced section of the Amer-
ican working class. Through the
influence of the P.ftLA. in the Con-
gress, comrade Cannon was elected

to the Resolutions Committee; and
upon the insistence of the miners'

delegation, to the Permanent Na-
tional Committee. Without a doubt
the Chicago Mooney Congress is,

so far, the high watermark of the
influence of the Left Opposition in

the United States.

Who does not know what an in-

dispensable part the MILITANT
played in the hard years of prepa-
ration for this signal advanre? It

is a long rerord of great sarrineos
in the struggle to overcome appar-
ently insuperable difficulties. As
our horizons widen the role that
the MILITANT must ploy becomes
even greater. Great tasks face us.

We must not fail in a single one of
them. Least of all can we afford

to let the MILITANT stagger un-
der the burden.

But therein is the danger. The
MILITANT is encircled by a ring

of debt.

The financial crisis of the MILI-
TANT stands in the sharpest con-
tradiction to our work afield Worse
than that! Its failure to appear
regularly and in full size hampers
the work in the Held. When the
"main organizer" falters the whole
movement is affected.

This contradiction cannot be tol-

erated. It must be overcome.
Smash the circle of debt!

Act quickly! Next wek's MILL
TANT must appear on time and k»

full size. Important material is

being held over. The Manifesto of

the International Left Opposition
to the World Anti-Fascist Con-
gress; material on the Four Power
Pact, translated from Unser Wort,
the illegal organ of the German
Left Opposition; and many other
important features cannot see the
light because of the pressure of

space.

Solve the contradiction! No more
two-nagers! And every Issue out
on time! Air mail! Wire funds!
To the MILITANT, 136 East 16th

Street, New York Cky.

TheCI. Retraces Steps
May 1 Manifesto Returns to "United Front From Below*

There is no end to the crimes of

Stalinism. Those serious Commu-
nist workers who have hoped that
the heavy blows of Fascism in Ger-
many might have served to give
conclusive warning to the Comin-
tern bureaucracy and to bring about
a fundamental change of line, must
have been overcome with dizziness

by the newest crime of Stalinism.

We refer to the entirely unexpected
and breathtaking reversion to the
infamous "united front from below"
in the manifesto issued by the Com-
munist International on tbe occa-

sion of May Day and printed in a
special Sunday edition of the Daily
Worker on April 30.

Only six weeks before, the Com-
munist Internationa! had issued a
resolution, first published in lTOu-

manite of Paris on March 6, in-

structing the various parties to ap-

proach the Central Committees of

the socialist parties and trade union
centers in -their respective coun-

tries, for united front negotiations

and at that, to refrain from attack-

ing the latter in the course of the
united front activities.

The practical change of line that

had to hold up the publication of

the following letter till the pres-

ent issue. It is a reply to the
Daily Worker's slanderous attack
upon the American Committee of

Help to the Rusian Bolsheviks

< Lieft Opposition ) , sent to the
press by its secretary.—Ed.

• * •

April 26, 1933.

To the Editor of the Daily Worker:
Comrade Editor,

The Daily Worker of April 25th,

under the heading "Norman Thomas
Sympathizes with British Spies",
carries an editorial describing our
committee and characterising its ef-

fort:. It describes this committee
as "a group of renegades and ad-
venturers who set up a special or-

ganiztion, the career of which is

dedicated to calumniating the So-
viet Union", and as "the American
branch of an international organi-
zation headed by Trotsky who in
all his actions lives up to the char-
acterization of Comrade Stalin as
the leader of the advance-guard of
counter-revolution". The rest of
the article is mostly taken up with
a vicious and slanderous attack on
Sidney Hook, and other members of
the committee. Nowhere, of course,
is there the slightest attempt to
show any connection with either
Norman Thomas or the British
spies.

We consider it necessary, first,

to state our own position, and sec-
ond, to expose the two fundament-
ally false statements quoted above

:

that the tried and tested Bolshe-
viks whom we are trying to save
from hunger and privation are a
gang of counter-revolutionaries,
and that we are calumniating the
Soviet Union by pointing to the
harsh conditions of life in all stra-
ta of the population, aggravated by
the internal crisis in the Soviet
Union, and particularly harsh for
the imprisoned and deported Bol-
sheviks of the Left Opposition.
We are not conducting a general

humanitarian appeal for men in
distress, nor on the other hand are
we appealing only to those who ac-

The «DailyWorker* and the Defense

of the Russian Bolshevik Leninists

Due to technical difficulties, we cept the principles of the Left Op-
position. Most of the members of

our committee are not members of

the Left Opposition. We appeal to

all friends of the October Revolu-

tion to help save from actual phy-
sical extermination, a group of

fighters who have been in the fore-

front of the revolution in the Bol-

shevik camp, for
1

the sake of what
they have done and what they can

do for tbe revolution. "We have
received unimpeachable evidence of

the frightful conditions under
which these men are suffering, and
the recent removal of Rakovsky to

a distant point in northern Siberia,

the deaths of D. B. Riazanov and
of V. Smlrnov in exile, confirm our
fears that the physical existence of

these men is in danger1

. We have
a right to ask that all friends of

the October Revolution, for the sake

of the revolution, help us keep
these men alive.

And In fact, so far most of our
contributions have come from mem-
bers and sympathizers of the Com-
munist Party.

It is charged that these men are
counter-revolutionaries. WfH any-

one who claims to be a Marxist
come forward with one single Marx-
ist reason why hundreds and thou-
sands of revolutionary fighters,

who have gone through the Czar-
1st terror, through exile and prison,

through the civil war and the fam-
ine, should have gone over to the
counter-revolution precisely when
the socialist revolution is achiev-
ing great triumphs, in spite of all

mistakes and difficulties? It is not
a question of one individual or a
handful, but of thousands, of an
essential part of the cadres of the
revolution. Is any Marxist satis-

fied with such a vulgar bourgeois
"psychological" explanation as the
'egotism" of one individual, as the
reason why thousands of the Rus-
sian Bolshevik cadres of yesterday
were transformed into counter-rev-
olutionaries? And on top of tre-

mendous victories and successes of
the dictatorship, at that?
That those victories and suc-

{Continued on Page 2)

resulted brought a swing to the
ultra-right which, necessitated a
warning on the part of the Left
Opposition against new opportunist

excesses on the style of the dis-

graceful bloc with Chiang-Kai-Shek
and the Anglo-Russian Committee.
In the United States too, this turn
toward opportunism became in-

creasingly evident and at the vari-

ous Mooney-Scottsboro and May
Day conferences and committee
meetings, the representatives of the
Left Opposition had as their main
task, the struggle against opportu-

nist distortions of the united front

by the Stalinists. That was before
April 30.

"Now, ... Not Negotiations"

On April 30, the C. I. May Day
manifesto, printed in the Daily
Worker, not only has no word to

say any longer about approaching
the Central Committees of the re-

formists or against attacking them.
It tells us»in so many words: "Now
we need United Front from below,
not negotiations with top leaders!"
The reason? "For the leaders of

the Second International, negotia-
tions with officials on top ia mere-
ly a method of delaying, hindering,
and disrupting the united front of
the Working class."

The worker in the street cannot
help being amazed by this light-

ning-quick swerve to the former,
fuinous policy. The Communist
worker can hardly believe his eyes.
For years he had been breathing
and talking "united front from be-

low". On March 6, his Internation-
al leaders tell him, now we must
approach the top leaders (the Cen-
tral Committees). A little bit con-
fused, but as a disciplined comrade,
the Communist functionary ap-
proaches the Central Committees of
the S.P. and the A.F. of L.

Some go even so far as to let

socialist speakers go unretuted,
without distinguishing themselves
from their reformist jabbering.
Some go to the extent of even; dis-

tributing the socialist press from
Communist platforms. (Witness

(Continued on Page 2)

NewDeal'Diplomacy
Washinston Parleys Prepare New World Conflct

39 Delegates Representing 45,000 Workers in

Solid Left Opposition Bloc. Makes Pressure

Felt on Policy and Resolutions. Cannon

Elected on Permanent National Com.

Progressive Miners Decisive Mass
Support of Marxist Wing

Because of lack of space we
are printing only a sketchy

news report of the Chicago
Mooney Oongress in this issue,

A full repofft by comrade Glot-
zer, an analysis of the great
battle fought by the Left Oppo-
sition on the floor of the Con-
gress by comrade Cannon, a se-

ries of illuminating paragraph-
notes by comrade Oehler and
the resolution^ adopted at the
Congress will appear in the
next issue.

The series of conversations in

Washington, intended to prepare

for the international economic con-

ference in London on June 12, be-

tween Roosevelt and MacDonald.
H-errfot, Jung. Bennett and others,

were supposed to. lay the founda
tions for an international under-

standing based on) good-will and
mutual cooperation. The avowed
purpose was to prepare tor the

abolition or reduction of tariff bar-

riers and other hindrances to in-

ternational trade, to stabilize the

currencies of the world, and to

raise the level of international

prices. There was even a sugges-

tion of extending the "new deal''

of peace and brotherliness to include

tbe preparation for
1

a real disarm
anient conference.

All these illusions were shattered

even before the first of the con-

ferees. MacDonald, set toot on dry
land. The decision of Roosevelt
to impose a gold embargo, precipi-

tated a sudden depreciation of the

dollar in the foreign exchange
market, strengthening the ability

of American capital to compete on
foreign markets in the export of

goods, at the same time as it weak-
ened the ability of American fin-

ance capital to finance the export
of capital. It amounted virtually

to a declaration of financial war
against Great Britain and France,
by the ruthless assertion of the
right of American capitalism to

deal with its problems in its own
way without regard to the pretense

of an international understanding.

Tbe British counter-atfack was
not long in coming. Two blows
were struck — a trade agreement
with Argentina which favored the
export of British goods in compe-
tition with those of the United
States, and the announcement that
the British fund, for the manipu-
lation of foreign exchange against

the manipulations of Roosevelt,
would he doubled.

The insln'cerity of the official

declarations of the purposes of the
conferences had, of course, been
made clear long before this by the
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fact that Soviet Russia, one of the

largest buyers and sellers of goods

on the earth, had not been invited

to participate.

But if the .Washington confer-

ences and the international confer-

ence to be held in London have not

the purpose which they are official-

ly supposed to have, that is far

from meaning that they have no
purpose at all.

On the contrary, the terrific pres-

sure ot the crisis has forced the

antagonisms between and among
the imperialist powers into a more
critical stage. Capitalism, organ-
ized nationally, cannot solve its

contradictions peacefully on the In-

ternational scale.

It was proposed, for instance, by
some bourgeois economists to pool
the world's central banking gold
reserves in one place, such as the
Bank for International Settlements

in Basle, and Issue an international

currency against it. This immedi-
ately raises the question of who
would protect the gold. There is

no political organisation correspond-

ing to such an economic task.

(Continued on Page 2)

The patient work which the Left
Opposition has been doing for years
in the Mooney movement from coast
to coast finally bore fruit at the
National Fre£ Mooney Chicago Con-
gress. The Congress was the larg-

est, and in many respects, the most
significant united front conference
since the "third period" turn to

ultra-leftism and its bastard, the
united front from below, doomed
the Communist movement to sec-

tarian isolation. It appears that
there were more than 1500 delegates
present from all over the United
States. They came from the Un-
employed League of Los Angeles,
the anthracite regions of Pennsyl-
vania, the coal areas of Kentucky,
from Minneapolis and St. Louis and
Chicago and New York and Phila-
delphia and Boston and scores of
other places.

Politically the Congress was no
less broad. The Communist Par.ty
sont Hathaway from its C.E.C.

.

there were delegates from Socialist

Party locals, the entire Chicago
Yipsel movement was represented,
the Proletarian Party, the United
Workers Party, the League for In-
dustrial Democracy, the C.P.L.A.,
its next of kin, the Lovestonites

:

and the Left Opposition were rep-
resented. There were numerous
delegates from A.F. of L. locals, in-

dependent unions and the Progres-
sive Miners of America. The I.W.W.,
farmers' organizations and Anar-
chists were also represented. De-
fense organizations were there, too

:

the I.L.D., the Mooney Holders' De-
fense Committee, the A.C.L.-W., Gen-
eral Defense Committee.

Martial Law Reigns in Farm Area;

Prepare for National Grain Strike

Fifteen hundred farmers, assem-

bled at a convention of the Na-
tional Holiday Association in Des
Moines, Iowa, hase voted drastic

measures to be taken immediately,

Uo relieve their misery and to

stave off the attack of the bankers

and the govenment in their much-
flaunted but highly deceptive "re-

organization" schemes. Taking
place directly under the shadow of

the stirring anti-foreclosure battles

at Lemafs, Denison and other cen-

ters of the farm fight area, the
convention went way above the

head of the hen-livered organizers

and leaders in the militant senti-

ment expressed.

A. C. Townley, the National Par-
tisan League organizer, warned the

farmers that they were being forced
into "bloody revolution". "Let her
come", somebody shouted and the

about was greeted with loud cheers.

The convention adopted the pro-

posal for a grain strike to be be-

gun May 13 and to sweep over no
less than thirteen of the decisive

agricultural states.

Several days before, 600 farmers,

protesting against attempts of in-

surance companies and banks to
foreclose mortgages, dragged Judge
C. C. Bradley from his courtroom
in Lemars, Iowa, when he refused

to swear he would sign no more
mortgage foreclosures. The judge
was released only after he had been
roughly handled by the enraged
men. In Denison, the farmer's, 800
strong, battled a sheriff and 40
deputies and prevented them from
selling the farm of J. F. Shields.

More than 13 counties in northern
Iowa are affected by this wave of
struggle.

The financiers, the American Le-
gion, the pulpits have all rigen en
masse against the embattled farm-
er's and the national guard has been
sent into action. Martial law has
been proclaimed by Governor Clyde
Herring in Plymouth County where
the farmers are most active. The
civil eourts In the same county have

many will be tried on charges of
criminal syndicalism.

A bill against foreclosures, which
was passed recently by the Iowa
General Assembly, has been de-

clare<i. unconstitutional by the Dis-
trict Court and this decision is be-

ing used as the basis for further
foreclosures and sheriff's sales un-
der the guard of troops. The cry
of "Red agitation" has been raised
in the effort to scare the farmers
and to justify the measures against
them.

The wave of militancy on tbe
farms is all the more noteworthy
since it shows that tbe farmers are
not being taken in by the hullabal-

loo about Roosevelt's "New Deal".
The struggle is going on in spite
of the administration measures, es-

pecially the so-called "controlled

inflation", which is supposed to aid
in the solution of the agrarian cri-

sis. The rebellion of the farmers
can ajjd should be co-ordinated with
the movement of the workers
against tbe 'Roosevelt program
which will further depress the liv-

ing 'conditons of the city toilers.

To expect the farmers, in their
location, to carry the fight through
to the end or to expect them to
give the lead in a mass revolt
against the attacks of capitalism is

mere Utopia. The farmers can and
will fight against capitalism only
under the leadership of the working
class and its revolutionary party.

The, need of tbe moment is a
national working class movement
to fight against Impending infla-

tion wage cuts, a national organi-
zation which wil get contact with
the broad movement of the farm-
ers and conlcude fighting agree-
ments with it. JTor that, it is ne-
cessary for the Communist party to
creep out of its sectarian ground-
hole and take the lead. The main
task is to rally the workers for
united action. Under the leader-
ship of a united working class, the
fighting alliance ot the proletariat
and the farmers can open up un-

been suspended and court martial
j
dreamed of vistas of successful ac-

substltuted. It Is reported that tion.

The outstanding mass organiza-
tion present was far and away the
Progressive Miners of America
wiiose delegation was headed by
comrade .Allard. These delegates
represented the crystallizing left

wing in the P.M.A., that is to say,

the most advanced section of the
American trade unions. Their in-

fluence counted heavily against the
ever-weaker attempts of the Stal-

inists to sew up the united front
conference with their routine, ma-
chine control, directed, in the first

instance, against the Left Opposi-
tion. The P.M.A. delegation threw
its weight into the scale against
the Stalinists to elect comrade Can-
non to the Resolutions Committee.
And upon its demand comrade Can-
non was elected to the Permanent
National Committee.

The delegation of the Left Oppo-
sition numbered 39. Included in
from the Sf. Louis Mooney United
Front Conference (Payer, Secre-
tary ) , St. Louis Mooney Molders
Defense Committee (MeMillen),
Chicago Italian Spartacus Workers
Club, Chicago United Front Anti-
Fascist Committee, Chicago League
of Struggle for Negro Rights, Chi-
cago I.L.D., Minneapolis Teamsters
Union, Minneapolis .Mooney Molders
Defense Committee, the Unemployed
League of 1,0s Angeles (Curtis by
proxy), the Progressive Miners of
America, the Progressive Miners La-
dies Auxiliary, the Progressive
Trade Union Educational Commit-
tee (Gillespie Conference). There
were delegates from the St. Louis,
Chicago, Minneapolis, Springfield,
Illinois and New York Branches,
the Minneapolis, Chicago and New
York Npartacus Youth Clubs, the
Chicago Unser Kamf Club, the Chi-
cago North and South Side Friends
of the Militant Clubs, the Chicago
International Workers School.

But it was not in the number
of delegates that the significance
of our delegation lay. And not en-
tirely in the number of organiza-
tions represented although that,
too, speaks volumes for the work
done in local conferences and oe-
ganizations for years to root our-
selves in the movement. 'What
stands out, what "thunders in the
index", what points the way to th*
future is the, fact that our 39 dele-
gates represented 45,000 workers,
therein is the measure of our
strength and influence!

The roll call: from St. Louts-
representatives of 3,000 in the lo-

cal united front Mooney conference;
from Minneapolis—representatives
of 5,000 workers in the Teamsters
Union ; from I^os Angeles—a repre-
sentative of 5,000 workers in the
Los Angeles Unemployed League;
and, of course, the representatives
from the Gillespie Trade Union
Conference and Progressive Miners
of America—30,000 workers.

As the Congress proceeded the
decisive weight of our delegation
made itself felt. Other forces were
attracted to our banner. Left So-
cialist, Yipsel, United ^Workers
Party, I.W.W. and other P.M.A.
delegates voted with us on various
questions. On our minority-report
amendment to the main resolution
we mustered the largest minority
vote of the Congress.

The Stalinist steering committee
attempted once again to reel off a
hollow masquerade for a united
front. Once more the Marxist -wing
of th,e movement raised its voice
for a serious consideration of pol-
icy and program. Fighting tooth
and nail we carried the day. We
quote from comrade Oehler's notes:

"Until the afternoon of the third
day the conference was, in the
main, just one long mass meeting.
In fact, the Stalinists intended to
call off the third day's session to
enable them to carry on two days
of mass meetings, to wind up with
the hig May Day Stadium mass
meeting and end up the conference
by passing a manifesto bursting
with propaganda, but void of a con-
crete program of action. At the
end of the first day the mass pro-
test of the delegates prevented the
change in plans, caused the Stal-
inists to retreat and continue with
the three-day session. On the sec-
ond day they forced the election of
a Resolutions Committee, a com-
mittee tbe party .forgot about"
while they kept everybody enter-
tained with propaganda speeches
but nothing substantial on policy
and program."
We can sum up our participa-

(Continued on Page %}
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CI. Retraces Steps

in May Day

Manifesto

MooneyMeet
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

the*the case of the* demonstration

against the Hitler-Birthday Cele-

bration In Teutonia Hall, New York,

See the Militant of April 29).

Now, in tin; May Day manifesto,

the International leaders onec more

tell him: "Now we need United

Front from below, not negotiations

with top leaders!" Can the Com-

munist worker help being bewild-

ered? Can this latest step do any-

thing but increase the confusion in

the Communist ranks? Can such

people, who change their policies

with the weather, expect to main-

tain their authority or even to be

taken seriously at all?

What. Will Be the Consequences?

The revolutionary movement is

tion in the Congress in the words

of Cannon: " the greatest-by-

far-advance we have yet made in

establishing our identity and pres-

tige in the united front movement."

The Left Opposition will not rest

with that. Mooney is still in jail.

Much remains to be done.
^
The

movement must rise to greater

heights. And with it will rise the

star of the Left Opposition.

The Congress was a smashing

reply to the sabotage and disrup-

tion of the Socialist Party leader-

ship. It is true that they held back

large sections of the workers from

participation in the Congress. But

the Congress itself Is an excellent

take-off to overcome the division of

the workers and unit* the ranks

for Mconey's release.

That depends on the further ap
plication of the correct united front

tactic. We are striving with might

not a game of leap frog and no aml mfk in to hold the party to the

matter how deeply the disease of

bureaucratic centrism, of unex-

plained commands -from above may

have penetrated into the ranks of

the Communist party, the Commu-

nist worker cannot go on switching

his line of march with such fierce

twists indefinitely. The laws of

friction have their function in poli-

tics as well. And any one of these

numerous Stalinist turns-about-

face, without explanation and with-

out previous preparation, must fi-

nally serve as the straw that

hreaks the camel's back.

The bureaucratic reversion to the

"united front from below"—if, in

its aim to cover up the bankruptcy

of the whole previous Stalinist

"third period" course, it does not

stop with the mere mouthing of

phrases in manifestos—is bound to

call forth a violent reaction within

the ranks of the party. Many re-

sponsible and serious comrades

breathed a breath of relief when

the March 6, C.I. resolution cleared

the road for actual progress in

mass united frout actions.

The Leninist united front tactic

applied to the American socialists

in the Mooney and May Day confer-

ences and actions has thrown the

reformist party into convulsions

and brought about successful and

concrete results.

The question of the united front

has sharpened the internal conflict

within the S.P. tremendously and

the treacherous, die-hard stand of

the Hillu.uit faction has served to

increase the Left wing trend with-

in it.

The whole Chicago district of the

S.P. and other numerous Y.P.S.L.

locals have been expelled by the

Hillquit clique on the very issue of

the united front with the Commu-
nists, which the former have car-

ried through in several localities.

The powerful May Day demon-

strations and the healthy reactions

of the socialist workers to them

were in themselves the best vindi-

cation for the Leninist united front

tactic. And all this has taken place

within the brief period of the sis

weeks, in which the C.I. had given

up the blunders of the "united

front from below".

The responsible party comrade

could not have overlooked all these

developments and could not have

missed their significance. The Stal-

inist bureaucrat will have a diffi-

cult time explaining to him what
it Is that prevented the leaders of

the Second International from

using "negotiations with officials on

top" as "merely a method of delay-

ing, hindering and disrupting the

united front" on March G and why
this suddenly becomes a fact only

on April 30.

The serious Communist workers

will reply to the bureaucrats and
say to th'em: We know very well

that the socialist leaders will at-

tempt to delay, hinder and disrupt

the united front of the working
class. They always have.

What the Serious Communist
Workere Win Say

We also know that the masses of

reformist workers do want united

actions. They have shown it on
May Day, they have shown it by

their strhggle against the disrupt-

ing leaders inside their own ranks.

We can see, furthermore, the pro-

cess of swift disintegration that is

overtaking the Second Internation-

al after the collapse of the German
social democracy and the impend-

ing debacle of '"Austro-Marxism".
The reformist fakers have already

begun to be alarmed and it is to

be expected that in the future they

will especially exert themselvas
with shouting for working class

unity and for united action in the

future.

The socialist masses are moving
to the Left and the socialist mis-

leaders will use every possible

"Left" fuse to maintain their con-
trol of them. The task of exposing

the reformist betrayers and of

loosening their control of the
masses that follow them is all the
more urgent in this especially fav-

orable situation.

The Leninist united front tactic,

therefore, holds all its force as the
only method of fulfilling the revo-

lutionary task of the moment It

Is our duty to apply it We have
no. interest in replenishing the
shattering prestige of the bankrupt
Stalinist bureaucracy. Our inter-

ests coincide with the needs of the
revolutionary working class.

The Left Opposition will continue
its work of explanation and clari-

fication and find common ground
with Communist workers on this

basis. Together with them and in

merciless struggle against criminal
Stalinism, it will help in re-estab-

lishing the Marxist party of the
International proletariat.

—S. GORDON.

correct line. The Stalinists are

swinging far to the right. The pol-

icy they pursue will be a resultant

between their opportunism and the

correct Leninist policy of the L. O.

It will be an uneven policy. Here

it will be weak, there strong, de-

pending on the strength of the

Left Opijosition.

The May Day Manifesto of the

C. I- can affect this struggle only

adversely. If the party attempts

to revert to the united front, from

below as the C.I. demands, the good

work done so far in the Mooney

movement — and not only in the

Mooney movement — will be

wrecked.

This must not happen. We do

not believe that the party rank and

file which has seen with its own

eyes how fruitful the united front

tactic can be for the movement and

Communism will permit the C.I.

bureaucrats and their cablegram

appointees to ram this down their

throats. The party members must

take a definite stand against this

new "turn" and press hard to re-

tain what we have won at such

great cost.

The Left Opposition will continue

to right for a correct united front

tactic. Only with the use of this

instrument can wc build the move-

ment to free Tom Mooney.

SHAW AND STA3LIH
George Bernard Shaw, the patron . cerns itself chiefly with the growth

saint of Russia and the man who
read Marx before Lenin, is no or-

dinary person No indeed! With-

out attempting to analyze the pec-

uliarities of the Fabian mind, it

is illuminating to point out the

tendencious similarity of ideas

which exists between one of the

authors of Shavian Socialism and

the theoretical exponent of social-

ism in one country.

In his speech a few weeks ago,

Shaw, emphasizing the inadmis-

sibility of applying Marx's doc-

trines to Kngland or "Russia

(he didn't say whether they

were all right for Germany
or any country ) extolled the

virtues of Stalin because he

had deleted Marx. Shaw men-

tioned that at the time the Labor

party was organized in England
they, knew about Marx and German
Socialism, but when it was brought

before the English public there was
not a single word about Marx in

it. _He simply forgot to mention

the fact that Marx, in studying

the development of capitalism, used

not G_ermany for his experimental

work but Kngland. Hfs monument-
al achievement, Das Kapital, con-
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Wage Cuts for Beet Workers

The sugar beet workers of the

Mountain States are to be paid

this year according to the income

from the crop, that is, they are

to be paid on a share basis.

The Great Western Sugar Co.

has printed two forms of labor

contracts to be distributed to

growers. One form contemplates

the share basis, but the division of

the crop is left in blank, to be fill-

ed bv each grower and his labor'

Washington Conversations Prepare

the Ground For NewWorld Conflicts

( Continued from Page 1)

On the contrary, as the nation,

the political expression of imperial-

ism, has assumed increasingly heavy

tasks (deeper intervention into eco-

nomic affairs, tariffs, subsidies,

government financing of private

corporations, etc.) the internation-

al political organization of capital,

the League of Nations, has increas-

ingly proved its impotence (note es-

pecially the Japanese occupation

Manchuria in relation to the pol-

icy of the League of Nations).

'The struggle for world markets,

carried to a higher point by the

force of the crisis, is being met
with a series of proposals, consti-

tuting the program of the economic
conference of London, which amount
to a restoration of the "free mar-

ket" of the Manchester liberals. At
the" same time it is proposed by gov-

ernment action, that is, by the ne-

gation of the free market, to sta-

bilize currencies and raise world

prices.

.Nor are these aims separate and
distinct. The contradiction cannot

b« solved even by attacking it part

by part, one problem at a time. The
connection of currency stabilization

with the struggle for markets has

been amply shown by Roosevelt's

action on the gold embargo and by
Great Britain's counter-attack. The
connection between the internation-

al price level and the international

movement of commodities is equally

close; the purpose of the manipula-

tion of trade barriers and wage
levels has been to maintain as high

a level of prices internally as pos-

possible and thus breaking down
the international price level.

Basic Conflict: Anglo-Amerkan
Interests

The forthcoming economic con-

ference, prepared for by the con-

versations at Washington, will

therefore be a battleground of con-

flicting imperialist interests. The
basic conflict between the United

States and Great Britain, which

has already blazed out in the pre-

liminary skirmishes centering

around the gold standard and the

Argentine market, will be moved to

another international arena. Ap-

propriately enough, after Washing-
ton comes London.

It is entirely probable that agree-

ments of a technical character may
be reached as to cureney regulation,

perhaps even as to certain details

of trade restriction. These will not

minimize the conflict of imperialist

interests, but on the contrary pre-

pare the ground for it.

Monopoly capital will not volun-

tarily abdicate, through internation-

al agreement, the specific advan-

tages which it derives from its con-

trol of the national State. Nor
will it create any international po-

litical authority which can decide

from above on such questions of

life or death as the struggle for

markets. Tho only kind of interna-

tional agreement which is possible

is that which is imposed by ft vic-

torious nation, or bloc of nations,

on a defeated enemy bloc; in other

words, the Treaty of Versailles on
a still further enlarged scale. By
exhausting the alternative possibil-

ities or rather impossibilities of

peaceful agreement, as well as bysible, while at the same time ex-

porting competitively as much as' opening up the direct economic and

conti-tctor. The other form pro-

vides a fiat payment.

The growers' association, egged

on by the bankers, are bent on the

share basis, however, and propose

that throughout the months of

May, June, July, August, Septem-

ber and October not more than 75

cents per acre per month be paid

the field workers. They have to

wait for the balance, if there is

any balance, until the farmer gets

his last returns from the com-

pany.

The company looks after its in-

terests at the present time with the

aid of the Beet Growers' Associa-

tion, but in years past in defiance

of this association, opposing it.

I This association, according to the
I report of its Sterling district dir-

ector, as written up in the Sterling

|
Advocate of Sterling, Colo., March
24, 1933, looks after the farmers

interests by pushing the burden of

the hardships oiito the agrarian

proletariat. The paper states the

following: "Representatives of the

growers were agreed, Mr. Smith
said, {Smith is the Sterling dis-

trict director") that with the com-
pany's contract indefinite as to

payment to growers, the growers
cannot bind themselves to a hard
and fast wage agreement for com-
pensation to field workers.

All that is left for the agricul-

tural workers, there, is to oppose
this combination of bourgeois and
petty bourgeois enemies with a
union of their own. Last year they

manifested a tremendous will ,to

organize and fight but lacked ex-

perience in functioning in organiz-

ed manner and lacked able leaders.

Due to the fact that most Of them
are Mexicians, Spanish speaking
comrades should be sent into the

field there now as so to organize
an 'effective strike to begin with
the beginning of the thinning
season.

Better wagos for them, if it is

possible to win them at all, can be
wrested from their enemies if they
hit them during the thinning
season as workers have it within
their power during this season to
make it impossible that there be

a crop. —GEORGE J. SAUL.

of capitalism in England. Why
then did the leaders of the Labor

party find it inadmissible to apply

Marx's conclusions to the very

country from which they were

drawn? The shameful betrayals

of the English proletariat are no

accidents. They are only the by-

products of a consistent policy laid

down at the very outset.

Yet this best disciple of Marx
finds his counterpart in the best

disciples of Lenin. Stalin is a

great leader, he says, because he

is a nationalist. All the mistakes

made by the other Communists
(presumably he means Lenin and

Trotsky, although no names are

mentioned) were due primarily to

a Marxian policy. From this line

of reasoning it follows that the

October revolution was a mistake,

a defeat: while the nationalist pol-

icy of Stalin which brought ruin

to' the Chinese and German revolu-

tions was no mistake but a great

victory. It is only necessary to

ask, for whoil? The Stalinists,

long before Shaw discovered them

also knew how to call a defeat a

victory. The infallibility of the

leadership is preserved, even with

the aid of Bernard Shaw. This

mountebank has the temerity to say

that Stalin has been successful in

his policies.

As for America, Shaw advises us

to scrap our constitution. But

how? Not a word about this. Un-

cuestionably he would prefer to

have us throw overboard not a

lifeline but an anchor, since it

makes no difference to him whether

we use Marxism or Stalinism. How-
ever

1

, in this all important matter

the Left Opposition will eventually

prove to the American working

class, as well as the world pro-

letariat, that this can only be done

under the banner of Marxism.
—D. BELLOWS.

Gala % I ft «i i i
An exceptional evening of artistic

entertainment has been arranged

by the International Workers

School for its gala benefit program

to be held hext Saturday evening,

May 13, at 8:15 p.m. at the Town

Hall, 43rd Street and 6th Avenue.

Maria Theresa, of the original

Isadora Duncan group, will appear

in three groups of dance numbers

to music by Chopin. Her stylo rep-

resents the most authentic inter-

pretation of the classical dance

with which she has been associated

for years by all lovers of the dance.

Diego Rivera is not only the

greatest mural artist of this gener-

ation, but lias won a unique posi-

tion as a speaker on art from the

proletarian viewpoint. To the in-

terest always aroused by his ap-

pearance as a speaker is added the

fact that his subject will be the

work which he is now in process of

completing at Radio City, whicn
has aroused such wide-spread dis-

cussion; to top it all, for the first

time in America he will deliver a

chalk talk to illustrate his lecture.

Maria Winetskaja has an estab-

lished reputation both in the opera -

houses of this country and abroad,

and as a singer of folk songs. Her
rich and powerful voice and her

sympathetic understanding will

contribute to make the evening one

to be long remembered.

Albert Meiff taught violin play-

ing, in association with Efrem
Zimbalist, at one of the premier
musical conservatories of the world,

the Curtis Institute of Music, for

live years. His playing is both

brilliant and solid, and will have a

sure appeal for all music-lover's.

Tickets are priced at 35 cents,

50 cents, 75 cents and $1.00, box
seats $2.00, and are available at

the International Workers School,

12(i K. Kith Street, as well as the
Town Halt box office.

In view of its extraordinarily high
level and diversity, as well as the

cause which it represents this en-

tertainment program not only de-

serves but will richly reward the
fullest support.

MayDay Throughout the World
May 1st was a red letter day for

the revolutionary working class of

New York. With a militant spirit

running high, with the determined

slogans of Free Tom Mooney and

the Neottsboro Boys from the capi-

talist frame-up dungeons, and jeers

and boos for the bloody rule of

Hitler rising loud above the din of

New York traffic, more than 100,-

000 working men and women
marched and demonstrated under

the red banner of proletarian re-

volt. This demonstration marks a

The«DailyWorl<er»and the Defense

of the Russian Bolshevik Leninists

(Continued from Page 1)

iwlitical international struggle
within the framework of a peaceful
conference, the conversations at
Washington and the London con-
ference are a further step toward
a new world war. ~B. J. FIELD.

cesses are incomplete and in part

even contradictory, must not only

be admited but emphasized, in con-

sidering the situation of the impris-

oned and deported Bolsheviks of the

Left Oposition. Where do we get

the idea that there is a shortage

of food and manufactured goods in

the Soviet Union, that the produc-

tion of many branches is unsatis-

factory in quality and quantity,

that many areas which had been

prepared for sowing this spring

are suffering from a shortage of

seed? From the official publications

of the Soviet Government, of the

Communist Party of the Soviet

Union, and of its organizations—

from Pravtla, Isvestia, Economic

Life and the rest! Do these facts

constitute counter - revolutionary

calumny when Pravda and IsV«S-

fia print them, or only when some-

one else prints them, accepts them,

or draws the necesary conclusions

from them?

The Daily Worker, in the same

issue as it denounces our commit-

tee for "calumniating the Soviet

Union," writes in the same tone

and in part using the same figures

as the optimistic article of the "ig-

norant" and "misleading" bour-

geois corespondent of the New York
Times, Walter Duranty (see Daily

Worker of May 3), on the increased

area of spring sowing. It has con-

sistently concealed the difficulties

and dangers of tho economic situa-

tion in the Soviet Union from the

American workers. Is that sup-

posed to be Leninist policy? Has
the Daily Worker any excuse for

denouncing the appeal of this com-
mittee as "calumny of the Soviet

Union" merely on the ground that

it points to the real difficulties and

dangers of the present crisis in the

Soviet Union, as affecting the sit-

uation of the deiiorted and impris-

oned Left Oppositionists.

Evidently the childish argument
is implied, that whoever tells an

"unfavorable" truth about the So-

viet Union is "objectively" aiding

the counter-revolution. And Prav-

da? and Isvestia? Hoes anyone

think that the real counter-revolu-

tionists are not fully informed of

the real situation in the Soviet

Union, its strength as well as its

weakness, and have to wait for us

to tell them about it?

Xo^—it is obvious that the whole
editorial is nothing but a piece of

milestone in the proletarian strug-

gle for emancipation. It was one
of the largest and most enthusias-
tic turnouts seen on the streets of

New York for years.

The efforts of the leaders of the
S.P. to break the unity of the rev-

olutionary forces on May Day and
their shameful o'oiiusion with the
police did not succeed in dampen-
ing the ardor of the demonstrator's

nor stopping the powerful impul-
sion towards a common front of
struggle on May Day. The salu-

fory and perspicacious act o! Carl
Winters in calling upon the Social-

ist workers not to leave the Square
after their demonstration had con-
cluded, but to wait for Ihe United
Front demonstration that was be-

ginning to march in, and the cheers
that greeted him in face of the
provocation of the ixtlice proved
again the dynamic power of the
Leninist, united front "policy and
the innate possibilities inherent in

it.

Both the strength and the weak-
ness of the party were brought to

light on May 1st. The May Day
demonstration showed what . re-

serves of sympathy are latent in

the working class for Communism,
but the inability a£ the party to

mobilize these masses in its every-

day struggles, to rally them in the
factories and the trade unions, to
integrate them in the parly is strik-

ing testimony to the blunder'ous

and criminal course* of Stalinism—
proof of what a brake Bureaucratic
Centrism is upon mass action and

political blackmail and ideological

terrorization, intended to turn away »«" S»w"» ** «« Commumst move-

sitpporf from our appeal by threat-

ening open attack and veiled in-

sinuations against those who rea-

lise, as we do, the urgent, necessity

of preserving the physical exist-

ence of thousands, of tested revolu-

tionaries who collectively consti-

tute an enormous reservoir of rev-

olutionary energy and experience.

Such writing is a disgrace and a

scandal to the Communist move-
ment. Our answer is to redouble

our efforts to relieve the desperate

situation of the imprisoned and de-

ported Bolsheviks of the Left Op-
position in the Soviet Union, and
to call on ali friends of the Octo-

ber Revolution to assist us.

With revolutionary greetings,

The- American Committee of tlie In-

ternational Commission for

Help to the Imprisoned and
Deported Bolsheviks (Left
Opposition )

,

By B. J. FIELD,

The Collapse of the C.P.G. and the Left Opposition
(Continued from page 1)

can replace the perspective of long

months or civil war?" Of course,

they have replaced it. A few weeks,

even days have destroyed complete-

ly the possibility of that more fav-

orable variant on which we count-

ed. Hitler seized the material ap-

paratus of power. He rWuted with-

out the least resistance tie appar-

atus of the Communist party, de-

prived the German workers of the

press, forced the reformists to

break with the Second Internation-

al and to submit to the Fascist re-

gime.

A United Front New?
The sharp change in the situa-

tion is clearly revealed in the ques-

tion of the united front. To pro-

pose a united front in Germany be-

tween the two parties now would
be doctrinaire stupidity. There
was a period when the social dem-
ocratic apparatus found itself un-

der the yoke of advancing Fascism
on one side and the pressure of its

own masses on the other — that

time should have been utilized.

Now, after the defeat, the social

democracy licks the boots of Hitler

and sees in that the only means for

its salvation. If two years ago
Breitsheid considered it necessary to

scare the bourgeoisie by a bloc with
Communists, now Wels and Co. are
interested in recoiling demonstra-
tively not only from the Communists
but from the Second International
itself.

The proposal of a united front

now would only place the Commu-
nist C. B. C. in a ridiculous position

and would be of service to the social

democratic party administration.
Polities knows no absolute formulas.

Its slogans are concrete, that is,

timed to definite circumstances.

(What has been said above does
not, of course, exclude, even today.

The German Workers Will
Rise Again; Stalinism

Never!r

at the top.

The Isolation of the Apparatus
The Communist party has gath-

ered during the last years up to Six

million votes. Into the struggle-it

CI. at Crossroads —Interna-

tional Proletarian Revo-

lution or Extinction
did not draw even one hundred

agreements between the Communist thousand. Even the members of the wanted, not to carve out a career
1

,

and the social democratic organiza- party did not rcspond to tue appeals
tions in the enterprises, m the dia- of tne c E- c TMs (aet al(me in_

tricts, etc., as well as agreements
dl(:ates the frightful isolation of the

with other Left wing groups whi?h
aiJparatus . With each day this iso-

will inevitably break off from the la tlon will grow. The masses are
official social democracy).

| not interested in shadings and tri-
The average German worker as fles . Thev tllke events in tot©. The

well as the average Communist feels raasses win inevitably turn their

but to ''save" the proletarian or-

ganizations, just as the leaders of

the German Communist Party, blind-

ly obedient to the commands of the

Moscow bureaucracy, think first of

ail of their apparatus. Secondly, if

in 1014 the social democracy came
like a traveller who has suffered back to the party which quieted I

nearer to the seats of power', yet in

shipwreck. His organizations, press,
, tnej r anxiety with empty formulas, I 1833, despite all its baseness and

his hoeps for a better future—alli wjth boasts of the victories of to- 'degradation, it came nearer to jails.

arc drowned in the waves of Fasc-| morr0w and led headlong to a ca-
ism. The thoughts of the ship- tastrophe.
wrecked are directed not toward i

building a new ship but toward get- 1
The situation of the German Com-

ting shelter and a piece of bread. munist Party changed so radically

A depressed spirit and political in-
within the two or three weeks of

difference are the inevitable conse- March as in "normal", "peaceful"

quences of such gigantic catastro- times lt c0«Id not ^ave changed in

phies. But the political awakening tw° decades. The imperialist epoch

of the more enduring, of the firm in general, is an epoch of sharp
turns. One must learn to followand courageous will inevitably be

tied up- with the thought of a new
ship.

As characterizing the present sit-

uation in which the deepest layers of
the German proletariat find them-
selves, I consider most important
the r'eport that in the majority of
enterprises the old shop committees
have been ousted and replaced by
cells of Nazis. This "reform" passed
so quietly that the foreign press did
not even reflect it. But this is not
a matter of the editorial board of a
newspaper, or of the Liebknecht
House, or even of a parliamentary
faction, that is, it is not a matter1

of distant heights, but of the very
base in production of the proletariat—the shop. The lack of resistance
against the ousting of shop com-
mittees denotes an acute paralysis
of the will of the mases under the
influence of treachery and sabotage

them attentively so as not to trip
and crack one's head. We must not
delude ourselves, we must give our-
selves a full account of the extent
of the catastrophe—of course, not
to become tearfully downcast, but to

start according to a new plan, the
long and stubborn work required,
on a new historic base.

Nearly all those opposing, object
to the comparison of August 4th,
1914 with March 5th, 1933: the so-

cial democrats, you see, betrayed the
proletariat consciously and by that
came nearer to the seats of power;
the Stalinists, however, "did not
know" how to defend the proletariat
and landed in jails. This difference
is, of course, very essential and not
accidental. But we don't have to
exaggerate its political significance.
In the first place, the majority of
the social democracy even in 1914

thought into a super historic ab-

straction. The question of the vic-

tory of the proletariat—and not
only of its defeat—is also solved

on an international scale. This
does not prevent the proletar-

iat of Russia, which attained

its victory in 1917 from still

waiting for the victory in other

countries. And the opposite process

can also develop unevenly : while the
otlicial German Communist Party is

liquidated politically, in other coun-
tries, and primarily in the USSR,
the party has not yet been subjected

to a decisive test. Historic events

unfold themselves, irrespective of

the chess board of the Comintern.

But the Comintern bears the re-
We need not doubt that in the end
it will be crushed, and will yet have
its Mattec.tis; but does this change sponsibility for the German defeat.'

our general estimate of reformist Absolutely true In the court of. his-

poiicy? tory, however, just as in an ordinary
bourgeois court, not the one who

We condemn the apparatus of the j,ears the principal responsibility is

German Communist Party not for found liable, but the one who has
"stupidity," or "inability" (as cer- been caught. Now, alas, the apper-
tain comrades express themselves atus of the German Communist Par-
absolutely incorrectly) but for b«-- ly has been caught between the
reaucratic centrism. It is a matter tongs of history. The distribution
of a certain political current, which f punishment is really "unjust",
bases itself on a definite social stra- uut justice in general is not an at-
fa, first of all in the USSR, and tribute of the historic process. And
adopts its policy to the needs of this there is no appeal from it.

strata. Until the latest events, the
}

However, let us not slander the
question of what factof would win court f history : it is much more
out in the German Communist Par- serious than the bourgeois court,
ty : tbq interests of the Stalinist bu-

j

The liquidation of the German Com-
reaucracy, 6t the logic of the class

|

munist Party is only a stage. It
struggle, remained open. Now the will not stop there. If other sec-
question is completely answered. If

]

tions of the Comintern will learn
events of such gigantic import could the German lesson, they may right-
not corect the policy of the German funy deserve leniency of history.
Communist Party, it means that bu- ' Otherwise they are doomed. In this
reaucratic centrism is absolutely I wav> the mar'ch of history gives to
hopeless. And from this follows the the" other sections still some addi-
need of a new party.

| tional time to reconsider. We, the

"Hie Argument of the "International Left Opposition, are only the historic

Scale" i interpreters of the march of devel-

But the question is solved on aR ioPment - That is why we do not

international scale!, object the op-| break Wlth the Third International,

ponents who turn a correct historic! (To Be Continued)

ment. On the other hand, it took
only the moat elementary applica-
tion of the united front tactic to

bring huge masses into the streets

and to begin a movement of the
socialist workers away from the
morass of reformism and towards
the camp of Communism. The
continued and correct application
of this tactic can create a serious
(lent in the ranks of the social-
democracy. The latest zig-zag of

the O.I. (described in another part
of this issue) if accepted and car-
ried out will arrest this process and
throw the party back into the iso-

lation from which it is beginning
to emerge.
The Left Opposition, whose tac-

tics and policies were vindicated
again on May 1st, marched in the
United Front parade under its own
banners and slogans. More than
150 members and sympathizers of
the N. Y. Branch of tile Commu-
nist league (Opposition) formed
one of the most militant contin-
gents of the demonstration. From
its ranks echoed the only real in-

ternational slogans of the entire
parade. Thousands of workers
heard our shouts of "Long live the
International of Lenin and Trot-
sky", and

t
as we marched into Union

Square, hundreds and thousands of
party memberis and sympathizers
cheered and applauded this slogan
for the regeneration of the prole-
tarian international. A great step
forward for the Left Opposition!
A new era opens before the van-
guard of tho Communist movement!

In Europe May Day passed un-
der the sign of reaction, under' the
effects of the German defeat.
May 1st in Paris, once the home

of the Commune, was observed by
picnics! No disorders and demon-
strations, says the capitalist press.
In Berlin the hideous swastica re-
placed the hammer and sickle, the
plans of Hitler for a conscript, en-
slaved German working class, were
masters of the day. The proletar-
ian banner lay furled in the torture
chambers and concentration camps
of the bestial Brown shirts. Vienna
was silent as the grave as 8,000
troops guarded the streets. In this
city, where practically every inhab-
itant is it member or sympathizer
of the Socialist party, no demon-
stration took place. The bankrupt-
cy of Stalinism and the treachery
of social reformism is graphically
illustrated by the pitiful showing
made in the capitals of Kurope,
once the citadels of proletarian re-
volt.

Soviet Russia was the only bright
spot amid these heavy clouds of re-
action. The cries of solidarity of
the Russian working class for their
German brothers in the toils of
Fascism should have been heard
long ago but even these shouts
transformed into concrete action
can once again herald the dawn of
a new day for the upsurge of the
European proletariat. A new rise
of internationalism means the doom
of Stalinism but the upsurge of a
Soviet Europe and a Soviet world.
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Prospects of Development

of the Progressive Miners
The Progressive Miners of Amer-

ica, which took shape in mass strug-

gles against the Operators, their

statu and the Lewis machine, and
which attained a certain stabiliza-

tion of the union, is now running

into a new period of class storms

that will determine its life or death,

or its crystallization cither as a

union of class struggle or a union

of class collaboration.

The oi>etutors, the Peabody Com-

pany, the state and the Lewis

machine have planned a new drive

against the Progressive Miners. The

first blows in this new -campaign

have already been struck. The union

was not prepared to meet them and,

therefore, they have weakened the

union's position. This does not

mean that the position of the Pro-

gressive Miners Union is helpless.

On the contrary, a systematic cam-

paign and correct left wing policy,

the same policy of struggle that

was so successful in the birth

stage of the union can bring it by

the Fall of the year, the period

when production will start again on

the winter basis, in a powerful po-

sition to fight the Operators.

Tendencies in P. M. A.

The I'eahody Coal Company, the

Operators, the State Pofces (State,

County and City) and Lewis mach-

ine, represent the combined force

attempting to crush the Progressive

Miners of America. The Progressive

Miners of America, like all unions

of the working class, is composed

of different tendencies, groups and
factions with different policies. The
struggle against the bosses and their

agents cannot be separated from the

struggle within the union, for a

correct program. Within the union

we have as definite groups: the

Itight wing element; the Musteites ;

the Socialists, Itight and Left wing;
the Stalinists; the Left Opposition.

The Right wing is by no means a

homogeneous group. A section

would like to go back into the fold

of the Lewis machine and another

section would like to remain prog-

ressives, but '"progressives" practi-

sing class collaboration with the

small operators against the Pea-

body Coal Company.
In most of the struggles that have

taken place within the union up to

the present, to determine its char-

acter and role, these seven ten-

dencies in the main divided Into

two camps, the Itight wing element
uniting organizationally, hut the

left wing element remaining unor-

ganized.

The line-tip in the main was as

follows : The Itight wing consist of

u section desiring to make amends
to Lewis, of the confused class col-

laboration "progresives," and the

Right wing socialists who work
within the Progressive Miners. The
Left wing in the main are : the mil-

itant, class-conscious progressives,

the Left wing Socialists, and the
Stalinist and Left Opposition wings
of the Communist Party. The Muste-
ites usually straddle the fence be-

tween these two camps, always
landing in the camp of the Right
wing in the limit" analysis. It is

necessary to prove the above state-

ment.
The main thing necessary at this

stage is to point out the road ahead
and the necessary plans for the

Miimner period: to unite the diff-

erent political forces within the

Left wing minimum program.

P. M. A. and Unemployment

The first attack of tin; I'eahody
forces in the recent period was the
bitter suppression and reign of ter-

ror against the State Hunger March.
The backbone and bull; of the Hun-
ger March were the coal miners and
lo smash the Hunger March meant
to deal a heavy blow against the
Coal miners. The coal miners receive,

at the most 75 cents a head for
families, while the workers in Chi-

cago and other cities receive far

more. Willi a majority of Prog-
ressive Miners facing the summer

(Continued on Page 4)

SMASHtheCircleofDEBT!
The financial situation is a

little better but still serious. The
eirolo of debt which was closing
in on us so .tightly as to almost
choke us das been widened suf-

ficiently to enable us to get out
this issue in full size. That is

due to the money sent in fay some
of the branches and a number of
comrades.

What is required now is to wid-
en the circle so far that we will

break through it altogetlier. The
next issue, at this writing, is

Iianging fire. The difficulties'

that stand in the way have been
detailed many times before, Tiie
point now is not to complete a
list of them but to sweep them
away.

For tliat funds are needed.
They are needed badly and they
are needed at once-. To delay may
meyn the loss of another issue

or the appearance of the next
issue in half size.

We are cunfient that with the
continuation of the response to

our previous two appeals we will

surmount the crisis in decisive
fashion an<I he able fro appear reg-
ularly in full size.

This perspective must be turn-

ed into reality. We appeal to

all our friends and sympathizers
to make another effort, another
si:crafiee — to SMASH THE
CIRCLE OF DEBT.
Air Mail! Wire funds! to the

MILITANT at 126 East 16th
Street, New 1'orfc, N. V.

CHICAGO UNITED
FRONT SYMPOSIUM

Following right on the heels of

the first great practical demonstra-
tion of working class united front

lio! icy in recent years-—'the National

The Scottsb'roMarch
«Ncw DeaU President Ignores Pretests of Marchers

The Scottsboro boys must be

freed

!

The Scottsboro boys shall be
freed!

With these demands echoed forth

in unison by five thousand throats,

the Scotlsboro delegation, composed
in the main of Negro workers,

marched through the streets of

Washington in militant protest

a.miinst this particular brand of

Ijneh justice meted out in the
Smith to Negro workers.

The march which was arranged
by the National Scottsboro Action
Committee got under way Saturday,

May tl, after some delay. The delay

was caused by the Bum Company's
hacking down on its original con-
tract to transfer the delegation to

Washington. It was later learned
that the state department had had
a hand in the Bus Company's ac-

tion.

All in all about (I(X> delegates,

largely Negro workers from Harlem
and South Brooklyn, comprised the
delegation. By bus, truck and auto,

other delegations came mainly from
Eastern cities such as Buffalo, Bos-
ton, Newark, Schenectady, Phila-

delphia, Baltimore, Norfolk and
Itiehmond. The largest delegation
came from Baltimore—composed
almost, entirely of Negro members.
As the caravan proceeded on its

way it was greeted in city after
city by Negroes who lined the

streets and showed their solidarity

by applauding, cheering anil with
clenched and upraised lists. Par-
ticularly was this so when the car-

avan passed through the poverty
stricken sections of Wilmington,
Baltimore and Washington. What
with the miserable weather and the

previous attempts of the stale de-

partment to terrorism the laboring

populace of these sections, it was
truly an imposing spectacle of class

;md race solidarity.

Most heartening of all was the

way the Negro delegaticn, got up
mostly from various churches and

lodges, took to the word COM-
KAliE. By the time the delegation

was ready to leave Washington, the
revolutionary appellation "Com-
rade" had replaced the bourgeois

Mister which had been the social

designation before the march began.

The- march was undertaken pri-

marily to present a bill known as
tiie "Bill of Civil Rights for the
Negro People," to t lie President and
to Congress. But the "'new deal"
president gave a deal to the black
and white workers that they will

not so soon forget, lie refused to

see the delegation. "Tie was too
busj ," so his secretary said, "con-
vening with foreign diplomats.''

(Continued on Page 2)

Free Mooney Congress—comes the
news of a public demonstration on
the subject of the united front
which in itself marks a great step
forward in the revolutionary move,
incut.

The united front of workers or-
gaizations, systematically sabotaged
fcj the socialist fakers and crim-
inally distorted by the Stalinist

bureauaraey, had within recent

j ears become almost a Utopian
dream or many workers. The
Mooney congvess showed that it

was a realistic possibility. It aroused
the workers hi the camps ot all

parties from their apathy and in-

spired in them a new interest in

this central problem of working
class action, a problem more acute
than ever at the present time, when
the onslaughts of world reaction
and national capitalist reorganiza-
tion are beginning to be felt in all

their fury.
It is to lliis new-born spirit that

the arrangement of a symposium on
the united front in Chicago must
be attrihnted. It ts a symposium
in which the Left Opposition will
for the first time be able to put
forward its policy publicly, side by
side witii the official party, the
Lovestoneite Right wing and the
socialist party. The fact that rep-
resentatives of the Stalinist faction
iinii the S. P. have finally, after
ever so many unanswered challen-
ges, consented to bring their views
face to face with those of the Left

(Continued on Page 3\

Nationa

Lays B

Mooney
asis for Broa

Meet
d Fight

First Genuine National United Front Gathering of

American Workers in Recent Times Marks Progress

Three Tendencies in Communist Movement Clearly Revealed in Clash on
Policy and Resolutions; Left Opposition Defends Marxist Position

Chicago, III.

—

One thousand and fortyeight del-
egates, representative of all sections
of the labor and working class po-
litical movements, met in response to

the call ussuod by the Tom Mooney
Holders Defense Commit te, at the
Free Tom Mooney Congress in na-
si me Auditorium iu Chirago on Ap-
ril :H). May 1; and 2. The congress
marked the iirst attempt, belated
(bough it was, to organize a nation-

wide united front movement in

behalf of Tom Mooney. As the iirst

working class gathering of such a
charcfer it was accomplished with
some success. But more than this

is Ibe fact that it indicated the po-

tentialities for mobilising the masses
ot workers n struggle, through the
wide, bold and constant utilization

ol the united front tactic.

The efforts to oragnine the con-
gress met with resistance on the

Congress Sidelights
Political Notes on Incidents at the Chicago Sessions

The Mooney Congress was a big

step forward for the Commuist
Party and had many positive qual-
ities, which we must acknowledge
at tiie start, even though Commu-
nists do not stop to pat themselves
oil tiie bacft. It was, at the same
time, top heavy with a whole series

of the most elementary and funda-
mental mistakes and blunders that
can always he expected from Salin-
i.sm. At least one can say, without
fear of contradiction, it was a big
step in the correct direction, even
: hough only a start.

The success and step forward is

due primarily to the rejection of

tiie "'united front from below" by

the Communist Party and the ac-

ceptance of the united front be-

tween organizations. In a few
months this |)o!icy has been able
to obtain greater results than the

"Stalinists, witii the united front

from below, could obtain in the
whole past period. In fact, the last

few months has demonstrated that

the united front of organizations

has done more io expose the So
cialist and A. F. of L. misleaders
than all tiie slander of the Stalinists

and their theory of social- Fascism,
which is the motivation for the
united front from below.

Capacity Crowd Hails Russian Movie;

Second Showing Saturday, May 27
Surpassing all expectations, a

i
and their roles; the rise of the Bol-

most extraordinary film on the Kus-j sheviks—Kamenev. Zinoviev. Chi-

lian Revolution was exhibited last, tcherin, liakovskj—and the many-
Saturday evening before a packed \ sided duties and roles of Lenin and
audience at the Labor Temple, New

|
Trotsky. And even Stalin—emerg-

l"ork City. Before the intensely in-
j

ing publicly for the iirst time at
terested and enthusiastic audience, I Lenin's funeral, which is here ex-

whieh burst into applause and song hibifed grandiosely and poignantly;
on many occasions, there were on- (the Soviets; Bolshevism's rise to

reeled for the first time, the actual
j

power; the Civil War on the various
and authentic pictures of every im-

r front.*, with map illustrations on
portant event and action before and! tiie scope and progress of the civil

after the Bolshevik October Revo-
lution.

We had here the best portrayal

of the causes and events that cul-

minated in the Russian Revolution
under the leadership of Lenin and
Trotsky ; and moreover every inch
of the film is a first hand picture

taken by over one hundred camera
men on the spot. It includes events

taken by John Heed, the American
Bolshevik. It is necessary to see

this grand picture to realize what
a magnificent history of and propo-
ganda for the ideals of Bolshevism
is revealed in the ten reels shown
last Saturday. No falsified film

versions of the Russian Revolution—as given by the bourgeosia^ film

men and by Stalin's hirelings in the
Soviet film world—but real, truth-

ful, first-hand versions are given in

this extraordinary film. For the
remarkable editing of this film, ful-

some praise must be given to Max
Eastman for his brilliant job. A.
Axelbank is his collaborator

1

.

The audience was gripped to the
deep when it saw Yudenitch's White
Guards execute hundreds of Red
soldiers in groups of threes. Here
was the Civil War brought out in

all its bitter meaning. All is shown;
a record of events from the first

decade in the 20th century, from
early Russia In Czarist days; the
events leading up to the July upris-
ing; the July uprising; the Kornilov
counter - revolutionary movement

;

Kerensky, Mllfukov, Chernov, Rod-
ziacko and numberless other too
numerous to mention bere—they

Rockefeller Vandals Threaten Rivera Frescoes
As we go to press, word arrives his immediate dismissal, screening

of the ousting of Diego Rivera, tiie whatever work Rivera had already

great revolutionary artist, from his completed and preparing its de-

job in Kadio City, and of the in- struct ton — an act of vandalism

dentions of tlte Rockefeller interests, which, characleristicnlly enough,

owners of the enterprise, to destroy

the revolutionary paintings he has

already completed titere. Immed-

iately as soon as ti»e events got

abroad, a crowd of revolutionary

workers, many Left Oppositionists

and sympathizers among them, gath-

ered in protest before the Rockefel-

ler building, carrying banners and

shouting slogans such as "Save

Rivera's Murals," "Down with cap-

italist vandalism," etc.

Company thugs in uniform were

lined up provocatively in front of

tiie entrances. Before long a de-

tail of mounted police and cops on

foot charged into the crowd and en-

circled the pickets, breaking up the

demonstration.

wars; grand scenes of all the Rus-
sias ; the various Congresses of the
Comintern in progress with revolu-
tionary leaders from ail over the
world at hand; the most astonishing
and interesting pictures of Lenin at ,, „„ , . . . , ... ...

the height of his powers, his ex-
^v- The Ingh character of hi* abit-

pressive countenance while speaking,

Diego Rivera is one of the fore-

most artistic geniuses of the pres-

ent generation and has heen linked

in his work from the first with the

revolutionary workers' movement, in

his native Mexico and internation-

indicating the power and force of
this extraordinary leader. Pictures
of Tr;>tsky and other* Bolsheviks in
action on the numerous war fronts
and in other fields of work. Toward
the end there is seen also Trotsky
and his family at work in Prinkipo,
Turkey where they have been exiled

by the false leader of Bolshevism,
-Stalin.

We would not whet tiie readers'
appetite if it were not for the fact
that, the film is to be shown again.
Hundreds who wished to, could not
obtain their Subscription tickets be-
cause the entire Labor Temple was
disposed of days before the exhibi-

tion. The Committee takes the
occasion here tit apologize to the
half dozen persons who did have
Subscription tickets and yet did not
obtain admittance. These comrades
can get a refund or exchange tick-

ets for the second performance
SECOND SHOWING

The second showing of the Great
Movie «i the Russian Revolution
take place on Saturday night, May
27, at tlte Labor Temple on 14th
Street.

Subscriptions can be had at the
Film Club of the New York Branch,
C. L. A. (0), 126 Bast 16th Street, categorically refused. Thereupon the
The subscription ticket is 35c. ' Rockefeller interests proceeded with

ity, which is of world renown, has
made his services desirable also for

the capitalistic class which is ac-

customed to judging art, like every-

thing else,, according to its market
price. Rivera, who is by no means
financially independent," has from
time to time accepted assignments

for Work from various bourgeois
enterprises. But he has invariably

done so with an eye to the socialist

future, rilling his frescoes with a
revolutionary content which will

live long after they have ceased

to be private property, with Ihe

establishment of the workers' rule.

The murals Rivera was doing at

Radio City were of the same char-

acter. The special panel which the
Rockefellers and their agent partic-

ularly objected to depicted Lenin
clasping- with his hands, the hands
of a soldier, a white and a Negro
worker, with a background showing
a n unemployed demonstration car-

rying bright red banners and plac-

ards saying "We Want Work, Not
Charity," "'Free Tom Mooney" and
"Workers, Unite."

The Radio City authorities de-

manded the removal of Lenin's like-

ness and other changes. The artist

comes at a time when tiie world's

attention is occupied with that other

outrage of capitalist barbarism

—

the ante de fe of Hitler in the

public squares of Germany.

Immediately after the New York

organization of the Left Opposition

got wind of this, it mobilized a
prompt and spontaneous protest ac-

tion in front of the Radio City
buildings. The clemins tration was
broken up by the boss police with
that self same brutality and beast-
liness which lias characterized their

interventions always in strike pick-

etings and with which militant

workers are well acouanted. Both
against workers' revolutionary art,

the decadent bourgeoisie has only
one recourse—the clubs of the po-
lice.

Diego Rivera is to speak on his

Radio City paintings at Town Hall
this coming Saturday night, May
13. It is no more than fitting that

militant revolutionary workers and
sympathizers should show their

solidarity with the great artist who
has identified himself and his art

with their cause by attending in

big numbers this Saturday night.

The Evening of Entertainment
arranged by the International Work-
ers School, should be turned into

a powerful demonstration of the

workers' defense of revolutionary

art.

When the Stalinists opened the
door for "'all" workers' organiza-
tions in their turn on the united
front they hoped to find a way to

keep the Left Opposition out, con-
trary to their expectations, they
find themselves in the awkward po-
sition of being forced to take the
defensive under the hammer of the
Communist League of America. In

other words, as we have pointed out
so often before, to close the door to

the Left Opposition is to close the
door to contact with the American
workers. And likewise to open this

door, not for i( s, but for the Ameri-
can workers., is to open tiie door
for tw. Ask Hathaway, Minor and
tiie st/'ering committee of their cau-
cus In Hie Mooney Conference, or.

consider the conference and judge
for vourselves.

Progressive Miners of America
The heaviest weight outside (if

the organizations under the ideo
logical influence of the Communist
l'arty was the delegation from the
Progressive .Miners of America. One
of the '"lightest'" forces in the con-
ference was the C. P. L. A., rep-

resented by Mnste. However, it

was Mnste this and Muste that.

They thought they were using Muste
but facts will prove Muste was
using them.

(Continued on Page 2)

30 Hour Bill Legalizes Stagger System

and Furthers Plan for NewWage Cuts

On April (ith the Senate passed

a bill introduced by Senator Black

of Alabama forbidding, foi two

years, the shipment of interstate

and foreign commerce of commodi-

ties made in industries which do

not adopt the six-hour day and five-

day week. The restricted scope

of the measure, formally, is made
necessary for the capitalist parlia-

mentary cretins by the limited pow-

ers accorded the federal government

k GA3LA BENEFIT ^^ PROGRAM ^
Mafia Theresa MafiaWinetskaja

of the original Isadora

Duncan group, in a series

of dance interpretations

star of the operatic and

concert stage, in a program
of folk songs

Albert MeifT
violin virtuoso, formerly of the

faculty of the Curtis Institute

of Music

And -- For the First Time in America!

Diego Rivera
in a chalk-talk, on his widely-

discussed frescoes In Badio
City

Saturday Evening, May 13, at 8.15 p.m.

TOWN HALL, 43rd St. and 6th Ave.
Tickets: 35 cents, 50 cents, 75 cents and $1.00; Boxes $2.00.

Now on sale at International Workers School, 126 Bast I6th

St., and at Town Hail box office

Auspices: International Workers School

by the ''founding fathers." Its neg.

ative formulation is imposed by the

necessity of circumventing these
limitations by legal language which
does not violate the Constitution.

Tiie provisions of the bill did not
apply equally to all industries. The
canning and printing industry were
exempted as were several others.

Nor were the thirty hours a week
entirely binding. The bill provided
For an extension of hours where
business was seasonal.

As it stood the bill was a national
legalization of the stagger system
of Hoover and Teagle. Its osten-

sible motivation was to put men
back Io work. The bill. In this

sense, represents an attempt on the
part of the more far sighted section

of the capitalist class to anticipate
the coining struggles of the work-
ing class for a shorter workday
and, it possible, as they think, to
take the wind out of the sails of
this struggle.

The bill had another aspest. Old
boy moneybags understands that
any reduction in hours through con.
gressional legislation without expli-

cit provisions to the contrary means
a corresponding wage cut. The
administration tried to sugar-coat
this aspect of the bill by introdu-
cing an amendment through Secre-
tary of Labor, Perkins, providing
for a minimum wage.

Opposition to Bill

Opposition to the hill as a whole
and in part developed from all sides.

Tiie New York Times of May 2 re-

ports that : "Spokesmen of the
sxtgtv, anthracite coal, cannery and
building materials industries ap-
peared before the House Labor

gates
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part of the leaderships of the Amer-

ican Federation of Laobr, the so-

cialist party and the independent

unions under the influence ot the

Socialists. In spite of the sabotage

of tiie reformists the congress

nevertheless did make considerable

progress in comparison with the

past period. The incomplete report

of the credentials Committee reveal-

ed the following representation:

Re-presentation at the Congress

Organi- Dele-

gations

Local and Central Bod-
ies of tiie A. V. of L.

Independent Unions
T. V. V. I,.

Communist l'arty

I. W. W
I'roictarian Party
Socialist Party
C. P. L. A.

Communist League of

America (Left Opp.)
Communist Pary (Opp.)

Labor Party
Local and National De-

fense Org. (I. I,. 1>.

G. I). C, etc.)

Fraternal Organizations
I'uomployed OrganiKa-

tions

Women's Organizations
(YCL, YPKL, HYC's)

Veterans Organizations
Farmers Organizations
Negro Oragnizations
Shop Cotnmitees
Miscellaneous

It is to be observed that this is

the first time in the history of the
America

i

j labor movement that a
unittcd front gathering on a nation-

al scale has ever been held. This
fact Has generally recognized and
accepted in the congress. And it is

in consideration of the fact that the
congress marked the beignning and
not Ihe culmination of the move-
ment that considerable hope must
be espresed for the future of this

movement, if the tactic applied (in

spite of serious errors committed)
is extended on even a broader scale.

The congress was opened at three
o clock on the atfernoon of April
30th, by John Werlick, chairman of
the Chicago Committee. He intro-
duced Iiouis Scott, the personal rep-
resentative of Tom Mooney and
(•rgauizer of tiie Congress, to make
the iirst report on the pre-congress
preparations. Scott reviewed the
unsuccessful efforts made to enlist

the services of the socialist party
and the American Federation of
Labor to take part in the movement

;

tile early supiiort received from the
ACW, ILOWU, and the W.C., and
their later withdrawal because of
the participation of the Communists.

He was followed by A. J. Muste,
representing the Conference of Prog-
ressive Labor Action, who reported
on behalf of the Arrangements Com-
mittee. Muste proposed the election

of a presiding committee to be in
charge of the congress work. Among
those proisosed and elected to the
Committee were: J. It. Mathews of
the' socialist party; Roger Baldwin
to the Civil Liberties Union ; John
Werlick, B. KHisherg, Ales Prazer
of the I'. M. A.; Wm. Leader of the
Hosiery Union of Philadelphia;
Chas. Bloom of the Molders Union
of .St. Louis; Seiina BurreU, Wom-
en's Auxiliary of the V. M. A.;
J. Farley, George Kmirkin of the
YPSL; Moore, NAACl*; Italph Chap-
lin, I.W.W. ; Al Rentier of the Pro-
letarian Party: Louis Scott, Wm.
Patterson, Secretary of the ILD,
A. J. Muste; Jack Johnstone, C. A.
Hathaway, Robert Minor, I. Amter
and It. M. Lovett. Chas. Bloom,
II. Newton and Oeorge Smirkin
were elected secretaries of the Con-
gress

The chairman of the first, session
was Alex Frazer. Benjamin Ellis-
berg reported for the California del-
egates on the work of the Mooney
committee in that •.section of the
country. He was then followed by
Robert Minor who made a report
on tiie Mooney case, its history and
present status. The rejiort, as a
review of the whole case, was done
well. It lacked, however, a concrete
characterization of the present stage
of the struggle and u report of what
should be done. The discussion that
followed the report also assumed a
more or less agitational character
without correctness.

Cannon Takes the Floor
It was only when comrade Cannon

got the floor, that a different note
was sounded. In the short periodCommittee (where hearings are

being held on the bill following its' of Ave minutes allotted to the dis^
passage by the Senate) and opposed

(

cussion, he stressed above all the
the thirty hour week measure as 1 question of policy and progPam of

activity. Presenting the position ofbeing too inflexible."

(Continued on Page 4) (Continued on Page i)
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The Foltis Fisher Strike
Lessons of Stalinist Blunder Policy in the F.W.i. U.

Jay Rubins article, "Striking a direct pressure on the company as

Cafeteria Chain," in the April issue n whole.

of "Labor Unity" contains a nnm- When Rubin ways that the "Dum-

ber of misstatements and misleading uif)0 ,jf tne c(mtempt of court order

Impressions which might hamper the was wuv(.j in the faces of the strik-

effectiveness of the Food Workers

Industrial Union.

I He says, '"The membership

and some of the leadership had

little faith in the possibilities oi

the Foltis-Fisher workers. This lack

of faith expressed itself clearly by

the membership not participating

actively in this work."

The fact is that it was not th\>

membership, but the leadership,

which failed for a long time to see

the possibilities of the FoUls-Fishcr

workers. The Pol t is- Fisher organ<-

zational drive was started early in

1932 on the initiatve of a group ot

comrades in the Cafeteria Depart

ment of the F. W. I. U-, and was

curried oat in accordance with a

plan proposed by them. For a

period of months these comrade*,

had the greatest difficulty in con-

vincing the leaders of the necessity

ot this work

At the beginning, the office com-

mittee mechanically appointed two

of the comrades who had proposed

this plan to carry il out, without

discussion or consultation with the

membership. Then they put in

charge of this work Comrade Ober-

meyer, who had already applied for

a passport to the Soviet Union, and

was, to the knowledge of the TUUC
preparing to go to the Soviet Union

in a short time.

Naturally, under these conditions,

the work was carried on half-

heartedly. An additional excuse

was found. in the fact that summer

was coming on and that many of

the members would go to work in

summer camps. As a result, three

months more were allowed to go

by without results. The work was

completely dropped until the Fall,

by which time Comrade Obermeyer

had left for the Soviet Union, with-

out leaving any responsible comrade

in charge or any preparations for

further work, or any explanation

or justification of this negligence.

Naturally it would not be correct

to blame this comrade for this ac-

tion without placing the responsi-

bility' on the TUUC and the leader-

ship of the union, where it belongs.

II. Comrade Rubin fails to point

out that the tactical line followed

in the handling of the strike was

vacillating and opportunistic- He
says, "The union exposed this move
(making the workers buy shares

J.G.) on the part of Foltis as a

means of breaking up the organi-

zation built by the workers, as well

as a way of indirectly cutting the

wages of the workers.

The Foltis-Fisher workers were

very indignant at this move of

Foltis. but the union utterly failed

to utilize this indignation in an

organizational manner, and partic-

ularly to point out to the workers

that this was an indirect wage cut,

and thus to help prepare the strike.

When the strike was called, the

Central Strike Committee decided

that it must be spread to all the

stores in the chain, in a week's time.

This meant a large distribution of

leaflets, mass picket lines, demon-

strations, and in general dramatiz-

ing the strike so as to bring it to

the attention of the " unorganised

food worker's.

Falling into a Trap

Instead of this, the leadership fell

into the trap laid by the bosses, of

The Designs Behind the Four Power Pact

i:rs," he forgets to mention that the

leadership of the union was the

first to weaken and capitulate be-

fore this bugaboo.

IV. Why does Rubin cover up

the real facts about the so-called

mass activity" and indulge in dem-

agogic boasting about the effect of

mass pressure on the injunction or-

der? Only in order to contrast, this

•'mass pressure," which did not ex-

ist, with the correct line developed

by a number of comrades in the

organization. These comrades took

as their starting point the real

nature of the cafeteria organization,

the small number of workers per

shop, and the small number of

workers "'ho were actually being

drawn into the strike activities. In-

stead of a lot of wind about mass

pressure, they proposed to exercise

more concentrated pressure on the

iwrt of the limited number of strik-

ers; particularly after their efforts

to organize a real mass basis

through a broad united front had
been defeated by the sectarian line

of the "office" conference.

yet this same Rubin says, two
sentences later, "The union is faced

with certain peculiarities, as for in-

stance, Foltis and its 19 stores em-

ploy 050 workers, spread from one

corner of the city to another, and

this requires very large forces to

permit mass picket lines in front

ot the different stores. Though the

need for maws action is very great,

thi. distance between the stores

n.ake it impossible (my emphasis

—J.C) both financially and physi-

cally to carry on mass picket lints."

Hut what conclusion does he draw
from these admitted facts? That

the comrades just mentioned were

right? No- -that they were -'rene-

gade Trotsyites!" What a shameful
contradiction!

Doesn't Rubin realize the differ-

ence between the textile industry

and the food industry, especially its

cafeteria branch, from the stand-

point of mass participation ? lias

he nothing more concrete to propose

than "to rally sufficient forces be-

hind the Foltis-Fisher Workers?"
Ai.y -child realizes that. What we
want is to draw the specific iessons

from the whole history of the strike,

so as to avoid similar mistakes in

(he future.

1. We must drop (he kind of so-

called "Bolshevik self-criticism"

which consists in covering tip the

mistakes of the leadership and
blaming everything on the member-
ship. On the contrary, criticism of

the leadership will .be needed and
will prove healthy in the future.

An open admission of the weakness-
es and mistakes of the leadership

will go far to regain the confidence

of tiie membership.
2. Iiy doing this, the leadership

must once for all, learn that when
it begins an organizational drive it

must be carried through consistently

and at all costs. The method of

changing the leadership by de-

crees" bus had much to do with
the hiss of confidence of which
Rubin complains.

3. Opportunistic tactics must not
be covered up by phrases about, mass
action, but must be exposed and
eliminated.

4. A genuine united front con-

ference must not be (-ejected in

favor of fake "oilice" conference.

5. We must adopt the policy of

About a year ago, comrade Trot-

sky wrote an article for the New
York magazine, The Forum, under
the heading "Hitler's Victory

Means War Against the U. S. S. E."

(The magazine itself entitled the

article "I Mee War With Germany".
It was reprinted in the Militant

of July Hi.—Ed.}. This perspec-

tive has since been confirmed with
surprising rapidity. To be sure,

Hitler and Goering have declared

that their struggle is directed

against the enemy within their own
country, and not. against Russian
Communism. But such declara-

tions are very cheap. It is only

necessary to recall that all the

jiowers who participated in the

World War assured each other up
to the very last mmoent of their

reciprocal friendship.

In reality, the world bourgeoisie'

is rather surprised by the facility

and the lack of danger with which
littler has succeeded in his task,

that of clubbing down the working
class for the bourgeoisie. And it

is drawing the consequences there-

from. I'p to .the present, the world
powers have been against German
armaments, since they did not have
any confidence in the "authoritarian
governments" wheih did not possess

any authority. They had no way
of knowing whether the conquerors
ot IJonapartism would be the pro-

letariat or not and whether the

armaments

Nazi-Fascist Diplomacy

and the U.S.S.R.

Congress Sidelights
Political Notes on Incidents at the Chicago Sessions

r^twwwvl
Union take in general on the vic-

tory of the Fascist counter-revolu-

tion? We quote from the Fravda:

"What is to follow? All the

problems, which in the course of

the last, few months were posed

so ominously before German capi-
b

taiism, stand with the same force

before the government of the Fasc-j

1st dictatorship as well. Never in.

the post-war years has Germany
|

been in such a weakened external

political situation. Jn contradis-

tinction to Italian Fascism, German
Fascism came into power under the

conditions of the conclusion of rela-

tive stabilization and the entrance

of capitalism into its second chap-

ter of revolutions and wars. A num-
ber of countries are taking mea-

sures for the weakening of ,the

external potit ical and economic

position of Germany and for the

limitation of German exports. The
Gorman mark is hanging on by a

hair. The policy of; the govern-

ment is driving the country toward

inflation. Prices for commodities

of mass demand are mounting. Un-

employment is not decreasing. The
struggle between the National So-

cialists and the Nationalists is de-

fake negotiations for a settlement,
(iran)]UiKJlls our strikes, as opposed

In order to stall for time, and fur-

ther demoralize the strikers. The

only Foltis-Fisher stores which were

struck were those where the FWIU
groups had already been organized,

meaning 8 shops out of 20, with

about 100 workers, of whom not

more than 50 percent participated

in the strike activities from the

beginning.

In spite of the decision of last

year's Food Workers Conference to

"turn the face of the union toward

the shops," not. a single general

membership meeting of the FWIU
has been called to mobilize support

for the Foltis-Fisher organizational

drive. Outside of a dozen or 14

members of the Cafeteria Depart-

ment, there has been no support of

this drive, as a result of the "sep-

aratism" which prevails today

throughout the union. The heavy

financial burden of taxation for this

work has all fallen on the Cafeteria

Department, contrary to the policy

-,f the TUUL.
In the face of these facts, how

can Rubin talk about "the mass
pressure developed by the union"

which was supposed to have result-

ed In Judge Bondy's refusing the

injunction?

He says, "The union, through the

TUUC and the ITAt, called a con-

ference of the TUUIj unions, to-

gether with the Civil Liberties

Union, obtained a legal staff, and
mobilized sentiment against such an
order."

The writer had proposed a real

united front conference with AF of T,

unions, and mass political and fra-

ternal oragnlzations. This was re-

jected on the ground that "it was
too soon for such a step."

Instead, this "office" conference

was held, with the "social Fascists"

of yesterday and the liberals of

today—but without the mases.
III. The strategy which grew

out of this conference was purely

legalistic and in fact opportunistic.

Thef proposed to "fight" against

the injunction by behaving like very

to the AF of li method of conduct-
ing a strike.

<i. The line of certain comrades
in the union who have been accused
of "favoring individual acts" was
proven to be correct, when the
bourgeois press was compelled to
break its complete silence on the
strike and thus bring the question
home to all food workers, and es-

pecially the Foltis-Fisher cafeteria

workers. This was a little late so
far as this particular strike was
concerned, but it shows the right
r«nd for the future.

7. In conclusion, we must expose
and eliminate certain right-wing
capitulatory policies of the FWIU
and particularly the Cafeteria De-
partment, in the last six months.
They have completely abandoned
the principles and rules of the union
by accepting wage cuts as high as
4f to 50 percent without explanation
to the members, and under the slo-

gan of "save the shops" have com-
promised the principles of the union,
in the following way. When the
buss does not like a worker because
be is a good union man, the worker
is sacrificed, thrown out of his job,

and so actually eliminated from the
union. This has happened in so
many cases that it is a genuine
threat to the future of the union
and to the confidence of the mem-
bers in the union.

If these lessons are fully learned
and properly applied, the union has
before it a great future in the revo-

lutionary tirade union movement,
but it cannot go on as it lias done
in the past without paying the
heaviest penalties in loss of growth
and influence. —J. G.

granted to Germany
|
veloping. The whole humdrum

would not be directed against the about the 'national revolution' is

world bourgeoisie itself. On the calculated to veil the impotence

other hand, they did not stake too of the government when it comes
much on Hitler, since the eventual )<> solving the 'cursed problems' of

outcome of the Fascist crusade German capitalism. The ' Fascist

against the working class and like- government does not even indicate

wise uncertain. At present, how- a trace of a positive program. It

ever, the question has been deeided. is imjiossible to deceive classes.

The counter-revolution has been Lies and demagogy cannot be con-

victorious. It is possible to do verted into bread for the hungry,
business with it, without taking The clique of the capitalist mag-
too much of a risk. The stocks of nates is again turning toward the

the armament industry are climb- social democracy which is to help

ing to the skies. MaeDonald visits Fascism in continuing the decep-

Mussolini. The latter pulls a (ion of the masses. The social

ready-made "peace pact" out of democratic leaders are preparing
his jiockct. In Germany, the first to supplement the Fascist terror

armored cruisers—approved, at the with the deception of the masses,

time by the late S. I*. G.—are But neither the Fascist terror, nor
leaving their docks. Only the So- the treacherous maneuvers of the

viet i>oliflcians remain blind to all social democratic leaders are eap-

fhese coincidences. Thus Voro- able of restraining the rising wave
shilov declares in salutary address of revolution in Germany
to the Red Army on its IGth anni- 'The tremendous success of the
versary: in the West the Soviet Communist Party of Germany in
Union is guarded by the nou-ag- itK Bolshevik tactic lies in this:
gress.ion pacts, dangers threatens
only from the East. Thus also,

Pravda recently declared itself sat-

isfied with Hitler's hypocritical de-
claration with regard to his foreign
policy.

What position does the Soviet

SCOTgB'RO
(Continued from page 1)

When the news that the president

had refused to see the delegation

reached the ears of the workers

assembled outside the White House,

a concerted boo echoed and reechoed

throughout the entire Capital

grounds. The bill was then pre-

sented to Speaker of the House,

Itaiiley, to Vice-President Garner
and to the Negro congressman from
Illinois, I)e priest. These gentry

of the Negro and White ruling class

demagogically and cynically prom-
ised to give the bill its "due" at-

tention. As the marchers were
awaiting the answer of the presi-

dent the police initiated a novel

method of provocation by scurrying

up and down the line on their

motorcycles creating a raucous din

and emitting volley after volley of

carbon monoxide. But the provo-

that it understood, in face of the

terror, the provocations and the

base betrayal of the social dem-
ocratic leaders, how to lead its

forces out of the firing line, how
to reta iu its cadres and how to

continue the struggle under new
conditions.

"The ruling classes have gone

mad. Their doings are turning

everything iu Germany on its head.

They are completely denuding
themselves, t!iey are exposing be-

fore the broad masses the whole

mechanism of Fascist domination.

Thereby they are conducting mil-

lions of new lighters into the camp
of revolution."

The theory of socialism in one

country has built, in the minds of

the Stalinist theoreticians, a fence

around every nation, which it can-

not trespass. It does not occur to

these people at all that the Fasc-

ists cannot possibly wait until they

are smothered within their own
national framework, but will have

to resort to the means of war, and
war against the U. S. S. It. at that.

It is hard to believe that the Stal-

inists are really so blind; in all

probability they do not even want

to see where they have landed with

their theory. They are sitting at

the wheel of an auto which Is

racing down a precipice at top

speed, but tliey close their eyes

"Under the Leadership
of General O'Ryan"

The logical consequence of the
policy which led to the catastrophe
in Germany by the rejection of the
united front of workers organiza-
tions "under the leadership of

Comrade Stalin" was poignantly

g^d'~"bovX"and "'conducting"" their depicted the other day. The offi- <* illness and discontent,

strike no differently than the AF <*ial Communist party marched in There is increasing reluctance

Of L. depending on legal arguments the united front with Rabbi Wise Jtfnong workingclass youth to furth-

In the court-room, not mass pressure and Judge Hofstaedter at the eV enlist in these thinly disguised

In the streets They were violently Jewish anti-Hitler protest—"under concentration camps. In Nassau

opposed -to action proposed by com-
; the leadership of General O'Ryan,"

j

County only 213 of the alloted 805

rades for the purpose of bringing so to speak ... I J«bs have been taken.

cation proved futile.

The marchers then assembled at and tell themselves that the road

a near-by park where they were leads to the main thoroughfare,

addressed by AVilliam Patterson, of' Hitler, however, and all the other
the L. I. I>. ; James W. Ford, Negro' imperialist powers are forced to
candidate for vice-president on the conduct- war. The rise in the con-
Communist party's ticket; Mother

, jauC f nre has not arrived. The in-

W right, Kuby Bates, former star
! tc,rna i contradictions and the eon-

witness for the prosecution and now| tradictions between the powers
chief witness for the defense; and themselves are becoming sharper
Clarence Hathaway who spoke in! w;th every new day. These con-
the name of the Communist Party, tradictions mttst he brought out in-

Patterson stressed the new keynote ( the open. There is only one op-
of the campaign to free the Scotts-j ponent which tightly interwoven
boro boys when he reiterated what international finance capitalism can
the Militant had all along demanded, comf , f an agreement to destroy-
namely: "that no attorney or' that is the Soviet Unioii. There
amount of attorneys will set these a re already in circulation, in the

only mass struggle can boudoirs of the diplomats, th«

secret maps which pass from hand
to hand, and upon which are in-

scribed the new boundaries in the

F3ast. It is a matter of dividing a

sixth of the earth and the their

appetite is tremendous.

First of all, article 5 of the

treaty draft (of Mussolini) pro-

vides that the four powers—to

which Poland, the Little Entente,

Japan in the East and America, as
protector of the whole project may
join—attempt to follow a common
line outside of Europe and in colo-

nial affairs. Against whom? Such
a European alliance can very well

be directed also against the U. S.

A, But all these states are de-

pendent upon America, and Roos-
evelt, who feels the point of this

alliance pressing up against him-
self, will attempt with all the
greater energy to turn the whole
alliance against the U. S. S. K.
Europe will obey, that is indis-

putable. Furthermore, the Ameri-
can bankers are naturally counting
upon culling great riches from such
a war, since the American arma-
ment industry will be in a position
to fill the orders of the whole
world.

The powers, England, France,
Germany and Italy are guarantee-
ing European peace. But who is

it that threatens this peace? The
Soviet Union does not even begin
to think of starting a war All the
worse for her. The German Com-
munisms, too, did not think ot be-

ginning the civil war, that is why
the blow caught them unprepared.

It is not our business to worry

about who will next "put fire to

some Reichstag". We can leave

this to the Fascists. It will, in-

deed, be all the worse for the un-

suspecting Soviet politicians when
blow after blow rains down upon

them unexpectedly. In the Far
East, Japan Is only waiting for a

chance to grab for itself Vladivo-

stok and Chinese Eastern Railway.

At Japan's back there is, to be

sure, a China. But this China is

sick from the effects of the crim-

inal Stalinist policies of file last,

seven years and is for the moment
not to be reckoned with as a point

of support for the Soviet Union.

And""in the West, Hitler is march-

ing as the snper-Wraugel and at

his side, Mussolini, Pilsudski, Hor-
thy and ail the bigger butchers of

dying capitalism. Capitalism is

once more drawing up to its full

height in order to smite the young
world of socialism—which does, to

be sure, bear within Its body the

English sickness of Stalinism—and
in order to rejuvenate itself in the

blood of this young world. Here,

too, the Stalinists have squander-

ed all their reserves. The Com-
munist parties of Western Europe
have been laid in ruins by ten years

of Stalinist policy in the Comin-
tern.

The perspective is rather un-

favorable, especially when we take

into account the crisis in the So-

viet Union as the most significant

factor accelerating -counter-re volu-

tion.

And yet, in such a war are latent

tremendous, incalculable possibilit-

ies for the world revolution. On
August 4, 1914 the Second Inter-

national collapsed and on October
2(>, 1917 the Third began to un-

fold its power over one-sixth of

the earth. The coming war will

bring iu its trail a complete disso-

lution of the state households, of

all the participating countries, will

call forth a famine against which
the misery of the hietf war will

appear pale. Only the dictator-

ship of the proletariat will be able

to lead the masses out of this

misery.

Today it is necessary to call at-

tention to the acute war danger
and to mobilize the forces of the
proletariat" against the war. That
can only be done by leading the

proletariat in every one of the par-

ticipating countries in the class

struggle against its own bourge-
oisie. —H. E.
(From Unser Wort, organ of the

German Left Opposition).

SUB DRIVE
Because of the lack of apace in

last week's two-pager we were un-

able to report the progress on the

sub drive that has been made.
Several comrades liave got off to a

Hying start. Here is the standing
so far

i

V. Dunne 4

II. Oehier 3
K. Czapko 3

1>. Marcus 2

M. Morris 1

H. Newby 1

J. Angelo 1

A. Konikow 1

A heartening sign is the appear-

ance of a number of new names.
We hope it will continue . The
heavy hitting is coming from Min-
neapolis and the coai fields: Dunne
and Oehier. Comrade Czapko 's

work is done in and around the

steel regions of Bethelhem.
To remind everyone about the

drive we repeat : the drive runs to

June 1; the unit of scoring is a
tub irrespective of its length ; to

the comrade who stands first in the
list goes a complete set of the three

volumes of comrade Trotsky's His-
tory of the Kussian Kcvolutiin ; to

Ihe comrade who stands second, a
bound volume of the Militant, either

format, that Is, the first issues up
to the summer of 11)31 (old format),

or the issues from the summer of
1031 to the end of 1932 (new
format.)

IContinued from Page 1)

Muste was the Stalinisls' "best

bet" for a front because the club

he held, for bargaining was none too

bin. Sad to say for the Stalinists,

every time the delegates from the.

Progressive Miners were put on
committees, they were able to excrr|

such great, pressure, due to the

masses they represented, that they

more than once upset the well laid

plans of Stalinism and were a great

factor in helping keep the Mooney
Conference on the path of work-

ers' democracy on the path of

the correct, united front, in general,

helped keep the Stalinists within

"civilixed" bounds and helped round
out a policy in order to build a
powerful movement on this start.

-More power lo the Left wing of the

Progressive Miners of America.

Until the afternoon of the third

day the conferenoe was, 3n the

main, just one long mass meeting.

In fact, the Stalinists intended to

call off the third-day session to

enable them to carry on two days of

mass meeings, to wind up with tho

big May Day Stadium mass meeting
and end up the conference by pass-

ing a manifesto bursting with propo-

ganda but void of a concrete pro-

gram of action. At the end of the

first day the mass protest of (lie del-

egates promoted the change in

plans, caused the Stalinists to re-

treat, continue with a three-day
session. On the second day, they
forced the election of a Resolutions

Committee, a committee the party
"forgot about" while they kept
everybody entertained with propo-

gauda speeches but nothing substan-

tial on policy and program. Instead

of reporting at the beginning of the
conference on policy and program,
the delegates of the conference had
to tight the Stalinists up to the
afternoon of the last session before

a report on resolutions and policy

was given, and then the half day
that was left was to be used by the
more than fifteen hundred delegates

to discuss the program.

The United Front

A big sign in the hall said : "Only
a united front of the workers wi!t

tree Tom Mooney." One could ex-
cuse such a slogan from a party
that practiced a united front for

years hut one cannot excuse such a
slogan Issued by Stalinism. Within
it, can be concealed the united front

from below. There can lie no united
front between workers. There can
he a united front only of workers'
organizations.

Scott and Goldman
Scott, representative of tiie Slold-

ers Defense Committee said he
wanted to safeguard the conference
from communist control. This went
over big with the ant I communist
clemet. This position bus nothing
iu common with the anti-Stalinist
position of the Left Opposition.

Goldman, a delegate from Chica-
go, pointed out that the conference
was a good start but too narrow,
saying that over 75 percent was
Left wing workers. Scott, who re-

[lied to Goldman's criticism on (his

and many other points made a poor
job of it. He said on this point
that Goldman objects to having a
conference with 7Z> percent Left
wingers. Goldman had pointed out
that 7") percent of the conference
was Left wing in order to show
that we have been able to bring the
Left wins element together in a
united front but that we must now
build up and around this Left wing
a broad layer of other American
workers.

Some members of the committee
aitd most Stalinists cannot disting-
tsh positive from destructive criti-
cism.

ance: not on the six hour day and
no reduction in pay struggle: not

(in a light against wiec cuts: but

on a question of freeing a framed-

up class-war prisoner, the most

elementary working class demand
possible, proves that the failure tc

build the movement cannot be at

Iribnted to objective condition;,

which are in our favor. It proves

that there is something rotten in

our own ranks.

We expect nothing but betrayals

from the reformists and reactionary

labor leaders. The key to the situ-

ation, therefore, is in the hands of

the Communist. Party. But the pany
is in the bauds of Stalinism and
this revisionism of the program
on basic international questions and
tactics that flow from this is the

determining factor in this glaring

contradiction between favorable
conditions and the Communist Par-

ty's present position in the Ameri-

can class struggle.

Political Forces

Without, a doubt, file two main
political forces of the conference

were (he Stalinists and the Left

Opposition. The Stalinists who have
been exercising on us for the last

several years up to a few months
ago by kicking us out of conferences

were forced ti' recognize us offi-

cially. The presiding committee
was forced to nominate us for the

liesolutions Committee. We were
elected to the Permanent National
Committee. We compelled the adop-
tion of some important points of

our policy.

This was not due to any change
of heart by the Stalinists. It was
due to the fact that the Left Oppo-
sition had a mass pressure great

enough, in relation to the pressure

of the Stalinist forces, to demand
recognition. The Left Opposition

had delegates from hona fide trade

unions, unemployment organizations,

defense committees, etc., that could

not be ignored without ignoring a
decisive sect ion of the conference

itself. For example, to ignore the

large delegation from the Progres-

sive Miners of America would have
to ignore the most important mass
organization in the conference.

The Lovestone right wingers had
a hard fight to obtain the right to

the floor for even five .minutes.

Their floor tactics were terrible and
their right wing policy was even
worse. A clear line of difference

on policy could iie seen iK'tween

them and the I^eft Opposition. The
right wing had no pressure of im-

lM>rtaucc relative to the pressure of

the organized Stalinist caucus, while
the Left Opposition had a pressure

and 'policy that was able to make,
drastic inroads into the Stalinist

original plans. On the other hand,

with our pressure we were able to

threw our force with the Stalinists

on specific issues where they were
in the main correct and thereby
keep intact the unity of the con
ference as well as weaken the anti-

cominuiiist tendencies of the ocn-

fcrence that the Stalinist blunders

helped free. This is the correct

function in a united front.

boys free

accomplish that."

It was unfortunate that the Uni-
ted Front was not as broad as it

should have been. But here the
blame rests squarely with the
leaders of the socialist party who
have consistently sabotaged every
attempt at a United Front offered
them. The only two political or-

ganiations represented on the march
outside of the Communist party, was
the OPLA (Muste group) and the
Opposition.

|
The CPLA just thrived

in the reflected glory of participat-

ing in an action with Communists.
As for the political aspects of

the demonstration, they will be
dealt with in a future issue.

GLEE-KOSS

Young Workers Revolt

Against "New Deal"

Working Class youth which en-

tered the forestry conservation
corps, deceived by the Roosevelt
'new deal" propoganda, is in revolt.

Already 371 of the Camp Dix
contingent of 1,407 have quit.

Forty five of these are charged with
inciting a revolt and 141 refused

tc. take the- special oath for for-

estry service. The rest left because

"COUNTER REVOLUTIONARY"

!

The following is a letter we have
received from the Canadian govern-
ment, Customs and Excise Division

of the National Revenue Depart-
ment :

Port of Toronto,
March 20th, 1933.

Mr. J. Stewart,
37 Orange Ave.,

Toronto, Canada.
Sir:

Relative to your importation of

pamphlets entitled. '-In Defense of

the Russian Revolution", entered
in the Customs Postal Branch of
this Port under' manifest Nos.
180213 and 102161.

The Commissoner of Customs,
Ottawa, has refused permission for

these publications to enter Canada,
but advises that same may be re-

turned to sender upon payment of
refurii, postage charges amounting
to $<U4 by you.
Should you fail to arrange for

the return of the parcels within
ten days from the date of this

letter the importation will be
seized in accordance with the re-

gulations of the Canadian Customs
Tariff.

J. H. BERTRAM,
COLLECTOR OF NATIONAL

REVENUE
Comment on this letter is super-

fluous. This is the fourth or fifth

pamphlet of the Left Opposition
banned from Canada by the author-
ities. We recommend to the Stal-

inists to give this incident a little

thought and to figure out just how
their designation of us as counter-
revolutionists and renegades jibes
with these actions of the Canadian
government, it appears iv us thai

The fact, that after four years
of the crisis the American workers
organized the largest, most repre-
sentative united front—not on un-
employment; not on social instil1-

The Resolution
In the past the Stalinists had to

be criticised from the right, because
their united front from below was
an ultra-left deviation. In Ihis con-

i
ference, where the united front of

,
organisations replaced the old form-
ula, we had to fight them from the

left, because they deviated to the
right of the Leninist concept. In

the main resolution, they had a sen-

tence stating that there would he
no af/acks on organizations parti-

cipating iu the united front. This
is a uon-aggression pact, no matter
how one tries to explain it away.
One must not confuse two different
kinds of a tacks, slander and criti-

cism of policy. We presented it

minority report on the main reso-

lution stating the following: "Each
organization entering the united
front obligates itself to discipline

in action but retains its complete
independence and its right of cri-

(Continued on Page 4}

NOfF OFF THE P%FSS !

The ONLY ROAD
Br LEON TROTSKY

The Only Road follows out th? line «f thought advanced by
Trotsky in What Next and applies it, in a brilliant Marxist an-
alysis, to the situation in Germany as it developed up to the
period immediately preceding Hitler's accession to power.

T3ie Only Roard is an indispensable document for an under-
standing of the social forces at work in Europe. It throws the
light of Marxist illumination on the roles of bourgeois dem-
ocracy, Bonaitartism and Fascism in the service of the capitalist
repression of the working class.

It mattes a damning indictment of the treacherous passivity of
the social democracy which held buck millions of workers from
struggle against the advancing menace of Fascism. And it harsh
ly condemns the criminal and capitulationist policies of the
bureaucratic centrists in the Stalinist apparatus of the C. I.

and the C. P. G.

Against these policies which, in their (totality, betrayed the
German working class to the butchery of Fascism is advanced
the concrete analysis of the Left Opposition which, now, must
assimilated be iu order to lay the ground for the resurgence of
the revolutionary movement.
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Collapse of CP.G.andOurTasks
(Continued From Last Issue)

Hut how can we build a new party

in Germany without breaking with

the Comintern, rejoin the ones who,

despite all, would lite to force the

contradictions of tint historic pro-

cess into the framework of the con-

stitution. We must say that this

side of the iiuestion seems to us

least important. Why, even at the

lime when we were excluded from
the Comintern and declared our-

selves a faction thereof, the matter

or the constitution wits not of high-

est standing. For us it is a ques-

tion of a political course, and not

of [he bookkeeping. If any section

of the Comintern will yet succeed in

rebuilding itself on a healthy basis,

we will,' of course, lean on this po-

sition to hasten the rebuilding of

the whole Comintern ; then our re-

in I ions wilh the constitution also

will become, much inipijovetl If,

however, the StalinLst bureaucracy
will brins the USSR to ruin, then

no one will recall the constitution

—

it will be necessary to build a
Fourth International.

Let us however return to Ger-

many. In the first days of March
tlse German Communist Party still

meant a centralized apparatus, tens

of newspapers, thousands of units,

tens of thousands of members, mil-

lions of votes. We declared our-,

selves a iiart of this party and by
(hiit took a responsibility for the

party as a whole before the. outside

world ; of course, not for the sake of

the Stalinist apparatus but for the

sake of the lower units connected

with it. With their aid we hoped in

time, that is, prior to a catastrophe,

to renew the leadership of the party.

Now, when the official apparatus,

armored by ultimatism and illegal-

ity, must transform itself completely

into a Stalinist agency, there can
be no thought of influencing it

through the lower strata from which
it is completely cut off.

True, the Stalinist press of all the

world talks of the "'regeneration"

of the German Communist Party
underground (the illegal Rot»
Fnhne, leaflets, etc., etc.) That the

local organisations would start to

stir after a temporary daze, was
clear in advance. That the appara-
tus of such a large party, disposing

of a numerous personnel and money,
can issue illegally and semi-legally

a considerable quantity of litera-

ture—there is nothing surprising in

that. But we must repeat again

:

the German Communist Party has
no illegal apparatus connected with
the masses. What it has are the

remains of the ' oid organization
which, by the will of Hitler found
themselves in an illegal state. This
is not one and the same thing. If

the German Communist Party is

active today it is due to the faet

that Hitler has just started his ex-

ecutioner's job and that the reac-

tion has not penetrated deeply

enough into the party. Both these

processes however1 are on the order

of the day. They will go parallel

to each other, nourishing and accel-

erating each other.

For an illegal Communist party
a special selection of i>eople is nec-

esary who understand the extent
of the catastrophe and have a clear

perspective and confidence in their

banner. Such a selection can be
made in no other' way than on the
basis of an irreconcilable criticism

of the past.i The collapse of the
organization of the Stalinists, in-

evitable in itself, will release ele-

ments and clear the soil for the
creation of an illegal revolutionary

pa rty.

Itut, one of the German comrades
objects : ]M>litically the party is, of
course, a corpse ; "Organizationally

it is alive." This formula reveals

best of all the erroneousness of the
position of my opponent. A party
which is dead politically cannot
have a "live" organization, since an
organization is only a tool of policy.

New Party is Only

Marxian Policy

Opposition. To pose the question

in this manner is to* be steeped

through and through in apparatus
fetishism. Today, as yesterday, our

main task is to form cadres. But
this is not merely an organizational

problem, it is a political problem:
cadres are formed on the basis of

a definite perspective. To warm up
again the slogan of party reform
means to set knowingly a Utopian

aim and by that to push our own
cadres toward new and ever sharper
disappointments. With such a

course the I^eft Opposition would
only become the hanger-on of a
decomposing party and wuld disap-

pear "from the scene together with
it.

Agreeing with the faet that the

oid [tarty is liquidated, and even ad-

mitting in essence the inevitability

of creating a new party, one of

I lie opponents strives for delay, for

a moratorium of a kind. His argu-

ments are of the following nature:

only 10 perlent of the party mem-
bers, (rue, the most valuable ones,

are critically indued and listen to

us : the remaining 90 percent and
mainly the new recruits, have not

at all understood yet the mistakes
of the party. Prom this, it follows,

that we must explain to these 90
percent, step by step, what occurred

and only after that, start to build

a new party. This is an abstractly-

propogandist, and not a political

—or speaking philosophically : a
rationalistic and not a dialectic

—

approach to the problem.

It would of course he splendid if

we could place 90 percent of the
young Communists into a big school
and give them a full course of study.

But alas, these 90 percent fell into

I he school of Hitler. Today already
they are not only half-torn from
the party but from politics in gen-
eral. A part will go to Fascism, a
more considerable part will become
indifferent. These processes will de-

velop within the next few weeks
and months :counter-revolution, just
as revolution, works fast. Under
the influence of the decomposition
of the party, the ebbing away of

the masses, the political sterility of

the apparatus—all the best ele-

ments of the old party will keep on
asking themselves and others : what
to do? In thiB situation, to provide

them with the slogan of "reform"

would simply mean to mock at

them. Tn moments of greatest crisis

we must proceed not from the

quickly changing moods of the par-

ty mass, but from objective changes
in the iiolitical situation. Many
of those Communists who today are
still afraid to break witti their

bureaucracy, will blame us tomorrow
for deluding them, for keeping up
the Action of the old party; pushing
off from us, they will go to the
Brandlerites or to the anarchists.

The Brandlerites, as is reported, are

already calling for a new party:

this Shows that, although opportun-
ists, they are politicians. If we,
with our revolutionary platform,

should prove ourselves doctrinaires,

then opportunistic politicians will

always succeed in pushing us aside.

What practically speaking will be

our relations with the Stalinist or-

ganization in Germany in the next
period V This question, naturally,

interests the comrades most. Must
we, ask our opponents, break with
local organizations of the old party?
No, that would be absurd. We must
recruit the revolutionaries in all

workers' organizations, and pri-

marily in the units of the old party,

insofar as they exist. When the

Third International proclaimed the

complete break with the Second this

did not prevent the Commuhists
from working for a considerable

perid of time within the social dem-
ocratic parties and even of conquer-
ing the majority of the French
party together with FHumanite.
All the more so, our course towards
a new party cannot and must not

prevent our working in the units

of the old party.

But, we hear the objection, the

very slogan of a new party will

antagonize against us the rank and
file on this basis are possible: but
we had also conflicts in the past
despite the slogan of "reform." We
need not doubt, however, that in

the life of the active units of the
old party much more space will be
given to the relations with their
own Central Committee than to the
question of our new perspective.

Here we may expect ever sharper1

tontlicts. The Central Committee
will defend Stalin and itself : therein
lies its main objective. The worker
Communists will demand honest an-
swers and clear perspectives. While
we stood on the position of reform,
we did not advocate the breaking
of discipline. Now the situation is

HuanPingBetraysChineseparty/Chen

Du Siu Fights Kuomintang in Jail

The letter printed below was
recently sent us by one of our
Chinese comrades. More exten-

sive reports on events in the

Par1 East, the comrade says in

a note, are soon forthcoming.
—Ed.

Shanghai, China
Dear Comrades

:

I am sorry to tell you about the

near collapse of the Stalinist Party.

Three months ago there was a

great change in the Communist
movement. Many faithful and im-

portant Stalinists are now regis-

tered in the Kuo Min Tang party.

According to custom, when a rene-

gade takes the step, he must reg-

ister at the "Department of USSIt
Ketttrn Students, Registry of CEC
of KMT Party." After registration

they must officially publish a detailed

account as to why and how they

became renegades. These renegades
all formerly belonged to the CEC
of the CP.

The first brave renegade is

Hwang-Pin. He was a member of

Political Bureau of the Party.

He went voluntarily to Nanking.
If however, ihe party is dead we ! When he registered, the Party not
must make- the diagnosis openly, only did not know anything about
before the face of the workers,; his action but urged the workers to

with all the necessary conclusions.

What part of the old heritage will

be transformed to the new party,

what will be the. forms of the trans-

fer, what will be the stages in the

development of the new party, what
the relations between the builders

and the remains of the old organiza-
tion'—all these are very important
questions, which will have to be
answered depending upon the de-

velopment of the whole situation.

But in order that the answer shall

not be false, not illusory, we must
start from what is irrevocably es-

tablished by history: politically the
Stalinist party is dead. Ambigui-
ties and subterfuges are impermiss-
ible: they would only throw us off

our own path.

"The Party Dead

—

The Organization Alive?"

The same comrade writes: "The
slogan of reform is meaningless, as
we do not know now what and how
to reform ; but we are also against
the slogan of a new party since we
do not consider that the fate of the
old party is finally decided." One
contradiction is piled on top of an-
other, despite the fact that the
writer is an observant and keen
comrade. If the party is "politically

collect money for the support of his

family and asked the "Human
Bights Defense league" under the

leadership of lime, Sun Yet-Seu,

to do something for' him, that is to

get hj.s release. (But Hwang took

a hundred thousand dollars from
the KMT.) The Party also told

(he workingmeti that "revolution

ary" Hwang will be executed by
the KMT. But only three days after

our "revolutionary" Hwang dis-

patched a very brave article, "My
Political Creed" to the Chinese
press in which he tells us that ac-

cording to his 15 years of revo-

lutionary experience, the Commu-
nist movement has nothing to do
with the national salvation that it

rather forces upon China more col-

onization. The Chinese Communists,
he says, take the roubles ffout

USSR and spend it for themselves.

"They have common ownership for

women members." In conclusion he
tells us that the only road to life

is under the banner of KMT's
three principles!

The same article is also signed by
other. Stalinists. One is the Chief

of the Organization Committee of

Y.C.I,, and another is a member of

known about the "Old Man" ; He
was arrested about a halC year

ago and will stand trial in April.

He has written a "defense" plead-

not guilty. This "defense" yester-

day was sent here by his lawyer.

Here in brief, are the details, as

follows

:

1) It is a classical type. This

type is just the same as his "Dec-
laration of Revolutionary Literat-

ure ten years ago. This Declaration

marked a new period for Chinese
life. 1925-27 revolution is its prod-

uct.

2) Comrade Chen telis us why
he transformed the literary revolu-

tion into the political revolution and
why he became a Communist.

8) There follows, in detail, the

aims of Communist Society.

4) The Communist party's new
tactirs, follows the "Draft Pro
gram" of L. D.

Si) A condemnation of the KMT.
"Prom the bourgeois point of view
the meaning of nation contains 3
elements—but now the KM has
cruelly beaten the people," handed
over Manchuria to Japanese Imperi
aiism. In short, the KMT desn't

leally know its mastei—Interna

tional Imperialism.

(!) So he is not a traitor. For
he did not sell bis nation but rather

worked to save the nation of op-

pressed people. Today the KMT
doesn't command the army to fight

against Japanese Imperialism but
concentrates at Kiangsi to fight

against the Red Army whose aim
is to free China from the hand of

international imperialism.

7) He is not guilty. His guilt

is fighting against the KMT which
now prepares to sell China to the

Japanese and other Imperialists.

We are collecting money to pub-
lish this "Defense" and will trans-

late it into German, English, etc.

It can prove our "Trotskists" are
cjnite different from the Stalinists.

Though we are in prison we fight

the KMT; but Stalinists capitulate

to the KMT when free.

Comrades ! tell this news to

American workers,

HC
IN THE NEXT ISSUE

Lack of space and a delay in the
mails have forced us to relegate

several important documents on the

Chicago congress to the next issue.

Among these are the main resolu-

tion, and the motions and amend-
ments presented by the delegation
of the Left Opposition ; supplemen-

raiiically changed. We will propose

in (be units the refusal to distrib-

ute worthless official literature, the
boycott of the apparatus, the break

with the C. P.. C. It is understood

that we will do all this tactfully

and sensibly, considering the level

of each unit and the circumstances.

But our main line will be that of

a new party. And we need not

doubt that in spite of this line our
relations with the revolutionary

party units, in a new situation, in

illegality, will be incomparably
more friendly, than in the preceding

period when we wanted to be only

a faction.

We must not forget also that it

is not a matter of the Communist
party alone. The political collapse

of the social democracy makes the
appearance of a new "independent"
party from its midst very probable.

Ci-n we suppose even for a moment
that the Stalinist apparatus will be

capable of attracting the left social

democracy to its side, or even of

influencing it in a revolutionary

fashion? This is excluded before-

hand. By their ultimatism, as well

as by their whole past, which they

do not want to and cannot renounce,

the Stalinists will only slow up the
development of the social demo-
cratic opposition, playing, in the
service of Wels, the role of a gar-

den scare-crow. Prom this point of
vit'W also, the perspective of a now
party places itself imperatively on
the order of the day.

No Illowions!

Behind the majority of political

and logical objections, there really

lurks an unexpressed sentimental
consideration : the Stalinist appara-
tus is under the blows of Fascism,
many devoted and unselfish com-
rades are trying with all their might
to save the organization—is it per-

missible under such conditions to

"discourage" the fighters? This ar-

gument can be best expressed by
two lines from a verse of a Russian
poet: "Elevating illusion is more
precious to us than the? darkness of
bitter truth." But the philosophy of
Pushkin is not the philosophy of

Marxism. When, at the beginning
of the century, we struggled against
the petty bourgeois illusions and
adventurism of the Social Revolu-
tinaries, many good souls not only
in the Narodnik camp, but even in

our midst, indignantly broke with
the Leninist Iskra which, you see,

allowed itself to criticise terror

tutinercifullly at the time when the
terrorists were perishing in the
hangman's noose. We replied: the
aim of our criticism consists pre-

cisely in tearing away the revo-
lutionary heroes from individual
terrorism and in leading them to
the road of mass struggle. The
illegal apparatus, appended to Man-
uilsky-Stalin, can bring nothing to

the German proletariat save new
misfortunes. We must say this open-
ly and without delay, in order to

save hundreds and thousands of
revolutionaries from a fruitless

waste of their energies.

L. TUOTSKY
-Prinkipo, April 9,1933

LaborWrithes Under NaziWhip
Only seven weeks were required

for the German counter-revolution

to complete its first stage. The Hit-

ler government emerged on January
'M. At its pompous session in Pots-

dam on March 21, the Reichstag
seated the fate of parliamentary
democracy and conferred full power
upon the government. That period

decided for the time being the issue

of Communism or Fascism in Ger-

many. With that commences an
entirely new historical ]>eriod for

the working class which will have
its serious repercussions through-

out the world. The German workers
retreated without a struggle. The
Communist, party leaders were re-

vealed as the organizers of defeat.

Fascism remained the victor and
has ndw been able to consolidate

a virtual dictatorship.

But the Stalinist leaders continue

in their previous course. In a mani-
festo issued from their place of

refuge, dated March 15, it is said

that : "Our party has fought in

brilliant fashion .... Despite the
pompous declarations of the gov-

ernment, March 5 is not a victory

for Fascism, it shows en the con-

trary that the masses of the toiling

people are resolved to wage the

struggle .boldly and courageously."
And from the Stalinist headquarters
it is maintained in Pravda of

March ti : "The working masses of

Germany cannot be intimidated

either by provocation or slander.

They are on the side of the Com-
munist party and under its leader-

ship will put an end to the Fascist

regime,"

It is necessary to make a correc-

tion here. The working masses were
prevented from being on the side

of the Communist party by the

fatal policy of its leadership. And
it is well to add that the new tasks

in Germany will belong to the new
Communist party which in no case

will be organized by the Stalinists.

For the moment the sad truth

must be recognized. It was (he

empty boastful phrases of Stalinism

which contributed so much to ren-

der the party impotent of leader-

ship. They have nothing to do with
it Marxian analysis because they

are not based upon reality and can
result only in adding further con-

fusion to the demoralization created

by the serious defeat suffered. Above
all, they do not correspond with

tiie complete failure of resistance.

Parliamentary democracy took
leave in a blaze of torchlights, ac-

Fascists Attack in the
|

Guise of « Defense » j

coHipauied by the roar of guns and

ringing of churchbells, blessed by

the sermon in the Potsdam church

over the text : "If god be with us

(ihe Fascists) who can be against

us." And the god who is always

on the side of the strong bayonets

found his rightful place in Fascist

Germany. Hitler also titled himself

into this general setting and made
a venture into the stratosphere by

dedicating his address to the people

"on the elevation of the soul." Now
be will proceed the more ferociously

on terra tirma, in destroying the

only progressive class and exter-

minating its organizations. He has

already opened a number of con-

centration camps in which the most

active Communist fighters and so-

cial democrats are to be interned

and kept under the Fascist lash.

One of these camps is located at

Dachau near Munich. It has "ac-

comodations" for o,000. The other

is located at Heuberg in Wartem-
berg. While the activities took

place in Potsdam, 400 Communist
prisoners were on their way to the

latter camp.

Fascist Strategy in Name of

"Defense"

Chronologically one can trace the

sweeping rapidity of the Fascist

rise to the full fledged dictatorship

and to the Just as rapid, disorgan-

ized retreat of the Communist and
social democratic movements. Its

blunt strategy could become possible

only in view of the failure of the

proletarian leaders. Communists and
Socialists alike. Their common
failure prepared the mad for Fasc-

ism. To recount this strategy has

value not so much from ihe point

of view of merely recording what
has passed, hut primarily for the

sake of assimilating the lessons

of these events for the future tasks.

As soon as Hitler and his lien-

tenants entered the government
they set as their first aim the con-

trol of the police, not for the na-

tional coalition, but for the Fascists

themselves. This they accomplished

in the name of ihe defense and
security of the people, strange as

it may seem. Having the affairs

of the interior regime of Prussia

well guarded in the hands of Goer-

Archio-Marxists Wage Independent

Struggle in Elections in Greece

Chicago Symposium
(Continued from Page 1}

Opposition is in itself a tribute to

the Left Opposition's great historic

role in the struggle for united
working class action as well as to

its growing strength and influence.

Comrade Albert Glotxer, of the
National Executive Committee, will
represent the Communist League
(Left Opposition) ; Herbert Zam,
the Communist Party-Opposition
( Lovestonites) ; John Williamson,
Organizational Secretary of District

8, the Communist Party, U. S. A.;

and Hyman Scheid, the socialist

party. The time: Friday, May 19,

at 8 p.m. The place : 3332 W. Doug-
las Blvd., Chicago. Admission is

1.1 cents. The symposium is to be
held under the auspices of the 6th
Congressional District of the So-

cialist party.

Chicago workers, attend en masse.

the CEC and member of Red Trade ^ __
dead," that means that its fate is'l'nion International, his name is fu ry" notes "by "omradVciotzer and
decided. The apparatus will not .

Vue-Fee.
| an ana iytical article by comrade

resuscitate it: as testified by exper- '
Dear Comrades, these gentlemen Cannon. In the ext issue also, the

ience, an apparatus can kill the "'ere all well known pioneers of discussion on tne new taska in Ger.

living but not resuscitate the dead, the Anti "Counter-Eevolutiooary

If the slogan of reform of the old Trotskist Struggle.

party is "meaningless," then nothing After these renegades deserted,
remains but the slogan of a new many party branches and celts

through China were destroyed by
(he KMT and many revolutionists

were arrested.

As to our Left Opposition since

the "Old Man" (Chen Du-Shi) was
arrested, no one eel! has been de-

stoyed by KMT. Our organization

is strong and our comrades are
faithful.

A very valuable bit of news is

party.

The opponents are mainly fright-

ened by the relation of forces: we,
Bolshevik- 1jeninists, declare as liq-

uidated a big organization which is

still capable today of issuing ten
times as much literature and spend
a thousand times more money than
we, and yet, we "proclaim" a new
party in the name of tie small Left

many, opened up by the article of
comrade Trotsky, will be continued.
Including among other things, a
recent resolution of the N. B. C.
of the German Opposition. An ad-
ditional feature will be the Declar-
ation of the International Left
Opposition to the Anti-Fasciet Con-
gress, to be held in Copenhagen the
coming month. A review and an-
alysis of the reformist "Continental
Congress" at Washington has also
been withheld for lack of spaete,

until nert week.
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The events that took place dur-

ing the last 12 months in Greece

proved the correctness of the thesis

of the first convention of the Greek

Left Opposition which convened in

March, 1932- The numerous strikes

of May and June 1932 coupled with

many peasant uprisings in almost

every part of Grece and especially

the General Strike in Athens and

Piraeus showed that the revolu-

tionary movement could have gained

many victories once the activities

of the working class were directed

by genuine (Workers' Councils sup-

plemented by the peasants' commit-

tees. The Stalinists sabotaged this

concrete proposal of the L. O. and

the heroic struggles of the Greek

proletariat were not guided by a

central body of action. Also the

peasant uprisings were drowned in

blood because they were spontane-

ous and left without direction.

The high priests of Stalinism

were unable to apply this method
of action because of the contradic-

tion with the famous "united front

from below." The catastrophic re-

sults of this criminal policy created

confusion among the workers en-

gaged in the General Strike. The
reformists were able to strengthen

their position as a result of the

Stalinist stupidities and the only

section that kept high the banner"

of Communism was the Left Oppo-
sition. Despite the heavy sacri-

fices of the Opposition, including

the death of Comrade Adamopoulos
in the picket line, our comrades
were unable to overcome the treach-

ery of the reformists (whom the

Stalinists assisted to a great ex-

tent by their "Social- Fascism" the-

ory) in smashing their reluctance

to light when they saw clearly that

the Strike was spreading to other

cities of Greece and assuming an
acute revolutionary character. Wo-
men and children joined their fa-

thers and husbands on the picket

line.

Stalinism in Greece, as in every

other country where it is confront-

ed with an actual struggle, succeeds
only in one point, that is, in dis-

gracing the name of Communism.
Kvery action of the Stalinists shows
this very clearly. The aim of the

Left Opposition is one of defend-

ing the banner of Communism
which centrism soils.

While Stalinism allies itself with
every kind of petty-bourgeois ele-

ment under the banner of the
Workers' and Farmers' bloc, it re-

fuses not only co-operation but even
support to the Bolshevik-Leninists.

It even resorts to physical violence

to avoid co-operation of the Archio-
Marxists with the party; it does
not let them approach the masses
near the party and never gives
them the opportunity to speak. But
while this policy is able quite often
to stifle the voice of small Oppo-
sitional groups, it Is unable to sti-

fle the voice of the Archio-Marx-
ists. The Greek Opposition has
outstripped long ago the stage of
a mere Opposition and is trans-

formed into a positive Communist

force and in a section of the work-

ing class is considered as the only

guarantee of the revolution.

These conditions imposed upon

our tjreek comrades the duty of

directly approaching the masses

which Stalinism disappoints and

which become passively inclined,

giving an easy victory to the reac-

tionaries. These duties our com-

rades understand very well and as

a first step they decided to put up
5 independent candidates during

the elections of last March 5, at

the same time agitating for the

other candidates of the party.

By running their candidates our

comrades did not expect any tre-

mendous victories. On the con-

trary, as Marxists they explained

to the thousands of workers that

gathered at their election rallies

why they ran their candidates and
what they could expect from the

elections. Also they carried long

articles in their daily paper Pali

Ton Taxeon explaining in detail

this important turn in policy.

First of all, they explained- that

they did not expect to get thou-

sands of votes. For the two can-

didates of Athens, comrades George
Vitsoris and Charalambos Alexopou

los, they expected 500 votes. For the

Salonica candidates, comrades Alex

is Sakkos and John Kefalas, 400.

For the candidate of Oetylou, com-

rade Petro Androni 100. These ex-

pectations were realized with the

exception of Salonica, where the re-

action, attacked the Labor Centre,

killed seven workers and wounded
105, confiscated the registration

book of the workers and thus pre-

vented them from voting. Comrade
Androni was arrested during his

election campaign and was beaten

into unconsciousness.

The Archio-Marxists ran their

five candidates primarily because

the Stalinists did not run on a

Communist ticket and, what is more
important, in order to speak to the

masses and prove that Communism
is not responsible for the crimes of

Stalinism.

The thousands of Stalinist votes

are not a genuine proof that they

are able to mobilize all these vot-

ers. On the contrary, they are Pla-

tonic gestures of numerous petty-

bourgeois and newly radicalized

workers. The Stalinists, as usurp-

ers of the October revolution, are

able to get thousands of votes as

official representatives of the Soviet

Union.

In view of these favorable con-

ditions of Stalinism, every vote of

our comrades is a genuine vote for

Communism. All the influence of

Stalinism will be transferred to the

Archio-Marxists once they suc-

ceed in sweeping Stalinism aside

and building the United Commu-
nist Party. The most powerful
struggle between Stalinism and Bol-

shevism is taking place at present

In Greece and Its development is

earnestly followed by those who
wish to see the rising of Bolshevism

in.::-, they piocoeilcd to appoint po-

lice commissioners for the other

Kil.le.-i. Bitviii'iii. Wuifcmberg, Sax-

ony, etc. These were not just mere
chiefs mI puiii-f bul fully authorized
commi -^loners whose powers were
symbol i/cd by ihe ait of veil Epp,
commissioner for Bavaria, in ap-

jiointiil^ il new guveriunent for the

state. Elsewhere within the various

states and cities followed in rapid

succession the removal of the elected

governments, legislators, mayors and
even regular functionaries and hired

einlpiiyces who did not swear to

the Fascist colors. At first it took

place by the more polite method of

granting leaves of absence but later

the victims were violently chased
out. All were replaced by Fascists.

Step by step with these inroads

grew the suppression and complete
proscription of the workers' press,

their meetings and their organiza-
tions.

The. Communist press and even
the Socialist press formerly count-

ing of I'.Kl papers is entirely pro-

scribed. The Communist auxiliaries,

the Roichsbanner and other socialist

organizations are dissolved and pro-

hibited. These actions were supple-

mented right alonsi with the neces-

sary emergency decrees. Itut in all

of these the Fascists had fully

learned the art of taking the meas-
ures in the name of the defense

ai.d security of the people. The
Fasi-ist strategy managed to put
Ihe working class organizations in

Ihe position of being the offenders—
the terrorist monster against which
li.ey were defending the people The
workers who had cause to speak
in the name of, and to take meas-
ures for, their own defense, and
thereby the defense of the majority
of Ihe jieople, failed to do so.

To put it more correctly, their par-

ties to which they had given all

their confidence—their workers' par-

tics and nu're particularly their

jiiirty lenders—failed to give such
leadership, failed to give any lead-

ership at aii. The Fascist strategy,

although crudely and clumsily car-

ried out nevertheless became super-

ior. The working class' lack of
strategy, and where any was shown,
its false strategy, hastened the de-

feat.

To fully comprehend the enor-
mous chasm presented here it is

necessary to make a historical com-
1-arison with tiie process of the
Bolshevik revolution under Lenin
and Trotsky. For example, at the
lime of the attempted Kornilov
counter-revolution, the Bolsheviks
mobilized the weight of the masses
and through their deep antagonism
to tiie Kornilovists impelled the
Mensheviks to light unitedly with
them under the slogan of the de-

fense of the people's revolution.

Also, at the time of the Kerensby
attempt to strip I'etrograd of its

rt'vohirinary soldiers, the Bolshe-
viks frustrated it under the slogan

of the "'defense of the revolutionary
capital." The subsequent breach
with the army hcad((uar-fer was
made in the name of "defense of
revolutionary order against counter-
revolutionary attempt." And again,

up until the very last days before
the insurrection, (he heavy attacks
were made in the name of defense
under the immediate leadership of
formally established "Defense Com-
mittees." The IIM Guard was or-

ganized and as late as October 22
defined to be: "'An organization of
the armed force-; of the proletariat
tor the struggle against counter-
revolution and the defense of the
conquests of the revolution." No
class-conseions worker will today
deny the historical right and cor-

rectness as well as effectiveness

of the Bolshevik strategy carried
on in the name of defense. Yet
these lessons have already been lost

to the proletariat. Its leaders falsi-

fied the lessons of October.—ARNH SWADECK
(Continued in the next issue)

and the extermination of Stalinism

as a prerequisite for the extension

of the October Revolution. This
struggle is not going to be conflned

only to the balot box but will ex-

tend to the broader arena of the

daily class struggle. The financial

disadvantages of the Left Opposi

tion will be overcome. Money and
whatever' it can procure are not
the decisive factors of the class

struggle.

The Daily Worker of May 8 boasts

about, the gains of the "lied Oppo-
sition" in Salonica. Although we
lack detailed information about re-

cent election, we are in a position

to state that the Stalinists in Sal-

onica always were able to muster
a majority on account of the sup-

port they get from the "Sparfacus

group" (a Left Opposition ten-

dency )

.

Iiut. the Daily Worker fails to

mention that on February 16, the

Labor Center of Salonica was at-

tacked by the police and soldiers

of the Military Garrison and that

the local Archio-Marxists were in-

Involved in the clash with them and
7 killed and 105 wounded. With
the Left Opposition handicapped by

such heavy casualties it is not sur-

prising that in a small Union the
Stalinists were able to muster a
majority.

The Archio-Marxists have already

made headway in the heavy task

of creating a United Communist
movement by sweeping aside the

Stalinists. The very boastings of

the Stalinists prove that the blows
"f the Greek Opposition are becom-
ing effective. The development of

the struggle will be reported regu-

larly in the columns of the Militant.

A. CALMS.
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Wational Mooney Meet Prepares Broad Fight
Congress Elects National Council of Action; Left

Opposition Among Many Groups Represented

(Continued from Page 1)

Comradethe Left Opp., Comrade Cannon

declared: The Opposition does not

consider (he press™ t congress as the

culmination of the movement to

free Tom Mooney, bat rather us the

beginning of the struggle, the basis

upon which to broaden the entire

movement. He proposed to begin a

new series of local ami district

united front conferences mobilizing

ever- broader sections of the working

class, drawing in new forces into

the united front, and preparing for

a national and international Mooney

Day- All tllis work. Cannon stated,

must lead to the organ iaat ion of

nnother national congress with a

gcal of at least 10,000 delegates.

-The ixilicy for all this work," said

Cannon, "which shall govern the ac-

tivity of the lending committee on

a national scale and all the local

organizations is the iwlicy of the

united front of workers' organiza-

tions." lie closed with the declar-

ation that the Left Opposition would

present motions on program and po-

licy and along this line to the res-

olution committee. It was only

following the speech of comrade

Gannon that efforts were made by

other speakers to touch upon the

subject of policy and program.

With the first session drawing to

a, close, Muste in reporting for the

presiding committee made the pre-

posterous proposal to conclude the

congress on th afternoon of the

second day in order to bring the

congress to a fitting climax with

the Mooney Mass Meeting scheduled

for sis o'clock in the evening, at the

Chicago Stadium. This proposal took

the congress by surprise. The con-

gress had no sooner settled down
when this proposal for adjournment

was made. Herbert Zam, the dele-

gate of the Communist Party (Op-

position) rose immediately on the

floor to object to the proposal of

the presiding committee. He was
followed by a representative of the

Proletarian party. An obvious eon-

fusion existed among all delegates,

who found it difficult to understand

the nature of this proposal. In

speaking of this proposal, comrade
Glotaer stated for the Left Opposi-

tion, that the most important task

of the congress, policy and program,

was still to be reported upon and
discussed, lie pointed oat that until

then the congress had merely re-

viewed the Mooney case ; but it

had not even elected a resolutions

committee (scheduled for the next

day) nor begun the decisive work
for which the congress was called.

Considerations of ;t financial char-

acter or the desire to bring the

congress to a fitting climax could

never outweigh the importance of

the deliberations of the congress it-

self.
' Throughout, the hail delegates

rose in objection to the proposal of

the committee. A motion was made
to ^ab!e the proposal until the fol-

lowing day. In observation of the

mood of the delegates, the presiding

committee accepted this substitute.

Election of Resolutions Committee

The second day of the congress

opened with Win. Leader in the

chair, Discussion continued on the

report of comrade Minor, while
;•'. cutin.,' the proposal of the presid-

ing committee for the Resolutions

Committee. Tllis committee was the

most important of the congress. It

bad to take up the question of po-

licy and program and report back

lo'the congress floor. The commit-

tee was composed of delegates the

Proletarian party, A. F. of L. locals,

the socialist party, the YI'SL, the

YCL, the TUUL, the Communist
party, other Mooney local confer-

ences, and the Left Opposition

(comrade Cannon.] The selection of

comrade Cannon was more the re-

sult of pressare by certain delega-

tion*, rather than by the presiding

committee in which the party had

the majority. The proposal to add
Zam to this committee, to represent

the Right Opposition was defeated

hy the overwhelming Party vote.

At the conclusion of this point, the

resolutions committee went into ses-

sion and the discussion of Minor's

report continued.

I'.efore the closing of the second

day of the congress, it was decided

I
(i continue the congress on the third

day as originally scheduled. The
proposal was made the night before

lor adjournment, stood out even

more ridiculous, on the second day,
when it became clear that even

after the second day, the congress

bail not yet concerned itself with
the question of policy and program,
or with a report of the resolutions

committee.

In behalf of the presiding Com-
mittee, Kill Gebert proposed to ad-

journ the congress in time to permit

the delegates to attend the May Day
demonstrations held by both the

socialist party and the May Day
Tinted Front Committee (Left

wing.! This proposal was unani-
mously accepted by the congress.

Ail delegates were to be present at

the Mooney Mass meeting in the

evening.

The Third Day of the Congress

The congress reconvened on May
lind, at the Masonic Auditorium,
with Joe Weber, of the TUUL, act-

ing as chairman. The resolutions

committee which could not conclude
its work remained in session while

Ihe congress continued the original

discussion on the report of Minor.
During" this discission comrade Al-

lier Goldman, the Chicago Attorney
for' the International Labor Defense
ti ok the floor. He made two cri-

ticisms of the congress which were
by and large correct. Goldman
stated that in calling this congress
the policy of the Molders Committee
hould, have been directed to the
organization of a -joint arrangements
committee representative of the so-

lialist party, the A. F. of L., the
Communist jiarty, the TI'I'L. etc.

Sucti a committee should have then
cai'ed the conference into existence.

While this policy was finally adop-
ted, Goldman declared that it was
adopted somewhat too late to be
of real effectiveness.

10s second criticism was on the

manner in which the congress was
conducted ; referring to the abnor-
mally long discussion of a purely
agitational character and the fail-

ure of the congress to spend the
major part of its time on the ques-
tion of policy and program.

Scott rose to answer Goldman,
but his reply did not meet the cri-

ticisms made. During the course
of his answer Scott made clear to
the delegates that he was not a
member of the Commuist Party nor
Ihe International Labor Defense.
Among Ihe following speakers

were Gehert and Zam. In the course
of his speech Gebert again raised

the question of the united front

from below. In this he only re-

echoed the remarks of Amter, who
had stressed sharply this same poli-

cy before. Zam declared his oppo-
sition to linking the general strug-

gle for workers' rights, or the

Scoffsboro case, with the light for

the release of Tom Mooney. Speak-
ing in the name of the Communist
party (Opposition) he informed the
congress that it was their position,

that the congress and its policy con-
line itself exclusively with the issue

of Tom Mooney, without raising the

other questions of workers' rights.

The Reports
of tJie Resolutions Committee

Discussion on the report of Minor
closed with the arrival of the res-

olutions committee, which remained
in session during the first part of

the last, day of the congress. C. A.
Hathaway reported for the resolu-

tions committee. On a number of

minor resolutions there was agree-
ment, but in discussions of the main
resolution different points of view
were presented. lie said that reso-

lutions presented by the Lovestone-
ites ami the Left Opposition were
tabled. Differences existed on the
main resolution over one particular
point aiHjn which there will be a
minority report by comrade Can-
non. The I. \V. W. presented sepa-
rate resolutions favoring a boycott
of California products and the call-

ing of a genera! strike in the event
that Mooney is not freed or contin-
ues to remain in prison. The reso-

lutions committee while nol oppos-
ing these resolutions in principle
proposed their non- adoption by the
congress, because of their inappli-

cability at the present stage of

development of the workers' move-
ment in tllis country.

Returning to the resolution, Hath-
t,\\ny declared that a sharp differ-

ence existed between the majority
et the Resolution which says in

1'ITccl. : that during the existence of

the united front, there shall be no
attacks by the participating organ-
izalions upon each other, so long
as each loyally carried out the de-

cisions of the congress. Hathaway
attempted to convey the idea that
this docs not mean to liquidate the
independence of the organizations
involved, or abolish the freedom of
criticism though in reality it is

precisely a weapon which the mis-
leaders of labor are looking for'.

This was a concession to the leaders

of the A. F. of L. and the socialist

parly to get them into the united
front, Hathaway said. It was de-

signed to prevent them from saying
ihai they could not participate in

the united front because they re-

fused to be attacked by the Com-
munists, it is to show the workers
that everything possible is done to

pave the way fur the participation
of their organizations.

In making the minority report,
comrade Cannon called attention to

the fact that the resolution of the
Opposition was not tabled, but all

of ifs points were incorporated in

the main resolution reported on by
Hathaway. When this was done it

was not necessary to fight for the
separate adoption of the proposals
of the Left Opposition. "We are
interested in the adoption of a cor-

rect jMilicy." comrade Cannon said,

•"and if you will table all our pro-
posals as you lia"ve this one, we
shall not object."

Speaking fur the Left Opposition,
Cannon declared that aside from
one clause, he supported the reso-

lution which was in general correct.
The amendment made by Cannon
read as follows: "Each organiza-
tion entering the united front obli-

gates itself to discipline in action

but retains its full independence and
its right to criticism." This clause
would permit of no misunderstand-
ings by anyone participating in the
united front. It is the only correct
basis upon which the united front

can be organized. To do otherwise
i.-. to tie the hands of the revolu-
tionary elements, which could re-

act favorably only fo the reformists.

Toward the close of his minority

report, comrade Cannon read from

the Daily Worker of April 30, the

declaration of (he Communist In-
ternational, revising again its po-
sition on the united front and call-

ing for the resumption of the tactic
of the "united front from below."
As a parting question Cannon asked
whether this meant that the Party-
would now change its position again
and revert to ils old policy. This
change of line by the C. I. caught
the Party unawares and in replying
to a similar question put by com-
rade Gerry Allard. Ilalhaway re
plied that tiiis did not mean a
tevisfon of file line, but applied only
lo the May Day demonstrations.

The conference adjourned to move
to the People's Auditorium for the
final session of the congress. Dis-
cussion followed upon reconvening.

|

Roger Baldwin before leaving the
congress made a statement in com-
plete support of the majority of
the resolutions committee. A simi-
lar declaration was made by Hoi

Highlight of Meet -- Clash Between Stalinists and

L.O.on'NonAggression ClauseofMainResolution

Sidelights of theStruggle on the Convention Floor
(Continued from Pane 3)

ticism." Hathaway, speaking for

the majority, and the Stalinists,

and. having the backing of all right
wing elements in the conference,
voted us down but we obtained <''.i

votes— heavy trade union votes

—

for our amendment. This was the
largest minority vote of the con-
ference.

The Left Opposition voted for the
main resolution with the above
amendment. It was not. the best
it-solution possible hut was, in the
main, presentable and laid the basis
for a working agreement for the
united front.

I

The Lovestone right wingers in-

troduced an amendment on Ihe
Seottshoro case. The amendment ot
Zim's was a concrete expression of
his iMisiiion at the Chicago city
conference a few weeks ,-igo, when
In- tried to leave the Mooney case
high and dry, divorced from evory
other issue and the class struggle.
Zam proposed that Ihe Mooney issue
lie Ihe only issue of the Congress.
The original petition of the Stal-

inists was for a Mooney-Scottsboro
Committee. In the Resolutions Com-
mittee this was amended after a
tight, led by the Left Opposition. It
was agreed that the Committee
would be a Free Tom Mooney Com-
mittee and that we agitate for the
Seottshoro case and cooperate with
the defense. To affiliate with and be
part, of the Mooney united front
It is necessary only to agree with
the campaign to free Tom Mooney.
The Left Opposition differed with

both the Lovestoneite and Stalinist

posilions. We were opposed to the
Stalini-t attempt to turn the Moo-
ney Committee into a Mooney-
Scolfsboi'o Committee, but. we were
equally opjxised to the Lovestone
right wing attempt to separate the
Mooney case from the Seottshoro
case and other class struggle issues.

I'.olh the centrists and the Right
wing confuse the question of or-

ganizational and propoganda rela-

tions, as well as the relations

between different issues of the
class struggle.

The final draft of the resolution

had some bad points on this ques-
tion and some wrong formulations,
such as: -The unity of the workers
and Negro people.". In the main,
however, il was correct, and we
found common ground on which to
vote with the Stalinists.

The ('. I. May Day Bombshell
After the Resolutions Committee

had adopted a very good and cor-

rect formula on the united front
with the exception of the sentence
dealing with "no attacks" the Stal-
inist steering committee, Amter, etc..

discovered, through our information
that the Daily W«rker that had
arrive in the morning of this ses-
sion carried a manifesto from the
C. I. on May Day that again re-

turned to the united front from be-
low, it was a wrong position and
a return to the old formula. At
least one thing was clear, that the
C. I. formula and the formula
adopted at the Mooney Congress
were two different positions. Which
one will the Stalinists try to live

up to? This is (heir contradiction.

We will do all that is possible to
help the party find its way to the
correct Leninist united front posi-
tion expressed, in the main, by the
resolution of the Mooney Congress
and not by the C. I. resolution.

The Left Opposition was on the
Resolutions Committee of the Moo-
ney Congress but unfortunately was
Sot on the Resolutions Committee
of the C. I.

If the Mooney movement slips

back to the old Stalinist formula
of the united front from below, the
Socialist Party and A. P. L. leaders
will be greatly strengthened and
rendered a great service bv us.

Hathaway and Borioh. speaking
in defense of a confuted formula
on the united front that has ele-

ments of both the Mooney Congress
formula and the C. I. formula, said,
in reference lo Ihe Socialist, and
A. F. L. leaders: "The leaders
will never come into a united front
of this kind," meaning (he Chicago
Mooney Congress. The leaders
never decide the question of joining
or boycotting a united front. This
question is decided for them by the
use of a Leninist policy of the
united front by the revolutionists
and the mas* pressure of the work-
ers upon and within their organi-
zation. If the united front policy
is not correct and the pressure,
consequently, nol great enough then
I bey will refuse. This the Stalinists
must still learn, just as they must
learn that we never must give up
our independence or our right to
political criticism in united fronts.

HUGO OKIILER

Prospects of Development of the Progressive Miners

Larks, recently oxitellod from the

\I'SL, because of his struggle in

si.pport of the Mooney Congress and
the united front. Larks is one of

i he leaders of theLef t wing in the

1 i'SL and the socialist party. He
supported the position of the maj-

ority on the non-agression clause

because in his opinion it would
make possible further proposals for

united front action to the socialists.

Williamson speaking for the Party,

made a vicious attack upon Gold-

man. Zam and Cannon. Coming
when it did, the speech mocked the

whole effort of the- party to force

through the non-agression pact.

filotzer Replies to the Critics

of the Minority Report

Comrade Cloister was given the

floor in defense of the minority re-

port. He declared that the main
lactic of this congress should be

the extension of the united front

policy. The correct utilization of

the united front tactic would make
I* ssible the increase of pressure

upon ihe reformists. Only by such
pressure will it be possible to force

Ihe leaders of the A. F. of L. and
(he socialist party into united front

action. To expect lids in any other
way, for example, by a non-aggres-

-ion iiact, was a mere illusion.

Paul Mattick, representative for

Ciiited Workers Party, spoke again
against the non-agression pact and
called for rank and file control of

ihe united front, lie declared him-
self against the resolutions on boy-

coll and united Iron I. He was fol-

lowed by Hansen, a member of the

IWW, representing the Kentucky
Miners, who spoke in favor of the
resolutions on boycott and general
st like.

A motion was introduced to close

the discussion. In view of the fact

that many speakers had not yet
had the opportunity to present their

jiositipns on the floor, protests came
from all parts of the hall. Zam
particularly protested this action,
lie pointed out that he made an
amendment to the resolution; that
the amendment had not been pre-

sented to the congress and that no
one had had an opportunity to speak
for it on the floor. A period of
bedlam scisscd hold of the confer-
ence. During the confusion the
motion carried and Hathaway pro-
ceeded to sum up his report and the
discusiou. During his summary
speech, Zam again demanded fo be
given the floor t o present bis
amendment and defend his position.

At this point, Hathaway made the
motion fo give Zam five minutes to
present his motion and to speak
in defense of it. The motion car-
rod.

The essence of the amendment by
Zam, was designed to confine the
Congress to the one issue of Tom
Mooney and to leave the general
question of the struggle for work-
ers' rights out of the main resolu-
tion. In continuing his summary
Hathaway attempted to cover the
struggle of the Left Opposition for
correct policy by asserting that the
Left Opposition was only interested
in presenting its political program
at I lie congress. This remark made
little or no impression—it was an
allempt to declare the position of
the party against the Left Opposi-
tion.

Voting on the Resolutions
An endeavor was made to vote

(Continued from Page 1)

months on strike or unemployed, in-

creased relief means strength to the

Progressive Miners in their struggle

against, the I'eabody forces. Gov-

ernor Horner knew this and acted

accordingly. The Right wing, the

Musteites and the Right wing So-

ciaists opposed the Hunger -March

from within, sabatoged it, fought

egainst it, and in some cities the

Right wing even allwed members of

the Progressive Miners to be depu-

tized to beat down the Hunger
M n rchers.

The straggle of the Progressive

Minors for victory over the Pea-

body forces cannot be separated

from the struggle of the unemployed

TheTendenciesintlie Union lfiti'xi«n Economics is from bour-.,_.._.
i

geois Economics. He will succeed
and the I asks facing It "' sowing confusion and will help

""
,7.—r, .1 - .— strengthen the Right wing elements

lo facilitate a finishing blow in the m' ifs "Left" cover within the Pro-
Fall of Ihe year. They did not| Pgressive Miners Union.

succeed entirely in the last move,
that of red baiting. However, the
Left wing position was weakened
because all those forces, with few
exceptions, who were under attack,

wasted their time trying to prove
(hat they were not Reds, instead

of pointing- out the reai aim of the
bosses "red drive." The guns cannot
be aimed at the Communists as Pea-
body desires if the union is to live;

the guns must be aimed at the
I'eabody forces and expose the "Red

workers, through mass pressure, for' drive" for what it is worth. To be

more relief. The Right wing element

in the Progressive Miners Union
have not only allowed this impor-

tant weapon to lie idle and nist but

have attempted to prevent the Left

wing element from utilising it in the

struggle against the Operators. Has
the Union officially taken one step

in the direction of organizing the
unemployed coal miners? No. Strike

relief is the nearest they came to it,

hut that alone misses the mark
entirely. The Progressive Miners
Union must take up the activity for

the unemployed miners inside and
outside of the union. The Left wing
must lead in this fight.

Red Baiting Campaign
Right on the heels of -smashing

the State Hunger March, the Pea-
body forces followed up in the

snthern area by killing two Prog-
ressive Miners, arresting scores of

others and terrorizing the Progres-
sive Miners in their base of opera-

tion just outside of Franklin County.
This in t^rn was followed up in

quick order by an atack upon the

Left wing forces of the Progressive

Miners Union hy a charge of Com-
munism and through a red baiting

campaign.
The aim of the Peabody forces

was to divide the union for'ees,

force the Right wing into retreat,

and the left wing, under cover.

called a Communist when one is

oi. ly a left winger is an honor. For
:t Communist to deny being one in

Ihe Progressive Miners of America
is a first rate mistake.

Tl»e Situation in Franklin County

We have already dealt in previous
articles with the two year contract;
the legalistic attitude of the leader-

ship on the frame-up cases; and
the factions in the Gillespie con-
ference. More light can be thrown
on this question, if we consider the
two year contract in relation to the
Franklin County strike. The situ-

ation in Franklin County was ripe
for the strike weeks before the men
were pulled out. The leadership held
back, would hear nothing of it

—

until the Monday following the
signing of the two year contract
and then they were all for it. Did
you ever hear of any worse strike
strategy, or rather any better class
collaboration ".strike" strategy, than
to sign a contract with a section
of tb<> small operators on Saturday
and then to pull out the most stra-
tegical county in the state the fol-

lowing Monday? Even some of the
Musetif.es in the field could not
swallow this "strategy."

The Musteites play an odd role in

The Stalinist faction and their
policies and blunders have been
dealt with many times in the col-
umns of the Militant, so we will only
take up a couple of important as-
pects of the situation. The out-
standing factor to consider when

Lewis. Horner outfit.

The class collaboration in policy
of the leaders of the P.M.A. was
adopted because they "wanted a
breathing spell.'' But upon this false
foundation they have been losing
ground to the Lewis machine in

many districts Breathing spells.

si 1* well as growth, cannot be had
on the basis of class collaboration,
if one has the interest of the work-
ers at heart. Growth and consol-

idation is possible only on the basis
of a Left wing policy, of class
struggle.

1'pou such a foundation the union

on the main resolution first thus

making if unnecessary to vote on

tiie various amendments proposed.

Such a motion was carried. Here,
comrade Cannon took Ihe floor to

object fo tlic procedure and promised
voting first of all upon the various
amendments and then in the main
resolution. In making hi.* statement
comrade Cannon declared that the

delegation of the Left Opposition in

voting for its own amendment (see

above) would at the same time vote
for the genera! resolution, excluding
that section containing the uon-

aggression clause. This proposal was
carried and the voting proceeded
I'll the different amendments.

The amendment proposed by the
Left l)pi)ositioii received l*i \otes.

Tiiis was the largest minority vote
in the congress. It. showed too,

that, next to (he party, the Left

OpiM>sifion was (lie strongest po-

litical factor in Hie congress. The
boycott resolution of the 1. \V. \V.

received ^7 votes, and their general
strike resolution ")7 votes. The
amendment propsed by Zam got fit

votes. Thus. the overwhelming
majority of delegates voted in favor
:>f (he general resolution.

The final report of the congress
was the election of a permanent
rommittee. The Presiding Committee
proi«>sed a committee of 4:i. The
name of the committee was adopted
as the: National Mooney Council of
Action. Additional nominations were
made to this Committee. Among
those nominated was Zam. When
the motion was made to elect the
»riginal 4:i. comrade Cannon in Ihe
name of the Left Opposition pro-
posed voting individually on the

additional nominations, because the
the Left Opposition was in favor of

a representative of the Communist
Parly {Opposition) since they rep-

resented a definite current in the
working class movement, bad their
own press and organisation. In
addition, it was made clear that
neither the party nor the Left Op-
position could represent (heir point

of view.
Tiiis proposal was defealed and

the project of the presiding com-
mittee carried by an oferwhelming
vote. The motion that of the per-
manent committee, those residing in

New York City, shall compose the
working committee, and that New
York should be the central head-
quarters also carried. In addition,
the presiding committee proposed
thai the secretary of the committee
should be C. A. .Hathaway. The
lasf proposal carried wit lion t any
objections. Among those on the
National Mooney Council of Action
aie: A. Rentier, Proletarian party;
Ceorge Smirkin, YI'SL; J. p. Can-
non, Communist League of America
<] Jeft opposition) ; Van Gilder,
socialist party; IS. M. Lovctt, LID;
Selena Burroll. Women's Auxiliary
of the P.M.A. ; Pat Ansboury, Prog,
ressive Miners of America ; L. Scott,

Moulders Defense Committee, ('has.

Bloom, A.F. ofL. ; Emil Arnold, A.
I*', of I,.: M. Olay, Anarchist; Rob-
ert Minor, C. P.; Win. Patterson,

1- L. D.; C. A. Hathaway, C P;
J. Muste, CPLA; I. Amter. Unem-
ployed Councils, ,L B. Mathews,
Socialist Parly, Joe Weber, TUUL,
and Alec Fraxei- of the Progressive
Miners of America.

ALBERT GLOTZEIi

one sjieaks of Stalinism as the offi-j w'as born, upon such a foundation
cial representative of Communism the union will grow. Words about
in the Illinois coal fields is the minority rights and expression,
fact that the "vanguard" has con- 1

words about unity of all Left wing
trol of the. majority of the uneni-

i

forces in the coal industry on a
Ployed councils and the progres- '

national scale, words about unem-
sives have control of the trade! ployment relief, words about the
union and the strikes throughout
the coal fields. This contradiction
cannot be explained away with a
jumble of words. It flows^from the
wrong international approach. The
same contradiction was seen in Ger-
many on an enlarged «:aIo where
the Communist party had "control
of the unemployed" and the "social
democrats were strong in the trade
union field.

The greatest contradiction of the
T«ft Opposition is the gulf between
its trade union policy, which has
been proven correct in the struggle
of the Progressive Miners of Amer-
ica, and its lack of material forces.
Due to this, the main line of march
of our trade union policy is often
blurred by the tactiacl shifts along
this line and by mistakes of a mem-
ber or two.

Tasks for Next Period

A fight against the Right wing
class collaboration policy must be
launched all along, up and down the
line, in the Progressive Miners of
America, if the union is to be
strengthened in the coming period
if it is to be in a position fco fight
the Peabody forces. The red baiting
campaign in the union must stop
and the Communists must have the
rights of minority expression as wellthe Progressive Miners of America.

Most of their return students make as members of any other political

i

good watchdogs against Communism I'arty. The Left wing forces must
They wanted the Right wing in ' in general. Tom Tippet is conduct- formulate a minimum program
the union to make a drive against

;

ing classes in Economics and other ,

around which to unite. These steps
the Communists and other Left subjects for the union. His first must be taken at once in every mine
wing elements and thereby, to fur-

i

outline on Economics dealing with town, in every local of the P. M. A.,

six hour day, words must be changed
int action. Not the kind of action
in the immediate past. Action
where the Right wing sat in their
swivel chairs answering phones,
sending the militants to the front
line to carry on the work and to

be used as a cover for their Right
wing poliicies. Individual militants
and Left wing class struggle fight-
ers may have the best of intentions,
but as such they will only be tools
in the hands of the Right wing un-
less they have behind them and are
subordinated to, an organized Left
wing.

The Right wing uses the Demo-
cratic party as their machine in
union elections. The Left wing
must organize all their' forces for
their struggles and their policies.

HUGO OEHLER

The 30 Hour Bill: Stagger System and Wage Cuts
(Continued from Page I)
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Representative Connerv asserted
that unless the, bill carried an
amendment barring imports manu-
factured by industries operating on
more than the thirty hours a week
it would not carry. In this he was
supported by those industries which
are competing in the domestic mar-
ket with the product of industries
abroad. The administration is

opposed to this provision, ft con-
tradicts all the presidential blah
about trade agreements and freelly
flowing rtitoriiational exchange
(Ramsay Mac Donald).

William Green appeared before
the House Labor Committee and.
opposed the minimum wage provi-
sion, 1 Later be appeared again and
urged the passage of the bill as it

stands.). The New York World-
Telegram of May 1 reports that
"Hastem representatives of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
and Engineers are in favor of the
principle of the six-hour day for
railroad employes—with no reduc-
tion in pay. A resolution endorsing
it is sent to President Roosevelt,
Secretary of Labor Perkins, and
chairmen of interested congres-
sional committees."

Under the accumulating pressure
the administration retreated. Sen-
ator Robin-son, the administration's
"whip", announced that the bill is

"not now in the picture." The bill

will pro-baby die in committee.

In the period when this bill
which so vitally affects the working
class was in the process of becoming
legisation, the official Communist
patty, caught unawares, did not lift

a finger to rally the masses aaginst
its inimical provisions. The TUUL,
to be sure, sent a representative to
the Senate Judiciary Committee fco

put forward its view. That is one
thing. Another is to organize a
movement behind this delegation to
give its view a force.
Why did the i>arty stand by with

folded hands? Why did it allow the
initiative in opposing the bill to
fall in the hands of Green and
Others?

The Seven Hour Day
There is a reason. The party was

committed to the slogan of the

AQuickTurn in Policy on

Part of the Stalinists

seven hour day without reduction
in jmy. It has never explained why.
At the meeting of the Resolutions
Committee, in the N. y. May Day
conference, in voting down our pro-
jxisal for the inclusion of the six

hour day slogan in the May Day
Resolution, Winter explained that
the A. F. of L. stood for the six-

hour day and that the C. P. had
to "distinguish itself from the dem-
agogic A. F. of L. fakers!"

When the capitalists themselves
proposed the six-hour day and the
five-day. week they inadvertently
exposed the bankruptcy of the
party's position on the question.
The Black Bill made it impossible
iitr the party to advance the seven
hour day any longer. And, as a
matter of fact, the party press is

now free of it.

Instead, with typical, bureaucratic
cowardliness the Stalinists have
changed the slogan without saying
so, and without explanation to the
I>arty membership and the working
class.

And to what have they changed
the slogan! On April 8 the Daily
Worker said that to the capitalist
wage cutting bill we must oppose
the slogan ,if a shorter work day
without reduction in pay. This form-
ulation is broad enough to include
Ihe I. W. \V. slogan of the four hour
day without reduction in pay. And
it. can also include the position of
the A. F. of L. demagogic fakers
for the six hour day, from whom,
said Winter, the revolutionary
movement, must distinguish itself by
the clock!

But the Stalinists were unable to
crawr out of a bad situation by the
use of an ambiguous and confusion-
sowing slogan. The struggle against
the bill requires concrete measures
and definite slogans. The Dally
Worker of April 20 carried an ar-

ticle t-,c Stachel, in which he reports
that the TUUL appeared before the
Senate Judiciary Committee and
proposed an amendment to the
Black Bill providing for the six-

hour day, five-day week with no

reduction in pay advanced by the
Left Opposition years before.
Rntjhe Stalinists do not say so

openly to the party and the class.
Worse! As yet they are confining
the struggle to the parliamentary
field. Appearances before the Sen-
ate Judiciary Committee and the
House Labor Committee (May 0]
are undoubtedly correct. But when
they are not backed by a mass
movement they become opportunist.
That is how the question stands

today. With a rise in the economic
conjuncture the workers will begin
to struggle against their basses. A
prominent place in these struggles
will be occupied by the fight for
the six hour day. If the party ser-
icusly means to influence these
struggles in a revolutionary direc-
tion it must begin now to lav the
ground.

It must begin to organize the
movement. The first prerequisite
for this is an open admission of
the change in slogans and a Marxist
explanation for it.

The second prerequisite is the
organization of the movement. The
positions of the leading working
class organizations on the question
makes the situation favorable. The
A. F. of I,, is officially on record
for the six hour day. The railroad
brotherhoods similarly. And the
socialist party is also on record for
it. A correct united front approach
to these bodies by the party for a
movement for this objective can
yield fruitful results for the inter-
ests of the workers and Communism.

Over this possibility the policy
laid down in the C. I. Manifesto
hangs like an ominous .cloud. This
policy must be rejected. In its
place we must adopt and apply the
tactic of Leninist united front "of
workers' organizations,

T. STAMJI

Chaco War Formally Declared
As this issue goes to press, it

is announced that the war between
Paraguay and Rolivia, which has
been raging for nearly two years
now, has been "ofnrialiy" declared,
now, has been "officially" declared.
A comprehensive article dealine
with the Chaco mix up will appear
in the forthcoming issue.
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America Intervenes in

European Conflict

HTTLKR DYNCES TO ROOSEVELT'S TINE. ORGY OF "PEACE"

T\LK PREPARES NEW SLAUGHTER AN1> ATTACK ON U.S.S.R.!

MOBILIZE FOR DEFENSE OF THE WORKERS FATHERLAND!

The past week was marked by

a hectic development of the poli-

tical tension on the European eon-

tiiH'iit and by whirlwind American

intervention to allay it. The surpris-

ingly easy ami rapid consolidation

of the Nazi power in Germany-

while France ami tins rest of the

entente had expected a prolonged

!>ei'iod of internal strife to keep

the German nationalists tied to

their strings—led to increasing

boldness on the part of Hitler on

the foreign front ami served as the

cause of something which is being

described by the universal press as

a "war hysteria comparable to that

of 1914."

As long as the fate of Germany

was undecided, as long us it was

not certain that the proletariat of

that country would not rise against

the Fascist monster and institute

its own rule, the ruling classed of

France, KnsUand, etc., not only had

no objections to the Nazi Storm

Troops hut regarded them as war-

riors iu the defense of "civiliza-

tion."

Hut the moment when it became

elear that class struggle iu Ger-

many had for the time being, de-

cided by the passive submission of

the workers—betrayed by the social-

ists mill kept divided by the Stal-

inist bureaucracy—the allied cap-

italists immediately saw the

menace of German "rearmaments"

in these same Brown Shirt forma-

tions.

it had been the original intention

of the Versailles victors to solve

the German crisis by maintaining

their stranglehold on Germany on

a new plane—showing a Fascist

Germany to the forefront of war
for the extermination of Soviet

Russia, where it could make gains

only as an agent of all of the pow-

ers of Western Europe and only to

tin! degree to which they consented.

Civil war in Germany would have
left Hitler no other choice.

With the inexpensive triumph
over his internal enemy, the Nazi

chieftain naturally gained inspira-

tion to drive for a much better

bargain-—for a place amouig the

equals in the family of robber cap-

italist nations. Now, if he is to

attack Soviet Russia, he wants to

make sure that he will have the

force behind him to dictate his own
terms and to turn the balance in

favor of .Nazi Germany in any case.

The lack of proletarian resistance

within Germany itself facilitates his

deviish game of flirtation with the

U.S.S.R., which is a club in hia

hands for the purpose of shaking
the positions of the Western pow-
ers.

Hitler's excursions into Austria,

and growing fascist strength there,

only served to further alarm his

Allied opponents, whose aim is, of

course, to hold on to that balance

of power which they have held so'

ti -'illy ever since Versailles. There-

in lav. the reasons for all the talk

about ''sanctions and preventative
war" that so swiftly threw all of

Europe into a frenzy last week.

It was at this point that Wall
Street's "New Deal" president in-

terfered. The heavy billions of

American capital investments, of

war debts and private [contracts

which constitute the economic basis

of America's world hegemony were
at stake. "Isolation'' ,K>licy, which
under the pressure of financial and
economic intervention (Dawes Plan,

Young Plan) had shrunk to the

size of a flimsy formality, was
delinitety thrown overboard.

Retaining the traditional hypoc-

risy of imperialist U.S. "pacifism,"

1"resident Roosevelt addressed him-
self to the nations of Europe with
something that amounts to a po-

litical ultimatum. Money talked

and all the high and low politicians

of Europe listened.

The Washington administration

had been careful beforehand to

make clear that it would definitely

oppose all "sanction" (the occupa-

tion of the Ruhr, etc.) but dropped
a gentle hint to Berlin to bide its

time. Roosevelt did, to be sure,

tell the Nazis that he would not
stand for German "rearmament."
Rut at the same time, he just as

categorically demanded French dis-

armament a-s a precondition for1

holding Germany iu check.

Hitler's Reichstag Speech
The Roosevelt message was a

bitter pill for the Western powers
to swallow but they had no alter-

native. It takes finances to Impose
''sanctions'' and to insure against
possible consequences. Hitler's

Reichstag speech, on the other
1

hand, while indicating a turn to a
slower tempo in the reestablish-

ment of armed equality with the
other powers., nevertheless showed
that this was to be done only by
bowing to Wail Street's wishes and
not at all on the basis of French
or British pressure.

America was to be considered as
"guafantor of European peace," as
a sort of super-arbiter. All in all,

a handsome victory for United

States imperialism and another

strong twist of the American noose

around Europe's neck.
It. is not strange that the capi-

talist press in this country has wel-

comed Hitler's kowtowing to Wash-
ington, it is not strange that it

now goes into peons of praise for

Hitler, the pacifist. It is only some-

what ludicrous, part of the general

comedy of armed pacifism.

That France and England will

disarm—is hardly likely. That
Hitler will, therefore, continue

equipping German military forces

up to France's level—gradually, to

be sure, and on the 'MacDonald
plan"—is just as sure. The tension

has only been temporarily allayed.

The race of armaments will go on
as fiercely as before. The final

word will, however, rest with
Washington.

Hitler and tlie Mussolini Pact

Significantly also. Hitler reitera-

ted his determination to stand by
the, Four Power Pact of Mussolini.

The direction of this ]>act—against

the Soviet Union- -lias been made
clear before this. The danger of

war against the workers' fatherland

is j«st a.s imminent as before. Only
the preponderance in this looming
attack against the fortress of the

world revolution remains to be

decided.

No amount of pacifist talk, no
amount of flirtation with the USSR
—by Hitler or by Roosevelt—-can

cover up that danger. To gloat—as
the Stalinist Daily Worker does-

over the fact that Litvinoff's de-

finition of "aggressor nation" has
heeu accepted by Geneva, can only

have one meaning: To support all

(Continued on Page 4)

Two Expelled by

Stalinists from

y. c l
The- Young Communist League

three weeks ago expelled two more
of its members on the charge of

"Trotskyism." Herman Gladstone,

member of the . Y. C. L- for two
years, and Perry Mayers, member
of tiie Y. C. L. for sis months, were
the victims this time of Stalinist

''party democracy."
The basis for both the expul-

sions was laid at a recent district

membership meeting held by the

Y. C. L. on the German situation

and the line of the Communist
party in Germany. C. A. Hit thaway,

the district organizer of the party

expounded the united front policy

in true Stainist fashion.

At the conclusion of Hathaway's
speech, one of the espelied members
got up on a point of order and asked

that there be a thorough discussion

among the members themselves, so

they would have an opportunity to

express their' opinions and hear
those of the other rank and filers.

After n period of organized heckling

among the leaders, Hathaway got

up and pointed out that "the hour
was late and to continue the meet-

ing with an open discussion would
mean to remain overnight." {Before

this Hathaway had spoken for 4

(Continued on Page 2)

5,000 Walk Out

In Philadelphia

Dress Strike

Philadelphia, Pa.— On Tuesday,

May 9, the dressmakers rose in

rebellion against sweatshop condi-

tions and starvation pay in Phila-

delphia. That day 5,000 waist and

dressmakers, 95 percent of the

trade, went out on a general strike

call in their industry. Their work-

ing conditions, never good, had been

worsened in the past several years

that it could no longer be tolerated.

Wages of $8 to $15 and even lower

are now current. Regulations as

to hours, etc., which the state gov-

ernment, had in past years been
forced to concede, were withdrawn.
Work had to be taken home. It

was a spirit, of resentment against

such slave conditions which brought
on this upheaval.

The extent of the strike and Its

depth, can be further judged by the

fact that for about halt of those

out it is their first strike—a novel
experience. All categories—opera-

tors, cutters, finishers, etc., have
struck. This so successful walkout
was in response to two strike calls

that were Issued, one by the In-

ternational Ladies Garment Work-
ers Union, the other by the United
Front Committee of Dress and
Waistmakers and the Needle Tradei
Workers Industrial Union. The
part played by the Left wing
NTWIIi is a sorry one. The re-

sponse was overwhelmingly to the
right wing ILGWU of ;Dubinsky
and Reisberg. But both unions were
taken by surprise at the turn-out
of the workers. So little did the
officialdom understand.

To the doubtful "credit" or the
ILGWU must be added an effort

to prevent a walkout. At the gen-

eral strike meetings on Wednesday,
Pres. Dubinsky admitted that the

International's office considered con-

ditions Inauspicious for a struggle.

''We restrained, we cautioned . . .

but you wanted it." The Left wing,
desirous of struggle but lacking
forces and a foot-hold among the
workers, was as a matter of course
unable to call a strike. They too
thought the call ill-timed—it. was too

iate in the season. At the time of the
walkout, fhe ILGWU had registered
1200 workers. Its leaders expected
only an additional GOO to come out.

Tli is strike proves the general
Communist position, that strike

struggle can be successfully waged
now, despite a severe unemployment
situation. The strike has many

Help Pull The

Militant Thru

(Continued from Page Z)

Our appeal to solve- the con-

tradiction between the political

advance of the League ami the

financial situation of the MILI-

TANT have met with an excel-

lent response. Since last week's

report the following returns have

been made by our comrades and

friend*: Comrade Konihow in

Boston paid another note on the

linotype machine; the Chicago

Militant Workers Club shot in

nine dolars; comrade Duell in

New Haven sent in one dollar;

comrade Koehler in Youngstown,

Ave dollars; Dr. E., two dollars;

a friend in Los Angeles one dol-

lar; comrade Kaplan in New
York, three dollars; comrade

Vorovas of Pittsburgh, one and

a half dollars.

In addition the Chicago, New-

ark, Pittsburgh, Minneapolis,

Toronto, Montreal and Boston
branches all sent in various con-

tributions. But best of all has
been the response of the Kansas
City and New "Stork branches
which by their efforts have
steered the MILITANT through
the worst of the breakers. Final

figures of the exact results of

the respective efforts of these
two branches are not yet avail-

able. Next week we will give
a full and detailed report.

Clear water is ahead at last.

There remains one more line of
breakers. If we clear this we
can say that the response of our
entire movement has pulled the
MILITANT through the worst
crisis it has ever faced. In that
case we will have taken a Ions
step forward on the road to the
solution of the contradiction be-

tween the political advances of

ttte Ijeague and the financial

situation of the MILITANT.

Our belief is that tile response
of the past three weeks will not
slacken but will continne.

I>espite the excellent response

of the past week tlie MILITANT
appears late this week. That is

due to the financial situation

which set us hack. If all our
comrades and friends will con-
tinue to make tlieir response
prompt, next week's MILITANT
can appear earlier.

Organize Fight

Against Mass

Evictions

BULLETIN
As we go to press we learn

from the evening papers of the

savage assault made by the N. Y.

Police upon demonstrations in

New York at the Home Relief

Bureaus where unemployed work-
ers protested the slashing of

relief and the cessation of rent

payments by (he city. The thugs

in uniform brutally slugged the

workers. Many were taken to

the hospital for treatment.

The working masses of New York
ait? yetting their first dose of the

Roosevelt, "New Deal." Tammany
Hall, "the friend of the people," has
ordered the wholesale eviction of

(lie New York unemployed from
their homes. Working in coopera-

tion with their election backers,

the landlords and the bankers, the

McOooeys, the Currys, the O'Briens
and the rest of the honest men in

control of the City government
have cut off all payment of rents
for the unemployed. This is no
small matter. It cuts into the lives

of more than 1,000,000 unemployed,
their wives and children. Tam-
many's brutal eviction order tells

fhe jobless masses of this city to

pack their belongings and to rent

a sleeping place for themselves on
the pjirk benches, the subway or
a flop-house—if they can get into

one.

This is the fourth year of the
economic crisis. The masses have
watched the degradation of their
standards of life with little or no
resistance. Ho long as they were
able to "get by" on the handouts
of the relief institutions they re-

mained dormant and passive. The
Communists warned that even these
pitiful doles would be retracted if

fhe workers did not tight for1 their

maintanance and for the granting
of the only half-way substantial
form of relief under capitalism

—

unemployment insurance. These
warnings have now become a sinis-

ter fact. Relief has either been
reduced or eliminated in various
parts of the country. New York
is now falling In line with new
dole to tie dispensed to the Ameri-
can workers—the dole of starva-
tion and evictions.

The capitalist class is determined
to carry out its cynical hunger pro-
gram. Listen to what a capitalist
information agency, the KipIInger
Washington letter has to say and
draw your1 own conclusions:

Chicago Meet Unifies

Jobless Movement
NATIONAL FEDERATION FORMED. SOCIALISTS FORCED TO

INCLUDE ALL COMMUNIST TENDENCIES IN CONFERENCE.
LEFT WING CARRIES PROGRAM AFTER HARD STRUGGLE.

Chicago, 111.,—The Chicago Un- were, in tlie main, divided into

employed Conference held at Lin-

coln Center on May 13, 14, ir>, ended
by forming the National Federation

of Unemployed Workers Leagues of

America, with the national office

in Chicago, and the election of a
National Committee of 15.

Huge ReiKesentatiou
Three national organizations,

two others in the process of forming
national, state, sectional and city

organizations, represented 40 or-

ganizations with 828 branches, from
lii states and 25 cities with OG dele-

gates from all parts of the United
States. The Workers' Committees,
Workers Leagues and Unemployed
Councils were represented. The
Ohio Independence meeting, to be
called by the CI'LA and the In-

dustrial Workers Unions, both in

the process of forming national un-
employed organizations, were also

represented. Fraternal delegates

from political organizations were
also present, Ai. Glotzer represent-

ing the Left Opposition.

Political tendencies from the ex-

treme right to the i^treme left at-

tended the conference which was
(he high mark up to the present in

fhe united front of workers' organi-
zations. The following political ten-

dencies were represented through
different unemployed organizations:
Republicans, Democrats, Agrarian
refoimers, progressives, Borders

'

group, socialists. Right wing so-
cialists, militant socialists, left wing
socialists, anarchists, Industrial
Workers of the World, Musleites.
Stalinists, Lovestonites, Right-
centre Communists, ultra-Left com-
munists and the Left Opposition.
The different political tendencies

(Continued on Page 2)

Broad United Front to Preserve Rivera Murals
A broad united ffont protest

movement of working class organi-

zations against the threatened de-

struction of Diego Rivera's mural
paintings at Radio City by the

Rockefeller interests culminated
Wednesday in an open-air mass
meeting at Columhus Circle and in

mass picketing at Radio City and
later at the home of Rockefeller.

Throughout the whole protest cam
paign the aetive and often leading

role of the Left Opposition, with
which Rivera openly showed his

political sympathy, was evident.

At the first meeting of the pro-

visional united front committee, on
Friday, May 12, representatives of

fhe cultural and educational orga-
nizations of the Left Opposition, the

official party < John Reed Club,
Workers School, National Students

Heroic Sacrifices Mark P. M. A,

Resistance to Operators' Onslaught

Pickets beaten, blinded and mur-
dered! Peaceful miners shot down
at their homes or on the strets!

Relief headquarters smashed! Wo-
men—wives and mothers of miners
beaten and jailed ! Local union and
mass meetings broken up! All these

are regular features of the struggle

of the miners of Illinois to organ-

ize and function within a union of

their own choice—the Progressive

Miners of America.

The list, of murders and outrages

grows as Lewis gangsters, coal

company thugs, deputy sheriff

gorillas and National guardsmen
with machine gun, bayonet, bomb
and blackjack carry on the fight

of the Peabody Coal Co. to force

starvation wages, slave conditions

and a gangster union on the mfners
of Illinois.

The casuality lists of dead and
wounded as published regularly in

the Progressive Miner are eloquent

proof of how the "King Kongs" of

Capitalism: treat starving and
struggling workers in the era of

'new deal" and under the bene-

fieient. reign of the grinning, demo-
cratic "dictator" in Washington.
An incomplete list of recent

casualties follows:

Murdered
Mrs. Emma Cummerlato—shot by

a sniper in her own doorway.
Joe Colbert—shot by gangsters in

his own home.

John Ward—shot on the streets of

West Frankfort.

Henry Artiold—shot in his home.
James Attis—shot at the home of

a friend.

Wounded by Bayonets
Mike ftpada
Frank Breenan
Walter Werner
Wounded by Machine Gun

and Revolver
Charles Rudolph
Philip Masonovich
Raymond Tombozzi
Edward Thomas
I'ete Bor'gone

William Denison
Clyde Perkins (shot four times)

Joe I'oder

And many others.

Slugged
Mrs. Rose Menzyk
Raymond Tombozzi (slugged, ar-

rested, whipped in jail and held
under wafer until unconscious.)

Mrs. Anna Damaret (fractured
skull.)

Mrs. Thomas Wakefield (severe
internal injuries.)

Leal Reese, attorney for P.M.A.
John Boetta
George Filkins, age 65 (face

hacked to ribbons, hand and col-

larbone broken by gangsters in his
own home—and scores of others.)

John Falber (struck in the face
by a tear gas bomb and lost the
sight of both eyes.)

—W. M

League and League of Professional
Groups,) I.W.W., Right Opposition,

C. P. L. A., socialist party and an-

archist groups were present.

The official party representatives
were in an embarrassing position.

On the one hand, the disgraceful
attitude of the John Reed Club
toward Rivera in accepting his ser-

vices and his donation, then slan-

dering him and promising to return
his money without doing so, was
well known, and reinforced by a
vicious attack on Rivera by Robert
Minor in the Daily Worker of May
11, which in effect said that it

served him right for working for1

capitalists. On the other hand,
many members had definitely stated

that they would split unless the

club took an official part in the
protest.

The Committee's Resolution

Under these conditions, the John
Reed Club delegate insisted on
placing as the very first item on
the order of business, after the

names of those present had been
taken and a chairman elected, a
long resolution which in effect

condemned Rivera for a whole
series of past acts having nothing
to do with the question of the Radio
City murals around which the pro-

test action turned.

In view of this, the chairman,
Ben Shahn, of the group of painters

assisting Rivera in making the
murals, with two other members
of the committee, drafted a reso-

lution consisting of sis points, which
were voted one by one, as a guiding
line for the conduct of the protest

;igainst Rockefeller vandalism and
a demand for freedom ill class ex-

pression in art. Point 4 of the
resolution stated that, while this

was not a fight for Rivera as a

person, the committee commended
his courageous action In his con
troversy with the Rockefellers.

This was accepted by all the dele-

gates, including the John Reed Club.

Point 5 aroused a fight. It stated

that since the tight was directed

against Rockefeller, it should not
be weakened by recriminations as
to certain actions of Rivera or of

any of the participating organiza-
tions included in the united front
comm. This applied to the united
front action itself alone, obviously,
as was brought out in the -discussion.

While, open to some objections as

as to looseness of phrasing it was
made clear that this did not bind
the right of any of the participants

to make whatever criticisms they

pleased in their own press and
meetings, and that it referred ouly
to the past actions of Rivera and
of the participants in the united

front, not to those which took place
since ]he united front action began.
In other words, it. was not a ""non-
aggression pact," but an attempt to
prevent the organs of the united
front committee from being used
for an attack on Rivera based on
allegations as to his activities in
Mexico, in, the Soviet Union, in
Detroit and elsewhere, in the past.
The full right 'of criticism was
specifically stated in point of the
resolution, which said that there
was no obligation on any partici-
pating organisations to abandon its

own point of view. The delegates

(Continued on Page 3)

Move to Unify

Unemployed

in Ohio
Yotlrigstown, 0.—All the organi-

zations in the Mahoning Valley
that claim to represent the inter-

ests of the working class will be
given the opportunity to prove how
seriously they recognize the need
of general working class unity in

the immediate future. At the sug-
gestion of a Left Oppositionist, the
Youngstown Fourth Ward Unem-
ployed League has appointed a
committee of three to meet with
similar committees from the Aus-
tintown Unemployed League, Fourth
Ward Unemployed Council and the
central branch of the Youngstown
Unemployed Council for the purpose
of drawing up a united front pro-
gram and issuing an appeal for
unity to all labor organizations in

the Mahoning Valley.
This is going to be a test pri-

marily for two national movements
that are at present contending for
leadership of the local workers. I

refer to the Unemployed Council
movement inaugurated and to this

day dominated by the Communist
party, and the Unemployed Leagues
which have been built up by the
Conference for Progressive Labor
Action and which still generally
follow tlie CI'LA leadership. Both
the OP and the CI-LA do a lot of

(Continged on Page 3)

Cannon Meetings Are Big Factor in

Reviving Movement in Kansas City
Kansas City, Mo.—
Kansas City, with the tradition

of the "Workers' World" and the

othof left-wing struggled still en-

shrined in the hearts of its mili-

tant workers, witnessed a revival

in revolutionary activities, which
we hope, will prove to be the turn-

ing point, in the organizational

activities of the Left Opposition,

and lead it to greater heights.

In spite of the Stalinist slanders

of the past few years, comrade Can-

non '-s visit proved to be a huge

sueeess. From his arrival on

Friday, May 5th, to his departure

Tuesday, May 10th, the revolution-

ary movement in Kansas City took

on a new lease of life.

His two lectures—"America's

Road to Revolution" and "The
Tragedy of the German Proletariat"

—which were given on May 12th
and 14th respectively, attracted
overflow crowds. The results of

the bankruptcy of the C.P. activi-

ties were very evident at these
meetings. After scorching attacks
on the Stalinist regime comrade
Cannon not only invited but urged
the party members or sympathizers
present to defend their position

—

not one arose to take issue. Silence
reigned!

The local branch of the Left

Opposition increased its membership
by almost half when four new com
rados were accepted into the group.

In addition to that the members
and sympathizers pledged SGtK)

—

$lyi> spot each. In response to the

appeal of comrade Cannon for the

upkeep of the Militant and contin-

uance of work in the coal fields.

Also tlie group set a goal of SO new
subs in the Militant drive, Com-
rade Capian of the sub-drive, warns

all those in the race for the prize—

-

the three volumes of Comrade
Trotsky's "History of the Russian
Revolutionf.''—that they muial in-

crease their efforts or else he is

a sure winner!

Last but not least, a Young
Spartaous group, with a member-
ship of nine, was organized by
comrade Duff.

The K. C. Branch feels that the
Left Opposition should recognize
that the perservera nee and patience
of comrades "Shorty" Buehier and
Kassen have borne fruit. It is they
who have received torrents of abuse
from the Stalinists since the for-

mation of the Left Opposition In

K. C, and, now that headway is

being made all credit to them

!

—C. D.

two different positions at the con-

ference as Right, wingers and Left
wingers, with the I.W.W. delegates

jumping: back and forth. Struggles

within the two main tendencies

marked tiie hmh points of the con-
ference and made it jmssible, thru
file ironing out of secondary dif-

ferences on immediate demands, to

conclude the conference with unani-
mous ' decisions. The amendments
to i he reports of the committees
were eil her adopted or rejected and
then the report as amended was
adopted unanimously.

The greatest numerical weight of

the conference was held by the
soeialisi delegates, who were instru-

mental in calling it. But the hope-
less split between their Right and
I.efi wings and the political bank-
ruptcy of the main current of the
socialists made them a sorry figure

iu the conference, whic-h swamped
them in defeat and wrapped them
up in their own contradictions by
obtaining unanimous decisions on
I lie amended reports.

The Left Opjwsition's Objectives
The delegates from the unem-

ployed organizations representing
our political views (Left Opposi-
tion,] went to fhe conference with
the following objectives:

1. To right for the seating of all

unemployed organizations, especially
the Unemployed Councils, which the
liorders Committee had specified in
ihe call would not be seated.

2. To have the conference adopt
flic correct position on the united
front and establish it a.s a working
basis for the unemployed organiza-
tions.

'•i. That the perspective of the
conference lie the establishment of
one national unemployed organiza-
tion.

4. To oppo.se any political, racial,

color or creed or discrimination In
the unemployed organizations.

The-*' objectives became the
established principles by conference
decision because other delegates

—

on the one hand, independent of
our and on tiie other hand, through
discussion with us—fought for the
same positions, thereby enabling the
united Left wing to carry its pro-
gram.
Our delegates, while concentrating

on the above issues were unable to
lead an adequate fight, for the slo-

gan of the six-hour day, five-day
week, with increased pay, which in
the main was lost in ihe resolutions
committee.

Several draft programs from
different organizations, including a
statement of the Left Opposition
were passed out to the delegates.
Our statement will appear in a com-
ing issue.

The Floor Struggles
The first difference of opinion in

tlie conference came when the cre-
dential committee reported, leaving
out the credentials of the Unem-
ployed Councils. Delegate Oehler
moved anameudment to the report
of the credential committee asking
for fhe seating of the Unemploy-
ment Council delegates and the
fraternal delegates from political
organizations that were also left
out. Delegate-Waters, of the Work-
ers Leagues, amended this by speci-
fying the number of votes they
could have. This was agreed to by
the representatives of the Unem-
ployed Councils to enable the Left
wing of the conference to concen-
trate on one instead of two amend-
ments. The amendment to seat the
delegates from the Unemployed
Councils and fraternal delegates
carried by a vote of twenty-nine
and a half to twenty-five and a half,

thereby establishing at the start the
principle of no excisions from the
united front. Without the support
of the Workers Leagues, tho Love-
stoneites and the Left Opposition,
the Stalinists would not have been
seated.

The second important struggle
revolved around the question of
what kind of an organization this
conference would establish. Some
delegates, led by the Workers
Leagues, desired a national organi-
zation. Others wanted a continua-
tion of the original Federation and
the delegates from fhe Unemployed
Councils merely wanted a continu-
ation committee and united front
local and sectional committees. The
Musteites. who are calling the July
1th conference, supported the posi-
tion of the Unemployed Councils.
The report of the constitution

committee was rejected, the com-
mittee dismissed and a new one
elected with Dennis Hatt from the
Detroit Citizen League as Chair-
man. They brought in a report
favoring a National Federation with
city, county and state federations.
A Reverend delegate from the
Workers Committee amended/ the
report of the committee and advo-
cated a national federation of or-
ganizations which give the local
units the right to enter or stay out
of the federation. The committee
and many delegates pointed out

(Continued on Page 3)
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LEAGUE ACTIVITIES

Opposition and Unem-

'

ployed in Los Armeies
j

i*s Anfetes—l'art of the mach-j

inery set into motion- by the United

front airu-i'asoist letter of the C. I-

was an ami-Hitler ucited front

conference in 1j«s Angeles on Ap-

ril a8.

This coufeiviice was not called

by tins Communist parly but by a

united trout provisional organiza-

tion of U orwan groups.

l'root that the "uuiLud front from

below uuuer revolutionary leader-

ship" has gone tliu way o£ the

"inird period' and the "struggle

tor tiie streets" was had by Liiu

tact tiiat neither Uii; Communist
party nut the ioung Communist
league wore represented oilidally.

We presume, their assumption

was thai their presence there

would' trigluen from the -broad

united front" the three branches

oi the 1 h D, the 1WU, the i'SLi,

the friends ot the Polish 1'oliticaL

frisoncrs, the LSU, the Icor, and

the Unemployed Council as well a*

two or three oerman speaking or-

ganizations : Workingmen's Benefit,

Maennerchor, etc. And by no mean*

shall we forget the Cremation So-

ciety who were present, too.

The only Communist organization

openly participating was ta« Left

Opposition.

A delegate of the Left Opposition

was placed on the resolutions com-

mittee. In this committee he pro-

posed three resolutions, in audition

to the two already proposed. One

of th« resolutions, on th* utruggl*

against Fascism, stood for ft

united froiit with all labor organi-

sations against the l\i«cist attacks,

particularly with l lie soeiulisL party.

The socialist party was condemned
for refusing 10 participate in Ulis

conference.

Other resolutions, on anti-Semi-

tism pointed out that the struggle

against Fascism and auti-Henikism

by the Jews could only be waged
by the lower social strata allying

themselves with the proletariat,

end demonstrated that only a new
social order could abolish religious

and racial prejudices.

The third resolution on the De-

fense of the Soviet Union showed
that Hitler represented the spear-

head of the attacks on Russia, and
the labor movement particularly in

the countries intervening between
Russia anil Germany must join the

anti-fascist bloc, (The party voted

against the resolutions of the L. O.)

The party seems determined to

to make of tha anti-Hitler struggle

an affair of fraternal German and
Jewish groups instead of a labor'

affair. The local branch of the

Opposition took a determined po-

sition against this. The consensus

of opinion of revolutionaries here

is that Stalinism is ready for a

nice sanitary disposal.

Call the Cremation Society!

Activity of the Left Opposition

The comrades in the I,os Angeles

branch of the league are very ac-

tive in fhe class struggle particu-

larly rn the mass unemployment
movement, fhe I'nemployed Co-
operative Relief Association in

whifch they are very influential.

The organization is slowly pro-

gressing. >We are developing a
group of erstwhile sciss.u- hills into

class conscious battlers, although
in this as well as in other activities

we suiter acutely from lack of
forces.

Philadelphia Dress Strike
The organization has demanded

§50,000 monthly from the city. This
morning's newspapers slate that
Mayor Porter has appropriated
S^O.000. The cause for this "lib-

erality" is a dual one, a combina-
tion of pre-election political activ-

ity, and the forestalling of ou*
movement by a political concession.
The movement has also gone on

record for the freedom of Mooney,
has elected a delegate by proxy
to the free Jlooney Congress in
Chicago.

Some time ago, when the U. C.
R. A. placed an evicted family'*
furniture back into the home, ths
mail, Tibbs, was arrested. After
a nine day trial, costing the au-
thorities at least $1,000, the verdict

I
wus * mil iiuiily." This was a vic-

i lory for the unemployed.

The unemployed are turning on
ilifir disconnected gas, light and
water in the tens of thousands.
A number of half-hearted arrests

ihitve taken place on this account,
i too.

i

Friday. April 27, a member of the
; organization was placed on the
streets/ The unemployed deter-
mined to make a demonstration in
the form of a continual meeting 24
hours daily at a pitched tent before
the workers Mnaer home. Tiiie
tactic had won shelter for the
family before.

In the small hours of the night,
when the membens keeping vigil

had dwindled to 35 warming
themselves before bonfires, the
police and "red squad" swooped
dawn and brutally beat the un-
-mplojed. It was not that horror
rf horrors, a "red", that wa»
Inhbed but one of themselves. The
.n.'Cinployed are aroused.

So t he lessons of the class
itrnggle, of private property, of the
I'i'k: of the state are being beaten
home. We are busy drawing con-
cisions, organizing the instinctive
lebellioB into revolutionary Manist
l»:i ths.

—C. CURTIS?

(Continued from Page 1)

Organization Notes

New York City

—

The affairs held recently by the

New York Branch of the Commu-
nKt League of America (Opposi-

tion! have helped greatly to

alleviate the financial situation of

the Militant, as well as to take

rare of other financial obligations.

A movie >howing on "Germany in

111:3 and the Congresses of the

Comintern" brought ?30.00. The
iirst showing of the movie of the

Russian Revolution at the Labor

Temple netted an excellent return.

The gala affair at Town Hall, held

IhrMi^h the medium of the Inter-

national Workers School, at which
ii'cgo Rivera gave his chaik-talk

on the controversy over his murals

at Rockefeller Center, brought in

a handsome profit, which will re-

lievo the pressure considerably.

Now, a second showing of the

ncivie on the Russian Revolution

will be held at the Labor Temple
u Salurday, Hay 27, and a third

..hewing will very likely he ar-

jangt'd.

The branch has about completed
its ouota of $75.00 for the Left

opposition in Germany.

In a few weeks the first picnic

oi the season will be given under

i he auspices of the Branch. Other

itl'i'tiirs are being planned.

more lessons and warnings. One '

is very important—it proves abso-

lutely the correctness of the trade

union policy of the Communist
League. The strike marks a victory

ofr the Right winy union; a defeat

for the false Stalinist policies

which dominated politically and
organizationally the Left wing
union. How and why?

The strike call was issued after

months and months of negotiations

between the ILOWU manager Reis-

borg and the clothing bosses; after

months of "restraining." A general

call for -union condition^" took

the place of definite demands. The
NTWIU, weakened by years of a

sectarian "third period" policy, was
ignorant of the strike date. It just

managed to limp along with an

issuance of its prepared, and date-

less strike leaflet, calling for a

strike at the same time. Two big

halls, the socialist Labor Institute

and the Grand Fraternity, were
rented by the ILGWU. The thous-

ands of workers who responded to

tiie strike call packed them. The
Oarrick Hail on Kighth Street

rented by fhe Industrial Union,

w;is desolate. Scores, instead of

thousands.

Here is the latest fruit of in-

correct policy. The shibboleth

'•United Front Committee" tacked

on to the signature of the NTWIU
could not replace an isolationist

strategy of years. The very mech-

anics of ihe struggle forced militant

XTW and CP members into work
with the masses from the shops

—

into the Right wing union. Many
times the Left Opposition comrades,

in the strike halls and on the line,

heard the woeful story: "It's not

my fault, they all went to the In-

ternational." Shops brought dowa
by the Industrial Union voted in

the Left wing hall to go to the
IL(J\V. Not even in such a situa-

tion could the XTW union officers

throw overboard their precious

"line." A* long as possible they

they expected a miracle, they clung

to instructing comrades to go,

though alone, to the Left wing hall.

Rut of course it couldn't last long.

It is no longer possible to ignore

the hundreds of dressmakers in

Heisberg's union.

After it saw the response and its

own weakness, the NTW issued a

call "for one strike"
—"one united

strike." Not yet one union but one
strike ! To this end it elected a

committee of GO to negotiate with
Ihe IIXJW before the eyes oi Ihe

strikers. The Dubinsky-Reisberg-
Rubin cliiiue refused to give the

committees so much as a hearing
or even to fake a note of the strike

meetings. This is how the fakers
iespo'i<i"d to an offer by recognized
nil! it arts for unity and aid in a
strike struggle. The fact that in

several big sl>ops the employens

obliged the ILG by shutting off the
imwer to aid the ILG walk-out also

is not accidental.

Does this mean that industrial

unionism and class struggle policy

is dead? Most certainly not. It

does mean that Stalinism on the
trade union field (they were sup-
posed to he our teachers in prac-
tical work) has here succeeded in

dispersing a heritage of militancy,
in dividing Left and Right workers,
and in discrediting the Left .wing,

not to speak of the Communist
movement. The Left wing can and
it will be resurrected. But again,
only on fhe basis of a correct policy.

Now the comrades must, recover

from the shock, take stock of forces

and policy and leadership, and so

be prepared to go forward.

ISoston Also On Strike

After we received the article

from Philadelphia printed be-

low, we also heard from Boston
comrades that a dress slrike

had been declared there on

May 1«. As in Philadelphia,

so in Boston tfio, the Interna-

tional Ladies Garment Workers
Union has taken the lead; the

t urnont shows a very good
response and the Industrial

Union (under Stalinist leader-

ship) is all the more surpris-

ing, since it is known that the

NTWIU only recently held a
''Plenum" in New York which
was supposed to deal with

fundamental problems. An ac-

count of proceedings at this

"plenum" and an analysis of

the present, strike movement
and the various forces partici-

pating will appear in a forth-

coming issue of the Militant.

-**-*****- j '******.

The policy to be adopted must

he on the recognition that the

dressmakers are now in the ILGWU
—a union, whose bureaucrats, as

the NTW correctly maintains, are

not to be trusted. The demand for

one united strike is good. It does

not go far enough. What now,

that il has been rejected? The
Left wing must demand ONE
UNION. One union in the industry!

>We must insist on entry of the

Needle Trades Union as a bloc into

ihe International; without discrim-

ination and without loss of privil-

eges. This demand, which frankly

recognises the superior strength of

the Rights, cannot he refused by

I lie fakers. It will undermine com-
pletely their splitting tactics. Let

the Reishergs dare refuse—ways
will be found of entering. Shall

we enter to "expose" the fakers?

The building of a militant union on

the uolicies of the class struggle

is whal brings the union members
into conflict witb class collabora-

tion officials. That aim, correctly,

pursued, will in itself serve to ex-

po-e them.

Can the left wing develop and
function within the ILG? What >

ipiestion ! The class struggle itself

makes such an alignment inevitable.

The NTW will, because of its mili-

lant past and its foresight and cour-

age, act as a leaven. Already, with

the strike not yet completely

seltled, voices of protest are raised.

Heisberg's dues agreement will not

satisfy the dressmakers, nor All

their tables.

Piece-work and home bundles,

some of the sorest spots, are ignored

in the settlement. In many shops

workers are asking: "'What did we
get? Our piece work rates are

not increased ; last Saturday we
worked till sii o'clock. Is this

our union';" The terms of the set-

tlement in the hands of the class

collaborationists will prove a sell-

out. A 10 jiercent raise in wages
for the lowest paid, means, after

UTt cents dues are paid, a 25 cent

raise i>er week for a dress worker
getting (8 per week. A 40 hour
week is promised after Jan. 1, 1934.

At present, 44 hours. In actuality,

even at this early stage the dress

bosses laugh at it.

The Stalinist policies which left

the workers in Ihe reformist unions

to the unrestrained mercy of the

reformists are dismally bankrupt.

The fakers have had a free rein

too long. Will the party comrade*

and its Left wing militants recog-

nize it—will they adopt the real-

istic Leninist tatcics o£ the Left

Opposition? Only in this manner

can the defeat be avenged and a

victofjjas struggle assured for the

future. LKON GOODMAN

Bis Crowd Attends

Successful Affair of

Int'l Workers' School

Belore an cuthu-instic audience

of over 1300 at the Town Hall, in

New York City, at an entertainment

program yiven Saturday evening,

May l;i. under the auspices of the

International .Workers Sihool, Diego

Rivera proclaimed his admiration

and respect for Leon Trotsky as a

revolutionary leader and as a

military genius who is needed, now
more than ever, for the defense of

the Soviet Union.

The program included Maria

Theresa, of the old Isadora Duncan
group, anil Maria WiuolKkaja, so-

prano, a. well as a chalk talk by

comrade Rivera on his Radio City

mnrai paintings.

Introduced by comrade R. J. Field,

who also acted :is translator, com-

rade Rivera declared that, the art

of the proletariat, representing a

class which is historically on the

upswing, was necessarily superior

in vitality and artistic value fo the

art of the bourgeoisie.

He illustrated his talk by drawing

in colored chalks, first, ihe plan

of Radio City as a whole, then the

structural lines of his main panel

finally fhe principal features of the

painting, including the portrait of

Lenin which was the immediate

occasion for the Rockefeller attack.

The affair was not only financially

successful, hut. added politically to

Ihe prestige of the Left Oppo-ition.

—R. J- V.

Fight Against Evictions !

{Continued from Page 1)

Two Expelled from YCL
( Continued from Page 1)

hours. 2 hours on the banking crisis,

1 hour on the role of "Trotskyists"

in general and ihe rest of his speech

he devoted to the German Situa-

tion.! The meeting, one could see,

was carefully planned in advance.

Herman, district orpmiKer of the

YCL, informed one of our comrades,

in reply to their inquiry, that there

will not be any discussion at Ibis

meeting." I.erner, a section orga-

nizer, fherateued one of the com-

rades in ihe hall, two minutes be-

fore the meeting started: "You get

up and ASK for a discussion and

you'll get carried out. of here," and

''I pity you when we get you out-

side."

This was the meeting for clari-

fication, and this was the discus-

sion. Hathaway, however, did see

the necessity for a question period.

So there was a question period in

which the members were told to

hand in their questions on paper.

The comrades objected to such tin-

Communist tactics and Hathaway
thundered that "all YCLers with

Trotskyist ideas must be driven

from the league."

At their units the expelled mem-
bers hardly wer'e given the chance
to defend themselves, interruptions

1 taking place whenever they would
' attempt to speak.

j

-—GLADSTONE

Organized labor now lias the

chance of a generation to fix wages
into the general scheme o£ produc-

tion costs and to promote collective

bargaining. Labor leaders do not

seem to see it, however. You as

employers seem safe in assuming
continuing stupidity of labor."

Tliis cynical but clear-sighted

statement applies with equal force

M the movement of the unemployed.

Hut the failure to organise power-

ful unemployed organizations falls

souurely upon the sectarian policy

ill the Stalinists which resulted in

the division of the employed and

unemployed. Yet, great opportuni-

ties still stand before the movement
todav. With hundreds of thousands

( it jobless about to be forcefully

ibrown out of their lodgings, with

relief checks drastically slashed by

the city, great masses of the jobless

ran be ,-ef into mo! ion to frustrate

the starvation orders of Tammany
Hall. The Unemployed Councils

of (Jreater New York have called

upon all workers, for all are di-

rectly or indirectly affected, irre-

spective of color, nationality or

political creed to come in huge
numbers to a city-wide demonstra-

tion against the attacks of the

bankers and landlords—to raise

their voices and their fists against

i ho mass evictions and the reduction

of relief.

The Left Opposition stands solidly

behind Ibis movement and calls

ii] ton all workers to lend their

lighting support to stay the hand
of the Tammany evictor. All out on

Thursday, May 2iith!

N. Y. Conference Against Evictions

and ltelief Cuts
On May IS, in answer to a call

of the Unemployed Coucils of

greater New York, a provisional

i-nnference took place to organize

(he struggle against evictions, re-

lief cuts and to pfepare a larger

united front which is to take place

on June 4th.

Represented at this conference

were the Communist Party, the

T.U.U.L.. the Unemployed Councils,

the tWO, the (T'LA, the Associa-

tion of the Unemployed (controlled,

hy fhe Lovestoneites.) the IWW,
and the N. Y. Ramch of the Left

Opposition which, although unin-

vited, sent three delegates, com-
rades Milton, Ix'witt and Clarke.

The conference began by an at-

tempt of the Stalinists to exclude

the Left Opposition from the pro-

visional gathering through a mo-
tion hy Renjamin to exclude all

organizations not invited in fhe

call for the conference. They, the

Htalini.-ts benevolently granted,

would have the right to participate

in the broader conference (where
fhey could be swamped by the host

of local party auxiliaries.! Ky "'is

procedure, the I. W. W., also not

included in the original call, would
lie barred from the preliminary

deliberalious. The protest of Cohen
of Ihe CPLA and -Sizemore of the
iWAV succeeded in forcing the
Stalinists to retract and passed the
motion of Lewitt to seat all city-

wide organisations present.

Next came the choice morsel of

the meeling. if we may call it that.

The Lovestonile from the Associa-
tion of the Unemployed, Rubeustein,

took the floor to make the most
reactionary proposal yet heard
from the Ri^ht wing camp. He
demanded that the conference be
restricted to unemployed organiza-
tions only. (This would mean that
the only organisations eligible

would be Ihe Unemployed Councils
and the Association of Unemployed,
the ,S.P_ unemployed organization
having sabotaged the conference.)
Rubeustein further slated that his

organization was unanimously op-

posed to the participation of any
iHilitical gronjis{!] This Right
wing projiosal, which one would
ex]iect from an A. P. I,. Red baiter,

could only succeed in ousting all

trade union bodies which have a
huge unemployed membership, (div-

iding the employed from the job-
less] and all political bodies which
are directly interested in the relief

question as a political struggle.
Rubensfoin's attempt to Like refuge
behind the backwardness of t he
members of the Association of
Unemployed was futile as he
directly implicated fhe Ijovestone

group by saying that this stand
represented fhe unanimous opinion
of his organization. The conference
opposed this proposal as a man.
Rubeustein withdrew from the con-
ference, adding insult to injury and
splitting the conference.
The conference then discussed

and accepted a draft call for action

and for the June 4th conference.

It elected an Kx. Comm. from which
they succeeded in barring the Loft
Opposition. As its part in this

struggle the Left Opposition had
pledged all its forces, the use of
its headquarters for information and
congregation to the jobless in the
figiit against evictions and relief

Cuts. —GEO. CLARKE

Kanwiey* Capitulates Again

From the capitalist press we
learn of Leon Kamenev's new,
"abject" capitulation. If this is

true, Kametiev merely preferred
lmlitical extinction to physical ex-
termination. A miserable alterna-

tive, true, but a miserable choice.

BY REQUEST - - A SECOND SHOWING OF THE

EXTRAORDINARY MOVING PICTURE

Oh the RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
FirstJhand ajid authentic film of every event in Russia

from 1908 through the death of \jtvan and exile of

Trotsky to Priidiipo. Films taJien by over 100 camera
men working under Hie various governments.

STRICTLY LIMITED and PRIVATE SHOWING
No tickets obtainable at the door

LABOR TEMPLE, Sat., May 37, 1933, at 8 p. m.
242 East 141li St., N. Y. C. Subscription 35c.

Auspices: Film Club, X. Y. Branch Communist League of.

America ( Opposition

)

MAIN RESOLUTION OUTLINES BROAD PROGRAM OF ACTION IN FIGHT TO FREE TOM MOONEY
class and race persecution. The or- 1

remained divided and the corrupt
| £a|| s fQr Council of Representatives of VariOUS

ganization and struggle of Negro use of the name of '-Organized La-
;

•"

\ / /#
share-croppers and farmers in the who conspired to hang this labor Organizations With UirrCrCnt VlCWS

Adopted at the "Free Tom Mooney Congress

Held in Chicaso, April 30-May 2

The Free Tom Jlooney Congress,

asembled at Chicago. April 30 to

May 2, V.Y.S", to deckle on wnys and

means to obtain the liberty of that

militant champion oi the workers'

rights, Tom Mooney, 3'J years a

member in good standing of the In-

ternational Jiolders Tnion, No. lli-i,

and fo combat the increasing wave
of similar persecution of workers,

farmer-*, and the oppressed Negro
masses, adopts the following dec-

laration :

The brazen frame-up and condem-
nation of Tom Jlooney fo death, and
later to life imprisonment, and of

Warren lsillings to life imprison-

ment in California in 19115, was
nominally for a crime with which
they had no connect ion ; and this

frame-up had lo do wholly with

the fierce economic struggles be-

tween capital and labor.

Framed up by private corpora-

tion detectives solely because of

fearless leadership in the struggle

for the improvement of the stan-

dards of living for the workers,

the continued imprisonment of

Mooney and Hillings for seventeen

years is an iusuil, a challenge—

a

declaration of ruthless class war
against the workers of this country.

In the course of his long martyr-
dom, courageously endured in San
Qdentin Prison, Tom Jlooney has

become the foremost living symbol
of the American working class. As
such, he is hated by all of fhe

enemies of labor; and, as such, we
fight for him, determined at all

costs, in the interests of the work
Ing class, to secure his liberation.

The imprisonment of Tom Mooney
has become the keystone of a whole
arch of criminal frame-ups. ruthless

attacks and dentals of flic rights

of workers, farmers, and the op-

pressed Negro masses. In the midst

of the present economic crisis,

which brings hunger and starvation

to millions of American workers,

the imprisonment of Tom Jlooney by

Ihe ruling powers of California is

continued by those sinister forces

as part of the tactics of the Ameri-

can capitalist class to throw the

whole Nii-den of the depression upon

Ihe workers and farmers in lowered

standi 'ds of living and denial of

relief and to enforce the acceptance

of this through a ruthless reign of

1 error.

These persecutions are connected

with \ioleut breaking of strikes, the

cutting of wages, the fall of the

membership of the trade unions

from our millions in IffJO to two
millions in 1!>:S2. a fall of total

payrolls to 3-S percent of what il

was in lirjl), the suffering of millions

left to starve without social insur-

ance, with women and children

dying of hunger in the cities, with

tens of th.-lisancls of farmers dis-

possessed of their land and driven

tion of Jlooney and other victims
of capitalist class justice becomes
more than ever an international

cause in which the workers of all

countries of the world must be en-

listed to fight.

In this situation, the world-wide
demand for the liberation of

lalKir's martyr, Tom Mooney, is

taking on gigantic proportions.

The power of labor to release its

imprisoned martyrs is increased in

proportion to the successful strikes

which are now beginning to dem-
onstrate that the working class will

net tolerate the lowering of the
standard of living to a starvation
level. The power of the laboring
masses successfully to demand the
liberation of Mooney is greatly in-

creased at a time when hundreds
of thousands of American workers

South, no less than the joining of

great masses of white and Negro
workers together- in struggles

against unemployment in the cities,

testitles to a growing solidarity

which makes now for a greater

strength in the struggle for the

rights of the exploited. The join-

ing of the two mighty currents of

plotest and demand for the free-

dom of Tom Mooney and for the
freedom of the nine Negro boys
framed up at Scodlsboro, is the

historic mark of the developing

strength of the exploited masses
against oppression.

Brother Tom Mooney for 17 years

the symbol of working class martyr^
dom, must now become the living

in hunger marches are a living 1 symbol of the unity of the working
proof that the American people of class.

organizer.

The frame-up and sentence to

death or imprisonment of Tom
Mooney and Warren Hillings would

not have been possible if labor had

been united for their defense.

Their 17 years of imprisonment

would not have been possible if at

any time (he whole of labor had
been uniteO; In one firm demand for

their release.

For such disunity the trade

unions and the working class have

paid and are paying u terrible price.

The legal murder of the innocent

not successfully been united to re- posals of the united front during

sist this attack expressed in the the period of common action and

frumo-up of Mooney in 1916.

Through this breach of unity has

Uowed a torrent of tyranny in the

form of injunctions and deprivatio

of legal rights.

A Call for Unity

This Congress calls upon trade

unions and all workers' organiza-

tions, on the exploited farmers, and
on all intellectuals and professional

lK'Oirfe to form an agreement of co-

al! exploited classes have reached
a turning point at which they in-

tend to resist aggression.
The joining of white and Negro

workers together in defense against

to the cities lo join the unemployed their common misery brings a vast

in fruitless search for work or ' increase in the strength of labor to

framed up and tried before militaryj compel th« release of victims of

courts.

Just at the frame-up and impri-

sonment of Tom Mooney was con-

nected with the preparations for

tiie entry of this country into the

world wa r, so now t he continued

imprisonment of Jlooney, and other

victim-' of capitalist class justice,

with the increasing sharp attacks

«I Kin "'I rights of the workers, are
connected with the militarization of

the jobless workers in forced labor
camps on wag,-s standardized at $1
!»'!' Afy while thousands of millions

of dollars squeezed from small tax-

payers are diverted to the treasu-

ries of private bankers, and the
rpendini: of hundreds of millions of

millions in the preparation of a
second imperiaist war by the capi-

talist nations and aganst the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics.

-Inst as Jlooney was first saved
from the gallows by international

action and solidarity of labor on
the part of the Russian workers,

just so the struggle for the libera-

The need of unity is a life and
death question of the American
workers today.

Disunity in the Past

In 1016 the frame-up of Mooney

was not answered by a united front

of the workers. The labor movement

Sacco and Vanaetti was a part of
|

operation for those objects on

the price of disunity of fhe work-
1 which it is possible to obtain

ers. It could not have occurred if, - united action for the release of Tom
prior to that time, the unity of the ' Mooney and checking the persecu-

workers in defense of Tom Jlooney lions of the working class,

had been established. Countless
;

Difficulties stand in the way of

other acts of savage violence, frame st,cur j,is united action which arise

up, smashing picket lines, attacks out o£
'

divisions in the ranks of

on unemployed gatherings, such
fllf , w„rking class. Yet, at the pres-

acts of violence as have become
epidemic since the World War,
were made-easier for the reaction-

ary for'ces because the workers had

Motions Presented by Left Opposition at Chicago
1. This congress is conceived notshall be concentrated on the Mooney

as the culmination but rather as

the starting point of a new move-
ment to rally a powerful united

front of the working class in

the struggle for the liberation of

Mooney and Hillings.

2. The next steps along this line

shall he a series of local and dis-

trict united front conferences which
have the aim of broadening the
movement in setting ever-wider
masses of the working class into

motion, drawing in new forces not
yet in the united front and cem-
enting the solidarity of those
already participating.

3. This work shall lead in the
next stage of the struggle to a
national and international Mooney
Day, at which the attention of the

Case.

- 4. All the agitation and activity

in the next period shall be con-

nected with the perspective of a
second National Mooney Congress
with a goal of at least 10,000 dele-

gates.

5. The policy for all this work
shall govern the activity of the

leading committee on a national

scale and all the local organizations
is the policy of the united front of
workers' organizations. Only in this

way is it possible to write the
masses of workers of varying po-
litical opinions and tendencies into
a single fighting unity in the in-

terests of Tom Mooney and the
cause which he symbolizes. The
failure of the leaders of some

working class of the entire world] working class organizations to par-

ticipate in the movement up to

now, and their persistent attempts

to sabotage the struggle, must not

in any case lead to an abandonment
of the united front policy with re-

spect to their organizations. On
the contrary, the leading organs of

the Jlooney movements must make
it clear at every turn that all or-

ganizations and their leaders are

invited to participate in the move-
ment and that the door is left open

to them even if they have pre-

viously refused. Only in this way
will it be possible to really rally

the masses of workers within the

various organizations and give them
proper ground upon which to fight

every attempt of the leadership to

sabotage unity.

(Introduced by James P. Cannon
for the delegation of the Communist
League of America (Left Opp). )

ent time, regardless of these differ-

ences, the needs of the working
class call imperatively for united

action to halt the encroachments
on the rights and interests of the

workers.

Therefore, even while sharp dif-

ferences will continue to exist on
many questions, between the vari-

ous workers' organizations, it is

necessary to bring about concerted

action of all workers and of their

organizations for certain immediate
objectives equally urgent for all

workers and workers' bodies.

We proclaim the first of these to

lie united action of all for the free-

dom of Tom Mooney and Warren
K. Billings.

In order that such unity of action

be made possible under present
difficult circumstances of division

between workers' organizations, it

is tiie opinion of this Congress that
to obtain such united action, those
orngnizations which enter into such
a united front shall refrain from
attacks on other participating or-

ganizations on the issues and pro-

bor" has at times served as an
instrument in the hands of those

while such organizations are loyally

carrying out this agreement. Dif-

ferences of opinion on policies and
tactics, of course, can and must be
discussed in the course of working
out the proposals for common action

in order to clarify the issues.

Criticism of even the sharpest sort

should he directed against any op-

posed to united action.

National Council of Action

This Congress hereby establishes

a National Tom Mooney Council of

Action—a L'nited Front for Work-
ers' Rights and the Rights of the

Negro People. In doing this we
declare our purpose not to form a
body which will supercede any or-

ganization, but fo bring about co-

operation and united action of all

existing organizations. We propose
a council of representatives of

various organizations with differ-

ent views, but having the common
desire to fight for the liberation

of Tom Jlooney and other victims
of capitalist "justice" and for the
democratic rights of the working
class and exploited masses.

Such a council, particularly,

should not supercede the Tom Jloo-

ney Jiolders' Defense Committee, the
Oeueral Defense Committee of the
I. W. W., the International Labor
Defense, or other workers' defense
bodies, but should strive to elim-
inate f rict ion between these two
bodies and to unite support of the
fight for workers' rights. The Tom
Jlooney's Jiolders' Defense Com-
mittee should continue to function
as at present, assuming special

charge of Tom Jlooney's defense
under his personal direction. The
Council of Action will support the
Jiolders' Defense Committee through
financial assistance and by devel-
oping the widest possible mass
movement for the release of Mooney
and Billing.';.

(Continued in next issne)
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Heckert 'Explains' the Debacle
"Hypocrites will be found to say

the Opposition is criticizing the

party which has fallen into the

hands of the executioi>er. Black-

guards will a«W: tlie Opposition is

helping the executioner. By com-

bining it specious sentimentalism

with veitemous falsehood the Stal-

inists will endeavor to hide the

Central Committee behind the ap-

paratus, the apparatus behind the

party, to eliminate the question of

responsibility for the false strategy,

for the disastrous regime, for the

criminal leadership: that means
helping tlie executioners of today

and tomorrow."—Trotsky : "The
Tragedy of the German Proletar-

iat." (The Militant, April 8. 1933.)

"But the S. P. <'• has nevertheless

found an ally. This ally is Trotsky.

Being a jiolitieal aero in the work-

ers movement he has nothing to

lose ; he goes licking the Fascists'

boots, hoping to have himself

talked about and to tome out at

any cost, even if only for one small

hour, from i>oIiiiciiI oblivion. Mar-

auding scoundrel that he is, he

drags about everywhere where
workers' blood has flown in search

of some political racket. The
working class of Germany is suffer-

ing bloody sacrifices. Hundreds of

Communists have been massacred in

Germany, thousands ot Communist
and the best leader of the German
working class, comrade Thaeimann,

are imprisoned. But the ally of the

Welses and Leiparts, Trotsky ex-

erts his utmost in throwing the

responsibility for the Fascist seiz-

ure of power from the shoulders of

the social democracy on to those

ot the C, T. <i. But what is the

real meaning of the H Itier-Trotsky

-

1st platform of the •'united front,"

conceived in order to justify the

social democracy . . .

'"It is in this cruel fashion that

the facts have exposed the counter-

revolutionary meaning of 'the plat-

form' ot the social Hitlerite Trotsky,

who has strained himself to prove

that the social democracy and
Fascism are not twins but anti-

podes. Under tlie appearance of a

united front, Trotsky, Hitler's aux-
iliary, is straining himself to

impose on the German working
class the social Fascist tactic of

the 'lesser evil,' that is to say, the

reactionary united front which
brought Hitler into power."— (Fritz

Heckert : "What is Happening in

Germany?—Rundscliau, No. 10,

Basle. >

Fritz Heckert, member of the C.C.

of the C. 1*. G. has made his re-

port on the siuation in Germany
to the E. C. O. I. His report has
appeared in its entirety in the In-

ternational Correspondence. It has
been unanimously approved by the
B. C. C. I. This only characterizes
the ''internal democracy" of the
Stalinist regime. This demonstrates
to what lengths the callousness of

the Stalinist grave diggers of the
world revolution has gone. Conse-
quently it is not a discussion with
Heckert that we have here but
rather with Stalinism

Heckert poses the question : Why
has Fascism succeeded in taking
power in Germany? After setting

forth the fundamental* realignment
of class forces brought about
through Fascism, he goes on to
prove, with wearisome scholasticism,
the permanent betrayal of the so-

cial democracy. The policy of the
social democracy leads the prole-

tariat to ruin—that is self-evident.

The vanguard of the world prole-

tariate saw that in Aug. 4, 1S14.

Today the question is not whether
or not the social democracy has
betrayed, but bow it was possible
for the social democracy to conduct
such a policy for 20 years and yet

succeed In Rallying the working
masses behind its banner. Heckert
refuses to answer these questions.
How did it happen that the masses
who were deceived and betrayed
by the bourgeois republic, should
find their way to the Fascist
counter-revolution instead of the
proletarian revolution ? The Fasc-
ist party is not older Mian the
Communist party, it did not have
more time to win over the masses,
Evidently, Fascism disposes of the
material support of capitalism, but
its ranks are recruited out of hu-
man dust. Its ideas spring from
the barbaric middle ages. It is not
capable of solving social questions.

Communism, on the contrary,
bases itself on the force of the first

workers' state on tlie earth. It
groups around it the flower of the
nation, the proletarian vanguard.
Its ideas are the most progressive
of the 20th century. It alone is

capable of solving al the questions
of social life. How then was Fasc-
ism able to triumph over the
petrified Weimar democracy, how
was Communism defeated?

"Fascism Victorious . . . and
the C. I. Correct"

Heckert maintains that while
Fascism was victorious, the policy
of the Communist party was,
nevertheless altogether correct. The
policy of the C. P. which led to
the seizure of power by Fascism
was correct. The C. P. G. had
foreseen the inevitability of this
Fascist development. Heckert says
literally

:

"Have the C. P. G. and the Com-
intern foreseen the inevitability of
this. Fascist development of the
social democracy? Did they warn
the workers in advance against it?
Yes, they foresaw and they fore-
warned. As far back as 3924,
comrade Stalin had already given
a steady definition of the develop-
ment of social democracy toward
Fascism which has heen unexcelled
in its exactness and in its incls-
Iveness, a definition which became
the bass of the program of the

1 The Stalinist Hypocrites

Answer the Roll Call

Comintern and the poliey of the

C. P. G.
"' 'Fascism,' said comrade Stalin,

'is a fighting organization of the

bourgeoisie, an organization which

supports tself uiion tlie active sup-

port of the social democracy. The
social democracy is objectively the

moderate wing of Fascism . There
is no ground for assuming that the

fighting orga nidation of the bour-

geoisie can achieve decisive suc-

cess in the struggte or in the

conduct of the country without the

active support of the fighting or-

ganizations of the bourgeoisie.

These organizations do not negate
one another, but rather supplement
each other. They are not antipodes,

but twins . . .
' {The lighting or-

ganizations of the bourgeoisie today

lend their active support to the

social democracy by killing social

democrats, destroying trade union
headquarters and suppressing the

entire S.P.G. press. That is how
this whole business of supplement-

ing really looks—II. E.">

This development was, then, in-

evitable? Then the C. P. G. lied

when it signalized the proletarian

revolution as standing before the

gates? Why did the C. P. G. exist

at all between 15)24 and 1933, if

this development was inevitable?

To he consistent in "building up
its policy upon this inevitability,"

it should have been dissolved in

1024.

There was one voice which did

not consider this development In-

evitable. That was the voice of

Trotsky and the Left Opposition.

Heckert knows it. He knows that

its prominence and its authority

are powerfully on the upgrade in

Germany. Cognizant of this, he un-

loads his bad conscience in out-

bursts of wrath of unprecedented
shumelessuess.

Heckert and His Straw-Matt
Heckert begins this section ot

his speech with a dastardly mis-

quotation. Revolutionary Marxism
rests upon truth, Stalinism upon
lies. Since the Stalinists are power-

less in fighting against genuine

"Trotskyism," they falsify the views

of the Leninists and then fight

against their own falsifications.

Heckert lies when he says that
Trotsky demanded in his article

in the Manchester Guardian of

.March 22 (see the Militant of April

29) that the basis of the united
front with the social democrats be
the "defense of the parliamentary
form of government and the mass
trade unions." What did Trotsky's
article really say?

"Social democracy is unthinkable
without parliamentary government
and mass organizations of the
workers in the trade unions. The
mission of Fascism, however, is to

destroy both. A defensive alliance

between Communists and social

democrats should have been based
on this antagonism."
What consequences did the Left

Opposition draw from the existence

of tilis antagonism?

"It. is necessary to force the so-

cial democrats into a bloc against

Fascism ... No common platform

with the social democracy, or with

the leaders of the German trade

unions, no common publications,

banners, placards! March separ-

ately, but strike unitedly! Agree
only how to strike, whom to strike

and when to strike! Such an agree-

ment can be concluded even with

the devil himself, with his grand-

mother and even with Noske and
Gr-iezinsky. On one condition, not

to bind one's own hands." (Trotsky

:

Letter to a German Worker-Com-
munist, Member of the C. P. G„
December 1931.)

"We must therefore openly tell

the social democratic, the Christian

and non-party workers that the

Fascists want to bring the downfall

of the present (Bruening) govern-

ment in order to seize power them-

selves : we, the Communists, con-

sider the present government as an

enemy of the proletariat, but this

government supports itself upon
your confidence and your votes; we
want to fell this government In

alliance with the Fascists (Refer-

endum) against you. If the Fascists

should attempt an insurrection, we
Communists will fight against them
to tlie last drop of blood—not in

order to support the Braun-Bruen-
ing government, but in order to

guard the flower of the proletariat

against suffocation and extermina-

tion, in order to protect the work-
ers' organizations, the workers'

press, not only our own, the Com-
munist, but also yours, the social

democratic organizations and pross.

We are prepared to defend any
workers' home, any printsbop of

worker's newspapers against the
attacks of the Fascists. And we de-

mand of you to come to our aid

in case danger threatens our or-

ganizations. We propose to you the

united front of the working class

against the Fascists."— (Trotsky

:

"Against National Communism,"
August 1931.)

—II. E.

* At the XI. Plenum, we recall,

Manuilsky declared that only a
bourgeois liberal can detect any
contradiction between Fascism and
bourgeois democracy. Is Heckert
not '"fundamentally," something of

a "bourgeois liberal?"

(From "llnser Wort")
Continued in tiw next issue

Build National Jobless Union

(Continued from Page 1)

that it is in the local units and not

in the national committee that we
have the struggle for immediate

needs and that there the need for

united action is the greatest. Na-

tional or state unemployed organi-

sations joining the federation should

,-ee that their locals take part in

the city federations.

The Stalinist, who at first did

not want a centralized federation,

decided to support the amendment

and one of their speakers, Lamson,

bad already supported the amend-

ment. However, Stalinist delegates

were open to reason and after some

discussion with us changed their

position and threw their support to

the report of tlie committee which

advocated an organization with the

city, comity, and slate federations

leading up to a national federation.

The vote was 56 for the majority

and 32 for the mino'ritiy report.

The final vote to adopt the disputed

section received a vote of 73 for

and 17 opposed, and then it was

adopted as a whole unanimously.

The constitution lays down the

following additional important de-

cisions : There shall be no discrim-

ination against race, color, creed

or political opinions. Tlie Federa-

tion is to establish the closest re-

lationship with the EMPLOYED
workers through the trade unions,

industrial unions, and all other

workers organizations. The Federa-

tion has the perspective of estab-

lishing one national unemployed or-

ganization.

Tlie Committee on Program
and Policies

The third struggle of importance

in the conference revolved around

the report of the committee on pro-i

gram and policy and tried to tear

the committee to pieces and dismiss

them. They especially took excep-

tion to the program's position on

the united front. They did not suc-

ceed in dismissing the committee. 1

They did succeed in causing two of

,

the committee, who supported the

majority report of the committee,

to resign. Tlie rest of the committee
agreed to stay and fight it out with

them as well as Guss of the Unem-
ployed Councils who was to bring

in a minority report on the question

of .
work relief, a social insurance

Biil and the soldiers' bonus.

The program and policy commit-
tee came in the second time with

a unanimous report, cutting down
Ihe original program but actually

only condensing its form, and stating

so in their second report. Guss, of

the Unemployed Council, in compro-
mising on the minority report did

so for the sake of unity, in order

to be able to better fight the Right
wing tendencies fighting the report

as a whole which the Unemployed
Councils, in the main, supported.

When the committee made its

second report, the struggle revolved

around the formula of the united
front. The struggle revolved

around the following formula, pre-

sented by delegate Oehler : "In this

united front each organization re-

tains its organizational indepen-
dence; refrains from slander and
personal attacks against each other;
but maintains the right of minority
expression and freedom of criti-

cism. Under no circumstances can
the united front exclude an unem-
ployed organization from participa-

ting. Should any organization at-

tempt to prevent the entry of its

organization into the united front,

continued effort must be made to

force them into the united front."

The objection was to the right of

minority and political criticism and
the word "force." The committee
finally compromised on the word
'"force" and it then read "to obtain

their participation in the united

front."

A Big Step Forward
The whole Left wing was united

on this formula, including the Stal-

inists who had voted down the same
proposition presented by the dele-

gates "at the Mooney Congress just

;t few weeks before. When the vote
was taken only 17 voted against

tlie formula of the united front.

Then the report was adopted
unanimously.
The National committee elected

consists of the following with repre-
sentation reserved for other impor-
tna organizations not sufficiently

represented

:

Chairman, Tom Dixon—Workers
Leagues.

Vice-Chairman, Guss, Unemployed
Councils.

Secretary, Leach-—Workers Comm.
Treasurer, Statman — Industrial
Workers Unemployed Unions.

Conners—Allen County Indiana
Unemployed Association.

D. Harrington)—United Producerte
of Washington.

V. Didwell—Peoples Council of
Bellingham.

Lamson—Unemployed Councils
Hugo Oehler—Unemployed Union of

Gillespie

Truax—East Ohio Unemployed
Unions

Zimmerman—"Workers Leagues
Lore—S.K, Mo. Unemployed Leagues
Mattock—Workers Leagues
Welsh—Association of Unemployed,

X. Y.

The Conference marks a real

advance! —HUGO OEHLER

SUB DRIVE
The sub drive is catching on.

Subs are rolling in. The seeds

sown in the German campaign are

yielding a crop of subs. The proof

of this is to he seen by three facts:

1. The subs are from new con-

tacts in the main

;

2. They are widely distributed

geographically

;

3. The list of Militant Builders

includes the names of comrades and
friends which never appeared in

this list before.

The list speaks for itself:

H. Capelis, X. Y 6

A Caplan, Kansas City (i

J. Ruby, Chicago 5

V. Dunne, Minneapolis 4

II. Oehler, Chicago 3
W. Konikow, Boston 3
K. Czapko, Bethlehem 3
I). Marcus, X. Y 2.

A Friend, Lynn, Mass 2

M. Morris, X. Y 2
E. Thorworth, N. Y 1

M Koehler, Youngstown 1

J. Angelo, Springfield, 111 1

A. Konikow, Boston . 1

G. Kotz, Newark 2

G. Latinen, Chicago 2

A. O., Chicago 2

J. Swetow, X. Y 1

8. Jourard, Toronto 1

J. Kaplan, X. Y 1

S. Weinstein, Detroit 1

M. Basin, Pittsburgh 1

I,. Thomson, Chicago 1

A. Kornstein, Chicago 1

IX Ross, Baltimore 1

A. Wolfe, New Haven 1
j

S. Gendelman, New Haven... 1 '

J. Reid, Tonawanda, N. Y...1
j

Most of these are subs coming in

on the Club Plan Prepaid Cards.
This is very good. We want to

take this opportunity to explain to'

our new readers what this Club

'

Plan is. A half year sub of 26
weekly issues to the Militiuit is $l.j

But with our Club Plan Prepaid
Cards, it is only 50 cents.

To get the advantage of the fifty

percent reduction the following'

conditions must be observed: the
sub must come in on the card ; I

the cards are sold from the center;
in New York in minimum blocs of)

four; they must be paid for in ad-

vance;
It is getting close to the dead

line, June 1, when the sub campaign
closes. Comrades who want the set

of three volumes of the History of

the Russian Revolution (first prize)
and the bound volume of the
Militant (second prize) had better
hustle.

LaborWrithes Under Nazi Whip
(Continued from last issue)

The German working masses in-

stinctively knew their enemy and

were seeking the means of defense

;

but the leaders failed and disarmed
the worker* each in their own way.
The social democrats prevented the
worker* from preparing tlie de-

fense, counselled patience and
trusted in the constitution for
which, however, they said they
would sound the call to fight should
Hitler violate it and resort to "il-

legal" methods. The social demo-
cratic leaders who had long ago
given up their pretense to socialism
and become completely bound up
with bourgeois ideology had thereby
aalso long ago abdicated the last

pretense of actually leading a light

for the defense of the democracy,
So when the last shreds of democ-
racy went down in the torchlight
blaze and gun[xiwder smoke,
trampled upon by Fascist heels,
their miserable position became
fully revealed.

But Hitler found the Weimar
constitution, written by the social
democrats, sufficiently flexible to
serve his purposes. He could, by
the failure of his opponents, carry,
out all measures necessary to com-'
plete the first stage of the contol-,
idation of his power, Including the
crushing of the Communist party
and the throttling of the social
democrats.

The Communist party leaders

started from the absurd idea of

concentrating the main fire against

the social democratic party as the

twin brother of Fascism. It was
precisely the deep antaognism be-

tween the social democratic work-
ers and Fascism which should have
been made Ihe bridge to the united
working class defense. But even
this simple historical lesson had
been lost to the party leaders.

Their bloated exaggerateion of

tiat'ty strength and frivilous pro-

claiming of the general political

strike could not become a substi-

tute. On the contrary, it threw
confusion and demoralization into

the ranks and accelerated the party
catastrophe. In the industries and
within the masi organizations,

from which the united working
class defense should proceed, the

Workers' Leaders Lacked

Strategy Against Fascists

party policy had torn up its own
roots. Save for its election vic-

tories, which were empty, it was
in reality isolated from the masses
loi:g before the decisive hour bad
arrived. So much so, that Goebbels,

the new Fasist minister for culture

and propogauda, could declare, in

a s|R'ech on March 31: '"We broke

Communism with one blow and we
have isolated the social democratic
party from tlie people."

The Party in the Industries

How well was the party rooted
In the industries? We remember
that for some years there has been
within every German factory, shop,

mill and mine a factory council,

established by the factory council

law. This law. it is true, imposes
definite limitations as to their

powers but nevertheless they have
been in the position of functioning

as important organs of struggle.

In a certain sense they have fur-

nished an embryo structure of

future Soviets. Xaturally they
should be an important basis for

Communist party activities. And
there is also the place to actually

gauge the strength of the revo-

lutionary party. But it is precisely

in this field that its fatal weakness
was most glaringly demonstrated.

In this we can now much more
ekarly perceive the disastrous fal-

acy of the so-called united front
from below practiced by Stalinism.
Tlie actual results prove a thous-;

and times stronger than words that

this sort of policy contradicts all

tenets of genuine united front
policy. The so-called united front
from below was only a mask to

cover up the refusal of the Stalinist

leaders to build the bridge of the
workers' unity of defense, composed
of ail organizations, Communist,
social democratic and trade unions.

Actual working class unity
against Fascism under the condi-
tions existing in Germany would
have unmasked all ot the bureau-
cratic incompetent leaders. And in

this the Communist party leaders,
equally with their prototype* lot

Unite to Save Rivera Paintings

Ohio Jobless Unite

(Continued from page 1)

L.O. Meetings in K. C.

Kansas City, Mo.—In the second
of a series of two lectures held in

Kansas City, Mo., May 12, and 14,

comrade James P. Cannon described
the role of Fascism in the present
epoch and proved that its rise to
power

1

in Germany was primarily
a result of the ''united front from
below." He showed that Hitler's
victory had not only crushed the
German working class for some
time to come but also paved the
way for a capitalist attack on the
Workers' Fatherland. The re-

visionist theory of National Social
ism was held responsible and Stalin
was characterized as the "organi-
zer of working class defeats."
During the discussion that fol-

lowed members of the official Com-
munist party, of which there were
several present, were repeatedly
urged to take the tioor, but they
remained silent and thereby lent
weight to the speaker's contention
that Stalinism cannot stand the test
of public criticism.

The first of comrade Cannon^
lectures, May 12th, was devoted- to
"America's Road to Revolution." In
a clear, Marxian analysis of the
world's economic situation he fore
told the coming of a cyclical re-
covery taking place within the fe-

talking about working class unity,

but, in our opinion, have entirely
different things in mind when they
speak of unity. At this time we
are not going to review the attitude

and actions of either of these or-

ganizations in regard to united
front issues, but we are going to

follow both of them very close!y
and critically in this genuine effort

of the workers to close their ranks
for united defensive struggle.

We might remind tlie Stalinists,

however, that this is another won-
derful opportunity to prove to the
workers generally and the socialist

workers in particular that the
socialist leadership is determined to

do everything in its power to keep
;the work-fag class divided". Tlie
Left Opposition will do its share to

reveal the true nature of the so-

cialist leadership, but a great deal
depends upon the attitude of the
CP and its local functionaries. If
they pursue their so-called "united
front from below" tactic, the so-

cialists will gain at their expense.
The unity must be that of organi-
zation, each group remaining or-
gan i?,ationally distinct and enjoying
the right of complete political

criticism. Unity of all labor organ-
izations on this basis can pave the
way for welding together the entire
working class, employed and un-
employed, organized and unorgan-
ized, conservative and radical, for
one mighty defensive struggle
against unemployment and misery.
The progress of this movement will
be reported regularly in the Mili-

tant. —N.

strictive circle of a general capi-
talist decline. He foresaw attempts
of American "imperialism to improve
its position at the expense of other
imperialist powers, the downfall of
Stalinism and the rise of the world
proletariat to its historic task of
creating a new social order.
Both meetings were well attended

and comrade Cannon's visit added
much force to the rapidly growing
League in Kansas City. —

s

(Continued from Page I)

from the John Reed Club and the

Workers School said that they

would have to refer the matter back
to their organization after voting

against point ii of the resolution.

At the mass meeting held in

Irving Plaza on Sunday night. May
14. the John Reed Club was not

officially represented. It distributed

leaflets stating why it was not rep-

resented, which amounted in effect

to a charge that it, had been gagged
anil prevented from expressing its

own point of view. The hail was
crowded to the limit of its capa-

city of over COO, and as many more
were turned away.

Irving Plaza Mass Meeting

Comrade Abern opened the list

of speakers on behalf of the Left.

Opposition, pointing out the class

significance of the Rivera case and
tlie necessity for united working
class supimrt. After several others

Itad spoken, Phil Bard of the John
Reed Chiii insisted on having the

floor. He was finally allowed to

have it, on the insistence of rep-

resentatives of the Left Opposition,

and repeated in effect that the John
iteed Club could not allow itself to

be gagged. Comrade Abern, speak-

ing again, pointed out the incor-

rectness of the club's understanding
of the united front, and specifically

of the necessity as well as the limi-

tations*) of criticism within the

united front— particularly after the
party had ottered an out-and-out,

impermissible "'non aggression" pact

to the socialist party.

Comrade Rivera sjioke in Spanish,

with Dert Wolfe of the Lovestone
group as translator. The revolu-

tionary artist went on to an appeal
for the unity of the workers against
capitalism and Fascism, and de-

clared that his paintings represent

the banner of the proletariat.

"'Capitalist buildings here and in

Mexico contain my works," he said,

"but if yon will it, and unite, the
day will come when those build-

ings and all that is in them will

belong to the workers."
"I beg of you to omit the name

of Rivera from this light," he con-

cluded, "and when the day comes
that something more than painting
or talk is required—on that day,
either with your good will or with-
out it, if necessary against it, com-
rade Rivera will stand in his place
along wth the rest of the revolu-

tionary workers."

I'reparations were announced for

an open-air meeting and mass pick-

eting to take place on Wednesday,
May IT. When the united front
committee ment again on Monday
Afternoon, tlie delegates of the
John Reed Club and the Workers
School insisted that the resolution
previously adopted by the commit-
tee he read and voted on again,
point by point. This time they ob-
jected, not only to the point against
recriminations based on past events
uncorrected with the purposes of
the united front, but also on point
4, commending Rivera for his cour-
ageous stand against Rockefeller.
They were again voted down on
both points.

Comrade Field, representing the
International Workers School, sta-

ted that his organization, and un-
doubtedly many others were rep-
resented on the committee, were

'

anxious to have tlie John Reed Club
and the Workers School continue

to participate in the united front
(interruption from a socialist dele-
gate "Not we!") ; on the other
hand, there was a reason to fear
that the speakers of these two or-

ganizations intended to act in a
manner which would disrupt and
defeat the purposes of the united
rfont. He therefore proposed that
Ihe delegates of these two organi-
zation-:, although they had voted
against certain points of the
resolution, slate that they were
willing to consider themselves
bound by the points and would
continue to participate in the
united front on this basis.
This involved of course a retreat

by the John Reed Club and the
Workers School from their previous
position that these points "gagged
them and deprived them of legiti-

mate rights of criticism. But real-
zing t he corner into which they
had been driven, they accepted
comrade Field's motion and im-
mediately drew up a statement,
which was accepted by the com-
mittee.

United Front at Columbus Circle
Meeting

The Wednesday mass meeting and
demonstration, while not impressive
from the standpoint of size (some
I (KM) participants with banners at
most) did represent a genuine
united front of all sections of the

iaber movement. This was clearly

pointed out by comrade Abern for
the Left opposition in opening the
shakers' list, as well as the fact

that we do not overestimate the

importance as propogaiuhi of the
specific issue around which the
united front was built.

Joseph Freeman spoke for tlie

John Reed Club and Robert Minor
ofr the Workers School. Minor's
remarks, generally satisfactory,
however, laid down the bureau-
cratic ultlmatist line of the party—no revolutionary action except
under the leadership of the Com-
munist party—and was rebuked for
it by the following speaker, Her-
bert Mahler, of the General Defense
Committee. The meeting was
treated to the spectacle of a syn-
dicalist lecturing a Communist on
the correct application of the Len-
inist tactic of the united front. On
the whole, the meeting did consti-

tute a demonstration of unity on
the issue of class expression in art,

and particularly significant was the
proportion of workers who took
part.

Following the meeting, several
hundred of the participants marched
down with their banners and pick-
ited Radio City, singing and shout-
ing slogans of '"Preserve Riveras
murals," "Down with Rockefeller,"
and the like. The police made no
attempt no interfere, although a
few obviously provocative plain-
clothes men were stationed around
Radio City.

Finally the procession moved to
54th Street, in front of Rockefel-
ler's house, and shouted in unison,
"l*n veil Rivera's murals!" After
passing in front of the house sev-

eral times, the meeting dispersed.

The _ campaign has demonstrated
the soundness and effectiveness of
the united front tactic ofr which
the Left Opposition stands: unity
in action, without confusion of
banners, without compromise to
sectarianism on the one hand or
to opportunistic "non-aggression"
pacta on the other. B. J. FIELD

social democracy, feared for their

,
positions and prestige. But from
this stole of aiiairs Fascism gained
enormously in strength and seif-

ci'iihdence and the social democratic
leaders escaped exposure.
Elections to the Factory Councils

The factory council elections

particularly demonstrated the Com-
munist party's weakness. One can
argue, and with considerable justi-

fication, that in the Reichstag
ekctions beid March 5th, the
party could not al all mobilize its

full strength because of the pres-

sure of the Fascist terror. But
wiihin the shops and factories at
the factory council elections mat-
ters are different. That is at the
source of production and exploita-
tion where the workers are the
most accessible and where they
respond in the most direct sense
to a correct revolutionary program.
That it at l lie very foundation,
where the class struggle receives
its dynamic expression. At the
present time it is necessary to add
that with the increasing suppression
of all of the rights of ordinary
democratic channels and the gen-
eral campaign of terror tiie party
was duty bound to increase ins

efforts to connect the more solidly
with the masses in the industries.
In turn it was to be expected that
the contacts below would be the
stronger expressed. The iiarty,

however, was not rooted in the
industries. That was proven by the
factory council elections held during
this period of seven weeks. To at-

tempt to give a picture, I am pre-
senting a cross section of these
eh ct ion. results, reporting mainly
the larger concerns.

In the "Leuna Werke," a chem-
ical factory and one of the biggest
concerns in Germany, the factory
council election results were the
following: The Reformist ticket
rt-ceiled 2i»Ml votes. Communists
NN4, Christian trade unions 285,
Fascists 20il4 and Sleelhelmets 1043.
In the "Wolfen Film," the second

laigest chemical concern, the results

were the following: Reformists
'H2, Communists 1705, Fascists 439,
Steellielmets IDS votes.

In the Hamburg Street Railway
council elections the Reformists
received 431!) votes, the 1 Communists
189, the Fascists 1.18, others 106.

At tlie Elevated Railroad in Ham-
burg the results were Reformists
11.12, Communists- 410, Fascists 160
voles.

At the Troisdorf Dynamite fac-
tory the Heformists received 1249
votes, the Christian trade unions
'.HEi, the Communists I8'J and the
Fascists IS!).

At the Bremen Street Railway
council elections the Reformists re-

ceived S(M> votes, the Fascists 160,
the Steelhetmets 100 and the
Christian trade unions 72.

At the Phoenix Rubber Factory,
liarburg, (he Reformists received
Mi).! voles and la delegates, tbe
Fascists elected one delegate,
others none.

In the various Kiel factory
council elections out of a total of
til delegates elected, 57 were Re-
formists and 2 fell to the Fascists.
These results are only a general

cross section, if a more complete
tabulation was to be made the re-
sults would show even less favorable
for the Communists.
The Party and the Factory Councils
When we add the total votes cast

in these factories where exact
figures are given we have the fol
lowing results : The Reformists
scored a total of 13,008 votes, the
Communists 3,41)3 and the Fascists
3,210. There is a serious weight
expressed in these figures hut not
on the side of the revolutionary
party, despite the elections taking
place at the most acute moment of
attacks upon the workers. That
mere than anything else perhaps
gives the lie to the delusions of
grandeur contained in the empty
boasts of the party leadership con-
juring up altogether non-existing
victories in this field. Thus for
example the Wedding party con-
gress held in June 11129 declared:
"The factory council elections in

which the Communist Party of
Germany came forward for the
first time in the sharpest struggle
against reformism as the bearer of
tin united front of the organized
and unorganized, became a tri-
umphal march in the most impor-
tant industrial fields- and large
factory's. Tlie labor masses elected
countless red factory councils under
the banner of struggle against the
state power, the employers and
reformism."

Nothing more, nor less. The only
trouble is that it was an attempt
to ascribe to the party a strength
it did not possess which subse-
quently had to be admitted by the
party controlled trade union Left
wing congress. Such is the method
of inflating one's own strength out
of all proportion and simultaneously
minimizing the strength of the
enemy. It is typical of the self-
complacent bureaucracy but it is
mortally dangerous to "the party

—

as the events have now so decisively
pi-oven. Agaiirat this the Left
Opposition has many times warned:
The way to get strong is not to
btgin by the mistake of exagger
ating one's own strength." Not
only that, but the iwliey of consis-
tently separating the militant min-
ority from the hulk of the trade
union membership in the factories
by their separate red election lists,
oven though appearing under the
grand name of "unity lists," con-
tributed heavily to the isolation of
the party and to the disorganiza-
tion of the movement. One can say
that though the party apparatus
never followed a consistent policy
it certainly managed to be consis-
tent in its mistakes, even to the
extent of disarming the workers.

(Continued In the next Issue)
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Declaration of the lnternaf9! Left Opposition
Declaration of the Delegates Be-

longing to the International

L»it unpositwn.

(Botsncvik Leninists)

FOR THE CONGRESS OF
STKcu^Lt, AOAiNs'l* FASCISM

The victory of Hitler in Germany

shows that Lapiiuiism cannot live

m conditions oi democracy, oanuot

even cover i. *.-.•. wjlii democratic

tauers. i^iLin-i' ti>e dictatorship of

i.ne proletariat or tne open dicta-

torship ui unance capital! Lither

tne workers sovieis or the armed

uands Oi tne desperate pelty bour-

geois populace!

Fasci&m has not and cannot Have

any program ol solving the crisis

oi capitalist society. nut mat does

nut mean thai rascisin will fall

automatically a victim of its own
conuuuie(io..s. -No, il win maintain

uapKallBt exploitation oy ruining

tne count rj, uy degrading capitalist

civilization ai.u uy conunuituy in-

troducing greater savagery into

tne customs, ine victory oi Fasc-

ism is the result ot tne inability of

the proletariat to taiie tne late oi

society into its own Hands, tascism

win nve as long us tne proletariat

uues not rise.

Sociui democracy delivered the

pioleiarian revolution of 1U1S to

lIjo bourgeoisie and thus, once

again, su\ed declining capitalism;

it is the social democracy and it

alone wnich gave me bourgeoisie

tut possibility to lean, in the

knowing stage, on the fascist

banditry. Descending from one step

to ihe other, m punsu.it oi the

"lesser evil," the social democracy

linislied by voting lor the reac-

tionary heid muiaiiai, Hmdenburg,
who in his turn summoned Hitler

to power. Demoralising the pro-

letariat by illusions ot democracy

in decadent capitalism, tile social

democracy deprived the proletariat

of all iis powers of resistance.

The attempts to cast tins fun-

damental historic responsibility on

Communism are absurd and dishon-

est. Without Communism the Left

wing of the proletariat would have,

a long lime ago, taken the road of

Anarchism, oi terrorism, or would

have simply swelled the Sighting

troops of Fascism. The example of

Austria shows only too clearly that

where Communism is extremely

weak and the social democracy
reigns unchallenged in the ranks

of the working class within the

frame-work of the democratic state

created by itself, its policy pre-

pares, step by step, the triumph
of Fascism.

SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC LEADERS
LICK HITLER'S BOOTS

The top layers of the German
social democracy are now trying to

adapt themselves to Hitler's regime

In order to preserve the remainder
of their legal positions and the

benefits that accrue from them, In

vain 1 Fascism has brought with

it a swarm of starved and rav-

enous locusts who demand and will

obtain the monopoly of jobs and
sinecures for themselves. The
penury of the reformist bureau-

cracy, a secondary result of the

defeat of the proletarian organiza-
tions, represents the payment for

the uninterrupted chain of treachery

of the social democracy since

At.gust 4, 1914.

The leaders of the other social

democratic parties are now trying

to separate themselves from their

German brothers-in-arras. It would
be impermissible iight-uiindedness,
however, to believe the words of

the "left" critics of the reformist
International, all of whose sections

find themselves on different degrees
of the same road. As in the time
of the imperialist war, in the
process of the fall of the bourgeois
democracy each section of the
Second International is ready to

rebuild Us reputation on the back
of another national party. But
basically they do the same work.
Leon Blum supports the militarist

and Imperialist French government.
Vandervelde, president of the Sec-
ond International, has not with-
drawn, as far as we know, his

signature from under this same
Versailles peace which has given I

German Fascism its present dimen-
j

sions.

FIRST 4 CONGRESSES OF C. I.

VINDICATED BY EVENTS

All the fundamental principle

theses of tlie iirst four Congresses
of the Communist International:
en the decadent character of im-
perialist capitalism, on the inevi-

tability of the decomposition of

bourgeois democracy, on the impasse
of reformism, on the necessity of
the revolutionary si niggle for the
dictatorship of Hie proletariat,

have found their irrevocable con-

firmation in the events in Germany.
But their correctness has been
demonstrated "ad absurdum": not
by victory but by catastrophe. If,

despite almost fifteen years of ex-

istence of the C. I., the social dem-
ocracy succeeded in parrying the
policy of the "lesser evil" to its

final conclusion, that is. to the
worst evil that can be conceived of

in modern history, we must look for
its cause in the fact that the Com-
munism of the epigones has shown
itself incapable of fulfilling iti

historic mission.

BLUNDERS of STALINISM HAVE
SHIPWRECKED REVOLUTIONS

Up till 1923. the C. I. marched
forward in all countries, almost
without a halt, weakening and
ousting the social democracy. In
the last ten years, not only did it

not make any new quantitire
conquests, but it suffered a pro-

found qualitative degeneration. The
shipwreck of the official Communist

party in Germany is the fatal ter-

mination of the "general Hoe"

which passed through the adven-

tures of Etshonia and Bulgaria,

through the capitulation before the

Kuo Min Tang, through the not

less infamous capitulation before

the trade union bureaucracy in

England, through the Canton ad-

venture, through the convulsions of

the "third period," through the

break with the mass trade unions,

through the theory and practice of

•social Fascism," through the policy

of "national liberation" and

'people's revolution," through the

rejection of the united front,

through the banishment and per-

secution of the Left Opposition,

finally, through the complete stil-

ling of tiie independence of the pro-

letarian vanguard and through the

substitution for democratic cen-

tralism—by the omnipotence of an

unprincipled and dull wilted ap-

piiratus.

The essence of bureaucratism

resides in the distrust of the masses

and in the tendency to replace their

conscious revolutionary activity by

combinations from above or by

nuked commands. In Germany, as

well as in other countries, the Stal-

inist bureaucracy posed| continual

ultimatums before the working class.

It tixed for it, from above, the dates

for strikes or for the "conquest of

the streets," it arbitrarily fixed

"red days" or "red months" for it

it ordered it to accept all its slo-

gans and Kig-zags without criticism;

it demanded that the proletariat

recognize its leadership in the

united front in advance and without
question, and on this monstrous
ultimatism it based its struggle,

!a!se from end to end and impo-

tent, against Fascism.

NOT ACCIDENTAL ERRORS BUT
AN ERRONEOUS Sl'STEM

Errors a re inevitable in the

struggle of the proletariat. Through
their own errors the parties learn,

select (he cadres and educate the
leaders. But in the present C. I.

these are not errors but an erro-

neous system which renders a cor-

rect ixilicy impossible. The social

agents ol" this system are a large
bureaucratic stratum, armed with
enormous material and technical
means, in fact independent of the
masses and conducting a furious
struggle for .self preservation] at
Hie price of the disorganization of
the proletarian vanguard and its

weakening before the class enemy.
Such is the essence of Stalinism in

the world workers' movement.

In the last years, the Left Oppo-
sition, before the eyes of the entire
world, followed the Fascist tide in
all its stages and traced a policy

of true revolutionary realism. As
early as the Autumn of 192S), that
is. three and a half years ago, at
the very beginning of the world
crisis, the Left Opposition wrote:

L. O. ANALYSIS OF FASCISM
IN AUTUMN, 1939

"Just as revolutionary situations
developed more than once out of
the conflict between liberalism and
monarchy, which later went over
the heads of both opponents, so a
revolutionary situation can develop
out of the clash between social dem-
ocracy and Fascism—two antagon-
istic praxes of the bourgeoisie—
which will pass over the heads of
both of them.

"The proletarian revolutionist
would be worthless if he did not
understand, in the epoch of the
bourgeois revolution, how to esti-

mate the conflict between the
liberals and the monarchy, and
instead of utilizing the struggle in
a revolutionary manner1

, threw the
two opponents into one pot. The
Communist it not worth a copper
who in the face of the collisions

To the World Anti-Fascist Congress to Be

Held in Copenhagen, June ljth
between Fascism and the social

democracy, shouts down this

formula with the barren formula of

social Fascism, which has no con-

tent at all."

The policy of the united front

should have been built on this gen-

eral strategic perspective. Step by

step in the course of the last three

years Jhe Left Opposition followed

the development of the political

crisis in Germany. In its periodicals

and in a series of pamphlets it

submitted all the stages of the

struggle to an analysis, unmasked
the ultimatist character of the

formula, "only from below," took

upon itself where it could, the in-

itiative of united defense commit-

tees, supported the initiative of the

workers in this direction and de-

manded incessantly the extension

of this initiative over the whole
country. If the C. P. had resolutely

set out on this path, the reformist

bureaucracy would have shown it-

self impotent to restrain the pres-

sure of the workers for the united

front. Smashing up against a new
barrier at each step, Fascism would
have opened all its wounds. The
local defense bodies would have
grown irresistibly, in fact trans-

forming themselves into worker's'

councils. Marching on this path,

the German proletariat would have
dealt a decisive blow to Fascism
and with one last stroke would have
swept away the whole leading oli-

garchy. The whole situation laid

the basis for the revolutionary

victory of the German proletariat.

STALINIST BUREAUCRACY
TAKES PATH OF SABOTAGE

The Stalinist bureaucracy, how-
ever, took the path of unconscious
but nevertheless actual sabotage of

the revolution. They forbade agree-

ments of Communists with social

democratic organizations, destroyed
the common organs of defense
created by the workers and, under
the name of "counter revolution-
aries," expelled all the defenders
of a correct revolutionary policy
from its ranks. It could be said
that such a manner of acting was
especially created to isolate the
Communists, to consolidate the
i>onds between the social democra-
tic workers and their leaders to
sow confusion and disintegration in
the ranks of the proletariat and to
prepare the unobstructed ascension
of the Fascists to power. The re-

sults are apparent

!

On the 5th of March, when the
fate of the proletariat was already
decided, the B. C. of the 0. I. not
only declared itself ready for the
united front from above—true, on
a national and not on an interna-
tional scale—but consented, so as
to satisfy the reformist bureau-
cracy, to renounce mutual criticism
during the period, ot the united
front. A jump from incredible
bluntness, from ultimatist pre-

sumptuousness to characterless con-
cessions ! The Stalinist bureau-
cracy, having stifled criticism with-
in its own party, had evidently lost
its understanding of "criticism in the
political struggle as such. Revolu-
tionary criticism determines the
attitude of the proletarian van-
guard, that is. of the most critical

party in contemporary society,
towards all classes, parties and
groupings. A real Communist party
can no more renounce criticism, not
even for a day, than a living or-
ganism can renounce respiration.
The policy of the united front does
not exclude mutual criticism in any
case, on the contrary, it demands
It. Only two bureaucratic appara-
tuses, one of which is weighted

down with betrayals and the other
with a fatal chain of errors, can
be- interested in the suspension of

mutual criticism, transforming the
united front by that same fact into

a silent conspiracy behind the

masses, (lie aim of which is their
own preservation. We, the Bolshe-
vik Leninists, say that never and
under no conditions will we join

in such a conspiracy ; on the
contrary, we will unremittingly
denounce it to the workers.

SURRENDER CRITICISM BUT
RETAIN "SOCIAL FASCISM"

At the same time that it con-
sents to renounce criticism, the

Stalinist bureaucracy seizes upon
the repulsive boot -licking of Wels,
Leipart. and Co. before Hitler to

revive the theory of social fascism.
In reality, this theory remains as
false today as it was yesterday.
Those who were only recently the
masters of Germany, fallen under
the boot of Fascism, are licking this
boot in order tu gain indulgence
from the Fascists; that corresponds
exactly to the miserable nature of
the reformist bureaucracy. But
that, does not at all signify that
there is no difference for the re-

formists between democracy and
the Fascist boot, and that the
social democratic masses are not
callable of struggling against Fasc-
ism when an issue is opened tor
them on the. arena of struggle.

FASCISM BUILT ON LIES;

COMMUNISM ON TRUTH
Tile policy of Fascism rests upon

demagogy, lies and slander. The
revolutionary policy can only build
on truth. That is why we are
obliged to condemn resolutely the
Organisation Bureau for the con
vocation of the present congress,
whoch has given, in its appeal, an
optimistically faise picture of the
state of things in Germany, speak-
ing of the powerful development
of the anti jtYAscist struggle. In
reality, for the moment, the German
workers are retreating in complete
disorder without fighting. Such is

Ihe bitter fact which cannot be
blurred by words. In order to stand
on its feet, to regroup and to con-
centrate its forces the proletariat,
represented by its vanguard, must
understand what has happened.
Away with illusions! They are
precisely the illusions which led
to the catastrophe. .We must say
what is, clearly, honestly, openly.

The situation in Germany is

profoundly tragic. The butcher has
only begun his work. The victims
will be legion. Hundreds and
thousands of workers in the Com-
munist party are imprisoned.
Severe tests aw;\it those who re-

main faithful to their banner. The
honest workers of the entire world
are giving thoir whole-hearted
sympathy to t!he victims of the
Fascist butcher. But ft will be
the height of hypocrisy to demand
silence on the fatal policy of Stal-
inism because its German repre-
sentatives have at the same time
become its victims. Groat historic
problems are not settled by senti
mentalism. The supreme law of the.
struggle is to conform to the end!
goal. Only the Marxist explanation'
of all that has happened can imbue
the vanguard with self-confidence.
It does not suffice for it to express
its sympathies for its victims, it

must become stronger in order to
overthrow and strangle the butcher.

I

German Fascism slavishly follows,
the Italian exampleJ. That, how--!
•ver, does not signify that power
is assured to Hitler for a series of
years, as was the case with Mus-

solini. Fascist Germany starts out

on its history in conditions of a

very advanced capitalist disinteg-

ration, of mass misery unpreced-

ented in modern history and of a

tli re: tening tension in international

relations. The denouement can
come very much sooner than the
masters of the day think. It will,

however, not come ot itself. A
revolutionary shock is needed.

NO MIRACLES; ONLY WORKERS
CAN D E V E A T FASCISM

The social democratic press places
great hopes in the existence! of
cracks in the German government
bloc. Along this same path, fun-
damentally, marches the Pravda of
Moscow, which only yesterday
denied the existence of antagonism
bee ween Fascism sand the social
democracy but today county on the
antagonisms between Hitler and
Ilugenberg. Contradictions in the
ruling camp are undeniable. But
they in themselves are powerless,
insofar as it is a matter of ar-
resting ihe victorious development
of the Fascist dictatorship which
is dependant upon the whole situ-
ation of German capitalism. We
must not expect miracles. Only the
proletariat can put an end to
Fascism. So that the latter can
proceed on to the broad historic
path, a decisive turn is necessary
in the field of revolutionary leader-
ship. It is necessary to return to
the policy of Marx and Lenin. We,
liolshevik-Leninists, do not come to
this congress to entertain any
illusions whatsoever, nor to save
fal.-e reputations. Our aim is to
clear the roa(] f„r the future.
Naturally, we do not doubt that
tens and perhaps hundreds of

;

thousands of workers are seriously
prepared for struggle will be rep-
resented at this congress. No less
are we inclined to believe that the
delegates will be seriously dis-
posed in their majority, to do ev-
erything possible so as to crush
Fascism. Nevertheless, the Con-
gress itself, in the manner in which
it has been conceived and called to-
gether, cannot, we are profoundly
convinced bear serious revolution-
ary significance. Fascism is a formi-
dable enemy. To struggle against
it we need compact masses of
millions and tens of millions of
workers well organized and well
directed. We need a firm basis in
the shops and in the unions. We
need the confidence of the massesm a leadership that has been
(ested by the exiN-rience of struggle.
Tlie problem is not solved by solemn
moe:higs !ior by sensational spee-
ches. This congress, hastily impro-
vised, represents isolated groups
without, any links between them,
who after the congress will be just
as isolated as before it from the
millions of proletarians.

CONGRESS AGAIN COLORED
BY IKTELLIfl KNTSI A
The "isolated" individuals from

the intellectual bourgeois circles
will color the anti-Fascist Congress
as they colored ihe Amsterdam
Congress. It is not a very per-
manent color. The advanced work-
ers, is Is true, appreciate greatly
the sympathy which the best rep-
resentative of science, literature
and art have for them. But from
that it does not at all follow that
the radical scientists or artists are
capable of replacing the mass or-
ganizations or of undertaking to
lead the proletariat. And vet this
congress pretends to leadership'
Those representatives ot the bour-
geois intelligentsia who really de-

sire to participate in the revolu-

tionary struggle should begin by

clearly defining their program and

by attaching themselves to a work-

ers organization. In other words,

in order to have the right to vote

at a congress of the fighting pro-

leiariat, the "isolated" must cease

to be isolated.

Neither the work against war nor

the march against Fascism requires

any special art which lies beyond

me general struggle of the prole-

tariat. The organization which is

incapable of analyzing precisely the

situation, of leading tne daily de-

tensive and offensive battles, of

gathering about it the broadest

masses, of achieving unity in de-

fensive actions with the reformist

workers, unburdening them at the

same time of their reformist pre-

judices—such an organization will

inevitably suffer shipwreck in the

face of war as well as of Fascism.

AMSTERDAM CONGRESS
MISERABLE FAILURE

The Amsterdam Congress has
shown already its inconsistency in

the course 01 the offensive of the

Japanese bandits against China,
bveti in the domain ot agitation, the
alliance of tike Sftaliu&t bureau-

cracy with the isolated pacifists has
not achieved anything substantial,

it must be said openly: the anti-

fascist Congress, which in its in-

ternational composition, is much
rather an aeckiental meeting, is

called to create an appearance of
action, just where action itself has
defaulted. If, conforming to the
project ot its organizers, the Con-
gress contents itself with a barren
appeal, in the history oi the struggle
against Fascism it risks becoming
nt-.t only a zero but a negative
iiuamily, for the most serious
crime in present conditions is to
lead Ihe workerts into error about
their actual lorces and the real
meihods of struggle.

Only on one condition, can the
Congress of Struggle Against Fasc-
ism play a progressive although
modest role ; if it shakes off the
hypnosis of the bureaucratic iin-

prcssarios who stand behind the
scenes, and puts on the agenda a
free discussion on the causes of the
victory of German Fascism, on the
responsibility of the leading pro-
letarian organizations and on a
true program of revolutionary
struggle. It is by taking this path,
and this one only that the con-
gress will become a factor of rev-
olutionary renaissance.

The platform of the International
Left Opposition gives the only cor-
rect directives for the struggle
against Fascism. As the most im-
mediate and most pressing meas-
ures, we, Bolshevik-Leninists, pro-
pose the following :

PROPOSALS OF INTER-
NATIONAL LEFT OPPOSITION

1. TO immediately accept the
proposals of the Second Interna-
tional for an agreement on an in-

ternal ional scale, such an agree-
ment does not exclude but demands
the eoncretization of the slogans
and the meihods for each particular
country :

" TO principally condemn the
formula of the united front "from
below only," which means the re-
jection ot the united front generally;

3. TO reject and io condemn the
theory of social-Fascism;

4. IN no ease and under no
condition to renounce the right to
criticize the temporary ally;

5. TO re-establish freedom with-
in the Communist parties and all
organizations which are under their
control, and those that make up the
Anti-Fascist Congress.

6. TO renounce the policy of in-
dependent Communist trade union
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Roosevelt Intervenes

(Continued from page 1)

the illusions of bourgeois pacifism

and to help prepare the slaughter
of the working class.

For workers t here are no "ag-
gressor" and "defender" nations.
For workers there can only be
imperialist wars and revolutionary
wars. If the Soviet Union is to
exist as the workers' fatherland,
the preparations for imperialist war
must be mercilessly exposed. If the
workers are to be forewarned
against the coming butchery, it is
criminal to play around with non-
sensical dabbling-; on "aggressor"
nations" and "partial disarma-
ments".

Finally, if the murderous aim of
the capitalists are to be defeated,
the working class of the world
must be rallied into a solid, compact
fighting mass by the Leninist tactic
of the united front, step by step
in their everday straggles, and up
to the unified struggle against im-
perialist war. The, role of the
American wokrers in this task is
in view of the world position of
American capitalism, doubly great

==____ ~"S. G.
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organizations ; to participate ac-
tively in the mass trade unions

;

7. TO renounce the infamous
competition with Fascism under the
slogans of "national liberation"
and "people's revolution";

6. TO renounce the theory of
Socialism in one Country wliich
nourishes petty-bourgeois nationalist
tendencies and weakens (lie work-
ing class in the struggle against
Fascism

;

y. TO mobilize the European
proletariat against Versailles and
anti-Versailles chauvinism under
the banner of the Soviet United
States of Europe;

ID. TO prepare through an
open and honest discussion and to
convene an extraordinary congress
of each section of the v.. I. within
the period of one month, to examine
the experience of the struggle with
counter-revolution and to elaborate
a program of action for the future;

11, TO convene a deniocratically
preparcd Congress of tlie C. 1. with-
in a period ot* two months;
12. Reinstate the Left Opposition

into the ranks of the C. 1., its
sections and all the organizations
that it controls.

AUSTRIAN WORKERS
MUST TAKE OFFENSIVE

It is necesary to begin to un-
dertake the discussions between the
Second and Third International by
putting the question of Austria in
first place. Everything has not been
lo.-t yet in that country. By start-
ing immediately on the road of
active defense the American pro-
letariat, suppurted Ijj the prole-
tariat of all ihe countries of Europe,
could, by the consistent and cour-
ageous development of the offensive,
arrest the power from the hands
of the enemy; the internal relation
of forces in Austria assures victors.
A red Austria will immediately be-
come a prop of slrenglh for the
(ierman workers. The whole situ-
ation will change abruptly in favor
of the revolution. Tlie Luropean
proletariat will feel that it rep-
resents an invincible force. And
only this consciousness is necessary
to wipe out all its enemies.

It is the U. S. s. r. which occu-
pies the central position, in the
struggle with world counter-revo-
lution. In this domain, we Boi-
shevik-Leninists, less than ever
subscribe to the policy of oliieiai
optimism. In the bureaucracy all is
well five minutes before tlie catas-
trophe. Such was the case in Ger-
many. The same method is being
applied also for the Soviet Union
but the situation in the first work-
ers' state has never been so tense
us at present. The basically false
policy o the uncontrolled bureau-
cracy has thrown the country into
unbearable privation, has brought
the peasantry into conflict with the
proletariat, has sowed discontent in
the working masses, has tied the
hands and feet of the party, has
w-eakeued all the pillars and' props
ot the dictatorship. The October
Revolution has no need of "friends"
who sing false hymns and repeat
each word of the ruling bureau-
cracy in chorus. The October Rev-
olution has need of militants who
speak the truth, even if it is harsh
but who, on the contrary, main-am an unshakable loyalty in thehour of danger.

S O U N D THE ALAR M-
SOVIET RUSSIA IN DANGER!
We sound the alarm before the

world proletariat: the Soviet fath-
erland is in danger: only the
lumlamental reform of the entire
policy will save it. The program
of such reform is the program of
the Left Opposition in the 1'SSR
Thousands of its best lighters, 'at
their head, e. (;, Rakovskv, at. the
present time fill the prisons and the
places of deportation of the Soviet
I'nion. Fr,,m the tribune of (his
congress we send our fraternal
greetings to our valiant comrades-
in-arms. Their number is growing
No amount of persecution will shake
their courage. In the difficult davs
lo couie the proletarian dictator-
ship will find i„ i !]( ,m JMt on[y w .

se
counselors but also devoted soldiers

the deveiopme.it of the interna-
t ona workers movement, and above
an the European, has reached adecisive point. The German Com-
munist parly is smashed. To think
of re-establishing it on the old basis«na under the old leadership is a
hopel,.,* „ fonilu Tll) .ro jire dpfe;|ts
"»at are unpardonable. The (ierman
Communist party will now be built
'"< 'I new basis. Only those ele-ments ,, f „M , old lia ,.fy _ who
freed themselves from the heritage
ot Matmism <,„, h(ke tiieU.

jamong the builders. Will organi-
sational succession be followed in
!"' '^^"Pment of the other sec-
ions of the C. I. i„ ils „lUretv ,
History has apparently not reV
'lered its final verdict on that. Onething is certain: Verv JittJe timeremains t„ wry( .cl u m<)Iistr
errors. ,f fhis tlmo ,,

tr°«s

Commune International will gotoimtohl^,.,,,,
theglorioul

I^nmist beginning aJKi thc inf;|m .

ous Stalinist end.
We, ISolsbevik-Leninists, nrooose

«o ™ke the experience of theXnof German Communism a point of-War* for the rebirth' of an
its remaining sections. We areready to concentrate all our forceso that end. !„ the name of h!stask we extend our hand to ourfiercest adversaries of yesterday

battle against Fascism, in the de-

shevik-Lemnists will occupy theirPlaces of struggle in the oemmonranks as they have occupied™
everywhere and always

Len^V136 bimner °f M«« andLenin, forward for the world
proletarian revolution.
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Problems of the

Soviet Regime

(The Degeneration of

Theory and the Theory

of Degeneration)

National Youth Day:

Fight Against War!
YOUTH MUST BREAK THROUGH SABOTAGE OP SOCIALISTS
AND SECTARIANISM OF STAL INISTS—IN UNITED STRUGGLE
AGAINST WAR. ALL OUT ON MAY 30tli!

Socialism developed to completion

(communism J means a society

without a stale, lint the transition

period ii'inti capitalism to socialism

demands an extreme strengthening

of the lunelions of the state (dic-

tatorship of ttie proletariat). This

hisioiic dialectic of the slate 1ms

iioou sufficiently illuminated by the

theory of Marxism.
The economic basis for tile with-

ering it way of the workers' slafe

i.s the high development of economic
(lower when productive, labor no

longer needs to be driven and the

distribution of human goods no
longer needs any juridical control.

The transition from revolutionary

dictatorship to classless society

cannot he accomplished by decree.

A state cannot no dissolved by
r-pocini order but gradually dis-

appears from the scene, "withering
away'' to the extent to which the

powerful and culturally higher
socialist society conquers all the
living functions with the aid of its

manifold ami flexible organs which
no longer stand in need of coercion.

1. The Withering of the State

The process of the liquidation of

the state takes place along two
different roads. To the extent that
the classes are being liquidated,

that is, dissolved in a homogeneous
society, coercion withers away in

the direct sense of the word, drop-
piny out forever from social circu-

lation. The organisational func-
tions of the state, on the contrary,

become more complex, more de-

tailed. They pentraie into ever new
liekls which until then remained as
if beyond the threshold of society

[the household, children's educa-
tion, etc.) ond for the first time
subject them Lo the control of the
collective mind.

Tile general manner of posing the
question does not change whether
ix. concerns a single country or the
whole planet. If we .should assume
Ihat it socialist society is realizable
within national boundaries, then
the withering away of the slate

could also occur within the frame-
work of a single country. The nec-
essity, of defense against capitalist

enemies threatening from without
is in itself entirely compatible with
the weakening of state coercion
from within: the solidarity and
consch-uis discipline of the socialist

siiciety should yield the greatest
results on the field of battle as
well as on the field of production.

The Stalinist faction declared as
far' hack ns two years ago that the
classes in the U.S.S.R. are liqui-

dated "in the main" ; that the
question who will prevail is decided
"completely and irrevocably" ; more
than that: that "we entered into
social is in." From this, according
to tiie laws of Marxian logic, it

should have followed that the
necessity of class coercion is "in
ilie main" liquidated and that the
period of the withering away of

the .slate had begun. But such a
conclusion, insofar as it has been
attempted by some indiscreet doe-
triuarios, was immediately declared
as "counter-revolutionary."

However, let ns leave aside the
perspective of socialism in one
country. Let tis proceed not from
bu leaner:! lie construction, already
brought to an absurdity by the
march of development, but from the
actual state of affairs: the USSIi
is of course not a socialist society
but only a socialist state, that is,

a weapon for the building of a
socialist society ; the classes are
as yet far from abolished ; the
question who will prevail is not
decidex! ; the possibility of capitalist

restoration is nod excluded ; the
necessity of a proletarian dictator-
ship therefore retains its full force.
Hut there still remains the ques-
tion of the character of the Soviet
state, which does not at all remain
unchangeable throughout the whole
transitional epoch. The more suc-
cessful the economic construction,
the healthier the relation between
town and country, the broader
therefore should be the development
of Soviet democracy. This does not
conslitute as yet the withering
away of the state since Soviet de-
mocracy is also a form of state
coercion. The capacity and flexi-

bility of this form, however, best
redacts the relation of the masses
to the Soviet regime. The more
the proletariat is satisfied with the
results of its labor and the more
beneficial its influence on the village,

the more the Soviet government
attempts to be—not on paper, not
in a program, but in reality, in
everyday existence—-the weapon of
the growing majority against the
diminishing minority. The rise of
Soviet democracy, while as yet not
signifying the withering away of
the state, is equivalent nevertheless
to the preparation for such a
proce'/-;.

On May 30th, the jingoes, mu-
nition makers, war mongers and
all the "patriots" will gather in

the t'estivo places of the nation to

shed crocodile tears for the pro-

lelmian whose body rests beneath
a litilf cross on the other side of
the ocean.

They will talk of his bravery and
iii.s heroism in laying down his life

to "make the world safe for de-

mocracy." Hat their eulogies are
all lies and deceptions. The truth
is now breaking through the fog
of war propoganda. It was ft>r

.Morgan's millions that the Ameri-
can workers had their bodies riddled
with bullets. And it is for essentially

the same purpose that a new war
is being prepared.

The "war to end ail wars" was
but a gigantic rehearsal for a new
imperialist conflict, more bloody,

more wanton and more destructive
than anything ever seen in the his-

tory ot mankind. The jockeying
tor position, secret alliances, the
race for armaments, brings Europe
and the whole world closer to the
brink of a world slaughter.

The fake pacifism of Roosevelt,
the ill-concealed hypocrisy of butch-
er Hitler points ominously to a
"holy" crusade against the first

Workers Republic. Having de-

stroyed the greatest bulwark of the
October Revolution, the revolution-
ary German working class organi-
zations, with the aid of the treach-
ery and capitulation of the socialist

and Stalinist bureaucrats, Hitler

grooms himself for the role of the

super-Wrange! of the world bour-

geoisie. The hour draws close.

Young Workers, to the Fore!

Most concerned and vitally af-

fected by the danger of war are

the young workers who -will be

used as cannon fodder to coin the

blood money for the imperialist

bandits. It is they who must raise

the strongest and most determined
protest against the coming slaugh-

ter.

It is they who must say to the

war mongers that they are ready

to put an end to the system that

starves them in "peace" time and
must have recourse to war to

settle their conflict for profits and
markets. The young workers must
show the exploiters that the guns
that are placed in their hands will

never be used against their fellow

workers of some other nationality

or race. That they will direct their

weapons instead against the self-

same exploiters, their real enemies.
Down with imperialist war 1

. Turn
the imperialist war into a civil warl
These slogans will ring out on

the streets of New York and over
the rest of fhe nation on National
Youth Day, May 30th. On this day
tiie young workers and students

must gather their forces for mighty
demonstrations ill defense of the

Soviet Union and against the war
plans of the imperialists.

(Continued on Page 2)

ProtestAdmission

of Hitler Agent

on American Soil

HUNDREDS OF WORKERS JEER
NAZI ENVOY IN SOLIDARITY'
WITH GERMAN WORKERS

On Thursday morning a thousand

workers demonstrated against the

Fascist envoy Hans VVeidemann, at

the foot of JSth Street, Brooklyn,

the Army Base. A few minutes
before 1) a. m., after the meeting

had been going for some fifteen

minutes, an attempt was made by

the police to end the demonstration,

but this failed.

When the representative of the

Y.P.S.L. got through speaking and
the Chairman was about to an-

nounce the next speaker, the police,

this time reinforced by plenty of

dicks, began to maul the workers.

The workers put up a good fight,

using stones and sticks against thfj

clubs of the cops ; many workers
were caught by the horseeops,

dragged through the strets and
beaten with blackjacks.

The Army Base, housing a regi-

ment of the reforestation Army were
the onlookers all through the wel-

come of American Imperialism to

this third assistant butcher, Hans
VVeidemann, who though without
Hie Brownshirts to defend him, was
ably defended by the Bluecoats.

Despite this, he managed to sneak
off the boat in the Harbor or to

leave the pier by another exit. 10

workers were arrested.

The demonstration, though mili-

tant, was too small to have any
real effect. The light against
Fascism must be broadened

; as one
of the speakers slated, "to include

Mooney Acquitted;|^orl<er * ^ ust

E.i k i II Unite in Fight on
VldenCe MuZZled

I Roosevelt Program
CALIFORNIA ROSS CLASS EXPOSES ITS OWN FRAME • UP BY
ACTION AT TRIAL. FINAL MASS fcFFORT NEEDED TO FREE
TOM MOONEY. NEW YORK CONFERENC E ON JUNE 18th

ADMINISTRATION MEASURES
MEAN TO FORESTALL MILI-
TANT LABOR STRUGGLE

(Continued on Page 2)

On Wednesday afternoon, May|
24, Tom Mooney was acquitted by

a jury called to hear an indictment

against him which concerned the

preparedness day parade bombings
for which he was originally framed
up. While the acquittal does not

clear him legally of the original

charge, it proves the entire unten-

abilily of it.

makes him both guilty and not

guilty of one and the same thing-
fatalities all caused by the bomb-
ing in ]!)!(>, The case of the ruling

class of California against the

veteran labor leader Is thereby con-

siderably weakened. It is shown to

be on its last legs.

But the procedure of Judge Ward
who conducted the trial, speaks
even more for tiie bankruptcy of

the capitalists' case against Mooney
than fhe acquittal itself. The judge,

in recommending a verdict of not

guilty, bar red all evidence and re-

fused the class war prisoner's in-

sistent plea that all the original

evidence of the case be presented
before a judgment is arrived at.

The frame-up has, it appears,
become so flimsy that the Coastal
barons are in utter dread of com-
plete exposure. The prosecution
itself refused to present any argu-
ments against the verdict and
Mooney was ordered back to San
Queutin prison.

The 17-year struggle to free Tom'
Mooney is bearing fruit. Only one
last powerful push on the part of

the laboring mases is needed to

tear its marlj-r from the blood-
stained hands of the bosses.. The
unified movement set on foot at

Chicago at the beginning of the
month is a tremendous factor in

achieving this end.

No worker in tiie United States,

or in fhe world, can now doubt
Mooney's innocence. No worker can
fail to see Hie crass swindle of the
boss class in this frame-up. The
fake trial only serves to open up
the eyes of still larger masses.
The indignation of all strata of

labor against California class
justice is pitched to a high key.
The work of the National Tom
Mooney Committee of Action can-
not fail to swing labor behind
them in solid ranks, if they pursue
the Leninist united front tactic

outlined at Chicago, conscientiously

;

if they challenge the leaders of the

S. 1'. and the A. F. of L. before
their mass following, to join in
the light.

Now is the time to bring the

mass movement in the defense of

Mooney to a successful culmination.
Clo>ed ranks in a successful struggle
to free Mooney will open up a new
period of working ciass ascendance
in the United States and serve as
Hie starting point of a smashing
resistance to the capitalist offensive
on all tields of class struggle—on
the economic, on tiie political front

—and in the defense of all the
other victims of boss class oppres-
sion.

Revolt Gathers

Against Machado

Regime in Cuba

Another revolt accompanied, by a

wave of terrorism has broken loose

in Cuba. The guerilla outbreaks in

the centra! and eastern provinces
of the island are only ou,e, and
perhaps not the greatest of tiie dan-
gers threatening the dictatorship.

In the cities and especially In

Havana, virtual civil war exists

between the "A.B.C." student ter-

rorist organization and the famous
"porra" at the service of the mur-
derous pseudo-bonapartist Machado
regime.

"Butcher" Machado is now sing-
ing his swan song and the vultures
are already darkening the sky in

preparation for the feast. A change
of government means new conces-
sions, new contracts, new loans,

and a shake-up in those quarters
where political jobs are given out.

With the increasing intensifica-

tion of the crisis in the sugar in-

dustry, due to high tariff walls in

the U.S. and Europe, the competition,
with, theg rowing beet sugar In-

dustry of the consumer countries,
and the ever-increasing warehouse
surpluses, the Cuban government's
financial income has been reduced
to a minimum. For many months,
school teachers and other govern-
ment employees have been unpaid,
but until very recently, enough
funds have been available to keep
the army and police "loyal". At
last however it appears, even these,

I lie almost sole remaining support-
ers of the regime, are wavering.
Recent dispatches from Oriente
Province report serious defections

(Continued on Page 2)

WaveofMilitant Struggles SweepsNeedle Trades
The present degraded standards

of the Needle Trades workers are

leading them to revolt. The ranks

of the workers of various crafts

show very definitely that an under-
lying current of militancy is coining

to the surface.

The gains that have been won by

the sacrifices of the needle workers
over atl extended period of ups and
downs have .completely vanished.

The crisis has given the bosses the

right of way to slash wages and
increase hours without any resis-

tance on the part of the workers.

But the tide has been turned.

The intolerable conditions have
pointed out to the worker the one
way—the way of struggle. They
saw one alternative: either to per-

ish starving or wage a battle for

some improvement.

These moods of the needle work-
ers have been expressed in two re-

cen strikes of the dressmakers in

Boston and Philadelphia. Both
strikes had been called practically

in spite of the "good judgment" of

the Vice-Presidents of the ILGWU
in charge of those centers. The
strikes have also been foisted upon
the leadership of the NTWIU, be-

cause of the lack of, a positive and
correct policy toward a united
front.

The deep roots of unity Imbeded
now in the ranks of the needle
workers, makes it absolutely im-

posisble for the Stalinist leadership

in the NTfWITJ to pursue a straight
path of wrong policy, without in-

terruptions and breaks.

In spite of the comparatively
good response of the dresmakers to

the call of the strike both in Phila-

delphia and Boston, the right wing
reformist press has hardly given
cognizance to the struggles. Trior
to the strike there was na prepara-

L 0.& Stalinists in Toronto
The Two Faced Policy of the Centrist Bucreaucrats

(Continued on Page 4)

Toronto, Cuii.—Stalinist forces In

Toronto revealed in glaring fashion
the confusion into which they have
been thrown by recent events when
on Friday, May 12th, at Spadina
Hall, tiiey attempted systematically
to break up a mass meeting on the
German situation called by the
Toronto Branch of the Left Oppo-
sition. The happenings of the
evening came as a climax to a
period of successful anti-Fascist

activity on the part of Opposition
forces, and this demonstration of

official Stalinist ideological bank-
ruptcy has made a deep impression
in Left wing circles.

The meetng was called by the

Ij. O. as an extension of the ac-

tivities of united front conferences
against Fascism, which included
both Opposition and Stalinist rep-

resentatives. Events had already
given the former ample opportu-
nity to expose the utter incompe-
tence of the Stalinist leadership.

A prime example was the serious

suggestion of one of the Stalinist

leading lights that the Conference
send a delegation to the City Boara
of Control asking them to protest

against Hitlerite atrocities. Again,
after the Stalinists had succeeded
in keeping comrade Jack MacDon-
ald off the executive of the con-

ference, they were forced to endorse
him as its speaker at another
meeting.

This cooperation is amazing in

view of the fact that the night of

the meeting called by the D. O.
the party issued a leaflet denounc-
ing the "Trotsyites" in the usual
terms of meaningless fury, as dis-

rupters of the solidarity of labor

and "allies of Hitler." Why then,

as comrade Spector pertinently

asked, did they tolerate them at

the anti-Fascist conference and
elect comrade Mac Donald to speak
in Queen's Park? The crowning
folly of the Stalinists was to sign
the leaflet "Left Wing Organiza-
tions" which has naturally called

forth objections from those bodies

not associated with the party which
resent being dragooned into sup-

porting such vile tactics.

The meeting itself opened with
an analysis by comrade Spector of

the German situation which the
audience of five hundred followed
attentively. But when, in conclu-

sion, he introduced Jack MacDon-
ald, an organized storm of booing
and interruption broke out. The
fact that the disturbance started

suddenly and without warning, to-

(Continued on Page 2)

lion in either union to assure a
successful outcome of the two
strikes. The Itigiit wing negotia-

ted with the bosses. The Left wing
will criticize itself, post factum,
lor lack of preparation.

The Deft wing press has not even
as much as mentioned it, because
of the obviously favorable situation

of the international which indicated
once more that the Stalinists have
forgotten the role of Communists in

trade unions.

i'rom the statement made by
Iteisberg, ILG representative in

Philadelphia, it is obvious that the

dressmakers forced the Interna-
tional into a struggle. He said

:

"We're willing to meet the em-
ployers more than half way, but
since even the arbitration, the
traditional American method of

settling disputes was rejected, we
were left with no alternative but
to call a strike."

In face of the impending strike

of the New York cloakmakers, the

international leaders could not but
concede to the militancy of the
workers.

Needle Workers are Asserting
Themselves

The positive trend of the needle
workers towards action has also

taken shape within the unions. In

the NTWIU, the demand to deal

with the problem o£ the united front

and the building of one union is

pressed hard upon the leadership.

The rank and tile members are de-

manding a perspective. They want
to know more about the future of

their union than the leadership is

willing and capable of telling them.
In the ILGWU the rank and file

expressed its positive trend in the

recent elections ill tile three im-

portant locals—i), 1, 22—where they
elected either a complete or partial

slate of the Left wing administra-

tion. Both unions had been forced

to an appreciable degree to deal

with the question of unity.

NTWIU Vacillating and Stalling

The leadership of the NTWIU is

vacillating more and more. Its

last plenum was held in New York
on May 13th and 14th. The two
main decisions which were given
prominence in the Freiheit of May
Itith, are worthy of consideration.

They are examples of utter and
criminal confusion.

One: The NTWIU declares its

readiness to help in the coming
cloakmakers strike under' the aus-
pices of the International, provided
the ILG leadership will promise to

enforce the provisions of th impend-
ing agreement in the shops. It

further declares its readiness to

bind itself against any criticism of

the past betrayals of the Interna-
tioanal leadership hi the prepara-
tion of and during the strike.

The Freilieit of the same date
heralds this declaration as one that
clarifies the attitude of the NTWIU
towards the strike.

Wherein lies this "clarity?" Does
the decision tell the workers
whether the NTWIU give up the
building of a cloakmakers depart-

ment, whether the Left wing par-
ticipants will remain in the ranks
of the International to light in the
interests of the cloakmakers. It

does not. Instead, it spreads il-

lusions about the possibility of the
Right wing buraucrats acting as
champions of the workers and
their interests, as though a promise

or guarantee from Uochman and
Dubinsky will mean anything. It

is not their good or had intentions

that dictate their action of class

collaboration, it is their very po-

sition as reformists that brings
forth betrayals. Their historic po-
sition is that of collaboration with
the ruling class—that is where
their betrayals flow from and not
good or bad wishes or promises to

carry out decisions. IJoes this
declaration also bind the official

organs of the C.I*., the Freiheit and
I he Daily Worker not to criticize

or remind the International clique

of their past misdeeds and warn
the workers to be on guard? That
it left unanswered.

The very purpose of the Left
wing in the reformist unions is

annihilated by the above proposals
of the NTWIU. It is the duty of the
Communist in a union to tight and
lead the workers in the struggle
against the reformists, the socialist
trade union fakers. The struggle
is especially heated and comes to
a head in the preparations for a
strike. That is the time when the
secret conferences and supplemen-
tary agreements between the offi-

cials and the bosses take the place
of a real tight. 'Where do ttie Com-
munists stand in their historic role
of the vanguard of the workers in
a time such as this? Their mouths
are to be shut by promises, "not
to criticize the harmful activities

of the past—-in time of the prepara-
tions and during the strike."

With such promises the Commu-
nists become a rearguard instead
of the vanguard of the workers.
Worse than that, they become, in
the cj es of the workers, accomplices
to all the betrayals and schemes
of tile reformists.

The second decision on the dress

(Continued on Page Z)

L. O. Addresses

Party on Elections

in Minneapolis

Minneapolis, May IS), 1033—The
local branch of the Communist
League (Irt'ft Opposition] has ad-

dressed the following Open Letter

to the official Communist party:

Kverv election siionld be a lesson

in politics for every honest wage
worker. In the free-for-all primary
election the working class of Min-
neapolis suffered a poJStieal set-

back. Of the mayoralty candidates
nominated, Bainbridge represents

old line, boss controlled politics

while Anderson represents small
and independent business interests.

Anderson's break with the Farmer-
Labor party shows that he can af-

ford to drop even the pretensions
of being a 'Labor Party' man. His
administratUm would as it does
now, serve everybody, including
Big Capital, just as a small shop-
keeper serves "everybody" from
behind a counter. Outside the beer
issue, tiie Farmer-Labor party pro-

gram is so much like Anderson's
that they have virtually withdrawn
from the field after Latiners' de-

feat in the primaries. Thus the
small business leadership of Far-
mer-Labor reformism leaves in the
lurch the masses of organized labor
that niake up this party. This
should show to the workers in the
Farmer-Labor party that its leader-

ship and program is not for their

interests.

The Communist party, the only
party of the working class, is re-

sponsible for the development and
! advancement of the workers' in-

terests in the elass struggle, the
source of all politics (political
economy as Karl Marx called it.)

(Continued on Page 4)

Attack on Fiurriers* Union
Police, Bosses & A.F.L. in Onslaught on Left Wing

The drive of the fur manufactu-

rers against the workers lias cul-

minated this week by an agreement

of some 50 bosses of the Associated

Fur Coat and Trimming Manufac-
turers with; the A. F. of D.

The spearhead of the attack has
been directed against the Left
wing in the attempt to force the
workers out of their union and
into the discredited International
Fur Workers Union.
The drive was inaugurated a few

weeks ago by the murder of Morris
Langer, the militant worked and
organizer of the Industrial Union.
Murderous attacks upon the N. T.
W. I. IJ. followed In the attempt
to terrorize the furriers into sub-
mitting to the demands of the
bosses.

Early this week notices were
posted in the shops ordering
the workers to affiliate with
the A. P. of L. union, setting
May 25 as the deadline. The work-
res in most of the shops immedi-
ately went out on strike, militantly
demonstrating against the united
front of the bosses, the Bight wing
misleaders and the police. Sup-
ported by the praiiea, who have
honeycombed the market, the fakers
are distributing leaflets calling upon

the workers to break their ranks
and submit to the bosses. Ostensibly
this drive is directed "only against
the Communists," but this is only
a screen to split and demoralize
the workers.
The solid ranks of the bosses,

the police and the treacherous right
wing bureaucrats can and must
be smashed by preserving the un-
broken front of the workers. This
struggle is not a struggle of the
furriers alone.

In the Wednesday and Thursday
demonstrations, in the face of
police terror, the workers showed
their determination to fight reso-
lutely in defense of their union.
Workers of other branches of the
needl? trades have joined the fur-
riers in their struggle. The fight
must be extended and all workers
called upon to support the furriers
against the attack. The defeat of
the furrier's would mean the ex-
tension of the drive against alt

progressive unions that are resist-

ing the wage cut and speed up
drives by which the capitalists are
striving to get out of the crisis.

Workers, unite ! Your interests
and living standards are threatened.
Smash the terror of the boss class
and their henchmen against the
furriers union!

! Roosevelt has thrown [wo more
ingredients into the mixture of
liberal medicines from which he la

brewing the cure tjor wh.at ails

business. He appeals to capitalists

to raise wages loluutariiy, and he
I proposes to them that they form
irade associations for the regula-
tion of the industry; for good meas-
ure, he throws in a bill for public

i works expenditure in the amount
(Of over three billions. These med-
icines go to join the minimum wage
bill, the shorter hours bill, refor-

estation, centralization of banking
control, lowering of tariff walls, po-
licies of international cooperation,
''good will" and disarmament, and
the rest of fhe reformist hocus-
pocus with which lioosevelt is

trying to stall for time, with s.

great appearance of activity while
waiting for some improvement in

I he economic cycle.

The basic outlook from which
these measures proceed is that capi-

talism is benevolent, since he
expects it to raise wages without
a struggle; that, capitalism is in-

telligent and foresighted, since he
expects it to regulate itself on the
basis of voluntary trade associa-
tions; and that capitalism is cap-
able of cooperation on the national
and on the international scale.

This is the basic approach of
the most senile and discredited
liberalism, that is, of the most pri-

mitive form of capitalist selt-

justiiication as typified by Adam
Smith, which may be summarized
a*, "Let every capitalist act for his
own best interests with the mini-
mum of state intervention, and the
results will be the best for the
nation as a whole." This is the
formula of fhe big bourgeoisie in
the early stages of capitalism. Even
in the classic home of liberalism,

in England, fhe party that formerly
stood for this philosophy is tet-

duced to insignificance, nor has It

any power in a single major
country today. I! is a symptom of
the political backwardness of Amer-
ca today that this political system
1- fished up out of the ashcan of
history and served up in thia
country as the "New Deal."

Th£ distjfcnctive feature ofl the
Roosevelt program is the combina-
tion of this reactionary—-Utopian
theory with a practice which con-
tradicts it absolutely—the Increas-
ingly direct union of the State with
monopolistic capitalism, which
characterizes the decaying phase of
world capitalism. Even in the
United States, the system of capi-
talism is being propped up by all

kinds of governmental supports

—

subsidies, tariffs, loans from the
Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion, government loans to the
larger farm operators, more inten-
sive government intervention, hank-
ing, security issues, industry, and
railroading.

Roosevelt is all for a free hand
to the Mitchells, the Instills, the
American Krenders—but at the
same time he keeps the interests
of the capitalists as a class, ex-
pressed through the apparatus of
the bourgeois state, superior to the
Interests of the Individual capita-
list.

But while there is apparent con-
tradiction between words and acta,
the facts themselves speak an un-
mistakable language. While the
employers listen to his appeal to
raise wages, they know that the
railroads are preparing to cut
wages 20 to 25 percent in the mid-
dle of June; the appeal for mini-
mum wages Is made by the same
government which has established
SI a day as a fair wage for ex-
acting labor under military dis-
cipline; the Black Bill for the 30
hour week by making no mention
of wages clearly implies that wages
will be cut in proportion to hours
and that tiie "stagger system" and
the lower standard of living for
the American worker are to be sta-
bilized.

The efforts of capitalism to find
a way out of the crisis on the
backs of the workers, by cutting
wages and speeding up work, are
reinforced by the Roosevelt pro-
gram. The light for higher wages
to meet the threat of inflation is
directly counterposed to the appeal
to the benevolence of the capitalists
to which lioosevelt appeals. The
fight for better working conditions,
for the right to organize, is counter-
posed to the appeal to the capita-
lists to provide uniform conditions
and union rights to the workers
in their Industries by means of
trade association rules.

The working class will only sink
deeper into its misery unless it sees
clearly the hypocritical nature of
the Roosevelt program, the attempt
to shove aside the independent class
action of the proletariat in defense
of its vital interests by the gov-
ernment's invitation to the capi-
talists to decide wage levels, work-
ing conditions, union rights, "for
the benefit of the working class"
presumably,

(Continued on Page 4)
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LEAGUE ACTIVITIES

Unemployed Struggle

in Youngstown

Youngstown, 0.—Responding to

the appeal of Youngstown Unem-

ployed league No. 1, delegates from

four unemployed organizations met

for the purpose of issuing a united

front cull. lie-id.'* tlie Unemployed

Leagues froiM Youngstown iind

Austiutown, two Youngstown Unem-

ployed Councils sent delegates to

this preliminary conference. Thus

tffo national unctuiuoyed move-

ments were represented.

This preliminary conference de-

cided to issue an appeal for u broad

united front conference of all labor

organizations in the Mahoning

Valley on or about June '2j for the

par] lose of agreeing on a minimum
program for united action in this

district.

It was generally agreed that the

basis for this minimum program

would be the general points of im-

mediate relief, unemployment insur-

ance and the shorter work week

without reduction in weekly pay.

A committee of four, consisting

of a delegate from each organiza-

tion, was selected to draft the ap-

peal, i.-suo it and place it before

the various organizations to which

it is made. This committee includes

a Left Oppositionist.

The attitude and actions of the

local Left Oppositionists will be

generally determined by the spirit

of Engel's letter to Mrs. Wisch-

newetsky on January 27, 1877. He
wrote: "I think all our practice

haa shown that it is possible to

work along with the general move-

ment of the working class AT
F/VERy OXE OF ITS STAGES
WITHOUT GIVING UP OR HID-
ING OUR OWN DISTINCT PO-

SITION AND EVEN ORGANIZA-
TION, and I am afraid that if

the . . . Americans choose a differ-

ent line they will commit a great

mistake." Stalinists, take heed!— II. N.

Stalinists and L.O.

in Canada

(Continued from Page 1)

Needle Trades Struggles
Why the Stalinists Have Been Caught Unawares

iggl< Revolt in Cuba !

(Continued from Page I)

Nat'l Youth Day
(Continued from Page 1)

gethep with its extent and violence,

showed that the plans to disrupt

the meting had been carefully laid-

The racket culminated in the sing-

ing of the Internationale by the

disturbers, and a large section of

the audience began streaming for

the exits. A fight commenced, and

for :i moment it looked as if a

riot were inevitable, mut the com-

batants were quickly separated.

Then one of the Stalinite function-

aries appeared on a balcony at the

back of the hall and began to ad-

dress bis henchmen.

But our comrades, taking a leaf

from bis own book, howled him

down and forced him to stop. Soon

comrade MacDonaId's stentorian

voice was booming from the plat-

form, and the audience began to

ouiet down. Shortly after the

meeting had resumed, a squad of

police appeared, hut as there was
fortunately nothing for them to do,

the? soon took their departure. In

time, his audience swelled to its

former size, and there was no fur-

ther attempt at organized disrup-

tion.

lit his speech, comrade MacDon-
ald drove home the significance of

the disturbance as a confession of

official panic and ideological des-

titution. Comrade Spector then

sjwike again and stirred his hearers

as he reminded them that hooli-

ganism and gangster methods had
always been an integral part of the

tactics against the L. O.

The last speaker was comrade
Morrow, a member' of the Y.C.L.,

who dealt briefly and forcefully

willi the issue at hand. (At the

(lose of the meeting Morrow was
iiifsii med that he had just been

expelled from the Y.C.L., but, was
left in ignorance of the official ex*

cuse for this action).

Finally questions were asked for

and the usual array of puerile

mout hings were hurled at Jack
MaeDonald—why aren't you in jail,

why don't you talk about Canada
instead of Germany, etc., etc. Not
:\ single question bore upon the

question under discussion—the sit-

uation in Germany.
\Vhen comrade MaeDonald had

disposed of questions in good-

humored fashion, comrade Spector

offered 10 minutes to any spokes-

man the Stalinists might choose.

The result was a diatribe from one
of the party stalwarts—but with-

out a word about Germany.
Such a display, coming after the

clear and forceful exposition given

by our comrades, had the audience
divided belwoen pity and amuse-
ment. The meeting closed with R
thunderous acclaim for Lenin and
she German Revolution.

'riie consequences of the evening's
events, which set the strength and
clarity of the L. O. in such sharp
contrast with the stupidity of offi-

cial Stalinism, have already struck
deep. The bureaucrats have done
(heir cause in the factional struggle
incalenablc harm. Several of their

supporters have signified their in-

tention of resigning, while others
are determined to at least secure

from their leaders an aceouting for

(Continued from page 1)

situation is entirely contradictory

to the llrst. J quote verbatim from

the Freiheit report, on the Plenum,

May l(i, 1933: "The coming strike ^ _ _____

must be organised on the basis of
,__,___,__ w ___,_ii the members of the

a united front between the mem- industrini I'nion were not even

be-rs of the Industrial union and the
,. ( „ iS11 it e( [. (The committee, consis-

of the bosses, to be prepared for

i he inevitable wave of struggle. We
proposed an extensive and far-

ieaehing campaign for unity rather

than sending a committee on the

q. *t. to the International—a step

Muste and Brookwood
A Review of A Type of 'American' Centrism

On this day, above all, we must

not forget the criminal treachery

of the socialist misleaders who
drove their followers to the last

world slaughter for the defense of

capitalist fatherlands. For years

the social democrats and their

youth adjuncts have been mouthing

fine phrases against the danger of

war. On the foremost occasion to

demonstrate the sincerity of their

agitation against war, on National

Youth Day, the YPSI, leaders have

sabotaged the united front and are

preventing their members from join-

ing the New York parade. This

is tile real lace of Vipsel misleaders.

Their struggle against war is noth-

ing but lip-service.

Through its senseless, criminal

tactics, the remains of the "united

front from helow" and "social

Fascism" on the one hand and now
their willingness to renounce all

criticism of the Yipsel leaders on

the other, the YCL is unable to

profit from the discontent of the

young sociaist rank and file on this

and other issues. Away with the

false, uiv-Leninist policie/s. They
prevent a real striiKK'e against war. this piece of disloyalty,

by sowing confusion and prevent| Our comrades of course will de-

the break of the socialist rank and maud an explanation at the next

file with their false leaders! !
meeting of the anti-Fascist confer-

lnternational and the unorganized."

First
—"between the members of

the Industrial union and the Inter-

national" again sounds like the

united front from below. How does

this tally with the first decision—

not to criticize the International

leadership.

Secondly—"united front with the

unorganized." What kind of a body

is that to conclude a united front

with?

If we were assured, in any way,

of a following from the unorganized

to the extent of relying upon them

as an active support of the Left

wing in the dress trade, there would

be no need of appealing for unity

to the International. The greatest

majority of the dressmakers are

stil the unorganized mass of work-

ers, having no class instinct. It

is our task to organise them first

and teach them the A.B.C. of trade

unionism as well as the intricacies

of the class struggle.

The boasted "clarity" falls to

pieces when we confront, the real

facts. The two strikes, in Boston

and Philadelphia, were called be-

fore the delegates to the New York

Plenum had a chance to get out

of the daze of the long ambiguous

speeches. The strikes found the

Left wing entirely unprepared.

The weakness and instability of

the decisions is further evidenced

by the later declaration of the New
York trade board of the NTWIU,
printed in the Freiheit of May 22,

just one week after the publication

of the "clear" decisions, likewise

in the Freiheit. In point of fact

the trade board voids the decisions

of » week ago by declaring Its

readiness to confer about unity on

the basis of one union! Heading

between the lines this means, con-

sent to the demands of the Inter-

national—as a condition for nego-

tiations to give up the NTWIU.
The propoganda of the "third

period" about the united fronts

from below, about "social Fascism,

about company unions, no pacts

with "scab" ngenciea (reformist

unions) had to be countered with

a proposal that .would assure the

workers of the Industrial Union
in its plea for unity. Were the Left

Opposfion proposals of "inclusion

as a body into the International

without any discrimination" heeded

by the Stalinists in their time the

liight wing would have had a much
harder task in rejecting the unity

proposals.

Our correctness was borne out by
reality, not only because of the

exact formulation. We were correct

because we foresaw the trend of

ling of Hyman, Boruchovitch and
Goid appeared there on April 6.)

The hand-to-mouth which the

Party leadership is handing out to

the trade imioos worked havoc.

The attempt of the leadership to

save iti face- and establish its in-

fallibility pushed hundreds of dis-

appointed needle workers into the

clulehes of the Hisiht wing clique.

Now tin' union will suffer more
and more under the blows of reality.

Capitulation to the right wing is

not improbable. And here it is

net the leadership that must be

saved but tlie banner of the Left

wm^;.

The party fraction in the Indus-

trial t'nion must demand from the

leadership a bold and clear
1

state-

ment as to i1s readiness for unity;

as to our proposal of reentering

"en bloc" into the International,

without discrimination, for the sake

of fighting in the interests of all

the needle workers.

The militant worker's in the ranks

of the International, anxious to

accomplish unity and devoted to

the canst! of the needle workers,

will welcome and understand such

a statement. On the basis of such

a statement, they will rally to the

banner of the Left wing once more
and carry it ahead in the struggle

against reformism and the system
that oppresses them.

— S. BLEEKER

OIL THE MACHINERY!!
The response to our appeal for

help for the Militant has made it

possible to look forward to the

tinimcial future of the paper with
mi.re confidence. In this big push
forward the entire movement acted

promptly and well.

liut the records of two branches

is outstanding. The Kansas City

Kronen has sent in $70 to date.

lint all honors in this drive go
to the Xew York Branch which
distanced the field. To date it has
turned over $300. And it is not

through yet.

lint let no one have the idea that

from now on it is all smooth sail-

ing. This is a revolutionary move-
yon njr one

in the garrisons of several small

towns.

The armed outbreaks appear to

be inspired by the sector of anti-

Machado forces which Is favorable

to American intervention. The

prineijia! leaders of the Opposition

Junta wherein are represented most

of the different bourgeois and petty

bourgeois .cliques are opposed to

intervention at this time as this

would interfere with their own

hopeful plans for the distribution

„f political posts and economic

advantages among themselves.

Machado's main snpi"'rt rests to-

day on the governmental bureau-

cracy and the armed forces of the

state power. The several national

bourgeois groups and the foreign

companies (with exceptions) as

well as the proletariat and peas-

antry, are all desirous of his eli-

mination. The very survival of the

dictatorship for such a long period

has been due largely to the con-

flicts existing in the camp of its

enemies. It would be naive to

expect any decisive action of the

proletariat at the present juncture,

but it is certain that Machado's

overthrow would be immediately

followed by sharp struggles among

the vsiroas sections of the national

bourgeoisie and the conflicting

imperialist interests

The Roosevelt administration has

not yet determined on a definite

course. The conilicting interests of

the .rival sugar companies are en-

gaged in back-stage arrangements,

and in dickering with the State

Department, and. with Cuban politi-

cians both in and out of office. Sena-

tor Borah and Hamilton Pish have

declared themselves in favor of.

American intervention under the

terms of the Piatt Amendment. The

recent appointment of Sumner

Welles, assistant secretary of slate,

as the new American ambassador

to Cuba, indicates a change in

policy on the part of Washington

although it gives no clear indica-

tion of the course that policy may
take in the next few months.

The experiences of Nicaragua and

Haiti are too recent to be easily

forgotten. They demonstrate the

inadvisibility—for the imperialists

- of intervention, excepting as a

very last resort. In Nicaragua, after

The first conference of the Muste
movement took place on May 25-

2(5. lilUS, in New York. It was a

call to all progressives and radicals

of all shades in the labor movement.
This was slated in the Labor Age
of Feb. I!)2il, in an editorial called

I he 'Challenge to Progressives."

The aim of the conference was to

bring together all militants into an
organization to fight the reactionary

policies of the A. F. of L. bureauc-

racy.

la point five of tJiis editorial

the Musteites stated: "Fight, for

the recognition of the principle that

a minority opposition in disagree-

ment wth what happens to be the

official position of the movement,
has the right to exist in the move-
ment." It further stated that un-

less "those who are temporarily in

the minority have a chance to func-

tion, the unions must inevitably

stagnate and die. (Labor Age, Feb.

1020).

Nice phrases. But who were the

leading "'progressives" at the con-

ference? James Oneol (editor of the

New Leader), Algernon Lee, J. B.

S. Ilardman (Salutzky), and others

of the same stripe, people who
have always fought and helped to

destroy every Left wing organisa-

tion. How could they fight the re-

ad ionary policies of the A. F. of L.

when they themselves were discred-

ited in their own organizations for

their reactionary policies? Only a

progressive like Muste knew! How-
ever there were a few progressives,

who could be counted on the fingers

of one hand, who were not orga-

nized and had no influence. Rome
of them left in disgust before the
conference had ended.

It is worth mentioning to the

readers of the Militant that a work-
er introduced a certain resolution

at this conference. I think he was
the only progressive worker at the
conference. The resolution was that
progressives should fight against
expulsions in their organizations
and for the reinstatement of those
militants who were expelled by the
reactionary trade union officials.

When this resolution came up for

discussion .T. B. S. Ilardman
Algernon Lee, James Oneal, the
leading spirits of the conference,
attacked ft. Oncal quoted from the
Third International and finished

his speech by saying that this reso-

scabs back into
vciv iii^<- it-e>MiL. in ii^i.."r,-» t

^-^..- - ..

combatting Sandino unsuccessfully '»"on would bring sea

for six years, the U.S. Marines gave the unions. With this J

In reality, this resolution centered

<-hinery !

Send all funds without delay to
events, the great need for unity not_ „_e Militant at 12G Kast 16th St.,
as a maneuver, but as a necessity j;,,w York N. T.
to strike together at the onslaught |f

for six years, the U.S. .Marines gave "= uimmo. mm mis Muste agreed,

i.-nl. a yonng one struggling up-] way to the more effective policy of
j

ward again-t tremendous odds. |
diplomacy and dollars. The scandal"

Let us take an example from our growing out of the Haiti mter-

owu pre-s. When it is oiled It vent ion is no less an argument

works fi.irly well. That is how it against the same tactics in Cuba.
fhp !Tsylnfion was ame__de(j and

Is with the movement. It needs Although full legal justification for
{

. r
-
lpplwh The fake progressives re-

lubricants constantly. Money lubri- an<"h -^non can be found under the
f(iRed ({) c ((nt what fhem

cntes. Oil the machinery ! Help the I'Intt Amendment, the responsibility
a( ,h.cs j^ KrMcn

Militant! Take all the financial accruing to the U.S. Government

stjitraks and gr'oans Otit of its ma- therefrom, would in all likelihood, -nip conference adjourned. The
be so onerous as to offset any
advantages obtained.

self with revolutionary phrases.

The result was lhat his friends of

yesterday opened fire upon him and
his coliegues. James Oncal. a mem-
ber of Haste's National Executive
Committee, bitterly attacked the

CI'LA because of an article written

by Saposs. who posed as a "Left"

at lhat time, in the Ijabor Age on

racketeering in the A. F. of L.

Unions where the K. I', fakers con-

stitute luirl of the racket machine.
Have the Musteifes disciplined

Oneal? Oh no! They are not Com-
munists. They believe in democ-
racy."

Miller and Muste
Here is an example which shows

how democratic is the CI'LA. In

1931, Bert Miller, once the watch
dog of the Stalinist bureaucracy
who led the blackjacking of the
Trot sky ites in 11128, left the Love-
stone group with a few others and
joined Muste's outfit. Lovestone was
too revolutionary for them. The
Musteites refused to admit them un-
til they had signed a sjafement
that they bad no connection with
the Lovestone or nay other poli-

tical group. These cowards signed
the statement despite the fact that
one of the Musteites took up the
fight for them and advised them
against it. The statement was de-
mantled by the revolutionist Muste
and the theoretician of the CPLA,
J. II. S. Ilardman. The ex-Love-
stoucites were so eager to join the
Musteite "mass" organization that
they did not even demand, the pub-
lication of this statement in the
Labor Age. Just another illustra-
tion of democracy in the Muste
organization. . . .

After a few months sojourn in
the CI'LA Bert Miller, together
with Ilardman and Lore, persuaded
Muste to form a reformist ''revo-
lutionary" third political party. In
July J03I, the National Committee
of the Musteites decided to trans-
form the CI'LA into a political
party "suitable to the American
scene." To secure, a majority at
the political discussion on the for-
mation of the new party, Muste
brought down a squad from Brook-
wood to vote for him. Lore said
at this meeting that "the German
workers would flock by the thous-
ands" into the Muste party. The
S. P. members resigned from the
CPLA aud most of the Lovestone
group under the leadership of
Benjamin went back to the Love-
stone camp. The Muste third revo-
lutionary party died a-borning.

:
Since then Miller and his pal
Levich have also left the Musteites.

around the statement made in the The reason given is that the CPLA
editorials in the Labor Age cited

Statement of Jobless Leaders
Statement of the National Comm.

[
issue of the crisis and unemploy-

6t the National Federation of
i
incut and met at the Midwest Con-

Unemployed Workers Leagues

The effects of unemployment upon

Clear the road for the mass united enee of this indefensible breach of
j
the American working class are the

front of the youth in

against imperialist war.

Young workers and students : All

out on National Youth Day!

SECOND SHOWING
OF HVSSIAN MOVIE

Hj- popular request we are show-

ing the picture of the Hnssian Rev-

olution again at the Labor Temple,

242 East 14th Street, this Saturday

evening. May ".27, at S p. ni. sharp.

Xo tickets will be obtainable at

the door. Subscription tickets at

35 cents must be obtained in ad-

vance.
Auspices: Film Club, Xew York

Branch, Communist League of

America (Opp-

the fight'""' united front. Honest elements

|
among the '"Left Wing Organiza-
tions" who disclaim association

with the Stalinists are up in arms
never the forging of their approval
of this cowardly slander of the L.O.

Altogether, the Stalin functionaries
are in a very uncomfortable mess.
Their behavior on this occasion
constitutes another heavy blow,
si rack with I heir own hands,
against the waning prestige ot their"

organization.
— C. N. K.

SUHSCRIBE TO THE MILITANT!
A Half Year sub to the Militant

is $1. On a Club Plan with three

others it is only 50 cents.

most immediate tasks confronting

us today. Within the last four

years of the crisis unemployed or-

ganizations of different types and
different political shades, have
sprung up in all parts of the Uni-

ted States. These organizations all

have the same aim of organizing

the unemployed of our class to sue-

ference of Unemployed Organisa-
tions on November 19th and 20th,

and formed the Federation of

Unemployed Workers Leagues of

America, with temporary officers of

y and temporary offices in Chicago.

The temporary committee under
the direction of Karl Borders, the

Chairman, carried on the work and
laid the foundation for the first

conference of the Federation which
was held at Lincoln Centier, in

Chicago, May 13, 14, 15. This con-

„ ,, . . t , . i
ference, built niion the work of the

cessfullv resist the lowering of ouri ,,. . ' , '
___ „„n„„„i

; Midwest canference was a national
conference, much broader in scope

standards of living, to prevent

hunger and starvation, to obtain
adequate cash relief, unemployment
insurance, the shorter work week,
etc.

By the end of 1032, a number
of these unemployed organizations

realized the inadequacy of local

and sectional unemployed organi-
zations in dealing with the major

and therefore, went deeper into the

problems of our class.

Xo unemployed organizations of

the workers who sent delegates,

regardless of their race, color, creed
or political beliefs were excluded
from participation in the conference

(Continued on l'age 4)

General Menocal and the other

bourgeois opposition leaders are all

anxious to serve Wall Street and
themselves by replacing for Ma-

chado's crude dictatorial methods
(products of a decadent pseudo-

bonai>artism), some form of con-

stitutional bourgeois rule, in which

the different and foreign and native

capitalist interests cau collaborate

"democratically." Life however is

destined to demonstrate the

Musteites named their organization
'"The Conference for Progressive
Labor' Action." They began to prove
their name immediately. The first

act of the chairman of the CPLA,
was the ousting of Arthur Calhoun,
one of the Left wing teachers, from
Brookwood, because he refused to
sign what amounted to a yellow dog
contract, which committed teachers,
in the classroom and outside, to
CI'LA policies, and thus in effect
made BrookwootI a part of the fake
CPLA organization. It was not

. ..... , . „ |
enough that Muste had thrown

impracticability of any sucl, ar-
Brookwood. He

rangement, and in anticipation of its
comlllc)(,d a violeut

.

failure, preparations are already ^ hjra capItalist g. \.
being made, stra egic posi tons ^^ Bnd WackI^ bim fts

I!

l™£ ^J?*
tarJ?£^ !^ C— (^e N. Y. Times, June

by the various participants expect ^ ^^ whQ cftn ^ ^ wfla
lor tne con- ..... „ :l:i„„, proeressive ^n^ a

to derive advantages
iiict that will follow

overthrow.

Machado's

The new reciprocal tariff agree-

not militant

la Muste? .

In the first year or two the CPLA
made no headway. It had no ap-

ment between the U.S. and Cuba prc_-iable workers in its ranks and
is an attempt to reconcile these hasn't had any to this day. The
contradictions. Any such stabili-

zation lioxever can only be of a

passing nature. Cuba being

essentially a one crop country,

presents an extreme example of

economic contradictions which can
find no permanent solution under

capitalism.

— ROSALIO NKGRETE

organization consists of intellectu-

als, pacifists, S.P. members and
leaders who themselves need leader-

ship. Realizing that the CPLA was
a skeleton organization, Muste be-
gan to criticize mildly the A.F. of

L. and the K.P. bureaucracy, in
order to atraot the more militant

was
Who

ton revolutionary for them,
has remained with Muste?

Only (hose
olutionists"

Bndonz and
tan Is.

. . Americanizing' "rev-
like Ilardman, Lore,
a few scattered assis-

— S. M. DAVIS
NOTE

The above- article was sent in
to us by a Left wing militant for-
merly collected with the CPLA. A
second article is to follow next
week. — E_j

Anti-Nazi Riot

(Continued from P*je I)

workers of all political tendencies
—who are again-st Fascism!" The
member of the YPSL who spoke,
said, "that sentiment for the
Cnited Front was gathering, if not
on all issues, at least against
Fascism."

The next demonstration—when
(ioebbeis arrives—must include the
masses! Communist party members,
YCL members and a handful of

socialists, mean nothing if they do
not draw in the Trade Unions, etc.,

in the fight against Fascism . Only
auch a broad demonstration can
bring home to the German workers
the solidarity of America's toilers

workers. Muste began to cover him- with them.

MAIN RESOLUTION OUTLINES BROAD PROGRAM OF ACTION IN FIGHT TO FREE TOM MOONEY
Calls for "Council of Representatives of Variousr- a

Adopted at the "Free Tom Mooney Congress

Held in Chicago, April 30-May 2

(Continued from last issue)

The Free Tom Mooney Congress

calls upon all organizations of

workers to Join In setting up the

National Tom Mooney Council of

Action, composed of representatives

of all workers' organizations which

now or after the Congress may be

drawn into a united struggle for

the freedom of Tom Mooney and,

as inseparable activities, for a

united front for workers' rights and

the rights of the Negro people.

Conditions of Affiliations

TJje conditions for affiliation to

this Council of Action shall be:

1. The acceptance of the propo-

sals here outlined

;

2. The readiness of each orga-

nization to enter actively into mass

struggle as a necessary supplement

to legal defense and parliamentary

activity for workers' rights;

3. The mobilization of local or-

ganizations for active participation

In local councils of action to be set

up throughout the country.

This Congress .calls fof a nation-

wide campaign to mobilize the

working class in the fight for

workers' rights and against all

forms of discrimination against

Negroes. Particularly this Congress

determines to concentrate efforts on

winning the support of the Ameri-

can Federation of Labor and ot the

International Unions affiliated with

it, and of the Socialist Party. It

instructs the Council of Action to

address itself to and to confer with

the leading committees of these

organizations in a continuous effort

to break down their opposition.

All negotiations with the A.F. of

L., the International Unions and
Socialist Party should be openly

and frankly carried on with the
knowledge of tlie masses. These
organizations should be held strictly

accountable to the masses for a
continued failure to enter into en-

ergetic mass struggle for the re-

lease of Tom Mooney and for

workers' and Negroes' rights.

In view of the urgency of the

situation, the Congress calls upon

all local unions, all organizations

of the unemployed and local branch-

es of the Socialist Party and of

other workers' organizations, to

affiliate themselves at once with

the local Tom Mooney Councils of

Action. The need for united action

cannot be postponed. The inde-

pendent action of local unions.

Socialist Party branches, etc., can
become a powerful force driving

toward our goal of united action.

Mooney Petition

The National Council of Action
is also authorized to proceed in

co-operation with all organizations

which can be brought to co-operate,

whether endorsing this Congress or

not, with a nation-wide petition for

the surpose of obtaining millions of

signatures to the demand for" the
immediate and unconditional par-

don of Tom Mooney. Such a pe-

tition campaign, accompanying an
active mass protest movement, can
become a. powerful instrument for

arousing larger masses of workers
in the struggle for Mooney's re-

lease and the struggle for workers'

and Negro rights.

Local Councils of Action
This Congress calls upon all or-

ganizations here represented and
upon the individual delegates to

take the lead at once and upon
their return home in preparing and
carrying on local united front con-

ferences with the broadest possible

representation, particularly striving

to dr.aw in those organizations like

the A.F. of L. and Socialist Party
heretofore insufficiently represented.

Mass meetings should be held
where reports are made on accom-
plishmentis of the Free Tom
Mooney Congress as a preparation

for forming the local conferences.

These conferences should have as

their task the setting up of local

Tom Mooney Councils of Action
and the inauguration of the local

united front activity.

The National Tom Mooney Coun-
cil of Action in co-operation with

the various organizations should
take the lead in the development
of the nation-wide icampaign for

the workers' and Negroes' rights

—

concentrating now on the drive for

the release of Tom Mooney and
Warren Billings.

Mooney Day and Another Congress
The National Council of Action

upon the basis of the development
of a broad mass movement, through

reports of returning delegates, local

conferences, mass meetings, demon-
strations and the petition campaign,
wili be able at an appropriate time

to set a national and International

Mooney Day of struggle for the

release of Tom Mooney and .Warren
Billings. This will also become a

rallying point in the whole struggle

for Mooney's release. It should
resist energetically any tendency to

diminish the growing mass move-
ment by merely formally setting a
'Mooney Hay."
The Congress authorizes the

Workers' Pocket Series

By Leon Trotsk]

In Defense of the Russian

Revolution

48 pages 5c

:v

Soviet Economy in Danger

72 pages 10c

by Arne Swabeck

Unemployment and the

American Working Class

24 pages 5c

Postage : lc estra per copy

Pioneer Publishers
84 East 10th St.New York

Organizations with Different Views"

National Tom Mooney Council of Schmidt and J. B. McNamara,
Action to call another Congress at

such time as it may deem most

proper.
Related Issues

We regard the struggle for Ne-

gro rights as symbolized by the

Scottsboro ease as an inseparable

part of the struggle for the com-

plete unity of the working class,

and as therefore an integral part

of tlie struggle for the freedom of

Tom Mooney. We urge the re-

turning delegates in setting up
local Councils of Action to secure

the widest possible active support

for the defense of the Scottsboro

boys.

In addition, we urge the Coun-
cils of Action to develop united

front support of the outstanding

cases today involving workers' and
Negroes' rights—the Kentucky min-
ers sentenced to life for arganizing
a union ; the Atlanta prosecutions

for organizing unemployed h,l;ack

and white workers; the Centralis

IWW prisoners; the Illinois Prog-
ressive Miners arrested and pro-

secuted for union activities ; the

Tampa Cigar workers ; the deporta-

tions for working class activity

;

the 5 Negro share croppers con-

victed In Alabama ; Matthew A.

A. F. of L. organizers serving life
sentences in Han Quentin, and the
Iowa and Michigan farmers prosec-
uted under the criminal syndica-
lism Ij>ws for organizing resistance
to foreclosures.

A Call to Mass Action
The Free Tom Mooney Congress

calls upon all workers' organiza-
tions to be on their guard against
all illusions concerning the chances
of Tom Mooney, Warren Billings,
the Scottsboro boys or any other
victims of capitalist class justice,
obtaining their liberty through mere
dependence upon the courts of law,
or to secure their rights through
constitutional and legal guarantees
alone. They have too often been
shown to be the instruments of
class persecution.
Mass pressure, not the "justice"

of the courts, is responsible for
such victories as the working class
alone has won. This congress calls
upon the masses to enlarge this
weapon of mass pressure by quickly
establishing the united front of
labor for the release of Tom Moo-
ney, Warren Billings and the other
victims of capitalist class justice,
and for the defense of workers' and
Negroes' rights.
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Letters from Germany Reveal Truth

on Conditions in Labor Ranks

The letters published below
and hailing directly from dif-

ferent parts of terror-stricken,

Fascist Germany, paint, in

many instances, a black picture

of the conditions of the work-

ing class and its revolutionary

vanguard. This is a bitter pill

for revolutionists to swallow,

particularly those who have
been fed on Stalinist pollyanna
illusions. But it is our policy

to speak out what is, to tell

the truth to the working class

and especially the Communists.
It is precisely these illusions

and these falsely painted pic-

tures, at which the Stalinist

apparatus has been so adept,

that led the German proletariat

to catastrophe.

We quote a short report

from No. 10 of the Inprecorr,

('•Rundschau") to indicate how
even after the catastrophe the
bureaucrats continue their work
of deception and falsehood.

'"Many small section groups
in practically all of agrarian
Pomerania have been arrested

down to the last man; despite,

that, the work will be carried

on."

Who wlil carry on the work?
The Storm Troopers?
"... The entire local group

was arrested in Trcblin . . .

but the Communist local group
will continue the work.'" (?)

No, our letters don't read
that way. Much that is in them
sounds harsh, but only upon
the truth will we build our fu-

ture strength.

—Ed.

Letters from the Rhine and Ruhr
letter from comrade W. in S.

The jjarty is smashed here. Most
of the units—at least 05 percent
—do not meet any more. Jlany
of the units no longer pay dues.
There Is no connection with
"'above." Since January 30, the
Central and Western parts of the
city have issued one leaflet (on the

elections) and one handbill. Almost
the entire district and section

leadership has been arrested. (The
entire leadership of the Central

part of th city has been arrested.)

On the 291!! of March a transport

of 60 to (Ii> and on March 30, one

of 15-20 men. In the last two days,
new arrests of some 40 men, mostly
member's of sport organizations,

took place.

The desertion to the Nazi camp
is very great here. I personally

know more than twelve men today

in the Nazi party who were former
functionaries in the Party, the

(''Red Front Fighters") Organiza-
tion, etc. Among these is the for-

mer sub-district leader of the

Letter from R.
About Our Work

All the party comrades are very
sympathetic to our cause. They
come to us for advice as the party
offers them absolutely nothing. We
are issuing an information bulletin

for party members, in which we
analyze the present situation, give
the reasons for the defections in

the working class, show the mis-
takes of the party and trace the
correct line for further work. Up
till now we have not met with any
resistance. All the functionaries
are in jail.

At the present time the workers
will not follow putsehist slogans.
They are all beginning to have an
international outlook. They com-
ment on the failure of the Com-
intern.

Here is a description of the sit-

uation after the burning of the
Reichstag : While no one thought
of resistance in Berlin, the workers
here formed self-defense corpsYoung Red Fighters League. Res-

ignations from the party are on' were arrested in the last few days,
the order of the day. Not only night and awaited the slogan: In-
simple members but functionaries
also are turning their backs to the
party.

The arrested men are often used
to scrape off the (illegal) placards.
Those who refuse are tortured and
deported. According to the infor-

mation of a prisoner, their number
has grown to 15 Communists and 6
social democrats. The police have
also ordered certain known Com-
muists and social democrats, still

at large, to present themselves from
time to time to scrajw off the plac-

ards. Failure to do so this means

surrection ! Everything or nothing!
(The party education had to lead
to that.) On the Sunday of the
elections a long street battle took
place between the Communists and
the Storm Troops plus the police

—

with machine guns, armored cars,

etc. {No paper reported this.)

Many comrades weft arrested, many
fled.

With best greetings,

I*. k.

Letter of Comrade Herta from S.
The worst are the deserters. They

betray everyone. A crowd of us
arrest. The number of those who 1 were arrested in the last few days
have refused is very small.

j
through the denunciations of form-

We are trying to make contacts er Communists. There are 400
with party comrades, so as to meet' auxiliary police, who are schooled
arid discuss with them. The party
comrades are quite amenable to our
criticism. If we had the literature

we could reach very many of them,
particularly because the party
neither informs them nor maintains
any connections with its members
any longer. Now is the best time
to encounter the party with our
'ideological offensive" (a la Stalin
and Co., only not in the Stalinist
manner. |

So much for today.
With the best greetings.

—W.

/HailReJFlagl

The first number of the

monthly organ of the British

Left Opposition—Red Flag—
has just appeared. jWe extend

to our brother organ across

the seas our warmest frater-

nal greetings and hope that

it will succeed in becoming

a powerful factor in clearing

the road, uprooting Labour
Party treachery, I.L.I', vacil-

lations and Stalinist sectari-

anism—toward the revolu-

tionary victory of the prole-

tariat in the homeland of the

oldest of the imperii* ist pow-

ers.

in the use of machine guns, etc.,

in our city (140,000 inhabitants.)

The prisoners are now taken not

only to concentration and '"forced

labor" camps but also to convict

prison. Preventive arrests in the

convict prison! *Ve even know of

a disabled war evteran who was

dragged into a convict prison.

The S. D. P. has a miserable at-

titude. They allow themselves to

be beaten and lick the butcher's

hand. In many cities the S. D.

municipal coancellors vote to have

Hitler and Goebbels named honor-

ary citizens. That, however, does

not hinder the Storm Troops from

throwing these self-same municipal

councellors into ''protective" arrest.

In a near-by town the fraction

leader of the N. S. D. A. P. (Nazis)

declafed that the municipal councel-

lors were only a yo-yo Society with

limited assets who had merely to

raise their hand for all the de-

cisions of the N. S. D. A. P.

There was a provacateur in the

H. F. B. (Red Front League.) I

am giving you his name and you
must warn against him in your

bulletins. He is a certain D. who
has already served 5 years in pri-

son for theft and forgery. Up till

now more than 50 comrades have

been arrested and frightfully tor-

tured because of his denunciations.

The agit-prop functionary from

the central part of the city has

been exposed as a spy and will now
openly go over to the Nazis.

Now, on thq state of mind of the

petty bourgeoisie. The small shop-

keepers complain about the can-

celled orders following the anti-

Jewish policy. The people say that

they should not have acted thus

against the Jews, they should not

have closed their establishments.

"The Jews are really not so ter-

rible ;
the Jewish enterpriser do

not deceive the small shopkeeper*

as much 83 some Gentiles.' This

Is the language of a section of

small merchants who name a batch

of German firms that have deceived

them, up till now, they were never

deceived by a Jew. They also saT

that healthy criticism of the deed*

of the government should be al-

lowed under all circumstances be-

cause the absence of healthy cri-

ticism is a sign of weakness!

Besides this they all wish th*

pensions to be increased, the hun-

ger decrees abolished and work

given to the unemployed. If the

working class constituted a strong

subjective factor, everything would

not yet be lost.

LeftOppositionOvercomesObstacle

Strengthens Organization in China

With the "Left" Socialists -- from the Top ?
The Communist International re-

cently initiated and participated in
an international united front against
Fascism that even the Stalinist
press is silent about. According
to the New Leader, (April 28. '33),

official organ of the Independent
Labour Party of Great Britain an
unofficial ( i ) conference of Left
Socialists and Communists was held
in Paris on April 25. It was Initi-

Heckert 'Explains
7
the Debacle

(continued from «>e last issue)

The "Hitler-Trotskyist" United

Front and the C. I. Mareh 5t*

Proclamation

But Heckert is attacking a plat-

form invented by himself and only

attributed to Trotsky underhand,

when he says that not eve* (!) a

Wels proposed such * treacneroua

platform to the C. P. G.! No, but

the Socialist and Labor Interna-

tional proposed to the C. I- on Feb-

ruary 14 a -non-aggression pact

and be same K. C. C. I. which

unanimously endorsed Heckert'* re-

port, in its reply of March 6 con-

sidered it 'possible to recommend

to the Communist parties, to re-

frain during the time of the com-

mon struggle against capitalism,

from attacks against the social dem-

ocratic organisations." The C. I.

is therefore prepared to renounc*

critisism of the policy of the S- P-

which in its own words, has led

to Fascism. This readiness Joes

even far beyond the platform in-

vented by Heckert and ascribed to

Trotsky and then again attacked

by Heckert as "Hitler-Trotsky1st."

•he spineless bureaucracy winces

under the blows of a period which,

It does not undertsand. At that,

it has an ineierable opponent in

revolutionary Marsism which makes

It foam at the mouth.

Fascism has triumphed, the policy

of the C. P. G. was correct. Trotsky

has criticised this correct policy

The Stalinist Hypocrites

Answer the Roll Call

ducted against Fascism. No, they

consider the ''Fascisation of the

social democracy" as inevitable.

That means that they consider

Fascism as inevitable. That means
standing by passively while Europe
falls into social decay!

In order to prove that the policy

of the C.P.G. was correct, that it

did not, in contradiction to 1923,

rob the proletariat more and more
of all ability to act, Heckert is

forced to resort to an arsenal of

conscience-lies and to the incense

r>f self-deception. The political

system of the Stalinists,built upon
lies, has collapsed in Germany.
From this they draw the conclu-

sion that it is necessary to lie still

more profusely and shamelessly in

order to conceal their bankruptcy.

Today the situation is such in

Germany, that the workers do not
dare to speak aloud in the streets.

They do not dare to gather
1

in

groups of more than three in their

domiciles. Heckert, however, lies

to the international working class,

saying that the workers at the

A.E.G. (General Electric) have
driven the Nazis from the factory

and that the same thing is hap-
pening in ever so many other cities.

It is furthemore an indisputable

fact that up to the last moment
(which led to the victory of Base. ^ w&s W(nd tQ (he danger
ism) and showed how the victorr|

of Pasoism _ So> tor instnnce, a
of Fascism could ave been pre-

; cer(!, hl Scnwab wrote in the Corn-
vented, the worker' organization.

; mimist Internatiolia, (German edi.

tion of January 10, 1033 (p. 19) :

ated by none other than Henri

Barbusse. Socialists from France,

Britain and Belgium and Italy were

present as well as Communists

from these countries (except Italy)

as well as from Germany, Czecho-

slovakia and the United States.

The Lett Socialists at the Ccnfer-

ence proposed that efforts should

be made for a meeting of the Br-

ecutive Committees of the Labour

and Socialist International and the

Comintern to consider ways and

means of combatting Fascism. This

the Stalinists rejected. The latter

agreed to collaboration between the

Left Socialists and the Communists
and urged the support of the Euro-

pean An ti- Fascist Conference and

the Youth Conference against War
and Fascism to be held' in Paris on

August 5th. (No notice has appeared

in the American or international

press of the Comintern on the latter

Conference!) The Left Socialists

agreed to support these conferences

on the condition that they wefe
officially invited and permitted to

liartieipate in their organization.

This was agreed upon.

The Comintern which had rejec-

maintained, how this struggle could

have been led directly up to th.*

proletarian dictatorship. Tfcip is

what the "social-Hitlerite" Trottky

did with his -Hitler-Trotskyist"

platform," in execution of a "social

assignment from Hitler" as tb«

laIter's "auxiliary."

The Marxist revolutionary Heck-

ert, on the other hand, maintains

that the defense of the mass trade

unions on the basis of a united front

with the social democrats would

have been a deviation from Marx
End Lenin and would hate meant
going over to Hindenburg. Marx
and Engels recommended—-accord-

ing to Heckert—that the trade

unions be delivered to Fascism,

while Hindenburg demanded th«

united front of the Qommunisti
with the social democracy for their

defense! The Stalinists are proud
that the-y have stuck to "Marx and
Lenin ..."
One sentence in Heekert's article

forces us to beat the alarm. Heck-
ert says

:

"The present Fascisation of the
German social democracy Is no
accidental interlude, but the road
which all social democratic parties

will go under similar conditions to

those in Germany."

This is frightful! The Stalinists

already today consider Austria,
France, England as lost to Fascism

!

They have learned nothing from the
German events ! They have no
desire, despite their manifesto of
March 5, to take the path of the
consistent Leninist united front
tactic ! They do not want to put
the social democratic leaders under
the pressure of the proletariat with
this tactic and so to force them
at least to enter into the struggle
against Fascism ! They do not want
to prove to the backward masses In

daily practice that it Is necessary
to break with the reformists if a

"The 11th plenum of the ECCI
put an end to the artificially con-

structed principal contradiction be-

tween the bourgeois democracy and
Fascist dictatorship, and by that

means gave the Communist parties

Important assistance in the struggle

against social Fascism, The 12th

plenum showed that so-called

'classical' Fascism did not and
could not exist and that all the
theories deduced from the history

of Italian Fascism concerning the
necessity of first smashing the
working class were bloodless ab-

stractions."

Was the Party Prepared?

And Heckert lies when he says
that the German Communist Party
forewarned against the coming
Fascist danger! According to Heck-
ert, the C.P.G. was not surprised

by Hitler's seizure of iwwer. The
party, whose innumerable function-

aries were stuck into jail in short

order, whose apparatus was anni-

hilated in the course of several

days, was not surprised

!

No, according to Heckert, it had

just begun, freely, "with its own
forces," to organize some 300
strikes. Fortunately, he becomes
somewhat more concrete in this In-

stance and permits us to probe into

these 300 strikes, of which 207 be-

long fo the realm of imagination.

Heckert cites the strikes in

Stassfurt, liarburg and Lubeek.
What happened in Strassfurt? A
one-hour protest strike against the
'shooting of the social democratic

mayor, Kasfen. The workers were
aroused and decided to resist, but
the reformists succeeded in stifling

the militant sentiment In a pale

demonstrative strike. According to

Heckert, it was the C.P.G.'s "own
forces" that organized the strike.

In reality It was the impotence of

the C.P.G. which prevented the

a manifestation of power. In Lue-

beck, the social democratic Reich-
stag deputy Dr. Leber was arrest-

ed. It resulted in a general strike

lasting several hours. Here too,

the Communists, thanks to the
conscienceless, bureaucratic policy

of the Stalinists in (ihe last 10
Fears, were unable to exert any
Influence.

What happened on occasions when
Communists were attacked? What
happened at the massacre In Els-
leben? There, where the real

forces of the Stalinists were showed
up in full size? Not a. spark of or-

ganized resistance ! What happened
at the provocative parade of the
Brown Shirts before the Karl
Liobknecht House, and at the street
battle in Altona? Where did the
party succeed In organizing a
sizable strike of political signifi-

cance? Lies, nothing but lies. . .

According to Heckert, the party
did not restrict itself to organizing

the united front ''from below.' We
will restrict ourselves to once more
quote from the literature of Stal-

inists.

'"It is clear that no united front

can be made with these people

(social Fascists). It is clear that

our dispute with social Fascism . .

will not be settled at some nego-
tiation table, but on the battlefields

of the final struggle and before the

revolutionary tribunals of the Ger-

man Soviet republic. And that
holds, of course, for the little so-

cial Fascist factory councillor . . .

just as well as for his bigger broth-

ers Zoergiebel, Severing, etc." (Com-
muist provincial press, quoted In

Hermann Remmele's atrlcle "Mark
Time!" ( Schritthalten ) , Communist

i

thern
- ,.,,.,„ .

Internal onal (German edition),
,n r™ln* *** Quintesaence ot

March 1.16. 1930.)
»nitei1 ToM Policy looked like this:

' '

,
"Hey. -social democrats, will you

"Herr' Trotsky and similar 'coun- witn us? If you ionX we will
sellors' of the proletariat want tos with the FaseistS|" In this way.
propose to the working class such

the .1Red Rcferendum- was tigged
policy as would separate the ! a

struggle of the revolutionary party. Heckert
-

8 momoTy lias become
against Fascism from that against

. aomL,what feeble . We'il refresh it.

social Fascism and oppose them to ; Tni< t rf unitcd front tactic>

veld es, Adiers and Renaudels be-

fore the eyes of the .socialist and

communist workers—no ! United

front with the Brockways, Patons

and Max tons behind the backs of

the workers, independent of the

masses who follow them—certain-

ly! This is the queer logic of

Stalinism brought down to its latest

phase
—JOSEPH CARTER

Peiping, China.

Since our last letter, although

there was not any broad mass
movement In China, yet important

things have been going on within

the party and the Left Opposition.

There has been a continuous cap-

itulation of party members—es-

pecially responsible officers—to the
enemy, the Koumintang, of late.

Many central commit! ee mem-
bers of the C. P. and Y. C. I

i.e., renegades—publicly issue their

"manifestoes" telling "countrymen
to wake up before the ruinous Com-
munist Tarty of China."

Really, the party has no political

program for the present and no
action expressed for the present:

The fantasy of establishing revo-

lutionary power first within one or

several provinces thru the peasants

has ittititi crushed openly, by and
by, simply due to the continuous

failures of the "plan of encircling

and taking control, by peasants'

strength of AVuhan, Nanchang, etc."

Rut some excellent elements of

the party have joined us or are

In the major part agreeing with

our view. Some have struggled

with the party on questions of the

futility and even harmfulness of

the establishment of "Anti-Imperi-

alistic League" running parallel

with the party or YCL on the one
hand, and the Anti-Japanese Mass
Conventions on the other, the

putchism of establishing ''Soviets

in Kao
iu northern China,) etc. Some have
already recognized the correctness

of the third Chinese Revolution.

Some of the elements still remain
in the party apparatus tdt our
purposes, and take responsible

work. We think that if they, as is

generally the case, openly declare

themselves to be Left Opposition-
ists, they are sure to be expelled

and to lose their functions within
the party. This Is the reason why
we do it in that way at present

(for some comrades only.)a—wi""—n—^—-^»™-

As to the Left Opposition, both

in the Souili and in the North, the

situation i* just contrary to what
the Chinese "Fascist Group" (Blue
Shirt.s) called ''complete collapse of

the C. P. Opposition lot China."
We are growing, though slowly. The
arrest of comrade Chen-Du-Khin,
though a great loss, on the other

hand, objectively gives us chances
to make propogonda in the cour'

itnd among the masses!

Comrade Chen and several aetivi

members of the L. O. had made
a "fast protest" (hunger strike)

against the mistreatment in the
prison and the postponement of the
''public court judgement." Now,
the judgment time will come soon.

Comrade Chen has written a "legal

thesis" defending himself from the
K. M. T. accusation that he "en-

dangers the republic of China."

The Shanghai comrades are
working under a "temporary com-
mittee." This committee, together

1

with some comrades from North
China, is preparing for a National
Congress of the L. O. of China.

In our branch, the Shantung Con-
vention of the representatives
coming from the various districts

of Shantung, was convened in Jan-
uary 1033. The L. O. Convention
of North China mot on March 6
to 9. Important decisions were
made, members felt more armed
with new inspiration. Nearly every-

,-Yan and Y-Choa (districts
^pdr. un">nK »*

,

!S tl!r",nS his ac-

tivities toward the workers.

We are concentrating our work
in three important movements

:

The German Revolution, the Anti-
Japanese Imperialism movement,
and the national assembly question
which was "hotly" brought out by
the bourgeoisie recently. A special
number devoted to the German
Revolution and anti-Fascist move-
ment was published by the "The
Yamniard" (organ of the Chinese
Opposition )

.

—P. Secretary

LaborWrithes Under Nazi Whip
(Continued from the last issne)

j

The factory councils are now
compelled to beat a hasty retreat,

|

in many places already passing into

oblivion set aside by the Fascists;!

nothing else could be expected I

when the Reformists are left in 1

The Fascists and the

Trade Unions
rTTTT*f*»T*fT 1

not to fight. "Do not let yourselves

be Irritated, your rights and your

duties and guarded by the constitu-

tion and by the factory council

law," so said the Hamburg trade

ted a united front against Fascism
^
unlon it,auers . And thi3 at the very

with the Labour and Socialist In- m( ,men t when the councils are

lackeys who are much more alarmed

, TI about the rank and file action than
practically undisputed control. Here . tne Nazl 8ttacks and prefer to
again they admonished the worker* |sunou[.

(Q tbQ mteT
to remain neutral politically and

ternational, even refused to openly

initiate a conference with the

International Committee of the

Left Socialist Parties. It again

resorted to the back-handed policy

of having Henri Barbusse "person-

ally" arrange for such a meeting.

Another sign of the much acclaimed

independence of the Communist
International!

Only a few days after this Con-
ference which, we repeat, was
conducted behind the backs and
without the knowledge of the Com-
munist and revolutionary workers,
the Comintern issued its May Day
Manifesto. Therein we read

:

"Now we need the united front

from below, not negotiations with

the top leaders, with Wels and Ren-

audel. For the leaders of the Sec-

ond International, negotiations of

the officials on top are merely a

method of delaying, hitlnering and
disrupting the united front of the

working class."

United front with the Vander-

determined struggle Is to be con- transformation of this strike Into

each other. According to this

recipe, the C.P.G. should give up
the struggle against social democ-
racy today and make a bloc with
the party of Hindenburg-socialism,
With 'Noske and Grezezinsky,' and
'fight' Hitler on this basis." (Thael-
mann, Communist International
(German edition), June 1932, page
288).

"Whoever demands today a bloc

of the C.P. with the social demo-
cratic party helps the social Fascist
leaders In the preparation and
execution of their betrayal. Their
role, like that of the social Fascist
leaders, is an immediate Fascist
role." (Muenzenberg, Roter Aufbau,
Feb. 15, 1932).

A Few Tilings to Explain
Heckert appears to be unac-

quainted with his own literature.

He only knows that the party seve-
ral times flew into a frenzy and
then quickly, on such a "theoretical

basis," proceeded to make united
front proposals. As—on July 20,

1932. After that, when the party
looked itself over and noticed that
not ail of its bones had been broken
it once again fell into the old rut.

It carried on like this until its

bones were actually crushed.

If the party clearly pointed out
the danger of Fascism and pursued
a consistent united frbnt policy
from the top and below, then Heck-
ert pught to explain how the soefal
democracy succeeded in maintaining
control over the decisive masses of
workers in the factories and in pre-
venting Communist Influence over

these continual zig-zags in the

meantime brought their effect.

Fascism rules! This platform has

been' exposed in the meantime by
the facts as direct service to Hitler.

Proof that the platform of the Left

Opposition led to the victory of

Fascism cannot be conjured up by

ever so many sleight-of-hand tricks

on the part of Heckert.
For Heckert and the ECCI, the

perspective is a particularly rosy

one. Just as after the October de-

feat of 1923, as China In 1927, as

in Bulgaria In 1924, so now the

Stalinists deny the defeat in the

same way as they denied the revo-

lutionary situation previous to it.

The workers are going over from
the social democracy to Commu-
nism, the organization of the C.P.G.

has remained intact, the struggles

are as yet directly ahead of us .

II the working class really wants
an intact organization, one that is

able to organize and lead to the

struggles, then it must penetrate
through the influence of the crim-

inal Stalinist, lying politicians, form
its cadres anew and draw the
lessons from ten years of national
and international Stalinism. Not
to cling to fatal Illusions, but also

not to fall into passivity ; not to

capitulate before Fascism, but to

organize the retreat and to bring

it to a halt; to recapture the po-

sitions lost; to utilize the differ-

ences between the nationalists and
the Nazis—that is the command of

the hour!

H. E.

bruskly dissolved or reorganized,

by the method of the worker

eUcted representatives being Jailed

and tortured and replaced by Fasc-

ists. No, those who sat safely so

far behind were not irritated, only

frightened and paralysed. But
even the reorganizations are only

temporary measures. Not even Nazi

.councils, so close to the rank and
file workers, where class ideology

may again penetrate, can be toler-

ated. That the Fascist dictatorship

is in deadly earnest about their

attempt to destroy all working class

organizations one need not doubt

for a moment.

The Fascists and the Trade Unions

The Fascist and the workers or-

ganizations are the two opposite

poles, mutually exclusive. Within

the latter the trade unions form
the great reserve. Even these the

Fascists cannot tolerate as they

"ill always offer a basis for strug-

gle against capitalism, including

the mere struggle for reform de-

mands. Capitalist society has
reached its decay stage and is un-

der ever greater difficulties in

granting any reform concessions. At
this moment this is the most
marked In Germany. Hence, Fasc-

ism is called upon to perform Its

mission.

In its approach to the trade

unions it is also completing the

counter-revolution by stages, en-

countering no obstacles whatever
from the miserable functionaries

who are now the lackeys* of Hitler

as they once upon a time were to

the Hohenzollerns. In this respect,

the lead was given by the president

of the German trade union federa-

tion, Leipart. The day after Hitler

had arrived in power he said:

"The present government may
carry through a period of no agree-

ments perhaps even further reduc-

tion of wages ; they may even bring

out reactionary plans from the

storage room of antiquated ideas

and make arrangements which op-

pose the rights and liberties of the

German working class. But the
German workers know that after

a long period of social ascent can
also sometimes follow reverses, yes

even temporary conscious retreats."

In other words, the German work-
ers have had their good times, now
they should submit and *ccept the

bad times.

But even such lackey service is

not sufficient. Today the Fascists
exact a much heavier tribute than
did once the Hohenzollern. The
methods of suppression, first ap-

plied to the Communists, the so-

cial democrats and then the aux-
iliary organizations, each in their

turn, has also commenced against
the trade unions. The rank and
file membership, also in this in-

stance showing their alarm at the
Nazi advance and showing their

readiness to fight, respond and
gather in masses at their headquar-
ters at each attack. That does
not at all suit toese frightened

Their answer is leaflets, in which
they plead with the workers to stay

at home aud not to resist. "Con-

gregating at the headquarters," said

the Berlin leadership, "will be

taken advantage by the Commu-
nists. What do they seek at our
headquarters?" And the sad truth

is that to the bulk of the member-
ship the Communists have appeared

as the" disorganizes of the move-
ment.

Thus the road is cleared for the

Nazis. They pursue their destruc-

tion so far unhampered. Perhaps
the clearest indication of how they

proceed by stages to destroy the

present union basis and to transfer

the unions into pure organs of the

Fascist state is given by the Bav-

arlMn government appointed by
police commissioner von Epp. Its

first act was the trade union decree

In which the unions are ordered

to "resume their functions," but

on the following conditions:

They are to make no direct or

indirect attempts toward contact

with the prohibited political orga-

nization!, their late leaders or

their members.
Their headquarters will remain

occupied by the police whenever the

authorities find such necessary.

All political activities are pro-

hibited, the unions are not to hold

any public meetings and regular

membership meetings to be held

only tipon notification given to the

police.

At any time the actions or de-

cisions of the unions, including

their flnances, are subject to in-

spection by the Nazi lestoblished

shop nuclei.

The Fatal Policy of the B.G.O.
In this work of destruction, the

Nazis are proceeding quite unham-
pered as far as the militant mino-
rity is. concerned. It is practically

entirely outside of the trade unions,

not merely by persecution or de-

fault but by deliberate and—par-

ticularly now proven—false policy.

That Is the Stalinist policy of

independent "revolutionary" unions.

As in the United States the

T.U.U.L.. so In Germany the RGO,
only in the latter case it proved
much more fatally and much more
criminally wrong, due to the more
advanced political conditions and
due to the larger scale of the splits

and of the Isolation of the party
from the masses. Othewlse the

characteristics are common to both
of these products of the "third per-

iod" era.

Trade unions to be effective

must embrace all workers of the

industries or at least a sufficiently

decisive section. That will include

workers of varying political opin-

ions. The R.G.O., a rival union,

based upon withdrawal of the rev-

olutionary minority and based upon
acceptance in advance of party po-

licies and leadership, remained a
paper organization playing no seri-

ous role at all in the class struggle.

Its membership was composed only

of Communists and only a very
small section of the Communists
at that. The R.G.O. could, there-

fore, not at all serve to connect the

party with the masses, but on the

contrary detached It and created a

wall of separation.

Ihe basic aim of the revolution-

ary party is to gain Influence upon
the working masses and particularly

those organized in the trade unions.

The R.G.O. became precisely the
most formidable ol*tacle to this

basic aim. Numerically feeble, it

could of course not at all substitute

for the mass unions. It was unable
to * ven influence them because It

was .distinctly a rival organization.

The R.G.O. could naturally not
remain immune from the typical

Multilist bureaucratic methods
either. One party member relates

how in the early part of this year
the whole Berlin R.G.O. leadership
was removed and a new one ap-

pointed in Its place without the

slightest explanation made to the
membership.

A fatal injury to the movement
is the record of this R.G.O. policy.

Its consequence contributed heavily

to the party's impotence in face of

the Nazi advance, to its being wiped
out without a struggle and to the
defeat of Ihe working class as a
whole. Long ago the Left Oppo-
sition demanded a change in this

course and a^, the only correct one,

Cor the R.G.O,, to immediately re-

turn to the trade unions in order

to take up the Left wing activities

within (hem.
That is still, despite all the po-

sitions lost, an imperative necessity.

It does not diminish with the
transformation of the trade unions
into organs of the Fascist state.

On the contrary. It increases in

importance. So long as they rep-

resent a form of organization gath-

ering workers within their ranks,

tlicy constitute a field for revolu-

tionists to work in and to learn
how to be able to do the work,
skillfully, carefully—-well planned
and courageously executed. To
fight e\ery inch for the existence
atiri functioning of the trade
unions, to tight for existence and
functioning of the factory councils,

helping to give expression within
them to the working class needs
and connecting up therewith the
democratic remands which inevi-

tably must arise—that is the job
at present. Now that Fascism is

in jKiwer, it i-s an especial necessity

to utilize every means available
for Hank attacks until the prole-

tariat can again gather its forces.

Tll.it the workers will respond
heroically, has already been shown
even in these difficult days by local

strikes and demonstrations against
arrests aud asain-st attacks upon
the factory councils.

lint the Stalinist party and
Comintern leaders have not changed
their course In regard to the R.G.O.
It wn.s commissioned to Initiate the

anti-Fascist congress scheduled to

be held in Prague but prohibited
by the Czecho-Slovakian govern-
ment. Naturally, it is to be
assumed that efforts wiil be made
to hold the congress in some other
country. Rut no matter where it

will be, when initiated by the
R.G.O. it cannot even mark a seri-

ous attempt to really rally a mass
response to this gathering, not to

speak of initiating subsequent ac-

tions. As far as a genuinely united
working class action against Fasc-
ism is concerned, this congress
(.ailed by the R.G.O. Is condemned
in ailvanice to sterility and Im-
potence.

* Since the writing of this ar-

ticle, the lackles have as Is only
natural, and was to be expected
from the past developments, been
given the boot.—Ed.— ARNE SWABECK

(Continued in next- Issue)
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Problems of the Soviet Regime

Theory of Degeneration)

tco»ti»u«i from m*_\) (Degeneration of Theory;
The problem will become more \_, *» , „ ...

concrete when we take into con-

sideration the basic changes in the

class structure fur the period of the

revolution. The dictatorship of the

proletariat as an organization for

the suppression of exploiters was
necessary against landlords, capi-

talists, generals and kulaks insofar

as they ga.e support to the higher

possessing strata. Exploiters cannot

be drawn to the side oC socialism.

Their resistance had to be broken,

no matter at what cost. The years

of civil war marked the greatest

exercise of the power of the dic-

tators flip by the proletariat.

Wjjh regard to the peasantry as

a whole the task was and is an

entirely different one. The peas-

antry must be Jrawn to the aide

of the socialist regime. We must
prove to the peasant in practice that

the government industry is capable

of supplying him with goods on

much more advantageous conditions

than under capitalism and that

collective farming is more advan-

tageous than individual farming.

Until this economic and cultural

task is solved and we are very

far from it, especially as it is solv-

able only on an international scale

—«lass frictions are inevitable and
consequently—also state coercion

But if in the struggle against

landlords and capitalists revolu-

tionary violence served as the basic

method, in relation to the kulaks

the problem was a different one

;

while crushing unmercifully the

outright counter-revolutionary re-

sistance of the kulaks, the state

was ready to compromise with them
on the economic held. It did rot

"dekulakize"the kulak but merely

limited his exploiting tendencies.

"With regard to the peasantry as

a whole revolutionary violence

should have played only an aux-

iliary and what is more an ever

diminishing role. The practical

success of industrialization and
collectivization should have ex-

pressed themselves in the modera-

tion of the forms and methods of

state coercion, in the growing
democratization of the Soviet re-

gime.

2. Political Regime of the Dicta-

torship and its Social Foundations

On January 30, 1933, Pravda
wrote: "the second live-year plan

will liquidate the last remains of

capitalist elements in our economic
life." It is clearly evident that

from the standpoint of this official

perspective the state should have
withered away completely during
the second live-year plan, since

where the "last remnants" ( !) of

class inequality are liquidated,

there is no room for the state.

In reality however we witness

processes of a diametrically op-

posite character. The Stalinists

do not dare to assert that the dic-

tatorship of the proletariat has

assumed more democratic forms in

recent years, but on the contrary,

try tirelessly to prove the inevita-

bility of a further sharpening of

state coercion. Reality itself, how-
ever, is more important than all

the perspectives and prognoses.

If we should ("Miniate Soviet

reality through (he lense of the

political regime—-such an estimate,

although insufficient, is absolutely
justifiable and extremely important
—we should get not only a gloomy
picture but an outright ominous
one. The Soviets have lost the last

remnants of independent signifi-

cance and ceased being Soviets. The
party does not exist. Under the
cover of the struggle with the Right
deviation, the trade-unions are
completely crushed. The problem
of the degeneration and stilling of

the party and the Soviets has been
discussed many times. Here we find

it necessary to lake up in a few
lines the fate of the trade-union
organizations during Die period of

the Soviet dictatorship.

The relative independence of the
trade-unions is a necessary and im-
portant corrective in the system of

the Soviet stale which finds itself

under the pressure of the peasantry
and bureaucracy. I'ntil the classes

are liquidated, the workers must de-

fend themselves, even in a workers'
state, through iheir trade-union or-

ganizations. In other words: the
trade unions remain trade unions
white the stale remains a state,!

that is, an instrument of coercion.

The "stilt ideation" of the trade-

unions can only no parallel with
the "dostatizaiion" of the state it-

self. Thi< means: to the extent
that the liquidation of classes de-

prives the state of its functions of

coercion, dissolving it in society,

the trade-unions lose their special

cla.s.s task-; and dissolve themselves
in the 'withering away'' state.

This dialectic of the dictatorship,

imprinted In the program of the
Bolshevik party, is recognized in
words also by the Stalinists .But
the actual relations between the
Irade-tmious and the slate develop
In a diametrically opposite direc-

tion. The state not only does not
wither away (despite the heralded
liquidation of classes), not only
does not moderate its methods
(despite the economic successes),

but on the contrary becomes ever
more openly the hist rumen t of
bureaucratic coercion. At the same
time, the trade-unions transformed
into offices of functionaries, have
completely lost the possibility of
fulfilling the role of buffer's between
the state apparatus and the prole-
tarian masses. Worse than that

:

the apparatus of the trade-unions
themselves has become the weapon
of an ever-growing pressure on the
workers.

The preliminary conclusion from
the above is that the evolution of
the Soviets, the party and trade-

Unions does not follow an ascending

but a descending curve. If we were

to accept on faith the official esti-

mate of industrialization and col-

iectivi/.aton , we would have to

admit that the political superstruc-

ture of, the proletarian regime is

developing in a diametrically op-

posite direction to the development

of its economic basis. Does it

mean that the laws of Marxism
are false? No, but the official esti-

mate of the social foundations of

the dictatorship is false and false

to the core.

The problem can be formulated

more concretely in this fashion:

why was it possible during the

years of 11*17-19^1, when the old

possessing classes still fought with

weapons in hand, when they were

actively supported by the interven-

tionists of the whole world, when
the armed kulaks sabotaged the

army and the provisioning of the

country—why was it possible then

lo discuss openly in the party the

sharp questions of the lirest-Iii-

tovsk peace, the methods of the

organization of the Ked Army, the

composition of the Central Com-
mittee, the trade-unions, the tran-

sition to the NKP, national policy

and the policy of the Comintern?
Why is it impossible now, after the

ceasing of intervention, after the

rout of the exploiting classes, after

the successes of industrialization,

after the collectivization of the

overwhelming majority of the peas-

ant ry—to allow discussion of the

tempos of industrialization and
collectivization, of the co-relation

between heavy and %ht industry,

or of the policy of a united front

in Germany? .Why would any mem-
ber of the party who demanded the
caliinjf of Hie next congress of the

party in accordance with its con-

stitution, be immediately expelled

and subjected to persecutions'.' Why
would any Communist who openly

expressed doubt as to the infulla-

tiility of Stalin be immediately
arrested? Where does such a ter-

rible, monstrous, unbearable exer-

cise of the political regime come
from';

Statement of N.C. of National

Federation of tke Unemployed

(Continued from Page 2)

winch went on record favoring this

principle for the Federation. Three
national organizations, two others

in the process of forming national

organizations, state organizations,

sectional organizations and city

organizations were present, repre-

jority of the delegates. After the
amendments were adopted or de-

feated the reports of the different

committees were adopted with the

exception of the report of the con-

stitution committee which was
adopted by a vote of 75 to 15.

The following are the oifiecrs

elected, with the vacancies for ad-
siiiihiK 47, organizations, with 826

|iiti(„ |ai representatives from or^a-
brauclies i'roni 10 states and 28
cities from all parts of the United
States.

After three long days of discus-

sion on the problems of the un-

employed, the conference adopted
the following outstanding proposals:

1. The establishment of a Na-
tional Federation of Unemployed
Worl;er-.s Leagues with city, county,

sectional and state federations to

coordinate them into one national

organization. These organizations

to letain their organizational in-

dependence, but to coordinate their

organizations, through the Fedora-
lion, in struggle against unemploy-
ment upon the basis of the imme-
diate demands confronting our
class.

2. The conference went on record
favoring the establishment of the
closest relationship with the EM-
I'LOYIU) through their trade
unions, industrial unions, and all

other working class organizations.

3. The conference went on rec-

ord favoring the perspective of the
establishment of one national un-

employed organization, in which
there would he no discrimination
against race, color, creed or poli-

tical beliefs.

1. The conference adopted its po-
sition on united action of the un-

employed workers and defined it

as: the united action of organiza-
tions, around immediate demands,
in struggle, where each organization
retains its organizational indepen-
dence, refrains from slander and
personal attacks against each other,

with the right of minority expres-
sion and political criticism; where
no organization of the unemployed
will be excluded and where con-
tinued effort will be made to draw
in any orj'.i nidation that does not
unite in action for our immediate
demand^.

The conference ended by electing

a national committee of 15, with
headquarters in Chicago, that is

instructed to carry out the program,
policy, resolutions and constitution
adopted by an overwhelming ma-

nizatious

:

Chairman, Tom Dixon—Workers

Leagues.
Vice-Chairman, Cuss—-Unemployed

Councils.

Treasurer, Statman — Industrial

Workers Unemployed Unions.

Secretary, Leach—Workers Comm.
I>. Harrington.:—United Producer*;

of Washington.
V. Didwell—Peoples Council of

liellingham.

Lamson—Unemployed Councils

Zimmerman—Workers Leagues
Hugo Oehier—Unemployed Union of

Gillespie

Truax—East Ohio Unemployed
Unions

Lore—S.E. Mo. Unemployed Leagues
Welsh—Association of Unemployed,

X. Y.

Mattock—Workers Leagues
Comiers—Allen County Indiana
Unemployed Association.

The national committee is com-
piling and is sending out the con-

vention proceedings and decisions

to ail organizations that had dele-

gates at the Chicago conference and

to all other unemployed organiza-

tions in the United Slates. The
return delegates will make their re-

ports and will proceed to unite the

unemployed organizations info city,

county, sectional and stale federa-

tions, especially endeavoring to

bring into this united action those

organizations that were not able to

send delegates to the conference.

The" conference received lettres of

support from unemployed organiza-

tions from all parts of the United
States that were unable to send
delegnles but gave the conference
their full support and wished it

success. We hope these organiza-
tions will be among the first to

help ill the formation, and support
its program in action, which in no
way infringes upon the Identity

or the autonomy of the subscribing
organizations.

(Signed)

Tom Dixon, Chairman
Leach, Seeretarv

Kefereiicu to outside danger from

,

capitalist governments does not in]

ilsiii explain everything. We do

j

nui. wish of course to underrate
the significance of capitalist eu-

circlenicnt for the inner regime of

the soviet Republic: the very nec-

essity of keeping up a powerful
army is a gteat source of bureau-
cratism. However, hostile encircle-

ment is not. a new factor, it accom-
panies the Soviet Republic from the

ni'st days of its existence. Under
Healthy conditions within the coun-
try, the pressure o£ imperialism
would have only strengthened the
solidarity of the masses, especially

the welding together of the prole-

tarian vanguard. The penetration
i"l toreign agents, such as sabotag-
ing engineers, etc., in no case
jn.-iilii-s or explains the genera!
intcusilicatioii of the methods of
cocrieion. A social committee of

Common interests should be able to

eject the hostile elements with
greater ease, as a healthy body
ejects poisons.

An attempt might, be made to

.how lli.it the external pressure has
srown and the co-relation of forces
tai the win Id sciile has changed, to

the advantage of imperialism. Leav-
ing aside the question of policy of

the < '(iniiulern as one of the causes
for the weakening of the world
proletariat, the incontrovertible fact
remains that the intensification of
piessure from outside can lead to

the bureaucratization of the Soviet
system only to the extent that it

is coupled with the growth of inner
contradict ions. Under conditions
in which the workers must be
squeezed between the vise of the
passport sjslem and the peasant ry
between the vise of political de-
partments, the pressure from with-
out must inevitably weaken the
inner ties ever more. And vk*e-
leisa. the growth of contradictions
between (own and country must in-

rontrovcrtibly sharpen the danger
from the outside capitalist govern-
ments. The combination of these
two factors pushes the bureaucracy
along Hie road of ever greater con-
cc-sions to the external presure
and ever greater repressions
against the working masses of
[heir own country.

— L. THOT5JKY
(To he continued)

Discussion on Tasks in Germany
A broad discussion is in pro- \

cess on the tasks posed by the

seizure of power by Fascism in

(Jermany and the new situation

created thereby. The central

point of the discussion revolves

around the question: Are condi-

tions ripe for the establishment

of a new German Communist
party? Comrade Trotsky posed

this question forcefully in his

article: "The Tragedy of the

German Proletariat" and in his

polemic "The Collapse of the

C.P.G. and the Tasks of the Left
Opposition'' both of which have
already appeared in the Militant.

In the present issue we are pub-
lishing a draft, resolution adopted
by t lie Keiclisleit ting { Nat iotial

Committee,) of the German sec-

lion on this question. Other
documents and discussion articles

which have already appeared in

I'iimt Wort and other organs of

I he International Left Opposition
are soon to follow. — Kil.

Resolution

I.

Our old perspective on I lie reform

Resolution of the N.C of

the German Opposition

of the C.P.G. has lost its validity

in view of the failure and the

debacle of the C.P.G. Reform is

rendered impossible politically due

to the depth and consequences of

the mistakes committed and due to

the defeat—and organizationally,

because of illegality. Those ele-

ments which will cut loose deci-

sively from reformism (social dem-

ocracy) at present will not go to

the old C.P.G. The organizational

jiassivity which permitted the

C.P.G. lo survive for years its or-

ganizational decline cannot have its

repercussion in an illegal party.

Only a new political content could

have forestalled its disintegration.

II.

Two circumstances are at present

working against rapid disintegra-

tion of the C.I'.G. First, the ma-
terial and ideological support fur-

nished by the existence of the

U.W.S.li. Secondly, the fact that

while the results of the policy of

SUB DRIVE
Since our last vejiort 41 more subs

have come in. As we approach the
deadline of June 1 when the drive
closes the volume of subs and the
tempo art: increasing. It is a hot
race. Last week comrade Capelis
was hi a tie wijh comrade Caplan
of Kansas City fur the three volumes
of "The History of the Russian
Revolution," Iiy Comrade Trotsky,
which goes to the winner. This
week comrade Caplan is so far
ahead as to make it almost a sure
thing for him. And comrade Dunne
has shot up to second place. Not
so far behind is comrade Kotz from
inii- Newark branch.

This is bow they did it. Comrade
Caplan rang up a mere It; to add
to his former score; comrade Dunne
rolled in S and comrade Kotz 5. It
shows what cun be done—this
drive does. It's the best one we've
ever had. And don't overlook the
single subs. We don't list them
here this week for lack of space,
but there are no less than twenty
of them.

Here is (he list:

A. (.'apian, Kansas City. 22
V. Dunne, Minneapolis. .12
G. Kotz, Newark 7
II. Capelis, N, Y. C 7
.1. Ruby, Chicago 5
II. Oehier, Chicago.... 3
W. Konikow, ISoston 3
K. Czapko, ISethlehem .

.

3
I). Marcus, X. Y. C 2
A Friend, Lynn, .Mass... 2
M. -Morris, N. Y. C 2
G. Latinen, Chicago 2
A. G-, Chicago 2

L. O. Addresses Official Party

on Stand in Minn. Elections

(Continued from Page 1)

liy correct action and leadership

the Communist party gains the con-
fidence of ever more workers, edu-
cates them in struggle against capi-

talism, unites their scattered forces
and leads ihem in daily struggles,

always keeping before the workers,
Uie ]ierspeciives of a social revolu-j

lion. How did the Communist party!
fare in this election? While receiv-,

ing more votes than in the last

election (1H;S1), the vote for Mayor'
was about 50 percent less than the
vote in the city elections of 1U2D.'
The figures were all low. During 1

the same period Farmer-Labor re-;

formism was growing by leaps and
bounds among the workers.

The Communist party is the only
political party that is interested
and that can clear up the prevailing
confusion among the workers about
politics. Hut instead of doing this;
it adds to the confusion by wrong'
tactics. When the Communist party
entered the elections under the
false name, United Front Workers
Ticket it used the same cheap po-
litical practices as the corrupt
bosses' parties. 11 prevented the
C. P. from teaching the workers to
identify eoudidates with a Party, 1

a Program and Principles. True, I

this maneuver of a United Workers'
Ticket was lo allow the well-known, I

politically unreliable Walter Frank !

lo enter the elections on a common
|

program with the Communist can-'
didates, But this is rank oppor-'
tunism. The party was forced to
break with Frank or else be part-
ners in a political crime against
the working class along with Prank.
Rather than call a spade a spade
and openly admit the error, the
Communist parly leaders tried to
cover up the traces. In doing so,
they did untold damage to Com-
munism. Aside from other tilings
their actions pushed scores of the
best workers coming toward the
Party back into the political con-
fusion that Frank represents.

Therefore [he Communist League
(Left Opposition), a faction of
Communism, takes this form, an
Open Letter, to address the Official
Party upon certain vital questions
of polcy in the coming city elec-
tions, June 12.

1- The party must come out io
this campaign under its own name,
put up a Stieker Candidate for
Mayor, print stickers and get into

the city-wide campaign in full

force, advocating the need of a

working class political party, the

Communist party. Against the

prevailing confusion about elections,

point out to all the workers that

not '"big men" and "political prom-
ises" are going to give them what
they need, hut only their own po-

litical organization that will build

a controlled leadership and a

Workers' Government.

2. There should be an open ad-

mission of the fallacy of the United
Front Workers Ticket and the

maneuver with W. Frank, and a
slop put to all campaign speeches

that give the immediate impression

that immediate demands of the

(lection platform can be won merely
by voting for "'Workers Candi-
dates." They are good demands,
but exphiin the light correctly!

3. In the Cth Ward alderman
contest, make a broad, intelligent,

principle battle against Farmer-
Labor reformism. Act like Com-
munists in elections.

The undersigned pledges its full

support to the party in this cam-
paign. Yours for Communism.
Communist League of America

(Left Opposition)

IMPORTANT
CORRECTION

In the last issue of the Militant,

in the article "Heckert 'Kxplains'

the Debacle," a mistake was made
in the text. In translating from

comrade Trotsky's "Against Na-

tional Communism" the text was
made to read "'—we, the Commu-
nists, consider the present govern-

ment (Bruening) as an enemy of

the proletariat, but this government

supports itself upon your confi-

dence and your votes ; we want to

fell this government in all alliance
with the Fascists (Referendum)

against you."

The text should have read: "We
Communists consider the present

government the enemy of the pro-

letariat but this government sup-
ports itself on your confidence and
jour voles ; we wish to overthrow
this government by means of an
alliance with you and not by means
of an alliance with the Fascists
against yon."

LeonTrotsky~ HE
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Fight Roosevelt Program

(Continued from Page 1)

Communists must ex]>ose these
maneuvers, place in the foreground
the independent demands o'C the
working class, and build the orga-
nisational machinery for enforcing
these demandfi which is possible
only on the basis of the Ixminist
united front of all working-class
organizations.

The demand for higher wages and
higher unemployment relief to meet
the rising prices and the threat of
inilation must be backed up by con-
crete proposals for a national move-
ment in which representatives of
the workers will determine on the
basis of national and local consid-

erations the minimum wage and
relief increases which are accept-
able.

Even such slight signs of econo-
mic recovery aa are now visible

(steel production up to 38 percent
of capacity, the highest in two
years ; employment in New York
State in April up 1.0 percent in

March, and payrolls because of
longer hours, up 4.5 percent) amply
warrant a nation-wide effort for
genuine unemployment insurance to
be administered by the workers, as
an immediate demand. The in-

creased profits which would follow
any kind of improvement, even if

limited and temporary, must be im-j
mediately claimed by the workers
on whose backs the burdens of the
crisis have been piled.

The recognition of the Soviet
Union and long-term credits to the
Koviet Union must not be left to be
decided on the basis of their oppor-
tunity for profits but must be posed
as an immediate working-class de-
mand which ties up immediate in-

terests of the American workers
with economic collaboration in
socialist construction in the Soviet
Union, — B. J. FIELD
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the CM*., contrary to the social dem-
ocracy of 1!>14, has gone into

bankruptcy (objective treachery)

hut has not lauded on the other

side of the barricades; whereas the

S.l'.Ci. openly betrayed after 1914

and went over to the enemy. This

is a fact which has its repercus-

sions in the minds of the masses.

In this sense, the designation of u

new "August 4" is inexact.

III.

Although developments point to

the line towards a new parly, this

slogan would be premature and
false, as the National Conference

has already affirmed. The principle

obstacle today lies in the mentality

of the masses which is as yet in-

suilicienlly awakened, jielore the

slogan of a new party is put for-

ward it. is necessary that the men-
talit j of t he masses must go

through a longer process. Between
the bankruptcy of the II. Interna-

tional and the proclamation of the

III. International there was also an

extended period, although in that

case the tiuislion was not compli-

cated by factors such as those

enumerated in point 11. When it

is u matter of put t ing forward a

slogan, we should take into eou-

sideialiou what we have often said

to the ultra-lei't leadership of the

partj in the last few years. It is

not a matter of putting forward
slogans which are generally correct,

for the history books so to speak.

This is what the C.P.C did with the

general strike in a classic fashion

dttring the last few years, depriving
this slogan, which Is correct in

itself, of all effectiveness. This can
be done only when the corresponding
subjective and objective conditions
are given and when, on the basis

of these slogans, men can be rallied

around our objectives.

The psychological and organisia-

tional provisions for a new party
are so lacking in Cermany today
that the presentation of the slogan

for a Second Party will not only
accelerate the regrouping but rath-

er impede it. The altogether nn-

concrete call to the vanguard to

constitute a new party will fall on
deaf ears entirely.

IV.

The principal task of the Left
Opposition consists today in pro-

nouncing itself for the collection of
material that will make possible

the construction of a new party on
the ruins of

' the two old parties;
for the formation of cadres on the
basis of a Marxist analysis of the
past. The principal source for these
.cadres remains the C.P., as comrade
Courov* has himself afiirmeil. The
second: the .social democratic party.

To issue the slogan for a Second
Party today, when these cadres
have not as yet become crystallized,

neither in the C.P.G. nor in the
S.l'.C, means (iierhaps by some
"new Zitnmerwald") to serve not
the essentia! elements, but all the
obstacles to development {the
13raudlerites, the Leninbund, the
leadership of the S.A.P. (Socialist

Labor Party), and all those who
have already demonstrated their in-

ability to lead the German Prole-
tariat). The criticism of the cadres
will and should develop in the
direction of our analysis. The cadres
should, moreover, learn to link up
the illegal work with the legal

work from the beginning and work
in the existing mass organizations
which as yet remain outside of the
Fascist party.

The slogan for a new party will

mean that we will have to pose
(he demand for the destruction of
the old party. This demand would
be rejected with indignation even
by the more critical elements. They
must be convinced in the course of
struggle with the hureauacracy and
the clarification around the forma-
tion of cadres. They must see the
necessity for this step. The ipies-

lion is posed in the same manner
in the S.P. and the S.A.P., although
for the former of the two the de-
mand for destruction is already
posed today. The struggle for
cadres brings u.s closer to the
critical elements within Hie party.
The demand for a Second Party
separates us from them.

V.
Only among the old ultra-leftists

and in the letters of Courov* can
we observe elements of indignation
to !he point of parting with us, if

we do not. issue the slogan for a
new party.

VI.
While the slogan for a Second

Party does not advance our cause
by an iota among the semi-critical
elements in the party, it will not
even embrace the completely cri-

tical and disillusioned elements.
For them the idea of the party is
so compromised that they think of
nothing less than of a new party
ttt present. Whereas the idea of
forming cadres will appear self-
evident to them. Only experience
will again reconcile them with the
idea of the party.

* One of the editors of the
Bulletin of the Russian Opposition.

Ed.
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Problems of the United Front

THE JOBLESS MOVEMENT
AND POLITICAL PARTIES

The condition of the millions of

unemployed in the United States is

more miserable and critical than

ever before. Such resources as they

may have had themselves or through

friends, relatives, etc., are wholly

exhausted, Dependance upon organs

of charity and governmental assis-

tance is greater than at any time

hitherto. Yet at this moment, gov-

ernmental relief of the cities and
other agencies is being either

sharply or entirely cut in numerous
commmiit tes, such as New York.
The "New Deal" of the Roosevelt
administration has failed thus far

to touch to any noticeable degree
th misery involving the unemployed
millions. All these factors tend to-

day, as math or more than hitherto,

to give a strong Impetus to the
growth of a militant and broad
movement on behalf of the unem-
ployed.

Of a positive and beneficial char-

acter is the growth of tendencies

which aim for a merging of the

various unemployed movements into

a single, national organization on

a united front basis. But as a
consequence, in part, of this for-

ward direction, resulting essentially

from the objective conditions and
demands of the unemployed, other

Questions have again come sharply
to the front. These Questions must
be decisively revolved soon ; they

involve the growth or crack-up of

the unemployment movement, and
particularly its development in a
class conscious direction.

The numerous conferences o£ the
unemployed, especially the Confer-

ence held recently in Chicago which
brought together various political

tendencies, reveal that certain basic
requirements still confront the
movement on behalf of the unem-
ployed. Some of the more impor-
tant, ones are:

Basic Requirements

1. Working out ways and means
for cooperation and joint action of

the employed and unemployed.

2. Drawing the trade and labor
unions, particularly of the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor, into the

movement of the Unemployed, for

reciprocal results and benefits.

3. Developing a political con-

sciousness among the mass of work-
ers, in this instance, the movement
of the unemployed.

Various movements of the un-
employed arose in the past years
in the hope that through mass
pressure and organization, the

miserable lot of the unemployed
millions can be partially alleviated.

These are necessary and immedi-
ate objectives that must be sincerely

and militantly fought for by all

forces taking part in the unem-
ployed movement. For Communists,
this is elemental, or ought to be.

As in other fields of daily class

struggle, so in tiie unemployed
movement, we put forward imme-
diate demands in themselves of

greater or lesser importance. These
have been more or lews accurately
worked out and need no repetition

here. We- present immediate de-
mands because as living and cot
sterile revolutionaries, we fight for

the interests of the workers today.

At the same time we set forth our
ultimate program for the abolition

of capitalism and its replacement
by the rule of the working class.

But, if we forget for one instant

our basic class approach, namely,
our need and task to revolutionize

the workers ; if we allow ourselves
to get lost in a maze of immediate
demands and become absorbed, how-
soever militantly, solely in the
struggle for these demands, little or
nothing will be gained for the work-
ing class. What we reap will be illu-

sions among the workers, the growth
of opportunism and the chance for

opportunists and fakers to deceive
the workers.

a ease of "sowing dragons' teeth

and reaping flies."

Today, very clearly and sharply,

opportunistic and even reactionary

views lire being put forth in the

movement of the unemployed, not

alone by the known labor fakers

of the A. i\ of I.,, and the charla-

tans of the socialist party—from

them that is to be expected—but

also among so-called Communist
elements. We cannot here deal with

them all; we take only those con-

cepts brought out by the represen-

tatives of the Lovestoue, Kietit

wing Communist, group.

Movements of the unemployed
have been organized in a large

measure through the instrumenta-

lity of various political parties and

tendencies in the labor movement

:

among these are the official Com-
munist party (Stalinists), the So-

cialist Party, the CPLA (Muste-

ites), Lovestoue (Right Communist

Opposition) and others.

These movements of the unem-
ployed take, or should take on, the

organisational expression of the

united front of all organizations

ready to take part in the movement
of the unemployed. A correct ob-

jective must be the merging of the

now existing various unemployed
movements into a single and broad

United Front on a national scale.

For the immediate demands them-

selves of the unemployed movement
can he fought for successfully only

on a planned, national scale. Such

a united front must work out a

common, minimum program of

action (immediate demands) which
binds all those adhering to the

movement, to work for its achieve-

ment, irrespective of other political,

economic, racial, etc., differences

that exist in the movement. This

should be accepted as elemental.

The False Views <if tiie Lovestonites

But what does not appear to be

accepted as elemental is who shall

make np the constituent parts of

RightWing Move
to Expel Militants

from P.M.A.

(Continued on Page 4)

Gillespie, III,—The class collabo-

ration policies of the Right wing
of the Progressive Miners of Ameri-

ca has been weakening the union

in its struggle against the opera-

tors and their agents. The red

baiting campaign of the operators

aiming to divide' and weaken the

union forces, has been picked up
by the Right wing element and is

now being followed up in an at-

tempt in the Springfield sub-

distrfct to expel about three dozen

militant Left wingers. The first

three slated to go are Joe Angelo,

Freeman Thompson and Voizy.

In the period of formation of

the PMA, special provisions were
made to admit into the progressive

union all miltants expelled by the

Lewis - Fishwick - Walker group.
Workers who were the first to lead

the struggle against Lewis and
eomjiany and who laid the ground-
work upon which the PMA was
built. Now, President Pearcy does
not remember or is trying to for-

get these provisions. The Right
wingers tell these militants to first

get a job and then they will ob-

tain a card. However, all are mem-
bers of the union and have been
functioning for months. Further,
one cannot get a job in the mines
unless he has a union card. Per-
haps I'earcy wanfa them to get

a joo in the scab mines?
The Left wing is organizing to

smash this attempt to exclude and
expel the most militant element in

the PMA.
• • a »

The need of an organized Left
wing in every local of the PMA to

fight for a program of class struggle

and against the steady shift to the
right and the policy of class colla-

boration, as pointed out for months
in the Militant, is now a living

reality in the coal fields. The
Stalinites are trying to catch up
with events in Illinois.

After the National Miners Union

(Continued on Page 2)

TheMeaning ofthe FarntRevolts

In the last two years, and par- organizational manner,
titular ly in recent months, there The importance of this sponta-
has been a great increase in the. ueons revolt of the agrarian bour-
aggrest!veness of the American
farmers in their efforts to throw
off the burden of the crisis. The
forms of this activity have been
varied—strikes, farm holidays, re-

sistance to attempts to foreclose

mortgages, in such widely-scattered

areas as New York, Wisconsin and
Nebraska. Can we look upon these

struggles as having revolutionary

significance?

The American farmer can be

divided into three classes : the
large capitalist farmer, owning
several hundred to several thous-

and acres, regularly exploiting la-

borers ; second, the middle-sized

farmer, operating 50 to 200 acres

{20 to 80 hectares), using little or
occasional hired labor ; and the
small farmer', comparable to the
European peasant, the tenant far-

mer pud the share-cropper.

The middle and to some extent,

the small farmer have been the

most actively engaged in the farm
strikes and the militant actions

against foreclosure of mortgages.
The broadest masses of the agra-
rian petty bourgeoisie and of the

agricultural workers have had a
limited share in this activity. On
the other hand, particularly in the
mddle West, there has been a dis-

linct tendency for the Revolting
farmers to seek the assistance of
workers, particularly unemployed,
from the' nearby cities.

To a large extent this has been
spontaneous, although the Commu-
nist party and other labor organi-
zations have tried to give direction

In short, it will be to this elemental movement in an

Stalinist Diplomacy Leaves Trail of

Treachery for International Proletariat

The opportunist theory of social-

ism in one country is showing its

fruits. A correct revolutionary,
Marxist Russian Foreign Policy,

based upon the theory of the per-

manent revolution, would have
seen its chief tasks in the problems
of the Chinese, the German, the
world revolution. Of greatest im-
portance was the Comintern as the
Instrument of world revolution. To
its interests, diplomacy, which only
has a technical significance, should
have been subordinated.

Thus, with a correct policy, the
central problem of the Soviet Union
in the last few years should have
been the struggle against German
Fascism, which should not have
been permitted under any circum-
stances to seize power. Further-
more, China should have been sup-
ported against the brigand inva-
sion of the Japanese.
But the repfesentatives of this

correct, International tactic which
conforms to the objective require-
ments do not decide the policy of

the USSR and the Comintern. They
stand in opposition to it and fill

the jails and places of deportation
in the state for which they have
fo tight. Bureaucrats who have
arisen on the basis of the reaction-

ary theory of socialism in one
country, which stands in contradic-

tion to objective reality, decide the
policies.

Nationalist Foreign Policy—A
Logical Consequence

Soviet diplomacy has rid itself of

all control by the Comintern and
made an opportunist practice out

of a juridical fiction in the Soviet

constitution. If Russia alone could

build up socialism, it had to con-

duct a nationalist foreign policy,

the Comintern had to become a
negligible factor whose interests

had to be subordinated to diplo-

macy. Then non-aggression pacts,

participation in the Kellogg Peace
Pact, struggle for international

disarmament "as the only means of

geoisle and petty bourgeoisie must
not be overestimated, so long as it

is but little bound up with the
workers' struggles'and particularly

with the revolutionary direction of

these struggles. From the peasant
revolt or "jacqueries" of France of

the aticien regime, through the
peasant movements of nineteenth-

century Europe, the independent
peasant struggles in Soviet Russia
after the October Revolution, which
at times were in conflict with the
revolution, and up to the present

time m the -Western provinces of

China where the famous Chinese
"Soviets!" and the Chinese "Red
Army'' dominate, history is full of

the experience of independent ag-
rarian revolts without the leader-
ship of the only revolutionary class,

the proletariat.

Aims of Agrarian Revolts

These" revolts are not directed

against the system of capitalism,

but against certain immediate re-

sults of that system : super-exploi-

tation by finance capital, excessive

taxes to support the capitalist

state, high prices for manufactured
goods, compared with low prices

for agricultural commodities re-

sulting from the control of the state

apparatus by finance and its allied

industrial capital. The aim of

these revolts has been to remove
•'abuses" and "excesses" of the

existing system, not to destroy the

existing system and build a new
one on Its ruins. Even the agrarian
rebels themselves still have confi-

dence in the stability and desira-

bility of the existing system.

Hut when, on the one hand, the

exsting system cracks open and lays

bare its inner decomposition, dur-

ing a revolutionary crisis ; and on
the other, the proletariat, guided by

its revolutionary party, steps for-

ward as the one class in society

that has a definite policy .and has
the strength and the organization

with which to carry it out, under
these circumstances the agrarian
revolt is swept along behind the
proletarian revolution and rein-

forces it. Depending on the relative

importance of agriculture in the
national economy, this reinforce-

ment may be decisive, as in Soviet

Russia, or substantal, as it would
be in the United States ; or even
negligible, as it would be in Great
Britain.

The present basis of American
agriculture is unstable and cannot
be maintained for very many years

longer, tts is shown by the per-

manent crisis which has corroded
American agriculture ever since
1SJ20, and even during the years
of a stabilization and "prosperity."

Overextension, excessive productive
capacity, low prices in relation to

manufactured goods, a low rate of

profit, severe competition with
new countries like Canada, Argen-

MOV TROTSKY

Lessons of

May Day in

Austria

(REFLECTIONS FROM AFAR)
On the First of May the workers

of Vienna showed that in spite of

all deception, treachery and dis-

appointment, they do want to

light. Once again it became ap-

parent how easily all the bureau-
crats and semi-bureaucrats, the

official ones as well as those of the

halt-hearted opposition, disguise

their owu lack of decision as a
"depressed sentiment" among the
masses. The workers want to light.

This is the most important conclu-

sion from which we must proceed.

The First of May policy of the

social democratic parly consisted

in creating for itself an alibi : be-

fore the government, in case the

masses entered; into struggle and
suffered defeat ; before the masses,
in case the masses entered into

struggle and achieved a vijetory.

It is hard to conceive of a more
disloyal and outrageous policy. It

is disloyal because it leaves the
masses with the illusion that they
have a party and a leadership. It

is outrageous because, in their most
dilllcult hour, it leaves the masses
which are accustomed to a central-

ized leadership, to seek a way out
on their own hook.

The policy of the social demo-
cratic party excludes the possibility

of a victory of the proletariat. At
the same time, it excludes the pos-

sibility of any kind of stabilized

regime. The proletariat will re-

main in a condition of excitement
and of hope for a revolutionary

solution. Tne bourgeoisie lives in

constant dread of cfvil war. The
military-police measures reveal

their unreliability more and more
every day. The pef.ty bourgeois

masses are becoming more and
more nervous. The big bourgeoisie

is becoming more and more con-

vinced that without the dictator-

ship of Fascism it will not be able
to inantain its order. In this way,
the social democracy paralyzes th;

proletariat with its doubly disloy-

al, locuuacious and cowardly policy

and pours grist to the mill of

Fascism.

The semi- oppositionists of the

type of Max Acller (cau Otto Bauer
still be counted among them'/)

cover up and protect this policy of

disloyalty "from the Left." Among
the working masses there still

glows the hope that everything will

be made good again from above,

that the opposition will soon decide

to point out the way of struggle.

In this manner, irretrievable weeks
and months are lost.

The Left wing " of the social

democratic opposition made the

first attempt to act when it called

upon \he masses to demonstrate in

the center of the city. The call

had no effect. It could not have
any effect, because leadership can-
not come from an anonymous or-

ganization. The workers want to

know with whom they are dealing.

It is not, naturally, a question of

persons, but of the banner, the pro-

gram, the slogan, the organization.

Several Left social democrats who
want to fight, are perplexed because
they have no "names." The name
is created in the course of the
struggle. As long as the Left so-

cial democrats do not come out with
a platform of struggle, their calls

will get no echo.

The Communist party is paral-

yzed by the criminal policy of

the Stalinist bureaucracy in Ger-
many, by the theory and practice
of social Fascism, the hopeless
muddle in1- the question of the united
front, the regime of simulation and
falsehoods.

The Bolshevik-Leninists must look
for connections with the genuine
revolutionary elements in the Com-
munist party and the social demo-
cratic opposition. It is not true
that everything Is last in Austria.

Great shake-ups, transformations in

the masses are still possible. A
small organization which knows
what it wants can play an histo-

rical role under such circumstances.

— LEON TROTSKY
Prnkipo, May 7, 1933

New Deal Fakers

Push Inquiry into

Bankers Deals

From Paris comes the alarming

news of a Hitler-PUsudski plot

The puppets of Wall Street on
Capitol Hill are "investigating" the
House of Morgan. A sop to the
petty bourgeoisie and a sham in

its aims, the Senate Banking Com-
mittee has disclosed damning evi-

dence on the tentacles of control

of J. 1'. Morgan and Co., which
reach out into every pore o! the
financial, industrial and political
life of American capitalism.

The revelations of the investi-

gation are vindication of the con-
tention of the Marxians propounded „ . ,. . . „
decades ago. Finance capital wields a^ ln^ the Soviet Union J. Sauer-

its conrtol over the banking institu-
w
I

t'".1
'
^eign editor of the Paris

lions of the nation thru a meshwork Matm
>
reveal8 thu whole machina-

of interlocking directorates which itl0Ii m a W1™ to ttU! New iork

cunningly evade all laws aimed at
them by the trust-busting middle
class. The trustified industries, with
few exceptions, are either indebted
to or outrightly owned, thrus stock
control by the Morgan trust. The
Morgan institution dominates thru
its financial affluence a huge section
of the American industrial lite.

But J. I'. Morgan does not trust
to. his outright or partial control
to assure his dominating influence.

Nor does he depend upon abstract
for indirect methods to keep the
government, both major political

parties, subservient to his interests
and needs. Practically half of the
national committee of the Repub-
lican party, including Edward T.
Itickard, financial adviser to Her-
bert Hoover for more than ten
years, and the chairman ofl fhis
committee, John It. Nutt, are per-
sonal beneficiaries of -Morgan's ben-
evolence. The same goes equally for
the Democratic party, whose ex-na-
tional chairman, liaskob, and the
present Roosevelt administration,
through the medium of the secretary
of the treasury, Woodin, have re-

ceived '"gifts" from the House of
Morgan which discriminates against
no one in the major party set-ups.

Letters from the above-named in-

dividuals, disclosed at the investi-

Nazis,PolesPlot

Attack onUSSR
Danger of Imperialist Intervention Imminent. Western

Powers Haggle Over Vantage Points in Coming

Anti Soviet War. Japan Cinches Position with

the Help of the Kuomintang and War Lords

(Continued on Page 4)

Times of June 1.

French authorities made the news
public in an effort to hold Poland
and the Little Entente in line, a
task which has become increasingly

difficult for Qui D'Orsay diplomacy
due to the rigors of the world-wide
economic crisis. The Polish move
in support of the conspiracy, orl-

gnaily concocted by Nazi statesmen,

is interpreted as an attempt to

counteract the Four I'ower Pact
plans of France, which have met
with resistance from Warsaw due
to provisions for rearmament made
for former Central Power nations,

which the Pilsudsky regime fear's.

Sauerwein writes:

"The idea of the Nazi scheme, as
the French understand it, is that
Poland would make a big territorial

concession to Germany in the Po-
lish corridor and receive as com-
pensation territory ill Soviet Uk-
raine in the direction of the Black
Sea. It is a German idea . . Marshal
Pilsudski has had his eye on the
Ukraine ever since he fought the
Russians there in 1930."

From the report, which Monseiur
Sauerwein says, the French consi-

der reliable and which they ob-

tained from "secret sources," one
thing stands out most clearly,

Namely, that on every side of the
European diplomatic tangle the way
out is, seen—in an attack against

Organise Australian Opposition

We reprint below a letter re-

ceived from the secretary of the
newly organized opposition in

the Communist Party of Aus-
tralia. Jt is still further evi-

dence and confirmation of the
wreckage perpetrated by the
Stalinist leadership of the Com-
munist International. But more
than that, it is a glowing tribute
to the great historical role ofi

the International Left Opposition
and the effectiveness of The
Militant, whose guiding voice

reaches the serious and sincere

Communist workers in far-off

Australia.

To our new fellow-fighters and
comrades in Australia—greetings

!

As to ourselves, this tribute from
the Mouth Seas should spur every
comrade on to greater activity.

With redoubled energy and en-
thusiasm, forward ! — Ed.

(Continued on Page 3) (Continued on Page 4)

«Young Spartacus» Out
The June issue of ioung Sparta-

cus is off the press and ready for

sale. Featuring National Youth
Day, it contains the International

Left Opposition's statement to the
Youth Anti-Fascist Congress at

Copenhagen. This is a powerful
document which should be seriously
studied by both youth and adult
comrades. It should add in clari-

fying the question of the relation
between the general class move-
ment and th youth. Among the
other articles are those on Ger-
many, unemployment, reforestation,

and working class youth struggles
in the Trenton and New York Doll
industry.

Sydney, April 14, 1933

Comrade,

In an endeavor to get a clear

conception of the international situ-

ation, and to get a correct estimate
of tiie present line of the C. I.

from your point of view, I, in agree-

ment with others of the movement
in Australia have decided to open
up communication with your or-

ganization.

For the past two years some-
thing has beeu definitely wrong
with the C. P. in Australia. The
support that was gained when the
economic crisis began to be felt,

was never crystallized gradually
fell away. Today we find, that de-

spite the continued reiteration of

the statement ; "The ever increasing
radicalization of the workers," the
facts are that an increasing number
keen away from any demonstration
or movement launched by the C. P.

For criticizing the leadership in

an honest endeavor to correct ob-

vious Right opportunist errors,

many good members have been ex-

pelled. It is significant that the
majority of these expelled members
have good records of struggle in

their leadership of the workers.
While pretending to follow in the
footsteps of Lenin, the party leader-

ship gives lip-service to the revo-

lutionary movement instead of en-

gaging in the concrete work among
the masses so necessary if they
wish to win concrete support for

their line.

When the Comintern instructor

was here, he introduced the theory
of "social-Faseism." This was im-
mediately taken up by the leader-

ship with enthusasm, and they
proceeded to thoroughly thrash
the Labour Party with it at every
opportunity. Not realizing that they
only represented an insignificant

minority of the workers, they in-

discriminately labelled every social

democratic worker as a counter
revolutionary and an enemy of the
working class. This of course led

to open antagonism and hostility

and gave the opportunist leaders of

the Labour Party a wonderful wea-

pon with which to discredit the

Communist party. Recently, this

method of approach (V) has been

altered, .and the party carefully

points out that when they refer to

the social-fascists they only mean
the leaders of the social democrats.

"From Below" in the Offlee

Unfortunately however, they have
forgotten that the workers have
a habit of remembering, so that

when, in a frenzied endeavor to set

up "a united front from below" they

approach these self-same workers
with IhLs brand new form of orga-

nization (or is it a lactic V) the

workers greet them with stony si-

lence, and the comrades retire to

lick their wounds in isolation. They
then proceed to indulge in self-

erticism sufficiently for them to

launch another campaign. Then
they go out and repeat the same
old mistakes time and again.

Result : Their isolation is becoming
chronic.

During these honest, but futile

attempts of the party membership
to overcome their weakness, the
parly leadership contents itself

with the issuing of mechanical di-

rectives from above. They re-

iterate to a point of monotony thru
the party press that they are the

"Vanguard of the working class!"

and that "No revolution can be suc-

cessful unless we lead it!" Then
they apparently sit back in comfort
and await the rallying of the toil-

ing masses around their office doors.

The lead that they give Is purely

(Continued on Page Z)

Soviet. Russia and in its subsequent
colonization.

Furthermore, in this attack,

Hillei' is indubitably to be the

spearhead. The French merely want
to contract him for the job under
the conditions of the Four Power
Pact, with Poland as a subsidiary.

Poland ilself wrangles for a more
prominent place.

That the French are losing their

grip somewhat is apparent. With
Mussolini to the South and Hitler

to she Easi of them, loss of control

over Poland and the Little Entente
would seriously weaken them.
That is why they hold on so des-

parately.

Hitler, on the other hand, would
like nothing better than to gird

himself for the French by an alli-

ance with the other notorious ad-

venturer of Eastern Europe, Pilsud-

ski. Iu Ibis he no doubt hopes
for Washington's blessing. The
Roosevelt "peace message,'' which
the Nazi chancellor was only too
ready to welcome in his la.->t Reich-
stag addfess, leaves ample room for

such an aspiration.

The first step in its fulfillment is

clear — the NaKi-Polish alliance

against the USSR. What else has
Hitler to offer Pilsudski? On what
other grounds can Pilsudski meet
Hitler 7

Yet, no matter which way the

Franco-German tangle is solved,

with France directing or with Hit-

ler in the lead under American
auspices ultimately, the line-up muist

be against the fatherland of the

workers. It will be concluded. That
much is obvious. Only the purblind

cannot see this. To trust in non-

aggression pacts, us the Litvinoffs

and Stalins and Karakhans do,

means under Ihes conditions, to pre-

pare the ground objectively for a
sma.sbing defeat of Soviet Russia.

To put confidence in the imperia-

list contradictions alone, as the

present regime in the Soviet Union
does, means to go to the slaughter

blndtolded.

The Western powers are heading

for an intervention agreement. Ja-

pan, in the Far East, is making
ready for collusion in the attack

by the seizure of the Chinese East-
ern, by the setting-up of a new
North China vassal state, by the
conclusion of a binding truce with
the lackeys of the Kuomintaug.
From ail sides, imperialist ambus-
cades lurk ahead for the fortress

ot the world revolution.

Stalinism has paralyzed the Com-
iniiiiist International, the arm of

world reiohitioil.

Stalinism has betrayed the Chi-

nese proletariat and helped into

power the Kuominfang bandits, who
have sold out to the Japanese ag-

gressor.

Stalinism has betrayed the Ger-
man working class by a senseless,

unrealistic policy which has played
into the hands of Fascism.

To what end 7 So that socialism
might be built in one country—in
Russia ! V Where has this wise,

"practical policy," which has "com-
promised" with Chiang Kai Shek
and alienated the bulk of the re-

formist working class of the world,

led to,?

If must be plainly said: It has
led to the isolation of the revolu-

tionary fatherland. It has laid it

open to attack from without by
opportunist compromises directed

against the world revolution It

(Continued on Page 4)

NewYork Branch to Hold Picnic for

Benefit of Press & Illinois Campaign

On Sunday, June 11, 1933, the

New York Branch of the Commu-
nist league of America (Opposi-

tion) will hold its first picnic of

the season at Tibbetfcs Brook Park
(Picnic ground to be announced
later in the Militant) . The picnic,

apart from the good time assured

for all who attend, has the neces-

sary and excellent objective of

raiding money to maintain the

weekly Militant and to assist in

the work of the Left Opposition
among (he Illinois coal miners.

To this picnic have also been in-

vited the members ami sympathi-
zers of nearby Branches of the

Communist League. Special invi-

tations have been extended to the

Newark and Philadelphia branches.
The picnic committee is already,

on the job with preparations for

fun and good food.

To get to Tibbetts Brook Park
from New York City : Take the
I. R. T. Worfdlawn-Jerome Ave.
train to the Woodlawn station—the
last stop. From there take a

McLean Ave. trolley to Tibbett's

Brook Park.

Comrades and sympathizers: Re-
serve SUNDAY, JUNE 11, 1033 for

an all day frolic at Tibbetts Brook
Park

NEW \ORK BRANCH PICNIC

— at —
TI BUTTS BROOK PARK

(Field to be announced later)

on SUNDAY, JUNE 11, 1933

(James - Refreshments - Speakers
Auspices: New York Rranch, Com-
munist League of America (Opp.)

(DIRECTIONS: From New York

City — Take I.R.T. Woodlawn-Jer-
ome Avenue Subway to Woodlawn
Station — last stop. From there

take McLean Ave. ear to Tibbetts
Brook Park.)
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LEAGUE ACTIVITIES

Ciucago Branch in

'Militant' Drive

Greek Stalinists Exclude

Protomagia

Chicago, III.—The Chicago branch

of the Left Opposition has whole-

heartedly entered into the campaign

of expansion inaugurated by the

American Left Opposition. The

last week has witnessed a series

of successful activities here which

will bear rich fruit "In the near

future.

Last Sunday, May 21st, we held

a very successful mass meeting with

comrade Cannon who is now on tour

for the Left Opposition. Comrade
Cannon's lecture on the perspec-

tive of the American revolution was
very enthusiastically received by

the workers present. The atten-

dance was excellent in spite of the

fact that it was the first warm
Sunday following several weeks of

cold and rainy weather. A good

number of Stalinists were present

and although the subject was not

of a polemical nature, they re-

mained throughout the meeting and

gave the speaker their undivided

attention. A considerable number

o£ workers took advantage of the

chairman's invitation to leave their

addresses in order that we may-

notify them of future meetings and
altogther, the Left Opposition will

reap many benefits from this meet-

ing.

The climax of the week's activi-

ties was reached at a meeting of

the members of the Left Opposition

and its sympathetic organizations

on Thursday. After an address by

comrade Cannon on the work ot

the Left Opposition in the most
important class battles waged by

the workers recently, the possibili-

ties of further participation in the

class struggle and the resultant

growth of the Left Opposition, the

Bolshevik-Leninists present gave
concrete evidence o! their devotion

to their class ana their enthusiasm
in the accomplishments of the Left

Opposition.

Without hesitation they agreed

to raise Chicago's quota of 5400 in

the expansion campaign ot the Left

Opposition. Pledges_were called for.

One comrade pledged $100.00. An-

other- pledged and paid $o0.00.

Pledges of tens and fives came roll-

ing in. Unemployed comrades,

having no money of their own, vol-

unteered to canvass their acquain-

tances, and raise all the money they

possibly could. A worker who liad

just found a job after eight months
of unemployment, pledged $5.00. It

was very evident that every com-
rade present was making every

sacrifice and effort to do his or

her share to further the work of

the Left Opposition. Approximately
590.00 in cash was raised at this

meeting. A joint committee of the

Left Opposition and all its sym-
pathetic organizations present was
formed to tarry on the work of

gathering in the pledges of the

various comrades as they are able

to meet them and to canvass the
absent members for pledges.

Comrade Cannon will be back in

Chicago on June Gth, at which time
he will speak at a mass meeting
in Humboldt Hall, 2231 W. Division
Street, on '-The Tragedy of the
German Proletariat." We invite ail

Stalinists to attend this meeting to

learn what a correct united front

tactic is and how to apply it, and
to answer for their misleadership
of the German proletariat, if they
can. We will carry the campaign
from this point on to a successful

culmination with a picnic to be
held the latter part of June.

This campaign maris a definite

step forward in the work of the
Left Opposition in Chicago as well

as nationally. Definte plans were
made to secure a permanent head-
quarters and to draw new members
into the branch from the many
sympathizers we have won in the
course of our work during the last

few years. The Left Opposition is

preparing to play its role in the
important struggles that lie ahead.

— It. S.

N.Y.YouthMarch

Against War

New York—Last January the

Greek organ of the party announced

that a provisional committee was
established for the purpose of

preparing plans for a conference

(which was held last February) of

ali Greek workers' organizations,

to outline a common program of

action for unemployment relief

from the Greek charity organiza-

tions and the church of the city.

At the conference ther was also

represented the Greek workers'

educational club Protomagia, with

three delegates. A resolution was
adopted that the conference go on

record to elect a permanent com-

mittee composed of one delegate

each from the participating orga-

nizations. Another resolution was
proposed by the notorious Stalinist

edit or of the Greek party organ,

Empros, to the effect that all par-

ticipants shall accept the program
of the party-controlled unemployed
councils and that the Empros shall

be the official organ of the com-

mittee.
:

We of the Protomagia, pro-

tested ajiaiast this resolution which
proposed to use the committee as

an organization superceding all or-

ganizations and not a genune uni-

ted front body. Hut we remained

and participated in the committee
with the statement that we do not

accept tiie resolution.

That aroused the hostility of the

Stalinist bureaucrats against our

club and immediately they started

a campaign of slander against us,

preparing the ground for our ex-

clusion from the committee, which

was packed with party members
.epresentiug non :existing organiza-

tions. They used- all forms of

gangsterism in order to force our

delegates to withdraw.

The Stalinists were determined

to do away with us at any cost.

When their original pressure failed,

they proceeded to use open hooli-

gan methods.
The Greek bureau of the party

organized a group of party mem-
bers io lie used as a "strong arm
Mpuid" against us. On April 17th,

when the committee was supposed

to meet, our delegates went over

to participate in the meeting. But
when our delegate entered the hall

of the Spartakos Club, where the

committee was in session, the hoo-

ligans confronted him and ordered

liim to leave. Upon our delegate's

demand for an explanation as to

the authority for their action, they

said that they were acting on in-

structions from the conference

committee which had decided not

to admit anybody else. They al-

ready had enough delegates.

Upon our delegate's insistance to

patrieipate, a party member, Ka-
ramanlis by name, assisted by three

others,, used physical force to eject

our comrade from the hall.

Our club has sent a letter to

the committee demanding an ex-

planation. This Setter has not been
answered to this day. First the

St alinists tried to use this com-
mittee as a super-organization by
means of which to liquidate all

the participating organizations.

Secondly, they entered into an al-

liance with the Greek church, with
the Greek bishop using them for

the advantage of the church. And
finally, in order to cover up their

adventurism and irresponsibility,

(hey reorganized the committee in

the headquarters of the Needle
Trades Workers Industrial Union,
so that it is composed of party
members and members of party
affiliates only. A week ago they
announced in the Empros that a
conference was held on May 18 . .

This exposes the hypocrisy of the
whole policy of the Stalinist bu-
reaucrats. They talk united front

and use splitting tactics. They use
revolutionary phrases but act no
different from the reactionaries.

— J. BANANOS

New York—Approximately five

thousand young workers paraded

the streets of ilarlem, N. Y., on the

third anniversary of National Youth

Day— the counter demonstration to

the hypocritical Decoration Day
moutllings and jingo speeches of

the military sides of the bankers

and the munition manufacturers.

Ostensibly an an t-i- imperialist

war demonstration the tone of the

slogans, due to the environs of the

parade, swerved radically from its

original purpose to a Mcottsbovo

protest march. The spirit of the

marchers was highly enthusiastic

but little expression came from the

YCL and sympathizing bodies of

an anti-militarist nature.' It re-

mained for the Spartacus Youth

Club, affiliated to the Left Opposi-

tion, which was present in a goodly

contingent, to give the internation-

alist spirit to the gathering.

Until the day of the parade, the

organization of National Youth Day
bore the label of the united front.

The I^vestonites, the Spartacus

Youth Club, branches of the Young
Circle League had a place on the

provisional committee. A conces-

sion was even offered by the Stalin-

ists to the YPSL to refrain from

Book
eview

Right Wing and jMUSTE &>

Stalinists in PMA
[Continued from fage II

Pioneer Publishers have just ob-

tained a batch of copies of an ex-

cellent documentary book on the

foreign policy of the Soviet Union

Iroin November 7, 1917, to the

signing of the reaty of Brest

Litovsk and its immediate effects

iii September l'JIH. "Russia and

Germany at Brest Litovsk" is an

exposition in detail chronological

form of tiie struggle between the

Soviet Union ;md the imperialist

powers, particularly Germany in the

early days of the Revolution.

The history of that period, and
particularly the role of comrade

Trotsky, has been grossly distorted

by the Stalinists. With the excep-

tion of the book under considera-

tion there is little material in

Knglish on this subject. Here are

contained peace declarations of the

Workers' Republic, speeches and
statements of Trotsky before, dur-

ing and after the signing of the

Treaty of Brest Litovsk, famous
speech of Lenin at the Fourth All-

linssian Congress of Soviets in

.March litis, and the actual terms

i>l the treaty. Trotsky's summary

II.

previous splits in

all criticisms of the war record of| f the peace negotiations (pages

the reformists in the case that the 134 to 145) is a brilliantly concise

latter would participate in National espositiou of the meaning of the

Youth Day! The day of the march u-eat.v, its conditions and the dis-

chang'ed all this unusual gentility. pute "in the Central Committee of

The Stalinists, finding themselves the Russian Bolshevik Party,

in a united front with their paper, xhe policy of the Bolsheviks was
organizations, the Left and Right to utilize the peace negotiations to

Opposition alone, became insolently
;
arouse the international working

arrogant casting all their smooth class and particularly the prole-

Epoken phrases on the united front, tariat of Austria and Germany. On

was defeated and became a paper

organization in Illinois and the Left

Opposition proposed the return of

the Left wing in the UMWA, the

Stalinites opposed the Left wingers

who look this course. Later when

the rank and file movement split

awiiy irom Lewis and company and

the Left Opposition proposed that

all Lett wingers enter and build a

Left wing in the new union move-

ment the Stalinites boycotted the

movement and its conventions. Still

later, when the revolt broke out

and the Progressive Miners of

America was established, the Stal-

inites did not understand the move-

ment, stayed out of it and used

most ot their energy and the col-

umns of tiie Daily Worker to throw

mud i't the union and its leaders

and at no lime did they present

proper political criticism and di-

rectives.

Such a policy by the Stalinites

played into the hands of the more

reactionary element, split, the forces

of the Left wing, and thereby

helped intrench the Right wing m
the saddle at the very start.

The turn of the C. L toward the

united front alter the German de-

feat forced a turn in America and

in the coal fields. The Stalinists

changed their policy in the coal

iields and in the last few months

have had a proper program that

was far superior to their previous

wrong program in the coal fields.

The Stalinists have realized the

necessity of a Left wing in the

PMA, for more than one reason.

But their method of building a

meats of the YCL, with no word of

criticism or attempt made by their

leaders to stay their provocative

actions.

When the parade marched into

the circle, where the speaking was
to take place, both the Left Oppo-
sition and the Lovestoneites as

well as the chairman of the Ameri-

can Youth Federation (who had
made some objections, unpleasant

to the bureaucrats) were confronted

with a refusal to allow them speak-

ers in spite of the previous agree-

ment to the contrary. The excuse

was that there were already too

many speakers (from organizations

controlled by the YCL). Vigorous

objection was voiced and the

Stalinists were forced to call an

pun ions in arms, by your strikes
.

and demonstrations and the crea- !
On May 21, they decided to or-

tlou of your Soviet of Workers' ganize a Left wing and start at

and Soldiers' Deputies you have once to call a state conference one

shown that the Austro-German week later on the 2Sth. They

consulted no one who is not a
working 'class will not allow the

hiiii^meu and spoilers to impose a

peace of violation and annexations

on the Socialist Republic of Sp-

viels . . . The destined outcome of

the peace pourparlers is being de-

cided not at Brest Litovsk but in

the streets of Berlin and Vienna
and German and Aust.rt.an cities

. . . Comrades, members of the

Sovhts of the Workers' Delegates

iii Berlin and Vienna, your victory

will signify the full and indisput-

able victory of Socialism, for two
vieioiious revolutions in Russia and

SUBSCRIBE TO THE MILITANT!
A Half Year sub to the Militant

is $1. On a Club Plan with three
others it is only 50 cents.

impromptu meeting of the steering
\ in Germany will be invincible,

committee which they packed with Long live the Soviets of Workmen's
a couple of non-members, thus sue- and Soldiers' Delegates of Berlin

ceeding in giving their violation of
l

and Vienna! Long live Cominu-
the united front a '"legitimate"

j
nisei

!''

character. | But. tiie Soviets formed in Berlin

Then commenced the real provo- and Vienna in early 1018 were
cation of the meeting. Rabid young crushed. The iiolicy of "No peace,

Stalinists approaciied our delega-
J

no war" that is, the termination

tiOn, taunted them with insulting of the war without an actual

remarks and tore iiterature from treaty, failed to arouse the natural

their hands and threatened physi-

cal violence. The Spartacus Youtii

Club held its ground when sund-

denly it found itself isurrounded

by a cordon of uniformed self styled

"red front fighters" who fenced off

the Spartacus Youth Club delega-

tion from the rest of the demonstra-
tion. They claimed the reason for

this unheard of action was to pro-

tect!!) us from violence, but their

motives were obviously sinister.

The YCL leaders, when approached
and asked the reason for this hos-

tile maneuver, shunned an answer
or shifted the responsibility though
they had undoubtedly inspired it.

The demonstration, luckily for the
Stalinists, ended without any alter-

cations.

This reversion of the Stalinists

to the gangster tactics of the "third

periodf will only bring disgrace

upon themselves and discredit their

motives in the united front. We
warn again that this road will lead

to disaster and isolation from the.

elas< allies of the Soviets. The
German armv advanced even though
Soviet Russia had declared the end
of the war and withdrawn its

troops from the front. No alterna-

tive was open : Lenin proposed the

signing of a peace treaty with Ger-
many—a '"Tilsit Peace."*
"Russia and Germany at Brest

Litovsk'' was published by the Rand
School of Social Research. After
(he present batch is disposed of

by Pioneer Publishers there will be

no more copies available. It orig-

inally sold at one dollar a copy.
We are selling it for 25c. (twenty
five cenls) each, 15c (fifteen cents)

in groups of ten or more. Order
now before it is too late

!

* The Teference is to the "Tilsit

Peace" imposed by Napoleon the
First on Prussia in 1807. Inevitable,

it was accepted by the Prussians,
and used as a breathing spell in

which to prepare their own "war
of independence" 1S12-1814, which

broad masses of the toiling youth, brought about Napoleon's downfall.

Stalinist or close sympathizer of

the parly and proceded to call the

state conference. They said they

tried to reacii everybody hut did

not have time, and with such a

flimsy excuse proceeded to exclude

everybody except themselves and
those who stumbled upon their

plan and broke in on them.

In the caucus, they proceeded,

over the advice and motions of the

Left Opposition miners' fraction

and others to organize a provisional

committee, and adopt a draft pro-

gram. They gave the committee

power to call another conference

later and to get in touch with all

other lA'ft wing groups, some that

were formed before the caucuc.

Instead of a provisional commit-

tee on the narrow foundation of

Stalinism and the adoption of a

draft program, asking other groups

and tendencies TO COME TO US,

the Left Opposition miners' frac-

tion proposed that we elect a ne-

gotiations committee and that this

caucus GO TO THE OTHER LEFT
WINGERS, and that together, these

forces, upon a broad foundation,

through the united front, call a

meeting where a provisional com-
mittee is established. In the

meantime, as a first step the L. O.

miners proposed that we organize

Left wing groups in as many
locals as possible.

The Left Oppostion miners frac-

tion will do all that is possible to

iron out the difficulties created by
the Stalinites and* bring all Left

wing tendencies into one broad

united front Left wing group. The
Left Opposition miners fraction at

the same time realized that many
of tiie other Left wing tendencies

will not go as far as we desire.

But at the same time we realize

that only the inclusion of the

broadest layers will be able to de-

feat the Right wing, the Operators

and their Lewis agents.
— HUGO OEHLER

STREET MEETINGS
The New York Branch Is holding

open air street meetings on current

working class problems Thursday,
Friday and Saturday evenings In

Manhattan, the Bronx and Brook-

lyn. Our sympathizers and friends

are urged to attend.

Special Offer!

RUSSIA & GERMANY
At BREST-LITOVSK

By Judah L. Magnes

A day-to-day documentary study of the negotiations between

the German imperial staff and the Bolshevik delegation headed

by comrade Trotsky. Lenin, Trotsky, Kamener, Earafehan and

others move and speak through the 192 pages of the book. What

they said and did is quoted from documents and the sources

are given.

Cloth Cover Originally $1.00 Now .25

Postage—.06 extra per copy

Statement of Chicago Branch to National Jobless Meet

- PIONEER PUBLISHERS -

84 EAST 10th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

TO ALL DELEGATES TO THE
NATIONAL UNEMPLOYED

CONFERENCE
GREETINGS

!

The Communist League of Amer-

ica (Left Opposition) wishes to

address the following statement of

its views to the delegates assembled
in this conference:

You are gathered here as the

representatives of the victims of

the most advanced productive sys-

tem in the history of mankind,
where in the midst of ahundstnee,

millions go hungry and in the need
of the barest necessities of life.

The workers standard of living has
been reduced to a starvation level.

This is not due to an inability to

produce sufficient commodities to

meet the needs of society, but be-

cause capitalist production is pro-

duction for profit and not for use.

Because the means of production

are privately owned capitalist ap-
propriation upon the foundation of

socialized production is an inherent
contradiction which cannot be
solved within the frameworks of

the capitalist mode of production.

This is especially true now when
the accumulation of capital pro-

ceeds in the period ot capitalist

decay.
The present crisis with its 16

million unemployed is a normal de-

velopment of capitalism. A Stage

of war or revolution represents an
intensification and higher stage of

the economic crisis. The efforts of

the ruling class to solve these con-

tradictions will shift the burden of

the crisis even more heavily upon
the backs of the working class, both
employed and unemployed. It be-

comes deafer day by day that a
genuine solution to the problems of

the working class lies in the abo-} nizational independence, refrains

lition of capitalism.

Towards the acheivement of this

goal, it is necessary first of all to

put the working class in motion in

a struggle for its immediate needs.

This conference must adopt a pro-

gram of action for the struggle for

these immediate demands. The dele-

gates and representatives of unem-
ployed organizations from all parts

of the United States, assembled

here are carrying on a flght for

immediate relief and unemployment
insurance. These are necessary

iirst steps. But it would be wrong
to confine the struggle of the un-

employed only to these demands.

In addition to these, the Commu-
nist League of America (Left Op-
position) propose to the confer-

ence the consideration and adoption

of the following concrete slogans

and organizational steps:

1. For immediate relief and so-

cial insurance at the expense of the

bosses and their government.

2. For the 6 hour day, 5 day
week with an increase in wages.

3. Fight for higher wages and
increased wages to combat infla-

tion.

4. For the reeognition of and the

extension of long term credits to

the Soviet Union.

To attain the necessary strength

to struggle for these demands we
propose the following organiza-

tional steps:

1. The application of the United
Front tactic as the means of uni-

fying the various unemployed or-

ganizations ("Workers Committee on
Unemployed, Unemployed Councils,

Unemployed Leagues, Workers'
Leagues, etc., etc.) should be put

into effect. In this United Front,

each organization retains its orga-J

from slander and personal attacks

against each other, but maintains

the right of minority expression

and freedom of criticism. Under

no circumstances can the United

Front exclude or bar any unem-
ployed organization from participa-

tion. Should the leadership of any

unemployed organization attempt to

prevent the entry of its organiza-

tion into the United Front, contin-

ued efforts must be made to force

them info the united front. In con-

formance with the above, thia con-

ference must dissolve to effect a

United Front with the Unemployed
Councils which have been excluded

from this conference.

2. As soon as a working agree-

ment can be had between the vari-

ous unemployed organizations, in

the general development of the

united front, steps should be taken

for the amalgamation of these

organizations Into one national

unemployed organization. The ac-

complishment of this task would
increase the fighting ability and
class pressure of the workers mani-

fold. Such an organization must
agree upon a minimum program of

action, must permit minority ex-

pression, and must prevent discrim-

ination against any organization

because of political opinion. It

must further prevent discrimination

against race, color or creed.

3. In addition, efforts must be
directed towards the unification of

the struggle of the unemployed
workers with the employed and in

cooperation with all working class

organizations.

May 13, 1933
,

Chicago Branch
Communist League of America

(Left Opposition)

All the previous splits in the

CI'LA were as nothing when com-

pared with the recent wholesale

walk-out of Musteites on Muste.

With the resignation of D. Saposs,

J. C.' Kennedy and Katherine

pollack the CI'LA was left like a

forsaken child in tiie cold. All

these "militants" are faculty mem-
bers of Brookwood and only yes-

terday were members of tiie N. C.

of the CI'LA. The light was sim-

mering underground tor the past

lew months while Muste was trying

to i>ersuade them that Brookwood

should be a training school for

budding Musteites.

According to inside information,

it was found that Brookwood and

the CPLA were so entangled that

Muste. was using Brookwood's re-

sources, time and money to bolster

up the declining CI'LA. After the

Saposs group divorced itself from

tiie CI'LA, the fight was forced out

into the open with the result that

Muste was ousted. The Times re-

ported that the majority of the

students went out on strike in sym-

pathy with MusLe. The catch is

that Muste promised them jobs in

l.he CI'LA. This would give them
bread and butter and give him
workers that are conspicuously

absent in the CI'LA.
During the light Muste charged

the Saposs group was going to the

Right while he (Muste) was being

ousted for being too militant and
revolutionary. Let us see whether

Muste is really going to the Left.

Did Muste, while he was the head

of Brookwood, ever propose a radi-

cal change of policy, teaching, or

in representation of the student

body, or the fellowship? No! Muste

did not want such a radical change

in Brookwood in the past, and he

did not advocate such a change

recently when he was forced out

from Brookwood. Why is he

calling him a "Left" and a rev-

olutionist? Let Muste's record as

the dean of Brookwood, and since

the formation of the CPLA speak

(or itself.

1. The ousting of a Left wing

scholar like Calhoun from Brook-

wood.
2. Muste adopted a new policy

excluding students who accepted

the line-up of the Communist party.

3. Muste did not allow graduates

who are Communists to vote at the

imnual meeting, although their vote

could not decide either way whether

he should remain or be ousted from

Brookwood.
All this was in accordance with

the "revolutionary" policy of the

CPLA. This is Muste's record- as

a revolutionary and a Left winger.

The Saposs group now in control

at. Brookwood is an out and out

Right wing S.P.-A.F. of L. clique.

Since Muste was ousted from
Brookwood, the faculty is silent.

They do not want to commit them-

selves as to whether they are for

a change in Brookwood's curricu-

lum or policy. At tiie recent gradu-

ation exercises not a word was men-
tioned about the future policy of

Brookwood. Tiie faculty is pussy-

footing and supporting the S. P.

quietly. The faculty staff consists

of S. i'.'ites. Mark Starr is a mem-
ber of the S. P. in l'oughkeepsie.

Why in l'oughkeepsie? The answer

is that iu New York the S.P. is

corrupt, but not in l'oughkeepsie.

J. C. Kennedy and Saposs are lec-

turing and participating in S. P.

activities. Saposs was also one who
helped Muste to oust Calhoun from
Brookwood.
Moreover, at graduation day,

when the annual meeting of the

fellowship took place at Brookwood,

an interesting incident occured.

Tiie Right wing which always hol-

lered for the last few years that

(lie Communists are about to cap-

ture Brookwood, lined up the gradu-

ating class and elected a hundred
percent Bight wing clique as offi-

cers of the National Fellowship.

This is the same clique which func-

tioned for the last few years as a

CPLA fellowship. The Bight wing

gang refused to give any rcpresen

talion to the Left wing group. They

did it because the Left wing group,

under the leadership of Sam Fisher,

demanded and fought for a change

in Brookwood's policy, curriculum,

and representation. Here are but

a few points that the Left wing
advocated.

1. We stress the need for Brook-

wood to have a non-sectarian

character in order that it should

be able to serve most effectively

as a clearing house for var-ious ten-

dencies in the American Labor
Movement.

2. Brookwood should he. primar-

ily a working-class college whose
teaching should be based 011 Marx-
ism and the class struggle.

3. It is vital that the curricu-

lum should include a symposium or

seminar led by leaders of the vari-

ous political groups in the Ameri-

can Labor Movement in order that

the student should have a' clearer

perspective of the whole political

field in whicli they intend to serve.

4. Equal representation for the

student body and the fellowship to

the Brookwood board of directors,

and the cooperative committee, etc.

Is it a wonder the Right wing
who follow the footsteps of Muste
were scared to death by those

proposals?
Muste and Saposs did not want

a radical change for Brookwood.
The difference between the two is

this : Muste had Brookwood for

the last few years under CPLA in-

fluence. The Saposs group is keep-

ing Brookwood under th S.P. and
the A.F. of L. influence. At present

Brookwood is "saved" from Com-
munism, and the fellowship from
Left wing influence.

The Brookwood faculty and their

,

and Brookwood will go down as a

Utyhl wing institution, and 110 one

will shed any tears. Brookwood as

A High! wing institution has out-

grown its usefulness just as

Mustcisiii has 110 place in tiie

American Labor .Movement.

II is ii grand glorious boast of

ibe CPLA that they it lime are

lighting against labor racketeering,

it is true that the Labor Age de

voles much space to John L. Lewis
and Brindlcism. But the Musteites

have no access Lo tlu;&e unions and
the attacks on Lewis only serve to

cover up the racketeers inside the

CI'LA. Hardman is one of the

"outstanding figures of the CPLA.
lie also defends one ot the most
criminal exhibitions of despotism

and racketeering in the Amalga-
mated. The Musteites have ma-

terial from workers iu their office

that was never brought to light.

Why? It deals with union episodes

thai would be very embarrassing
io .1. IS. S.. Ilardmau, who is iirst

lieutenant of .Muste in the CI'LA.

Naturally (he Musteites will reply

llmt Ihey did publish an article

011 rac lieicering iu the Amalgama-
ted by Carlo Tresca. But—this

article was prefaced with profuse

apologies from the editor.

Furthermore, about a year and a

half a£o in Montreal, three thous-

and tailors drove out the Amalga-
mated racketeers and formed a new
organization just as the Progressive

Mimi'N of America did against

John J. Lewis. The Amalgamated
replied witli terrorism, strike-break-

ing, treachery and collusion with

the bosses against this new organi-

sation jast as Lewis did in Illinois.

Why lias tiie CI'LA kept silent here
and blazed forth so violently against
Lewis?
This confusion of the Musleites

was made possible by the bureau-
cratic blunders of the .Stalinists,

both nationally and internationally,

iliid the Communist party had the

correct policy, Muste would never
have had the opportunity to estab-

lish this caricature of radicalism

in the American Labor Movement.
Nevertheless Muste and his CPLA
.ire (loomed been use :

1. It is a reformist organization.

2. It has no economic basis.

'I. It has no political organiza-
tion.

4. If has no working class fol-

lowing.-
."1. It is an eclectic gathering of

radicals and liberals.

It is plain, therefore, that the
collapse of Mtisteism is inevitable.

With the revolutionary upsurge ot

ihe American working class these
fake "militants" of the CPLA will

-land exposed as barren and futile

evangelists of reformism.
— S. M. DAVIS
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Musteite Quits
Youngstown, O,—George Perkins,

local CI'LA organizer, boycotted an

election of the Austintown Unem-
ployed League in which he had con-

sented to he a candidate by leaving

the meeting after stating he was
opposed to the way in which the

League was functioning and there-

fore lie would not function on the

executive committee if elected.

Perkins, who is also a vice presi-

dent of the Ohio Unemployed
League, was one of tiie organizers

;iiong with Karl Lore of the Aus-
iiutown organization.

Along with Mrs. Grace Mettee,

one of two who 'walked out" with

him, Perkins recently took the

initiative and leadership in a very
poorly prepared and miserably

conducted protest "strike" for more
relief that sapped the energy of

the organization and scattered its

forces. We supported the "strike"

insofar as the rank and flle work-
ers were in favor of it; yet at the

same time we pointed out its un-
prepared ties s, its weaknesses and
therefore the likelihood that it

would not succeed accomplishing

its aim. Iu opposition to Ihis ad-

venture we proposed a campaign to

increase the local active member-
ship and also to help build up Un-
employed Leagues in Youngstown
The small group, including our-

selves, that stuck lo tiie organiza-

tion in the critical period following

the ''strike" considered it necessary

to adopt a new constitution that

would replace the old individual

'leadership" witli a reorganized

collective leadership. This was done.

And since the old "leaders," Per-

kins and Mettee, were not specially

consulted in this effort of the rank
and file to -curb the disastrous

leadership of one or two, the latter

apparently intend to try to smash
the League by one means or an-

other.

Neither their slander, their boy-

cott nor tiie cowardly, ignorant and
reactionary red-baiting campaign
of Mrs. Mettee (which the Musteite
Perkins supports by his (Silence)

will break the League. The new
executive committee must win -the

active support of the unemployed
with a practical, constructive pro-

gram: tiie rank and file must back
up the executive committee in its

effort to rebuild the League on a
firm foundation.

— II. N.

DRAFT PROGRAM WANTED
We are 11 receipt of requests for

copies of the Draft Program by
comrade Trotsky. As our comrades
know this basic document is out
of print and unavailable. They are
wanted" now, not for sale, but for

our classes.

We are going to reprint it. But
that will take some time yet. In
the meantime copies are urgently
needed for classes. Comrades who

CPLA fellowship clique" were vie-
[

have copies they don't need are

torious. One more victory like this asked to send them in at once.
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Problems of the Soviet Regime
(Continued from last issue)

3. Official Explanation of

Bureaucratic Terror

"Some comrades," Stalin said at

the January Plenum of the C. C.

"understood the thesis on liquida-

tion of classes, creation of a class

less society and withering away olj

the state as justification for lax-

ity(?> and placidity TO, Justifica-

tion for the- counter-revolutionary

theory of the slow extinguishing of

the class struggle and weakening

of state power." Vagueness of ex-

pression serves Stalin in tins case,

as in so many others, to cover ui>

the logical gaps. A programmatic

"thesis" on the liquidation of class-

es in the future need not mean as

yet, it is understood, the exting-

uishing of the class struggle iu the

present. But it is not a question

of a theoretical thesis but of an

officially proclaimed fact of the

liquidation of classes. Stalin's

sophism consists in the fact that

he times the idea of the inevitable

strengthening of state power in the

transitional epoch between capita-

lism and socialism, au idea which,

following Marx, Lenin advanced

for the explanation of the necessity

of the proletarian dictatorship in

general, to a definite period of

the dictatorship, after an allegedly

already accomplished liquidation of

alt capitalist classes.

To explain the necessity for the

further strengthening of the bureau-

cratic machine, Stalin said at the

same plenum : ''The Kulaks are

routed as a class but not finished

off." if we should accept this

formula, it would seem that to fin-

ish the routed Kulaks oft, a more
concentrated dictatorship is neces-

sary in the literal expression of

Stalin
—"to finish off the remnants

of the dying classes." The finished

expression is, in its way, given to

this paradox of bureaucratism oy

AIololov, who has, in general, a
fatal inclination to develop the idea

of Stalin to completion. "'In spite

of the fact," said he at the January
Plenum, "that the forces of the

remnants of tiie bourgeois classes

of our country melt, their resistance,

anger and tury grow, knowing no
bounds." The forces melt, but the

fury grows! Molotov does not sus-

pect, it seems, that the dictator-

ship is needed against force and
not against fury : fury which is

not armed by force ceases to be
dangerous.

Class Enemy Powerless

—

Why the Repression?

"It cannot be said," Stalin admits
on his part, "that these former
people could change anything in

the present situation of the USSR
by their damaging and thieving

machinations. They are too weak
and impotent to resist the measures
of the soviet power." It seems clear

that if ail that is left from these

former classes are "former people";

If they are too weak "to do any-
thing l i ) to change the situation

in the USSR"—that from this

should have followed both the ex-

tinguishing of the class struggle

and the easing of the regime. No.
Stalin argues: "the former people
can play us some tricks." But revo-

lutionary dictatorship is needed
not against impotent tricks but
against the danger of capitalist

restoration. If, for the struggle
with powerful class enemies, it was
necessary to put into use the steel-

clad fists, against "tricks" of for-

mer people the little linger will do.

But here Stalin introduces still

another element. The dying rem-
nants of the routed classes "appeal
to the backward strata of the popu-
lation and mobilize them against
the Soviet power" . . . But have
the backward strata grown in the

period of the first five year plan?
It would seem, not. Does it mean
that their attitude toward the state
changed for the worse? That
would mean that the "maximum
strengthening of state power"
(more correctly repressions) is

necessary for the struggle against
the growing discontent of the
masses. Stalin adds: "through the
mobilization of the backward strata
of the population, 'fragments' of
counter-revolutionary opposition ele-

ments from the Trotskyites and
Right wingers may again stir and
come to life." Such is the final

argument : since the fragments
(only fragments!) may stir (so far
they only may) ... the greatest
concentration of the dictatorship is

necessary.

Entangled hopelessly in the
"fragments" of his own ideas, Stalin
unexpectedly adds : "Of course, we
have no fear of that." Then why
be frightened and frighten others,
if "we have no fear o£ that." And
why introduce a regime of terror
against the party and the prole-
tariat if it is only a matter of
impotent fragments incapable of
"changing anything in the USSR?"

All this piling up of confusion,
leading to pure' nonsense is a con-
sequence of the inability to tell

the truth. In reality, Staliu-Molo-
tov should have said : doe to the
growing discontent of the masses
and an ever stronger gravitation of
the workers to the Left Opposition,
the intensification of repressions is

necessary for the defense of the
privileged positions of the bureau-
cracy. Tiien everything would easily
fall into place.

4. The Withering Away of Money
and the Withering Away

of the State
The knot of contradiction* in

which the theory and practice of
bureaucratic centrism got itself

hopelessly entangled will become
clear to us from a new side when
we draw an analogy between the

(The Degeneration of

Theory and the Theory

of Deseneration)

away. Different functions of money,

as those of the state, expire by
different deaths. As a means of

private accumulation, usury, ex-

ploitation—money expires parallel

with the liquidation of classes. As
a means of exchange, standard of

measurement of labor value, regu-

lator of the social division of labor,

money is gradually dissolved in the

planned organization of social eco-

nomy, it finally becomes an
accounting slip, a check for a cer-

tain portion of social goods for the

gratification of productive and per-

sonal wants.

The parallelism of both processes

of withering away, that of money

and' that of the state, is not ac-

cidental; they have the same social

roots. The state remains a state

so long as it has to regulate the

relations between various classes

and strata, each of which draws

up its accounts, endeavoring to

show a profit. The final replace-

ment of money as a standard of

value by the statistical registration

of live productive forces, equipment,

raw materials and needs will be-

come possible only at the stage

when social wealth will free all

the members of society from the

necessity of competing with each

(money) turnover of all that pro-!

ductive energy which is now being

used up within the limits of the

village and the walls of a private

dwelling.
Money Socialized Under Planned

Economy
Taking complete stock of all the

productive forces of society, the so-

cial state must know how to appor-

tion and use them in a manner
most advantageous for society.

Money as the means of economic
accounting evolved by capialism is

not thrown aside but socialized.

Socialist eonstrueton is unthinkable

without the inclusion, in the planned

system, of the personal interest oS

the producer and consumer. And
tins interest can actively manifest

itself only when it has at its dis-

posal a trustful and flexible wea-

pon : a stable monetary system,

increase iu the productivity of

labor and improvement in the qual-

ity of goods, in particular, are ab-

solutely unattainable without an

exact measuring instrument which
penetrates freely into all the pores

of economy, that is, without a

stiilile monetary unit.

If capitalist economy which
reached its unstable proportions

with the aid of wasteful fluctua-

tions of the conjuncture, needs a

stable monetary system, the more
so is such a system necessary for

the preparation, make-up and regu-

lation of planned economy. It is

in-suflicient to build new enter-

prises; an economic system must

first of all by the tremendous quan-j

tity of goods in the hands of the'

state, which are put into -circu-

'

latiou at fixed prices." If this phrase
has any meaning at all it can be

only that Soviet money has ceased

being money

Unemployment & Political Parties
l£ontinued frontpage 1)

it no longer serves the united front unemployed ~move-

other for the size of the dinner-' familiarize itself with thein. This

pail. means testing in practice, adapting

This stage is far off yet. The role and selecting. The mass, nation'

of money in Soviet economy is not] wide check-up of productivity can

only not completed but in a certain mean nothing else but a test hy

sense, is only about to be developed means of the rouble. To erect a'

to completion. The transition per-! plan of economy on a slipping

iod, in its entirety, means not the
|

valuta is the same as to make a

curtailment of the turnover of! blue print of a machine with a

good-, but. on the contrary, an ez-j loose compass and a bent ruler,

treme expansion thereof. AH This is exactly what is taking

branches of economy are trans-

formed, are growing and must de-

termine their relation to each other

qualitatively and quantitatively.

Many products, which under capi-

talism are accessible only to the

few, must be produced in immeas-
urably greater quantities. The liq-

uidation of the peasant economy,
with its internal consumption, the

place. The inflation of the Cher-

vonotz is one of the most pernicious

consequences and also instruments
of the bureaucratic disorganization

of Soviet economy.
The Official Theory of Inflation

The official theory of inflation

stands at the same level as the

official theory of the dictatorship

analyzed above. "The stability of

closed family economy means the (Soviet valuta," said Stalin at the

transition to the field of social January Plenum, "is guaranteed

TheMeaning oftheFarm Revolts

(Continued from Page 1)

tiiia, Australia.—these characterized

American agriculture to a large

extent in the so-called "good" years,

and led to devastating intensifica-

tion of the agrarian crisis since

tiie cyclical crisis began in 3920.

Perspectives for Agriculture

There are at least two probable

perspectives: the mechanization and

concentration of the farm into

larger units, and the degradation

of the farmer into a peasant, thru

.similar average holdings (the av-

erage for the whole United States

today is 50 acres or 20 hectares

per farm ) , longer hours, harder
work, smaller returns, heavier' in-

debtedness. Capitalism in industry

has produced both the iTord plant

and the sweatshop; on the farm,

it is tending toward both the

"Gig.tnt' and the small holdings.

The significance of the recent re-

volts is that to a limited extent
and in certain localities, the first

steps to the collaboration of the
worker and the farmer in open mil-

itant struggle against the parisitic

banker have been taken. The far-

mer 1ms hitherto put forward class

demands such as inflation, which
have (ended to separate his class
interests from those of the worker.
Inflation relieves the burden of

deb t of the agrarian bourgeoisie,

but also raises the cost of living

for tiic worker and so reduces his

real wages.
The cliieial party, while rejecting

inflation, has put forward a slogan,
"Higher prices for the farmer,
lower prices for the worker,"

which in effect attempts to win the

support of the farmers on the same
basis as inflation (by raising prices

of farm products and so reducing

the burden of debt). Under such a

slogan, the farmer can gain, but
the worker will lose, unless genu-

ine steps toward workers' control

of production are taken.

The joint action of workers and
farmers in resisting the foreclosure

of mrtgages on farm points to an
immediate tactical line of militant

class struggle. Joint strike com-
mittees of workers and farmers,

joint committees for the regulation

of prices and production, can as-

sume jireat importance if they are
orientated clearly toward a pro-

gram of workers' ocntrol of pro-

duction. At the same time, the

steady flow of revolutionary agi-

tation and propoganda must be
kept up, to strip away the demo-
cratic and bourgeois illusions of

tiie farmer", and show him that the
capitalist system has nothing but
two hopeless alternatives to offer

him, the life of an exploited tractor

chauffeur on a huge ranch, or that
of a down-trodden, super-exploited
peasant. Only in a workers' state

developing toward socialist society
can there be hope for the farmer,
and his basic task is to help the
workers' revolutionary party to
create this essential condition for

the taking over of power and the
construction of the workers' gov-
ernment in the present United
States of America.

— B. J. FIELD

to measure values and by that the
fixation of prices: ".stable prices"

are fixed by government power

;

the Chernovetz is only an account-

ing tag of planned economy. This
idea is entirely parallel and equi-

valent to the idea of the "liquida-

tion of classes" ami "entry into the

realm of socialism." Consistent in

his half-heartedness, Stalin does not

dare, however, to reject the theory

of a gold reserve completely. No,

a gold reserve "also" does not harm
but ils importance is only a sec-

ondary one. At any rate, It is

needed for external trade, where
payment must be made in specie.

Hut for the well-being of the in-

ternal economy, stable prices fixed

ij- 'he secretariat of the Central

Committee or by its assignees are

sufficient.

Thai the rate of decline of the

purchasing power of bills of ex-

change depends not only on the

number of revolutions of the print-

ing press but also on "the quantity
of good-" is known to any student

of economics. This law is applic-

able to capitalist as well as to

planned economy. The difference is

that in planned economy it is pos-

sible to hide inflation, or at any
rate its results, for a much longer
period. The more terrible there-

fore will be the day of reckoning!
In feiij- case, money regulated by
administrative prices fixed for

goods loses the ability to regulate
such prices and consequently the

mem. Other issues exist, but unless

this question is given a clear an-

swer, the movement of the unem-
ployed can easily disintegrate and
founder. Under the best of condi-

tions, an unemployed movement is

the most difficult of ali movements
to hold together because of the nat-

ural looseness of organization, state

of employmen t, etc., that conditions
ils existence.

The first question that must be
answered is the political question:

the matter of organic participation

of the political parties and groups
of the working class in the united
front movement of the unemployed.

At the national conference of

unemployed movement groups in

Chicago and at local conferences

iu New York, representatives of the
Lovestone group came out for non-
participation organizationally of the
iHilitical parties or groups in the
unemployed movement. In essence,

their position was that the inter-

ests of the unemployed can best

be served if the united front is

made up organizationally only of

the various organizations of the
unemployed : Unemployed Councils,

Association of the Unemployed,
Workers Leagues, etc. The political

parties and groups must be kept
mit and also, even labor unions
should be represented only frater-

nally in the united front.

But the mere posing of the issue

by the Lovestone Right Wing is

The Reactionary Character

of the Lovestone Policy

Among the Jobless

and is the aim of all capitalist

politicians, and their lieutenants in

i he ranks of labor—the Greens,

WoUs, Lewises, etc.—to keep the

working class out of politics, that

is, worsing class politics and ac-

tion. These frauds and deceivers

have said to the workers: look only

to your bread and butter, the eco-

nomic side ; and the not very far-

seeing 1WW and syndicalist echo

the admonitions of the bourgeois

liberal and working class opportu-

nists to evade or keep away from
the decisive, the political question.

T1>e Communist Position

livery movement of -the working
class is bound to have impressed

upon it a political ideology. That
outlook is determined essentially by
the general conditions and outlook

prevailing within society ; within
the labor movement itself, it is

largely determined by the political

force that most intelligently and
conciousiy makes its class outlook

and program felt upon the workers.

Communists take it for granted
that every movement of the work-
ers must be penetrated and frac-

Jloreover, this can and must be

done while maintaining the disci-

pline of action of the united front.

A united front movement is or-

ganised to achieve certain imme-
diate objectives. In the case of

Mooney and Billings to achieve the

freedom of Mooney and Billing*; in

the case of the Scottsboro defen-

dants, to free the Scottshoro boys;

and likewise, with the objects of

each united front movement that is

built.

Shall the political parties, for in-

stance, be excluded from direct

participation in the Moouey United

Front movement? The revolutionary

would say, no. The capitalist

politicians say, yes, for many
reasons. And then these latter, at

a pioper moment, find ways and
means for a Jimmy Walker to step

in and represent him.-elf as Moo-
uey's and labor's savior.

Stalinist Errors

And certainly in the case of the

unemployed, of far greater signifi-

cance than the Mooney issue, the

possibilities for educating and
winning the worker^ to a class

viewiHiiul are at hand. Nothing
is to be gained in such instances

by "hiding the face" of the move-
ment. The oliicial Communist party
(Stalinists) has gone in for that

also a great deal lately, and in each
1 insla ncc the Stalinists have been

ability to regulate plans. In this s ,'

lflk1euL roason tor taking up the of the forces that really determine,
field as in others, "socialism" for

the bureaucracy consists of freeing
its will from any control: party,

Soviet, trade union, or money . . .

A Purely Bureaucratic Economy
Present Soviet economy is neither

a monetary nor a planned one. It

is an almost purely bureaucratic
economy. Exaggerated and dipro-
jiortionate industrialization under-
mined the foundations of agricul-
tural economy. The peasantry tried
to liud salvation in collectivization.
Very early experience showed that
:i collectiviwition of despair is not
yet a socialist collectivization. The
further decline of agricultural eco-
nomy struck a hard blow at indus-
try. To support unreliable and
disproportionate tempos, a further
inteiisitieation of pressure on the
proletariat became imperative. In-
dustry, freed from the material
control of the producer, took on
a super-social, that is, bureaucratic
character. In consequence of which
it lost the ability of satisfying
human wants even to the degree
to which it had been accomplished

matter of relations of political tor good or bad, the functioning
forces to the unemployed, or for and outcome, within limits of the
that matter of any ether move- objective situation, of the united
ment of labor. It has to be said front of the unemployed movement?
[lUiiuly that Lovestonite proposal, who is being fooled, what is being
howsoever intended, is an outright gained by the exclusion of the in-

reactionary one, completely in line telligence, the political force, the
with the proposals and objectives class expression of any movement?
of the A. F. of L. and other falters .Nobody; least, of alt, the u'nem-
iu the labor movement. I ployed. Not maneuvers, but plain,

This is a politically functioning direct, speech and direction to the

age. as never before. Every group, unemployed, on the immediate and
one could almost say each individ-

ual, whether stupidly or' intelli-

gently, solves its problem in terms
of class and government—that is,

class interest and class power. The
political question enters, and
rightly so, into every step and party, etc., is a test for all the ten-

action of the workers. It has been dencies within the labor movement.

LL.D. District Workers Meet
New York—On Sunday, May 21,

a district meeting of the function-

aries of the LL.D. took place at

|
Irving Plaza. The meeting had

in I.L.I), policy. A turn in the

Under the iM>lic .
v of :ui organization is a very

serious and important step and

Nazis, Poles Plot War
(Continued from Page 1)

has laid" it open to decay from with-
in by the adventuristic reeling of
bureaucratic centrism.

The fortress of the world revolu-

tion is in danger. By the perfidy

of uon-aggression pacts, by the
trust it gives to the conflicts of

world imperialism, Stalinism is

only throwing dust into the eyes of

the workers. It is only undermining
the worker's' fatherland and the
cause of world revolution.

If workers' Russia is to live,

Stalinism must go. If the land of

the Soviets is to light the way for

world revolution, the reactionary
theory of socialism in one country
must be thrown overboard.

Back to the line of Marx and
Lepin—back to the Marxist per-
spective of the permanent revolu-
tion ! Return the exiled Bolshevik-
Lenii'ists, Trotsky, Rakovsky and
their comrades, to the post of
struggle which they held in the
victorious October '. That is the
command of the hour.
Every Communist worker who

sees the danger ; to whom the Four
Power Peace Pacts and the Hitler-

Pilsudski plots reveal it ; who is not
fooled by the capitalist non-aggres-
sion pacts and the peace talk, must
do his duty.

Demand the reinstatement of the
International Left Opposition into

the Communist International! De-

On the Morgan Inquiry

( Con tlnued from page 1

)

mand the return of Trotsky and
role of money and the role of theJ!Rakovsky ! Tbat is tne way <**

state in the transitional epoch. bring new vigor, a new source of

Money, just as the state, represents strength to the proletarian army,
a direct heritage of capitalism,: it "*hich is sorely in need of It.

must disappear but it cannot be Act while there is still time to

abolished by decree, it wlther«act! — S. Q.

gatipn, show that they were quite
ready to "reciprocate." And they
have ! A mere glance at the bank-
ing holiday proclaimed by Woodin
and the "diplomacy" of Norman
H. Davis, ambassador at large for

the U. S. is proof sufficient that
J. P. does not scatter his money
idly. Every dollar1 given to a gov-
ernment official brings results!

The inquiry in Washington, de-
spite the facts brought to light, is

a circus of such dimensions as would
make the great showman, Barnum,
look like a miserable piker. The
avowed purpose of the investigation
is to reform the banking laws so
that the "little fellow" will have
a chance. In this connection it is

interesting to note that the banking
bill which is to do that has been
proposed and drafted by the most
ardent proponent of Morgan in the
investigation, Senator Carter Glass,
Virginia millionaire newspaper pub-
lisher.

Like the Pujo investigation under
the "New Freedom" of Wilson the
Pecora inquiry of the "New Deal" is

a grand stage to divert the atten-
tion of the discontented away from
struggle, give them confidence in
the "anti-big business" attitude ofi
the administration, oniy in reality
to fasten the strangle Jiold of fi-

nance capital upon the millions of
masses. — Q. C.

"Sinee Leoein Died"
Comrades who can turn in extra

copies of Since Lenin Died by Max!
Eastman, are asked to do so. They
will be refunded the original cost,
price. '

by the less developed capitalist , „ , . ,. .. ,

industry. Agricultural economy re-
J 'W!1 caI,Pd to (lwcnM the now tUr"

laiiated on the impotent cities with
a war of exhaustion,
constant burden of disproportions
between their productive efforts and
the worsening conditions of exis-

tence, workers, kholhoz members
anil individual peasants lose inter-
est In their work and are filled
wilh irritation against the state.
Prom this, and from this alone,
and not from the malicious will of
the "fragments" flows the necessity
for the introduction of coercion into
all cells of economic life (strength-
eneing of the power of shop mana-
gers, laws against absentees, death
penalty for spoliation of kholhoz
property hy its members, war meas-
ures in sowing campaigns and har-
vest collections, forcing of individ-
ual peasants to lend their horses
to kholhozes, the passport system,
political departments in the kholhoz
village, etc., etc.)

Parraileiism between the fate of
money and the fate of the state
looms up before us in a new and
brilliant light. Disproportions of
economy lead the bureaucracy to
the road o£ ever growing paper-
money inflation. Discontentment of
tiie masses with the material re-
sults of economic disproportions,
pushes the bureaucracy on the road
of open coercion. Economic plan-
ning frees Itself from value control
as bureaucratic fancy frees itself
from political control. The rejec-
tion of "objective causes," that is,

of material limits for the accelera-
tion of the temiws as well as the
reject iou of tiie gold basis of Soviet
money, represent "theoretical" rav-
ings of bureaucratic subjectivism.

Stalinist System Exhausted
If the Soviet monetary system

withers away, it withers away not
in a socialist sense but in a capita-
list one: in the form of inflation.
Money ceases to be a working tool
of planned economy and becomes a
tool of its disorganization. It can
be said that the dictatorship of the
proletariat withers away in the
form of bureaucratic inflation, that
is in the extreme swelling of co-
ercion, persecutions and violence.
The dictatorship of the proletariat
is not dissolved in a classless so-
ciety but degenerates into the
omnipotence of bureaucracy over
society.

In the sphere of money inflation
as in that of bureaucratic arbit-
rariness is summed up all the
falseness of the policy of centrism
in the field of Soviet economy as
well as in the field of the interna-
tional proletarian movement. The
Stalinist system is exhausted to
the end and is doomed. Its break-
up Is approaching with the same
inevitability with which the victory
of Fascism approached in Germany.
But Stalinism ig not something
isolated; as a parasitic growth it
has wound itself around the trunk
of the October revolution. The
struggle for the salvation of the
dictatorship of the proletariat is
inseparable froni the struggle
against Stalinism. This struggle
has reached the decisive stage. The
denouement is approaching. But the
last word has not jet been spoken.
The October revolution will yet
know how to fend for itself.

— L. TROTSKY

should arouse the interest and re-

spouse of at least the leading mem-
bers of the organization. However
out. of the 300 functionaries (branch
executive members, section rep-

resentatives, etc.) of the district,

there were only about 75 to 100
present at this meeting and even
this small number dwindled to

about 40 after' the recess.

This lack of response is merely
a reflection of th,e condition of the
LL.D., which can best be described
as stagnation. This fact is so glar-

ingly obvious that it has not es-

caped the attention of even the top
leadership, which is so busily en-

gaged in faction fights for leader-

ship, constantly changing its form
of organization so as to either

eliminate certain Individuals, of
secure vantage ponts for others.

And what better method could
there be to explain away this

lethargy among the membership
than by an orgy of self-criticism?

The self criticism was carried on
in the best Stalinist, that is con-
fusion is t, manlier. John Ballam,
District Organizer, in his first re-

port criticized the membership for

its low political level, criticized the
leadership because it does not
function collectively. He admitted
that the LL.D. had put legal de-

fense first and mass pressure sec-

ond—an outright admission of the
failure of the LL.D. to accomplish
that for which it was created, "All
these shortcomings," he said, "must
be remedied and the LL.D. must
become a mass organization and not
a Legal Aid Society and. a collec-

tion agency."
Why is the political level of the

membership been so low? Isn't it

because It. has been miseducated
along Stalinist lines? Why is there
no collective leadership in the ILD?
Isn't it because the bureaucratic
regime in the ILD nurtures clique
leadership in which appointments
and dismissals "from above" play
a large part?
Comrade Ballam should put the

blame squarely where it belongs—
on the line of the third period sec-
tarianism—which the membership
has been carrying out only too
faithfully.

The comrade from the Left Oppo-
sition speaking in the discussion,
pointed out that Ballam had failed
completely to mention work within
the Right wing unions ; that it was
due to the absence of a Left wing
within the reformist unions, which
con id exert pressure, that the
leaders of these unions have been
able to sabotage the Mooney,
Scottsboro and other struggles
which the Left wing is carrying on.
We must break down the wall be-
tween ourselves and the Right wing
workers and show them that the
ILD is ready to defend any worker
regardless of his political and trade
union affiliation. Every worker in
the ILD issues and work from with-
in both for individual membership
and for collective affiliation of his
union to the ILD. It is; only in
this manner that the ILD can win
back the confidence and prestige
which it once enjoyed and become

I

a really functioning organisation. I

tions organized therein: trade,

unions, cooperatives, fraternal or-! wrong. Their outstanding error

sanitations, etc. Why exempt the' iill(i crime. is ihciT formai ^re-
organizations of the unemployed?

j

""'"t fl'"1" lhti leadership of the

What justification or reason can struggle against imperialist war

there be for the formal exclusion auti {or tJlu defense of the Soviet
Union. What needs to be remem-
bered i.s: the political party joins

the unemployed United Front. The
Unemployed Council or group does
not join the party.

The Unemployed movements will

assert themselves politically. Wit-
ness Seaitle-and other places. The
point is, shall the opportunists and
fakers take over the political and
class direction of the unemployed?
This must not be.

The next logical step of those
who would exclude the political

parties from direct organizational
part in the unemployed united
front is to exclude the trade and
labor unions. And the Lovestone
group proposes exactly this

!

Vet the failure of the labor un-
ions to rally behind a united front
of the unemployed is a basic cause
of the movement's weakness today.
The unions and the unemployed
must be linked organizationally for
the objectives of the united front.

Moreover, such a correct relation

within the united front should be
an excellent means for organizing
the unorganized unemployed, which
means the overwhelming bulk, into

the unions. An unemployed work-
er is no less a worker because he
is unemployed, and there is not less,

but mora need to organize him into

a labor union in his interest as
well as iu the interest of the em-
ployed worker to preserve and
better working conditions.

Lastly, from a fundamental view,

ultimate class solution of unem-
ployment is the way to advance
the cause of the workers. Direct
participation of the Communist
parly, the Communist League of

America (Opposition], the socialist

In the discussion which followed

the report, not a single person

touched upon this important ques-

tion. They either did not under-
stand it, or did not consider it

important enough, or maybe it was
a lack of faith. The ball was tossed
back and forth from the section to
the district and back. The section
organizers blamed the district for

lack of guidance and the district

representatives in turn "proved"
this false and "showed" that it was
the incompetence and negligence of , why do the Communists bring all
the section itself. The rank and possible support on behalf of the
file was too bewildered to even take unemployed? Because we must de-
tbe floor. In such manner was this' velop, in whatever way is permitted,
vital question confronting the ILD their political, their class conscious-
discussed.

In his summation, Ballam ad-
mitted that he had not dealt with
the quiSstion of the Right wing
unions, but that was not because
he did not think it important—he
did not state just why he had omit-
ted it—he was all for activity with-
in the Right wing unions.
But that is not enough. It is

necessary that a thorough discus-
sion iu all branches bike place and
that the membership fully under-
stand and realize the serious mis-
takes of the past, who is responsible
for them and what must be done
now. It is only on this basis—and
not on orders of turns from above
— tha.t the ILD can actually make
a new start along a correct path.

— F.

ness. Otherwise, the actions and
aims of the unemployed will prove
valueless in a lasting sense. The
class question must be raised, even
as in the trade unions, or the really
worth-while and positive side of
the unemployed movement will be
dissipated and disappear, and hard
work will have gone to naught.
We have to develop class con-

seious and revolutionary workers
in rhe unemployed movement, while
at the same time working militantly
to achieve the immediate demands
of the united front. All elements
can try their hand at the task. But
the Communist is the historical in-

strument for that task, functioning
through his party or group. This
is the standpoint of the Left Oppo-
sition.

— MARTIN ARBRN
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LEON TROTSKY

Apropos the

Foreign Policy

of the Stalinists

In the Orient the Soviet govern-

ment is prepared to sell its rights

in the Chinese Eastern Railroad.

In the Occident it is renewing the

old (ierman-Soviet treaty over Hit-

ler's signature. In the two opposite

directions of its foreign policy, the

Ktalin-Molotov government is bow-

ing before imperialism and Fascism.

The abandonment of the Chinese

Eastern Railroad does not signify

simply the loss for the workers'

state of an important economic and

WHAT'S HAPPENED
TO RAKOVfKY !

IN ILLINOIS

The question of the fate o£ Ra- pothesis which requires verification.

i'

strategic position, but the direct ^^ a!1 operation and to have been

kovsky is enveloped in a tragic

mystery. It may be stated with cer-

tainty that Rakovsky is no longer

at Barnaul, the locality of bis for-

mer deportation. Basing oneself

upon information from two differ-

ent sources, one Oppositional and
the other "official", that is, connec-

ted with the Stalinists, it may be

stated with certainty that Rakov-
sky, ill, was brought from Raruaul
to Moscow. The Oppositional source

also communicated that Rakovsky
had died in the Kremlin hospital.

According to the "'official" source,

Rakovsky is said to have under-

transfer into the hands of Japanese,

imperialism of an important instru-

ment which will on the very morrow

be directed against China and also

against the Soviet Union.

Stalin's agreement with Hitler

strengthens the position of Hitler

and cannot help reacting painfully

upon the state of spirit of the Ger-

man workers. "If the powerful

workers' state is obliged to seek

friendship with Fascist Germany,

then, that means, the position of the

Nazis "is solid." This is what every

thinking German proletariat inevi-

tably says to himself. At the mo-

ment at which the bureaucracy of

the Communist International pre-

sents the Hitler victory as a passing

incident and puts on the order of

the day, the question of the general

strike and the insurrection (on

paper), the Soviet bureaucracy finds

it indispensible to establish "nor-

mal" relations with the Fascist

dictatorship in Germany. The ac-

tions of Litvinoff-Chinchuk charac-

terize much more exactly the point

of view of the Stalinists than the

cheap literature of Manuilsky-

Kunsineii.

A revolt has taken place in Euro-

pean revolutionary circles apropos

the latest steps of the Stalinist bu-

reaucracy in foreign policy, not only

in the opposition groups by the way,

but also in the official parties. The

word "treason" is found more often,

if not in the articles, then at least

in letters and conversations.

Such protestations are not diffi-

cult to understand psychologically ;

but we cannot associate ourselves

with 'them politically. The quest-

tion of the relations between the

Soviet state and imperialism is in

it essence, a question of the rela-

tion of forces. After the Chinese

revolution in the Orient and the

powerful vanguard of the European
proletariat in the Occident were

crushed, the relation of forces be-

came brusquely modified to the

detriment of the Soviet state. To
this must be added the disastrous

internal policy, the complete attenu-

ation of the bonds between the pro-

letariat and the peasantry, between

the apparatus and the personal dic-

tator, between the party and the

proletariat, between the apparatus

and the party. Everyone of these

political causes force the Centrist

bureaucrats to batter down the op-

position and to beat a retreat before

the Mikado and before Hitler.

The Stalinist bureaucracy is re-

sponsible for the whole of its op-

portunist and adventuristic policy.

But the consequences of this policy

are no longer dependent up on their

own will. It is impossible to with-

draw at will from an unfavorable

relationship of forces. What policy

could be expected of the Soviet gov-

ernment with regard to Fascist

Germany? The breaking off of re-

lations? The boycott? These meas-

ures could not have had any sense

except as preludes for military op-

erations. Two years ago we put

forward this sort of a perspective,

not Isolated from but in direct con-

nection with a radical change of

policy in the USSR and in Germ-

(ContinuM on Page 4)

cured. Through I'Humanite, Stalin

denied in an obscure manner the

report of Rakovsky's death. Never-
theless, the leading circles say
nothing about his subsequent fate.

A well-known telegram of the

lteuter Agency, sent from Moscow,
said that "Rakovsky is practising

medicine in the Yakutsk district."

Renter could not have invented
that : it undoubtedly got the tip in

Moscow. How should these facts

be tied together? The transporta-

tion of Rakovsky from Barnaul to

the Kremlin hospital would indi-

cate, it seems, an extraordinary at-

tention paid him. In that case,

then, why was Rakovsky, after the
operation, not only not sent to the
Southern region as the doctors have
been demanding for some time now,
nor returned to Barnaul, but was in-

stead deported to the I'olar Circle,

that is, under conditions which are
fatal for him? We have no infor-

mation to explain this contradiction.
We are obliged to expound a hy-

In any case, it seems to us today

to How from the whole situation.

Itakovsky 's illness coincided in

point of time with a new wave of

anti-Trotskyist fury on the one
band, and with the negotiations be-

hind the scenes which led to the
latest capitulation of Zinoviev and
Kamenev, on the other. From the

content of the declarations of Zin-

oviev and Kamenev it is clear how
badly Stalin stands in need of

authoritative witnesses against the
iA'ft Opposition. It is hard to state

that the Stalinists utilized Rakov-
sky's illness to extort from him
some declaration or other. It is

probably towards this end that
Rakovsky was brought to the pri-

vileged Kremlin hospital, that is,

was accorded conditions which are
beyond the dreams of a deportee.

The operation, as is reported, was
successfully accomplished. Then

—

and this is quite in harmony with
the character of Stalin—the latter

must have presented Rakovsky with
a political bill to settle. Rakovsky—'and this is quite in harmony with
his character—must have indignant-
ly spurned the reckoning presented
him. That is why the old warrior
did not return to Barnaul, but was
thrown under the Polar Circle.

We can find no other explanation.
The Stalinists have every possibi-

lity of denying our hypothesis. We
will await the denial with impa-
tience, or iwrhaps our hypothesis
is too . . . optimistic, and the Stal-

inists will find it more to their ad-
vantage to remain silent.

— L. TROTSKY
Prinkipo, May 25, 1933.

HitlerPiansto KillReds
Communist Leaders Face Death on Arson Frame-Up

The barbaric fury of the Fascist challenge. There is no time to be

bandits in Germany continues un-| ]»st, we must get into motion now!

abated. 4 Communist leaders were;

condemned to death in Altona for

the crime of defending their head-

quarters and institutions against a

punitive expedition of armed Nazis

which ended in a bloody battle, on

July 17, 1932. 6 other Communists
were senteced to long prison terms
on the same count.

Meanwhile Torgler, former Com-
munist party Reichstag leader,

Dmitroff, Popoff and Taneff, Bul-

garian Communists, are standing
trial on the monstrous framed-up

P. M. A. Starts

National Drive;

Policies Differ

ASSASSINATE SEVEN P.M.A.

MILITANTS ON PICKET LINE

As we go to press, we learn of

the assassinations of seven militant

Progressive miners by company
thugs in Springfield, Illinois. The
shootings took place after a clash
between 2000 coal diggers picketing
en masse the Peerless Mine of the
Poabody Coal Co., and the com-
pany's deputizes scab herders and
gangsters.

The Progressive Miners of Amer-
ica are now facing a life and death
struggle against the operators, the
State, the sun thugs and the Lewis
machine. For the past several

weeks, the policies of the Right
wing leadership have weakened the
union and now the rank and iile

are beginning to assert themselves
in order to save the PMA. As yet,

it is by no means a losing fight.

Proper steps and correct tactics now
can make up for the lost ground
and will result in a victory and in

the development of the struggle to

a higher level.

In class struggle—against the
Peuhudy, Hortier, Lewis forces—the
PMA surged forward, and like a
flush out of the dark night heralded
a new stage in the American labor
movement. After four years of
crisis, after the American workers
had been driven back year in and
year out, when the whole class
was still in disorderly retreat from
the capitalists' onslaught on wages
and the standard of living, the Il-

linois miners called a halt and stood
their ground. This acted as a tem-
porary rallying ground for the class
as a whole. New life began to
surge, new hopes began to rise.

But as soon as the union stabi-

lised itself, the Right wing policies
in the union took shape and began
to dominate. Now it is time to call

a halt, to smash the class callabo-
ration policies and to swing out
again into the channels of <class

struggle.

The Illinois miners' revolt and
the i*rth of the Progressive Miners
of America came at a period when
the American working class was
breaking with its past and entering
a new jieriod of labor history based
upon the entirely new foundation.
This change in class relations in

America, and the contradictions it

retlects in the Progressive Miners
of America are not understood by
the majority of the leadership of
the new union. They do not under-
stand this condition and are feel-

ing their way forward the best they

Jobless Struggles Sh

Unity Need of the

arpen;

Hour
N. Y. Anti-Eviction Conference

New York, N. 1'.—More than four
hundred delegates attended the
Anti-Kvicilon and Relief Conference
called by the provisional Commit-
tee Against Evictions at Irving
Plaza on June 3rd. These delegates
came from organizations close to

or under the direct influence of the
Communist party and its unem-
ployed councils. With the excep-
tion of the Left Opposition and the
Musteites, it was a purely party
gathering.

The failure to secure the parti-

cipation of the socialist or the
Loreston ite unemployed councils
must be laid directly at the door
of fear, sabotage anil disruption on
the part of the reformists and their
close allies in this perfidious job,

the Lorestonite Right wing. What
no doubt helped the reformist mis-
leaders in refusing to participate in

a common conference and a com-
mon demonstration are the past
errors of the Stalinists for which
lliey have not yet paid in. full.

All the efforts on the part of the
Provisional United Front Commit-
tee to organize the struggle against
evictions jointly with the socialist

and Lovestonite unemployed move-
ments were in vain. Their sabotage
was consistent and to all intents
and purposes, deliberate. They, to-

other with all city-wide organiza-
tions were invited to a provisional

conference last May where a pro-

gram, a series of demands and a
plan ot action were to be elaborated.
The socialists and their unemployed
leagues were conspicuous by their

absence. The Lovestonites came but 1 New York, N. Y.
withdrew after tiie provisional!

F(J(J1.

conference rejected their unaccept-
1 pi livi>(j

Demonstrations

New York End

Alarming Disunity

in

in

thousand New York unem-
deraonst rated on Tuesday,

able demands to exclude all poll-
Jull(! Ttli . foi. illlmi^i ft1l , ilMe^ Te.

tieai or^ trade union bodies. . „rf fn ,m „„. , government!
But this was hardly the worst of te delegations appeared before

the actions of the reformists, whose, tnc BoslY(i (|f ,,:slilJ tl , wjth
whole policy has helped to divide

i

the unemployed to the great satis-

faction of Tammany Hall. Thei

posals for relief. A joint committee
i
beaded by Norman Thomas, and

their

participation

own. They objected to the 1

the
of political organiza-

representing the Workers Commit-
tee on Unemployment (Socialists),

Workers Unemployed league

lions in the provisional united front
but they sat side by side with the
socialist i>arty in the conference of
i heir own calling. What the re-

formists really bad objection to was
the militant Left wing organiza-
tions.

Not content with this miserable
record of sabotage the Right wing-
ers, in mortal dread of the program
of the Ix*ft wing militants and their
effectireness in action, excluded the
complete delegation of the Provi-
sional United Front body from their
conference. The revolt simmered
among the rank and file of the so-
cialist gathering against this split-
ting .tactic. They moved the re-

(Continued on Page 4)

Borders Loses in Split
Majority of Group Refuses to QuitJobless Federation

Springfield, 111.—The Workers'
Committee, led by Karl Borders,
was the main organizing force of
the Chicago unemployed conference
on June 13th, which ended in a
broad united front of the existing

can. Quite often they take a few ,
"""m^ed organizations and the
establishment ot a National Unem-steps backwards. No one can place,

, ,„,,..
too much blame upon this leader-

™'d ^f^™-
ship. Rather, one must look to the'

lne cail for the «>»'erence stated

vanguard of the working class and
,i,ilt no t

'ummulilst woui(i b^ seated,

find out how they have understood :
The 1>ress TOPoi

'

ts further empha-

the situation. j

sized this fact and the credentials

,, ,

'

„ „ „ .committee appointed by the Borders'Only one current of Communism,
| t

.(>mmittoe iffnored the t.redentials
the Left Opposition understood this

, the ^employed Councils and
situation, laid the theoretical foun- fra ,wnl

u

m^a{cs from the WOTt_

„ One of the deputies was seriously
datl«»n t«r »»ei-ise of the new union, !

(,rs - political organizations until a
charges of the burning of the Reich-! injured in the mellee. The opera-

}usl
*)
s *h?

-Illinois mines laid it m
! heated, three hour discussion on the

stag early this year.

It is well known that this conflag-

ration was a maneuver of the Hit-

lerites to suppress and drive the

tors have ealled in the National a material way through the blood
j
credentials committee report ob-

Guard from Taylorville to "handle"
ot their ranks

- AI1 other Commu-!
the situation.

In the coming issue of the Mill

-"• „i,. ,. « . c , , ^ „ lained a majority vote against themnst currents failed miserably. The and f((r the ^f of ^ delegate*
IiH_

Lovestonite, Right wing Commu- lm.seilt

,
titnt we expect to carry a full ac-

" is,St ty thls daJ' do "ot ucder-
Communists underground. This has'

t
. unt'of this latest example of the

siaild wi,i!t the struggle is about
been exposed even by reactionary! miners' dogged persistance and her-

and i,lste!ld have lost themselves
bourgeois journalists. The date of oism in ln( , fign(; aga inst the des-
the trial is kept secret and any
German attirney attempting to de-

fend them is threatened with death.

Rut no attorney and no legal de-

fense, important as this is, can res-

cue Torgier and his comrades from
the hands of the Fascist butcher.

The masses must be rallied—inter-

national support and gigantic pro-

test meetings and demonstrations
will save the Communists from a
bloody death. Now is the time to

act!

An immediate united front move-
ment of all working class organi-

zations along the style of the

Italian anti-Fascist movement must
be called into being to organize a
powerful defense. The Fascist ter-

ror in Germany is of direct concern
to the American workers irrespec-

tive of political creed. The per-

secution of Torgler is a direct

paratc onslaught of the bosses and
their State.

in tiie fetishism
unionism. They

of fear of dual
say the miners

(Continued on Page 4)

This first victory against the
Right wing was an open revolt of
that very select conference called
by the Borders' Committee itself.

It was a revolt of delegates from
all parts of thc country who rea-

Chen Du Siu Sentenced to Thirteen Years

Join Anti-Fascist Rally Today I
f

Endorsed by the IWW, Commu-
nist Party of America, Conference

of Progressive Labor Action, Trade
Union Unity League, Communist-
Anarchist Group Vanguard, Amal-

gamated Food Workers, Communist
League of America (Opposition),

Local 1 2 A. C. W. of A., Joint

Board ILGWU, Jewish Workers
and People's Committee Against

Fascism, a cail for an international

mass demonstration In front of the

Italian Fascist Consulate has just

been issued by the Italian United

Front of Anti-Fascist Action.

As explained in the call, the pur-

pose of the demonstration is to pro-

test against the intensified perse-

cution of political prisoners at the

hands of Mussolini's blackshirts;

to demand the immediate and un-
conditional release of Antonio
Gramsci, Communist leader and
Sandro Pertini, socialist—dying in

the Fascist dungeons ot Turi and
Pianosa; of Velia Matteotl and Her
two children held as virtual hos-

tages i" Eome ; of Gino Licetti, an-

archist; of Vodisea, republican; of

all political prisoners; to fight

against Mussolini's war Intrigues.

June 10th coincides with the bar-

barous assassination of Giacomo

Matteoti. It must be made the
starting point of a country-wide agi-

tation against the bioody persecu-

tion of Anti-Fascist workers. The
Italian United Front of Anti-Fasc-
ist Action is at wori with the
active cooperation of the above-
mentioned political parties and
economic organizations to assure
the success of the June 10th dem-
onstration which must echo in the
Fascist consulate—bureau of Fasc-
ist espionage in New York—with
the militant protest of thousands
of workers of all nationalities.

According to the call issued, the

concentration point will be at 79th
Street, between York and First

Avenues. All workers are called on
to be there at 11 a. m. sharp, with
banners and placards. From the
point of assemblage, the workers
will march in mass formation to

70th Street and Lexington Avenue,
passing before the Italian Fascist

consulate and returning to 79th St.,

where a huge mass meeting will

he held with speakers in English

and Italian.

All workers organizations are
urged to participate in the prepara-
tions for this mass demonstration.

(Press Release)

Comrade Chen Du-Siu, secretary
of the Left Opposition (Trotskyist)
faction of the Chinese Communists
has been sentenced to 13 years im-
prisonment, with deprivation of his

civil rights for 15 years (whatever
that may mean in China), upon the
conclusion of his trial before Judge
llu Shan-Ching, chief of the crimi-

nal section of the Kiangsu High
Court. Together with Chen Du-Siu
ten others went on trial on April
15fh at Nanking, China. They were
accused of crimes under articles 2
and ti under the law governing
Emergency Punishment of Crimes
Endangering the State.

Chen Du-Siu, who has been In

prison since his arrest last October,

throughout his imprisonment and
during his trial worthily upheld the

best traditions of the Communist
movement. From a comrade in

China we have received word today

concerning the trial and its out-

come. This comrade writes:
'The Chinese Communist Party

lias opened up a slander campaign
against Chen and the Left Opposi-

tion, thereby aligning itself with
the vicious butchers of the Kuomin-
tang ... In thc court he (Chen)
was calm, dignified and courageous
—nothing cringing or apologetic in

his demeanor. What a contrast with
the attitude displayed by some offi-

cial C.P. members who fall into the
clutches of the Kuomintang, especi-

ally the newer recruits of recent

years, the functionaries, the poli-

tically immature ! We have also

the recent example of Huan Ping,
(Stalinist leader) who, (this has
been confirmed) capitulated under
torture to the Kuomintang, and
wrote denunciations of Communism
in the Kuomintang press . . . During
the past two years the ranks of
the Chinese party have been thinned
almost to the vanishing point by
the betrayals of traitors and spies."

Chen Du-Siu made a lengthy ad-

dress in his own defense before the
court. Opening his speech, comrade
Chen asked the judges whether the

Court was a tribunal of the nation
or merely a partisan tribunal of the
reactionary Kuomintang.
Chen went on to submit that op-

position to the Kuomintang or the
National Government could not be
construed as "endangering the
State"—the offense with which he
was charged. He outlined the rea-
sons why lie was opposed to the
existing regime. From the columns
of the Central China Post, Hankow,
issue of April 25th, we read

:

'Chen claimed that the nation
had now reached a most critical
phase of its history and that it
would be criminal for the people
to remain in the present state of
inaction. He claimed that it was
out of patriotic motives that he had
opposed the present ruling class,
and that it was he and his comrades
and not the present rulers that had
really the interests of the people at
heart."

Questioned concerning the activi-
ties of the Left Opposition (Trotsky
group) in China, Chen stated the in-
formation was contained in docu-
ments already in the Court's poses-
sion. The aim of the Trotskyists,
he said, was to relieve the masses
from their suffering. He stated that

f»TTTTT
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there was no possibility of a com-
promise between the Communists
and Capitalists, and that the Commu-
nists and working class would have
to use force against the Capitalist

system in order to achieve political

power.
The Court put the following ques-

tionto comrade Chen: "Is it not the
ultimate object of the Trotsky fac-

t ion of the Communist party to

overthrow the Kuomintang and the
National Government, and to estab-

lish a Dictatorship of the Workers
and Peasants?"
"Of course, it is," was the un-

perturbed answer made by Chen as
well as other co-defendants when
similar questions were put to them
by the Court.

When the lawyer for the defense
endeavored to make a legalistic

plea on behalf of Chen and his co-

defendants to tiie effect that Chen
thus far had only opposed thc Na-
tional Government of the Chinese
bourgeoisie and war lords by propa-
ganda and not by deed and direct
action, Chen repudiated his coun-
sel's arguments. He said that the
political arguments submitted by
his counsel had been made without
consulting him.
Chen Du-Siu declared, upon ex-

amination, that he had been secre-

tary of the Chinese Communist
Party hut had been expelled fof
political differences, and was aligned
with the Left Opposition.

Resides Chen Du-Siu, others of
thn Loft Opposition were examined,
and made speeches before the Court.
Among them were Peng Shih-chlh,

who bitterly attacked the Kuomin-
tang and the existing government.
Peng is a Communist leader of old
standing. He also addressed the
Court after the manner of comrade
Chen. The court room was packed
to full capacity.

At the time of receiving this in-

formation from our Chinese com-
rades, the trial of the other com-
rades was still going on.

— A.

lizeii that Communists cannot be
excluded from the Unemployed
Federation,

After lhe report of the creden-
tials' committee, the conference
divided into two sections, the Right
and the Left, with plenty of strug-

gles wilbin these two main floor

tendencies in the caucuses and
committees.
The determining factors of the

Left wing bloc fought for the seat-
ing of the Unemployed Council dele-
gates, for an Unemployed Federa-
tion, for the Leninist United Front
(actic as proposed by the Left Op-
position, and for an executive com-
mittee to include representatives of
all political tendencies from the
Left to the extreme Right.

The struggle to have unity on the
floor by the Left wing bloc enabled
the Left to carry every major
struggle and thereby, to take
another step forward and to save
the conference from any reactionary
decisions.

After the committee reports were
amended, they were then adopted
unanimously, except that of the con-
stitution committee, with Dennis
Butt as chairman, which received
a vote of 87 to 17.

This means that the Right wing
ciidorsed the decisions of the con-
ference which it had called.

Now we are informed by Borders
and his committees that they are
splitting away and that they advise
others to do the same.
The Borders Committee desired

mechanical control of tiie Executive
Committee. When it could not ob-
tain this and when the enemies of
working class unity, who fear unity,
put pressure on Borders, lie at-
tempts to split our ranks.
Borders learned a second lesson

this time. First he learned that

(Continued on Page 4)

i (.Socialists |, and the Association of

]
the Unemployed ( I.ovestonite con-
trolled) ; a committee from the Left
Willi; unemployed conference for im-
mediate relief; and a delegation of
clergymen and social workers ap-
peared before the Board of Esti-
mate to present their proposals for
relief.

Kfl'orts had been made previously
to unite the three workers unem-
ployed groups in a common action
for relief. The Socialists and the
Lorestoilettes had demanded that a
precondition for the united front be
the absence of any political banners
at the demonstration. This the Left
wing conference refused. The latter

decided to join tiie demonstration
of the other groups but mari'b under
their own banners and hare their
own delegation at lhe Board of
ICstimate.

As the delegations went into City
Hail, the Right wing workers
marched past the square to Battery
Park while the Left wing workers,
who were standing in line on the
east side of City Hall waiting for

their delegates to return, greeted
the other procession with fraternal
slogans of: "Join tiie united front,"

"Lonsf lire the unity of the working
class," etc.

When the Left wing delegation
came out of City Hull the demon-
strators marched to Battery Park
to join the meeting tiiat was taking
place there. As the two demonstra-
tions met at Battery Park, Carl
Winter, of the Unemployed Council
jumped on the speakers' truck of
the Right wing meeting. A howl
went up from the Left wing work-
ers for Winter to be given permis-
sion to speak. This was refused.
When Jack Rubenstein, of the As-
sociation of the Unemployed—

a

Lovestoneite was introduced as a
speaker, lie was heckled and then
the wire of the loud-speaker was
cut!
Winter was raised on tiie should-

ers of several workers and carried
away a couple of yards where he
began a counter meeting! In vari-
ous sections of the demonstration
small scrimmages and near fist

lis' its took place. The Socialists
and Left wing workers were hurling
invectives and epitiiets at one an-
other. Party members who wanted
to maintain order, formed a ring
around the demonstration so as to
keep the enraged socialists from
joining!

The Left Opposition participa-
ted In the demonstration. A leaflet
on the united front for immediate
jobless relief was distributed. Many
of these leaflets were torn by party
members and physical provocation
was attempted. Despite this, a
goodly number of Left wing work-
ers joined the Left Opposition sec-
tion of the demonstation and fol-
lowed our lead in making the

(Continued on Page 4)

ess Force Relief in L. A.
Los Angeles, Cal.-—An event has

taken place in the city of Los An-
geles (White Spot) on May 29th,
which is making history for this
region.

Up til! about four weeks ago, the
organized unemployed were receiv-
ing 40 to 50,000 gallons of skimmed
milk, which was given to them for
distribution by the Food Admistra-
tion. Out ot the clear blue sky this

distribution of the milk was stopped
with no tangible reason given..

A committee of men were elected
at a meeting of the County Council
of the ILC/R-A. (United Coopera-
tive Relief Association! to inves-
tigate why tnis supply of milk had
been stopped. After being shunted
about from office to office, a promise
was finally elicited from one of the
heads of the Food Administration
that within 2-1 hours new appropria-
tions would be made to provide this
supply of milk. To make a long
story short, this promise along with
many others relating to the ques-
tion of the state and to the unem-
ployed was juggled about until all

supposed, formal, legal methods
were well nigh exhausted.

At a meeting of the council of
City Units (the progressive body of

the U.C.R.A.) a committee of wo-
men was selected with comrade
Jane Rose as chairman. Two mass
meetings of women and children
were held at which a decision was
made that on Monday the 29th, all
women and children of the organi-
zation be assembled at one of tiie
units and ride down the main thor-
oughfare in open trucks, with pla-
cards and signs reading: "We de-
mand milk!", "Thousands of gal-
ions of milk are being poured down
the sewers—AVhy V", etc.

The police, directing traffic along
Broadway (the main thoroughfare)
were completely bewildered and
stood at their jxists gaping. The
procession moved down the crowded
streets, thousands of people looking
on with wonder' on the sidewalks.
When the truck reached the meet-
ing place of the Board of Super-
visors they were greeted by "Red"
Ilynes and a number of uniformed
and plain clothes officers.

Committee Arrested
Upon alighting from the trucks,

the committee headed by Jane Rose,
Mrs. Robinson from one of the
Negro units and Mrs. Rhea were

(Continued on Page 2)
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LEAGUE ACTIVITIES T.U.U.C Attacks

Left Wing in the

Furniture Union
A Calendar of

Effective Action

Minneapolis, Minn.—Karly in Ap-

ril, me lieruiun Campaign ol the

Jlinncapolls liranch ol the Commu-

nist League was the "talk of tins

toivu," among tho parly members

and Ihe cias* conscious workers in

the labor mou .u. .a hero. 'I'hu Jloo-

ucy conlerouce was under way. The

Lett uppositioh was seated in this

conference before the party ollicialiy

showed ils lace in it. uur delegates,

(J. Skogiund, O. Coover, and (J-

Dunne, played an important part

in building this movement from the

\ery_ Uay they entered it, though

Spec tor, of the Party, had initiated

it on iua way East from the West

Uuust.t The City Licciiou Campaign

was mi with ihe League correctly

criticizing the opportunism of the

natty m the Workers United i'ront

Idled ion Ticket Conference. 'The

cull lor the May Day Lnited Front

had nocii issued bj [hi; party. Here

is a calendar week by week;

March 30th: Issued hist state-

ment upon (he Workers Ticket Uni-

ted Front maneuver of parly with

the politically unreliable Waiter

FmiiK. Kntered the Mooney con-

ference, oat comrades were placed

on transportation, Ug day, and City

Auditorium Meeting committees, iie-

cruited three members lor branch.

Held Tag Day collection lor Mili-

tant on Sunday.

April tth: L. l_>. instrumental in

adding a trade union and W. C.

Branch to Mooney conference. Its

members on Committee which got

permits for City-Wide Tag Day and

use of City Auditorium. Was seated

in May Day Conference of parly

and its members were active visit-

ing organizations for further dele-

gates. Comrade Skogluud made
motion in Mooney cunieveuce that

endorsed the May Uuy movement

and aililiated this body with it.

Brunch donated ?o.00 to May Day
Conference. Two comrades joined

U. C. and were active in same, one

being manager of the Hanger fight-

er, its locai organ, for his section.

April 13tli : League member elec-

ted for U. C. to Mooney conference,

and made member of ils District

Council. Three members active in

only 1L1) branch, wrote resolutions

on Scoltsboro and spoke at two
Negro churches on same question.

One comrade elected to May Day
Conference from 1LD branch.

April ZOtlu League participated

en masse in Mooney City-Wide Tag
Day, had 21 collectors out of about

W participating. Brought in about

one-third of all It.e money collected.

Meanwhile its delegatus in confer-

ence on a committee with two trade

unionists and one party member
collected some $70.00 from solicita-

tion of prominent individuals and

received pledges for considerably

more money. One comrade elected

from ILD branch to Chicago Moo-
ney Congress, another elected from

party-controlled John Heed Club to

Chicago, another from a Coal Dri-

vers' organization, a supporter of

L. O., was promised and elected in

one of the largest Workmen's Circle

Branches by our comrades in there.

The City Mooney conference elected

one of our comrades, C. Skoglund.

The party sabotaged his election

but was powerless because of his

leadership and activity in confer-

ence. Proposed that Mooney Con-

ference support May- J Jay Demon-
stration with Jij.lM) donation, accep-

ted. The total amount of money
col feeted by May Day Conference

for expenses was $a .00. L. O. was
instrumental in collecting about

one-third of this fund also.

April 27tli: Week of May Day.
Mooney conference included about

17 local trade unions. Two L.O.

comrades were on its executive of

five. In last conference before Chi-

cago our comrade, O. Coover, ran

against the party organizer, J. Kar-

son, for chairman of send-off meet-

ing, lost after splitting votes with

the Parly candidate, 15 to 13. Our
delegate in May Day Conference

was on committee that gave reply

lo the S. P.'s refusal to have a joint

-May Day demonstration. All League
members inarched in May Day pa-

rade. We had several banners with

our slogans and name. ' Following

evening we held our indoor May Day
celebration meeting in the Court

House, where between 40-tiO work-

ers heard our position upon the

United Front, Germany, and C. I.

May 5th: The comrades from

Chicago Mooney Congress gave re-

ports in their respective organiza-

tions upon the Congress from the

Left Oppositionist point of view.

They were : in the City conference,

the John Heed Club, and the local

1LI) branch. The Branch issued a

second lengthy statement upon the

party election policy and pledged

again its supiiort for I lie Communist
candidates, while criticizing the op-

portunism of the party policy and
tactics in the elections. Uur Jewish

comrades were active in a broad
milled front against German Fasc-

ism, which included every Jewish
workers' organization. Here we
found the opportunism of I he party

running rampant, side by side with
adventurism.

May 9th: Our activity in the vari-

ous united fronts with the party

resulted in causing much talk

and excitement in party ranks.

Branch decided to use contacts to

build fraction of League in party.

There had been expulsions and much
threatening of members by the local

bureaucrat s. The City primary
elections had taken place and the

party had made a bad showing com-

pared with elections prior to 1031,

despite the false covering the party

put around itseif in this election,

running its candidates under the

\ name. United Front Workers Tick-

et, and the opportunist propaganda
around ils 'iuimcdi(ate demands."
Decided to issue statement on He-

snlts of l-Ilection and indicate line

Cor parly in the General election,

June laiii. In Mooney conference

three comrades were elected on

committee to arrange meeting for

Congress reports. Our comrades in

1LD initiated a welcome meeting

tor I he ILD. D. O. Davis, who was
released from jail that week. Meet-

ing was successful. Three comrades
>poke in a meeting of 125 Railroad

workers, arranged to discuss the

Wage Quesiiou. Our comrades in

the Unemployed Councils were ac-

tive, one being elected on the City

Council, another elected to a district

council. On Sunday, lifteen com-

rades turned out for a Tag Day
collection lor the German Opposi-

tion press and collected $24.32.

And so we progress. We have

from day to day seen direct results

from our activities. This has en-

couraged as to more activity. Our
idiau and our example to the party

nien/ieis is dulling the edge of the

weaiHiu of slander the Stalinist bu-

reaucrats use against us. Our press

and leaflets are being read daily

in every corner of the party halls

and headquarters. Germany, the

united front tactic, and "inuer-party

democracy" is worrying the party

leadership here as much as it inter-

ests the rank anil tile members.

— C. FOItSE.N

A "Postscript

Amteron

Jobless Force

Relief in Los Angeles

(Continued from page lj

immediately arrested by the Red
Simad. Afler this one of the finest

•peetacles of working class mili-

tancy occurred. About 1D0 women
and as many kids piled off the

t rucks, surrounded the police car

and demanded to be arrested along

wilh the committee. Here ensued

an unusual occurrence. Ilynes'

thugs were absolutely ilabbergast-

ed. They didn't know what to do
in the lacs of the tremendous crowd
assembled. Any attempt at the

usual violence would have precipi-

tated a light such as Los Angeles

has never seen. In fact, the subse-

quent attempt to disperse these wo-
men and kids only resulted in their

militant resistance. Kmpty milk
bottles were used freely by the wo-

men and the kids, who couldn't

reach high enough kicked the shins

of the police and the lted Sijuad

thugs.

The committee was then released

stud ushered into the chambers
where the Hoard of Supervisors

were in session. The entry of the

committee was greeted by a con-

fused exchange of whispers on the

part of the supervisors. The com-
mittee demanded to be heard and
the Board of .Supervisors immedi-
ately suspended all other business.

This body treated to a barrage of

speeches carrying a clear and open
challenge, which was topped by a

concise analysis of the class nature
of the unemployed movement and
i he need of organized working class

pressure. Afler a lengthy si*>cch

by Jane Rose, a motion was made
to adjourn for lunch.

Demand Continuation of Hearing
This was done with the object

in view that the calling of a recess

would result in the demoralization

of the demonstrators. When the

session was renewed after two
hours adjournment, the committee
of women reached in, in a body, and
proceeded to demand a continuation
of the hearing which was granted.

Afler several others of the women
had 1 alien the lloor for a number
of, hours, comrade Jane Rose sum-
marized with the warning that any
indefinite promi-.es would result in

a demonstration at the next session

of thousands of women and child-

ren instead of hundreds.

A motion was immediately made
by the chairman of the body of

Supeivisurs, Shaw, to the effect:

"that the Board of Supervisors in-

structs the Food Administration
niiice lo furnish whatever amounts
of milk may lie required by all the

units of the unemployed organiza-
tion of I/os Angeles County."
This demonstration was the first

effective one of its kind carried on
by the unemployed as a result of

the initiative of a few members of

the Communist League of America
(Opposition). Los Angeles branch.
It implies a sharp line of departure
from the previous class collabora-

tion policies which dominated the
life of this unemployed organiza-
tion.

Without the calling of a formal
united front, the committee elected

by the women represented practic-

ally every phase of (he Los Angeles
labor movement. They worked co-

hesiveU- and accomplished marve-
lous organizational result". Out of

this movement grew the organiza-
tion of a Wdmeiis' Council of the
('.(Mi.A., which bids fair to he-

come a vital force in forwarding
the class sf niggle concepts of tho
unemployed.

— S. M. ROSR

DEMOCRACY IN ILLINOIS

Determined that the miners shall

hold no gathering to discuss their

own affairs. Sheriff Robinson, tool

of the coal o|>eralors, refused the
request of local union, 1TS2 UMWA,
Royal ton, III., to hold a meeting
to vole funds for payment of taxes
on their hall. Hitler must have
obtained some of his ideas from
''democratic" Illinois.

The policy of craft unionism iulo

which the Stalinists are slowly

pushing the Furniture Workers in-

dustrial Union—as exemplified by

the Newport strike (see Militant

of April loth, 11J33J—has received

the otlicial approval of the Trade
I'nion Unity Council in its decision

dually reuuered in burocratic fash-

ion three weeks after the strike was
over—almost two months after the

Left wing appeal was raised in the

union.

in presenting their conservative

viewpoint in the form of a decision

against the appeal of Sol Lankiu,

secretary oi tlic union, it was nec-

essary lor them lo resort to childish

distortions and falsifications on the

. Lett wing proposals in order to vin-

dicate themselves.
Vvlien the Newport framemakers

si ruck in April we immediately pro-

posed "that no man in the shops

which wo control be allowed to up-

nolsier a frame which comes from
the Newport Furniture Company
and is made by scabs." We don't

know exactly whether it was simply

because we proposed it, or whether
they are inherently against a Lett

wing policy, but at any rate, they

ipticlily defeated our motion and
carried a proposal for a mere
"propaganda campaign" against

Newport frames, leaving it up to

the individual worker whether or

not to work on these frames. Now
every rebel worker knows that soli-

dariiy between the crafts of an in-

dustry is the ABC of industrial

unionism. Unless this solidarity is

manifested in action, the Industrial

union forfeits its right to the name
and starts back on the road that
leads lo tho swamp of craft union-

ism.

Call Proposal "General Strike"

ft is because they felt the cor-

rectness of our viewpoint and the

effect that our appeal for solidarity

had upon the workers that the

1'1'1,'C was obliged to distort our
proposal into a Utopian call for a
"general strike of the industry," and
then proceeded with the fierceness

of a Jeremiah to flay this alleged

position of the Left wing.
"A general strike in an industry

where our union has not yet control
over the workers," runs the post-

mortem strike decision of the
TUUC, "can only be an empty
phrase and secondly, cannot be car-
ried out in a burocratic fashion due
to wishes." We are happy to see

tho apparatus men acknowledge
that a general strike cannot be car-

ried out by burocratic wishes. It

marks n step forward. This does
not prevent them, however, by bu-
rocratic wish, from striking out of
the union records the proposals of

i he Left wing. The practice of
striking out all defeated motions
(minority proposals) from the rec-

ords of the union is unprecedented
even in tho A. F. of L. and lias no
place in our ranks. Only by fighting

against such non-democratic meth-
ods in the Left wing unions will

the class conscious workers be
drawn into the movement.

Militant Attacked
Wit h naive indignation against

(he publicity appearing in the Mili-
tant on the yuestiou of the strike,
the Trade Union Unity Council
"further condemns the articles

signed by Lunkih in the Militant
in which he accuses the union of
craft union practices and which ac-
tually in its contents condemns the
union leadership for refusing soli-

darity action and also for publish-
ing this slanderous attack before
even appealing to the TUUC."
These charges are manufactured

out of the whole cloth and once
more indicate the need to cover up
a false policy. It was not until
afler the appeal made in April was
ignored and left unanswered during
a strike in which every hour count-
ed, that Laukin finally stated the
Left wing point of view in the col-

umns of the Militant {April 15th).
This article sounded the clarion call

of unity and solidarity of all fur-
niture workers during a strike of
one craft. The TUUC, on the other
hand, did not see fit to act on the
strike policy until three weeks af-
ter the strike was over.
The right lo publish views on the

strike and the movement generally
in the working class press, and es-
pecially in the revolutionary press,
cannot be abrogated simply because
the facts in the articles do: nk)t

complement the leadership. The lo-

gical outcome of that position would
be to insist on the mechanical ac-
ceptance of Stalinism as a pre-
requisite for membership in the in-

dustrial union. Discrimination or
persecution of workers who do not
bold the same views as the leader-
ship will not build the union. It
is a direct violation of the indus-
trial union program, and would cut
off all possibilities for the move-
ment to broaden out. More than
that, it would reduce it to even a
thinner shadow of the official Com-
munist party and its sympathizers.

It is the aim of the Left wing
group to prevent this and to help
build a militant movement in the
furniture industry.

For the Left wing group,
SOL LANKIN
CARL COWL

(Next week's issue of the Militant
will contain a reix>rt of the uphol-

sterers unity negotiations)

Unfortunately, we- are forced to

set aside a little space to some idle

and premature gloating by that old,

inimitable goosomaster, the vener-

able Israel Amter. In the Daily

Worker of Monday, June 5, under

the title "Renegade Cliques at the

Unemployment Conference," our

own Ichabod Crane takes the Left

Opposition fraction on one of his

headless "rides." lie Kays that a

-i'rotskjite"' proposed a resolution

on long term credits to the Soviet

Union and that this resolution was

amended by the Stalinists to read:

where Ihey are building socialism

and have already abolished unem-

ployment." Then, shedding a few

crocodile tears for the poor plight

of ourselves, the followers of Leon

Trolsky, having to "swallow" this,

he tells us that the "Trotskyite"

on the Committee opposed this

amendment on the ground that it is

impossible to build socialism in one

country, saying that he would vote

against it. But, afler consultation

with his caucus," he relumed say-

ing he would vole for it, etc. Quite

A Fighting Farmer

Subscribes: Are

You a Subscriber?

We print below a letter we re-

ceived from one of our subscriber

friends in the middle West. The

letter is ant' of many. All these

letters tell the same story. The
Militant is important to these work-

ers because it gives them a Marxist

understanding of working class

problems.
Are you one of these workers?

Do you read I he Militant every

week or only now and then? Events

are moving rapidly. No class con-

scious workers can afford to take

an indifferent attitude toward the

developing world situation. He
should read the Militant regularly.

The rates are so priced as to

make if imssible for everyone who
is working to subscribe : $2 a year

for fifty two issues; $1 a half year

for twenty six issues and fifty cents

for a trial sub of 13 issues.

A LETTER FROM SO. DAKOTA
Strool, S. D., May 2S, HK13.

The Militant

Comrades:
I received the notice that my

jsub has expired. U's Miller sub-

scribed for me for six months and

AMONG THE YOUTH

a jam for the Left Opposition - It
forpi , ten how 'long it ran-

takes an Amter to draw the noose ^.^ &£ mm.
jiig ^ f;|st (hMe

so tight.

Only . . . comrade Amter laughed

too soon. If he weren't the Ichabod

Crane that he is, he might have

asked himself a few questions first.

For instance, why is it that only

now, after the Five Year I'lan has

been completed, after four years of

crisis and unemployment, after

years of agitation by the Left Oppo-

sition, this slogim of long term

credits has finally been accepted by

the party'; Further, why it was
left to a Left Oppositionist to pro-

pose it? Still further, how the

Statutist bureaucracy in Moscow,
which ditched this slogan of mili-

tant revolutionary action for back-

door maneuvers with the capitalist

government, would react to Amter's

own belated boldness? The joke is

on Israel himself, if the truth must
be told.

I'.ut, a word on the action of the

Left OpiHisilion caucus at the ad-

vent uristk- bungling of the bureau-

cratic centrism In Russia itself;

instead of felling the American
workers, that because of this and

because of the rise of Fascism in

Uermany -for which Stalinism like-

wise bears its share of responsibi-

lity—the world imperialists, Wall
.Street in the lead, are more ready

tor bloody, open intervention!!

against the workers fatherland than

tor I he extensions of credit to it;

instead of telling the American
workers, (hat due lo these dangers,

the laud of the Soviets is more in

need of their active help than ever,

in their day to day struggles, in

the struggle against unemployment
—that instead of ail this: the

epigones of Stalinism in America
merely cover up the dangers and

days that the time slips by on a

person. I am a sheep man and I

will have some coin in a few days

when i sell my wool and I will send

you two dollars for another year if

yon will please continue the paper.

Right now I am broke.

Since reading the Militant I can

see your iHisition and the position

of the party and I look forward to

the coming of each copy. It grinds

on me that there has to be so damn
much friction in the ranks of the

rebels but when we look back over

the pages of history, I think the

old sap head people are doing

pretty good to have taken over one
country and held power as long as

this. I can plainly see how the

rest of the world might jump on

the neck of the USSR and try to

take it away from the people but
the people at home might raise a

little hell too.

Out here we are organizing the

farmers into local committees of

action—we are building the Soviets

and the farmers don't realize it yet.

I find that we can organize just as

fast as we can get them. Our pro-

gramme is to resist evictions and
to secure necessary relief in the

form of work or cash.

Although the work has just start-

ed we are going along at a rapid

rate, considering the distance be-

tween the neighbors and the fact

that there have been so few evic-

tions. I find thai the young fellows

are keen for action although they

don't fake any active part ill meet-
ings.

I suppose yon nro aware of tho

National Committee for Action in

Washington and the relief confer-

own bankruptcy.

The Left Opposition made the

concession and voted for the reso-

lution as amended because the con-

cession of the Stalinists to the point

of view of the Left Opposition was
all the greater. Once again the

Stalinists in America voted for a
slogan proposed by the I.cft Oppo-

sition which they had previously

denounced as "counter-revolution-

ary i" In voting for this slogan of

the Left Opposition, they at the

same time dealt a terrific blow to

the theory of socialism in one

country and to the knee-bending
reactionary diplomacy of Stalin,

subordinating' back-door deals with
the bourgeois governments to the

revolutionary solidarity of the in-

ternational working class—which
Hows from that illbegotfen "theory."

That was what was really inyolved.

And that was a genuine victory for
1

Communism and a real step for-

ward for the Left wing of Ameri-
can labor in the struggle against
unemployment and capitalist misery.

— Ed.

pend on non-party

men to carry on the work in the

field because there arc not enough
party men to go around. I don't

belong to the party but I have been
drawn into the work and will end
up in jail one of these days but
they can't put us all in.

After we get organized here so

that we have enough strength and
fhey jail anyone, we will go up to

the county seat and tear down the
jail because it Is rather weak and
it is in an inland town with a
small population.

If you have any men you can
spare you should volunteer some
help to . the National Committee
1C22II. S. W. Washington, D. C.

If you have a list of the litera-

ture and the price I would like to
have it so as 1 eould order some
a tittle later on. I want some of
Trotsky's speech at Copenhagen.

Your truly,

A.

An Open Letter to

the N.y.D. Committee

We publish below an important

letter sent by the Spartacus

Youth Club to the National Youth

Day United front Committee.

The letter speaks for itself.—Ed.

June 5, 1933.

N. Y. National Youth Day
United Front Committee:

Dear Comades,
The ypartacus Youth Club ad-

dresses this communication to you

to sharply protest the actions of

the committee in charge of the dem-
onstration held in Harlem on Na-

tional Youth Day. We wish to fur-

the protest the conduct of members
of the organization which initiated

and is in the leadership of this

united front, the Young Communist
League.
The executive committee of the

Conference had decided that vari-

ous representatives of the partici-

pating groups would speak at the

demonstration. At the last minute
it was decided that too many sjieak-

ers were scheduled and a number
of .speakers were arbitrarily elim-

inated from the list, among them
the representatives of the Spartacus
Youth Club. Itut that did not suffice.

Three or four comrades who had
not been scheduled to speak were
given the platform, clearly showing
the dishonesty of the reason for

the cutting down of the speakers
list, that is lack of time. A united

front cannot be organized on such
a basis.

Open air meetigs were held by
non-participating groups around the

demonstration. The committee re-

fused to stop them. This helped
in the general confusion and lack

of order. More important than even
that, we charge members of the

Young Communist League with vio-

lating the program of the united
front by tearing leaflets issued by
participating groups—the copies of

the Militant and Young Spartacus,

organ of the Spartacus Youth Club,
and the leaflets of the Young Com-
munist League Opposition—Love-
stone group. Despite the fact that

some fighting ensued the comrades
responsible for the demonstration
and for the conduct o£ the Y'CL
members refused to intervene. The
Red Front Fighters, under whose
initiative we do not know, formed
a cordon sanitaire around the mem-
bers of the Spartacus Youth Club
thus dividing the demonstration into

two and causing disruption. These
actions were brought to the atten-

tion of the chairman of the steering

committee and the district organi-

ser of the Young Communist
league. Both denied any know-
ledge of disorderly conduct or of

(he action of the Red Front Fight-

ers. After some persuasion, the
chairman consented to investigate,

but when he saw the circle of the
Red Front Fighters, around, our
comrades he very innocently pre-
tended indignation at us for pro-
testing against the Red Front
Fighters' participation in the dem-
onstration ! When the torn copies

of the Militant and Young Spartacus
which were lying on the ground
were shown to him, he walked away
without a word. The steering com-
mittee is responsible for the con-
duct of the Red Front Fighters.

A lynch spirit existed among the
YCL'ers. Despite the fact that the
Daily Worker, the Liberator and
other papers were distributed and
sold they refused to allow the sale

and distribution of our papers. Was
this a united front demonstration
or a meeting of the YCL and the
Communist Party?

It was solely due to the discipline

of the members of the Spartacus
Youth Club and their refusal to

be provoked which prevented an
actual riot at the demonstration.

Conference precisely detine its at-

titude toward the conduct of the

steering committee and its chair-

man at the National Youth Day
Demonstration and the conduct of

t he members of the Young Com-
munist League.
For this purpose we present the

following resolutions

:

1, The National Youth Day Uni-

ted Fi^ml Conference criticizes the

conduct of (lie steering committee
and its chairman at the Ilarlem
demoust ration for

:

(a) discriminating against speak-

ers.

(b) permitting oilier groups to

hold open air meetings around the

demonstration without control of

the steering committee;

(c| permitting the Red Front
Fighters to disrupt the demonstra-
tion by forming a ericle around the

members of the Spartacus Youth
Club;

(d) not calling to order the
members of the Young Communist
league for provoking list lights and
tearing up leallels and papers at

the demonstration. The Young Com-
munist League, as any other orga-

nization, is responsible for ihe con-

duct of its membership. We suggest

that the Young Communist League
inform its members that they must
refrain from any physical attacks

or provocations on the members of

other groups and maintain discipline

during United Front action.

'.i. We declare that every group
participating in the United Front
maintains its full right of criticism

but must refrain from any physical

attacks or provocations. That every

group has the right to sell or dis-

tribute its literature at the United
Front meetings and demonstrations
except at the time when comrades
are speaking.

4. We believe that by the adopt-

ing of this resolution we can go
ahead with our work and convert
the United Front on National Youth
Day to a broad united action

against Roosevelt's starvation pro-

gram, against Fascism, against im-
perialist war, and for the defense
of the Soviet Union, on the basis

of a concrete minimum program. If

this resolution is carried out we
can proceed with the preparations
for a conference for this purpose.
The non-Communist youth, as well

as the Communist youth organized
in the Spartacus Youth Club, will

reject the kind of united afctton

dished out in Harlem on National
Youth Day. The present confer-

ence must decisively and clearly
condemn such tactics.

Fraternally,

Perry Meyers, Sec'y

SUItSCKIBE TO THE MILITANT!

IN THE NEXT ISSIIE
The, next issue of the Militant

will contain a new article by com-
rade Trotsky on the Rrandler group
and a piece of Alfa on some new
Stalinist falsi fteations. There will
be a first-hand aecount of life in
the Reforestation "paradise."

SUBSCRIBE TO
"UNSEK WORT"

Woi'kers and friends -who rend
German and are interested in get-

ting first hand accounts of condi-

tions in Oermany can do so by
subscribing to Unser • Wort, the
illegal organ of the German Left
Opposition, published in Prague.
The paper appears every other

week. Subscriptions are for a year
only and are $2.00. Subscriptions
must be accompanied by currency.
Checks and money orders wiil not
do.

Comrades who subscribe must
take into aecount the time element
involved. They must allow time
for their subs to reach the center
here, and ten day.s for the sub to
reach Prague and on top of that
ten days to two weeks additional
for the paper to reach them. In
short, the first copy should reach
Ihe comrade about three weeks af-

ter remittance to tis.

Address all subs to Unser Wort,
care o£ the Militant, 126 East Ifith

Street, New York City.

CLASS IN "CAPITAL"
A course in Karl Marx's Capital

is being given at Ihe Labor Temple,
I4th Street and Second Ave., by
Albert Weisbord. The Course will

be held every Wednesday evening
at 8.30 from May 31st to August
1st, including 10 sessions.

The unique feature of this course
is that "Capital" will be given page
by page and the ideas explained
just as Marx gives them.

Unemployed and employed work-
ers: Demand the extension of long
term credits to Soviet Russia> which
will bring Soviet orders to open
American factories and relieve un-
employment!

National Youth Day

in Perth Amboy
Perth Amhoy—National Youth

Day in Perth Amboy, New Jersey,

resulted in one of the most brutal
attacks by the police who used tear

gas bombs, guns, nightsticks and
clubs against the workers, young
and old girls, children, women, Ne-
gro and white in order to break up
the demonstration. About 500 youth
and workers hail come to participate

in the parade from all parts of the
state of New Jersey. The YCL was
represented by Passaic, Paterson,
Jersey City, Trenton, Perth Amboy,
Newark, F.lizabefh and other cities

of the state. One of the features
was the large number of Negro
youth and children present. The
Left OptKtsition was represented by
the comrades of the Perth Amboy
unit of the Communist League of
Struggle.

The parade was formed on Elm
street ;we marched through the city

to the city field lo hold our meeting

„„ ,. , , .
, t , , and lo carry through our sport

Ihe pohce would have intervened! - .^ Tht; \ni
and the value of the united front: ^ j of âttstMn
would haw been lost

. . We demand that in the um-,^
;, g^'j^U^,,,,,' ]Whell we

ted front the participating groups:
, t„ the cif fleld al , ^ n

refrain from physical attacks or
„ ^ *

provocations which would lead to It.

We demand the right of every
participating group to sell or dis-

tribute its literature at united front

meetings or demonstrations without
interference.

We further demand that the Na-

tional Youth Day United Front

Special Offer!

RUSSIA & GERMANY
At BREST-LITOVSK

By Judah L. Magnes

A day-to-day documentary study of the negotiations between

the Gentian imperial staff and the Bolshevik delegation headed

by comrade Trotsky. Lenin, Trontky, Kamenev, Karokhan and

others move and speak through the 193 pages oi the book. What

they said and did is quoted from documents and the sources

are given.

Originally $1.00 Now .35Cloth Cover

Postage—.06 extra per copy

-PIONEER PUBLISHERS-
84 EAST 10th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

ice

up and retused to give
the marchers the use of it but after

a meeting with a committee, they
decided to let us use Coppers field

at the other end of the city.

At Coppers field the meeting was
called to order by Alexander who
was followed by Charles White, Re-
becca Grecht and Freiman. In every
way the iKilice tried to disturb the
meeting but finding they could not
do so made their plans for a regu-
lar attack. Police, dicks and thugs
of the American I#gion began to
infiltrate the demonstration and then
at a signal a group of them came
over to the platform, demanded a
permit for the meeting and kicking
over the platform began to slug the
workers. Without the slightest pro-
vocation guns were drawn, shots
fired, gas bombs hurled and a ter-

rific beating given to the workers.
Several of the comrades were badly
hurt and sent to the hospital and
nine were arrested.

Throughout the demonstration
and the events that followed the
Left Opposition, through the mem-
bers of the Communist League of
Struggle, took a very active part.

They were the last to leave the
grounds and were given responsi-
bility to take care of the affair after
it was broken up, getting bail, send-
ing out various committees to get
help, etc. There is no doubt that
the prestige of Ihe Left Opposition
was greatly raised in Perth Amboy
by our correct and prompt action.

The party members now see that
far from being counter-revolution-
ists we know how to take our place
in the front ranks of the struggle.

— SAM FISHT8K

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBES
TO THE MILITANT?
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Letters from the Nazi Inferno
Letters from Rhineland

I.

Above all, the Nazis are preoc-
cupied with preparations for the
First ol May. All the factory work-!

THeTruthAboutConditions
in the Labor Movement

era must appear at 8 a. m. sharp ., „. , .
, ,

. .v. t i i 7 ™ * Home very prominent social demo-
at their p aces of work. Then every- ^ ^ *

declaration in
body is to proceed to the public which (h ^ b m
a^!™ a,Ul fr"m theC

?. "
tLe have anything* more to do with

churches, in company with the ve-

terans' associations, etc. No one
knows where those who dissent are
to gather. It seems that several
of the stouter characters refused
to obey this injunction ; for ex-
ample, a weli known machine fac-

tory. The bosses declared against
the use of any coercion—their fac-

tory was a place of work and not
a headquarters for political assem-
blages. Aside from this, they ca-
tegorically refused to hoist the
swastika on their rooftops. The
money which had been collacted
for the purchase of the Bag was
sent buck by them.
Up to the middle of the last year,

one of our comrades was the leader
of file section in our town. A cer-

tain X. . unfurled a strong auti-

Trotsky campaign and our comrade
was not long in getting himself ex-
pelled. After his expulsion, X".

.

was appointed in his place, Even
at that time, the rank and file had
a great distrust for X.. and rose
up against the expulsion of our com-
rade. But the bureaucrats imposed
X . . upon the workers. Today, in
gratitude to the bureaucrats, X..
turns all of them over to the Storm
Troops and the concentration camps.

II.

38 police functionaries have been
summarily dismissed. The reason
for this is to be sought in the fact
that the chief of the section taught
the Sehufo ( Reichsbanner) the use
of arms. This man has tied. His
activity was betrayed by a mem-
ber of the Sehufo.
The. "nature colonies" here have

been occupied by the S. T. and the
Hitler Youth. The Nazis do not
forget anything. They are seizing
hold of all domains of life and plac-

ing them under the control of the
police.

III.

Yesterday I witnessed the follow-

ing incident : A Storm Trooper
argued with a man of about 00 in
the street. In the course of the
argument, the S. T. heat the old
man bloody and knocked him down
to the ground. His right temple
was an open wound and blood was
flowing down his face. The pass-
ersby were aroused and hurled oaths
at the S. T. Words like these were
heard : "Watch out, when the times
change, take care J" Such scenes
are not rare here.

The Nazi march on May 1 was
quite imposing. It is true that it

resembled more a country fair show
than a demonstration. It was with-
out movement and without enthu-
siasm. Depression among the work-
ers, who had to participate under
threat of discharge. Here and
there, petty bourgeois drinking
alcohol from the bottle.

In some places the party com-
rades still were able to hoist the
red flag on a chimney; the S. T.
naturally soon came to take them
down.
The party distributed a leaflet:

"Under the Sign of the Cross." It
was so dull and confusing that no
one could make it out. The party
comrades are so awkward in dis-

tributing leaflets, that they are
caught en masse. Later, when the
Nazi tribunals sentence them to two
years in prison, the papers write:
"Indulgent judges."

Letter from the South West
Here conditions differ greatly ac-

cording to the districts; first, as
to the methods of tiie new power
and then, relative to the party. The
strongest oppression is felt in the
Palatinate, where there has been
an extraordinary number of arrests
and where the petty bourgeois ele-

ments are greatly aroused against
the working class. For our com-
rades too, the work is of unheard-of
difficulty in these regions. But in
the big eenters, our organization
works very well and has remained
completely intact. Here the party
is nearly finished. To the degree
to which their members do not rea-
lize the whole weight and the full
extent of the situation, it is still

possible, to be sure, for them to
count on some activity. But certain
sections of the town have already
collapsed.

Letter from Thnrlngia

After the collapse of the C.P.G.,
the members became very much
accessible to our literature. Those
who have remained without an or-

ganization seek a new leadership.
There isn't any more soeial demo-
cratic literature at all. We cannot
complain about that. Some sections
of the reformist trade union bu-
reaucracy have, however, published
some sheets without any political

tendency.
Among the members of the CPG

there is great indignation against
the criminal leadership; neverthe-
less, the organizational conserva-
tism still retains a hold on a num-
ber of workers with whom our
bonds are becoming strengthened.
Stool-pigeonry is very much wide-
spread in the party (Illegal regional
bureaus are ransacked, as well as
print shops and conferences; there
are mass arrests). The great num-
ber of Lumpenproletarians who are
now orienting toward "Aryanism"
is the cause of this. The S. A. P.
and the Brandler opposition are still

working, but remains out of con-
tact with their leaderships. Pos-
sibilities of legal work have com-
pletely disappeared. At the Muni-
cipal Assemblies there are at most
a few rare social democrats. There

nythmg
Marxism (Grell, former minister of

Public Education in "red" Thur-
ingla ; Seele, head of the Reichsban-
uer and Landtag deputy ; Kuhnt,
Landtag deputy, etc.) Some "Com-
munist" leaders also fell on their

knees' at the police headquarters.
(Toepfer Weimar, secretary of the
Communist Landtag fraction in

Thuringia ; the chairman of the C.P.
in Thuringia and of the municipal
fraction; Schnrf, Landtag deputy,
etc.) Here is a short report and
it sad balance.

Letter from Hamburg
Several middle provincial organi-

zations of the S.P.G. (Ilruswick,

etc.) have dissolved. The Free
Trade l.'nions have taken the stand
of basing themselves on the new
state (this letter was written be-

fore Ley's trade union act of May 2
—Ed.), emphasize their complete in-

dependence of political parties and
their services for the German na-
tion. In their meetings, they stifle

all discussion in the bud.
The S.P.G. wherever is still ex-

ists, has done away with all the
regular district meetings and re-

ports all those which do take place,

to the police, which prohibits them.
Which is just to the fakers'
liking

!

The S.P.G. workers, in spite of
their final break with reformism
and in spite of their revolutionary
reorientation, do not, nevertheless,
take the C.l'.G. seriously any more
than they have in the past. They
say: "Yes, and you Communists,
what have you done? Just as little

as our own party."

In the C.P.G. there are strong
putschistic tendencies, but also
strong tendencies opposing them.
Sometimes, putschist slogans are
smeared over the walls of the hous-
es during the night. The stools
have penetrated very deeply into
the party ; that is shown by the
very skillful methods of arrest. Po-
licemen declare (hat of themselves
they can find nothing ; everything
is done by annonymous denuncia-
tions, which come in wholesale and
are in great part worthless, hut
sufficiently useful for the police to
enable them to make several arrests
a day.

The proletarian quarters in the
city are submitted to raids on the
very greatest scale, from time to
time. These sections of the city
are shut off for the whole day, and
domicile after domicile is carefully
.searched. Many typewriters and
mimeograph machines are found. In
the central bureau for the organi-
zation of the Anti-Fascist congress,
which was discovered, 1S,000 Bat-
tlefund stamps were confiscated.

The instructions of the party to
the members prove its entire in-

capability. In one circular it says
that dues stamps for April are still

to be pasted into the membership
books ; furthermore, at cell meet-
ings, control o£ membership books
is to take place. Even after the
opening of the Reichstag, member-
ship meetings of as many as 80
men used to take place, all of which
were naturally raided. Even meet-
ings of the ilu were sacked.

There are stool-pigeons In even
the most internal meetings. They
suddenly expose themselves by nam-
ing those who are to be arrested
by the police, after their arrival.

The stools are, or have been for
the most part, functionaries.

Sentiment is predominantly de-
pressing. In the party there is, to
be sure, a great deal of optimism,
which is strongly nurtured from
above. "Time is working for us,
we still stand before the decisive
battles, "the masses are turning
away from the Nazis in huge num-
bers, because of their "margarine"
policy (the reference is to the po-
licy of emergency measures which
the Nazis substitute for the grand-
iose pre-election promises—Ed. )

"

Hitherto, the party did not want to
see any differences at all among the
bourgeoisie. Today it is clinging to
them. It does not say that only the
class struggle forces of the prole-
tariat can bring the downfall of the
Fascist dictatorship, but issues the
opinion that Blomberg with his
Keicbswehr, international Jewry,
America and England will bring this
about.

The publications of the party are
on a very low plane. The leaflets
are addressed to all possible strata,
but do not gather the revolutionary
forces of the proletariat. The S.P.G.
is designated in these leaflets as
Hie "main soeial support of the
Fascist government."

The party has sharpened the
struggle against the Left Opposi-
tion, It utilizes the most repulsive
methods. In Wandsbeck a iist of
expelled Opi>osiiionists was found
by the police with remarks like the
following: "At the time of the
seizure of power by the Commu-
nists these people are to be turned
over, arrested and made harmless."
A Left Oppositionist was given to
understand in a discussion that he
ought to guard himself, they would
not shrink back even from denun-
ciation. Another comrade was
threatened with a physical attack.
Expujsions and insults have not
stopped.

The Nazi terror strikes us Opposi-
tionists as well: arrests, threats
and deportation to concentration
camps. But, by and large, our or-
ganisation has taken all the neces-
sary ineasures of precaution for se-
curity. Publication is curried on
undisturbed. There is even a bet-
ter sale of publications than previ-
ously. A slow stream toward the
L. O. is becoming noticeable; con-
nections all around are being
strengthened.

On Zinoviev

anJK.amenev

The British LLP. Turns Leftward

The Discussion on Germany
Resolution of Left.Opposition Youth the present, since it must be clear
Group of Southeast Berlin on
the Question of the New Party

1. The victory of Fascism in

Germany has closed the period of
our struggle for a turn in the GI'G
to the policy of the united front,
and opened the period of struggle
for the creation of the new party.
That is a fixed fact on which there
are no differences within the ranks
of the L.O.

2. Nevertheless a fairly large
group of comrades (represented by
K.R. in No. :i of Unser Wort) is of
the opinion that it is impossible to
set up the slogan of the new party
immediately, since this does not
correspond to the mentality of most
party members, who still need ad-
ditional experience with their party.
We decidedly reject such a view-

point as well as their whole way of
posing the Question. In our orien-
tation, we are guided not by the
fluctuating moods of the masses, but
by the objective facts. These are:
(a) organizational as well as poli-

tical collapse of the CPG.; (b) the
impossibility of rescuing ths party
from disintegration; (c) the Im-
possibility of this party's ever again
winning the confidence of the work-
ing class. The recognition of these
facts will inevitably penetrate
among the party members as a re-

sult of their further experience with
the party and will direct their sym-
pathies toward the L.O., but only
under the condition that we tell

to every revolutionary worker. But
we consider it unconditionally nec-

essary for the Left Oppositionists,

;
within these eadres to propagandize
openly for their views on the new
party.

4. We condemn the proposal of

il. E. In No. 2 of Unser Wort, the

immediate preparation for a foun-
dation congress of a new party.

Such a party congress, in which
among others the S.A.P., as well

us parts of the old S.P.G., would
have to participate, would probably
adopt a program compared to which
[he program adopted by the Sixth
Congress of the CI. would be a
Marxist revelation. We are of the
opinion that the political clarifica-

tion in the camp of the working
class is not yet sufficiently developed
for such organizational measures,
and that we still have to go through
a period of clarification and evalu-

ation of yesterday's events before

we can go forward to the organiza-

tional measures for the foundation
of the new party.

So they have once more capitula-

ted. The Soviet press reports it

triumphantly and the T.A.S.S. com-!

mimicates the capitulation to the

whole world. Meanwhile, it is hard

to conceive of a fact which more
mercilessly compromises not only

j

the capltulators themselves but also

the regime which requires such

.

sacrifices. Broken backbones can

!

no longer serve as props. And the'

Stalinist apparatus has become a;

machine for crushing backbones.

Zinoviev and Kamenev were sub-

jected a few months before to ex-j

pulsion from the party and exile,

not because of any oppositional ac-

tivity of their own, but because of!

"knowledge of and failure to re-,

port" oppositional activity o£ the

night wing. At all events, this was
only a formal cause. The real rea-

son was the fact that in the at-
mosphere of general discontent- 1

ment, Zinoviev and Kamenev con-

stituted a danger. They did, it is

true, capitulate back in January
192K. But to whom? To the anon-

ymous bureaucracy passing under
the name of the party. Today, such

a capitulation has lost all value.

One must acknowledge the infalli-

bility of Stalin in order to have
the right to live and breathe poli-

tically. Zinoviev and Kamenev
simply could not force themselves

to such a moral prostration. They
had been in the Lenin staff too

long for that, too well did they

know Stalin, his role in the past

and his real caliber. The oath of

personal fidelity to Stalin simply
stuck in their throats. And that

was just why they were expelled.

It is not hard to imagine what
took place afterwards behind the

scenes. For some time now the ap-

paratus lias been calculating that

Stalin's leadership is costing the

party too dear. Stalin himself feels

it. It didn't go, of course, without
the mediation and humble inter-

cession on the part of the so-called

•old Bolsheviks" on the one side,

and their cynical exhortations on
the other. "Acknowledge his genius

—that costs very little nowadays—
and come back to Moscow: after

all, it is better to be in the party."

And Zinoviev and Kamenev "ac-

knowledged," that is, they finally

sank down into the depths. Their
liersonal fate is profoundly tragic.

If the future historian will aim to

show how pitilessly the epochs of

great convulsions devastate men, he

will bring forward the example of

Zinoviev and Kamenev . . .

At the time of the first capitu-

lation they could still foster the

illusion : "Work in the party," i

"•Contact in the party," "Influence

.

upon the masses." Today there is|

not even a trace of these illusions

left. Zinoviev and Kamenev do not

return from the opposition to the

party, but merely flrom exile to

Mocow. Stalin needs their return

for the selfsame purpose for which
he needed the appearance of Bu-
charin and Kykov on the tribune

during the celebration o£ May Day:
thereby, the void around the "lead-

er" is, if not filled up, then at least

concealed.

The failure of Zinoviev's and
Kameuev's first capitulation, which
had a political character, proved to

be a relentless, and thereby an all

the more effective demonstration of

the correctness of the Left Oppo-
sition : the party can be served only

by serving its ideas and not its

devastated apparatus. The second
capitulation, which has a purely
personal character, strengthens that

conclusion from the opposite end.

Like Gogol's hero, Stalin gathers

together dead souls for want of the
living. The salvaging of the heri-

tage of Bolshevism, the training

up of new revolutionary succession,

remains not only the historical task
but also a lofty privilege of the

Left Opposition.
— L. T.

Realignments in the Camp
of English Reformism

The present world economic cri-

sis and the pre-revolutionary crisis

of British capitalism has had a
marked effect on the entire English
labor movement. This is particularly

true of the traditionally left reform-

ist party, the Independent Labour
Party. A gauge of the growing
maturity of a revolutionary crisis

can often be found in the changes
which the parties of socialist cen-

trism undergo. These changes are
seldom fundamental ; they are
rather changes of form and modes
of expression.

To the party of J. Keir Hurdle,

which, immersed in the "practical"

political tasks of the day, scoffed

at the German theoreticians, Marx
and Engels; the party which pro-

duced leading spokesmen for the Loll(lQn Qnd So„th wlvlsional aild
House of Lords, the bourgeois prime; ^^j^ Conferences their pro-
mm.ster, MacDonald the ^ptringj

ls wl.re wwdi At the latter
Fasctst, Mosley-suddeiily, at Brad-

'

i£f ,rell( .e „ resokiaoll f„ r lmmt,.

ford last August proclaimed itself
(liaU, a0HIutioH IO tlM! Comil , tern

the party of revolutionary Marx- was r(.j( ,ct( ,d
ism! The I.L.P. withdrew from the|

Labour Party, which it had built, I The belated manifesto (March,
on the grounds that its parliamen- 1933) of the Communist Interna-

w
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London and Lancashire, especially

the influence of the It.P.C. was
strong. The leaders of this group,
Jack Gaster, C. K. Cullens and oth-

ers—most of them intellectuals-

call themselves Leninists. In the

divisional conferences held last Feb-
ruary they presented their program:
for stricter discipline in the I.L.I*.,

for a revolutionary policy, the im-
mediate organization of workers'
councils (Soviets) which would de-

velop into a counter parliament, and
for an approach to the Third Inter-

national for collaboration. At the

tary representatives were refused

to criticize and vote against the

Labour Party caucus in parliament.
This led lo the organization of the
Socialist League by those who
wanted to continue the old policy,

among them such leaders as It. N.

Brailsford and Fred Henderson.

Up to the formation of the Com-
munist party (1020-21) the Inde-

pendent Labour Party contained
some of the best revolutionary so-

cialists in Britain. Such an out-

standing spokesman of the present
Communist party as R. Palme Dutt
a Left Centrist of high calibre, got

his training in the I.L.P. After the

World War, the Independent Labour
Pai'ty made advances towards the
Communist International; addressed
a number of fundamental questions
to it. The reply drafted by Lenin,

made even the more "radical" lead-

ers lukewarm. Supporting the view
of a. democratic or parliamentary
"revolution" to attain socialism,

criticizing the Labour Party's open
collaboration with the British im-
perialists, and permitting wide dif-

ferences of opinion and action with-

in the party, the Independent La-
bour Party has succeeded in keep-
ing thousands of militant workers
from the Communist party.

Despite this, the I.L.P. in recent

years lost many members. The fol-

lowing figures speak for themselves:

1009—28,000
101-i—20,000
1910—32,000
1921—37,000

Aug. l'J32—12,000

tionlal for united front against
Fascism was boiled by the I.L.P.

as a vindication of its viewpoint.
It had participated on Feb. 4th in

the Left Sociatlist Parties' confer-

ence at Paris which appealed to

the Labor and Socialist Inlerna-
lional and the Comintern for united
front against Fascism. A. Fenner
Brockway wrote: "The greatest
significance attaches to this mani-
festo because of the recommenda-
tion to the Communist Parties lo

cease the attacks upon other sec-

tions of the working class if a basLs
of united action can be found."
(New Leader—3-10-33—Emphasis in
original.)

The I.L.P. addressed an invita-

tion to the C.P., the Labour Party,

the Co-operative Party and the
Trade Union Congress for united
front on a definite minimum pro-

gram against Fascism and the capi-

talist offensive at home. Only the

Communist party accepted and a
number of demonstrations have been
held throughout the country by
joint committees. The "recommen-
dation" of the Comintern was swal-
lowed by the robot leaders of the
British C.P. who quickly forgot that

"This demand of the I.L.P.'ers,

whether locally or nationally, for
the dropping of criticism is a de-

mand which must be mercilessly
fought." British Daily Worker,
8-13-32.

The I.L.P. 's forty-first annual con-
ference, last April, met under such
conditions: a sharp crisis in Bri-
tish imperialism, the victory of

Since the Bradford Conference Fascism in Germany, a steady de-

(Aug. 1932) the membership has
j

clinc iji membership, growing senti-

further declined. At the same time ment towards Communism in its

a deep ferment developed in the 'own ranks and the beginning of

ranks. The Revolutionary Policy united front action between the

Committee, a group formed months, Communist Party and the I.L.P.

previously, continued to issue its

'

The address of Brockway on tue

own literature and hold meetings,
'
effect of the decisions of the Brad-

some "of which were advertized in ford conference, the need for an ex-

the official organ of the I.L.P! In'tra parliamentary institution, work-

Good Response to Appeal

Prinkipo, May 23, 1933.

A Half X*ar sub to the Militant

is $1. On a Club Plan with three

others it is only 50 cents.

We have received the following

communication from the American

Committee of the International

Commission for Help to the Im-

prisoned and Deported Bolsheviks

{Left Opposition)

:

"We wish to thank the friends

of the October revolution who have

responded so promptly and gener-

ously to our appeal for help to the

imprisoned and deported Bolsheviks

of the Left Opposition in the Soviet

Union. Gratifying as the response

has been, however, it is only a drop

in the bucket compared to the needs

of the revolutionary fighters who
are undergoing the severest priva-

tions in the struggle for their con-

victions. We ask all those who
wish to keep Intact the reservoir of

revolutionary energy and experience

represented by these men to renew

their efforts to help us raise the

funds which are so urgently needed.

"We wish to report the results

of our efforts from the organization

of the American Committee to the

close of May 31, 1933 as follows:

RECEIPTS from donations. $373.75

Another Word About Heckert's Apologetics

The article by H. E. in previous

issues of the Militant dealt with

the rabid frothings of Fritz Heck-

them~ thTha"rd Truth in*7ts full e"x-
ert against Trotsky which were

tent, without being afraid of tern- 1
"unanimously adopted by the bi-

porary unpopularity. j

ecutive Committee of the Comm-
With the arguments with which tern - °ne passage in that memor-

E.B. justfiies his rejection of the able s^eech of Heckert's had not,

propaganda for a new party tinder
present conditions, one might just
as well iiave rejected the propa-
ganda for the united front policy
in the previous period. Only yester-
day the party members considered
our demand for the Leninist united
front as "counter-revolutionary
Trotskyism" ; today they are con-
vinced of our correctness. Today
they reject the slogan of the new
party, but tomorrow wilt convince
them of its necessity. If 'we do
not tell them in time, they will try
to find a way out in other directions
and greatly increase the difficulties

of the necessary work of building
the new party.

3. The recognition of propagan-
dizing for the new party does not
mean that we turn this slogan into

an ultimatum. In this respect we
fully support the slogan of E.B.
"cadres for the purpose of checking
over the past and clarifying the
situation." We consider this slogan j

counter-revolutionary significance of

however, as yet been given an
auswer by the actual events. This

answer has sinee arrived, and in

full measure, at that.

Heckert said literally : "But what
this IIitlero-Trotsky1st platform of

the 'United Front' represents in

reality, a platform created to ex-

onerate the S. P. G., is proved by

the facts and events themselves

which took place at the very mo-
ment when Trotaky wrote his

article. Trotsky poses the defense

of Leipart's unions as the second

point of a common front between
the Communists and the social de-

mocracy. At the same time, how-
ever, Trotsky's ally Leipart is de-

livering the trade unions to Hitler,

declaring that the ADGB (German
General Federation of Labor Un-
ions) accepts the reorganization of

the trade unions according to the

Italian example. The facta have
thus exposed in cruel fashion the

are no representatives of the C.P.as the correct link in the chain for 'the 'platform* of the social-Hitler- >

ite Trotsky, who has gone to all

troubles to prove that sociai de-

mocracy and Fascism are not twins

but antipodes."

Poor Fritz Heckert! He tri-

umphed only a few hours too soon,

only a few hours before he had to

see in what "cruel fashion the facts

have exposed the counter-revolu-

tionary significance (in a deeper

sense of the word than he thinks)",

not of the "social-Hitlerite Trots-

ky," to be sure, but of his own—
and his master Stalin's—theses. It

is only necessary, before taking po-

sition on any question, any propo-

sal—in this ease: Leipart's—to

first wait for the reply—in this

case: Hitler's. It is necessary, be-

fore undertaking the task of des-

ignating the reciprocal relationship

of "two political, social factors, to

listen always to the other part, the

"twin !"

In the meantime, Hitler has,

namely, rejected Leipart's proposal,

or rather replied to it with the

dissolution and seizure of the trade

unions as well as the arrest of the
"social Fascists" proposers, which,
in turn, does not Quite prove the
correctness of the famous theory

of Master Stalin, also quoted by
Heckert In his article : "Fascism Is

an organization which bases itself

upon the active support of the so-

ciai democracy. There is no ground

for the assumption that the fighting

agency of the bourgeoisie can

achieve any decisive victories in

the struggles or in the conduct of

the country without the active

support of the social democracy."

But Heckert goes even further.

He says :"Everything that has hap-

pened in Germany confirms com-

pletely and fully the prognosis of

comrade Stalin. Hitler does not

reject tlie support of the social de-

mocracy." Further: "Fascism needs

the trade unions and is taking the

social democratic fakers into its

service." What does comrade
Heckert think now of the "correct-

ness of the prognosis of comrade
Stalin?"

He will naturally continue to

grumble, to rave and to slander

and— what is worst—act according
to the commands of his "best

leader." But that does not change
anything in the least with regard

to the fact that the prognosis of

Stalinism are always refuted J)y re-

ality—at the latest in three weeks,
sometimes as early as tiiree days
and only in the rarest cases, several

months after they were made.
— A. B.

From "Uns«r Wort"

EXPENDITURES:
Remitted to International

Commission 340.00
Cost of remittances and

cable charges 17.8-1

Printing and Stationery. . 10.25

Mailing costs 3.00

Total Expenditures $372.05

BALANCE on hand
May 31, 1933 $ 1.70

"We are not publishing the names
of individual donors, as some of

them have requested us not to make
their names public, but we acknow-
ledge all donations individually.

"Some of the letters which we
have received accompanying dona-
tions show such splendid spirit that
we cannot refrain from cjuoting a

few

:

"Dear Comrade,
'Enclosed iriease find a money

order for two (2) dollars, which Is

a donation to the fund for the Rus-
sian Bolshevik-Leninists to help
them along and save their lives.

We consider them the real com-
rades, and further we consider their

banishment as the blackest spot on
the body of the Soviet State com-
mitted by Stalinist bureaucracy.
The contributors are as follows:

M.K. $1.00, J.C. 50c, K.C. 50c.

With Communist greetings,

K.C, Bethlehem, Pa."
"Dear Comrade,
'Bead the April 15th appeal of

the Militant for contributions for

our comrades exiled by the Stalin-

ists.

"Enclosed please find $2,00. Sorry
it isn't more. 1 had this money set

aside to purchase painting materi-
als, hat it will give me more pleas-

ure knowing of the good to be
gained from it for our poor com-
rades In distress.

Sincerely yours,

I., New York City."
"Dear Comrade,
T'lease accept my dollar as sub-

scription for our comrades of the
Russian Left Opposition who are
struggling in exile from Stalin's

persecution.

Old Comrade L. F„
San FTancisco, Cal.

P.S. LONG LIFE TO COM-
RADE L. TROTSKY!"
"Remittances should be addressed

to:

Sidney Hook
234 Lincoln PI., Brooklyn, N.Y.]
With Communist greetings, I

The American Committee of'
the International Commission
for Help to the Imprisoned

,

and Deported Bolsheviks

'

(Left Opposition)
By

B. J. Field, Secretary:

ei's' (imncHs, to unite the working
das; fin the overthrowing of ca-

pitalism and [lie subordinate role

of the bourgeois parliament was
acclaimed by the Conference. A
resolution to support the unem-
ployed organization led by the Com-
munist party, the N.U.M.W., was
carried overwhelmingly after some
dispute.

A sharp fish! occurred on the
<]iit'-.!iou of international affiliation.

The National Council of Hie I.L.P.

r< 'com mended disalliliation from the
I.nbour and Socialist International.

A resolution weis introduced sup-

porting ilisatiiliaiion and instructing

the National Council "To approach
(lie Secretariat of the Cmnmunist
International with a view to as-

certaining in what way the I.L.P.

may as.ist in the work of the In-

ternational." The mover of the
resolution made it clear that he was
not asking for allilialion to the
Communist International but colla-

boration in whatever form is agreed
upon. John Paton, secretory of tile

parry, supported the National Coun-
cil's view mid polemized against

the resolution calling ior approach
to the Cominleru. Jack Oastcr de-

fended the resolution. The vote
was wry close. The resolution car-

ried hy a vote of S3 to 7!).

Another resolution, which em-
bodied the full program of the

Revolutionary Policy Committee,
offered a now const Million for the
party. It emphasized the function
of the workers' councils anil the
subordinate role of the parliament.
It was then strunjjiy opposed by the
old guard, particularly F. W. Jow-
ett, who stated that Hie LLP. was
ii sited to achieve power hy civil

war. He stilted that the I.L.P.

should Him to achieve socialism by
parliamentary mean-:. The leaders
of the R.I'.C. supported the new
constitution. According lo the New
Leader report of the proceedings
(4-21-:i:i) "bj !)t) votes to S . (the)

Conference rejected the vital section
of the new Constitution." Appar-
ently the most ambiguous termino-
logy «':is desired '.

An interesting part of the Con-
ference was the attempt to intro-

duce stricter di-cipline in the I.L.P.

A motion to introduce a probation-

ary period in which the applicant

for membership would be tested

wiis rejected. Further an amend-
ment was introduced •safeguarding
pacifists from disciplinary action on
account of their objection to take

part in war, was withdrawn on an
understanding from John Paton
that the N.A.C. would accept its

intention i" A truly revolutionary
socialist party

!

A resolution for united front ac-

tion with the C.P., Labour Party,

etc., was adopted after some dis-

senlion. The new national council

although containing supporters of

the Revolutionary Policy Committee
like Jack Gastet- is in the main
controlled by the Iirockway-Maxton

tendency in the I.L.P.

The Comintern had replied to the

retpiest of the I.L.P. for collabora-

tion. Instead of issuing a program-
matic declaration so as to win the

revolutionary workers within the

I.L.P. to Communism, the Stalinist

bureaucracy has confined itself to

merely welcoming the step and de-

claring its readiness to collaborate

with the I.L.P. A most excellent

opportunity missed to educate the

ranks of the I.L.P. But Stalinism,

once again taken by surprise, is

uncertain as to the next steps; it

is in a ipiaudry.

The American Stalinists claim the

results of the I.L.P. conference and
particularly the resolution to ap-

proach the C.I., which they incor-

rectly interpret as application for

membership, as a victory "for the
united" front policy of the Commu-
nist Party of Great Britain. (Daily
Worker - 1-17-33) What sheer non-
sense! In the last few years, the

British parly carried on the cra/.iest

•cis-Kngs of any section of the Com-
intern. Subordination to the "Lefts"
during the British miners' and gen-

era! strike in l'.l2(i; its constant
changes on the parliamentary field

which were understood by no one;
suddenly the third period with its

"independent" leadership of strikes

and the building of new unions;
then the famous Charter campaign
which was an attempt of a united
front mass movement which was
still-born, its policy of falsification,

etc., alienated the best sections of
the I.L.P. from the British party.
The proof is the fact that few of

them were won for the party.

In the columns of the Labour
Monthly a discussion has been go-

ing on for some time on "Commu-
nism and Left Socialism," of some
value. But the practical activities

of the party (with the exception of
its unemployment work which has
been fruitful) negated most of the
gains made in that manner. In
more recent times the Communist
Review has contained articles which
attempt to discuss the problems of

the Left Socialists. But the influ-

ence of the British Party on the
Independent Labour Party or the
Revolutionary Policy Committee is

negligible.

The tendency towards Commu-
nism in the I.L.P. is due primarily
to the awakening of the more con-
scious elements within it to the
impasse in which British imperia-
lism and world imperialism finds

itself today. It appears paradoxical
that at ji time when Stalinism has
failed miserably in Germany these
elements approach the Comintern.
From one point of view it shows
their own political immaturity, from
another and more fundamental
view, is is an indication that they
correctly do not identify Commu-
nism with Stalinism.
The view of the more advanced

(Continued on Page 4)
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Apropos the

Foreign Policy

of the Stalinists

tjAmunued from page 1

J

ML V . ^Mnti-Eviction Meet
Party Adopts Slogan of

Long Term Credits to S U

(Continued from rage 1]

any, tlisit is to say, counting upon a

reenforcement of the workers' state

and of the Gorman proletariat. De-

velopments took tin; opposite road.

Tcxlajr, when i.ie German workers

are crushed, « lieu thu Soviet statu

has been weakened, l he course to-

ward revolutionary war would be

adventurism of the purest water

Without such a coarse, that is,

without direct preparations lor rev-

olutionary war and tlie insurrection

in Germany, the breaking-oil of. dip-

lomatic relacions and the economic

boycott would only be an impotent

and uiiserablo gesture. The absence

of Russian orders would, it is true,

Increase soinewhab the number of

the unemployed. But has there been

a lack of unemployed lor the revo-

lution up to the present? What was
lacking was a revolutionary party

and a correct policy. That is doubly

lacking at present. We cannot avoid

examining now the iiuestiou as to

whom economic reprisals would
beneiit in Germany : .Fascism or the

proletariat. It is clear thai the

general problem of the conjuncture

is not solved by Soviet orders. Re-
ciprocally, the refusal o£ economic
connections with Germany would,

on the other hand, hit Soviet econo-

my heavily, and consequently, the

workers' state still more.

We repeat: the Stalinist faction

bears a direct and immediate re-

sponsibility for the collapse of the

Chinese revolution, for the destruc-

tion of the German proletariat and
for the weakening of: the workers'

state. Along this fundamental line,

the struggle against it must be con-

ducted. It is necessary to cleanse

the world labor movement of the

leprosy of Stalinism. But it in

necessary to fight against the roots

of the malady and not against the

symptoms of its inevitable conse-

quences.

In the struggle against bureau-

cratic cent rism, we remain, as

Marxists, on the grounds of revo-

lutionary realism. If the Bolshevik-

Leninists (Left Opposition) were at

the head of the Soviet state today,

they would be forced, in their

immediate, practical acts, to proceed

from the relation of forces that has
resulted from ten years of epigone
policy. They would be forced, par-

ticularly, to maintain diplomatic

and economic connections with IIH-

lerist Germany. At the same time,

they would prepare themselves for

revenge. That is u great task, which
requires time, which is not solved

by a demonstrative gesture, but
which demands a radical change of

policy in ail spheres.

Prlnkipo, May 12, 103a.

— L. TROTSKY

Borders Loses in Split;

Group Firm for Unity

(Continued from page 1)

the workers demanded a genuine
united front, and second, he learned
from his own organization that his

attempt to split the Unemployed
Federation brought a split in his

own Workers Committee. The ma-
jority of the Workers Committee,
led by George Leach and others,

are continuing with the Federation.
Borders received a majority vote
on the city central committee, but
the Unemployed Federation received

the majority of his members and
the largest locals!

— HUGO OKIILER

The LLP. Turns Left

•

consideration of I his ruling to

exclude the Left wing and passed

a motion to that effect by majority

vote. It was ruled out of order,

in true bureaucratic slyle, by the

cynical socialist, impressarios who
lished out an unheard of alibi

—"a

I wo thirds vote is necessary for

reconsideration" ( !). Let the reader

keep in mind that the Lovestonites

have been part and parcel of this

conference and share the responsi-

bility for its treacherous deeds.

Winter's Kei>ort

TlnJ united front conference
opened with an able presentation by

Carl Winters, secretary of the pro-

visional committee, of its past his-

tory and the persistent endeavors
it made to consummate a united

front with the socialists and Lovo-

.stonite unemployed groups. The
latter remained obdurate and block-

ed the path of united struggle. De-
spite constant appeal they refused

to participate jointly in the dem-
onstrations with tiie Unemployed
Councils at the Home Relief Bu-
reaus and went out of their way to

avoid common action. The last straw
in t heir stack of deliberate divi-

sion of the movement was the set-

ting of a separate date for the city-

wide demonstration to be held at

I lie City Hall against the eviction

and relief-slashing orders of Tam-
many Hall. This anti-working class

move was perpetrated with the so-

cialist leaders in full knowledge of

the sincere desire of the United
Front Conference for one demon-
stration on June 6th. All the pleas,

negotiations committees and reasons
were to no avail. The reformists
were determined to proceed with
their own demonstration on June
(itb. Towards this end they sent
lying reports to the press accusing
the Left wing conference of stand-

ing in the way of a united demon-
stration.

Winters exploded this nonsense,
which Sew in the face of all the
previous facts and explained that
when the Right wing unemployed
groups were forced into a bole by
(lie protests of their rank and file,

ihey adopted the reactionary excuse
offered by the LovestoAites that
they were ready for joint action
provided there were no political

banners at the demonstration. He
closed with the statement that the
Left wing conference would be pres-

ent at the demonstration on June
Oth with the banners of all organi-
zations carried above the demon-
strators.

Then followed a pitiful sight. A
delegation of three, the Lovestonite
Rubenstein, of the Association of
the Unemployed, and two others
representing the socialist jobless
movements, requesled and received

the lloor to malte an anpeal for
nnily. This was granted to them.
They only reiterated their abomin-
able conditions for the demonstra-
tion : no political banners. The re-

ception accorded to them was cor-

dial but their proposal went against
the grain of the militants present.
Characterizing the attitude of the

conference towards the "conces-
sions" offered, was a resolution
introduced by Amter for the reso-
lutions committee which properly
castigated the socialists for their
violation of the decisions accepted
in the Chicago conference and for
their subsequent sabotage. To pre-
vent the Stalinists from retreating
from the position of the united
front, so painfully acquired, com-
rade William Kitt of the Alteration
Painters' Union, presented an
amendment to the resolution calling
for another "appeal for united ac-
tion of all working class organiza-
tions and for one powerful demon-
stration on June 6th and a united
delegation." Both the resolution and
t he amendment were unanimously

(Continued from Page 3)

workers in the I.L.I'.—and they are

unfortunately in a very small mino-

rity—is expressed in a statement'

issued by four members previous

to the I.L.P. conference. These com-
rades clearly state that the place of

all revolutionary workers is in the
Communist party. They point out
that the I.L.F. is a social democra-
tic organization and cannot be re-

formed ; that the Revolutionary
Policy Committee course in this di-

rection is false and futile. They
further point out that the present

Communist party has a number of

serious shortcomings which require

discussion. They innumerate the

theories and policies upon which
they cannot agree: the theory of

soeialim in one country, the policy

of the united front from below, the

policy exemplified by the Amster-
dam anti-war congress, and the ab-

sence of party democracy. They
call upon the I.L.P. members to

join them in this struggle.

The Left Opposition comrades,
who have recently issued a printed

organ, Red Flag, have a great task
on their shoulders : to win the rev-

olutionary workers of the I.L.P. for

the Communism of Marx and Lenin,

to educate the members of the Com-
munist party along the line of the
Left Opposition. On the basis of

the lessons of the British General
Strike and the Anglo-Russian Com-
mittee, the recent teachings of the
German events, the program of the
Left Opposition on the colonial

question and in the Soviet Union,
our

1 comrades in Great Britain
should forge ahead rapidly.

— JOSEPH CARTER

accepted by the conference. The

.

proposal to demonstrate on June 6th
was also carried.

\

The Delegate from tlie L. O. Speaks
;

The discussion that followed was
|

of a purely agitational character.

It was only when the delegate of

the Left Opposition, George Clarke, I

took the lloor that a silunce of in-
:

terest fell over the hall. The dele-

'

gates were desirous of learning

what the Left Opposition had to

say and what policies it advocated
_

tor the unemployed movement.
;

He greeted the conference in the
j

name of the Left Opposition stating I

that if the party continued on the
j

new turn in the united front tactic'

and if they faithfully adhered to

the decisions of the Chicago unem-

!

ployed conference, new vistas of

'

growth and a powerful impetus
could be given not only to the job-

less movement but to working class

action in general. Comrade Clarke
condemned the tactics of the so-

cialists and the Lovestonites which,
lie declared, would divide the em-]

ployed from the unemployed by
excluding trade union bodies— -the'

very thing that has prevented the]

unemployed movement from attain-,

ing any mass dimensions up till

now. The exclusion of political or-

ganizations, he continued, was a
reactionary move worthy of a died-

in-the-wool A.F.L. labor skate; the
struggle of the unemployed is a

political struggle—it confronts the

state at every turn and requires the
participation of political organiza-
tions.

Comrade Clarke criticized Win-
ters' proposals for the formation of

local councils—delegated bodies of

all working class organizations in

the neigh borhood—as not being ex-

tensive- enough. Without the par-

ticipation of central bodies this

would moan a revision to the old

tactic, lie concluded his speech with
the remarks that after years of

.

blundering by the Stalinists one;

could not hope to force the sabo-

taging reformists into the united

front over night, that persistent and
stubborn ctloi'ts were needed and
the goal vi:n assured. His speech
was greeted with a good round of

applause. Comrade Weisbord of the

Communist League of Struggle, also

spoke along the same lines elabora-

ting on some of the points.

Minor Intervenes for tlie

Oftieial Party
Then followed the Stalinist bar-

rage—-a mountain oC confusion. Its

mouthpiece was Robert Minor,
speaking for the C.E.C. of the Com-
munist, party. He roared that no
turn Lad been made, {in face of

tlie C.I. manifesto, the Chicago
events and the repeated appeal to

the S.P. central bodies, this sound-
ed extremely ludicrous), the party
is si ill following the lines of the
united front from below. He laid

down the ultimatKtie demand—if

tiie socialists won't come along with
ns then we'll go it alone, for who
represents tiie masses, we or they?
In ibis case why all the desperate
effort pi for united front conferences
and demonstrations with the social-

ists and affiliated organizations?
Israel Amter reported for the

resolutions committee. He re-echoed
.Minor's ultimatism and said that
tlie Chicago conference of the un-
employed did not represent the rank
and file of the organizations assem-
ble^. Then whom did they speak
for, themselves? And upon what
autborily did they arrive at the
important decisions made at that
gathering? These questions he
quite naturally failed to answer.
The whole tone of his report was

Lovestonites & Socialists

Sabotage United Front

Demonstration Ends in Disunity

• This statement will appear in

the forthcoming issue of The

Militant. —Ed.

iContinued from Page 1)

parade more militantly enthusiastic.

The content of the Left Opposi-

tion leaflet follows:

"Relief for the Unemployed

"Is the pressing task of the en-

tire working class ! Only a real

United Front of all workers orga-
nizations—political parties, trade

unions, unemployed councils, mass
organizations, benefit societies—can
mobilize the power of labor in the

urgent struggle to save the homes
and feed the families of unemployed
workers.

"Not single, planless demonstra-
tions, in the nature of maneuvers
by one organization to outwit an-

other, but powerfully planned action

under the control and direction of

a United Front Conference for

Workers' Relief can achieve the
common aim—to wring from capi-

talism adequate relief for unem-
ployed men and women.

'The Communist Left Opposition
takes part in this demonstration in

the hope that it will he a step for-

ward toward united action. The
manner in which the socialist party
has attempted to disrupt the unem-
ployment demonstration called for

June 10th by the Provisional United
Front Committee Against 'Evictions
ami Relief Cuts (Left wing) must
be condemned openly. The errors
of the official Communist party in
the Left wing up to now have hin-

dered the organization of a broad,
all-inclusive formation of a united
front movement on behalf of the
unemployed. The decisions of the
Chicago Unemployment Conference
held in May marked an advance in

the direction of a national move-
ment of all workers' organizations,
and should be adhered to.

"We propose that the Communist
party Issue once more the call for

the United Front for Workers Re-
lief to all workers organizations—
without exception. The socialist

party and its affiliates in particular,

must reconsider their refusal thus
far to participate in this mandatory
action. The socialist workers must
exert the utmost pressure on their
leaders to bring about serious par-
ticipation.

''The emergency is great ! Act
Now J This mass movement and
demonstration must he regarded and
can be made a springboard for a
more powerful working class move-
ment for (he overthrow of capita-
lism, the only genuine and perma-
nent solution to the scourge of un-
employment and misery. Workers,
unite your ranks against capitalist
misery

!
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that we have endeavored to form

tlie united front with the socialists

but they refuse to come along—so,

he intimated, we are getting ready

to return to the "united front from
below." Amter presented a docu-

ment for the resolutions committee,
known us the Workers' Relief Or-
dinance, which contains various

vital demands for the unemployed.

Comrade Kitt made a minority
report on tiie resolutions on the

Chicago congress and their applica-

tion to New York. The resolution

omitted mention of the city central

bodies that were to be invited to

the formation of the federation in

New York and called for represen-

tation in such a federation on the

basis of numerical strength. Com-
rade Kilt explained that such claus-

es would give the reformists a

loophole to crawl out of the federa-

tion and proposed that the unifi-

cation take place on the same basis

as iu the Chicago conference. The
Stalinists defeated the amendments
and consequently assume the re-

sponsibility for the restraint the
reformist leaders will be able to

exert on their' followers when this

question of unity comes up for con-

sideration.

The six hour day and five day
week was another bone of conten-

tion at the conference with the
Stalinists, Defending the ambigu-
ous slogan of the shorter work week
they claimed that everything else

was the stagger system, and in view
of I lie fact that some workers were
working as high as seventy hour's

a week, the slogan of the six hour
day was out of the question. The
delegates of the Left Opposition
and the Spartacus Y'outh brought
powerful arguments to bear in fa-

vor of the concrete slogan of the

six hour day and pointed out that
all the conditions were laid for the
building of a huge movement around
that basis and uniting the unem-
ployed and employed. The Stalinists

took fright and accused us of a
maneuver to put the party on rec-

ord against the six hour day slogan
and then proceeded to switch the
issue with the line that this was
only a local and not a national con-
ference, etc., etc., ad nauseam. The
six hour day resolut ion lost—but
not because the workers were
against it.

Finally—the Stalinists for

Soviet Credits!

A signal victory was won for the
Left Opposition at this conference.
After

1

three years of persevering
struggle the Stalinists accepted the
internationalist resolution of the
Left Opposition for recognition

of and long term credits to the

Soviet Union. Not very long ago
it was called counter-revolutionary
by 1 he Stalinist bureaucrats—at
( his conference Amter said that
•'this resolution (on long term cred-
its) needs little explanation. I am
sure that everyone is in favor of

it." With a few minor changes
which in reality make the Stalinist

adoption of this resolution more
contradictory than ever, the confer-
ence went on record unanimously
in favor of long term credits to

the Soviet Union. The world does
move

!

By the time it came to the nom-
ination and election of the perman-
ent committee, the hall had dwin-
dled from more than 400 to about
one-fourth as many and with the
aid of the remaining Stalinist
stalwarts, the committee was packed
with apparatus trusties. The Musfe-
ites, to be sure, were awarded a
place on the committee but the
"counter-revolutionary" Left Oppo-
sition was debarred.

— G.C.

P.M. A. Starts National Drive; Left

Wing Puts Forward Own Policies

(Continued from Page 1]

should not have left the Lewis
union.

The Stalinists played an equally

miserable role. Only after the union

ivus a reality, after it had fought

its first major battles, did the Stal-

inists stop throwing mud at the

union. At no time did they under-

stand the upsurge. At no time did

they try to criticize its natural
shortcomings politically. Now they

are trying to make up for lost time
and in their clumsy way, they are

blundering as usual. Stalinism

stands condemned to a greater de-

gree than the progressive leaders

who made serious mistakes in their

struggle against Lewis.

We have no time to portion out
"justice." The PAIA is in a life

and death struggle and the Right
wing policies must be exposed if

it is to live. The Left wing forces

must be united. Much has already

been said iu the columns of The
Militant about the mistakes of the

Right wing and of others. Much
more can be said but the main dan-

ger now is the danger that the Left

wing will not unite. If the Left

wing cannot find common minimum
demands in action, if they are to

remain divided, then the Right wing
will continue in its ruinous policy.

There are many progressives who
would like to organize a Left wing
that excludes the Communists be-

cause they think the Right wing
may raise a howl and claim that
the Communists are trying to cap-

ture the union. On the other hand,
there are Stalinists who would like

to have mechanical control and
leadership assured in advance. Both
these forces must come to their1

senses. The militant miners must
do all possible to guard against
both dangers. No substantial Left
wing can be organized without the
Communists. No Progressive Miners
Union can survive in this period
of labor history if the Communists
are hunted inside of it like rats,

as they are in the unions of the
A. F. of L. labor fakers.

The permanent crisis of millions
of unemployed, the relief which will

pass over to a form of social in-

surance, the vast army of idle sur-
plus labor that will permanently
press down the wage level; the
capitalist struggle to maintain a
falling rate of profit at the expense
of the workers—in short, the
Mnropeanidation of the American
working class, has already set in.

This vast economic change in

America and in world capitalism
and the new class relationship lie

at the bottom of the new period of
American labor history. In this,

the struggle of the Progressive
Miners of America is a prelude to
coming storms and battles of the
American workers. Trade Unions
can no longer stabilize themselves
as in the past decades. Reformists
must adapt themselves to the new
conditions if they desire to serve
their masters. But they will not
have solid footing. The class strug-
gle of the American proletariat will
make life miserable for them.

In this sense, the Right wing po-
licies of the PMA must not be con-
fused with the Right wing of the
average A. F. of L. union. There is
a distinction, which was not brought
about by the leaders. The distinc-
tion has been brought about by the
different conditions and ability of
Ihe leaders to adapt themselves to
these conditions.
For example, the Gillespie Mass

Meeting on Decoration Day heard
Flaherty and Pearcy speak about
how the action of the bosses was
driving the workers Into becoming
Reds. Flaherty said that if fighting
for the union means being a Red
and a Communist then he was a
red.

The union under the Right wing
leadership is slipping fa.st. The
Right wing knows which way the

wind is blowing and is already
adapting itself to tlie condition with
radical phrases. Hut tlie time for

phrases is past. We need action

now, before it is too late. The more
advanced element of the Left wing
must proceed to organize a Left

wing in every local. No political

discrimination. They must fight for

the following program, which is not

the prhate property of tlie Left
Opposition, but the collective opin-

ion of other forces as well.

The members must fight for rank
and lile control and in no way must
confuse this with the wrong slogan
of "rank and file leadership." The
Left wing must fijJH lor class

struggle policies and against the
policies of class collaboration. Every
attempt, on any trumped up charge,
lo expel Left wing militants because
they are Communists must be
fought by the whole membership.
Mass action must replace the

present passive attitude of the un-
ion. Mass action as the base of

the iciiat light of the Taylorville

cases, the Wchb-Wani; case and the
Mooney ca<e etc., must be started

at once. Mass picketing must be
resumed.

The Union must take up the light

of the unemployed throughout the
entire field. The organization of
the unemployed in every coal
county into unemployed organiza-
tions having the backing oif the
Progressive Miners of America will

enable these workers, who are in

the main miners, to obtain more
relief than they are gelt ing now.
This will keep up the tight and
strengthen tremendously the strug-
gle against the operators. Some
places (Carlinvilie and Springfield)

the llelief Agents are driving thru
forced labor for relief. If this is

accomplished, the operators will see

no need of paying even a five dollar
scale.

The struggle for the six hour day
and five day week with wage in-

creases must be put forward as a
concrete demand of struggle. The
struggle for wage increases to nieet

the inflation prices {30 percent in-

creases in some mining towns al-

ready) must be started.

The miners' union has already
been very successful iu drawing in

the women. The Ladies Auxiliary
has often been the backbone for
some spineless creatures in difficult

situations. The union must draw
in all the youth in the coal camps
who are unemployed, potential min-
ers or potential strike breakers.
Their power, added to that of the
Ladies Auxiliaries, will increase the
fighting capacities of the union.

'Die talk and action of sending
organizers to other tields does not
answer the important question of
how to spread out nationally. The
organising of the Left wing in the
UMWA in other fields is necessary,
but the main thing on the order of

the dav is the CALLING OF A
NATIONAL CONFERENCE. Invite
the .West Virgina miners, the Nova
Scotia miners, the National Miners'
Union and all Left wing groups in

the UMWA, This is the main task
of the P.MA. Any play with words
and talk of a national organization
without this move will play into
ihe bonds of the Right, wing and
eventually, the operators.

The Left wing miners should or-

ganize their own Left Wing. No
one can do this job for them. How-
ever, they must not get the opinion
that only a coal miner knows any-
thing about tactics for coal miners
and only a bricklayer knows any-
thing about tactics for bricklayers,
elc. The advice and the help of

tlie whole Left wins; must he uti-

lized. The miners' Left wing cau-
cuses should, however, be for and
of miners. We do not need any
advice about the danger of out-
siders. This is a reactionary slo-

gan. What we need is Left wing
action. And the quicker, the
better. — HLTiO OEHLKIl

SOUTH AMERICA
GROUPSOF I.L.O.

MARK ADVANCE
CHILI
As lias been known for some time,

the dissident Communist party, an
organization possessing a broad
mass iniiuence, has for quite a
while taken the road of affiliation

with our current. After a prolonged
discussion, the plenum of the Cen-
tral Committee decided in January
to di(lare its solidarity in principle
will] the Left Opposition Interna-
tional and lo propose to the next
National Conference, the formal ad-
herence to our international orga-
nization.

A telegram addressed to the In-
ternational Secretariat recently an-
nounces its forma! adherence:
"The congress of the dissident

Communist party has decided after
ample discussion to adhere officially

to the International Left Opposi-
tion."

— DEVIKE
An article dealing with the prog-

ress and development of our section
in Chili will appear in a forthcom-1

in™ issue.

BRAZIL

Our section in this country is

preparing its first national confer-

ence. Theses on the agrarian ques-

tion, on the national, trade union

and Russian questions have been

proposed for adoption. The confer-

ence will also discuss the resolu-

tion on the world situation adopted

at our recent international p re-

conference.

The Brazilian section is publish-

ing regularly its journal "A Lueha
de Class. The comrades enjoy
great influence among the Hungar-
ian and Italian Communist emi-
gration.

The comrades collected six hun-
dred francs for our German brother
section—they were among the first

sections to respond to the call.

CUBA

At Havana, Cuba, there has also
been formed, inside the official

party, a Bolshevik-Leninist opposi-
tion. For the present, it is only
a small group, which requests us
for shipments of literature and
connections with the other sections
of the International Left, Opposi-
tion. The group has a platform,
on the basis o£ which it is working
and developing itself.

STRIKES SPREAD
IN MANY PARTS
OF THE U.S.A.

Workers, organized and unorgau

ized, skilled apid unskilled, men,

women and children, from the

fisheries of the Pacific to the tex-

tile factories of New England, from

the old established Electrical Work-
ers Union to the unorganized and
seemingly orgauizable overall slaves

of Lebanon, Mo., have downed tools

and fought bitter battles against
starvation wages and worsening
conditions in the last tew weeks.

In Allentown, Pa. and the neigh-
boring town of Northampton, women
and children struck against star-

vation wage rates and conditions
which beggar description. A. num-
ber of shops have settled with the
strikers with some improvement
won. The strike spread to Bangor,
Shamokin and Roseto.

750 girls struck three shirt facto-

ries in Shamokin. The average
wage was $1 to S3 a week. 50 cents
a week was common. One girl earned
$1.20 in a month of steady work.

Electrical workers of Denver,
Colo., won their fight against a
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wage cut and also received the 30
hour week in a three weeks battle.

Across the river from Washington
I>. C, headquarters of the "Raw
Deal," unorganized women struck
against a 10 percent cut in a shirt
factory. Pay rates here can scarce-
ly bo dignified by that name. For
sewing on 1400 pockets—$1.37.

For making 84 button holes one and
one quarter cents.

Furniture workers at Golan, Va.,
are also on strike with state police
being used against them. At
Danville and Roanoke (textile cen-
ters) the National Guard have
been called to quell "Strike dis-

orders."

In Barre, Vermont, the National
Guard are terrorizing striking
granite workers.

In Manchester', New Hampshire,
the workers in the Amoskeog textile
factory are fighting against a wage
cut. Police and National Guards
are doing their usual dirty work.
10,000. are reported on strike in
this small town. In Dover, N. H.,
textile workers are striking for a
25 percent raise.

Cannery workers and salmon fish-

ermen are on strike at Astoria, Ore-
gon.

Overall workers of Lebanon, Mo.
2000 Cleaners and Dyers in New

Jersey towns.
Miners of Franklin County, 111.

Textile workers of Bamberg, N.C.,
Sherburne, N. X., Knox vi lie, Tenn.,
Mobile, Ala., are also on strike.
That this ripple of strikes wiil

grow into a wave of gigantic pro-
portion with the efforts to increase
industrial production on the pres-
ent low wage rate ts assured.
"Revolutionary" union sectarianism
is the impassable barrier between
these struggles and the Commu-
nists. To tear down that barrier
and restore the trade union strat-
egy and tactics of the C. I. in the
days of Lenin and Trotsky, is the
task of the militants. — w. g,
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The 'Mew Deal* in JRractice

Industrial Recovery Bill

Hits at Workers* Standards
The National Industrial Recovery

[
is left to the discretion of the I'resi-

Act has at last become the law of. dent, the same Franklin Delano gress will at

the land. After several weeks of , Roosevelt whose three months' rec-l Vt hitsuiitido i

PRICE 5 CENTS

The Anti - Fascist

Congress to Meet

Paris Soonin

The European Anti-Fascist Con-
gress will at last take place on

in Paris. The Inter-

Opportunists in

Bloc vs. Lefts at

4th. Gillespie

Conference

in substantially the same manner

in which it was originally advanced

by the president The precise man-

ner in which Roosevelt intends to

use the lowers delegated to Mm
remains yet to he seen, but a brief

scanning of the three months of

new deal program makes one shs-

lows

:

Provisions

Gillespie, III.—The fourth session

of the conference of the Progressive

candid warnings in the declaration Trade Union Educational Commit-
of the Left Opposition have been tee held at Gillespie, 111., on Son-

Class War Rages

In Mine Area of

Illinois

Rattling heroically against strike

breakers aided by deputy sheriffs,

pickets of tbe Progressive Miners
of America gave a splendid account
of themselves at the Peerless Mine
of the notorious Peabody Coal Co.
in Springfield last Wednesday.
The battle started as 2,000 min-

ers-pickets asked the scabs at No.
".!> mine not to go to work. Imme-

m
til

may approve. ''^'^"Vf^^ ^ iVirermJionarm"eetingrh7sTeen
|
time, "the "new federations!*- were the pickets advanced ami succeeded

in disarming many of the gunmen.change. Where no __ _.„___

to bv industry the President mav' called together to create the im- • defeated.
"

"i <w m,p ned na ' draw o e un for the trade !
Piston of activity precisely where I The incomplete credentials report righting continued in various

pect very much that the ned na- draw one up toi th,^ ,

v i i , „_ list(.d 158 drfeBtttes from 43 organ!- I«rt« of the city as groups of piek-

- tU a C C
ThePresiden?' while all of the busy perorations zations. Only 30 unions were rep- ** supported by the heroic Wo-

resented (partial report); a dozen *»<•''"* Auxiliary fought against

tional industrial recovery deal will

he nothing more than a continua-

tion and an extension to the entire

country of the Roosevelt dollar-a-

day plan.

The National Industrial Recovery

Act was originally conceived of by

the president as a means of stem-

ming a rising movement for a se-

ries of measures that were being

advocated by various labor groups.

The first and most potent of the

measures which had begun to loom

large on the economic horizon WM
that for a six-hour day five-day

week. Unexpectedly passed by the

Senate, with support being giren

the bill by the liberals, the A. P.

of L. and the railway unions, it

began to appear that the Rlack

Bill might suddenly pass from the

realms of bills before Congress, to

a measure waiting for the Presi-

dent's signature. There was even

talk of incorporating into the bill

a national minimum wage law. Of

course the amendments advanced by

the Communists against a reduction

In pay, were not even considered.

Despite this however, all the manu-
facturers associations and local and
national chambers of commerce
rushed into the fray to defeat the

bill. They found a capable ally in

Franklin D. Roosevelt, who, runnijtg

counter even to fhe proposals of h\*

own Secretary of Labor Frances

Perkins, requested that the thirty-

hour week bill be dropped, and ad-

vocated in its stead, the present

work.

What the Act Consists of?

enforcable by law.

may institute a licensing system to of ""> "Organization buro for the

make the code effective; in that convocation of the Workers Anti-

case nobody can engage in that Fascist Congress" speak in unmis-

businfss without a license.
,

takable tones: the intention is to

3. Any action under the bill is myk<-' th 's Congress an empty par-

exempt from the anti-trust laws. a «*e- We ask: What political pre-

4. In the industries affected by parations were carried on for this

the bill, the workers are to have
the right to collective bargaining;

yellow dog contracts and the closed

union shops arc both outlawed, and
the employers must apply the mini-

mum wages, maximum hours and
labor conditions, "approved or pre-

scribed by the persident." These
standards are to lie worked out by
collective agreement between labor
and employers if possible. But
where no agreement is approved by
him, the president may prescribe

a labor code of his own making.
5. The duration of the law is

one sear.

Such are the provisions of the
bill. In brief, industry is told to

organize under government super-

\ ision and warned that, should a

(Continued on Page 4)

CCN.y. Students

Expelled for Fight

Against War
New York, N. Y.—Twenty City

college students were expelled for
The bill as it was finally passed -participating in the anti-war dem-
.nsist-s of two sections. The first, oustration oil Hay 29. Eleven morecpns

devoted to the increase of public

works, is most probably hut an-

other one of the many promises to

increase public works that the

American people became so familiar

with under the Hoover regime.

Over three billion dollars are to he

expended for public works. What
this means one cannot as yet say.

Does this huge item include within :

itself the sums to be expended at

Boulder Dam for the next five

years? Does it include the four

year expenditure contemplated in

the Tennessee Valley? Hoes it in-

clude the three year naval building

program? And does it include the

ordinary yearly public works ex-

penditures Y Too often now, we
have been treated to grandiose fig-

ures by the Hoover regime only to

find at the end of the year that

the total public works expenditure

had been leas than the year pre-

viously. True, the fact that the

exact same thing eccurred in the

New York State regime of our for-

mer governor Franklin D. Roose-
velt (promises of public works in-

creases coupled with actual de-

creases observed at the end of the

year) should not prejudice one
against the three billion dollar

outlay ; but if nothing more, we re-

main at least skeptical.

The second section of the bill

and by far the more important one
is the industrial control section.

This section has been hailed as a

boon not merely to the industrial-

ists but also to labor. This is fhe

bill to Increase profits, decrease un-

employment, introduce a shorter

work week, produce higher wages i

and put our entire industry on an

'

organized basis. In short, this'

measure, like Lydia E. Pinkham's
pills, is good for whatever ails you
be It falling hair, fallen arches,

dandruff and falling teeth. What
are t/ie actual provisions of this

section, and what is its history and
the lijstory of those empowered to

enforce it? Only in this manner
can we obtain an inkling as to what
this huge all inclusive measure will

actually mean.
The Origin of the Bill

A brief history of the origin of

the bill has aleady been given. It

was the administration's way of

side-tracking the agitation for the

thirty-hour week, for the minimum
wage, for no-reduction in pay. As
for the man to enforce the provi-

sions of the bill? It is the same
Roosevelt who originated the dollar-

a-day scheme for the Reforestation

Army ; it is the same Roosevelt who
gave the veterans sugary words and
then—a dollar a day ; it is the same
Roosevelt who forced through a
federal wage cut to the lowest
brackets ; it is the same Roosevelt

who has as his intimate counsel-

lors and companions the Woodins
and Davises of J. P. Morgan fame.
Let us consider the measure it-

self. It consists of a series of items,

all of which have in their opening
sentences the word "may." Nothing
Is stated in a positive manner; all

were suspended. The charters of
the Social Problems Club, the Stu-
dent Forum, and the evening ses-

sion Liberal Club were revoked.

This action followed a special
investigation which involved about
a hundred students.

Of ,course the school authorities
found a technical excuse for the
expulsions. According to Dr. Gott-
schall, acting dean, "the issue is,

whether students shall be allowed
to interfere with a stated college
function, to conduct them in a
grossly discourteous manner and to
defy with impunity college regu-
lations in regard to the holding of
meetings on college property."

The Board of Higher Education,
at a special meeting, ratified the
action of the faculty.

The anti-war demonstration was
held outside tho Lewisohn Stadium
while the annual review of the col-

lege R.O.T.C. unit was taking place.
There were about five hundred
students present. When president
Robinson appeared escorting a
group to the exercises, among
whom were, the officer in charge
of the event and a woman repre-
sentative from the D.A.R., the stu-
dents gathered in front of the en-
trance to the stadium, began to

congress? As much as we look there

remains only the answer: none!
Besides the declaration of the I.L.O.

TrotskyProposesU.S.-

Soviet Trade Accord
AsLondonMeetLags
Interview Stresses Inevitable Failure of World Econo-

mic Conference and Calls for A Realistic Plan of

Business Collaboration Between the Two Countries

from the Progressive Miners of e ff" rts to disierse them.

America, half a dozen from the ' Seve" members of the PMA were

Traili- Union Unity League, and the snot
-

olle seriously but 42 strike-

balance—small A. F. of L. locals breakers and thugs were sent to the

from nearbv mining towns. hospital. Tom Urban, Progressive

Altogether the representation was ™»i' r
.
wa« shot in the stomach and

as small, if not smaller, than the hi» llf« '« "' danger. Many miners

previous conferences. This weak- ,

w««* bruised and cut in the fight.

„„,.„„, uess was undoubtedly due to the Tne National Guard was rushed

we know of no other political docu- wording of the call which stated from Taylorville and played its __ . _=

that the purpose of the conference "s"" 1 role. One member of the uitvinoff at Loudon:

was "to further our policy of or- Womens' Auxiliary, insulted by the, "The Soviet deleg.

ganlzing ... into a new labor cen- Guardsmen, knocked out two of

ter." thus implying the conference 11 "-' 111 - 1'icketing will be continued

was held for the purpose of organi-
(

shortly.

zing a new federation, and possibly
'

also, in minor degree, due to some -Militant mass picketing prevent-

of the former represented organi- «* ln <-' attempt to open up a Pea-

zatioi** not receiving copies of the b,,li
-v n" U(? '" Saline County, II.,

The New York World Tele-

gram reports an exclusive inter-

view with comrade Trotsky on
the subject of the World Econo-
mic Conference.

The short statement of our
comrade outlines a plan for the
establishment of economic rela-

tions between the Soviet Union
and the United States based on
tlie relations of the world eco-

nomic and political situation.

Its revolutionary, working class

content sharply, distinguished the
position of the Left Opi>osition

from the opportunist position of

the Stalinist regime as given by

ment that has emerged from the
work of the Congress. The organ
of the Congress, the Anti-Fascist

Front contains, besides news from
Fascist Germany and reports of
elected delegations, nothing but su-

perficial political articles and petty,

meaningless remarks of the recruit-

ed "free lancers." Nevertheless
many numerous and strong delega-

tions from workers' organization
will attend. But—what will they

with scab labor. *As 200 rats with
Lewis "union" cards, escorted by
armed guards and deputy sheriffs

tell these delegations, what road
will be pointed out to them, what I Committee, who is the leading force
lessons will the Congress draw from

|
in front of the scenes to organize

the fresh, disastrous events? Not 'a "new federation'" was, inciden-

call from the secretary.

A Bit of Hleight-of-HiiiHl

MeFarlaue, secretary of tiie Pro- .... . ., ,. „ .,

,„ , ,. . „ T , , - , tried to enter Saline Count v they
gressive Trade Union Educational ... .. , ... , ,

J
. , ^

J

were met by thousands of pickets.

During the night the pickets had
been stationed at strategic points

a trace is left of all the preparatory I tally, also complied "because of ?"»'*
.

Ehu I'l'proach t„ the mi„e m
first, second and third lines of de-
fense with strong reserves station-

ed near the mine. The New York
Times reports the sheriffs as stat-

work which will give a clear and lack of finances" to mimeograph
concrete answer to present (jues- j only a portion of the policies ad-
tions. It is just as tragic as it is opted at the last PTU'EC confer-
true: the sponsors and the initia- ! once. The portions omitted, were . .,.,,,
tors of this congress, themselves, M he most important points, with "'g t^t he had never seen so many

cannot answer the problems which ! which he personally disagreed. (1) ™! naw™ u ' ltl n" (I" ,hp TJ ' enmstances he thought it wise to
advise the scabs to retire.

The miners of both Saline and
did

The
scabs

history has posed before us today. -That a sufficient basis for tiie crea-
The. congress meets under the' lion of a new federation of labor

made it possible for the social de-
mocracy to lead its ranks to the
end on the road of treachery. The
German lessons speak in clear
tones. Are the guilty ready to admit

(U I'm JJ1HIH-I.L Kill] -J^ L_E.ll.rg 114 1 I !l/H- ,
. , . . _,

... . _- C .... .n ;'t the strip mine in Hernn some
senlalion at the conference. (S) To ,'

.

"""" •««
_. ,

veavs ago lent wings to the Lewis-contmue as a committee to keep %, . ., „ , , ,

gate declared
the attitude of the capitalistic

world toward a state of one
hundred and seventy million
inhabitants which had adopted
tile Soviet system and was at-

tempting to bring about Social-

ism was a contributing factor to

the political uncertainty in the
world. lie urged recognition of

the peacful coexistence of the two
sytsems—capitalism and Sociajh

ism." (New York Times, June 15,

um.)
We give below the reply of

comrade Trotsky to the questions
asked him as quoted by the World
Telegram

:

keep
in touch
union bodies and be ready to act
jointly with them in the preparation

their errors and to weed them ' of a broader conference on a na-
out? No, they are not ready

|
tional scale.

Nazi - Austrian

Tension Brings

Sharp Clashes

The tension between Nazi Ger-
many and the Honapartist DoKfuss
regime in Austria has again caused

The Leftwing of the miners are sharp outbreaks, due to high-pres-

giving the lead in mass picketing

'

sl,re Na;,- i propaganda, involving a

with sympathetic trade
Company scabs as they fled back

• ' to fheir paymasters

{Continued on Page 4) (Continued on Page 4)

and in the fight to spread the strug-
gle into other nejds by cooperation
with other Left wing forces.

The greatest scandal exposed by
the Senate Hanking and Currency
Committee investigation has been
the investigation itself. Here is a, thing abnormal or irregular in the
governmental body equipped with' banking system, deliberately closing
unlimited authority and adequate its eyes to what is normal and reg-

particular crisis. I a surgical operation.
Instead of this, the committee What Can the Senate Comm. Do?

proposes to see if it can find any-

resources, supposed to be investi-

gating the conduct of the banking
business in the United States. This
investigation tabes place in the
fourth year of the greatest crisis
in the history of wrold capitalism.
If there were a spark of sincerity

in the demagogic pretensions of
the "new deal," the obvious ele-

mentary task of the committee
would be to investigate the manner
in which the private control of
hanking results in the private con-

"boo" and "hiss" the group. The '

'ro1 by inking of capitalist in-

boos and hisses were primarily in-l
<Justry

'
how tMs con t™' is "^d to

tended for the officer in uniform. !

conceutrate the ownership and eon-

The president, however, got hot !

raI
,

of calHtal ln fower and fewer

under the collar and waved an um-
ha" eIs

>,
a
,
n<i how this concentrated

brella: not to cool himself but to
co,ltrol

1

for prlvate Proiu haa !ed~— _ not only to crisis in general but to(Continued on Page 4) __l the devastating enormity of this

Chilean Opposition Organised
Santiago, Chile — Our Chilean

comrades , who until their recent
national congress of March 19,1933,

bore the name of Communist Party
(Chilean Section of tiie C.I.) have
decided to carry forward their revo-
lutionary struggle as the Communist
Left Chilean Section of the Inter-

national Communist Left Opposi-
tion. 'Their Congress has had an
enormous influence on the political
situation in Chile. Future numbers
of the Militant will include Impor-
tant reports from that section of
the battlefield. At present we limit
ourselves to the following official

appeal taken from the Political

Bulletin of the Chilean Section:

Comrades : The l!)th of March
marks a new period in the revolu-
tionary movement of Chile. This
was the day set for the convoca-
tion of the 81h National Congress
of the Communist Party (Chilean
Section of the C.I.). This congress
was to meet as a Congress for Com-
munist Unification. The attempt
towards unity failed as a result of

the refusal of the Laffertist (local

Stalinist) bureaucracy to take port
in such a meeting. Therefore, the
li)th of March marks the initiation

of the revolutionary efforts of our
Party under the banner of the

Chilean Section of the International
Communist Left Opposition—as the
Communist Left.

The dialectics of the revolution-
ary movement have produced in the
Communist ranks of the entire
globe a division that is growing

ular in capitalism, which is exactly
the only thing that is important.
It is like a policeman catching a
murderer in the act of stabbing his

victim, and "investigating" the

knife to see if it is free of germs.

The consequences of the investi-

gation are automatic—either noth-

ing abnormal will be reported,

everything being in good legal or-

der according to the highest-priced

legal advice ; or some little viola-

tions even of the capitalists' own
law ¥111 be triumphantly exhibited,

to which the bankers will reply
serenly, "What do these little spots
matter in comparison with the
enormous volume of transactions in

which we have acted as bankers
should act?

What Did Morgan Reveal?

What has been brought out in

the Morgan testimony? That the
gentlemen did favors to their
friends, which any business man
has a right to do; that they did
not jhi" taxes when they did not
have to; that they conducted sev-
eral different operations out of
which they made a profit. What
conclusions can the Senators draw
from these filets, or what action
can they taie?

It is true that the liberal pressgraver from day to day. The en-
thronement of a bureaucratic sys- ,ook tllt! opportunity to publish

tem in the Communist Internatiou- charts showing the Morgan control

al and in Its sections, the tactical over »reat sections of industry,

and theoretic errors of the ruling railroads and public utilities, and
bureaucracy (which were carefully (irew tileir liberal conclusions from

analyzed in the reports and theses them
-

ThL' I>aiIy Worker for that

presented to the Congress and were maCter also published a chart, and

set forth In published form before P° i,lte^ °"t editorially how rotten

the meeting), have given rise in all ,

nkers are *

countries to the Comunist Left Op- 1

Tno real P° int
- however, is that

position in whose ranks we Chileans tIle Swlate investigation is being

now fcake our position conducted with no other aim or pos-

in contrast to the defeats and ff^^T IT to "^"f for

zigzags that characterize the official i fl,^,l^^T^ C°""

™i}„ .-.e tt.r. r- i «, , ,, „ rtmue the delusion that the govern-

- ™ ™ * \ * t ^
; mental apparatus is reallv fnteres-

Bition represents today the most «- ri :„ .,„i„ ,- ,. .
* . .

decisive factor in the revolutionary £ ™ll?*> ^ ,

mt
?
rests °!

struggle of the world The recoe- L
SeS aea,,1Kt the inkers, and

among the cadres of the Interna-
' t^T" S

", a , .1 v « * ^ 3t"

tional Communist Left Opposition ' „fLw ''f'l f"*"*" ." a ™a™
.,. . , ,. „ or reinforcing the reactionary ideawas on the part of the Congress

tllat inking would be all right if
a theoretic punctuahzation that is jts defecls

6
^re remov^! like

(Continued on Page S) .freckles, when what Is needed is

bombing terror in the country on
the Djinube. The Hitler plans to

force, if not the long yearned
"Anschluss," then at least a friendly
Nazi coalition government at Vien-
na, have brought the relations be-

tween the two countries at the
breaking point.

Doilfuss and his supporters, es-

pecially the "TIeimwehr" which
tends toward a Hapsburg restora-

tion, have the backing of Italy,

France and all the powers that do
not care to see the Hitler state-

strengthened. The fight between
The greatest possible measure of the Heimwehr Fascists and the Hit-

audaclty on the part of the Senate '<'' Fascists in Austria proper Is

committee might conceivably he a !

tlieiffore part of a larger scheme

recommendation that private banks "£

t
™j*riaiwt struggle ami that is

be prohibited from accepting de- |

wti *' !

,

E assumes the long and drawn

posits; that would mean that a
\

m,t character that it does,

bank, in order to function, would
(

Thc Austrian authorities reacted

have to assume the form of a cor-; to the increased Nazi agitation and
poration. This "revolutionary" act terror by the expulsion from their

would mean that J. P. Morgan &
Co. would have to change their

firm name to J. P. Morgan & Co.,

Inc., or possibly even to J. P. Mor-
gan Corporation. "Reforms" in the

income tax law, in tho corporation

laws, in the banking laws, might
result in a little more work by
Morgan's lawyers and accountants
in figuring out ways of getting

around the new laws. The whole

"You have asked my opinion of

the economic conference. I have
not the slightest illusion about its

results. If the innumerable confer-

ences of recent years teach any.
thing it is that real contradictions
cannot be eliminiated by the gen-

eral formulas which inevitably make
the .essence of all such conferences.

Actions are necessary.

"One of these necessary actions

should he settlement of relations be-

tween the United States and the

So\ iet Union. In so far as your
new administration launches out on
this path, it will take an extremely
important step from the standpoint

of international politics as well as
from the standpoint of economics.

The Four Power Pact settles

nothing. The real plan of Hitler

is to find a iioiiit of support in Italy

and England for war against the

Soviet Union. Whoever does not
see it is blind.

"Establishment of normal rela-

tions between Washington and Mos-
cow would deliver a much more
decisive blow at Hitler's bellicose

plans than all the European con-
ferences put together.

"No less important significance

may be attached to the collabora-

tion between tiie United .States and
the Soviet Union with respect to

the Far East. The present conduct
of Japan in no wise expresses its

strength. On the contrary, the ad-
venturist measures of Tokyo are
strongly reminiscent of the conduct
of Czarist bureaucracy in the Jlrst

years of the present century.

"But it is precisely these grisly

uperntious of irresponsible military

camarillas that may inexorably
engender tremendous world convul-
sions.

"Liaison between Washington and.

Moscow would not be without its

effect on Tokyo and with a corres-

ponding policy it might arrest in

time the automatic development of
Japanescs military adventurism.

"From an economic standpoint
establishment of normal relations
between the Soviets and America
would yield positive results. The
extensive economic plan of the So-
viet Union cannot in the coming
period base itself upon Fascist Ger-
many, with which Russia's relation-

ships will inevitably become ex-

tremely unstable.

"All the greater significance is

thus acquired by economic collabo-
ration of the two republics, Euro-
pean-Asiatic and American, whose
combined population runs to nearly
300,0U0,000.

-Collaboration could have planned
character regulated from above and
reckoned on a basis of a number
of years to come.
"The presence in Moscow of a

United States representative would
territory of the Keichstag Deputy give, Washington the possibility of
llabu-ht, who had been smuggled

;
convincing itself that despite the

into the country as director of the uw,te transitory difficulties of trade,
Hitler campaign under the guise of the Soviet Union is perhaps the
press attache to the Iteich legation.

The Hitler government retaliated
by the expulsion of the Austrian
press attache, the Catholic priest

Wasserbaeck, who is said to have
been closely in touch with the High

surest investment for capital.

"I would he very happy if you
would communicate these simple
observations to the American pub-
lic."

These well reasoned out and real-

,

Councils of the Centre Party in istic proposals for economic eoHabo-
would be presented with a great Germany proper.

j ration between the Soviet Union,
Hood of propaganda to the masses If we take into consideration the sorely in need of credits and the
as an evidence of the government's attacks of the Fascists on the Cath- United States, sorely in need of

I

" '

(Continued on Page 4) (Continued on Page 4)

Leon GoodmanArrestedin Phila.
Philadelphia, Pa.—Comrade Leon

Goodman, member of the Philadel-

phia branch of the Left Opposition,

was arrested on Tuesday, June 13,

at p. m., at Hope and Jefferson
Streets, Philadelphia.

While comrade Roberts was
speaking about Roosevelt's "raw
deal,'" cop Gallagher tried to smash
the speakers* stand. When comrade
Goodman told the cop that he had
a permit and protested against this

interference the blue coated thug
immediately arrested our comrade.
The cop did not appear at the

hearing.
To magistrate Zwelg all Commu-

nists are criminals. When the mag-
istrate asked whether comrade
Goodman was a Communist he re-

plied that he was a member of the
Communist League of America
(Left Opposition), This was enough
evidence against Goodman, without
permitting him to say anything in

his defense and the judge immedi-
ately railroaded him for ten days.
We continued the meeting, the

attendance of which kept increasing,
despite the arrest. The meeting
lasted until 10 :30 p. m., with com-
rades Gary Morgenstern and Rob-
erts as the speakers.

We called upon the workers to be

present at the hearing. A group of
about 10 besides members of the
branch were present.

We have drawn up petitions

against comrade Goodman's arrest.
We liyve also issued leaflets.

We will hold a mass protest open
air meeting at the same corner
June IT. at 8:30 p. m. We have in-

vited the l.L.l). to send a speaker.
— ROBERTS

S V B S !

Since the close of the sub drive
on June 1st which comrade Caplan
of Kansas City won hands down
subs have been rollin in. The fol-

lowing list gives a partial picture
of the good work that is being done
by our comrades and friends. Al-
together 43 more subs have come
in.

II. Oehler, Illinois Coal Fields 13
A. Caplan, Kansas City B
I,. Goodman, Philadelphia ... C
All tiie others, one apiece.
Now this is what we cail some-

trade, should give an additional
impetus to the movement here for

the recognition of the USSR and
the extension of long term loans
to it. The American workers es-

pecially have everything to gain
by such an arrangement. A planned
and extensive trade agreement be-
tween the two countries would be
the surest way of opening up nu-
merous factories that now lie idle

and would give jobs to thousands
of unemployed and starving Ameri-
can workmen on the basis of Soviet
orders.

The surest way of bringing about
recognition and the all-vital trade
agreement is by the mass pressure
of the toiling masses upon the capi-
talist government. The slogan of
Soviet Recognition and Long Term
Credits should immediately be made
to occupy a front rank position ln
the struggle of the unemployed and
in united action of employed and
unemployed workers.
The militant section of the Amer-

ican working class must especially
Inscribe this slogan on its banner.
It is an extremely imjiortant meas-
ure for fhe relief of workers' misery
in the crisis; it is an excellent op-
portunity to show by living facts
the superiority of planned socialist

over capitalist an-

thlng. But there is no satisfying
us. Like Oliver Twist we want! construction
more. And it can be done. The archy ; finally, it is "the most re'a-
above reeord and the record of the listic way of cementing the bonds

of international solidarity between
the R.ussiau and American workers

sub drive proves that conclusively.
Every sub puts the Militant up a

noteh. Every sub puts a firmer
base under the Militant,

for the defense of the proletarian
fatherland.
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from the MiMA-NTS
| Qn The Workers Front &

I. L D. Expelis

Left Oppositionist

New Haven, Conn.—Again New
Haven ia on the map tor expulsions

by Stalinists (it members of the

Left Opposition from revolutionary

organizations supposed to be fret

nom all pariisuuship anil bused
upon broad claiis issues. These are

comrades Jl. tiaudelman and A.

. , on, recently expelled froin the

i, miinpioyed Councils on charges of

uiauijQLing leudets for and iiivil-

mg memuers to the lias Schucht-

maii lecture on the German situa-

iiun caned by the L. O. on last

.ipiii ^oib. The third is comrade

.j<_-i iruue uuoil, espeilcd on June 1

mini ine »ucco-V anzetti Branch of

Lue ju.ernaLional Labor Defense, in

nmcti sue heid the oiiice of secre-

tin ior ihe last two years.

-it the lime of joining the I.L.D.,

^.unnaiie Duell was known as an
vjiilM/^iuoiiisl expelled from the oili-

<.i«t parly and removed troin her

posts as secretary of the Workers
iiuurnauonal Relief and Ihe Inter-

nu.i.iuiiiii i.oiKuig vvoinens' Council.

uuc ueier concealed her views and
u,u 6,iou out me itiiiitant to mem-
ut.a anu sj mpuiniiiers.

turn .trouble Started

iiie U'oauie started when coui-

,uue j_.uen asi;ed a few pertinent

yueauona at a discussion period of

iiu euueaLiouat program held on

.uareli £ iu=i, oy our l.L.D. Branch.

>te had oei'ii audresseu oy a meni-

vnr ol me Jonn Iteed Club on Ger-

many. I he speaaer told ol the

woiiueriui movement of the CI*, in

unit country at tiiat time, but noth-

ing was said about i*s present

plight since the rise of Hitler.

m tins question period comrade
Duell raised tin; problem of the

united Iront and the catastrophic

results eoiiseuueul on the criminal

policy ol the Stalinists. She also

Drought up the matter of the Sev-

en lIi World Congress of the C.I.

She asscd whether tile whole world

situation, particularly the events in

di'nimiij uid nut warrant the call-

ing together ot me highest body of

tne international proletariat. She
received no answer to her inquiries,

but at once an old party ineniuer

arose and pronounced her a Trot-

skyist and a slanderer.

On May 1-1, a district Conference

of t'onetionaries of the l.L.D. was
held in New Haven. After a long

report from the District Organizer

of the l.L.D. and an address by the

organizer of the- C.P., the meeting
was thrown open for discussion.

The discussion revealed that the

branches were functioning poorly

and mucli uncertainty seemed to

prevail as to how to build the bran

cues on a firm basis. Much was
said on the united front. Comrade

jjuc ii--:ii.etl tut' comrades (they

vvt-iii practically ail party members

—eriueisiu was maue Localise no

nou-puriy memuers had been drawn
into leaumg rotes) it any one of

the memuers present could tell her

exactly wiiere It party stands on

tie united trout. She said that af-

ter years of repudiation of the Len-

inist united front, like a bolt from

the blue the C.i. on March called

upon the Communist parties to ap-

proach the central bodies of ali

working class organizations with an

offer for joint action against the

capitalist offensive. She described

the good results that had been ob-

tained through the application of

this policy mentioning as one in-

stance the Tom .Moouey United

Front Congress, in the short time

that it had been carried out. She
added that now, just as suddenly

as the previous turn, a revision

back to the uuiied front from below

was becoming noticeable as was to

be seen in the C.l. Hay Day Mani-

festo. These remarks called down
the wrath of the D.O. of the l.L.D.

on her head. lie stated that the

application of the united front was

mendation to the members of the
branch which held its meeting on
Ihe same night. There were sixteen

comrades at the meeiing, ten of

whom were new members—some of

merely a few weeks' standing. The
committee brought in the recom-
mendation that her official position

us secretary be taken from her

;

liistt she might become a rank and
lile member for six months and if,

during that time, she acted in an
acceptable manner she might be re-

instJtted to her former position. All

the "discussing," of course came
trom the old party members.

Comrade Duell stated before the

members that if such a status

meant Ihe repudiation of her views
on the principles of the L.O. she
could not consider it. At this she
was expelled,

— G. DUELL

Cannon Meetings

in Minneapolis

Minneapolis, Minn.—The situation

in the Communist and labor move-
mint is such today in Minneapolis
[hat comrade Cannon, the National
.-eeretary of the Left Opposition,

can speak to "everybody." His last

meetings here four years ago were
murkod b; a violent physical at-

iuck by the Stalinists, a free speech
mooting, and the arming of our
members, etc. This time Cannon
spoke before practically the entire

membership of the official party on
;uie occasion, and good sections of

it at three other meetings. Not a
uhiinpcr, let alone a show of lists,

can it' from any party member in

these meetings. They attentively

iisi'-iifd lo what he had to say.

The first meeting where Cannon
spoke was the rally arranged at
Labor Iloadnuurters by the Minnea-
polis .Free Tom Moouey Conference.
A united front meeting, each or-

nanixuiion in the Conference, to-

gether with the A. IT. of L., social-

ist partj , and the Farmer-Labor
1'al'Iy had a speaker on the pro-

;;nim. His speech for Mooney's i'ree-

uom got weil-rounded applause from
the party followers and trade-

unionists in the hall. He taught
ihe Communists there how to speak
in a united front meeting. The
party members need to learn how
to do this very badly. This occur-
red on Wednesday night, there were
about 3."jU present.

The following Saturday he gave
his lecture, "'America's Road to

llevolntion'' before 175 workers, in

the .Mayor's Reception Hall at the
City Hall. The meeting was well
sprinkled with party members and
sympathizers, and socialist work-
ers. When the patented question
on activity' was made, Cannon de-

scribed t he situation of the local

it iiemployment movement and the
need for unity and correct policy

in it, and then called for names
of volunteers who would be willing

to work together with the Left
Opposition to effect a change.
Eighteen workers besides League
members volunteered for this end.

A basis for an Unemployed League
was thus made. Following Monday,
the talk on The German Tragedy
was given to a large crowd, with
more party members present, in the
same hull. The thundering indict-

ment of the social democracy's be-

trayal and the criminal Stalinist
blundering policy was driven home,
for all (luestions and discussion
centered around the matters of
Communist tactics and oganination
prieiples. Party members were
questioners, listeners, and learners
ut this meeting. There was no
••lander or disruptive action at this

meeting on their part. Socialist

workers were also impressed, for
li;>re was Comunist criticism with
reason.

Comrade Cannon also spoke be-
fore the Student Forum on the

flexible and that the party would
|
Campus of the Minnesota Unlver-

soon clarify the matter Lo the mem- sity on the Mooney Case and the
bers. Comrade Duell, he proclaimed, .movement for his freedom. He eor-

was trying to sow confusion among rectli tied this case with the gen-
them and that was intolerable.

j
eral struggle for workers' rights.

On .May 25 at a meeting of the! Sandwiched between these public
E.C. of the branch a letter was meetings, Cannon met with the
read from J. Milton of the Work- League brunch where the Miners'
era School of New Haven by the campaign mid Militant drive was
chairman in which charges were discussed at length, together with
presented against comrade Duell for i„cal activity. The last of these
so-called counter-revolutionary acti- meetings was an open meeting of
vities. These consisted in acting as ihe iiranch where three workers

joined the League, and we summed
up the results of the first week
of our iiiiuuci.il drive for two bund-
led dollars. We had received cash
.in<! pledges for ¥10.50 to date.

— C. FORSEN

Burning Problems

Facing theNew
York Dressmakers

chairman at comrade Sehachlman's

meeting on April 20th at which she

was supposed to have stated, among
other things, that workers in the

Soviet Union were imprisoned and
tortured and that Stalin, in particu-

lar, was responsible for this oppres-

sion. What comrade Duell actually

said was that all the ideas of the

Left Opposition had been pronounc-

ed "counter revolutionary" by the

Stalinist regime in Kussia and that

members of tl*e L.O had suffered

persecution and untold misery by
imprisonment and exile, many of

whom had given their lives for their

ideas. A committee of four was
elected to investigate the charges.

The committee, now enlarged to

nine by the addition of three wit-

nesses who had attended the

Sehactman meeting and two party
members met with comrade Duell

before the l.L.D. membership meet-

ing on June 1st. The charges were
again read and she was given the

opportunity to defend herself. This
she did by stating -exactly what
she said at the meeting and show-
ing a written outline which she had
prepared before the Schachtman
meeting. But other charges were
brought against her ; such as using

the l.L.D. mailing list to send out
The Militant and distributing it to

members and holding counter-revo-

lutionary ideas in general.

The committee then retired to

SUBSCRIBE TO
"L'NSER WORT"

Workers and friends who read
German and are interested in get-
ting first hand accounts of condi-
tions in Germany can do so by
subscribing to Unser Wort, the
illegal organ of the German Left
Opposition, published in Prague.

The paper appears every other
week. Subscriptions are for a year
only and are $2.00. Subscriptions
must be accompanied by currency.
Checks and money orders will not
do.

Comrades who subscribe must
take into account the time element
involved. They must allow time
for their subs to reach the center
here, and ten days for the sub to
reach Prague and on top of that
ten days to two weeks additional
for the paper to reach them. In
short, the first copy should reach
the comrade about three weeks af-
ter remittance to us.

Address all subs to Unser Wort,

Throughout the entire dress trade

in New iork and out of town, the

workers are talking strike. The
question ol the strike has become
the central question for the dress-

makers. Several years of abject

miser/-, involving retreat from half-

way tolerable conditions gained by

jears of struggle, have brought this

question to the front with piercing

sharpness.

For the past 2 or 3 years, dress-

makers in N. 1". have been working

lor as little as $2 a day and with

a top wage ol no more than $18
a week for the great bulk of the

industry. Union hours are a thing

of the distant past too. There are

no union hours. The boss dictates

and the workers have to acquiesce.

How did this dismal state of

affairs come about? What are its

root causes'.' That the depression

aud unemployment play their part

is, of course, a forgeone conclusion.

But the source of the whole trouble

runs much deeper than that.

The Division iu the Banks

For nearly live years, two unions

have been lighting each other fierce-

ly, making the united action of the

dressmakers in their own behalf an
utter impossibility. Every serious

aud class conscious worker knows,
lo be sure, that it is the expulsion

policy carried out so ruthlessly

against the militant Left wing in

the once united International La-
dies Garment Workers Union by the

reactionary, class collaborationist

Sigman -Hochmau -Dub iusky clique

which started the split among the

ilressmiikers and which forced the

Lett wing to organize itself on the

outside iu the Industrial Union.

That is clear as day for every
needle trade militunt. That the

Left wing Industrial Union, thru

the sectarian "Third Period" policy

of the Stalinist leadership, played
into the hands of the splitting tac-

tic of the iUght wing clique should
also be clear for every Left wing
militant by now.

Disunity Hays into tiie Hand
of tiie Bosses

This division in the camp of the

dressworkers, initiated by the re-

formist clique and objectively abet-

ted by the Stalinists, is what is

responsible for the prostrate con-

dition in the whole trade. The bulk
of workers, grown apathetic becau&e
of the disunity, remains unorgan-
ized. The open shop prevails. More
than that, the open shop is a con-

stunt source of pressure against the
shops which still stand under union
control.

The state of affairs of two unions
lighting each other is, forthermore,

a constant trump in the hands of
the cockroach bosses whose threads
are spread wide over the whole
market. The contractor or jobber
who is intent in lighting off the

demands of the workers in his ohop,
lias no trouble at all in playing off

one union against the other to his
advantage .He can, with the great-
est ease, shift his equipment from
one shop lo another, and none of

ihe unions are in a position to

control his actions, even if he goes
so far as to substitute the open
shop. The fact alone that the con-
tractor has this alternative is in

itself enough of a whip for him
to scare the workers under him into
subinissiveness.

Another insufferable effect of the
split is the division it has brought
among the various sections of the
trade. A section like the pressers,

due to the chaotic conditions caused
by the split, has become open prey
for outright racketeers.

Problems that Need a Solution

It is all these obstacles that have
to be overcome, if the dressmakers
and the other needle wokers are to

help themselves out of the rut.

They cannot overcome them except
by bold, militant action against the
boss. That is, by a strike. They
cannot carry an such an action suc-
cessfully against the boss unless
there is a single, united struggle,
unless the Left wing becomes the
leaven of militancy in such a united
struggle.] In all camps there is talk
of strike and talk of one, united
strike. In words, at least, everyboy
is unanimous. It remains for the
dressmakers to give themselves an
account of how this single, united
strike is to be brought about. It

remains for them to get clear on
how the strike is to be prepared.

A strike in the dress trade can
be effective only if it comes at the
height of the spring season which
is the busy season In the trade. To
consider the possibility of a strike
before next February is out of the
question, if the strike is meant seri-

ously. Iu order to prepare for a
successful strike iu February, it is

absolutely imperative to do the nec-
essary advance work.] That is, it

is necessary to carry on an inten-
sive organization drive in the win-
ter season which begins in A-igust.

A Single Strike Without a Single

Organisation?

To talk of a single, united strike

without a single, united organiza-

tion drive is ridiculous. The unor-

ganized are too apathetic to be re-

cruited into two unions at the same
time. The two organization drives

will end only iu| confusion and
wreck the preparalious. If the nec-

essary impulses toward the organi-

zation, or rather, tiie reorganization

ol the trade", is to be given, a sin-

cere effort must he made toward
the unity of the two unions, the

International and [the Industrial,

only a genuine effort at unity can

awaken the workers out of their

apathy and raise their confidence

once more in organized actiou.

That the Right wing—Dubinsky,

ilochman aud Co.—will sabotage

all attempts at the establishment

of such a lighting unity of the dress

workers is a foregone conclusion.

Their actions in the fur trad* show
that they are always more ready to

conclude their united fronts with
tite bosses' associations and the

capitalist police rather than with

ilte militant Left wing.

The task of cementing the dress-

makers' unity is a hard task and
requires grit and endurance. Only
the Left wing, armored with a cor-

rect policy, is capable of making
,his necessity an actual reality. It

can do this only by patient and
persistent efforts to force the Right

wing saboteurs to show their cards,

ami by gaining the confidence of

the great majority of the workers
in the l.L.G.W.U. in the course of

iliese efforts.

What Policies are Required to

Fight tiie Bosses?

Ily what policies can this be

accomplished '. That is the burning

question for the Left wing workers.

The Stalinists in the leadership of

ihe Industrial Union, do, to be sure,

spe;ik of one strike. How do they

propose to accomplish one strike?

flie a 11-important question of a
single organization drive to precede

the strike—which is indispensable

for its success—they leave unan-
swered. In other words, up to Feb-
ruary the ranks of the dressmakers
ate to be left confused, no actual

push is to be given to bring them
out of their aputhy. In the strike

itself, the Industrial union leader-

ship proposes a united front with
Local 22 of the l.L.G.W.U. A con-
ference is to held; the conference

is lo gel Dubinsky to hand the
leadership over to the rank and file.

That is how much tiie Stalinists

have io offer, la other words, they
put the card before Ihe horse; First,

a common strike, then the question
of one united organization is to

solved.

It must be said outright: with
such a policy, with the repetition

of the stupid "Third Period" tactic

of "Independent Strike Committees"
and "itunk and File Leadership,
no headway will be made. Whatever
Ihe motivation—let us say, the hope
.of the Left wing that in the course
of the strike, the majority of the
workers will endorse the militant

policies and rally to the banner of

the Industrial Union—such a policy

defeats its own purpose. It gives
the Right wing fakers the oppor-
tunity they are looking for. They
will always look for a loop-hole to

permit them to creep out of united
action with the militant Left wing.
Rani; and File Leadership" and
"Independent Strike Committees"
are just the kind of loophole they
need to fool the workers into think-
ing that the Left wing rejects the
reality of existing unions and their

respective strengths, that the Left
wing wants to ignore the "regular
organizations and to carry out
some "maneuver." That is Just the
way to give the fakers a chance to

tell the workers that the Left wing
is insiucers. But it is precisely this

lactic of the Right wing bureau-
cracy that must be defeated. It is

ihe precise task of the Left wing
to prove to the workers that their
call for united action is sincere and
that they mean business. Only a
show of such sincerity can awaken
the dressmakers out of their apathy
and arm them for struggle.

A Policy to Fill tite Need of the
Moment

The Communist Left Opposition
(Trotskyites) long ago proposed to
the Left wing Industrial union "to
make an open proposal to the
l.L.G.W.U. for the readmission of
its membership in a body In the
field of its jurisdiction. This pro-

'

posal must demand the unity of the
two organizations on the basis of
no discrimination, no special condi-
tions or restrictions imposed on the
members of the Industrial Union,
full rights for every member, union
democracy and tite rights of mi-
nority political expression." (Res-
olution presented to the Convention
of the Needle Trades Workers In-

dustrial Union by the Needle Trades
Fraction of the Communist League
of America (Left Opposition), Oc-
tober, 1!)32).

Such a proposal is more timely
now than ever. In fact it Is indis-

pensable for the preparation of a
successful strike and for a genuine
preparation of It—a united, single

(Continued on Pace 3)

Left Win3 Fights

For the Teachers

Expelled byB.of E.

The following analysis of the

situation in the Teachers Union,

of .New lork City, Local ~> of the

American Federation of Teach-

ers in the A. F, of J... embodies

the ideas of a number of re-
gressive Group and Rank and
file teachers, the two Left wing
groups in the union.

The Kyau-O'Shea regime of the

-New lorK City Board ui Education

mis initatied a campaign of expul-

sions from the school system of the

outstanding militants iu the teach-

ers' light against salary reductions

and the worsening of their teaching

and living conditions. Ihe bureau-

cratic axe has just cut down 1.

lilumberg. Two others, at this

writing, are lacing expulsion charg-

es: 1. Begun and V* , Burroughs,
their crime consists in having cour-

ageously protected the expulsion of

lilumberg. It is no secret that

others are also slated for expulsion,

t beir names are known even as it

was known some lime iu advance
lhat lilumoerg was to be expelled.

The charges, of course, are lech-

uicat and pertain to administrative

matters. But tuey are only a con-

venient pretext. The B. ol 1£. ob-

jective is revealed by its under-
cover campaign against all protest

which it brands "red," "Commu-
nist, ' "radicalism,'' the lamiliar
reactionary incitement of prejudice
against progressive oppouents.

The Ryaii-O'Khea regime very

shrewdly timed its expulsion cam-
paign io begin shortly belore the

close ot the school term, calculat-

ing that the summer vacation would
nip in the bud whatever protest

movement the teachers would build.

At the present writing the deiense
movement has reacheu considerable
proportions and is still growing,
ii hether it will be able to defeat
the B. ol K. campaign it is still

too early lo say.

Tiie Union and Expulsions

Blumberg was not a member of

Ihe union. But Begun and Bur-
roughs and the others slated for

expulsion are members ol the union
and of its Left wing. It is lo the
credit of the Left wing that it was
quick lo react to these expulsions,

i he "instant burn of clamor' that
it made to throw the weight of the
union into the deiense movement
raised the oueslion snarply in the
union iiself. Under its pressure a
committee was appointed to inves-

tigate the cases and report on them.
The report on Blumoerg—already
expolleu—commits the union to ask
the B. of K. lor a fair trial for him.

On the Begun-BoHoughs cases the
union, instead of declaring its soli-

darity with them as it is duly-
bound to do, took a position, which
can be construed only as giving ob-

jective support to the B. of E.
The position taken by the union

constitutes a defeat lor the Left
wing which correctly stands for the

unyualiiied support of all the vic-

lims of the B. ol E. reign of terror-

ism. The importance of this issue

should be made clear by the .Left

wing to the entire union member-
ship and the teachers in Ihe sys-

tem. If the union, which exists

lor the purjiose ol defending the
teachers' interests and of protect-

ing them against such attacks,

stands aside while the reaction
hunts dow n aud expels the militants

from the system the reaction will

feel itself encouraged to proceed
against any protest whatsoever.
Such a policy says to the B. of E.

that il can count iu advance upon
Ihe "neutrality" of the union while
it "punishes" all protest against its

faithful service in behalt of Wall
Street-Albany economy and re-

trenchment schemes. Such a policy

places the union on ihe wrong side

ol the fence. Instead of arraying
tiie union against the B. ot E. and
its banker-politician inspired eco-

nomy it makes it a partner to their

attacks on the teachers' salaries
and conditions.

Such a policy will succeed only
In discrediting the union in the eyes
of the thinking teachers and of the
labor movement generally. On the
other hand, the policy of the Left
Wing is a progressive one in the
interests of ihe union and the

teachers. The Left Wing must con-
tinue the light to redress the line of

the union.

Administration and J^eft Wing
This difference between the union

administration and the Left wing
is not the only one. The others
also involve the fundamental ques-
t ions of union policy. To under-
stand the years' old struggle be-

tween the administration and the
Left wing it is necessary, first, to

understand what sections of the
teachers support them. The union
administration today draws its sup-
port from the older, better-salar-

ied and more conservative teachers.
These men and women are little

inclined to struggle. They look for-

(Continued "on Pasre S)~
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Before coming to Camp Dis, 1

entertained no illusions aoout con-

ditions nere. Like so many other

icilows, 1 "ireeiy' cnose this man-

ner ot iHe—tne three meals and one

uoimr a day being tne center of

attraction—in pretereuce to a more

ui !o.-.s tUH-crluiii city life. .My ap-

,)i ciiension was amply justified.

I reported to the Army Oiuildilig

irom w inch all lellou s were sent

io me camps. Alter a hasty ex-

umm inatiou, the batch ot which I

.va.i a menioer, received a pep talk

irom the omcer in charge, lie drew

a paradisiacal version of camp life,

uestriuing it as a model place for

moral and physical discipline. And
me lyod, "the eats are so swell

tliej 11 Kuoct; your eyes out."' lie

tn-aa wrong. They Knocked our

sioinacus out. It did not take us

mug to stump him a liar.

ins speech ended, we marched to

ilu- lorry building to eat belore

leaving lor camp. Filthy mess kits

were Handed to us as we passed

liy the big garuage cans that con-

tained the lood. Hot beans, cold

canned tomatoes and raw onion was
our bill of fare. This sweet mys-

stery ot lile hud a smell for which
iherc are no polite words. Jiut

uiiai really did throw a vein of

discouragement in us was the col-

lee. We surely believed that it was
made hot in the swine trough. A
tew boys made a braie attempt to

guip it down. They failed niiser-

auiy. Some vomited like sick cats.

These fellows changed their minds
ana went home. A cautious lew
ivlio had watched them went with
them, 'ihe rest of us decided to

slick il out. Me were transported

tiy bus lo camp aud it was sutii-

t iwiUy pleasant to make us forget

tin* inauspicious start.

t.pon Jirriving at camp we were
assigned lo companies. The fellows

l spuke to were pretty well dis-

gusted. They probably expressed
i IK- mood if most of the tamp

—

there are about fourteen thousand
men here. It seems that inferior

food, no female comradeship aud
low wages make for the main source
of discontent. And lo make matters
worse, a robber trading post main-
tained by the government charges
irom twenty -live to fifty percent
more for staple necessaries. Since
Uncle Sam does not supply loilel

articles and the boys have no
money to buy raaors, towels, soap,
etc., Uamp Disc very much resembles
ihe House o£ Uavi'i.

tJf course newspajiers that play

up the wonders of the Civilian Con-
servaliou Corps, religiously sup-
press news ot any revolt or race
riots. Some weeks back, the capi-

talist press reported that forty-live

so-called agitators were expelled lor

revolting against the food. 1 spoke
lo about fifty men of the company
in which the incident occurred.
They —non-commu 1 1 i s ts—vehement-
ly deuied that any of the expelled
1 1 hey knew all) were even tinged
with the palest vermililon. After
working all day in rainy fields,

digging trenches and pitching tents,

they were fed mouldy beans and
half cooked potatoes. Every fellow
spoke with admiration of the ex-

|

polled forty -live, "who had the guts
to open their mouths and kick."

Another incident happened that
Ihe press did not even mention.

I

.Negroes are segregated from the
whites, even at church on Sundays.
While the sky pilots (and this place
is infested with them) preach eter-

nal brotherhood, they do their ut-

most to prevent fraternization be-
t ween black and white. A riot

broke out several weeks ago in
which a few Negroee were stabbed.
Xobody seems to know the minor
details since the combatants are
either in the hospital or jail. liut

everybody agrees that the fight re-

sulted over food. Soldiers now pa-
trol the separating avenue with
cocked rifles and fixed buyouelsJ
As one soldier remarked, "A couple
of grenades did the job." A deep
pit testifies to that. i

Many fellows express their dis-

coulent by deserting. Others know-
ing what they are in for, penniless

(

iu the city, prefer to remain. True,
tiie government does not force them
i
to stay, but starvation does. They

,

console themselves by reliecting
that six months of forest work will

develop their pliysitpies. That it

will. 1 have no doubt. What the
government wants is men with
-<t rong backs and weak minds.
Nm-fly the tasteless swill that is

served will not increase anyone's
intelligence. The commanding offi-

cer assures the i>oople that, the
•forest army" is much healthier
than the men examined in the last
draft. Because of the crisis, young
men walk a good deal and eat plain
food which is inexpensive, whereas
in good times young men are dis-
posed to eat rich food and exer-
cise as little as possible.

:
We are

plainly given to understand that
crises are beneficial to the working
class. Whether the workers believe
this tommy-rot is another question,

lioosevelfs "New Deal differs
from Hoover's policy only to the
degree of cornering some three
hundred thousand young workers
and forcing them to Increase the
wealth of the bosses. In this way
the government kills two birds with
one stone. It sets a new standard
of wage cutting and at the same
time paves the way for mass crea-
tion of constant capital that will
make the present crisis look like an
appetizer in face of the next and
more terrible crisis. Needless to
say, the government has an excel-
lent center to teach the workers
how to reduce their cost of living
on the point of consumption, by in :

traducing in their diet the cheapest
and coarsest food. — B.

St. l.ouis, Mo.—"Anolhcr week
another dollar, a million weeks a

million dollars,'' was ihe rather

gloomy prospect lor the Ml. Louis

nut pickers under Capitalism and
wage slint'i'j. None ol them had
ever read the new book at the pub-

lic library, "How to Live on Nothing
a Year," aud lloosevell's inliatiou

program had sivepl over them like

a hailstorm over a fourth ol July

l milium parade,, leaving them flat.

But enough is plenty ami too

much is hog's bail, it was either

work or stilt- vo or no work and
starve. Thcj lesorlcd to the only

oilier alternative. They struck. Out
into the stivers they came, young
and old, male and female, Negro
and white. "Social'' distinctions

and racial differences were forgot-

ten, 'i hey had spotted their real

enemy and they went after him
with their only weapon, solidarity

of action.

Continuously the boss felt them
out by offering them an increase

which amounted to about .">() percent.

Tlit'y spurned it. And no wonder!
i'he average weekly wage lor the

Negro girls was about $1.80, while

i or the while girls (due to greater

skill '/j it was $2.o5. The boss wan
willing to use scabs bin none ap-

plied iu spite of the fact thai the
capitalist press maiiilamt'd a cow-
ardly silence about the true condi-

i ions as long as il could. Child

strikers in 1'cunsj ivania and a si-

milar strike in St. L'-uis are, ia

.-.pile of their similarity, two differ-

ent things.

During the strike, several girl

strikers were arrested, the excuse
being given by the police that they
were too young for the picket line.

Not too young to be brulaliy ex-

ploited, but loo young to defend
their rights against the capitalist

baby starvers.

Eijual to tile occasion, with their

usual stupidity, tiie Stalinists of

ihe FW1L immedbttely proposed a
coin mi ttee to pul the case before

Mayor Dickmaun, hoping, doubtless,

lo "expose" him as the agent of the

bosses, liut the prophet of Ihe New
Deal was not found napping. Here
was the chance of a lifetime brought
on a silver platter by none other

than the Comma nisi--, the very ones
he was rucking his brain for a plan

to discredit. Caivauiziug into action,

he was a perfect picture of the
defender of outraged decency. He
spoke to the strikers at the Labor
Lyceum. He appointed our old

trii'iids, The Social Justice Com-
mission, composed of "liberal" mi-
nisters, and the strike was soon
settled, the credit going to the po-

lilical shysters and the religious

fakers.

Fortunately, the wage gains were
enough to give the workers courage
in their mass power. The former
price of 'M cents a box was increas-

ed to 'M cenls, an increase of IdOO

percent.

G. ROBEKTS

ERHATLM

A very bad printer's error crept
into the article "A l'ostcript on
Amtcr" in the last issue of the
Militant. A whole section follow-

ing the beginning of the paragraph
which reads: "liut a word on the
action of the Lett Opposition
caucus . . . "was deleted, and others
bungled on the linotype. This sec-

tion should read as follows:
"Hut a word on the action of the

Left Opposition caucus at the con-
ference. He objected to the amend-
ment not so much because tlte

wording ran counter to our prin-

ciples. If tiie wortiiy gentleman
from tiie Stalinist camp would take
the trouhle to refresh his memory,
lie would know lhat from tiie lirst

—

in articles, resolutions, si>ceches over
a |>e*'io(l oi more than tliree years—
ne have linked up the question of
long term credits jto the Soviet
Liutin with flie agitation and pro-
paganda of the sujteriority of
planned, socialist construction in the
C.S.S.K.
"What was objected to is the fact,

that instead of coming out with tlw
complete truth; instead of telling
tiie American workers outright that
Hie Soviet L'liion is today gripped
by a terrific economic crisis—which
is by the way due to the adventur-
ists bungling of bureaucratic ceu-
trism in Kussia itself; instead of
lellina the American workers, that
because of this aud because of the
rise of Fascism in |Germuny—lor
which Stalinism likewise bears its

share of re.sjmnsibility—tiie world
imperialists, Wall Street in the
lead, are more ready for bloody,
open intervention against the work-
ers fatherland than for the exten-
sion of credits to it; instead of
telling the American workers that,
<lue to these dangers, the land of
the Soviets is more iu need of their
active help than ever, in their every
day struggles, in the struggle
against unemployment—that instead
of ail this : the epigones of Stalinism
in America merely cover up the
dangers ami resort to a meaningless
phi use—"wiiere they are building
socialism and have already abolished
uneroployemnt"—which only serves
to cover up their own 'infallibility,'

or rather, their own bankruptcy."
The words which were deleted

are given in blackface type above.
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ThePlatformoftheBrandierGroup
Number 5 of "(Jegen den Strom," AC C. P I r» . , w * * * ..

the- organ of the Brandler-Thalhel- A l"CW Steps Forward -But < '"''T^',
but

ff a
,

false
f*

1™^

PACES

mer group, now appearing in Strass-
burg, contains theses on the strug-
gle against Fascism and other pro-

No Conclusions

grammatic declarations. This Hum- 8. The I (randlerites are com-
^'r ^. Vl:rj

:!?
p01

L
CaC

.

t ,n the d
.
et?" iw»«l '<• uvude this central ques-

right at the outset : the theses eon-
tain a number of quite indubitable
fundamentals, principally in the do-
main or criticism of the party re-

gime, of the jwliey of the "united
front only from below," and the
theory o£ social Fascism. But apart
from these critical ideas (which,
despite their elementary character,
must be insistently repeated;, "tie-

gen den Strom" remains a document
of opportunism, as much by what
this publication says, as by what
it fails to say.

1. The theses justly accuse the
Stalinist bureuueracy of deliberate-
ly minimizing the importance of the
defeat. But from their own evalu-
ation of thi) catastrophe, the Brand -

lerites do not draw the necessary
conclusions with regard to the par-
ty. As in the past, they express
the desire to return to the party,
that is, they act as if no catas-
trophe had taken place. In this

manner, the Hraiidlerites helo the
Stalinists politically to cover up the
significance and the dimensions of
the defeat.

2. ''It is not Communism that
has been beaten," they write, "it

is the ultra-Leftist tactic that has
been beaten, tile bureaucratic re-

gime that has been beaten, the
method of leadership pursued up to

now that has been beaten" . . . The
question is not put politically but in

doetrinary fashion, as if the strug-
gle was between abstract principles
and not between living political

forces. Communism as a doctrine
has, ot course, not been beaten

;

what has however been beaten is

meiit of this same bureaucracy.
They tight against "ultra-Leftism,"
but they say nothing about the op-
portunism of the bureaucracy, for
they themselves shared, and still

share, in all its Rightist mistakes.

of the international groupings with-
in tlie ranks of Cimmunism.

11. The theses declare that out-
side of the Braudier organization,
no forces exist that are able to
reconstruct the German party and
the Comintern. Even if one were
to recognize this inordinate claim
with regard to Germany (we are,
as everything we have said shows,
far from such a recognition), then
what about the Communist Inter-
national? Thj Brandlerites are right
in saying that for the last tea years
the Comintern has been systemati-

se The theses declare that the cally decompoisng. But why has
beginning of the false policy of the' the International of the Brandler-
Comiuleru coincides roughly with '

lies themselves decomposed in the
the withdrawal of Lenin from work. ' iast two or three yearsV In 1929
But don't the Brandlerites know I they represented an appreciable
that the shifting ot the general I force, but today all that is left of
lint!—to the Right and to the Left them is fragments. The reason for
of Marxism — was accomplished
with the aid of one single ideolo-
gical Ie\er: the struggle against
Trotskjism? It one pushes aside
the personal details, the falsifica-
tions, the baiting campaign, etc., rcgenerating the Communist Inter-
aud grasps the essence of the mat-
ter, ( he revision of the method-
ology of Marx and Lenin took place
under the aegis of the struggle
against Trotskyism. The Brandler-
ittfs have not understood this to the
present day. They think that the
struggle against Trotskyism was

it is that in the epoch of imperial-
ism, an opportunistic current is not
capable of creating any sort of
virile international organization and
coi i set picut Iy is equally incapable of

China Receives

New U. S. Loan

The new deal government at

Washington, so solicitous for the

welfare of the poor speculators on

the Chicago wheat market and the

New Orleans cotton exchange, is

about to come to their aid again.

The present step, like most of the

new deal kind, is completely sur-

rounded with the usual trappings

of "aid to the impoverished far-

mers." But like most of the farm
aid bills, seventy-five percent of the
benefit will go to the financiers

whose nearest approach to a farm
is the wheat room of the Chicago
Board of Trade.

New Falsifications of the Stalinists
In the past year a new bit of,TL_ CI J t T *. i >

lhe blander or 1 rotsky s

This week's newspapers carried
the headline announcements of a
fifty million dollar sale of wheat
and cotton to the Chinese Nanking
government. The money, to pay for
the purchases by the Chinese gov-
ernment of the wheat in this
country, is to be advanced by the
Iteconstruction Finance Corporation
as a loan payable after several
years. Although no mention of the
subject appears in the dispatches
relating to the subject, the cotton
will most probably be used in the
contemplated Nanking campaign
against the peasant armies. The
Chiang Kai-Shek government which
has been spending millions in his
unsuccessful campaign against the

;,,,„,„ , ., .. „ ,, , ,
- - - —™™..» U1 mc peasant armies of inner China, hasi.ism to the line of the "ultra- Right wing zigzags of Stalinism! now

Leftist course (m actuality, to the and, what is much worse, they arejvance
Hue ol bureaucratic Contrism). .incapable of raising themselves ' from

10. Were the 1!randlerites llarx- from the questions of tactics to the

national.

The theses contain a number o*
erroneous or ambiguous tactical
considerations to which we may
still have the occasion to refer.
For the moment, we wished only to
demonstrate that the German catas-
trophe has unfortunately taught them and by itself" correct, but that Brandlerites nothing. In the flo-under cover of this struggle which nutiu of tactical questions they areconstituted the principal content ot right only insofar as it is a ques-

.' succeeded in securing the ad- V'""--
>"'"-'- *;<•""' »»»

,.„ ,.f •>. ,•<. •,,- j, „ : deliberately runs ahead m 1ce or this hftv million dollars , - , - « ...
,. , . * ""'""" """«*»

j (;vs pushes into the fore
3i the American government. , t7 . , ,& v.i...

j suc i, possible mistakes as n

ists, internationalists they would questions 'of Ttralegy.^Tbe wlicv'
For the

be unable to declare the policy of „f the International is to th^m a
mwe™r

> "
the Centwst bureaucracy ]n the sum of national nolieles Kven ™w tluu

'
like ll

American unemployed
he Itoosevelt administra-

national policies. Even now """' "Ke lhat of Hoover, is provid-
deraand the they are incapable of understanding

lllg merei? ut"-' phrases, in the
same inviolability for themselves in the fundamental currents in the

s:lm*! da* thoL'e appeared the au-
(.erimuiy. It is not at all a ques- world labor movement and to take

""""cement that despite the grain
lion here of the autonomy of the their place among them That's '

el'op faiIu,'*-'s «' m»»y Parts of the

USSR inviolate and

that party in Germany which had llational sections (we fully acknowl-. why (he current of the Brandlerites'
cuuutrv

> UD(1 despite the campaign
a false tactic, a bureaucratic regime ,,ilge tlu ' necessity of such an au-' has no .future. — L. TROTSKY °
and which pushed the proletariat
to the catastrophe.

3. The "'ultra-Leftist course" has
been shipwrecked. Whence does it

come? What is its social content?
Who is its hearer? On this score,

just as in the past, we do not hear
a single word. Yet the Brandler-
ites acknowledge that the false po-
licy of the Communist Internation-
al, which led to its ruins, has lasted
for ten years. Whence comes this

unprecedented perserveranee in a
disembodied "ultra-Let list course?"

4. Is it true, however, that the
course of the epigone Comintern
has always been "ultra-Leftist?"
Was the five-year long subjection
of the Chinese Communist Party to
the Kuo Min Tang ultra-Leftist-?

News From German C P.
Reject E.C.C.I. Resolution

Six lielin districts of the C.I'.G.
have rejected the K.C.C.I, resolu-
tion on the German question as
politically false. Une district de-

|
nianded the return of Heinz Neu-
mann (probably from the Soviet
l.'nion). The E.C.C.I., however, de-
nied this request. These are work-
ing districts. The rest have no
connections.

Expulsion at the Top
The .majority of the members of

the Central Committee of the CPU
is in Moscow. Their reports are ot

How shall we characterize the po-j the same character as the Heckert
licy of the Anglo-Russian Committee: siieech. The "Leitmotif": There has
which ruined the very promising 1 been no defeat in Germany. The
Minority Movement iu the British KC.C.L, together with the Germans,
Trade unions? Was the policy of has decided to expel everybody
the Comintern ultra-Leftist in In- from the party, who speak of a de-
dia? In Japan? ('"Workers and teat and express critical sentiments
Peasants' Parties"). Isn't it obvi- generally. Thus, for instance, eom-
ous that the program of "national railes Wollenberg and Felix Wolf
emancipation" was and remains a have already been expelled because
gross opportunistic adaptation to of criticism against the German
the chauvinist psychology of the policy. The expulsions at the top,
German petty bourgeois? Can one, where only few uncorrupted corn-
regard as ultra-Leftist the present-

j

rades still attempt to draw the
day policy of blocs with bourgeois, lessons of the catastrophe, speak
pacifists, with individual democrats,} mountains for possible mass expul-
etc. :the Anti-War Congress, the sions in the lower ranks.
Anti-Fascist Congress, the Anti-
Imperialist League, and in general
all the work directed by Muenzen-
herg's department for masqerades
and charlatanry? Can one tax with
"ultra-Leftism" the declaration of
the Comintern on March 5th, which
proclaims its readiness to refrain
from criticism of the social democ-
racy all during the period of the
united front?

5. The theses declare that the
ultra-Leftist policy of all the for-
eign sections is executed at the com-
mand of the Political Bureau of the
Soviet Union. And what about the
policy in the USKIl itself? Doesn't
the ultra-Leftist course have its or-
gies there as well? Arc not the one
hundred percent collectivization and
the exaggerated industrialization
expressions of an ultra-Leftist
course? And on the other hand:
Can it be denied that the period ot
economic adventurism in lhe USSR
was preceded by years of economic
opportunism

;

(i. The Political Bureau of the
C.P.S.U., according to the theses, is

not in a position to give direct
leadership to the policy of several
dozen countries. In and by itself,

this is incontestable, but it does
not explain at all the character of
the disease which is ravaging the
Comintern. Were it simply a ques-
tion of the remoteness of the Po-
litical Bureau, of the lack of time,
of the lack of information, of the
lack of knowledge of the situation
in the various countries, then the
mistakes would he of the most di-

versified character. But it is not a
question of isolated empirical mis-
takes, but a radically false ten-
dency. .What is the essence of it?

Kt'itintele Disagrees with Heckert
In a letter to Moscow, Hermann

of the government to cut down the
wheat acreage, the total amount of
wheat being stored in the graneries
of this country at the present totals
almost four hundred million bush-
els. This huge supply of wheat is
being let to simil in the huge ware-Remmele expressed a critical opin-

ion on the theses of Heckert. There-
upon he got a rebuff from the ECCI
and is at present completely iso-
lated. He has not even any connec-
tions with the Central Committee
any more.
The work of the party in the

Reich is very bad. Only in the Ruhr
region heroic sacrifices are still be-
ing made in the carrying on of
work.

Stalinists Furnish False
Information

The information in the Stalinist
press regarding the circulation and
reguia rity of appearance of the
Rote Fahne is simply fabricated.
It appears irregulary uud rarely.

"Unser Wort" Strikes F«ar into
Bureaucratic Hearts

The ECCI has criticized the Rep-
resentation of the CPG abroad as
well as Muenzeuberg's organization
for lagging behind Unser Wort,
which was the first Communist or- ,.., , . .. . .. , ,

gun published abroad. The ECCI '
,
w

,

lhC n,diclme"t °I "»
warns against the great "danger"

1,reB0I,t syatt'm; amldst P^l'- "*"*
of Trotskyism. The representatives ?™ """?. star""S- Unly a power-

of the official apparatus abroad,
"'

"'I"'
kn,e d*>* movement will

above all in Czechoslovakia, have f^ fr"m the MI""lhu a P°"ion
reported to Moscow that Unser

"f t

,

he h
,

uge ""PP1"* »* all types of

Wort makes a big impression every- f£°
3"d * lolll»* sto1^ throughout

where and leads to "demoraliza-
countij.

lion" in the party.

gossip emanating from Moscow was
put into circulation. : Lenin de-

clared Trotsky to be a "'Judas."
When'- Where? Why? At first, the
European Stalinists were a little

disturbed about telling this filthy

rot to the face of the advanced
workers. But when the defeat ot

the German proletariat entered an-
other crime, the most terrible of
all, into the inventory of the ex-
ploits of the Btaliinst bureaucracy,
they had to take recourse in very
stiff measures. They now began to
circulate the gossip about a "Judas"
witli increasing frequency.

What is it based upon? Two years
before the war, in one of the mo-
ments of the accentuation of the
emigrant struggle, Lenin angrily
called Trotsky a "yudushka" in a
note which he wrote. Whoever is

even slightly acquainted with Rus-
sian literature knows that "Yu-
dushka" (Goiovlev) is a literary

type, the hero of the Russian satir-

ist Sal tykov-Shfshed rin. In lhe emi-
grant struggle of those days one
could find in almost every polemical
article "digs" borrowed from Sal-
tykov. Iij the ease before ns, it

was not even an article, but a note
written in a moment of anger. At
:ill events, Yudushka Goiovlev has
no relation at ail to the Judas of
the Evangels.

In connection with the unavoid-
able exaggerations in the polemical
k'tlers of Lenin, Stalin taking up
the defense of the attitudes of
Zinoviev-Kamenev in October 1917,
wrote ju 1924 : "Lenin sometimes

his lct-

foreground
possible mistakes as may be

made, and criticizes them in ad-

'Judas" Role

said that the unification (with the
Mensheviks) is impossible. Trotsky
has grasped this and since then
there has not been a better Bol-
shevik."

In the days of the civil war, when
Trotsky by himself had to make
decisions of extraordinary scope,
Lenin, on his own initiative, handed
him a blank sheet of paper with
the following inscription at the hot- giving as' Ms "moUvatiou~~the"dn>

when yon came to us in London from
Siberia, did not change to his dying
day. I wish yon, Lev Davidovitch,
strength anil health, and I embrace
you warmly.—N. Krupskala."

The overzeaious agents of Stalin
would have acted more prudently
had they not raised the (juestion of
moral confidence. Already ill, Lenin
urged Trotsky not to come to an
agreement with Stalin: "Stalin will
make a rotten compromise and then
he will deceive." In his Testament,
Lenin urged the removal of Stalin
from his post as general secretary,

vance with the aim of warning the
party and insuring it against mis-
takes, or else he sometimes puffs
up trifles and makes 'an elephant
out of a gnat' towards the same
pedagogical aim ... To draw from
such letters of Lenin (and there
are not a few of such letters by
him) a conclusion about 'tragic'
differences of opinion, and to make
a big to-do about it, means not to
understand Lenin's letters, not to
know Lenin." ("Trotskyism or Len-
inism?"—1!)24.) These deductions

houses of the country, and attempts " f Stalin, which stand up very
made to secure auv of it for the! il:"" v "s ;i justification for the con-
unemployed have been frustrated' li,Ict "s Zinoviev-Kamenev in Oc-
(with the exception of a Tew miI-| tobGV 1!*!*—it was not a question
lion bushels of farm Board wheat " f a "

Irin"e" at that time, nor a
turned oevr to the Red Cross last !

""m ' t" —ca:l nevertheless be corn-

year.) A conservative estimate lately applied to that third-rate

would show that if the four hund- elli;i(,<i c - which produced I^enins
red million bushels stored in the ilo(e from l

'xile ,m i'ndushka Gol-

country today were advanced to the m"'l!V -

uuemployed, it would last for al-> That Lenin had violent encoun-
most five years.

,

ters with Trotsky in the years of
emigration, is known to everyone.

torn : "Comrades ! I know the rigor-

ous chareter of the orders of com-
rade Trotsky, but 1 am so con-
vinced, convinced to such an abso-
lute degree of the correctness, the
expediency and the necessity of the
order issued by comrade Trotsky
In the interest of the cause, that I

completely support the order—V.
Llianov-l.enin"

If the lirst of the two declara-
tions cited above gives a clear
enough political evaluation, the sec-
ond one reveals the degree of moral
confidence. It is hardly necessary
to quote the dozens of citations from
the articles and speeches of Lenin
where he expresses his attitude to-

ward Trotsky, or to reproduce here
once in ire the correspondence of
Lvn ill-Trotsky on the national ques-
tion or on the question of the for-
eign trade monopoly. We will con-
fine ourselves only to recalling that
letter which N. K. Krupskaia, Len-
in's companion for so many years,
addressed to Trotsky a few days
after Lenin's death: "Dear Lev
Davidovitch: I am writing to tell

you how Vladmir Illitch, about a
month before his death, stopped,
in reading through your book, at
the passage where you gave a char-
acterization of Marx and Lenin, and
he asked me to read the passage to
hiin, how attentively he listeued v«l fi \!o (!
and then how he himself read it

over again. And there is another

h>3'alty of Stalin, finally, the last
document dictated by Leuiu the day
before his second attack, was his
letter to Stalin in which he broke
off "all personal and comradely re-
lations" with him.

Will this perhaps suffice, Messrs.
Calumniators?

— ALFA
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Chilean Left is Organized
IConti ,ii Page I) ,

cotmt ry,'
1 now threatening to stifle

fundamentally necessary and cor- l,mit'' !lrii111 i»tcniatUmaIism; they

roct.
i

" 0lt' sl»m " the responsibility of
Stalinism for the various revolu-
tionary defeats, especiallv for theDelegations Represented

The Congress, begun on the 19th,
Oei'inan defeat, the revolutionary

adjourned on the 22nd after thirty
»«>«'«« <* which was carefully

hours ot significant council and de-
: !L " ;L

,-
xed

'
""' K1EKa£ i'" licJ' of the

bate. It has made a serious theo-
1 slahlllst bureaucracy was carefully

relic and political contribution to
; ''* !

'i; ' ''"''''

the proletarian movement in Chile' lrl the national /leld, these com-
and represents a considerable or-! l

'

iHies found themselves obliged to

ganinational effort. There came tol recognize, first, the growing influ-

It!,,
au™» *•» «"* «£.all Paj'\ relations between Lenin and Trot. The following localities could send

— II. S.

calumniators want to say when they
throw the comparison with "Judas"
into the debate: that Lenin did not
trust Trotsky politically? Or that
he did not trust him morally? Out
of hundreds of utterances of Lenin,
we cite two or three.

On November 1, 1017, Lenin said

of. Uoguimbo, Vallenar, Copiapo,
San Rosendo, Choi-Choi, the Isle of
Maipo, Ocoa, etc.

There came to the Congress many
Laft'ertist comrades (members of
the Stalinist faction), who fruitless-
ly attempted to justify the political

line of the national official section
at a session of the I'etrograd party and of the C.I. In the international
committee: "I cannot even speak {field, they were shown the absurdity
seriously about it. Trotsky has long ' of the theory of "socialism in one

Teachers Fight

ExpulsionsbyBofE
HJontiiiuea irom rage •£)

ward to their pensions and retire-! '"s u<>sition8.

meat. They prefer a salary cut,! Hut the system is not only not
or some '"small sacrifice" which ' expanding. It is contracting. The
they can afford to a struggle to' IS- of E. lias set about "economy"
maintain salary schedules and in earnest. There is a growing ten-
teaching conditions which may in- dency to avoid the employment of
volve retaliation by tile Board of additional teachers by increasing
lOducation thru the loss of position the size of classes, forcing the
in the school, petty persecution or

j

teachers to put in extra time in

dally useful men and women. Last. etc. Witness Chicago ! To this the
December the teachers won a fight
to force the B. of E. to retain on
the list from which appointments
are made the teachers who had
qualified for jobs in 1928 and were
still unappoiuted to regular teach-

>bl >f N<ems or new
ressmakers

I continued from Page 2)

even outright victimization with
the consequent loss of their pen-
sions.

summer schools, "voluntarily," etc.
Worst of all is the employment of
substitutes at a fraction of the

To be sure they fail to under- regular salary schedule to avoid
stand entirely that their failure to making regular appointments at a
resist the present attacks will en- 1

higher scale. 20 percent of the high
courage the bankers and politicians school teachers are substitutes em-
to make still further and more ployed on this Imsis.
drastic attacks with the possible

I

The Left wing, of course, must
result, that, in the end, as iu Chi-] stand for the interests of the teach-
cago, they will get no salary at all ers as a whole. But it must lay
and will lost their pensions as well.
Apparent)- they have learned noth-
ing trom the experience and strug-
gle of the Chicago teachers.
That is why the union adminis-

tration policies are confined to lob-
bying in Albany, paper resolutions

special emphasis on the cause of
the "lowest" stratum. Its appeal
must be made, not to the "aristoc-
racy" of the teachers which has
special interests in contradiction of
ihe teachers as a whole. Its appeal
must be made to the interests of

and receive lower salaries. They
What determines its persistency and can less easily afford to make
its comparative constancy? I "sa re ifices." They have less to lose

7. What is the meaning of the in a struggle in defense of their

and the usual hollow squawks of
j

the teachers as a section of the
outraged but impotent dignity. working class, to the large mass of
But the great majority of the, the lower-salaried, unemployed and

4-"i,000 teacehrs in the system do not! substitute teachers,
fail into the stratum from which I

It must make this appeal through
the anion administration draws its' t^^ union by pursuing a course in
support. These teachers are younger the union which aims to make the

union the defender of the interests

system itself of commanding several
dozen parties hy the secretariat of
the Political Bureau? Is this acci-
dental, or an aberration of the
mind? The Brandlerites talk a
great deal about bureaucratism

;

interests.

The 15,0(10 unemployed and sub-
stitute teachers are in an even
worse state. Under the "economy"
iash of the bankers and politicians
the Ryans, the O'Briens and the

but they do not clearly understand! Lehmans have demonstrated the
the meaning of the term. Bureau-lhigh esteem which state and munf-
cratism, to the extent that ft is a'eipal bureaucracies place on the
question not of isolated accidental

j

educationa I system. School eon-
aberrations but of a mighty system, j

struction has been stopped.. This
is the manner of thinking and of puts an Immediate quietus on the
acting of a bureaucracy, that is, '

hopes" of the unemployed, substi-
of a special social stratum which '

tnte teachers and the hundreds
may and does come into conflict more the training schools and eol-
with the proletarian vanguard, leges are turning out. These teach-
Who is the principal bearer of bu-'ers, must look to an expanding edu-
reaucratlsm In the Comintern if not cational system for an opportunity
the Soviet bureaucracy! '

I
to make a living and to become so-

of all the teachers and particularly
the worst off. On this basis it

must conduct its struggle against
the union administration.
The defense of the interests of

the mass of the teachers cannot be
successful on the basis of the meth-
ods and tactics of the conservative
union administration. These have
demonstratively failed. Something
more is required.

Against the philosophy which mo-
tivates the policies of the union ad-
ministration the Left wing has
raised the principle of the mass
activity of the teachers in defense
of their interests. The Left wfng
correctly claims that the lobbying
delegations in Albany can have
effect only if they are supported by
the mass pressure of the teachers
in mass meetings, demonstrations.

Left wing adds^—the parents of the Prrt
school children. And it should add
— the school children themselves. |w 1 r"v t

This conception is diametrically / OfK L/rSSSIYI^K
opposed to that of the union adml-

:

^i*miiibi\
ntstration and Irreconcilable to it..

It is the fundamental duty of the
Left wing to clarify these concep-
tions to the teachers in the union
and outside it. The Left wing must
show how these conceptions moti-
vate the policies of the administra-
tion and the Left wing; how they
are expressed in these iiolicies; how
they affect the struggles of the
teachers in defense of their inter-
ests.

Unfortunately the lA'ft wing has
not clearly understood its task in
tiie union with the result that its

opposition to the administration has
not been as fruitful in the interests
lhe union and the teachers as a
whole as the objective situation
has made possible. Its false
policies on many questions, and
the division in its own ranks over
these questions has helped the
administration to give a totally
false picture of the situation in the
union in which it appears as the
representative of the interests of
the union and the teachers; and
the Loft wing groups as factions
with special, factional interests
which they pursue at the expense
of the union. That is why the ad-
ministration was able to defeat
even the temporarily united Left
wing in such a vital question as
the defense of the militants perse-
cuted by the IS. of E. This can
best he seen by an examination of
the policies of the administration
and the Left wing groups.
(The policies will be discussed in

organization drive. This is the kind
of measure by which the Left wing
can make the Right wing bureau-
cracy show their true faces and
prove to the workers their (the
Left wing's) alisolute sincerity in
(lie question of united dressmakers'
action.

At the time the Left Opposition
made this proposal, we were hol-

lered down by the Stalinists as
•'agents of Dtibiusky" with whom
it was unthinkable to sit down at
one table . . . But much water
has pased under the bridge since.

Not only are the Stalinist leaders
sitting down with Dubinsky now,
but they do so without any previous
preparation of the membership and
without an expectation of the
change in face. It is necessary
that they make their proposals
openly. The leadership of the
Industrial Union must go the
whole way with the policy outlined
above if it is really to make an
impression on the rank and file

workers, if it is really to give the
necessary push to united action and
a revival mass militancy in the
trade.
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The Question of a Progress!Te-Left

Wing Bloc

The Lovestonifes, at that time,
proposed individual reentry into the
I.L.tJ.W.U.—in other words, shame-
less capitulation and liquidation of
the Industrial Union. Under the
pressure of militancy within the
ranks of the International itself,

they hav? been forced to change
their tune. Together with the Pro-
gressives, they now also demand the
readmission of the Left wing in a
body. It is necessary to put them,
too, to the test. The elaboration
of a bloc with the Progressives and
Lovesteneltes inside of the Inter-
national has thereby become an ac-
tual possibility. The bloc for the
establishment of a single union
should Ire concluded with them
forthwith, a common minimum pro-
gram should be worked out togeth-
er with them immediately.

The question of the establishment

of a single union in tiie trade is

now a question of life and death. A
successful strike, a thorough-going
organization drive must take into
account other essential branches of
the trade which are indispensable
for united struggle and for its ex-
tension. The establishment of. one
union would give the Left wing
access to the Cutter's Local, lack of
unity with which has destroyed
many a previous action'; to the
Spanish and Italian workers who
are increasingly becoming the pre-
dominating factor iu the trade and
who are organized almost exclu-
sively in the International; finally,

to the out-of-town market which is

the sore spot of needle trade orga-
nization, and which finds even the
powerful Right wing only with
skeleton apparatuses.

Perspectives of the Struggle

These sections of the trade must
be given consideration, if the strike
is to achieve its ends. The ques-
tion of the out-of-town market is

especially a burning one, in iiew
of the attempts of the bosses to
rid themselves of whatever union
control there is even in New York.

The unity of the dressmakers can
well become the starting point for
the establishment of unity in the
whole needle industry and when it

readies that point, the strength of
the Left wing will be increased
tenfold due to the powerful victory
it will have achieved by rallying
the majority of the fur trade. Tre-
mendous possibilities lie ahead for
the Left wing in the needle trades.
It is only necesary to know how
to reach out for them, how to make
use of them. The first step is the
establishment of one single, class
struggle union, among the dress-
makers, the elaboration of a single
organization drive, the conduct of
a single, united strike.

Tiie Industrial Union has no time
to lose. If it has learned the lesson
of the futility of dissipated, scat-
tered militancy; if it wants to
really, harness the heroic militancy
of the Left wing to the struggles of
the great bulk of workers in the
trade, it must proceed immediately
with the proposals to the Interna-
tional indicated above.

—N. B.

ligation as well as that of the
South American Bureau.
We demonstrated by means of

testimony provided by the Lnffer-
tists themselves that our party was
growing and developing in scope
and influence at an accelerated rate
iu eon! rast to Leffert ism, whose
ranks were rapidly diminishing and
in some localities, disbanding. We
did this without the least desire
of underestimating the surviving
importance of the bureaucratic
forces.

Appeal for Unification
That the Communist Left (Chil-

ean Section of the International
Communist Left Opposition) could
hold sucli a Congress, whose great
IKilitical influence is uudeniable
and at which the workers' positions
were consolidated through weighty
debates and discussions, was due
to the fact that the Communist Left
represenrs a movement that is his-
torically in tlie process of develop-
ment. In the C.I., as well as in
the official

' national sections, such
meetings are sterile, because every,
thing is fixed beforehand, all dan-
gers of criticism by the rank and
lile against the top being carefully
avoided.

The Laft'ertist bureaucracy does
not only fear a common congress
of both factions. It also stands in
terror of it democratic congress of
its own faction, where uncovered
as well as latent discontent exists.
The Laft'ertist (Stalinist) bureau-
cracy, backed by the international
bureaucracy, will only call a na-
tional congress when everything
has been gotten ready to silence the
expression of discontent by the base.

Tlie Left Opposition, here as
everywhere, is ready to take part
in a Congress for Communist Uni-
iicatiou because it sincerely desires
Communist unification.

Comrades, it is up to us, after
this Congress, to redouble our ef-
forts and our Bolshevik tenacity.
We are the standard bearers of the
revolutionary movement of thB
world. The tens of thousands of
Oppositionists whom Stalin holds
exiled in Siberia, the deportation
of Trotsky to Prinkipo, the example
of Oppositionists all over the globe
—all this shows us the way.
We have united in an interna-

tional organisation in the triumph
of which are roofed the accelerat-
ing factors of the proletarian revo-
lution. We must fight on. /We must
labor heroically. We must attack
Laft'ertism in the entire country,
taking it hy storm in the city as
well as iu the rural districts. This
is the basic slogan pealed forth to
you by the Central Committee of
the Communist Left (Chilean Sec-
lion of the International Communist
Opposition}, elected by acclamatfon
by the delegates of the First Na-
tional Congress of the Internation-
al Communist Left in Chile.

Tlie Central Committee of the
Communist Left

(Chilean Section of the Inter-
national Communist Left Opp.)
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ccN.y.students|Opportunists in Bloc
Expelled for Fisht i /.

t ^*.||

A9ain,t War vs. Lefts at Gillespie
(Continued from Page I) "»' workers' standard of living. It

___^__ ,
When the matter of these omis- stressed the necessity of immedi-

galn an entrance through the stu-
\ yj olls „f tne pelicy of the PTUEC iltf-'!>' setting in motion, on a nation-

(Continued from Page 1)

dents.

Nazi - Austrian

Tension Brings

Sharp Clash

(Continued from Page 1)

olic Journeymen's Congress in Mu-

nich, the whole amplitude of the

Plot Pogrom On L. O. !

porkers Interests

A** ^ m
k a nit by Industrial

ntl- haSCISt Meet! Recovery Bill

was brought up by the delegates, al scale, the workers' resistance
mnati(m bf ,comes exceedingly clear.

the athletic committee began

assert themselves among the demon-
graphed sheet with only the minor

The Stalinists united with the

any association whatsoever with
I

force—Minerieh, Shaw, Kling, Web- «ith hypocritical indignation that

these "vigilants." j

e '"> ail(i n bakers dozen of lesser the "German working ciass did not

The American Civil Liberties
' i'"'eHona™s from Chicago, Detroit, suft ,r drfeal." They wasted a iot

J he American uui ,™
gt ^.^ ^ Vm ^ thefr ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^.^ ^^ ^^ ^.^

t to par'ide on the
""-"""^ \«"« m"'t .,..,.„.,..!.., w,^,. resolutions auu couieieiiceit ami

ire the excelled stu ''"""S^ ot policy in regard to the
(

. nsied U p, not anaalurally, with a
j.

'

rpin«t-il..d .I'.M.A.) the Stalinists are winning ,. itll tl] vote ^own the resolution

S
,

'™e"Sd
8
.S

!tX S-S«S *» «"*«V" * ^ ^f I*"™ 1 tUat -action is needed, not talk

have the right to parade on the
mo,itlis (and raore >mP° rtal!t

-
tll(:,r resolutions and conference*." and

campus, therefore the expel

dents should be reinstated. ^^ ^ rf their formj;r aUh(;r_ ^ ^^ ^ ^^ ( ;) u> w^h
This is clearly a question which

(, )lts w]lo I)art( ,d c(iml!il]!J
. witn them

, ton _ Thc Kigllt wiugi c,)nstruing
resolves itself around the studen s a, (lH> (m]( , (>[ turfr „third ^j^-,

th(> t
.

e;i„lmioll „„ all ^ttz„k npM1
militant demonstration against mill-

Btr , h( . Ktl,, tej,y . Th(; Stalinists tht,m , fra„tically hurried around
tartan. As such there is nothing

!lrilved to be the major force at the trying to muster voU-s to defeat it.

about it which can be settled In
t(;ilEf , ,.„,„,. However, the only po-

j
Thev were at one with the Stalin-

court. It can only find its solution

in the struggle between the worker*
and the boss classes.

The N.H.I,. In an executive meet- Lo£"f w ing~ forward"
Ing decided recently on its change
of platform, in true Stalinist man-
ner, without any discussion on the

floor by its rank and iile member-
ship. From a Communist organi-

zation basing itself on adherence

I

i

liltcally advanced group iu the con-
j jst s . Politics makes strange bad-

ference was the Left Opposition leliows.
which, ideologically whipped the

Course of Action Adopted

the strength of the Catholic Centre I

would be of a quantity far more
j

formidable than it is in the Reich

at present and would constitute a

serious obstacle in the path of

Hitler's progress. The attacks on

the Catholics in Germany itself and

the high-pitched campaign of the.

National-Socialists in Austria would
therefore indicate that, the time for

a forceful solution of the question

of power between Dollfuss and Hit-

ler is drawing near.

In this internecine struggle be-

tween the Fascist factions, which
otters such tremendous possibilities

for a working class movement, it is

impossible to overlook the ignomin-

ous role of the Austrian social de-

mocracy, the most powerful single

The conference re-affirmed the

position of thc other three confer- .

ences and again disposed of the Uiit
'

"new federation tendency" ; went on

sorts of attempts were made 1 political party in the country and

; comrade Oehler and prevent the all-time pride of the Second Iii-

oni summing up on his amend- ternational. Seitz, Bauer and Co.

,. Thc Stalinists became full- «". literally, not a linger to gam

.'ii parliamentarians with the » proletarian solution to the crisis,

plete support of the liight wing. ^ sit back with thelr l,lm J"
QeartH

to Marxian policies (more or ess) , m .onl
. „K, ,, ssivc Min . get the floor,

they have become a sort of Btn- ieM (]f jVmerIca lhe NaUonBl Miners Summing
Tents union' basing itself on stu-

, , W(,^ yj u M IWW
_>nt issues. It is hoped that m this ... „, , ,., ,. ...,,, ,.,„ .,„ „,„

dents' union
de
way we will attract the student

.

of Colorado, rank and iile of the

. ,. I'.MWA, the Miners Union of Nova
by his own problem so that we may

u> ulMe natio ,!;iU ia
develop our principles from ppacti-i orUw [(] prapan R llational organi_

cal work with the students," says
the statement on the change of

policy.

The expulsions at City College
deprive the student movement of

Its most militant members and its

most active lighters. Through the

introduction of a few arbitrary de-

crees the authorities have succeeded
in isolating the Left wing leader-

ship from the mass of the student

body.

The success of tiie faculty in

their expulsion campaign, and the
failure of the organization of a
real protest movement in behalf of

the expelled, can in no small de-

gree be placed at the doors of the
National Student League In failing

to build up an anti-war movement
of fighting dimensions. In confin-

ing its anti-war movement to the

student plane and in supporting the
Stalinist "Amsterdam" fraud, the
dimensions of the present fight were
to a great extent laid down before-

hand. At thc Chicago anti-war con-
ference the proposals of the Left
Opposition delegates, proposals to

organise the anti-war light on the

only plane on which it would be
effective—that of the Communist

Kation campaign and a strike

against the prevailing scale; recom-
mending the organization of Com-
mittees of Action in the various
localities to carry on united front
activities against forced labor, yel-

low dog contracts, inflationsrj

process, and other local grievances;
urged unity of the employed and
unemployed and called upon all un-

employed organizations to attach
themselves with the National Fed-
eration of Unemployed Leagues;
and passed resolutions against
forced labor in Cariinville ; against
Governor Horner's reign of terror;

for the immediate liberation of Tom
Moonej and the Scotlsb.oro boys,
etc.

Ouiy one resolution met with
Stalinist opposition. This was a

resolution giving a political analy-

sis of thc Industrial Control Bill

which was submitted by an out-

standing Left Oppositionist, Hugo
Oebier. Tony Minerich, spokesman
for the policy and resolutions com-
mittee, led the fight stating that it

was unnecessary to read the reso-

lution—which would have taken
but a few minutes—and proposed

„ , , , . . .. ,. .in its place to go on record "againstmovement taking a leading role m „ le Ill((ustri;ll ContPoI lsm and itB
the organization of a genuine

c.|yas colka,orotJon mw. isk)Ils ."
worker-student united front against
war—were rejected by the N.S.L.
The whole opportunistic tactic of

the Stalinists in the recent period
in thii anti-war movement has iso-

lated the students from the working
class at large without whom tb»
struggle against imperialist war,
heroic though it may be, will be of
little or no consequence. Instead
of calling for a genuine united front
the bunglers of Stalinism called Into
being the criminal masquerade of
Amsterdam which based its strength
not upon the proletariat and its or-

ganisations but on isolated intellec-

tuals of the Harbusse-Holland vari-

ety. The results of this frightful

division perpetrated by the Stalin-
ists between the students and the
workers now becomes apparent
even here at home, in the College
of the City of New York where the
students fighting heroically are left

to shift for themselves with no
genuine labor support. The respon-
sibility for this rests on the shoul-
ders of the .Stalinists whose whole
zig-zagging policy has caused this
frightful isolation, this absence of
any real sentiment in the working
ciass for assistance and support to
the expelled students.
But the task still remains to or-

ganize a genuine movement against
imperialist war. Only in this way
wjll the best service be rendered to
the expelled students. The struggle
for their reinstatement can only be
effective if it becomes the spur for
the building of an anti-war united
front which will bind the students
to the main body of thc militant
working class — K. D.

Oehler Gets the Floor Despite
Stalinists

Despite Stalinist opposition, com-
rade Oehler succeeded in getting
the floor and introducing his reso-

lution as an amendment to the re-

port offered by the policy commit-!
tee. The resolution gave a political

Up the Discussion

He pointed out that the resolu-

tion on the Industrial Control Bill

resulted in the most important dis-

cussion of the day. Comarde Oehler
stated that since this was the first

conference since this Bill had got-

ten under way it was [he proper
place to take action on it. He ex-

posed the straw men set up by the

Stalinists, pointing out that altho

none of his opponents gave a sub-

stantial argument against the poli-

tical analysis, yet they will vote it

down. For the benefit of the Hight
wing, comrade Oehler stated that

the resolution was not a slander

against the I' M.A but on the con- FL0WEKS OF STALINIST
trary, it gave the officials even more PROCVOSIS
credit than they gave themselves,

by showing their progressive char- (From the German Pamphlet
acter in relation to the entire Amer- "Leninism against Stalinism")

lean labor movement. In conclusion ..
N(llhillf! woll!d ofJ mora lata I

be brought out the historical per-
(ha)1 a)| 01(pomi7list overestimate

spi-clive for the American working
()f imu,,.ist Fascism . 1( we p^.

class proving that the attack upon miued oarseives to lose our correct
its standards through the Industrial

(
.laBS gauge beC!iUse of the aweIIins

Control Bill was a direct result of
(|f thc man moyemmt . . . a„a

the defeat ^of the German proleta-
[ al!|>w),

(i (>)lrei>ivl, s to be pusn(,d (nt0

. then we would

fluttering for some miracle to save

them. The indolent excuse of "Com-
munist splitters" is here completely

lacking, the social democrats,

caught like rats in a hole, have no

one to cast the blame on. They pre-

kcm the most pitiful spectacle, a

veritable epitome of reformist im-

potence.

Only a new movement rising out

of the ranks of the workers them-
selves can save the Austrian work-

ing class from the sorry fate of its

German brothers. The Left Oppo-
sition is hard at work, exerting

every bit of energy in final efforts,

to constitute such a government.
— S. GOHDON

rial. He finished his speech with
the axiom that action is meaning-
less unless it is based on a correct

policy.

Miuerich succeeded in squeezing
in a iast word with arguments that

IK) seil the question from a local

angle—and not an international one
(which is beyond the horizon of

these national socialists!. He pro-

fessed not to see the connection
with Germany and asked why
Oehler didn't mention China to the

extreme hilarity of the myopic
Stalinists present.

Tlie voting, of course, was a fore-

gone conclusion. The amendment
1 lost by a vote of 73 to 17 with
about a dozen abstentions. The

analvsis of the international situa-! ?
n?»d

,
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""P™**future of the Ame
ment in regards to the newly passed
Industrial Control Bill. In particu-
lar, it explained the defeat of the
German working class which marks
the beginning of a world-wide capi-
talist reaction to further beat down

monst rated
over the

Stalinists who cannot see the ne-

cessity of preparing to fight against

anything until it is too late—Fas-

cism in Germany and now the In-

dustrial Control Bill.

— MARTIN PAYER

a panic frenzy .

of necessity be led to a false man-
ner of posing the question in our
practical work against the Nazis as
well as and above all with regard
to the K.l'.G." (Thaelmann, Speech

at the Plenum of the C.P.G. on Feb-

ruary 1\>, 1!)32. Page 24.)

"It would be false to believe that
the most important process that is

taking place in Germany at present
is the growth of Fascism." P. 1198)
is the growth of Fascism." (Page
1198.)

-» • »

"Also, the 22nd of January (the
Fascist mobilization in front of the
Karl Liebknecht House) stood un-
der the sign of the turn in class
forees favoring the proletarian revo-
lution (!) . . " (Thaelmann: "The
Nazi Provocation in Front of the
Karl Liebknecht House and Several
Lessons," quoted from Muenzen-
berg's Unsere Zeit, February 5,

1933. Page 134).

The Real Meaning of the Morgan Inquiry
(Continued from page 1

)

Intention to "drive the money-
changers out of the temple."

The Van Sweringen testimony ran
along similar lines. It was brought
out that the Van Sweringen broth-

ers had cooked up a scries of cor-
porations, with the aid of Morgan,
the result of which was that with
an initial investment of a million
dollars they were able to obtain
control of railroad properties worfli

the value of lands owned by the
.

And now the Senate committee
promoters. The Nickle Plate, the is worrying about whether there
'fifth rail of the New York Cen-

tral," was conceived and built as

a blackmailing project serving no
economic purpose, in the hope, sub-

sequently justified, that the Central

would buy out the promoters at a

fat profit.

The whole Van Sweringen dream
of a railroad empire startEd with

their real estate speculations in a

several hundred millions, with a Cleveland suburb, based on a de-

i'urther mortgage on the future of I
velopment around a railroad ter-

thesi: properties through the exer- '
minal

:
from this tbei'

branched out

else of warrants giving them the' '"to buying the Nickel Plate, then

right to buv stock at a fixed price, a Kronp of Eastern roads with which

and all this while inducing the pub- to construct a fourth trunk line

lie to put up all the money required, system to compete with the New
At the same time, each turnover of York Central, Pennsylvania and

funds enabled them to squeeze out; Baltimore & Ohio; from this, into

profits in cash, out of which they the speculative purchase of Mis-

were able to avoid paying income «"'"'' Initio from the control of
More Flowers . . .

" Naturally, Germany will not
become Fascist. The victories of ' axes through the formation of

Communists vouch for this, victor- specially-created corporations.

ies beginning with the mass defense ! Alt this is undoubtedly interest-

Jay Gould's old gamble of a trans-

continental line from Atlantic to

by the hundreds of thousands of sitically sucks out enormous profit!

German workers who are striking while so doing. But the basic as-

under the leadership of the C.P.G. Mimptions were never questioned
This Is vouched for by the new during the .whole investigation:

hundreds of thousands of workers'
j

What right have a banker and a

votes which have been cast for Com- it"" 1, llf speculative real estate pro-

munism, this is vouched for by the '

moters to juggle for their personal
lrresistable advance of Communism profit with a group of transporta-

old Southern Railway), was willing

enough to gamble someone else's

money on the new jockey, on the
basis of "heads I win, fails you
lose."

The Reals Abuses Are Left

Untouched
All this criminally light-minded

(Kommunistische Interna- *'»" systems involving the jobs and gambling with the basic transpor-

tionale. No. 17, December 15, 3932.
Page 1215.)
"In spite of the pompous declara-

tions of the government, the 5tli of
March is not a victory for Fascism

;

. . .
" (Manifesto of the Central

Committee of the C.P.G., March 15,

1933).

the working conditions of thous-
ands of workers, the prosperity or
decay of hundreds of communities,
the cost of living of the broad
masses ?

The Van Sweringen Deals
The Van Wwerings proposed only

tation interests qf American econo-

my, with railroad systems built

upon the sweat of the workers and
paid for over and over again by the
broad consuming masses, was based
solely on the greed for power and
profit of a handful of individuals.

to continue the most essential tra- ,
The "public interest" was repre-

ditions of the railroads which they seuted by the supervision of the

ARTICLE DELAYED werc' to merse. The Erie was Interstate Commerce Commission,

Due to technical difficulties, the wrecked before it started opera- ;
clucking agitatedly like a mother

e movement among the fion8 - an<* start«l lite as a con-. lien about the voting rights of the

: announced last week Kenltal cripple, its route being ' preferred stock of the Nickel Plate,

ftTtnaT'ta^e. has had to be held deliberately laid out in a round- and the price at which new stock

over to the next number of the ahout manliei". avoiding the big, of the Chesapeake & Ohio should

article on the

Upholsterers.

Militant. , traffic centers in order to raise.be offered to stockholders.

were enough or too many or not
enough holding companies involved
in the process of the acquisition of
these railoads, and whether they
paid all the taxes that they should
have, and whether the investors'

interests were properly considered.
Not a word about the frightful
abuse of the real wealth of the
nation, about the utter disregard
of the interests of the workers who
were speeded up and those who
were fired by the thousands in the
Van Sweringens' efforts to show
Morgan how cheaply they could run
a raiioad, about the waste of re-

sources involved in the building of
new links to join roads in a field

whose' traffic was insufficient to
support existing lines, or about the
permanent -burden on (he masses
represented by the issue of over-
capitalized securities whose hunger
for interest and dividends will be
met by increased fares and freights,
as was done last, year, and by fur-
fher_cutting wages, firing workers,
and speeding up the rest, with a
20 percent wage cut to be proposed
to the railroad workers shortly. Not
a word about the part all these
manipulations plaj-pd in raising the
fictitious prosperity of 1929 to a
new high level by piling one house
of cards on top of another until
the whole flimsy structure collapsed
and buried the existence of millions
in its ruins.

No—all this is taken for granted,
shoved aside, regarded as "legiti-

mate private business."' That Is the
real scandal of the investigation.
And an indispensable step on the
workers' road to power will be to
arrive at a clear understanding of
the fact that the scandal of scan-
dals is the existence of capitalism
itself, of its normal life and meth-
ods as well as of the diseased and
parasitic by-products which it in-

evitably breeds.

— B. J. FIELD

(Continued from Page 1)

to do that. On the contrary, they

have the sorry courage to defend

their policy as correct and vindi-

cated. Look at the social democ-
racy. It is now, literally, a rotting

corpse. But the Stalinist faction,

which, at present, still stands at

the leadership of the Comintern,
which is responsible for the policy

of the C.P.G., which, in the final

analysis, led in such a way that

it helped Hitler in bis road to pow-
er what position do they fake?

They cover themselves partly with
silence and partly they speak in

such a manner as if nothing had
happened.

Didn't Hitler Triumph?
"The German proletariat has not

suffered a defeat." Then has Hitler

not triumphed, too? Or is there a
victor without a vanquished? Has
nothing changed in Germany? But
in the same breath they count on

a quick collapse of Hitler; that the

economic crisis alone will accom-
plish that which the jxwerful or-

ganizations of the German working
class were unable to achieve: that

is to break the neck of Fascism.
Question upon question),—the an-
swers, however, are awaited in vain.

I,el us not deceive ourselves—

a

"congress" which has nothing to

say but the old empty phrases and
formulas, will, despite the numerous
workers' delegations, only sow fur-

ther confusion, disappointment and
discouragement in the working
class. Courage is needed to speak
out what is. Kmpty rationalisation
serves only to hide the cowardice
of a bureaucracy which can no
longer justify its own policy.

The I.I..O. speaks a clear lang-
uage. It. h;is nothing to hide. For
years it has struggled for its prin-
ciples of Marxism-Leninism. The
correctness of the principles of the
Left Opposition has been demon-
strated.

The I.L.O. has something to say
to the working class and it speaks
clearly and openly. Our declaration
is laid on the table of the Anti-
Fascist Congress. It must be given
serious consideration. Ever wider
circles of the working class turn
their attention to us. The Stalinist
bureaucracy cannot silently watch
this growth of the lA'tt Opposition.
But, it is too weak, too impotent
and loo cowardly to discuss with
ns politically, openly and honestly
before the entire proletariat. Its
weapons are:
Campaign of Slander and Provo-
cation Against the International

Left Opposition.

Provocations and slander—are the
answers which the Stalinist bureau-
cracy gives to the principle declara-
tion ot the l.L.O. to the Anti-Fascist
Congress. It does not shrink from
the most flagrant accusations
against us. Let us take one in-

stance: the I.L.O. and comrade
Trotsky are blamed because the
Anli-Fascist Congress could not be
held ,in Prague as scheduled. So
writes A. Karoiski in the Basle
Rundschau.

"This time it was not only Wels,
Stampfer and Hitler who prevented
us from holding the congress in
Prague . . . these are all harmless
in comparison witli the provocations
of Mr. Trotsky against the Anti-
fascist Congress. He denounced the
Congress to the world bourgeoisie,
told them that it had been arranged
by paper organizations, made fun
of tile factories participating in it

and electing delegates to it, mocked
at the invitations to the intellectu-
als who wanted to fight for the
cause of the working class . . etc."
Together with this and In the same
breath comes the unheard-of slan-
der that Trotsky demands of the
Fascist murder bands in Berlin tiiat

they bring the arrested Bulgarian
Communists "To the Gallows!"
These are the arguments of the

Stalin bureaucracy against the prin-
ciple declaration of the I.L.O. In-
stead of thorough, principled dis-
cussion—a pogrom incitement. How
hojjeless the cause of such people
must be who have to resort to this
sort of "arguments!"
The idea that the International

Left Opposition denounced the con-
gress to the bourgeoisie and told
them that it had been arranged by
paper organizations" is simply ab-
surd. Does not the R.G.O. (lied
Trade Uniou Center) belong to the
initiators of the congress? And
does not the world bourgeoisie know
what the R.G.O. is? Just so much
trash and slander.

What About Copenhagen?
And what about Copenhagen,

where the congress also was sup-
posed to be held and couldn't be?
Was that Trotskyist "denunciation"
too? We would not at all be sur-
prised to read this in the Stalinist
press tomorrow.
Apropos Copenhagen: Who was

it, during the journey of comrade
Trotsky to Denmark, that denounced
to the world bourgeoisie .a "secret
Trotskyist conference in Copenha-
gen?" It was the official Stalinist
T.A.S.S. (Press Agency of the So-
viet Government). We shall leave
things rest with this small remind-
er. The method of the Stalinist
slanderers is simple : they attribute
to others their own actions. Such
a method is quite transparent.
The question of the Comintern is

of interest in this connection. In
Germany, a catastrophe has taken
place; the strongest Communist
party in the capitalist world lies

prostrate, with a broken backbone;
a strong Fascist wave is rising in
Europe; the Communist Party of
Austrja is proscribed; the S.P.G.
swept aside; the Second Interna-
tional writhes in the throes of rigor
mortis—but the Third, the Commu-

nist International, remains silent

and actually hides behind paper
organizations and behind '"free

lancers". Why? For years there

has been no congress of the Com-
iuleru. Isn't it high time to step

forward and to raise the voice of
Bolshevism before the world prote-

taiiat? The Comintern is duty-
Louud to speak up '. A Leninist
Comintern would have held iu the
course of the last few years, not
only its regular congresses, but
even extraordinary congresses. Un-
fortunately the Leninist Comintern
has become a Stalinist Comintern.
And Stalinism of necessity fears to
give an account before the interna-
tional proletariat! That is why the
Stalinist Comintern is hiding be-
hind pacifist organizations and be-
hind "free lancers". Thus it was
with the Anti-War Congress in Am-
sterdam and thus it is planned for
the Anli-Fascist Congress. To beat
the alarm against this—that is our
duty as Bolshevik-Leninists

!

''Trytsky makes fun of thc fac-

tories that participate and elect
delegates to the congress"—writes
the conscience-less slanderer iu the
Kundschiui. There is not a single
word in our Declaration that could

! be "interpreted'' iu this sense. The
International Left Opposition con-
siders itself responsible before the
proletariat and it is this sense of
responsibility that guards us
against "making fun" of the work-
ing class. Before the working class
we consider ourselves responsible,
but not before the soul-less, bureau-
cratic apparatus; not because of
little posts and stipends; not before

. "supetiors." They "make fun" of
the working class who today still

have the tragic audacity to offer
to t he mishandled and persecuted
working class—"Gala" Congresses.

' They "make fun" of factories and
delegates who went lo deliver the

I proletariat to a state of defensc-
lessness, of despondency and de-
pression with a policy which has
already suffered bankruptcy and
which leads to perdition. To fight
again/t this with all means is the

!

task which stands before us, the
International Left Opposition, at
present. No one will prevent us
from doing this, in spite of vilifi-

' cation and pogrom incitement. And
'in order to carry out this task, we
go to the Anti-Fascist Congress.

1

Role of L.O. at the Congress

I "We Bolshevik-Leninists come to
this congress, not in order to bols-
ter up any illusions or reputations.
Our aim is—to clear the. road for
the future . . .

"Only under one condition can
,
the present congress play a progres-

' sive, even though modest rolo ; if it
1 shakes off the hypnosis of the bu-
reaucratic, behind-the-scenes impro-
visations and puts on the order of
business — the free exchange of
opinions as to the causes of the
victory of German Fascism, as to
the responsibility of the leading
proletarian organizations; and pro-
poses £ genuine program of revo-
lutionary struggle, in this way and
only in this way will the congress
become a factor of revolutionary re-
birth. The platform of the Inter-
national Left Opposition gives the
only correct directives for the
struggle against Fascism ...

j

"We Bolshevik-Leninists propose/
to make the experience of the col-i
lapse of German Communism thej
point of departure for the rebirth I

of all the remaining sections. We
are prepared to contribute toward
this end with all our forces. In the
name of this task we will stretch;
out our hands to our bitterest
enemies of yesterday. Needless to|
say, in the struggle against Fas-/

*,Continued trom face 1)

branch of industry fail to come to

any agreement suitable to the gov-

ernment, a "fair code" will be forced

upon it, and any protesting will

be refused the "license" necessary

lo continue lo operate under the

new iaw.

The past five years has seen this

complete about-face on the part of

the relationships of government and
business. Under the Coolidge ad-

ministration we had—non-govern-

mcntal interference in industry,

both in words and in action. Under
Hoover this had changed to gov-

ernment proclamations of non-

interference, together with the rea-

lity of increased go \ enment parti-

cipation iu private industry (Farm
Board, Railroad Credit Corp., Re-
construction Finance Corp. aid lo

the banks and railroads, etc.) To-
day, we see Hie Roosevelt regime
proposing lo supervise and direct

American economy, and iu addition,

admitting so openly. Such has been

the change brought on by the past
lew years.

How Is the Working Class Affected

It is only in an indirect manner,
however, that we are concerned
with the inner organization of the
capitalist system,—only in the re-

llections ot this organization upon
the working class. And the reflec-

tion of the above measure can be
seen to portray the real image of

which when translated into labor
reorganization and consolidation,

terms means; less workers, increas-

ed lay-offs and wage cuts; for, it

is only in this manner that the
bill is to be interpreted by the
working class. Thc railroad work-
ers are to be the first to receive

the gentle medicine o£ coordination,

and they have already begun to

feel the full meaning of the govern-
ment's labor program, mi that even
lhe railroad unions have—true, in

their mild manner—begun lo raise

a voice in protest against this Ame-
rican bearing Greek gifts.

As for those combinations of
words seeming to indicate that
Roosevelt will introduce the mini-
mum wage, and maximum hours,
one cannot but be reminded of the
record of the man empowered to
enforce the measures. Hidden be-
neath the sugar coating will be
revealed i ne i ruel harshness of the
starvation program. The "right of
collective bargaining" will be trans-
formed into :i company union pro-
gram. The minimum wages, maxi-
mum hours" will, when translated
into reality, become, most likely

nothing more that the extension of
the "stagger system'' to every large
factory in the country. It is not
the bourgeoisie that will volunta-
rily surrender part of its profits
to better the condition of the work-
ing class. The workers will have
to organize, to tight many a diffi-

m't bat'.e to win these elementary
labor -demands, the thirty hour
week with no reduction iu pay.

— II. STONE

cism, in the defense against attack,
the Bolshevik- Leninists will take
their lighting places in the common
ranks, just as they have done up to
now, everywhere and at all times."

This is the position of our Dec-
laration to the Anti-Fascist Con-
gress. And iu this sense we shall
do our work at the congress. Slan-
der and pogrom incitement can
hamper us. to be sure, but our
voice will be heard by the working
class in Fascist Germany and by
(he whole world proletariat.

(From L'nser Wort)
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(

governmental interference, capital*
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prise to the industrialists. Before

the hill became law three confer-

ences of the railroad presidents, the

coal operators and the iron and

steel men were held in Chicago.

Long before President Roosevelt

signed the bill, the new adminis-

trator, H. S. Johnson, was busy at

work on his job as the head of in-

dustrial control. Within the first

week alter the bill became law live

major industrial groups, which, in

normal times employ two-thirds or

the workers of America, were in

session working out their industrial

codes.

The iron and steel, soft coal,

automobile, oil and textile bosses

are busy planning how they can in-

crease profits under the terms of the

bill. The twenty leading manu-
facturers of oil burners have al-

ready drafted their industrial code

and sent it to Washington for ap-

proval. The railroad presidents

commenced the good work with an

announcement of a 22 1-2 percent

wage cut.

The Industrial Control Bill which

is accredited to Roosevelt, was, in

reality, originated by the leading

financiers and industrialists. Their

democratic office boys, headed by

Roosevelt, only carry out their or-

ders. The Industrial Control Bill

is a necessary step to tighten up
the decaying structure of capital-

ism at home. It is aimed to hurry

the process of centralization and
concentration to enable the Amer-
ican imperialists to obtain a posi-

tion of advantage in the intense

and bitter international economic

and military struggle for world
markets and trade advantages. The
small producers and others who will

be eliminated in the process are op-

posed to the bill, as are a handful

of capitalists. The competition and
anarchy of capitalist production

will be "organized" on a higher

level. However, the leading sec-

tion, and the real rulers of the

country were behind the bill. Those
who put up a howl, such as the

merchants and manufacturers, were

not objecting to the bill, but to the

section which gives lip service to

the workers' interests. There are

a section of the open shoppers who
continue to speak plain English.

They are not yet familiar with the

new kind of talk, copied from the
European reformers—a language

which gives lip service to the work-

ers' interest every time a new attack

upon the working class is to he

launched.

A Form of State Capitalism

The Industrial Control Bill, 'as a

form of state capitalism, is a des-

perate attempt to find a way out

ot the contradictions which engulf
capitalism. Traylor, the La Salle

Street banker, speaking before the

soft coal operators in convention at

the iJrake Hotel in Chicago, where
they were planning how to make
more profits said, "the program of

the new administration is an effort

to save ourselves from annihila-

tion." "There is more security in

the new deal, whatever that may
be, than there is in the communism
of Russia, which might be our pro-

gram if we failed in the old stand-

pat program which you and I be-

lieve in."

We are informed by the bourgeois

economists and the rest of

ness, will wreck our Industrial sys-

tem and eliminate fair competition?

Industry and government always
were partners and always will be,

because government can be nothing
else than an instrument of sup-

pression used by the dominating
economic group. The only differ-

ence is that in the past the rela-

tionship was more disguised only

in emergencies, in wars, and in the

period of decay capitalism is the re-

lationship of the economic masters
and the government office boys
stripped'naked before an.

The conferences already held, and
what little has leaked out from
them, clearly indicate the line of

(Continued on Page 4)
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III. Miners in Mass Action
Women's Auxiliary Takes Valiant Part in Struggle

The militant mass character of

the striken, demonstrations and
meetings of the Progressive Miners

and the Women's Auxiliary of Ill-

inois is shown by the reports pub-

lished week by week in the Pro-

gressive Miner. The headlines tell

the story :
-'2000 at Pekin Meet",

"McDonald Addresses 6,000 at

Springfield", 'j.000 in Women's
Parade". "Allard speaks to 5,000 at

Gillespie", "l.'i.OOO Miners Move
Onto Franklin County", etc., etc.

Everywhere except in those places

where the armed National Guards
prevent meetings, the miners and
their wives gather in their thou-

sands to discuss their problems*.

The whole of the mining territory

seethes with agitation and action.

Seven miners and one miner's wife

have paid with their lives for the

crime of organizing and lighting

for a union of their choice.

MINERS WOMEN A SERIOUS
"ItfENACE" IN SOUTHERN

ILLINOIS
The chief of police of West

Frankfort, 111., and his henchmen
forcibly and brutally dispersed

members of the Women's Auxiliary

of the P. M. A. drill team which
was practising on a base ball dia-

mond in that city. With no pro-

vocation whatsoever the uniformed

10,000 MINERS IN FUNERAL
CORTEGE

10,000 miners marched in the

funeral cortege of Thomas Urbon,
mem

b

it of the Progressive Miners
Union slain by Lewis and Peabody
gunmen, in Springfield, 111. Thomas
L'rbon, martyr to the cause of

militant labor in the United States,

was murdered in the gun battle

that took place when scale attempt-
ed to operate a mine struck by the

Progressive Miners of America. The
"democratic" governor of Illinois,

Horner, prohibited all banners and
bands in the parade in the interest

of "law and order".

New York City to

Stop All Jobless

Relief

The announcement that on Sep-

tember 30th, the Emergency Unem-
ployment Kelief Committee will

discontinue its activities receives

little comment in the bourgeois
press. And for good reason. Open
admission of the failure of "private

thugs charged the women, levelled I charity" would be too much to ex-
the vf.Iest curses ot them, slapped '

pect. Nevertheless, it is now clearly
them, pointed a machine gun at

their children and ordered them to

disperse. Due woman and five men
were arrested for the "horrible"

crime of marching around on a

ball field. Several were beaten. A
monument to the "freedom of as-

semblage" in America.

NO RACK DISCRIMINATION
HERE

We have always contended that

the solidarity between the white

and Negro workers will be best

achieved in struggle. It is in the

impact struggle against the bosses

that the artificial barriers of race

and color will melt like so much
ice ou a hot summer day. We quote
the following simple, eloquent testi-

mony of this fact from a letter

written to the Progressive Miner,
organ of the I'. M. A. by a miner's

evident that the bourgeoisie is un-

willing to shoulder the expense of

even the beggarly sops thrown to

unemployed workers.

As a matter of fact, however, the
bulk of the funds for this work, aa

class conscious workers probably
realised a long time ago, was com-
ing not from our great philanthro-

pists but from employed workers.

For the past several years many
firms in New York had followed the

policy of "requesting" their employ-
ees to make weekly donations to

the unemployment fund. These were
mainly of small amounts, running
from 10 cents to 50 cents per week.
With the deepening of the econo-
mic crisis, followed by further
drastic wage reductions, a militant

spirit developed among the workers,
many refusing to continue the week-
ly payments. Confronted with awife from Saline County, 111.

_^
"About two weeks ago we went to d iie

*

m
"

ma
,'"

tre bourgeoisie"chaVacter"
attend a colored funeral and they| iNtk,tU £aces the problem; disband
honored us to the full extent. The, „,„ „nmm(ft„ i in, ic i- ^...u^Tont

their. Negroes said that this was the first

Hers that the "planned economy" is time white and colored folks had
to Inaugurate an era of "fair com- ever mixed here. They said that

petition". But have not these apo-

logists for capitalism informed us

for the last score of years that any

they were glad to find some people
who didn't discriminate and lived

up to their union obligations."

Hold 'Protest Meeting in Phila.

Philadelphia Pa.—An enthusiasm and called for them by name,
which more than hints at the smoul- A resolution was passed condemn-
derinjj unrest of the workers and ing the action of the arrest and
their desire for leadership in strug-! demanding the immediate uncondi-

gle blaaed forth in answer to the tional release of comrade Goodman,
protest open air meeting called by Petitions were passed among the

the Philadelphia Branch of tliej workers which many signed will-

Left Opposition where more than ingly. At the close of the meet-
six hundred workers came out to ing workers formed gronplets among
show their resentment and to de-| themselves and around our com-

pile committee! This is equivalent
to a starvation sentence for the un-

employed.
So as to mak« a pretense of con-

tinuing the work, a good deal is

said about coordinating public and
private charities, with emphasis on
the former. Everything will be left

in the hands of the past masters
of relief distribution, the Tammany
politicians.

Such a prospect must be doubly
alluring to the jobless of this city,

especially in view of the attitude

of (he bankers ou governmental
economies. To expect the bourge-
oisie to submit to additional taxa-

tion, for the purpose of meeting re-,
^eaucracy .'

lief needs, is to expect too much. speeches is

LeftOpposition

Excluded at Anti-

Fascist Congress

On June 4 and 5, the European
Anti-Fascist Congress, many times
delayed and postponed, was finally

held in the Salle Pleyel at Paris.
The Daladier government had re-

fused permission to hold the meet-
ing anywhere outside of the well-
known Communist balls. The re-

stricted nature of the congress, lack-
ing a broad working class base,
did not allow for a mass protest

and pressure to force the conces-
sion from the government to hold
the convention in full view of the
Parisian proletariat.

The "free lancers"—the Radical
deputy Bergory, the novelists An-
dre Gide, Victor Marguerite, Henri
Sarbusse, the professors Prenant
and Nejcdly, etc.—naturally dom-
inated the scene. The Stalinist

Comintern bureaucracy, which im-
provised the whole affair, kept well
in the background during its entire
duration.

"DAILY WORKER" ON
CONGRESS

Significant for the sham charac-
ter of the whole business, is the
reaction of the Stalinist press to
it. The Daily Worker, for instance,
did not even dignify the congress
with a first page account, but re-

legated it to the back page. This
speaks enough for the bureaucracy's
own lack of confidence in their do-
ings. No decisions of any value
were adopted, no discussion of
fundamentals was permitted. Cere-
mony and flowery speeches—-there

is the sum total of the results

achieved by it.

LEFT OPPOSITION EXCLUDED!
The International Left Opposi-

tion was officially excluded from
the sessions. Behind the scenes,

the bureaucracy built up an entire
apparatus whose business it was to

see that the Left Opposition's voice
be stalled, no matter from what
quarter it may come. Direct re-

ports are still forthcoming and it

in not yet definitely known whether
the Bolshevik-Leninists gained ac-
cess by round-about-ways or not.

But from the preliminaries attend-
ing the meet, a distinct impression
ma-- he gathered of the fierce in-

tent of Stalinism not to permit the
Left Opposition to force it to give
an account before the whole work-
ing class of the crimes it perpe-
trated against the German and the
international proletariat in the
tense months and weeks preceding
the seizure of power by Hitler.

SLUG. BOLSHEVIK-LENINISTS!
At a regional Anti-Fascist Con-

gress in the Grange-Aux-Belles (Ited

Trade Union Headquarters of

Paris), Left Oppositionists, dele-

gates from the Ligue Communiste
and local unions were forcefully
unseated and disgracefuly battered
by sluggers organized under the
direct leadership of outstanding
French bureaucrats.
At a second regional meet in

Paris, not only were the delegates
from the Left Opposition excluded,
but bona fide trade union and mass
organization representatives sus-

pocted of solidarity with the views
of the Left Opposition were barred
from the hall. Stalinist united
front

!

NEVERTHELESS—OUR VOICE
IS HEARD!

It remained for a member of the
Young Communist League of France
to take the floor for a presentation
of the views of the Left Opposition.
That was entirely unexpected and
consternation reigned in the ranks
of tlie bureaucracy. Before the
young orator could conclude his
remarks with a declaration of con-
crete proposals put forward by the
L. O., the bureaucracy organized a
monstrous noise throughout several
parts of the hall to drown out hi-s

voice. His counter-resolution re-

ceived two votes, the Stalinist mas-
querade was not entirely airtight.

WHY THE TERROR AGAINST
THE LEFT OPPOSITION?
Why the terror against the Left

Opposition? Why this unheard-of
determination on the part of the bu-

A glance at one of the

suiiicient for illumina-

All OuttoAnti- Nazi

Meet on Union Square

On Saturday, June 24, the mili-

tant workers all over the United
States will come out in the streets

and demonstrate their solidarity
with their German fellow workers
tortured under the bloody heel of
Hitler's Fascist rule. This de-

monstration, called by the United
Front Anti-Fascist Committee in

conjunction with various langu-
age groups, must cry out its ans-
wer to the bestial oppression of
the naked capitalist dictatorship
in Germany. Oown with the
Nazi terror

!

The Left Opposition calls upon
its members and sympathizers to

he on hand in the demonstrations
throughout the country and in
New York on Union Square on
Saturday, June 24th at 2 P. M.,

in the common protest against
German Fascism. Ail out! Down
with German Fascism!

Danger Signals Flash

at London Conference
War io Solve Crisis Nears as Contradictions Sharpen.

Imperialists Wrangle Over Tariff, Prices, Markets.

Hugenberg Betrays Real Plans - to Attack USSR.

Although the London Economic

Conference has been in progress for
only two weeks, it has already
given ample proof of two things:

the breakdown of the illusions of
reasonable, peaceful international
agreement, and the bull-headed de-
termination at American imperial-
ism to smash through every obsta-
cle to obtain its ends.

In view of the high tension of the
world crisis on all fronts—econ-
omic, political, social, military—
this means that the London Confer-
ence, by exhausting some of the

nounce the Fascist tactics of the

police and the courts exemplified in

the malicious frame-up of our com-
rade Leon Goodman at an open air

meeting held at the same comer
two days earlier.

This protest meeting was far big-

ger than any open air meeting the

Stalinists have ever had in this

city.

The workers responded to our
leaflet appeal. Eight o'clock they

lined the street within the vicinity

of Hope and Jefferson Streets. Some
hailed us aa we approached. The
workers were heartened at our ap-

pearance and drew close to hear
our speakers and to take part in

the protest meeting.

Comrade Carey, though not a
member of the Opposition was in-

vited to take part in this meeting

rades and discussed.

The Philadelphia Branch has been
carrying on a campaign of open air

meetings before the workers in the
Kensington section of the city. The
workers are willing to fight but they

demand leadership. Stalinism with
its bureaucratic ultimatist de-

mands stifles initiative and inde-

pendent thought among the van-

guard, of the working class. This
mass meeting protesting Goodman's
arrest casts a persjiective of what
strength lies latent among the
workers. The Stalinists with their

policy of tsofation are in great

measure responsible for their non-
organization.

To get aid from the I. L. D. was
a-s easy as it is to pull an elephant

out of a quicksand bog. We were
advised to let Goodman serve the

and was the first speaker. The sentence and our request for a
other speakers were comrades Mor-
genst^rn and Roberts, Hirsch acting
as chairman. The workers were finally refused.

anxious to listen to our comrades —MEYER HIRSCH.

speaker to he sent to the protest

meeting was met by evasion and

The dissolution of the Gibson Com-
mittee should make this fact plain.

On top of that, Mayor O'Brien
announced last Tuesday night that
if the city's revenues "broke down,"
they would have to appeal to pri-

vate charitable agencies to help
carry on unemployment aid. Reven-
ues have already broken down, and
the attempt to pass the buck back
to private charities means eventu-
ally the utter breakdown of the
whole system of relief to unem-
ployed workers and their families.

How Is the miserable condition
of the unemployed to be improved?
Only through a broad and militant
struggle. Such a movement de-

mands above all united action. The
need of the hour is unity, a common
working class policy to fight the
onslaught of capitalism. It must be
driven home that the workers mean
business, that the starvation pro-

gram of the new deal will not be
quietly accespted. A united front
of all workers organizations must
be the answer. This is the only
way that the emergency can be met.

—D. BELLOWS.

tion on this point. The German de-
legate Mueller, shoved to the fore-
front by the bureaucratic impres-
sarios, had the following to say :

''If today Fascist terror is raging
worse than ever before, it is not
an indication of the strength o£
Fascism, hut of its weakness {!).
But it is also a sign of the rapid
rise of the revolutionary wave."
(Dflilv Worker, Saturday, June 17,

1933.)

A FABRIC OF LIES
It is with such a fabric ot lies

and illusions that the Stalinist bu-
reaucracy njj;>ans to cover up its

criminal shipwreck in Germany. It

is upon this self-same rotten fund-
ament of untruths that Stalinism
proceeds to cover up its tracks be-
fore the working class of the world
bv speaking of preparations for a
German general strike to overthrow
Fascism now. It is their fear that
the Left Opposition would tear the
mask off their cynical, lying coun-
tenances and force through a dis-
cussion of the real state of affairs
and those responsible for it that

S.P.G.VoteShakes2ndlnt'l
17, 1933: A Comparison With Aug. 4, 1914May

i.

The policy of coalition and tol-

erance, ever typical of the Social-

ist Party of Germany, found an
ignominious end when Hitler seized

[lower. As a nurse raises a child

so did the Social Democracy raise

Fascism. From 1914 to Hitler's

accession, the ,S. P. G. bore direct

responsibility for the policy of the

German bourgeoisie in regards to

the German masses. Its occasional

attitude of opposition expressed it-

self in pitiable amounts, as the re-

fusal to consent to retrenchment in

social insurance and reduction of

salaries. Other goals and other

tasks the S. P. G. was incapable

Hitler Clashes

with Hugenberg

for Control

The Hitler-Ilugenburg rift has

more than an internal significance.

Especially is this so when simult-

aneous with the raids on Hugen-
litirg's Green Shirts the Nazis also

raided the office of the Bavarian
People Party (Catholic) in Mun-
ich.

At least in so far as the raids

ou the Catholic center were con-

cerned an official communique de-

clared : ''Leading personalities of

the Bavarian Peoples party were
connected with the recent events in

Austria, especially with the sup-

pression of the National Socialist

party" (Austrian Nazis).

The Nazis mean serious business

in Austria. They will tolerate no

of setting for itseif. It was too
closely hound to the decadent state
apparatus of the German Republic.
The forces of the social democracy
could just bear a penny opposition
and no more.

Already long before Hitler's seiz-

ure of power, the S. P. G. was rot-

ten, corroded internally thorough-
ly bureaucratized. It was a party,

without an inner life. That for
one time another grotesque "State
Party" could establish itself along-
side the S. P. G. was one of the
curiosities frequently occuring in

the history of the Weimar republic.

However, the S. I'. G. was the
state party. It was the party of

the Weimar republic. The "work
of Weimar"' was condemned to de-

struction, and with it the S. P. G.
proceeded to its end. Nobody has
so clearly formulated the task of
the social democracy as Tarnow at
the Leipzig party convention. Its

job, according to him, was to act
as doctor at the sickbed of the
capitalism. Indeed, the Tarnows,
the Welses, the Heverings, have
guarded the sick patient solicitous-

ly, btii they could not cure him.
Even their medicine of the "lesser

theoretically possible peaceful al-

ternatives, and by bringing inter-

national conflicts of interest before
an international arenit, will consti-

tute a long step in the preparation
of the coming imperialist war.

The keynote of the conference—
intrigue, treachery, a nauseous
hypocrisy, and the naked violence

of an accomplished f:tct—was given
before; it started, when Roosevelt
took America off the gold standard
while MacDonald was ou his way
to Washington, thus breaking the
strongest weapon in the British
armory, the stabilized depreciation
of the pound sterling in terms of
the d/ilar. England replied after
MacDonald had left, with a prefer-
ential trade agreement with Argen-
tina that gave the lie to its sanc-
timonious tajk about increasing the
freedom of international trade.

America, which had insisted on
putting the question of German re-

parations on the agenda at the
Lausanne conference last year, re-

fused to permit the war debts to
be discussed in London; as if a
genuine settlement of currency
questions could be reached unless
it were decided whether or not
hundreds of millions of dollars
would be moving each year to the
I'nited States. MacDonald prompt-
ly opened the conference by throw-
ing the question of war debts on
to the table, quickly followed by
Jung of Italy. Hull of the Amer-
ican delegation held over his speech
for twenty-four hours during which
the threat of possible withdrawal
by America hrng over the confer-
ence.

Matters were patched up enough
to permit of the organization of
the conference into two committees,
one on currency and the other on
economics. The composition of the
committees alone indicates how
little seriously the conference it-

self took their activities. The
chairman yf the currency commit-
tee is a provincial Ohio politician,

James M. Cox. The economic com-
evil*' was of no '.avail, and the mittee consists of representatives
ungrateful patient sent his Fascist' of Holland. Argentina and Ger-
bouncer, Hitler, to break the head ! many. England is represented on
of the old family doctor, the S. P neither committee.
G. And so the medical career of Tne real nf,gotiations all thu
the Social Democracy came to an] time Mve bt,en takfilg place behtnd

the scenes. While the pretentious
Very rarely has history offered

such an extreme example of heed-
lessness and helplessness as the
"struggle" of the S. P. G. against
Fascism. Not only was the S. I

:

G. incapable of showing how to
tight against Fascism; it did every-

thing in its power to prove that
it could take the place of Hitler

vacillation from distant allies or| hl »" 'espects. As usual, refonn-

(Continued from Pace I)

near allies. That is, from the Bav-

arian Catholics or from Hugen-
hurg's nationalists. Already the

Nazis have undertaken a mighty
propaganda—not only in word but
in deed. Nazi bomb factories have
been discovered in Austria. Dolfuss,

Austrian Chancellor, has used this

as a pretext to banish the Nazi
press.

Lovestone and his kind notwith-

standing, the differences between
the Hitlers and the Hugenburgs
are not yet completely ironed out.

The social and political aspirations

of each ' still represent varying
phases of dominant class interests.

Hitler has not yet completely
consolidated his power. But he
has been and he is marching for-

ward on the path of reaction with
seven league boots. Unless the

Communist movement sounds the
alarm and acts in time—Austria
will be next in order 1

But here it must be declared that

the American party, at least, if

Robert Minor and Alexander are
its true spokesmen, and we have no
reason to doubt that they are, has
learned nothing from the past.

Speaking before an audience of

workers In Brownsville, Brooklyn,
the other night on Fascism, they
offered such empty and vainglori-

ous platitudes that though the hour
was nearly twelve when the two
main speakers concluded the audi-

ence virtually demanded speakers
from the Left Opposition to take
the floor and present their point of
view. Though three minutes were
alloted, the speaker for the L. O.
took the opportunity to point out
that Alexander's theory—the more
misery the better—was in reality

a petty bourgeois Anarchist theory,
that the Leninist approach is to

call a defeat a defeat and not to
say that the ravages of Fascism
are "in reality a victory s.nil a
sign of strength for the German
working class", as Alexander and
Minor inferred. When the speak-
er's time was up he asked for an
extension of time. The sentiment
of the workers was to grant it.

The chairman refused to intervene
and as the speaker started to con-

( Continued on Page 4)

ism wrongly estimated its forces in

this case too. The S. P. G. has
long ago lost all feeling of the re-

quirements of the class struggle.
It placed faith only in the omni-
potence of the apparatus. The bu-
reaucratic apparatus could gag
and deceive faithful workers. 1/

could choke strikes and uprisings.
It could not, however, deceive the
bourgeoisie, and it did not have the
strength to choke and gag Fasc-
ism.

Even if the social democratic
apparatus did not believe in the
durability of their collaborationist
policy, they believed at least in the
inner value of a policy of class
toleration. To them the thought of

(Continued on Page 4.)

masquerade and the speeches drip-
ping with international good-will
were going on at the conference,
a little committee having nothing to
do with the conference was fight-

ing grimly and silently behind the
scenes for the real decisions. It
consisted of the governors of the
central banks of the United States,
England and France. Five days
after the conference started, this
real and small committee disband-
ed when the American represnta-
tivc left for Washington.

In the same way the wheat con-
ference had been sifting for a week
before the "big show" started. Like
the bankers' committee, it has run
into a deadlock of national inter-

ests; as the bourgeois press re-

ports, it only exhibited "the hesita-
tions of the Australian and Canad-
ian wheat growers, the apprehen-
sions of the Polish and French pea-
sants, the grievances of the Argen-
tine live stock producers, the con-
cern of Italy and other countries
to reserve their internal markets
for their own farmers".

(Continued on Page 4)

C.Zetkin, Z)eteran~ReJDiesat76
Clara Zetkin is dead. The veter-

an revolutionary labor leader of

more than iX) years of active, mili-

tant service to the cause of the
German and international prole-

tariat has passed away in a sani-

tarium near Moscow a few days
ago. The death of Clara Zetkin, a
real tragedy to the world's working
class, coincides with the greater
tragetiy of the German proletariat
whose movement now writhes un-

der the heel of Hitler and his
brown cohorts.

The name of comrade Zetkin is

associated with some of the most
gloriotKi traditions of the German
proletariat and its struggle for em-
aucijMition. She began her partici-

pation in the socialist movement
under the tutelage of Marx and
Engels, She was in the forefront

of the battle against the anti-So-
cialist laws of Bismark. The great
honor of being the initiator of the
organization of worikng class wo-
men on an international scale be-

longs to Clara Zetkin. Her name
is indissolubly associated with this
indispensable activity.

More important and more out-
standing in the fighting career of
comrade Zetkin has been her un-
remitting warfare against the
traitors of the German social dem-
ocracy and the Second Internation-
al. Together with Karl Liebknecht

and Rosa Luxemburg, she kept aloft
the banner of internationalism dur-
ing the dark days of the imperialist
slaughter. This indomitable fight-
er did her part in the foundation of
the heroic Spartaeus League in
Germany, the Communist party of
Germany and the Communist Inter-
national. The Bolshevik work of
Clara Zetkin was a milestone in
the days when the proletarian in-
ternational had all its strength
turned towards the world revolu-
tion—In the days of Lenin and
Trotsky. Lenin paid her a signifi-
cant tribute when he said that "the
only man in the German party was
an old woman."

In spite of her militancy and
heroism, comrade Zetkin was soft
and even equivocal, at times, in
the inner struggle in the ranks of
Communism. Sometimes her sym-
pathies swerved to Brandler, in the
early days she showed inclinations
towards the Left Opposition. The
epigones many times made malici-
ous use of the prestige of Clara
Zetkin.

Notwithstanding, the -death of
this brave leader is a real loss to
the Communist and revolutionary
workers. The name of comrade
Zetkin is an inspiration—it is en-
shrined in the hearts of the pro-
letarian vanguard wherever it bat-
tles for freedom!
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P.M.A. in Perspective
A Review of the Past and Signs for the Future

With each passing day it becomes

Increasingly necessary to consider

the situation in the Progressive

Miners of America with the aim of

ascertaining its tanks in .the light

of recent developments. The PMA
Is at the crossroads.] The policies

ft adopts will decide its future. In

any discussion of this union, it must
always be borne in mind, that the

organized fields steadily increased

production until they were mining
the great bulk of the coal produced
in the United States. Yet the lead-

ership did not budge. Wherever
such possibilities of organization

existed, as in West Virginia, Lewis
betrayed the miners.

With such a background of con-
stantly worsening conditions for

ON THEWOKKER'S FRONT

Vot« for Strike

organization was founded on the miners, is it any wonder that wlth-
basis of a militant struggle against [n the rank and file a wave of re-

the Lewis machine in the United
' sentment developed into a stormy

Mine Workers of America.
|

revolt? In order to enforce Its po-

At the outset, its struggles for ;
licy of betrayal, the Lewis machine

existence revolved around two' resorted to every means at Us dis-

fronts: against the coal operators posal to check the revolt of the

(primarily the Peabody Coal Com-
pany) and the officialdom- of the

UMWA (having at its disposal

money, materials, etc.), both work-

ing with the support of the State

of Illinois, its courts, police, the

controlled press, etc. With such an
array of reaction surrounding it,

the course chartered out in advance
*or the new union was (and it re-

mains so now) a precarious one.

Under such conditions two paths

are open for the new union. Either

it succumbs to the pressure of re-

action or it maintains that mili-

tant class struggle character which
brought it into existence, and en-

deavors to spread the union beyond
the borders of the State of Illinois

in order to make it a truly national

union of the coal miners. There is

no middle road for the union to

travel. The militants in the union
must understand that their success-

ful struggle against Lewis in Illin-

ois was built upon the foundations
laid years before in the fight made.
by the Progressives in 1924, by the
S^ve-the-Union movement in 1928
and similar struggles over a period
of a decade. The victorious strug-

gle of the Progressive Miners Union
came as the mighty wave of these
many fights.

The "Bod" Scare
After a series of unsuccessful

efforts by Lewis and the Peabody
Coal 'Company to destroy the new
union, they resorted to a familiar
weapon used by ail reactionaries

and flunkies in the labor movement.
The "red scare" was employed. It

was directed against Qerry Allard,
the editor of the Progressive Miner.
By this means they hoped to drive
the officialdom of the PMA into re-

actionary channels. This offensive

launched by the reactionaries met
a healthy rebuff in the rank and
Hie of the PMA. The leadership of
the PMA, sad to say, reacted tn a
most shameful and pitiful manner.
It apologized and did precisely
what the reactionaries desired. It

too declared itself in deadly oppo-
sition to Communism in general
and U> Communists in the new un-
ion. It announced that the union
was "pure" of radicalism. Instead
of meeting this challenge in a
straightforward militant manner it

engaged in a "red-hunting cam-
paign." And in their own way, they
now proceed to cleanse the union
and direct blows againt the most
militant section of the PMA, that
section without which the new un-
ion would have been an lmpossibil-
ity.

One thing is certain, the drive
against militants in the new union
will spell its inevitable death, and
at present constitutes an ill-omen
of what will take place in the un-
ion, if the leadership will persist in
its present course—remaining smug
and self-sattsfled with early gains;
a union in Illinois and a few con-
tracts. In a discussion of the union
it Is nocessay to return to some
fundamental questions of tactics
and strategy that are indispensable
to the miners' organization.
The greatest possible error that

the militants can commit is to con-
sider that the struggle against the
Lewie machine in the UMjWA, was
an isolated struggle for democracy
and the rights of the rank and file
miner in the union as such. It Is
impossible to make such an abstrac-
tion of the struggle for democracy
in any workers' organization. The
inner life of any organization is a
reflection of its policies. In a like
manner the inner life of the UMWA
was a result of the policies of be-
trayal committed by its leadership.
It cannot be said that Lewis and
his murderous regime is more brutal
and vicious than othjuj- reaction-
aries in the labor movement. All
of them act" alike, when confronted
with a desperate and militant rank
and file. It is in defense of their
policies, that the Lewis machine
resorted to the vilest methods in
destroying the will and desires of
the coal miners. In the same man-
ner the basis for the struggle of the
miners against their leadership,
arose primarily in reaction, not to
the throttling of democracy, but to
the traitorous policies of the ruling
clique.

Why the Fight Against Lewis?
The Lewis machine dedicated it-

self to the task of helping the coal
operators at the expense of the
coal miners. Instead of acting as.
the labor leader of workers and
serving their interests, they acted
as labor lieutenants in the service
of the capitalists—in this case the
coal operators. The decline of the
once powerful United Mine Work-
rrs, is a tale of successive betray-
als of the miners. Strikes were sold
oat. Wage agreements were made
that aided only the operators and
reduced the already low standards
of the miners to an even lower
scale. Conditions in the mines be-
came steadily worse, with the coal
industry, already over-d»veloped
and constantly menaced by the de-
velopment of electric and water-
fuel-power, drifting to the south
and the unorganized fields, the
Lewis regime did not raise a finger
in the direction of the organization
et the unoganized miners. The nn-

miners and thereby, to successfully

carry through his policy. To ac-

complish It, he had to steal elec-

tions; expel militants by the hund-
reds; kill, maim, torture; and de-

stroy every vestige of democracy
in the union. The union was no
longer an organization of the coal
miners. It was a place of loot for

the agents of the coal operators in

the union who, in carrying through
this great betrayal of the miners,
also proceeded to rifle its treasuries.

What should have been the
course of the UMWA? Assuming
it to be a genuine organization of
workers, it should have proceeded
on a bold scale to unionize the un-
organized fields, extend the struggle
against wage cuts and for wage in-

creases, for a general Improvement
of the working conditions of the
miners. Needless to say. It did ex-
actly the opposite. As has already
been cited above, in order to enforce
his external policies, Lewis resort-

ed to a destruction of the inner life

of the union. It is to be observed
thus, that the struggle for democ-
racy in the Lewis union, was de-

pendent upon raising at the same
time the question of policies.

Every movement of revolt in the
UMWA, whether or not it momen-
tarily raised the question of de-
mocracy as a forefront issue, never-
theless had to first of all present
to the miners a program In contra-

distinction to the prevailing pro-
gram of the Lewis union. Of what
value is a program for democratiza-
tion of union, which is not accom-
panied at the same time with a
program of vital, militant struggle
to save the union (through its ex-

tension) ; agaist wage cuts (for in-

creases ) ; for retaining the im-
proved conditions in the mines (and
their extension)? Obviously It can-
not bp of much value.

The Howat Movement
The outstanding experience of the

Howat movement which rode the
wave of one mighty revolt, and
gained power in Illinois, was that
in spite of its cry for democracy,
and the need for turning the union
into the hands of the rank and
file, it failed miserably, brought
about no changes in the life of the.

union, acted as a perfect agent for
Lewis, because its policies were
identical to those of the Lewis Ma-
chine. Unless any movement can
tear itself from the policies of be-

trayal to the adoption of the course
indicated, all its pretenses of de-
mocracy, of a "rank and file" union,
will fall to pieces.

The democracy of the union will
be achieved only on the basis that
the union is militant, and aggres-
sive in the interests of the rank

New York, N. Y.—For the past

few weeks negotiations have been' D_ -X-i. Rnnlf \X/nrlf^r<
going on between the Poeketbook TOCKM DOOK TfOFKBrs

Workers Union and the Industrial

Council of the Leather Goods Em-
ployers Association. The confer-

ences were broken off several times.

According to our managers report

at the union meeting of June 15,

the employers demanded (1) a
piece work system for operators

and cutters; (2) abolition of the

two weeks' trial period, which
means the free right to hire and
fire; (3) abolition of the unem-
ployment insurance fund and the
employment office, etc.

In other words, the bosses are
demanding the open shop and hope
to undermine the already meagre
conditions of the workers. After a
heated discussion the membership
decided unanimously to call a strike

as soon as possible.

How is it that at a time when
there is general talk of raising

wages, the poeketbook bosses are
demanding a lowering of conditions?

The answer is that our present ad-
ministration, the "Fraternal Club"
misleaders did not enforce 10 per-

cent of even that rotten agreement
which they forced on the workers
last year. For the right to collect

dues in the shops, they gave the
bosses a free hand to whatever they
pleased with workers. The bosses

have naturally taken advantage.
Workers have been thrown out of

f Continued on Page 3)

Sugar Coated Misery

New York City,—The firms and
factories operated by the bankers
(they* are many after four years of
crisis) are the first to be affected

by the Industrial Recovery Act.
The H Paper Co. is such a

place, and already last week the

employees were informed they
would go on a six hour day. As
the workers were being paid by the
hour and were working eight and
a half hours per day that meant,
exclusive of considerations of high-
er prices and rents, a thirty per
cent wage reduction.

Thirty percent less than what
they were getting (they were aver-
aging less than forty cents an hour,
and many of them got only three
days per week every other week, or

five dollars and ten cents per week
to live on—-none of them had been
working full time) brought forth a
healthy response from among the
workers who threatened to walk
out in protest.

The superintendent sensed the
possibility of this development and
immediately busied himself, person-
ally interviewing the "loyal" em-
ployees best acquainted with the
factory as a whole. Then he must
have met with the president of the
company and with the hankers
again. For his tactic was changed.
He met the threat of a walkout
with the fhreat of firing a certain
number of workers (he would not
name them nor in any way imply
who they might be), hut accompany-
ing this threat with a promise of
a five day week.
For the present, this move hav-

ing been given the authority of law
and having been put over on them
in the name of the President of the
United States and the Federal gov-
ernment, the workers involved are
experiencing the meaning of the
Industrial Recovery Act and the
New Deal : more unemployment,
more misery. —SHOP WORKER.

their jobs indiscriminately, the

wage scale is not being paid, time-

and-a-half [or overtime has been

done away with. Certain shops

like Blum and Mittenthal, Kadin
Bros., etc., have been allowed to

send their work to outside contract-

ing shops.

The "Fraternal Club" adminis-

tration never made an attempt to

carry out the agreement which
carries provisions against all of the

above abuses. If these S. P. fakers

have not enforced the agreement

they signed last year, how can they

trust them to sign a new agree-

ment today which may be still

worse? That is why the workers
demanded the election of a confer-

ence committee from amongst the

membership. The workers know
that they can have no faith in

Shiplacoff, Wolinsky and Co.

The present agreement, which
was enforced, "expired" June 1.

While the agreement guaranteed

$32 and $37 per week, workers are
actually getting only $15 to $22 a
week. While the agreement did not
permit more than 5 per cent shop
reorganization, Chick, M o r r i

White, Maxik, Stone and Groper,

Blum and Mittenthal have thrown
out from 30 to 50 per cent of their

workers. The union leadership put /

up no resistance whatever.
This is the leadership that was

driven from our ranks a few years
ago and only recently got back into

it. Who is responsible for the re-

turn of this disastrous leadership

which has brought our industry to

such a terrible state of affairs? It

is the clique? The so-called and
fake Progressives, the Leather
Goods Workers Society who formed
a united front with the "Fraternal
Club"^ not to better conditions but
to defeat the Left wing. It is these
same people, who know that the
leadership cannot be trusted, that
rejected the demand for a new con-
ference committee representing all

groups and tendencies and the
election of a general strike commit-
tee under rank and file control.

The Left wing approached these
"progressives" for common action
against the bosses and the "Frat-
ernal" clique, but they refused. The
Matlins, David Myers, etc., will be
held responsible for any treacher-

ous acts perpetrated by the admin-
istration, for failure of militant
strike preparations.

But the Left wing too must be
criticized for not using their united
front proposals to the Progressive
openly before tfce workers, for not
putting these people to the wall by
continually hammering them in the
open with such proposals. The Left
wing must be criticized too for

leaving such a favorable opportun
ity as the Bridgeport revolt of the
Morris White workers (and the re-

to force* upon the workers by terror.

What can be done in order to pre-

vent a new sell-out? (1) All groups

must unite in a general strike com-

mittee and force the officials to call

the strike immediately. (2) The
strike must be prepared so as to

involve the non-union shops, (3)

Militant mass picketing must be or-

ganized. (4) The general strike

committee must select a negotia-

tions committee composed of one
member from each group to negoti-

ate on the following demands:
(1) A 40 hour week, to relieve

unemployment.
(2) The abolition of reorganiza-

tion and readjustment pri-

vileges.

(3) For unemployment insurance

to be paid by the bosses only.

(4) For the abolition of the in-

stitution of the "impartial"

chairman.

(6) For the right to strike when
employers violate the agree-

ment.
These demands will be granted

only when the employers see an
organization which can strike un-

itedly and strike hard. Only through
struggle have the workers gained
conditions from the employers. The
poeketbook bosses will be' forced to

grant our demands not by any in-

dustrial Recovery Bill from Wash-
ington or by any Miss Perkins, but

only through their own struggle

and organization. —N. D. F.

The Gillespie Meet
AResolution which was Rejected and the ReasonWhy
The June 11th Gillespie Confer- 1 sentence mo, Ion which said merely

.awan'Order in Illinois

Homes of the Progressive Miners

in Christian County, 111., were

bombed last week and one house

riddled with bullets by coal com-

pany agents in an effort to terror-

ize the miners to return to work
under company terms. While pick-

eting is forbidden and even peace-

ful meetings of miners' wives

broken up by the National Guard,

apparently "law and order" allows

coal pompany thugs to bomb and
shoot with impunity.

SUBSCRIBE TO
"UNSEB WORT"

Workers and friends who read

German and are interested in get-

ting first hand accounts of condi-

tions in Germany can do so by

subscribing to Unser Wort, the

illegal organ of the German Left

Opposition, published in Prague.

The paper appears every other

week. Subscriptions are for a year

only and are $2.00. Subscriptions

must be accompanied by currency.

Checks and money orders will not

do.

Comrades who subscribe must
take into account the time element

involved. They must allow time

for their subs to reach the center

here, and ten days for the sub to

reach Prague and on top of that

sentment against the biood-sucking ten days to two weeks additional

tactics of White in his New York : for the paper to reach them. In

shops, with which we will deal in short, the first copy should reach

a separate article) go by unexploit-

ed.

It is now a week since the mem-
bership decided to go out on strike

in answer to the bosses' demands.
Instead of carrying out the mem-
bership decisions, the leaders are
trying to patch things up by a back-

door agreement. They are prepar-
ing a new sell-out which they mean

the comrade about three weeks af-

ter remittance to us.

Address all subs to Unser Wort,

care of the Militant, 128 East 16th

Street, New York City.

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER
TO THE MILITANT?

ence, called by the Progressive!

Trade Union Educational Commit-!
tee, consisting of Left wing trade

unionists in this section ended by
preventing the establishment of a
New Federation of Labor and by
reaffirming the decisions of the

previous conferences. The backbone
of the conference, as usual, was
the delegation from the Progressive

Miners of America and the numeri-

cally largest force from other or-

ganizations was under the control

of the Stalinists.

The policy committee took a
correct position by rubber stamp-
ing the program and policy laid

down at the previous conferences

and by bringing in some proposals

for concrete action and for com-
mittees of action to be established

in the different sections of the
country to work toward the coor-
dination of all Left wing groups in

the trade union movement.
However.the Stalinists, who had

the largest number ot delegates in

the conference, and the policy com-
mittee which they controlled, failed

miserably to measure up to the task

confronting the American working
class and the needs of the confer-

ence. To call a conference to rub-
ber stamp the decisions of the pre-

vious conference is i waste of

energy. Conferences are not called

for such a purpose. A conference

of Left wing trade unionists must
consider the most pressing problems
of the class, point out the dangers
developing and confronting us and
map out a program of action (or

the class to fight against the capi-

talist offensive.

Thrust of Industrial Cotnrol Bill

The most menacing capitalist

measure confronting our class and
the least understood by our class

at this stage is the Industrial Con-
trol Law of the capitalists and their

state. In the future, when the labor
history as well as the economic
history of America is written, this

measure will stand out in ail its

capitalist ugliness as an attempt
to hold up a tottering structure
and beat down the workers.
The Gillespie Conference was the

only Left wing conference of trade
unionists held in this period and
the logical starting point to rally

the American workers against the
Industrial Control Law and to fight

the labor misleaders' plan to tie the
American workers to this scheme.
The Left Opposition delegates and

some of the other delegates realized

this danger and the needs of our
class. We were fighting indepen-
dently against this industrial Con-
trol Bill in the past and could
easily have found common ground
at the conference. Delegate Hugo
Oehler drew up a resolution (ap-
pearing in this issue of the Mili-
tant) giving a political analysis of
the Industrial Control Bill and en-

deavoring to use the Gillespie Con-
ference as a Btarting point for a
national fight to prepare our class
to fight the capitalist offensive.

The Stalinists could not equal the
task because they could not under-
stand the situation. They have not
yet learned to point out the dan-
gers ahead, to foresee the blows.
They can only feel blows when they
fall upon their heads. Their policy
committee, in reporting, rejected
our political analysis and Instead
brought in a report with a one-

that we go ini record against the

Industrial Control Bill. Delegate

Oehler entered his resolution which
was rejected by the Stalinists as

an amendment and then tite light

started-
Stalinists Set Up Straw Men
The Stalinists set up straw men

and proceeded to tear them to bits

in their fight against our resolution.

They said : Oehler wants to waste
our time calling conferences to fight

the Industrial Control Bill; what
we want is mass action of the work-
ers. They said our resolution was
too long, they said everything im-
aginable but they did not show
where the resolution was wrong,
where the analysis was false. The
Stalinists opposed the international

approach in the resolution with
shameful and narrow-minded local-

ism. The Stalinists must some day
learn that action must be built upon
correct analysis.

The tusk of the Gillespie confer-

ence gathered together from all

parts of the state was not t o
rubber-stamp our previous policy,

but tp present a correct analysis

of the most dangerous move at pres-

cnt of the capitalists against the
workers, and to map out a program
of action upon a correct analysis
in order to fight against it.

Delegate Payer told the Stalinists

that ia Germany they did not real-

ize the danger of Fascism until

after Fascism had smashed the
party, that they do not understand
anything until it falls upon their

heads and are repeating this blun-
der here ; that this Left wing con-
ference, called on the eve of the
Bill becoming a law, should be used
as a starting -point to organize the
American workers against the capi-

talist offensive and present to the
workers a correct analysis of the
Industrial Control Bill.

The leaders of the P. M. A., the
Right wing counters by circulating

petitions, and at that, not against
the Industrial Control Bill and the
dictatorship it will establish over
the coal industry, but merely
against having Lewis appointed
Czar of the coat industry, asking
that the Progressive Minerus Union
be also considered by the Govern-
ment when they select the Czar!
Instead of the brutal dictatorship
of Lewis they want to give the
workers a sugar-coated dictator-
ship, as though it makes any differ-

ence how you're killed, by hanging
or by the electric chair.

Finally, when the vote was taken,
the Right wing P.M.A. delegates,
the delegates who were for a new
federation, and the Stalinists voted
together against our amendment.
The vote was 72 to 17. Our vote
was a conscious vote of Left wing
miners and other delegates, who
like ourselves, realized the impor-
tance of using this conference to
start a fight on this issue and to
present a correct analysis.

— HUGO OKHLER

This is the second of a series

of articles on the situation in

the Teachers Union of New York
City, Local 5 of the American
Federation of Teachers in the A.
F. of L. It embodies the ideas
of a number of Progressive Group
and' Rank and File teachers, the
two Left wing groups in the union.

n.

Contrary to its picture ot the
situation in the union, in which it

appears as the representative of

the interests of the teachers, the
administration is clearly revealed

by its policies to be the representa-
tive of only the higher-salaried,
older, and more conservative teach-
ers in the union to the exclusion of
the larger interests of the union
and the teachers as a whole. Let
us take first the question of the
fight against the salary cut which
the teachers got last December.
Long before the cut was actually

passed at the special session of the
State legislature, called for that
and similar purposes. It was clear
that the attack was impending. The
Left wing claims that it was ob-
vious as much as two years ago.
It was certainly unmistakable by
the end of last summer, when
Walker, who was then mayor, ask-
ed ail civil service, employees and
teachers to accept a cut of 8 1-3

percent.

An organization which exist® for
the purpose of defending the inter-
ests of the teachers against such at-
tacks, must be on the alert to dis-

cern them when they are being pre-

pared. If the administration can
show that it saw the atack in time,
gave warning that it was coming,
energetically mobilized the teachers
to resist it and armed thorn with a
correct policy, it can be said to
have discharged its duty and de-
serves the confidence of the mem-
bership of the union.
But this is what the Lefkowitz-

Llnville administration cannot do.
They failed to see the atatck in
time. Worse! They turned a deaf
ear to the warnings of the Left
wing. It was only when iWalker
took to the press with his appeal
for voluntary cuts In the interests
of economy, that the administra-
tion stirred from Its lethargy.

By that time it should have been
clear to all from the financial slti

uatlon of New York City and the
negotiations between the city and

Teachers Union and theFightAgainstWage Cuts

the Wall Street banker* for a loan zatlons were showing signs of sub- of the classroom teacher—these

to the city, that the impending' mitting, the officers of the union
salary cut was an integral part of

this banker-politician inspired eco-
nomy. The policy of the union ad-
ministration should have had the
aim of making this clear to the
union membership and all the teach-

ers in the system. That was its

simple duty.

Policy of the Administration

But that was not the line which
informed the policy of the admini-
stration. On September 2, In an
other statement Issued by the un-
ion, over the signatures of Linville,

president ; Lefkowitz, Legislative

Representative ; and Charles J.

Hendley of the CPLA, Treasurer,
the administration stated : "(1).

Mayor Walker has asked ail civil

service employees and teachers to

accept a voluntary salary cut
(5) Deputy Comptroller Frank J.

Prial, and hU civil service group
are opposing the proposal for sal-

ary reduction actively, vigorously,

and successfully." (our emphasis).

This was on September 2. .On
October 20, in another statement,
signed by the Joint Committee on
Left wing activities in the Teach-
ers Union, and the officers of the
union—a document which attempt*
to reply to the criticisms made
against the administration by the
Left wing—the administration has
the following to say on the question
of the salary cut: "(4) In the sum-
mer of 1932 following the action of
Mayor Walker in demanding volun-
tary cuts of 8 1-3 percent from all

city employees, at a time when the
leaders of the conservative organi-

came out with three strong state-

ments opposing the cuts under any
circumstances. Undoubtedly, tnese

statements turned the tide against
the proposal for the cut"! (our em-
phasis-)

As every teacher knows now, the
special session of the State legis-

lature cut the teachers pay from
G to JO percent. The banker-polit-

ician economy triumphed over the

hosannas of the union administra-

tion. What the administration suc-

ceeded* in doing, was to disarm the

teachers before their attackers and
restrain them from active resistance

The Joint Salary Committee

This record does not exhaust this

aspect of the question. The Teach-
ers Union is represented in the
Joint Salary Committee and has
four members on its Executive
Board. The Joint Salary Commit-
tee is a city wide organization
made up of representatives of the
approximately 75 teachers' organi-
zations in the city, including the
Teachera Union. At this point we
cannot undertake a detailed analy-
sis of the composition of the J. S.

C. Suffice it to say that most of

the 75 organizations represented In

it, are paper: 44 organizations have
less than 100 members—one num-
bering only 8: 21 organizations
have less than 500 members; and
15 have above 500. To boot, super-
visors, who by their position in

the school system, are partly or al-

most entirely integrated Into the
Board of Education, and whose in-

terests, consequently, are not those

supervisors who comprise only

4 percent of all the teachers in the

system, make up almost 50 percent

of the membership of the represen-

tatives to the J. S. C, and of its

Executive Board. The cause of

this situation and the various plane

for Its necessary reorganization will

be discussed later.

The Joint Salary Committee was-

created for the purpose of advanc-

ing the salaries of the teachers,

protecting their pensions, etc. In

the course of its existence it has
collected tens of thousands of dol-

lars from the teachers for this, pur-

pose. How well it has defended

their interests can be seen from its

record in connection with the re-

cent salary cut. The Joint Salary
Committee did absolutely nothing
to resist the salary cut. It declar-

ed that the issue was not at all

a salary reduction but the protec-

tion of the legislation on the books
in Albany, making mandatory, sal-

ary increases for teachers ! And
along these lines it conducted its

agitation. Such a policy must be
branded for what it is—a treacher-

ous sell-out!

The union administration tailed

completely to sound the alarm
against this treachery. On the con-

trary, it participated in It and
covered Jt up. On December 16th,

Lefkowitz put a motion at a meet*
ing of teachers, calling for a vote
of confidence in the Joint Salary
Committee! By this policy the
union administration compromised
itself in the eyes of all thinking
teachers.

Workers' Pocket Series

By Leon Trotsky

In Defense of the Russian

Revolution

48 pages So

Soviet Economy in Danger

72 pages 10c

by Aroe Swabeck*

Unemployment and the

American Working Class

24 pages 5c

Postage: le extra per copy

Pioneer Publishers
84 East 10th SfcNew York

New Salary Cute Impending

After the bankers and politicians

had accomplished their purpose,
with the support ot the Joint Sal-

ary Committee, and the administra-

tion of the union, the administra-
tion tried to tell the teachers that

the salary cut was, in substance, a'

victory ! On January 4th the union
issued "A Legislative Program of

Action For 1833 Suggested by Dr.
Abraham Lefkowitz." Lefkowitz
says: "An evaluation of the work
of the short special session shows
the following protective gains:

—

(4) The invisible government—had
the effrontery to become visible..'

This means political progress at an
unprecedented rate. The humilia-
tion imposed upon the legislators

and the city officials has made
them so angry that they will look
with favor upon any legislation

which will liberate local govern-
ment from the grip of the money
monopoly. (5) The united fight of

teachers and civil service groups
against arbitrary dictatorship has
won the respect of both legislators

and bankers".

The bankers and politicians were
not long in demonstrating the re-

spect with which the Lefkowitz-
Linvtlle Hosanna-poliey had Inspir-

ed them. Lefkowitz' "Program of

Action" was issued on January 4.

Two months later, on March 3, the
union issued a bulletin signed by
Lefkowitz, warning against further
salary cuts ! "The Albany situation

is one of great uncertainty, but
pregnant with dangerous possibil-

ities for public education and teach-

ers. The Republicans are on the
war path. Their caucus on Tues-
day voted to fight for a 10 percent
reduction on salaries below $2000
and a 20 percent cut on salaries

above $2,000."

What did Lefkowitz and the ad-
ministration propose to do about
these impending attacks? "Get
busy. Keep your school commit-
tees active. Write, send telegrams,
visit your representatives, get or-

ganizations to act." Only the same
ineffectual measures which facilit-

ated the last cut Xet these mouth-
ers of phrases and sowers of illu-

sion are knights in the crusade
against the Left wing.
What must be done concretely to

defeat these attacks will be dis-

cussed later.

(To he continned)

Resolution on the Industrial
Control Bill:

The American working class has
lived through four years of the
world crisis which has violently
shaken the American structure and
completely changed the position of
the working class. In this period
the offensive of the American capi-
talists against the working class
has continued on all fronts. The
working class has been driven back
in disorderly retreat. Wages have
bf»>n reduced and the standard of
living has been reduced below the
necessity level. The unemployed
number over 18 million. Private
charity has long ago broken down
Public and governmental relief has
proven inadequate to cope with the
present situation.

The labor leaders and reformers
have done nothing to chefcik the
offensive. Everywhere the mislead-
ers of labor and the agents of the
capitalists ia. our ranks have held
in check the workers resistance and
have only functioned to console the
workers after the capitalists have
delivered their deadly blows.
The struggle of the Progressive

Miners of America, in revolt against
the corrupt Lewis machine, the
Operators and the State was a
heroic attempt by the miners to
stem the tide of the capitalist of-
fensive, to stop the retreat of our
class. The struggle of the Illinois

miners acted as a temporary rally-
ing center for the whole class. Then
the pressure of

1

the enemies' forces
and wrong jwlicies of the leaders
swei ved it from its course. It is
not yet too late to correct these
errors and utilize the Progressive
Miners of America as a rallying
center for the whole American
labor movement. For this a daring
leadership and policies of class
struggle are needed.
Admission of Capitalist Bankrupted

Following these attacks the capi-
talists and their government, thru
the Roosevelt administration, are
driving through the Industrial Con-
trol Bill, which will strengthen the
dictatorial power of the capitalists
over the working class. When the
Roosevelt administration declare an
emergency existing and proceed to
"solve" the emergency by the In-
dustrial Control Bill, through gov-
ernment partnership, it is an open
admission of the decay and break-
down of capitalist production, an
admission that the gigantic pro-
ductive forces can no longer cope
with the situation and be used,
under private ownership, to feed
the millions of wage slaves.

It is a capitalist attempt to find
a way out of the contradiction be-
tween socialized production and
private capitalist appropriation by
establishing a form of State Capi-

(Continued on Page 3)
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The Banning of the Austrian CP.

Proletariat

a counter-revolutionary. They had
no ideas of tiii'ir own and restricted

themselves to being Stalinist loud-
speakers in Austria. Nowhere could
he have found such willing wor-
shippers as here. This Ihcy proved
also in the mouths utter the collapse
of the German Communist Party,
lleckert's shameful oratory was £or

sion from the party.

It became exceedingly futile in

the weeks just passed, in which the
situation became ever more critical,

to look for the line of the C.i'.A.

Vienna, May 28—On May 26th,

the proscription of the Communist
l'arty of. Austria was signed by the

Council of Ministers because of "its

oft-times established danger to the

state and its illegal activity." The
proscription has already been car-

ried out, the party oiliees closed,

all literature, etc. confiscated. The
Rot« Fahne, the central organ of

the party, still appears, but it has
changed ownership. The Workers
Bookshop also remains as an inde-

pendent enterprise. There can be
no possible doubt as to bow long

the Rote Kiilme will hold out.

.With the proscription of a poli-

tical party the ISonapartist Doll-

fuss regime lias taken a significant

step in ils further development.
The significance of the step does
not lie in a change in the relation

of forces. The C. P. A. had become
too insignificant for that, and the
government knows this only too
well. This government measure is

important, however, and to the

highest degree at that, insofar as
it establishes a precedent that can
utilized later.

It must also be recognized that
Ibis time too "little" Dollfuss pro-

ceeded very skillfully about the
work. It is no mere coincidence
that at this same time Hitler's new
measure which, by requiring a
passport charge of 1000 -Marks,

practically stops I lie entire traffic

of foreigners from Germany to

Austria. On this basis, the Chris-

tian Socialists deal 'sharp blows
against the Austrian Nazis whom
they accuse of having inspired these
measures of the German govern-
ment and of open treason to Aus-
tria. The forthcoming proscription

of the Nazi party is spoken of In

papers closest to the government.
At the same time we learn that the
Nazis made an offer of a coalition

to the ^lollfuss government, but
that it was rejected. Every means
is used. Hitler's fullest support is

given right out in the open, in

order to consummate the Black-
Brown coalition.

Importance of Foreign Traffic

The lying up of Ihe foreign traf-

fic on the part of the German gov-
ernment serves the end of lifting

the Austrian Nazis into the saddle
of power and by this means, to
bring about Hie integration of Aus-
tria with Hitler-Germany. Since
foreign traffic plays u great role in

Austria's trade balance and espe-
cially now, because of the scanti-
ness of foreign valuta, the govern-
ment feels, that it has been hit in
its sorest spot. An immediate po-
litical consequence of the German
measures could also wreak havoc
in the Christian Socialist party in
the tourist country, Tyrol, Salzburg
and Kaernleu, where the Nazis
already dispose of a considerable
following.

The Austrian Christian Socialists,
however, do not desire to share the
fate of the Centrists in Germany.
Dollfuss carries on a desperate
fight against his Brown shirt op-
ponents and their backer, Hitler.
To weak to strike a decisive blow
at Ihe Nazis, who constantly under-
mine his basis; unwilling to con-
duct such a sniggle, because by
doing that he would change the re-
lation of forces in favor of the
social democracy, lie merely resorts
to empty threats against the Nazis—by proscribing the uninfhiential
C.P.A. He will not intimidate the
Nazis by such methods. The Com-
munist party, however, has been
laid prostrate.

Workers Passive to Banning of

C. P. A.

This party, the oldest in the C.I.,

made it easy for him to piay the
strong man. The entire bourgeois
press limits itself merely to the
publication of the official "report of
the proscription. Only the Arbeiter
Zeittmg devotes a leading article
to the event of May :27th, in which
it shows that the Communists
could complain to the Constitution,
in case it still existed. ,An empty
protest, in which the Arheiterzeit-
ung declares its feeling of solidarity
with the Communists, marks the
final tone of this article. Other-
wise, the proscription of the C.P.A.
has brought forth no repercussion
in Austria, the working class has
not responded in the slightest de-
gree to this blow of the govern-
ment. No one can doubt the lack
of influence of the C.P.A, any long-
er. The Comintern has been strip-

ped of still another fiction.

That it was possible to remove of betrayal of the Lewis machine,
the C.P.A. from the scene so noise-] which endeavored to force a wage-
lessly, in tiie manner of an ordin- cut upon the coal miners,
ary police action, without any po-| A t ils inception, the PMA not only

DollfuS Strikes ail OminOUS and ThirU Internationals. Left to

itself it had no other perspective

Blow against the Austrian before it except that of vegetation.

]
Its infamous end, which it had to

face defenselessly will, it is to be
hoped, cause a part of the old guard
in the C.P.A., insofar as it has not

yet scattered, to reflect more seri-

ously. A perspective for illegality

Is entirely lacking insofar as the
C.P.A, is concerned.

The relationship of forces has not
changed at all with the proscrip-

tion of the C.P.A But the fact that

the masses, who today still stand

behind the S.P.A., remained upa-tbeui a revelation, doubt in which
brought with it immediate expul-| thetic in connection with it, is" a

dangerous omen for the future.

Even in the next few days Dollfuss

will prove that against the Nazis,

whom he meant to threaten witii

the dissolution of the C.P.A., he

will, in spite of the circumstances,
assure the extension of the ideas

of .Marxism-Leninism and recreate

the revolutionary vanguard in Aus-
tria together with ail Communist
and social democratic workers who
are prepared to learn from the

evenly and draw conclusions from
them.
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The End of Austro- Marxism
The Austrian social democracy

was highly esteemed even before

the war among ils brother parties

fur its statesman-like spirit. "Our
Rebel,'' a member of the German
party leadership once said to Aus-
trian friends, "our Bebel is only

a cavalry colonel, but your (Victor)

Adler is a Field Marshal."

After the war, socialist Austria
became even more famous. And
why not; if Stalin could undertake
tiie building up of socialism in a
single country, then the Austrian
social democrats could tackle an

James P. Cannon even more complicated task, the

Maurice Spector '
task of building socialism iu one

That I hey could not trust in their will not and cannot undertake any-

lucky stars became clear even to tiling decisive. For the forces of

the Viennese Stalin agents after the development go far over Dollfuss's'

(Jermau catastrophe, iiut to defend '"'ad and in the last analysis it will'

democracy and to push the social' b« shown that the blow against!

democratic workers forward in this the C.i'.A. was a blow against the

direction— that was Trotskyism and entire working class—not against,

counter revolutionary. So the party btlt to the advantage of tiie Nazis,

swung round and about without a' Germany »as also proved this to

rudder and without an aim. i
us -

'C. P, A, Comes to Infamous End I Stalinism was, indeed, hard hit

The last possibility to obtain po- by the proscription of the C.P.A.

iitical significance and influence was and will not be abie to recover.

cut oil from the C.I'.A, by the Com- Hut Communism lives. It has long!

intern through the refusal to decide ago ceased 'to be carried by the!

upon an international united front Central Committee of the C.P.A., the

action against Fascism by direct latter only compromised it. The
negotiations between the Second Left Opposition, Bolshevik-Leninists, 1
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little province, and even in a single

city. Tney gave the new Austria
"tiie most democratic constitution

in the world'' and created thereby

the prerequisites for a socialization

which was io be just as irresistible

as it was peaceful.

And this achievement they brought
about—as the highest triumph of

socialist statesmanship—in unison
with the Christian Socialists. But
, . . red Vienna built cooperative

| houses and cbildrens' baths, over-

turned the whole educational sys-

tem iu a fashion hair-raising for
the "blacks" (the clergy) and
brought about other such bold

' changes, in short, the Austrian

i
social democracy rose by its deeds
and became the "Exemplary l'arty

I of the Second International," it be-

Icitiue looked upon iu the whole so-

A Review of trie Past That -Not iu °Vt:u *>mie. It crushed its
/\ ncview.or tne rast mat

ol)!J0llt,uts graUuaUy , and mcorpo-

Helps to Understand

the Present

cialist world as if it were some
miracle.

its promiuents, after they had
reconstituted the Second Interna-

tional, the bloc from Friedrich

Adler to Noske., led on the tloor at

all the international congresses. The
teaching which its thinkers bad
thought up, Austro-Marxisin, vic-

toriously surpassed the harrow
bounds of the homeland.

Ami the Austrian Social Democracy

Under such circumstances it is

self-evident that today, after the

German social democracy has suff-

ered a collapse unique in She bis-

tory of tiie labor movement in its

"struggle"- against the swastika, all

socialists turn their eyes to Austria,

the exemplary Utile country of so-

cialKm, where Fascism, encouraged
by Hitler's victory has just taken

up the .struggle for power. All so-

cialists hearts and minds are stirred

by the question : How will the Aus-
trian social democracy stand up in

this struggle? Will it not stand the

test much better than the German
party? Are not, looking aside from
its striking qualities, the circuin-

rated the Austrian social democracy
slowly within itself. Thus arose

Austro- Marxism.

If we look upon its fists and not
upon its mouth, Austro-Marxism
proves to be nothing else but re-

formism. Like every other form of

reformism, it is the adaptation of

the labor movement to the bour-
geois state, its subordination to the
bourgeois state. What distinguishes

it from the other forms of reform-

ism, wiiat allowed it to appear for

a long time as something essentially

different and unique was the cir-

cumstance that it assumed the task

of adapting tiie labor movement to

a state which was going to pieces.

Therein lay ils extraordinary
strength, that is what gave it the
possibility to achieve successes to

which it appeared to have no right

according to the relationship of

forces. The Austria in which all

the national parties leaped at each
other like wild beasts and daily

threatened tbe existence of the

state, was in reality the classical

count r\ of the most guarded com-
premism. All these state conspira-

tors wiio made the mien of being

so intransigeaut and irreconcilable

were in reality mercenary, had the

souls of petty shopkeepers and were
masters of the vulgar compromise.

Versailles Revisionism Engenders New Social Chauvinist Wave
Bratislava, C. S. R. — For and

against the revision of the border
lines—that is the bone of conten-

tion in Europe. The line-up is not
yet complete — the governments
haven't got that far; neither eco-

nomically, nor politically, nor stra-

tegically—Ihe two fronts are still

being prepared. The befuddled
peoples of Europe have reached a

new stage of the two chauvinistic

fronts: Versailles and Anti-Ver-
sailles. The trench lines are becom-
ing more and more discernable

—

Italy - Germany - Hungary against
Versailles and for Revision. France
and the small Entente against Re-
\ ision and for Versailles.

The line-up of the two fronts

signifies—war preparations. The
Four Power Pact stands only in

appearance in contradiction to this

filet. It is merely an episodic, a
temjtorary agreement, a imstpone-
ment so to speak. In the meantime,
tbe working class and the Soviet

Union is to be got rid of. Through
the assumption of power by Hitler

the Revision Front was enormously
strengthened. Therefore also, the
commotion iu Hungary. The reac-
tionary masters of Hungary are not
yet agreed in their opinions—as to

who could best carry out the Re-
vision policy.

The Legitimists count mostly up-
on the monarchist Restoration. The
Hungarian Nazis expect most of a
Revision under tiie protection ot
Hitler. And the (Joemboes wing
considers itself as tbe most appro-
priate executive. Iiut all are agreed
Io bring back the past, to further
the chauvinism against Versailles,

to mobilise tbe masses for Revision,
These are war preparations.

Workers Against All Capitalist Wars
How does the Czechoslovak chap-

ter of tbe other front look? The the German reformist and Commu- the Hungarian Jews''—that surely

same sal ire-rattling, but against nist parties.

Revision and for Versailles. The] And this lack of understanding
bourgeois government of the Czecbo-; does not restrict itself Io Germany.
slovak Republic is also carrying
out an ideological mobilization.

There is tbe futile talk about "De-
fense"—that is only diplomacy. The
truth is that Hungary as well as

the C.S.R. are ruled by profit-

hungry capitalists who are chasing
after markets. Therefore the fric-

tion, the inevitable wars in the capi-

talist system. In the nest war of

the capitalists, just as hitherto,

there will be no '-defenders" among
the bourgeois governments. It is

not decisive who begins the war

—

for or against Revision—for every
war is an aggressive war agaiust
I be working classes of both the
belligerent capitalist countries. If

there is any one who has to defend
himself, then that is the working
class, the international working
class.

In this light, we must regard the

demonstrations which the Czech
bourgeoisie held in Bratislava and
Kaschau on May 27th. The Slov-

enska Liga marched in full force

against revision. For the demon-
stration there were mobilized : the

Sokol, the Legionaires, the social

democrats and the representatives

of Rumania, Jugoslavia and Poland.
What the workers organizations do
not yet understand, or cannot un-
derstand, the bourgeoisie under-
stands admirably well : One speaker
at the demonstration said, "We may-
belong to different parties, there

may be differences between Czehs
and Slovaks, but in the question
of Revision we stand united."

It is this little thing that the
"labor leaders" did not understand
in the struggle against Fascism,
Therein lies tbe deep tragedy of

A leading member of the social

democratic party of the C.S.R., Dr.

Marko vie, was one of the main
speakers at tiie demonstration, lie

spoke under the nationalist banner
and in line with the heated atmos-
phere of chauvinism .

Social Democrats tarries

Patriotic Banner

What does a social democratic
leader seek at such a chauvinistic

affair? Tbe official slogan of the

social democracy— ls it not "War
against War.'" It is supposed to

be not the Versailles front against
the Anti-Versailles front but the

international front of the working
class agaiust the capitalists on both

fronts, is it not? Class war againsf

the patriotic war of the capitalists,

is it not? But did Markovic say
that? No, be did not. He said

something entirely efferent: "If we
are attacked, we will know how to

defend oureselves," namely, against

Revision. This is a patriotic capit-

u hi tion before capitalism, for as
long as the latter will exist the
working class cannot have any in-

terest ill "attack" or "defense,"

The working class is neither for

nor against Revision. It stands on
the international front. This third

front tiie social democratic leaders

have entirely forgotten. That is

their betrayal. That is the logical

continuation from the year 1014.

Chauvinism bears its fruit re-

markably quickly; the fanaticised

youth demonstration before the

Hungarian consulate, shattered the
windows in tbe Jewish quarter and
:soon the chauvinistic-Fascist sk>
gans were to be beard: "Kick out

any joy even to Dr.

stances themselves auspicious for y^. hm tIleir iLstij |m(ll,r lli(. nose
it?

The German working class was
defeated because it was split, but
the unity of the Austrian working
class has never been seriously

threatened by the Third Interna-

tional. The Communist l'arty of

Austria has always been of negli-

gible size, small, weak, unserious.

The Austrian social democracy is

proportionately bigger thau any
other social democracy. In addi-

tion to that, Austrian Fascism is in

itself split into two hostile camps,
lleiniwelir Fascism, with the aid of

which Dollfuss wants to cut the
throat of democracy and smash the

did not brin

Markovic.

Neither Revision nor anti-Revi-
cion can be considered as a solution,

llotli can bring only imperialist
war. Only revolution can save us

from imperialist war—that means
overthrow of the profit-greedy im-
perialists on both sides of tbe Dan-
ube, Then there wiil he no chase workers, does not enjoy the support

after commodity markets, no tariff of the National Socialists, but is

walls, no boundary line-. The peace-! hard pressed by competition from
ful cohabitation of the peoples of them. Really, in such a situation,

Europe can be guaranteed only by, should not the Austrian social de-

ibe socialist, planned economy. i mot-racy come off with flying colors?

No Balkanization of Europe, no; The question is already answered.
European dream, no Revision or| )E cannot be doubted that the col-
Couuter-Hevisiun—but struggle for||

; i llse of the German social democ-
ihe Soviet tutted States of Europe., racy will not stand alone for long.
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The Austrian social democracy will

soon stand just as naked by its

side. It will lose the "war" against
"Dollfuss the little," has already
lost it in fact. For it hasn't begun
any and won't ever, under any cir-

cumslances, undertake one.

Its True Face

In order to understand this as
the only iwissible, as the self-evident
thing, what this Austrian social

democracy, praised in all tones and
admired in all languages, really is

—not in its own imagination, not
iu the imagination of its brother
parties, but In actuality.

Ileiurich linger once said: Lib-
eralism has a great future behind
it. That can be said equally as
well for the Austrian socialism. Its

beginnings were auspicious. Under
the leadership of Victor Adler the
Austrian working class waged bat-
tles against the decayed Hapsburg
monarchy which aroused the ad-
miration of the old Eugels. But
ultimately, the Austrian state re-

mained the victor in this struggle.

of the government so as to be able

later to stretch out their empty
palms before it with all tbe greater

success.

Collusion With Hapsburg

In this state, which could not live

and could not die ; whose existence

was a lamentable drag; which had
no friend if it did not pay him in

cold cash—in this decadent world,

tiie great Austro--Marxist idea was
born: tht renovation and entrench-

ment of the Hapsburg state in re-

nni for concessions to the working

class. This program looked very

new, very bold. It was like a crea-

tive thought in this world of fruit-

less pettiness. But in reality, this

grandiloquent Austro-Marxist con-

ception was only the translation of

the common garden variety reform-

ist program—cannon fodder for

voting rights—into the Austrian.

Since then Aastro-Marxism con-

tinually made state policies, no

longer ' class policies. Its ideas re-

volved only around parliament. It

emulated all the petty arts or par-

iameutary cretinism from the bour-

geois parties. The Marxist concep-

tion that tbe liberation of the work-

ing class must be the work of the

workers themselves was smiled upon

as old fashioned,

Austro-Marxist lore knows ot no

acting, struggling proletariat. Ac-

cording to it the worker does not

make bis history, he only experi-

ences, suffers. And mo, little by

little, almost imperceptibly, the

suffering working class becomes
automatically triumphant, quite in

line with the immanent laws of

capitalism and capitalism becomes
filled more and more with a social-

ist content. That was the secret

lore of Anstro-Marxism. Public

opinion it blessed with the most
scholarly, with the keenest argu-

mentations for lis inner thoughts

and for its actions.

(Continued iu next issue)

— AUSTRIACUS
(From *l)nser Wort"]

P.M.A. in Review
(Continued from Page 2)

J

of conflict, when the union was
earning the name of the Progressive
'Miners of America, all forces stood

. united at least on one question

—

. the maintenance and stabilization
and Hie miners, not in words, but in

()f lh(, organization. Everyone rec-
do-eds. Tins applies with particular,,

,g ni3
.
(
,d that this was impossible

emphasis to the PMA, as it does wj[|iout waging a fierce struggle
(.morally to all unions. Conversely,

' Eor vecoguition and against the
a lack of in tier-democracy, a rule. u,wjs union, which has within its

of bureaucrats, is an indication oi'
1]£S

: a miilority of the miners,
the need of this same bureaucracy

| ami tlla greatest number of these
to enforce a policy of betrayal 1

1(l?!lt iu trie UAIWA through coer-
which finds resentment apace in the: cjon It was Ulis stat;e in tne de_

rank and file. velopment of the union that pointed

In 1032, tbe struggles of the 111-
. to its great future.

inois miners resulted in the orga-j Recent months witness a reces-
nizution of the Progressive Miners' i{m in tMa ^i^ „ f the p.M .A .

of America. The apparently imme-| T)M , ^mpa^ f red baiting testi-

diate reason for this development
i fie(1 ,hat somethlng else is brewing,

lay in the struggle of the miners
. Tf|is c;|n bc Ascribed as a settling

for democracy, for a rank and file
i)r(K .,,ss , The early cry of building

union.
,

Behind this struggle for a „at ional union has now become
democracy (which at that moment U ,KS sharp alld the ieadership wants
rose ' - "" *"'"''—

*
--•-'- " *-

the

concession, a compromise. Such a

compromise can only cut the heart

out of the new movement. Along-
side with this gradually milder tone

of the union, its attempts to be a

"respectable" organization, to nego-
tiate with Ijewis, to put matters in

Gillespie Meet
The strength of the new union

lies precisely in that all Left wing

:u>d militant elements in the union

are permitted to exist and function
:

;

actively. If this right, gained by' IConumied trom i-age i)

a heroic struggle against Lewis, is'talism. Within tbe framework of

to be snatched from them in the the capitalist mode of production

the hands of the -impartial" Gov-'uew union, then it is only a ques-jlhese contradictions cannot be

ernor Horner, comes this red bait-! tiou of time, when this organization solved.

ing campaign and tbe attempts to «'" follow the path of the old. I
Tbe seixuve of power of Fascism

expel a number of Left wing ele- There is no pre-ordained guarantee, in Germany has intensified Ihe cou-

ments from the P.M.A. One of the! tor the new union. Its existence tradition of world capitalism and

chief accomplishments of Ihe P.M.A.
was its invitation to all expelled

L'JIWA militants, to join the P.M.A.
Iiut when after a few months of

existence, it in turn, begins an ex-

pulsion campaign agaiust these

very persons, something is wrong iu

the union.

There exists a groat contradiction

in the I'.M.A. Tiie contradiction

; exists between the rank and lite and
The rank and file

will depend entirely on how it ap- has strengthened reaction through-

plies its policies by which it came, out the world. The defeat of the

into existence, on how it extends
and jpidarges them. Iiy beginning

a campaign agaiust those very ele-

ments that distinguished themselves

in the first days of the new organi-

zation, the leadership is preparing
its doom. It must by no means
embark upon the course of expul-

sions. It must maintain the char-

acter of its early militancy. It

«! to its highest pitch through ,„ D0 TCSp^QtAblfi as waU as respec- !"u
,^"f 11

,; ""L .™* T ,Z must tnll>' attcmI* t0 be(:ome a
• big steal of the miners ballots ,,,.. Ir is i^i-ested in the "leiraF'i

luIliral"- " ls suious. it has
ti [ imion to strugle for wage

"- - - "' ' '

,U * ^ mteltoted m thQ ief-al
I not carried on its valiant struggle

mtrs;asei tor improved workingon the wage cut) lay the real issue. I aspects of their existence. It wants'

"

M *"'*„
It was a light against the policies! peuce in ,he Illinois coal iields and '_„„",," " f'

It sought to build an!

Iitical uproar—that cannot astonish' promised democracy in the union,

the political and theoretical balder-
dash of Stalin and Thaeimann in
an even more vulgar form. Its
leading bureaucrats represent the
very dregs of the Stalinist bureau-
cracy. They saw Fascism estab-
lished In Austria in 1029 and were
earnestly of tiie opinion, as early
as the Fall of the same year, that
an immediately revolutionary situa-
tion existed in Austria, that Work-
ers' Councils should be formed and
the struggle for power prepared.

Austrian Stalinists in Dregs of
Bureaucratic Stupidity

In the Spring of 1930 even the
ECCI has to prove to the Austrian
leaders that this was pure idiocy.
But the expulsions of those who
iiad opposed the Central Committee
were confirmed. Since then every
government became more Fascist
and the social democracy ever more
social Fascist. The Stalinist bu-
reaucrats, iu the Central Committee,
became ever more absolutistie, ever
more stupid and conscienceless.
Whoeyer cared to think critically
inside the party and to defend his

n(«ifu in the mihiots con t iienis ano - " ' conditions, to hght for the unioui-

%rlh£T£tT£^lM™1M£ lOTts*alwaoa tlm W"ala recoU at ™tiou of the unorganized miners.tor this it e\ui enters into iaise
, h ^ mention of Lewis sm. The ., M ,„ „„ in„ iM(1 ,.i-sbin „™ f„llownegotiations with the Lewts union.
, ,ea(lel.aM hoW(?ver , which rose'

, ff

tb

f

e .P™ u fbere v mid he no«promu^tW 8mtementa toLew--
durtagtb>J Mplj. stri^gle8ilgtryinSi

iiig this hue, the.e would be no

is : one calling for a referendum
.to check this militancy, to becomel

need for it to resort to those dan-

pel led by
their militancy, but at the same
time sounded a militant tone in its

program of struggle for the inter*

ests of tbe miners as against those
of the operators. Precisely in the' vision of territory) declaring that

latter sense did the union give
' they recognize the UMWA ls an

erous and false steps that charac-
But it

does not

,
_. has fallen

correct proposal was naturally un- t?™^.^d^s
.
™_™?

.

e°^l <l°w« on all .its early promises, be-

acceptable -to the Lewis machine);
the other : that the unions function

where they are a majority (a di-

niucU hope for its future. The un-
ion pledged itself to spread nation-

ally, to wage just a struggle in the
interests of the miners as Lewis
had refused and prevented. Any
other course would have established

no distinction between the two
unions. The distinction did exist,

however, in that the new union
promised to fulfill the desires of the
miners and to wage struggle in

their behalf.

"Stabilization" of the P.M.A.
Since that time much water has

flowed tinder the bridge. The new
union stabilized itself momentarily
through the gain of local contracts
throughout the state. It was able

to make these gains only through
a heroic struggle in which the un-
ion gave up many martyrs. With-
out this struggle the present solidi-

fication of the union would have
opinion was unalterably stamped asbeen impossible. During the period

organization existing in the inter-

ests of the miners, i.e., a miners'

organization.

A Glaring Error
This latter statement reveals

Ihe leadership is adopting a course,
(
,.
lllsi, it is prepai.iug t0 revise it3

that is bringing it closer to class-
wllL>le |m8 ot a( . ti()n> Ul .u tlley mlist

collaboration. The miners on the, „„„,,.. _.,„,,,. tn ., ,,i mi ,,,,,;„„ ,,f rh„
. needs resort to a diminution of the

contrary, want to continue the dwnticl.atjc rights in the union,
splendid struggle they began.

| tlll
.ough tlie tJji

.eat o£ expulsion

There is a great dissatisfaction
1 against Left wingers in the uuion.

in the ranks of tlie union against
j

The miners must understand

this policy of the leadership, which 1 these developments. The greatest

can have only one effect : that of ,
need in tlie union is the organiza-

weakeuing the new union and lead- 'Hon of its Left wing, not only as

glaring errors which can react only
]
ing it to collapse. The weatbervane ;

the safety valve against the meth-

against the P.M.A. Iu those areas is the drive made against the mili- ,
ods of Lewis in the P.M.A., but to

where the UMWA is in the major-
1 tants in the union and the raising foster and fight for those policies

ity, it is so because the miners are of the red scare. We pointed out ot struggle, by which the union

compelled to remain in the union above, that for Lewis the destruc-'may live and gain greater life,

by force. In recognizing that the !
tion of the democracy in the union !

That, at present, is the most inipor-

UMWA is a union existing in the : led to the institution of his policy I
taut task of the Left wing elements

interests ot the coal miners, an ac- of class collaboration with the em- in the P.M.A. Without an organ t-

tual betrayal of the interests of the ployers, to the detriment of the zation of its forces, it will be blown

P.M.A. is committed. For what "coal miners. These aots of the to smithereens, and they wiil see

reason, then, one may ask, should leadership of the P.M.A. do not. the organization that they brought

the P.M.A. exist? Its wage-Scale stand on a much higher plane. It- into existence, dwindle to nothing

is the same. If the Lewis union Is will become clearer day by day,! through the flaise policies of its

an organization existing in the in-, that their weakening of the demo-' leadership and through the heavy

terests of the coal diggers, then cratic rights of the members of the assault of all tlie forces of reaction

why the organization of a new un-: P.M.A. is only a reflection of the' in the Illinois coal fields who look

ion? This second statement was a
surrender to the Lewis interests,

even though it was presented as a

introduction and strengthening of
j

with glee upon this campaign
such policies, as are coincident with !

against the militants in the union,

the policies of Lewisism. I
— ALBERT GLOTZEE

Ceruiau working class is a defeat

of the whole world working class.

The Industrial Control Bill, as a

dictatorial measure over ihe work-
ing class, is part of this reaction

and the struggle between the im-

perialist powers to gain a point of

advantage for tbe struggle for the

redivision of the earth.

Subsidy to Decayed System
The government partnership, thru

tlie emergency law and the Indus-

trial Control Bill, will result in

government subsidy to the decayed
industries of American capitalism,

such as coal and reairoads, etci It

is an attempt to uphold a tottering

and decayed structure by shifting

the burden upon the working class

and by eliminating small exploiters.

Trusts were opposed in the past
but Cartels will now be organized
by the government.
The big capitalists intend to

eliminate the weak and small con-

cerns in all industries as well as
to establish a monopoly price of a
group of favored capitalists. The
Industrial Control Bill is an attempt
to organize production, but instead
it will "organize" capitalist compe-
tition on a higher plane. It is an
attempt to eliminate competition,

but instead will lead to a greater
anarchy of capitalist production. It

will intensify all of the basic con-

tradictions of American and world
capitalism. The Industrial Control
Bill is an attempt to hold up the
failing rate of profit by the reor-

ganization of industries and by
beating down of the workers stan-
dards to a new low level.

The agrarian crisis has prevented
the farmers from paying the debts
owed to the bankers. The Hoose-

necessary steps and parts of the

big capitalists' plan that the In-

dustrial Control Bill fits into.

The Industrial Control Bill and

its arbitration scheme for labor and
capilal is an attempt to set up an

elaborate class collaboration plan

to bead off the developing class

strugfv.e. It will establish dictato-

rial power over the American work-

ing class. The bill with a govern-

ment inflation policy will establish

a high MONEY wage but a VERY
LOW REAL WAGE for the Ameri-

can workers.

It i,s an attempt to side-step the

dole and social insurance and in

its place, give tbe equivalent of

the dole, in the form of a money
wage, through public works,

which is nothing more nor less than

a Cloak for forced labor in exchange

for relief.

The Europeunization of the Amer-
ican working class is at hand and
with it goes the intensification of

the class struggle. The Industrial

Control Bill is an attempt to hold

in check the rising tide of class

struggle, and to place the workers
in tbe harness of class collabora-

tion.

Our trade union movement is to

be harnessed to the capitalists and
their state. Agents of the capita-

lists, the Lewises and Greens, will

be selected to control the labor

movement. A strike against the ex-

ploiters of labor will be a strike

against tbe government. The strug-

gle of the workers for our class

interests will be outlawed.
The June 11, 1933 Gillespie Trade

Union Conference, called by the
Progressive Trade L'nion Educa-
tional Committee, goes on record as

opposed to the Industrial Control

Bill ?,nd Its sugar coated, class col-

laboration, anti-working class pro-

visions.

The Conference goes on record

favoring the calling of a national

united front conference of all labor

organizations in the United States,

to be held in Chicago in the future,

to rally the American working class

to fight the capitalist offensive, to

map out a program of action to

protect the workers Interests and
to rouse our class to action.

The Conference gives the Incom-velt measures to help the farmers
Is to help the farmers pay the bank- ing national committee power to

ers what they owe. This agrarian act for this united action, for joint

measure and the Banking Law, action with all working class or-

whicli gives the government un- gations. (Introduced by delegate,

limited power of inflation, were Hugo Oehler.

^AU-IQffiV
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Danger Signals at London Meet
Yi .'of the pillars of the dictatorship of

j

passivity and empty threats of the

—
i

the proletariat, its Stalin proposed Stalinists.

in l'.m, or does lie propose to beep] ]n yiew of tlie grow ing danger

( <;on tinued from page

Behind tlie Scene*

The Coiled States in the mean-

time 1ms again risked a crisis in
\ ^^ lle :lot say so j is it because

the conference by insisting that the
lt]at wm) iQ compel Mm to point out

question of stabilizing currency be

it V If he proposes to keep it, why
o{ war graj)hical!y illustrated both

by tbe actions and the failures of

the London economic conference,

postponed until American price*

had liseu to a "satisfactory" level.

This meant that only -'economic"

questions outride, of currency could

be taken up Mr a period of weeks

or more likely, mouths. The French,

threatened to split away, but have

remained in. Under American pres-

sure, the Ifritinh have come out in

ravor of higher prices and cheap,

plentiful credit. America mean-

while keeps the key to monetary

policy—to inflate or not to inllate,

how and how much to innate—m
its own hand:*.

Talk and Action—a la .\mernaw

In the currency committee itself

it has stood for a policy of lower-

ing the legal minimum gold re-

serves, asiing ^ percent silver to

SU percent gold in such reserves,

and limiting the use of gold to in-

ternational settlements and central

banking reserves—in other words,

making permanent and intonialiou-

til the present situation in the Uni-

ted Stat*; whereby a batik is not

obliged to pay out gold against

paper. The French with their affi-

liated gold standard satellite.; are

lighting this proposal tooth and

nail, as it will remove one of their

strongest pieces from the chess-

board—their powerful gold reserve

position.

In the economic committee, the

American contribution go tar bun

been a proposal for a 10 percent

tariff reduction all around—hastily
withdrawn by tlie American dole-

gation itself and labelled as simpiy

a "suggestion iiy the experts" This

showed the emptiness of the

phrases of the American delegate

Hull in his opening speech on the

desirability of lowering tariffs and

on the harm done by economic na-

tionalism.

In fact, the whole Hoosevelt pol-

icy, based on the manipulation

through government agencies of

American economy on strictly na-

tional lines, is in sharp contradic-

tion to the effort to obtain inter-

national agreement on currency,

tariffs and trade, as was implied

In a speech by the president of the

world bank, himself an American.

The battle behind the scenes con-

tinues, meanwhile, in the face of

the palaver about international

agreements 011 ta rill's. France pass-

ed a law raising customs duties on

American products IS per cent be-

fore the conference opened, and a

few days ago. before echoes from

the speeches before the economic

committee had died down, passed

another bill raising the tariff on

about a hundred products, mostly

of German and American origin.

.Meantime the whole proceedings

are lying held up while the head

of Roosevelt's "brain trust", Moley,

arrives—in other words, until Am-
erica places its fist on the agenda

sheet.

Behind the scenes also was the

settlement of the nuestioii of June

15 payments on the war debts-

France paying nothing, England

and Italy making small "token"

payments, the latter received with

diplomatic irony as to the "dis-

appointment" which it. might cause

in certain circles because of it*

small amount.

Litvinoff at London

From the standpoint of the rev-

olutionary workers, the outstanding

development of the London econ-

omic conference so far lias been

Litvinoffs speech, which throws a

glaring light on the extent to which

the Menshevist degeneration of the

Soviet regime ha< progressed. In

the effort to adapt himself as close-

ly as possible to the bourgeois dip-

lomats by whom he was surround-

ed, the Soviet delegate deliberately

blurred the lines between Soviet

and bourgeois policy, did not refer

once to the interests of the work-

ing class, speaking as one diplomat

to other diplomats, and tangled

himself in hopeless contradictions

while making the most Impermissi-

ble concessions to the bourgeoisie,

Standing on the basis of "social-

ism in one country", he, according

to the Associated Press report,

"urged recognition of the peaceful

coexistence of the two systems-
capitalism and socialism". liven

for an American .Stalinist editor

this was loo much to swallow, so

the Daily Worker kept this sent-

ence out of jts report. The "peace-

ful coexistence of capitalism and
socialism'* means the abandonment
of the world revolution, nothing

less—and not only us an immediate

but as a long-term perspective, and
to shove li off Into the distant fu-

ture, out of the reach of •'practical"

politic*. Was he trying to fool the

diplomat.*, while keeping his own
mental reservations? Or is he
fooling the working class instead?

His conception of nun -aggression
jjoes far beyond the tariff* truce in-

itiated by the United States, he
said., '-Speaking of a truce acknow-
ledges the existence of a state of

war. An armistice means cessation

of all fighting, not. merely absten-

tion from the beginning of fresh

battles. The same should he true

of economic warfare."

In other words, he claims to be

even more of an economic pacifist

than Roosevelt, by the degree that

an "armistice" is more jieaceful

than a "truce". He is therefore in

favor of removing the restrictions

on International trade, just like his

bourgeois colleagues.

A Few Pointed Questions
We must ask a seriotis question.

Is the Soviet, monopoly of foreign

trade a hindrance to the Interna-

tional movement of goods or is it

not? Does Litvinoff {comrade Lit-

vinoff) propose to liquidate the So-

viet monopoly of foreign trade, one

that after all, there is a difference

between the Soviet State and bour-

geois states? And would not this

raise a question in the minds of

the conference about the "peaceful

coexistence of capitalism and so-

cialism"?
The part of bis speech which in-

terested the conference most was

his plea for "lengthened credits and

normal conditions for Soviet ex-

ports", with an offer to buy a bil-

lion dollars* worth of additional

commodities under these conditions.

To raise the demand for "long-

term credits for tbe Soviet Union"

is counter-revolutionary Trotskyism

when addressed to the working

class, and constitutes grounds for

expulsion, as in the case of J. L.

Murphy of the British G. P.; but

it is perfectly all right as long aa

it is addressed to the bourgeoisie

only.

But what is the purpose of these

long-term credits? To relieve a

critical situation in the U, S. S. It.?

So—no such situation exists, ae-

cordiij;- to the Foreign Commissar.

On the contrary, prosperity pre-

vails throughout the Soviet Union

:;nd it has not been touched by the

world crisis (so that there is a

difference after all between capital-

ism and socialism). The real

teason for Litvlnoff'e proposal, in

his own words, as quoted by tbe

New York Times, is: "We merely

wish to set this conference along

the path which, in our opinion, is

most likely to lead to effective re-

sults in alleviating the crisis".

Clearly the crisis which is to be

alleviated is the crisis of capital-

ism.

When tbe German social dem-

ocracy ill its Leipzig conference in

1080 proposed itself to the bour-

geoisie as the "doctors of Bick

capitalism", Communists answered
correctly that what capitalism

needs is not a doctor but an under-

taker. Which role is Litvinoff pro-

posing for the Soviet Union?
The Left Opposition has tor years

been advocating long-term credits

to the Soviet Union, and economic
collaboration between the Soviet

Union and advanced capiatliet

countries—but alwstyts on a rev*

olutionary basis, always pointing

out the value of these demands In

mobilizing the masses. What Lit-

vinoff says today as the Stalinist

line was rejected a year and
a half ago by Trotsky as—Stalinist

slanders against the Left Opposi-

tion !

In What Next?, page 175, we
read, "During the first stage of the

crisis- -more than two years ago

—

we posed this question {Soviet-

German collaboration, B. J. F.) in

print. And the Stalinists immedi-
ately set up a hue and cry that we
believe in the peaceful coexistence

of socialism and capitalism, that

Exclude L.O. at

Anti-FascistMeet

iConti . .n Page lj

economic

it is necessary to warn the revolu-

tionary workers of the world again,

and with all the emphasis in our

power, against the dangers which

result from the spineless, comprom-

ising, capitulationist policies of tbe

Stalinist leadership in the Soviet

Union and the Comintern. This

leadership, forced by the iron logic

of fact* 1 to follow out to the bit-

terest practical consequences the

fundamentally fal.se and petty-

bourgeois theory of "socialism in

one country", has lost faith in

its own working class and in the

world proletariat. It supports it-

self on the bureaucracy at home,

and on diplomacy and negotiations

with 'the bourgeoisie, reactionary,

liberal and radical according to

circumstances, abroad. Confronted

with the ravages of an internal

crisis, the dangers of intervention

from Hitler and the threat of

Japan, with the ominous lack of

recognition from the United States,

its only answer has been to retreat.

The possibility of a gigantic cat-

astrophe lies before the worker*

movement of the world unless its

forces are

Au3ust 4,1914 and May 17,1933
{Continued trom rage 1)

caused the Comintern bureaucracy

to work so diligently to keep the

delegates of the International Left

Opposition away from its halls.

It feared the concrete proposals

of the Left Opposition for the or-

ganization of tlie European Anti-

Hitler united front from organiza

Hon to organization, beginning with

the problem of Austria and proceed-

ing onto a wider plane. For the

Stalinist bureaucracy is afraid of

it's own shadow. It has lost all

actual faith in working class ac-

tion. It is interested only in main-

taining its own dwindling and un-

dermined prestige. And for that

purpose the united front masquer-

ade i\ la Uarbusse is sufficient for

it.

But the last word has not yet

been «aid. The Left Opi>osition

will not allow the Stalinist organ-

izers of defeat to cover up their

already overflowing crimes with new
crimes. The Left Opposition will

continue to expose mercilessly the

shameful maneuver at Paris and its

Stalinist initiators. It will work

tirelessly to make the truth known
to the workers of the world and to

kicked out to the devil, and Hitler I and miserable parody thai the Ger-

arranged the miserable comedy of man workers refuse to participate

the "National Holiday". Hardly

had Leipart returned from march-

ing behind the Swastika banner

when he was called back to he in-

carcerated in the famous "sick-

house". The free trade unions be-

came '"Fascist. A week later, the

S. P. O., too, was done away with.

"Fascism, nourished by the So-

cial Democracy, will be obliged to

break the bead of the Social Dem-
ocracy in order to arrive at power."

(Trotsky, November 1929.)

Where were now the speculations

of the social democratic bureau-

cracy? Where were the fancy

theories of Stalinism?

III.

organize genuine, effective united
reassembled under the

f]
.o!|( ,,

(
.tiou that meP| s me needs

of the real situation. —S. G.leadership of the Communist Inter-

national and rearmed with a Marx-

ist policy. As the immediate stepsj —
to this end we call upon the work-| As we -go to press, we have

ers to demand the reinstatement of| at hand a dispatch from Paris,

the International Left Opposition!

within the Communist lulernation-i

ai and the immediate convocation!

of the long-overdue Seventh Con-

1

gross of the C. I.
|

—15. J. FIELD.

confirming the scandalous exclu-

sion of the International Left Op-

position and rendering a full ac-

count of the proceedings. The
article will be published in the

next issue of The Militant.—Ed.

Workers Must Organize and Fight

Against State Capitalist Measures

icontinued troin faffe 1)

attack of the industrialists in com-

plying with the Industrial Control

Bill. The relation to labor will

first be kept in the status tjno where

ever j>ossible. Where necessary,

theindnsfrles will fulfill the require-

ments of. the law, which, at the

most, call for a "safe-and-sound"

class collaboration scheme.

Tlie Chicago Tribune, reporting

the steel mens' conference, says,

"The Youngstown steel companies

have been forming 'employes coun-

cils*. In none of these movemelns

does the word -union' appear". "The

Industrialists, it is said, are trying

to steal a march on the American

Federation of Labor, which through

President Green recently announced

the start of a nation-wide drive to

ttnioiiiBP ib,e industries."

How the Coal Operators Take It

The soft coal operators have

fought any attempt or suggestion to

In Illinois
we want to save capitalism, etc." £f^^^wUhTie unions'bTt
This was written by comrade Trot- P- 1"-? "'"_ "*

,. .,.,. tw . v,iuT
Sky early in 1932.

However, if Litvinoff really pre-

sented the line which we have a
right to expect from a Communist
appearing in negotiations before

bourgeois diplomats, if he talked

to them as Trotsky talked to Kuehl-

maun at Brest-Litovak, or Chicher-

lu tq Lloyd George, or Rakovsky
to the French concessionaries, and
if his correct revolutionary line haa
been perverted by the bourgeois

press, then the Stalinists owe It

to the revolutionary movement to

denounce the reports given by the
Associated Press and the New York
Times as distortions and forgeries,

and to present an authentic and
full report of Litvinoff's speech at
the Loudon Conference.

Hugenberg's "Feeler"
Two days after Litvinoff spoke,

Hugenberg made an open demand
for support for Germany in regain-

lug its African colonies and "open-

ing up territories for settlement
and construction of great works of

peace". Undoubtedly it is correct

to see in this a declaration of in-

tention to seize and exploit the So-

viet Union.
Hitler, as comrade Trotsky

points out, is playing for the grad-
ual aiming of Germany after the
failure of disarmament and in the
name of the defense of Europe
against Bolshevism, against the de-

sire of the German Nationalists for

tjuick "results". He at once re-

pudiated Hugenberg's statement as
being purely personal, forced him
to return to Berlin, and emphasized
his repudiation by forcing the dis-

solution of the Nationalist "Battle
Ring" and the integration ' of the
Stahlhelm into the Nazi movement.
Pravda reacted to the Hugenberg

statement with "'the first Soviet
editorial in denunciation, of Hitler-

ite Germany", as the New York
Times correspondent remarks. What
a degeneration—the smashing of
the German proletariat brought for-

ward not a single word of protest
from the Soviet Union ; only when
Its elementary, "national" interests

were involved did It raise its voice!

The editorial in Pravda. said,

"Hitlerism is being forced by eco-
nomic and financial difficulties to
adopt a policy of military adven-
ture by which Germany hopes to

redress her own affairs and re-

establish hpr shattered prestige."

This is precisely what comrade
Trotsky said—a year before Hitler

took power, in_ the April 1032 issue
of the American liberal magazine,
the Forum. The difference is that
the Left Opposition foresaw, while
the Stalinists run after the tail-

end of events ; that we distinguish-

ed between the policies of the Na-
tionalists and those of Hitler, and
above all, proposed a policy of

initiative and preparation for ac-

tion instead of the "kcvontism",

| in the rest of the fields they will

deal with the unorganized. Thedeal
Chicago Tribune quotes a coal oper-

ator as follows : "Oar job is going

to be one of the most difficult. It

is comparatively easy for the mak-

ers of shoes to get together and

add a dollar to the price of shoes.

There is no substitute for shoes.

But how can you add an arbitrary

dollar to the price of a ton of

coal. A few million building own-

ers get out a pencil and start figur-

ing how much they can save by

using oil, or gas, or electricity."

The industrialist conferences are

secret but any one who has an

ounce of brains can easily see that

their secret is, how they can add

another dollar on a pair of shoes

or a ton of coal. If prices go up

thirty percent, the kind hearted

capitalists and their government

will beat the drums and announce a

five or ten percent raise. And the

capitalists will pocket the twenty

percent difference

The Industrial Control Bill is a

capitalist reform. They drove thia

bill through without the pressure

of the working class, and yet tbe

fear of the IT million unemployed

was one of the whips that drove

them to make this a law. If there

had been a working class pressure,

under the leadership of social re-

formers who sit on top to hold

in check this pressure, the bill

would have been to a far greater

degree wugar coaled with phrases

about labor and labors rights. The
difference between reforms and "so-

cial" reforms is the difference be-

tween the absence of working class

pressure altogether and working

class pressure misdirected by the

mislcadens and agents of the cap-

italists in our ranks. Without the

pressure,as is the case with the

Industrial Control Bill, the capital-

ists can drive through their form of

State capitalism without the ser-

vice of the social reformers to keep

the restless working class in check.

How the Labor "Leaders" React

The labor leaders are attempting

to jump on the band wagon and
help the capitalists put over their

Industrial Control Law—of course,

with paid jobs, the same as in the

war period. The Right wing of the

Progressive Miners are competing

with Lewis for the job of shackling

the miners to the new slavery.

Pearcy took a special trip to Wash-
ington for this purpose. The Com-
munists, the only ones capable of

pointing out the meaning of the

Industrial Control Bill, and of

rallying the class to action against

the capitalist offensive are bound
hand and foot and gagged by the

Stalinist bureaucracy, who do not

measure up to the task. (See the

article on the Gillespie Conference,

elsewhere in this issue).

The "planned economy" of the

capitalists will make the future of

the workers under the "new deal"

worse than the past. The "Century

of Progress" witnessed the further

centralization and concentration of

wealth and capital in the hands of

fewer and fewer capitalists while

the vast majority have been driven

to deeper levels of misery and de-

gradation.
The working class battle against

the capitalist offenslxe organized

by the Industrial Control Bill will

have to be fought in the sphere of

unemployment relief, the struggle

for wages, horn's, and the unioniza-

tion of the workers into class

struggle unions. To do this, the

working class must be told what
the "planned economy" means. The
Communists must present a Marx-
ian analysis, organize the class,

especially to head off the action of

the Greens, Wells and Lewises, who
desire to utilize the State capitalist

measures for their class collabora-

tion schemes.

Tlie. Workers' Answer: Class

Struggle Organization

It is not difficult to understand

that a law which gives the capital-

ist and workers "equality" on paper

means' nothing in reality, eseept

giving the strongest organized force

the right to do what it pleases.

In this case the capitalists are well

organized and entrenched. In

addition it is they who have made
the laws of the "game" which we
must play. Our lack of pressure,

due to the lack of any worthwhile,

powerful, organized industrial un-

ions as well as to a blunderbuss

leadership within the Communists
ranks |that of the Stalinists) gives

the capitalists the overwhelming

odds in deciding the whole question.

There is only one way the work-

ing class can answer the capitalists

and their Industrial Control Laws:
The organization of powerful in-

dustrial, unions of class struggle,

capable of bringing working class

pressure upon the capitalist system.

Upon such a foundation, the Amer-
ican working class can build a
movement that will become power-
ful enough to abolish capitalism.

We must oppose the Industrial

Control Law ; present a correct an-

alysis of the Industrial Control

Law ; agitate and propagate to

rally the class ; organize a power-
ful Left wing in the A. F. L. ; unite

all the Left, wing forces nationally

such as the TUUL, the PTUEC, the

CPLA, etc. for common action

;

amalgamate the craft unions, such
as the 21 railroad union, etc.

We must answer the capitalist

drive with a powerful united front

drive of the workers against the

capitalist offensive.

—HUGO OEHLER.

a possibility that in time to come

not even a penny would be offered

for their most obliging "tolera-

tion" was inconceivable. And not

only the social democratic appar-

atus, but also the bureaucracy of

the Stalinist faction, dominating
the Comintern, arrived at the same
conclusion

:

'Even in the case the Nazis are

taken into the government there

will be no Question of the bour-

geoisie not desiring to get. along
without the cooperation of the so-

cial democracy in the solidification

of the Fascist dictatorship." —Die
International, January 1932.)

The thought rings very absurd
today. The fact remains, however,
that the Stalinist bureaucracy lent

support to the illusions and wish-

thinking of the sister social dem-
ocratic bureaucracy. And all of

this could not fail but have an in-

fluence on a great section of the

social democratic workers. The un-
expected became a fact: exactly a
year after the famous Stalinist pro-

phecy of January 1932, Hitler ac-

tually repudiated the "cooperation

of the social democracy in the
carrying out of the Fascist dictator-

ship."

"Germany Is Not Italy"

A damnable and blighting catch

phrase ran through the ranks of

the German proletariat, wandering
through all the organizations of the

working class. They consoled each
other with it. It was thought up
and set in circulation by frighten-

ed, helpless bureaucrats, at their

wits' end. "Germany is not Italy",

"Germany is not Italy",—in pom-
pous and heroic speeches and num-
berless newspaper articles, the in- 'drafted the following resolution

cantation was thrown again and be presented in the Reichstag:

again at the masses. "Germany Is I

"The Labor-Socialist Inter»ation-

noL Italy.*' This mystical dictum, 1 "1 is convinced that the consent of

not good enough lo hvpnotiKe rah- u number of the social democratic

bits„was considered sufficiently po-'^'liultes of the German Reichstag

tent to put to sleep the best organ- to a resolution expressing unre-

ized workimr class of the capital- served solidarity with the recent

ist world. "Germain- is not Italy" declaration of the German govern-

hlobbered the degenerate social "*'»(*, does not express the true

democratic bureaucrats out the convictions of the German work-

windows of their offices. "Germany ,'»» ? !liS9 - u declares that the

is not Italy" echoed in the high support of that declaration eon tre-

places of the Stalinist Comintern, !
diets the principles of the I/abor-

iu the Communist Tarty of Ger- Socialist International '

The odor of the decay oi the be-

headed social democracy contamin- espim-aiion o>

ated the air. The vote for Hitler and demagogy,

at the recent "great statement on

foreign affairs" was—temporarily

—

the last link in the chain of treason.

It was the consequence and crown-

ing of the nigh 20 year old policy

of coalition and toleration. This

crime threatened to pull down the

entire Second International.

The pure instinct of self-preser-

vation has led the leading spirits

of the Second International to move
away from the latest acts in Ger-

many. But they are moving away
only from one section of the social

democratic fraction. They are not

moving away from the policy, the

.natural result of which was the

vote for Hitler.

|
On May l.S, lim, the bureau of

I the Labor and Socialist Interna-

tional assembled in Paris under the

chairmanship of Vandervelde for a
i "thorough consideration of the

most recent events in Germany". It

to

in

"1 do not care whether these dele-

gates have placed themselves out-

side of the German social democra-

tic party, but I do declare that by

their atiitude they have broi;en the

last faith with the spirit and soli-

darity of the International of So-

cialism."

Tliat sounds radical, but H is

only Leon Blum, who throws out

his" chest now and then and speaks

of tbe "international of Socialism".

Le Peuule, the central organ of

the Belgian Social Democracy goes

a step tart her:

"Finally there appeared at the

Reichstag session a greatly reduced

part oi the social democratic frac-

tion and completed the sad

capitulation before Hitler's tenor

In a late issue of the Vienna
Arbeifcer Zeitung, Oda Oldberg "ex-
amines" editorially the last Reich-
stag vote of the German social dem-
ocracy and asks the following ques-
tions :

"Do these people really, believe

that the German workers will un-
derstand this attitude, that they
will ty: able to make out this pat-
tern of lies and facts in which
formal justice and cunning injus-

tice are so cleverly intertwined*
The workers will not understand;
the sacrifice has been in vain. The
workers will consider themselves
betrayed With Hitler no pacts
should have ever been attempted."

This is actually said: "they will
consider themselves betrayed." Here
is the true face of the Second In-

ternational. They—the workers

—

will only "consider" themselves be-
trayed. Haven't they been betray-
ed? Olberg and the Arbeiber Zert-
ung are silent on this count.
Leon Blum, shedding some light

on the history of the Reichstag
vote, declares:

"The question of participation of
the social democratic delegates in

the last session of the Reichstag
was tlie theme of the conference of
the newly elected party presidium.
This conference expressed itself un-
animously against the participation
of the social democratic delegates
in the Reichstag vote. There was
for the social democratic delegates
only one attitude possible—and
that dictated by the conscience of
the Socialist International—to de-
clare the Hitler comedy null and
void by their absence,—to unmask

Hitler Clashes with

Hugenberg

(Continued from Page 1}

tinuo his remarks Minor snarled

"get away from here, your time
is up."

Then Minor and following him,
Alexander started harranguing
those present in a fashion to make
a Holy Roller preacher blush with
envy. No answers to our argu-
ments. No comradely discussion.

Instead—vituperation, slander and
hysteria. Minor almost outdid him-
self in trying to create a lynch
spirit in the audience. But Minor's
demagogy and vituperation was
answered subtly by the workers
present. When the appeal came for

workers in the audience to join the
party—not a single worker re-

sponded. The chairman hastily ad-

journed the meeting. —M. G.

many, in all other sections of the

C. I.

'The Twelfth Plenum has
shown that there is not—and there
cannot be—such a thing as a so-

called "classical" Fascism, and that

all theories derived from the his-

tory of Italian Fascism, regarding
the necessity of first striking down
the working class, are bloodless ab-

tsractions." (Communist Interna-
tional, January 10, 19"i'i, page 19.)

Didn't the Stalinists give un-

abashed henchman's service to the

Social i >emot:iacy in that way? Did

that not amount to actually facil-

itating Hitler's accession to power?
The Left Opposition raised its voice

in warning:

"The coming of the German Nazis

to power would mean, first of ail,

the destruction of the flower of the

German proletariat, the annihilation

of its. organizations, the eradietion

ot its belief in itself and in its fu-

ture. In accordance with the

greater maturity and acuteness of

the social contradictions prevalent

in Germany, ihe hellish work of the

Italian Fascism will probably ap-

pear as a pale, almost humane, ex-

periment, in comparison with the

work of the German National So-

cialist." (Trotsky, Shall Fascism
Really Be Victorious?, Nov. 1931.)

The bureaucrats, left without any
plausible arguments, maligned and
persecuted us and attempted to hide

their panicky helplessness behind
the phrase : "Germany is not

Italy !". This they still chanted
when the boots of the Nazi storm
troopers were already trampling to the Reichstag comedy as the ironic line,

the ground the most active pro-

letarian forces of Germany. And
even today the bureaucracy, which
events have already proved bank-

rupt, cannot separate itself from
the slogan grown dear to its heart.

They hope, and say so, that the
economic crisis will by itself finish

off Hitler.

Socialist Hopes For

Mercy Shattered

Hitler came to power, and there

was not even the slightest talk re-

garding cooperation with the Social

Democrats. All the secret hopes of

the treacherous bureaucracy had
vanished. The theories, and the
practice, that Stalinism derived

therefrom, also vanished. The first

blow jif Fascism was meant for the
revolutionary proletariat as em-
bodied in C. P. G. But the accusa-
tion levelled against the S. P. G.

on the occasion of the Reichstag
fire already suggested that the So-

cialists would he the next victims.

The Weises and Breitscheids tried

to win a reprieve. They moved
away from the Marxism that they
never belonged to. They "tolerated"

the persecutions of C. P. G. They
"tolerated" the bloody deeds per-

petrated by the Fascists on the so-

cial democratic workers and the
members of the free trade unions.

Wels, too, protested (though he
knew better) against the so-called

exaggerations of German excesses
abroad. He even went so far as

to resign his post in the adminis-
trative circle of the Second Inter-

national. True as it was absurd,
—the S. P. G. hoped for mercy ; it

hoped to be granted a sort of role

as his Nazi Majesty's most obedi-

ent opposition. But Fascism, which
had thrived on social democratic
toleration, never thought of tolerat-

ing the S. P. G. in its turn.

The First of May came. Zeor-
giebel, who on his way was quite
ready to murder 36 workers, waa

"Completed" the capitulation,

says Le I'euple. 'Completed", how-
ever, was what had already long

before been begun. It was—dud ie

—the line of the entire Second In-

ternational which (lie Uelchslag
scapegoats "completed" wilh such

consistency on May 17, liXi3.

In the meanwhile, Stampfer went
abroad, and there appeared in the

social democratic press an article

of his entitled "Do Not Strike

Them!'' Not even he dares to de-

fend Ihe shameless treachery of the

last remnant of the once proud so-

cial democratic Reichstag fraction.

He tries to explain by alluding to

such influences as the -'compulsion

of conscience", the fear of physical
terror, "the consciousness of re-

sponsibility to the workers who
were thus to be protected against

further terrorism." Herein the role

of the social democracy shows it-

self in complete clarity. II did its

henchman's service attains! toe

working class. It is not even taken
aback tiy the most gruesome crimes.

And then it calls all of that "ser-

vice i«> the people". This service

wa« Hitler's most fertile ground.

IV.

"The workers will consider them-
selves betrayed", writes Olberg.
They have been betrayed. Betray-

ed for decades, and not merely by
the last Reichstag vote, which wad
niereU- the crowning of the betray-

al.

The S. P. G. Is Dea<l

The S. 1*. G. is no more. Their
past "work" has had the good ef-

fect of making itself sui>ort!uous.

The S. P. G. has Mulshed its work.
Its members are leaderless. For
the degenerated bureaucracy shrinks
from illegal work, being, indeed,
completely uiisuited for it. Members
and party functionaries who want
to do such work are frowned on.

The bureaucrats die, as they have
lived, as cynical scoundrel. An S.

P. G. leader in Leipzig, from whom
the party members demanded the
i^sue of information material in

regards to the crisis, replied to
them: "Clever, aren't you? But we
don't care to go to jail. If you
want to publish something attend
to it yourselves."

Only very rarely can a more
courageous word be heard. In
Bremen, t he S. P. G. exhorted

:

-Remain true to the idea of Social-
ism." Too late for the leaders to
think of loyalty to Socialism. At
any rate, it is a unique case, which,
however, can restore nothing and
hold back nothing. The rank and
file of the former S. P. G. are with-
out leaders. A strong wave of de-
pression and a wave of renegacy
will not fall to sweep the masses.
The best elements, however, will

look for new wayn. To stand by
them isour task. We are sure that
the greater section of the social

democratic workers will help in the
creatipn of the new ( 'ommuuist
party. In this task the !,eft Op-
position will stand in the front

—O —R.
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Workers Slave for

Pennies in Penna.

Sweat Shops

Paul Comly French, writing in

tho Nation of May 31, gives an aV

most unbelievable account of con-

ditions in factories in Pennsylvania :

hours of labor of from JJ to HO

a week; wages as low us a cents

mi hour; girls in their early teens

rorced into sexual relations with

tiieir bosses, superintendent and

foremen to keep their jobs. Tht're

is no limit to which capitalist ex-

ploiters will not drive their starved

and stunted child slaves.

In the earlier days of capitalism,

under the banner of --troeuoin and

equality ', children wen.' chained to

machines so that orderly produc-

tion would continue. In i\)SS, as

capitalism welters in its decaying

stage, under the1 banuer of "rugged

individualism" and the "iNew Deal",

girls just emerging from ehild;-

nuod, who are working do hours a

week for 3 cents an hour, are drag-

ged to .New 1'ork at night by their

masters to give up their halt starv-

ed bodies to prospective buyers of

the shirts tneir sweated labor

created.

At the session of the f'inchot

investigation committee on sweat-

shops *ihe following revealing test-

imony, taken from the' Nation ar-

ticle, was made by the burgess of

the borough ot ..Northhampton

where a child-labor mill is located:

•' 'If 1 had my way,' he told the

Governor's commission, f'd give

no food orders to unemployed per-

sons who urged ractory workers to

strike.' And his wife who handles

unemployment relief in Northhain,-

ptou, has eveu more amazing ideas,

•i don t believe the strikers should

be entitled to any unemployment
relief, she testified beiore the com-

mission, 'because they don't have'

souls.'

-In Gottlieb's Sewing factory at

York the usual wage is $3 or $4, a

week
;

girla in Bernstein's factory

at iiork reported a payment of

$2.U0 for two weeks' work—an
average o£ three cents an hour. At
the York Suit Co. button sewers re-

ceive Iroiu $3 to $4 a week for

litty hours; ilork tobacco workers
said they received SJ2.00 for a

week's work totaling fifty hours,

while workers in a second cigar

factory in this rich Lancaster Co.

agricultural section said their

wages avearged $l.o0 for fifty-four

hours. A silk mill in York charg-

ed girls $10 for "teaching them how
to become operators", 1'ressers in

tin* tehigh Valley Siiirl Co. in

Allentown receive $4 a week as

agaiust $14 paid for the same work
two years ago. At the Adkins
Shirt Co. in Alleutowu only three

girls in the place were over four-

teen ; their pay averaged from
$1.30 to $2 a week, while one girl,

with seven years' experience, earn-

ed the muniiicent Experience, earu-

wet'k. One boy in an AUentown
shop earned ten cents a week for

a tt'n-week period. ..."

STALINISTS BREAK UP
LEAGLE MEETING LN N. Y.
On Wednesday night, June 28,

the Communist League of America
(Opposition) held a meeting at

1'itkiu and Bristol Streets where
about two to three hundred work-
ers, including a number of party
members and Y. C. L.ers, assem-
bled to listen to the point of view
of the Left Opposition. When the1

last speaker had concluded his

remarks he asked for questions
from the workers. Up pip I'd a
party member, J. M., and demanded
nothing short of the platform for

as long us he wanted. It was ex-

plained to him that it was our plat-

form and our meeting.
The party members then set up

a yowling and hooting that would
undoubtedly have brought the police

had not the speaker from the plat-

form promised to grant him the
three minutes that many from the
audience urge that he get. He was
asked If he would confine Ms re-

marks to three minutes and he
promised that he would. When he
got the platform he immediately
reversed his promise to speak for

the time granted him and set about
telling the workers gathered there
talit he was going to speak for as
long as the' workers (read: party
members) demanded: "whether for
three minutes or one hour".
This was too much for eVen some

of his own followers. One worker
declared : "You will speak over my
dead body and I am a party mem-
ber." He was asked to leave the
platform and a general melee be-

gan. Cries of shame werd heard
throughout the audience. Many
work el's were frankly disgusted
with the party and Y. C. L. mem-
bers' tactics.

TJlie meeting was then resumed.
Recallse of the shouting on the1

part of the party members it was
impossible to conduct an orderly
meeting with the announcement
that we were not going to be driv-
en away and would return to this

corner. Our comrades struck up
the1 Internationale which, to the
shame of the workers present, the
party members refusd to sing, and
left in a body. —U. GLEE.

Return to Narrow Basis at 2V*7.|The Textile Code

Shows Real Face
Mooney"United Front' Confah\

ofthe'NewDeal'
New York, N. Y.—The great pro-

mise for the broadening of the uni-

ted front to free Tom Mooney at

the recent National Chicago Mooney
Congress was given a deplorable

setback by the narrow and over-

whelmingly party-packed conference

held last .Sunday at Irving Plaza

in -New "York. Not only were the

delegates for the greater part from
the C P. and its auxiliaries, but
the atmosphere of the conference

harked back to the old "third per-

iod" days when any criticism was
met with a hysterical howling from
the party followers.

There is a groat danger, If the
indications at the conference mean
anything, that the party will give

up its recently adopted fyir^i on
(he united front and reverse to its

ultimatistic "united front from be-

low" policy.

'tlie Left Opposition delegates
were refused the right to address
the conference on the ground that
preference must be given to trade
union delegates. That this was
merely a pretext to prevent the
Opposition's voice being heard at

the conference was plainly evident
by the bureaucratic antics of Rob-
ert Minor who carefully sifted the
speakers' list before anyone was
permitted to get the flour. Minor,
who was introduced as the impar-
tial representative of the Tom
Mooney Holders' Defense Commit-
lee and gave the key-note speech
was tireless in his efforts to make
what was 'called as a united front
conference into a C. P. convention.

When comrade M. Geldman, L.
O. delegate, made a motion that
representatives from trade unions
iiml political organizations be given
preference on the speakers' list,

Minor suavely and demagogically

made an appeal that the motion be,

vote_d down and that all delegates 1 ^ l'ust * ei;ic aas ^ea tue P<*-

be given equal opportunity to Nation ot the first few proposed

speak. How much interest Minor industrial codes drawn up under

had that all delegates have an tbt: National Industrial lieeovery

equal opportunity to speak was iAct- Tn« «lost important one ad-

plaluly to be seen when in the late
j

v:liict(1 is Ehat ">' tu« textile indu-

hours of the conference he intro- stri"- The c(Mk' as proposed expos-

duced a motion that the last speak- ^ ln a!1 lta viciousuess the present

ers be three trade union delegates , 'f^"™"
1
/

Wnere Roosevelt spoke

and spoke agaiust the amendment
of the L. O. delegate: that a re-

presentative of the Left Opposition

who had not yet be included suc-

ceeded in getting the floor amongst
the last few speakers.

Despite Minor and the bureau-
cratic procedure of the conference
the delegate of the Left Opposition
succeeded in getting the lloor when
the resolution to be adopted at the
conference came up and read a
statement. ComSade Goldman,
shaking for the L. O., upon being
given the iloor for a couple of min-
utes, .made the following state-

ment: "The delegates of the Lett
Opposition accept the draft resolu-

tion for the N. Y'. Free Tom Mooney
Conference and pledge themselves
to carry out all. the provisions con-
tained therein. We protest how-
ever against the undemocratic pro-
cedure of the chairman in exclud-
ing our representatives from the
opportunity of addressing this con-
ference. We state categorically
that unless the conference follows
democratic procedure the fight to
free Tom Mooney is in danger and
a united front of working class or-
ganizations which Tom Mooney
asked for is irreparably harmed."

This statement was received with
some degree of sympathy by some

(Continued on Page 4)

1

of a maximum 30 hour working
week, the1 manufacture^ propose
a 40 hour week. Where Roosevelt
spoke of a minimum wage, these

shameless gentry translate this in-

to the terms of the iiillated dollar,

and quote ten dollars for the south
and eleven dollars for the north.

Protests against this brazen de-
spicable proposal we're heard from

Roosevelt Program Long- Range

Plan to Stabilize U.S. Capitalism

On the Backs of the Workers
Situation of American Imperialism in World Economy Forces «New Deal* Dem-

agosues to Reverse Historic Policy -at Expense of Agriculture and the Pro-

letariat. Program Disguised to Enlist Support of Toiling Masses.

(Continued on Page 4

J

Why is American capitalism,

Congress has adjourned, Waving
in Roosevelt's hands the most far-
reaching authority which any Am-
erican president has ever bad in
Iieace-time. How he proposes to
use it is becoming increasingly

..,,..,.„... i„„ 1™ _ „_ .
clear—the consolidation ot capital

even the most reactionary of labor

!

mt0 ca,,te!a
.

the beating down of

leaders. AH those labor fakers
I
waS". standards, the course toward

who for years have done nothing!
11

.

atl
-
011

'
the aggressive assertion

to betU'r the conditions of the| J
nationalistic policies at the risk

most exploited section of our in-
r "'^'""""S "« economic confer-

dustrial population, the textile *\!!te UUegediy based on interna-

worker, have today decided to at-
,i0iml «x>P°«>«on).

tempt to rebuild their iost prestige
in officially protesting the miserable
proposals. It is thus that we find

Thomas h\ JIc.Mahon of the A. Ii\

of L. proposing that instead of ten
dollars the mimimum wage be set
at fourteen, and Instead o/f the
forty hour week, the maximum
number of hours be set at thirty
five. Today, with the more than
17 million unemployed, with the
dollar rapidly falling in value, the
proposals of the official A. F. of
L. can be looked upon as nothing
hut an attempt to forestall a real
effective' movement to resist this

starvation program.
Finally, to complete this new

deal picture, we see the provisions

immediate crisis, which had al-

ready begun to show signs of slack-
ening a year ago, but of preparing
for a long period of violent shocks
and disturbances ; of economic, so-

cial and political upheavals with
which the "norma!" forces of capi-
talist recovery are insufficient to
cope, but which on the contrary,
demand the utmost concentration
and mobilization of the economic
and political power of the bour-
geoisie.

A valuable key is furnished by
the famous sentence in the Presi-

Roosevelt program, which does tho! sl .| vrtl clearly show how unlikely it
exact opposite.' Why, particularly, k, that he was talking about the
is the policy of government inter-

1 immediate banking crisis, or eveuvention in business carried further about tlie cyclical crisis of businessand further the more evidences ac- 1

as a whole. The banking crisis

ng his efforts the more signs of
.
the banks, Federal reserve notesconvalescense his patient shows?

| m circulation declined by $1,500-Ihe answer is that the doctor's (X)0,OW>, and interest rates declia-
cflorts are not directed to the im-jeel with increasing rapidity
mediate symptoms which already

. What the Government Accomplishedshow some improvement, but to an Oeneral business, following theinner cancer which threatens the sharp slump caused by the banking\try existence of the system. It developments of the mouth between
is not a question of overcoming the 1

Feb. 18 (the Michigan moratorium)

M lie l»«iri«» /%nti-l «i*4 i*| Congress
... an %nili-Yi olskvile Stlug West

Empty Parade is a

Complete Failure

Paris.—Tho specter of "Trotsky-

Ism" haunted the organizers of the

"I'leyei parade" (Pieyel is the name
of the hall where the Congress was
held—Ed.) from the beginning to

the end of the debates. Defeats
like that of the German proletariat

threw a burning light on all the
perspectives established by the
.Marxist wing years ago. In order
that the Centrist policy would not
be wiped out by such a congress the
bureaucracy had to gag us. In or-

der to mask the responsibility for

iis criminal policy it had to hang
out the white sign of such a com-
edy of the united front.

The bureaucratic measures were
in vain. The Marxist wing of the
International, which represents the
strength and expresses the hope of

the proletarian vanguard, showed
(he way.

Every day the Centrist bureau-
cracy reveals to what depths l(t

has degenerated. It is a tbermi-

dorlau bureaucracy in which the

term "revolutionary" serves only as

an end. The pseudo-congress has
shown itself unable to solve the
problems which confronted it.

Deep cracks were revealed in its

ranks ; the illusion of strength
which gave the congress thousands
of men, optimistic speeches, brutal
sergeants-at-urms were nothing else

but expressions of Stalinist impo-
tence.

The Congress Utilized by French
Imperialism

Better yet is that if this congress
was not under government protec-
tion it piayed the game of the for-

eign policy of the Daladier govern-
ment. By means of an alibi of a
letter from the police department
Daladier took all the precautions
of foreign policy by his dealings
with the organizers of the con-
gress, be knew how to use the con-
gress as a "national" reserve.

Soviet Workers Excluded from
the "European" Congress

What is more eloquent on this

point was the1 absence, from this

European Congress of any Soviet
worker's delegation. That demon-
strates, once again' how low this

parade stood in the estimation of

Stalinists Expel j L. O. Youth

New York, N. Y.—On June 18,

Joe Elliott, Sam Sliabel and George

Hay were expelled from the Y. C.

L. controlled organization, the Stu-

dent Forum. Their expulsion, bas-

ed on the ilimsiest and most trans-

parent charges of inactivity, comes

as a result ot the feeling of alarm
among the Stalinistte and the

growth of influence of the ideas of

the Left Opposition among the

young workers and students of the

locality.

In particular, the Stalinists have

become worried over the class on

the "History and Principles of the

Left Opposition", organized under

the auspices of the N. Y. Spartacus

Youth Ciub. This class, led by

George Ray, began with an attend-

ance of 18 and has now risen to

30. Joe lioss, president of the

Student Forum, attended one ses-

sion of the class with the aim of

"exposing" the Trotskyism. Unfor-

tunately for himself, he succeeded

in exposing only his own Ignor-

ance.

The expulsions of the three com-
rades In the Student Forum is only

part of the expulsion campaign in-

augurated by the Stalinists in the

East "New York and Brownsville

sections. Joe Elliott and M. Lay-

ton were expelled from the Amer-
ican Youth Club. Elliott made an
application to the Student Forum.
The Stalinists wanted to refuse

him admission on the grounds that

he had been expelled from the
American Youth Club. Their pro-

posal was defeated by a vote of

19 to 18. Since then the Y. C. L.-

ers have been joining the Forum
en masse.

From the Brownsville Youth
Club, Morris Shapiro, a member of

that organization for seven years,

and one of its founders, has been
expelled for Trotskyism.

S. Caesar and H. Conroe have
been expelled from the Y. C. L.,

also ^or Trotskyism. Neither of

these comrades has endorsed the
program of the 'Left Opposition,

but have been studying it.

In the Student Forum new ex-

pulsions have been put on tile or-

der of business. At the meeting of

June 25 a motion was introduced

by a Y. C. L.er to expel Sam Gor-
don, B. Caesar and B. Lerner for

circulating a petition protesting the
expulsion of the three "Trotsky-
ists".

20 members signed their names
to the petition. The motion was
postponed to the next meeting be-

cause some entertainment had to

be prepared for the evening. How-
ever, this was no obstacle to pass-

ing a motion barring the 3 expelled

"Trotsky ists" from appearing In

the Forum headquarters. The
chairman very democratically al-

lowed two speakers on the motion,

one for and one against, each hav-

ing one minute apiece.

The sum total of all these bu-
reaucratic expulsions is that more
and more young workers and stu-

dents are interesting themselves in

learning what actually Is the pro-

gram of the Left Opposition.

^-GEOKGE RAX.

way at all.

TIw Marxist Wing Excluded from
the Congress—the Preparation

Itoubango, Gourdeau's lieutenant,

the party s confidence man, man-
euvered through the medium ot sev-
eral tricks of the organization
committee so as to serve as bait
for the socialist "rank and file".

We have already revealed how,
in the Parisian district, the Op-
positionists after being methodic-
ally slugged were systematically
thrown out of the district "con-
gress". This was only the expres-
sion, on a district scale' of a
strained international system. The
date of the Congress approached

;

the stitches of the bureaucratic
lining drew closer, and more, it

appeared that the Organization
Committee desired to systematic-
ally eliminate the sections of the
Opposition and the Oppositionists
from the Congress ; in fact, every
delegation had to receive the stamp
ot its national leadership, that is,

the Stalinists.

In face of all of these facts, the
International Secretariat of the
Left Opposition sent a delegation
to openly pose the question of our
admission to the Anti-fascist Con-
gress. This delegation received an
evasive reply. On Saturday, June
3, on the eve ot the Congress an
official answer was sent us. We
publish the letter of the Organiza-
tion Committee below.

Tiie Explanations of the

Organization Bureau

"TO THE INTERNATIONAL SEC-
RETARIAT OF THE LEFT OF-
l'OSITION OF TIIE C. I.

"In reply to your letter of May
23, we answer the" following:

"Tlje European anti-Fascist work-
ers Congress is a mass congress, to

which the largest sections of the

toiling masses have given their ad-
herence and have elected, through
tiie prosecution of a common and ac-

tive jjnti-Fascist struggle, represen-

tatives of the masses of all coun-
tries' The groups connected with
you do not represent any masses
and we know nothing of their par-
ticipation in tlie an tf- Fascist strug-
gle and in the strengthening of the
anti-Fascist front, in connection
with the European a nti-Fascist
Congress.

"The appeal of the organization
bureau of February 20 for tha con-
vocation of the Congress was ad-
dressed to all workers' political and
trade union organizations inviting
them to adhere to the Congress and
to send delegates to it. Participa-
tion in the congress presupposes the
acceptance of the platform of com'
mon anti-Fascist struggle presented
in the appeal of the organization
bureau.

"We iwve no communication on
the subject of your acceptance of
the platform of the Congress and

groups connected with you have
conducted an infamous Campaign
against the Congress. (See Dnser
ttort, organ of your German sec-
tion). You can no longer ignore
the fact that your German group
in Paris has made a decision ex-
pressly against the Congress and
for the boycott of the latter. In
your struggle against the Workers
Anti-Fascist Congress, that is,

against the united front of millions
of men for the decisive struggle
against the advance of Fascism and
for the overthrow of the murderous
fascist dictatorship, the counter-
revolutionary Trotskyist group finds
itself in a Mtting front with tha
leaders of the 2nd International.
"This Is our answer to your re-

guest.

"Organization Bureau of the
Convocation of the European

. Workers Anti-Fascist Congress."
Needless to say, we expected such

a maneuver; they had already re-
jected "political organizations" as
well as others, with the exception
of rank and file organizations, at
Amsterdam. All the delegates of
the International Opposition who
were present in Paris were at the

Left Opposition's

Delegates Beaten

same time delegates of workers or-
ganizations and, as such, had the
right to enter the Congress. But
there ulso the bureaucrats were
watchful. A note appeared in
1'Humanite demanding that those
wanting to receive his credential
had fo appear at tho Grange aux
Belles {Red Trade Union head-
quarters).

The Left Oppositionists, at this
time, were in possession of creden-
tials of the following organisa-
tions. These organizations, for ma-
terial reasons, were not able to
multiply the number of delegates
nationally contrary to the Stalin-
ists who multiplied their delegates
for each local group.

Spain.—Spanish section of the
Lt'ft Opposition; Autonomous
Building Workers Trade Union;
Oil Workers Trade Union of
Astillero; United Trade Union
of Ilerena;

Belgium.—Uelgian section of the
Loft Opposition; Knights of

(Continued on Page 4)

Scottsboro Decision Reversed
The verdict of guilty brought in for the saving of the' lives of the

against Hay ward Patterson one of framed-up Negro boys, the chief
tin' nine Scottsboro defendants, was credit goes to the I. L. D. and the
set aside on June 22nd by Judge
I lorton.

This i-j the second reprieve grant-

ed to Patterson, the* first having
been obtained some time ago
through a decision of the United
States Supreme Court.

In his statenH'iit of opinion ac-

companying the order for a new
trial Judge Horton merely repeat-
ed what the defense has been say-
ing from the first. "The testimony
of the prosecutrix (Victoria Price)
in tli is case is not only uncorro-
borated but it also bears on its

face indications of improbability
and is contradicted by dthc'r evid-
ence, and in addition thereto, the
evidence greatly preponderates in

favis of the defendant."

The change in the point of view
of Jydge Horton, who but on last

Palm Sunday sentenced the con-
victed youth to death, was hardly
tlie result of "preponderance of
evidence". The frame-up Evidence
had in no whit changed since th
day the sentence of death was rctad

to Hayward Patterson. The change
was not one in the "preponderance
of evidence" but rather in the
tearing to pieces of the crude
frame-up by the united efforts of
tens of thousands of! Negro and
white workers In the" struggle for
the freedom of the boys.
For the granting of a new trial,

Communist movement as a whole.
Despite1

all mistakes in the united
front maneuvers, despite the play-
ing up of Tammany Hail lawyers,
the International Labor Defense
was able to make the "Save the

Scottsboro Boys" an international

slogan that helped to weld the1 in-

ternational bonds of the proletar-
iat.

This temporary respite must in
no way produce any lull in the
building of the only thing that will
completely free the boys—a mass
movement. The present move on
the part of the southern court may
he just such a maneuver to foster
illusions in the minds of the work-
ing class as to the "honesty" of
the Alabama Courts. Mass-
achusetts "honesty" sent Sacco
and Vanzetti to their death, Calif-
ornia "honesty" sent Tom Mooney
to ir, years of a living death, and
Alabama "honesty" will attt*mpt to
send the Scottsboro Boys to their
death. As surely as the present
reprieve Is the efcho of the work-
ing cUss shout in their defense, so
will their complete freedom be the
result, of a mighty protest move-
ment demanding their release. This
decision for a new trial must be
made the starting point for a
whirlwind campaign that will force
the complete freeing of all nine
boys. —_w. M,

and March 15 (reopening oS the

New iork Stock Exchange), re-

sumed the upward trend which had

begun as far back as July of last

year and had liutieiied out in the

fall, to begin agaiu in the eartf

weeks ol the present year. War-

loadings, electric power consump-

tion, .automobile sales, steel pro-

duction, and a host of similar in-

dices showed the scope of this im-

provenient. Tlie basis for it is to

ue fo,uud in the establishment of

a low. level of production costs

through the stabm/.atron ot com-

modity prices at a low level; the

extensive reduclions in wages, lead-

ing to an improvement 1*1 profit

margins; and in the rc-accumula-

tion pr a substantial fund of liquid

capital seeking investment, as the

result ot far-reaching liquidation

aud low interest rates. The direct

intervention of the government was
eaective in bringing about recov-

ery, at this stage, only by contrl-

uuting through prompt action to

the reopening of the oanks. Since

iheu it began to steer a course t$r

ward nidation, which accelerated

but did not create the tendemcy ft>

increased activity.

The emergency with which the

iiooaeveit legislation is concerned

goes further and deeper, and looks

torwaru to a period of years. This
can be seen uy the scope of fce

measures themselves, and of tbe
government apparatus which must
ue provided to make them effective

It involves, in short, the long-term
tuture of American business, that
is, an aitempt to readjust Ameri-
can economic lite to a new set ot
conditions apart trom the "natural"
and "spontaneous" recovery which
is taking place before our eyes.

Every previous crisis has elosed

a similar recovery, which has then
passed on into the stage of stabili-

zation or definite prosperity and
then into a boom, marked by new
high records in production and
trade. Sometimes the driving force
has been the opening of new terri-

tory, or new markets ; sometimes
big crops, or foreign wars which
have stimulated American exports;
sometimes the growth of new indu-
stries.

None of these factors making for
peaceful stabilization and prosper-
ity afe even in sight today. Oa
the contrary, the outlook is that
the ivhole post-crisis period will be
marked by severe shocks and vio-

lent readjustments, both within
iAmerican economy and in its re-

lations to other countries.

The Long Range Perspective of

L'. S. Capitalism

Wheu America was changed In,

the course of the World War from
a debtor to a creditor nation, a
tremendous readjustment was need-
ed in every single phase of the
national economy. A debtor na-
tion is one which has not Hully
grown up economically : ft imports
capital, exports raw materials and
foodstuffs, needs a large export
surplus with which to pay its debts,
has relatively small industry and
an imperfectly developed or de-
pendent banking system, a short-
age of labor and high wages. Ex-
actly the opposite is true of the
economically mature, capital ex-
porting ( imperialist) creditor na-
tion. America even before the
war, whiU' still a debtor nation,
had begun to partake of some of
the characteristics of the creditor
nation especially in its high state
of industrial development.

Since the war, however, its whole
economic structure has been shot
through with anachronisms and con-
tradictions. Its banking system
remained a contradictory two-story
affair, on top a few score banks of
world importance but with few or
no branches at home, and below
them, 30,000 country and neigh-
borhood banks, were steadily de-
cimated down to 20,000, by failure*
in good times and bad. Agricul-
ture, through rapidly giving way
to industry, remained the most im-
portant single phase of economic
life, providing a huge export sur-
plus annually, contrary to the food
deficits of every other important
Industrial power. Industry itself,
while rapidly Increasing in size
and concentration, has been ex-
porting only ion per cent of its
output, a much smaller proportion
than any other economicalty ad-
vanced power. The huge export
surpluses continued, while returns
from eapital exports were begin-
ning to come in and complicate
the transfer of international pay-
ments, which the other industrial
powers have solved by accepting
annually more imports than they

(Continued on Page 4)
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Furniture Union Accepts
Left Wing Proposals

"The co rfeeEly understood task

of the Communist party thies not

consist solely of gaining iulhiouce

over the trade unions, such as they

are, but in winning, through the

trade unions, an iullueuce over tho

majority of the working class. This
is possible only if Mil* methods em-
pkiyed by the party in the trade

unions correspond to the nature and
the tasks of the latter If the

party buys its inlluenco in the trade

unions only at tiie price of a nar-

rowing down and a laclionuiizing

on the latter, converting them in-

to auxiliaries of the iiarty for mo-
mentary aims and preventing them
from becoming genuine mass organ-

ization!!, the relation between the

party and the class is wrong
Out of this springs the policy of
combinations behind the beetles' of

hushing up, of adapalion to the
ideas and slogans of others, and
finally the complete passage lo the

positions of opportunism."—Leon
Trotsky.

American industry is beginning

to stir into open class struggle.

Uppermost in the mind of the work-

ing class is the burning question

:

How can these miserable depres-

sion wages meet the rising cost of

living. Spontaneous, elemental

strikes and protests break out with

increasing frequency from unex-

pected quarters and in a surprising

manner. What distresses the boss-

es and annoys the trade union bu-

roerats is that this upsurge does

cot wait for the unions to a'ct,

nor does it wait, for tho"busy sea-

son", or for the '•better moment",

or for the thousand and one ex-

cuses of the conservative labor

"strategists" for delay. It bursts

out for wage increases ; it bangs

its fist, even in anticipation of tho

"sea-son" ; it gives the bosses a

foretaste of what is to follow in

the "season".

The. furniture industry is no ex-

ception to the trend of the day.

On the contrary' it strikingly illu-

strates how determined, militant

action, in most cases without union

leadership, can wrest conditions

and wage increases from the boss-

es by sporadic strikes and stop-

pages.

Of the three to four thousand up-

holsterers in greater New York,

barely three hundred are organized

into both unions: The Furniture

Workers Industrial Union and
Local 76 of the Upholsterers Inter-

national, of which the laUter'

though smaller in actual number,

has signed agreements with three

or four shops. Local 70, in the man-

ner of all A. I<\ of L. unions, is

bused on the "job trust", that is,

the control of certain shops through

agreement with the empfoyer' which

allows the latter to use the union

label on his goods and limits the

membership lo little more than

those working in these shops. This

gentlejnen's agreement between tho

union and the boss, while it main-

tains wages and conditions in the

union shops above the general level

of the unorganized industry, and
offers protection in the form of a

strike fund and other considera-

tions; nevertheless, it quite effec-

tively creates a barrier between the

unorganized mass, to whom the

"union cannot give jobs". This
condition stimulates the develop-

ment of reactionary policy, mach-
ine control ignoring of the unor-

ganized and the stilling of the rank

and file in the union.

Tli© Left Wing in tho Trade

The Furniture Workers Indus-

trial Union was born out of the

old Left wing of Local 70 under the

leadership of Hie T. U. 1.'. L. Under
the hysterica! lash of the Staiinist

"third period" policy, it was not

difficult to break off (or have ex-

pelled) a substantial group of the

union who together with a number
of rank and tilers who had lost

their confidence in the reactionary

A. F. of L. union' formed the Left

wing union. In the period of its

existence it has advocated the prin-

ciple of one union for the entire

industry and has stressed the shop
as tho basic unit of tho union. It

has championed the democratic
rights of the rank ami file and the

idea of an international revolu-

tionary movement of labor. On the

other hand, it lias succumbed to the

adventurist practice of the united

front from below and the theory

of "social Fascism", which has pro-

duced within the union the atmo-
sphere, and without, the policy, of

the revolutionary sect. • ^_^
The discontent and unrest among

the furniture workers of New York
has hat! a marked effect on hoth
unions' Suddenly Local 7(5 an-

nounces an organization drive. The
Industrial union intensifies Its ef-

forts. Local 7(> makes some head-
way

;
the F. W. I. U. leads some

small strikes and stoppages. But
each, naturally' must undermine
the basis of the other union In or-

der to proceed. And they are both
met with stony Indifference and
opniclsm on tiie part of the furni-

ture workers who say : Two houses
divided against each othe'r cannot
stand. A plague on both your
houses.

Realizing the burning need for

;he unification of the industry, the
Left wing elements in both unions
have come forward with the de-

mand for trade union unity on the
basis of a fighting policy against
the boss upholsterers in the coming
season

-

In the Industrial Union,
we have fought for close to six

months to put the question of the
unity of the" unions on the agenda
of the union. Our proposals were
ridiculed and rejected. "No united

front with tho social Fascist lead-

ers", was the demagogic cry, "only
with the rank and file!" And so
the Stalinist leadership in the In-

dustrial staved off the responsibil-

ity of approaching the A. F. of L.
organisation.

lint so vital is the issue among
the rank and Hie of the union that
it. could not tie postponed for long,
nn Jiiiy s:, after ordering the Left
vhig proposals stricken from the
minutes' and without much con-
fidence in the outcome of the nego-
tiations, the Stalinist leader^ of
Hie union sent a unity proposal to
I.oca! 70. Why was it necessary to
conceal our policy from the mem-
bership by expunging it from the
record and then resurrect it as
though it were their owu? Unques-
tionably because it. was "Trotsky 1st

coul raband". And second, because
it didn't jibe with the party line...

In our next article, we will con-
clude the account of the fight for
unity of the furniture workers to-

gether with tiie I,oft wing program
for its achievement.

—CARL COWL'
—SOL LANKIN.

SPARTACIIS CLUB LECTURES
The Spartncus Youth Club will

bold the following discussions at
open mi'elings.

July G: The Student Question—

-

Hie discussion k'ader will be com-
rade Mannie Garrett.
July 13: History of the Marxist

Youth Movements, and the Draft
Thesis of the Plenum of the Y. C. L.

.Wotings are at 8:15 Thursday
nights at :m} East 16th St.
On Sunday, July 2, there will be

a hike to Forrest Park in Queens,
ilea at V'li East Kith St. at 9:30.

ON THE WORKERS' FRONT

The Columbus Meet
and Muste's Labor Party

Current history is harshly prov-
ing the .Marxian postulate that
(here is no middle course between
the dictatorship of the capitalists
and the dictatorship of the indus-
trial working class. The American
workers must eventually choose the
path of Communism and build their
own Soviet mited States of Ameri-
ca or el.se endure a period of bar-
barism. As revolutionary Marxists
we can go into the united front
with any and all groups in a strug-
gle for immediate, concrete issues
and at the same lime not give up
nor cease to propogate the above
idea.

History lias proved that no great
social problem will be solved by
parliamentary votes alone; advane-
iAl ou rkes-s know that by elections

anil trade union activity alone it is

impossible to permanently raise the

Standard of living of the working
class or put an end io economic
crises, unemployment, etc. As revo-
lutionary Marxists the Communists
can go Into the unions, the unem-
ployed organizations, the fraternal
groups, etc. ; we can unite in action
wi! h any and all working class
groups in an effort to win immedi-
ate demands, and, at the same time,

retain tiie above position and ex-
plain to tiie workers why we are
trying to organize thera around a
revolutionary program.
At the July 4th Columbus Con-

vent ion of Unemployed, called by
the Cl'LA through the leadership
of the Ohio luemployed League,
the llusteites hope to organize a
"mass labor-farmer party," or a
'united mass party of workers and
dirt farmers." It is the duty of
every revolutionary worker, and
particularly the Communslts, to
patiently explain the role of the
"labor party" to all workers and
to persuade them to actively oppose
its formation. (In this respect we
might advise the Stalinist Central
Committee that its faithful follow-
ers arc patiently "waiting for the
party's line and instructions" and
are, in the meantime, hesitant in
condemning Muste's Labor Party
for fear the C.C. might support it.)

However, should our efforts fail

to win Hie support of the worlers
and they, in turn, pledge their sup-
port to a "labor party," then our
task is not to pooh-pooh it from
without but to "revolutionise H from
ivithin." That is, if, in order to
keep contact with & good element
o£ the working class, we are forced
into a "labor' party," then we must
organize uur.soives inside as a frac-
tion for the purpose of convincing
the workers of the insufficiency and
inevitable treacherous impotence of
such a party. ,We must use the
"labor party" as an arena in which
we shall tactfully agitate for a
Communist party .... of course,
tiiis is a hard job, hut then Lenin
taught us by example that we should
"not drag the labor movement along
line of least resistance" He taught
us to avoid the "easy," opportunist
road and to "combat spontaneity"
by "diverting" the labor movement
from its spontaneous trade unionist,
"labor party" course Into the chan-
nels of revolutionary preparation,
organization and activity.
EXPOSE THE "LABOR PARTY!"
SUPPORT THE COMMUNIST

PARTY

!

—N.

CORRECTION
The passage in the Pocketbook

workers article last w^ek which
reads: "The workers know that
they can have no faith in Shipla-
coff, Wolinsky and Co." should
have read "The workers know that
they can have no faith In th£ pre-
sent 'Fraternal Club' administra-
tion which Is tho heir and protect-
or of the Shiplacoffs and the Wol-
inskys."

Militant Strikes on

West Coast

Los Angeles.—The city of Los
Angeles has witnessed, and is wit-

nessing, the beginning of a wave of

strikes as the workers are com-
mencing to think that it is as well

to starve fighting as to starve work-
ing. About six weeks ago, the

Cleaners and Dyers struck. This
union is alliliated to the American
Federation of Labor: A strike of

upholsterers is now going on.

The two most important strikes,

howo\er, are those of the agricul-

tural worker.; and of the milliners

who are in the Loft wing Needle
Trades ,Workers Industrial Union.

The Mexican agricultural workers
are a super-exploited section of the

Southwestern proletariat. These
workers are generally migratory or

semi-migratory. Entire families

work in the fields, from the little

children of six .and seven to the

adults. The wages paid range from
six cents an hour for seven year
olds to eight cents an hour for

twelve year olds and thirteen cents
an hour for adults. Payments
for work is highly speculative, as

t he Mexican laborer, under con-
stant threat of deportation, is very
reluctant about going to the legal

channels to collect his wages. The
ranchers knew this and have been
quick to take advantage of the
Mexican agricultural proletariat.

Beginning as a spontaneous
struggle the strikers in this field

have now reached the number of

5,000. Arrests of pickets are a
daily occurrence but in spite of
this the strikers' morale is still

high.

A curious phenomenon in this

strike is the attitude of the Mex-
ican government. Ex-president
Calles has sent the strikers $750
and President Rodriguez has sent
them §1,000. The explanation for

this most probably is that in order
to succeed in present-day Mexican
politics with the radicalized work-
ers and peasants one has to be
"socialist" or "labor" or "agrar-
ian".

Milliners En Militant Strike
Another strike now going on is

that of the milliners led by the
Needle Trades Workers Industrial

Union. About four or five weeks
ago, liolden Bros., the second larg-

est shop in the city attempted to

celebrate the ''New Deal" in a tit-

ting fashion. They introduced a

piece-work, speed-up system. The
workers, amongst whom were a
nucleus of Left wingers, stopped
.work without going down into the
street and brought the Golden
Bros, to their knees.

The victory at Golden Bros, be-

came the talk and inspiration of
the millinery workers who are most
desperately in need of militant or-

ganization. The union is growing
daily. It has increased its mem-
bership ten-fold at least in the last

month, since the triumphant stop-
page at Golden Bros.
The millinery trade has a largo

representation of Communists and
sympathizers. The new spirit
amongst the workers also had a
thawing effect upon the Commun-
ists and Left wingers. Long silent,

they have once more begin agitat-

ing. The next fruits o£ their agi-
tation has been a strike at Lubes
Hat Works, where forty workers
walked out demanding the 44-hour
week, (they were working 4S hours)
division of work, recognition of a
shop committee and the cessation
of wage cutting.

A picket line was thrown around
Lubes. This line was re-enforced
with girls from other shops, parti-
cularly from Golden Bros, in a de-
monstration of solidarity. The
"lied Squad" did not succeed in in-

timidating the girls and men on
strike. In forty-eight hours, the
bosses at Lubes surrendered to all

the demands of the workers.
If the millinery market was

astir with hope after the first vic-
tory at Golden's, the condition of
the workers' minds after the sec-
ond brilliant victory can only be
left to the imagination. The work-
ers were inspired, hut the bosses'
chief emotion was one of fear and
alarm.

MrL Sam Golden is the vice-pre-
sident of the Millinery Ass'n, thi
bosses' organization. In an evid-
ently planned attack, the bosses of
the Goiden Bros, shop began to lay
the ground work of again attempt-
ing to introduce the piece-work
system. The workers who are
nervously alert demanded of the
Golden Bros., the giving up of
these plans. When the Messrs.
Golden refused, the workers walked
out to the number of 70 out of 90
employed. Of the 20 remaining,
most of them were relatives. This
was about a week ago.
The first day of the strike wit-

nessed the arrest of two pickets,
comrade Elsie Meyers and Helen
Costello. -"Phis did not In any way
frighten the strikers. Picketing
kept right on in spite of the almost
unbelievably brutality of the most,
despicable collection of human filth

which bears the title of "Red
Squad". Thursday night six more
pickets were arrested. They are1

slill in jail' as charge after charge
is being placed against them mak-
ing bail impossible to secure. The
original strikers, however, are out
nearly one hundred per cent.

Strike meetings, held under the

leadership of the chairman of the

strike committee, comrade Sam
.Meyers, an active Left Opposition-

ist, are as enthusiastic now as on
the first day o£ the strike. The
workers are girding themselves for

a long time struggle. The bosses

are doing like-wise.

The Chamber of Commerce pre-

sented Mr, Golden with a $5,000

cheek to be used in keeping Los
Angeles the "white spot" of the

country.

However, like a pack of wolves,

the other manufacturers are
.•.Hatching the Golden Bros.' orders

away as deliveries are not made.
Mr. Golden's bank credit is none
too liij-l). Victory is possible for

the strikers provided the leadership

of the union can formulate and
a pilly correct policies.

The need at the moment is a

mass picket line. This pic&;t line

should hear the character of a uni-

ted front. The issue is elementary
and apjieais to the proletarian in-

stincts of every workers of every

type of labor organization. Will
thi* leadership of the union make
this appeal to nvery progressive
labor organization or will they re-

tain their old position of "united-

front-from-below" only? Or what
is still worse, will they give lip

service to the idea of a genuine
united front and sabotage It in ac-

tion?
Tiie strike can be won provided

a correct policy is followed. The
L. O. in Los Angeles will attempt
to point out Ibis correct policy in-

side of the union and in the strug-

gle, itself..

Thi,-, strike wave particularly in

the N. T" W. I. U., the only T. U.
V. L. group of anywhere near a
bonalidc character in Los Angeles,
has caught the party unprepared.
Long paralyzed by tiie ultraLeft-
ism of the C. L, the worker Com-
munists are re-learning the art of
leadership in the every day strug-

gles of the workers. Once liber-

ated from the effects of the "Third
Period'" they are becoming skill-

ful Communist organizers and not
parroting sectarians. In the class

struggle itself, the correctness of
the views of the Left Opposition
are being shown. The worker-Com-
munist, after these struggles, will

not be the easy prey for a pencil-

pushing, "infallible" bureaucrat.

!
The activities of the L. O. in the

agricultural fiel(l«, in the Needle
. Trades workers, in the unemployed
j

organizations arc putting the Loft
Opposition on the map. Our influ-

ence is growing rapidly, and while
our membership is growing in an
extremely slow pice disproportion-
ate with the growth of our influ-

ence, organizationally too, we can
mark some progress. —C. C.

Bosses Lockout Pocket-

book Workers
BULLETIN

As we go to press we learn
(hat Hie leadership of the Poc-
kethook Workers' Union were
forced by (lie pressure of tiie

workers in tiie Union to call a
general strike in the trade in
New York.

In the past issue of The Militant
we described the present situation
in flu' Pocketbook Workers Union.
Now we will show in brief the de-
velopment that took place for the
last few days.

Since last wedk, the Industrial
Council of the Leather Goods Em-
ployers Association took the of-
fensive and locked out 2000 work-
ners from th^ir shops. The em-
ployers aro demanding open shops.
The union was forced to answer
the lockout with a strike against
the association shops only.
The "Fraternal Club" adminis-

tration did not carry out thtf de-
cision of the membership to call a
treneral strike in the industry.
A strike in the Association shops

will give the bosses a chance to
make" their samples in the indepen-
dent shops. This will prolong the
struggle of the workers in the As-
sociation shops. The progressives
and the Leather Workers Society
who are the leaders in the general
strike committee1 are just as respon-
sible as the administration for not
calling a general strike in the
whole industry.

Furthermore, at tiie last meeting
of the general strike committee
when election of all important com-
mittees to lead the strike took place,
the Mattins, the David Myers, the
Drevnowitaes voted against tho
Left wing to be represented in the
impostant committees. They again
united with the "Fraternal Club"
against the rank and file. This de-
monstrates that the administration
and their alliance are not inter-
ested in a struggle against the
employers. They are more inter-
ested in the fat plums (for them)
of the Industrial Recovery Bill, the
way it was explained by our man-

ager Stein at tin' Band School meet-

ing last Monday. The Left wing'

must be on guard, mobilize its

forces, explain to the workers that

our leaders together with the

cliques are not interested to light

tho bosses, but rather palch up an
agreement that may be worse than

the present agreement,
t » * V

It will lie of interest for the

Pocketbook Worki'rs ami for read-

ers of The Militant to know to

what a deplorable situation the

present leadership brought, the

Pocki'ibook Workers. We have a

manufacturer by the name of Mor-
ris While. Tiiis employer was and
is today one of the largest manu-
facturers in the iiiduitry. Jlorris

White1

, as many other employers,

gambled at Wall Street and in-

vested in other speculations. He
lost the money he made from the

«weat and blood of his workers
during the' Wall Street crash. Af-

ter the crash, .Morris White de-

clared himself bankrupt, and clos-

ed his factory. The workers walk-

ed the streets and starved with
tht'ir families. Winn the workers
iiad been starved out, Morris White
opened his shop again, lie signed
an agreement with the union and
threw out some 00 pi'r cent of the
workers from the shop. This was
hailed as a victory by the adminis-
tration.

At the same time, or before yet,

Morris White opent'd another shop
out of town in Bridgeport, Conn.
If we would have even an honest
conservative administration, the
union would have scut out an or-

ganizer or a comuiitti'e from time
to time and organize or make an
attempt to organize the Bridgeport
shop. Tiie present administration
did not get in touch with the work-
ers of the1 Bridgeport shop. Tho
result was that Morris White de-
cided to make up his money he
lost gambling in Wall Street as
quick, as possible, naturally at the
expense' of the workers as his man-
ager .Walinsky lanjsht him. The
philanthropist .Morris White saw
to it that his workers in the N. Y.
shop should not make more that
$10 to $15 a week. Workers who
protected we're not given any work
altogether. In Bridgeport he paid
his worke'rs from $1 lo $8 a week.
In N. Y. shop he made samples,
in Bridgeport he made1

the work
of the N. Y. shop, and tiie workers
in the N. Y. shop went around idle.

No matter how many times the
workers in N. Y. pleaded with the
union officials to take a stand
against Morris White but it fell on
deaf ears. Morris White gave
such treatment to his workers in
N. Y. and iu Bridgeport that the'

noit-union workers in Bridgeport
revolted two weeks ayo and went
out in strike without the knowledge'
of the union. Acconlin;; to inl'or-j

matioii, evi'n Hie chamber of Com-
merce urged the workers nut to go
back (o work til! employer would
grant a raise in wages. The em-
ployer did grant a raise" of a dol-'

lar or two a week. Under the in-

fluence of the Chamber of Com-
1

merce—left without union guid-
ance—the worki'rs went back to
work without union conditions and
without recognition of the onion.
At the same time, a committee

of the N. Y. -shop went to Bridge-
port to investigate what was taking
place" there. When Morris White
saw the committee, he arrested the
members and tried to frame the'
committee mi'u. But he failed Ln|
his efforts. The committee was
freed. When the committee re-

turned to N. V., a shop meeting'
was called. At this meeting the
workers forced the union to take!
a stand and it was decided to call
a strike against Morris White's
shops.

j

What does this signify? Had'
the" union been in touch with the'
workers of Bridgeport, both shops
would have struck together, and 1

victory would have been assured,
against Morris White. This would
have been a death blow to iht'se
methods and a warning against
other employers, especially against
the Industrial Council who demand-
ed open shojis, and refused to re-,
new the agreement with the union. 1

Our "Fraternal Club" artministra-

j

Hon have acted Hie other way'
around. They have" not utilized the'
discontent of Hie workers, they
have not been in touch with the'
workers in Bridgeport, and lost the
best opportunity to organize the"

workers. Tiie workers of the Mor-

'

ris White shop in N. \". are waging
a militant, struggle, but the situa-.
lion in Bridgeport is not so rosy due 1

to the negligence of the adminis-
tration to be on tiie spot in time,
and make the necessary prepara-
tions.

This shows the workers cannot
have any illusions that this lead-
ership can lead the workers to vic-
tory. On the contrary, they will
lead them to disaster and defeat.—N. D. F.
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It is no accident that in the

period of the "salary attack", from
September, 1932 to the present

date, .the Left wing grew in size

and hiflueucc, increased in boldness

unit aggressiveness and pressed tho

attack more sharply against the

onion administration, in sound-
ing tho alarm in time and conduct-

ing a persistent agitation for the

union to energetically resist the

attack on the leathers' salaries the

Lett wing was only doing its duty
and serving the interests of the

teachers and the union. That is

why it won the sympathy of a num-
ber of teachers and increased its

ranks.

The reply of the administration
fo this campaign of the Left wing
was an attempt to silence it by
expulsions. In this the administra-
tion was continuing the policy which
it had adopted against the Left
wing in 11)31. In that year It pro-

posed the expulsion of the Progres-
sive Group. This was not realized.

In June 1932, it attempted to expel

i he entire Hank adu File group.
By -September of that year the ad-

ministration changed its plan and
proposed to expel only the leading
members of the Hank and Kile, To
this list it added a leading member
of the Progressive Group. Tiie

tola! number was eighteen. By
October this number was reduced to

iweive. By the time this proposal
readied the membership of the
union the number slated for expul-
sion was reduced to six.

The steady retreat of the ad-
ministration reflected the pressure
nf the Left wing and the union
membership which the Left wing
successfully aroused against these
reactionary proposals. The expul-
sion proceedings, which were be-

gim in June 1932 reached the mem-
bership for action April 2'J, 11133.

The sentiment against expulsion
was so marked by this time that
t he administ ration changed its

plans in (he meeting and proposed
suspension. This was defeated—

a

victory for tho Left wing!

Disloyalty

At the height of its expulsion
campaign; the administration re-

sorted, to a disloyal act. Upon the
icquest of Lefkowitz, Begun was
summoned to appear at a hearing
before O'Shea to answer charges
which involved his possible dis-

missal from the sciiool system! At
tiie hearing, Linville, president of

the union, testified against Begun!
These were acts of treachery. The
union exists for the purpose of de-
fending the teachers against abuses
by the B. of E. It cannot permit
I he B. of E. to Intervene in its in-

ternal affairs. And it cannot toler-

ate in its ranks, be they rank and
Mors or leaders, informers to the
B. of 1'J. against its members.
The expulsion campaign was ac-

companied by an undercover cam-
paign of incitement of the conser-
vative, and even reactionary pre-
judices of a large number of the
union membership against radical-
ism and Communism. This was
the counterpart in the union to
the same campaign conducted by
the B. of E. in the system gener-
ally. It is unquestionable that the
present expulsion proceedings from
the system by the B. of E. which
involves the outstanding militants
of the Ijeft wing, is, in large part,
the fruit of the expulsion cam-
paign from tho union waged l*y

tiie union administration. For
tills, too, the union administration
must assume its share of responsi-
bility.

Democratic Rights Violated

The expulsion campaign was also
accompanied by the most flagrant
violations of the democratic rights
of the union membership. Meetings
which manifested symapthy with
Left wing proposals and which
threatened to carry them, were
arbitrarily adjourned by the ad-
ministration on technical pretexts.
-Motions, resolutions, etc., presented
and supported by the administra-
tion were railroaded through. Min-
ority points of view were ruled out
of order, or denied the right of
expression. Contrary to the charge
of the administration, the friction
and disorder at the union meet-
ings, must be attributed, not to
the Left wing minority, but to the
arbitrary practices of the admini-
stration, which sought mechanic-
ally to retain its hold over the
membership, often in direct con-
tradiction to the will of the mem-
bership itself, in short, by its per-
sistent refusal to recognize, in prac-
tice, the right of minorities to ex-
ist and function as organized
groups, an essential condition of
trade union democracy, the admin-
istration has demonstrated its re-
actionary character.
The fight between the administra-

tion and the Loft wing has been
a tense and heated one. If the
issues involved have not been made
as clear to the union membership
as they should have been, due to
false policies of the Left wing on
many questions and the division
in its ranks, this served only to
make the flght more heated and
to produce a situation In the union
which threatened to paralyze it and
even included the possibility of a
split. The responsibility for this
situation lies, principally, on the
shoulders of the administration.
The Special Grievance Committee
Rut the administration tried to

put the responsibility on the Left
wing. The Special Grievance Com-
mittee which was elected to hear
t h e administration's charges
against Loft wing leaders and re-
port on them, also took tip the

situation in the i4nion and prb-

poseit a solution tor it. The re-

I port is the "supreme'' elTorl of Hie

administration in its iighl against

(lie Left wins. Four ot Hie u\e

members of the (Jricvuiue Com-
mitter were among those who pre-

ferred the charges! !

0\cr this llagrautly bureaucratic

set-up tiie. administration tried to

draw the veil ot respectability. It

nominated and elected as the lil'til

member of (he CoiiiniJ»tce—John
Dewey, noted liberal, lather of tile

League lor Independent i'olilical

Action and in«lriiuicnlalisl. Dewey,
lo whom the dratt of the report

is attributed did his job wet!. The
report is a mountain of confusion,

it asserts several times that the
difference between the Left wing
and the administration involves
fundamental questions of union
policy,: "— tiie union is faced not
with ;i matter of personal con-
troversy, but wilh difference* of

policy that ai'o fundamental to ils

existence"; "

—

(tiie) main cause
(of tiie coullict in the union) is

tiie existence of a conception (on
the part of the Left wing) as to

ihe proper functions and objectives
nf Ihe union.'' (page 4.)

The Delegate Assembly

Xotwithslaudiug, the report care-
fully refrains from analysis of the'

fundamental questions of policy
mvohed. it deals only with "sec-
ondary" questions. Its thesis is that
tiie light over the fundamental
questions prod need an intolerable
'situation in the union which threat-
ened its continued existence. For
this situation, like the administra-
tion, it holds the Lett win;; respou-
ible. On ttiis motivation, principal-
ly, it made several proposals^ which
helps put the union in the pocket
of the administration. The most im-
portant changes tiie structure of
the union. "1. Tiie creation of an
assembly whose delegates wii! be
elected to represent the members in
their respective schools. This assem-
bly will have the powers—deliber-
ative and voting—now exercized at
business meetings."

This effects a radical change in
Ihe structure of the' union. I'oint 2
of the Commitleg's proposals dis-
torts this strucural change ia an
outrageously bureaucratic manner:"
Business meetings of the member-
ship to discuss, deliberate, and sug-
gest to the Assembly but not to
commit the union to any policy".
(Our emphasis). By tiiis distort-
ed vc'rsion of the shop delegate
system the reactionary administra-
tion is aiming to shut oil minority
expression and deaden and further
couseriatize the organualion.

A fight over fundamental ques-
tions of policy cannot he solved
mechanically nor by administrative
measures. The recourse of the ad-
minist ration to these methods says,
on the one hand, that it cannot
match its policies again-i the Left
wing and on this basis defeat it.

On the other hand this proposal
and other resolutions introduced by
tiie administration giving the Ex-
ecutive Board sole power, to sus-
]«'iid and expel, the outlawing of
opposition group-;, etc., which are
aimed ostensibly at the Left wing
are, in reality, blows directed
against the democratic rights of
(he union membership.

It it is not defeated the admini-
stration may succeed in stilling, not
only the opposition, but the collec-
tive initiative of the union mem-
bership. This will tie a long step
forward toward the destruction of
(tie union.

The Left wing must adapt itself
to the new situatio naud work to
penetrate the Assembly. There and
in tiie school it must carry on the
iiyht against (he administration for
trade union dt'inoeracy and tho
democratic reform of the Delegate
Assembly.

^^^^- -*--»----
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Discussion of the German Tasks
The draft resolution (unfortun-

ately, undated) clears up some dif-

ferences (real and imaginary, that

is, based on misunderstandings),

but at the same time left others

untouched. The task of the pre-

sent criticism consists in defining

as exactly us possible the real char-

acter o£ the differences today.

1. The resolution ascertains

right at the beginning that "the

coliayse of the C. 1'. G. has de-

prived the slogan of its reform of.

all content", in other words, that

the C. 1'. G. cannot be regenerated.

Needless lo say this declaration,

which signifies toe renunciation of

the position that we all held up to

March 5, bears a tremendous sig-

nificance for all of our activity.

Paragraph a of the resolution

says: -The development is in the

direction of a new party". This

thesis completes Ihe preceding one

and thus restricts extremely the

sphere of differences. The leading

comrades of the German section re-

cognizes that the Stalinist party in

Germany is politically liquidated

and that the German Communist
Party will reconstitute itself as a

new party, outside of the Stalinist

organization.

2. But let us quote more ex-

tensively from paragraph 3: "Al-

though the development is in the

direction of a new party, the

slogan of the creation of the lat-

ter would be premature and false."

The whole sense of this sentence

lies in the content that one gives

the term "slogan": it may be in-j

terpreted as both an open proclam-:

ation of our new position with re-

'

gard to the olliciai party as well

as an appeal for the immediate
creation of a new party with the

existing elements. Insofar as the

second interpretation is concerned,

it would be the most ridiculous sort

of adventurism. Among ourselves,

no one has made sueh a proposal.

If at the opening of the discus-

sion, sucli misunderstandings could

arise, the exchange of opinion dur-

ing the last few weeks has created

absolute clarity on this score. It

is not a matter for us of decreeing

bureaueratieally the creation of a

new party, but of proclaiming open-

ly our position towards the old

party as well as our new perspec^

live for work. It would be imper-

missible to diminish or to mask the

significance of this turn. Our course

is one of propaganda for a new
part; and preparation for it. It is

necessary to speak out clearly and
openly about this change. Are we
agreed on this? The draft resolu-

tion does not offer the necessary

clarity.

3. After a correct point o£ de-

parture the resolution then falls in-

to a number of contradictions,

masks its fundamental declarations

and doe* not give any practical

directives. The slogan of the "new
party", says the resolution, will re-

pel all critical or semi-critical Com-
munists. Why? Obviously because
they still believe in the reform of

the old party. The devoted but
shortsighted revolutionists, who at

the cost of great sacrifices' will at-

tempt to reestablish the Stalinist

party in illegality will naturally

show themselves to be hostile to

our affirmation that the "perspec-

tive of the reform of the C. I*. G.

no longer bears any content" and
that "the development is in the

direction of a new party". But it

is precisely on these two. theses

that we find agreement with the

German leadership. What shall we
do about it? Shall we keep these

ideas to ourselves without express-

ing them out loud in order not to

repel from us the partisans of re-

form? Such a position would be

altogether unworthy of Marxists
and I do not doubt that the Ger-
man comrades do not have this in

mind. Under tht.' blows of experi-

ence the Utopians of reform will

become convinced that we are cor-

rect. The more firmly and the
more swiftly we shall establish

our position, the greater will be
our political authority.

4. The draft resolution
.
poses

the question of the creation of
cadres. In itself this slogan is ab-

solutely irreproachable. It is only
necessary to reply : for what pur-
p(«e, the cadres? For the reform
of the old party or for the con-
struction of the new one? If un-
der sueh conditions, we take the
road of diplomatic silence, the
Stalinists will demand an answer
just the same of us and we shall i

appear before the rSnk and file

'

Communists like those augurs who 1

have two doctrines, one for them-
selves and one for the uninitiated.
It is clear that the authors of the
resolution cannot want and do not
such a duplicity.

5. In the draft resolution as
well as in other documents the Idea
is often repeated that the perspec-
tive of a new party is correct, but
that the advanced workers are not
prepared "psychologically". If it's

a matter of creating a new party
immediately, then the workers are
not prepared' not only "psychologi-
cally", but aiso politically and theo-
retically. The necessary cadres are
lacking and the existing cadres
have no masses. It is impossible
to understand the reference to
"psychology" otherwise than as
follows: our own partislans and
even our sympathizers and semi-
sympathizers are not prepared
"psychologically" for the sharp
change of perspectives. The auth-
ors of the resolution confuse, quite
obviously, two questions: the pre-
paration of the proletarian van-
guard for the creation of a new
Communist party and the prepara-
tion Qt our own organization for
a courageous and decisive change
of our own orientation in the ques-
tion of the old and the new party.

A Reply to the N. C.

of the German

Opposition

Here we are not concerned with
anything but Ih'fi second task. It

results not from any "psychology",

that is to say, from the state of

mind of various layers of the pro-

letarian vanguard, but from the

whole of the objective conditions

:

troni the victory of Fascism and
the collapse of the policy as well

as the organization of the Stalin-

ists. The state of mind of the

workers can yet ehanye—especial-

ly in Ihe sense of an ever eiearer
understanding of {his historic fact.

But lilt; political attitude (perspec-

tive) of the Lett Opposition should
not have as its point of departure
tilt! lluctuating sentiments of the
heart, hut the objective changes in

the situation.

li. To interpret the slogan of the
new ,iarly as a mechanical unifi-

cation with the elements of decom-
position of the old party (Brand-
lerites, S. A. 1*., Lcninbund) would
not only bo an absurdity but a

simple mockery of our entire past.

With regard to one group or an-

other, we can only speak of taking
some steps together, steps dictat-

ed by the situation. So, for in-

stance, ut the' tin ti-Fascist congress
we should seek an understanding
with the Snoeviiet group, the S.

A. P. (German Socialist Labor
Party ) , etc' against the bloc of
Mueuwnberg with Barbusse and
tin; Hindu bourgeoisie. There is

not the slightest reason for con-

fusing tactical undersutndings of
this order with the question of the
new party. Only one thing can be
said: skillful tactical agreements,
mi the basis of a correct strategic
lint', can accelerate the process of

the formation of cadres for the
Communist party.

7. In the German documents,
Hie slogan of ihc "new party" is

eoi interposed with the slogan of a

"new Zimmerwald". It is abso-
lutely impossible to understand this

eorml er-posing of things. Zimmer-
wahl represented a temporary bloc

j

of Marxists and Centrists. The
former marched under the slogan

of the Third International; the
latter under the slogan of the re-

form of the Second International.

There were, to be sure, some par-

ticipants who avoided answering
the question: for the II. or the III.

International' 'by hiding their hesi-

tation under the banner of Zimmer-
wald "in general".

The accord proved to be an
episode, while the slogan of the
Third International has determined
Hie revolutionary policy of the
whole new epoch. At the present,

the questions are the same. The
accord, let us say, with the S. A.
1*., can become an episode (much
less important than that of Zim-
merwald) on the road to a new
party; but these are two different

questions.

8. By the way, how is the ques-
tion of the S. A. P. posed? In the
struggle for their own preservation,
the leaders of the S. A. P.' without
giving an answer to any of the
programmatic questions, disassoci-

ated themselves from the Left Op-
position, alleging that we still nur-
tured illusions about the C. P. G.
This fundamental argumentation
has been eliminated since, by the
march of events. Addressing our-
selves to the S. A. P. we say: "Af-
ter March 5, we are also concerned
wilh the creation of a new party,
lint a party is created on the basis
of a program. What is your pro-
gram?" It is necessary for us to

he able to utiliKe the advantage of
our new position. If the leaders of
the S. A. P. is not, obviously, the
only now in the process of elabor-
ating their program, we can offer

them quite openly our participation

in the program discussion and pro-
pose even the creation of common
theoretical discussion organ, natur-
ally preserving our entire independ-
ence of organization as well as our
political journal. The question of
the S. A. P. is not, obviously' the
decisive question. Neither do we
want to substitute it for other
questions, hut only to place it side
by side with them, as a serious

partial question.

I will sum np: the discussion has
already brought this result: it has
cleared up a number of obvious
misunderstandings and has thus re-

stricted the sphere of the differ-

ence. Nevertheless, before getting

a clear and distinct reply from the
leading German comrades to the

questions posed above it would be

premature to say that the differ-

ences have been overcome. We must
recognize, not only formally, the
perspective of a new party, but we
must draw from this perspectives

the necessary practical conclusions
and fight in common agreement for

them.

April 21, 1033. —G. G.

• « *
Note: The Resolution of the

German leadership (Ueichsleit-

ung) referred to above was pub-
lished in Tile Militant several

weeks ago.
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The war came and as its most
immediate consequence, the Habs-
burg empire collapsed. As to Aus-

tro-Marxism, it lost the ground un-

derneath its feet. Hut it did not

notice this. It believed that its

period of bloom had only begun.

That was only natural. The dom-
ination of capitalism was heavily

shaken and the bourgeoisie could

not even think of rehabilitating it-

self by its own power. And so it

transmitted the task o£ reconstruct-

ing economy—this is how it came
to be called instead of: reestab-

lishing the capitalist regime—to

the social democracy.
And the latter went about this

work with the greatest of enthus-

iasm, for according to its view the

'reconstruction of economy" was
the prerequisite and beginning
of "socialization". And had not

democracy anything else but the

automatic generator of socializa-

tion? Things were quite simple:

If capitalism developed, the work-
big class grew, and side by side

with the working class gri'w, and
the social democracy would grow.
Ultimately it would have to get the
majority in the house of parliament
and then, no obstacle would any
longer stand in the way of sociali-

sation. Society would thus grow
into socialism, without revolution,

without blood-shed, without a dic-

tatorship and without a reign of
terror.

Tlie Dream is Punctured, But....
Hut one fine day the cup over-

Howed. The bourgeoisie parties dis-

covered that they could now get
along even without the social dem-
ocrats and took leave of their coal-

ition brethen. But that did not
rouse the social democrats from
their democratic intoxication. The
unfriendly attitude of the bourge-
ois parties only went to prove to

them the correctness of the theory
that the social democratic camp
there arouse a contest of calcula-

1

lion as to the chances of the party i

for the conquest of parliament. I

While the latter wallowed in the
delights of this socialization-math-'
cmatits, the bourgeois parties ac-'

complished a less romantic but
much more effective task. They
cleaned up all those conquests of
tin' revolution which the socialists

A Review of the Past That

Helps to Understand

the Present

praised as irrevocable. One after

Ihc other of these conquests came
under the knife, so that a short

time ago a madame social democrat
voiced the complaint in the Na-
tional Assembly: "From the com-
monwealth state, which we were
supposed Lo be building up, nothing
has remained any longer".

The bourgeoisie parties were,

however, of a different opiuion.

They believed that there was still

a great deal of "revolutionary gar-

bage" that had to be cleaned up
and that this work could not be
done at all by democratic means, or

at least, not as fast as they would
like. Fascism raised its head and
is today about to establish its own
domination.

Tlte Rise of Fascism, Unnoticed
The oldest Fascist associations,

the Iloiuwehreii, arose as early as
Ihe days of the overthrow. Ori-

ginally they were only lo be bor-
der guards (therefore their name,
Heimwelircn equals Home Guards).
But the reactionaries recognised in

them, wilh their unfailing intui-

tion, the possibility ol" playing a
role as self-defense organ i sat.ions
against the "'interna! enemy".

•The social democrats naturally
did not recognize this. As good
patriots they even handed out arms
lo the Heimwelircn. And when the
Communists brought attention to
the "white guard danger", the so-

cial .democrats; at that time ou
their honeymoon wilh the coalition,

put. them off with a jest: they were
sowing white m ice White
Guards? Something like that could
exist iu backward iiussia, but not
in a highly civilized domecratic
republic; this was ail the more so,

because the democratic wing of the
Christian Socialists, which was at
that time still strong, did not have
(he slightest inclination for the ad-
venture of a civil war.
"Ileimwoheren? What for?", said

Prelate Ilauser, "I can get every-
thing done that is necessary by
agreement with liennor" (ieader of
the social democracy). And that
was god's own truth. Everything

L.O. Representative Denounces

Fascism in Chilean Parliament

The following are the high

points of the discourse delivered

by comrade Emllio Zapato at the

special session of the Chilean

House of Deputies on April 24,

1!)33. Three days later' at the

special session of the Senate of

the liejmbtle of Chile, our cOm-

*rado Manuel Ilidaigo threw the

workers' challenge to the recent

Fascist move when the masked
measure readied the upper house

of the Chilean Parliament.

Deputy ZAPATA: At this mo-
ment, heavy with grave altt'rnatives

for the working class, I come for-

ward, as n representative of the

Communist Left (Chilean Section

of the International Communist Op-

position, Bolsheviks-Leninists) to

present the viewpoint of the ex-

ploited masses on the proposed law.

For us Communists, this attempt

to give the existing government ex-

traordinary power does not consti-

tute a surprise. We know that it

is neces-ary for the ruling class In

order to impede the probata ofl

Ihe workers at the time when the

noose in which 'they are held as a

class is pulled tighter. We know
it is necessary for them in order

to easier stop the workers' com-
plaints when wages are being slash-

ed and unemployment is growing.

By means of such a law you will

siille groans of the workers as they

writhe under the whip of spread-

ing pauperism' The law you pro-

pose is necessary for you, to bol-

ster up and strengthen the existing

forces of class repression.

Who is sponsoring the projected
measure' the gross provisions of

which do not deserve the flattery

of detailed analysis?
The same bourgeois parties that

have served ail dictatorships Ln

Chile up to now. They now raise

shrill voices in the praise of dem-
ocracy. Kut the same bands have
handed over the national sources of

natural wealth, our industries and
the control of the country's fiscal

institutions to the imperialist po-

wers. The same elements that have
over played with the misery of the

Chilean masss are now proposing
a law giving extraordinary powers
to the existing government.

Shall we permit ourselves to be
foiled by the pretexts they have
sought to justify the proposed mea-
sure. Its undoubted aim spells

more suffering for the workers. By
means of It, you hope to stifle all

protests against the crimes tnat
have been and are being perpetrat-

ed by the bourgeois and petty
bourgeois sections here represented.

You are responsible for the ex-

cesses and crimes perpetrated by the
several administrations that have
recently victimized the country
and

Deputy URRUTIA (interrupt-

ing) : Those were de facto govern-
ments. The honorable deputy should
he careful about making direct ac-

cusations.

Deputy ZAPATA: The Conserva-
tives have played an Important
role in the acts of those govern-
ments. Will you deny that the
worthy representatives of that party
have organized the several conspir-
acies that have recently devastated
the country" Millions of pesos were

stolen from the National Treasury.

This money is now being used for

Hie purpose of solidifying the ex-

istence of your infamous White
Guard.

(Tumult in the Ilosue. Several

deputies speak at the same time.)

Deputy ZAPATA: I can prove to

you, honorable gentlemen, that the

commander in chief of this White
Guard of yours, yes, Sr, Eulogio

Sanchez Errasuriz himself, is one of

those who harvested so luxuriantly

in the period of the recent dicta-

torial governments !

I state that he robbed the treas-

ury to the tune of one hundred
million pesos.

{Tumult. Several deputies speak
at the same time.)

Deputy UKBUTIA: Can the hon-
orable deputy prove what he has
said?

Deputy PEREIRA: The honorable
deputy is not being ethical....

Deputy URRUTIA: It is cowardly

to bring in here the discussion of

aa person who is not a member of

this honorable house. This is an
act of cowardice!

Deputy ZAPATA: I can prove
with ample documentation the truth

of my charge.

(Several deputies speak at the

same time. The Chairman rings

the silencing, bells')

Several deputies : Your honor lies

!

Deputy ZAPATA: Quiet' dear
gentlemen. Calm yourselves, de-

fenders of the White Guard.
Several deputies : Your honor

cannot express himself in this

fashion about a person who is not

here.

Deputy ZAPATA: I speak here
as the representative of the rev-

olutionary proletariat. If history

does not give within the bourgeois
democracy a parliamentary major-
ity to the Communists it is be-

cause, as our own comrade Trotsky
has stated, "history has not trans-

formed nations into clubs that
solemnly vote in the Social Revo-
lution."

The Democratic Parliament can-
not represent, it canot even appro-
ximate the correlation of forces
that labor in society. Being the in-

strument of class domination
clutched In the hands of the bour-
geoisie, the parliament will con-
tinue to sanction the acta of repres-
sion resorted to by the bourgeoisie

to preserve its power. Only when
the revolutionary proletariat will

have taken in its own hands the
power, the press, the schools' the
army, etq., will an end be put to

the comedy of bourgeois democracy,
with its contradictions, its fake op-

position parties, serving as social

lightning rods' and the entire
scheme of constitutional demagogy.
So that I place little belief in

the purely formal and well-manner-
ed opposition to the protected mea-
sure shown here by some sectors of
the bourgeoisie. The time will

come when we shall see the same
false tribunes of the people applaud
the

1

butchering of the Communists.
But as my comrade Hidalgo so

well said in the Senate, when speak-
ing In protest against the expulsion
of the primary school teachers, we
Communists shall not waft with

crossed arms, like the ancient
Christians in the circus. We shall

he ready, fists clenched, certain

that the future belongs to us.

The violent repression being pre-
pared for us will also be met in a
violent form by the workers, who
closing the ranks of the proletarian
revolution will know how to put
force and violence at the service of

society.

For the bourgeoisie can no longer

,

continue as the guide of human

>

destiny. Under its direction hu-
j

inanity degenerates and rots. It is

now Qie turn of the proletariat to

take in its hands the reins of power
in order to make possible the pro-

gress of civilization under the his-

toric perspective of a socialist or-

ganization of economy, destroying
without pity all that which stands
in the way of the success of such
an organization.

Referring to democracy, Trotsky,

one of the most beloved .leaders of

the world proletariat, said: "There
is no hope of conquering power
pacifically as long as the bourge-

oisie retains the instruments of

domination. Triply crazy is the
hope of attaining power by the
road that the bourgeoisie itself

simultaneously indicates and in-

trenches for itself, by the road of

parliamentary democracy.' '

But this does not at all mean that

we Communists should forego the
opportunities, offered to us by the

bourgeoisie itself, to niake use of

the national tribune in behalf of

the revolutionary proletariat. "Bat-
tle must he given to bourgeoisie in

its own terrain of democracy, thus
tearing from the masses the illu-

sion that the bourgeois parties can
solve the problems of democracy."

In the measure that the funda-
mental contradictions of the capi-

talist system become more acute,
the bourgeoisie will abandon all lib-

eral demagogy and will resort to
open government by force, thu3
hoping to postpone a bit longer the
crumbling of the present social

structure. All governments' all

systems, about to fall, resort to

brutal measures in order to retard
the fall' However, no repressions,

no massacres, can succeed to bold
back the proletariat in its revolu-

tionary mission.

Impelled forward historically,

the proletariat will have to sweep
aside the outworn forms of bour-
geois society, iu order to create on
its ruins a society without classes'

without exploiters or exploited.

Through the dictatorship of the
proletariat, it will construct the so-

cialist society. A beginning has
already been made in the Soviet
Un'on.

The social panorama is becoming
more definite every other day.
Everywhere, on all continents,
amidst wars, dictatorships and dip-

lomatic comedies, capitalist society
is crumbling. As soldiers of the
revolutionary army 1 we Communist
members of the parliament refuse
to hide our ideas, but will continue
to shout them and to defend them—today in the tribune of this
parliament, tomorrow possibly in
your prisons, in exile or in front
of the machine guns of the same
White Guard, the legal existence of
which the Government and the
majority of this Parliamnt recog-
nizes and even Justify—for what
purpose? For the purpose—so cyn-
ically made plain in the famous re-

cruiting slogan of the Guard: "To
shoot down the riff-raff!"

A View of the Labor Scene in

the British Isles Today
Edinburgh, Scotland.—British enpi-;

taiism is still In the throes of the 1

crisis but a temporary boom in the
j

building trades and a slight im-

,

provemeut in certain luxury trades
[

has, been responsible for a reduction,
iu the number of the unemployed'

I

The capitalist press has seized up-!

on this pretext in order to announce
[

a "British trade revival" and the
usual cry of "Prosperity Coming"
has again been trotted out. So far

as the majority of the wage work-
ers are concerned, the position re-

mains the same.

Although relatively - better off

than many wage earners in Central

Europe, the British worker is be-

ginning to feel the strain of speed-

up methods, while thousands of un-

employed men and women have long

since given up hope of ever working
again. Especially is this the case

in the heavy industries such as

steel, iron and coal' and on the

Clydoside on the west of Scotland

many famous factories and ship-

yards are standing derelict or be-

ing used as rough-house dance-

hafls, gambling sbzaloons or scrap-

iron stores. This was once the

proud home of British shipbuilding,

engineering and iron-working capi-

tal. The objective conditions are
certainly favorable for a great ad-

vance on the part of the British

working class movement, but un-

fortunately never was there great-

er chaos and confusion in the ranks
of labor.

The labour Party still holds the
majority of politically thinking
workers within its ranks but its

policy continues to be a welter of

everything under the sun and still

is based on class collaboration. It

Iheretore serves as a smokescreen
for British capitalism and by the
skillful use of "Left" phrases its

leaders draw away from the Com-
munist party thousands of healthy
recruits. The many, small sects
such as the I. L. P., the S. P. (i. B.
and the anti-Parliamentary groups
have heen hammering at the "Re-
formist Labour Party and Trade
Unions" for about thirty years but
with little to show for their work.

After thirteen years, the Com-
munist party is still isolated from
the main strata of the working
class and has completely failed to
gain a foothold in the factories

and workshops while the trade un-
ions are still in the safe-keeping of
the reformist bureaucracy who are
conducting a policy of peace-at-any-
price and brazenly selling the work-
ers over the collective wage-bar-
gaining counter.

Divorced from the employed, the
C. I'. makes great endeavors among
the unemployed and has been suc-
cessful- in staging several big un-
employed demonstrations and hung-
er marches. The last attempt was
a Scottish hunger march and on
Sunday' June 11, about 1000 pov-
erty-stricken unemployed men and
women marched into Edinburgh in

order to demand an interview with
Sir Godfrey Collins, Secretary of
State for Scotland, and in order to
discuss their demands.
Some of their demands were: 1.

The abolition of the means test. 2'

That children of unemployd and
adult dependents be granted extra
relief subsides. 3. That rente be

reduced 25 per cent. 4. That relief
work be provided at trade union
wages and conditions. Ei. That so-
cial service schemes be repudiated.

Sir Godfrey was not in Edinburgh
and made it known that he had no
intention of seeing the hunger
marchers. No accomodations were
available for the marchers to sleep
but they declared that they would
stay until Sir Godfrey climbed
down from his high horse. The
position resolved itself into a duel
between the Edinburgh magistrates
and the marchers' leaders among
whom were Harry MeShane and
Aitken Ferguson o£ the C. P' and
John MucGovern and Heenan of the
I. L. i>.

The marchers at first obtained
halls to sleep in, then they were
refused them and on Monday night
that week they slept out in Prince
Street, the main boulevard of the
Scottish capital, By Wednesday
their funds wore getting low but
they managed to threaten and
cajole the magistrates into paying
the marchers their fares back to
the various parts of Scotland from
whence they came. So the hunger
march ended. It created great ex-
eitomnt and undoubtedly gave the
Edinburgh authorities many a
fright, but it failed in its main
objective because of the seclarian
nature of its make-up.
The members of the C. P. and

Xationai Unemployed Workers
Movement, the party controlled un-
employed organization' were there
to a man, but the lurj;c mass of the
unemployed and employed treated
the affair as "none of their busi-
ness". As a consequence, the
whole march savored more of a
stage-managed stunt than of a real
attempt to strike a blow on the
part of the masses' All the recent
marches and demons! rations have
been of this nature and until the
C. P. .strikes a sound line, stunts
will continue to be the order of the
day.

Despite the fact that with each
passing year thousands of sym-
pathetic workers are turning their
backs on the 0. P. in disgust, the
leadership still continues to whoop
about imaginary victories—if not
in Britain, then in Russia—but
gradually the real situation is be-
ginning to burn itself into the minds
of many sections of the rank and
file and with the recent German de-
bacle and subsequent crazy united
front antics of the Comintern, the
Pollits and Co. are skating on thin
Ice. —T _ c _
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necessary for them could be got
done iu collusion with Kenner. That
was the pride of the social dem-
ocrats and this pride allowed them
lo ignore the lleimwehreu.

(Jf course, this could not go on
for ever, because the Heimwehrea
soon began to show very distinct

signs of life. Here and there, they

went about assassinating one work-
er, then another.

The Incident of July IS, 1927

Alter every one of these murders
ihe Ar lieiterzeitung would write: If

this should happen again, then!...
What was to happen "then", was
shown ou July lo, 1U27. On this

day, when the Veinnese workers,
embittered over the acquittal of

several Fascist labor assassins, put
the Palace of Justice on lire, the
-ocial democrats thought of nothing
better to do than to propose the
formation of a new coalition to the
Christian Socialists!

And along this style they have
continued to carry ou the struggle
against Fascism to this very day.
The frightful aggravation of the
crisis brought ever new forces to

the side ot Fascism. Side by side
with the Ileimwehoren there arose
National Socialism (the Hitler
liruwu Shirts;. The unification of
Ihe workers' enemies kept on mak-
ing rapid strides of progress in
spite of squabbles within their own
camp. Their plans became con-
stantly more distinct. But the so-
cial democratic party persisted In
complete Inactivity.

It. is not even doing anything
now, after Dollfnss, half encour-
aged and half terrified by the
events in Germany, has gone about
creating those advantages for the
bourgeoisie which a Fascist regime
has to offer to it, while at the
same time protecting it from the
irksome consequences which such a
regime brings with It for the ruling
classes.

Kren Dollfnss Can Put One Over. .

.

When Dollfnss cast aside the
parliament and announced a new
constitution on the basis of the
Knpowering Act of Wartime Eco-
nomy, intending thereby to clean up
Ihc rest of the "revolutionary gar-

bage", they had no other resistance
to offi'r him than their democratic
oratory, Austro- Marxism stands
there just as helplessly today be-

fore the advent of Fascism as the
theoreticians and practicioners of
reformism did before the advent of
the war. It starts out with the as-
sumption that the normal condition
for capitalism is prosperity and
that through increasing prosperity
the class antagonisms will be
straightened out by the collabora-
tion of the classes, leading up to

a perfected socialism.

As to phenomena which appear to

contradict this assumption— it

does not know even how to begin
to tackle them. To the question as
to what can be done about the
crisis and its offspring—Fascism

—

they have as little an answer as
they have to the question: how so-
cialism will be realized in case the
earth should collide with some other
heavenly, body Austro-Marxism
one will hear, i« not astronomy, but
economics and politics. It concerns
itself, in spite of the arsenals of the
If(-publican Schutzbund (the social
democratic defense organization)
which Doitfuss is so feverishly
searching for, not wilh shooting
irons and other weapons of de-
struction, but with elections and
parliamentary negotiations. Austro-
Marxism is democratic and if the
others do not stick to the democratic
rules of the game, then It falls into
that same condition as that whim-
sical Austrian general, who when-
ever he was asked why it was that
Napoleon always defeated him,
called out despondently : "How can
one condust war against a man
who doesn't stick to the rules of
military science?"
What can be done against Doll-

fuss when, going against ali hu-
man and divine justice, he simply
thumbs his nose at the whole dem-
ocracy, the most democratic of all

constitutions included? In that
case only one thing is left : sub-
mission. And in actuality, the
Arbeitoraeitung has repeatedly de-
clared that its party realizes that
alter Ihe overturn in Germany, a
!_'ood many things will have to
change also in Austria' and that it

is prepared to negotiate with I>o)l-

fuss about the new constitution.
That means only this ; the social

democracy does not object if the
democracy is beaten to death and
interred, so long as, in considera-
tion of propriety, the democratic
ceremonial is retained. Naturally,
Ihe Arbeiterzeitung brings not only
such declaration ,s but also others,
contrary to these. It threatens,
mocks' wails, hatches the most
ridiculous plans, vacillates between
hope and despair, just as befits such
a condition of headlessness, into
which that terrible Dollfuss hap
cast Austro-Marxism,
What does the social democracy

still hope for? Naturally, it has
no hope in its own powers, but—in
the intervention of the foreign
countries and in the quarrels with-
in the Fascist camp. It does not
see In the dispute between the
Heiraweheren and Nazis a war of
unification, it dos not see that It

resembles a lovers' quarrel which
ends in a warm emhrace' It does
not see at all any more, it does
not understand the world, and
more' it is incapable of acting and
that is why it will go along the
road of debasement and devitaliza-
tion to ihe bitter, end, paralyzed
in mind and body like the German
social democracy. The Austrian
workers can expect nothing from
the Exemplary Party of the Second
International except disgrace and

j

defeat.

—AUSTRIACUS.
(From 'JJastr Wort)
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Roosevelt Long -Range Program
(Continued from Page 1)

export. Wages in many lields re-

mained high in comparison with

Europe, although the shortage of

labor lias disappeared us witnessed

by the restrictions on immigration.

'The situation confronting Amer-

ican economy gives little reason to

think thiit through the peaceful

operation of natural and spontan-

eous forces, the present crisis will,

like ajl previous ones, go on

through a phase of stabilization

and 'prosperity to a boom which

will again set new high records.

The recovery which now seeins

to be tinder way Is essentially a

breathing-spell in a long, hard and
painful process o£ readjustment,

marked by internal shocks and dis-

turbances, and abroad by increas-

ingly sharp conflict of interests

with the older powers in the eliort

to find a bigger place iu the world

markets.
The driving force of American

industrial expansion supplies the

motive power; the machinery re-

adjusts itself by displacing agricul-

ture and raw material production

with the increasing production ot

manufactured products, small scat-

tered Industry and banking by

powerful aggregates of capital and
large-scale branch banking, produc-

tion directed to the extent of SJO

percent toward the home market by

an increasing proportion of ex-

ports, and isolationism by a life-

and-death interest In world affairs.

Roosevelt Contribution to

Capitalist Technique
Roosevelt's contribution to capi-

talism's technique for getting out

of the crisis appears to lie, iirst,

in the. recognition that natural and
spontaneous recovery is not enough

to assure, as heretofore, the transi-

tion back to '•normal" prosperity

after the crisis, inasmuch as his

most energetic actions are taken

precisely in the face oft such a

recovery, and to take eSect over

a period of years.

Second, he proposes to treat this

coming period evidently on the

basis of an emergency comparable
to a state of war. That implies a

mobilization of the full powers of

the state, the coordination under
Federal control of economic activ-

ities such as railroading, the en-

couragement to banks to consoli-

date and unify operations under
Federal (or Federal Reserve) con-

trol, the unification of whole
branches of industry in all import-

ant respects except actual owner-
ship through trade associations, the

concentration of all holdings of

gold under the control of the gov-

ernment, etc. I

Tiiis feature of concentration
_

and coordination is one of the

most marked characteristics of the

Roosevelt policies. Its result must
lie to shorten the period of read-

justment and to combine as much
as possible of its burdens with

those of the cyclical (1923-1033)

crisis.

The currency policy of the gov-

ernment, the much-mooted question

of inllation, must be regarded aa

part of a general mobilization ofl

control in the hands of the Fed-,

era I government on a "war-like"
j

basis. In its most extreme form,;

it becomes a policy of "managed
currency", thus fully integrating

j

finance and banking into the sys-,

tern of government controls,
j

The Mobilization of Public Opinion

Third, corresponding to the con-
j

centration and mobilization of in-

dustry, transportation and finance,

is the mobilization of '"public op-j

inion", comparable to that of war-,

time except that the element of

compulsion is lacking. This ac-

counts for much of the demagogy
in the President's official statements

and in his legislation. The incident

of the reception of several hundred
aggressive bonus petitioners at

Fort Hunt, where they were allow-

ed to wear themselves out in in-

action and finally split, a pfyt

joining tell reforestation camps, is

especially illuminating, not only in

contrast with the methods used by
Mr. Hoover last year in dealing

with the "Bonus Expeditionary

Force", but also in the light of the

substantial reductions in expendi-

tures for veterans carried through

l>y the Roosevelt administration.

Similarly, the farmer, feeling the

increasing pressure of the crisis on
top of the general crisis of Amer-
ican farming, has been politically

restless for years. By concessions

such as the promise of iniiation and
the agricultural relief bill, it is

proposed to win his sympathy or at

ica«t acquiescence in the whole
program, while at the same time
carrying out the work of reducing

the production of American farms
to as large an extent as possible

with the consent of the farmer
himsself. The only alternative

policy would have been to let him
be starved and foreclosed off the

farms by the naked operation of

economic forces.

Similarly, in face of the real at-

tacks on its standards and organi-

zations, the support of the work-
in" class is sought through the ap-

peal to employers to increase wages
voluntarily ; through the announced
intention of including binding

agreements on wages and working
conditions among the subjects on
which trade associations are to

agree, through the friendly attitude

toward minimum wage legislation,

and the Black bill for the thirty-

hour week. All this in the face

of the §1 a day forced labor, the
10 per cent wage cut for the rail-

road workers, the anti-labor pro-

visions of the Industrial .Recovery

I Jill, etc

A Period of Drastic Readjustments

So long as American business

looked forward to automatic re-

covery and new high records of pro-

sperity after every crisis, the Hard-
ing-CooIidge-Hoover policy of min-
imum intervention of government
in economic life was a natural cor-

ollary.

Under present conditions we see
American economy, to provide an
outlet for ils rapidly growing pro-

ductive forces in a cramped world,
readjusting itself by closing small
banks and businesses and enlarg-

ing big ones, expanding its pro-!

duction of manufactured goods at

the expense of its produtetion of
foods and raw materials, reaching ,

out more and more for export mar-!
kels as its home markets diminish,!
and above ali, throwing the main'
burdens of these readjustments on'
to the working class. This means,
tliat the next period is one of dras-j
tic and painful readjustments iu-'

ternally, and of sharpening conflict:

of interests internationally.
!

The Roosevelt program is not to
stem or reverse these tendencies,

!

nor, as in the old days of unallayed
optimism, to let them work them-'
selves out blindly. On the con-'
trary, it not only accepts the'
existing trends of American econ-j
omy, but put itself at their head'
to give them leadership and sup-i
port during the critical period to
come. Through mobilizing and con-!
centratiug economic control, with a.
corresixmdfng mobilization of dem-'
agogic propaganda, it attempts to'
hasten the necessary domestic re-
adjustments and present a solid

1

front against the outside world in'
the struggle for international mar-,
kets, and against the working class,

1

the farmers, and broad sections of
the petty bourgeoisie at home.

—B. J. FIELD, i

Stalinism Weakens the U.S.S.R.
i.

'Die revisionist conception of So-

cialism iu One Country and the

policies flowing from it have not

only bellied to lay the political

foundation for a cyclical revival of

capitalism but also have aided in

creating a danger for the Workers'
Fatherland far greater than active

support of revolutions outside of

Russia could have done. Stalinism

with its theory of the "united front

from below," together with the so-

cial democrats, has helped to lead

the German working class to de-

feat. It has helped to destroy the

second strongest Communist party

of the world. At the same time its

impotence has been instrumental in

croal

fear.'

With the rise of Ilitier to power
not only has the revolutionary

movement had a set-back but we
are beginning to witness an align-

ment of social forces favorable to

a capitalist attack on the Soviet

Union itself. In spile of the so-

calied "non-aggression pacts" be-

tween the USKIt and other nations,

particularly France and Poland,

Narrow Down N. Y. Free. Tom Mooncy Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

of the delegates present but was
subjected to the usual barrage of

abuse on the part of Minor, Alex-

ander and other party leaders.

Even those staunch upholders of

democratic principles, the Muste-

ites, who complained so loudly

when they were refused the right

to distribute their paper at the

recent united front National Youth

Day, refused to fight for the ele-

mentary right of every working
class organization to a voice in a
united front conference. The con-

clusions to be drawn from the ac-

tions of the C. P. L. A. delegate,

a certain Larry Cohen, who not
only was given the opportunity to

speak but was elected to the execu-

tive committee, is that they are

in full agreement with the Stalin-

ist clique policy of an exclusive

Free Tom Mooney movement.

An executive committee of 25,

arbitrarily selected by the execu-

tive of the previous conference, was
elected without any consideration

of the organizations represented at

the present conference. Again upon
an appeal by Minor, the conference'

voted down a motion by the L. O.
delegate to include in the execu-

tive representatives of the political

organizations in the conference.

So effectively did the steam-roll-

er wqrk that even a non-partisan

representative, the one from the

I. L. D. who was nominated from
the floor and received an equal vote
with the other nominees waa de-

clared not elected by the chairman
for the simple reason that the de-

legate .spoke up for the right of

the Left Opposition and all politi-

cal organizations to a voice at a

united front conference!

There were 314 delegates present

at the conference representing 74

organizations. Out of the entire

delegation 34 came from trade un-

ions. Of the con-party delegates

present there was only the C. I'. L.

A., the Fellowship of Reconcilia-

tion, the Lovestoneites, the Feder-

ated Press, the Weisbord group and
(he Communist League of America
(Left Opposition}. The trend of

the conference was for work in the

A. F. L. locals, socialist locals and
opponent fraternal organization

locals. The organ:national secret-

ary, "Brother" Begun, even stress-

ed penetration of the Knights of

Pythias, the Moose, Elks, the Am-
erican Legion and the boy scouts.

These organizations are to send

delegates to future Mooney confer-

ences.

The conference, though adopting

the principle of the united front of

all working class organizations de-

parted in actuality from this prin-

ciple and set itself the task of win-

ning the local organizations and
disregarding entirely the central

bodies.

It is necessary at this time to

issue a warning to the Left wing
workers who for years have been
in the thick of the struggle to free

Tom Mooney from the capitalist

jail which has held him since 1917

;

that unless a real united front of
all workers organiza! ions is forg-

ed, Tom Mooney will not be re-

leased. The Left Opposition, as its

statements and actions have shown,
stands for such a policy o£ united
action, a policy which, tborugh a
correct application of the united
front, will force the S. P. leaders
and the A. F. L. labor fakers to
answer before their following and
lite whole working class, if they
will obstruct the unity with the
Left wing and Communists in or-

der to force the capitalist jailers

to free Tom Mooney.—M. GELDMAN.

the contradictions between the im-

perialist world and an isolated

workers' state are developing to-

ward the point of explosion.

If the Workers Triumphed

Had the German working class

defeated Hitler, thereby taking a
step toward social revolution, the
influence of their success would
have1 spread. Workers throughout
the world would have been hearten-
ed and the objective revolutionary
factors created by the present
world crisis might have been
matched by a growth of subjective
factor's now lagging behind. A pol-

itical crisis for capitalism, as well
as its economic crisis, might have
developed.

History is replete with examples
of revolutionary movements in one
country leading to progressive re-

forms in other parts of the world.
As comrade Trotsky pointed out In
Whither England?: the great French
Revolution served as a powerful
stimulus to the growth of the la-

bor movement and democratic ten-

dencies iu England; the July dev-
olution of 1830 in France was large-

ly responsible for the first English
Election Reform Bill in 1831; the
revolrjtionary movement of Chart-
ism contributed to a reduction of
the English working-day in 1844-47

and to the abolition of the Corn
Laws in 1848 ; the influence of the
Russian Revolution in 1005 helped
to raise the Labor Party to the
position of an important fraction in
the English Parliament, while the
Russian Revolution of 1S>17 was to
a large extent responsible for the
new Election Reforms of 1918.

In short, an examination of his-

tory leads us to the conclusion that
a triumph of the workers in Ger-
many would have strengthened the
international working class in gen-
eral.

I>efeats Bring Reaction

But with the rise of German
Fascism the reverse is true. Both
the German workers and the inter-

national working class movement
have suffered a tremendous defeat.

Just as the defeat of the great
French Revolution led to the re-

storation of the Bourbons in France
and the Corn Laws in England,
the defeat ot 1848 dealt a blow to

the English working class, and the
"defeat of the German workers in
1023 gave American capital the op-
portunity to begin with the reali-

zation of its plans for the (mo-
mentarily, peaceful subjugation of
Europe," so today, a similar wave
of reaction is beginning to set in.

Instead of a series of advances a

series of set-backs are likely. N»r
has the tension ueL« ecu tne imper-

ialist nations and the USSH les-

sened because ot the silence oi the

Comintern. Uu the contrary it has

increased. The existence of the

Soviet Union still remains a threat

to the capitalist world, lis terri-

tory is needed by the Imperialists

during the present period of their

decay anil it is the one power all

of tlieni wish to destroy. But now
political conditions lor interven-

tion have shifted in their favor.

The Soviet Union's first line of de-

lease (the possibility of effective

workers' resistance m other coun-

tries and particularly in Germany J

has been temporarily weakened.

(To be continued;

—SIMMONS.
Kansas City, JIo.

The Textile Code
(Continued from Page 1)

calling for labor representation be-

ing turned to precisely what they

were intended tor—tne formation

of company unions. Even the Am-
erican iVueration of Labor is not
acceptable to our industrial magn-
ates, unless it is needed to head off

a real class conscious union. Par-

ticularly the steel and coal indus-

tries _have been active in the for-

mation ot these company unions.

The New York Times reports of

"numerous Instances of coercion to

force the workers into the com-
pany unions. In some' parts of

Kentucky, workers have beeu evict-

ed from company houses for refus-

al to sign company union rolls."

This practise will within the next
few weeks probably assume na;

tional proportions.

These are the first few signs of

the trend of the future develop-

ments. Many workers undoubtedly
believed that the Roosevelt program
will lead the country back to "pro-

si*riLy". Their disillusionment

will be both soon, sharp and com-
plete1

. The working class cannot
expect aid from the Roosevelt ad-
ministration ; this the hard master
of events will make only too clear.

To secure" a living wage, to secure
a thirty hour week, no conference
board will suffice. For this the
American working class must be
organized into powerful industrial

unions that will learn and know
how to fight for better conditions.

—H. S.

THE EUROPEAN ANTI-FASCIST CONGRESS ... AN ANTI-TROTSKYIST SLUG FEST OF THE STALINISTS

"Let these Gentlemen Hold the Congress in Peace"!
[

- Say the Police to the L. O. Protest Delegation

tContinued irom ±*age II

Labor (Gilly miners) ; Delega-

tion from a meeting of 500.

Greece.—Greek suction of the

Left Opposition ; General Fed-

eration of Wounded War Vic-

tims; Union of War Veterans;

Union of Widows and Orphans
Woodworkers Trade Union of

Athens; Barbers Trade Union

of Athens; Bakers Trade Un-

ion of Athens

;

PolaiMi.—Polish section of the

Left Opposition ; Meeting of

Polish Emigres of the, Paris

District

;

Switzerland.—Swiss section of

the Left Opposition ; Young
Socialists of Zurich; Marxist
Circle of Sturich

;

Jewish Workers'—Clarte group
of the Paris district;

Germany.—German section of

the Left Opposition

;

Italy.—Italian section of the Left

Opposition ; Group of anti-

Fascist emigres of the Paris

district

;

Hungary.-—Hungarian section of

the Left Opposition; Hungar-
ian language group of building

workers ; Factory meeting of

building workers of the Paris

district

;

France.—French section of the

Left Opposition ; Amsterdam
Committee, Charente-In ferieure

(Oleron) ; Public meeting in

Lille, lied Aid {Chavigny sec-

tion) ; Railroad workers; Sev-

eral meetings in the Paris dis-

trict ; Workers meeting at Mon-
tignyen-Gohelle ; Indo-Chinese
group of the Paris district;

Trade union section, Commit-
tee for the Defense of I'Human-
ite, and various other sections

of the Red Aid and workers
meetings.

The sum of these credentials re-

presented about one hundred dele-

gates. We repeat, we limited the
number of delegates from the pro-

vinces and from abroad for mater-
ial reasons.

According to prattle of the Stal-

inists, the Oppositionists "repre-

sented no one"; but, one of tbe or-

ganizations represented by us ; the
General Federation of Disabled
War Victims of Athens consists of

SIXTY THOUSAND MEMBERS! !

Bureaucratic Sifting

All the credentials of Opposition-
ist organizations were automatic-
ally rejected.

The comrades who appeared with
regular credentials officially stamp-
ed by workers organizations passed
through the strter of the national
leaderships ; all those recognized as
"Trotskyists" were subject to the
following maneuver; Their creden-

tial was demanded from them in

order to issue a delegates card
against it; they were requested to

wait a minute, then they the bu-
reaucrats cynically refused a card
and retained tne credential! Then,
more diplomatically, tbflj- requested

them (the delegates) to return and,

upon returning, since they no long-

er had a credential nor a curd, tbey

refused tliem admission into the
Grange aux Belles Hall! Thai did

not happen without protest but the

sergeauLs-at-arms brutally squelch-

ed the protestauts. In a word, they

systematically robbed the creden-

tials from the members of tbe Op-
position.

Bureaucratic Measures Breed

Arbitrariness

Besides this, many of the scenes
were comical; A delegate from an
anti-Fascist committee was de-

prived of his credential and sent
uack to his district because the;
suspected him to be a Trotskyite,

one of our comrades having pre-
viously presented a credential from
Chareutes (the same place). The
suspected "Trotskyite" was "liqui-

dated"' the real "Trotskyite" pro
liting by this hullaballoo secured a
uelegates card.

Another case is no less comical:
"A delegate from a Spanish trade
union was recognized by a bureau-
crat from his country and refused

a card ; accidentally, they returned
his credential. A Swiss comrade
whose credential had been, rejected
from Switzerland appeared with
the Spanish credential. The Span-
ish Stalinist did not know him, he
secured his admission card to the
Congress! ! !

However, they discreetly distri-

buted credentials to members of the
Young Communist League and €h.»

party ; notwithstanding, that caus-
ed many surprises to the Stalinist
apparatus.

The Congress Begins

Tim detailed instructions given
to the sergeants-at-arms were dir-

ected at us. The organizers suc-
ceeded in .creating a sentiment of
violent reaction against any rev-
olutionary intervention ; the pre-
tended struggle against the Young
Patriots was only a means of strik-

ing at us. The management com-
mittee was organized with several
guards and a corps under the lead-
ership of a "specialist."

The sergeant-at-arms was baffled
from the very first day, and not
knowjng whom to suspect, he bull
led everyone: "And that one, isn't

lie a Trotsky ist?" In this way a
member of the party was violently

thrown out because he didn't have
his membership card on his person!
The slogan was to hound the Trot-
skyists. A special squad was as-

signed to that task. The squad was
completely put off the scent when
they Learned that a plain clothes
detective was in the hall. "Take
him out quietly No provocations!

Get him to go out! " Out-
side' on the sidewalk, two young
workers who listened very atten-
tively to "a Trotskyite" much to
the chagrin of the sergeant-at-
arms, were thrown into the street
under the fallacious pretext that
they weren't delegates.

Two Regimes, the Detectives and
th "Trotskyites" : Example of

the Press Cards
Two detectives of the North-

African police, GiiuUiii's agenta,

well known to the Algerian work-
ers, presented themselves to the or-

ganization committee. Press cards.

Invitation. Admit the bearers of

the cards Come in, gentlemen;
this way, gentlemen !" And the
dicks passed the zealous sergeant-
at-arms.

Saraceno, former editor-iu-chief

of Units, the central organ of the
Italian Communist Party, possess-

ing a regular press card, entered
the Congress.

Led away into the cellar by the

agents of the "political control"

to the "'special Italian committee"'
comrade Saraceno was forced to

surrender his right to enter.

Before allowing him to leave, the
Stalinist "nazzieri" (twenty against
one) threw themselves on our com-
rade striking him with their feet
and their lists. Our comrade had
his glasses broken and was bruised
on his left temple by the bureau-
crats.

Welcome to Hie Delegates
Comrade Atlan was unable to ob-

tain, his delegate's card at Grange
aux Belles and appeared at the
I'leyel Hall on the first day of the
Congress. They wrested his cred-
ential from him, drew him to a
corner, violently sluggd him and
then threw him into the street.
Since he protested and a crowd had
already gathered about him, the
sergeant-at-arms spoke to him in
this tone: "You really want to en-
ter! Oh well, come in!" Atlan once
again entered the1 Pleyel Halt. Many
delegates were commenting on the
incident. Beaugrand reassured them,
sayiiig: "We will check up on his
credential and then give him access
to the halt." They drew Atlan into
a small retreat, closed the door to
the retreat. A member of the 13th
Section of the* Red Aid, Beaugrand,
and Roufiange insulted him and
slugged him, shouting to the dis-
turbed comrades who were massed
behind the door: "You see how
they examine his credential, they
are dealing with him in a com-
radely way". But in subdued tones
they told Atlan that he would re-
main sequestrated until the conclu-
sion of the Congress and they beat
him brutally. Atlan's cries drew
the attention of numerous dele-
gates who energetically Insisted
that they let him go.
To the delegates that protested

they declared that Atlan was a
police agent that they found in the
hall. We have told above just how
they received the police agents.

First Day iu the Hall of
the "Congress"

The packed hall at the first ses-
sion bore the aspect of a mass
meeting rather than a Congress;
no real discussion.
The delegates grouped according

to languages had to obey 'national
discipline, to make known the num-
ber of delegates desiring the floor.
An Italian comrade requested the
floor. The individual responsible
for the group came to see him and
demanded that he submit the out-

tine of his speech.

The evening session was marked

by a violent incident. A Belgian

comrade, Vereeken, handed in his

name at the very beginning of the

session and, unable to get the* floor,

made a point of order; they saw
him from the platform, pulled him
out of the hail, and kept him in

the cellar. When several comrades
protested against the violence com-
mitted, they were themselves vio-

lently dragged from the ball, their

delegates' cards were? demanded and
taken, from them and they were
throM^j out. Other delegates who
protected against this violence were
threatened with expulsion if they

did not keep quiet.

The_ same afternoon two members
of tin* Unitary Trade Unions, a rail-

road worker and a metal worker,
were expelled from the hall. The
sergeant-at-arms thought they had
a "doubtful attitude '.

The first day of the discussion,

f.fter the hollow and official optim-

ism of the reports which contained
neither analysis nor general per-

spective's, was devoted to anti,-

Trotskyist speeches of the usual
type, and a theatrical scene in the
Course of which the Belgian dele-

gate on the platform ripped the
Hitlerite flag. The session con-
cluded with collective* singing.

The Parade Ends
Upon their entry into the corri-

dor, two delegates, Oblin of Mon-
iigny and Devreyer, we're simply
thrown out of the hall because they
were recognized as TroEskylsts.

Their credentials were torn up!
At the opening of this session

comrade George Vitsoris delegate
from the General Federation of
Disabled Veterans of the Imperial-
ist War of Greece submitted a
written request to the presidium
demanding the floor. The chairman
wrote back that each delegate who
wanted the floor had to get it

through an intermediary, the lead-
er of his "national" section, who
was always a Stalinist. Thus the
floor was denied to any Opposi-
tionist delegate.

The Left Opposition refused to
submit to this anti-proletarian and
bureaucratic decision. That is why
on Monday morning at the moment
when the chairman announced that
Bergery, petty bourgeois radical,
would take the floor, comrade1 Vit-
soris stood up and addressing him-
self to the Congress, shouted out

;

"Comrades, in the name of 60,000
disabled dreek War veterans I pro-
test against the exclusion of the
Left Opposition. I demand the
floor in its name. Long live the
Communist International of Lenin
and Trotsky! Long live the prole-
tarian revolution! Down with
Fascism ! Long live Trotsky ! Free
Rakovsky !"

Bands of bureaucratic flunkeys
coming from all parts of the hall
threw themselves on him with sav-
age bestiality, dragging him by the
hair and beating him with their
bands and feet. Comrade Marie
Dimitricedes, delegate of the War
Widows and Orphans of Greece;
comrade Paget, delegate of the sec-
tion of the* Red Aid of Chavigny
(Meurthe-et-Mcselle); an Indo-

Chinese comrade, delegate of the

Red Aid of Paris; comrade1 L ,

were savagely slugged for having
protested with comrade Vitsoris.

Our comrades struggled with the

bureaucrats to retain their places.

The Stalinists hurled themselves
upon them but a great number of

delegates, particularly the English
delegation, indignant at the brutal-

ities, protested energetically. It

was only with considerable effort

that the bureaucrats were able, de-
spite, the protests, to throw our
comrades out of tbe hall.

But their auti-Trotsky is t action
did not stop at that. Once again
led to the cellar of the theater,
our comrades were searchd and
Questioned in typical police manner
and sequestered there undter the
guard of twenty "serge'aut.-at-arms"

for more than two hours.
Among the bureaucrats Vailtant-

Couturier. Comrade Vitsoris pro-
tested to him and demanded that
our imprisoned comrades be freed
Immediately. Vaillaut-Couturie r
smiled ironically and. turned his
back.

It was only after the arrest by
the police of the Left Opposition
group, who came to the Congress
to protest the treatment accorded
our delegates, that our comrades
were freed in the afternoon, al-

though in a very bad condition.
During this time the radical

bourgeois deputy, Bergery, con-
tinued his speech.
Obliged to free our comrades by

the pressure of the' comrades from
the outside, Beaugrand demanded
that our comrades sign a declara-
tion stating that they were not
be'aten. Our comrades responded
by saying that since they were
beaten they would not sign such
a declaration.

In the Future We Will Speak
to \'ou with a RevolT«

In the meantime a German com-
rade was violently dragged from
his seat and led away with vio-
lence into another corner of the
cellar. He was told: "No discus-
sion with you, give us your iden-
tification papers, your passport."
They took all his personal papers
besides and, returning two hours
later, they said : "m the future we
will speak to you with a revolver".
All his personal letters were kept.
Comrade Paget protested in the

hall when he saw our comrades
rounded up. He was immediately
ejected into the street.

Young Socialist* Protest
A girl comrade, member of the

Socialist Youth and of the Youth
Anti-Fascist Committee, outraged
by the proceedings against our com-
rades, when the brutalities against
them began anew, protested vigor-
ously on the floor. She too, waa
Immediately made "harmless" by
the anti-Trotskyist squad and final-
ly reached the street with a bloody
nose. The other Socialist Youth
comrades left the meeting protest-
ing with he*r. In discussing with
the young Socialist comrades, our
delegates made clear to them that
these Stalinist maneuvers had
nothing in common with a genuine
united front.

Some of our comrades were still

Long Live the Proletarian Revolution! Down with

Fascism! 6 ong Live Trotsky! Free Rakovskyl

under guard at that time. . A group
from our headquarters came down

j

to get them out. They demanded
their immediate liberation of the
squad leaders. A loud argument
ensued in the hallway. Cops pass-
ing by interfered and reproached
our comrades for not letting
"these gentlemen hold their con-
gress in peace."

The intervention ot the group
from our headquarters was, how-
ever, effective. Our comrades were
immediately afterward released.

Bergery Prepares the Break
The opponents of the united

front from organization to organi-
zation soon found themselves in an
uncomfortable position with their
combinations. The I'leyel Congress
emphasized how the already mis-
erable results of the Amsterdam
horse-deals have sunk to even
greater depths. Not only wasn't
any advance achieved but an ob-
vious retreat is also being pre-
pared by elements foreign to the
party to break away from Amster-
dam.

Bergery is prepared to take an
important part of the Amsterdam-
ers under his influence. Bergery
does this with ease. He publicly
advertizes his support of Amster-
dam. He cements his positions
which will permit him to slam the
door with greater advantage ac-
cusing the Communists or unimpor-
tance.

Bergery already has an under-
taking, the "Common Front", which
groups most of the independent
I ler.sonati tic's of Amsterdam on a
platform which is on the same level
as Amsterdam.

Many conferences have been held
between the party and Bergery in
the corridors and behind the scenes.
Doriot represented the party at the
initial meeting of the ''Common
front".

The situation is serious. The
party is trying and will still try
many compromises. All that, of
course, is happening without any
party. Bergery's speech paved the
way tor his eventual break. From
the Communist point of view Dor-
lot's reply was no less odious. It
shows just where "the sympathies
of the Political Bureau" rest.

Last Day of the Parade
After much petty discussion, one

of our comrades, representing the
Belgian Knights of Labor (the
Gilly miners}, requested the floor.
Tile leader of the Belgian delega-
tion stated that he could have the
floor but only on the condition that
he first submit to him the outline
of his speech. Our comrade ans-
wered that his point of view was
that of the Left Opposition. This
was enough to gag him.
Most important in this last ses-

sion was the intervention of com-
rade Aulas from the Unitary Fed-
eration of Teachers. Aulas demon-
strated the responsibility that the
R. I. L. II. bore in the German
catastrophe and in the failure to

call a genuine Congress. He was
continually interrupted by the bu-
reaucrats and when lie placed the
criminal policy of the German
Communist I'arty in its proper light

his voice was drowned by a hue
and cry from the howling pack.
The chairman proposed that this

delegate from a red trade union be
ruled out of order. In spite of a
great number of votes against this
bureaucratic decision Aulas was
forced to leave the platform and
the hail.

Unanimity at Any Cost

At the conclusion of the discus-
sion the chairman made a long ap-
peal proposing that the delegates
show their agreement with the re-
solution presentd by a demonstra-
tive acclamation. He put the re-
solution to a vote and a half dozen
hands were raised against it. Stupe-
fied, the chairman believed, at thg
time, that the German delegates
who had voted against it had not
understood the resolution. He had
the resolution translated and again
they voted demonstratively against
it. One of them explained his posi-
tion by shouting out: "Long live
Trotsky!"
Then a German delegate from

Frankfort stood up and tsaid;
"When I came to this Congress I
was not a Left Oppositionist. But
by your slanders against the Left
Oppositionists who, in every case
work as revolutionaries along with
us in Germany, you have driven me
closer to them and I vote against
your resolution of confusion."

The organizers of the Congress
who wanted a unanimous vote at
any cost were thrown into confu-
sion. They surrounded the French
and Belgian delegates who had
voted against the resolution. The
chairman made a neV ballyhoo ap-
peal for unanimity. The Left Op-
positionists who protested were
thrown out of the hall. But even
after they were ejected new hands
were raisd against the resolution.
Nevertheless this did not prevent
I Humanite, French Stalinist organ,
from declaring that the vote was
unanimous.

Results of the Masquerade
The Congress lias succeedt'd nei-

ther in improving the relation of
the party to the masses, nor in
sinking its roots among them nor
in raising the fighting power of the
party and the masses. The Con-
gress was a party gathering and
its results are already apparent.

The problem of Fascism and the
struggle of the workers against it
remains before the international
working class. The Pteyei parade
has not only not solved any of
these problems but has augmented
the confusion. The Left Opposition
through Its struggle against thd
criminal Stalinist policy alone can
solve these problems.

From La Verite, organ of the
French Left Opposition
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Austrianrascism and thel»arlsMeet

C. I. Impotence Veils Itself

with Parliamentary Cretinism

The strength of Marxism lies in Naturally it is foolish to believe

its ability to recognize reality. In that Hutu are -broad preparations

the mouth of a Marxist, "parlia in every country" for the Paris

mentury cretinism" is nut an in-
j

masquerade. Beaten down by unera-

sult but the characteristic of a pol-

itical system which substitutes for

social reality, juridical and moral

constructions,

live phrases
a ritual of decora-

The strength of Bol-

shevism consisted therein, that in

Lenin's person it applied the ma-

terialistic method of analysis with

the greatest theoretical honesty—

not permitting any optimi-tie

neglect to speak out what is, not

permitting any consoling- illusion!,

to all the problems of our epoch.

In the fundamental questions of

revolutionary policy—in the method

of this policy—Stalinism signifies

not only a negation of Leninism,

bat also the worst caricature of it.

We can see this anew at the pre-

sent time in the question of the

fate of Austria. The proscription

of the Communist party which has

not called forth any protest on the

part of the Austrian workers,

should have1

, it seems, forced the

Moscow organizers of international

defeats of the proletariat to reflect

on the sad results of their previous

works. If the legal Austrian C. P.,

possessing ita own press, showed

itself to be unable in the least to

offer any resistance whatsoever to

the purely police repressions of

Austrian Honapartism, how will it

oppose the attacks of the Fascist

bands? However, the Moscow

Pravda sees in the very suppression

of the Austrian section of the C.

I., which took place unresisted, a

"victory", or, at least, the imme-

diate introduction to victory. "The

Anti-Fascist movement in Austria

is growing every day" (!)—writes
Pravda of May 28th. "Despite the

sabotage o£ the leaders of the Aus-

trial Social Democracy broad pre-

parations are being made in all

countries for the European Anti-

Fascist Congress" (our emphasis. -

L. T.). In precisely the same

manner the Anti-Faseist movement

"grew every day in Germany" only

to disappear suddenly on tht' 5th

of March, no one knows where.

These people not only have learned

nothing but they always cut their

optimism in the same patterns.

They are not revolutionists, but

priests who repeat this or that

formula, made up of consoling lie's,

at the bedside of the dying.

However, precisely in what is the

anti-Fascist movement manifested?

And why does it pass over the pro-

scription of the Austrian C. P. in

silence? It was very busy, this

movement "which is growing every

day", with other more important

tasks: the preparation of the Bar-

busse Congress in Paris. This is

an example of parliamentary cret-

inism which should open the eyes

of the most backward workers!

It is wrong to think that a parlia-

ment is necessary for parliamentary

crt'tinism ; in general shaded rost-,

rums are sufficient, forums remov-

ed from the arena of struggle from

which false speeches can be made,

barrel formulas paraded, and
twenty-four hour "alliances" con-

cluded with journalists, pacifists,

outraged radicals, tenors,

baritones.

ployment, the police, the Fascist

bands, the betrayal of the social

democracy, and the impotence of

i lit! C. P., the Austrian proletariat

is hardly interested in the lyricism

of Barbusse, in the rhetoric of1

iScrgery, and in the petty machin
ations of -Muenzenberg. In what
manner can the international meet-

ing in Paris change anything in

the Austrian situation which not in,

ten years, nor in live, but this very

day is moving towards the com
plete suppression of the proletariat?

isn't it clear that by speaking in

its boastful tone on the Paris Con-
gress, Fravdu completely reveals

us real significance : to sidetrack at-

tention from reality to Jiction, from
the conquest of the masses to

the parliamentary game, from the

ireeoncilablo clash of the classes to

collaboration with the -free-lanc-

ers", from the streets of Vienna to

a luxurious hail in a rich quarter
of Paris, from civil war to an ex-

ercise in empty rhetoric. In other
words : from the methods of Bol-

shevism to parliamentary cretin-

ism.

The paper Rundschau, published
in Basle by the Stalinist bureau-
cracy, which seems specially de-

stined to prevent the German work-
ers from drawing the necessary
lessons of the catastrophe, quotes
the article from Pravda referred
to above, in its issue No. 17 as a
great revelation. Do not lose cour-
agv, Austrian proletarians; Bar-

ON TROTSKY'S RETURN TO
THE S. U,—RUMOR AND FACT

Some two months ago rumors

were circulated according to which
comrade Trotsky was to become
reconciled with. Stalin and return

to the Soviet Union. No member
ot the Left Opposition took these

rumors seriously. Stalinism is

lighting against the Left Opposi-

tion more sharply today than ever.

Hakovsky has been deported to

the ice desert of Yakutsk, the

Stalfiiist prass is prop-full o£

slanders and pogrom incitement

against the Opposition, at the

Paris Congress our comrades
were physically attacked and fin-

ally ejected wilh the aid of the

French police.

In addition to all this, Trotsky
had refuted this senseless rumor
and the denial appeared some
time ago in tiie world press. But
only now T. A. S. S. (official

Stalinist press agency) comes
along and reports

:

-The Voss Gazette (Berlin) of

June S and various other papers
repurt that the Soviet Union has
permitted Trotsky's return to

Kussia, the Voss Gazette making
reference to Trotsky's represen-

tations to Turkish press represen-

tatives. T. A. S. S. is in a posi-

tion to declare that Trotsky's re-

presentations do not base them-
selves upon the facts and obvious-
ly Jlow from an adventurous de-

sire to misguide the readers.

Trotsky was long ago banished as
a counter-revolutionist, on the

basis of a law put in force on
February 20, lti;S2. The latter is

and will remain in force."

Trotsky explained to an Amer-
ican press representative that if

tiie further existence of ttie So-

viet Union should be threatened

by any danger, then he will be
at its disposal with all his forces.

So will the whole Left Opposition,
if need be, even against the will

Lay Basis for Real

Federation of

Jobless in Ohio

busse, allied witii your Kenner (see „f the Stalinists.

(Continued on Page 4)

Nazis*Labor Front in Action
Workers Get Big Wage Cuts; Look for Leadership

Berlin, Germany.—Hitler issued

a decree shortly after be had taken

over power—until September 30,

lt>33, no wage scales could be

changed against the interests of

the workers. The government or-

dered—the NSBO (Nazi shop or-

ganization] is not allowed to de-

pose shop councils or discharge

workers in any shop on its own au-

thority. Only the police chief, hav-

ing jurisdiction, can take such ac-

tion. The national leader of the

"Labor Front" issued the following

decree after the occupation of the*

German General Trade Union Fed-

eration—No employer shall dare to

take advantage oE the monentary
confusion caused by the taking

over by force of large organizations,

to change the' wages and schedules

of the workers, He will be regard-

ed as an enemy to the state and
held responsible.

Big words. The adherents of

Hitler hi the shops pointed trium-

great majority. Now, after the

intoxication of victory, there fol-

lowed very quickly the headache

of the morning after. Now in all

the shops the so-called "equaliza-

tion" is being carried through

with the sharpest emphasis by the

leaders oi the Hitler party. But
what1 does "equalization" mean.'

Radical reductiqu\s in wages!
Proofs? Here they are:

How tiie Fascist Tecliniqine Works

At the beginning of May, in a

Berlin siiop, the Free Trade Union
shop councillors were "equalized",

i. e., dismissed. In their place

was put a commissarial shop
councillor who had had nothing to

do with the shop. The "equaliza-

tion'' itself is carried on as fol-

lows: an ti. A. storm division oc-

cupies the shop, the men are
compelled to take part in the or-

ganization ceremony of the NSBO,
the' so-called reporter uncorks some
monstrous nonsense, promises para-
dise and threatens, "Whoever does

phantly to these decrees before the uot immt,diilU;lv L.lltei
. tQe NaB

others, who actively or passively
; wm w regarded as an enemy to

reject Fascism. And in spite of, or

even because of the barbarous per-

and secution of the class-conscious

workers, the latter are still the

Archbishop Benjamin Blesses USSR

FSU Leaders Thank Wrangel Priest

New York, N. Y.—On Friday eve-

ning, June 30, a long haired and

long bearded Russian priest Arch-

bishop Benjamin, wearing a cassock

with a big cross on his chest ap-

I«ared at the 'New York Labor

Temple on 14th Street, and delivered

an anti-Soviet propaganda speech,

pure and simple. His secretary,

appearing in the same attire, trans-

lated the s[>eech into English. A
Whit* Guard meeting you think?

Not at ali. You are mistaken.

Paradoxical as it may seem, this

meeting was arranged by the

"Friends of the Soviet Union". The
F. S. U. actually invited an enemy
of the, Soviet Union to deliver from

its platform a speech that was
nothing but a slander against the

working ciass government from be-

ginning to end. The Archbishop ad-

mitted having been arrested by the

Bolsheviks in 1920 and having tied

with the counter-revolutionary

army of General Wrangel.

For ail of this he received thanks
and hand-shakings from Dr. LeRoy,
who acted as chairman of the

meetipg, and B. Friedman, district

secretary of the F. S. U., both of

them members of the C. P.

The auditorium was filled with a

mixed audience, mostly workers, a
number of whom were party mem-
bers and sympathizers. The meet-

ing was advertized in the party

press and through posters in the
Workers Center. There were a
number of White Guards present

as was demonstrated by the ap-

plause given whenever the speaker

emphasized the strength of the

church over the Soviet Government.
Here are some of the remarks

made by the Wrangelite priest:

-There arc a hundred million

Christians in the Soviet Union.

Ten million very courageously pro-

claimed their Christianity.

"Faith is growing in the Soviet

Union due to suffering

"The Greek Orthodox Church has

a great future in the Soviet Un-
ion ....

"We shouldn't oppose the Soviet

Union with reaction, hatred, and
virulence since its existence is the

will of God. . . . (!).

Later on he pointed out, "that

Hitler's government is also due to

the will of God." And further, he
summed up with an appeal: "If

you could do anything to relieve the

Church 'from suffering, please do so.

If the church continues to suffer it

is God's will." And so on ad nau-
srtim.

The report of the N. Y. Times
on the next day quotes : "The reli-

gious zeal of the Russian people is

growing daily. Suffering is the

best cure for a declining Chris-

tianif v".

Now let tiie workers judge for

themselves whether these words are
pro or anti-Soviet propaganda.
White Guards applauded warmly.

The workers looked at each other in

confusion, shrugging their shoulders,

not knowing what all this meant, discharge of two

the stale and arrested". That's

all. The Nazi press says, "Again
the NSBO was able, after long, pa-

tient, comradely clarification to

smash the last bulwark of Marx-
ism. The men received the rtdj

port of our excellent party com-
rade X. Y. with enthusiasm, and
spontaneously entered the NSBO,
all except a few unteaenables, and
them too we shall convince in the
course of time of the great ideas
of Adolf Hitler. Heil Hitler!"

Eight days later, in the middle
of the work, a shop meeting of the

NSBO was suddenly called. The
Nazi leader, an old foreman, known
to be the worst hangman in the
company, opened the meeting after
first throwing out the non-members,
i. e., the class-conscious workers.
The commissarial shop councillor

(a Nazi leader) took the floor. "The
linn faces bankruptcy, it has been
operating at a loss for mouths.
I-Jither the men will have to take
a wage cut, or the firm will close

up and move out of town, where it

has been promised free land and
also capital, if it establishes a shop
there." A commission is chosen
to negotiate with the firm as to the
amount of the wage cut.

This commission, which, natural-
ly in accordance with tiie customs
of the Hitler regime, lias nothing
to say, came hack with a wage
cut. The office employees' salaries

were cut 33 1-2 percent the work-
ers' wages 25 per cent. The office

employees accepted this dictation.

With the workers it was more
difficult. Two meetings broke up.
The ordinary proletarians under-
stood splendidly how to take away
the force of all the objections of
the (Nazi) district. leadership.
Only when the commissarial shop
councillor dietatorially ordered the

fellow-workers
What added to the confusion and
disgust was the chairman's remarks

(Continued on Page 4)

who had taken a prominent part
in the defense against the wage

(Continued on Page 4)

The main accomplishment of the

Mahoning Valley Workers United

Front Conference was the endorse-

ment of the Federation of Unem-
ployed Workers League's of Amer-
ica i\fid the calling of another con-

ference on July 1& lor the purpose

of organizing a local federation.

This proposal, which was made by

Newby of the Left Opposition, was
accepied unanimously by the con-

ference of ti'i delegates who repre-

sented 30 organizations with ap-

proximate o,»XH) supporters. . The
local federation will, of course1

, be

affiliated with the national federa-

tion; it will -probably be called The
Federation of Unemployed Workers
Organizations of Mahoning and
Trumbull Counties.

Because the conference failed to

rally the support of any of the A.

F. of L. locals and was therefore

composed of representatives of C
P.-influenced fraternal, defense and
unemployed organizations, on the

one hand, and sections of the Ohio
Unemployed Leagues and various

labor groups on the other, it was
decided to limit the conference, for

the 'most part, to the problems of

the unemployed. The lack of time
also made such a limitation advis-

able. But it was agreed that the

broader problems of the working
class should be brought forward for

action in the newly formed federa-

tion. However, the u^ual resolu-

tions in n'gard to social and unem-
ployment insurance, immediate re-

lief, evictions, endorsement of re-

lief inarch, struggles lo free Mooney
ami I he Seottsboro Hoys, etc., were
adopted. The conference also hopes

lo make un attempt to iulluence the

state and national conventions call-

ed by the Ohio Unemployed League.

Part of Left Opposition

The conference was sabotaged by
Hie A. F. of L., the Socialists, and
Ibe Musteites. (Perkins of the C.

P. L. A. sat in as an observer but
did jiot submit a credential or take
any part in the discussion, etc.).

Tiie L. <)., however, played a. very

active part in spile of its small
forces. The proposal for the Pre-

liminary Conference came from an
Oppositionist who was chosen to

be on the Call Committee. The con-

ference was opened by a member
>f the L. O. who also acted success-

fully as an authorized representa-

t i\ e of t he national office of the
Federation of Unemployed Workers
League of America. Furthermore,
the Communist League of America
was the only organization lo sub-
mit in its own name, a written set

of proposals for this particular
conference a copy of these pro-
posals was given to every delegate.
\ewby of th L. ()., was chosen to
continue with the other Call Com-
mittee members to serve on the en-

larged committee which is to pre-

pare the Federation Conference.

—X.

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE
COMMUNIST PARTY, U. S. A.

To the District Comm.,

Dist. 2, C. P. U. S. A.

Dear Comrades

:

On Wednesday, June 28, an

open-air meeting of the N. Y.

Branch of the Communist League

of America (Opposition), at Pit-

kin and Bristol Streets was

broken up by members of tiie

party and the Y. C. L.

Breaking up street meetings of

opponent working class organiza-

tions is not a working class or

Communist practice. It has been

condemned by every responsible

working class organization. It

has been condemned by the Com-

munist International and the

Communist Party of the U. S. It

can result only in discrediting

the people and the movement

which practice it. Such tactics

will repel workers who are mov-

ing towards Communism. More-

over it plays into the hands ot

the police who are looking for

1 pretexts to break up workers'

open-air meetings.

We call upon till party and Y.

C. L. members and all workers

generally to put a stop to this

anti-working class practice. We
call upon the District Committee

of the C P. to take the necessary

steps to see that, the jjit'iubers of

tiie parly and Y. C. L. conduct

themselves as workers and Com-
munists at workers meetings.

Comradely,

NF,W YORK BRANCH,

COMMUNIST I.KAGCK OF
AMKUICA (OPPOSITION).

A GERMAN OPPOSITIONIST
CONDEMNED TO 5 YEARS

BY THE FASCISTS
R., Germany.—(hi the Sunday of

the Reichstag elections, there was
a clash between S. A. troops and
workers over a red flag that had
been hoisted on one of the house-

tops. The police' arrested arbitrar-

ily two comrades, R. Riess and
Erich Ni'nman and turned them
over tn tiie Fascist Special Court.

There was no evidence that could

be presented against them, especi-

ally not against the latter. The
court simply "assume^" that he
was guilty and sentenced him ac-

cordingly.

Comrade Erich Neumann is a vet-

eran of the labor movement and
has enjoyed special prestige in his

home town. As an upright and
lioni'si functionary he realized the
weaknesses and shortcomings of

the labor movement and did his bit

lo fight against them. B'or this

reason he also faced expulsion from
the party in the course of the last

year for "counter-revolutionary"
factional work. But since the

whole party section stood solidly

behind him, the bureaucracy had
to refrain from expulsion. Today,
the "counter-revolutionary" is one
of the "first victims of the Fascist
Special Court.

THE SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC
PARTY OF GERMANY

DECOMPOSES ...
In Karlsbad the Vorwaeits has

reappeared as a social democratic
weekly, Wels and Stampfer are
publishing it with the aid of the
Second International." But the Ger-
man party takes a negative attitude
against the emigrants. The new
leadership, under Westphal and
Kui'nstier, holds on to the sub-
mission tactic ; side by side there
is a strong current for a reform
from top to bottom, and further,
a current for the creation of a new
Independent Socialist Party. But
this much is certain: Wets and
Stampfer, the tendency of the "New
Vorwaerts", are completely isolat-

ed. We shall return to these de-
velopments later.

AmericaCracksWhip
at London. Ruthless

Policy SplitsConfab
Lays Down Law to Rivals ~ Hands Off the U. S-

'Domestic' Problems First, 'International' Ques-

tions Later, Roosevelt Ends 'Stabilization' Plans.

The current crisis in the London

economic conference, brought on

by Roosevelt's sharp note attack-

ing the attempt to stabilize the

American dollar in the interna-

tional exchange market, hits brought
out openly and sharply the funda-
menta! contradiction of tiie whole
conference: the contradiction be-
tween the national organization of
the power of the bourgeoisie and
its international interests. Of all

the imperialist powers represented
at the conference, tiie Uniled States
is taking the most aggressive mea-
sures to concentrate all power in
the hands of « small inner circle

of the topmost levels of tile bour-
geoisie, and to interlock the appar-
atus of i he national government
with this concentrated capitalist
power. Then-lore il was only na-
tural that the contradiction be-
tween tin; national and Ihe inter-
national organization i>f tbe dicta-
torship i>f ihe bourgeoisie should
tind its sharpest expression in tbe
activities of precisely ihe American
delegation at the conference. That
is also why ihe American deiega-
I ion, which shewed superficially
such vacillations and tineerl amities
in its proposals u> the conference,
was precisely the only which came
out with a clear-cut statement on
any subject—and that statement
was "No" to a project of. Interna-
tional collaboration in thd stabili-
zation of the foreign exchanges.

C P- Expels A. Goldman
Prominent I. L. D. Attorney Answers Party Charges

The Daily Worker recently re-

ported the expulsion of Albert

Goldman, long standing party

member and leading counsel of

tbe International Labor Defense

in Chicago, from the official party

ranks. A whole series of charges

were tiled against him. In a

statement .issued by comrade;

Goldman and reprinted below, the

expelled comrade discusses the

merit of these charges on the

basis of fact and his own view

of the expulsion. Comrade Gold-

man has held a public meeting oa

the whole affair in Chicago, an

acciiuut of which is given bet-

low.—Ed.

Chicago, III.—Three hundred
party members and sympathizers

attended a meeting on June 28,

called, by comrade Albert Goldman,

on bis expulsion from the Commun-
ist party. Tbe expulsion of com-
rade Goldman, who has been a

party member for many years and

whose activity in the courts of

Chicago on behalf of the revolu-

tionary workers is the talk of the

movement, caused a surprise and
resentment, unexpected by the local

Stalinist bureaucrats.

The subject of the meeting "Crit-

icism by Expulsion" was an ex-

tremely timely one. Comrade Gold-

man traced the origin of his con-

flict .with the party leadership on

the question of the united front

and on other fundamental ques-

tions relating to the revolutionary

strategy and tactics of the Com-
munists. His attempts to iron

out these differences within the

eon tines of tiie party were render-

ed impossible because of the' stran-

gulating hold that the bureaucrats

maintain. Goldman pointed out
that in every dispute he had with

the party, his position was distort-

ed and violated, simply because he
was never given the opportunity to

make his point of view public so

that the membership could under-

stand it.

Tliis bureaucratic control of the
Party and tin' lack of inner dem-
ocracy or disenssioji, G-oldman
pointed out, was not a local phen-
omenon, but arose directly out of

Ihe conditions In the Russian party
and can be traced back to the
struggle against Trotsky and the
Left Opposition, over the funda-
mental t|nestions of the revolu-

tion. Goldman showed that his

attempts to invoke a discussion on
the question of the united front in

general, and specifically on the de-

feat in Germany, was prevented by
the party leadership, that exists by
retaining the rank and file in a
state of ignorance and blind obedi-

ence. The speech had a profound
effect upon these present and a
lively discussion ensued. In the
discussion comrades Poindexter and
Becker spoke, together for forty
minutes, on the party position. The
speeches were a defense of the
party bureaucracy. Extremely
tragic was their view on Germany
—where they indignantly refuse to

regard the liclory of Fascism in
Germany as a defeat for the Ger-
man working class. The essence of
their remarks was lhat Goldman
had entered the ranks of the re-
negades.

The meeting closed with over fifty
names collected as those interested
in the organization of a Commun-
ist school this coming fall, and
wishing to participate.

* ** *

TIIE STATEMENT OF
COMRADE GOLDMAN

Even a cursory analysis of the
statement of district eight with re-

ference to my expulsion shows that
the main reason for the expulsion
is my view on the united front tac-

tic, especially as applied in the
Chicago united front action of the
unemployed workers in October,
li>32; my opinion of the tactics of

the German Communist Party in

the struggle against Fascism; and
my criticism of the melhoil of the
catling of the Free Tom Mooney
Congress.

My violation of discipline at the
Mooney Congress, the factor that
led to my expulsion, is really incld-

( Continued on Page 4)

It would be inexact to see the
contradiction in policy as one of

extreme nationalism on .the part

of the Cuit c'd States, and of in-

ternationalism on Ihe part of other
countries, or even as a clash of con-

flicting nationalisms alone. It is

a contradiction between the pro-

gram of meeting the crisis by a
concent ration of control in the
hands i>f the national bourgeoisie,
of coordination and mobilization
with the purpose of throwing the
burdens of the crisis on to the
working class and the petty bour-
geoisie, on tbe one hand, and the
policy of trusting to the intrinsic

forces of recovery of capitalism
as expres-ed in the free interplay

of competition on Ihe world mar-
kets, on the other.

In tbe United States, where the
crisis lias had the most devastating
effect , where unsolved contradic-
tions masked by the preceding per-
iod of stabilization from 11123-1929

had accumulated the highest, where
the transition from a relatively
backward pre-war economy to a
highly-developed imperialist eco-
nomy involves the wiping out of the
relics of tbe uiievtli development
nf the past by brutal shocks and
violent readjustments, Ihe concen-
tration of control in the hands of
the "executive comniitli'e of the
bourgeoisie" has been thrown on
i lie order of Ihe day.

Least ol all cnumrics is the gov-
ernment ot" the United Slates will-

ing lo give up, e\ en temporarily,
e\i*« in pari, nnj ol its rapidly in-

creasing control over the processes
of readjur-unent within its national
economy. Rooscvch s statement
was ijjme explicit, lhat "The sound
internal economic system of a na-
tion is a greater factor in its well-
being llian the price of hs currency
m changing terms of Ibe currencies
of other nations". When he goes
on to add, "Restoration ot world
trade is an important iiartner, both
m the means and in the result", he
shows dearly that tiiis internal
mobilization and concent ration of
control is directed toward domina-
tion of world markets by greater
power in international struggle, not
by international agreement.

Tbe later statement of the Am-
erican delegation, amplifying the
note struck by Roosevelt, that "We
are interested in American com-
modity prices; what is to be the
value of the dollar in terms of for-
eign currencies is not and cannot
be our immediate concern", rein-
forces tbe hypocrisy and deception
of tin; Roosevelt statement.

/Whaj, they say i, "First let us
carry through our policy in Amer-
ica, then we shall come to an
agreement with the rest of the
world"; what they mean is, "We
want to carry through our policy
in America without interference'
from the rest of the world so that

(Continued on Page 4}

Pocketbook Strikers Win Demands
from Morris White Co. in Struggle

New York, N. Y.—The strike of
4,000 pocketbook workers is the

best answer lo the demand for

open shops of the Industrial Coun-
cil .of Leather Goods Employers
Association. In the first week of

the strike 2ii non-union shops were
stopped from work. The response
of the workers is excellent. Tbe
strikers are picketing the shops
daily. "What is necessary now is

mass picketing and mass demon-
strations in the market to spread
Ibe strike to the rest of the scab
silops.

In tbe last issue of The Militant
we wrote an, analysis of the condi-

tions in the Morris White shops
where the workers are forced to

a starvation level. Today we
can show that through the mili-

tancy of tbe workers in the Mor-
ris White shop in N. 1'., this boss
was forced to settle with the union
and concede to the union demands:

( 1 ) 40 hour week
;

(21 No reorganization and re-

. adjustments

;

(3) One week trial period and
the minimum wage scale en-
forced.

(4) Unionization of the Bridge-
port siiop;

(5) 44 hours for the Bridgeport
workers instead of the 49
hours they worked previous-
ly;

<(IJ A raise in wages for the
workers, etc

;

The agreement iias not been sign-
ed as yet. Morris White employs
250 workers in N. Y. and 150 work-

ers in Bridgeport, Conn. Criticism
should be made of the union of-
ficials for their failure to state
specifically exactly how they intend
to have the workers of Bridgeport
labor under the same conditions as
Ihe workers in X. V. The danger
is that the conditions of the Bridge-
port workers will not he raised to
the level of the conditions in N. Y.
The workers in both cities will be
seriously affected if such a situa-
tion develops.

Another such firm is Itesnick
Bros., which has a so-called union
shop in N. y. and two shops out
of town, in Holyoke and Spring-
field, Mass. Settlements with these
shops and conditions different from
those in N. Y. will result in un-
dermining the eonJlStions of the
workers in this city. Then the
employers will play ihe same dirty
game against the workers in N. Y.
and out of town.
We warn the workers of these

shops to see to it in time so that
settlements of out of town shops
will be made on the same basis as
those in N. Y. Tiie workers of the
sl>0[>s should have no Illusions
that the present leadership will en-
force the agreement. They must be
on guard to insure the enforcement
of the new agreement.
Our "Fraternal Club" admini-

stration is more interested in the
Industrial Recovery Bill than they
are in the enforcement of the
agrements for better working con-
ditions. Pocketbook workers, on
guard! —n, d. F,
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AMONG THE YOUTH
Break United Front

at Chicago Anti-

Fascist Meet
Chicago, III.—-The Chicago Stal-

inists, like those of ail oilier cities,

following the appoa ranee of the

Comintern Manifesto, appealing for

national united fronts with social-

democratic organizations for the

purpose of aiding the victims of

German Fascism, issued a call for

a local united front. We shan't

deal here with the 'vest pocket'

nature of this united front nor of

its tendencies to dissolve itself into

u permainent organization. This

body, in line with its work, planned

a demonstration to be held in

Chicago on June 24th.

Home weeks later, through the

initiative of the "Arbeiter King

Mitti'l Schnie'' a United Frut Anti-

Fascist Youth Conference was held.

(A real united front). Throughout

the conference the representative's

of the Spartacus Youth Club, who
constituted the Left wing of the

conference, waged a relentless

struggle against Ihe bloc of the

Stalinists witli the Right wing in

an effort to establish the right of

organizational independence, etc. As
in every struggle, the Stalinists

vacillated from one position to an-

other. The S. Y. C. carried forth

a consistent battle and in spite of

our uncomprising position against

the Right and Center wings of the

conference, won the respect of ev-

ery delegate present. For this we
received an adequate reward.

Spartacus Speaker Chosen

By Conference

The Youth Conference had agreed

to support the demonstration of the
iiectarat j011 f the biternational

body after this outrageous affair.

Following them were scores of

workers who protetsed the Stalin-

ist violation of the united front.

Stalinism fears more than anything

tin; criticism of the Left Opposl-

lion. Germany is their vulnerable

>I«)t. Rather than allow the L, O.

to .speak the truth they will smash
Ihe demons! ration, smash the uni-

led front, smash the Left Opposi-

lion, annihilate the speaker.

That is the explanation for the

pogrom spirit whipped up against

(is, but more than that it is the ex-

planation for the Stalinists tenaci-

ous grip upon the united front from
Mow; an explanation of its non-

nggresslon pact.

It is not because they desire to

win the Socialist leaders over to

Ihe united front that the Stalinists

cater to them on the question of

lirganizational independence and
(he non -aagression pact. It is the

haunting fear of criticism; fear of

exposure by the other organizations

in the united front. Hence the non-

awro.sion pncl ; no criticism of or-

ganizations iu the united front.

Sheer opportunism, hut a splendid

assurance for bureaucracies.

To Ihe masses of workers present

in the demonstration, the Stalinists

cm tell no lies. o,000 workers
wihiess Stalinist fears in the face

.if criticism by the Marxist wing
(if the Communist movement. There
is niilliiim like an object lesson to

I'itt across a point.—MAXI MILL-IAN.

A Resolution of the

Int'l Left Opposition

adult conference'. For this the

adults promised us a speaker at

the demonstration. The Stalinists
;

at the Youth Conference1 who, we,

must remember, supported origin-
]

ally the Right wing on every im-

Left Opposition (Bolshevita-

Lcuinists) to the Youth
Conference at Paris

The workers of the world stand

at a taming point. After a series

of victories of imperialist reaction.

as a reward for this that the Right

wing would support their nomina-
tions and motions on all organiza-

portant political question, l'xpected
[,arr tcularly Fascism, the proletariat

will yet have to pass through years

of hard tests and difficult struggle.

The continuity of the revolutionary
tionai questions. For speaker 2

11HjVemen t cau be assured only on
nominations were made,—Morris' he coll(iitioll that new phalanxes
Fine of the" Y. C. L. and Nathan

j o£ convmmi

Could of the Spartacus Youth Club
(

t
,mergti f L

-om
To the great surprise of the Stalin-]

t i01l

ists the latter was supported by| Tne soc jai

and tested fighters

Ihe younger genera-

democracy,
Hitler very

as its

clearlyevery delegate but the Stalinists njg jlt jlf.fore
and was elected speaker.

j
shows, is able to educate lackeys,

A motion was promptly intro- but not lighters. The young work-

duced which provided that we at-'tis have nothing to learn in the

tempt to have two speakers- and school of this party. The school of

that the second speaker be Fine. jiiirx and Lenin, alone, shows them
Accordingly it was agred upon that

(

the way to break through the im-

if Two speakers of different organ- perialist and Fascist hell into So-

izations in the Youth U. F. should eialist society.

speak, they be permitted to repre-

sent their respective organisation

from the Platform.

From the outset the Stalinists

broke the United Front. First they

revised a leaflet that had been ac-

cepted by the publicity committee,

without consulting any member of

the committee. Second, they at-

tempted to prevent our comrades
from selling the Young Spartacus

at the demonstration. At the same'

time they sold Young Workers,
Labor Defenders, etc. Third, Y. C.

J,, members demanded that we
leave the demonstration and pro-

mised to beat us if we didn't. Of
the other and most important
breadies we shall speak later.

Stalinist. Disruption

To (lie Stalinist chairman they

announced that there was to lie

only one youth speaker and he was
not

ty>
be, as the conference de-

cided, comrade Could, but comrade
Fine. After a long argument the

chairman agreed to permit Gould

to sjieak, but announced alsn that

Fine' would speak. Further, against

all decisions of the conference, they

placed npon the box George Smir-

kin of the Y. P. S. L., an organiza-

tion within the Youth Conference.

This conference bad made no nom-
ination of Sinirkiu, nor was Ik' pick-

ed by a conference emergency com-

mittee (there was none). I!ut with-

out anyone knowing why or where-

fore, Kmirkin was placed upon the

box. This fact, plus the fact that

Fine was scheduled to speak, gave

Gould the opportunity to speak as

a Left Oppositionist.

The thought of an Oppositionist

speaking at this 'strictly' Stalinist,

affair, to almost 5,<>0O workers,

most of whom were C. P. members
or sympathizers, threw terror into

the hearts of the bureaucrats. John

Williamson in his frenzy saw him-

self before iiie control commission

charged with "Rotten Liberalism".

The workers listened silently to the

first few sentences of the speech.

When. Williamson was convinced of

the Oppositional nature of the

sjH'ech he lost control and proceed-

ed to shout like a hysterical woman.
Fearing the criticism he pro-

ceeded to work up a lynch spirit.

"Counter-revolutionary" ! he shout-

ed, "Off with the Trotskyists!"

"lie can't attack our party!" "En-

emy of the Working Class!" "Stop

him!" "Throw the renegades off"!

Etc. Thus he carried forth the

historical tradition of Stalinism.

The demonstration was in con-

fusion. The Stalinist hecklers were

at work. Sluggers formed a cor-

don around our comrades. Shouts

from all corners. Workers demand-
ing the rights of the united front;

that the speaker be permitted to

complete the speech. Stalinists

booing. The speaker will not stop.

The loud .speaker which had been

erected during the course of the
speech was opened and suddenly

shut off. Threats to the speaker
are coming from the bureaucrats

Lessons of tke Leninist United Front Tactic

THE UNITED ACTION OF THE
WORKING CLASS
The confusion within the ranks

of the working class on the ques-

tion of the United Front is prim-

arily due to the present leaderships

of the Second and Third Interna-

tional. All leaders who fear a test

in action, leaders who fear a com-

parison of policies, leaders who re-

tain control of their organizations

By bureaucratic methods—and those

who are the direct agents of the

capitalist class within our ranks

—

fear the united front of the work-

ing class. The pressure of the

masses through the united front

places a heavy burden upon all mis-

leaders and non-Marxian leaders.

That leadership which has a cor-

rect policy and uses a little com-

mon horse-sense will be favored to

the highest degree by united action

of the working class.

For these reasons, many organi-

zation are systematical]) kept out

of united front action' or are mis-

educated purposely by leaders who
cannot stand the test. Those lead-

ers who fear the test demand either

a non -aagression pact (social dem-

ocrats) or leadership of the move-

ment conceded in advance (Stalin-

ism), where the workers are told

to join the united front under Com-
munist leadership. Other forms
used by these misleaders and non-

Marxian leaders are the united

front from below, or the united

front of leaders alone, or the uni-

ted front of leaders in negotiation

behind closed doors. All such "uni-

ted frontM" are false, are a denial

in substance though not In name,

in order to cover up and to avoid

the test in action which flows from
the Leninist united front.

The two most powerful working
class organizations in the world

the social democrats and the Stal-

inists have been misedueating the

reformist and revolutionary work-

ing class on the question of the

united front. Likewise, the reac-

tionary A. F. L. leadership fear

ibis powerful working class wea-

pon. The most criminal of all' in

misedueating the working class,

are the .Stalinists. Why—because

we expect nothing else but con-

fusioy, opportunism and miseduca-

lion from the socialist and reac-

tionary labor leaders; such leaders

join united action only after mass
pressure forces them into the mil-

led front; such leaders openly op-

pose revolutionary Marxism as

practised in the Russian revolution

by the Bolsheviks under the lead-

ership of Lenin and Trotsky.

But those who claim to abide by

the decisions of the Communist In-

ternational, as the Stalinists do,

and who in reality have systematic-

ally revised Marxism, must be ex-

posed for what they are worth, nil

the more *o because they have
usurped the October Revolution and
have under their influence the

gratest number of revolutionists

that must be won over back to in-

ternationalism' to Marxism.

If we consider two periods of

the history of the errors of Stalin-

ism on the question of the united

front, which by no means was the

most harmful error, but which flow-

ed from mure basic deviation*

from revolutionary Marxism, wo
can realize how great is tbe con-
fusion contributed to by Stalinism.

On outstanding example, in the
first stage of the blunders, was the

nniled front with leaders, in the
British General Strike' and in the

Chinese Revolution' In these
struggles the Stalinists and their

bedfellows, the Right wingers,

threw overboard all the lessons and
experiences of the Russian Revolu-
tions. They violated the A B C of

how to make a united front and to

set the masses in motion and bow
to break a united front when the

THE WORKERS FRONT

allies begin to break and openly be-

tray the movement. After a aeries

of such blunders and errors, the

defeat of the Chinese revolution

hud the sobering effect of wakin
them up. But to wake up and to

find the correct path——are two
different things and the first with-

out the latter will only lead to new
mistakes. After burning their fin-

gers badly while playing around
with the leaders, the non-Marxian
Stalinists swung to the other ex-

treme, to "correct" the error' with-

out admitting the error, and there-

by, the notorious "Third Period".

The opportunist Right .zig-zag of

the united front—from above—had
the full support of the Right wing
but the Stalinists' ultra-Left zig-

zag—to the united front from be-

low—was not consistent with the
Right wing opiiortunist line of
policy and the united front with
leaders. Whereas, the British Gen-
eral Strike anil the Chinese Revolu-
tion were the outstanding exam-
ples of the Right-Centre (Bncharin-
Stnlin) mistakes on the united
front from above with leaders, the
victory of Fascism in Germany is

the crowning defeat and expression
of the "united front from below".
As Trotsky says, Stalinism will go
down m history as the leader of

defeats. The wrong concept of the
united front as well as the defeat
is the result of a more basic revi-

sionism of Marxism by Stalinism.
Throughout Ihis whole period the
International Left Opposition has
carried on a fight against the Stal-

inists and social democrats and
oilier political currents and their
position on the united front' and
since then, history has confirmed
the correctness of our position on
this tactical and strategical ques-
tion as well as on more funda-
mental questions of Marxism.

HL'GO OEHLER
(To be continued)

Millinery Strike ftogress

in Los Angeles

lu the last issue of The Militant

there appeared a report on the

militant strike now iu progress in

one of the millinery shops in Los
Angeles, Cal. We publish below a

press release issued by the Strike

Committee on July 1, 1333:

Although we appeal to the work-

ers to rally around the banner of

the Communist International we
deem it necessary to clearly point

out that Ihe revision of the tenets

of Communism and the bureaucratic

degeneration of the regime power-

fully fetters the influence of the

U.I. on the young workers and ren-

ders I heir correct revolutionary

education difficult.

The revision of the doctrine has
found its worst expression in the

I heory of "socialism in one coun-
try" which undermines proletarian

internationalism and covers up all

sorts of petty bourgeois, reaction-

ary, ntopiau and nationalist ten-

dencies in the workers ranks.

The International Left Opposition
(Bolshevik-Leninists), in a series

of programmatic documents, on the

basis of 1 lie experience of the last

ten y.ears. has denounced the fatal

distortions introduced into the the-

ory and practice of Communism by
ISiircanc ratio Ccntrism. It is nec-

essary, here, at a youth conference

to strenuously protest against the
bureaucratic regime instituted in

the party which stiiles the internal

life of the Communist vanguard and
closes the road to an independent
development of the youth.

Blind obedience is a virtue in a
soldier of a capitalist army but not
in a proletarian fighter. Revolu-
tionary discipline Is founded on
collective thought and collective

will. A supporter of the theory of

scientific Communism does not be-

lieve anything on word. He judges
everything by reason and by ex-

perience. The youth cannot accept
Marxism on command, it should
itssimihite it for itself through an
independent effort of thought. This
is precisely why tbe youth should
not only have the opportunity to

educate itself but to make mistakes
in order to rise through its own
errors to the Communist conception.

Bureaucratic and factitious discip-

line lias crumbled to dust at the
moment of danger. Revolutionary
discipliue does not exclude but de-

mands the rigiit of checking and
criticism. Only thus can an in-

destructible revolutionary soldiery

lie created.

The young worker needs leader-

ship from the party. But this lead-

ership should not be by command.
Where coercion is substituted at

each step for persuasion all living

breath iiees from the organization
and with it the living people.

Xot only must we rebuff but mer-
cilessly destroy the use of repres-

sion, slander and physical methods
in the struggle of the different group-
ings and factions inside the work-
ers movement. These invidious
methods have nothing in common
with the arsenal of Communist edu-
cation, and put into circulation dur-
ing the last ten years by the Stal-

inist bureaucracy have poisoned
the atmosphere of the proletarian
vanguard, particularly in the youth,

and isolated the organizations from
the broad working masses. Here

around the platform. They did not ,
also we must purify the revolution-

spare their words at this united ! ay doctrines from Stalinism to drain

front demonstration. Gould was the internal regime in 'order to set

pushed from the platform. |the Communist International back
The Lelt Opposition left in a on the path of Marx and Lenin,

ADelegate'sView

of the I.W.O.
Convention

Bethlehem, Pa.—Over two years

ago, on the initiative of the Left

wing in the Workmen's Circle, the

International Worker's Order was
organized. Simultaneously a call

was sent out to the Hungarian,
Slovak and Russian sick-benefit or-

ganizations for amalgamation. Each
of these fraternal bodies approved
the amalgamation proposal in spe-

cial conventions.

A committee on constitution and
by-laws was appointed, by the cen-

tral bodies for the entire amalgam-
ated organiation. The results of

their labors along with the neces-

sary "changes made by the language

sections, central and constitution

committees were sent to tbe various

branches only two weeks before the

convention! Most ot the branches
called special meetings for the pur-

pose of discussing the constitution

and by-laws. The changes made or

the approval granted by these

branches were again sent to the

central committee.
But to our great surprise we

found, that in the Slovak workers'
.convention, £or instance, a Jcon.

sfttution committee of 5 was ap-

pointed, consisting of three func-

tionaries and two rank and file de-
legates by the central executive
committee of the Slovak section.

This was reported to the conven-
tion and, of course, "approved"—
through the use of steam roller

methods.
This committee also made some

changes so that the delegates now
had "four different drafts in their

bands. Confusion resulted much to

the joy of the bureaucrats.

Tlie Chicago Convention
The convention of the language

sections lasted for two days. Four
days were spent in the joint ses-

sions of all the delegates. More
than G47 delegates participated in
these joint sessions, making it more
of a mass meeting than a conven-
tion. The most bureaucratic meth-
ods were used to jam through all

the plans of the functionaries.
If absolutistic, autocratic cen-

tralism is to be used anywhere it

will certainly he in the I. W. O.
The constitution, gives the central
committee all the privileges and
the rights and the rank and file

all fh,e work and duties, without
any rights!'

Yet, for all its shortcomings, the
I. W. O. is a workers' organization
and has to he dealt with as such.
This cannot be done in the abstract
but by joining its ranks, actively
participating in all of its activities;
by struggle within it, its mistakes
can be corrected.

No doubt, all sorts of names and
epithets will be hurled at us by
the Stalinist bureaucrats. But when
we consider that there are about 1
million organized under the direct
influence and control of the agents
of the bourgeoisie, the reformists
and iiationa lists, we can see how
necessary it is to approach them
with timely issues and recruit large

numbers of them into the I. W. O.

The timely issue now is social in-

surance and old age pensions. This
is a political reform, it is true,

but it will serve to unify the work-
ers on a class basis.

The I. W. O. must be made a

mass organization, a recruiting sea.,

tiou for the noivclass conscious ele-

ments, a reservoir of revolutionary

support, a source of class educa-

t ion.

The I. W. O. can and will fulfill

these requirements provided the

rank and file is able to control its'

leaders. This duty falls heavily

upon the Jewish workers, who with-

drew from the Workmen's Circle

as a revolt against its reactionary

leaders and bureaucracy. It is

their duty and the duty of all the

members not to permit the newly
formed I, W. O. to be degraded
and corrupted by any bureaucracy.
The joint session of the conven-

tion decided to issue a manifesto
addressed to the workers in the
various fraternal orders. Vari-

ous resolutions were adopted
among them one on social insur-
ance and old age pensions.

The most important feature of

the f. W. O. is its class character
and proletarian composition. It is

one of the tasks of the Left Opposi-
tion to see to It that this organiza-
tion becomes an effective instru-

ment of support tor the working
class movement generally. —C-o.

COL. ROBINS ON
1918 ana 1933

Stalin is most unfortunate in his

interviews. Since tbe international
scandal resulting from the publica-
tion of his talks with Mr. Campbell,
the American giant-farm advisor to
the Soviets, he has chosen his in-

terviewers, as Walter Duranty re-

,
ports, very carefully. He was
closeted with Colonel Raymond
Robins for an hour and a half. Al-

though the Colonel had promised
not to reveal tbe nature ot the dis-

cussion, he did let loose^the follow-
ing illuminating remarks

:

"In 1018 I saw the first May Day
celebration after tbe Bolshevist rev-
olution—out at Khodinka held—on
the personal invitation of Leon
Trotsky. Fifteen hundred tattered
soldiers of the Red Army, a few
thousand "Red Guards' of the arm-
ed proletariat and an inchoate
throng of workers streamed past
the reviewing stand.

"This year, after fifteen years, I
watched in Red Square a parade
of 13,000 picked troops of the Red
Army with perfect discipline, equip-
ment and every new device of
mechanized warfare....
"That first May Day all the stress

of all the speeches and slogans was
on the world revolution—'All to-

gether for world revolution and
proletarian brotherhood'.
"This year there was not one ban-

ner or one word of International
revolution. It was 'Collectivization:
Every collective farm Bolshevist,
every collective peasant prosperous';
Industrialization: .... to win, you
must gain technique'
"In 1018 they thought in terms

of world revolution; in 1933, in
terms of their own effort."—Re-
ported by Walter Duranty in the
New York Times of June 18, 1933.

The Two Sides of

USSR Recognition

by the U.S.
The recognition of the Soviet

Union by the United States, with
long term credits and trade rela-

tions is a desirable step and would
be a most favorable condition to

offset J he difficulties and contradic-
tions confronting the Soviet Union,
primarily due to the wrong polic-

ies of .Stalinism. The possibilities

of recognition by the United States
have been increased due to the dif-

ficulty's pressing down upon Amer-
ican Imperialism, America is by
no means intending to change her
stripes. It has become profitable

for Ajnerican capitalism to recog-

nize the Soviet Union and unless
some new developments upset the
present relationship, it probably
will.

Diplomatic and trade relations
with capitalist nations by a work-
ers government are born of real-

istic necessity and constitute for
it, a temporary concession. It should
not he explained to the workers us
a peaceful co-existing of two sys-

tems, as Litvinoff does.

Likewise, the treaty with Fasc-
ist Germany and the latest moves
in regard to the Chinese Eastern
Railroad cau only be understood if

one realizes that they are neces-
sary steps due to the mistakes of
Stalinism and are a sign of weak-
hess and not a sign of strength or
the "victory of socialism".

With recognition, America will

attempt to use her experts and
agents inside of the Soviet Union
to undermine the workers' govern-
ment and to establish relations with
the enemies and Thermidorian ele-

ment. At the same time America,
will be forced to help Germany find
a way out, in order to save the
billions invested there. Germany
is already moving iu the direction
of attack on the Soviet Union, as
the path of least resistance

Imperialist recognition of the
Soviet Union carries with it the
danger of counter-revolutionary ac-
tivity within the Soviet Union.
Such action is to be expected. Our
policy must be to overcome these
contradictions carried with recog-
nition by imperialism. It will be
extremely difficult to overcome
these difficulties with the policies

of Stalinism. The Left Opposition
must say this frankly. The Left
Opposition, while understanding
and approving the forced conces-
sions such as the treaties with
Fascist Germany, etc, must at the
same time warn the world prole-
tariat that the contradictions car-
ried with these concessions cannot
be overcome if the policy of Stalin-
ism continues. The criminal policy
of Stalinism in the Soviet Union
and the C. I. must be replaced with
a return to Marxism

; the theory of
socialism in one country and all
that flows from it throughout the
world Communist parties must bo
replaced with the Marxian theory
of the Permanent Revolution.

—H. O.

STRIKE BULLETIN

STRIKE ON THE THIRD WEEK
FINDS WORKERS OF GOLDEN
BROTHERS MILLINER* SHOP
DETERMINED TO CONTINUE
UNTIL SUCCESSFUL TERMIN-

ATION

Lcs Angeles.—In spite of the

brutal terror displayed by the in-

lamous Red Squad against the work-
ers of Golden Brothers Millinery

hhop who are the third week on
striKe for:

1. Recgonition of a Shop Com-
mittee and Shop Chairman.

2. That Golden Brothers take

responsibility for the new shop
and all agreements with the

sitop committee include the

new shop.

3. That Golden Brothers obey
tjie minimum wage law for

women.

i. Equal division of work.

5. No wage tuts and no piece-

work.

The strikers are just as deter-

mined now as they were on the
first day of the strike to continue
until a victorious settlement.

Examples of the extreme brutality
ot tbe lied So.uad and the bosses
of tbe Golden Brothers Millinery
Shop have been shown by the ar-

rests, frame-up charges and the
high bails imposed upon the ar-

rested strikers.

The Strike Committee and the
Needles Trades Industrial Union
appeal to all workers and sympath-
izers to give moral and financial
support to the strikers.

Bring or mail all strike contribu-
tions to the headquarters of the
Needle Trades Industrial Union,
735 S}. Main St.

STRIKE COMMITTEE OF
THE GOLDEN BROTHERS

MILLINERY SHOP.

SAM MEYERS,
Chairman.
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Is the Recovery Act a

Fascist Measure
The dictatorial power embodied

within the Industrial Control Bill
which is now a law has been call-

ed by many, including the Stalin-
ists, a Fascist measure. The Stal-
inists are well known to mislabel
everything they take hold of. In
Germany the Stalinists called the
Brueniug government, the Von
l'apen government' the Von Schlei-
cher government—Fascist dictator-
ships. And thereby, they helped to
disarm the German workers when
real Fascism did arrive.

The Industrial Control Bill is not
a Fascist measure. Every capital-
ist government is a dictatorship
and just because transitional steps
from the democratic form to the
dictatorial form are taking place
as a reflection of the further con-
centration and centralization of
capital, that in itself is no proof
of Fascism or of steps toward
Fascism. The concentration and
centralization of capital carries
with it the centralization of gov-
ernment. Dictatorial measures are
only one of the features of Fascism.
The common features between the

Industrial Control Law and some
of the measures of Italian Fascism
lie in the fact that both contain

I
forms of state capitalism. These
common features can also be com-
pared to some of the measures in
Germany after 1918 when the

j

social democracy introduced State
'capitalist forms.

As long as there is no serious
working class pressure, as long as
the working class of America do not
threaten the capitalist rule, there
will be no danger of governmental
and state changes to Fascism. The
Stalinist talk about ijie Hoover
commission's Fascist measures and
the Fascist measures of today will
only disarm the workers to the real

(

danger confronting the working
class. We cannot replace the Marx-
ian analysis of the Industrial Con-
|

trol Bill or any other capitalist
:
measure by giving these measures
high sounding names. In America
the real Fascist danger, if one wants
td (alk about it at present, lies out-
side of the governmental structure
and in the embryonic Fascist or-
ganizations. They will grow with
the increased pressure of the work-
ing class against capitalism, unless
the Communists know how to op-
pose them effectively.

The best help that Stalinism
could render capitalism at this
stage is to continue mislabeling as
social Fascism and Fascism move-
ments for which they have no un-
derstanding and as a substitute for
a Marxian analysis. " —H. 0.|

NOTICE
The series of articles on the1 sit-

uation in the Teachers Union has
been postponed until September,
when the* summer vacation will be
over.

RightWing Excludes Left

at Strike Conference of

Boston Bakers

Boston, Mass.—Ou June litith, the

Socialist 1'arty of Boston called a
"united front conference" to help

the Jewish bakers who have been
out on strike for the last three
months. The call was sent to all

Right wing organizations ; it was
also in the press. However, Left

wing organizations sent their dele-

gates as well.

The conference was called to or-

der by Arkiii, the manager of the

Boston Forward, who made a
spefch. explaining the purpose of
the conference. Then he proceeded
to elect a credentials committee1

.

This started a protest from the
door. Someone declared that it was
proper to turn the conference over
to the delegates, who would them-
selves elect a chairman and ail the
conference committees. Arkin ;i greet!

to this, but he insisted upon aj>-

Iiointing a credentials committee
tirs>, in order to see who were the
legally seated delegates so that
they can elect a legal chairman.
His reason for this procedure was
obvious ; ho was preparing to oust
the Left wing delegates. More pro-
tests from the floor saying that
Arkin himself had not been legally

elected to the chair.

Only Right Wing Seated

Iiut Arkin insisted upon remain-
ing chairman and made a sugges-
tion to appoint a credentials com-
mittee. Many of tile delegates who
did not understand Arkin's reason
for wanting to appoint rather than
elect u credentials committee, voted
for his suggestion and it was car-
ried by a slim majority. Arkin
proceeded to appoint his men with
such rapidity that It was clear that
his machine was well-oiled. The
credentials committee went out to
check up. It did not take them
long for they knew iu advance
whom to seat.

In the meantime, Arkin called
upon one of the bakers" committee
to talk. The bakers made a strong
appeal to everyone to help in the
strike and to save the union. Crit-
icism can be levelled against the
bakers' union, which allowed the
strike to drag out so long without
themselves calling a conference for
help. , I won't go into details on
this matter now. When he

1 ended
his speech, the credentials com
mittee reprted ; reemmending that
ail the Right wing organizations be
seated, leaving out the Left wing.
It said that there was another sec-
lion to the report which would be
given later, after all the conference
committees had been elected. Again
protests from all parts of the hall,
demanding the full report of the
credentials committee. Schloss-
berg, a delegate from the Work-
men's Circle and a sympathizer of
the Left Opposition, asked for the
floor to say a few words and to
make a motion. Arkin insisted
that he make the motion first and
then speak. Schlossberg finally con-
sented

; and after making his mo-
tion that the full report be heard,
he began to say a few words in
favor of his motion. Arkin stopped
him, declaring that he was not a
seated delegate as yet and therefore
could not speak. Other delegates,
insisted upon the full report, but
Arkin, now suddenly becoming very
democratic, hammered away on the
table and insisted that, a chairman
must first be elected by the seated
delegates. Protest was of no avail;
a chairman was elected.

Ford Real United Front
Many of the seated delegates did

not vote in protest of the proced-
ure. Fineberg of the I. I,. G. W. U
was elected and ruling with his
hammer went over to the election
of the other committees. The dele-
gates again protested and after two
hours of fighting with the Forward
clique, succeeded in getting the full
report of the credentials committee
It was found that the excluded or-
ganizations were of the Left wing-
The Mothers League, Left wing
schools, I. W. o. andi Preiheit
Gesangs Farein. Delegates who
were seated protested against this
exclusion. They 1K.inted out the
nmted action was the main thing
that could heln win the main thing
that the support of all organiza-
tions was necessary; and that this
action was a hindrance. They also
demanded that a baker get up to
say whether he was in favor of
splitting the conference. This was
not granted for fear that the bakers
would ask all the organizations to
participate.

When it was seen that the play
was for the devil

; that nothing
could be gained; that the confer-
ence looked like a madhouse with
attempted fist fights; that it was
already 10:45. many of the seated
delegates walked out in solidarity
with the ousted Left wing, making
statements of protest. Amongst
them were the delegates of Work-

Such is the united front of the
Socialist party to help in the class
struggle. It is now the dutv of the
Left wing to call a real united
front conference to which it will
invite the Socialist party and Its
organizations and show the work-
ing class bow united action can be
achieved to help the- bakers.

—A SEATED DELEGATE.
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On "The Fourth of August"

con-

in a
be a

its

did

When people cannot answer basic

arguments they hide behind sec-

ondary, ones. The Brandlerites

as well as the Stalinists, are
clinging with their nails at thg

comparison of the 5th of March
1933 with the 4th of August 1913

If we leave aside the outbursts ol

moral 'indication or mere insults,

the objections reduce themselves to

the following: (a) In 1014 the so-

cial democracy went over to the

government of Wilhelm II ; the

Stalinist bureaucracy has not even

given the slightest indication of

going over to the Hitler gov-

ernment; (b) The C. P.

tilines to work, to publish,

word, to struggle ; it would
mistake to "underestimate"

forces,; the social democracy

not die after the 4th of August, it

continued to exist, and even came
to power.

No historical comparison retains

its validity if it does not confine

itself to certain legitimate1 limits.

We are very well aware that the

Stalinist G. P. G. is distinguishable

from the pre-war social democracy,

and that the 5th . of March—as
much by its character as by its re-

sults—is distinguishable from the

4th of August. We simply want to

way by our comparison: in the same

way that the party of Rebel finally

terminated its progressive mission

on the threshold of the war, so the

C. P. G. has finally terminated its

revolutionary role on the threshold

of the Fascist dictatorship. To
complicate this analogy by consi-

derations which have no bearing

on the questions means to show
oneself incapable of concrete his-

torical reasoning, that is, of dial-

ectic thinking.

Lenin compared the peace

Brest-Litovsk with the peace of

Tilsitt. It is not difficult to make
objections to this comparison by

serving up dozens of elementary

truisms : for Prussia it was a

question of national independence;

for the Soviets it was a question

of safeguarding a new social re-

gime there the peace was signed by

the monarchy, here by the party of

the proletariat, etc., etc. But all

these respectable commonplaces do

not tell us anything about the es-

sence of the question which inter-

ests us. We were forced to sign

the peace of Brest-Litovsk in order

not to completely succumb before

the enemy but to reassemble our

forces for freedom: it is in this

sense that one can speak of a peace

of '-Tilsitt"

The same Stalinists and Brand-

lerites rose up against the analogy

between the pre-Fascist regime in

Germany ("presidential" cabinets)

and Bonapartism. They enumer-

ated dozens of features in which
the Papen-Schleicher regime differ-

ed from classical Bonapartism and
always ignored this fundamental
characteristic which makes them
similar : the preservation of the

equilibrium between the two irre-

concilable camps. There is nothing

worse tnan that pseudo-Marx 1st

thought which, full of conceit,

stops just there where the ques-
(

tion first begins. The analogy
with Bonapartism, quite concrete,

precisely defined, not only clarifies

anew the role of the last Giolitti

cabinet maneuvering between the

Fascists and the Socialists, but also

throws a burning light on the pre-

sent transitional regime in Austria.

Now one can already openly speak
of the profound, logical necessity

of the period of "Bonapartist"
transition between parliamentarism

and Fascism. The example of Aus-
tria demonstrates the enormous
importance which an exact delimin-

ation between Bonapartism and
Fascism has (or more exactly,

should have) for the aims of

practical politics, but formalistic

thought which, instead of a social

analysis, gives an enumeration of

ready-to-hand criteria, abandons an
anology very concrete and rich In

content for pale platitude, which
do not teach us anything. It is

punished for this in every new his-

toric .situation like the ox in the

Russian fable who always finds

himself before a new door.

"The social democracy did not
die after the 4th of August". Do
the quibblers mean to say that the
slogan of a new party, proclaimed
after the 4th of August was false?

Obviously they do not, but that is

precisely the question. T£e social

Tha Limits of Historical

Analogy. A Reply to

Some Objections

Firstly, the defeat of 1923 is com-
parable neither in its form nor iu

its extent nor by its consequence:
with the catastrophe of 1933; sec-

ondly, the workers do not forge* the
past : now the party will pay for all

its historic crimes among which is

also the capitulation of 1923. Fin-
ally, from the politi;al point, of
view this Is most important, the
C. P. G. required a general renova-
tion of its leading apparatus in

1923. The question is not whether
the new C. G. was better or worse
than the old, but it is a fact that
the Presidium of the C. I. was
forced to find an Issue out of the
discontent and revolt of the party
by throwing out the Brandlerite

No other political place remains
for it.

Already on the morrow of the
5th of March one could have and
should have formnlatea this prog-

nosis on the basis of an understand-
ing of the catastrophe in connec-

tion with the policy that had caus-

ed it. The only objection with any
value at all in those days could be:
perhaps the party will save every-
thing, if, under the influence of

the terrible defeat, it clearly and leadership as a sop to the revolu-
.sharply changes its policy and itsjtionary workers. Such a manCu-
regime. to begin with, by openly and ver is not realizable now : firstly,

honestly admitting its own mis- '(be apparatus is completely separ-
t tikes. On our part we believed uted from the masses and there can
even at that time, on the basis be no question of its renovation
of all that has happened, that through elections: secondly, the
it was impossible to expect Presidium of the C. I. is itself too
it miracle of a, critical awakening; closely <jonnected in the eyes of the
hut even if that had happened it masses to the Thaelmann appar-
would not have saved the Commun- atus due to the struggle against the
ist party as an organization ; there : Opposition. The fact that the Stal-
nre political crimes which are un- inist bureaucracy not only denies
pardonable. But it is fruitless, to- Its mistakes in the defeat, but also
day, to conjuncture on this theme, the defeat itself only aggravates its
The test has already taken place mistakes and condemns it to an in-
in reality. There can be no ques- famous decline,

tion of a political awakening of, the
official party any longer. On the
contrary, the last sparks of
critical thought have been stifled.

Nothing gives a better pictare ot

the collapse of the CPG than the
fact tilat on the morrow of the
trreat catastrophe, instead of mak-
ing a theoretical clarification of the
events, it has exerted every effort

to sweep away nil the traces of it,

f by all sorts of insinuation, calumny,
incitement and persecution.

In the guise of an objection, the
example of_ 1923 might be cited,

where the party also failed but did
not collapse. We do not deny the im-
portance and the lesson of this ex-
ample: it is only necessary to draw
the correct deductions from it.

Now it is nof a question of the
reactionary and Utopian task of
preserving an apparatus cut off from
the masses, but of saving the best
proletarian elements from despair,
from grief, from indifference, and
from the morass. It Is absolutely
impossible to attain this result by
vainly trying to Inspire hope of a
miracle in them, the impossibility
of which becomes clearer every
day. It is necessary to present an
honest balance sheet of the past
and to lead the forces of the ad-
vanced workers towards the organi-
zation of a Bolshevik party for a
new historic stage.

Prinkipo, June 4, 1933

—L. D. TROTSKY.

British Group Leaves I. L. P.

Statement Supports L. O.
EDITOR'S NOTE—The state-

ment below was issued by com-
rades belonging to the Left Oppo-
sition fraction of the British

Independent Labor Party. It was
submitted to all delegates of the
Bradford convention of the ILP;
lished in the Militant several
weeks ago.

TO ALL COMRADES OF THE
I.L.P.—

At the Eastern ILP Conference,

t hose comrades who have been
striving toward a correct revolu-

tionary policy will fight for the

adoption of that policy by the ILP
as a whole, but, whether they suc-

ceed or not, the question of our
relations with the C.P. must be
squarely faced. The British sec-

tion of the C.I. is the only existing

revolutionary party in this country.
The undersigned members of the

ILP believe that the place of revo-

lutionary workers is inside the
Communist Paty. Recognizing that

the present policy of the C.P. re-

quires drastic changes, and appre-
ciating fully the weaknesses of its

tactics, we maintain that criticism

of the C.P. is no legitimate excuse
for staying outside.

The ILP, a Social-Democratic
body, product of a past era, has its

very economic basis from it. There-
fore, corectly to criticize the ILP is

to leave it, as a Party no longer
able to play a progressive role. But
the need, the economic basis for the
C.i. is merely to attack its subjec-
tive policies, but never to challenge
the fundamental basis of its exis-

tence. The lt.I'.C. (Revolutionary
Policy Committee) accepts the fun-

damental basis of the V.L, and sinee
new parties are the product of ma-
jor political events, and cannot be
created at the will of individuals,

to pose the question of a new party
outside both. the C.P. and the ILP
Is a waste of precious time. The
R.P.C. cannot build a substitute for
the U.J.

But Marxists cannot, and should
democracy continued to exist afterjnot, accept the programme and po-

the Fourth of August, but only as licy of any party without full and

Browder Criticises

John Reed - - for

Trotskyism

We quote from one of Browder's
masterpieces appearing In the April
Communist' page 361. Browder told

the John Reed Club to read "Ten
Days that Shook the World" and
comrade X criticized his speech.

(Our emphasis—W. M. K.)
+ » • •

"But I want to reject the critic-

ism made by comrade X. He de-

clared the Russian workers did not
ueed any John Reed. I think the
Russian workers did need John
Reed. Lenin thought eo. Lenin
wa« delighted to have Joh"n Reed
in the revolution and sometimes,
after the ending of the civil war,
comrade Lenin went out of his way
to cause to be printed in Russian
John Heed's book, and more, ho
wrote a special introduction for

this Russian edition, in which he
recommended it to the workers of

the entire world. Comrade Lenin
did not do that for many books—
you won't find many introductions

0y comrade Lenin. I want to read
the introduction. It is important
for the purpose of our agreement

:

;\VIth the greatest interest and
with never slackening attention I
read John Reed's book Ten Days
tltat Shook the World. ..Unreserv-
edly do I recommend it to the
workers of the world. Here is a
book which 1 should like to see
published in millions of copies and
translated into all languages. It

gives a truthful and most vivid ex-
position of the events so significant
to the comprehension of what
really is the proletarian revolution,
and the dictatorship of the prole-
tariat. These problems are widely
discussed, but before one can ac-
cept or reject these ideas, he must'
understand the full significance of
his decision. John Reed's book
will undoubtedly help to clear this
question which is the fundamental
problem of the international labor
movement"

"Here it is necessary for me to
say something I wanted to say at
the John Reed meeting. I had
made a note of it and meant to
Include it in my speech (and here
Is where justified criticism comes
in because this should have been
said at that meeting). It is some-
thing I must say here. That is,

that there are serious political in-
accuracies and mistakes in John
Reed's book and some of these were
even pointed out by comrade Stalin.
There are certain statements which
do not correspond with historical
facts and which tit in with the
Trotsky ist distortions ot history. I
should have pointed these errors
out in order to vaccinate the read-
ers against these particular mis-
takes." <E. Browder, The Com-
munist, April, 1933.)

Lenin sponsors the book first by
giving it an introduction, then by
-unreservedly" recommending It

;

finally, by calling it "truthful and
most yivid". Stalin and Browder
find that there are "serious politi-
cal inaccuracies and mistakes" and
certain statements which do not
correspond with historical facts
and which fit in with Trobskyist

Austro-Marxism Retreats . .

.

iton, with further disastrous conse-
quences.

3. THE AMSTERDAM ANTI-
WAR CONGRESS: An example of
the incorrect United Front from the
top—with individuals, leaders, pa-
cifists, clergymen, etc., but not with
the Social-Democratic organizations
themselves. A hotch-potch in which
the C.P. is submerged, and takes no.

Independent line.

4. DETERMINATION OF PO-
UC\'.: Within the C.I. and the Bri-
tish C.P., all internal party democ-
racy has been abolished. Policies
and decisions come from the top,
discussion being confined to their
execution. The World Congress of
ihe C.I., supposed to be held every
2 years, has not met since 1928,
while during the last 3 years there
has been only one C.P.G.B. con-
gress, and that preceded by expul-
sions and suppression of effective
criticism. Correctness is taken for distortions of history"
granted, and those daring to ques- How could comrade Reed indulgeton the policy of the centre are in these political inaccurac es bVslandered andexpelled. This is in- (ore Trotskyism wa ? discoveredcompaible with the training of, how could Lenin fall TnoTi«revolutionary leadership, and pre- them' Or w»s iw s TmtJt • . .

!

pares the way for defections and — .°r uas he 3 Tro^kyist too?

confusions at times ot crisis.

On the above points, we cannot
accept the policy of the C.P. Never-
theless realizing that it is the only
revolutionary party, we intend to
enter it, to work as Communists,
at tile same time seeking, by every
legitimate means, to change these
points in its policy which we con-
sider wrong.
We appeal to all revolutionary

workers in the ILP to adopt the
same position. Any comrades wish-
ing to associate themselves with the
attitude as stilted above should
write to the address appended.—T. KERNOT

P. SOLOMONS,
J. SAINSBDRY,

(Hackney I.L.P.)
M. GIBBS (Clapham I.L.P.)

March 13, 1033
19 Alwyne Road, N. 1.

What Is wrong with Reed's book
then? Why did he please Lenin
and not Browder and Stalin?
Read the book and Judge for

yourself. —W. M. K.
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the democratic labor party of the
imperialist bourgeoisie. Its his-

torical function had changed. It was
that very thing which justified the
birth of the Third International.

Do they want to tell us that the
C. P. G., despite the catastrophe
which has finished it off forever in

the minds of the proletariat as the
revolutionary party, will neverthe-
less continue to exist as a mass or-

ganization? We think that nothing
justifies such a hypothesis : „it rests

on an abstract and formal analogy
with the fate of reformism. The old
Social. Democracy united within its

ranks elements of revolutionary
realism with those of opportunist
practice. The 4th of August fin-

ally cleansed It from the revolu-
tionary tendencies and determined
its transformation into a conserva-
tive democratic party. The Com-
munist party posed a revolutionary
task to itself and to the masses,
which it always put forth and em-
phasised in a bitter struggle against
the social democracy. It Is precise-

ly In this task that the Communist
party proved bankrupt in the deci-
sive test. It will not be regenerated
as a revolutionary party. Can It con-
tinue to eiist under another form,
with other political functions? If
it can, it will not be as a mass or-
ganization of the German proletar-
iat, but as the purest type of an
agency of the Stalinist bureaucracy.

open discussion in the light of cur-
rent events.
We, having discussed certain as-

pects of the C.P. policy, have con-
cluded that there are certain weak-
nesses requiring immediate and
adequate attention and discussion:

1. THE THEORY OF SOCIAL-
ISM IN ONE COUNTRY: This the-

ory, advocated since 1925. and
stating that socialism can be es-
tablished in Russia independently
of the rest of the world, is a trav-
esty of the Marxist conception of
world economy, and has led to a
completely contradictory attitude
towards revolutionary developments
In other countries, leading alter-

nately to criminal reformist oppor-
tunism on the one hand, and blind,

panicky adventurism on the other
This, a complete denial of Lenin's
policy, weakens the struggle for

world revolution, and is the main
source of incorrect C.I. policies.

2. THE UNITED FRONT FROM
BELOW: This policy, abandoned
now at the eleventh hour, has meant
In actual practice, no united front
at all and its 'consequences can
most clearly be seen in Germany.
The change of front on the part of
the C.I., although belated, is wel-
come, and must be supported, but
the fact that the change is made
without admission of previous er-

ror—in fact, with a denial of a
change—suggests a possible reac-

A Letter from a Worker in E. St.Louis

Vienna, Austria.—Several weeks
ago the Arbelterzeitung (central

organ of the Austrian social dem-
orcacy) published an editorial jus-

tifying the policy of the social dem-
ocratic leadership and pointing out
that up till then only "outposts"

had been evacuated. What do these

"outposts" look like? We will at-

tempt to let the facts speak for

themselves by drawing up a re-

view pf everything the Austrian
working class, led and betrayed by

the Austrian social democracy, has
allowed to be snatched away from
it without a struggle in the course

o£ the last few months.

Freedom of Press and Assembly

Destroyed

On the basis of the War Powers
Act, the press law is revised back-

wards behind that of 1862 and the
law of assembly backwards behind

180T. All of the labor preys ia

submitted to pre-censorship. The
holding of meetings must be an-

nounced H days in advance, a pro-

vision which actually stiiles the
working class in a period ot such
high political tension as the pre-

sent. Marches and open meetings
are prohibited "until further no-

tice". On the basis of these pro-

visions, the following were banned:
75 party meetings of the social

democracy on March 10, the main
annual event of the Vienese Free-
thinkers on March 18, a meeting of
the Friends of the Free School for
Children Society on April 26; the
annual conference of the social

democratic womens' organizations!
of Vienna was dispersed on April
28. In the middle of May, the con-
ference of the Tenants' League was
prohibited, etc., etc. On May 9
[)re-censorship was also instituted
for posters. Distribution of leaf-

'

lets is made liable to arrest.

Streets Are Made Free For
the Reaction

The "State secretary for the
maintenance of safety" announces
on April: "In view Of the demon-
strations which have of late taken

A Record of Passivity

Before the Advance
of Bonapartism

place in the form of street car-

nivals, especially on the side of the

social democrats the safety au-

thorities are hereby advised }o

apply the sharpest means provided

for by law against all such at-

tempts." The parade of the work-

ing class for the First of May
(traditional since May 1, 1890) is

banned, threats are Issued against

all attempts.
While the Ringstrasse (main

throughfare) is shut off for the
workers by mounted forces and
machine gun detachments on the

First of May, the Austrian federal

army marches in review down the

streets. On May 14 an exception
to the law is granted and thou-

sands of Iliemwehr men goose-step
throughout the town.

Fascism Receives Arms
On April 9, the cabinet decides

to form "voluntary auxiliary bod-

ies". These are formed from the
"self-defense" organizations already
in existence. Into the auxiliaries

(auxiliary police) are admitted:
members of the Peasant Defense
Corps, the Austrian Home Guards
and the Austrian Sturm Troops.

All organizations furnishing aux-
iliary police are exempted from the

law governing the wearing of uni-

forms. The task of the auxiliary
police is evident from its com-
position.

26 Years of Austrian Trade Union
Works Are Destroyed Inside

of 24 Hours
On the basis of the War Powers

Act the collective agreements of

the bank employes are nullified.

Wage cuts are instituted for So-
cial Insurance employes. Railroad
workers get cuts in overtime reim-
bursements and in pensions that go
as far as 40 per cent among the
lower ranks.

Sharpening Contradictions of

Fascism IncreaseDanger toS\ U.

Comrades

:

Received the first issue
Militant you sent me and after
reading it carefully decided to take
it regularly. Therefore I am send-
ing you ?1 for a six months sub-
scription.

Being employed for the last two
years in the Soviet Union I wit-
nessed blow after blow against the
workers by the Stalinist bureau-
crats without any resistance on the
side of the workers who were given
all the power by the October rev-

olution.

The fate of the workers' state lies

In the hands of Stalin and unless
the workers throughout the world
will help their comrades iu the So-
viet Union to rid the Comintern
of the bureaucratic machine the
workers and peasants in despair
will welcome any aggression and
the idea of world revolution will
be buried for another hundred
years.

The Lett Opposition and its or-

gan, the Militant, seem to know
their task as how to enlighten the
workers on the coming danger.

I have never beeta in the work-
ers' movement and took little inter-

est in it before I went to the So-
viet Union. However conditions
have changed the' last 2-3 yeare

and they show more and more
of the! clearly that the props of the capi-

talist system are giving way and
Communism shall be its substitute.

Yours comradely,

~J. C.
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As a result of the World War,
Germany was reduced to hardly

more than the status of a colony,

becoming economically controlled

and exploited by other countries.

Approximately 1,300,000 su.uare

miles of colonial territory, with a
population of more than 12 million

persons, was lost as a result of the

Treaty of Versailles. In connection

with the production of iron, steel

and coal, according to the World
Almanac for 1933, the Lorraine

lields were permanently taken over
by France together with the Saar
liasin for a period of fifteen years;

Aix-la-Chapelle was occupied by
Belgium, and in May 1022, 75.4 per
cent of the output of Upper Silesia

was lost to Poland.

Following their victory, the

Allies demanded huge reparations.

Later, when it became apparent that

the sums demanded could be secur-

ed only at the price of sharpened
competition by Germany upon the
world market a compromise was
effected. A large part of the re-

parations was renounced- in favor

of. a process that would hold Ger-
many down as an industrial rival.

A mortgage was placed upon its

railways and industries in order to

increase production costs and there-

by lessen Germany's chances as a
competitor for world trade. Con-
trol of the bank ol issue brought
about -a limitation of credits and
high interest rates to further ham-
per the development of German in-

dustry. At the same time the in-

vestment of huge sums in German
securities brought the more import-
ant branches of industry under the
direct control of foreign imperial-

ists.

Foreign Interests In Germany
However, while the demands up-

on Germany have been reduced
from time to time as the result of

political and economic develop-
ments, particularly in the last two
years, it is interesting to note that
the amount of foreign-owned Ger-
man bonds was estimated by the
Second Committee of Experts at
Basle in December 1931, at appro-
ximately 400 million Marks ; for-

eign-owned shares and interests la
German industries at between 2,000
million and 3,500 million Marks,
and the amount of foreign-owned
real property at approximately
2,000 million Marks.

The total amount of German for-

eign indebtedness on February 29,

1932 was estimated by the Statis-

tical Bureau at from 25,600 mil-
lion Marks (par value, .2382 cents)

involving an interest service of ap-
proximately 1,225 million Marks
per ajinum. Of this amount ap-
proximately 8,392 million Marks
are owed to the United States alone,

Germany's leading creditor, of
which 3,227 million are in short
term and 5,165 million in long term
credits.

Such figures are Interesting for

two reasons. On one hand they
shed light on the respite granted
Germany by the Hoover morator-
ium and the. reparations "settle-

ment." The United States, in its

role of the leading Imperialist

power of the world, granted Ger-
many a breathing spell in order to

prevent civil war and, if falling in
that, to asstst' Hitler in his fight

against the working class of Ger-
many, thereby aiding in not only
averting- a political crisis for Cen-

tral Europe but also in protecting
American economic interests and
markets from the consequences of
social revolution.

On the other hand, the figures

mentioned above indicate that Hit-

ler is compelled to steer his course
according to the desires of Ger-
many's foreign masters.

Against Versailles

While thundering against the
Treaty of Versailles and the dis-

memberment of Germany for the
creation of the Polish Corridor,

Hitler can make no serious move
in that direction. Bankrupt Ger-
many dare not to risk a war with
military superior France without a
comparatively long period of rapid
industrial revival and outside, par-
ticularly American, economic sup-

port. Hitler cannot free Germany
from its "slavery of interest."

Neither can he stand still. The
pressure of German capitalism
upon the German working class,

intensified by its defeat In the
World War, are too great for that.

So Hitler is compelled to act. He
is forced to move toward war and
from the logic of the situation it

is quite conceivable that Fascist

Germany may become the spearhead
of an, attack on the Soviet Union
from the west while Japan attempts
to grab Vladivostok and the Chi-

nese Eastern Railway in the East.

Soviet Union Menace to Capitalism
It must be remembered that the

workers' state is a constant bone in

the throat of the capitalists. Its,

existence has been permitted not|
because Stalinism checked the world
work of the Communist Interna-
tional but because of a lack of fav-
orable conditions for intervention.
As comrade Trotsky wrote more
than a year ago, "To make inter-

vention possible, a great, highly
industrialized, and moreover Eur-
opean empire would be needed

—

one which would desire and be able,

to take upon itself the principal
weight of a holy pilgrimage against
the Koviets. To be more accurate
-—a country would be needed which
had nothing to lose. A glance at
the political map of Europe will
convince you that such a mission
could be undertaken only by a
Fascist Germany. More than that,

a Fascist Germany would have no
other road left to go. Having come
to power at the price of Innumer-
able victims, having revealed its

bankruptcy in all domestic pro-
blems, having capitulated to France
and consequently to such semi-vas-
sal states as Poland, the Fascist
regime would be inexorably com-
pelled to seek somo sort of a gam-
bling way out of the contradic-
tions of the international situation.

A war against the Soviet Union
would grow out of these circum-
stances with fatal necessity."

Capitalism has developed Its pro-
ductive forces to a point beyond the
effective consumptive capacity of
the world under the profit system.
As a result, in many countries, the
present crisis is primarily due to a
glut of commodities arising from a
narrowing of markets rather than
from an increase in the level of
production. In Great Britain, for
example, by the latter part of 1929,
production in many industries had
not attained pre-war level. The
output of coal was aproximately
28 million tons less than in 1913.
The British proportion of the
world's output of pig iron was
13.2% in 1913 while in 1929 it fell

to 7.8 percent; steel in 1913 was
10.2 percent and in 1829, 8.1 per-

Unemployment insurance payment
is restricted for the great bulk of

the unemployed to 20 weeks (for-

merly 30 weeks) and for some
even to 12 weeks. Emergency re-

lief is to be cut oft' or reduced
drastically by July 1. Young
workers up to the age of 25 are

to receive no relief at all any
more.

Strikes Are Prohibited

Through a "Law for the Protec-

tion of Economy against Stoppage
of Work,", political strikes are al-

together banned and economic
strikes in the "vital" industrial en-

terprises including printing plants).

The provisions for penalties are
much sharper than those of the
penal code of 1S33. An example:
On April 27 the Viennese Bakers'
agreement, In existence sinee 1923,

is terminated summarily. The
bosses refer to the above law as
valid' al.so for the baking establish-

ments (it provides for a strike ban
in a!! enterprises that are "vital"
for maintenance).

Prayers Are Ordered

On April 14, compulsory partici-

pation in religious exercises is in-

stituted. In all schools, like in the
old days.

Against the Constitution
The Christian Socialist members

of the Constitutional Supreme Court
resign their posts on May 23 and
the jrovernment declares the Con-
stitutional Court as suspended.
"Therewith the legal basis, upon
which the whole state life, and
along with it, also the existence of
the federal government, rests, has
been destroyed ... .thereby the Aus-
trian federal constitution is in fact
invalidated, every door and gate Is

"lH'iied lor tiny and every coup d'-

Efat. ( Arbeiterzeitung, April 24.)

As can be seen from all this,

the advance of the reactionaries is

a matter of (he conquest, not of
"ontimsts", but of decisive posi-
tions. The Austrian government
Mas, as it informed the "Austrian
people" in its manifesto of March
*., "firmly decided" to "proceed
with iron determination and with
inspassionate but bard perserver-
ance" along the road it has taken.

What did the manifesto of the
Social democratic party leadership
say on March 9?

"If we do not take up our de-
fease when it is still time, we will
slip i'i;;ht into that same Fascism,
into that same political disfranch-
isement which has become, the fate
of our brothers in the Reich."
One ^wonId think it is high time

to go further than mere words.
But that is not to be exepcted from
the heroes of Austro-Marxism. That
task can only he fulfilled by the
social democratic workers them-
selves, provided with a firm leader-
ship in the form of a new and re-

constituted revolutionary vanguard.

SUBSCRIBE TO
"UNSER WORT"

Workers and friends who read
German and are interested In get-
ting first hand accounts of condi-
tions in Germany can do so by
subscribing to L'nser Wort, the
illegal organ of the German Left
Opposition, published in Prague.
The paper appears every other

week. Subscriptions are for a year
only and are $2.00. Subscriptions
must be accompanied by currency.
Checks and money orders will not
do.

Comrades who subscribe must
take into account the time element
involved. They must allow time
for their subs to reach the center
here, and tea days for the sub to
reach Prague and on top of that
ten days to two weeks additional
for the paper to reach them. In
short, the first copy should reach
the comrade about three weeks af-
ter remittance to us.

Address all subs to Unser Wort,
care of the Militant, 126 East 16th
Street, New York City.

cent. Consumption of raw cotton
had declined by 617,000 tons. Yet,
during the first two years of the
crisis British production had a fur-
ther decline of approximately 30
percent. Although industrial ac-
tivity was hardly above the years
immediately prior to the war,
nevertheless British capitalism was
suffering from "overproduction"

Only Avenue of Escape for
Capitalism

Due to this contardiction the
various national units of world
capitalism are compelled to expand.
They must find additional foreign
markets. This they can do only at
expense of some other power and
the Soviet Union is the one power
itil capitalists wish to destroy. They
see in an attack upon it not only
a chance to destroy a politic! men-
ace, not only a possibility to shift
the much needed reparations from
bankrupt Germany to the USSR,
but also a chance to obtain a po-
tential field for further expansion

—

a possible avenue ot escape from
their present position in an almost
blind alley.

However, while the situation
points to a probable attack on the
Soviet Union by no means does It

follow that the Workers' Father-
land will be destroyed. On the con-
trary such an attack might apply a
spark that would consume at least
a large part of world capitalism (a
the conflagration of social revolu-
tion.

In conclusion, however, it must
lie jiointed out that Stalinism with
its neglect of world revolution (and
particularly the German situation)
from fear of provoking a capitalist
attack, instead of preventing such
an attack, has helped to transfer
it from the realm of imagination to
the sphere of probability.

—SIMMONS,
Kansas City, Mo.
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C.P. Expels Albert Goldman
(Continued from Page 1)

ental. I was ojiposcd to lh(' joining

of the Seoltsboro issue with the

Mooney issue. I was not given a

chance ai. the Congress to explain

my position. The joining of the

two issni's in such a mechanical
manner was harmful both to the
Mooney issue and to the Scottsboro
issue. I'.ut 1 wuld have voted with
the party had I been asked to at-

tend the fraction meeting anil given'

a chance to make my position clear.

But the expulsion had to come.
The violation of discipline at the]

Mooney Congress was but the pre"-

,

text. My views on the various
problems confronting tiio American
movement anil the world movement
art' such that a conflict between
myself and the party leadership

i

was inevitable. If the party ]ter-

mitted freedom of discussion, that
conllict would run its natural
course within the party; but with-
out freedom of discussion a breach
of discipline is inevitable,

a typical example of the dishonesty
typical example of the dishonesty

that characterized th(' district eight
leaders in my whole conllict with
them. There is practically not a.

single, whole sentence in the statt*-

ment which is nut either a down-
right distortion of tiie facts or a I

wilful misinterpretation. Without'
claiming that there is a sharp lint'

of demarcation between a plain mis-

statement of fact or, in plainer

English, a downright lit'j and an
answer, for tin 1 purpose of conveni-
ence, will deal with these two
types of falsehoels under different

headings.

The answer dot's not assume to

enter into a detailed explanation of

the various problems which I dis-

cussed in articles and siM'oches

within tlu< last eight months. It

confines itself merely to a simple
denial and a short explanation of

all the distortions contained in the

statement.

I.

DISTORTIONS OF FACT
(1) "He (Goldman) was pre-

viously e.vpeilod from the Party for
his opposition to the policy of the
Communist Party in the Trade
Unions."

I was never expelled from the
party for that, reason or any other
reason. I was not opposed to the*

policy of the Communist party in

the trade unions, during the years
1920-25 when I was active in the
underground party. I was opposed
to the policy of some of the* party
leaders of those days in their tactic

of the united front from above with
the Ilillman-Levine gang of the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers, a
tactic which, at that time, killed

the Left wing in the Amalgamated
and which to a largo extent ex-
plains its pitiable weakness at pre-
sent.

The above falsehood has a source

'

which, to those who are acquainted

'

with events of that period, is quite
obvious. Undoubtedly the secret-

ariat accepted the word of that ig-|

oorant confusionist par excellence,;

Robert Minor. It was he who ask-,

ed me not to attack the Hillman
leadership at the 1022 Amalgamated
convention. It was he who was
most completely taken in by the
shrewd and slippi'ry Hillman. It

was he who fought me bitterly at

the fraction meeting of the com-
rade:, in' the needle trade's, subse-
quent to the convention. There was
a complete united froftit between
him and Hillman against, the Left
wingers. As a result of this un-
holy alliance, Minor took advantage^
of tile vicious frame-lip of Hillman
and Levine against me, on the basis
of which I was expelled from the
Amalgamated as a spy.

Rumors pointing the finger of
suspicion against me began to be
circulated in the party tivo years
after everyone knew about the
frame-up and during which time I

was very active in the underground
party. I demanded an immediate
investigation, and refrained from
activity in the meantime. A com-
mittee to investigate was appointed,
and not until the united front be-
tween Minor and Hillman was
broken up did the commit' ee come
out with a statement branding the
action of Hillman and Li'vine as a
frameup to get me out of the Am-
algamated. I was then studying
law and did not go back to p^rty
activity, but 1 was never expelled.

(2] " Goldman at that time
(during the nnitt'd front conference
held in October I!)32 in Chicago)
defended the leaders of the Social-

ist Party aga inst the Communist
Parts- position.

After a stupid and violent at-

tack on Borders and tiie Socialist

Party leadership by Williamson of

the Communist Party, an attack
which alienated all the rank and
file of the non-party organizations,

I was called upon to make a col-

lection speech. I stated that I, for

one, would accept the Socialist

leaders who came into the united
front at their word, and would
criticize tlnta only on the basis of

their action in the united froDt
struggle. In an article in the
December issue1 of Tiie Communist,
(an article which was not listed in

the table of contents, and which
was printed immediately after Wil-
liamson's reply—all for the" pur-
pose of giving as little prominen-
ce to it as possible) I developed
my position and criticized my own
statement- I reft'r everyone to
this article which will give the lie

to the statement that I defended
the leaders of the Socialist Party.

(3) "On the occasions he" defend-
ed the position of the' Second Inter-

national and that of the counter-

revolutionary renegade, Trotsky. .

.

He slandered the Communist Party
of Germany"...

J challenge anyone to find a sin-

gle sentence in anything I wrote
or to jKjiut to any statement that

! made, indicating that I defend-

ed the position of the Second In-

ternational. I have said many
things about the united front, and
i i boul .the German sulfation which
were in argeemi'nt with Trotsky's

ideas. 1 do not apologize for that.

Is (here any party rule saying
(hat one must first lind out what
Trotsky has said, and then say the
exact opposite

1

? The claim is con-

stantly made that Trotsky was
expelled for violation of discipline

and not. for his ideas. If that is

so, (and I am not naive enough to

believe it ) is it not possible to

agree with Trotsky and still be a

good party member?

In the course of a discussion with
the District Committee on my
views. I explicitly stated that I do
not consider Cannon and Lovestone
counter-revolutionaries. I am still

of that opinion. By virtue of what
rule in the party or the Commun-
ist International, is one liable to

expulsion for such an opinion? If

there is such a rule, let it be made
public immediately

!

In what way did I slander the
Communist Party of Germany? By-

saying that its united front tactics

were incorrect? Let me call at-

tention to the fact that when the
party leaders were grandiloquently
proclaiming that the Communist
Party of Ct'rmauy will crush the
Fascists. I was warning everyone
of the impending calamity. It gives

me no satisfaction whatever to say
that 1 was right. Tins real truth
of tl»e matter is that when one
criticizes the Iea<lers of the party,

it is called slander; and when the
party leaders slander everyone who
disagrees with them, it is called

criticism.

(4) "lie developed a theory
that only a united front with lead-

ers is possible."

What a shameful untruth! One
must lose all hope in the possibil-

ity of a successful Communist
movement when leaders can stoop
to such misrepresentations. For-
tunately we understand very well,

that the Communist movement is

only temporarily burdened with
such "leaders' 1

, who depend upon
lies and repression for their con-
trol of the Communist party. All I

can say is, wht're and when did I

say or write anything Justifying
this slander?

('<) "He persistently resisted the
independent role of the party in the'

united front, objecting to every pol-

itical criticism of the American
Federation of Laobr or the1

Socialist

Party leaders."

I did not object to political critic-

ism, but I did object to vile and
stupid attacks which had the inevit-
able result of alienating all the
non-party people from us.

(0), "The letter of the Executive
Committee of the Communist Inter-
national, he Interpreted as agree-
ing with his posiiton."

This charge is exceedingly humor-
ous. I did not, as a matter of
fact, make that claim. How could
I make that claim, when my posi-
tion was that we should criticize
the socialist leaders, but mainly on
the basis of the issues involved in
the particular united front action,
whereas tin* Communist Interna-
tional came out with its advice
to the various parties to refrain
from criticism? It seems that
many party members were1 of the
opinion that my position was en-
dorsed by the Communist Interna-
tional, and to counteract that opin-
ion, the district leaders attributed
it to mi',

(7) "At the -Free Tom Mooney'
Congress, he made a speech in
which he held the Communist Party
and thi' Tom Mooney Molders' De-
fease Committee responsible for the
absence of delegates from the* So-
cialist Party."

f. did not say a word about the

i

"""
"

Communist Party. In short, my
criticism of the method of calling

the Congress was that it was call-

ed under tilt' auspices of one organ-

ization, whereas it should have

been called by a provisional com-

mittee representing all tendencies

in the labor movement. This very

idea was advocated by the party

about eight weeks befort* the Con-

gress. I said that the ones who
called the Congress thought of the

united front tactic as something

which permits one organization to

invite" all other organizations to

its affair. One organization de-

cides to have a congress or a hun-

ger-march or what not, and then

graciously sends an invitation to

all of her organizations to join it.

I pointed out that the proper way
is to make all organizations fed

that, they are participating in the

calling of the united front confer-

ence. Had this been done, we would

have brt'ii able to swing many more
Socialist party locals and Ameri-

can Federation of Labor locals

away from the reactionary leader-

ship. The <-ri !licism was levelled

at the Tom Mooney Molders' De-

fense Committee and not a word
was said about the Communist
party.

II.

Wilful Misinterpretations

(1) "Goldman developed a theory

that there can be no united

front of unorganized workers,

therefore laying down a Right wing
theoretical justification against any
activities in the shops where the

masses of workers are unorganiz-

ed."

A real gem of logic, worthy of

the leaders of district eight! How
the conclusion follows from the

premise is a mystery which only

the logicians of district eight can
solve.

The statement 1 made in an arti-

cle which was not published for

one reason or other, but which the

district eight bureaucrats mis-

quoted and misinterpreted was that

the united front presupposed the

existence of organizations differing

on fundamental principles, but
agreeing to act together on some
immediate issue; that the necessary

attempts to organize the iiiiorga.ii-

ied workers around some immedi-

ate issm' would not by any stretch

of imagination be considered a uni-

ted front. Where, then, does the

idea that there should be no activ-

ities in the shops come from? Ask
the leadership of district eight!

They will fell you that to invite

workers to one of our dances con-

stitutes a united front that when
Negro and white workers struggle

together, it is a united front; and
will probably furnish you with sim-

ilar examples of their conception

of a united front. Can we not,

must we not, establish a school

where district eight leaders and
similar leaders could be compelled

to attend classes in the A IS C of

Communism ?

(2) "He aso developed a 'Leftist'

theory against the united front

campaign of the Communist party

in election campaigns, declaring

that in the elections there can be

no united front of the" workers
since the workers already support
different political parties. .. .He
sharply opposed the policy of the

Workers' Ticket charging that

(his is a reformist policy to ap-

peal to the members of the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor and So-
cialist Party, to join with the Com-
munist Party in the election strug-

gles."

What a jumble of misrepresen-

tations and half-truths! Had the

article which I wrote on the sub-

ject been published, I conId easily

refer the reader to if. and the

whole issue as to what I wrote

would be settled. But the article

was not published, so that all I

can do is to give its leading ideas.

I said in that article that the
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united front has as its main pur-
pose the involving of large masses
of workers of different oragnfaa-

tions in a struggle against »the
capitalist class on the basis of an
immediate issue. I further stated

that the main purpose of our par-
liamentary campaign should bo the

education of the workers in the
principles of Communism; that this

can best be done if the Communist
party has its own candidates and
conducts its campaign on its own
platform; that a united front for

the purpose of electing someone to

a capitalist legislature is opportun-
ism. I did not altogether exclude
the possibility of a united front on
tin* parliamentary field, but very
severely crificied the tactics as
pursued in Chicago.
Why then deliberately lie in at-

tributing to me as the reason for

my opposition to the united front

on the parliamentary liiid, "since
the workers already support dif-

ferent political parties"?

Why give the absolutely false

impression that my opjiosition to

the Workers' Ticket was based on
the fact that this is a "reformist
policy to the appeal to the mem-
bers of The American Federation
of Labor and Socialist Party, to

join with the Communist Party in

I he elect ion si rugsjos" V

Of course the lies and distortions

have only one reason. To discre-

dit with the workers who will never
get a chance to read my reply to

the slanderous statement.

(3) "He did not participate in

any mass activity, and abstained
from work in mass organizations,

confining his activity to that of a
lawyer, appearing in a number of
cases in court, and occasionally as
a speaker for the 'Friends of the
Soviet Union.'"

I do not of course claim that I

did the most important work in

the party. 1 did not organize any
parfy units, nor did I organize any
unemployed councils or industrial
unions. But the statement above
quoted leaves the impression that
1 handled very fi'w cases and did
practically nothing clue besides.

For the last four years I have
handled very few cast's and did
practically nothing else besides.

For ihe last four years I have
handled hundreds of cases for the
International Labor Defense. There
were times when I appeared in
court every day for weeks and
weeks. I spoke at lea^t an average
of three times a week, hcf>re dif-

ferent branches of various organi-
zations.

I do not sa_v this with any feeling
thai I did a lot for the movement,
but simply to show the dishonesty
contained in the above statement
of the secretariat.

III.

If freedom of discussion wt're to
exKt in the party had 1 liecn given
an opportunity to talk to the mem-
bership on the various problems
that I raised in my articles; had
two articles which I wrote dealing
with tiie united front on the parlia-
mentary Held and with the slogan
of amalgamation of the unemployed
workers' organizations been pub.
Iished; had I felt that the district
leaders were honestly opposed to me
but were willing to permit me to
discuss all tiie vital Issues before
Ihe membership, 1 would now feel
extremely vexed at myself for my
breach of discipline at the Mooney
Congress. I do not think that ex-
pulsion would have been merited,
but I would feel that almost any
other punishment would be well de-
served. Communist discipline is
somelhing that cannot be taken too
seriously. Hut when Communist
discipline Is used to trap a comrade
who has ideas, it assumes a formal
and obnoxious character, far re-
moved from the ideas of Commun-
ist discipline as taught by Lenin.
Everyone knew I was a delegate

to the Mooney Congress, I am quite
I>ositive that the fact that I was a
delegate reached the ears of the
leaders of district eight before the
Congre-ss convened. Why was I
not invited to the fraction meeting
where I should have been given a
chance to present my views on the
conduct of the Congress and on the
advisability of joining the Kcotts-
boro and Mooney issued? On the
one hand, I am kept out of the
fraction meeting and on the other
hand, if I say anything contrary
to the decision of the fraction, I
violate discipline. "Heads I win-
tails yon lose!"

Yes, I violated discipline, but un-
der the circumstances expulsion is
not justified, and since expulsion
was decided upon, it is obvious
that the real reason is not my con-
duct at the Mooney Congress, but
the fact that for the past sis
months or so I have dared to come
out with theories of the united front
tactic and with an explanation of
the German situation not to the
liking of the district eight leader-
ship.

I cannot deny that expulsion
would be a terrible blow. No real
Communist would take expulsion
from the party calmly. On the
other hand, no real Communist sur-
renders the most cherished posses-
sion of a revolutionist, intellectual
honesty and independence and inte-
grity. Party membership and in-
tellectual hoesty should neVer con-
flict. If there Is a conflict; if the
party does not permit freedom of
discussion within the limits of
Communist discipline, if a party
member must conceal his views in
order to remain in the party, the
expulsion is no longer a disgrace
out a badge of honor.
Woe to the party that must re-

sort to repression and expulsion to
compel members to agree with the

™™r ~p! IIas St como *« such a'TWENTY TWO
stage in the Communist movement?My expulsion indicates that it has
The affirmance of the expulsion by
the Central Committee of the party
will prove conclusively that there is
no room for a thinking revolution-
ist within the party.—ALBERT- GOLDMAN.

Perspectives for American Labor
Although American capitalism is

catering, or has entered, the up-
ward swing o£ a new cycle, it is

reasonable to assume that the per-
spectives of Ihe near figure point
lo a growing radicalization of the
American masses.

While it might seem as if tht'

I nil ed States stands as a refutation
of .Marxism, due to the fact that
it possc>ses both the most highly
developed forms of (he capitalist
mode of production and the least
(or near the least] developed rev-
olutionary working class, in reality
(his contradiction is no refutation
at all. On the contrary, it can be
understood lo its fullest extent only
by means of an analysis based on
the larger content of Marxism.

The poiilical las of the American
working class is the result of pecu-
liarilU's of national development. In
the post the consciousness of the
American workers as a class rose
to a certain level as a result of
various stages of American econ-
omic development only to subside
under the inlliieuce of a subsequent
pi'i'iod of comparative ''prosperity",
American historical development
(with the opprtunity of the front-
ier and the possibiiilies of indivi-
dual escape from the working class
bv mi'ans of a limited success as a
farmer, small merchant or profes-
sional man) oi>erated as a safety
valve preventing the rise of the
American proletariat as a political
factor in the social life of Ameri-
can capitalism. The American wage
earner viewed himself as a potent-
ial capitalist rather than as a mem-
ber of the working class. His
ideology was that of the petty-
bourgeois and lie failed to recog-
nize the desirability of acting as
a mass.

Bui today the peculiar historical
conditions which drilled the phil-
osophy of individualism so deeply
into the minds of the American
workers are. no longer present.
They are succumbing, or have suc-
cumbed, to the march of economic
development. The frontier is clos-
ed. Xo longer is it possible for
any appreciable number of workers
to rise out of their class by becom-
ing small farmers or by entering the
permament !y over-crowded profes-
sions. The small farmer has been
reduced to the economic status of
the "poor peasant" of Hurope. Am-
erican schools and colleges are
turning out thousands of young
persons, trained for professional
service, for whom there is no em-
ployment. The possibility of a suc-
cess as a small merchant has been
reduced to the neighborhood of aero
by a rise in the minimum amount
of capital necessary -'to start in
business for oneself" and by the
invasion of large scale capital (with
its superior technique, greater con-
trol over sources of supply and
>imitar advantages. into such
hitherto neglected fields as retail
distribution, fo such an extent that
in li)2D it made a total of 21.5 per-
cent of all retail sales.

At (he same time, American
workers are beginning to realize
that their interests and those of the!
capitalists represent two antagon-'

isiic pjles. They are becoming
aware that a rise in productivity

doc-; not m-'cessarily result il! a cor-

responding rise in their so-called

share of the national profit. And
fo this the fact that a cyclical

recovery will not bring a substant-

ia! restoration of the depressed
American standard of living and it

is easy fo believe that the awaken-
ing process will continue.

Labor power is a commodity. As
such its true value is determined
by the value of the physical min-
imum of requirements necessary to

reproduce that labor power from
day to day plus certain require-

ments dictated by natural condi-
tions and b'- the particular social

level of Ihe Cnited States. 'How-
cicf. by reason of its being a com-
modity, labor power is amenable to

the invisible laws goven ing all

commodities. It is influenced by
the factors of supply and demand,
being forced below or carried above
its true value according as the
available supply of labor power is

above or below demand. But with
the tremendous technological ad-

vance of production in recent years
there exists a permament and re-

latively growing over-supply of
labor power. While a cyclical re-

covery would cause them to rise

slightly above their present level,

as a result of the absorption of a
IKirt. of the over-supply of labor
liower, from that point they would
once more recede.

Thus we are led to believe that
flic period of "prosperity" existing
between 1023 and 11)29, as far as
the workers are concerned, has
passed never to return. It is esti-

matd that improvement of produc-
tive technique has progressed to the
point where a return to the produc-
tion levels of 1028-20, which is

not likely, could be made today with
the re-employment of not more than
."><> percent of the 16 million Ameri-
can workers unemployed at present.
Thus, the United States will enter
any iieriod of cyclical recovery with
a permament industrial reserve
army of at least 8 million persons.
.Nor will this army shrink. On the
contrary, it is reasonable lo pre-
suppose its further growth. The
technological displacement of work-
ers will continue. Each year an
inllux of young persons who have
all ined "working age" will swell
the ranks of available workers. So
take it, all in all, it may be said
that the American period of high
wages Is a thing of the past.

In lirjy the United States defin-
itely joined Europe in a condition
of general capitalist decline. Its
industrial activity, heid up by the
export of capital between 1923-29,
permanent ly slackened. The gen-
eral crisis of capitalism laid it by
the heels and today America hs con-
fronted by an accumulation of sur-
p!s capital seeking investment, ex-
cess plant capacity, over-capitaliza-
tion in expectation of high mono-
poly profits, restricted markets and
other phenomena characteristic of
the period of capitalist decay.

However, this does not mean that
cyclical variations are excluded. On
the contrary, one is beginning to

take place now. But all phases of

the business cycle—lull, average

pioduction, boom and crisis—from
now on, will occur on a generally

descending curve in contradistinc-

tion to a formerly ascending one.

They .will take place within a re-

strictive circle dictated by the pre-

sent stage of development of the

international economic and social

relationships of world imperialism,

l'.oomf will bt' extremely short-

lived and succeeded by crises of

unusual length and depth.

(Continued in next issue)

Parliamentary Cretinism

Archbishop and F.S.U. Nazis Cut Wages
(Continued from Page 1)

after this anti-Soviet speech: "In
behalf of our organization, the V.
S. U., we thank the Archbishop
Benjamin and his secretary, Mr.
Hieromouk Dmitri for being pre-
sent here tonight."' And then fol-

lowed hand shakings between the
two counter-revolutionary white
guards and the two Frieude f

the Soviet Union", Dr. Le Itoy and
B. Freedmau. Sarcastic laughter
greeted this very digniiied ceremony
from various parts of the hall.

Open air meetings conducted by
ihe Left Opposition are systematic-
ally broken up by the Stalinists
while a class enemy is given all

opportunities to express anti-Soviet
propaganda from the platform of a
pa rty,-eontrolled organization. Left
Opiiositionists arc being expelled,
not only from the party but also
from auxiliary organizations by the
same leaders who shake hands with
White (luard Wrangelites. The
earnest Communist must pouder
over these facts.

Party members should demand an
explanation from their leadership.

Instead of repudiating this affair
the Daily Worker has maintained
complete silence in it. The prole-
tarian elements in the F. X. U. (if
there are any] should demand an
accounting from their leadership
for this shameful business.

The Loft Opposition most, sharp-
ly condemns this dangerous in-
famous stunt and the attitude of
the party leaders, who by their
silence share the respnsibil'ity for
it. The depths of Stalinist degen-
eration as revealed in this crim-
inal episode, which is only symp-
tomatic, makes the fight of the
Left Opposition for a return to the
IKilicies of Lenin and Trotsky more
necessary, more Imperative than
ever before.

—J. KAMIAT.

(Continued from Fage t)

"They in our ranks who errone-
ously act along the line of a belief

in the existence of a basic contra- 1

diction between bourgeois dem-
ocracy and Fascism, between the
Social Democracy and Hitler's

'

party, are harmful and fatal to the'
Communist movement. Indeed this

1

.is our chief danger." (Manuilsky;!
Report at the XI Plenum of the'
E. C. C. I., April 1931 ; Communist
International, number 16, April
1931, page 703).

FROM "LENINISM VERSUS
STALINISM"

tuts, so that they could not parti-
cipate in the third meeting (all the
meetings took .place oil the same
day), was the wage cut dictated
against the will of the men. Be-
sides, the three-day work week was
lengthened, at the expense of the
workers, to six days.

Here the struggle against the
Jews was exposed most clearly.
This shop belongs to an enormous
English-Jewish concern. Since tils
German shop, as a result of the
seasonal summer slackness and the
allegedly excesshe wages, could
not bring a return on the capital
invested by the English Jews, 150
German office employees and work-
ers have to starve. That is how
the struggle against Jewish finance-
capital Ioks in practice. Two Eng-
lish Jews with a fortune of hun-
dreds of millions of marks and a
so-called German capitalist of
Aryan origin, who, piled up a huge
fortune during the war and after
the war jn England and did not
have to give up a single penny of
if (probably because he was a brave
German "front soldier"), get their
money at the expense of the work-
ers. But the little Jews are har-
assed in the meanest fashion. That
is the Nazi program in its purest
form. The capitalist, whether Jew
or Christian, must live. The pro-
letariat can starve.

But all these glories will not last
long. Already a ferment is begin-
ning, not only among the class-
conscious proletariat, but even in
middle-class circles which until re-
cently celebrated Hitler with en-
thusiasm as the savior. Already
the dissatisfaction of the disap-
pointed masses is finding frequent
expression. Most often in fkjs-
way—"To hell with Hitler, to hell
with the damned leaders o£ the
workers' parties, the social-dem-
ocrats and the Communists, and the
trade unions, who have betrayed us
and sold us out. Something else
has got to come. Leaders '

like
Lenin and Trotsky, that's what, we
need. Then we'll be there. Then
God help the rascals from all
camps!"
That is what one hears, still

hesitating, cautious, unclear. That
is the beginning. Now our work
is commencing.

(Conti.„ .: -ai fuse i>

uumiisse's paper, .Monde) are keep-

ing watch over you! And, as if to

complete the picture of political de-

cay, the same number ot the Rund-
scnuu prints a leading article on

ihe present relations between Ger-

iii.iiiy a.ia -nMriii. A icvt.iu.iou-

iiry piiitistiue relates that "lor the

ill's t ume" (,!j in the rotations of

the two countries, "Hitler has re-

course to reprisals against Austria

to force measures of internal policy

irom that government". For the

tirst time in the relations of the

two stales! The article concludes
with the following remarkable
words: "The relations between
Germany and Austria have never

been, since the existence of the

Empire, as bad as they are at this

moment, hiuch is the practical re-

sult of Hitler's foreign policy."

It is somewhat unbearable to

read this philosophy which is

worthy of a conservative Frivat-

doielll (professor) . Hitler is con-
ducting a policy of counter-revolu-

tionary reaiism in Austria. He wins
over the petty-bourgeois musses by
digging the ground from under un-

stable Austrian Bouapartism, With
obstinacy and perseverance, Hitler

is changing the relationship of

forces in his favor. He does not
fear ihe straining of relations with
Dollfuss. In that lie distinguishes
himself—and distinguishes himselt

to Ids advantage—from Otto Bauer
and from.

. .the .Stalinist bureau-
cracy which does not view the re-

lalious between Austria and Ger-
many from the standpoint of the
class struggle but. from the stand-
point of diplomatic cretinism.

Moscow's enthusiasm for the
Paris Congress called to replace
the revolutionary struggle in Aus-
tria, and the indignation at Basle
over the policy of Hitler who does
not fear, in the struggle against
the Austrian masses, to dispute with
Dollfuss himself—"there is no ani-
mal stronger than a cat", sa^s the
mouse—this enthusiasm and this
indignation complement each other
as two forms of pa rllamentary and
diplomatic cretinism. By a minute
part the whole can be judged. In
many cases one can precisely de-
termine the sickness by a symptom,
These two articles are enough

—

one in Pravda, the other in the
Rundschau—to say : perhaps the
Centrist bureaucracy has adequate!
means at its disposal to hire ex-
pensive halls in Paris and to pub-
lish bulky papers in Basle, but Bu-
reaucratic Centrism as a revolu-
tionary current is dead, it decom-
poses before our eyes and poisons
tiie atmosphere.

—L. TROTSKY.
i'rinkipo, June 13, 1033.

London Meet Splits

(Continued from Page 1)

we can more successfully attack
the rest of the world".

To help cover up the real policies
of concentrated attack on Interna-
tional markets, they set up p.
Utopian nationalistic ideal of high
prices, stabilized for a generation,
of a nationally managed currency,
of broader purchasing iwiwer for the*

masses in the face of rising prices,
of improved conditions for agricul-
ture as against industry, of a gen-
eral return to the "prosperous per-
iod" of 1924-1925. The realities,
however, are not stabilization but
the wildest speculation; not the
stimulation of agriculture, but the
elimination of the small farmer;
not greater purchasing power for
the masses, but less purchasing
power due to inflation and the
tying up of the, trade unions, hand
and foot, with the roj>e3 of the
Industrial Recovery Act.

The combination of open force
with sentimental hypocrisy, of ruth-
less driving toward a fixed goal
with apparent vacillation, of an
open splitting of the London con-
ference with pious attempts to keep
it going, are Hoosevelt'a distinct
contribution to the technique of
aggressive imperialism.

—B. J. F.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE
The next issue of the Militant

will contain an article by comrade
Trotsky in reply to the critics of
the History of the Russian Revolu-
tion.

COMRADE MILICENT SHOOTER
,We have received the sad news

from abroad that one of the first

supporters of the Left Opposition
in England, comrade Miliicent
Shooter, passed away at her borne
in Helston, Cornwall. Comrade
Shooter rallied to The Militant
with contributions, both literary

and financial, from its very Incep-
tion. We wish to record our ap-
preciation at the excellent Jimmy
Illggins work she carried on to the
limit of her capacity in Great
Britain and our deep grief at losing
a faithful comrade-in-arms, who re-

mained with us to her last day.
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Industrial Recovery Act Prepares

NewCapitalistCrisisinNearFuture
The National Industrial Recovery increased sharply, because of the

Act, its immediate and its further] increased demand from large in-

consequences, occupy "the center of dnstrial users of power, and is at

the American stage today. What 1

tin' moment not far from figures

effects does the bourgeoisie want' for the corresponding weeks of 11120

the
1 new policy to have on the

standards of living of the American

worker, on the reformist and on

flie revolutionary trade unions, on

the concent ration of capital, on

the relations between capital and
the bourgeois state apparatus'.' The
new legislation reaches so deep into

the' inner machinery of capitalist

organisation that the workers must
be on their guard from the very

beginning to resist the new attacks

which the sharpening of thesi/ new

and extraordinary powerful wea-

IX)ns is preparing.

To begin with a rapid survey of

the economic background against

which the new policy stands out,

wi' may summarize the situation as

follows: The first really prolonged

symptoms of an upturn begun to

appear last July, with a speculative

boom in securities and in commo-
dities, following on the successful

overcoming of a banking crisis in

the' late Spring. The tentative ef-

forts at spontaneous recovery re-

sulted in relatively small increases

in production and trade in the sec-

ond half of 1932, which failed to

hold, but did not return to the low-

est levels reached earlier in the

year. By the first quarter of this

year, some signs of a rrtiewal of

Hi tendency toward improvement
were again perceptible, but were
cut across by the hanking crisis

which developed in the second half

of Februarv and culminated in a

nation-wide closing of banks from
March 4 to March 1?. Within a
few weeks after the banks had be-

gan to reopen, the1 tendencies to-

ward recovery again manifested
themselves. From May on, how-
ever, they were powerfully acceler-

ated by Die increasing evidence

that the government was prepared
to make large concessions to those
sections of the bourgeoisie and of

the petty bourgeoisie which were
demanding inflation ( farmers, ex-

port trade, certain sections of in-

dustry, etc.) The biggest conces-

sion actually made was the embargo
on gold shipments, which tore the

dollar away from its anchorage to

a gold base, and opened the door
to speculation in the foreign Ex-

changes. Along with this came the"

provision that banks could not pay

out gold against paper money,

which was generally taken as a

preparation for inflation.

An enormous wave of specula-

tion, both in the markets and in

actual production, was thus added
on top of the "natural" or spon-!

at the height of the boom.

Vet during this whole periotl the

financial basis for the upturn was
not broadening, but narrowing; in

other words, not inflation but de-

flation was actually taking place.

The tremendous increase in the

volume of speculative securities and
commodities bought, at rising pric-

e's, together with a substantial in-

crease in the physical volume of

goods produced, also at rising

prices, was financed by less money
and less bank credit than had been
in nst' before the boom started in

April. Actually, money in circula-

tion was about 1 1-2 billions lower,

much more than the COO millions of

srolil which were added to the

money supply by the return of gold
from private bands to the banks
under threat of punitive measures;
bank credits showed a correspond-
ing contraction in deposits and
loans.

Yet there was no shortage' of

money, although the demand for

it was greatly increased and its

supply reduced—money can still

be obtained on time loans for 1 to

I 1-2 percent a year. It would
seem as if tin' results of inflation—
higher prices and stimulation of
production—were being obtained
while actually carrying through de-

flation.

The answer to the apparent par-
adox is simply that the existing
amount of currency and of bank
credits is being turned over faster,

that is, that the average1

velocity

SAVE CHEN DU SIB
FROM WHITE TERROR!
We have received the letter

printed below from our Chinese

comrades. The urgent need of in-

ternational action to save Chen
I)u Sin from a living death in jail

is self-evident. Kvery comrade
must agitate among tilt' members
of the International Labor Defense
and the party members for the as-

sumption of responsibility by the

latter in th<* defense of our brave

class war prisoner

Chiang Kai-Shek must not be

allowed to do away with the found-

er of the Chinese Communist move-
ment! The Stalinists must not be*

allowed to sabotage his defense!

Left Oppositionists, get on the job

for the defense" of comrade Chen

!

(Continued on Page 4)

Shanghai.—There has been no
news of Chen I)u Sin since the re-

port of bis laving been .sentenced

to 13 years imprisonment, beyond a
brief announcement in the press

ibatjie would appeal against the

senfer.ee. Legal processes in China,
being even more siow and involved

than hi the capitalist West, it is

not likely that this appeal, if It

is ever heard at all, will come be-

fore the court in ihe near future.

In view of the attitude taken up
by the official Chinese Communist
I'arty toward the arrest and trial

of Chen-—which was one of uncon-
cealed exultation— the comrades
abroad should do all possible to

keep the matter before the1 atten-

tion of the workers. .Wherever
possible, protests against the con-
tinued imprisonment of Chen should
be sent to the Nanking government
and published as widely as possible.

C.P. Holds Extraordinary Conference

To Whitewash Bureaucrats' Failure

The defeat of the German work- they are guilty of every crime im-

ing class by Fascism through the
betrayal of social democracy and
Stalinism has already had its re-

pereussions in the Communist Party
of the United States. The revision-

ist policies of Stalinism having al-

ready sapped the main vitality of
the American party, it was shaken
from top to bottom by this reper-
cussion. The Stalinists do not real-

ize the cause, but they do see the
effects.

An acute party situation has been
revealed. An extraordinary party
conference was called to cope with
this situation. The1 conference has
issued an open letter to the party
members.
The open letter is the most con-

tar,eous forces within capitalistic fused, worthless piece of trash over
economy making for an upturn. '

issued by an extraordiikiry party
To give one instance, steel produc- conference. Jt is an attempt to

tion, which had dropped to 11 per- prevent the disintegration setting

cent of capacity, picked up by leaps in, in the party, at a rapid pace*

bounds to 54 percent, the highest due to the defeat of the German
figure in more than two years, proletariat and the smashing of

Railroad car loadings, which indi- 'he Communist party in Germany,
cate the physical movement, and' It is an attempt to cover up, to "a RAPID TURN to revolutionary

consequently the production of prevent a real analysis from being mass work among the decisive see-

agiuable in not carrying out this,

that, and the other Plenum resolu-

tion. According to their own report

tlu*y have failed in every Held of

activity. Why has the party fail-

ed? "Because we have not carried

out the Plenum resolution." What
must the party do to correct these
errors"? '"The party must increase

its activity, must intensify its work
in the shops and basic Industries."

Huen in brief is the sum total of

the open letter of the American
Stalinists.

A review of the party conferences

and plenums since the Stalinists

have had power reveals a whole
series of admissions of failure and
errors—"because the line was not
carried out"—always accompanied
by a conclusion that more activity

is needed to overcome these short-

comings. From ordinary mistakes
they have at last arrived at extra-
ordinary mistakes, in the present
open letter.

The party is instructed to make

to End
inl

commodities, increased over r>0 per-

cent in u period of three months.
Electric power production, which
had been 10 percent below 1932 iig-j the apparatus,

urea in the early weeks of the year,) The party fathers admit

made, to prevent an understanding, tion of the American industrial

and to enable the bueraucrats to re- '
proletariat." Kvery plenum and

fain their hold upon the party and conference ordered a NEW TURN,
they have been constantly turning,

but they have not yet turned thethat

A Letter from Fascist Germany
One could never have* imagined in accompanied by any conviction in

his wildest dreams such a trans- the '"correctness of the policy" of
formation of the daily life as Fasc-
ism has brought about. The period
of transition in the workers' move-
ment is especially terrifying. We
speak of the transition period until

the movement has managed to rid

itself of its dregs, the worst of

which are at present the traitors.

The police swoops down daily on
the workers' quarters. One betrays
another so as to exonerate himself.

The Nazis penetrate everywhere.
On holidays—and there are so

many of them now—the workers
hang out the swastika flag. The
C. P. G. has simply disappeared.
Sometimes dues are still collected,

hut that is all. The two issues of

the Rote Faline (Stalinist organ),
according to which all of Germany
is gripped by strikes, and stands
on the eve of the revolution, have
been received here. They aroused
great resentment everywhere. Some
party comrades who swore by the

"line" as hy something holy until

March 5, now speak of the bureau-
crats as of plain charlatans. The
intelligent workers are beginning
to realize that we are now entering
into a long and difficult period.

Of the C. P. G. as such there is

oven less to be seen than of the
C. P. G. Hut often it so happen»
that many former adherents of the
S. P. G. are more upright and
honest anti-Fascists than, for in-

stance, some of the* C. P. unemploy-
ed. Those elements who have con-

clusively broken with the S. P. are
very sympathetic to the slogan of
the "new party", since their con-

the C. P. G.

A few more interesting observa-
tions: When we stroll through the
streets here one is struck by the
fact that the men wear better
clothes than before, "when dem-
ocracy still existed", as we always
say here. This Is duo to the fact
that the poor people, i. e., the
Communists, no longer dare to

creep out of their holes, and when
they do, then they put on their

best clothes so as not to appear
"suspicious". The coffeehouses and
restaurants of the city are frequent-
ed only by Nazis now. The work-
ers' Inns and the Houses of the
People are shut down. -In the
"ritzy restaurants" the officers fre-

quent, in the others, the lower
ranks. Very often someone starts

singing the Horst-Wessei song
(Nazi hymn]. Then all those pre-
sent have to stand up and partici-

pate.

PICNIC
.Annual Midsummer Picnic & Outing

Sports, Games, Refreshments—
Good Time for All

Bring your Friends and Comrades

SUNDAY, JULY 28, 1933

, at Tihhetts Brook Park

Directions : Take I. R. T.—Wood-
lawn-Jerome train to last stop

-—then take bus and street car

to Picnic Grounds

viction about the disaster of re- Auspices
:
N. X. Branch—C. L. A.

formlst policy has in no case been (Opposition) and Protomagia Club

corner. The "extraordinary" anal-

ysis of class relations in America
on the one hand informs us that

there "is a new severe attack of

the bourgeoisie on the toiling mass-
es," and on the other hand, that

there is a "serious beginning of a
revolutionary upsurge of the mass-
es."

Every plenum and conference of

the Stalinists had informed us that

there is a beginning or a revolu-

tionary upsurge. This revolution-

ary upsurge of the American work-
ers has confronted us in every re-

solution for the last several years

and in this same period the work-
ing class has been driven back in

disorderly retreat by the capitalist

offensive.

If the Stalinists were able to dis-

tinguish the hind end of a class

battle or a revolution from the
front end; or an offensive from a
defensive struggle, they may be
able to get somewhere, but they do

!

not.

The further disintegration of i

Stalinism on an international scale,

after the defeat of the German!
party and on the eve of the re-|

cognition of the Soviet Union by

'

the United States Is further shift-

ing the party to the Right, to op-

portunism. The retreat from their

ultra-Left course to the Right will

be cohered up with empty phrases
about revolution and revolutionary
upsurge.

The Marxian position of the
Left Opposition on the German
events has gained many new re-

cruits and many more sympathizers
within the party and around the

!

party for the Communist League I

of America. The crack in the
Stalinist apparatus is widening. The I

open letter of the Extraordinary

,

Conference is an attempt to head
off the revolt against Stalinism and
keep It in safe channels. —H. 0._

New York, N. Y.—Suspension of

all jobless relief by the city ad-

ministration start'd in the faces of

2,000,000 unemployed workers and
their dependents this week. The
question is not yet decided as we
go to press. Only vague promises
of aid from the state government
have been made. The situation of

the unemployed remains highly pre-

carious and a desperate tension ex-

ists in their ranks.

The suspension of relief came
about as a result of a financial

crisis doe to the sabotage of Relief

Bond sales by the local bankers.
The bonds had been issued by the

city government. The bankers are
intent on cutting down the city bud-
get so_as to enable the administra-
tion to pay them on loans due, or

at least to force concessions profit-

able for them (e. g. a raise of fares

to bolster up the traction interests

they control).

On Monday and Tuesday crowds
of workers milled around the relief

bureaus voicing their protests and
demands and anxiously awaiting
word of the most recent develop-

ments. On Wednesday afternoon
delegations of jobless appeared he-

fore a meeting of the Board of

Estimat at City Hall to present
their demands to the odministra-

llon. And here, the whole sorry
plight of the organized unemployed
movement came to the fore. The
delegates did not act in a body.
Socialists appeared separately and
Communists separately. No attempt
was even made to get a united de-

legation with a united program.
The result of this split of forces

was obvious. The Tammany fak-

ers naturally used the one against
the other. While some time ago,

on a similar occasion, they allowed
the socialist Norman Thomas to

speak and ejected the Communist
delegation, they this time turned
the tables and permitted the Com-
munist Robert Minor to speak,
while ejecting the socialist repre-

sentatives. The socialists are re-

ported to have protested vigorously
against the "united front between
the democrats and the Commun-
ists." It comes with ill grace from
them. For they were in a similar

situation the last time and may
just as well be the next time. It

is true that Minor did not protest

against their exclusion, but neither
did Thomas wiien he had occasion
to. The responsibility for split in

the ranks of the unemployed, which
is of the greatest aid to Tammany
fakerdom, rests squarely upon the
shoulders of both the soe&I re-

formist as well as the Stalinist

bureaucrats.

Minor to the Board of Estimate:
"Now Comrades "

It is of special interest to rev-

olutionary workers to observe bow
the delegate from the party-con-

I rolled unemployed council acted.

Minor's address to the Board of

Kstimate was the purest reformism
and did not breathe a breath of

the revolutionary spirit of Comf
munism. On the contrary, it serves

to breed further dangerous illusion

among the broad masses as to pos-

sibilities of permanent relief from
their miseries under capitalist gov-

ernment, lie restricted himself al-

most exclusively, to a statement of

immediate demands, never once
even touched upon the Communist
class struggle position. It could

not be otherwise. Under the guise

of revolutionary phrases, under the

guise of "struggle against social

Fascism", the Stalinist leadership

is mailing a new Right turn whose
opportunist trappings hit the rev-

olutionary worker right in the eye.

So engrossed did Minor become
iu his "positive, constructive" op-

portunist program that he forgot at

one point before whom he was pre-

senting it and broke out into the

appelation : "Now, comrades "

amid the smiles of the Tammany
racketeers. He barely caught him-
self in time.

The whole position of the Stalin-

ists flows from their past line.

Their rejection of the Leninist uni-

ted front and their "third period"

unionization program has left them
divorced from the broad mass with
an artificial, "private property"—as

to speak—mass movement on their

hands. Unwilling to make the turn

toward a correct united front tactic

and union policy because that in-

volves their shaky bureaucrati pre-

stige, and on the other hand, afraid

of losjng whatever non-party forces

they still control, they mimic the
reformists in the unemployed coun-

cil headed hy themselves and capi-

tulate to opportunism within their

own four walls, so to speak. How
else can a speech like Minor's be
explained?

In the meantime, this policy does
serious damage to the working 1

class as a whole and discredits the
very name of Communism. What
the unemployed workers need in

{Continued on Page 4)

Columbus
Forms Dual

Unemployed Confab

National Organization
HOLD ANTI-FASCIST
STRIKE IN TORONTO

.More than 25,000 Toronto work-
ers staged a two hour general strike
against the Hitler regime in Ger-
many. The demonstration which
included a monster parade was
carried though in defiance of the
ban of the reactionary Bennett gov-
ernment against all public mani-
festations of the Canadian working
class. This effective protest of the
Canadian workers is a most fitting

reply not only to the savage mal-
treatment of the militant German
proletariat by the Fascist hordes

—

it is a proof of the efficacy of the
united front, under whose auspices
the demonstration was held.

The Toronto branch of the Left
Opposition took a most active part
in the preparation of and in the
demonstration projier. It issued a
special anti-Fascist Strike number
of the organ of the Left Opposition
in Canada, the Vanguard. This is-

sue contains an appeal to the work-
ers of Toronto to demonstrate
against the persecution of the Ger-
man workers by the Nazis and at
the same time against the treat-
ment accorded the Canadian work-
ers by the government. It con-
cludes its appeal with a ringing
appeal for international solidarity
to prosecute the struggle to victory
under the banner of Lenin and
Trotsky '

The coming issues of the Militant
will contain fuller and more com-
plete reports from our comrades on
the scene; on the role that they
played in the strike demonstration
and of the status of the Canadian
anti-Fascist movement to-date.

Columbus, Ohio.—The July 4-5

Columbus Conference ended by
creating the National Unemployed
League with an executive Commit-
tee of '22, overwhelmingly domin-
ated by the Musteites.

National Convention
Trtiax opened the first session as

temporary chairman, giving a iong
talk and later introducing Iiudenz
who also talked at great length on
"united action", etc. When Cope
of the Rules and Order Committee
reported how the convention would
be conducted and how many dele-

gates each stale would have on the
Praesidium, several delegates who
had been informed that they would
only be seated as fraternal dele-

gates raised this question. Before
i)enni> Hatt and A. J. Muste were
able to maintain that the question
of cn'dentials was out of order,
Delegate Newhy was able to point
out that the '"Call" read as fol-

lows :. "Who may come to the con-
vention? Five delegate's from any-

organized group of unemployed
workers and farmers."

After the latter fact was put
squarely before the delegates it

was later necessary that the cred-
ential committee admit that al-

though it did not think that dele-
gates from organizations affiliated

to the Federation of Unemployed
Workers Leagues of America should
be sealed as regular delegates, still
the "Call" was broad enough to
make, them eligible. Whether de-
legates from F. U. W. L. A. units
were to be regular or fraternal
delegates were left up to the con-
vention. Beekeo's question as to
whether or not "Truux"s organiza-
tion" ,was affiliated to the F. U. W.
L. A. was left unanswered while

Stalinists in Bloc

Columbus Meet,

with Musteites at

Retard Progress

THE UNITED FRONT
FROM ABOVE

The, July 4-5 Unemployment
Leagues Columbus Conferences was
a united front from above between
the Mutseites and the Stalinists.

Weeks before the conference con-
vened the Musteite-Stalinist bloc
was formed with the rank, and file

of hi}th organizations knowing
nothing about it. The C. P. L. A.
group ran the conference while the
Unemployed Council representatives
sat in as fraternal delegates wait-
ing for the Musteites to pick the
chestnuts out of the fire of the
Ohio conference which was red hot
with flag-waving, patriotic Ameri-
cans who conducted religious re-

vivals in the morning before the
conference opened.

The united front from above call-

ed for a state federation of the
Leagues and Councils; the adop-
tion of the Unemployed Insurance
Bill of the Stalinists; a committee
of fifteen from the Leagues, Coun-
cils and the National Unemployed
Federation; and a conference in
Washington, in December, when
Congress convenes, where an am-
algamation of the unemployed or-
ganisations is to take place.

THE POLITICAL TENDENCIES
The Musteites objected to any

talk of political control or politiial

tendencies. However, they saw to
it that they elected fifteen Muste-
its out of twenty-two on the execu-
tive committee of the Unemployed
Leagues. Other political tendenc-
ies within the conft'rence struggles
were the Right wing flag wavers,
the socialists, the Lovestoneites, the
United Workers Party, the Stalin-
ists and the Left Opposition.

THE MUSTEITES
The C. P. L. A. aim to use the

Unemployed Leagues as the foun-
dation for their Labor Party. Op-
position to their Labor party aims
did not come from the Stalinists
who have formed a united front
from above with (hem. Opposition
to the C. P. L. A. by the flag-wavers
in the state conference forced them
to concentrate their energies to re-

tain political control, and for the
time being open agitation for the
Labor party was pushed to the
background.
One must recognize the mass

unemployed movement the C. P. L.
A. have, but at the same time one
must recognize that it is still a
Sag-waving, religious, mass mis-
educated by Musteism. Much of
th unemployed Leagues' growth can
be accounted for by the fact that
the city and county reactionary
forces are using the Leagues as
buffers against the Unemployed
Councils.

The Hunger March on Columbus,
led-£y the Unemployed Councils,
was met by the police with clubs
while the Unemployed League's
conference in Columbus was approv-
ed by the authorities. The "Work-
ers' Patrol", established by th©
Unemployed Leagues to keep order,
armed themselves with clubs. The
Musteites cannot be accused of
arming this patrol but they are
guilty of miseducation which led
to this end.

Steam roller tactics of the steer-
ing committee of the conference con-
trolled by the Musteites equal those
of flie Stalinists in methods of
cutting oft' opposition, trampling
on workers' democracy and" gagging
the delegates from discussion on the
most vital problems confronting the
conference. When the Musteites
saw they could not control the con-
ference 100 percent and obtain
what they wanted, they referred
every important question to the in-
coming executive where decisions
would be rendered. A conference
that cannot decide the vital ques-
tions itself and refers such to an
Incoming executive that has not yet
been elected is in reality no con-
ference.

THE SOCIALISTS
The few socialists on hand play-

ed a negligible role in the confer-
ence. If they did have policy dif-
ferences, no one found it out be-
cause their steering committee
wasted their time mainly on sec-
ondary points of order.

THE STALINISTS
The united front from above net-

ted the Stalinists nothing. They
did not obtain the committee of
fifteen, they did not obtain an en-

{Continued on Page 4]

Benjamin of the National Commit-
tee of ihe Unemployed Councils

made the following statement in

essence: The National Committee
of Unemployed Councils believes

that the delegates of Federation

unit- should not be seated, atnd

regards this convention to be a
convention of Leagues alone. . .This
unnecessary stat t'liicnt from the
Councils iuis consistent with the
Miisr>>-Staliiiisi liloc imlicy of re-

garding the F. U. W. Ij. A. as an
independent organization from the

Leagues and Councils even though
repre-v'iitatives of the latter move-
ments bad participated in the crea-

tion of tilt' Federation less than
two mouths ago.

lint this statement of the Stalin-

ist Council representative was out
of line with the widely circulated

Council resolution begging the Col-

umbus Convention "to refrain from
i-etliii'jr up a new dual unemployed
organisation" and also the previous
plan of the Stalinists to send
Council delegates to the Columhus
Convention and ask that they be
seated, in fact, there were dele-

gates from tin' Councils there on
(lie first and second day but they
disappeared quickly after the

.Muste-Statinist caucus on the night
of -Inly 1. At tills caucus we know
that the "leaders" of the Leagues
and (,'ounciis reached an agreement
of which Benjamin's statement was
a pa i'

For the Councils not to try to

get regular voting credentials
meant that they no longer would
try to prevent the setting up of a
"new deal unemployed organiza-
tion", that they would not demand
that the League affiliate to the
Nation;! 1 Federation. For the N.
C. of the Councils to say through
Benjamin that it does not favor the
seating of delegates from Federa-
tion units can hardly be regarded,
as support of the F. U. .W. L. A.

And, when a few minutes later
the Musteites ISudenz and Montrose!
used this statement as an argument
against the Federation unit dele-

gall's who were asking to be seated
witli vote as well as voice, the
bloc between .Muste and Stalinism
was very apparent. Furthermore,
when the Lovestoneite Conners said
that he thought he should be seated
since his organization was not yet
affiliated to the Federation he did
not convince anyone that he was
interested at that time in more
than his own political fate, while
others were fighting for the seating
of all delegates from any unem-
ployed organizations, whether af-
filiated to the Federation or part
of tile Unemployed Councils.
The voting strength of the vari-

ous stales was set as follows: Calif.,

Pa., and Ohio—10; 111,—7; N. J.,

X. C, W. Va„ and Wash.—5; Ind.,
Mo., Mich.,—3; Conn, and N. Y.—1.

Later in the same session I. Am-
ter was given the platform as the
spokesman for the fraternal dele-
gates from the Councils. lie intro-
duced the following proposal: "That
this convention shall take steps to-
ward the formation of a PREPAR-
ATORY COMMITTEE, composed of
rep^esenta lives of the Unemployed
Citizens Leagues, the Unemployed
Councils, the national Federation
set up iu Chicago, with which the

(Continued on Page 4)

Pockftbool^ Workers Struggle
Neiv York, N. Y.—The gcntf-al

strike of tiie 4,000 pocketbook
workers is spreading day after day
to the non-union shops. The strike
is an excellent condition. The
strikers arc in a good spirit. It

proves that all the talk we near
from the Right wing leaders that
the workers will not and cannot
fight due to the fact that the bosses
starved out the workers for the
last few years is nonsense. The
workers have been and are eager
to fight to iraproAM thefcr condi-
tions. It is the Right wing lead-
ership who keep the workers back
from fighting for better conditions.
That is why the employers took
advantage of the last few years and
brought down the conditions of the
workers to the lowest level.

Thy strike of the pocketbook
workers prove that in spite of the
starvation and suffering the work-
ers went through for the last few
years, they arc fighting to get back
some of the conditions the Right
wing has given to the employers
without a fight.

The Right wing leaders in the
Pocketbook Workers Union as well
as other Right wing leaders look
at the union as their private pro-
perty—they have a monopoly on
the union. They think that the
union is an S. P. union, S. P. lead-
ership, and only S. P. speakers are
invited to address the meetings of
the strikers. If the Left wing had
been given a chance to be in the
leading committees of the strike, it

would have been KM) per cent effec-
tive today in New York and vicin-

ity. There is chaos and inefficiency

in the leadership of the strike. The

,
Left wing must demand represen-

tation iu all leading committees of
the strike, otherwise there is a
danger, as the strike goes on, that
more confusion will develop which
wiil demoralize it. More mass
picketing and demonstrations must
take place in order to show the
employers that not a single bag
will bo made while the strike goes
on

In the last issue of The Militant

there was reported that through

the militant struggle of the workers
in Morris White shop in New York,

Mr. White was compelled to settle

with the union and concede to the

unions demand. It also said that

the agreement has not been signed.
Last Saturday Morris 'White back-
ed out and ran to court for an in-

junction instead of signing the
agreement with the union. The
workers of the Morris White shop
are carrying on the fight against
the firm with more vigor until M.
White will be forced to settle with
the union and grant the demands
of the workers. What actually
happened with the settlement of M.
White nobody knows. One thing
is certain and our leaders should
know that diplomacy and maneu-
vering wiil not settle strikes. A
strike must be fought in a militant
way till the employers are forced
to grant the demands of the work-
ers. ,We warn the pocketbook
workers again to be on guard and
see to it that similar situations as
the .Morris White should not re-
peat themselves during the strike.

POCKETBOOK WOHKERS BE
ON GUARD 1 —N. F. D.
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ectives for American

Class Struggles

(Continued from last issue) to establish the dictatorship of the

It is a fundatnntul teaching of proletariat in contradistinction to

liarxism that capitalism, once out I lie present more or less concealed

of its swaddling clothes, extends dictatorship of tht' bourgeoisie. A
the scale of production at the same section of the working class known

time as it cons, riots the available as "tin! vanguard" must have suffi-

market. As capital accumulates, cient strength, both numerically

an ever larger snare of its total is and ideological?, to lead the rev-

expended on the means oi produc-' !u' io,ii"'y iwl«iiriat onto the broad
.

. . . J highway outlined by Marx and
tion in proportion to that expanded^ ^^ -m ^ opinion of ^
lor labor power. Competition be- pWriter> it ls precisely this point
tweeu vanuus capitalistic units com-, wh jc!i constitutes the fundamental
pels the prouueuou 01 commodities tiisk ,]t

- tne American revolutionary
at a lower cost, that is, with each parties today. It is one of building
commodity containing a smaller llle "vaiigaard", of drawing into a
amount oi necessary labor power.' stale £ revolutionary consciousness

In an effort to do this, more and a larger number of American work-

men' capital is expended for labor- ''™. of educating them in the stra-

savme imicninery with the result l<'W "<!<* tactics of tht' coming

teat unemployment grows, at first struggle. Tomorrow the nature of

relatively, ana auer, absolutely, as »»' tiisks n,ity change. But, until

w(jil
t bat hapiiens, they must be con-

' sidered in tlicir proper chrono-
For example, thi' Hoover commit-

loj; Lt-iil order,
tee report, "neceut Jiicouomic

unanges ', tells us that the number
Of worsens Employed in the major
Branches of industry ( agriculture,

niauutaduring, mining and rail-

ways) in tiie ti. S. lell from 25,H5o-

(XRl m laitWO to ^i.iZS.UOO in 1V2A-

20. At tne same time, production

was increased is percent—an in-

crease of Zl percent pur worker, in

manufacturing alone the number
oi. workers lell ironi 10,'iSU,000 to

tf,S10,UU0 and production was in-

creased 22.o percent—an increase

of 34.0 percent per worker. Be-

tween ly^a-ay, according to Lewis
*Jorey, while production was in-

creasing, unemployment was also

increasing by auout 1-2 millions

-SIMMONS.

A Half Year sub to the Militant

is $1. On a Club Plan with three

others it is only 50 cents.

N.Y. Doll Workers Win

Demands in Strike

The Doll and Toy Workers (Laf-

ayette St.) won their strike at

the ltowuberg Doll Shop, 48 West
jntli St. one of the biggest shops

in Iht' industry.

Kecoguitiou of the union, and the

yearly, due to tht' displacement of whop committee; hiring and firing

in control of the union: and tn-

cmi si's in wase scales even for

His' girls who scabbed and tried to

call the police, were, gained by the

workers by machinery and other

technological causes.
j

On one hand, this process causes
the rate of profit to fall, thereby

compelling the capita lists,to seek to

increase the mass of profit by ex-

tending the scale of operation and

'

also to seek to increase the rate

of exploitation or production of

surplus value per worker by nutans

of wage-cuts, speed-up, etc., and on
. .

the other hand, it reduces tne num-i'11"' " f »
b<! "CMtiona to be car-

eer of effective consumers and the!^ «» h*lw^ "" worker* of the

Industry and the bosses, under the

provisions of the Industrial Be-

Lessons of the Leninist United Front Tactic

(Continued from last issue)

AGAINST UNITED FRONT
FROM ABOVE
An opportunist deviation which

is sure to land the revolutionist in

the swamp is the united front from

above. When tht' leadership of an

organization comes together and de-

cides over the heads of their mem-
bership or without the participa-

tion ot the membership, except by

bureaucratic decree, what to unite

on and bow to unite you can be

assured that wrong start will not

bring the desired results.

The united front between leaders,

the united front from above, is a

denial and violation of the united

front of the working class. The

united front of the leaders guaran-

ties in advance the victory of the

Right wing, the opportunists, and
the labor fakers over the Left

wing, the revolutionists, in the

united action.

AGAINST THE UNITED
FRONT FROM BELOW
The Stalinist -'Third Period" uni-

ted front from below is the most
harmful caricature' and denial of

the united front possible. If an

organization desires a united front

on some concrete issues and pro-

ceeds to send the call to all or-

ganizations it is sure1 it can con-

trol, mechanically or ideologically,

but refuses to send the call to

other organizations of the working
class, because the leaders, of the

other organizations are fakers, be-

cause of fear of losing control—and
instead invite the rank and file

alone to unite, over the heads of

their own leadership, the' results

will be a lasting service rendered
to the misleaders and the fakers

and a sit-back for those who carry

on the unite*! front from below.

It would be excellent if the task

of winning misled workers were
so simple. If the united front from
below were a short-cut to winning
the rank and file from the mislead -

militant doll workers after two' el's, <mr tiisk would already be an
weeks of picketing. [accomplished fact. This would im-
Tbis victory in the first strike piv a rapid transformation of a

of Hit' season has set the workers
, misled rank and file" into an edu-

in action, and preparations for ,.ated rank and file which has
striking another of the big shops is

(

shaken off its misleaders and their

under way. On this may hang the petty bourgeois ideology. The edu-

consumptlon.
contradiction*

permanently

extent ot individual

It sets in motion a
capitalism can never
solve.

Add. to this the facts that capi-

talism has already developed its

productive forces beyond the effec-

tive capacity of the world market,
that its national aspects, that is,

Its contradictions, competition be-

tween its various units, etc., are
international in scope, that capi-

talism is in the fourth year of a
violent process which attempts to

re-establish temporarily its lost

equilibrium, that there has bt'eu a

general narrowing of markets due
to unemployment, lowered living

standards and the development in

many formerly backward countries

of native industrial workers, and
you have a rough picture of the
world situation today.

Tne United States, as a national

unit of world capitalism, is com-
pelled to find additional foreign

markets. That it will succeed in

this there is little doubt. It is in

the position of a highly efficient

manufacturing plant competing
with a less advanced on?. Its su-

perior technique and greater re-

sources, as well as the burden im-

posed on its foreign competitors by
means of war debts and loans, give

it an advantage that cannot be
overcome.

However, as the United States

expands it will do so at the ex-

pense of other exporting powers,

primarily England, thereby height-

ening their internal contradiction

and driving their workers ever

closer to revolutionary action. At
the same time, the prerequisites

for such expansion include a low-

ering of the standard of living of

American workers by all the means

at the capitalists' disposal as well as

a tightening of the noose of centrali-

zation around the necks of weaker
capitalist enterprises to the point

where ever larger numbers of them
are driven out of existence, thereby

hastening the already rapid and ex-

tensive mnopolizatiou of American
industry.

By the very process of attempting

to escape the effects of its contra-

dictions America will weld its

workers into a class-conscious mass.

As wages continue to fall and un-

employment to rise, the pretty fable

of American class collaboration

will disappear in favor of a growth

of labor militancy.

In this connection it is well to

remember that the use of militant

action is not alien to American
shores. America is not devoid of

revolutionary traditions. It has
had many a stormy outburst in the

past and the political lag of the

American workers behind their Eur-

opean, brothers can best be ex-

plained not by reference to some-

thing inherently cousrvative in their

nature" but rather by the absence of

material conditions necessary to

give their philosophy its proper so-

cial direction.

In conclusion, however, it might

be well to point out that capitalism

will never collapse of its own ac-

cord. As Lenin once said 'there is

no situation from which there is

absolutely no way out for the bour-

geoisie." While the shocks of eco-

nomic crises open wide cracks in

the structure" of capitalism, to bring

about its coltapse more than an eco-

nomic crisis is needed. The work-

ers' will to revolution must rise to

the point where it is strong enough

coiery Act.

Last Saturday the A. F. L. union
of Farulla and Joseph Oannon,
who were defeated in the elections

of officers in the union last year,

and who thereupon opened up their

own little private office, called a
mass meeting of the Doll workers,

because, to use their own words,

"They did nut want to go to Wash-
ington without any workers to re-

present." About twenty workers
mill three thugs showed up.

The Doll and Toy Workers Union
is calling a mas.< meeting Saturday,

July l-'itb at Htuyvesant Casino.
* * * *

In the struggle of the workers of

Rosenberg Doll Co., as in the pre-

paratory work of the union; in the
printing and distribution of leaf-

lets, in picket line duty, in work

cation of misled rank and file work-
ers is not so simple that it can be
accomplished by telling them to
unite with us over the heads of

their leaders. The united front

BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONS,
where the leadership and the pol-

icies of the organizations can be
put to a test, to enable the rank
and file to see leaders and pro-

grams in action—that is the way
to educate and win the rank and
file.

|

Workers belonging to organiza-
tions have faith in their organiza-
tions and often, their leaders. They

]

are placed in a position where they

weakens the misleaders of the other low"—over the heads of the leaders

organizations. When we invite the and the organizations,

whole organisation and the Left THE RELATION OF THE
wing responds and the Right wing UNITED FRONT FROM ABOVE
leaders decline, it is far more dif- AND BELOW
iicult for the Itight wing leaders

to tight the united front than it

is when they have a chance to

fisfht united action through the ex-

cuse of the "united front from be-

Letter from Party

Member Exposes

Bureaucracy
It is time that Communists should

openly state their views and aims.

The tactics of the official Commun-
ist party contradict the fundament-
al aspects of Marxism which are
so essentia! for the strengthening

of the party.

The tactics and strategy of Stal-

inism flow not from contemporary
requirements but from complex
system of bureaucracy which bases
itself on an erroneous foundation.
The bureaucracy has adventuristic-

iillj- anticipated the successful
building of an isolated socialist

society in the U. S. S. It. This in

turn has created a dogma of action

which, stands in fundamental con-

tradistinction to Lenin's teachings.

I have recenifly been admitted
into the C. P. where I have come
upon such situations 'that have
dumbfounded me and proved the
impotence of my party which is al-

legedly the leader of the working
class in its struggle for emancipa-
tion. Prior to my admittance I ex-

pounded .some revolutionary con-
cepts that coincided with those of

the L. O. I was immediately brand-
ed a "Trotsky ite". This caused a
delay to my entrance into the party.
Duly when it appeared that I was
converted was I given my member-
ship book.

The burcaurats refuse to polem-
ize against ''Trotskyism" in an ob-
jective way hut immediately de-
nounce it to ill new members as
a counter-revolutionary tendency
From these observations I have

learned that the road for success
for an opportunist or a careerist in
the party—as n matter of fact,

the internal regime tends to create
these destructive characteristics in
all members above the average in-

telligence—lies in the degree of
the verbal denunciation of "Trot-
skyism."

I will do all in my power to force
the C. P. back to the correct policy
of the world revolution. I consider
myself a part of the Left Opposi-
tion Mild will tight for its reinte-
gration into the C. P. where It

must function THROUGH THE Hsh«"Ily belongs.

ORGANIZATION if they desire to ' ";'»% believe that the theories

continue as members because o£ ;lnl ' practises of the Left Opposi-
faith, convictions, (no matter how tif>" wi!I make their way into the
false), or job control. By asking I>arf.v because they are endowed
these workers to unite with us over
the heads of the leaders and the
organization through the united
front from below, we are telling

in the office; the Spartacus Youth;fhese workers to break with their

( inb, relatively small, played a I organisation on the one hand, and
more active and prominent role giving the misleaders an excuse
than the Young Communist League, '

for sabotaging united action, on
tor all its vaunted 'activity'. |

the other hand. The united front

with the power of Marxism.
Although I am unemployed at

the present time, just as soon as
I lay my hands on a dollar bill

I will become a regular subscriber
of the Militant which is the only
revolutionary organ that gives its
readers a realistic version of his-
toric facts and a corresponding rev-—A. It. I

from below strengthens rather than olutionary diagnosis. E R

The united front with leaders

and the united front from below

are both wrong. A united front

must be BETWEEN ORGANIZA-
TIONS of the working class (or

the working class (or between pol-

itical tendencies, groups and fac-

tions, etc.] You do not app»al

ORGANIZATIONALLY 'from be-

low". You bring PRESSURE on

the organization from below. You
win the rank and file from below

to force the ORGANIZATION into

the united front. Have the other

organizations elect delegates

through (heir organizational chan-

nels to the united front regardless

of who are selected as the dele-

gates. You fry to obtain Left wing
delegates bat you take what you
get—what they elect. If the or-

ganizations, send misleaders and
betrayers they must be seated in

the united front representing their

respective organization.

The dialectics of the united front

between organizations is to win tile

rank and tile (below) and expose
the leadership in action (above).
This concept of below and above
has nothing in common with "uni-

ted fronts" put forward under
those labels.

UNITED FRONTS AND
INDIVIDUALS
The united front is not a tactic

to corral a group of prominent in-

dividuals, liberals, and artists, who
do not represent organizations or
[K>litical tendencies.

A united front must have its

foundation in WORKING CLASS
ORGANIZATIONS. Such a united
front can use as an auxiliary a few
prominent individuals and friends

of labor. They must play a subor-

dinated role and in no case should
they be given the leadership of the
movement.

"GUARANTEE" LEADERSHIP
OF THE UNITED FRONT

'"Join the united front against
the capitalist class under the lead-

ership of the Communists" (the
Stalinist formula)—is the best way
to formulate what is not a united
front. We Communists hope to win
ideological control and leadership
through our superior program, hut
no one, not even those who have
the prestige of the October revolu-
tion, can mechanically obtain lead-

ership of the movement in advance.
United fronts ure not called under
our leadership, or any other lead-

ership.

It is wrong for one organization
or political current to set up the
provisional committee and adopt a
draft program and call the other
organizations to the united front.
There are certain exceptions where
emergency demands speed, hut
those who take the initiative must
see to it that the program and
leadership is left open to be -de-

cided at the conference, where all

working class organizations have
delegates, even though the condi-
tions force the initiative upon one
political current. In fact, one poli-

tical current will always take the
initiative, but this has nothing in
common with the Stalinists, who
interpret this to mean, "under our
leadership".

(To Be Continued)
HUGO OEHLBR

The Bulletin of the Russian

LO. Nee Js Your Aid
BULLETIN OF THE OPPOSITION

(BOLSHEVIKS-LENINISTS)
To Readers Who Are Adherents and

to readers who are sympathizers!

The profound crisis through which
the Soviet Union has been passing

for the last, few years has reached
the decisive stage. The Soviet Un-
ion is in danger. Stalinism is lead-

ing ij ' to ruin with seven league
boots. Under these conditions the
struggle of the Russian Left Op-
position assumes tremendous his-

torical significance. The Bulletin

serves as one of the most important
weapons of this struggle for the
saving of the October Revolution.
Even though it penetrates into the
U. H. R. It. in an insignificant quan-
tity of copies, It nevertheless plays
a big role in its life, in the forma-
tion of genuine revolutionary ca-

dres. The ideas of the Bulletin

pass from mouth to mouth. Our
task lies in strengthening this role

;

in achieving a larger circulation of
the Bulletin in U. S. S. 11.; in suc-
ceeding in publishing it each month
regularly.

For this we require the help of
readers and friends, primarily fin-

ancial help. The Bulletin is forc-
ed to contend with unheard-of dif-

Spirtacus Youth Club

in Over -Night Hike

The Spartacus Youth Club in-

vites all friends, sympathizers and
young workers to meet at 126 East
Kith St., on Saturday, July 15th,

12 noon. We leave promptly on
our overnight hike.

Be prepared for a slice of genu-'

iue outdoor life, and bring flash-

lights, blankets, cooking utensils,

et al.
j

We return Sunday evening to the
headquarters for a social. Music,
Songs, Dancing. All very informal
all very free.

Every Wednesday evening the
Spartacus Youth Club holds a mass
open air meeting at the corner of
7th St., and 2nd Ave. Members and
sympathizers, take note. I

MINNEAPOLIS PICNIC
Sunday, July 33 Storting H A-. M.

Riverside Park on South Side

EVERYBODY WELCOME
Nationally Known Speakers

Auspices: Minneapolis Free

Mooney Conference
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ticulties. It is forbidden not only

by Stalin but also by Hitler and
Mussolini; it is factually forbidden

in Koumania, Jugoslavia, Poland,
Lithuania, Latavia and a few other
countries. The entry and circula-

tion of the Bulletin into these
countries is tied up with great dif-

ficulties and expense. Stalin, on
his part, resorts to most ferocious
measures to close up the roads for

the Bulletin info II. S. S. R. The
Itulietiii is forced to seek for new
ways. We are issuing a special

edition .if the Bulletin for USSR,
the small size and bulk of which
facilitates its entry into the Soviet
Union. (Upon rciiticst, we wiil for-

ward copies of this edition to our
friends and readers). This edition
as well as the circulars we issue
roipiirc new resources. These we
lack. (Generally there obtains
among a tew readers of i lie Bulletin
an incorrect conception regarding
the financial security of our publica-
tion. At no time was this even in

prospect. This issue of every num-
ber is tied up with immense efforts
and difficulties. Rut never before
lias the Bulletin been in so onerous
a material condition as it is at the
present time. The publication of
the Bulletin itself is being threat-
en And in the meantime, the
situation dictates the transition of
the bulletin to a monthly schedule,
to appear regularly on specified
dates. The editors of the Bulletin
have set themselves the pressing
task of achieving this. This task
as well as the guaranteeing of the
existence of the Bulletin in general,
cannot he performed without the
decisive and systematic heip of
friends and readers. In the past
this help was far from sufficient.
Without this heip it will be impos-
sible to speed matters ahead. We
appeal for decisive help and we are
firmly banking upon it.

We are in need of financial help;
of immediate and regular contribu-
tions, we are in need of new sub-
scribers. All our friends and
readers can and must find new sub-
scribers. Wo are ready to forward
free of charge "sample" copies of
the Bulletin to addresses sent us
by our readers.
We must succeed in having all

subscribers pay for their subscrip-
tions .regularly and promptly.
We must have addresses of book

stores, selling Russian literature
and papers and which would agree
to stock Bulletins on commission
basis (for sale).
We need assistance in the matter

of popularizing the Bulletin; there
should not be a single city in which
our adherents live and in which the
existence of the Bulletin is not
widely known, and in which it is
not on sale.

Every reader who is an adherent
must take stock of all his resources
and connections in order to help
the Bulletin... We await the re-
sponge! we await financial assist-
ance!

Address all letters and money
remittances to "The Bulletin Fund"
J. Meichler, 2 bis rue Etienne
Ma rev, Paris (XX).
An account of the sums received

will be published regularly in the
Bulletin.

Editors of the Bulletin of
the Opposition—Paris.

What StalinismSaid aboutDemocracy

and Fascism

Stalinism did not recognize as

its task, to arouse the working

class against the threatening dan-

ger of Fascism. On the contrary,

ibe Stalinists took pains to "de-

monstrate" anew day in day out,

that "between democracy and
Fascism there is no basic differ-

ence." Nothing was more quali-

fied to make the workers under-

estimate the danger of Fascism

than this distorted formula of

Stalinism.

They in our ranks who erroneous-

ly act along the line of a belief in

the existence of a basic contradic-

tion between bourgeois democracy
and Fascism, between the social

democracy and Hitler's party, are
harmful and fatal to the Commun-
ist movement. Indeed, this Is our

chief danger.

(Manilsky, Report, XI Plenum
of the E. ('. C. I., April 11)31, Kom-
tnunisiischc Internationale, No. 1C,

April KKtl. page 703.)

From this we draw the first coik-

clusion—that only a bourgeois lib-

eral can construe a counter-distinc-

tion between bourgeois democracy
and a Fascist regime, and can as-

sume that we are dealing here with
two basically different political

forms ....

( Manuilsky, Report, XI Plenum
of the K. C O. I., Kommunistische
Internationale, N.o 1G, April 1931,

page 71)3.)

The fact that the bourgeoisie is

obliged to suppress the workers'

movement by means of Fascist
methods does not mean that the

upper clashes no longer rule as be-

fore. Fascism Is not a new kind
of governmental method to be dis-

tinguished from the system of the
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. He
who thinks so is a liberal.

(Manirilsky Report, XI Plenum,
April 1931, Komm. Intemat. No. 17

18, May 1031, page 773.)

The Fascist dictatorship offers

no basic distinction from bourgeois
democracy, through which also the
dictatorship of finance capital is

carried out.

('. P. G. on the decisions of the XI
plenum of the E. C. C. I., May
1031.)

The Leipzig party convention
confirmed fully the correctness of.

the resolution of the IX (?) Plenum
of the E. C. C. I., which declared

that in our parties the counter-pos-

ing of Fascism and bourgeois dem-
ocracy is a liberal interpretation.

(Marlynov,, Komm. Interna*. May
1031, No. 2, page 895.)

But even worse is the fact that

in spite of the conclusions of the XI
Plenum, in spite of the masterly
clarification ot the problem as pre-

sented in the final words of com-
rade Manuilsky, there have ap-

peared in our ranks tendencies to-

wards a liberal counter-distinction

of Fascism and bourgeois dem-
ocracy, of the Hitler party and so-

cial Fascism.
(Thaelmaim, "Some Mistakes in

Our Theoretic and Practical Work",
Die Internationale, November-Dec-
ember, 1931, page 487.)

Germany demonstrates .... that

the transition of democracy to

Fascism is an organic process,
which does not have to take on
the form of unusual and explosive
occurrences but can be accomplish-
ed gradually and in a "bloodless"
way.

(Werner Hirseh, "Fascism and
the Hitler Party", Die Internation-
ale, January 1932, page 28.)

The objective situation in Ger-
many is a striking and incontrover-
tibly practical argument against
the liberal counter-distinction be-

tween Fascism and democracy, So-
cial Fascism and Hitler Fascism.

—

By no means at all, therefore, is

it the task of Communists to search
with extra-strong spectacles for
any possible differences between
democracy and Fascism.
Werner Hirseh, Die Internation-

ale, January 1932, page 31.)

On the other hand, as the Na-
tional Socialist movement swells
out, the Hitler party, too, offers
stronger support for the bourge-
oisie. This process will soon—at
the latest in connection with the

the order of the day the question
of the open participation of the
Naids in the government. Through
this, ih» role of the socialist jwrty
of Germany will in no wise be
weakened.

{Thaelmaiw, "Some Mistakes in
Our Theoretic and Practical Work"D* "^^"MomI* Noyember-Dec-hogiras'a movement,
ember, 1031, page 485.)

!

WHAT STAND DID THE
LEFT OPPOSITION TAKE?
Fascism makes its appearance as

the second representative agent of
the bourgeoisie. Like the social

democracy, but to a greater degree.
Fascism jiossesses its special army,
its particular interests and its own

We know
I

that in order to save and stabilize

What the Left Opposition Said about

Democracy and Fascism

Leninism versus Stalinism
FOREWORD

The victory of German Fascism closes a distinct epoch of
political lustory and opens a new one. In the course of the past
J ear the Stalinist bureaucracy did nil that was possible without
it, o render the Fascist victory easier. Addressing itself to the
proletariat of the world, the Left Opposition (Bolshevik-Lenin-
ists) enhcused implacably the policies of the Stalinist bureau-
cracy and gave its answers to all problems as they were nosed
by events. *

At present no proletarian revolutionary can close his eyes
to the conflict between the two factions raging within the campof Communism. Comrade Oscar Fischer has performed an impor-
tant and instructive task by collecting and classifying according
to subject the clearest and most inclusive statements that weregiven in answer to theoretic and practical questions, on the onehand by the Stalinist bureaucracy, and on the other by the LeftOpnosihon (Bolshevik-Leninists). I hope that this rare collec-
tion of citations will soon find its way to everv thinking work-
er. There will be no advance unless we learn *bv the tracie
mi/takes and defeats of the past. —L. THOTSKY

Also in the event that the Nazis, bourgeois society in Italy Fascismare taken into the government,! not only had to oppose sharply thethere can be no question that the social democracy hut the tradition-
bourgeoisie wtll refuse the cooper- al bourgeois parties as
at ion of the- social democracy in

(Resolution of the C. C. of the Prussian elections—place again on

the cirrying out of the Fascist
dictatorship. Die Internationale,
January 1032, page 4.)
The XI Plenum of the E. C. 0. I.

has swept aside the artificially con-
structed counter-distinction between
bourgeois democracy and Fascist
dictatorship. By this it has rend-
ered an invaluable service to the
Communist parties in their fight
against social Fascism. The XII
Plenum hits demonstrated that so-
called "classic" Fascism does not
exi and cannot exist, and that
all confusing theories, basing them-
selves on the history of Italian
FTascism, about the Fascist need of
first striking down the working
ctess, «m bloodless abstractions.

(Schwab, "The Nature of the
Fascist -Dictatorship", Komtaunist-
isehe Internationale, No. 10, Janu-
ary 1933, page 19.)

, --."f^.,™.-. i,<iLitt;g aa well. We
must cot imagine that all the pol-
itical organs of the bourgeoisie
worked in perfect concord. Fortun-
ately things do not work out that
way. Economic anarchy is supple-
mented by political anarchy. Now
too. Fascism, which has been nour-
ished by the social democracy, will
have to smash the latter in order
to reach power.

(Trotiky, "The Austrian Crisis",
November 1929.)

No matter how irue it is that the
social democracy, by its whole pol-
icy, prepared the blossoming of
Fascism, it is no less true that
Fascism comes forward as a deadly
threat primarily to that same so-
cial democracy, all of whose magni-
ficence is inextricably bound up with
parliamentary- democratic - pacifist
forms and methods of government.

(Troteky, "The Turn In the Com-

munist International and the Ger-

man Situation", September 11)30,

page 13.)

The XI Plenum of the E. C. C. I.

came to the decision that it was
imperative to put an end to those
erroneous views which originate in

'•the liberal interpretation of the

contradictions between Fascism and
bourgeois democracy, as well as
between the parliamentary formg
of .bourgeois dictatorship and the
outrij;ht forms " The gist of

this Stalinist philosophy is quite

plain: From the Marxist denial of

the absolute contradiction, it de-

duces the total negation of any con-
tradiction at ail, even of a rela-

tive contradiction. This error is

typical of vulgar radicalism.—What
Next, page 28.)

A contradiction does exist between
democracy and Fascism. It is not
at all "absolute" or, putting .fet

in the language of Marxism, it does
not at all denote the rule of two
irreconcilable classes. But it does
denoie different systems of the dom-
ination of one and the same class.

—{Page 29.)

The statement that the transition
from democracy to Fascism may-
take on an "organic" and a "grad-
ual" character can mean one thing
and one thing only and that is

:

without any fuss without a fight,

the proletariat may be deprived not
only of Its material conquests—not
only of Its given standard of living,

of its social legislation, of its civil

and political rights—but also of
the basic weapon whereby these
were achieved, that is, its organi-
zations. The "bloodless" transition
to Fascism implies under this ter-

minology, the most frightful capi-
tulation of the proletariat that can
he conceived. (Page 3G.)

In a Fascist regime, at least dur-
ing its first phase, capitnl leans
on the petty bourgeoisie which de-
stroys the organizations of the pro-
letariat. Italy, for instance! Is
there a difference in the "class
content" of these two regimes? If
the question is posed only regards

I the ruling class, then there is no
|

difference. If one takes into ac-

count the position and inter-relation
of all classes, from the angle of the
proletariat, then the difference ap-
jieitrs to be quite enormous. (Page

111 order to try to find a way out,
the bourgeoisie must absolutely rid
itself of the pressure exerted by the
workers' organizations, these must
needs be eliminated, destroyed, ut-
terly crashed.
At this juncture the historic roie

of Fascism begins, it sets on its
feet those classes that are imme-
diately above the proletariat and
who are ever In dread of being
forced down into ranks; it organ-
izes and militarises them at the
expense of finance capital, under
the cover of the official government
and it directs them to the extirpa-
tion of proletarian organizations
from the most revolutionary to the
mo- conservative.

Fascism is not merely a svstem
of reprisals, of brutal force; and
of police terror. Fascism is a par-
ticular governmental system based
on the uprooting of all elements of
proletarian democracy within bour-
geois society. The task of Fascism
lies not only in destroying the Com-
munist advance guard but in hold-
ing the entire class in a state of
enforced disunity. To this end, the
Physical annihilation of the most
revolutionary section of the work-
ers does not suffice. It is also nec-
essary to smash all independent
and voluntary organizations, to de-
molish all the defensive bulwarks
of the proletariat, and to uproot
whatever has been achieved during
fbree quarters of a century by the
social democracy and the trade un-
ions. For. in the last analysis, the
Communist ,>arty also bases itselfon these achievements.

— (What Next?. Paee 19>ED TOR'S NOTB^The 'compTlation
of quotations published herewith
is taken from the German pam-
phlet Lenimsm Against Stalinism
prepared hy comrade (Jskar Fis-
cher and published by the Ger-man Left Opposition. Other parts
of this pamphlet will be reprint-
ed in subsequent issues.
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German Catastrophe
The imperialist epoch, in Europe

at least, has been one of sharp

turns, in which politics lias acquir-

ed an extremely mobile character.

At each turn the stakes have been,

rot some partial reform or other,

but the fate of the regime. On
this, fact the exceptional role of the

revolutionary party and of its lead-

ership is based. If, in the good

old days when the social democarcy
grew regularly and uninterrupted-

ly, like' the capitalism which nour-

ished it, the leadership of Bebel

resembled a general staff tranquilly

elaborating plans for a war in the

indefinite' future (a war that per-

haps might not come after all),

under present conditions the Cen-

tral Committee of a revolutionary

party resembles the' field headquar-

ters of an army in action. The
strategy of the study has been re-

placed by the strategy of the bat-

tle
1

field.

The struggle against a central-

ized enemy demands centralization.

Trained in a spirit of strict dis-

cipline, the German workers assi-

milated this idea with renewed
vigor during the War and the poli-

tical convulsions which followed it.

The workers are not blind to the
defects of their leadership, but
none of them as an individual is

able to shake off the crip of the

©rganidation. The workers as a
whole consider it better to have
a strong leadership, even if a faulty

one, than to pull in different direc-

An Historical Evaluation
*>lte" rally around

of the Events by

Leon Trotsky

policy of the Communist Interna-

tional was correct "before as well

as during the coup d'etat." A cor-

rect policy, however, begins with a

correct appraisal of the situation,

iet, for the last four years, In fact

up to March 5, 1033, we heard day

in and day out that a mighty anti-

fascist front was growing uninter-

ruptedly in Germany, that Nation-

al Socialism was retreating and

disintegrating, and that the whole

situation was under the aegis of

the revolutionary offensive. How
could a policy Jtave been correct

vvlwn the wliole analysis on which
it was Itased was knocked over like

a house of cards?

The Praesidium justifies the pas-

sive' retreat by the fact that the

Communist party, "lacking the sup-

port of the majority of the work-

ing class", could not engage in a

decisive battle without committing

a crime. Nevertheless, the same1

re-

solution considers the July 20 call

for a general political strike as

deserving special praise
1

, though for

some unknown reason it neglects
tions or to resort to '"free-lance" to mention an identical call of

activities. Nevi'r before in the his- March 5. Is not the general strike

tory of humanity has a political a -decisive1 struggle"? The two
staff played so important a role strike calls wholly corresponded to

or borne such responsibility as in the obligations of a "leading role"

in the "anti-Fascist united front"

under the conditions of the "revoiu-.

the present epoch.

The unparalleled defeat of the
German proletariat is the most
important event since the conquest
of power by the Russian proletariat.

The first task on the morrow of the

defeat is to analyze tht* policy of

the leadership. The most responsi-

ble1 leaders (who are, heaven be

praised, safe and sound) point with
pathos to the Imprisoned rank and
file executors of their policies in

order to suppress all criticism. We
can only meet such a spuriously
sentimental argument with con-

tempt. Our solidarity with those

whom Hitler has imprisoned is un-

assailable, but this solidarity does
not extend to accepting the mis-
takes of the leaders. The losses

sustained will be justified only if

the ideas of the vanquished are ad-

vanced. The preliminary condition

for this is courageous criticism.

For a whole month not a single

Communist organ, the Moscow
1'ravda not excepted, uttered a
word on the catastrophe of March
fj. They ail waite'd to hear what
the Praesidium of the Executive
Committee of the Communist Inter-

national would say. For its part

the Praesidium oscillated between
two contradictory variants; "The
German Central Committee led us

astray," and "the German Central

Committee' pursued a correct pol-

icy." The first variant was ruled

out : the preparation of the catas-

trophe had taken place under the

eyes of everybody, and the contro-

versy with the Left Opposition that
preceded the catastrophe had too

clearly committed the leaders of the

Communist International. At, last

on April 7, the decision was an-

nounced : "The political line of
the Central Committee, with Thal-

mann at its head, was completely

correct up to and during Hitler's

coup d'Etat." It is only to be re-

gretted that all those who were
dispatched into the beyond by the

Fascists did not learn of this con-

soling affirmation before they died.

The resolution of the Praesidium
does not attempt to analyze the
policy of the German Communist
party—whicli was, above all else,

to have been expected—but consti-

tutes another in the long series of

indictments against the social dem-
ocracy. It preferred, we are told,

a coalition with the bourgeoisie to

a coalition with the Communists

;

it evaded a real struggle against
Fascism ; it fettered the initiative

of the masses ; and as it had in

its hands the "leadership of the
mass labor organizations," it suc-

ceeded in preventing a general
strike. All this is true. But it is

nothing new. The social dem-
ocracy, as the party of social re-

form, exhausted the progressiveness

of its mission, as capitalism was
transforming itself into imperialism.
During the war the' social dem-

itself the

overwhelming majority of its class.

But the rise to this revolutionary

peak is accomplished on the steps

of successive splits.

It was not Lenin who invented

the policy of the united front; like

the split within the proletariat,

it is imposed by tht' dialectics of

the class struggle. No successes

would be possible without tempor-

ary agreements, for the sake of ful-

filling immediate tasks, among
various sections, organizations and
groups of the proletariat. Strikes,

trade unions, journals, parliament-

ary elections, street demonstrations
demand that the split be bridged

in practice from time to time as
the need arises; that is, they de-

mand a united front ad hoc, even
if it dot's not always take on the

form of one. In the first stages of

a movement, unity arises episodical-

ly and spontaneously from below,
but when the masses are accustom-
ed to lighting through their organi-

sations, unity must also be estab-

lished at the top. Under the con-

ditions existing in advanced capi-

talist countries, the slogan of "only
from below" is a gross anachron-
ism, fostered by memories of the
first stages of the revolutionary
movement, especially in Tsarist
Russia.

At a certain level, the struggle
for unity of action is converted
from an elementary fact into a tac-

tical task. The simple formula of
the united front solves nothing. It

is not only Communists who appeal
for unity, but also reformists, and
even Fascists. The tactical appli-
cation of the united front is sub-
ordinated, in every given period, to

tionary offensive" Unfortunately, a definite strategic conception. In
the strike calls fell on deaf ears; preparing the revolutionary unifica-

nobody came out and answered '

t

tion of the workers, without and
them. But if, between the official

interpretation of events and the
strike calls on the one hand, and
the facts and deeds on the other,

there arises such a crying contra-

diction, it is hard to understand
wherein a correct policy can be dis-

tinguished from a disastrous one.
In any case, the Praesidium has
forgotten to explain which was cor-

rect——the two strike calls or the
indifference of the workers to them.

Rut perhaps the division in the
ranks of the proletariat was the
cause for the defeat? Such an ex-
planation is created Especially for
lazy minds. The unity o£ the pro-
letariat, as a universal slogan, is

a myth. The proletariat is not
homogeneous. The split begins with
the political awakening of the1

pro-
letariat, and constitutes the mech-
anics of its growth. Only under
the conditions of a ripened social
crisis, when it is faced with the
seizure' of power as .an immediate
task, can the vanguard of the pro-
letariat, provided with a correct

against reformism, a long, persist-
ent and patient experience in ap-
plying the united front with the
reformists is necessary ; always, of
course, from the point of view of
the final revolutionary goal. It is

precisely in this field that Lenin
gave us incomparable examples.

The strategic conception of the
Communist International was false
from beginning to end. The point
of departure of the German Com-
munist party was that there is.

nothing but a mere division of
labor lietween the social democracy
and Fascism, that their interests
are similar if not identical. Instead
of helping to aggravate the discord
between Communism's principal
political adversary and its mortal
foe—for which it would have been
sufficient to proclaim the truth
aloud instead of violating it—the
Communist International convinc-
ed the reformists and the Fascists
that they were twins, it predicted
their conciliation, embittered and
repulsed the Social Democratic

Newsfrom Workers in Na^iland
LETTER FROM HAMBURG
Our groups shows good advances

here for the past few months. Few
connections with C. P. G. and S. P.
G. units have been established.
There has not been any loss in
numbers. Illegal work has been
carried on smoothly, with only one
comrade arrested for our special
work. AH other arrests have taken
place on account of work in the
party and the mass organizations.

Our group is publishing its organs
regularly. The composition of our
group has been improved consider-
ably in the last months by a growth
in the number of factory workers.

Insofar as the party work is con-
cerned, it must be said that its

disintegration is being hastened by
heavy blows dealt through spies.

The most notorious of these cases
is the case of a certain Kaiser.

Kaiser was a leading functionary
among the unemployed on the wa-
terfront. A member of the District
leadership of the party and of the
defense organizations, he always
kowtowed to the top leadership.

Today Kaiser is a leading collabor-

ator of the state police. Recently
he declared on oath before a court
that he had been for two years a
functionary of the information de-

partment of the National Socialist

German Labor Party (Fascists)!

Further, that he carried out the
orders of these people exclusively

within the ranks of the Communist
ocraey functioned as a direct in-

]
party. it is also possible for a

strument of imperialism. After the

War it hired itself out officially as
the family doctor of capitalism. The
Communist party strove to be its

grave-digger. On whose side was
the whole course of development?
The chaotic state of international

relations, the collapse of pacifist

illusions, the unparalleled crisis

which is tantamount to a great war
with its aftermath of epidemics

—

all this, it would seem, revealed
the decadent character of European
capitalism and the hopelessness of
reformism.
Then what happened to the Com-

munist party? In reality the Com-
munist International is ignoring
one of its own sections, even though
that section rallied some 6 million
votes in the election. That is no
longer a mere vanguard;, it Is a
great independent army. Why, then,

did it take part in the events only
as a victim of repression and po-

groms? Why, at the decisive hour,
did it prove to be stricken with
paralysis? There are circumstances

healthy party to contain within its

ranks a number of spies and for

these spies to attain positions with-
in it. But this Kaiser is a lum-
penproletarian type, with whom
any decent worker will have noth-

ing to do. Only the inner-party re-

Fascism. There are united front
formations here with the Black
Front, some collaboration has al-

ready taken place.

In the transport concerns .the

"equalization" action brought with-
in it a mass discharge of It. G. O.
(Red Trade Union Opposition)
members. Some 4 weeks later a
great many of those discharged
were rehired. In some concerns
|e. g., the stockyards), It. G. O.
functionaries were made commis-
sarial factory councillors, natural-
ly after the inevitable "equaliza-
tion".

The confusion in the party is in-

creased by all sorts of clique fights

among the O. E. C. leadership. The
confidence of the membership in

the top leaders is very low. Many
units rt'fuse to remit dues up high-

er. In many cases, comrades who
formerly shunned the sight of
1"Trotskyists", come to us for ad-
vice. It is also not unusual for

functionaries to request the colla-

boration of our comrades. The
party comrades come to our discus-

sions and ask us for material. All

this forces the bureaucracy to call

meetings at which they aim to

"deal a final blow against Trot-

skyism".

The S. P. G.

The disintegration of the S. P. G.
proceeds apace. The workers and
officials of the state concerns has-

tened to leave it so as not to

lose out by equalization. The
trade union bureaucracy acted
especially shamefully In this town.
After the arrests of May 2, they

were soon released on pledges to

cooperate. All trade union func-

tionaries left the socialist party in

Sime brought him to the top. This a body. If they are not yet mem-
skunk is responsible for hundreds] bers of the Nazi party, that is not

of arrests and raids. Rumors an their fault.

spreading in the party ranks that' But in spite of its capitulation,
other leading functionaries are the S. P. G. still attracts many
spies. It is rarely possible to test good proletarians. This has been
out these rumors, but they cause expressed in 10 ilay Day meetings
terrible confusion. In the last attended by 100 to 150 men on an
days of April the party was dealt average. At the funeral of the de-
a particularly heavy blow. In two puty Biedermann, who was murder-
days, a big printships were dis- e(i by Fascists, about 2000 social
covered and material worth several democratic workers gathered. As
hundred thousand marks conflsc- we have heard from S. P. G. eir-

ated. The whole manner of the cles, a Left wing is soon to split
action showed that it was the work away under the leadership of sev-
of a spy in the apparatus.

About the "Revolutionary"
Storm Troopers

There is a wide-spread concep-

tion among party members here

eral functionaries with tht' perspec-

tive of the creation of a new In-

dependent Social Democratic Party.
Whatever leaflets have been put
out by the S. P. G. recently came

under which one cannot withdraw | that the S. A. men (Hitlerite through the initiative of this

without giving battle. A defeat Storm Troopers) are revolutionary.
|
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may result from the superiority of The comrades are of the opinion ,

"shed connections with it.

the enemy forces ; after defeat one
may recover. The passive surren-
der of all the decisive positions

reVeals an organic Incapacity to

fight which does not go unpunished.
The Praesidium tells as that the

that in the future struggles it will

not be the masses included in the! All comrades sending in news ac-

present labor organizations that
j cotmrs anu- articles for publication

will play the decisive role, but the mu^ requested to
disillusioned S. A. men, who will H

put the rope around the neck of prepared typed copy, triple spaced.

workers and consolidated their re-

.formist leaders. Worse' yet : in

every case where, despite the ob-

stacles presented by the leadership,

local unity committes for work-
ers' defense were created, the bu-

reaucracy forced its representa-

tives to withdraw under threat of

expulsion. It displayed persistency

and perseverance only in sabotag-

ing the united front, from above
as well as from below. All this it

did, to be sure, with the best of

intentions.

No policy of the Communist party

could, of course, have transformed
the, social democracy into a party

of the revolution. But neither was
that the aim. It was necessary to

exploit to the limit the contradic-
tion between reformism and Fasc-
ism—in order to weaken Fascism,
at the same time weakening reform-
ism by exposing to the workers the
incapacity of the Social Democratic
leadership. These two tasks fused
naturally into one. The policy of

the Communist International bu-

reaucracy ted to the opposite re-

sult: the capitulation of the re-

formists served the interests of
Fascism and not of Communism

;

the Social Democratic workers re-

mained with their leaders ; the
Communist workers lost faith in

themselves and in the leadership.

The masses wanted to fight, but
they were obstinately prevented
from doing so by the leaders. Ten-
sion, uneasiness and finally disori-

entation disrupted the proletariat
from within. It is dangerous to

keep molten metal too long on the
fire ; it is still more dangerous to
keep society too long in a state of
revolutionary crisis. The petty bour-
geoisie swung over in its over-
whelming majority to the side of
National Socialism only because
the proletariat, paralyzed from
above, proved powerless to lead it

along a different road. The ab-
sence of resistance on the part of
the workers heightened the self-

assurance of Fascism and diminish-
ed the fear of the big bourgeoisie
confronted by the' risk of civil war.
The inevitable demoralization of
the Communist detachment, increas-
ingly isolated from the proletariat,

rendered impossible even a partial
resistance. Thus the triumphal
procession of Hitler over the bones
of (he proletarian organizations
was assured.

The false strategic conceptions
of the Communist International
collided with reality at every stage,
thereby leading to a course of in-

comprehensible and inexplicable
zigzags. The fundamental princi-
ple of the Communist International
was: a united front with the re-

formist leaders cannot be permit-
ted! Then, at the most critical

hour, the Central Committee of the
German Communist party, without
explanation or preparation, appeal-
ed to the leaders of the social dem-
ocracy, proposing the united front
as an ultimatum: today or never!
Both leaders and workers in, the
reformist camp interpreted this
stt'p, not as the product of fear,
but, on the eontrary,.as a diabolical
trap. After the inevitable failure
of an attempt at compromise, the
Communist International ordered
that the appeal be ignored and the
very idea of a united front was
once more proclaimed counter-rev-
olutionary. Such an insult to the
political consciousness of the mass-
es could not pass with impunity. If
up to March 5 one could, with some
difficulty, still imagine that the
Communist International, in its

fear of the enemy, might possibly
call upon the Social Democracy, at
the last moment, under the club of
the enemy—then the appeal of the
Praesidium on March 5 proposing
joint action to the Social Democra-
tic parties of the entire world, in-

dependent of the internal conditions
of each country, made even this
explanation impossible. In this
belated and worldwide proposal for
a united front, when Germany was
revealed by the flames of the
Reichstag fire, there was no longer
a word about social-Faseism. The
Communist International was even
prepared—it is hard to believe this,
hut it was printed in black and
white!

—

to refrain from criticism
of the Social Democracy during the
whole period of the joint struggle.

The waves of this panic-stricken
capitulation to reformism had hard-
ly had time to subside when Wels
swore fealty to Hitler, and Leipart
offered Fascism his assistance and
support. "The Communists," imme-
diately declared the Praesidium of
the Communist International, "were
right in calling the Social Dem-
ocrats social-Fascists." These peo-
ple are always right. Then why
did they themselves abandon the
theory of social-Fascism a few days
before this unmistakable confirma-
tion of it? Luckily, nobody dares
to put embarrassing questions to
the leaders. But the misfortunes
do not stop there: the bureaucracy
thinks too slowly to keep pace with
the present tempo of events. Hard-
ly had the Praesidium fallen back
upon the famous "twins", than Hit-
ler accomplished the complete de-
struction of the free trade unions
and, incidentally, arrested Leipart
and company. The relations be-
tween the twin brothers are not
entirely brotherly.

Instead of taking reformism as a
historic reality, with its interests
and its contradictions, with all its

oscillations to the right and left,

the bureaucracy operates with
mechanical models. Lrfpart's readi-
ness to crawl on all fours after the
defeat, is offered as an argument
against the united front before the
defeat for the purpose of avoiding
the defeat. As if the policy of
making fighting agreements with
the1 reformists were based upon the
valor of the reformist leaders and
not upon the incompatibility of the
organs of the proletarian democracy
and the Fascist bands.

The Labor Movement in Greece
The national revolution of 1821-

3WS) against Turkish domination

was carried through under the in-

fluence of the ideas of the French
Kevolution and financed by the

island bourgeoisie, wihch made its

fortune in the Napoleonic wars and
by foreign commerce, particularly

with Russia. However the long

duration of the struggle, and the

intervention of the Holy Alliance

which prevented the extension of

the frontiers of free Greece so

weakened the Greek bourgeoisie

that for the whole period up till

the beginning of the 20th century

Greek capitalism was unable to

make any signal advances in its

development. Manufacture had
practically been ruined by the war
and the merchant marine which
constituted the principal basis of

the Greek bourgeoisie transformed
into a war fleet for the exigencies

of the revolution was also badly
crippled. The bourgeoisie was re-

placed by landlord elements who
governed the country until the last

years prior to the war.

In 18fi0 small scale industry be-

gan to spring up in Greece, trade

grew and the merchant marine be-

came more and more important.

Weak bourgeois democratic tend-

encies began to assert themselves
in tlje political movement and the

bourgeoisie showed some signs of

influence.

The rise of the bourgeoisie began
to take on an accelerated rhythm
at the opening of this century. It

made headway against the landed
proprietors who lost in influence and
in economic strength. In 1909 the

bourgeoisie gave a demonstration
of its strength. A military coup d'

etat took place in Athens and the

trusted man of the bourgeoisie

came to power without great strug-
gle. With Venlzelos as its polit-

ical leader the Greek bourgeoisie
led the Greek army to victory and
to the annexation of new, rich and
economically well developed terri-

tories (Macedonia, Aegean Isles,

etc. )

.

The Balkan wars and the great
war which lasted for Greece till

1022 and ended in the Asia Minor
catastrophe helped the Greek bour-
geoisie to amass a fortune, to cen-

tralize wealth by the expropriation
of the peasantry which bore the
brunt of the war, and which had
to support almost 1,500,000 refugees
who returned without any material
resource's to the country.

Through the wealth accumulated
during the war, particularly by the
munition manufacturers Greek
capitalism began to boom. It es-

tablished industries which now em-
ploy 200,000 workers. Hundreds of

thousands of expropriated refugees
supply the cheap manual labor so
necessary to capitalism. The con-
centration of industry has progress-

ed and now the industrial magnates

Economic and Political

Acts of Capitalism and

the Working Class

are seated in the Council of Banks

and vice versa.

We have in Greece side by side

with backward forms of production

the most developed type of finance

capital. Save two banks, which are

greatly dependent upon foreign

capitalist groups, the whole banking

system is bound up with the Na-

tional Bank of Greeec. But the

National Bank also collaborates

with the Bank of England and with

English capital as did the Uabtos

during the Balkan wars of 11)12-

14J13. It share's the surplus value

of the country with them. Through
its collaboration with Greek capi-

tal, English capital exploits the

Huge transport and industrial con-

cessions, etc.

The Greek proletariat, created to-

gether with capitalism, has cour-

ageously struggled against the

bourgeoisie. The arrival of the

refugees in 1922-1923 changed the

composition of the working clasn

and its conditions of struggle. They
were utilized from the very begin-

ning by Greek capitalism to cut

wages and to beat down the' de-

mands of the other workers whose
unparalleled suffering and wretched

conditions were no better than

theirs. But these young elements,

of a higher cultural formation,

who fell into the vise of capitalism,

soon became the most aggressive

elements and they have conducted
severe battles together with the

Greek proletariat.

The political and trade union or-

ganizations of the Greek proletar-

iat were imtnonsly influenced

by the Russian revolution until

1923. All the sincere and eve7!]

careerist elements took on a red

coloration. After the reaction and
aided by Stalinism, the revolution-

ary ferment dying down, the re-

formist leaders took control of the
party and the C. G. T. (trade union
center) was abandoned in 1925 to

conservative elements by its leaders

who as members of the party are
now the leaders of the reaction in

the proletarian movement.

The Conwiunist Party

The Communist party was found-

ed in J.918 by reformist elements

who baptized themse'lves Commun-
ists under the influence of the Rus-
sian revolution and the sentiment

of a_n imminently approaching rev-

olution in Europe'. Adventurism
came to the fore in the party after

1922. It formed the basis of Stal-

inism. The Greek Communist party

without ever having bee'ii a Com-
munist party passed from tiie stage

LastWhimpersfromScheideman

(Continued on Page 4)

Philip Scheidemann, the German

social-chauvinist, now safely buried'

in Karlsbad, reappeared for a min-;

ute—to offer his apologies in the

N. Y. Times of July 9th. It seems I

the Nazis and that dreadful Adolph

have been very nasty—in fact they

have' been slanderous. One of the

Nazi lies is the claim that Herr
Scheidemann and the other social

democrats stabbed the army in the

back with a revolution. Instead,

on September 29, 1918, the army
lenders demanded peace becaase

the army had completely broken

down. On October 16, Wilson made
it clear that he would treat only

with a democratic government,

never with the Kaiser. Only then

did Scheidemann, a member of the

Kaiser's last cabinet, and Bbert,

presume to take the power handed
to them both by the old govern-

ment and the revolution. With
these facts Scheidermann defends
himself against "the agitator, Hit-

ler," who "has continued for fif-

teen years to peddle the legend of

the stab in the back by the Novem-
ber criminals."

But to whom is Scheidemann
apologizing? Is it to the workers
whom he and the other social dem-
ocratic leaders betrayed on August
4, 1914 into the slaughter and star-

vation of the imperialist war? Is

it to the' Spartacists whom the
Council of Commissioners, made up
of Bbert, Scheidemann, Landsberg,
Koske, and Wissel, all Social Dem-
ocrats, killed in December 1918 and
January 1919? Is it to Liebknecht
and Luxemburg who were killed

in cold blood at Noske's orders?

Not at all. Scheidemann Is apolog-

izing to the same bourgeoisie whom
he served so faithfully during the
war, whom again and again he
saved from the proletariat during
the years of revolution, whose final

triumph he made possible by dis-

arming the proletariat with parlia-

mentary lies.

But now Scheidemann and all

the boot-llckers of his type are
cast out as useless tools. No long-

er is the Social Democracy able to

accomplish Its task of supporting
bourgeois democracy by holding
back the workers. Instead the
bourgeoisie are using the reaction-

ary storekeepers, white-collar slav-

es, students, and peasants as a
Fascist fist to crush the workers,
destroy all traces of democratic
rights, demolish all workers organi-

zations—including the happy hunt-
. ing ground Of the Scheidemann bu-
reaucracy the social democracy.

Now the social democrats, who
have been fortunate enough to save
their hides, fill the places of exile,

whimper to their master how faith-

ful they were as servants, and mut-

ter impotent threats against thefr

successor. Hitler. These' men who
were, glad in 1914 to support the

Kaiser In the war, now call for a

war against Hitler. Says Scheide-

mann,: '•It must be the task of the
entire civilized world to paralyze

these adventurers That this may
not exclude a bloody war is self-

evident."

After a lifetime of pussyfooting
with the bourgeoisie in Germany
proper, Herr Scheidemann makes
bold—jn his Karlsbad exile. And
even this Karlsbad boldness is

characteristic of the social dem-
ocratic bureaucracy, though it is

only a deathbed snort : Herr Schei-

demann calls for war against Hit-
ler—not, god forbid, by a mobiliza-
tion

1

of the world working, class

—

but as the "task of the entire civil-

ized world 11
'. In this appeal ifc

summed up the beginning and the
end of the' bureaucratic physiology:
Too weak, too scared of itself to

call upon the workers to struggle
in time, the bureaucracy to the
very Jast trust in eve'ry other quack
salvation. And when everything is

all over, when the enemy is firmly
entrenched, it take's an order de-
priving them of their pensions to
make the bureaucratic lepers so
bold as to shake off their social-
chauvinism in favor of salvation
"by the' entire civilized world".

The example of Scheidemann is

a deep, though tragic, lesson in

the logic of bureaucratic degenera-
tion. It is ne'eessary once more to
recall that this degeneration began
by the substitution of social-chauv-
inist reformism for the Marxist
conception of the Permanent Rev-
olution. The Stalinist bureaucracy
too, within its own limits and in its

own special circumstances, has al-

ready gone a long stretch of the
road along this same line of degen-
eration. The fate of Scheidemann
should serve as a warning to the
Stalinists, lest they too have to re-
sort to "Karlsbad Boldness". Com-
munists everywhere must work with
all forces to prevent this and for
the reestablishmen t of the concep-
tion of Permanent Revolution in
the Communist International and
In the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union —p. m.

OPEN AIR MEETINGS
FOE NEW YORK

Manhattan: 7th St. and 2nd Ave.
every Wednesday night 8 P. M.
86th Street and Lexington Ave.,
every Thursday night 8 P. M.

Harlem: 125th St., and 5th Avenue.
every Saturday night 8 P. M.

Bronx: 163rd Street and Prospect
Ave., every Sat. night 8 P. M.

Brooklyn: Pitkin Ave. and Bristol
St. (Brownsville) Friday night

of social democracy to Stalinism.
Its most noteworthy adventuristic
acts are tile following: in 1922 they
were utilized by the militarists to
explain the shooting of the royalist

ministers. This was also stated at
the League of Nations by the Greek
ambassador at Geue'va who used
them as an excuse to the imperial-
ists (the will of the workers). In
iya3 at tile time of the royalist
rising the party allied itself with
the military government and ap-
pealed to the workers to enlist as
volunteers under the bourgeois fiag

lo save democracy. In 1925 they
collaborated with the dictator
Panjjalus. iln l!)2(i with the en-,

emies of Pangalos, and formulated
the slogan of a "Left republic" and
pure democracy" which provided a
shield for the militarist elements.
Then came the third period. A
logicul chain.

Although the party led many
workers struggles during this long
period it could bring none of them
tn a successful conclusion, it could
not crystallize a new leadership.
Now the iiarty is a she'll of an or-
ganization without a spinal column.
I* has influence over the radicalized
masses who are coming towards
Communism only because it is the
official and exclusive- representative
of the C. I. iiud the Russian rev-

olution. By maintaining the appar-
atus of the party Stalinism only
compromises the struggles of the
(J reek proletariat by its militarist
slogans whicli have no basis in
actual fact and are purely scholas-
tic.

The Left Opposition

The present Left Opposition, the
Communist organization of Bolshe-
vik-I.eiilnists (Archiomarxists) has
its roots in the origins of the party.

At the foundation congress of the
party in 11)18 the Left wing ciearly
distinguished itself from the re-

formists, and after some' time it

broke from it, formed the "Com-
munist Union", published the week-
ly magazine Comintinismo, organ-
ized its educational, agitation and
propaganda courses, etc. It pro-
gressed. But after the adoption of

the 21 points by the party and the
liersistent recommendation of the
representative of the C. I. it fused
with (he party.

These comrades occupied the
highest posts in the party. A num-
ber of them degenerated. The
fibers understood that it was nec-
i's-.ary to work for the formation
of ddres and to help the forma-
tion of the Communist party by
tis publications and by its activ-

ities inside the party and in the
working class. It was in! this

sense that the first group met in

the winter of 1921 and elaborated
a program along these lines. Edu-
cational work among the proletar-

iat began and was carried on sys-
tematically. This activity was
combined with the issuance of the

1

magazine Archives of Marxism
which published the classical works
of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Trotsky
in the Greek language. Up till that
time no Communist publication ex-
isted in Greece.

The- appearance of the magazine
so disturbed the bureaucracy that
Hit' first numbers sold at the 1st of
May meeting in 1923 were torn up
by gangs organized by them. This
was the first hostile act against
this tendency. The movement pro-
gressed. After ignoring it silently
expulsions began. They kept dis-
covering Archiomarxists in the
party till 192-j and expelled them.
The years of 192ti to 1928 were
years of bitter struggle in which
the Stalinists took recourse to ter-
rorist acts to exterminate the Arch-
ioniar -d.sts. The present leaders of
the Kpartacos group were the or-
jwnizors of these attempts. In this
Wiiy the cowardly murders of com-
rade's Georgoparnlatos, a bakery
worker and Ladas, a woodworker,
took place. These workers were
among the best in the cadre of
militants in our times. That we
did not have more victims is only
because we had comrades in the
party who warned us. In Kavilla
powder and revolver cartridges,
meant for us, were se'ized. Then
came the third period. While the
party was busy with the conquest
of the streets, there was free
ground for the rebuilding of the
trade unions, so that in 1930 two
revolutionary trade unions in Sal-
onica, Athens and Pireaus were
under our influence. On the eve
of our first national conference
there were scarcely any trade un-
ion organizations but ours and
the reformists'.

(from La Verite),
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Historical Objectiveness..
Everyone digests his food and

oxygenates his blood. But not ev-

eryone will dare write a thesis

about digestion and blood circula-

tion. Not so with the social science's.

Since each person lives under the

influence of the market and o£ the

historic process in general, it is

considered sufficient to possess

common sen-e in order to write

exercises on economic and especial-

ly historico-philosophic themes. As
a general rule only "objectives" is

demanded of an historical work. In

point of fact whatever does bear

this high-sounding title in the

language of common sense, has

nothing to do with scientific objec-

tiveness.

The Philistine, especially if he is

separated from the lighting arena

by space and time, considers him-

self elevated above the lighting

camps from the mere fact that he

understands neither one of them.

He sincerely takes his blindness

regarding the working of historical

forces for the height of impartially,

just as he is used to considering

himse'lf the normal measure of all

things. Notwithstanding their

documentary value, too many his-

torical papers are being written ac-

soialion in the pages of history;i cal] sorting and cleaning. The in-

just as some people seek shelter dividual he reduced to the social,

from ihc blows of destiny in rom- the particular to the general, the

ing of sharp edges, even distribu-

tion of light and shadow, a concil-

iatory moralising, with a thorough

disguising of the author's political

sympathies, easily secures for a

historical work the high reputation

of "objectiveness."

In so far as the subject of in-

vestigation *is a phenomenon. a§

poorly reconcilable with common
sense as revolution, this historical

"objectiveness" dictates in advance

its immutable conclusions: th»

cause of the disturbances lies in

the fact that the1 conservatives were

much too conservative, the revolu-

tiona rit's much too revolution-

ary : the historical excesses call-

ed civil war can in the future,

be avoided if the private owners

will be more generous, and thd

hungry people more moderate. A
book with such tendencies has a

good effect on the nerves, especially

during an epoch of world crisis.

The, demand of science, and not

of a parlor-phiiistine "objectives",

really is that one should expose the
1

social conditioning of historical

events, no matter how unpleasant

they may be for the nerves. His-

tory is not a dumping-ground for

documents and moral maxims. liis-

torj is a science! no loss objective

than physiology. It requires not a

hypocritical 'impartiality" but a

scientilic method. One can accept

or reject the materialistic dialectic

as a method of historical science,

but one' must reckon with it. Sci-

entilic objectiveness can he and

must be lodged in the very method
itself. If the author did not man-

age its proper application it must

be pointed out exactly v^here.

I attempted to base my History

not on my own political sympath-

ies, but on the material foundations

of society. Revolution I considered

as the process, conditioned by all

the past, of the" direct struggle of

classes for power. The center of

attention for me was tpose changes

in the consciousness of the classes

taking place under the effect of the

feverish tempo of their own strug-

gle. I considered political parties

and political agents in no other

light than that of mass shifts and
clashes. Four parallel processes

conditioned by the social structure

of the country formed thus the

background of the whole narrative;

the evolution of the consciousness

of the proletariat from February to

October ; the change' of the moods
in the army ; a growth of the pea-

sant vindietiveness ; the awakening
and insurgence of the oppressed
nationalities. By revealing the
dialectic of the consciousness of

masses thrown out of equilibrium,

the author ought to give the near-

est immediate key to all the eVents

of the revolution.

A literary work is "truthful" or

artistic when the inter-relations of

the heroes develop, not according
to the author's desires, but accord-

ing to the latent forces of the char-

acters and setting. Scientific knowl-
edge differs greatly from the art-

istic. But the two also have some
traits in common, defined by the de-

pendence of the description on the
thing described. An historical work
Is scientific when facts combine In-

to one whole process which, as in

life, Ijves according to its own in-

terior laws.

Is the depiction of the classes of

Russia true? Do these Classen

through their parties and politic-

ians talk their own language? Do
the events—naturally, without be-

ing forced—go back to the social

source, i. e. to the struggle of liv-

ing historic forces? Does the
1

general conception of the revolu-

tion conflict with actual facts?
must admit with gratitude that a
large number of critics have ap-

proached my work precisely from
the standpoint of these1

really ob-
jective, i. e., scientific criteria.

Their critical remarks may be
right or wrong, but the great maj-
ority of them are fruitful.

It is not accidental, however,
that those critics who miss "ob-
jectiveness" neglect completely the
problem of historic determinism.
They are really complaining about
the "injustice" of the author to-

ward his opponents, as if it were
a question not of scientific research,
but of a school report-card with
marks for good conduct. One* <W
the critics is offended for the mon-
archy, another for the liberals, a
third for the compromisers. Since
the sympathies of these critics got
neither recognition nor Indulgence
from the actual reality in 1917,
.they would now like to find con-

subjective be confronted with the
objective. This is exactly what
history consists of in our opinion
as a science.

There exists a quiet special

group of critics who are offended
personally for Stalin, and for whom
history outside of that question
does not exist. These people con-
sider themselves "friends" of the
Russian revolution. In reality they
are merely attorneys for the Soviet
bureaucracy. That is not the same
thing. The bureaucracy grew
stronger as the activity of the
masses weakened. The power of
the bureaucracy is an expression of
the reaction against the revolution.

It is true that this reaction is

still developing on the foundations
laid by the October revolution, but
even so it is a reaction. The at-

torneys of the bureaucracy are
often attorneys of the anti-October
reaction. This is not altered by the
fact that they perform their func-
tions unconsciously.

Like shop-keepers grown rich
who create for themselves a new
and more suitable genoology, the
bureaucratic class which grew out
of the revolution has created its

own historiography. Hundreds of
rotary presses are at. its service.
But its quantity does not make up

Nor is irony lacking to the his,tor-
j

for its scientific quality. Even to

ical process; during a revolution it'please the most disinterested friends

can be measured in millions of of the Soviet authorities. I could

horse-power. Speeches, resolutions, nof leave untouched those historic

letters of tho.se taking payt, Ms iegends which arm pwhaps vory

well as {heir subsequent recoiiec- Mattering to the vanity of tin' bil-

lions, have necessarily a polemic reaucracy, but which nevertheless

charucler. There is nothing easier have thp misfortune to contradict

than to 'reconcile" all this chaos facts and documents,

of bitter struggle of interests and i shall confine myself to one sin-
ideas according to the method of g je cyatnplp which, as it see^ns to
the golden mean; there is also me , weI1 illustrates the matter A
nothing more fruitless. The author number of pages in mv book are de-
strove to define the true relative voted to refuting the fairy-tale
might m the course of the social created after 1924 fo the effect (hat
struggle of ail opinions, slogans, I attempted to postpone the armed
promises and demands by means of insurrection until after the Con
a critical (or, if you wish, polemi- gress of Soviets, while U-nh\ it

antic literature. But the last thing

the author had in mind was to in-

terpret in his book the verdict of

the historical process itself. The

offended persons themselves, by the

way, iu spite of the fifteen or six-

teen years which they have had at

their disposal, have never attempt-

ed to explain the causes of what
happened to them. The White emi-

gration has not produced one sin-

gle historical work worthy of the

name. The cause of its misfortunes

it still tries to find in "German
gold", the illiteracy of the masses,

the criminal plots of the Bolshe-

viks. The personal irritation of the
apostles of objectiveness—I trust

ibis is indisputable—must necessar-

ily be the sharper, the more con-

vincingly the historical narrative

reveals the inevitability of their de-

struction and their want of any
hope tor the future.

The more cautious of these polit-

ically disappointed critics often
disguse the source of their annoy-
mice in complaints to the effect

that the author of the History per-

mits himself to use polemics and
irony. That, they seem to think,

is beneath the dignity of the scien-

tific guild, lint revolution itself is

a polemic become a mass action.

Recovery Act Hastens Crisis

(Continued from Page 1)

of circulation of money is being
greatly increased. The outstand-
ing fact in this connection is the
rapid return of money from hoard-
ing- Just as hoarding tends to

slow up the* speed of movement of

money, by freezing up part of it,

so the return of money from hoard-
ing, scared by the reality of rising

prices and lower purchasing power
of money, and by the prospects of
inflation, tends to increase the aver-

iige speed of movement of money.
This means that the same amount
of money does more work, can fin-

ance the movement of a larger vol-

ume of goods and of speculative
transactions, and has for a time
(he same effect as it a larger amount
of money were moving at a slower
rate, .in other words, as if there
were an actual inflationary increase

of the money supply. The low
level of interest rates expresses the
fact that the available money is

plentiful for the purposes for which
it is being used.

That this state of affairs will last

for a very long time is more than
doubtful, however. In the first

place, a large part of the increase
in production is not moving into
channels of consumption, but re-

presents a speculative accumulation
of raw materials, semi-finished
^oods and finished products ail

along the line between producer
and market. As long as each buy-
er in the chain continues to buy,
not because he wants the product
itself but. because he sees in- it a
means to profit out of the expected
further increase of price, the in-

creased volume of commodities
keeps moving. At the first setback,
however, when hopes and anticipa-
tions are confronted sharply with
the real absorptive power of con-
sumers' markets, the level of pro-
duction previously established turns
out to be excessive, In other words,
is revealed ro be an overproduction,
and the basic cause of crises, the
production of commodities "as if

limited only by the productive po-
wers of society, and not the actual
power to absorb goods under the
conditions of capitalism", is re-

produced.

government will have to face the
question which it has been able
to avoid so far—to inflate or not
fo inflate1

, how, how much. The
higher prices and speculative pro-
duction in anticipation of future
markets have run up, the sharper
will be the break. Graduated doses
of "controlled" inflation may then
be administered to soften the" break
or change the downward trend, but
the resulting price advances will
create a larger demand for motley
(each unit of which will have low-
er purhasing power! and thus only
reproduce, after a shorter or longer
time, the previous situation. When-
ever tlie attempt will be made to
stop, the shock of readjustment and
the demand by the bourgeoisie for

seems, backed by a majority of the

Central Executive Committee, sue-:

ceeded in having the insurrection

carried, out on the eve of the Con-

gress. By adducing numerous evid-

ences, mostly indirect, I tried to

prove -and 1 think 1 undeniably

did prove— thai Lenin, cut off by

his illegal status from the theatre

of struggle, was too impatient to

bring on the insurrection, separat-

ing it completely from the Cougr.esa

of Soviets. I, on the other hand,

backed by the majority of the! Cen-

iral Committue, iried to bring the

insurrection as near as possible to

the Congress of Soviets, and cover

ii with 'he letter's authority. With

ail its importance the disagreement

was of a purely practical and tem-

porary character. Later Lenin

iraukly admitted that be had been

in ihe wrong.

While 1 was working on my His-

tory i did not have in hand the

collection of speeches pronounced

at the .Moscow anniversary meeting

oi April 2Z, PJ20, celebrating Lenin's

ioth birthday. One of the pages iu

Uiat book reads verbatim as fol-

lows: "We iu the Central Commit-

lec decided to go ahead with rein-

loreing the /Soviets, to summon the

Congress of Soviets, to open the

insurrection, itnd proclaim the Con-

gress of Soviets the organ of state

power. Jlych, who was then iu

Hiding, did nut agree and wrote (in

the middle of September—L. D.)

Uiat the Democratic Confer-

ence must bo dissolved and arrest-

ed. We understand that things

were not so simple All the holes,

;bc pitfalls ou our course were
more visible to us In spite of all

II) ell's demands we went ahead with

reinforcement, and on the 2ath of

October confronted the picture of

an insurrection, llych smiling,

slyly looking at us, said: 'lies, you
were right." (Fifteenth Anniver-

sary of V. I. L'lyanov-Lenin, 1920,

pp. 2728).

The above quotation is taken

from a speech pronounced by none
other than Staiin, some five years

before lie put into circulation the

poisonous insinuation tliat J. at-

tempt to "belittle" the role of Lenin

in the revolution of October 2oth.

if the just quoted document, which
Hilly confirms my story (in cruder
terms, it is true), had been in my
hands a year ago, it would have
relieved me of the necessity of

adducing indirect and less authori-

tative proofs. But, on the other

hand, I am content that this small
hook, forgotten by all, poorly print-

ed on poor paper ( li)20, a heavy
jcar!) happened into my hand so
hitf. By this very fact, it brings ad-
ditional and very striking proof of
the "objectiveness", or, more sim-
ply the truthfulness of my narra-

tive even in the sphere of those
disputed questions of a personal
character.

Xobodj — I shall allow myself to

state thin in a most categorical

manner --nobody has so far found
in my narrative a violation of truth-

fulness which is tiie first command-
ment for historical, as well as all

other narratives. Particular lapses

are possible. Tendentious distor-

tions—noi If it were possible to

find in the Moscow archives even
one single document directly or in-

The Columbus Conference
"Tea .11 Page 1)

Inompjoyed Councils are associat-

ed (note the substitute for affili-

ated), and such other groups as

are willing to cooperate in the uni-

fication of the unemployed organi-

zations into one organization

through a Unity Convention."

We call attention to the fact that

this official statement of the Coun-
cil N. C, which had been circulated

in leallels from the first day on,

whs made l»efore any national or-

ganization of Leagues was formed.

Thus we see that the Stalinists for

some vason or oilier saw fit to

stop their surlier plea that "a new
dual organisation'' he not set up.

We also call attention to the fact

that although both the Councils

and Leasuej arc represented on

the N. C. of the Federation, Amter
and the Councils did not ask sup-

port and afiilifitiou to the PUWLA;
they proposed instead a Unity Con-
vention for amalgamation, which
unification should be prepared by
local "united front federations".

All the Stalinist-Mnsteito talk

about preparing for "unity" and
amalgamation without first of all

liaving ail the unemployed organi-

sations work together in a Nation-

al Federation for a long period of

time is plain deception. Both of

those groups are more interested

in maintaining mechanical control

of iljeir own national movements
for the furthering of their own
"political" ends than they are in

building one huge mass organisa-
tion of unemployed workers on a
national scale. When I lie Muste-
ites anil Stalinists refuse to support
completely the national Federation
movement they in fact refuse to

take the most, necessary step to-

wards the complete unification and
ama liquation of the unemployed;
and ail their talk about the fact

that the FCYVLA has not yet told

them just iiow much representa-

tion they will get on its committees
shows that neither of them believe

that they will be able to long re-

tain their "leadership" if once

they should happen to lose mechan-

ical control of their movements.

While the Stalinists found it

necessary to sabotage the work of

the national Federation in a round-

about manner the Musteites merely

used their machine for a steam
roller. First the Resolution Com-
mittee which they controlled saw
to it that no resolutions dealing

with the question of affiliation, to

the FUWLA came up until long

after they had placed a new con-

stitution before the convention and
bad it adopted. This constitution

of the National Unemployed League
contains a clause which leaves the

whole question of unity, federation,

etc., up to the incoming Muste!td
National Committee.

After this was adopted, a resolu-

tion by delegate Newby, asking that

the convention affiliate the new or-

ganization which it had just set

up to the FUWLA, was allowed to

come before the convention for a
short time, lint this was only af-

ter the new organization iiad been
set up and all of the officers uncon-
lested nominations. Moreover, a
resolution from Rose of California
deali s with the setting up of a
pn, uional committee of federated
and other delegates for the calling

of a unity conference was just ig-

nored in committee.

Budenz set the Musteite key-note
by speaking against Newby's reso-

lution for affiliation to FUWLA,
and after .Newby was permitted
to speak, the Musteite chairman
Hamuglia closed the discussion and
railroad tid Budenz 's motion that
the resolution be referred to the
incoming .National Committee. A
"division of the house" was not
permitted as such would have
shown much more support for af-
filiation to the FUWLA than the
mere hearing of "ayes" and "nays"
showed. For example, if put to a
vote the 8 delegates from California
would have received 10 votes equal
to the votes of the 307 from Ohio,

relief through inflation will be re- 1 directly refuting or weakening my
peated. narrative, it wov

All during this period, unless the
worl.rrs can succeed in organizing
so aa to obtain higher wages and
higher relief in proportion to the
advance In prices, they will be
squeezed tighter and tighter, their
living, standards and real wages
will be forced steadily downward.
Finally, at some point or other in
this course, the bourgeoisie, terri-
fied at the prospects of losing con-
trol of its life-blood, money, will
be compelled to cali a halt, whether
through drastic deflation or through
the mere cessation of inflation,
which will have a similar effect.
The earlier this is done, the short-
er and less violent the ensuing
crisis. Even under present condi-
tions, however, when actual infla-
tion has not begun, the prerequis-
ites for a sharp though perhaps
short crisis have already been
created.

With this perspective of shocks
and sharp readjustments, the work-
ing class will find itself opposed
by the class enemy, under the In-
dustrial Recovery Act, in a three-
fold form—the capitalist himself,
strengthened and concentrated
through the encouragement of
monopoly and the elimination of
"wasteful competition"; the bour-
geois state, as supervisor and co-
ordinator of the concentration of
capital and guardian of the new
"code"; and the reformist trade-
unions who will endeavor fo utilize

Wages have not gone up except
,

the present situation, so advantage-
in isolated instances, and practic- ons for them, to secure the exclu-
ally nowhere in proportion to thelsive monopoly before the capitalist
increased prices of goods or their

I

organizations and the government
physical volume. Nor has the num-

'

of the, representation of the work-
ber of workers employed increased ing class, to the end of reducing it
in anything like the same propor- to a willing victim fo the supor-
tion. The prerequisites to a sud- exploitation planned for the imme-
den sharp crisis are therefore con- ""late future. —B. J. FIELD
tained in the present situation.

|

The paradoxical situation with FR O M CHINA
respect to money, which has mask- Preparations are being made
ed the looming crisis by enabling bere to reopen the Soviet Consulate
deflating banking situation to per- building, which has stood deserted
form as if it were being inflated, ,

«'We 1927 when Sino-Soviet diplo-
obviously cannot last. It is estim- '

matic relations were ruptured by
ated that at the height of the crisis, '

f

ne Nanking government. It will
with money in circulation at about interest readers of the Militant to
7 1-2 billion dollars, some 2 1-2
billions represented hoarding. When
the hoarded money has all come in-

know that in the imposing recep-
tion hall of the building—when the
latter was opened by the renovat-

to circuation, and speculators begin ors—there were found a bust of
to take alarm at the plled-up stocks
of goods and the mounitng prices
of securities and commodities, some
of them will begin to turn their
anticipations into hard cash. This
will cause a rising demand for
money as well as slowing up its cir-
culation. Interest rates will he-
mounting during this period, and
there will begin to be complaints
among capitalists of a "shortage
of money"
Under these cfrcnmstaacefc the

Lenin and a large portrait of Leon
Trotsky. The removal of the lat-
ter has evidently been overlooked
up to now, but it will he absent
for a certainty when the building
is a&aln officially opened, and
doubtless s life-size portrait of
Stalin will take its place There Is
none at all there now. Stalin was
evidently not thought of as a
"great leader" by Soviet consular

i*LIaI" in China even as late as
li*27.

ould have been long
ago translated and published in all

languages. The adverse theorem
is not hard to prove: ail the docu-
ments in the least degree danger-
ous to the official legends are care-

fully kept out of sight. It is not
surprising that the advocates of the
Stalin bureaucracy, calling themsel-
ves friends of the October revolu-
tion have to make up for this lack
of arguments by a surplus of zeal.

But this type of criticism worries
my scientific conscience least of all.

Legends dissolve, facts remain.

—LEON TROTSKY.
I'rinkipo, April I, 1033.

(Translated by Max Eastman)

Relief Cut in New York

Stalinitcs in Bloc with C.P.L.A.

(Continued from Page 11 I The politiciil tendencies prima r

IhWmenf of their BILL, they did; i!
J"

carri«1 0!1 a druggie around

of the " 1(1 three positions; of the Right

(Continued from page 1)

the face of the threat to cut off

relief is a single, linited unem-
ployed organization that will be
able to rally the whole million or
more of jobless in the city solidly

the serious Communists must strive

under its banner. That is the task
for at present. That requires the
immediate adoption hy the Unem-
poyed Councils of the unity basis
put forward by the Chicago Con-
ference, which last May created the
national Federation of Unemployed
Workers Leagues, in which the
Stalinist participated. On this
basis, they will be able to chal-
lenge the social reformists to enter
into the united front and to hold
them responsible before the masses
of workers.

The establishment of such a gen-
uine, Leninist united front—with
freedom of expression and criticism
for every labor tendency—will also
enable the Communists to carry out
(he Communist task in the mass
movement—that of educating broad
layers of the working class with
demonstrative class struggle facts
in the futility and rottenness of the
capitalist system and in the inevit-
ability of the Communist way out draft. program for a new federation

not obtain an endorsement

I lecember meeting. Muste gained
the most out of the united front

from above. However, (his much
can be said, now (hat the Muste-
ites have the executive committee
nm\ the power to make the deci-

sions that the conference should

have made, they will be able to

complete the original agreement by
the continuation of the united
front from above. The bloc of

Leagues and Councils lost at Col-

umhus but they hope to make up
for this by December.
While Muste and Hathaway were

roaming the conference grounds arm
in arm the Daily Worker, in an
editorial, accused the Musteites
of breaking the agreement. When
the Hlnlinists steering committee
saw bow reactionary (he conference
was the Unemployed Council repre-

sentatives decided it was time to

be ready in ease they had to change
horses in the middle of the stream,
to negotiate wi(h the Left bloc of
the conference around (he National
Unemployed Federation, of course
trying to exclude the Left Opposi-
tion members present.

THE RIGHT WING
In the state conference of the

Unemployed Leagues the flag-wav-
ing patriots took the conference out
of the bands of the Musteites. A
revival atmosphere filled the air
more than once. This bloc of Ohio
delegates numbered ISOO out of the
HOO in the national conference,
were mainly composed of Right
wim; elements. The bulk of the
remainder were Musteites. They
had tremendous influence on the
national conference and determined
its main course. The Musteites
fought this Right wing where they
threatened the Musteite control but
the Musteites did not take one step
beyond this in a political fight I „, to Publish a committee of fif-
aaainst them.

, ee!1> comi)0SLy o£ memtjers o£ t]le

THE FREE LANCERS Leagues, Councils and Federation
The Musteites catered to the pro- which would give the Muste-Stal-

gressive free lancers, slobhod all inist bloc 13 of the 15. This corn-
over them and roped some in on mitfee was to calf a conference to
fhis basis, llennis Raft was also, amalgamate all the organizations
present, but be paddled bis own !

into one. The Left bloc objected
canoe. He was made chairman of

j
to this attempt at mechanical con-

fhe Constitution Committee that troi of the unemployed movement
drew up the Musteite, "Declaration
of Independence"'. In the main,
Raft supported the Musteites.

THE LOVESTONEITES
The Lovestoneites were criticized

by Lovestone for their concessions
at the Chicago Unemployed Confer-
ence so they came to Columbus
ready fo bargain with Muste
Hut Muste had already closed
his deal with Stalinism and did not
care to deal with the Lovestoneites.
The Lovestoneites, through their
unemployed organizations which
are affiliated to the National Un-
employed Federation, presented a

wing, socialist grouping; the cen-

tre, Musteite-Stalinist bloc and the
Left wing around the National Fed-
eration of Unemployed which in-

cluded the Left Opposition. Til**

Lovestoneites flirted between the
centre bloc and the Left bloc.

LEFT OPPOSITION DELEGATES
A fraternal delegate from the

Left Opposition was given the rights

of a fraternal delegate but the
Musteites overcame the problem of

reporting a fraternal delegate from
the Communist League by reporting

through the credential committee
that the report on the fraternal de-

legates will be given later. It was
never delivered. Left Opposition
members, representing unemployed
organizations from all parts of the
country as regular delegates and
fraternal delegates representing a
substantial numbtlr of unemployed
in different organizations were at

the conference.

THE NATIONAL FEDERATION
OF UNEMPLOYED
The Unemployed Councils are

affiliated to the Federation but they
came to the Ohio conferenc fight-

ing the Federation because they do
not have mechanical control of it.

The Musteites have two members
on the national committee of the
Federation so they estitblishd a
division of labor. The members of

the national committee could talk
for the Federation but the other
Musteites took the floor to speak
against a resolution ealjing fftr

affiliation. One must listen to the
words of leaders of the different

tendencies but one must see that
the action conforms to these words.
At Columbus the words and deeds
of the Stalinist-Musteite bloc were
two altogether different things.

The Muste-Stalinist bloc attempt-

antl one delegate from Washington
who favored affiliation bad a vote

( if .". The big votes of Ohio and
Pennsylvania would have been split,

and enough votes from the other

sliites could quite likely have been

ained for the- federation aftiliation

o have passed the resolution. Hut
the Mu.-loitos railroaded the thing

through because their followers

could make the most noise.

It appears (hat the .-.t niggle of

the workers for first federation and

later unity of unemployed organiza-

tions itn a national scale will have

In be foiiL'bt out iu opposition to

the Musteites and Stalinists. —X.

The German Catastrophe

of misery—the proletarian dictator-
ship.

The Tammany threat still im-
pends. The need for the unity of

to the Columbus conference. They
did :iot present fhis to the Fed-
eration to which they are affiliated.

If the Lovestoneites had been able
the unemployed workers is indis-; to ODta'n a "better deal" at Col-
pensable, if it is to be defeated, if

am°ns they would have deserted
Tii mmany is fo be prevented—-hy
splitting the workers' ranks—from
reducing the unemployed to a state

the Federation which thev are af-
filated with. The old Lovestone
policy, the two-faced game.

where they get not enough to live!
not !le discarded by their group,

and just too much to die. The taski The Declaration of Independence
of the Communists is obvious—a or rather Declaration of Workers
frank and open, Leninist united Hights, a political document of the
front proposal to the reformists, Musteites is signed by the Con-
which will make unity possible and stitution Committee headed by
which will be of permament value
insofar as it will permit the Com-
munists to implant class conscious-
ness within broad strata of the1

workers. —s. 0.

Ratt and the Steering Committee
of the Conference which includes
four Lovestoneite signatures. Does
Lovestone agree with the action of
his fraction?

(ConUned from Page 31
_
T7i"An'^ist~l!t;i2, when Germany

was still ruled by the -social Gen-

eral," von Schleicher, who was sup-

posed lo assure the union of Hitler

wiih Webs, announced by the Cum-

munist international, I wrote:

Everything goes to show that the

Wels-von Schleicher-Uitler triangle

will fall apart before it has really

been put together. But perhaps

,t will be replaced hy a LUtk'r-Wels

combination'; Let us assume that

I he Social Democracy, without being

afraid of its own workers, would

seek to sell Hitler its toleration.

Fascism, however, does nof need

[his commodity, it is not the tol-

eration of the Social Democracy

,vhich it needs but its abolition.

The Hitler government can realize

iis task oiilv when it has broken

the resistance of the proletariat

niu! all the po-sible organs of such

a resistance. Therein lies the his-

torical role of Fascism. ("The

Only Road." page :il.)

That the reformists, after the de-

feat, would be happy if Hitler were

io permit them to vegetate legally

until better times return, cannot be

doubted. P.at unfortunately for

them. Hitler- -the experience of

Italy has not been in vain for him
—realizes that the labor organiza-

tions, even if their leaders accept

a muzzle, would inevitably becoma

a threatening tlanger at the first

political crisis.

Doctor Ley, the corporal of the

present "labor front," has deter-

mined, with much more logic than

the 1'raesidium of the Communist
International, the relationship be-

tween the so-called twins. "Mars-

ism is playing dead", he said on
May 2 "in order to rise again at

a more favorable opportunity....

The sly fox does not deceive us!

It is better for us to deal him the

final blow rather than to tolerate

him until he recovers. The Leip-

arts and the Grosmans may feign

:li sorts of devotion to Hitler—but
it. is better to keep them under
lock and key. That is why we are
striking out of the hands of the

Marxist rabble its principal weapon
(the trade unions) and are thus de-

priving it. of the last possibility

of arming itself again." If the bu-

reaucracy of the Communist Inter-

national were not so infallible anl

if it listened to criticism, it would
not have made additional mistakes
between March 22, when Leipart

«wore fealiy to Hitler, and May 2,

when Hitler, in spite of (he oath,

arrested him.

Essentially the theory of "social

Fascism" could have been refuted

even if the Fascists had not done
such a thorough job of forcing
themselves info the trade unions.

Kvi'u if Hitler had found it neces-

sary, as a result of the relation-

ship of forces, to leave Leipart tem-
porarily and nominailv at the head
of flie trade unions, the agreement
would not have eliminated the in-

compatibility of the fundamental
interests. Bvcn though tolerated

by Fascism, the reformists would
remember the lieshpots of the Wei-
mar democracy and that alone
would make them concealed enem-
ies-. How can one fail to see that
the interests of the Social Dem-
ocracy :u><\ of Fascism are incom-
patible when even the independent
existence of the Stet'l Helmets is

impossible in the Third lieich?
Mussolini tolerated (he Social Dem-
iK'i'iin- and (ven the Communist
party for -some time, only to destroy
(hem all the more mercilessly later

on. The vote of the Social Dem-
ocratic deputies in the Reichstag
for the foreign iwiliey of Hitler, cov-
ering this iwirty with fresh dis-

honor, will not ameliorate its. fate
by one iota.

and the exclusion of other larger ' ,

A * .'""' " f the m:ti" ea ',sos for

unemployed organizations on the
}»«"<*<«>' of I-ascism, the luckless

provisional committee, for example,: !pJ ' dl'rs rt 'ft 'r—m ^<-ret, to be sure

the California unemployed organi- 1

~to ,he '

gc'"ms ot mt]el
'

wn*
zation which has 150,000 members.

' f™.- ''V^}
h
"f .

>tW
}. .Jl^
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Other organizations should likewise
have been considered in the pro-
visional committee.

So far the Stalinists obtained
nothing from their united front
from above, and the Musteites ob-

tained, only a hollow victory. The
Musteites are trying to marry
fbeir child, the Unemployed Leagues,
to the Stalinist Unemployed Coun-
cils, but the reactionary child, the
product of the miseducation ot
Musteism, objects to the marriage.
However, the continuation of the
united front from above will no
doubt force the deal.

The Left Opposition fraction in

the unemployed organizations will
continue the work started at Chic-
ago for the unification of the unem-
ployed movement. The Muste-Stal-
inisf bloc at Columbus and the
Right wing flag-waving element
prevented the working class from
utilizing this conference to its ful-

est extent. The temporary set-

back can be overcome in the com-
ing months by intensifying the work
for the unemployed program of the
Left Opposition and the building of
the National Unemployed Federa-
tion. —H. O.

uot!ii:ig. It would be fruitless now
to submit the Fascist policy to a
retrospective criticism. One need
only remember that Hitler, during
the summer of last year, allowed
the high peak of the Fascist tide
to escape him. Hut even the gross
loss of rhythm—a colossal mistake
—did not have fatal results. The
burning of the Reichstag by Gor-
ing, even if this act of provocation
was crudely executed, did, however,
yield the necessary result The
same must be said of the Fascist
policy as a whole, for it led to vic-

tory. One cannot, unfortunately,
deny the superiority of the Fascist
over the proletarian leadership.
Rut it is only out of an unbecom-
ing nfidesty that the beaten chiefs
keep silent about their own part
iu the victory of Hitler. There is

the game of checkers and there is

also the game of losers-win. The
game that was played in Germany
has tMs singular feature, that Hit-
ler played ciieckers and his oppon-
ents played to lose. As for politi-
cal genius. Hitler has no need for
it. The strategy of his enemy com-
pensated largely for anything hia
own strategy lacked.
Prlnklpo, Turkey. —L .THOTSJOT.
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fighting *l»fe 'Recovery'Act

ClevelandConference

Asainst the N.I.R.A.
Weeks have passed since the In-

iustrial Recovery Act became a law.

In this time big business and its

government have been drafting

codes (hat are ushering in a new

form of industrial slavery.

The broad layers of the working

class have not yet been organized

to resist and to fight back. This is

due to the confusion that exists

within the ranks of the organized

forces of the class.

The A. F. L. leaders, the Right

wing in the Progressive Miners of

America and the conservative inde-

pendent unions are supporting the

I. R. A. The socialist leaders are

singing praises to the "great for-

ward step". The majority of the

other forces are in confusion.

The Stalinists, as usual, were not

equal* to the task. The Stalinists

did not recognize the danger until

after it had fallen upon their heads.

Now, at lust the Stalinists have

called for action to light the In-

dustrial Recovery Act. They are

calling a national conference m
Cleveland, August 26-28, for all

trade unions, unemployed organiza-

tions, and others; to protect the

trade unions, and to rally the class

against the capitalist attack.

We" welcome the fact that the

Stalinists and Musteites, who are

jointly calling this conference, have

at last realized the necessity of the

struggle, but they have not pre-

sented a program suitable for re-

sistance to the bosses' attack. HOW
to fight the capitalist offensive is

the most important question.

Anyone can criticize after the

event We are criticizing the pro-

gram and method of calling the

conference prior to the August 26-

28 conference. Further, we were

the iirst to raise th cry of alarm,

to give a Marxian analysis, and to

tight for the mobilization of the

class against the capitalists' new

attacks. At the Gillespie Trade

Union conference a delegate of the

Left Opposition presented a resolu-

tion, prior to the act becoming a

law. A bloc of Stalinists and

Right wing delegates voted down

the Left wing of the conference

fighting around the resolution (See

the Militant of June)

The national conference called

by the Muste-Stalinists bloc is a

caricature of the proposal present-

ed at Gillespie last June. A few

weeks later, at the first national

unemployed conference since the act

became a law, at the Columbus

Muate-Stalinist conference, the

Left Opposition again raised the

question of the Industrial Recovery

Act, especially dealing with its ef-

fects upon the unemployed. We
were the only ones to raise our

voice on this subject. The Muste-

Stalinist bloc ignored this- vital

question. At last they1 have real-

ized Its importance. But how are

they going to fight it?

In regards to the Needle Trades

Code, the Right wing proposed a

30 hour week and a definite mim.
Imum wage. The Left wing, Stal-

inist group proposed a 4Q hour

week and said nothing about a

minimum wage. Later the Freiheit

said that was a mistake hut with-

out stating what should be done.

Preparations for the Cleveland

Conference are under way. A trade

union conference was called in New
York, July 13th. The Stalinists

passed out a draft resolution. This

is a step forward and has some
good proposals but the draft leaves

out an answer to the trade un-

ion question. So does the resolu-

tion dealing with the Needle Trades

that was passed out. So does the

call for the Cleveland conference.

In all of the preparations for

the Cleveland Conference, the Stal-

inists refuse to answer the follow-

ing qustions (Let us hope they ans-

wer them in the near future): Do
the facts refute the Stalinist theory

to wit, that the A. F. L, is on a

decline and is being liquidated and
that therefore we must split locals

away and build parallel unions all

along the line? Will the Industrial

Recovery Act help to rearm the

A. F. L. leaders in their hold upon

the trade union movement? Should

we hasten to build a Left wing
within the A. F. L.? Should the

weak, Left wing, paper unions re-

turn to the A. F. L. en bloc and
function as a Left wing there. To
ignore these questions, in the needle

trades resolution in the New York
Conference resolution and in the

Cleveland conference call, is to

ignore the most vital question of

trade union policy and tactics in

the struggle to protect the class,

its trade unions and to repel the

capitalist offensive. The Left Op-
position answers these questions in

the positive now as we have in

the immediate past.

The working class have no voice

in drafting the codes for the dif-

ferent industries. Only the pres-

sure of the class through class

struggle will force concessions from
the enemy class. How to organize

this class pressure effectively

against. the capitalists depends

MINERS PROTEST VIGOROUSLY
AGAINST RIGHT WING'S RE-

MOVAL OF ALLARD FROM
P. M. A. POST

(Continued on Page 4)

EDITOR'S NOTE—In the rush

to compete with the John L. Lewis

gang "for the favors accruing to

labor fakers from the Roosevelt

National Industrial Recovery Act

administration, the Right wing i*

the Progressive Miners of America

have launched a broadside against

all Left wingers and genuine pro-

gressives in the union. Being in

control of a majority on the lead,

ing organs, their iirst step in this

direction was the removal of Gerry

Aliard from the editorship of the

P. M. A. paper, the Progressive

Miner. The reply of the rank and
file to this Right wing challenge is

recounted in the dispatch we print

below,

Gillespie, HI,—Local Union No. 1

of the Progressive Miners of Am-
erica voted almost unanimously in

favor of a resolution demanding
the reinstatement of Gerry Aliard,

recently deposed editor o£ the offi-

cial organ.
This is the largest single local

union in the 1'. M. of A., with a
membership of 2500. Claude Pearcy,

president of the union, is a mem-
ber of this local.

President Pearcy and Secretary

Keck appeared at the meeting to

explain their actions. Aliard pre-

sented his case in person, claiming
that the officials had no substantial

reasons for removing him. After a
hectic 5-hour debate the local un-

ion voted overwhelmingly to sup-

port Ailard. A statement previous-

ly issued by the officials stated that

they were confident the member-
ship o! the organization would ac-

cept the executive board's decision

on the matter.

Bonapartist Government Robs Labor

of Long -Standing Rights in Austria

Vienna, Austria.

—

|
numerous layer of the Austrian

Quite a number of bombshells) working class. With the "argu-

have exploded in Austria in the last] m™t" that the "overpaid' wages of

few weeks. Their significance the building trades workers ™-
should not be underestimated even P^ed the «eaUoa_of work

if they did not quite hit their mark.

It must not be overlooked that tiey

constitute tremendous progress in

the undermining of the entire Aus-

trian labor law and therewith of

the living standards of the Austrian

working class. The work was car-

ried on with deadly calm, without

any outer effects. The peace was
not even disturbed by those who
were hit—the apparatus of the S.

P. saw to that but each blow

had its effect.

The first mine was laid in the

May days by the Dollfuss govern-

ment, when it destroyed the work-

ers' right to strike with one stroke

of the pen.

This blow was completed with

the introduction of compulsory ar-

bitration for all "vital" industries,

to which the printshops were added
and lately so, the building trades.

No matter how vague the clauses

of this act may be, its sense is

quite transparent : the old lordly

rights of the boss class are once

again to be established with un-

limited sway, if no agreement is

reached at the arbitration office,

before' which all disputes between
employers and workers are brought,

or if one party raises objections

against the verdict, then the super-

arbitrator can' make a decision

which is binding for all. That such

a decision will never do harm to

the employers cause is quite ob-

vious.

In the public utilities the elimin-

ation of the workers' voice from
the decision of their working con-

ditions takes place even less mask-
edly. In the future only the ad-

ministration is to decide about con-

ditions of work there.

After the metal workers and the

railroad workers, the workers of

the building trades form the most

PICNIC
Annual Midsummer Picnic & Outing

Sports, Games, Refreshments

—

Good Time for All

Bring your Friends and Comrades

SUNDAY, JULY 23, 1933

at Tibbetts Brook Park

Plot No. 3

Directions: Take I. R. T.—Wood-

lawn-Jerome train to last stop

—then take bus and street ear

to Picnic Grounds

Auspices : N. Y. Branch—C.
' L. A.

(Opposition) and Protomagia Club

Fascists Kill Young

Worker in

Astoria L.I.

im-

for

them, the government has by de-

cree ordered the suspension of the

present coilectivie agreement and
taken measures for the introduction

of the arbitration system for the

building concerns, so that the fn
ture collective agreements with
the building trades workers will he

distinctly of advantage to the boss-

es.

Schlag«r Indignant

•All the limits of shamefulness",
said the social democratic Federal
Councillor Sehlager in an inquest

on June 9, "are overstepped in the

so-called bakery workers' law. The
law on the holiday rest day is put
completely out of force for the
bakery workers ; the pastry bakers
are even deprived of their Sunday
rest day, which they enjoyed up to

the present ; the shift of hours and
the nullification of the provision
that bakery workers are only to

work 8 hours per day, will have
the effect of throwing out of work,
in Vienna alone, some hundreds of
bakery workers." True as the facts

are, nothing is done about them
when one stops with j'ust stating
them.

The suspension of the 8 Hour
Day—that holds good not only for
the bakery workers but for the
whole working class. The lowering
o£ the overtime wages is only an-
other step—others will follow—un-
less there is resistance.

Let no one be deceived : At a time
in which thousands are knocking
at the factory gates, in which the
wages of broad layers of the work-
ing class are only slightly—if at
all—higher than the subsidy paid
out to the unemployed, the under-
standing for the necessity and sig-

nificance of social-political protec-

New York, N. Y.—While bourge-

ois democratic America hailed Gen-

eral Balbo, representative of the

first Fascist state, the latest em-

bryonic Fascist organisation ,th|e

Khaki Shirts of America was prov-

ing its kinship to the Black and

Brown Shirts of Italy and Germany

by the murder of Antonio Fierro,

a' working ciass student of City

College, New York.

The murder took place at a meet-

ing of Khaki Shirts held in Astoria,

Long Island, on Friday last. When
some workers and students in the

audience questioned the statements

made by the speakers a general

attack was launched against them.

One of the Khki Shirts drew a re-

volver and shot young Antonio

Fierro.

Though the murderer is known to

the authorities he has not been

arrested, but instead two of the

anti-Fascists who were present are

held by the police. They are Athos

Terzani charged with iirst dgeree

murder and Michael Palumbo,

charged with felonious assault.

The International Labor Defense

which is handling the defense of

the frame-up workers is also press-

ing for the arrest of the real mur-

derer. Full support of the I. L. D.

in this case is the duty of all work-

ers.

The murder ill New York by the

Khaki shirts is in line with their

provocative actions elsewhere, par-

ticularly in Philadelphia, which
apparently is their headquarters.

With the tacit approval of "law

and order", they direct their first

efforts against the "Reds".

The history of similar organiza-

tions such as the "Nazis" which

started out as "anti-Marxist" and
ended up with the destruction of all

forms, of workers' organizations

must "be driven home and used in

the building of a united front

of all labor manifestation of nasc-

ent Fascism in America.

HITLER PREPARES "SUICIDES"

FOR COMRADE TORGLER
AND THE BULGARIAN

COMMUNISTS

Berlin, Germany—The trial on

the "arson" attempt against the

Reichstag has been postponed sev-

eral times. The mysterious Van
i|er Lubbc is designated as the

chief defendant, comrades Torgler,

popoff, Dimitroff and Taneoff are

named as being "suspected". Those

who are really responsible for it,

Goering and Co., are working on

new provocations.

The Fascist government keeps on

postponing the trull and is attempt-

ing even to suppress it altogether.

The jailed Communists are sub-

mitted to tortrue. It is quite ap-

parent that "suicides" are being

planned for the inconvenient "cri-

minals".
The' whole international working

class must enter into a broad and
serious protest action against the

planned murder of comrades Torg-

ler, Popoif, Dimitroff and Taneoff!

HOW NAZI "PACIFISM"

LOOKS IN PRACTICE

From a small town in Thuringia,

we receive the following news,

which throws a sharp light on the

"peace work" of the loud-mouthed
Adolf : In this place there is a great I

workers are employed a

SlaveryProvisions

Exposed in Code

(or Steel Industry
The fierce attack upon the living

standard of the workers, which the

American capitalists are making

under the cover of Roosevelt's In-

dustrial Recovery Act, becomes

more openly vicious with each new
code. In the mealy-mouthed hypo-

cricy of the proposed steel code,

the robber barons of the steel in-

dustry make clear their intention of

taking their rightful places at the

head of the capitalist offensive.

After the Cossack terrorism of the

Great -Steel Strike in l'JIO, and the

consistent brutality with which all

attempts to unionize the steel mill's

have been put down, nothing less

could be expected of the barons

than this code.

In the code "minimum" hourly
wages range from 25 to 40 cents

for different territories. Assuming
full 40

watch factory which at one time hours a week, this means wages

employed thousands of workers. The of from 10 to 10 dollars a week.

watch factory was closed down! Since the dollar is down 25 per_

completely. It has been transform- cent and more on the international

ed now for the production of hand- exchange and prices are skyrocket-

granade igniters,, employs 2000 ing, these wages at present really

workers and works at full speed I

1

are worth from §7.50 to $12, and

Comment ia superfluous. ' when inflation really gets under

Spartacus Delegates Raise Internat I

Issues at Youth Anti-Fascist Meet

The Youth Conference against the way of all Stalinist miscarrl-

War and Fascism which met last ages. Its ony effect will be in

Sunday, July Hi at the Church of; further confusing the workers.

Nations was called by a long! Against this, the Left Opposition

(Continued on Page 4)

Trotsky Greets RedFlag', British OrganofL. O.
Dear Comrades,

You have begun the publication

of a little monthly, the 'Red Flag'.

This is a modest step forward.

We must hope that other steps

will follow.

The advance of Communism in

Great Britain is no way corra-

sponds to the rate of decay of

British capitalism. The conser-

vative traditions of British poli-

tics, including the politics of the

working class, are in themselves

obviously insufficient to explain

this fact. We only declare what
ia true and cannot be confuted

when we say that above all, and,

alas, with greater success, than

by any other factor, the progress

of Communism during the last

years has been hindered by the

leadership of the British Com-
munist. They, of course, have not

acted independently, but have

only followed blindly the orders

given by the leaders of the Com-
intern. But this fact does not

free the British Communist bu-

reaucracy from Its responsibility,

nor lessen the damage it has done.

The study and critical examina-

tion of the policy of the British

Communist Party during the last

eight or ten years constitutes a

most important task in the educa-

tion of the Left Opposition itself.

You should carefully study the

official publications of the Party
throughout this period, digest

them, and bring out clearly the

Party line on the main strategic-

al problems: its atltude towards
the Labour Party, the trade un-

ions, the Minority Movement;
the colonial revolutions ; the uni-

ted front policy; the I. L. P., etc.

Even the mere selection of the

most striking quotations, and the

presentation of them in chronolo-

gical order, would lay bare not.

only the glaring contradictions of

the 'general line', but also the

inner logic of these contradic-

tions, i. e., the violent vacillations

of the Centrist bureaucracy be-

tween opportunism and adventur-
ism. Every one of these tactical

zigzags pushed Communists, sym-
pathizers, and potential friends

back, to the Right, to the Left,

and finally into the swamp of

indifference. We can say wjth-

out the least exaggeration, that

the British Communist Party has

become a political throughfare
and that it retains its influence
only with that section of the pro-
letariat which has been forcibly

pushed to its side by the decom-
position of both capitalism and
reformism.
Along with the new printed or-

gan you have at your disposal a
hectographed (excellently hecto-
graphed!) bulletin, 'The Commun-
ist.' It would be extremely de-

sirable to devote the greatest
possible space in this publication
to the examination of the policy

of the British Communist Party
along the lines indicated above,
and also to the discussion of con-
troversial questions within th©
Left Opposition itself. While per-
sistently striving to widen our
Influence among the workers, we
must at the same time make it a
point to work for the theoretical
and political education of our
own ranks. We have a long and
laborious road in front of us.

For this we need first-class cadres.
With all my heart I wish you

success.

—LEON TROTSKY.
Prinkipo, 19th of May, 1933.

NAZIS LAUNCH NEW
ATROCITY CAMPAIGN
AGAINST WORKERS

Leipzig, Germany.—In the last

few days, a new wave of persecu-

tion has swept the city, especially

since the proscription of the S. P.

G. In the streets, all those wearing
corduroy jackets are halted and
the jackets confiscated as imper-

missible "uniform apparel". The
same holds true for the blue linen

shirts formerly worn by the So-

cialist Youth.

Rut the Nazis are not con-

cerned only with clothing. The
strong distribution of material from
all organizations has aroused in

them a blind wrath. Consequent-
ly, at the unemployment registry

offices, all the unemployed have
been forced to undergo thorough
examinations. Workers are also

stopped arbitrarily in the streets.

On the morrow of the proscription

of the S. P. G. the former social

democratic factory councillers in

many of the big concerns were put
under arrest (Borggold, Stoehr,

etc.).

The new atrocities can be ex-

plained only by the fact that the

lighting spirit of the Leipzig work,
ers precisely has held on longer

and more firmly than elsewhere. In
many factories, the NSBO (Nazi
factory cells ) did not succeed in

getting more than one or two mem-
bers.

The C- P- spreads a great deal of

mimeographed material. Organi-
sationally, however, it has been
greatly weakened, since even among
the local leaders there were a num-
ber of stool-pigeon's. Politically,

most of the remaining members
live on the hope of a revolution in

the fall or the winter. There are
some, to be sure, who come to us
and say : "You were right". The
sentiment among the S. P. G. work-
ers is especially encouraging. They
completely renounce the past and
look for new roads. ivVe have re-

gistered good advances, created new
positions for ourselves and distri-

buted our material very well. Among
others, at an important metal fac-
tory. We hope, through close col-

laboration with other groups, to

increase and extend our work here
for the new Communist party.

all

list of organizations, primarily the

Young Communist League and its

auxiliaries. The Sunday meeting

was to prepare for an international

conference of youth, in Paris, late

l his summer. About seventy dele-

gates, composed in the largest part

of young Communists representing

Y. C. L. units, I. W. O. youth units

and the like, appeared. The War
Resistors League, a group of mili-

tant pacifists, the Lovestoneite

youth, the National Student League
and the Spartacus Youth Club also

sent delegates.

The only display of enthusiasm

at the conference took place when
the members of the Spartacus Youth
Club, attempted to read the state-

ment printed below, comrade Carter

was allowed three minutes, after

u protracted period of disorder, in

which to read the statement. When
another comrade attempted to com-

plete the reading of the statement,

a vote was passed forbidding it.

It is significant that the Y. C. L.-

ers who ran the conference refused

an uyswer to the several times re-

peated question of the brutal treat-

ment accorded to delegates of the

International Left Opposition at

the Paris Anti-Fascist Congress this

past June. A report of the Paris

Congress was the major, and only,

report on Fascism, at the Sunday
conference. Yet we were called

"disrupters", and "out of order",

for questioning and for condemn-
ing the treatment of our comrades
at the Paris meet.

Little can he expected of this

;

conference and its customary deci-

sions for work, just as little can
lie expected of any of the numerous
anti-war conferences that the Stal-

inists have conceived. Undoubted-
ly it, as well as the international

conference still to be held, will go

will continue to fight with the

weapon of Leninist clarification.

Statement of the Spartacus Youth

Club, N. Y. (Communist Left Op-
position) to Youth Congress
Against War and Fascism—New
York, July 16th, 1933.

You have assembled to organize

a united movement in support of

the World Youth Congress against

War and Fascism to be held in

Paris, August 4th, 5th, and Gth.

What is the basis fur the Congress?
Under what program will the move-

way they will amount to even less.

The steel workers shall not have a
standard of living; they shall have

a standard of starvation.

Publicity to Steel Baron's

"Generosity"

Right now the capitalist press Is

giving all possible publicity to the
generosity of the steel bosses in

granting a 15 percent raise to their

workers before the code goes into

effect. But the ilunkey journalists

carefully forget that this 15 percent

wage increase is wiped out and
more than wiped out by the rise

in livjng costs. The proposed code
shows how strangely the clothing of

liberality sits on the shoulders of

Ihe steel barons.

The code fixes the work week at
forty hours. But there is a cruel
trick in the provision limiting

hours. The code reads : "None of

the members of the code shall cause
or permit an employee to work on
average of more than forty hours

i>er week in any six month period".

There is absolutely no limit set to

the number of hours a worker may
be forced to work in any single
week. The code permits the steel

manufacturers to drive their work-
ers eighty hours a week for three
months, and then to throw the
workers on the street for the next
six months. By this treacherous
provision the steel code puts a pre-
mium upon seasonal unemployment
coupled with the longest possible
work week. Every advantage the
workers can gain from the shorter
work week is stolen from them

;

every hardship of irregular employ,
ment forced upon them.

The Right to Organize?
Finally, what about the right to

organize, the great gift the A. F. L.
takers claim is granted by the In-
dustrial Recovery Act? Article IV,
Section 1 of the code states: "That
no employee and no one seeking
work shall be required to join any
company union, or to refrain from
joining, organizing or assisting a
labor union of his own choosing."
So far, all is orthodox

:

"It is the belief of the Industry
that the method of collective bar-
gaining set forth in such plans
(Employee Representation Plans)ment be launched.

To understand this you should
"™ v

.

1(^ '« * ** to,*V "U«*-
recall the Barbusse Anti-War Con- "" " £ " m

f
tels reIatIUS * "»

.... , . . , , ,
employment of employees thatcress held m Amsterdam last Auir- ..,„,, ,.,,. . , . ;K *=="••_•";«'•
such principles should be maintain-
ed and that the rights of the em-
ployees and members of the Indus-
try to bargain collectively through
representatives elected or appoint-
ed in accordance with such plans
without interference, restraint or
coercion of any sort should be pre-
served and protected."
The so-called "Employee Repre-

sentation Plan" provides for the
election of representatives by the
workers, but "such nominations and
elections shall be held on the pre-
mises .of the employer" These re-
presenta fives shall settle differences
between the workers and the em-
ployer by "collective bargaining'
with representatives of the em-
ployer, but in case tile representa-
tives cannot agree, "procedure for
appeal shall be maintained—if nec-
essary, to the head of such em-
ployer, responsible for the manage-
ment of the business of such em-
ployer." In other words the Em-
ployee Representation Plan" is a
company union, set-up simon-pure
and foolproof, having its elections
under absolute control of the boss,

(Continued on Page 4)

gress held in Amsterdam last Aug-
ust. Led by a number o£ individ-

uals, so-called anti-war lighters,

divorced from the mass organiza-

tions of the working class, the con-

gress was a fiasco. The American
Committee for the Struggle Against
War has been living a paper exist-

ence since then. Last month an
An ti-Fascist Congress was heid in

Paris. Was discussion on the tasks
in the struggle against Fascism per-

mitted? Hardly. The most vicious

physical attacks took place against
members of the International Left
Opposition who came as delegates

from working class organisations

of Spain, Belgium, Greece, Poland,
Switzerland Germany, Italy, Hun-
gary and France. Those who for

tiie past few years fought for the

correct program against Fascism in

Germany were barred from the
Congress, beaten up and ejected. All

true fighters against the Fascist
movement must vehemently con-

demn such conduct as absolutely
detrimental to the struggle against
Fascism.

In New York several attempts

(Continued on Page 4)

Left OppositionActive in TorontoAnti-Na^iMeet
Toronto, Canada..—The Left Op-

position was the last contingent in

the big a nti-Fascist parade on

Tuesday, July 12. and followed dir-

ectly behind the "official" Left wing
and Communist organizations.

Over 150 workers members,
sympathizers and friends rallied

behind our big masthead "The In-
ternational Left Opposition of Can-
ada." This banner, in the centre

of which was a big hammer and
sickle, was carried by two young
girl comrades, one of the Spartacus
Youth Club and the other of the
Y. C. L.

L. O. Slogans in Parade

As our contingent swung off, our
comrades boomed out the Interna-
tional. Then followed a flow of

revolutionary songs, "The Red
Flag", Solidarity Forever", "The
Red Army March" etc. As we came
up Spadina to Queen St., the work-
ers lining the streets applauded and
cheered. As the march proceeded,
the enthusiasm and spirit of our
comrads rose still higher, and soon
were shouting out the slogans of

our banners, all of which breathed
the spirit of International Solidar-

ity and class struggle. "Free the
Scottsboro Boys", "Long Live the'

International Solidarity of the

Working class", "Free all the Class
War Prisoners", ''Down with Sec-
tion i)S", "Freedom for Chen Du
Siu and Andres Nin", "Forward to

Victory Under the Banner of Lenin
and Trotsky", etc., etc.

We swung into Queen Park to

the enthusiastic tune of the Inter-

national. As our contingent pro-
ceeded to their station, they again
shouted out the slogans of our pro-
minent banners. When the Stalin-
ists as if to reply to us, shouted
"Long Live the C. P. of Canada,"
we joined in the loud unison. Then
in order to reveal our identity
our comrades immediately pealed
out, "Long Live the Left Opposi-
tion", "Forward to Victory under
the Banner of Lenin and Trotsky."

The speakers representing every
tendency In the labor movement ad-
dressed the big crowd from 3 plat-

forms. As comrade Spector took
the platform we again shouted out
the slogans of our banners amidst
the general applause of the crowd.
The same was repeated when com-
rade MacDonald stood up on a sec-
ond platform.

The Left Opposition were active
participants and organizers ot the

greatest and most militant labor
demonstration since 1S10, were able
to show the workers the strength
of its ideas, the enthusiasm and
idealism of its banner-bearers, and
the general growth of our move-
ment. The militant character of
our participation and banners, has
already brought incitements and
threats against us as well as the
other revolutionary groups. We
quote from The Toronto Telegram,
July 13 : "Nothing is more cal-
culated to persuade .Torontoans
that Hitler was right than the pre-
sence in the Toronto demonstration
of banners carrying such slogans

.

as, "Victory under the Banner of

J
Trotsky", "We demand the aboli-
tion of Section 98", and "Hands
off the Young Communist League",

Unless "Victory under the ban-
ner of Lenin and Trotsky" and
Hands off the Young Communist
League" do not mean the advocacy
of revolution, the English language
has lost its meaning." The edit-
orial calls upon the police to take
action.

What do the Stalinists say to the
,
above? Is this another united
front between Trotsky and the
burgeois press? —q.
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The Columbus Conference
1. The Background of the Unemployed Movement

The Columbus Conference can be to change their complexion and in.-

properly understod only in the light

of all past experience of the unem-

ployment movement. Four years

of economic eollajise have not rolled

by without leaving their mark. As
a matter of fact, it radically chang-

ed the whole physiognomy of the

labor movement. Trade union or-

ganization, which never did reach

any great proportions, diminished

in size and unemployed organisa-

tions gradually grew up and de-

veloped.

At the beginning of the "depres-

sion", whatever organization of the

unemployed was done resulted

through the activity of the Com-
munist party. The leadership of

the socialist party was still groggy
from an overdose of "prosperity"

and the A. F. of L. bureaucracy

was ljusy helping Hoover cover up
the existence of the crisis. A truly

golden opportunity here presented

itself to the Communists of build-

ing up a mighty nation-wide un-

Lessons of the Leninist United Front Tactic

evilably gravitated in the direction

of class struggle.

By this time, the Unemployed
Councils had drawn up several «o-

ci:ii iusm'uuce hills, the first one

demanding twenty-live dollars a

week for the unemployed, and the

others gradually going lower and
lower. Hunger marches on Wash-
ington ami state capitals were or-

ganized which at first, as long as

they served to dramatize certain

campaigns, aroused the country to

the brutality of the crisis, but

later began to peter out, due to

senseless repetition. To obtain the

actual numerical strength of the

Unemployed Councils over this

period is impossible. The Daily
Worlwr is not famous for modesty
and truthfulness.

Need of Unity

Gradually these various organiza-

tions developed and gre.w up side

by side and a levelling process set

in. The most radical, i. <?., the

ofemployed movement such as might (Unemployed' Councils, got out
throw terror into the hearts of the. the dizzv heights of the "Third
bourgeoisie. Here also was the op-

portunity of cutting away the base

of social reformism. But Stalinism

is not rated for its accomplish-

ments; defeats and set-backs are

the rule that Stalinism works by,

and the party's course during this

entire period is certainly no excep-

tion to this rule.

Amidst such splendid possibilit-

ies, the party was weighed down
with the Stalinist "third period"

thesis, out of which flowed the

ruinous theories and tactics that

were guaranteed to bring about the

isolation of the Communist party.

Since the "third period" called for

a "revolutionary upsurge" and this

unfortunately did not exist—and
in fact does not yet exist in spite

of the fact that the C. I. has for

the second time recently declared

with great solemnity that "capital-

ist stabilization has ended"—the
revolutionary upsurge had to be
manufactured. The "fight for the

streets" was inaugurated and de-

monstrations of unemployed organ-

ized for that purpose. Somehow it

did not occur to anyone to ask
what the party would do with the

streets after it had captured them
—in the "third period" this would
have been sheer heresy. Instead

of organizing the unemployed around
their immediate demands, the ab-
stract slogan of "Work or Wages"
was shouted to the four winds.

The writer, who was active in or-

ganizing the unemployed in Mil-
waukee at that time and, together

with others, began to lay some em-
phas4s on the immediate needs of

the unemployed instead of spending
his time extolling the Chinese So-
viets. Together with his associates

he was hailed before a meeting of

th District Committee and all were
condemned as "Economists".*

The party was out for "independ-

ent leadership". The party would
have nothing to do with "social

Fascists". The party must "fight

for the streets". The party must
organize "revolutionary trade un-
ions". This was surely the road

to success—did not the party set

into motion some million-and-

a-half unemployed on the first

March 6th? (See the Daily Worker)
The height of this fever was reach-

ed when Browder thundered out

a manifesto to the American work-
ing class to follow the example of

the Arkansas farmers, storm ware-
houses, and help themselves.

But somehow no response came
to this swashbuckling call to arms
and it was not long before the

same hand of Browder wrote an-
other article in the same Daily
Worker of a directly opposite na-

ture and this without even a word
of explanation. Whereas the first

decree had instructed the workers
to seize the food warehouses for

themselves, the second article gave
to understand that the real job of

th Unemployed Councils was to

make the American working class

"soup-conscious", i. e., to begin con-

centrating on the immediate needs

of the unemployed. Naive people

scratched their heads in amazement
and marvelled at this sudden
change.

Unemployment Councils Decompose

in

I'eriod" and began to pay some
attention to the .needs of the un-

employed. In fact, the center of

their entire activity became the

fight for relief. On the other hand,

the self-help organizations were
driven to the "all and had to re-

port to the same activities as were
conducted by the Unemployed
Councils; that is, eviction activity,

turning on gas and electricity, etc.,

etc. So that, at the beginning of

this y£fti\ aside from the spontane-

ous organizations, practically every

political group had its own unem-
ployed organization, each carrying

on practically the same activity

and having practically the same
program. And gradually the thought
of unity began to develop—the

thought of uniting all unemployed
organizations into one.

Another golden opi>ortunity here
presented itself to the Communist
party—and another golden oppor-
tunity was missed. At this point,

"the united front from below" hung
like a millstone around the neck
of tiie party, with the buroerats
keeping vigilant guard lest anyone
should seek to loosen it. When
the. thought of unity took on con-

crete .form, it was not the Stalin-

ist leadership that concretized it

hut on the contrary the reformist,

Karl Borders, of the Chicago S. P.

who had built up a large unem-
ployed movement of considerable
influence. It was this Workers'
Committee, together with the Work-
er.-;' League, that met last fall and
began to talk in concrete terms of
federation. Of course, Karl Bor-
ders had an axe to grind. A fed-
eration <i£ unemployed organiza-
tions which would exclude the Un-
employed Councils would be quite
acceptable to Mr. Borders. In a
federation of this sort, the S. P.

could easily take the leadership
and thereby capture the control of
additional unemployed organiza-
tions. As for the Workers' League
—well, that is a small organization
which could be easily disposed of.

So thought Mr. Borders. But, as
the canny Scot would ' have it,

"There is many a slip 'twixt the
cup a^id the lip". And, in this

case, the cup was rudely dashed
out of Borders' hands,

TIw Chicago Conference

The call for the Chicago Con-
ference of Unemployed Organiza-
tions was very plain-spoken. The
.conference was to achieve unity,

but the Unemployed Councils were
to be left out. No organized voice
of protest was heard from the
rank and file of Border's organiza-
tion against this perfidious arrange-
ment. What made it possible for

Borders to proceed in this manner
with impunity was the past activ-

ity of the Unemployed Councils
along the lines of "united front
from below" previously commented
upon in the Militant.

As the day of the conference ap-
I
roachrd, the Chicago Branch of

the Left Opposition addressed a
letter to the C. P. asking for a Left
wing bloc to fisjhl for a militant
policy in the, conference. The only
group that came into this confer-
ence with a clear-cut program of
unity through federation was the

the

(Continued from last issue)

ANOTHER SO-CALLED
UNITED FRONT

In the hey-day of the "united

front from below" tjhe Stalinist

called many united front confer-

ences, sending calls to all organi-

zations under their ideological and
mechanical control and asking all

other workers to break with their

leadership and join (he "united

front". The T. U. U. L. and the

1. L. D., the W. I. It. and the frat-

ernal organizations, as well as any

A F. L. local where the Left wing

was strong enough to send a de-

legate, received a call.

The delegates at the conference,

no matter how many paper organi-

zationj or real organizations they

represented, represented one politi-

tiil current; Stalinism—with the ex-

ception of the Left Opposition which
ini-i always kicked out the door,

and several stray delegates who
ran the gauntlet by accident. Month
in and month out the same organi-

zations sent delegates to the "uni-

ted fronts". Each time the confer-

ence ended with the Stalinists

capturing themselves, through the

'united front from below."

The united front is a tactic of

uniting, in temporary agreement,
different organizations, and differ-

ent political tendencies. To call

togther several organizations under
socialist party control is not a uni-

ted front, any more than the calling

together of those organizations un-
der Htalinist control constitutes a
united front. United front action

must be between organizations, but

at the same time must embrace
more than one political current.

Kach political current entering

the i;nited front is expected to rally

those organisations and forces it

lias control over.

The Mooney Congress held in

Chicago in May, with about two
dozen ixditical tendencies; and the
Unemployment Conference held in

Chicago in June, with fifteen poli-

tical tendencies—are first steps to-

ward the Leninist United Front
action. However, the number of

workers put in motion and not the
number of political tendencies Is

decisive.

THE UNITED FRONT AS
A MANEUVER
The reformists say that the com-

munists are insincere and that the
call for a united front is a maneu-
ver, if this is so then the reform-
ists have nothing to worry about
because if the Communists call a
united front upon such a fiimsy
foundation, the Communists and
not the reformists will lose. Of
course the united front tactic or
rather, the rejection of the united
front tactic by Stalinism has played
into the hands of the reformists,
but in the main this is merely an
c.vetise of thn reformists to avoid
taking part in the united front.

On the other hand, one must not
take the word maneuver in too nar-
row a sense. If by maneuver one
means a trick than we are op_
!>osed to a maneuver, but the fact
remains that every move of any
military or political force is a man-
t uvcr. In this latter sense, every
united front action, like all other
political actions, is a maneuver.
The thing for the revolutionist and
honest worker to find out is : Is it

a correct maneuver, one that bene-
fits the working class—or a false
maneuver?

NON-AGGRESSION PACTS
The reformists and opportunists

and misleaders will prevent a uni-
ted front as long as possible, but
once more the mass pressure and
conditions force them to make a
move toward the united front they

immediately attempt to set up cer-

tain provisions which will guaran-
tee them from the "evils of expos-

ure". One of their favorite means
is to attempt to form a "non-ag-

gression" pact with the others par-

ticipating in the united front. They
demand that while the united front

is conducted, the organizations

should refrain from criticizing

each other. If one agrees to re-

frain from political criticism, then

the misleaders are sure they will

be able to retain their control and
will not be exposed in action for

their traitorous acts. Anyone who
agrees to refrain from criticism

during united front action for-

sakes one of the basic conditions

of the Leninist united front. The
right of minority expression and
political criticism must be guaran-
teed at all times. Only fakers
would ask for such a pact and
on!7 fools and Stalinists would
agree to such pacts. SEainism, like

the social democracy, has its own
crimes to cover up.

In the last several years in Ger-

many, while Fasicsm was marching
forward with rapid strides, while
Stalinism was in its "third period",

the social democratic betrayers
were rendered the greatest histori-

cal service possible by the Stalin-

ist united front from below. JVhen
over the threshold of state power
Fascism gained, and was already
and the pressure from below made
the social democratic leaders offer

the Communists a united front, but
with the "non-aggression" clause,

the C- I- statement and answer
agreed to refrain from criticism.

Again, following the "united front
from below", the agreement to re-

frain from criticism rendered so-
cial democracy more service. This
was repeated at the Mooney Con-
gress _in Chicago by the Stalinists.

(To be continued)
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cause they could not he kept to-

gether on the basis of abstract

slogans. In fact, the demonstra-

tions, which had been the stimu-

lant administered to keep them
alive, had begun very seriously to

decline in size and generally to

Bzzle out. Hence the zigzag.

that lay its importance. Literally,

all shades of political thought were
represented through the medium of
the delegates from the various
unemployed organizations which
they had built up. It was, how-
ever, very uncertain at the begin-
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ning as to which political current
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Left Wing Scores Victory
cits were the only organizations in

the field. The S. P. was still bliss-

fully oblivious to its own possibil-l lThp "ra t bat- tie of this conference

Ities a^d the depth of the crisis had! was l"'"» !1<i l"*" question of seating

not been reached where spontane-. tll(' Unemployed Council delegates,

ous organizations would come into A(t('r » heated debate, a vote was

existence. But the inability of the! tlltre" nnd the Left wing scored its

party to adapt itself to the needs lflrst victory, which indicated the

of the moment, as well as the deep- general possibilities. From then

enlng of the crisis, at length be-

gan to make their way into the con-

sciousness of the American reform-

ists. The failure of the Commun-
ist* served to encourage the S. P.

and it began to organize its own
unemployed movement. The Muste
group, not to be outdone, began to

organize Its unemployed organiza-

tions. Still another stratum of un-

on, the conference began slowly hut
surely to slip from the bands of
Mr. Borders, and the Left wing
position grew stronger and strong-
er. The Stalinists, who had come
uncertain even of being seated, be-

came arrogant and attempted to
hog the entire conference. Only
through the utmost, exertion of the
Left Opposition were the differ-

ences between the various Leftemployed organizations came into

existence, organized on a self-help >

wmS groups bridged and unanimity

or barter basis, of which the orljr- !
established on the salient points of

Inal California carrot-pulling or- P°liev-

gaclzation is typical. ( The Left wing emerged vletorf-

But as the crisis deepened, even o«s fro™ this conference. Out of

these self-help organizations began tflis conference grew the National

Fderation of Workers' Leagues of

America. The nationa 1 committee
of this federation represents all

shades of unemployed organiza-

tions as dominated by the philoso-

phies of tbe various political groups.

The end of the conference, which
revealed a decisive Left wing
majority, was so distasteful to Sir.

Borders, that he refused to enter

the national committee and sub-
sequently withdrew his organisa-
tions from the Federation. All of

this because be was afraid to be
in the minority.

The results of the Chicago Con-
ference were entirely unexpected
by the Stalinist leadership of the

Unemployed Councils. They came
iu with no policy and were forced

along the course proposed by the

Left Opposition. In private con-

versation at Columbus, Benjamin
openly admitted that the national

committee of the Unemployed Coun-
cils had not the slightest idea that

a federation would emerge out of

the Chicago conference. "Had we
known what would happen," he
stated, "I would have been there,

Amter would have been there, and
other leaders of the Unemployed
Councils." For once a truthful ad-
mission. But also a damning ad-
mission. For in making the above
statement, Benjamin unwittingly
admitted the fact that in reality

the "general staff", that is the

party buroertfey, is asleep at the
switch, and in spite of the fact
that "capitalist stabilization has
ended" for the second time, still

woefully clutching at the tail of
the unempoyed movement.
The Unemployed Council dele-

gates who had attended the
Ciiicago conference therefore had
no instructions from New York and'
participated in the conference in.

a hand-to-mouth fashion. Conse-
quently, they committed a mistake
which to the bureaucracy was be-
yond forgiveness—they only suc-
ceeded in getting two representa-
tives on the national comtoittee of
the federation ! Ostensibly, the
Unemployed Council leadership,

through the Daily Worker, hailed
the Chicago conference as a great
success and were not at all bashful
in claiming the Federation as their
own legitimate child. But actual-
ly something else was happening.
"What? 1" must have thundered
the New York buroerats, ."You did
not capture a majority of the na-
tional committee of the Federa-
tion? ! Don't you know better than
that? A fig for the Federation
when .we don't control it!"

Quantity Becomes Quality

From the very start, the Stalin-
ists frowned on the Federation. In
spite of the fact that the Unem-
ployed Councils were members of
this Federation, they did not bestir

themselves greatly to bring in other
organizations. To withdraw from
the Federation would have meant
to step openly in the footsteps of
Borders and thus lose prestige, so
Ihey decided to stay in the Federa-
tion and kill it from within. But
how? Here, the great incubator
of ideas. Earl Browder, finally tum-
bled upon a very likely scheme.
He suddenly remembered that
Muste had also called for a unity
conference in Columbus. So nego-
tiations were started with the "Left
social Fascist" Muste. And why
not? Is Muste any worse than
Cook, Hicks, and Purccll? If he
is, then he certainly cannot be
worse than Chiang Kai-Shek, whom
Browder knew in the past rather
too intimatey.

And so it came to pass that on
a fine day in June, Browder came
to Chicago and suflered himself to
appear hefore the national commit-
tee of the Federation. Said the
ominscient one to the national com-
mittee : "Frankly, we are not satis-
fied with the Federation. Here we
are, the biggest unemployed orgacL,

Hathaway Speaks

on United Front

in Brownsville

that the workers of Brownsvilife
should be interested in the Nation-
al Recovery Act, but instead they
seem to be more interested in Trot-
sky and the united front."

So comrade Hathaway has caught
the workers of Brownsville at a
very serious crime. The workers
were inquiring "how was it that
Hitler took power with such an
enormous and well trained Commun-
ist on hand to lead the working
class"? This is one of the many
questions that Hathaway chose not
to answer. The disciple of Stalin
was surprised again when during
the discussion period a sympath-
izer to the Left Opposition rose and
spoke on the united front. The
Stalinist chairman attempted to sit

the (gjeaker down, but the protest
from the workers was so great that
the speaker was allowed to con-
tinue and he exposed the false pol-

icies of the Stalinists, of sbcial-
Fascism, united front "only from
below", etc.

It looks as though the more the
Stalinists speak on Germany the
more clear becomes the position of
the L. O. —h. G.

New York, N. Y.—C. A. Hatha-
way, editor of the Daily Worker,

save another of his famous lec-

tures in Brownsville a week ago.

This time the subject was to be

the National Industrial Recovery

Act. Tbe lecturer was going along
at a fine pace for about one hour
when suddenly he found himself in
tbe dreadful united front business
mice more. And here this great
apostie of Stalinism could not re-

strain himself frm castiiig a few
'slanders at the Lefyt Opposition,
and comrade Trotsky. He told the
workers that the renegade Trotsky
wanted only a united front from
above, and that the "Trotskyists"
told the workers that they must
not attack the leaders of the social.
ist party. It appears that the
Hathaways will stoop to any level
in order to fool the workers into
believing that Trotsky is a counter-
revolutionary. iWhat a shameless
lie!

When and where has the Left
Opposition ever said that we must
unite only from above?—and that
we must not attack the leaders?
"The Trotskyists want us to go to
the doors of HUUjuit and Thomas
and knock, and in this manner they,
the Trotskyists, think they will
form a united front."

At a District membership meeting
of the. Y. C. L. where he attempted
to clarify the party united front
policy, it was this same Hathaway
who got up and in a mass of dram-
atic gestures boasted so loudly of
the fact that "yesterday comrade
Stachel, and myself went to visit
A. J. Muste and we got him to ac-
cept .our united front invitation.
And did comrade ISathaway forget?
"We called up Norman Thomas and leave when the workers of Brown-
he agreed to bring up our invita-, sville want me to leave," and turn.
tion to the National Committee of ed away. Al Dasch swung viciously
the Socialist Party."

j

at Elliott and dealt him several
Then there was still the question' blows, injuring his eye.

and (a new policy in the Hathaway; Many of the workers present pro-
lectures.) discussion period. And 1

tested against this procedure and
lo and ,behoId the same incident to' loudly voiced their opinions, pro-
even a greater extent then at the mising to bring this matter up at
District membership meeting of the ' the Section headquarters. To some

Ohio State Jobless Confab
Flas Waving Patriots - Mustc's Supporters

Stalinist Slugser Beats

Left Oppositionist

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Continuing a
policy of using their fists when
their heads ceased to supply argu-
ments, leading Y. C. L. members re-
sort to the method of physical viol-

ence against Left Oppositionists.

On Friday night, July 14, after
an open-air meeting held by the
Left Opposition in Brownsville had
ended and the comrades had left,

comrade Joe Elliott was attacked in
front of the Parkway cafeteria. The
Stalinists previously made attempts
to provoke him. Al Dasch, func-
tionary of^ the Brownsville section,

notorious as a retired pugilist, 'hard
guy', and Trotsky-baiter, shouted
out: "These Trotskyists must be
driven out of Brownsville!"

Comrade Elliott replied : "I'll

Y. C. L. The questions were all of
a "Trotskyite" nature, causing com-
rade Hathaway to get very angry
as he remarked, picking up the
large bundle of questions, "I think

zation, and only have a paltry two
representatives on this national
committee. What we want Is un-
ity. In order to achieve unity we
propose that you agree to elect a
committee of five, let the Unem-
ployed Councils elect a committee
of five, and the Columbus confer-
ences also a committee of five, and
this committee of fifteen will ar-
range a unity conference in Wash-
ington at the time that Congress
opens and at that time merge all

unemployed organizations into one.
Then we'll present one common
front to the capitalist government."
Such open-hearted frankness was
so unexpected by the non-Stalinist
members of the committee that for
a moment they lost their bearings
and almost fell into the trap. But
fortunately a few more experienced
members "came from Missouri" and
remained unmoved by Browder's
eloquence. So they voted against
the proposition as laid down by
Browder and, in spite of the out-
raged protestations of innocence on
the part of the Stalinists, decided
to poll the entire committee on this
question. —NORMAN SATIR.

(To be continued)

of the others this "educational"
work of Dasch, who Is a member
of the Section "Agit-prop" was con-
sidered in line with the "New
Turn" though not outlined in the
famous Open Letter.

Several Y. C. L. members expres-
sed their indignation by saying that
they would go themselves to the
Section and bring charges against
Dasch,. In the meantime the Sec-
tion has not uttered a word on the
matter; by Its very silence it is
condoning and encouraging gang-
sterism and strong-arm methods.
The system of Stalinism promises
advancement and functionaries'
positions by plenty of use of the
fist and nothing of the head.

—3. S.

CHICAGO BEACH PARTY
At Roscoe and the Lake

SUNDAY, JULY 23, 1933, 2PM
(Meet at home of Esther Oiler,

631 .W. Roscoe Ave.)

—Refreshments Singing, Games

—

Come Early and Enjoy Festivities

Auspices: Spartacus Youth Club

Ail comrades i sending In news ac-

counts and articles for publication
In the Militant are requested to

prepared typed copy, triple spaced.

OHIO CONVENTION EXPOSES
REACTION IN MUSTE
BUILT LEAGUES
Columbus, Ohio.—We were re-

ceived at the Columbus Convention

on- July 1st by a "workers" patrol,

marked with arm-bands, armed
with clubs and headed by one "Joe
Gershner", whom Truax, president

o£ the Ohio Unemployed League,

saw fit to publicly characterize on
the last day of the' national con-

vention as a "stool-pigeon, organ-

izer of strike-breakers and com-

pany thugs". It was not until the

third day of the convention, after

incoming fraternal and out-of-town

delegates had protested vigorously

against these armed "guards" that

the clubs disappeared ; and with
the exception of a few passing

words about a "disguised national

guard" not one public word was
said in protest, until the last day
of the convention, and then only

to the" Ohio Caucus.

The first session began with the

endorsement of slates presented by

the state office', etc., and continu-

ed with reports from county dele-

gations as to local conditions. Karl
Pauli, S. P. member spoke on the

Continental Congress. Truppo spoke
on the"C. P- sponsored Small Homs
and Land Owners Federation. Ar-
nold Johnson spoke as representa-

tive of the C. P. L. A. and organizer
of thu O. U. L., mentioning united
front, action with Un(*mployed
Councils through state federation.

Clowe, chairman of the Franklin
County League, in which Columbus
is situated, jumps to platform and
demands to know whether or not
the Councils respect the "Star and
Stripes". Preis of Toledo follows,

attempting to defend the council*
and explain the working class atti-

tude towards "the flag". He is inter-

rupted by a threatening riot, cries

of "Stop him!", "Call the police",

"Make him take that back!" and
a charge on the platform of about
one-fourth those1 present. Numer-
ous members of this "workers
guard" took part in this demon-
stration. Fortunately there was a
fence between the1 audience and the
platform, which stemmed the rush
long enough to let the Musteites
Johnson and Bauhof smooth the
situation ovL'r with words.

But the situation was still tense
enough when Perkins of Franklin
County, introduced the motion

:

That the following be inserted in

the Preamble of the O. U. L.—
"The Stars and Stripes forever.

Whfn they're rigM we'll uphold
them ; when they're wrong we'll
fight them". That no one dared to

object to. This was passed before
Ben Smith of Franklin County.,
urged the

1 crowd to return to their

seats saying that the O. U. L. was
not organized "under the red flag

but as a 100 percent American or-

ganization", and pacified them with
words about "diplomacy".

With such a start it was hard
to expect much from this conven-
tion. And it is significant that the
leaders of this non-class-conscious
gang (to be mild) came mostly
from Franklin County, in which the
Columbus office of the O. U. L. Is

located and where we should nor-
mally Expect the most progressive
elements to be, IF the Musteite
leaders of the O. U. L. had really
followed a working class organiza-
tional and educational policy.

—N.

Declaration of L.O. at

Columbus Conference

TO ALL DELEGATES TO THE
NATIONAL UNEMPLOYMENT

CONFERENCE
Brother delegates

:

The1 passing of the Industrial Re-
covery Act by the Roosevelt govern-
ment is the most far-reaching at-

tack on the working class. This
Act is a direct attack against tbe
unemployed.

Capitalist charity and unemploy-
ment "emergency relief' lias proven
Inadequate and has come to a break-
down. The capitalists realize that
they will have to spend hundreds
of millions of dollars next winter
in order to keep the 18 million un-
employed in submission. Hence the
Recovery Act.
This Recovery law Is an attempt

on the part of the capitalists to
side-step social Insurance. They
have passed codes In various In-

dustries precisely for the purpose
of establishing a universal stagger
system in order to absorb some of
the unemployed into industry at a
starvation wage. The 3 billion dol-
lar program of public and manu-
facturers. Workers hired for this

public works program will be paid
in inflated currency, which will not
suffice for the barest necessities of
life. This is merely another form
of forced labor which the capital-
ists will institute in the place of
social insurance.
The Industrial Control Law es-

tablishes a form of state capitalism
and is calculated to save the rotten
and decayed capitalist structure by
the elimination of small producers,
the organization of cartels, the out-
lawing of strikes, the establishing
of a class collaboration machinery
to hamper the development of class
struggle organizations and the shift-
ing of the

1

entire burden of the
crisis upon the working class. By
instituting these measures and re-
ducing the cost of production, the
American capitalists hope to be in
a position where they will he" able
to better compete on the world
market.
A determined struggle must be

waggd by the entire working class

against the effects of this capital-

isl offensive in the form of the
Recovery Act. The unemployed have
a special part in this struggle,

fellow delegates

:

The present economic crisis is

here lo sfay. It is a natural devel-
opment of capitalism. Increasing
unemployment and lower relative

wages, greater misery and increas-

ed pauperization are all hutural
products of tin' present decaying
system. The capitalists have no
solution for the present, crisis. Their
presi'nt scheme of tbe partnership
of industry and government will no
more solve1

I he problem than ail

their previous plans. The only real
and permanent solution to all the
misery created by this planless sys-
tem of production is the proletarian
revolution. For the working class
to rid itself for all time of the
present conditions it is necessary
to uproot capitalism and replace it

by a socialist planned system of
production for use.

Toward the achievement of this

goal it is necessary first of all to
put the working class in motion
in a struggle for its immediate
needs. This conference must adopt
a program of action for the strug-
gle for these immediate demands.
In addition to local demands, the
Communist League of America (Lett
Opposition) proposes to the confer-
ence the consideration and adoption
of the following concrete slogans
and organizational steps:

1. For immediate relief and so-
cial insurance at the expense
of the bosses and their gov-
ernment,

2. For the 6-hour day, 15-day
week with an increase1 in
wages.

3. Fight for higher wage.s and
increased relief to combat in-

flation.

*. For the recognition of and
the extension of long-term

credits to the Soviet Union.
To attain the necessary strengt*

to struggle for these demands we
propose' tbe following organization-
al steps:.

1. The application of the united
front tactic as a means of unify-
ing the various unemployed organ-
isations (Unemployed Leagues, Un-
employed Councils, Workers'
Leagues, etc., etc.) should be put
into effect. In this united front
each organization retains its or-
ganizational independence, refrains
from slander and personal attack
against each other, but maintains
the right of minority expression
and freedom of criticism. Under
no circumstance can any united
front exclude or bar any unem-
ployed organization from participa-
tion. Should the leadership of any
unemployed organization attempt to
prevent the entry of its organiza-
tion into the united front, continued
efforts must be made to bring them
into the united front.

2. The Columbus Conference Is
the second national conference held
this year. The Chicago Conference
of June 13-15, called by the Work-
ers' Committee on Unemployed and
the Workers' League, has estab-
lished a National Unemployed Fed-
eration of Workers' Leagues, to
which are already affiliated the
largest unemployed organizations
in the country. This Federation
stands for the unification of the un-
employed movement and is opposed
to any discrimination against race,
color, creed or political opinion.

Of all the organizations that par-
ticipated in the conference, endors-
ed the program and voted for the
Federation—such organizations as
the Unemployed Leagues, Workers'
Committee, 'Workers' League, and
UenmpioycU Councils — only the
Borders leadership of the Workers'
Committee has tried to split the
Federation.

The most important task of the
Columbus Conference is unification
with the National Unemployed Fed'
eration.

3. This Conference must go on
record favoring affiliation to the
National Federation. This will be
the greatest step in the direction
of establishing unity in the unem-
ployed movement on a national
scale.

4. Our objective should be the
amalgamation of all the unemployed
organizations Into one. This can
be accomplished only after the
various unemployed groups learn
how to work together in a united
front or federation which at first
sives each participating organiza-
tion organizational autonomy. This
course imsst be followed because
amalgamation is a far more ad-
vanced step than affiliation to the
National Unemployment Federation.

5. Finally, efforts must be dir-
ected towards the unification of
the struggle of the unemployed
workers with that of the employed
and in cooperation with all work-
ing class organizations.
July 3.rd, 1933.

UNEMPLOYED ORGANIZATION
FRACTION, COMMUNIST
LEAGUE OF AMERICA
(LEFT OPPOSITION)

OPEN AIE MEETINGS
FOB NEW YORK

Manhattan: 7th St. and 2nd Ave.
every Thursday night 6 P. M.
86th Street and Lexington Ave.,
every Friday night 6 P. M.

Harlem: I25th St., and 5th Avenue,
every Saturday night 8 P. M.

Bronx: 163rd Street and Prospect
Ave., every Sat. night 8 P. M.

Brooklyn: Pitkin Ave. and Bristol
St. (Brownsville) Friday night
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The Death of Com. Klara Zetkin

t

The death of Klara Zetkin re-

moves from the revolutionary labor

movement one of that diminishing

handful of true founders of the

Communist International still left In

its ranks. More than half a cen-

tury of undivided devotion to the

cause of working class freedom

lay behind the great militant whose

last public act was her appearance

a few months ago in Berlin to pre-

side, as senior member, over the

la«t session of the Weimar Reich-

stag before its dissolution by those

same snarling brutes in brown

shirts whom she compelled to listen

to the eloquent defiance of a tongue

which proclaimed the inevitable

revolution in Germany.

Born more than seventy-live years

ago, on July 5, 1857, Klara Zetkin

became a socialist at the time the

Iron Chancellor launched the not-|

orious Exceptional Laws against

the social democratic movement.

Her activity in the party not only

began with Its heroic period, bat

unlike most of her contemporaries,

she carried forward the best of the

tradituih of those days throughut

the iW of her life.

Kiara Zetkin—Women's Leader

For more than a quarter of a

century, her name was prominently

associated throughout the Socialist;

world with the movement to win;

the working class woman to the

standard of revolution. To her,

more than to any other single force,

goes the credit for the rich edu-

cational and cultural work among

proletarian women which was car-

ried on for decades in Germany.

Virtually by her own efforts, she

founded the socialist women's per-

iodical Gleichheit {Equality) and

edited it uninterruptedly from 1892

to 11)17, when the social patriots

summarily removed her from the

journal which had become synony-

mous with her own name If a

socialist woman's movement came

into existence in Germany, distinct

and separate from the feminist and

other bourgeois movements, it was
in no small measure due to the un-

remitting labors of her brain, her

pen, her tongue. Little wonder

then that the Executive Committee

of the Communist International,

after its foundation, confided to her

the direction of Communist activ-

ity among the working women
thraghout the world.

Her activities, however, were not

confined to this specific field. Klara

Zetkin was a party woman, above

everything. And in the party, she

stood unwaveringly on the sitle of

that small band of warriors who
constituted the Marxian group from

the very outset, of the internal

struggle. She stood elbow to el-

bow with the Left wing of Rosa

Luxemburg and Fran/, Mebring in

their fight, made in common with

Kautsky, up to it certain point,

against the revisionist program of

Bernstein, Dav-hJ and Co* Whfefli

finally devoured Rebel's party.

And even when Parvus turned grain

and munitions agent for the House

of Hohenzoliern during the war,

and Kautsky effected his touching

conciliation with Bernstein. Klara

Zetkin remained with the now re-

duced group of Marxists who de-

fended proletarian internationalism

by deeds, while others were drown-

ing it in fratricidal blood or else

giving it sufficient formal acknowl-

edgment to enable them (all' the

more easily to continue attacking

Spartaeus.

Opposed the Social Patriots

The solemn decisions on the ques-

tion of imperialist war adopted by

the Congresses of the Socialist In-

ternational and of the German
Party retained their significance for

her' even after August 4, 1914.

Standing at the head of the Wuert-

termerg party organization, together

with Crispien and Westmeyer, she

vehemently opposed the treacherous

action of the Reichstag fraction

in voting for war credits, and de-

manded that it adhere to the de-

cisions of the International. Nor

did she rest content with a formal

gesture. When Itosa Luxemburg
and Franz Mebring issued the first

number of Die Internationale in

April 1910, delivering those crush-

ing blows at chauvinists and Kaut-

skyans alike, the name of Klara

Zetkin was to be found on this roll

of honor together with Karski,

Jogisches, Thalheimer and the other

internationalists who subsequently

founded the Spartakusbund. Like

Rosa and countless others, she was
thrown into prison during the war,

to the great relief of the Kaiser's

socialists. An illegally distributed

Spartaeus leaflet of that time com-
memorated the contrast between

the two camps in the social dem-
ocracy by showing three pictures:

Rosa Luxemburg and Klara Zet-

kin, each In her prison cell for

anti-war activity, and Scheidemaim,

Noske, David and other social-Im-

perialists photographed at a dis-

creet distance behind the front,

fraternizing with army officers in

front of their quarters; the pic-

tures were eloquent enough without

comment—nor did the leaflet sup-

ply them with any.

To Klara Zetkin falls the distinc-

tion of having initiated the first

successful International socialist

conference after the outbreak of

the war and the collapse of the Sec-

ond International. Upon her own
responsibility, the International so-

cialist women's conference was con-

vened in Berne, Switzerland, in

March 1915, with representatives

from all the important belligerents

on both sides. There were not

many in those black days of treach-

A Historical Appreciation

of the Great Woman
Revolutionist

ery and reaction who were ready

to speak and act for international-

ism, but among them was to be

found the already aging hut tireless

German revolutionist. At that

time, it is true, she did not yet

stand on the side of the Bolsheviks.

The latter's delegates to the Berne
Conference, Inessa Armand and N.

K. Krupskaya, were the isolated

extreme Left wing, whose resolu-

tion to the Conference, edited by

Lenin, was overwhelmingly rejected

because it put the question of the

break with all patriots and Cen-

trists- in the sharpest and most un-

mistakable manner. Not even Zet-

kin was at that time prepared to

consummate the rupture. But even
though Lenin submitted the ambig-
uous and hesitant decisions of Berne
to an acrid criticism, the Confer-
ence was nevertheless the first Eur-
opean milestone a Ion;; that road,

marked later on by Zlmmerwald
and Kieuthal, which led directly

to the founding of the Communist
International in Moscow in April

1919.

The, first years of the Russian
revolution and the Communist In-

ternational undoubtedly marked the
high water mark of Klara Zetkln's
development and activity. The
great period of stormy revolution-

ary flood brought out all that was
best and most positive in the Com-
munist leaders of the time. De-
spite her years, she put at the dis-

posal of the German and interna-
tional movements those talents

which distinguished her. A fervid
temperament, a sincerity of devo-
tion, kept alive in her a luminous
flame which dimmed only towards
the last. An abyss lay between
her a>~l that legion of others, fawn-
ing careerists and stock-market
revolutionists, who came to the
Comintern in its early years like

so many tourists and soon left it

to write apologies for their mo-
mentary abberation.

Her gift of oratory, warm with

a rich inspiring prose, was not al-

ways combined with the quality of

profound and original political

thinking. In this respect, she had
leaned very heavily upon the sturd-

ier and surer Rosa Luxemburg
throughout the years before and
during the world war. The polit-

ical firmness and strength which
she gained from this heavy associa-

tion did not, unfortunately, grow
in the years that followed.

The young Communist Party of

Gerrcj;iny was cruelly deprived of

its central staff immediately after

the war. Left without the gifted

brain of Luxemburg, the popular

and tireless revolutionary spirit of

Liebjjneeht, the organizing talents

of Tyehko, the leadership of the

party slipped by default into the
hands of an inferior stratum of the
Spartacans, whose qualities were
not exactly enhanced by the accre-

tion of the motley Left wing that

joined it after the splitting of the

Independent Socialists at Halle.

She who had once, drawn her
strength from the wells of a Luxem-
burg, now turned to Paul Levi, who
proved to be more skilled in the
collection of rare pottery than in

the leadership of a revolutionary
party. In the party crisis that

followed the luckless "March Ac-
tion" in 1921, Zetkin marched at
Levi's heels together with the
group of Daeumig, Brass and the
others who Anally went back with
Levi to the social democracy. With
Levi, too, she balked at Lenin's
struggle against G. Serrati, whose
fatal attitude in the Italian Social-

ist party impeded so .markedly the

development of a mass Communist
party for the sake of unity with a
coterie of shrewd opportunists.
Still, unlike both Levi and Serrati,

she never broke with the Interna-
tional and after each crisis, with

' her position increasingly comprom-
! Ised, she was to be found in its

ranks.

In taking her position in the in-

structive internal disputes of the
Comintern, Klara Zetkin did not,
alas! always distinguish between
the revolutionary Left wing and the
adventurist or infantile ultra-Deft.

The Legend of the Red Nazi'

Of late there have been numer-
ous reports of the arrests of op-

posiSioual Nazte—in Frankfort a.

M. several hundred mutinied and
are supposed to have sung the
"International" in the course of the
tiff ; in Bautzen 72 Nazis had to be
transferred and in Beilin-Chariot-

tenburg 20 men were interned in

the barracks on General Pape
Streitf, etc. The latest report speaks
of the arrest of the 4 high Nazi
officers in Berlin and of their trans-

fer to a concentration camp.
In the ranks of those who are

prophesying the immediate collapse

of Fascism in Germany, both in the

Comintern and its sections as well

as in the social democracy, these

incidents of rebellion among the

Nazis .are interpreted as symptoms
of impending disintegration. After

all their hopes had lied, after the

labor organizations had been de-

stroyed, the trade unions—even
those under the Christian Arm
shield—-"equalized", the Stahlhelm,

the National Front, the Center pro-

scribed—after all this, all bureau-
crats who still cannot realize what
has happened or why, set all their

hopes on a rebellion among the

mercenary troops of Fascism.
Conflict in S. A. Banks Expected
That, after the seizure of power,

there would be and had to he con-

flicts between Hitler and the lower
layers of his following—this was
predicted long in advance and is

only to be expected. For certain

groups the seizure of power by Hit-

ler was very profitable, namely, to

all those who were placed in the

state and administrative apparatus
and in other functions and posts.

Despite all anti-Jewish and anti-

Marxist incitement, despite dis-

charging ami "equalization", there

are nevertheless strata in the Fasc-

ler, one S. A. rebellion followed an-
other, so that the C. P. G. and the

S. P. G. for years never stopped
shouting about the "increasing dis-

integration of the Nazis." And at

that, these rebellions were never
really more than sejandals and
tiffs between "criminals" and "loy_

alites" who came into the< S. A. in

bands and were often lured by Hit-

ler on salary bases. This accumu-
lation of anti-social and lumpen-
proletarian elements was confront-

ed with the S. S. (Schutz-Staffel,

defensive corps) as the socially and
politically reliable, picked guard—
which did not contribute to raising

the morale among the S. A. (Storm
Troops, offensive corps). Today
the S. S. is a sort of military police
and is rigorously utilized against
Storm Troops.
Naturally the disillusionment of

the Nazis who rebel today is much
stronger than heretofore, when it

was still possible to find consola-
tion and cause for self-negation in

all sorts of promises. But in the
meantime the Hitler dictatorship
has become more and more en-

trenched.
All opposition parties and organi-

zations have been liquidated and
the rebellions of the dissatisfied

Nazis simply have to evaporate
into empty space for the time being.
Or else—crash down In the face
of resistance from the satiated
strata in the Fascist camp, in whose
hands the means of power are con-
centrated.

No Faith in S. A. Mutinies
It would be an error, with dis-

astrous consequences to follow, to
put great hopes and expectations
today upon the S. A. mutinies or
even to see in these elements trust-

worthy allies. The proletariat is

faced today with a different ques-

ist camp who cannot be satisfied, tion, namely, that of a new gath-

above all, those lower rank S. A.
(Storm Troop) men who in the

past number of months lived frbm
purely criminal theft and plunder

at house raids and in the course of

making arersts. But pillaging can-

not be. carried on indefinitely and
even the anti-Jewish boycott does
not suffice to satiate all the hungry
peasant sons and petty bourgeois.

For a period of time they can be

used as auxiliary police or auxili-

ary border guards, etc., but only

for a definite period of time and
only in a limited capacity. The
rest of the S. A. men, on the other

hand are subjected to daily drill

and to the drab life of the bar-

racks court. But they do not fail

to see how their upper "party com-
rades" feed on fat little posts, ride

through the streets glamorously in

elegant autos—and they want their

share of the booty.

Therein lies the elementary ex-

planation for the S. A. mutinies

today : they are the wage strikes of

employed retainers and could be
overcome for a period of time, if

the mutinous hordes were once

again let loose on expropriation ac-

tivities against Jews and Marxists.

But even in this respect only the
leanest meat remains, the fat has
ben chewed off long ago, for the

most part.

Mussolini Also Shot Adherents
At any rate the phenomenon Is

not unknown. Mussolini also had
his adherents shot upon after his

seizure of power, had them arrest-

ering of forces and the formation
of new revolutionary cadres from
the various "camps of the working
class.

This process of clarification and
of regroupment must in no case be
hampered by a revival of the old
Stalinist legend of the "revolution-
ary S. A. man" and of the "broth-
erly hand" (to the "Nazi proletar-
ian"). Even today the C. P. G. is

publishing a little sheet, "The Rev-
olutionary 8. A. Man", by the dis-

tribution of which the safety of ac-
tive Communist members is endan-
gered in an irresponsible manner,
while at the same time the Otto
Straser and "Black Front" people,
long, endorsed and nurtured by the
C. P. G., today once again repose
under Hitler's and Goering's kindly
wing. And the well-known "Police
Lieutenant Giesecke", who was
dragged around from mass meeting
to mass meeting and got a good in-
sight into the military apparatus
of fhe party—works today in the
emigration centers for. the construc-
tion of a Fascist stooi-pigeon and
provocateur apparatus.
Of course, the revolutionary pro.

letariat and the existing cadres and
groups observe and pursue with at-
tention all the processes in the camp
of the bourgeoisie and of Fascism,
in order at lit occasions to utilize
these processes according to the
possibilities. But the prerequisite
for this is the existence of revolu-
tionary Marxist cadres, for the
formation of which "all forces must

In her defense of Levi against Bela
Kun, Pepper and Froelich, as in

her defense of Serrati against Bor-
diga, there was a noticeable dis-

tinction between her position and
the position, let us say, of the Lenin
who so demonstratively proclaimed
himself a member of the "Right
wing" at the Third Congress of the
International. As became even
more apparent in later years, Zet-

kin was unable to adjust herself to

the requirements of the revolution-

ary epoch. Her interventions against
ultra-Leftism were essentially act-

uated by a distinct leaning to the
Right.

This weakness she revealed most
tragically throughout the wh<jle

period o tfhe October 1923 strug-
gle iji Germany. Trotsky's argu-
ments that it was possible and
necessary to set a date for the in-

surrection and to orient the strat-

egy and tactics of the party to-

wards it—that is, his application
of the experiences gained in the
Russian October to the German
situation—she regarded as a species
of Blanquist heresy. The protests
of the militant and Left wing sec-
tors of the party against the dila-.

tory "and headless policy of the
Brandler Central Committee always
encountered her ardent resistance,
Kven after the catastrophe, she
came to the defense of Brandler,
Thalheimer and Radek. not in the
spirit of placing the responsibility
on the international leadership,
where it belonged, but as an apol-
ogy for the calamitous course of
the Right wing combined with a
bitter attack upon the Left.

She was linked with Brandler
from the earliest days of the Spar-
takusbund, and the Left wing so-
cialist movement before it. And
those bond's were strengthened by
her violent reaction against those
whom Zinoviev, Stalin and . Buch-
arin helped to impose upon the
German party as its leadership in
place of the discredited Right wing
Central Committee. The character-
less ultra-Leftists of the typo of
Ruth Fischer, A. Maslow, Katz,
Schwartz and the camarilla around
them, aroused her contempt and
deepest mistrust. If she reconciled
herself somewhat to the post-1023
leadership, it was not due to the
change of heart on her side. Rather
the contrary. After the removal of
ultra-Leftist leadership in 1925, the
party and the International engag-
ed upon that protracted course to-
wards opportunism in which Klara
Zetkin felt herself far more at ease
than .during the period of the dry
sectarian ponderosity of Maslow's
literary effusions and the wind and
fury of Fischer's clamrous oratory,
Brandler and Thalheimer, virtually
marooned in Moscow up to that
time, commenced a bolder factional
activity inside the party and for
a time it appeared that the pitiful
Thaelmann leadership was to be
"solidified" by the rehabilitation in
the party of the Rurht wing exiles.
The .latter counted on Zetkin's sup-
port, nor was it withheld.

It was only when the dawn of

the "third period" sealed the fate
of the Right wing for a second, and
apparently last time, and the ex-
pulsion of Brandler, Thalheimer and
their supporters was consummated,
that all hope was abandoned. The
ultra-Leftist wrecking crew, consi-
derably inferior to the group of
Maslow and Fischer, which was
given the helm of party leadership,
practically completed the elimina-
tion of Klara Zetkin from all active
participation in It. It cannot be
said that it was an event entirely
dlstateful to her. She had after
all once worked by the side of a
Rosa Luxemburg, a Franz Mehring,
a Karl Liebknecht. Even in later
years, her party had at least been
under the leadership of a Paul Levi
who, no matter liow much his de-
fects impeded and finally put a
stop to his political growth, never-
theless had a head on his shoulders,
as Lenin said. How could she now
subordinate herself voluntarily to
the direction of such shoddy, even
if internationally advertised, pro-
ducts (the artificial campaign must
have revolted her) as were put at
the head of the party, of a Heinz
Neumana, whom she never ceased
to regard as an irresponsible ad-
venturer and a Sinister figure in the
party? But by this time the re-
gime in the International had reach-
ed a point where she could no long-
er speak her mind openly. The old
militant no longer appeared on the
tribune of the party or the Inter-
national. Her bitter protests against
the treatment of Brandler and his
friends, against the abnominations

Whither the Y.P.S.L Insursents?
Several months ago, a few circles

of the Young Peoples Socialist

League of Chicago, were expelled.

The immediate issue which caused
the expulsion, was the united front,

concretized at the time around the
national Mooney Congress and the
question of the participation of the
Socialist party. The change in line

of t{ie Stalinists, driven by the
events in Germany, offered the pos-

sibilities for a genuine united front

and the creation of a mass move-
ment for the freedom of Tom
Mooney. But the despicable role

of the Socialists and their "Social-

istic" agents in the labor move-
ment, prevented the enlargement of
this movement to a mass character.

The manner in which the movement
for Mooney's freedom was finally

organized, established the treacher-
ous role of the Socialists and en-

abled the Left wing and "progres-
sive" socialists to wage a struggle;
within their organization for par-
ticipation in this movement. Be-
cause of this, and their eventual
breaking of party discipline by

j

entering the united front confer-

1

ences prior to and including the'
national congress, these circles by'
the Y. P. S. L. were expelled. <The'
bureaucracy of the S. P. maintain I

that no expulsions took place—only i

the charters were taken from these,
circles).

It would be wrong to assume that
the leftward turn of the expelled
elements was a sudden develop-

'

ment. This particular group has
for some time now, carried on an
agitation within the adult and youth
organization of a Left character.
They issued an internal bulletin,
The Class Struggle, in which a Left
wing and militant point of view,
was expressed and an effort made
to force a change in the reform-;
ist line followed by the S. P. lead-

1

ership. The intent of the group,
was to assemble all Left included
members In the S. P., into a solid

:

faction in order thus to wage such
a tight. The tendency was distinct-
ly a movement drifting towards
Communism. The Left Opposition
of Chicago, tried, in a modest way,
to help the growth of this group
both ideologically and organization-

The Expelled Chicago S.P.

Youth and the Three

Communist Currents

ally. It pointed out the need of

an immediate national organization,

and a campaign of education, be-

cause expulsion was inevitable—
the bureaucracy awaiting only an
appropriate moment to carry
through such an expulsion. In the
writer's opinion these elementary
steps were not well taken, and be-

cause of this the movement remains
to a large degree localized and
stifled.

Were these the only weaknesses
of the expelled yipsels, they could,

by intense labor be overcome to a
large extent. But more important
than these, the indecision and lack
of a correct political outlook, or
rather, the false political outlook
and perspective of the leadership
of this group (Larks and Smirkin),
Is responsible for its weaknesses
and confusion. ,What is the tactic

of the group? The tactic is, to
maintain the expelled group to-

gether until the conventions of the
S. P. and Y. P. S. L. and wage the
struggle in the conventions. And
what kind of struggle win this be?
Will jt be for readmission to the
S. P. and tbe Y. P. S. L.? This
can hardly be considered a step
forward by a group that is develop-
ing distinctly towards Communism.
The struggle must be waged in the
direction of winning greater num-
bers away from the reformist So-
cialist Party and towards Com-
munism. Obviously a discussion of
organizational tactics to be pursued
in this connection, cannot be taken
up in this article. But the broad
general political questions as raised
above, can and njust be put squarely
so that no confusion can exist. It
is in the above question that the
real essence of the whole future of
this movement lies.

Whut is the attitude of the ex-
pelled, comrades to the burning,
questions of dispute in the Com-
munist movement? Do the mem-
bers and leaders of this group re.:
cognize that the Communist move-
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Moscow, USSB.—In spite of all

the attempts on part of the Com-
intern bureaucracy to suppress it,

the discussion around the expul-
sions of comrades Wolf and Wollen-
berg will not cease. It Is nothing
new for defeated, incapable leaders
to turn with redoubled wrath
against their critics. In the Wol-
lenberg-Woif case, their wrath is

all the more painful since the maj-
ority of the German and Russian
middle layer functionaries admit
tht» justification of the criticism
against the complete failure of the
C. P. G. and the Comintern in per-

sonal conversations.

The reasons for the expulsion
are, in brief, the following: Both
comrades voted against the resolu-
tion Qf the E. C. C. I. on the situa-
tion in Germany. They declared
that not only the C. P. G. but also
the Comintern had collapsed and
that the C. P. G. and the Comintern
had to be rebuilt on a new hasis.

The criticism of both comrades
did not refer only to the events of
the last few months but went even
farther back. For comrade Wolf,
the Russian questions also played
a big role. He linked these up
with the behavior of the Comintern
bureaucracy in his exposure of the
collapse.

Great Indignation over Expulsion

The expulsion of comrade Wol-
lenberg aroused great indignation
among the critically inclined func-
tionaries in Germany and especially
among former members of the Red
Front Fighters League. It will

take on even greater amplitude
when the comrades find out the
reasons for the expulsion. (This
much we know from letters coming
out of Germany and from comrades
who have recently arrived from
there).

Comrade Wollenburg joined the
party as an active army officer in
Munich in the beginning of 1919.

During the existence of the Soviet
Republic he was local commander
of th/ Red Army of Bavaria, in
charge of the main front at Dachau
in the course of the struggle for

Munich. He distinguished himself
at that time as well as on later

occasions by his extra-ordinary
personal bravery. After his cap-
ture, he had to spend several years
in jail and after his release he
became party editor in the Ruhr
distrh/; and in East Prussia. In
1923 he was put in charge of the
military direction of one of the
biggest German districts and was
one of the few comrades who want-
ed to strike out in the fall or the
year, against the will of the Cen-
tral Committee. After the defeat
of the party in 1923 he had to flee

to the Soviet TJnlon, because secret
servicemen had been shot down in

a police raid on the military dir-

ection.

In the Soviet Union .Wollenberg
entered the Red Army and soon
received the rank of captain. He
took a prominent part in the erec-
tion of the Museum of the Red
Army, among other things.

Conflict with Thaelmann
The repeated requests of Wollen-

berg to be returned to Germany
were continually denied up to 1932.
In the summer of 1932 he became
the editor of the Rote Fflhne In
Berlin. At the same time he was
taken into the leadership of the
League of Straggle against Fascism

and was put in special charge of
training courses. In this activity,

he often came into conflict with
the Central Committee (because of
the slogan "people's revolution" and
the nationalistic orientation of the
C. C). Thaelmann attempted to
bribe him with a mandate to the
Reichstag. Wollenberg rejected the
offer. When Wollenberg was slug-
ged at a Nazi demonstration by S.
A. men .and had to stay for several
weeks in a hospital, Thaelmann
utilized the opportunity to remove
him from all his posts. Since
great resentment ensued _from this
measure, Thaelmann influenced the
E. C. C. I. to call Wollenberg back
to Moscow by cable. When he ar-
rived there he was informed that
he would not be allowed to work
In the German party. He received
employ as translator and editor in
the publishing house for foreign
workers. There he was permitted
to translate Stalin's speeches

—

which only caused an aggravation
of the nervous indigestion from
which he was suffering.

Comrades Wollenberg and Wolf
had requested the E. C. C. I. to be
permitted to return to Germany, in
order to work on the construction
of a new Communist party. Heckert
and Co. raised a big howl against
this request—the reply given to
them was characteristic: expulsion
from the party.

A CORRECTION
In the article of L. D. Trotsky,

Historical Objeetiveness translated
by Max Eastman and reprinted
in the iast issue of the Militant
from the magazine Contempo, a
typographical error was responsible
for the following sentence, "But the
last thing that the author had in,

mind was to interpret in his book
the verdict of the historical pro-
cess." Obviously this is a mistake.
Trotsky could never make such a
statement. In fact he wrote just
the contrary. The error originates
in the proofreader's mixing up two
sentences of the original article,
which reads as follows, "But the
last thing the author had in niind
was to console anybody. He merely
wished to interpret in his book the
verdict of the historical process
itself."

Undue liberties were by the way,
taken, in the translation of the
"bureaucratic stratum" (in the
Russian mss.) as "the bureaucratic
class." We call the attention ot
the translator to the fact that in
Marxist literature a fundamental
distinction is made between "class"
and "stratum" (or "layer" — the
bureaucracy in the Soviet Union is
not a class. —J, G. W.
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ment ia split in at least three de-

finite sections over questions that

are far too important and funda-
mental to be overlooked,? Such
questions as : Socialism in one
Country, Bureaucratic Centrism,

the role and significance of the
Stalinist leadership of the Commun-
ist International us the organizer

of defeats, the question of the uni-

ted front, the strategy and tactics

of the international revolution (ex-

pressed now in tbe events in Ger-
many], the role of the Internation-

al Right wing, the International

Left Opposition—these (juestlons

are decisive and in deLerniiiiing one's

position in the revolutionary move-
ment, he must needs take a posi-
tion on each one of these. He must
lie clarified and know precisely why
he takes one position or another.

At independent existence for any
group standing between Socialism
and Communism is impossible, un-
less it be extremely temporary and
as a tactic for struggle. But even
then it cannot carried through un-
less the entire organization is aware
of this and understands what should
tie its political direction. The his-

tory of all -similar movements is a
proof of this statement. Post-*ar
events have established conclusively
tbe ineiiicacy and inability of re-

formism to play a progressive role,

it has stinit in the mire of reaction
with a record as' black as the pro-
verbial darkness. The fundament-
al questions of revolution and the
dictatorship of the proletariat have
been vindicated a thousand times
by these very betrayals of interna-
tional social democracy, and more
recti) Ely by Stalinism, which rests
upon a i undamenrai revision of
.Marxism and lives under the cloak
of national socialism. Thus the
questi in presents itself: what is

i he perspective of the expelled
yipsels and how do they propose to
realize this?

It would not be correct to say
that the questions of Stalinism and
the Left Opposition have not been
discussed by this group. They were
discussed but not as a result of a
systematic effort of serious revolu-
tionaries attempting to educate
themselves in order thereby to be
able to decide where they belong.
These questions, when they are dis-

cussed, as a result of a certain
pressure of the members who desire
i:j know what is to be done. In the
, nurse of such informal discussions
i certain attitude is expressed by
ihc leadership which is indicative
of a false tendency.
The leadership puts the question

very bluntly and crudely. After all,

they iay, the Stalinists have a big
party and there is the possibility

of doing a lot of "mass" work. The
Trotsky ties are too small! This
argument is not new, and it is as
false as it is old. It is not num-
bers that determines the strength
or course of the revolutionary move-
ment. Political policy is the deter,
mining factor. What greater lesson
is needed than the defeat of the
German working class at the hands
of Fascism. Une must admit that
insofar as numbers «re concerned,
both the social democracy and the
Stalinists had sufficient not only to
defeat Fascism, but also to soothe
the dispositions of those who relish

in arithmetical quantities and not
-Marxism. In spite of its numbers
the German Communist Party not
only could not defeat Fascism but
did everything in its power through
its false political policies, to help
this victory. The consciousness ot
miconsciousuess of this aid is not
important. Objectively its policies
led in this direction. Wlien tbe
Left Opposition demands an inven-
tory on the situation in Germany,
it does not rcquest'this of the Stal-
inists alone, but it is demanded of
every revolutionary worker and
those who would be revolutionaries.

Coincident with the expulsion of
the Larks-Smirken group from the
S. P. and Y. P. S. L., because of
its struggle on the united front. Al-
beit Goldman, and Lydia Bydei
were expelled from the party end
live members of the Young Com-
munist League were expelled, for
their struggle on the united front
question, Germany and related is-
sues. The struggle of the expelled
Yipsels against bureaucracy finds a
similar struggle against a similar
bureaucracy in the Communist
party. Are not these facts of de-
cisive importance to a Y. P. S. L.
group which is slowly wending its

way to Communism ? Most cer-
tainly they are.

We believe that this group must
recognize the extremely temporary
character of its independent exist-
ence. L'pon a recognition of this
fact, it must begin at once, without
delay, to probe the problems con_-
frouting tbe revolutionary move-
ment in general and the Communist
movement particularly. It must be
prepared to take a clear and de-
cisive position on these fundament-
al questions. The question of So-
cialism in One Country, the united
front, Social Fascism, the Commun-
ist International, are as important
for it as for the member of the
Communist Party and tbe Com-
munist sympathizer. The German
situation is as significant for the
social democratic worker as for the
Communist worker. The organiza-
tion of a systematic campaign of
education should be instituted at
once.- The group should invite re-
presentatives <(f all the cairrente
in the revolutionary movement for
joint discussions, debates, etc., as
a step in the direction toward a
solution of these questions. Unless
this is done, unless the group imme-
diately develops a concrete per-
spective of its tasks and what it
is to do, disintegration is inevitable,
and the splendid beginning will
be lost. —G. M. ALBERT.
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Cleveland Meet
to Take Up Fight

on Recovery

(Continued from Page!)

upon bow we answer the questions

of trade union policy and tactics.

The capitaists and their govern-

ment hope to maintain the status

quo among the working class. Where
this is not possible they will at-

tempt to guide the pressure of the

class into company unions. Where
the pressure reaches beyond these

channels they will try to guide the

force into safe and conservative

channels such as the A. F. L.

The organization of the unorgan-

ized into industrial unions under

Left wing leadership is our main

task. The immediate practical

task, which cannot be separated

from the main task is the organi-

zation of a Left wing within the

conservative unions. The revolu-

tionists must work in the organi-

zations where the masses are.

The Stalin 1st,-Muste bloc has not

yet answered these questions. We
have already lost years because of

the Stalinist blunders in this field.

The time is short. An answer must
be given and should be presented

before the Cleveland conference.

The call for the Cleveland Con-
ference is signed by 82 individuals

representing about 50 organizations.

The representatives of the most im-

portant organizations have signed

as individuals, whk'h means the

organizations are not yet backing

the conference. Many paper or-

ganizations are officially represent-

ed. Out of the 82 signers 42 are

Stalinists and their sympathizers,

15 are Musteites. They have ob-

tained a few others whom they are

using as a window dressing. In

other words, the Cleveland call is

a united front from above between
Stalinists and Musteites with a

sprinkling of others to give it a

good appearance. This is a con-

tinuation of their united front

from above started at the Columbus,
Ohio unemployed conference. A
united front from above cannot be

covered up by a list of 82 signa-

tures. What counts is the political

tendencies and numbers actually re-

presented.

The conference is making a bad
start and the call has failed to

answer the most burning problems

of trade union tactis. In spite of

these blunders and shortcomings,

the conference should be given

full support. The class conscious
workers and Marxists must fight

for a correct trade union policy,

in order to put life into our de-

sire to fight the capitalist offensive

which has taken on the form of the

Industrial Recovery Act.

—HUGO OEHLER.

SpartacusDelegates at

Anti-Fascist Confab
{Continued from page 1)

Slavery Provisions

Revealed in

Steel Code

(Continued from Page 1)

taking from the workers every real

means of enforcing their demands,
making them completely dependent
upon the tender mercies of their

employer. And it is this Plan that

must be preserved and protected

from any interference—especially

that of any real trade union.

Even the Children Are Protected

As for the ways in which the

steelmen will protect these delicate

and useful children of theirs from
the contamination of real unions

—

that is not stated in the code. There
is no need of that. The past shows
that there is no weapon, legal or

illegal that the barons have hesi-

tated to use against their workers.

The Cossack state troopers, gun-
men, the courts, enforced starvation

by keeping the strikers away from
groceries—all were used in the

Great Steal Strike. Now with the

national government behind them
the arsenal of the steel barons will

be even larger. That is what the
hypocritical phrases of the code so

thinly camouflaged.

And this code is not to be the
only one of its type. Already the
operators of the bituminous coal
industry have announced their in-

tention of following the lead of

their fellow brigands in the steel

industry.

The proposed steel code is a fair

representative of the Industrial
Recovery Act in practise. It per-

mits the steel industry, at present
the most centralized in America, to

form a huge, solid trust, uniting
the whole industry against the
workers. It gives the barons the
direet support of the federal gov-
ernment; now national troops in-

stead of state troops arc to be used
to butcher striking workers. By
the Industrial Recvery Act, a uni-
ted front of industry and govern-
ment is created for the task of
driving down the standard of living
of the workers. Against this only
a united front of all workers or-

ganizations can fight that is the
task of the hour. If the Commun-
ist party proves incapable and its

leadership unwilling to use a cor-
rect united front tactic in bringing
about such a united front, it is

doomed to have even its small in.
fluence among the American masses
destroyed.

—PETER MORTON.

"Since Lenein Died"
Comrades who can turn in extra

copies of Sines Lenin Died by Max
Eastman, are asked to do so. They
will be refunded the. original cost'

were made to organize a united

front movement against Fascism
and War. In March of this year
the United Youth Conference
Against. Fascism was organized.

What was the result? After a suc-

cessful demonstration before the
German Consulate, those in. control

of the Committee—the leaders of

(he Young Communist League—dis-

solved the united front behind the

backs of the other participating

groups. Similarly with the Nation-

;:i Youth Day's Conference, organ-
ized by the Young Communist
League in -May. Not only did the
Y. C. L. violate the agreements
arrived at in the united front, but
they dissolved the permanent com-
mittee without giving any reasons
to the affiliated groups. Are these
Hie methods to be cmplojed in the
movement against war and Fascism?
The New York Conference will

have to discuss the reasons for the
victory of Fascism in Germany.
You will have to understand the
criminal policies of the Social
Democracy and the policies of the
Stalinist leadership of the Com-
munist party which played into the
hands of the Social Democracy and
of Fascism. A realistic analysis of
the present situation in Germany
will show that all the organizations
of the working class, including the
social democratic party and the
Communist party, have been smash-
ed.

It is above all necessary for us
lo speak openly and boldly. The
t'act.s must be faced and not invent-
ed. To repeat that "the C. P. G.
is not only not destroyed, but its in-
fluence on I he masses is despite its

illegality, greater than ever"—
(Varga-Inpreeor—June 21st, 1933)
is criminal lightmindedness and
serves to cover up the capituiation
o£ the Stalinists in Germany be-
fore Fust-ism without a struggle.
The task of the revolutionary work-
ers of Germany is to assemble their

forces for the organization of a new
Communist party on a Marxian
program, on the basis of the les-

sons of the recent historical defeat.

The struggle against war and
Fascism is the burning question of

the moment. In the far east the

Chinese people are being attacked
jmil subjected liy Japanese imperial-
ism. The Soviet Union is being
threatened by a frontal attack from
Japan which can easily be convert-

ed into an offensive of all the im-
perialist powers against the work-
er's fatherland. In America, the
government is going ahead with
intensive plans for militarization.

Tim London Economic Conference
reflects the deep rooted conflicts of

the imperialist powers whicti can
be solved only by war.

Above all, the victory of Fascism
in Germany, the imminent danger
of Fasei-m in Austria, threatens
to unite all the imperialist forces
for war on the Soviet Union. ,With
the best defender of the Soviet
Union, the militant German pro-
letariat lying prostrate before the
Nazis—the defense of the Soviet
Union is a thousand times more
difficult.

All the more important therefore
is the need for utmost clarity with-
in the Communist and revolution-
ary movement on Fascism and War,
A critical review of the past polic-

ies and practices of the Stalinist
leadership of the Communist Inter-
national should lead to the rejec-
tion of its revisionist program of
Socialism in one country, social-
Fascism, and united-front only
from below under revolutionary
leadership.

The International Left Opposition
has for many years clamored for a
united front of the German social-
democracy, trade unions, and Com-
munist party against the danger of
Fascism. This was called counter-
revolutionary. Last February, after
Hitler came into power, the Labor
and Socialist International appealed

Lovestone's ^Quotations**
In the past few issues of the

Lovestone sheet, the Workers Age,
there has appeared a regular rub-
ric "Trotskyism Exposed*', in which
Hie Right wing masters of political

sleight-of-hand manipulated quota-
tions which are supposed to show
"tremendous" errors on part of the
International Left Opposition in the
course of the struggle against Ger-
man Fascism.

If we leave aside Lovestoneite
hypocrisy and disregard the pa-
per's spurious motivds for a mo-
ment, our errors, as gleaned from
t!ie quotations cited there, can be
listed as follows: (1) We did not
predict that Faseism would come"
to power without civil war, hut
assumed quite the contrary; (2)
We forecasted the utilization of a
Fascist regime by the German
bourgeoisie primarily as an off-set
to a powerful working class move-
ment against the bQurgeoisie; (3)
After the seizure of power by Hit-
ler, we predicted friction between
the Nazis and their allies that
would impede rapid Fascist en-
trenchment.

Insofar as these are the
1

bare
facts, we must, of course, admit
our mistake. But all these errors
were predicated on one assumption
that is sine qua non for revolution-
ists in forming strategy and tactics:
namely, that in the face of the im-
minent danger, the' working class
would mobilize for struggle and
that the leader of the working
class, the official Communist party,
would, in the face of the danger, be"

compelled to make a last minute
turn in the right direction.

The whole logic of developments
flowed in that direction. As Com-
munists, we. naturally had the per-
spective that the working class
would fight; that a fighting work-
in- class would resist Fascism by
civil war; that Fascism would be
use'd by the bourgeoisie to lead for

it in this civil war; that the heavy
conditions of civil war would make
the Nazis dependent upon their
other bourgeois allies and impede
thf'ir rapid entrenchment, giving
Hugenburg and Co. a certain bal-

ance of power.
The working class did not fight,

We plead guilty: We assumed that
it would. The Lovesfoneites ac-
cuse1 us of this "error". Very well.

We have never read in the Work-
ers Age, previous or during the
German catastrophe, where1 they
dispensed their wisdom to the effect

that the workers of Germany would
not fight. ISut we are" quite ready
to take their word for1 it poistif-

humously. It only helps to char
acterije the Right wing swamp.

If they did not directly predict
that the German workers would
not fight, they might have Just as
well, for all the interest and agi-
tation these national opportunists
displayed in the German situation
in the course of the two years in
which the? American Left Opposi-
tion persistently, through the Mili-
tant and in innumerable mass meet-
ings, followed the Hitler danger
step by step and warneti against
it, giving the exact Marxist analy-
sis of each force represented and
each step taken and calling for
struggle1

.

But it is unnecessary to really
take the Lovestoneite fraud serious-
ly, if one knows its purpose. It is
only part of its bargaining process
with the Stalinist bureaucracy for
reinstatement. One of the chief
prerequisites for peace with Stalin
has ever been a fight against '•Trot-
skyism". The Lovestoneites are
only doing their share.

As to the broader principle as-
pects of the question- under discus-
sion and the character of the Love-
stone group at the present stage,
we shall yet return to it on future
occasions, for a more extensive
examination. g.

to the Communist International for

a worid united front against Fasc-

ism. This maneuver of the Social

Democracy aimed to shield Its own
betrayal policies of the last nine-

teen years. The Comintern replied

with a rejection of the world uni-

ted front and a proposal of national

united actions between the Social-

ist and Communist parties. The
Communist party were advised to

refrain from criticizing the Social-

ist leaders during the period of the

united front. In other words, the
non-aggression pact of the Social
Democracy was accepted by the
Stalinists! This definite break with
the correct tactics of the united
iront, must be condemned and re-

jected.

The worid situation is tense. The
best forces of the proletariat have
been destroyed. For the straggle
against Fascism and War we must
tirst of all unite the revolutionary
forces. The Left Opposition must
be reinstated into the Communist
International, the false theories
and tactics of Stalinism rejected.

The Commumst International, the
Young Communist League, and the
Red International of Labor Unions
should appeal to the Labor and So-
cialist International, the Socialist

Youth International and the Inter-

national Federation of: Trade Un-
ions for world united front against
German Fascism, the danger of
Fascism in Austria, the war danger
and capitalist offensive. In the
United States the Communist party
and the Y. C. L. should appeal for

such united front to the socialist
party and Y. P. S. L. We repeat,

to make this appeal effective, the
false and harmful theory of social
Fascism, the tactic of the united
front only from below must openly
and imequivocally rejected. Only
in this way can a powerful mass
movement of the working class be
aroused against Fascism and War.

. . Spartacus Youth Club (Com-
munist Left Opposition)

The Party in the Field

of Art and Philosophy

Struggle for Workers' Rights
Scores Victory in Los Angeles

Workers in-. Los Angeles have
scored twice in their trial on
charges of speaking without permits

and resisting officers during a May
Hay demonstration. For the first

time in the history of the munici-

pal courts, 'reds' are being given
the opportunity to prove that their
arrests were part of an official

conspiracy against them. More-
over, Judge Irvin Taplin in dis-
missing the case against one of
the defendants ruled that the or-
diance prohibiting the distribution
of handbills, leafllets, and circulars
applies, only to commercial adver-
tisements and not to political pro-
paganda. The defendants, Lawrence
Ross, Communist candidate for
Mayor, Samuel Davis Daniel Sigal,
Max Shone, Sol Fisher, and Paul
Stern are represented by attorneys
A. L. Wirin of the American Civil
Liberties nion and Andrew Strong.

Ex-Mayor John G. Porter,
Chief of Police Itoy E. Steckel,
Captain William F. Hayes, and all

members of the Police Commission
have been subpoenaed. The defense
will call on them in its effort to
prove that the cases should be dis-
missed on the grounds that the or-

dinances are unconstitutional, be-
ing used merely to prevent radicals
from exercizing the right to free
speech.

Britt Smitli, one of the Last Two
Centralis Prisoners Paroled

Britt Smitli, former Secretary of
the Industrial Workers of the
World in Centra lai, sentenced to
25 to 40 years for murder on
charges growing out of the defense
of the union hall against an Arm-
istice Day mob of Legionnaires in

1910, has been paroled as promised
by Gov. Clarence D. Martin, accord-
ing to a wire received by the Am-
erican Civil Liberties Union.

Ray Becker, the last of the eight
I. W. W. prisoners, refuses to ac-

cept a parole. He holds out for a
commutation of sentence, maintain-
ing that a parole implies an admis-
sion of guilt. His contention that
he and his comrades were innocent
of the charge of conspiracy to mur,
der was borne out, says the Civil

Liberties Union, by evidence offer-

ed at the trial but barred on tech-
nicalities by Judge John M. Wilson.

A Reply to tiie American Comrades
Martin Glee, Harry Ross and ftl.

Morris.

Dear Comrades

:

Your letter poses very impor-

tant problems which do not, how-

ever, admit, in my opinion, of gen-

eral and categorical solutions suit-

able in all cases. As an organiza-
tion we have as the point of de-

parture not only definite political

ideas but certain philosophical and
scientific methods. We base our-

selves on dialectical materialism,
from which flow conclusions not
only concerning politics and sci-

ence, but also art. Still, there is

a vast difference in our attitude
towards these conclusions. We can-
not, to any similar degree, exercize
the same rigorous control over art,

by the very nature of this activ-
ity, as over polities. The party is

obliged to permit a very extensive
liberty in the field of art, eliminat-
ing pitilessly only that which is

directed against the revolutionary-
tasks of the proletariat; on the
other hand, the party cannot as-
sume an immediate and direct re-

sponsibility for the declarations of
its various members in the field of
art even when it accords them its

tribune. The maintenance of these
two rules—the preservation of the
liberty necessary for individual
creation, and the non-transmission
of the responsibility for ail its

roads to the patry—is especially
obligatory in those cases where it

is a question not of theoreticians
in the field of art, but of the artists 1

themselves: painters, men of let-

1

ters, etc. In addition, the party!
must be able to distinguish clear-'
Iy the line where generalization in I

the field of art passes directly into'
the field of politics. Without mak-|
ing here any concessions in princi-;
pie, the party must, however, con-j
tine itself in the case of artists to I

rectifications, firm but tactical, ofj
any false political conclusions flow-
ing from their artistic views. Marx
expressed this idea in a jocular
phrase about Freiligrath r "Poets
are queer fish." (Die Dichter sind

:

sonderbare Kauze.). Lenin applied,
different criteria to Bogdanov thei
theoretician and professional poll-

1

tician and to Gorky the artist, in

spite of the fact that for a certain

period of time Bogdanov and Gorky
were closely associated in politics.

Lenin proceeded from the stand-

point that by his artistic activity

and his popularity, Gorky could
endow the cause of the revolution

with benefits far exceeding the
harm o£ his erroneous declarations

and actions which, moreover, the

party could always correct in good
time and tactfully.

Viewed from this standpoint,

philosophical activity lies between
art and politics, closer to politics

than to art. In philosophy, the

party itself occupies a distinct

militant position, which is not the
case—at least not to tiie same ex-

tent—in the field of art. Objections
to the effect that by the "dogma-
tization" and "canonization" of

dialectical materialism, the party
prevents the free development of

philosophical and scientific thought,
do not deserve serious attention.

No factory can work without basing
itself upon a definite technological

doctrine. No hospital can treat its

patients if the physicians do not
base themselves on the established

teachings of Pathology. It would
he sheer folly to permit dilletantes

to experiment arbitrarily in the

factory or in the hospital, on the

pretext that they consider them-

selves "innovators". Innovators
must first prove their right to in-

fluence practical technology and
medicine. The party must be es-

pecially vigilant towards those
"innovators" who only warm up
stale critical dishes, or towards
those who are still in the period of

investigating, with uncertain re-

sults. But least of all does this

signifv that in the sphere of phil-

osophy the party can act as if all

questions have already been re-

solved for it, and that it has nothing
to expect from the further devel-
opment of scientific thought. It is

not an easy matter to find the cor-

rect political line in this field. It

is acquired only by experience and
by a flexible leadership. Just as
in artillery fire, the target is usu-
ally hit by a series of shots which
fall far and then short of the mark.

It is needless to point out that the
question : How do the philosophical

t

views of a certain person or a
certain group refract themselves in

the Held of politics aud of the or-

ganization?—always has a tremend-
ous significance for the elabration
of a correct control by the party.
Thus Lenin fought mercilessly
against Corky in 1017 when above
all other considerations stood the
necessity of a revolutionary over-
throw. On the other hand, it must
be considered as the greatest shame
that the Stalinist bureaucracy is

transforming Barbusse the novelist
into a leading political figure in
spite of the fact that it is precisely
In polities that Barbusse marches
arm in arm with Henuer, Vander-
velde, Monnet and Paul Louis.

I am very much afraid that I

have not given you a satisfactory
reply to the practical questions put
to me. But what has been said ex-
plains, 1 hope, why I could not give
such a replv which requires a con-
crete knowledge of the situation
and the iiersonal conditions. Just
the same, perhaps these brief con-
siderations will at least partially
help in the working out of a cor-
rect policy in this complicated and
responsible field.

With Communist greetings,

—L. THOTSKY.
i'rinkipo, June Ifi, 1033.
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Klara Zetkin
(Confined from Page 3)

of tlit; party leadership, were utter-
ed only in private letters exchanged
with carefully selected confidantes.

Sympathetic to L. O. at Start

Her sympathies for the Russian
Opposition suffered an even more
ignominious end. In 1923 the part-
ies of the Comintern had not yet
been fully "educated" in anti-Trot-
skyism. The first open attack of

the septumvirate upon Trotsky
caused a distinct uneasiness in the
International. The Polish party
protested against the campaign ; in

France, the most prominent party
leaders expressed themselves simil-

arly ; in Germany, the Moscow ap-
paratus encountered, if not a re-
sistance, then at least a reluctance
to join the pack. At that time,
Klara Zetkin took no great pains
to conceal her sympathy with the
Opposition. It is true, to he sure,

that she did not rally to its politi-

cal platform. Trotsky's refusal to
have Brandler and Thalheimer made
the scapegoats for the Zinoviev.
Stalin policy in the German Oct-
ober, took the form of a conditional
defense of the former which was
not unwelcme to Zetkin. In addi-
tion, she was not alone among the
Right wing elements In the Inter-

national (Warski was another, for
example) who confounded the Op-
position's fight for party democracy
with their own desires to "loosen a
little" the rigid lines of revlution.
ary Marxian doctrine. When the
gap widened between the Opposi-
tion and the party bureaucracy,
when the program of the former
unfolded to its fullest extent, when
the precise nature of its attitude
towards the Brandlerites became
unmistakable—Klara Zetkin's sup-
port became lukewarm and then
eold. Helplessly ensconced among
the tarnishing frescoes that formed
the facade of the bureaucracy, she
had become a purely decorative fig-
ure in the International, her pre-
stige and her authority, with the
heroic revolutionary memories at-
tached to them, serving a cynical
bureaucracy to conceal its malprac-
tises.

Here was a revolutionist who had
been accustomed to speak out fear-
lessly, to struggle against authority
under the greater odds, to swim
against the stream in the company
of such protean figures as the
founders of German Communism. A
just cause had always found in her
a courageous champion. Even in
causes not so just she had never
failed to express her convictions. In

1922, at a time when a member of

the Comintern could still defend
his views even when they were op-
posed hy the most authentic lead-
ers, she protested to Lenin and
Trotsky against the death sentence
imjioscd upon the counter-revoltir

tionists of the S. R. party. But half

a decade of Stalinist rule had re-

duced the Comintern and its lead-

ing figures to such a state that
a Klara Zetkin, who onCe found
words in behalf of those who had
effected the death of Uritzky and
Volodarsky, who had almost assas-
sinated Lenin and blown up Trot-
sky's military train—could look on
in silence while the artificers of the
October revolution, the Rakovskys,
the Trotskys and hundreds of
others, were sent into prison, exile
or banishment. But no, not entire-
ly in silence. For with an eye to
the renown still attached to her
name, the bureaucracy assigned her
the task of writing the scurrilous
pamphlet for international con-
sumption, in which she demonstrat-
ed that the Bolshevik-Leninists
were really counter-revolutionists
and that the banishment to Turkey
of the organizer of the October in-

surrection was fully Justified.

To resist a Lenin and submit to a
Stalin—no, it is not some Integrat-
ing force in the present regime,
making for true homogeneity of
revolutionary doctrine, that ex-
plains such a prenomenon. Such a
humiliating fall was the inexorable
result of that moral disembowel-

ment to wihch an oppressive bureau-

cracy is compelled to resort to its

own ranks. What a terrific arraign-

ment of a regime that can preserve

itself only at the cost of such un-

speakable triumphs

!

Silent on Slander of Luxemburg

If she violated her own consci-

ence in a public assault upon the
Russian Opposition, she at llbast

maintained silence when others
traduced the memory of Rosa Lux-
emburg. But it was a silence un-
worthy of one who was fortunate
enough to have such a mentor and
friend. When Paul Levi was beat-

ing a retreat to the social dem-
ocracy in 1921.1922 by trying to

portray Rosa as a Menshevik, Klara
Zetkin came to her defense with
magnificent vigor, and concluded
by pillorying the defamer of the
great Eagle. Later, too. even un-
der the Zinovievist dispensation,
when a Ruth Fischer was seeking
to disseminate the idea that Rosa
had been "a syphilis germ In the
body of German Communism",
Klara Zetkin still found sunlclent
strength of mind and purpose to
excoriate such an abomination. But
the triumph of Stalinism has meant
not only the physical but the spir-
itual undermining of the Interna-
tional. In the last two years, the
campaign launched against Rosa
Luxemburg exceeded all imaginable
bounds. It was not an undertaking
calculated to analyze the defective
parts of her doctrine so that the
modern Communist movement might

learn lo avoid the errors flowing
from them. In the mind of the

|

bureaucracy, this aim occupied a
remote and purely casual place.
The tenor of the campaign was the

j

commandment of the jealous deity

,

of Israel
: Thou shalt have no other

|

gods than Jehovah, paraphrased to
read Instead: Stalin. A Kuusinen,
a Bela Knn, a Kurt Sauerlawd,
Stalin himself—people who never

. reached up to the hem of Rosa's
I skirts—left no mud untouched with
which to besmirch her. Hundreds
of "red professors" were let loose
around the grave of the dead like
so many desecrating vultures. The
last Lenin-Liebkneeht.. Luxemburg
week was celebrated throughout
the official world by poisonous at-
tacks upon Rosa—more elegant in
phrase than Ruth Fischer's, hut
no less despicable—and hymns of

! praise to Stalin.

Paralysis of Stalinist Degradation
And Klara Zetkin? In the corri.

dor of the program commission of
the Sixth World Congress, another

;
of the old Spartacans, an educated

:
Marxist, Hermann Duncker, almost

;

wept with mortification before his
intimates at the Idea that the
theory of socialism in one country
had been inserted in the program
of the International. "Must we

,

now vote to include it in the pro-
gram too?" Yet he voted for it,
and did not voice his protest open-
ly. Klara Zetkin must have asked
herself a similar question when the
detestable campaign was launched

lion is very poor among the mass-
es. "What good is a vacation, or
the eight hour day", says the un-
employed worker, "what I want is

work even if it's a tweive hour
day!" ISut it is precisely because
of these sentiments that it was
necessary to make it understood
with all means at one's disposal
that the shattering of the eight
hour day strikes at ail—the unem-
ployed, who thereby have even less

of a chance to get work, and the
worker in the factory, whose wage
is going to shrink even more miser-
ably.

Where there is a will, there is

a way. if the social democracy
wanted to conduct a serious and
effective resistance against the dis-
franchisement of tile workers and
against the unlimited and merciless
aggravation of exploitation, then
they could find ways of making the
masses understand the significance
of the new labor regulations of the
government. Not even the blue
pencil of the censor could prevent
them from doing this.

A Sterile Protest

"With the representation of eco-
nomic interests in Austria", the
Arbeiteraeitung weeps on June 10,
"things stand thus: Before the is-
suance of a decree which digs deep
underneath the living conditions
of thousands o£ people, the
working class hears nothing of the
new decree. The workers represen-
tatives are not asked for approval,
the trade unions are not consulted.
Parliament is simply out of the pic-
ture But once the decree is is-
sued, it is not even allowed to be
criticized and if criticism is at-
tempted, confiscation follows." Again
the facts are stated quite correct-
iy, but the workers are not served
merely with a statement of the
facts.

There is the argument that Fasc-
ism would gain advantage from ser-
ious difficulties of the Dollfuss gov-
ernment. Fascism will really reap
its fruits from this capitulation
policy. Decades of trade union
work, the destruction of the mon-
archy, the example of the Russian
revolution were all necessary for
the Austrian working class to gain
those niggardly -social-political pro-
tective measures which were just
as tremendously overestimated in
their time by the trade union "ex-
lierts" as they are powerlessly sur-
rendered by them today. The
more we allow to bo taken from us
without a struggle today, the hard-
er it will be and the more sacrifices
it will require, to regain what is
last, m the future.

"It seems as if the government
only has the bosses' desires in
mind" {From an inquiry of the
social democrats in the Federal
Council).

against Rosa. But this time, she
loo voiced no open protest. The
peculiar triumph of Stalinism
which heralds its own collapse
meant for her, as for all revolu-
tionists who failed to choose the
alternative of open struggle, a gag
in the mouth, a paralyzing of the
will, a terrible spiritual degrada-
tion.

• • > •

Klara Zetkin was one of the half
dozen Spartacans left in the Inter
atitional, and with her death the
best of the living Is gone. She em-
bodied in her finest days the link
between the pre-war Left win*
movement in the social democracy
and the International that was re
constituted under the hanner of
Bolshevism. She brought with her
the great tradition of that resolute
group that formed itself under thename of the heroic organizer of the
slaves' revolts in antiquity. Is it
perhaps symbolic that Klara Zetkin
should die just after the ignomin-
ious death of the Communist party
which she helped to found? The
tradition of the Spartacans, how
ever established in the dark days
of the war, is not irrevocable Thenew Communist movement in Germany, rising like a phoenix out ofthe ashes c f the dead, will revive
ail that was glorious in the old
tradition and the memory of the
old warriors, and enrich it with
the struggle for the liberation of
all the oppressed.

—MAX SHACHTMAW,
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Around Itae 'Recovery'

How the Boss Class

Receives the N.I.R.A.
The Industrial Recovery Act

marks a further step in the Euro-

peauization of American economy,

through its close cuordination of

industries lor the purpose of estab-

lishing fixed policies as to prices,

wages, production, sales methods,

etc. ; its foundation in class colla-

boration between industry so co-

ordinated and the reformist trade

unions ; and the drawing-in of the

state authority into an intimate

supervision of the whole process of

coordination and collaboration.

France of the Third Republic, Ger-

many under the Weimar constitu-

tion and even under the Kaiser, af-

foi'd much closer parallels to the

"new deal" than Hitler's Germany
or .Mussolini's Italy.

Of coarse, it is a little hard for

some of the 'rugged individualists"

to got used to the idea Of exerting

their influence over the industry

through a trade association, instead

of the "free competition" to which
they are accustomed, and to solve

their labor problems in collabora-

tion with the Greens, the Wolls and
the Lewises, instead of by the pol-

ice club. Some of them have not

yet understood that according to

the presidential edict their highest

aim in, life is to provide "purchas-

ing power" and to keep factories

going—they keep thinking of profits

and wondering if the Great White
Father at Washington understands
what business Is all about. Many
of them, on the other hand, have
been quick to grasp the new idea,

and the (Standard Oil Interests d»
not hesitate to put the power to

lis prices and to allocate produc-

tion right in the hands of the pre-

sident. They understand that "'pur-

chasing power of labor", as carried

out by a president who sets a wage
scale of $1 a day for the reforesta-

tion workers, who cuts the veterans'

pensions and the salaries of the

Federal employees, is something
that will not interfere with profits.

The first few weeks of the N.R.A.

show however that this transition

from the old methods of dealing

with the workers, with the list, to

the new methods, with the out-

stretched hand, has not yet heen

fully made. All the codes have to

repeat the statements of the act

about the right of collective bar-

gaining, the workers' freedom from
compulsion to join company unions,

and the willingness of the manu-
facturers to comply with the regu-

lations about hours and wages.

An analysis of the actual code*,

submitted, particularly by the larg-

er industries, shows that the boss-

es want to keep their hands free

in dealing with labor. The steel

industry was the most outspoken,
declaring that the form of employee
representation which it has had for

years, an empty and formal cere-

mony, does not need to be changed
to fit into the "collective bargain-
ing" required by the act. This is

not even a company union, but to

take no chances, a number of steel

companies have been organizing
company unions as well. So have
many coal operators, even in Ken-
tucky. In any event, they know
that they can 'ways deal with the

A. F. L. fakeij, who are the only
representatives of labor recognized

by the government. The A. F. L.

is putting on a terrific organization
drive, putting hundreds of organ-
izers into the field, and reaching
basic industries like steel, auto-
mobiles, etc., which have been clos-

ed to them 'up to now.

On tin vital question of wages,
the first few codes prepared so far

show the same effort to seem to be
doing something for the worker,
while in reality making as few con-

cessions as possible. The minimum
wage provisions are in reality mean-
ingless : in the first place, they ap-

ply only to one class of labor, the
lowest paid, and even here they can
be and will be evaded by classify-

ing workers as "learners and ap-
prentices" who can then be paid
less than the alleged "minimum"
wage. Second, the rates are figur-

ed by the week or the hour, while
the real living standard of a work-
er is measured by his wages over
the period of a year. Third, con-
trary to the government's promisee,
nothing has been put into the codes
to prevent still further speeding-
up so as to make it possible for

employers to fire many workers, get
the same volume of production out
of those remaining, and thus keep
their total wages paid unchanged,
even while paying a higher rate
per hour or per week. Fourth, if

piece-work rates are permitted,
what becomes of the minimum
wage? Even the president had to
recognize that the textile code was
too raw in this respect, and to make
the deal look plausible to the work-
ers he had a statement inserted
that hourly rates were not to be
changed to piece-work rates in the
effort to defeat the purposes of the
code.

also being left open to all kinds of

juggling in the codes submitted so
tar. Not a single one of them
guarantees a minimum number of

hours or weeks of work in a year,

a, well as a maximum, which would
be a concession in so far a& it

would set, the year's earnings, not
I he week's or the hour's, as a
standard. The provision for forty

hours a week introduced by the
textile code have been taken as a

minimum, and the lumber code even
provides for a forty-eight hour
week. The Roosevelt enthusiasm
for the thirty-hour week was once
reflected in the Black Bill and in

the provision that work on the new
navy ships £or which bids will

he opened shortly must be on a
thirty-hour weekly basis. Now it

seems to have vanished.

Instead, there are a number of

provisions whereby work can be
piled up for a certain period, run-

ning as high as six months in some
cases, far above the so-called "max-
imum" hours of the code, on the
pretext that the industry is con-

tinuous, as claimed by the

and the rayon employers.

WAVE OF 'RECOVERY' ITRIKES

!

Breaking through the class colla-

boration net of the NIRA workers
from California to New York are
striking against starvation wages
and slave conditions.

Reading Hosiery Workers

In Reading, Pa., the entire work-
ing class population rallied to the

support of the striking Hosiery
Workers in a splendid demonstra-
tion of solidarity. Jails, clubbings
and gas bombs while exposing the

mailed fist behind the "Raw Deal"

have not weakened the spirit of the' the A. F. of I,.—a scanty few by

Organize Strike Among

Mirror Makers

New York, N. Y.—A marvel of or-

ganisational effort was achieved re-

cently by a number of young work-
ers in the mirror novelty line, a
branch of the pocketbook and ladies

handbag industry.

The mirror novelty line is not a

large one. Nevertheless it consists

of some ten or twelve shops em-
ploying 70 or 80 workers, boys and
girls, coverers, pasters, tippers, etc.

who are the most exploiteti of the
semi-skilled section of the working
class. The industry was entirely

steel neglected by the various factions in

|
the labor movement. Although the

The whole question of maximum Trade Union Unity League has at

(Continued on Page 4) (Continued on Page 4)

ish capitalist class is in an ag-

gressive mood. Despite the pious

protests of the parliamentary I*a-

bor Party, a scheme for the reor-

ganization of the police force upon
a military basis is now well ad-

vanced and middle class youth are
being specially trained at Cadet
schools for service as police officers.

At the same time the number of

special constables will be increased

and tjie strength of the force raised

to fifty thousand men under the
supervision of the reactionary Lord
Trenchard, now Commissioner of

Police.

Along with this new police or-

ganization comes news of a new
Cueniploy men! Insurance Act, the

outcome of the labors of several

government commissions. Accord-
ing to semi- official statements made
In the government press, the new
act will contain at least one dras-

tic change in the administration

of unemployment benefit, namely,
a scheme for tbe conscription of

labor. At the present time, the

majority of unemployed persons

have exhausted their ordinary bene-

fit and are now receiving transi-

tional or temporary payments pro-

vided they can satisfy the author-

ities that )he>- have no other means
of maintenance.

Unemployed Conscripted

Under the new act these persons
would only receive benefit provided
they are prepared to enroll at spe-

cial work centers to be organized
by the state. The state would then
undertake to train the unemployed
in handicrafts, trades and physical

culture at a cost of 4 million

pounds. The two schemes, reor-

ganization of the police and organ-
ization of conscript labor, dovetail

admirably into each other and in

the event of any emergency, such
as large-scale strikes or working
class demonstrations, the state
will have at its disposal a militar-

ized police force and also an army
of co/;reed strike breakers calcu-

lated to smash any form of working
class resistance.

The British ruling class is look-

ing far ahead and with a duplicity

in the art of statecraft they seek
to screen their intentions behind
a mock attack upon German Fasc-
ism. They have backed up the
protest of Lansbury and the Labor
party against Hitler with their own
protests mouthed by the jingo
Churchill and Chamberlain. The
latter pair suggest that Fascism
will never find a place in Britain
as a system of government and in-

deed, at the present time, there
seems no need of any great change
in the traditional method of parlia-

mentary democracy.

Cowardly Document of Labor Party

Rut this is only a superficial view
of things and only the unwary could
imagine that Britain can escape
the Fascist tidal wave that is sweep-
ing Europe. No doubt the method
of introduction will he peculiarly
British, the mailed fist concealed in

the velvet glove, but the dreams of

a parliamentary majority still be-

ing indulged in by the leaders of
the Labor party seem to be rudely
shattered. At any rate, their re-

cent manifesto denouncing both
Communism and Fascism in favor
of parliamentary democracy will go
down in history as one of the most
cowardly and hypocritical docu-
ments ever issued by a group of
so-called leaders of a highly devel-

oped working class. They claim to
The provisions as to hours are be preparing for another terra of

Reading strikers.

Hollywood1 Movie Workers
America's third largest industry

—Hollywood Film Industry—is

crippled by a strike of fifio sound
engineers supported by a sympath-
etic strike of 5.000 other workers.
They demand shorter 'hours and in-

creased wages.
Heat Packers in Omaha

Meat packers in Omaha, granite
workers in California, furniture
workers and food workers in New
York are engager* in militant
strikes.

Uniform Makers in N. J.

In lied Rank, N. J., workers em-
ployed in the milking of police and
army uniforms have joined the Am-
algamated Clothing Workers and
are striking asninst the wages pro-
posed by the NIRA Code,

In isolated shops, towns and
trades innumerable other strikes
are taking place. Some are led by

Gen'l Strike

in Furniture

Trade of N.Y.

New Boss Attacks in Britain
Militant Strikes Mark Beginning of Workess' Resistance

Edinburgh, Scotland.—The Brit- Labor government while tiie capi-

talist class claim to have cleared

the decks for a period of tranquil

government under the Ramsey Mc-
Donald administration. But if dem-
ocracy is still to be the order of

the day, then why disclaim against

Fascism? And if a period of peace-

ful progress lies ahead then why
reorganize the state machine and
conscript labor upon the Fascist

model?
To these questions the capitalist

spokesmen usually answer by point-

ing knowingly to the latest figures

issued by the ministry of Labor

which reveal that there are now
only 2,438,10S persons registered at

the Unemployed Exchanges and this|

is 309,235 less than a year ago. The
number of persons involved in trade

disputes for the first six months of

this year was only 50,000 and the.

number of working days lost am-|

ounted to 530,000 which is a sign

of peace1 compared with the 40 mil-

,

lion working days lost per year|

during the period 1024 to 1930. But
the wily statesmen of the capital-

ist class know that these figures

conceal rather than reveal the real

position of British capitalism. The
struggle upon the international

arena is taking a heavy toll upon
Britain and her balance of trade

goes from bad to worse, as witness

the decrease in imports for the

first six months of the year by

40,488,875 pounds and exports by
11,743,579 pounds. The desperate

efforts of the British employers to

rationalize their industries in order

to do battle upon the world market
has given birth to a series of un-

official strikes fought in the teeth

ot opposition from the trade union

bureaucracy and only defeated by

the most brutal use of police and
hunger. ___^

T. tl. U. L. organizations but gen-
erally they are spontaneous strug-
gles without organized leadership.

The splitting tactics of the A. F.
of L. bureaucrats, and the sectar-
ian course of the Stalinists have
together served to throttle the pos-
sibility of a real united struggle of
all workers capable of smashing
the slave NIRA codes and winning
the five-day week and the six-hour
day with increased pay.

Pocketbook Workers

Win Conditions

New York.—At a mass meeting
in Webster Hall, the Pocketbook
workers heard a report of their
manager Stein, that an agreement
was reached with the Industrial
Council of the Leather Goods Em-
ployers Association. After the man-
ager's report a lengthy discussion
took place for and against accept-
ing the agreement. The majority
of the workers listening to the
heated discussion decided to accept
the agreement with a majority
vote.

It was the Left wing that made
the fight to continue the strike un
til the bosses will grant all the rle-

fContinued on Page 4)

Roosevelt'sRadio

Speech Asks
Class «P

for

New York, N. If.—Four thousand

upholsterers were called out last

Thursday, July 27th on a general

strike of the industry. The call

was issued at the Manhat-
tan Lyceum by the Executive
Committee of Local 76 of the Am-
erican Federation of Labor at a

strike meeting of over 800 sitting

under banners of 42 of the largest

shops of greater New York. De-
monstrations of enthusiasm and
spirit swept the hall at the pro-

posal of the chairman. Brother Al-

port, for a general strike in the',

morning for the basic demands of

,

the 30 hour week and the minimum
scale of $1.40 per hour, Irving

Plaza, headquarters of the strike,

was packed this morning with the

first day's response to the call. Com-
mittees were organized to cover

every shop in the city down to and
including the one and two man
shops. Preparations are under way
for a kitchen to feed the strikers.

All indications point towards a
militant and determined fight to

unionize the trade.

Left Wing Joins Strike

Caught completely unprepared by

the general strike call, the party

fraction of the Furniture Workers'

Industrial Union met hastily last

night, and without consulting the

membership of the union, also call-

ed a "general strike" of the four

or five shops over which it has
"control". In contrast to tbe A. F.

of L., their demands are for the 40

hour week and for the $1 per hour
basic wage. This is the culmination

of the weak and confused "united

front from below" policy against

which the Left wing group has
struggled over a period of months.
Two days ago, at a meeting of

five shops called by the Industrial

Union, the mask of unity behind
which the Party bureaucrats had
been hiding, was torn from their

faces when they answered the de-

mand for merging the rival unions
with a "decision" from above that

the .Industrial Union will be main-
tained at all costs. For months the

The significance of Roosevelt's

speech last Monday night cannot

be overestimated. It constitutes an
historical milestone in the down-
ward development, of world capital-
ism. It foreshadows the whole
course of the American bourge-
oisie in the coming period, both at
home and abroad.

"I have no sympathy," said the
head man of capitalist America
after four years of crisis, "with
the professional economists who in-

sist that things must run their
courses and that human agencies
can have no influence on economic
ills".

And the president went on to
affirm the future utilization of
"human" agencies by (he bourgeois
class. What this means, he makes
quite clear. It is the closer and
more open merging of ihe economic
interests of the ruling class with
their political, state apparatus. In
other words, a system of state capi-

StLouis-Hotbedof Strikes
Shoe Workers Rebel in Strike Without 'Leaders'

(Continued on Page 3) (Continued on Page 4)

St. Louis, Mo.—Six months ago
the majority of St. Louis working
class tongues were wig-wagging
"Just wait till the breweries open
up." Every other worker tempered
his impatience to enjoy a decent
standard of living with the rose-

colored vision of the "good old

days". To-day every worker knows
from bitter experience that even 09
percent beer in 2 for 5c steins

could not solve our situation—that

of 17,000,000 unemployed starving
because of "over-production".

Rising prices have stimulated

production, temporarily at least, in

certain of the local industries

:

Clothing, shoes, boxes, etc. The in-

creased cost of living has driven
the St. Louis workers forward—to
union organization and to militant

strikes for higher wages, shorter
hours, etc.

The local APL organization com-
mittee has organized over 3,000

workers into their various craft un-

ions within a relatively short period

of time, printers, shoe-workers,
metal-trades workers, clothing, etc.

The Needle Trades Workers' Indu-
strial Union seems to have passed
out of existence.

The International Ladies Gar-
ment Workers' Union, within four
weeks time, has a rapidly growing
membership that will soon have the
mass of shops in St. Louis organ-
ized. This is an important achieve-
ment, even though the ILG'WU is a
Itight wing union, when one consi-

ders that the St. Louis needle trades
have been notoriously open shop
for many years. Already many of
the smaller factories are organized
100 percent; and inroads > are being
made on the larger clothing com-
panies.

The eount-em-on-yoiir-hand mem-
bership of the sectarian NTWIU
has, correctly, individually joined

<Ub*. THE N.I.R.A -SUMMED UT *S*P

The decay of world capitalism is

the condition that prepared the

foundation for the Industrial Re-

covery Act.

The Industrial Recovery Act can

be summed up as follows

:

1. It is an attempt to prop up
a tottering and decaying capiatl-

Ist system.

2. It is an attempt to organize

production ; instead it will enlarge

all of the basic contradictions.

3. It is an attempt to regulate

competition ; instead it will intens-

ify competition.

4. It has the elements of state

capitalism.

5. The defeat of the German
working class by Fascism has
caused a political regrouping in

world politics and has accelerated

the American imperialists' attempt

to reorganize the internal economic
forces in preparation for more ef-

fective international struggles and
for war.

6. It reveals to a greater ex-

tent the true role of the state as
an instrument of suppression for

the dominating class. The partner-

ship of government and Industry is

not new. Only the form of a re-

lationship is changing, from a con-
cealed to a more open form.

7. It will organize Cartels

through government aid.

8. It will result in a government
subsidy to the big capitalists and
the "sick" industries and ia part of
the plan to raise the price level

of commodities.
8. It Is a method of eliminating

the small producers.

10. The establishment of the

codes and the minimum wage for

each industry, suitable for the big

capitalists with large constant

capital, modern methods of produc-

tion and a high degree of exploita-

tion, wiil eliminate the small pro-

ducers who cannot live up to the
new form of competition.

11. The right to curtail produc-

tion through the code agreements is

a weapon in the hands of the big

capitalists against the small pro-

ducers.

12. It will result in a lower stan-

dard of living for the American
workers.

13. Speed up and rationalization
will be intensified.

14. The real wages of the work-
ing class will be reduced regardless

Of what the money wage may be.

15. It will establish a low min-
imum wage which will become the
average and then the maximum.

16. The reduction of hours as
presented by the code is the stagger
plan.

The 30 hour week is a denial of
and a caricature of the six hour
day and five day week.

17. It will establish a class colla-

boration machinery to hold in check
the working class. Arbitration will

he established for ev«ry industry.
18. It is an attempt to head ofT

the class upheavals in the near fu-

ture.

19. It is an attempt to prevent
strikes. It will outlaw strikes.
Strikes will be against the bosses'

government. The capitalists will

hide behind the American flag to a
far greater degree.

20. The code makes provisions for

a money wage increase of from
5 pew-en t to 10 percent to prevent
strikes due to the rapid rise in com-
modity prices.

21. The workers' "rights" under
the code only begin after the em-
ployees threaten to repudiate the
employers' slave codes—then the
capitalists and their government
will resort to arbitration to pre-

vent strikes.

22. It is an attempt to side-step

the dole and social insurance, ab-
sorbing some of the unemployed
through the stagger plan and by
the inauguration of a public works
program for the benefits of the con-
tractors' and capitalists' profits, to
employ some of the unemployed for
the equivalent of relief.

23. It is an attempt to prevent
the establishment of class strug-
gle unions and instead to maintain
the status-quo, or to establish Com-
pany Unions—or safe conservative
unions such as the A. F. L.

24. it is an attempt to reorgan-
ize the surplus labor power to the
high productive forces of American
industries.

25. The Industrial Recovery Act
is an admission of the bankruptcy
of the capitalist mode of production
and is an unworkable substitute for
the solution — the revolutionary
overthrow ot the- capitalist system
and the establishment of a Work-
era' Government. —H. O.

the ILGWII. Efforts are being
made by the L. O. to organize a
Left wing bloc inside of the Inter-
national Ladies Garment Workers'
Union, with the co-operalion of the
Stalinir-ts. A mutually agreed upon
Left wing slate has been tentative-

ly accepted and is going to be
fought for at the coming union elec-

tions.

The organization campaign has
forced the larger shops to make
gestures of NIRA liberality to their

employees—concessions lo stay the
workers' enthusiasm for union or-

ganization. Ely and Walker, for

example, increased the wages of
their 2500 workers an average of
11 percent just last week; follow-
ing a 10 percent inciease granted
a short time previously. These "free
will" wage increases naturally only
make up for a small part of the
reductions of the past three years.

Minor strikes, medium strikes,

monster strikes—all sizes in vari-

ous industries concretize James
I'. Cannon's words at his last
months' lecture here—"the next per-
iod of American business will usher
in a reign of strikes, strikes on a
larger scale, a change in the psy-
chology of the working class and an
increasing interest in revolution."
The temporary spur to production,
due to inflation, ha.s ushered in

a wave of both spontaneous and
planned strikes in the proverbial
open shop town of St. Louis.

The minor strikes include : Rest-
aurant workers at a fashionable
night club organize and picket for
higher wages; the socially accept-
able lorgnette hostess believing
theirjabor to be worth only $4.00
a week. The butchers toddle over
the sidewalks of St. Louis demand-
ing union recognition.

The Food Workers' Industrial
Union, which recently gained wage
increases of approximately 100 per-
cent in four Funsten Nut Compan-
ies, conducted another successful
strike at Hoffman Bros. N>ic Com-
pany. Mass picketing meant mass
arrests, militancy meant police
clubbings, but the solidarity of the
militant nut pickers became the
talk of the town. After fizzled at-
tempts to use scabs, Hoffman was
forced to accede to the wage de-
mauds of the nut pickers. !IOc for
picking a 25 lb. box of .pecans is

not a high wage by any method
of computation, but it will never-
theless result in nearly 100 per-
cent increased pay checks.
The Left Oppsit.ion offered organ-

izational aid to the nut and rag
company strikers, saying that we
were ready to help in any way we
possibly could. The rank and file

Stalinists were naturally pleased
at the offer of support. One, Al
Rosener, promised to meet the
writer and come with a plan for
utilizing our help. But, poor chap,
he promised before looking up to
those who were looking down. The
bureaucrats stopped holding their
noses and thumhed-down the whole
"counter-revolutionary" proposal.
Rag-pickers striking at G. Matties

and at Aaron Fere anil Sons have
been on the picket line for over
two weeks. Mass arrests, brutal
police clubbings, the determination
of the $3.00 a week "rag-pickers"
to win or die, has finally forced
the democratic mayor to appoint
an "investigating" committee. The
committee reported back, recom-
mending no discrimination in mat-
ter of wages to white and colored] ist will have no
doing same work, and wage in- form into the

eace»
talism which is not unsimilar to

the benevolent despotism of the
Seventeenth and Eighteenth ccn-
iury kings.

The idea of "benevolent" re-

trenchment of the ruling classes is

rehashed in a new form, with the
oppressed classes standing to gain
even less than in the past; the part
of the "despot" still sharper, that
of "benevolence" even more shal-
low.

What is the particular "human"
agency .Mr. Roosevelt refers to?
It is the so-called blanket code,
proposed by the "National Recovery
Administration'*. What are the
"economic ills" this agency is to
remedy V They constitute the or-
ganizational backwardness of Am-
erican capitalism in relation to its

outstandingly predominant position
on the world market.

How will the support which the
president calls for in regard to the
code accomplish the task he sets
himself V

It is intended first of all, by giv-

ing up the former, reckless "lais-

-<ez faire" policy, to rally Ameri-
can capitalism on strictly national
lines for a breathing sj>oll on the
internal market which will permit
u concerted, national attack on the
world market.

It is intended, in the second
place, to forestall a powerful move-
ment for the workers' way out of

Ihe crisis, by throwing a sop to

the 17,000,000 desperate proletar-

ians, whose elemental, immediate
demand is a job with half-way tol-

erable" pay, through the introduc-

tion of the stagger system, pure
and simple: and furthermore, by
coralling ihe forces of the working
class, ahead of time, in servile,

class collaborationist organizations,

through the wponsoritig of A. P. of

L. activity in such a manner as
lo entrench the influence of capi-

tal's lieutenants within labor's

ranks.

All in all, a scheme fur the Eur-
opeanization of industry on the

"American" mass scale, with all its

benoMts for the bourgeoisie and as

little as possible of its- drawbacks.

This is the meaning of the Chief

Executive's oration: the mobiliza-

tion of the capitalist United States

for a long range drive toward ab-

solute world domination; a deter-

mined and carefully conceived plan

to chain the working class to this

drive.

It is necessary to realize the

thorough cunning of this scheme,
its farsightedness. The approach
towards its fulfillment, is in itself

remarkable. Mr. Roosevelt calls

upon "the employers of the nation

to sijiu this coiiveiuml with me

—

in the name of patriotism and hu-
manity".

He calls upon "the workers to

go along with us in a spirit of

understanding, etc,"

Patriotism is demanded of the
bourgeoisie right, off the bat. The
whole nationalistic paraphanalia
is set into motion. Badges of honor
to be handed out to employers who
"cooperate". Strong national agita-

tion has already been broadcast, in

all the -stands the administration
has taken on international affairs,

in ail the speeches. Mr. Roosevelt
can already boast of achievements
insofar as the bourgeoisie is con-
cerned. Hasn't he reestablished

the credit of the country when it

lay prostrate? Haven't he put
through the Partn Bill to curtail

agricultural production and raise

farm prices for the benefits of all

the farmers' creditors? He feels

that he threads on sure ground
here, that he can make demands
of the bourgeoisie. He has been
their man.
Of the workers he only demands

that they "go along with us." In
this field he is not so sure. For
what achievements can he boast of
here? The miserable conservation
camps, with their forced labor and
their $1 a dav wage slavery? Thie
is not very likely to impress the
workers. In tbe meantime, strikes

of all sizes and amplitudes sweep
the country. It is necessary for
the capitalist strategist to go easy
with the workers. They are in
no mood for fanfares.

He merely pleads with the work-
ers "that no aggression is now nec-
essary, to attain those (the work-
ers'] rights" He merely assures
them that "nobody will he permit-
ted to whittle away" the rights
which they have not got.

He prefers to wait and see how
the workers will fall- for the gag
of the stagger system and the min-
imum wage—which every capital-

trouble to trans-
maximum wage,

(Continued on Page 4) (Continaed on Paje 4)
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Lessons of the

United Front

FROM THE MILITANTS

POLITICAL FACTIONS WITHIN
AN ORGANIZATION
The united front is the tactic

that enables us to bring together

the combined pressure of various

organizations of the working class,

But one finds that a conference

of many political tendencies or a

trade union that has many political

tendencies raises another problem

within the broad problem of the

united front. A conference or or-

ganization that has many different

political tendencies will, in the main

divide between Right and Left and.

Centre. Working agreements, of *

temporary measure, on one or more
Issues, within the conference or or-

ganization, will to a great degree

determine which section of the con-

ference or organization, Eight-Cen-

tre or Left, wiii dominate the or-

ganization or conference. This uni-

ted front is conducted on the same
basis as any united front. How-
ever, the complicated situation

causes intensification of contradic-

tions between political tendencies

which proceed at a more rapid

tempo.
IS IT PROPER TO BREAK
A UNITED FRONT?
A united front is only a temopr-

ary agreement on immediate de-

mands in action and must be pre-

served as long as it functions for

the CLASS INTEREST. If the de-

velopment of the struggle and the

united front for one reason or /he

another is transformed from the

basis of class struggle to that of

class collaboration and the Right

wing is about ready to betray or

sell out—it is the duty of Marx-

ists and revolutionists to point out,

and to warn of the danger, and if

it cannot be corrected, then the

Left wing must break the united

front -BEFORE THE BETRAYAL.
Such action will result in a tempor-

ary setback, not due to the break

but due to the sell-out. However, if

the Left wing has conducted itself

correctly, broke away in time, and

still retains the confidence of the

masses, who could not see their

position at the time of the break,

the Left wing can lead in the re-

organization of the forces, or in

checking the retreat and prepare

for a come-back.
COMPROMISE
The united front of different

working class organizations, in the

first place, is an attempt to increase

the pressure against the capitalist

class, and in the second, a give-

and-take proposition between the

organizations. In the final analy-

sis it is a victory for that organi-

zation and its leadership which

knows what to give and what to

take. The representatives dele-

gated for the united front confer-

ence and those who will do the

negotiating must know In advance

what the objectives, of the united

front and the organization are and

within what frame-work they must

work.
Compromises on secondary ques-

tions can and must be made and

all the more so when friction is

about to split the conference or

organization. However, one must

know how to distinguish between

compromises and compromises. The
sam^ word can be filled with two
different contents. One must never

compromise on principle, while one

can compromise on other factors.

It is up to the representatives and
delegates to know the difference

between these two words of com-

promises.

For example, at the June 1933

Unemployed Conference in Chicago

the report of the program and pol-

icy committee was amended on the

question of the united front, to

first strike out the clause, "the

right of political criticism", and
second, to strike out "and change the

word "force", in the sentence which
said "any organization not enter-

ing the united front must be forced

into it." The committee comprom-
ised on the word force and changed
it to a milder form, but the com-
mittee would not budge one inch

or compromise on the question of

political criticism. The question of

political criticism is a question of

principle but the question of mod-
ifying the word force is not.

LEADERS AND LEADERS
After a group of labor fakers

have sold out and betrayed the

workers it is often the style to

condemn all leaders. One must be

able to distinguish between differ-

ence kinds of leaders. It is always
In place to call for rank and file

CONTROL and no revolutionist or
Marxist is opposed to rank and file

control. It is out of place and
wrong to call for rank and file

LEADERSHIP. Hank and file

leadership is an empty slogan, yet

as harmful as the slogan of the

"united front from below" Both
are inverted non-Marxian slogans.

(To be continued)

8PARTACCUS YOUTH CLUB
ORGANIZED IN BROWNSVILLE
Last Thursday, July 20th, the

Sparatcus Youth Club of Browns-
ville was launched. Eight com-
rades attended and about a half

dozen more will soon join. Most
Of the members are expelled com-
rades from the Young Communist
League, American Yonth Club and
Student Forum. There is a healthy
sentiment for the Spartacus Youth
Crab In the section which should
Insure rapid progress.

At its first meeting George Ray
was elected as organizer, Joe Elli-

ott, secretary-treasurer and Morris
Kent, literature agent. Plans are
being made to get headquarters
lor the Club in the near future.

I.L.D. Expels 3 Workers

in Minneapolis

Minneapolis. Minn.—In March
1933, three members of the L. O.

.Joined the McDuffy branch of the

I. L. D. : Joe Ross, M. li. Dunne
and Celia Cazanov. Upon our en-

try into the organization we found

an almost total lack of activity,

small membership, (G or 7 active

people) and no delinite plan for im-

mediate work. We soon became ac-

tlve.proposed work and helped to

carry it out. Comrade Cazanoy
was sent to Chicago to represent

the McDuffy branch of the I. L. D.

at the Chicago Free Tom Mooney
Congress. We aiso served as dele-

gates at the May Day Conference.

And in short conducted ourselves in

such a manner as to gain the re-

spect and approval of the I. L. D.
member. New elements joined and
old members, who had dropped out,

did not escape the attention of the

returned.

Our growing influence angered the

Party bureaucrats, and a systematic

campaign to isolate us was under
way. Over the protest of honest
members whom we had won to our
support we were gradually removed
from all activity. The real issue,

which of course was Trotskyism,
did not come into the open until

the meeting of June the 23th. At
that time it was brought into an
educational meeting by Mam Bern-
stein, a Party bureaucrat. The
charge was made that there were
disrupters in the I. L. D., that the
disrupting elements were the Trot-
skyites and he proposed a house
cleaning.

A party worker took the floor and
stated that if there are any dis-

rupting elements they will be push-
ed out from activities and also from
the organization by the members
themselves.
Fearing that the L. O. members

might get a big support (yes, from
Party members and sympathizers)
if they were to continue the way
they started, Bernstein then made
a motion that the branch arranges
another educational meeting for

nest Friday where any kind of a
question can be discussed, "yes,
even Trotskyism, if you please",
pointing at comrade Cazanov. The
motion aiso included a house clean-
ing" at that same meeting. Com-
rade lioss then suggested that it

should be an open meeting and
this was accepted even by the bu-
reaucrats Davis and Bernstein, and
of course without any opposition on
the part of the members.

All threats of exposing the L. O.
all talks of expelling disrupters,
came to an anti-climax Friday
night. Comrades Cazanov and Dunne
were met in the porch of the Work-
ers Cultural Center by S. K. Davis.
He stopped us at the door and
stated that we were not to be al-

lowed in the meeting. When ask-
ed for a reason, he said that it was
a decision. We asked whose deci-
sion. He refused to answer. We
stalled our. intentions of going in
and appealing to the membership.
He responded by closing the door

and sitting down In front of it,

flanked by a pair of Party strong

arm men. He refused to give a

reason or to discuss the question.

He advised us to appeal to a higher

committee.

To show the brutal intentions of

the "door guard", we give another

incident that took place the same

evening. Sam Lessin, an active

worker in the Jewish field, came to

the meeting later for the purpose

of joining the 1. L. D. He was

stopped, questioned and insulted by

the same people. When he argued

back, the "guards",, (several in

number) set upon him to beat him

up. He was forced to withdraw,

to avoid a beating.

The foregoing gives a good cross

section view of the local I. L. D.

In a city of 400,000 people there

is one functioning branch of the

organization composed of twenty
workers, fifteen of whom are Party

members. Out of this number per-

haps ten are active. The organiza-

tion is devoid of democracy. AU
decisions of importance are handed
down from the top. All committees

and speakers are selected by the

Executive Committee. There ft

very little discussion and no educa-

tion. The weaknesses of the move-
ment and the degeneracy of the
leadership can best be shown by
pointing out that they do not care

to expel the Left Oppositionists at a
membership meeting of the branch,
for tear of the discussion and ex-

posure of their bankruptcy.

We appeal to the membership of

the McDuffy branch of the Minnea-
polis 1. L. D. to repudiate the
brutal, disruptive tactics of the

District bureaucrats, and to demand
of their leadership, that we be
given a hearing at a membership
meeting, and that we be given full

membership rights until our case
and whatever charges which are
placed against us are acted upon.

J. ROSS.
M. B. DUNNE.

CELIA CAZANOV.

A Militant Writes From

Glasgow, Scotland

Glasgow.—Many thanks for your
parcel of Militants and five copies

of the July 1st issue. Lately I

have been purchasing several cop-

ies of the Militant every week for

circulation among my colleagues in

the unemployment queues.

We have been able to arrange
also, through our London comrades,
action in forwarding the bundles
of the Militant. I received the
first lot last week, then another
for supplies of the Red Fl*g (organ
of the British L. O.). Owing to

general conditions here, I am afraid

it will be some considerable time
before the Red Flag <-au develop
info a weekly. Naturally I am
doing what I can to sell the paper
and also to raise funds for its con-
tinuance. You will understand the

position when I say that the Daily
Worker (London) has a struggle to

live and has been once aginu cut
to four pages of n size smaller than
the Militant. This despite the fact

that .a constant, daily stream of

donations are received. Further-

more, I can safeiy say, as far as

Glasgow is concerned, practically

the sole party activity is the sale

of the Daily Worker.

The "lied Clydeside" as we once
knew it seems no longer to exist.

The scenes witnessed such as May
Day, 1918, when despite all threatB

100,000 workers took the day off

marched "in procession with bands,

hanncrs. red Sags and revolution-

ary songs were the order of the

day, are only memories. The side-

walk, en rontei was at that time
lined with sympathizers who raised

approving cries. At the Glasgow
Green every one of the 22 platforms
commanded a crowd. Solidarity and
struggle were the orders of the day,
sectarianism was relegated to ob-

scurity notwithstanding criticism

and counter-criticism. Then again
"Hipotly Friday" (Jan. 1919) was
a spontaneous expression of work-
ing class solidarity. These things
happened when the patriotic war
fever was still in the air and be-

fore the inauguration of the C. P.

G. B. These items prove conclu-
sively that the party has really

failed in its approach to the mass-
es. After being excluded from the
Party for "Trotskyism" (before I

knew. the platform of the L. O.),
naturally I felt despondent, for

some considerable time, at my Isola-

tion, but now that one senses ths
definite growth of trie L. O. in this

country the mood has passed and
once more we enter the fight.

I have never been a platform
man but nevertheless I travel

around the Labour Exchanges,
streets and spots where "Reds"
congregate and I take part in dis-

cussions and informal debates. At
first the current against the L. O.
position was strong and I used to
have people on all sides "yapping"
at me, but now the situation la

gradually changing and I am de-
finitely winning the support of
many party members and sympath.
izers. So far we have not started
an L. O, group, but that can be
explained by the widespread pov-
erty as many potential members are
quite unable to buy literature, let

alone pay subs to a party.

1 am going through the back
numbers of the Militant you sent
and am collating material for re-

printing. Previously I was able to
get a comrade to cyclostyle mater-
ial from the "Permanent Revolu-
tion" a copy of which I possess,
but at present it is going the
rounds of the comrades. Further-
more,. J drafted materia! from the
"Real Situation in Russia", a copy
of which is in the library. The
only other work of comrade Trot-
sky, in addition to the above men-
tioned, in the Glasgow libraries, is

the History of the Russian Revolu-
tion, just recently added. The I.

L. P. put into circulation a copy
of comrade Trotsky's speech at
Copenhagen (Nov. 1932), but the
price charged was six-pence and I

am now endeavoring to arrange the
print of this speech for sale at one
penny.

I am pleased to see the points

raised in the current {July 1st)

issue of the Militant, about the abs-

ence^ of any U. S. S. It. delegation

(at the Paris anti-Fascist Confer-

ence I. For some time past I have

Youngstown, Ohio.-—Twenty-seven
delegates from 13 unemployed or-

ganizations (4 Leagues and 9 Coun
cils) met in Youngstown on July

23 and formed the Federation of

Unemployed Organizations of Ma-
honing and Trumbull Coutics. The
present basis of representation is

one delegate from each unit or-

ganization, but it is likely that af-

ter other organizations have been

brought into the Federation that

the representation will be on a

proportional basis.

J. S. Neff was elected chairman
of the Federation, C. Walker

—

Vice Chairman, Henry Mack—Sec-

retary, and Harold Newby—Treas
urer. The Federation Committee,
which includes 13 members now and
will be enlarged as other organi-

zations affiliate, was instructed to

work out a constitution for the

Federation in complete harmony
with the policy and structure of

the Federation of Unemployed
Workers Leagues of America at

Chicago. It was also instructed

to work out a program for the Fed-
eration which will include the fol-

lowing points proposed at the con-

ference : immediate relief and un-
employment insurance at the ex
pense of the bosses and their gov-
ernment, the 6-hour day and 5-day
work week with an increase in

pay, an increase in wages and re-

lief to meet the increase in prices,

against forced labor, the money for

unemployed relief and insurance to

be raised by taxing incomes in

higher brackets, against evictions

and foreclosures. The Committee
will probably find it necessary to
recommend from time to time that
other points be included in the pro-
gram.

The first work of the Federation
will he the participation of its var
ious organizations in centralized
August First demonstrations under
the leadership of the Federation
Committee and with unemployed
slogans and demands. The second
task is the immediate preparation
for a Btrike against forced labor
in the two counties. The Columbus
Convention passed a resolution to

go on strike August First but the
National Committee of the Nation-
al Unemployed League, according
to one of its members Mrs. Mettee, i

has wisely postponed this action

'

until the necessary preparation has
been made. The Mahoning and
Trumbull Federation will prepare

put forward this point and drawn
attention to the fact that no Soviet
delegation was included in the Con-
gress and that no statement had
been issued to the Congress by the
C. P. S. U. Despite the fact that
several delegates went from Glas-
gow no public report has been giv-

en ; needless to say the delegation
was composed of paid party offi-

cials.

Nevertheless, we will yet tear
down this barrier of reaction and
hypocrisy with the hope that once

;

more' the L. O. will take its right-;

ful place in the party and that the'
Comintern, inspired by new blood,
will again be used as a guiding
force towards world revolution.

—M.

for this strike by means of Federa-
tion mass meetings and demonstra-
tions throughout the two counties.

It was announced at the confer-

ence that a Federation had also

been formed in the Lucas County
(Toledo) District, and that the

Councils and Leagues in that area
were cooperating very effectively

at the present time in a strike

against forced labor. It will be
necessary in the near future, when
various sections of the state begin

to take similar action, that a State
Federation be formed in order to

direct this work properly. The fact

that these local federations have
invariably affiliated with the Fed-
eration of Unemployed Workers'
Leagues of America will help enor-
mously to strengthen the National
Federation which is the real basis

for complete future amalgamation
of all unemployed movements.

At the meeting of the Call

Committee when the agenda for the
Federation meet was drawn up not
one single word was mentioned re-

garding the Workers' Unemploy-
ment Insurance Bill but the de-

mand that has been the central
point in the local united front ap-
peals was reindorsed for the agenda—-Immediate Relief and Unemploy-
ment Insurance at the expense of
the Bosses and Their Government.
Nevertheless, Mack, who was en-
trusted with job of working out
agenda details, inserted under
immediate action" the endorsement
of the Insurance BILL without con-
sulting other members of the Call
Committee. When this point came
up, Newby pointed out that there
was a great danger that centering
the fight for Unemployment Insur-
ance around this Bill would guide
the movement into futile parliamen-
tary channels ; that details such as
the $10 maximum relief might be
used against the workers in the fu-
ture and that such details should
not be decided upon until the work-
ers are strong enough to force euea
a measure through so that such
details can be worked out to meet
the needs of that time with real
inflation, etc.; and that the pro-
visions of the Bill providing for
"lhe_average wages in the respec-
tive industries and territories" was
not something radical workers
should fight for, that it was bad
enough to have cjass divisions
based on wage differences which
the bosses make, and that the work-
ers should demand the same ade-
quate relief for each adult and de-
pendent regardless of whether he is
a laborer, semi-skilled, skilled, of-
fice or professional worker. Mack
put forth some explanations but
a motion to refer the Bill to the
Federation Committee for consider-
ation was passed without objection.

—N.

L.O. Members in

Eviction Protest

The New York branch held its

regular Brownsville open air meet-

ing last Friday with several hun-
dred workers attending. George
Ray acted as chairman, the speak-

ers were Bill Siuthewson on Roos-
evelt's New Deal and Joe Carter on
the lessons of the German events
for the American working class.

On previous occasions the Com-
munist party members attempted
to break up the meeting either by
demanding the platform or starting

a revival meeting acro.ss the street.

After a number of question from

the audience, A Dasch, the party
fellow who beat up one of our com-
rades the week liefore, asked the

speaker to adjourn the meeting and
call on the crowd to help the Un-
employed Council stop the eviction

of a jobless Negro worker, Bryan,
several blocks away. The speaker
replied by stating that such a re-

quest hail been used on previous
occasions to disrupt open air meet-
ings but that we would have two
more questions and then go as a
group to cooperate with the Unem-
ployed Council. The two questions
were asked and answered. One of
the party members "demanded" the
platform to reply to the speaker.
His demand was met with a reitera-
tion of a call for a debate between
the Left Opposition and the Com-
munist party. The party members
were advised to discuss with us not
with their fists—this remark was
particularly aimed at Daesch—but
by arguments. The meeting then
adjourned and the entire audience
preceded to the home of the
evicted Negro worker.

The Unemployed Council opened
a meeting in front of the house.
We volunteered speakers but were
told that the secretary of the Un-
employed Council would have to
consent—he was not to be found.
Soon the emergency police squad
yanked the speaker from the plat-

form and waded into the crowd
with clubs. A number of workers
were hurt and had to receive medi-
cal treatment. Among those hurt
were two members of the Spartacus
Youth Club, Herman Gladstone,
and Sam Shabpl.

The branch will hold another
open-air meeting at Bristol and
Pitkin next Friday evening.

FOR NEW YORK
OPEN AIR MEETINGS

|

Manhattan: 7th St. and 2nd Ave.
every Thursday night 6 P. M.

,

86th Street and Lexington Ave.,
every Friday night 6 P. M.

Harlan: 125th St., and 5th Avenue,
every Saturday night 8 P. M.

Bronx: 163rd Street and Prospect
Ave., every Sat. night 8 P. M.

JULY ISSUE OF
YOUNG SPARTACUS HEADY
The July issue of Young Spar-

tecus is ready for sale and distri-

bution. It contains articles on the
American revolution of 177S, re-

forestation, ant-war day, August
1st, National Industrial Recovery
Act, antiwar youth congress, youth
strikes and activities of the Spar-
tacus Youth Clubs.
Branches of the Communist

League and individuals who have
been receiving bundles of Y. S. will
have to jiay for them at three cents
a copy or communicate with us as
to what they do with the bundles.
Those branches who do not respond
will be cut from the list beginning
with the August number.

The Columbus Conference
2. Tne Stalinist -Muste Bloc at the Unemployed Gathering

{Continued from last issue) i

II. The Stalinist-Muste Hoc
|

The main thing, therefore, to

bear in mind, in seeking to under-

'

stand the Columbus conference to

the fact that the Stalinists In otter

desiHHldence over their inability to

control the Federation mechani-
cally, rushed into the arms of Muste
and the horse-trading began. An'
agreement was reached between
Muste and the Unemployed Councils
that, since neither was satisfied

with the Federation, for his own
good reasons, they would both
sabotage it. Muste therefore agreed
not to affiliate with the Federation
and to favor the committee of iive-

five-five, providing the Unemploy-
ed Councils would keep out of
Mu-ste's conference and let him es-

tablish his national organization
unmolested. The bargain wai
struck and each rejoiced in hie own
wisdom, confident that the five-Qve-

five propostion as outlined by
Browder b«ofe the Federation
would work out to their own ad-
vantage. It would. A committee
of fifteen, on which the Muste-
Stalin bloc would have a mechani-
cal majority from the start was,
sure to capture the hegemony at
the January conference. As to the
question which one of the two
would get the best of the bargain
after the conference, that question
could wait. Both the Stalinists
and the Musteitea know a trick or
two about the fine art of packing
conventions and capturing mechani-
cal ;ontrol.

Now, it must be remembered,
that the original call for the Col-
umbus Conference was addressed, to
all unemployed organizations, invit-
ing them all to participate. But

[

the Federation had been founded in
the meantime and following that,
the horsetrading bargain between
the Stalinists and Musteites struct
Muste therefore bethought himself
the better and dedicated the- Colom-

'

bus conference to the founding of
a national organization of the Un-
employed Leagues.
Having arrived a day ahead of

time, the writer was able to witness
the proceedings of the last day of
the state conference of the Ohio
Unemployed Leagues. From the
comments of the observers of the
first two days of this conference
it appeared that the central pro-

blem of the conference was the Am-
erican flag. This surprising bit of

information was entirely confirmed
by the last day's proceedings of
which the greatest part was indeed
spent in heated discussion of the
place of the Stare and Stripes in

the constitution of the organization.
After wide inquiry the reason for

this became apparent. In discus-
sion with various delegates this il-

luminating fact was revealed : the
Muste group, in its great haste to

carve itself a place in the American
labor movement, had gone Into the
field and built up mushroom unem-
ployed organizations by catering to
all of the prejudices of the back-
ward small-town workers. It was
not an uncommon sight during the
recess periods, to see some excited
delegates rush up to Mr. Budena
and demand of him "didn't you pre-
mise to organize us into a patriotic

organization under the stars and
stripes?" And Mr. Bndenz would
sheepishly have to admit that ho
had. This catering to the prejud-
ices of the more benighted workers
made It possible for the bourge-
oisie's hirelings within the conven-
tion to shift the discussion from
class struggle to patriotism and the
American flag.

The following was the first reso-
lution passed by the conference
without a dissenting vote; "The
Stars and Stripes forever. When
right we uphold them ; when wrong,
we seek to right them". No com-
ment is necessary. One felt very
much like going over to the Party
"General Staff" in the adjoining
box and asking them if that did not
somehow u]>set their theory of the
"revolutionary upsurge". But then
one could also save one's breath to
cool one's porridge. Yet it wee
this reactionary mass that was' to
constitute the majority of the Na-
tional Conference.

The National Conference
A heated debate followed th»

opening of the national conference.
The point of dispute was the ques-
tion of the status of the delegates 1

who bad come from the organize-

'

tlons that are not controlled by

'

Muste. True to their bargain, the'
Unemployed Council delegation

!

sought to be seated only as frat-!

ernal delegates. Other delegates
however, who had come from Tart-]
oub states in response to the flrat'

call demanded to be seated as re-

gular delegates. After a struggle

the Musteites gave in and all, with
the exception of the Unemployed
Council delegates, were declared
regulars.

The Left Opposition was the only

political group besides the C. P. L.

A. that made its appearance as

such at this conference, being re-

presented by a fraternal delegate
who distributed a statement stress-

ing the significance of the Recovery
Act. and urging the Convention to

alliliate to the National Federation.

It .seems to have become an es-

tablished tradition th st the first

day and a half or two days of a
three day working class conference
should be wasted in windjamining
oratory. The Columbus conference
was true to tradition. Th© only
important accomplishment on the
afternoon of the second day was
the adoption of a constitution and
some minor resolutions which were
neither here nor there since they

did not affect the policy of the
organisation. True, on that same
day amid much trumpeting and flag

waving a Declaration of Independ-
ence couched adopted was in a de-
cidedly radical verbiage. It is

also true that the whole assemblage
stood up and sang "America" and
waved more flags after the adop-
tion of this windy Declaration.
Be it also said, that the Stalin-

ist "General Staff" under Hatha-
way's personal command, to its

shame, did nob find it necessary to

intervene and at least attempt to

shift the discussion to proper
channels. An agreement is an agree-
ment—at least for the time ieing.

The reciprocal double-crossing
would come later in the haggling
over the spoils.

The real question as to the couree
to be followed by the new organi-
zation in the direction of unifying
the unemployed movement was still

to be decided on. Resolutions on
that point had been submitted by
Oppositionist delegates. The aim.

of the Opposition fraction was to
have the conference go on record
instructing the incoming National
Committee to affiliate to the NA-
TIONAL FEDERATION. The
Musteites also entered resolutions
calling for the above described 5-

5-5 proposition. This was the real
heart of the argument, and the re-

solution committee was still divid-
ed on it at the end of the second
day. Meanwhile, another resolu-
tion submitted by an Opposition-
ist which read to the effect that
it a unification conference was to
be called, all unemployed organiza-

tions have representatives on the
provisional committee, and not
merely the U. C, U. L. and the Fed-
eration as proposed by the Muste-
ites, was tampered with and an in-

sertion made which changed the
entire meaning of the resolution.

That night the real struggle broke
out in the meeting of the presiding
committee in which the writer re-

presented the Illinois delegation.
The representatives of the Unem-
ployed Council and those of the
Federation had been invited to
make a statement to this commit-
tee. Amter spoke for the U. C. and
after a good bit of hypocritical
demagogy finally broached the 5-

5-5 proposition. He spoke with
great warmth about unity and the
necessity of federating the various
unemployed organizations on a
state-wide scale. But his remarks
on the National Federation were
rather ambiguous. He poured out
his tale of woe of how the Unem-
ployed Council which is the biggest
organization nationally with a mem-
bership of 260,000 (he didn't wink
when he said that) only has a
measly two representatives on the
national committee of the Federa-
tion, and generally characterized
the Federation in very unflattering
terms.' Asked bluntly by the
writer whether he, on behalf of
the U. C, was proposing that the
National Unemployed Leagues affi-

liate to the Federation or not, Am-
ter evaded the question. Later,
however, one of Amter's satelites,

a certain notorious Frankfeld,
blurted out that affiliation to the
Federation was unnecessary.

True to their compact, the Stal-
inist and Musteite members of the
National Committee of the Federa-
tion had acted to prevent a unani-
mous statement from being brought
in by the Federation. Tom Dixon
and George Leech—chairman, and
secretary of the Federation did
howejjer state that the majority of
the national committee urged this
conference to go on record for af-
filiation. But the Stalinists even
contested this statement. It must
have been a perplexing problem
indeed for the members or the pre-
siding committee who were un-
aware of the gentlemen's agreement
existing between the Stalinists and
Musteites, to see the represents*-
fives of the U. C. which organi-
zation was a member of the Federa-
tion and has two members on itt

national committee, nevertheless
appear and argue violently against
affiliation to this game Federation.
A bitter struggle followed the

dismissal of the representatives of

both organizations. The fight cen-
tered between the two Left Opposi-
tionists who introduced a motion
for affiliation and Muste who press-

ed a counter motion for the oom-
mittee of 15. The small hours of
the morning came and found the
committee divided over this quee-

i tion. The meeting finally adjourn- i

ed to reconvene next morning and
hear, another statement from the
Federation. I

In the meeting of the national
committee of the Federation which
went into session after being die-

'

miwsed. by the presidium, the Stal-

1

inist-Muste combination again block-

;

ed the possibility of a unanimous
statement for affiliation. When the'
presidium convened the next morn-l
Ing Dixon again had to report on 1

a division of opinion within the'
national committee. At this point
Dennis Baft, a notorious renegade
from Communism—a deserter to th«
Republican party, came to Muste'S
rescue by moving that the presiding
Committee shall not urge the con-
vention to instruct the incoming
National Committee on any certain
policy of unification but that the
entire matter be left to the dis-
cretion of the National -Committee.
After some wrangling the motion

j

was passed by a vote of 20-5 and
j

Muste's face lit up in a triumphant

'

smile.
|

Since the strategv of the Muste-

,

ites was such, they naturally were
veryjnuch interested in hearing no

'

report from the resolution commit-

,

tee. A report on policy would cer-

tainly be embarrassing since that
would bring the disputed question'
to the convention floor.

j

Accordingly, the chairman reported

,

on the proceedings of the presidium

'

and put Dennis Batt'a motion to aj
vote. Were the convention to en-

J

dorse that motion it meant that tt

would automatically invalidate any-}
resolution that might be reported

j

on later. The delegates of the
Workers League and the Opposl-

:

tionijts put up a bitter fight against
such procedure, and for affiliation.

'

But just as the struggle grew the|
hottest, the Stalinists stepped ia

'

and In true Judas fashion saved
the situation for Muste by play-
ing on the backwardness of the

'

delegates and urging them to vote'
against affiliation and for the mo-

1

tion. Reaction prevailed—the mo-
tion carried. 1

The final report of the majority!
of the members of the resolutions
committee, which had somehow got-
ten together, recomended afBila-j
Hation. But this was quickly
steam-rollered out of order and theJ

rest of the day spent in making
bombastic nomination speeches for
the various members of the Na-
tional Committee.

Here it is necesary to say a word
about the conduct of the Lovestone-
ites at this conference. Their role
was truly eharacteristic of an op-
portunist group. The fact that
two Lovestoneites are members of
the national committee of the Fed-
eration did not prevent them from
drawing up a document called
"Draft Program for National Fed-
eration of Unemployed organiza-
tions". From all indications the
Lovestoneites are also dissatisfied
with having only two members ou
the National Committee of the
Federation, and came to this con-
ference ready to build a new fed-
eration. The only difference be-
tween them and the Stalinists lay
in the fact that the former open-
ly spoke against the existing Na-
tional Federation on the convention
floor and the Lovestoneites did so
in personal conversation only. Not
once jiuring the Conference did a
Lovestoneite take the floor and
speak for affiliation.

At this time when the Roosevelt
government is introducing elements
of state capitalism with all its ter-
rible consequences for the working
class, at this time when ;i clear line
of action must be worked out to
enable the American proletariat to
fight back, the blind empirical Stal-
inists cin only think one thought
—how to capture mechanical con-
trol of the unemployed organiza-
tions. This in the name of Unity.
Yes the Stalinists are for unity

—

providing they have a stranglehold
on the given organNation. Let
but a voice of distention challenge
their rule, and they will not hesi-
tate to split that organizations into
smithereens.

The Left Opposition must learn
from these experiences. We must
seek to entrench ourselves in the
unemployed organization. We must
strive to raise the unemployed
movement from its present level
of "soup consciousness" to the level
of class consciousness. We need
have no fear of working as u small
minority. Armed with the weapons
of Marxism we shall in due time
win the majority just as surely as
did the Russian Bolsheviks who
had for years constituted a minor-
ity.

Between Stalinism and Commun-
ism there Can be no peace. The
advances of Communism can only
result out of the defeat of Stalin-
Ism. To this end 'let us bend onr
efforts. —NORMAN SAT1R.
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Moissaye Olgin as a «Historian»
"Lenin lives In an imaginary

world in which he mistakes the
creations of his mind for realit-

ies."

'•It would seem that Lenin's
'radicalism' only blocks the road
of the Russian Revolution by
calling forth a reaction by add-
ing to the disorganization of a
country shaken to its foundations.
Here, as' ever, Lenin's tactics,

seemingly extreme, are in reality

weakening the strength of dem-
ocratic Russia."

The Menshevik who penned the
above lines (in Asia—-Dec. 1917) is

none other than the present Stalin-

ist knight in the struggle against
"Trotskyism", Moissaye Olgin.

Ills latest miserable attempt to

curry out the teachings and dictates

of Stalin takes the shape of a review
of the collection of Lenin's writings

from the July Days 1917 to ttw
October revolution recently put out
in two volumes, "Towards the Seiz-

ure of Power", by International
Publishers] in the theoretical organ
of the American Communist Party,
the Communist (May and June
1933.] The occasion is utilized for

an attack on the views of the Left
Opposition and comrade Trotsky's

"History of the Russian Revolu-

tion".

In typical Stalinist fashion Oigin
confuses the relation between the

democratic and the socialist revolu-

tion and the theory of the perman-
ent revolution.

To appear objective, Olgin quotes
a, lengthy—and we may add, repre-

sentative—section from Trotsky's
"History" and comments : "Every
sentence of this declaration is Just

the opposite of historical truth and
only reveals Trotsky as what be ii

—a falsifier of history". No less

!

Let us requote the section.

"From the year 1905 the Bolshe-

vik party had waged a struggle

against the autocracy tinder the

slogan 'Democratic Dictatorship of

the Proletariat and Peasantry'.

This slogan as well as its theoretic-

ian, 1'lekhanov, stubbornly opposed
the 'mistaken idea of the possibil-

ity of accomplishing a bourgeois
revolution without the bourgeoisie'.

Lenin considered that the Russian
bourgeoisie was already incapable

of leading its own revolution. Only
the proletariat and peasantry in

close union could carry through a
democratic revolution against the

monarchy and the landlords. The
victory of this union, according to

Lenin, should inaugurate the dem-
ocratic dictatorship, which was not
only not identical with the dictator-

On Some of His Recent

*Criticism» on Trotsky's

History

the bourgeois democratic revolution

was a by-product of the socialist

proletarian revolution of 1917. :

(Communist—Feb. 1932—his em-

pahsis). This formulation is in

direct contradiction to the official

Stalinist position on the colonial
question.

To get back to Olgin. Many
years ago, this gentleman trans-
lated a number or Trotsky's writ-
ings from 1905 to 1917 particularly
treating with the theory of the per-
manent revolution. In his preface
to "Prospects of a Labor Dictator-
ship" in "Our Revolution" Olgin
wrote

: "Whatever our attitude to-

wards the course of events in the
1917 revolution may be, (his are re-

vealed in the quotations from Asia
—J. C.) we must admit that in the
main, this course has taken the
direction predicted in Trotsky's es-

says. There is a labor dictatorship
now in Russia. It is a labor dicta-
torship not a 'dictatorship of .the
proletariat and peasantry' All
this had been outlined by Trotsky
twelve years ago. When one reads
this series of essays, one has the
feeling that they were written not
in the course of the first Russian
upheaval (The essays appeared in

1906 as part of a book by Trotsky,
entitled, Our Revolution, Peters-
berg, W. Glagoleff, publisher) but
as if they were discussing problems
of the present situation. This more
than anything else shows the con-
tinuity of the revolution Twelve
years ago those essays seemed to
picture an imaginary world. Today
they seem to .tell the history of the
Russian revolution. We may agree
or disagree with Trotsky, the lead-
er, nobody can deny the power and| finitely decided up to then! OlghVs

clarity of hla political vision."

The present day fulmlnatione
against the theory of the perman-
ent revolution cannot change the
essential accuracy of the comments
made above I

Olgin however does not reach his
real heights Until he treats tbe
question of the origin of the Nov-
ember insurrection. Here the gen-
tleman finds Trotsky once again
guilty of falsifying history. He
quotes Trotsky as saying that the
idea of an insurrection took form
from the moment the order was
given for the removal of the troops
from Petrograd and the Petrograd
Soviet decided to organize a mili-

tary revolutionary committee. The
meeting Trotsky refers to was held
on October 22. "The idea did not
take form before, because it was
not advanced by Trotsky. The fa-

ther of the idea was, most natural-
ly, Trotsky". With this attempt at
sarcasism, Olgin continues to cite
quotations from Lenin where the
latter called for insurrection before
October 22nd.

Is it possible that Trotsky was
unaware of this or tried to hide
it? Is it true that even Trotsky
first conceived of insurrection on
October 22cd? One need but turn
to volume III of the "History" and
find a complete chapter on Lenin's
continual proposals for insurrection
from July upward! Olgin read this
chapter. But he assumes that the
readers of the Communist have not
and will not do so! Even Olgin
can easily understand that what
Trotsky means in the quoted para-
graph is that the idea of insurrec-
tion first took form at that moment
among the masses in the Soviets
rather than in the minds of Lenin
and Trotsky. Further that the
idea was then concretized that the
Soviet rather than the Bolshevik
party directly or a new organ,
would he the official instrument of
the insurrection—a question not de-

For a Social Democratic Govt
in Belgium- Why?

purpose is not the review of history.
It is rather that o£ discrediting and
slandering the present day Marx-
ists.

Finally Olgin disputes Trotsky's
statement that the official Stalinist
historians present the question of
the voting of the Bolshevik Central
Committee (on October 23) for in-
surrection as though the entire
party leadership except Zinoviev
and Kamenev stood for insurrec-
tion. The constant re-writings of
the history of the Bolshevik party
for the factional purposes of the
Stalinists are notorious. Olgin how-
ever finds a quotation to serve his
purpose. We assume that he pick-
ed the strongest available.
"The course on insurrection taken

by Lenin, however, met with resist-
ance on the part of some members
of the Central Committee, in th«
first place on the part of Kamenev
and Zinoviev. "This reads a his-
tory of the Russian party by Bub-
nov, present Commissar of Educa-
tion. Who are these others? Not
a word. They are revealed when
the individuals fall in the bad
graces of the present ruling re-
gime, as Kamenev and Zinoviev
have on a number of occasions!
For the Stalinist historians to

literally confine the disputes (on
insurrection and other questions)
to Zinoviev and Kamenev alone
would require the suppression of
about nine-tenths of Lenin's writ-
ings between July and November
1917. This has been found impos-
sible even by the expert Stalinist
censors. So they resort to anony-
mity with regard to the other per-
sonages.

The world revolutionary move-
ment will have to purge itself of
the falsifiers and revisionists of
Marxism, the extensive staff of
official "historians" and "theoreti-
cians" exemplified by Moissaye
Olgin. —JOSEPH CARTER.

G.Zinoviev on the Party Regime

Brussels, Belgium.—The general
discontent of the toiling masses who
have been severely hit by the ap-
plication of the hunger decrees of
the dictatorial government, the
anger growing in the workers ranks
and the desire they manifest for

ship of the proletariat, but was in struggle, the fear of being taken
sharp contrast with it, for its pro- by surprise, as they were in July
blem was not the creation of a so-

cialist society, nor even the crea-

tion of forms of transition to such,

a society, but merely a ruthless

cleansing of the Augean stables of
medievalism. The goal of the rev-

olutionary struggles was fully de-

scribed in three militant slogans:

Democratic Repubic, Confiscation

of the Landed Estates, Eight-Hour
Working Day—colloquially called

the three whales of Bolshevism".
Leon Trotsky—History of the Rus-
sian Revolution, Vol. 1, page 314.)

"Every sentence" a historical un-
truth? Olgin raised the question
pf Lenin's view of the hegemony
of the proletariat in the bourgeois
democratic revolution in order to
prove that the latter saw in this
the transition of the democratic
Into the Socialist revolution. He-

quotes a number of writings from
Lenin to prove this contention. But
the basic questions still remain

:

Is It true that Lenin before 1917)
considered the "democratic dicta-

torship of the proletariat and pea-
santry" as the culmination of the
bourgeois democratic revolution?
Did he understand—as Trotsky in

his theory of the permament revolu-
tion did——that the solution of the
democratic tasks would be solved
by the proletarian revolution,
through the institution of a prole-
tarian dictatorship? And lastly

—

how did life itself solve this dis-

1932, by the series of strikes which
could rapidly spread over the whole
country has forced the socialist and
Democratic-Christian leaders to per-
form a maeuver on the political

and trade union field which is de-
signed to prevent a direct and im-
mediate struggle against the hun-
ger government.
The pact consumated between the

socialists and Democratic-Christians
at Charloroi which commits them
before the workers to struggle
Jointly against the dictatorial gov-
ernment, to call for the Immediate
convocation of parliament in order
to revise the financial measures of
the government in a "democratic
way" is the beginning of this man-
euver. Politically, this agreement
means the following : "Patience,
workers, do not strike in any case
against the application of the hun-
ger decrees, we are going to strug-
gle in parliament for a democratic
majority and thus to revoke the
measures which effect you so
severely."

Summing up, the agreement of
June 1933 continues the agreement
arrived at between the socialist

leaders and the Democratic-Chris-
tian leaders in July 1932 during the
general strike at Heinaut. With
this difference: in 1932 the agree-
ment was consummated in order to
strangle the general strike and to

save the government which was
pute—in the form of the "demoera- shaken to its pins by this move-
tic dictatorship" or the "proletar- ment ; in July 1933 it is consum-
ian dictatorship"?

j
mated to prevent a national general

Olgin in his polemic against Trot- '
strike which might upset the dicta-

sky quotes Lenin's "Two Tactics '
torinl government by the direct

of Social Democracy in a Dem- struggle of the masses. If the
ccratic Revolution" written in i906. Cl>lnml-lnists and the more conscious
to prove his contentions. But It is ' socialists workers understand the
precisely this source that the same, K°cialist workers evince a justified

Olgin used to prove the exact op-! depths of this "agreement", if the
posite in 1917. We read: distrust towards the Democratic-

"In his Two Tactics he (Lenin) Christian leaders, it is no less true
said, 'The stage of Russia's econ fm, t the perspective of a socialist

omic development (forming an Ob-
jective condition) and the stage of
consciousness and progress of or-

ganization among the masses of the
proletariat (forming a subjective
condition intrinsically connected
with the objective) makes an im-

Demoeratic-Christian opposition to

the dictatorial government onurish-
es the hope in the discontented
masses in the abrogation of the
vicious hunger-decrees without hav-
ing to resort to a general strike.
We should take into account the

mediate -complete emancipation of parliamentary illusions of the mass-
the working class (Introduction of iea

« not !n order to let up on our
socialism) impossible.' Even Lenin [propaganda for the general strike

would have to admit that both against the application of the hun-
objectlve and subjective conditions S°r-decrees, but so as to feed the
have not changed substantially since ;lRP'rations of the masses, in the
1905. (Obvious Nonsense—J. C). sense of a direct struggle against
Yet here he is, preaching the es-'the government, to upset this gov-
tabllshment of socialism in war- eminent of social reaction and pre-
ridden impoverished Russia." (Asia
—Dec. 1917—page 783.)
The quotation from Lenin proves

the converse of what Olgin now
attempts! We may add that his
comment is not above level of his
present writings!
When a group of Red Professors

edited a "History of the Commun-
ist Party of the Soviet Union" un-
der the guidance of the Trotsky
killer, Yaroslavsky several years
they recorded Lenin's change of
strategical line between 1S05 and
1917 only to bring on their heads
the charges of "Trotskyism"! Yaro-
slavsky was forced to indulge in
"self criticism". This "Leninist
now formulates the question in a
new way: " the completion of

paration for Fascism. While it Is

necessary to appeal to, to mobilize,
to convince the masses of the need
of the general strike in defense of
their daily bread, we must give
this struggle a political objective
in order to avoid the breaking of
the movement of the masses as was
the case in July 1932 by the lead-
ers of the P. O. B. (Belgian Social-
ist Party) and the Democratic-
Christians, who become opponents
of struggle in face of the actions
of the bourgeois government which
made some concessions and pro-
mises to the workers in order to
save itself.

The political objective which
must be given to the struggle that
is in preparation. Is the overthrow-

ing of the dictatorial government
by the general strike of the masses
and the installation of a social-
democratic government which will
be the product of the extra-parlia-
mentary struggle. It is possible,
with the aid of this struggle to
rally great masses discontented
with the governmental policy in the
struggle against the present gov-
ernment.

I know that there will be objec-
tion that a social democratic gov-
ernment will merely change the
mannerism but the policy will re-

main the same. This is not exactly
correct.

A social democratic government
eoming to power by the struggle
of the masses against the bourgeois
coalition would be obligated, under
the danger of complete discredit-
ment, to carry out a policy of de-
fense of the interests of the work-
ers.

As timid as this policy will be it

will come into violent collision with
the brutal reaction of the bourge-
oisie.

The class antagonisms will only
sharpen, the class struggle will de-
velop and the workers will them-
selves become convinced by the pol-
itical experience which has been
lacking up till now in Belgium, of
the necessity of the use of revolu-
tionary struggle to fight back the
attacks of reaction and Fascism.

Let those who are not in agree-
ment with this slogan reilect a lit-

tle before saying that we are play-
ing the game of the socialist lead-
ers. What the latter fear most is

to be carried to power on the wave
of the direct struggle of the masses.

—L. LESOIL.
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fund collected for the press of the
German section of the Internation-
al Left Opposition. As will be
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American League has been assigned
a quotaof $200. All readers of
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Zinoviev who for a number of

years found himself in open or

semi-masked opposition to the Stal-

inist bureaucracy, has finally ad-

mitted, after a short stay in exile,

that the party regime of Stalin is

the best of them all. It is there-

fore all the more enlightening to

recall what Zinoviev wrote on the

regime in the C. P. S. U. just a

few weeks prior to the 15th Party

Congress. For lack of space we
cannot reproduce in its entirety the

extensive document directed by
Zinoviev to all the leading party

institutions: the CC, CCC and
ECSY, and containing a wealth of

factual material on the methods of

party repression and bureaucratic

demoralization. Although we are
obliged to confine ourselves to a

few of the most essential escerpts,

we hope that they will prove suf-

ficient to throw light on the state

of affairs in the C. P. S. U. as well

as on the nature of Zinoviev's re-

pentance.
Prinkipo, July 6, 1933.

* * * »

To the Politbureau of the

CC of the CPSU,
To the Praesidium of the CCC
To the ECCI
Dear Comrades,

It is superfluous to point out

that with proper preparatory work
the 15th Congress could play a

most Important role and really

help our party emerge from the
present crisis

It could do all that, however,
only if it were prepared in the man-
ner in which, even in the face of

much less serious disagreements,

Our Congresses were prepared in

Lenin's time.

How did the party act in Lenin's

time?
First, the Congresses were called

exactly on time. A postponement
of even one month was considered,

under Lenin, inadmissible. Under
Lenin there was never a case of the

A Letter Thai Doesn't Jibe

With His Latest

Recantation

authority for an extra year, that

is, of doubling the authority re-

ceived from the Congress. And all

this—despite the fact that the
atmosphere of a rigorous civil war
made the convocation of congresses

much more difficult than now.
Secondly, under Lenin, prior to

the Congress all members of the

party were given the possibility to

print in the party press their sug-

gestions, theses, platforms, pam-
phlets and books and to appear be-

fore any party meeting.
Thirdly, all this was done so that

all members of the party might
really participate in the discussion
and so that the elections to the

Congress would really express the

will of the party. There was never,
under Lenin, a case of ward con-

ferences, which really decide every-

thing, being called first, and the
"discussion" starting only after
the convocation of state'eonferences.
Under Lenin such a procedure would
be laughed at and rejected us a
wretched and disgraceful comedy.

Fourthly, under Lenin, in the
pre-Congress period the .shifting of

comrades, in disagreement with the
line of the CC, from workers' cen-
ters to distant corners not only
never took place (under Lenin, exile
in general was not heard of), but
on the contrary, precisely those
comrades, or groups of comrades
who had disagreements with the
majority of the CC were accorded
fullest guarantee, of remaining in
the large centres so that they might
come forward with their criticism
of tiu; line of the Central Commit-
tee in the pre-Congress days as well
as to the Congress itself.

There is no such thing now. Just
the opposite is being done. The CC

Central Committee extending its' itself has prolonged Its authority
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Series of Strikes

In London, the bus men were suc-

cessful in striking against wage
cuts and a new speed up schedule.

Strikes have taken place at Henry
Fords' works at Dagenham, at

Nope works at Birmingham, and at

the 1'orth British Rubber Mill at

Edinburgh, at the Firestone Tire

Co. at Brentford, while the Liver-

pool and Glasgow seamen struck
work in sympathy with their com-
rades in Londerry and Dublin, ]n

nearly every instance the workers
were unorganized or only partially

organized and the strikes assumed
the form of rank and file move-
ments the workers throwing up
their own leaders during the course
of the fight.

Apart from the London Bus strike

where the Communist party had
been active for a long time, the
usual approach of the party was
from the outside and while at
Birmingham their efforts met with-
a sympathetic response from the
strikers in other places, notably
Glasgow and Edinburgh, the work-
ers proved hostile to outside inter-

ference. The trade union policy of
the party has, of course, changed
from time to time, but no matter
how they twist or turn the members
of the party find themselves stran-
gled by the false general line which
has been in operation for the past
few years. At one time calling

upon the workers to leave the union
and at another time ordering them
back to the union—this weird pol-
icy has resulted with the party

A Letter from Moscow U.S.S.R
Every Day Conditions in tbe Life of a Russian Worker

Moscow, V. 8. S. R.—1 take this

opportunity to write you a detailed

letter. Just recently I returned

from a trip to Ukraine and observ-

ed a good deal there. In Moscow,
that is, In a city more privileged

and better supplied, one cannot see

in the course of many months that

which astonishes one within a few
days In the provinces. In the pro-

vince one is immediately seized

with a feeling of uneasiness and un-
certainty.

Kharkov has grown excessively

—

many new enterprises, housing con-

structions, etc., and, at the same
time, tens of thousands of people
sit in the dark at night (they sat
through the whole winter in this

fashion in flats which were barely
heated, or atlogether unheated )

.

Entire sections of the city are not
supplied with electricity. The flats

tion, not knowing what to do with that a. lie? No, all this exists. Only
themselves and how to kill time there is no mention made that the
which is so precious. Generally the tiniest part of the workers is houR-
ferocious disproportions between

' ed in these new constructions and
prdouction and consumption are

|
lives in unbearable, humane condi-

The rest live insimply crushing. Despite a large tions. barracks,
number of machines, people live not Filth, semi-darkness, in winter-
better, but worse. Gradually one
is seized by terror under the real-

ization of the fact that is being
created—are nothing hut a slave of

some tremendous blind force, the
machine, becaues, while under capi-

talism, the machine was transform-
ed into a monstrosity directed

against people, under socialism it

should serve as an aid to people;
the more machines, the better

should be the living conditions of

the worker, but it is otherwise with
us

I was at the Dnieprostroy also.

Needless to repeat—a grandiose
are dark, the cinemas and clubs are '

creation of human thought and
closed. And this lasts for long' power. It looks like- a plaything,

stretches of weeks. There is no everything radiates cleanliness. But
kerosene, no candles, so that the out of the four power aggregates.
darkness is unbroken. Only fortun-
ates from among the bureaucracy
have poor kerosene lamps. No kero-
sene—although the output of oil in

Baku has been increasedfH. no elec-

tricity although the Dneprostroy
has been built.. . .This absence of
light has an oppressing effect, es-

pecially in winter. And what hap-
pens to be the case in Kharkov is

also the case in many other places.

The electricity is shut oft suddenly
and unexpectedly, and there is

three are not operating because the
plants they are to supply have not
been built as yet. There is "plan-
ned" economy for you! And while
at the electric plant there rules
cleanliness and everywhere there Is

felt attentive care, it is otherwise
with the workers. The papers car-
ried a great deal to the effect that
Dnieprostroy from a tiny village
would turn into a city with a popu-
lation of 70,000; there was such

cold ; the food—bad.Faces are surly,
one senses not only dissatisfaction

but despair. It is impossilbe to
exist long in this manner
Enroute, everywhere, unbroken

pictures of terrifying poverty. Ev-
erything recalls the period of civil

war. Lice, against which Lenin
once declared merciless war, are
thriving again. For days at a
stretch people sprawl in railroad
stations; men, women, children, all

together, lying side by side. They
are pushed, chased from place to
place. Nobody to give them infor-

mation about the departing trains
They climb into the first train that
comes and depart often in the
wrong direction. They are put off,

and they are left on tbe road with-
out a train ticket and without
money. There is interminable wait-
ing in queues; first at the tieket
window <"The sale t>f tickets has
not yet begun") ; later at the en-
trance to the station ("The passen-
gers cannot get in as yet"). But
none attempts to rush the trains.

At the entrance stands a lone mili-

tia man. All wait in silence. Where
are they going? Why? Somewhere
potatoes and bread may be bought,
somewhere there are new construc-deseription of clubs, and workers

none for weeks. And the people! dining rooms; and photographs! lions, "somwhere there is a factory
live in some semi-barbarous condi-Jwers printed of new houses. Is! (Continued on page 4)

members finding themselves not
only at .war with the oilicials but
also at loggerheads with the rank
and file who look upon the Com-
munists as more of a menace than
a help.

Bureaucrats Restrain Struggle
The bankruptcy of the party i3

doubly unfortunate because the
small sectional strikes look like
being the prelude to action on a
national scale but unfortunately un-
der the unwilling leadership of the.
trade union bureaucrats who are now
finding it increasingly difficult to
enforce the wage cuts of the em-
ployers whose rapacity knows no
bounds. This is revealed in the
decisions of the annual conference
of the Miners Federation of Great
Britain. The delegates voted for a
resolution calling for a national
strike if the mine owners should
attack any district now that the
wage guarantee agreement has ex-
pired.

The conditions in the coal fields
are bad as each district has a sep-
arate wage rate and many miners
have left tbe unions, six of whom
are competing for numbers in vari-
ous parts of the country. A com-
plete stoppage would therefore be
no easy matter but the miners are
again in fighting mood and sooner
or later a strike is inevitable.
The national conference of rail-

waymen also faced heavy attacks
as the railway companies have car-
ried on a wholesale policy of dis-
missals and wage cuts in the pro-
cess of rationalizing the railways.
The present wage agreement ends
next year but already the railway
bosses have signified their intention
of launching one more attack in the
immediate future and as the rail-

wayman only accepted the last wage
cuts under pressure from the lead-
ers. The latter look like having to
toe the line at last and bring their
forces into action.

Rebellion in Transport Workers
Union

The Transport Workers Union is

also in the throes of severe strug-
gles and at the recent conference
at Cambridge, Bevin and Co. had
-a hard job dealing with the rebel-

lion in the branches. In fact, the
period of peace in industry seemed
at an end and together with the
new attacks to be launched upon
the unemployed lays bare the sec-

ret activities of'the capitalists. They
see stormy weather ahead of them,
but they are well prepared for

whatever comes along. Unfortun-
ately the same cannot be said of

the working class who seem to be
r-eceiving one more lesson in the
art of class warfare. But what-
ever happens in the near future this

much is certain, that British capi-

talism will drift into ever greater
difficulties at home and abroad and
in the process the British worker
will be forced to throw aside the

conservative traditions that are
meantime shackling him.
The ferocity of the capitalist at-

tack will grow in intensity as capi-

talism sinks ever deeper in the
mire of its own contradk-tions and
the way will once more open up
for the building of a Communist
party upon the Bolshevik model.
Meantime, the leadership of the

Communist International is a great
stumbling block and this fact is

being painfully demonstrated by
the peculiar policy of the C. P. of

G. B. J. C.
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twofold, regardless of the statutes.

It is calling the 15th Congress
two yeais alter the 14th. I'rior to

the Congress the C. C. is trebling
the repression against the dissenters
(tor example, exile—more on this

score below ) . The C C not only
does not take any measures to ela-

borate such orders and schedules
as would assure all party members
a real possibility of expressing
themselves on the utiestions under
discussion, but on the contrary—in
Moscow, Leningrad, in the Ukraine
and in a whole series o£ other cit-

ies, the district conferences are
scheduled to begin, and in some
placed even to terminate by I lie

twentieth of Octolier, whereas the
beginning ct the olliciai discussion
is promised by the Central Com-
mittee only for the. nrst days of
November, This means that the
oliicial discussion will begin only
after the district conferences have
been concluded, or at any rate, af-

ter the elections to the conferences
have been concluded. If this Is the
way arrangements are to be made,
it will only be a sham and mockery
of the rights of the party members.
This will prompt targe circles of
party members to the belief that
the Central Committee fears discus-
sion like fire, tiiat it has no hope
whatsoever of defending its poli-
tical line in any kind of norma! and
honest iimer-patry discussion. Can
such calendar tricks really he
considered normal methods in intra-
party democracy, can they solve
the present crisis?

Unless the Centra! Commit-
tee of the pur<y immediately re-

ioKes its decision on the dale of
the elections to the district cou-
iL-rviK.es and revises it to the eUeet
.Hut the elections to these confer-
ence should take place attcr discus-
sion, then alt pre-t^oiigiesM discus-
sion guaranteeii by tlic pally stat-
utes will in reality huvc ucen abol-
ished. The eleciious to the Congress
»"' <*e turned into a pure iornial-
ity, and in tlic present at niospbere,
mto nothing l,ui E( ^mnedy.
The Congress is the IiisjiiesL organ

of out* party. The Congress is the
most important event in inner party
me. livery party inemijer should
consider the authority of the con-
gress, beyond doubt mid beyond dis-
pute. The members of the Boishe-
iiu party must unconditionally sub-
"iii to the decisions of the party
ooiigresses. But all this is reaiiz-
jute in practice only under the
condition, exclusively guaranteed
by the party statutes, that all mem-
oers of the party are in a position
to influence its decisions, that the
whole party votes and not only the
party apparatus

We shall cite only absolutely
lerilied facts, which cannot possibly
oe refuted.

1- in a whole scries of cities
(.Moscow, Leningrad, Hostov, Baku)
iollowing Lhe joint I'lelium, the ac-
tive party cadre was deliberately
convened suddenly ou the basis of
a treble "selection", tickets being
issued only to the "absolutely re-
liable", personal tickets, while hun-
dreds of old party members who
take u most lively part in party
work were retused admittance.

2. At ward conferences, as well
as at city-wide conferences of the
active cadres in Moscow and in Len-
ingrad, and surely, also in other
cities, there were present little

groups organized beforehand, that
is, prepared and suitably placed,
little groups ready for anything,
which interrupted the Opposition
speakers with yells, threats, wiustl-
iiuj and abuse. At no meeting did
the leadership take any measures
to call these groups to order or to
remove them from the meeting hall.
A party member like Ivan Nikitich
Saiirnov, who has been in the party
for 2.7) years, who is known to the
widest circles of workers, a com-
rade greatly respected by all who
have worked with him in illegality,
In the Red Army and in Soviet work
—such a comrade was uijable to
make use of the ten minutes alloted
to him in order to clarify tiie re-

sults of the Plenum of the CC at
the Moscow active cadre meeting.
His speech, absolutely loyal and
restrained, was interrupted in an
organised manner by a little group
with the connivance of the chair-
man, comrade Uglanov, a candidate
to tlic Political Bureau.

3. Gangster methods of break-
ing up party meetings were used
especially in Leningrad. In the
presence of the secretary of the
Provincial Committee, -comrade
Kirov, a candidate to tbe Political
Bureau, "someone" put out the
lights at the city-wide conference
and at the conference of the Vyborg
district at the moment when a. re-

presentative of the Opitosition, be-
gan to read his resolution. At the
meeting of the Petrograd district,
rowdies threw themselves upon the
comrade reading the resolution, and
tore it to pieces, during which time
antl-Kemitic yells were to be heard.

a, Simultaneous with these
methods of intimidation, a most
reckless, most poisonous agitation
against the Opposition is carried on
in the press. Any hack-writer, or
careerist knows beforehand that
any vulgarity, and lie, any intrigue
will be given space in print so long
as it is directed at the Opposition.
Tljey can act In this manner only
because they fear no reproof, that
Is, because it has been decided in
advance not to allow any discus-
sions, either printed or oral, before
the Congress.

It is sufficient to point to the ar-
ticles of the not unknown N. Kuz-
min in the "KomSomolsk&ya Pi*.
Vila". This "teacher" of the army

(Continued on Page 4)
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Roosevelt Asks WAVE OF STRIKE! LABOR7
! ANSWER

for Class «Peacc»| w/ , . ~ . r , ,, i* . -, , , „ . k A
furniture Workers in oencral otnke St Louis bhaken by btrikc Movement(Continued from Page 1)

withinwhile remaining perfectly

the law.

He prefers to see how well his

labor lieutenants Oreen, II illman,

Dubinsky and Co. will be able to

fasten their stranglehold on lht'

working masses. The patriotic

paraphanalia—"for working class

consumption"—"ill come later, lie

can bide his time. Capitalism is

experimenting and its perspective

is a long one.

What the worker can expect from

the blanket code is evident 1'rom

what be received from the grand-

iose public works scheme. Hoos-

evelt is the sponsor of both. From

the public works—the conservation

camps—the workers had several

hundred thousands of their own
employed: at the niggardly wage

of $1 a day.

Tbe blanket code promises min-

imums of §14 and $11. That is to

be the law—for employers and

workers alike, says the president.

What is to prevent the trusts,, tbe

syndicates and corporations to mob-

ilize their armies of ilunkey law-

yers to circumvent the law, as

Morgan did with tbe bank laws'.'

Nothing. The bosses make the

laws, they have the -right*'—their

means, their resources—to break

them just as well.

A French wit once said: "The

state forbids both rich and poor to

steal bread; tbe state forbids both

rich and poor to sleep under

bridges.". . ..

The state: Roosevelt—that is

the bosses' stale. Its laws are the

laws and the codes of the employ-

ers. Workers' rights must be fought

for. They are not granted, they

must be snatched from the boss

class. The same holds true for

tbe blanket code and the whole

Roosevelt rigmarole.

Those labor fakers who 'ppeak

of the Koosevelt administration as

"above the classes", who speak of

the fairness o£ the codes, are pre-

paring the workers for further and

greater oppression and misery.

They must be exposed. Every step

of their's must be watched, mis-

trusted. Every proposal carefully

examined. The working class coun-

ter-proposals, the proletarian. conn-

ter-strategy to the Koosevelt offen-

sive must be prepared.

The need of the moment is the

{Continued from Page 1]

rank ond rile of the trade, led by

the Left winj!, demanded the rein-

tegration of the Left wing union
_

into tin 1 American Federation ofl . ,

Labor and for a united general ft>"owmg demands:
_

All Out on the Picket Line!

Kvory shop in the trade, large

or small, join the strike.

The Left, wing calls upon you to

support the genera! strike and the

(ConTi.sii '. m Page 1)

strike under one banner. We be-

lieve that the militancy resulting

from a victorious strike would in-

evitably lead to tiie growth of Left

wing strength in the merged union,

towards the reestablishmenl of the

Lett wiiisi in the leading positions

of inllnence and control which they

held prior to 11)20.

C. P. Versus the Union

"The upholsterers are going back
to Local 70 (A. F. of L.). They
are not going; they are running.
They are not running; they are al-

ready there." This is the private
opinion of the majority of the Party
fraction in the Furniture Workers
Industrial I 'i lion. Tbe overwhelm-
ing response of the workers to the

A. F. of L. strike call sustains that

opinion. One party member after

another, in ;( meeting with tile re-

presentatives of the Trade I.'nion

Unity Council. Overgaard and Wor-
lis. tln.s declared that unless unity

wa- ii'.-hieved with the A. F. of L.

in the coming general strike, we
would find ourselves six months
from now without a rank and file.

Notwithstanding this overwhelm-
ing sentiment in the Party fraction,

the TUUC representatives put their

foot down heavily against any
further unity negotiations with the
A. F, of I,, "betrayers of labor" and
ordered that the Industrial Union
be maintained at all costs.

The fahe face of unity behind
whiji the Tl'l'C masqueraded was
finally ripped aside at a meeting
of five shops held Tuesday July
lir>th to discuss the (ptestion of un-
ity between the two unions. The
Ptaiinisls refused to give

1. The SO hour
—

"> day week in

place of the 44 hour week now pre-

vailing.

2. Minimum scale of $1.40 per

hoar in place of tlie 60c average

now prevailing.

3. Abolition of the Piece Work
System.

4. Provisions in contract for high-

er wages when cost of lithtg rises

—

the union to determine when and
how much.

5. Protect allied trades hy

AMALGAMATINfi them into one
strong industrial union,

fi. No collaboration with the

bosses under the National Recovery
Act.

7. A militant, general strike, and
a class-struggle union, for better

eondificiis in the trade.

For the Left wing group,

—CAUL COWL.
—SOL I,ANK1N.

3ocketbook Workers

Win Conditions

(Continued from Page 1)

mands of the workers. The Left

wing however, must be criticized

for not asking for a referendum

vote on such an important matter

as a settlement of a strike. The
workers of the Association shops

were out on strike for three and a

half weeks.

Through the militant struggle of
tl} ., Ki (.m>iiin

the workers, tin; bos-.es had to yield

to some of the workers demands.

If the strike would have been led

the floor' by a militant leadership and not by

to the representatives of the Left tbe "Fraternal Club" administ ra-

wing group, this time on the pre- lion and the other cliques, the work-

lexr that they were not members ! era would have woo all their just

creases of not less than 20 percent.

Mayor Hickman will undoubtedly

do his darudest to settle the strike,

in his customarily picturesque man-

ner, of appointing an "arbitration"

commit (<-e and then soap-boxing to

the strikers, telling them to accept

the offer like good little children

and "sin no more".
Several hundred workers have

been striking at .[ackes-Evans Mfg.

Company for almost a month. They
are demanding recognition of their

onion, the United Metal Stampers
anil Assemblers Union, in addition

to wage increases. This strike has

I he suppurt of the Socialist party

and (he Young People's Socialist

League, who are now having a re-

hirth in St. Louis. So far the manu-
facturer's .-ittempts to use strike-

breakers has not succeeded in

crushing the strike.

The Shoe Strike

The strike situation that is the

most important at the present time

is a "wild-cat" spontauoens rebel-

lion of boot and shoe workers. St.

Louis is a shoe town, Tbe organ-

ized shoe workers have taken wage
cut after wage cut (50-75%) since

the beginning of the depression.

The Hoot and Shoe Union officials

arc such perieet agents of the boss-

e. that they endorsed the wage-

cuts, every time. Indignant, the

shoe workers would vote en-masse

]

against accepting the cut and spon-

taneously walk out of the meeting.

Tbe union ollicials would then

. over-rule'' the voting and would

call a on! her meeting and another

and still another until finally the

rank and file rebellion would change
disgust. No leaders,

no program, everything looked

hopeless. Wo the shoe-workers

throughout St. Louis periodically

drew in their hefts a little tighter,

of those |>articular shops called to
attend that meeting.

Why was this meeting called.? demands

Was it because the Stalinists want-
ed to hear the opinion of tbe uphol-
sterers as to whether we should
unite with Local Hi or not? No.
It

demands.
Now let us analyze the partial

tbe workers gained from

retaining (ho bosses' sugary words

,.f "as soon as business picks up, ' m:„]d^ on>r t!le ll(,a(,R ()f tl|y
you'll get back the same scale". .,,Kt Sm)e ial)or f.,]^,.,-

Inflation—increased production of K
shocs-and the over-worked, under-

r,"w m,ilr m °^

paid shoeworkers began to demand
the employers. Hie former scale. The workers just

(1J 40 hour week beginning
,, a(] to „.(lf higher wages, the cost

September 1st. „f livins: w;ss rising terrifically. The
(2) Reorganisation — readjust- „„,„, H ,m] >;i,Hes accordingly offered

_ was because the workers, tired ments under which the workers suf- Wi , R( . increases—but not large

concentration of all Left wing andj,,f being fed on empty and worn-i fered for the last two years— is, ,,,„,„.,)) m offset their previous re-

genuine progressive forces in the!, mi phases, began to' say that, if j abolished in the new agreement. junctions. This renewing of the

Shoe representative, and Phillips,

business agent, urged acceptance of

the company's "liberal" offer. The
workers militantly denounced both

the company and the union ollicials.

They demanded, and insisted they
were going to get, 33 1-3 percent
increase on grade B shoes, 12 1-2

percent increase on fancy shoes, a

forty, hour week, and no overtime.
The chairman lingered the speak-

ers: "You strike and you get lined

tjcjrj.f)()."' The workers unseated the

chairman, walked out of the union
hall, and went out on strike. They
rented a separate ball and announc-
ed their intentions of striking for

their demands till hell frosse over.

Mc.Morrow, the union representa-
tive, immediately telegraphed the
National Industrial Recovery Ad-
ministration that the union officials

regarded the strike as a "violation

of tbe arbitration agreement, and
against the spirit of Roosevelt's
administrations recovery plans."

While this was happening, 1000
shoe workers employed at Wolfe-
Tober Shoe Mfg Co. voted down the
offer of a 30 percent wage increase

On Some Misconceptions of Fascism

and " State Capitalism

In addition to the Stalinist prac-

tice of tagging everything and ev-

erybody not a member of the offi-

cial Communist party (or close

sympathizer) with the contradic-

tory label of social- Fascist and
Scott Neariug's amusing view of

Fascism as a movement based on a

retreat from the technological mass
production economy of today to the

village economy of the past, a new
conception of Fascism has come
into being. This, conception has
for its basic premise the belief that

"State Capitalism*' is a distinguish-

ing characteristic of Fascist dicta-

torship. It sees in the growth of

state control over industry and
state monopolies a move toward
Fascism when in reality such a
process is a part of tbe evolution-

ary tendency of capitalism and has
been developing for a good many
years.

Increasing state capitalism is

not a characteristic jH'cnliar to

Fascism but is a phenomenon pre-

sent during the state of economic
and political development which
makes the rise of Fascism histori-

cally possible. It is an instrument
of Imperialism, being an advanced
form of the mechanism by whichand came forward with their own

demands: 20 percent increase on IS competition between capitalist coun-
shoes, 12 1-2 percent increase on tries is carried on—a sort of a
fancy, 40 hour week, no overtime. '

growing integration of the economic
Tbe shoe workers ran the union
fakers out of the hall and conduct-
ed their own meeting. They decid-

ed to strike with tbe Milius work-
ers. Wolfe, the owner of the shoe
company, however immediately got
in touch with them and asked them
to give him a week to n;consider.
The shoe-workers decided to wait
the seven days.

The week ends July 24th, when
the Wolfe employees are holding n
••secret" meeting to consider their
action. The indications are that
Wolfe will accede to tlieir demands
without a atrike struggle. The
Milius strikers have, in tbe mean-
time, gained everyone of their de-

Boot

American labor movement for the
|

|]u . industrial mion does not join
elaboration of such a policy. Tbe 7,; , jy a body, they themselves, as
official Communist party under

j

individuals, would join Local 7(1.

Stalinist leaderships and the Haste-
1 When the organizer of the In-

ite Conference for 1'rogress've La-
^
,histrial Union, if appears, came to

bor Action have called a conference
. tue s i !01 ,s t„ (

.DHect a three dollar
on the National Industrial Kecov-

1 „i rikc tax. the workers, who nai ve-

ery Act in Cleveland for August.
iy thought that they wi'vi^ in the

Whether this conference will ac-j m jds| of unity neuociations. turned
complish this burning task is ques-

<m ]]}m suspiciously. :ind said: "Let
tionable and yet to be seen. What ns wait until the unity negotiations

is needed to accomplish this task „re over. Perhaps we will have
is a well worked out Communist

|

lme union, perhajis other arrange-
program, one that is based on prin-

; raenf* w n] i le made, etc." Fr'ight-

ciple and confirmed by experience,
' ened by the fact that the Industrial

one that will stand the test. Not, Union was losing the little iniln-

the least factor in such a program ence it had op till now, the organ-
is a correct International orients-. jW r asked them to come to a spe-
tlon. The Left Opposition will be>ial s i 1(1| , meeting that night to dis-

on hand with such a program, it

will work with all its might to

unite a solid Left wing movement,

to make it the driving force within

all labor organizations, in the A.

F. of L. and among the unorgan-

ized. —SAM GORDON.

How the Bosses

Receive N.I.R.A.

cuss the question.

The sentiment of the workers at
the beginning of the meeting was to
go into 7fi as a body. The Stalin-
ists were frantic. Demagogic
speeches: rolled off their tongues
that would have shamed Tammany
politicians and tabloid sob-sisters.

hos- prouiise was the match that

made the -dioe workers see fire.

A Ke'iellien in the Union
T.">0 Milius Shoe Company em-

ployees met la it Monday (July

171h) to consider the wage in-

creases. The union officials, Me-

Morrow. International Root and

j
(3) Manufacturers will not be

allowed to send work out to c»n

tractiug shops or buy merchandise

while their workers are not employ-

ed in their shops full time.

For these concessions, the ''Frat-

ernal Club" administration gave up
one of the important demands: the

Uneuip'.oyhment Insurance fund. Al-

though tbe unemployed workers got

very little out of the fund because

the' R. P. fakefs, Dr. Heiuliii. with

the "Club" boys misused tbe fund

for themselves, nevertheless. the

employers had to pay over sjtfid.OOO

a year to the fund. This money
was given back to tbe employer-; as

a present for the demands ihey

were forced to give to the workers.

Another important demand our offi-! that the bosses do not get a chance

cers in the conference committee to use the workers out of town to

gate up was a scale of wages for undermine the conditions of the

genral helpers, and packers. : workers in N. Y., it is necessary

The strike in tbe Association 1 to launch an organization campaign

shops is over, the strike in the in-! in the city and out of town. This

dependent shops is going on withjjob requires a leadership that is

more vigor until the employers will 1 determined and willing to sacrifice,

be forced to grant the demands, andjnnr present administration has none

Cn of the-e qualifications. It is up to

N'it only must the agreement, be

carried out but an increase in wages
must be prepared for, 10 be given

during the season, to each and
every worker.
Another thing the pockelbook

workers must remember, is that

ihey must build a strong organiza-

tion in and out of town. In order

workers are
considering '-wild-catting" for their
demands. The reset nment against
the Root and Shoe Workers' Union
officials is so great that both Milius
and Wolfe-Tober shoe workers, en-
masse, all agree fo rent a separate
hall for the purpose of holding
'committee*' meetings, sepernto from
the Root and Shoe. What will hap-
pen within the next few weeks is

hard to foretell. -RALPH MARTIN

Mirror Workers Strike

iCofitinued from Page 1)
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hours, in fact, is treated in the

codes aw only another form of

spreading the work, the "stagger"

system introduced during the pre-

sent crisis on an unprecedented

scale. By spreading out the jobs

over a greater number of workers,

the bosses benefit not only by keep-

ing many of them from the miserly

unemployment bcnelits which they

might get but also by establishing

the habit of an unprecedented!*/

low scale of living based on one,

two or three day's work a week.

But the greatest immediate bene-

fit of all, which the capitalists will

obtain from the act, is its effect

in shoving the question of organi-

sation into the background, among
the masses of undeveloped work-

ers, '-Roosevelt and the Recovery

Remarks such as: "Are you going
to desert 11s now?", "I was hi jail

I

'« ste" an agreement with the

ion. The workers who will go back the Left wing to start an educa-

to the shops in the next few days liooal and agitational campaign

must remember and see to it that among the workers and to prepare

the agreement is carried out a hun-

dred percent. For this it is neces-

sary to elect the proper Chairman

"i(> days for you!", "I shed biood
for you I", "I was always on the
picket line", etc.. etc. filled the air.

Left Wing "Defeated"
The terrified "leaders" again "de-

feated" the Left wing by denying
(hem the floor, thus preventing an
open comparison of policie.-. which
they knew could swing the bulk of
the membership in favor of unify,
Ky tiring the rank and tile with
«] leeches and appeals, in which only
the Stalinist point of view was ex-
pro cd. they linally put through a
vote to "strike under the banner of
the Industrial Union" in the com-
ing strike.

Do the party leaders think this
is an endorsement of their policy
of obstructing unity? It was noth-
ing but a vote of sympathy and
confidence in those individuals who
made the appeals, but in no sense
can it be construed as approval for
the r t;ilit policy of the party in the
furniture industry. Let them not
deceive themselves about their fol-

Ibe ground for ousting the "Prat

erna! Club" administration. Other-

wise the present agreement will re-

and committee men in the shops.] main a scrap of paper. The "Frat-

The workers cannot rely on the pl'e-;Oi*nal Chili"' administration did not

sent administration to carry through carry through 10 i>ercent of last

that agreement for them' in the! year's agreement. What assurances

shops. The workers must organize do we have that they will carry

and stick together in the shops as through tbe present agreement?

a unit as they did in time of strike. ,1, "• *

G.Zinoviev on the Party Regime

activity of a national or interna-
tional unit as a whole.

liy means of concentration and
cent ra lizat ion, t he credit system,
issue of securities, financial press-

ure, directorships, ownership of
stock, etc., a handful of finance
capitalists have organized the econ-
omic life of the various nations in-

to virtual monopolies. The
of tlits system are ever in the pro-; see in

units rather than upon those oc-

curring within the territorial con-

tines of the various capitalist

powers.

Stale control of industry or state

capitalism, during the present per-

iod of capitalist, decay, with its

narrowing markets, is the mechan-
ism by which individual national
economies or countries are prepar-

ing to attempt to wrist from other
national economies a larger share
of the existing trade and world
control. It is the mecbani-in by
which the living standards of the
workers will be diiven further
downward.
Nor is its development confined

to Europe. On the contrary stato

capitalism is almost as evident ill

"democratic" United States as it

is in Fascist I'ermany and to view
the process ;) S a move toward Fasc-
ist dictatorship is to create confu-
sion.

The fundamental role of Fascism
is not to form a so-called "corpor-

als, slate" but to prevent the work-
ers from moving tow.;rd social rev-

olution. Fascism will gain strength
precisely at the moment when the
workers begin to threaten -when
the revolutionary movement begins
to assume menacing projiortions

—

and once it comes to power it will

seek to destroy not only the
vanguard lint also all working
class organizations .ind to sweep
out of e-iiitence all elements of
working class democracy.
To believe that if will "convert

big business into an adjunct of tin*

state", as is claimed in an article

in the .luly is^ne of the Modern
Monthly, is to reveal a failure to

parts! nnilersland its real character. To
tin- growth o! state control

cess of drawing closer together, due a move toward i' is: ism is to create

(Contined from Page 31

Act will take care of wages and
hours—why do we need to take out lowing. The workers in the shops

union cards?" is the crudest form WiI,1( «" !t.v today, in the heat of the

of this reaction. Another form is -*"«- "en more than before the

the acceptance even of

unions, as well as of

company

trade union leadership, by hitherto

unorganized workers as a great

victory achieved without a struggle.

This will tend to lead off into

"safe" channels the discontent of

the workers which would other-

wise flow toward the strengthening

of the Left wing in reformist un-

ions or the organization of new
militant cia-ss-struggie unions. Hun-
dreds of thousands of new workers
are coming into the AFL, from basic

industry especially. These workers
new to organization unfamiliar with
the traditions of reformist bureau-

cracy, will form a broad basis for

the future growth of the Left wing.

The revolutionary leadership of

the workers cannot remain content

with letting the workers find out
for themselves how hollow are the
Illusions with which they are being

fed. They must take the initiative

In showing the workers that they
are getting nothing from the In-

dustrial Recovery Act, that the

first codes presented already clear-

ly show the intention of the bosses

_: strike was called. It; must be

reformist' slale'' m ' r(1 I,mt [r|e Stalinists, with
the calling of tbe general strike,
have already lost the golden op-
portunity to unite the two streams
in the movement, the Left and the
Right. They will stand convicted,
in tbe eyes of the entire movement,
of complicity if not collusion with
the reactionary burocSats of the
A. F. of L-. in preventing the
achievement of what lies nearest
and dearest in the heart of every
furniture worker in the industry:
one strong union.

to the bosses' wagon by their pol-

icy of class collaboration, and that
the workers will get nothing unless
they fight for it. This means the
unifying and strengthening of the
Left wing In the reformist unions,
taking advantage of the new
changes In the position of the AFL;

youth who replaced comrade I'utno

when the latter was shipped to

Japan, interprets the reference of

comrade Trotsky to Cleinenceau as

a demand for shooting the peasants

at the front in time of war. What
is this if not an open Thermidorian,

not to say Black-Hundred, agita-

tion, the aim of which is to conn-

ferpose the peasantry to the Dp-

position section of the workers'

party? And this villainy does not

call forth any rebuff from the party

leadership despite the fact that the

attention of the CCC was called

to it.

We shall not speak of the miser-

able editorials by Kkvortzov in tbe

Izvestiu, or of the poetical jmrtici.

pation on "party" questions of Dem-
ian Redny, whose licentiousness

grows simultaneously with his ideo-

logical poetical vacuity. The kulak-

pornographic tone of Demiau Hedny
is provoking the increasing disgust

and contempt of the most detached
party members, who are not at all

Oppositionists. At the same time
there can be no doubt if anyone's

mind that the putrid writings of

D. Bedny are "encouraged" from
above. Everybody knows that all

publications are controlled through
the press department by tbe Secret-

ariat, that is, in actuality, by com-
rade Stalin In all the faetaas well as the organization of broad

class struggle industrial unions in] enumerated above we consider the
those industries characterized by

, most serious the expulsion and exile
great concentration of capital and, of workers and' in general, of party
wide use of unskilled labor, which

' members, for their Oppositionist

to give them nothing and of the' the A
'
F * l" has up fo now been

\ convictions ; the system of breaking
government to back up the bosses,

"'"*** *" '"""

that the reformist union leaders

fire simply harnessing the workers

afraid to organize and is now en-
j
up party meetings by gangs organ-

tering, thanks to NIRA. i-jed from above and the pogrom
—E, J. FIELD. 'agitation In the preas. ...

No one in the party believes or

will believe that all these inadmis-

sible, criminal anti-party methods

are nppietf only by accident. Were
this the cuse, they would not have

been so systematic, they would not

be extended and, above all, they

would not remain 11npunished. A
whole system is involved and this

system of preparing the Congress,

that, is, the system of not permit-

ting any normal preparation for the

Congress, has, in the conviction of

all, its centre: the Secretariat of

the CC, that is, the real concentra-

tion point of the "management" of

the party. In reality the Secretar-

iat stands above the CC—and tries

beforehand to impose its will upon
Ihe Congress, that is upon the

Iiarty. Precisely herein lies the

essence of the anti-constitutional,

anti-party mechanism which has
already been set into full swing
for the "prepartion" of the Con-
gress."

—G. ZINOVIEV.
Sept. 6, 1927.
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one time tried to atliliate it with
the Metal Workers Industrial Un-
ion, for One reason or another
nothing came of this attempt.

The young workers of this trade,

driven to desiieration by the con-
tinuous slashing of their wages, the
intolerably long hours, the lilt by
sweat shops without any of the
improvements gained by workers in

other trades, decided to take mat-
ters in their own hands.

A number of workers more ener-
getic than the rest (notably among
them Charles Aiosa, unaided by
anyone) distributed a circular call-

ing upon the workers of this trade
to attend a meeting. The circular
met with an unusually enthusiastic
response. The meeting was attend-
ed !);• a majority of tbe workers in

the trade. After some preliminary
remarks by the author of the cir-

cular a .strike was immediately de-
cided upon. A list of demands was
drawn up listing among other
things, an 8 hour day—live day
week a raise in wages and piece
work rates. At the same time the
union began to crystallize and take
shape finally, evolving into the
Novelty Mirror Workers Union.
As can be seen by the account

thus far, the whole thing was done
hastily, in the most haphazard
fashion, unaided by any experienced
trade unionists. Consequently a
number of mistakes were made,
namely, the demand for piece work
and the failure to consider the
workers in the other crafts ill the
same trade.

A member of (he Left Opposition
in the trade (whose craft, was not
considered) met with the strikers
several times (after the strike was
declared*! and pointed out the ab-
surdity of such a step—piece work
—and that unless tbe union was or-
ganised on an industrial basis the
chances of winning the strike would
be greatly lessened. However the
list of demands had already "beep
handed in to the various bosses. En-
couraging replies were returined
which partially raised the prices
on all sir.es of mirrors although not
quite complying with the workers
demands had evidently fired them
with so much enthusiasm that it

was impossible to sway them from
their original plans.

However it was determined to
organize and call out the whole in-

dustry in the event that the boss-
es remained adamant in their stand.
The workers overwhelmingly voted
to continue striking and immediate-
ly a strike committee was elected
and picketing ordered in front of
all shops.

Simultaneously with the organi-
zation of the union the bosses had
quickly gotten together and form-
ed an association. Negotiations
went on directly with the associa-
tion. To date a number of shops
have already signed up, though no
Anal settlements have been arrived
at. All shops must be signed up
befone. the workers will return to
work. With all the .inexperience
and errors made at the start, it is
reasonable to believe fiat the bat-
tle will not cave been in vain.

to a certain interrelation of inter-
ests, thereby exhibiting a tendency
to transform the entire economic
activity of each of the leading
countries into a single national en-
terprise under the control of the
state which acts as an "exexutive
committee of the ruling classes"
regulating prices, production, dis-
tribution, etc. At the same time
there is occurring the formation of
actual state monopolies tinancied
by large banks, as well as mono-
polies jointly controlled by the
state and private trusts.

Between li)M and 11)19, under
pressure of the demands of the
world war, the move toward state
capitalism went forward at a rapid
]Kiee. In Germany, for instance,
in addition to state control of pri-

vate enterprises and jointly control-
led, "mixed" enterprises, state mon-
opolies for the production of bread,
potatoes, nitrates, etc were formed.
The liuaneial system was central-
ized under control of the Ueicbs-
bank. In short, the entire economic
life of the natioo was consolidated
temporarily into a single unit, the
same process being discernible in
other belligerent nations and, fo
a lesser degree, in. some of the
non-belligerent ones.

Since then, although state capi-
talism subsided for a time. its

growth has reached a point where
emphasis must be placed upon the
competition and antagonisms occur-
ring between nations as national

I he illusion t ha t t be present ad-
ministraiioo of ihe 1'niled States is

Fascist ie and lends to resurrect
(he theory of social Fascism in an-
other form.

In reality. Fas.-i>ni is an instru-
ment created and maintained by
tbe big bourgeoisie to protect them-
selves against the march of the
workers. As comrade Trotskv point-
ed oiu in What Next?:

"After Fascism is victorious,
finance capital gathers info its

bauds, as in a vise of steel, directly
and immediately, all the organs and
institutions of fovcreignfy, the ex-
ecutive, administrative and educa-
tional [lowers of ihe state: The en-
tire state apparatus together with
the army, ihe municipalities, the
universities, the schools, the press,
the trade union.., and the coopera-
tives. When a stale turns Fascist,
it doesn't only mean that the forms
and mel bods of government are
changed in accordance with the
pattern set by Mussolini- -the
changes in this sphere ultimately
play a minor role—but it means,
first of ail for tbe mo-.t [iart, that
the workers organizations are anni-
hilated; (bat the proletariat is re-

duced to an amorphous state; and
that a system of administration
is created which peent rates deeply
into the masses and which serves
lo fru-lrale the independent cry-
stafizatioii of the proletariat. There-
in precisolv is the gist of Fascism"

—SIMMONS.

Letter from Moscow US'S.R.
tContined from Page 3)

better supplied. In any case every-

thing revolves about a piece of

daily bread. Because of it people

submit to tbe monstrous sufferings

of these journeys. "Leaders" and
bureaucrats call them contemptu-
ously "liy -by-nights", "kulaks",

speculators" sometimes simply
"peasants" which should signify

that their hunger is not real be-

cause they are not as yet real pro-

letarians, but instead these people

should be ... . fed .... These "specu-

lators"--are speculating only to get

a piece of bread. These "tly-by-

niahts'' fly from one factory to the

next for the same piece of bread.

You know- fo what extent thievery
has grown. The theft of collective

property, even if it is potatoes or
bread, is a capital crime. It has,

been completely forgotten that
ihieverj- is the product, of condi-

tions and not of evil character. In-

stead of destroying the causes and
instead of education we have brutal
laws. We are going backwards...

All are tired, tilled with despair.

Only a small part of those who are
absolutely well fed still believes in

the leadership. The leadership de-

mauds courage and optimism. "We
have not only lived through worse
difficulties, but conquered! That is

the ultimate wisdom of a bureau-
cracy that is entirely confused. But
why pick on them, they are en-
meshed in their own chains. One
can say with assurance .that out
of ten party members eight are
eaten with doubts. In private con-
versation they relate that in the
nuclei and in the conferences all

the decisins are accepted unani-
mously. Why? -What's the use?
If I rot in Siberia, I won't help mat-
ters any by it."

.... I have heard that Kismont
had no group whatever, it. was sim-
ply a case of four people a little

intoxicated, sighing how good it

would be if Stalin were removed.
Outside of this insipid sigh there
was nothing at all.

Wholesale arrests among those
who had left the Opposition (in
Moscow alone more than lot) were
arrested and exiled) were explained
as a prophylactic measure. Although
many of the capitulators were pas-
sive, no confidence was had in
them. Stalin evidently considers
that it is necessary to exile a man
before he succeeds to begin think-

ing. Hotter exile a thousand than
leave a single oppositionist. That
same goal was aimed at by the
passpoiti/.athm : the fear was lest

any oppositionist be left in factor-

ies who an 1 capable of leading the
movement, which could easily start

up, on, a< count of the general situa-
tion. Prophylaxis. And now the
chistka has begun, they are getting
scared more and more.

The wife of one of those arrested
said to the prosecutor, "Why did
you arrest him'.' lie has complete-
ly atoned for his past, is absorbed
In his work, etc., etc." Hut the
prosecutor demanded of her that
she divorce her husband.

....They say that in the Soviet
Union there is no inequality, that
the highest "leaders" receive so
much and so much. In my opinion
there is no more distinct form of
inequality than the inequality be-
tween the one who is simply well
fed and the one who is simply hun-
gry. Our bureaucrat Is well • fed,
clothed, and lives in heated and
well-lit apartments. But millions of
workers live in barracks, hi simply
bestial conditions, and this has been
going on for years onw. To the
worker's needs, to his complaint of
hunger, and to this complaint of
hunger, and to his dissatisfaction,
the bureaucrat replies that this is

no class-conscious worker, but the
peasant of yesterday.

.... Xot long before Hitler's as-
sumption of power I happened lo
he present during the following con-
versation (in a train). £ bureau-
crat was talking about the ap-
proaching German revolution and
tbe hard lot of the German unem-
ployed. The first part was listened
to with distrust but the second
part was rudely interrupted : That's
a lie. Why, then, do (he German
workers run away from us. one
female worker said bitterly. Ironic
remarks flew from all shies. The
orator tried to defend himself. "It's
all lies, there is nothing worse than
the Soviet rule; our ktds always
throw it up to us that we chose
such a government ourselves", the
same woman retorted with extreme
sharpness. Of course, that Is only
an isolated incident but it shows
that, in the backward layers of the
proletariat the dissatisfaction at
times goes a long wav.

.

NEW ONE.
End of May 1933.
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Foreign Developments

After the Collapse of

the London Confab
The London Economic Confer-

ence, which opened less than two

months ago to the accomaniment

of a tremendous blast of publicity,

of ho[ies, promises and fears, lias

slipped quietly to an early grave.

International cooperation among
the competitive national organiza-

tions* of monopoly capitalism has

once again proved to be a Utopian

illusion, under which bankrupt dem-

eritey and aggressive Imperialism

can conceal their nakedness.

The keynote of the conference

was the antagonism between Amer-

ican ami British imperialism.

France utilized the conference as

a mobilization ground for its poli-

tical and financial allies. Germany,
which was in the i*>sition of mere-

ly asking tor concessions without

even 'the bluff of having anything

to offer, was completely shoved into

the background.

With the illusory hopes of com-

mon action thus shattered, national

policies must again pull in differ-

ent directions in accordance with

the special situations and needs of

monopoly 'capitalism in the differ-

ent countries. All the major pro-

blems have been left unsolved—in-

creasing production, dealing with

unemployment, markets, currency

stability. The efforts to solve them

by reestablishing the unity off the

worid market having failed, the

immediate next steps will undoubt-

edly further increase the dispropor-

tions and contradictions of the var-

ious sections of the world market,

arid the political expression of these

contradictions in preparation for

war.

Economic Trends in U. S.

The general background against

which these efforts are taking place

is one of mild improvement in the

crisis on its way into depression,

although nowhere is the improve-

ment taking place at such hyster-

ical speed as in the United States.

The upturn here would have had

to take on a violent character at

some point • if only because of the

extremely low poinds which had

been reached on the downward
swing of the crisis. A further

stimulating factor was the zigzag-

ging character of the course toward

inflation, which allowed both wild

speculative uprushes and also sev-

ere speculating setbacks, depending

upon the manner in which day-to-

day events allowed the government's

policy to be interpreted. Twice

during the past two months the

president had to intervene in a

falling speculative market with the

assurance that he had not given up
the idea of inflation.

On this policy, of course, Amer-

ica was unable to swing Europe
behind it ; the post-war experience

of most European countries was re-

cent enough to remind them what

a drastic surgical operation it con.

stitutes. With all the more enthu-

siasm, then, repulsed on the field

of international agreement, the

Roosevelt government jumped into

the activities of the National Re-

covery Administration, centralizing

and coordinating American capital-

ism on its national territory before

the next decisive leap at foreign

markets.

The British policy has been one
of aggressive competition for for-

eign trade on the basis of stabil-

ized currency and slow, definite in-

creases in price levels, production

and financial basis in gold reserve

and note circulation. The unexpect-

ed coup of the Argentine trade

agreement, the removal of the em-
bargo on Soviet trade, the steady

increases in tariffs, all point in

this direction. The reparation of

British money held abroad, and to

some extent an influx of foreign

short-term credits, have broadened
the financial basis of these opera-

tions and have reflected the will-

ingness of large sections of Euro-
pean capital to support England
in the due! with America.

France and Oie Crisis

In France, the situation is com-

plicated by the fact that the work
of liquidation and deflation, accom-
plished by the crisis in most ad-

vanced countries, has not been fully

achieved owing to a variety of

causes : the delay of more than a
year before the crisis actually be-

gan, the prompt adoption of gov-

ernmental measures to shut off

France from the world crisis by
trade restrictions and the mainten-
ance of domestic markets, the spe-

cial favors given to certain indus-

tries whereby they suffered less

from the crisis but the government
was burdened more, etc. The ap-

pearance of relative immunity from
the crisis brought in large amounts
of foreign capital for short-term
investment in France during 1931
and 1332, thus still further adding
to its apparent strength, but in

reality contributing a potential

element of great weakness. In in-

ternational capital loses its confid-

ence in the financial stability of
France, the French financial situa-

tion will prove to be very vulner-

able.

In. the meantime, the price level

within France remains high, while

wage-cuts in general Have not gone

as deep as in the United States or

•Germany. This however puts in-

creasing pressure on French capi-

talism, which will inevitably at-

tempt to force its burdens on to

the French proletariat and the

petty-bourgeoisie. The budget has

become unbalanced to a frigMen -

(Continued, on Page 4)

Hitler Executes Four

Altona Commuuists

The Nazi beast has struck again.

This time he has brought down
four heroic workers who took part

in the defense of the working-class

quarter of Altona, near Hamburg,
when the brown shirts invaded

them in a provocative parade last

year. The Hamburg workers, steel-

ed In the traditions of the fights

of 1919 a-nd 1921, bitterly resented

the invasion and drove the uniform-

ed gangsters out.

The authors of the Nazi mass-

acre were at that time condemned
to death the better to feed the

then democratic illusions of the

masses and conceal the prepartions

for Fascism that were going on
throughout the apparatus of the
Herman government. Now the

hypocritical mask of democratic
measures, can be cast aside. The
Nazi terrorists have been freed,

pardoned and treated as heroes.

The Communist workers who acted

in self-defense have been beheaded.

The last words of one of the four

beheaded comrades were : "The
death penalty is the largest honor

|

for a revolutionary."

USSR Accorded

Recognition by

Spanish Gov't.

Recognition of the U.S.S.R., by

Spain as cabled to the N«w York

Times is bailed by the Izv«stia as

a step taken when "the victory of

socialism in the Soviet Union had

been decided finally and without

argument." "The extension of the

international connections of the

U. S. S. R. is direct evidence of the

force ot socialism. Capitalist gov-

ernments are forced to reckon with

the i;. S. S. R. as a factor with

which for their own interest it la

better to live at peace."

To speak of the "victory of so-

cialism" as "decided finally", and
"it is better", for the capitalist, "to

live at peace", with the Soviet Un-

ion is to confuse the real state of

affairs and the danger of an imper-

ialist attack upon the Soviet Union.

Recognition does not flow from the

capitalist desire "to live at peace"

with the Soviet Union, not because

of the "victory of socialism". The
opposite is true.

The pressure of world conditions

in the decay stage of capitalism and
the quest for profits forces capital-

ist nations to trade with anyone,

even with the Soviet Union. The
Izvestia does not fool the capital-

ists with this kind of phrases. This

helps disarm the workers to dan-

gers to their own class and helps

the capitalists cover up their war
plans. The victory of Fascism in

Germany and the victory of Japan
in the East against China and the

Soviet Union places the Soviet Un-
ion In the most dangerous position

It has been in since the days of

open intervention and civil war.

The realignment of imperialist

forces since Hitler took power
forces the Soviet Union to make
amends with Poland, France, etc.

and now Spain. To cloak these

forced concessions as victories is

to prepare the way for greater mis-

takes and concessions.

Dissension in French S. P.
Right Wing Actual Victors - "Left" Compromises

The congress of the S. F. I. O:

(French Socialist Party) conclud-

ed after giving the Left wing an

absolute majority (2,197 votes)

over the Centrists (981 votes) and

the Right wing (753 votes) and also

over the 104 votes received for the

resolution of the Socialist Action.

1. The congress was opened

with a speech by Vandervelde, pre-

sident of the Labor and Socialist

International who begged the dele-

gates not to disrupt the unity of

their organization. The ex-minister

of the Belgian king epitomized the

confusion reigning in the leading

circles of the 2nd International.

This organization suffered a terri-

ble blow by the victory of Fascism

in Germany. AH the organizations,

in which the reformist leaders

placed so much trust, collapsed

without resistance like houses of

cards. It is worthless to hope that

I ho Vanderveldes and the Adiers

will condemn their own policies

;

after having dispensed with sever-

al German social democrats who
vainly tried to lick Htler's boots,

tliey recommend the Coue method
to their organizations : Have the de-

termination to remain united. But
events are stronger than Vander-

velde's tirades.

2. Split, more than ever before,

is first on the order ot the day.

From the time of the black-white

motions up till the declaration of

war by the Right wing after the

vote of censure hardly a month has
passed. The Right wing not only ex-

posed the conflict before the social-

ist and international party masses
but also before "republican and so-

cialist public opinion of this coun-

try". In other words, the unity of

the Socialist party retains only a
formal aspect ; each tendency is

opening the battle for influence over

the masses of the country. Under
these circumstances, the maneuvers
of each of the tendencies to shift

j

responsibility" for the split are
relatively secondary.

3. The Left wing won out in the

voting ; but the political advantage
of the congress was incontestably

gained by the Right wing. And it

is no wonder. Only the Right wing
was decisive, The Left wing, on
the contrary, in the process of evo-

lution, was split into numerous
tendencies and grouplets. Also, the

Right wing stated its program
clearly and frankly at the Con-
gress. It hid nothing, it spoke to

the whole country. We are not
politicians they said, but statesmen.

We are ready to give France an
authoritative government which
will assure internal order and the

security of the frontiers. The fact

that tfiat pronouncement was not

made in the old traditional verbi-

age caused a stir of "surprise" in

Blum's camp. In order to retain

their majority, the leaders of the

Left wing avoided all votes on the

question of power, of workers un-

ity, of the struggle against war.
The discussion on these subjects,

for the most part, bore a purely

academic character. All the con-

tradictions which were masked by
the mass vote against the parlia-

mentary group will come to the fore

on the mororw with more force

than ever before^

4. As we foresaw, it was on the

question of "national defense" that

the Right wing showed itself most
vociferous. In a secondary mat-
ter—denouncing an "Ignoble arti-

cle" by ltosenfeld against Paul-

Boncour, and among other things,

posing the problem of war in all

its amplitude, the threat of war'
from German Fascism—G. Weill!

and Renaudel stated categorically:'

No Disarmament of France in Face'

of Hitlerite Germany, national de-

fense can be organized not by leav-

ing the. ground of "August 4th" but'
rather by placing ourselves on that
ground without delay.

5. The extreme Left wing (So-

cialist Action) played an insigni-

ficant role at the Congress ; the
proposal for the expulsion of the
4 deputies received only 149 votes,

so that if we deduct the 104 votes
of the extreme Left, less than 5
percent of the Left wing was influ-

enced by the Socialist Action. There
is nothing extraordinary in this

—

it is a reflection of the damage
done by the Stalinists to the So-

(Continued on page 4)

N.y. Upholsterers

Strike Spreads

to New Shops

A spirit of militancy pervades

the upholsterers who are in their

second week of strike. Over fifty

shops, large and small, have already

responded to the call issued a week
ago, Thursday by local 7ii of the
American Federation of Labor. The
demands are for the 30 hour week
and the basic minimum wage of

$1.40 per hour. The manufacturers
association have failed to bring -the

strikers back into the shops with
promises to live up to the code, es-

pecially after the proposed condi-

tions of the code were made public

(44 hour week and 34c per hour).

A roar of laughter went up from
the men when this was read off

by Brother Moskowitz, chairman of

the strike committee. Code or no
code, the men are in no mood to

be tricked into any conditions be-

low those demanded by the strike.

Every day new shops are pulled.

The notoriously scabby Trade shop
on Long Island, the backbone of
the open shoppers, came down 100%.
With the determination the men are
now showing the strike is hound to

win.

In the midst of the solid spirit of

the men, however, is to be found
that apathy which is characteristic

of men who are corning into the
union and into the strike for the
first time. It is easier to, rely

upon leaders than to take active
responsibility yourself. Too much
work and responsibility is being
shoved upon a few individual at
the top. As a result, the struck
shops do not meet to consider the
particular plans of their shop.
The daily general strike meeting
is not sufficient. The particular
problems of (he individual shops
cannot be taken up there. For ex-
ample—the "farming out" of work
by Lewittes shop to a two by four
dump, which threatens to demoral-
ize the men of that shop, could
have been avoided if handled by
the shop committee. Also a closer
tab should be kept by tlte shop1

committees on the location and
activity of the men, so that at any
time the union could put its finger

on any sore spot.

Wo consider it our duty to ex-

press our opinion on the question
of pulling .signed shops during a
general strike. The general strike

takes precedence over all such
agreements. Strikers do not under-
stand why those union men who
called them on strike, themselves
go back to work on the basis of the
old agreement, and not on the basis
of the strike demands. The bosses

'

always break agreements when it

is to their advantage to do so.

Maison Art, for example, introduced
piece work into their shop in direct

violation of the agreement signed

,

last September with the union.

;

Greenpoint and others all violated
the agreement by paying single

time instead of time und a half for
'

overtime. A general strike of the!
trade in all cases takes precedence

'

over extent contracts. No work
\

should be produced in these shops,
j

What About the Industrial L'nionf,

The Industrial Union, with the!
calling of the general strike, has 1

adopted an eh tirely new set of
tactics. Knowing that the over-
whelming sentiment of the men is

for going into the A. F. of L., they
have adopted the policy of "help-
ing" the strike, under the slogan

'

of "unity with the rank and file",
j

In view of the cool reception that|
their strike demands got from the.
strikers, they changed them from.
$1 an hour and the 40 hour week,
to $1.15 an hour an<E the 35 houri
week. In this respect they are

'

still lagging behind the A. F. L. i

The excuse of not knowing what

(Continued on Page 4)

35,000 Pa. Mine Workers

Strike For Right of Union

Organization
Western Pennsylvania is again

aflame with a miner's revolt grow-
ing daily in sweep and scope. The
miners' wives from the outset join-

ed directly in the battle taking the
blows with their husbands and giv-
ing blows as the powerful picket

Leon Trotsky Moves
From Turkey to France

Comrade Leon Trotsky has final-

ly obtained permission from the
French Government to make a trip
for his health to Corsica and
Southern France where, he will

stay, for an indefinite period
Around these simple facts a number
of wild legends and conjectures
have been built, both by the bour-
geois and the Stalinist press. It

lias been stated for instance that
comrade Trotsky will be sent to the
United States, as first Soviet Am-
bassador, that he has made peace
with Stalin and Litvinoff that the
French government is willing to
have him because he will help them
against Hitler, etc.

It is not necessary to make any
special answer to all these rumors
except to point out that they are
completely devoid of a basis in
fact. When the Stalinists insinu-

ate, however, as in a recent issue
of the Daily Worker, that this is

the reward of the bourgeoisie for I

comrade Trotsky's services to them
]

against the Soviet Union on his
1

trip to Copenhagen last year, we
(Continued on Page 4)

line extended over a far flung terri-

tory. Death has taken its toll.

One miner is reported killed in

typical Pennsylvania steel trust

fashion ; shot down in cold blood

by company plug uglies while carry-

ing ihe American flag at the head
of a picket line. Several other
miners are expected to die from
wounds received and many are suf-

fering from lighter injuries.

The strike started in Fayette Co.,

Pennsylvania's darkest corner and
the scene of many labor battles.

It started as a direct challenge to

the H. C. Friek Coke Company for

the right of union organization.

This company is the largest pro-

ducer in the county and a subsidi-

ary of the United States Steel Cor-
poration. In its further sweep the
strike has embraced the adjacent
counties of Westmoreland, Alleg-

heny, Washington and Armstrong.
The latest reports estimate a total

of 35,000 miners involved. As it

spread the issue became more than
the one of right to union organi-

sation. It assumed the character,
even though there is no set of spe-
cific demands formulated, of a gen-
eral revolt against the intolerabis
open shop and semi-open shop con-
ditions imposed by the Pennsy-
lvania steel and coai barons.

It is significant that the strike

has also embraced the mines of the
Pittsburgh Terminal company which
now has a contract with the Uni-
ted Mine Workers. This company
was the very backbone of the on-

slaught which smashed the U. M.
W. in the lost strikes of 1027-28.

Later when the National Miners
Union made headway and led the
Western Pennsylvania strike in

Japan Provokes the Soviets
Criminal Stalinist Policies Weaken Soviet Resistance

Shanghai.—There is a lull in mili-

tary activities in North China fol-

lowing upon the conclusion of the

Tangku truce which leaves Japan
in virtual occupation of a huge
"demilitarized zone" flanking the
Great Wall. Japanese imperialism
is now drawing back preparatory

lo a fresh leap forward, and it is

commonly believed that their next
objective is Outer Mongolia, pos-
session of which would add to their

strategic advantages In the event
of war with the Soviet Union.

Out here, the view is widely held
that the Soviet position vis-a-vis

Japan and the entire imperialist
world has been greatly weakened
as a result of the capitulationist
policy pursued by Moscow, notably
in regard to the agreement to sell

the Chinese Eastern Railway. The
fist shaken menacingly in the face
of imperialism by Voroshiiov is no
longer taken seriously, since these
gestures are not borne out in prac-
tice. "Not an inch of our terri-

tory !" yell Stalin and Voroshiiov
in unison. But in the interests of
their "peace-loving policy" they
have adopted such a weak-kneed
attitude before the political and
military minions of the Mikado
that they have virtually lost the
entire Chinese Eastern Railway. If

the line were not sold n»w, it

'

would be seized. The negotiations'
going on In Tokyo are simply a
face-saver for Soviet diplomacy,
giving a formal character to a fait

accompli. Both Moscow and Tokyo

BACKGROUND OF THE NEWDEAL
By the developments toward the

much heralded national industrial

recovery, which have taken place so
far, it appears that the New Deaf
is getting en the way. Maybe this

should give us an opportunity to

determine just what this New Deal
is. Undoubtedly the general idea
behind it, the system of policies re-

presented by that name, are quite
clear. But the New Deal itself

will be fully estimated only when
it is put over and has become a
reality. Today the first steps are
being taken, it is set into motion,
and we must view it in motion to
forecast its final results. It Is

possible to say at the outset, how-
ever, that when finally put over,

the New Deal will loom up to the
working masses as something en-

tirely different from what it ap-
pears to be today.

To the same extent the working
class judgment will differ. Today
there seems to be an attitude, and
quite, understandably so, that any
change is sure to be for the better;
that at least cannot become any
worse. Many workers are even
captivated by illusions of special
benefits from the Industrial recoY-

'ery act and its industrial codes.

I

Tomorrow when its scope is known
we will find that the New Deal
lends itself well to other more
choice and more harsh names.

Crisis Creates New Conditions

One thing is certain ; the system
of policies centered around the in-

dustrial recovery efforts represents
something new, at least to the
extent that new conditions press
for new methods.^ The new condi-
tions are at hand*. The crisis in
its course of development laid the
basis for them. It offered the pos-
sibility of an immense reorganiza-
tion of the whoie national econ-
omic structure in preparation for
the next stage of the business cycle.
Now the problem is to step into
that stage and secure an upward
economic conjuncture. And it was
precisely at this point that many
of the old concepts and formulae
of capitalist business were found
not to fit the new conditions or
the n-w requirements. They were
discarded. At the same time new
ideas were sweeping the world,
catchy ideas, ideas of planned econ-
omy. Why not try to apply some

of them on a capitalist basis? And
so, it came about that the ideas

now identified with the New Deal'
are combined into a sort of a plan
aiming at the "organization" of
capitalism. A greater concentra-
tion and centralization of capital,
a more gigantic monopoly. It is

the proponents of "organized capi-
talism", appearing under the col-

lective name of the brain trust,
who are the moving forces behind
these ideas.

Capitalist Economy Reorganized

But before we look further into
the question of the industrial recov-
ery policies of the Roosevelt ad-
ministration and in order to gain
u be_tter understanding of them, it

is necessary to first examine their
background. As already mentioned,
a crisis becomes also a period of
.Capitalist readjustments. An imf-

mense reorganization of the whole
structure of American national
economy took place during the
crisis. With a view to the future,
this reorganization followed strict-
ly along the lines of the motive

(Contained on Faye 4)

know this, and China knows it

also, In the circumstances, it is

a foregone conclusion that Japan
will get the C. E. It. on her own
and not on Soviet terms. "Sell on
our terms or we will seize it—we

I

know you'll not fight to retain it

—this is the Japanese attitude.

Provocations by Japan
Japan is evidently so convinced

that the Soviet Union will not fight

in defense of her interests that
quite recently she took the bold
step of sending one of her war-
ships, the il. I. J. M. S. Tachikaze,
into Soviet territorial waters off

the Kamchatka coast allegedly to
investigate the shooting of three
Japanese fishermen in the region of
Cape Olga. The warship entered
the^e waters after permission for
ft to do so had been expressly re-

fused by Moscow.
Meanwhile Moscow, claiming to

have established the fact that three
Japanese fishermen were shot and
killed by Soviet coast guards near
Cape Olga, has tendered a cringing
apology to the Japanese govern-
ment, agreeing to mete out dire
punishment to the coast guards and
to compensate the families of those
killed. In the Soviet note on the
subject, however, no mention is

made of the fact that the fisher-

men were killed while trespassing
in Soviet waters—surely a mitigat-
ing circumstance! No, in the in-

terests of placating the Japanese
bandits the Moscow epigones take
upon themselves or, rather, upon
the unfortunate coastguards who
presumably were performing their
duty) the entire blame.
By way of contrast, the Japan-

ese foreign office returned a curtly
truculent reply to the Moscow pro-
test against the Japanese destroy-
er entering Soviet waters after be-
ing forbidden to do so.

Judging by past experience, it
is reasonable to suppose that the
Japanese imperialists will be fur-
ther encouraged by the kowtowing
attitude of Moscow. The day fol-
lowing the Soviet apology, three
Soviet fishing vessels were seized
by Japanese warships and their
crews placed under arrest on
charges of spying in the neighbor-
hood of the Kurile Islands. And
now inspired reports are appearing,
alleging discrimination against Jap-
anese shipping at Vladivostok, a
port which the Japanese imperial-
ists have long coveted. More and
graver situations may be expected,
and are expected. Thus Soviet
diplomacy a la Litvinov and com-
pany, expressed in action, is
bringing the Soviet Union nearer
to war with Japan—just the pre-
cise opposite of what is being aim-
ed at. Successive retreats before
the Japanese bandits (which began
In late 1331, when Japanese troops
were arbitrarily transported oyer<

(Continued on Page 3)

1930 the Pittsburgh Terminal Com-

pany again recognized the U. M. W.

and signed a sort of a contract,

though not one agreeable to the

men.

Test of Recovery Act

This strike is one of the many
expressions of working class atti-

tude under the national industrial

recovery efforts. It is a test in-

dicating that the working class is

ready to resume the offensive, not

relying upon the clauses of the re-

covery act but upon its own mass

power to inforce its right to union

organization and to gain better con-

ditions. While in progress, the

spokesmen for the steel trust at

Washington hypocritically elimin-

ated from their industrial code the

demand for company unions. Ob-

viously their intention was to rely

upon the police club and soldier

bayonets to maintain this demand
in practice. They have struck a

snag. The miners gave the answer

:

Up to this point, but no further.

On July 29 the Pennsplvania gov-

ernor dispatched National Guard
iroops to Fayette County—to "main-

lain order." How did the troops

discharge that duty? It became
the immediate signal for the H. C.

Friek Company to declare its mines
reopened, calling for scab labor and
pledged governmental protection. A
new bloody onslaught was launched

upon the miners led by the com-
pany's privately armed deputies, of

which the H. C. Friek Company is

said lo have—only 275. But de-

spite these heavy odds against the

workers they have stood their

ground. The mines remained idle,

the. strike spread.

Conditions in Fayette Coke Region
Between the black hills of Fay-

ette county lie dotted numerous of

the old type bee-hive coke ovens,

stretching their tow built structure

for bjocks with the rows of open
fires resembling miniature open-

hearth steel furnaces. Daily these
ovens belch out smoke blackening
everything in sight. A heavy pall

hangs over the little mining com-
munities. But that accounts fori

nothing compared to the heavy hand
of tht steel trust in evidence every-
where. Everything is company
owned, the soii, the miners homes,
the city and village administra-
tions, the stores in which the min-
ers make their purchases often In

company scrip as the only reward
received for their labor. The laws
laid down by the steel trust are in-

forced by their own "yellow dog"
deputies. For years the Fayette
county miners have been compelled
to work under these most revolting
conditions. It is these conditions
that the steel trust fights tooth and
nail t,o maintain.
Many attempts have been made

by these miners to organize a t«n-

ion as the only protection for their
rights. Often they were sold out
by the U. M. W. officials. We still

remember the dastardly sell-out of

the 1822 strike when John L. Lewis
signed the Cleveland agreement
leaving out 60,000 miners Of Fay-
ette and adjacent counties and
sacrificing their budding organiza-
tion. The miners were caught in a
death trap; but they have been
lighting on ever since. Now again
they are joining the U. M. W-
What Does this Strike Indicate?

There is much to be learned from
this present Pennsylvania miners'
strike. It is offensive in its charac-
ter. Perhaps that is its greatest
significance. In that sense it is

very indicative for the future, par-
ticularly when viewed in connec-
tion with many other strikes
throughout the country, smaller
but similar in character. Does it

not bring eloquent testimony to the
conclusion which we have drawn
long ago that in the stage of re-

covery efforts the class struggle t

boiu-d to increase in intensity? In
its further development these strug-
gles are just as sure to immensely
sharpen the class distinctions in
the United States and serve to lead
the workers toward political con-
sciousness as a class.

The strike also indicates that
during the recovery period there
will bo a decisive trend of the work-
ing masses toward union organiza-
tion. The stream will head toward
the conservative unions despite all
their failures and betrayals. Per-
haps one can say that in the Penn-
sylvania mine fields there is today
no other union in existence anyway.
That is true. The National Miners
Union by its utterly false policies
and methods long ago forfeited its
right to existence and passed out
of oblivion. But that only so much
more proves the point and indicates
the future trend. To keep abreast
with that trend the Left wing must
now take up in earnest the problem
of lodging itself within the mass
unions, _a, g.
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Lessons of the

United Front

LEAGUE ACTIVITIES

(Continued from last issue)

THE FRAME WORK
OF THE UNITED FKONT

In the consideration of tho uni-

ted front one must not only know
the Leninist concept. One must,

above all, apply tills to objective

conditions, and the frame work of

the working class and its organiza-

tions.

Local, sectional* national and in-

ternational united front action arc

complicated In their application.

Defensive and offensive struggles

call for different modes of work-

ing class motion, just as periods of

reaction, reform and revolution do.

The immediate objective must at

no time be isolated and separated

from the direction of the objective

t: e Marxian is heading for.

THE REFORMIST REFUSAL
OR ACCEPTANCE OF THE
UNITED FRONT
The proper application of the

united front tactic is a winning one

for the revolutionist regardless of

the acceptance or refusal of the re-

formist leaders. The degree of tho

gain will be altered by the position

taken by the misieaders. However,

In turn, the position of the mis-

leaders' In refusing or accepting

does not rest within their own
hands. Their refusal or acceptance

In the last analysis rests In the

hands of the pressure of their

rank and file. Insufficient pressure

will enable the fakers to refuse

and strong pressure will compel

tie mlsleaders to accept or stand

exposed. This does not mean we
revert to united front from below.

We Increase the PRESSURE from

below, upon the organization to

force them into the united front.

If the leadership is able to pre-

vent the organization from joining

the united front we expose such a

leadership, not through slander but

through political criticism. If the

pressure is sufficient to force the

leaders into the united front and
"If" their program is not to the

interest of the working class and
their action opposed to working

class interest than we EXPOSE
THEM IN ACTION as part of the

united front. A Marxist can ex-

pose "an opportunist and reformist

If they refuse action. It is far

better and a more thorough Job of

exposure if it is done In action.

Workers do not have illusions

only about certain mlsleaders in

whom they still have faith. They

also have many illusions about

capitalism. In action, around the

united front, the twofold process of

disillusionment in misieaders and

in the capitalist system can he de-

veloped. Only Marxian revolution*

ists can stand this acid test.

CALLING THE UNITED FRONT
The calling of the united front

is not, the simple task of sending

a letter to all working class organi-

zations. Many Right wing secret-

aries wilt throw the communication

in the basket and the organization

will in no way have knowledge of

the projected united front. After

it Is decided to call a united front

and before the provisional commit-

tee (whatever may be its composi-

tion) sends out the call those tak-

ing the initiative should organize

their own forces to bring pressure

from below on all other organiza-

tions and especially in the organi-

sations that have labor fakers at

the head. The rank and file of

those taking the initiative must

know about the call and its objec-

tive. They must set to work pre-

paring the ground work for the

call so when it is sent to all tho

working class organizations there

is sufficient pressure from below to

force as many organlaztions as pos-

sible Into united working class ac-

tion. Continued effort must be

made to bring those organizations

In the united front that at first re-

fuse. Political exposure of those

organizations! must be carried on.

UNITED FRONTS THAT EX-
CLUDE COMMUNISTS OR
HAVE WRONG PROGRAME
There are many types of reform-

ers who endeavor to carry on uni-

ted front action between reformist

organizations and exclude the Com-

munists In order to keep the con-

ference and action respectable. The
relation of the Communist to this

policy of exclusion should be that

of breaking Into th© conference.

This refers to united front action

on immediate demands. We will

consider all factors Involved more

than once before breaking into a

parliamentary united front action

of reformists.

The second question cr Import-

ance in such a united front called

bv reformists is the question of

what kind of a draft program they

have presented. We must enter

to oppose their class collaboration

policy with a policy of class strug-

gle. If we pass the first line trench

and are seated but do not succeed

in shaping the immediate demands

into a program of action and ela*3

struggle we should not servo on the

Executive Committee elected to

carry out the reformist, abstract'

anti-working class, opportunist pro-

gram-
of the united front.

The third important relationship

to consider Is the relationship of

oar entrance into a united front

that is dominated by forces that

adopt a fundamentally wrong pro-

gram of action such as the Amster-

dam Congress of the Stalinists or

the Washington Continental Con-

gress of the reformists. Under

such a circumstance we expose

A Report from the

Middle West
Davenport,. Iowa.—The following

is a report on activities in the tri-

eities (Davenport, Muscatine and
iioek Island) and throughout the

state of Iowa

:

.\'o doubt you are aware that

the Unemployed Union which was
organized on our initiative was
luiieii away from us and we were

expelled as the result or a combina-

tion of tne party leaders and some
unscrupulous leaders formed in a,

laclioji itsaiitet us. The Unemploy-

ed Union then changed its name to

the Cooperative League and became
atliliatwl with the A. F. of L. The
L'nenii>lo.ved Council was complete-

ly liquidated. And today a light has

inokcii out between the A. 1*. of L.

leadership and the party. It is

doubtful as to the outcome.

Mow as to the activities of the

party. In Davenport they are do-

ling very little. In Bust Molluo

cr Moliue the Unemployed Council

has been more or less captured by

,i reactionary element, according to

our in format ion. The party has
organized a Workers School which

. '.a not making very much progress.

The united front which they organ-

ized last inuring blew up. No direct

buueiits were reaped as a result of

ilie '"change" of policy of the na-

lional leadership of the party on
Hie united front Now as to tho

A. F. of L.—A-s a result of the

industrial Recovery Act they are

sweeping the three cities and or-

ganizing local union after local

union.

Muscatine

In Muscatine the party is prac-

tically non-existent although they

have about nine members who do
nothing. The party makes no ef-

forts to educate such good elements

as are in its ranks. The Unem-
ployed Council exists only on pa-

per. The Citizens Employed and
Unemployed League has stopped
functioning. We have some con-

tacts in this city. Through them
we will organize some open air

meetings and try, in the very near
iiiinre, to round up some of the

elements that have ceased function-

ing in tiie party to form some sort

of an educational group which will

expound our ideas.

There is very little unemployment
in Muscatine at this time due to

the pick-up in the button industry

which is working full blast. It

would be very easy to organize a
button workers union hut the party
has made no effort to do so. I am
sine that tho A. F. of L. will do it

in the near future.

Dcs Moines

The party got a very good start

in this region but has isolated it-

self due fo incorrect policies. There

are about six Unemployed Leagues
in the city. The party's Unemploy-
ed Council is non-existent. The
I. L. IX never meets though
they have some thirty or

forty members on paper. While I

was (here a petition was circulated

demanding that the branch meet
and that the organizer be forced

to call the meeting. The party
had a chance to organize the cem-
ent workers tint due to their asin-

ine methods they all went over to

the A. F. of L.

The workers in Des Moines are

more interested in meetings and

lectures than I have seen anywhere

in the state. Hundreds gather on

the river front in front of the lib-

rary and hear ali kinds of speeches.

The party is unable to make any

impression on them. I was there

for two weeks and held six open

air meetings arranged by our sym-

pathizers. It was claimed by ev-

eryone that they were the biggest

and most interesting meetings held.

I had a debate with an 1. W. W.

on tactics and policies. It was very

well received. I had a debate with

a socialist on the Industrial Re-

covery Act where the biggest crwd

attended this summer. In both of

these debates our group made a

very good impression and was con-

gratulated by the workers.

The different industries in the

city of Des Moines seem to be pick-

ing up. If we can keep up our

open air meetings and agitation in

l>es Moines there is no doubt that

we can organise a group. We have
spoken to many party members who
are very friendly and we have met
many times till late at night....

The Wobblies are trying to make
headway in Des Moines. The A.

F. of L. has chartered several locals

through the use of the N. I. R. A.

The following is the situation in

the mining regions of Iowa : The
U. M. W. A. officials got the miners

a 22 1-2 wage cut. This was done
without a vote of the membership.

The minors are very much disatis-

fied. Fourteen or fifteen local un-

ions have already endorsed a call

for a special district convention.

Only sixteen locals are needed for

this purpose. Meetings of miners
are being held all over the district

by opiiosition forces who are more
or less corrupted by the influence

of one time office holders within
their ranks. Many old party mem-
bers, especially south Slavs, are in

the mines around Iowa. The party

thus far has done nothing to cry-

stallize a Left wing within the

miners union.

Council Bluffs

Here where a year and a half

ago we had a splendid movement
nothing exists now of the party or

(he Unemployed Council of the party
except a few former disgusted party

members. The party organizer does
not even bother to do anything at

all.

The A. F. of L. has organized a
Worker's Protective Association for

the Unemployed which they claim

has 2,500 members. .. .We have
plenty of contacts In Council Bluffs

which could be worked up if some-
one were permanently located in

this territory.

Omaha
The party has moved the office

of District 10 to this city. Many
comrades are out of the movement
who used to be the most active. We
have many contacts with the old
party comrades but they all seem
to be demoralized and disgusted...
The socialist party and the Y. P. S.

L. are making big headway in

Omaha.
Lincoln, and Sioux City

Lincoln, Nebraska and Sioux City
are the most promising bright
spots of the party. After consider-
able time in which nothing was
done the party has been able to
organize a big unemployed move-

i ment. This was mainly due to the
activities of the local comrades who
worke^ on their own initiative. The
whoie branch in Lincoln is very
friendly to the Left Opposition.

Sioux City except that many com-
rades have been expelled from the

party.

General Conditions

The noticable thing about gener-

al conditions existing around this

region is that there seems to be

a general revival of industry as to

the number of workers being em-
ployed. And secondly that the A.

F. of L. appears to be making con-

siderable gains. On the other

hand, the party is absolutely floun-

dering about not knowing what to

do. Many bright opportunities ex-

ist for the Left Opposition in this

territory. —GEO. J. PAPCUN.

Opportunism in

N.y.FoodUuion
The whole recent policy of the

Stalinist, leadership in the Food
Workers Industrial Union consti-

tutes a sharp zigzag to the right,

which has resulted in great demor-
alization among the workers. It is

hard to say whether this is a Left-

wing or a Right-wing union, in

by the FW1U the 00-hour week with
practice. In some shops organized

wages as low as $12 prevails.

Still more outstanding is the re-

cent action in the strike at the

Savarin Cafeteria at 7th Avenue
and 3QtU Street, in the heart of the

garment center, a Left-wing stamp-
ing ground. When the strike was
called, the Daily Worker announc-

ed that all workers would join to

smash the injunction, which had
been the main weapon of the bosses.

The strike lasted two weeks—noth-

ing was accomplished.

At the last membership meeting
qf the F-WIU comrade Kramberg,
organizer, gave a lengthy report on
the achievements of the union in

recent weeks. He told about the
gains in membership, and the set-

tlements with various shops. He
criticized the past "extreme revolu-

tionary" policy of the union and
quoted, w ith approval, what the

bosses were saying, "You are good
lighters but bad settlers". "They
are right", he added, "we do not
know how to accept a good oppor-
tunity for a settlement when we
have one". He pointed out that
one must take account of the crisis

in making settlements, that of

course one could not get as good
terms as during the prosperity per-

iod. This is how lie justified ac-

cepting terms that were no better

than those of the open shops.

A worker brought up on the floor

the question of the Savarin settle-

ment, and workers df that shop
expressed their objections to the
terms. These were : wages raised

]
fro;ii 12 1-2 to 25 cents an hour,
and only three hours daily, in

I

other words, 7;i cents a day. This
is less than the reforestration camp
wage scale ! Three workers were
to be taken on as extras under
this scale, another was to be raised

$2 a week. Nothing whatever was
done for the other workers who
were left outside of the union, as
there was no recognition of the
shop committee or of the union,
Nothing was said about the injunc-
tion of 1021) which still prevails,

and can be used again should the
FWIU attempt to reorganize the
shop.. On the basis of this injunc-
tion 18 workers were arrested dur-
ing the strike, which lasted two
weeks.

The following fact alone shows

The Savarin boss, taking advantage

of the opportunity, has put up a

sigu in the window which is very

trickly worded and reads, "The
Strike Has Been Settled ,WHh the

Union". This alone gives a black

eye to the wlhjjle policy of the

Stalinist leadership with its slogan

of a 'flexible policy", which is

nothing but a Right-wing policy.

The only thing that made it pos-

sible for the leadership to act in

this way was the fact that many
militant workers have been discour-

aged, and have left or joined the

A. F. L. union. Those who remain-

ed have been terrorized by the

threat of being thrown out of their

jobs and discriminted against.

There are actual cases where this

has happened.

This membership meeeting, called

to celebrate the "victories" recent-

ly gained, attracted an attendance

of only uO or 00 workrs, which suf-

ficiently proves the emptiness of the

boasts of victory. The members
are not even interested enough to

show up.

The Right-wing poison has crept

through the whole life of the union.

At the cooperative camps, only the

kitchen men are members of the

FWIU, and get $15 a week. The
others are so-called "voluntary"
workers, not members of any union,

and get only $3 a week.

The. situation in this union must
be thoroughly exposed and cleared

up in order to stop this degenera-

tion.

—A FOOD WORKER.

Banks in Support

of N.I.R.A.

IK THE PARTY

In the name of patriotism with

the flag wrapped around themselves
eleven large New York banks have
issued a statement pledging help to'

the NRA by financing the produc-j

tion of goods. The statement says
in part: "One of th© principle func-

tions of the banks is to finance the

production and distribution of raw
materials, food products and goods.

Commercial loans made for these

purposes are among the most desir-'

able loans which a bank, can make.

'

Such loans should be granted, of

course, only* where the credit of :

the borrowers justifies it, and each
loan must be considered on its own
merits,—We believe that in this

'

manner the banks can and will he'

of the greatest help in assisting to

a successful issue the President's
industrial recovery plan." i

In other words, where safe and
sound loans can be made on the
financing of production, the bankers
will give their undying support.
The bankers, like the other sections
of the large capitalists are in ai
mad scramble to pile up profits,

j

The logical outcome of the NRA'
will be the accumulation of capital
in fewer hands ; with a lower stan-
dard of living and more misery for

the working class. The patriotic
action of the bonkers to help them-
selves is no different from the pa-
triotic action of any band of rob-
bers in any period of the history
of class society.

CHICAGO PICNIC
FRIENDS OF THE MILITANT

CLUB
Sunday, August 6, 1933

FOREST PRESERVES
'Western and 87th Street

South East Side
Come and bring your friends along!

from within the conference if we

.

are allowed into the conference and!
expose a correct program against!

theirs. Itnt we do not enter the

Kxecutive Committee elected.

THE FORM OF THE
UNITED FRONT
The united front is not only a

question of local, national or in-'

ttrnutional unity, and is not a ques-

tion of unity between organiza-

tions or political tendencies to con-

stitute a I^efr wing in a trade un-
ion fight, etc. It Is also a question
of organizational development to a
higher stage.

The organizational development
uf the united front can take on

a varied number of forms. Tem-
jiorary agreements between organi-

zations on one or several demands
or a bloc in struggle that jovers

a whole series of demands and ac-

tions, or a federation as a crystal-

ized higher form of the united
front which deals with one phase
of the class struggle, etc., or the
Soviet, which is the highest form
of the united front action of the
working class. The Soviet as an
organization in itself passes through
a whole series of stages of devel-

opment.
PLANS AND PROGANADA

Delegates do not come to united
front conference to hear propag-
anda speeches. The leaders as
well as the delegates who take the
Moor must be instructed to save
their propaganda sjieeches to use
on those workers outside of tho
united front who have not yet been
won over to our action.

Delegates must confine their

arguments, and those m charge of

the conference must set the key-

note on the question of program
and how to carry out the program
adopted. What to do and how to

do it, is the job of the convention,
not propaganda speeches. The de-

legates should not have to be pro-
pagandized.

IMMEDIATE DEMANDS AND
ULTIMATE DEMANDS
United fronts are not passive

agreements. United fronts can be
only temporary alliances of differ-

ent organizations in action upon
immediate demands. Communists
cannot form a permanent body with
reformists to fight war or over-

throw capitalism. Such can be a

Latest Developments in the Textile Industry
Uncle Sam is vitally concerned'

with the sfck textile industry and!
has shown this concern by first ap-i
proving the textile code. Now the'
other sections of the industry are*
submitting codes. In the meantime
wide, discontent and strike strug-]
gles are taking place throughout'
the industry. At the same time'
thousands of illusioned workers are
joining the A. F. I,., controlled by
Associated and the United Textile
Workers. These workers are pro-
mised almost anything under tho
Industrial Recovery Act. An equal
number ot seasoned strikers will
have "nothing to do with the U. T.
M., that is discredited from one
end of the industry to the other.

On the other hand, the National
Textile Workers Union is facing
the new situation in the midst of
the T. II. U. L. confusion, which
reflects itself in the hopeless policy
of the N. T. W. U. Many workers
refuse to join the N T. W. U- This
is the reward of the third period
blunders in particular and the
Stalinist revisionism in general.

In Salem, Mass., the N. T. W. U.
organizers were forced to organize
an independent union. In Paterson
the N. T. W. II. are forced to or-
ganize the warpers they have in-

fluence over, into an independent

merger of different organizations

and political tendencies into one
political organization. Ope does

form a united front on concrete
Issues relating to war and the over-
throw of capitalism as temporary
agreements in action.

On the other hand, the Marxists

does not enter the united front for-

getting the ultimate demands. The
revolutionists always has in mind
the relation of the immediate de-

mand to the ultimate demand. The
proper connection of the two, dis-

tinguishes the revolutionist from
the reformist.

(To be continued)

—HUGO OEHLER.

union because the warpers refuse
to join the N. T. W. U. and the dis-

credited U. T. W. Why are the
Stalinists with the "revolutionary"
N. T. W. U. forced to organize the
workers into independent unions?
It Is an attempt of the Stalinists

to meet the new situation and
change their old wrong policy while
they straddle the fence and wait
for the Cleveland Muste-Staltnlst
conference to "answer" the burning
question of trade union taetles.

While the Stalinists wait for the
Cleveland conference the labor
skates are reaping the harvest.

The Stalinists do not even have
sense enough to call for a Left
wing in the Associated, which can-
not l>e classified as a 100 percent
A. F. L. union.

The A. F. L. leaders of the As-
sociated are calling for a 30 hour
week, $3C a week and a two loom
system for the silk code. The N.
T. W. U. Is calling fr a 40 hour
maximum, a 30 hour minimum; a
$23 weekly wage, social Insurance
and a fl'000 yearly guarantee. In
fighting the capitalist's silk code,
as is the case with other codes,
the Stalinists of the N. T. W. U.
allow the A. F. L. leaders to pre-
sent more radical demands. The
Stalinists of the T U. U. L. have
been trailing behind the A. F. L.
leaders in every industry on the
question of demands. Ultra-Leftists
must be criticized for exaggerated
demands but social reformers, fol-

lowing In the wake of the promises
of the Booseveit reform must be ex-
posed with different tactics. We
must "emprcmise" with the reform-
ers on their exaggerated demands
and point out the facts. We ex-
pose the labor scaba in action. We
prove to tie workers that the labor

"leaders" are giving lip service

while the Communists fight for the

interests of the class. We must not
allow the reformers and A. F. L.,

labor fakers to lead tn working
class demands. The Stalinists not

only trail behind the social reform-

ers demand for the 80 hour week;

they trail behind the Roosevelt
blanket code calling for 35 hours
a week. The slogan for the six
hour day the rive day week, witli

increase la pay is a realistic de-

mand at this stage of the American
class struggle.

The A-ssociated Is calling a gen-
eral strike of the silk workers in

Paterson when the hearing takes
place, on the silk code in, Washing-
ton. The Lett wing must put life

into the paper talk and phrases
about a strike ; otherwise the A.
F. L., leaders will have a free hand
in helping the capitalist and their
government in putting over another
slave code. Of course, the Stalin-
ists have not yet stopped playing
with their paper organizations and
have not yet sent their forces into
the A. F. L., where the relation of
forces have demanded this tactic.

It is up to the other class conscious
workers and the Left Opposition
to carry on this work.

If flrganiited labor has sufficient
fortes and if the Left wing can
influence strikes called when the
codes are being considered, a power-
ful weapon will be at hand to force
concessions from the capitalists,
their government and their labor
agents.

A left wing must be built in the
Associated and a minority must be
organized in the N. T. W. U. The
two must coordinate their work
against the A. F. L. misieaders on
the one hand, and the Stalinist
blunders on the other hand. Where

'

the U. T. ,W. has numerous workers
we must organize a Left wing. We
must fight for one union in the In-

1

dustry. Out of the struggles, the!
Independent unions that will spring;
up, out of the Left wing of the
U. T. W. and the N. T. W. U. a
new and powerful union can be
built. This Is the most likely var-

iant, but it is not the only possible

variant. Much will depend upon

'

the policy and action of the Left
''

wing foroos NOW. The Stalinists
are already failing, to measure up
to the task. —H, O. I

Lydi* Bcidel Expelled

from Chicago Dist.

The expulsion campaign of the

Party in Chicago continues un-

abated.Starting with the recent ex-

pulsion of a half dozen Y. C. L.'ers

there soon followed the'oxpulsion of

Albert Coldman. Now the latest

expulsion is that of a comrade with

j curs behind her in the Party.

(Note : All quotations used are

accurate, being taken from a

stenographic record of events at

the meeting on July G. 1933.)

All the members in .Section Seven
Chicago wore enHed together—to
discuss. Beforehand nobody was
told what should tie discussed' but

the bureaucracy evidently had some-
thing new to blame on the member-
ship.

A certain unfortunate party mem-
ber, .who had been a member even
in the ancient and forgotten days
when Iienin was alive, had began
to think on things in general and
on Germany and Chicago in parti-

cular and had begun to doubt and
had expressed these thoughts and
doubts to some youths, who had
been thereby iunoeulated with the

virus of criticism. And so,. this un-

fortunate party member had been
told—deviously and also directly by
all those who had power—that her
days within the party were definite-

ly numbered (to seven at the most).

Now this unfortunate comrade
bad once heard—hut that was also
in the ancient days when Lenin
was still alive—-about various my-
sterious concepts called democratic
centralism, [jarfy democracy liol-

shevisk self-criticism and freedom
of discussion: and in her foolish-

ness she hoped to invoke those now
in her hour of need, forgetting that
all others who had also heard of

these concepts and spoken in their
name had been driven into exile.

And so she thought of a plan.

Many times had their comrade
seen what happened when those
who thought tried to speak. So
she pat her thoughts on three long
sheets of paper and made fifty

copies of each sheet and put (hem
into ,(. tirietca.se and went to the
meeting which was called to dis-

cuss.

All evening the bureaucracy flay-

ed the membership, abusing them
for everything done and undone,
and being self-critical according to

their lights. The Communist party
was not functioning well ; there
was a four-year old crisis at hand
and the party had not yet been
able to make anything of it. By
eleven o'clock it was clear to

everyone that soinfcthing was wrong;
but, despite the loudness df the
loud voices and the plainness of
the denunciation of the membership
by the bureaucracy' nobody knew
exactly what was wrong.

Then the unfortunate comrade
stood up with her briefcase before
the membership of her section (of

whicjt she had once been organizer,
and where she was well known as
an active and competent agitator
and organizer], she began to avail
herself of the three minutes allot-

ted to her to explain her differences
with the bureaucracy, and to de-
fend herself against her imminent
expulsion. She very meekly sug-
gested that maybe abuse of the
membership would not help so much
as an analysis of policies and tac-
tics, .and then made so bold as to
mention Germany. From then on
things happened fast.

"Germany is not under discus-
sion. I move this comrade be for-

bidden to continue." This like

machine-gun fire from one Fergu-
son, who for years had sat at the
feet of Kuusinnen and knows about
many, things' including the invin-
cibility of the party line. And in a
grand reflex came the seconds from
her henchmen.

"Very well", said the unfortunate
comrade, "I expected this. So I

wrote my speech and here it is."

And she proceeded to pass out the
three long sheets in fifty copies
each. And it is amazing to record
that the great political maneuverers
there present lost fully three min-
utes before they could react and
grasp the matter at hand.

At this point the atmosphere
was rent by the piercing shriek of
District Agitprop Director Shields.
"What is this ! ? Stop her, stop her i

Sho'e passing out a document!" And
her valiant lieutenant Ferguson
opened up and emitted, "comrades,
we forbid you to read this state-
ment. It's a counter-revolutionary
document. It is a platform against
the party. Hand every copy up here
to me. You are forbidden to read
it." And the copies began forth-
with to disappear from circulation
although only three found their way
to the desk of the bureaucracy.

Then stood up Agitprop Shields:
"This comrade," she shrieked, "is
expelled from the Communist party,
and .her statement Is counter-rev-
olutionary."

"But", said the unfortunate com-
rade from the back of the room,
"You can't expel me and I was
never told that anyone else had
done it."

"Shut up!" said this leader of the
revolutionary proletariat, "if you
want to talk, go before the Control
Committee and talk your head off,

but the membership will not listen
to your counter-revolutionary
speeches."

Then stood up a new comrade,
whe seemed to be distressed, since
he always had a very high opinion
of the unfortunate comrade. "But
I'd like to ask'" he said, "why isn't

the comrade allowed to express her
opinion, oven If it's wrong? I don't

seem to understand this, but maybe
that's because I'm new in the
party."

"This comrade cannot speak here.

She has counter-revolutionary in-

tentions. She is looking for an
audience. I^t her talk to the Sec-
retariat ; they'll settle her." It

was the High-Priestess of dem-
ocratic centrism and freedom of
discussion, Agitprop Shields.

Another bewildered comrade
spoke tip: "If this comrade has
been expelled from the party, why
is she here? Why was she allowed
into the meeting?" Hut the bureau-
cracy has never yet missed an ans-
wer. "Iter unit organiser was not
notified of her expulsion, and he
invited her." Ferguson rose to the
occasion this time' but she failed

to explain why the omniscient, sec-

tion bureaucracy itself was so lax
about adtuitlini; expelled members.
(It might be said, parenthetically,
for the benefit, of others who were
party members while Lenin was
still alive, that on other occasions.
Section Organizer Ferguson, aided
anil abetted by IVistrict Agitprop
Shields, summarily expelled mem-
bers of the section at membership
meetings.

)

Came then some lont;-winded ami
highly Intricate "enlistment" on
the German Situation and the
!'nited Front, which looked a great
deal to the unfortunate comrade like
an ideological hypodermic, especial-
1 j- w hen ....

"Ilurnth! Hurrah!" burst out
the victimized membership, "The
German party was not defeated."

And hurrah, hurr.-ib. the ugly
iiead of con liter-revolution bad been
crushed in Section seven.

Thus ended the meeting that was
called to discuss things.

Bosses Propose

Starving Schools

The April 1031! issue of the Am-
erican Tewlier, official organ of the
American Federation of Teachers
in the A. F. of L.' lists twenty re-

commendations for economy in

education sent out by the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce to all cham-
bers of Commerce in the United
States.

"(4] Postponement of new capi-
tal outlay for buildings and replace-
ments; (8) Shorten schood day one
hour; (9) Increase size of classes;
(10) Increase teaching hours; (12)
Suspend automatic increase of sal-

aries; (13] Rednca tion in teachers
salaries not to exceed 10 percent;
(14) Shorten school year not to
exceed 12 per cent; (Ifi) Discon-
tinue evening classes; (16) Discon-
tinue kindergartens; (17) Reduce
elementary school curriculnms by
consideration from eight to seven
years

; ( 18 ) Reduce high school
curriculums by consolidation
from four to three years; (19)
Transfer one-third of cost of in-
struction above high school levels
from taxpayer to pupil; (20) Im-
pose a fee on high school students."

This program is already being
carried out. In Ohio, California
and other states the school year has
been cut ; in some states drastical-
ly. In New York City and else-
where salaries have been cut: in
some places more than once and
more than ten per cent. New build-
ing is virtually at a standstill.
Classes have been increased in sizo
all over. Similarly with the other
items in this bill of particulars.

It is clear at a glance that the
burden of this economy will fall on
the teachers and pupils. The
teachers have already begun to
straggle against It. The militant
demonstrations in Chicago and the
protests and activities of the Left
wing in the Teachers Union in New
York are laying the foundations
for a teachers movement in the
United States.

But the scope of the Chamber
of Commerce economy proposals
transcends tiie interests of the
teachers as teachers. It Is an in-
tegral part of the attack of the
capitalist class on the working
class. In New York City the back-
bone of the organized labor move-
ment are the Building Trades. They
have a direct and immediate inter-
est in new school construction.
Imposing fees on high school stu-
dents increases the cost of living
for the workers. Increase in the
size of classes places hardships on
the children.

Under capitalism labor struggles
to assimilate the culture which
science and the arts place at the
disposal of society. The labor
movement has to fight the poison-
ous ideology which the capitalists
inculcate in working class children
in the schools. In the United States
labor has a stake in tiie preserva-
tion and extension of the free
school system.

This economy move on tho part
of the capitalist class is a reac-
tionary one. The teachers by them-
selves will not, cannot be success-
ful in defeating it. The experience
of the Chicago teachers proves
this. They must ally themselves
with the working class movement.
The teachers movement must steer
in this direction.

—T. STAMM.

All comrades sending in news
reports and. articles for publication
In the Militant are requested to
type their copy on one aide of tbt>

pag», triple spaced. Clean copy in
the original saves much valuable
time. Help the Militant staff! The
MUrtaot is your paper!
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The Left Socialists and Our Tasks
At the present time the social

democracy is everywhere passing

through an acute crisis. In a num-
ber of countries more or less im-

portant Left wings have already

separated themselves from the so-

cial democratic parties. This pro-

cess flows from the whole situation.

That it has not yet taken on a

more developed oharacter is due
to the mistakes of the Stalinist

bureaucracy. It puts a brake on
the internal differentiation in the
ranks of reformism and closes the

door of Communism to the revolu-

tionary wing. The appearance of

independent socialist parties as

well as autonomous organizations,

is a vote of direct and deserving
defiance to the address of the C. I.

The Stalinist bureaucra*cy calls

the independent socialist organiza-
tions "Left social Fascists", the

most dangerous of all. That was
especially its attitude towards the

S. A. P. unexpectedly, after the

5th of March, and with extraord-
inary attention the C. I. met with
the British "Left social Fascists"

as represented by the Independent
Labor Party (the I. L. P.), once
morj; revealing how great its con-
fusion is in face of the decomposi-
tion of the social democracy, which
unfortunately coincides with Its

own decomposition.
The International Left Opposition

faces a new task: to accelerate the
evolution of the Left Socialist or-

ganizations toward Communism, by
Injecting its ideas and its experi-
ence into this process. There is no
time to lose : if the independent
socialist organizations remain in

their present amorphous state for
a long period of time they will dis-

integrate : the political tasks of our
('I>och are so acute, the pressure of
hostile classes so powerful—to
this it *is necessary to add the
intrigues of the reformist bureau-
cracy on the one hand, and the
Stalinist bureaucracy on the other

—

that only a powerful Ideological
bond on the unshakable basis of

Marxism can assure the revolution-
ary organization the ability to
maintain itself against the hostile

currents and to lead the proletar-
ian vanguard to a new revolution-
ary epoch.

The new situation facing the Left
Opposition, unfolding new oppor-
tunities, poses new tasks to it. Up
till now we have recruited mem-
bers chiefly on the basis of In-

dividual select on. This was an
absolutely inevitable stage, to that
degree where the conservative cen-
trist bureaucracy made impossible
the direct and immediate influence
of our" ideas on the Communist
parties in their entirety. It would
evidently be a very big mistake to
think that we have drawn from the
official parties nil that can be
drawn from them. On the con-
trary, the passage of entire units
and local organizations to the Left
Opposition, etc., is still ahead of
us. But our influence on the mass
workers organizations cannot be
achieved according to an order
dictated beforehand. With a vigil-
ant eye we must follow the live

processes in all the workers organi-
zations, so as to be able at the
opportune moment to concentrate
our attention in that field which
promises of the most success.

The independent socialist organi-

zations or the Left Oppositionist
factions within the social dem-
ocracy are either avowedly centrist

organizations or they contain with-
in their ranks itrong centrist tend-

j

encies or survivals. Their positive

sidel ies in that under the influence

!

of historic blows received by them'
they develop in a revolutionary dlr-|

ection. For us to seriously ap-l

proach these organizations on a
\

clear principled basis will signify

a new chapter in the development
of the Loft Opposition and thereby
of the rebirth ot revolutionary
Marxism in the world workers
movement. A great international
revolutionary organization inspired

by the ideas of the Left Opposition
would become a center of attrac-

tion, for the proletarian elements
of the official Communist parties.

It must not be overlooked that this

path taken in its whole can open
up the possibility for the creation
of new Communist parties. The
question is already resolved, so far

as Germany is concerned—not by
us but by the march of events—
in a complete and final manner.
The differences that existed on this
subject in our ranks, particularly
with the German comrades, have
either disappeared completely or
are reduced to secondary nuances.
Everything that has been produced
by the bureaucracy after March 5th—articles in the Stalinist press, the
resolution of the Presidium of the
E. C. C. I. on April 1st, the course
of the C. P. G. as characterized In
the anti-Fascist Congress at Paris—fully confirm the prognosis of the
definitive and inevitable disintegra-

Our Attitude Towards the

Independent Left Socialirt

Tendencies

tion of the C. I'. G. What has just

been said can evidently be extended
to Austria where the C. P. on a
police order, disappeared without
the sign of resistance from the
face of the earth. "The oldest

party of the C. I.", which so in-

gloriously disappeared from the
scene, will not revive again! The
threatening perspective of complete
elimination of the old Communist
parties. But at the same time the
sections of the Left Opposition
should manifest a much greater
initiative than up fill now, outside
of the official parties, in the whole
extent of the workers movement.

The transition from one stage of

struggle to another and higher one
has never been effected without in-

ternal friction. Some comrades,
homesick for the mass organiza-
tions, evince a desire to gather
fruits that are still unripe. Others
fearing for the purity of the prin-
ciples of the Left Opposition receive
all attempts to approach the larger
mass organizations with distrust.
"What good can be expected from
Nftzarelh?" How can one approach
organizations at the head of which
are Centrists? We are quite ready,
they say, to unite with the rank
and file workers, but we do not see
any sense in approaching the Cen-
trist leaders, etc., etc. Such a pure-
ly formal manner of posing the
question is erroneous. Tbfey are
greatly affected by propagandist
sectarianism.

The 3rd International was itself

recruited from 9-10ths of centrist
elements who evolved to the Left.
Not only Individuals and groups
hut also entire organizations and
even parties with their old lead-'

ers or a part of their old leader-

ship placed themselves under the

banner of Bolshevism. This was
absolutely inevitable. The further

march of developments depended
on the policy of the C. I. of its

internal regime, etc. In the camp
of the workers movement today, if

the Fascist, nationalist and religi-

ous organizations are deducted, one
can observe the predominance of

the reformist and the centrist ; in

this latter category we include of-

ficial C. I. for good cause. It is

clear that the rebirth of the rev-

olutionary workers movement will

take place at the expense of Cen-
trism. Moreover, not only indivi-

duals and groups but entire or-

ganizations will place themselves
anew under the Communist banner.
The further development of re-edu-

cation will depend on the general
direction of politics, of the regime
and finally on. the march of historic

events.

We have many times repeated in

our literature how heterogeneous
Centrism is: Centrism comprises
all the transitory degrees between
reformism and Marxism or—which
is not the same thing—between
Marxism and reformism. It Is im-
possible to understand the centrist
movement solely through its de-

clarations and documents of today:
we must keep before us the history
of its development and the direc-

tion of its movement.

The Centrism of the Stalinist

faction is characterized by a policy
of convulsions and zig-zags or by a
standstill and it is the most con-
servative of all the Centrist forma-
tions that have ever existed in the
workers movement. This is explain-
ed by the fact that this time Cen-
trism has found a powerful social
support in the, Soviet bureaucracy:
the apparatus of the western
parties are mere appendages. While
the Stalinist bureaucracy in the U.
S. S. R. is forced to defend the
workers state against the bourge-
oisie for the sake of its special in-

Stalinist Policies Weaken S. U.

In Face ofJapanese Aggression
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the C B. R. without payment) has
weakened the Soviet Union by en-

couraging Japan in the belief that
whatever she does to Soviet inter-

ests, on a more or less minor scale,

will meet with no resistance. One
provocation has followed another.
With a firm policy, steadfastly pur-
sued from the very beginning, the
Soviet Union would be Immeasur-
ably stronger in the Far East now
and the Japanese imperialists would
be much more guarded In their

actions.

The AntiiWar Committee set up
by tije Amsterdam Congress last

year is sending out a commission to

China, which is to organize a "Far-
Eastern Anti-War Congress". The
best traditions of the Lyttoo. Com-
mission are being followed. This
commission, bearing the stamp ot

Stalinist approval, is headed by the
Labor peer, Lord Marley, and
otherwise consists of several paci-

fists, besides Including the Com-
munist renegade, Miss Ellen Wilk-
inson, the former Labor M. P.

While ^the Communists in Shanghai
are all agog over the forthcoming
visit, it has remained for a petty-

bourgeois radical like Mrs. Sun
Yat-Sen, one of the presidium of
the League against Imperialism, to

express the view that the "com-
mission" and the congress of lib-

erals and pacifists which it will as-

semble in Shanghai (if permitted
liy the police to do so) to pass re-

solutions against the maraudings of
Japanese imperialism, Is a futile

and nonsensical affair.

Strike Wave In China
The past two to three months

have witnessed a general tendency
toward revival of activity among
the workers of China after a fairly

lengthy period of dormancy. This
tendency, manifested In strikes and
other actions, is more or less gen-
eral throughout the country, but is

mainly observable in the larger
centers, especially Shanghai.

It would be Incorrect, however,
to describe the renewed activity as
due to a growth of militancy among
the workers in the sense of that
inevitable recovery which takes
place a-s the accompaniment of a
partia] ov temporary, economic re-

covery. Such action as has taken
place ts rather in the nature of a
desperate rearguard action in the
face of ever-continuing capitalist

onslaughts. Wages are constantly
being lowered, the working week
is being steadily cut, especially in

the larger industries (sometimes to

as little as three days), and in-

dustrial enterprises are closing
down one after another, throwing
tens of thousands into unemploy-
ment.

But even the desperate rearguard
act'sns that the workers are fight-
ing amid steadily worsening econ-
omic conditions are beginning to
engender a real fighting spirit

—

bo
much so, in fact, that the Kuo Min
Tang is beginning to sit up and
take notice.

The Trade Union Act of the Nan-
king Government, which became
operative on November 1, 192S, aim-
ed at "the Faseization of the trade
unions, the strangling of their in-

dependent activity. The trade un-
ions were converted Into "safety
valves", under more or less cora-

terest, in the West it has become
the instrument for the disorganiza-

tion and the weakening of the pro-

letarian vanguard. Without the
slavish dependence on the Soviet

bureaucracy the official parties Ot

the West would have long since

found a way to the correct road
or Jhey would have crumbled like

dust, ceding their place to heal-

thier organizations.

The personnel ot the official

parties maintain themselves today
exclusively by faith in the U. S. S.

It, and its leadership. Many hon-
est Communists have a religious

fear of criticism and new argu-
ments to keep them from losing

•'faith" in the leadership of the
U. S. S. It. It is that and only that
which can explain the fact that
grown-up people, often sincere re-

volutionaries, throughout years
supported such monstrous things,

which are a mockery of Marxism,
of the advanced workers and of
human thought. Those who free
themselves from the fetishism of

the Soviet bureaucracy usually sink
into a state of indifference. As is

known, the Communist parties have
lost, in the last years, an incom-
parably greater number of mem-
bers than the Left Opposition has
won over.

The. Centrism ot social democra-
tic origin is characterized by a
movement from Right to Left—in

a political situation which renders
difficult all temporizing positions.

The members of the independent
socialist organizations are deprived,
in their majority, of that revolu-

tionary guide, that has more or
less succeeded in gaining members
for the Communist parties. But on
the other hand, the independent
socialists, not corrupted by fetish-

ism to the Soviet bureaucracy, are
free from . conservatism are passing
through an internal crisis, are
honestly seeking for answers to
questions posed by_ our epoch, are
evolving to the sideof Communism.
At this time they are much more
amenable to the ideas of authentic
Bolshevism, according to all indi-

cations, than the members of the
Stalinist faction.

Such is the odd combination of
historic conditions, in a certain

sense "unforseen", which opens up
new opportunities of activity and
progress to the Bolshevik-Leninists.

We must utilize it to the end.

~m. GOUROV.

Hitler Orders: 'Butter for People
7

plete governmental control and su-

pervision. During the three years
1920-32, when the workers lay al-

most completely prostrate under
the heavy defeats of 1927, this pro-
cess of Faseization was carried to
considerable lengths, and the work-
ers were largely deprived of any
independent trade union organiza-
tions.

Due, however, to the disintegra-
tion of Nanking authority under
the blows of external aggression,

and the accumulated domestic dif-

ficulties of the government, control
of the unions was latterly, to a
certain extent, allowed to slip. The
Trade Union Act suffered the same
laxity of application as most of
the legislative enactments of the
Nanking government. Hence, some
unions developed an independent
leadership, free of Kuo Min Tang
influence or control.

No move toward a tightening-up
was required so long as the work-
ers suffered without opposition the
tyranny and intense exploitation to

whlclj they have so long been sub-
jected. But lately, with the . em-
ploying class frantically endeavor-
ing to solve the economic crisis at
the expense of the workers, the
latter have once more begun to
stir.

The obvious fact of this renew-
ed activity has had a correspond-
ing effect on the Kuo Min Tang
organs, which, beginning with the
Shanghai Seamen's Union, have
commenced reasserting their con-
trol over the trade unions. This
has led in many instances to sharp
conflicts between the workers and
the Kuo Min Tang, and if the pre-
sent upward curve of workers' ac-
tivity continues it might be expect-
ed that these conflicts will grow
more numerous and more severe. I

The Economic Situation in China
Today

A few facts concerning the pre-
sent economic situation in China,
and the activity of the workers,
will no doubt be of Interest. Dur-
ing a. period of approximately Ave
weeks from mid-May, according to
press reports, no fewer than II
industrial concerns in Shanghai
suspended operations completely,
while many others went on short-
time. Five of the eleven were silk-

weajing and silk goods factories,

5 were rubber shoe factories and
1 a cotton mill. The eleven con-
cerns employed betjween them rough-
ly 4,000 workers; the cotton mill
alone employed 1,400. In addition,

2,100 workers were discharged
from a Japanese cotton mill in May,
while some 400 seamen lost their
jobs when their vessels were laid

up.

At Tientsin, a cotton mill em-
ploying 2,700 closed down, and at
Canton a rubber factory employing
700. At Tsinan, 1,000 workers at
the arsenal were given notice of
dismissal because of the projected
removal of the arsenal to Hanyang,
on the Yangtzse.

On June 19, two large cotton
mills In Hankow, employing bet-

ween them approximately 10,000
workers, closed down, and the fol-

lowing day a third, employing ap-
proximately T.OOO .followed ssuit.

The unemployment situation in

Shanghai, which may be taken as
a pattern for the rest of the coun-
try, has assumed . extraordinary

The speeches of the Fascist lead-

ers, dripping with social sympathy,
which are launched at every op-

portunity with great expenditure
of lung power and thundered into

the ears of the god—and hero-wor-
shipping petty-bourgeois shop-keep-
ers, stand in honorable contradic-

tion to the practical deeds with
whicli. the brown gangsters try to

help the "social service" bourge-
oisie out of the crisis. The fright-

ful, profound, crushing misery,
which has been bearing down on
the shoulders of the many millions
of unemployed for years, which
drives thousands each year to take
their lives, and brings further thou-
sands slowly closer to physical
death by starvation, this misery
in the ranks of the German prole-

tariat is being intolerably sharp-
ened by the government's large
scale campaign of robbery of the
pockets of the broad masses in or-

der to fill the purses of the bour-
geoisie and the big landowners. And
the disgusting accompaniment to

which the Aryan scoundrels are
staging the show, consists of inflat-

ed tirades about the German '"work-
ing class of brain and hand", with
which they hope to stuff the mouths
of those whose bread they are
snatching away.
Margarine or Butter—Question of

Taste or Qpestion of Wages?
Unemployment and the pressure

on wages since the beginning of the
crisis has brought the standard of
living of the German proletariat to
an evjjr lower level, has taken away
from the worker's table one by one
all the "luxuries" which today in-

clude milk and butter as well as
meat and vegetables. The forcible
worsening of the living conditions
of the proletariat, which has also
embraced fairly broad sections of
the oetty bourgeoisie and of the
white-collar class, has resulted in

a special boom for those sections
of industry which have arranged
their production especially for the

How the Economic Side of

the Fascist Regime Works
Out in Pratice

beggarly pennies of the pauperized

people. The 25-pfennig shops of

Woolworth and Wohlwert, of the

Sera and the Epa, have been the

beneficiaries of this development,

which have also resulted in a few
fat morsels for the margarine in-

dustry.

What was a benefit for the marg-
arine producer was an evil for the

peasant. The consumption of but-

ter shrank rapidly as many con-

sumers turned to the much cheap-
er margarine. The price of butter

sank considerably, while on the
other hand foodstuffs became dear-
er on account of tariffs, so th^t
the German peasant production was
injured in this direction too, espe-

cially by the foreign competition
which is supplied with much cheap-
er foodstuffs. One evil resulted in

another. The attempt was made
to keep foreign competition out of

the Overman market by ever higher
tariffs. At the same time, the pea-
sants turned in increasing degree
to the use of oll-eakts as feed, in

order not to have to use foodstuffs
which had been made expensive by
tariffs.

The New Measures

In order to help the big land-
owners out still more energetically

than before, tariffs and subsidies
are not enough; it is urgently nec-
essary to secure the market for
wheat production in Germany itself,

on ttie one hand in order to pre-

vent the excessive internal prices
from attracting foreign competition
which would skim off tile cream,
on the other hand, to prevent the
German peasant from getting around
the excessive price of foodstuffs by
going over to the use of the cheaper
oil-cakes. This is the kernel of all

National Recovery Act to Throw

NewBurdenson U.S. Proletariat
no official records are kept, hut It

has been computed at anything be-

tween 100,000 and 200,000. There
are approximately 50,000 silk fila-

ture workers unemployed in the
city, S3 of the 113 establishments
being closed. So meager are the
earnings of the workers that they
face dire distress immediately they
oecome unemployed, a distress only
alightly mitigated by the existence
in China of a closely-knit family
system whereby there is a moral
obligation for members of a fam-
ily to assist one another.

Starvation Rampant
There is no doubt that starva-

tion and seml-starvatlon are ram-
1

pant on a scale unprecedented. So
serious is the situation that the
Shanghai General Labor Union has
addressed a petition to the Nanking
government urging that express or-

,

ders be issued prohibiting the var-]

lous Chinese factories from either

suspending or reducing work. In

this petition it is stated: "While
it is true that some factories have
been compelled to have recourse

,

to such measu res on account of
|

the general economic depression o*
the dumping of foreign commodit-
ies, not a few of them have done
so intentionally with the malicious
purpose of breaking up certain la-

bor organizations."

At the same time, the yellow
Kuo Min Tang-eontrolled officials

who drafted this petition issued a
circular order to the workers which
at once epitomizes their own degen-

eracy and reveals the vast gulf

which separates them from the
revolutionary fighting traditions of

the Shanghai General Labor Union
of 1925-27. In the circular order,

the workers are called upon to

"work in whole-hearted coopera-
tion with their employers and to

devote their best efforts to their

work in order to avert a total col-

lapse of the native Industries," and
it is emphasized that "the inter-

ests of labor and capital are really

identical and interwoven and that
all workers must adopt an attitude

of sympathy and cooperation to-

wards their employers."

In May, in the International Set-

tlement and Chinese-controlled ter-

1

ritory of Shanghai combined, there
occurred 16 strikes Involving 10,372

workers and the loss of 108,608

working days. The corresponding
figures for the preceding month of

April were 9 strikes involving 1,639

workers and the loss of 3.34S work-!
ing days. In May, 1932 there were
1C strikes Involving 6,809 workers
and the loss of 21,032 working
days. These statistics are extract-

ed from the monthly reports of the
commissioner of police of the In-

ternational Settlement.

As will be observed, ten times
more workers were involved In

Strikes in May than in the preced-

'

ing month of April and almost three
times more than in May last year.

The fact that while the number of
strikes in May this year was the
same as In May, 1932, the number
of strikers was nearly three times
greater, indicates a tendency for
the larger industries to be drawn
into labor conflicts. From the com-
parative figures of working days
lost, the tendency for strikes to be
of longer duration will be noticed,
which may be taken as an indica-

tion that the workers are becom-
ing more stubborn in their strug-

gles.

The good ship, American Capital-

ism, its hulfc battered and leaking,

loaded with its bauiy disarranged
national economy is making Its way
into uncharted seas. Compelled by
the necessity of attempting a solu-

tion of an economic crisis of un-

precedented magnitude, the Roos-
evelt administration has adopted
methods entirely new to the Am-
erican scene.

The National Industrial Recovery
Act, promulgated as an emergency
measure, is the most Important of

the unusual steps taken since the
present administration came into

power. Its avowed purpose as stated

by the President Is "the reemploy-
ment of men and dollars." The
Act provides for control of indu-

stry, the regulation of hours and
wages of labor, t£e establishment
of codes for "fair competioion", as
well as the putting into effect a pu-
blic works program involving the
expenditure of 3 billion, 3 hundred
mlHion dollars.

At the head of the administration
of the Hecovery Act was placed
Gen. Hugh S. Johnson, a close as-

sociate ot Bernard Baruch, the fin-

ancier. The law provides the ad-

ministration with sweeping powers
and great freedom of action ; all

of its decisions are contingent on
final approval of the President.

The Recovery Act, as we have
said, provides for the establishment

of codes for the regulation of hours
and wages and "fair competition"
in all industries. These codes are

to he submitted by the industries

themselves and when once accepted

by the Recovery administration with
approval of the President have all

the force of law, violations of which]
are penalized. The objective is the

organization of the entire industrial

output of the country—in other
words a capitalist "planned econ-

1

omy". '

Quite a change from the tradi-

tional laissez-faire rugged individ-

ualism extolled by many Ideologists

of American capitalism. Neverthe-
less, athough more than a month
has gone by, only the textile In-

dustry has submitted a code which
was accepted by Johnson and the
President. Steel, coal, electrical

manufacturing, transportation, lum-
ber, utilities and other important
industries have been rather shy
about submitting their codes. So
much so, in fact, that Johnson has
threatened to write a code over
their heads, and what is more to

establish a general minimum wage
ruling for ill of industry, referred

to as a "blanket code."

How have these Innovations af-

fected working class opinion? In

various ways. There are some
among the Stalinists who claim that

this, like the Hoover administration

and other events of the past, is

Fascism. Again, the essence of

Fascism is sublimely Ignored, prov-

ing that the recent German catas-

trophe does not necessarily teach

any lesson to certain people. Then
there are those, especially among
socialists, who see a form of social-

ism being intrdouced in the U. S.

To dispose of this last view first

it is sufficient to point out that the
concentration of wealth and the
means of production into fewer
hands ia not only facilitated but

also accelerated by the Recovery

Act. The government Is taking
these steps purely in the interest
of the capitalist system, trying to
•organize" it so that It may survive
the social cataclysm that awaits it.

However, to merely state that

this is not Fascism without analyz-

ing the social and political implica-

tions and the possible develop-
ments, would be incorrect. Of
course, it is obvious that this is

not Fascism. Fascism could not be
imposed in this country or in any
other without an immediate threat
from a class-conscious, organized
working-class. The capitalists

themselves do not want Fascism
because while this form preserves
capitalism as a system a little

while longer, it restricts the indiv-

idual capitalist enterprises within
the rigid framework of a state
organization. Fascism comes about,
then, as a last resort and when all

other means of holding power have
been exhausted. The conditions
prerequisite for Fascism in this

country will not materialize in the
immediate future, unless something
unforeseen should occur. This does
not mean that ttie workers should
not look to all organizations of a
Fascist nature without any appre-
hension.

But the economic organization of
Fascism is state capitalism. State
Capitalism is the final form of cap-
italist economy. Bngels foresaw
this development with remarkable
accuracy in his "Socialism, Utopian
and Scientific." Under this form,,

all industries become part of the
State apparatus—the Corporative
State, as in Italy. The enactment
of any measure in any particular
branch of industry by the "eor-
poratlon" involved has all the force
of law as this organization is a
branch of the government itself.

Viewed from this standpoint, the

striking similarity between the eco-
nomic structure of Fascism and the
set-up of the Recovery Act is ap-
parent. The steps taken by the
Recovery Act are to the tune of
Fascist music. Let us not over-
look this important aspeet of the
question.

What has happened in the mean-
time to the Sherman Anti-Trust
laws? Without actual annulment
by Congress, the Roosevelt admini-
stration has waved them aside.
These laws had been enacted under
the mass pressure of the petty
bourgeoisie fighting against the in-

exorable growth and encroachment
of monopoly industry, which hat
yearly wiped out increasing num-
bers of small establishments. AJ-

(Contfnued on Page 4)
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the well-piayed-up rescue measures
of the German peasantry, whose
purehysing power must be raised,

according to liitier. This gentleman
lias made many promises, and still

certainly find it hard to satisfy

behind him on a string. lie will

leads all kinds of human vermin
everybody, and at the same time
take care of the interests of the
bourgeoisie with the necessary en-

ergy.

To "reconcile" the contradictory

interests of the little throat-cutters

with those of the bigger profit-swal-

iowers, requires, outside of Fascist

terror, which will have to carry out

its historical tasks here too, a large

portion of demagogic and diplom-

atic trickery and maneuvering, for

which Fascism has an almost in-

exhaustible gift.

Hitler promised to put the screws
on the big trusts. And he is doing
so in his own way—with the nec-

essary respect. To allay the mis-

ery of the German peasantry, which
according to the greatest pudding-

head of our century is the corner-

stone of the sol iition of the econ-

omic crisis, the most effective step

would be to pick the pockets ot

[he workers and white-coliar class

The means are simple enough One
has only to increase the price of

butter; limit tiie production of

margarine, which currently must
not exceed 00% of ttie production
in 1932 ; and levy a tax on the
consumption of these "artificial

food fats".

The consequences of those "mea-
sures to cheapen ttie cost of food
fats", as this action of the govern-

ment is modestly called on account
i.f the issue of fat cards, have been
no secret to anybody in Germany.
The cheapest margarine has risen

in price from 2~i to 7i> pfennigs a
pound, and may be bought by those

who are favored with fat cards at

TiO pfennigs a pound—unless it just

happens to be sold out. This 100%
increase in the price of the cheap-
est kind, for those who receive re-

lief or pensions and are entitled to

buy "cheapened" margarine on their

fat cards, is the clearest character*

ization of those honey-sweet words
with which Hitler on "Labor Day"
sought to win the favor of the toil-

ing masses for his national-social-

ism.

Along with margarine, butter also

rose in price substantially, the in-

crease amounting to 35 marks per
hundredweight against the lowest

iiui^ttion in February of this year.

Undoubtedly the milk-producing
peasants are still rubbing their

hands with pleasure, for the time
being. But their joy will be short-

lived.

The Government Needs Scape-Goats

The shortage and dearness of

margarine and the price advance in

butter have resulted in unpleasant
surprises. The deep bitterness

which took hold of even many ad-

herents of Hitler, caused the gov-
ernment to look immediately for a
scapegoat on whom the blame for

these developments could be placed,

to divert indignation against others,

and at the same time to show the
petty-bourgeois shopkeepers em-
phatically that they are mistaken,
if they hope to chip off a little

piece of this profitable business for

their own pockets.

The government is by no means a
stranger to this game with false

cards. It had the announcement
made over the radio that first-

quality butter costs 1.20 marks a

pound, while at the same time this

grade was being priced at 1.60

marks in the shops. At the same
time, in Munich and in part else-

where in the country, several hun-
dred little shops were closed for

profiteering, the shopkeepers were
arrested and brought to concentra-

tion camps, where presumably they
have been cured for some time of

their hopes in Hitler.

It is readily understandable that
the difference between the price

named officially by the government
and the much higher one demanded
in .the shops caused anger and bit-

terness among the consumers, which
was directed against the retailers.

This anger and bitterness was
further intensified when the gov-
ernment, in its "straightforward

and honorable" manner, openly ex-

posed and punished before the eyes

of the world the profiteering man-
euvers of a number of dealers. And
precisely this was the object of the

government's action. The radio,

with its announcement of cheap
prices for butter, thereby dropped
a little poison into the ears of the

masses, insinuating that the retail-

ers were profiteering to the extent
of '10 pfennigs a pound and thus
egging them on against the dealers.

It is a question of the strips

which can still be cut out of the
hide of the suppressed proletariat.

Everybody wants their part. The
big bourgeoisie will receive it, the

petty bourgeoisie and the small
farmers will be fed illusions which
Fascism attempts to give a certain

material basis. "It is the Inten-

tion of the government that the
workers should entirely dispense
with the use of margarine, even If

that means an increase of the bud-
get of every individual household."
Who will still .doubt the social

nature of Fascism? It demands:
Butter for the People! • It does
not even give them cheap margar-
ine. —From (Urtser Wort)
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into the office in clubs of four. Why
not try it?
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Toronto Workers in

Anti-Fascist Strike
Tronto, Cansnlsfc—No action

Los Angeles Unemployed MovementjThc Background Or the

New Deal Policy
on tiio Banner of Lenin and Trotsky.

.1

The, unemployment movement in Chamber of Commerce, on the other f searing state aid. The progres-

Los Angeles is in many respects the hi™!, is intimately linked up with
sive (,iemcnts saw in this an op-

, . , .. ,^1 ,,„.„, tlie local administrative apparatus, t
'
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udis sector,
to assemble in Wellington 1'ark in

Sabotage of a. C. W. Leaders
the heart of the clothing trades

district. When 3 o'clock came,

workers were pyuring into ihe

park by the hundeds, whole factor-

ies marching down together or

hurrying to the a.-iseinbty point by

street-car, were seen everywhere. A
spirit of' enthusiasm pervaded the

scene as the workrs, freed from

the drudgery of the factories,

cheered each newly -arrived group,

cheered their class brothers and
sisters who this afternoon were
Joing hands in a mass protest

against the bloody rule of Hitler

in Germany and capitalist reaction

all .over the world. By 3 : lo 1'. SI.

when the first section of the parade

moved off, the park was a sea of

humanity—more than that—a host

of workers taking up battle against

a common enemy. Ten tiiousand

workers, three hundred banners,

all raising the voice of proletarian

struggle against the murderous re-

gime of Fascism.

The parade moved off. from Well-

ington Park through the clothing

district on to University Ave., and
past the parliamentary buildings

to assemble en masse in Queens
Park. In the front ranks were the

workers of the Amalgamated Cloth-

ing Workers, some 1400, followed

by the ILGWU, the Industrial un-

ions and other unions affiliated.

Then came other mass organiza-

tions, the auxiliaries of the party,

the Y. C. I. and finally the Inter-

national Left Opposition, under

whose banner marched the Toronto
branch of tile Left Opposition, the

Spartaeus Youth Club, the Unser
Kamf Club—as well as a body of

about tSO unorganised workers
brought out on strike by the Left

Opposition. The last banner in the

parade, the parting shot, was "For-

ward to_ Victory Cnder the Banner
of Lenin and Trotsky!"

As the revolutionary organiza-

tions left Wellington Park, the

strains of the Internationale rose

above the throng—sung with a

spirit that is characteristic only of

proletarians on parade.

In Queens Park, the throngs

created a scene unique in the his-

tory of the Toronto working class.

Here the 10,000 paraders were greet-

ed by a crowd of abtJut 10,000,

many" of whom were workers an-

xious to participate in the demon-
stration while hundreds came only

to see what was going to happen.

It was a glorious spectacle. A
closely packed crowd with ban-

ners waving overhead, mirroring

all the phrses of the class strug-

gle. It was the class struggle and
not a Jewish nationalist protest

fuch as the elite of Toronto's

Jewry had staged in Massey Hall

in collaboration with the city bour-

geoisie. The united front of work-

ers aroused proletarians and bour-

geois alike to a realization of the

strength of a working class protest

based on working class unity. The
demonstration aroused the hopes

and admiration of multitudes of

workers and aroused the fury of

the bourgeoisie—to which the lat-

est police campaign against the

marchers testifies.

Taking up their stand at the

base of the 48th Highlanders Monu-
ment a speaker from each organiza-

tion addressed the crowd. When
the L. O. contingent arrived, Char-
les Green of the Left I'oale Zion.

chairman of the Jewish Workers
United Front Committee, was speak-

ing. In the tumult it was impossi-

ble to hear him unless you were
close at hand. When he finished,

our comarde, Maurice Specter, took

the stand. Comrade Kpector flank-

ed on_ either side by a trio of cops,

opened with an attribute to the

united front of Ihe marchers for

breaking through the police ban
on meetings and raising the strong
arm of the proletariat agaipst the
Canadian bourgeoisie. He urged
the marchers to continue the strug-

gle for free speech and assembly,
for the repeal Section 98 and for

the release of the eight leaders of

the Communist Party of Canada
who were now serving long terms
In Kingston penitentiary. He went
on fo discuss the victory of Fasc-
ism ip Germany, what a catastro-
phe it was for the German working
class and the international revolu-

tionary .movement. Warning the
workers that the Fascist victory in

Germany presented the greatest
danger to the continued existence
of proletarian rule In the Soviet
Union, comrade Spector urged them
to maintain a solid fighting front
against Fascism, to defeat Fascism
and save the Soviet Union by the
method of class struggle. He con-
cluded with the ringing slogans

:

Down -with Hitler! Long Live the
Soviet Union I etc. A rousing cheer
was the answer of the workers to
comrade Specter's remarks as he
stepped the monument. The cheer-
ing was reechoed as our comrades
shouted: Forward to Victory Under

No account of this demonstration

would be complete without a few
remarks concerning the activities

of the aliiliatcd organizations of the

united front. From the beginning

uf the conference we had to con-

tend with the efforts of the Right

wing reformists loaders to delay ac-

tion and to give the conference a
.! ewish nationalist character. Es-

pecially auxiofts to get around the

idea of a strike and a parade was
Nesbitt, the spokesman of the Am-

1

algamated Clothing Workers Union.;

movement. Ihe movement da^s a^cultural area speciil iizmg itt fnliahoration vs
back over a year and a half, in an > »

aud vegt;tilbk,s , ami constitut-
t^Collaboration vs.

organized form, and sufficient ex-]
illK together with it the county of'

Maas Pressure

periejree with it has been aeenmu-
: Los Allgeies. Because of the pre- A central body, the County Coun-

lated to allow certain political '^-
1 aomhiance of farmer elements in cil of the Unemployed Cooperative

sons to be drawn. The Left Op-i
(llJa regiuu> the comity as a whole Helief Association, was organized,

position has participated in a lead-
j js tiVua more backward than the and offered affiliation to all the

/mg and initiating capacity in this dty A fnrtner complication Is the units. Units which at the begin-

specitil exploitation of the Mexican ning had attempted to solve their

workers, itlio constitute an import- own immediate problems of food,

aiit element in this region and have housing, gas, light, water, etc., now

been separated from the native Am- began to bring them to the general

erican workers by barriers of lan-'bodjvin discussions held once a

gunge, customs, and lower living week, each unit electing a voting

standards. They have been used as delegate and these delegates in turn

strikebreakers on many occasions electing the Executive Board and

in the past. :
the officers of the County Council.
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movement from the beginning, and

has clearly shown what possibili-

ties of objective work are open to

us in the elementary working-class

movement, and what, can be achiev-

ed by correct Communist policies

carried out with energy and persist-

ence.

The unemployment movement in

Los Aingeles got under way about

January 1932. A committee com-

posed of Left wing elements of ex-

tremely diverse character—unat-
tached Communists, anarchists;,

syndicalists, Jlusteites, and others

—was organized. Alter much dis-

acussion as to the basic approach

to the question of unemployment,
an agreement was reached as to

the necessity of accepting as a

fact the backwardness of the work-
ers in this region, and a minimum

! program was worked out.

The objective situation in which

The beginning of the unemploy^

incut activities were made in the

.' At that time the cjiass-collabora-

lle raised all manners of objec-

iions, ranging from the remand' we we™ working may be character-

that the industrial Union he shut !ize<l by thu lowing facts: Los

out of the coherence to a request Angeles is probably the most not-

lor postponement of the strike on urio«s open-shop town in the Lai-

ihu ground that the locals had not *«» «taleB -
Trade uuious are «*"

.vet discussed the question. All ceed-ingly weak there, while itbfe

sections of the conference opposed —— " » —- - - -

tionist elements dominated the

working-class neighborhoods on the ^onnoil and succeeded in keeping;

hasis of the lack of attempts by the
™>f <* «">^ to a poI-,

*tuie and welfare agencies to af- «tf of dependence on formal legal

ford any relief. The first step was ™*b°0x, particular y strewing the

the organization of neighborhood l'rei>aration of a bill to be sub-

welfare committees, which in turn mitod to thii State Legislature, o

organized eommtttces to visit wel-'
m^rate the state of mind of the

fare and relief institutions to ask ™'BS of workers at that time meet-

tor wjllal action.
,

»'BS
.

were
,

usuitI1r opened with the

First Steps in Organization '
"nS"ig ot prayers and of the na-

The first attempts at organiza- tional anthem. The progressive

tlon were made by five people: Hal-
1 elements not only joined m this,

_.... J
.. ..... Vint iv smirmcr louder thnn jmv-

Xesbitt on the first point with the

Lfsult that in the actual working
oat of the demonstration the Am-
algamated was not a formal mem-
ber of the conference. Instead a
Lommittee of the united front con-
K'lvnee. worked out the mechanics
of the united front demonstration
with it committee from the Amal-
gamated for a two week postpone-
ment, from June 27 to July 11 was
granted to take away

N.y. Upholsterers

Strike Grows
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the general strike demands would
be, no longer avails them. Their

from the is no reason, except Stalinist dis-

union leaders any excuse for non- regard for the interests of the

participation.
,

strike, to explain why they did not

Stalinist Stupidity I

immediately adopt the strike de-

The sabotagist tactics of the Am- '
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? ^^- Workers
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to the bosses on the part of the
attitude assumed by the Stalinists.

Frequently transgressing the boun-
daries of the united front by in-

dulging in tierce attaeks upon all

iiiid sjindry, the Stalinists at first

demanded as a first prerequisite for

affiliation to the conference that the
social democratic organizations ad-
mit their responsibility for the
death of Kosa Luxemburg and Karl
Licbknecht. Only that! Our com-
rades opposed this as did almost
i'very other oryanizal ion in the con-
ference. The Left Opposition stated
that while it was true that the so-
cial democrats, Koske and company,
wero responsible for the murder of
Luxemburg and Liebknecht, a eon-
iession of guilt could not be de-.

mandrel as a condition for affilia-

tion to the conference. The Stalin-

.?;s were swamped on this issue.

Again when the Amalgamated
asked for the postponement of the
strike, the Stalinists wanted to re-

fuse the request and to call th«
strike without the Amalgamated.
This was a criminal position, for
it would have played right into
the hands of the Amalgamated lead-
er.s and shut out of the conference
the largest union in the Jewish
section of the united front. ,When
Ihe request for postponement was
carried against the Stalinists they
went so far as to issue a special
addition of the Kamf in which they
naturally went out of their way to

Industrial union for settlement on
the basis of scab conditions.

And" in this connection, we must
note the ominous significance of
the complete boycott of this strike
in the Communist party press. Can
this mean that the Party and the
TUUL intends to ignore a mass
strike simply because it is not un-
der thoir control? Possibly, since
this is not the first strike that has
been ignored by the Daily Worker,
and major ones at that. But more
probably the reason can be found
in that they have not jet recover-
ed fr^m the confusion into which'
they were thrown by the striking

upholsterers kho voted with their
feet to support the A. F. of L.
Now, the members of the Indus- „ „ „

trial union, who in some respects' part of the pVo'^uce;" Similar" ar-
represeut the cream of the industry, ; nmgements were to be made with
have it as their duty to be among smali business men in the city, -
the masses of the trade, who are eac.n neighborhood unit negotiating' peculiar to American politics.

ew Dur

Workers in N1RA
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archist wing of the 1. W. W.). and tuall>' in B*" 1"* rid o£ iL

Jane liose. With the help of a'
—M- KOSE,

sympathetic socialist, an assistantj ___ t'1
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meetings was obtained. Leaiilets . . _. . *
were printed, distributed from. f^JfflAf Klir/"l^f*»C YnT
house to house, p6sted up in the I ^«" UUIUttMS I VI
neighborhood stores, and after a

week of these preparations a meet-
ing was held. The first response
was about forty workers, a, number
of whom had been in the trade*

union movement in the past, and
one gr two had formerly been sc-

cialtsjs. The most developed of

them were formed into neighbor-

hood committees. More meetings
were held, in the same district and
in new district, the attendance in-

creased from 40 to 300-400. After
about two months, six districts had
been organized into units. Their
first functions were to take up the

cases of destitute workers who had
been thrown off the relief, or bad
their relief cut, etc.

This phase in a few months as-

sumed very large proportions, and
posejj before us the question of
organizing mass pressure through
a centralized and city-wide mass
organization.

With the first showing of growth,
class-collaborationist elements, par-
ticularly former cooperative social-

ists, who are numerous in this re-

gion, and former trade union lead-

ers, made their appearance. They
proposed to solve the immediate
problems of the unemployed through
the mtliods of mutual self-help, of-

fering labor to be furnished by the
organized unemployed to the neigh-
boring farmers, who had piled up
an enormous surplus to be made in

though big industry has always ef-

fectually ignored these laws, except

when they have been invoked

against labor, now it will be pro-

vided with legal instrumentality

for the acceleration of trustification

and monopoly at the expense of

the small capitalist.

Despite the ob'vious fact that the

Recovery Act favors the concentra-

tion of capital, the big industrial-

ists have shown, as we have indi-

cated, a certain reluctance in sub-

mitting to the provisions of this

law. Ill-concealed grumbling goes

on In high places. In many of the

large industries, production has
been stepped up in order to build

a largo stock to meet the eventual

price rises with a possibly reduced
working force when the codes fin-

ally go into effect. The anarchic
character of capitalist production is

shown by the fact that tile indivi-

dual industries are looking out for

their own particular interests even
though they may be at the expense
of the system.

The anomaly in the situation is

demonstrated by the petty bourge-

oisie which has been throwing Its

entire support to the Roosevelt pro-

gram, although It will be driven
closer to the edge of the abyss by
the working of this law. This con-

stitutes one of tiiese contradictions

now moving into theranks of local for lts immediate needs with sep-
76. Just as before the split in ara t9 farmers and business men.
1930, the Left wing can now carry . ln lhc firgt pe riyll of lUe organi-
on a much more effective fight for nation's existence, the workers al-
their point of view within the mass m*st universally adopted this meth-
usion, where they should constitute od . It began with the city units
themselves as the Left wing, the and expanded throughout the coun-
nourishing leaven to the entire try. Within live months from the
movement, leading it in the direc-; start, it embraced 40 to 50 thousand
tion of class struggle and mili-

. members, organized in about 20
tancy^ Especially now, after the Uniis , of wMch tne Le£t wing had
mass of strikers have spoken, it is

' organized, about half, principally in
your duty to come back en masse— the city,

.slander "the Amalgamated 'but*"also'
reinti'Srate yourselves into the main] Uv June 1932, this method of re-

made the Poala Zion and the Left . <? ° tho uI>"oIsterers, local 78, ne£ had begun to show its insuffi-

Opposition targets for their lies
in

..
,New iork and similarly m other cieney, particularly as the surplus

cities Demand of your leaders to f crops began to disappear and a
Eight ening-up resulted from the in-

iind mud slinging. This editor of
Ihe Kamf might have split the mil-
led front. The Amalgamated lead-
ers at first attempted to seize upon
it as a pretext for non-participa-
linn. It was only the skillful tac-
ik's of the Left Opposition and the
L<-ft Poala Zion that overcame the
damage done by the Stalinists.

It is no exaggeration to say that
bad the conference followed the
policies of the, Stalinists there
would have been no strike and de-
monstration. The two hour strike
and demons! ration also dealt a
crushing blow to the confused
Stalinist theory of the "united front
rom below". The success of the
genuine united front was apparent
to ail.

Results of Strike

What are the results and what
conclusions can be drawn from the.

united front of the Toronto work-
ers The strike and demonstration
is unique as the only working class
protest, of a mass nature that has
taken place in Canada, and possi-
bly in North America. The work-
ers of this city have learned that
Fascism is not a regime that is

diwiinguished by its pogrrcs against
(he Jews, but a regime that sig-
nifies the last efforts of decay capi-
talism to save itself from the ex-
ploited masses. They have learned
that Fascism means destruction for
the proletariat and that Fascism
can only be fought by proletarian
struggle.

Besides arousing the political
consciousness of thousands of work-
ers In a united front against Fasc-
ism the demonstration has been a
vindication of the policies and tac-
tics of the Left Opposition.

—B. B.

BEAD SPREAD AND SUPPORT
TH ri MILITANT
IT IS YOUB PAPER

creasing shortage. This posed with
increasing sharpness the question

do likewise.

Win t*« Strike, Beat the Bosses!
We call on you men in the strike

to close your ranks and fight for
the realization of the full demands
of the strike. You have every op- |j:ee __ _• _ kA _»L«
portunity now, if you put your L^I55Bn5IOn fTiarKS
hearts into it, to deal the bosses'! _ — _
association a crushing blow, and to' tr —,n -L C D KAa„L
rttlse your conditions with one ' i'6IH»H W« I iTtdCl
mighty sweep from the miserable
status it is now into one of de-
cency, with more leisure to develop
yourselves towards a greater meas- cialipit Action by their perfidious

nre of control over the conditions l10''"*^- "n tne contrary, the

of your lives. Fight in solidarity aij?ht alld tne Center wings bore

(Continued From Page 1)

and you will win!

For the Left wing group,
—CARL COWL.
—SOL LANKIN.

Trotsky Moves

to France

IConlt'. ' - m Page I)

can only say that they are cover-
ing up an infamy with a calumny.
Now they are using the conces-

sion made by the bourgeoisie
French government to a revolution-
ary fighter to distort the truth
again, and prevent the workers
from realizing what effective work
for the revolution comrade Trotsky
Is doing, In the fields of propaganda
and organization, inspite of the
handicaps of physical Isolation
Stalfnist slander, and separation
from the official representative of
the October Revolution, the Com-
munist International.
Every revolutionary worker and

party member should demand that
the necessary steps be taken for
the reinstatement of comrade- Trot-
sky and the International Left Op-
position into the Communist Inter-
national.

down heavily upon the Left, which
upon (he motion of Paul Faure ex-

tended "the hand of friendship and,

solidarity" to the Eight wing which
camo to the Congress with a de-

claration of war. The Left wing
has also given this tendency posi-

tions in the leadership and on the
editorial board of Populaire (organ
of the French 8. P. ) These are
in large part the results of the
policy of "social Fascism". By
placing the workers who are turn-
ing to the revolution before the
dilemma of either being "left social

Fascists" or Stalinists, they impel
them to the center of the Eight.
The true Communist policy consists

in demanding of the Left wing that
they be decisive, that they apply
the ideas that they stand for.

The Congress of the Socialist

party has ended. The Socialist
workers will again see the same
debates reopen in their units that
took place before the Congress.
What happens will depend upon
them, upon whether they force
their l«aders to caifry out their
demands. They pretend, and vce
can see the justice in it, that they
do not want to be placed in the
same camp with the parliamentar-
ians, the Right wing group. But
if they want to be taken seriously
they will drive the latter from their
party. —(From La Volte)

That the Roosevelt administra-
tion may be over-reaching itself in

its Recovery program is the opin-
ion of not a few industrialists. The
frank skepticism expressed in the
higher circles is reflected by Wm.
Kiplinger, writing in the July is-

sue of the U. S. Chamber of Com-
merce's organ. He says

:

"We are building up a great
system of government-dictated ar-

tificialities, including inflation,

government credits, government
competition, government control.

"Fvery intelligent person won-
ders whether and when the system
will fall down. There is no fac-

tual answer. There are merely
sour theories of failure and senti-

mental hopes of success.

"A majority of well-informed
thinkers think this: For the next
year or perhaps a year and a half
the new schemes will give an Im-
petus to business so that there
will be something resembling mo-
derate prosperity. Meanwhile
there will be great blunders, great
new false relationships, and the
cumulative effect of tiiese errors
will bring a new set of critical

problems a year or more hence."
There need be no doubt that the

critical problems that will arise
shall constitute added burdens to
the shoulders of the working class.
Whatever increases in wages

vountarlly granted by the codes
will be more than offset by the real
wage losses through currency de-
valuation. Furthermore, there is
no doubt that only a relatively
small portion of the vast unemploy-
ed army can be reabsorbed into any
of the occupations created by the
application of the Roosevelt pro-
gram. The unemployed problem
will continue to exist as one of the
most vexing and unsolvable pro-
blems of capitalism.
The American working-class is

faced with the maturing of mighty
historical contradictions in the cap-
italist system. The new turn in
the policy of capitalism is a keen
reflection of this. The new turn
must be recognized by the workers
and a Marxian estimate of present
day conditions made.
From the standpoint of class

relations, the workers have much
to fear from the new economic or-
ganization. The reorganization of
the state productive and adminis-
trative apparatus signifies further
weakening of the already weak
class position of the workers. The
big political and economic strug-
gles are ahead.

—JOSEPH S. OIGANTI.

for the productive forces .With a
- huge unemployed army this em-

force of all capitalist production— bodied prospects of the class Strug,;

the realization of surplus values, gi,, [ develop at a rapid pace
the realization of profits. To check against the owners of private pro-

the heavy tendency of the failing party: From this there need be no
rate of profit by preparing for an misunderstanding. It is not the
increase of the mass of profit and
an increase in the aggregate capi-

tal was the problem. It was tac-

kled first by raising the intensity

of exploitation of the workers. A
higher degree of rationalization

and standardization within indus-

try, new efficiency methods to in-

crease the output per man, togeth-

er with direct speed-up and even

longer working hours, were the

measures applied. ' In a recovery,

industry will thus start from a

high level of intensity of exploita-

tion. Secondly, an enormous de-

pression of the wage level below

the value of labor power was forc-

ed through ruthlessly. In this the

drop in commodity prices naturally

served as a means of facilitation,

the heavy unemployment and its

competition for jobs did the rest.

The result is that on a whole the

disproportion between value added
by applied labor power and the

aotuaj wage paid is constantly on

the increase. But what is especi-

ally to be borne in mind is the fact

that industry starts today from an
extremely low wage level.

These were the measures affect-

ing the working class most direct-

ly. But there were others worthy
of attention from the point of

view of studying the background
of the present situation. For ex-

ample the problem of expansion of

.rcdits. Undoubtedly the establish-

ment of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation and Its billions made
available for the bankers and big

industrial corporations, served this

purpose admirably. In the main,
however, the huge sums expended
went to butress the large metropoli-

tan . banking institutions to help

thcm in paying in settlement of

previously contracted obligations.

i he funds expended did not become
transformed into productive capi-

tal; for during the course of the

crisis there was a generally con-

stant drop in new capital emissions,

in new financing. Nevertheless fin-

ance capital faces the recovery

stage with a greater fluidity of

credits. Simultaneously there has
been a cheapening of the elements

of constant capital by the price fall

of commodities and raw materials.

Concentration of Capital

Aside from these points mention-

ed there is also to be taken into

consideration the reorganization of

industry and banking already ac-

complished. With hurricane speed

the crisis eliminated the weaker
and more antiquated sections of the
capitalist, structure, countless of
small Independent producers whom
they supported. Industrial merg-
ers, rationalization and standard*
ization were given more favorable
conditions, subsidies were made
ready for the monopoly enterprises,
efforts were initiated to adjust the
various sections of industry to bet-

ter correspond with the whole and
branch banking by the big metro-
liolitan institutions began to make
real headway. All in all these
were important steps as a result of

which the organic composition of

American capital is becoming high-
er. But it still remains for the
Koosevelt administration recovery
iHilicies to cap the climax.
Some pressing steps are yet to

be taken by American capitalism
to complete the adjustments of its

structure of national economy.
These are now in the making and
those workers who may credulously
believe that the departure of meth-

weltare of the working class as
expressed in shorter working hours
which is the concern of the recov-

ery policies. On the contrary ; it

is the aim to neutralize the unem-
ployed army by taking off a part of

the over-supply and obtain a better

working basis in the interests of

capitalism.

The third measure in the way,
and a keystone in the industrial re-

covery policies, is the increase of

commodity prices. That is so es-

sential for capitalism for its reali-

zation of the profits contemplated
i"or the tut it re. What it will mean
to the working class, however, is

an entirely different matter. It

will form part of the bitter experi-
ences which will be their lot under
the New Deal. The rise in commo-
dity prices prceeds both by the way
of inflation as well as by setting
arbitrary monopoly prices.

In ,this general program there
remains still the one most essen-
tial sj:ep to be accomplished; that
is to increase the ration of Ameri-
can capitalism in world economy. It
is not at all let ouH of sight in the
New, Deal. Granted the re-estab-
lishment of confidence, within capi-

lalism, in the process of reproduc-
tion, which is now so valiantly
aimed at, the conditions will ba
fully prepared for a gigantic offen-

sive upon the world market. A
dress rehearsal has already taken
place in the London economic con-
ference. —AKNB SWABECK.

After theCoIlapse

of London Confab

(Continued from page 1)

iug degree, and the bourgeoisie
will fight and is fighting against
higher taxes. The French govern-
ment is being forced to the wall by
a choice between reducing expenses,
which means an open attack on the
civil service employees, and infla-

tion us the short and easy way out
of debt. At the same time French
capitalism is being forced to a
eharper open offensive against
wages in the effort to lower costs
and prices, while in the other im-
l«rialist countries the effort is to

raise prices. France may quite

conceivably be later than other
countries in turning upward from
crisis to depression, as it was in
intering the crisis.

The crisis in Germany shows lit-

tle improvement, primarily because
foreign trade continues to decline
in spite of tho most vicious attacks
by German capitalism on tho prole-

tariat iti order to reduce wages to

a point where it can compete more
rfiftcejAvely in the jwdrfld market.
The financial weakness of Germany
is expressed by the fact that gold
reserves are 9.2% of note circula-

tion ; this means high interest
rates as a burden on profits, and
increasing difficulty in offering lib-

eral financial terms as a stimulus
to exports, which was formerly one
of the greatest supports for Ger-
man J.rade expansion. Production
figures and unemployment statistics

(the latter being particularly un-
reliable) show that a little, but
icry little, progress is being made,
in spite of the Hitlerite methods,
in spite of the enormous sacrifices

ods of the Koosevelt administration, I which are being extorted from the
workers, in meeting the actualfrom that of its predecessor, will in

any way at all mean a departure
from the capitalist imperialist and
monopoly basis, will experience
some rude awakening. To the ex-
tent that these methods are new,
precisely to that extent do they
also serve much more effectively to

|
reenforce the imperialist monopoly
absis of American capitalism.

Higher Living Standard an Illusion

What do tiiese methods imply?
First of all the compietion and
further rounding out of the reor-
ganization program already initi-

ated during the crisis. In this,

two measures now on the way lend
themselves particularly well, and
are being utilized to the hiit, for
demagogic propaganda fostering il-

lusions of capitalist liberal gen-
erosity. We have in mind the ques-
tions of a return and a stabiliza-
tion of the purchasing power of
the masses and the reorganization
of iabor power to the productive
forces by reduction of working
hours. In regard to the first ques-
tion what is to be expected? Is it

a matter of securing what Is ab-
stractly called a decent standard
of living for the masses? Not at
all as far as the capitalist rulers
are concerned. It is simply a mat-
ter of securing conditions under
which surplus values can be real-
ized, and to that extent to stabil-
ize the purchasing power; but on
a level distinctly lower than used
to be known as the celebrated Am-
erican standard.

In regard to the second question,
that of working hours, it should
be noted that during the crisis with
industry running at partial capac-
ity, overproduction still resulted in
short order. The relative decrease
of employed living labor, compared
to the amount of crystallized labor*
and compared to the amount of
capital which it set into motion, be-
came transformed Into an absolute
decrease of necessary labor powertion.

crisis, Italy, in spite of the con-
centration of control of industry
and labor in the "total State", has
kIiowd no more ability to deal with
the crisis than bourgeois-democratic
State's; the only difference is that
the working class has been ground
down further and its resistance
broken. Gold continues to leave
the country, reflecting the inmost
thoughts of capital as to the pro-
spects, of tiie regime. Budgetary
difficulties are nearly as much of

a problem as in France, and are
further increased by the grandiose
liliuT of the "public works construc-
tion program".

The period of increasing strains
throughout international capitalism
is preparing for a period of violeot
shocks and disturbance, social,

political and military. As the Left
Opposition has predicted, the cycli-

cal upturn within the framework
of the general world crisis of
capitalism is intimately connected
with rising militancy and aggres-
siveness on the part of the workers.
The huge wave of strikes in the
United States in the most varied
industries and localities, in spite

of the illusions offered by the Na-
tional Recovery Act ; the mounting
discontent in other countries (in
England even the backward farm-
ers are striking against the pay-
ment of tithes to the clergy, which
have been going on for four hun-
dred years), the growing shadow of
approaching war, pile ever-increas-
ing tasks on the shoulders of the
Communists, the revolutionary van-
guard of the working class. Now
less than ever can sectarianism,
futile gestures which waste energy,
and splitting of the revolutionary
forces be tolerated without crush-
ing penalties in the future. Clarity
of policy and unity in action are
imperatively called" for by the im-
mediate needs of the world situa-

-B. j. FIELD,
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Civil War Shakes Cuba;

U. S. Ready to Intervene
The political crisis in Cuba ap- occupation of Haiti, have made the made wifch the errors of opportun-

State Department: reluctant to in- ism and of adventurism, which

tervene with armed forces in Latin find their expression in the con-

American countries if other fusion of national with class sle-

methods can possibly be used. How-'gaas, and terroristic tendencies,

ever the situation in Cuba may The J.eft Opposition of the Cuban

easily develop to a point where Party is conducting an intense

Wail Street will demand armed in- 1
struggle for the correct Leninist

tervention. Steps are already being policy. —R- N.

taken to facilitate rapid movements BULLETIN
of armed forces to Cuba on a mo-
ment's notice. Several US. mar- £ f

•

fire £rQm
ine and navy units are a ready pre-

President Machado's palace
pared to embark. Washington dis- ^
patches indicate that the 1st Artil-

ierv Brigade now in K. Y. State

andabqut 1,000 marines stationed

at QuanUco Va. would be the flr-tj
J

Thgr(! da imme,

to be moved.

pears at last to have reached a

definite climax. The pressure of

the working class and the petty

bourgeois masses aimed at the over-

throw of "Butcher" Machado, has
thrown a monkey wrench into Am-
bassador Welles' attempts to solve

the impasse by arbitration. Strikes

initiated by the revolutionary work-
ers in Havana as a protest against

the interMention of Wall Street's

viceroy as mediator in the island's

politics, spread throughout the is-

land affecting all industries and
partaking of the nature of a gen-

eral political strike. Even the

Chamber of Commerce organiza-

tions in some places are giving

their support to the movement.
Mass demonstrations in Havana
and other cities have created a Sit-

uation that at this writing the

police and military have been un-

able as yet to dominate.

Mass Murder
Machine guns are being used in-

discrinitnatingly against all groups
gathering in public places and the

list of dead and injured mounts
rapidly. While the overwhelming
majority of the population is being

brought into action, all of the bour-

geois opposition groups which are

united only in the demand to de-

throne the Machado dictatorship,

are exerting their chief energies

to attempts to canalize the move-
ment and keep it under their con-

trol. The Communist party, while

not in any sense having the hege-

mony of even the workers on
strike, counts nevertheless with
broad sympathies among the mass-

es.

For many months the American
imperialists, who have a dominating
control of the Cuban sugar indus-

try and of most of the island's

minor industries besides, have real-

ized that Machado's regime was in

its decay 3tage and Incapable of

further serving their interests ef-

fectively. Any one of the principal

leaders of the opposition {Menocal,
Mendieta, Gomez), all of whom
have extensive interests in the

sugar industry themselves together

with the imperiaists, would be
equally willing, given the power,
to serve Wall Street interests, and
would he able to do so in a less

crude and more effiieatious manner.

Behind the "Arbitration"

It was the reaization that Mach-
ado's overthrow could only led to

a long drawn out struggle among
those very elements now collabor-

ating in the opposition, which
might give the Communists and
other extremist elements an oppor-

tunity for struggle and growth,
that led the Roosevelt administra-
tion to seek a means of comprom-
ise through mediation. The rev-

olutionary mass movement is not
only the workers' protest against

the arbitrary interference of the

U. S. State Department, but is also

an attempt on the part of the
Cuban masses to seek the revolu-

tionary way out of the political

impasse and the economic crisis

which has been' continual in the'jn the S. P., lead by Jesse Wallace
Island ever since the collapse of

! nughan of the War Resisters'
the sugar industry in 1925. I League, the National Executive
The colossal failure of American Committee of the Socialist party

anrJed irtteiwention in Nicaragua ! joined the united front on tho con-

and the scandals attendant on the dition that it be given adequate

mowed down hundreds of Cuban
demonstrators on the streets of

Havana and' has aroused the entire

Perspectives of

the Upturn

By LEON TROTSKY

dange
,diate armed intervention by Amer-

In this regard the American Com- iJcan mariws . t^ Cuban militia
munists must raise the slogan

' has beeri calle|j out by Machado.
"Hands off Cuba". I The jJ(lpu inC(. is urged to defend
The Cuban masses require and

\ [lu, c(„mtry against "foreign imper-
Street's government in order to,ialism". The Cuban tyrant thereby
overthrow the dictator who until '

nopes to win the anti-imperialist
a few scant months ago was able

. Eor(.,,s to nis banner,
to continue in power, thanks prin-

cipally to the support of the Amer-
ican imperialists.

Correct Policy Decisive

Our party in Cuba has the op-

portunity to piay a leading role

in the struggles now developing

in that country. Its influence in

the coming period will depend al- operation and there is already a

most entirely on the correctness h«sky crop of powerful strikes such

with which the party reacts to the as the country has not witnessed

situation. If the proper slogans' for a loiiS time. Are these the har-

are advanced and the correct tac- ;
lingers of coming greater, and more

tics pursued, the Communist party intense, struggles? Unquestionably

may well find itself in the direct tnat ls the case -

leadership of the Cuban working' The workers are beginning to

class. In order to achieve this assume the offensive, relying essen-

however, a definite break must be tiaily upon their own" mass power,

This analysis by comrade Trot-

sky was written in August last

year as an introduction to a dis-

cussion. It retains all its validity

today except for the reference to

the German trade union question.

The demand contained, correct then,

has now been obviated by events.

—Ed.

)

Business cycles in the post-war

period have ceased to constitute

the normal machinery of capitalist

development, insofar as capitalism,

in its entirety, is in a period of

decay, But this does not mean that
economic fluctuations belong to the
past. Immediately after the war,

it is true, they lost their cyclical

and as to the recovery, at least,

their universal character. Both
these characteristics, however, up
to a certain point, at least, are be-

ing revived before our eyes.

The present crisis is of world
wide character. This means that
world economy whose existence was

(Continued on Page A)

A.F.of L. Leaders Sanction

N. R. A. NoStrike Policyl
The American Federation of La- of recovery. How. long that is to be striking up-state New York milk

bor, under the leadership of Wm. ' w ,)ne can predict. It uprbvides for' fanners were rubbing salve into

<Sreen and .1. L. Lewis, has entered an arbitration board of seven mem-; their limbs, wounded and sore from
into a no-strike agreement with the t,eis headed by senator Wagner. contact with the state troopers'

Industrial Recovery Administration. on this board are two labor repre-! flubs.

It
....

came as an anti-climax to the sentatives, Green and Lewis—the
numerous strikes in various Indus- very ones who lead in selling-out
tries, the most powerful being the labor's right to strike. This is by
one of the Pennsylvania miners iio means the first base betrayal
which involved at the time of the performed by these reactionary la-

truce some 70,000 men, threatening bor leaders. It is only one more
to extend to embrace several bun- added to the record,
deed thousand, even engulfing also

the steel industry. That struck' We can still remember the no-

fear into the hearts of the capi- strike agreement entered into be-

taiists and labor lieutenants alike. tween the A. F. of L. officials and
They hurried to reach the no-strike tee Hoover administration at the

agreement. This is a desperate inception of the crisis. It was sEip-

afempt to hamstring the American ulated to remain in effect during

workers until the industrial codes that period of "national emergency",

with their class collaboration and So there we have it. A no-strike

compulsory arbil ration machinery

.

agreement with the bosses and
is lirmiy established.

The no-strike truce is to cover
all unions and industries and to

remain in effect during the period

LABOR'S MIGHTY CHALLENGE
Only a few brief weeks since the • to enforce their rights of union or- 'In this coming period the question

Industrial Recovery Act went into ganization and to elevate them-;
(rf Pm.rect trade union policy will

1

selves from the extraordinary de- ' . , . . ,„ , ,, .

,. . . . . , .... be decisive. Woe to the revolu-
clifte m standard of living lm-

!

IKised upon them during the years
|

Hilary party if it fails in that

of crisis. The spring which is too 1 respect! It will disappear from
tightly compressed must ease and; the scene as an affective factor for

ber 1st to 4th, the "United States

Congress Against War" will be held

in New York City. The official call

of the Congress contains the signa-

tures of the Communist party, a

number of organizations which it

controls, pacifist groups, the I. W.
W., and the i Socialist party. Re-

cently the National Executive Com-
mittee of the Socialist party with-

drew from the united front because

of criticism against it contained
in the Daily Worker. A few words
on bow this united front was ar-

ranged.

Under the paternal guidance of

Henri Barbuase—who will be in

the United Sates for the Congress

—

Sherwood Anderson, Theodore
Dreiser, and Upton Sinclair, mem-
bers of the American Committee for

Struggle against War, issued an
appeal for the September Congress.

Suddenly an arrangements commit-

tee composed overwhelmingly of

Stalinist controlled organizations

was organized. The Musteites

joined in. Under pressure primar-

ily of pacifist friends of Barbusse

Jackal Press Howls at Trotsk

The announcements that comrade iiiey receive in our midst, that they

Trotsky, held in Turkey for five [also authorize, it appears, to go

years by Stalin's diplomats, is si- to Marseilles and Corsica! (July

lowed to sojourn in France, has

thrown the Stalinist bureaucrats
into confusion. For a week, the

editors of 1'Humanite, organ of the
French C. P., have filled its col-

umns with, a torrent of filth. Dar-
nar, one of the editors of L"Humatt-

fte, has been instructed by Stalin's

agents to sling mud, to concoct de-

tective stories,—a stinking litera-

ture of provocation worthy of a
white guard. The Political Bureau
of the French party which was too

impotent to organize the slightest

action against Fascism, has stirred

itself to hysteria to incite the ap-

paratus against Trotsky.

These articles and these bursts of

rage will do much to open the

workers eyes to the real policy of

the bureaucrats!
And where do they look for argu-

ments? They look to the Fascists,

to Coty! (the arch-reactionary per-

fume manufacturer and publisher)

Read the articles in L'Aml du Peu-
ple (Coty's paper), listen to the
cries of hate from the allies of

1'Humaiiite:

"The traitor Trotsky is given

permission to sojourn in France.
"One has the right to demand

why the government has revoked
its decision by authorizing the trait-

or Trotsky to sully French soil by
his presence. . , .

"It Is this wretched creature,

who has shed French blood, that

U- S. Anti-War Congress
Socialists Withdraw from Arrangements Committee

On Labor Day week end, Septem- representation on the arrangements

committee. This was' soon agreed

upon. A number of Socialists, Nor-

man Thomas, Julius Gerber, etc.

were added to the Committee; a few

more Stalinists were put on.

Double Game of Stalinists

In the preparations for the Con-

gress the Stalinists played a double

game. In the press they continued

their old attacks on, the Socialists,

for the consumption of their own
members and "others". At meetings

of the arrangements committee they

spoke very humbly and even apolog-

ized for articles appearing in the

Daily Worker attacking the Social-

ists. This was the picture several

weeks ago when the Socialists took

the C. P. representatives to task

for an article in the Daily and
Minor replied by stating that he
had not read the article

!

Instead of an open appeal to the

National Executive Committee of

the S. P. by the Communist aprty

for united front against war, the

Stalinists employ intermediaries,

radical or liberal intellectuals. But
this did not help them. The Na-
tional Executive Committee of the

S. P. withdrew from the Congress

on the excuse that it was looking

for : a criticism of it in the Daily

Worker of the Socialist leaders.

The arrangements committee replied

by appealing to the N. E. C. to re-

consider its decision. On August
3rd it decided: "That this arrange-

ments committee takes the position

that in developing the united front

no organization which is carrying

out the purposes of the anti-war

Congress should be attacked by
participating organizations on fields

of common work. That all parti-

cipating organizations shall first

place before arrangements commit-

tee or the sub-committee enpower-

ed to act for it, any and all differ-

ences of opinion between the parti-

cipating organizations relative to

the U. S. Congress Against War,
before making them public. It is

understood, however, that every or-

ganization shall be perfectly free

to urge its own program with re-

spect to the struggle against war.
These assurances which ttie Ar-

rangements Committee will make
effective and which was agreed to

by ail participating groups includ-

ing representatives of the Commun-
ist party should make fruitful co-

operation possible. (Daily Worker
—9-8-J033).

Meaning of Non-Aggression Pact
We quote at some length because

of the importance of the section.

The non-aggression pact could not
be more simply written. No critic-

ism "on the field of common work".
Does not this mean no criticism of

the pacifism and Socialist action

and policies on war? Where differ-

ences ot opinion arise they should
first go to the united front commit-
tee. Editors of the Daily Worker
take note : before writing critical

articles of editorials on the anti-

23).
Listen to Renaissance, the Rus-

sian monarchist daily, the organ
of the Gorguloffs:

•'The present state of things is

such that it is likely that he (Trot-

sky) will have no lack of visitors.

And moreover, perhaps there is

reason to predict, that besides

those who are expected, there will

be others, quite unexpected July

25).

The, Down with the masks! What
is behind this acmpaign, these in-

citements to murder issued by the

political bureau?
That Litvinov sojourns in Royat

in the company of Tardieu, very

good! That Limacharsky is official-

ly received on his disembarkment at

Paris, perfect! That Muemenberg
obtains a regular passport and the

right to carry on his publications,

that Paul Schwenk has the author-

ization, as a Communist deputy in

the Prussian Landtag, to organ!**

public meetings In Paris, all very
well! Still better, that Radek, a
new defender of the Versailles

treaty, the order for whose expul-

sion out of Poland has been cancel-

led by Pilsudsky, is officially re-

ceived in Warsaw and entertained

by the editor of the biggest Polish

bourgeois paper. Yes, all that is

very natural ; "socialism in one
country" needs that.

(Continued on page 4)

give way. A period of widespread
struggles such as will shake the

country to its vers- foundation can
be expected from which the work-
ers will have much to gain in poli-

tical consciousness.

Challenge to Capitalism
These strikes already constitutes

a mighty challenge hurled into the
teeth of American capitalism. A
compact for an industrial truce may
delay, may to a certain extent
throw confusion into these develop-

ments, but it cannot stop them. The
labor lieutenants of capitalism may
perform their service in aiding con-
fusion and disorganization within
the workers ranks, but they cannot
hold the movement back for long.

It will sweep over their heads and
gain in scope and effectiveness.

These strike movements are a chal-
lenge to them and all their policies

of the dead past which they stand
for. They are a challenge to the

trade union movement as a whole,
pressing it forward, pressing it

into service for the advance of the
working class.

Challenge to Official C. P.

But these strikes are also a chal-

lenge to the official Communist
party leadership 'to have done with
its "third period" antics. To have
done with its fatal policy of split-

ting the trade unions and isolating

the party from the mass movement.
Now is not the time to piay with
futile paper unions of your own
bureaucratic image, but to direct

the revolutionists and left wingers
to enter and take up work in the

mass unions. Now is not the time
to split the working class, but on
the contrary, to use every means
and opportunity for its unification.

their government during the crisis

and a no-strike agreement during
the period of recovery. Chain the
workers more solidly to the chariot
of capitalist exploitation while their

aspirations and their endeavors to
attain a human standard of living
are crushed beneath the wheels of
the state machinery of suppression.
That is the policy of the labor
lieutenants of capitalism. It fits

right into the mitt of the Wall St.

executives at Washington.

At the very moment when the
truce was being signed the Penn-
sylvania miners lay bleeding, one
killed and many wounded by bullets
spewed from guns of private plug
uglies hired by the coal and steel

France Friend o

USSR-Litvinov

We beg our readers to compare
these two quotations First is the
declaration made by Litvinov in

Paris (Le Temps, July 9.).

"Neither our political nor our
economic interests clash with those

of France in any part of the world.

That is why we consider that noth-

ing should stand in the way of the

continuation of a political as well

as an economic rapproachement,"
Further down, it is announced

that Herriot is going to undertake
an official mission in the USSR.
Peri, "theoretician" of the French
party explains in I'Humanite, daily

organ of tile French Communist
Party (July 17th):

"It can be said that the role of

leader of the anti-Soviet crusade

held for so long by French imper-
ialism, has today passed into other

(???) hands."
What does this signify? We must

affirm that this signifies that the
USSR, weakened by the defeats of

the international proletariat, is re-

sorting to pacts, scraps of paper,

particularly, with France the im-

perialist, the policeman of Europe
and the guardian of the Versailles

Treaty. Was it not that vicious

enemy of the U. S. S. R., W.
Churchhili, who just said recently
at Paris that the French army was
the sole guarantee of the security
of Europe?

Peri and Co. lie to the proletariat
on the USSR in the situation; but
the bourgeois press, all praise the
Litvinov, does not conceal its opin-

war Congress submit it to the ar-'ion of the Soviet situation. Le
rangements committee! The Stal- Temps, of July 17th, publishes a

(Continued on Page 4)

a long time to come.

For a correct solution of the de-

cisive question of trade union pol- barons; striking Pennsylvania iio-;-

iey and activity the Left Opposi- iery workers were subjected to tear
tion will do Us part. gas attacks by the police; and

N.R.A.andtheTradeUnions
Question of Polic/ is Decisive in the Present Stage

(Continued on Page 4

)

We are entering a new stage in

working class developments. This
is verified not merely in the ap-

pearance of the N. R. A. and the

new methods of capitalist co-on-

diuation which it attempts to put
into life, but primarily in the new
relationship of forces created by
the new economic conjuncture.
These new methods of co-ordination

express the efforts to find new ways
of chaining the change in relation-

ship of forces and maintain it with
in the eld bounds.

It is a stage of developing econ-

omic struggles over a far flung field

which is unfolding before us. At
the present moment we see only
its small beginnings, however, with
a sharpness and acuteness fully in-

dicative of the gigantic tremors
which will ensue as these struggles
enlarge their scope and intensity.

The role that trade unions will

play in this next chapter, to be
recorded by history in this period,

will become one of paramount im-
portance. In the same measure,
we can say confidently, will the
(piesiion of trade union policy be
the decisive question of the immedi-
ate future. Communists least of

all can afford to overlook or ignore
this.

No promises can be held out for

the .upward economic conjuncture.
It can be expected only to be of
a cumbersome, contradictory nature
and heralding deeper plunges into
prolonged and more turbulent
crises. But that is a quetsion of
perspective for which the workers
needs to prepare in this present
stage. Meanwhile the sharper the
present change the sharper the ac-
tion of the masses. The fact of
the reduction of unemployment will
correspondingly increase the self-

confidence of the workers. Even a
small change of economic conjunc
ture in one direction or another
does not take place without leav-
ing its mark. The change which,
is expressed in new workers being,
hired by the factories breeds a
spirit entirely different from the
one of the continual lay offs.

With all the efforts of capitalist
co-ordination of its economic struc-
ture, of creating a gigantic mono-
poly, the competitive warfare does
not cease. It only becomes eleva-
ted to a higher stage. On the
other hand the workers find them-
selves in increasing measure united
by the process of production. Their
interests become constantly bam
mered down to a more unified level.

In this sense the relationship of
forces is changing in faovr of the
workers. The intolerable conditions,
however, of the extremely low stan-
dard of living imposed upon them
during the years of the crisis press
ever harder for readjustment. But
readjustments are not at all con-
tained in the X. K. A. all dema-
ggoic palaver of higher nominal
wages and shorter working hours
to the contrary notwithstanding.
Readjustments mean struggle. Tbat
is what we see initiated today.

It is characteristic that the
greatest of the strikes, that ot the
Pennsylvania miners grew from the

demand for the right to union or-

ganization. That can be said also
to bold true to a more or less de-

gree for other strukes of a smaller
scale. In other words under the

-X. U. A. the workers are taking
advantage of the change toward a
more favorable relationship brought
about by the turn in conjuncture.
The elementary instinct of the
workers is to translate the fact of

their being united by the process
of production into unity in organi-
zation. Everywhere there is mani-
fested the tendency of workers
seeking organization and it is to

be assumed that the new conditions
created will immensely further and
develop this tendency. But in con-
nection therewith the important
question arises: Towards which
unions -.will this working class
stream gravitate, towards the con-
servative unions or towards the so-
called revolutionary unions, or will
it seek new and independent forms?

It should not be diiikult to ans-
wer this question. The answer de-
pends in the main upon the political

maturity of the American working
class. And, in this respect we
know that we cannot speak of a
working class politically mature of
having a tradition of socialist con-
sciousness behind it. As a matter
of fact we are not here concerned

(Continued on Page 4)

No sooner was the ink on the

signatures to the agreement dry
than the II. C F.rick Coke Com-
pany struck out [wa its contents

all reference to the union which the

miners had organized, it meant
that the company has no intention

whatever to recognize the miners'
right to organise. But the gov-

ernment had no punishment to meet
out to defiance iroin that side. The
miners, on tho other hand, have in

this a clear indication of how their

right to organization will fare in

the coming arbitration. No sooner
was the ink on the signatures dry
than tile non-union coal operators

at the hearing of their code refused

to withdraw their open shop quali-

fication limn I lie code.

It is no wonder that the capital-

ist representatives in the govern-
ment were eager to obtain a no-

aliike truce. They recognize jier-

teuEly well a labor offensive when
they see it. They have first of ali

the task to" satisfy the powerful
open-shop trusts which will insist

upon moving heaven and earth to

prevent unionism from entering
i heir plants, in Ibis the govern-
ment was fully at the disposal of
the trusts. The Washington nierry-

go-round was set into motion. Ad-
ministrator Johnson went by air-

plane to the Pennsylvania strike

ueid, back to Washington to get
die signature ot the labor leaders,

mi to Ci'um Elbow for the approval
or the President from his vacation
retreat and back to Washington
again. Hi: was followed by the la-

uor adviser to tile Recovery Admin-
istration, McGrady, who covered
almost the same route. The fear
of an extension of the labor offen-
sive oiled the machinery. It work-
ed well and under high pressure
speed. The labor lieutenants of
capitalism can now repeat once
again: "We do our pai't".

At first the miners were reluct-
ant tj) accept tlie truce. That
should not cause any wonder. They
have bad many bitter experiences
of truces and arbitration, and hard-
ly could there be found one example
where this sort of intervention has
not always served the interest of
the bosses. Their reluctance set
added machinery into motion. The
federal government fias opened an
investigation into alleged Commun-
ist agitation in the Pennsylvania
fields. It is to be Jed by Assistant
Federal Attorney Lloyd W. Bryan.
In this manner the powers that be
are closing in on tiie workers to
tay the basis for permanency of tite

no-strike policy.

This no-strike truce, by the time
it is carried to its final conclusion,
will be sure to prove another seri-

ous lesson to the American work-
esr. The A. F. of L. leaders will
stand out the more clearly in their
true light. The role of the state
powers as an instrument of coer-
cion will become the more appar-
ent. Its effect wili Inevitably be to
further sharpen tho future conflicts

bound to develop on a yet much
larger scale.

Roosevelt's National Police

In the Industrial Recovery Aet
the Roosevelt Administration has
set up a united front between the
national government and the big
capitalists for the purpose of driv-
ing wages down to starvation
levels. In order to do this with
the least possible commotion it is

necessary for the government to

have its own police, in addition to
the army, to use against workers
who presume to strike against the
attack on their living standards.
Such a national police is already
being formed.
But it is not the blunt old Hoover

Administration that is preparing
this new weapon of the boesee. It
is Iloosevelt who has put through
She National ilndustrtal Riecovery
Aet and is directing the capitalist
offensive against the workers and
now builds up a new machinery of
coercion. This shrewd gentleman
Is now starting a campaign against
crime, kidnapping, racketeering, ex-
tortion and blackmail. Lews are
being prepared giving the govern-
ment jurisdiction over all erlmed
interfering with Interstate com-
merce and over all «lminal activ-
ities involving operations In two «r
more states.

A liberal interpretation of such
laws, and no doubt they will be
interpreted with the greatest liber-
ality, gives the government control
over all labor disputes. At the
time jvhile these lawe are being
drawn up, the bureaus, of investi-

gation, identification and prohibi-

tion are being combined into a new
Division of Investigation. This
new Division will soon swallow up
many other bureaus. Most import-
ant of all, the new Division of In-
vestigation will have special squads
of police to suppress ail crimes conk-
ing under Federal jurisdiction, in
short a national police department
is being created. In view of Roos-
evelt's methods in the recent past,
ibere is e^ery reason to suspect
tbat the main purpose of the uew
police is not that of stopping kid-
napping and racketeering.

However guesses are not needed.
The iiead of this Division of In-
vestigation is John Edgar Hoover.
This man was one of the most ac-
tive of Attorney General Palmer's
red baiters in the early twentiea.
He was responsible for the deporta-
tions of Emma Goldman, Alexander
Berkman, Ludwig Martens, the So-
viet representative to the U. S.,

and others. He has also served aa
head of the Bureau of Immigration
which has always ^eeu notoriously
ready to aid the bosses by deport-
ing militant workers. There are
few men as capable as Mr. J. B.
Hoover for the job of leading a
government attack upon the work-
ing class. It is clear that with
such a man in charge the national
police are intended to serve not
against the gangsters but against
workers who strike for more than
the starvation pay of the N. I. R. A.

—PETER MORTON.
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Lessons of the

United Front

(Continued from last issue)

PIHCH0T AKD ILABOM
New Bourgeois Methods in Pennsylvania Strikes

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
United front plans for common

action must be conducted in the

open. The workers must fight

against any plan to conduct nego-

tiations behind closed doors. No
leaders of the working class would

ask for such a privilege, only mis-

leaders or ignorant "leaders" would
do such. The revolutionary Marx-

ist has nothing to hide from the

working class. They conduct their

negotiations before the whole work-

tog class.

THE CAPITALISTS AND
THEIR OFFICE BOYS
The task of overthrowing the

capitalist system is a great one.

The job of defeating the capital-

ist agents within our ranks is part

of this task. If. the revolutionary

Marxists are not superior to the

capitalist agents within our ranks

then we are not yet capable of

overthrowing the system that has

sent these agents into our ranks.

The tactic of the united front is

a necessary step when preliminary

battles between these two camps
are fought. It prepares the ground
for united action of the class for

the overthrow of the capitalist

system.

SITTING AT THE SAME TABLE
WITH BETRAYEBS
The united front action of the

working class is not a moral ques-

tion. It is a question of bringing

about the greatest class pressure

possible in order to obtain our ob-

jective. Misleaders will be exposed

in action. You can talk about mis-

leaders year in and year out and
they will retain their followers, but
once you get them in different uni-

ted front atcions they can he ex-

posed—providing the Marxists know
what to do.

That misleaders, betrayers, and
fakers can be elected or self ap-

pointed from their organizations to

the united front only proves how
capable these fakers are in fooling

their workers and how important it

is for us to put these fakers to

the test of action so the rank and
file can see their true worth.
The proper application of the,

united front is the most effective

means of exposing misleaders. It:

is no crime to sit down at the same
table with misleaders. It is a crime
if you do not know what to give!

and take in the united front when

'

you do sit down with them.

PARLIAMENTARY AND EXTRA-
PARLIAMENTARY ACTIVITY
JYhen we speak of the united

front we refer to activity in the
extra-parliamentary Held and not

in the field of parliamentary ac-

tivity. Participation in parliamen-
tary activity by revolutionists is

one of the most delicate and com-
plicated problems. The general

rule, in parliamentary activity, is

to oppose united front activity.

The exceptions are few and far be-

tween. Besides this, one must re-

member that parliamentary activ-

ity, as a whole, falls into the cate-

gory of auxiliary class activity and
even this within the framework of

the question of when to participate

and boycott.

THE QUESTION OF UNITY
AND PRINCIPLE DIFFERENCES
Many non-Marxian, but sincere

workers are for the united front

because they believe we can all get

together and become one party
fighting the capitalist class. In
other words, they propose to do
away with all the different politi-

cal groups and factions and the

fight within the political tendencies

of the working class. These work-
ers are "half right" and "half

wrong". They are correct insofar

as the united front tactic brings

together different working class

organizations for common action

against the capitalists. They are
wrong, insofar as they think, this

tactic will enable (he working class

to merge all organizations into one
big organization. Principle differ-

ences are not solved by giving up
principles and getting together into

one hodge-podge big organization.

We would not trade one small or-

ganization of active Marxists for

the merging of all other organiza-
tions into one big hodge-podge.
Principle differences are settled in

struggle and in action and through
the united front. These methods
enable the organization and leader-

ship with a correct program to gain
the rank and file and expose those
organizations that are based upon
a wrong program and have mislead-
ers a^ their head. The united front
action puts all organizations to a
test and by this test in action the
majority of the working class are
transformed into one gigantic or-

ganization, and the masses are
won over to that organization which
has a correct program.

If there were no principle dif-

ference between organizations there
would be no need of a united front.

The need would be to iron out the
secondary differences and get to-

gether into one organization. Uni-
ted front action is the compliment
of the existence of organizations
with principle differences.

(To be continued)

Both from the point of view of

the number of strikes and strikers,

on the one hand, and the militancy

uf the workers on the other, Penn-
sylvania occupies the center of the

stage. Within this area are taking
place the strike of the Reading
Hosiery workers and the struggle

ui the central western miners. In
the eastern section of the state

small strikes are occurring in the

textile and manufacturing indus-

U'ies against sweat shop conditions.

1 he strike of the miners marks the

iiigh water mark thus far of the

developing working class offensive.

The capitalist class is moving in

Ibis area too. From Philadelphia

to Fayette County there is the fam-
iliar story of police brutality and
the viciousness of hired deputies.

The armpd forces of the state have
also been brought into play. Dem-
agogy in the high plates of the

.-.taie bureaucracy and in the ranks
u£ organized labor has been trained
on the workers to dull the edge
of their militancy. Betrayal too

plays its part. These are the time
honored methods of "dealing with
jitbur troubles".

But now for the first time a new
element has made its appearance.
The political flunkies of Mellon and
Morgan have acquired a new wea-
pon. They are beginning to use
liberal policies which they accom-
pany with deeds. Mrs. Pinchot, the

first lady of the state, appears on
picket lines and marches with the
strikers ; she bawls out the head of

Ilie Philadelphia police force for his

brutality in dispersing strikers.

Pinchot himself, after Roosevelt,

appoints a lady to the position of

stale secretary of labor. She car-
ries out a policy "in the interests

of the workers" which brings down
on her head the charge of being
a "strike fomeutor". Pinchot sends
troops to the mine strike area to

"protest the strikers against . the
deputies". "He blamed the strike

on efforts to deprive the miners of

the rights guaranteed in the Na-
tional Recovery Act. "The time
has gone by when striking miners
can be clubbed into submission by
deputy sheriffs with the assistance
of the national guard and the state

police—and it wiil not come back
while 1 am governor.'" (N. Y.
Times, August 6, 1933.) Bravo!
Bravo!

There, are some unkind people
who say that all this is not meant
sincerely, that Pinchot is keeping
up appearances and furthering per-
sonal political ambitions. They say
that Mrs. Pinchot has her eye fixed

on a senatorial seat. They say that
the appointment of Miss Carr to
the position of state secretary of
labor was a blow directed at boss
Grundy with whose machine Pin-
i*hot ahd broken in pursuit of a
"liberal" reputation.

All this may he true.

We are not in the confidence of
i he Pinchots and we cannot say.
At any rate we are ready to be-

lieve that the servants of the capi-

talist class do not serve their mas-
ters out of altruistic motives.
The I>aily Worker takes a some-

what different view from that of
I'inchot's critics. The Daily holds'

to the idea that the Pinchot variety!
of demagogy is the familiar brand

]

the capitalists have been doling out
for decades. It notices neither
(iiiontitiative nor qualitative differ-

ences. It applies a correct ABS-
TRACT formula to all situations
and gets the same results.

What is actually taking place in

Pennsylvania is what Koosevelt is

doing on a national scale—the Eur-
opennfzation of American politics—
from the capitalist side. The capi-

talists not only talk of labor's

rights and needs. They make a
sentence of doing something about
it. And under cover of these "con-
-essioiis" they plot and carry
through further attacks in the
workers.

The whole of the Pinchot policy

fits into the Roosevelt labor policy
as it finger fits into a glove. Roos-
evelt calls for class peace while

he carries out measures "in the

interest of the workers"—the NIRA
—Pinchot does essentially the same.

Only through his wile he goes a

step further ; he "intervenes" on the

side of the strikers" ! Pinchot's

methods are an extension of Roos-

evelt's. Why do they do this? They

do it, because they forsee a rise

of working class struggles. They
understand that the workers will

make attempts to recover some of

the ground they lost during the

years of the capitalist onslaught,

as possible and where it is not pos-

This they seek "to prevent as far

sible they want to confine the re-

sults to a minimum.

At the same time the capitalists

are trying to put their house in

order to launch their assault on

the world market. They need a

further concentration and central-

ization of industry and its admini-

stration and a reorganization of

labor to Ilie reorganized industrial

apparatus at the expense of the

working class. To carry through

this program they have devised the

measures embraced by the New
Deal, among them the NIRA: And
to carry them through they need

class peace in a period of rising

working class struggles. That is

why they try .to carry measures
through under cover of liberalism.

The key to the strategy is summed
up in the formula : the Europcani-

zation of capitalist politics to pre-

vent the political development of

the working class.

—T. STAMM.

Strikes Spreading

in Massachusets

Shoe Industry

SPECIAL SUB OFFEI(:

SUPPORT THE CLUB PLAN
FOUR HALF YEARS SUBS
FOR TWO DOLLARS
The Militant Club Plan offers the

friends and sympathizers of the

MILITANT an opportunity to lake

advantage of a special talking

point to obtain new readers and
new supporters for the most imix>r-

tant Marxian labor weekly in Am-
erica. Units of the Left Opposi-
tion, worker's clubs and individuals

should send two dollars to the

MILITANT for four Iialf year CLUB
PLAN CARDS. These paid CLUB
PLAN CARDS should be carried

by each member and sympathizer
of the MILITANT and should be

used at every opportunity to obtain
new subs. You resell these cards
for 50c. As soon as the paid card!
is mailed to the MILITANT the 1

new subscriber is placed on the

'

mailing list.
j

The Friends of the Militant Club
of Chicago and several units are
active along this line. What about'

you? Attention-Workers Culture

'

Club ; Spartacus Workers Club,
Militant Workers Club ; and branch-
es of the Left Opposition.

SUB PAID CLUB PLAN CARDS
FOR EVERY MEMBER OF THE
BRANCH OR WORKERS CLUB.
EVERY SUPPORTER OF THE

MILITANT SHOULD CARRY A
PAID CLUB PLAN CARD.

CORRECTION
Two errors crept into the article

by G. Gourov on the "Left Social-

ists and Our Tasks", due to a mis-

take in translation and faulty

proofreading.

3. The sentence that reads "The
centrism of the Stalinist faction is

characterized by a policy of con-
vulsions and sig-zags or by a stand-

still and it is tyio most conserva-
tive of all centrist formations that
have ever existed in the workers
movement". . . .should be changed
Wi read "....It is the most stable

of all centrist formations that has
ever existed in the workers move-
ment".

2. Wherever the article refers

to the Left Opposition within the
socialist organizations it concerns
the Left wings or Left socialist

groupings in the reformist organi-

zations and not the Left Opposition
( Bolshevik-Leninists) , affiliated to

the International Left Opposition.
— (Ed.)

We hear from Miss Hughes of

the N. Y. Telegram that as a
weapon against intervention a So-

viet animal trainer is to train seals

to divert the direction of torpedoes
in. marine warfare. The watery
seals will probably prove as effec-

tive as the official Stalinist seaL

A. F. of L. Federal Unions

Federal Labor Unions, chartered
directly by the A. F. L., comprising
all of the workers within the plant,!

instead of the organizing of these*

workers Into the several crafts

,

within the plant is the form of

organization necessary to meet the
new situation under the NHA, ac-

cording to the A. F. L. tabor lead-

ers.

Speaking of the workers engaged
in mass production Green says

:

"There is no way by which these
workers may engage in collective

bargaining except through the esta-

blishment of the federal labor un-
ions affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor."
What Green says in 1933 was

true as well as in 1913 or 1903.

These workers eould not be organ-
ized effectively into craft unions.
The question is, will the federal
unions answer the new situation?

Is the A. F. L. starting out on a
new policy? Green says: "In fol-

lowing such a plan of organization
the American Federation of Labor
is not In any way departing from
the form of organization and tradi-

tional policy which it has pursued
from the beginning."
The labor "leaders" admit that

the craft union is not satisfactory
and state clearly they intend to

continue the same policy of the last

century. Then what is the purpose
of the federal unions? The A. T.

L. leaders are blowing life into the

Federal Unions as an attempt " to

substitute this form of organiza-

tion for the industrial unions.

To bring to life the old federal

form of organization—to meet the

demands of the present situation

—

which can oniy be fulfilled by the
organization of industrial unions
based upon the class struggle, is

to use the federal unions as buffers

and stumbling blocks for our class.

When the Left wing and class

conscious workers understand the
purpose of the A. F. L., in its at-

tempt to substitute the federal un-

ions for the Industrial Unions, it

can use the federal unions as a
skeleton structure for the organi-

zation of industrial unions. The
A. F. L. leaders will try to dissolve

the federal unions into craft unions
when they become a menace. The
Left wing must use them as em-
bryo industrial unions.

The only effective answer to the
NRA is the organizing of powerful
INDUSTRIAL UNIONS with a
class struggle policy inside and
outside of the A. F. L. according to

circumstances and conditions. In-

dustrial Unions with a class strug-
gle policy where ..Communists as
well as other political forces have
the right of minority and political

expression arc means of bringing
class pressure upon the slave codes
of the NBA.

I
Boston, Mass.—The New England

'shoe industry is so complicated that

oven those close to it can hardly

keep up with the new turns that

present themselves from day to day.
The main cause of this is that
there are five unions in the field.

The Bool and Shoe (A. F. L.] com-
pletely discredited in 1921), has re-

cently lost all but a few shops in

Boston, but still remains strong in

Brockton and the west. lis history

is our of devoted service to the

manufacturers. Recently it organ-
ized tin 1 strikebreakers by agree-

ment with the boss in the Hyde
(Cambridge) plant where the Na-
tional Shoe Workers Association is

conducting a strike which has now
run into fourteen weeks. In Brock-
ton, its stronghold, it is now los-

ing many members and a new
mutual group is forming.

Many Unions

Tiie Shoe Workers Protective
I' nion, strong in Haverhill and
Lowell, despite its actions in the
past, was able to save itself by
militant words protesting its desire
for amalgamation when the shoe
revolt started.

The National Shoe Assoeiatioin,
beginning in Lynn, took over prac-
tically all of Lynn, Boston and
Chelsea (except two large and a
few smail shops). The leather
workers have organized under the
name National Leather Workers
Association after the bosses re-

refused to settle with a combined
National Shoe and Leather Workers
Union. The two unions are close-
ly allied.

In Salem, an independent union
exists. This is due to the fact
(hat when they went on strike in-

junctions kept the National out of
Salem.

T. U. U. L. Union
And finally, we have the Boot,

Shoe, and Leather Workers Indus-
trial Union {TUUL), which has a
small group in Boston, Chelsea
and Lynn. In these districts, it

settled a few small shops with
slight increases, and while these
victories (?) were blazoned in the
Freiheit, the majority of the shoe
workers joined the National.
As the crisis deepened, the shoe

workers conditions reached un-
heard of depths. Speed-up, yellow
dog contracts, ten dollars a week
for skilled men, girls on two dollars
a week, and forced deposits for the
job. Thn Boot and Shoe Union
legalized these outrages. Revolt
was in the air. The Boot, Shoe
and Leather Workers Industrial
Union (TUUL) tried to start
things going. They won a strike
in a small shop in Chelsea, then
they puiied out some workers in
ono Boston factory, only to have
them return to work when they
found out who was leading them.
(The Party representatives had not
impressed the shoe workers favor-
ably in the 1920 struggles).

Left Wing Isolates Itself
In Lynn, the National Shoe Cut-

ters Association, under the lead-
ership of reactionary Mahan, began
a campaign to organize the Lynn
shoe workers. The whole town
turned to its support. Strikes were
called and the outstanding feature
was the militancy of the rank and
file. The Boot, Shoe and Leather
Workers- Industrial Union (TUUL)
settled one small shop the day the
rs'trike was called and then pro-
ceeded to antagonize the new union
at every step. Instead of entering
the new union or working with it,

they campaigned for the TUUL
union with the result that . they
were left with their original small
group of revolutionary workers
while the bulk of the 'shoe work-
ers, now in the National were with-
out radical leadership to fight
Mahan and his agreements. ,While
comrade Jack McCarthy in Labor
Unity complains of the way fn
which Mahan put over the agree-
ments, he should add that this was
made possible by the fact that the
party had kept the radical work-
ers from being present. Mahan
should publicly thank them for this.

The National Shoo Cutters As-
sociation now become the National
Shoe Workers Association and pro-
ceeded to organize Boston and
Chelsea. The response was re-
markable. Instead of 1,500 work-
ers as expected, 7,000 came out in
answer to the call. Here again
the Party comrades missed a great
opportunity, and by maintaining a
dye-hard attitude found themselves
separated from the workers. When
the Protective leadership under the
reactionary Nolan saw which way
the wind was blowing, they hasten-
ed to propose amalgamation in the
near future and so save themselves
from extinction. They led the
strikes in Lowell, Lawrence and
Haverhill.

Prospects of Many Strikes

In the last few days the National
has begun an attack on the few
open shops left in Lynn and In
Boston. Also some of the manu-
facturers are refusing to abide by
the decisions of the state board
of arbitration regarding back pay.
This. stand is taken at the same
time that the August 1st agreement
offered by the union discard arbi-
tration and demand extensive bet-
terment of working conditions.
Thus undoubtedly the immediate
future will be marked by many
strikes.

T. u. u. L. in the meantime has
shifted its position and the mem-
bers have all gone into the Nation-
al Shoe Workers Association to

FROM THE MILITAWTS
Labor Shows Militancy in Los Angeles Conflicts

Los Angeles.—The seventh week
of the strike at the Golden Bros.

Millinery Shop finds the workers
with spirit high and ranks intact.

Picket lines have been maintained
in the face of the "Red" squad,

which probably is the most degen-
erate collection of strikebreakers in

the country.

Eight women have been arrested.

The picket line has been subject to

most brutal attacks, in which pic-

kets, women as well as men have
been slugged and beaten. The
events of Friday, July 24, will give
an idea of the activities of the

'Red" Squad as well as the cour-

age and valor of the strikers.

At 5 o'clock as the picket line

was forming, Pfeifer, lieutenant of
the "Red" Squad began donning a
pair of gloves. Every picketer
knows what that means. The
gloves cover brass knuckles. Un-
liiuchingly the strikers maintained
their ranks. Squad cars rolled up.

Police unloaded from these cars.

With face pale the picketers con-
tinue.

"Clear the Streets"
"Clear the street, officers!" com-

mands Pfeifer. The street are
"cleared". Fighting every inch of

the way the picketeers are forced
down the street. On the corner of
Eighth Street, the picketers re-

sistance increases. Pfeffer becomes
panic-stricken. "Take your saps
out officers—and use them," he
shouts. No picketer is intimidated.
The chairman of the strike com-

mittee is punched. The picketers
demonstrate. Brass knuckled fists

strike and blackjacks fly. Comrade
C. Curtiss is knocked to the
ground. He recovers his feet and
is whisked off to a doctor where a
number of stitches are taken into
his scalp.

The picket line stands its ground.
The next day all the picketers are
there again, early in the morning,
Spanish and English speaking,
young and old, in a display of soli-

darity, that is making working
class tradition on the west coast.

Old time western rebels pay a tri-

bute as the most militant strike in
Los Angeles since the McNamara
trial. In the heart of reaction, in
Los Angeles the "white spot" of
Harry Chandlers Los Angeles Times
to maintain a picket line is a heroic
deed. The tribute is well earned.

General Strike Needed
Every militant in the entire

needle trades is watching this
strike. One thing becomes obvious
ami that is, that in order to firnily

establish union conditions it is

necessary to project the idea of a
genera! strike into the millinery in-

dustry. Faced with the highly or-
ganized association it is absolutely
necessary to organize all workers
in the entire industry. In the
millinery trade the New Deal is a
joky. The minimum the bosses
agreed to in their code is $2 lower
t han the minimum for women in
California. The idea of a general
strike will undoubtedly find a fer-.
tile field awaiting it in the under-
paid, speed-up millinery workers.

Agricultural Workers Strike
The. recent strike of the 5,000

agricultural workers has been ended
with a "victory" for the strikers
and the recognition of a union
formed under the aegis of the
Mexican Consul. Wage rates had
been increased to a minimum of
$1.50 for a nine hour day, with all
overtime and part time paid at the
rate of 20 cents an hour. Before
the ink was dry on the agreement
the ranchers began breaking the
contract.

The situation is still ripe for an
aggressive tsrike. The workers de-
mands have not been satisfied jet
—not by far.

T. V. U. L. Outwitted
The TUUL Agricultural Workers

Union was completely outwitted by
the Mexican Consul. The leader-
ship of the TUUL while courageous
in action was very weak in strat-
egy. Now it is necessary to make
a quick shift in the orientation of
the Agricultural Workers Union.

The former status of complete un-

organization lias been changed to a

condition where there is a semi-

company, nationalist union in the

field with a large membership of

agricultural workers.
In this case the tactics of the

T. IT. U.'L. must be to function

within the class collaborationist

union as a Left wing, and from
within transform this union into

a genuine class struggle union. .Will

the leadership of the TUUL be able

to execute this maneuver or will

the dualism and sectarianism that
is embedded in the ideology and
practice of the TUUL and the party
keep the union upon the futile path
of ultra-Leftism?

Hollywood Film Strike
Hollywood's famed industry, the

movies, has been the latest to be
drawn into the wave of strikes. On
Satulrday, July 22, 650 sound tech-

nicians, a highly specialized and
trained group of workers struck
against a wage rate of as low as
S3S per week for work that often
laslei until midnight or later.

When the studios advertized for
scabs to take the place of the men
who bad struck, a strike was call-

oil by four other unions bringing
the totai strikers up to nearly
,",000. Despite the solidarity shown
by these unionists the sad truth is

that under the influence of craft
unionist ideology many unions are
still working for producers whose
shops, have been struck. More will

be heard of this strike later.

Tlie Strikes and the Left wing
Strikes increasing in number in-

volving all sections of the working
c!ass"from unskilled farm hands to
highly educated sound technicians
mid camera men—the question of
impressive" action and leadership of
future strikes becomes of para-
mount importance to the Left wing.
The training of cadres of mili- 1

tants capable of participating in
and leading these struggles and
(he drawing of lessons from these
strikes, from the successes and even
more from tiie failures—this is

I he present task of the TUUL and
the party as well as the entire rev-
olutionary movement.

Is the TUUL seriously undertak-
ing this work? Judging by the far-
cical bureaucratic manner in which
conventions of the TUUL are called
(he answer is, NO. A few days ago
flip Los Angeles TUUL held a gen-
oral pre-eonvent ion discussion mem-
bership meeting. Few letters were
sent out. The rank and file of the
furriers and milliners—the major-
ity of the TUUL—wore in ignor-
ance of the meeting. The strikers
were meagerly represented.

While this highly important and
poorly attended meeting was in ses-
sion the Friends of the Soviet Union
were holding a mass meeting for
Soviet recognition. 2,000 people
packed the house. This ia party
policy ! Two thousand people Ifsten
to lawyers, doctors, rabbis, pre*eh-
ers spread opportunism among the
workers and an infinitesmal part of
(hat at a meeting of the TUUL In
the midst of a series of intense
strikes

!

Slowly, but surely, the ideas of
the Left Opposition are gaining
hearing and response. Our activity
on the picket line, in the union, in
I he Unemployed organization has
gained us the respect of the work-
ers generally and especially the
thinking Communists. Above all

amongst the youth our literature
is being avidly read as the facta
that our correctness in action in
the everyday struggles of the work-
ers is based upon Bolshevik clarity
and theory is recognized. —C. C.

An Example of

the New De*l

in Operation

Embarassing questions to the
editors of the Daily Worker:

1. Why hasn't there been a con-
gress of the C. I. for the last At*
years?

2. Why hasn't there been a con-
vention of the C. P. U. s. A. for
the last three years?

3. Why hasn't the DAILV pub-
lished Litvinov's congratulatory
telegram to M. Herriot?

TheArchbishop Benjamin Again
About a month ago the Militant

printed an account of a meeting'
held in New York by the local F.
S. U. The feature attraction was
a eulogy of the Soviet regime by

—

\

Archbishop Benjamin, a self-con-'
fessed, unabashed Wrangelite priest.

At that time the exact nature of
the services His Eminence had
rendered the White Guard troop«

of General Baron Peter Wrangel
was unknown to us. Nor did the

meager notices of the meeting in

the Daily Worker enlighten us in

this respect.

Some idea of his faithful devo-

tion to the Soviet cause in the dark
days of the Civil War may be

gleaned from a brief passage in a

recent history of the counter-rev-

olution and intervention. "The

begin the uphill fight which they
should have undertaken in the days
of the strike. There they find a
militant rank and file willing to
listen to them.

Against this background the pre-

sent problems are (1) those of am-
algamation, (2) those connected
with the agreements which termin-
ate August 1, and (3) those pre-
sented by the federal government

In its industrial code. —V,

White Armies of Russia" by George
Stewart, the MacMillan Company,
1933. In the spring of 1920 the
White Guard forces in the south of
Russia were bottled up in the
Crimea. The Red Army was press-
ing them hard, threatening to drive
them into the Black Sea. Wrangel
was defending the mountain passes
into the Crimea.
Stewart records: "The Red Army

attacked in the Perekop area on
March 31 and were repulsed. Af-
ter bloody fighting, the Crimean
passes were taken and fortified by
the Whites. During the operation
before the l>jimbuluk Station,
Wrangel walked along the skirm-
ish lines encouraging the men while
Bishop Benjamin"—he has been
promoted since—by the F. S. U.—

"

who was with him, blessed them
with his cross before General Aug-
nladze led them Jn the storming
of the Red positions." (Page 303)
Times have changed. The Soviet

is now a power. But the venerable
ecclesiastic still believes in the
futile magic of his cross. The dif-
ference is that he now sells bless-
ings to the Stalinists. And the
Stalinists who invented the dirty
story of the Wrangel officer in the
pay of the Left Opposition are not
above anointing their bankruptcy
with holy oil compounded of the
blood of the Red Army.

—T. STAMM.

Chicago, 111.—In Chicago, the New
Deal, with the N. It. A. as its prin-

cipal weapon, is now in full swing,

attended by much enthusiasm on
the part of gullible workers and
prosperity hungry employers. Many
firms have signed up, and are now
operating under the blanket code;

while others are preparing to func-

tion under individual trade codes.

Where employees have been work-
ing more than forty hours, exclu-

sive of certain types of vocations,

it will mean shorter hours, with
the promise of no reduction in pay
and a possible increase in the near
future. However, in actual practice,

it looks like the same old marked
cards are being used in the New
Deal.

Hoax of Employment
For example. Fur many years, in

the large Chicago Department
stores, it has been customary to

hire the great majority of the
salesforce on commission basis.
Until the great depression set in,

some small drawing account or
stipend was allowed, but in most
cases, this has been taken away.
The average customer, unfamiliar
with this pay arrangement, on see-

ing the great number of salespeople
in attendance, would naturally con-
cluded the establishment had a
large pay roll. Much credit has
been t&ken by the owners and man-
agers of these stores for employing
large numbers of employees, with a
resultant large pay roll. Merely
cheap propaganda.
By working their help on the

commission basis, the store paid
nothing to such employees unless
earned in sales. Even then, the
reimbursement has been very small,
little more than a "bare living, and
that gradually reduced by cuts in
the commission rates. To add to
these miserable conditions, during
periods of large sales promotions,
extra help has been added on a
similar basis, thus making it diffi-

cult for the regular force to take
advantage of such sales to increase
their meager pay and make up for
former losses.

300 Workers Laid Off
Now, the blanket core stipulated

by the Roosevelt Recovery Plan li

being forced on the workers. This
means a minimum wage must be
paid to all employees of the store.
What has been the result? One
large store, specializing in low-
price merchandise, has aceppted the
code and has turned out approxim-
ately 300 salespeople, many of
whom have been with the store for
many years.

This same scheme is and will be
practised by other stores, offices
and factories, resulting in the
speed-up process, putting more work
and increased responsibility on
fewer employees. The administra-
tion has piously warned against
Speed-up methods and assures the
workers they will be protected
against this evil. We must not be
deceived by this sort of talk.

There is a promise of shorter
hours and increased pay. In fact,

a veritable paradise awaits the
worker, whether he wears a white
collar or hiue shirt, if he will only
rest his confidence in Franklin
Delano and allow the great white
prophets to guide his destiny.
How long will it take the aver-

age worker, especially those now on
the Roosevelt bandwagon, to real-
ize the awkard position into which
he has baen cast? How far distant
is the time of disillusionment?
While his hours are decreased, and
hs pay stabilized at the former
figure, or possibly increased, he
must be made to realize that all

the policies of the present admini-
stration are pressing forward to
a higher cost of living, resulting
in a lower standard of living for
the working class. Only when the
worker begins to realize how little

his pay is returning him in neces-
sities of life and the few luxuries
desired, will he question the fake
altruism of the present government,
spokesman for the ruling capitalist
class.

While liberals, socialists and la-

bor fakers are tooting their horns
and shouting hymns of praise in

support of Roosevelt and his New
Deal, the Communist party and its

factions, particularly the Left Op-
position, with its correct Marxian
background must rally to the fight

to assist in the early destruction of

this mirage now being foisted on
workers blinded by the gilt embell-

ishments of a program to beat
down the proletarian class and some
elements of the petty bourgeoisie.

Strikes are being outlawed and
discredited. Class collaboration is

encouraged. The now gullible

workers must be taught that only
by struggle can their lot be im-
proved. This is where ali organi-
zations of Left and revolutionary
tendencies must play leading roles

in taking advantage of the bank-
rupt tactics of capitalism and pre-

pare for its complete liquidation.

—STUART.

YOUTH CLASS IN BOSTON
The Marxian Youth Club in Bos-

ton, Mass., will begin a class on
the History of the Left Opposition
on Monday, August 7th at 8:30
P. M. The class will treat with
the fundamental points of differ-

ence between the Left Opposition
and Stalinism. All young workers
are invited to attend and learn. The
class will be held at 11 Keswick St.
—To get there take Beacon St. ear
to St. Mary St., and walk bad one
block.
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Letters from Fascist Germany
From the Lower Rhineland.

Jane 28, 1933.

On June 26 the information de-

partment of the S. S. (Schutz Staf-

fel—Fascist Special Corps) succeed-

ed in tracking down the district

center and information service of

the C. P. G. in the Lower Rhine-

land. Most oE the persons connect-

ed with the latter were arrested.

At the same time there were arrest-

ed in our city a former alderman
and a printer. They were charged
with the production of Communist
leaflets—The Steel-Helmet (nation-

alist) Workers Camp was dissolved
and several of the leading figures

imprisoned. The arrests took place

under the direction of the S. A.
(Storm Troops—Fascist Regulars),

who forced their way into the camp
with loaded pistols.—The "red air

raid over Berlin" is designated in

these parts as a provocation of the

government.—All workers are dis-

appointed in tiie utter failure of

internationalism. No support any-
where for the German workers! So
it happens that sanctimonious pro-

tests of foreign social democrats,
like that of jouhaux in Geneva, is

looked upon hy many as a ray of

light. Everyone is asking : Where
is the Soviet Union?

Beginning of July 1933

Those who believe that the Fasc-
ist terror is declining, are mistaken.
Today a big bicycle raid took place

in the proletarian quarters here.

Everyone suspected of being a Com-
munist had his bicycle or motor-
cycle confiscated. The inhabitants
here feel like prisoners. The police

come every day, and under one
pretext or another, sneaks from one
worker's rooms to another's, makes
arrests, set the arrested free and
then arrests them again, etc.—In
a large concern, stickers consider-

ed ''hostile to the state" were found
on the wails of the women's toilet,

18 girls were arrested, three were
held in prison for a long time in

an effort to get confessions out of

them.—In a suburb, sis* Commun-
ists were arrested by S. S. men
right on the street, brought to an
armory and from there, as heavily
wounded, to the local jail.—Politi-

cal prisoners are no longer allow-

ed to receive visitors or mail, on
the grounds of a "certain Incident".

—In Duesseldorf, several corpses
were found near the Griefenberger
woods. They were the bodies of

persons formerly belonging to the
Communist group "North-West For-
ward". An old comrade, Setin,

who was over 60, and had one time
been the leader of a workers' con-
cert band, was found dead, with
a fractured skull.

FROM SAXONY
At the time of the raid of

the People's House, all red flags,

books, safes were confiscated
Workers arrested were made to
say the Lord's Prayer and to shout
"Heil, Hitler!"

The S. A. troops clipped the

hair on the workers' heads In the
shape of the swastika. The work-
ers were then forced to gather
horse-manure over a distance of
more than a hundred meters with
(their bare hasids, (to smear the
walls with it and then to scrub the
walls. In the course of this, they
were beaten bloody, and forced to
heat one another and clip each
other's hair. A S. P. G. worker
who put on a swastika emblem so
as to be able to proceed to work
unhampered was found out and sent
to the hospital with grave injuries.

A worker from a "Proletarian First
Aid ( Medical) " group has his
hands cut up "so that, you jack-
ass, you won't be able to bandage
anyone any more". Gauze and
medicaments wore taken away from
him. . .

.

Days after these raids, scraps of

Threaten Deportation of

Penna. Militant

Antonio Bellussi, a militant Ital-

ian worker of Luzerne, Pa. is being
held for deportation for his activ-

ities on behalf of the labor move-
ment by the federal immigration
authorities of the New Deal gov-

ernment. Once again It Is clearly

revealed that despite its liberal

phrases the Roosevelt government
differs only by a thin veneer from
the open deportation policies of the

Hoover-Uoak administration.

The case of comrade Bellussi
shows in bold relief that any capi-

talist government in the United
States, irrespective of its public

declarations, follows a policy of

victimizing the foreign born work-
er, sowing seeds of race hatred
between him and the native bora
worker in the factory, mine and
workshop, and deporting him when
he fights in the interests of his

class to the Fascist land of his

origin where he is thrown to the
tender mercies of the butchers and
murderers of militant workers that
hold away in those countries. Only
the mass movement of the workers
can cement the ties between the
native and foreign born workers.

The workers must come to the
defense of Bellussi, stay the hand
of the deportation agents and keep
him from falling into the hands of
Mussolini's hangmen.

No Abatement in Terror,

Workers Feel Effect

of Party Failure

books torn up, flags and papers de-

stroyed, and bits of skin, strands
of hair and large puddles of biood
could be seen in the courtyards. A
priest from Z., for many years a
member of the Nazis, was thought
to be a Rabbi because of the beard
lie had grown. The S. A. lugged
him down from a street car and
cut oS his good Teuton beard.

Badly mangled proletarians were
quartered with the insane. Their
dependents were given to under-
stand that they could get their re-

lease only upon signing a statement
that they had not been maltreated 1

Workers put under "protective
arrest." had to pay 2 Marks per
day for "protection" In the con-
centration camps—constant torture.

Constant inquisitions. For food

—

mostly potatoes, to be peeled by
hand. Any visitors allowed can see
and speak to the prisoners only in

the presence of Nazi atendants. In
'he evening the workers are made
to stand at attention and to sing
patriotic and Fascist songs, all un-j
er the threat of blackjacks.
When the trade union headquar-

1

ters and prlntshops were occupied, I

the social democratic workers were
seized with panic. They had never f

believed that Fascism would step

right over their trade union head-

quarters. Among the Communist
workers, many said : "Good for

them. It won't hurt the swine."
But these sentiments of hatred were
soon overcome by feelings of being

deserted and betrayed. Although
the imiin guilt has to be ascribed
to the social democratic leaders,

many Communists also accuse their

own leadership. Many say that it

was necessary to talk less about
united front and to do more about
it. In a united front, they feel,

concessions would have been made 1

from both sides. But the leaders

'

did not want this and now we have:
misery. Others cuss and say :

.

"Yes, the leaders could talk big; 1

but now when it is becoming dan-'
gerous, they take the money and
beat it out of the country". Work
in the party has in some parts
ceased altogether. The comrades
avoid one another. Many think
that Fascism will rule only for a
short time and that then they will
find each other again. Others are
afraid because of the many who
have gone over to the Nazis. As

!

to the slogans ordered to be smear-

'

ed over the walls like "The Red
Front Fighters League Still £ives",
and the distribution of leaflets call-

ing for a general strike, many have
a great aversion towards them and
consider them as provocations, be-
cause they always accompanied
with new persecutions.

Powerful Anti-

fascist Front

in Chile

Theltnportanceofthe6HourDay

Slogan Under the N.LR.A.

Do not forget that THE MILI-

TANT needs your support. The
Terjr best way to do it is to get a
new sub.

Under the pressure of capitalist

rationalization of industry and the
great swath which the crisis cut
in employment, the organized labor
movement in its larger part has
turned toward the shorter work
day as a means of absoVbing into
Industry some part of the great
army of unemployed.

The Socialist party and the A. F.

of L. have officially gone on record
for the sis hour day, five day week.
It goes without saying that the
economic development of the United
States makes possible not only a
sis hour day but even a shorter
one.

The blanket code provides a thirty

five and forty maximum hour week.
Most of the codes submitted pro-
vide for forty hours. Thirty -five

and forty hour maximum are stag-

ger systems. They will not absorb
the unemployed workers. The
spokesmen for the electrical work-
ers union stated that to absorb the
unemployed in that trade an 11
hour maximum was necesaary! On
the other hand a forty hour max-
imum is an increase In hours fn
some trades.

The contradiction between the
official position of organized labor
and the labor provisions of the N.
I. R. A. creates the condition tor
a struggle for a shorter day in the
interest of the working class. But
there is no struggle for the six
hour day. Instead the labor fak-
ers make a pretense of opposing the
hours stipulated in the various
codes. Sidney Hillman appeared
before the National Recovery Ad-
ministration and attacked the forty
hours demanded by the bosses on
the ground that the average num-

1

tier of hours in the men's clothing
industry In 1932 was a fraction
over 37. To put men back to work
he proposed 35 ! Others like John
Ij. Lewis have come forward as
the champions of the thirty hour
week. They are of two kinds.
Those that qualify the demand for
the thirty hour week by stipulating
a five day week or a six hour day
are making demagogic use of the
slogan to retain their leadership
and their hold over their follow-

ers. Those who do not embellish
their fakery with these qualifica-

tions are trying to put over a stag-
ger system on the workers. For
a maximum of thirty hours a week
Is not at all the six hour day, five

day week. It may and most likely
will be a three day week of ten
hours.

The reasons for the absence of a
militant struggle around the slogan
of the six hour day, five day week
are many. The A. F. of L. and S.

P. bureaucracies are not going to

conduct struggles if they can avoid
them. And they will lead those
the workers force upon them only
to sell them out or steer them into
channels as little harmful to the
capitalist class as they can man-
age. The illusions sown by the
NIRA also tend to keep the work-
ers in a state of expectant and
hopeful passivity.

But. deeper than these reasons
lies the failure of the Communist
party to give a correct analysis of

the situation, to foresee the blows
of the capitalist class and arm the
workers with a correct policy and
the correct slogans. The party's

trade- union policy isolated it from
the organized working class move-
ment. On the other hand from the

beginning of the crisis the party
staked its cards on the unemploy-
ed movement and attempted to
build it as a movement separate
and apart from the struggles of

the class as a whole and the or-

ganized trade union movement. In
pursuing this orientation it made
unemployment Insurafice its central

slogan. Later it added immediate
relief. But at all times in this per-

iod it rejected the slogan of the
six hour day Ave day week.
In our thesis for our second na-

tional conference we held out the
perspective for what was then the
coming period of struggles by the
workers against the capitalist of-

fensive. We are now entering that
period. The wave of strikes is
assuming the character of an of-
fensive. Nearly all of them center
around wage increases, shorter
hours and union recognition.

In its Open Letter to the Central
Committee of the C. P. on February
ir>, 1031, the Left Opposition with
regard to the question of a central
slogan and its relation to the stage
of the movement: "In each tactics
must lay the basis for correct pre-
paration and direction of the
next one." And in line with
this idea the Opposition proposed
"The central immediate demand
must be the six hour day without
reduction in pay." (Today it is
necessary to demand increased p^
to keep step with the rising cost of
living). And the opposition has
consistently advanced this slogan
as the means of uniting the em-
ployed and the unemployed.

Th^ failure of the Stalinist lead-
ership of our party to lay the basis
in the past period for the transition
to the present one is the reason the
party has been unable thus far lo
influence the workers in their atti-
tude toward the NIRA. It also
explains the failure of the party
to build a united movement of the
employed and unemployed workers.
But the Stalinists have learned

nothing from their blundering. Yes-
terday the six hour day slogan was
a propaganda slogan, a slogan of
preparation for action. The Stalin-
ists rejected it as counter-revolu-
tionary. They adopted the' slogan
of the seven hour day. Later it
changed its slogan from the seven
hour day to the shorter workday
with no reduction in pay ( Daily
Worker of April 8, 1933.)

For a time the party was able
to get by with this ambiguous and
confusionist slogan. But the NIRA
gave it its quietus. The codes are
specific. The Stalinists who forsee

nothing and reel under the blows
of the class struggle were taken
by surprise by the Act. In their

reaction to it the bankruptcy of
their position in the trade union
question and the shorter workday
was exposed.
Today they are trailing not only

the reformists and the labor fak-

ers but even the capitalists. Their
policy on the shorter workday is

entirely empiric. It varies with
each industry and each trade and
each -code. And in nearly every
case it trails the labor fakers.

Dubinsky appeared before the NIRA
and spoke for the 30 hour weet.
Hyman of the Industrial Union
spoke for the 35 hour week accord-
ing to the Freiheit and 33 accord-
ing to the Daily Worker. McMahon
of the II. T. W. spoke for a thirty

hour week, Ann Burlak of the N.
T. W. I. U. asked for a 30 to 40
hour week.

On the other hand Powers, chair-

man of a delegation of workers
in speaking on the shipbuilding
code, demanded the six hour day,,

five day week (Daily Worker, July
24, 1933). And two days later the
New York Times and the Dally
Worker reported that Ales Noral
of the Lumber Workers Union of

the Northwest in speaking on the
lumbermen's code, demanded "That
the six hour day and fWe day week
be established for the Industry «*
a whole."

The lack of a correct policy by
the Stalinists on the question of
the shorter workday should be clear.

In this respect the party can record
only failure. The party is unable
to Influence the workers in. their

attitude toward the NIRA. It li

seriously handicapped in exposing
the fakery of its provisions. It
has allowed the reformist and labor
takers to make capital out of the
snorter work day for their owe

(Below is an appeal of the Na-
tional Executive Council of the

Anti-Fascist United Front in Chile

issued to the workers of that coun-

try which can very well serve as

a model to be followed by the rev-

olutionary movements of the more
advanced countries. This united

front was organized at the initia-

tive of the Left Opposition of Chile

and the ideas that it advances are
primarily those of the Left Opposi-

tion.—Ed.)

''The working classes of Italy,

Poland and Germany have felt the

painful and bloody experience of

Fascism.

"....Workers: democrats, social-

ists, Alexanderists, Communists, an-

archists or an other tendency

—

your elementary duty is to defend
your family your wages, your class

organizations and above all your
right to life.

"....Exploited comrades, against
the feudal bourgeois united front

of hunger, reaction, terror and war
—strengthen the anti-Fascist united
front wherever you work, build
committees of struggles for your
every day demands antf against
Fascism.

"The organization participating

in the united front will hold pre-
paratory meetings leading up to a
great demonstration which will

take place on July 1st-

"These are the objectives of the

struggle of the Anti-Fascist
front

"1. Dissolution and immediate
disarmament of the republican mili-
tia.

"2. Abrogation of all repressive
laws, full freedom of organization,
press, to strike and assembly and]
amnesty for all political prisoners ;

|

"3. For the sis hour day, against

'

the cutting of wages and for their
proportionate increase to meet the
needs of the working class.

"4. For better treatment and
relief of the workers, the em-
ployees, the unemployed and their
families.

"5. Abrogation of all Eases and
tariffs on commodities of prime
necessity.

"G. Put an end to the seizures
of land from the peasants and In-
dians lower by 50 percent the
taxes, the ground rents and the
mortgages.

•'This program is jointly signed by
the following organizations:

"General Confederation of Work-
ers,—Workers Federation of Chile,
—Communist Left (Chilean Section
of the I. I.. O.),—Communist party.
(Chilean Section of the C, I.),—So-
cialist party,—Students Federation,
—General Association of Chilean
Teachers,—I. W. W.—United Build-
ing Workers Committee—General
Union of Cabinet Makers,—General
Union of Bakers,—Employees Fed-
eration,—Leather Workers Union,—
Tile Workers Union,—Carpenters
Defensive Union, — Professional
Tailors Union,—Young Communist
Federation, — Founders Defensive
Union."

ADclegateVisitstheSovietUnion
From the report of a foreign

Communist,' member of one of

the May delegations which visit-

ed the U. S. S. K,
Reception at the station-—music,

the "Comintern" song (it is now
being sung no less often than the

Internationale), banners, dancing,

pioneers, Comsomols. At the same
time, a crowd of more or less un-

concerned onlookers, silent, passive,

workers for the most part. Al-

though I am joyfully moved by
everything that is going on, I can-

not overtook the diffeernce between
these two groups. One's attention

is caught at once by the bad cloth-

ing ; almost nobody has whole
shoes. Those who are better dress-

ed always have a briefcase in their

hands. When we march in columns
through the streets, with music and
accompanied by enthusiastic Com-
somols—the same picture. Indiffer-

ent groups of people on the side-

walks, as far as I can see. One
comrade tells us with indignation,

"Trotsky is shown in a caricature

next to Hitler!" Another says,
"You simply cannot imagine how
great the potential forces of the
Opposition are". He says it in a
half-regretful tone. Fear

!

Pessimism and Tiredness

A competent comrade, who works
in the film industry, tells us .that

there has been no progress of late;

the films have had to give up a
great deal. The dominating tend-

Outstanding Impression is

Poverty of People and

Long Queus

ency is : away from life, from real-

ity ; the pubjia is also tired of

"heavy" revolutionary subjects. "It

is faise to believe that slogans or

directives come from above to this

end ; it is simply that pessimism

and tiredness have accumulated
among all, particularly the intel-

ligentsia". And, after a brief in-

terruption. "By the way, this re-

flects the economic situation".

It was very difficult in the win-

ter. Even the privileged foreigners

received, for each two persons,

eleven pounds of meat a month.
The foreign worker is not able to

stand the conditions under which
the Russian worker has to work.
Along with the fact that the Soviet

Union Had been painted to him
as a Socialist paradise, it is not

surprising that a number of work-
ers and foremen who returned to

Germany have joined the Fascists

and are taking an active part in

the struggle against Communism.

The difficulties of the newly-ar-

rived foreign worker are especially

enormous at the beginning. Only to

secure his midday mewl, be has
to run for days from one office to

another, from one organization to

another. In general, one of the

ends and in the interests of the
capitalists.

Serious struggles of the work-
ers against the slavery which the
NIRA will impose on them are
ahead. If the party Is going to
discharge its duty toward the class
it must break through Its fright-
ful sectarian isolation. At present
it is travelling in the opposite dir-
ection. One of the first steps to
change the course Is a serious an-
alysis of the past course and open
admission that Its policy on the
shorter workday was false. Analy-
ses like the bureaucratic white-
wash of the Open Letter only make
the confusion deeper. The party
must adopt the slogan of the six
hour day, five day week with in-

creased pay and approach the A.
F. of L. and the S. P. with a ser-
ious offer of a united front strug-
gle for it. That is the road to
defeat the attack which lies hid-
den in the wooden horse of the
NIRA. —T. STAMM.
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American Imperialism ^Preparing

Offensive Upon World.Market
The London Conference, consi- econopic activity,

dered as a battle-ground for con- The esperience of the London
flicting imperialist nations, ended in Conference reinforces the Roosevelt
a draw so far as the United States policy of national concentration
was concerned. It won no conces- and mobilization, and at the same
sions of any importance, was un-

\
time indicates what its next phase

able to come to any arrangement will be. The policy in its full form
as to currency, wheat, or silver. On is—to consolidate American capi-

the other hand, it was able to re-jtalism nationally before proceeding
sist the pressure of the gold bloc to a new attack on Europe.
for early stabilization of foreign
exchanges, and fought off success-
fully the combined efforts of all

It is clear that this attack will

take a wide variety of forms

—

financial, commercial, diplomatic,
the European nations to obtain a: and military. Correspondingly the
reduction in the American tariff.

,What minor positive results were
achieved by the American delega-
tion, such as the reduction in the
special French duties directed
against American goods, and the
trade arrangements with the Soviet
Union and with China for a limited
amount of exports, were obtained
behind the back of or alongside the
conference. The major result achiev-
ed by America was negative ; the
disruption of the conference by op-
posing currency stabilization. This
prepares a temporary pause before
America renews its attack on Eur-
ope.

The failure of the conference it-

self was due, as had been predicted,
to the fact that it needed conces-
sions from the participating nations
in order to succeed, and It is pre-
cisely in a period of crisis like the
present, when pacifist illusions of

"international good-will and under-
standing" are most generally
sowed, that the material basis for
concessions does not exist.

What is distinctive of this con-
ference however, was that so little

attempt was made to cover up the
failure. It simply disbanded quiet-

ly and the delegations went home.
The American delegation returned
as disunited as it had been through-
out the conference ; one participant
pointing out that Europe was near-
er to war than any time in the
last twenty years, others on the
contrary maintaining the prudent

preparations for the attack cover
a wide range—big navy program,
reforestation camps, banking laws,
railroad coord ination, but above all,

the NilA, the unparalleled agency
of the capitalist State for the en-
slavement of the workihg class.

Roosevelt himself has let no op-
portunity pass to emphasize the
connection between his program
and the preparations for war. His
inaugural speech openly asked for
war-time powers; he linked up the
reforestation camps with the army
by putting the CCC (Civilian Con-
servation Camps) under the con-
trol of army officers, whose trade
paper, the "Army and Navy Jour-
nal", boasts of the efficiency of the
army in militarizing the untrained
city youth ; the one tangible result
of the famous 3 billion-dollar "pu-
blic works" program so far has
been planning for the expenditure
of hundreds of millions of dollars
for armaments, tying up war pre-
parations and the Roosevelt way
out of the crisis in a very signific-

ant manner; and the Peace Boards
now being organized under the
NIRA are modeled on the War
Labor Boards of Gompers, and say
so openly. Even the administration
of the NIRA is entrusted ,to a
man who represents the double
exploitation of the worker, as a
capitalist and as an army man,
General Hugh S. Johnson of the
IT. S. Army and the Moline Plow
Co., a true representative of the

diplomatic fiction that all is well double face of the Roosevelt pro-
nutil the minute before the catas- gram. The American eagle, hold-
trophe. ing the olive branch of class col-

The London Conference was an' laboration in one claw and the
objective test for American imper- 1 arrows of war in the other, is the
ialism of its prospects of espansion, I genuine symbol of NIRA, not the
under the present relation of forces,! inflated bluebird which decorates
by so-called peaceful means, I. e.,

by intrigue, coercion, economic
pressure and the iike. Apparently
little has been or can be accom-
plished. The conclusion is inevit-

the grocery shops.

The closing of the London Con-
ference, and the manner of its clos-

ing, constitute a milestone on the
road ioward the international con-

able—American imperialism mustj nagration toward which all this
expand through force and the preparation and mobilization is
threat of force. pointing. No class-conscious work-

Roosevelt Consolidate Capital

But force to be used effectively

must be mobilized and concentrated.
Roosevelt was making his plans
for the London Conference under
the shadow of the worst banking
crisis in twenty 3-ears, with all the
banks in the country closed. The
banking crisis of March not only
showed the necessity of drastic

action by the State apparatus but
h)so pointed out the solution : inter-

fusion of the State apparatus with
the economic organizations of capl-

er ever had any illusions as to the
possibilities of success of this effort

to solve the contradictions of the
capitalist world, in the agony of
its world-wide crisis, by peace and
mutual agreement. But now the de-

monstration has been made, the
academic possibility of internation-

al understanding has been elimin-

ated. War has been brought by
that so much nearer.

Just as the capitalist class, and

greatest difficulties in every kind
of work is the red tape. It is still

good whore there is some initiative

from beiow.

At the Marti shipbuilding plant

in Leningrad, thanks to local initi-

ative, a sanitary organization was
created. The plant itself built the
necessary apparatus, including com-
plicated radiologic machinery. This
fact, which shows the extent of

local initiative, also shows the dis-

organization of economy. The pro-

duction of this appartus in a fac-

tory not designed for it naturally
caused tenfold higher costs.

We were brought into a bour-

geois bote! with orchestra, waiters
in tail-coats, etc. An unpleasant
contrast to real life. The hotel is

intended for the use of foreigners,

but the guests are for the most
part Soviet and party officials.

Poverty on Sidewalks

On the streets there is much
[>overty, many sidewalk vendors of
matches and cigarettes many home-
less people in rags, some as young
as 15 to IS years old. No one con-

cerns himself with them. Even
when they are taken away by the
militia, they are released again in

a day or two. Many peasants with
bundles, and in rags, who have
'oine on foot or by rail from the
village, sit around on the steps,

blocking tiie traffic with their bun-
dles. They are waiting—for what?
Although I know the Russian lan-

guage well, the interpreters and
accompanying functionaries do not
permit any contact with the "out-
side world". When one asks the
interpreter, "Who are these people
in rags?", he invariably answers,
"Kulaks". A beggar approached
our group! "What did he ask?"
"He asked me to show him the
way", the interpreter answered.
Another poor fellow comes along.
A woman interpreter steps up to

him, takes his hand, and draws him
aside. She is putting on a perform-
ance of "Meeting the acquaintance".
We, who came along as a front,

understood this and were seized by
a deep feeling of shame. We did
not look at each other.

In Moscow there is more life

than in Leningrad, and living is

easier. The people are better dress-
ed, and the shops are not so pov-
erty-stricken. But hours before
ihiy open there are enormously
lines standiiiE before them. I saw
such lines a hundred yards in
length and more. The biggest lines

are in front of the shops that sell

bread without cards.

No Admittance

In Leningrad we wanted to visit

the Putliov Works. On the excuse
that part of the d<$egat,ion, was
tired, this was refused us. 'The
real reason for the refusal was as
follows The Pntilov Works were
for a time the scene of constant
visits. A number of incidents took
place. The Putilov workers saw
many foreign delegates, who came
from capitalist countries, well
dressed, well fed. Pointing out that
they were more poorly dressed and
ill-fed, they put corresponding
questions to the foreigners.

The show windows are poor and
dirty. Many portraits of Lenin
and of Sfnlin, more of Stalin than
of Lenin. One of my acquaintances,
a German Communist who ha3 been
working a long time in Russia,
tells me, "Do you know, there are
many peoptfe here who hav£ no
love for Stalin, there are very
many for whom it is better not
to speak of Stalin at all. But
Lenin is holy, he cannot be touch-
ed " —From Unser Wort

Why They All Climb

On N.R.A. Bandwagon

1. The bankers support the NRA
by agreeing to loan more money to

obtain more interest.

2. The manufacturers agree to

support the NRA by producing more
commodifies to obtain more indus-

trial profits.

3. The wholesalers agree to sup-

port the NRA by selling more com-
modities to obtain more commercial
profits.

4. .The retailers agree to support
the NRA hy selling more commo-
dities at higher prices to obtain
more profits.

.1. The landlords agree to sup-

port the NRA by renting more pro-

perty to obtain increased rents.

d. The government, the state as
the executive committee of the

capitalict class passed the NRA in

an attempt to save a sick and tot-

its executive committee, the State, • tering capitalist system, to estab-

in America recognize by their ac-l lish a class collaboration machinery
talfsm, mobilization, concentration tions how closely the question of fo hold in check the workers, to
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and coordination. The series of

unprecedented steps by which the
banking crisis was solved : the em-
bargo on gold shipments, the free-

ing of the banks from the necessity

of paying out gold against paper,
the prohibition of gold hoarding
by individuals, the new banking
laws centralizing control in the
State apparatus and opening the
door for concentration of all bank-
ing in the hands of a few big chains
—all these measures laid down the
general line of the Roosevelt pro-
gram. This is the program of the
preparation for a long period of
shocks and disturbances in a period
of downward or a best "stationary
tendency, contrasted with the
Hoover program of trust in the
Intrinsic powers of American capi-

talism to recover from each cycli-

cal crisis to rise to new heights of

war is interwoven with the question eliminate the small producers, and
of the issue out of the crisis, so
must the American working class

link its struggle against the NRA
as a weapon of capitalist exploita-

tion with its struggle against war.
Against the class-coliaborationism

and social-patriotism of the bourge-
ois ideology which the ruling class
is trying to force deeper Into the
ranks of the working class, with
the help of reformist trade-unions

to prepare for a greater interna-

tional struggle.

7. The labor leaders support
the NRA, because they are agents
of the capitalists in the ranks of

the working class.

8. The farmers will supprt the
NRA if they can obtain higher
prices for their products—so they
can pay the bankers the money they

and the Socialists, we must build, owe them,

up the working-class organizations 9. The workers—? If they don't
of defense and offense, the militant, support the NRA they are unpa-
trade union and the mass Commun-j triotie, if they strike they will be
ist party, posing the class demands: outlawed. The workers are asked
Higher wages and relief, the six- to support the NRA to enable the
hour day and the five-day week, capitalist to get out of the crisfs
unemployment relief and unemploy- —by taking the burden on their

ment insurance, the fight against backs—in order to compete with
Fascism and the fight against war.' the other imperialists on the world

—B. J. FIELD, market.
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mere] j- with the smaller section

of skilled trades but with llie broad-

est strata of the working class. It

is the- politically undeveloped

workers, who are yet, at least to

an extent, capitivated by illusions

of the N. It. .V. who are just break-

ing away from their former capi-

talist ideology; it is these workers

who are being set into motion and

who are gravitating toward the un-

ions. Their direction will inevit-

ably be town I'd the conservative

unions. That is already indicated

in the Pennsylvania strikes. They
eannoj he expected as yet to take

the step all the way to militant

unionism, nor as jet to seek new
independent forms.

Will this not imply a revival and
growth of the American Federation

of Labor? Undoubtedly it will.

Moreover, to a certain extent it

will change its basic character in

that it will record an influx of pro-

letarians from the heavy industries.

What will emerge will be an A. F.

of L. altered in composition and
compelled to make certain organi-

zational readjustments in order to

measure up to new conditions. To
a certain degree it will be com-

pelled to give way to pressure from
the ranks. Furthermore, a pressure

In a militant direction will inevit-

ably assert itself as the struggles

grow, and stand as a heavy coun-

ter-weight to the capitalist ideology

and policy of the leadership. The
continued castigation of the A. F.

of L. as a company union, and con-

clusions drawn accordingly, as per-

formed by the official Communist
party leadership, in no way solves

the problem of attitude to this un-

ion. It only adds further confu-

sion and isolation to the militants.

It will be said, and well founded
upon past experience : The A. F. of

L. leadership will continue its

policy of betrayal, it will continue

its service as labor lieutenants of

capitalism. True enough, one can-

not hold out any hope for a change
of outlook in this respect. But be-

trayals have been facilitated, essen-

tially by being left unchallenged
from the militants voluntarily re-

maining on the outside. Under such
conditions the reactionary policies

of the leadership remains entirely

dominant over the mass movement.
And, on a whole, that is just the

salient fact, the leadership is still

dominant in the movement and de-

termine its ideology. The problem
is to effectively challenge this lead-

ership and infuse the mass move-
ment with a new militant ideology

and lead it to political conscious-

ness.

This poses the old problem again
before the Communist movement,
but in a new and more (Stressing

form. The place of the Commun-
ists first of all is within the mass
movement. It is therefore neces-

sary to say to the leaders of the
official party that now an end must
be made to tlte suicidal and fatal

T. U. V. L. policy. It is a splitting

policy. It must be substituted by
a unity policy. Trade union unity
is becoming the paramount issue.

The opportunities for its being car-
ried into life arc at hand. No one
would, propose an outright liquida-

tion of all T. U. U. L. unions in dis-

regard of the question of relation-

ship of forces. But the general
orientation must be for unification,

away from the revolutionary paper
unions and for the Left wing to
function within the mass move-
ment.

The prospects are excellent for

the workers struggles to deepen
and broaden in the coming period.

The Suicide of N.Skrypnik
A Striking Revelation of the Degeneration of Stalinism

On the 7th of July, N. Skrypnik
committed suicide. In 1901, Skryp-

nik, a student, joined the revolu-

tionary movement and soon after

became a professional revolution-

ary, it Bolshevik, lie was exiled

several limes and escaped several

times. He spent live years in' Sib-

eria. The official biography of

Skrypnik states that he took an
internationalist position at the be-

ginning of the war and participated

nctively in the October Revolution.

From 1020 up till his death he was
1 'copies Commissar in the Ukraine,

lie was not only a member of the

Central Committee of the Soviet

Union, a member of the Political

Bureau of the C. 1*. of the Ukraine,

but also a member of the E.C.C.I.

Only a few months ago his six-

teenth anniversary was solemnly

celebrated in tho U. H. S. It.

Member of Stalin's Private Faction

During the entire period of the

internal struggle in the party,

skrypnik together with Kagan-
m-itch, Postychev and others be-

longed to Stalin's closest and most
intimate faction which operated in

fiie Ukraine and set the pace in the

simple and the repressions against

1 lie Left Opposition. Consequently
this is a matter not only of one

ipf the foremost leaders of the So-

viet Union but likewise of a mem-
ber of Stalin's private faction. Sev-

eral weeks before Skrypnik commit-
ted suicide a campaign was carried

on against him in the press. On
June 10, the secretary of the Cen-
tral Committee of the C. P. R.,

Postychev, a careerist and one of

the niont obseyu icons of gitalin's'

wilets, said at the Plenum of the!

Central Committee of the Ukraine,]
addressing himself to Skrypnik :

!

-The work of Ukrainization rests!

in the hands of all sorts of dogs..|

These enemies ore hiding behind
j

your big back as a member of the
\

Political Bureau." Very little is

'

known today of what Skrypnik said

or did.

According fo Postychev, Skrypnik
answered that the policy that he
had carried out up till that time
was correct but that the situation

was now changing. To this Post-

ychev replied : "No, what you have
done was as rotten six years ago
as it is today". One has only to

ask how it is that during these
J

six years (!) none perceived or"

said that Skrypnik had relations;

with "bourgeois nationalist and
anti-Soviet elements who carry

1

,

"party cards in their pocket", that,

"Skrypnik defended these foreign

and hostile elements", that he hid
all sorts of dogs behind his back.

I

Xih\ all that for six whole years!
!

If these charges have foundation
then what has the Central Commit-
tee, the Control Commission and
the party been doing during these'

six years? ! I

What Is the Explanation? I

The explanation of the Skrypnik
case, which ended with his suicide,

can only be made on the basis of.

the processes that are taking place
in Use Soviet Union and the Stal-

1

^^^^— ^^^^^^^^^^—^^—^
,

It will mean also an opportunity

to instill Socialist consciousness

into the masses. That is the task

of the Communists. Only the Com-

,

mnnisfs can lead in that direction.

!

But it is not sufficient to proclaim
j

the abstract right to this leader-

1

ship : it is necessary to attain it I

by deeds. It cannot be accom-
plished only within the very limited'

frame of the party controlled in-

dependent unions but on the whole
field of (he class struggle. The
essential starting point at this mo-,
mpnt. however, lies within the mass,
unions. —ARNB SWAItECK.

'

inist apparatus. Having lost the

last remnants of its authority in

the eyes of the masses, the Stalin-

ist leadership is forced still further

on the road of repression, of the

further strangling of the party

which reduces the Leninist van-

1

guard to a soulless and formless

mass of mere executors of orders.

The growth of discontent and dif-

ferentiation in the ranks of the

party is reflected in the apparatus.

'

The apparatus is no longer sure

of itself and therefore cannot ful-

fil! the role which Stalin sets out
for it- Stalin is obliged to con-

struct another apparatus in the

cadre of this apparatus, that is,:

a narrow faction of loyals. By the
logic of its development the bu-

,

reaueratic regime constantly under-

mines its own basis. For each of

his mistakes Stalin sacrifices entire

sections of his apparatus. They are
branded as culprits, sabotagers or

counter-revolutionaries.

Machine Detours Creators

The big as well as the small ad-

ministrators pay with their head
today for Stalin's policy and mis-

takes of yesterday—for the leader-

ship is "infallible''. It does not
suffice for him to make scapegoats

of culprits in the middle apparatus,

he is obliged to reach out to the

members of the Central Committee
and the E. C. C. I. Stalin condemn-
ed Skrypnik without taking the

least trouble to furnish any evid-

ence at all in proof of the charges

made against him. They say of a
member of the C. C. and the K. C.

C. I.—and this is not jtist anyone—"bourgeois nationalist elements,

shielded by their membership in the

party, were taken into his confid-

ence". That is all the explanation

that is made by the C. C. The
more Stalin tightens the vise, the

more cracks are disclosed. Skryp-
nik Is one of these cracks. The
Stalinist machine devours its own
creators. And Skrypnik who has
helped not little in the creation

of this machine has been caught
in its toils.

'

Socialists Back

Out of Anti -War
Congress

(Continued from Page 1)

uisls agreed to, or more accurately

inspired—-in line with the March 5,

Comintern manifesto—'the above

statement. They have traveled far

adeld from the policy laid down by

Lenin for the Communists at the

Hague anti-war conference of the

pacifists and Socialists rn 1922.

Through the Barbusse Anti-War

Congress held last August and all

the subsequent "anti-war united

froiiis" they have blurred the line

of revolutionary struggle against

'-.\T in the direction of militant

pacifism.

They are now appealing to the

Socialist party branches to support

the V. a. Congress Against War.

J. li. Matthews, a member of the

Socialist party who trails along

with the Stalinists in Us united

fronts, lias remained on the arrange-

ments committee. One or two So-

cialist groups may support the Con-

gress, but little more than that

can be expected. The sabotage of

the leaders of the Socialist party

combined with the false course of

the Staliisisls and their anti-revolu-

tionary position on the united front

iiiiiiinst war will result in keeping

the Socialist workers for the time

being, away from common action

with the Communists.
At the U. S. Congress Against

War the Left Opposition delegates

will present the revolutionary Com-
munist program against war in con-!

t rndlat inc.tion to Stalinist con fus-

;

ionism. Lenin's teachings on this

important sector of the class strug-

gle, his conception of the united

front on war and the need of Am-

1

erican working class action against

Roosevelt's war program will he
raised by the Left Opposition. This

will aid in the clarification of both

the Communist and Socialist work-

ers and lay the basis for a genuine

common action against war and the

capitalist offensive.
—.JOSEPH CARTER.

Perspectives of the Upturn 1NY Upholsterers

A Marxian Analysis of Business Cycles by LTrotsky

t Continued from Paae li

interrupted by the war years, has

made its way in spite of all tariff

walls and has proven its powerful

reality in painful form. There is

every reason to believe that the

coming reversal of the trend, in the

direction of a business revival—

not simultaneously and not with

equal strength-will likewise, assume
ii world wide character. In other

words, the cyclical movement of

capitalism is resorted by the pre-

sent crisis.

Naturally, we cannot expect full-

blooded cycles in the future. In

the last two decades before the
war, crises had the character of

short and not too profound inter-

ruptions, while each new upswing
left the peak of the preceding one
far below. Bat now we must ex-

pect the reverse; profound, long

and painful crises, while the up-

ward movements -are weak and
short-lived. If the old cycles were
the mechanism of the broad up-

ward movement, the new ones can
only be the mechanism of capital-

ist decay.
j

Only, the influence of cyclic

changes on the life of the mass
of people remains enormous. In

x certain sense, it is now more
far reaching than ever before.

. The whole present status of capi-

talism represents a completed not

merely ripe, but overripe, pre-re-

qnisite for the proletarian revolu-

tion. What lags behind is the con-

sciousness of the proletariat, its

organization, its leadership. Because
of the general instability of the

social equilibrium, the conjunctural

fluctuations lead to enormous shifts

of political power, to revolutionary

and counter-revolutionary disturb-

ances.

The bourgeois world, and with

it, the social democracy awaits the

new upturn in commerce and in-

dustry as a savior. The theoreti-

cians of the Comintern are afraid

of such a perspective and deny the

possibility of an upward turn in

Greek Stalinists Support Bourgeois Party in Elections
Within six months two general

|

elections have taken place In'

Greece. The last one, which was 1

held in March, resulted in a narrow,
victory for the Populist party head-

ed by Tsaldaris. A coup d'Kfat by.

the Venezelist general Piastiras!

failed and subsequently Tsaldaris

formed a parliamentary govern-

ment.

The Tsaldaris government proved
itself capable of even, surpassing

its predecessor Yenizelos in terror-

1

ist measures against the working
class and the poor fanners. Never-
theless the Greek finance capital,

j

represented by the Venisseiists, could!

not tolerate a Populist party regime,

based ilium the petty bourgeoisie
and the remnants of feudal lords.

|

The former have not. yet found it|

necessary to resort to outright

Fascism. But this is in the making,
initiated by the Populist party. The
latter has organized a combinaion
of Greek nationalists which held
its convention on June 20 at

Athens. At that time the Greek
i

workers, under leadership of the
;

Arcbio-Marxists (Loft Opposition)
j

organized a counter demonstration
in which our comrade Panagiotis '

was fatally wounded.
j

The Venizelists challenged the
government to conduct a re-election

in Salouiki. The challenge was ac-

cepted, and the re-elections were
held on July 2. The Venezelists en-

listed the support of the agrarians
under the reformist Sofianoupolus,

I he Left Democrats of Papanastasiou

and the Labor Federation (reform-

ist), which is under the leadership

of liemelratos. But in spite of the

support of all the above elements

i he Venezelists were not sure of

vicloi'v and therefore through the

shameful mediation of the Soviet

Ambassador they sought and ob-

tained the support of the official

L, | ,, i | | |1 | ||

Jackals Howl at Trotsky
(Continued From Page 1)

But that Trotsky, true to prole-

tarian internationalism, utiliz.es

the right of asylum in France—no
that will not do.. i

Who does not experience a feel-

.

ins; of indignation and disgust at

the base provocations of the Pol it-

'

ical Bureau? Then it is necessary
j

to look at another aspect of the
j

question: The political bureau is

organizing demonstrations against

.

Trotsky, but what has it done
against Fascism. What has it dona

'

against the Italian and German
Fascist ambassadors, against the

haunts of the white guards? Not
a thing!

|

Xo class conscious worker can or

will respond to these provocations.
|

The Left Opposition will continue

unswervingly on its path jWith

'

new tenacity it will struggle for the
|

banner of Marx and Lenin and
against all revisionists and provo-'

i ators. I

Stalinist party. When this became
known the Archio-Marxists exposed

the alliance and appealed to the

party members to fight vigorously

against this kind of a betrayal.

The protest of the Left Opposi-

tion prevented the Stalinists from
withdrawing their candidates in

favor of the Venezelists, but it

could not stop them from carrying

on their propaganda in favor of

the Venezelist candidates. That
propaganda was featured in the

official party organ RhcospastLs. One
headline featured read : "Only the

victory of the Opposition (Venzel-

ists) will defeat the aims of the

government against us." This sup-

port of the Venezelists the Stalin-

ists attempted to justify on the

grounds that finance capital is

working for closer relations with

Turkey and the Soviet Union.

The Stalinist maneuver succeeded

in securing a majority of five thou-

sand votes for the Venezelists. But
it also resulted in a decrease of

the party vote. In March its tic-

ket—/Workers and Farmers United

Front—polled 8,404 votes, while in

the re-elections of July 2 it received

only about three thousand votes.

The treachery of the Stalinists

succeeded only in discrediting the

name Communist in the eyes of the

Greek workers. Greater tasks are

thus imposed upon the Left Opposi-

tion in its struggle to lead the

Greek workers forward to victory.

—A. C.

the business cycle curve. To us

Marxists, it is perfectly clear that

a new revival of business activity

would not open a broad avenue out

of the crisis, but would lead into

a new, still sharper and more pain-

ful crisis. On the other hand, the

inevitability of a more or less near-

by change in the business cycle is

perfectly evident to us. We must
equip ourselves theoretically for the
next ''post-crisis period" and as-

sume correct points of departure.

The years of crisis have thrown
and are throwing the international]

proletariat back for a whole his-
j

torical period. Discontent, the!

wish to escape poverty, hate for

the exploiters and their system, all

these emotions which are now be-,

ing suppressed and driven inwards
by the frightful unemployment and
governmental repression, will force

their way out with redoubled energy

at the first real signs of an in-

dustrial revival.

Because of the general situation

of present day capital, even in the

event of a substantial revival, tho
employers will not be in a position

to make such concessions to the

workers as to confine the struggle

within the frame-work of the trade

unions. We can predict with as-

surance that the industrial revival

will leave no room even for a re-

turn to those conditions of labor

which prevailed before the present

crisis. The economic conflicts will

not, only take on a wide scope but
also inevitably expand into poli-

tical movements of a revolutionary

character.

The Comintern must strip off the

last remnants of the theory of the

"third period" must begin to in-

vestigate concretely, the economic
and social terrain of the struggle,

and no longer issue commands ac-

cording to its own good judgment
to the proletarian vanguard but
through the latter, guide the real

development of the class struggle.

In the very first place is the]

work among the trade-unions, Loz-
ovsky's "third period" must be dis-

carded as well as the third period

of Manuilsky. Put an end to the
policy of self-isolation. With the
greatest sharpness must be posed
the question of the restoration of

the unity of the German trade union
movement, through the integration

of all K. G. O. members into the

'

mass of the "free trade unions".
|

Every party member who is able

to must be obliged to join a trade
union.

j

The development of the economic

,

struggle will put enormous tasks i

before the reformist bureaucracy. I

The exploitation of the difficulties,

of the reformists can best be accom- '•

plished by a flexible and enterpris-

ing united front policy.

That the Left Opposition, in spite

of its small numerical strength, can
be in a position to occupy an honor-
able place in the mass struggle is

shown by the experience ot the Bel-
gian comrades. In any case, it is

the task of the Left Opposition to

unfold the questions clearly before
the Party, to outline the general
perspectives, to formulate slogans
of struggle. Now, less than ever,;

can the Left Opposition be permit-
ted to remain a closed propaganda
group, standing aside from the real
development of the class struggle.
Every Bolshevik-Leninist must be

a member of one mass organization
or another, above all, of a trade
union. Only under this condition
will our organization keep their

hand on the pulse of the proletar-

iat and fulfill their role as the
vanguard of the vanguard.

—L. TROTSKY.
Prinkipo, Aug. 18, 1932.

Strike Bulletin

THREE small shops have signed

up with local TG of the A. F. of L.

This is an entering wedge into the

united front of the bosses associa-

tion. In spite of daily ads in the

papers for scabs, for two weeks, the

bosses have failed to get I hem. The
spirit of the men is accordingly

high. Plans are under way for

organized relief for the strikers.

STRIKE MEDIATOR FROM
WASHINGTON IS THE BUNK!
Pay no attention to anyone who re-

presents himself as such. lie is

here ONLY TO SELL YOU OUT
like MacGrad.v, the NlitA represen-

tative in the Pennsylvania coal
fields. To the shame of John L.

Lewis and the United Workers of

America, the strike was broken and
the men went back at the old con-
ditions. Don't let that happen to

you! (July tho workers organized
into a strong union can enforce
your demands.—_
REGULAR STRIKE MEETINGS

of the shops should he held. Not
merely the general meeting each
day. Men from the shop.-, must be
drawn into the strike activity.__
Framemakers in the union shop

controlled by 1204 of the Carpenters
have refused to come out in sup-

port of the general strike of frama-
niakejs called by the Furniture
Workers Industrial Union. Elemen-
tary solidarity of the workers in a

strike, which lias become general
(over thirty shops involved) de-

matuls that these workers be con-
demned for scabbing and that they
be called out in sympathy and help
win conditions.__
To prevent any misunderstand-

ings, a SETTLING COMMITTEE
must always accompany the officer

of the union who meets with the

boss for settlement. The chairman
and a,t least one other member of

the shop must be present. This
rule must absolutely be adhered to

or there is bound to be unsatisfac-

tory results. —
The strike needs a DAILY

STRIKE BULLETIN posted In a
conspicuous place in the strike

meeting ball. Here all the news
vital to the strike should be pub-
lished. That will give correct in-

formation and pep up the men.

Litvinov and France

(Continued from Page 1]

letter from the USSR which re-

veals the gravity of the economic
situation. How docs I'Humaaite
answer this?

Thus: "In spite of their wishes,

Mr. P. Berlantl and the 'Temps'

—striving peculiarly to oppose the
recent declarations of Paul-Boncour
with regard to the USSR—will not
be able to prove, by these calum-
nies, the collapse- and the weakness
of the Soviet regime."

What does this phrase between
the. dashes signify? Hasn't one the
right to see here a discreet under-
standing with the French govern-
ment concerning information on the
USSR.? How far will they go on
this path?
We must explain to the workers

that only one force is- capable of
helping the USSR surmount its dif-

ficulties, the organized proletariat,

the Communist party. Treaties
signed by the USSR are precarious
perfection

; they will be ineffectual

against imperialism's will to war!
—From La Verite.

The Development of the Los Angeles

Jobless Movement and a Perspective

(Continued from last issue)

The Left wing, fiuding itself ham-

pered by the predominance of es-

pecially backward elements from
the county area outside of the

city, took the Initiative In the or-

ganization of the more progressire
of the city units into their own
center, the Council of City Units
of the U. C. R. A. At first it was
boycotted by the county organIza-

tlon, but in course of time it con-
tinued to develop strength, and
while never formally affiliated with
the County Council, It was later

recognized to the extent of sending
an advisory delegate to the weekly
meetings of the delegates of the
Executive Board of the latter. De-
legates from the County Council
would also visit meetings of tho
Executive Committee of the Coun-
cil of City Units. At first only four
of the city units were represented
on the Left wing ouncll, but this

grew to 14 and at one time to 18.

All the progressive steps taken
by the U. C. R. A. through the
County Council Anally agreed to
demand $20,000. Later it comprom-
ised with the city and county—
the amount to be reduced to $6,000
a month at first, and a representa-
tive of the Citizens' Committee of
the Chamber of Commerce was per
mitted to sign all checks and thus
administer the funds, altohugh the
V. C. R. A. did all the purchasing
and supervised the administration
of the hamber of Commerce repre-

sentative. The county also agreed
to furnish gasoline and oil for the
transportation of farm products
from those areas where the self-

help work was to be distributed by
the U. C. R. A.

Meeting the Problem of Evictions

Another problem was presented
by the rapidly increasing number

of evictions, as well as ehut-offe of

gas, light and water. At a meet-

ing of the Council of City Unite,

at which members of the County

Council and the chairman of a

State-wide unemployed organisation

(existing practically only on pa-

per) with which the U. C. R. A.

was affiliated, attended as visitors.

The latter proposed that we try to

legislate a bill to make evictions

Illegal. The Left wing element*
counterposed to this the use ot

mass pressure, proposing to put the

evicted workers back into their

homes and to turn on again gas,

light and water where they had
been turned off. This to be done
by a general mobilization of all

units under the direction of the

leading committee of the unit In

the district where the action was
to take place.

A resolution to this effect was
passed, and the response was enth-

usiastic. At the first following

eviction, over 20 units were mob-
ilized, constituting practically all

the city units, out of 65 units to

the whole county. The police ar-

rested the evicted worker on the
charge of "breaking in". At the

trial, several hundred members ot

the organization were mobilized aa

witnesses, and the case was handl-

ed, not as the defense Of the OTlct-

ed worker as an Individual, but
as a collective defense of the U.

C. It. A. AH members accepted re-

sponsibility for the action. After
150 witnesses had been heard, and
costs of over (4,500 to the county
had been incurred, the evicted

worker was acquitted, and the Jury
(composed of small property own-
ers) made a collection of (50 for

him. In only one or two other

eases was It again nevessary to

defend in court our mass rMfstanee

to evictions.

Turning Oh Gas «*d Ii#h*
Later we changed our tactic*,

and instead of putting back the
furniture, roped off the etreeti,

pitched tents (which we immedl
ately wired for light from the over-

head street lines), made fires, and
mobilized our forces with bands,

street dancing, singing and speech
making, thereby attracting the
whole neighborhood and giving our
action the widest publicity. This!
resulted In a rush by the welfare
organizations to offer housing or

cash, with the promise that If our
membre were evicted, all we had
to do was to notify them and they
would either pay his rent or place
him elsewhere.
We also adopted the policy Ot

turniug_ on gas, light and water,
where they had been shut off, h?
kram mirtees. W lien the city ( op-

erating the electrical and water
services ) or the privately-owned
gas company turned them off again,
we came baci and turned them on
again. Where meters had b*eo
taken out, we would connect the
house directly with the mains, main-
taining our own plumbing shop for

the purpose. We would put up a
label worded as follows, "Do Not
Shut Off—By Order of the Unem-
ployed Cooperative Relief Associa-
tion" These cut-offs amounted al-

together to "tens of thousands ol
cases, smotimei 50-fiO in a single

day. The committee consisted of
the overwhelming majority of the
members, who signed a pledge stat-

ing that they would continue to the
end, even at the risk of arrest.
Thousands of evictions were handl-
ed in the same way.
The Citizens' Committee of the

Chamber of Commerce and the
State, county and city authorities
made frequent efforts, toward the
end of 1932, to obtain a detailed re-

gistry of our membership. The
Left wing consistently refused this,

under the slogan of "no papueriza-
tion—we are self-sufficient", and de-
feated these efforts.

We also drove off state interven-
tion in the case of Pat Mays, a

former trade unionist, who com-

mitted irregularities in handling

the warehouse work. We insisted

that his case, and its disposition,

be handled entirely by the organi-

zation, whereas the Right wing ele-

ments wanted to take it into court,

and the County Council, by a vote

of 43 to 3, voted to expel Mays, one

of our first victories in the larger

organization.

The growth of Communist sym-
pathies during this period as vivid-

ly illustrated by the case of Eera
Chase, who was arrested while

heading a committee fighting an
eviction. He was charged with

criminal syndicalism, and the local

press began a red-baiting campaign
against "Communist leadership in

the unemployed movement". After

four weeks of propaganda through-
out the organization, we brought
the question of supporting him be-

fore the County Council, and suc-

ceeded in getting a resolution pass-

ed putting the organization in back
of him. The state later dropped
the case.

At about this .time the Left wing
caucus drew up a statement ad-

dressed to all labor organizations,

pointing out the need of a united
front of all progressive elements on

a niinimom program of substantial

state aid to the unemployed, in-

surance, and supprt to all workers'
struggles and strikes. The Stalin-

ists fought and defeated our pro-
posals for ' the six-hour day and
for long-term credits to the Soviet
Union.

Because of the lack of trade
union organizations in this area.
I lie response was practically nil.

One result was the organization of
a broad caucus of the Communist
party (which had agreed 'to colon-
ize members in the U. C. R. A.), the
Musteites, and non-party Left wing
elements. This group worked ef-

fectively for a period of four
months, and succeeded in building
up the Council of City Unite into

a considerable force. More units
were added, vigorous mass meetings
were held. Out of the new strength
grew the renewal of the old demand

'for $50,000 in cash a month for re-,

lief, and a demand that emergency
work, be furnished through the U.

C. R. A. These demands were in-
i

troduccd to the County Council by
22 units. At a series of mass meet-
ings, these demands were voiced,

'

together with demands for an in-

crease in the supply of gasoline and
oil. The policy of fighting evic-

tions and shut-offs was re-affirmed.

'

The city and county administra-
\

tions compromised for a total of

$30,000, the former supplying $20,-

000 and the latter $10,000 a month'
in cash for relief. I

The party groups within the pro-!

gressive council now began a series

'

of sectarian adventures. They or-,

ganized several paper organizations,

'

one was called the Independent
Organization of the Forced Labor
Camps, another Organization of
the Homeless Youth and a third

the "County Workers' Protective
Union". Following this party grodps

,

attempted to have the unemployed
workers shift their allegiance from
the U. C. R. A. in favor of these
paper organizations. As a result

:

of these maneuvers, the party was

.

weakened and isolated within the
general Left wing, especially as >

the Right wing by that time had
j

consolidated itself into an effective

working force.

After four months of collabora-

tion within the broad Left wing
caucus, the party ordered its mem-
bers to withdraw. Out of about
150, some fifty to sixty remained,
contrary to party orders.

A weekly newspaper was started

by the Left wing in the second half
of 1032, under the control of varied
elements but bringing forward a
class point of view. About 3-4,000

copies a week were circulated.

While its political level reflected

the backwardness of the movement
in that stage, it nevertheless has
been consciously endeavoring to

raise this level. Its persistence was
shown by the fact that, after the
County Council had taken over the
paper originally founded by the

|
Left wing, the latter after a certain
period again. got out Its own paper.

In the whole process of develop-

ment of the Left wing, the Left

Opposition elements played the
leading role, posing the class is-

sues, proposing concrete programs
and conducting systematic propa-
ganda for its class policies, simil-

arly by constant visiting and speak-

ing to the workers in the units, and
above all by prolonged, systematic,

direct participation in an active

and leading capacity in the practic-

al work of the movement. In gen-

oral, the policies adopted were
(hose of the Left Opposition. The
increasing influence of the Left
wing over the entire U. C. R. A.
is shown by a series of actions, in

addition to those mentioned above
and to the demonstration before

the Hoard of Supervisors on the
milk issue. Such were the resolu-

tion to support a farm hands'
strike the vote of confidence in the
women's milk committee, the reso-

lution of thanks to the Communist
lawyer who defended the first evic-

tions case, the resolution against
participation of bourgeois politic-

ians in discussions. All were taken
after resistance by the organized
Right wing elements in the County
Council.

Very important also was the
work among Mexican and Negro
workers who have developed a feel-

ing of full class solidarity in the
course of their participation in the
movement, and the breaking down
of barriers among the white work-
ers.

Lessons of the Los Angeles
Experience

What general lessons do we draw
from this experience in the light
of the present perspectives as in-

fluenced by the Industrial Recov-
ery Act?

1. We must adjust our strategy
in the American labor movement to
a short-term perspective, not to the
long-term tasks of building a new
leadership out of the youth. The
State apparatus is being ever more
closely intertwined with the class-

collaborationist elements in the la-

bor leadership, and first of ail with
the A. P. of L. The reformists are
engaged la an enormous upswing.

and have been able to reach fields

which they have not formerly touch-
ed for a generation or more. They
report enormous organizational
gains in steel, coal, textile, auto,
metal mining and oil fields.

2. In such a period of upsurge
of the elemental labor movement,
there Is enormous room for Left
wing labor element a, which are bad-
ly needed for the concrete work of
organization, if a cohesive Left
wing is built up, and is able to
work together in spite of the basic
political differences ; if such a Left
bloc is able to entrench itself into
the rising movement, it will not
be possible for the Right wing
leadership as has been the case be-
fore, to kick them out after their
organizations are consolidated.

3. If sucli a policy is not fol-

lowed, the class-collaborationist

elements will consolidate their posi-
tion and block the road to further
development of the progressives,
isolating them even more than is
now the case.

4. The nitestion of relation of
forces within the Left wing cannot
continue to be posed as it has been
in the past. Confronted with the
tremendous scope of the tasks to
be performed, the necessity of urg-
ent speed in view of the danger
of consolidation of the Right wing,
and the weak forces of the indivi-
dual political groupings out of
which a Left wing can be built

—

whether Left Oppositionists, Stalin-
ists, Musteites, Wobblies or Anarch-
ists, the Left wing elements must
form a united cohesive bloc in order
to be effective at all. In the course
of the struggle itself, the energy,
militancy, and correct policies of
the individual sections of the Left
wing will undergo profound modifi-
cations, as will the relation of their
forces.

5. The Los Angeles experience
has conclusively shown that even
a small group of energetic elements,
with revolutionary training and
basing themselves solidly on a cor-
rect policy, can be very effective
and gain great influence within a
broad mass movement.

—M. J. ROSE.
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Fascism and Democratic

Slogans
L Is it trne thai Hitter has

destroyed "democratic prejudice*?

The April resolution of the Pre-
sidium of the ECCI "on the present

situation in Germany" will, we be-

lieve, go down Into history as the

final testimonial to the bankruptcy

of the Comintern of the epigones.

The resolution is crowned with a

prognosis in which all the vices and

prejudices of the Stalinist bureau-

cracy reach their culmination. "The

establishment o£ an open Fascist

dictatorship",—the resolution pro-

claims in bold-face type, "acceler-

ates the tempo of the development

of a proletarian revolution in Ger-

many by destroying all democrat!*

illusions of the masses and by

freeing them from the Influence *f

flic social-democracy".

Fastism, it seems, has unexpect-

edly become the locomotive of His-

tory: it destroys democratic Illu-

sions, it frig's the masses from the

influence of the social-democracy,

it accelerates the development of

the proletarian revolution. The
Stalinist bureaucracy assigns to

Fascism the accomplishment of

those basic tasks which It proved

itself utterly Incapable of solving.

The theoretic victory of Fascism

Is undoubtedly an evidence of the

fact that democracy had exhausted

itself; hut politically, the Fascist

regime preserves democratic pre-

judices, recreates them, Inculcates

tiK'm into the youth and is even

capable of imparting to them, for

a short time, the greatest strength.

Precisely in this consists one of

the most important manifestations

of the reactionary historic role of

Fascism.
Doctrinaires think schematically.

Masses think with facts. The work-

ing class perceives events not as

experiments with this or that

"thesis" bat as living changes in

the fate of the people. The victory

of Fascism adds a million times

more to the scale of political de-

velopment than the prognosis for

the indefinite future which flows

from it. Had a proletarian state

yrown out of the bankruptcy of

democracy, the development of so-

ciety, as well as the development

of mass consciousness wot:Id have

taken a great leap forward. But
as it was, in reality, the victory of

Fascism that grew out of the bank-

ruptcy of democracy, the conscious-

ness of the masses is set far hack,

—of course only temporarily. The
smashing of the Weimar democracy

by Hitler can no more put an end

to the democratic illusions of the

masses, Ilian Goering's setting the

Reichstag on fire can burn out
parliamentary cretinism.

3. Tiie Example of Spai* and Italy

For four years in succession we
heard that democracy and Fascism
do not exclude but supplement
each other. How then can the vic-

tory of Fascism liquidate dem-
ocracy once and for all? We would
like to have some explanations on
this score by Bucharin, Zinoviev,

or Manuilsky "himself".

The military-police dictatorship

of Primo de Hi vera was declared by
the Comintern to be Fascism. But
if the victory of fascism signifies

the final liquidation of democratic

prejudices, how can It be explained

flmt the dictatorship of Primo de
Rivera gave way to a bourgeois re-

public It is true that the regime
of Rivera was far from being Fasc-

ism. Tint it had, at ali events, this

much in common with Fascism: it

arose as a result of the bankruptcy
of the parliamentary regime. This
did not prevent it, however, after

its own bankruptcy was revealed,

from giving way to democratic par-

liamentarism.

WE NEED MONEY!
~I have a little shadow that goes

in and out. with me, and what can

be the use of it is more than I

can see" runs a poem by Stevenson.

And that is how it is with us. Over
all our activities hangs a shadow,

a financial shadow.
In the Immediately past period

our shadow was small. From the

financial point of view we stood at

noon or not far from it. But lately

the sun has been going down. And
our shadow has been lengthening.

Last week it got so long that w,e

couldn't see in front of us and the

Militant didn't come out.

But that sun has to rise again
and shorten our shadow. A desper-

ate tug made it possible to get out
this issue. But what about next
week? And the week after?

It isn't at all a bleak future that
faces us. Next week's issue or the
issue of the week after will carry
the details of our new expansion
program. That will he the lever to

lift us over this temporary ogstruc-

tion.

In the meantime we need some
assistance And we need It quick-

ly. 17et us put our appeal on this

bsais: the expansion program as
our long lever to raise us to a new
level ; immediate donations *o keep
us going. Send all funds at once
to the Militant, 126 East 16th St.,

New York, N. Y.

One may attempt to say that the

Spanish revolution is a proletarian

one in its tendencies, and that the

social democracy in alliance with

other republicans has succeeded in

arresting its development at the

stage of bourgeois parliamentarism.

Flut this objection, correct in it-

self proves only more clearly our

idea that if bourgeois democracy
succeeded in paralyzing the revolu-

tion of the proletariat, this was
only due to the fact that under
the yoke of tlie "Fascist" dictator-

ship, the democratic illusions were
not weakened but became stronger.

Have "democratic illusions" dis-

appeared in Italy during the ten

years of Mussolini's despotism?

This is how Fascists themselves

are inclined to picture the state of

affairs. In reality, however, dem-
ocratic illusions are acquiring a
new force. During this period, a

new generation has been raised up.

Politically it has not lived in the

conditions of freedom, hut it knows
full well what Fascism is: this is

the raw material for vulgar dem-
ocracy. The organization "Justice

and Liberty" is distributing illegal

democratic literature in Italy and
not without success. The ideas of

democracy are therefore rinding ad-
herents, who are ready to sacrifice

themselves. Even the flabby gen- Richfield Springs, N. Y.

eralizations of the liberal monarch"! During the last four to Ave years
1st, Count Sforza, are spread in the the farmers in the New York milk
form of illegal pamphlets. That's district have been exploited to the
how far back Italy has been thrown limit by the big dairy companies.

PROTEST FRAME-UP AGAINST
YOUNG ANTI-FASCIST WORKER

Athos Terzani, a young anti-

Fascist is being held in the

Queens County Jail on a murder
indictment which is more flagrant

a frame-up than any the labor

movement has seen for some time.

Terzani has been accused of the

murder of one of his fellow work-
er and comrade-in-arms, Anthony
Fierro—no less! The charge of

murder against Terzani has as

its purpose the shielding of the

real criminals—the Fascist Khaki
Shirts of America.

The workers are familiar enough
wilh this specie of frame-up. Hut
if proof be needed listen to this

statement by Art Smith who
boasted before an audience of

1,(M)0 in Phiia. on July 23rd that

his organization had "murdered
one radical and sent It) others to

a hospital at a New Work meet-
ing recently". Enough saidi

Workers! Defend Terzani The
bloodthirsty capitalifs class must
not be permitted to make another
labor martyr of Teraani! Send
contributions immediately to Her-
bert"Ma bier, treasurer, Terzani
Defense Committee. !)4 Fifth Ave.,

New York City.

Clubs , Tear Gas,

Riot Guns Used

in Milk Strike

during these years!

(Continued on Page 3)

THE COAL OPERATORS' ORGAN
FRAME-UP ON TIIE MILITANT

The Taylorvillo, 111. Breeze, a

Penhody Coal Co. rag. In Its July

20 edition printed a miserable

scrawl headlined to give the ap-

pearance of an advertisement of

The Militant. The purpose of the

article was to further the ends of

the coal company by adding con-

fusion to the situation facing the

miners of Illinois and to attempt
to discredit the growing influence

of our paper in the minefields.

The Militant of course never did

and never could have placed an ad
with the Taylorville Breeze and we
do not expect to refer to it again
until we announce that the coal

miners of Illinois have thrown
the I'eabody Coal Co. and similar

parasites off their backs and with
them the lickspittle tools of the
kind that edit the Taylorville

Breeze.

Naturally, therefore, when some
slick organizers from up-state be-

gan to set up the Dairymen's League
the farmers all supported it hoping
that It would solve their problems.

But they soon learned otherwise.
The organizers solidified their own
control in the league and through
them the Borden company got their

finger into the pie. The result was
that the farmers received even less

for their milk than before.

Fanners Get It in the Neck

The dissatisfaction continued to

grow, the conditions became un-
bearable and the farmers appealed
to the governor to .step in ajnd

appoint a Milk Control Board. By
that the farmers expected to get a
square deal. In March the Milk
Control Board was appointed, the
farmers were happy, the New Deal
apparently was aproaehing ; but
again they got it in the neck.
The Milk Control Board classi-

fied the various grades of milk
and set a price on each classifica-

tion. The lowest grade was to be
that containing three and two-
thirds percent of butter fat for
which the farmers were to receive 1

(Continued on Page 4)

U.S. Imperialism Holds High

Cards in Cuban Situation

Machado is out. Cespedes is the motion against Machado. Machado
new president of Cuba. Tweedle-.had outlived his usefulness to his

dum has replaced Tweeledee. Both Yankee masters. He came to power
as an anti-imperialist but sold out
the movement to Wall Street whose
yoke he helped to fasten on the

are from the same political party.

The new cabinet intended at first

to be a concentration cabinet, has
a more "oppositional" character

j

Cpban masses. The base of his gov-

followiug the categorical demand of ernment contracted steadily. It

the ABC for political recognition,

but is as exclusively bourgeois and
agreeable to American Imperialism
as its predecessor was originally.

What is more Important than 1U
personnel Is the program to which
Cespedes baa commited it. And
the country : a reoragnlzatkra of

surplus labor back to the land; re-

organization of enormous debt to

the United States ; and a trad,©

rested finally on the army and the

police including the hated La
Porra, secret assassins. The latter

proved powerless against the ris-

ing tide of revolt. The base nar-

rowed to the pampered army. And
at last under the pressure of the

entire nation the army served no-

tice that Machado's time had
come. He fled to the Bahamas to

exile declaring, like Alfonso of

agreement with the United State* Spain, that he loved, his country
over the sugar crop which has been and rested on his record. The epl-

selling below the cost of produc-
tion.

The details of this three-point

program have not yet been made
public but their character is Indic-

ated by the whole situation. There
can be no doubt that all the high
cards will repose, as heretofore, in

the mitt of Uncle Sam. From Roos-'
evelt to Welles to Cespedes the
line is unbroken. The stake

taphs of both remain to be written

by the international Socialist rev-

olution.

J.L.Lewis Betrays

Miners at Coal

Hearing

The NRA has blown life into the

United Mine Workers Union and

has given Lewis and Company a

new lease on life. After a score

of years of the most brazen be-

trayals and sell-outs, John L. Lewis
is appointed Labor's representative

on the NRA. If this were the only

act at our disposal to determine

what the Roosevelt Government
thinks of labor it would be suf-

ficient for condemnation. How-
ever, the present government of the

imperialists have a long record for

(lie few months they are in power;

a record of clever reform, and
sugar coated measures for greater

subjection and exploitation.

Workers throughout I he mine
area are flocking to the folds of

the U. M. ,W. A. Not that they

have any faith in Lewis and Com-
pany, but because they think that

they will get a new deal under the

NRA, through the conservative un-

ion. ,The sell-out in western l'enn.,

by Lewis a few weeks ago and the

revolt against Lewis and Company
brought out in bold relief what the

actual situation is. Nevertheless,

the absence of a Left wing in the

U. M. W. A., and the capitulation-

ist Right wing, class collaboration

policies of the Progressive Miners
of America, all favors the Lewis
stranglehold upon the miners to-

gether with the help of the govern-
ment.

Lewis and Class Collaboration

!*/%«»«» MEETIrVC
THE 3ND AND 3RD INTERNA-
TIONALS AFTER HITLER'S

VICTORY
What Is Now Happening in the
Communist and .Socialist Inter-

nationals; What Are the Per-
spectives of Their Future De-

velopments?
Can the Socialist Party in Ger-
many Re Revived? Has the
Communist Movement Keen De-

stroyed ?

IIKAR
MAX SHACHTMAN

Editor of tiw> "Militant"

Who has just Returned From an
Extensive Visit (o Various Eur-
opean Countries Where He Had
the Opportunity to Study the

Revolutionary Movement
First Hand and to Visit

file Exiled Bolshevik Lead-
er Leon Trotsky in

Turkey anil France

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 30 at 8 P. M.
IRVING PLAZA — Main Hall

Irving Place and 15th Street

ADMISSION : : : 10 CENTS
A ii s-p i c e s :

New York Branch, Communist
League of America (Opp.)

2 Young Negroes

Slain by Lynch

Law in South

Once again the Negro hating and

working class baiting southern

bourgeosie has s h ow n its

N. y Dress Workers

Gain as Strike Ends;

One Union Needed
False Policy of Stalinists Leads Left Wing Workers

into Blind Alley. Reentry of Left Win3 intol.L.G.W.

Cannot Be Delayed.Vital for Enforcement of Settlement

Lewis, speaking before the code ;

» nicl'le method of meting out Justice

hearing said: "The Recovery Act; to that dohbly exploited section of

means a rebirth—not the bringing '
the southern proletariat — the

Into life again of the forces of Negro.

former years which we have found
impossible. If is now a recognized

fact by the most disinterested and
authoritative opinion, both within

and without the industry, that it

In the dark hours of early Sun-
day morning, August 13, Sheriff

Shamblin and some deputies decid-

ed that for "safety's sake they

were going to transport the three
cannot save itself without involving youllg NegroeSj Dau i.ippen , A . T .

the cooperation and supervision of

the Federal Government." Lewis
recognizes that the coal industry is

a sick industry even if he did not
recognize this as part of the decay
ofcapitalism. He also recognizes

that some form of nationalization

is necessary to pull the coal in-

dustry out of the rut. The NRA,
as a first step in this direction, will

start this process and if more
drastic government steps are nec-

Ilarden and Elmore Clark, charged
with a typically southern felony

—

murder of a white woman—from
Tulcaloosa to the larger city of

Birmingham, Alabama. A lonely,

untravelled road was picked for the
journey. Two cars made up the

caravan. One car carrying the

sheriff, a deputy or tv^o and the

prisoners and another following with
deputies "for protection". When
the journey was about half com-

essary they will be taken to insure pleted the sneriff ordere(i the tran_
fhe operators profits.

Lewis says: —"We knew from
long experience in the industry that

It oculd only be stabilized and re-

ing earful of deputies to return.
This was at the darkest and quiet-

est intersection of the road. The
sheriff's car with the handcuffed

storeu to a normal condition through Negroes in it resumed on its way.
They had not gone far when a
mob waylaid the car, and ordered
the sheriff to hand over the Negro-
es to them. All went as if re-

(Continued on Page 4)

a code which would be national in

its scope and its provisions." But
Lewis never thought it was neces-

sary ip hare a national miners pol-

icy and national strikes. If Lewis
thinks it Is good for the operators
and the government to have a na-

tional iwlicy then why does he not
think that such a weapon would
also he good in the hands of the
miners against the operators. The
separate agreements, one after the

other; the strikes on district scales,

while across the line the other min-
ers worked year after year, all

Indicate who Lewis is talking about
when he thinks a national policy |

"Pholsterers Is Hearing settlement,

will be good.

The big strike of dressmakers of

New York and nearby points for

elimination of the sweatshop, which
involved some 00,000 workers, has

come to a conclusion with some
gains for the workers. The strike

lasled only a few days but display-

ed all the power and militancy for

which
-

the needle trades workers

have become known. It was the

most complete strike seen in this

industry for a long lime.

The overwhelming mass of the

workers involved struck under the

banner of the International Ladies

Garment Workers Union, but the

TI'I'I, union dress section made
common cause wilh the former. In

this a certain progress must be

recorded. At least it is a far cry

from the position of the Stalinists,

who are in control of the TU1IL
union, took in the strike in 1029

when this union declared it would

remain on the job in face of the

ILGW, strike. But it is a change

which is compelled by the hammer
blows of events. In essonse there

has been practically no change in

the bankrupt trade union policy of

the official party leaders.

Internatoinal Consolidated Union
It is necessary to add to this that

at hie present moment the TUl'L
union is pressed right up against

the wall. Essentially the strike was
one to establish recognition of the

ILGW as the sole union in the

industry to the exclusion of any
other. It will have to be admitted

that in ths respect the strike also

went far toward attaining its ob-

jective. The settlement which is

arrived at is one between the ILGW
and the manufacturers under the

aegis of the local NKA administrat-

or, G rover Whalen. It resulted

also in the much more complete

organisation of jobbers and manu-
facturers. Apparently ali accepted S

the settlement enthusiastically and
cheered for Grove r Whalen.

This gentleman did not fail to

make clear, as an inducement to

the manufacturers, that it was now
their opportunity to make an end
to the Communist influence in the
industry. Proceeding from this the

manufacturers will undoubtedly ex-

tend recognition to the ILGW, even
to shops where it was not former-

ly recognized. The strike affected

practically all shops, organized and

N. Y. Furniture Strikers Repulse

Manoeuvers of the Employers

The militant strike of over 1500

(Continued on page 4)

According to Lewis, capital and
labor benefit as follows: "The em-
ployer is the greatest beneficiary of
the Recovery Act. On the other
hand, what do the workers either
by hand or brain, expect from the
Recovery Act. Nothing beyond the

right to organize and cooperate
with the employer, and to receive

what they have always been denied
—a fair participation in the output
of industry". In fact the workers
won't even get these crumbs Lewis
speaks of.

Lewis and Company is discredited

throughout the industry, however
the NRA class collaboration plan
will give these labor agents a new
lease on life. A Left wing must
be built in the UMWA where they

(Continued on Page i)

The Furniture Manufacturers As-

sociation has been brought to terms

by one of the greatest strikes in

the history of the trade. They
have been forced, at the moment
when victory is in the grasp of

the strikers, to call in the NRA to

"conciliate the dispute".

And the NBA has acted. On
August 17th, the Washington con-

ciliator, Colonel Leopold Philipp,

chairman of the Bureau of Compli-
ance, fame to an agreement with
the Furniture Manufacturers Asso-
ciation at the Pennsylvania Hotel,

(the headquarters of the NKA).
The agreement, which was to serve
as the "code" for the furniture in-

dustry, calls for a "sliding" wage
scale beginning with a 00c an hour
minimum, in place of the $1.40 per
hour, demanded by the union ; a 40

WHO BREAKS THE STRIKES !
"Wholesale arrests were made to- 1 That is what pleases them. In this cutors in the government,

of ! day by State troopers and Sheriff 's . instance the strikers were poor Will the workers draw the nec-

the United States imperialists in
j
deputies in their effort to break | farmers. In many others the strik- essary conclusions from this? Will

Cuba has been estimated from a . the backbone of the ten-day-old

billion and o quarter to two Ml- 'strike of milk producers." This
lions. It reposes principally in
sugar, tobacco, and government and
private debts. Any program In

Cuba will have to base Itself on
the careful protection of these In-

vestments.

Cespedes Welcomes U, S. Warships
If confirmation were needed Ces-

pedes has supplied it. He has wel-
comed the presence of American
warships In Cuban waters and has
been at pains to reassure the ner-

vous men of .Wall Street that he
will play the game of serving Yan-
kee profits according to the rules.

In short the cast has been changad
but the play is still the same. The
capitalist press calls this substitu-

tion of actors a revolution.

That is how It is at the top of
Cuban society. Below It is not so
satisfactory to the American puppet
masters. The whole nation was In

statement appeared in the New
York Times of August 11.

Openly and brazenly this mouth-
piece of American finance capital

proclaims that the sheriff's forces,

that is the forces of the political

state, of the government, are acting

to break a strike by wholesale ar-

rests. Its headline announced

:

"200 Milk Strikers Seized Up-
State." In sub caption appeared
the addition, "Trend Pleases Leh-
man"—that is, the governor—"He
says : 'Sheriffs Are Handling Situa-
tion Adequately'."

Of course this trend pleases the
governor. It equally pleases the
big dairy companies. A strike

broken by arrests and by previous
attacks by state troopers, using
tear gas, clubs and riot guns. A

ers are workers ; but the treatment they understand that there is no
Is the same, and if there is any other way to advance their inter-

difference, it is on the side of est? Right now they are being set

greater viciousness.
|
into motion, pressed forward by

Does any worker still doubt that economic necessity, but a correct
the government under capitalism,

_
direction cannot at all be assured

whether it be democratic or repub- ' unless the correct conclusions are
lican, functions to protest the rich drawn from ali these experiences,

against the poor. Does any worker . That implies first of all a recognl-

doubt that it Is a class government tion of the true nature of present
functioning to protect the Interests day class society and the function
of capitalism, to defeat the aims 'of the capitalist government with-
and aspirations of the workers and

|

in It. With that as a basis it will

to beat down their resistance with be easier to distinguish the wolves
sledge hammer blows. It Is the ' in sheep's clothing, the honey word-
capitalist state in operation. But

[
ed labor lieutenants of capitalism

this is only one more example added who play hand in glove with the
to countless similar experiences. I government to disorganize and de-
American labor history is replete feat the workers. With that as a
with these bitter lessons. Many

j

basis it will also be easier to re-

workers' lives have been sacrificed cognize the necessity of the work-
and often their organizations have.ing class building Its own revolu-
been laid waste in strike Strug-

J

tionary party to carry on the strug-
gles throughout the country. Such gle for the overthrow of the capl-

strike broken by force and violence.' is tie record of the capitalist exe- 1 tallst system of society.

hour week in place of fhe 30 hour
week demanded by the union; the

open shop; an arbitration board, to

be presided over by the NRA re-

presentative, which would decide

grievances from time to time.

Without consulting the union or

fhe men in any way, this spurious

"agreement" was circulated broad-

cast among the striking pickets for

the sole purpose of breaking the

resistance of the men who might
still have respect for the authority

unorganized. Snhesqnently this

union's ollires have been kept busy
lining up new members, ur^aniring
through on I t lie industry.

<;aiuc<l if.l-Ilour Week
There w;i«i not a u'i'eul ileal of

difference in I lie demands advanced
by liic I wo unions. I| would be
too miti'ii in snj thai these demands
were all gained, but (be acl ual set-

tlement r^j (resents jin improvement
over past aclnal eonilitions and, if

el i forced, will mean a slop forward
fur Aiiiei'ii'.in liiiior. I'tidouliledly

Ibe most impor'aut <;:iin is (he :to-

Iiiuir five-day week. In this respect
(be If.UW has demanded :«> hours
while | he TCI" J, union demanded 35
hours, i'.oll ions hiii! demanded
the abolilics of piece work; the
settlement, however retains this
system for certain of Ibe crafts,
while otherwise the wale agreed
npini for week workers represents
im improvement from formerly ac-
tual conditions obtaining.
This progress made by the New

York dees-makers will uiidonbr<>dly
have its effect in further stimulat-
ing the American workers to tight
more feuacconsly fur their right to
organize and for a belter standard
of living regardless of all the empty
demagogy of the NKA and regard-
less of its class collaboration
br;sUes, One cannot disregard the
pernicious class collaboration influ-

ences in this strike and its set-
tlement. But it would be idle to
conjecture what could have been
accomplished with a mililant union
leadership. We know the splendid
militant tradition of ihe rank and
file. The imijoifant fact remains
that this forward step will lend its

impetus to new advance elsewhere.

One l.'nion A Necessity
lint thai is only one side of the

f| Host loll. Another ohc remains
pressing ever harder for a solution.

It caiv perhaps lie approached most
concretely from I he point of view
of the situation as existing at this
moment in the needle trades. It Is

common knowledge amongst the
rank and lile workers (hat the pre-

sent essential ipiesiion is: Will this

new agreement lie enforced'.' Such
a question could be answered in

the affirmative only provided two
necessary conditions obtain. First,

that the rank and tile members are
ever watchful of their officials and
that tile Left wing definitely assert
itself in tills direction. Secondly
lhar. a unity lielwecn the two un-
ions bp accomplished in such a way
that the Left wing union has be-
comes an integral part of the mass
movement. In reality the attain-

ment of the former is conditioned
upon fhe latter.

Long since we have specifically

promised Ibis as an orientation for
tbi' Ti'LL union of that section of
I he needle I rades. We proposed
Mini it seel; re-eniry into the ILGW
njxm the basis of no discrimina-
tions, their membership rights and
democratic union ri-ltts hi'iug guar-
anteed. This was a pressing neces-
sity (hen and Ihe possibilities for
success of such ;t policy wore rea-
sonably good. Today it is even

". more Mian a pressing necessity, It

is a mailer of life and death to

There can be
and "impartiality" of the NRA. ;,,,»,,.
Needless to say, the union imme-! 1 "'' u '\<

v" u~ "'"»
„

diately exposed this trick by a'""
re'" l'»*-''™\ »<* «»' ™"s "»"

leaflet warning the men against the'!';;!
"'cement without such a pol-

fake "agreement". Rudolph Thiez,

business agent of the A. F. of L.

Upholsterers Union then upbraided

the Colonel in a letter which de-

manded an explanation for his com-
plicity in the matter.

To pacify the union leaders and
the strikers they represent, the

Colonel sent the following letter to

the boss association:

"I am terribly annoyed to find

that your association has distri-

buted today a pamphlet of the

agreement entered into between
yourself and myself.

"After all, the agreement was
simply a tentative proposition and
was not binding on either party and
to have circularized that and the

use of this organination in an effort

to gain your own ends is highly un-

ethical and unwarranted. If those

are the tactics that the dealers in-

tend to use, I am sorry to confess
that many of the accusations made
against you, which I have endeav-
ored to listen to with an open mind
and not to take sides, seem to be
well founded.

"I insist that this statement be
refuted by you Immdeiately, as the
only purpose of this agreement was
to affect a compromise between
yourselves with the union, and that
during the period of time that these
negotiations wore on, no state-

ment was to be made publicly or

especially thru the issuance of the

(Contlnnftd on Page 4)

THREATEN Pllif.IC TRIAL OF
IfOLSHE.IV'IK-LI-^INISfl'S IN

MOSCOW
The following highly significant

incident occurred at fhe Congress
of the Unitary Federation of Teach-
ers (lied Trade Union | of France
which met on August dih in Reims,
Fra nee.

Pressed by the delegates for an
answer and an explanation on the
ca-e of Victor-Serge, a Bolshevik-
Leninists now in exile, the repre-
sentative of the Soviet teachers
federation stated officially from the
platform :

'Victor-Nergc as well as other
"Trotskyists" formed part of a
cou liter-revolutionary group which
lias just been discovered. A public
trial will take place in .Moscow and
then accusations

; ( nd proofs will be
given."

Is fins another one of the famous
amalgams of Stalin and his thermi-
dorian allies fo exterminate the
Bolshevik-Leninists, the men who
fought in the most dangerous bat-
tlefronts of the civil war?

If there is any truth at all in
this declaration of fhe Soviet dele-
gate then it is a sign that the bait-
in;- of the Left Opjiosition can no
longer proceed on the old basis.
It needs new justification in the
eyes of the proletarian vanguard
which has grown dubious and
alarmed at the continued vicious-
ness of the Stalinist persecutions.
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Political Character

of Strikes Under

N.I.R.A.

AMONG THE YOUTH

The NltA slave codes of the capi-

talist class and its effects upon the

American working class hav.e been

explained in tile columns of the

Militant and by the Left Opposition

ever since the Oillespie Trade Union

Conference prior to the net becom-

ing a law. In the meantime, we
have been hammering away on thx

question of trade union policy in

tlie different industries. A correct

analysis of the NRA must first be

presented in order to present a cor-

rect program of straggle against

the new capitalist offensive. With-

in the ranks of the other forces of

the labor movement confusion still

reigns. The socialists are still

lighting within their organization

over the question of an analysis of

the NltA. Other groups say little

or anything except that they are

against the NRA. The Stalinists

are also opposed to the NltA but

have not answered the burning

question of how to light the NltA.

In every union where they have

fought the capitalist and reform-

ers codes, the Stalinists have trail-

ed behind them, not only in de-

mands presented but also in many
cases on the demands adopted as

u law.

L.A. Yipsel Suspended

for Union Activity

The following appeal is from a

militant Los Angeles Yipsel who
has begun to see the reactionary

nature of the leadership of the

Socialist party and their youth

uc,junct the Yl'ML. Her being ex-

pelled for class activities on the

pickot line makes this document

more than an appeal—a warning

io it 1 1 revolutionaries within the

socialist youth organizations as

to the real drift of their leader-

ship towards class collaboration

and strike breaking. The appeal

speaks for itself.—Ed.

LOS ANGELES.—
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE
XOUNO PEOPLE'S SOCIAL-

1ST LEAGUE
COMRADES:—
The «tate Exeeu'tve Committee

has declared me suspended from
the Young People's Socialist League

without voice or vote for a period

of two months pending further in-

vestigation of my activity with

Communists.

Every member of the Y. P. S. L.

must understand the reasons for

such arbitrary actions on the part

of our leadership—its basic causes

and its inevitable consequences

Charges when brought down to

ized a discussion meeting at which

Lydia Beidel and Albert Goldman,
spoke
Sub-

prominent party members,

and presented their position

sequent to this, a debate was ar-

ranged in which the Stalinists were

compelled to participate. Pressed

for a statement, the youth submit-

ted a 9 page document in which

they clearly formulated their posi-

tion upon a number of points.

The statement is introduced by

pointing out that utter confusion

exists among the leadership as well

as the rank and file of the Y. C. L.

on the question of the united front,

and Germany due to constant

changes without explanation or an-

alysis. Honesty and clarification

are necessary in order to avoid a-

similar catastrophes. It proceeds

to prove that the theory of the lim-

ited front, from below and the

theory of social Fascism advanced

by the leadership of the C. I. are

mainly responsible for the German
defeat. The C. P. must severely

condemn its action in Germany and

repudiate these erroneous policies.

Ilaiiliii? the C. I. Manifesto as a

turn in the correct direction the

statement of 'he comrades correct-

ly warns of the ensuing danger

which flows from its {the mani-

festo's) acceptance of a Non-Ag-

gressions Pact with the Social

Democracies. The document con-

eludes with a remorseless denuncia-

tion of the existing bureaucracy

within the organization, demanding

The capitalists projected the NltA
in an attempt to solve some of

the difficulties confronting Ibem.

However, the steps taken in this

direction have created other con-

tradictions. The most important of

these new contradictions thrown to

the surface is the one dealing with

the trade unions. When the act

became a law, it carried wild it

the outlawing of strikes as soon

as the codes become finally adopt-

ed. In the meantime, an increasing

number of strikes took place. These
were not only a continuation of

the wave of strikes just prior to

the NRA as an effect of the upturn

in production and increase in prices

hut also as a struggle for the

right to organize and to bring

pressure to obtain better conditions

as the codes were being considered.

This wave of new strikes at the

time the codes were being consi-

dered threatened to upset the NRA,
especially the Penna. mines strug-

gle. A special emergency measure
was adopted. The establishment of

the NRA Adjustment Board, an
arbitration board to consider all

strikes. The NRA outlawed strikes

after the codes were adopted. The
new measure outlawed strikes when
the codes were being considered.

T-his means the workers face a

new condition, a war measure con-

dition in the trade union field.

Trade union struggles of yesterday

are now entirely changed—the new
contradiction the capitalists them-
selves have created. Most of the

trade union strikes of the past were
listed as industrial and economic
struggles and only the outstanding
strikes took on a political nature
of fc high degree. Under the NRA
EVERY STRIKE BECOMES A
POLITICAL STRIKE AT THE
VERY START. A stril*> against

the capitalists is a strike against

the STATE.

This brings to the surface as the

most important working class ques-
tion and opposition to the NRA—
the workers right to strike, the
right to organize. The capitalist

intend to smother them in class col-

laboration, in arbitration and by
outlawing them. The class strug-

gle cannot be stopped this way.
It can only be warped, providing
the Communists are not equal to
the task.

In other words, the central point
of the workers struggle against the
NRA revolves around the Commun-
ist answer to the trade union ques-
tion. All strikes against the capi-

talists now are political strikes

against the capitalist state.

actual facts amount to two things:|
a chftnge (free discussion, a

my activities in the union of ray. ventIon no bureaucracy, etc.)
1*. *l, .- Vf.^Hn 1'nitil/iii WnrlrilfD - - .

Around the fight against the cap-
italists, the capitalist government
and {he capitalist labor agent's
NRA slave code, the workers fight

for the right to organize, to strike
and to live, must be woven the
struggle for the other demands of
the class at this stage. The stag-
ger plan must be fought by the
struggle for the six hour day the
five day week with increase in pay.
The capitalists relief substitutes
must be fought by the struggle for
unemployed and social insurance.
The question of long term credits

to the Soviet union and recognition
of the Soviet Union as against the
capitalist maneuvers on this ques-
tion must be brought to the fore.

T)he struggle of the yo»th to obtain
a social solution and recognition
for the youth denied a chance to
make a living by the "abolition 1

of child labor.

trade, the Needle Trades Workers
Union and participation in the Uni-

ted front Anti-War Conference.

In the name of what working
class principles do these "leaders"

of working-class youth bring a Yip-

sel up on charges for belonging to

the only militant union in he*

trade?

The Needle Trades Workers In-

dustrial Union has proved through

struggle that it is a militant union

lighting for and in the interests of

the working-class.

While tlie leadership sits back
and engages in petty discussions,

the cause of the workers is being

consistently fought by the Needle

Trades Union. Even at this time

iu the face of brutal police terror,

manhandling of women and beating

up of men on the picket line, a

strike is being waged in a millin-

ery shop under the leadership of

the N. T. W. I. U.

Instead of suspending a member
for being active in a strike, those

members of the State Executive

Committee who by their silence and
inactivity have tactiiy sabotaged

the strike, these Yipsel "leaders"

should be severely condemned.

The Y. P. S. L. leadership charges

me with Anti-War activity with

the Communists. Who is accused
and who are the accusers? It is

the thinking, serious elements in

the YPSL who must_ charge the

leadership of the YI'SL with not
participating in this United Front
activity, with sabotaging this Uni-

ted Front, with betrayal of their

class.

The "Left wing" apologlzers for

the leadership say, "That is all very

well, but our National Executive

Committee has a policy which we
must follow no matter how much
we are in favor of united front ac-

tivity. We are a disciplined or-

ganization."

When the formal discipline of

an organization clashes with the
duty to the working-class some-
thing must give. The duty to the
working class wHl win out

Our "leadership" would gladly

sidetrack the entire principled dis-

cussion into the track of barren or-

ganizational formula. The question

is too big to be handled In this

lawyer-like manner. It has to be
handled in a working-class manner.
Whether or not the National Ex-
ecutive Committee said this or that
sinks to insignificance alongside the
question of loyalty to the working-
class.

I appeal to all comrades who are
interested in forwarding the cause

of the working-class, to

con-
if

the organization is' to exist and

make progress. In compliance with

the demands of the 'Rotten Liber-

alism' Act (expel immediately all

who disagrees) the comrades were:

expelled.

The Spartacus Youth Clubs have,

followed with great in

and other movements along

same line. These convulsions are

indicative of the fact that there

are in the Y. C. L-. young comrades

who are alert to the situation and
who have the moral courage to

present their view In face of ex-

pulsion. One must not look at this

group as an isolated one ; nor should

the comrades consider that their

work is now completed. To those

who could not be intimidated by

threats of expulsion in the face

of such important events as Ger-

imaiiy we say that your work has

now only begun. You have opened

up stifled minds. You have begun

to think objectively, to view things

honestly. Yon must not stop at

Germany. There is China and
Britain, Russia and America. Stal-

inism has failed miserably. Why?
Begin Immediately to study these

questions. Read the literature of

all groups. Do not confine your-

self to one side. If you study ob-

jectively our position along with

others, we are certain that you will

be in our ranks before long.

Study Is not incompatible with

participation in the class struggle.

In the revolutionary movement they

are inseparable. To those who
shout that outside nf the Y. C. L.

you cannot carry forth work for

your class, you must answer : no
one has a monopoly on the class

struggle. —T. F.

economic system is declining and

needs fewer such servants. This

means that it is no longer neces-

sary for the you* to receive that

training which was needed till now.

The big industrialists and financiers

do not think that physical educa-

tion, j«nior high schools, free jun-

ior colleges and colleges are neces-

sary or even desirable for the chil-

dren of workers and poor petty

bourgeoisie. In fact it is danger-

ous to have an army of unemployed
youth who can think for themselves.

They will be able to find no other

outlet for their education than in

radical thought. In the past, a
little education to spice the dish

of jingoism and chauvinism did not

have bad effects for the capitalist

class. Since education cannot be
abolished altogether the capitalist

lackeys decided to strengthen the

effecls of legal narcotics In educa-

tion: civics and U. S. History. Then
they reduced the antidotes: scienti-

fic method, mathematics, laboratory

work, etc., to ineffectiveness.

Decline in Education Marks
Capitalist Decay

Rut this bill did not meet with
t he approval of the workers and
the petty bourgeoisie of Chicago.

They do not think that their chil-

dren are being over-educated. The
''little red school house" is an an-

achronism today and the workers
are lighting against its re-establish-

ment. But their protests have so
far been of no avail against the
Board which ignores them.
At the same time that this fight

against education is conducted in

Chicago, Chicago is also the scene

of festivities which laud capitalist

civilization and its achievements to

the skies—the Century of Progress.
Strangely enough this action of the
Chicago school authorities is as

much a part of the Fair as the
machines which decorate its inter-

FROM THE MILITAKTS
Examples of N.R.A- at

Work in StLouis

St. Louis.—Comrade Oehler's pre-

diction that the NRA would not

solve but intensify the basic con-

tradictions of capitalism is being

borne out to the letter here in St.

l^ouis, which may be taken as an

example of all the large industrial

cities. The basic contradiction of

capitalism is the tremendously ac-

celerated growth of productive

forces on the one hand, {which

throws thousands of workers into

the ranks of the unemployed) and

a steadily contracting market on

the other. It was in a futile at-

tempt to solve this contradiction

that the Roosevelt admIn letration

came forward with its N. It. A.

plan and its demands for a 40 hour

week and a minimum wage scale.

Burden Loaded on Workers

A striking example is the gar-

ment workers strike reported in

another column of the Militant by

comrade Murphy. The manufactur-

ers signed a code agreeing to the

40 hour week and a minimum wage
scale of $12 a week. In order to

preserve their profits the entire

burden of the code agreement had
to be loaded on to the shoulders

of the workers—mostly girls and
women—who were already brutally

exploited. A piece work scale wan
worked out by the. bosses and hand-

ed to the workers. Under this

scale many of the girls found It

impossible to make their minimum.

Naturally they were fired and
more efficient workers hired in their

place. It was not a case of "new-
comers" or inexperienced girls that

they are making about the nut pick-

ers and the rag pickers strike,

which they led, tlie results when
summed up are practically nil. The
first tiling they did in the former

strike was to propose a committee

to see .Mayor Dickman, doubtless

hoping to "expose" him as an agent

or tlie bosses. But the prophet of

the New Deal was not to he found

napping. Like some fabled hero, of

old he strides forward sword in

Hand to slay the dragon which was
preying on "his" people. He gali-

vauted—he swore—he declared that

"justice" should be done. He spoke

to the strikers at the Labor Lyceum
(no member of the Left Opposition

has yet been permitted to speak in

this fortress o£ Stalinism and
received ten times as much nppiuuse

as tlie Communist speakers. Many
workers still believe that the vic-

tory gained was the result of the

joint efforts of the Communist
party and the Democratic party!

In the rag pickers where all the

employees are negroes only one

white man cooperated on the picket

line. Insofar as actual participa-

tion in the strike was concerned the

parly practically sabotaged it or

at least seriously neglected it

(which amounts to the same thing).

The one white worker referred to

Is Frank Bittner who although

voting for my expulsion from the

I. L. D. made haste to tell me that

he was forced to do so or be him-

self expelled from the party!

—G. ROBEltTS.

Lessons of the

United Front
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On the contrary, many of them
Not only have the last hundred

, were workerg who njlV6 been em-
years witnessed the growth of the

: l0 d ia (ho trade from 6 to 10
machine but also it has seen the
rise and ear

decline of the capitalist' system of
production. Little over one hundred
years ago the young and vigorous
capitalism In the United States be-

gan one of the wildest rides down
the rocky road of history that time
has even witnessed. Today it is a
deerepld, tottering centenarian, ex-

hausted by its ride and rotting with
many contradictions and diseases
which its mount has helped to in-

tensify.

The visitor to the Chicago Fair
should note the showy tinsel of

the Fair on the one hand and the
measures for curtailing and de-

grading -public education on the
other. They are both integrally

connected. —D. S.
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l!>,a <ie Rose Casano was employed
sevea Bjrjs were thus dismissed

but since comrade Casano enjoys a
great deal of respect among the

girls in her shop, they carried on
a militant fight for the seven girls

fired and they were reinstated.

Education and the Cen-

tury of Progress

Progressive T. U.

Center Disrupted

by Right Wing

against this a nti-proletarian act of

suspension.

For the Revolution,

FLORENCE WYLE.

Chicage.—Last month the Chic-

ago oard' of Education struck the

Chicago public school system a ter-

rific blow which may maim it per-

manently. After a secret meeting
instigated by the secret Citizen's

Committee they passed a bill which
removes all the educational im-

provements made in the last forty

years. They took these steps to

end the "over-education" of the

youth and to revive the school

system from the "fads and frills"

which were supposed to be stifling

it. In one stroke they cut off, or

severely curtailed the parental
schools, physical education, junior

high schools and a junior college,

i These measures to revive the "lit-

protestitle red school house" are so dis-

Cht. y.C.L. Bureaucrats

Expel 5 Militants

The bureaucrats of the Chicago

Y. C. L. have found it necessary

once again, to stem the tide of op-

position which has developed

amongst its members,—by expul-

sions. This is the only answer
wiiii.li the statement endorsed by

(1 comrades of the Y. C. L. solicited

from the bureaucrats. Five Expul-
sions and Probations for one. The
appearance of the statement which

The trade union question of the ' preeipated the expulsions was
working class has now become the [provoked by the German catastro-
central point of the workers Strug- : phe aTia 0T the tendency on the
gle against the NRA and the out-

J
part of the C. P. to return to its

lawing of strikes. Violators of the devastating policy of the united
codes can be fined and imprisoned.
This means strikers. This means
trade unionists. —H. 0.

LIMITED EDITION OF
"MY LIFE" ON SALE

Pioneer Publishers has recently
obtained ft limited number of copies
of Leon Trotsky's autobiography
"My Life" and is offering them for
sale at the special price of 53.00 a
copy. The Publisher's price is

$5.00. Make haste and take advan-

front from below which was respon-
sible for the German disaster. The
statement concerned itself with
these two essential points.

If the young bureaucrats expect-

ed that the Oerman defeat and the
expulsion of Albert Goldman from
the C. P., would be received with
silence on the part of the Y. C. L.

members, it is only because they
have isolated themselves so from
the rank and file that they can
no more guage their sentiment.

The leadership was taken by
surprise when It was informed oftag© of this offer. Tlie book can be

obtained from—Pioneer Publishers,
]

rhp actions of and fn violation of

84 Bast 10th Street, New York City. t«c »° fraternization law, organ-

astrous that they deserve our imme-
diate attention because they are
ominous signs of the decline of the
public school system throughout
the United States.

This act was the solution of the
Board of Education, to a critical

financial sittuation in whlbh ithe

public school system has been in

entangled for the last two years
due to a premature depletion of the
city treasury. For the last two
years the public school employees
have worked almost gratuitously
and meekly like "true" patriots.

The sporadic demonstrations they
conducted plus a student's strike

evoked nothing but a few spurious
resolutions from the Board of Edu-
cation.

B. of E. Chooses Graft

The B. of E. had two courses to

choose; either curtail Irretrievably

the educational facilities of the
Chicago schools and thus satisfy the
d sigruntied, childless taxpayer or
follow the Straycr report and elim-
inate the graft which had eaten up
the funds previously. In making
their decision they followed the
the representatives of big business
dictates of the citizens' committee,
in Chicago. Graft was more fav-
orable to them than an "educated
citizen."

This fact Is not as strange as it

seems. The system of universal
compulsory education extant today
was instituted when American capi-
talism was expanding. It neededmore
trained clerks, professionals, skill-

ed workers, etc., than our private
schools could provide. Today our bodies.

Some months ago the workers of

the midwest states organized a
Progressive Trade Union Educa-
tional Committee with headquart-
ers at Gillespie, Illinois. The pro-

gram and policy adopted was pre-

sented In the Militant some months
ago. The whole Left wing approved
the program and policy with the
exception of a small Right wing led

by MncFarlano and Walker, secret-

ary and chairman of the Oommfttee.

We aro now informed that a sec-

ret meeting was called by the
Right wing, over the heads of, and
without the knowledge of the duly
elected Executive Committee. At
this secret meeting the policy was
ignored and a new independent
"federation of labor" was estab-

lished. The new organization con-

sists of several independent crafts

Teamsters, Motion Picture Operat-
ors, Painters, etc., in the small
towns of the coal fields, the logical

carry and break, that follows the
trail of the Progressive Miners
Union break with Lewis and Com-
pany.

This new craft federation comes
to "life" after the NltA takes shape
and the workers are flocking into

the A. F. of L. where they will be
at the mercy of the bosses agents,
the labor fakers, unless we build

a powerful Left wing.

The whold affair raises a few
important question. First, what
is the position of the Right wing
leadership of the PMA Percy and
Keck, etc.? Now that a big section
of tlie Right wing is ready to

make amends with Lewis and Com-
pany, and do not want to be ham-
Iiered by the Left wing or such a
Progressive trade union committee,
would it not be a wise policy on
their part to wipe out the Left
wing in the PMA as they are, and
kill the- Progressive Trade Union
move by McFarlane and others kills

the committee.

On the other hand—wnat are the
Stalinists doing. The Stalinists

have ideological control of the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the Progres-
siva Trade Union Educational Com-
mittee. What are they going to do
about this? They did not use the
P.T.U.E.C. for the Cleveland Con-
ference. Will the Stalinists allow
the Progressive Trade Union Edu-
cational Comjnltee to be killed by
the Right wing? They cannot pre-
vent the accomplished split, but they
can call an executive committee
and utilize the PTUEC with its

correct policy as a sectional group-
ing of Left wingers to be connected
nationally with the other Left wing

The Same Trick

Another concern which Is putting

across the same scheme is the no-

toriously low wage concern, the

Artistic Furniture Co. The "de-

pression" wages of this outfit was
$1.00 a day for eight houre work.

Now since the code has been sign-

ed many of the "old" men (old In

years as well as in service) have
hen dismissed because they can't

make their minimum. In their

place are hired young and husky
men, many of whom are farmer
boys drifting Into the eity, lured by
tlie golden promises of the N. R. A.

A "good" upholsterer can make
from $15 to $18 a week. We have
no worthwhile contacts in this fac-

tory but are working In that direc-

tion. As is to be expected the shop
is bitterly an ti-union and two work-
ers have already been fired for

talking organization.

Last week 500 employees of the
Western Cartridge Co. of East
Alton, 111., walked out in a body
protesting against the code and de-

manding a radical revision of it.

The reactionary ILG-WU officials

have already announced that at this

time it is not a question of wagee
(heaven forbid!) but only the ques-
tion of union recognition. Taking
advantage of this, the Amalgamated
which has some influence here, im-
mediately began to talk about
wages and shop conditions and be-

Davcnport Stalinists Use

Hooligans

Davenport, Iowa.—-The first open

air meeting of tlie branch was held

Saturday, August 5, 1033, at the

[Washington Square 'where iaboutt

fifty workers listened to comrade
Papcun exposing the NRA. The
party as usual became frantic due

to the renewed activity of the Left

Opposition, and immediately meth-
ods were devised Go disrupt the

open air meeting.
They got hold of a degenerate,

with whom it is well-known there

is something wrong in his upper

story, to get up and rave at the

speaker, threatening arrests and
howling at the top of his voice.

But the meeting was not broken
up in spite of this rotten method
of the party who have to resort to

such means because they cannot

answer the conclusive, arguments
of the Left Opposition. It is well-

known that the party member call-

ed and hauled this depraved indivi-

dual by the name of frank Holliday

to the place of the meeting.

Not satisfied with the threats

that were made at the meeting the

party leaders mobilized for the
extermination of the Left Opposi-

tion, by force, if necessary. So
they proceeded to get one of their

erstwhile leaders, Itay Secoy, drunk
and on Wednesday August 9th they
waylaid, with another gangster
name unknown, comrade Papcua
who was on his way to his fishing

(Concluded in this i-sne)

POLITICAL BLOCS (Extra-

Parlianwntarian

)

Tlie united front of working class

organizations and a political bloc

of two organizations against other

organizations are two entirely dif-

ferent things. The same elements

enter into both but the relationship

is entirely different. It is one

tiling to call a nulled front of all

organizations and find one or more
refusing to join. It is another

thing to form a political bloc be-

tween two organizations as a uni-

ted front.

The difference between a united

front :mrt political blms sis

FORMS of united action cannot be

settled within the frame work of

the discussion on the question of

the united front tactic. The differ-

ences between two forms can only

he understood properly when the

theoretical and political questions

underlying the question of the uni-

ted (rout are considered. It is

often possible for organizations of

opposite theoretical positions to

momentarily pose tactical questions

in the same light, as far as surface

Indications reveal. Such "similar-

ity" is not sufficient grounds for a

political bloc. Such a "united

front" would only result in blun-

dering and confusing the basic

theoretical and more fundamental
differences between these organiza-

tions, Such is the question and
relation of the Right, Centre and
Left Opposition.

The question of a revolutionary

bloc, such as Communists and colo-

nial revolutionists is a two fold

question of program and limita-

tions, and the frame work of the

united action,

THE MARXIAN CONCEPT OF
THE UNITE!) FRONT
The purpose of the united front

Is, (1) to bring to bear the greatest

amount of working class pressure

possible aaginst the capitalist sys-

tem, and, (2) to gain our class

objective and immediate class In-

terest, (3) to train and educate

the masucs ami their organizations

In action, (4) to expose In action

all mlsieaders, agents of the capi-

talists, and opportunists, and (5)

to win the rank and file to class

struggle and revolution under the

leadership of the Communist Party.

This leadership cannot he guaran-
teed In advance, It must be won
In action. Tile united front must
at no lime result In a compromise
on principles.

The united front Is (1) a tem-
porary agreement, (2) between
working class organlintions, (3) on
immediate demands, (4) in action,

<B) where each organization retain*

Its organizational independence,

(6) refrains from slander and per-

sonal attacks, (7) but maintains
the right of minority expression

and political criticism, (8) no ex-

clusion of working class organisa-
tions, (0) and where continued ef-

fort must be made to bring inle

cause of this has gained additional in his hijacking of workers by hold-

prestige among the workers. It upa for which he has served time
has also the additional advantage once in a peniteniary and another
of being backed up by the socialist time in the local county jail,

party, particularly the Yipsels who These local leaders of the party
have shown exceptional courage and are especially vicious due to the
militancy on the picket line, not exposure by the Left Opposition of
only in the garment workers strike their incorrect policies, by the fact

that the district leadership of the

camp along a ioncly road and pro-

ceeded to attack him. The fight ""* united front those organization*

was only stopped, by a stranger »>»* refuse to participate,

and his wife from a house nearby.

It would not be amiss to describe

this Ray Secoy who is aspiring for
leadership in the party, but who
was defeated, due to the activities

of the Left Opposition, for the Sec-

tion Executive Committee at the
last election on which he had serv-

ed up until that itme. lie is known
locally as a degenerate of the worst
type. He is trying to utilize the
same methods as he previously did

atbut also in the molders strike

the Jackes-Evans Iron Co.

Interested Only in Pie-Card

The officialdom of the ILGWU is,

of course, as in all other A. P. of L.

unions interested only in one thing

—the dues and the salaries derived
from the dues. Hence its bid for

the support of the bosses by laying

low on the question of wages. But
the workers whose exploitation has
been doubled and trebled under the
NRA »I1I have something to say
about this matter and the leader-

ship will be pushed in a "leftward"
direction whether they like it or

not.

On one occasion during the strike

when our comrade Casano was to

be refused a place on a committee
because It is known that she Is a
Commnulst, a girl In her shop who
Is hostile to Communism, took the
floor to protest saying: "Who knows
but that we ali may be Communists
before this thing is over." She
was warmly applauded. The A. P.

of L. bureaucrats may find it neces-

sary to revise their past policies—
In words at least.

Just as the socialist party and
the Musteiteg act as a brake on the
leftward swing of the working
masses towards Communism so it

is that the Amalgamated acts as

a brake in the needle trades to pre-

vent the workers, disgusted with
A. F. of L. tactics from finding their

way to the class struggle unions.

Stalinists Win with the Mayor

And it is just here where the
rub comes in. The Stalinists have
no unions worthy of the name. The
NTWIU Is only a shadow, and
should comrade Casano step out, its

already insignificant influence would
melt fiway like snow under a mld-

The organization with a Mania*
program has nothing to lose and
everything to gain by unitad ac-

tion of the working class. Marx-
ism will stand alt tests in theory
anB practice.

—HUGO OEHLEB.

party, in District 8, has made them
scapegoats for the wrong policies

of the Central Committee and the
District Committee.

It Is evident by the above actions

that the party leadership will stop
at nothing to prevent the Left Op-
position from being active and pre-

senting its ideas to the workers of

the tri-cities.

Tlie Left Opposition of the tri-

cities" appeals to all workers to

combat such terroristic activities

as the party leadership is at this

time displaying in order to cover
up their miserable failures which
are only a part of the national
failures brought about by their in-

correct tactics and policies.

—BETTY ROWLAND.

StLouis Dress Workers

Strike for Recognition

St. Louis.—The ILGWU of St.

Louis has declared a general walk-
out for the industry. To date
about 90 percent of tiie shops have
joined the strike. Some 2,500 work-
ers out of the 3,000 employed in

the trade have walked out and
more are leaving the shops every
day. The largest and nationally
known shops are effected by the
strike.

The reason for the strike is

that the bosses have signed the

NRA but refuse to pay the min-
imum wage. The grievance of the
piece workers is that under the
present rates they cannot make the
minimum pay. To meet this condi-

tion the bosses speed up the ma-
chines and if the workers cannot

summer sun, In spite of the noise make the minimum they are fired.

Some of the shops pay the code
scale to some workers and not to

others. Lay-offs arc prevalent.

About 20 pay checks were photo-

graphed which rouged from $1.00

for three days and $S.50 for four

days.
The Vipsels have some influence

among .the shops mid have shown
great militancy on the picket line.

Yesterday 18 pickets were arrested

for picketing the shops stiil work-
ing. For singing the Internationale

and Solidarity they were arrested

on the charge of "di-turbing the

pence". Among the pickets arrest-

ed was comrade Rose Casano of

the Left Opposition.

The speeches by the workers are

fair but they lack leadership. About
all the A. F. L. gives them is a

few radical phrases and then: ".Wo
must stick to our (!) government
and the N. It. A." The tjame reac-

tionary stuff over and again.

But in spite of the labor skates

the workers are militant. The
walls of the old jail echoed with
the strains of the Internationale.

The cops just stood and gaped in

astonishment.
Comrade Casano has been doing

fine work and was one of the first

to get the workers in her shop to

down tools 100 percent. About 100
workers were employed In her shop.

The L. O. has offered speakers ns

well as pickets to the strikers. It

is doing all it can to help the strik-

ers and gain influence among them.

The Stalinists are nowhere to be

seen. —LLOYD MURPHY.

N. Y. FOOD WORKERS MEET
FOR UNITED ACTION

Last Tuesday, Aug. 22, In re-

sponse to a call by the Amalgamat-
ed Food Workers Union for united

action of all fond workers organi-

zations, a mass meeting was held

In 1'altn Gardens Hall, N. Y. More
than one thousand workers were
present. The TUT'L was at band
but the vague references made by
Its speaker on the subject of uni-

ted action under a united organi-

zation called forth a very cool re-

ception from the workers, Gitlow,

(representing the A. V. -W.) on the
contrary, played up this very thing
that the party speaker omitted and
fairly brought down the house.
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Impressions of Fascist Germany
When I arrived In Berlin during

this middle of May I went directly

to the homo of ray good comrade S.

On my previous visit in February
Ik: had invited me to come next
time to etay At his house. Now I

found a police seal on the door and
somehow it helped me to make up
my mind very quickly, to get out
of the house and make no in-

quiries. I knew then that both
comrade S. and his wife were in

the cli;tches of the Fascists. The
vision of the savage beatings with
steel rods always applied to Com-
munist prisoners sent a cold shiver

down my spine.

({aids upon workers homes were
si ill going on; now less dramatic-
ally but more "ordnungsgemaess".
Formerly the groans of the victims

roii id be heard on the outside. Now
all sounds were muffled. But the

terror was still used by the Nanis
to show the possible doubters who
was the master. It also provided

:iii outlet for the acrimonious hatred
deliberately fostered and tempered
to a whito host in every Storm
Trooper. Swiftness and thorough-
ness had now been added to im-

prove the earlier dramatic staging.

These had become specific features
of the process of German Fascism
taking over power and consolidat-

ing its sains.

What a difference in the picture

now presented from that of my
first visit in February! 'Then there
was an atmosphere as if before a
big battle in which the opposing
forces had not yet come to grips,

had not yet really measured
strength. A disquieting anxiety
prevailed, a painful uncertainty as
to what the next step would be.

It was in the air, it was every-

where. Could it be possible? Were
tlie Fascists really going to be vic-

torious? Apparently there was yet

time to stop the onrushlng horde.

Hut time was precious. And then,

in May, it had been settled, virtu-

ally without a battle. The import-
ant, features of the "Third Reich*'

wore visible and even the Nazis
were surprised at the ease of their

victory.

Most typical of the German scene
now was the artificially drummed
up enthusiasm flowing over into

siiectacnlaiiy staged demonstra-
tions. '•Celebrating the National
Uprising" became the general title

covering them all, but almost any
occasion could be used for a de-

monstration ; and, besides, they
served admirably to feed illusions

to the Nazi plebian following. Hoist-

ing the rehabilitated imperial
colors with the Swastika on public

buildings meant the careful setting

of the stage for a demonstration.
Sometimes, in the rush, the Storm
Troopers would forget about the
national colors and the Swastika
would go up alone; hut the "en-
thusiastic" demonstrators did not
seem to notice the difference. When
the new nationalist reactionary
spirit demanded a change of street

names from their former obnoxi-
ous Marxian, or even mere repub-
lican coloration, as lor example
changing Plata der Republlk to

Adolph Hitler Platz, or the reehris-

tening of such streets as Erzberger
Htrasse, Karl Marx Strasse, Bebel
Strasse, Eberts Allee, etc. a demon-
stration with the solemnity of a
religious ritual would be staged.
Similarly at the enunciation of a
new program of worthless promises
or the installation of new officials

under the "Gleiehsehaltung". Even
the burning of Marxian books had
to have its festival setting in which
would be sacrificed to the devour-
ing flames the literary treasures
not only of the German working
class movement but also that which
gave expression to the country's
progress in science and culture.

The greatest demonstrations, from
the point of view of numbers, were
those on May Day which was con-
verted into a Nazi day of labor.
In a certain sense these Nazi May
Day demonstrations became a test

of strength of the regime. To the
workers, with socialist and trade
union tradition of long standing, it

meant adding insult to injury. Still

they could not escape it. For them
attendance was made compulsory.
Berlin on that day therefore found
the bulk of its proletariat marching
dejectedly with their footsteps
heavy and their heads bowed in

agony. In the Ruhr territory on
the other hand, I was told, that in

most cases they sent stories afloat

along the marching ranks which in
ft jocular fashion told about the
size of the potatoes this year; show-
ing the clenched fist to indicate
size (the "Red Front" salute).

May 2 witnessed the final and
complete taking over of the trade
unions by the Nazis, including their
well stocked treasuries, and the
arrest of practically every trade
union official, from the top down.
Outstanding among them were Lei-
part and Grassmann. Both had
particularly distinguished themsel-
ves by their abject servility. Now
the official report of the arrests
gave them special mention saying
laconically : "transferred to a hos-

An Eye-witness Account

'

ftnd the demand ror tbe deatfl **-
. ill/ alty - Tneir eves met 1h silence. It

or Conditions in Hitter s

Resime

pital". Of course, this was all

done in typical Nazi fashion with
appropriate proclamations about

"the furthering of the interests of

national elevation" and the protec-

tion of the united people against

the '".Marxist Bonzen". In reality

it was one further important step

in the Fascist process of "Gleieh-

sehaltung". Evidently they had
reason to consider the strength of

their regime as having fully stood

the test ; that at least was the

verdict of Goebbels at a huge Ber-

lin mee
uries held a coup.

He presented what he called the

recent major political achievements,

enumerating for special emphasis
four different events. First there

were in the field of foreign affairs

the demand lit Geneva for German
arms equally and Hitler's speech
on foreign policy. At home there

were the May Day demonstrations

and the capture of the trade unions.

Incidentally this also gives a pic-

ture of the Nationalist Socialist

party political methods; the method
of constantly keeping the followers

intoxicated with the spirit of march-
ing from victory to victory. All

that was lacking was some cere-

monial self-criticism.But that is not

yet in the faculty of the Nazi.

"I mean that the National Social-

ist movement is to become the

State", Goebbels said at this meet-
ing. "In this the old guard possess

an unquestioned privilege", he add-

ed amid the thunderous applause
of the horde. A little later the

party decided that the original

hundred thousand members were
to be provided with jobs immedi-
ately. Surely one could then bet-

ter understand the reasons for the
campaign to freeze out all so-called

non-Aryans from their economic
and professional positions. One of

the very attentive observers of pol-

itical developments in Germany at

that time said to me : "On the day
of the Jewish boycott the Storm
Troopers had been whipped up to

such a frenzy that a mere signal

could have turned the whole affair

into all the horrors of a Bartholo-

mew's Night." The anti-Jewish
campaign was gruesome in all its

revolting details. But it was esen-

tially a by-product of the real aim,
namely, to cow the working class

with a reign of terror.

It was difficult to imagine the

Gecman working class cowed or in

abject submission. But u look at

the Berlin North district soon con-

vinced me that it was so. I stopped

one day to read one of the Ullstein

papers displayed for passersby. Be-

side me were two women. Their

poor but neat api>earance told they

were from the working class quar-

ters. Both had their attention at-

tracted to an article dealing with

the trial of the Altotia Communists

was a mutual dreadfully frighten-

ed expression. At that moment two

trucks loaded to the bumpers with
Nazi Storm Troopers approached.
Their "heiirufe" spiit the air. The
women hurried away. That exces-

sively charged atmosphere made
one feel uncomfortable. A couple

of weeks later I learned that the
supreme penalty had been imposed
upon four of the Altona prisoners.

When receiving the verdict
(

the
leader of the group, Luetker de.

clared: "The death penalty is the

highest honor to a revolutionist."

In February the Fascists were

„ ., , .. „ only beginning their expansion,e mg of his party function- J
« * £ ^

Held a couple of weeks later. ^^ ^^ appnr^us^ut,ing
the ground from underneath their

opponents while, at the same time,

also moving by way of head-on-eol-

lison. But the advance was still

quite chaotic. The streets swarmed
with the Nazi ruffians, moving in

detachments in the process of tak-

ing possession, but not yet entirely

sure of themselves. Members of

the Steelhelmets would meet, click

their heels and salute in the stiff-

est Prussian military fashion, caus-

vanee? No, that would not be the

conclusion of the attentive observer.

For that there were too many ex-

amples of actual readiness. There
were the instances of general

strikes in the free city of Lubeck
and in the city of Stassfurt pro-

testing against the Nazi murders.
In both cases all wheels were
brought to a standstill. For anti-

Fascist demonstrations would turn
out oftentimes hundreds of thou-
sands eagerly awaiting a decisive

leadership. In Hamburg, at the
time when Nastl Storm Troopers
began to occupy trade union head-
quarters, thousands of workers ga-

thered in front of their building;
ready to defend it. But the officials

on the inside, who were more
frightened at this mass demonstra-
tion and anyway suspected a Com-
munist plot, beseeched and cajoled
their members to stay at home.

One incident of workers' bravery
I observed personally, although I

arrived only as the smoke cleared

away. It was at Neukoelln where
I came one evening when Storm
Troopers had made a raid on a
restaurant frequented by Commun-
ists. I got near enough to see

some brown shirts who lay sprawl-

ed on the street being picked up by
their brothen. The workers had
given a good account of themselves.
But that was only one of the iso-

. . , „ ,. fated, desperate efforts to fight off
ing a jealous animosity among the ... . , _ _ . . ,. ,

,,,
b J„ ¥ i j ... ' the mortal enemy. A centralized

Storm Troopers. Here and there

could still be seen groups of uni-

formed Relchsbannermen ; but they
were much more uncertain. The
workers everywhere carried the
expressions of bewilderment and
fearful anticipations.

Did the German workers fail in
the decisive hour because they were
not ready to resist the Fascist ad-

direction to these efforts, a firm

policy, or a serious attempt to
unite the working class was not at
hand. The parties In which the
German workers, through their

tradition of organization discipline,

had placed their confidence, failed.

In that lies the real explanation
of the ease of the Fascist victory.

— ARNE SWABECK

The Overflow of theCuban Revolt
The Cuban revolt to oust Ger-

ard© Macbado, has been successful.

So general was the opposition to

the "butcher" that Ambassador
Welles, who was attempting to eli-

minate Machado peacefully, wa3
not given time to bring his "media-
tion" to the hoped-for conclusion.

The disaffection of the army was
the last straw necessary to swing
the scales against the dictator

proving that the Cuban generals

stilt recognize the master's voice.

American imperialism, after many
months of bargaining with anti-

Machadist elements, had at last

spoken clearly and the army shift-

ed its allegiance.

There is every Indication that the

rank and file of the army would
have mutinied en-masse against

their officers and .supported the al-

ready nation-wide general stirke of

the workers and petty-bourgeoisie,

if their superiors had not come for-

ward in support of the revolt at

the time they did.

All the decisive forces were
against the perpetuation of Mach-
ado's I'orrista regime. The
workers and peasants together

with the urban middle classes were
the first to take up the struggle
openly, American imperialism dur-

ing the whole period since last Feb-
ruary bad given signs of its inten-

tion to peacefully replace Machado
before a mass uprising that might
'carry the change too far, couM
get under way. On July 1st, the
imperialist representative, U. S.

Ambassador Sumner Welles, com-
menced his negotiations for that
end, with the frank cooperation of
almost all of the bourgeois opposi-
tion elements. The masses however,

Stalin Reassures Hitler on Trotsky's Return

*

Two or three weeks afio, the of-

ficial Soviet news agency, TAS8,
denied the rumor that Trotsky is

returning to the USSR. The sol-

emn and categorical tone of this

denial gave cause to believe that

the Kremlin was pursuing some im-

portant political aim. But not in

the Held of Internal polities, for

neither the denial nor the newspa-

per rumor against which it was
directed, was published in the U.

8. S. R. The denial was intended

fully and exclusively for foreign

consumption.

The sense of this denial will be-

come sufficiently clear when it is

recalled that about two years ago
Trotsky wrote on the necessity of

preparing the Red Army for a
struggle against National Socialism.

This article, not even mentioned in

the U. S. S. R„ found in its time

a loud echo in the National-Social-

ist press. iWe know with what de-

monstrative friendliness the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy received Hitler's

coming to power. "Ijivestia" wrote:
"The public opinion of the Soviet
Union has never entertained any

plans, directed against the present

current in Germany". These words
signified nothing short of a demon-
strative disassociation from Trot-
sky. Can thero be any doubt that
the article In Izvestia was written
after a corresponding diplomatic
inquiry from Berlin and that it

hud as its purpose to convince Hit-

ler that Moscow holds unanswering-
ly to the doctrine of socialism in

one country?

At the time TASS published

abroad the categorical statement
that Trotsky "will not return" to

the II. S. S. R., the Berlin paper,

Vossfsche ZeJtung, directed an of-

ficial Inquiry to Trotsky through
its Constantinople correspondent as
to whether he is really returning
to Rusia. The very fact of the in-

quiry seems unexpected and at the
same time very significant, especial-

ly if the fact is taken Into consi-

deration that the Vossische Zeitung
is now completely In the hands of

the Nazis. Hitler simply ordered
the former liberal paper, through
its former liberal correspondent, to

check up on the newspaper rumor
of the coming return of Trotsky to

Moscow and of the corresponding

change in the external policy of the
Soviets.

Thus, we see that Hitler and
Stalin played a two handed game
in this question. At first it might
have been thought that the rumor
of Trotsky's return arose accident-
ally, as happens with many news-
paper rumors. But linking together
all the stages of the question In

retrospect, it is not difficult to as-

sume that the rumor itself was
spread by the Berlin department
of "propaganda" with the aim of
forcing Stalin to a degrading denial

and assurances. This aim, at any
rate, has been achieved.

Continued Strikes, Riots

Burst Bounds Set by

New Deal Diplomacy

understanding in a confused and
general way that some maneuver
was afoot, took the offensive under

the leadership of Communist and

radical petty-bourgeois elements.

The general strike proclaimed in

the first days of August, received

the wholehearted support of the

Cuban working class, and was also

utilized by the bourgeois opposition-

ists inasmuch as it was directed

against the Machado regime. Wall

Street's "mediation" move had
failed, and now the only way to

check the mass revolt was to be

found in going along with it. The
army caught between two lircs botli

of which were directed against the

government, Joined the movement
at the eleventh hour, and in the

interests of Wall Street thus assur-

ing the downfall of the dictator

before the insurgent masses should

get entirely out of control. Mach-

ado gone, Dr. Cespedes was hur-

riedly sworn in as provisional pre-

sident and has already at this writ-

ing commenced to bring repressive

measures to hear in order tu chuck

the muss movement, which barely

commences to show the first signs

of abatement.

Once unleashed, following the

first reports of the "butcher's"

flight, the fury of the populace was
uncontrollable. The National Pal-

ace was sacked as were also the

private homes of many of Mach-
udo's personal supporters and those

of all his cabinet ministers. The

offices of "El Heraldo de Cuba"
Machadist daily were wrecked auU
the presses demolished. Many
workers and soldiers under the

leadership of members of the "A
Be", systematically hunted down
and slew those who had most dis-

tinguished themselves as murder-

ers and torturers of enemies of

the oid regime. The police were

either neutralized or powerless to

interfere. Colonel Antonio Jimenez,

chief of the "porra", llachado's

extra-legal strong arm Borce, in-

famous for its prosecution of rev-

olutionary workers and students,

was among the first to encounter

the wrath of the enraged populace.

Jose Magrinat, who was sunt to

Mexico by Machado in January

19°,l> to assassinate comrade Julio

Antonio Metla, did not even have

time to scurry for his hole like the

proverbial rnt. In all, a score or

more of Macbado's "finest" have
L'Hum&nito which' like the rest

of the Stalinist press In the West,
does not let pass an opportunity] been killed. If the "butcher" hi in-

to disgrace Itself, has seized uponjseif escaped it was only due to his

(he denial of TASS In order to superior alacrity and better pro-

burst into o rude atack upon Trot-
sky, blaming bfm for having sperad
the rumor of his return to the U.
S. S. R. himself—-for what purpose?
Thus, these miserable bureaucratic
blind men serve at every step as
tools of foreign aims and under the
pretence of serving the revolution,

compromise and weaken it.

—N. N.

tection.

The deiwsed tyrant, now in re-

fuge at Nassau in the Bahama Is-

lands, may yet meet the fate of

his cohorts.Meanwhile, he does not

intend to suffer any unnecessary
personal inconvenience, as is evid-

enced by the large sums of money
mounting Into millions of dollars,

that have in recent years been ife-
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Wily Fascism in Germany is call-

ed upon to play a role entirely op-

posite to that which it played in

Italy, remains incomprehensible.

Because "Germany is not Italy"'/

Victorious Fascism is in reality not

a locomotive of history but its gig-

antic brake. Just as the policy of

the social democracy prepared the

triumph of Hitler, so the regime of

National Socialism inevitably leads

to the warming-up of democratic

illusions.

3. Can the Social-Democracy

Regenerate Itself?

German comrades testify that

the social democratic workers and
even many of the social democratic

bureaucrats are "disillusioned" with

democracy. We must extract all

we can out of the critical moods
of the reformist workers, in the

interests of their revolutionary

education. But at the same time

the extent of the reformists' "dis-

illusionment" must be clearly un-

derstood. The social democratic

high priests scold democracy so as

to justify themselves. Unwilling

to admit that they showed them-

selves as contemptible cowards, in-

capable of fighting for the dem-
ocracy which they created and lor

their soft berths in it, these gen-

tlement shift the blame from them-
selves to the intangible democracy.
As we see, this radicalism is not

only cheap but also spurious

through and through! "Let the

bourgeoisie only beckon these "dis-

illusioned" ones with its little finger

and they will run on all tours to

a new coalition with it. It is true,

in the mass of soeSai-democratJfl

workers a real disgust with the

betrayals and mirages of democracy
is being born. But to what extent?

The greater half of the seven to

eight million social democratic

voters Is in a state of the greatest

confusion, glum passivity, and cap-

itulation to the victors. At the

same time, a new generation will

be forming under the heel of Fasc-

ism, a generation to which the

Weimar constitution will be an his-

toric legend. What line then will

the political crystallization within

the working class follow? This de-

pends upon many conditions, among
them, of course, also upon our pol

icy.

Historically the direct replace-

ment of the Fascist regime by a
workers' state is not excluded. But
for the realisation of this possibi-

lity it is necessary that a powerful,

illegal Communist party form Itself

in the process of struggle against

Fascism, under the leadership of

which the proletariat could seize

power. However, it must he said

that a creation of a revolutionary

party of this sort in Illegality, is

not very probable, at any rate it Is

not assured by anything in ad-

vance. The discontentment indig-

nation, fermentation of the masses
will, from a certain moment on-

ward, grow much faster than the

illegal formation of the party van-

guard. And every lack of clarity

In the consciousness of the masses
will inevitably help democracy.

This does not at all mean, that

after the fall of Fascism, Germany
will again have to go through a
long school of parliamentarism.

Fascism will not eradicate the past

political experience, it is even less

capable of changing the social

structure of the nation. It would
be the greatest mistake to expect

a new lengthy democratic epoch
in the development of Germany.
But in the revolutionary awaken-
ing of the masses, democratic slo-

gans will inevitably constitute the
first chapter. Even If the further

progress of the struggle should in

general not permit, even for one
day, the regeneration of a democra-
tic state—and this is very possible

—the struggle Itself cannot develop

by the circumvention of democratic
slogans i A revolutionary party

that would attempt to jump over
this stage, would break its neck.

The question of the social-dem-
ocracy Is closely connected with
this general perspective. W1H it

re-appear on the stage? The old

organization is irrevocably lost.

Rut this does not at all mean that
social democracy cannot be regen-

erated under a new historic mask.
Opportunist parties which fall and
decompose so easily under the blows
of reaction, come back to life as
easily at the first political revival.

We observed this in Russia in the
example oh the Mensheviks and
the S. H.'s. German social dem-
ocracy can not only regenerate it-

self, but even acquire great influ-

ence, if the revolutionary proletar-
ian party should set up a doctrin-
aire "negation" of the slogan of

democracy against a dialectic atti-

tude towards them. The Presi-
dium of the Comintern In this field,

as in so many others, remains a
gratuitous assistant of reformism.

4. The rniwHerifces Improve On
Stalinists.

f
discontentment of the intermediary
strata and the growth of the re-

, . ., Jsistance of the workers will create
The confusion in the question of ,

t C1.a(.

x
. iu f]ie ,|1()c of tne ^^^

democratic slogans, has revealed it-

self most profoundly in the pro-

grammatic theses of the opportun-

ist group of Brandler-Thalheimer
on the question of the struggle
against Fascism. The Communist
party, the theses read, "should un-

ite the manifestations of discontent-

ment of all ( ! ) classes against the

Fascist dictatorship". (Gegen den
Strom, page 7, the word "all" is

underlined in the original). At the

same time, the theses insistently

warn: "The partial slogan can not

be of a bourgeois-democratic na-

ture." Between these two state-

ments, each of which is erroneous,

t liere is an Irreconcilable contra-

diction. In the first place, the for-

mula of the unification of the dis-

contentment of "all classes" sounds
absolutely incredible. The Russian
Marxists did at one time abuse

such a formulation in the struggle

against czarism. Out of this abuse
grew out the Menshevik conception

of the revolution, later on adopted

by Stalin for China. But in Russia,

at least, it was a question of the
collision of the bourgeois nation

with the privileged monarchy. In

what sense can one speak, in a
bourgeois nation, of the struggle of

"all classes" against Fascism, which
is the tool of the big bourgeoisie

against the proletariat? It would
be instructive to see how Thalhei-

mer, the manufacturer of theoretic

vulgarities, would unite the dis-

contentment of Htigenberg,—and
he is also discontented,—with the
discontentment of an unemployed
worker. How else can one unite a
movement of "all classes" if not

by putting oneself on the basis of

bourgeois democracy? Verily, a
classic combination of opportunism
with an ultTa-Tadicailsm In words!

The movement of the proletariat

against the Fascist regime will ac-

quire an ever greater mass charac-

ter to the extent that the petty

bourgeoisie becomes disappointed
with Fascism, isolating the possess-

ing summits and the government
apparatus. The task of a prole-

tarian party would consist In utiliz-

ing the weakening of the yoke on
the part of the petty bourgeois
reaction for the purpose of arous-

ing the activity of the proletariat

on to the road of the conquest of

the lower strata of the petty bour-
geoisie.

It is true, the growth of the

ing classes and will spur their

"Left Hank" to seek contact with
the petty bourgeoisie. The task of

the proletarian party with relation

to the "liberal" flank of the pos-

sessors will consist, however, not
in including them both in a bloc of

"all classes" against Fascism, hut
on the contrary in immediately de-

claring a decisive struggle against

it for influence on the lower strata

of the petty bourgeoisie.

Under what political slogans will

this struggle take plaee? The dic-

tatorship of Hitler grew directly

out of the Weimar constitution. The
representatives of the petty bourge-

oisie have, with their own hands
presented Hitler with the mandate
for a dictatorship. If we should
assume a very favorable and quick
development of the Fascist crisis,

then the demand for the convoca-
tion of the Reichstag with the in-

clusion of all the banished deputies,

may, at a certain moment, unite

the workers with the widest strata

of the petty bourgeoisie. If the

crisis should break out later and
the memory of the Reichstag should
have had time to obliterate Itself,

the slogan of new elections may ac-

quire great popularity. It is suffi-

cient that such a road Is possible.

To tie one's hands with relation to

temporary democratic slogans which
may be forced upon us by our
petty bourgeois allies and by the
backward strata of the proletariat

itself, would be fatal doctrinarism.

Brandler-Thaelmann believe, how-
ever, that we should only advocate
"democratic rights for the laboring
masses : the right of assembly,
trade unions, freedom of press, or-

ganization and strikes". In order
to emphasize their radicalism more,
they add : "these demands should
he strictly (!) distinguished from
bourgeois democratic demands of
universal democratic rights". There
is no person more wretched than
the opportunist who takes the knife
of ulta-radicalism between his

teeth

!

Freedom of assembly and the
press only for the laboring masses
is conceivable solely under the dic-

tatorship of the proletariat, that is,

under the nationalization of build-

ings, printing establishments, etc.

It is possible that the dictatorship

of the proletariat in Germany will.

also have to employ exceptional

laws against exploiters: that de-

pends upon the historic moment,
upon international conditions, upon

tiie relation of internal forces. But
it is not at ali excluded that, hav-

ing conquered power, the workers

of Germany will iind themselves

sufficiently powerful to allow free-

dom of assembly and the press also

to the exploiters of yesterday, of

course, in accordance witii their

actual political influence, and not

with the extent of their treasury;

the treasury will have been ex-

propriated. Thus, even for the per-

iod of the dictatorship there is in

principle no basis for limiting be-

forehand the freedom of assembly
and the press only to the laboring

masses. The proletariat may be

forced to such a limitation ; but

tills is not a question of principle.

It is doubly absurd to advocate

such a demand under the condi-

tions of present day Germany, when
freedom of the press and assembly

exists for all but the proletariat.

The arousing of the proletarian

struggle against the Fascist inferno

will take place, at least in the first

stages, under the slogans: give also

to us, workers, the right of assem-
bly and the press. The Commun-
ists, of course, will at this stage

also carry on a propaganda in fuvor

of the Soviet regime but they will

at the same time support every

real mass movement under dem-
ocratic slogans, and wherever pos-

sible will take the initiative in

such a movement.
Between the regime of bourgeois

democracy and the regime of pro-

letarian democracy there is no third

regime, "the democracy of the la-

boring masses". True, the Spanisli

republic calls itself "the republic

of the laboring" even in the text

of its constitution. But this is a

formula of political charlatanism.

The Brandlerlan formula of dem-
ocracy "only for the laboring", par-

ticularly in combination with the
"unity of all classes", seems to be
especially designed to confuse and
mislead the revolutionary vanguard
in the most important question

:

"When and to what extent to adapt
ourselves to the movement of the
petty bourgeoisie and the backward
strata of the working masses, what
concessions to make to them in the
question of the tempo of the move-
ment and the slogans on the order

of the day. so as more successfully

to rally the proletariat under the

banner of its own revohitloanry
dictatorship?"

posited by him in foreign banks,

doubtless in anticipation of such a

contingency.
Aniericm imperialism will now

be able to consolidate its forces

in Cuba. A "new deal" for Cuba
is already being spoken of quite

openly^ and the sending of four

American warships to Havana is

not so much an episode of it is sym-

ptomatic of tin: spirit of this "New
Deal'. Attempts will be made to

smooth over the differences and
contradictious of imperialism and
native capitalism at the excuse of

the workers. This new situation

will open iirmid perspectives of

struggle l<>r the Cuban workers, as

iKi possible :iiTiiiigciiient under cap-

italism can siilve the contradictions

of Cuba's reoiuiiiiy except at tho
i'xi»*!i.ii' of the workers.

'1 he new sinnirion is pregnant
wiih great [«wsilii1t|it>ri for (iho

( 'oEiiiniiniHt party and tho proletar-

iat. Hut in order to fuillll its role,

our puny must annlyze realistical-

ly all the factors iu the situation.

'I'lie present mass movement raised

by I he .ueiK'r.tl strike, nmsi be util-

ized to tiic limit In order to better

en trench, our party among the
masses, democratic demands must
in: roused and consistently fought
for in order to gain every possible

advantage irom tho period of con-
fusion that is hound to ensue, and
which the "concentration" govern-

ment of de Cespedes, even with
Wall Street's direct and complete
support, cannot entirely eliminate.

Hundreds of exiles and political

prisoners are returning to Cuba
troni their places of exile abroad,
and from the defenrion colony on
isla de l'inos. Among these in

addition to Communists are also

many jieti.v bourgeois aspirants for

in>iitical jobs. Among those lat-

ter, a jockeying for power, hardly
intended to calm matters, is bound
to take plaee. AH indications point

to a ix'iiod of internal struggles
anion;:' the diverse sectors of the
bourgeois and invpcrialist camps,
if ;t!i attempt at a democratic re-

gime Is made, it can only be tem-
porary as the continued crisis Is

not such as to permit of democratic
forms. Home form of bourgeois dic-

tatorship under imperialist tutelage

is inevitable. The only road out
of Cuba's permanent economic
crisis is that of the proletarian rev-

eiutiou. But if this is to be seri-

ously considered the Cuban Com-
munists must lay aside their op-

ixirtunist slogan of an "nnlt-imper-

iali-1 and agrarian revolution^.
This slogan can only lead the pro-

letarian vanguard deeper into the
slough of nationalism. —R. N.

STALINISTS RKFIISE L. O.
KKPKNSKNTATIVE HHJHT

TO HPKAK

X'oungstown, Ohio—About three

hundred workers attended the Aug-
ust First Auli-War demonstration
of the Communist party here. Re-
presentatives Irani the Unemployed
Councils, Steel and Metal Workers
Industrial Union, tho International

Labor Defense, and John Marshall,
Communist candidate for governor,

spoke. But a representative of the
local Unemployed Federation wu
not tciveu the platform In spite of

the fact that It had endorsed the
demonstration and had a request of

the C. I', through. II. Mack several

days ago that one of its Executive
members be permitted to speak
speciiically on Hie local Federation,
Perhaps the fact that the speaker
it had proposed was II. Newby of
the Left opposition had something
to do with the Stalinists' "Inabil-

ity" to spare iivo minutes of its

program for other than official

C. P. speukers. —N.

At the 7th eon a reus of the Rus-
sian Conununisi Party, in March
litis, during the discussion of tho
parry program, I.eniu carried on
a decisive struggle against Buchar-
in, who considered that parliament-

arism is done for, once and for all,

that it is historically "exhausted".
"We must. . .

," Lenin retorted,

"'write a new program of the Soviet

power, without renouncing the use

of bourgeois parliamentarism. To
believe that we wilt not be thrown
hack, is Utopia. .. .after every sot-

back, if class forces inimical to us
should push us to this old position,

we shall proceed to what has been
conquered by experience—to the
Soviet power. ..."

Lenin objected to a doctrinaire

anti-parliamentarism wilh regard
to a country which had already
gained the Soviet regime: We must
not tie our hands beforehand, he
taught Bucharin, for we may be
pushed back to the once abandoned
positions. In Germany there has
not been and there is no proletarian
dictatorship, but there is a dictat-

orship of Fascism; Germany has
been thrown back even from bour-
geois democracy. Under these con-

ditions, to renounce beforehand the
use of democratic slogans and of
bourgeois parliamentarism means
to clear the field for a social dem-
ocracy of a new formation.
Prinkipo, July 14,. 1933.

—L. TROTSKY.
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Discussion on the German Defeat
Tlip article below represents

(In; first installment iii it discus-

sion on the problems of the Cer-

jnan situation ufier Hit: victory of

Fascism. Comrades are invited

t« state their views which will be

printed us discussion articles.

—

Ed.)

l!y the course ot events in Ucr-

maiiy, wheh dominated in the com-

plete victory 01 * aseisui. Hit' iuLci-

national proletarian moieuiont linds

useit lace to iace with an entirely

new situation, In its objective es-

sence it means a nev> historical

stage; the inauguraiiou ot a new

reactionary pcrioU will* its serious

implications not only for Cerman)

bui lor tlie world us a whole. 'Hint

it will be liaugut Willi new at-

tacks upon tlie workers, witu pro-

spects ot imperialist wars moving

much closer, wiili new serious dan-

gers to tlie Sonet Lniou and also

wtlh new revolutionary possibilit-

ies, goes without saying.

in measuring tlie consequence ol

the.-.e events tlie International Lett

Opposition lias some lime :iyo made
clear lliiit lor til's, new situation

tlie orientation, tne position and the

lonuulae ot the past "ill no longer

sulliwe. V\e thereby placed ourselv-

es entirely upon (be basis 01 the

new hiHtoncai situation created by

the viciory ot Fascism and the col-

lapse of tile (iernian Communist
l'uity. Wnei'e ut hud previously

ompnusizod the immediately press-

ing problems for a change 01 course

of me party and of the Comintern

to prevent the Fascist victory, that

is, where we had emphasized the

short perspecthe we now place be-

fore ourselves the long perspective.

Where we beiore, iu pressing for

a change ot course, aiso held the

position of reiorm of the partj, we
art; now compelled to recognize its

complete breakdown and to orient

ourselves upon Unit basis. To this,

extent there was unanimity witiiin

the International Left uppusiiion.

In this we also met with sympathy

and considerable agreement from

oilier working class groups stirred

by the course of events. Some
doubt however, did naturally

arise when the uueslion was posed

iully in the concrete: What must

follow, the breakdown of the party;.'

Can .there for us be any other

course than that of a new party*;

To pose the yuestion that way was
such a radical departure from our

former position ol a party fraction

lighting for reform of the party.

But this was necessitated by the

historical change which had taken

place and, iu the first instance, the

doubts could only emerge wherever

the full signilicunee ot this change

was momentarily lost sight of.

These doublfc are disappearing and
in their place we have a greater

clarity.

In order that we here in America

may better understand what is in-

volved in this question of whether

or not a new party in Uermauy we
must endeavor to fully appreciate

what the historical change means
to the working class in general and

to the German proletariat in parti-

cular. We have already mentioned

that it means a new reactionary

period. No further proof ot that

Is needed than the tangible evid-

ences of experience- since German
Fascism came into power. What
needs particular emphasis, however,

is the seriousaess of the scope of

the working class defeat. First

the Social Democracy miserably

exposed its bankruptcy followed by

the bankruptcy of the Communist
party. Both parties were numeric-

ally powerful yet they disappeared
in face of the onslaught of the

Fascist regime. Today there is no
revolutionary party in Germany.
This is the greatest defeat record-

ed in .working class history. It is

the culmination to a series of de-

feats suffered by the Comintern he-

ginning with Germany of 1023,

through the disaster of the Chi-

nese revolution a! id back to Ger-

many, in 193S. And yet all tliese

defeats occur under tlie conditions

of the downward spiral of capital-

ism, during the capitalist decay
stage, during the very period of its

bankruptcy being the most glaring-

ly demonstrated. This is the fright-

ful paradox. And because of that

the responsibility for the policies

and strategy which brought ^ueh
disaster becomes only many times

greater. Of course, the Comintern
leadership, the Stalinist leadership,

must be held entirely responsible.

..Once again the importance of a
working class revolutionary party

has been demonstrated, but this

time in a negative sense. Already
from the time of the Communist
manifesto we knew that the eman-
cipation of the working class was
unthinkable without its own revolu-

tionary party. It was the absence
of such a party, or to put if more
precisely, the failure of the Stalin-

ist party to perform this function,

which accounts for the Fascists and
not the proletariat being victorious.

In seeking the reason for that,

when traced to its source, the ver-

dict will read : It is because we
had in Germany a party of national
Socialism instead of a party of in-

terntional revolution. For proof
of this, wherever doubts or dis-

agreements still exists outside of

our ranks, we need not confine our-

selves to the inescapable conclusion

that the theory of Socialists in One
Country can produce nothing else

but parties of national Socialism.

We can add the advice to the com-
rades to study the numerous de-

clarations of German party loaders

on their program of national and
social emancipation. This program
Is of course only a reflection of the
basic party and Comintern orienta-

tion.

Today, after this frightful defeat,

the German party leaders, speaking
from emigration, and behind them

(lie Comintern leaders, commit the

double crime of stubbornly denying
I he historical character of the de-

feat anil add lo it the attempt of

maintaining the dangerous illusions

in th<: minds of the Communist
workers that Hitter will soon get

out of business.

lint as Hitler remains and conso-

lidates his power the disillusionment

will inevitably set in. New and
more frightful demoralization wiii

result. The Communist workers
will leave the Stalinist party lead-

ers in disgust and despair. Today
these gigantic experiences are fresh

in the minds of the Communist

United States at

London Confab

Tlie World Economic Conference,

just concluded at London, met at

ihe most critical period of the world

crisis. The victory of Fascism In

Germany and Japanese aggression

hung heavy over the conference.

Between these realities and Amer-
ican Imperialism, the conference

was unable to end satisfactorily

tor the leading European powers.
Iu this situation, 1933 represents an
accentuated 1013, and therefore,

many countries left the conference
with fear of tomorrow.

Conclusions drawn from the Lon-

don Economic Conference indicate

that the United States was not only

able to hold Its own position, it

was also able to leave the gather-

ing in a stronger position. Imper-

ialist powers and capitalist nations

do not enter peace conferences and
economic coherences with any il-

lusions about their ability to solve

tlie "objectives" listed for public

consumption. This is especially i

true of American Imperialism under
i

Ihe Roosevelt government. i

The real objective of tie economic
|

conference thai met at London was;
the imperialist struggle for points

|

of vantage, at the expense of the

other powers in the preparation fori

more intense economic and military i

viars. Peace conferences are
cloaks for greater economic and I

military wars.

The high sounding phrases and
humanitarian cloak was pierced by
t lie reality of the economic con-

tacts and imperialist antagonisms
at tlie very opening of the London
Conterence. Prime Minister Mac
Donald, in behalf of Europe, and
especially iu behalf of England's
hegemony over Europe raised the
forbidden question of war debts,

This move revealed an attempt of

a European united front against
American imperialism which came
to Loudon witii the intention and
plan to further the process of put-

ting Europe on rations.

The powerful pressure of Ameri-
can Imperialism and the tremendous
contradictious iu Europe since Hit-

ler took power smashed thfc at-

tempted united front. This first

attempt was repeated on several

occasions but lo no avail. The
Tlie next attempt to drive American
Imperialism from her strong posi-

tion was the European effort to peg
up the dollar and obtain the tem-
porary stabilization of internation.

al exchange. England was part of

this bloc, half concealed and half
open, nevertheless, the bloc and
plan was shattered, especially af-

ter Roosevelt's statement on this

question. Next the die-hards under
tin* leadership of France organized
the Cold Bloc. This move, in the
long run played into the hands of
American Imperialism because it

widened the gap between the French
and British interests and thereby
gave America a better position in

this three cornered fight.

It is true that Germany played
no outstanding role at the confer-
ence at the rise of Fascism to power
iu Germany caused a shake-up and
a realignment. It contributed to

ihe success of America against
Europe.
American Imperialism went to

London well armed for the battle
against Europe, as well as Japan.
Some of the weapons in the hands
of tlie American representatives
were pounded out in the first days
of the Roosevelt administration.
This move was cloaked as part of
a national policy but was pointed
out at that time in its true inter-
national relations in the columns
of the Militant. The Banking laws
and farm relief amendment, which
were important international wea-
pons as well as internal weapons
wye used very effectively at the
conference.

America went off the gold stan-
dard, repudiated the gold clause,
gave the President power to inflate
currency as well as other forms
of inflation and to reduce the con-
tent of the dollar by one-half. If

the American representatives did
not hold this threat over the Lon-
don conference another story would
have been written. These weapons
were . very effective in helping the
American representatives in shat-
tering the united front of the Eur-
opean powers against America. The
mere threat to use some 5f them
resulted in excellent results at Lon-
don as well as within the country.
The internal policy of the Roosevelt
administration is an integral part
of this international struggle. It
is two sides of the same problem.
Economic collaboration and or-

ganized production is as hopeless
as non-aggression pacts (regardless
of what Litvinoff says). No one
bat liberals and half-wits expected
such from London. America de-
sired more from the London confer-
ence, but America obtained more
than the other powers. The London
conference can be summed up as
a prelude to a mote intense on-

workers and yet there is no discus-

sion permitted by the party leader-

ship. Inquiries into the correctness

of the ottieial line are tuboo. Those
who express doubts are hounded
and expelled. From these facts it

follows that what still exists in

Germany of sporadic activities by

the ollicial party remnants is not

at all the beginnings of an orienta-

tion based upon the new conditions

but only the tail end of the past.

After that follows the void, for

there can be no other perspectives

for a party leadership which denies

the existence of the new historical

conditions.

The facts being so, one can brand
only as criminal lighlmindedness
the final conclusion of the Comin-
tern resolution adopted after the

German defeat; the resolution of

April 1, This resolution finds that

it is necessary to strengthen the

party and all the mass organiza-

tions of the working class,

...."to prepare tlie masses for

decisive battles. For the overthrow
of capitalism and for Ihe overthrow
of the. Fascist dictatorship by an
armed rising."

In other words, the armed upris-

ing is placed on the agenda in the
midst of the greatest defeat yet
suffered by working class. Upon
what prognosis does it rest? First
of all upon the Comintern alibi that

the cause of what has happened in

Germany is Social Democracy. Its

part of the betrayal nevar needed
to be doubted ; but that does not in

.the least explain the Comintern and
the official party responsibility, .or

if* position. Secondly it rests upon
the foundation of the Comintern af-

firming (he infallibility of its char-

acterisation of '"Social Fascism",
thus nullifying and giving the lie

to any expressions for desire of a
unitt'fj front with social democracy.
Further it rests upon an estimation
of (lie preceding governments of

Papey and Schleicher having been
Fascist governments the same as
Hitler's. Finally it rests upon the
analysis, as presented in the resolu-

tion, that there was no revolution-
ary situation in Germany. Yot a
complete historical change has tak-
en place. But the change is not
toward strengthening the possibil-

ities of the proletarian revolution.
On the contrary, the Fascist reac-
tion is immensely strengthened, the
German working class defeated, Ihe
Communist parties elsewhere de-
clining, demoralized and impotent.
In face of this (he armed insurrec-
tion is placed on the agenda by the
Comintern resolution. Criminal
lightmindedness is about the mild-
est characterization one can find

for (his.

The International Left Opposi-
tion poses the problems facing the
German working class, and the
world movement, from (he point
of view of opposite considerations.
To rebuild upon an entirely new
foundation what lies shattered in

Germany, its general working class
movement and above all to rebuild
the revolutionary party, that is the
task. There can be no more talk

about the old basis or the old
formulae. The problem is to build
anew. The Left Opposition pro-
poses an orientation toward a new
Party in Germany liberated from
the deadly embrace of bankrupt
Stalinism. —ARMS SWABECK.

J.L.Lewis Betrays

Miners at Hearing

(Continued Irom Page 1)

U.S. Holds High Cards in Cuba
(Continued from page 1

)

are such forces in order fo give

direction to the revolt of the dis-

illusioned workers in the very near

future. Proper tactics wiii be able

to guide such a struggle to a higher

level than the recent western Penn.

experience.

P. M. A. Capitulation and Stalinist

Blunders

The Progressive Miners of Amer-
ica le£t their most favorable oppor-

tunity and now the fruit of the

Ili^ht wing policy has resulted in

lost ground. Their capitulatitonis

policy has not even enabled them to

Kei in on Ilia NiiA bandwagon. The
Kight wing, or at least a big sec-

lion of it, is ready to go over to

Ihe folds ol the UMWA. The Left

wins must intensify its work to-

ward the realisation of its policy.

If the Progressive Miners of Amer-
ica had called a national confer-

ence prior to tlie MIA becoming a

law as advocated by the Left wing
and has conducted a Left wing
policy, a different story would be
written now. However the wrongl
policies of the Kight wing of the|

1'MA, and the whole series of Stal-

inists blunders for years ill the

trade union field means that we
have to retrace our steiis to obtain

i\ running start for the coming
struggles which are sure to develop
in the sick and decayed coal indus-

try. The reorganization of this in-

dustry through the NliA will cause
increased, class antagonisms between
the operators and miners as well as

between the large and small opera-

tors.

The National Miners Unio n

could have saved the day some time

ago if (lie Stalinists had a cor-

rect trade union policy, understood
the united front and used n little

common horse sense. Now they are
pushed into n more difficult corner.

Due fo the Stalinist's wrong polic-

ies ;ind the lost ground, our task
is to retrace our steps through the
wing of the UJIWA and ihe PMWA
Then the Communists can once
again fake the lend in the coming
struggles. To continue to play
with the paper National Miners
1'nion is to waste valuable time
and retard the movement of the
class.

IIl'GO OEHLER

Furniture Strikers

Defeat Maneuver
(Conti^n--* i*-titt Page lj

most dangerous material, such as a
broadside.

Very truly yours,
Col. Leopold Phillip,

Chairman, ltureau of Com-
pliance.

He added the following post-
script without tlie knowledge of

the union officials

:

"This letter was sent to help
pacify the labor leaders".

The whole fraud of the NBA as
the impartial arbitrator in strike

disputes is hero shown up in all

its nakedness. After secretly con-
spiring with the bosses association

to put across starvation wages in

the industry, the NRA sends a
hypocritical "'reprimand" to the
verjj elements with whom he made
(he conspiracy.

Now, when we have the bosses
licked is the time for solid ranks
in the strike. Let there be no talk
of going back to work. NO FAKE
SETTLEMENTS. Without the re-

cognition of the, union you are help-

less to enforce whatever conditions
you have achieved by the strike.

Don^t let the boss pull any pro-
mises to groups of men in the shop.
It's too late for that. If he wants
to settle, make him settle with the
union. The time is past for herd-
ing upholsterers under the slave
conditions of the past 3 years.

—LANKIN-COWL.

slaught on Europe, a greater drive

by America to put Europe on ra-

tions, a prelude to the imperialist

world war—in which America hopes
she can duplicate her role of 1914-
1BI8.

The Paris Solr paper summed up
the World Economic Conference In
the following words: "'If we allow
the depreciation of overseas cur-
rency to continue, their rivalry
will be more than ever irresistible

and our reserves will be wasted.
It is only a question of time until
European industires will be control-
led by the United States."

—HUGO OEHLEB.

Clubs , Tear Gas

in Milk Strike

(Coatirtued from Page 1)

and three-fourth cents per quart.

The better grades were priced at

from 2 lo 8 1-2 cents per quart.

lint the big dairy companies, in-

cluding the Dairymens' League
classified all milk alike and paid

an average of 1 3-4 cents per quart.

The farmers thus found that they

were again sold out. From then
on their conditions grew from bad
to worse. Most of them cannot
meet their taxes, not to gpeak of

interests and payments on mort-

gages. A degrading poverty set in.

The farmers reached the end of

their endurance. A breaking point

came. The strike was declared and
spread to seven counties involving
many thousand farmers. At their

meetings the farmers agreed cot
only to hold back their own milk
supply but also to picket the milk
stations. There they took care of

the scabs in tlie effective manner
of dumping their milk,

"Striking Against the Government"

The owners of the big dairy com-
panies, however, could lean baek in

their swivel chairs, saying: You
are not striking against us, you
are striking against the govern-
ment. Meanwhile Governor Lehman
the willing tool of the dairy com-
panies, concentrated all the state

troopers in the teritory to give the
striking farmers a lesson In raw
and order, enforced by clubs, tear
ags and riot guns. He proclaimed
that all law abiding citizens are
to be protected, by that he meant
the scabs. He proclaimed that all

law breakers, meaning the striking
fanners, must be prosecuted. Sev-
eral hundred were subsequently ar-

rested.

The striking farmers demanded
as their share 45 percent of the
price at which milk retails in the
cities. This would mean about 4
to 5 cents a quart. The trouble la,

however, that the farmers have no
organization. They are merely
loosely held together by pressure
of the desperate condiitons under
which they suffer. Nevertheless
they all expressed themselves as
ready to fight to a finish, stating
that they had nothing to lose. At
the time of this writing a trace has
been declared and it remains to he
seen whether the strike will be re-

newed or whether the big dairy
companies, aided by the state
forces, will he able to enforce their
kind of an agreement.

The roads here in all directions
have been patroled by about 500
state troopers equipped with steel

helmets and gas bombs. How many
sheriffs and deputies were added
to this force I do not know but In

many instances actual wholesale
deputizing took place. The Dalry-
mens' League asked the governor
to also call in the National Guard.
For the time being that Is held In
abeyance. TheTe is no sign of the
Milk Control Board offering a. solu-

tion, but meanwhile the farmers
are learning rapidly that the gov-
ernment is not for them but against
them. .—GADFLY.

The anti-Machado movement was
essentially anti-imperialist, at dif-

ferent times different classes came
to the front and occupied the center

of the stage. The students and the
petty bourgeoisie constituted the
Left wing of the nationalist front.

Whi!e.the proletariat remained pas-

sive they fought the military dic-

tatorship with terroristic methods.
Sections of the bourgeoisie went in

for heavier work. They organized
military insurectious which were
put down.

The direct intervention of the
proletariat into the struggle preci-

pitated the crisis which drove
Machado out. The general strike

has been described as a "passive,
revolutionary" one. It is unques-
tionable that the proletarian or-

ganizations, many of them, distinct-

ly left in political orientation, were
opposed to both Machado and his
imperialist masters. But the press
dispatches fail to show the revolu-

tionary content of their participa-
tion in the struggle.

Pre-Revolutioiuiry Situation

The situation which developed
was a pre-revolutionary one. It re-

quired the determined intervention
of the proletariat under the leader-

ship of a resolute, revolutionary
vanguad to develop the situation
into a revolutionary one and pre-
pare for tlie seizure of power. The
demands which tiie workers made,
not on their bosses, but on the new
government before it had an op-
portunity to consolidate its power,
were modest to an extreme: imme-
diate freedom of all imprisoned
workers; repeal of certain legisla-

tion affecting wage scales; stricter
enforcement of the eight hour day
law; recognition of the Coufedera-
cion Nacional Obrero dc Cuba, the
national trade union center; and
regulations to put in force lower
prices for foodstuffs.

These are essentially democratic
demands. All the more astonish-
ing is the statement of the Central
Committee of the American Com-
munist Party in the Daily Worker
of August 4: "Butcher Machado is

gone, driven out by the mass rev-
olutionary uprising of the Cuban
workers, peasants and toiling popu-
lation, organized around the gen-
eral political strike, which was in-
itiated by the Communist Party of
Cuba" ! ! The question arises : if

the Communist party is so well
rooted in the proletariat that it can
organize a general political strike
why did it not put forward demands
corresponding to the situation?
The truth of the matter is that

the Communist party did not organ-
ize the strike and Is not, unfor-
tunately a decisive factor in the
situation; that the Daily Worker
is boasting; and that the proletar-
iat with inexcusable modesty
marched behind the bourgeoisie
against Machado. 4'hat is why the
struggle did not rise above an
anti-Machado movement.
The modesty of the proletariat

below and the skill and pressure
of American imperialism above com-
bined to confine the anti-imperial-
ist struggle to an anti-Machado
movement. The job of Sumner
Welles consisted in easing Machado
out to allay the rising tide of dis-
content, and slipping in a substi-
tute of the same servile stripe, but
one more agreeable to the popu-
lation. The situation created by
the intervention of the proletariat
very nearly upset his plans. But
the "disinterestedness" of the pro-
letariat which demanded nothing
"unreasonable" or "unpatriotic" for
itself alowed Hoosevet I-Welles to
retain the cloak of friendly media-
tion, that is to say, fo keep the
lid on the an ti-imperialist move-
ment, without resorting to more
forceful measures.
None the less the mediators were

worried. Thsy had to allow the

|

people lo blow off steam. They
I utilized Ihe anti-Machado senti-

I incuts of an entire country as a
safety valve. The hatred of the

people for Machado took on violent

forms. The members of La Porra
were hunted down like rats and
killed where they were found. The
Presidential Palace was sacked.

The Heraido de Cuba a Machado
paper was also sacked. The sol-

diers and police stood by and even
lent a hand occasionally.

Cespedes* Job

In this way mediation canalized

the anti-imperialist movement. The

2 Young Negroes

Lynched in South
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hearsed. The sheriff did exactly as

.irdered. He did not lift his little

linger in protest—not to mention

his gun. The youngest of the three

Negroes, Dan Pippen, IS, and A. T.

Harden, l(i, were slain outright.

Elmore Clark, -2H, was saved from
deuth only by a ruse, lie played

dead and after the lynch mob left

crawled to the bouse of u Negro

lamily where he had his wounds
dressed and cared for.

If ever the phrase cool, calculat-

ed and premeditated murder could

be used, this is it. The sheriff was
warned that a mob had organized

Lo lynch the .Negroes. He was
warned not to move them without
sutlieient protection, yet he deliber-

ately sent home the trailing car of

deputies on the darkest part of the

road. He made absolutely no ef-

fort to resist the lynchers. The
case is clear.

That typical southern hypocriti-

cal yawping of southern courtesy
and fair play is again to the fore.

Always after another lynching.

"Justice will be done", rants Judge
Foster. And he immediately sets

about pointing his linger at the
International Labor Defense which
had offered to defend the boys
against lynch justice. The boys
were_ undoubtedly terrorized against

the use of the I. L. D. The at-

tempts on the part of the southern
bourbons to shift the onus of re-

sponsibility for this crime will go
unheeded by the southern white
and Negro workers. These work-
ers will recall that it was due only
to the mass pressure of the work-
ing class throughout the entire
country and even throughout the

entire world set in motion by the
International Labor Defense that
the Scottsboro boys are still alive.

They will realize as they must that
for a poor exploited Negro of the
south there is only one kind of jus-

tice meted out in the courts—lynch
justice. The legal murder of Dan
Pippen and Harden are no acci-

dents. Itather it is the rule in the
south. To defend himself from the
bestial fury of the southern ruling
class the Negro must learn that
only by uniting in common struggle
with the exploited poor whites of
the south against their common ex-
ploiters will a measure of safety
be gained for him. Lynch law Is

the law of the southern ruling
class.

As we go to press we learn that
a committee under the auspices of
the Seotfsboro Action Committee,
the National Committee for Defense
of Political Prisoners and (he Am-
erican Civil Liberties Union has
been formed to demand from Roos-
evelt immediate action in Tusca-
loosa and to force the arrest of
Judge Henry B. Foster and Sheriff
R. L. Shambliu in connection with
the murder of the two young
Negroes. —M. GLEE.
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shooting and sacking, thought the

mediators, is like a thunder-storm.

It makes a noise and it passes. Hut
(his thuudertsorm did not pass

quickly enough fo suit the mediat-

ors. As long as (he people were in

motion the movement contained
within itself the possibility of de-

veloping (o a higher stage. "Pre-

sident Cespedes faces the serious

problem of . . . ,preveuli«g the suc-

cessful mass 1'evoltuion from be-

coming too revolutionary-." N. Y.
Times, August 14, 1933.

And if it went far enough it

would make necessary armed In-

tervention (o induce it to subside.

In that case (lie whole of Latin

America wilh the help of Knghind
would raise a tremendous cry
against American Imperialism wilh
Ihe rosulling shifts in trade more
favorable for England at "our' ex-

pense. The lessons of Nicaraugn
and Haiti have not passed Wail
Street by without a (race.

Still treading warily itonsevoli

ordered warshi]>s rii Cuban waters
—withonl marines aboard just lo

protect American citizens and pro-

perty. No wilervention intended.
And the Cuban army has been or-

dered to >hoot down any viola-

tions of "peace". The holiday is

over, say ihe mediators. Slaves,
back to your yokes.

The policy of Roosevelt in Ihe
Cuban situation is an extension on
an international scale of his dom-
estic policy. American imperialism
is learning; to speak a new langu-
age, for a lime and for a purpose
It is foregoing the accents of harsh
command. The mailed list is there,
lint it is clothed in velvet. Hoft
words now fall from Uncle Sam's
lips. Friendliness beams on his

face. He believes and practices
mediation I

The vason is not far to seek. The
crisis of American capitali-m can-
not be solved on a donic>tie scale
alone, Europe, Latin America and
Asia are the markels (o wjtich
American capitalism must export
to realize its surplus value. The
assault, on Europe has already be-

gun. The assaults on Asia and
South America are in preparation.
That is the meaning of the trade
parleys with the South American
countries, as far as South Amrrica
is concerned. And Rooesvelt is

careful not to jeopardize Ihem by
blunders of Hoover-Stimson type.
Cespedes and the new deal for

Cuba will no more solve the pro-
blems of Cuban economy than the
policies of Machajlo. Whatever
makeshift is worked out will be a
temporary scheme to protect the
profits of American capitalism on
the backs of Cuban masses. The
condition of Ihe Cuban masses can
be improved and the problems of
the revolution solved only in strug-
gle against Cespedes and Wall St.

By themselves the Cuban masses
cannot throw off the yoke of Am-
erican imperialism and Cuban cap-
italism. The socialist revolution in

Cuba is dependent on (he revolu-
tion in the United States. That is

(rue for Latin America as a whole.
Hut to the Cuban proletariat can
fall (he honor of entering upon the
revolutionary path before the more
backward American proletariat.
For that is necessary a Communist,
party rooted in the proletariat
marching on a correct internation-
alist road. In Cuba as all over
the world the Stalinist theory ami
practice hold back the movement.
The revolution in Cuba cannot grow
lo its full stature unlit the Com-
munist party strikes off the shac-
kles of Stalinism. This Ihe newly
former Cuban Left Opposition must
help it to do. —T. STAMM...

Tbook
S. S. Bulgaria
July i;o, i:i:;:s

FOSTAMARA*
A remarkable book! Frnrn Ihe

first line to the last it is directed
against (ho Fascist regime in Imly,
against its lies, iis violence, and
book of piussionale political pro-
paganda. I'.ut scvolutionary pas-
sion is raiseh hert to such heights
(hat it creates a Irnly artistic

work. Eonlamara is only a poor,
godforsaken village in the South
of Italy. In the space of the book's
two hundred pages, this name be-
comes a symbol of the whole Ital-

ian countryside, its poverty, its

dchpair, but also of ils indigna-
tion.

Silone knows Ihe Italian peas-
antry remarkably well: the lirst

20 years of the author's life, ac-
cording to his own words, wero
spent in "Foil lama ra". Fmbclish-
eign to him. He knows bow to see
menf and sentimentality are for-
life as it is, how to generalize what
he sees by means of tlie Marxist
method and then to embody his
genera ligations into artistic images.
The stroy is told by the peasants,
cafoni, paupers themselves. De-
spite the exceptional difficulty of
this style, the author executes it

l*e a real master. Some chapters
have a stupendous force

!

Has this book appeared iu (he
Soviet Union? Has it drawn the
attention of the publishing houses
of the Comintern? The book de-
serves a circulation of millions of
copies. But no matter what the
may be towards works of truly rev-
attitude of the official bureaucracy
olutionary literature, '"Fontamara"
—we are convinced—will make ils
way into the official bureaucracy
may be towards works of truly rev-
olutionary literature. To assist in
the circulation of this book is the
duty of every revolutionist.

—L. TROTSKY.
Fontsmara. A Novel by

I. Silone, Zurich, 1933.
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Tile most convincing answer to

the question of Left wing trade

union tactics raised anew by the

Roosevelt policy has been indicated

by the instinctive action of the

workers themselves. In tens and

huml roils of thousands in various

trades and industries throughout

the country, the workers arc stream-

ing into the conservative labor or-

ganizations. A. F. of I,, unions

which in many cases were reduced

to skelelons during the recent years,

are experiencing a stormy revival.

If we wish to keep a live con-

tact with the masses, hasten their

inevitable disillusionment with the

grandiose swindle of the N. It. A.

and steer them into great class bat-

tles we must march with this in-

stinctive movement and influence it

from within. The Communists must

urge the workers to join in this

main stream which is flowing now
in the channel of the A. F. of L.

and unions of a similar type. And,

what is no less important, the Com-

munists must go with them in full

force and without hesitation. To
stand aside from this living move-

ment with its present direction and

arbitrarily prescribe a different

path would only mean to rob the

mass movement of its dynamic rev-

olutionary nucleus, to paralyze re-

sistance to the unholy combination

of the bosses, the government and

the labor fakers and condemns the

Left wing to an isolated sectarian

futility just at the time when con-

ditions begin to mature for its wide

expansion in the labor movement.

Yet, from all accounts, this is

the ruinous course which the Stalin-

ists, who year by year do every-

thing they can to disorient, disor-

ganize and discredit the Left wing,

have imposed on the trade union

conference at Cleveland. For these

organizers of defeat every catas-

trophe only serves to justify the

policy that brought it about and to

seek new fields for its destructive

influence. Faced with the over-

whelming developments in the needle

trades where, thanks to the blun-

ders and crimes of the Stalinists,

tlie resurgent movement of the

direction of working class movement
at the present time is into the con-

servative unions. This is the de-

cisive fact which determines the

necessity for the slogan of entering

these unions and organizing the

struggle within them.

By this we do not at ail commit
ourselves to the fetishistic belief

in the possibility of transforming

the A. F. of L. into a fighting in-

strument, of the workers. We do
not expect Green & Co. to organize

the masses of unskilled workers In

the basic industries for effective

struggle. The resurgent struggles

of the masses, following the inevit-

able collapse of the Roosevelt pro-

gram and the disillusionments of

the masses who are now captivated

by it, will very probably break out

of the formal bounds of the A. F.

of I,, and seek expression in a new
trade union movement. But in

order to influence such an eventual-

ity the revolutionaries must connect
themselves wiih the live process

of the movement at every stage of

its development. The center of

gravity at the present moment is

unquestionably in the conservative

mass organizations. That is where
we must be. —J. P. GANNON.

DEMAND THE 7TH CONGRESS?
Is the Communist International

dead? This question may well

now be asked more Insistently,

more sharply titan ever. It de-

mands an answer.

At this moment the Second In-

ternational has just concluded its

special international congress.

The Amsterdam International of

trade unions recently held its con-

gress. Lelt Socialist parties from
various countries are now meet-

ing in special conference. Only
the Comintern remains silent.

Tiiere are no signs of its Seventh
World Congress.

It is now five years since the
Sixth World Congress. Five years

marked by the most severe capi-

talist crisis ever known. Five
years of the most fatal consequ-

ence to the world proletariat, cul-

minating in the disastrous German
defeat. Five years filled with
dreadful experience of false policy

pursued by the Comintern leader-

ship. The German proletariat

lies prostrate, trampled underfoot

by the Fascist hobnailed boots.

Its revolutionary party is oblit-

erate*!. The Communist parties

elsewhere, misguided and disori-

ented are declining in numbers
and declining in influence. The

Soviet Union, once the proletarian

tower of strength, is faring the

greatest danger in its existence.

And new a new reactionary period

has been inaugurated with the

Fascist victory posing new prob-

lems in all their inaptitude to the

world revolutionary movement.
But its general staff fails to meet.
Again we ask: What has become
oi Lenin's International?

The Second International lead-
ers gathered under tlte heavy
shadows of these terrific defeats
and tteir own opeiuy demonstrat-
ed batikrupcty. A mutiey crew of
perildious betrayers attempting
to shove off the burden of respon-
sibility and attempting to rind
new avenues to capitalist minis-
terial posts. Though tliey failed
entirely, as comd ]>e expected, to
draw a balance of events the rank
and file Social Democratic work-
ers are now proceeding to do it

for them. That is manifested in
the maniy currents of Social I>em-
ocratic workers everywhere mov-
ing in a Leftward direction, toward
Communism. Itut at least tile

Second International called its

congress. Not even that much sign
of life is displayed by the Comin-
tern.

Do the Comintern Stalinist lead-

ers fear to give an account of

their stewardship openly before

the world proletariat in a World
Congress? If so—and there are

good reasons to believe that such

is the case—that will prove even

more fatal than tlie combined

results of their disastrously false

policies and orientation. That
could only iiteaii tliat the Comin-

tern is entirely wiped out as a
world revolutionary force for the
future tasks.

But what about the millions of

Communist workers? Their Iteavy

tasks still lie before litem. What
about the still existing official

Communist parties? Are they
content to become reduced to im-
potent nationalist sects without
an international revolutioi»ary
leadership? Will they raise their

voice in a powerful demand for
tiie convocation of the Seventh
World Congress? We address this

question to the American Commun-
ists, leu must know what your
international leadersliip lias to

say, what it intends to do. De-
mand tliat the Comintern leaders
give un account of their steward-
ship!

NRA Reveals Its True

Role in Strike Situation

It is an Instrument f&r Greater Class Collabaration and

Simultaneously a Means to Make Strikes lllesal

As the N. It. A. moves forward
to conquer new territory its true

intent, becomes ever clearer. Most
recently this lias been established

in. two directions both of which lit

the plans for strengthening of mono-
poly capitalism. On the one hand are
the notable efforts to make the

NRA a perfect class collaboration

machinery carefully guarded by the

reactionary labor leaders. Un the
other hand are the efforts to use
this machinery as an additional

club against working class resist-

ance properly backed up by tiie

means of force at the disposal of

the government.
For the first instance we need

only refer to the concrete example
of the recognition by the coal codes
of the John L. Lewis union to

harness possible miners' revolts

against forcibly imposed slave con-
ditions of which such vivid mani-
festations were recently displayed.
For the second instance telling

proof is available in tiie attempts
of the New York NRA administra-

Russian Recognition A Class

Question for World Labor

The recognition of the Soviet Un- porary coincidences of

ion by the United States is rapidly
|
aims.

immediate

drawing closer. The first breaches

in the financial blockade of Soviet

Russia have been made, with Soviet

bonds being freely offered for sale

in this country, and the govern-

mental!trolled Reconstruction Fin-

ance Corporation financing pur-

chases of cotton by the Soviet

agency.
Objectively the recognition of

the Soviet Union is a great gain

for tiie workers' state, and therefore

ultimately for the cause of the world

revolution. Yet we must recognize

that this gain is being accomplished
workers has led to the reintegration I only on tllf> bils;s f ^ temporary
of the reactionary forces and the

virtual destruction of the Left wing

organizations, the collective Staeh-

els could think of nothing better to

do at Cleveland than to prescribe

a universal application of the bank-

rupt policy.

In the Daily Worker for August
28th, the gruesome wisdom derived

from the new developments is an-

nounced as follows:

"Answering Muste on urging

workers to poin the A. F. of I..

Ntaehel said we are against this,

except in certain cases like the

Hailroad Brotherhoods, as the

A. F. of L. is organizing the work-

ers for betrayal and not for

struggle."

This is what they have learned

from the great trade union devel-

opments which are taking place

before everybody's eyes. This is

the incredible deduction from the

Left wing catastrophe in the needle

trades. Are the masses themselves

going to the A. F. of L. unions of

their own motion? This question,

which is decisive for the elabora-

tion of an intelligent and realistic

approach, does not exist for these

harlequins. Didn't the resolutions

of several plenums of the Comin-
tern and the Protitern and the

Party and the T. TJ. U. L. instruct

the masses to join the "red unions"

and stay away from the A. F. of L.?

And if the workers, under the im-

pact of events and of pressure of

various kinds, have taken a differ-

ent path, how can that possibly

necessitate an amendment to the
various Plenums? It is quite clear

that nobody but a counter-revolu-

tionist could make such a sugges-
tion.

"The A. F. of L. is organizing

the workers for betrayal." Insofar

as the leadership is concerned,
there is not a class-conscious work-
er who can have any doubt on this

point. The discovery is not orig-

inal with Stachel. But the asser-

tion of the fact does not prevent

the betrayal. Neither does it pre-

vent the workers from entering the
A. F. of L. unions. In this circum-
stance it is quite obvious that the

organization of the struggle against
the betrayal can begin only inside

these unions. To stand aside from
the surging movement into the old

unions on the ground that the bu-
reaucrats have treacherous designs
means only in effect to facilitate

the £reachery and free the hands
of the traitors. This is the essence
of the Stalinist trade union policy
Imposed on the Left wing for a
number of years and now again
proclaimed at Cleveland.
We cannot have anything to do

with such a policy. The class-con-

scious workers have to adjust them-
selves to reality and connect them-
selves closely with the living move-
ment .of the masses. Cut-and-dried
schemes are of no use in trade
union questions. Different indus-
tries present different problems.
There is no universal formula to

St every situation. But the main

coincidence of the immediate needs

of the bourgeois American state and

the Uussian workers' state. Some-
times it happens that two lines

which go in very different direc-

tions may cross at a point—but

only at one point, only in a tem-

porary and limited way.
The American state wants bigger

markets for its products, to help

it get out of its typically capitalist

crisis, and it wants to lay the

foundation for some kind of milit-

ary agreement which will help it

in its plans for imperialist expan-

sion against the Japanese.

The Soviet State wants help in

carrying out the second Five-Year
Plan, first and foremost. It nego-

tiates with the American govern-

ment as one state with another, I

solely on the basis of these tern-

1

L'nity of Proletarian Interests

Js Still tlte Issue

Tiie fundamental differences be-

tween tiie two states, which are
far more important than the sec-

ondary immediate purposes, have
been kept in' the background by the

Soviet government. The fact that

the Soviet State is, lirst and fore-

most, a workers' state, has played
no part whatever in the change of

American policy toward recognition.

The Left Opposition, true to its

fundamentally internationalist out-

look, has consistently based its pro-

posals for "'Long-Term Credits to

tiie Soviet Union" oa the needs of

the workers' State in Russia and
the working-class in America. These
needs are identical, based on both
fundamental and permanent inter-

ests ; these two lines do not merely

cross and coincide at a particular

point, but are one all the way
through. The international solid-

arity of the proletariat means that

not only the immediate Interests of

the American worker will be serv-

ed, in that he will get a job making
products for the Soviet Union, but
also his ultimate interests in build-

ing up the first fortress of the
world revolution.

The Stalinists have consistently

refused these proposals, have re-

fused to mobilize the working class

(Continued on Page 4)

Youth Day Must

Prepare for Real

Anti-War Fight

At tiie height of the patriotic

hysteria of the last World War,
when the leaders of the Socialist

partes proclaimed civil truce with
the capitalists and supported their

national master class, a small, but
courageous group of revolutionary
socialist youth met at Berne, Swit-
zerland, July 1U15, to orgauiy.e the
youth of the various European
countries against capitalism and
war. Undaunted by the war frenzy,
in total disregard of the universal
chauvinistic public opinion, with
the single aim of furthering the
movement for the emancipation of
the working class, irrespective of
personal consequences, these young
revolutionary fighters considered
the next steps to be taken, and pro-
claimed the first Sunday of every
September, International Youth
Day—the day of demonstration lili(i tIieil" way they a,'y simultane-

agalust capitlist militarism and' uii5ly repulsed by the Stalinist bu-

Left Socialist Conference Shows

Trend Toward Left Opposition

tXWfcrete manifestations of fer-

mentation within the various So-

cialist parties, as a result of shat-

tering of faith in the Second Inter-

national, are multiplying rapidly.

Left socialist groupings and parties

are emerging and groping their

way, with much contusion, but
nevertheless in a Leftward, direc-

tion. Outstanding among these
maiiifcsla lions is the conference un-
der £he auspices of the "Interna-
tional Committee of the Independ-
ent Revolutionary Socialist Part-
ies", convening at Brussels, August
:27th and asth.

No sooner, however, had the con-
ference call been issued than the

LMtwitrd developments became
more distinct and more decisive.

Most notable is the trend toward
the Left Opposition. While these
parties and groups are trying to

reaucralic ultima tism and bank
ruptcy. The Left Opposition ideas
are penetrating deeply into the
membership of several of these
groups. Numerous and increasing
are the instances ot pressure in
this direction. Further discussion
and clarification is the need of the
hour and the prospects that several

, .
- of them, or important parts of

\T™,w.v.^l. T-^T™ n su^edcd t iu..m
,
will fully find their way may™„ ,, ,.,.... . „ ^ enhanced.

Among the initiators of this con-
ference are included the lndepend-

war.

The Young Communist Interna-
tional, the inheritor of the best
traditions of the Socialist Youth
International formed at Stuttgart
in August 1,15 and the militant
traditions ot the Berne Conference,
continued the practise of Interna-
tional Youth Day. lu the early

in mobilizing broad masses of young
workers on this day as a culmina-

lContinued on Page 4}

ent Labor Party of England, the
Independent Socialist Parly of IIol

land, the S. A. P. of Germany, the
Norwegian Labor Parly and inde-

pendent Socialist parties anil

groups of Switzerland, Poland and
elsewheiv. The reason lor the
calling of the conference is said
to be: "The complete failure of the
Second and Third Internationals
and their affiliated parties to offer
any effective opposition to the at-

tacks of capitalism on the workers
throughout the world."

Confusion Is Still Apparent

However, in what this failure
consist is not yet clear to the
initiators. In their confused way
they speak ot this preliminary cou-
feivJtv as an attempt to prepare
for a world congress the purpose
of which is to being together the
representatives of working class
organizations, which accept the
basis of revolutionary struggle for
the achievement of Socialism, for
unity against '"Fascism, war and
capitalism." Invitations to parti-
cipate were sent to all "Socialist,
Communist arid working class or-
ganizations. In other words the
parties of the Second and Third
Internationals, both of which have
failed, and, of course, neither of
which will, attend. On the other
hand among organizations which
can on this basis support such a
conference are the Righ t wing Com

(Continued on Page 4)

trots
N
ky Hitler's'Disarmament'and ProspectsofWarwithSoviet Union

(Copyright Harpers Magazine)
1. Hitler's "Pacifism".

Diplomatic routine has Its advan-

tages so long as events move along

domain of world politics.

Up to May 17, many thought that

Hitler would proceed with violence

In the question of the Versailles

the old tracks. Confronted with treaty, and that he would apply to

the European regme the same meth-

ods as to the Reichstag building,

Marxian literature and the Jewish
department stores. Nobody really

knew where the lightning would
come from and where it would

new great events, it wanders off.

A most dangerous thing is not to

appraise any enemy exactly only

because his system extends beyond
the bounds of routine. To reduce

the problem to the assrtion that

Hftlr is a demagogue, an hysterical

person and a comedian, means to

close one's eyes so as not to see

the danger. It is not all hysteria

that leads to the seizure of power. ' a gangster assault upon a bank.

At any rate, there must be method I Hitler's speech in the Reichstag

in the hysteria of National Social-; staggers one with its unexpected
By this alone it has at-ism. Woe to those who do cot pacifism.

understand this in time! The lead-

ers of the German labor organiza-

tions refused to take Hitler seri-

ously : while they considered his

calculated pacific sentences, after of the disarmament
having allowed themseives to be manifestly increased,

frightened by I'npen's strident
phrases. John Simon has grateful-
ly noted in the Chancellors speech
the moderate tone of a statesman.
That is also the impression of Aus-
tin Chamberlain. Contrasting Hit-
ler to I/apea's the Morning I'ost

has discovered in the declaration
the "soft accent of the South". The
entire press has declared: The
whole atmosphere has suddenly bo-

,, ,, ,
..come less tense. At the same time,

ed: the shrewd diplomat Mussolini
has brought Hitler to reason; the
pressure from Washington has
doubtlessly not been wothou t influ-
ence. And consequently : the chances

strike. But neither could anybody
predict twenty-four hours in ad-

vance the crushing of the trade

tabled its most immediate aim. It

is always advantageous to Jake an
opponent by surprise. Hitler is

developing his first success. His
program reactionary and Utopian, adversaries are fairly embarrassed,

they proved incapable of appreciat- 1 Highly experienced diplomats have
ing his dynamic power. The same allowed themselves to be at least

danger may be repeated in the halfway assuaged by a few well-

Mooney Stays in Jail; Crook Free

"Sacramento, California, August sentence commuted to life imprison-

19, 1933.—Asa Keyes, who as Los ment is now serving his eigtheenth

Angeles District Attorney was con- year in San Quentln Prison,

victed in 192S of criminal conspi- Despite reading many letters,

racy and sentenced to five years in petitions and telegrams from work-

San Quentin prison, received a full ers all over the world, and reports

pardon from Governor Rolph to- of demonstrations by millions of

day. Keyes has served eighteen the tolling masses ; despite the

monttis of his term. Wickersham report and the fnter-

...... ,. , , „ i, vention of liberals, pinks, conserva-
After reading leters and peti-

•**,&, *
executive clemency

tives ftnd a11 manner ol f"ends ot

former Chief Jus- J«stice '
'"eluding the judge who

' sentenced Mooney, but not includ-

ing former prosecutor's agent, Matt
I. Sullivan, Governor Roiph who
serves the Octopus, is convinced
that Mooney is guilty and it gives
the capitalist class great pleasure
to keep him in jail.

How long will the workers allow
this symbol of working class mili-

tancy to rot In jail? Into the fight

to free Mooney and all class war
prisoners

!

tions urging
some from—
tice Matt I. Sullivan,——, and Sup-
ervisor Judge Edward I. Butler,

who sentenced Keyes. Governor
Rolpij said it gave him 'great pleas-

ure' to pardon Keyes and 'wish him
every success' ". (N. Y. Times,
August 20.)

Tom Mooney, a militant labor
organizer, who was framed up and
sentenced to hang for a crime he
didn't commit and later had his
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policy have tions, that is, it touches only the

, k, , , .,-y,

V""t
} ?

flaE
;

technical side. Behind the dip-
rant blunder! The psychological

, t . „
y

secret of the hubbub is simple:
lwa^ fencing, however, are con-

whoever expects to meet a madman tuuiu<i muoh deeuer 'actors aua

brandishing an axe and encounters
Dlau& ll wouM bu jm as Iaise lo

instead a man with a Browning- e mtiol' B "acilism at its word
as it would be to dismiss the de-

Browning
hidden in his hip-pocket, cannot' ,

fail to experience a feeling of re-
cliiriltw» "f u "demagogue' without

lief. But that does not prevent the '
l*^ t!'atinj,< into its sense. The

Browning from being more danger- i">1
i

u,tal problems consist In estab-

ous than the axe.
"shmg the tuner relationships be-
tween Hitler's declaration and hisThere is no lack, on the other

hand, of distrustful people who see
in Hitler's declaration only an epis-

odic maneuver occasioned by the
unfavorable echo to the speech of
Papen: it is enough, at least for
a few weeks, to deceive public opin-
ion and then one will see. An ali

loo simple explanation ! The men-
acing harraugue of Lord Hailsham

real plans, that is, to try to under-
stand by what ways Fascist Ger-
many hopes to attain those ends
which it cannot and will not name
The past must already have adequ-
ately shown that if there is fant-
asy ,-^tid delirium in the policy of
National-Socialism, this does not
mean that Hitler is incapable of

provoked by the speech of Papen !

^Shiiie ™a^ties: his tantasy and

may, it is true, have served as the' !'
eI™ *re m ^[»dient confonn-

impulsion to Hitler's intervention '

,

y mth IliS reaI Political aims.

But all this relates to the order — at is ollr ,K)mt of departure in

and to the tone of political deciara- (Continued on page 4)

Temps and Stalin Against Trotsky
Temps of August 13th publishes: has no program, no adherents and

a cable from its Moscow corres- that his ,lame no longer evokog an
pondent which we recommend to . „ ,
the attention of every thinking^ ^

the RxissiaD ™««a". In

Communist. The cable seems to
have been written directly in

Stalin's office. Trotsky "will in no
case return to the Soviet Union";
"Trotsky never was a friend of the
peasantry"; "no reconciliation is

possible between Trotsky's policy of
permanent revolution and the pol-
icy of. . . .socialism in one country".
All this is said, it is clear ; not
to scare the bourgeoisie but on the
contrary to pacify the public opin-
ion of the French bourgeoisie.
To fool

ords, the organ of financial

j

capital not only does not attempt
to exaggerate the influence of its

|

supposed "ally", but on the con-

i

trary calms the French bourgeoisie
i with assurances of the full and
complete victory ot national soeial-

,
ism over the permanent revolution.

I The political meaning of the Temps
cable acquires full significance in

;

view of Herriot's visit to the USSR
and in general, in connection with
tlie policy of rapprochement be-

thethe foreign workers Stalin ^f1

,

' " "* S ""^ "^
orders the official Communist press

S
*5l

llltat ^"acy.
of the West to say that Trotsky f

ie

f
081 "'Bnilicant part of the

Is an ally, a prop and hope of tb» ? e
'

h0wf;ver;
^ ?» conclusion:

world bourgeoisie: But the Temps we T ;
e"ssim'd from absolutely

correspondent assiduously assures
]

*ompetent so«',«« that even in case

tlie French bourgeoisie that "Trotsky! [Continued on Page 4)

lion, under (irover Whalen, to out-

law the TUUL union shoe workers

strike because the manufacturers

had plastered the Blue Eagle signs

on tlii'ir windows.

Industrial Codes to Prevent Strikes

The Recovery Administration now
admits that tlie progress registered

on the coal and auto codes came

just in the nick of time to avert a

general st rike in the coal fields

with possibilities of spreading to

the auto industry. That is how
tliey express it, those who natur-

ally count upon Us efficacy to crush
workers' resistance. But even in

this they may count without their

hosts. The coal code with Its pro-

jected forty hour week and $4.00 a

day wage, with a differentia! to

$4.a) in the Mouth, leaves all the
old probems of unempoyment with
its misery and the general unbear-
ably low standard of liung us be-

fore. But—and this is significant-
it contemplates complete recognition
of the United Mine Workers
throughout tile fields. In this man-
ner jt is hoped to perfect the class

collaboration machinery. An ac-

complishment not without import-
ance for it is precisely from this

industry that the worthy adminis-
trators received th«ir greatest
shocks and eiitetaiued the greatest
fears of mass rebellions.

At the initial stage of the code
negotiations the coal operators re-

mained adamant insisting upon
their "sacred rights" to run the
industry open shop or company
union as they pleased. Evidently
they now see things differently. It

is not that their desires, tirst of
all for the open shop and secondly
for the company union, have chang-
ed. No, it is a question of accept-
ing the lesser evil. Militant union-
ism they fear above all.

It has been comparatively easy
for the bosses to obtain the Blue
JOagle sign. They have not been
loath to display it even though con-
tions in the shops remained either

the same as before, or certainly un-
satisfactory to the workers. That
was the case of a group of shoe
manufacturers in Brooklyn. It did
not, however, deter sever! thou-
sand workers from striking for de-

cent conditions under the banner
of tiie TUUL union. The NRA ad-
m^nsH'ii.tion headed by G rover
Whalen pounced upon this as a test

case. Six pickets were arrested
charged with illegally striking

NRA shops, and charged with be-

ing a Communist union.

By this action Grover Whalen,
out of ambition and clownish stup-
idity, revealed the strategy the
capitalist will pursue to bolster up
the NBA and against working class
militancy. First they will strike
down the Left wing unions and the
Communist movement. If this serves
their purpose of keeping the work-
ers in leading strings of the class
collaborationist A. F. of L. unions
and tiie arbitration structure of
the NRA, they will rest their as-
sault there, at least for the time
being. But if the workers press
forward along the paths of struggle
the capitalists will not hesitate to
make strikes everywhere illegal.

That is what Is revealed in this
case, and that is also the danger to
the la^ior movement as a whole.

The Workers' Path is Through
Struggle.

Evidently Bill Green did not dare
to sujiport thu raw deal. Un-
doubtedly, from this point of view,
it revealed too soon the true in-

tent of the NKA. Because of the
growing pressure from workers
everywhere for their rights to or-
ganize and to fight for better con-
ditions lie found himself obliged
not to be associated with this as-
sault. Besides this untimely ex-
im.«ure also threatened the success
of the delicate work he Is doing to
maintain the illusions among the
workers that the NRA is for their
benefit. Rank and file unionists in
many other industries might draw
their own conclusions from a strike
in any one instance being declared
illegal.

Nevertheless it is necessary that
the workers begin right now to
draw the proper conclusion from
this assault. G rover Whalen and
ids associates, due to the determin-
ed attitude of the militant Brook-
lyn shoe workers, has been com-
pelled to beat a retreat. But it is
by no means a final one. The assault
was a part of the real intent of the
NRA. It is sure to be renewed
elsewhere, it means for the work-
ers to be on guard and to learn the
lessons Implied. They will also
soon realise that reagrdless of the
Blue Kagle signs the only path the
working class can pursue to better
their conditions is the path of the
class .struggle.
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C vativ? Unions
! of their industry's code of fair com- Question of Amalgamation and tnt, Blue Eagle Codo

Grow inJit^Louis

SEPTEMBER 2, 1933

St. Louis, Mo.—The American

workers are on the march! Strikes

everyw iiu re. Pennsylvania, North.

Carolina, .Missouri, New i_ork, Cali-

fornia, in every town and Hamlet,

in every industry and occupation,

workers are uai.y inarching up c*

tile bosses and uernaudiug higher

wages, shorter hours. The prices

ot the neccsshies of life are rising.

The workers are losing tlieir •in-

dividual isin' ; are learning to "stick

together".

These strikes are tor the most

part flare-ups, not planned strug-

gles of an organization. The •re-

volts" express the accumulated re-

waiunent of the workers against

the past four years of hellish suf-

fering. After the workers gain

their demands, or a portion of

them, the "rebellion" is usually

over. In most cases there is not

yet a lull understanding by the

muss of strikers, the need of per-

manent union organization. They

do not lorsee the coming winter,

the next spring..,.

With the worsening of. conditions,

as NKA inflation continues, union

organization will he forced on the

agenda of every shop, factory, and

mill in the United Stales. The

Communists recognize this, and

plan accordingly. Big struggles arc

ahead—the present strikes will ap-

pear as molehills to the mountains

on the horizon of tomorrow.

The capitalists and their govern-

ment oiiicials have considered the

pro liabilities of the Communists

gaining control over the haphazard

strikes and have already laid plans

to "avert" the danger. The "dem-

ocratic" statesmen are using the

same methods that proved so suc-

cessful during the last ' democratic"

war. A pact with the wolves in

cheap clothing, the labor fakers.

Capitalism promises through Us

government that it will "recognize

the rights of the workers to organ-

ize" (into AFL unions) if the AFL
bureaucracy will agree to "prevent

strikes and walkouts".

The "Great labor leaders", Green

and Lewis, naturally agree with

any proposal for 'industrial peace"

and so they are drafted by the mili-

tarist Johnson. The first duty of

the Industrial Peace Board being

to phone hy long distance the local

leaders of the 70,000 striking Penn-

sylvania coal miners and instruct

them to 'get the men behind the

National Hecovery program by go-

ing back to work."
With the blue eagle of the NBA

on their breasts, the American flag

in their hand, and patriotic speech-

es in their mouth about the new
Messiah, Hoosevelt, the AFL is ac-

complishing the organization of

hundreds of thousands of workers

through the country. The AFL or-

ganizers are now met with open

arms by the at-their-wit's-end boss-

es. Even the Southern bourbons

responsible for the Gastonta and
Harlan nightmares now give the

glad hand to their arch enemy of

yesterday, the American Federation

of Labor. According to AFL fig-

ures, over 150,000 workers have

been organized "down South" with-

in the past couple of months.

In St. Louis, within loss than

sixty days time, the AFL Organiza-

tion Committee has written over

20,000 membership cards. And their

"recovery'' campaign is only in its

infancy.

The method of organization var-

ies. Sometimes it is openly ac-

knowledged as a joint drive tn the

employer and the AFL organizer

to "ensure industrial peace". The
Johnson, Stephens, Shinkie Shoe

Company, open shop for years, sud-

denly locked out its employees, re-

mained closed for several days, and
then refused to re-hire any worker
unless he first joined (he Hoot and
Shoe Workers' Union ! Waving the

American Hag. Shrinkle's two col-

umn ad explained that they were
henceforth going to operate "under

the provisions of (he National

Code"
Generally the agreement between

the labor fakers and the company
is kept more or less under cover.

For example the organization of

the workers employed at the Chev-
rolet Plant and the Fisher Body
Company, by the Automobiie Indu-

strial Workers' Union, an affiliate

of the AFL. Already over 2,000

workers have joined, signifying

their need of higher wages. But
the union officials announce that

they arc going to proceed in an
"orderly and careful manner". They
are riot going to make any wage
demands upon the employers "just

yet". All they want is union re-

cognition "in conformity with the

NRA". In Silent Cal style, the
employers pun. They state they

would "rather have a company
union."
The Industrial Ladies Garment

Workers' Union has now a member-i obtaimn

ship of over 3,000 in St. Louis. Asj Wii ses._

prophesied, the baby outgrew its

swaddling clothes fast. Approxi-

! of their industry's code of fair com-

,

petition. So tomorrow night a

meeting of the union membership
will be held; a general strike call

w ill be the likely outcome. The
Left wing will try to convince the

workers of the necessity of a set-

tlement "of ail their grievances dur-

ing the strike—and not merely

struggle for the abstract Tight of

union recognition.

—MARTIN.

N.y. Don Workers

Call Strike

Boston—In our last article we amounted to having the other two

stated that at present the three unions move Into the Protective

outstanding problems in the New headquarters until January ,
and

England shoe industry were: (1) that then they could discuss amal-

those of amalgamation, {2) those gamatkm.

connected with the agreements! officials in Log Boiling Game
which terminated August 1, and,] At tn£, protective convention a

(3) those presented by the federal cml)n) if„,e „f fj ve was elected hut

government in placing the shoe they were only given power to

code not far down the list. How
;

,n( ,
c

.

t tlie tlier two groups and ask

have these problems been ap-
, l!l( ,m fOV (i)e j r pian of amalgama-

proached? lion, obtaining this they were to

Amalgamation gets lip service report back to the convention. Zim-

Irom everybody. Nolan, head of merman had submitted a plan of

One thousand Doll and Toy work-

ers of Greater New York have gone

o«t on a general strike, with at

least that many more coming out

as we. go to press. The Doll and
Toy Workers' Union, Local J8230

of the American Federation of La-

uor, called the strike after a mass
meeting of the workers had voted

unanimously in favor of it.

The conditions in the trade were
so bad that the workers could stand

it no longer, and they would have
struck at beginning of the season,

in June, but for the fact that there

were two unions in the field, the A.

i<\ of L. union and the Independent

Union. Now the latter appears to

have lett the field and, though it

is the middle of the season, the

strike has been called with every

prospect of winning.

The conditions in my shop, and
this true of nil the others, were
;uch that dippers and grinders

average about ten dollars a week
apiece, where in 102!) they used to

make fifty dollars a week on the

average. The two main reasons

for these terrible conditions, of

which the above is merely an exam-
ple, are the piece work system of

payim; and th contracting system
of letting out work. The abolish-

ment of these two evils, and the

enforcement of all the other de-

mands of the union would be of

Hie greatest benefit to the Doll and
Toy workers.

The demand of the Union, as put
forth in a ieaflet calling for the
strike are the following:

1. Recognition of the Doll and
Toy Workers Union No. 18230

2. Maximum work week of thirty

hours
Wages equal to the 1029
scale.

No overtime nor Saturday
nor Sunday work.
Equal distribution of work
in the slack season
Abolishment of contractor sys-

tem
Wages shall be paid weekly
on a stated pay day.

Dismissal wage
Safety and sanitary provi-

sions to be adopted
10. No home work
11. No workers under 17 years

of age to be employed
32. Employment should he made

through the union office.

The Spirit of the strikers is high
and they mean business. We ex-

pect to hold out until all our de-

mands are granted so that we can
iiimin make a decent wage for a
higher standard of living under
good working conditions.

—A DOLL WORKER...

3.

i.

(i.

9.

N. y. Mirror Workers

Organize Union
Proof of the fact that workers

are now becoming conscious of the

need of organization is afforded

even within the smaller sections of

iight industry. The New York
Novelty -Mirror Industry is an ex-

ample. A number of young work-

ers, driven to desperation by the

systematic declining of their liv-

ing conditions, unheard of wage
tuts, lengthening of hours, unpaid
for overtime work, tiring upon the

Least sign of protestation, some time
ago declared a strike in one of the

shops and began picketing imme-
diately. These young workers
lacked trade union experience, and
unaided by anyone bad difficulties

to surmount in forming an organi-

sation. But as it matured in the

process of the struggle they quick-

ly learned that unless they extend

their victory and irew in other

shops to their aid they would fail

In their task.

Aided by a member of the Left

Opposetion, a worker of the trade,

plans were quickly laid to accom-
plish that aim. Workers in other

shops, slaving under the same con-

ditions, hearing of the example set

by one shop, needed very little

coaxing. And within a short per-

iod of time the strike extended to

other shops. But because of the

above mentioned obstacles—lack of

organizational ability, no function-

ing apparatus, the strike was dis-

sipated. Nevertheless it was not
in vain, a partial victory was
scored by one or two groups, in

a 25 percent increase in

the Protective, speaking at the

.National Shoe Convention on in-

vitation, praised amalgamation.

Actully, he and Mahan of the Na-

tional after trying to arrange a

fusion could arrive uowhert;, be-

cause there wouldn't be enough

jobs for the henchmen of each. The
workers distrusting these burocrats

took up the initiative. On the in-

vitation of one local they sent re-

presentatives to a planning board

whose purpose is to force through

amalgamation. This planning board

consists of rank and Hie represen-

tatives of the majority of the locals

in the National, Protective, and

Independent (Salem). The plan-

ning board has over sixty members,

a few'being former members of the

TUUL union which has diisolved.

This, group, under the leadership

of Klarfield, has made every effort

to get this body to go ahead with

amalgamation over the heads of

the union by calling an amalgama-

tion convention.

Opposed to the TUUL group are

the Lovestoneites led by I. Zimmer-

man of the Brooklyn local. They
have gained prestige by their ef-

forts in the original Boston and
Chelsea strikes, which they heljied

lead. At that time their position

was that the National must be or-

ganized—with increase in pay if

possible, but without if necessary.

The TUUL group called them trait-

ors, etc., because in many shops

they sent the workers hack without

increase. Their answer was "Wait
until August, then with a strong

union and a busy season we will

get an increase that will mean some-

thing". Another bone of contention

was the use of the state hoard of

arbitration. This also the Love-I

stoneites insisted was temporary
and would go in August. They
convinced the workers.

The Issue of Amalgamation
Now let us return to the plan-

ning board. The Lovestoneites in-

sist that if the planning board takes

the initiative in the amalgamation
procedure that they will be playing

right into the hand of the burocrats

who will split away, taking the

conservative workers with them.

Zimmerman, in an article in the

Labor Age attacks the Communist
parly group openly claiming that

they want this split, hoping to get

control of those workers who would

rally to the planning board if a

split occurred. He says all amal-
gamation must go through regular

union channels. In this he is cor-

rect. The panning board meetings
have degenerated to a iightj be-

tween the C. P. and the Lovestone-

ites, a fight which is reported to

have included the use of fists.

When the National held its con-

vention in early June, amalgama-
tion was* approved and a committee
of five was elected to meet with a

committee of five from the Salem
Independent and five from the Pro-

tective. This provisional commit-
tee wijs to go ahead with the amal-
gamation. The Salem Independent
Union immediately appointed five

on a similar committee, and the
two groups mot for discussion,

amalgamation to the two groups re-

presenting the National and Inde-

pendent, but no action had been

laken. Nolan had got wind of this

plan and was afraid that the other

two groups had already adopted it,

so he took this means of finding

out. The three committees met and

(he National and Independent

groups insisted that they had ac-

cepted no plan. The Protective

group then presented, unofficially,

Nolan> old plan mentioned above,

which' the others opposed. The

National and Independent groups

were then invited to the Protective

convention where they pleaded that

the Protective give its committees

powers equivalent to their own.

Finally a committee was elected,

and claims to have powers equival-

ent to the other groups of five. In

the meantime the TUUL shoe anion

of New York with a membership of

about 1500 has asked permission

to send a committee of five. This

has I.cen opposed K Jon -is of the

Lovestone group who claims that

i hey come not for unity but for

splitting. He bases his argument

on a statement made by a confer-

ence of ;*e[ive&entat:ies of various

sin ( uni»u> it New YorK. Tcts

.statement assert* that the TUUL
group after joining with them broke

away declaring that it could not

unite with any group that did not

accept the TUUL principles. (In-

cidentally, this conference in New
York intends to mnite the shoe un-

ions there and then to join the

amalgamation negotiations i n

.Mass.) Comrade Cooperstein spoke

in favor of admitting the five from

the TUUL, and the committee de-

cided this way.

What Was Done t* tlie Wage
Increase?

The National agreements with

the manufacturers terminated Aug-
ust 1. The reader will remember
that the Lovestoneites answered all

criticism in March with the joyous
prediction -'just wait until August
1." The Lovestoneites and their

sympathizers were high in the un-

ion. June went and half of July

and not one step was taken to get

most of the locals busy determin-

Toronto L. O. Branch

Scores New Gains

An open-air mass meeting of the

International Left Opposition of

Toronto took place Friday, August

18 in Darlseourt Park befora an in-

terested crowd of about 1500 work-

ers. The meeting was organized as

the chairman, comrade Chris Dor-

row announcer, in the interests of

the tight of the workers for free

speech and assembly.

Tlie first speaker was comrade
M. Spector who pointed out that

the reasons tor the growing repres-

sions in Canada and throughout the

world was because capitalism was

stronghold was very sympathetical-

ly received by a big section of the

assembled workers and definite pro-

gress could be noted in winning
these workers to Communism.

We Are Active in Strikes

The Left Opposition of Toronto
is able to record progress in the

economic as well as the political

sphere of the class struggle. In

the strike of the Ilallan and Sable
fur dyers, members and sympath-
izers of the Left Opposition assist-

ed in the organization of the strike

and actively participated in the
picket demonstrations. Likewise
we have given assistance to (he

strike of the Durable Leather Goods
and Cloak workers. Our members
have been invited to attend the

decaying and its further existence .-; rike meetings and have daily np-

L'nion Extends to All Crafts
In the midst of the strike, the

matelv'oo pe'reent of "the silk "and ,,,li(>1! taok shaPe aml erystalized

05 percent of the cotton garment '"'" ,ha x,"™,f" ™"™- w^w™
workers joined the union to date in

order to fight against the piece-

work stretch-out system and wage
scales of $5.00 and $10.00 a week.

into the Novelty Mirror Workers
nuton. At first the intention of the
inexperienced union organizers was
to organize only certain crafts, and
although ignore the other workers.

M. Bialis of Chicago, vice-president
1

1!ut after systematic explanations

of the ILGWU came to St. Louis to ilnd persuasion by the member of

"prevent trouble". He went into tfe Left Opposition the former de-

ft huddle with representatives of "sious wtre rescinded and the doors

the local garment manufacturers'. ,vere opened to admit all workers

association, forgetting about the ""ployed in the industry,

workers -wage demands, abolition' Thc industry comprises some

of piecework, minimum wage, etc.
fwe,lty «r mn™ shoPs

'
in greater

in his vehement insistence that New York and New Jersey. It em-

was possible only through the in-

troduction of Fascism, the restric-

tion of the workers rights and the

forcing down of the workers living

standards. The capitalists were
now only way out for the workers
into a new imperialist war and the

tmly way out for the workers was
through organization for the Social-

ist revolution. lie further pointed

out what was behind the present

Swastika movement in Toronto and
final!/ the fallacy of the Common-
wealth Co-operative Federation as a

parly to fre» the workers from
capitalism.

The Bolsheviks under Lenin and
Trotsky in 1!)17 showed the work-
ers _the way to emancipate them-
selves and the International Left
Opposition holds to this same pro-

gram. The speaker concluded with
the demand for the repeal of section

OS and the freeing of all class war
prisoners. Comrade T. Mill added
a few words and the meeting was
thrown open for questions and dis-

cussion.

A R«fomust Has His Day

jn-and on Hie picket lines. Comrade
-iI.tcDonald has addressed meetings
i'f the railroad workers and valu-

:.M( contacts exists in the Boot
ami Shoe Trade.

Bureauera tic Expulsion R«l>uked
A short time ago the Stalinists

organized a "united front" on the
election issue. The presence of de-
legates from the Left Opposition,
I'user Kamf and Spartacus Clubs
was the cause of the Stalinist bu-
reaucrats bringing in a motion for

our exculsion on the same grounds
that the Right wing bureaucrats
demand the expulsion of Left wing
organizations from their confer-
ences.

Several years ago when we were
excluded from a Stalinist packed
election conference we had only ;j

votss registered against the motion.
This year over SO delegates voted
against the Stalinist split policy
and bureaucratic ultima t ism. Am-
on,rst those who voted and spoke
against the motion were the Work-
ers Ex-Servicemen's League, who
voted in a bloc. This organization

As Buckley of the Toronto Trades m the most militant of the Left

and Labor Council and one of the wing on the English field. The de-

leading spokesmen of the C. C. F. !

legation of the Furriers Union re-

was invited to take the platform.' presenting 800 workers also appeal-

Buckley spoke for fifteen minutes I

*'« t(> f!m delegates to reject the

in which he attempted to justify I

introduction of the Amalgamated
the C. C. F. and explain why the methods in a Left wing conference.

class struggle in Canada could be
resolved through the use of parlia-

mentary methods only. Buckley
was against all dictatorships whe-
ther it be socialistic or capitalistic.

Comrade Spector when he took
the platform to reply asked the as-

sembled workers whether they
would rather be under a dictator-

ship of the workers over the capi-
talist or a dictatorship of the capi-

talists over the workers because
there was no in-between. The
workers dictatorship would in the
end do away with all dictatorship
and class repression, the capitalist

dictatorship must today in its pre-

j
sent period of decline, increase the

mg what tlie new prices should be. rt,
itl

.Hssjon and BUffcringb of the
This should have been started back wfl! .kers in order to maintain its
in June. Some locals received no- class rule
tiee to take up prices only on Julyl masterful way, comrade

responsibie for the fact that when
"f"'

s ^« *f
tatters a

«f
«"

August 1 came the prices had not !«sed
f
he

,

°" C"/'
,f

« *>"ty to

. .... . save capitalism despite all its so-
been decided and m some cases

ciaiistiJ- T)hrai;pa
lists had not been presented by the ,

Claiistlc Phases,

union. Instead of playing petty |

Toe meeting was a huge success

politics they should have centered ami a decided gam for Communism
on this major task. They cannot aud^the Left Opposition,

say that the question was not '

SDCCICSSFL'L MEETING
brought up. They deliberately did

1 Ou August 23, another big open-

not act! i

air mass meeting was held in Earl-

So when August 1 came every- 1
seourt Park, with comrades J Mac-

thing was confusion. The National Donald and M. Spector as the prin-

demanded that the manufacturers
give a flat 20 percent increse with

a fortyhour week during negotia-

tions,

delayed (knowing that the code
was around the corner) and pri-

vately, it is said, offered 15 percent,

the National took the men out on

awaiting the convention of the Pro-!" "holiday". Then the manufactur-

tective at the end of July, hoping h'
rs &ave ^eir Cat refusal, and

that the Protective would appoint, the union caIled a strike
-

Toi3

a similar committee. strike consisted of putting a cou-

Comrade Cooperstein of the Left P 1 "' of I>i<-'&ets in front of each shop.

Opposition is on the Salem com- although no attempt was made by

mittee and several of the five re- '
"^ manufacturers to get workers.

ciple speakers, and comrade Chris.
.Morrow as chairman.
Comrade J. JfacDonald dwelt on

While the manufacturers tne capitalist crisis, the bankruptcy

presenting the National are Love-
stoneites or under their influence.

The setting up of this provision-

al committee with complete power
for amalgamation, was followed by
a fight in the planning board, Zim-
merman proposing that this board
go on record as limiting itself to

amalgamation propaganda only.

Klnrheld pointed out that the Pro-
tective has still to meet, and that
they might not vote for amalgama-
tion or for a committee. However
the planning board backed Zimmer-
man. In the meantime it is said

that Nolan of the Protective pro-

posed to the Nation! group of five

a plan of amalgamation. This plan

years were earning as much as

fifty and sixty dollars. To-day
their wages have been cut in half

and in some cases to even less

Only recently the union gained

considerable strength through the

addition of a number of shops, whieh
comprise the most skilled and bet-

ter paid workers, including also

a number of women. To-day

The Blue Eagle Appears
Into this situation came the blue

eagle. Mahan and a committee
were called to Washington where
they ate humble pie out of Perkin's
hand. Their big speeches they de-

livered to each other on the train

coming home. They brought baek
a temporary 20 percent Increase

which means only a 3 1-3 percent
increase, since the hours are now
40 instead of 48. And who is to

decide the permament increases, if

any? Our old friend, the state
board of arbitration ! The agree-
ment is for a year, with a no strike
clause, and 00 days notice (this

last to give the bosses plenty of

tin^ to prepare against a strike].

The workers were given patriotic

speeches by one of the committee
close to the Lovestoneites and the
locals accepted the decision with
a few dissenting voices.

Thus wo see that there have been
many disappointments. However,
conditions in the shops have cer-

tainly changed for the better. The
workers now dare to tell the boss
where he sets off. Following the
March strike at least (10 workers inthe young organization of more

than seventy Is growing daily as Boston were put back in their shops

workers come to realize the many :
after being fired by the boss. This

advantage that can be gained was done on the unions request,

through a union.

This is taking place, to be sure,

not without the usual hardships

not one case going to arbitration.
The wages under the National are
much higher than those under the

and confusion attending the forma-; Protective, and already three shops

tion of a union by a group of in-
j

are moving from Boston to terri-

experienced workers. Leaderships t«ry under the Protective.

is naturally slow in developing.

However there are good possibil-

ities and the union in this small

industry will grow. A temporary
Executive Committee has been

elected representing every shop and
craft which is engaged at the pre-

sent i» drafting a Code covering

tlie entire trade, and forming shop
"first" must come the recognition P'°ys «">» "iree hundred workers,

{ ib]f ,

of the union. The near-sighted
|J J^gS »™^^^ jSX 2?lo™LX:/Co.

rSS? wait* Srt^%JSi^™. SrertS £"SS5r -* ^««<>« WORKER.

Will Amalgamation be Achieve*!?
The important question now is

amalgamation. The planning board
is a Soviet representing the locals.

It is a true rank and file expres-
sion, not a Communist party arti-

fice. It is, however, not official. All

attempts to weaken it are to be de-
cried. On the other hand If the
planning board does more than pro-
pagandize for amalgamation, the
burocrats will jell "Moscow, Beds,

of the old political parties and the
present belated attempt of reform-
ism, which has shown its bank-
ruptcy and worthlessness on a
world scale to resurrect itself anew
in Canada, by exploiting the radi-
cal trend to the Left of the Canad-
ian workers, farmers and sections
of the city petty-bourgeois. He
warned the workers that the C. C.
I<\ will only be able to repeat the
failure of reformism In Europe.
When comrade Spector look the

platform the C. C. F. supporters
made a futile attempt to disrupt
the meeting, which met the signi-
ficant resistance of the workers.
The speaker was able to handle the
situation quite easily and continued
with more fire his short tail;, which
was a reply to several questions
asked of him by C. C. F. supporters.
This meeting like the previous

one was very successful. The crit-

icism of reformism in this C. C. F.

etc."', and a split will occur leav-
ing the radical workers isolated.
The Provisional committee should
be allowed to prove its worth with
plenty of pressure through pro-
uaganda by the planning board.
Even if the Provisional committee
fails to agree on amnlgamtion, a
part of it could call an open con-
vention with more authority than
the planning board. A call by the
planning board should and Pro-
visional committees closer together
should he supported.
The ideal thing at present would

A leaflet on this question was
issued in English and Jewish langu-
ages, and for the first time in Tor-
onto, protest against Stalinist op-
portunism and bureaucracy is being
heard amongst the Ukrainian Left
wing masses.

—M. Q.

Anti-War Confab of

Boston Youth
After many weeks of delay, a

youth conference against war and
fascism was finally held in Boston.
Despite all the talk about the need
of a broad united front conference,
there were present delegates from
severaj Y. C. L. units, N. S. L., the

National Alumni Assn., the Marx-
ian Youth Club and one pacifist

youth organization, a total of 14

delegates from H organizations.

After the election of the officers

and credentials committee, Max
Weiss, the district organizer of the
YCL in the Boston section, took the
floor and opposed the proposal of
the provisional committee to elect

a resolutions committee. In spite

of the fact that four YCL members
had previously agreed with us that
such a committee should be elected,

that resolutions should be present-
ed, and that a discussion should be
held, Weiss' "stirring" appeal for
"concrete proposals only" (such as
the distribution of leaflets) quickly
made them swing into line. The
Marxian Youth Club delegates,

Lewftt and Craine, were the only
ones to demand that a discussion
on the problems confronting the
conference take place. The defeat
of our proposal turned the confer-

ence into a vaudeville show.
Tlie Pacifist Position Explained
Prof. Dana, the first star number

on the program, waxed eloquent on
the work done by Holland and
Barbusse in their struggle against
war. Not a word as to what to do
should war break out, not a word
about the struggle conducted by
the revolutionary movement. Pure
pacifist tommyrot!

Following the report of the cred-
entials, committee, John Weber, the
organizational secretary of the
Party spoke as a member of the
New England Anti-war Committee.
Among other things, he said that
the peace pacts signed by the So-
viet Union were hindrances to im-
perialist war. He ended by saying
that be was not concerned with
bis own viewpoint on the confer-
ence, but rather with the concrete

are ent irely divorced from the

working class and its organizations.

Slanders as Lsual
This was the only serious contri-

bution io the conference, the only

clear-cut position presented. In

spite of all the attempts of the

Stalinists, to prevent a dim ussitin

on policies,, the Communis! stand

on war was heard at the confer-

ence. The fear of the YCL to 1o!,:>

,a stand on $his Cominuuisl ap-

proch ont-ide of labeling it ";:!>-

jective aid to the Ixmrgeri-de" is

nothing less than vowhiwing and
ca pit ivla tion before liberal ism and
pacifism on so important a ijnestimi.

The "concrete'' contribution of

the Y. C. L. consisted of three pro-

posals: Participation in interna-

tional Youth Day, holding a mass
meeting, sijiiads to visit other or-

ganizations anit get ihi'iii Io parti-

cipate in Hie conferences, licsiijcs

a pledge to contribute S^7j ii> In-

ternational Youth Day. and to is-

sue a certain number of leaflets,

the Y. C. L. had not bin-.; to say.

These, pin* our proposals for Hie

holding of open-air meetings and
discussion meetings on w?'- ami
Fascism, sum up the accomplish-
ments of the conference. Comrades
Burgin. Craine and Wei«s were
elected as the arrangements com-
mittee for International Youth Day.
The Marxian Youth Club will

continue to fiaht for a Communist
approach to these problems of war
and Fascism, because only such an
approach can solve them and over-
come them. —K. (.'.

Fight for Unions in

Los Angeles

Los Angeles.—In the midst of an
intense and ever growie si like
wave, with the class-con^ciousne.-s

of the workers developing at a
rapid pace, the Tl'LL once again
refused to recognize the newssity
for one union (throu^U the I. L.

G. W. U.) and instead made feeble

attempts to organize the workers
into their insignificant dre.-s and
cloak section of the Needle Trades
Workers Industrial Union.

The situation in I.os Angeles is

an excellent example of their iso-

lated character, for whatever the
causes may he, the II.CWI" lias be-
come the mass organisation. There
are 2,000 workers who have alivady
joined and each succeeding day
sees an influx of new workers. Left
wing, night wing, and workers who
have never belonged to a union be-
fore are all gripped with Ihe neces-
sity for organization.

Organizing a Small Shop
For example, I am a needle

t-rades worker, recently I got a job
in one of the many small shops
here. The shop has 13 workers,
five are Mexicians anil Spanish
workers who before have shied even
at the mention of a union but now
rebel against their forty hour week
and their lower than-minimuni
wages. After having conlacted I In-

most important workers In the
shop, and through them the other;.
I learned that the majority of work-
ers in the other dress shops had
already begun the struggle for the
35 hour week and higher wages. I

came to my shop and got the work-
ers together then I called for liie
stopping of all machines af the end
of seven hours and to proceed to
the ILGWU hall where we could
conduct a shop meeting and decide
for a plan of action inside the shop.
The workers did not need any pep
talks. The most backward workers
accepted my agitation with the
greatest enthusiasm and after .seven
hours work and with no more pre-
paration they stopped work and all
proceeded to the union hall, on
the way to the hall and in the hall
while waiting for an organizer of
the union—for I was not yet a
member—I advanced the idea of
joining the union. I showed the
necessity for a united working class
and proved to them that only
through a union could be achieve
our aims. Before the organize!
came the thirteen workers had pah
their initiation fees and dues, im(
had become members of tlie ILGW

We held the shop meeting and
they elected me shop chairman. ,Wt
decided to continue working seven
hours a day and agreed to meet the
following day to decide upon prices.
The next day I was fired. Before
I _ left I spoke to the boss: 1 told
him his shop was a union shop and
although he had fired me he could
not lire the union; that, the work-
ers were going to work a thirty-
five hour week and that Ibev would
shortly present him with a list of
prices. I pointed out the fact (hat

proposals of- action against, war.^^ "*™ U "' "™*™ "ot ^-
"To-night we are not concerned with'^f e™ ^1,7 h

"' lbr? .

m™
on war w.i e c!1 Setting the minimumwar. we Wilge sc ., ]e _ After speaking to the

The conference was thrown open™'^ '^^^hfT ?T 'if

^
for discussion. The chairman made '"

far, th ,
1' i^vm

it clear time and time again that'-
™ "

™
'I'f' TWf Wort" ,B

only concrete proposals were to ^S ^aS^I^A JlS

our own positions

want no quibbling.

discussed. The first participant In
I
were .to be raised until thev con-the discussion, comrade Craine of fcrnl„, „. it>1 t

,
' ei <

the Marxian Youth Club, stated that ' V.LM Wn£e ^ U '-

her organization had seriously eon-
w

'
tlle T' v- v - L - Learn?

be to have all the Left wingers getj s:dere<J the question of war, had! Tile workers in the shop have
together and work out a minimum! discussed it and come to definite swn

t lle effectiveness of united ac-
tion and they have pledged them-
selves to help in the fight for bet-
ter conditions. They have joined
the conservative class-coliaboration-
ist—yes—but. they have joined It.

My role—and the role of a Com-
munist will |,e to expose the reac-
tionary policies of the leadership
of the ILGWU and to form an ef-
fective Left wing opposition within
It. It is high time that the TUUL
realizes that it will continue to re-
main as impotent and isolated ni

program on which they can agree. I
conclusions. She pointed out that

This is an impossibility unfortun-| a c!ear understanding of our posi-

ately. The Communist party group tio,ls was the first pre-requisite for
were wrong in maintaining their ', thp struggle against war. The
TUUL unions back in the March

: statement of the Marxian Youth
days. When offered five on the C1«b t() ihc conference was read.
Provisional committee in July, theyj wi!ien contained an analysis ot the

dissolved their union. This was danger of war, of the causes for the
wrong, again. They were correct
in their attacks on the negotiations
and the "holiday". They are wrong
in their desire to have the planning
board proceed with amalgamation.
The Lovestoneites on the other
hand are right on amalgamation
procedure but have played a shame-
ful role in the negotiations. These
positions are irreconcilable at pre-
sent, —ff.

defeat of the working crass, the
victory of Fascism, and proposed
methods to fight against war. The
statement ended with a declaration
that only the working class could
lead this struggle against war and [lt !r at Present that it will not get
Fascism, and that it was the duty] t,le message of militancy to the
of the Communists, youth and adult, |

w°rkers, unless it changes its afti-
to initiate this struggle, instead of| t,l(le a"d integrates itself info the
leaving it in the hands of a group j'uass unions,

of liberal and pacifist elements who' —FLORENCE WILE.
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Growth of Fascism in
Edinburgh.—The advent of Hit-

Jerism has given the impetus to the

formation of Fascist groups in Bri-

tain. Brown Shirt, Blue Shirt,

Green Shirt and Black Shirt or-

ganizations are coming into exist-

ence in different parts of the coun-

try mid ail of them seek to emulate
Herr Hitler.

In Scotland, a Scottish Fascist

party hiis been formed under the

leadership of Wefr Oilmour, a for-

ivier member of the Labour tarty.

This group plays upon the religions

and nationalist feelings of the Seot-

I ish workers by calling upon them
to support such things as Home
Rule for Scotland and the expul-

sion of the Roman Catholics from
Seotlniid, while Oilmour also ad-

vocates the formation ot a Scottish

industrial union.

In London, a Green Shirt organi-

zation has eorae forward with an
apjieal to the youth of England. The
.voting men and women must save
Ihe Iiritish Kmpire from ruin by
means of supporting the much dis-

cussed currency scheme known as

the iioimlas Credit System which,
once adopted would bring prosper-

ity to the shores of Britain.

The outstanding personality in

tile ranks of the British Fascists,

however, is Sir Oswald Mosley, an-

other former member of the Lab-
oii i- l'arty and a member of the
labour government. He has ort-

ganizod a Mack shirt group known
as the Iiritish Union of Fascists

and in the capacity of propagandist
he has published a book in which
he outlined ihe main features of the
Coi'iiorative State. Mosley has paid
several visits to Italy and is a

uresit admirer of Mussolini.

However ho sees certain flaws in

Italian Fascism and he would'
remedy these weaknesses upon the

basis of rationalized British indus-

try with a new political structure

adapted to British traditions. The
monarchy would be retained as the

great unifying force in the Empire
lint the House of Lords would be
abolished as being antiquated and
in place of the present parliament
there would he a National Corpora-
tion elected from the best brains

in hanking, industry and politics.

The state would settle all industrial

disputes and the trade unions would
be forbidden to strike but would
be called upon to aid the state in

the reconstruct ion of industry. In
order to achieve this delightful

scheme of things, the forces of

anaivhy must be overcome. And
Mosley sums up this part of the pro-

gram as meaning the struggle

against Communism which must
first of all be destroyed in Fascism
is to triumph.

AA11 the Fascist groups take up
this latter point with great enthu-
siasm. Their literature abounds
vviili threats against prominent
Communists who are being at the
root of all the troubles that afflict

mankind and especially the British

Empire. The numerical strength of

the Fascists is uncertain but they

probably number 10,000 and are
mean-time the favorite theme of

music hall comedians and the popu-
lar cartoonists. But despite this

ridicule they have started actively

to interfere with strikes and Com-
munist meetings and are obviously

being financed by certain sections

of the capitalist class. Their main
recruting ground is the middle
class and the lumpen-proletariat—
quite a useful combination for any
dirty work—and their ranks are
likely to be considerable strength-

ened, as the crisis deepens or if the

working class should swing to the
Left.

The numerical weakness of Fasc-
ism is in direct contradiction to the
tremendous interest that is being
taken in the subject of Fascism in

general. The popular press devotes
whole pages to the development of

Hitleri.sm in Germany and each new
atrocity against Jew or Commun-
ist is justified or condemned in

line with the particular policy be-

ing pursued by the given newspa-
per. Hitler is written up as a hero
or a villian. His policy is praised

by the Daily Mail or vigorously at-

tacked by the Manchester Guardian.
The later newspaper has led the

|

field in the matter of exposures of

German Fascism and unlike the
organ of ihe Labour party, the

Daily Herald, has made the defense
of .lev or Communist a special fea-

ture. While in contradistinction to
the organ of the Communist party,

the Daily Worker, it has found
space for the brilliant analysis of

the German situation by comrade
Trotsky although it took pains to

point out that it disagrees with
Trotsky's belief in the world rev-

olution.

All the political parties have dis-

cussed the Fascist question and
ihey are all in opposition to Fasc-
ism but tile organs of the Conserva-
tive party advise the youth of
Britain to watch and learn from
Hitler whose easy triumph is wel-
comed with ill-concealed delight.

The rapidly decomposing Liberal
groups have declared against Hit-

lerism but their spokesmen enun-
ciate policies that are as near to

being Fascist as makes the differ-

ence arhdly discernible. .Thus the
parties of the capitalist class are
leering at Hitler but endeavor to

hide their admiration under a cloak
of mock condemnation.
When we turn to the working

class movement we find a strange
scene of confusion. All the parties
are against Fascism; all are ap-
prehensive as to the nearness of
the monster ; all have talked and
demonstrated against German Fasc-
ism but all are entangled in a net
of confusion when it comes to the
question of how to defeat Fascism,
of how to destroy the reptile be-

fore it releases Its deadly sting.

In this connection all are agreed

Will the British Workers

Learn from the German

Experience
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upon the necessity for a united
front. But when we come to the
(juesliou of just what is meant by
a united front then we come up
against certain peculiarities of the
British labour movement that have
made it the despair of its comrades
in other lands.

Thus when the Communist party
approached the Labour party,
Trades Unions, Cooperatives and
the Independent Labour Party for a
united trout against Fascism they
singled out not the most important
issues around which unity must be
built but presented these organiza-
tions with a complete industrial
and political platiorm embracing
everything from the Versailles
Treaty to the legal rights of the
trade unions. The Labour party
and the Trade Unions replied by
stating that while they wure against
Fascist dictatorhsip they were also
against Communist dictatorship and
wiylst they agreed upon the neces-
sity *or u united front they could
not join with the Communists but
would call upon the workers to join
the Labour party to show the world
ihe peaceful path to Socialism.
But this position did not suit the

intelligentsia of the Labour party
now comprising the Socialist
League, a recently formed group of
Fubiaus, ex-members of the I. L. P.
ex-members of the C. L'. and in-

cluding J. T. Murphy, Colonel
-Malone, Raymond I'ostgate, C. D.
H. Cole, and Sir Stafford Scripps.
They also would have nothing to
do with the Communist party but
they thought that the question of
Fascism raised the other question
of the policy o£ the Labour party.!
In the course of their speecthes and'
writings they succeeded in formu-

!

lating a brand new program.
They declare that the Labour

party may gain a parliamentary
majority at the next general election
hut that then the capitalists would
let loose the forces of Fascism. To
meet this situation the Labour
party must request the king to
create a majority of Labour peers
in order to abolish the reactionary
House of Lords. Then an emer-
gency Powers Act would be passed
with the consent of the king. Par-
liament would be dissolved and
country would then be ruled by a
series of Orders in Council which

Hitler s 5<

would be operated by a body of
National and District councillors

appointed by the Labour cabinet
and would also enpower the armed
forces and the police to deal with
the fascists pending the socializa-

tion of the banks, mines and rail-

ways, etc.

This wonderful scheme, In which
the monrachy would cooperate in

the establishment of Socialism, was
immediately seized upon by the
leaders o! the Conservative party
who labelled it "Fascist" and much
to the disgust of Lansbury, Clynes
and Henderson, the Labour party
was accused of secretly planning a
dictatorship. The executive of the
party and the General secretary of

the trade unions have, of course,
den ot!iced the scheme and have
even hinted that they may deal with
the members of the Socialist League
as they previously dealt with the
Communists, i. e., by throwing them
out of the Labour party. In reply,

the Socialist League have been at
great pains to point out that they
only wish to deal with Fascism in

a Constitutional manner and that
they are just as much against dic-

tatorship as is Lansbury and in the
course of the controvery they ar-
rive at the remarkable conclusion
that German Fascism is no dicta-
torship.

Thus the editor of their monthly
organ, the Socialist Review, writes

:

"The Nazi regime is no dictator-
ship. Hitler and his hooligans
were every one of them elected to
do just what they are doing—bait
the Jews and suppress the Commun-
ists." The fact of the matter is

that the Labour party is saturated
with love for the constitution and
both the Rights and the "Lefts"
would seek to destroy Fascism by
lawyers' tricks.

The Communist party has no il-

lusions as to the constitution and
even the leaders of the Independent
Labour Party are becoming some-
what clear on this point but, never-
theless, all is not well with the
a nti-Fascist united front of these
two bodies. Beginning on the basis
of no, criticism it was not long be-
fore the leaders were busily en-
gaged in attacking each other. And
when Fenner Brockway accused the
Third International of having be-
trayed the interests of the working
class movement, Pollitt replied by
calling Brockway a counter-revolu-
tionary. And declaring him to be
"worse than any Trotskyist" he
urged the rank and file of the I. L.
P. to deal with its leaders.

In the midst of this word war-

ocialist" Demagogy

Unmasked by Brutal Facts
Only in the last few days has

Hitler shown himself to be the brut-
al representative of the interests of
Industrial and agrarian feudalists,
that he always was. It is only a
few days since Herr Baldur von
Schirach- declared war against "re-
action", and Herr Goebbels, the
dawn of the "second revolution".
The masses of proletarian and
petty-bourgeois admirers of Hitler
had intoxicated themselves with the
crazy notion that, after the steam-
roller of the terror had done its

work With brutal thoroughness, now
the road to socialism was open.
Hitler's staff of torturers and their
assistants could not dream of the
purposes for which they were being
used. Every organized resistance
had to be destroyed, the vanguard
of the proletariat had to be locked
up in the hell o£ the concentration
camps, and thrown into the depths
of illegality, so that the mutinous
part of the Nazi troops might be
deprived of any support outside of
its own ranks, and so be crushed
helplessly under the double pressure
of terror aid corruption.

Herr Wagner, who wanted to pro-
vide the petty-bourgeoisie with an
effective organization within the
social structure for the assertion
of its interests against big indus-:
try and big finance, could only be!
sent out into the wilderness after
Hngenburg had preceded him there.
It was not his program that Hitler
betrayed—it was never an end in
itself to him, but always only the
means to achieve power—it was
"only" his petty-bourgeois support-
ers. Now, when national socialism
disposes of the whole power and
has smashed all other mass organi-
zations, it discloses itself with
brutal frankness as that which it

had never ceased to be, as the in-
strument of power in the hands of
monopoly capital.

Composition of Economic Council
Thjs brutal frankness is expres-

sed in the composition of the Eco-
nomic Advisory Council, that has
taken the place of representation
by social class, which was explicitly
rejected by Schmidt, former Insur-
ance company director and now
Minister of Economy. To this coun-
cil there belongs only a single farm-
er, in the shape of a single estate
tenant: on the other hand, there
are four trust magnates, a gentle-
man from the Potash Trust; then
Bosch, the master of the Cehmieal
Trust, and two gentlemen from the
Steel Trust, Voegler and Thyssen.
as well as Reinhart of the Kom-
merz Bank, the former financial
adviser of Bruening. If the social
character of a regime Is shown by
what classes of society provide the
income and for whose benefit it is

spent, then there never was a gov-
ernment of such brutally exploiting
a character as that of the savior,
Hitler. Never were the possessing

i
classes so gently dealt with, never

I was such naked robbery committed
against the poorest classes, as now.

Presents for the possessing classes:

1. Amnesty for tax evasion, to-

gether with forbearance of half the
taxes evaded.

2. Almost complete freedom from
taxes for capital invested in fixed
forms.

3. Abolition of the tax on trucks.
4. The freedom from taxes, just

announced, for newly-organized en-
terprises.

5. The law decreed by the new
-Minister of Economy, Schmidt, for
the creation of compulsory cartels,
which gives the government the
right to forbid the creation of
enterprises and the expansion of
existing ones. That means: the
struggle against unemployment by
throttling production and assuring
.nonopoly profits.

6. Raising the price of the cheap-
est food fats through an increase

in the duty on lard from 75 to

100 marks.
On the other hand, the working

class has been singled out for not
less than two kinds of additional

taxes on wages:
1. The so-celled marriage relief,

which must be paid by all single

men. It begins at an income of 75
marks a month, that is, even below
the income-tax exemption, level. It

is graduated, beginning with 2 per-

cent and ending with 5 percent for

an income of 500 marks. In other

word.., the graduation ends just

where it ought to begin ; with the
higher incomes. It is calculated

on the gross wages, without count-

ing deductions. On all wages and
salaries, 1 1-2 percent was held

back on July 1. Even those who
do not receive wages, are graduated
from 2 to 5 percent. But here the

2 percent tax begins with an annual
income ot 750 marks and the 5 per-

cent tax with 5500 marks and more.
The very big incomes are therefore

spared, and by far the greatest part

of the tax is raised from the wage-
earners. It is therefore a con-
cealed tax on wages, especially as

the marriage relief which is sup-
posed to be financed by it, is not

a gift but a loan which must be
paid off in eight years.

2. The "voluntary donation for

creating employment", according to

the data of its inventor, the new
Finance Minister, Reinhart, has
brought in 400 million marks. Na-
turally, it is just as voluntary as
the "donation" of the victim of a
robbery. Every worker knows that

he will lose his job if he refuses

to "donate".
Jobless Are Not Spared

But even the unemployed are not
spared in this campaign of rob-

bery. The budget estimate for 1933
closes, both in revenues and ex-

penditures, at 400 million marks
lower than in 1932. How was this

trick of a saving in expenditudea
worked, in spite of the lavish addi-

tional spending for the sake of in-

creased profit on capital and for

the militarization of Germany? For

fare a section of the united front

broke, down. The Lancashire, Wales,
North Eastern branches of the I. L.

I', refused to continue the united
front and make an appeal to the
National Council which proved in-

effective. The latter body met in

conference and after three days'
labor produced yet another policy
for th I. L. D. But in the course
of the debates on this poliqy a
split took place over the question
of contniuing the united front with
the Communist party. John Paton,
general secretary of the I. L. P.

resigned and five members of the
National Council voted against the
new policy which was only carried

by a majorit of four votes.

Thus the I. L. P. looks like losing
yet another portion of its already
greatly reduced membership. While
one section staggers back to the
Labour party and a few members
go over to the Communist party,
the main section will hold on to

their precarious role of centrism,
swinging between right and left.

The latter wing of the party is be-

ing led by Maxton and Brockway
who are endeavoring to stem off

the evil day of complete disolution.

They are now supporting the world
congress of all revolutionary work-
ing class organizations to be held
in Paris. They do not favor a crit-

icism of the policies of the Second
and Third Internationals but desire
a discussion ou "positive revolu-
tionary principles". At the same
time they leave the door open for
an entry into the Stalin stronghold
by declaring that "the German Com-
munist part held corrs(ct revolu-
tionary principles but applied them
wrongly", while "the cooperation of

the I. L. P. and the C. P. is begin-
ing to unify revolutionary activity
that may well facilitate the crea-
tion of a united revolutionary
movement."

Both the I.L.P. and the C.P. are
at low ebb and it well known that
wires are being pulled in order to

push on the formation of a United
Communist Party in Great Britain
composed of a fusion of the two
forces. Such a move would give
a temoprary lease of fife to the
bankrupt Stalinists as well as to
the I. L. P. reformists but soon
the contradictions of the Stalin line
would bring the shaky structure
down again.

The danger of Fascism has
brought to the forefront the basic
problems confronting the British
working class movement and the
brief experience of the united front
movement of the I. L. P. and the
C. P. has once again proved that
there are no short cuts to success.
At the same time it has revealed
the Communist possibilities lying
latent in the application of the
united front if based on sound prin-
ciples. Neither the I. L. P. nor the
C. P. possess these essential qual-
ities—hence the failure to take ad-
vantages of the weakness of the
discredited labour party.

—T. C.
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the support of grain prices, in 1932

there were provided 67 millions,

now 125, nearly double the amount.
The '"Dresdner Bank" receives 100
millions. The expenditures for

military purposes were raised from
636 to 670, and including the spe-

cial department of Herr Goering,

Aviation, to 745 millions, that is,

an increase of over 100 millions.

On top of that must be added the
concealed expenditures of the bud-

get (which is free from any kind of

control, and the tax relief for

capital ownership, already men-
tioned.

The secret of spending more
money and yet saving expenses is

easily solved. They took away
from the poorest, in order to be
able to give to the richest. The
war cripples and war orphans re-

ceive, instead of 1313 millions, only

1040 millions, that is, 25 percent

less. The expenditures for the un-

employed are reduced from 945 to

520 millions, that is, cut down by
almost half. That a "balance" in
the budget should be established,

at least in the theory of the bud-
get estimate, is a miracle. But this

miracle is not brought about by any
magical power of Hitler's, but
through the starvation of the dis-

inherited and the hell of the con-
centration camps.

—DNSER WORT.

(This article was published by

comrade Lenin in October 1916, in

the Social-Democrat, the Bolshevik
publication issued in Geneva, Swit-

zerland during the war. It is of

especial importance now, when pre-

parations are being made for an,

Anti-War Congress with the parti-

cipation of Barbusse and other

pacilists. It clearly states the rev-

olutionary line in the struggle

against war, and distinguishes it

from petty-bourgeois pacifism. To
read this document now enables

one to measure the distance which
sepa rates the line of Lenin and
that of Stalin, the "greatest disci-

ple of Lenin".—Ed.)
. « « »

One of the main arguments in

favor of disarmament is that, and
it is not always directly expressed:
We are against war, in general

ag,iinst any war, and the most de-

finite, clear and unequivocal ex-

pression of this view of ours is the

demand tor disarmament.
We have dealt with the incorrect-

ness of this argument in an article

on the Junius pamphlet, to which
we refer the reader. Socialists

cannot he against every war, with-

out ceasing to be socialists. One
must not let himself be blinded by
the present imperialist war. For
the imperialist epoch, just such
wars among the great powers are
typical, but democratic wars and
insurrections too, are absolutely

not impossible, such as for instance
wars of oppressed nations against

their oppressors, for their libera-

tion from oppression. Civil wars
between proletariat and bourgeoisie,

for socialism, are inevitable. Wars
between victorious Socialism in

one country against other coun-
tries, bourgeois or reactionary are
possible.

Disarmament is the ideal of So-
cialism. In Socialist society there
will he no wars, consequently dis-

armament will be realized. But he
is no Socialist, who expects the

realization of Socialism without
the social revolution and the dicta-

torship. Dictatorship is state force,

which supports itself, immediately,
upon force. Force in the twentieth
century—as in the epoch of civili-

zation in general—is neither the
fist nor the club, but the army.
To take disarmament into our pro-
gram would mean to say : We are
against the use of arms. In that
there is to be found just as little

Marxism as if we were to say We
are against the use of force!

We want to point out that the

Imperialist War and Class

War arc Sharply

Contrasted

international discussion on this

question has been carried out main-

ly, if not exclusively, in the Ger-

man language. And in German,
two words are used, the distinction

between which is hard to reproduce
in Itussian. One is (Abruestung)
"disarmament", and is used, for in-

stance, by Kautsky and the Kaut-
skyans in the sense of limitation

of armaments. The other is (En-
twaffnungi "total disarmament",
and is mainly used by the Lefts in

the sense of abolition of militarism,

in the sense of abolition of every

militarist (warlike) system. We
are speaking in this article of the

second demand, which is prevalent

among some revolutionary Social-

Deniuerats.

II.

An oppressed class, which does

not endeavor to learn how to use
arms ami to possess arms, would
only deserve to be treated like

slaves. Without becoming bourgeois
pacifists or opportunists, we must
not forget that we live in a class

society, and that there is not and
cannot be any other way out of it

than the class struggle and the

overthrow of the power of the rul-

I ing class.

f In every class society—whether
based on slavery, serfdom or, as

at present, on wage labor—the

oppressing class is also armed. Not
only the present standing army, but
also the present militia—even in

the most democratic bourgeois re-

publics such as Switzerland is then
arming of the bourgeoisie against
the proletariat. This is such an
elementary truth that it is scarcely
necessary to spend much time on it

here. It suffices to point to the use
of the army (including the repub-
lican-democratic militia) against
strikers, a phenomenon which is

the same in all capitalist countries
without exception. The arming of

the bourgeoisie against the prole-

tariat is one of the most import-
ant, most fundamental, and most
significant facts of capitalist so-

ciety in the present period.

And in the face of such a fact
it is proposed that the revolution-
ary social-democrats set up the de-
mand for total disarmament! That
means the same as the complete re-

jection of the standpoint of the
jclass struggle, the rejection of every

N.R.A. and Changing Forms

Of Amcr. Capitalist Economy
The launching of the NRA has I

brought out in bold relief the in-'

tellectual sterility of Stalinism in
'

America. When we examine the!

columns of the Daily Worker, we.
find the usual blatant generalities,

j

One looks in vain for a sober, scl-

;

entific analysis of the issue, with
a view to the establishment of a
correct perspective for action on
the part of the working class.

The most important feature of

the N. R. A. lies in the fact that the
new Roosevelt turn signifies the
initial stage of an entirely new pol-

itical and economic organizational

form for American capitalism. II

is the beginning of state capitalism
j—the final economic form of capi-
j

talist society. How soon a more
advanced stage of state capitalism

is reached will depend—upon the

juxtaposition of a number of poll-
j

tical and economic factors.

It is altogether inadequate to call
]

the NRA, "the Slavery Act" and let

it go at that, as if capitalism In I

any of its forms is not slavery for ,

the workers. To refuse to recog-

nize this new turn, first, hy clear-

j

cut analysis and second, by the pos-|

ing of new slogans and tactics is

to continue the "tail end" position

that the Stalinists have always fol-

lowed with unenviable consistency.

Despite the recent notable in-

crease in strike activity throughout
the country, the overwhelming num-
bers of the American working class

along with the petty bourgeoisie Is

still convinced that the Roosevelt
program actually means the "re-

employment of men and dollars."

The present administration is very
skillful and effective in the use of
demagogy. When will the disillu-

sion come? Not until it -has

soaked thoroughly into the consci-

ousness of the workers by their own
experiences in the actual results

and meaning of the N. R. A.
Under these conditions it is ab-

surd to launch general appeals to

fight the N. R. A. as a "slavery

act" on a united front basis. These
appeals will brinj; nothing concrete-

ly, but wili weaken the possibilities

for the future when the necessity

for genuine united front action will

become of utmost importance. The
labor lieutenants, on whom the

NRA relies to a considerable ex-

tent to successfully put it over,

ha ve in the meantime stimulated
themselves into such activity as

they have not seen in years. The
labor provisions of the Act were
specially designed to enlist the sup-
port of organised labor. Aside from
the nullification arising out of bit-

ter opposition by the big open shop
Industrialists, the law specifically

aod in so many words gives labor
the right to organize and bargain
collectively. The rieason for this

paradox lies in the realization on
the part of the Administration that

a threat was necessary in order to

j
whip into line the recalcitrant in-

i dnstrfa lists.

The years ot depression have
created havoc in the labor organi-

zations. More than one of the old

line unions have seen their mem-
bership decline and disappear. The
fakers have been a bit apprehensive

about their pie card and felt that

something ought to be done about

it. The NRA gives them the oppor-

tunity and they are seizing It with

both hands.

A recent bulletin brings us the

news, for instance, that in Akron,

Ohio, 1,500 workers have joined

the A. F. of L.'s United Federal

Union of Rubber Workers while

2,000 have joined the steel union in

the Xoungstown district. When one

considers that these two basic in-

dustries have been traditionally

open shop, the news achieves real

significance. This bit of news can

be multiplied hundredfold for the

country as a whole. Everywhere

the A. F. of L. is busy organizing.

Johnson's declaration that no pol-

ice machinery will be set up to fer-

ret out and prosecute code viola-

tions plays right into the hands of

the A. F. of L. leaders. The tasks

of organized labor under the NRA
will be "simplified" for the time be-

ing to the extent that it engages in

policing the industries.

What is the Left wing under the

TUUL doing? it is reviving its

social insurance hill as a main pro-

position to put before the American
workers! Even if the "Com-
munist" social insurance bill were

more Left than that offered by the

socialists, which it is not, the T. U.

U. L." would still be widely dodg-

ing the main issue.

The reaction of the Left wing
to the necessities of the moment
must tie immediate. The tasks be-

fore it are clear. Every effort must
be made to get back into the con-

servative unions at once.

Where Left wing unions already

exists constituting a factor in the
|

industry for which they are organ-;

ized. they must be extended by i

well planned and executed organi-

1

zation drives.
!

It is safe to predict that the time 1

in which organization efforts will

be tolerated will be short. There-

fore, every possible advantage that

the workers can squeeze out of the

situation must be utilized. Swift-

ness of action will cunt a great

deal.

Will the N. R. A. give us shorter

hours and a minimum wage scale?

Very well, then, we shall organize

to see to it that we get no less than

that which is granted to us. We
shall fight to prevent the minimum
wage scales from becoming the

rule. We shall fight to retain pre-

sent wage scales in a number of

industries from being lowered to

the minimum set by the codes and
for wage increases to meet in-

creased cost of living. Such should
be the tenor of our argument.

(Continued on Pace -1)

thought of revolution. Our slogan

must be: Ann the proletariat, to

compter the bourgeoisie, to expro-

priate and io disarm it. This is

the only possible tactic for the

revolutionary class, a tactic which
arises out of the whole objective

development of capitalist militarism

and is prescribed by this develop-

ment. Only after the proletariat

has disarmed the bourgeoisie, can

it throw all weapons onto the ash-

pile, without being disloyal to its

world-historical task; and the pro-

letariat will undoubtedly do this,

but only then, and in no case before.

If the present war produces fear

ttsw im the reactionaries, the Chris-

tian-socialists and the weepy potty-

bourgeois, only horror and fear,

only aversion to any use of wea-

pons, io blood, death, etc., then we
iimsi say : Capitalist society is and
always was terror without an cud.

And it the present war, the most
reactionary of all the wars of this

society, is preparing an end in

terror, then we have no occasion

to tall into despair. In its objec-

tive mian ing the "demand'? tor

lisarnianicnl- -or, more correctly,

the divam of disarmament at a time

when before the eyes of the whole
world, Ihreunh the forces of the

bourgeoisie itself, the only legitim-

ate and revolutionary war, that is

the civil war against the imperial-

ist bourgeoisie, is being prepared,

is nothing but an expression of just

such despair.

If anyone says that this is a

visionary tlioory, we want to re-

mind him of two world-historical

facts: the role of Ihe trusts and
of factory Work for women On the

one hand, the Commune of 1871

and the December insurrection of

1003 in Russia on the other.

It is the bourgeoisie's affair to

develop trusts, to drive children

and women into the factory, to ruin

and skin them alive there, and
condemn them to the worst misery.

We do not demand" such a devel-

opment. We do not "support it",

but we struggle against it. But
how do we struggle? We know
that trusts and factory work for

women are a progressive step. 'We
do not want to go backward, to

handwork, to capitalism without

monopoly, to home-work for women.
Forward through trusts and the

rest, and over thein, to Socialism

!

These considerations, which take

into account the objective course of

the development, can be applied with

suitable changes to the present

militarization of the people. Today
the imperialist bourgeoisie is mili-

tarizing not only the whole people,

but the youth too. Tomorrow per-

haps it will go on to the militari-

zation, of women too. To this we
can only say: Ho much the better!

So much the faster is it going

ahead! And the faster it goes

ahead, the nearer we are to the
anned insurrection against capital-

ism! How can the social-democrats

let themselves be intimidated by

the militarization of the youth. It

they have not forgotten the exam-
ple of the Commune? This Is no
"visionary theory", no dream, but
a fact. And it would be very bad
in fact if the social-democrats, in

spite of all economic and political

facts, were to begin to doubt that

the imperialist epoch and the im-
perialist war must inevitably lead

to a repetition of such facts.

A bourgeois witness of the Com-
mune wrote the following in an
Muyiish newspaper in May, 1871:
"if the French nation consisted only
of women, what a terrible nation
it would be!" Women and children
over 13 fought at the time of the
Commune alongside the men. It

cannot be otherwise in the future
battles for the overthrow of the
bourgeoisie. The proletairan wo-
men will not stand hy passively
and see how the well-armed bour-
geoisie shoot down the poorly-arm-
ed or unarmed workers. As was
the case in 1ST!, they will take up
arms, and out of the present inti-

midated nations—or more correctly,

out of the present workers' move-
ment, which has been disorganized
by the opjiortunists more than by
the governments—there will devel-
op, sooner or later, but with abso-
lute certainty, an International
union of (he "terrible nations" of
the revolutionary proletariat.

Xo_w militarization embraces all

of public life. Imperialism is a
bitter struggle of the great powers
for the division and red ivision of
the world, and therefore it must
lead to further militarization in all

countries, even in the neutral and
the small countries. But what will

the proletarian women do about it?

Will they only curse at every war
and every phase of militarism and
only demand disarmament? Never
will the women of an oppressed
class, which is truly revolutionary,

content themselves with such a mis-
erable role. They will say to their

I sons

:

i "Soon you will be grown up.

They will give you weapons. Take
|
them and learn the craft of war.

(
This knowledge is necesjsary for

|
the proletarian—not in order to

!
shoot at your brothers, the workers

|
of other countries, as happens in

j
this war and as the betrayers of

j

socialism are advising you to do

—

but in order to fight against the
bourgeoisie of your own country, in

order to put an end to exploitation,

to poverty and to wars, not with
pious wishes, but through victory
over the bourgeoisie and through
fheir disarming".

If anyone rejects such propa-
ganda, particularly in connection
with the present war, he would do
beti'tr not to nse big words about
iuternntfonal social-democracy,
about the struggle against war.

(To be continued)

—V. I. LENIN,
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Discussion on the German Defeat
The article a pi>eating bt'Jow is

a second contribution to the dis-

cussion oil the problems of the

Gorman situation after the vic-

tory of Fascism. The views'ex-

pressed are those of the writer.

—Ed.
I.

The victory of Fascism hi Ger-

many is now an irrefutable fact.

The defeat of the German prole-

tariat means, of course, an indubit-

ble set back to the revolutionary

re-organization of society. To min-

imize the Fascist victory is to open

wide the gateway to subsequent

disasters. Hut there is no less

danger in overestimating it. Fasc-

ism is victorious but it= victory is

not final. Its triumph was gained

in Germany over a demoralized
proletariat. It won because the

workers were demoralized by the

betrayal of the party of social dem-
ocracy and the party of Stalinism

la Germany. To draw erroneous
political conclusions from this be-

trayal—to blame the workers- -is to

lead to further demoralization, de-

spair and catastrophe on the inter-

national scale.

The "amazing thing'' about the

experience in Germany is that Hit-

ler was able to come to power leg-

ally, i. e., that Hitler's assumption
of the state power did not provoke
elemental resistance on the part of

the workers. The worshippers of

the elemental are aghast at this

discrepancy between the dynamic
background and the inertia of the
proletarian mass. The proletariat

of Germany, they sigh, is the "best
organized working-class in the

world" and yet despite its strength

and organization, the Fascists lit-

erally slid into power without any
resistance. Nothing approaching
such passivity can be cited from
past history. There are no analog-

ies that seem to apply. Tiie incen-

tive to set them in motion seems to

obtain, and yet the masses do not

budge. Their lives are at stake and
yet the workers remain docile, in-

different or stupefied. Learnedly,
facts and figures are being culied

to prove that the masses did act

spontaneously in the past. Why,
the Mime workers openly resisted

the very same Fascists even before

Hitler assumed power. Still more
preplexlng is the fact that even at

the beginning of. its historical

journey the proletariat evinced un-l

mistakable initiative. At their

weakest, the workers tended "in-

stinctively" to organize themselves,!
rising up spontaneously, throwing
up their own leaders, and at times
acting despite their leaders when
the latter tried to stem their ele-

mental urge. But now, almost on
the brink of their historic goal, the'

workers seem paralyzed. Once
Fascism assumes power, they per-

mit it to crack their skulls and
destroy their organizations. There
are a number of revolutionists who
are at present voicing privately

their indignation, if net disgust with
the workers of Germany and their
"psychology". The German work-
ers, they say, are after all Germans
and like all Germans they have
been drilled and organized to the
point of becoming automatons,
ready to goose-step no matter who
commands. It is a shameful fact
that today in America there are
Marxists who produce such psy-
chology to account for the passivity
of the German workers. In order
to explain the situation in Ger-
many, they find it unnecessary to

dig into the tragic historical course
of the working class in Germany

;

the role of their parties explains
nothing; the treachery of social

democracy and the supplementary
treacherous policies of the official

German Communist Party explain
nothing. Psychology explains every-

thing—" the racial psychosis" fully

accounts for everything, not only in

Germany but in America also. Why
are thj' American workers so inert?
Are they not imbued with the psy-
chology of nigged individualism
.and not the psychology of hay-foot,
straw-foot? Answer—"They suffer

from the racial American psycho-
sis". Our rugged individualists, if

they happen to he American work-
ers are also provincial and hence
"terribly backward". Clearly, the
American workers—all workers

—

e to blame if they do not know how
or why to light; clearly, the work-
ers and only the workers are to

blame for failing to learn what
their psychopathic leaders cannot
teach them.
But according to our fetishists

of the elemental, the American,
just like the German worker is sup-
posed to fight anyway, no matter
what he knows and what he doesn't.

Why aren't the American workers
responding elementally like the Am-
erican petty-bourgeoisie, the farm-
ers, who are in open revolt? The
farmers are seething, militantly
they try to force their demands

upon the state, they mobilize—and
the workers » "They are still

too backward," replies our revolu-

iiouary thinker. Small wonder that

with such Marxists abroad one finds

ihe most sanguine perspectives of

the conjuncture in the American
revolutionary press. The big bour-

geoisie is prepared for riot, for

spontaneous mass outbursts; it has

put ail its state machinery in order

to meet the gravest eventualities,

even to the extent of preparing the

Army to take over the railroads,

if and when necessary. The ruling

yang is alarmed by the lull below,

tearful that the longer the masses
remain dormant the sharper and
more violent may prove the ex-

pulsion. But. the revolutionists are

busy manufacturing alibis, main-
taining their prestige, and screen-

ing their own bewilderment.

Is the big bourgeoisie ot America
merely hysterical from an acute

attack of "crisis psychosis"? Not
(;uite. Though somewhat distend-

ed in panic, its i^yes see clearly

nevertheless. For one thing the

liig bourgeoisie sees danger on the

part of the petty bourgeoisie which
as a class responds the Quickest

nnd easiest to the elemental in ac-

cordance with its subordination to

bourgeois ideology which is pro-

pagated and instilled in all in-

dividuals in society by the bourge-

ois state, especially its propagand-

ist agencies.

It is precisely because of this

in capitalist society that we find

in history "spontaneous and instinc-

tive" mutinies of tbe workers. Who-
ever sees in the elemental uprisings

of the workers organic, political

acts—the beginnings or expressions

of revolutionary class struggle

—

does not understand an iota of

Marxism.
The proletariat, as a class fully

class-conscious, as a class for itself,

is historically the irresistible force

for the overthrow of the bourge-

oisie. In the class struggle between
the big bourgeoisie and the prole-

tariat, the hegemony of the bour-

geoisie depends upon its inaintain-

I ing the proletariat permanently in

]
a demoralized condition, in the con-

dition of a class in itself. To this

'end ail the agencies of the bour-
I geois,"state are directed to permeate
!
the workers with bourgeois idology.

I
And because of this, as Lenin poiut-

1

ed out, "the elemental development

of the workers' movement takes its

; course precisely in subordination
' to bourgeos ideology." Tbe less

the workers are imbued with So-

,
cialist ideology the more readily do
they respond elementally, to mutiny

! in despair or revenge.

I (Continued in next issue)

,' —JOHN G. WRIGHT.

L.O. Holds SuccessfuIMeetinginN.y.
Upwards of 500 workers came to

the Irving Plaza Hall to listen to

the report of comrade Max Shacht-

man on the fate of the second and
third Internationals. An enthusias-

tic atmosphere was manifest
throughout the entire proceedings

of tiie meeting. Workers never be-

fore seen at Opposition meetings
were in evidence through every
part of the hail. Besides thes«

there were scores of Party mem-
bers and sympathizers, Lovestone-
ites, Socialists and every other

shade of working class political

opinion present. The questions up-
permost in the minds of the most
developed elements in the working
class movement— is there a chance
for the revival of the International

Socialist movement? Will there be
a resurgent movement within the
ranks of the Communist Interna-

tional after the Hitler victory in

Germany?—these questions and
others of a similar nature were
posed by the speaker of the evening
and developed and elucidated in a

manner as to rouse in the minds
of the workers present a serious

and crilica! approach to the prob-

lems confronting all revolutionists

at the present time.

Following the collection, the floor

was thrown open for questions and
discussion. Dozens of questions

followed; Does the speaker have
the temerity to say that the Com-
munist Party is liquidated in Ger-

many when the Communists there

are painting slogans on working
class houses? Why were the Italian

workers defeated when they had
such great leaders to guide them
as Lenin and Trotsky ? What is

the direction of the Left Socialist

groupings, S. A. 1'., I. L. P., etc?

Why didn't the Left Opposition

make a determined struggle against

Fascism hi action?

Quite a number of the Questions

revolved around tiie problem of a

new International. To these com-
rade Shachtman replied that there

was now a serious discussion going

on in the ranks of the Internation-

al Left Opposition and that as soon

as a full and thorough discussion

had been concluded and a policy

democratically determined the L.

O. would make its standpoint clear

to the entire working class. It was
after midnight when the speaker
concluded with the questions, so it

was quite apparent that discussion

could not unfortunately be had.

The meeting concluded with fhft

singing of t&e Internationale.

Left Socialist

Conference

(Continued from Page 1]

Prepare Youth Day for War Fight

i Continued from page 1 )

lion to its regular a nti-militarist

propaganda.

Today the heavy clouds of war
looms over the entire world. The
threat of Japanese imperialism to

the Soviet Union, its robber war
am> conquests in China, the conso-
lidation of German Fascism, the
conflicts between the imperialist
nations, England vs. the Uni-
ted Slates, Japan vs. the U. S.,

Germany vs. France, Austria vs.

Germany, and so on, brood an im-
pending massacre. The capitalist

nations are reaching an economic
and political impasse. It is becom-
ing more and more difficult for them
to settle their problems peacefully.

France is armed to the teeth.

Japan, England and the United
.States have been and are increas-
ing their naval forces. Roosevelt
is preparing the psychology of tbe
American workers for a war situa-
tion. His national labor boards
closely resemble those organized
during the last war. Through the
Civil Conservation Camps, the Am-
erican bosses represented by Roos-

evelt's government are preparing a

reserve of several hundred thousand

young workers for the new imper-

ialist slaughter.

. .To counteract this process of mili-

tarization of the youth, little ef-

fective work is being done. The
Stalinist Communist party and
Young Communist League gives

over to the Barbusses, Sinclairs

and Dreisers the leadership of the

struggle against war. In the trade

unions, which are esseutial for war
or anit-war puropses the Left wing
is insignificant.

International Youth Day belongs

to the militant and class conscious

young workers. To give it real

meaning to enshrine it in the

hearts of the American youth an
trientafion of international revolu-

tion is necessary. Only oa such a
basis can an effective struggle

against militarism and war be con-

ceived of. The Left Opposition

youth will dedicate itself to this

and endeavor to carr3 r on the tradi-

tion of (be handful of bold young
fighters who met at Berne.

—JOSEPH CARTER.

NRA& State Capitalism

(Continued from Page 3]
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muiiist groups though all of them

still defend the basic line of Com-

intern policies which lead to the

failure and ilisastors. These people

Kfill declare that what needs to be

corrected is only the "third period"

sectarian aspects of the Stalinist

policies.

The resolution for tiie Brussels

coufeijence deals with Germany,

declaring that the '"victory of Fasc-

ism has shown to the whole world

the bankruptcy of the Social Dem-
ocratic and Communist parties." It

condemns Ihe coalition policy of tbe

Social Democrats and their accept-

ance of rhe "lesser evil" theory.

Both statements are entirely justi-

lied and correct. Yet the character

of tbe conference cannot fully be

judged in advance. As far as at

leastsome of the initiators are con-

cerned its prospects still stand be-

tween tbe Ciimps of reformism and
Communism. A iir.st test will be

afforded at the gathering now tak-

ing place and the prospects for the

trend toward the Left Opposition

yiiuii;g momentum must be said to

be good.

The Issue Within the British I.L.P.

Tbe attitude of the British I. L.

P. to this conference is of interest.

Tbe Right wing of its National

Coun<;il has lined up against fur-

ther co-operation with the Com-
munist party. In turn the leaders

of ihe latter label the 1. L. P.

leaders bag and baggage "counter-

revolutionaries", '•Fascists", "enem-

ies of the Soviet Union", etc. The
I. I,. P. National Council, after

many differences within it were
revealed, finally decided that in re-

gard to the conference resolution

its view is: '"That whilst both the

Keeond and tbe Third Internation-

als bear a share of the responsi-

bility (for Germany) tbe nature of

Ihe failure is different. The So-

cial Democratic failure is due to

iis reformist and compromising

in J icy. Tbe Communists had cor-

rect revolutionary principles but

applied them incorrectly."

In connection wilh these develop-

ments our British Left Opposition

section appeals to tbe comrades of

the independent Labor Party" im-

ploring them to make clear their

iKisiiion, especially on the basic

problems of the revolution. Tbe
lack of this formuletion makes it

possibe in the I. L. P. to find today

(hose who stand for immediate ad-

hesion to tbe Communist party rub-

bin i; shoulders with those whoss
riahtful place is in the labor party,

The J. L. I'i has not yet fully found

its way to the Communist position.

Consequently if has not yet fully

made the break with Cenlrism.

The British Communist parfy is

now campaigning for a "United
Communist Party". The unity is to

be brought about by a "Unity Con-
gress", and, we are told a "dem-
ocratic" one. But this congress is

to be on the basis of the Comin-
lern program. That is the program
adopted at the Sixth Congress, the

program of "socialism in one coun-

try", which separated the workers
from the mass of trade unionists,

which evolved the fatal theory of

"Social Fascism", and which is at

tbe basis of tbe capitulation and
defeat in Germany. Our British

Left Oppositionists say to the

I. L. P.

:

"It is impossible to talk of unity

on such terms. But the I. L. P.

cannot exist, on the mistakes of the

C. I. For this reason it is all the

more necessary to begin an exhaus-
tive discussion which shall aim at

facing up to the main problems

posed by the present world situa-

tion and by the experience of the
jKist in order to formulate your
own viewpoint. And such a discus-

sion would have profound effects,

not only inside your own organiza-
tion, but also inside the C. P. G. B.

and would be the first step towards
the real unity of the best revolu-

tionary forces on the basis of ideal-

ogical unity."
' ' 1

1
i......

Temps and Sulirt

Hitler & the Prospects of War
(Continued from Pa^e 1)

(Cofiti m Pace 1)

of repentance, as was done by
Kamenev and Zinoviev. . . .it would
be impossible to accord him the
permission to return to the USSR".
To every politically literate person
it can only mean that Stalin, "ab-
solutely competent source", formal-
ly obligated himself to the agent
of French finance not to admit
Trotsky to the USSR even if he
should sign a letter of repentance.
"However, the correspondent adds
in passing, it is not at all in Trot-

sky's character to sign such let-

ters"

Temps carefully circumvents the
contradiction of why "it would be
impossible to accord Trotsky the
permission to return to the Soviet
Union", even in case of repentance,
if he has no program, no adherents
and is foreign to the masses. The
experienced correspondent kept pol-

itical discipline and did not ask
any embarrassing questions of tbe
"absolutely competent source". The
categorical obligation of Stalin

:

Let the French stock market not
fear a rapproachment with Mos-
ocw : "Trotsky will in no case be
admitted to the USSR", sufficed for
him this time. Yesterday Stalin
made this pledge to Hitler, today
to the Comite des forges.

Once again: let the Stalinists

consider well this remarkable docu-
ment. This is not chatter of the
yellow, tabloid press. Not in vain
did Jores once say: Temps fs the
bourgeoisie turned newspaper."

the appraisal of the internal as

well as the foreign policy of Na-

tional-Socialism.

The guiding philosophical and

historical ideas in the declaration

are truly pitiful in their pretentious

mudicrity. The idea proclaimed by

Hitler of the necessity of re-adapt-

mg the state irontiers of Europe
to the frontiers oi its races, is one

of those reactionary utopies with

which the Xaiionai-Socialist pro-

gram is stulied. Present-day Eur-

ope is decomposing economically

and culturally not because its na-

tional frontiers are impertect, but

because the old continent is cut up
in every direction by customs
prison walls, separateu by the dis-

order of ibe monetary systems, that

is, systems ot inflation, and crush-

ed by the militarism which Europe
requires to insure its dismember-
ment and its decadence. A shitting

of the internal frontiers by a few

dozens or hundreds of. miles in one
direction or another, would, with-

out changing much of anything, in-

volve a number oE human victims

exceeding the population of the dis-

puted zone.

The assurances given by the Na-
tional-Socialists that they renounce
"Gernianiuatiou" do not signity that

they renounce conquests: one of

the central and most persistent

ideas in their program is the oc-

cupation of vast territories in "the

East'', so that a strong German
peasantry may be established there.

It is not by accident tbat the paci-

fist declaration, having sudUenly
and unexpectedly left the ground
of the "ideal" separation of the

races, warns in a half-threatening

tone that the source of future con-

nects may arise out of the "'over-

population of Europe, primarily of

Germany : the East. And when,
lamenting the injustice of the Ger-

man-Polish frontier, he declared

tbat one coutd without difficulty

find "in the East" the solution cap-

able of satisfying alike tbe "claims

of Poland" and the "legitimate

rights of Germany", he simply had
in mind the annexation of Soviet

territories. The renunciation o£

Germanization signifies, in this con-

nection, the principle of the pri-

vileged position of the Germanic
'"race" as the seignoral casts in

tbe occupied territories The Nazis
are against assimilation but not

against annexation. They prefer

Ihe extermination of the conquered
"inferior" peoples to their German-
ization. For the time being for-

tunately, it is only a matter of
hypothetical conquests.

When Hitler asserts with indig-

nation that the great German peo-

ple has been transformed into a
second class nation, and tbat this

conflicts with the interests of inter-

national solidarity and tbe princi-

ple of equal rights for all peoples,

this idea rings false from these
lips : the whole historical philoso-

phy of National-Socialism proceeds
from the allegedly organic inequal-

ity of nations and the right of the

'"superior" races to trample upon
and to extirpate the "inferior"

races. Taken as a whole, the Hit-

ler program for tbe reconstruction

of Europe is a reactionary-Utopian

medley of racial mysticism and na-

tional cannibalism. It is not hard
to submit it to an annihilating
criticism. However, it is not the
beginning of tbe realization of this

program that is on the order of the
day of the Fascist dictatorship, but
the re-establishment of tiie military

power of Germany, without which
it is impossible to talk of any pro-

gram whatsoever. It is only from
this standpoint that the declara-
tion offers any interest.

Hitler's program is the program
of German capitalism, tbe most
dynamic and tbe most aggressive

of all, and which is at the same
time bound hand and foot by the
results of tbe defeat. It is this

combination of potential strength
and actual weakness that prede-

termines the exceedingly explosive
character of the. aims of National-
Socialism as well as the extreme
prudence of the most immediate
steps towards the attainment of

these aims. One can speak today
of loosening and gradually untying
the knots, but not of cutting them
asunder.

Any revision o£ the treaties, es-

pecially of the system of arma-
ments, would signify a change in

the present relationship of forces

:

Germany would have to grow
stronger, France weaker. Outside
ot this, the very question of re-

vision, has no meaning for Ger-
many. On the other hand, it is

quite clear that the rulers of France
will accept no changes tbat would
weaken its position to the benefit

of Germany. Tbat is why
the Nazis regard as illusory and
fantastic any policy calculated
upon an improvement of tbe in-

ternational position of Germany by
way of an agreement with France.
It is from this conviction which,
as wjll bo seen further on, runs
through all the political activity of
Hitler, that flows the Inevitability

of a new conflict between Germany
and France. But not today, nor
yet tomorrow. It is precisely this

"correction" with regard to time
that Hitler makes In his declara-
tion and, in this sense, it is not
a mere "deception". When Goering
set fire to the Reichstag, he risked
nothing but the heads of bis agents.
The premeditated firing of Europe
is a more ticklish enterprise. In
its present state. Germany cannot
make war. It is disarmed. This
is no phrase, ft is a fact. Bespect-
acled students and unemployed
with a swastika band are no sub-

stitute for the Hohenzollern army.
To be sure, here and there Hitler

can partially violate tbe obligations

dealing wilh armaments. But be
will not resolve upon any open

measure on a large scale which
won! • involve him in a direct and
flagrant conflict with the prescrip-

tion of Versailles. Only some "for-

tunate" circumstances, in tbe form
of complicfions between the heavily

armed states of Europe, could per-

mit National-Socialism, in the very
next period, to execute a panther's

leap, its "March 5th" in foreign

polic" - But in their absence, Hit-

ler will be forced to confine him-
self to grand diplomatic combina-
tions abroad and to petty militancy
contraband at home.

Pot .*iil ial strength does :iot liber-

ate from actual weakness If tbe

Germany oE the Hohenzollerns set

i,.'L' the Ins!: of "organizing Eur-

ope' in order thereafter to under-

lake a new partition of the world,

present-day Germany, thrown far

back to the rear by tbe defeat, is

forced to set itself once more those

tasks which Bismarck's Prussia
solved long ago: the attainment of

(be Kuropean equilibrium as a stage
in the unification of all the German
territories. The practical program
of Hitler is today bounded by the
European horizon. The problems
of c&ii fluents and of oceans are be-

yond his field of vision and can he

of' practical concern to him only
in so far as they are interwoven

USSR Recognition

A Class Question

l Continued From Page 1)

and particularly the unemployed
workers around Ihe siogau of recog-

nition and financial supiwrt to tbe

Soviet Union. This was tbe logi-

cal outcome of the theory of "So-

cialism in One Country", which
divorces tbe progress of the revolu-

tion in the Soviet Unoin toward
Socialism, from the interests of tbe

revolutionary movement of tbe pro-

letariat in the countries which are

still dominated by capitalism. They
have preferred to attempt to obtain

recognition, not. by the pressure of

the masses, but by back-stage nego-

tiations with the represent aties of

the capitalist class. Confrented
with our slogans, they have denied

tbat the proletariat would or could

be mobilized around these demands,
saying tbat. the workers were too

backward, that they would not un-

derstand, that it was a risky way
of doing things, that it might arouse
ihe antagonism of the bourgeoisie,

that it might interfere with the

cautious negotiations of the Soviet

diplomats.

This policy of sacrificing tbe per-

manent and ultimate aims of the
international working-class to the

temporary and immediate ones of

the Soviet State, is essentially op-

portunistic. It gains its immediate
aims by retreating. How far this

retreat »ill go we do not now know.
The American government has in

past negotiations with the Soviet

government asked for guarantees
airaiust the use of Soviet recogni-

tion to further revolutionary aic-

tivit.v in the Uniied States, and has
even demanded the abolition of the
Communist International. We may
doubt that the retreat will go that

far, but at what point will it stop?
Will that point be fixed by the

intransigeance of the Stalinist dip-

lomats or by tbe insolence of the
American negotiators?

A correct revolutionary strategy
cannot, be based on tbe subordina-
tion or opposition of the interna-

tional interests of the working class

to the immediate interests of the
first workers' state. With or with-
out Stalinist leadership, the only
sound policy remains: to pose the
light for recognition as a working-
class demand joining the interests

of the American workers with those
of the Russian workers, to carry
our demands in the course of
struggle from recognition and long-
term credits to steadily higher
levels, forward to the demand for

a joint plan of economic collabora-

tion and as our ultimate goal, the
international planning qommission
for world economy.
Unite the Interests of the Soviet
But now we are faced with tbe

actual situation created by the
policies of the Stalinist bureau-
cracy., We must declare unequi-
vocally—we are in favor of the re-

cognition of the Soviet Union, be-

cause it strengthens the workers'
state. The government of the work-
ers state, however, is in the hands
of Stalinism, For tbe present, (be
interests of tbe Stalinist bureau-
cracy coincide with the immediate
interests only of the Soviet State.
The Left Opposition, on the other
band, always fights for the defense
of the first workers' state as well
as for the ultimate international
revolutionary interests of the world
proletariat. It is only the Stalinist

apparatus that separates the two.
In defending the Soviet Union,

we fight jointly with the present
government, which is tbe Stalinist

apparatus. When, and if, the in-

terests of the apparatus or part of
it conflict with those of tbe work-
ers' state, as may occur in the event
of intervention or a Thermidorian
counter-revolutionary crisis, we de-
fend the wokers' state and call on
the international proletariat to
mobilize for its defense.
Even then the immediate question

of the recognition of the Soviet
Union will be settled, therefore, the
I«ft. Opposition stitt poses as its

task the mobilization of the revolu-
tionary vanguard of the interna-
tional working-class for the sup-
port of the next stage of the needs
of the Soviet Union, for economic
collaboration and for international
defense. —B. J. FIELD.

with the internal problems of Eur-

ope. Hitler speaks exclusively in

defensive terms: this corresponds

entirely to the stage through which

renascent German militarism must

pass. If the military ruic—the best

defensive is the offensive—is cor-

rect Ihe diplomatic rule—Ihe best

preparation for the offensive is to

take care of the defensive -is no

less correct. In this sense, Brook-

dorf-Ilantsau, who had a taste for

paradox, told me in .Moscow : Wi vts

odium para paeem.
Hitler is counting upon the sup-

port of Italy, and within certain

limits, this is assured him—not so

much becau-e of the identity of in-

ternal regime (the purely German
Third liekh is, as is known, a

frankly Latin plagiarism), as be-

cause of t be parallelism in—at

least their neglive—foreign aspira-

tions. But with the Italian crutch

alone, German imperialism will not

rise to its feel, unly under the

condition ot support from England
can Fascist Germany gain the nec-

essary freedom of liioveuicnl. There-

fore: no adventures, no declara-

tions which smack of adventure!
Hitler undeistunds: e\ery blow

against the West (a blow against

Poland wouid rebound against the

West), wouid promptly bring closer

together England and France, and
would oblige Italy to the greatest

reserve. Every imprudent, prema-
ture, risky act of revenge-politics

would lead automatically to the
isolation of Germany and, given its

military impotence, to a new humi-
liating capitulation. The knots of

the Versailles treaty would be
drawn still tighter. An agreement
with England demands a self-limit-

ation. But Paris—and Paris is

just what is involved— is well

worth a mass. Just as tbe agree-

ment with Hindenburg, through the

medium of 1'apen, permitted Hitler

to accomplish his coup d'etat in

the Uprai of an interpretation of the

Weimar Constitution, so an agree-

ment with England, through tbe
medium of Italy, is to permit Ger-
many "legally" to ravage and to

overthrow the Versailles treaty. It

is within this framework tbat tbe

declaration of May IT must be view-

ed. Hitler's paciilsm is not a fort-

uitous diplomatic improvisation, but
a component part of a grand man-
euver which is to change radically

tbe relationship of forces in favor
of Germany, and to lay the bases
for the European and the world of-

fensive of German imperialism.
However, this is hut one part of

Hitler's program and only the nega-
tive part : to refrain from prema-
ture attempts at revenge is in es-

sence the continuation of the Stres-
emann policy ; it does not suffice to

guarantee the active support of
England. The declaration of May
17 contains a clear indication on
the other, the positive, side of the
Nazi program : the struggle against
Bolshevism. It is not a question of

the organizations Of the German
proletariat but of the struggle
against tbe Soviet Union. In close
connection with the program of tbe
drive towards the East (Drang iiach
Osten), Hitler takes upon himself
the protection of European civili-

aalion, of the Christian religion,

of the British colonies and other
moral and material values, againnt
Bolshevisk barbarism. From this
historic mission, precisely and pri-

marily from this mission, be hopes
to obtain for Germany tim right to
arm itself. Hitler is convinced that
on the scales of Great Britain the
danger of German Fascism to west-
ern Europe weighs less than the
danger of the Bolshevik Soviets in
the East. This evaluation consti-
tutes the most important key to
the whole foreign policy of Hitler.
The most important, but not the

only one. The National-Social 1st
dictatorship will not only play
upon tbe contradiction between the
West and the East, but also upon
all the antagonisms of western Eur-
ope: there is no lack of them. 1 'lac-

ing a cross over the fantom of
Austro-llungary, Hitler pledges the
special attention of Germany to the
"young national states of Europe".
He seeks auxiliary levers to re-

establish the European equilibrium,
proposing to the small and feeble
states to rally around the van-
quished and not the victor. Just
as in its domestic policy. National-
Socialism has assembled under its

banner the ruined and the desperate,
in order all the more surely to
subject them to the interests of
monopoly capital, so in his foreign
policy Hitler will strive to create a
united front of the vanquished and
the injured in order all the more
pitilessly to crush them in the fu-
ture under the weight of German
imperialism.

If Hitler has so eagerly accepted
the English plan for armaments
reduction, it is only because he
counted in advance and with full
certainty upon its failure. He did
not need to take upon himself the
odious role of the grave-digger of
pacifist proposals: he prefers to
leave that function to others. For
the same reason, Hitler is not nig-
gardly with his "warm thanks" to
the American President for his de-
claration in favor of armaments re-
duction. The more broadly and ex-
tensively the program of disarm-
ment is presented before the whole
world, and the more ineviatbly it
ends in a collapse, the more incon-
testable will be Germany's right to
rearmament. No, Hitler is not pre-
paring to overthrow Versailles by
violence—for violence one must
have power! But he is counting
firmly upon the prospect that, after
the failure of the British program
which he "supports", England, to-
gether with Italy, will support with
all their might the right of Ger-
many to strengten its defense
agajiist the East. Nothing but de-
fense, and only against the East!

(Continued in next issue)

—L. TROTSKY,
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The Cleveland Fiasco

The Cleveland Conference waa hundreds and thousands of workers,

another Stalinist "united front" while the Left wing suffers catas-

maso.uerade which adds nothing trophic defeats. The most out-

nositive to strengthen and unify the standing illustration of this ancm-

j,cft wing for the struggle. That aly in to

was to be expected. A service to trades,

tin; working class would have been

possible there only if the confer-

had been convened under the tory process which is not withoutence
sign of a change of trade union

policy and a renunciation of the

monstrous system of mistakes and

crimes which have demoralized and

decimated the Left wing forces In

Hie labor movement, robbing thero

of the possibility of playing their

natural role in the present begin-

ning of a new rise in working

class activity. Instead of that tha

whole affair was consecrated to the

task of covering up the past and
perpetuating the policies, methods

and practices which have brought

such tragic results.

From the point of view of trade

union tactics, the Class conscious

workers have to reject the findings

of the Cleveland Conference in

to to. Faced with the overwhelm-

ing evidence on every side of a

revival of the conservatje labor

organizations and a sweeping move-

ment of th« workers into them, a

trade union conference at this mo-
ment can serve a progressive purpose

only "if it draws the inescapable

conclusion. That is, to recognize

that this new impulse of the work-

ers for organ Ikation, even in the

most conservative unions, is in it-

self a progressive development

which the revolutionaries must as-

sist and encourage and take part

in. Regardless of variations in the

process, clue to the exceptional con-

ditions in certain instances, it is

absolutely clear to anyone who has

eyes to see that this drift toward

the A. F. of L. unions is the main
line of trade union development in

the new situation arising from the

collapse of the Stalinist paper un-

ions, the economic upturn and the

inauguration of the NHA. A na-

tional trade union conference, call-

ed together in such a situation,

must deal with main lines if it does

not want to leave the track en-

tirely.

The Stalinist engineers of the

Cleveland Conference could not do

this without revealing and admit-

ting the falsity of all they have

said and done and tried to do on

the trade union field in the past

]>eriod. They would have had to

admit that life itself is refuting

the contentions which they set up
as rigid principles. They would

have been obliged to recognize that

the sectarianism and bureaucratic

mismanagement of the paper unions

be seen In the needle

But tills superficial appearance

of things is in reality a contradic-

IK>sitive aspects which promise

much for the future. If thousands

of the class conscious workers,

caught in the overwhelming press-

ure of external forces, are turning

their backs on the cut and dried

trade union schemes of the Stalin-

ists and reentering the conserva-

tive unions, this movement does not

necessarily imply a i etregression

on their part. Any movement to-

wards trade union organization Is

progressive. And when this is ac-

companied by ft profound disillu-

sionment with the Stalinist dogmas
and the Stalinist leadership Its pro-

gressive nature is by no moans im-

paired. On the contrary, the deci-

sive break of the advanced work
ers out of the straight jacket of

Stalinism is the first and most
necessary condition for the reemer-

genee and flowering of a genuine

Left, wing in the labor movement.
Ami that also is the necessary basis

for a reconstruction of American
Communnsm.

—J. P. CANNON.

Stalinists Ready to

Give Up Sa^r

to Hitler

TheClassFace

of the N.R.A.

One bloody sacrifice of the German
working class is not enough for the

adventurers of the C. P. G. leader-

ship. They are all set to commit

a new crime. A crime which con-

stitutes a crowning laurel worthy

of all their previous deeds. A
crime which shows up to a "t"

their unconditional capitulation be-

fore the nationalist phraesology of

the Nazis.

The negation of Internationalism

in proletarian politics and the bead-

lens race with the Nazis for the

exploitation of the chauvinistic in-|

stincts of broad masses in Germany
;

—these are the fundamental causes

of the class treachery of the C. P.

G. "Tear the Chains of Versail-

les!", "National and Social Revolu-

tion of the People", the united front

with the N. S. D. A. P. (National

Socialist German Labor Party—1.

mismanagement oi me paper uiiiuum ""'-'*' " " inn„_\ a,.v

vitality and by that to push the

main stream of the awakening
workers back into the conservative

organizations, even into those

against which they have previously

rveolted.

From the point of view of the

proletarian united front the Cleve-

land conference was a comedy,

utiiquu and perhaps a little more

ridiculous than the previous exhi-

bitions. As every vegetable has its

season, so every change of the

moon brings a new type of "united

front". "The united front from

below", which condemned all non-

Communlst leaders as Fascists and

excluded any cooperation with them,

gave place to the approach to all

reformist organizations for a united

front with a non-aggression pact

excluding criticism. This attempt

to include everybody at any price

is already out of date. The deal-

ings with the Fascists and Social

Fascists in general are given up,

in favor of the exclusive unity—

and a touchingly affectionate one

—

with the Musteltes, that Is, with

the "Left social Fascists", the

"most dangerous" of the whole

conglomeration of black shirts and

brown shirts who lurked behind

every bush.

This bloc in reality is a crude

horse trade which Muste conducts

on the principle of give and take,

with the express proviso that the

CPLA does not do any of the giv-

ing. Muste and Budenz sign their

names, to Joint manifestos (which

cost nothing), sit on the platform,

and gain a certain rehabilitation

before the Communist workers.

This is a real gain for them. They

are hot foot for this kind of "un-

ity", and naturally so. But when
it comes to the question of con-

crete agreements in any sector of

the trade union field, they invaria-

bly balk. The "united conference"

at Cleveland showed the Musteites

dissenting and keeping their hands

free in every case.

AH this is funny enough. But
the sum total results of the Stalin-

ist adventures in the trade union

field are no Joke. Just at the mo-

ment when the workers are begln-

ing to stir again, to move In masses

in shiyp collisions against, the em-

ployers—in a word. In a situation

made to order for an advance of

revolutionary organization and in-

fluence the reactionary labor bu-

reaucrats reestablish their organi-

zations and secure their positions

and prestige on the support of new

the whole party apparatus)—all

these are important milestones In

the German workers' path of sor-

rows. The consistent execution of

such a policy, based on the funda-

mental error of nationalism, could

not help leading to capitulation.

This course is now to be continu-

ed by the position of the party on

the Saar problem. The party's posi-

tion in this question is the most

monstrous thing imaginable for

Marxists and Internationalists. The
working class of the whole world

must be made aware of what a

completely degenerte bureaucracy Is

capable of. It is not in this case

a matter any longer of theoretical

dispute. No, it is simply n crim-

inal offense.

The Saar territory, which Is to

decide by referendum in 1935 as to

how it wishes to shape its political

future, has been under a League

of Nations protectorate ever since

the peace treaty. In the referen-

dum the natives will have an op-

portunity to express their will In

three ways: namely (1) for the

maintenance of the status quo ante,

that Is, the present state of auto-

nomy ; (2) for annexation to

France; (3) for the return to Ger-

many.

Due to the social and economic

composition of the Saar (prepon-

derance of the coal and iron in-

dustries) there can be no doubt

that the labor vote will play the

decisive role in the referendum. It

is also clear that nothing Is fur-

ther from the minds of the workers

than the idea of desiring annexa-

tion to French imperialism. That
possibility is excluded beforehand.

The Saar bourgeoisie is already

today falling into step with the

Third Reich. The Catholic Centre

also. This surprises no one. The
social democracy is of greater im-

portance, however. For years they

stood in the front ranks of the re-

patriation enthusiasts and there

was no official celebration In Prus-

sia in which some S. P. G. minister

did not participate in the intona-

tion of patriotic hymns to the Ger-

man loyalties of the Saar proletar-

iat. Today, after the S. P. G. has

thus helped Ilerr Hitler Into the

saddle, after the latter has banished

all the patriotic ministers to the

concentration camps. the social

democrats In the Saar are forced to

revise their point of view most radi-

cally. They put forward the slogan

(Continued on page 4)

The class conscious worker who

has pursued with any measure of

watchfulness the unfolding impro-

visations of this latest "Great Ef-

fort" of capitalism will receive the

Green-Woll legend of NKA'u union-

ism with his tongue in his cheek.

Ilu will remember the sudden

"strike truce edict" of the great

labor friend in the White House

following hot on the trail of the

powerful challenge to the coal boss-

es thrust out by the miners of

l'ennsylvania last July. (The pro-

mised, "fair", "pro-union" coal code

is, by the way, still in the offing.)

lie has witnessed the Johnson-

Itichberg comedy around section 7

(a) of the Recovery law. lie has

seen an automobile code adopted

with a stridently anti-labor, open

shop 'merit" clause. He has heard

the Recovery cop, Whaleu, invoke

NBA tor the arrest of peacefully

picketing shoe and bakery strikers

m New York. And so on down the

line.

But even more striking than all

these manifestations of the "pro-

labor" tendencies of the Recovery

administration are Its acts which

involve the parts assigned to Green,

Lewis and Co. themselves. A na-

tional arbitration hoard is named:

Only two representatives of "or-

ganized" labor. And what repre-

sentatives i—John L. Lewis, the re-

actionary Czar of the United Mine

Workers and Bill Green, Hoover's

darling. Two labor representatives

out of a board of seven

The steel barons meet for a cede

hearing. Bill Green arrives as re-

presentative of the administration.

The steel men rise in angry pro-

test—they won't negotiate with the

President of the A. F. of L. Green

apologizes, swears he ia not there,

god forbid, as a representative of

labor but as a legitimate spokesman
for the NRA. No use. You can't

fool the good capitalist Instincts of

the sfeel men. They turn their

heels on poor Mr. Green.

A £e\v facts, an incident, that

speak volumes 1 The case-hardened

boss class will not give up its class

positions one inch without a light.

They know that it is only the

docile William Green. They know
that he is ever ready to talk peace

to them, to betray every last work-

er he represents.

But no matter. To accept him
as an administration representa-

tive? The idea alone makes the

steel Tories see nightmares of a 1

Soviet ! Not an Inch of such a con-

'

cession, it sets precedents!

And the good General Johnson
wears out his knees in genuflections

before them, repudiates Green as

representative and ruefully rehabi-

litates him upon the protests of

his colleagues.

But enough—the class face of the

NBA is unmistaken. For Roose-|

veil it represents an effort toward
u revamping of capitalism by in-|

ternal reform and through the mob-|

ligation of a huge class collabora-

tionist machine. For the steel

barons it is a risky experiment.

They will not deal with Browder's

"Fascist" A. F. of L. Green. To-

morrow they may have to deal with
social Fascist Norman Thomas and
the day after tomorrow—-with Left

social Fascist Muste? You never
can tell. It isn't safe to give in

to anyone who represents labor

!

But the labor movement remains
silent. The official Communist party

shows no comprehension for the

events or their possibilities. The
Left wing of the trade unions is out

of the picture.

Only one solitary gesture of pro-

test rises against this hypocrisy of

the NKA: It comes—alas—only

from a lady social worker who has

been appointed to a post in the ad-

ministration.

Mrs. Kleeck of the Russel Sage
Foundation withdraws her accept-

ance of the post on the grounds
that NRA does not give labor suffi-

cient representation, that It de-

prives the workers of their only

genuine weapon of bargaining—the

right to strike, etc. The lady lib-

eral took the reformism of Roose-
velt at its face value. Her protest

is genuine. Of course, It is only

the isolated protest of a sincere la-

bor sympathizer.

What the NRA deserved was a

protest from mass pressure by la

bor Itself. That will come, that

will be effective and take the- road

to workers' victory when the Left

wing realizes the tremendous op-

portunities afforded by the situa-

tion, when the Communists ap-

praise and analyze the present sit-

uation realistically, when the mili-

tant section of labor penetrates the

A. F. of L.. and snatches the lead-

ership of organized labor away
from the Greens and the Wolls and
the Lewises.

—SAM GORDON.

HANDS OFF CUBA!
Stalin Invites 'Pilsuiski to

Review the Red Army

Soldiers and Students Oust

Gov't; U.S. Sends Navy
The hangman of Communists, the same reasons the Communist Inter- The rapidly developing events in

jailer of thousands of workers and national has not met in Congress' Cuba have found an answer in the

peasants, the Fascist dictator of! for mow than live years to discuss' "democratic" regime of Roosevelt.

Poland has been Invited by Joseph
Stalin to participate in the Red
Army demonstration on the anni-

versary of the Bolshevik revolution.

Marshal Joseph I'ilsudski, whose
vicious, bitter hatred and enmity to

the Workers Republic is a secret

to no one anil which he has taken

no pains to conceal Is asked to

come to Moscow to celebrate the

overthrow of the landlords and ex-

ploiters ; to review the army of

Lenin and Trotsky. Sinister omen!
The revolutionary workers

throughout the world must ask with
horror what is the significance of

this move that is so filled with im-

plications of treachery.

Following close on the heels of

Hatick's visit to Poland, where he

was feted and entertained in regal

style by the editor of Pilsud*ki's

official organ, the Gazetta Polska,

the Tnvitation to PilsudskI contains

the serious warning that the Stalin-

ist betrayal In Germany was but

the first stage in their complete
repudiation of internationalism.

The quest ion becomes more insist-

ent : Is the defense of the Soviet

Union to be entrusted to the Pil-

sudskis, the Ilerriots? And is the

world proletariat to be sacrificed to

that . insidious end?
The heinous theory of Socialism

in One Country has led directly to

the capitulation before the Brown
Shirts. Why? Because civil war
in Germany might have disturbed

the chimera of an isolated national

socialist socuity. For (these self-

the burning problems facing the Warships are steaming full spued

working class of the world. In its ahead to Cuban waters. Marines

stead are the non -aagression pacts are being mobilised—not for mter-

—-scraps of paiier which will tie vention !—just to protect American

violated at the first opportunity by lives and property. At the first

the imperialists. serious threat to the money bags

„ , , „ „ „, ,, of the Wall Street oligarchs the
And now the logic of the Stalin- m&^ u s(l

, mii from [he Iilce of
1st policy leads them not to call

the ..libenir administration and
upon the world proletariat to ob-,

it reacts Ji|le lhf} moBt hoaoKi oi
serve the November revolution by a :the reactfonar , regimes in United
powoWil struggle against Fascism ^^^ history. For the workers in

r^"'
1 .^?!" .1™. ln

,_,:
G
:rf,

a"^ the United states the central prob-

lem is the fight at home against in-
alone-j-but by tender felicitations!

for the Fascist I'ilsudski. What]
can the Polish workers say to this

invitation when they are clubbed,

|

terventlon.

The Cuban situation is develop-

ing with hurricane speed. Ue Ces-
jailed and murdered for the obser-

concentration cabinet

™T '? '"j '"™ *eVOi
w?

n
!. >avo been swept away. The regime

Stalm Is indifferent to them. What . . . .,",., ..... .....

cynicism Is expressed for the rev-i
was not one month old when the

. military, the students and the ABC
uoltfonary movement In the send-i ,, . ,

'

., ... , t

ing to Pilsudski the dossier of the
at8S,Ue,,t wmg biew " i,lto **n**-

ing
hitter's record In the Polish nation-

1

aiist movement In the Czarist days.

It Is hinted in the bourgeois

press, and has not been denied by
the Daily Worker, that a military

alliance between Soviet Russia and
Fascist Poland is In preparation.

We sound the warning that there

can Si' no greater betrayal of inter-

nationalism, of the interests of the

work>ug class, no greater danger
to the Soviet Union than the con-

summation of such a perfidious al-

liance. Let the Communist work-
ers take nofe. The cook is prepar-
ing us another peppery soup. This
time it is Soviet Russia that is at
stake!

U.S. Prepares Assault on Europe

The New York Times in an edit-

orial on August 20, Issues a warn-

ing against any attitude of panic

should the NBA not succeed ac-

cording to expectations. It says

:

"But it is now evident that the

Issues of the battle will not be

decided by the first shock of at-

tack. A long period of what may
be called trench warfare is before

the country."

The main issues of this trench

warfare are already discernible—
and It will have plenty of new and
greater shocks of attacks, covered

also by barrages of heavy artillery.

First and foremost, In the order of

Importance, Is the onslaught upon
the world market to be launched as

soon as the home front is sufficient-

ly prepared. In other words we
are facing the American imperialist

offensive against Europe. Its fur-

ther fate and even the fate of the

recovery program, is bound up
closely with this offensive. Con-

versely that will also influence the

trend of the American working

class movement In the coming per-

iod.

Let us say at the outset that this

should not lead to a minimizing of

the Importance of the domestic
market or of the significance of

relationship of forces at home. On
the contrary. Precisely that aspect

must be the starting point of an
accurate estimation of American
prospects in the world market. The
huge domestic market is the strong-

hold and the reservoir from which
proceeds the operations abroad. The
extent of this penetration since the

world war has already left the Am-
erican imperialist imprint upon Eur-
ope. But now operations are being

prepared for a far more formidable
scale destined to put all past ven-

tures in the shade.

The American bourgeoisie needs

to strengthen its hands at home in

order to be able to move with that

much more certainty abroad. Ef-

forts toward this strengthening are

taking place in three different dir-

ections which, however, all fit In

to one pattern : Between the various

financial and Industrial units which
make up the national economic
structure ; in the relationship be-

tween capital and Labor and finally

in the relationship of the govern-

ment to both. The specific method,
or instrument, by which this is

hoped to be accomplished. Is the
NRA.
In regard to the first of these

directions named, the most note-
worthy factors are the reorganiza-

tion accomplished In the financial

structure of the country, eliminat-

ing some of lta most antiquated
features and Immensely strengthen-

ing the great metropolitan institu-

tions as well as the reorganization
of industry on a much more formid-
able monopoly basis. Not only Is

this the monopoly form of the
past large enterprises, but it is

the addition of a degree of govern-
mental supervision and

petitors on a perfectly legal basis.

In regard to capital and labor re-

ations the efforts are distinctly to

re-establish the old condition of

"Identity of interests" which whb
somewhat badly shattered during
the crisis. The aim is not merely
the "identity of interests" on the

old narrow basis of collaborating

directly with unions, exclusively

craft in composition, and confined

to the aristocracy of labor, or
through labor banks, labor insur-

ance schemes or stock ownership
schemes—the methods of fattening

the aristocracy of labor as a means
of better keeping the proletariat un-

der control. Such means are no
longer sufficient. Moreover changes
have taken place in the composition
of American labor; the leveling pro-

cess has not been without effects.

Communists to Be

Tried for Goering

Reichstag Fire

On September 17 the trial of

those accused in the German Reictl-

stag lire will commence before the

Supreme Court at Leipzig. Unques-

tionably this represents the most
monstrous and most brazen frame-

up yet recorded in working class

history engineered with all the skill

for which the Nazis have become
notorious. The accused are Ernst

Torgler, former chairman of the

Communist party Reichstag frac-

tion ; Van der Lubbe, the Dutch
Nazi dupe, and the three Bulgarian
Communists, who had been living

as exiles for some time In Germany,
Demitroff, popoff and Taneoff.

The Reichstag fire on Feb. 27,

dramatically initiated the terror

regime which today can claim among
its victims hundreds of workers,

killed or maimed for life ; acts

whidh in Itheir 'gruesome dlitails

defy description, the battering and
devastation of all semblance of

working class organization, the

muzzling of all freedom of opinion

and about 80,000 victims suffering

the horrors of tiio Nazi concentra-

tion camps. On Feb. 27, under the

glare of the flames. Hitler said to

the reporter of the London Daily

Express: "You are witnessing the

commencement of a great historical

epoch. This blaze is the beginning."

And strangely enough, althoughXow the Idea is to extend the "id-

entity of interests" to an alliance tllis dilfL' M1 Ti%ht ilt the hci«ht

based upon joint interests In recov- <)E l,ll! election campaign, neither

ery, to embrace the working class !lm<, r um <''Ooring nor Goebbels

generally. First among the meas- " !
'''e °'l( "» t!l( ' sl,tln

I, i
ftiI wpvt

ures applied is the reorganization assembled in Berlin—waiting for

of labor power to the productive '
no A™ 1

-

forces through reduction of work- All aid by foreign counsel has

ing hours in order to blunt the most been denied the accused by the

dangerous edges of the unemploy- Nazi government. No one not nn-

ment problem. Secondly, llie af- der strict Nazi discipline is to be
firming of the right to organization allowed to pry into this frame-up.
and collective bargaining which in Among such foreign counsel offer-

reality means a tacit agreement to ing their services were attorneys

a further extension of [he eonserva-i Arthur Cartield Hays of the United
tive unions for the purpose of cem-! States, Branting of Sweden, the
enting the alliance. Wages arc, of well known writer Romain Holland
course, to be adjusted to the needs' and many others. These have now
of capital and Its profit incentive, constituted a committee to conduct
But for the whohi it is hoped that a public hearing at the Hague sim-
the NRA machinery of labor ad- nltaneously with the Leipzig trial.

(Continued on Page 4) (Continued on Page 4)

Congress of Second International

"The whole program and policy

of the world socialist movement",
begins the cablegram sent to the

New Leader (August 26, 1933) by
Abraham Cahan from Paris, "are

being examined in the face of the

calamity that has overtaken Ger-

many .by the special conference of

the Labor and Socialist Interna-

tional meeting here."

What a significant change there

is between this and the keynote
struck at the last congress of the

Second International a bare two
years ago In Vienna!

Today—what a difference ! ex-

claimed the president of the Inter-

national, Rmile Vandervelde, com-
paring its status at the Vienna con-

gress with that which prevailed on
the eV£ of the world war. "De-
spite the Communist split," he
wrote with lyrical jubilation in the

organ of the Austro-Marxists (Der
Kamf, July-August 1031), "the In-

ternational of 1931 represents num-
erically an incomparably greater
power than that of 1914. There is

hardly one of Its large parties

which has not at least once partl-

control . eipated in the government in one
through industrial codes which facl- 1 form or another. It Is a socialist,

litates the elimination of small com- the head of the foreign office of

the British empire, who will next
year act as chairman of the dis-

armament conference. It is lead-

ers of socialist governments, Brant-
ing here, Stunning there, who have
for the first time introduced com-
prehensive, unilateral reductions of

the military expenditures of their

countries. It is socialists who. at
the head of the Prussian govern-
ment, stand in the front line of the
struggle for the defense of the
republican achievements. And as
socialists have been, under chang-
Ing circumstances, in the govern-
ment in Belgium, in Finland, In the
Baltic States, In Austria and In

the majority of the German landi,

it might be said without exaggera-
tion that the majority of the mem-
bers of the Executive of the So-
cialist Labor International aro
former or future ministers This
is certainly proof of mounting
power."

In place of all these "proofs of

mounting power", an unmistakable
mood of depression has settled upon
the upper circles of the Second In-

ternational. It has missed becom-
ing complete despair only because
of the unqiienchahle hopes kept

(Continued on Page 2)

The coup d'etat was accomplished

without bloodshed and with re-

markable e««e. The I>e Cospcdos

regime offered no resistance. Quiet-

ly and with "dignity" it abandoned
the seat of power, saying only that

the responsibility for the "burden

of government" rested on other

shoulders.

Tlife painless amputation of the

I)e Cespedes regime is to be ex-

plained by .'he fact that it failed

entirely to enlist the support of the

workers. Although the general

strik.e came to an end with the re-

turn to work of the Havana bus
drivers and later the stevedores

and dock workers, strikes continu-

ed throughout the island in the
cities and on the sugar plantations.

These movements became erer

deeper in character. Here and
liere the military attempted to put
down the strikes but the solldiers,

for the most i»art, FRATKHNIZJ3D
WITH TUB WORKERS. This
strike movement cut away the
ground under the feet of the gov-
ernm^"!t.

On the other hand the Ue Ces-

podes regime revealed its sympath-
ies with American imperialism and
the Macliadistas. Not only had
the De Cespedes regime organized
Machado's escape, but it. revealed
a great reluctance to satisfy the
popular demand for the arrest and
trial of all the agents of the form-
er dictator and the removal of his

supporters in mayoralties and gov-
ernmental posts. This infuriated

the anti-imperialist elements of the
petty bourgeoisie.

Finally the government signified

its intention of cutting the soldiers'

pay. This was the last straw. The
soldiers rebelled. The movement
developed with remarkable speed
and immediately swept beyond its

initial objectives. The soldiers of
Camp Columbia, a IL-ivana post,

took to the radio and asked for

fl«> support of all enlisted man. The
response was immediate. The en-

tire army and later the navy joined
the movement.
The rebellion of the military Is

a rebellion of the rank and file

against the government carried out
against their own officers. Their
ttrvt action was to arrest all com-
missioned officers. And now for

the first time in the present rev-
olution the soldiers and sailors are
putting forward THEIR OWN
LEADERS. At the head of the
army and navy stand non-commis-
sioned officers. Throughout the
army and navy the same selection
is taking place.

The soldiers and sailors by them-
selves cannot constitute a regime.
They need political leadership. In
the present situation that has been
supplied by the petty bourgeoisie.
Under the slogan of the immediate
convocation of a Constituent As-
sembly the [>etty bourgeoisie have
erected a junta of live: four pro-
fessors and a banker.
What will the petty bourgeoisie

demand in the Constituent Assem-
bly ? The petty bourgeis masses
;ire inflamed with anti-imperialist
sentiments. The press reports that
they signify their intention to fire
on American marines should they
be landed. A student jumps to the
roof of an automobile and denounc-
es American intermeddling.

The situation indicates that the
demand will be raised for the abro-
gation of the Piatt Amendment in
the Cuban Constitution giving the
I'nited States the right to intervene
with military forces In Cuba. The
demand will also be made to de-
nounce the treaty between the two
countries which gives the United
States that right.

But the leaders of the new move-
ment, the Junta, do not dare to say
this openly. They are afraid of
Intervention by the United States
to "protect foreign lives and pro-
perty".

This lack of plain speaking char-
acterizes the program of the new
government. How could- it be
otherwise? The petty bourgeoisie
have no social program. They can-
not cope with the problems of mo-
dern society. Their position In so-
ciety Is a desperate struggle for
existence between the capitalist and
proletarian grindstones of the social
process. They are incapable of con-
ceiving, let alone carrying through,
the revolutionary transformation of
capitalist society: that involves the
obliteration of their own existence
as a class.

In the Cuban revolution the sum-
mit of their social vision is the
Manifesto of their junta of profess-
ors and a banker. On the one hand
they stand in awe of the American
imperialist eollosus: "Strict respect
of the debts and obligations of the
republic." This is assurance to the
Chase .National Bank and the House

(Continued on Page 4)
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The Teachers Can

Organize With

Aid of Workers

The light of the teachers in de-

fease ot their living and teaching

conditions cannot be won by them-

selves alone. The experience of

the Chicago aim Havana teachers,

to taKe only recent events, proves

this. The militant inass demon-

strations of the Chicago teachers

were successful in winning a meas-

ure of relief. But the attacks on

the school system and on the teach-

ers directly and indirectly are not

only continued but intensitied. In

Cuba it required the action of the

entire population to unseat the dict-

ator who oppressed the country in-

cluding the teachers.

The teachers are employees of

the state. In defense of their in-

terests they must contend directly

against its enormous power and

manifold apparatus of coercion and

repression. The character of the

movement which can successfully

resist its onslaughts is indicated

by the hurricane which swept

Machado out of office. Such a

movement the teachers cannot build

nor oven lead.

In a word the teachers movement

must seek allies among those strata

of. the population whose interests

bring them ilito eolilfiet with the

state. Jical estate associations,

chambers of commerce, civic bet-

terment societies, etc., etc., some-

times fight government policies in

pursuit of I heir special interests,

principally in the matter of reduc-

tion of taxes. But this coincidence

is more apparent than real. Ileal

estate associations everywhere are

now pressing for reduction in taxes

at the expense of the school system

and the living and teaching condi-

tions p£ the teachers. The present

drastic economy program hi educa-

tion is proceeding under the whip

of the United States Chamber of.

Commerce.

More fundamentally, the real

estate associations and chambers of

commerce are the organizations of

the ruling classes who instigate

« ml carry through the attacks on

the teachers THROUGH THE
STATE. The state is their state.

Their conflict with it is an attempt

to REFOKM ITS POLICIES IN

THEIR INTEREST AT THE EX-
PENSE OF THE ,WORKING
CLASSES WHICH INCLUDE THE
TEACHERS. That is why they

were not found in the ranks of

the demonstrators in Chicago and
Havana. If the teachers depend

on them they will be betrayed. That

is inevitable.

The position of teachers in capi-

talist society as a section of the

working class marks out the road

they must travel in resisting the

blows of the capitalist class. They
must join hands with the workers.

Only the working class .movement

of which the teachers must become

a part, as they have in France, can

solve the problems of the free school

system and the living and teach-

ing conditions of the teachers.

This fundamental orientation

must be reflected in the policies of

the teachers movement and its or-

ganizational forms. The organiza-

tion of teachers unions has already

given the historic answer to the

question: what organizational forms

shall the teachers movement take?

It follows that the basic organiza-

tional form of the teachers resist-

ance is the trade union. And it

makes it necessary for the teach-

ers to enter the trade union move-

ment. The defense of culture leads

to the trade union movement.

This fundamental orientation and
this fundamental organizational

form does not exclude other, tem-

porary forms of organized resist-

ance, lint it indicates the relation

in which they must stand toward

the teachers trade unions and the

trade union movement. —ST.

Strike of the Doll

Workers Grows

Congress of the 2nd Intl.

Ex-Ministers Gloomy -Socialist Workers Awakening

{Continued From Page 1)

alive in the breasts of the social

democratic statesmen that the port-

als of their respective bourgeois

ministries have not yet been closed

to them for aye. No intoxicating

paeans of victory were sung in

Paris. The vocabulary of triumph
made way for the vocabulary of

defeat.

Nenui, as if recalling Vander-

velde's greetings to the Vienna as-

sembL;, remarked rather malicious-

ly about the "comrades who used

to come to international congresses

as ministers of state, and who are

now emigres". The Russian Men-
shevik Abramovitcb, whose wisdom
is held in doubt even by his con-

freres in view of his questionable

achievements before and after the

li)17 revolution, declared that ''the

German capitalists knew the social-

ists would not fight". The Czech
Menshevik Winter spoke off-handed-

!y of the "collapse of the German
party" (only yesterday it was the

backbone of the Second Internation-

al!), The secretary of the Inter-

national, Fritz Adler, casually men-
tions in the course of his report

that the German "Social Democracy
was crushed". Even the most hope-

ful among the delegates, the same
Vai; derveldc who still presides over

the InUtfusitional and yearns to
transfer his presidency to the cab-

inet of His Royal and Puissant

Majesty, King Albert of Belgium,

can pump nothing more inspiring

from the welts of his eloquence
than the proclamation that "the

International still lives despite ail

disasters"

!

Of major disasters, there has been
no lack for the Second Internation-

al since August 1014, when it pass-
ed—ministers and intendnnts—into

the camp of imperialism. That it

has been able to survive as a move-
ment embracing millions of workers
is due not to any inherent powers
of its own, nor even to the support
of a bourgeoisie frightened by the

prospect of the social revolution.

The principal source of strength of

the social democracy since the Rus-
sian revolution and the end of the

world war has been drawn from
the degeneration of the Communist
International induced by the policy

and the regime of world Stalinism.

if Stalinism has succeeded in

maintaining its stranglehold on the
official Communist movement only
by living parastically off the de;

feats of the proletariat which it

helped to multiply for the last ten

years—the social democracy, in

turn, has been able to prolong the
breathing spell it gained* after the
failure of the first spontaneous, and
unsuccessful, post-war revolutionary
wave, by a parasitic living off the
blunders and crimes of Stalinism.

Its strength has been essentially

the weakness of its principal con-

tender for the support of the pro-
letarian masses. "Our policies and
successes may not be perfect, but
those of the Communists are worse'
—tha,t is the beseeching note that
has formed the motif of the pleas
of the social democratic statesmen
for years past.

Each time that a new impulsion
swept tens and hundreds of thou-

New York.—The second week of

the Doll and Toy workers strike

finds the strikers militant and fight-

ing. Already strikers have been

beaten and arrested by the police.

The picket lines are holding strong

and most of the doll trade is out.

With prospects of the strike con-

tinuing indefinitely, we must not

put faith in the KRA ; and also the

negotiations in Washington between

the bosses' Association and the Un-

ion, over the codes, may fall through

Preparations for strike relief must
be started Immediately. We must
appeal to all labor unions and
other labor organizations to help us

during the strike. Many of the

strikers cannot pay their initiation

fees, because they have no money.
Therefore this outside assistance

will be gladly welcomed.
Workers, demand shop meetings

In the union hall and not in the

shop,, because the boss will try to

get the weak ones to go back to

work by promises. Ho ,fs doing

this in order to break the strike

and afterwards to worsen our con-

ditions lower than before the strike.

Also see that these meetings are

held regularly, and that full re-

ports are given to the workers to

act upon and decide.
— A DOLL WORKER.

was accomplished in one country

in 1917 : the final historical liqui-

dation of social reformism. Under

the stunning blow of the German
catastrophe, the Second Interna-

tional is passing through such a

crisis at the present time. That is

why tjhe former and future minist-

ers of state assembled at Paris

conducted their affairs in so lugu-

brious an atmosphere.

The classic party of reformism,

the German social democracy has

been mercilessly crushed and its

leading staff scattered by the Fasc-

ist club despite all the assurances

it gave of its anxious servility. The

"great" Austrian social democracy,

praises for whose cheap Viennese

bread and municipal apartment

houses were sung all over the world,

clings piteously to the sword-belt

of Chancellor Dollfuss and prepares

to resign itself to the fate of its

German brother party like a doom-

ed criminal in the death cell. The
French socialist party is split into

two independent parts, the Center

of Leon Blum and Co. and the Right

wing of "future ministers", Itenau-

del and Manruct who are even now
negotiating with DKladier- for

places in the Cabinet. (With genu-

ine French delicacy, the Renaudel

wing still remains, as a pure form-

ality and a concession to socialist

public opinion, inside the same
party as ISlum and Auriol, while

carrying on what has become more

than a flirtation with Daladier, in

spite of the stern, forbidding de-

cisions of party congresses. A true-

to-life Continental triangle, a French
menage a troisl).

Matters arc.if anything, worse

in England. First, the defection

of ministers MacDonaId and Thom-
as, O/id then the definite disaffilia-

tion of the strong Independent Lab-

our Party from the Second Inter-

national, have not strengthened the

position of the Second International

in Britain. What is lefB is the

Labour Party. And as the Men-

shevik correspondent of the New
York Forward, Ivanovitch, observ-

es, with a considerable amount of

injured justification, "It should be

kept in mind that the English and

the other European socialists grew
up in sueh sharply different spirit-

ual circumstances that they were

never able to find a common langn-

aeg. To the European socialists,

the Englishmen were always too

cold-blooded about important theor-

etical and principled questions, they

were too great opportunists, concil-

iators, and short-sighted pra«tical-

ists." And the parties mentioned
constitute most of what is of real

consequence in the Second Interna-

tional.

The day of miracles having pass-

ed it is futile to look towards the

Secbnd International for a genuine-

ly progressive movement. The work-

ing class of the world can march
forward only by casting it off, by
accelerating its disintegration, by
driving it and its whole ideology

out of its ranks. But in marching
forward, the socialist workers are
Instantly confronted with the prob-

lem : Whither shall we go?
The answer is not so simple as

it was a decade or more ago. In

Pravda Admission

Shows Growth of

Left Opposition

" Among individual party

members of some cells there began
to circulate within the past period

unsigned anti-party syllabuses and
quest kma ires on the history of

Bolshevism, of the Comintern and
of the January plenum decisions,

which were distributed to indivi-

dual members in connection with

the cleansing of the party. Such
documents were discovered in the

celis of the Sarharotrust (Sugar
trust >, in the transport institute,

in the chemico-tcclmological and
I the evening machine building in-

stitutes. Ali these documents con-

tain perversions of party, history,

program, i»licy and strategy, and
on some (p'listions—open Trotsky ist

interpretations".

These tines were published In

Fnmla of July 1!), 1933, No. 2733.

They arc taken in full from the

decision of the secretariat of the

Kiev city party committee adopted
June 2St h and published in the

Kiev Proletarian Pravda on July
3rd.

"The decisions", says Pravtis,

"contain a censure of the secretar-

ies of the party cells of those or-

ganizations in which the 'syllabus-

es' were discovered : one author of

these cribs (syllabuses) Kanevsky,
is expelled from the party, another,

Viaznikoff, is strongly reproved and
taken off from all party work, the
third author of these anonymous
cribs, Ilaritonoff, is turned over to

the regional cleansing committee."
The Stalinist bureaucrats are

amazed—are they still a few people
in the party who dare think for

themselves? They ask: "How did
it happen that during two months
time cribs, harmful and inimical to
Leninism ( the bureaucrats make
the gratuitously substitute the word
Leninism for Stalinism) have been
goina the rounds of the Communists
under the guise of scientific syl-

labuses?"
Pravda explains the cause of this

"strange" phenomenon "When
anonymous Trotsky is t cribs make
the rounds in the biggest cells,

this indicates not only the loss of
party- feeling (read: the ineffective-

ness of the GPU and the apparatus
to stem the advance of Marxian
ideas among the party masses) of
those who used them but also the
lack of violence and the weaken-
ing of ties with the cells of those
leading party organizations under
the very nose of which all this
took place."

These quotations need no com-
ment. They speak volumes for the
growth of Bolshevik-Leninist influ-

ence and ideas among the working
class, in the "bipgest cells" of the
jwirty and throughout the Soviet
Union. The cynical bureaucracy,
with all its repressions and deport-
ations is powerless to halt the wave
of sentiment for the Left Opposi-
tion.

The Boston Needle Trades
Risht Wins Unions Growing — T. U. U. L. Isolated

sands of socialist workers away those dayS] the break with reform-
from their old moorings and set ism )P(I a]m0st directly to the Com-
them on the road towards Commun-

, manist International. At the prc-
ism ut a lively pace, they encoun-| sent tlmei what has changed in the
tered a perfectly harmonious united situation is precisely the fact that

Chauvinist Policy

or Stalinist Antics

-Which?

MOONEY MEETING IN BOSTON
A Free Tom Mooney mass meet-

ing will take place at the Parkman
Bandstand on the Boston Common,
Saturday, September 9th at 3 P. M,

front between tho reformist and the
-Stalinist leaders standing in the
way of their progress. Stalin.
ISrnndler and Zinoviev did as much
as mortals could to extend the lease
of life of the German (and inter-
national) social democracy by the
course they pursued in 1923. The
powerful Leftward movement ol ths
British proletariat in 1925-1926 was
brought to an abrupt halt and
turned backward—not so much by
Puree!!, Citrine and Swales, as by
Stalin, Bucharin and Tomsky who
propped up these tottering pillars

of British capitalism. The wide-
spread mood for struggle engender-
ed by the terrific crisis of world
capitalism, did not strengthen the
Communist movement by an influx
of socialist militants; instead, the
latter were violently repulsed by
the strategists of the Third Period
and. driven back into the reformist
camp.

In other words, not all of the
caballsic obscuriy about the "united
front from below" has succeeded
in eliminating infinitely more effec-
tive and genuine united front "from
above": between the social dem-
ocratic leaders and what passes for
a general staff in the ranks of
Stalinism. The former have ex-
erted all their strength to pull back
the Leftward movement of the mass-

(he discreditment of ti» Second In-

ternational goes hand in hand with

the bankruptcy of the Stalintero.

The workers repelled by interna-

tional reformism are not attracted

by international Stalinism. At the

present time, the existence of dis-

tinct and irreconcilable currents

in the Communist movement makes
imperative a qualification of tho

general slogan: On to the Com-
munists !

The Leftward moving socialist

workers are confronted with the

choice of a decadent Stalinist ap-

paratus and—the Left Opposition,

the inheritor of all that is revolu-

tionary and progressive in Marx
and Lenin. In many of the organi-

zations which have hung between
the Second International and Com-
munism, the choice is even now
being made. These include the

British I. L. P., the German Social-

ist Workers' Party, the Revolution-

ary Socialist Party of Holland, the
Norwegian Labor Party and groups
of a similar trend. Among them
tho ideas of the Left Opposition,

the impulsion towards a new ban-

ner, a new program and a new or-

ganization, are making irresistible

advances. Tomorrow, the same
choice will occupy the thoughts of

thousands, tens of thousands and

es into the reformist swamp- the
lmore sociaIist workers ** they real-

latter have left no means unused lze more acatel* the tru(h °£ r'«x -

to push ly&ek into the same swamp em°ure'R Judgment that the Second

the workers moving towards Com- International is a stinking corpse,

munlsm. A more harmonious and: The importance of the Paris Con-
more disastrous division of labor' sress of the L. S. I. does not lie

lias rarely been seen in the history 'n the frustrated thwarted aspira-

of the proletariat. And it is only ti<>ns 0T t!le revived hopes of the
by understanding the tragic slgni- former and future ministers of the
ficance of this process that one can ,

bourgeoisie. It lies only in the
explain how the corpse of 1914 was I

powerful subterranean movement of

able to revive and to grow so strong! {ne reformist workers to the Left,

in the past decade. a movement which has already
The Second International did not' hroken through the bureaucrat!*

revive, it goes without saying, asl crnst *n *u" force at some points,

a revolutionary proletarian organ!- Tke situation dictates the most as-

zation. It became an objective ob-
stacle to the revolution. Nor did

siduous and comradely attention of

the Left Opposition. The union of

its revival even as the numerical i
tae truly revolutionary socialist

addition of national petty bour- militants and the regenerated sec-

geois parties of labor take place -tions of the Communist parties

along an unbroken line. Quite the| strangled by the Stalin machine, is

contrary. Even in the course of .
^e guarantee of the tremendous fu-

its rejuvenation, it passed through i

ture which lies ahead. The wnhe-
more than one convulsing crisis, smirched banner of the Left Op-
Many of them afforded the Com-' Position will be the proud standard
munists the opportunity of extend- J of the coming movement!
ing on to a world scale that which —SHACHTMAN.

Now York.—The incredible antics
of the Stalinists have by now be-
come so commonplace as to cease
to be matters for wonder. Never-
theless in the interests of working
class education—of how not to act
—let us record a monstrous piece
of Stalinist confusion. More ridi-

culous than any are the Puerto Ric-
an Anti-Imperialist Ass'n. which
carried on a "struggle" against the
T. W. Grant Store in Harlem, New
York.

Together with several other Span-
ish speaking auxiliaries of the
-Stalinist party this mockery of a
revolutionary organization, the anti-
Imperialist League put forward a
demand that "fifty per cent of the
employees of the Grant Store should
be latin-American."
So astounding was the nature of

this "error", that when we first
heard of it in the bourgeois press,
we believed it a calumny against
the workers' organizations. We
were unable to believe that people
calling themselves Communists
could present such a demand as
even the reactionary leaders of the
A. P. of L. have not yet dared to
bring forward. It was hard to con-
ceive that people calling themselves
internationalists could go to such
an extreme as would only result in
.(he pitting of one nationality
of workers against another.
The Stalinist demand can have

only one interpretation—the com-
pany should fire a certain section
of the workers employed by them
now and replace them with Latin-
American workers. We were final-
ly convinced that this was no bour-
geois calumny when we saw its
confirmation in the Stalinist Liber-
ation,, an article was published in
this sheet which not only repeated
this demand but which was
nothing short of a nationalistic and
chauvinist tirade of the worst sort.

This demand is not only anti-
working class but is especially lud-
icrous when advanced by a section
of foreign bofn workera. Just an-
other example of the bankruptcy
and stupidity of the "Communist
leaders" among the Spanish speak-
ing yorkers In New York.
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In Miiy 1933 the International

Ladies Garment Workers called a

strike in the dress industry. The
industry was seventy-live percent

unorganized. The International

controlled the .majority of the or-

ganized shops, while the Industrial

Union had a very small number of

organized shops, the majority of its

members being in unorganized

shops. Conditions in general in the

industry were very bad. Workers
were earning as low as seven and
eight dollars per week and in mauy
cases even lower. This was true of

the union as well as the open shops.

The Industrial Union due to its

wrong policy and with the aid of

the International terror policy lost

most of its membership, and was
not in a position to call a strike,

did not even have a policy to pro-

pose to the workers. The old pol-

icy of unity from below did not

work, the International members
did not respond. When the mem-
bers of the Left Opposition iu tho

Industrial Union more than a year

ago pointed out the necessity of

reentering the International in a

body, they were bitterly attacked

in the good old Stalinist fashion.

The Industrial Union leaders said

they had patience, the workers will

have to come to us when they real-

ize the betrayal of the Internation-

al. Hut time went on and the In-

dustrial Union lost more shops,

more members.

la the International the workers

were very discontented, had very

few active elements and were very

discouraged. However, these few

did fight, demanding that something

be done to better conditions. The
International in order to maintain

control iu the shops gave all kinds

of concessions to the bosses and

did not want to call a strike. To
the workers they gave all their ex-

cuseff. Finally they decided to show

the workers that they tried to im-

prove the conditions, at the same
time hoping to organize more shops

and have more funds. For this

they called a strike in May at the

end of the season. The strike last-

ed about a week. They demanded
nothing from the bosses, ami thus

they succeeded in getting agree-

ments in many shops that had
fought the union bitterly for many
years. The workers were told to

be satisfied, since they had gotten

a union. In some cases they even

managed to get small wage in-

creases and the promise that next

season they would get better con-

ditions since they would be organ-

ized. The Industrial Union aiso

called out its shops on strike at

the same time that the Internation-

al did, demanding only what the

International did and sent the work-

ers back at the same time. Many
of the Industrial Union members
that worked in open shops were
told by their leaders to go to the

International with the shop. In

that way the latter gained many
members from the former.

Union Members Begin To Stir

A long slack period took place

shortly after the strike. The Left

wing workers slowly began to make
proposals and demanded that some-

thing be done to improve conditions.

The International members gained

courage when they saw that they

oi uBSsq oo? jOu.1 puB jjoddns p«i[

fight. More workers attended the

meetings, made proposals and
worked out demands for the coming
season.

For the iast few years due to

the collaboration of the Interna-

tional with the bosses in their at-

tempt to maintain control over the

shops, a system was introduced into

the industry of one price for each

line of dresses. It made no dif-

ference how much more work there

was on the different styles they

were all settled for one low flat

rate. The workers had to work
very hard and could not make a
living. They began to demand that

this evil be abolished, and a min-

imum wage per hour be established

for every craft in the industry, that

prices be settled in every shop for

each garment according to the am-
ount of work in it.

Reject Bosses Proposals

Meetings were called, discussions

took place and the union officials

under the pressure of the workers
also began to admit that the one
price system must be abolished and
promised to fight against it. The
cost of living rising daily they felt

that something must be done ; the

workers were very discontented.

The International began to call for

conferences with the bosses, telling

them that the wages must be in-

creased, at the same time trying tc

stall off the members with all kinds

of promises. In the meantime the

NRA appeared and the government
conciliator was brought In as arbi-

trator. A membership meeting of

the dressmakers was called in Fan-
ueil Hall where about seven oi

eight hundred workers came to

hear the report of the conference,

and the proposal* made by the boss-

es through the government and the

union representatives. They told

the workers that the employers of-

fered a fifteen percent increase for

workers making less than twenty-

five dollars per week, and a ten
percent for workers earning above
this sum. In addition they propos-

ed a forty hour week and every
thing about the same as before.

The workers felt that this was
no Improvement ; that It meant
starvation just as before. A dis-

cussion was permitted and the

workers let them know what they

thought of their miserable propos-

als. Jennie Chtplowitft a member

of the Left Opposition, took the

floor and unmasked the entire pro

posals, gave a correct analysis of

the conditions prevailing in the in-

dustry and told them what the pro-

posals meant for the workers in

view of the rising cost of living;

that the forty hour week would not

al>uli.-.h unemployment since there
was a forty hour week existing for

years iu the industry. She demand-
ed a thirty hour week, and at the

same time appealed to the workers
not to demand of government re-

presentatives to improve their con-

ditions. This can be accomplished
only through the united efforts of

lln working class. She appealed tc

iliein not to return to work until

they had secured better conditions
Tin- government and the union of-

ficii! !s received their answer in a
stormy applause when the speaker
got through. It signified a strong

protest against the offer. The of
ticials were astounded, even fright-

ened a bit ; they did not expect such
determination on the part of the
workers. The government official

rose and apologetically asked the
workers to be patient since he real-

ised that the speaker represented
the sentimnt of the workers. He
promised them that everything
would work out, that conditions
will be improved. As a result, the
entire offer was rejected by the
workers.

The union leaders went back to
hold further conferences with the
employers and the government arb-
itrator. They sent the members to
work with indefinite prices, told

them that another meeting would
I ake place where they will again
bring further proposals which they
expected to get from the employers.
They promised not to make any set-
tlement without the approval of the
workers. Then what look place?

Union Leafier Confuses Workers
The next week another meeting

was called in Fanueil Hall where
about a thousand workers came,
eager to know under what condi-
tions they are going to work,
Kramer, the manager of the Inter-
national, this time without the con-
ciliator, told the workers that he
managed to make the employers
change their offer of a fifteen per-
cent wage increase, to twenty-five
percent, but that they insist on the
one-price system for each "line. Again
the workers protested against it

:

They knew that the twenty-five per-
cent Increase, on tQe „nc_price sys .

tm with piece work would mean
nothing because should the styles
this year mean more work, this
would in reality be a reduction. In-
stead, they demanded a minimum
wage of a dollar an hour for oper-
tors, and that a minimum scale he
established for every craft. A mo-
tion to this effect, endorsed by the
workers, was discouraged by the
manager of the union. He succeed-
ed in confusing the workers and
get the motion defeated. He again
told the workers to go back to
work, to wait, that ho would again
confer with the employers, try to
get as much as possible and not to
settle without the consent of the
workers. The following week the
workers were told again that the
conciliator suggested to accept the
one price piece work system and
that all settlements are only tem-
porary pending the acceptance of
the code.

Now the code has been accepted.
We in Boston are not yet affected
by it. We can expect nothing from
it. Only the united efforts of the
workers can Improve our condi-
tions.

Hyman Comes to Boston
A couple of weeks ago the Indus-

trial Union called a mass meeting
with Louis Hyman, president of
the union and invited the members
of the International to participate.
They were going to give a report
about the New York strike and talk
about the Boston settlement, but
as usual the International workers,
in spite of their dissatisfaction
with their union settlement, did not
come to tho meeting. Hyman spoke
on the code in the cloak industry,
on the rotes played by the Indus-
trial and International Unions in
.Washington. The Industrial Union
spokesmen were not given a hearing
there, since they did not represent
the cloak-makers. Hyman was ;iiven
the floor, not to speak, but only to
answer questions that were put to
him. Among other Questions, he
answered thfet if the oloakmak-
ers had been given the chance to
elect their own representatives, he
would have been elected. He did
not say much about the New York
strike, what role the Industrial
I'morf played and what they accom-
plished. He did say however that
dO.000 dressmakers were on strike
and that the reason the Internation-
al got such a good code was due
to the fact that the workers were
on strike. 'When he was through,
Eva Weiner, member of the Left
Opposition, took the floor and ask-
ed him why he sent in the cloak-
makers Into the International
through the back door, while he Is
sitting in the Industrial office; she
asked him why the leaders of the
industrial union were not there
with the workers to help them fight
against the betrayals of the corrupt
leadership of the International. She
pointed out how they failed to
carry out a genuine unity policy In
the cloak and dress industry. Com-
rade Weiner also asked him why he
did not report what the Industrial
Union position was in the recent
dress strike in New York, and what
it was going to do now that the
bulk of the workers were in the
International. His answ.er was mild

N.Y. Upholsterers

Union Growing,

Strike Goes On
The balance sheet in f he six, Ii

week of the New York Upholste reis

general strike leaves Local N.i. 70

of the A. F. of L, Willi a tinner

grip in the trade than it had lor

many years. The skeleton to which
it was reduced since the beginning
of the crisis has been fattened up
considerably by rallying under its

banner about eighteen hundred
uphol.-terers as compared to llie few
hundred it had beiorc llie strike.

With twentj-iive snops already
settled and negotiations being made
daily for mure settlements, the
spirit and militancy of the strikers

has been manifested to such a de-

gree that the bosses and the NKA
mediator, Colonel I'hiilips, have
been forced to beat a retreat. This
does .not mean, huweier, thiit they
will be content to mark time. The
valuable experiences we have gain-
ed so tar in the strike will be com-
pletely lost if we do not draw the
proper Conclusions from them. The
upholsterers must reject any fur-
ther negotiations offered them by
the representatives of the NliA. Tho
only conceivable solution thai the
blue eagle can oiler us is that we
go back under the same intolerable
oiien ahop conditions we have been
slaving under the past few years.

Until all our demands arc grant-
ed we must continue to strike and
engage in intensive picketing. The
strike, is not ycl won; the larger
shops are still on stride and using
every means to terrorize ami de-
moralize the strikers. Wc inu.sl

mobilize our forces in mass picuel
lines. Tile demonstration of three
hundred ol the most militant uphol-
slerees of the union in front ol the
Trade Shop in Long Island has
shown us tlie way. l'arlidpunls in
that demonstration included not
only members or Local 7l> but also
members ot the Furniture Workers
Industrial Union.

The enthusiasm with which the
latter were greeted is only another
indication unit their place is in-

side Local Yii. ln»ide Local 7ii

ihey can become a powertul force
that can influence and lead the up-
holsterers in stiil greater struggles
against the employers. Outside ot
Local VG they are doomed to remain
an isolated sect; small in numbers,
weak iu inlluence, and completely
separated from the masses, main-
taining a meaningless paper organi-
zation which would, to say the
least, .only abuse the confidence of
those Workers in the iuduolrial
Union who have not yet voted with
their feet.

A terrible condemnation of the
bankrupt policy of the TUUL union
was very clearly demonstrated at
a mass meeting of the upholsterers
which was called for Tuesday
morning, September 5, at which
only seven workers showed up. No
comment is necessary when that
number is compared to the live-
six hundred which attend the daily
strike meetings of Local T(>.

By pursuing their present ruinous
course the Stalinist leaders of the
Industrial Union are only disorient-
ating, discrediting and isolating the
Left wing workers from the main
body of workers which is now
streaming into Local 70.

We must follow this movement
into Local 78 iu full force and with-
out hesitation. The Left wing
workers must demand once more
of their leaders: unity with Local
76, build one strong union in the
industry. It is not yet too laic.
Now is the time.

—LAJVKIN.

He said that there was no way for
him to get into the International
now; that the workers were not
ready to tight there for his condi-
tions and would not need him. He
said that they intended to keep
the office, that the workers would
eventually come back and wonld
have a place to go. On the question
of the dress strike, he said that the
Industrial Union had also partici-
pated in the strike, had many
shops out and was fighting for con-
ditions, nothing more.

Now we ask the leaders of the
i Industrial Union: How do they ex-
pect to get conditions if the Inter-
national controls the major part o£
the industry and we are compelled
to be guided by their settlements?
The Left Opposition says that it is
the duty of the Left wing leaders
and workers to be together with the
bulk of the workers and become a
part of the mass union to fight
against the betrayals of tho Inter-
ntlonal leadership, point out to the
workers the correct policy, lead
them, guide them and help them
win conditions.

—A NEEDLE TRADES
WORKER.
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Hitler & the Prospects of War
(Copyright Harpers Magazine)

(Continued from last issue)

£. A Revealing Document
The sii-opucm, or LI"; siihpiy cau-

tious ivuul'i' win repiy thai, our 111-

leiprotauon ui Uie Hitler program
is, u.t jjeoi, a uypoihcais, wmcu has
(.L-i'iitiu mains ui \ erisiiuiiiiuu.c but,

ny no mctus ino siaiup oi auinoutie-

nj. j.o mis one can reply; the

jiiUs; 1'"!" uuws lioiu me imperative

iO&ic ui Luc circumstances and 111

uih pontics one must nave us the

point. 01 uepariiire ami me oppon-
ent win uiiyays uiaiiK his oest

moves. 1 ho uihicuity ot literally

proving we "iiyiiuthesis" uulolded

auove, ilea in tne tv.nl that ihe op-

position literature or the .Nationai-

•wciuiiaLs ia exceptionally abundant
aim contradictory, wnereas the gov-

umini; ti L ill practise is stilt very re-

cent aim meager. 'j.ne author was
tuny aware 01 tnis difficulty when
oe uucMriuok this woik. nut we
ii tie assisted hy a toitunate uecl-

ueiil wlncn supplied us in nine with
a political uocunienl oi cxtraordin-
aiy value.

nc reier to an "Open Letter" of

llitier to i'apou, puuushed in the

luriu ot a lmle brochure on Oct-
oner 10, is&u. rtuther sharply pol-

emical in lone, the "Letter" remain-
ed unnoticed outside oi Germany,
'jut; leaders of -National-Socialism
aiiii.aiitl write too much! Still, it

suouiu nave iound a place on the
lauio ot every diplomat or journ-
alist who occupies himself with the
preach I-day foreign policy 01 tier-

iiiany. Let us recall the circum-
stances of the polemic, i'apen was
then, Chaneel lor. littler was in ex-

pectant opposition—between August
i\i, when liindeuburg refused to
appoint him head ot the government,
and January yo, when the Field
-iiarahall was loreed to yield the
command or Germany to Hitler.
The "Open Letter" was not destined
lor the masses, hut tor the ruling
classes, and had as its aim to prove
to them that the social regime oi
Germany cannot be saved solely by
bureaucratic methods ; that only
the National-Socialists have a seri-

ous program in foreign policy ; fin-

ally, that lie. Hitler, is as tar re-

moved from effete resignation as he
is from advent urjfeua. The ileitter

is almost void of demagogy, It is

serious in tone and veracious in
essence. Today, it may be assumed.
Hitler would gladly burn his own
brochure in toe furnace. Ail the
more attentively should his adver-
saries examine it.

"It is absurd to tiiink," Hitler
explained to Papen, "that the power
which disarmed us, will today seri-

ously also disarm itself without be-
ing forced to do so." It is just as
absurd to wait for France to agree
some .tine day or other to the re-

armament of Germany. Jts enor-
mous military preponderance re-

lieves France of the necessity of
an entente witii a vanquished foe
on the basis of equality of rights.
Any attempt to propose a military
agreement to France in return for
armaments, will not only be very
coldly received hut will immediate'
)y be brought to the attention of
the state against which it might
be aimed! Hitler is alluding Of
course to the Soviet Union. It is

possible for Germany to gain the
right to arm itself only by means
of "a genuine re-establishment of
the European equilibrium". England
and Italy are interested in the real-
ization of this goal, but in no case
and under no conditions is France.
"It is inconceivable to thick that
the lack of intimacy and of concord-
ance with England and Italy can
be made up for by the establish-
ment of better relations with
France!" The fundamental thesis
of the" foreign policy of Hitler,
which, places a cross over the
ideas, or if one prefers, over the
illusions of Locarno, leaves nothing
to be desired ill the way of clarity.

In the declaration of May 17, we
will not of course find so clear an
exposition. lint the declaration in
no way contradicts the "Open Let-
ter" : on the contrary, it develops
and applies its program for a de-
linite stage.

The- goal of German policy is the
re-establishment of the military
sovereignty of the state. Every-
thing else is only a means thereto.
But the means need not at ail be
constructed in the image of the goal.
Under no circumstances must Ger-
many present itself to the world
witii a rearmament program of its
own, even less so to this Disarms
ment Conference. For two reasons
no conference is able to adopt a de-
cision which would radically change
the material relationship of forces;
the very demand for the right to
armaments, while remaining a pure-
ly piatonic demonstration, will nev-
ertheless permit France to suppress
the question of its own disarma-
ment and, what is worse yet, bring
England cloaer to France.

This latter result is .according to
Hitler, already obtained to a cer-
tain degree as a result of the
thoughtless policy of Papen. Eng-
land is forced to support France
much more than it wants to. It
must he recognized that the critic-
ism addressed by Hitler to the
"Gentlemen's Club", and to the
Chancellor of the Reich himself as
a dillelante and an adventurer, is

not merely biting but also quite
convincing. The "national" barons
and bureaucrats have no foreign
policy at all. The rattling of an
lnesistent weapon is dictated to
them by domestic considerations:
they are ready to utilize the nation-
alist movement while arresting, at
the same time, Its further growth.
Undoubtedly taking his inspiration
from Bismarck, Hitler does not re-

coil from a blow at the last Hohen-

Trotsky Warns Against

Nazi Designs on

Soviet Union

BOllern : l'apen and his colleagues

are only the epigones of the theat-

rical policy of Wiliielm II, with

this fundamental difference, that

the Kaiser had a first class array,

whereas they have only the memory

oi it. Hitler hits a bull's eye here.

It is not hard, after this, to un-

derstand how badly misUKen was
that part of the press and diplom-

acy which sought, to discover the

real program ol the present German
governmen I in the rhetoric of

l'apen on the peculiar cuarm oi

ueatn ou th j held of battle. It

must not ue lost sight of that

l'apen, whom tut* .Naais, during the

brief period of his ruie, treated as

a captain of the dragoons, feels

hlmsuif in their iuids l like a man
\vho is constantly on probation. <_>u

-Uay 13, he adopteu an unusually

loud tone so as to put himself in

iiarinony—hut he was niisatken in

liis calculations, une may have
ins own opinion about the tastes of

an elderly captain of the dragoons

who, between taking a dose of

Urodonal and drinking down a
glass ot liuniacii-Jenos water, pro-

pragates among young people the

advantages ot shrapnel over arter-

iosclerosis ; but one thing is indis-

putable : behind Fallen's discourse

is concealed no program. The
"pacifism" of the present Chan-
cellor is much more dangerous than
the bellicose liights of the Vice-

Chancellor.

In passing, wu find the explana-
tion for the sharp contradiction be-

tween Hitler's declaration and the

previous polity of Neurath, Nad-
olny and others. Hitler became
Chancellor at the cost of accepting

a ministry of barons and privy
councillors. The camarilla around
lliuilenburg consoles itself with the
idea of pursuing also its policy
under. Hitler. In all likelihood, it

is only the threatening repercus-

sions of I'apen's speech that gave
Hitler the possibility of finally tak-

ing into his hands the helm of

foreign policy. It is not Wiihelm-
strasse which dictated the declara-

tion ot May 17 to the new Chancel-
lor. Un the contrary, it is Hitler

who subdued, the fantasies of the
barouj and the privy councillors

of Wllheimstrasse.

Hat let us return to the "Open
Letter". With an unusual hrusk-
ness, it attacks the slogan launch-
ed byl'apen on naval armament

:

even if Germany had the means

—

and it hasn't—it would not be per-
mitted to convert them into war-
ships and it would be powerless to
violate the prohibition. The slogan
of military armament alone drove
England to the aide of France:
there you have the results "of
your truly fatal leadership in for-

eign policy, Mr. von Papen!"

The struggle for the arming of
Germany, on sea and on land, must
be based upon a definite political

idea. Hitler calls it by its name

:

the need of "strengthening the de-
fense against the latent daugers of
the East" is comparatively easy to
motivate. Sympathy for such a
program is guaranteed in advance
on the part of "clear-visioned per-
sons" in the West—obviously not
in France. It is only from the
standpoint of "the defense neces-
sary for us in tiie East", with re-

gard to the Haltic Sea, that Eng-
land can be persuaded to accept
"corrections" also in the naval
paragraphs of the Versailles treaty.
For it must not be forgotten : "at
the present time, it is important
for the future of Germany to have
an attitude full of confidence to-

wards England".

The German national movement
can and should demand armament,
but the German government must
in no, case expound this demand.
Today, it must insist only and ex-
clusively upon the disarmament of
the victors. Hitler considered it

self-evident that the Disarmament
Conference is condemned to failure.

"There would be no need at all",

he wrote three months before his
advent to power, "for the German
delegation to participate intermin-
ably in the Geneva Disarmament
comedy. It would suffice to expose
clearly before the whole world the
wish, of France not. to disarm, for
us thereupon to quit the Conference,
stating that the peace of Versailles
has been violated by the signatory
powers themselves and that Ger-
many must reserve for itself under
these circumstances the drawing of
the corresponding conclusions."

The declaration of Hitler, as
Chancellor, only serves to develop
this, melody. The refusal of the
victors to disarm would signify the
"final moral and real liquidation o£
the treaties themselves". Germany
would interpret such conduct as the
desire "to remove it from the Con-
ference". In that case, it would
be hard for it "to continue to be-
long to the League of Nations".
Truly, the "Open Letter" is indis-
pensable as the key to the strategy
of Hitter!

The departure of Germany from
the League ot Nations should be
accompanied by a disaffection be-

tween France, on the one hand, and
England and the United States, on
the other. The first pre-conditions

will be created for the .re-establish-

ment of the "European equilibrium"

In which Germany must occupy a
growing place. With the concord-
ance of Italy and England, Hitler

will acquire the possibility of re-

arming Germany, not by iietty con-

traband measures but by big "cor-

rections" in the Versailles treaty.

Parallel to this, will be developed

the program of "defense" against

the East. In this process, a criti-

cal point must inevitably super-

vene: war. Against whom? Should
the line against the East prove to

be the line of least resistance, the

explosion can also take place along

a different direction. For, if It is

still possible to discuss to what
degree offensive means are distin-

guished from defense means, it is

already beyond discussion that the

military means suitable for the

East are equally suitable for the

West.
Hitler is preparing for war. His

policy in the domain of economics
is not dictated by the abstraction

of autarchy, but primarily by a

concern over the maximum economic
independence of Germany in case of

war. To the aims of military pre-

paration must also be subordinated
the service of obligatory labor. But
the very character of these meas-
ures indicates that it is not a ques-

tion of tomorrow. An attack upon
the West in the more or less pro-

ximate future could be carried out
only on condition of a military alli-

ance between Fascist Germany and
the Soviets. Hut it is not the most
turbulent sections of the White
Guard emigration that can believe

in the possibility of such an absurd-
ity or can seek to make a threat

out of it. The attack against the
East can take place only on con-

dition of the support of one or sev-

eral states of the West. This vari-

ant is, at all events, the more real

one. Rnt here too the preparatory
period will not be measured by
weeks or by months.
The four-power pact, deciding

nothing fundamental in advance,
can only organize the mutual con-
tact of the largest states of western
Europe: it is a guarantee against
hazards of a secondary order, but
not ft gainst fundamental antagon-
isms. Hitler will strive to extract
from the pact all the advantages
for the attack against the East.
The regulations of the pact pre-
determine no more than ten percent
oi its future destiny. Its real his-

torical role will be determined by
the ae tidal relationships and the
groupings of its participants, their
allies and their adversaries.

Hitler is prepared for the next
ten years not to undertake any
military actions against either
France or Poland. In the declara-
tion, Jie fixed five years as the term
which genuine equality of rights
for Germany in the matter of arm-
ed forces must be accomplished.
These terms need not, of course, be
invested with a sacred significance,

but indirectly they nevertheless
outline the bounds, in point of time,
within which the leading circles of
Fascism confine their plans of re-

venge.

Domestic difficulties. unemploy-
ment, the ruination and the distress
of the petty bourgeoisie, may, of
course, pusli Hitler to premature
actions which he himself, by a cool
analysis, must regard as harmful.
In living politics, one must base

himself not only upon the plana of
the opponent but fclso upon all the
entanglements of the conditions in

which hi is placed. The historical

development of LCurope will not
meekly obey tiie order of march
worked out in the Brown House of

Munich. But this order of march,
after ih^ seizure of power by Hit-

ler, has become one of the great-

est factors in European develop-

ment. The plan will be altered in

conformity with uvents. But one
cannot understand the alterations
without having before him the plan
in its entirety.

The author of these lines does
not consider himauil at all called

upon to mount guard before the
Versailles treaty. Europe needs a
new organization. But woe betide
it it this work fails into the hands
of Fascism. The historian of the
tw^nty-hrst century will, in that
case, inevitably have to write the
epoch of the decay of Europe began
with the war of 1914. Called the
"war of democracy", it soon led to
the domination of Fascism which
became the instrument concentrat-
ing all the forces of the European
nations towards the aim of "the
war for Hheralioif*. . ..from the re-

sults of the preceding war. Thus,
Fascism, as the tixpressiou of the
historic blind alley of Europe, wiis
at ihj same time the instrument
"f th<: destruction of iis ei-onomic
and cultural acquisitions
Let «s hope, however, that this

old continent still has sufficient
vital strength left to open up to
itself a different historical road,
l'rinkipo, June 2, 1033.

—L. TROTSKY.

Disarmament andWar-V.I. Lenin

Richard Rill

Comrade Richard Kail, an active
member of the Left Opposition ill

Kansas City, passed away Monday
August 2a. I'neumonia was the of-

ficial cause but the bosses speed-up
—the real murderer.
The auto plant where comrade

Kail had been working up to the
time of his illness had been driv-

ing its hired slaves from seventy
to eighty hours a week during the
mouths ot May, June and July. This
speed-up robbed comrade Kail of
all physical resistance to disease
and drove him a victim of capital-
ist exploitation, to death at the
early age of ^i).

Richard Kail had a rich proletar-
ian background. His father was a
militant battler In the early strug-
gles and free speecii fights of the
western workers. The Russian Rev-
olution opened the eyes of the elder
Hall to the need of political action.
This turn of events made a vivid
impression upon the then young
comrade, Richard Rail.

Comrade Kail came to Kansas
City two years ago and immediate-
ly took up the study of Marx En-
gels, Lenin and Trotsky. This
brought him to the conclusion that
the program of the Left Opposition
was the only one that would lead
the world proletariat to victory.

Up to the time of sickness, com-
rade Rail was the organizer of the
Kansas City branch of the Left
Opposition and the study class of
the Spartaeus youth Club which,
under his able tntillage grew from
twelve to twenty.

(Continued from last issue)

(This article was published by
comrade Lenin In October 1916, in

the Social-Democrat, the Bolshevik

publication issued in Geneva, Swit-

zerland during the war. It is of

especial importance now, when pre-

parations are being made for an
Anti-War Congress with the parti-

cipation of Barbusse and other

pacifists. It clearly states the rev-

olutionary line in the struggle

against war, and distinguishes it

from petty-bourgeois pacifism. To
read this document now enables

one to measure the distance which
separates the line ot Lenin and
that of Stalin, the "greatest disci-

ple of Lenin".—Ed.)
t • * •

The adherents of disarmament are
oppo ed to the point in the program
on the "arming of the people" for

this reason among others, that the
latter demand is supposed to lead

more easily to concessions to op-

portunism. We have already ex-

amined the most important part:
the relation of disarmament to the
class struggle and to the social rev-

olution. Now let us examine the
question of the relation of the de-

mand for disarmament to opportun-
ism. One of the most important
reasons why it is unacceptable is

precisely the fact that it, and the
illusions created hy it, inevitably
weaken and take all force from
our struggle against opportunism.
There is no doubt whatever

about the fact that this struggle
Is the most important question on
the agenda of the International. A
struggle against imperialism, which
is not indossolubly connected with
the struggle against opportunism,
is nothing but an empty phrase or
a swindle. One of the main defici-

encies of Zimmerwald and Kienthal,
one of the main reasons for a pos-
sible fiasco (failure, or collapse)
of these germs of the Third Inter-
national, lies precisely in the .fact

that the question of struggle against
opportunism was not even openly
posed, not to speak of a decision
ou this question in the sense of the
necessity of a break with the op-
portunists. -Within the European
movement opportunism has con-
quered—for the time being. In all

the larger countries two shades of
opportunism have been formed:
first, a nhonest, cynical and there-
fore less dangerous social-imperial-
ism, that of Messrs. Plekhanov,
tichefdemann, Legien, Albert Thom-
as, Sembat, Vandervelde, Hyndman,
etc. ; and second a concealed form,
of the Kautskyan type: Kautsky-
Haase and the "Social-Democratic
Co-operative Group" in Germany;
Longnet, Pressemane, Mayeras, etc.

in France, Ramsay MaeDonald an<
other leaders of the "Independen-
Labor Party" in England, Martov,
Tsclieidse, etc. in Russia, Treves
and other so-called "Left reform-
ists" in Italy.

The sincere form of oppo rt tinism
is frankly and openly opposed to!
the revolution, and to the beginning
revolutionary movements and out-
breaks, it is in open alliance with
its government, no matter what dif-
ferent forms this alliance may take,
ranking from participation in the

Imperialist War and Class

War are Sharply

Contrasted

In{fation Hits the American Working Class
When President Roosevelt was

granted the power to reduce the

gold content of the dollar by one

half and to inflate currency the

inter-relation of politics and econ-

omics' was clearly seen by the stim-

ulation this act gave to the in-

crease of the prices of commodities.

Neither of these measures have
been carried out, nevertheless, a
state cannot adopt such a far

reaching political measure, knowing
the experience of post-war Europe,
without expecting immediate effects

upon the economic system and upon
prices.

The commodities that the work-
ers buy iiave increased greatly in

price and average over 30 percent

in many cities. Many economists
deny this and inform us that in-

flation amounts to only about 1

liercent. One of the many tricks

they use is the method of taking

an average of about 300 commodi-
ties, the majority of which the
workers do not even buy once a

year. In this manner the capital-

ist spokesman try to cover up the

increase in prices of the daily con-

sumed commodities the workers
use.

Again ilie question of currency
inflation Is coming to the fore. This
time dinedtly in relaftitjn to thje

NRA. General Johnson correctly

informs the public that unless the

machinery for credit is organized

as fast as the codes are being sign-

ed the NRA will not function pro-

perly. Ttiis means increased credit

inflation now, to he followed by
currency inflation later. Within
the last few weeks the Federal
Reserve Board has been increasing

its purchases of government bonds.

This is also a form of credit In-

flation.

Tiie apologists of capitalism are
systematically propagandizing the
general public to the effect that

there is no inflation. This is true
only in the sense that the techni-

cal financial machinery of Inflation

has not been put into motion on

a broad scale. The cost of living,

however, has gone up rapidly and
consistently, and this is what the
worker means by inflation, because
this is how inflation Is expressed
In his every-day life. All lies that
have an element of truth, or a half
truth unexplained constitute the
best kind of capitalist propaganda.
Such is the case with the question
of inflation. When the capitalist

economists inform us that there

has been no inflation, meaning out-
right currency inflation, they are
correct. But the real problem only
begins where these writers leave
off.

Currency inflation is only one
form of inflation and not the best
as experience has proven. Cur-
rency inflation will only be resort-

ed to if the other forms and other
methods applied fail to bring the
desired results. Then we may be
forced with the problem of actual
devaluation of the dollar.

Credit inflation measures were
started under the Hoover adminis-
tration and have been increased
since. The effects, however, were
washed out hy the decline in world
prices. Neverthe lass, the policy of
the Hoover and later the Roosevelt
government, through the different
farm relief organisations, through
the It. F. C. and N. R. A., as well
as the banking and currency acts,

taken together all constitute meas-
ures in this direction.

The currency policy of the gov-
ernment is now following up its

farm relief and R. F. C, policy by
having the Federal Reserve increase
its purchases of government secur-
ities in the open market. Since this
leads to the replacing of Federal
Reserve notes, backed by a minimum
of 40 percent gold, by notes, backed
by what is called sound collateral,

this leads to a form of inflation.

The general result is that since
the Roosevelt government took of-

fice, there have been over a hun-
dred million dollars of the new
Federal Reserve Bank notes issued,
but this has been more than coun-
terbalanced by the heavy decrease
in the old Federal Reserve notes
outstanding. The further expendi-
ture of public funds under the re-

covery plan will stimulate the in-

flation of credit, started under the
Hoover administration.
On the foreign exchange markets

the dollar has declined 30 percent.
When Roosevelt issued his state-
ment to the London conference in-

structing the American delegation
not to participate in plans for cur-
rency stabilization, the policy of
"controlled inflation" took another
jump upward. The Immediate ef-

fects of the fall of the nation's
currency on the foreign exchanges
usually does not effect the domestic
prices to » graat degree. However,
In this case it did move prices
upward on the home market. On
the other hand, th« fact that Amer-

ica is the world's creditor nation

has a tendency to force the dollar

toward, par. But further measures
against this tendency have been
taken by the government.

Nevertheless, the government
measures that is : the conferring
of poorer to inflate currency, the
going off the gold standard, the
embargo on gold, the power to re-

duce the gold content of the dollar
by 50 percent, the public works
projects, the credit Infl-ation and
the fall of the dollar on the foreign
exchange by 30 percent, all this has
had the effect of causing prices to
rise rapidly. Senator Thomas, who
sponsored the Farm Adjustment
Act amendment, said in behalf of
his proposed inflationary measure:
"If the kind of inflation we are
having brings back the 11)26 price
level, then perhaps we may not
need to resort to physical inflation
of currency' '.Thus Senator Thomas
informs us that inflation exifeted

prior to tiie measures of the Roos-
evelt government. He is correct
and today prices have been increas-
ed.

The Frnzier Jelke and Company,
dealing with the effects of inflation

on stock market prices listing some
stocks from March the third to

June the nineteenth, finds that in
dollars industrial stock rose 78 per-

cent; rails SO percent and utilities

(Ki percent. This is the price ad-
vance in terms of dollars. From
the standpoint of the theoretiral
advance in terms of gold the rise in

price has been : industrial 45 per-
cent i rails 47 percent; and utilities

34 percent.

Hughes, ot the Consolidated Press
calculated that the advance due to

Inflation is between 41 and 40 per-

cent. Inflation changes and price
rise In the cost of living differ

from the stock prices. The trans-

fer of wealth fafam currency [to

commodities and stocks is the logi-

cal process ol inflation plus the tear
of currency Inflation.

America's gigantic economic sys-

tem, its creditor position, and its

tremendous gold supply gives this

group of imperialists a strong posi-

tion despite the path of inflation in

which, it is now traveling. Never-
theless, even these bulwarks are
no guarantees against the coming
storms.

—HUGO OEHLER.
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ministry up to participation in the

war committees of industry. The
concealed opportunists, the Kaut-
skyans, are more harmful and dan-

gerous to the labor movement, be-

cause they hide the defense of their

pacts with the government behind
tine-sounding and also "Marxist"
phrases and pacifist slogans. The
struggle against both these forms
of the prevailing opportunism must
be carried out in all fields ol pro-

letarian policy : parliamentary,
trade union, strikes, the army, etc.

But in what does the most im-
portant peculiarity consist, which
distinguishes both forms of the pre-

vailing opportunism?
It consists in the fact that the

concrete question of the connection

oi flte present war with the revolu

tion and other concrete questions
of the revolution are passed over
in silence, are veiled over or are
treated with reservations as to

police prohibitions. And this is

done—irrespective of the fact that,

before the war, unofficially on in-

numerable occasions and officially

in the Basle Manifesto the connec-
tion of, precisely this coming war
with the proletarian revolution was
pointed out.

The main defeet of the demand
for disarmament consists precisely
in the fact that in it all the con-
crete questions of the revolution
are evaded. Or arc the adherents
of disarmament in favor of an en-
tirely new kind of unarmed revolu-
tion?

IV.
We go on. We are in no way

opimscd to the struggle for reforms.
We do not want to ignore that dis-

mal possibility, that if the worst
comes to the worst, mankind will
live through yet another imperialist
war, if, irrespective of the numer-
ous outbreaks of the ferment among
the masses and their discontent
and irrespective of our efforts, the
revolution fails to develop out of
this- war. We are in favor of a
program of reforms, which is di-

rected against the opportunists
too. The opportunists would lie only
tao happy if we were to leave to
them alone the struggle for re-

forms, and betake ourselves to the
misty distances of some "disarma-
ment" in order to save ourselves
by ilisht from the sad reality.

"I Msarmament" is just that, a
flight from ugly reality, but abso-
lutely not a struggle against it.

A uropos: one of the main defici-
encies in the posing of the ques-
tion, for example of the defentse
of the fatherland, among certain
Left wingers, lies in the fact that
the answer is not concrete enough.
It is theoretically far more cor-
rect, and practically fur more im-
portant, to say that in the given
imperialist war the defense of the
fatherland is a bourgeois-reaction-
ary swindle instead of setting up
"general" theses against "every"
defense of the fatherland. This is
not correct, and also does not "hit"
the immediate enemies of the work-
ers within the workers' parties, the
opportunists.

In the question of the militia,
in working out a concrete and prac-
tically necessary answer, we should
have said, "We are not for a bour.
geois, but only for a proletarian
militia". And therefore "Not a
penny and not a man", not only'
for the standing army but also for
the bourgeois militia, even in such
countries as the United States or
Switzerland Norway, etc. And all
the more so, because even in the
freest republican countries (for in-
stance in Switzerland) we see the
Prussianidation of the militia, the
prostitution of the militia for the
purpose of mobilization against
strikers. We can demand: selection
of officers by the people, abolition
of all military law, equal rights for
foreign workers with the native-
born (this is an especially import-
ant point in such imperialist coun-
tries as Switzerland which exploit
foreign workers more and more
shamelessly and leave them with-
out rights) and moreover: the
right, let ns say, for each hundred
inhabitants of a given country to
create free associations for the
study of the art and science of war,
with free selection of instructors
and payment of the work of the in-
structors out of State funds, etc.
Only under such conditions could
the proletariat acauire the knowl-
edge of war for itself and not for
its slaveholders, and the interests
of the proletariat unquestionably
demand such knowledge. The Rus-
sian revolution has shown that'
every success, even if it is only a
partia; success, of the revolution-
ary movement, as for instance the
conquest of a certain city, of a
certain factory district, a certain
part of the army, will inevitably
force the victorious proletariat to
realize just such a program.

Finally, it is a self-understood
that one must not fight against
opportunism with programs alone,
but by inflexibly seeing to it that
they are carried out. The greatest
and most fatal error of the now
bankrupt Second International lay
in the fact that its deeds did not
correspond to its words, that the
habit of the conscienceless revolu-
tionary phrase was cultivated (see
the present relation of Kautsky and
his partners to the Basle Mani-
festo!. If we approach the demand
for disarmament from this point
of view, we must first of all raise
the question of its objective mean-
ing.

Disarmament as a social idea—
that la, as one whose origin is due

to a certain social situation and

which can have an influence on a

certain social milieu, and which

does not merely remain the caprice

of an individual or of a circle

—

has evidently arisen from the spe-

cial, unusualy "calm" conditions of

existence of a few small states,

which have stood aside from the

bloody road of the war for a fairly

long lime, and hope to continue to

remain on the side. In order to

be convinced of this, it is sufficient

to visualize the line of reasoning
of the Norwegian adherents of dis-

armament: ".We are a small coun-
try, we have a small army, we can
do nothing against the great powers
(and therefore they are powerless
lo resist being fort-ilily drawn into

an imperialist alliance with one
group or another of the great pow-
ers!), we want to continue in peace
in our little corner and carry ou
our little corner politics and de-

mand disarmament, compulsory
courts of arbitration, eternal neu-

trality, and the rest" ("eternal"

neutrality—like that of Belgium,
evidently?)

The petty effort of the small
states to remain on the side—the

petty-bourgeois wish to remain at
ail costs far from the great battles

of world history—and to use their

relatively monopolistic position to

remain in an ossified passivity

—

this is objectively the situation
which can obtain a certain success
and a certain circulation for the
Idea of disaiiuament in a few ^tnall

states. It is self-understood that
this effort is reactionary and rests

on illusions alone, since imperial-

ism is drawing the small states

after all. In one way or another,
Into the whirlpool of world economy
and world politics.

We caii illustrate this by the ex-

ample of Switzerland. The imper-
ialist situation prescribes for it,

objectively speaking, two directions

for the labor movement. The op-

portunists are trying to inake an
alliance with the bourgeoisie, to
make Switzerland a republican-
democratic monopoly federation, to

make money out o£ the tourists of

thei mperialistic bourgeoisie, and to

be able to use this "peaceful" mono-
poly position all the more profitably

and all the more quietly. In prac-
tice, this jKiicy of the alliance of
a small privileged layer of workers
•n a small country, itself in u pri-

vileged position, with the bourge-
oisie of its own country, is opposed
to the masses of the proletariat.

The genuine social-democrats of
Switzerland are trying to use tile

relative freedom of Switzerland,
its "international" position (as

neighbor to the countries of the
highest civilization), as well as the
circumstance that Switzerland,
thank God, docs not speak its

"own independent*' language but
three world languages for the broad-
ening, consolidation and strengthen-
ing of the revolutionary alliance of
the revolutionary elements of the
proletariat of all Hurope. "Let us
help our bourgeoisie to remain in

the monopoly position of dealing
in the quietest manner possible in

beauties of the Alps, for a iong time
to come

;
perhaps then a few pen-

nies will fall off tor us"—this is,

objectively speaking, the content of
the policy of the Swiss opportunists.

"Let us help the alliance of the
revolutionary proletariat among the
French, the Germans and the Ital-

ians to overthrow the bourgeoisie"
—that is the object-content of the
policy of the Swiss revolutionary
social -democrats. Unfortunately
this policy is stili only inadequately
carried through by the "Lefts" in

Switzerland, and the excellent and
the excellent decision of its party
congress in Aarau in 1015 .recogni-

tion of the revolutionary mass
struggle) for the time being still

remains on paper. But that is not
the question now.

The question which interests us
caujie posed in this way: Does the
demand for disarmament correspond
to the revolutionary direction among
the Swiss social-democrats, or not?
Obviously this is not the case. Ob-
jectively speaking, the "demand"
for disarmament corresponds to the
opportunistic, narrowly-national,
line of the tabor movement, limited
hy the horizon ot a small state.

Objectively speaking, "disarma-
ment" is the most national, the spe-

cifically national, program of the
smail states, and in no way an in-

ternational program of international
social-democracy.

—N. LENIN.

P. S. In the last issue of the
English magazine. The Socialist

Review (September lillti), the organ
of the opportunistic "Independent
Labour Party", we find on page 287
the resolution of the Newcastle Con-
ference ot this party—"refusal of
support to any conceivable war of
any conceivable government", even
if this war should "nominally" be
a defensive war. And on pagt 20$
we find in the editorial the follow-
ing statement, "We do not approve
the insurrection of the Sinn-Feinors
(the insurrection Ireland in 1910).
We do not approve of any armed in-

surrection altogether, just as we
do not approve of militarism and
war no matter what kind of form
it may take".

Is it still necessary to prove that
these ''anti-militarists", that such
adherents of disarmament, not In

small state, hut in a great power,
are the worst kind of opportunists?
And yet they are perfectly right in
theory, when they regard the arm-
ed insurrection as being also "one
of the forms" of militarism and
of war.

October 1916. —N. LENIN.
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Discussion on the German Defeat
(Continued from last issue)

'me article appearing below is

a second contribution u> the dis-

cussion on tue problems of the

German situation alter the vic-

tory ul fascism. Tue views ex-

pressed are those of the writer.

—fcd.

That the proletariat is the oliij

revolutionary cn.:=s in modem so-

ciety is due 10 llic fact that the

sumo lorcos that atomize all other

classes tend to consolidate- the

workers, making them cohere more

ami more, it is Lho only class in

society capable of revolutionary

organizauou. liut it cannot luiliil

its hjsionc mission witiioui Social-

ist ideology, fao long as Die prole-

tariat is not imoued with Socialist

tocology it remains a cliiss in it-

seli. lho workers cannot achieve

tla.ss consciousness spontaneously

or instinctively. 'lo quote Lenin,

it can only lie uiought to them

from witliout." And again, "Since

there cannot even be tulk ol the

working masses developing then-

own iuootogy independently during

the course of their movement- -the

question is to be posed only thus;

bourgeois or boeiahsl ideology".

There is no third. Oi course, mis
does not imply that the workers

do not participate in the formation

of Socialist ideology. But they par-

ticipate not as workers but as theor-

eticians of Socialism, only to the

extent to whielt they are able to

master the scientific knowledge of

their generation and are capable

of advancing it. Lenin expressed

his complete agreement with iyaut-

sky in condemning as absolutely

incorrect the opinion that "Special-

ist consciousness (i. e., class-con-

sciousness) is the inevitable and
direct result of the proletarian

class struggle." Socialism and the

class struggle spring up side by

side and not one from the other.

'limy spring from different pre- re-

quisites. Of course, Socialism as

a science I* rooted in the same
contemporary economic relations as

the class struggle oi the proletar-

iat. But Socialist consciousness

can arise only on the basis of pro-

found, scientific knowledge. And
the vehicle of science is not the

proletariat but the bourceois intel-

ligentsia. "Thus, Socialist con-

sciousness is something that is

brought from the outside (von
Ausseif Hlueingetragenes) into the

class struggle of the proletariat,

and not something elemental (ur-

wucchsig) that springs iroin it."

It is by means of the party,

and the party alone, that the pro-

letariat can be Organized politically

and transformed into a class for

itself; and it is by means of the

revolutionary parly that ihe pro-

letariat is instilled with Socialist

ideology. Thus the party opposes
itself to the state, in relation to

the proletariat, tlie class in itself,

in capitalist society, the party is

an objective force (von Aussen Hin-
eingeiragenos ) and Dot a subjective

force (urwueehsig).

Tlie task of the party, as Lenin
posed it, lies precisely ill diverting

the workers' movement from its

elemental channels—from its urge
to bourgeois ideology as a Class in

itsell—and attracting under the
wing of the party—imbuing it with
Socialist ideology as a class for it-

self. Once a party lias achieved
this task, the fate of the proletar-

iat becomes inextricably linked
with the fate of the party which
gains absolute control over the
allegiance of the workers. This
does not mean that the party hav-
ing once achieved its task cannot
degenerate and fail to fuliill its

historic role and thus betray the
proletariat. If the workers obey
the parly bMndly, it is only be-

cause they have been blindloldsd

by treacherous leadership; it is only
because the treachery of the lead-

ers has not been exposed to them.
To first blind the workers and then
to accuse them of their blindness is

to heap treachery upon treachery.

The bulk of the workers in Ger-
many have been attracted to the
partus that claim to bo the agenc-
ies of Socialist ideology. They
have been trained to believe that
the party of social democracy

—

originally a revolutionary party—
truly continued to represent their
class interests. ifence they obeyed
It. The Communist party of Ger-
many^ii Itraeted another section but
failed to gain over the social dem-
ocratic workers because Its own
policies were at the core as treach-
erous as those of social democracy,
dint therefore could not counter-act
or expose the perfidy of social dem-
ocratic leaders. The workers at-

tracted to the Communist parly
could not but obey the Stalinists.

Outside of these two parties, there
remained that section of the Ger-
man proletariat that was still im-
bued with bourgeois ideology and
those German workers therefore
could not identify their own inter-

ests with either the socialists or
the Stalinists. If they responded
at all elementally it was only to
gravitate into the camp of Fascism.

The German workers who were
Imbued with Socialist ideology
could not and would not act with-
out Iheir parties. Only a petty
bourgeois can pretend astonishment
at such "subservience or servility";

only knaves or fools could presume
that the' workers should have brok-
en on the fnstant with their tradi-

tions of decades and have acted
on "their own". The solidarity of
the workers Is no myth. They co-

here so solidly, In fact, that noth-
ing can prevent their being organ-
ized Internationa 11j

r as well as na-
tionally—but on one condition, and
one condition only, if an organiza-
tion exists capable of directing
them In their historic course. Alone
they cannot and will not find the
way. At all timjs and under all

conditions in capitalist society a

true revolutionary party is neces-

sary.

.No true revolutionary party ex-

isted in Germany. There, the lead-

ers usurped the authority of the

once revolutionary parties to cor-

rupt the ideology and decapitate

the working class. Not Hitler, hut

the Socialists and the Stalinists

paralyzed the workers. By their

silence or by their spoken order,

the proletariat of Germany was
mobilized not to oppose Fascism

until" the order to act would be

given. The order never came, and
now .Marxists are "amazed" who do
not know either what the proletar-

iat is and what it is capable of, or

what the party is uud what the

party may degenerate into. To re-

peat, the proletariat of Germany
was defeated by Fascism because

no true revolutionary party existed

in Germany. The betrayal of its

party reverted the proletariat back
into a condition of a class in itself.

As such it was heipolss in the face

of fascism. Unless this lesson la]

learned once for all the disaster

Unit threatens mankind will become
a reality.

Whether or not Fascism will

succeed in establishing itself in

the majority of industrial coun-
tries is a life and death question
tor all these countries. An epoch
of imperialist wars will inevitably

follow the Fascist victory. In ev-

ery country where the proletariat

remains a class in itself. Fascism 1

must win in conQict with the pro-!

lefariat.

Leaving all other considerations
aside for ihe moment, the prole-

!

tariat of no nation can fultill its

historic mission, defeat Fascism and
(

reorganize society, unless it is im-

bued with its international essence,

In other words, the proletariat can-

not become a tlass lor itself unless

the workers in each nation can

think and act in international terms.

The workers cannot so act- -

uuless a true intornational

party obtains. Kegardless of all

other forms of organization, if

mere be no such party, the, prole-

tariat will remain politically un-

organfzed, and either remain in or

revert to the demoralized condition

of a Ciass in iiseif and therefore

prove unable to wrest the power
irom the bourgeoisie no matter

what its strength, no matter what
the objective conjunction of events.

Fascism is the inevitable program
ol those who rule our desliens at

present. To their program, and to

the program of tue Socialists as

well as that of [he Stalinists, i. e.,

ihe omcial Communist l'arly) must
be counterposed the revolutionary

scientilic program—to win the de-

cisive majority of the working class

of America, sweeping along uehind

tlie true revolutionary party the

broadest masses of tlie population

in order to overthrow the bourgeois

state within the national boundar-

ies, and to lay the foundations lor

the socialist state as an integral

part of the perniament revolution

Ihe goal of which is the establish-

ment o£ a world-wide socialist so-

ciety. The necessary and only

means for achieving these aims is

the International revolutiouary mass
part -based upon the platform of

the Communist International of

Lenin and Trotsky.

This is the lesson of the German
experience.

—JOHN G. WKIGHT.

Workers Demand

Hands Off

Cuba

(L^llH^* ,
_,Ji li*e i)

U.S. PreparesAssault onEurope

(Continued from Pftge 1)

visory boards and of arbitration

will make the alliance complete.

.Nevertheless the promoters are not

at all overlooking its usefulness

also as a means of entirely outlaw-

ing working class rank and Jile re-

sistance. In all of this the rela-

tionship of the government to the
various component parts of national

economy fits and perforins its func-

tion to strengthen the hands of the

American bourgeoisie in the home
market. The executives of advanc-
ed capitalism and of the backward
labor movement, the presidents,

Itoosevelt and Green, jointly make
Iheir appeal to capital and labor.

On a vast scale the means of keep-
ing the working class in subjection
are being reinforced.

The -MiA as such, that is as far
as an actual recovery in the coun-
try is concerned, is about to face

its decisive test. But, judging by
surface manifestations, it would
appear that its most essential ob-

jects enumerated above, are well on
the way to being accomplished. In

this respect the KKA climaxes the

reorganization of American na-
tional economy in its present stage.

The offensive against Europe can
soon proceed full force. American
capitalism again proves itself as
Ihe most advanced of capitalisms

and the full effects of the latest

forward steps m>on its working
class should soon become visible. 1

Hut this question we leave until

a later point in our estimate.

The United States, as we already
know, is the world's principal man-
ufacturer, its principal commodity
warehouse and its principal bank-
er. The estimated wealth of the

I'nited States reaches above the
three hundred billion mark and by
far outdistances that of any other
nation. Its enormous annual capi-

tal accumulation since the war had
to seek new Melds of investments.
A heavy proprotiou thereof was ex-

ported lo other countries to be em-
ployed at a higher profit rate. It

became the means of promotion of

the exportation of goods and the
acquisition of super profits. The
total estimated amount of foreign
papers held in the United States,

including the items listed under in-

Ler-government—runs into $2S,O0O,-
WO.tKlO. Rut most characteristic of
the American intervention in Eur-
ope during this period, is the fact
that the loans advanced recorded
a change from its first form of loans
to governments for purposes of
stabilization to loans to industrial
enterprises. The latter are estim-
ated at about seven to eight bil-

lions. American imperialism thus
began to lay its hands on the na-
tional economy of the European
powers. Its general intervention,
had the objective of permitting Eur-
ope to rise again but within spe.
lifically defined limits, to assign to
its nations their specific but reduced
rations in world economy.

In the United States the annual
capita! accumplation has suffered
an enormous reduction during the
crisis. But the masters now anti-

cipate its rise at a vastly acceler-
ated rhythm. And for that the
NBA machinery of attempted re-

gulation of cfass relations is to
pn>i>are the ground at home for

more effective operations abroad.
Even bearing in mind the scope of
such operations in the past, we
should be prepared for the fact
that the campaign of American fin-

ance capital for the conquest of the
world market, will actually in its

real magnitude begin only tomor-
row.

For this offensive the principal
instrument is finance capital back-
ed up by a now more completely
organized monopoly, expressed in

greater centralization and concen-
tration of finance and Industry.
One of the initial means is likely

to be the advancing of additional
large scale loans and credits—in-

fluenced by political motives—as a

means of promoting the exportation

of commodities. But this, in gen-

eral, v*ill be backed up by the com-
mands of a power of & superior

national economy, and with that,

heavier political aud military pre-

pondereuce. It is not for the pur-

pose of creation of jobs that the

United States naval constructions

are now vastly speeded up.

The crushing defeat suffered by

the German working class signals

a much freer rein for the American
imperialist offensive. To the mas-

ters of Wall Street it signifies that

the danger of a further extension

of the Bolshevik revolution has
been allayed. They breathe easier.

Their responsibility, as the rulers

of the strongest world power, for

damming up against the extension

of October, has become enormously
lightened by the b«iikruptey of the

Stalinist International. They feel

that tliey can now afford to pro-

ceed more ruthlessly aud more
mercilessly against their competit-

ors in the world market. Their
consciousness of power, their con-

sequent unbridled expansion, will

know no bounds. It is their much
more complete world hegemony, as

a means of self-preservation, which
is at stake. It is the struggle for

the maintainance of capitalism as
the continued form of social rela-

tions. But the further advance will

also lay the foundation for much
more furioos contiicts within the
world arena. That, however, is

only one side of the problem. Sim-
ultaneously with this develops the
shifting of gravity of tlie revolu-
tionary center from Europe to Am-
erica. It is here in this country
that future revolutionary struggles

on a more gigantic scale than any-
thing hitherto experienced can ho
expected.

—AKNE SWABECK.

OUR COMRADES CRITICIZE
THE MILITANT

We have received some criticism

from comrades Ainsworth and Ham-
ilton on the article we published in

the Militant of August 12, entitled

"A Delegate Visits the Soviet Un-
ion". The essence of the criticism
of both comrades is that this arti-

cle gave emphasis to the conditions
of poverty prevailing. Comrade
Ainsworth, however, got the wrong
impression when he thinks the arti-

cle conveyed the idea that the popu-
lation lives worse than hoboes, that
it gives one the feeling that peo-
ple are dying like fleas in a frost

or that party officials, in spite of
their fixed maximum salary and
rigid party discipline, spend their
time wining and dining with for-

eigners in the best hotels, etc.

This of course, is a very much ex-
aggerated impression of the article
in question.

Comrade Hamilton states his
criticism in regard to what would
happen to a casual reader who per-
uses this issue and, without becom-
ing acquainted with our general
analysis, and gets a bad impression
from the article in question. It is

true that this article did not at-
tempt to give an analysis. The de-
legate merely conveyed his direct
impressions. In the full sense of
the word these are penned by a
supporter of the Soviet. But that
in no way could release him from
the obligation of describing condi-
tions as he found them. Even
though that conveys a bad pieture
the truth must be told. And there
need be no doubt that the story
was one true to actual facts.

—The Militant.

of Jiorgan thai their loans and the

magnmcont interest rates have

nothing to fear from the revolution-

ary junta. At the same time it is

a puiaolo attempt on the part ot

lliosc near-sighted revolutionists to

stave, oil! intervention.

Bui as great as is their awe of

the imperialist bourgeoisie still

greater is their fear oi "nols" and
bioouslicd '

; that is to say, to

translate ihese phrases into the

language ot the- class struggle, of

ihe proletariat, of civil war to oust

ihe imperialisis and Hie native

bourgeoisie. Between these two
giants the petty bourgeois junta is

taugiit as in the. jaws of a vise and
is ooomed to cany extinction.

Already on tlie third day of its

existence it has begun to retreat

oeiore the revolutionary ascent of

toe masses of the proletariat and

even recoils before its own support-

ers. An Associated l'ress dispatch

of September 7 says that the Junta

nas secretly resolved to disarm all

civilians and began to try to re-

store to their former positions of-

licer ousted Monday night and.

Tuesday." So cowardice breeds

treachery

!

That is the road which the Junta

is travelling. But that is not the

road of the proletariat. Slow to

move in the present overturn, it

is now raisin;; its voice. Its de-

mands are, as yet, essentially dem-
ocratic and not incompatible with

the existence of capitalist society.

But there are signs that the work-

ers will not stop with demands for

higher wages ami better conditions.

Already in the interior they have
seized sugar plantation* to force

the owners to comply with

rhcir demands. A majority of the

plantations seized are owned by

American interests, who own sixty

percent of the plantations in Cuba.

The lives of American executives

are being threatened by the work-

ers.

Thus the struggle for better con-

ditions and higher wages leads to

the struggle against American im-

perialism. Anti-imperialist senti-

ments are deeply rooted in the pro-

letariat and in the entire nation,

Will the proletariat rise to give

leadership to the a nti-imperialist

struggle? That is the question

that the next weeks will decide.

But the workers of Cuba cannot

by themselves defeat the imperial-

ist intervention. The economy and
politics of Cuba are inextricably

intertwined with the economy and
politics of the United States. The
same capitalists oppress the worker
masses of both countries. The fate

of the proletariats of both coun-

tries are inseparably connected. The
struggle against American imper-
ialism is a fight against the oppres-

sors here at home.
The workers of the United States

must ^ome to the support of their
Cuban brothers. That is the first

!>oint on the agenda of the Ameri-
can working class today—a demon-
stration of the solidarity of the Am-
erican proletariat with the strug-
gles of tiie Cuban workers for bet-

ter conditions Jtnd higher wages
against the Cuban bourgeoisie and
Ihe American imperialists.

Green and Woll, Duoinsky and
llillman will not organize the
movement. They are bound to the
imperialist state by their position
in the labor movement and through
the NRA. It is not their job to stir

the masses to action and organize
the; movement of protest and soli-

darity.

The Communist movement must
lake the initiative in building the
movement. It must approach every
working class organizations of
whatever political shade or trade
union philosophy with the proposal
for a united fight against the in-

tervention of the United States in

Cuba, in solidarity with the Cuban
masses, —$.

When the National Recovery Ad-
ministration, Including its Labor
Advisory Board, headed by Green
and1 Lewis, agreed to the veiled
open shop clause in the automobile
code they started something. The
coal barons and other industrial
magnates are now Insisting on the
same privilege.

TERZANI OUT ON BAIL
Afhos Terzani, young anti-Fasc-

ist worker accused o£ killing his

comrade, Anthony Fierro, in a fight

which broke up a meeting of the
Fascist Khaki Shirts of America in

Astoria on July 14, was released
on bail Wednesday afternoon, after
spending 47 days in the Queens
County jail in Long Island City,
lie was given a rousing reception
by many friends in the office of
the united-front Terzani Defense
Committee at 94 Fifth Avenue.

In * public statement issued im-
mediately after his release, Terzani
said : "My case is to be handled
solely by the Terzani Defense Com-
mittee and its attorneys, and all

money contributed for my defense
should be sent to Herbert Mahl«r,
treasurer of the Committee."
Arthur Garfield Hays, general

counsel for the American Civil Lib-
erties Union, has agreed to act as
one of the trial lawyers and it

is expected that Clarence Darrow,
veteran Chicago attorney, also will
take part in defending Terzani.
Darrow and Hays won an acquittal
for Calgero Greeo and Donato Car-
illo, likewise anti-Fasclsts, charged
with murder here in 1&27.

Radek's Visit to Polish Dictator
The new orientation of Soviet

foreign policy which is expressed

in the various non-aggression pacts

and in the definition of the '"ag-

gressor" clause with France and

her vassals has brought about a

series of "amity acts" between the

l'ilsudski dictatorship (-Faithful

guardian of Western Civilization"-

—

says Maitre Paul Boncour) and the

Stalinist bureaucracy.
After the pacts of rapprochement

signed under the high patronage of

the Qua! D'Orsay comes a string of

visits and return-visits of repre-

sentatives oi so-called public opin-

ion, receptions to military authori-

ties, exchanges of favors and com-

pliments, etc

The most significant of these lat-

ter was the visit of the one-time

great revolutionist Karl Itadek, who
in his capacity as editor of the

big Soviet Daily, the Iivestia, went
to I'oland on the invitation of War-
saw's official organ, the Polska

Gazetst and ot the Polish govern-

ment.

This visit, which followed the

"successes" of Litvinoff, was play-

ed up by the Stalinist press (see

L'Humanite) as evidence of a

change of relations of forces in the

international arena to the advan-

tage of the working class and. the

Soviet Union.

Let us first recall the exploits ot

the famous renegade. Greeted by
the whole reactionary press which
for several weeks did not cease
publishing photos of the honorable

editor as well as his declarations,

received by Miedzinski, the confi-

dential advisor of the butcher Pil-

sudski, and the director of Polska
Gazeta, received by the municipal
and governmental authorities; Ka-

dek, the Polish Communist, the

friend of ltosa Luxemburg (it was
he, by tiie way, who represented

the Polish social democracy at the

Zimmerwald and Kieulhal Confer-

ences of 1915 and 191(3) passed

through the length and width of

Poland, visiled the major industrial

centers and even spent a day with

his mother at his native Taruow.
He held a most remarkable speech

at Gdynia, the Polish war port con-

structed with French capital for

competition with Danzig and ac-

cording to Stalinist writings (which,

il is true, date back a year or two),

lor the preparation of the anti-

Soviet war!
Itadek ailixed his signature to the

Golden Book of the town, greeted

tii,' Poli>h work, lauded the Polish

men o'war anu remarked philoso-

phically that the -'seas unify" i As
tan je seen, his language was very

correct and the Pilsudski censor-

ship did not have any causo to in-

tervene.

Nor did the Polish .Stalinist party

cause the llirt and his flirtation

any discomfiture. It did not or-

ganize any demonstrations to greet

the representative of the proletar-

iat. .He had already been greeted
by the government.

The Stalinists, who ia their press

did not breathe a word about the
declarations of Itadek which were
published by the whole bourgeois
press (they distinguished themselTes
merely by a campaign against the
voyage of the "counter-revolution-

ary" Trotsky) and who want to hide
his declarations from the eyes of

the international proletariat—es-
pecially from the eyes of the

Polish workers—will probably tell

us that all this does not count for

Stalinists and Saar Referendum

(Continued from Paee 1)

Grover Whalen, one time Com-
missioner of Police of the City of

New York and outstanding red1

baiter, Is now trying his hands at

protecting the blue eagle insignia.

He surely has his hands full with

many strikes In progress In the

city and new strike threats popping

almost daily.

of autonomy—which is absolutely

correct—-a slogan that will not fail

to have an effect on broad sections

of tlie petty bourgeoisie, as well as

on the workers.

And the Communists? The Stalin-

ist leadership of the Comintern has

issued the slogan "Back, to Ger-

many"! The argumentalion for this

outrageous position of the C. P. of

the Saar are as follows;

First of all, by 1935 Hitler will

long ago have been thrown out of

the government ( !). In all proba-

bility there will by that time be a

Soviet Germany ( !). But aven if

Germany should still be Fascist,

then there is ali the more reason

lor the workers to return to the

Keich in order to strengthen the

revolutionary work for the down-

fall of Fascism. KenUnicjits of

separatism should not be aroused

in the workers and in the middle

layers of the population sympath-

etic to them.

This argumentation was present-

ed to the present writer by an au-

thoritative political leader of the

C. P. of the Saar as authentic. That

this is actually so may be gather-

ed from the party press. Only a

few weeks ago, at Ihe beginning of

August, L'Humanite (the organ of

the Ifrench Stalinists) carried an

article representing the same point

of view.

The whole motivation is of course

un-Marxist, hypocritical and ridicul-

ous. The truth is that under no
circumstances do these gentlemen
want to be less nationalistic than

the Nazis, regardless of the price

they will have to pay. There may
be people who believe that by ISXiS

Fascism will be replaced by the
proletarian dictatorship. The in-

capable bureaucracy nurtures this

belief, which helps it to substitute

for lack of perspective with an un-.

duly great optimism. By doing so

It is following in tlie footsteps of.

the Comintern, whose German re-j

presentative, the frightfully lament-!

able Heckert, broadcasts insults on
the Moscow radio agaiust all those
"capitulators" and "defeatists" who
do not believe in the Red October

j

of 1933. The representatives of]

the C. P. G. have always been Marx-
'

ists of that type which never hit

upon the thought that a revolution

'

is the concern of the class, but
rather waited for someone else to

start things rolling. On that fam-
ous July '20 it was to be the S. P. G. i

and today—-the dissatisfied proletar-
1

ian of the S. A. (the Brown Shirt
Storm Troops). Theso '"leaders"

j

did not want to realize that their

party was the one whose task it

was to lead the masses to struggle.

That idea was reserved only for

leading editorials in the Bote Fahne,
In practice they merely had their

hands full searching for "devia-
tions".

The hope for a swift fall of Fasc-
ism betrays a complete lack of
the class point of view. That is

all. But the suggestion that tlie

Saar workers voluntarily turn them-
selves over to the Fascist prisons

—

that is nothing short of criminal.

Every single day workers ere
murdered, shot, beheaded and
hanged, tortured by the tens of
thousands and imprisoned under in-

human conditions in Germany. Ev-
ery distributor of a leaflet is

threatened with death. Fascist Ger-
many is one big prison, a ghastly
turture chamber for the revolution-

ary proletariat. And it is into this

frightful dungeon that people who
still cali themselves Communists
(what a shame!) want to deliver

the workers of the Saar. A party
on whose flag the idea of Interna-
tionalism should occupy the fore-

most place, which still today speaks

in the name of Lenin, Liebknecht

aud Luxemburg has sunk so low

that in order to gain the praise of

the bourgeoisie for its staunch na'

tional character, it is ready to send

a whole section of a working class

right through hell. Such a party

rightfully belongs on the garbage
heap of history.

The slogan for the Saar workers
can qjily call for autonomy. It is

of no consequence to the working
class if the bourgeoisie calls this

separatism. Its interests are de-

cided by nothing else but the actual

facts. It must defend its life and
its properly in the Saar from mur-
derers and thieves. That is the

task facing it.

At the time of the last elections

in the Saar (July 1933), when Ihe

Communists were praised by the
Voelkisclier Beobacliter and the

Angriff for their position in the
question of the referendum, that
should have opened the eyes of the

last worker and decided him, in the

interests of his class, not to vote
for the slogans of the C. P. It is

never good to be praised by the
class enemy.

The Left Opposition must take

up the struggle with all the neces-
sary energy and clarity against the
criminal policy of the C. P. in the
Saar. The L. O. hears a heavy re-

simnsibility before history as the
consistent Marxist leadership of the
new German workers' party. We
must aid the Saar workers with
all our might, before it is too late,

before they are delivered into a sea
of blood and tears by characterless
degenerates. —J. (PABIS).

much. That is a matter of diplom-

acy and Communists, members
of the parly, who have other things

to do and are not diplomals, can-

not bother with diplomacy. .Soviet

diplomacy is one thing and the pro

letarian struggle is another tiling,

and "the i'rotskyists for tlie pur-

poses of their counter-revolutionary

work, want lo mix up the two".

Diplomacy'; Yes, we realize the

need of it as long as the Soviet

state is surrounded by a host of

bourgeois states with whom it is

forced to maintain relations. But
proletarian diplomacy slioukl tatie

into account tlie opinion of the in-

ternational proletariat and its fun-

damental interests. In order to

please the bourgeois diplomats mid

to conciliate with them it U not at

all correct to compromise the au-

thority of tlie proletarian state in

the eyes of the international prole-

tariat.

Let anyone show us an example
of similar declarations m the timi-

when Lenin, was alive! Lenin also

understood the necessity of diplom-

acy aud even of concessions to be

made to it. But you will lind no

such example. The Stalinists sim-

ply don't worry much over the opin-

ion of the international proletariat.

They think they can always plac-

ate it with a few radical phrases.

What counts for everything with

them is good relations with the

capitalist states who will permit

them to build "socialism in one

country".

But even Kadek's exploits were

far surpassed by another Soviet

diplomat, another Polish Communist
also: Hanecki. Ilanecki, as repre-

sentative of the Soviet government,

that is to say, of Stalin, in the

course of an official audience trans-

mitted to Pilsudski the documents
of the Cv.arist police concerning his

once revolutionary past in the

struggle for the independence of

Poland

!

When Benito Mussolini sends his

Polish imitator his photo or when
the infallible Pope Pius XI sends

a cross to Pilsudski in apprecia-

tion of services rendered to civili-

zation—that is quite natural. But
when the representative of the So-

viets thus renders homage to the

butcher of the Polish iieople, that

is something that is likely to ap-

pear strange to honest Communists,
even those who believe in the gen-
eral line! That this act was car-

ried out by a man with such a
grand revolutionary past as Hnn-
eckl's, that is bound to be painful

for some, but it only aggravates the
odious character of the whole thing.

It must also be underscored that

such an act is in no way necessit

ated by any economic aud political

need.

Before the worker and iieasatit

masses of Poland, lighting against

the bloody dictatorshiy, this act sig-

nifies nothing less than the rebabili

tatlon of Pilsulski by the Stalinist

bureaucracy as an old revolution-

ary and a present friend of the
Soviet Union.
The actions following close on

the heels of the German capitula-

tion show how great a part of Die

road to degeneration the bureau-
cracy of Stalin has already left, be-

hind it. They only counteract the
heroic struggle of the Polish work-
ers and peasants and reinforce (he
class enemy.
The ideas for which Uadek and

Haneckt once fought will have to

be and will be defended by tlie

Polish Marxists against Stalinist

revisionism. —ROGEB.

The German Communist Trial

(Continued from Page 1)

If this will not perceptibly iuiiu-|

eiiee the fate of the accused, it will

at least, help to make the nature
of the frame-up clear to the world.

Among class conscious workers
there need be no doubt that this

trial Is the culmination of an out-

right frame-up. Much substantiat-

ing evidence is already at hand.
Most outstanding is the secret mem-
orandum worked out by the German
Nationalist, Oberfohren. It gives

a detailed description of the vari-

ous links in the chain of events.
First it describes the entering of

the brown shirted incendiaries
through the subterranean passage
which leads from the residence of
the lieichstag President, Goering,
to the Reichstag building and which
is the only secret avenue of entry
to the building. The incendiaries,

having done their job, returned to

the Goering residence leaving behind
them the dupe, Van der Lubbe, who,
astounding as it may seem, went
to work at the tiring with his Dutch
passport and a Communist party
membership book in his pocket

!

The clumsy forgery made by the
Nazis in supplying him with a
passport is already well known to

the world. It was made in Ger-
many with his name spelled with
a letter that does not exist in the
Dutch alphabet. Since then it has
also been proved that for the last

couple of years he has not been a
member of any Communist party,
but a member of the Nazi party.

Oberfohren was one of the Ger-
man nationalists who had opposed
the coalition with the Fascists. His
secret memorandum coming to the
attention of the Nazi led to raids
upon his home and confiscation of
sll material In sight. On May T
he was found dead at his home in

Kiel, a revolver with an empty
magazine at his side—"a suicide"!

A month later another dangerous
witness, the engineer George Bell,

who was simultaneously an accom-
plice, had been put out of the way
under still more dramatic circum-
stances. George Bell had been la

charge of the Nazi, illegal, foreign

division, lie flrst came lo inter-

national notice in connection with

the Chervonetz forgery trial in

Berlin, m TJ30. (The notorious
Drusxelovsky central in Berlin,
produced in VJ24, the forged Zin-
oviev letter, in 1925, tlie forged
documents about the blowing up of
the Sofia cathedral, aud wound up
by establishing a factory for the
torgiug of ChervouetK which was ex-
posed in the l'J30 trial. During
the forgery trial George Belt was
expo_sed as an agent of the British
oil king, Deterding, within the
forgery central, Bell was in tiie

Keichstag building on Feb. 117 and
was the Hrst to bring information
to British reiiorters about the lire.

But he became a dangerous accom-
plice. So, when German soil be-
came too hot under his feet, he
tied to Kufstein, Austria where he
was murdered by a pursuing Nazi
gang on April 5.

All. the details of this provoca-
tive frame-up are not yet uncover-
ed. But there need not be the
slightest doubt that the whole chain
of events will be laid bare aud ex-
pose the provocation for what it is.

Meanwhile the lives of the accused
Communists are in danger. The
Nazi terror still demands its toll.

It can be defeated only by an effec-
tive mass protest of the downtrod-
den and all the enemies of Fascism.
The working class of the world
must not lose one minute in letting
its powerful protest be heard.
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The Trade Union <twcsti»n

The LeftWinsNccds a New
Policyanda NewLeadership
The American workers, stirring

again on the trad*.' union Held after

a long passivity and controntiug a

fornuaaDle anil well organized class

miemy, need their own plan o£ bat-

tle.' The class en«my has organiza-

tion ami a plan. That, in essence,

is what tlio NKA really is. In the

unified and comprehensive program
of American lmperialism against

the world the i\UA ia that section

of the program aimed against the

enemy at home, ihe American work-

ing class. Tne strike movement of

the workers, on the other hand, has

been elemental and spontaneous,

ladling a conscious direction.

Who will assist the workers to

formulate their own battle plan in

their own interests? Certainly not

the present leaders of the A. F. Of-

L. and kindred labor organisations.

These in reality belong to the capi-

talist board 01 strategy. In the

machinery of the NUA they are Ail-

ing ol perfection their long ostab-

iisned role ol labor lieutenants o|

the capitalist class. A plan and
program lor the workers ia the

trade unions, by means ol which
their struggle could be organized
and directed on a national scale,

can come only Irom the Left wing,

that is, from the class conscious
section of the movement.

But in the present situation which
has witnessed the beginning of a
collosal wave of strike struggles,

the Lett wing failed completely in

its function. The new events which
should have been foreseen and anti-

cipated iound it unprepared and
impotent. The domination of Stal-

inism deprived the Left wing of thu
possibility ui inliuencing the new
movement of the masses and of

drawing new life and strength
from it. The dogmatic program
which had been imposed upon it

was refuted in life. The leadership
of bureaucratic usurpers showed
UselL to be bankrupt and helpless.

The necessary conclusions from
these happenings must be drawn
without delay. The problem of re-

establishing the Left wing, correct-

ing its program and renovating its

leadership is tbe most immediate
and burning problem of the labor
movement.

There is a new situation in the
labor movement which the Left
wing must take as the point of de-
parture. The wave of strike strug-
gles did not fall form the skies,
nor were lioosevelt and the labor
fakers the creators of it. The fear-
ful sufferings inflicted on the mass-
es during three and onehalf crisis
years ; the starvation rations of the
unemployed, the multiplied wage
cuts and unprecedented speedup
which goaded the employed workers
to desperation—these were the real
authors of the present strike move-
ment. The workers' resentment and
dissatisfaction was due for an ex-
plosion and it was reasonable to
assume that it would coincide with
the lirst signs of an economic up-
turn.

This was foreseen by the most
perspicacious representatives of
capitalism. The NKA was devised
as a means of coordinating the ef-

forts of (he employers and their
labor lieutenants with the Govern-
ment in a single scheme to arrest
this movement in its first stages
and to keep it within safe bounds.
It is possible that the inauguration
of the NRA precipitated the strike
movement. But at bottom it was
caused by the discontent of the
workers with their unbearable
conditions and their aspirations to
improve them at the lirst opportun-
ity.

These causes will remain and will
evoke increasing powerful move-
ments of the masses after the bally-
hoo of the Boosevelt program has
spent itself, leaving conditions sub-
stantially unchanged except insofar
us they are improved by organized
struggle. Bitter experience will
work rapidly and mightily to frea
the workers from their present Il-

lusions about the purposes of the
NRA. The capitalists will not vol-
untarily improve the lot of the
slaves under the beneficent influ-
ence of the Blue Eagle. The work-
ers will gain nothing they do not
fight for. The labor agents of im-
perialism will not become leaders
and organizers of militant strug-
gles, but on the contrary will do
all they can, now and in the future
as in the past, to sabotage and
defeat them.

Tbe Left wing cannot depart for
a moment from these self-evident
A. B. C. propositions. What has
been happening in the way of work-
ing class activity in the recent
months is only an anticipation of
things to come. It is possible of
course, and even probable, that the
NRA swindle will succeed in har-
nessing the new movement for a
time. The illusions of the masses
are very great. But the higher the
hopes the more certain the disap-
pointment and the expression of
this diasppointment in more reso-
lute and determined class action.
The first magnificent upsurge of
the workers is, after all, only a
tentative beginning, a preliminary

and solidarity. It is implicit with

the certainty of another movement,

deeper, wider and more militant.

The Left wing must base itself

on this perspective and be ready

for it. That means to begin now to

reform its ranks and begin to as-

sert its influence in tbe mass move-

ment. Can this be done on the

basis of the trade union policy of

Stalinism? No, that is aosolutely

impossible. Those who try it will

be deprived of all influence. On
this question the decision has al-

ready been rendered by the actual

developments in the labor move-

ment. The trade union Left wing

which eventually rises to the mag-

nitude of the new tasks, coordin-

ates the militant forces on a na-

tional scale and organizes the real

struggle against the capitalists and

the labor fakers will consist of

those who make a complete break

with the bankrupt and discredited

trade union policy of Stalinism.

The tactical line which the Left

wing must take is clearly marked

out by the actual course of the

movement, and no arbitrary scheme

which contradicts this course is

worth a cent. The Left wing must

put itself in line with the main
trend of the workers, assist and en-

courage their impulse for organi-

nation and become itself a force

Lo bring the workers into the un-

ions—into the real unions, not the

paper unions. And the Left wing

must go with them and organize the

tight inside the unions against the

capitalist agents in the ranks.

The Left wing—that is, the real

Left wing which remains true to

principle and to the interests of the

workers—will enter the mass un-

ions and urge other workers to do

likewise without any illusions about

the reactionary leaders and without

the least A. F. of L. fetishism. Com-
munists do not make a fetish of any

trade union organization form. In

the future, as in the past, a rise

of militancy in the unions will be

apt to bring wholesale expulsions

and splits. It is Quite likely that

many of the greatest battles will

have to be waged independently, as

"outlaw" organizations. The re-

surgent Left wing—again, the real

Left wing, not sycophants and trait-

ors masquerading as such—will re-

main with the masses under such
conditions and not flinch from the

formation of independent mass or-

giinixations. That, however, is a

prospect of the future than a pre-

sent problem. We will keep it in

mind and let no labor fakers' cry

Program and Perspectives for

the Cuban Proletariat

The revolutionary events in Cuba
have reached a decisive stage. The
activity of the masses of workers,

industrial and agricultural, has

forced its way to the forefront of

tbe struggle. The organization of

their forces to fight for their det

mands and to mobilize the masses

lo resist U. S. intervention now re-

quires the setting up of their own
organs of struggle. The formation

of Soviets for the defense of Cuba's

freedom is the imperative need of

tbe day.

American intervention already

exists, even though no shots have

as yet been fired from tbe thirty

warships concentrated in Cuban
waters. By its economic might,

supplemented by this fleet, the Am-
erican imperialists are exerting a

powerful pressure. In face of these

conditions it is inconceivable that

the cowardly San Martin govern-

ment can exist very long on its

present makeshift basis. It repre-

sents the petty bourgeois interests

and is incapable of realizing the

aims of the people who hate foreign

imperialism, to say nothing of the

aims of the proletariat. It is oscil-

lating under pressure from two

I
directions—from the masses surg-

ing forward, and from the United

States. Its alternatives are com-

plete collapse or capitulation to

Wall Street. It cannot be conceiv-

ed of as the; leader of the fight to

the end against imperialist inter-

vention.

Cuba is now the most vulnerable

point in the struggle of the United

States for complete hegemony of

Shu Latin American market. Only

(Continued on page 4)

make-shift government, far more
afraid of the Cuban masses than of
American imperialism is even try-

ing to sidetrack the calling of the
Consistuent Assembly. The work-
ers must demand its convocation
and raise their demands there. The
abrogation of the Piatt amendment
and the unconditional independence
of Cuba and the nationalization of
the industrial enterprises and
plantations with workers' control
stand in forefront of the demands.
Host of these enterprises are own-
ed by American imperialists and
the advancing of these demands
will serve to make clearer the dis-

tinction of their interests from
those of the Cuban people and to

develop the irreconcilability of the

(Continued on Page 4)

Paterson Strike Ties Up
Silk and Dye Industries

The Militant Workers Recosnize Fallacy of the Stalinist Paper Unions

PATEKSON, N. J.

The strongest sector of the na-

tion-wide strike of silk workers, its

Paterson division of more than

23,000 men holds firm. The tie-up

in this city has closed every shop,

the looms are idle and the workers
have responded 100 percent solid to

the strike call.

Striking against the intolerable

conditions forced upon them by the

vicious wage-slashing of the four
years of the crisis the producers of

silk are determined' to take no pro-

mises from the NRA and by struggle

to jack up their wages from the only by the heroic battle of 1913.

miserable $13 average to a $36 min-

imum, to bring down the hours from
the slave working day of 11 and 12

hours prior to the strike to a 30

hour week.
Paterson is in the grip of the

strike. Men and women, of all na-

tionalities, young and old, those

who have never known the meaning
of union organizations and veterans

of class straggle, are banding side

by side on the picket lines, in huge,

enthusiastic strike meetings display-

ing a spirit of militancy equalled

NewForcesforLeftOppositioai
New forees are coming forward

to the support of the International
Left Opposition. Three important
European revolutionary groups ad-

hered to our views contained in a
declaration submitted to the confer-

ence of Left Socialist parties re-

cently held in Paris.

The Revolutionary Socialist Party
of Holland, ted by the well known
militant, Sneevliet, whose record
dates back many years in the Com-
munist and revolutionary movement
and who recently served time in

Left Socialists Meet -- Two Steps

Forward, One Step Backward

The international conference of rtiptcy of the Second and Third In-

Left Socialist parties and independ-

ent Communist orgauizations, held

in Paris, August 27-28, adjourned
without being able to define a fu-

ture common course .That was to

be expected. The reason for it i»

the wide divergence of views re-

presented, ranging from an inter-

national Communist position to

that of outright reformism. Hence
tne main resolution adopted speaks

vaguely of retrieving the interna-

tional unity of the working class

on b. revolutionary Socialist basis.

Nevertheless distinct progress can
be recorded from this conference by
virtue of the fact that the begin-

nings of a firm international rev-

olutionary kernel emerged. Three
important groups, the Revolution-

ary Socialist Party of Holland, the

S. A. P. of Germany and the inde-

pendent Socialist Party of Holland
definitely committed themselves to

the position taken by the Interna-

tiona! Left Opposition.

Represented in the conference

were the following parties and
groups: (1) the Independent Labor
Party of England; (2) the Socialist

Labor Party of Germany (S. A. P.)

(3) the Revolutionary Socialist

Party of Holland; (4) the Inde-

pendent Socialist Tarty or Holland

;

(5) the Swedish Communist Party
(Kilbom Brandlerites)

; (6) the
Norwegian Labor ^Party; (7) the

Italian Maximalists; (8) the

Spanish Communist Federation
(Workers and Peasants Bloc) ; the
Independent Polish Socialist Party
(represented by proxy by a member
of the I. L. P. delegation); (10)

ternationals and proposed' an orien-

tation for new national parties and

a new International. As already

mentioned the representatives of

the Revolutionary Socialist Party

of Holland, the S. A. P. of Germany
and the Independent Socialist Party

of Holland adhered to and' signed

this declaration.

On the opposite side were the de-

legates from the Party of Proletar-

ian Unity of France and the Nor-

wegian Labor Party. They took

the position that the strength of

the proletariat will be realized

through the unity of the organiza-

tions.. By that the? meant the un-

ity of Communist and Social Dem-

za±-

N.y. Embroidery

Workers Gain

connection with the mutinies in the
the tear of serious repercussions '" Dutch navy, has already definitely
ihe South, which would also give

an advantage to other imperialist

competitors, explains the tact that

the United States intervention has

not yet taken the open form of

i roup landings and aimed attack.

But let no one be deceived by the

diplomatic maneuvers. The Wall

Street magnates will readily stake

the life of every American marine

to ugaintain their more than a bil-

lion dollars worth of property in

Cuba and continue their frightful

exploitation of the Cuban toilers.

Is there any possibility for the

Cuban masses to make an end to.

this scourge under the leadership of

the present makeshift government?
Obviously not. The Cuban workers
themselves, in fraternization with

the soldiers, have already indicated

the road to be pursued. They have
lormed Joint Committees, (Comites

Conjuntos) which are nothing less

than a spontaneous striving to

build up their Soviets. The present

entered the ranks of the Left Op- tion. From the disastrous defeats

N«w_ York, N. Y.—Following im-

mediately on the heels of the great

dress strike, 3,000 workers of the

Bonnaz Embroidery stitchers and
pleaters Union of the ILGWU, Lo-

cal ti(i walked out on general strike

m responding one hundred percent

Lo the call of the union.

This tremendous response to the

strike call, coupled with all the

power and militancy displayed by

the strikers, from the very first mo-
ment brought the bosses association

to its knees almost immediately,

and make possible a settlement of

the strike in only a few days.

The union also pulled out on
strike certain sections of the in-

dustry which were never organized

before, such as the stampers, pin-

ners, finishers, spoolers and pleat-

ing machine feeders. It gained for

them a small increase in salary and
reduced their working hours from
48 and 52 hours to 35 hours per

week. By taking these workers
into its ranks the union lias to an
extent cast aside the ideas of craft

unionism to which it has clung
tenaciously in the past period. But
the union mnst stop all practice of

entering into close alliances with
the bosses who wisely were deter

mined to keep these workers
from organizing and acting ef-

fectively through their unions. The
other crafts although not getting

any increase in wages also had
their hours reduced from 42 to 35
hours per week.

The first reaction of the workers
to the agreement reached was de-

finitely against it beacuse it failed

to increase the pay. The Love-
stoneite representative on the
strike, committee displayed the usu-

iatives of the Roumanian party, of

the Left Social Revolutionists and
of the Maximalists, the latter, how-
ever, declaring themselves against

unification of the two Internation-

als.

In between these two tendencies

the British I. L. P. found a position.

While its representatives criticized

both internationals they expressed
hope in possibilities for the reform
of the Comintern. Somewhat sim-

ilar was the attitude of the Swedish
Kilbom party which found itself in

agreement with the I. L. P. critic-

ism but has not yet defined its

further course. It! should be noted
that by its participation in the
conference the Kilbom party broke
the discipline of the Brandler or-

ganization of which it is still a
part.

It was quite inevitable that
the Party of Proletarian Unity of

j
groups of such divergent views

Frarce; <11) the Independent
Roumanian Socialist Party; <12) a
representative of the Left wing of

the Russian Socialist Revolution-

ists; (13) the Leninbnnd, Germany;
(14) the International Left Opposi-
tion. Participating as observers in

the conference were also an Ameri-
can Socialist and two delegates of

the French "Socialist Action".

During the general discussion the

conference revealed three distinct

tendencies. The first tendency was
represented' by the International

Left Opposition expressed in its de-

claration submitted. That con-

tained our analysis of the defeat
testing of their collective strength in Germany, recorded the hank-

ocratic organizations. In support ...,,. ,.
,

of this tendency were the represen- al brand of Lovestone opportunism
-

v
- - - • - by speaking against the agreement

at the general meeting of the strik-

ers and voting for the same agree-
ment in the small strike commit-
tee meeting.

The agreement although now the

best that could be reached neverthe-
less carried when voting on by sec-

ret ballot, the vote being 1603 for
and 396 against. Summed up in
total however the strike can only
be interpreted as a victory for the
strikers.

It is imperative for the workers
in Local 66 to create a strong Left
wing group for we do not believe
that the A. F. of L. Is capable and
ready to organize the masses of

workers into unions that will be
militant fighting organizations of
the workers. The masess now fol-

lowing it will be due shortly for a
series of disillusionments and will
probably and' eventually break away
from the prosent lead of A. F. of
L. and look to others who will help
them build strong fighting militant
unions. In order to influence and
lead such a movement the Left wing
Communist workers must be there
to follow the movement closely and
guide it at every step. We must
begin to sow our seeds of influence
immediately in this fertile ground
and wo will soon be ready to reap
a rich harvest. Workers of Local
66, organize Into a strong Left wing
group! That is the only path you
can prfrsue in order to strengthen
your, position amd win better con-
ditions.

—LEFT WING WORKER, ,

could not find their way to a com-
mon orientation and a common
course of action. Before that cdn
be hammered out further clarifica-

tion is necessary. And with that
there is also likely to be further
differentiations, those who remain
adherents' of the reformist views
going their own way, while the
revolutionists pursue their course
toward the restoration of the In-

ternational. However, due to the
confusion still existing and express-

ed' at the conference, the resolu-

tion adopted by the majority, in-

exact and vague in the most im-

(Continued on Page 4)

position. This party counts 950
members and constitutes the guid-

ing influence within a powerful

trade union in Holland.

The Socialist Labor Party of Ger-

many (S. A. P.) led by iWalcher
and Froelich, foundation members
of the old Spartacus Bund in Ger-

many, added its signature to our
declaration at Paris. It would be
difficult to estimate the S. A. P.

membership at this time suffice to

say that when the fascists seized

power in Germany it counted 15,000

members.

The. third group adhering to our
declaration at Paris is the Inde-

pendent Socialist Party of Holland
with a membership of 7,000.

The progress of these groups to-

ward support of our position has
naturally become euormously acce-

lerated since the disastrous defeat
of the German working class and
the openly demonstrated bank-
ruptcy of both Internationals. But
even prior to these events tbey had
chosen the path leading in tbe dir-

ection of tie international Com-
munist position. In that they
learned to distinguish between the
principled views of the Left Opposi-

tion and those of Stalinism. The
leadership of the S. A. P. entered
its present course passing from
SiaVnism bHrough the Brandler
group, rejecting its Right opportun-
ist ideas of national parties, and
finally accepting the international

position of the^ Left.

Such is tbe process of differentia-

of ti'fe working class new reserves

for the future struggles emerge
and take on definite form. From
the abominable perfidy of Social

Democracy arise new groupings
who break unhesitatingly with the

past. From the pernicious Nation-

al Socialism of Stalin new forces

learn the lessons of inestimahle

value which help them find their

way to the international Lsm of

Lenin and Trotsky. By historical

events the principled views of the

Lett Opposition are being vindic-

ated.

Rising Militancy

Shown in Growing

Strike Wave
Powerful strikes are again shak-

ing the very foundation of the coun-

try. Following right upon the

heels of the big walk out of Penn-

sylvania inVneife some weeks ago

and that of the New York dress in-

dustry new strikes are popping

daily setting workers into motion
everywhere and enormously sharp-

ening the class relationship which
the NRA attempts to regulate Yet
what we witness today is unques-

tionably only a prelude to the

much bigger battles coming tomor-
row.

The rapidity with which workers
now decide to strike and their walk
out in splendid resopnde makes an
estimate of how many are involved

at any given time almost impossible.

But it can easily be said without
any fear of contradiction that dur-
ing the last few weeks there has
been a continuous wave of strikes

embracing several hundred thou-

sand' workers.We will attempt to

list some of them as examples of

the general movement.

Most furious is the battle now
being waged in the textile indus-

try, silk section, where police club-

bings and tear gas has been em-
ployed in full force but without in

the least shaking the solid ranks
of the strikers. It started in Pat-
erson, but has now spread to in-

volve, a total of approximately 60,-

000 workers taking in also the silk

dying industry and extending to

Lodi and Fairlawn, N. J. to New
York City, to- Phillipsburg, Port
Jervis, Stroudsburg, and Allentown
Pa., as well as the New England
textile region. Throughout New
Jersey and parts of Pennsylvania
the silk textile and dying mills are
practically completely shut down.
In general the strike is in protest
against the terms of the cotton code
now in operation also for slltf

textile, but in particular it Is for
union organization and for shorter
working hours and higher wages.
The Associated silk workers in co-

operation with the parent organiza-
tion, the United Textile Workers
conducts the strike as far as the
overwhelming majority of the work-

(Continued on Face 4)

Swabeck to Start

National Tour

The long awaited tour of comrade
Swabeck will begin on September
2!lth. With the rich experience of

the five months which be recently

spent in Europe, which included at-

tendance at the pre-conference of

the Left Opposition and a protract-

ed visit with comrade Trotsky In

Prinkipo, comrade Swabeck will

have a message of exceptional in-

terest. Branches will have the

option of a lecture on : "The Future
of International Communism" ; or

the "Roosevelt Program : What It

Means for the Workers".

The larger branches which will

retain comrade Swabeck for several

days and in some cases have both

lectures as well as small meetings
with branch members and sym-
l>athizers. Comrade Swabeck's lec-

ture tour is the opening gun of the

great new campaign of tbe Com-
munist League which is designed

to lift all of our activity to a

higher plane on a new basis. All

the League branches will undoubt-
edly concentrate their full attention

on the preparation and promotion

of these meetings and utilize them
for the strengthening of our move-
ment.

The following is the schedule of

cities

:

Fri., Sept. 20th. .. .Newark, N. J.

Sun., Oct. 1st Bethlehem, Pa.

Tues., Oct. 3rd New Haven
Wed., Oct. 4th Boston, Mass.
Thurs., Oct. 5th Boston, Mass.
Fri., Oct. 6th Boston, Mass.
Sun., Oct. 8th Rochester, N. Y.

Mon„ Oct. Sth Buffalo, N. Y.
Tues., Oct. 10th Toronto, Can.
Wed., Oct. 11th Toronto, Can.
Fri., Oct. 13th Pittsburgh Pa.
Sat.. Oct. 14th Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sun., Oct. lEth... Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mon., Oct. 16th New Castle, Pa
Tues., Oct. 17th Youngstown
Wed., Oct. 18th Youngstown
Thurs., Oct. tilth Cleveland, O.
Fri., Oct. 20th.. ..Cleveland, O.
Sat., Oct. 21st.. ..Chicago, 111.

Sun., Oct. 22nd Chicago, 111.

Mon., Oct. 23rd.... Chicago, 111.

Tues., Oct. 24th Chicago, 111.

Wed., Oct. 25th Springfield, 111

Thurs. Oct. 26th Staunton, 111.

Fri. Oct. 27th St. Louis, Mo.
Sat, Oct. 28th St. Louis, Mo
Sun., Oct. 29th. Kansas City, Mo.
Mon., Oct. 30 Kansas City, Mo.
Thurs., Nov. 2nd. Minneapolis
Fri., Nov. 3rd Minneapolis
Sat, Nov. 4th. .. .Minneapolis
Sun., Nov. 5th Minneapolis
Tues., Nov. 7th Chicago, 111.

Thurs., Nov. 0th.. Davenport. Ia.

Fri., Nov. 10th Davenport, Ia.

MINE PICKETS SHOT IN PENN.
Fifteen miners picketing the

Gates mine in TJnlontown, Pa,, were
severely wounded when armed de-
puties opened fire on them. A de-

puty who got into the way of one
of the deputy bullets also was
wounded. The conditions of the
miners In this bituminous region
are scandalous. Not even the
"blessings" of the NRA, with which
the miners are being hopped up by
the UMWA officials, has been
granted' them. The gilded lily of
Pennsylvania, Governor Pinchot.
has _of course promised the usual
Investigation. A more detailed
article will appea rln next week's

The great virility of this strug-

gle is vividly demonstrated by the

pouring out of the mills of more
thitn 15,000 dye workers who for

the first time in 20 years have taken

iheir stand on the picket line ready
to see the fight to the end. Burst-

ing the shackles of long oppression

and exploitation they are braving
the police clubs, and tear gas, flock-

ing into the union halls—a testi-

mony to tbe great power that lies

Intent in the unorganized mass of

workers in this country.

Meanwhile in Washington, nego-
tiations are in progress between
the union officials, the manufactur-
ers, and the false friends of labor
f the Roosevelt administration. A
code for the silk workers is also
under consideration. But the work-
ers are watchful. They will not
be tricked into any fake agreement,
tbey will not be content with any
conditions merely because it bears
tbe insignia of the NRA. Already
tbey have turned down a code that
perpetuated tiie wretched condi-
tions that have plagued the silk

trade for years.

The real lender of the strike in

Paterson is the Associated Silk
Workers, an autonomous local of

Ihe United Textile Workers which
is affiliated to the A. F. of L.

The decisive section of the indus-

rty, the 10,000 broad silk workers,
;iiv striking under the aegis of the

Associated. It is marvelous to see
the spirit of these workers. They
are not newcomers to the picket

line. This is by no meants the first

strike they have participated in.

On the contrary, they have written
a tradition in letters of red in the
history of American labor. The
workers in this union are wary of

the betrayers of the American Fe-
deration of Labor. Years of sell-

outs have brought this lesson home
to them. Tbe name of MacMahon,
Ihe president of the U. T. W. Is

anathema to the members of the
Associated Silk Workers.

The rank and file of the Associ-
ated have thrown new leaders to
the fore. The strike committee Is

controlled by genuine progressives
—Left wingers who have been re-

lieiled by the horrible mismanage-
ment, the crimes and the fearful
bureaucracy of the Stalinists.

But for the dye workers, the
ranks of the strikers are united.
Here the forces are divided' between
the Associated and the Stalinist-

controlled National Textile Workers
Union.

The dye workers are green to

tbe struggle. They came by acci-

dent to the paper union of the
Stalinists. They were ready to ac-

cept any union that reached them
first. But it is the universal opin-

ion in Paterson among the more
mature workers in the industry

that the N. T. W. will be unable
to hold the dyers permamen tly.

There is more than one fact that
cait be produced in proof of this.

The criminal (after listening to

the stories of good, reliable fight-

ers one is tempted to say, insane)
policy of the Stalinists and their

paper N. T. W. has driven many of

the b^st militants into the Asso-
ciated^ made them bitter against
the N. T. W. Prior to the strike,

the N. T. W. had practically no
influence among the weavers, and
the weavers, the more conscious
group in the silk industry, passed
them by when the Strike started

and made common cause with the
Associated. So discredited, impot-
ent and' uninfiuentiai was the N. T.
W. at the outbreak of the strike
that—this Is common knowledge
in Paterson—the N. T. W. tried
frantically to postpone the date of
Ihe strike in order to make "pre-
parations". Further, so great was
the stigma of rotten internal life

in the N. T. W. and its adventurist
tacties, that Stalinists themselves
were instrumental in forming a craft
union of the warpers, independent
of their paper union ! One more
fact. A member of the N. T. W. or-
ganized 3,000 workers—throwsters
—hitberto unorganized and brought
them not in to the N. T. W., but
into tbe Associated. Can there be
any doubt now whether the Stalin-
ist outfit will hold the dyers?

The advanced, experienced work-
ers in Paterson will have nothing
to do with the N. T. W. The in-
experienced dyers will not be long
in finding out the justice of their
decision.

In Paterson as elsewhere the
workers are streaming into the real
unions. They are paying no atten-
tion to the paper outfits run by the
Stalinists. There is no place for
the Left wingers in Paters»n but
its the Associated which they can
transform into a powerful weapon
for the militants nationally—a
starting wedge In the struggle
against the bosses and' the reaction-
aries. —ClABBE.
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LEAGUE ACTIVITIES
L.O. Issues Stir Party

Membership
Tiie situation in lirownsville,

New lork City, alter several

mouths ot a campaign against

•'Trotskyism", is tense. The apuLliy

and lethargy among ihe league and
parly is bun,, u.spiaeod by gruui-

tiling auu discontent. Above ai!

they are beginning to think for

themselves. 'ihe unresL became
crystallized lately ; when due to the

looseness among the rank and. hie

and the impotence u£ Ihe leadtrsh ip,

not a single niocling l«l alone a de-

monstration was held on interna-

tional Youi.ii Day. This despite Uie

empty mouthing of the bliiars, Gil-

bens and Shermans, about lbs: nec-

essity of youth carrj ing on a strug-

gle against war, Fascism, etc., etc.

uloud is demanded. The repercus-

sions of this atiair has pcneliated

to the district. The bureaucrats

there arc asking lor an aeocuntiug,

particularly because of. the; disyuieL-

mg rumors of "Trotskyism'.
Kherman, the section organizer ol

the i. C. L., is slated lo be remov-

ed, llis place will probably be till-

ed by erther Al Dasch, who earned
his spurs slugging Oppositionists,

Of John Morris, who proved his or-

ganizational ability, by expelling

sympathizers ol! the Lett Opposition
trom the American Youth Club,

when lie was organuser of that

club.

It was al this opportune time that

comrade Shachtman appeared in

Brownsville to speak on the luluru

of the Socialist and Communist
movements. The impression that

his criticism of the bureaucrats,

who are strangling the movement,
made upon the party and league;

can best be gleamed lrum what hap-

pened at the Bob Minor Election

Rally two nights later at the

Brownsville Youth {'!) Center.

The gigantic and monstrous (so

advertized) rally attracted about
200 workers. Tile drive! of ilis

remarks which dealt with misery,
starvation and hunger, were so
dry, that an atmsophere of listless-

ness permeated the hall. It was so

bad that the singing chorus of the

club ajud it group of league members
had to be rounded up in order to

inject some Hie into tile '"rally"

With the appearance of these boost-

ers Minor was in his element.
Thereafter every remark no matter
how trivial was greeted witii ap-
plause. At tiie end of the Minor
esque oration, the chairman called

for questions, while the customary
heart rending appeal for a collec-

tion was being made.

Despite the absence of a single

member of the Opposition or even
a close sympathizer (excepting the
writer of course) every question
handed in was on "'Trotskyism" and
on the very points that comrade
Shachtman had raised at the meet-
ing where lie si»ke. The election

"rally" had so suddenly turned
into a discussion on 'Trotskyism",
that Minor was left dumbfounded.
Taking the Iloor again he pathetic-
ally appealed for questions from
the audience.

After a violent and vituperative
harangue in which Trotsky was re-

ferred to as an organizer of paid
police bands aid the head of the
worst sort of scabbing scum in the
working-class movement, (here sev-
eral matured workers who evident-
ly remember the part played by
Trotsky in the Red October walked
out) lie made the following answers
to the questions

:

1. "What is the circulation of

the Rote Fiilme?" (this question
evidently prompted because of
Shachtman's remarks about the in-

crease from 00,000 before Hitler
took power, to the imaginary sale
of 300,00 after the Fascist victory.)
Answer—"'I don't know." This

from a Central Committee member
and former editor of the Daily
Worker.

2. "How did Stalin come to
power?"
Answer: Not Stalin but the work-

ing class came to power. Ail those
who dare to raise this question are
but miserable agents of the bour-
geoisie.

3. "Why was Trotsky and the
Left Opposition expelled?"
Answer: Because they disagreed

everywhere. And before long an
accounting with the bureaucrats
will be marie. The triumph of the
Left Opposition is assured.

—LEAGUE MEMBKK.

The "Daily Worker" Goes to the Masses

the
is

League Growing in

Youngstown
Several months activity in

unemployed workers movement
yielding good results tor the 1'ouug-

stown Branch. JNot only is there a

uiantctl increase in our influence

and prestige among the organized
workers, but along with this we
have gained in membership and
Mippoi ting sympathizers. The de-

mand ot the workers lor the Mili-

tant is increasing steadily and the

suiniort ot our sympathisers has
euaiileu us to furnish subs to twelve

unemployed workers this week. Be-

sides this we distribute twenty-live

copies ol the Militant each week
among l'urty members, the Yl'SL
group, and a few rauli-and-iile inein-

oers of A. F. of L. unions.

We. have among those who choose
to follow our program in prefer-

ence to thai ot the Stalinists, the

Musteites ol" the Social Reformists,
several who are active in the local

unemployed workers movement and
a lew who are active members of

mass A. P. of Ij. unions. Our at-

tempt to fraternize and discuss with
the YI'SL members succeeded after
many months of sincere, comradely
approach to them. In their ranks
is a goodly share of half-hearted-
ncss and confusion ; but there is

also a small number of serious youth
who are honestly searching for a
class solution to the evils of capi-

talism. With these elements we
ihull always hud it easy to colla-

The first fruits of the "Open

Letter to all Tarty Members" have

already ripened and are ready to

be plucked (if you care for that

kind of fruit). At least on the

journalistic held. "The circulation

of the Daily Worker has fallen off,"

the Open Letter of July 13 an-

nounced proudly among the achieve-

ments of the Central Committee.

Having failed to reach the musses

in their struggles, in their unions,

in their class movements, the Daily

Worker has now undertaken a

shrew.d Hank attack which bespeaks

an enviable militaro-journalislic

talent. If the masses are not to

be corralled in the held of strug-

gle Edward Newhouse will catch

them in the tennis courts or on

the golf course. If they succeed

in evading Newhouse, they find

their nudity challenged, each

morning when they rise to dress,

by the fascinating party "frock pat-

terns of Anne Adams. If they

rush desperately to the dining

room, Hathaway (surely it is he

who prei«tres those tempting daily

menus!) is there to tantalize them

with some Cheese Fondu (don't for-

get to add 1 bit of soda as big as

a pea), or Consumme Printaniere

or Lobster a la Newburg (prepared

at Camp Nitgedaiget) .And after

an attack of acute indigestion in-

duced by Browder's latest article,

they are turned over to the mercies

of Dr. i'aul Luttinger (M. D.—
$1.05 per visit, and a bargain).

The layout can't fail. They
catch you coming and going: from
the breakfast table to the sickbed,

and if anyone gets away, he has
only himself to blame, for the Daily

Worker has done the best it knows
how.

Tajte Anne Adams, for example,
the Boilerplate Queen of Patterns

borate, and we hope that from| (mit [() \,L
'
confused with Diamond

..-lOi.g ihem will come more than
, Ul h Mli thi . e(tit.,iiji eoii^uc.or

one who will eventually accept Len-
j
(unfortunately anonymous) who

ins program of revolutionary So-I guidos ller Lnr0Ugh the columns of
L-iahsm.

j

the i)a iiy. Un August 24, we are
The new perspective spurs us on! recommended pattern 153i> (Size 3G

—N. takes 4 yards of 39 inch fabric to

Labor Partyites Convene
Cliieugo, Hi.—The sigulncaene of, have been a Farmer-Labor

the gathering held at Chicago on
September 2-3 and calling itself the

United Couterenee for l'rogressive

Political Action was not very great,

lis representation was such that

nothing much can be expected of

/t in the way of harm and certainly

not in the way of any good as far

as the American labor movement is

concerned. The old intellectual

stand-bys who have been yearning
for a Labor party to furnish them
with an opportunity to play some
political role in the movement were
there. A few old and young enthu-
siasts from small groups of the

League for Independent Political

Action and a nou-descript group of

old nieu and women made up the
majority o£ the hundred and fifty

or so delegates to the conference.
Farmer Answers Judge

There were several representa-

tives of real organizations of farm-
ers. The outstanding representa-

tive from the farm regions was &
Judge from Iowa, John F. Wirds,
President of the United Farmers of

America. The incident that occur-

red at Le Mar, Iowa, where a group
of about a hundred farmers gave
one of Wirds' colleagues on the

Iowa bench the scare of his life

was to him, a result of the mach-
inations of a few insane radicals.

The only real farmer in the confer-
ence answered the Judge simply and
effectively when he said that imme-
diately after the demonstration at
Le Mar the state and federal auth-
orities began to do something for
the farmers.
Two delegates represented bona

fide organizations of unemployed
workers. Their confusion was
great. Nevertheless whenever they
spoke the atmosphere became a lit

tie fresher. Obviously they were
"'Musicites" and all the lack of

clarity and all the hesitation so

cliaracteristic of that group was re-

cognizable. A red tinge to the con-
ference was furnished by Ben Git-
low who was quite careful not to

with the workers (!) of the Soviet protrude his Communism and run
Union. Don't we expel scabs from
the unions, fellow workers? Deep
silence on the part of the workers
was the answer to this.

4. '"Why does the leadership of
the C. P. retain its leadership after
this group of self avowed incom-
petents admitted FULL BBSPON-
SIBILITY for the weakness of the
Communist Movement?"
Answer: A long lynch incitation

against the Trotskyites, followed
by: "Only provocateurs and Trot-
skyite police ( ! ) bands would
raise this demand. (Talk about
Inner party democracy.)

J5. "Did Lenin ever say Social-
ism can be built in one country?"
Answer: Stalin-Lenin's co-worker

is proving (! i) it. SOCIALISM
IS BUILT ( ! ! !).

6. "Why did the German O. P.
fail to lead the workers in a strug-
gle against Hitler?"
Answer: "They did lead ( !)

that's why comrade Thaelmann is
in jail." (and Hitler in power and
Heckej-t in Paris.)

7. "'Why weren't the tactics of
the October Revolution used in Ger-
many?"
Answer: "The same tactics were

used ( ! | and the working class to
day (! !) stands on the threshold
of a Soviet Germany ( ! \ '.).

But the baseless slanders and
pompous boastings will not avail.
The league and party members are
beginning to think and investigate.
The truth of the platform of the
Left Opposition is sffting through

the chance of antagonizing the con-
servative delegates.

Warn Against Revolution
Werg one to judge from the first

few speeches made at the confer-
ence the conclusion would be al-

most inevitable that the delegates
were meeting for the purpose of
preventing a revolution in the Uni-
ted States. The more conservative
element at the conference, led by
Mahony, mayor of St. Paul and "^ majority.

Judge Wirds, had the floor for most
ot the first session. They testified

to the ferment existing amongst the
city workers and farmers, especially
the (after, iind warned the dele-

gates that unless a Farmer-Labor
party in organized a violent revolu-
tion would result. It would be un-
fair to the other delegates to state
that the conference met for that
purpose.

There were many sineere elements
anxious to further the interests of
the workers and farmers. These
honest elements actually believe
that a Labor party is the instru-

ment by which the American work-
ers and farmers will ultimately free

themselves from the yoke of capital-
ism. They will live, to see the day
when the Labor party will be the
instrument of saving capitalism and
not ol destroying It.

Postpone Organization

It was recognized by the delegates
that to proceed to form a Labor

party

without farmers or laborers. i\ot a

single uuion was represented olli-

cially. Here the "sensible" decision

was arrived at to instruct the Na-
tional Committee for the ensuing

year to carry on propaganda in

favor of a Labor party and call a

larger conference to organise one

One can rest assured that if and
when a real labor .party ifc organ-

ized the people present at this con-

ference will have very little to do
with it. The trade union burocrate

will not permit the two-by-four in-

tellectuals to run the show for

them.

In. spite of its non-representative

character it would be a mistake to

disregard the conference entirely.

The economic p.nd political situa-

tion is such that a Farmer-Labor
party may be a serious possibility

within the near future. The con-

ference may or may not be the

embryo of the future Labor party.

In the past many such couferences
were called by Labor party enthu-
siasts. Nothing came of them. The
same result may follow the present
conference. But that is hardly
likely. The inevitable failure of

the National Recovery Act to ap-

preciably ameliorate the condition

of the working class, will stimu-
late the movement for independent
political action and the trade union
burocracy may yet be drawn into

the movement if for no other reason
ihan as a milestone around the
neck of the proletariat.

Exclude Communist Party

The spectre of the Communist
party hovered over the conference.
The hottest discussion of tiie whole
conference revolved around the

question of permitting the Com-
munist party and its alliliated or-

ganizations to enter into a feder-

ated I^abor party. The organiza-
tion committee recommended that
all labor and political organiza-
tions that are genuinely interested
be invited to participate in the
formation of a Labor party. The
conservative elements led by Pro-
fessor Douglas insisted upon an
amendment specifically exciuding
the Communist party and its auxil-

iary organizations. The amendment
was lost. The professor, urged ou
by Bert Miller formerly of the
l.ovestoneites, thereupon introduced
a resolution recommending that
the incoming national committee
exclude the Communist party and
this motion was carried by a slen-

say nothing ol the 3-8 yard con-

trasting), alt for 15 cents (coins

preferred). To make this adorable
coslunie, "pure dye silks are the

most satisfactory" although, Aiuie

lips you off, "a well-dyed wool
woula look good too". Pure op-

portunism ; Why not make it up
out ot imported chiffon velvet, or

cloth" of gold trimmed with erm-
ine? He pass the suggestion on
to the Worder editor. Or what's

the matter with polka dotted satin

« hich, Beltina Bedwell of the
Daily Mews cables, is being "used
lor spurts clothes at Cannes and
.Mimle Carlo"?

't lieu thu.->o menus. More care

should realiy be taken in getting

i hem up. vv healeiia for breakfast

is all light once in a while, but
there is nothing like braised kid-

neys well done, with Duchesse pot-

atoes. -Nor have we yet seen a re-

ierence to how to prepare Shep-
herd's Pie a la llohenstutfen. Any-
body even a Daily ttorker reader,
who has had to stand the slops of

the relief kitchens wouldn't hesitate

a minute—we'll wager—between
llathaway's polled shoulder and
our syuabs en casserole witli noo-
dles a la Neapolitan on the side
(bake in a moderately slow oven
abmit a> minutee or until crumbs
are well browned ) . And what
about cakes? Are they orphans?
Can a realty good meal be eaten
without them? We call llathaway's
a itention to tiie possibilities of
Chocolate Marslimallow itoil with
Baltimore Filling and Caramel
Frosting. Just delicious!

Or Newhouse on sports. Not
bad, only he doesn't go iar enough.
Keen stuff sometimes, but not deep
enough. Take August 10 : "Tennis
is the one major sport registering
progressive tendencies. Two years
ago Helen Willis Moody blazed the
nail by appearing without stockings
at Forest Hilis and last season
Bunny Austin staked out his pion-
eer's claim by wearing shorts on
court. Although the Deliberating
Body of the West Side Tennis Club
deliut'raied mildly against the prin-
ciple of shorts, mass pressure by
lady players witii presentable stems
caused a reversal of decision.
Graiujed the mass pressure. But
where was the party? Where was
the Central Committee? Did it do
anything to raise this movement to
a higher, political level? If it did,
-Newhouse certainly tails to men-
lion it. It's little slips like this
linn keep the yports Column out
of tune witli Hie rest of the paper.
Bear in mind what comrade Brow-
der once wrote: "A Bolshevik paper
should be a Bolshevik paper." (Col-
lected Works, Vol. IX, page 318.)
That's just as trie today as when
it was written.

Finally, good old Doc Luttinger.
We don't want to appear to be

The Stalinists have sown the

wind and are now reaping the
whirlwind. Their unbridled name-
calling and absurd slanders have
created a situation .where the reac-
tionary leaders appear to have
some justification in their claim
that the Communist party simply
disrupts and destroys. The reform-
ists gloat over the opportunity to

show up the decisive tactics of the
Stalinist leadership. That the re-

actionaries succeeded in putting
through their resolution only by a
few votes shows conclusively fh.it

an intelligently led Communist party
would have so much influence with
the rank and file that the reaction-
aries would not dare bar it from
any working class conference. This
does not imply that the Communist
party should participate in the or-

ganization of a Labor party. On
the contrary it should' point out to
the workers that a Labor party can-
not solve their problems. The deci-

FROM THE MILITANTS
carping critics, but science is sci-

ence, and it ought to be exact.

Take hii advice to "'Gertrude*' on
August li4 : "Six dry prunes have
often a laxative effect on the bow-

els of some persons."' Is that what
Gertrude wanted to know? We
doubt it. What effect would they

have on her? And then agaiu, sup-

pose the prunes are wet, what then?

He should be more concrete and
give illustrations. Thus, in reply-

ing to W. J. C. on T rigonitis-Ver-

umontanitis, he says that "getting
*exuaily excited without completion
of the act aggravates the condition"'.

Now that's always been a dis-

puted point in scientific circles and
ought to be motivated more funda-
mentally, it seems to us. Or tha
reply to J. S. :

"' Your friend is

unduly alarmed. Nearly every
young, unmarried person masturb-
ates. Those who deny it, lie in the

majority of cases. Unless it is in-

dulged in too often, neither the

mind nor the body are impaired."
Well, what would you call "too
often"? It strikes us that this is

the nub of the problem. Truth al-

ways being concrete, some experi-

ences should be drawn on. Maybe
the Polbureau of the party ought
to be permitted its say on (he mat-
ter. Or perhaiffl a happy medium
could be found in the formula : Not
too much and not too little. In any
case, it you really want to get to
the masses, you've got to be more
precise.

Ourselves, we're inclined to the
opinion voiced by Michael Broun
(or is it Ileywood Gold? AVe for-

get which), the new columnist of
the Daily Worher in its September
1 issue: "You have to read the
labs to get the real lowdown on how
the other half lives. Really, though
it smells so bad, one should hold
one's nose and study life in the
millionaire slums. Let's be scien-
tific." Now we know why Verne
.Smith left the Daily Worker to go
to Moscow : He couldn't hold his

nose ! But as to being scientific,

party, at the conference would be sion to exclude the party shows
the height of absurdity. It would what ia in store for it in any con-
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ference called for the purpose of
dealing with working class prob-
lems.

Issues Vnctear

Unfortunately no one made the
issue clear to the delegates. What
was necessary was someone to ex-

plain .that the reactionaries are
taking advantage of the party lead-

ership to set a precedent. It was
necessary to point out the differ-

ence between the official iiarty and
the expelled groui>s and to insist

that in spite of the disruptive tac-

tics of Communist party leadership
the party represents an important
section of the American workers
and should not only be permitted to

join but invited to do so. Gitlow
was very weak. Weisbord was not
effective. The non-Communists
made a good fight in their own re-

formist way but could not overcome
the fear of and the hostility to the
official party.

Sentiment ou the National Recov-
ery Act was divided. The more
conservative delegates saw good in

it and wanted to give President
Roosevelt a chance. Why these de-
legates who have hope in the N.
R. A. should at this time be inter-
ested in a Labor party is somewhat
of a mystery. Probably they figure

that a Labor party should be or-
ganized for the purpose of helping
Roosevelt put the N. R. A. over.
To cut the discussion short the mat-
ter was referred to the incoming
national committee.

Trnax representing the Unem-
ployed Leagues of Ohio, in the clos-

ing session and during the discus-
sion on the N. R. A. pathetically
asked: "If you go on record in
favor of the N. K, A. how can I

go back to face the unemployed
who are starving? And what shall

I tell thorn that you accomplished
in the two days of your confer-
ence?"

Poor Truax ! He has yet to learn
that out of n conference of about
a hundred and fifty delegates where
there are only two real workers and
two real farmers nothing much
should be expected. —A. V.

by all means! —t. n.

Strike Lessons on

Pacific Coast

Los Angeles.— It is sad to have
to write to you that the workers on

strike against Golden Itros. Milliit-

!ery shop were defeated.

I The bravery of the strikers, their

! miliPancy on the picket lines, their

!
courage before the clubs and saps

' of a degenerate group of police, the

great number of arrests bravely en

dured (17 in number) were not
. abie to overcome the objective fact

of the strike being forced on the

workers in the off season and the

subjective condition of weakness
in the Trade Union Unity Leauge
oflici'tld'im. (To grace them with

the name of "leaders" would be

sheer violence of the latter term).

I
Victory could have been won, even

jilio-gh the strike took place in the

j
slack season, but for the passivity

and lethargy in the general activit-

I ies—a condition due to the actions

of the apparatus of the T. U.

! U. L. and i»t tiie strikers them-
selves.

The chairman of the strike com-
mittee, comrade Louis Meyers insist

cd on a more militant attitude,

but lo no avail, as a result scabs
manned the shops.

After much effort, comrade Mey-
ers succeeded in securing what
amounted fo a litle more than a

verbal agreement with his views.

In spite of ils weaknesses, the

strike has created 'a tradition in

Los Angeles. To ail workers, parti-

cularly needleworkers, it showed
how even the most brutal of police

terror can be fought. Smashed pic

feci lines were reformed. Jail did
not daunt. In Ibis manner strikes

are won; not in the class collabora-
tion of the conservative trade un-
ion fakers.

A storm of strikes, in the needle
trades above all, is in the onme.
The first strikes, the forerunners,
are already here. The NTWIII is

((inducting a numher of smail sfrilc-

<«. The Amalgamated Clothing

Cracks in N.R.A. Structure

The NRA, as a machinery of re-

covery, is one of those marie Is

of American technique, like the
ninety-day ships built during the
war or the flimsy mass-production
houses put up during a boom, which
is as astounding for the speed of

its construction as for its make-
shift, jerry-built character. While
the house is still being put up. the

cracks are already appearing in its

walls. Barely two months after
the act was passed which created
the NRA, and on the eve of another
Rarnumesuue publicity campaign
intended to whip up enthusiasm for

it, we can say that the Marxian
analysis of the futility of such de-

vices is already being borne out by
the bourgeoisie who will not stop at
the concrete facts. This means that
the bourgeoisie will not stop at the
present stage of its efforts to climb
out of the crisis ou tiie backs of the
workers. As one stage after the
other proves insufficient, it will put
more and more pressure to bear.
Correspondingly, the resistance of
the workers will need to be ever
more aggressive and better organ-
ized.

In the present stage of the bour-
geois offensive, the baste strategy

is to concentrate and coordinabe
economic and political power
through increasing State interven-

tion, to win the support of the
broad masses for this program by
demagogic bluff, and to avoid sharp
challenges and irrevocable deci-

sions. That is why no decisive

answer has been given to the ynes-
tion of inflation, why no action has
been taken on the imposing public

works program involving the ex-

penditure of 3,300 million dollars,

why the "spread-work" program
and the levelling-down of the high-
er wage scales have been disguised
as maximum hours and mimimum
wageSj and why the struggle against
aggressive trade-union organization
has been disguised as a concession
in favor of "collective bargaining".
The official justification for this

course is tiiat purchasing power
will thus be increased, and this in

turn will increase production and
consequently employment.
The beginnings of the breakdown

of this policy, and the likelihood
that the bourgeoisie will have to

resort to more drastic measures,
are shown in the following devel-
opments :

1. The ambiguous character of

the governmental policy is shown
by the fact that two important of-

ficials have resigned from the NKA
for exactly opposite reasons, one
from the left and the other from
the right; Mary Van Kleeck as a
liberal social worker because not
enough concessions were being made
to labor, Dudley Cafes because la-

bor was receiving too many con-
cessions in the so-called right to
"collective bargaining".

2. The nation-wide wave of
strikes which greeted the NRA and
has continued to develop until it

now embraces hundreds of thou-
sands of workers shows that the
elemental needs of the working-
class which are incompatible with
the NRA are expressing themselves
in spite of the bourgeois ideology
represented by the NRA humbug
which is being pumped into them
by all the agencies of the bour-
geois state. Faced with the realit-

ies of the strike movement, the
state has no choice but to discard
the bluff of Impartiality, and breaks
up picket lines, shooti workers, dis-

criminates against Left wing an-'

: ions in spite of its demagogic class-

collaborationist pretenses.

I 3. For its part, too, the capi-

talist class wants something more

|

substantial than bluff. On the

promise of inflation and energetic
government action, it speculates in

securities and commodities, and in-

creased production even though
there was no immediate outlet for

tiie new products and they had fo

go to fill up depleted stoeks instead
of into consumption. For the past
month and a half, however, this

movement has been stopped. Steei

production, for example, which
reached 5'J percent of capacity in

the middle of July, is now down
to 42 percent, although it usually
increases at this time of year. The
stock market has been going down
steadily for over two weeks. Wheat
is now 85 cents a bushel instead
of $1.02 as it was in July. The
capitalists will not continue a fake
boom based on hopes alone.

4. The banks have hot partici-

pated in the speculative expansion
program called for by Roosevelt.
On the contrary, they have been
reducing their outstanding credits,

paying off their own loans, build-

ing up their reserves, and reducing
not only the amount of currency
but also the amount of back credit
in circulation. At the American
Bankers Association convention just
finished, they were urged by gov-
ernment spokesmen to loosen up and
lend more money. Behind all their
diplomatic and evasive speeches
was the definite policy of making
Roosevelt show his full hand, not
only promises and possibilities, but
a clear statement as to inflation,

before they would join the NRA
procession.

Under all this pressure it is to
be expected that Roosevelt will
drive forward toward inflation in

a far more decisive* manner than
heretofore. So far, the result lias

been, a steady advance in prices,
which is the same as inflation ao
far as the worker is concerned be-
cause it means a rise in the cost
of living and a lowering ol real
wages. But so long as the actual
machinery ot inflation has not been
put into action, that is, by actual
manipulation of the amount of cur-
rency and credit in circulation for
the direct purpose of raising prices,

the kind of '"inflation" which has
occurred so far is not permament.
When the capitalists find that there
is no market for their increased
production, they will have to reduce
their prices. In order to keep
prices rising, more money has to
be pumped into circulation by arti-

ficial means, and this is the kind
of inflation, in the stricter sense,
which still lies before us.

It Ls to be assumed that Roose-
velt will continue to proceed in
the same kind of evasive, tentative,
two-tseps-forward-and-one-back man-
ner in which he has been going so
far. Probably, after the big bally-
hoo campaign to mobilize the con-
sumers for the NRA has come and
gone, there will be an Impressive
announcement that hundreds of
millions, or even billions, of public
works have been quietly prepared
during all this time, that the blue-
prints are now ready, and that all

the orders will he released at once.
This will involve loading up the
banks with government bonds, and
thus forcing them to expand their
investments. After huge issues of
government bonds have failed to
provide a substantial foundation
for an upswing in business, the

Workers has struck the KurtKman
Clothing Co. The Ii.ternaUonal

Ladies Garment Workers Union is

planning a general strike and has

been waging a series of minor strike

battles in this situation 'il becomes

yet more important for the 1. U. W.

L. members to finally learn too that

(he place of the Left wing is within

(he mass unions.

To the strikers out now and to

those who an; yet to strike. (lie

workers of Golden liros. shop have
taught lessons thai we hope will

not go unheeded.
Although the strike h;is been

called off, rearguard battles remain
to be fought. These are (lie ?-! nig-

gles for the freeing of (he strikers

arrested on the vicious anti-picket,

ing ordinance, a piece of legislation

aimed to maintain Los Angeles as

the pride and joy of employers.

These trials are now going on.

First results have not been good.

Two workers were fined $20 each.

Two jiirl strikers. Elsie .Meiers and
Sally Wcgdorow, have been fined

$.~i0 or 2o days in jail. This case
has been appealed. Three girls

are going on trial now.
This iighf cannot remain solely

in the court rom. Behind I lie vic-

timized strikers all of Los Angeles
labor must be mobilized.

The fight against the ant i -picket-

ing ordinance concerns every work-
er who is ever going to strike

whether he or she is in a union af-

filiated with the Trade Union Unity
League, the A. F. of I... the Amal-
gamated Clothing Workers, or inde-

pendent unions. For workers to

strike without picket lines is like

soldiers marching to war without
fire arms.

Around the risjht to strike and
to picket a broad united finnf can
be formed. The acute need of the
moment for all workers is the
winning of this right. The mot
important ingredient of successful

strikes is strong picket fines. The
anti-picket ing ordinance stands in

the way.

Only action by the workers can
remove this anfi-piokctyng ordin-
ance, not legal argumentation liefore
the bosses' courts. Authoiigh this

latter angle must, not be ignored,
the following must be driven deep
into the consciousness of stirring

Los Angeles labor: "(inly united
action by (he workers can do away
with the anti-picket ing ordinance,
and open the road to hither wages,
shorter hours and belter condi-
tions." —C. C-

T.U.U.L Disrupts

Doll Strike

The sad pass which Stalinism has
reached is clearly manifested in

the Doll and Toy Workers' strike.

The toy part of the industry, where
the Stalinists have a small foot-

hold, is told by them not to join

in the general strike. They did

this first with leaffcts, (distributed

by members of the Young Commun-
ist League) and then with iisls.

They used members of the Com-
munist jKirty and of the Unemploy-
ed Council to atack and cut up
union pickets of the Gong Bell Toy
Shop at 200 5th Avenue, K. Y. C.

Giordini, president of the Toy and
Doll Workers (paper) Union, was
in the shop urging the workers not
lo join the strike when members
of the A. F. of L, union came to

pull the shop down. It was then
that the attack began. One of the
pickets of the A. F. of L. union was
cut so badly as to require medical
attention.

This action on the part of the
Stalinists is strikebreaking, no mat-
ter what the intentions. This ac-

tion is to be doubly condemned as

dragging the name of Ce*imunism
in the mud, and playing into the
hands of the A. F. of L. reaction-
aries. The reformists of the A. F.

of L, can now get up on the plat-

form at strike headquarters and
tell the workers that Communists
are strikebreakers and to have
nothing to do with them; and, iu

fact, to beat them up wherever they
meet them. This greatly hinders
any work of contacting for the
Communist movement and endan-
gers the work of building a Left
wing within the union. All at-

tempts to expose Farulla and
Cannon are almost worthless for

a while, thanks to the criminal
blunders of the Stalinists.

Workers, be on your guard against
those who atack the Communists.
Examine their deeds, and see if the
attacks are not to cover up their
criminal policy of selling out the
strike last year, and, then, alter
being kicked out of office and union,
going to the A. F. of L. and getting
a charter without the consent of
the union membership. Judge these
leaders by their actions and deeds
and not by their words. To that
end1

, see that the strike, settlement,
and shop committees function so
that the leaders (whom wo did not
elect are checked up. Finally,
elections of officers on the basis of
their work within the strike, should
he cared for when the strike is

settled. —A DOLL WORKER.

means provided for in the inflation
act would be utilized, no doubt:
Federal Reserve credits would be
expanded, new currency issued,
and finally perhaps, as a last Irre-

vocable step, the dollar might be
cut down to half its gold content.
Every one of these steps, insofar

and for as long as it has any ef-
fect, will result In raising the cost
of living, and thus cutting the real
wages, of the worker—apart from
the rest o£ the capitalist offensive
in cutting relief, cutting school
budgets, speeding-up labor, etc.

—B. J. FIELD.
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Discussion on the German Defeat
The article appearing below is

another contribution to the dis-

cussion on tht* problems of the

German situation -after the vic-

tory of Fascism. The views ex-

pressed are those ol the writer.

Comrades are invited to partici-

pate in this discussion but their

contribution should be limited to

about 700 words.—Kd.

In the New Republic of July 5

there appeared an article by com-

rade Trotsky entitled "The German
Catastrophe" (reprinted ia the

Militant) which subjected the pol-

icy of the Central Committee of the

C. 1*. and the C. I. to a critical an-

alysis. The substance of this docu-

ment was that the failure of the

C. P. and the Social Democracy to

form a united front, and tlie fail-

ure of the C. 1*. G. to propose it,

was responsible for the catastrophe.

With the substance of this critic-

ism, limited as it must be within

the confines of a short article, we
have no argument. But this ex-

plication does not go far enough

and to the root of things. The
reader gets the impression that the

leaders of the C. I*. G. were free

agents acting in accordance with

the dictates of their own judgment

which proved to bo erroneous. The
leaders of German Communism act-

ed as they did not merely because

their judgment was poor but be-

cause they consented to become pup-

pets of tlie existing foreign policy

of Stalinism. They bad received

orders from Moscow to offer only

a dilatory opposition or passive re-

sistance but no serious struggle

against Hitler. What proof is

there for these assertions? And
what were the motives for Justify-

ing this policy?

The organs of the L. O. noticed

the strange silence of the C. I. for

months preceding the events of

March Ei, they called attention to

its failure to furnish political as-

sistance and to the failure of the

C. P. G. to make adequate defense

preparations. The C. P. U. S. A.

also ignored appeals from tlie L. (),

for action on the German crisis.

These were the outward symptoms
of tlie crisis in the C. I.

Were these features and events

mere accidents and oversights on

the part of the Stalinists? We know
that in politics there are no acci-

dents or oversights—not where
major policies are concerned. Wu
believe the answer is to be found in

tlie changed foreign i>oLiey of the

C. P. S. U. l'"rom a party commit-

ted to the promotion of world rev-

olution it has degenerated into a

party of national Socialism. In or-

der to establish this hypothesis we
invite tlie consideration ot the fol-

lowing facts.

It is common knowledge that an
isolated workers' revolutiufaary

government operating under the

discussion of a party committed to

a policy of world revolution must

of necessity have difficult and

mtrained relations with capitalist

powers, who, when they are not

conspiring actively to ii*«roy ili

are protesting against the "out-

rages", that a foreign party, 1. e.

the C. P. S. U. should be conducting

propaganda on their territory

through an affiliated organization,

the C. I. Hence, since the termina-

tion of the active interventionist

program the capitalist world pow-

ers have demanded the cessation

by the S. U. of Communist propa-

ganda on their soil. In the langu-

age of diplomacy this means the

suppression of the C. I. Depending
upon various situation in the inter-

national field they have threatened

to break off relations, have refused

to sign trade agreements, treaties,

extend loans, guarantee credits as

long as the C. I. was an active

threat to their existtnee. The So-

viet diplomacy countered With the

argument that it was not responsi-

ble for the actions of the C. I. and
that no Soviet government agency

was engaged in any hostile action

on foreign soil. Mr. Henderson,
British foreign minister to mention
only one case, refused to accept

this contention insisting that the

S. U. was responsible for the acts

of the C. I., whieh he considered

a propaganda arm of the Soviets.

He informed the Soviet Union that

if the C. I. engaged in propaganad
on British soil relations betweer
the two countries would again be

broken. As long as Lenin and Trot-

sky were leading the C. P. S. U.

this demand for suppression of the

C. I. was energetically resisted.

But. with the death of Lenin, the
expulsion of the L. O., the slowing
down of world revolution and the
rise of the policies of national so-

cialism, the Stalinist leadership of

the C. I'. S. U. has gradually yield-

ed to the pressure of world imper-
ialist powers. The benefit of an!
active international center coordin-]

ating the activities of the parties
was considered as insignificant com-
pared to the benefits of recognition

trade and credits. The belief grad-
ually grew up among (he Stalinist

bureaucracy that one or the other
would have to be sacrificed. The
C. I. was, of course, sacrificed and
with it the international concep-
tion that the fate of the Soviet
Union was bound up with the fate
of the world proletariat. The

theory which the Stalinist school

of national socialism advanced, of-

ficially and unofficially, may be ex.-

presed as follows

:

The mere existence of the S. U.

is a beacon light to the world pro-

letariat. If the S. U. can obtain a
breathing space for a number of

years during which unruffled, peace-

ful relations, loans, trade. etc.,

can be established with the capi-

talist world powers then fullfiedged

socialism -can be developed within

teh Soviet Union. The resultant

socialist construction will be a
great inspiration to the oppressed
proletariat, who will then, seeing

a finished socialist structure as an
objective reality, be only too will-

ing to overthrow their bourgeoisie.

What shall the proletariat do in

the meantime? In the meantime
the C. I'. S. U. abandons its orig-

inal program of world revolution.

In fact, the proletariat of other
countries must mark time not
even attempt to seize power because
this would disturb the Soviet capi-

talist peaceful cohabitation. In

fact for the time being, the worid
proletariat must be prepared to

sacrifice its historic mission—the
overthrow of capitalism for the
sake of the "upbuilding of social-

ism in the Soviet Union".

These arguments have not an
iota in common with Leninism.
The war scare which the Stalinists

use to justify their poiicy is strange-

ly similar to that used by the Ger-
man social democracy in 1918. When
after the German devolution they
were called upon by the workers
to establish a workers government
and come to the assistance of the
Russian revolution, they replied in

these words : "If we come to tlie

assistance of the German proletar-

iat and establish a workers gov-

ernment the allies will march into
Germany and occupy Berlin. Thus
all the achievements of the German
revolution will be destroyed. It is

therefore much safer and more cer-

tain to follow the slow but i>eacefnl

path to socialism of the Weimar
Constitution." Now we can under-
stand the silence *f tlie C. L be-

fore and after the coup d'etat. Now
we can understand the passivity
of the C. X'. G. Tee German work-
ing class and with It the hopes of
the world proletariat were sacrificed

for years to come, so that the Staitn
bureaucracy might nurse its illu-

sory hope of peace calm and quiet
living together with world' capital-

ism.

The Future of the C. I.

From the Stalinist course of a
half-liquidated International there
arises a three fold danger

:

1. If the Soviet Union should be
really threatened with war, inter-
vention or both, the danger is that
the workers of the various import-
ant countries will not respond with
the same enthusiasm to the slogan
of defending the Workers Republic
as they have heretofor. These

workers will argue that the C. I.

and fie C. P. S. U. remained silent

while Fascism rolled over our or-

ganizations and broke the backbone
of our movement for liberation. Why
sohuid we break our heads for the

Stalinists when the Soviet Union,

manned by Stalinism, finds itself

encircled by world imperialism?

Naturally from the standpoint of

the I. L. O. such a viewpoint would
be calamitous and the L. O. would
actively resist it. iiut the danger
nevertheless exists that such cur-

rents are likely to make themselves

felt widely. The I. L- O. must take

measures to forestall the possibility

of such phenomena.
2. There is another danger—that

of passivity. Many Communist-
mintied workers wil lose faith, be
cause of the inactivity ot the C. 1.,

in all revolutionary movements and
withdraw from the struggle alto-

gether.

3. Lastly, the greatest danger
is that of liquidation. When, in

1023, the C. I. failed to respond to

the revolutionary situation, the re-

sult was a steady streaming back
of workers to re-enroil under the
banner of the social democracy.
Such a danger is magnified today
because the breakdown of the C.
I', in Germany and Austria. In
Germany and Italy Fascism has
been able to carry on only because
it has made deep inroads into the

ranks of the workers. The danger
therefore exists of large masses
streaming Into the folds of Fascism
because of the breakdown ot both
Internationals, the 2nd as well as
the 3rd.

Conclusion
Tlie Stalinist police, can now, be

summarized as follows

:

1. Abandonment of the Leninist
program of world revolution.

2. Nominal existence for the C.
I. ; Muzzling of the C. I. as import-
ant world crises arise.

3. Civil peace with world capital-

ism; no international class strug-
gle.

4. Suppression of democratic
centralism in the C. P. S. U. ; con-
version of the party into a semi-
military administration and ruled
from the top by a dictatorial olig-
archy.

Where does this policy lead to?
It is obvious that we are not deal-
ing any more with a centrist cur-
rent in Communism with which we
have tactical differences but with
Right wing opportunism.

Upon tlie shoulders of the I. L. O.
rests the responsibility of prevent-
ing the above-mentioned dangers
from becoming acute and from en-
gulfing for decades the entire work-
ers' liberatlonist movement. Under
these changed circumstances the I.

L. O. must make plans for its

transition from the role of an Op-
position within the C. I. to a new
role—that of the leading nucleus
for the organization of a new In-
ternational.

—L. BROWN.
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Does intervention exist in Cuba?
Tlie capitalist press says no. We
say it does. It began with the es-

tablishement of tlie revolutionary
junta of live. The whole Atlantic
fleet was sent to Cuban waters. The
air fleet and marines were mobil-
ied. Cuba was bottled up. A new
form of intervention took piaee.

"Armed" intervention had not been
established? Cuba's independence
has not been violated! As soon as

the new government was establish-

ed pressure from American imper-

ialism increased from day to day,

until the petty bourgeois element
in the lead had siowly yielded and
helped check the pressure of the

rank and file and the workers from
below. Nevertheless, the new re-

igme. which is compromising with

American imperialism is sitting on
a dynamite keg and the proper

spark can blow up this regime
causing repercussions which will

be felt by the most backward strata

of t'>e American workers.

Why is America so careful in her
dealing with her colony, Cuba?
Cuba is at present the determining
factor which will decide to a great

degree the outcome of the impend-
ing Pan-American Conference to be
held at Montevideo. This confer-

ence will be the culmination of a
bitter struggle now raging among
the imperialists to decide who will

obtain a more favorable position in

the trade relations with the South
America countries. England, Ger-

many and Japan are still making
inroads in America's private back-

yard. The Americans hope to

overcome this between now and the
date of the conference.

One false move in Cuba, which
will increase Latin America's hatred
for the iron heel of the North will

play into the hands of the other im-

perialisth. American hopes to avoid

this, which accounts for the new
form of intervention the Roosevelt

government is conducting in Cuba.
As soon as the London Conference

was over, as soon as America had
tied a few more ropes around Eur-
ope in order to put her on rations,

America turned her attention to the
South American struggle and the
coming conference. Reports from
investigators Roosevelt sent south
at the very beginning of his admin-
istration indicated that CubR was
a most critical spot. This sore spot
had to be removed as part of the
preparations for the Pan-American
Conference.

The objective codnitions lor a

political explosion In Cuba were
mature. All that was needed was
a "hands off policy" from the iron

heel of the North. America did
more than that. It helped remove

Machado and place in power a more
suitable puppet but events and con-
ditions got out of control. Within
a month history passed beyond this
American set-up. The Cuban situa-
tion is characteristic of the quick-
sand upon which American Imper-
ialism has built its world structure.
Attempts to solve one contradiction
pave the way for a new and bigger
contradiction.

The proletarian revolution cast
its shadow across Cuba, an outpost
of American imperialism. America's
backyard has a revolutionary situa-
tion. Workers seize sugar planta-
tions, American imperialism is de-
nounced, complete independence is

demanded. The Red scare becomes
the headliner overnight in the rabid
American press. But the economic
and political implications run deep
er than the diplomatic and yellow
press maneuvers. It runs deeper
than America's attempt to patch up
tilings for the Pan-American Confer-
ence.

America went to the London con-
ference to smash the attempted uni-
ted front of Europe. America's
positive role at Europe's conference
was to deliver a few destructive
blows. America's role at the Pan-
American conference is different.
This is America's set-up. It Ib
England's time to deliver a few de-
structive blows.
Below the surface of this imper-

ialist struggle for markets and1 the
preparation for war runs the more
fundamental struggle of the imper-
ialists and the proletariat. The
American wroking class has an ur-
gent .and tremendous task to aid
the Latin American workers and
peasants. The overthrow of Amer-
ican Imperialism is our task and
the workers and peasants of Latin
America are our closest allies. Their
fight against American Imperialism
in Cuba is our fight.

—HUGO OEHLEB.

Secretary Hull expressed the
opinion to the London economic
conference that if any nation wreck-
ed it, "that country will merit the
execration of mankind." Yet the
United States did It. Secretary
Woodin, when denying rumors of
currency stabilization agreements
reached at London, said that "any
agreement on this subject will be
reached in Washington, not else-
where." Soon Secretary Swanson,
who is now busy building a navy
"second to none", can be expected
to add his declaration that—any
future agreement on naval ratio
will be reached' in Washington, not
elsewhere.

Relativity and

'Pacifism

The New York Times of Septem-
ber 10 quotes Albert Einstein, worid
famous pacifist, as follows; "If I

were a Belgian I would' not refuse

military service under the present
circumstances, but I would, on the
contrary, accept it with a clear

conscience with the sentiment of

a contribution toward securing Eur-
opean civilization."

The "present circumstances" are
Einstein's fear of a threat of war
emanating from Hitler. Einstein
thinks that the tide of war will

roll westward and that Belgium
will fall beneath the Nazi chariot
wheels. Hence the gratuitous ad-
monition to .Belgian workers to

train for the defense of "their"

country.

The French Socialists and the
British labor skates want to de-

fend European democracy against
Fascist and "Soviet dictatorships".
Hitler, too, wants to defend Eur-
opean civilization against "the
East". How many saviors of Eur-
opean civilization there are!

It is difficult to reconcile this

latest position of Einstein's with his
endorsement of and services for the
Stalinist Amsterdam World Anti-
War Congress. This the Stalinists

will have to explain away. We
warned in time against entrusting
the leadership of the fight against
imperialist war to well meaning
intellectuals and pacifists. For our
good advice the Stalinists gave us
curses and blows.
This latest advice of Einstciu's

stands in contradiction to his form-
er, well known advice to the entire
world to refuse to bear arms. He
is the formuiator of the pacifist idea
that if only two percent of a popu-
lation refuse to bear arms that num-
ber will suffice to defeat the war
plans of the imperialists.

But if you think you see a con-
tradiction here Einstein does not.

He explains this point : "There does
not meau 1 renounce my previous
opinions. I desire nothing move
than to see the moment come when
the refusal of military service will
be the means for an efficacious
struggle for the progress of human-
ity." You see, he merely postpones
his idea of refusing military ser-

vice for a whole. And .in the mean-
time he advocates the exact oppos-
ite.

Is there a contradiction here?
Yes and no. It all depends on how
you iook at it. Workers should
remember that Einstein is the
author of the theory of relativity
which, despite its positive contri-

butions to science, implies that
there is no objective world inde-
pendent of consciousness and that
the world is only the result of the
position of the measurer. In other
words if you stick your head be-
tween your legs and look at the
worid from that position tlie Em-
pire State Building grows down
from the sky and calling on Bel-
gian workers to enter the military
service of the capitalist class to
defend the capitalist state is cot
in contradiction to pacifist ideas.

That is generally the conclusion
to which the petty bourgeois, con-
fusionist theories of pacifism lead.
We hope that Einstein will forgive
us if we see in his playing with
serious questions the bankruptcy
of pacifism and its objective sup-
port of imperialism.

—T. STAMM.

Southern Negroes

UndertheN.R.A.

The murderous meaning of Roos-
evelt's "New Deal" to southern
Negro workers lias been brought to

our attention by many conflicts

which have arisen around the issue
of wage differentials between white
and Negro workers. A firm in

Atlanta which prominently display-
ed the blue eagle insignia pays its

Negro employees from 6 to 13 cents
an hour. The most violent forms
of Jim Crowism transferred into
the Wage differential question is

given testimony in an article itn

the New York Times of August 27,
from which we quote in part:

"Mississippi already has given
the nation an example of barbarity
based on an economic condition
Negro firemen were lured from
their engines with ilares and then
shot down. Othtrs were slain or
seriously wounded in the engine
cabs It can be assured that how-
ever true the statement that the
living costs of the Negro justifies

a differential in wages, tile thought
is not a pleasant one to blacks who
are forced to live in miserable sur-
roundings in order to live at the
lowest scale. This situation creat-
ed by. the NRA regulations beneflei-
ent as they are in intent (?) is one
that must have the serious and
honest consideration of reasonable
men of both races."

It would be much more correct
to state that this situation and
the whole Negro question requires
the consideration of working men of
both races ; for serious bourgeois of
both races created exactly this
situation. I quote further from the
same article to prove this state-
ment :

"Many men suggested that a dif-
ferential in wages should be estab-
lished. This was successfully done
among laundry workers, where
Negro workers have long repre-
sented the majority of the workers.
But a. drastic differential in other
lines is another matter and con-
tains a danger pointed out by Dr.
R. R. Moton, head of Tuskegee In-

Even Slander Needs Meaning
A Discussion with those Stalinists

Who Reflect

On every occasion the Stalinists

repeat that the Bolshevik-Leninists

whom tiiey call "Trotskyists" are

working in favor of military in-

tervention in the U. S. S. It. A
shameless absurdity of this kind is

calculated to mislead ill-informed

people. The courugeous man, the

honest one, must inevitably say to

himself : "It is impossible that such

a thing is simply an invention, there

must be some truth iu it." And un-

fortunately there are not a few

of such courageous men in the

world.

How then must one understand

the aid that the "Trotskyists" wili

lend aid to intervention? Does
that mean that the Bolshevik-Lenin-

ists are on the side of imperialism

in the struggle against the U. S.

S. It., that is, that they will be
materially or politically interested

in overthrowing the workers' state

with tlie aid of the military force

of the imperialist bourgeoisie?

There are people who even go as

far as such assertions. In the maj-
ority of cases, these are slovenly

careerists who are little concerned

over intervention, revolution, Marx-
ism and ideas in general they sim-

ply serve the master of today and
will unhesitatingly betray this mas-

ter in time of danger.

At bottom, these "udarniks" (shock

brigadiers) of slander continue the
tradition of the reactionaries, who,

from 1U14 onward and particularly

i from 1917, repeated indefatigabiy

that Lenin and Trotsky were agents

of the German General Staff. After

lii or 20 years in the course of

which such events as the October
Revolution, the Civil war, the

creation of the 3rd Inturnational

and the intrausigeant struggle of

the Bolshevik-Leninists for the

banner of Marx and Lenin against

tlie degenerating bureaucracy have

taken place—the Stalinists have
withdrawn from the mud of the ac-

cusation formerly fabricated by the

military espionage, by Sliliukov,

Bourtzcv and Kerensky.

Others of the more prudent bu-

reaucrats do not trust themselves

to pose the question in the spirit of

the British and Czarist counter-

espionage. They add a wise word:

the Trotskyists, they say, objective-

ly aid the counter revolution and

the intervention. Such a formula,

which itself pretends to objectivity

is in reality deprived of all content.

Any mistake of the revolutionary

party aids the enemy directly or

indirectly but the whole question

consists precisely in this: on wfcose

Side is the mistake? The Bolshevik-

Leninists have demonstrated (and

events have justified our arguments)

that the policy of the Stalinist bu-

reaucracy has aided the bourgeoisie

and foreign imperialism against tlie

workers in China ; that it aided the

British reformists against Commun-
ism

;
that in the U. S. S. R. it has

aided and it aids the thermidor-

ians and the bonapartisls against

the October Revolution ; finally that

it aided Hitler against the prole-

tariat in Germany. Is this true or

not? This is the decisive question.

Of course our criticism docs not

contribute to raising the authorily

of the Stalinist faction; but can

one put the prestige of the bureau-

cracy und the vital interest* of the

world proletariat on the same plans';

The Stalinist bureaucracy, which

disposes in abundance of the ser-

vices of publications, papers, "theor-

eticians", journalists, has not even

approached a refutation of our

criticism. Is it not truly astound-

ing that the C. I- has no book which

draws the lessons of the German
events of 15)23, the Bulgarian in-

surrection and a scries of other

events of lesser extent. Thus, af-

ter the miserable report of Heck-
ert they iiave put a cross on tlie

study and on the analysis of the

causes of the victory of German
fascism. By treating our criticism

as counter-revolutionary the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy merely says by that

that we assail tlie principle of its

infallibility. This principle has no

need of demonstration : whoever
doubts it is expelled from the or-

ganization and is locked in a prison

iu the U. S. S. U., then the family

of the criminal is deprived of dom-

icile and bread.

But is or is not the Opposition

correct in its criticism? What then

has military intervention to do witli

it? However in its chase for

stronger and stronger arguments U
justify its measures of physical de-

struction of the Leninists, the Stal-

inists with more and more frequ-

ency and always with greater obsti-

nacy advance the argument of in-

tervention. Their reasoning is con-

structed somewhat along the follow-

ing lines: the "Trotskyists" say that

Socialism in a single country is im-

possible; that the kulaks in the

U. S. S. II. are not destroyed; thai

social democracy is not Fascism,

consequently . . .the "Trotskyists"

press forward on tlie road of inter-

vention. The conclusion here does

not in any way at all ilow from the

premises. Only a little reflect ion

i3 necessary to be convinced that

the very conclusion stands in direct

contradiction with the premises.

Only a little reflection is necessary

to be convinced that the very con-

clusion stands in direct contradic-

tion with the premises. The Stalin-

ists themselves have repeated on

numerous occasions thai it is pre-

cisely the success of the construc-

tion of socialism which sharpen

the hatred of the imperialisats for

the IJ. S. S. It. and by that brings

closer the danger of intervention.

But then is it not the Bolshevik-

Leninists who declare that the ac-

tual successes are far from being

as great as the Stalinist faction

affirms? How then can tins critic-

ism push the bourgeoisie on the

road of intervention? Let them
explain that to us!

No one who knows anything will

Cuban Revolution Rising

Revolutionary unrest continues

unabated in Cuba and the new re-

gime which claims to be "anti-im-

perialist but willing to fulfill all of

its legitimate obligations"' is finding

increasing difficulty in maintaining

itself between the pressure from

Wall Street and Washington on the

one hand and the masses

from the left on the other. While

several hundred of the old army of-

ficers continue barricaded in the

National Hotel, Colonel-Sergeant

Batista, army chief of staff, is busy

promoting enlisted men to replace

*he former officers, fraternization

between the soldiers and workers

continues. This is what the capi-

talist press means when it com-

plains of the breakdown of disci-

pline.

Tlie native bourgeoise is

already consistently sabotaging the

Grau San Martin Government by

withholding taxes due to the gov-

ernment, hoping in this way to

force tlie government to default in

the payment of interest on loans to

Wall Street increase the pressure

on it from that direction and turn

tlie army against it consequent on
its failure to pay the enlisted rank
and file.

The workers and students, real-

izing the danger of counter-revolu-

tion anil in order to be able to ex-

ert mass pressure on the bour-

geoise, are taking steps to fortify

their present positions in an at-

tempt to prevent the triumph of a
counter-revolution, led by the Meno-
cal conservatives or Mendieta
jjationalists.

The strike wave continues Un-

abated ; the militancy of the work-
ers and unwillingness of the sol-

diers to act against them being
everywhere in evidence. On the
banana plantations at Antilla, Ori-

ente Province, the workers have

stitute. . . .Dr. Moton—realized that
with both races receiving the same
wages for identical work the whites
would gradually usurp the places

held by Negroes."
The bourgeois Negroes' whole

slant on economic and political

questions (Dr. Moton is just one of

these bourgeois Negroes) arises
from and does not look beyond the

segregation, discrimination, and
subordination to which the caste

system in these United States re-

legates the Negro workers.

—G. J. SAUL.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE MILITANT
One year $3.00; six Months—$1.00

—On Club Plan (Clubs of Four))
Six Months 150 Coots,

given the owners until Saturday to

grant their demands and the seiz-

ure of the estates should compli-

ance not he made is likely. The

strike at the Cristo manganese

mines continues in spite of efforts

of the students and soldiers to ar-

bitrate. In this particular case

some weakening of the workers' at-

titude is to be noted in their ap-

parent willingness to accept a truce

of 15 days, during which they

would return to work.

Once more the dock workers of

Santiago are threatening to strike

unless their latest demands are ac-

cepted within 72 hours. Tlie strikes

at the JIabay refinery in Santiago

and on the coffee plantations of

the same province continue.

In many points throughout the

island the workers, especially those

on the sugar plantations, are arm-

ing themselves. The first attempt

of the present government or of the

counter-revolution to oust them
from the sugar mills and planta-

tions, some of which they have al-

ready seized will undoubtedly be

met by violent resistance.

At the same time camps for mili-

tary instruction are being organ-

ized by the student organisations

and authorized spokesmen for the

students stated to the Associated

Press representative

:

"We are attempting to prevent

a recurrence of those things which
happened to these boys during the

Machado regime. We want them
to have a knowledge of military

training so that they may be pre-

pared to defend themselves when-
ever it may be necessary to do so."

The same Associated Press re-

l>ort goes on to note that tlie or-

ganizers of these military training

camps take pains to explain that

their movement is not of a fascist

character.

^Representatives of American
capitalist interests, especially Am-
bassador Welles, are bargaining
with the Grau San Martin Govern-
ment as well as with the leaders of

the other bourgeoise political

groups. By intelligently plhyinK

them against each other any one of

ihem can be made to come to an
agreement favorable to Wall Street.

The pressure of the masses, how-
ever, as expressed concretely within
the ranks of the army, by the seiz-

ures of the sugar mills, and by the

developments at the manganese
mines in Cristo. Oriente Province,

must be reckoned with before Yan-
kee imperialism can hope to again
establish the good old days of un-
interrupted exploitation of Cuba,

deny that the hostility of the world

bourgeoisie originates from Ihe fear

of Hie intension of the proletarian

revolution in other countries. This

danger, in any case, effects the

world bourgeoisie more immediately

[ban the "liquidation" of classes

in the L'. S. S. It. The Bolshevik-

I.enim.sts, as is known, accuse the

Stalinist bureaucrat j of having

practically renounced the poiicy of

world revolution. Whether this bo

basically true or not, iu any case

such an accusation should diminish

and not alignment the danger of in-

tervention. And indeed one can

bring tens and hundreds of proofs

to bear that the bourgeois believes

that the policy of "soeialism in one

country'' is much more realistic,

wiser, •naional'' than the policy

of "Trotskyism", that is of the

internEilional proletarian revolution.

The criticism of tlie Left Opjwsi-

lion can only strengthen the dip-

lomatic positions of Stalinism. A
serious American bounieois, Camp-
bell, has shown the necessity of

recognizing the Soviet 1'niou by re-

ferring to the words of Stalin, say-

ing that the course towards inter-

national revolution was liquidated

with the expulsion of Trotsky. It

is true that Stalin has disavowed
these words. Let us admit that

they were said to Campbell not by
Stalin himself, but by one ot his

associates; let us even admit that
Campbell, :n order to make the
greatest impression, has himself

put this argument into Stalin's

mouth. At bottom that does not
change the matter one iota. Camp-
bell puts as a positive feature of

Stalin that which hte Left Opposi-

tion considers as a negative feature

and the American bourgeois is right

from his point of \icw."

In any case, to accuse the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy of being nationally

limited docs not hinder, but facili-

tates "normal" and even "friendly"

relations for it with Ihe bourgeois
states. What happens then to the
lecture on intervention? It can
however be said that that we do
not exactly explain the basis of the
Stalinist argumentation. Let us
take their official press. We have
at hand tlie last number of I'll tintati-

Ue (August 2nd). Let ns surmount
(he natural repugnance for slander
and let us probe the arguments of

the functionaries of I'HumanUe.
Here as an example of "Trotskyist"
(.'o.'.nler-revolulion. they rite the
words of Simone Well: ''Tlie dip-

lomacy of the itnssiau State should
inspire ns wilh defiance in case
of war as iu case of peace, just as
the diplomacy of the capitalist

states, if not to the same degree."
Farther on they cite the words of

a so-called ""Trot-kyist" I'radcr:

"The power whieh dominates the
I". S. S. It. has nothing in com-
mon—in spite of its lies—with the
October Revolution." In alleging
these two quotations, of which we
cannot guarantee the authenticity
of the text, the editors write:
'"These are word for word the same
tilth that appears in the press of

the other white-Russian or French
counter-revolutionaries, of the Ren-
aissance of General Milter, iu tlie

Deroiercs Nouvelles of JUliukov
and in Popuiairc of Blum-Iiosen-
feld."

So the White- Russians accuse So-
\iet diplomacy of having sunk to
the level of bourgeois diplomacy
or having betrayed the heritage of
the October Revolution. Can any-
thing more stupid or more ridicul-

ous be imagined? And in order to
show what he really is the unfor-
tunate functionary accomplishes
more than he can: "the accusations
of the two camps coincide word for
word".

In reality, the white guard press
exerts all its strength to prove to
the bourgeois governments that the
Stalinist bureaucracy continues the
criminal work of the October Rev-
olution, that it does not limit itself

to national aims and aspires as be-

fore to the world revolution, and1

that is wiiy the conclusion of the
Franco-Soviet non-aggression pact
or the recognition of the Soviets by
Spain are fata) mistakes, in other
words, the reactionary Russian and
world press fries to demonstrate
(hat Soviet diplomacy is not "Eur-
opeanized" that is, that it is not
bourgcoisi tied and it sees in its re-

fusal to bourgeoisify itself a basis
some logic iu that. But the Stalin-
for intervention: there is at least
ists have nothing, except absurdit-
ies. The Whites hate the Soviets
with a vehement hatred and pre-
cisely because of that they look for
arguments that have political mean-
ing. It is an entirely different

thing when an appointed function-
ary defends a cause which is quite
foreign to him: he throws into the
same sack all the absurdities which
come Into his poor head.

The functionary receives his task
for the day: connect Trotsky with
tlie white emigres in order by that
to justify Ihe repressions against
Bakovsky and thousands of irre-
proachable Bolsheviks. Then how
does the indifferent functionary act
in tlie cause? He assuredly does
not throw himself into a polemic
with Trotsky or his comrades: such
a polemic promises nothing good.
He has neither facts nor arguments :

where should he find such facts and
arguments? The functionary finds
two isolated quotations which have
no relation with Trotsky and he sets
his wits to work to identify these
quotations with the point of view
of the white guards which is dir-

ectly contrary both in spirit and'
letter. In order to give proof of
his zeal the functionary adds

:

"word for word": In slandering
he takes no care to give his slander
even an appearance of sense. No
wonder If the advanced workers
more and more turn their hacks
on the dishonest, ignorant and
traitorous functionary. —G. Q.
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porlant points oi view, tailed to

pose the orientation of the new In-

ternational. Where it speaks in

the general abstract manner of re-

trieving the international unity of

the working class, that will nave

as many and us distinct different

111terpretalions as their were tend-

encies represented, teoine of the

delegates undoubtedly supported the

resolution because il postponed the

new regrouping of revolutionary

loree outside the two Internation-

als, others because tiiey did sot

yet consider it necessary to create

a new international and linally

there were those who interpret the

failure of the two internationals

us proof oi the necessity of unifica-

tion of all workers organizations on

the basis oi concrete demands and
without regard to divergent prin-

ciples.

summed up this conference never-

theless presents to us a picture of

the travail and the birth pangs of

a movement. We recall the time of

the rise of the Rolsheuk revolution

and the collapse of Social Dem-
ocracy how important sections and
groups within it were struggling to

and their way to Communism and
in most cases not without dillicult-

ies. Again this process is repeated,

hut, a« it appears, at an accelerated

tempo. The lessons of Germany
are sinking in deeply among several

of these present groups and parties

developing Leftward toward inter-

national Communism. This general
development is the fact of monu-
mental importance standing out
above all difficulties and all ike

contusion still apparent.

The decadence and betrayal of

Social Democracy became the com-
pelling force driving many of these
parties in a Leftward direction,

Such new groups will still emerge.
But the Stalinist •ontrol of the
Comintern instead of facilitating

has hindered this process, and that
in a large measure accounts for the
confusion still existing amongst
them. In their further develop-
ments these parties will therefore
find themselves ever more faced
with the task of smashing the Stal-

inist barriers.

Before this conference the Left
Opposition affirmed its break with
Stalinist Centrists and its greater
irreconcilability than before to-

wards reformism. That position
will in the coming period stand out
the more impressively and win its

way within the parties groping for

an intenia tioiial revolutionary ori-

entation. The firm kernel which
has already emerged augurs well
for the future. —A. S.

disrupting everything they could
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is absolutely

unce of their trade union policy.

The beginning of the strike wave
was the great opportunity and test

of the Left wing and its leadership,

liiven a correct policy and a com-
petent leadership the Left wing in

opportunists imply—but because a

lorce callable 01 organizing them is

niching and because the trend of

the masses toward the conservative

unions cannot and should not be

counteracted. (For Marxists inde-

pendent unions are not a dot"**.
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tlisastrous leadership in this field

is only a particularly illuminating
illustration of their leadership in

general. The question brooks no
delay. The liberation of the Left
wing of the labor movement from
the strangulating grip of Stalinism
is the key to the problem of plan-
ning and organizing the struggles
of the American workers, of raising
ilie elemental movement to new
heights. This is today the crux of

the trade union question,

. P. CANNON.

GETJ SUB!

It appears that the coal operators
actually did get bu=y and are try-

ing to reach a conclusion on their

Code discussion. When signed it

will, we assume also carry the
name of "fair competition", even
with the company union clause re-

tained. But what made them get
busy was the fact that the workers
got into action and struck the jobs.,

made a dogma of independent "class. m .

[ili( .d true lo Us missi<>n ^ the
struggle" unions, have succeeded in

t organ [Mr of defeats. The
discrediting the idea and alienating

t ,(1)dusiojl whk,h tlle evolutionary
tne workers who might have co-,

work( .rs uji^gliout the world are
operated m building them in these

(lrawillg m„st also be drawn hcre .

industries where their existence had ln the tru(Je unUm yu(!StUm thc,
a certain justification and neees-

llec^it fur a c()muiete break with
sity. By their "fictitious new

[il6 Mtalhljst leadership is especially
trade union center, their stupid

obviot]s and impt.riUi¥C, And their
tactics, their arrogant bureaucrat-
ism, their hooligan abuse and expul-

'

sions of critics and political oppon-
ents, their subordination of the un-

ions to the narrow clique interests

oi the Stalin faction and the con-

version of tile decimated organiza-
tions into mere appendages of the

alalia party—by their whole policy

and regime, they have covered the
idea of an independent union move-
ment with their own disgrace.

The verdict of doom has already
been pronounced on the sooa.lled

unions under tiieir domination. As
tor the unorganized workers, they
are passing them by and the non-
Stai..iisl ,..emboiS who have not
been expelled are lea,ing them.
M.tke no mistake about it. Unions
I hat cannot grow now when new
"(rata of workers are surging for-

ward and seeking organization are
dead beyond the possibility of re-

,-;n miction. The Left wing militants

who want to play a part in the
new situation in the labor move-
nieiii i.uiit i lira their backs on tiie

Stalinist paper unions and put a
citiis over the whole experiment.

THE NEW LEFT WING
I'KOGRAM.
To see the present strike wave

an only the first stage of a resur-

gent class activity of the American
workers and prepare to influence
its further development; to call the
workers to enter the trade unions
and to go with them on this path;
!o struggle increasingly within the
unions against the policy and lead-
ership of the reactionaries; to break
resolutely and completely with the
Stalinist sectarian paper unions

—

these in our opinion, are the main
points of {he new trade union
theses, which the Left wing re-

quires.

But the new program, by itself,

is not enough. The Left wing also
requires a new leadership. Up till

now the Stalinists have dominated
the movement, disorganizing and

Perspectives for

the Cuban

Proletariat

^C4>Ut-i---~ .,J1 J.i**Jtf X)

Growing Strike Wave

Our own Dr. Luttinger ( name
unknown) says that the best thing
lor a young and growing papor is

subs. AH subs are good. They are
(if two kinds; new ones and renew-
als like the one that caine with the
letter rep.inted bt:.ow. rlease read
the letter carefully and draw the
proper conclusions in the form of

new subs and renewals. This is a
favorite theme to whieh we will

return in the near future

"Waubun, Minn.
Dear comrades,
It seems as if I will never get a
dollar together again in my life.

So I am sending you fifty cents
herewith and beg you to extend my
Militant sub for as far as that
amount pays for. My Militant ex-
pires with No. 190. Very close
now. In a money way times have
been even harder than Past year
with no prospects of improvement
for me. But I suppose it isn't

much better anywhere else or with
anybody else.

"Capitalism is simply played out
and cjin no longer provide us with
the barest necessities of life.

"Yours for Communism
and the L. O."

i evolution ts aims with any form of

American domination.

The Cuban workers and peasants,

however, can rely only on tueii* own
airengUi, on their own popular or-

gans ot struggle, that is, me So-

viets. In this respect, we have
nothing in eommon with the Stalin-

ist conception that Soviets are to

be organized oniy at tue moment
oi proletarian insurrcolon. That

would only lead, as was so tragic-

ally demonstrated uy the (Stalinist

policy in china, to the failure lo

organize Soviets in time as the rev-

olutionary tenter anu instrument

ol the workers and peasants, or else

iu the organization oi caricature

tooviets alter the reioluliouary

wave had receded. Soviets are
needed now, not merely as the fu-

ture organs of the proletarian in-

surrection. They are needed in

order eitee/tiveiy to mobilize the

whole people of Cuba, in an ele-

mentary mass organ, for a success-

nil struggle to kick out the Amer-
ican bandits and .jissure the iu-|

tegrity of Cuba. The time for

me organization of Soviets in;

Cuba is now when the struggle for'

the demands of the masses againstl

tue vacillating '"government" audi

against the domination and oppres-!

muq of American imper alism, is

unfolding and gaining in intensity.]

The Cuban masses have already'

seized arms in their endeator to'

defend ajid to advance the gains
afreauy made. To further that

process is one of the main tasks of

the Soviets. The masses of the

people must be armed to the teeth

: m tho elementary interests of the
defense of Cuba against Amrican

i
inicprialism.

The revolutionary problems of

!
the Cuban masses are now posed in

imposing magnitude. But these
problems ennuot be solved by the
Cuban masses alone. They «yi
count surely on the solidarity of

1

the Latin American masses who
ir Iso sailer under the domination
...id oppression of the same north-'

em colossus. But above ail they
iw^d the energetic and immediate]
support of tlie working class of the
United States. The freedom of the]

Cuban people from the imperialist
yoke is intimately linked up with
the struggles of the American work-
ers against the same exploiters.

The cwnomy and politics of the U.
y. are the dominant force in Cuba.
The fate of the proletariat of

Cuba and the United Stales is in-

separably connected. The active
supiwrt of the American working
class in closest solidarity with the
lighting Cuban masses, can defeat
the American intervention in Cuba
and secure the complete and uncon-
ditional independence of the Cuban
people

!

A heavy responsibility rests upon
the American working class. There
should be mo delay in their sym-
pathetic action. It is the duly of
the Communist movement in the

(Continued From Page 1}

crs are concerned, but a section of

them came out in response to the

ers are concerned, but a section of

call of the National Textile Work-
ers Union of TUUL.
Within a few days this mass

movement may even be dwarfed by

tliu new miners strike now looming

on the horizon. Already 30,000 are

out in central and Western Pennsy-

lvania. These miners are losing

patience with the uaotatory pro-

mises made to them before that

1'i'esident ltooseveit and the NIIA
coai code would soon remove all

their depression misery. They are

returning to reliance upon their

own mass force as the prospects

of a code bringing favors to the

mi nens recedes into the background.
The efforts of the UMAV officials

to hold them tied to their job until

the advent of the code seems to be

of little avail.

An effective strike of 1,000 min-
ers in thi^ state of Utah has been
in progress now for some time with
all the means at the disposal of

the capitalist state institution mass-
ed against them. Clubbings and
jailings are on the order of the
day with military control in the
lie id almost amounting to a state

of martial law. This strike is un-
der the leadership of the National
Miners Union. In both the Eastern
and Western Kentucky ileitis mem-
bers of the UMW have begun strik-

es. Even the anthracite miners
are stirring. In Lackawanna
county several shafts have been shut
down and the "liberal" governor
Pinchot has taken this occasion to

instruct his sheriffs to prevent all

mass picketing.

Outside of these two most impor-
tant fields, mining and textile, in-

numerable strikes, some of consi-

derable size are either iu progress,
or have just been settled or have
so far reached the stage of a de-

finite threat unless the workers'
demands are met. Notable, how-
ever, is the fact that in practically
every instance where settlements
have already been arrived at, or
the threats averted, some positive
gains hne been scored by the work-
ers Involved.

In New York City 10,000 cleaners
and dyers have struck for shorter
working hours and higher wages.
The delivery truck drivers threat-

en to follow. 25,000 underwear
workers have declared a strike.

4,000 button workers are already
out. 10,000 neckwear workers are
on strike. Several thousand em-
broidery workers scored important
cains In their strike settlement just
made. 25,000 millinery workers
threaten to go on strike. 4,000
moving picture operators won
against an. attempted company un-
ion by the threat of a strike and
picketing of many theatres.

An injunction against picketing
has been issued against the New
York .bakery workers strike which
iw now running into several mouths
duration. About 3,000 are still out.
Similarly the Brooklyn Shoe work-
ers strike, involving several thoti-

L'. S. to organize this active sup-
port of the American toilers for the
Cuban liberation struggle!

Discussion on the N. R. A. and the

Slogan Nationalization of Industry

This article introduces a sub- oy tne demagogy of fake wage in-

ject which has not formerly

been diseusseu in tne Jliiitaiit,

it is inereiore accepted explicit-

ly as a discussion article. Ihe
views expresed are those of the

writer, oilier contrinutions in

discussion oi tnis subject are
invited, but they shoulu. not ex-

ceed idO woids—Ed.

The bourgeoisie is presenting the

National iuouatrial liecovery Act

as tne answer to ihe Soviets 1'ivo

iear i'lan, as ihe better road ol

capitalist planned economy. The
"piau" which is to solve tne pre-

sent crisis and bring capitalism

out of the wilderness into the pro-

mised land, envisages the forma-

tion ol trusts along the lines of

European cartels on a semi-volunt-

ary oasis for the purpose of regu-

lating competition, allocating pro-

duction, setting standards of min-

imum wages and maximum hours of

work. It includes the aim of rais-

ing prices and increasing the pur-

chasing power of the masses.

Exposure of NHA Our Task

It is the obvious task of the Com-
munist to expose this bourgeois

method of solving the problems of

the crisis solely ior its own benefit

with IHe most shameless and crim-

inal disregard of the mode of exist-

ence of the working class. This

exposure takes on a wide scope.

What is here presented is part of

a larger discussion ou the new pro-

blems posed by NItA.

1. We must show that NRA is

nothing but a scheme for reestal-

bishing of profits for the capitalists

and so ordering industry as to give

the ruling class an all-the-more

powerful griup on the means of pro-

duction, the basis of exploitation.

2. It is an atempt ta organize

American capitalism on a stronger

base for the purposes of imperial-

ist expansion. Naturally this in-

cludes the possibility of qiuckly

transfcrming economy to a war foot-

ing when the ocacsion arises. And
in fact the present campaign to put
over tho NRA is but the prelude,

the rehearsal for a war campaign.

America is in desperate need of

Imretialist. bases on the Asiatic

mainland.

S. It permits more efficient and
concentrated action against the
working class in the event of work- of the country, would expose to fuD

era' resistance. At the same time view the waste and inefficiency of

cleaves ana ire inculcating oi the

mea that the go\ ernment stands
aoove the classes ready to mediate
m tne interests of all, it tries to

ml the workers into passive ac-

ceptance.

i. NKA is an organized method
ior unloading the crisis on the
nacks oi the woiitcrs. it is the
urgauized method under govern-
ment auspices of setting the most
wretched living standards for the
pioletaruu. It is the nation-wide
stagger plan which reduces hours
oi work, at the same time throwing
me sop to the workers of a noin-
.n:il increase of hourly pay, the net
result being that the workers lose
aoout one weeks pay a month. The
uages thus saved, it is hoped, will

be used by the bosses to hire extra
nands.

J. NKA is the attempt to drag-
oon the workers either in company
unions or under the leadership of
tne treacherous class collaboration-

ists. It is a weapon drawn against
l-eaist the wiles ot clas* collabora-
te!), then the open shop will be
put over on the entire American
working class.

N. K. A. vs. i'ktitned Economy
0. Wc must emphasize also that

this "plan" is peculiarly unlike
what we know as plamed economy.
I' 'or planned economy is the organ-
izing of industry for ever greater
production, for the increase o£ com-
modities, not for their restriction.
This so-called plan is rather (he
organizing of waste, of sabotage of
production, of restrictions of output
—in short it is thti organizing of
hunger with the greatest ingenuity,
simply and solely for profits. The
allocation of production within the
cartel means rendering idle and use-
less a lage percentage of the mach-
inery of production. It has even
been proposed to tax such idle
machinery out of existence. (Note
Eastman's plan for scrapping old
railroad- equipment.) The piaa sup-
posedly involves the figuring of
costs of production, but to engage
in any real analyses of the capital-

ist mode of production would mean
the exposure of its anarchy before
the entire working class, would
show up the serious disproportions
of capitalism in the various sections

production under the present sys-.

tern, particularly as concerns the
'-

quantity of machinery left in com-
plete, idleness in the various large
plants. Kather than attempt to
set a uniform system of accounting
which would virtually involve the
determination of the socially-neces-

sary labor entering into the produc-
tion of a commodity, the adminis-
tration has been forced to abandon
this ambitious undertaking and to
adopt a "blanket" code. The other
codes being adopted imitate the
generalities of this blanket code.
No, this Is no planned economy

;

such an economy can only be set
In motion by the proletariat who
alone can see to it that not the
workers exist for production hut
production for the workers, who
alone can produce for use and cot
for profit.

7. The relation of NRA to in-

flation is worthy of closer atten-
tion than is here possible. Gov-
ernment inflation has become a
necessity for the bourgeoisie as a
class. NRA is one of the ways of
preparing for the later stages of
inflation and is itself, thru the
price-fixing provision, an attempt to
"control" the course of the "inevit-

able" inflation.

Aims of the Communists
Not alone does the Communist

cxiiose the real nature of this bour-
geois attack on the w#rking class,

but he participates in all the im-
mediate struggles of the workers

—

whether for higher wages, better
conditions, the right to strike, the
rights of unionism for the rights
of the worker to democratic justice,

etc.-—for the purpose of guiding the
immediate aims of the struggle so
that they coincide with the interests
of tbj3 class as a whole, and also
for the purpose of gaining the con-
fidence of the proletarians through
correctness of policy, and through
struggle as to make the worker
politically conscious in his resist-

ance to the ruling class.

Lenin states that "the workers
can acquire political consciousness
only from without, only outside of

the economic struggle, outside of
the sphere of relations between
workers and empolyers." Hence
our task "Is not merely to serve
the labor movement at each of its

separate stages, but to represent
the movement as a whole, to point
out to this movement Its ultimate
aims and its political basis, and to
protect its political and ideological
independence. Isolated from Social
Democracy (read Communism) the
labor movement becomes petty and
inevitably becomes bourgeois : in
conducting only the economic strug-

gle the working class loses its pol-

itical independence ; it becomes the
tail of other parties and runs coun-
ter to the great slogan: "The em-
ancipation of the workers must be
the task of the workers themselves."
—To facilitate the political devel-
opment and the political organiza-
tiou of the working class is our
principal and fundamental task.
Those who push this task into the
background, who refuse to subord-
inate to it all the special tasks and
methods of tho struggle, are stray
tug on to the wrong path and cause
serious harm to the movement".

The writer is well aware that
Lenin used the terms "economic"
and "political" above in the nar-
row, restricted sense in which they
are CQumerposed to each other. In
the broader sense of the term, "pol-
itics" is concentrated economics so
'hat to the Communist every social
problem the economic included, is a
political problem. Nevertheless the
narrower interpretations aid in ap-
plying a corrective to policies not
sufficient Iv all-embracing.

Function of Intermediate Slogans
At each stage of development it

becomes the task of the Communist
to search for that iwticular and
precise intermediate slogan which
will perform best the service first

>( 1-eing of a«tual benefit to the'
workers if achieved ; secondly,

'

which will aid in rallying the work-
j

ers for resistance to the ruling-

1

class solution and in favor of its

own solution to a serious social
problem, in this case the problem
of the crisis ; thirdly, that will lead
the workers along the path of class
strugge towards our final goal of
the seizure of power, is there
such a slogan that presents itself
at this time in any given indus-
tries? I believe there is but a few
words are necessary before stating
it in jts general terms first.

The Commtinist must be quite
clear as to what constitutes pro-
gressive development of economic
forces. For example, no Commun-
ist can be opposed to the process
of trustification. On the contrary
we look upon this process as in-
evitable. What we do oppose is*

bourgeois control of the vast power
embodied in highly concentrated
industry, and we propose to substi-
tute our own class content in place
of the capitalist class content of
trusts. In similar fashien we are
not opposed to unions, but we are
opposed to company unions ; that is,

to unions permeated by capitalist
influence. No institution or social
instrument is saeroseant to the
working class on this very account.
Thus in the straggle for power

Soviets arise. If these Soviets are
captured by the bourgeoisie so
that they become ruling-class in-

struments we stand opposed to
them. Thus too we are against
capitalist trusts, with the empha-
sis on capitalist. We assume no re-
sponsibility for the bourgeois mode
of concentrating industry, but we
intervene at all stages of the pro-
cess to advance the working class
movement along the path of revolu-
tionary struggle.

Tlie Slogan of Nationalization,
For "Kipened" industries

Speaking still in the narrow but
perfectly clear sense of the terms,
it is rare that an economic strug-
gle presents itself at the same
time as clearly a political struggle
involving the government and the
slate. It takes enormous labor on
the part of the Communist to
transform the ordinary economic
struggle of the workers into a poli-

tical struggle. In the case of the
NRA the government has been
forced to take the initiative and nas
thereby presented us with a prob-
lem vyhich is at the same time eco-
nomic and political, involving state
power. How can we take advan-
tage of this fact? On the whole
the workers incline to accept the
pretences of the ruling-class, the
demagogy of Roosevelt that he ac-
tually desires to so organize the in-

dustries as to put ;the workers back
on the job, and to increase their
ability to buy goods. These illu-

sions can be destroyed only by en-
gaging the workers in a struggle
which will put decisive tests and
give decisive answers, which will
call the bluff of Roosevelt. Why
not have the coal miners demand
the nationalization of the mines,
and the railroad workers that of
the railroads? In the eyes of the
workers could not the government
then put the workers back to work
at once? And why should not tlie

workers participate in the control
of production and in the administra-
tion of the industry? The problem
of nntionalizaiton cannot of course
be "imposed" on any industry at
all from without. It must link up
with the concrete fighting slogans
and arise as a working class de-
mand along with and from these
narrower slogans. With this in
view we will attempt to show the
applicability of the slogan of nation-
alization to mining and the rail-
roads in later articles.

(To bo continued)

—JACK WEBEB.

READ YOUNG SPAETACCS
OCR YOUTH ORGAN
OUT EVERY MONTH

sand men is still in lull force de-

spite ail the attempts to make it

niegal under the cuarge of being

a Communist strike.

from St. Louis comes the report

mat the city is in the grip of many
strikes. In the main it is the

clothing shops which are hit, about

1,000 being out at the time of this

writing. A total of 300 pickets

have ueen arrested. In Cleveland

a street car strike of 3,000 work-
era was narrowly averted by the

company agreeing lo recogmae the

union and to have the demands for

wage increases settled by arbitra-

tion, in tne I''ro&uo, Calil. region

a strike of lii.000 truit pickers

gained for them a 33 per cent, wage
increase. Fruit pickers in Jackima
\ al.ey, H'asb., are on strike for bet-

ter wages anu worsing conditions.

These are just a few examples,
culleu at random, of strikes going
tin at Lhis moment. A glance will

convince the most sceptical observ-
er that there is today a strike curve
Lunsiantly moving upward. This Is

not accidental. -Moreover, it is in-

dicative tor the future. The ex-

tremely low standard of living to

which the American workers have
i,een reduced demands improvements
<uiu the workers are showing deter-

mination to get it. As the now ra-

pidly upward moving coat of living

icaliy begins lo make its effect fell

tue workers will surge iorward that
much stronger.

The strikes in progress also prove
beyond a shadow of doubt that the
American workers do not rely mere-
ly upon the N. R. A., despite all

ns ballyhoo, to accomplish this im-
provement. Generally speaking the
masses still believe that it will be
neiplul, but they also believe in
reinforcement by their own strike
power to actually obtain its bene-
fits. Apparently we will be jastilied

m saying : In the main the workers
are striKing today with the NRA
with some signs of taking action
regardless Of it. Toinorow, when
their illusions disappear, they will
ne striking against the chains im-
posed by tlie N. R. A. —A. S.

Walk Out in the

Harvcrstraw Shop

Ailer over three weeks of inten-

sive organization work, the work-
ers ot the Spiewak plant in llaver-
r-truw, N. i., for years the open-
shop "jinx" ot the mens' garment
market, unanimously voted to go
out on strike against prevailing
sweat shop conditions and for the
.(.cognition of the Amalgamated
Clothing iWorkers Union., Local ITS.

ilr. Spiewak is caught short with
a mass of orders that he cannot
ml. tsot a garment can be produc-
ed. In turn the Liubrook plant
whose cutters are on strike will
now be tied up, since the cutting
was all done at Haverstraw. News
oi the Spiewak strike has tremend-
ously heartened Local 178 in New
iork, and has spurred it on towards
a 100 percent organization of the
industry.

All the preliminary organization
work preparatory to the calling of
the strike was handled by Sara
Avrin in close collaboration with
the New York oilice of the union.

Bosses and NRA
Defeat Workers

The shipping department of the
Ceo. B. Hand Co., a paper house,
went on strike, September 11, 1933
after being refused a minimum
wage of $1S) per week which the
shipping clerks demanded.
The tactics of the strikers were

to spread the strike so as to include
(he machine girls and the other
workers and so as to get the sup-
port of whatever union included
shipping clerks.

The boss, knowing the raw con-
ditions throughout the factory and
ihe chances we had for spreading
tlie strike, defeated our first tactic
by immediately after our walk-out
raising the wages of the employees
on both the papeterie and machine
lloors.

Our second tactic failed because
there is 110 shipping clerks' union
and because the shipping clerks
section of the Amalgamated Work-
ers Union stated that because their
"hands were full at present" they
could not take up our strike.

The strike then decided to file
complaint against the firm for gross
violations of the NRA: working
machine girls 14 hours a day, re-
fusing to let tlie shipping clerks
deal with Mm collectively, paying
below the lowest level of the NRA.
The NRA investigated the firm

and gave the boss a complete white-
washing, thus showing which class
it serves.

The strikers have experienced
their first disillusionment. They
have made their first move in the
direction of organ! nation. Condi-
tions will force them to make
moves whieh they wlil make more
resolutely and with better planning.

—GEO. J. SAUL.

A CORRECTION
In our article on the Los Angeles

Unemployed Movement, appearing
In the issue of August 12, a mis-
take occurred to which our atten-
tion has been called by the Los
Angeles comrades. In reference to
the Mays Case, it recorded the vote
as being against him. It should be
the opposite. He won out 35 to 6.
Another section of the article dis-

cussed the sectarian, adventurist
policy of the party group within

MEVIEW
THE UNTRIED CASE—By Her-

bert B. Ehrmann
Vanguard Tress, $2.00

It is six years since the two mar-

tyrs, sacco and Vanzetti were

trained and murdered by the State

powers of Massachusetts for a

crime that a professional gang had

committed. This gang was kuowu

as the Morrelli gang ol" Providence,

It. I. According to the confession

made by Castelino Madeiros, one of

the gang who took part iu the South

Draintree hold-up on April ltith,

1!)20, where a paymaster and a

guard were killed for which Sacco

and Vanzetti, innocent victims, were

executed.
On August 22, 193S, six years

acler the legal lynching of Hacco

and Vanzetti, Ehrmann, one of the

defending Counsels that were as-

signed to investigate the Madeiros

confession, for the first time tells

the real inside .story of the South

Uraintree crime lo tlie public. On
reading this book that is full of

so many facts, names, dates, names
of gangsters, etc., pertaining to this

gangster murder, one wonders why
it is that the legal defenders of

Sacco and Vanzetti, withheld the

story from the international work-
ing class and intellectuals who de-

manded freedom for Sacco and Van-

Kelt i. The answer is, in Ehrmann's
own words found on the last page
of the preface,—-"Until Governor
Fuller's decision was released ou
August 3, 1SI27, Mr. Thompson and
I refrained from any public com-
ment. We believed that it was
contrary to the ethics of our pro-

fession to try our case in the new\s-
'papers. The legal aspect of the

ca«e, however, has been closed by
death, and our duty now is to the

record of history." This shows that
Thompson and Ehrmann, although
liberal lawyers, did not understand
that the Sacco and Vanzetti case
was a "class" case. Their clients

understood it very well. The law-
yers did not want any public de-

monstrations or prolest s. This
.hey imagined would hurt their

clients' case.

This book, published last month,
gives an interesting story of how
the South Iiraintree murder was
actually committed. I<"rom Madeiros'
confession we see that the crime
was committed by six professional
gangsters. Their names are all

given.

Mr. Ehrmann shows how Made-
iros made his confession. lie was
in Dedham jail at the time together
wiih Nicholas Hacco and he smug-
sled a note to Saoeo on Nov. lKth,
l!12i> saying;—"I hereby confess
to being in the South Iiraintree
Hime Company crime and that Sacco
and Vanzetti were not in the said
crime." The same note was sent
by Madeiros to the Boston Ameri-
can. The note reached deputy-
Sheriff Curtis but got no further.
This note started a long and tor-
tuous journey travelled by the de-
fense attorneys, that led to the ex-
posure of the Morelli gang.
As soon as Ehrmann had estab-

lished the facts of the murder, he
telephoned to the assistant district
attorney prosecuting the Sacco-
Vanzettl case. Ehrmann continues
"He had been a class-mate of mine
at college and I felt I could talk
frankly to him. To my surprise
he showed no interest In the news
from New Bedford and Providence."
The author describes how Judge

Webster Thayer "listened impas-
sively to the arguments which last-

ed for five days. He was uniformly
courteous and engaged in an occas-
ional pleasantry". It was the same
judge who denied every motion for
a new trial.

What does all this signify? That
the whole State apparatus, Gov.
Fuller and his Commission con-
taining a Liberal Professor like
Powell murdered two workers, not
for a crime they committed but
for their radical ideas. Tlie only
crime Sacco and Vanxetti were
guilty of was that of being unusu-
ally loyal to their class. They were
agitators. They did not believe in
patriotism and war. They organiz-
ed strikes. Sacco evaded the draft.
They were also on defense commit-
tees for helping victims of the "red"
raids and deportations, after our
Liberal President Wood row Wilson
saved the world for Democracy.
Throughout the whole book there

is no hint of a connection between
this case and a thousand other
frnme-aps that have occurred in the
day to day struggles against capi-
talism. It Is evident that Ehrmann
did not understand this frame-up
.if capitalism as Sacco and Vanzetti
understood it.

The book, however, roads like a
detective novel and is a useful docu-
ment 'for future historians to refer
to. It shows very simply how eapi-
ialist courts will reject every proof
of innocence no matter how con-
vincing if it favours the frame-up
victims. The book is full of facts
and evidence that conclusively
proves even to the intelligence of a
child that Sacco and Vanzetti were
murdered though innocent.

—SAM FISHEIt.

These are stirring times. The
ma-sses are getting into motion. Are
the militants on tlie job? If not,
then make the start the sooner the
better. A very good beginning is to
take hold of our literature and
bring it to other workers. In this
the Militant should be included.

this movement at the time of for-
mation of the County Workers Pro-
tective Union. There was nothing
incorrect about this characteriza-
tion, but our Los Angeles comrades
point out that despite this policy
the Protective Union has since
grown and acquired a broad basis.
All militants are co-operating In
activities within it.
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Left Socialist Conference
A Firm Nucleus for A New Internationa! Emerges

The conference is over. As yet

we have neither the minutes nor
the final test of the resolution.

Nevertheless the principal conclu-
sions can be drawn. These conclu-

sions are entirely favorable to the

Left Opposition. This can be seen
best of ail by the comparison of
what we expected to obtain and
what we obtained. In preliminary
discussions and correspondence we
Jill agreed that if we should suc-

ceed in yetting four or even three
signatures under a clear and pre-
cise document in favor of the new
International, we would make an
enormous step forward. We obtain-

ed the four signatures that we
counted on (the Revolutionary So-

cialist Party of Holland, the So-
cialist Labor l'arty of Germany
and the Independent Socialist Party
of Holland together with the Inter-

national Left Opposition) under a
document which is the only tangf-
ble result of the conference and
which may and should become of

historic importance.

We achieved this momentous re-

sult not by some chance combina-
tion or skillful maneuvers (on the
contrary, in this Held we made some
errors) but due to the fact that the
historic step made by us has fully

matured. In spite of ten years of
world wide baiting and slander of

the Lett Opposition ; in spite' of the
luct that this slander left its trace
even jn the consciousness of the
opponents of Stalinism, among them
in the' ranks of the social-democra-
tic workers ; in spite of all this,

three organizations which lead a
few tens of thousands of workers
found no other path but to unite
with us on a common document
which presupposes a long and stub-
born struggle. A wide breach was
made in the wall surrounding the
Left Opposition. We .can expect
with certainty that new and more
organizations and fractions which
are pushed to the revolutionary
path by the whole situation will
with every passing month convince
themselves that the only banner
under whieh the proletarian van-
guard can rally is the banner of
Bolshevism-Leninism.

Only Serious Result

The Declaration o£ four is called
above the only serious result of the
Paris conference. As far as the
vague decisions of the majority are
concerned, they have no future.

This will not be hard to understand
if we should analyze the composi-
tion of the conference. If the de-

legates of the four organizations
which signed the declaration made
up its Left wing, then the Right
wing was made up of the represen-
tatives of the Norwegian Workers
party which aims at the creation
of a Scandinavian "International"
through an alliance with the Swed-
ish and Dutch social-democracy and
is afraid, therefore, to compromise
itself by proximity to Communists.
One must be a hopelessly naive per-

son, or what is worse, an unprinci-
pled schemer to hope for a union
or collaboration with this, through
and through, opportunistic party or
with the small groups which gravi-
tate to it like the French Puplsts,
Party of Proletarian Unity, the
Italian Maximalists, the Catalonian
Federation of Maurin, the Polish
group, of Doctor Cruck, or the alto-

gether humorous party of Stein-
berg (former "People's Commis
Bar").

Urbahns represented at the con-
ference that little which. remained
of the Leninbund. If, with all his

best revolutionary intentions, Ur-
bahns proved anything in the last

years, it is his total incapacity for
collective work, on one side, and
for systematic thinking, on the
other. Alone his laughable theory
of "state capitalism" which puts on
the same level the U. S. S. R. the
U. S. A., the Germany of Hitler and
the Italy of Mussolini excludes the
possibility of joint work with him
in the creation of a new Interna-
tional.

The Swedish Ind, Communists
The Swedish Independent Com-

munist party (Kilbom) and the
British Independent Labor Party
stand in a class by themselves. Both
these organizations are at the cross-
roads. The Swedish party repre-
sents too solid a workers' organiza-
tion to follow the policy of Brand-
ler-Thaheimer, based entirely on
the servile hope that, perhaps, Man-
uilsky will pardon them and call

them to power. On the other hand,
the party of Kilbom is, apparently,
as yet strongly infected with right-
ist tendencies and especially with
distrust towards the Left Opposi-
tion. It cannot retain its present
Intermediary position. It must
make a choice. We must help it

make the right choice.

If the party of Kilbom vacillates

between the Right and1 the Left
Communist oppositions, the Inde-
pendent Labor party vacillates be-
tween the Comintern and the new
International. Maybe not at once,
but inevitably the bureaucrats of the
Comintern will push the Independ-
ent Labor Party on the road of the
new International. Sooner or later
this- party, at least its revolutionary
nucleus, and we shall meet.

It Is absolutely clear, that the de-

cisions adopted by such a hetero-

geneous majority can have only a
platonic, decorative character. Not
a few are all too willing to "con-

demn" the Second International, to

shout about its bankruptcy, so as

to carry on in practice a policy of

opportunism. Not a few are wUl-
in to shout about the bankruptcy

of the Third International so as

lo carry on in reality u policy of

back-stage combinations which are
m -spirit very much akin to bureau-

cratic centrism. Not only are de-

nunciation of the Second and Third
internationals insufficient to ad-

vanced workers but the bare admis-
sion of the necessity of a new In-

ternational does not suSiee either,

it is necessary to say clearly what
international we have in mind: the
restoration of the miserable Two
and a half International, or the
unification of the international pro-

letarian vanguard on the basis of

a revolutionary program really cor-

responding to the problems of our
epoch. To elaborate such a pro-

yraw in tile company of Tranmael
L,ouis Selier, Maurin and others, of

even to support the fiction of an
international organization in com-
mon with them would mean to sow
chaos and ideological demoraliza-

tion instead of the necessary saving
clarity.

The "Yesterday" and "Tomorrow"

of the Movement

We cannot pass by the fact that

two of our allies (the German S. A.

P. and the ljoliand O. S. P., Inde-

pendent Socialist Party) enter not

Joint Declaration
for IWew lnteraat9!

(Continued on Page 3)

Historic Words
The Gazeta Polska, official organ

of the Polish government, writes

on the reasons which determined

the Soviet-Polish rapprochement:

"One of the reasons, and not the

least, was the defeat of Trotsky's

line and the triumph and strength-

ening of Stalin*s line, the building

of socialism in one country."

Gazeta. Polska, Aug. 29, 1933

The Polish government like the

world bourgeoisie knows who is the

real revolutionist. And not alone

the bourgeoisie. Millions of work-

ers will note the reasoning Of the

Polish Government and draw the

correct conclusions. Let the Stal-

inists rave

—

Reichstag Fire

Frame-Up

Unmasked

The international commission of

lawyers at London, which has just

concluded its hearings of evidence

connected with the German Reich-

stag tire, has exonerated the Com-

munists framed-up by the Nazis.

It accepted the alibis of these ac-

cused and found it physically im-

possible for them to have taken any

active part in the fire. It has

turned the accusation of the in-

cendiary right back where it be-

longs—upon the Nazi themselves.

The commission says in its find-

ings, that, "no connection whatever

could be traced between the Com-

munist party and the burning of

the Reichstag" On the other hand

it declares that, "grave grounds

exists for suspecting that the Reich-

stag was set afire by or on behalf

of leading personalities of the Na-

tional Socialist party."

There need not be the slightest

doubt 'that the findings of this com-
mission are entirely correct. Work-
ers familiar with the Nazi terror

and frame-up methods will enter-

tain ho such doubts. But what
will happen at the trial of the

frame-up victims at the Fascist

controlled supreme court at Leipzig

Germany, which is now on, that is

again a different matter. The ac-

cused are in reality denied ail de-

fense. The working class of Ger-

many has no means of expression,

it is entirely at the mercy of the

blood thirsty brown-shirted execu-

tioners. Right along these bandits

are staging new raids upon Com-
munists and anil-Fascists to keep
the demand for more blood alive.

They are sharpening the axe.

Workers everywhere protect this

outrageous frame-up!

Save these militant workers from
the Nazi Axe!

NEWARK MASS MEETING

Comrade Arne Swabeck will speak
In Newark on Sept. 29th at the

ST. REGIS HOTEL
34 Park Place

THE FUTURE OF INTERNA-
TIONAL COMMUNISM

Auspices: Newark Br. C. L. A. (O.)

In full realization of the great
historic responsibility which devolv-

ed upon them, the undersigned or-

ganizations have unanimously de-

cided to combine their forces for

joint work for the regeneration of

the revolutionary proletarian move-
ment on an international scale. As
the basis for their activity they lay

down the following principles

:

1. The mortal crisis of imperial-
ist capitalism which has taken the
props out from under reformism
(social-democracy, the Second In-

ternational, the bureaucracy of the
International Federation of trade-

unions ) poses imperatively the
question of the break with reform-
ist policy and of the revolutionary
struggle for the conquest of power
and the establishment of the pro-
letarian dictatorship as the only
means for the transformation of
capitalist society into a socialist

society.

2. The problem of the proletar-
ian revolution bears, by its very na-
ture, an international character. The
proletariat can build a complete so-

cialist society only on the basis of
the world division of labor and
world cooperation. The undersign-
ed categorically reject, therefore,
the theory of "socialism in one
country" which undermines the very
foundation of proletarian interna-
tionalism.

3. No less energetically must he
rejected the theory of the Austro-
Marxists, centrists and left reform-
ists who, under the pretext of the
international character of the so-
cialist revolution, advocate an ex-
pectant passivity with regard to
their own country, delivering there-
by the proletariat in reality into
the hands of Fascism. A proletar-
ian party which evades the seizure
of power under the present historic

condits, commits the worst ot be-
trayal^. The victorious proletariat
of one country must strengthen its

national dictatorship by socialist
construction, which remains of nec-
essity incomplete and contradictory
until the, working class seizes poli-

tical power in at least a few ad-
vanced capitalist countries. Simul-
taneously, the victorious working
class of one country muat direct all

its efforts to the extension of the
socialist revolution to other coun-
ties The contradiction between
the national character of the seiz-

ure of power and the international

character of socialist society can be
resolved only by courageous rev-

olutionary action.

4. The Third International which
grew out of the October revolution
laid down the principles of pro-
letarian policy In the epoch of im-
perialism and gave the world pro-
letariat the first lessons in the rev-

olutionary struggle for power, fell

victim of a chain of historical con-

tradictions. The treacherous role

of the social-democracy, the imma-
turity and inexperience of the Com-
munist parries led to the breakdown
of tjie post war revolutionary move-
ments In the East and in the West.
The isolated position of the prole-

tarian dictatorship in a backward
country gave an extraordinary
power to the ever more conserva-
tive and nationally-limited Soviet

bureaucracy. The slavish depend-
ence of the sections of the Comin-
tern on the Soviet tops led, in its

turn, to a new series of grave de-
feats, to bureaucratic degeneration
of the theory and practice of the
Communist parties, to their organi-

zational weakening and more than
that the Comintern proved not only
incapable of fulfilling its historic

role but became more and more of
an obstacle In the way of the rev-
olutionary movement.

5. The advance of Fascism in

Germany put the organizations of
the working class to a decisive tesf.

The social-democracy once more
confirmed the designation given it

by Rosa Luxemburg and revealed
Itself for the second time as "the
stinking corpse" The overcoming
of the organizations, ideas and meth-
ods of reformism is the necessary
prerequisite for the victory of the
working class over capitalism.

6. The German events revealed
with no less force the collapse of

the Third International. Despite
its fourteen year existence, despite

the experience gained in gigantic

battles, despite the moral support
of the Soviet state and the plenti-

ful means for propaganda, the Com-
munist party of Germany revealed
under conditions of a grave econom-
1s, social and political crisis, con-

ditions exceptionally favorable for
a revolutionary party, an absolute
revolutionary incapacity and had
thereby shown conclusively that de-

spite the heroism of many of its

members it had become totally in-

capable of fulfilling its historic

role.

7. The position of world capital-

ism; the frightful crisis which
plunged the working masses into
unheard of misery ; the revolution-
ary movement of the oppressed colo-

nial masses; the world danger of
Fascism; the perspective of a new
cycle of wars wihch threaten to de-
stroy the whole human culture—
these are the conditions which im-
peratively demand the welding to-

gether of ffto proletarian vanguard
into a new (Fourth) International.
The undersigned obligate themselves
to direct all their forces to the for-
mation in the shortest possible time
of this International on the firm
foundation of the theoretic and
strategic principles laid down by
Marx and Lenin.

8. While ready to co-operate
with all the organizations, groups
and factions which are actually
developing from reformism or bu-
reaucratic centrism (Stalinism) to
wards revolutionary Marxian pol-
icy, the undersigned at the same
time declare that the new Interna-
tional cannot tolerate any concilia-
tion towards reformism or centrism.
The neeessary unity of the working
class movement cannot be attained
by the blurring of reformist and
revolutionary conception, or the ad-
aptation to the Stalinist policy, but
only by combatting the policies of
both bankrupt Internationals. To
remain equal to its task the New
International must not permit any
deviation from revolutionary prin-
ciples in the question of the insur-
rections, the proletarian dictator-
ship, the Soviet form of the state,
etc.

9. By its class basis, by its so-
cial foundations, by the incontest-
iibly prevailing forms of property,
the I!. S. S. li. remains also today
a workers' state, that is an instru-
ment for the building of a social-
ist society. The new Internation-
al will inscribe on its banker as

one of its most important task the
defense of the Soviet state from im-
perialism and internal counter-rev-
olution. Precisely the revolutionary
defense of the U. S. S. R. places
ui>on us the imperative task of free-
ing the revolutionary forces of the
entire world from -the corrupting
influence of the Stalinist Comintern
and of building a new Internation-
al. Only under the condition of
complete independence of the in-

ternational proletarian organizations
from the Soviet bureaucracy and
the tireless unmasking of its false
methgds before the working masses
is a successful defense of the Soviet
Union possible.

10. l'arty democracy is a neces-
sary prerequisite for the healthy
development of revolutionary pro-
letarian parties on a national as
well as on an international scale.
Without the freedom of criticism,
without the elections of function-
aries from top to bottom, without
the control of the apparatus by the
rank and file, no truly revolution-
ary party is possible.

The need for secrecy under con-
ditions of illegality changes com-
pletely the forms of the internal
life of a revolutionary party and
makes wide discussions and elec-
tions difficult, it not altogether im-
[Kissible. But even under the most
difficult conditions and circum-
stances the basic demands of a
healthy party regime retain their
full force

:

honest information of
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Silk StrikersHold Firm;

Reject N. R. A. Truce
N. T. W. Forms Splitting Strike Committee; AH
Unions Must Unite in Associated Silk Workers

Despite all the efforts of the boss-

es the "national silk strike still holds
solid. Monday morning, Septem-
ber IS, the bosses of Paterson, the

stronghold of the strike made a
feeble attempt to open the mills

after getting plenty of support fron.

the local newspai>ers. Militant

mass picketing by the workers
quickly shut them again. Over
r,U,000 are on strike for ^iS, a 30
hour week, two looms and the aboli-

tion of night work.
OnJSaturday the bosses had offer-

ed the workers a "temporary truce
settlement" on the basis of a slight

increase to four mid a half cents
for 100,000 picks (approximately
$22 a week) for weavers and slight

increases for the auxiliary crafts
until the adoption of a permanent
code. At the membership meeting
of the Associated Silk Workers—
U. T. W., the strikers overwhelm-
ingly rejected the bosses truce and
voted to continue the strike.

The National Strike Committee
very correctly pointed out in a leaf-

let that this offer of only a slight
increase by only a part of the silk

manufacturers offered no guarantee
that all the bosses would accept it.

The only settlement acceptable to
the strikers is a national agreement.
The strike was called by the Am-

erican Federation of Silk .Workers
which is now a part of the United
Textile Worker's but having local

Civil War Looms in Cuba; Situation Tense
The situation in Cuba is develop-

ing into civil war. Soldiers have
been sent against the striking sugar
workers to recapture from them the
plantations they have seized. The
workers are armed and are deter-
mined to resist. Conflicting press
rei>orts state that the soldiers fired

on workers; that they fraternize
with the workers. At any rate the
struggles of the workers for in-

creased pay, better working condi-
tions, and against imperialism has
brought them to the point where
they are beginning to confront the
army. Will the soldiers go over
to the side of the workers? Or will
the soldiers support the govern-
ment, which it is leaning ever more
heavily upon the Cuban bourgeoisie
and the American imperialists? The
next days will decide.

With the passing of each day the
ground is being cut from under the
feet of the San Martin government.
On the one hand it Is being sub-
jected to enormous pressure from
the Cuban bourgeoisie and the Uni-
ted States. The Menocal and Men-
dieta factions together with the
ABC are insistently demanding the
resignation of the government. The
financial sabotage continues unre-
mittingly. Welles is busy conniv-
ing and plotting to replace the Mar-
tin government with an outright
bourgeois regime.
The petty bourgeoisie, too, bring-

ing pressure to bear on the govern-
ment to drive it to the Ilight, against
the workers, on the ground that
strikes are paralyzing business and
ruining them. In Havana they
threatened a 24 hour closure of all

Military Intervention by
United St tes Imminent

business houses "in protest against
workers' acts of violence". Another
report has it that they "threaten
to close their doors unless the gov-
ernment compromises with the op-
position (bourgeois factions) and
agrees to a coalition cabinet that
will satisfy all, win U. S. recogni-
tion and restore the country's econ-
omic life." Out of fear of the work-
ers the petty bourgeoisie are ask-
ing the Cuban bourgeoisie and the
U. S. .imperialists, to suppress the
workers.
The rising tide of workers' strug-

gles is leaving the San Martin gov-

A.F.ofL. Leaders

Accept Company

Union Clause

Swabeck National

Tour Begins

The following is the schedule of

cities

:

Fri., Sept. 29th Newark, N. J.

St Regis Hotel—34 Park Plate
Sun., Oct. 1st Bethlehem, Pa.
Tues., Oct. 3rd New Haven
Wed., Oct. 4th Boston, Mass.

Social Science Hall, 28 Hayward PI.

(Off Washington St., near
R. H. Whites)

Thtirs., Oct. 5th Boston, Mass.
Fri., Oct. 6th Boston, Mass.
Sun., Oct. 8th Rochester, N. Y.

Mon., Oct. 9th Buffalo, N. Y.

Tues., Oct- 10th Toronto, Can.
Wed., Oct. 11th Toronto, Can.
Fri., Oct. 13th Pittsburgh Pa.

Weinstein's Retaurant
1830 Center Ave., 2nd Fl.

Sat., Oct. I4th Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sun., Oct. 15th... Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mon., Oct. 16th New Castle, Pa
Tues., Oct. 17th. , ..Youngstown
Wed., Oct. 18th Youngstown
Thurs., Oct. 19th Cleveland, O.
Fri., Oct. 20th Cleveland, O.
Sat, Oct. 21st Chicago, 111.

Sun., Oct. 22nd Chicago, 111.

Mon., Oct. 23rd Chicago, 111.

Tues., Oct. 24th Chicago, III.

Wed., Oct. 25th.... Springfield, III

Thurs. Oct. 26th Staunton, 111.

Fri. Oct. 27th.... St Louis, Mo.
Sat, Oct. 28th St. Louis, Mo
Sun., Oct. 29th. Kansas City, Mo.
Mon., Oct. 30 Kansas City, Mo.
Thurs., Nov. 2nd. Minneapolis
Fri., Nov. 3rd Minneapolis
Sat., Nov. 4th Minneapolis
Sun., Nov. 5th Minneapolis
Tues., Nov. 7th Chicago, III.

Thurs., Nov. 9th.. Davenport, Ia.

Fri., Nov. 10th Davenport, Ia.

It is a well established fact that
the A. F. of L. executives have al-

ways been heeding the call of their

accepted master* in the government-
al administration regardless of
what the exigencies of capitalist

politics might require. Its stupid-

ities they have fully shared without
possessing any of its far sighted-
ness. Where they have differed,

they have usually been further to

the right of the capitalist govern-
ment.

Thus today, when the Roose-
velt administration casts its eyes
toward the Russian market and
discuss possibilities of recognition
of the Soviets, with closer trade
relations and advancing of credits,

the A. P. of L. executives have al-

ready come forward with their pro-
test, exposing themselves as even
more reactionary than the capital-

ist government Perhaps this can
be explained by their more ingrain-

ed1 hatred for the Soviets and their

greater fear of revolutionary ideas.

But how explain the very latest
acrobatics of Bill Green and John
L. Lewis in obedience to their mas-
tets voice.

The final text of the coal code
carried an interpretation of the
"famous" seetion 7 (a) of the N. I.

It. A. establishing the workers'
rights of collective bargaining
through representatives of their
own choosing. In this interpreta-
tion the following sentence occurs

:

"The law does not prohibit the ex-
istence of a local labor organiza-
tions which may be called a com-
pany union and is composed only
of the employees of one company".
At first these two gentlemen made
a lame protest but later signed the
code with this interpretation in-

cluded, but President Roosevelt,
roled it out.

I would thus appear that Roose-
velt is more progressive than Green
and Lewis. But let us not be mis-
led. President Koosevelt was only
a little more farsighted and wanted
to avoid the serious trouble which
he anticipated with the company
union clause remaining. Green and
Lewis, on the other hand', showed
themselves once more as the servile
craven tools of the employers ready
to render them service whenever
required even at the cost of deal-
ing a death blow to the organiza-
tion they are supposed to represent.

eminent susi>ended over an erupt-

ing volcano. The workers are seiz-

ing the sugar plantations and are
attempting to operate them by
workers' committees. They are
arming themselves against the
threat of the government to retake
the plantations by force. The strike

wave is spreading continuously.
Santiago is threatened with a com-
plete tie-up. The struggles of the

workers to improve their economic
condition is bringing them into more
direct conflict with the bourgeoisie
and with the American imperialists
ujion tiie fundamental issues of the
Cuban revolution, the influence of
Communism is growing.

Condemned to futility and extinc-

tion from its birth the government
of the petty bourgeoisie, both as
revolutionary junta and as its off-

spring, the San Martin government,
has pursued a steady course toward
the Right, toward the bourgeoisie
and American imperialism. Al-

though it came into power as an
anti-imperialist government it pro-
mised the payment of all foreign
obligations, that is to say, of the
enormous debt to Wall Street which
can be paid only by the sweat and
blood of the toiling masses. On the
14th of September it guaranteed
the investments of the United Sta-
tes in its statutes: "No one shall
be deprived of legiimate property
except by competent authority and
for verified reasons of public wel-
fare after proper indemnification."

This regime which began to con-
ciliate the workers by sending arbi-

(Continued on Page 3)

William Green

Friend of Cuba
"In 1027 Chester Wright, edit-

or of International Labor News, or-

gan of the Federation of Labor,
and English Secretary of the Pan-
American Federation of Labor,
brought to Washington the account
of 147 assassinations committed by
the Machado regime. This evidence
was given much publicity. The
New York port workers voted to

sabotage Cuban sugar arriving in

the port. Then something happen-
ed.

"Machado hastened to Washing-
ton and met Green in the Belgian
legation. Green thereupon issued a
public statement that from this

date on the condition of Cuban
workers 'would be improved'. After
all a great labor leader must feel

honored when a president calls
upon him regardless of the fate of
mere workers.
"Wright presently was out of his

two jobs, and despite the
1

fact that
the conditions of Cuban workers
has grown steadily worse, that as-
sassinations have continued, that
men then jailed are today in jail

without trial. Green never once has
lifted his voice in their behalf."
From The Crime of Cube by Car-

leton Seals, page 247-8.

BOSTON MASS MEETING
ARNE SWABECK

on
THE FUTURE OF INTERNA-

TIONAL COMMUNISM
FRIDAY, OCT. 6, at 8 P. M.
SOCIAL SCIENCE HALL

28 Hayward Place {Off Washington
St. near R. H. Whites)

autonomy. The reactionary II. T.

W. leadership, headed by MiteMa-
lioti, did not sanction the strike but
attempted from the outset to smash
II by maneuvers in Washington with
the Roosevelt arbitration board.

MacMahon entered into and accept-

ed the truce settlement for which
he had no :nifhority from the work-
s's. This treacherous attempt re-

ceved iis proper reward in the im-
utiiinous repudiation of the truce
«>ttleiuent. Hut these mancuveritigs

of MacMahon should serve as a
<erioiis warning for the striking

workers to be on their guard against
I'urther utfetypt to soil them out.

I'hey must be on guard against
ids cmleaiors to prevent the Federa-
tion «f Silk Workers from becoming
i really representative organiza-
tion.

The jacipiard bosses tried to split

ilie ranks of the strikers by offering

.heir workers, a skilled section of

.lie trade, a separate settlement
'uibod.ving a standard scaie. This
was a maneuver. The offer consti-

tuted a small wage increase for the
workers in the lower paid shops and
a wage cut of 1 utid 2 cents per
yard for the workers in the better

paid shops. The jaeipiard workers
unanimously rejected this attempt
to split the ranks of the strikers.

Along with the fierce struggle
against the bosses and the disrup-

tive tactics of MacMahon, the work-
ers face tiie danger of disunity pre-
;cuted by the Stalinist controlled

National Textile Workers Union,
'.ast Sunday the NTWU arranged
a conference of striking textile

4 roups in Allentown, called by the

independent Allentown Silk Work-
ers Union which is under Stalinist

influence. Representatives from
several independent groups met
flhere and formed "oi(e Niitioifal

Strike Committee". To the 40,000
militant workers following the real

National Strike Committee of the
American Federation of Silk Work-
ers this dual strike Committee can
mean only disruption of the strike.

Our fellow workers of the Inde-

pendent Allentown Silk (Workers
Union have been" confused and do
not understand that their action
leads to a division of the strike
ranks.

Already the effects of the dual
National Strike Committee are ap-
parent The Daily Worker of Sept.
1-1 carried a report of a telegram
sent to Senator Wagner declaring
that the TJTW does not represent
the national silk strike nor the
Allentown strikers and that only
the "national strike committee" is

authorized to represent the strik-

ers.

The.-e things bode no good for the
silk workers. The false policy of
the NTWU and Its efforts to cap-
ture the leadership of the strike
is not serving the best interests of
the workers. The Allentown work-
ers must be made fully aware of
the danger tiiat threatens from this

direction.

The American Federation of Silk
Workers must make determined ef-

forts to draw these workers into
the main stream of the movement
it the silk workers. The sentiment
among the Allentown workers is

reported favorable to the AFSW.
The Allentown Independent workers
want a place on the National Strike
Committee of the APSW. This the
AFSW must grant to the Allentown
workers. In this way can there be
unity between the American Fed-
eration of Silk Workers—UTW in
Allentown and the Allentown Inde-
pendent Silk Workers.
Perhaps the clearest example of

the maneuvering of the Stalinists
is to be seen in their work among
Ihe warpers in the United Warpers
League. This organization although
started by the N. T. W. U. as a
means to corral the unwilling work-
ers into their paper union has long
since got out of the hands of the
local Stalinists. They have not
abandoned hope of recapturing it.

Saturday last a proposal was made
that the United Warpers League of
Paterson send two delegates to the
Allentown Conference. Militant
workers in the League got up and
denounced the idea as an attempt
on the part of the N'UWU to lead
the independent silk crafts away
from the main stream of the silk
workers. The proposal was voted
down by the warpers by an over-
whelming majority. After this
conference, the warpers, who were
not .willing to follow this direct
path of division, agreed to send two
delegates to the committee formed
at Allentown as observers only.
At a Joint Strike Committee meet-

ins of the United Warpers League,
the Independent Loomflxers League
and the United Twisters Club, N.
T. W. U. men on the committee
brought forward a resolution cor-
rectly demanding that the Joint
Strike Committee of these independ-
ent craft organizations be represent-
ed on the strike committee of the
Associated. But it also demanded
that other textile organizations

(Continued on Page j)
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Declaration for a

New Internat 1

(Continued From Page 1)

the party, fiwiliim of criticism and

a real inner unity between the lead-

ership and the party majority.

Haying suppressed and crushed the

will of the revolutionary workers,

the reformist bureaucracy turned

the social-democracy and the tradc-

unipns into impotent bodies despite

their membership numbering mil

lions. Having stilled inner dem-

ocracy, the Stalinist bureaucracy

stifled also the Comintern. The new
International, as well as the parties

adhering thereto, must build their

entire inner life on the basis of

democratic centralism.

11. The undersigned created a per-

manent commission of delegated re-

presentatives and assigned the fol-

lowign to it.

(a) The elaboration of a pro-

grammatic manifesto, as the

charter of the new Interna-

tional ;

(bl the preparation of a critical

analysis of the organizations

and tendencies of the present-

day workers movement (theo-

retic commentary to the Mani-

festo)
;

(c) the elaboration of theses on

all the fundamental Questions

of the revolutionary strategy

of the proletariat

;

(d) the representation of the

undersigned organizations be-

fore the outside world.

SIGNED:
E. Bauer—International Left

Opposition ( Bolshevik-Lenin-

ists)

J. Schwab—S. A. P. (Socialist

Workers Party of Germany)
J. P. Schmidt—0. S. P. (In-

dependent Socialist Party of

Holland)
K. Sneevliet—R. S. P. (Rev-

olutionary Socialist Party of

Holland)

LEAGUE ACTIVITIES Painters Strike- FROM THE MILITANTS

A.F.W. Extends

Organization

New York.—In the September 2

issue of the Militant the united

front mass meeting of the Amalga-

mated Food Workers and the Food
Workers Industrial Union, control-

led by the Stalinists, was brietly

reported. As we predicted the uni-

ted front was broken, principally

on account of the half heartedness

of the Stalinists' participation. Our
comrades and the Gitlowites pro-

posed that a fusion of the two un-

ions .take place, because it was*

evident that an organization drive

could not be sustained forever with

two unions competing for member-
ship within the industry, and that

unavoidably confusion would be

created in the ranks of the work-
ers.

The result was that — last

Thursday, September 14, the Indus-

trial Union called a mass meeting

of the hotel and restaurant .work-

ers. The attendance was so poor

that the Stalinists were forced to

postpone the meetiDg.

Following this action the Hotel

Workers Section of the A. F. W.

called a mass meeting for Tuesday,

September 19, in the same hall at

wnich about twelve hundred work-

ers appeared. At this meeting sev-

eral workers described the condi-

tions in the industry, the miserably

low wages and long hours prevail-

ing. The meeting was addressed by

Dr. Pick of the Muste organization,

by Ben Gitlow, by comrades B. J.

Field and by comrade Cannon of

the Left Opposition.

Secretary Bourget, before ad-

journing the meeting, made it clear

that the Hotel Workers Branch of

the A. F. W. is a genuine industrial

union, and accepts as members with

full rights all workers employed in

hotels, not only cooks and waiters,

but also dishwashers, porters,

elevater men, etc.

The hotel code has been delayed

because so far the bosses have not

been eager to sign it, since no press-

ure on them was exercised by or-

ganized labor. The first sign of

the splendid organization by the A.

F. W. of such big hotels as the

Waldorf-Astoria, Astor, Pennsylv-

ania and others have made the

bosse uneasy and anxious to sign

the shameful code with its provi-

sions for a fifty hour week, a twenty

cents an hour minimum wage and

a whole network of treacherous

ambiguities, which by no means will

ameliorate the present miserable

conditions, but on the contrary will

worsen them.

Hundreds of workers are pouring

into the offices of the union every

day, Join its ranks and engage ac-

tively in organizing their fellow

workers. Daily the numbers in-

crease and before long the entire

hotel and restaurant industry of

New York City and environs will

be covered by this organizations

drive. This will obviously raise

the question of a more decisive

and wide scale action which will

force the powerful hotel trust to

recognize the union and accept its

demands for decent standards.
—A. C.

Successful Meetings

in Montreal
Montreal.—With the beginning of

this tail the Lett opposition in

Montreal has proceeded to turn to

advantage Hie inevitable discontent

which Stalinist bureaucratism and

political stupidity arouse in the

Healthiest elements. Up to now our

group has been very small, all

young comrades. But the logic of

the German events has more than

doubled our sympathizers. Particu-

larly the best youth elements, iu-

clutiing YCl/ers are being won over

to our side. We also have some

contacts in the Party and the Jew

ish field is particularly ripe for

our activity. We intend to proceed

to the creation of a Spartacus

Youth Ulub and an Unser Kamf

Club.

On September », Comrade Krehm
lectured before an audience of 100,

including many YXL'ers and Party

members, on the subject of a "New
Communist Party in Germany?"

Sketching the history of the C. P.

G., comrade Krehm explained its

natural weakness (due to youth) in

the November 1018 revolution; its

latal hesitation (thanks to Stalin-

Brandler) in 1923, when it had the

majority of the working class on

its side; and its inability in the

last few years to keep back the

tide of Fascism due to the "theory"

of "social Fascism", "united front

from below" and its market-com-

petition with the Nazis (its slogan

of "national and social liberation,

etc.).

In the discussion period the Stal-

inist spokesmen justified their stu-

pidities by the treachery of the so-

cial democracy, accused us of con-

cealing before the workers the rev-

olutionary mass actions in Germany
wi.icli -hey themselves trump up

and repeated Heckerl's falsified

uuotations from Trotsky in defense

ot parliamentary democracy. We
challenged them to a debate which

due to the pressure of the crowd,

they accepted, intentionally choos-

ing what these "piactical" people

consider the most academic topic,

"Can Socialism Be Built in Russia

Alone'";

On September Cth before an au-

dience o£ 300 the Satlinist repre-

sentative, Baker, repeated all the

scholastic Bucharinist argument,

viz., Trotsky has no faith in the in-

ner power of the Russian proletar-

iat, the revolution in Itussias has

already taken place, not so in

other countries! if not socialism

shall we build capitalism in Rus-

sia '! etc., etc., ad nauseum.

In reply comrade Krehm pointed

out that it was none other than the

Left Opposition which for five

vears (1923-1928) demanded in

vain a speedy tempo of collectivi-

zation and industrialization that

the workers' republic can be mere-

ly the base (for a breathing space

though prolonged) for the extension

of the international proletarian rev-

olution and nor for the independent

construction of an isolated social-

ist society.

Baker declared the very origin

of "socialism" in one country to

have been mistaken and subsequ-

ently to have changed his view!

Haker deviated once again from the

"general line" by denying that

Stalin propounds the Messianic

ewil.letion coiK't't-nii'-: Ttw:^ as

the one country in the who',' world

where a self-sufficient classless so-

ciety can be constructed. The Stal-

inist spokesman took advantage of

his being the last speaker by hurl-

ing abuse and making personal at-

tacks.

On September 8th, comrade
Krehm le.tured before an audience

of 100 on "The Foreign Policy of

the U. S. S. R."
This time M. Buhay, an old party

leader, attempted to divert atten-

tion from the logic of the argu-

ments made by the speaker adopt-

ing an allwise altitude towards

comrade Krehm: what right have

you to laugh at Manluilsky? The
Soviet diplomats know what they're

about with their "maneuvering",

the very Friends of the Soviet Un-

ion and the Anti-Imperial 1st

League show that the Comintern

has the international revolution at

heart (as if it were a question of

good intentions rather than of false

orientation), why bring in the

question of socialism In one coun-

try? Buhay, further, instead of

conceiving, as we do, of the Soviet

Red Army, as an auxiliary arm of

the international revolution, vir-

tually intimated that only in case

of an armed occupation by foreign

imperialists of a country close to

the Soviet Union with the view of

an attack on the Soviet Union, is

it permissible to send the Red

Army into that country. He also

wrongly stated that Trotsky had

been for a revolutionary war during

the Brest-Litovsk negotiations and

that Trotsky himself had favored

the slogan of a Labor Party for

America. Workers who look to

Buhay with respect expressed sur-

prise at his method of argument.

—J. G.

A Criticism of

the Militant

To the Editor of the Militant:

Allow me to protest the printing

of the article. ."The Daily Worker

Goes to the Masses"—in th eMili-

tant of September 16th.

There is absolutely no law in

nature which says that a Commun-

ist paper should not take tip the

question ot sports of even breakfast

menus ; on the contrary, it is oblig-

atory for Communists to approach

and penetrate Into the sports' clubs,

social clubs, etc., and present the

class point of view there, of course,

and explain to the workers the

class struggle from the angle with

Which they are most acquainted

with and interested in.

Writing about workers sports or

even sumbitting medical advice is

very important and even necessary

—in a workers' Sports' Club Maga-

zine or the Bulletin of a Workers'

Mutual Benefit Society.

For the central rr;nn -of Ihe

Communist party however; to ram-

!a(-.' cai.italist pap:vs h" th:-ir drive

for circulation, devote columns of

advice to the sick and the love-lorn

and the well-dressed ; to waste

pages In all sorts of nonsence and
tomfoolery of that sort.... that Is

absolutely impermissible. "A Bol-

shevik paper should be a Bolshevik

paper." Its circulation and influ-

ence can only be increased by pene-

trating into the organizations of

the workers, by becoming a leader

of their struggles and by awaken-
ing to political life strata of indif-

ferent and solid workers. It Can
only gain prestige and confidence

by p/ising and answering the burn-

ing problems of the working class,

providing leadership in workers'

struggles and by working out cor-

rect slogans, to which the workers
will inevitably be attracted. It

can only be done in this way.
AH this should have been ex-

plained simply ; clearly ; the pur-

pose of a Bolshevik paper, its func-

tions, etc., etc., but t. n., either

through inability or because he just

didn't want to, splurged1 through a
lot of stupidities accompanied by
all sorts of "smart" asides worthy
of College Itumor, with "brilliant"

fanfarolls and frills.

Such stuff does not beong in a
Bolsrtevik paper. —A. G.

Editorial Note.—It should be
needless to say that we agree entire-

ly with what comrade A. G. says
about the duty of the central organ
of the Communist party. But we
cannot entirely accent his critic-

ism of the jest we made in our ar-

ticle in question. Moreover, some-
times we even feel a temptation to

jest at the humor contained in the
Daily Worker political articles and
refrain only because it is too tragic.

But when confronted with the silly

bourgeois apings of these special

Daily Worker departments, what
else could we do. Sometimes rid-

icule becomes an effective means of
correcting foolishness.

Stalinist Union

Delays

NEW YORK.—
The general strike, called sudden-

ly Monday, Sept. ISth by the New
York 'Painters District Council, to

fake place the next day, has

brought about 8,000 painters down Despite tin. tact
-",. - h „ years have passe>

trom the jobs. J

This strike was not entirely un-

expected. Several weeks ago the

Brotherhood called a strike for a

day to check up on its membership,

started an organizational campaign

and taxed all working members
fifty cents a day. These obvious

preparations, the fact that the

painting reason is at its height, the

terrible conditions in the trade, the

wave of strikes throughout the

country and the NBA gave the Left

wing in the Brotherhood (such as

it is), and the Alteration Painters

Union TUUL, "revolutionary union"

plenty of time to get ready for the^

strike. But as usual they were

caught entirely unprepared.
At the meeting of the Bronx local

of the A. P. II. the; same Monday
night the organiser reporting on the

strike presented the proposals of

the TUUL that we watch for de-

Brownsville Jobless

Councils Collapse

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Nowhere has

the ineptitude and bankruptcy ot

the Communist party manifested it-

self as graphically as in the Party
controlled Unemployed Councils.

Unit almost four

ussed since their for-

mation ; countless inner party meet-

ings held, and thousands of pro-

nunciamemos issued by the party-

leadership, the membership and in-

fluence of the councils today con-

stitute—Kero. Since the inception

of the councils, thousands of rank
and file Communists have untiring-

ly and courageously devoted entire

weeks and months in the struggle

to build up a mass unemployed
movement. Their heroism and devo-

tion were displayed in scores of

battles with the police at evictions,

demonstrations and Home Relief

liuros. Yet all this has gone for

naught. The failure that lias mark-
ed every other project of the bu-

reaucratic apparatus in the past,

repeated itself tragically in the at

tempt to organize the millions of

the unemployed.

For example: the Brownsville

was

velopments in the coming week and' section of New York City supposed-

to go out on strike next Monday. ly had one of the best unemployed

This proposal brought protests councils in the district. A few

from the rank and tile, some of weeks ago the lessons of Browns-

whom correctly stated that to re-] ville were being discussed through-

main at work would be scabbing out the city and Brownsville

and that we should, go on strike

right away. In the face of thi-a

protest chairman Weitz retreated

and slated that the TUUL proposal

was tp go out on strike as soon as

possible.

tion can sweep through the work-

ing class drawing the millions of

unemployed behind it. The disap-

pointment which the NHA is sure
to bring to the unemployed, makes
the moment more propitious than
ever. It is only necessary to cast

behind (lie proven worthless polic-

ies of the City Council and the ulti-

matistic directives of tile party

leadership. Instead of sectarian,

isolated councils with paper mem-
bership, a federation of unemploy-
ed embracing the various unem-
ployed movements must be formed.
The struggle for immediate relief

must not be isolated from the tight

Lor social insurance and the ulti-

mate abolishment of capitalism. Let
the Communist prove from within
the ranks of the unemployed that
tliey an* correct and they will

achieve their objective.

A Y, C. L*r.

Youngstown Steel

Workers Meet

Youngstown, O.—About sis hun-

dred enthusiastic steel workers at-

tended a mass meeting ot the Am-
algamated Association of Iron, Steel,

and Tin Workers held in Youngs-
(

town on September IT. Gene Blair,'

local A. A. organizer, presided.;

Mike Lydeu, one of the Youngs-]
town, A. F. of L. leaders, was the

first to speak ; he made a good plea
[

for organization but revealed him-
]

self to be little more than a typical
_

enthusiastic trade unionist. Then

the base for the pep talks with
which Winters and Sullivan sought

to bolster up the flagging morale 3;^'5^ntauBh,"iio^aTurf '"'iri
of the various other councils. Ihe

(
,m[ Q[ ^ wjw tbfj floor _

Bryan eviction,—the embroglio with
the police at the Home Kclief Buro

DANCE AND BANQUET
Th* Chicago Branch of the Left
Opposition is holding a celebra-
tion for the owning of its beauti-
ful new headquarters at

3569 W. NORTH AVE.
ON

SATURDAY, OCT. 7th—8 P. M.— Real Spaghetti Dinner —
— Peppy Orchestra —

BOSTON ANNOUNCEMENTS
VETCHEBINKA—Saturday, Oct.

7 jit 8 P. M.
FORUM—every Friday evening.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CLUB meets

every Monday evening at 8 P.

M., satrting Octoebr 3th.

MARXIAN YOUTH CLUB meets

every Thursday 8 P. M.

FROM THE RHINELAND.
Things are terrible in X. Many

comrades have been arrested. The

students belonging to our group

have been expelled from the uni-

versity. The leading comrade was

frightfully mistreated and lies in

a serious condition in the hospital.

At the present moment there is

no opportunity for any hroader

political activity. A printed pro-

letarian newspaper seems like a

fairy tale.

In Y, on the other hand, the work

is still going on fairly well. The
comrades meet regularly, issue

mimeographed material, and have

created new points of support in

the big shops.

In general, however, the situation

has become terribly sharper in the

last three weeks. Difficulties in

carrying out work are increasing

on every side. In a few weeks the

situation should be clearer, but the

perspective is one of a long period

of hard work. The comrades are

almost exhausted.

The C. P. is no longer to be seen

in this district. It Is "supposed"

to be still working in the Ruhr dis-

trict, but nobody really believes

that..,.

Silk Strik.

(Continued from Page 1)

Fellow worker Kitt took the floor

and demanded that we strike the

same time as the Brotherhood. He
pointed out 'that the elementary

duty of class conscious workers is

to support their fellow workers ia

a strike situation. He said that

remaining on the job, even if only

for a day after the strike was de-

clared would play into the hands
of the bosses and the A. F. of L.

fakers and that the rank and file

of the Brotherhood would brand us
as scabs and strikebreakers. This,

iie declared, would result in the
complete discreditmen t of the A. P.

IT.

In outlining the policy that the

A. P. U. should follow he stated

the. resulting shrieking headlines

in the yellow press were pointed

out as real achievements of the

unemployed. Winters, Sullivan and
the other heads of the City Councils

knew ; that while they are making
these blatant speeches the Brown-
sville actions were not the result

of any influence that the councils

exerted over the unemployed—but
rather to the bravery of a handful

of I'arty and YCL members. Yet
this was permitted to act as a
gauge for carrying out future work.

Nothing could serve better to give

a true picture of the sinecures than
that. Indeed the very moment that

these speeches were being made,
the Brownsville Unemployed Coun-

tiiat the main task of the Left wing til had again relapsed into the

workers was to be with the masses' oblivion that the sporadic and in-

and to influence them with the cor- 'dividual actions of a few comrades

rect class struggle policies. Kitt had lifted it out of.

explained that under the influence] Naturally enough, this artificial

of the NHA and the pressure of ' method of building up a movement
conditions the workers at this stage

1 has lis resultant consentiences. What
are standing info the Right wing really is Ihe case in Brownsville

unions. This makes It necessary today3 Weeks if not months have

for the A. P. II. to enter as a block' passed without a single meeting of

into the A. F. of L.
,

the executive, let alone the mem-
The leadership viciously attacked .

bership. The unvarnished truth is

this point of view with the same
I

that neither the former or the lat-

iine of tripe so characteristic of

the Stalinist bureaucrats: "When
the workers see through the treach-

ery and fakery of the A. F. of L.

they will come to us," said one of
them. Others took the floor at-

tempting to justify delaying strike

action on the ground that time for
preparation was needed, made sim-
ilar arguments entirely evading the
issue.

Attempting to crawl out of a bad
hole Weitz amended Kitt's motion
for an immediate strike to the ef-

fect that a strike committee be
elected to decide on the date for
the walkout. He succeeded in ob-

taining the support of the member-
ship for this compromise.
At the meeting of the strike com-

mittee, the following evening, the
TUUL leaders again succeeded in

throwing confusion into the issue
of an immediate strike in solidarity
with the A. F. of L. painters. Weitz
told the workers that if they "felt
uneasy" they could stop work. This
provoked an uproar, but the confu-
sion remained despite the fact that
most of tiie workers who spoke
were for immediate action. Finally
it motion prevailed, against the
wishes of the leaders to leave the
jobs immediately pending the offi-

cial strike call for Monday the fol-

lowing week. It is therefore no
wonder that the workers left this

meeting discouraged and dissatis-
fied.

The Stalinist trade union policy

ter exists. Entire days pass with-
out a worker crossing the threshold

of the council. Secunde and Sadie
Berg, secretary and organizer, sit

in the headquarters drawing up
innumerable leaflets ; while they
wait for something to happen—and
when it does they are helpless.

Nothing does however.
Three years of ruinous leader-

ship: three years of disappoint-

ments for the workers who come
to the councils: three years of op-

portunist and reformist policies,

have served either to repel or de-

Ai'ter dealing in a lot of petty-poli-

tician, vote-searching flattery of

the A. A. and its "great leaders"

sluch as Gompers and Tighe, this

good judge advised the workers to
"organize and collaborate fairly

with your employers".

Mike Tighe, president of the A. A.

was the main speaker of the after-

noon. What he said there reveal-

ed completely (to those who are
able to understand the A. It. C.

of politics) the principles and pol-

icies of tiie A. A| and its parent
organization the A. F. o£ L. He
said in words almost as plain as
i he e .hat he Lelieved in the ''un-

ity of capital and labor", that the
workers who are associates in busi-
iii'j.i with their i'i.[plovers should
not try to deprive their hosfes of
their prolit but only ask that the
profit be shared between capital
and labor.

He spoke frequently of the neces-
sity of cooperation between employ-
ers and workers, and said that the
workers should always deal fairly
with their employers, that fhey
should "organize" and then "dis-

cuss" their problems with the boss-
es, but that they should not "be
led into strange pastures"—meaning
strikes and other militant action.

He echoed William Green in saying
that the Amalgamated Association
would "help Roosevelt to put over
the Recovery Program." Unfortun-
ately, however, the majority of the
workers do not yet understand the
real significance of Tighe's state-
ments, they do not yet understand
that he is only willing to "lead"
them as long as they do not threat-
en the interests of capital, that
whenever they are forced to take
really militant and determined ac-
tion against the bosses and the

moralize the unemployed of the government in order to defend their

neighborhood. And the prestige of riSht to live that Green and Tighe

the council built up by flamboyant ami aU their sort will be found

headlines and Shrieking sensation-i™ (Ile side «£ the capitalists fight-

aiism has disappeared. The veryl '"- tooth and nail to keep the

Party and YCL members who are
unemployed show that they know
the futility of the councils accom-
plishing anything, by avoiding it

as they would a plague.
It is no wonder then, that the

Tammany administrated Home Re-
lief Buro has taken advantage of
flie collapse of the Unemployed
Council. The furniture littering
the streets of Brownsville bears
mute testimony to the havoc that
the impotence of the councils has
brought in its wake. Even the mis-
erable amount of food that the buro
allots is in danger of being cut
down. Rumors have it and they
are. not without foundation consi-
dering what is happening, that the
Home Relief Buro will shut down

has left the New York alteration '
in the near future, this of course

not affiliated to the Associated be

given representation on the strike

committee. This was defeated on

the ground that representation on
the strike committee "be restricted

to those having no political affilia-

tions".

Undoubtedly the rejection of this

proposal by the NTW for repre-

sentation on the strike committee
was caused entirely by the suspic-

ion which the disruptive maneuver-
ing of its leadership has created in

the minds of the workers. Never-
theless it Is impossible to agree
with the motivation. The fact that
the NTW is under politically con-

scious direction should in no way
disqualify it as a direct particip-

ant in a united strike leadership.

The correct way to put the ques-

tion would be, to demand from the

NTW that it reenter the mass move-
ment, that it make common cause
with the majority organization in

the strike and become an integral

part of its ranks by joining the

Associated Silk Workers.
The independent craft unions of

Paterson are In a critical state to-

day. On the one hand they have
not yet been made a direct part
of the Associated strike committee
leading the largest section of the

22,000 striking textile workers in

Paterson. On the other hand they
are being sorely pressed by the

painters in a blind alley. These
leaders failed to steer a course to-

ward unity with, and affiliation to

the A. F. of L. They asked these
men to remain on the job while
the Brotehrhood is on strike. Could
there be any better proof that they
have failed' and failed miserably.

—BILL KITT.

NTWU which is making feverish

efforts to capture control of the

strike and is attempting to use
these groups for that purpose. The
Associated in Paterson must pre-

vent these craft unions from being
drawn into the dual National Strike

Committee. That would serve only

to divide the workers instead of

uniting them. It is absolutely es-

sential for the victory of the strike

tiiat tiie Associated recognize the
request of these groups for repre-

sentation on the strike committee.
This step can lead to the further
strengthening of the American Fed-
eration of Silk Workers as a body
embracing all sHk workers.

—R. M.

PITTSBURGH MASS MEETINGS
ARNE 8WABECK

will speak at
WEINSTEIN'S RESTAURANT
1830 Center Ave., 2nd Floor

on
Friday, October 13 at 8 P. M.
THE FUTURE OF INTKKNA-

TIONAL COMMUNISM
Saturday. October 14 at 8 P. M.
THE ROOSEVELT PROGRAM

AND THE WORKERS

workers down.

These workers, as a whole, still

Lave faith and confidence in Tighe,
the A. A., Ihe A. F. of L., and they
will follow Green and him until
hard experience has convinced tliem
that they must take more radical
steps In order to better their condi-
tions and solve their problems.
They nafurally and inevitably look
for the easiest, the most conserva-
tive way out of their predicament,
and they never take a step to the
Left, towards a more radical pro-
gram, until they are convinced that
this step is necessary and that any-
thing less than this is futile. Many
battles will have to transpire, the
A. F. of I,, leaders will have to
be put to the test many times, be-
fore the workers finally lose confid-
ence i nthese labor fakers.
Two possibilities then exist: (1)

in the absence of workers who
have proved their worth and who
have a militant program to offer
them, fhey will try one labor faker
after another until they quit fight-
ing in despair, helplessly enslaved
to capitalism; (2) in the presence
of co-workers who-' have been tried
and. tested in many skirmishes and
trials and who have a practical,
fighting program to offer, they will
become dissatisfied with their old
leadership, revolt, and placing rev-
olutionaries at the helm forge ahead
to,victory. Consequently, it is our
duty to help strengthen the unions
that the workers accept, to fight
side by side with them, in order

would condemn thousands of fam-
ilies in the neighborhood to starva-
tion. Despite this, there is no re-

sistance anywhere. To this dark
and gloomy state of affairs have
the diletantists of Stalinism brought
the unemployed. Apply this picture
to every section of New York City
and a true image of what really
is happening in the unemployed
movement can be goten.
Why thfs inability to organize

the unemployed, when years of the
greatest destitution have presented
an unparalleled opportunity to do
so? Why after years of experience
in working with the unemployed
workers and having a virtual mono-
poly in the aeld are the unemploy-
ed councils shattered and annibil- - ~.

ated? It is due, of course, to the'
,nat !att' r we can help them to free

incorrect and opportunist approach themselves mentally and physically

Terzani United

Front Meet
New York.—The Terzani United

Front Conference was called tor luo

alKgeu purpose of gaming mas-s

pressuie and Ihiaucinl Mipyori lot-

ilie delcnae ol Terzani, a youasi

Italian student worker who is Uij-

der a trumped up iiidictim-ui ot sec-

ond degree murder lor the nnuder
of Fierro, a friend of his, who was
killed by the Fascist Khaki {shits

at their meeting in Astoria, L. 1.

The actual reason for calling the

conference seems to be that ihe So-

cialist wanted to try their hand at

stage managing a united front con-

ference. '1 he Socialists, by means
of their bloc with the I. \\ . iV. and
the anarchism and by means of

packing the hall during the vote

succeeded. That is about all that

can be really said of this complete-

ly negative conference.

Tiie conference was called by the

Terzani General Defense Commit-
tee, upon which the Socialist I'arty,

the 1. \v". \V., [lie Civil Litiei'ties

1'nioii, the International Labor De-
fense, and various Anarchist groups

are represented. The Communist
I'arty was not given representation

on the ground that it was represent-

ed by the 1. L. D.

But even less was accomplished

tliuu at line Stalinist alians. This

was a "genuine united iroiit ' that

was based upon the principle of

avoiding all points of dispute in-

cluding particularly all common ac-

tion. Tne Stalinist conference

amount to the I'arty and us peri-

phery meeting together and pre-

tending that tiiey represented the

workers united. At least at such

conf' 'dice the I'arty can transact

its oivu business, subejet only to

a little interruption from the Trot-

sky itea who are naive, enough to

believe that united fronts are made
tor the purpuse of uniting all real

working class organizations in com-

mon action.

At any rate, the Socialist major-

ity passed a resolution putting the

coulerence on record as demanding
that Governor Lehman order the

indictment against Terzani dropped'

and the Khaki Shirt, who commit-
ted the murded, indicted. This was
the sum total of the activity of the

conference, the Socialist's answer
to Norman Thomas's statement that

mass pressure alone will save Ter-

zani.

As for the Stalinist minority,

they brought in a resolution which
was a miniature Stalinist program,
which stated the r>'. It. A. receives

its, muiu support from the Fascist

bands, the need for united strug-

gle of negro and white, Scottsbol'o,

Tom Mooney, and Sacco and Van-
zetti.

Only a Stalinist could support
this document, as a whole. Even
the Left Opposition could not sign

its nantti to it, because of iis monu-
mental confusion on the relation be-

tween Fascism and. the NHA. This
minority resolution, did however,
contain proposals of action, that
are generally correct. These Stal-

inist proposals for enlargening the

General Defense Committee, (of

course to include the C. P. > forma-
tion of local Defense Committees
local and city-wide demonstrations,
were referred to the present Gen-
eral Defense Committee, where
doubtless they will die a lingering

death. We think that it Is high
t ime that these maneuvers and
bickering when the fate of class

war prisoners are at stake be made
an end of. It is the duty of every
class conscious worker to bring
pressure to bear that the Terzani
defense be taken seriously on the
basis of a united struggle by all

organiKalions willing to fight in his

defense. —P. M.

SUB NOTE

of the party, which flows out of the
general incorrectness of the party
line. From soup kitchens for the
unemployed it ended with the mere
granting and in most cases just
asking for a food ticket (amount-
ing to I8e per person per day).
There was no prolongation of the
fight for higher relief; no continu-
ous struggle for the revolutionary
demand of social insurance. Rarely
if ever was it explained to the
unemployed that to do away with
the curse of unemployment—the
capitalist state must be done away
with. Can there then be any won-
der that the unemployed councils
have collapsed like a house of
cards?

But the unemployed councils can
be revived. A wave of regenera-

from the A. F. of L. misleaders and
use fheir organizational strength to
defend their interests against the
bosses.

We must not make the mistake
that the Steel and Metal |Workers-
Industrial Union made at this mass
meeting. Although many of the
facts and criticisms of the A. A.
it offers against this union are
true and correct, its policy of com-
peting with it is incorrect at this
time under the present conditions.
The fact that a few of the workers
are ready to Join a union with a
more radical organizational and
economic program does not prove
that the majority of them are pre-
pared to do so. And until the maj-
ority of the unorganized workers
are ready to take these steps it is

Not since comrade Caplan of

Kansas City made sub history in

the last drive has there been any-
fhink like fhe work comrade Newby
of Youngstown has been doing of

late. Within the last two weeks he
has sent in sixteen subs. That, of

course, is an evidence of fhe in-

creasing interest of the workers in

the ideas of the Left Opposition.
But it is also and emphatically the

result of comrade Newhy's efforts

to spread our paper.

That is fhe bright spot in other-

wise unexciting routine of renewals
of expiring subs and the steady
trickle of new subs. A record like

this is very encouraging.

* » * *

There's a new sub drive coming.
The details will appear in next
week's issue. This is a sort of
warning so that ail our sub ectters

can shake the dust of their sub
getting abilities and warm them up
for the contest. All fhe signs point

to a good campaign with more com-
rades participating in it than in

our previous drives.

necessary for the radical unionists

to stay inside the conservative trade

unions and there prepare the ground
for someday competing for the

leadership of fhe union or else a
mass reorganization of it. The ix>!-

icy of the R. M. W, I. IT. as put forth

in its leaflet distributed at this

meeting must be condemned for it

plays into the hands of the con-
servative trade union leaders (by
allowing them to' have uncontested

control inside the unions) and
thereby Indirectly into the hands of

the bosses who like to see fhe radi-

cal workers isolated from the con-

servative ones.

—M. KOEHLER.
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Whither the IIP. of Great Britain
The latest political decisions <»r

the National Council of the British

Independent Labor party show
clearly that after its break with the

reformists this party continues to

move leftward. Similar processes

are to be observed in other coun-
tries : a T^eft wing forms within the

social democratic i>arties which
splits off at the following stage
from the party and tries with its

own forces to pave for itself a
revolutionary path. These process-

es reflect on one side the deep crisis

of capitalism and of reformism
which is inseparably bound up
therewith, and on the other—the in-

ability of the Comintern to group
around itself revolutionary cur-

rents within the proletariat.

In .England, however, the situa-

tion is further complicated by an
unheard of combination. Whereas,
in other countries, the Comintern
continues to treat the Left socialist

organizations as "Left social Fasc-
ists" and as "the most dangerous
counter- revolutionists", a perman-
ent collaboration has been estab-

lished between the I. L. P. and the

Communist party of Great Britain.

How the leaders of the Comintern
combine this collaboration with the

theory of "social Fascism." remains
a mystery. In the July issue of the

theoretical organ of the Comintern,
Fenner Brock way, the newly ap-

pointed secretary of the I. L. P. is

called a "counter-revolutionist" as
heretofore. Why the British Com-
munist party made a united front
this fjme not from below but from
above, moreover, with leaders who
prove to be "counter-revolutionists",

and a united front made not for

one single practical action but for

collaboration in general,—no mor-
tal can solve these contradictions.

But if the principles be left aside,

the matter can be explained very
simply : under the exceptionally

favorable conditions of Great Bri-

tain the Comintern managed com-
pletely to isolate and weaken its

British section by the ruinous pol-

icy of the Anglo-Russian commit-
tee, the "third period", "social-

Kascism" and the rest ; on the other
hand, the deep social crisis of Bri-

tish capitalism pushed the I. L. P.

sharply towards the Left ; not heed-
ing consistency or logic the totally

discouraged Comintern this time
grabbed the alliance proposed to it

with both hands.
We could have and should have

welcomed and heartily supported
the collaboration of the I. L. P.

with the Communist party had it

not been based on evasiveness, sup-

pressions and ambiguities on both

sides.

Of the Communist party the Na-
tional Council says that it is "rev-

olutionary in outlook as ourselves'.

That is all that we learn with re-

gard to the appraisal of the Com-
munist party and of its policy. Ev-

ery serious and thinking worker
will inevitably ask: why are two
parties necessary if they have both

an equally revolutionary outlook.

The worker will be more astonished

upon learning that the leaders of

one of the equally revolutionary

parties consider the leaders of the

other party as "counter-revolution-

ists" and "Left social-Fascists".

Possibly the National Council re-

frains from a critical estimation of

Us ally so as not to undermine the

alliance itself? But an alliance of

revolutionary organizations which is

based not an open mutual criticism

but on diplomacy will be thrown
over by the first gust of the politi-

cal storm, like a house of cards.

The theses of the National Coun-
cil explain the bloc with the Com-
munist party, first, as a step to-

wards the united, front, secondly as

a stage in the creation of a mass
revolutionary party. Each of these

two arguments has its weight ; but
mechanically placed side by side

they contradict each other. The
theses repeat that the united front
should embrace any and all organi-

zations of the proletariat insofar as
they wish to participate in the
struggle: the Labor Party, the
trade-unions, even the Co-operatives.
But we know well, and not from
literature but from the tragic ex-

perience of the German catastrophe,

that the Comintern rejects the uni-

ted front with reformist ("social-

Fascist") organizations. H,ow does
the L L. P. intend to build a^united
front with reformist organizations
in alliance with the Communist
party : only from below and under
the leadership of the Communist
bureaucracy guaranteed in advance?
To this question there is no- answer.
Mentioning in passing that the

bloc with the Communist party has
pushtii certain sections of the "of-

ficial movement" to the Right, the
National Council expresses the hope
that these prejudices can be con-
quered by an active participation
in daily struggles. The fact that
the reactionary prejudices of the
leaders of the Labor party and of

the General Council of trade-unions
do not frighten the leaders of the
I. L. P. only does the I. L. P. credit.

Unfortunately, however, it is not
only a question of prejudices. When
the Communist bureaucracy de^
Clares that reformism and Fascism
are twins, it not only criticizes the
reformist lenders incorrectly, but it

provokes the rightful indignation of

the reformist workea. The theses,

it is true, say that the criticism of

reformism should1 correspond to ac-

tual facts and push the reform-
ist workers forwards and not back

;

but the Communist party is not men-
tioned in this connection by one
word. What can be made of the
theory of "social Fascism?" And
how can the policy of the united
front be built on this theory? To
pass such questions In silence dn
the resolution does not mean to re-

move them from life. An open dis-

cussion could possibly force the
Communist party to adopt a correct
position, diplomatic evasiveness can
only pile up coutradlotions and pre-
pare a new catastrophe for the next

Its Present Position and

Perspectives by

LTrotstcy

mass movement.
.Without defining in principle

their attitude to official Communism
(Stalinism) the theses of the Na-
tional Council stop midway in their regard to the ally?
relation to reformism. The reform-

ists must be criticized as Conser-
vative democrats and not as Fasc-
ists, but the struggle with them
must be no less irreconcilable be-

cause of it, since British reformism
is the main hindrance now to the
liberation not only of the British

but also of the European proletar-

iat. The policy of a united front
with reformists is obligatory but
it is of necessity limited to partial

tasks, especially to defensive strug-

gles. There can be no thought of

making the socialist revolution in

a united front with reformist or-

ganizations. The principal task
of a revolutionary party consists in

treeing the working class from the
intluence of reformism. The error

of the Comintern bureaucracy con-
sists n_ot in the fact that they see

the most important condition for

the victory of the proletariat fn the
leadership of a revolutionary party
—that is entirely correct—but in

that that being incapable of gain-

ing the confidence of the working
masses in daily struggle starting

as a minority in modest roles, it

demands this confidence in advance,
pi'i'sems idtimj. turns to the working
class and disrupts attempts at a
united front lecai^e other organi-
zations are not willing to voluntar-
ily hand it over the marshal's
baton. This is not Marxian policy

but bureaucratic sabotage. A sec-

ure and firm victory of the prole-

tarian revolution—we repeat it

again—is possible only under the

condition that a revolutionary, that

is a truly Communist party, suc-

ceeds tn gaining the Arm confidence

of the majority of the working class

before the overthrow. This cen-

tral question is not touched in the

theses. Why? Out of "tact" with
Not only that.

There are deeper causes. Insuffi-

cient clarity of the theses with re-

gard to the united front flows from
the Incomplete realization of the

methods of the proletarian revolu-

tion. The thesis speak of the neces-
sity "to wrest the control of the

economic system and the State from
the capitalists class and to transfer

it to the working class". But how
solve this gigantic problem? To
this pivotal question of our epoch
the theses reply with a naked
phrase: "this can only be achieved
through united action of the work-
ing class". The struggle for power
and the dictatorship of the prole-

tariat remain abstraction which can
be easily disolved In the amorphous
perspectives of the united front

In the realm of ready-made rev-

olutionary formulae the bureau-
cracy of the British Communist
party is immeasurably better equip-

ped- Precisely in this lies now its

advantage over the leadership of

the I. L. P. And it must be said

openly : this superficial, purely
formal advantage may under the

present circumstances lead to the
liquidation of the I. L. P. without
any gain accruing to the Commun-
ist party and to the revolution. The
objective conditions have more than
onee pushed tens and even hundreds
of thousands of workers towards
the British section of the Comin-
tern, but the leadership of the Com-

StalinPrepares TreacherousBlow
Soviet delegates, unable to mus-

ter any reasons for the justification

of violence against comrades Hak-
ovsky, Victor Serge and many
others, declared at the conference

of teachers which took place in

Reims that a trial will soon be-

held in the U. S. S. R. which will

show that Trotskyists have partici-

pated in sabotage and counter-rev-

olutionary activities! This is the
reserve argument with which Stal-

in's office supplied the delegate for

his journey. Referring to a Mos-
cow radio announcement, bourgeois
newspapers afterwards carried the
information that a few dozen "Trot-
skyists" were actually arrested in

the Ukraine and charged with sab-

otage and state treason: they were

Cuban Situation

(Continued from Page 1}

tration commissions of students and
soldiers to settle the disputes be-

tween, the sugar workers and the
plantation owners has yielded' to

the demand of the imperialists, and
has sent troops against the work-
ers. It has also resolved upon the
dissolution of all political parties
which means, not the bourgeois op-

position parties whose supporters
have organized armed revolts but
the illegalization of the Communist

all brought to special trial.

A Patent Fraud
It is clear beforehand to every

thinking person that the Bolshevik-
Leninists, called "Trotskyists", can
have even less relation to the eco-

nomic sabotage of the workers'
state than the German Communists
ta the Iteichstag fire. The Left Op-
position has always faithfully sup- ! shevistn, but there are also elements

intern was capable only of dialllu-

sioning them and of throwing them
back. If the I. I.,. P. as a whole
should enter today the ranks of the
Communist party, within the next
couple of months one third of th(

new members would return to the
Labor Party, an other third would
be expelled for "conciliatory atti-

tude towards Trotskyism" and for
similar crimes, finally, the remain-
ing third, disillusioned in all its

expectations would fall into indif-

ferentism. As a result of this ex-

periment the Communist party
wouid find itself weaker and more
isolated than now.
The I. L. P. can save the workers

movement of Englapd from this new
danger only by freeing itself from
all unclarity and haziness with re-

gard to the ways and methods of
the socialist revolution and by be-

coming a truly revolutionary party
of the proetariat. There is no nec-
essity of inventing anything new in

this field : all has been said and
said well by the first four congress-
es of the Comintern. Instead of
feeding on bureaucratic substitutes
of the epigones it is better to set
all the members of the I. L. P. to
the study of the resolutions of the
first four congresses of the Comin-
tern. But this alone does not suf-
fice. It is necessary to open a dis-

cussion in the party on the lessons
of the last decade which was mark-
ed hy the struggle between the Stal-
inist bureaucracy and the Left Op-
positios. The content of this strug-
gle was made up of the most im-
portant stage of the world' revolu-
tionary movement ; economic and
political tasks of the U. S. S. II.;

problems of the Chinese revolution

;

the policy of the Anglo-Russian
committee; methods of the united
front

; problems of party democracy
;

the causes of the Oerman catastro-
phe. This enormous cycle of prob-
lems cannot be passed by. These
are not Russian but international
problems."

In our epoch a revolutionary
party cannot but be international.
What is the position of the I. L. P.
on this? Having entered into an
alliance with the Communist party
the I. L. P. has not determined its

international position. It broke
with the Second International and
made an alliance with the Third,
but it also enters into a labor alli-

ance with Left socialist parties.
This alliance, in its turn, is not
homogeneous. There are elements
in it which gravitate towards Bol-

Alignment of Forces in Mexico
The threatening clouds of

proachtng civil war once more
discernible on the Mexican politi-

cal horizon. The revolution, which
. since 1&10 has cost that country
more than half a million lives,

with a minimum of benefit for the
toiling masses, again shows signs

of surging forward.
The attempt of the national bour-

geoisie and the newly rich of the
revolution, grouped together under
the leadership of ex-prsident Plut-

arco Mias Calles, to firmly conso-

lidate and perpetuate the one-party
rule of the National Revolutionary
Party {P. N. R.) at lastseems to

have encountered an obstacle that
may upset their plans for strangl-
ing the revolution at its present
bourgeois stage.

A strong Left wing led by Ada!-
berto Tejeda, ex-Governor of Vera-
cruz and calling itself the Left So-
cialist Party, representative of the
radical petty bourgeoisie and vari-
ous peasant groupings, has definite-

ly split off from the dominant party,
and has elaborated its platform,
which in spite of demagogy and
confusion presents certain positive
features. This new party has
openly proclaimed its intentions to
participate in the elections in op-
position to the candidate of the
official and heretofore almost .omni-
potent P. N. R. An electron in
Mexico, especially under such Cir-

cumstances as those created by the
profound economic crisis, can mean
nothing but an armed struggle for
power between the opposing groups.
All the political forces of the nation
are now aligning themselves for
the ..impending clash.

The National Revolutionary Party
(Calles-Portes Gil- Ortiz Rubio-
Rodriguez) has moved constantly,

*£'A New Revolt Is Growins

Out of Split in

Rutins Party

porteB the industrialization of the
country not only theoretically but
in practical work. It has consider-

ed and considers the economic suc-
cesses of the Soviet state as Its

successes. It has fought and lights

only against the false economic
leadership of the uncontrolled bu-
reaucracy.

If real sabotageurs are arrested
on the Ukraine, they cannot have
and have no relation to the Left
Opposition ; if adherents of the Left
Opposition are arrested in the
Ukraine they cannot have and have
no relation to sabotage. The Indict-
ment of "Trotskyists" in counter-
revolutionary activities can only be
based on an "amalgam" that is a
criminal combination of persons who
have no relation to each other.
Another Wrangel Officer Frame-Up
As* far back as 1927 an agent of

the G. P. U.., formerly an officer of
Wrajigel, offered his "technical as-
sistance" to a member of the Com-
munist Youth, sympathetic to the
Left Opposition,—and on the basis
of this provocation the Bolshevik
Leninists were accused of connec-
tions not with the Q. P. U. but
with a Wrangel officer. Now it isparty.

The final capitulation of the San
|

a Question of a crime of tar greater

Martin government to the combined ]

"latitude. Stalin is in urgent need

pressure of American imperialism -f
shootings of supposed Trotsky

ists for real crimes, or of real Trot-
skyists for supposed crimes to jus-
tify the repressions against irre-
proachable revolutionists whom he
has kept now almost six years in

Jails and exile.

Even from the infrequent official

communications on the progress of
the party cleansing, one can see
that the Left Opposition can not
be eradicated; in different localit-

ies of the country, in full view of
responsible party officials, the "Trot-
skyists" group together and act.

and the Cuban bourgeois is Indicat-

ed by the reports of the discussion
among the government, Welles, and
the factions of the bourgeois opposi-

tion, and the ABC which are pre-

paring a bourgeois coalition to sup-
plant the present Bet-up.

But no bo.urgeois coalition cannot
cope with the situation on the basis

of bourgeois parliamentary dem-
ocracy. The bourgeoisie can rees-

tablish their rule only by the arm-
ed suppression of the workers. If

their own forces are insufficient for

this purpose—if the army goes over
to the workers—the bourgeoisie can
and will call upon the armed might
of U. S. imperialism.

For the Cuban workers there is

only one road to travel. They have
seized plantations, and have set up
workers' committees to control and
manage production. They are
threatening to take over mines and
fruit plantations. They must now
begin to establish their Soviets as
organs of struggle.

For this is necessary a Commun-
ist party In Cuba correctly orient-

ed in the questions of revolution-
ary strategy and the IMMEDIATE
and active assistance of the Latin
American and, in the first instance,
the American proletariat. If; the
Cuban workers are not to be blcod-
ly suppressed and driven hack into
the yoke of slavery as frightful as
that of the Chinese coolie the Am-
erican workers must organize a
movement against armed interven-
tion in Cuba.
The solidarity of the American

proletariat with the Cuban workers
is not an abstract nor a sentimental
question. The worker in the Buffalo
steel mills and the Cuban iron min-
er at Daiquiri work for the same
boss, the Bethlehem Steel Corpora-
tion. The exploiters and oppress-
ors of the Cuban workers are the
oppressors and' exploiters of the
American workers. They must un-
ite their forces to overthrow their
common enemy.
The Cuban proletariat which has

entered upon the revolutionary road
before the American proletariat
cannot wait. The Cuban workers
need help now. The American work-
ers must be aroused to come to
their aid. That Is the immediate
duty of the Communist movement.

—T. STAMM.

which pull towards the Norwegian
Workers Party, that is, in reality
towards the social-democracy. What
position does the I. L. P. take on
all these questions? Is it willing
to share the fate of the already
historically doomed Comintern, does
it want to try to remain in an in-
termediary position (which means
to return by- round about ways to
reformism), or is it ready to parti-
cipate in the building of a new in-

ternational on the foundations laid
by Marx and Lenin?
To the serious reader it is clear

that our criticism is least of all

inspired by animosity towards the
I. L. P. On the contrary, we see
too clearly that If this party should
ingloilously disappear from the
scene socialism would suffer a new
blow. And this danger exists and
it is not far removed. In our epoch
it Is impossible to remain long in
intermediary positions. Only poli-
tical clarity can save the I. L. P.
for the proletarian revolution. The
aim of these lines is to help rev-
olutionary clarity to pave its way.
August 28, 1933.

L. TROTSKY.

* See the declaration of the Left
Opposition (Bolshevik-Leninists) at
the Paris conference.

especially within the last two year

period. While the demagogy of the

ruling clique has sulfered little

change unless it be to appear each
time more radical in its phrase-

ology, the government of the rev-

olutionary bourgeoisie of 11)10,

turned counter-revolutionary, has
been .unable to satisfy the needs
and demands of the masses. It

has demonstrated its unwillingness
and inability to solve the democra-
tic tasks of the revolution, and the

stage is being set for the next act.

1B24-23 Kuo Min Tang Policy
of the C. P.

During the period included rough-
ly between the years li)24 and 1!)^U,

tee revolutionary workers' move-
ment, and especially the Commun-
ist Party, permeated with a na-

tional and peasant ideology, pro-

duct of the soil of the country it-

self and strengthened by the op-

portunist colonial policy of the
Communist International, support-

ed with a mildly critical attitude
the "revolutionary" bourgeoisie

personified in Calles-Obregou. The
several counter-revolutionary ui>-

risings. of the clergy and feudal
iandiords, were suppre=esd by the
government, thanks in large part
to the collaboration of the peasant
masses led by members and sym-
pathizers of the Communist Party.
Late in 1928 however, with the

stabilization of the bourgeois coun-
ter-revolution and the adventurist
turn in the Communist Internation-
al (third period) the relations be-

tween the party and the bourgeois
towards the Right since IS28, and I politicians were rapidly altered.

The Left Socialist Conference

{Continue* from Pace 1)

Demand Freedom

(or Chen Du Siu

The life long fighter in the cause
of the oppressed masses of China,
Chen Du Siu, still lies in the dun-
geons of Chiang Kai-Shek. The In-

ternational Labor Defense heeds the
Stalinist slander of Chen being a

The scant revelations of the Pr&TdV "counter revolutionist" and re-
show that the Left Opposition is ' nounces its duty to defend him.

by an atmosphere of Yet they fail entirely to explain

only in the bloc of four which sign-
ed the Declaration but also in the
Committee of the majority (togeth-
er with two representatives of the
I. L. P. and one representative of
the Norwegian party). We, the
Iieft Opposition, cannot expect and
do not expect anything positive
from this Committee. We consider
the participation of two of our el-

ites (S. A. P. and O. S. P.) in the
Committee (the RSP, the party of
Sneevliet does not enter in the Com-
mittee] as a glaring contradiction,
we consider also the voting of the
represetnatives of the O. S. P. and
the S. A. P. for the resolution of
the majority as a grave political
error which is capable only of sow-
ing illusions and confusion. But it

would be entirely wrong If we
should on this basis renounce the
honest attempt at collaboration
with these two allies. Their parti-
cipation in a bloc with us is the
ito-morrow. Their participation u
the "Committee" is the yesterday.
Revolutionary irreconcilability

consists not in demanding that our
"leadership" be recognized a priori,

not in presenting our allies at every
occasion with ultimatums and
threatening with a break, with the
removal of signatures, etc. We
leave such methods, on one hand,
to the Stalinist bureaucrats, on the
other—to some impatient allies. We
realize full well that disagreements
between us and our allies will arise
more than once. But we hope, more
than that, we are convinced, that
the march of events will reveal in
deeds the impossibility of partici-
pating simultaneously in the prin-
cipled bloc of four and in the un-
principled bloc of the majority.
Without resorting to any unbecom-
ing 'ultimatums" we retain, how-
ever, the full right not only to
appear under our own banner, but
also to tell our allies openly our op-
inion with regard to that which we
consider their mistakes. We expect
the same frankness from our allies.
Our alliance will only be strength-
ened by this.

tant national problems must 2nd re-

flection in it. The receipt of vari-

ous political documents and in gen-

eral of written or printed material
that might help in the elaboration
of this or that part of the Mani-
festo is most desirable.

The sections of the Left Opposi-
tion will, of course, exert all their

efforts to give the Declaration of
four the widest possible publicity
and popularization. Tens of thou-
sands, hundreds of thousands of

revolutionary workers will brealhe
with relief upon learning that there
is a way out from the revolution-
ary impasse. We must strike while
the iron is hot

!

September I, 1933. —G. GOliROV.

ierman Letter

surrounded
sympthy, otherwise the local Com
munists and the local control com-
missions would have no need to
drive and threaten the expulsion of
"Trotskyists". No less clear and
evident are the successes of the
Left Opposition on the internation-
al arena. The Stalinists know no
less than we of the important gains
of the Bolshevik-Leninists among
the International proletarian van-
guard. The bureaucracy is in great
panic. It fs necessary to do some-
thing and right away! But what?
To enter into discussions would be
a hopeless task from which only the
Bolshevik-Leninists stand to gain.
No, drastic measures are needed!
Stalin Is not stopped even by the
fact that by his new amalgam he
hinders greatly the world proletar-
iat in its struggle against the am-
algam of Hitler. In both cases
proletarian revolutionists are in-

volved.

Warns of Crime
It is the task of the Left Opposi-

tion to warn the advanced workers
of the. whole world of the crime
which Is being prepared. The poi-
soned, weapon should be turned
againgt the poisoners. At the same
time w.e must vigilantly watch that
the rightful indignation of the
world proletariat at the Bonapart-
ist methods should not turn Its sym-
pathies completely away from the
Soviet state. The proletarian van-
guard should take upon itself the
defense of the heritage of the Oct-
ober revolution—against the Stalin-
ist bureaucracy.

—ONKBN.
READ YOUNG SPARTAOXIS

OUR YOUTH ORGAN
OUT EVERY MONTH

why Chen is imprisoned' by the
hangmen of the Chinese revolution,

by the agents of world imperialism.
Chen's long magnificent record in

the Chinese movement is well known
to these people. They are perfectly
aware of his leading part in found-
ing the party and his years of de-
voted service to it. Twice before
have the imperialists and the Chi-
nese bourgeoisie paid Chen the tri-

occasion the workers brought about
his liberation. And this time he is

sentenced to thirteen years impris-
onment. Arrested last October, af-

ter having been sought for by the
police for many months, he made a
magnificent stand at the trial and
now lies in the death dungeon of
Chiang Kai-Shek. Fifty-five years
of age, a sentence of this kind, un-
der the conditions existing in Chi-
nese Jails, means the slow death of
our comrade.

Is this great old fighter to be
left to his fate? Is the I. L. D. to
be permitted to sacrifice the life of
a revolutionist because of preserva-
tion of bureaucratic prestige of
Stalinism? Was not the Interna-
tional Labor Defense organised' for
the defense of all class war prison-
ers? Is it not necessary for the
working class to make common
cause against the imperialist op-
pressor and Its hangmen? The I.

T,. D. falls to defend Chen Du Siu
because he, after the disastrous ex-
periences in China, adhered to the
Left Opposition. He has remained
a revolutionary fighter ever since
and a fighter better equipped with
the weapon of Marxism. The
workers everywhere must demand
that efforts be made by the I. L. D.
for the liberation of Chen Da SIo,

ON THE DISCUSSION WITH
COMRADES OF THE C. P.

(Correspondence from Deriin)
While in our discussions with

S. P. and H. A. P. workers we are
penetrating relatively easily with
our arguments in the questions of
the past and of the tasks of the
future, we are even today encoun-
tering stubborn resistance in part
among the comrades of the C. P. G.
The superficial dogmatic education,
so far as any education at all was
received, the setting-up of ready-
made "absolute truths" continue
to exercise an evil influence, still

paralyze the critical powers, and
so it is understandable that the
bureaucracy has succeeded, with
the help of its illegal apparatus,
which is again half-way function-
ing, in spreading new illusions
among a part of its members and
in temporarily strengthening its

thoroughly shaken authority. The
inevitable new disappoinements,
however, will hasten the process
of disintegration; further large
sections of the working class will
fall into passivity, while precisely
the best part will necessarily have
to be driven to us.

The following conversation is

typical:

"So you are of the opinion that
precisely now, after the defeat, we

give a general picture of the mod- 1
must close ranks all the tighter

The elaboration of a program-
matic document stands now on the
order of the day. The Manifesto
of th,e new International should

em capitalist world' (as well as of
the Soviet Union), of its economy,
politics and international relations.
All the convulsions of our epoch
(wars, crisis, fascist barbarism)
should be explained as the result
of the tardiness of the proletarian
revolution. The responsibility for

bute of arresting him and on eHeh> tn*s tardiness must be placed on
the Second and Third Internation-
als. A special chapter of the Mani-
festo should be devoted to the pic-
ture of the decline of both Interna-
tionals. Conclusion

: the problems
or the proletarian revolution, as
well as the probems of saving the
U. S. S. R. demand the creation of
a new International. The conclud-
ing chapters Should outline the pro-
gram of struggle of the new Inter-
national.

The elaboration of such a docu-
ment is the task of the coming tvo-
three months. So responsible a
task can be solved well only in a
collective manner. Athough It is a
question of a document of an inter-
national character, the most impor-
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around the only revolutionary
party, in order to utilize the pain-
fully built-up organization. But
how will you act when you receive
instructions to distribute leaflets
with slogans that are mere phrases,
to paint 'Give us back Thaelmanu !',

to distribute the 'Rote Faline', whose
stupid contents you recognize, and
much more like this?"
"Naturaly I and my comrades

refuse such senseless work, which
only puts us in danger without any
purpose. We only carry out what
seems right to us."
"But In this way you are break-

ing discipline, and if you have not
yet been expelled from the party,
you can simply thank the bad
functioning of the apparatus. Like
many of your comrades, you are
of the opinion that our demand for
the creation of a new party in-
volves your immediate resignation
from the party nucleus. Hut we be-
lieve that during this transition
time you should carry on revolu-
tionary work in your nucleus, by
bringing before the eyes of your
comrades, on the basis of the critic-
ism of the past, the necessity of
truly, Marxist-Lenimst policv, new
from the ground up. You mim re-
cognize that the breach of discip-
line which is unconditionally nec-
essary with regard to the bureau-
cracy already represents in fact the
first step, which in its consequences
contains our demand for the crea-
tion of a new party, in which the
maintenance of the strlotest dis-
cipline in action is no longer in
contradiction with your political
convictions."

i'or several months the party work-

ed Willi the perspective of an in-

dependent armed insurrection to

rake p'skt Mniuitanconsly with the

revolt i i (icitcruis Man/.o, Aguirre
and Ksci.liiiL'. When this rebellion

iinaily inateriali/.ed however, in

.March of 19:>!>, the ultra-Leftist

slogans of the "third period'' were
found not to have completely over-

come the prejudices of the major-
ity of the party's opportunist cen-

tral committee. What actually

happened is that the "party's" pea-

sants again cooperated efficaciously

with the ruling bourgeois faction in

putting down the reactionary mili-

tarist uprising.

Attempts fo Crush the C. P.

Before the last eclios of the civil

war in the north had died out, the

government drove the Communist
party and all o£ if,-; auxiliaries un-

derground. Several local Commun-
ist leaders, most prominent among
them, Jose Guadalupe Rodriguez,
agrarian leader ot the state of

Durango and member of the Cen-
tral Committee of the parly, were
executed on charges of plotting re-

volt. Other Communist, trade un-

ion and agrarian leaders were mur-
dered, almost all of the foreign

comrades were deported and dozens
of the butt militants of the revolu-

iionary organisations were impris-

oned.

A definite period of reaction set

in now that the ruling bourgeoisie
felt sufficiently strong to no long-

er require the cooperation of the

C. I', and its supporters.
The National Revolutionary Party

was then formed in order to better
regulate and coordinate the inter-

ests of the ruling cdass and to in-

augurate 'institutional" rule. With-
in this party, Calles, while remain-
ing in the background, was enabled
nevertheless to dominate the pol-

icies, .and soon showed himself
very adept sit playing the different

[actions within his party against
each other, thus assuring his own
hegemony over the whole.
Through the enactment of the

Federal Labor Code, against which
the C. 1*. struggled valiently, the
labor organizations were placed in

a decidedly subservient role in re-

lation to the governmnt.

The "Institutional" Regime
and the Crisis

In every other field, the national
bourgeoisie of the I'. N. It. vaunt-
ing its "institutional" program, has
'it tempted to consolidate its posi-

"ion in an attempt to interrupt the
permanency of the Mexican revolu-

tion, and perpetuate their class

rule.

Many enormous difficulties of an
economic nature presented them-
selves. The world crisis has not
spared Mexico. The collapse of
the pt-triiiftim industry and the fall

of flic price of silver would cer-
tainly have plunged the country
into turmoil before now were it

not for the agrarian base of the
country. Large sections of the pro-

letariat are scarcely a generation
removed from the peasantry, and by
returning to the family corn and
bean patch have managed somehow
to weather the crisis. It is esti-

mated that there are close to a mil-
lion unemployed in the republic.
.Mass deportations of unemployed
Mexicans from the Cniled States
has not helped matters.
Recovery Ballyhoo of tl» P. N. R.

Elaborate plans for public works,
highways and irrigation projects,

and schemes for colonization of the
unemployed on farms, have been an-
nounced and in some cases com-
menced. The .Mexican bourgeoisie
has l</arned much from the bally-

hoo methods of its North American
counterpart. Dozens of plans, pro-
grams and campaigns have been
launched, an enormous amount of
money appropriated, most of which
promptly disappears into (he void.

As in other countries, attempts
were made to solve the crisis by
a national program of economic
self-sufliciency, an idea which is of
course inevitably doomed to fail-

ure because of the oneness of world
economy.

The reactionary character of the
government's program is becoming
apparent to the whole nation. Mass
discontent and radiealization grows
apace, although the Communist
party has been unable excepting in
isolated eases to break through its

shell of illegality, and take a de-
cisive part in the growing strug-
gles of the masses. The sectarian
policies of the party with its split-

ting tactics on the trade union
Held, and its ultlmatistie attitude
towards all non-Communist work-
ers, have hindered the party's
growth.

The general sympathy towards
the ideas of Communism is growing
rapidly. This is expressed In a
distorted form through the activ-
ities and program of Tejeda's "Left
Socialist Party".

* • * »

In the forthcoming issues of The
Militant, an attempt will be made
to analyze the Mexican agrarian
problem and the character of the
"Left Socialist Party" as well as
the role that the Communists must
play in the next stage, if they are
to a.-'snmo their proper place as
the proletarian vanguard.

—ROSALIO NEGRETE.
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Declaration of International LeftOpposition to Left Socialist Conference
DELLAKATiON OF THE DELE-
tiATiO.N OF BOLSHEYiK-LEN-
iMrti'a AT Till: CONt'EKENCE
Of LLi'T-fcOClALIST ASD COMr
MLMSI ORGANIZATIONS.

THE COLLAPSE OF liOTH
lisi'KUNATiONALS

Despite the evident disintegration

of world capitalism us an economic

and social sy>tem, the workers'

movement of 'the world is now pass-

ing through a deeper crisis than

uner tlie smashing, of the Paris

Commune, or during tiio imperialist

war. Two working wass parties ot

the most industrial country of liur-

ope, the social- tiemot ratio and the

Communist parlie,, which led behind

iheiii IS million voters, capitulated

without u light belore the fascial

regime. Two internationals were

...ijuttosl to a teat and proved bank-

rupt.

'ihe social-democracy tlie bank-

ruptcy oi which became apparent in

liio imperialist war of iS»14-iU18

tried to reconstitute its ranks on

the morrow of the world catastro-

phe thereby hindering thu workers

Irom going over lo Communism and

io y.ie Third international. The

Ueleal ol the Cerman sooial-dem-

ucracy confirms that reformism

which" lias brought the Second In-

ternational to disaster can and

could load tlie workers only to new
catastrophes. Tlie social-democracy

which held on to the end to the noil

of rotting capitalism was Itself

drawn into the process of decay.

However Hie Thud International

whose task it was to organize the

forces of the proletariat lor a rev-

olutionary rise against the bourge-

oisie of all the countries and for

the victory of socialism has also

failed in its tusk. It tell victim to

uurtStueriUk centrism which ts

based on the theory and practice of

Socialism in one country ; in a

word, it was wrecked by a system

oi errors which entered Into hia-

tory under the name of Stalinism.

At the time when capitalism, torn

by world contradictions, placed the

international revolution, on the or-

der of the day the Comintern be-

came only a submissive and impot-

ent chorus to the conservative and
nationally limited bureaucracy of

the Koviet Union.

Thousands of Communis Is are

now trying in Hitler's Germany to

save the olliciai party by continuing

the old policy under the new condi-

tions. With all our revolutionary

sympathy for the self-sacrificing

fighters we must tell them that

wrongly directed efforts and sacri-

fices will be fruitless. Under the

conditions of Fascist terror the

Stalinist policy ,is doomed to a com-
plete smash—up within a short

time. An illegal revolutionary party

In Germany must be built on new
foundations.

After the living march of events

had shown that Fascism and the

sochll-democitacy, the two polar

tools of the bourgeois ilegime, ex-

clude each other not only political-

ly bur physically, it was necessary

to put the simple conclusion of this

experience us the basis for all our
International agitation pushing the

social-democracy to the path of u

united front with Communist part-

ies. Despite all evidence, the bu-

reaucracy of the Comintern pro-

claimed the firmness of the theory

or social Fascism and having com
pletely blocked itself thereby the
approach to the reformist mass or-

-dKiiixaiioi.s, it substituted masquer-
ade Woes with impotent circles of

pacifists and adventurists for the
proletarian policy of the united

front. If the lesson of the German
catastrophe did not help the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy, nothing will help
it. New national parties and a new
international is necessary.
THE POSITION OF THE
BOLSHEVIK-LENINISTS
The participants to the present

conference are of different political

origin. Some split off in recent
years from tlie parties of the Sec-
ond International; there are final-

ly some of a mixed or intermediary
origin. Some acted as independent
parties, others considered themselves
and worked as fractions. If these
organisations came together today
poi- the first time at a common con-
ference to try and find bases for
joint work, tall of them have by this
v.ery fact openly admitted the nec-
essity for the welding together of
the proletarian vanguard on new
fining: i (ions.

With renard to Germany our in-

ternational organization (Bolshevik-
Leninists) has after serious and
heated debates almost unanimously
adopted this position. With regard
to the Comintern as a whole, the
question was formally placed by us
for discussion only within the last
couple of weeks. Wi; are speaking
here in the name of the Interna-
tional Plenum of the Bolshevik-
Leninists which has approved this
declaration. Our national sections
have not as yet had time to fully-

express themselves. But the ques-
tion has been prepared to such an
extent by the foregoing develop-
ment of events as well as by the
development of the Left Opposition
itself; that we have no doubt as
to (he verdict of our organizations
At fmy rate the final word belongs
to our sections.

Some participants of the present
conference are probably of the opin-
ion that we came to the break with
tha Stalinist bureaucracy with un-
necessary belatedness. It is not
the place here to return to the old
disputes. The fact, however, it
such that our policy having taken
into consideration objective condi-
tions and not subjective moods, has
given us the possibility to form
stable organizations of Bolshevik-
Leninists in more than twenty coun-
tries. Although hi their majority
they are cadres and not mass or-
ganizations, their invaluable advan-
tage Ilea in the (act that they are

tied on an international scale by
tt unity of programmatic and stra-

tegical conception which has evolv-

ed gradually from the experiences

of great events and from the strug-

gles of the proletariat.

THE STRUGGLE WITH
REFORMISM.
From what has been said already,

it is clear, that the break with the
Centrist bureaucracy by no means
makes our attitude to reformism
less sharp. On the contrary, it is

more irreconcilable now than ever
before- We see the chief historic

crime of the Stalinist bureaucracy
precisely in that, that by its whole
policy it renders an invaluable aid
to social-democracy and hinders the
proletariat from going over to the
path of revolution.

For us, Bolshevik-Leninists, and
we trust, also for all of you there
can even be no thought of constant
work in common with organizations
which have not broken with the
principle foundations of reformism,
which continue to hope for the re-

generation of the social democracy
as a party or which consider the
unification of the Second and Third
Internationals as their mission.
Groupings permeated by such tend- 1

encies can only pull the workers
backwards. And we, basing our-
selves on all the lessons of the
past, we want to go forward.
The "21 conditions" for the ac-

ceptance to the Communist Inter-
national elaborated in its time by
Lenin for the purpose of a deci-
sive separation from all types of

REVIEW
V. S. S. Ii. and World Revolution,

bv M. T. Florinsky, MaeMillian
Co. ¥2.ri0.

Somebody, sooner or iater, was
bound to write this book. To read-
ers of the Militant, however, there
will be little in it that he or she
is not already acquainted with.

Written from a professorial-ob-

jective (above the ciasess] point of

view, the; bonk does manage to give

a fairly accurate picture of the at-

titude of the Soviet government,
the party and the Communist lu-

icrnational leadership to the ques-

tion of World Revolution from the
earliest days of the Dictatorship to

the present. Mr. Florinsky has, in

fact, confined his book to examin-
ing that one particular question..
no small task in itself.

As would be apparent, any effort

at approaching the question of

World Revolution would of neces-

sity bring in the struggle between
Stalin and Trotsky—or lo express it

in a less personal manner—between
.Socialism in One Country and the
Permanent Revolution, The author
used as his main sources of refer-

ence the theses and statutes of all

Hie six conjnTWics of the Comin-
tern, and comrade Trotsky's I'er-

reformfsm and anarehism, acquire

at this stage again an urgent char-

acter. It is of course not a ques-

tion of the text of this document
which should be radically changed
in accordance with the conditions

of the modern period but of its

general spirit of revolutionary

Marxist irreconcilability.

Only under (he condition of ir-

reconcilable separation from reform-

ism is it possible and necessary to

enter into friendly cooperation with
all those proletarian organizations

whieh are actually developing from
reformism towards Communism. We
condemn and reject categorically

the mode of actions of the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy which treats as

"left social-Fascists" all revolu-

tionary organizations which—by the
fault of the Comintern—find them-
selves outside the Comintern, and
on the morrow of a catastrophe
next in turn touchingly invites

them into the Comintern as "sym-
pathizing" parties. The Comintern
1c capable only of decomposing and
destroying proletarian organizations
but not of strengthening and edu-
cating fhem. The cooperation which
we have in mind presupposes an
honest atitude to facts, ideas, mu-
tual comradely criticism and re-

spect for each other.

THE FIRST FOUR CONGRESSES
OF THE COMINTERN.

Revolutionary policy Is unthink-
able without revolutionary theory.
Here we need least of all to start
from the beginning. We stand on
the basis of Marx and Engels. The
first congresses of the Communist
International left us an invaluable
programmatic heritage : the char-
acter of the modern epoch as an
epoch of imperialism, that is of
capitalist decline; the natu* of
modern reformism and the methods
of struggle with it; the relation
between democracy and proletarian

manent Revolution and the French
edition of "The Communist Inter-

national After Lenin." (The Crit-

icism ot the Draft Program, Stra-

tegy of the World Revolution].

After explaining and quoting

with un air degree of accuracy from
these documents, Mr. Florinsky

comes to some conclusions : The
first, .}'( ar-i of the Russian revolu-

tion he characterizes as tlie "hero-

ic" period. It was a period when
.if a sudden a group of revnultion-

ists —world revolutionists—had sud-

denly seized the reins of power in

a country the size of one-sixth the

earth's surface. Inspired by their

sudden success and still mindful ol

the teachings of that "bearded Ger-

man professor with a black frock

coat" they saw the revolution as

only one link in the chain forged
for the inevitable world revolution.

The author looks back upon those

early revolutionary utterances ot

Lenin, Trotsky, Zinoviev, Radek
with a relieved, if somewhat, sup-

erior and tolerant, feeling. It was,
at least, not Without a certain

"grandeur"—and it was "heroic".

True the Marxism of it was a little

closer to the letter than the pre-

sent day Stalinist brand. True
enough the Communist Internation-

al of those days was much mora of

a threat to the world bourgeoisie
than the present edition of it. But,
forgives Mr. Florinsky, those were
"romantic" days in a "heroic" per-

iod. Let us not quibble with the
author if he fails to see the whys
and the wherefores of the events
of 1923 in Germany. Or the raison

d'Ktre for the fiascos in Hungary,
Finland, etc. Others who make
greater claim to being Communists
have not been able to analyze the
distinction between the objective
and the subjective factors in the
revolution as related to the party
and the class.

What is important, however, is

that the author is able to distin-

guish between a revolutionary ut-
terance and a nationalist' Utopian
one. Though he wouldn't call it

Utopian—but sober. With the de-
cline of the "romantic" era, con-
tinues our author, an era of sober
and responsible stock-taking took
place. Stalin came forward with
(he theory (bless the mark!) of
Socialism in One Country, Trotsky
reaffirmed the vitality and moving
force of the theory of Permanent
Revolution. Mr. Florinsky recog-
nizes that the latter theory has
much more Marxian logic than the
former, but—the former (Socialism
in One Country) is more sqund
state policy. So far as the author
is concerned, a shift from the pol-

icy of World Revolution (the U. S.
S. R. as the first fortress of the
world revolution) was bound to
take place—and needless to say, he
welcomes it. As Mr. Florinsky
would have it, it was the necessity
of keeping Russia in step with, the
progress and development akin to
all nations, that is, finding a mar-

ket, gu;:ran.ee:ng pea<v. eic, etc.,

that prompted the U. S. S. It. to
abandon its original "heroics". That
real peace can be guaranteed for
the U. S. S. R. by the world rev-
olution, never for a moment oc-
curs to professor Florinsky.

Seeing clearly that the Stalintern
has abandoned world revolution for
Socialism in One Country the auth-
or quotes the following from Izves-
tia of February 8, 1933 : "Litvinov's

i

declaration not only is aimed
against intervention in a country
where there is no revolution, but in
the name of the U. S. S. R. under-
takes the obligation not to inter-
vene in a country where there is a
counter-revolution." No wonder
that this former czarist and present
professor of Columbia can exclaim:
" whftt an extraordinary atti-
tude for the knights errant of
world revolution." Truly extraor-
dinary! What a convenient promise
to Hitler!

Towards the end of his book, Mr.
Florinsky poses the following ques-
tion ; ".Which of the two speaks for
the real Russia of to-day? Is it
the bearded and black froeked Ger-
Florinsky jwsgs the following ques-
ciptine", Lenin, with their elaborate
and dubious schemes of world rev-
olution, their 'general' and 'inevit-
able' revolutionary situations, their
inevitable downfall of capitalism?
Or is it the young workmen and
peasants awkwardly approaching
new machines and tractors. ..stand-
ing dazzled by the wonders of the
future as unfolded by (heir (pre-
sent) leaders (Stalin, Molotov et
al)."

The author's happy conclusion is
Mr. comrade Walter Durantv's
whom he quotes as follows: "...
the Bolshevik Kremlin to-day re-
gards the growth of the revolution-
ary movement in Europe with real
anxiety." Times, November 20
1!K*2. If it is hard for the workers
to understand Stalin; the Camp-
bells, Florinskys and Durantvs do
not find such hardships.

—MARTIN GLEE.

dictatorship; the role of the party

in the proletarian revolution; the

relation between th- proletariat and

the petty bourgeoisie, especially the

peasantry (agrarian question) ; the

problem of nationalities and the

liberation struggle o£ colonial peo-

ples; work in the trade unions; the

policy of the united front; the re-

lation to parliamentarism, etc.—

all these questions have been sub-

jected to a principled analysis by the

first four congresses which has re-

mained unsurpassed until now.

One of the first, most urgent tasks

of those organizations which have

inscribed on their banners the re-

generation of the revolutionary

movement consists in separating

from the general mass the principle

decisions of the first four congress-

es, in bringing them in order and

in subjecting them to a serious dis-

cussion in the light of the future

tasks of the proletariat: the present

conference must, in our opinion, in-

dicate the ways and the first steps

of this necessary work.
STRATEGIC LESSONS OF THE
LAST DECADE.
The political life of the proletar-

ian vanguard did not stop at the

llrst congresses of the Communist
International. Under the influence

of historic circumstances, that is,

of the march of the class struggle,

(he apparatus of the Comintern has
completely gone over from Marx-
ism to Centrism, from internalion.

alisnj to national limitedness. If

tlie building of the Third Interna-

tional was impossible without
cleansing the teachings of Marx
from the layers of reformism, so

now the creation of revolutionary
parties of the proletariat is unthink-
able without cleansing the princi-

ples and methods of Communism
from the layers and falsifications

.

of bureaucratic centrism.
The struggle of the Left Opposi-

tion against the oscillations of the
Stalinist apparatus connected with
numerous and heavy sacrifices is

imprinted in a series of documents
of a programmatic and strategical
character. In accordance with the
most important political stages of

the last decade the following prob-
lems have been illuminated in these
documents: the economic construc-
tion of the II, S. S. R. ; the party
regime; the policy of the united
front (Anglo-Russian Committee,
on one side, (he German experience,
on the other) ; the path of tho
Spanish revolution ("democratic
dictatorship")

; the light against
war; the fight against Fascism,
etc. The basic conclusions of this

ten year struggle are given In a
form of a synopsis in the "II points"
of the International Pre-Con ferenee
of the Left Opposition, We are
submitting this programmatic docu-
ments here to your attention.

It is superfluous to say that on
our part, we will consider with the
greatest attention all the theses,
resolutions ami programmatic de-
clarations in which oilier organiza-
tions represented here have express-
ed or may express their estimation
of the tasks and perspectives. We
do not want anything so much as
(he mutual exchange of experience
and ideas. We wish to state with
great satisfaction that the "De-
claration of Principles" of the Rev-
olutionary Socialist Party of Hol-
land concurs on all the basic ques-
tions with the platform of the In-
ternational Left Opposition.
Tlie present pre-conference can-,

not of course discuss with the nec-
essary profundity the programmatic
and strategical lessons of the world
revolutionary struggle. But It is
time to make a starf. We permit
ourselves to express the wish that
each of the organizations repre-
sented here reprint our "11 points"
in their press wilh the necessary!
commentaries, and that afterwards

!

the possibility be given ns to de-
fend our theses in the same press
in discussion order. On our part
we obligate ourselves to publish for
the information and discussion of
our sections every programmatic

document which may be introduced

by other organizations and shall

willingly give to the defenders of

the document corresponding space
in our press.

THE L. S. S. R.
The question of the U. S. S. II.

is of exceptional importance to the
workers movement of the world
and therefore also to the correct

orientation of the present confer-

ence. We, Bolshevik-Leninists, con-
sider the U.S. S. R. even in its

present form as a workers' State.

This estimation needs no illusions

or embellishment.
One cannot feel anything but con-

tempt for those "friends" of the

U. H. S. it. who declare every work
of criticism against the Soviet bu-
reaucracy as a counter-revolution-

ary act. If revolutionists had been
guided by such rules of conduct,
the October revolution would have
never taken place.

We reject as a mockery of Marx-
ist thought, the Brandlerian posi-

tion according lo which the policy
of the Stalinist bureaucracy repre-

sents a chain of errors in ail other
countries, but remains infallible in

the 17. S. S. R. Such a "theory"
is based on the negation of the
general principles of proletarian
policy and brings the International
down to a mere sum total of na-
tional jNirties flic leaders of which
are always ready to close their eyes
to mutual sins. A Marxian can
have nothing in common witii this
social -democratic conception.
The policy of the Stalinist bu-

reaucracy in the 11. S. S. R. is of
the same principle nature as the
policy of the Comintern. The dif-

ference lies not in mi^thodg but
in objective conditions : in tlie U. S.

S. K. the bureaucracy bases itself

on the foundations laid by the pro-

letarian revolution, and if in a de-

cade it succeeded in squandering
the capital of the Comintern, in

the U, S. S. H. it has undermined
but not liquidated the foundations

of the socialist state. The Soviet

proletariat, practically deprived of

the party, trade unions and Soviets
which were seized by the bureau-
cracy, defends by its revolutionary

traditions the workers' state from a

bourgeois overturn.

To identify the social order of
the U, S. S. Ii. with "state capi-

talism" of the American, Italian,

or Gorman type, is to ignore the

i:;ain question of the social order,

namely the property character and
to open the doors wide to false and
ii:in;.erou>s conclusions. On this

question there can be for us no am-
biguities and no compromises. The
defense of the workers' state from
imperialism and counter-revolution
remains as heretofore the duty of
every revolutionary worker. Rut
to serve this defense does not at
all mean to become a tool of Soviet
diplomacy.
The acts and declarations of So-

viet diplomacy have provoked not
once, especially in the past period,
the burning .md entirely righteous
indignation of the advanced work-
ers. Nothing weakens the interna-
tional posiiion of the !'. is. S. R.
more, despite all recognitions and
non-aggression pads, than the
through and through opportunistic
external policy of the Stalinists,

permeated by the pacifying illusions
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This article deals with a sub-

ject which has not formerly
been discussed in the Militant,

it is therefore accepted explicit-

ly as a discussion article. The
views expresed are those of the
writer. Other contributions in

discussion of this subject are
invited, but they should not ex-

ceed 700 words—Ed.
(Continued from last issue)

In answer to the industrial codes

adopted by the capitalists in their

desperately organized attempt lo

bring about "recovery" from the
crisis, the Communists have now
the task, with the aid of the work-
ers in the several Indutsries, of

laying out specific workers' codes
of action. Rut before proceeding
with a model of such a code of

action as applied to coal mining
and involving the slogans of na-

tionalization and workers' control,

it may help to forestall first of all

objections raised against these

sogaiLs 'in principle".

No field offers greater danger of
blundering and of falling into op-

portunism than that of partial de-

mands and intermediate slogans.

Nevertheless the Communist does
not reject such demands and slo-

gans in toto just because there is

this danger. A criterion for the
choice of our tactics and slogans
was given by Lenin in his brochure
on Left Communism : "The whole
point lies in being able to apply
the.se tactics to raise and not to

lover the general level of proletar-
ian class-consciousness and revolu-
tionary ability to light and conquer."
Thus the decision as to the cor-

rectness or incorrectness of a slogan
rests to a large extent on our judg-
ment of the ripeness or unripe-
ness, not of the advanced workers
but of the mass of workers to rally
around and fight for a given slogan.
Out' purpose is not to sink to the
level of the backward masses, not
to bide the truth from them by
sinking into opportunism, not to

win them over to false slogans and
to a false ideology, but to take into

account, as an objective factor for
us, the Communists, the present
mood, state of consciousness and
preparedness of the class as a
whole.

Life alone i« the final arbiter
in the matter of choice of tactics.

Literature is never decisive, but
it can be extremely helpful if pro-
perly understood and applied. In
this sense it would be a worth-
while task to collate all the writ-
ings, particularly since the forma-
tion of the Comintern, on (he ques-
tions of nationalization and work-
ers' control. For particularly at
the present moment in America,
with events moving at tremendous
speed, with the working class com-
mencing anew its lessons in organi-
zation first of all in trade unions,
with the posing of economic and
political problems to the workers
on a vaster scale than ever before
in American history, it is of vital

importance that we understand
their true dialectic nature, their
usefulness in elevating the plane
of struggle at the proper moment
from that of immediate and inter-

mediate demands to that of power,
and consequently their proper place
in the strategy of revolution.
Tlie Struggle Against Ultra-Leftism
Theses on Partial Demands and

Intermediate SIsgans were adopted
by the Leninist Third and Fourth
Congresses of the Comintern. Just
before the Third Congress Lenin
gave cognizance to the sharp ultra-
Leftist trend in the international
movement with Bueharin as its

foremost theoretician in the Soviet
Union. Lenin wrote hia pamphlet
on "Lett Communism" to combat
this infantilism and had it distri-
buted among the delegates to the
Third Congress in order to alter
the "intransigeant" attitude of
some towards partial demands and
slogans. So much did the false
position of Bueharin and others
cause concern to Lenin that he

ot "socialism in one country".

One cannot defend the U. is. S. R.
without the revolutionary struggles

of the world proletariat: there can

be no revolutionary struggles with-

out independence from Soviet bu-

reaucracy as well as from Soviet

diplomacy. On the other band,

tlie most irreconcilable criticism of

Stalinism does not exclude but on
the contrary prescribes a united

front with the Soviet bureaucracy
against the common enemies.

THE PARTY REGIME.
The question of I he party regime

should become the subject of the

greatest attention in the building
of new parties anil of a new Inter-

national. Workers' democracy is

not an organizational but a social

problem. In the last analysis Ihe

stifling of workers democracy is the
result of the pressure of class en-

emise through the medium of the

workers' bureaucracy. This historic

law is equally confirmed by the his-

tory of reformism in capitalist coun-
tries as well as by Ihe experience
of the bureaucrat Kafiou of the

Soviet state.

The social -democracy attains the

regime necessary for it by means
of a complicated system: on one
hand. it. systematically expels not
only from the party but also from
the trade unions radically or critic-

ally inclined workers, if I hey can-

not be bribed by remunerative imsi-

tions; on the other hand, it frees

its ministers. parliamentarians,

journalists and prof-bureaucrats

from submitting to discipline with
regard to the party. The combined
method- of repression, betrayal and
bribery perm.it the social-democracy

to retain the semblance of discus-

sions, elections, control etc., while
remaining at the same time the ajf-

paratns of the im|ierialist bourge-
oisie within the working class.

I5y means of the stale apparatus,
the Stalinist bnreaitcracy liquidated

the party, Soviet and trade-union
democracy not only in essence but
also in form. The regime of per-

sonal dictatorship has been fully'

transmitted from the ('. I'. S. U. to

all the parties of the capitalist coun-
tries. The party bureaucrats' sole

aim is to interpret the supreme
will. The party masses have only
one right: to keep silence and to

obey. Repressions, baiting, bribery
are the usual methods for keeping
"order" in the party. Such is the
path of decay and ruin of the pro-
letarian parties.

A revolutionist is brought up only
in the atmosphere of criticism of
all that exists, including also his

own organization. A firm disiepline

can be attatined only by conscious
trust in the leadership. The trust

can be gained not only by correct
policy hut also by an honest atti-

tude to one's mistakes. The ques-
tion of the inner regime acquires
for us thus an extraordinary im-
portance. The advanced workers
must he given the possibility of a
conscious nad independent partici-

pation in Ihe building of Ihe party
and in the direction of its whole
policy. Young workers must he
given the possibility to think, critic-

ize, make mistakes and correct
t liemspIves.

It is clear, on the other hand,
thai the regime of parly democracy
can lead to the creation of a hard-
ened and unanimous army of prole-
tarian lighters only in case our
organizations basing themselves on
the lirm principles of -Marxism, aro
ready to light irreconcilably but

took the unprecedented step of an-

nouncing at the Congress that he
spoke in favor of the theses pro-
posed on partial demands only un-

der the discipline of his fraction.

Between the Third and Fourth Con-
gresses. Lenin, Trotsky, Radek and
Zin.ivii v cai.-ied on a struggle

against the ultra-Leftist position

to such good purpose that at the
anuria Congicss JJucharin himself
was forced to read a Declaration
iii which the Russian fraction an-
nounced that they considered as
false and incorrect the view ex-
pressed on partial demands, the
idea that these were opportunist,
in the Third Congress theses.

Jn his desire to correct the views
which had caused Bueharin and
others to attack Lenin and Trotsky
as Rightists and opportunists at
the Third Congress, Lenin posed the
questions at issue in the simplest
yet sharpest terms. For example:
'Communists, adherents of the

Third International, exist in all

countries precisely for the purpose
of adapting, along the whole line

in every domain of life, the old
.socialist, trade unionist, syndicalist
and parliamentarian activities to
the new Comniunst idea." Again:
"We do not know and we cannot
know which of the intfummable
sparks which now fly in all coun-
tries, tanned by the economic anil

political world crisis, will be the
one to start the conilagration {in
the sense of a particular awaken-, ,,-„„., ,„ „„ llt ,,,,,,,„,.„„„„ ,„.

ing of the masses); we are there- with democratic methods, all op-
1 Jlfll It' til III' Til tt(!1 irrr- ,."»- " H.,,r I '*.-.— -._ .[. m - . . ifore bound to utilize our new Com-
munist principles in the cultivation
of all and every field of endeavor
no matter how old, rotten, and
seemingly hopeless."

What were the specific, issues in
the controversy over partial de-
mands? Radek, working closely to-
gether with Lenin and Trotsky at
I hat time, proposed for capitalist
countries (particularly but not
solely for Germany), the ideas of
partial confiscation of capitalist
property fsutitrication of trusts),
workers' government, workers' con-
trol of porduction. These slogans
were not given for the future when
a revolutionary situation would
once more arise, but for the per-
iod preceding it and which is pre-
paring it. And in view of the es-
itsence of the separate organiza-
tions of tiie working masses at that
time (2nd, 2nd and one-half, 3rd
internationals, and social dem-
ocratic trade unions), Radek pro-
iwsed the adoption of the United
Front tactic lo carry out these
slogans. Bueharin was so much
opposed to the United Front tactic
as to the slogans to which this
tactic was to be applied. In the

portunisfic. centrist

1st. influences.

and at\\ entur-

The orientation towards a new
International is dictated by the
whole course of development. This
does not mean, however, that we
propose to proclaim a new Inter-
national immediate)!')-. We would
have introduced such a proposal
without hesitation had the organi-
zations represented here already
heen in actual, that is tested by
experience, agreement with regard
to the basic principles and methods
of revolutionary struggle. Hut we
have not got it. We can arrive at
a principle unanimity am! therefore
to an International only through
joint, revolutionary work and serious
mutual criticism.

A new International cannot bo
prepared without practical partici-
pation in the unfolding events. To
counterpoise a programmatic dis-
cussion to the revolutionary strug-
gle would of course be false. It Is
necessary to combine the two. Wo
welcome tho fact that the confer-
ence placed on the agenda urgent
questions in connection with tha
fight against Fascism and against-----.- " "- «i>i'"cu. j,i tm: -r,"'. -i^-jiuol j'd^uisiN a no against

settling of this controversy, it was VV!lr . and in each of these fields
carried before an enlarged Plenum ne flre ready, hand in hand with
of the C. I. in Dee. 11121 when for '«»"" "'"" i"" 1 • >- -

the first time the C. I. gave its

formal adherence to the tactic of
the United Front despite the argu-
ment of Bueharin that this essen-
tially class slogan might become,
in a pre-revolutionary situation,
a cover for class collaboration.

The argument against intermedi-
ate slogans as being essentially
class j'ollaboration (including that
against the United Front), would
be correct if these slogans are div-
orced from the slogans involving
the struggle for power and for the
seizure of industries and these lat-
ter from a real mass struggle. To
hide our real views and ultimate
goal would be to practice opportun-
ism. At all times we warn the
workers that their final salvation
under capitalism is an utter illu-
sion, that even the partial nation-
alization of any industry cannot
help the working class in anv final
sense, that only the workers can
achieve their own emimcination, and
only by the overthrow of the capi-
talist system and the seizure of all
industries by the workers.

—JACK WEBER.
(To Be Continued)

other organizations to make a real
step forward.
Comrades! Without leadership,

without international direction the
world proletariat will be unable to
free itself from the present oppres-
sion. The creation of a new Inter-
national depends not only on the
Objective course of events but also
on our own efforts. It Is very
likely that already now we are
much stronger than it may seem to
many of t.s. Not in vain does his-
tory show us how an organization
posses-sing authority hut having
lost (lireetlon may for a long time
keep on piling up errors seemingly
unpunished; but finally the course
of events brings the inevitable col-
lapse. On the contrary, an organi-
zation whieh is armed with r reli-
able compass hut has for a long
period remained in an insignificant
minority, can without the advance
of a historic turn suddenly rise to
a higher level. Under the condi-
tion of correct policy on our part
such a possibility opens up before
us. With joint forces let us try
not to miss this opportunity. Our
revolutionary responsibility is im-
measurably great. Lot our" creative
work rise to the height of this ra-
Bponslbilfty.
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For a New Party and a New International

!

After the ignominious collapse of both the Social

Democracy and the Communist International in Ger-

many, and the subsequent inability of both these or-

ganizations to draw any lessons from this historical

catastrophe, iti is impossible any longer to conceal the

fact that a revolutionary organization of the prole-

tariat capable of leading it to victory does not exist.

It must be created anew.

The National Committee of the Communist League

of America (Opposition) is in complete agreement

with the declaration issued to the Paris conference by
the delegation of the International Left Opposition

and approves its actions there. The N. C. likewise en-

dorses the steps taken by the four organizations at the

Paris conference toward the formation of a new Com-
munist International and will devote! its efforts hence-

forth, in cooperation with all other revolutionary

groups and organizations willing to participate, to the

task of directly assembling the forces for the creation

of a new party, as the American section of the new

(Fourth) International.

The entire membership of the League has unanim-
ously endorsed this course after a thorough internal

discussion of the question and has empowered the Na-
tional Committee to proclaim its complete break with

the Stalinist Comintern and its American section and
to renounce the struggle to reform them, from this

time onward the Communist League ceases to regard
itself as a faction of the official Stalinist Party, which

has become a direct brake on the development of the

workers' movement, and invites the cooperation of all

revolutionary workers, regardless of their present af-

filiation or non-affiliation, in common efforts leading to

the construction of a genuine Communist Party in

America.

Taking the necessity to create a new party as the

point of departure, the Communist League proposes

a frank and comradely discussion with other individ-

uals, groups and organizations aiming toward the

same goal and submits, for their consideration, the

following points

;

American Perspectives

Under the terrific pressure of the crisis years the

conditions have been rapidly maturing tor the class

awakening of the American workers and for an enorm-
ous acceleration of the class struggle. In the next

period the social contradictions will explode in a series

of gigantic class battles in the course of which the

workers can assimilate the revolutionary lessons in an
abridged form and rapidly leap forward on the path
toward revolutionary action. To assist and guide
this process a new party, wresting the banner of Com-
munism from the sabotaging bureaucratic clique of

Stalinism, must be created. And, under the given

conditions, this new party will have before it the possi-

bility and prospect of expansion into a powerful mass
organization within a comparatively short time.

Fundamental Principles

The new Communist Party, the necessity for which
arises from the complete bankruptcy of reformism on
the one side and of bureaucratio centrism (Stalinism)
on the other, cannot consist of an indiscriminate com-
bination of reformist and centrist elements. On the

contrary, the new party can come into existence, take
shape and grow up, to the requirements of its colossal

historic task only if it stands on a firm programmatic
foundation- and tolerates no conciliation toward re-

formist and centrist currents. For this program no
new revelation is needed. The revolutionary teachings

Declaration of the National Committee of the

Communist League ofAmerica - Opposition

of Marx and Engels, cleansed once again of the re-

formist and centrist distortions and falsifications, are

the fundamental principle guide for the new party.

The first four Congresses of the Comintern, con-

ducted under the leadership of Lenin and Trotsky,

have concretized these teachings and applied them, in

a series of unsurpassed theses and resolutions, to the

basic problems of our epoch. The ten-years' struggle

of the International Left Opposition (Bolshevik-Len-

inists), during which the guiding ideas of the first four

Congresses of the Comintern were carrried forward

and counterposed on each and every important ques-

tion o£ the living movement to the degenerating course

of Stalinism, have been summarized in the "11 Points"

adopted by the International Pre-Conference of the

Left Opposition. All these documents referred to above

retain their fundamental validity and constitute, in

our opinion, the programmatic basis for the new party.

For Revolutionary Internationalism --

Asainst the Theory of Socialism

in One Country

The theoretical source of the degeneration and
final downfall of the Communist International and its

national sections, including the American, was the re-

jection of the Marxist principle of revolutionary in-

ternationalism and its substitution by the theory of

"socialism in one country". The Communist movement
which has been destroyed by this reactionary-national-

ist theory cannot arise again without a clear and cate-

goric rejection of it.

Defense of the Soviet Union

The ten-year regime of Stalinism has strangled the

party and the workers organizations in the Soviet

Union and has facilitated enormously the danger of

a counter-revolutionary capitalist overthrow. The
Stalinist regime has undermined the foundations of the

Soviet state and is leading it toward destruction. The
social content of the October revolution, however, is

still alive and, by its property character, which is the

decisive criterion, the Soviet Union remains, even with

the monstrous bureaucratic distortions, a workers'

state.

Tlie defense of the Soviet Union, encircled by a.

wonu of class enemies and systematically weakened

from within by tlie btaUiust regime, is the uncondition-

al uuty 01 uie mxeruauomti pi oietarial. Hie lonua-

uoii 01 new parties ana a new iniernauonal uoes not

contradict tins task Out is necessitated by it. Tiie

reform of tlie Soviet workers' state m tiie U. S. S. K.,

aim its defense against capitalist intervention and

counter-revolution, now depend upon the formation of

strong revolutionary organizations in the capitalist

countries which will be capable of putting up a rev-

olutionary resistance at home to capitalistic military

ventures and of exerting a pressure on the internal

regime in the U. S. S, It, and influencing the Soviet

proletariat. Under the theory of "socialism in one

country" the role of the Communist parties has been

debased to the task of the pacifist "defense of the So-

viet Union", and for this all kinds of dubious "Friends

of the Soviet Union" have been recruited and hired

while the tested revolutionary militants have been per-

secuted, slandered and expelled.

But it is precisely in the task of defending the So-

viet Union at tlie moment of danger that the present

Stalinist parties are most completely impotent. The
strongest party of the Comintern, the German C. P.,

capitulated without a sign of resistance to the Fascist
bands before the latter were armed with state power.
The possibility that the weakest of such parties can
oiler any resistance whatever to the military designs of

the capitalist states must be dismissed altogether as

the most dangerous phantasy. The internal reform and
regeneration of the Soviet state and its defense against

world imperialism is the joint task of the new .parties

in the capitalist countries and in the Soviet Union.

The United Front

inism presupposes and requires an equally unrelenting

hostility to the Right wing camp followers of Stalin-

ism.

Party Democracy
The new party must establish within its ranks a

regime of democratic centralism which permits freedom

of discussion and criticism on the one hand and unity

of action on the other. The free election of officials

from top to bottom, the control of the officials by the

rank and file and the right of every member to express

his opinions in an atmosphere free from baiting and
threats of expulsion, must be combined with a clearly
defined principle foundation for party membership and
a disciplined unity of the entire organization in action
before the outside world.

Forces for the New Party

The Communist League, as it is at present consti-
tuted, does not consider itself a party and has no in-

tention of anticipating the real establishment of the
new party by proclaiming itself as such. The task
now is to recognize firmly that our role as a faction
striving to reform the party of official Stalinism is ex-
hausted, to strike out on a completely independent
path, and to prepare, in cooperation with all other
groups and organizations moving in the same direc-

From its inception, and also in the process of its

formation which may be more or less prolonged, the
new party will naturally take part in the living move-
ment ol tne working class and employ therein the tac-

tic of tlie united front. This tactic, which presupposes tion, for the formation of a new party,
temporary agreements with reformist organizations
for specific separate actions, requires the categoric
rejection of the theory of "social Fascism" and the
united front from below only". On the one hand, the

new party should conduct negotiations and make tem-
porary agreements with the official representatives of

In the course of its struggle to reform the official
party, as a taction of it, tlie .Left Opposition worked
out a program, consolidated a cadre of principled
militants and formed the skeleton of a national organi-
zation. These accomplishments can be regarded now

, - , - ,.
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as part of the capital of the new movement- not allreformist organizations when they take a step forward *(,„ + ;, „ . ., , -
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tiiat 1S necessary lor the formation of the uartv butunder the pressure of the masses—a tactic which the contributions to it
Partv>
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Stalinists iiave rejected "in principle"—and on the
What is needed now is the coming-together of the

various groups* oi revolutionary workers who have
broken, or wno are in tiie process ot breaking, with
reformism and centrism as well as those dispersed in-
dividual revolutionists who have been repelled by the
btalinist bureaucracy and remain without affiliation.

xi is seii-eviueut tiiat the working out ol a common
program anu tut- eventual concentration ol these lorces
into a single party must be preceded by an exchange
ol opinion ano discussion and, very proo.auly, will in-

volve a transition period ol cooperation Del ore the
tinal fusion.

other hand, it will reject any proposals for a "non-
aggression pact" excluding criticism—which the Stal-

inists have accepted.

Trade Union Policy

The new party will find its road to the masses and
gain influence over their movement only on the con-
dition that it follows a Marxist policy on the trade

union question, that is, the most important question
of tlie American movement. Such a policy requires a
penetration of the workers' mass organizations as they
exist in reality, regardless of their form, and at the

same time an irreconcilable struggle against the capi-

talist agents within them. The Stalinist dogma of

"red" paper unions and the opportunist policy o£

"adaptation" to the reactionary leadership in the

trade union movement are equally pernicious.

Against the Right Wing Apologists

of Stalinism

The new party cannot represent a mechanical com-
bination of "opposition" groups, but will be obliged to

take a precise attitude toward each of them with re-

spect to its platform and, especially, with respect

to the general direction of its development. The
Brandlerist clique (Lovestone, Wolfe & Co.) which
effected a formal separation from the Stalinists with

the dissolution of the Right-Center bloc in 1929, de-
votes itself to servile attempts to reestablish this bloc.

It remains in fundamental unity with Stalinism on all

the principle questions and shamefully justifies and
apologizes for its systematic errors and crimes. The
irreconcilable struggle of the new party against Stal-

VYhatevcr form the next development may take,
the i.eit Opposition is ready now, to enter into open
and comraueiy negotiations and discussions with otner
groups which seriously set lor themselves the same
goal. After its long and unrelenting struggle against
.ne arrogant bureaucratism and ultnnatistic methods
of Stalinism, the Lett Opposition least of all can seek
to impose anything on others or to demand the accept-
ance m advance of its proposals, its program or its
"leadership". Submitting the foregoing .points for
discussion, we on our part are ready to give attentive
and comradely consideration to any different proposals
and to bring them to the attention of our members and
supporters by publication in the Militant, together
with our comments on them.

With this object in view the columns of the Mili-
tant will be open for a discussion of the question of
a new Party and a new International.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE,
COMMUNIST LEAGUE OF AMERICA

(OPPOSITION)

We are republishing herewith
the Eleven Points 'of the Inter-
national Left Opposition Pre-
Conference Thesis, as amended
at the last international plenum.
The amendment Is contained in

Point 10. Formerly this point
corresponded to our position as
a faction working for the re-

form of the Comintern, for the
victory within the Comintern of
Marxism over the Right and
Centrist currents. The present
text contained in this point cor-

responds with our orientation

for regroupings into a new In-

ternational. This text is pro-
posed for the ratification of the
various International Left Op-
position seatlons.—Ed.
The International Left Opposi-

tion stands on the ground of the
llrst four congresses of the Comin-
tern. This does not mean that it

bows before every letter of its de-

cisions, of which many had a pure-
ly temporary character and in in-

dividual practical consequences have
been refuted by subsequent prac-

tice. But all the essential princi-

ples ( relation to imperialism and
to the bourgeois state ; the dicta-

torship ot the proletariat; the re-

The Eleven Points - The Fundamental Principles of the International Left Opposition

lation to the peasantry and to the
oppressed nations; Soviets; work in

the trade unions
;
parliamentarism

;

the policy of the united front) re-

main even today the highest expres-
sion of proletarian strategy in the
epoch of the general crisis of capi-
talism.

The Left Opposition rejects the
revisionist decisions of the 5th and
6th World Congresses and considers
necessary a radical restatement of
the program of the Comintern, In

which the gold of Marxism has been
rendered completely worthless by
the Cen tr is tic alloy.

In accordance with the spirit and
the sense of the decisions of the
first 4 world congresses, and in con-
tinuation of these decisions, the
Left Opposition sets up the follow-

ing principles, develops them theo-
retically and carries them through
practically

:

1. The Independence of the pro-

letarian party, always and under

all conditions ; condemnation of the

Kuo Min Tang policy of 1924-1928;
condemnation of the policy of the
Anglo-Russian Committee; condem-
nation of Stalin's theory of two-
class (worker and peasant) parties
and of the whole practise based on
this theory ; condemnation of the
policy of the Amsterdam Congress
in which the Communist party was
dissolved In the pacifist swamp.

2. Recognition of the interna-
tional and thereby of the perman-
ent character of the proletarian rev-
olution; rejection of the theory of
socialism in one country as well as
of the policy of national bolshev-

ism which complements 'it in Ger-
many (platform of "National Lib-
eration").

3. Recognition of the Soviet state
as a workers' state in spite of the
growing degeneration of the bu-
reaucratic regime. Unconditional
command that every worker defend

as well as against internal counter-

revolution.

4. Condemnation of the econ-
omic- policy ot the Stalinist faction
both in its stage of -economic oppor-
tunism in 1923 to 1928 (struggle
against "overindustrialization" and
staking ail on the kulaks), as well
as its stage of economic adventur-
ism in 1928 to 1032 (over-stretched
tempo of industrialization, thorough
going collectivisation, administra-
tive liquidation of tlie kulaks as
a class). Condemnation of the cri-

minal bureaucratic legend that "the
soviet state has already entered into
Socialism". Recognition of the
necessity of a return to the realistic

economic policies of Leninism.

5. Recognition of the necessity
of systematic Communist work in
the proletarian mass organizations,
particularly in the reformist trade
unions, condemnation of the theory
and practise of the Red Trade Union

liar constructions in the other coun-
tries.

<5. Rejection ot the formula of

the "democratic dictatorship of the
proletariat and the peasantry" as a
separate regime distinguished from
the dictatorship of the proletariat
which carries along the peasant
and the oppressed masses in general
behind_ it, rejection of the anti-

Marxist theory of the peaceful
"growing over" of the democratic
dictatorship into the socialist one.

7. Recognition of the necessity
of mobiliKing the masses under
transitional slogans corresponding
to the concrete situation in each
country, and particularly under
democratic slogans Insofar as it is

a question of struggle against feudal
relations, national oppression or
different varieties of open imperial-
Istie dictatorship (Fascism, bona-
partism, etc.).

8. Recognition of the necessity

of a developed united front policy

tions of the working class, both of

trade union and' political character,
including the social democracy as
a party. Condemnation of the ulti-

matist slogan "only from below",
which in practice means -a refusal
of the united front and consequ-
ently the refusal to create Soviets.
Condemnation of the opportunistic
application of the unftod front pol-

icy as in the Anglo-Russian Com-
mittee (bloc with the leaders with-
out the masses and against the
masses); double condemnation of
the policy of the present German
Central Committee, which combines
the ultimatist slogan "only from
below" with opportunistic practice
on the occasion of parliamentary
pacts with the leaders of the Social
Democracy.

9. Rejection of the Jhfcory of
social-Fascism and of the whole
practice hound up with it, as serv-

ing Fascism on the one hand and
the soviet state against imperialism organization in Germany and aim- with respect to the mass organize- the Social Democracy on the other.

10. The struggle for the regroup-
ing of the revolutionary forces of
the world's working class under the
banner of International Commun-
ism. Recognition of the necessity
of the creation of a genuine Com-
munist International capable o(
applying the principles enumerated
above.

11. Recognition of Party detn-
ocacy not only in words but also in
fact

; ruthless condemnation of the
Stalinist plebiscitary regime (gag-
ging the wiil and the thought of
the party, the rule of the usurpers,
deliberate suppression of informa-
tion from the party, etc.).
The fundamental principles enu-

merated above, which are of basic
importance for the strategy of the
proletariat in the present period,
place the Left Opposition in a
position of irreconcilable hostility
to the Stalinist fraction which cur-
rently dominates the U. S. S. R. and
the C. I. The recognition of these
principles o.n the basis of the de-
cisions of the first 4 congresses of
the Comintern, is an indispensable
condition for the acceptance of
single organizations, groups and
persons into the composition of the
International Left Opposition.
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60th Birthday of Rakovsky

His Activities During War
The .sixtieth birthday of Chris- policy in the Balkans) as the man

tian George v itch Rakovsky (born , "elected by Suedekum to assist in

September 1, 1873} brings to mind the Roche's maneuver in Romania",
aguin some of the episodes In his] (perhaps it now becomes clear from

Brandler International Maizes Overtures toStalin

life during that crucial period of

the world war when the proletarian

international was breaking through

the sea of depression, treachery and

slander like new life surging out

of the primeval slime.

Christian Rafeov*>ky was the in-

spiring lender of the modern so-

cialist movement in Rumania. The
labor movement as such took shape

there only in 1905, under the direct

influence of the Russian revolu-

tion, and it bore an almost exclu-

sively economic character. "Later

on," writes one of the founders of

the Rumanian Communist Party,

Arbori-Ralli, "after the year 1907,

when the government proceeded to

mass deportations of Jewish, Hun-

garian and Transylvanlan workers

and banished the labor leader Rak-

ovsky from the land, the movement
took on a political coloring. In the

spring of 1000, the arrest of Rak-

ovsky on the border of Rumania,

coinciding with the pTotest meeting

on the occasion of Ferrer's execu-

tion, produced the first significant

collision between the working masfl-

es and the police."

The representative of the Ruman-
ian social democracy in the Bureau

of the Second International up to

the outbreak of the war, was com-

rade Rakovsky. His Bulgarian ori-

gin (the rabid bourgeois press al-

ways referred to him contemptu-

ously as: the "Rumanian" Rak-

what spiritual springs some zeal-

ous Stalinists have quaffed the in

splration for the attacks upon Trot-
sky and Rakovsky as agents of the
Rumanian Siguranza, the Polish
Schlyachta, etc., etc.!)

Rakovsky Imprisoned

On August 15, 1916 Rumania fin-

ally declared war on the Dual Mon-
archy, The last public anti-war
meeting of the Rumanian socialists,

scheduled for the same day, was
surrounded by troops ; the masses
were dispersed by cavalry charges.
Two weeks later, the daily paper
of the party, which Rakovsky help-

ed so generously to maintain, was
suppressed by the government. Al-

most ail the party members were
called to the front. All the mem-i
hers of the Central Committee, with
two exceptions, were instantly ar-

rested. Rakovsky himself met with
the same fate and was Interned as
a dangerous enemy of the state.

The two members of the Committee
who had remained at liberty, were
then also arrested after having
sent a written protest to Bratlanu,
the president of the ministerial
council, against the imprisonment of
Rakovsky. The party itself was
driven Into virtual illegality.

Rakovsky, "the valiant leader of
the Rumanian social democracy",
as he was called by the attorney,
Nicoiau, remained imprisoned at
Jassy for months. In March 1917,

ovsky), far from militating against the proletariat of Rumania, despite

his activity in Rumania, contribut-

ed to making him known as the

most prominent internationalist in

the Balkans, one of the leading pro-

ponents of the Balkan Federative

Republic, the socialist who was
equally at home in Bucharest, Sofia,

Belgrade, Athens or Constantinople,

Of all the members of the doomed
Bureau, Rakovsky was perhaps the

only one who remained a genuine

internationalist. The others flocks

either to the standard of the Allies

or of the Entente.

Delegate to Zimmerwald

The Rumanian party instantly

took a position against the war
and until the country was drawn

into the European shambles, the

party developed a systematic agita-

tion against it. In February 1915

it was represented at the all-

Balkan protest meeting against war
organized in Sofia by the Bulgarian

Left wing socialists (the "Narrows"
inspired by Blagoiev, Kolarov and

others). At a conference which

took place there at the same time,

the Rumanians joined with the

Left wing Bulgarians and the Serb-

ians under Lapehevitch to break

conclusively with the Right wing

Bulgarians (the "Broad-minded").
In July of the same year, finally,

with representatives attending from

Bulgaria, Greece and Rumania (the

Serbs were prevented from sending

a delegate because of the war con-

ditions), the social patriots of Bur-

ope were decisively condemned and
with them, the policy of the Second
International. At the same period,

the Rumanian socialists associated

themselves openly with the Zlm-
merwald Commission and delegated

comrade . Rakovsky to attend the

first conference at Zimmerwald.

At Zimmerwald, Rakovsky found

himself side by side with his life

long friend and comrade, Trotsky.

At that time, as is known, both

Rakovsky and Trotsky were still

engaged in that sharp dispute with

Lenin which marked many of the

pre-October years of the evolution

of Bolshevism. Internationalists to

the core though they were they did

not eye to eye with Lenin on all

the burning problems of the day.

Trotsky, in particular, exerted his

efforts towards arriving at a solu-

tion which would not only produce

a unanimous manifesto out of the

Zimmerwald Conference but would
leave the true Left wing the oppor-

tunity of maintaining close contact

with the millions of confused anti-

war socialist workers who had not

yet found the revolutionary path,

Rakovsky, like Lenin, Kolarov, Var-

sity, Lazzari and a score of others

appended their names to the com-

promise manifesto of Zimmerwald
drafetd by Trotsky.

In France, the Internationalist*,

who had' to be sought with lanterns,

enlisted the aid not only of Trot-

sky, but also of Rakovsky. His
polemic with the chauvinist Charles

Dumas, was published as a broch-

ure both in Bucharest and Paris,

and circulated clandestinely

the occupation of most of the coun-
try by the German troops, was
brought to its feet again by the
intoxicating news of the overthrow
of the Cuarlst regime in Russia and
the triumph of the insurrectionary
masses. For the first time since
war was declared, thousands of men
and women appeared in half-spon-
taneous demonstrations on the
streets, demanding bread and' free-
dom. The Russian revolution was
discussed on every hand and the
outlawed socialists began to re-
sume their a-ativrties. It peemed
as if the release of Rakovsky would
soon be effected'.

Russian Troops Release Rakovsky
The German forces of occupation

became alarmed at the ferment in
the masses. Meetings were forbid-
den. The May Day demonstrations,
for which permission had first been
obtained, were ordered called oft
by the German, officials. But Ita

one part of Rumania, the May Day
of international proletarian solid-
arity was celebrated nevertheless.
The Russian revolutionary soldiers,
stationed on the border which divid-
ed Rumania from the Ukraine,
moved In upon Jassy, red flags at
their head, and tore upon the prison
doors which confined Rakovsky and'
hia comardes. The international-
ists were liberated and put at the
head of a triumphal procession that
went through the streets of the
city.

Immediately thereafter, Rakovsky
passed the frontier into turbulant
Russia to put his magnificent tal-
ents at the disposal of Bolshevism
and the proletarian revolution. A
new epoch was commencing in his
life. —MAX SHACHTMAN.

The Brandler-Lovestone "Inter-

national", or whatever is left of it,

held a plenary meeting, following

right upon the heels of the gigantic

German experiences, and once more
demonstrated Us incapacity to dis-

tinguish the face of the revolution

form its rear. The sum total of

its deliberations it crystallized into

new efforts to pull the revolution-

ary movement backward to the

Stalinist Right-Centrist bloc. A
resolution adopted imposes this ori-

entation as binding upon its affili-

ated groups. But hardly was the

Ink on the signatures dry before

ite biggest afliliate, the Swedish

(Kllbom) Communist party, which

was not represented at the meet-

ing, broke the binding decisions and

attend the Paris conference of

Left Socialist and Communist
parties. Meanwhile the split- off

Gitlow group in the United States

has come out openly against the

Brandler policy and proclaims the

collapse of the ISrandier-Lovestone
"International".

This is true; this "international"

is collapsing. After Jilek and Hais

of Czechoslovakia led their trade

union following back to the social

democracy in the Amsterdam Inter-

national, the French P. U. P. start-

ed to tread the same ideological

path. The Neurath group of Czecho-

slovakia took the opposite course to

the Left Opposition, and the Swiss

Brandler section is permeated with

and learning from the ideas of the

Left Opposition. Stagnant ideol-

ogically, this "international" is dim-

inishing organizationally. With all

its opportunist practicality it neither

embraced masses nor brought cor-

rect ideas into the movement. From
the German experiences it has

learned nothing. Its orientation to

pull the movement backward be-

comes so much more distinctly fal-

lacious In this epoch of deep going

differentiations in which groups and
parties, formerly social democratic,

arc groping their way toward Com-
munism.
Right Wing Prepared the Ground

For Bureaucratic Adventurism

The Brandler-Lovestone meeting

brought forward a document which
theoretically verifies what has been

said above. This document is char-

acteristic for its lamentations over

the ultra-Leftism pervading the

Comintern, for its fulminatlons

against "Trotskyism" and for its

overtures to the Stalin regime on

the basis of live and' let live.

But it is precisely these partners

of the former Right-Centrist bloc

who prepared the ground for the

"ultra-Leftism"—it should be call-

ed by its correct name, bureaucratic

adventurism—which they lament

so much. It is their oppotrunism

which prepared the zig-zags to the

"Left", to adventurism by the fact

of Centrism, having no consistent

Marxian position. In pursuing its

empiricist outlook and methods It

recoils from opportunism to atfven

lurism when pressed by events and'

Ihe catastroplies resulting from its State and those of the internatlon-

own policies. These Right wing
j
nl proletariat there is and there can

Doll Workers

Strike Strong

The Doll and toy workers, 0,000
strong, are now in the fifth week of
their strike. We now have one
strong union, thanks to those work-
ers who forced the shops control-
led by the Stalinists to liquidate
their paper union, join our A. F. of
L. union and come down on striate.
The Stalinists, matched their

step forward with a corresponding
step backward : they entered the
A. F. of L. individually, not as a
body. The workers are not in a
position to offer organized resistance
as a Left wing to the administra-
tion which is showing signs of capi-
tulation.

Cannon and Farulla, the Right
wing leaders of our union, are fol-
lowing a policy that will lead to
defeat. They refused to let certain
shops where scabs were working
have a mass picket line. At a
meeting of shop chairmen, workers
from the Rosenberg Toy shop came
in and asked for a mass picket line
because scabs were working there.
Farulla told them to do without

throughout France by the first in- 'mass picketing because the union

lamentstors have no complaints to

make over I he disastrously false

and opportunist bloc with Chiang
Kai-Shek in the Chinese revolution

or the bloc with the strike-breaking

bureaucrats in the Anglo-Russian

Committee, or the many other sim
iiar combinations.

Their fulminations against "Trot-

skyism", that is, against the Left

Opposition, are nil borrowed from
Stalin, and they have made no im-

provements ni>oii them. It is quite

natural that these people should

find themselves at one with Stalin

in this respect for today after the

terrible German catastrophe, it has

been demons! rated more clearly

than ever that the Left Opposition,

with its orientation for new na-

tional parties and for a new Infer

national, rcpres«iits the main kernel

of the progressive forces within the

proletarian movement. Moreover,

these people also know that it is

only through such fulminatlons

that the requirements can be met
for application for re-entry into the

Stalin bureaucracy.

Hie Anti-Trotsky Crusade

In essence this Right wing docu-

ment, except for its lamentation

over "ultra -Leftism", absolves Stal-

inism from any complicity in the

German defeat. It says—we quote

from the document published In the

Workers Age, of September 15:

"Especially Is it necessary to ex-

pose all attempts to attribute the

tactical mistakes of the C. I. and

the C. P. G. and the defeat of the

German working class to the alleg-

ed national interests of the Soviet

Union. The assertion that the

theory of the construction of social-

ism in one country has made the

Russian Communists sacrifice the

interests of Ihe workers of other

countries, must be branded as dan-

gerous anti-bolshevism."

This is their type of crusade

against so-called Trotskyism. But
first of all this itself contains a pol-

itically dishonest distortion of the

views of the Left Opposition in sub-

stituting the "national interests of

the Soviet Union" for the bureau-

cratic interests of the Stalin re-

gime. Between these a definite dis-

tinction must be made. Comrade
Trotsky, more than anyone else

has reiieatedly pointed out that

"t>etwoen the interests of the Soviet
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be no contradiction. But it is false

to the roof to transfer this law over
to the Stalinist bureaucracy." This
is precisely what the authors of
this opportunist document have
done. By this they brand them-
selves as flunkies of the Stalinist

bureaucracy anxious to crawl back
into its good graces.

I>efen<!ers of tlie Theory of Social-

ism In One Country

If it is not the theory of Social-

ism in one country, with its re-

sulting reactionary national posi-

tion, which is bringing the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy into contradiction
with the interests of the Soviet
Union as well as the Interests of

the world revolution, how then ex-

plain the Comintern responsibility

in the German catastrophe? But
with this the authors of the docu-
ment were not concerned and hence
they stated further: "The I. C. O.
fights to liquidate the false tactics

of the C. I., not, however, to opjiose

the policy of the C. V. S. U. in

the Soviet Union." By this they
only further reveal themselves, not
as revolutionary theoreticians but
as "practical" opportunists of Rive
and take. You let us have our pol-

icies for our respective conn tries;

we will let you have yours. For
them as for the reformists the in-

ternational situation is a sum of

the national situations. But this

is also what led the social reform-
ists to their August 4.

To Reestablish the Right-Centrist

Bloc

This "remarkable" document con-

cludes with a proposal from the
Brandler-Lovestone "International"

to the Comintern for the "setting

up of a working bloc, which can
establish joint action for carrying

out united front tactics, for a com-
mon struggle against reformism,
centrism and Trotskyism".
Here we come to the very crux

of the issue : the reestablishment of

the Right-Centrist bloc for a com-
mon struggle against the Left Op-
position, against the progressive

force within the revolutionary
movement. The struggle against

reformism and centrism is thrown
in only for embellishment.
There need be no denial of the

fact that much of the Brandler-
Lovestone criticism of the Stalin-

ist bureaucratic adventurism has
been stated correctly; but it is ani-

mated by entirely different motives
and is heading for an entirely dif-

ferent course from ours. From the

German experiences they draw the

conclusion for the practical absolv-

ing of responsibility and for the

further strengthening of the Stalin-

ist bureaucratic regime. We draw
: lie concluions leading to the crea-

tion of new national parties and a

new International. Theirs is the

course toward the strengthening of

reactionary nationalism as against

revolutionary internationalism.

—A. S.

British Labor

Own Way
Skates Have

at Congress
EDINBURGH.—

|

To outward appearances, capital-:

1st Britain is coming through the

prolonged crisis with no signs of

depression. The large towns are
managing to conceal their troubles

under a veneer of seeming well-

being. New buildings are being con-

structed everywhere and the gaudy
new designs for shops, houses, and'

cinemas raise the enthusiasm of the

local journalists who have devel-

oped the theme of a "brighter Bri-

tain". The theatres and cinemas
are crowded and the masses roll

along in their thousands to roar
themselves hoarse at football match-
es and greyhound meetings.

The speed-up in Industry and the
spectre of unemplyomen t has creat-

ed ;i lust for entertainments and
sports; anything to detract the mind
from the reality of impending dis-

aster. The financial Journals have
not let. this phenomenon pass with-

out notice and they advice their

fjet-rich-quick readers to invest in

cinema and greyhound enterprises.

The small investor has already been
crushed out here and It Is computed
that several thousand American dol-

lars have found their way into the

British entertainment industry

where fortunes are being made upon
the exploitation of sweated labor.

In this connection the attitude to-

ward the invasion of American cap-
ital is a new one of hostility and

\
in line with the present diplomatic
policy of the ruling class, a definite

anti-American tone pervades the
press.

Despite this, however, there is a
sneaking admiration for America.
Especially is this ko among the

small business people of the mid-
dle-class who greedily devour the
sensational stories of the yellow
press and the motion pictures, where
young men arrive on Wall Street

and become millionaires as if by
magic. To emulate America is the
secret dream of every British "Bab-
bitt". In this category belong the
thousands of well-paid trade union

'

officials who have been raised by

,

(heir former workmates into a new,
world of ease and comfort. Travel-
ling the country on union business
or sitting in conference with the
bosses in some partial hotel, these
gentlemen soon develop a new out-
look on life. They begin to see
certain good points in the capital-
ists whom they formerly vigorously
denounced in their trade union
branches.

Strikes are now frowned upon as
tending to drain the union funds
and the unemployed are also looked
upon as being a source of trouble
to the union. Is it not much easier
to negotiate wage-cuts with a
pleasant employer than to reason
with angry strikers or discontented
unemployed ? Thus reasons the

Stalinists Split

Food Workers

About four weeks ago a leaflet

signed by the Amalgamated Food
Workers and the Food Workers In-

dustrial Union was circulated among
hotel, restaurant and cafeteria work-
ers, calling for a unfted front mass
meeting on August 22 against the
intolerable conditions in the indus-
try.

This leaflet said, "For the first

time in the history of the Hotel and
Restaurant workers, labor and frat-

ernal organizations, representing
workers in the industry, have
united, set aside all differences, and
are pulling together with one com-
mon purpose: to eliminate the in-

human, nerve-wracking, miserable,
working conditions in the industry.

This is a great step forward. Only
united action of all workers re-

gardless of affiliation will be our
mightiest weapon against the em-
ployers.

"The only way we can force the

employers to live up to the code and
even force better conditions out of

them, Is when we will organize and
fight!

Now Is the time, the NRA gives "" j^'powerful' i^' wing7n

Palm Garden, by posting pickets

and distributing leaflets in the
nelghobrhood of the hall, to an-

nounce that the Tuesday meeting
had been postponed until Wednes-
day at the same place—where their

own meeting was scheduled

!

Instead of engaging in such a
low type of petty bourgeois cut-

throat competition, splitting the
forces Of the working class, the
Stalinist leaders should hs,ve em-
phasized the necessity of united ac-

tion against the bosses, so as to

concretize the slogan of the united
front, and as Communists urged
their membership to support this

mass meeting. Much united action

would have served as a first step
toward unity.

The reformists and the reaction-

aries within the trade unions, as
comrade Trotsky has pointed gut,

function to split the ranks of the

workers. It is the task of the Com-
munists to unite them. In this case
the Stalinist leadership of the F.

W. I. U. has assumed the splitting

task of the reformists, and this

under the title of "a step forward"

Perspectives Under NRA
Under the NRA new perspectives

are opened' for the reformist organ-
izations for rapid growth of forces,

as has already been seen in the coal
mines, needle trades, etc. Unless

ternatlonalist group of Rosmer and
Monatte. The French chauvinist

press denounced him as the grand
chief of Austrian espionage in the

Balkans", Just as Trotsky was de-

nounced as "the principal agent of

Rakovsky" before the war!

"Rakovsky," wrote the Paris
Matin at the end of 1917, "in order

to establish ac enter of surveillance

and propaganda, granted funds to

Trotsky and the latter opened a lit-

tle bookstore in Vienna where pa-

pers and pamphlets in the Slavic

language were put on sale. All

those of Russian birth living in

Vienna would come together in this

bookstore which rapidly became
their habitual meeting place. They
were not alone to come there: tbey
encountered Serbians, Bulgarians.

Macedonians. . .A revolutionary cir-

cle, a laboratory of espionage, Trot-

sky's bookshop was still another

thing: a mouse-trap, coming out of

which certain revolutionists could

be picked up by the Russian police

" Elsewhere, Bakovsky was
attacked by the gutter press of the

French bourgeoisie (itself heavilj

subsidized by the Czar's Foreign

iiad no money to get arrested pic-

kets out of jail.

The Freundlich Doll Shop pickets
asked for mass picketing because of
scabs. Again the leadership tried
to talk the workers out of it, but
they kept demanding until three
days later, Tuesday, September 26,

the leadership was forced to give
in 400 strikers picketed the shop,
and their militancy and solidarity
struck fear Into the hearts of the
scabs. Only about 10 percent of
them showed up for work /Wednes-
day morning and even these didn't

go up to work. Some of the scabs
even picketed. No one was arrested,
in spite of what the leaders told us.

Workers we must fight for mass
picket lines at those shops reporting
scabs and we can win the strike.

Some of the scabs said that the
reason they went back was because
they have to eat. "We must demand
and fight for strike relief.

The workers should be on guard
and fight for the above demands.
Regular and frequent meetings of

all committees (shop, strike, settle-

ment, etc.) must be had so that we
can collectively worji to win the

Office to support the Pan-Slavic strike
- —* DOU* WOBKKE.

us the right to organize.

"Let us test this right."

Against One Union

In admitting trial the proposed

united front was a step forward,

the Stalinists must have realized

that their past action in splitting

the A. F. W. and organizing a sep-

arate Industrial Union must have

been a step backward'.

What was the conclusion which

we drew from the speeches of the

Stalinist leaders at this mass meet-

ing? The organizer of the cafe-

teria local, comrade Kramberg, In

his speech said nothing about the

necessity of one union for the in-

dustry, devoting his whole speech

to the question of the code which

had been already worked out and
was present to be approved by the

mass meeting. The chairman, com-

rade Reich, in answer to the speech-

es of Gitlow and Lyons, represent-

ing the A. P. of W. in which they

emphasized the urgent need of one

union in the industry, said that the

urgent necessity now is not for one

union in the industry, but for a

united front against the bosses'

code presented under the NRA.
Cut-Throat Competition

What has happened since then?

Not a single step was taken toward

even a united front, not to speak

of unity. The two organizations

held separate mass meetings In sup-

port of their separate organization

drives. More than that—the lead-

ership of the Industrial Union made
a conscious attempt to sabotagethe

most recent mass meeting of the

A. P, W. on Tuesday, Sept. 19, at

these unions, the movement, though

a progressive step compared with
the conditions of the unorganized
workers (or the time being, will

inevitably be led by the A. F .L.

fakers toward degeneration in the

direction of class-collaboration and
company unions.

The food industry is by no means
excluded (rom these perspectives.

The Left wing must be ready to

meet this situation. But the pol-

icies of Stalinism In the F. W. I.

U. are an obstacle In the road.

We appeal to the rank and file

of the party and the FWIU mem-
bership, to bring pressure to bear

on their leadership and the TUUL
leadership for an immediate and
sharp change In the course which
they have been pursuing up to this

very day.

Concretely, the FWIU must take

immediate steps toward reuniting

with the AFW. With the AFW in

which a different situation prevails,

on the other hand, it should pro-

pose a concrete program for united

front action as a first step toward

one union in the industry.

—S. PAPPAS.

DANCE AND BANQUET
The Chicago Branch of the Left
Opposition is holding a celebra-

tion for the evening of its beauti-

ful new headquarters at

2559 W. NORTH AVE.
ON

SATURDAY, OCT. 7th—8 P. M.
— Real Spaghetti Dinner —
— Peppr Orchestra —

Swabeck Tour

Itinerary

The following is the schedule of

cities

:

Sun., Oct. 1st Bethlehem, Pa.

Tues., Oct. 3rd New Haven
Workmen's Circle Center

72 Legion Ave.,

Wed., Oct. 4th Boston, Mass.

Social Science HaH, 38 Hayward Pt.

(Off Washington St., near
R. H. Wbltes)

Thurs., Oct. 5th Boston, Mass.

Fri., Oct. 6th Boston, Mass.

Sun., Oct. 8th Rochester, N. Y.

Mon., Oct. 9th Buffalo, N. Y.

Tues., Oct. 10th Toronto, Can.

Wed., Oct. 11th Toronto, Can.

Fri., Oct. 13th.... Pittsburgh Pa.

Welnstein's Hetaurant
1830 Center Ave., 2nd Fl.

Sat., Oct. 14th Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sun., Oct, 15th... Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mon., Oct. 16th New Castle, Pa
Tues., Oct. 17th Youngstown
Wed., Oct. 18th Youngstown
Thurs., Oct. 10th Cleveland, O.
Fri., Oct. 20th Cleveland, O.
Sat, Oct. 21st.. ..Chicago, 111.

Sun., Oct. 22nd Chicago, 111.

Mon., Oct. 23rd Chicago, III.

Tues., Oct. 24th Chicago, 111.

Wed., Oct. 25th Springfield, 111

Thurs. Oct. 26th Staunton, 111.

CHICAGO LECTURE
The Friends of the Militant Club

announces

the opening of the season with

a lecture on

"THE SPLIT IN THE SECOND
INTERNATIONAL"

by Comrade Albert Glotzer

On Sunday, Oct. 8th at 8:30 P. M.

at Ihe Scholem Aleichem Sdiool

1214 North Washtenaw

New York Strikes

Alarm N.R.A.

New York.—-With strikes in New
York City spreading and sharpen-

ing the NRA here is rapidly strip-

ping itself of all working class

coloration and nakedly manifesting

itself as the hosses weapon for

strike-breaking.

This is brought to our attention

by an article in the New York
Times, Sept. 22, 1933, written by the

NRA's chairman of the Labor Medi-
ation Committee, Henry W. Wolff,

who points an accusing finger of

the most wide awake workers as

he publishes the following list of

strikers:

"Underwear workers — 25,000;
painters—15,000 ; toy makers—5,000,

„ , _ . „_,. ~. T , ,,i tailors — 2,500; metal workers

—

f °Ct
; ¥2i- 8£ *"n * 2°- 3,000; shoe and slipper workers-

Sat., Oct. 2Sth St. Louis, Mo 8000
.

d ^ makers-
Sun., Oct. 29th. Kansas City, Mo.
Mon., Oct. 30 Kansas City, Mo.
Thurs., Nov. 2nd . Minneapolis
Frl„ Nov. 3rd Minneapolis
Sat, Nov. 4th Minneapolis
Sun., Nov. 5th Minneapolis
Thurs., Nov. 9th.. Davenport, la.

Fri., Nov. 10th Davenport, la.
Tues.. Nov. 7th Chicago, III.

SUB NOTE
Subs are coming in a very en-

couraging way. Here is what a
comrade from Guelph says:

"I vaule this paper very highly,
both for its news and for its theor-
etical articles. The articles on the
NRA are very enlightening "

From Montreal comes the follow-
ing:

"We wish to receive twenty-five
copies every week instead of ten

as heretofore. Sympathy for the
L. O. In Montreal is growing as
never beofre."

end of the country to the other. If
That Is how it goes from one

ail our sub getters will take the
full advantage of the opportunity
that presents itselw we know that
our mailing list can be Increased'

many times over In a comparatively
short time.

5,000; bakers — 2,500; neckwear
workers—2,000 ; belt and leather

workers—800; mirror makers—200;
knitted goods—3,000."
With deep concern he looks upon

the mood and organization of the
city's 35,000 transportation work-
ers and its longshoreman who will

strike or get a raise In pay and
exclaims with anger, "the time has
come to call a halt to industrial
strife".

Wolff refers to the President's
no-strlke truce concluded with Wm.
Green of the A. F. of L. some weeks
ago and observes that "their pro-
gram has not worked. .. .Industrial
warfare Is sweeping over the city

to such an extent that the machin-
ery set up to handle these emerg-
encies has proved insufficient".

He proposes measures through
which the NRA, and more especial-
ly its committee which be heads,
can hope to break the worker's
strikes—getting the publfc to con-
demn the strikers—forcing the
workers to go to the NRA slaught-
erers of their efforts to raise their
wages or better their conditions.
The speech of Mr. Wolff reveals

the purpose for which the NRA is

designed—deceiving the workers
with "concessions" and strike-
breaking them when try to gain
real concessions.

GEORGE J. 8WU

trade union bureaucrat and in Ibis

frame of mind he arrived at (lie

annual Trade Union Congress. Tlie

full-time officials usually manage to

gain election as delegates to these
congresses and as a consequence the

official policy as formulated^ liy the

General Council is well guarded
from the thrusts of any militant

elements who might upset Hie bu-

reaucracy if elected in sufficient

numbers by the branches.
No Opposition to Bureaucrats

This year, at lirighton, the 1m-

rea uc rats bad it all their own way
and when the President of ihe Con-
gress, Mr. Walkden, made the open-
ing speech there were no interrup-

tion:* or no ill-mannered attempts
to find fault with his carefully pre-

pared outline of policy. His ad-
dress was a model of bankruptcy
but it acted like soothing syru[» on
the bureaucrats. Before the Ureal
War, former president* of Ihe con-

gress extolled the great industrial
system and social legislation of <ior-

many. The fatherland was the pat-

tern to be copied.

Since the war the T. U. C. has
found a new model in America. A
few years ago it was Henry Ford
who was their hero. Not only did
bis system of mass production stag-
ger the minds of these gullible ones
but they actually thought that, at
last they had found the weapons
with which to destroy Marx. Today,
Ford is replaced by Roosevelt and
"ihe nolicy of the American Pre-

sident," declares Walkden, "is one
which organized Labor has long ad-

vocated as a solution to the pre-
sent crisis." In America thousands
of workers strike against the
Roosevelt policy but here in Britain
the T. U. C. finds time to praise

Roosevelt.

Bow to American Plutocrats
Not a message of fraternity and

encouragement to the scarred fight-

ers in the ranks of the American
working class but a meek bow to

the plutocrats of Wall .Street and
Tammany Hall. Not one voice was
raised at the Congress against this

monstrosity. Likewise upon the
question of war. The old formula
ot the general strike was brought
forth and then quietly laid upon the
shelf and when a lone delegate rose
to protest against this travesty he
was promptly steam-rollered by the
chairman.

On Fascism, Mr. Citrine deliver-

ed a well-documented speech ex-
posing the horrors of Hitierism. Ac-
cording to his admirers, Mr. Cit-

rine's speech "will become historic",

but upon the question of how to

fight Fascism the speech is strangely
vague if not completely silent. Ac-
cording to Citrine, the real reason
for the advent of Hitler was the
huge army of unemployed which
made the calling of a general strike

Impossible and if here in Britain
the unemployed continue to increase
then M. Citrine will not be respon-
sible for what will happen, which
all sounds very much like saying
that Fascism is inevitable and that
so long as there is an unemployed
army then the trade unions cannot
fight.

Cnmployed Refused Hearing
A "left" M. P. protested against

this speech without obtaining much
support. As for a band of unem-
ployed who had marched all the
way from London in order to place
their demands before the Congress,
they were refused a hearing, which
does not look as though the bu-
reaucracy is really greatly concern-
ed about the unemployed. Every-
thing in connection with unemploy-
ment was shelved and the Govern-
ment has now a clear field when
launching Its next attack upon the
unemployed.
A much-advertized debate upon

workers' control proved a complete
muddle as the delegates were not
clear upon whether workers eon'
trol is possible under capitalism or
only after the latter system lias

been overthrown.
The Congress ended on a note of

pessimism which even the weli-oil-

ed bureaucratic machine could not
conceal. From the point of view
of the militant trade unionist, the
main feature of the Congress was
the lack any opposition to the feeble
policy of the General Council. The
main issues of war, the general
strike. Fascism, workers' control,
simply cried aloud for a Communist
interpretation but, alas, there was
not one Leninist there.

C. P. Conspicuous by Absence
Where was the Communist party?

A year ago, the Party announced a
drive back to the unions. From
time to time, great successes have
been claimed for the new trade
union line but here we arrive at
the Brighton Trade Union Congress
and the Party representation has
reached rock bottom. The reason
is not hard to find. The majority
of the 4,000 Party members are un-
employed and are not members of
trade unions while the trade union
members of the Party are not con-
sistent In their trade union work.
The leaders ot the Party have neg-
lected to train the trade unionists
for work in the unions and as a
consequence the reformist official*

can easily out maneuver the new
Communist recruits whose passion
for propaganda speeches bores the
rank and file and plays into the
hands of the bureaucrats.

The I. L. P. Is in much the same
plight although they at least ad-
mit their weakness and1 are now
calling for an attempt to hammer
out a trade union policy. If the
Brighton Congress brings home to
the militants the need for a fresh
start In the building up of a strong
trade union opposition based, upon
sound principles and free from sec-
tarianism then It may have been a
blessing in disguise.

—T. C, September 17, 1933.
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The LLP. & the New International
After a brief interval I am re-

turning again to the policy of the

Independent Labor Party. This Is

occasioned by the declaration of the

delegation of the 1. L. P. at the

Paris conference which permits a
clear idsa of the general tendency
of the I. L. P., as well as of the

stage at which now it finds itself.

The delegation considers it neces-

sary to call a World Congress of

"nil" revolutionary parties begin-

ning with those adhering to the

Third International. "If the Third
International proves unprepared to

change its tactics and organisation,

the time wili have come to consider

the formation of a new Internation-

al", This phrase contains the very
essence of the present policy of the

I. L 7P. Having shifted decisively

to the left, to Communism the mem-
bers of this party refuse to believe

that the Communist International

which disposes of numerous cadres,

of material and technical means, is

lost for the revolutionary movement,
It Is necessary, they say, to mate
one more test of the ability or in-

alality of the Comintern to change
its policy.

Working Class "Parliamentarism"
It is incorrect, even naive, to

pose the question in this manner.

The ability or inability of a party

ia not determined at a Congress

-v!>

but in daily stuggle, and particular-

ly, in time of great dangers, mo-
mentous decisions and mass action.

After the victory of Hitler for

which the Comintern bears a dir-

ect responsibility, the leadership of

the Comintern had not only left Its

policy unchanged but on the con-

trary lias intensified its disastrous

methods. This historic test weighB

a thousand times more than all the

declarations which the representa-

tives of the Comintern might make
at any one congress. It must not

be forgotten that congresses repre-

sent elements of "parliamentarism"

in the workers' movement itself,

While parliamentarism is inevitable

anil neeessttry It cannot add any-

thing fundamentally new above
what has been actually attained in

mass struggle. This refers not only

to parliamentarism of the bourgeois

state but also to the "parliament-

ary" institutions of the proletariat

itself. We must orientate ourselves

by the real activity of working
class organisations and not expect

any miracles from the proposed

World. Congress.

During a period of ten years

{11)23-1033) the Left Opposition

acted as a fraction of the Comintern
hoping to attain an improvement in

its policy and regime by systematic

criticism and an active participation

in the life of the Comintern and
its sections. The Left Opposition

therefore has a colossal experience

of an international character. There

was not a single important historic

event which did not force the L.

0. to counterpose its slogans and

methods to the slogans and methods
of the bureaucracy of the Comin-

tern. The struggle around the

questions of Soviet economy and

the regime in the Communist party

of the Soviet Union, the Chinese

revolution, Anglo-Russian commit-

tee, etc., etc. remained comparative-

ly little known to the workers'

parties of the West*. But two chap-

ters of this struggle passed before

the eyes of the advanced workers

of all the world: they deal with

the theory and practice of the

"third period" and with the stra-

tegy of the Comintern In Germany.

No Impatience In L. O.

If the Left Opposition can be

blamed for anything, it is certainly

not for an impatient break with the

Comintern. Only after the German
Communist party which has been

gathering millions of votes, proved

incapable of offering even the least

resistance to Hitler, and the Com-
intern refused not only to recog-

nize the erroneousness of its policy

but even the very fact of the defeat

of the proletariat (in reality the

victory of Hitler is the greatest de-

feat of the proletariat in the his-

tory of the world!) and replaced

the analysis of its mistakes and

crimes by a new campaign of per-

secution and slander against real

Marxists,—'only after this did we
say: nothing can save these people

any more. The German catastro-

phe, and the role of the Comintern

in it, is Infinitely more important

for the world proletariat than any

organizationa I maneuvers, congress-

es evasive declarations, diplomatic

agreements, etc. The historical

Judgment on the Comintern has

been pronounced. There is no ap-

peal from this verdict.

The nistory of the Comintern is

almost unknown to the members of

the I. Ij. P. which has just recently

taken the revolutionary path. Be-

sides no organization learns only

by books and flies. The I. L. P.

wants Independently to undergo

an experience that was made by

others on a much larger scale. Had
this involved only the loss of a few

months, one could have reconclled-

oneself to it despite the fact that

each month of our time is much
more than years of another. The
danger, howeven, lies therein, that

aspiring to "test" the Comintern by

a closer drawing together to it, the

1. L. P. may follow unnoticeably for

itself the ways of the Comintern—
and ruin itself.
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A Criticism of Its Paris

Declaration by

Leon Trotsky

The trade union question remains
the most important question of pro-
letarian policy of Great Britain as
well as of the majority of old cap-
italist countries. In this Seld the
mistakes of the Comintern are in-

numerable. No wonder : the in-

ability of a party to establish cor-

rect relations with the class reveals

itself most glaringly in the trade-

union movement." That is why I

consider it eneessary to dwell on
this problem.

The trade unions were formed
during the period of the growth and
rise of capitalism. They had as

their task the raising of the ma-
terial and cultural level o£ the pro-
letariat and the extension of fits

political rights. This work that
lasted in England over a century
cloathed the trade unions with a

tremendous authority among the

workers. The decay oft British

capitalism under the conditions of
the decline of the world capitalist

system, undermined the basis for

the reformist work of the trade un-
ions. Capitalism can maintain it-

self longer only by lowering the
standard of living of the working
class. Under these conditions the
trade unions could either transform
lliemselves into revolutionary orga-
nisations or become the helpers of

capitalism in the intensified exploi-

tation of the workers. The trade
union bureaucracy which solved
satisfactorily its own social problem
took the second path. It turned
the whole accumulated authority of

the trade unions against the so-

cialist revolution and even against
any attempts of the workers to re-

sist the attacks or capital and re-

action.

The Most Important Task
Henceforth the liberation of the

workers from the reactionary Influ-

ence of the trade union bureaucracy
has become the most important task
of a revolutionary party. In this

decisive field the Comintern reveal-

ed a complete inadequacy. During
the years 1926-27 and first of all

during the miners' strike and the
general strike, that is, at the time
of the greatest crimes and betrayals
of the General Council of the trade
unions, the Comintern obsequiously
toadied before the honorable strike-

breakers covering them up before
the masses by Its authority and
helping them to remain in saddle

:

thus, a mortal blow was struck at
the "minority movement". Fright-
ened by the results of its work, the
bureaucrats of the Comintern went
to the extreme of ultra-radicalism:
the fatal excesses of the "third per-

iod" were due to the desire of the
small Communist minority to act
in a manner presupposing that they
had a majority behind them. Iso-

lating Itself more and more from
the working class, the Communist
party counterposed to the trade
unions embracing millions of work-
ers its own trade union organiza-
tions, most obedient to the leader-
ship of the Comintern but separated
by an abyss from the working class.

No better favor could be done to

the trade union bureaucracy. Had
it disposed of the Order of the Gar-
ter it should have decorated all the
leaders of the Comintern and the
Proflntern with it.

As was said, the trade unions
now play not a progressive but a
reactionary role. Nevertheless they
still embrace millions of workers.
One must not think that the work-
ers are blind and do not see the
change in the historic role of the
trade unions. Rut what ia to be
done? The revolutionary way out
compromised itself badly in the eyes
of the Left wing of the workers by
the zigzags and adventures of of-

ficial communism. The workers
say to themselves : the trade-uninos
are bad but without them it might
be even worse. This is the psych-
ology of an impasse. Meanwhile,
the trade union bureaucracy per-
secutes the revolutionary workers
ever more boldly, replacing ever
more Impudently inner democracy
by the arbitrariness of cliques,

transforming in essence the trade
unions into some sort of concentra-
tion camps for the workers under
declining capitalism.

Can We Skip Over the Trade Unions
Under these conditions the

thought easily arises ; is it not pos-
sible to skip over the trade-unions?
Is it not possible to replace them
by some sort of fresh, Incorrupti-
ble organizations on the type of
revolutionary trade unions, shop
committees, Soviets and' the like?
The fundamental mistake of such
attempts lies therein that a great
political problem of how to free the
masses from the Influence of the
trade-union bureaucracy is replaced
by organizational experiments. It

is insufficient to show the masses a
new address. It is necessary to
And the masses where they are and
to Ipad them.

Impatient "lefts" sometimes say
that it is in any ease impossible to

conquer the trade unions because
the bureaucracy subjects the inner
regime of the organisation to its

interests of self-preservation, resort-

ing to the basest machnlations, re-

pressions and plain crookedness in

the spirit of the parliamentary
oligarchy of the time of the "rot-

ten boroughs". This argument sig-

nifies in reality the giving up of

the actual struggle for the masses
under the excuse of the corrupt
character of the trade union bureau-
cracy. This argument can be de-

veloped further: should we not
abandon revolutionary work alto-

gether because of repressions and
provocations on the part of the gov-
ernment bureaucracy? There exists

no principled difference here since

the trade union bureaucracy has
completely become a part of the

capitalist apparatus, economic and
governmental. It is absurd to

think that it would be possible to

work against the trade union bu-

reaucracy with its aids, or even
with its consent. Insofar as It de-

fends itself by persecutions, viol-

ence, expulsions, frequently resort-
ing to the assistance of government
authorities, we must learn to work
In the trade unions discretely find-

ing a common language with the
masses but not revealing ourselves
prematurely to the bureaucracy. It

is precisely in the present epoch
when the reformist bureaucracy of

the proletariat haB transformed1

it-

self into the economic police of cap-
ital, that revolutionary work in the
trade unions, performed intelligent-

ly and systematically, may yield

decisive results In a comparatively
short time.

The Capture of Trade Unions
We do not at all want to say by

this that a revolutionary party is

assured of the complete capture of

the trade unions for the purposes
of the socialist overturn. The pro-
blem Is not so simple. The trade
union apparatus has attained a
great independence from the mass-
es. The bureaucracy is capable of
retaining its positions a long time
after the masses have turned against
it. But precisely this situation,

when the masses are already hostile

to the trade union bureaucracy and
the bureaucracy Is still capable of
misrepresenting the opinion of the
organization and of sabotaging the
re-elections, is most favorable for
the creation of shop committees,
workers' councils and other organi-
zations ad hoc, that ls"tor the imme-
diate needs of the given moment.
Even in Russia, where the trade
unions have not possessed by far
the powerful traditions of the Brit-
ish trade unions, the October over-
throw occurred with the predomin-
ance of the Menshevlks In the ad-
minstration of the trade unions.
Having lost the masses these ad-
ministrations were still capable of
sabotaging the re-election of the ap-
paratus, although already powerless
to sabotage the proletarian revolu-
tion.

It Is absolutely necessary right
now to prepare the mind of the
advanced workers to the idea of the
creation of shop committees and
workers' councils at the moment of

a sharp change. But it would be
the greatest mistake to "play" in
practice with the slogan of shop
councils comforting oneself with
"this idea" because of the lack of
real work and real influence In the
trade unions. To counterpose to
the existing trade unions the ab-
straction of workers' councils would
mean not only to set the bureau-
cracy against oneself but also the
masses, and to deprive oneself
thereby of the possibility of pre-
paring the ground for the creation
of workers' councils.

In this the Comintern has gained'

not little experience: having creat-
ed docile, that is, purely Commun-
ist rtade unions it counterposed
antagonistically its sections to the
working masses and has thereby
doomed itself to a complete impot-
ence: this is one of the most im-
portant causes for the collapse of
the German Communist party. Is
it true, the British Communist
Party, insofar as I am informed, op-
poses the slogan of workers' coun-
cils under the present conditions.

Superficially this may seem like a
realistic appraisal of the situation.

In reality, the British Communist
Party rejects only one form of poli-

tical adventurism for another, more
hysterical form. The theory and
practice of social-Fascism and the
rejection of the policy of the united
front creates unsurmountable obs-

tacles to the work in the trade un-
ions, as each trade union is, by its

very nature, an arena for a pro-

longed united front of revolution-

ary parties with reformist and non-
party masses. Insofar as the Bri-

tish Communist Party proved in-

capable, even after the German
tragedy ot leamfng and re-arming
itself anew, an alliance with it can
only pull to the bottom the I. L. P.
which has just recently entered
into the period of revolutionary
study.

Pseudo-Communists will, no
doubt, refer to the last congress of
trade unions which declared that
there can be no united front with
Communists against Fascism. It

would be the greatest folly to ac-

cept this piece of wisdom as the
final verdict of history. The trade-
union bureaucrats jjermit themselv-
es such boastful formulae only be-

cause they are not immediately
threatened either by Fascism, or by
Communism. When the hammer of
Fascism is raised over the head ot
the trade unions then, with a cor-

rect policy of the revolutionary
party, the trade union masses will

show an Irresistible urge for an
alliance with the revolutionary
wing and will carry with them
to this path even a certain portion
of the apparatus. On the contrary,
if Communism should become a de-
cisive force, threatening the Gen-
eral Council with the loss of posi-
tions, honors and Income, Messrs.
Citrin and Co. would undoubtedly
enter into a bloc with Mosley and
Co. against the Communists. Thus,
in August 1917, the Mensheviks and
Social-Revolutionaries together with
the Bolsheviks repulsed general
Kornilov. Two months later, in
October, they were fighting hand in
hand with the Kornllovists against
the Bolsheviks. And in the first

months of 1917, when Mesrs. reform-
ists were still strong they declaim-
ed just like Cltrin & Co. of tho
Impossibility for them to make an
alliance with a dictatorship either
of the Right, or of the Left.

Revolutionary Realism

A revolutionary proletarian party
must be welded together by a clear
understanding of its historic tasks:
this presupposes a scientifically
based program. At the same time
a revolutionary party must know
how to establish correct relations
with the class: this presupposes a
policy of revolutionary realism,
equally removed from opportunist
vagueness and sectarian aloofness,
From the point of view of both
these criteria intrinsically connect-
ed, the I. L. P. should review its

relation to the Comintern as well
as to all other organization and
tendencies within the working class.
This concerns first of all the fate
of the I. L. P. itself.

— L. TROTSKY.
* This article is in print, however,

in a series of studies and documents
published partly also in foreign
languages. For the English com-
rades the publications of the Am-
erican League {Pioneer Publishers)
are of great Importance. Whoever
wishes to study seriously the ten
year struggle of the Left Opposition
for the reform and improvement of
the Comintern must study all these
documents.

More on the Paris Conference
When a movement enters a new,

a higher stage, there are always
elements who defend the yesterday.

A wider perspective frightens them.
They see nothing but difficulties and
dangers.

Comrades who participated in

one of the meetings of Bolshevik-

Leninists communicated to me some-
what the following criticism of one
of the participants: "We made no
gains at the Paris conference; the

whole matter came down to nego-

tiations and agreements at the top:

such a policy cannot have any rev-

olutionary significance; the joint de-

claration Signed by the "summits"
of four organizations signifies in

reality a deviation towards the 80-

dial-democracy " Since this

criticism, reflects—It is true, in a
very exaggerated form—the doubts
and apprehensions of a certain num-
ber of comrades (according to all

information, of a small minority),

It is necessary to examine serious-

ly the above enumerated arguments.
"The negotiations were carried

on by the tops". What does this

argument mean? Conference and
conventions always consist of the

tops", that is of representatives.

It is an impossible task to assem-
ble- in one place all the members of

the Left Opposition, the S. A. P.,

R. S. P. and O. S. P. .How can
agreements between organizations
be made without negotiations of the
representatives, that Is "tops"? On
this point the criticism evidently
lacks any sense.

Pressure from Ranks
Or does the author of the critic-

ism want to say that the represen-
tatives of the organizations which
signed the joint declaration do not
express the opinion of the rank and
file? Let us examine this argument
as well. .With regard to the S. A.
I*, it is known to all that the rank
and file of the party have been
striving for a long time not only for

a closer approach to us but for a
complete fusion with us, while un-
til very recently, the tops evaded
the issue, put breaks upon It, fear-

ing a separation from possible al-

lies of the right. In this case what
does it mean that the tops found
themselves compelled to sign jointly

with us a most important docu-
ment? The answer is clear: the
pressure of the rank and file towards
the Left, that is toward us, became
so strong that the leaders of the
S. A. P. were forced to turn to us.

Those who know how to interpret
political facts and symptoms cor-

rectly, will say that this is a great
victory. This conclusion retains

its full force independently of the
fact how adroitly, or skillfully the
negotiations between the tops were
carried on. Not the negotiations de-

cided the matter but the whole pre-

ceding work of the Left Opposition.
With regard' to the O. S. P. (Hol-

land! the situation 1« approximate-
ly the same. This organization was
not connected with us at all. Two
years ago it found itself In a bloc

with ^eidewitz and Rosenfeid. To-
day it drew nearer to us. It Is

clear that the leaders of this or-

ganization would have never made
this step if there had not been a
strong pull to the left on the part
of the rank and file.

With the R. S. P. (Sneevilet) the
matter stands somewhat differently.

Friendly relations existed here al-

ready for quite some time. Many
comrades know what active support

A Step Forward or

A Step to the

Right ?

The Stalinist Program for the Cuban Revolution
The Stalinist theoretical program

for Cuba places on the order of the

day the "agrarian, ant 1-imperialist
revolution." According to the Stal-

inists the task of the Cuban Com-
munist Party is to "agitate and or-

ganize the peasants" for this end.
Among their slogans stands the
demand for the division of the land
which the apply to the sugar plan-
tations.

Unquestionably the central prob-
lem of Cuban economy is the agra-
rian question. But the agrarian
question In Cuba has an entirely

different content than It had in Rus-
sia. Russian agriculture was or-

ganized on the basis of a number
of large estates in the hands of

feudal landowners and a myriad
of small holdings worked by indi-

vidual peasants. The land was cul-

tivated with primitive methods and1

equipment. Those who worked Ihe
land stood in the relation to it of
peasants. They constituted the
majority of the population.

That Is not the picture which
greets the eye in Cuba. Most of

the land under cultivation Is de-

voted to sugar cane. In area this

is equal to more than one third ot

thels land. Ninety percent of this

land is owned or controlled on long

term leases by large American sugar
companies. Some of these planta-

tions are of enourmous size. They
extend beyond the county limits and
Include towns. Some plantations
embrace tens of thousands of acres.

As early as 1900 one plantation alone
refined 2000,00 bags of sugar, ten
per cent of the entire eorp. Since
then centralization has gone on
apaoe by consolidation of large
plantations and the bankruptcy of

the smaller ones under the prodding
guidance of the Chase National and
National City banks. The Chap-
arra plantation which began in 1900
with 66,000 acres had grown to

250,000 by 1926.

Millions of dollars In machinery
have been poured into the sugar
plantations. The process began in

1820 with the Introduction ot steam
machinery. In 1840 the appearance
of railroads gave this process a new
development. Today the plantations
boast the most up to date machin-
ery in the world.

In short the sugar plantations

are operated on an INDUSTRIAL,
basis. Por the most part the men'
who toll on them are wage work-
ers. Wages are unbelievably low;
in Camaguey under Machado they
were as low as three cents a day,
the working year in many cases
does not exceed one month. A num-
ber of the sugar workers try to
supplement their meager earnings
between harvests by cultivating the
small and patches of relatives.
Beeause of the high degree of

concentration of the industry large
numbers of workers are massed on
the plantations. As early as 1893
twelve hundred workers were re-
quired to harvest the crop on one
plantation. Carleton Beales reports
that one sugar company 'in 1933
fed "over 7,000 unemployed persons
—not so much out of charity as
to prevent sabotage and the burn-
ing of eane fields."

Moreover, the majority ot the su-
gar workers have little or no affin-

ity with the soil in the sense of
a peasantry. It is estimated that
from 1913 to 1927 forty thousand1

negroes a year were smuggled into
Cuba. During the World war, in
the period of the great expansion of
sugar lands, thousands of negroes
from Haiti and Jamaica and even
Chinese coolies were brought into
Cuba to work on the sugar planta-
tions. Inasmuch as the number of
sugar workers today Is estimated
at 500,000 the labor turnover on
the plantations has been great. The
sugar workers, for the most part,
have no roots in the soil. There-is,
in Cuba, no land hunger compar-
able to the land hunger of the Rus-
sian peasants.

Thousands of the half million
plantation workers—-approximately
half of the entire working popula-
tion—have been organized Into
TRADE UNIONS.
One strike brought out twenty

thousand. Sugar workers particip-

ated in the general strike of two
hundred thousand workers in 1930
in protest against the terrorism of
the trade unions by Machado. To-
day they are on strike on a scale
surpassing all previous struggles.
The press reports state that the
workers have seized 15
sugar mills and are attempting to
operate them by workers' com-
mittees. The New York Times
of September 20 reports that

the owners of the plantations "are

willing to make concessions on

wages, hours, and working condi-

tions but say the workers demand
the impossible". And what is the

impossible demand of the workers?
They want their committees to man-
age the mills. In a word the sugar

workers are putting forward the

demand for workers control and
management of industry. In the

next stage this will lead to the de-

mand for nationalization of the in-

dustry and will indicate the corre-

sponding state form under which

alone it is possible—the dictator-

ship of the proletariat.

A peasantry exists in Cuba but

its weight in economy is small and
consequently its weight in society is

correspondingly small.

But it is hopeless to think

tftat the peasantry can lead the

Cuban revolution. The Stalinists

who want to "agitate and: organ-

ize the peasants" to lead the "agra-

rian revolution" do not know what
they are talking about.

It is no better with the "anti-

imperialist revolution." Ninety per
cent of the sugar Industry is In the

hands of American capital. Most
in the hands of American capita*!,

of the tobacco industry Is likewise

Nearly all the banks, railroads,

street car lines, electric plants, the

telephone systems, public utilities,

docks, etc., etc., are owned by Uni-

ted States capitalists. Three banks,
principally, control all of Cuban eco-

nomy: the National City Bank, the

Chase National Bank, and the House
of Morgan.

Thus the struggle of the Cuban
workers In all industries for high-

er wages and better conditions

must, of necessity, develop into a
struggle against American Imperial-

ism. The universal impoverishment
of the Cuban workers has profound-
ly imbued them with a hatred of
their imperialist masters.

If we are to speak of an "agrar-

ian, anti-imperialist revolution"

—

an Impermissably ambiguous formu-
lation—we can do so only In the
sense of the proletariat leading the
struggle. The 'first steps are tn

dicated—the slogan of the nation-

alization of industry under workers
control of production.

—T. STAMM.

Sneevliet and his friends have ren-

dered the Left Opposition during
the Copenhagen conference and es-

pecially, during the Amsterdam
anti-war congress. The Comintern
question prevented this political pro-

ximity from taking on an organ-
isational form*. When we declared

ourselves for a new International

the wall dividing us was broken
down. Is it not clear that in this

case our new orientation brought
immediately a concrete and valuable

result?

Our Conjectures

About three months ago we wrote
hypothetically that with a broad

and decisive policy we could prob-

ably find not a few allies among
Left socialist groupings. A month,
a month and a half ago, we voiced

the conjecture that a break with the
Comintern would greatly facilitate

the influx to our side of revolution-

ary groupings of social-democratic

origin. Is it not clear that the
Paris conference confirmed both
these conjectures and on a scale

that we ourselves could not expect
two, or three months ago? Under
these conditions, to complain that

everything came down to negotia-

tions by the "tops" and to assert

that the new alliance has no rev-

olutionary significance is to reveal

a complete ignorance of the basic

processes which are now taking
place within the proletariat.

But particularly strange (mildly

speaking) sounds the argument that
we are making a turn towards...
reconciliation with the social dem-
ocracy. The Stalinists slander us
in this manner and not for the

first time. What basis is there for

carrying these "arguments" into

our own organization? Let us, how-
ever, examine them somewhat clos-

er. The Paris conference was call-

ed not by us. We take not the
slightest responsibility for its com-
position and agenda. We came to

this conference to present there our
point of view. Possibly our De-
claration contained some conces-
sions to the eoclal-demoeracy? Let
someone get up courage to say it!

The Declaration signed by four or-

ganizations, it is understood, does
not contain our program. But it

defines clearly the road of the
Fourth International on the basis
of an Irreconcilable struggle with
the s,oeial-democracy, a complete
break with bureaucratic centrism
and a resolute condemnation of aii

attempts on the manner of the Two
and a Half International. Where
are in this concessions to the so-

cial-democracy?

Principled Declaration

The Declaration of four does not
give, and, under the circumstances
of the matter, could not give an
answer to all the problems of pro-
gram and strategy. It is clear that
it is impossible to build a new In-

ternational on the basis of this De-
claration. But neither did we in-

tend anything of the sort. The De-
claration itself states clearly that
the organizations which signed the
Declaration obligate themselves to

elaborate, within a short time, a
programmatic Manifesto which
should become the fundamental
document of the new International.
All our sections, ail the three allied

organizations, as well as all sym-
pathizing groups and elements
should be drawn to this work. Do
we intend to make any concessions
to the social democracy in this

Manifesto? The Declaration of the
Bolsbevik-Leninists, made public at
the conference, states clearly on
what basis we propose to write the
Manifesto : the decisions of the
iirst four Congresses of the Comin-
tern, the "21 Conditions", the "11

points" of the L. O. Only the fu-

ture will show whether any serious
disagreements will arise on this
basis between ourselves and our
allies. If disagreements should
arise, we will seriously fight for

our point of view. Until now we
have not shown any excessive pli-

ancy in questions of principle.

The same critics also add the
following argument: the new Inter-
national can be buitt only on the
wave of the ascent of the revolu-
tionary movement ; now, however.
In the atmosphere of decline all at-

tempts in this direction are doomed
in advance to failure. This pro-
found historic argument is borrowed
as a whole from the sterile schol-
astic Rouvarine (who, aias, as far
as I know, has meanwhile had time
to make a turn of ISO degrees).
The necessity of a break with the
Second International and the pre-
paration for the Third Internation-
al was proclaimed by the Bolshe-
viks in the Autumn of 1914, that
is, in the atmosphere of a frightful
disintegration of socialist parties.
At that time also there was no lack
of wise men who spoke of the
"utopianism" ( the word "bureau-
cratism" was riot in such abuse
then) of the slogan of the Third
International. Kausky went further
in. his famous aphorism "The Inter-

national Is an instrument of peace
and not of war". In reality th«
same idea is expressed by the
critics quoted abovo; the Interna-
tional is an Instrument of ascent
and not of decline". The proletar-
iat has need of an Internatioanl at
all times and under all conditions.
If there Is no Comintern today, we
must say so openly, and immediate-
ly start the preparation for a new
International. How soon we will
be able to put It on its feet, de-
pends, of course, on the whole march
of the class struggle, on the decline,
or ascent of the workers' movement,
etc. But eve* in the period of the
worst decline It Is necessary to pre-
pare for a future ascent, giving our
own cadres a correct orientation.

I Fatalistic complaints about the ob-

I jective decline most often reflect

a subjective decline.

Ziiitmcrwald ami Kienthal

Let ns lake the conferences of
Zimmerwald and Kienthal as a com-
parison. They consisted, necessar-
ily, of the "tops" (every conference
consists of tops). By the number
of workers directly represented they
were weaker than the Paris confer-
ence. The majority in Zimmerwald
and Kienihal consisted of Right-
Ceiitriiit elements (Ledebour who
could not resolve to vote against the
war budge, Hoffman, Bourderon,
Merheim, Grimm, Axelrod, Martov,
and others). Lenin found it possi-

ble to sign the Manifesto of the
whole conference despite the vague-
ness of this document.**
As far as tho Zimmerwald "left"

was concerned, it was extremely
weak. After the rout of the Bol-
sbevik Duma fraction and of the
local organizations, the Bolshevik
party was no stronger during the
war than the present Russian Left
Opposition. Other left groups were
incomparably weaker than our three
present allies. The general position
of the workers' movement in the
conditions of war seemed absolutely
hopeless. Nevertheless, the Bolshe-
viks, as well as the group of Nashe
Slovo took a course towards the
Third International from the very
beginning of the war. Without this

course the October revolution would
have been impossible.

We repeat: Lenin found it possi-

ble under the then existing condi-
tions to sign together with Lede-
bour, Bourderon, Grimm and Martov
a Manifesto against the war. The
Bolshevik-Leninists did not sign now
Hie resolution of the majority of
the Paris conference and will, of
course, take no responsibility upon
themselves for this majority. Per-
haps the policy ot Lenin at Zimmer-
wald acid Kienthal was a turn
towards the social-democracy? But
the objection may be raised that
now under the conditions of peace
a stricter selection is necessary than
in war time. Correct! Ledebour
and Bourderon endangered them-
selves by signing the Manifesto of
Zimmyrwald, while Tranmel and Co.
carry on their maneuvers (the
right hand to the Scandinavian so-
i'ial-democracy, the pinky of the
Left-—to the Paris conference) with-
out running any risk. It is pre-
cisely for this reason that we re-

fused to sign the meaningless re-

solution of the Paris majority.
Where are here concessions to the
social-democracy ?

Not Responsible for Allies

However, two of our allies—our
opponents will say to us—have
signed the resolution of the maj-
ority showing thereby that they
have not as yet made the final

choice. Absolutely correct ! But
neither do we take any responsi-
bility for our allies just as they
take no responsibility for us. The
terms of our agreement are clearly

formulated Sad are now accessible
to all. The future wili show which
side our allies will finally choose.
We want to help them make the
right choice. One of the most im-
portant rules of revolutionary stra-

tegy reads as follows : watch your
ally as well as your enemy. Mutual
criticism on the basis of full equal-
ity. In this there is no truce of
back-stage diplomacy of the tops;
everything is done and will be done
in full view of the masses, under
their control, for the purpose of
the education of the masses. Other
ways and means of reovlutionary
policy do not exist at all.

* • * *

There are also other rules of rev-

olutionary policy which it is ad-
visable to remind of: do not get
frightened in vain and do not
frighten others without cause! do
not invent false accusations; do
not look for capitulation where
there is none ; do not replace Marx-
ist discussion by unprincipled
squabbles. Long experiences has
shown that precisely at the time
when an organization is getting
ready to get out from the narrow
alley onto a wider arena, elements
can be always found who have
grown fast to their alley, know all

their neighbors, are used to carry
all the alley news and' rumors and
are busy with the terribly import-
ant affairs of the "change of minis-
tries" in their own alley. These
conservative and sectarian elements
are very much afraid that on a
wider arena their art will find no
application. They grab, therefore,
the wagon by its wheels and" try to
turn It back, and they justify theirs,
in essence, reactionary work by
terribly "revolutionary" and "prin-
cipled" arguments. We have tried
above to weigh these arguments on
the scale of Marxian dialectics. Let
the comrades themselves decide
what is their weight.
September 10, 1938.

—G. GOUROV.

* The differences on the trade-un-
ion question lost their former
sharpness, if not disappeared al-

together.
** By the way, some wise men, re-

call without any rhyme, or reason
the "August bloc" of 1912 which
hod only national limits, but leave
unobserved the international Zim.
merwald conference, the analogy
with which suggests itself.
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The Cuban Challenge to Before the Court of the Fascists

U. S. Imperialism

Reports from Cuba, no matter

from what political source, indic-

ate that the revolution lias passed

beyond the stage of a simple poli-

tical revolution and has entered the

first stage of a social revolution.

The ruling cliques and exploiting

class are in confusion. The crisis

and economic conditions had reach-

ed a breaking point. The American

imperialists, facing the coming Pan

American conference, pressed upon

all sides by the new measures

adopted to surmount the mounting

world contradictions, was forced to.

delay open armed intervention. In

place America uses a new form of

intervention, a method of bottling

up the island with the Atlantic fleet

and secretly aiding counter-revolu-

tion within, and at the same time

endeavoring po further worsen the

economic and political situation to

either force a surrender or hasten

the downfall of the present petty-

bourgeois revolutionary government,

headed by Grau Saa Martin.

Communist Activity in Cuba

The New York limes of Septem-

ber the 20th, reports: -'Communist

seizure of mills approaching Havana

with no government curb." "Work-

ers hold 15 mills." "Communist

leaders have been very active since

Senor Machado's fall." "Cuba is

now at" the crossroad and must go

right or left." "The Cuban labor

trouble began with the spontaneous

seizure of sugar mills by syndical-

ist unions and is now taking t he-

form of an organized Communist

movement that is sweeping the in-

terior of the island from end to end

and is dally approaching closer to

Havana.
" Other papers report So-

viets are being set up.

The revolution in Cuba is the

most important political event of

the day. It overshadows the NKA
in importance in spite of the pro-

found effect the Blu» Eagle wi.l

have on the lives of the American

people and the class relations. The

NllA in all its magnitude is a stop-

gap and capitalist attempt to stem

the tide—while the revolution in

Cuba is a wave of the social tide

breaking through the world struc-

ture of American imperialism. This

means that the Cuban revolution

must be studied in detail, especial-

ly by the American revolutionists,

because it foreshadows and con-

fronts, America with ail that the

capitalist defenders said was im-

possible. That is, the first steps

toward a socfal revolution on Am-

erican soil, in one of America's most

important . colonies.

At Gates of U. S. Imperialism

Most significant Is the tact that

while American hegemony is spread-

ing to a" greater degree over the

earth and desperate steps are being

taken internally and International-

ly to hold the dominating position

in the downward curve of decay

capitalism—America finds that she

is confronted with the mearice of

Soviets at the gates of her 48 states.

Her world struggle since 1917 to

prevent the spread of the October

revolution, can be revealed by the

events in Cuba and its implications

for America as a futile "struggle in

spite of Stalinism and its aid to

capitalism as a leader of proletar-

ian defeats.

The Cuban revolution comes at

a most difficult period In world pol-

itics. The Cuban revolution as the

first stage of a social revolution

takes place on American soil, on

the heels of. the victory of Fascism

in Germany and when the world

proletariat has just passed1 through

the most disastrous defeat, and

in a period when reaction flows

from it. It is logical to face world

wide repercussions from the vfctor-

ious October Revolution. And It

is not a surprise, yet seemingly a

contradiction, to be confronted with

the Cuban situation after the Ger-

man event.

Trotsky's Prediction

It was almost ten years ago that

comrade Trotsky startled many
when he pointed out that the eco-

nomic center of the world was shift-

ing from Europe to America. Since

then the forces making up the In-

ternational Left Opposition and its

American section have pointed1 out

that with the shifts in world rela-

tions goes increased class conflicts

and revolutions. In this case Cuba,

even at this stage, is a curtain

raiser, informing the world that

America will have its share of the

red menace that haunts the capital-

ist world—the proletarian revolu-

tion. The NItA stop-gap, and the

special struggles America is con-

ducting a gigantic scale with Eur-

ope, Latin America and Japan, (on

three different fronts), ali indicate

that conditions and class relations

within the United States are going

to shift rapidly forward to strug-

gles that will take on a revolution-

ary scope.

The Cuhan revolution, under pro-

per guidance and cooperation from
the American Communists, could

be the spark to start a more rapid

shift of the American workers to

the Left. Will that be its direc-

tion? This question will be ans-

wered within the next few months
or sooner. However, at the very

least, if we consider the worse var-

iant—that reaction triumphs and
American imperialism gains its ob-

jectives (as well as the fact that,

one must take Into consideration

the position of Stalinism)—never-
theless, the importance of Soviets

on American soil, in Cuba, must not
be underestimated.

Marxian Communist Party Vital

A significant fact is revealed"

when one studies the economic and
social forces of Cuba. The objective

conditions in Cuba are in favor of

the task of carrying the revolution

beyond the present stage. The spon-

taneous action of the workers in

stride struggle and united front

developed to its highest stage—So-

viets. A major shortcoming is the

fact that we have a Stalinist Com-

munist"" Party in Cuba and not a

Marxian Communist Party. Without

a leadership, without a program

there can be no successful revoiu-

Four men are on trial for their

lives, at the Leipzig supreme court

in Germany, together with the Nazi

dupe Van der Lubbe. The charge

is high treason and whatever the

monstrously farcical court procedure

may reveal the accused are in ad-

vance condemned to the execution-

ers axe. That is, if the Nazis are

permitted to pursue their prey un-

hindered.

It Is the aftermath of a drama

Before the A.F.of L Convention

tion regardless of the revolutionary

struggles of the masses. Worse yet.lof two world forces at grips

—

* &^m

we do not have a Marxian Com-] ism and Communism. But

munist Party in the United States.

It is our task to hurry and build

one. The revolutionary struggle in

Cuba shows the importance and the

speed reguired.

Must Abrogate Piatt Amendment
The Cuban people must abrogate

the Piatt Amendment. The present

petty-bourgeois government cannot

carry out this task nor wtli it

be able to stand the pressure of the

class struggle between the national

capitalists and the American im-

perialists against the workers and

[leasants. The workers must fight

for a free and democratic constitu-

ent assembly. The workers must

demand that the election be called

while the revolution is still on the

upgrade. This can only be accom-

plished if the organs of Soviets are

functioning to protect workers' dem-

ocracy, to beat down the head of

counter-revolution, to further devel-

op the revolution, and to thereby

confine the Constituent Assembly

to its proper place.

In the United States united front

mass meetings must be called

throughout the country. The fact

that the Stalinists with their huge

apparatus have not started this

shows how "seriously" they take

the Cuban situation. The A. F. of

I,, unions must be drawn into this

protest. Financial aid must be for-

warded to Cuba. Petty bourgeois

and anti-imperialist forces must be

organized behind Cuba's struggle

against American imperialism. The
workers and liberal forces in every

Latin America country must bring

pressure upon their govenments to

protest and demand that the United

States withdraw the ships and

Marines from Cuban waters. Cuba
must have the right of self-deferm-

imition. Snch a move in alt of the

!,atin Ameriian countries, connected

with the struggle of the American
workers against American imperial-

ism, will "have powerful pressure.

It will also make a distinction be-

tween words and deeds of many so-

calied anti-imperialist forces in

Latin America and expose the pup-

pet governments to a greater degree

before the eyes of the workers and
peasants.

The argument that the Commun-
ists of Cuba cannot establish a So-

viet Government at this stage -and
therefore must be satisfied with

more modest demands has no place

in the plans of the revolutionist

and the Left Opposition. No doubt
Soviets are very difficult to estab-

lish. But once the fires of the so-

cial revolution, are started in this

decay stage of capitalism it can

sweep beyond Cuba, providing there

is a Communist party, and a lead-

ership wifh.a program. It is up to

the American workers to come to

the aid of the struggles of the
Latin American workers just as it

was the duty of the' European work-
ers to come to the aid of the Rus-
sian workers after the October days.
The Cuban revolution must be used
as a lever against American imper-
ialism. -HldO OEHLER.

the

Fascists, drunk with victory, are

tightening their strangling hold up-

on the throat of their victims. They

demand their blood to the very last

drop. What an insolent challenge

is this trial, not only to the Com-

munist movement, not only to the

working class, but to all that bears

the name justice within this capi-

talist world.

Communists Meet Challenge

The Communists, who are before

the bur at Leipzig, have met this

challenge and stood up manly as

only soliders of the proletarian army

can do. They did not disavow their

creed or hide their convictions, but

proudly aserted their Communist

aims. And the official Communist

St. Louis Strike

Briers

movement, which has for its lead-

ership the Stalin clique, what, has

it done in this situation? Vociferous

protests have been heard against

the Nazi attempt to railroad the

accused. But these protests have

come almost, exclusively from the

liberal bourgeoisie and petty bour-

geoisie. Even sections of the reac-

tionary capitalist world press finds

the nauseating stench from this

"travesty on justice" too revolting.

In other words whatever comfort

and help has reached these victims

of a dastardly frame-up has come

from these quarters and not from

the official Communist movement.

The party and the Comintern
capitulated to Fascism without at-

tempting to strike a blow. That

fact has burned itself deeply int»

our conscience. But have they also

abdicated the right of protest

against the Nazi hangman's work
which is now cloaked, in a court

procedure? Almost the entire wes-

tern world is aroused by this hang-

man's work, Kven the A. F. of L.
:

officials give vent to their condemna-

tion. What is the so-called anti-

Fascist. united front movement do-

ing about it? The truth is that

it remains as dead and meaning-

less as intended by its Stalinists in-

itiators. Put what is the Comin-

tern doing about it? What are the

official parties doing about it?

Around this issue was another op-

portunity to actually set a power-

ful protest movement on foot. And

the official party in the United

Stafse when it proclaimed its de-

monstration in New York mobilized

Reactionaries Plan to Harness Labor at Momentous Gatherins Opening Oct. 2

President William Green is ad-
vancing claims for ftie coming A.

K. of L. convention, to begin Oct-
ober 2, to become the most moment-
ous gathering of (his body in six-

teen years. This comparison re-

fers to the wartime convention held
in Buffalo, in J!H7, at which Samuel
(Jompers, together with his whole
staff, made their "heroic" efforts to

harness the American Federation of

Labor as an auxiliary machinery to

serve the interests of the imperial-

ist war mongers. The comparison
is ominously sinister in its implica-

t ion.

No doubts need exist of this ga-

thering becoming a momentous one.

It will be so, not by virtue of what
the skilled pie-card artists in at-

tendance can be expected to do, but
by the special period and excep-

tional conditions under which it

takes place. In the tlrsf, place this

convention gathers under the sign

of another '•heroic" effort to har-

in the chains of the brand new
NBA machinery of regulating ciass

relations and reinforcing the means
of keeping them in subjection as a

class, Hnt on the other hand, the

very developments growing out of

this, already indicate that the A.

F. of L. is arriving at its cross

roads with a speed which is truly

American. How it will attempt to,

or rather how it will fail to c
with this new situation wili be of

decisive importance for the future.

The GrowUi of the A. F. of L.

The A. P. of L. executive claim

at least 500,000 new members.

There is no reason to doubt this

tignre, the acrobatic arithmetics of

Statchel—the "head" of the TUl'L
—notwithstanding. In a Daily

IVtrker article, of September 19, by

the process of deducting from the

A. F. of L. claims and padding the

TUUL claims, all on paper, he suc-

ceeds in proving, apparently to his

own satisfaction that the latter

ness the American working masses i has made gains amounting to al-

St. Louis.—Six thousand workers

on strike in St- Louis and the boss-

es build an organization to kill the about a thousand workers ;
less than

A Letter from Shanghai

Slianghai.—About Huang Ping, been reduced to a skeleton of his

whose capitulation the New York former self. A wracked and tor-

Stalinists deny as an Opposition tured body, the physical fiber alt

"slander", I am in a position to gone, stood limply before her. List-

organization of the working class.

The purpose of the St. Louis League

for Industrial Peace, to quote 6»e

of the big open shop clothing manu-

facturers, S. H. Curie, is to "combat

the epidemic of strikes which is

disturbing and preventing indus-

trial recovery in St. Louis."

With 1500 silk dress workers re-

turning to work there is great dan-

ger that the remaining 1&U0 cotton

dress workers will lose their strike.

The silk dress workers had~"been

the most militant (over 300 arrests

in one week) and their going back

to work will leave the arena more

open for the expounding of the I.

L. G. W. U. leadership's circus talk

about the new Messiah Roosevelt.

The local leaders do not believe that

honesty is the best policy. They

are strict advocates of class colla-

boration policies. The Left wing

of the-sllk dress workers must con-

tinue to fight against the leaders of

the ILGWU lest one-half of their

union membership is sold out.

The strike of the 2,000 hat and

cap workers, settled by Max Zarit-

sky's arbitration powers under the

banner of the NKA, may again be

resumed tomorrow. The open shop

manufacturer's are refusing to re-

employ the union strikers, as they

agreed to when the strike was "set-

tled". The hat and cap workers are

still as disgusted with their "un-

ion" conditions as they were with

their "open shop" conditions. "The

only difference", as one striker ex-

pressed it, is, "that now the win-

dows are slightly closed." Hell's

winds will blow here in St. Louts

this winter unless the bosses and
their Judas* gold agents give the

under-paid and over-worked hat and
cap workers some concessions. There
can be no cheering of pay day when
"union" workers get $10 ehecks

—MARTIN PAYER.

the party membership itself.

No Protest in Soviet Union

Prom the Soviet T'nion, from the

proletarian stronghold, has come no

protest. Tiie Pravda has confined

itself to the demand for an apology

because its reporter was molested

bv the Nazis, in the city of the

trial and it remained satisfied with

the explanation that this was a

mistake. Such are the depths to

which Lenin's Pravda has sunk...

Rut the working class cannot re-

main satisfied with such explana-

tions. They cannot remain satisfied

with the Comintern abdication even

of the right of protest. The Fasc-

ist executioners axe is banging oves

their heads and they will rightfully

demand that this menace be fought

every inch of its way. In this

there is not a minute to lose.

give you direct information supplied

by Madame Sun Yat-Sen. Notwith-
standing her close connectinns with

the League Against Imperialism and
the Paris Anti-War Committee she
is a genuine protagonist of the

workers' cause. In China, she has
played a prominent part in a hodge-

podge organization of liberal intel-

lectuals known as the China League
for Civil Itights, which has been
agitating for better treatment of

the Kuo Miu Tang's political pris-

oners. The organization is now
practically defunct—it bumped up
against too many matters involving

class issues, which, because of its

composition it was incapable of

handing. It tried to be "non-pol-

itical" and inevitably failed. When

less, lifeless eyes stared out from
what once had been a human being,

but which was scarcely one now.
Madame Sun's questions brought

no answers. Had he been tortured

(the question seemed so superflu-

ous)? Head bowed, Huang made
no reply, but the guard returned an
eager negative to the question put

to his charge, "You have not been

tortured, have you, Mr. Huang?"
"Of course not!" answering his

own question.

Torture of Huang
Questioning was obviously use-

less, and Madame Bun's last ques-

tion to Huang Ping was: "Did you

write or give your name to the ar-

ticle in the People's Tribune con-

taining a renunciation of your
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its secretary, Yang Chen, was as- pa^t?" Huang hung his head and

sassiuated recently by "Blue Whirl", gave no reply. His jailer answer-

( Fascist) agents employed byjed, "Yes, of course Mr. Huang
Chiang Kai-Shek, most of its more
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Diiscussion on the NRA - The Slogan of Nationalization

The following article is a con-

tribution to the discussion on
the NRA. It represents the

views of the author.
Other articles are invited but

should not exceed 700 words.

(Continued from last week)
The slogan of nationalization of

industries is at the present stage
not one of immediate agitation but
rather a propagnndaslogan laying
the basis and setting directives for
the movement in the period of up-

heaval which lies ahead. Even with
American economic development
taking the most favorable course
for the capitalist, class—even, that
is, with a coinciding of the NRA
and a real expansion of production

resulting in the temporary liquida-

tion of the crisis,—the class strug-

gle will necessarily take on new
forms owing to the trend of devel-

opment towards state capitalism.

The "new" capitalism will be mil-
tantiy imperialistic. The violent

struggle for control of markets will

base itself at home on the ever

more oppressive exploitation of the

working class. For the moment the

stream of mass pressure follows the

Roosevelt, but as events (the pro-

gress of inflation for example) clar-

ify the situation the stream will

over the confining walls.

We cannot wait expectantly for

swell and become a flood breaking

the period Of open struggle to "edu-

cate" the workers. We must aet

forth our views and a correspond-

ing plan of action now, correcting

in the light of events those errors

that will naturally adhere to our

rough draft as we go along. Mean-

time we patiently answer the quer-

ies and objections raised by the ser-

ious workers looking for a solution

to their problems.

Compensation or No Compensationf

In the mind of the worker the

question of compensation naturally

arises when antion alization la under

consideration. Losovsky, in ap-

proving of the slogan at the 15th

0. E. 8. U. Congress in 1927,

thought that the fight for "no com-

pensation" serves to distinguish the

Communist from the socialist. But

to Trotsky, viewing the slogan as a

opposed to the formation of a labor

means of engaging the workers in

a gigantic struggle with the bour-

geoisie, the question of compensa-, pie, that in the case of England,

tion is entirely secondary, if not where the Labor Party eisted as

irrelevant. It is entirely a matterL stumbiing block in the road of

of objective conditions and not a

matter of principle, as Is indicated

in the work "Whither England":

"Besides the financial side of the

question ifl of 'secondary import-

ance. The pripcipal task is to

create the political conditions for

nationalization, whether by pur-

chase or without purchase, that is

of no importance. In the last In-

stance it is a matter of life and
death for the bourgeoisie. Revolu-

tion is inevitable for the reason that

the bourgeoisie will never permit

itself "to be strangled by Fabian
banking operations. Eves a partial

nationalization can be undertaken

by bourgeois society in its present

form, only by surrounding it with

such conditions as would render the

success of these measures extreme-

ly doubtful, thus compromising the

principle of nationalization and
with it the Labor Party. The bour-

geoisie would oppose as a class

every straightforward attempt at

even a partial nationalization. The
other branches of industry would
resort to lockouts, to sabotage, to

a boycott of the national industry

;

i. e., bring about a life and death
struggle. However guarded the
first s.teps might be, the task will

nevertheless lead to the necessity of

breaking the opposition of the ex-

ploiters." Here we have clearly

given the dialectic nature of the
etrnggle for nationalization.

Nationalliation and the Labor Party

The U. M. ,W. of a Committee on
Nationalization stated in their re-

port in 1924 that the struggle for

nationalization would build up a
labor party. We Communists are
party. Why then propose nationali-

zation T

It might be conceded, for exam-

wrole it—didn't you Mr. Huang?"
That was all. Huang failed to

repudiate the article wiien given

the opportunity of doing so. All

that could be done to a man but

take away the spark of life iiad

obviously been done to him. On
the verge of the grave he refused

the opportunity of vindicating him.

self before his comrades. '

Rumor has it that Huang l'ing

has since been done to death, his

jailers finding him an unnecessary

burden on their hands, but it is not

possible to obtain confirmation.

From the time of his arrest the

only one interested in his fate who
managed to see him was Madame
Sun, and she seems satisfied that

the recantation attributed to Huang
by the Kuo Min Tang was drag-

ged from him in the anguish of

physical torture, when his wracked

body could endure no more and

live.

"Blue Shirts" in North China

Chiang Kai-Shek's "Blue Shirts",

who commenced their activities in

Shanghai in a big way, working

through the local police organiza-

tions, and succeeding in arresting

many Communists and Communist

seizure of power. "suspects", have now invaded North

We must not expect that the China. Scores of Communists have

slogans will appear in America un- been arrested in Peipmg (now yir-

der the same set Of conditions actually in Japanese control) m the

elsewhere. We work with condi- past couple of months. Lach Corn-

prominent adherents decided it

would be healthier if they became
even more respectable than they had
been.

Interview with Huang Ping

Hut to get on with the story.

.Madame Sun had occasion to visit

Nanking shortly after Huang Ping's

arrest, in connection, with her work
in the China League for Civil

Rights. At the time Huang Ping's

fate was unknown, beyond the fact

that he had been tortured and that

a recantation hail appeared under

his name in the People's Tribune,

Wang Chin-Wei's organ.

Maditme Kun determined to find

out what had happened to Huang
Ping. Due to her personal influ-

ence, she managed to persuade the

Kuo Min Tang authorities to allow

her to interview Huang. She dial,

leged them to produce him and

prove that he had not been mur-

dered, as had been rumored.

Huang was brought to her at the

Ya«gtse Hotel, accompanied by a

guard who remained throughout

j

the interview—such as it was. In

I Madame Sun's words, Huang had
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the proletariat, it was perfectly pro-

per for the Communists not merely

to pose the problem of nationaliza-

tion but to set In motion mass pres-

sure for an actual struggle for its

realization, at the same time point-

ing out its inadequacy. But how
does this apply to America where

the masses are so backward, where
the Left organizations, even includ-

ing tho reformists in this category,

are eo few in number'/ The ans-

wer depends on our judgment as

to the mode of awakening of the

political class consciousness of the

masses and the speed with which
this will occur. We are opposed

to the~ formation of a labor party

here because among other things

,
the English experience warned us

how such a party diverts the energy
of the masses from a real struggle

acts as a brake and helps to de-

feat our alms. But in that case
It Is our duty to take over those
slogans which appeal to the masse*
and lead in a progressive direction,

making them the basis not for pro-

grams to fool the masses, but for

but filling them with our eontent,

actual class struggles conducted
with every weapon in our power.

Our Tasks

The way in which even now the
workers are showing Initiative in
taking full advantage of the "paci-
fying" collective bargaining clause
in the NRA, gives every hope for
expecting the speedy political de-

velopment of class consciousness in

the American working class. In
that caso the slogans of national-

ization and of workers' cgntrol of

industry will be pushed more and'

more to the fore and we must be
ready to fill them with our class

content . at the proper time, and to

make them the basis tor a real and
not a sham battle. Under proper
conditions these slogans offer every
possibility of rallying the miners,

the railroad workers and the entire

working class for a struggle against

the capitalists, they offer a means
of striking a blow at finance capi-

tal, and witb a real struggle they

permit "development of our strat-

egy on the widest scale for orient-

ing the working class towarde the

lions as we find them and not as

we would like to have them. It is

not at all necessary that a labor

party or a reformist movement
exist to advance such slogans, nor

that a labor party arise as the di-

rect result of their advancement.

If in advanced countries the period

of preparation for the seizure of

power and the dictatorship of the

proletariat will be more prolonged

but the actual seizure of power will

be much foreshortened, then these

intermediate slogans will live their

brief existence for the purpose of

crystallizing the struggle, only to

be quickly transformed in the course

of the struggle.

Roosevelt is acting as the spear-

bead of the bourgeois attack on the

working class, on its former stand-

ards of livelihood. The workers

think at the moment that he is

actually encouraging unionization

and many are flocking into the A.

F. of L- It is our plain duty to go

with them and to form a Left wing

in the unions. We must help set

up workers' codes of action leading

towards workers' control and na-

tionalization. We must help set up
permanent shop (grievance) com-

mittees at first ostensibly for the

purpose of disclosing violations of

the NRA, later gradually reaching

out for the closed shop and for ever

greater workers' control of produc-

tion. Through the shop committees
we must propagandize the workers'

codes of action. Unless we prepare

now we cannot hope to win the

masses in time when, through Its

inner contradictions, the capitalist

program fails through and the

question of power becomes the or-

der of the day.

—JACK WEBER.
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munist arrested, we learn, is offered

his liberty if he will renounce his

principles and sign a declaration to

that effect. Torture is employed,

of course, to "induce" prisoners to

make these declarations, which are

immediately used as propaganda

against Communism. Many of these

recantations have lately been pub-

lished in the press of the north. In

>Hi> instance, only last week, a group

of Communist renegades were

brought bv the Kuo Min Tang of-

ficials to a public park in Peiping

where they adressed large crowds,

attacking the principles they had

renounced.

most iifty percent of that of the

former. Despite this juggling the

truth remains that the overwhelm-

ing trend of labor organisation Hows

at this moment, toward tiie A. F.

of L~ while the TL'I.'L unions, in

making certain gains in isolated

cases, are being wiped out else-

where; and precisely in those cases

where the A. F. of L. has growth

to record. Once more, and by the

process of life itself, this proves the

fact that the official party TL'L'L

policy runs in violent contradic-

tion "to the curve development of

the living movement.
The present record growth of the

A. F. of L, almost amounts to a

stampede with genuine mass strikes

everywhere for recognition of its

unions. In such cases where the

party unions exist alongside of them

the former are, by their radically

false "policy, forced to trail behind,

in many cases they are even more

conservative in their demands, and

impotent to influence the workers

where they are not entirely elimin-

ated. These are salient facts of

which the reactionaries do not fail

to take notice. Revolutionists,

above all, must take notice and act

accordingly.

It would be idle to speculate on

what the reactionary A. V. of L.

capiatlist agents will do at this

convention. First of all they will

endeavor to strengthen their own
positions and strengthen their own
relations with capitalism, by corre-

spondingly reinforcing the means

of holding the working masses in

subjection. It is in this sense, and

distinctly in this sense, that they

have embraced the NRA. The A.

V. of L. will demand adenuate re-

presentation in the machinery

created under the eodes, says Green.

Will this be for the purpose of ad-

vancing tiic ideas of workers' con-

trol of production? Will these lead-

ers demand that the books of the

industrial enterprises be thrown

open for the inspection of labor's

representatives and by this method

begin to give labor a say in the

matter of control of production? Of

course not. The A. F. of L. de-

mand will be advanced with Hie

purpose of strengthening the rela-

tions with capital for more effec-

tive class collaboration under the

new conditions.

Hut there are also other trends

indicated for the coming convention.

The Metal Trades Department is

now about to propose the indus-

trial form of organization for the

basic industries. This shows the

pressure to which the A. F. of L.

will likely feel itself compelled to

yied, if not now, then ater. This

pressuer will increase under the

new conditions. Most significant,

however, is the statement made by

Green that the A. P. of L. "is going

to be the recognized all-embracing

spokesman for American labor.

That means there is no room in

the United States for any other la-

bor movement."
That no efforts will be spared to

make good on this threat is certain.

To that the convention will un-

questionably be keyed up. That is

one of the duties which American
capitalism imposes upon its agents

within labors' ranks to be carried

out with the assistance o£ the NRA.
Its intention is to crush any and

all militant or progressive unions

outside of the A. F. of L. and, In

this manner, help to head off and
forestall the development of work-

ing class militancy finding organ-

ized expression. For tho moment
this may be comparatively easy

;

but i£ will begin to reaily bring to

the fore the contradictions of the

A. F. of L. position because it im-

plies a more oi>en suppression of

the militancy bound to develop

within its own ranks. In this lies

the prospects for revolts from
within.

The A. F. of L. officialdom is en-

tering upon its thorny road. The
recon stitution of a Left wing is

now more essential than ever.

—A. S.

The Communist party organ m
North China, 1 learned this week,

circulates about 100 copies. Com-

pletely disorientated, it fails to

voice 'the urgent needs of the mass-

es and is entirely unpopular. One

party member expressed to a friend

of mine who lias just returned from

the North his disappointment, with

partv activity. Outright lying and

exaggeration are the chief charac-

teristics of the party newspaper.

As this man remarked: ".We read

in the party organ tilings we know

are not true." Voicing what was,

probably, an unwittingly devastat-

ing criticism of this organ, he said,

My idea of good propaganda

NEW SPLIT IN CHILEAN
COMMUNIST PARTI'

Each day the disintegration of

the official C. P. of Chile (Laffertlst

group (becomes more accentuated
to the point where the few Bolshe-

viks still in its ranks find them-
selves obliged to openly unmask the

adventurist bureaucracy in the lead-

ership.

In tho last national conference

of the party, which took place re-

cently, with tho participation of

only those closest to the leadership,

and absolutely without the knowl-

edge of three of the members of the

Central Committee these latter were
accused of being oppositionists and
were summarily expelled.

Until recently all three of these

presentation of the facts, however
! comrades were considered loyal

unpalatable, and their correct inter-
,
Holsheviks and now for having

pretation. A good cause has no protested against, and criticized the

need to resort to lying and exag- party policies, they have been ex-

geration. On the

harms the cause."

contrary, it

—N.

PITTSBURGH MASS MEETINGS
ARNE SWABECK

will speak at

WEINSTEIN'S RESTAURANT
1830 Center Av*., 2nd Floor

on

Friday, October 13 at 8 P. M.

THE FUTURE OF INTERNA-
TIONAL COMMUNISM

Saturday, October 14 at 8 P. M.

THE ROOSEVELT PROGRAM
AND THE WORKERS

The September issue of YOUNG
SPARTACOS is out. It contains

news of the youth movement and

articles on the current working

Auspices: New Haven Br. C. L, A. class jssues.

pelled and branded as traitors.

Their "treason" consisted in de-

manding a discussion of tlte past

errors of the party.

The Political Bulletin of the Chil-

ean Communist Left reports that

the units to which the three ex-

pelled Central Committee members
belonged are also to be expelled en

masse.

BRONX MASS MEETING
on

FOR A NEW COMMUNIST PARTY
AND A NEW INTERNATIONAL

at

New Hollywood Gardens
896 Prospect Ave., (Nr 162nd St.)

Speakers: Max Shachfman and

James P. Cannon

Friday, October 6, 1938

Auspices: Bronx branch of the
Communits League of America (O.)
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General Silk Strike Sweeps the Industry I

Workers Hold Battle Line Firm as the Great Struggle Enters Sixth Week

Solidarity Welds Ranks;

N. R. A- Truce Rejected

Union Organizations in

the Silk Workers' Strike

The Milk workers have not lacked

unions that purported to repre-

sent and defend their interests. Due
to the highly competitive condition

of the industry, the relatively high

degree of skill required, and the

varied division of crafts the work-

ers have been divided into many
unions and they have not enjoyed

the benelits of an all-embracing un-

ion that organized without regard

to craft and which included a large

number of workers. Such a union

existed in the great 11)13 strike and
has come to the fore again in the

present battle in the form of the

American Federation of Silk Work-

ers, and its Paterson section, the

Associated Bilk Workers.

The Associated Silk Workers was
born in struggle against the reac-

tionary leadership of the V. T. W.

in 1910. For winning conditions in

the strike of 1910 which the manu-
facturers and the U. T. W. didn't

think tltey deserved the notorious

officials of the A. F. of L. expelled

300 hat band weavers who formed

the Associated Silk "Workers.

This organization was a righting

militant union from its very Incep-

tion. In 1924 it again had the

honor to incur the wrath of the

U. T. W. which advised all A. F.

of L. unions not to support the

strike conducted by the Associated,

calling it an outlaw organination.

Record of the Associated

The Associated Silk Workers was
permeated witli a radical outlook.

On its Executive Board the Left

wing h/d a majority. A member
of the Communist party was one

of the organizers. The oliicials of

the union looked to the militants

for leadership and policy. A Letter

field for the Left wing and its class

education, a higher type of class

struggle union could be found no-

where in the country. In spite oE

all of these meritorious qualities

the stupid Stalinists, in pursuance

of their blind and disruptive policy,

split the Associated Silk Workers
in 1928 and formed the National

Textile Workers Union.

It is ridiculous to oppose a split

under all conditions. When a union

becomes the creature of reaction-

ary oflicials who make the sell-out

to the bosses their only policy and
prevent the rank and file of the

union from using its democratic

rights to change the course and
leadership of the union then a split

is often unavoidable. But the Stal-

inists had no such grievance against

the Associated. They split the un-

ion because they could not fetter

it with their mechanical control.

Approximately 500 broad silk

weavers followed the National un-

ion on its ruinous course. Both the

Associated and the National entered

the 1931 strike about equal in

strength. The strike of that time

was only a shadow of what it is

today but here again the National

union revealed a glaring incompet-

ence and an unwillingness to face

facts. Instead of a genuine offer

of common action with the Associ-

ated they sabotaged all real moves

toward unity. Instead of cement-

ing the solidarity of the workers,

as was their elementary duty, they

pulied rabbits out of the hat, such

as arbitrarily advancing the date

set by the Associated for the strike.

The National, as a Lett wing, was
unable to exert any influence on
tile then timid leadership of the

Associated. It was shortly before

this strike that the Associated af-

filiated with the U. T. W. The Na-
tional emerged from the strike only

a shell of what it had been at the

outset.

Decline of the N. T. W.

The story of what happened in

[he N. T. W. from 14)31 to date has
already been told in the Militant
The lack of freedom of expression

for the workers within the union,

the selection of officials from above,

the formation of craft organiza-
tions, the carping criticism of the
Associated for not calling the pre-

sent strike sooner than they did

and then the right-about-face pro-

posal to delay the strike after it

had been called by the Associated,

the formation of a rival national

strike committee, the undenied re-

ports of the offer by the National

union of individual strike settle-

ments and a lower wage scale—ali

of this has made the workers bit-

ter against the N. T. W. Its lead-

ing mjiitants in Paterson have left

it and joined the Associated where
they play a prominent part.

Onjhe other hand, the Associated
Silk Workers, barring minor errors

here and there, has done itself

proud in the present strike situa-

tion. Through its militant actions
it has enlisted the great majority
of the silk workers. It has earned
and properly deserves the support
of the entire labor movement.

Independent Craft

Unions in Strike

The strike in Paterson and
throughout the Eastern states in-

clude^ within its ranks every na-

tionality of workers and every craft

in the industry. A strong spirit of
solidarity pervades the whole scene
of battle. Fighting shoulder to

shoulder are the unskilled, low paid
dye workers and the highly skilled,

relati^ly well paid warpers, twist-
ers and loomfixers. The situation
among the skilled crafts is ex-

tremely important for the strike
and the silk workers union in the
future.

For some time three A. F. of L.
craft unions of warpers, loomfixers
and twisters have existed in Pater-
son which failed even to organize
an appreciable section of the trade
in these unions. As in other cate-
gories of the silk industry the work-
ers, tired of the exclusive, over,
cautious tactics: of the U. T. W.

'Continued on Page *)

The Record of %€cMahon as a Misleader

of Labor; Bosses
3

Agent in the Ranks

of the JVor\ing Class
Labor can tight the bosses out in

the open giving blow for blow. Far
more dangerous, however, is the en-

emy that pretends to be a friend

and under the cover of his "friend-
ship"' slabs the workers in the

back. Such is McMahon, the presi-

dent of the United Textile Workers
of America.

Consider the deeds of this man,
the highest officer in an organisa-
tion that sets out to improve the
lot of the worker:

McMahon commenced Ms double-
dealing, treacherous tricks even
before the strike got under way.

Prior to the outbreak of the silk

strike McMahon urged the strike
committee of the American Federa-
tion of Silk ^Yorkers not to strike
until the code was .settled, promis-
ing that if the latter were unsatis-

factory he would tie up the whole
south. What happened?
Tired of waiting for the endless

bickerings in Washington to bring
i-KHlts, and fully aware that the

hearings in Washington were deli-

berately intended to paralyze the
lighting will of the workers, the
strike committee of the Associated
called the workers out.

Unofficially McMahon endorsed the
strike by sending a telegram to the
Port Jervis local of the U. T. W.
to walk out together with the A.
F. S. W., and by representing that
union and its strike demands in

conferences with the manufacturers
at Washington.
But McMahon quickly revealed

where his real sympathies lay. lie
accepted with open arms the strike-
breaking proposal of the manufac-
turers for a truce, a live week "cool-
ing down" period during which the
strikers were to return to work,
and tried to ram it down the
worker's throats. The workers
would have none of it—the strike
began in real earnest, spreading
over the nation.

Frustrated in this slick, under-
cover maneuver to drive the work-
ers back into the mills McMahon
stripped the tactics of all camou-
flage. He called a meeting of the
national executive board of the II.

T, W. where they voted not to en-
dorse the strike of the silk workers.

In other words, this miserable
creature of the manufacturers "out-
lawed" 'he greatest strike in the
long history of the silk workers
struggle by refusing to recognize
the w.alk-rtst of 50,000 men as
"legitimate".

Hut if McMahon and his no less
treacherous lieutenants would not
"recognise" the strike officially they
proceeded1 at once to recognize it in
reality by trying to herd the work-
ers under the jurisdiction of the
U. T. W. back to work. In the
Rhode Island shops, in Strouds-
onrg, Hazleton, Pa. and elsewhere
McMahon gave orders that the
strike be called off and the workers
return, to work.

Sabotage at Heielton

In Hazleton, Thomson, a member

of the Executive Board of the U.
T. W., working hand in glove with
the local police and the state troop-
ers, sabotaged the striking of its
largest shop, the Duplant. It was
only against his disruption that six
shops in that city were pulled down
by the A. F. S W„
Far from making good on his

promise to strike the south if the
code was unsatisfactory—and that
was the opinion of the majority of
the silk workers if not of McMahon
—he is doing everything in his
power to knife the strike at the
very time when the silk workers
need the most assistance. And on
top of it nl] McMahon is attempting
to starve the workers back to the
shops by refusing to sanction ap-
peals for strike relief by the Pater-
son strike committee.

IMPORTANT
NOTICE

With this issue the Militant
begins to reflect the new course

of the Communist League toward
the building of a new party of
Communism in America. Uur
aim is to transform the Militant
from a propaganda organ intend-

ed mainly for Coaunuiusts into

a popular agitation paper ap-

pealing directly to the muss oi
American workers. To facilitate

this transformation, and double
our circulation as the first step,

we are cutting the subscription
rates to $1.00 per year and 50
cents for six months. The prices
of single copies are cut to two
cents, bundle rates to one cent a
copy.

We intended to tell you all

about it, and our new action
program connected with it, in
this issue. But the silk strike
material, which represents—as
a beginning—what we mean by
an agitation paper, crowded out
the explanation, so we will have
to let it go over till next week.

Meantime, one urgent word:
We are undertaking this project
solely on our nerve. The new
price of the Militant is below
the cost of. production. It re-
quires a subsidy. We have none,
not even the cost of next week's
issue. We need your help and
count on it. If you see the need
of a Communist paper that ap-
peals directly to the mass of
American workers, records their
struggles, and talks their langu-
age, there is a practical way for
you to help. Send a donation to

THE MILITANT
136 East 16th Street

New York City

Old Friend of the Bosses

The employers could hope for no
better friend than McMahon. He is

of far more service to the bosses
against the strike than all the cops
and all the forces of "law and
order." But McMahon's ser-

vices did not begin with yesterday.
The treacherous record o£ the re-

actionary Li. T. W. machine, of
which he was long a part, runs
back for more than 20 years.

* * *

As far back as 1012 the United
Textile Workers furnished strike-
breakers in an attempt to smash
the Lawrence strike led by the
I. W. W.

In li) 13, one of the greatest
strikes in the history of Patersou's
struggles, when the strike was
solidly conducted by the I. W. W.
under Big Bill Haywood, John
Golden and Sara Couboy, the then
leaders of the U. 'i'. W. made a sep-
arate agreement with the bosses
without the workers' knowledge and
support, deiberately trying in that
way to seil-out the workers.

In 1919 a strike was called by the
Paterson ribbon weavers for the 44
hour week. This was sabotaged by
the U T. W. The U. T. W. was for
compromising on the 48 hour week
even while the War Labor Board
was for giving the men the 42 1-2

hour week. In a short time they
sold out completely, agreeing with
the manufacturers to postpone (In-

definitely) the shortening of hours.

Hut the ribbon weavers remained
stubbornly on strike and won the
strike. And for this 300 were ex-
pelled from the U. T. W.
During the 1924 strike of the

Associated in Paterson, Sara Con-
boy of the TI. T. W. sent a letter
to the A. F. L. unions telling them
that the Associated was an outlaw
organization and advising them not
to support the strike.

The li. T. W. under McMahon
publicly denounced and attacked
the great Passaic strike of 1926.
Its local leaders tried to call off

the strike and force the workers
back into mills and urged all A.
F. of L. unions to refuse to give re-
lief to this strike.

McMahon's real philosophy is ex-
pressed in a statement made during
the "campaign" of the A. F. of L.
to organize the south in 1929:
"We aren't talking higher wages.

We aren't talking shorter hours.
You can't express our objectives in
those terms. We want to sit down
with the mill owners, we want to
take up their problems as our pro-
blems, we want the mill owners,
ourselves, and the general public
to sit down and diagnose the in-

dustry's ills and seek mutually a
means to heal them".

There stands McMahon, revealed
by bis own statement as well as by
his actions as an agent of the boss,
es, serving as president of a labor
organisation only to be in a better
position to betray and sell-out the
workers.

Fifty thousand silk workers are

entering their sixth week of strike

with their ranks bigger and more

solid than ever. The mills remain

closed, the looms idle and every

attempt of the bosses to reopen has

been frustrated by huge picket lines

of angry workers.

The strike is spreading with

seven league hoots to every silk

mill, large or small in the United

States. Strikers travel hundreds

of miles to pull down shops that

have not yet joined the ranks. The

S
x,ationaI Strike Committee of the

merican Federation of Silk Work-
ers _ voted at its last meeting to

close every U. T. W. shop that is

still at work—to bring the New
England sector of the silk industry

to a complete standstill.

As testimony to the fighting spirit

that is catching on everywhere un-
der the impetus of the silk strike

is the decision of the silk truck
drivers not to handle scab silk.

The monster demonstration of

more than 20,000 silk dye workers
on Monday, October 2, in the Ilineh-

liffe City Stadium marks the high
point of the great textile battle. By
their enthusiastic singing and cheer-

ing the embattled silk and dye
workers gave an unassailable evid-

ence to the bosses that they hud
clenched their lists and gritted their

teeth in firm determination to re-

main out until their demands are
won. By this great demonstration
the silk workers of Paterson and
vicinity have given heart and hope
to the workers everywhere. The
silk workers are showing the way.

The American Federation of Silk

Historic Strike of

20 Years Ago
Never-fo-be-forgotteu by those

who took part in it, or those who
have heard its story told, the tradi-

tion of the great silk strike of 1013
in Paterson is the inspiration be-
hind the powerful struggle that has
brought the fabric of the Industry
to a standstill today.
Those were stirring days. For

22 long weeks the silk workers of
Paterson maintained the battle

lines unbroken. Workers weiie
clubbed' and shot by policemen and
detectives. Upwards of MOO strik-

ers were thrown into jails unfit for

dogs. The organizers were prose-
cuted. The strike was vilified by a
lying press which screamed with
rage at the revolting slaves, and
demanded that the leaders be tar-
red and feathered and driven out
of town. The pulpit thundered de-
nunciation at the men and women
who wanted a better life in this
world. But with grim determination

(Continued on Page 4)

Workers has become a great mag-

net of attraction for the independ-

ent, scattered and craft unions that

are flocking to its banner from

every silk center in the nation. The

Allentown workers have affiliated

to 'the national strike committee of

the A. K S. W. The United Warp-
ers League of Paterson aud vicin-

ity have followed their lead. The
A. h\ S. W. has come forward as
a miitymg force consolidating the

energies of all the ailk workers
under one common direction.

Again the A. F. S. W. has af-

lirmeil its unshakable will not to

return to work under anything but
a national agreement. The disrup-
tive role of the .V T. W., which had
issued a public statement declaring
its readiness to sign separate shop
agreements on a lower scale than
the out* demanded by the A. F. S.

Yv'., has mi discredited this organi-

zation that it was compelled to issue

a "denial" in an evasive statement
issued by John J. Ballam.

The demands of the strikers, re-

fusing to compromise, have remain-
ed the same as at tue outset ut

the strike—$3(i for weavers, the
thirty hour week and the two loom
system. A test of the strikers' mili-

tancy in obtaining these flemands
took place at the Crew Dye plant
where the strikers clashed with the
strikebreakers. Several workers
were arrested.

N. B. A. "Truce"

Senator Wagner, of the NKA, has
come lo bring "industrial peace"
to the strike-bound silk areas. Not
so long ago the^silk workers learn-

ed what the industrial peace of
the NI{A meant for them in reality,—<cslliug off the strike In a five

weeks "truce" during which time
the government aud the bosses
would impose the slave silk code
on the workers. In spite of tbft

treacherous agreement of McMahon
to this "truce" the strikers voted
it down as a man. They must be
just as wary of the new maneuvers
of the NKA and any of his agents
in labor's ranks.

Tile answer of the strikers to
every attempt to lure them back
into the mills under promises of
"adjustments" under NItA protec-
tion has been to .strengthen the
picket lines and to spread tile

strike to other silk centers.
The silk workers' strike started

after the NiiA machinery had al-

ready shown how it functioned in

other strikes, in collusion with the
reactionary labor leaders, to muffle
the revolt of the workers and
break their fighting ranks with de-

ceitful promises and threats. The
tragic experience of the Pennsyl-
vania miners has not been lost on
the silk workers.

With such vigilance as the strik-

ers have exhibited to date, with
the mass picketing and the sterl-

ing militancy that has animated
the silk workers they are bound
straight for victroy!

One Hundred Years of TradeTJnion Struggles in the Silk Industry
Paterson was the cradle of the

class struggle in the United States

just as Lyons a great silk center,

was in France. Paterson has been
the storm center in the battles of

the sifk workers for more than 100
years. Innumerable strikes, some
that ended in victory, and some in

utter rout, some that were bloody,

and others that were peaceful, some
by crafts and others by the entire

industry, have been fought by the
Paterson workers. These battles

were the road-pavers for the great

conflict that shakes the textile In-

dustry today.

THE PATERSON STRIKE OF 1828

The first strike of factory workers
in this country occurred in Paterson
in 1826 among the men, women and
children cotton operatives. (Silk

as a fabric did not make its appear,
ance till twelve years later). These
slaves had been toiling from sun-

rise to sunset. They lived in com-
pany-owned tenements. They were
striking against the attempt of the
bosses to change the lunch hour
from twelve o'clock to one and for

the ten hour day. Marking the first

act of solidarity, the building trades
and machinists stvuck in sympathy.
Marking the first act of government
terror against striking workers, the
militia was called out to drive the
worker" back to the shops. The

strike was lost and the leaders dis-

charged. However the bosses later

conceded on the noon-hour dispute.

PATERSON—1835
The next strike in Paterson did

not come until 1835 when 2,000
cotton mill workers struck for the
eleven hour day, the abolition of
the store-order system and exces-
sive fines. The workers were led
by an organization called the Pat-
erson Association for the Protection
of the Laboring Class, Etc." They
were aided by the Newark working-
men who sent in $20. for relief and
the New York workers who appoint-
ed committees for the same pur-
pose. The workers of Paterson held
out for six long weeks and then
their ranks were broken through a
compromise offered by the bosses
in which two-thirds of the workers
returned under a working day of
twelve hours for live days in the
week and nine hours on Sunday.
The merciful bosses had yielded one
and one-half hours. The workers
remaining out for the 11 hour day
were blacklisted as were the chil-

dren of the leaders.

"ORGANIZE THE UNSKILLED"
In 1879 the International Labor

Union waged an eight months bat-
tle in Paterson against a redueMon
in wages. The workers were starv-

ed back into submission. Signific-

ant about this strike was the ap-
pearance of an outstanding leader,
P. J. McDonnell who was a staunch
advocate of industrial unionism and
whose slogan was "organize the
unskilled". Under his guidance
huge strikes of many months took
place . in Fall River in 1879 and
again in 1884. Strikebreakers
smashed the strikes in botli these
cases.

SLAVE WAGES—1894

The silk operatives of Paterson,
driven to desperation by the wretch-
edly low wages, which, according
to the Daily Guardian of the time,
were "insufficient to buy the com-
monest kind of food and purchase
coal and wood", walked from
mill to mill pulling down
the shops. The New York ribbon
weavers joined the strike and the
Paterson strikers trudged all the
way to New York to visit their

fellow strikers. The workers re-

turned the visit. But if the strik-

ers were united, so were the bosses

of Paterson and New York who
had a binding compact to break the
strike. Many a striker received a
free permanent wave from a police-

man's nightstick. The strike was
neither won nor lost—some of the
mills granted the raise in pay and
others did not.

Out of this strike emerged three
craft unions—the Horizontal Warp-
ers Association, the Kibbou Weav-
ers Union, the Loomfixers and
Twisters Union and also two un-
ions that cut across craft lines
the Broad Silk Weavers Union and
the Silk Workers Union.

INCH BY INCH
For a while things simmered in

Paterson, only for hell to break
loose- again around the period of
1899, 1900 and 1902. Picketing,
police clubbing, arrests, denuncia-
tion from the press and the puipit
ran through the last years of the
last century and the opening of this
one. In 1899 after an eight months
siege during which time strikers
were jailed for calling strikebreak-
ers "scabs", the United Sibbon
Weavers Union won a one-cent-a-
yard increase on the piece rate.

The United Textile (Workers be-
gan its career in 1901. Soon after
the Paterson craft unions affiliated

to it.

Picket lines again in 1902. Led
by the Ribbon Weavers Union
against which an injunction was
invoked, standing the union $5,000
for" fines in picketing cases, the
broad silk weavers and the dyers
won an increase of one and one
half cents on a yard.

LIVING CONDITIONS
Tlie wretched conditions of the

years following the turbulent open-

ing of the twentieth century pre-

pared the way for the great battles
of 1012, 1913. According to the
Silk Association the average wage
of the worker was less than $10
weekly and in that period' the cost
of living rose by 60%.

I. W. W. — 1912

The Detroit faction of the I. W.
W. headed by Rudolf Katz conduct-
ed an unsuccessful struggle against
the four loom system. This strike
proved to the sceptics that the Eng-
lish speaking and the foreign born
workers could stand together and
fight side by side. The story of the
1913 strike is told in another col-

umn of the Militant, as is the Asso-
ciated Silk Workers strike of 1919.

AMALGAMATED TEXTILE
WORKERS UNION

Prom May 1919 to November 1922
a militant, class struggle union,
whose creed was "one big union for
the textiie industry" swept the field,

winning big battles in Lawrence,
Paterson, Allentown, Pawtucket
Valley, West Hoboken. It had
50,000 members. This was the Am-
algamated Textile Workers. Bad
leadership, adverse conditions, a

few lost strikes were tlie cause or

its disbanding in 1923.

The crisis of 1921 hit tiie Pater-

son broad silk workers local of

the United Textile Workers a mor-
tal blow aud it passed out of exist-

ence.

8 HOUR DAY SLOGAN IN 1924

In 1924 the Associated Silk Work-
ers led 13,000 broad silk workers of

Paterson in a strike for the 8 hour
day, to offset the 3-4 loom system,
a 15% wage increase and union re-
cognition. They won a partial vic-

tory, many of the shops recogniz-
ing the union and granting wage
increases.

THE PASSAIC STRIKE — 1926

Clubbed and tear-gassed by cops,
slugged by gunmen the silk dye
workers of Passaic, Garfield and
Lodi, New Jersey held out valiantly
against a 10% wage cut and for
union recognition under tlie Left
wing United Front Committee of
Textile Workers. They lo$t the
strike after a long and memorable
struggle.

SOLD OUT
The U. T. W. betrayers of New

Bedford sold out many silk work-
ers aft*r a stubborn battle of 22

weeks, i» 1928. In the same year

the Associated conducted a strike

for a wage increase and union re-

cognition. Put the strike was not

solid. Many crafts remained at

work, the union was split in the
midst of the strike and it was lost.

The 1931 strike is also reported in

another column.

IN CONCLUSION
A great tradition belongs to the

silk workers, and great lessons are
to bo learned from it. In the silk

workers' struggles stretching

over one hundred years many un-
ions have come and gone. The silk

workers have had to cope with be-

trayers on the one hand and craft
division on the other. Sometimes
they have won and many times they
had to return to tlie mills—van-
quished. But the amazing vitality

of the struggle of the working class

is attested by the present strike

—

the greatest In the history of the
silk workers. This struggle will

not cease with the conclusion of

the present strike. It will become
fiercer and more relentless until that
day comes when the working class

by its united strength will build

a new system where strikes will

become memories 6f a past age of

slavery and oppression.
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Notes of the

MR. REVERE REVEALS
If you're in the working class

or of it you're bound to get a

headache wilding through the boss

press. Especially now—under XRA.
The high pressure salesmanship
methods of the recovery adminis-

tration—always profuse with their

great, passionate love for the la-

boring masses—are simply over-

overwhelming.
When you're lucky enough to

survive the intoxicating ballyhoo

of tftg front page and the stultifying

hypocrisy of the editorials, yon will,

however, find a good sobering brom-

ide in the financial columns. They
usually tell the unadorned truth.

They're got to. Because they con-

stitute the only part of the paper

that's actually written for the

boss—minus the ballyhoo and minus
the embellishments.
And here is what we found on

the financial sheet of the N. Y.

Herald-Tribune recently

:

"With (he strong arm of gov-

ernment around the wage earn-

er", says a certain C. T. Rev-
ere (of the firm of Munds, Win-
slow, and Potter), "the labor

unions are displaced as guard-

ians of the toiler. .. .The basic

reason for the labor union as

we have known it in tlie past

no longer prevails."

This is Mr. Revere's government.

He speaks of it knowingly. And he

is addressing his kind, on the

forum of his class. He has no
need for camouflage and subter-

fuges here.

Tlie Herald-Tribune, appropriate

ly enough, sums up his remarks in

the headline, "Wow to Unions Seen

by Kevere in NRA Plans". That
tells the whole story in a nutshell.

And as if he were anticipating

the argument of the recent strikes

and tlfo big, successful unionization

drive, (he gentleman from Wall St.

adds:
"Economic forces (?) work

out their solution in inexorable
fashion even against the intimi-

dation of the working masses."

If ive know anything at all of

economic forces (sic) and if the

present widespread and far-flung

testimonials of strike militancy

mean anything. Mr. Kevere may yet

discover that there is nothing quite

so inexorable as the workers'

march to power, as the economic
solution of the working masses.

We might add even against

all the pious "class peace" wisher

of the labor fakers and all fheir

persistent servility.

Mr. Revere knows what his class

wants and needs, and so does the

awakening worker.

The proof? The first plank of

nearly every strike action in the

growing working class upsurge and
the major objective of nine tenths

of them has been—union recogni-

tion!

That's what the workers think

of the "strong arm of government!"
• • *

LET HIM WHISTLE
"In Pittsburgh, 3,000 to 5,000

miners, singing as they go, re-

quest Carnegie steel workers to

join .a 'holiday movement' with
85,000 other steel and mine
workers in three states.

"Carlyle said : 'Give me the
man who sings at his work!'
"A strike seems hardly a

thing to sing about !"

—ARTHUR BRISBANE.

FROM THE MILITANTS

St Louis Needle

Trades Strike
Si.. Louis.—(jii August 10th 3,000

needle trades workers went on
strike in protest against the sweat-

shop conditions prevailing in lit.

.Louis and their low wage standards

ot $o and $<i a week. The strikers

rallied under the banner of the In-

ternational Ladies Garment Work-
els' Union because of the impression

of strength and support it could

give them m their struggles against

tlie. bosses.

The 1LCWC, although in the A.

1\ ot L. for 23 years, boasts of one

of the most progressive preambles
of any a. F. of I,, union. The pre-

,imuie_ to the constitution recognizes

he tact thai the workers must or-

ganize industrially as well as poli-

tically in order to effect "the aooli-

tion of the capitalist society" be-

fore the workers will be in a posi-

tion to "secure their rights as pro-

ducers".
Accordingly the garment workers

were under the impression that the

ILIiWU leadership, nationally as
well us locally, would give them
all the moral and financial support
possible, in order to enable them
10 win their strike. These hopes
were soon shattered. The local

leadership attempted to settle the
strike three times without any coil-

cessions from the capitalists. Dub-
insky, president of tne Internation-

al Ladies Garment Workers' Union,
;aid that the national union wa.

Oft tne Hold Staud-ird." and would
be ' able to give "normal support"
to the strikers, but "not much fin-

ancially". The small amounts of
strike relief finally paid out were
gained as the result ot continual
and vociferous demands by the rank
and file.

The only reason the silk dress
workers didn't get as good a con-
Liucl m ijt. Louis as elsewhere was
oecau.se the local union didn't get
funds enough to hold out for our
demands, it was due to the mili-

tancy of the rank and tile and the
support given by Bialis, national
vice-president, AND NOT TUB LO-
CAL OFFICALS, that we Anally
gained the following demands: shop
committees in each factory ; 10 per-
cent increase in wages ; no discrim-
mination in re-employment of strik-

ers; equal distribution of work; ar-
oitration of all discharges. Although
the contract doesn't cull for a clos-

ed union shop, this demand could
have also been gained, if the St.

Loui3 local had the right kind or
union leadership ajjhtiug mtlitantly
in their behalf.

—ROSE CASANO.

For all of our sympathy with Mr.
Brisbane's outraged esth'eiios,

and in spite of his rather impres-
sive appeal to Carlyip's authority,

we cannot nevertheless understand
why he should begrudge the work-
ers a "holiday"—the bankers only

had one of their own not so iong
ago.

It is only just, and even Carlyle
had a warm spot for justice.

Still, if the eminent sage of

Hearstdon finds strike holidays
"hardly a thing to sing about" in

his capacity as major share-holder 1

of a profit-mad enterprise, he ought
to comjwse'

1 himself as a member of

the Fourth Estate.

We can well understand that he
cannot sing over a strike. Just let

him whistle. . .

.

* « • •

THERE'S GOLD IN
THEM THAR HILLS

"Green Backs Plan for V. S.

to Assist Jobless Mine Gold"

—

Newspaper Headline.
Having clad the employed work-

ing class In codes of ermine and
led them into the promised land of

the New Deal, the great American
Labor Leader prepares to bring
down n shower of gold manna (or

are we getting it mixed up with
NBA?) upon their less fortunate
brethren, left behind in the wilder-

ness of unemployment.
—G n.

proposed by the writers, was that

a:> soon as they are organized the

Greek painters immediately ask lor

a charter from the A. F. ot L. paint-

ers' union, as one of its locals, with

provisions suitable lor the organiza-

tion o£ the Greek workers. Vve took

the stand that the Greek painters

needed union organization in direct

association with the other workers

ct the trade, not Isolation from them

in a club.

liut due to the Stalinists' mane-
uvers in dragging out the meeting

points of order, etc., more than

two-thirds bad left the hal.1 when
a vote was taken as to whether

they should remain independent as

a club or go to the A. F. of L. In

spite of that 77 voted for our pro-

posals and 54 for that of the Stal-

inists. They then authorized tlie

committee to investigate the ways
ana means of getting into the A.

t'. of L. and present a concrete

program.

The following meeting, however,

the Stalinists mobilized twice as

many of their supporters as were
present at the previous meeting
and, instead of bringing a program
according to the previous decision

of the members, they presented

their old program. The workers
present protested and, although less

were present than at the previous

meeting, they walked out in protest

and only about 30 Stalinists and
about 15 workers remained. The
remaining voted anew whether to

go to. the AFL or remain Independ-

ent. 2(> voted for the Stalinists and
15 against.

Once more the Stalinist policy

iu'lp-'d to disorganize Ihe awaken-
ing Greek painters. But we will

not allow them to carry out their

policy of "Rule or Ruin". There
are more than 200 Greek painters

in various A. F. of L. locals who
are willing to support our program
in organizing the Greek unorgan-
ized painters. With their help we
will carry out this plan.

—KATSIKIS.
POULOS.

"absence" of comrade Moss was
given as a proof of the "disruptive

tactics" of the Communist League.

The rude, mechanical expulsion

of an organization from the mock
united front, by people loyal to the

corrupt Stalinist machinery, who
shamefully play with the issue in-

volving the victims of Fascist

gangs, and their inability to organ-

ize a movement which, at the first

stage, promised a better result

judging by the first response, obliges

the Communist League of America
to organize a genuine, representa-

tive movement of working class or-

ganizations to fight against Fasc-

ism.

It must be clearly stated that

only one genuine attempt to put life

in this still born '"united front" was
made and it was made by the

Communist League, in the way of

Jimmy Higgins work and in an at-

tempt to present a program of ac-

tion. The Communist League of

America became active here lately.

A branch was organized and good
forces are rallying around it.

L. LOGAN.

LEAGUE ACTIVITIES

PITTSBURGH MASS MEETINGS

ARNE SWABECK
witl speak at

TVETNSTEIN'S RESTAURANT
1830 Center Ave., 2nd Floor

on
Friday, October 13 at 8 P. M.

THE FUTURE OF INTERNA-
TIONAL COMMUNISM

Saturday, October 14 at 8 P. M.

THE ROOSEVELT PROGRAM
AND THE WORKERS

Organizing the Greek

Painters

New York.—The most exploited
section ot the American wurking-
^ia^s is that of the uuoigauized.
This section is largely composed of

foreign workers, and especially of
those that come iiu.a loui. tries in-

dustrially backward. The Greek
painters undoubtedly belong to this

section. Although their trade is skill-

ed they remained outside of their

trade organizations, with the excep-
tion of a few who are in the A. F.

of L., because of the fact that they
have no tradition of any sort of

trade unionism. Another reason
could be that workers when coming
to this country intended to leave as
soon as they made a few dollars.

The long years o£ the crisis how-
ever has taught them to realize the
idea of returning home rich was
an illusion, and they had to remain
here as a part of the American
working class. As a result of all

this they began to see the necessity

of organization.

About four weeks ago a few of

the more progressive ones assem-
bled in the cellar ot the Santa-
Barbara Greek Church to discuss
their problems. They elected a
committee which decided to call a
meeting the following Sunday at

the same place. More than 350
were nresent at this meeting. Sev-
eral Greek Stalinists were mobilized
from the Greek Spartacos for this

.neeting. When their spokesman
Hargelias (Harrison) was pre-

sented to addrses the meeting as a
representative of the TDUL the

crowd arose en masse and shouted,

"We don't want him!" "No Com-
munists here, he's a Communist."
(How clearly it could be seen how
the Stalinist bureaucrats have dis-

credited the name of Communism).
This however did not prevent Har-

gelias, when finally given the floor,

from giving orders as though he
were in a unit meeting of the Com-
munist party .He stated that un-

less they remove from their tem-
porary committee the "disrupters
(Katsikis, Poulos) the movement
cannot go forward. He said the

Greek painters must organize them-
selves independently as a Greek
Club, and that later they could de-

cide where to affiliate.

Undoubtedly he meant to take

them into the TUUL. But why
dldta't he cloarly state this and
point out facts to convince the work-
ers of the advisability of such a

step instead of maneuvering with

the proposal to form a club? Sim-

ply because the TUUL is no less

discredited in the eyes of the work-

ers than the official Communist
Party.
The policy of the Left Opposition

The "United Front"

in California

OAKLAND, CALIF.—
On September 25, 1933 a meeting

of the United Front Conference to

aid the victims of German Fascism
was held in Oakland, Calif. 12 peo-

ple were present. Outside of one
delegate representing an unem-
ployed organization, one observer

from the Sheet Metal
1
Workers' Un-

ion and two delegates from the

Communist League, the other eight

people represented the Communist
Party and such independent organi-

zations as the "Friends of the So-

viet Union". The majority of them
represented nothing even of this

sort. This was the result of sev-

eral months of muddling on the

issue, of muddling on the united1

front tactics, of putting up a paper

screen of paper organizations.

That this result was considered

by party people as fully represen-

tative of their "leadership" is the

fact that this meeting of the "uni-

ted front" Conference considered it

perfectly in order to expel the Com-
munist League ot America as an
organization from the Conference.

The motion for expulsion was not

motivated in a new way. It called'

fot expulsion of these "disrupters,

cou liter-revolutionary Trotskyites"

.

Otherwise, the "conference" looked

more like a unit meeting of the

Communist party turned inside out

than a meeting of a genuine united

front.

One thing in this Stalinist united

front was genuine. This was the

fanatical, blind hatred1 for the Com-
munist League of these militants

adhering to the official C. P. and
who are misled by fheir bureau-
cratic, bankrupt leadership. The
method used by these people can
be illustrated by the following. At
the previous meeting comrade Moss
of the Communist League, who suc-

ceeded in putting through several

motions, was elected on the ar-

rangements committee which had to

meet in the Carpenters Hall. When
comrade Moss came there at the

appointed time he did not find any-

body there. The reason is that in

order to escape him the C. P. peo-
ple met in a pool room where only

Stalinists who bad been "tipped

off" could find them. Still that

Mirror Workers Strike

Ended
NEW YORK.—
The. general strike of the novelty

mirror workers, is now definitely

and tragically at an end. The strike

that was declared on September
12th with so much enthusiasm and
hope for the establishment of some
decent working conditions, and in-

volved some three hundred and1

more workers, with the most mili-

tant determination to struggle and
"stick it out to the end' has been

allowed to peter out without the

least fault of the workers them-

selves.

Tlie organization of the union

that was originally begun by a num-
ber of young but energetic workers,

was steered away from its correct

path, from the moment it came in

contact with the stupid Stalinist

bureaucrats in the shape of the T.

L. U. L. At one point, when the

general strike was still solid, the

Bosses' Association offered to grant

most of the demands if the union

affiliated to the A. F. of L. The
Stalinists, concerned far more about
the fortunes of the T. U. U. L. than

about the interests of the workers,

stood put for a "revolutionary" un-

ion. Caught in between the two
forces, the bosses and the TUUL,
the consequent result was, as .was

forewarned by the original organiz-

ers' tlie workers got no union at

all, notwithstanding the victory

scored by the settlement of two
shops upon more or less favorable

terms.
The Left Oppositionists, sensing

the moo(3 of the workers, seeing

that they were beginning to lose

hope and their former determina-

tion, tried to bring the strike to

a speedy settlement, by demanding
affiliation, to the A. F. L. But Sam
Nessin would hear nothing of it.

Instead he violently attacked the

worker who made the proposal, call-

ing him all sorts of names in the

best Stalinist manner, even going

so far as to call him a spy for the

bosses. It is interesting to note

that not one worker believed that,

and later they confided in the Op-
positionist that they believe all of

Nessin's slander holds for Nessin
himself. The workers seeing that

victory was almost within their

reach, and yet not being able to

obtain it, became demoralized and
began to go back to work, at first

singly then doubly, until there was
literally a stampede to rescue what-
ever was possible.

The stupid Stalinist can explain

the loss of the strike very easily.

If it had not been for a couple of

"skunks" going back to work all

might have been well yet. The bu-
reaucrat does not realize that it

was precisely because of his blind

leadeyship that several "skunks"
went back to work. Needless to

say many workers are totally dis-

gusted with Nessin, the TUCC, the
Party and everything else that is

"red". The Stalinist contribution

:n the mirror workers' strike, as

elsewhere, was demoralization and
defeat. —MIRROR WORKER.

Swabeck Opens Tour

at Newark
At the meeting of the Left Op-

position on the zilth of September,
the workers of Newark had an op-

portunity to hear comrade Swaheck
give the ill's t lecture on his na-

tional tour. He spoke of the caus-

es the drawn consequences of which
forced the Left Opposition to

change its policy auu concentrate
its forces and activities towards
the establishment of a new Party
and a new International.

The degeneration and final col-

lapse of the Communist Interna-

tional and its national sections

facilitated the danger ot a counter-

re vol utionary overthrow of the So-

viet L'ulou. Our hope as a faction

to reform the party and the Inter-

national is completely exhausted,
leaving the only other road : the

formation of a new party and a
new International.

The meeting impressed the work-
ers gravely. Queries penetrating
the smallest particle ot the vital

question were launched at the
speaker, the answers to which made
ii increasingly clear, that the Left
Oppositions path is the only positive

one.

Ho great was the demand for our
literature that our supply was ex-

hausted before all those eager to

receive it could be satisfied.

This will be remedied at our next
meeting in the near future, to which
we shall go well equipped. Work-
ers crowded around comrade Swa-
beck after the meeting and were
eager to have him explain the
things to which they received no
satisfactory answer at the meetings
held by tlie official party. We gain-

ed a few new members and numer-
ous sympathizers thus making ns
stronger for the gigantic task ahead
..i os, which we shall not shirk bui

continue on unflinchingly in the in-

terest of the world proletariat.

—LOUIS NAG*.
Other meetings on comrade Swa-

beok's tour are as follows

;

Sun., Oct. 8th Rochester, N. X,

Mon., Oct. 9th.... Buffalo, N. Y.

Tues., Oct. 10th Toronto, Can.

Wed., Oct. 11th Toronto, Can.

Fri., Oct. 13th Pittsburgh Pa.

Weinsteln's Retaurant
1830 Center Ave., 2nd Fl.

Sat., Oct. 14th Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sum, Oct, 15th.. .Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mon., Oct. 16th New Castle, Pa
Tues., Oct. 17th Youngstown
Wed., Oct. 18th Youngstown
Thurs., Oct. Iflth Cleveland, O.
Fri., Oct. 20th Cleveland, O.
Sat., Oct. 21st Chicago, 111.

Sun., Oct. 22nd Chicago, 111.

Mon., Oct. 23rd.... Chicago, 111.

Tues., Oct. 24th Chicago, 111.

Wed., Oct. 25th Springfield, 111

Thurs. Oct. 20th Staunton, 111.

Fri. Oct. 27th St. Louis, Mo.
Sat, Oct. 28th.... St. Louis, Mo
Sun., Oct. 29th. Kansas City, Mo.
Mon., Oct. 30 Kansas City, Mo.
Thurs., Nov. 2nd . Minneapolis
Frt., Nov. 3rd Minneapolis
Sat., Nov. 4th Minneapolis
Sum, Nov. 5th. .. .Minneapolis
Thurs., Nov. 9th.. Davenport, la.

Fri., Nov. 10th Davenport, la.

Tues., Nov. 7th Chicago, 111.

the History of the Russian Revolu-

tion by comrade Trotsky ; second

place—two volumes of Ihe History;

third place, one volume of Ihe His-

tory.

DOUBLE THE CIRCULATION.
We are so confident that the new

orientation of the League und the

more popular price of the Militant

makes it possible to extend the

circulation that we have set as our
goal a lOO'/c increase in the num-
.-.nbscriber, you can do ,\ our min-

oer of subscriptions. If you are a

imum share by getting a sub from

a f< dow worker. If every subscrib-

er sets that as his minimum goal

it will be no job at all to double

the circulation.

Then, there are some irrepressible

comrades who go out and gather in

anywhere from to 30 subs. So
ail in all the work we have set

is not beyond our abilities.

PUBLIC LECTURE
YORKVILLE LABOR TEMPLE

(84th St., bet. 2nd and 3rd Aves.)
Thursday, October 12 at 8 P. M.

ROOM 16
Subject:

CAN THE N. R. A. SUCCEED?
Lecture by CARL COWL

Labor Fakers at

Work

With the 'Militant'

Builders
NEW PRICE
Beginning with this issue the

new price of the Militant will be 2c
a copy. The idea behind this re-

duction in price is to give the pa-
per a wider circulation.

NEW SUBSCRIPTION KATE.
At the same time and for the

same reason the subscription rates
have been reduced as follows: 1
year, $1. (Canada and foreign,
$1.50) ; 6 months, 50c (Canada and
foreign, 75c).

TO NOVEMBER 15th.

The sub drive which opens with
this announcement will run until

the 15th of November. That gives

u« about 5 weeks in which to ma-
terially increase the number of sub-
scribers on our list.

HISTORY OF THE RUSSIAN
REVOLUTION.
To the three Militant builders

getting the most subs from now till

November 15th we offer the follow-

ing (or equivalents in other books)

:

First place—the three volumes of

Shachtman Speaks at

Philadelphia

Philadelphia. Pa.—The discussion

on our new course was met in

t-hiluiielphia by the largest turnout

for an Opposition meeting here.

Comrade -Max Shachtman spoke

on "The Second and Third Interna-

tionals after Hitler's Victory" be-

fore an audience of over 100, most
of tliein Communist workers.

Our si>eaker analyzed the traitor-

ous role and second breakdown of

the Social Democracy, lie follow-

ed by tracing the tragic course of

the C. J. ieauership, capped by the

German capitulation and a coward-
ly whitewash of the whole policy

of defeat. Forces of regeneration

tor a new Communist movement
are marshalling. This movement
will have a really revoutionary

defense of the workers' state. This
luoi ement bases itsef cm tlie Lenin
Oongr„i.ses ui ihe C. 1. and Marx-
ism. The cadres, the policy of the
Left Opposition is its guide.

Comrade Tom Holmes, a young
militant whom the Young Commun-
ist League expelled a week ago for

"Trotskyism" was chairman. He
spoke on the YCL practice of "party

democracy." Sol Thomas, whom the

C. 1*. also expelled for the same
crime of holding views favorable to

the Left Opposition and who open-

ly demanded that the Party recog-

nize its errors on Germany and the

trade union policy, spoke on his ex-

pulsion and in defense of our trade
union policy.

A lively discussion followed

;

about ten peope taking the floor.

Most of the discussion was from
Stalinists present, who tried in their

argumentative!}' weak but neverthe-
less loud manner to defend the
"leadership" and the "line". Against
us they prepared to quote the N. Y,
Tunes; to tell us they were not
responsible for not calling the 7th
World Congress of the Comintern
because they weren't in USSR ; and
insinuations and outright slander to

the point of trying to incite mem-,
bers of a union against a comrade
on a trade basis. A member of the
C. I', district Buro who was present
took the floor but evaded an offer of
equal time with our speaker—

a

debate.

The clarity and boldness of our
revolutionary position put forward
by our speaker's brilliant speech
made a deep impression on the
crowd. They remained till after
midnight, contributed generously to

a collection (after paying admis-
sion ) , asked many questions, and
among the youth asked for informa-
tion about the "Spartacus Youth
Club" which was organized the
following Wednesday.
This meeting Is the latest series

of meetings the Philadelphia L. O.
branch has been holding, revolving
around the world shaking events in

Germany. In early August com-
rade Artie Swabeck soon after his
return from abroad, came here and
spoke, on "Germany Under Hitler"
to a good audience.

The Philadelphia branch has rent-

ed 524 W. Thompson Street which
will become a center for our activ-
ities. Those interested In our activ-
ities, study classes and the Spar-
tacus Youth Club communicate with
the Secretary at the address given.

The branch is experiencing a steady
growth and strengthening of its

work. New contacts, particularly

C. P., Y. C. L. and Y. P S. L. mem-
bers, and workers attracted by our
street meetings, are being made
continually. —L. (i.
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Roosevelt, General Johnson, the
IJ. S. Steel and Lewis, Murray, and
Co. of the United Mine .Workers are
united in a typical N. K. A. victory.
The victims, as usual, are the work-
es, in this case the strikti'.s at
the Frick mines of the Steel Trust.
The mutual triumph of all parties
concerned (except, of course, the
workers) had been recorded by the
signing of an agreement, promising
"union conditions" in the captive
mines, by Thomas Moses, for the
Frick Coke Co. and by Philip Mur-
ray, vice-president of the UMWA.
The business smells to heaven wiih
the hypocrisy of the labor fakers
and with the ballyhoo of the NitA
in operation.
What have the workers gotten

in this settlement of the strike? A
minimum wage for inside miners in

Pennsylvania of $4.00 for an eight
hour day. If the miracle happens
of the miners getting five days a
week of work and having no deduc-
tions from their wages made tor
powder, etc., they will get $23.
In the face of a dollar that is

down 1-3 this comes to less than
$10. When the mine company is

through making its deductions, the
rest will be swallowed up by the
rent for company iiouses and the
robbery prices at the company
stores, leaving the miners in their
usual state of peonage, and debt to
the company. And in the captive
mines, where the workers have al-

ready fought through two bloody
strikes, the union will not be recog-
nized.

No Union Recognition

Although the New York Times
calls it "recognition in everything
but name" the operators of the cap-
tive mines have already indicated
during the strike, that is now rag-
ing, that they had no intention of
dealing with any union representa-
tives. And they mean what they
say. Tims the workers are left
with conditions almost as before,
with every assurance in the world
that the bosses will brutally crush
their union as soon as the strike is

ended.

Some very significant statements
have been made by General Johnson
and Murray about the settlement.
On Oct. 2nd Johnson came out with
a statement that he had practically
ordered the UMWA to accept the
settlement. Already the cold steel,
hidden behind the NBA ballyhoo,
begins to sbow itself. We can be
certain that General Johnson's or-
der was a very real order. And did
the bureaucrats of the Union pro-
test? Far from it. Gracefully tak-
ing their cue, like the well trained
capitalist flunkeys they are, they
obediently signed on the dotted 1

line,

and now are busy trying to break
the strike.

Says Murray in calling the min-
ers back to work

:

'The President then said to me,
'Philip, I want you to get these
men back to work.' I replied 'If

there is anything in God's world
that I can do for you, I will be
glad to try.' "—N. Y. Times.
And while you were engaged in

this loving conversation with the
President, Mr. Murray, what about
the workers on the picket lines of
Pennsylvania and Kentucky? But
Murray did think of them. Concern-
ing the President's comand he stat-
es: "Any union or union officials

who refuse to obey their command
will not live long." Thus Murray
assumes his masters that the UJ1W
A gangsters will be ready to help
the bosses in killing off rebellious
workers.

The Miners Are Fighting For A
Union

And yet with all of this treachery
among the leadership, the workers
are fighting for their union, and
their union is still the United Mine
Workers. Although Martin Ryan,
the Pennsylvania strike leader, asks
when were Lewis and Murray on
the picket lines, at the same time
he calls upon the workers to get
every mine under their union, the
UMWA. The workers who are
fighting in the mine fields are be-
ginning to realize that the leader-

ship is rotten witii corruption.

The workers know that the "set-

tlement" is a sell-out. They are
still fighting. Martin Ryan calls

upon them to continue the strike
until the H. C. Frick Company re-

cognizes the union and signs the
code. And now if this revolt is

not to be crushed as so many re-
volts have been in the past, there
is the greatest need for a real, or-

ganized Left wing in the UMWA.
—PETER MORTON.

NEW SUPPLY OF "MY LIFE"
Pioneer Publishers has obtained

an additional supply of "My Life"
by Leon Trotsky, which it. Is offer-

ing at $2.50 (publisher's price

—

$5.00). It is also offering the Ger-
man edition of '"Fontamara", by
I. Silone, a novel of Italian pea-
sant rebellion against Fascism,
highly praised by comrade Trotsky
In a recent book review in the
Militant—Price $1.50.

YOUNGSTOWN MASS MEETING
ARNE SWABECK

on
"THE N. R. A. and the WORKERS"

CENTRAL AUDITORIUM
225 West Boardman St.

TUESDAY, OCT. 17, 8 P. M.
ADMISSION TEN CENTS

Unemployed Free
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Discussion Articles

On the National Recovery Act
i. __

To interpret correctly the NRA
one must understand bourgeois dem-

ocracy in its full form and base his

analysis on the uneven develop-

ment of capitalism.

Bourgeois democracy, symbolical-

ly speaking, la an elastic substance

—In countries where it exists, the

ruling class attempts to stretch the

democratic concept to an extent

necessary to meet the conditions

and reactions of the masses, to

cover up the shortcomings of capi-

talism.

President Roosevelt, in speaking

about the dictatorial power in-

vested in him by Congress, said

that it was done within the bounds
of democracy. He was correct.

The boundaries of democracy reach

out far. The ruling class outlines

these boundaries and moves them
whenever necessary.

Only in the event of the ruling

class contending with enervating

conditions and a revolutionary pro-

letariat who threaten the existence

of their state, will they change
their form of rule. When bour-

geois democracy in its most extended

form jails to cover up the dis-

crepancies of capitalism (if the

workers are not ready to take over

power themselves) the democratic
form of that capitalist government
dies in the struggle between the

two classes and is replaced by capi-

talism with ojien tyranny against

the masses-Fascism.

II.

To say that the NKA is a step

toward state capitalism would be

incorrect. What we understand by

state capitalism is that when busi-

ness In a country disintegrates to

the extent that it no longer pays

profit on investments, the state

takes over these industries to save
whatever it can for the capitalists

of their system of exploitation. It

is not inevitable, however, that,

capitalism of a country when find-

ing itself in such a position must
necessarily develop into state capi-

talism.

We know that when aggravated
conditions arose in other countries

the ruling class there used violence

and open suppression of the work-
ers in order to maintain themselves
in power.

Furthermore, we do not know just

what form state capitalism would
assume if it was to come about.

This would depend upon the gen-
eral economic conditions and the

sharpness of the class struggle in

the eountry at that period.
Measures of the NRA alone with-

out the required conditions could
not lead the country into state
capitalism. Its attempt to bring
about class collaboration does not
necessarily carry smell germs. As
to the monopoly in industries that
the KltA leads to this with a great-
er speed than before. We must
know that monopoly is part of im-
perialism.

In predicting the transition to

state capitalism there lies the dan-
ger of mistaking centralization of
wealth, accelerated by the crisis,

for the final breakdown of the eco-
nomy of the country and the transi-

tion to state capitalism.

Even in the event that the rail-

roads and a few other industries
are taken over by the government.
It would not mean that we entered
the period of state capitalism. THIS
has been done by governments un-
der different conditions before.

Outlining state capitalism as a
possible phase of capitalist devel-
opment, It would be Incorrect to
assume that the former can begin
before the crisis threatens to wipe
out the top layer of the ruling
class. It would also be incorrect
to assume that the capitalists will
without a struggle, give up the
phase of competition in their sys-
tem in a way that it will curtail
their profits. Similarly it would
be incorrect to say that the capi-
talists can use the machine of bour-
geois democracy to move gradually
into State capitalism. The greed
that exists in capitalism and the
dissatisfaction of the masses that
grows proportionally with such con-
ditions, point to conflict instead.
The mistaking of the NRA with

state capitalism creates the danger
of confusing the workers as to what
the stage of the struggle they are
in and bringing them to the false
conclusion that capitalism solves
its own problems by the process
of evolution and will eventually
change into some form more bene-
ficial to mankind.
At the present stage of develop-

ment a section ot the American
masses retain their false concept
that the capitalist state operates
for the benefit of the people. To
expose the NKA as a step toward
state capitalism is neither correct
nor would it react favorably for the
revolutionary movement. Many
workers who are not class consci-
ous would welcome the idea oft

state control as a way out.

III.

The United States, being a coun-
try of vast natural resources and
having entered the capitalist phase
at a later period, developed indus-
trially on such a tremendously large
scale that together with its imper-
ialism It was able to keep its so-
called equilibrium until the begin-
ning of 1929. Because of that, the
crisis came to this country upon
different conditions from those in
Europe without finding a strongly
organized working class.

The past opportunities of the
country actually monopolized by the
few, but interpreted' generally In
application, created in the United
States a bourgeois ideology within
its working class. Unlike the Eur-
opean workers who passed through
scores of years toward crystalliza-

tion as a class, the American work-
er, with his individualistic psycho-
logy remained separated from his
fellows, going th rough year after
.war of the crisis under severe hard-
ships with hopes for better times
returning.

The ruling class in the United
States has hardly a solidified prole-
tariat to contend with, hut, the
condition of the country and the 17
millions unemployed in themselves
constitute a threatening force
against the system. As the reac-
tion of things always are in accord
wifli the conditions that bring them
about, the NRA "is (he logical out-
come, reflecting American condi-
tions ami therefore the American
way of doing things.

On the one hand this is an ex-
treme move to stop unemployment
and on the other, the execution of
the plan is left mostly to the em-
ployers. As sue]] the XHA can have
very little success in a system based
upon rugged individualism.
The NRA is meant to have one

other function for the ruling class
and that is. an institution through
which they will try to shape the
ideology of the American working
class in such a way as to check
their dissatisfaction from flowing
into revolutionary channels.

Through clever maneuvering the
NKA characterizes itself as n lahor
agency, pretending to take the part

of the workers. It thereby aims
to give the impression that all dif-

ferences can be met by the XltA.
This gives it the form of an Am-
erican institution for the collabora-

tion of both classes meanjng to

instill into the minds of the workers

'.hat such a thing is possible.

The NRA is a do-perate attempt

on the part of the ruling class wllh-

iu the workings of bourgeois dem-

ocracy to prolong their system of

exploitation.
—HARRY BRAND.

Conclusions from

German Defeat

Modern history will record no

greater crime than the defeat of the

German working class and the rise

of Fascism under conditions which

were favorable for a far different

result. The German proletariat,

i he flower of the international

working class, was defeated with-

out a struggle.

The dialectic or the whole histor-

ical process was toward the Bona-

partist regime of Von Schleicher—

Von Pap™. Not only was this un-

i'orseen but the Bonapartist regime

Itself which posed the whole ques-

tion on the point of a needle

—

Fascism or Communism—was not

understood and the Stalinists con-

tinued to play with the treacherous

theory of "social Fascism" and the

isolationist theory of the united

front from below. The enemies of

the revolutionary proletariat could

ask for nothing better.

Incidentally, the defeat of the

German working class does not stop

there but becomes a defeat for the

world working class. In Ilitler is

to be perceived the super-Wrangel

of the world imperialist bourge-

oisie. Not only has the world rev-

olution been set back by decades

but at the same time a way has

beeti opened up for an attack on
the Soviet Union through the des-

truction of its most powerful ally,

the organised German proletariat.

Nor is this all. From a potential

aliy possessing merely the weapon
of a genera! strike the German pro-

letariat might have become a
STATE ally possessing the revolu-

tionary state—rifles, artillery, can-
non, etc.,—which it could have
brought forward in the struggle for

the defense of its sister republic.

Lenin and Trot-sky saw in the

Russian revolution a stage in the
world revolution. Since 1917, the
basic contradiction o£ capitalism,

next to the antagonism between the
productive forces and the national
boundaries which points to the in-

consistency of the national state,

has been the existence of the work-
ers, republic on the one hand and
the capitalist encirclement on the
other. The eclecticism of Stalin-

Bucharin, which combines the re-

actionary non-Marxist theory of
socialism in one country with a
hypocritical lip-service to the slogan
o£ world revolution, is a denial and
a renunciation of this fundamental-
ly correct viewpoint of Leninism.
From such a hopelessly Utopian,
theoretical departure there follows
basically the blunders of tactics
and strategy from which—and from
which alone;—can be explained the
terrible tragedies of the Chinese
and ,Jhe German revolutions.

The Marxist theory of the Per-
manent Revolution Is, in its es-
sence, the only theory that follows
logically fw>in the Leninist formula
of imperialism as the last, the de-
cay stage of capitalism—an epoch
which will be marked by wars and
revolutions. The rotting structure
ot imperialism—captialism weighed
down with the contradictions which
are Inherent in its now outgrown
property relationships threaten in
its death crash to snuff out the
whole of mankind's technical and
cultural accomplishments. The
next stage in the evolution of so-
ciety is Communism. The next and
only historically progressive class
to become conscious and1 to carry
out the tasks imposed upon it by
history Is the proletariat. Hence
the epoch of revolutions which fol-

low in the path of decaying capital-

ism are proletarian revolutions.

Upon the recognition of this de-

pends the tactics oC the revolution-

ary party.

Are the Stalinists capable of

meeting the test? Germany, China
and to an extent England show that

they have not been equal to it ih

the past. History shows that the
Comintern has been transformed
from th» organizing center of the
world revolution into the organizer
of gigantic defeats. But what are
the perspectives for the rebirth, the
regeneration of the International
of Lenin and Trotsky? Drugged
by the poisonous theory of social-

ism in one country, weighed down
by the oppression of the bureau-
cracy the perspectives are dim and
few. The Stalinist International
is incapable of making a revolution
anywhere. It has met its 4th of

August. If its betrayal was un-
conscious it was nevertheless fatal

and disastrous. Its well-meaning
and its good intentions can be point-

ed to only with a feeling of re-

morse and shame. The road to
hell is paved with good intentions.

Never before has history imposed'
such a gigantic task as that which
faces a small group of revolution-
ists today. The capitalists are in

a murderous offensive and the
j

workers in retreat or at best in a
weak defensive—such is the picture
when we look at the situation at!

large. The Second International is!

an International only in the sense

of the international betrayal of

labor; the Third International is

as incapable of rousing and leading

the workers as the Second Inter-

national Is unwilling—what can be

expected of them? It is necessary

to face the tacts. In Germany and
China new parties are needed. The
deceitful and lying accounts about
Soviets in China and "revolutionary

upsurge" in Germany proved to us

that these people are not revolution-

ists but miserable clowns who play

and iilay badly at the "game", rev-

olution.

The German working class will

live to travel the road of revolution

again. Upon the wreckage of Its

cruel and senseless defeat, of its

blasted hopes, out of the dead
ashes of its burned out illusions

will spring its regeneration, its re-

birth. But these will cot be blot-

ted out by the hideous nightmare
of the past. The dialectic of the
situation lies In the fact that out
of the recognition of its weaknesses
in the past will rise the cause of

its greatest strength in the future

—

the cautious selection of its leader-

ship. When it travels the road of

revolution again it will do so under
the leadership of tried and season-
ed revolutionists, those who have
led revolutions before, the heroes
and battlers of the victorious Bol-

shevik October.
—«. ROBERTS.

Perspectives forRevolution in U.S.

Nationalization and the N.R.A.
The initial stage of the "new re-

lations" of capital and labor under
the Blue Eagle has given rise to
new hopes and illusions on the part
of all shades of reformists. This
is due to the fact that, in working
out the slave codes for the differ-

ent industries, the trap was baited
with "concessions" to the workers.
This enabled the capitalist to put
through their plan with a minimum
of "labor strife". Many of the old
working class problems have been
presented in a new light by the N.H.
A. One of these problems is the
question of nationalization of the

industries. Therefore, it is essential

to understand this question and to

explain the relation of nationaliza-
tion to reaction, reform and rev-

olution.

Complete nationalization of indus-
try cannot exist under capitalism,
but. nationalization of different in-

dustries in different forms is an
essential part of capitalist develop-
ment. In the period of decay capi-
talism, the question of nationaliza-
tion is often a life and death ques-
tion of capitalism. This is also
true in times of war. Either class
can use the slogan of nationaliza-
tion of the industries. The applfca-
reaction, reform or revolution, de-
pending on conditions and class re-
lations and on how the slogan will
materialize in life. Fascist reaction,

reformist social democracy, iabor-

isn: nr revolutionary communism

—

each of these, at certain stages of
the class struggle, require a pro.
gram of nationalization. The slo-

gan must apply to that requirement.

A Slogan of Reform
To begin with, one can say that

under capitalism the use of the
slogan of nationalization, by itself,

is a slogan of reformism and noth-
ing else. Even if one adds to this

slogan the demand for worker's par-
ticipation in the nationalization, it

is still confined within the realm of
reformism. Take for example, the
NRA. It represents the first steps
toward partial nationalization of
industry. It is the embryo. The
capitalists of the coal and railroad
industries are divided on the ques-
tion. Some are urging nationaliza-
tion, with compensation, in order
to be relieved of a bad investment.
If the NKA does not bring the de-
sired results, through the organiza-
tion of a form of cartels and the
elimination of the small producers,
steps toward nationalization of the
sick industries will be taken by a
section of the capitalists and reform-
ers. They will enact "temporary
emergency measures" which will
become "permanent" until the in-

dustries again pay dividends.
To issue the slogan of nationali-

zation of the industries, such as the
"Plumb Plan", etc., in relation to
the NHA, would be to render ser-
vice to reformism as well as to re-

action. Does this mean that we
close the door to the use of the
slogan of nationalization? As an
isolated, separate, propaganda
slogan, yes. But not if It is pro-

perly coordinated with other slogans
and actions suitable for the objec-
tive conditions.

The NKA brings tins question to

the fore. But present conditions
require that we place the other
slogans and actions first and the
slogan of nationalisation as second-
ary, and as an auxiliary slogan to

the other.

The Working Class Approach

Since the capitalists and the
workers can both use the slogan of
nationalization one must answer the
question of how it will be possible

to distinguish the class content of

the one from the other. The coor-

dinating slogans must deal with the
question of workers' control. This
is the working class approach to

the question. The working class

action must be in the direction of

working class control. Slogans
serving this aim must be applied.

It is time to follow up the agita-
tion and action in the trade union
field .with propaganda for workers'
control of production, open book-
keeping in the capitalist industries

and nationalization without com-
pensation. The main emphasis must
be placed on propaganda and ac-

tion dealing with the question of
workers' control of industries.

The most important action today,
toward this end, deals with the
trade union question. This has
been pointed out in the Militant
v.'ei-'. in and week out. Without a
strong Left wing in the trade un-
ions, armed with tt correct policy,

the revolutionary Communist can-
not even consider the question of
nationalization and workers' con-
trol in any concrete sense.

The working class content of the
slogan of nationalization is distin-

guished from the enemy class con-
tent on the question of propaganda
and action toward workers' control.
The question of workers' control

includes the question of nationali-
zation, but the nationalization does
not of itself include or imply work-
ers' control. It is up to the work-
ers to decide this question. To grab
the problem at the wrong end will
play into the hands of the reform-
ists. The revolutionists must guard
against ioose ftilk on the question
of nationalization.

The best way to insure the proper
application of the slogan of na-
tionalization and workers' control
is to speed up the work and activ-
ity of the present stage which deals
with our trade union policy and
trade union work. Once the rev-
olutionary Communist is entrenched
in the trade unions this slogan will
become a living issue in this stage
of American capitalism.

—HUGO OEHLER.

When President Roosevelt signed
the National Industrial Recovery
Act he" expressed the belief teat
history would record it as the most
important and far reaching legisla-
tion ever enacted by the American
Congress; "It represents", he said,
"a supreme effort to stabilize for
all time the many factors which
make for the prosperity of the na-
tion and the preservation of the
American standard of living."

To stabilize for all time;—this is

not possible in a world of flux, of
constant motion, in which economic
equilibriums are established to be
shattered again. Least of all is it

possible in a capitalist world—and
still less so during its period of
decine and decay. Nevertheless
Roosevelt knew his ritual, lie knew
that the .NKA would form the foun-
dation njion which American im-
perialism hoped to make new ad-
vances and new conquests in the
world market. Today the adminis-
trators are impatient to get this

whole machinery in complete work-
ing shape in order to start serious-
ly upon this advance. But today
such an advance is also a problem
much more complicated than before.

Results of Early Expansion

America/i capitalism in its early
period of development had at hand
all the prerequisites for monopoly
capital within its own borders.
When centered within the indus-
trialized northeastern states, it

found, by pushing westward, a
mighty field of expansion for export
of capital and export of means of

production But the resulting pow-
erfully developed national economy,
the vastly expanded productive
forces and surplus ot capital avail-

able produced also its opposite

—

growing interdependence upon world
economy. American capitalism ex-
tended its structure throughout the
word I and acquired a world basis.

I'p to this point the law of uneven
development of capitalism by which
the various counties pass through
their development in different forms
and different tempi, has acted as a
lever favoring the United States.

Through this uneven development,

Strike Wave Points the

Way of the Future

Development

which, as comrade Trotsky reminds
us, is more of a historical reality

than a law, the United States reach-
ed its stage of combined develop-
ment. This took on the form of
a highly advanced industrial system
alongside of a backward political

ideology which is most directly re-

flected within the working class.
'1 he internal colonization, or rather

the seemingly limitless expansion
of the home market is, of course,

the main factor and forms the basis
for this retarded consciousness.
Enormous capitalist profits and su-

tler profits allowed for a wide mar-
gin available for tiie maintenance
of a higher standard of living for

the labor aristocracy. Class colla-

boration unfolded to almost perfec-

tion and thereby reinforced the
means of keeping the working class

as a whole in subjection. Upon
such a foundation the su[*t struc-

ture of bourgeois democracy could

attain its greatest triumphs and
secure for itself a long lease of life.

American Capitalism Depending

Upon World Equilibrium

But speaking in historical terms
American imperialism arrived be-

latedly upon the world arena. It

was therefore deprived of the lux-

ury of floating leisurely with the

upward current of growing capi-

talism as was enjoyed by British

imperialism for an extensive period

of time. The American counterpart
was conqielled to make a forced

march at dramatic spe.ed to acquire

a world base. Rut its emergence
coincided with the period when the

capitalist system on a world scale

bad passed its peak and was heading

in a downward direction. That its

own inner contradictions have be-

come vastly intensified by this pro-

cess has already been proved by the

crisis reaching its greatest pro]«>r-

tions precisely in the highly ad

vanced I'nited States.

Resolution on the Paris Conference

Adopted by the Int I LeftOpposition

N. Y. CHICKEN DINNER
A Chicken Dinner Will Be Given

for the Bene/it of the

GREEK WORKERS CLUB
"FROTOMAGIA"

Satwday, October 14, 8 P. M.
At 126 East 16th Street
..ADMISSION 50c

(Resolution of the Plenum of the

International Left Opposition

(Bolslievik-Leninists) on the con

ference of left socialist and Com-
mimist opposition organizations

lielrf at Paris, August 27.28, 1933.)

1. The very fact of a conference of
14 parties, organizations and groups
of most heterogeneous character
and tendencies was the result of

a very deep crisis of the socialist

and communist movements, or more
exactly the fruit of the collapse not
only of the Second but also—on an-

other historical level and due to

other causes—of the Third Interna-
tional.

2. There can be, It is clear, no
thought of (he building of a new
International by organizations which
have profoundly different and even
opposite principle bases. The Left
Opposition particiated in this con-
ference under its own banner with
the aim ©£ assisting in the princi-

pled separation from reformists and
centrists and of drawing together
truly homogeneous revolutionary
organizations.

3. The only real result of the
conference, but an exceptionally
important one, is the declaration
signed by four organizations (L.O.,

S. A, P., two Holland parties : H.
S.P. a.nd O. S. P.) which represented
the first deliberate step in the dir-

ection of the building of the new
International on the principle

foundations of Marx and Engets.

4. The Plenum clearly realizes
that the four named organizations
of different political origin cannot
attain complete unity on funda-
mental principles, tactical and or-

ganizational methods within a few
days. At any rate, the attained
result creates sufficient basis to be-

lieve that the future work of the
organizations on the programmatic
Manifesto and tactical documents
will make it possible not only to

assure the necessary unity of con-
ceptions, but also to attract under

THE DEVIL'S GRANDMOTHER AGAIN

About the United Front with Grzezinsky
L'Humanite of September 19th

reproduces the photograph of Grze-
zinsky, the former social-democratic
chief of police of Berlin, ih the role
of witness before the London coun-
ter-trial in the case of the burning
of the Reichstag. It Is clear that
the poor editors of L'Humanite did
not think about the significance of
their printing this photograph.
Otherwise, they would have resign-
ed with shame, admitting that they
have no right to be in charge of a
workers newspaper.

The London counter-trial which
attempts to establish the truth in
the matter of the burning of the
Reichstag is an act of political
struggle against Fascism. The
judges, witnesses, experts make
their appearance at this trial not
through compulsion but in order to
achieve a definite political aim : the
struggle with the bands of Hitler.

Grzezinsky detests Communism; he
proved it in deeds, having shot
down Communist workers. How-
ever, the same Grzezinsky voluntar-
ily apjwars at the London counter-
trial to testify In favor of the Com-
munists: Torgler, Dimltroy and
others against the Fascist Goerlng
and Co. By pulbishing the report

[ot the London counter-trial and in.

;

particular the photograph of the
witness Grzezinsky, L'Humanite

^participates in a united front with|

i

Grzezinsky against Goering. Is
I this not clear?

More than two years ago we
j
wrote that in the struggle against
Hitler we are ready to make a uni-
ted front not only with the devil
and its grandmother but even with
Grzezinsky himself. The unfortun-
ate editors of L'Humanite and the
"Cahiers de Bolshevism" spilled not
a little ink then, trying to prove
our complete adherence to social

Fascism. Truly fate is unmerciful
to these people. Grezinsky could
have died in time, or could have
gone over to Fascism so as to
lighten somewhat the lot of the
ill-fated editors of L'Humanite. But
Grzezinsky lived through, emigrated,
appeared at the trial in favor of
the tried Communists and thereby
forced L'Humanite to print his

photograph as an ally in the united
front.

The London counter-trial, no mat-
ter how modest its political signific-

ance, is nevertheless very much
worthwhile. Perhaps the readers
of L'Humanite—the editors are

hopeless—wil surmise that a uni-

ted front with the social-democracy
should have been started before and
not after the victory of Hitler, not
when Communists and social-dem-
ocrats are routed and Torgler im-
prisoned, but when there was still

a full possibility for victory over
Hitler.

Had the leaders of the Comintern
known the first lessons of the
Communist ABC, and not repeat-
ed obediently the idiotic formula
that social-democracy and Fascism
are "twins", not Torgler would be
sitting in jail but Goering and Hit-
ler himself. More than that, it is

very probable that by now Grzezin-
sky wonld have had time to join

them, for his forced participation
in the struggle against Fascism
could not free him finally from the
responsibility before the proletarian

court for the murder of the Berlin
workers. .Will not the editors of

L'Humanite have to appear some-
day before the proletarian court for
the systematic confusion of the
minds of the workers? They can
hope for acquittal only on the basis
of the formula : "they knew not
what they did". —L. T.
September 20, 1933

the banner of the new International

a number of other revolutionary

organizations and fractions,

cssary immediately to begin the

i>. The Plenum considers it nec-

essary immediately to begin the

elaboration of the programmatic
documents and to create a techni-

cal secretariat which could, while

yet in t he process of edi t i ng t lie

-Manifesto and the resolutions, en-

ter into contact with sympathizing
organizations so that their opinion,

suggestions and criticisms may rind

a reflection in the test of the pro-

grammatic documents.
6. The Plenum instructs its re-

presentative in the programmatic
commission to be guided by the

basic ideas expressed in the De-
claration of the Bolshevik-Leninists

and made public at the Paris con-

ference of August 27-2Sth.
• • * *

7. With regard to the decisions

adopted by the heterogenous major-
ity of the conference and permeated
through and through by this hetero-

geneity, the Plenum of the Bolshe-
vik-Leninists does not find it pos-

sible ~io take political responsibil-

ity for these decisions.* Insofar as

the adopted decisions may lead to

this or that practical action (for

example boycott of Ilitler Germany)
the Left Opposition is ready accord-

ing to circumstances, to take part

in actions which correspond to its

general principles.

On the basis of practical activ-

ities the Left Opposition will al-

ways aim ftt a closer drawing to-

gether with parties and organiza-
tions nearest to it. Only under
this condition can a broad and
courageous policy of the united

front for immediate political aims
help the work of the building of'

the new Communist International, j

* * * * <

I

The Plenum calls upon all sec-'

ttous of the International Left Op-
position to realize fully the his-

toric importance of the step made.
A task of immediate urgency now'
consists in giving the "Declaration
of Four" the widest possible pub-
licity in Communist, Socialist,

trade-union, and especially, youth
ranks. Through newspapers, leaf-

lets, posters, in speeches and dis-

cission it is necessary to popular-

ize and to interpret the meaning
of the Declaration. Without spar-

ing any effort it is necessary to
rouse the proletarian vanguard to

the building of the new Interna-
tional.

The declaration of the Bolshevik-
Leninists made public at the con-
ference ends with the words: "Our
revolutionary responsibility is im-
measurably great. Let our creative

work rise to the height of this re-

sponsibility." Lei us fully realize

that these words refer first of all

to the Bolshevik-Leninists them-
sevles.

—PLENUM OF THE INTER-
NATIONAL SECRETARIAT.

Sept. 13 1033.

* In taking this position the

Plenum only makes use of the right

which the Conference granted until

October liith to all the participat-

ing parties, namely: to ratify, or
on the contrary, to reject the re-

solutions ot the conference.

A. F. OF L. CONVENTION
Next week's Militant will

carry a report and review of

the A. F. of L. Convention now
In session at Washington.

During the period of growing
capitalism the uuevenness of de-

velopment of the various countries

was far greater than now. Today
the w orld has become more uni-

form. The backward countries have
supplemented their backwardness
Willi the latest industrial advances.

Capitalist economy is work! econ-

omy extending beyond the legal

boundaries and intertwined among
nations. Its outstanding feature ia

the interdependence of the various
national economies. Kacb of the
contending powers are dependent
(limn tiie world equilibrium and
subject to all of its shucks and
turns. .Most of all is that file case
of the United States because of its
far tiling interests. It should,
therefore, not be necessary to reiter-
ate the indisputable fact that wheii
the United Stales penetrates further
into the world market the mighty
barriers of conflicting imperialist
interests arise in all their imposing
magnitude.

Future Trends Within the Country
But this is only one side of

tiie problem. Within the United
States itself, its new world advance
wili impose a terrific strain upon
the claw relationship existing at
present. This relationship can by
no means be held within its present
bounds even with the assistance of
the NItA machinery, which Is de-
signed primarily for such a pur-
pose. The slightly favorable turn
in the economic conjuncture winch
Is now in evidence tends by itself

to spur the workers on to make
increasing demands and thereby
bring more to the surface and make
more acute the conflicts engendered
by the capitalist mode of produc-
tion. With the NRA institutions

j

attempting to check these conflicts
Itliey will assume more of a poli-

tical character. At present the
'heavy crop of strikes which are
spreading like wildfire everywhere
indicates the future trend of devel-
opments.

In this country we are moving no
longer within the orbit of conditions
of the past. Tiie margin of capitalist
profits formerly available for the
maintenance of a higher level for
the labor aristocracy has become
seriously narrowed. American cap-
italism, in order to effectively pur-
sue its furious onslaught upon the
world market, and to be prel>ared
tor the comi>etitiou it meets, needs
above all a low wage level through-
out Its industrial enterprises. To
maintain the tranquility of class
relationships of the past on this
basis Is not possible. We must there-

fore visualize the Immediate future
In tiie United. States as one of
sharply intensilied struggles with
the added phenomenon of disturb-
ances reaching revolutionary pro-
portions not at all out of the ques-
tion.

No one can us yet predict whether
a real and substantially favorable
change in the economic conjuncture
can be accomplished in the United
States. Hut the conflicts and dis-

turbances which will grow out of
the efforts for its accomplishment
can be foreseen. The formerly fav-

orable lever for the United States
constituted by tiie uneven develop-

ment of capitalism has been turned
into its opposite and Is reacting

against the United States. It is

now compelled to seek the new
roads of advance within a decaying
world system. It is compel-
led to assume the major re-

sponsibility for checking further
class disturbances and, it possible,

for the crushing of further prole-

tarian revolutions inevitably grow-
ing out of the more intense worI3
exploitation. If to this is to be
added the possibility of failure to

arrive at a favorable change ot

economic conjuncture, then it is

accessary to say that the perspec-

tives for the United States assume
a much more directly revolution-

ary character.

The relations of world economic
forces have changed with the rise

of American capitalism. .With the
shifting of the world economic cen-

ter to the United States this change
became more definite and more di-

rect. But with this shift, there is

also a corresponding shift—at first

only slowly but sure to gain in

momentum—of the revolutionary

center from Europe to America. In

a general sense we formerly count-

ed upon the revolution to be accom-

plished in Europe first ynd upon
the victorious European proletariat

to light to hold its own against re-

actionary America. It 13 now pos-

sible to say, still speaking in a

general sense, that this outlook has

been reversed by the dialectics of

the relation of forces. Revolutionary

struggles here move up to the very

top of the agenda of historically

Immediate possibilities.

It is said in informed quarters

that a reporter of an important

capitalist paper ventured the pre-

diction to Roosevelt: "It you do

not succeed with the New Deal

you will be known to lMisterity as

the worst President the United

.States ever had." Roosevelt ans-

wered laconically: "If i do not suc-

ceed with the New Deal r will be

known to posterity as the last Pre-

sident of the United States,"

—ARNE SWABECK.
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EDITORIAL

The Silk Workers' Battle

In the general resurgence of labor militancy

Which has greeted the inauguration of the. NRA the

general strike of the silk workers holds today a place

of outstanding prominence and significance. The

spirit of 1013 is abroad again. The strike, now in

its fifth week, presents a solid battle line of 50,000

workers which extends throughout the main centers

of the industry. In its numbers and scope the pre-

sent strike Is the greatest in the long and stormy his-

tory of the silk workers' struggles. It deserves tbe

closest attention of the workers everywhere. The

silk strike has a meaning for tiie entire labor move-

ment.

So far the strikers have stood solid. More, they

have steadily spread out the strike over a wider

area while frustrating all maneuvers to induce them

to return to work without a satisfactory settlement.

This has been made possible by the fusion of the

rank and file mass with a broad group of experienced

and tested. tiade union militants who have been

through (he mill and know what they want. Pater-

son is the heart of the industry, and the Paterson

militants, heirs of a great tradition, are naturally

the main driving forte of the present strike. What

was done and what was attempted in the epic strug-

gle of 20 years ago in Haywood's time is not without

influence even today. The Paterson strike of 1913

awakened and inspired the progressive elements of

the working class. It lives in their memory. The

strike of 1033 may very well exert a similar influence.

If they keep ta the line they have pursued up till

now, if they do not falter and, above all, if they

keep a sharp eye on Mcllahon and the NRA sharks,

the militants waging the present battle will write

a page worthy of the old tradition.

THE UNIONS IN THE STRIKE

The trade union situation in the silk strike is

an especially interesting example of how a mass re-

volt can surmount old divisions, and make its way

through the most complicated forms. The A. F. of L.

union in the textile industry—the United Textile

Workers—is one of the most, reactionary and incom-

petent organizations in the country. It has a long

and malodorous record of betrayal which has driven

the textile workers to independent unionism, in one

form or another, for decades. The best militants in

the industry have grown up in incessant struggle

against the li. T. W. treacheries and have been

steeled in hatred against it. Many of the leading

militants in this strike are veterans of various in-

dependent movements. There are former I. W. W.
men among them. Not a few were once active in the

National Textile Workers Union (the Stalinist or-

ganization ).

The main directing force in the strike comes

from the Associated Silk Workers. This organiza-

tion came into existence and remained for years as

an independent union. Now it belongs to the Amer-

ican Federation of Silk Workers which, in turn, ie

affiliated, as an autonomous section, with the U.T.W.

and through that, with the A. F. of I,. Thus, the forces

of the strikers have been unified under official A. F.

of L. auspices by a strike committee whose most ag-

gressive and militant members are hostile to the

reactionary philosophy and practices of the U.T.W. on

the one side and to the stupid, bureaucratic and dis-

ruptive methods of the Stalinist X. T. W., on the

other. Under these peculiar and complicated condi-

tions the silk workers have been welded together for

the greatest strike in the history of the trade. In

this achievement there is to be seen the most con-

vincing proof, that the form of trade anion organiza-

tion is subordinate to the substance, of the movement.

Trade union militants everywhere can learn an im-

portant lesson in l.sicfics from the silk workers in

this respect.

MAIN FEATURES OF THE STRIKE

The strike has been distinguished by several

other important features. It is national in scope-

practically all the silk-producing centers are tied up

—and from this the strike derives much of its excep-

tional power. The? Paterson militants displayed mag-

nificent energy in despatching committees by the

truck-load to spread the strike to other points. They

didn't fali into the NRA trap and go back to work

under a deceptive "truce" on the promise of "adjust-

ments" later. They reject all negotiations for sep-

arate shop or craft settlements. They stood out, and

are still standing out, for a satisfactory national

settlement. To secure this they rely on the picket

line more than on the NRA conferences at Wash-

ington.

A black spot in the strike situation is the activ-

ity of the National Textile Workers Union. This

organization, due to bad leadership, lost its oppor-

tunity in the industry. It forefeitcd the confidence

of the best militants who once belonged to it, drove

out others who raised the voice of criticism,, dwindled1

down to a paper shell and came to the crucial test

of the strike without membership, leadership or pol-

icy. The main tide of the silk workers movement

was already flowing strongly in the channel of the

American Federation of Silk Workers. This should

have been the cue for the N. T. W. to eliminate it-

self and merge with the mass movement. Instead of

that the attempt has been made to split the ranks

and set up a rival strike committee.

This dangerous game, which incensed the consci-

entious militants who concerned themselves with the

interests of the workers and who desired a united

struggle in their behalf, only added further dis-

credit to the people whose light-hearted adventures

in the trade union movement had brought them a bad

enough name already. And worse may follow, if

latest reports are true. Frustrated in their efforts

to make a deep split in the strikers ranks, and iso-

lated to a section of the dye workers who are new
to organization, the N. T. .\V. is reported in the Pat-

erson papers to be offering separate shop setWements

below the demands of the official general strike com-

mittee. They had better beware of this kind of

"competition". The disavowal of such intentions in

the Paterson papers of October 3 didn't come too

soon.

The 'composition ot the silk strike leadership,

and the course it has followed up till now, give pro-

mise of a successful outcome of the struggle which

will lay the ground for a big revival and development

Of progressive unionism in the textile industry. The

eilk workers themselves are conducting their own
Strike. Warding off the treacherous interference of

McMahon & Co. on the one hand, and dispensing

with Individual "stars" on the other, the actual dlr-

Two American Congresses «Against War»

ei.tion of the strike has been taken over by a broad

collective group of militants, actual silk workers,

who are rooted in the industry and experienced in

its union struggles.

STRIKE POLICY

The strike policy that will yield the best results

is clear enough:

Systematic exposure Of the strike-breaking mach-

inations of the NRA administration. No illusions

about it. No confidence in it. The workers can rely

only on their own strength. Their strength is mani-

fested in their solidarity, in their strike. Therefore,

no '"disarming", no "truco", no return to the shops

without a definite and satisfactory settlement. This

is point one in a realistic and militant strike policy.

Struggle to the end for a national settlement. No
trilling with the solidarity of the strikers by in-

dividual .shop settlements or dickering in regard to

them.

Work for a single union as well as for a single

strike committee. Tighten the bonds between the

striking units in the various silk centers in a. single

strike committee of the American Federation of Silk

Workers. Persuade all the local organizations of

strikers now independent, and the independent craft

organizations, to affiliate with the Federation as well

as with the strike committee.

In addition to the above Hue of policy, which

ilows logically out of the whole situation, a couple

of additional -suggestions may be offered. The first

relates to the necessary preparations for the possi-

ble prospect of a drawn-out battle. The second, to

the liquidation of the struggle of rival unions.

With every passing day the meager resources of

the strikers dwindle and the hosses will count on

breaking their ranks with the club of hunger. To
meet this danger the efficient organization of relief

machinery is a pressing necessity. The silk workers,

who arc setting an example to the workers every-

where, have every right to appeal to the entire labor

movement for financial aid. They should do so with-

out delay. What they do, or fail to do, in this re-

spect now mtiy easily prove decisive at a later stage

of developments.

The Federation strike committee has been per-

fectly right in its head-on struggle against the dis-

organizing activities of the N. T. W. and in rejecting

its maneuver-i for a joint strike committee. The N.

T. W, has long since lost its real basis as a union

and the time for such proposals is past. What is

needed in the strike now is a single union, not a
joint strike committee of rival unions. The Federa-
tion of Siik Workers has already established its over-

whelming supremacy. The task cow is to make its

organization complete as the sole union representing

al! the workers. To that end, the Federation would
have nothing to lose, and much to gain, by offering

to take the N. X. W. strikers into the union as a
body. This would deprive the N. T. W. leaders of

any justification before the strikers for maintaining

u separate organization. Regardless of their atti-

tude the proposal itself, if sincerely put forward, and;

made known to the strikers would exert a powerful
influence for the consolidation of the strikers move-
ment in a single union. The strike would thereby

gain in strength.

THE REAL TEST AHEAD
The real test of the silk strike is still ahead.

It has been a comparatively peaceful affair so far

while the attempt was being made to suffocate the

revolt quietly with the poison gas generated by the

NitA. liut the class struggle has not been elimin-

ated. The bosses have not ceased' to be the ruthless

enemies and exploiters of the workers. The police

and all other agencies of government remain the

tool., o; the bosses for the suppression of the work-
ers. Even while the oily game of negotiation and
maneuver goes on the weapons of force are being

made ready. They may be turned on the workers
in full force at any moment, Then will come the
real test of the strike and of the quality of its lead-
ership. The less illusions are entertained, the less

the blunt truth of the class struggle and all its im-

plications are concealed, the better the preparation
for the coming developments.

The strike wave now sweeping over the coun-
try, of which the silk workers movement is a part,

represents the beginning of a great class awakening
of the American workers. The path they are enter-

ing on now, will lead them far from the place- where
they have stood before and from the ideas and illu-

sions—inculcated by the propaganda of the bosses

—

which they have held. In the strikes they will

learn by experience what the government is. They
will see it in action against them every time. They
will have to fight bitterly for every inch of ground
they gain, only to lose it again the moment they re-

lax their vigilance and slacken their struggle. The
workers will be forced to learn that the "new deal"
they need is a new social system without exploiters

and without slaves. Nothing less. The strike lead-

ership that understands this, explains it to the work-
ers and leads them toward it is the leadership that
reaily represents the interests of the workers.

LOOK TO PATERSON

The silk workers, who stand today in the fore-

front of embattled labor, have a great responsibility.

The workers throughout the country, noting their

stubborn struggle and remembering, many of them,
the glory of the past, will turn again to Paterson
for inspiration and perhaps for leadership in the

difficult and complicated task of building unions and
making them really serve the interests of the work-
ers.

The militants conducting the silk strike have
shown how to make an A. F. of L. union, function as

an instrument of struggle. It is up to them also to

demonstrate that affiliation to the United Textile

Workers does not mean reconciliation with the re-

actionary philosophy and treacherous practices of
the leadership of this organization. In the present
strike such tendencies are to be observed on the part
of certain individuals. Let them watch such people
and warn them of the old proverb: he who gives the
devil a finger will soon have to give his whole hand.

If the silk strike has already attracted national

attention, its continuance to a victory will invest

its organizers with a national authority. The pro-

gressive forces in the labor movement, now scat-

tered and demoralized, need a reorganization. This
is the most imperative task of the hour. If the mili-

tant elements of the silk strikers persevere with their

efforts and live up to their opportunity they can play

a responsible part in its fulfillment.

The "historic Anti-War Congress"
has adjourned, and as was to be
and was foreseen, it has left abso-

lutely no positive residue, save a
bitter taste in the mouth of every

revolutionist, and illusions in the

minds of those workers duped by

the macabre masquerade of the

Stalinists.

More than once in these columns
we have submitted the whole Stalin-

Karbusse (in the United States:

Browder-Sinclair-Dreiser) movement
to a thorough criticism which laid

it bare as a burlesque of a genuine
united front movement against

Fascism and the danger of imper-

ialist war, as a pernicious pacifist

delusion calculated to cover up the

impotence of the international Stal-

in apparatus. The just concluded

New York congress merely remained
true to smudgy tradition of the

Amsterdam asembly last August
and the Paris gathering that fol-

lowed it. It represented nothing

but the Stalinist organizations plus

a few handfuls of pacifists and con-

fusionists serving as a "respectable

front". Likt- its predecessors—the

Anglo- Russian Committee, the Kuo
Min Tang alliance, the "World
League Against Imperialism"—it is

part of the Great Illusion of Stalin-

ism.

The Stalinist Theory About War
The official Stalinist theory of

national socialism leads directly to

the conception that the struggle

against imperialist war and for

I he defense of the Soviet Union,

requires, or permits, policies and
practices from those pursued in the

general strategy of the proletarian

The New York Barbusse Movement and

The «PeopIe'$ Council » of 1917

in the blowing up of the Second
International when the crucial test

confronted it. The International

is an instrument of peace, and not

of war, was the Kautskyan explan-

ation in 1914. If there is any dif-

ference between that and the con-

duct of the Stalinists, it is that

the latter half conceal themselves

behind the thin mask of Messrs.

Muenzenberg, Barbusse and their

similars. Nevertheless, this does
not eliminate the fact that at bot-

tom we are dealing here with a
semi-pacitist, semi-social patriotic

concept ion, which has led to the

August Fourth of both interna-

tionals.
• i » *

A Striking Comparison

The New York congress affords

us the opportunity of making a

most striking comparison between
it and a similar movement in this

country in 1'JIT—the "People's

Couiigjl of America for Democracy
and Terms of Peace". If a few
names and terms are changed as

they have to be for the period of

time that has elapsed, it will be dif-

ficult to distinguish the one from
the other. Or, if there is a dis-

tinction, it lies only in the fact

that the Barbusse movement and
its proponents have been deterior-

ating and collapsing at a speedier

rate.

The "People's Council" was as

vanguard. A revolutionary policy much a cover orga nidation for the

must be followed "in jienerai" in Socialist party as the Barbusse

the struggle of the British work-

ing class against the bourgeoisie

and its labor lieutenants. But in

the struggle against the war dan-

ger, the British Communists must
subordinate themselves to the Ptir-

celis and Cooks. The proletariat

in the colonial and semi-colonial

countries mvist conduct an independ-

ent 'struggle against its ruling

class. But in the alleged interests

of the defense of the Soviet Union,

it must be tied to the chariot of

Arabian princes, reactionary Hin-

du mystics, Balkan "j>easant" lead-

ers or demagogic office seekers from
Catalonia to Cathay.

In essence, this course resulted

movement is for the Stalinists. It

too had as its aim the struggle

against war and the preservation

of peace. It too proclaimed itself

a "friend of the Kussian revolu-

tion" and demanded that the peace

terms of the "Kussian democracy"
lie universally accepted, it too held

its "historic conventions'', repre-

sented itself as the 1917 equival-

ent of the '"reai united front", and
at its const ituent assembly in

Chicago in September 1917 declared

itself to be "representing in all

the *amc organizations, the same
individuals—at all events, the same
types—as those that composed the

New York congress a few days ago.

it" the Barbusse movement has Mrs.

Annie K. Cray of the Women's
Peace Society, the 1917 movement
had the equally well-intentioned

Harriet Park Thomas, of the Wo-
men's l'cace Party. For the Bar-

busse actress, -Mile. Alia Nazimova,
the People's Council hud the actress

.Miss Lola LaFollette. Mr. Leopold
Stokowski's place was occupied in

i!J17 by the sculptor Frank Step-

hens. Habbi Israel Goldstein had
his counterpart sixteen years ago
in Rabbi Judah h. Magnes, just

as the present secretary of the Fel-

lowship of Reconciliation, Mr. J. B.

Matthews was at that time repre-

sented by its then secretary, Mr.
Edmund' C. Evans. The People's

Council had its J. B. Salutsky
then, and the Barbusse Committee
has him now. Both movements had
more than their quota of ministers,

pastors, priests and other gentle-

men of the gospel. The oSicial

party representatives in 1917 were
iJUlouil, Lee, Panken and Berger;

today they are Browder, Minor,
Hathaway and Bedacht.

The "Peoples Council" was, as is

quite well known today, a m}fi

cariagc. It organized no real move-
ment against the war, nor could it.

It even proclaimed that "We are
not discouraging enlistments. We
are not obstructing the conduct of

the war". Its belly caved in com-
pletely and there was no backbone
to hold it up. The pacifists, as be-

fore liH7 and ever since, proved
to be against war until it broke
out.

A Superficial Distinction
Ah, but you forget that it was

the social patriotic Socialist party
that inspired and maneuvered the
People's Council; whereas now it

is the revolutionary Communist
party that is behind the Barbusse
movement—The objection is based
upon a superficial distinction inover two million members" {Am-

erican Labor Yearbook, 1020).
j

this case, tor the difference is less

Among its founders and spokes- 1 real than apparent,

men could be found almost exacdy The Communist party does, it is

true, ydopt revolutionary theses on
bow to light the war danger; it

speaks and writes incessantly of

the transformation of imperialist

war into civil war, of the struggle
against pacifism, and more of the
same.

But—and this is the nub of the

question—the Socialist party of

1917, in its own conventions and
press, also paid forma] homage to
the revolutionary phrase. At its

St. Louis emergency convention in

1917, it declared (majority resolu-

tion on war]: "We particularly
warn the workers against tite snare
and delusion of defenshe warfare.
As against the false doctrine of na-

tional patriotism we uphold the
ideal of international working class
solidarity. . . .The acute situation
created by war calls for an even
more vigorous prosecution of the
class struggle, and we recommend
to the workers and pledge ourselves
to the following course of action

:

1. Continuous, active and public

opposition to the war, through de-
monstrations, mass petitions and
all other means within our power."
Radical enough, wasn't it? Among
its signatories were not only the
revolutionist Ruthenberg, but aiso
the Centrist Ilillquit and the social

imperialist Berger. So much for

their words. In action however,
the St. Louis resoution did not pre-
vent llillquit and Berger from dis-

solving the Socialist party and its

anti-war work in the wishy-washy
pacifist morass of the People's
Council, which served American
imperialism so well, in its own way,
while the war was aetualy on.

-rAIAX SHACHTMAN.
(To be continued)
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Historic Strike of

20 Years Ago
(Continued from Page 1]

the strikers gave a lesson in prole-

tarian unity to the whloe country.

Beginning with the Henry Doh-

erty mill the strike spread like

wildfire embracing all the silk

slaves of Paterson who left their

looms in open revolt against the

introduction of the 3 and 4 loom
system and for the eight hour day.

The workers had toiled and starved

long enough for a wage that aver-

aged six to seven dollars a week
during the year. The strikers now-

voiced their hitherto inarticulate

demands for a 25 percent increase

in wages and a minimum of twelve

dollars a week for dye workers.

At the helm of the strike stood

the heroic I. W. W., fanning the

discontent, inspiring the faltering,

guiding the militants, braving the

terror, teaching the rudiments of

the class struggle to countless

thousands and writing a page of

labor history in letters of red. The
names of Bill Haywood, Elizabeth

Gnrley Flyun and Carlo Tresea will

long be remembered for their un-

flagging devotion as leaders of the

strike of 1913.

Thousands of strikers, men and
women, thronged the picket line in

the grey hours of the morning
where the police beat them merci-

lessly. Hundreds were taken in

Black Marias to filthy jails. But
they were not swerved from their

goal. John Reed, who reported the

strike, recounted an incident where
a group of nine strikers were held

for more than 22 hours without

food, water or bedding in a jail

meant for one. And that during

this whole time they never ceased

cheering or singing.

Several workers were shot and
killed by hired assassins during

the strike. Phillips Russell wrote

in the August 1913 International

Socialist Review of an incident that

typifies the magnificent spirit that!

animated the workers in the strike.

A striker named Madonna was kill-

ed by an armed thug doing scab

work in the mill. A crowd of work-
ers gathered at the burial of Mad.
onna.

"By her husband's open crave
Madonna's wife turned and faced

the throng. In broken halting Eng-
lish she began to speak.

" '1 do not cry,' she said. 'Mad-

onna is dead, but still I cannot cry.

They have killed my man, but I

shed not one tear. After you win
the strike, then maybe I cry, I do

not ask help from you, though my
man is dead. I ask only that you
win the strike.'

"

Is it any wonder that the mem-
ory of this strike has survived for

more than 20 years?

The local press raised the red

scare. The bosses Tei'e quite ready

to deal with a jsible" union

They brought the J. T. W. and its

misleaders Sara ^onboy and John
Golden, to Paterson, made a priv-

ate agreement with them behind
the backs of the workers and then

hired the armory, guarded it with
policemen, firemen with hoses
ready to cool off the workers and
an army of thugs, and proposed to

sell the betrayal to the workers.

But the strikers would have none of

it. They stormed out of the meet-

ing stronger for the I. W, W. than

ever.

This did not convince the bosses

yet. So they tried shop conferences

with the workers and secret ballots

but the strikers would not be in-

timidated back to work. The au-

thorities arrested Haywood and
the other strike leaders several

times on all sorts of trumped-up
charges, but to no avail. The kept

press of Paterson, the Call and the

Star, set up a holler that Haywood
and the others were defaming the

Star Spangled Banner and substi-

tuting the Red Flag. The workers
however did not fall viciim to this

propaganda. That they understood
what was really involved was re.

vealed by Bill Haywood who told

of a meeting where the following

happened

!

"Elizabeth Curley Flynn was on

the platform at a big strike meet-

ing one day explaining the signific-

ance of Ihe red flag when a strik-

ing dyer sprang up from the mid-
dle of the audinenee crying:

•'
'I know! Here is the red

flag.'

"And aloft he held his right hand
—stained a permanent bloody

crimson, gnarled from years of

toil, a|rtl corroded by the scarlet dye
which it was bis business to put

into the fabrics worn by (he dainty

lady as well as the fawning pro-

stitute.

"For an instant there was sil-

ence and then the hall was rent by

cries from (he husky throats as all

realized ibis humble dyer indeed

knew the meaning of the red badge
of his class."

Good reason that the strikers

held out, grimly determined, for al-

most five months, their children

sent to New York to sympathetic
workers, and their own stomachs
empty. Take as an instance the
great pageant in Madison Square
Garden the like of which has never
been seen before or since, in wheh
1,029 strikers gave a graphic por-

trayal of their great battle before

a crowded house. This thrilling,

unforgettable spectacle before a
packed house was just one of the

ways the I. W. \V. dramatized the
strike and rallied ihe support of

labor to it.

All of the grandiose efforts of

the bosses and their local agents
were frustrated by the strikers and
their leadership. Here is a clip-

ping' of the rabid Paterson Star of

the time which relates the failure

of one of these incidents

:

"With flags flying and the city

decked out in gala garb, the great
silk mills of Paterson reopened
their doors to welcome back 35,000

men and women operatives.

"The ending of the gigantic labor

war was beautifully planned. The
factory owners were going to for-

give their erring workmen. Mayor
McBride and the police saw the end
of their troubles approaching. The
ministers who had urged the work-
ers to return understood their ex-

hortations were to be obeyed.
"It was a very successful end of

the strike, marred by only one
thing—-none of the strikers went
back."

No. it was not any stunt of the
work. It was economic pressor
bosses that forced the men back to

sheer hunger—that began to tell

after 22 weeks of strike. The
strike was lost.

Because of its cost, because of
the travail, the sacrifices, the heroic
militancy, the Paterson strike of

1913 has gone down into the annals
of labor never to be eradicated.

Independent Craft

Unions in Strike

{Continued from Page 1)

unions, formed clubs of the warp-
ers and the other trades, independ-
ent of any of the existing unions in

tlie city.

What is most interesting, how-
ever, is the fact that the National
Textile Workers Union, which is

committed to a policy of industrial
unionism, was instrumental in the
organization of the United Warp-
ers' League and the clubs of loom-
lixers and twisters. Members and
sympathizers of the N. T. W. were
the most active figures, the creat-

ors of these organizations. There
is no doubt they worked under the
guidance and sanction of the lead-

ing body of the N. T. W. Why
weren't these crafts amalgamated
into the National Textile Workers
Union? Why were they organized
without any official connection with
it?

So discredited had the National
Union {Stalinist) become in the
eyes pf the workers that recruit-

ment of experienced workers into
it was wellnigh impossible. In
other words, the National Union
ceased to possess any vitality which
would make growth possible. In.
stead of recognizing this fact as
honest and progressive unionists,

and sending these workers into the
ranks of the Associated, the lead-

ers of the N. T. W., hoping later—
should better times come—to corral
the skilled crafts into their paper
union, followed the traditional A.
F. of L. policy of separating the
skilled workers from the broad
mass.

But if the N. T. W. could not or-

ganize the workers; directly into
their own union neither could they
hold them under their influence.

For mor than five weeks now the
National Union, which has sym-
pathizers on the Executive Board
of the United Warpers League,
have been exerting every effort to
get the latter organization to send
representatives to the national
strike committee run by the N.
T. W. Except for one incident of
recent date, where the full member-
ship was not present, tlie warpers
have every time overwhelmingly
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refused to be aligned with this
splitting national strike commit,
tee. And when the membership
had discovered that the National
Union people had jammed through
a motion to send five delegates to
Allentown they immediately res-
cinded the motion and voted to
withdraw the delegates. The
workers saw very clearly what the
N. T. W. was unable to understand.

From the beginning of the strike
the warpers have made overtures
to the Associated towards obtaining
representatives on the strike com-
mittee of the latter organization.
This move was consummated within
the last few days, and the United
Warpers have elected two militant
workers to the Associated strike
committee where they were well-
received.

In the course of the earlier at-
tempts for a common strike com-
mittee one of the conditions put by
the Associated, before this could
take place, was for the United
Warpers League to come to some
agreement with the A. F. of L.
Horizontal Warpers League. In
characteristic A. F. ot L. style the
latter refused to come to any kind
of an agreement until the United
Warpers League would liquidate
and its members join their union
as individuals. This was refused
by the membership. And for sev-
eral weeks the neogtiations dragged
alon# until the rank and file of the
Associated Strike Committee voted
to send a letter to the Warpers
League inviting the warpers to
elect two delegates to the strike
committee on the single condition
that the elected delegates be sub-
ject to the approval of tiie Asso-
ciated strike committee.

Eli Keller, under instructions to
send the said letter, composed it in
such bureaucratic fashion that the
warpers rejected it. Then a dele-
gation of the Associated strike com-
mittee, incensed at Keller's action,
came to the warpers and asked' that
the old letter he returnd and read
a new invitation which was unani-
mously accepted by the membership.

Before the warpers lies the big
job of completely organizing the
craft, of amalgamating with the
loom fixers and the twisters, who
are already represented on the As-
sociated strike committee, and of
laying the ground for the end of
separate craft unionism in Paterson
by ujtimately affiliating with the
American Federation of Silk Work-
ers.
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'The Evil Genius of the American Labor Movement'

AMonument toGompers
"It is fitting that in the capi-

tal of the nation a statue should

stand through the ages to re.

mind future generations of the

services to that nation of a pa-

triot who served Ms country

welL"

These are President Roosevelt's

words of tribute in dedicating a
monument not to a general, an ad-

miral or an imperialist free-bcoter

but to a labor leader—Samuel Gom-
pers, the deceased president of the

American Federation of Labor. The
president of the United States is

so lavish with his praise (or Gom-
pers because he feels a deep ad.

miration for the man whom he

rightly considers not a tribune o_f

the oppressed or a warrior for a

new society but a stanch pillar of

the powers-that-be, a "patriot".

We have no argument with Koose-

velt when he says that Gompers
"served his country well". Indeed

Wilson's eulogy of Gompers, quot-

ed by Roosevelt, reveals how deeply

the masters are indebted to Samuel
Gompers.

"If I may be permitted to do

so", said Wilson in 1917, "I want
to express my admiration of his

patriotic courage, his large vis-

ion and his statesmanlike sense

Khaki Shirts

Get Medals

N»w York City.—Silver medals
for "bravery in action" have lately

been bestowed upon several mem-
bers of the Fascist Khaki Shirts

of America who took part in the

clash with anti-Fascists in Astoria,

N. Y., on July 14, when Anthony
Fierro, anti-Fascist student, was
killed1

. It is for Fierro's death that

his comrade Athos Terzani faces

trial here solely on the basis of

an accusation by "General" Art J.

Smith, commander-in-chief of the

Khaki Shirts.

Eight of those who were in the

Astoria affair, including Smith,

were decorated recently in Khaki
Shirts headquarters in Philadelphia.

This was done with pretentious

ceremony. The silver medal is de-

scribed as "the American Fascist

meritorious service cross." _
After "General" Smith received "labor movement that he led

this honor from the. general staff good 100% American—a bulwark

of what has to be done. I like

to lay my mind alongside of a
mind that knows how to pull in

harness. The horses that kick

over the twees will Iwve to be

put in a corral".

"In Harness"

—

For the Bosses
From the outset ot his career as

a laour leader, Gompers caused the

capitalist class little worry. He
Knew how to pull in harness—not

for the workers. The bosses reaped
a lucrative harvest from the plas-

ticity of Samuel Gompers who
traded the fighting hatallions of the

proletariat for the Judas gold of

respectability.

Gompers founded the American
Federation of Labor ; he was its

president until his death in 1924.

For this activity he has not suf-

fered the storm of abuse, calumny
and vilification with which thS rul-

ing class so profusely showers
me protagonists of the labor move-
ment. On the contrary he is glori-

lied ill a monument erected to his

memory in the citadel of American
imperialism. A curse at the death
of "Big Bill" Haywood, a sigh of

New Issues Disturb 53rd

A. F. of L. Convention
Mass Movement Surges against Old Forms; Roosevelt Threatens Strik

The fifty-third annual convention

of the American Federation of

Labor, now in session in Washing-
ton, D. C, marks the largest gather-
ing of this body representing more
workers, according to the official

figures, than any time since its con-

fab in Buffalo iu 1917. Its attitude

towards the KitA, the rising strike

wave and the burning problem of

craft or industrial unionism are

up for decision at this meeting.

The convention is infused with
the ballyhoo spirit of the "New
Deal". President William Green
told the assembled delegates of the
blessings of the NBA, saying that
the "tide has turned" for labor and,
further, that "the president himself
will rely upon the hosts of labor to

,. .. . * i, i. j see lnis thing satisfactorily
relief at the passing of Debs and

lmwlgll ... Exactly what this reli-
s, miitinmmr Till* liiimtip^' 'In,' ' ..

*

ance on the president will mean the
delegates were not long in lluding
out. Senator Wagner came before
the gathering and bewailed the fact
chat the working class, which had
so patiently sunered during the
mur years of crisis, "should resort
-so largely to extreme methods after
revival has begun and when turther
revhal depends upon the success o£
the program of cuoperation." The
strikes are plainly disturbing the
Uoosevelt administration.

a monument for Gompers! The
oligarchy of capital knows how to

estimate the work of labor's lead-

ers.

it never could be said of Mr. Gom-
pers that he "kicked over the
traces". His kick was at the work-
ing class. His long years of ser-

vice, earning him such profuse
praise from Roosevelt, began with
renegacy from the socialist move-
ment wnose ideas he assimilated as

H young cigar maker. He deserted
socialism for the respectability of

a "'pure and simple" craft union
movement whose motto was "a fair

day's wage for a fair day's work".
Ho wanted no connection with the

socialists because they preached a

doctrine of "class hatred anfi viol-

ence as an importation of foreign-

ers". No connection with the so-

cialists or the mass of unskilled

who might be contaminated with
radical ideas—this was his credo

in founding the A. F. of L. in 1881.

The great mass of exploited work-
ers standing outside of the sequest-

ered cloister of the aristocracy ot

labor were also outside the con-

cern of Gompers.

A Bulwark Against Radicalism
The whole career of Samuel

Gompers was predicated on curry-
ing the favor of the master class,

of showing them by deeds that the
was

of his organization, he bestowed a

like decoration on Adjutant Gen-

eral J. E Monaghan, Col. Pasquale

Bogliano, Emilia Torres, Frank
Moffer, Mario Martiin, Albert L'-

Agostino, and Algessio Ue Felice.

At the same time a sliver cross

was pinned upon Mrs. Domenico
Sica, widow of an Italian character-

ized as "the first martyr of the

Khaki Shirts." Sica was killed In

South Philadelphia in June, and
press reports said that he met his

death during an attempt of the

Khaki Shirts to br«ak up an anti-

Fascist meeting in a hall. Inves-

tigation indicates, however, that

Sica was not injured during the

break-up or that meeting, but was
stabbed afterward on the sidewalk
outside, evidently by some private

enemy.

New Inquiry Into Killing

District Attorney Charles S.

Colden of Queens County, who
agreed on August 28 to make a
new inquiry into the Fierro kill-

ing, has before bim the declara-

tions of Terzani and another eye-

witness Nicheiangelo Palumbo,
made on the night of the tragedy,

that Fierro actually was shot down
by "General" Art Smith's associat-

es ni the Khaki Shirts.

Mr. Colden is running for Bor-

ough President of Queens on the

Democratic ticket next month, and
his office voiced no objection when
the Teraani defense asked, recently

for two months postponement of

the trial. It is now set for Nov-
ember 27.

So far no brief has been- filed

by the prosecution in support of

Assistant District Attorney Joseph
Loscalzo's resistance of the defense

demand for photographs of all

finger-prints on the murder-gun.
Just what tangible reasons Mr.
Loscalzo can offer for withholding
those finger-prints remain to be

seen. It is believed by observing

lawyers here that the prosecution

will have difficulty in justifying its

position that it should not be
obliged to disclose the finger-prints

on the gun in advance of trial.

Teraani's four-page affidavit which
accompanied the petition for the
finger-impressions, contends that he
cannot have a fair trial unless he
is permitted to show by expert

testimony that the finger-prints on
the pistol are not his. He chal-

lenges the state to produce those
prints in open court,

Money is needed urgently tor

Terzani's defense. Contributions

should be sent to Herbert Mahlor,
treasurer of the united-front Ter-
zani Defense Comraittet, 94 Fifth

Avenue,- New York City.

other side the "rail- ""d strengthened the soldiers. The 1

against radicalism. In 1804 the

memorable strike led by the Ameri-
can Labor Union and its great in-

spiartional force, Eugene Victor

Debs, dared the power of the rail-

way magnates. The government
sent the militia against the strik-

ers. On the other side

road nien were supported by the
Knights of Labor and the Farmers'
Alliance which promised to feed

the strikers. The country was" in

an uproar, the class lines were
drawn taut and the unions were
clamoring for action—for support

of the Pullman workers.

Gompers called a meeting of the

A. F. of L. Executive Council and
refused to call either general or
local strikes in support of the be-

leaguered railroad workers. Debs
was charged with contempt of court
for violating the injunction. Gom-
pers seized this opportunity to

prove to the master class that the

labor organization associated with
his name would have no part in

radical action. The strike was lost,

in no small degree because of the

treachery of Gompers. Debs went
to jail; Gompers won the good
graces of Wall Street. Gompers
was learning the lesson of solidar-

ity—with the ruling class.

National Civic Federation

It was as president of the Na-
tional Civic Federation that Gom-
pers earned his spurs as a trusted

lieutenant of the capitalists within
the ranks of labor. An organiza-
tion composed of notorious labor
haters like Ralph Easly and labor'

Joluison Threatens Strikers

Much sharper, much blunter, and
Lai' more threatening was the warn-
ing of Roosevelt's man Friday, Gen-
eral Johnson, Green had complain-
ed that the wages set in the codes
were not adequate. Others had
urged that the organized workers
use their power to gain what they
thought was so generously offered

under the NRA. This was mani -

fested in the great strike wave that
has Lei'ii ilie almost automatic re-

sponse of the working class. Not
so with General Johnson who at-

tempted to persuade the delegates
that their rights were "effectively"

protected under the NRA adminis-
tration. And if the workers will
not believe this, if their conditions

of life belie it, then Johnson has

this to say : "The plain stark truth
is that you cannot tolerate the

strike." IE, in spite of this threat,

the workers have recourse to the

strike weapon then Johnson has the

lollowing threat to make: "Public
opinion is the essential power in
ibis country. In the end it will

oreak down and destroy every sub-
versive Iniluelice."

It is unnecessary to write that
the delegates did not accept the
challenge and fling it back into his
teeth. As has been the case lor

years the Lett wing was conspicu-
ous by its absence. The fat salaried

office holders are monopolizing the
stage. The Greens and Lewises, for
whom Johnson has words of praise
as against the rebellious coal min-
ers, are running this show. The
Stalinist party, which has consist-

ently rob.bed the A. F. of L. of any
organized Left wing, sent its "A.
F. of L. Committee on Unemployed
insurance" to the convention. It

was refused admittance on the
grounds that the unions it claimed
lo represent were already seated at

the convention and it was perempt-
orily thrown out by the police. No
word of protest was raised in the
com netion.

A "Family" Faction Fight

it is true that there is a faction
light in the Federation. But this

is only a tamily quarrel over the
spoils. John L. Lewis is making a
bid for power. Green is solidly en-
trenched. It appears that Green
and his lieutenants will retain the
honor of being the outstanding offi-

cial servants of the capitalist class

in the labor movement.

These squabbles for place and
sinecures give a picture of unreality

to tile convention of an organization
th-.i. ,:x- seen a tidal wave of union-
ization sweeping the country. 500
federal unions, some in basic in-

dustries, have been added to the

A, F. of L. in the recent period.

Whether they liked it or no, the
bureaucrats of the Federation were
forced to wrestle with this problem.

ers

The convention was inescapably
confronted with the issue that has
turned within the labor movement
generally and within the federation

(or decades: How to organize the

vast sections of the workers in the

trustified basic industries, rubber,

automobile, steel, oil, etc.—in craft

or industrial unions The conven-

tion divided into two camps. On
the one side, the impotent craft un-
ions, jealously guarding their. auto-
nomy and their officials jealously
guarding the dues; on the other
hand the unions for whom the in.
dustrial or vertical form are a mat-
ter of growth or stagnation.

Issue of Industrial Unionism
The New York Times reports that

a "long and bitter" debate took
place over this question. The U.
-VI. YV. A. and the lirewery union de-
legations led the fight for changing
the tianitional form of the A. F. of

1,. The craft form of orgaulaatiou
is responsible for the jurisdiction
disputes wracking the Federation

Striking Silk Workers

Protest NewNRA Code
The l'aterson silk strikers have

met the latest intervention of the
government in its attempt to im-
pose a code containing lower wages
Lliau .those obtaining before the

strike. They have rejected it to

a man. The battle lines stand

solid.

It is this institution that is sup-

posed to raise wages and improve
conditions—the NitA—which has
made the proi>osat to the striking

silk workers that they return to

work under a minimum wage of

tl2-$13. The thin veneer of the

Roosevelt New Deal is beginning to

peel oil—for the l'aterson workers
at least. The first intimation that

such a raw deal was being put ovei

by Roosevelt and his crew brought
a -delegation of strikers from Pat-

erson to Washington to make it

clear that the silk workers would
not countenance this step backward
to slave conditions—that they would
light the battle to the end and get

a settlement on the picket line

where they make the greatest chal-

lenge to the bosses' lie.

So flagrant was the proposed
code, such an outright concession

to the rayon bosses, that a peculiar

form of united front took place in

Washington. Not only the delega-

tion of silk workers, but preachers,
businessmen, politicians and silk

bosses went to the capital to pro-
and hamstringing its effectiveness

j
test the proposed code. The bosses

iu organizing the unorganized in are making the most of this eoln-
thu heavy, industries.

liy a vote of 13,872 to 3,859 the
advocates of industrial unionism
were defeated. But the huge size

of the minority vote foreshadows
the scope that the demand for in-
dustrial unionism will assume in
the future. In the end the push
away from the obsolete craft union
will be irresistible.

An ironic touch to the convention
is provided in the resolution offer-

ed by l'aul Scharrenberg of the
California Federation of Labor,
stating that Alooney is innocent and
urging a message to the California
authorities calling for his immedi-
ate pardon. It will be remembered
that it was this same Scharrenberg
who sabotaged the movement for

Mooney's release and was the target

of Mooney's bitterest condemnation.
Significant it is that even the Schar-
renbergs are forced to give lip-

service to a cause they hate. The
masses are moving.

The Cuban Government Moves to the Right
The recent flare-up of the army force their demands for higher pay the exorbitant rates of the

rank and file against the officers wages and better conditions,

barricaded in the National Hotel iuj Government Turns "lo Right
Havana weakened the government; The sending of armed detachments

against the workers and the forci-

overn- ^!e suppression of the Communist

(Continued on Page 4)

assault was carried out against the
temporizing policy of the
ment with regard to the agents of

: Party in Havana and other cities

the Macliado terror and now the
1 marks the end of the Martin gov-

champious of Ue Cespedes. The ernment's development to the left

speed and energy with which the' on the basis of the struggle against
soldiers attacked the officers follow-

1 imperialism, and its evolution [o the

ing the latter's provocation testified '
right out of fear of the workers

to their hatred of their former su-' and the pressure of the Cuban bour-

periors and their dissatisfaction '
geoisie and the American iniperial-

with the policy of the government.
:

ists. This change of direction,

The sniping from roof tops and' wnid > is characteristic of the whole

windows and the innumerable min-' course of the petty bourgeoisie and

iature street battles which follow- was to oe foreseen, is inherent in

cidence.

The l'aterson Evening News purrs

with unconcealed delight over what
it considers a demonstration of

class collaboration.

"l'aterson is making history to

day for its industrial records!

"The trek to Washington, which
brought several hundred l'aterson

silk strikers, manufacturers, dyers,

businessmen and clergymen togeth-

er fighting as one in the common
cause, is an epochal demonstration

of the civic consciousness of this

city.

"When all -shades of labor and
employing thought can join hand
in hand and, forgetting their basic

differences of wages and hours,

stand shoulder to shoulder with

their proverbial enemies, the boss-

es, then there is some powerful mov-
ing force which is welding together

so solidified and impressive a move-
ment."

This statement is calculated to

deceive the workers. The interests

of the bosses and the workers are

far from identical. The Paterson

silk bosses ate opposed to the pre-

sent code because it would be dis-

astrous to their business, their pro-
American owned utility companies.

' nts, in the struggle with competit-
In New York City, which has a rs. The silk workers can rest as-
high rate, the cost of domestic ' Ban;d that the bosses will fight for
electricity is six and five cents per
kilowatt hour. In Havana it is

seventeen ; in the interior it is as
high as twenty. Altho they were
equipi>ed to use these necessities,

whole towns are forced to do with-
out gas and electricity.

Under the pressure of the increas-
ing difficulties of his rule, Machado
reduced the public services. All

high schools were closed in 1932.
This economy program was also ex-

tended to a lesser degree to the low-
er schools. Practically a whole
generation was condemned to illl-

iature Street battles which follow- "*s l« «c j-u^ccii, .s muciem m
t The annrooriaHnii for srmv

ed the battle of the National Hotel the position of the petty bourgeoisie !
ttr

f
ci- -the appropriation for army

to. tne name ot tne .National note

i

A b .nc;„tv i males was thirty-two cents a day;
sharolv emohasized the fact that m "-uoan society. .... ,

... _„.. t _ ._«___ .....sharply emphasized the fact that'" *"»»" «"-^-
| rol. h0SIlita! ^tlmtat bel0re the

large numbers of the population are The social structure of Cuba is
il0Spjtala eeaseii to function twelve

'

armed. Following the overthrow cast in the capitalist mold: -hour-
, ^^ '

. .

of Macliado the ABC systematically geoisie. petty bourgeoisie and the
lne rK6Sure or «* ^«S1S

armed its members and sympathiz- working class. But for the hourge- '
The merciless pressure of the

ers. The Student Directorate did oisic it is a distorted one. The crisis, the domination of the coun^

the same. In the interior the work- bourgeoisie is not master in its own trv 's life by American capitalism

house. The almost total concentra- »Qd the tyrannical rule of Machado
lion of the economic resources of drove the petty bourgeoisie on to

the country in the hands of Ameri- the path of revolution. The same

ers armed themselves as best they
could. In Cienfuegos the workers
sacked the hardware stores and car-

ried off arms and amunition. Fol-

lowing the establishment of the

Urau San Martin government and
the rising tide of working class

struggles the students organized
the Carribean Army, an armed
auxiliary to the police and army.
Today the armed detachments of

students are being directed against
the workers to recover from them
the miiis they have seized to en-

Too Much Coffee!
Workers who have trouble these

days getting a nickel for a cup of

coffee ought to have their loyalty

to the capitalist system strengthen-
ed by the following article from
the New Sork Times of October 7,

1933:

"Since July 1931, the National
Coffee Department of Brazil has de-

stroyed 3,050,124,000 pounds of cof-

fee, having a value of approximate-
ly $200,000,000, according to re-

ports to the New York Coffee and
Sugar Exchange. The program of

destruction so far has eliminated
the equivalent of a full year's world
consumption.

"In the last few months the
Braailian Government agency has
been speeding up the destruction.

In September 196,430,000 pounds, ori

1,511,000 bags, were destroyed,

while in the three months ended on

Sept. 30, 621,660,000 pounds, or

4,782000 gags, were destroyed, either

by burning or by dumping into the
ocean.

"About 15,500,000 bags of coffee

are held in the Brazilian ware-

houses now, against 25,048,000 a
year ago and 27,999,000 two years

ago".

If you go without coffee now you
know the reason. There is too

much of it.

CHICKEN DINNER
Saturday, October 14th at 8 P. M.

by
PROTOMAGIA

Speech by
DIEGO RIVERA
ADMISSION . . 50c

International Workers Sehoot

126 East 16th Street, N, ¥. C.

can capital leaves little room and
very few avenues of development
for the Cuban bourgeoisie except
in the service of Yankee imperial-

ism. Thus. Machado on the road
to power became the vice-president

of several American corporations
in Cuba.

But the petty bourgeoisie can-
not aspire even to vice-presidencies.

The siudeut in the university who
studied law knew that nearly all

of the legal practice of the country
was in the hands of large Amerian
law firms. The colono, who rented
land from the large American
owned mills and corporations, on
which he raised sugar cane, the

only market for which is these
same mills and corporations, was
hojielessiy enmeshed in the net of

American property and finance.

Across the road of development
into big bourgeoisie in Cuba stands
the American imperialist colossus.

The Impoverishment of the Petty

Bourgeoisie

On the other hand, the crisis in

sugar, which began years before the

present world' crisis of capitalism,

impoverished not only the workers
but also the petty bourgeoisie. To
pay the interest and principal on
Machado's loans from Wall Street

his extravagant public works' pro-
gram, and his army, he levied in-

supportable taxes, which fell upon
the petty bourgeoisie with crashing
force.

factors pushed the workers along
the same road. All the efforts of

the petty bourgeoisie to remove
Machado were unavailing jjntil the
workers intervened with a general
strike. The continuing struggles of

the workers provided the Left petty

bourgeoisie with their opportunity
to remove the servile De Cespedes
government.

(Continued on Page 4)

a strike settlt-ment at rock bottom
level. Just wait: tear gas and
policemen's clubs will dispel all this

pretty idyll of class collaboration.

«Rev.» Green Preaches

The President of the American
Federation of Labor besides being

a great "friend" of Labor and a

still greater friend of the bosses is

also a magnificent preacher. It

anybody has any doubt of the labor
-'leader's" preaching abilities he
has only to read Ms sermon de-

livered last Saturday at Washing-
ton Cathedral, In his heart-rend-

ering appeal to the bosses to banish
poverty from our sinful earth Fa-
ther Green said:

''Masters, render unto your
servants that which is just and
equal, knowing that ye also have
a Master in hearen.'

Ye merciful bosses

:

"Instill in those who hare
made possible your success the
power to continue living a good
life. Among them let your Mess-
ing be shown in the form of ade-
quate and steady wages.

Bill Green, as we see, is not only

a faithful servant of his earthly

bosses but also a devoted preacher
of the Gospel ot the Big Boss in

heaven. —D. MARCUS.

Too Much Butter!
The recent advice of the govern- this "surplus". It will then be

At the present time a hearing is

in progress in N. Y. for a silk code.

What will emerge from this hearing

is still a matter for conjecture. But
rhis much is certain: if the silk

vorkers relax their vigilance In

regard to the conniving of the NRA
ind the officials of the U. T. W.,
epresented by Panken at the hear-

ing, then the outcome of the strike

will be far from favorable for the

strikers.

The extension ot the strike, the

maintenance of the picket lines-

only on this condition can the Pat-

erson workers wrest a victorious

settlement from the bosses.

r^TTw

solve the question of the "surplus"
butter which is already on hand.
For this they need money and they

Out of their decreasing in-
' have already asked the RFC for a

come the petty bourgeoisie had to fund of 30 million dollars to buy up

turned over to the tender mercies
ol the big hearted dairy bosses
who are not a bit squeamish about
saying what they are going to do
with it. They say openly they will

destroy it,—if necessary.

In the land where millions walk
the streets and starve; where hun-
ger stalks the country like some
gaunt wolf, leaving a train of
death, disease, prostitution and
crime in its wake ; where 8 million
underfed school children try to

learn on empty stomachs that
a large number of the cows now on I George Washington was a great
hand. But this will not of course

]
man ; where infant mortality and
suicide present a steadily rising
percentage, where demonstrations
of starving workers are common
and frequent,—in this land there la.

ment to the farmers to plow up

at least 10 million acres of cotton,

while a large section of the popula-
tion is clad in the shoddies of rags,

was not enough. The Insanity of

insanities that has hit the starving
American proletariat square in the
face is the news that there is too
much butter! The solution? Weil,
there are many. But one and all

are directed toward one end, to cut
the existing supply of butter. To
bring this about the dairy compan-
ies say that it is necessary to kill

if you please, too much butter!
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THE NEW YORK ELECTION
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)
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Aimers' Strike

Bucks N.R.J.
In spite of Senator Wagner, and

all the big and little flunkeys of

the A. F. of L., the striking miners
in Pennsylvania have not accepted

Ibis wisdom. When the "magnific-

ent policies" of the NBA were re-

vealed to them last week by a "set-

tlement" that did not recognize the

United Mine .Workers in the captive

mines of the Steel Trust, the min-

ers remained on strike. Kooeevelt

and Johnson had ordered them to

go bacj; to work, vice-president

Murray of the NMWA had rushed

head over heels to accept the set-

. lenient, Murray had promised that

my miner who did not return to

,vork "would not livo long", and
-itiil the miners stayed out.

Even if Lewis, Murray and Co.,

try to pass off a sell-out "settle-

ment" the miners understand the

difference. After all the mloney

which such sellouts put into the

purses of Lewis and Murray is

sweated out of the hides ot the

miners who remain in peonage and
slavery. Even when the UMWA
misleaders threatened to outlaw the

itrikc, the ranks held firm.

The Miners Force A "Recon-

consideration"

Result : President Rosevelt is now
almost talking of union recognition.

Murray is again rushing headlong

to open new negotiations. The, U.

.S. Steel Trust has finally consented

,.(> confer with the U.M.W.A. In

bort, the miners have forced Roose-

velt, the U. S. Steel, and the C. M.

vV" .A. bureaucrats to begin all over*

igain in their attempt to swindle

the strikers out of the gains of

.heir strike. If, Instead, the min-

rs had accepted' Senator Wagner's

ecovery philosophy, they would be

jack at work with nothing gained

except bullets and deaths from Its

iteel Trust's gunmen.
The strike is far from won. Al-

though Roosevelt is talking brave-

y about, "collective bargaining", he

is still the same man who a week

ago accepted tne agreement that

did not recognize the union. The
Murray, who is now lacking the

hand of the steel bosses, Is the

same man who threatened death to

all miners who did not accept the

sell out. From such people the

miners can expect nothing but

treachery. If the strike demands
are to be won, it will not be won
ibrough Roosevelt's promises or

'hrough the negotiations of Murray.

They will" be won only through the

militant struggle of the workers

themselves. And only through a
militant policy in the U. M. W. A.

will these demands, once won, be

maintained. For that policy to ex-

ist, there must, be an organized Left

wing in the union.

PETER MORTON.

CHICAGO MEETING
ARNE SWABECK

on

THE FUTURE OF INTERNA-
TIONAL COMMUNISM

at

Intemtaional Labor Lyceum
2557 "VV. North Ave.

Sunday, October 2?—3 P. M.

ST. LOUIS MEETING
ARNE SWABECK

at

CRUNDEN LIBRARY
AUDITORIUM

14th and Cass Aveiuies

Friday, October 21, 8 P. M.
B A N Q D E T

at

7119 Lafayette ATenu*

Saturday, October 28, 8 P. M,
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Sabotaging the

Mooney Front

Sept. 9 was the date set for a

huge .Mooney demonstration on

Boston Common. In preparation

for this demonstration the preced-

ing Sunday, Sept. 3, was designated

as Mooney Sunday. All organiza-

tions regularly holding meetings on

Boston (Joinmoa Sundays were call-

ed upon to dispense with their own
meetings and participate in the

Mooney meeting. The C. 1*. was

approached and promised to open

the meeting from its platform and

then turn the platform over to the

Mooney meeting.

C. P. Fails to Appear

Sunday, Sept. 3, came. No or-

ganization held a meeting of its

own. Some organizations turned

out to the Mooney meeting. And
the U. P.? They were nowhere to

be found. It was after waiting lor

some time in hopeless expectation

tor the party to appear that the

Left Opposition produced its plat-'

form and the meeting was opened,

not by the C. 1'. as promised, but
by the committee itself.

This, as we remember, was the

campaign meeting to prepare the

masses for the great demonstration
scheduled for September 9 at which
we were to hear the best speakers

;

those speakers capable of stirring

the masses to action. And it was
not an easy matter for the commit-
tee to come to a conclusion as to

who should be the main speaker.

For a brief two weeks before the

date of the demonstration it was
reported that the national office of

the Tom Mooney Council of Action
had made no reply to the request

for a speaker. The delegate of the

Communist league then proposed
comrade Cannon as the speaker for

Sept. 9.

It must he said at this point that

if the Stalinist party had been con-

spicuous by its absence up till now,
it became more conspicuous by its

presence—by proxy—as soou as our
speaker was proposed. Experience

In the Pocketbook

Makers Union
it is three months since the

strme of the Pocnetuook Workers
was seuieu. j.o uaie, nowuvee, ttiu

"! ratermil Cmo aumiuisirauou

lias not callou a memunship meet-

ing yj report aoout conditions in

li.fc snup.j or wlieiiier me agreement

ia euioicou. .ueanwhile tne em-

ployers don i ine up to the agree-

ment in many suoys workers do

not get the scale. Tne administra-

tion is not doing a thing to see to

it tin it tne employers nve up to

tne agreement. Although the cost

or living has gone up tne wages oi

ihe pocKetbooK woi'Kers have re-

mained tne same, let even the old

wage scale is not enforced, in

many snops overtime is permitted

at a time when unemployment is

so serious in our industry.

Moreover, Charles Coldman, the

despot, the czar of our union, is

misusing the employment onice lor

nis wiiiue. Only Uis henchmen are

Si veil joos. Workers who have

ueen iale lor two or three years

nase no chance of getting a jou ana
are condemned to starve wan tiieir

women and children, is it any
wonder why the misleaders ha\ c

uol culled a meeting for the last

...fee mouths'/ Yes, they did ca.,

two sections meetings to Jill vac-

ancies in the two sections. What
happened? At the pocketbook sec-

tion meeting a few weeks ago the

entire office staff came and terror-

ized the membership in order to

smuggle through their candidate

lor me Joint Council. When they

could not succeed the manager,

Stein, broke up the meeting.

Two weeks later the operators'

section meeting was called. Again
they tried the same scheme of ter-

rorizing, bulldozing, watching how
uii.-mbe.ti voted. In spile ol all tnis

the operators elected all the rank

and file candidates. The -Fraternal

Club" candidates were defeated.

In conservative unions, even, we
never hear that officers should in-

terfere in section affairs, but in

our union the "Fraternal Club"

has taught as to distinguish between ' «ltue want to rule and dictate even

the attacks that come from a party !

ut 8ectio" meetings,

member and those from a party ex-] -furthermore, the "F.

member who is trying hard to make CIub" and th,i fakB •Progressives

good. Aud so the party "sympath-

'

the Ratlins, the Ladermans, tl

izer" proceeded to point out that
1 Daviti Myers: they, together with

the

by no means must the Communist
League delegate '"who wants to dis-

rupt the united front" be permitted
to bring her political interests here
and build prestige for her organiza-
tion. Under no circumstances must
Cannon speak because "that would
give a face to the meeting." The
support to this attack came from
other such '"supporters" of Com-
munism who stated that they would
be satisfied with local speakers for

the sake of helping peace in the
committee. Thus the Stalinists won
a victory: the Mooney demonstra-
tion had no face.

However, when the day of the
demonstration arrived, when the
"impartial" chairman lauded the N.
K. A. as a revolutionary movement
and urged the workers to support
it; and when the "dynamic" Palm-
er, whom the National office sent,

posed Mooney to the audience not
as an outstanding labor leader but
as a poor victim of frame-up which
might befall anybody it became evi-
dent, even to the staunch support-
ers of the Stalinist party, that a
Mooney meeting without a face was
not very attractive.

Campaign Speech for the C. P.

Out of the audience, therefore,
was picked a leading party member
who was to make repairs. And he
did. From this speaker we got a

the union administration toreed a
tax of ten percent on the workers
without a membership meeting.

They also put on a staff of or-

ganizers and business agents with-

out the approval of the member-
ship.

The entire needle trades are workf
iug at the present time 35 hours

a week. We in the pocketbook in-

dustry, who have so much unem-
ployment, are still working 40 hours

a week. In the meantime, accord-

ing to rumors, the union oliicials

are negotiating with the employers

the terms of a Code. Have they
called any membership meeting to

discuss the terms of the code or l#

report on the negotiations? No.

And why not? The answer is that
the "Fraternal Club" and the "Pro-
gressives" say this union is a dem-
ocratic organization and a socialist

union ; we are not like the Left
wing ,who try to capture the union
for the Communist Party; we are
not Left wingers. So they divided

the union among themselves. The
Kight wing has always looked upon
the union as its private property.

Tills is in accordance with Socialist

Party democracy in tie trade un-
ions.

We warn the pocketbook work-
ers in time and we urge them to

come to the next membership meet-
ing and demand an account from

in actual fact, been relegated to the

limoo of the forgotten. The main
activity of its membership at pre-

sent is in making the Suuuay night

dances a financial success. The
Student Forum exists in name only,

its doom was sealed when the mem-
Lers and sympathisers of the Left

Opposition were expelled. And Joe

Koss, the League bureaucrat, who
rose to the highest position in the

club because of his scandal monger-

iug against the Oppositionists, has

long since deserted it. Like most
others who live on slander, the first

signs that he would have to par-

ticipate in rank and tile activity,

sent him scurrying.

The logical outcome of all thu
is an air of pessimism and gloom
pervading the Left wing movement
in the neighborhood. The most

glowing eulogies about the cor-

rectness of the party line aud the

great possibilities for organization,

leave the rank and tile cold. Cer-

tainly the office leadership of Sklar

and Gilbert will not lift the mem-
bership out of the stupor and lassi-

tude that exists within the ranks.

Discussing "Trotskyism"

Although there is at present a

general strike of painters taking

place, it is not this that is worry-

ing the party leaders. The discus-

sion on "Trotskyism" in the party

headquarters, the open reading of

the Militant the fact that a resolu-

tion demanding a debate was pass-

ed at an open air meeting at I'itkin

and Bristol Streets has them fran-

tic. They know that an accounting

will soon be asked for from the

district, if it already has not been

done. Among the active and clear-

thinking party and league members

there is a growing belief that the

C. P. is unable to live up to its

blustering and boisterous rhetoric.

Defeat after defeat on every field

is driving home the painful lesson

of the bankruptcy of Stalinism.

With ever-growing lorce the con-

viction that the principles of the

Left Opposition are correct, is

asserting itself. There can be no

doubt that within a short space of

time the best forces of the party

will renounce the organizers of de-

feat and take their rightful places

with the inheritors of October—
THE BOLSHEVIK-LENINISTS.—Y. C. L. MEMBER.

variety of subjects. He (raveled our misleaders for all these outrages
extensively, from Tom Mooney to

1

they are committing daily against
Cuba and then to the U. S. S. ttJ the workers.
and ended up with a campaign
speech for the party. The heart of

his master would have throbbed
with joy if only he could have
heard the concluding sentences as
they fell from the lips of his best
disciple: "Three cheers for the
C. P.!" "Join the ranks of the
C. P.!"—All at a Mooney united
front meeting

!

But those who work sincerely for

Mooney gave serious consideration
to the meaning of united front. To
them a united front meant neither
the exclusion of Communist speak-
ers nor a loose, undisciplined or-

ganization where each political re-

presentative can speak for his own
organization. To them it meant
further that each participant in

open meetings must confine himself
to the subject at issue, in this case,
Tom Mooney. Consequently, at the
following meeting of the committee
charges were brought by the most
active delegates that the C. P.
speakers had violated the united
front. The delegates demanded ac-
tion or they would withdraw.

This, which would have meant
the destruction of the council of
Action, was averted, at least for
the time being, by a decision to put
these charges in writing to the
party. The argument in defense of

the party that the speaker only
"subbed" can merely imply that
one cannot find among the party's
best those who know and can take
a position whenever necessary. Such
is the training that cadres receive
under Stalinism. Let those who
shield and support such miserable
action reflect for a moment. They
who refused to let the workers lis-

ten to comrade Cannon for fear
that his speech might draw the at-
tention of the masses sacrificed an-
other Mooney demonstration and
made a mockery of the united front.

Let them take responsibility for
auch failures. The interests of Tom
Mooney demand an answer: Why
did the Stalinists sabotage and then
flagrantly vfolate the discipline of
the unfted front?

Pocketbook workers, now is the
time to unite all our forces against
the bosses and against all cliques.

For a union by and for the workers.—N. I>. F.

Discussing «Trotskyism »

in Brownsville

After ten years of repression the
platform of the Left Opposition is

penetrating the wall of falsehoods
and silence that the mental eunuchs
of Stalinism built around the Com-
munist movement, in Brownsville,
for example, it no longer suffices to
dismiss "Trotskyism" with a con-
temptuous shrug or sneering string
of epithets. The ceaseless hammer-
ings of the Left Opposition have
brought results. The party mem-
bers and YCLers demand clarity.

Particularly In the last several
weeks the most discussed subject
has been that of "Trotskyism". The
lessons of the German debacle have
left their inevitable imprints. There
is frightful demoralization and in-

difference within the ranks of the
party aud mass organizations.

The Unemployed Council is no
factor in the lives of the workers of

the locality. Almost as bad oft is

the International Labor Defense.
Notwithstanding its supposed mem-
bership of over 300, the district

records show that there was not
one single dues payment made last

month. It would be interesting to

ask Shifter and Dressnin, the Stal-

inists in charge, why not one of the

leaflets calling upon the workers to

demonstrate against the Nazi Reich-
stag frameup, was distributed.

In tiie Workers' Clubs

An even worse condition, if posl
slble, prevails in the workers' clubs.

The American Youth Club, once re-

ferred to as the cream of working
class organizations, has degenerated
under party leadership to almost
the same level as any petty-bour-

geois social club. The revolution-

ary policies to which it was dedic-
—CHARLOTTE SHECHET. ated when It was launched, have.

The Left Opposition

in Australia

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.—
August 10, 1033.

Cpmades

:

The back numbers of the Militant

etc., arrived safely and satisfied a

long-felt want.We cannot thank you
too much for the assistance you
have given us in getting a clear per-

spective of the situation, and we
hope to be able to go ahead ia the

fulUEfi strong in the knowledge that

we have a sound mteruatignal con-

nection. It is unfortunate that we
had not get contact with you be-

fore pur conference, otherwise we
could, have improved considerably

our general political line. How-
ever, we are rather elated to real-

ize that despite our lack of knowl-

edge regarding the International

situation as a whole, we more or

less arrived at a correct estimation

of the situation.

We are enclosing a copy of our

Qrst pamphlet which is creating

quite a sensation here. When you
realize that the revolutionary move-
ment in this country, has been
spoon-fed with the sophistry of

Stalinism for many years, and that

a work by comrade Leon Trotsky
is a_s rare as water in the Sahara
Desert, you will comprehend what
difficulties lie ahead of us. But we
have every confidence. The leader-

ship of the Stalinists here is in the

hands of a very mediocre set of

individuals, who follow faithfully

and blindly in the tortuous wake
of the Comintern's zig-zags. So
great is their faith in the infallibil

ity of the Stalinist leadership that

they have given up any attempt
even, to apply the alleged "line" to

the conditions in Australia (which
Is not on the verge of a revolution-

ary situation), but mechanically
repeat every tactic and even every
word that emanates from the Seats

of the Mighty in Moscow. They
have created a new "heaven" and
a new "God" and taken unto them-
selves the mantle of the "chosen
race". The result is funny, and, as
comrade Trotsky says "anything
funny is fatal—in the revolutionary
movement."

Bankruptcy of Australian C. P.

Th sectarianism of the C. P. of

A. in the past, which baa now de-

veloped into Right opportunism, is

responsible for the fact that the
Australian Labour Party (under
Lang) has been able to ban, not
only the Communist Party, but all

of the fraternal organizations with-
out even a protest from the work-
ers. No member of the A. L. P. is

allowed to belong to a fraternal or-
ganization, the result Is that those
organizations have dwindled to a
few party members and" supporters,

and li many cases have gone com-
pletely out of existence. The in-

fluence of the party is getting small-

er every day, but owing to our pre-
sent inability to widely dtsemin-
ate the line of the Left Opposition,

the members that are leaving the
party In disgust are not turning to

us, out are falling into inactivity

and apathy. We are making our
chief task the solving of the litera-

ture problem. Without a weekly
organ our propaganda is nesessar-

Uy limited and we are doing our
be»t to overcome this difficulty.

There Is a wonderful market for the
works of comrade Trotsky avail-

able, and we propose to reprint as
many as possible in pamphlet form
directly funds are available.

Wrecking Crew

at Work in the

Chicago I.L.D.

When the International Labor
Detense was organized iu II)25, it

answered a long-felt need iu the

American labor movement. Here at

last was a workers' defense organi-

zation which iiad as its primary
task the defense of any worker, ir-

respective of his political beliefs or

organizational coniieclions. It was
because of this united iroul charac-

ter that the ILL suceeuiug in rally-

ing to its support representatives of

almost every section of the organ-

ized labor and political movements.
Thus the occasion of the 1st con-

ference to establish this organiza-

tion, was indeed a step forward.

'Ihe 1. L. D. experienced a rapid

growth on the basis of its non-
sectarian and class policy. Parti-

cularly during the campaign to save
Sacco-Vaiizelti, the oiaguizaiion

rallied new sections of the working
class to it and succeeded in build-

ing a genuine muss defense move-
ment.

The I. L. D. traveled a new
road when the organization was
subordinated to tbe factional inter-

ests of the Stalinists. It be-

came sectarian. It defended only

those workers who were members
of the Party or belonged to organi-

zations affiliated to it. Non-party
organizations successively withdrew
from the 1. h. D., until the lead-

ership was concentrated wholly in

the hands of the l'arty, without be-

ing able to draw to its support
those many non-party elements who
were afiiliatcd to the I. L. D. at its

birth. Members of the Left Opposi-

tion arrested, either at Patry de-

monstrations or in non-party activ-

ities, were refused a ill from the I.

L. D., only because they were mem-
bers of the Left Opposition. Sym-
pathizers ot the Left opposition who
were victims of tiie capitalist state,

were promised defense only if they
would renounce their support of the
"Trotskyites". Similarly with the

Love^toneitcs. Or^else, the 1. L, D.
bureaucracy carted on an, expulsion
campaign to drive out of the or-

ganization all those members who
belonged to the Left Opposition, the

Lovestone group, or who did not
agree with the l'arty or its pol-

icies.

lieceut events in Chicago testify

that the I. L. 1). has not only not
changed its inner policies but, quite
the contrary, continues to pursue
that ruinous course notwithstanding
its disastrous effect upon the organi-
zation. The following incidents
are deserving of consideration.

Up until about a year ago, the

1. L. D. iu Chicago, had, for all

practical purposes, two lawyers
who handed all the cases for the
organization. These were Albert
Goldman aud D. J. Beulall. Due
to various causes, the I. L. U. at-

tracted to it a number of lawyers
who offered their services, without
charge, to the I. L. D., and who,
by and large were moving closer
and closer to Communism.

This relationship was shaken
with the development of thu German
situation and when the Question of

the united front was discussed in

certain sections of the Parly. The
discission on the German situation
and the united front began last fail

iu the Workers School at which
comrades Ueidul, Goldman, Francis
Ileisler and Jack Seller were in-

structors. The latter three were
lawyers for the 1. L. D. In the
course of these discussions com-
raues ISeidel and Uoidinan who were
l'arty members, continued to press
for their point of view whick con-
cided with the standpoint of the
Left Opposition. They were subse-
quently expelled from the l'arty.

While organizational measures were
taken against Goldman, for the
time being comrades ileisler and
Scher who were not members of
the l'arty, were allowed to continue
their work in the I. L. D.

Against comrade Goldman the
leadership of the local I. L. I>. be-
gan a campaign of slander and fin-

ally decided not to use him any
longer as a lawyer for the organi-
zation, lie was no longer assigned
to cases, although considered by
everyone as the ouisatnding lawyer
the 1. L. 1>. had. The local I. L. D.
evidently decided to allow him to
finish up on one serious case involv-
ing six. comrades, 5 Negroes and one
white arested at a demonstration,
on the serious charge of assault
with intent to kill and conspiracy to
kill, carrying with it a possible
sentence of 14 ye;ars. When Gold-
man spoke at a Negro forum on the
south side of the city, defended
himself against tbe slanders of the
l'arty and explained the position he
look which led to his expulsion
from the Party, he was then remov-
ed also from this case. This action
of the I. L. I). aroused the resent-
ment of a number of the comrades
facing the charges iu this case.

With respect to comrades Ileisler

and Scher who were not members
of the Party but very close sym-
pathizers, the I. L. D. pursued a
more "lenient" policy until these
comrades identified themselves with
The JIarxian Educaionai Center as
instructors. Prom that time on
they were given no cases to handle.

Though no decision of such a char-

acter was formally made, the atti-

tude of the ILD to these comrades is

tantamount to their removal as at-

torneys of the I. L. D. They are
being replaced by entirely Inexperi-

enced lawyers who are prepared to

accept every dictum of the Party
without question.

Through It all the membership
remains in a state of ignorance be-

cause none of the actions of the

I. L. D. bureaucracy are made pub-
lic. All of these "decisions" are

Rousing Meetings Greet Swabeck

At New Haven
New Haven.—Un Tuesday, Oct. 3,

before an audience of fully 100
workers, comrade Swabeck gave a
lecture iu the Workmen s Circle

Center, -New ilaven on the "Future
of Inlernutional Communism". The
listeners were mostly S. P. members
and sympathizers with a sprinkling

of Yipseis and a tew C. P. mem-
bers and sympathizers.

The spirit was excellent as all

listened attentively to comrade
Swabeck's words. This was prob-

ably the first revolutionary speech

most ot the Socialists had ever
heard. It also gave them an op-

portunity to compare our unremiU:
ting criticism of the social-dem-.

ocracy with the Stalinist repelling

and usually slanderous attacks.

In the discussion period there

were some questions on the dictator-

ship of the proletariat and Com-
munist tactics in general. One So-

cialist condemned the Third Inter-

national for forgetting the words
of Marx, -"Workingmen of the

world, unite". He wanted us to

enter the social democracy, which,

he claimed, would be revolutionary
in a crisis, lie was effectively ans-

wered by comrade Swabeck who re-

minded him that the social dem-
ocracy had itself broken Marx's
advice in lt)14 by sending working-
class brothers to fight each other.

One Stalinist demanded the floor

for 15 minutes and when the audi-

ence voted that no discussion should
be more than u minutes, he refused

to speak. Another more sincere

C. P. member stated that the C. P.

G. had called for a united front with
the Socialists, lie defended the

trade-union policy of the American
Stalinists. Comrade Swabeck prov-

ed decisively that the comrade was
in error in both instances.

After the meeting about twelve
of the youth comrades went to the

home of the comrade where Swabeck
was staying and a long discussion
was held on the prospects of our
youth work. —M. G.

At Boston

Youre for Communism,
ror the Secretariat made at the top without any ex-

Boston.—The Boston branch form-
ally opened its headquarters Fri-

day, Oct. with the lecture by
comrade Swabeck on "The Future
of International Communism".

'The hull was packed to capacity
with an audience of excellent com-
position and deep interest. Comrade
awabeck traced the development of

the labor movement. He preseuted
the life ol the Second Internation-

al, its collapse and final transtor-

mation to national reformism. The
Third International, comrade Swa-
beck pointed out, came on the grave
of thu Second and out of necessity

to carry on the work oi Interna-

tional Communism. He described
the life of the Third Interna-

tional under the leadership of

Lenin and Trotsky and its retreat

from Internationalism since Lenin's

death, under the leadership of Stalin

and his theory of Socialism in one
country leading to its collapse in

1933.

Comrade Swabeck gave a vivid

picture of the German events to

which he was an eyewitness, and
which were decisive in the collapse

of the Third International. He
pointed out the dangers facing Ihe

Soviet Union because of the wrong
policies; the danger of Thermidor
within the Stalinist regime. Com-
rade Swabeck sketched the work of

the I. L. O. as a faction of the C.

I. throughout the last ten years
endeavoring to bring it back to

the Leninist path and brought
forth its present task imposed by
history, to build the forces for a

new, a F'ourth International to

again raise high the banner of In-

ternational Communism.

The questions and discussion

which followed comrade Swabeck's
lecture were very interesting and
important. A number of questions

came regarding the Soviet Union.

The workers again and again took

the iloor in discussion and comrade
Swabeck took up fuliy each ques-
tion raised. The workers influenc-

ed by the ytalinist national policy

had an excellent opportunity to

hear a clear position on the im-
portance of seeing beyond the bound-
aries of the U. S. S. Li. in order to
safeguard its existence.

An important question was the
one whether ihe ijermun workers
were revolutionary lietore uie ad-

vent of iiitler. Our speaker made
clear that tne usual attempts by
the Stalinists to blame the work-
ers lor their failures are false and
bureaucratic; ihat the workers
Mere ready to light, what they
needed was a correct and clear-

headed leadership. The defeat of

tne German ana consequently the
international proletariat demon-
strated ijie bankruptcy of the C.
i.—.V number oi trade union work-
ers were interested and learned
our policy in the trade union lield.

And if their past experience with
the Socialists and Ifight wing Com-
munists made them wonder as to

the importance of working in the

A. F. of L. unions, comrade Swa-
beck made clear to them the dif-

ference between tne Socialist and
Lovestoueive policy of collaboration
with tiie reactionary leadership and
our policy of working in the unions
for the revolution. So interested
were me workers to discuss that
the meeting lasted till after mid-
night.

Swabeck Tour Itinerary

Other meetings on comrade Swa-

ueclt's tout are as follows:

Aton., Oct. ltith New Castle, Pa
Tues., Oct. 17th Youngstown
Wed., Oct. lath. . . .Youngstown

Thurs., Oct. litth Cleveland, O.

Fri., Oct. zOlh Cleveland, O.

Sat., Oct. 21st Chicago, 111.

Sun., Oct. 22ud Chicago, 111.

ilon., Oct. ISrd Chicago, ill.

Tues., Oct. zJth, Chicago, 111.

Wed., Oct. &th Springfield, 111

Thurs. Oct. 20th Staunton, 111.

iri. Oct. ^i'th St. Louis, Mo.
Sat., Oct. HSth....!St. Louis, Mo
Sun., Oct. 2i*th. Kansas City, Wo.
Mom, Oct. ao Kansas City, Mo.
Thurs., Nov. 2nd . Minneapolis

Fri., Nov. 3rd.... Minneapolis

Bat., Nov. 4th Minneapolis

Sun., Nov. 6th Minneapolis

Thurs., Nov. ath. .Davenport, la.

Fri., Nov. 10th Davenport, Ia.

Tues., Nov. 7th Chicago, III.

planations being made to the ranks.

This dangerous practice of elimin-

ating anyone who is not in agree-

ment with every policy and view-

point of the Stalinized Party, has
led and continues to lead to only

one result: further stifling of the

I. L. D., prevention of its growth
and freedom of existence, and its

subordination to the bureaucratic

leadership of the Communist party.

In order to function iu the I. L. D.
you must be ready to give up all

independent thought. You must be
prepared to accept, aud more than
that, you must agree with the pol-

icies of the Party. Otherwise there

is no place for you in the I. L. D.
That is why the I. L. D. is a mere
shell of its former self. That is

why it cannot grow and no more
resembles the organization of its

I'arly years. Th© united front pol-

icy which made possible the birth

of this organization has been over-
thrown for a stupid policy of sec-

tarianism. Lawyers identified with
the revolutionary movement for de-

cades, or those sympathetic to Com-
munism cannot be used by the I.

L. D. because they have views that

differ from the Party leadership,

while the I. L. D. finds it "expedi-

ent" and correct to employ Tam-
many criminal lawyers (LiebowitK)

in cases involving workers perse-

cuted by the capitalist state. In
reality there is nothing strange in

this practice. It is the result of

the line pursued ty the Party in

the I. L. D. which can have no
other results. G. M. A.—

10UNGSTOWN MASS MEETING

AKNE SWABECK
on

"THE N. B. A. and U» WORKERS"
CENTRAL AUDITORIUM
22D West lioardman St.

TUESDAY, OCT. 17, 8 P. M.
ADMISSION TEN CENTS

Unemployed Free

Militant
Builders

WE BEGIN

Our new sub drive is under way.
The first week's results are encour-
aging. Our out-of-town sub getters

have started off with a rush. The
list below telle the story;

M. K., Youngstown 8
V. H. Dunne, Minn. 5

J. Fruitman, Toronto 3

H. Ross Manhattan 1

This is only a beginning. Time
must he allowed for returns to

come in from the cities west of

ilinenapolis. Next week's report

will show that they too are in the

field after subs.

CARRY ON
Remember that the drive closes

on November lo. There is still

time to overtake these fast step-
pers. But that means work. Our
goal is a 100% increase in our
paid circulation. We can do it

—

if every friend of the Militant puts
his back into it.

1ST—2ND—3RD.
For the one who heads the list

on November 15 there is waiting
tiie three volumes of the History
of the Russian Revolution by com-
rade Trotsky ; second—two volumes

;

and third—one volume. That
should make every one hustle.

Int'I. Workers School-

Fall Term
Registration—Oct. 1-15 every eve.

Announcement of Courses

Organization Principles

—M. ABERN.

Applied Marxian Economics
—B. J. FIELD.

Stole and Revolution

—J. WEBER.

Fundamentals of Marxism
—J. G. WRIGHT.

Write or phone School Headquar-

ters for information

:

12C East 16th Street

Tel...GRAmercy 5—9524

^Spiritual Values*

for Hungy Men
Those unemployed workers who

still believe that they will be help-

ed out of their present intolerable

situation by folding their hands

and letting the President take care

of them, would do well to read over

again a speech which he made
Thursday night before the Federa-

tion of Catholic Charities. Especi-

ally three stat ements whicli ho

made there, taken together, give the

whole gist of the unemloyed pro-

gram of the Roosevelt administra-

tion.

First the usual sugar-coated pro-

mises : "It is for us to redouble

our efforts to care for those who
must still depend upon relief, to

prevent the disintegration of home
life, and to stand by the victims of

the depression until it is definitely

over". This goes along with the

redoubling of the propaganda spread

by the government, that it is about
to spend TOO million dollars for re-

lief, that it will buy TS millions of

farm products to be workjjd up
into food and clothing for the un-
employed, etc.

What Does It Actually Mean?
There is no question that 700

millions is a great deal of money,
whether to an unemployed worker
or to J. 1'. Morgan. But what does
it actually mean even if the whole
money were actually to be spent
without deductions lor costs ot ad-
ministration, honest and not-so-

houest graft, profits, etc.; With 12
million workers out oi jobs at the
very least even after the so-called

recovery, it means that for the

whole coming winter the govern-
ment proposes to provide about
${j0 for each uuemployed worker,
whether a single man or the head
of a family. This means ail of 8
to i) dollars a mouth, or 2 dollars

a week. On this amount the unem-
ployed worker is expected to keep
his family together, provide food
and clothing, etc. This is supposed
to keep him contented and prevent
him from demanding real unem-
ployment insurance, let alone a
change in the whole social system
from lop to bottom i

More than this, experience has
shown that the Koosevelt adminis-
tration is not likely to spend even
the TOO millions about which ail the
propaganda is being made, iiariy

this year they appropriated 500 mil-

lions for unemployment relief. In
nine months' time they have suc-
ceeded in spending $lbid,500,00C out
of this sum ; it is being very econ-
omically administered, since they
still have two-thirds of it left.

They can find '£ l-'Z billions to

spend in loans by the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation to sup-
port bankrupt corporations and
banks, 3,i>00 millions for a so-called

public works program which turns
out to be battleship construction to

prepare for the next war, 2 billions

lor the saving of the small home-
owner {In reality for the saving
of the mortgage sharks)—but even
when they do get money appropri-
ated for unemployment relief, they
find it is very hard to spend it.

"Spiritual Values" for tile Hungry
No wonder Koosevelt went on to

say, right after his sweet promises
of help to the "victims of the de-

pression'', : "The Federal Govern-
ment has inaugurated new meas-
ures of relief on a vast scale, l»ut

the Federal Government cannot,
and does not intend to, take over
the whole job".

Notice with what art he raises

the workers' expectations, then
keeps them suspended wilh the
carefully-worded warning that the
Federal Goverlnent refuses to as-

sume full responsibility for the un-
employment question.

After this, it is quite logical that
he should dispose of the whole mat-
ter by stating, "Tiie people of the
United States still recognize, and,
I believe, recognize with firmer
faith than ever before, that spirit-

ual values count in the long run
more than material values".

This is nothing but a translation

into the language of evening dress
and formal banquets of the old
phrase, "You'll have pie iu the sky
when you die".

And what gives special point to

it is the fact that he used this

piece of sickening hypocrisy to
show how superior the American
system of "spiritual values—not
grub", is to the Russian system,
where they are doing away with
religion but are intensely interested
in such things as wheat and steel.

The Gist of the Roosevelt Program
The Roosevelt program comes to

this, then : first feed the worker
witli promises, then shove the re-

sponsibility off to others—-the state,

the city, private charity ; finally,

when the worker realizes he has
gotten nothing at the end of it all,

tell him to be resigned to his fate
and to think of all the "spiritual

values" which he is accumulating
as he starves.

All the agencies of the State

—

the government itself, the news-
papers, the radio, the church, all

try to make him swallow these
ideas, which are so profitable to
them because they prevent the
worker from , realizing what the
situation is and from putting up a
fight for his demands. The first

step is for him to clear away these
cobwebs if they have found a place
unconsciously In his own mind.
Then he will be ready to think of
how to organize to get what he
wants, and what he must have if

he ts to survive as a decent human
.
being. —B. J. F.
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It Is Necessary to Build Anew Communist Parties and an International I

1. The Course Toward *he Reform of the C. I.

At the time o£ its inception, the
Left Opposition posed as its tank,

the reform and iiie regeneration of

the C. i. by means of Marxist crit-

icism and internal factional work.
In a whole series of countries, par-
ticularly in Germany, the events of
the lust years have revealed, with
crushing force, the pernicious char-
acter of the policy of bureaucratic
centrism. But the Stalinist bureau-
cracy, arming itself with extra-

ordinary repressions, opposed, not

unsuccessfully, its Interests and its

caste prejudices to the exigencies of

historical development. The result

was that the evolution of the <J. I.

took the path not of regeneration

but of decomposition and disinte-

gration.

The course towards "reform",

taken in its entirety, was, however,
not incorrect : it represented a nec-

essary stage in the evolution of the

Marxist wing of the C. I., it gave
us the opportunity to educate the

cadres of the Bolshevik-Leninists

and was not without influence on

the workers movement in its entire-

ty. At all times the policy of the

Stalinist bureaucracy was subjected

to the pressure of the Left Opposi-

tion. The progressive measures ot

the government of the U. S. =. Ii.

which have held back the coming

of Thermidor, were only partial and
belated borrowings from the Left

Opposition. Analogous phenomena,

only on a lesser scale, can be ob-

served in the life of all the sec-

tions of the U. I.

To this we must add, that the
degree of degeneration, generally

speaking, cannot he measured in ad-

vance, merely with the help of its.

symptoms. A living verification of

events is necessary. Theoretically

it was still impossible in the

last year to state that it was
absolutely excluded that the Bol-

shevik-Leninists would succeed,

supporting themselves on the sharp-
ening of the class struggle, in forc-

ing the C. I. onto the path of a

real struggle against Fascism. The
attempt then made by the S. A. 1*.

to take an independent position did

not serve to inliuenee the march of

events precisely because at the

critical moment, the masses await-

ed political leadership from their

old organizations. In currying out

the faction policy and in educating

its cadres as to the experience of

this policy, the Left Opposition,

nevertheless, did not conceal, neither

to it-self nor to others, the fact that

the new defeat of. the proletariat,

a prodnet of the policy of centrism,

will inevitably take on a decisive

character and will demand a funda-

mental revision of our position on

the question: faction or party?

2. Change of Orientation

What is most dangerous in poli-

tics Is to fall victim to one's own
formula, which was opportune yes.

terday, but which has lost all con-

tent for today.

The collapse of the German C. P.

still left theoretically two possibil-

ities for teh Stalinist bureaucaroy;

either a complete revision of the

policy and regime or, on the con-

trary, a complete strangulation of

the remains of life in the sections

of the C. I- The I*ft Opposition

was guided by this theoretical pos-

sibility when, while already pro-

nouncing the slogan of a new party

for Germany, it still left pending

the question of the fate of the C.

I. It was clear, however, that the

following weeks would have to sup-

ply an answer immediately and

there was very little hope that this

answer would be favorable.

All that happened after the fifth

of March ( Resolution of the Presi-

dium on tjle situation in Germany,

silent obeisance of all the sections

before this resolution, anti-Fascist

Congress at Paris, official course of

the C. C. of the German C. I'-,

fate of the Austrian C. P., fate of

the Bulgarian C. P., etc.— ] is irre-

futable testimony to the fact that

in Germany there was decided not

only the fate of the C. 1*. G. but

also that of the C. I. in its entirety.

The Moscow leadership not only

proclaimed correct the iiolicy that

had assured Hitler's victory but

prohibited discussion of what had

taken place. And this scandalous

prohibition was neither rejected

nor even violated. No national con-

gress, no international congress,

no discussion in the party meet-

ings, no polemic in the press! An
organization which has been awak-

ened by the thunder of Fascism and

which humbly supports such humi-

liations on the part of the bureau-

cracy shows by that fact that it

is dead and that nothing will re-

vive it. To say this openly and

aloud is a real duty towards the

proletariat and its future. It is on

the historic collapse of the official

U. 1. that we must take our point'

of departure for all our future work.

for a new historic stage. Nobody
went out of his way to pave with
asphalt, in advance, the road of
the revolutionary ascent of the pro-
letariat. With inevitable halts and
partial retreats, it is necessary to

go forward on a road littered with
numberless obstacles and encumber-
ed with the debris of the past. If

anyone is frightened by this let

him step aside.

How is the fact to he explained,

however, that our group itself

whose analysis and prognosis were
confirmed by the whole march of

developments, grows too slowly? It

is necessary to look for this cause

once again in the general march

of the class struggle. The victory

of Fascism effects millions of men.

A political prognosis is accessible

only to thousands or tens of thou-

sands of men, who moreover are
subject to the pressure of millions

of others. The revolutionary cur-
rent cannot obtain startling vic-

tories in conditions when the pro-

letariat In its entirety suffers the

greatest defeats. This is no reason
to fall into dejection. It is pre-

cisely in the periods of revolu-

tionary ebb that tested cadres are
formed which will later on be call-

ed upon to lead the masses to new
conquests.

4, New Reserves

3. Realism asainst Pessimism

The fact that two parties, Social

Democrat and Communist, which

had both grown up half a century

apart from the same point of de-

parture in the theory of Marxism

and the class interests of the pro-

letariat should have come to the

end. of their road so miserably: one

by base betrayal, the other by bank-

ruptcy, this fact can engender a

feeling of despair even in the ranks

of the advanced workers. "Where

are the guarantees that the new rev-

olutionary rise will not suffer the

same fate?" Whoever demands

guarantees beforehand should, in

general, renounce revolutionary pol-

itics. The causes of the collapse

of the social democracy and official

Communism are to be found not in

the Marxist theory nor in the bild

quality of the people who applied

it, but in the concrete conditions of

the historical processes. It is not

a question of opposition between

abstract principles but of the strug-

gle of living social forces with their

inevitable ebb and flow, with the

degeneration of organisations, with

the wearing out of entire genera-

tions, with the necessity resulting

therefrom of mobilizing fresh forces

The attempts made more than

once in the past to create a "'second

party" or a "fourth international"

had their origin in the sectarian

experience of certain groups and
circles, "disenchanted" with Bol-

shevism, and this is why they met
with misfortune every time. We do

not proceed from our own subjec-

tive "discontentment" and "disillu-

sionment" but from the objective

march of the class struggle. All

the conditions of the development o£

the proletarian revolution impera-

tively demand a new organization

of the vanguard and bring to it the

necessary prerequisites.

The disintegration of the social

democracy proceeds parallel with

the collapse of the C. I- However
deep the reaction is in the prole-

tariat itself, hundreds of thousands

of workers throughout the world

cannot but pose to themselves the

question of the further paths of the

struggle and of a new organization

of the forces. Other hundreds of

thousands will join them in the

near future. To demand of these

workers, a certain section of whom
have left the C. I. with indignation

and the majority of whom did not

belong to the O. I. even in its best

year.-;, to demand of them that they

recognize the leadership of the Stal-

inist hurea ucracy, which is incap-

able of learning anything or of for-

getting anything, would be Quixo-

tic and only retard the formation

of the proletarian vanguard. In-

evitably, there will be sincere Cora

mnnists in the ranks of the Stalin-

ist organizations who will turn

with fright and even with indigna-

tion against our new orientation.

For some of them, perhaps tempor-

arily, sympathy will give way to

animosity. However, it is necessary

to be guided not by sentimental and

personal considerations but by the

criterion of the mass.

At a time when hundreds of

thousands, millions of workers,

particularly in Germany, separate

thems'lves fnim Communism, partly

tov.tr. 1 Fascism, a majority in the

camp of indifference, thousands and

tens of thousands of social dem-

ocratic workers, under the pressure,

of the same defeat are evolving to 1

the left, that is to Communism.
There can, however, be no question

of their recognition of the Stalinist

leadership so hopelessly comprom-
ised. Up till now these left social-

ist organizations have used against

us our refusal to detach ourselves

trom the C. I. and to build an in-

dependent party. .Today, this sharp
difference is eliminated by the

inarch of developments. Thus the

discussion is transferred from ques-

tions of organization to program-
matic and political questions. The
new party will be superior to the

old one if, standing firmly on the

basis of the decisions of the first

four congresses of the C. I. in its

program, in its tactic and its or-

ganization, it knows how to draw
the balance of the terrible lessons

of the last years.

The Bolshevik-Leninists should

begin open negotiations with the

Left Socialist organizations. We
propose as a ba?is for discussion

ihe eleven points passed by our

prceonfei'euce (after having chang-

ed the point of "faction and party"

in the spirit of this thesis). Natur-

ally, we are ready to discuss any

other programmatic proposal in an

attentive and friendly manner. We
should demonstrate and we will de-

monstrate, that iutransigennce of

principle has nothing in common
with sectarian oxclnsiveness. We
will show that the Marxist policy

siguihos the drawing of the reform-

ist workers into the camp of revolu-

tion and not in pushing the revolu-

tionary workers into the camp of

Fascism.
The formation in several coun-

Iries of strong revolutionary or-

ganizations, freed of responsibility

tor the crimes and mistakes of the

reformist and centrist bureaucrats,

armed with a Marxist program and

a clear revolutionary persepctive,

will open a new era in the devel-

opment of the world proletariat.

These organizations will attract to

them all the real Communist ele-

ments, who today still do not dare

{.: .. .K.k willi Ihe Stalinist bureau-

c.acj and, what is more important,

they will gather tinder their ban-

ner the young generation of work-

ers.

5. U. S. S. R. and the C P. S. U.

The existence of the Soviet Un-

ion, despite the advanced degenera-

tion of the workers' state, remains

even today a fact of immense rev-

olutionary importance. The collapse

of the Soviet Union would mark

the struggle of the world prole-

tariat tor the socialist revolution.

The dictatorship of the Stalinist

bureaucracy grows as a result of

the backward state of the U. S. S.

K. (the predominance of the peas-

antry; and of the delay of the pro-

letarian revolution in the West (the

absence of independent revolution-

ary parties of the proletariat). In
its turn the domination of the Stal-

inist bureaucracy led not only to

the degeneration of the dictatorship'

of the proletariat in the L". S. S. It.,

but also to a dreadful weakening'
oi the proletarian vanguard ot the'

whole world. The contradiction!

between the progressive role of the

Soviet Mate and the reactionary

role of the Stalinist bureaucracy
presents itself as one of the mani-

festations of the "law of unequal'

development". We are forced to'

make this historically-given con-

1

uauiciiou our point of departure

m our revolutionary policy. !

The so-called "friends" of the|

Soviet Union (left democrats, paci-^

nsls, lirandlerites and their ilk >

'

repeat in chorus with the function-

aries ot the C. I, that the struggle'

agaiusi the Stalmiat bureaucracy,

that is above all, the criticism of

its false policy, "renders aid to the

conter-revolution". This is a point 1

of view of laclcies of the bureau-

cracy hut not of revolutionaries. The
Soviet Union cannot be defended
internally as well as externally ex-

cept by means of a correct policy ;

all other considerations have a sec-

ondary importance or are simply

lying phrases.

The present C. 1'. S. L'. is not a
party ; it is an administrative ap-

paratus in the hands of an uncon-
trolled bureaucracy. In the ranks
of the C. 1'. S. U. and outside of it

there are grouped dispersed elements

of two principal parties; proletar-

ian and Bonapartist—Thcrmidorian.
Floating above the twu, the cen-

trist bureaucracy carries on a strug-

gle of extermination against the

Uolslievik-l.eninists. While from
time to time coming into sharp con-

Uic t with their Thet'mklorian, half-

allies, the Stalinists, however, pave
the road for the wiping out, the

strangling and the corruption of the

Bolshevik party.

IE the U. S. S. K. cannot achieve
socialism without the proletarian

revolution in tile West, without the

regeneration of a real proletarian

international, the Bolshe\ ik- Lenin-

ists cannot by their own forces re-

generate the Bolshevik party and
save the dictatorship of the prole-

tariat.

6. U. S. S. R. and the C. I.

The defense of the Soviet Union
against the danger of military in-

tervention has now become a more
urgent task than ever before. The
official sections of the C. I. are im-

potent in this Held, as they are in

all others. The defense of the So-

viet Union has become an empty
ritual phrase in their mouths. The
neglect of the (.'. I. covers itself

with worthless comedies in" the

manner of the anti-Fascist congress

at Paris and the anti-war congress

at Am =te. il;»n. 'i lie actual resist-

ance ot the L'. 1. to military inter-

vention on the part of the imper-

ialists will be even more insignific-

ant than the resistance it has put

up against Hitler. To nourish any
illusions on this subject means to

march with eyes closed towards the

catastrophe. For an active defense

of the Soviet Union it is necessary

to have genuine revolutionary or-

ganizations, independent of the Stal-

inist bureaucracy, standing on their

own feet and having support among
the masses.

The appearance and the develop-

ment of such revolutionary organi-

zations, their struggle for the So-

viet Union, their constant favoring

of tlie united front with the Stalin-

ists against intervention and coun-

ter-revolution,—all that will have
an immense importance on the in-

ternal development of the Soviet

lieptiblic. The more acute the dan-

gers at home and abroad become
and the greater Ihe force repre-

sented by the independent organi-

zation of the international prole-

tarian vanguard, the less the Stal-

inists insotar as they remain in

power, will be abe to reject the

united front. The new relationship

of forces wili have to weaken the

dictatorship of ihe bureaucracy,

strengthen the Bolshevik-Leninists

Inside the I'. S. H. It. ajid open an
incomparably more favorable per-

spective for the Workers Republic

as a whole.

Only the creation of a Marxist

international, completely independ-

ent of the Stalinist bureaucracy and
politically opposed to it, can save

the U. S. S. It. from collapse by

connecting its future fate with the

late of the world proletarian rev-

olution.

7. «i_iquidationism»

the beginning of a frightful reac-

tion in the entire world, perhaps;

for decades. The struggle for the;

conservation, the cleansing and the

strengthening of the first workers',

state is indissolubly connected with

The bureaucratic charlatans (and
I heir lackeys, such as the lirandler-

ites) speak of our "liqnidationism"
;

with neither sense nor scruples they
repeat words torn out of the old

Bo!she\ ik vocabulary. Liquidation-

ism was known as a current which
denied the necessity of an illegal

parly under "constitutional" czar-

ism, by trying to replace revolu-

tionary struggle with adapation to

counter-revolutionary "legality".

What have we in common with the
liquidators? It would be more op-
ixtrtune on this occasion to call to

mind the ultimatists (.Bogdanov and
others) who completely recognized

the necessity for an illegal organiza-

tion, but who made it the instru-

ment of a hopelessly false policy;

they posed as their immediate task

after the vanquishing of the revolu-

tion, the preparation of armed in-

surrection. Lenin did not hesitate

to break with them, although there

were many irreproachable revolu-

tionaries in their ranks (the best

of them later returned to the ranks

of Bolshevism.)

No less false are the statements

of the Stalinists and their jirand-

lerite lackeys that the Left Opposi-

tion is creating an "August" con-

ference against "Bolshevism". They

{mean by tlii-, designation the at-
i

j
tempt made in I'.tiJ—one of the

imiiici'ui!.! .i tempts of its kind—to

nniie tin' Bolsheviks and the Men-

sheviks : lot us recall that Stalin

made a .similar attempt not in Aug-
ust V.ll-2, but in .March 1917! In
order for ihe analogy to have a
grain of sense one would first of all

have to recognize the Stalinist bu-
reaucracy as the representative of
liolshevism; secondly, it would re-

quire us to pose the question of the

nnilicalion ot the Second and Third
Internationals. But there is no
question of either one or of the
Hi her. The chailatanesque analogy
aims to mask the fact that the
Iliandlerite opportunists are trying

to get into good graces with Stalin.

1st centrism on the basis of recip-

rocal amnc-ty, whilst the Bolshe-
vik-Leninists pose as their task

ihe building of a proletarian party
on the foundation of principles

veriiiecl in the greatest struggles,

licteries and defeats of the imper-
ialist epoch.

8. On the New Road
The task of these theses is to call

upon the comrades to consider com-
pleted, the present historic stage

and to mark out a new perspective

...r work. But what has been said

above siih does nut predetermine

ihe next practical slops, the con-

crete changes in policy, the rhythms
and the methods of the transition

to the new road, it is only after

naiiug assured agreement of prin-

ciple concerning the new orientation

-and previous experience permits

us to believe that such an agree,

incut will be reached amongst U3

—

ihut the concrete tactical questions,

conforming to the conditions in the

dilfereut countries, can be placed

on the order of the day. In any
ia*e, it is not a question of imme-
diately proclaiming new parties and
an independent international, but of

preparing it. The new perspective

means that counting on "reform"
and demanding the reintegration of

the Oppositionists into the official

parties should be definitely discard-

ed as Utopian and reactionary. The
daily work should take on an in-

dependent charateer determined by
the possibilities and the forces at

hand and not by the formal notion

ot "faction". The Left Opposition
hiiiilly ceases to consider itself and
io work as an "Opposition". It be-

comes an independent organisation

which makes its own road. Not
'only does it create its fractious in

the social democracy and the Stal-

inist parties, but it carries on in-

dependent work among the non-
party and unorganized workers.

It creates its basis of support in

the trade unions independent of the

trade union policy of the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy. Where and when
conditions are favorable, it partici-

pates in elections under its own
banner. Towards the reformist and
centrist organizations including the

Stalinists, it guides itself on the

general principles of the policy of

the united front. Especially and
above all, it applies the policy of

he united front to defend the So-

viet Union from external interven-

tion and from internal counter-rev-

olution. —(i, 0.

Discussion Articles!
u

On the Slogan of Nationalization

In proposing the slogan for na.

tionalization, comrade Weber seeks

to forestall any objections to it

"in principle".

In his opinion slogans are large-

ly a matter of expediency; and be

argues that "the decision as to the

correctness or incorrectness of a

slogan rests to a large extent (our

emphasis) on our judgment of the

ripeness or unripeness, not of the

advanced workers but of the mass

of workers to rally around aad

fight for a given slogan." Such an

approach to slogans is one-sided,

formalistic, and, in our opinion,

fundamentally erroneous.

For the Justification of any

slogan Marxism demands the an-

alysis of the economic reality, of

the political foreground, and of the

political meaning of the slogan.

As an example let us take a slogan

such as "revolutionary national

defense". We cannot for a mo-

ment maintain that ouf acceptance

of, or objection to this slogan in-

volves no question of principle but

is largely a matter of expediency

—

of our ability to judge whether the

masses will rally and tight for this

slogan. No matter how backward

the workers may be, no matter in

what numbers they may rally, we

are opposed in principle to the

slogan of "national defense" when-

ever the economic and political con-

junctures are such that this slogan

can h?ve no political content other

than that of social-chauvinism.

When the war is an imperialist war

to raise this slogan Is to betray our

principles. To raise this slogan in

a colonial or semi-colonial country

(India, China) when it is fighting

to cast off the yoke of imperialism,

is entirely in keeping with ouf

principles.

Moreover, it Is not enough to

only ask whether under the given

economic and political conditions,

a slogan may acquire an opportun-

istic political content, we must

also make sure that it excludes an

adventuristic political content.

Political Content of Slogane

Comrade Weber admits that the

slogan of nationalization, if divorc-

ed from the slogan of workers' con-

trol, could have only a reformist

( opportunistic ) political content.

But no proof is presented that the

slogan of workers' control would
not be adventuristic at this time.

Its adventuristic content is ex-

cluded on the grounds that the

masses will rally around the slogan

of nationalization. To a large ex-

tent we cannot be motivated by such

considerations. Let us alldw that

the masses, in all their backward-
ness, do rally around the slogan of

nationalization—what then! Un-

less we can tie up in reality this

slogan with the slogan'of workers'

control, what will be the political

content of the slogan of nationali-

zation? The answer to this ques-

tion supplies the key to our accept-

ance or rejection of this slogan.

From our analysis of the present

economic and political conditions,

we maintain that the slogan of na-

tionalization cannot be advanced at

present with a principled political

content. The question of workers'

control raises directly the question

of the agency whereby such a slogan

can he concretized. The fight for

control over industry Is the special

historic task of factory committees.

Lacking this historic agency, the

slogan of workers' control is mean-
ingless.

We must not confuse factory com-

mittees with labor unions. Factory

committees cannot be substituted

for labor unions. But there is a

connection between the two. To
speak of factory committees, as a

general slogan, when the bulk of

the workers are not even organized

into unions is to leap over an his.

torical -stage, from reality into a

vaecuum. This does not mean that

wo do not propose shop committees

in industrial unions of advanced
worker's ready to take this step,

even now. But we must remember
that on the road of the development
of a class toward class-conscious-

ness, the labor unions are a gigan-

tic step forward. The bulk of the

American workers* has yet to take' mental urge toward organization is

this step; the bulk of the American manifest. But exaggerate the In-

proletariat is as yet not unionized,

particularly in the decisive basic

industries. This means in the lan-

guage of politics that the slogan

of workers' control can only be

iwsed on paper. This means that

in reality the slogan of nationaliza-

tion can acquire only the political

content of reformism—"government

ownership."

Tlie Isolation of the Vanguard

In this connection—touching the

economic and political organization

and the advancement of the prole-

tariat—we cannot discount as in-

consequential or secondary the con-

dition of the vanguard itself. Com-
rade Weber proposes to disregard

the fact that the vanguard is iso-

lated as yet from the backward
masses, and that even the Left wing

(including here the reformists)

constitutes an insignificant minor-

ity. Comrade -Weber fails not only

to distinguish sharply enough be-

tween "the party" and "the class"

but also to stress^ the essential

function of the party. An isolated

vanguard cannot instill any slogan

with its true political content. It

Is only the power of organization

of the Communists that enables the

advance guard to be the leader of

the whole class. The unorganized

masses themselves can neither leap

ahead nor advance, no matter how
much sound advice they receive

from the sidelines.

True, we are faced with illimit-

able opportunities and perspectives,

but we must guard against befuddl-

ing ourselves by seeking for short

cuts. Before we can pose the slo-

gan of nationalization plus workers'

control, we must root ourselves in

the unions; the decisive section of

the proletariat must be unionized,

and not a small minority as at pre-

sent. We must first establish fac-

tory committees not merely as

"shop (grievance) committees" but

as an integral part of the element-

ary mass organizations of the pro-

letariat. When comrade Trotsky

proposed the slogan of nationali-

zation for England, he did not over-

look the fact that the bulk of the

English workers was strongly un-

ionized, that factory committees

were a reality And not a wish-ful-

fillment.

Workers Unorganized

The workers of America are not

only backward, they are still un-

organized. This Is a fact. The ele-

iiux into A. I<\ of L. unions to the

utmost—and the fact remains that

the great bulk is outside of even

the reactionary unions (to say

nothing of the unemployed ) . The
workers must be organized, and this

stage can be achieved and passed

very rapidly, provided we ourselves

can take the necessary leap ahead

in this direction. Not only must

we go into unions already formed

and forming but we must initiate

unions where none e.vist. The trade

union theses of the 2nd C. I. Con-

gress chart the course that is im-

mediately ahead. In the period im-

mediately before us, our slogan must

be IN'fU THE MASSES!
But won't we lose valuable time

thereby'.' Won't that restrict our

work solely to union activities, etc.,

ctc.V Isn't that syndicalism, etc.,

etc.? Of course not!

In his anxiety to endow the eco-

nomic struggle with a political con-

tent of the widest possible scope,

in his fervor to advance the masses

politically, comrade Weber over-

looks also the fact that under pre-

sent conditions, every and any strike

acquires immediately a political sig-

nificance, and if it attains a wide

enough sweep, it becomes of prim-

ary political consequence, prepar-

ing the masses for much wider ac-

tivity.

"The economic struggle of the

proletariat becomes a political strug-

gle during an epoch of the decline

of capitalism much quicker .than

during an epoch of its peaceful de-

velopment". Precisely because of

this, we can in a comparatively

short time achieve advances beyond
our most sanguine expectations.

Only, we cannot skip over the nec-

essary historical stages.

Transitional Slogans

The initial steps must be taken.

Elementary mass organizations are

required. And in the economic
struggle now unfolding under the

NBA, we must participate actively,

using our transitional slogans—The
right to organize ! The right of as-

sembly! The right to strike! The
right to picket!, etc.

Only in this manner can the de-

cisive sections of the proletariat be

mobilized. And the import of this

mobilization must not be overlook-

ed1

, nor the role that we must play

in it. Once the workers have been
mobilized, once the base for factory

committees have been established,

then the slogan of nationalization

and workers' control will be on

the order of the day.

We agree with comrade Weber

Letters from Fascist Germany
Since March the German pro-

letariat has been cut off from the

outside world. It depends on rum-!

ors and hearsay. The small cadres

that are still active hardly dare

today to approach the comrades
who are known to them and distri-

bute material. The majority of

the comrades of the former parties

are hanging In mid-air. The only

possibility for coming into contact

with them is by word of mouth.
One often hears the answer, "Ah,
let me go, I don't want to see or

hear anything more". If one suc-

ceeds in talking to a comrade of

the C. P., his first words are usu-

ally, "Nobody would have thought
that it should come to this". If

one asks, "How can we come out
of this misery V", the most usual
answer is, "Only a war can sav«
lis". If we ask further, "Against
whom?" we bear, '"Against France,
against Poland, and finally against
Soviet Russia." If we reply to

this, *"But this is silly—we, who
are against war, are hoping for one
as soon as possible", the answer ,i»

mostly, "If no war cornea, we do
not know how they will let us
perish. Jiut after this war must
come a revolution". Even a non-
party woman said to me a few
days ago, "I would sooner see my
husband fall in a war, than be tor-

tured to death by the Fascists".

Brown-Shirted Trade Union Methods
The Fascist terrors weighs ever

more heavily on the working class.

In tlie shop, the workers are b»-

ing forced into the Fascist shop

that "Life (i. e., reality—J. G. W.)
alone is the final arbiter in the mat-
ter of choice of tactics". But we
disagree with him as to the conclu-
sions that must be drawn from the
analysis of reality. At the present
stage we are opposed to the slogan
of nationalization on principle. This
slogan is divorced from reality.

Hence it is adventuristic, and if

advanced must inevitably acquire
an opportunistic political content.

What must be done at present is

to clarify through dlseusslon among
tlie most advanced1 workers the
whole question of nationalization,
workers' control, factory commit-
tees—and what it directly involves,

1. e. Workers' Councils.

JOHN <3. WRIGHT.

nuclei. In the trade union meet-

ings of the "Workers' Front" the

workers are compelled by threats

and shoves to end up by standing

with raised arms and singing the

Horst Wessel song. The right of

joint decision in the unions, discus-

sions at the meetings, are things of

the past. Nobody has any right to

talk any more, everybody can only

listen. If anyone dares a single

word of criticism he must pay for

it in a concentration camp. The
only thing missing is for the union

members to have to stand at atten-

tion while listening to the speeches

of the brown-shirt "leaders".

In the People's House at Leipzig

a few trade union meetings were
held again, among others those of

ihe book-printers and bookbinders.

At the book-printers' meeting the

brown-shirt "colleague" tried to

fake up an impression through his

"courage"' in the face of the in.

numerable threatening letters which
he was supposed to receive every

day. lie promised the printers

that he would provide work for

them. A few of them laughed at

him and remarked, "Yes, at relief

rates!" They were taken out of

the meeting and brought into a

concentration camiv At the end,

the Horst Wessel song was sung.

The majority of those present left

the hall demonstratively.

At the bookbinders' meeting the

former chairman of the Bookbind-
ers' Federation, Emil Kloth, spoke.
This labor skate, who had been
chased out by the workers in 1019
and had gone over Into the camp
of the class enemy, boasted of the
special friendship of the "great
leader". Herr Kloth said he would
assume the task of educating the
bookbinders into Nazis. In saying
this he admitted that the majority
of the workers take a hostile atti-

tude toward the Nazis. He openly
threatened more drastic measures
against those with whom gentler'

means failed. In his speech he
drove an attack against interna-
tionalism. This fallacy, which was
an invention of that Karl Marx,
was supposed to have brought the
working class to its ruin. Only
when it was converted to national
socialism would it begin to rise

again.

The "former Marxist" had the
following to say about Marx, "Marx
was not even able to And a means

of livelihood. In order to support

nis family, his wife had to go to

work as a servant. Instead of this,

lie wasted his time writing useless

stuff like 'Capital' ''. Any comment
on this would be superfluous. At
ihe close of his speech Kloth sang
hymns of praise to the "Leader".

1'be Ilorit- Wessel song was then
sung. Kti-ause of the experience

with the book-printers, the doors
were guarded by storm troojperR

in plain clothes and nobody was
allowed to leave the hall before the
end of the "singing". Whoever
did not raise his arm during this,

got a shove In the elbow—"Arms
up!" And so it was that "every-

body" saluted the leader.

t'ROM BERLIN.
The possibilities of work be-

come more ditlicult every day. Fasc-
ism is systematically trying to

suppress every quiver of revolution.

By the use of a terrific expenditure
of police force even those possibil-

ities of work are being destroyed
which we still thought sure. The
Fascists have been learning in the
meantime. In addition, the new
draconian laws, which in many
cases provide tlie death penalty for

illegal political activity, are causing
vacillations and uncertainty In the
ranks of the remnants of the rev*
Lilutionary cadres. Comrades, who
nere formerly very good Commun-
ists, today become very soft under
certain circumstances. They also
have the frightfulness of the death
sentence executed on the four Com-
munists in Altona.

Still the work is being carried
mi. A mimeographed paper is pub-
lished, and Unser Wort is distri-
buted. The paper has considerably
strengthened us politically, it en-

joys great prestige particularly
among S. P. and S. W. P. circles.
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EDITORIAL

The A. F.of L. Convention, the Strike

Wave and Trade Union Perspectives
The 53rd animal convention of the American Fed-

eration o£ Labor convened at a taming point in the

life of the labor movement when the resurgent forces

of new life, thrust forward by the powerful impulsion

of the class struggle, are beginning to push their

way through the dry crust and restraining forms of

conservative trade unionism.

The new masses who are sweeping into the trade

union movement, heralding their arrival by tumultu-

ous struggles, are without any direct representation

at the convention. The strike wave, the great, new,

vital and determining factor in. tne labor movement,

lacks an authentic spokesman there. Hut this dread

spectre is present all the time and dominates the

proceedings. The strike wave is the unofficial dele-

gate which disturbs the dead calm of self-satisfied

conservatism so familiar at all A. l\ of L. gatherings

in recent years. All the important speeches and

deliberations were made as if in reply to the thun-

derous arguments o£ this new iorce which is speak-

ing in terms of class battles, of strikes and picket

lines.

The forces of resurgent life, represented by the

strike wave, which have not yet found formal expres-

sion in official representation, did not record their

real strength in the convention proceedings. They

only recorded their presence in the situation and

served notice of a future participation. That alone

was sufficient—so ominous is the new power—to make

it the axis around which all the proceedings and

discussion revolved. The stormy and irrepressible

forces of the new labor militancy, clamoring their

demands in the nation-wide strike movement, evoked

the terrified concern of the labor lieutenants of cap-

ital gathered in solemn convention, and of the political

spokesmen of capital, including the president of the

U. S. and his general, Johnson, who addressed them.

The Real Program of Roosevelt

The real design behind the benevolence of the

Roosevelt administration towards union organization

was brought out more sharply and clearly at the

convention. They want a trade union movement that

will he an instrument to restrain the workers, to

prevent strikes and to suppress and outlaw the

strikes that do occur. Only a few months have gone

by since tho NilA was hailed as the liberator of the

workers, and already the iron list is coming out of

the velvet glove. Roosevelt's threat to put the re-

calcitrant horses in a corral ; General Johnson's

blunter declaration, '"You cannot tolerate the strike",

and his appeal to public opinion "to destroy every

subversive influence'; the glorification of Gompers
and the reminder ot his role in dragooning the Am-
erican workers into the war—in these expressions

of the authentic spokesmen of the capitalist exploi-

ters the Koosevelt program was given a plainer and

more easily read translation than before.

The appearance of Green in a Washington church

pulpit, with his pitiful appeal in biblical language to

the "masters" to be good to their ''servants", un-

speakably contemptible and servile as it was, only

served to demonstrate how neatly the A. F. of L.

leaders have fitted themselves into the NKA scheme

to harness the insurgent movement of the American

workers through the official trade union movement.

There is no doubt where they stand, nor where the

convention which they dominate stands.

The New Factor in the Labor Movement
liut the outward manifestations at Washington

are by no means an accurate reilection of the situa-

tion within the A. F. of L., and still less of the

present-day labor movement in its broader aspects.

Against the policy and intentions of the capitalist

politicians and their labor allies, as revealed at the

Washington convention, the new outstanding devel-

opments must be considered—the influx of. hundreds

of thousands of new workers into the unions, the

formation within a few months' time of 500 new fed-

eral unions, the insistent demand for the industrial

union form of organization to meet the needs of the

newly organized masses. These factors, counter-

balanced to the formal official decisions and pro-

nouncements, require consideration in a rounded view

of the actual situation.

They are an essential part of the "proceedings"

of the 53rd convention of the A. F. of L. And in

addition to that, the thunder1

of the strike wave out-

side the door also belongs in the record. An ap-

preciation of the present situation in the trade union

movement, and of the A. F. of L. convention as a

distorted reflection of it, is possible only if these

factors are taken into account and given due weight

and importance. In that case the one-sided picture

of the Washington gathering, as Just another expres-

sion of hide-hound conservatism, fades away and we
see the actual movement as it is in reality, ferment-

ing with new life and on the verge of great convul-

sions which will upset all the schemes and plans.

Nothing was firmly settled or decided for the

labor movement at the Washington convention. The

new elements at work in the trade unions registered

themselves and served notice, so to speak, of a

further participation later on. The contending forces

in the trade union movement, which wiil clash with

increasing fury from this time forward, met in a pre-

liminary skirmish at Washington. From there the

conflict will bo transferred back to the Held of class

struggle—to the strikes, the picket Ifnes, the battles

with the state" forces and armed thugs, and the forth-

coming internal struggles within the trade union

organizations.

All of this is projected on the basis of a strike

wave of such dimensions as has not been eeen in

recent times and which, in our judgment, is only a

curtain raiser of what is to follow. The bosses and

their political and trade union agents apparently have

trie same opinion. They have enunciated their pro-

gram at the A. F. of L. convention. The labor move-

ment itself, that is, the real movement of the masses,

has not yet worked out an estimation of the perspec

tive and a program of its own. This is the big task

and" need of the present time. Its solution devolves

naturally on the class conscious elements.

The strike wave is the first reply that the Am-
erican workers have made to the frightful conditions

and standards imposed upon them during the crisis

and which the NRA mechanism in seeking to stabil-

ize and make permanent. The present scope and

Notes of the

Week

insurgent militancy of the strike wave are especially

portentous as to what is to follow if the workers

fail to get satisfaction of their demands.

Trade Unionism - - After^the Collapse

lof the NRA
And this, in our opinion, is precisely what is

going to happen. The attempt of the Roosevelt ad-

ministration to "'plan" industry on a basis of capi-

talist private ownership is inevitably doomed to a

resounding collapse, and that very probably in the

near future. With that, and with the failure also

to satisfy tho expectations of the workers which were

aroused by the liailyhoo campaign of the KRA, will

come a tremendous disillusionment of the workers

and a rapidly increasing tendency, on their part to

resort to more aggressive struggles; to rely on their

own strength and organization. Trade unionism,

which was held out to them in the first stages of the

XliA as a device to restrain their independent move-

ment, wiil become for the workers the medium for

iis expression on a colossal scale. Tho workers will

turn to trade unionism in real earnest, and they will

be bent on making the unions serve as instruments

ot struggle against the exploiters.

Then, as has already been clearly intimated in

the threatening speeches of Roosevelt and Johnson

at the Washington convention, the benevolent mask
of the Roosevelt administration will be taken off.

The unions they encouraged, and even coddled, as

long as they tiiought they could servo as "harness"

will meet open opposition from the government. All

the forces at its command, from systematic anti-

union and anti-strike propaganda to police and mili-

tary force, will be brought to bear. The unions, in-

sofar as they really fight—and that is the function

which the conditions of the times impose upon thorn

—will have to light for their existence against the

government itself.

The capitalist attack against the trade unions

as organs of struggle will be carried inside the un-

ions. Green, Lewis & Co. will be called upon to

purge the organizations of their militant (dements

and restore the unions to conservative and respect-

able docility. The prompt response of those treacher-

ous agents of capital to this demand is assured in

advance ; their attitude at Washington, in harmony
with all their previous conduct, signifies this first

of all.

New Struggles within the Unions
The trade unions, swelling Into larger propor-

tions by the inllux of new members on one side, will

witness wholesale expulsions and splits, engendered

by the reactionary bureaucracy, on the other, in-

surgent workers who insist on striking—the "horses"

that "refuse to work in harness"—will meet the con-

demnation of the labor bureaucracy. Their strikes

will be outlawed and denounced as Communistic
plots. A campaign of red baiting will be inaugur-

ated against revolutionaries and Communists. Where
these do not exist they will be invented. Every

worker who wants to fight fof his rights and wants

(o make the union flght for them will be branded as

a "red". The next developments of the trade union

movement will unfold in a seething tide of labor

rebellion—of "outlaw" strikes, clashes with the au-

thorities, fierce internal struggles in the unions, ex-

pulsions and splits.

The fact that already today hundreds of thou-

sands of workers are streaming into the trade unions

is in itself a fact of incalculable significance. The
workers are on the move. That is what is new, that

is what is important in the situation. The trade

union is the first and most elementary form of work-

ing chiss organization, for which no substitute has

ever been invented. The workers take their first

steps on the path of class development through that

door. Hundreds of thousands are taking this step

already today, a large percentage of them for the
first time. Millions of others will follow them to-

morrow. No matter how conservative the unions

may be, no matter how reactionary their present

leadership, and regardless of what the real purposes
of tho Roosevelt administration were in giving a

certain encouragement and impetus to this trade

union revival—in spite of all of this, the movement
itself represents an elemental force, a power which,

properly influenced at the right time by the class

conscious vanguard, can break through all the abso-

lete forms and frustrate all the reactionary schemes.

The Task of the Militants

This movement of the masses into the trade un-

ions can be seriously influenced only from within.

From this it follows: Geti into the unions. Stay there.

Work within.

Uefore any serious development of a revolution-

ary organziaiiou can be expected in America this

penetration of the trade unions must begin in earn-

est. The militants who undertake this task now,
after ail the discredit brought to the name of Com-
munism by the Stalinists, will labor under a double
handicap. The complete and unchallenged supremacy
of the reactionaries in the trade union leadership;

the weight of the government and of all capitalist

propaganda and repressive forces on their side; the

popular hostility to Communism and the relationship

of forces in general—these circumstances alone will

constitute huge obstacles at the beginning. Besides

that, the new Left wing movement will have to pay
for the sins and failures of the old.

The labor fakers will start new expulsion cam-
paigns against the radicals the movement their influ-

ence is felt again in the mass movement. It is folly

to think that the task of penetrating the mass trade

unions, under the given conditions, and of recon-

stituting a vigorous Left wing within them can be

accomplished with brass bands playing and banners
flying. Quiet and persistent work, and loyal coopera-

tion with all progressive-minded workers who want
to build fighting unions—this simple prescription

stands first in order. The rest will follow.

W© give no pledge to refrain from revolutionary

activity in the unions or to turn our backs on "out-

law" strikes. We leave such trade union tactics to

opportunists and traitors. It is our aim, on the

contrary, to be with the masses, especially at the

moment of their sharpest collisions with the capital-

ists, whatever form these collisions may take. In

order that this association with the revolting masses

can have a fruitful revolutionary influence, it has

to begin now by an entrenchment of the militant and

class conscious elements in the A. F. of L. unions

and the formation of a Left wing within them.

SAID THE MAD HATTEE

When you. hear about the great

need of killing 1,000,000 hogs to

nelp the Drive toward Prosperity,

you wilt, no doubt, look up and
wonder. A sneaking suspicion will

grow within you that there is some-
thing cockeyed with a system that

requires such waste to keep going.

* * > *

You look around you. Eleven
million hungry men are still pouuu-
ing the pavements, uuenipioyeu. The
Dnght leilovvs m tne governments
urain trust Keep on thinking up ali

.unus of plans to keep the grain
crop down, to curuil tne live stoca.

i'Ucy have to. The leaders ol tins

system that we call capitalism tell

ilium we have too much.

* • • *

That's the big trouble with us.

A'e have too much. That is why
eleven million men must starve.

• • * *

Odd enough, every worker wiil

admit to hiuiselt, and keep wonder-
ing. But sometimes the Jlad iiat-

Lers of capitalism carry their crazy
talk and topsy-turvy ideas so tar

that the woriter can t just stop with
mere .wondering.

• • *

The other day, for instance, .Mr.

Gerard swope, a big bun among
the boss class, the head of General
Electric and a member of the MRA
board, was caught thinking aloud.

He was comparing the SUA with
the Russian live year plan. Said
Mr. Swope:

"The Soviets started from
scratch. They had no industry,
no financial structure, no prob-
lems of overproduction such as
we had to deal with Their
economic problem is compara-
tivey easy."

* * « •

The Soviets, under Lenin and
Trotsky, took over a country lor-

ioru, neglected and backward, the
ruins of an empire misruled by
medieval despots. Its industry lay
lallow and devastated, the wreckage
of a criminally futile and disastr-

ous war. A hostile capitalist world
surrounded Workers' Russia. When
that world could not put it down
by torce of sword, tbe international
Ooss class tried to cut off Russia's
credits, its sources of economic
life. It was still another attempt
to throttle it. In the cockeyed
world of Mr. Swope "Their eco-
nomic problem is comparatively
simple", but

"But over here we have an
overdeveloped economic and in-

dustrial pattern.... That has
been a colossal task with which
Russia never had to be bother-
ed."

• • * •

The United States entered the
world war a debtor nation. It came
out of it the outstanding creditor
nation, the dominant world power.
Its industries surpassed in wealth
and technical progress those of all

Other countries. Its rulers became
the real dictators in a war-ridden
Europe. Its resources—unlimited.
A whole world stood ready to do
its bidding. It had everything.
"That has been a colossal task
with which Russia never had to

be bothered".

* * • •

Help! We've got too much, cries

this loon. And you've got to do
more than just wonder this time.

Because there is some reason in his

madness this time. Says Mr. Swope
—of the Soviets;

'When they need more coal
they expand their mines, put
more men in them and pro-

duce. The same is true of mills

and other industrial structures."

They do the job.

• * > •

But over here, in NIKA America,
"with all the natural (?) human
jealousies that go with it,"

"different groups strive for

different advantages, and in

many cases with little regard
for the general good."

• • • •

Here you can't do the job. You've
got all the tools and all the mate-
rials, but you can't do the job.

"Different groups strive for different

advantages, and in many cases with
little regard for the general good".

* > t •
Mr. Swope knows his capitalistic

system, the system of profit and
greed, of wasteful competition and
industrial anarchy.
That is the big difficulty over

here. That is what stands in the

way of solving the problem in the

U. S. A. And Mr. Swope tells you
—that's the only the thing that
stands In the way. In so many
words.

—G....n.
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Two Congresses «Against War»
The New York Barbusse Movement and the "People's Council* of 1917

(Continued from last issue)

But the final resolution of the

New York convention—is that a
pacifist document'; Merely to ask
such a question is to display a vast

gullibility. What do the words of

this couKed-up resolution matter';

Those who voted for it include not
only the Stalinists, but persons
whose avowed policy is to "promote
peace between religions, classes

and races" or "who are opposed to

every kind of war"—and similar

class collaborationist, reactionary
pacifist clap-trap. What possible

resolution can be adopted jointly by

such elements and genuinely revolu-

tionary elements? Nothing but a
document of deceit, of sham, a mere
collection of words strung together

on a Stalinist string to serve as a
iioosc for the militant proletariat

and its Jiglil against imperialist

war.

The United Front and War
Ho you are opposed to the united

front'; Not at all. In the first

place, a genuine united front, and
not an indecent bui'lesyue, would
start off with an open appeal by
the Communist International for a
conference with the Second Interna,
tlonal, the Amsterdam internation-

al, the independent organisations,

the syndicalists and the Interna-

tional Left Opposition, to discuss a
minimum program—and not to set

up a special organization. In tho

second place, a united front with
sincerely pacifist elements can never

be organized to fight war in gen-

eral, or even imperialist war a*

such. The pacifists are totally in-

capable ol even starting such a

light, and the duly of the Commun-
ists is to say so plainly. A united

front, with such groups can be con-

fined to nothing more than concrete

questions of the moment, can be

maintained only for a brief time,

and cannot, must not, take tbe
form of a united organization.

Anj'tiling else means a bastardized
"anti-war" movement, a cruel mis-
representation, a deliberate fraud,

a wax figure that melts as soon ai

events warm up a little.

Hasn't that already been demon-
strated in less than a year'/ .What
did the Amsterdam movement do to

halt the progress of Fascism in

Germany? NOT A THING? What
genuine, virile mass movement is it

setting in motion now to ward off

the insolent attacks upon the So-

viet Union by Japanese imperial-

ism? NONE AT ALL! The truth

is that it is as bankrupt, as im-
potent, as misleading as the Stalin-

tern which brought it into being.

The Left Opposition does not
eonceal for an instant its attitude

towards this monstrosity perpetrat-

ed upon the militant working class.

Our position towards it is not a
new one. It is identical with that

of the Lcrt wing a generation ago,

which had to combat similar mani-
festations of opportunism treachery
and bureaucratism in the Socialist

parties of that time. We can there-

fore uo nothing better here than
to (juote with approval the views
of the Left wing in the Socialist

party with regard to the People's

Council sixteen years ago, express
ed in the ollicial organ of the Left,

The Class Struggle ( Sept.-Oct.,

1917). With hardly the change ot

a phrase, it applies word for word
to the problem in hand.

The Left Wing in 1917

"The Socialist party in its sup-
port of the People's Council has
again made a tactical error of the

iirst importance. Indeed, the
tragedy of the situation is seen in

the circumstance that our party has

practically lost its identity nation-

ally ats a lorce against the war. All

its anti-war activity is virtually

centered in the People's Council,

an organization that does not ac-

cept revolutionary action, and the
conversation of which, moreover. Is

strengthened by tlie party bureau-
crats dominant in its management.
The People's Council is being used
by the Socialist party officials to

make votes for the party. This
may succeed, temporarily, but its

ultimate effect will be to make re-

cruits for the Gomix;rs-Spargo parly

of 'practical' social reform. .. .It Is

easy to enthusiastically accept the

People's Council. The more difficult

task, indispensable, is to cleave to
fundamentals and express our own
independent action iiuour own rev-

olutionary way as adherents of In-

ternational socialism."

Let the fate of the Socialist party
and its "People's Council" serve as

a grisly warning! The August 4th
of the Comintern in Germany al-

ready indicates the fate to which
the Barbusse movement has been
doomed from Its inception. M, 8.

P. S-—The call for the New York
conference started out by welcom-
ing "the step taken by Sherwood
Anderson, Theodore Dreiser and
Kpton Sinclair." Not one of these

three dragon slayers was even pre-

sent at the congress! Sinclair is

cunning for governor of California
on the Democratic ticket. Dreiser

has endorsed the Roosevelt pro-

gram. Anderson follows in his

footsteps. Shouldn't it begin to be
clear now where the "heads" of

fhe "historic congress" have been
pulling its "body"—to say nothing

of its Stalinist posterior?

—MAX SHACHTMAN.

On Gompers

(Continued from Page 1)

misieadcrs like Gompers and Mit-

chell, this Civic Federation was an
open class-collaboration agency
consecrated to the idea of "the part-

nership of labor and capital", to the

settling of strikes at the expense of

the workers and to blocking the

road to organization of the unor-
ganized.

Through this organization aud
together with the kings and barons

of finance and industry Gompers
waged a bitter struggle against so-

cialism within and without the Am-
erican Federation of Labor. As
president of this organization he
was instrumental in betraying the

steel strike of 1S01 and numerous
strikes thereafter. The member-
ship of Gompers in this capitalist

organization and his concurrent pre-

sidency of the American Federation

of Labor is keenly symbolic of his

role of the guardian, the watchdog
of the interests of the capitalist

class in the labor movement.
Against the I. W. W. this evil

genius of labor unleashed the virus

of his hatred. That the I. W. W.
was championing the cause of the

oppressed and challenging the

strongholds of trustified capital

meant nothing for Gompers. They
were reds, "against the govern-

ment" and he was out to destroy

the I. W. W. When the U. T. ,W.

mcials acted as strikebreakers at

Lawrence in 1912 to stamp out the

militant battle led by the I. W. W„
Gompers condoned the act. The
same at Paterson in 1S13 by a back-

door agreement with the bosses.

With remarkable indifference Gom-
pers ignored the bloody massacre
of the striking coal miners in Lud-

!

low Colorado by the Roekfeller in-

terests. Similarly with the St.

'

Bartholomew's night in the copper
1

j

strike in Calumet, Michigan.
|

Against Industrial Unionism...'
Gompers detested the I. W. W.

as much for their industrial form
of organization, which cut across
the lines of craft and encompassed
the mass of unskilled, as for their

burning creed of class struggle. The
consistent policy of Gompers was
lo divide the organized workers
into innumerable segments, to rip

the labor movement asunder with

wasteful jurisdiction disputes. To
this every day the American Feder-
ation of Labor1

is torn by fruitless

jurisdictional bickerings—the seed
sown by Gompers is still sprouting

its rotten fruits.

"Non-I'artisarr Politics

In polities as in the trade unions,

Gompers earned the statue erected

to him in Washington. Here he
chained labor to the political char-

iot of the capitalist class—the Rep-
ublican and Democratic Gold-Dust
twins of Big business. By the
slogan of "Reward your friends"

Gompers made labor the grovelling

lick-spittie of the political repre-

sentatives of the bosses. He shied

away from a party for the workers
like leprosy, only to maintain a
corps of toadying lobbyists who
crawled on all fours for favors
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trom the standpat parties of the

master class.

A Recruiting Sergeant For

Capitalist War

It was quite appropriate that

Gomper.s should be tho recruiting

sergeant for the American Imper-

ialist piuuderbund holding the Am-
erican workers in line for the
slaughter for profits they were pro-
secuting in Europe. The capitalists

made certain there would be no
trouble from the workers when
they entered the war by immedi-
ately enlisting the only-too-willing

services of Gompers. He secured a
declaration from the A. F. of L.
pledging its support of the govern-
ment in the war in the event of

United States* participation. Gom-
pers was a member of the Council
of National Defense created in 1910,
and was influential in priming Am-
erican public opinion to war con-

sciousness.

Prior to and even after the out-
break of the war to make the world
safe for' bigger and better profits

there was a large pacifist sentiment
in this country and in the labor
organizations. This would never
do for Gompers who put his whole
heart Into the patriotic campaign
into driving the workers into the
Morgans' carnage. He was the
father of the American Alliance for
Labor and Democracy which enlist-

ed the social-patriots like Spargo
and Russell and spread war pro-
paganda from one end of the conn-
try to the other.

If the war was to be a success
there must be a docile, unrebellious,
hard working proletariat in the
home country and Gompers was
the man for that. A member of the
War Labor Board he watched
hawklike that there be no strikes

during the war ; and if such broke
loose in spite of him, Gompers had
a machine to hamstring the work-
ers struggle for whom exploitation
grew more intense in times of war.
And for this service Roosevelt is

not stingy in his plaudits when he
says that "it was his (Gompers')
patriotic leadership for the uuanim-
ou» mobilization of the workers in

every part of the union which sup-
plemented the mobilization ot the
men who went to the front". A
monument to Gompers in Washing-
ton—little crosses on the battle-

fields of France for the workers
who fought for Wall Street's gold.

In His Dotage—Fighting the "Reds"
For Gompers the war did not end

with the declaration of the arm-
istice in November 1918—not the
class war, to be sure ; he had long
ceased to recognize that. Under
the cry that the war was still on
Gompers and Lewis, frightened
white by the invocation of the
Lever

1 Act declaring the coal strike

outlaw, drove 425,000 coal miners
back to the pits. Gompers did
everything in his power to sabotage
the great steel strike of 1919 and
he finally succeeded in putting the
rebellious steel workers "in the
corral".

Samuel Gompers spent his dotage
in a fitting manner—-fighting reds.

Here he was the fury of old age in-

carnated. Part and parcel of the
post-war' red hysteria, Gompers did
his "bit" to preserve "American
institutions" from the Bolsheviks.
He hounded the Communists and1

expelled the Left wingers from the
A. F. of L.

The American workers will re-

member this labor lieutenant of the
capitalist class with an oath of hate
on their lips After the proletariat

of this country crosses the pinnacle

of power it will write this inscrip-

tion under the monument In Wash-
ington :

"Samuel Gompers—the Evil Gen-
ius of the American Labor Move-
ment." —GEORGE CLARKE.

Cuban Gov't

(Continued from Page 1)

But this victory and tin;, failure
of the workers to raise. their strug-
gle to the plane of the contest for
state power placed the Left wing
of the petty bourgeoisie in power,
l'here, of course, they cannot long
remain. Below, the workers refuse
to be satisfied with programmatic
promises which supplement pledges
to the imperialist wolves that their
loans and property will be respect-
ed. The workers are taking over
mills and mines as guarantees ol
Ltieir demands for higher pay and
belter conditions, setting up work-
ers' committees to run them and
here and there they are setting up
Soviets and organizing a Red
Guard. All this constitutes a pot-
ential threat to the whole capitalist-

imperialist system in Cuba.

This threat has driven the petty
bourgeoisie to the right, toward the
American "mediators". This is

covered up by the protest that the
workers are provoking armed inter-
vention. The auii -imperialism of
l:he yetty bourgeoisie lp not the
revolutionary, iutornational anti-

capitalist program of the workers;
it is the futile, nationalist, hodge-
podge of the desperate middle class
without a social program and with-
out the resource and ability to
guide tho destinies of modern so-
ciety.

In the first period following its

I
assumption of governmental power
the petty bourgeoisie made conces-
sions to yie workers. The arbitra-
tion of strikes which they insti-

tuted1 granted the workers' demands.
At this stage of the revolution the
petty bourgeoisie saw in the work-
ers allies against the imperialists,

levers with which to force con-
cessions for themselves.

But when the workers refused
any longer to follow the leadership
of the petty bourgeoisie and con-
ducted independent struggles in
their own interests the petty bour-
geoisie became terrified at the ris-

ing spectre of the proletarian rev-
olution; On the other hand, the
swift development of the worker^;
struggles and their increasingly rev-

olutionary character frightened the
bourgeoisie who, dissatisfied with
(he "liberalism" of the government,
made and are making attempts at
armed insurrection to overthrow the
government of the petty bourgeoisie
after which they hope to put down
the workers. In this they are en-
couraged by American imperialism.

The fear of the bourgeoisie aud
the imperialist on the one hand,
and the fear of the workers on the
other, and the vacillations between
these giants reflect the contradic-
tory position of the Cuban petty
bourgeoisie. Today, as was inevit-
able from the beginning, it is swing-
ing to, the right against the work-
ers. That is the meaning of the
shooting of the Communist demon-
strators in Havana and in the in-

1 terior. That is the meaning, of

j
the sacking of the Left trade union
'enter. That is the meaning of the

\
organization of the Carribean
Army and the illegallzation, in
practice, of tbe Communist Party.

It remains to be seen whether
the workers will not drive off the
armed students who are moving
against the seized mills and mines

;

and whether the workers, confront-
ing the soldiers cannot win them
over. What they need most for'

that is a correct program and lead-

ership. The influence of Commun-
ism is growing .But the failure
of the workers to put forward poli-

tical demands signifies that the
Communist Party, haltered by Stal-

inism, is not measuring up to the
great tasks that the situation has
thrust upon it. —-T. STAMM.
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Strike Wave Hits Canada

Struggles Show Labor Revival

Toronto.—

During the past several months

there has been developing in Can-

ada a strike movement of portentous

moment. Parallel to the movement

in the United States although much

smaller in size, the strike wave

in Canada is sweeping across the

country, gathering momentum with

each victory and giving the urge

to increasingly greater struggles

of the masses.

Theoretically, the situation here

is cf very broad significance, espe-

cially in the contrast it presents

to the American situation. The
question of the immediate source

of the strike wave is somewhat
simplified because of the absence

of an N. R. A. to inculpate ; that

this immediate source is the cycl-

ical upturn can be concretely il-

lustrated by reference to the spe-

cific instances, composing the move-

ment—for example, the strike of

the workers of Hallman and Sable

took place at a time when the firm

was doing ite heaviest business in

four years; the upholsterers struck

under the condition of a similar

industrial pick-up; and the strike

of the furniture workers also oe-

cured at a time when new orders

were bringing the workers back to

their jobs.

Radical Term of Movement

Because of the absence of an
NRA, however, the movement here

has taken a more radical direction.

In Canada, even more than in the

United States, the great masses of

the workers are still unorganised

and therefore more bitterly oppress-

ed by the crisis. The growth of

the depression gave rise to a pro-

cess of gradual liquidation of the

lower strata of the bourgeoisie

;

and now that the industrial revival

is returning the workers to the

factories they are finding them-
selves integrated into larger and
more" organized economic units

—

which in itself would produce an
urge to unionize.

Rise of the Strike Wave
It is of inKujest to; trace the

progressive development o£ the
movement over the course of the
past few months. Beginning with
June there have been the following
strikes

;

Strike of 1000 mine workers of
Gtaoe Bay, Novia Scotia—in the
face of a lockout when they re-

fused to accept a pay-cut.

Strike of 3000 lumbermen of the
Thunder Bay region for an increase
of thirteen cents per cord.

Strike of 350 fur-workers in Tor-
onto—which won for them a 20%
increase and reduction in hours.

Strike of 100 canning factory
workers in St. Catherines—against
wages of 10 and 15c per hour. Suc-
cessful.

Strike of 700 workers of the
Mercury Mills in Hamilton. Con-
cessions won.

Strike of 1400 miners in Est
Coulee, Alt*. Successful.

Strike of 250 upholsterers in
Toronto under the leadership of
the W. U. L. Large wage in-
creases won.

Joint strike of TOO furniture
workers in five factories, and 80
workers of the Swift Co. in the
town of Stratford. This can truly
be called the crest of the strike
wave, from the point of view of
its militancy, the proportions it

has taken on, and its potential
after-effects. This Christian-Can-
adian town or 17,000 people has
been witnessing events of really
International-Bolshevik portent.

Mass Movement in Stratford

The strike of the furniture
workers was called on Sept. 14.

The strike of the Swift workers
tookj place in an entirely spontane-
ous manner on the Monday follow,
ing. It was quickly taken in hand
by the W. U. L. and almost in-
stantly the two strikes became
knitted into a solid mass movement.
Returned soldiers served as buglers
to summons the men from one
factory to another whenever help
was needed. The whole town is

behind the strike—employed and
unemployed, returned men and
militia men. When it was suggest-
ed in the city council that the
militia be called upon to maintain
order, it was discovered that the
entire militia was out on the line
with the strikers. In desperation
the mayor appealed to the govern-
ment who promptly sent him 120
troops and four tanks from other
towns. This action raised a storm
of protest throughout the country.
The A. F. of L. locals in Stratford
formed a united front with the
W. U. L. on this issue. Tremend-
ous demonstrations were staged at
one of which 8,000 people—more
than half the town — turned out.

In normal times strikes occur In

* sporadic manner and have value
almost entirely as individual eco-
nomic struggles. The present
strike wave, on the other hand, Is

a definitely organic process, a

growing movement of the masses:
and as such it assumes a con-

stantly more definite political

character. In Canada its political

character has been brought braz-

enly into the open by the inter-

vention of the military in Strat-

ford. Much depends on the out-

come ot the Stratford situation.

A victory here would' spur the
vacillating furniture workers
throughout the province forward,
it would set the spark to the Can-
adian railway workers who have
been on the verge of strike for

several months now .... and these
strikes in turn would give an im-
petus to other struggles.

—I. LEVINE.

Order Bellusi to

Be Deported

Philadelphia.—Antonio Bellusi, a

militant Italian worker, has been

ordered deported to Fascist Italy.

The deportation proceedings against
him, which have been pending for

some time, resulted in this deci-

sion. Comrade Bellusi was arrest-

ed in Wilkes Barre on the charge
of distributing the Militant. He
has been in Gloucester immigration
station for several months. We
want all workers sympathetic to

Communism, to write to comrade
Bellusi there.

Comrade Bellusi has been active

in the labor movement in Italy aud
America since 1918. In that yeat

he joined the Italian Socialist

1'ari.y. Later he joined the Com-
munist Party of Italy founded by
Bordiga. II we do not stop this

deportation comrade Bellusi will

be delivered over to Mussolini's
fascist murderers.

So far we have had very little

assistance from the 1. L. JJ. in

Philadelphia. The I. L. I). Commit-
tee Against Deportation failed to

hold a meeting week after week.
Three mass meetings which had
ocen arranged were postponed,

boinetfciug will have to be done
to organize the support of the
workers for comrade Bellusi.

—L. B.
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Last Saturday Hitlerite Germany

bolted the League of Nations and

the Geneva Disarmament Confer,

ence in a precipitant action which

the press universally describes as

a bombshell. Insofar as the Ilit-

lorist maneuver contributes to a

more complete and accelerated de-

composition of the farce of capital-

ist "internationalism", the bomb-

shell has no doubt hit its mark.

After the departure of Japan last

year, the German "Austreten"—as
the Nazi diplomats express it

—

leaves little more of the League
of Nations than its bare name.

The sudden and startling move
of (he Keich followed repeated and
increasingly difficult attempts, of

the tormer allies on the one hand,
to hold the lines of the status quo
achieved by their robbers' treaty

of Versailles ; and of National So-
cialist Germany, on the other hand,
to achieve "arms equality' and a
free hand in war preparations. The
desperate internal aud external,
economic situation of post-war
Germany brought into its leader-
ship a clique of political adventur-
ers prepared for any gamble. It

was only to be expected that the
latter would, the moment they felt

themselves to any degree masters
of their own house, initiate drastic
action on the foreign front.

The Adventurism of Despair

The men whom the agonizing
Reich bourgeoisie brought into
power are destined to extend their
adventurism of despair beyond the
national borders. Uniicr ine cam-
ouflage of a "pacifist" and "dis-

armament" propaganda which has
characterized the inter-European
diplomatic maneuvers ever since
the .World War, Hitler attempted
to get universal approval for his
plan to reestablish Prussian mili-
tarism within the framework of

the League of Nations. Facing, as
he had always expected to face, an
immovable aversion on part of the
former allied powers to give up
any of gains they achieved over
Germany by the Versailles pact,
he has from the first sought to
bring about a showdown by an open
break which would clearly be of
advantage to him.

He merely seized the opportunity
offered by the British-French stub-
bornness at Geneva last week. The
pacifist Hitler throws the onus for
the failure to disarm right into the
face of the British and the French,
and their dilatory tactics. Winning
sympathy thereby for his "sincere
desire for peace and disarmament"
from all sorts of neutral nations,

he makes the 'just" demand: on
that basis to he allowed an equal
opportunity to arm up to the stan.
daids of the rest.

Fascism Seeks Military

Independence

Faucis! Germany is out to get a
free hand in girding itself for its

next, external alack. The unkind
eye cast by the United States upon
the Hritish- French hegemony on
the continent, its "disinterested"
and "neutral" si and ; (he aloof
position of Mussolini, growing out
of Italy's special interests—un-
doubtedly aids Hitler's strategy.
Franco and England are faced with

|

a fait aeompli in the German move
for military independence. The
hope for allied control over Ger-
man armaments—arising less from
fear of an immediate war, than
from a view to more distant ad-
vantages—has been badly shaken
by the Nazi "bombshell"

The Reich government, on its

part, has made clear that in strik-
ing o«t for armament-; independ-
ence it in no way gives up the
idea of cooperation with the gov-
ernments of France, Great Britain,
et al. On (he contrary. In his
radio speech explaining Germany's
action, Chancellor Hitler goes out
of his way to point out that this
latest step is not at all intended
as an affront to the above two
nations. lie goes further than
that. The Nationalist Hitler makes
a direct gesture, to the French to
bury the hatchet with the Erbfeind
(the "hereditary enemy" who takes
up such an important place in the
L.i.i t ideology of the Nazis).

-It would be a tremendous
event", said Hitler, "if the two
peoples could once and for all

ban force from their common
life After the return of Saar
to fhe Keich, only a madman
could believe in the possibility
of war between the two states."

A French.German Alliance?

Inclination to accept this over-
ture was not lacking among French
ruling circles, immediately after it

was made. After all, the independ-
ent stand of Germany was an ac-
compished fact. The question
arose of how to deal with the new
reality. French-German coopera-
tion, on a new, separate basis, was
a possibility in any case. The
sentiment in this direction grew
with the publication of the Fascist
chancellor's speech in full. A
striking passage therein reads:

"When, however, the French
premier asks why the German
youth is marching and falling
in line, I reply, it is not to de-
monstrate against France, but

to evince ttiat political deter-
mination .that was necessary
for throwing down Communism
ami that will he necessary to
hold it down."

In the same- speech, the Nazi
leader alludes further to the aims
of Germany's newly gained inde-
pendence of action

:

"If is not immaterial whether
on the Rhine or on the North
Sea the outposts of the spirit-
ually revolutionary and expan-
sive Asiatic world empire stood
wafch when the National
.Socialist movement snatched
Germany back from the brink
of this threatening catastrophe;
ii not only saved (lie German
people, but also rendered a
historical service to the rest
of Europe."

Hitler's "Eastern Orientation"

On fhe basis of extending this
"historical service", by a transition
from the defensive to the offensive
(for which full armament freedom
is' needed), the French ruling class
sees more than an even chance for
a German rapprochement, it de-
mands that Hitler explain himself
more fuly. But it already knows
clearly his motive. He has made
his '"Eastern orientation" — the
Drang Nach Osten—more than suf-
ficiently clear.

What is involved is an attempt
to crush the workers' state in
liussia and the colonization of the
Ukraine. To this end the French
bourgeoisie is prepared to talk busi-

,

ness, even to consider the question 1

of the Saar.
j

It is generally known that such'
a direction of Nazi foreign ag-

1

gressioji is more immediate than

!

a war against France- It is known '

that in such a case, the aid of other

!

powers, financial and otherwise, is'

imperative for Germany. A repre-'
tentative French paper writes:

"We cannot undestand why
anyone should unreasonably re-
main attached to a type of pro-
cedure and international mech-
anism which has missed its

aim, Hitler's appeal has created
a new situation. In a new
fashion conversation seems pos-
sible."—Le Jour, October 17.

French Munitions for Germany
France is preparing to bow be-

fore the inevitable and to try for
new gains, new advantages on a
different basis. From the appear-
ance of things, the new French
orientation already has taken roots.
The French firm of munition manu-
facturers, Schneider-Creusot, was
recently accused of furnishing 400

Every day raises in holder relief

before the entire world what a

gruesome farce is taking place in

Leipsig. Even the wretched trave-

sty upon justice conducted by the

Nazi savages has Heralded to the

world that the scorch of guilt is

singed on the brow not of the ac-

cused, the brave Communists in the

dock, hut ineiadicably on the Hit-

lerite accusers.

The evidence that apiiears before

the "court', the evidence that has

leaked into the trial, the testimony

of any of those that have been able

Unemployed Die

in L. A. Fire

{Continued on Page 4)

Los Angeles .

—

Capitalism's cruelty and stupid-

ity have taken a toll of 88 unem-
ployed in Ijofs Angeles' Grimtji
Park fire of October. All that re-

mained of 81 "missing" men were
handfufe of aishes. Twenty-seven
charred bodies have been identilied.

Several hundreds are in the hospi-
tals. A number of the injured will

die.

The work at which the unem-
ployed are put consists of build-
ing roads, camp sites, bridle paths,
fire breaks—to make Los Angeles
more attractive to the parasites of
the country. At work in Griffith

Park were 3400 men. Political
appointees (not forest rangers or
experieuced lire fighters

i were in

charge .A blaze starled in one ot\
the blind canyons.

The day had been hot aud the
brush burned like oil. At quitting
time the MOO men were told not
to go home but remain to put out
the fire. The more rebellious

spirits, who refused, were threat-
ened with withdrawal of work
orders, and with clubs.

Who wevfe these unemployed ':

Aged and youtliiuls ia.bor.er and
white-collar worker—all jworly
fed, poorly shod and poorly cloth-

ed. They had just finished a fati-

guing day's work underneath the
hot California sun. They were
totally ignorant of lire fighting.

Down the steep canyon walls the
men rushed, impatient to put the
fire out, anxious to get home. But
the llames Uared, the men attempt-
ed to climb the canyon only to fall

into the flames like scorched flies.

"Paupers" (unemployed) are not
eligible for State Workmen's Com-
pensation. Barring an undetermin-
ed but trivial sum of county in-

surance the families of these men
are to be complete objects of the
most miserly charity.
The blood spots of murder of the

unemployed will not come off the
hands of the capitalist class. The
working class has indicted them.
Into the collective consciousness of
the masses the guilt of capitalism
has been branded.

to tear away the gag, sends shivers

of fear down the spines of the in-

dk-ters. A more patent frame-up

lias not been known in this crook-

ed capitalist world. The spectre of

the denunciation of the whole world

sits in the trial like Banquo's ghost.

It has drhen the Fascist persecut--

ers frantic.

The contradictory evidence of

the Nazi dupe, Van Oer Lubbe,
thew the first monkey-wrench
into the well-oiled plan to place

the beads of the Communists on
the hangman's block. The solemn
verdict of the International Cora-

mission of Jurists that sat in Lon-
don confounded the executioners.

The thundering indictment of Tor-
gler and Dimitroff, tortured and
manacled for months by the Nazi
beast, has announced to the wide
world that the diabolic scheme of

intimidation could not silence the

voice of the revolutionaries. And
now the "Brown Book of Hitler Ter-

ror" looms ominously before . the

drum head court martial. For the

time being the German Fascists

have been diverted from the at-

tempt to place the onus of guilt

for the Reichstag fire on the Com-
munist victims. They are busily

preoccupied ivith exonerating Goer-
ing and his accomplices, who are
the real incendiaries.

The curtain has been lifted.

Nothing the Hitlerites may do will

blind the world as to who is the
real perpetrator of the heinous
deed. The secret passage from the

lieichstag to Uoeriug's offices, the
deliberate absence of the Berlin

lire department until after the Are
had done its intended damage, is

blazing proof that the spark was
ignited by the brown hordes to

porvido the excues for the proscrip-
tion of the German Communist
Party.

Torgler, Dimitroff, I'opoff and

Taneff stand in the shadow of the

Fascist guillotine! The bourgeois
gentleman of motley "liberal" shad-
ings have agreed to their innoc-
ence. But that is nor enough to
stay the hand of the Fascist butch-
er. Only the mighty power of the
international proletariat can shatter
the plans of the Hitler, Goering
and Co., to i'ragraments. This pro-
test has not been heard.
The working class must not be

silent. In its protest it must show
the capitlaists that international
solidarity is not dead. Let this cry
resound tborughout the four corn-
ers of the globe ; let it be thun-
dered forth in huge demonstrations
and strikes: "Torgler, Dimitroff,
I'opoff and Taneff must be freed!"

CHICAGO MEETING
ABNE SWABECK

on

THE FUTURE OF LNTEBNA-
TIONAL COMMUNISM

at
Interntaional Labor Lyceum

2557 W. North Ave.
Sunday, October 22—3 P. M.

The Organizing Campaign of the New York Food Workers
The Hotel workers of New York

City and vicinity are responding
to the organization call of the
Hotel and Restaurant Branch of

the Amalgamated Food Workers.
The response is so enthusiastic that
it surpasses the most optimistic
expectations of those workers who
devoted themselves to the great
task of building the union again to
its former strength. This splendid
response is not at all accidental
but on the contrary has a justifica-

tion in the fact that this union has
shown the workers in the past
that it can defend its interests in

an effective way.

Twenty-one years ago, in 1912,

the Hotel Men's Association through
their chefs and head-waiters exer-
cised a virtual terror over the
workers in order to exploit them
more effectively. Conditions be-
came so intolerable that the work-
ers determined to end them organ-
izing themselves into a union. The
A. F. of L. union, with its craft
divisions did not inspire the Hotel
and Restaurant Workers. There-
fore, they preferred to organize
themselves into an industrial un-
ion, accepting in its ranks every
worker of the shop. The 1912 strike
is still remembered by many old-
timers in the industry as the first

militant attempt of the workers to
enforce humane conditions of work.
Although this strike failed to or-
ganize the workers, still it suc-
ceeded in bringing home the deter-

mination of the Hotel and Restau-
rant workers to put an end to the
humiliating conditions.

The Strike of 1918

In 1918, another attempt at or-

ganizing the Hotel workers was un-
dertaken by this union, this time
of a far wider ecope. More than.

18,000 workers participate in this

strike. The main hotels of the
city of New York could not open
their dining rooms, because not
only the waiters were on strike
but the bus boys and the cooks
with their assistants and dishwash-
ers. The Hotel Men's association
refused very stubbornly to recog-
nize the union although they were
forced to grant almost all its de-
mands, that is, higher wages, the
establishment of eight hours work,
day off and sanitary conditions
(lockers, washing.rooms, and the

' rest). They employed negroes as
;
strike-breakers and this fact alone
must teach us how necessary it is

to recognize the negro as workers
with equal rights in our ranks.
Already many negro workers are
coming to the headquarters inquir-

.
ing about our drive. The bosses

|

also organized a central employ-
;

ment office with a black list carry-
ing the names of the mililant Hotel
workers.

Because our union did not suc-
ceed in forcing the Hotel Men's
Association to recognize it and

! thus to secure the closed shop, the
I union lost many of its members,
retaining a few who were devoted
and willing to keep the organization
alive. The next effective struggle
took place in 1924 when the Union
had as closed shops the entire Proc-
tors Corporation, that is, the main
Rroadway cabarets. But when
these cabarets were closed the
union was reduced to four closed
shoj)s comprising in all not more
than.six hundred workers.

The 1939 Strike and Split

In 1929 this same union under-
took the organization of the Cafe-
teria workers and succeeded splen-

didly in mobilizing more than three
thousand workers in a militant

strike, that won the admiration of
every unionist. This success, in-
stead of serving as a basis for
further struggles, led to the weak-
ening of the union. This was not
on account of any blows from the
bosses but from the very people
who were bragging about revolu-
tionary devotion and the resf. The
Stalinists split the union in order
to build a sectarian organization
under their exclusive control.

It must be said openly that this

organization, the Food Workers'
Industrial Union, did the worst
service to the Hotel workers of
our city. While accepting partici-
pation last August in a united
front, its leaders, In a mass meet-
ing for union agitation, attempted
to confuse the workers by distri-
buting cards, hearing the address
of their own organization. Their
spokesman, Gromber. evaded the
tjuestion of fusion of the two un-
ions and spoke the worn-out phrases
of trade unionism. Comrade Git-
low, speaking as- the representative
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of the Hotel and Restaurant work-
ers branch of the A. F. W-, pointed
out that now, more than ever, the
workers must undertake seriously

.the establishment of one union in

|
the industry. These remarks of

j
comrade Gitlow were received en-

thusiastically by the workers pre-

sent. The Staliniats could not ac-

cept such a proposal because their
iiigh priest Browder told them
plainly in the columns of the Daily
Worker that "many trade union
functionaries of the Party while
working in other unions must at
the same time try to build the
'Revolutionary unions' " In other
words, go out and smash the other
unions. Such is the policy of the
elements who destroy whatever
they are unable to rule.

The following meeting took place
under the auspices of the Hotel
and Restaurant Workers' Union
because the Stalinists violated the
united front by not only withdraw-
ing themselves from it but also by
evading the fusion of the two un-
ions into one.
They resorted to such debasing

and degrading methods as for in-

stance the carrying of huge signs
around the streets that were lead-

ing to the Palm Garden where the
mass meeting took place informing
the workers that the mass meeting
would take place the next day. In

spite of this sabotage the hall was
packed and was addressed by com-
rades Cannon, Gitlow and Field and
others. The union has succeeded
in organizing more than 2,000 work-
ers in more than 35 hotels, some
of which rank as the biggest in

New York City.

Bosses Prepare to Fight Union
Tile bosses, in anticipation of the

pending militant fight of our union,

already are putting into motion.

the mobilization of all the Frater-
nal Societies of cooks and waiters.
The outstanding organization of
this nature is the Geneva. Rumors
are widely circulating that already
its leaders have received a fat ]K>r-

fion of the sum that the Hotel
Men's Association have raised in
order to combat the efforts of the
workers to organize into a power-
ful union.

In other words, the bosses are
already preparing certain scabbing
machinery to defeat our efforts. It

is necessary to follow carefully
those steps of the bosses. One of
our elementary duties is to ap-
proach the members of the Geneva
and the like and convince them to

join our Union and, at fhe same
time, to expose the scabbing char-
acter of their leaders who, as it

is plainly known to all, are noth-
ing but agents of the bosses. The
Geneva especially always aims to
serve one purpose, namely, the in-

terests of the Headwaiters and
Captains. Only our Union is in a
position to serve effectively the in-

terests of the Hotel and Restaurant
workers. The 54 hours a week aud
the apprentice system,, which are
discussed quite extensively in an-
other article in this issue, would
have been inserted in the code if

our Union as well as the other
unions did not undertake their or-
ganizational drives. Very soon the
hearing will be held in, Washing-
ton, D. C. and the stronger we are
the easier it will be for us to en-
force our demands- in the code.

The Fight for Union Recognition
As could' be expected this rapid

growth of the Union created quite
a great problem to be handled by
a few workers. The form of its

constitution fortunately, is an ideal

one. But as the form of the A.

F. of L. Unions is subordinated
many limes to the substance of the
movement, so the industrial form
of our union is not always a guar-
antee of its automatic application.
Therefore the workers themselves,
who join our Industrial Union,
must be educated to understand
our union thoroughly and must be
encouraged to participate In its
leading committees and especially
in its organization committee. Then
and only then will we be able to
fulfill our great task of organizing
the Hotel and Restaurant industry
so thoroughly as to insure the re-
cognition of the union by the mighty
Hotel Men's Association. Other-
wise, even if the bosses will he
forced to recognize the demandte
of the workers they will do so only
temporarily, under the pressure of
the drive. In order to assure per-
manent gams, and not permit the
bosses to throw overboard all these
concessions it is necessary to force
this recognition of the union and
the closed shop.

Let all of us redouble our efforts
and bring into the union more fel-

low workers in order to force our
bosses to recognize our union. Thus
we can put a stop to the miserable
wages and long hours. We can also
end the humiliation that we, the
Hotel and Restaurant workers,
are forced to undergo, not only
from the guests of the hotels, but
also from the militaristic com-
mands of our head-waiters and
chefs. We must always bear in

mind' that besides the kitchen and
the dining-room departments we
can also organize the other work-
ers of the hotels who are equally
exploited by our bosses, that is,

chamber-maids, laundry-workers,
elevator operators and th* rest.

—ARIST. CALMS.

/'
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Trotsky Writes

To the British

«New Leader»

C.L.A. Activities

in New York

October 2, 1033

Editors "New Leader"
Dear Comrades

:

In the Daily Worker of Septem-

ber 14th I found the letter of com-
rade K. A. Smith who defends the

I. I;. I', from the accusation that

its delegates have participated in

Paris in the building of a Two and
one Half International. I have no

basis whatsoever to interfere in

the essence of this polemic. I

must point out, however, that from
the letter of comrade Smith the

conclusion might be drawn that in

Paris there was actually laid the

foundation for a Two and One
Half Intermit ioua!. although with-

out the participation of the I. L.

P. I consider it necessary to dis-

pel any misunderstandings tliiit

readers of the "New Leader" might
have on this score.

It is true, that certain organiza-

tions which occupy an intermediary
position between the Second and
the Third International, such as

the Norwegian Workers Party, the

French P. U. P., the Italian Max.
imali;Sts and others, have particip-

ated in the Pa ri-: conference. But

precisely all these organizations

expressed themselves against the'

now International. For the crea-

tion of the new International, not

a Two and One half, but a Fourth
International, were the following

organizations: The interna tionai

Left Opposition, the Socialist Work,
ers Party (HAP] of Germany and

two Holland Socialist parties, the

Independent Socialist Party and
the Revolutionary Socialist party.

I urge tiie readers of the New
Leader, as however, also the read-

ers of the Daily Worii«r to acquaint

themselves with the Declaration of

the named organizations "On the

Necessity and Principles of a new
International". Here I shall quote

only one paragraph (No. 8) out

of eleven.

"While ready to co-operate with

all the organizations, groups and
fractions which are actually devel-

oping from reformism or bureau-

cratic tentrism (Stalinism) to-

wards revolutionary Marxian pol-

icy, the undersigned at the same
time declare that the new Inter-

national cannot tolerate any con-

ciliation towards reformism, or

centrism. The necessary unity of the

working class movement cannot he
attained by the blurring of reform-
ist and revolutionary conceptions,

or the adaptation to the Stalinist

policy but only by combatting the

policies of both bankrupt Interna-

tionals. To remain tqaul to its

task the new International must
not permit any deviation from rev-

olutionary principles in the qnes-

tionte of insurrection, proletarian

dictatorship, .Soviet form

State, etc.

In conclusion I allow myself to

say that the International Left

Opposition ( Bolshevik-Leninist s

)

is much further removed from cen-

trism (No. 2 1-2) than the present

Barbussized Comintern.
With revolutionary greetings,

L. TROTSKY.

REORGANIZATION.!—The New
York branch having grown beyond
the size within which effective

functioning is po...ible, the mem-
bership decided to reorganize on
the basis of borough units. Work-
ing branches ure now operating in

the boroughs ot Manhattan, the

Bronx and Brooklyn, enjoying the

full autonomy of branches in any
otiier part of the country, each
with its own executive committees,

while having the work centralized

and guided by a City Executive
Committee. Enthusiasm is running
high and each of the branches is

working out plans for concentra-

tion on its own territory.

All three branches now have
their own headquarters. In this

way, there will not only be a cen-

ter in each of these boroughs for

forums, branch meetings, the small-

er mass meetings, classes, but also

a gathering place for all friends

and sympathizers of the Left Op-
position.

New York's headquarters remain
as before at 12G East Kith Street

and are open all day long. The
headquarters of the Bronx branch
have just been opened at f»3i> East
14fith Street. George Saul is the
branch organizer. The headquart-
ers of tiie Brooklyn branch are 504
Watkins Avenue corner of Belmont,
with Joseph Carter as local organ-
iser' All three branches meet on
Tuesday at 8 o'clock in tiie eve-

ning.

Ol/R MEETINGS.—The first two
mass meetings in the series organ-
ised "For a New Communist In-

ternational! For a New Commun-
ist Party in America!" proved to

be highly successful. The Man-
hattan meeting at Irving Plaza had
the hall tiil midnight, listening lo

the speeches of comrades Cannon
and Shaeh tman and participating

actively in the question and discus-

sion period. In the Bronx, some
200 workers turned out to attend
the Hollywood Garden meetings.
Plans are being made by all the

branches now to follow up the in-

itial meetings with others dealing
with the same subject.

SCHOOL AND FORUM.—The
fall term of the International Work-
ers School began in Manhattan
last Monday, October 15th, with
two of the courses: The State and
Revolution given by Jack Weber,
and Fundamentals of Marxism
given by John G. Wright' Both
of these courses are giv*n from 8
to 10 I*. M. Monday evenings. Two
other courses are given at the same
hour on Wednesday: Organization
Prinicples by Martin Abern and
Applied Economics by B. J. Field.

The admission to each session is

twenty cents, and the fee for an
entire course, ranging from ten to

of the twelve sessions, is $1.50. Regis-
trations are still being accepted
at the headquarters of the school,

12(1 Kast 10th Street, all day long
and in the evenings up to 10 P' M.
Complete outlines for the courses
are to be maiie available to regis-

trants at ten cents a copy, and
twenty-five cents to others, not
students, who are interested in

Left Wing in Teachers Union

The continued attacks on their weeks ago bring them to the union

living and teaching conditions and

the attacks now pending are

did not prevent them from denounc-
ing as dual unionist the other or-

_, „, ,„ ganization of the unemployed by
awakening the rank and hie of the

tl]e rLmk ami flle _ In shon fh
Teachers Umon of New York City]

rtcd Uie administrati(m frora
to the need of action to protect

|iie |(,j t

their interests. Their alarm and
their desire to resist is making it-

self felt on the conservative union
administration. Under this press-

ure the administration is moving
toward the left. It now demands
unemployment insurance for unem-
ployed teachers and speaks of hold-

ing mass meetings of the teachers

and is engaged in organizing them,
whereas formerly it preached the

gospel of reliance on the state leg-

islature and' condemned the Left
wing for insisting on mass actions

of the teachers themselves.

It goes without saying that we
have no faith in the administration.

It sold out the teachers in the fight

against salary cuts a year ago.

And if it gets the chance it will

do it again. But what is important
for the teachers in this new "turn"
of the union administration is that

it lias been forced to move in the

correct direction. By this "turn"
it opens up possibilities that may
well sweep beyond the limits which
it sets for the fight.

Left Wing's Opportunity

An alert and correctly oriented
Left wing can play a decisive part
in this movement. This is the op-

portunity for which it lias been
working and preparing. In this

period and in the period to come
its influence and strength should
grow.

But this new' perspective finds

the Left wing unable to realize

the opportunities that are present-

ed to it. The Left wing is divided
into two groups that are as hostile

to each other as they are to the
union administration. The Pro-
gressive Group which carries out
ft Lovestoneito trade union policy
thunders against the administra-
tion in its literature and speeches
but supports it against the rank
and file, the other Left wing group.
Their orientation was reform of
the administration. They condemn-
ed in principle any independent
activity on the part of the Left
wing. They branded as dual union
ist any such attempt. That they
themselves organized some of the
unemployed teachers outside the
union and did not until a few

The rank and file have carried

out a policy which is now con-
tradicted by the new developments
in the union. Their thesis was
that the union was hopeless ; that
the administration had a strangu-
lating grip on it ; that it could not
be reformed into an instrument of
struggle in; the interests of the
teachers. Readers of the Militant
will recognize this thesis as one of
the elements of the Stalinist trade
union line. It is the A. F. of L.
company union idea applied to the
Teachers Union.

Errors of Left Groups

The consequences that have flow-

ed from the false policies of these

two groups have been ruinous for
the Left wing and have not helped
the union. Now after .a fight of

years the Left wing is in a worse
position than it. was and the ad-
ministration is firmly in the saddle.

Even now they are more inter-

ested in preserving their factional
differences and justifying them-
selves to their owii members than
they are in building a united Left
wing. That is the task that the
progressive teachers in the union
face. They can, if they make the
attempt, penetrate both groups with
the idea of one united Left wing.

For this they need a program.
Wiia fever program they work out
cannot, include the false policies

and conceptions of the Stalinist

and' Lovestone trade union Unas.
The teachers need instruction in

how to find their way to the trade
union movement. The way to do
it is not in the secret domination
of the Left wing by factional
clique? but in the open formula-
tion of policies on the basis of

frad« union democracy. How can
the Left wing fight the union ad-
ministration which has destroyed
trade union democracy if it viol-

ates it in its own house?

When the Left wing is united it

can press the fight for a militant
union representative of the inter-

ests of all the teachers in the sys-

tem, steering toward the working
class movement.

—T. STAMM.

them.
The forum season is also getting

under way. Each of our three

branches plans to have its own
local forum in its own quarters.

Manhattan has already begun, and
its forums will take place every

Friday evening at 8 1'. M. sharp.

Last i-'riday, October 13, Joseph

Carter si>oke on the signific-

ance of the revolution in Cuba.

The week following, on October 20,

Max Shachtman will speak on tiie

municipal elections in New York
and put forward the standpoint of

the Left Opposition, discussing at

the same time the problem of what
ticket revolutionary workers should

vote for in the coming elections,

lii'onx and Brooklyn forum meet-

ings will bo announced in the com-
ing issues of the Militant. All

workers are invited to attend and
participate in the question and dis-

cussion period from the floor.

IN THE TRADE UNIONS.—All

efforts are now being concentrated

in the New York organization to

make every member an active mili-

tant in the trade union movement.
As the work is being systematized

more and more. It is being seen

to that hitherto un-uniouized mem-
bers join the union of their craft

or industry. Several of our com-
rades are now very active in the

organization campaign being con-

ducted by the Hotel and "liestau-

rant Workers branch o! the Amal-
gamated Food Workers. Others
are leading the qiovement to or-

ganize the Greek-speaking painters,

of whom there are upwards of

2,000 in New York City, into a
local of the Brotherhood of Paint-

ers and Decorators of the A. F. of

L. One of our comrades is the

most active militant among the

novelty mirror workers who are

now seeking to establish a local of

the American Federation of Labor
following their strike. The Stalin-

ists, in this field, are engaged in

their customary work of disruption

and are flirting with the idea of

a "red union" for these workers.

Another one of our comrades has
just returned from an organization

drive among the clothing workers
of Havers traw, New Jersey, con-

ducted by tiie Amalgamated Cloth-

ing Workers of America, which
took the form of a militant strike

lasting several weeks. Our young-
er comrades have been active in

the recently concluded strike of the
Doil and Toy workers union. Others
have been in the front line of the
strike of the New York upholster-

ers. There, by the way, as a re-

sult of the work carried on by us,

the Stalinists have pounced down
upon one of their own militants

in the Upholsterery Workers indus-

trial union, comrade Arthur Brand-
mark, who has now joined the

Opposition.

To continue the work of clarifica-

tion of trad* union policy, the City

Committee has called a joint mem-
bership meeting of all three branch-
es to be held Sunday, October 22nd,

at tho New York headquarters, for

a discussion of our trade union
line, to be led by comrade J. P.

Cannon. The meeting is to start

at 1 P. M. sharp. Ail comrades
are required to attend and parti-

cipate.

THE BANQUET.—Attention is

called to all friends and sympath-
izers of the Opposition to hold
open the date of Saturday, Novem-
ber 4, so as to attend the banquet
of the Lef t Opposition arranged
by the New York local. The ban-
quet wiil take place on that day,
8 P. M-, at the Stuyvesant Casino,

!)th Street and Second Avenue,
with music, entertainment, a din-

ner and brief speeches. Admission

:

50 cents. Further announcements
in coming issues.

—CITY COMMITTEE.

was vigorously applauded by the

workers present.

Comrades throughout the coun-

try should take note of this in-

cident, wliicb marks the recurrence

of the Stalinist policy of breaking
up meetings and seeking to disrupt

the Opposition gatherings with the

only means at their dispsoal: viol-

ence, rudeness, hooliganism. Such
a reactionary course can he met
with only one reply and the Op-
position everywhere has been pre-

pared and will continue to be pre-

pared to make that reply. We have
not the slightest intention of al-

lowing oar meetings to be dispersed

by the flying squadrons of Stalinist

workers misled by the bureaucrats

who comfortably occupy their of-

fice chairs during these frays. Op-
positionists, defend your meetings
and beat down all hooliganism in

the labor movement!

700 Hear Swabeck

in Toronto

Toronto Caitada.—A huge meeting
was held for comrade Arne Swabeck
was held in this city. 700 work-
ers turned out to hear his analysis

of the international situation aud
the tasks of the Communists. The
size of this meeting is so much
more gratifying in view of the

counter meeting held the same eve-

ning by the StaHnists and several

trade union meetings in progress

the same evening. A fuller report

of this meeting will be given in

a subsequent issue of the Militant.

Phila. School Starts

Classes

The Philadelphia Section of the

International Workers School

opens its Fall term, Tuesday, Octo-
ber 17th, at 524 Thompson St.

The classes will be held on Tues-
day aud Friday of each week on
the following schedule:

SUBJECT INSTRUCTOR
Tuesday

A. B C. of Marxism

—

7 :30 to 9 P. M T. Holmes
Labor in American
History—9 to 10:30
P. M A. J. Carey

Friday
Communist Manifesto-

—

7_.:30 to P. M S. Hardy
History of the Left
Opposition—® to

10:30 P. M....B. Morgenstern
The duration of the term will

be ten weeks. In the elementary
class registration must be made
within a period of three weeks at

a fee of 2."jc

In advanced classes registration

can he made at any time on pay-
ment of 50c, single classes 10c
These classes mark the beginning

of intensive educationai activities

in Philadelphia by the Left Opposi.

tion.

Our Open Forum, under the aus-

pices of the International Workers
School, will hold its first meeting,

Sunday, October 22 8 P. M.
SUBJECT

:

LABOR AND THE N. R. A.

Speaker: B. Morgenstern .

Your atendance at these classes

and cooperation in the Open Forum,
and other important work of the

Left Opposition is sincerely de-
sired.

Ed. Note: For the information
of our readers who wish to fol-

low all the important interna-

tional developments step by
step, we are reprinting here-

with the general resolution

which was adopted by a major-
ity vote at the Paris confer-

ence of Left socialists and in-

dependent Communist organiza-

tions. As stated in the resolu-

tion, of the International Sec-

retariat of the Left Opposition
(Militant, Oct. ithj our dele-

gation did not accept this re-

solution. It is reprinted here
however as a document of in-

formation.

RESOLUTION OF THE PARIS
CONFERENCE

The International Struggle of the
Working Class.

1. Since the publication of the

public manifesto at the beginning
of February of this year by the

seven independent revolutionary
socialist parties, events have de-

veloped with a terrifying force.

2. The world crisis has shaken
the capitalist system of production

to the point of chaos and ruin and
has forced capitalism to apply the

most extreme measures in order

to maintain the position of the
ruling classes.

3. World unemployment in-

creases from day to day and the

attacks on the standard of life and
on the political rights of the work-
ing classes 'grows in brutality

everywhere.
4. The danger of war has reach-

ed the critical point and the mili-

tarist and nationalist passions are
developing from one and of the
world to the other.

5. At the same time Fascism,

the terroristic force of capitalism
in agony, with the single aim of

destroying the workers organiza-
tions and plunging the workers
into wage slavery and under
tyranny will march rapidly with
the aid of violence and armed
forces.

C. The Hitlerite regime has
completely destroyed the workers'
organizations. Never before has
the world ki. .wu such a disaster,

one which has struck down the
German organizations which were
engaged in safeguarding the inter-

ests and the rights of the wrokers.
7. The viclory of Fascism in

Germany lias shown the entire

world the bankruptcy of the social

democracy and the Communist
Party. The Social Democracy was
the strongest pillar of the Second
International. Its policy in the

capitalist state, its collaboration
with the parties of the middle
classes, its participation in govern-
mental coalition, its toleration of
reactionary governments (policy of

the "lesser evil"), has led it to

abandon the defense of the inter-

Suceessful Meet in

Brownsville

The third meeting in the esries
organized throughout the boroughs
of New York on the New Commun-
ist International and the New Com-
munist Party in America, was suc-
cessfully held in Brownsville at
the Premier Palace last week, with
a sounder trouncing of Stalinism
and the Stalinists than either they
or we had calculated on. More
than one hundred and fifty workers
were assembled, listening attentive-

ly to the presentation of our point
of view by Max Shachtman when
an organized group of Young Com-
munist League and' Communist
Party members gathered outside
the hall and were finally admittted.
After the remarks of the two Op-
position speakers—comrade James
Cannon having followed Shachtman
—the floor was thrown open for

questions and discussion.

The first speaker in the discus-
sion, was the representative of the
Section committee of the official

party, a Stalinist named John Mor-
ris, who was granted 10 minutes
in which to present his apology
for the criminal course of his lead-

ership. Despite the courteous ex-

tension of his time by chairman
Carter, Morris tried to speak for

more than half an hour, standing
on the presumptucusnesa and in-

solence of hooliganism. In order
to bring the meeting to an end
then and there and prevent further
discussion or summary, Morris im-
pudently announced that he would
take up a collection for the Daily
Worker, on the spot. Together with
his supporters, he succeeded in

throwing the meeting into moment-
ary turmoil, until he was gently
heaved off the platform and his
milling companions escorted back
to their chairs. The pitiful at-

tempt at thuggism and Intimidation
did not, of course, made any seri-

ous headway and during his de-

nuneiatios of the Stalinist tactics

in the summary, com. Shachtman

Swabeck Lecture

in Rochester

Rochester, N. Y.—The following
is a reyort of comrade Swabeck's
lecture here in Itochester. The
meeting was orderly and nobody
interrupted Swabeck. The audi-

ence was composed of about 20

members of the Stalinist party, 20

of the proletarian and about 10 of

our sympathizers. About 25
others were there.

After Swabeck had spoken, Sam
Essraan, one of the Stalinist. lead-

ers here, arose, and commenced to

speak. He admitted that the

Stalinists made many mistakes but
that nobody was perfect. He said

that they welcomed criticism within

the party and that the Trotskyites

were trying to demoralize the

party. lie forgot that Trotsky was
in the party when he criticized ^nd
we know what happened to him.

The party welcomes criticism of

other but not of its policies. When
someone criticizes its policies they
expel him, and then they don't

have to listen to his criticism be-

cause he is not within the party

any more. Very intelligent tactics!

I'll say! When Essman finished

his spiel, instead of giving Swabeck
a change to answer him, he gather-

ed his lambs around him and ad-

journed to their meeting room
where, I suppose, he gave them an
explanation of Swabeck's criticism.

Their party alone left the room.
The others remained.
The remainder of the meeting

was orderly with questions being

asked and answered within the

room. —A COMRADE.

Swabeck Tour Itinerary

Other meetings on comrade Swa-
beck's tour are as follows:

Sat., Oct. 21st Chicago, 111.

Sun., Oct. 22nd Chicago, 111.

Mom, Oct. 23rd Chicago, 111.

Tuea., Oct. 24th Chicago, III.

Wed., Oct. 25th Springfield, 111

Thurs. Oct. 26th Staunton, 111.

Frl. Oct. 27th St. Louis, Mo.
Sat., Oct. 28th St. Louis, Mo
Sun., Oct. 29th. Kansas City, Mo.
Mon., Oct. 30 Kansas City, Mo.
Thurs., Nov. 2nd. Minneapolis
Frl., Nov. 3rd Minneapolis
Sat., Nov. 4th Minneapolis
Sun., Nov. 5th Minneapolis
Tues., Nov. 7th Chicago, III.

Thurs., Nov. 9th.. Davenport, la.

Fri., Nov. 10th Davenport, I*.

Militant
Builders
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As our comrades and friends all

over tiie country in the sub drive

the list of subs is shooting up.

Look at the list:

Branch Youngstown
V. K. Dunne Minneapolis
M. Abern Bronx
C. Hediund Minneapolis
S. Hardy Philadelphia

J. Fruitman Toronto
G. Sheche-t Boston
L. Goodman Philadelphia
Bckelberger New Castle, Pa. 2

The following comrades got one
apiece : H. Ross, Manhatan ; M.
Kent, Brooklyn ; It. Schapp, Brook-
lyn ; A. A. Buehler, Kansas Ctiy

;

J. Carter, Brooklyn ; H. Capelis,

Manhatan; O. Coover, Minneapolis;
M. Gottlieb, Minneapolis.

Add them up ; that makes 49 new
subs since the opening of the drive.

And there are still a little less

than four weeks to go. We expect
the drive to gather still greater
momentum as it goes along.

THREE FACTS.
Three facts stand out from the

above list: The branch is showing
the field a clean pair of heels. Num-
ber two : Notice the number of

comrades and cities that are figur-

ing in the list. That is one of

the brightest things about the
drivg. And three: Minneapolis and
the New York units are dotting the
list which means that if you take
it from the" point of view of collec-

tive, organized activity they are
doing a fine job bolstering up the
list.

QUOTAS.
A number of cities have set

quotas for themselves in the drive.

New York has undertaken to raise

a hundred dollars in subs divided
as follows: Manhattan — fifty;

Bronx and Brooklyn—twenty-Sve
each. Berkeley has set a goal of
Iwenfy-five subs. So has Phila.

delphia. How about Chicago, Pit-

tsburgs, St. Louis and the other
cities not yet heard from?
ON THE "HISTORY".
We forgot to say in our previous

announcements that wherever there
is a tie on November 15 when the
drive closes the prize for that place
will be given to both the tying con.
testants. This makes it an even
greater inducement. The prizes
are: for first place—the three vol-

umes of the History of the Russian
Revolution by comrade Trotsky

;

for second place—two volumes ; for

third1 place—one volume. That is

a prize worth shooting for.

ests of the proletariat and con-

sequently to ruin the German work-
ers' movement as is to be seen dur-
ing the Hitlerite era. The policy

of the social democracy was es-

sentially that of the Second In-
ternational. Even after the com-
plete failure of this policy, neither

the Second International nor any
of tho parties which comprise
it have drawn the lesson of the

terrible events in Germany.

S. On the other hand, the Ger-
man Communist Party has exislcd

for fourteen years. It had the

great moral support which was
given to it by the presence of the

Soviet Union; it obtained the vast
material assistance for its pro-

paganda and it worked in favor-

able conditions created by a world
crisis of unprecedented proportions.

By its mistakes, it also demon-
strated its complete bankruptcy.

0. The Third International can-

not escape its heavy responsibilit-

ies for the bankruptcy of the Ger-

man Communist Party whose
pseudo-revolutionary policy was
ordered by this Third Internation-

al and the latter has completely
assumed the responsibility for the
mistakes by rejecting its own ideo-

logy. This degeneration of the

Third International, dominated by
tiie Russian Communist Party, and
the results of the absence of a

revolutionary movement in other

countries through the formula of

socialism in one country, the bu-
reaucracy of the Third Interna-

tional has betrayed the interests of

the world revolution. It introduced

the struggle of the Russian Party
into the parties of the other coun-
tries. It has strangled internal

democracy. It has persecuted the

critical spirits as heretics.

10. We have appealed for unity

of action. This appeal has receiv-

ed no effective response from the

two Internationals.

11. Considering the bankruptcy
of the policies and the organization

of the second and third Interna-
tionals, the socialist workers of

the world are more than ever faced

with the enormous aim and the

necessary task of regenerating the

international movement of the

working class and retrieving the
international unity of this class

on a revolutionary socialist basis.

The first step should be made by
convening a world congress and re-

presenting all organizations which
accept the basis of revolutionary

struggle for the realisations of so-

cialism. This world congress

should have as its principle task

the studying of a general expose
of the principles and policies for

effective revolution action which
will be prepared and submitted to

the parties by the independent so-

cialist parties. These parties will

take the initiative for the meeting
of the congress at a date which
will be determined later and they
will make an appeal for this con-

gress to al workers organizations.

12. The independent socialist

parties will be convinced that, this

appeal will be listened to by mil-

lions of workers whose admirable
courage and perseverance has not

been shaken by the policy of bank,
ruptcy which has led from one
catastrophe to another.

Where are the

Stalinists

Today ?

The Stalinists boast that they
are the revolutionary vanguard of
the working class. But are they?
Let us see.

Today the workers in the United
States are in motion as they have
not been since the crisis set in.

The six hundred thousand miners
are stirring with unrest. Thou-
sands have struck for recogni-
tion of their union. Thousands are
still striking for recognition of the

U. M. W. A. This is the largest

group of workers in a single in-

dustry in the United States. This
is a basic industry. The miners
are a decisive section of the pro-
letariat. In traditions of struggle,

in organization, in fighting quality

they belong to the most advanced
section of the American working
class. How much influence have
the Stalinists who once icd the
Left wing insurgent miners got
among them today? Almost none.
How many of the recent and pre-

sent struggles have they led or in-

fluenced? Very few; certainly not
the larger struggles.

In New York City almost a hun-
dred thousand workers have struck
tor better wages and conditions.

Thousands more are threatening to

go on strike for essentially the
same demands. Where were the
Stalinists? How many of these
struggles did they lead? Almost
none. _ How many of these workers
are following them? Very few.
Where are the "revolutionary"

trade unions of the TUUL? Viewed
organizationally and in the column*
of the Daily Worker they lead a
certain existence. They hold con-
ferences and pass resolutions. But
they have no influence on the strug-
gles of the workers who are stream-
ing into the A. F. of L. They are
shells. And they cannot be revived.

It is hopeless to • think that lh«
future course of the workers' strug-
gles jiil lead through these paper
shells.

Tiie capitalist press admits there
are close to a million unemployed
In New York City and says there
la no prospect of improvement this

winter. Relief has been curtail-

ed. Where are the Stalinists?

What are the unemployed councils

doing? Nothing. They have no
real existence. There is no move-
ment of the unemployed in New
York City. And the Stalinists are
out of the picture.

The Stalinists are bankrupt. II

the Stalin party can be said to

exist at all it is only as a bureau-
cratic apparatus with a diminishing
number of workers. Politically th#
Stalin party is dead. As events and
the class struggle are drawing a
balance under the policies of the
Stalinists and the Left Opposition,

the Stalinists who began as a party

are retrogressing to an ineffectual

opportunist propaganda group while

the Left Opposition which began
as a Marxian propaganda group la

moving toward tiie creation of b

new and genuine Communist party

on the unshakable foundations of

Marxism and Leninism.

Exploitation of Farm Laborers

FROM THE WEST COAST:
"The Paterson strike issue of
the Militant is a dandy, and if

I'm any judge it should' win
for us many new friends. The
new character of the Militant

will appeal more to the work,
ecs. . .

The economy of the United
States has undergone such deep-
going change in the last decade
and a half that what was formerly

an avenue of escape from wage
slavery for the industrial and
agricultural proletariat (home-
steading or tenant farming) has
become a closed alley or an irre-

pairably broken ladder.

As wage workers, though in-

inarticulate and practically isolated

from political or any kind Of class

guidance, America's agricultural

proletariat is in desperation and
restlessness. They are moving
about or planning to move, know-
ing the far-reaching influences of

the present economic system.

Just today I received the follow-

ing request from my brother Ro-
bert, a beet worker in the state

of Colorado

;

'"Try and let us know if you
think that there will be any
chance of getting a job in New
York this winter, as there will

be nothing going on here. I

am quite sure that I shall not

stay here after beet harvest

;

and maybe Richard will go with
me too, but he talks about go-

ing to Idaho or Oregon. I im-
agine that the economic system
is about as cruel toward the
proletarian class most any other
place as it is here, but there is

not much industry in this part
of the country; the beets are
about the only industry here,

while Oregon and Washington
have beets, fruit, lumbering,
hop-raising, ship work, and
stock raiding. Another great
handicap here is that you have
no chance to learn much of
anything and there is no enter-
tainment afforded which
amounts to anything. Life is

very monotonous 'and lonesome
here."

In the same letter we are given
the experiences back of this con-
clusion, this state of mind. For
blocking, thinning, hoeing, and
topping the sugar beets the agricul-

tural workers have received $11.50

per acre this year. "Food, cloth-

ing, and rent are about the same
as when they paid $30.00 per acre

;

some things are higher and some
cheaper "

Children under sixteen years of

age are worked in almost all of

the beet fields "There Is supposed
to be a child labor law here, but
it is not enforced because the
Sugar Co. wants their labor done

as cheap as possible. About three-

fourths of the school children in

the agricultural districts are kept
out of school tor the beets for from
a month to six weeks each fall."

'The beet labor is done by either
native Americans, Geruian-Rus-
siaus, Mexicans, Japanese, or Ital-

ians, each of which are prejudiced
against the other nationalities."

"Most of these people arc housed
in miserable shacks or granaries
in the summer time; and move to

towns in the winter time where
they live from a very small sum
doled out by the county, the State
Relief, or some other form of so-

called charity. Each month each
district or county advertises the
list of people who have received

county aid, also to what amount.
They do not get enough to feed,

clothe, house, and keep warm their

home and are often driven to steal-

ing or writing checks without
funds or, in some cases, to boot-
legging."

"The landlords, businessmen, gov-
ernment employees, aud teachers
say that they are undesirable for-

eigners, or, if they happen to be
native Amerldans, they are poor
managers, or they say they are un-
desirables who inherit criminal
tendencies like drinking and steal-

ing ; or they are half-wits, ignor-

ant, lazy, or degenerates "

"Practically every beet farm is

owned by a landlord and farmed
by a tenant, who hires people to

do the labor. In some cases the
farms are owned by farmers who
have government loans that would
take them 33 years to pay for

them."
When one keeps in mind that

the first important strike of sugar
beet workers in this country took
place only a year ago last summer
in Colorado there is justification

for the conclusion that this section

of the working class too, pushed
on by the conditions here describ-

ed, will transform their present
restlessness into that of organized
struggle to improve their condi-
tions as agricultural workers.
The problem of organizing the

agricultural workers and educating
them to think in working class
terms and act in solidarity with
their fellow workers everywhere is

now posed before us. "They are
not organized", writes my brother,
"and do not fieel as a class, but feel

that they are unfortunate indivi-

duals". That is to say, they feel

the need for organization.

—GEORGE J. SAUL.
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It Is Impossible to Remain in the Same International with Stalin, Manuilsky,

Losovsky and Company ~ (A Conversation)
A.—It is time to break with the

caricature of an International which
is in Moscow. It is impossible to

bear even a shadow of political re-

sponsibility for the Stalinists. We
have been very prudent and very
patient with regard to the Comin-
tern ; but there is a limit to every-

thing ; now that, before the eyes of

the entire world, Wels on the one
hand, Stalin on the other, have
placed Hitler in the saddle, now
that the Comintern despite the cat-

astrophe has proclaimed its policy

infallible—no man of judgment will

any longer hope that this clique can
be "reformed".

The Comintern "As A Whole"

B.—The clique certainly not, but
the Comintern taken as a whole?

A.—One must not be deceived by
general phrases. The "Comintern
as a whole" is an abstraction, not

to aay. an empty expression. The
control is in the hands of the Stal-

inist clique. For sis years now,
there has been no Congress. Who
has trampled the statutes under-
foot? The clique. By what right?

By the right of usurpation. Not one
section, not one local organization,

not one paper has dared to breathe
& word about the necessity of an
International Congress. This means
that in fact, the fate of the "Com.
intern as a whole" lies In the hands
of an irresponsible clique.

B.—That is incontestable, but
isn't that just how the matter stood
a year ago, when we had not yet
withdrawn the slogan of the reform
of the Comintern?

A.—No. That is not how the

matter stood. A year ago one could
still hope to save the situation in

Germany. We did everything In

our power to throw light on the
logic of the situation. If the Com-
intern were a responsible organiza-
tion, its leadership could not have
failed to hear the voice of events.

It is absolutely impossible to ex-

pect a more powerful voice. And if

the Comintern remained deaf this

time, it means that it is a corpse.

In still another respect a decisive
cbange has taken place. Last
year the German Communist party
still existed'. In the whirlpool of

great events, it stfll had to reckon
with the working masses. One was
able to hope with a certain right

—

up to the hour of the verification

—

that the development of the strug-
gle of the masses would not only
make Thaelmann's Central Commit-
tee turn about, but also the Prae-
sidium of Stalin-Manuilsky. That
did not take place. Of the Cerman
Communist Party nothing has re-

mained but an apparatus which
grows weaker every day and be-
comes Increasingly alienated1 from
the masses. The point has been
reached where the Central Commit-
tee prohibits the illegal local or-

ganizations from publishing their
own articles and appeals; the duty
of the local committees is but to
reprint the revelations of the Man-
uilskys and the Heckerts. Every
movement of thought represents a
mortal danger for these people. The
victory of HJtler is not really a
"defeat" for tbem; it has freed
them from all control from below

but now that the strongest
party of the Comintern has left the
stage there is decidedly no means,
no channel and no lever, left by
which to act upon the clique that
rules the Comintern.

The German Party

B.—Can the- German Communist
Party be spoken of as the strongest
party of the Comintern? You seem
to forget the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union.

A.—No, I have not forgotten.
Even if one recognizes mat the
C. P. S. U. is a party (in reality,

within the administrative cadres of
the C .P. S. U., which change ac-
cording to the will of the clique,
several parties are conducting a
covert struggle against each other),
this party is, is any case, not an
active section of the Comintern.
The Soviet workers have no idea
of what is happening to the prole-
tarian movement in the west : noth-
ing is communicated to them, or
still worse they are Ignobly de-
ceived. Within the Political Bureau
itself, with its present composition,
there is not a single person who
knows the life and the tendencies
of the workers movement in the
capitalist countries.
The slogan of the "reform" of

the Comintern was, for us, never
a hollow phrase. We counted on
reform as on a reality. Develop-
ments followed the worst road. That
Is precisely why we are compelled
to declare that the policy of re-
form is exhausted to the very end.

B.—Is it then possible for us to
leave the centrist bureaucracy the
banner of the Comintern?

A.—One should not be misled by
ambiguous formula. What is un.
derstood by a banner? A program?
But it is long, since we have re-

jected the program adopted by the
VI Congress as a pernicious ad-
mixture of opportunism and adven-
turism. Ik the course of several
years, basing ourselves on the les-

sons of events, we counted upon
changing the program of the Com-
intern by internal means. Now this
possibility bas disappeared at the
same time as the possibility of "re-

form". To the miserable eclectic
program of the Comintern, we must
oppose our Marxian program.

The First Four Congresses

B.—And the first four congresses
of the Comintern?

A.—Naturally, we do not abandon
them. All the more so as the Stal-

inists have long since renounced
them and given them over to us.

Our program we will build up on
the foundations established' by the

lirst four congresses; it is an irre-

proachable Marxian foundation, it

is our foundation. The lessons of

the recent years—only the Left Op-
position has translated them into

the language of Marxism. Our In-

ternational Pre-Conference has
drawn the balance of these lessons
in its eleven points. There is, how-
ever, a gap iu this balance. The
Pre-Conference met on the eve of

the decisive examination to which
history submitted the Comintern.
The complete and conclusive col-

lapse of the Comintern is not re-

corded in the decisions of the Pre-
Conference. It must be done by the
Conference. As far as everything
else goes, the decisions of the Pre-
Couferenee retain all their force.

The principal documents of the first

tour congresses plus the "eleven
points" of the Left Opposition

—

these are the fundamental elements
of the true program of the Com-
munist International.

B.—The opponents will, in spite

of everything, say that we are re-

nouncing the banner of Lenin.

A.—The opponents have been
shouting that for some time, and all

the more loudly, the more they
trample in the mud the heritage of

Bolshevism. As for us, we shall

say to the workers of the entire

world that we are taking upon our-

selves the defense of the banner
ot Marx and of Lenin, the continua-
tion and the development of their

work in the intransigeant straggle

not only against the reformist trait-

ors—that goes without saying—but
also .against the centrist falsifica-

tions of Bolshevism. The usurpers

of the banner of Lenin, organizers
of the defeats and the capitulations,

the corrupters of the proletarian

vanguard, the Stalinists.

The C. P. S. V.

B.—Then what is to be done
about the C. P. S. U.? What is

to be done about the U. S. S. RJ
The opponents, will they not say
that we consider as lost the achieve-

ments of the workers' state and
that we are preparing the armed
insurrection against the Soviet

Government ?

A.—Certainly they will say it.

They have been saying it for some

time now. What else can they say

to justify their ignoble persecutions

of the Bolshevik-Leninists? But
we are guided not by the calumny of
the opponents, but by the actual

course of the class struggle. The
October Revolution, with the Bol-
shevik party at it* head, created
the workers' state. Now the Bol-

shevik party no longer exists. But
the fundamental social content of
the October revolution is still alive.

The bureaucratic dictatorship, In

spite of the technical successes ac-
quired under its reign (against it-

self), enormously facilitates the
possibility of the capitalist restora-
tion. But luckily, the point of a
restoration has not yet been reach-
ed. With favorable internal, and
above all International, conditions,
the edifice of the workers' state
can be regenerated on the founda-
tions of the Soviet state, without a
new revolution. For a long time
we have reckoned that we would
succeed in reforml7ig the C. P. S. EI.

itself, and through it as intermedi-
ary, in regenerating the Soviet re-

,
gime. But the present official party
now bears much less of a resemb-

|
lance to a party than two or even
one year ago. The party congress has
not taken place for more than three
years and nobody talks about it.

The Stalinist clique is now whit-
tling down and reconstructing its

"party", as if it were a disciplin-

ary batallion. The aim of the purg-
ing and of the expulsions was first

of all to disorganize the party, fer.

rorize It, to deprive it of the possi-
bility of thinking and of acting;
now the repressions have as their

aim to prevent the reorganization
of the party. Yet the proletarian
party is indispensable If the Soviet
state is not to perish. There are
many elements for it, but it is only
in tiie struggle against the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy that they can be
br.>ii;;ht to the surface and united.

To speak now of the refor.n of the
(.". P. S. U. would mean to look
backward and not forward, to as-

suage one's own mind with empty
formulae. In the U. S. S. R. it

is necessary to build a Bolshevik
party again.

The Road of Civil War
B.—But isn't that the road of

civil war?
A.—The Stalinist bureaucracy

conducted the struggle against the
Left Opposition even in the period
when we were quite sincerely and
with conviction for the reform of
the C. P. S. U. The arrests the
deportations, the fusilades—what
are these if not the civil war, at
least in embryo? In the struggle
against the Left Opposition, the
Stalinist bureaucracy was an instru-
ment of the counter revolutionary
forces and by that fact, it isolated
itself from the masses. Now the
civil war is placed on the order of
the day along another line, between
the counter revolution going over
to ihf offensive, and the Stalinist

bureaucracy on the defensive. In
the struggle with the counter rev-
olution the Bot*hevik-I,eninists will
obviously be the left flank of the
Soviet front. The fighting bloc iu
coalition with the Stalinists will
ilow here from the who!-: situation.
It should not, iiowever, be thought
that in this struggle the Stalinist
bureaucracy will lie unanimous. At
the decisive moment, it will break
up info fragments and its compon-
fnt elements will meet ag&ln In

the two opposing camps.

B. So the civil war is inevit-
able?

A. night at the present moment
it is taking place. By maintaining
the present course, . it can only be-
come more acute. With the further
impotence of the Comintern, with
the paralysis of the international
proletarian vanguard arid under the
conditions of the inevitable growth
of world fascism the victory of the
counter-revolution in the U. S. S. R.
would be inevitable. Naturally, the
Bolshevik-Leninists will continue
their work in the [J. S. S. It. re-

gardless of the conditions. But the
saving of the workers' state can be
effected only by the intermediary
of the world revolutionary move-
ment. In all of human hishiry, the
objective conditions for the regen-
eration and its rise have never been

so favorable as now. What is lacking

is the revolutionary party. The
Stalinist clique can rule only by
destroying the party, in the U. S.

S. R. as in the rest of the world.
One can tear himself away from
this vicious circle only by break-
ing with the Stalinist bureaucracy.
It Is necessary to build a party
on a fresh spot, under a clean ban-
ner.

Pressure on (he Bureaucracy

B. And how will the revolu-
tionary parties of the capitalist

world be able to act upon the
Stalinist bureaucracy in the U. H.

S. R.?

A. The whole question lies in
the genuine strength. We have
seen how the Stalinist bureaucracy
crawled before the Kuo Mln Tang,
before the British trade unions. We
have seen how it Is crawling now,
even before i>etty bourgeois paci-

fists. Strong revolutionary parties,

truly capable of fighting against
imperialism, and consequently of
defending the V. S. S. It. will com-
pel the 'SlaiijiM bureaucracy to
reckon with them. Much more im-
portant is the fact that these or-

ganizations will acquire an enorm-
ous authority in the eyes of the
Soviet workers and will thus fin-

ally create favorable conditions for
the rebirth of a genuine Bolshevik
party. It is only on this road that
the reform of the Soviet state is

possible without a new proletarian
revolution.

B. So then: we abandon the
slogan of the reform of the C. P.
S. V. and we build up the new party
as the instrument for tile reform
of the Soviet Union.

A. Perfectly correct,

:i. Is this tremendous task com-
mensurate with our forces?

A. The question is put errone-
ously. First of all, it is necessary
to formulate clearly and courage-
ously flie historical task and then

|

to assemble the forces for Its resolu-
tion. Certainly we are still weak
|

today, but that does not at all sig-

!
nify that history will grant us a

i delay. One of the psychological
.sources of opportunism is the fear
of great tasks, that is, the lack of

faith in revolutionary possibilities.

However, great tasks do not fall

from the sky; they emerge from
the course of the class struggle. It

is in these same conditions that we
must seek the forces for the reso-

lution of the great tasks.

Danger of Adventurism

H. But doesn't the overcstima-

tion of one's own forces often lead

to adventurism?

A. That is absolutely correct.

It would be pure adventurism if

we were to "proclaim" that our

present organization is the Com-
munist International or if, under
this name, we were to unite our-

selves mechanically with the vari

ous other opposition organizations.

The new International cannot be
"proclaimed"; it still has to be
buiit. But one can, and one
should, from today onward, pro-

claim the necessity to create a new
International.

Ferdinand Lasalle, wtio was no
stranger to opportunism, nor lo

adventurism, nevertheless expressed
tne fundamental requirements of

revolutionary politics: "Every great

action begins by the assertion of

what is." Before replying practic-

ally to the questions; How is a new
international be built, what methods
are to be applied, what delays are
to be fixed—it is necessary to as-

sert openly what is: The Comintern
is (lead for the revolution.

B. On this point, in your opin-

ion, there can be no longer be any
doubts V

A. Not a shadow. The whole
course of the struggle against Na-
tional Socialism, the conclusion of
this struggle and the lessons of this

conclusion—equally indicate not
only the complete revolutionary ab-

sence of the Comintern but also its

organic incapacity to learn, to mend
its ways, that Is, "to reform" itself.

The German lesson would not be so
crushing and so unimpeachable, if

it were not the crowning piece of

ten years of the history of centrist

blundering, of pernicious errors, of

ever more frightful defeats, of in-

creasingly fruitless sacrifices and
losses, and, in connection with that

—of a complete theoretical devas-

British Lord and Ex-War Minister Leads Stalinist Anti-War Junket in Shanghai
SHANGHAI.—
Long heralded by advance press

notices, the delegation sent out by
the Paris Committee of the World
Congress Against Imperialist War
to organize and take part in a Far
Eastern Anti-War Congress, arrived

in Shanghai on August 18.

in all, live delegates arrived.

They are Lord Marley, who was
uuder-secreLary for war in the Jlae-

Uonaid government in 1030-liKtl,

and who describes himself us the
"independent chairman" of the de-

legation; Paul Vaillant-Couturier,

editor of the French Communist
Party organ, L/Humonite, Georges
I'oupy, member of a Left Socialist

grouping in France; Dr. Jean Mar.
teaux Belgian social democrat and
deputy-mayor of Brussels ; Gerald
Hamilton, of the British Committee
of the World Congress Against im-
perialist War.

The delegation was met and wel-
comed by Soong Ohing-ling, widow
of the late Dr. Sun lat-sen, who
has blindly followed Moscow lead-

ership and lent her name, efforts

and i>ersonal prestige to any cause,

short of Communism, which pos-

sesses a radical tinge. Thus she
figures prominently iu the League
Against Imperialism, and was a pro-

minent sponsor of the short-lived

and now defunct China League for

Civil Rights, through which she
thought it would be possible to

unite various "liberal" people to

light against the imprisonment, tor-

ture and killing of political prison-

ers in China, including Communists.

Dr. Sun's widow has still to

learn, apparently, that just as fight-

ers for the proletariat of China- can
be saved, if at all, from the Kuo
Min Tang hangmen only by sweep-
ing mass actions of the workers
through their own defense organiza-
tions and that no hodge-podge
league of liberals can substitute for

such organizations—so war and
the war danger, which are con-

comitants of capitalism in the im-
perialist stage and as inseparable
from it as the spots from the

leopard, can be combatted effective-

ly only by the workers, under Com-
munist leadership, and ended solely

by a revolutionary overturn of the

system which produces them.

Those who proclaim, or imply, as
do the siKsnsors of the congress to

which Lord Marley and his con-

freres have lieen sent, that imper-
ialist war can be combatted other-
wise than by the revolutionary mass
action of the workers, whose task is

to convert imperialist war into civil

war and an armed struggle for

power, are sowing illusions and de-
ceiving the masses. True, the mem-
bers of the delegation pay lip ser-

vice to the necessity for mass work-
ing class action. Even Lord Marley
does so, though doubtfully and
hesitatingly. But mass action can-
not be conjured up by phrases and
windy congress speeches made by
persons of the Marley stamp, who
have no connections with the mass-
es, represent nobody but them-
selves, and who, most likely, will

find adequate reasons for flocking

to their respective imperialist colors

iu a real war crisis.

Motley "Sponsors"

Who are the sponsors of the
projected anti-war congress in

Shanghai? The same people who

brought to birth the Anglo-Russian

Committee, the Commnnist-Kuo Min
Tang alliance, the League Against
Imperialism, the .World Congress

Against Imperialist "War held last

year at Amsterdam anil, mor;* re-

cei.-ly, the Anti- Fascist Congress at
Paris—the centrist managers of the
Communist International, headed
by Stalin. That the tracks lead un-

mistakably to Moscow is sufficiently

indicated by the presence among
the delegates of Vaillant-Couturier,
editor of L'Htmranite, who certainly
would not be here without Stalin-
ist approval. To be sure, he is not
1 : ,;s a representative of the Com-
i,.i;u:si International or even of the
French Communist Party (he would
doubtless vigorously repudiate any
such charge), but as a representa-

tive of the ubiquitous Henri Bar-
busse—that good novelist made a
poor politician by the Moscow epi-
gones.

However, we are already ac-
quainted with tins old Stalinist
trick. By refraining from having
iiny direct, official representation
tin- mandarinate of the Communist
International insures itself in ad-

j
Discussion Articles
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For a New Communist Party by Ben Gitlow

We reprint below the article

by Ben Gitlow on the question
of a new Communist Party which
appeared in the latest issue of
the Voice of Labor, official organ
of the Workers Communist Lea-
gue. In view of the prominence
of comrade Gitlow in the Ameri-
can Communist movement, and
the fact that the group for which
he speaks split away from the
Lovestone faction some months
ago, the importance of his de-

claration is self evident. It is

published here for the informa-
tion of our readers in connection
with the statements of the Left
Opposition on the same question.
At the present time represen-

tatives of the National Commit-
tee are conducting discussions
with a comittee of the Gitlow
group on the question of a new
party. The results of these dis-

cussions will be reported in the
Militant.—Ed.

The gravity of the crisis in the
Communist movement is bringing to
the fore the question of the organi-
zation of a new Communist Party.

The German events have had a
great deal to do with this question.
The Party in Germany has been
destroyed. Its policies led to cat-
astrophic defeat. Furthermore the
Communist International was not
an aid in preventing the defeat.
It was directly responsible for the
policies of the German Communist
Party, which made defeat, at the
bauds of the Hitler fascist bandits,
a foregone conclusion. In addition
so bajily was the party dispersed
and yie movement routed, that the
German working class was left

stranded without a revolutionary
party to guide it, to organize it

and1 to prepare It to overcome its

defeaf. It was a consideration of
these facts that induced Trotsky
to pose the question of the neces-
sity of immediately establishing a
new Communist Party in Germany
upon the ruins of the old one, a
party that shall be free from the
domination and policies of the
Stalin regime of the Third Interna-
tional.

But the question of a new Party
is not only a question for Germany.
It is a question for the most im-
portant capitalist countries. The
official Communist Parties have be-
come- so discredited, have lost so
much in Influence and have become
so completely Isolated from the
masses beciuse of the sectarian,

disruptive and stupid policies of
the Communist International, that

to permit tbem to have complete
hegemony, over the Communist
movement, is to Invite when the
historical conditions in the other
capitalist countries develop, the
same catastrophe, and In many
resiiects, a much worse one, than
was suffered by the Communist
Party of Germany.
The Workers Communist League

early recognized the need of the
Communist Opposition forces get-

ting together for joint action and
work in order to find a common
ground upon which they could be-
gin to positively rebuild the move-
ment. This was involved in the
proposals to the various Commun-
ist Opposition groups that they
form a bloc. They continue to be
imbued with the idea that by
some turn in events or by some
subterfuge they will get back into
the official Communist Party and
into the Third International. They
do not realize that fundamentally
the whole system of the Commun-
ist International and its official sec-
tions is wrong and responsible for
the Communist crisis. They fail to
recognize unless this system is bas-
ically changed there is no hope fer-

tile Communist movement extricat-
ing itself from its present deplor-
able state.

I favor the organization of a
new Communist Party. I maintain
it is absolutely necessary that we
now begin the preparations for)
bringing a new Communist Party'
Into being in the United States.;
I am of the opinion ftiat the official!

Communist Party can never regain!
the confidence of the masses snf- >

ficiently to. become the instrument;
of proletarian revolution in the;
United States. The reasons for

'

this can be presented later in the!
discussion of the question of the:
need for a Neiv Communist Party. I

Today I want to present very brief-

f

ly and sharply the basis upon which -,

a new Communist Party innst be
organized. They are as follows:

1. The new Communist Party
cannot be organized on the basis of
the acceptance of the program of

any one of the Communist Opposi-
tion Groups. It must iuclude all

the Communist Opposition forces
pins the left forces in the Socialist

and Labor movement who are
ready to accept the fundamental
principles of Communists and cate-

gorically reject dual unionism, the
theory of the united front from be-

low and the theory of social fasc-
ism.

2. The Mew Party must guaran-

ice the widest degree of inner party
democracy . The various groups
composing the New Party must be
given tiie freedom to present their
views to the party membership.
I here must be freedom of diseus-

^..on aim the most thorough consi-
deration by the Party us a whole
of the problems before the move-
ment.

i. The system of discipline can
under no circumstances parallel or
tie similar to that of the official

communist Party today. The right

of the bureaucracy troni on top
appointing all the functionaries
must be abandoned. Tne election

of oSicials ironi the lowest to tne
highest must be instituted. Leader-
ship must come as a result ot

worth, aoility and approval of the
membership. Discipline must be

built up on the basis of establish-

ing the authority of the leading

organs of tile Party. Bureaucratic
mechanical discipline, characteristk-

o£ the official Communist Party can-
not be continued in the New Party.

-i. The building of new Com-
munist Parties In the various capi-

talist countries, based upon the
conditions of the respective coun-

tries and the needs of the masses
assures the building up of a genu-,

hie International Communist or-

ganization.

i>. The New Party can under no
circumstances support the present

Communist International system of

organization. It must oppose tile

right of an International organiza-
tion to dominate policies and de-

termine the leadership of its sec-

tions as destructive of the best in-

terests of building up an Interna-

tional Communist movement.

<>. The New l'arty must recog-

nize the Soviet Union as a workers
State and give it its wholehearted
support, however not giving up the

right to criticize the policies of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Un-
ion and its leaders.

This article is written in order

to arouse discussion of this import-

ant question before the Communist
movement. All Communists, sym-
pathizers and revolutionary work-
ers are welcomed to freely discuss

this question of a New Communist
Party in the columns of the Voice

of Labor.
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vance against adverse criticism.

With the arrival iu Shanghai of
an anti-war delegation from Eur-
ope, headed by a real, live lord,

Stalinism carries a stage further

its opportunist and criminally false

policy of substituting nondescript
junketings for real revolutionary
work in the international sphere,

with the repudiation of revolution-

ary internationalism in practice
which follows from the doctrine of
socialism in a single country.

A large crowd of workers and
students, commanded thereto by the
Communist Party, gathered at the
wharf with bands and banners to

greet Stalin's newest friends. The
tragic consequences for China's
workers that flowed from Stalin's

earlier friendships, first with Chiang
Kai-Shek and then with his "reli-

able ally", .Wang Ching-Wei, would
seem to have left not a trace iu

local Communist consciousness.

Tims it was possible for a Lord
Marie/ to be welcomed by workers
and students at Communist com-
mand. The fatal errors committed
by the Stalinists iu China, and
still persisted In, are carried into
all spheres. Lord Marley, only re-

cently war minister In one of the
most ruthless and rapacious imper-
ialist governments, is greeted by
Chinese workers because the Stalin-

ists are parading him, like many
others of the same ilk, as a genu-
ine opponent of imperialist war.
Thus further confusion is heaped
upon the already confused and dis-

oriented Communist Party of China.
Fresh Stalinist crimes against the
working class are in preparation.

Ignore Shanghai Workers

Quite characteristically, the dele-

gation completely ignored the wait-
ing demonstrators, who cheered and
shouted slogans, the while defend-
ing their banners from police at-

U. S. A. (John Dos Passosl, Can-
ada and Australia. The world con-
tempts to seize them. Lord Marley
addressed the press instead. He
said that the congress to be held at
Shanghai was organizd by the world
congress against war held at Am-
sterdam last year and that further
delegates were expected from the
gress had affiliated with it "more
than 30,000 organizations, repre-
senting millions of people" (we
know what Stalinist "1 housn nds"
and "millions" really amount to].

The labor lord went on to ex-
press the hope that the conference
would be able to establish a per-
manent bureau in the Par Kast.
"With the help of the people, we
may be able to accomplish some-

thing. We depend upon the support
of all intelligent people both here
and abroad." And then the redoubt-
able, war resl«ters were whisked
off in automobiles to comfortable
hotels as befitted their exalted
stations, leaving the demonstrators
to march down the street without
their "heroes".

Detachment from the masses, the
lofty disdain of the intellectual for
the "common herd" (the support of
all "intelligent" people Is what Is

wanted), the pious hope that they
may be able. to accomplish some-
thing—here Is the true measure of
this latest Stalinist outfit.

tation, oi' a bureaucratic degenera-
tion, of Psittacism, of demoruiiza-
tion, of duping the masses, of In-

terrupted fa Is ilications, of the ban-
ishment ol revolutionists, of the
selection of functionaries, mercen-
aries and pure lackies. The present
Comintern is an expensive appar-
atus for the weakening of the pro-
letarian vanguard. That is all!

it is not capable of doing more.

Muenzenberg a Symbol
Wherever the conditions of bour-

geois democracy open up a certain

siKiee, the Stalinists, thanks to the
apparatus and the cash box, simu-
late a political activity. Muenzen-
berg has now become a symbolical
llgure of the Comintern. But who
is MuenzeubergV lie is an Oustric'
on the "proletarian" arena. Empty
slogans, which engage one to noth-
ing, a little bit of Bolshevism, a
little bit of liberalism, a stock ex-
change of journalists, literary
drawing rooms where friendship for
the tl. S. S. It. has its price, a
theatrical hostility towards the re-

formists, changing easily into a
friendship for them (Harbusse)
and, what is imiwrtant, a weil-
adorned cash box, independent of
the working masses,—that is what
Muenzenberg is. Living politically

on the alms of the bourgeois dem-
ocracy, the Stalinists still demand
of it the crowning point—that is

strike down the Bolshevik-Leninists.
Can one sink lower? Yet, let but
the bourgeoisie seriously lift the
fascist, or the simple police, fist,

and Stalinism draws its tail be-

tween its legs and retires docilely

into the void. The Comintern in

;tgony can give nothing to the world
proletariat, absolutely nothing, save
evil.

The Comintern a Brake on the
Reviutionary Movement

IS. That the Comintern, as the
central apparatus, has become a
brake on the revolutionary move-
ment, it is impossible not to ac-
knowledge, just as it must be
agreed that a reform of the appar-
atus, independent of the masses,
is absolutely unrealizable. But
what about the national sec-
tions? Are all of them in the same
stage of degeneration and decad-
ence?
A. After the German catastro-

phe, we have seen, In Austria as
well as in Bulgaria, how the Stal-
inist parties were liquidated without
resistance on the part of the mass-
es. If the situation is more favor-
able in some countries than in

others, the difference, despite
everything is not very great. But
iet us even admit that one section
of the Comintern or another is con-
quered by the Left Opposition : the
morning after this fact, if not on
the eve, it will he expelled from
the Comintern and it will have to
seek for itself a new International
(something of that sort happened
in Chile). Cases of that sort took
place also during the appearance
or the Third International: thus,
the French Socialist Party, trans-
formed itself officially into the
Communist Party. But that did
not change the general direction of
our policy with regard to the Sec-
ond International.

H.—Don't you think that thou-
sands of "Stalinists" sympathetic
to us will move away from us in

fright when they learn that we are
breaking finally with the Comin-
tern?

The Axis of the New Crystallization

A. It is possible. It is even
absolutely likely. But it is with
all the greater decision that they
will join with us at the following
stage. It must not be forgotten,
on the other hand, that in every
country there are thousands of rev-
olutionists who have abandoned the
official party, or' who were expelled
from It, and who did not join us
in large measure because, in their
eyes, we were only a faction of
that same party with which they
were disgusted. An even greater
number of workers are right now
separating from reformism and
seeking a revolutionary leadership,
Finally, in this situation of put re-

action of the Social Democracy and
the collapse of Stalinism, a young
generation of workers is rising for
whom a stainless banner is needed.
The Bolshevik- Leninists can and
should form the axis of crystalliza-
tion of all these numerous elements.
Then all that is of a living nature
in the Stalinist "International"
will shake off its last doubts and
will, join us.

B. Are you not afraid that the
new orientation will encounter an
opposition within our own ranks?

A. In the first stage, It is abso-
lutely inevitable. In many coun-
tries, the Left Opposition is linked
up by all its work, more than any-
thing else, if not exclusively, to the
official party. It has penetrated
very little into the trade unions and
hart hardly interested Itself at ail

in what is happening iu the ranks
of Social Democracy. It is high
time an end were put to narrow
propagandism! The turn should be
preceded by a broad and serious
discussion. It is necessary that
each member' of our organization
reflect to the very bottom of the
problem. The events will help:
every day will bring irrefutable
arguments on the necessity of the
new international. I do not doubt
that tfje turn, realized together' and
with decision, will open up before
us a broad historical perspective.
July 20, 1933. _G. G.

(Continued in the next issue)

* Oustric
: Notorious French fin-

ancier, industrialist, shady stock
speculator, trust magnate, intimate
of politicians in all camps swindl-
er. Finally brought to trial and
condemned—Trans.
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EDITORIAL
Tkc Boycott of Fascist Germany
*"}"' nK lesomuoii of the A. !'. Oi L. convention tor

-1L lihj uojcuu oi Ui'i'iiiaii goods, lollowing a sim-

iiui* action by the iirilish XraUe Union Congress, un-

doubtedly raises the issue of the boycott lo it higher

importance and, at tne same lime, increases Ihe

weight of reiojniist inllutnco in the international

agitation against ilillerism. A positive poaiuon oil

the (luesliou of the boytoll, which is now brought

ifito such prominence, is obviously reyuired of ail

the various tendencies in lb* labor movement.

What is. especially necessary is precisonuss as

to the aims of the boycott, its tonus and its limita-

tions. Otherwise the slogan lends itself lo '
vague

genera lilies, uinaing iio one to aiming m particular.

That is where the agitation on Hie question stands

now, and that is wiiy the opportunists of all coin-

tries are basing sucn a happy time with the slogan.

Ihe revolutionary v>mj; oi me moo..' movement ougnt

to call tor a showuowu on me i^sue ot boycotting

liitlei 's Germany.

As a demonstrative action on an international

scale, designed lo show woi king class solidarity with

the hard-pi'e=sed German workers and stein protest

against their fascist torturers, a well-organised in-

ternational boycott—su-.peudin;; uansporl and com.

muuicalion lor a dehnile liuie- could serve a useful

purpose. Such an aciion, concern r.iimg the force of

mlernutiunal labor in a single paralyzing blow, could

be a means ot* lilting up tne spirits of tue Herman
workers and helping ijiem to men- feel again. The

Uerman workers, uistmiled and demoralized by the

bankruptcy of ali their organizations, and overcome

with a sense of isolation and despair, need desper-

ately now the concrete and vi.siulc proofs oi inter-

national class solidarity.

A boycott, a real boycott, such as it is within

the power' of the international labor movement to

enforce for a limited time, could serve as such a

demonstration. Therein would lie its principal

value. And, in addition, such an action would re-

vive and strengthen the international labor move-

ment by the revelation of power inherent in it.

Of course the A. F. of L. resolution was never

intended by its sponsors to lead in such a direction.

It is a face-saving gesture, calculated to put them

"on record'' without committing them to any obliga-

tions. The real measure of the Washington decision

tan be seen in the fact that I'ui'useth, head of the

Seamen's union, voted against the boycott resolu-

tion. This passed without comment, as a matter of

course. They interid no action against German
fascism. They do not mean it seriously- The mere

exhortation io refrain from the purchase of German
goods—the passive, voluntary abstentionism of un-

organized individuals—is not a real weapon of the

struggle against fascism, touch a program has many
negative aspects. And it is a harmful substitute for

an organized action of the working class.

What is needed is an international, organized

mass action which brings all its force to bear on

one point at one time. The revolutionary elements

in the labor movement ought to pick up the slogan

Of the boycott and drive the agitation in this direc-

tion. The A. F. of L. resolution, which gives the

issue an official sanction, can be utilized as a spring-

board for the agitation in tiie unions. An interna-

tional strike against Ibe handling or transport of

German goods and communication, as an anti-fascist

demonstration for a delinit.ely limited short time,

should be the aim. The united front oS workers'

organizations is required. In such an aciion, which

would blow the breath of life into the boycott,

against Hitlerism, the railroad and transport unions

would necessarily play a major role. Without their

participation the agitation for a boycott is nothing

but sound and fury.

Making Fun of International

Communism
,XCE again proletarian internationalism, the

spectre which haunted exploiters since the

manifesto of '48, has become an object of their

scornful derision. In 1014 the rulers of Europe,

plunging into the desperate hazard of the war,

breatiied with relief when the Socialist parties, one

after another, renounced their international obliga-

tions and forgot the oft-repeated pledges of inter-

national solidarity. Then they began to laugh. The

bourgeois press of the world made fun of the con-

trast between socialist words and deeds. Now they

are regaling themselves again. This time the ob-

ject of their ridicule is the conduct of the Soviet

Government anu the Comintern regarding the Fascist

assassination of the German labor movement.

It is a common thing nowadays for bourgeois

eorresjiondents, pointing to the abandonment of the

prostrate working class of Germany, to interpret the

Stalin policy of socialism in one country as a re-

nunciation of international revolution. The New
York Tribune and the New York Times, both auth-

oritative journals of big capital, discoursed on this

theme within the same week. The Times (October

12) jibed at the failure of Moscow, which "had pro-

claimed solidarity with the Communists all over the

world", to "concern itself with the annihialtion of

the Communist Party of Germany."

The shameful record of the Soviet bureaucrats,

who are also the leaders of the Comintern, may well

evoke the scornful jests of the international class

enemy. And the poorest of all answers is the answer
of the Daily Worker to the effect that the Times has

fallen under the influence of Trotsky. The true ex-

planation of the sardonic mirth of the capitalist press

lies in the bitter facte.

It is a fact that the Comintern remained silent

in the fateful days when everything hung in the

balance in Germany, giving no eleer word of advice

i nd not even hinting at a demonstration action. The

Comintern imposed the policy that led to tbu defeat

and reaffirmed it afterwards. Soviet diplomacy-

—

speaking directly for Hitler's benefit—hastened' to

give assurance that it would never think of inter-

fering in another country in either a revolution or

a counter-revolution. And, most shameful of all,

the world has yet to learn of a single demonstration

organized within the Soviet Union against the

Fascist butchery of the German proletariat.

II is not in the least what the Bolshevik-Lenin-

ists, in opposition, have said but what the Stalin-

ists, in poww, have done that occasions the gloating

merriment of bourgeois journalism over the downfall

of internationalism.

Hut, for all that, they are laughing too soon.

Internationalism, after its second historic defeat

through falsei leadership, will rise again and become
once more the inspiring and unifying force of the

proletariat and the dread spectre of its enemies.

Facing the bitter truth in shame and' humiliation,

but steadfast in the old faith, the true Internation-

alists will work to hasten on that day. This is the
greatest work of our time. It must be carried for-

\va:d under the clean banner of a new International.

Tne Expulsioa of Joe Angelo

ANNOUNCEMENT in the latest issue of the

Progressive Miner of the expulsion of Joe Ang-
elo demonstrates more graphically than any other

single act huw closely the leaders of the P.M.A. have
come to the b»sic policy of Lewis and how basely

lliey have betrayed the confidence which the Illinois

miners unwisely gave them. The expulsion of Angelo
is a symbolic act. It is a demonstration by the

despicable imitators of Lewis against militancy,

against union democracy, against the deepest im-

pulses of the Illinois miners for an honest, fighting

nnioii —agaius. everything, in short, that gave rise

to the magniliceut rebellion of the miners, their oreak

Willi the Lewis union and the tormation of the
1'. II. A.

With I'earcy and Keck, as with Lewis and Par-
tington, the hounding and expulsion o£ Communist
militants is not an isolated policy. It is bound up
in every case with the treacherous game of selling

out the interests of tbe miners and is a necessary
part ot tiie p.cparatiou for it. By getting rid of tbe

unions conscious and incorruptible militants the mis-
leaders always aim to disorganize the rank and file

and rob them of the power of organized resistance

to their perfidious service to the operators. The
Illinois miners, who have risen in such heroic revolt

and wiio have been betrayed so often by false lead-

ers, are being maneuvered into another debacle. The
expulsion of Joe Angeio is another warning signal,

sahrper, clearer and louder. Let the miners of

Illinois be on guard and organize to defend them-
selves before it is too late!

Tne Socialist Party After Hillquit

MORUIS H1LLQUIT, the deceased leader of the

Socialist Party, was a unique figure who
ii'uvis no successor. A "'European*' social democrat
on American soil, he was especially adept in dress-

ing up the grossest opportunism in the formal garb
of 'Marxism, lie cast the party in the image of its

European contemporaries and made it one of the

very worst representatives of this discredited school.

Tiie American S. I*., shaped under llillijuit's hand,

had all tbe vices of European Social Democracy
without its strength in the workers' mass movement.
11ilUpiit's Party imitated the

,
Social Democracy in

its period of senile decay without ever having experi-

n.at it effectiveness as the organizer of the work-
ers' movement in its period of youth and bloom.

Tbe American Socialist Party has been a horrible

caricature.

The death of Hillquit upsets the balance of

forces inside the Socialist Party and will start a
new internal ferment. The pseudo-Marxist "old

guard", which lost its head with the demise of Hill-

iiuit, will be obliged to yield the hegemony in the

leadership to Norman Thomas. Under Thomas the

S. I*. will present a superficially different appearance.

It will be more attractive to bright, "forward-ooking"
people who want to get somewhere quickly. But
the content of its policy will not draw the party

nearer to the militant workers. It will not express
their impulses and aims. Still less will it lead them
toward their historic goal. Where Hillquit robbed
the Marxian formulae of their breath of revolution-

ary life, Thomas dispenses with the formulae al-

together. Workers in its ranks who aspire toward
a revolutionary light against capitalism, will find

tbe atmosphere suffocating and unbearable.

Tbe insurgent youth and worker elements, who
supported Thomas as a "lesser evil" against Hill-

(jnit, will be thrown on their own resources and com-
pelled to formulate their standpoint more precisely.

Political issues, which have smouldered in the in-

ternal conflict without a clear expression, will break
through the struggle of persons and cliques. A new
Left wing, moving toward Communism, will begin

to take shape.

These predictions require no clairvoyant gift.

Such developments are implicit in the whole situa-

tion of present-day Social Democracy, as is verified

by ibe happenings in all the European parties. The
American S. P., under the impact of the great events
abroad and the class struggle at home will begin to

catch up with ihe European developments at a faster

pace.

Notes of the

Week
THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS AS
AN EXAMPLE FOR THE MsA.

The leading article of the New
York Herald Tribune Sunday Maga-
zine, last week, makes an eloquent

plea lor "'No More Strikes".

"One of the ironies of the

day in this country", it says,

"is that one oi our greatest or-

ganized efforts, one which has
always been the loudest in the

denunciation ot war uetween
tbe nations, is insisting on its

own right to use force in set-

tling its difficulties."

it & * *

And then it goes on to quote
William Green on the right to

strike. (Another of tbe ironies of

the day, by the way;. Tbe argu-

ment runs as follows: The nations

(sic; have found that force is

wasteful, futile. They have set up
a Kellogg Pact and a League of

Nations to banish war from their

midst. Why cant the workers take

an example from that?

There is tbe NBA. The NBA is

concerned with Ihe welfare of ihe

workers as the League is with that

of tbe nations (sic). Why not let

NBA replace the strike as the
League has replaced war';

* * * *

Still another of the ironies of

the day ! Even while those words
were being printed, the noble ex-

ample, which [he American workers
were to follow—received such a
dislodging shock that there remains
very liltle to follow. Germany
split from the League of Nations
with a "bombshell''. War talk and
war preparations are again seizing

a feverish world. A most unfor-

tunate example.
u a * *

While the example is hardly
worthy of pursuit, it does no doubt
oiler a resemblance. It is a re-

semblance worth a worker's atten-

tion.

Both tbe League of Nations and
tbe NiiA were born out of the de-

spair wrought by wasteful destruc-

tive capitalistic competition. In Ihe

first case, among the various capi-

talist nations. In tbe second ca^e,

among the different capitalists in

the United Slates. They wore
both meant to serve as a sort ot

a regulator of this competition.
V K H V

.When the League was formed,
the powerful capitalist United Sta-

tes refused to join. It believed il

The Food Workers* Industrial Union and

the Split from the A - F. W.
A Horrible Example of Stalinist «Third Period* Trade Union Policies

In 1929 the "third period" policy

of Stalinism produced a split away
from the Amalgamated Food work-
ers and the formation of the "red"

Food Workers Industrial Union.

A series of great strikes took place.

Following this, within the newly-
lormed '"revolutionary" trade union
(he bureaucracy began to consoli-

date itself. By the end of 1030,

!be situation, after over a year of

crisis, of inactivity and stagnation
in the FWIU was, as follows: The
members were becoming dissatisfied

with the leadership, and particu-

larly with the bureaucratic meth-
ods of the then general secretary,

Sara ^Weissman. He was brought
on the carpet before tbe party

control commission, on charges of

drunkenness, irresponsibility, mis-

propriation of funds, etc. The party
could not afford to whitewash bim,

as it had to cover up its own bu-
reaucratic regime in the union.

He was therefore removed, without
any explanation to the members as

to tbe reasons for the removal.
Tbe then leadership of the Cafe-

teria lX'partraent next proceeded
to outline a three-months psograin
of activity, no part of which was
ever carried out.

Clique Rule in the Union

Willi the continued inactivity,

the union began to lose both in

influence and iu numbers. Many
of the most militant workers ieft

.he FWIU to join tbe AFL. The
dissatisfaction of tbe workers was
further expressed in a series of

struggles by tbe rank and file

against the cliqueism of the ap-
paratus.

This was shown sharply, for in-

stance, in tbe question of the co-

operative restaurant. The party
functionaries used the jobs in the

"coop" as a political weapon, man-
euvering so a-; to throw workers
out v-i their jobs it t,,ey disagreed
with the leadership, under one pre-

text or another. This of course
only served further to discredit

tbe FWIU.
About this time the cooperative

again came on the order of the

day in the union and in the frac-

tion, resulting in a bitter light by
the comrades against the east-iron

bureaucratic rule of the party
leaders in tile union. The strug-

gle began with the Alierton Ave.
stores. First a tax of 10'/o was
proposed on the wages of party and
non-party members wonking in

could contribute to the "welfare of1 lhe "«'"!>". and this step moreover,

the nations" on the outside, with-

Hoover and Roosevelt

"There is nothing new under the

sun," says the old proverb. Hun-
ger-Hoover goes and N ItA-Roosevelt

comes and the same boss rule stays

—the rule of bigotry, deception and
brutal force. Roosevelt, however,
knows better how to mis ali those

ingredients in the proper propor-

tions and doesn't forget to add
some NRA flavor to it.

Tbe Chief Engineer of the crisis

was against unemployment insur-

ance. He called it "dole", a thing

un-American, degrading, humiliat-

ing, enslaving and so on. If a

hungry, ill-clad and ill-shod "buddy"
runs after yos and ten others ask-

ing for a nickel that's "American",

Christian, humane, and, if ye-u

please, even respectful. If a mother
of five or more children spends
most of her time in the relief-bu-

reau soliciting for a relief-ticket

or a bundle ; if thousands of men
stand in bread lines waiting for a
sandwich and a cup of coffee ; if

millions of working calss children

go to school without a breakfast

—

that's certainly American, civilized,

humane and what not.

Hoover was for all this; Roose-
velt is for the same. Hoover was
against unemployment insurance
which would insure the working
man against downright starvation
and degradation ; Roosevelt is also

against it. Hoover substituted

charity for social insurance; Roos-
evelt is doing the same. Hoover
appealed to kindhearted Americans
to help their unfortunate fellow

citizens ; Jtoosevelt broadcasts an

appeal to the American poeple on
the "Mobilization for Human
Needs." Roosevelt is a greater
demagogue than Hoover. He doesn't
call federal unemployment in-

surance the "dole" or other names.
He simply avoids mentioning it

altogether. Instead he glorifies

charity. To him this is the
"fundamental basis of American
civilization" ; a tiling "essential to
the whole American scheme of
life".—

—D. MAECUS.

out international control.

When NiiA went into effect, the

richest single capitalist in tbe Uni-
ted States, Henry Ford, refused to

join. He thought he could contri-

bute to "industrial welfare" on the

outside, without national control.

a v w w

Japan aud Germany, two of the
major powers, have bolted from
the League. How soon will it be
before tbe big capitalists will be
bolting from NKA?
Why is the League blowing upV

Because it is bound by the very
laws of capitalism. Capitalism
means ruthless competition. Capi-
talism is war, war of all against
all. Capitalism signifies the perpe-

tuation of the use of force. How
could tbe League help blowing up';

Hov can KilA help blowing up?4*4
The argument is really in favor

of the use of the strike. As long
as capitalism exists, peace among
the nations is insecure. As long as
capitalism and wage slavery, tbe
demands of competition and the
production for proiit exist—just so
long must hire and lire, unemploy-
ment, insecurity exist for workers.
What better way has the worker to

gain any measure of security, any
degree of protection and improve-
ment t\an by the collective, organ-
ized effort with his fellow workers
—by the strike?

* * * »

In spite of the eloquent plea, in

spite of the supplications of the
NRA boosters, the workers are con-
tinuing to strike. They draw their

conclusions from past examples.
Some day they will draw a tinai

conclusion. They will learn that

there is no way of gaining welfare
and of banishing war than by
sweeping away the whole capital-

istic system, with all its camou-
flages, with its League of Nations
and SRA's, with all its reign of

force and terror. And they will

do that by force. That will con-
stitute one of the ironies of another
day.

• * • i

And speaking of ironies, the

greatest of all is perhaps tbe fact

that the "No More Strikes" article

in the Herald-Tribune is signed by
none other than Ida M. Tarbell, the
author of the "History of the Stan-
dard Oil Company", a crusading
muckraker and anti-Rockefeller

campaigner of a past day

—G n.

ion Kramberg announced that the

strike was settled, that twertfy

workers would go back to their

jobs immediately, and that viithiu

three months all the workers would
be back on their jobs. This only

resulted in disappointment ; the

strike has not been reopened, no

workers have gone back, and the

leadership has not a single explana-

tion to give the rank and file. The
workers have a special additional

right to demand an explanation and
a:i accounting because they were
making financial sacrifices in pre-

paration for the drive for 27 weeks
straight, and nobody knows yet

what has happened to the funds, as

not even a tinanical reporl was
given.

Favoritism in Giving Jobs

One of the worst features of the

internal life of the FWIU, and one
opposed to tbe principles of a class-

struggle union, is the family cliqu-

ism and favoritism in handing out

jobs. For example, in one case a
worker had been working steadily

for two years, quit his job of his

own accord and within a few days
had another, while other workers
of long standing and active in the

union who have been unemployed
for months and years, have been
discriminated against, and received

no jobs. New workers are being

induced to come into the union
with the promise of a job, so that

they come in, not on the basis of

trade union convictions, but look-

ing on tbe union as an employ-
ment agency. The "extra" jobs

are being used as a club over the

heads ot the workers to strengthen
tbe power of the cliques.

Aii these mistakes and many
more How out of the basic fault

of the "third period" theory, with
its "revolutionary trade-unions",
"united front from below", "social

Fascism" and other misleading
slogans.

Unquestionably there is a great

revival of trade-union activity go-

ing on now. Throughout the coun-
try the workers are looking for or-

ganization. The conservative unions
are growing by leaps and bcunds,

white the FWIU stands still or

shows insignificant gains. Unless
the Left wing workers can break
through their present isolation from
the masses, the labor fakers of the
A. F. L. will be able to mislead
the newly-awakening workers and
tiius further betray the interests

of the working class, i

The Split A Fundamental Mistake

The fundamental mistake, Sowing
out of the "third period" theory,

which. lies at the bottom of all the

other mistakes, was the deliberate

split from tbe A. F. W. in 1929.
This was one of the most criminal
and stupid examples of Stalinist

misleadership, because the Amal-
gamated is a recognized class-

struggle industrial union with con-
siderable prestige and a record of
militant activity. In thi» case
there was not even the excuse, as
in. the A. F. of L. unions, that the
trade union fakers were threaten-

ing to expel Communists.

The experience of the past years
has shown us that the splitting

policy was false to the core and
must be corrected. 'With the reviv-

al of the Hotel and Restaurant
ISranch of the Amalgamated from
a skeleton organization to a rapid-
ly growing one, at present the Left
wing cadres and Communists have
a wonderful opportunity to influ-

ence a growing mass movement,
and build it up as a genuine trade-
union so that it can become a
mighty force for the New York
food workers and encouraged a
sound united front policy with re-

siiect to the A. F. L.

For these reasons we must say
openly that the place for the Left
wing workers now is in the A. F.
W. Those of them who are now
iu the FWIU must propose that
preparations be made immediately
for ^ merger of the two unions as
a fir>t slip toward one union for

the industry, and for a general or-
ganizational drive throughout the
hotel, restaurant and cafeteria in-

dustry

—JAMES GORDON.
Member, Food Workers'

Industrial Union.

Hitler's "BombshelU at Geneva
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was taken without consulting the
union. For this Zack, secretary of

the TUUC, was responsible. At
one meeting he denounced the non-
party workers without exception
as counter-revolutionaries and en-

emies of tiie working class because
i hey refused to obey this decision.

Gagging tiie WorKers
Encouraged by this action of the

T.U.U.L., the bureaucracy did not
stop at this point. They were de-

termined to gag tbe workers into

submission, and into mechanical
acceptance of orders. The question
of the party camps was under dis-

cussion in the party fraction. It

was there proposed to cut wages.
After a discussion of several weeks
had resulted in the leading frac-

tion's recommendation, by nearly
unanimous vote, of a wage cut pro-

posal of 20%, the party proposed
a cut of 4t> percent. The 20 per-

cent cut proposal was then brought
into the general fraction, against

a counter-proposal by the District

Camp Committee to consider a

cut of 40%. After heated discus-

sion within the fraction, tiie de-

cision was unanimously rejected

and turned back to tbe party com-
mittee. For this, the following
night the Central Executive Com-
mittee proposed another meeting,
in the course of which the writer
was demagogically ataeked as a
"counter-revolutionary Trotskyite"
for not consenting to tbe decision

of the C. E. C. Finally a vote was
taken adopting the ultimatist de-

cision of the C. E. C| for a 10%
wage cut with 14 voting against
and many abstaining.

Campaign Against "Trotskyites"
They carried out the decisions of

the last convention of the union
according to their own interpreta-

tion for example : Ebenneyer was
made national secretary of the
FWIU, an organization which out-
side of New York existed only in

his own portfolio ; Kramberg was
taken out of the union ; Bill, the
organizer of the Cafeteria Depart-
ment, was removed by the famous
"open letter" of the TUUC and de-

nounced as irresponsible, disloyal

and intriguing ; while twice re-

moved, today this individual is

again an organiy.er for the union,
in spite of the public denunciation
in the open letter. The result was
that Ihe plan actually was dropped
from the activities, because the
bureaucratic leadership was not
really convinced of the necessity

of the task. A number of comrades,
including the writer, were expelled

from the party, and a campaign
of terrorization was instituted in-

side the union against the "Trot-
skyites".

Yet the workers did not take the
revived activity serious iy. because
of their baa experiencs of the past.

Only ten comrades carried the
whole burden of the aiive. There-
fore the results were rather dis-

appointing, on the whole. The
strike is over, without any ex-

planation having been given even
to this day as to why it was lost.

The workers still cherish certain
illusions as to the strike being re-

opened after comrades come back
from the camps. Not only that,

but at a recent meeting of the un-

tanks to Hitlerite Germany. In
replying to tbe accusation, the com-
pany makes a denial of the speci-

fic charge, but not of the general

one. .More interesting is its refer-

ence to relations with the French
government

:

•'The company does not ex-

port war material without gov-
ernment authorization. That re-

gulation is still in effect."

The statement of the blood-
stained war manufacturers then

goes on to accuse those campaign-
ing thus against it, of harming the
"pacific policy of France"

!

It is common knowledge in Eur-
ope that Hitler has been rearming
secretly for some time. It Is also
common knowledge that the Quai
D'Orsay is well aware of this fact.

Now ine munition manufacturers
of France itself indirectly confirm
shipment of arms lo Germany with
government knowledge. The new
turn has gone far already.

diermaii-Japanese Plans in

Anti-hoviet Front

On top of the above, reports have
been abundant of a German-Japan-
ese plan of cooperation. The pur-
iwse of it is unmistakable. The
documents published recently by
tiie Soviet press from the dossiers
of Japanese secret diplomacy are
enlightening enough. Now comes
a report from Mukden of a loan
of $(iO,000,0O0 to be made by France
to Mauchukuo, Japan's outpost for
all ti-Soviet aggression "Prelimin-
ary negotiations", says the report,

"have been concluded between Pre-
sident Halta of the South Manoh-
iiriau liuilway and Andre d'Olivier,

a representative of French capi-
talists".—N. Y. Times, October IS,

1933.

The anti-Soviet front is forming
fast.

In tbe face of these develop-
ments, the futility and the crimin-
al self-deception of the Stalinist

"Non-Aggression Pacts" becomes
remarkably obvious. A real de-

fense of tbe Soviet Union is im-
peratively necessary. The stupid,

quasi-practical policy of the Stalin
regime in foreign affairs is due for

a collapse. A realistic appraisal
of the conditions in the Soviet
Union, a corresponding raising of

the standards of living of the
workers and a strengthening of
the alliance between the working
class and the peasantry is just as
necessary as a reversal of the
foreign policy. The Soviet bureau-
cracy is incapable of accomplishing
either one of these tasks. It pre-

pares the road for Thermidorian
reaction. That has been shown by
tbe entire past.

Tiie Irtteniatifflial Workers' Front
The preparation for a resistance

on the part of the international
working class to the imperialist
war plans likewise depends upon a
rejection of the policy of the Stal-

inists. No "Anti-War Congresses"
composed of pompous intellectuals,

without a stable social basis and
impotent because of their individual
isolation, will ever serve to weld
the proletarian front against im-
perialist war ami attack on work-
ers' tiussia. The Elnsteins, the
Dreisers, the Upton Sinclairs and
Sheiwood Andersons are already
deserting the Stalinist Banner. Only

the united front o£ workers' or-

ganization, from top to the hottom
can accomplish this task. To
achieve this, the Communists must
go to the masses, entrench them-
selves in all organizations in which
workers gather enmasse.
Both tbe preparation against at-

tack inside of the Soviet Union as
well as against imperialist war in

all the capitalist countries de-
mands the support of tbe line of
policy of the Bolshevik-Leninists.
Time is short and events are mov-
ing fast. The Bolshevik-Leninists
must live up to their task.

—S. GORDON.

Bronx Butchers Strike

New York.—The Meat Cutters of
tbe Westchester Meat Market are
on strike for the 48 hour work and
a raise in wages. They are strik-

ing against a work day of from 11
lo 18 hours a day. Their wages
have been reduced from $48 which
they were earning a year and a
half ago by three wage cuts to $20
today. They are led by the Am-
algamated Meat Cutters and Butch-
er Workmen affiliated to the A. F.
of L. The Bronx branch of the
Communist League has offered to
contribute its services, speakers,
etc., to help tiie strikers in their

fight.

Two of the striking meat cutters,

Dave Cohen and Sam Klein were
arersted on the picket iine on
charge by the boss of the market
of "disorderly conduct'. They
were tried and released. The judge
had to save the face of the boss
who is violating the NRA code.
The boss came lo court and said

he would comply with the code by
cutting the Saturday workday from
15 to 12 hours.

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP
MEETING

A special general membership
meeting of the three New York
branches will be held this Sunday,
October 22, 1933, at- 1 P. M. sharp,
in our headquarters at 126 East
Ifith Street New York. Members
of all the branches are required to
be present, ON TIME. The sub-

ject of the meeting will be the
position of the trade unions in the
United States today and the policy

of the Communist League. The
discussion will he led off by com-
rade J. P. Cannon and there will
follow comments from the floor.

—CITY ORGANIZER.

ST. LOUIS MEETING
ARNE SWABECK

at

CRUNDEN LIBRARY
AUDITORIUM

14th and Cass Avenues
Friday, October 27, 8 P. M.

BANQUET
at

7119 Lafayette Avenue
Saturday, October 28, 8 P. M.

SPRINGFIELD MEETINGARNE SWABECK
on

"THE ROOSEVELT PROGRAM"
Wednesday, Oct. 35 at 7:30 P. M.

at

MASONIC HALL
119 North 8th Street,

Springfield, HI.
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N.R.A. Ballyhoo

and the Facts

Behind It

When Roosevelt spoke over the

radio on Sunday, October 22, he
evidently had not read the last

Issue of that most respectable busi-

ness bulletin, the Anntlist. In bis

speech he declared

:

"The whole picture however

—

the average of the whole territory

from coast to coast, the average of

the whole population of 120,000,000

people—shows to any person, will-

ing- to look, facts 'and action of

which you and I can be proud."

What these facts are the Annalist

of Oct. 20, makes very clear. It

gives the following record for

September : Industrial production

—down 1.6%; Retail trade—down
5 percent : Real wages—down 4

percent ; and last but not least,

Retail prices—up 4 percent. In.

deed1 a picture "to be proud of".

After nonchalantly eliminating a

few million unemployed "who pre-

ferred not to work at all" Roosevelt

continues : "It seems, therefore,

fair to say that there were about

10,000,000 of our citizens who were
seeking work and could not get it.

Of these, I am convinced that at

least 4,000,000 have been given em-
ployment."

Roosevelt only added some 400,000

to the A. J?. L. figures for reem-
ployment which are by far the most
inaccurate of all employment fig-

ures. At a time when all other

estimates of unemployment ranged

from 15 to 17 millions the A. F. L.

figures were only 13 million. The
A. V. L. reports 871,000 reemployed
in September. The Annalist reports

.08% reemployed which amounts to

400,000 people.

But does Roosevelt want to be

accurate? The answer is clear-
why should he be accurate? Roose-
velt knows very well what is hap-

pening. He knows that, as the

Annalist states, 40% of the March
to July spurt was lost by the end
of September, and that by this time
more has been lost. He knows
that all real indicators of business

activity with the exception of zinc

production, including steel, pig

Iron, electric power production,

cotton, wool and silk consumption,

auto, lumber and cement produc-

tion, have gone down since the end
of July. He knows that the An.
oalist's index of General Business
Activity was 89.5 lor July and only

76.8 for August. Roosevelt knows
all this. But it is not to his in-

etrest to admit that the much-
boasted N. R. A. recovery is—

a

flop. —PETER MORTON.

Celebrate the 5 th Anniversary of the Left

Opposition m America

Hail the Movement for a New Party and the Fourth

International

!

A great event in the history

of the revolutionary movement
in America will be the batauuet

to celebrate the fifth year of the

Militant, the fifth birthday of

the Communist League—and to

hail the coming of the Fourth
IntemajtioQal.

Present at this banquet will

be outstanding celebrities in

Communist and labor ranks in

the United States. Among those

attending will be Bun Gitlow,

Secretary of the Workers Com-
munist League and oue of the

-"founders of the American Com-
munist party; V. F. Calverton,

:
editor of the Modern Monthly;

Ernest Sutherland Bates, noted

radical publicist ; Ed Lindgren,

prominent figure in the early

days of the Left wing movement
in support of the Russian rev-

oultion; Diego Rivera, the fam-

ous artist; and others. For the

first time in years, representa-

tives of different sections of the

workers' movement will sit at

one banquet table and take part

in the festivities.

Besides addresses from the
comrades mentioned above it

will be an evening of gala enter,

taiument. A new revolutionary

skit will be performed for the

first time at the banquet by
some of our star revolutionary

actors.

Last but not least in mention
is the delicious food to be
served to the comrades and
friends attending.

The banquet will take place
Saturday, November 4th at 8
P. M. at Stuyvesant Casino, 9th
St. and Second Avenue.
Make sure to get tickets for

yourself and your friends. They
are 50 cents a plate. Dirt cheep!

Be on hand for this great gala
event to celebrate the annivers-
ary of the Militant, the Com-
munist League of America and
to hail the Fourth International!

Terzani Accuser

Faces Trial

New York City. — District At-

torney Ctiaries 'S. Colden of Queens

County has failed to keep his pro-

mise to conduct a new inquiry into

the killing of Anthony Fierro, young

anti-Fascist slain at a meeting of

the Fascist Khaki Shirts, the Ter-

zani Defense Committee charged

today.

Commander Smith of the Khaki

Shirts was recently held in §400

bail for the grand jury in Philadel-

phia, on a charge of fraudulent
conversion of furniture. He had
fled from his headquarters early on
Oct. lli, after members of his gen-

eral staff had mutinied against his

suddenly announced plan to "take

over the city" and seize three arm-

ories preliminary to a march on
Washington scheduled for that day.

For four days Smith was missing.

Then he came back, surrendered,

got bail, and audaciously announc-
ed that he would re-establish his

organization and push on with his

Fascist program. He asserted

that he had ben plotted against

by the police and the radicals.

The Painters General Stride

The debacle of the Brownsville
section of the Alternation Painters

Union in the strike is a bitter les-

son about Stalinist trade union
tactics. The strike, which w&b
called in competition with the
Brotherhood, Local 102 of the A.
F. of L., ended in an ignominous
and crushing defeat for the Stalin-

ists, and the loss of whatever in-

fluence they had in trade. They re-

fused our proposal (Kitt) for one
general strike., and for entry into

the A. F. of L. They sought to

make capital out of the situation

among the painters and build their

"revolutionary" union. What la

worse, they refused the offer . to

take them into the Brotherhood.
What were t&e results? During

the flrst week or so the Union pull-

ed down about 300 workers, and
settled1 a number of shops. Nego-
tiations were carried on with the

Bosses' Association and the party

leaders managed to keep the paint-

ers inspired by constantly remind-
ing them of this and by continually
makiiuj glowing promises of vic-

tory.

However, within a short time
the absence of a Left wing within
the Brotherhood, coupled with the

fact that it controlled the major-
ity of the workers in the trade,

made itself felt. Shop after shop
that had settled with the A. P. U.
was taken over by the Brother-
hood. Either the workers were
terrorized Into joining Local 102 by
the A. F. of L. gangsters or coerced
into it by the bosses, who signed
separate agreements with the
Brotherhood. Wherever the paint-
ers refused; the A. F. of L. placed1

pickets outside the building. The
Stalfnlsts met this move by beating
up the pickets, who were rank and
file Brotherhood men and had been
ordered to picket by their officials.

The stupid blunder, in the train
of countless others, played direct-

ly into the hands of 'the business
agent or Local 102, Jake the "Bum".
First, they had refused the offer

of the Brotherhood to establish one
union in the trade, which branded
them as splitters so far as the rank
and1

file of the A .F. of L. was con-
cerned. Then they copied a leaf
from the reformists and slugged
the workers-pickets. To the rank
and file of the Brotherhood it was
clear that the Alteration Painters
Union was out to smash their or-

ganization. In alarm they gave

Jake the "Bum" a clean bill of

health, to do as he pleased ; not
that he needed it. But the tragedy

of it is that the Stalinists by their

insane policies appeared to put
this gangster in the right.

Within a day or two, flying

squads of A. F. of L. gangsters
paid "visits" to most of the APU
shops they had not as yet succeed-
ed in taking over. And after the
"visit" these Shops too were in the

Brotherhood. Among those that
transferred allegiance was the

Grossman, one of the key shops in

the industry. The Beckenstein and
MinkoS shops are about to sign
(and by the time this goes to

press, will undoubtedly he mem-
bers of Local 102). Wthen the
Bosses Association affixed its sig-

nature to an A. F. of L. contract,

both the general stcike and the
Alternation Painters Union were
through.

Yet, despite this, the party bu-
reaucrats ( Nessin , Kashinsky,
Weitz) still maintain they have a

union and are trying to inspire the

party fraction to continue their

futile efforts to build the APU.
Were they to do something else

than make speeches and sit in the
office they might perhaps feel dif-

ferently about it. As far as the

party members are concerned, they

received aid from neither the City
Council or the rank and file of the
union—and they feel quite different

about the matter. Most of the
party fraction avoid the union
headquarters as if a pestilence had
swept through there. Jack Kras-
nitz, Belinamen, * Spielman and
Friedlander, the outstanding party
militants in the union, have seen
their unflagging efforts to build a
union go for naught—and they are
beginning to question the soundness
of Che party communiques. Indeed,

Spielman, has openly been advocat-
ing entrance of the Left wing into

the A. F. of L. Experience is a
costly teacher—but a good one.

Not forever can the Stalinists blind

the eyes of the party members.
—LEAGUE MEMBER.

MINNEAPOLIS MEETING
ABNE S W A B E C K

on
THE FUTURE OF INTER.
NATIONAL COMMUNISM

at
PYTHIAN HALL
43l/ South 4th 'Street

Friday, November 3, 1933, 8 P. M.

Organizing Steel

Workers inOhio
Youngstown, O. — Youngstown's

steel workers were recently given
the opportunity to judge the harm-
ful policy of Stalinism in the Steel

and Metal Workers' Industrial Un-
ion. Early in September the SMW
IU led a brief but successful strike

in the chipping department of the
Republic Steel Corporation. The
concrete demands they fought for

were higher wages and equal div-

ision of work. A good percentage
of the chippers were organized into

the SMWIU at the time, but they

proved incapable of building up the

organization any further. Several
weeks ago the chipping department
shut down, throwing all the men
out of work. When it reopened ten

days later, all the gains won by
the strike were canceled', as none
of the men known to have been

active in the union were called back
to work. They found themselves
neatly and effectively locked out*

A Strike of the Unemployed

Of the thousands employed at

Republic Steel, the chippers repre-

sent about two hundred. The lead-

ers of the union saw hundreds of

thousands of workers on ejtrlke

throughout the country, steel work-
ers battling valiantly In Ambridge
and Weirton, and decided that con-

ditions had been made to order for

them. The local leaders Immedi-
ately called' a meeting of the Iaid-

off men, about seventy In number,
and this so-called perfect union
decided to pull a strike. For the

rank and file to make such a mis-
take was excusable, but the leader-

ship allowed itself to be carried

away by the blind enthusiasm of

the workers and endorsed the ad-

venture. As none of the employed
chippers were even called for a

joint meeting with their fellow-

workers, the SMWIU got' precisely

what they wanted—a hundred per-

cent strike of the unemployed chip-

pers. It is undoubtedly more than

a coincidence that identically this

tactic was being repeated at the

same, time in the Buffalo plant of

Republic steel.

Although the overwhelming
majority of the Youngstown steel

workers have never been in any
union, even they could see some-
thing wrong. The "strike" was
obviously doomed to failure from
the start. The union got out leaf-

lets with the hopelessly vague de-

mand. Make the bosses keep their

promise to equalize work. The
leaflets were so worded that they

gave the impression that the en-

tire Buffalo plant had walked out.

Workers took the leaflets, laughed

at Pbem, tore them up and went
back .to work. Even the local boss-

es and their propaganda sheets af-

ter the first momentary panic, were
able to laugh it off. So it was no
wonder that the strikers themselves

became aware of the farcical role

they were playing and called off

the strike the next day.
StalinistPolicy Isolates Militants

The lessons to be drawn from
this incident are quite apparent.

The class conscious militant work-
ers, forced by the criminal policy

of the SMWIU to remain isolated

from the working class, are further

than ever away from the. masses.

The workers in the mills, insofar

as they were organizing, are almost

all going into the Amalgamated1

Association unless a lighting Left

wing is speedily formed in the Am-
erican Federation of Lahor union,

these workers will be left com-
pletely at the mercy of Mike Tlghe
and his crew of labor skates. Thus
the vicious tactic of the Communist
party and its false-face, the SM|W
IU, in the long run play directly

into the hands of the A. F. of L.

bureaucrats.

It Is significant to note the elab-

Silk Dyers Vote

(or Separate

Agreement
Psterosn, N. J.

—

The great odds fought against
by ttie embattled silk workers have
been greatly increased by the split

in the ranks occasioned by the
vote of the dye house workers un-
der the C. T. W. to accept the
agreement and1 return to work. The
fifteen thousand workers in the
dye houses are taking up their
places at the tubs after a seven
weeks strike under a contract of-

fering concessions in wages and
union recognition.

Under the separate agreement the
dyers have obtained union recog-
nition for their organization, the
United Textile Workers, from the
powerful institute of Dyers and'

Printers, the manufacturers asso-
ciation. They have been granted
a minimum wage of $23 which con-
stitutes an increase of from five to
seven dollars over what they
had been receiving prior to the
strike. The closed shop was not
obtained but the employers have
agreed, according to the contract,

to deal with the union shop com-
mittees over grievances, firing, etc.

Vote Not Unanimous
The vote for the agreement was

neither unanimous nor did it in-

clude the majority of the dye work-
ers, although a decisive section
participated. The sentiment of
the dye workers cannot be judged
accurately by the outcome of the
vote because the majority of the
dyers djd not vote and because of
the peculiar ballot they were ask-
ed1 to cast. They were asked
to vote on the following questions

:

"Do you favor acceptance of the
settlement terms';" 3,311 voted for
acceptance and 1,422 voted against.
The -second question, which un-
doubtedly apjH'ared to be a con-
tradiction to the workers was

:

"Do you want to stay out until the
weavers return?" 1,013 declared for
stuyin,' out with the weavers and
2,u3i) for returning to the job im-
mediately.

The large size of this minority
vote is highly symptomatic of the
confusion and doubt in the minds
of the. dyers, inexperienced in union
affairs and taken in by the trick

method of posing the question. The
dyers were faced with a dilemma.
The agreement gave them certain
concessions — wages, recognition,
etc.—and consequently there was
some sentiment for its acceptance.
But the question must have no
doubt cropped up: "If we have an
agreement, and the agreement is

favorable, then why not return to
work ; why wait for the weavers
who may be out for a long tima
yet?"

The Separation of the Dyers

The question of a national strike
settlement and of the dependence
of one section of the silk industry
upon another was never made
clear to the dyers. They did not
perceive the heavy blow they were
dealing the weavers by returning
to work. They had not years of

experience and a tradition -of

many strikes to make them aware
of this elementary lesson of solid-

arity. The isolation of the dyers
into a seperate union had awaken-
ed craft consciousness. Only va-
guely did they feel themselves part
of the strike led by the American
Federation of Silk Workers.
On the other hand the dye work-

ers were handicapped by bad lead-

ership. Leading their section of

the strike, were two old-line poli-

ticians, Vigorito and Pirolo, self-

seeking, out for votes. The dyers'

interests were secondary to their

own careerist ambitions. Besides
these two shady figures was the
conniving and fakery of McMahon
through his agent, Pat Quinlan. A
conscious Left wing was not pre-
sent in the dyers local. Except
if one, by a stretch of the imagina-
tion could' consider Jack Ruben-
stein of the Lovestoneites in that
category. But Rubenstefn failed

to take a clear position on most
of the questions facing the dyers.

Where he should have been strong
and uncompromising he was weak
and conciliatory. He took no de-

finite position .before the dyers on
the question of breaking the ranks
of the strike and accepting the
separate agreement. The policy of

the Lovestoneites of pussyfooting
before the A. F. of L. skates had
disastrous consequences here as It

has had la every ease.

Disruptive Bole of N. T. W.
If the dyers were misguided by

the reactionaries they were con-
fused and demoralized by the dis-
ruptive policy of the National Tex-
tile Workers Union. At the out-

set the Stalinists divided the dyers
Into two unions. They continued
with baseless recrimination. When
they felt fhe groand' was slipping

under their feet the Stalinists be-

gan to pack the meetings of the U.
T. W, dyers with disruption as
their, aim. They succeeded in win-
ning over two "dyers" on their in-

sincere proposals for united action

—the old-line politicians. Vigorito
and Plrola!

The strike committee of the dyers

Gangster Attack on

Chicago LeagueMeet
Stalinist Hoodlums Repulsed as Swabcck Speaks for

New Party and New luternational

(Continued on page 4)

Chicago.—An organized attempt
by 130 Stalinists to break up the
meeting called by the Chicago
branch of the Communist League
of America (Left Opposition), for

comrade Arne Swabeck, last Sun-
day, on the subject of the new
party and the new International,

was prevented by the quickly as-

sembled defense of ail workers in

the audience.

Meeting in response to instruc-

tions from the District Committee
of Chicago at Folkets ilus, a party

headquarters, the party members
marched en masse to the Opposi-

tion meeting with the aim of break-

ing it up. They entered the Opposi-
tion headquarters in a body, leav-

ing a "'picket line" outside of the

hall to tell workers that the meet-

ing was either called off, or had
been removed to another quarter.

Even thisp pitifui tactic did not

succeed in keeping workers from
the meeting.

Hooligan Tactics Repulsed

No sooner did comrade Glotzer

open the meeting, when the hooli-

gan and gangster tactics began,

in a rehearsed fashion the Stalin-

ists raised the cry of electing a
chairman from the floor. Refusing

to recognize the frenzied outburst,

the chairman announced that the
proceedure of the meeting was so

planned that representatives of

every point of view in the workers
movement would be given an op-

would be given an opportunity to

state their views from the floor.

This apparently was unsatisfact-

ory to. the Stalinists who were de-

termined either to "take over" the

meting or prevent its continuance.

Even after being assured that

they would be given sufficient time
to present their views they still

insisted on electing a ohjairman

from the floor (at a meeting organ-
ized and called by the Opposition).

They would not permit the meeting

to go on and began stamping, shout-

ing, and organizing their own meet-

ing by setting up the petty section

bureaucrat. Jack Spiegal, to start

speaking from one of the benches
in the hall.

In the turmoil and over the pro-

tests, of the workers in the hall, the

Stalinists began to employ their

strongarm tatcics. Incited by their

leaders, the rank and file Party
members began a struggle to seize

the meeting, only to be deserted by
their bureaucratic inciters, who,
during the course of the fight, had
left the hall.. The fight subsided

after the Stalinists were repulsed

aud they returned one by one to

their seats agreeing to a comprom-
ise! They were willing to allow

ttie Left Opposition to run its own
meeting provided the Party were
given ample opportunity to present

its own views to the meeting!

It became quite clear to all the

workers after this turn-about-face

that their real purpose had been

to break up the meeting. They fail-

ed in this and then agreed to ac-

cept the terms announced in the

very beginning by the chairman,

comrade Glotzer.

Meeting Hears Swabeck

Comrade Swabeck spoke for over

an hour, tracing the events prior

to the victory of Hlitler in Germany

and the situation following the
triumph of Fascism. He showed
the effects of this horrible defeat
of the German working class upon
the world movement of the prole-

tariat. The victory of Hitler meant
the destruction of the strongest
Communist Party in the capitalist

world, and led to a weakening of

the position of the Soviet Union.
The victory of Fascism, he showed,
only increased the danger of war
and this was due entirely to the

false policies of the Comintern in

Germany.

Swabeck pointed out that any
hopes for a change in the policies

of the C. I., were out of the ques-

tion, when, after the German
events, the Stalinists failed to un-
derstand the first lessons of the
great defeat of the world prole-

tariat, instead, they only emphas-
ized the errors made, promising to

repeat them again under the same
conditions. In such circumstances
it was hopeless to think that you
could once again push the C. I.

onto an internationalist revolution-

ary path. It was necessary now
to reorganize the ranks of the gen-
uine revolutionary Internationalists

into a fighting revolutionary inter-

national us against national social-

ism, no matter what its form may
be.

Stalinist Explains German "Victory"
Swabeck was followed by Spiegal

of the Party who entered into a

lengthy diatribe against the Op-
position, and only emphasized how
correct Swabeck was in his evalua-

tion of the present situation in the
world movement of the proletariat.

He denied that the workers had
suffered a defeat and "proved" that

the German Party, under the heel

of Faseism was stronger and' more
active than it was under legality.

He denied that it was possible to

carry on a struggle prior to Hitler's

ascent, but proclaimed that now
the revolution was on the order
of the day. Following his speech

tie called upon his followers to

leave the hall.

Despite the upheavals of the

afternoon and the Party "picket

line", over 150 workers remained
to the end of the meeting. Hack-
man, representing the point of view
of the Lovestone group, and Mat-
tick of the United Workers Party
also spoke.

The Hooligans Depart

The Stalinist hooligans, after
inciting a fight, empting a collec-

tion hat, and urinating in a back
room of the hall, felt that they had
truly struck death-blows against

the capitalist system. After this

profound revolutionary activity, fol-

lowing their dastardly gangster at-

tack upon the Opposition meeting,

they left the hall singing "Sol-

idarity".

It is quite clear, that this attack

upon the meeting of the Opposition

was inspired and organized by the

Party leadership. This hooligan

tactic, the method of gangsterism,

is the expression of an alien class

influence and must be beaten back
in the workers movement. This
little attempt at "massacre" by the

Ioeal Stalinists will not be forgot-

ten by the Chicago workers and
can only defeat the aims of the

Stalinist bureaucrats.

PRICE 2 CEVTS

Bellusi Case Needs

the Support

of Workers
Philadelphia.—For the past few

months Antonio Bellusi, a militant

Italian worker, has been held in

the Gloucester Immigration Station

awaiting deportation.

He has been in the labor move-

ment ever since 1918. He was a

member of the Italian Socialist

Party and later joined the Italian

C. P. In 1924 he took a ship and

came to the United States, where

he immediately became a member
of the C. P. U. S. A. from which he

was later expelled for protesting

against the expulsion of Bordiga,

from the Italian C. P.

Antonio Bellusi was arrested lp

July of this year In Wilkes-Bafre

on the charge of distributing the

Militant. His home was raided

and books were found which gave

documentary proof that this worker

has been an active fighter, for 15

years,, in behalf of the toiling

masses.

The only thing that the I. L. D.

has done so far is to assign Errol

White to defend him (legally).

They have not mobilized their mem.
bership. As a matter of fact the

lawyer had to spend his own money

to go to Wilkes Borre to defend

ttiis. worker. Although this work-

er is not a member of any political

party his sympathies are with the

International Left Opposition. It

for no other reason than this the

I. L. D. would be "justifled" in

sabotaging his defense.

A commitee against deportation

was to be formed, on which Lou
Roberts was the representative of

the Phifci. branch. Ttie committee

never met due to no fault of ours.

Comrade Roberts time and again,

kept on hammering away, but the

Stalinist sabotaging machine could

not be budged.
Indoor mass meetings were ar-

ranged for September 1, 4, 15, but

they were all called off. Seeing

we could not expect much from

the I.' L. D. we called an open air

meeting at 13th and Reed. We
asked for an Italian speaker. Again

the sabotaging machine of the

Stalinists was in evidence. Had
we not gone over the head of

Stern (the I. L. D. L. O.) and

gone directly to the Saeco and

Vanzetti branch of the I. L. D,

where we succeeded in getting

comrade Nelli to address the crowd.

the request would have remained

on the I. L. D. desk.

On September 29 a mass meeting

had been arranged without Rob.

erts being informed. When we
learned of this we offered our

support. Again the meeting was

postponed.

Not knowing that the I. L, D.

had already arranged a mass meet-

ing on October 24 {we heard of thla

indirectly), we arranged one for

October 28. At our branch meet-

ing a committee was elected to ask

the I. L. D. to participate. When
we heard that the I. L. D. had

arranged a meeting we agreed to

call off our meeting In order to

have a joint one. ,We offered to

pay either for the rent of the hall

or for the leaflets. Stern (in the

name of the I. L. D. District Buro)

rejected this offer.

A committee of three will again

approach the I. L. D. District Buro

which meets Friday, October 28. It

appears that we will have to carry

on the defense of Antonio Bellusi

independently of the I. L. D. for

they have been a deadweight in so

far as organizing any kind of mass

defense Is concerned. —L. B.

Statement on N. Y. Elections

{Continued on page 4)

The workers of New York are

once more confronted with a mun-
icipal election. This time the con-

test takes on particular importance

by the fact that it is the flrst im-

portant election to be held in the

United States since the promulga-

tion of the National Recovery Act
and the rest Of the Roosevelt pro-

gram to patch up the crisis-rent

capitalist structure. It is the first

opportunity that any large group

sentiments on the parliamentary

fieid towards the "recovery" pro-

gram. Consequently the local elec-

tion in this city has a country-

wide significance.

Those workers, therefore, who are

conscious of their position and
their interests, will have to act in

the elections with these facts in

mind.

Ttie outstanding problem before

the workers of New York and the

rest of the country, which over-

shadows all else, remains what it

has been now for four years : the

unprecedented crisis which has
shaken the economic structure of

the land to the bottom, which has

thrown millions of workers out of

their jobs, and stricken the major-

ity of the working class population

to one degree or another with that

misery, hunger, homelessness and
suffering which, under capitalism

alone, systematically occurs in the

midst of vast wealth and plenty.

The National Recovery Act, and
all the extensive machinery asso-

ciated with it, was put into effect

in order to "restore prosperity".

Proceeding more and more to in-

flationary measures, and exploiting

to the maximum the slight econ-

omic upturn, the Roosevelt admin-
istration succeeded in "providing

jobs" for a thin layer of the six-

teen million unemployed at the

same time that the prices paid for

the means of life have been raised

for the population as a whole, the

unemployed included. The alarm
already felt by the leading official

circles in and around the adminis-

trai|on over the failure of the NRA
to produce the much-advertized

expected results, foreshadows the

widespread disillusionment that

will penetrate to the millions of

workers as they become increasing-

ly conscious Of the' powerlessness

of the capitalist government to ac-

complish any genuine prosperity

for the masses, as they realize that

the NRA is an instrument in the

hands of the bloated ruling class

to curb and repress the growing
revival of the labor movement.

In New York City, the represen-

tatives of the National Recovery
Administration have already shown
their hand. Whalen and Co. have
exerted1 all their efforts to bridle

the rising movement of the work-

ers, to prevent them from, striking

vigorous blows for the improve-

ment of their conditions, to sub-

vert every workers' movement to

(Continued on Page 4)

ANTI-FASCIST
DEMONSTRATION

The Italian Unitarian Antl-Fasc-

ist Committee, composed of repre-

sentative working class organiza-

tions has set Saturday, October 28

a$ a day of struggle against Fasc-

ism. A demonstration will take

place before the Italian Consulate.

The demonstration will begin at

10.30 A. M. The gathering point:

72nd Stret and First Avenue. All

workers out to the demonstration

against bloody Faseism!

ATTENTION
All members and sympathizers

of the Communist League are

urged to present at 10 A. M. Sat-

urday, October 28 to proceed in

a body to the demonstration.

OPEN FORUM
THE SOVIET UNION AND
THE NEW INTERNATIONAL

Speaker

.

JAMES P. CANNON
Friday, November 3, 1933

8 P. M.

at Intecwttional Work*!* School

126 Fast 16th Street

Auspices : Manhattan Branch,

Communist League of America

(Opposition)

ADMISSION 10 CENTS
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Kewi from Canada

Rousing Swabeck Meeting at Toronto

Hails New International
Toronto.—The first great stride leaders. Marxism and leninism

along the path towards a new Party

and1 a new International was taken

in Toronto on Tuesday, October

11th when about 700 workers gath-

ered in the Labor Lyceum to hear

comrade Arne Swabeck proclaim

the new turn, it was not only a

large meeting but a historic one.

On the platform were three com-

rades who embody the best tradi-

tions of the revolutionary move-

ment in North Ameria. With com-

rade Swabeck were comrades Jack

MacDonald and Maurice Spector—

three comrades who had been among
the original organizers of the Com-
munist parties in the U. S. and

Canada, comrades who had been

together in Moscow in 1922 at the

Fourth Congress of Bhe C. I. They

had all passed through the bitter

struggles against Trotskyism la the

party and later had taken their

places under the banner ol the In-

ternational Left Opposition In or-

der to uphold the traditions and

principles of Marx, Lenin and Trot-

sky. On Tuesday night, the three

comrades met again on the same

platform, this time in a new effort

—to proclaim the necessity of

creating a new Communist party

and a new International.

New Conditions and New Problem*

Comrade Swabeck prefaced his

talk with a lew remarks concern-

ing the all-pervasive phenomenon of

change and motion. "Nothing in

this world stands still", he said,

"all matter Is ever subject to the

processes of change and motion.

And eo It is in the labor move-

ment. Time creates new conditions

and new situations and the work-

ing class, far from resisting such

changes, must prepare itself, must

arm itself with the policies and

tacticB suitable to each occasion."

He then sketched the history of

the First and Second Internationals

showing ihow in each instance the

abandonment of revolutionary prin-

ciples had brought disaster to the

working class, compelling the true

Marxists to begin the building of

a new revolutionary fount-head.

Comrade Swabeck stressed the fact

that at these great historical mile-

stones, not numbers, but political

clarity was decisive. The decision

to create the Third International

wall first propagated by only a

handful of revolutionaries but so

powerful were their Ideas that in

1&17, guided by the genius of Lenin,

they were able to lead the masses

to the victorious October revolu-

tion. The Communist International

was bnllt upon solid Marxian foun-

dations and, during its first four

congresses, it hammered out the

strategy and tactics of the world

revolution, Revolutionary interna-

tionalism was its watch-word. The

C. I- existed for the world pro-

letariat and every discussion,

whether it was on the internal life

of the Soviet Union or the revolu-

tionary movement in the capitalist

woeld, was based upon that con-

cept. Under Lenin and Trotsky,

the C. I- was indeed the organizer

of the world revolution.

The Work of the Stalin Clique

"But now," said comrade Swa-

beck. "that is no longer true. The

past ten yuars have witnessed the

growth in the Soviet Union of a

bureaucratic clique under the lead-

ership, of Josef Stalin, a clique

have been replaced by the neces-

sity of building up Bhe personal

prestige of Stalin. Revolutionary

internationalism has been replaced

by the pernicious theory of social-

ism ip one country, in the face

of world shaking events, the Com-

intern offers the proletariat not a

word of guidance, it remains crim-

inally silent. Of the- Communist
International that was formed unr

der I^enin and Trotsky, nothing re-

mains today but a hollow shell."

"For ten years," said comrade
Swabeck, "the Left Opposition has

Anti-Fascist United Front in Montreal

Montreal.—A few weeks ago a ideas nor plans. They came there

series 01 attacks of the Fascists
_
arn^ed with onlff one thing—the
decision of the party to kick outupon workers' organizations arous-

ed the working class of Montreal

Lo a high pitch of incitement and

alarm.
Following upon an attack against

a synagogue a most unique com-

mittee was idrined for defense

against Fascism. On the one side

01 the tabic and on the other side

mere sat Keichel, a leader of

Uie Revisionist Zionists, the Jewish

fascists. (These Revisionists in

I'aiestihe arj organized in strike-

oreakmg bands, carrying on a ter-

rorism against the Jewish labour

movement quite after the fashion

or the Nazis).

The writer had the pleasure of

Dying present at the touching scene

that took place. •Comrade" Keichel

(so Baker and Ruse addressed

linn) conferred with "com." Baker,

fill'.'* TrotsKy you see—but 'com."

Keichel). tar he it from us to

Hide the fact Keichel was against

organizing an Anti-Fascist Confer-

ence i" principle—his heart was set

on Jewish sell-defence corps. This

United Front with the Jewish Fasc-

ists against Fascism was shattered

itn the rocks of the principled in-

, rausiseauce of the Revisionists.

Even bcloro the beginning of the

Liui'lesque just recounted the Mon-

treal branch o£ the Left Opposition

Had proceeded with the formation

of a provisional committee for the

calling of a working-class united

front against Fascism. When we
learned that the Verdun Workers'

Association had already issued an

appeal lor a United front Confer-

ence against Fascism, we exerted

our iunuenee to bring workers' or-

ganizations to it. Even before the

Iirst meeting of the latter our

comrades visited trade unions and

obtained their support for the

Anti-Fascist United Front.

At the same time we issued a

[cadet in English and in French

addressed to the delegates of the

conference outlining our proposals

lor the program and basis of the

Conference. We stressed the nec-

essity of forming a proletarian

United Front and not one with the

Jewish bourgeoisie or Fascists, the

necessity of broadening it out to in-

clude all workers' organizations,

the freedom of criticism, the or-

ganization of city wide centralized

defence corps to defend all work-

ers' meetings, the organization of

mass meetings and mass demonstra-

tions in order to draw in the

whole working-class organized and

the Left Opposition delegates.

As "soon as our delegates entered

the hail Rose, our self-appointed

credemials committee and' sergeaut-

at-arms rolled into one, called upon

a couple of stalwarts, tried to

seize us bodily and throw us out

or tbe .hall. They did not how
:

ever succeed in doing this. We
proceeded quietly to distribute our

leahets among the delegates. The
Stalinites had issued a leaflet in

connection with the conference a

couple of days earlier. But in

their panic at our very presence

they were determined to stifle every

expression of our ideas.

The whole Conference soon be-

gan to turn about the question of

our leaflet as an axis. Comrade
Krehm took Ohe iioor first. lie pro-

ceeded to elaborate on the contents

of the leaflet, stressing particularly

the need for a genuine, broad uni-

ted front, and the class nature of

the issue. He pointed to the suc-

cessful Anti-Fascist demonstration

in Toronto last July as an exam-

ple of what can be achieved by the

right methods. Throughout his

talk lie was listened to attentively.

The Stalinist leaders who follow-

ed revealed a wealth of contradic-

tions and confusion. One -leader"

urged that the Couference include

in its program the struggle for bet-

ter wages, and reiief, against wars,

etc. ; the other proposed that it b©

conducted about ttie one issue (cor-

rectly, of course). The Stalinists

further proposed that delegations

be elected' to protest to the Mayor
and the Attorney-Genera I of the

province against Fascism 1 Com-
rade Smith of the Spartaeus Youth
Club, In the face of scandalous

railroading from the chair that

drew protest from delegates pre-

sent; rebutted some of the distor-

tions of Krehm's remarks, ridicul-

ed the processions to politicians of

the bourgeoisie, proposing Instead

the course of militant mass action

by way of demonstrations, mass
meetings, etc.

The conference adopted with one

dissenting vote a resolution for the

organization df defense corps.

Th k. C. of some 38 members
was chosen. Krehm was elected

as representative of the Left Op-

position and' Smith from the Spar-

taeus YouDh Club.
The Conference in its present

form is far from a true United

Front; Apart from Left wing or-

unorganised and weld it into one ganizations it includes only the

minhty front against Fascism, the-, Verdun Labour Union (close to the

C. C. F.) of any importance.
mighty front against

issuing of elementary literature

in French to clarify the backward

workers in the Chalifoux organi-

zations on the true nature of Fasc-

ism.

We came to the conference with

a carefully elaborated list of con-
wnlch ^stamped out every ve*U ^XT^lor accede

^^^^t^s^isL.^ rrt The stalicists

and passive Tn7rument of 1^ top Up^red on the scene with neither

To
cope successfully with its tasks

the Conference must be extended

to include the trade unions of the

city. To ensure this we must com
bat every manifestation of the

Stalinites (these professional

wreckers of conferences) foisting

their mechanical control on the

conference. —K>

Open Letter to the JoeDenyDefense Committee
Montreal—

Joe Derry was arrested while

addressing at anti-war meeting and

charged with being a member of

an allegedly unlawful organization,

the Young Communist League of

Canada in violation of Section 98

of the Criminal Code. This infam-

ous 'anti-labor law has already

been used ir. order to inter eight

Communist leaders in the Kingston

penitentiary for a total of 37 years,

and to declare the Communist Party

Illegal. in Ontario and semi-illegal

in the rest of Canada. If Joe Derry

Is convicted the Y. C. L. will auto-

matically find itself in the same

position as the Communist Party.

That section 98 will be extended

to Include other workers' organi-

zations all over the country is more

than probable.

Section 98 was put on the statute

books of Canada for the immediate

purpose of legalizing the crushing

of the Winnipeg general strike of

1919. It constitutes a powerful

weapon in the hands of the ruling

class to keep the whole working

class In subjection. Only a broad

nod powerful united front move-

meat of the organizations of the

wording class, particularly youth

organizations, irrespective of their

affiliation and views, can free Joe

Derry. This achievement would be

a step towards the abolition of

Section 98 and towards an unpre-

cedented struggle for the definite

guaranteeing of free speech, assem-

bly and organization to the work-

ing class.

An effective common struggle can

be set li> motion only by » dem-
ocratic and centralized conference

of the representatives of workers
organizations.

Tne. method adopted, however, of

merely setHng up committees in

various organizations, while post,

poning the calling of a conference

to the remote and indefinite future,

constitutes a retreat from the

course of a centralized united front,

The effectiveness of a united front,

the "ffivaliittbleneBs of its expert

etice. consist? precisely in the fact

that workers of different affiliations

ftght together for a common aim.

Actually, moreover, the committees

are being etsablished, if at all, only

in Left wing organizations—an in-

evitable result of the whole course

pursued.

Instead of a united front the

campaigning of the Left wing or-

ganizations, which would in any

case take place, is being conducted

under the label of setting up com-

mittees. This is but an expression

of sectarianism, and unwarranted

pessimism in the possibility of mob-

ilizing the workers' organizations

by means of a democratic and all-

sided conference.

No matter how strenuously the

course adopted is pursued as a

"preparatory" course to the creation

of a broad united front movement,

Ihe desired' end cannot he attained.

The preparatory work must be car-

ried on precisely with the perspec-

tive in mind of a date immediately

fixed for the convening of a rep-

rcsental ive conference. As it is,

how^'ve.r the old "united ffcjnt

from below", i. e., no united front

at all, is being revived with the

addition of the ornament of com-

mittees in the Left wing organiza-

tions.

United front conferences have

been failures in the last year be-

cause, for one thing, abstract

slogans were put forward, not fit-

ling in with a concrete situation.

The very campaign on the Joe Derry

case has up to now not centered

around the question of freedom of

organization and the abolition of

Section 98. Due to the pressure of

our delegates the committee elim-

inated the tendency to make the

issue a struggle against war. No
one would think of calling a united

front for the overthrow of capitla-

ism because someone has been ar-

rested for advocating this over-

throw. A correct program of ac-

tion Is necessary for every parti-

cular :'united' front. Such a pro-

gram, however, without the means
of carrying it through—a repre-

sentative conference—is meaning-

less.

United front conferences have

been wrecsea uy the putting .or-

ward of ultimatums to reformist

organizations, condemning reform-

ism as a political method and even

dubbling it "social fascism". The
united front for the defense of Joe

Derry demands agreement on only

one concrete issue. Each organi-

zation maintains its independence

and its freedom of criticism.

The mistakes of the past are no
justification for a return to Che

"united front from below". They
rather point to the necessity of a

correct united front policy today.

The Left Opposition and Spar-

taeus Youth Club refuse to share

course that must ruin the splendid

the responsibility for this false

prospects of a powerful movement:
In the interests of the struggle for

freedom of organization for the

working class we uphold the ban-

ner of the Leninist united front.

There is a sentinjent afoot in

Stalinist circles that since Joe

Derry is about to be sentenced, it

is too late to initiate a broad united

front movement in his defense. Joe
Derry has already been in jail for

some time, but section 98 is still

on the statute books of Canada, a
useful weapon in the hands of the

ruling class against the workers'

struggle. The leaders of the Can-

adian Labor Defense League con-

sidered it too late to set on foot

a united front for the release of

the five charged with sedition in

Montreal precisely because the five

had already been sentenced. The
Joe Derry case must not suffer the

same fate.

The Joe Derry Committee must
declare itself a Provisional Com-
mittee and transfer its powers to

a duty convened united front con-

ference of all workers' organiza-

tions, for the defense of Joe Derry:
To make such a united front a

success we are ready to d'o our

utmost.

—MONTREAL BRANCH OF
THE INTERNATIONAL LEFT

OPPOSITION

SPARTACUS YOUTH CLUB
OF MONTREAL

existed as a fuction or the C. I,
hoping to reform the Comintern,
striving to bring it back to Lenin-
ism, "ir, rough our efforts have not
been without effect, the Stalinized

Comintern has gone from bad to

worse, has been responsible for one
international defeat after another,
iou will ask, *Why did we not pro-
claim the new international long
agoV liefore that could be done,
events themselves had to prove to

the workers that the Comintern
was bankrupt. 'i'nese- events have
taken place, events tnat may be in-

dicateu by a single word—Ger-
many, Fascism."
Comrade Swabeck then described

the tragic defeat of the German
working class, the causes of the

defeat—the treacherous role of the
Social Democracy, the lailure and
reiusal of the C. P. G. to rally the
worke/s" in a united front against
Fascism, the absence of revolution-

ary leadership, "We do not expect
revolutionary leadership from the
reformists," said Artie Swabeck,
"but we expect it and have the right

to demand it of the Communist
Party. And Lhat is why we lay

ihe chief responsibility for tbe
German defeat at its door. Stalin-

ism is dead, the Comintern does
not exist. A new International

must be built to lead the workers
of the world to emancipation."
Toward the New International
Comrade Swabeck was careful to

point out that we are not proclaim-

ing the new International now.
We are merely urging the neces-

sity of creating it. For the imme-
diate^ future, the Left Opposition is

inviting Left wing groups to en-

gage in an open discussion of pro-

grams and perspectives. The Left
Opposition, standing on the shoul-
ders of Marx, Engels and Lenin
appears before the world prole-

tariat with a program of revolu-

tionary internationalism, a program
which looks toward tne establish-

ment ol the proletarian dictator-

ship on a world scale as the neces-

sary transitional step to socialism.

When comrade Swabeck finished

his talk, he was greeted with loud

applause, an indication that his

message had fallen on responsive

ears. In the question period which
followed, he entered into a discus-

sion of how the new International

was to be created and answered
several questions concerning the

trade union policy of the Left Op-
position.

Speech of MacDonald
Before the meeting ended, com-

rades SlacDonald and Spector ad-
dressed the large gathering. Com-
rade MacDonald, speaking with the

dignity of a tried revolutionary,

polemieized against the Stalinist

abandonment of Marxism, against

the exile of Trotsky and Rakov-
ary national socialism ot^ Stalin".

Comintern and against Che reaction-

ary national socialism of Satlin".

Let us not forget, he said, that not
one of those who signed the call

lo the iirst congress of the C. I.

is in a leading position in the Com-
intern today. Lenin and Flatten

are dead, Trotsky is in exile, Kak-
ovsky (as far as we know) is in

Siberia and Zinoviev, after sev-

eral disgraceful capitulations, now
licks the heels of Staiin. Let us
not forget the German defeat of

1923, let us not forget the dis-

graceful role of the Stalinist re-

gime in the Anglo-Russian Trade
Union Committee in li)2C, let us not

loiget the tingle blunder of Stal-

inism in the Chinese revolution,

let us not forget the overwhelming
defeat of the German proletariat

in 1933, and let ua not forget, that,

despite everything that has happen-

ed in the past five years, there has
not been a congress of the Comin-
tern since 1028. These are facts

that have burned a deep impression

in the minds of the working class,

these are facts wo cannot forget."

Speech of Spector
Comrade Spector then took the

lioor. If there had been any
doubts up to that moment, they

now vanished into thiu air. In

lhat short apace of 15 minutes,

comrade Spector, putting forth a

great agitational eftort, recalled the

highlights of the earlier- speeches,

branded Stalinism the greatest in-

ternational organizer of defeats,

excoriated Stalinism for its fail-

ure to create an organized resist-

ance against Fascism in Germany
and hailed the new turn as the

rebirtih of the revolutionary work-

ing class movement. "If the Stal-

inist bureaucracy has been able to

learn nothing from the German
events, it is capable of learning

nothing.

In Canada, faced with a growing
social democratic movement, the

C. C. Jr., the Stalinites were poli-

tically impotent. "But we will go
forward to the creation of a new
Party. The workers will learo

who are the slanderers and who
are their true leaders. MacDonald
and Spector are the same revolu-

tionaries who helped to create the

C. P. of Canada almost 15 years

ago. We have revised nothing, we
have changed nothing. ' It is Ohe

Stalinites who have revised Marx
and Lenin, it is they who have
moved away from the path of rev-

olutionary Marxism. We appeal

to every honest worker, to every

honest rank and filer among the

Stalinites to consider carefully the

message we have delivered tonight,

to join with us in the creation

of a revolutionary party, that when
the revolutionary crisis arrives,

in Canada we'll be able to rally

the majority of the working class,

on the side of the proletarian rev-

olution."

The applause which marked the

close of comrade Spector's speech

was an indication of the sympathy
with which the workers received

the declaration for a new Interna-

tional. The absence of criticism

from the many members >{ Stalin-

ist and other political organiza-

tions gave evidence that before

long the Left Opposition will re-

ceive under its banners many who
&afl themselves In other organiza-

tions —B- B

In California

'FririscoActivities of the

Port Workers
San Francisco.—For 14 years the union had a hall across the street

San Francisco Longshoremen have 'from the company union hall for

been dominated by a company un-

ion of the most open form under
which the rank and file have had
no voice in the formation of wage
and working agreements. Our con-

ditions in all these years have eon-

linually grown worse. Wage cuts

were imposed and' larger tasks

were added to our life, until we
are worked into complete exhaus-

tion in performing our daily work.

Even those working rules formed

by the shipowners and stevedore

companies were never lived up to

when the interest of those compan-
ies were involved. So that we the

longshoremen were the only ones

to lose at all times. Any member
attempting to voice a protest against

any of these injustices was thrown
out of his job. Here, as in other

parts, of the country, there was a

large percentage of unemployed;
Ihe union officials used this as a

club over our heads with great

success.

The C. P. On the Waterfront

This situation was finally sized up
by the Communist Party a year or

so ago, and they attempted with

their best forces to organize the

waterfront workers. The first ap-

pearance of these so-called labor

organizers was the attempt to sell

the Western Worker, the writer

of this article, having always own-
ed a very keen interest in labor

organizations, watched every move,

hoping, against his better judgment,

for a success. The Western Worker
did not appeal to the waterfront

workers and very few copies were

sold.

The second attempt was made
with street speakers. In course of

time we had several of those

s|>eakers appearing early in the

mornings. But to my total disap-

pointment none of those speakers

was familiar with our miserable

conditions; not one of them could

speak the language of a longshore-

amn. Most of these speakers, jier-

haps in a side line, mentioned the

company union and its destruction

of the workers' life. The main sub-

ject always drifted toward China,

Soviet Russia or such ofiher distant

subjects. Participation in these

meetings was very scant at all

times, and no progress whatsoever

was made toward organization.

Marine Workers' Industrial Union

The Marine Workers' Industrial

several years, Perhaps a few In-

dividuals dropped In some days.

1 visited there sometimes, but tail-

ed to see any longshoremen there

at any itme. Also in Che hunger

mid unemployed parades and anti-

war and Slooney demonstrations on

Che waterfront no longshoremen

participated. The writer knows al-

most every one of the three to four

tnousand workers on 'Frisco wa-

terfront, so no mistake in this

statement is made.
The third attempt of the Party

was the issuance of a monthly pub-

lication called the Waterfront

Worker, dealing directly with our

situation on the waterfront and

exposing some of the foremen and

(ndivid«als- This was (the most

successful attempt made by the C.

P. and every one bought a copy of

this gaper every mouth. This pa-

per a_Iso contained- articles of in-

structions for the formation of a

real union.

Foramtion of A, F. of L. Umon

In the existence of about eight

months no progress was made for

organization. Finally the doors of

the MW1U were closed on account

of no support and funds for rent.

Around June of this year a couple

of longshoremen, both ex-I. W. .W.

members, started collecting names

for the formation of an A. F. of L.

union. Neither of these men own-

ed any organizational or oratorical

gifts, but they could speak the lan-

guage of the waterfront. They also

took advantage of the NRA labor

code. In a very short period they

succeeded in signing up about &0%
of the workers on the waterfront.

This threw the C. P. organizers

into complete confusion. Every one

of the C. P. comrades made some

squawk that now, after we, the

C. P. members have prepared bhe

ground already for organizing the

workers with the publication of

this Waterfront Worker for several

months, these A. F. of L. men are

stealing the show away from us.

We must acl at oace in 0lrdcr t0

convince the workers that this

same A. F. of L. is a fake labor

organization. And that tihe MWIU
is the, only revolutionary union

that knows how to organize and

conduct a real workers' organiza-

tion.

and attempts to explain these

things to the crowd one morning
on' the waterfront. A number of

workers tell tne speakers to get

out, and stay out, at least until

we, tho longshoremen, have had the

opportunity to organize and de-
stroy the company union.

Stalinists In ii Fredicauiont

A few days later a leaflet ap-

pears on the waterfront urging
longshoremen to attend a muss
meeting to be held in Kagi.es Hall

to discuss and form a real long-

shoremen's union. I did not have
an oppor,unity to attend this meet-
ing uut had reliable iiuonnation
that about 200 attended this meet-

ing, including party members who
were not longshoremen. I urged
several longshoremen to attend this

meeting, hoping to have at this

mass meeting a large audience. A
little while later the A. F. of L.

bad its first meting with about 1500

to 2000 participating. Now we find

the C. P. in a real predicament.
This paper, the Watenront Worker
could not appear, because, in order

to be true to the T. U. U. L. pro-

gram, they could not write any or-

ganization articles without attack-

ing the A. F. of L. union as well

as the company union.

Left Wing in tiie A. F. of L. Union
We formed a Left wing in this

newly organized union. Only a few
C. P. members and sympathizers
were actual longshoremen. There-
fore our slate of candidates for

office was composed of mixed eie.

ments who to our estimation were
the most progressive of those avail-

able. The reactionaries had their

own slate. We had a hard strug-

gle.

Just before the election of of-

ficials in the union, the C. P. had
an idea to publish the Waterfront
W*rker again.And if this paper had
appeared, they would be obliged

—

to carry out the Party policy—to

attack both the Kigbt and Left

wing candidates. Therefore they
thought it best not to publish it.

The rank and file carried all our by

laws, and most of the executive

board members were elected.

I am feeling sorry for those

young honest C. P. comrades who
did many useful deeds along the
waterfront, trying to organize this

body of men. And I am partici-

pating In their disappointment. The
higher-ups in the Party told these

lesser lights to go and organize but
gave them such instructions and
policy that prevented any success

and made thein waste their efforts.

Now that they see the movement
growing up wiehout them, it is to

be hoped that they will learn from
the experience what their leaders

Communist speaker appears could not teach them. —NOIX.

Revolt Against Stalinism in California Party

A revolt in the ranks of the torted Marxism-Leninism In those

Stalinist party in Oakland has situations.

been signalized by the expulsion of

comrade Stanley IX Laycock and
the statement protesting against

his expulsion by six additional

party members. That the revolt

agaiiisj the strangulating bureau-

cratism and stupid policies of the

party bosses has a positive side is

shown in the fact that two new
branches of the Communist League

have been formed recently in the

bay section.

The statements of the expelled

comrades follow

:

STATEMENT OF A. ROBBINS
To All Party Members

in District 13

Dear Comrades:
Msregarding the questions which

I have asked, and neglecting to

reply to the views I have expressed

pertaining to the developments in

the Communist International and
in the world situation, comrade
Lambert, section organizer, de-

manded from me a categorical re-

pudiation of these utterances by
demanding a statement of allegi-

ance to the C. I. or else the for-

feiture of my right to membership
in the Communist Party. Such a

procedure is a flagrant violation

of Bolshevik-Leninist democratic

centralism and stifles ail criticism,

which is indispensable to the exist-

ence and growth of a Communist
Party. By not allowing me to at-

tend my unit meeting and depriv-

ing me of all rights as a party

member, the bureaucrats are trying

to conceal my actual expulsion from

the parly. Not a word has been

expressed or written by the party

regarding my status and now I ask,

"Why this silence?"

The following reasons which I

have expressed explain my secret

expulsion from the party :

1. I opposed the expulsion of

t he best, true, tried and sincere

proletarian elements in tbe party

and condemn their framed-up ex

pulsion on false charges.

2. Comrade Gordon was sent to

Monterey as section organizer when
his disruptive work in Oakland had
discredited him there in the eyes

of the membership and this did

not warrant his continuance in

the role of a functionary in the

party.

3. That at tbe convention of

district No. 13, held June 1932,

false reports were made of the
' cltpitaltsm~.

work in the East Bay area. '

4. The absurd charges printed

in the "Western Worker" in which
it is stated that I reported com-
rade Laycock was negotiating for

some machine guns is absolutely

false and I wish to be faeed with

any proof to substantiate this ab

omicable lie.

5. The open letter of the Cen-

tral Committee of the party point-

ed out our failure to hold the

masses yet it failed to show that

the reason for It was the wrong
policy which the party is following

and its deviation from tin1 correct

Bolshevik-Leninist line.

6. The party has never explain-

ed to the membership ihe

7. My honest beliefs are that

the district situation is a reflection

of the bureaucracy all the way up
the ljne, that the part^ no longer

represents the tolling masses. The
German catastrophe, coming after

the lessons of Italian Fascism, re-

veals the complete bankruptcy of

the C. I. We have a similar situa-

tion to the time when the second
international was declared dead
and the 3rd international estab-

lished.

Signed

:

ANNA ROBINS,
Member of the Unit 1,

District No. 13

STATEMENT OF SIX COMRADES
To All Party Members

In District No. 13
Dear Comrade :s

For quite awhile the sincere

comrades in this district have been
dissatisfied with the conditions in

the party ; the turnover in the

membership, stifling of all critic-

ism, bureaucratic control indicated

that something was fundamentally

wrong. The calamity of the Ger-

man defeat only strengthened our

convictions and when the party

failed to discuss this catastrophe

we were sure that some action was
necessary.

Comrade Laycock's expulsion

from the party on false charges
convinced us that it was no longer

possible to remain quiet. His
statement demanding a discussion

of the German situation, the right

of members to express themselves,

etc., met with our approval. Upon
further investigation on our part

into the international developments

many matters became clear to us

which formerly remained -confused.

That comrade Laycock's devotion

and loyalty to the principles of

Marxist-Leninist activity cannot be

questioned la evidenced by his ac-

tivity in the past and present. We
were opposed to his expulsion. ,

We are eager to continue reading
all literature of the Left Opposi-

tion, to study the mistakes in

China, England, Germany, etc. We
support whole-heartedly the build-

ing of a real revoultionary party

and the establishment "of a new
international as the only means of

protecting the Russian revolution

and overthrowing International

Down with the bureaucracy!

Signed:

A. STONE
C. M. HESSER
EVERETT E. WILDER
CHRIS Q. JOHNSON
ANNA ROBBINS
E. W. HESSER

have been expelled had no connec-

tion with my case. For the purpose

of throwing sand in the eyes of the

party members and creating gen-

eral confusion that article was
published.

One of the several slanders in

this asinine article requiring an

answer is the allegation of my hav-

ing been (secretly jnegotiating to

obtain machine guns some time

ago. Were it not for the serious-

ness of such a charge, tending as

it does to invite police persecution,

it would be unworthy of recogni-

tion. However, since this was sup-

posed to have occurred during the

time when I was still in the party,

why wasn't this brought up against

me before now? Comrade Anna
Robbins not only denies ever hav-

ing made such a report but demands
proof from the party to back up
this piece of "provocateur expos-

ure"! I also demand proof!

This article In the 'Western

Worker" is the only reply that the

party can make to the growing
number of expulsions of comrades
who are demanding a discussion

of the German situation, the right

of criticism, a change in the trade

union line, a removal of all bu-

reaucrats in the party. The growth
of the Left Opposition in the East

Bay area is making the party bu-

reaucrats panicky. We can expect

in thfe future similar personal at-

tacks on our comrades as this is

tho party's method of meeting pol-

itical arguments.
Signed

:

STANLEY D. LAYCOCK.

STATEMENT OF S. D. LAYCOCK
To AH Party Members

in District No. 13

Dear Comrades

:

In the "(Western Worker" there

appeared a statement of the dis-

ciplinary committee which contain-

false! ed the news of my expulsion along

policy of the C. I. in" China, Eng-j with that of several other corn-

land, Germany, etc. The party dis- rades. The others mentioned, who

New York School Starts

Off with a Bang
The first two sessions of classes

conducted by the International

Workers School opened Monday
with an excellent attendance for

both of them. The first lecture of

the course on "The Fundamentals
of Marxism", by John Wright, was
attended by 23 students, 28 having
registered. The introductory lec-

ture "dealt with Socialism, Utopian

and Scientific. The next lecture

will be given on Monday, October

23, with "The Marxian Analysis of

a Commodity" as the theme.
The first lecture of the course on

"The State and Revolution" given

by Jack Weber was equally suc-

cessful. About thirty comrades
were present. The first leeture

dealt with Primitive Society. There
were questions and discussion. The
second leeture which was held Mon-
day, October 23rd at 8 P. M. sharp

dealt with the Origin of the State

and the First Slave States.

There is still time to register.

Readers are advised that regis-

tration for these two classes, as

well as for the two which are

given on Wednesday (Organization-

al Principles by Abern, and Ap-
plied Marxian Economics by Field),

Is still open. Registrants should

see the course secretary before

8:39 p - M - either Monday or Wed-
nesday, according to the class de-

sired. Literature for each course

can be obtained at any time of the

day from the local ofitee, 126 East

16th Street. Classes begin on tlmel
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Situation inHotels and Restaurants
Alone among the three trade un-

ions in the food Industry in and
around .New York, the Hotel and
Restaurant Workers Branch of the

Amalgamated Food Workers is

carrying on a vigorous and success-

ful organization drive among the

hotel and restaurant workers. This

drive is the response to years of

effort on. the part of the hotel and
restaurant owners to lower the

conditions of the workers, cutting

wages, lengthening hours and speed-

ing-up the work, culminating in

their .present attempt to stabilize

conditions on their lowest level by
means of a code under the NRA.
At the same time, although much of

toe work is highly skilled, they

want to reduce it to "domestic"
labor.

The economic background of the

bosses' campaign is, first, the con-

centration of capital in this Indus-

try and second, the excessive in-

vestment of capital during the boom
times which has lowered the level

of profits and induced the bosses

to try to put additional pressure on
the workers in order to raise profits

in spite of this.

The hotel industry itself ranks

as the seventh largest in the United

States, with a capital investment

of over five billion dollars. Alto-

gether there are over 26,800 hotels

In the United States, hut about half

of them are small (less than 25
rooms) )or are operated only sea-

sonally.

Investments and Wages
The following data, taken from

the 1929 report of the U. S. Census
Bureau, show the high concentra-

tion of capital, the large number
of workers per establishment, and
the low average wage level. Com-
paring New York City with the

country as a whole, the average
size of the establishment is still

larger, and the wage level takes
insufficient account of the higher

cost of living in New York com-
pared with the rest of the country.

These figures refer only to hotels

of 25 rooms or more which are op-

erated all year round

:

Number of
13,328

Conditions of Workers

In Large N.Y.

Industry

1921 59
1922 70
1923 82
1924 64
1925 82
1926 82
1027 112
1928 112

509

1,134,957

85

120,632

249

41,386

344,085,000

13,386

$12,911,000

(688

28,705

531,174,000

$1,081

hotels

Number of

rooms

Average rooms
per

1

hotel

Total em-
ployees 921,251)

Total wages and
salaries $257,034,000

Dining, lunch
room, and kitchen
employees 100,140

Wages and
salaries $84,428,000

Average annual
wages for such
workers $844

All other
workers 191,119

Wages and sal-

aries for' all other

workers $172,606,000

Average annual wages
for all other
workers $904
The average investment per' hotel

In the United States may be esti-

mated at about $250,000. From the
foregoing It appears that there are
22 workers in the average hotel in

the United States, and about 33 In

New York City. But the concen-
tration of capital has gone much
further than these figures show.
In a single one of the largest hotels

in New York, over 3,000 workers
are employed ; in the kitchen alone,

over a hundred. "Chain-store"

operation of hotels now embraces
a totai of 80,000 rooms, and is grow-
ing rapidly.

"War Chest" to Fight Unions
The concentrated power represent-

ed by the American Hotel Men's
Association, the bosses* trade or-

ganization. Is Indicated' further by
the generally-accepted fact that
they have raised a "war chest" of

$600,000 for the specific purpose of
fighting the workers' efforts at
organization for better conditions.

Under these circumstances it is

not surprising that the A. F. of L.,

which always tried to avoid open
conflict with large and concentrat-

ed aggregates of capital, has done
very little in this field, and particu-

larly among the key workers in

the hotel and restaurant industry,

the cooks and the kitchen depart-

ment in general.

As a profit-making machine, the
hotel industry is. suffering not only
from the crisis hi general, but spe-

cifically from the consequences of

lte own folly in engaging in a boom
of overbuilding and over'expansion.

This has resulted in overborrowing
and the carrying of a buge burden
of interest, amortization and taxes.

Now that the consequences of this

orgy of oveiexpansion have shown
themselves in lower profits, they
are attempting to raise profits at

the expense of the workers. Yet
the conditions of the work, the

seasoned character, and the amount
of tfaining and ability required are
such, that the worker In this in-

dustry is entitled to a relatively

higher wage scale—if he can get it

through organization In a powerful
and militant trade union.

Overbuilding In the Hotel Industry
As to the fact that the bosses

had sufficient warning, even before
the boom buret, that they were
overbuilding, there is sufficient evid-

ence. Between 1920 and 1928, a

full year before the general crisis

Struck the country, the overbuild-
ing which had already taken place
resulted in the following situation

:

1920 1928
Number1 of

rooms 1,070,000 1,521,000
Per cent oecup-

ancy_ 85.5% 67.6
Number of

rooms occupied 914,850 1,028,196

Number of

guests 1,097,820 1,237,835
While the number of rooms avail

rooms actually occupied Increased

less than Ti'/c, and the number of

guests by about the same percent-
age. As a result, the percentage of
occupancy declined to 67.6%, while
throughout the trade it is under-
stood that 70 c/o occupancy Is the
minimum at which a hotel can op-
erate and make money.

Hotel Failures During Boom
While the building boom was go-

ing on, another warning signal was
given by the steadily mounting
totals of hotel failures, as shown
by the following figures

:

l'ear Number of Liabilities

Failures Involved In
Failures

$2,625,000

2,234,000

7,129,000

3,183,000

3,323,000

5,506,000

10,982,000

13,154,000

Ail this was taking place sup-
posedly in a period of prosperity.
.So obvious had the danger become
that W. I. Hamilton, manager of
the Florida Associated Hotels, in a
book on '"Promoting New Hotels",
written in October 1929, that is, at
the height of ttie boom psychology
of the "new era", warns the indus-
try, ''Since 1926 the spread between
the number' of hotel rooms and the
number of guests has been steadily
widening. While both have been
increasing, the increase in rooms
has been the more rapid. The
hotel industry. . . .of late lias grown
too rapidly".

Yet money continued to pour into
the industry, seeking investment in
an already overcrowded field. Such
structures as the Hotel New Yorker
and the new Waldorf-Astoria were
opened long after the crash in gen-
eral business had come.

Making tfie Workers Pay
How did the bosses meet this

situation? By cutting wages, leng-
thening hours, and speeding-up the
work. According to the U. S. De-
partment of Labor, the following
situation prevailed in August 1933,
compared with the last previous
rates of wages and hours:

Wages Bates Per Week
Present Previous

Union I: Wait-
ers, waitresses $15 $20

Union II: Waiters,
waitresses 15 20

Union II. Waiters,
Union III, Cooks 35-50 30-45

Hours per Week
Present Previous

Union I: 9 a day —
Union II: 54 a week 48 a week
Union III: 9-10 a <iny 12-16

a day
In the case of Union II, we see

how conditions have degenerated in
the industry, wages being cut 25%
while hours were increased 12 1-2
percent.

Data accumulated by the writer

in the course of his work in his own
union show that a group of skilled

cooks was making an average of

$40.88 a week when they took their

present jobs ; now they are averag-

ing $30.04 "a week.
In the meantime, staffs have been

reduced, hours have become longer,

the amount of work to be done or

supervised has become greater. In

one of the big hotel kitchens, 140
men were employed two years ago

;

now there are sis.

The bosses themselves are fully

aware of the connection that exists

between the overcapitalization of

the industry and the wage-cutting,

longer hours and speed-up by which
they hope to increase profits.

In the Bankers Magazine for Aug-
ust 1932, the following figures are
given, as to division "Of expenses
for each dollar of gross sales:

Cents

Bondholders' interest 12
Taxes and insurance 6
Depreciation 9
Payroll 31
Merchandise (food, etc.) 19
Sundries, supplies, etc. 23

Total $1.00

The conclusion which this paper
draws from these facts for the bene-
fit of the capitalists is, "If a saving
great enough to protect the bond-
holders' interests, endangered' by
decreased sales, is to be effected, it

must necessarily come out of the
last three items through more ef-

ficient operation".

"More Efficient Operation"
This so-called "more efficient op-

eration" means, first and foremost,
wage-cuts. This is amply proven
by an article in the same issue of

the Bankers Magazine by Balph
Hitz, president of the National
Hotel Management chain, which
operates a total of 4500 rooms in

New York, Cleveland' and Detroit.

He is trying to prove to the bank-
ers that his chain methods are bet-

ter for cutting wages than the in-

dividual managements, and cites

the following facts:

In June 1932, under chain man-
agement, 25 cents out of each dol-

lar of sales was kept for gross pro-
fit ; in the same month of the pre-

vious year, under the old manage-
ment, only 15% had been kept for
gross profit.

How was this result obtained?
He explains : In June 1913, under
the old management, out of each
dollar of room sales 27% had been
paid out In wages; in June 1932 this

had been cut down to 16%. In this

food department, in June 1931 < out
of each dollar of food sales, 52
cents had been paid out in wages

;

in June 1932, only 33 cents was
being paid out in wages.

Juggling the Profit Figures
On top of this, the bosses are

deliberately making a poorer show-
ing of profit than they need to, In

order to have a further excuse for

wage-cutting. In the alleged costs
of doing business, tabulated above,
we notice^that depreciation amounts
to 9% oFthe total. This means
that 9%J of the gross intake of the
business has to go to replace the
wearlng-out of the building each

year. If 9% of the value of the

building were to wear out each

year, the whole building would last

.11 years. This is ridiculous, since

we know that a hotel property can

stand forty years or more, in spite

of changes in public ta_ste and in

location values, and still retain its

value.

Another item which is used to

pad the accounts is the cost of

linanetng, which may run as high

as 5</4 of the value of the property.

On a hotel costing 5 million dol-

lars, say a thousand-room hotel in

a larger city, this charge might be

$2uO,OU). If all this is loaded on

to the expense account in one year

or a tew years, the profits will be

that much less, and the manage-
ment has a better excuse for cutting

wages than if it spread such charges

over the life of the mortgages at

least.

Demands On Hotel Workers
Against these pretensions of the

Losses, the workers in this indus-

try can present indisputable facts

to show how much is demanded of

them as workers. A survey made
by the writer among members of

his union shows that the average
lirst-chiss cook, capable of taking
charge of the kitchen of a first-class

hotel or restaurant, has had to

train himself for his work for some
eighteen years, going through the

various stages of his training as

follows

:

Apprentice 2 years

Commis (from sixth

The Anti -WarJunket in Shanghai

to first) 6 years
First Commis 2 years

Chef de purtie,

working chef,

sous-chef, chef 8 years

As apprent ice he earns either

nothing or a nominal sum ; be-

sides, the apprenticeship is usually

(Continued From Last Issue)

The day after their arrival the

delegates issued a statement

:

"The delegation thanks the

English and French press of

Shanghai for the Interest shown
in their mission to the Far East

The French government has
never placed any obstacles la

the way of the United Front
Antl-.War Committee, and meet-

ings have lately been held in

Paris in crowded halls such as

the Salle Bullier in the presence

of many thousand enthusiastic

supporters and sympathizers...
All the more unfortunate and
incongruous is the attitude of

the present Chinese government
which, according to the English
press, has forbidden any men-
tion of the delegation in Chi-

nese newspapers. ..Tbis ukase,

1£ really Issued, must have been
decided on after the receipt of

false information about the de-

legation's intentions, which are
not today, and never have been,

other than the furtherance of

China's national independence
and liberty,"

The British and French Imperial-

ist press of Shanghai Is thanked by

the delegation, Including the Com-
munist Yalllant-Couturler, for Its

"interest", which, by the way, has
manifested itself in attempts to per-

suade both the imperialist and Chi-

nese authorities not to allow the

congress to be held. Pained sur-

prise is expressed that the Chi-

nese government should' have
clamped down a censorship on the

delegation's doings "which are not

served on the Continent, particular- today, and never have been, other

ly in France, as the American hotels
]
than the furtherance ol China's

have no real apprenticeship in the ' national indei>endeuce and liberty

Led by British Lord

and Ex -War
Minister

Discussion Articles
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Problems of the Cuban Revolution

In tiie face of the monstrous

odds, the workers of Cuba today

must assume their historical task.

They, and they alone, can achieve

the liberation of Cuba. Only the

workers can set up an efficient form

of government in Cuba, defeat the

intervention of American imperial-

ism, and solve the disastrous con-

tradictions that have plunged and
kept the Cuban musses in degrada-
tion. Successful American inter,

ventiou will mean a disastrous der

feat for the Cuban proletariat. The
tragedy of the Cuban proletariat
must be prevented!

The Cuban masses are militant.

Seizures of plantations have al-

ready occurred. Embryonic rev-

olutionary Soviets are iu the pro-
cess of formation. But unless the

movement is led into the proper
channels, the Soviets will become
only a parody ; American imperial-

ism will restore its rapacious hege-
mony.

Revolutionary Party Needed

The Cuban workers cannot suc-

ceed unless a genuine revolutionary
party is immediately formed, and
takes the initiative ; unless the in-

ternational revolutionary prole-

tariat, particularly of Latin Amer-
ica, the United States and Canada
is mobilized in defense of the
Cuban revolution. The criminal
policies of Stalinism, the collapse
of the Comintern have left the
Cuban workers without their most
necessary, essential and important
weapons of struggle; they have no
revolutionary party to lead them
in battle; under the leadership of

Stalin the international proletariat

cannot come to their support. These
weapons can and must be forged.

In Cuba, the Left Oppositionists

must immediately call for the
formation of a true Communist
party. Internationally, the Left
Opposition must inaugurate a uni-

ted front in defense of the Cuban
workers.

Time is precious now. Every day
is equal to a decade. In the very
heat of the struggle, the proletariat

of Cuba can and must gain the
time necessary to consolidate Its

ranks, and form its vanguard'. Upon
able increased 50%, the number of its success or failure rests the

fate of Cuba. With clarity and
boldness on the part of the van-
guard a great victory can be gain-

ed.

At this juncture, it is suicidal to
talk of the immediate seizure of

power, in the period directly be-
fore us, a defensive battle must be
waged. A serious decision to begin

a systematic and regular struggle
is developing In considerable mass-
es of the workingmen. But first

of all, it must exist in the ranks
of the revolutionary vanguard.
Lacking tbis condition it is im-
l>ossible to proceed to a direct or-

ganization of Soviets. Insofar as
this condition does not exist, the
direct realization of Soviets must
not be fostered. On the order of

the day is not Insurrection, but
the slogan of REVOLUTIONARY

.

NATIONAL DEFENSE ! Self-deter-

mination for Cuba ! Down with
the Piatt Amendment!

Defeat American Intervention

Before there can even be talk

of passing to the offensive, the
Cuban workers must ward off and
defeat the immediate threat of

American intervention.

Only the Cuban workers can pre-

vent the formation of another pup-
pet regime, a replica of the Mach-
ado dictatorship, this time with
Fascist trappings.

The vangu&rd must lead in de-

manding the immediate convocation

of the Constituent Assembly. The
masses must be mobilize under the

banner of transitional demands.
At the same time, with these dem-
ocratic slogans {Free speech! Free
press! Freedom of assembly!, etc.)

must be widely agitated the slogan
of nationalization (banks and in-

dustries—particularly sugar and
tobacco plantations).

But first and foremost, the van-
guard must organize the united

front against American imperial-
ism ; and in this united front must
be included not only all workers'
organizations but any and all sec-

tions of the petty bourgeoisie that

are willing and ready to struggle

against the common enemy.

Onjy In this way can the tragedy
of the Cuban proletariat be averted.

—J. O. W.

European sense of all-around train-

ing from the botton up, but begin

specialization in the various depart-

ments as soon as a worker enters

the trade. As the worker acquires

experience, he becomes responsible

for the management of part of all

of the kitchen staff and for the ex-

penditure of thousands of dollars of

food and supplies. If a waiter, he
is directly and personally responsi-

ble for the handling of checks.
Moreover, the work is definitely

of a seasonal character. Even in a
boom year like 11>29, the difference

in employment between the highest

and the lowest months of the year
was l:2'/i, compared with 0.89 per

cent for industry as a whole, or

seasonal fluctations eight times as

wide as in general Industry.

The Bosses' Codes and the
Workers' Code

In the face of this, the bosses

proposed one of the worst codes

ever to be presented under the

NBA: a 54-hour week, a minimum
wage of 28 cents an hour which
could be reduced in many cases to

20 cents an Sour, a "merit clause"
which gave the boss unlimited
light to hire and fire, and an amaz-
ing collection of tricky provisions

which would have served to stab-

ilize the workers' conditions at in-

tolerably low levels.

The code proposed by the A. IT.

\V. calls for a 40-hour week, a

minimum of $15 a week, no split

shifts, decent wages for the higher-

paid workers, abolition of the spy
system, and a workers' committee
to propose increases in wages
scales where made necessary by
rising costs of living.

As a class -struggle union, organ-
izing all the workers in its industry
without distinction of race, sex or
grade, on industrial as opposed to

craft lines, the A. F. W. is rapidly
making beadway in recovering mem-
bership back toward the mark of
18,000 at which it stood .in 1919.

It has a right to ask the support
of all workers, and first of all those
iu the food industry, in its aim to

strengthen itself by building up its

organization, so as to withstand
the attacks of the bosses and be in

]>osition to enforce the workers'
demands for decent living stand-
ards.

Surely the editor of L'Humttnlte

should know that the government

at Nanking is engaged' In selling

China's national Independence and
liberty to the imperialists, with a
view to securing the latter's aid

In keeping the Chinese masses In

subjection. Or does he perhaps be-

lieve tiiat a little Mattery administ-

ered In the best Stalinist fashion,

may induce Nanking to smile be-

nignly on the congress project?

Futile Mission to Japan

Lord Marley and Dr. Marteaux
went to Japan to try and scratch

up a Japanese delegation. They
were not permitted ashore for the

purpose and had to take the next

boat back to Shanghai, their mis-

sion unaccomplished. Lord Mar-
ley's nest step was to address a

meeting of tiie Shanghai Rotary
Club, at which, before big business-

men, Chinese and foreign, he ex-

pounded his opposition-to war with

a view (in his own words) to dis-

sipating the "prejudice" that exists

against the congress. The anti-

pathy of big business to the anti-

war movement Is—prejudice ! Apart

from his pacifist remarks Lord Mar-
ley told the Rotarlans [that "in

Russia good government depends on

constructive criticism of the gov-

ernment by the people. This self-

criticism is freely expressed' In

both public and privutu?, and IS

encouraged us an essential part of

government by the people." The
hard-working Tass correspondent

doubtless made this statement avail-

able lo Moscow by wire, for use

In the work of "answering" the

Left Opposition. Even a Lord Mar-

ley has his uses.

When It became clear that both

the imperialist and Chinese author-

ities, notwithstanding Lord Mar-

ley's presence, viewed the dele-

gates' activities as being In some
way connected with the Commun-
ist movement, moves were made to

remove this "prejudice." Lord Mar-

ley categorically denied In the press

"that the United Front Anti-War

Congress scheduled to be held In

Shanghai is called under the aus-

pices of the Third International",

ehen in order to break down that

gentleman's prejudices. He assur-

ed Mayor Wu that "as long as he

Is the president of the congress

there shall be no possibility of the

congress being exploited by the

Communists as a jumping-over
plank for their own purposes."
"Prejudices" of Imperialist Agents
The British delegate Gerald Ham-

ilton, paid a visit to Nanking to re-

move some of the "prejudices" of

Stalin's old friend, Wang Chlng-

Wei, whose "Leftism" last year fin-

ally precipitated him Into the arms
of Chiang Kai-Shek, where he re-

mains. Hamilton was politely in-

formed by Wang's secretary that

he could have an interview pro-

vided he did not speak about the

projected congress. Hence there

was no interview. Elementary pol-

itical wisdom dictated the fullest

eiploltation of Wang's refusal to

discuss the congress for an exposure
of the Kuo Min Tang government's

role as aide-de-camp to the Imper-

ialist war makers. But instead, Mr.
Hamilton, with truly statesmanlike

adroitness, blindly told the press

that he was "highly satisfied with

the results of his visit." Which is

not surprising since the delegation

and its precious congress is "non-

political," that is, not of any party,

and therefore hardly capable of

displaying any political wisdom.

Some shrewd comments on the

projected congress and the delega-

tion sent to organize it have ap-

peared in the Imperialist press of

Shanghai. The North-China Daily

News, while considering the con-

gress has "great potentialities for

mischief," declares: "In spite of

the distinguished figures in litera-

ture and art who, for some inscru-

table reason, seem to have blindly

given this precious organization

their countenance, it is necessary to

place on record the view that it is

entirely unrepresentative and of no
real weight. Is it unreasonable to

maintain that an organization which
lis chief sponsor here cannot be

more specific In describing has but
.slender claim to the hospitality of

n worid-city like Shanghai?"

Exactly! Lord Marley and his as-

sociates represent nothing but non-
descript and mi representative "initi-

war committees" in tiie countries

from which they come. The Imper-
ialist organ quoted finds them un-

representative chleliy because they
have jio "official backing", unless
from Moscow. But our charge is

based on the fact that they re-

present not a single organization
that Is rooted In the proletarian

masses.
Scorn of Bourgeois Press

The China Press pertinently ask-

ed: "What real good can such a
conference do? The explanation is

given that there is such a danger
of war in the Pacific that it was
logical to hold an anti-war confer-

ence In the threatened region. The
assumption is made that the confer-

ence would in some way remove
the threat of war. There appears
to be no warrant whatever for

such an assumption. No doubt Lord
Marley and some of bis associates

are genuinely anxious to help the

cause of peace. But they can think

of no more original method of ac-
complishing their aim than by hold-

ing a conference !"

These scornful words might well

he laken to heart by the Chinese
Communists. But it is a sad com-
mentary on the current state of

affairs In the International that

Communists must seek even the

alphabet of political wisdom In the
columns of the bourgeois press.

Lord Marley and his companions
have now been in Shanghai three

weeks and have accomplished Just

nothing, unless what is recorded
above can be deemed accomplish-

ment. A date for the projected
congress is stH not fixed. It Is

doubtful, indeed, whether it will

take place at all. The British,

French and Chinese authorities

have already made It clear that
they will not permit the congress
to be held in their respective Juris-

dictions, and it Is expected- that

when formal applications are sub-
. mltted they will be refused. There
was no preparation for the con-

gress, either political or organiza-
tional, prior to the delegation's

arrival In Shanghai, There has been
very little since, and that only of

very dubious value.

Lord Marley and company are
comfortably ensconced In their

hotels, waiting for things to hap-
pen. They have announced that
they will stay there six months if

necessary in order to get a congress
together. But all the blarlngs of

Stalinist trumpets will be unable to

give the congress—if, indeed, it Is

ever able to meet—that purposive
character of which, because of its

unrepresentative character and the
failure to carry out any serious pre-
paratory work, it must be deprived.

Shanghai, Sept. 8, 1933.

LEAGUE ACTIVITIES

New Castle Meeting

New Castle, Pennsylvania.—About
seventyJive worker* heard comrade
Swabeck speak here on the live

issues coui routing the working
class at home, abroad, and interna-

tionally, as the result of the NRA
and the international situation

created by Ocrmany, calling for the
creation of a new revolutionary
international. Since this audience

came through a driving downpour
of rain which commenced just be-

fore the meeting started and kept

up a steady bombardment till al-

most midnight, we had a group of

listeners deeply interested in these

<]uestions. In the audience were
many militants of years standing

in the labor movement and young
workers and students of diverging

views. The meeting was held in

the Socialist Hall, in an atmo-
sphere of concentrated attention.

In the discussion period ques-

tions were asked about the Five
Year Plan, the Soviet Union and
its defense, Germany, and the N.

Swabeck Tour Itinerary

Olher meetings on comrade Swa-
beck's tour are as follows;

Thurs., Nov. 2nd . Minneapolis
Frf., Nov. 3rd. ...Minneapolis
Sat., Nov. 4th Minneapolis
Sun., Nov. 5th Minneapolis
Tues., Nov. 7th Chicago, 111.

Thurs., Nov. 9th. .Davenport, la.

Frl., Nov. 10th Davenport, la.

Militant
Builders

H. A. Quite interesting were the
although, he a^V00

!!!™!^.
5
!., remarks of a well-known and out-

standing personality who had beenpresentation would be welcomed.

Next, he called on Mayor Wu Teh-
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Ihe main instrument of the Appli-

cation of the Stalinist "General
Line" as the leading comrade of

the Communist Party here. He
complimented the local branch of

the Left Opposition, saying that the

Communist Party no longer existed

and tliat he was no longer a mem-
ber of it.

Our meeting adjourned after

which a group gathered about
comrade Swabeck for further dis-

cussipn. A substantial collection

had been received, testifying to the

sympathy evoked in the audience.

Everyone looks forward to more
meetings, like this, which was
thoroughly enjoyed in spite of un-

favorable weather.
—MAX HUDSON, Br. Se«.

In the last week alone we got
almost as many new subs as in the
entire drive up to that point. As
reported in last week's issue the
total ;n the sub drive had reached
4G subs. Last week alone 34 subs
came in. That gives us a total

of SO lo date with the drive still

gaining in momentum.

An Ecouraging Sign

A feature of this drive, one we
encountered rarely iu previous
drives, is tiie number of comrades
who are sending in more than one
sub at a time. In the past week
seven came In from a comrade in

Toronto, eight from Youngstown,
two cadi from a nuniber of other
comrades.

The Standing
S. -Toward Toronto 7

PIONEER PUBLISHERS

84 EAST 10th STREET, N. Y. C.

Swabeck at Cleveland

Cleveland.—Comrade Arne Swa-
beck spent two days in Cleveland

—

the 19th and 20th of October. The
ISth we bad a private meeting and
October 20th a lecture at the City

Club Auditorium on the theme:
Ilitlerism, a Menace to the Work-
ers of the World. An audience of

200 heard him speak and we sold

Militants and pamphlets. There
were some Stalinists and asked

questions whereby Ihey exposed
their ignorance. And, by the way,

I know them to be the cream of

the C. P. which proves the cultural

level of party cadres. No wonder!
Reading outside of the Daily Work-
er and the pocket editions of Stalin

literature is strictly prohibited.

—LEO GLEISSER.
P. S.—At the Barbusse Burlesque

we distribute leaflets. This the

Stalinites could not stand, so they

organized a number of gangsters

who started to grab the leaflets and
tear them. Comrade Bryar resisted.

He w.'ts beaten, and workers—-just

workers, not party members—came

V. R. Dunne
M. Abern
C. Hedlund
S. Hardy
J. Carter
J. Fruitman
C. Shecbet
Ij. Goodman
F. Eckelberger
M. Kent
II. Capelis

N. Satir

J. Ruby
E. Winer
S. Barach
<!. Cooper
L. Roberts
A number

elngle subs.

Minneapolis 5
4
4

4
3
3
3

2

2

2
2
2
2
2

Bronx
Minneapolis
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
Toronto
Boston
Philadelphia 2
New Castle 2
Brooklyn
Manhattan
Chicago
Chicago
Boston
Boston
Brooklyn
Philadelphia 2

of comrades sent in

They are too numer-
ous to mention. But we are keep-
ing au accurate record and if these

comrades send in additional subs
we will be able to list them in this

column.

The Youngstown Branch
A note of explanation Is due

about the Youngstown Branch.
When we began to report the drive

we listed M. K. from Youngstown.
The Youngstown branch informed
us that tliey wanted all subs cred-

ited not to individual comrades but
to the branch. To date the branch
has accounted for 22 subs. But by
this arrangement the branch as
such is ineligible for the History.

The prizes are offered to the In-

dividuil comrades making the best

showing In the campaign—first.

to his rescue. Barbusse audience
j three volumes of Trotsky's History

of 1800 had less workers than the'ef the Russian Revolution; second;

1 Swabeck audience of 200. I two volumes; third, one volume.
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EDITORIAL
Russian Recognition

^COGNITION of the Soviet Union by the

United States Government, facilitating trade

relations between the two countries, can offer certain,

advantages to the Russian workers' state in its

planation, is expressed in the New York Tribune for

October 25t!i by Walter Lippman

:

"President Roosevelt is dealing with a different

Russian government from the Russian Government

that President Wilson refused to recognize. The de-

cisive difference has been brought about by the

victory of Stalin and his doctrine of 'socialism in a
struggle for survival as well as to the American'

<jjugie country' over Trotsky and those who cold the

regime of Wall Street brigands in Its competition

with other imperialist powers. Under conditions of

retarded world revolution the internationalists have

always understood the necessity for the one existing

Soviet power to establish diplomatic and trade re-

lations with capitalist countries, to exploit the

rivalries and antagonisms between them, to make

compromises, and to pay for the "concession" of

diplomatic recognition and advantageous trade agree,

ments with other concessions, strictly weighed and

measured according to the value received.

Thus, under Lenin and Trotsky, the Soviet Union

never refused to bargain with the imperialist rob-

bers and even offered, in return for certain credits

and other considerations, to agree to the payment

of the Czarist debts, etc. Bolshevik diplomacy never

balked at compromise but was willing, under the

compulsion of necessity, to pay for the right to buy

and sell in the capitalist market. But it always

asked how much and what kind of payments were

demanded. Any demands for political concessions in

regard to the Third International were waved aside.

Under the authentic leaders of the revolution Bol-

shevik diplomacy was inseparably united with a

revolutionary internationalist policy. The breaking

of the economic blockade against the Soviet Union

and the establishment , of diplomatic and trade rela-

tions with the capitalist countries went hand in hand

with the greatest advances of the Comintern through-

out the world.

Today we see a different picture. Soviet diplom-

acy, under Stalin, based on the theory of "socialism

in one country", has separated itself from revolu-

tionary internationalism. The- diplomatic victories

of Litvinoff coincide with a steady succession of

defeats for the Comintern. The concessions involved

in Soviet relations with capitalist powers acquire a

one-sided and, still worse, a political character. The
organizers of defeat in the field of revolutionary

politics are achieving some very dubious successes in

the field of diplomacy. They are being saluted a

little bit too enthusiastically by the capitalist press.

At the present moment—with American recog-

nition pending—we have to look the Roosevelt gift

horse in the mouth. What is he really offering the

Soviet Union and more important, what is Stalinist

diplomacy offering in return? The appearance of

things is none too reassuring. The first and most
outstanding feature of the business is the political

offensive of American Imperialism and the retreat

of Soviet diplomacy before it.

The preliminaries do not appear as a relation-

ship between equals talking business. The Wall

Street scoundrels act with the insolence of a con-

queror laying down the law. The demand for guar-

antees against activity of the Communist Interna-

tional, presented by other countries in the past as

a formality and lightly brushed aside, is put forward

in real earnest by the American Imperialists. More

than that, they talk as though the "concession" is

aleady in Hie bag. That is the way they interpret

the theory of national socialism, and not without

good reason. Not one of the journalists boosting

recognition from the standpoint of American inter-

est fails to showr Litvinoff with bouquets and, at

the same time, to attribute his virtues as a diplomat

to the theory of socialism in one country. There
has been such a flood of this propaganda—all in the

same strain—-that one could select a characteristic

quotations from any one of the leading organs of

capitalist opinion. Take the three leading New York
papers, as examples.

The New Xork Times for October 22:

"Certainly", writes Edwin L. James, "one of the

flrst things Roosevelt will make clear to Litvinoff

will be that the United States Government will not

stand for Communist propaganda in this country

financed by the Third International of Moscow. It

may be expected thai the Commissar lor Foreign
Affaire will be ready to promise the change will be-

come even more complete."

If that is not enough, here is more from the

same article:

"One has only to compare the efforts made abroad
by the Third International ten years ago and those
made now to see that there has been a change.
Doubtless Litvinoff will be ready to promise the
change will become even more complete."

Precisely the same opinion, wim a clearer ex-

Notes of the

Week

doctrine that Communism cannot succeed in Russia

unless there is a world revolution."

Again from Lippinan's article;

"It is the change in Russian policy, now appar-

ently established and consolidated that removes the

only real obstacle there has ever been to the recog-

nition of Russia."

On top of that read the opinion of the Scripps-

Iloward foreign editor William Philip Simins, in the

New York World Telegram for October 21

:

"Time has vastly modified these objections (to

ihe Third International), so much so, in fact, that

there is every indication that when Foreign Minister

Litvinoff and the President draw up before the wood-

fire in the White House study they will nave little

difficulty in reaching an accord."

These devastating expressions of the leading

interpreters of bourgeois opinion, so identical in

every note, so brutal in their frankness, leave little

lo be added. They strip the issues bare. American

capitalism, haunted by the memory of Lenin's Com-

intern, wanted guarantees against its activities. Its

keenest representatives explain : "Things are differ-

ent now ; the Comintern is a tlction ; the 'obstacle'

is removed. There is nothing to fear from it." In

this conclusion, it must be said without qualification,

the bourgeois journalists are absolutely right. They

understand the situation perfectly.

But there is a slight error in the calculation in

spite of all. There is no room to doubt that Lit-

vinoff will "be ready with complete assurance"

—

this "assurance" has already been given in fact by

the strangulation of the Comintern. But the living

movement of Communism is beyond the power of

anyone to destroy. Driven out of the Comintern by

the Stalins and Litvinoffs, it is already making its

way again. A new Communist International will

abrogate the perfidious "agreements" of Stalinism

and the world bourgeoisie and dispose of both of

them.

United Front Against Hooliganism

CONGRATULATIONS to the Chicago Communists

whose activity called forth the attempt, organ-

ised by the panic-stricken bureaucrats of the Stalin

party, lo break up tile Swabeck meeting. And double

congratulations on the fact than the gangster attack

was repulsed, firmly and not too gently. Next lime,

we trust, it will be done better—and more expediti-

ously.

Other workers not members of the Communist

League, soma of them representtug different opin-

ions and tendencies, took part in the defense of the

Chicago meeting. This is an especially gratifying

feature of the affair. In the midst of the general

disintegration that has been brought into the move-

ment of the workers' vanguard one positive impulse

is beginning to assert itself. That is the sentiment

for workers democracy—for the free exchange of

opinion and the clarifying discussion of differences

in a comradely atmosphere, undisturbed by hooligans

and rowdies who arrogantly seek to take away tills

right and prohibit the consideration of any view-

point but their own.

Such a sentiment, becoming predominant among

the uncorrupled militants in all the radical organi-

zations and groups, is a sound and progressive one.

It can and will become a mighty force for the re-

generation of the movement. What is needed right

now is a practical expression of this sentiment—the

united action of those who stand for workers' dem-

ocracy against those who dare to infringe on it.

We speak for this solidarity of action and are

ready, for our part, to join in a fight for the dem-

ocratic rights of other working class groups, just

as we welcome their aid in defending our own right

to be heard. A united front to protect workers'

meetings from the interference of degenerate hooligan

elements would serve the interests of the working

class movement as a whole. The tasks of such a

united front are not in the least complicated. The

job is to form a workers' guard, to defend the right

of free speech in the labor movement and teach a

lesson to those who interfere with it. The sooner

such a workers' guard is organized and gets into

action the sooner the movement will be liberated

from the scourge of hooliganism.

Agrarian Question in Mexico
The Problem of the Coming Revolt and the Peasantry

Silk Dyers Vote

for Agreement
(Continued from Page 1)

repudiated Vigorito and Pirola who
thought, judging by the "organized"
applause, that more votes could be
obtained by this unity business. It

will be remembered that not so
long ago the N. T. W. had levelled

shafts, of attack at Vigorito and
Pirola as agents of the bosses. The
disruption of the N. T. W. made
calm deliberative meetings of the
dye workers impossible; Ihey gave
an excuse for the voting of the
dyers on the agreement to be con-
ducted secretly and by shops instead
of In open strike meeting.

And now, as a last fit of de-
speration, as a last seed of con-
fusion, the N. T. W. makes a com-
plete change of policy but hardly
in the right direction. This is the
latest proposal of the N. T. W.

:

"The National Textile Workers
Union stands ready to merge with
the members of the U. T. W. and
unorganized workers, info One Dye
Workers Union." Not unity but a
new unfon. (There are not enough
unions now!)

Tactics of the Bosses

The canny dye bosses were well
aware of the Inexperience of the
dye workers, and their lack of ef-
fective leadership. For ten days
they wore out a rank and file nego-
tiations committee by incessant
meetings, flattering these gullible
workers wfth back-slapping and
honeyed words but. fighting like

tigers for every point of the agree-

ment. And when the workers'

negotiations committee was demor-

alized with fatigue they set the
stage for a last act of intimida-
tion. All the cops were called off

their regular beats for "duty" at
the mills, rumors were spread that
a large gang of strike breakers and
thugs had been imported into Pet-
erson, the bosses made a public

statement that (he mijls would
open and the mayor backed them
up by saying that he would see to
it that "any man who wanted to

retjirn to work would not be pre-

vented from doing so." It was
under these circumstances that the
agreement was made.

One can say with some certainty

that this split in the strike was
prepared even before the outbreak
of the strike. The outcome might
have been different if the dyers
had ben afliliated with the A. F.

S. W. Before the strike, Schweit-
zer, the cautious, week-kneed organ-
izer of the A. S. W. turned down an
offer to organize the dyers into the
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Associated so that the organizer

of rhe dyers, Yanerelli, made a

deal with McMahon and the dye

house workers went directly into

the U. T. W.

Evil Result of Separate Organization

In the U. T. W. the mass of the

strikers, the more experienced and

tested militants in the A. F. S. W.,

had no control over the actions of

the dyers. It is true that there
was some sort of reciprocal repre-

sentatives of the two unions on the

respective strike committees. The
lack qf forces prevented the work-
ing of this committee. Given these
circumstances the appeal of Sch-
weitzer calling upon the dyers to
remain out until the weavers got

a settlement was only a futile

gesture.

liy the separate agreement with
Hie dyers, the bosses surely have
obtained a moral advantage. Al-

ready 3,000 jacquard workers want
to stampede back to work. The
bosses have given thorn certain con-
cessions and they have also voted
to go back to the job following the
lead of the dyers. Further disor.

ganization is to be seen in the
action^ of the jacquard workers in

withdrawing from the strike com-
mittee of the A. F. 8. -W. and form-
ing a strike committee of their
own.

The defection of the dyers has
unquestionably made the road of
the silk workers to victory more
difficult and more tortuous. But
a great mass remains on strike and
a great power is etill in their hands,
and if they hold their ranks solid

they can yet force a favorable
settlement. —CLARKE.

ABOLISHLNG UNEMPLOYMENT
Every week in this hectic period

brings new social thunderstorms.
Last week rickety capitalistic Eur-
ope threw a flt over Hitler's bolt
from Geneva.

It's the turn of younger, crafty,

conniving American capitalism this

week. The farmers out in the Mid-
dle AVest are threatening to upset
Mr. Roosevelt's New Deal apple-

cart.

* < * V

Besides the fanners, there are
the steadily enduring, industrial

strikes, growing and broadening
out. Tlie compliance boards of the

XHA are overwhelmed with com-
plaints of code violators. The first

snowfall promises to bring the un-

employment tension to a high pitch.

A veritable bag of ill-winds are
being let loose on the heads of the
North American colossus.

» « * *

Along comes a new and hardly
heartening admonition. The well-

known economic publicist, Mr. Stu-

art Chase, writing in the November
Current History, presents some
start Ijug facts.

Given a 40 hour week work, says
Mr. Chase, the year 193-1, in spite

of all the government and Nira
optimism, will still find 12,200,008

men out of jobs.

Given a highly exaggerated fig-

ure of ]0'/c increase in production,

the number of jobless would still

amount to 9,400,000.

Granting more than that, allow-
ing for a decrease in working hours
to 3o per week, 9,000,000 men would
still have to crowd the streets in

futile search for a livelihood.

t * * *

Mr. Chase's statistics are care-

fully considered, weighed very cau-
tiously. The farm laborers, the
miners, the professional classes are

not taken Into reckoning, although
the same fate is In store for them.
His figures are computed on the

basis of established facts, hunted
up and correlated by numerous and
reliable economists and statistic-

ians.

• • «

What is behind this realistic pic-

ture of a miserable working class

future? Mr. Chase and his fellow

economists will tell you: "techno-

logical unemployment" Seventy men
in 1933 can do the work of 100 in

19^0. The machine is replacing

the workers.

What is this horrible monster,
the machine, in reality? It is and
was always meant to be an aid to

man. Born out of the unique in-

genuity of man in the animal king-

dom, the tool and tlie machine were
produced to help him o veil'come
the obstacles of nature in his

struggle for a happy existence.

The thinking worker who knows
this will not be fooled. No, it is

not the machine that is the mon-
ster. The private exploitation of

the machine, its utilization for the

heaping up of profits for the few

—

capitalism—that is the threat to a

decent, human existence.

* * * V

"Technological unemployment"
will exist as long as the capitalistic

system exists. Replace the system
of production for profit by the sys-

tem of production for social use
and "technological unemployment"
becomes transformed into : greater
leisure, better health, higher intel-

ligence and happier, fuller life for

the vast muss of humanity.
* * *

The workers of America have
not yet fully grasped this idea in

their great majority. They are

just nibbling at it. They want to

hang on to life, merely.
They are striking in great num-

ber now for a somewhat shorter

work-day, for a somewhat higher,

living wage.

Yet that monst rosity, the class

of (he bosses who possess all under
capitalism, mobilize police, govern-

ment and press against them. Yet
the rulers will not cede an inch to

the workers.

It Is inevitable that (he American
workman will, will! ever growing
speejj and strength, organize en

masse to light not only for a higher
wage and a shorter workday, but
against the looming prospect of

permanent unemployment for mil-

lions in their ranks.

» * • *

Wage strikes are not enough.
Unemployment insurance must come
next. —

G

ii.

The period of governmental re-

action initiated under l'ortes Gil

in 1928, also marked the cutting
short of the agrarian reform. Only
a small section of the peasantry
was satisfied with the manner in

which this reform, based on Article

ed altepetlalli under the Aztec re- organizations, many of them mid-
gime, were the direct forerunners

of the ejidos of more recent times.

Many of these village commons
remained intact until comparatively
recent times although the tendency
in the colonial period was for the

27 of the 1017 constitution, had
j
Spanish hacendados to absorb and

been carried out. Of Ihose lands'destroy the primitive village eeou-
exproprialed from the feudal land-

holders, the best were generally
seized by the politicians and gen-

erals of the revolution. Most of

tlie remaining arable tracts remain-
ed in the hands of their old owners
on some pretext or other. The bar-

ren hillsides, rocky, dry, stream-
beds, and otherwise undesirable
lands were left for the peasants.
Every hectare of this land has been
paid for with peasants blood and
even when they have received it,

all kind and color of strings are
tied to it.

In some cases, those villages
which have shown greatest milit-

ancy during the early period of the
revolution, were given satisfactory

grants or ratified in the possession
of lands they had forcibly seized,

in order to silence them and set

them up as a barrier to hold back
the great mass of landless peasan-
try who were being "fed" on pro-
mises and government surveys.

Ending tlie Land Reforms

The newly rich, having them-
selves acquired great landed wealth
in the course of the revolution, now

oniy, converting the peasants into

peons or serfs of the haciendas.
There were a number of peasant
uprisings but prior* to 1810 these

did not acquire great strength. The
Mexican war for independence was,
especially in its first stage, the re-

volt of a land-starved peasantry
fighting for the restitution of its

communal holdings. Other revolu-

tions since that time have had the
same objective, culminating in the
Zapatista movement of 1010-1919.

Another such uprising is now in the
offing.

Communal Aspirations of Peasants

Traditionally, the bulk of Mex-
ico's peasants aspire to communal
holdings. Left to themselves they
seldom abandon common ownership
for individual tenure, although the
laud is almost always subdivided
by Ihe village council for cultiva-

tion in small lots by individual
heads of families. Primitive meth-
ods of cultivation, however, make
collective-farming impractical ex-

cepting in rare instances.

die-class ranchers themselves, coun-
selled support of the new govern-
ment policy.

In several regions however, the
peasants revolted on a local scale

and tjie government linked its at-

tack on the ejidos to a campaign
to disarm the peasants, thousands
of whom still held aims loaned
them by the goveiment during the
reactionary revolts. In 1932, there
were numerous sporadic outbreaks
in the states of Michoacan, Jalisco,

Sacatecus and Guanajuato. These
local uprisings were easily sup-
pressed and the military reports
appearing in the press, usually re-

ferred to them as bandit or Catho-
lic outbeaks. All news was, of
course strictly censored.

In the state of Veracruz, the
hostility of the peasants to the gov-
ernment assumed such an alarming
aspect that the whole state was
placed under military rule in order
to forestall a general uprising. The
Tejeda political faction dominant
in that state, being unprepared to
undertake a genuine armed insur-
rection at that time, although it

was ilself more or less closely iden-
tified witli the defiant peasantry,
was willing to compromise with
Ihe federal authorities. Large sec-
tions of the peasantry were dis-
armed although many of them offer-

ed resistance locality. At presentRealizing the danger to their'

communal unity and the conseuu-| the strictest watch is kept by the
found it necessary to seek alliances

]
ent strengthening of their enemies, ' federal authorities to prevent the

with the remaining, politically
'
if the village commons are broken' rearmament of these elements. It

crippled, feudal holders and wealthy up, the peasants prefer collective
ranchers in order to preserve their ' ownership. Most of them realize
own booty. A new policy was then, that individual tenure at this time
Instituted by degrees in one state would weaken their position as a
after another, to wind up all peud-

1

class and would only serve the
ing agrarian matters and declare hacendados by playing the individ-
the land reforms at an end. Notjnal small and middle peasants
only was this done but the break-

\
against each other.

ing up of the "ejidos" (communal
land grants) was also ordered.

This constituted a still greater be-

trayal of the interests of the peas-

ant masses without the aid of whom
the- democratic revolution of 1910-

1917 would have been impossible.

From time immemorial and ante-

dating the coming of the Spaniards
the peasant villagers owued their

land in common. In some cases
the soil was tilled in common also

and in others by the individual

families but without any private

land tenure. These commons, call-

Two short years ago, the high
priests of the National Revolution-
ary Party, to which at that time
the major portion of the peasantry
nominally adhered, launched a
campaign for the subdivision of the
"ejidos". The peasants were told

that their dignity as human beings,

their duty to their families and
their individual interests required
the breaking up of these communal
grants into individual parcels. Many
of the peasants succumbed to the
arguments of the politicians, espec-
ially when the leaders of their own

is known that tunny have secret
arms caches. Arrests are being re-

ported of peasants being caught
with arms in their possession. A
letter just received by the writer of
these lines, from a peasant living
near the port of Vera Cruz, says
in part, '"The government has taken
our arms away, and even now a
few days ago in Villa Jose Cardel
if you entered on horseback carry-
ing the machete (cane knife) you
use to work with, the federal sol-

diers would take it from you. So
you see we must be careful and
keep our eyes wide open."

—ROSALIO NEGRETE.
* • * *

Ed. Note: This is the first of
two articles on the Mexican
Questions by comrade Negrote.
The, second will appear next
week.

Statement on N* Y. Elections

(Continued From Page 1|

Organizing the Steel

Workers

(Continued from page 1)

orate preparations the Steel Trust
made for this tempest in a tea-

cup. The day before the strike 150
deputy sheriffs were sworn in.

The police forgot all about the

NRA and labor's right to picket

peacefully. The curtain was lifted

from the benevolent smile of capi-

tal, and the bosses showed their

fangs for a moment. The workers
must draw the necessary conclu-

sions from this. They must come
to the realization that, NRA or no
NItA, the cop is the tool of the

boss.

Swabeek's Meeting
It was fust at the close of this

burlesque episode that Arno Swa-
beck arrived in Youngstown. A
small but rather advanced crowd
of seventy workers attended his

meeting on October 17 th. The
crowd showed a keen Interest In

the issues presented, and a lively

discussion took place. —M.

the interests of capitalist profit

and the assurance of its uninter-

rupted' How into coffers of Ihe boss-

es, to wipe out every vestige of

militancy shown by tlie workers in

their strikes, to resort to despotic
court injunctions and police viol-

ence against those workers who
refuse lo remain docile under the

lash of the crisis.

At the same time, the bulk of

the hundreds of thousands of work-
ers who have been subjected to the
curse of unemployment in New York
City, have not had their lot im-
proved by a hair's breadth. The
miserable substitute for genuine
unemployment relief which the
Tammany administration passes off

under that name, far from being
increased, has been diminished,
liven those insignificant few who
have been given the scanty crumbs
of relief, arc being squeezed down
still further. The "skipping" of
alternate weeks is being made the

general practise now. The appro-
priations for relief in general, never
adequate even for that, handful to

whom it was to be allocated, are
now being cut do^wu. The most
discriminated against section of the

working class population—the third

of a million Negroes In the city-
are suffering such intense misery
as to make their lot indescribable.

The deep wounds cut into the
body of the working class by the
crisis in general, have been rend-

ered more painful yet by the re-

gime fostered in New York City by
the abominable Tammany adminis-
tration and its Republican twin. Not
since the days of the Tweed Ring
has corruption, peculation, bribery,
pilfering and plundering in public

office been so widespread, so ilag-

rant as it is at the present time.

So outrageous and brazen has been
the almost recently uncovered re-

cord of the Tammany bandits in

office! that it is being confronted
by an almost universal antagonism,
powerful enough to compel scores

of eager office-seekers to switch
their allegiance to the other can-

didates of capitalism who seek to

preserve it and themselves by some-
what less putrid displays of the
flagrant assaults upon the spoils

than those of Tammany Hall.

For the worker to vote for the
parties of capitalism be they
Tammany Hall, Fusion, of McKee
'Recovery"—is to give his written
endorsement to his enemy, to his

exploiters. and their political

agents. To vote for O'Brien, La-
(Juardia or McKee is to throw
away a vote into the wastebasket
of the capitalist parties. To vote
for any of these tickets is to sfrike

a blow at the working class, at

i>very member of it, and at their

class interests.

Nor can the worker conscious of

his interests cast a vote of en-

dorsement for the Socialist party
and its candidates. The Socialist

party represents the movement for

the reformation, the patchlng-up of
the decadent, outlived, reactionary
capitalist system. The Socialist

party does not set itself the aim
of overthrowing the present society

of exploitation, war and misery

;

it seeks only to "reform" it. The
Socialist party is not the party of
the class struggle, and consequent-
ly cannot represent the interests of
the working class in that struggle.

It is the party of class reconcilia-

tion, of collaboration with the "pro-
gressive" wing of the capitalist

class, and consequently it represents
essentially the interests of the lat-

ter in the ranks of the workers.
Like its brother-under-the-Skin, the
bureaucracy in the trade union
movement, the Socialist party con-
stitutes the association of the labor
lieutenants of capitalism on the
political field.

The Communist party today is

dominated by a bureaucracy re-

presenting the Stalinist faction.

Once a revolutionary and progres-

sive force, rallying the workers en
the field of the international class

struggle for their emancipation
from wage slavery, the Communist
party has been systematically re-

duced by its present leaders and
i heir policies to the caricature of

the revolutionary organization which
it now constitutes. The official Com-
munist party has been debased to

the role of the American apparatus
of the Stalinist bureaucracy. Stran-
gled by this bureaucracy, creating a
situation in its own ranks where
the militant and more conscious
members are not permitted to

si>eak their minds or have a critical

and independent attitude towards
problems, the official Communist
party has steadily declined to the
position where it advances its own
interests separate and' apart from
the interests of the working class

as a whole. In the elementary or-

ganizations of the working class

—

the trade unions—it pursues only
the aim of accumulating factional

and sectarian advantage, regard-
less of the painful price the work-
ers are compelled to pay. It sets

up tiny sectarian unions; under the
guise of "independence", it sets it-

self in the path of the advancement
of the workers movement. It

sabotaged the united front of

workers' organizations and re-

jects it in principle. Together
with the social democracy, the
official Communist party of the
United States, together with the
Stalinists in Germany and the rest

of the world, bear the common re-

sponsibility for the greatest catas-

trophe suffered by the working
class anywhere in the world since

the world war—that is, the defeat
of (he German working class at

the hands of the Hitlerist barbar-
ians. Instead of acting as the
accelerator of the workers' move-
ment and of the revolution, it has
become a retarding force, a brake
on the workers' movement.
Hecunse of the fact that the

Stalinists have forced the official

Communist parties off the revolu-
itonary path beyond the possibility

of restoration, the Communist
League of America (Opposition)
together with its brother organiza-
tions of the Left Opposition
throughout the world, has called

upon the class conscious workers
to join together to reconstruct the
revolutionary movement outside the
ranks of Stalinism, to strive to

build up a new Communist inter-

national and new Communist
part ies in every country. In the
United States, our League is now
in the forefront of the movement
for a new Communist party. We
have been impelled to this gigantic
task by the collapse of the official

Communist International after the
German debacle and the events suc-
ceeding it, as well as by the in-
creasingly dangerous situation in
which the workers republic, the
Soviet Union, finds itself as a re-

sult of the policies of the Stalinist
leadership. The Soviet republic
cannot be defended, its great his-

toric achievements cannot be car-
ried on to final success in the in-

ternational arena, the workers'
cause cannot be brought to frui-
tion and triumph in this or any
other country, without the recon-
sfitutjon of Communist parties
which inscribe upon their banner
and carry out in the reality of the
class struggle tlie unassailable ideas
of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Trot-
Sky.

The Communist League of Am-
erica (Opposition) has come to this
momentous decision at a time
which makes it impossible for it

to put forth, in the present elec-
tion, a set of candidates of its own.
The League does not lay any pre-
tentious claims to a strength which
it does not yet enjoy. It aims to
acquire this strength and the con-
fidence of the workers by carrying
its ideas into effect in the daily
struggles of the workers against
their class opponent. The League
rejects the pernicious illusion that
the workers can attain their em-
ancipation by means of papers
thrown into the ballot box. Elec-
tions are a means whereby the
class conscious workers record
their solidarity, their opposition to
tile capitalist class and its parties,

the stage of development of their
own class maturity. The League
holds that the workers can and!

will liberate themselves from the
horrors of capitalism only by the
unceasing, militant struggles against
the capitalist class and all its in-

stitutions, by utilizing all the means
at their disposal, by breaking
through the confining fetters of
parliamentary activity into which
the enemy seeks to limit our ex-
pression.

Under the circumstances of our
inability to put forward our own
ticket In this election, the Com-
munist League of America calls

upon the workers of this city to
cast their votes, at this time, for

the candidates of the official Com-
munist party as a protest vote
against the capitalist parties, not
as an endorsement of the blunders
and crimes of the Stalinist leader-
ship, .-if its policies.

—COMMUNIST LEAGUE OF
AMERICA (OPPOSITION)

LOCAL NEW YORK.

BOSTON WORKERS FORL'M
Celebrates tlie 16th Anniversary

of the
RUSSIAN REVOLUTION

bv hearing
MAX SHACHTMAN
Member of National Executive
Committee of Communist League

of America Speak on the
4 t W INTERNATIONAL
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SOCIAL SCIENCE HALL
28 Haywurd Place
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Sixteen Years of the Russian Revolution

!

THE CREATION OF A FOURTH INTERNATIONAL IS THE BEST DEFENSE OF THE SOVIET UNION

The Rebirth of Revolutionary Inter-

nationalism Alone Can Save the

First Workers* Fatherland
Sixtc™ years after that glorious

October which witnessed the rise

of the Soviet Union, the workers'

republic stands in graver danger of

utitaek and aggression than ever

before.

Soviet Russia arose as the work-
ers' fatherland through a revolu-

tion which aroused the working
class of the whole world, which
rallied Lo its banner an interna-

tionai proletariat that knew how
to aid in its defense by effective

solidarity tiction throughout the

years of the civil war and the in-

numerable foreign invasions.

International Defense of Soviet

Russia.

The revolt of the French fleet

in the Black Sea, the fraterniza-

tion at (he front of German sol-

diers, the Shop Stewards' defense
movement of England, the strike

of the Seattle transport workers
against the shipment of munitions
to Kolchak—the stirring first years
of the Russian revolution are re-

plete with flaming examples of in-

ternational solidarity and heroism
like these.

The international social dem-
ocracy, the treacherous Second In-

ternational, acting in the best in-

terests of the bosses of all coun-
tries, fallowed itself worthy of the
those years. Taking ithe helm of

government for their national rul-

ing classes, in Germany, in Finland
and elsewhere, they succeeded at
that time in preventing- the glowing
international solidarity which came
to the. fore in the defense of the
first labor state from transforming
itself into a further, sweeping ex-
tension of the Russian revolution,
from achieving new victories on the
road to the world Soviet.

The Uussian Revolution and the

Comintern

It was in the struggle for the
extension of the Russian revolution,
in tlio tire of struggle against
capitalist intervention and social
reformist treachery that the Com-
munist International was founded
in 1911). From the first, the great
Marxists taught the Russian work-
ers tuat their ultimate fate was
bound up with that of the inter,
national proletariat, that the very
existence of the government which

blood and their lives depended in

the tirst place upon its active sup^
port by their fellow workers in

Western Europe, in America, in

Asia. Soviet diplomacy was used
by the authentic Bolsheviks as a
weapon of revolutionary interna-
tionalism.

The years following ithe death of
Lenin and the temporary relapse of
the Western European revolution
brought forth a spirit of pessimism
in regard to the international per-
spectives and a Utopian optimism
in regard to the possibility of
building an isolated Socialist society

not only to wipe out the organiza.

tions of the Chinese proletarian,

hat to conspire with the imperial-

ist states against the Soviet Union
itself. The Sino-Russian crisis of

August 19^9 was Chiang Kai-Shek's
payment for Stalin's policy.

Opportunism on the international

Field

With the same national-socialist

purpose in view, the Stalinist lead-

ership unijted with the British

trade union fakers—1'urce 11, Ilioks

and Co.,—to the Anglo-Russian
Committee. In return for a worth-
less promise to help forestall Brit,

ish military intervention against

the Soviet Union, Stailnism subor-
dinated to the English trade union
bureaucracy a budding, mllitaut

Minority Movement led by the Com-
munist party, l'urcell. Hicks and
Co. utilized the Comintern support
and authority to sell out the Gen-
eral Strike of litae—the greatest

in Russia. This national-socialist I
revolutionary action in the history

disease infiltrated even into the
ranks of the world vanguard—the
Communist International—alien to
its principles and purpose. The
carriers of this disease were the
Stalinist bureaucracy which grew
up and nutured itself like a paras-
ite on ithe body of the Kussian rev-
olution and the Soviet republic.

The Soviet bureaucracy, the par-
asites of the revolution interested
in the maintenance of their own
existence and position at all costs

—

with the least possible disturbances
—was a bulwark of support for
Stalin's revisionist theory of
building up socialism in one coun-
try."

Tlie New Revisionism

It was with this revisionist idea,
born out of the bureaucracy's lack
of faith in international solidarity
that Stalinism replaced ithe fighting
internationalism of Lenin in the
vanguard of the world working
class. Stalinism thus began a long
process of undermining the Rus-
sian revolution and the Soviet state.
With the purpose in view of

withdrawing into its own shell and
<lf preventing ail possible shocks
from without, the Staiinized Com-
munist International subordinated
the vanguard of the Chinese work-
ing class, its Communist party to
Chiang Kai-Shek's bourgeois Kuo
Min Tang. Lacking conviction in
the power of the Chinese workers
to lead and to enforce the struggle
of the exploited colonial masses in
the earth-shaking rebellion against
imperialism, they placed their
hopes in the Chinese bourgeoisie.
The latter accepted this Stalinist

they had established with their ' gift and then proceeded promptly

of the British working class. The
labor lieutenants of English capi.

tallsm paid for this by absolute
passivity at the time of Austin
Chamber!in 's raid on ARCOS—the
Soviet trade representation—which
threatened to be a prelude to a
war against the Soviet Union.

Hie Swing to Ad>enturism
The period of 1925 to 1929 was

full o^ such policies and practices

of the Stalinist bureaucracy. When
in 192U, the course of opportunist
agreements with colonial bourgeois
politicians and metropolitan labor
lakers had suffered shipwreck, Stal-

inism reversed its tactic, but not
its aim. After 'the ultra-Left re-

action of 192S-1D28, the Stalinist

bureaucracy, having helped to

wreck the international revolution-
ary movement, having helped to sell

it out to the fakers and betrayers,
lost all interest in it. They filled

the leading posts of the Commun-
ist International with notorious
incompetents who unleashed a
reign of irresponsible adventurism
in the ranks of the revolutionary
vanguard. For the practical pur-
poses of preserving their national-
socialist Utopia they began to set
their hopes of Soviet defense dir-

ectly on agreements with the dip-
lomats of the foreign bourgeoisies.
On the other band—the policy

ofl the combination at the top with
the social deformists was replaced
by an ultra-Leflt refusal to get
together with them on the most
mininpi questions of common ac-
tion. The allies of yesterday had
suddenly become "social Fascists",
soeial reformism the "twin" of
Fascism. "United Front from be-
low only", ultimatist demands of

"United Front only under ithe lead- the Russian revolution, the found-

ershlp of the Communist party"—
these were the slogans put forward
by irresponsible Stalinist adventur-

ers to split the working class in

times when unity was most urgent.

This was the line of policy that

was combined by a national-com-

munism—"People's revolution", "na-
tional and social liberation"

—

which grew directly out of the

Stalinism national-socialism in So.
viet Russia and which was to serve
the German Communist parly as
an item of competition with Hitler's

Fascists.

•'Non-Aggression Pacts"
On the other hand, "non-aggres-

sion pacts" with various bourgeois
powers, raising false hopes in the
workers of peace by "scraps of

paper" and supplemented by "anti-

war congresses"—comedies with all

kinds ol individual stars : novelists,

artists, free lancers who repre-

sented no one but themselves. That
has been the course of Stalinism
lrom 1929 up to the present.

The balance sheet of Comintern
must be drawn today, Stalinist op-
portunism destroyed the great de-
fense of the Soviet Cnion latent in

the Chinese revolution and in Stal-
inist adventurism aided the German
social democracy to maintain its

positions of influence in the labor
movement and split the working
class hopelessly on the eve of Hit-
ler's coming into power. [With the

Fascist destruction of the German
working class vanguard, the Union
of Socialist Soviet Republics loses

its strongest pillar of defense in

the capitalist world. The Fascist
butchers now directly threaten
Workers' Russia

!

The Downtali of tile Comintern
The defense of the Soviet Union

is the most urgent task of the mo-
ment for the revolutionary work-
ers. The Communist International,
created by Lenin and Trotsky for
its defense by the one realistic

policy of the extension of the Oct.
olier revolution, lias been strangled
by Stalinism. For over live years
lio congresses of the Communist
International have been held. While
the policies of the Soviet bureau-
cracy have helped to raise Hitler
into power, to bring about the
annihilation of the organized Ger-
man working class and to isolate

the Soviet Union, workers' dem-
ocracy within the Communist In-
ternational has been completely
atifiod. The greatest of crimes are
committed with impunity. The in-

ternationalist fighters — Trotsky,
Rakovsky and their comrades—are
expelled from the ranks of the
parties. The bona fide leaders of

ers of, the Communist International

till the Staliuist deportation eanipa

and the places of exile.

Wiio will prevent the oncoming
attack of the world bourgeoisie,

with German Fascism in the Went
and Japanese militarism in the

EastV Who will lead in the de-

fense of the Soviet Union ever
more isolated by a ring of revolu-

tionary governments?
The Communist International of

Stalin cannot and will not do the

job. .National-Communism has re-

duced the Comintern to a hollow
shell of its former self. An or-

ganization which has been poison-

ed by 4 discrediting bureaucracy,
whicn has left a trail of frightful

defeats in its wake—in China, in

Germany, in Ureal Britain, in every
country —an organization which
even at this late date when dan-
ger threatens immediately, shows
no signs of organizational lite,

whose, representatives no longer
gather in congresses to consider the
serious questions—such an organi-

zation is hopely lost.

The Communist international was
killed by the disease of Stalinist

national socialism. The uational-

sociaVst bureaucracy of 'the Soviet
Union is leading the Soviet Union
to catastrophe. While it has re-

placed revolutionary international-
ism with "non-aggression pacts",

the "non-aggressor" French bour-
geoisie is making loans to Japanese
militarism and selling arms to Ger-
man Fascism. The Communist In-

ternational is lost, ithe German
Communist party is lost. But the
Soviet Union must not be lost!

Reconstitute the International
Vanguard!

There is only one power in the
world that can save it. That is a
reconstituted vanguard of Interna-
tionalist Communism. That is a
nav.-, a Fourth International, group-
ing around it all those revolution-

ary workers who have learned the
lesson of the past ten years, who
genuinely want to defend the So-

viet Union and who know that the
only way to do it is by the exten-

sion o£ the October revolution.

Those who were foremost in the

battle lines of the Russian Rev-
olution are today foremost in the
struggle for its revolutionary de-

fense against the impending attack.

With a firm conviction, the Bolshe-
vik-Leninists, on this day of the
commemoration of the sixteenth
anniversary of October revolution,

proceed to the order of the day

—

the foundation of the new Inter-

national and the new Communist
parties. —GORDON.

The Bolshevik Heritage Must Be

Preserved in the Struggle Against

The Stalinist Revisionists

The end is everything. The

means are nothing. With this con-

ception F.dViai'U liernstein led mo
attacK ol retornii.iin against tne

revolutionary doctrines ol Marx
anu Engels. Bui jiarxism demon-

strated mat this conception ol tac-

tics and strategy ui Ltie reformists

was [lie source of the opportunism

and beuayal ut uie iiiteiesis of me
working class by its alleged lead-

ers, mis ineury is reactionary,

polemized ilaix. For, he said, uie

uieaiu determine tne ejwi. Without

revolutionary tactics anu strategy

ior me moveuieuL, the goal of so-

cialism or communism is nover

reucued. The crasu ol the Second

luternaiionai, or Uie German Social-

Democracy at the outbreak ol tne

World War in TJ14 proved in a

catastrophic manner the views oi

Marx, nelorinisin brought destruc-

tion and death in the wake of the

masses.

Today, sixteen years after ihe

esiabtisnment oi the proletarian

dictatorship and the Soviet power,

toe revolutionary movement is cou-

ironted once again, in another form,

with the ravages and menace ot

the new revisionism espoused by

the school of Stalin and which is

properly labelled Stalinism. With

the th^ry of socialism in one coun-

try as against ine theory of per-

manent revolution, Stalinism, m tne

epoch of modern monopolistic im-

perialism, revises tuudanioutally

ihe principles and revolutionary

strategy and tactic of the working

class and particularly the Commun-
ists. Stalinism, professes the world

revolution, but it begins by limit-

ing its revolutionary goal to the

establishment of a complete social-

ist society within the couiines of

the, as yet, economically backward

Soviet Union, and relegates the

spread ot the proletarian, revolu-

tion to other countries as a pious

and hoped-for consummation ' fter

the fact of a completely establish-

ed socialism. Leninism, on the

other hand, as taught today by its

expounders, the International Left

Opposition and based on decades

of struggles now concretized In

Bolshevik theory, says: Base the

strategy of the revolutionary move-

ment on the Interests of the work-

ing class on a world scale as the

Leon Trotsky

on the

Saar Question
The stand of the official party

as well as the C. P.-O. (Brand-
lerites) in Ihe Saar Question ap-
pears to me as the cowardice of
pseudo-radicalism, as by no
means rare species of cowardice.
Naturally we must come out
for a Soviet Saar, that is, make
propaganda in the sense of the
conquest of power. The date of
this conquest has not, however,
been fixed anywhere, while the
date of the Referendum has been
quite precisely In the Versailles
treaty. That means that the
party which fights for a Soviet
Saar owes the workers an ans-
wer to the question : how they
sho.uld vote in the year 1935.
To raly to Hitlerite Germany

in practice, 1. e., through the
Referendum, means, theoretically

sneaking, to put national mystic-
Ism above the class interest and
psychologically—to conduct a
really cur-like policy.

Naturally, only traitors can
demand annexation at present,
for that means to sacrifice the
most concrete and vital question
of the German workers in the
Saar territory to the abstract
national factor.
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!
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The most reactionary travesty
or justice of all time is coming to
an end. There can be no doubt
concerning the verdict. The pro-
stituted scientists of German jus-
tice ss;l themselves to 'the devil to

find objective proofs. The acquit-
tal of Torgler means the condemna-
tion of the real incendiaries, Hitler
and Goeriug. Let us have no illu-

sions, these prostitutes clad in
togas will do their duty. The false

legend of the Communist arson has
become the ideological basis for

the installation of the Fascist re-

gime of terror. The conclusions
have, as a matter of fact, already
been prepared. They require only
the premises to tally with the con-
clusions. That is why Torgler,
Dimitroff, Popolf and Taneff must
be condemned for setting fire to
rlhe Reichstag.

In London a counter court of
famous International jurists expos-
ed the genuine scoundrels on the
basis of conclusive evidence. "The
iirown Book" has compiled all the
material necessary to prove the in-

nocence of Torgler and the guilt

of Goerlng.
But the mere establishment of

the true facts will not suffice un-
less it serves as an impulse to

action. Only powerful and reso-

lute mass action can make the
truth prevail. The powerful pro-

test of .the international proletariat

was galvanized by the electrocution

with which American reaction ex-

ecuted Sacco and Vanzettl. Today
Hitler rules in Central Europe with
the methods of medieval tyrants.

His Judges pronounce and his

hangmen execute one sentence of

terror after another. Still the in-

ternational proletariat remains
silent, seems to have fallen Into

lethargy.

Action, immediate and effective

action is necessary to stop the
crazed and enraged bandits of Hfct-

ler. Torgler Dimitroff, Popoff and
Taneff must be saved". But how?

In all bourgeois democratic coun-

tries and in the Soviet Union the
workers must demonstrate in pow-
erful masses, m a solid united
front, besiege the German consul-
ates and embassies and demand the
liberation of the Leipzig victims.
The struggle should take on even

higher forms.

From all sides there has been
launched the slogan of a boycott
of German goods. But the results

obtained up till now have been in-

significant. A mere refusal to buy
German goods will be nothing but
a pin prick on the body Of German
Fascism. The boycott slogan is-

sued by the Second International

and the Amsterdam Federation of

Trade Unions does not go beyond
this. Even In the question of the

boycott, they are concerned, in the
first place, not to arouse any con-
flict with their own national bour-
geoisie. This kind of a boycott
serves very well the reactionary

tendency toward autarchy in the
various European bourgeoisies. The
reactionary policy of "Socialism in

one country" of the Stalinists has
led the Third International which
has become the instrument of op-

portunist Soviet diplomacy, to pro
pagatte the Utopian "economic non-

aggression pacts" instead of a re-

solute struggle against Fascism.

To servo as a means of support
to the German proletariat, fright-

fully crushed by German Fascism,
it is absolutely necessary to arouse
the will to struggle of the inter-

national proletariat. The transport

workers, by their refusal to service

German boats, have already show-
ed how the struggle should be car-

ried on. Such actions should be
organized and extended by a united

front. The railroad workers and
the maritime workers should be
rallied around it. To save the in-

nocent victims of the Leipzig trial,

the international proletariat must
become the prosecutor of Fascism
which Is a thousand times guilty

!

(Continued on Page 4)

Tom Mann

for theDefense

ofChenDuSiu
On Sept. 7th, la&J, the organ

of our British comrades, the

Red Flag, addressed an open
letter to Tom Mann, old trade
union militant and veteran of

many labor struggles in the
British Empire, asking him his

stand on the imprisonment of

comrade Chen Du Siu, founder
of the Chinese Communist Party
and secretary of the Chinese sec-

tion of the Left Opposition until

his incarceration. The Stalin-

ists have cynically ignored com-
rade Chen Du Siu, criminally
abandoning him to the hangmen
of the Kuo Min Tang and cover-

ing this stalwart revolutionary
wijh abuse and infamy. The
following letter speaks for the

class loyalty of Tom Jlann, his

undivided devotion to the prole-

tariat as a whole and not in the

interests of any faction in it.

—

Ed.

"Dear Comrade,
"1 have read the letter ad-

dressed to me which appears in

the Red Flag. When in China
in 1S127 I attended the opening
of the Chinese Communist Party
Congress at Hankow, and 1 con-

sidered comrade Chen Du Siu

and his colleagues a capable and
courageous body of comrades.
When the arrests and imprison-

ments followed I have on many
occasions at public gatherings
emphatically protested against

the imprisonment and demanded
the release of all class war
prisoners.

"If my signature is of any
value by way of protest or de-

mand I am ready to append
same, and I count it my duty
to continue to develop opinion

till it shall be equal to demand-
ing and securing the release of

our comrade.
(signed TOM MANN"

BarShachtman from Canada
League Organizer, on Speaking Tour, Refused

Admittance by Border Authorities

Carrying their drive against the

revolutionary movement to the point

of surveillance at ports of entry lor

the purpose of keeping out speak-
ers scheduled for meetings in the

country, the Canadian authorities

at thg border town of Phillipsburg,

Province of Quebec, ordered the

deportation of Max Shachtmun from
Canada last Wednesday with an In-

junction against any attempt he
might make to enter the country
at any other point.

Shachtman had been scheduled

to speak at meetings arranged in

Montreal and Toronto by the local

branches ol the Communist League
on the occasion of the sixteenth

anniversary of the Russian revolu-

tion. Every indication—particular,

ly the huge meeting recently held

in Toronto with Arne Swabeck as

the speaker—pointed to a large

turn out of the local militants to

listen to the views of the Opposi-

tion. As appeared later, the Can-
adian authorities were not unaware
of these indications.

When the bus taking Shachtman
from New York to his first meeting

in Montreal rolled up in front of

the Canadian customs building in

Phillipsburg, it was mounted by
the official who examined the pas-

sengers and their papers. Shacht-

man produced his passport. As
soon as the examiner was finished

with all the passengers, not one of

whom was in any way detained, he
requested Shachtman without a

word of explanation, to accompany
him to his office in the customs
building. There the cross-examina-

tion began. lit was evident right

from tlie outset that the questions

were part of a purely perfunctory
procedure, for the decision to pro-

hibit Shachtman from entering

Canada and obviously been arrived

at long before the bus came to

Canada.

While the questioning was being

commenced, the officed was already

writing out the deportation order '.

Shachtman's ooat, hat and bag
were meanwhile being removed
from tlie bus. After a few vague,

formal yuestions, the officer adopt,

cd a tack which showed that he

was exceptionally well informed

about everything connected with

the trip. He first took a heavy
folder lrom a filing cabinet, turned

to a page which he kept concealed

from Shachtman and asked his

questions and heard the answers
with uis eyes fixed upon what was
unmistakably a police report.

When Shachtman declared that

he was going to lecture in Canada,
the official asked if he knew a Mr.

So-and-so, naming one of the com-

rades in charge of the Montreal

meeting! He showed the same in.

tlmate knowledge with regard to

the meeting scheduled in Toronto.

His whole bearing, and the replies

he made to the pointed questions

by Shachtman, left no doubt what-

soever about his intentions to ex-

ecute the order he had received

from authorities higher up.

Shaehtman's request to know the

reasons for his summary deporta-

tion was answered by passing to

him a copy of the "Order for De-
portation", which had already been

given to the bus driyer together

with the confiscated ticket. It

read in its main part:

"This is to certify that the

rejected person above named,

a person seeking to enter Can-

ada at this Port es Bus from

New York, N. Y. which arrived'

at this Port on November 1st,

1933 at 9:30 o'clock A. M. has

this day been examined by f-he

Board of Inquiry ,or officer in

charge) at this Port and has

been rejected for the following

reasons: Sec. 2 H (4), Can.

Immig. Act and Regulations.

And the said rejected person is

hereby ordered to be deported

to the place from whence he

best and surest means for the pre-

servation and building of socialism

in the Soviet Union. The theory

of socialism in one country, there-

fore, is not merely an incidental

polemical cry or the Left Opposi-

tion against Stalinism. It must be

regarded as the root of all evils

wrought in the past decade by
Stalinism. It is the modern re-

visionism. This theory makes
working class victory on either a

national and international scale

ever impossible.

Since tlie First Comintern Congress

In 1010, the Communist Inter-

national was formed. It declared

in its manifesto to the internation-

al proletariat:

We live in an epoch of wars and
social revolutions. The proletarian

path is toward the speedy consum-

mation of the latter. Fourteen

years have passed since theu, yet

the estimation of Lenin and Trot-

sky, of the first Congress of the

Comintern remains valid today, de-

spite the -tragic defeats of the

workers in many, countries. De-
spite all, the crisis of world capi-

talism exists. The situation objec-

tively is revolutionary. What is

missing are the subjective factors,

genuine Communist parties, such aa

were being built in those early

years, and a revolutionary Commun-
ist International. lt«t these cau

be built again.

Revolutions, said Marx, are the

locomotives of history. Locomo-
tives sometimes are sidetracked, as

Stalinism has done, but they can
be placed on the rails again. That
is our task.

At this day, on the occasion of

the anniversary of the Russian

Revolution, oils; need only record

the manner in which Stalinism has

been responsible, criminally so, for

the rolling backwards of the prole-

tarian revolution I", the Soviet Un-
ion and throughout the world.

Stalinism, with its basically false

social theory and consequently
radically false strateg/ and tactics,

necessarily bowed before the blue

ilag o! the Kuo Min Tang in China,

Inevitably it capitulated before the

swastika of German fascism. Deli,

berately, in the narrow interests

of Soviet diplomacy, it restrained

the rising revolutionary wave ia

Spain. The Staiinized "Commun-
ists" ran to cover before the verbal

charge of Dollfuss in Austria. Stal-

inism surrendered to the trade un-

ion fakers in Great Britain. Every-
where it gives up the banner of

Communism and drags it in the

mud.

And in each case in the past de-

cade, beginning with the formation

of the Bolshevik-Leninist Opposi-

tion in the Soviet Union uuder
Trotsky and Rakovsky, the Inter-

national Left Opposition exposed

Stalinism before the working class

and fought for the revolutionary

position.

Why Bolshevism Will Be Victorious

It is true that the Left Opposition
formally has not been victorious.

Stalinism had its way — organiza-

tionally. It has achieved many
pyrrhic victories. For ten years

now, the International Left Opposi-

tion witli small forces, too few al-

most to mention, has stood by its

principles, and like Lenin in earlier

days has carried on against the

stream. The International Left

Opposition has demonstrated to

ever increasing numbers that it has
quality; its revolutionary viewpoint

gave it that. Now the dialectics of

the class struggle are about to

transform quality into quantity.

That growth and the problems aris-

ing therefrom, stand before us as

the tasks of today and tomorrow.
Time has verified once again our

theories. These are now to be de-

monstrated to an ever increasing

degree in the daily struggles of the

working class. We are starting

anew in the building of new Com-
munist parties and a new Commun-
ist International ; but we are build-

ing on an old and tested foundation

and therein lies our strength.. .We
are building on the first four Con-

gresses ot the Comintern and upon
that which we have learned since

In our struggles against Stalinist

depradations and practices. We
are passing from the stage of pro-

paganda to the stage of agitation

and organization in all fields of

struggle of the working class. They
lie and are wrong who say that

Communism Is dead. It is Stalin-

ism that is passing. It is Com-
munism that will rise once again.

On this, the sixteenth anniversary

of the Russian Bolshevik revolu-

tion, the Communist League of

America and the International Left

(Continued on Page 4) (Continued on Page 4)
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THE WORKERS' FMOT^T

N.y. Optical Workers

Out on Strike

Five hundred optical workers in

New York City went on strike Oct.
ober as, 1033, under the guidance
of the international Jewelry Work-
ers' Union with which they are
affiliatiag. A cut in wages of from
2A to 21% having accompanied a
shortening ol hours provided by
the NKA code together with the

dismissal of active union men pre-

cipetated the tie-up of eighteen of

the largest shops in Greater New
York.

Organizational activities in both
the metal frame and celluloid sec-

tions of the trade were begun the
middle of August this year, neither

section knowing of the activities

of the other at the lime. Optical

workers being highly skilled, this

is an exception to the general rule

in the present wave o£ organization

of the unorganized, as unskilled

are primarily the ones affected. The
two sections of the trade have been
united and the plans are to spread
the strike.

Their demands are for the 1928
wage level which ranges from SIS
per week for glass litters' helpers
to $70 per week for sample makers
with &il) to (CO for the majority
of workers, for recognition of the
union, and for reinstatement of tlie

dismissed union men. Their wage
demand being above the specifica-

tions of the code and their present

wages being below the code level

the strike is directed against both

the NRA and the bosses.

—GEO. J. SAUL.

Stalinist Unionism in

Philadelphia

Philadelphia.— The T. U. U. L.

has just completed two of their

light-hearted adventures in trade

unionism here in the northeast

section of Philadelphia.

They were successful in organiz-

ing and taking out on strike for

C weeks the Fetler Rope Co., a

shop with several hundred work-

that the workers are ready for rev-

olutionary unions. And the dead

weight of the workers' undevelop-

meut in the class struggle gives

lie, time and again, to their absurd

policies. They icarn nothing from

defeats and continue, light-hearted-

ly and carefree, to discredit the

Co in in!tu 1st moveincut.

To sum up briefly the blunders

of the N. T. W. U. on the Hellwig

strike particularly: (1) Calling the

.strike adveniuristically, after only

a couple, of weeks of organization

with only about 130 to prior to

going on strike, leaving the women
workers to negotiate for them-

selves and then calling the strike

solely over the yuestion of a 5c

raise for the women workers. (3)

Opportunism in bunting for Com-
munists as though they were crim-

inals. Also fostering illusions

about the NKA giving the workers

the "right to organise". (4) Giv-

ing the workers grandiose promises

of assistance from their paper or-

ganization the W. 1 K. prior to

going on strike. (5) Deserting the

workers when the majority were

won away from their leadership.

—TOM HALLIGAN.

Striking Cotton Pickers

Murdered in Cold Blood

Deliberate cold-blooded murder is

the description given by attorney

A. L. VViriu of the Civil Liberties

Union after a tour-days' investiga-

tion of the shootiugs in the San

Joa.juin Valiey, Calif., during the

cotton pickers' strike. Two Mex-

ican strikers were shot and killed

at I'iiley and one at Arvin, a

score have been injured, many ser-

iously.

Viijluuce was carefully planned

betore the strike was called, ac-

cording to attorney Wlrin. Ranch-

ers, anticipating trouble organized

vigilante groups, "commitees of

protection", which had for their

object the breaking of the threat-

ened strike. Cotton growers, so-

called ranchers, were armed, it

weis agreed, according to the Un-

ion's report, that the workers who
participated in the strike were to

be threatened and terrorized into

Militant
Builders

As we approach the close of the

week twenty-two more went to swell

drive subs are still coming in. Last

our list. That is less than the

week before. But it is to hoped

that it is only the brief slackening

of pace that runners take before

the iinal sprint down the home
stretch. We expect that in next

week's issue we will be able to

report a much larger figure. As it

stands now the total number of

subs since the drive opened is 102.

The race is getting interesting.

It is by no means a one sided af-

fair. The standing shows tliait.

The Standing:

An Open Letter to Browder: On Hooliganism

HOOLIGANISM IN CHICAGO

S. Jourard Toronto 8

S. Hardy Philadelphia 7

M. Abern Bronx 15

V. It. Dunne Minneapolis 5

G. Iledlund Minneapolis 4

L. Goodman Philadelphia a
\V. Konikow Boston 3

J. Carter Brooklyn 3

J. Fruitman Toronto 3
C. Shechet Boston 3
Ij. b'urraan San Francisco

I j. Furman San Francisco 2
M. SchlenofE Bronx 2

J. Chiplowitz Boston 2
P. Eckelberger New Castle 2

M. Kent Brooklyn 2
H. Capeiis Mamhattan 2

N. Satlr Chicago 2

To the Central Committee

Communist Party of the U.S.A.

Earl Browder, Secretary

Dear Sir:

Las£ Sunday afternoon, October
22, I attended a meeting of the
Left Opposition in their own head-
quarters, called under their own
auspices, at which comrade Arne
Swabeck was scheduled to speak
on Germany. Before the meeting
could start, a horde of some 250
"Communists"—members of Section

5, Listrict 8—invaded the hall un-

der the leadership of their Section
OrganiKor, Jack Spiegel, and of a
member of the District Committee,
David Poindexter. On their own
admission, they had come fresh
from mobilisation caucuses for the

express purpose of breaking up the
meeting. They precipitated a riot

in which literature and furniture
were destroyed, workers were beat-

en up and trampled upon, and such
a commotion developed that the
police came into the hall from the
street.

I have been in the revoltuionary

ers, and the Hellwig Silk Dyeing
Co., a shop with over 400 work- reluming to work, that those who
ers. After "successfully" combat-

]
refused were to be driven whole-

Ing the -red scare" and holding the sale out of the cotton area. All

workers together through six gruel-

ling weeks of struggle and depriva-

tions .both shops are back at work
now for several weeks, under set-

tlements reached through "inde-

pendent unions". These are appar-

ently company unions, started by

the bossesjo break up the National

Textile Workers Union, unions
which the bosses intend to coiilrol

through their henchmen, the fore-

N. T. W. U. lias vanished into

thin air.

When the so-called Independent
Unions were starting to win over

the workers on (he basis that they

could get them the same increases

the K. T. W. was lighting for, the

N. T. W. did nothing—worse still,

they told the workers to sign over

one by one into the other unions,

and today the bosses' men have
full sway in those two "indepen-

dent unions".

The organization of these too
Shops was loudly hailed by the T.

U. U. L. as a vindication of their

absurd policy of "new revolution-

ary unions" in this third period of

post-war capitalism. "Of course,

the workers are ready for revolu-

tionary unions—they know we are

Communists", at least so they said

in the "inner circles" of the Party.

But among the workers in the daily

struggle, they combatted the Com-
munist issue by going on the hunt
with these masses of prejudiced

workers for Communists.

this vji a program which called for

the starving of the strikers and

their families, and for the lyncli-

ing of all "outside agitators"

JUST RECEIVED! ^
OCTOBER KCSSIAN BULLETIN

The October issue of the BUL-

LETIN OK TI1K RUSSIAN OP-

POSITION has just arrived. It

contains a very important article

on Tllr-l CLASS NATURE OF TUB
SOVIET UNION. There are arti-

cles by comrade Trotsky and' let-

ters from the L*. S. S. It.

Subscriptions are $2.50 a year;

$1.25 for li months, 25c single

issues. There are only a few cop-

ies of this issue and comrades

wishing to obtain copies should im-

mediately write for same., Money

must, be sent with order.

Comrades out of town are asked

to get in touch with bookstores

una newsstands selling papers m
the Russian language and see

whether they can set them to sell

the Bulletin. Please get in touch

with comrade Spiegel. —K. 8.

In addition to the comrades list-

ed above who have sent In two
subs there are nine listed in pre-

vious reports. And there are

thirteen comrades who have sent

in one sub. And there are twenty-

two sent in by the Youugstown
comrades.

Double the Record

In the time remaining we
want to double the record made so

far in the drive. A hundred subs

are not much for our emmbership
and sympathizers. As a matter of

fact it is a modest goal. If we go

to E with a will it should be easy.

Let us prove it.

There is btill opportunity to over-

take tiie leaders and win one of

the prizes: for first place—Three
volumes of the History of the Rus-

sian Revolution by comrade Trot-

sky ; .second place—two volumes

;

third place—one volume.

CHICAGO
Celebration or tlie 16th Anniversary

of the Russian Revolution
Tuesday, November 7tli, 8 F. M,

at
International Labor Center

2557 w. North Avenue
TEN DAYS THAT SHOOK

THE WORLD
will be shown

Speakers:
Arne Swaliecli and Albert Goldman

(A Century of Progress'

movement all my life and have par-

ticipated in many demonstrations,'

some of them bloody and brutal,'

but I have never felt that I waSj
facing so vicious and irresponsible

and anti-social a mob as the one
which came last Sunday under the

banner of the Communist party.

I wonder if you as a leader of

the Communist Party realize all

that such a thing means? A party

which, conducts itself in the man-
ner of the most degraded section of

the very lumpen-proletariat—plus

from the decayed and degenerate

body of a rotting social system

—

can neither win healthy elements

to its ranks nor lead the revolulion

when the moment arrives; on the

contrary, it must become a feeder

of Fascist forces. A party which

cannot raise the intellectual and
moral level of the proletariat but

on the contrary trains tine elements

down to the depth of gangsters has

no right to use the name Com-
munist.

Is it ton much for you and your

party to learn that a meeting of

worker.s, come together to hear

anyone at all, must not under any
circumstances be physically attack-

ed and broken up? Or is the ans-

wer that you can only hope to im-

press I he American proletariat this

way since you have so signally

failed to impress them ideological-

ly';

Several months ago, I severed my
connection with the Communist
party (after twelve years of mem-
bership) over occurances in Ger-

many. At that time I stated that

the excuse offered by the C. I. that

the German party was not rooted

in the factories needed further ex-

planation because a party can only

be a really functioning Communist
parly when its composition is main-

ly of the working proletariat.

Maybe last Sunday's event throws

some light on the Question. If the

leadership of the German party

trained its members not to win

other workers by Ideological convic-

tion but by destroying the meetings

they organized and ho[>ed to con-

duct, then a revolutionist knows
why the Communist party of Ger-

many was not "rooted in the mass-

es."

Sincerely,

LYDIA BEIDEL.

Militant Resentment

Against Fakers in the

Pocketbook Union

Swabeck Tour Itinerary

Successful and rousing meetings

have greeted comrade Arne Swabeck

on his national tour. Reports from

Springfield, Staunton, 111., St. Louis.

Kansas City ami Minneapolis will

appear in subsequent issues of the

YoiV'dou'lt know any Communists Militant. The tour is now drawing

in this union," they said. One
J

to a close with the followmg re-

party member was instructed to numiing datcs:^

deny he was a Communist. By
every twist, and turn they try to

fly in the face of reality and prove

Tues- Nov. 7th. ..Chicago III.

Thurs.. Nov. SMi. .Davenport, la.

Fri.. Nov. HUh. .Davenport, la.

WORKSbyTROTIKY
ON GERMANY

The ONLY ROAD WHAT NEXT?
„ 192 pages paper cover -5

100 pages -25
cloth OTer m

Postage—06 extra per copy ^^^ extra ^ copy

ON RUSSIA

PROBLEMS OF THE DB VELOPMENT OF U.S.S.R

Price .15 Postage—.01 extra per copy

ON SPAIN

THE SPANISH REVOLUTION IN DANGER
Price .15 Postage—.01 extra per copy

ON THE TRADE UNION QUESTION

COMMUNISM AND SYNDICALISM
Price .i5 Postage—.01 extra per copy

ON THE THEORY OP SOC IALISM IN ONE COUNTRY

AND THE PERMANENT REVOLUTION

THE STRATEGY OF THE THE PERMANENT

WORLD REVOLUTION REVOLUTION

>25 180 pages paper cover .50

cloth cover 1.00
Postage-09 extra per copy

postage_i06 Mtra ^ ^py

ON CHINA

PROBLEMS OF THE CHINESE REVOLUTION

450 pages paper cover 100 cloth cover 1.50

Postage—.00 extra per copy

PIONEER PUBLISHERS

84 EAST 10th STREET, N. Y. C.

The mental poison of the

propaganda that the last 100
years has been a century of

steady, visible improvement in

the lot of humanity is paraiel-

led only by the real poison that

has killed workers in industry

100 years ago and today. Un-
der the headline "22nd Worker
Dies of Radium Poison", the
New York Times of Oct. 28
carries the following news Item

:

"East Orange, N. J., Miss Grace
Fryer, 35 years old, the twenty-
secoijjj victim of radium poisoning

in the old Orange plant of the

United States Radium Corporation,
died Ihsi morning in Homeopathic
Hospital here.. ..

'Jliss Fryer, along with the other
victims of the poisoning, was em-
ployed in the watch dial painting
department, where many of the
workers contracted the poisoning

by pointing luminous paint brushes
with their tongues.

"Miss Fryer contracted the poi-

son about fourteen years ago.

However, until five years ago she
was able to continue working, but
she had to wear a brace on her
back because the poison affected

her bones "

For those workers who believe,

in spite of this, that we have really

witnessed a century of progress we
turn the scene back 100 years,

change the place from New Jersey

to England, the women to children

and the watch factory to a match
factory.

"The manufacture of Iucifer

matches dates from 1833, from the
discovery of the method of apply-

ing phosphorus to the match itself.

Since 1845 this manufacture has
rapidly developed in England, and
lias extended especially amongst
the thickly populated parts of Lou-
don as well as in Manchester,
Liverpool, Bristol, Norwich, New-
castle and Glasgow. With it has
spread the form of lockjaw, which
a Vienna physician In 1845 dis-

covered to be a disease peculiar

to Iucifer matchmakers. Half tho
workers are children under eigh-

teen. The manufacture is, on ac-

count of its unhealthiness and un-
pleasantness, in such bad odour
that only the most miserable part

of the labouring class, half-starved

widows and so forth, deliver up
their children to it, 'the ragged,

half-starved, untaught children'.

"Of the witnesses that Commis-
sioner White examined (18G3), 270

were under 18, 50 under 10 only 8,

and 5 only years old. A range of

the working day from 12 to 14 or

15 hours, night-labour, irregular

meal times, meals for the most
part taken in the very workrooms
that are pestilent with phosph-
orus. Dante would have found the

worst horrors of his Inferno sur-

passes in this manufacture".
Taken from "Capital" by Karl

Marx; Vol. I, pages 721 and 272.

In October 14 issue of the Mill,

taut the writer gave an analysis
about the present situation in th»

Pockejbook Makers Union. Now I

will describe what took place for

the last two weeks in our union.

As I have stated in the Militant,

our "Fraternal Club'' administra-
tion did not call a membership
meeting for about four months. On
October 10 they called a meeting
at Stuyvesant High School, about
two thousand workers were pre-

sent to this meeting. The purpose
of thi.s meeting was to force a $10
tax on the workers to the ten per.

cent tax dues they already took
for months from the members with-

out their approval.

When our manager Stein, gave

his report and tried his best to

show what wonders he and hla

gang are doing for the workers In

one town after another. The work-
ers did pay any attention to his

report. He finished his report with
an appeal for ;l $10 tax in order

to enlarge the staff of organizers

out of town. The membership ac-

cepted his appeal very coldy. The
administration felt they will have
a hard job to put over the tax, so

they became desperate. Then an-

other star came forward and gave
a iviwrt, this was Louis Waldmau,
of the S. I', and lawyer of the

union. His report dealt with the

Code. lie showed how the Indus-

trial Council, with whom the un-
ion has an agreement refused to

draw up a joint code with the

union to present at Washington.
After he, and the union officials

maneuvered for mouths with the
bosses. The employers support
the open shop code for $12-$1S a

week, and refused to raise wages,
or reduce hours. In spite of the

fact we are working 40 hours a

week, and over 2,000 workers are
idle in New York. He concluded
that the code will have to be

fought out In Washington, instead

of mobilizing the workers for a tight

with the employers.

As soon as Waldman finished his

speech, one of the organizers Harry
Exstein, who was one to keep order

in the hall started a fight with a

worker. The worker later he
was beaten up because 'he re-

fused at a shop meeting of Morris
White shop to vofte for She ten

dollar tax. This shows the kind

of organizers we have and for

whom the "Fraternal Club"
.
gang

wants a $10 tax. .When the fight

started a riot call was given by
the superintendent of the hall.

Within a five minutes, about 25
police came into the meeting place.

IE the police had not -come in

people would have been injured

and trampled to death. Then the

workers refused to meet with the

sluggers and demanded those who
started the fight should leave the

hall. Under such circumstances it

was impossible to continue the

meting. All realized that including

Waldman. The "Fraternal Club"
chairman adjourned the meeting.

Waldnian had a chance to see how
organizers in a socialist union be-

have, and what democracy means
in a socialist union.

The next day the "Yellow For-

ward", which defends all labor rac-

keteers came out with a three col-

umn headline "Communists Hreak
Up Pocketbook Workers Meeting."

The "Fraternal Club" gang knew
the workers would not vote for the

tax so fhey provoked a fight in

order" to break up the meeting.

The underworld will be better or-

ganized for the next meeting. If

our manager Stein, could break up
a section meeting, why ran not

one of his organizers make a bet-

ter job and break up a membership
meeting?
Itjs significant for the Pocket-

book Workers to know that 3 weeks
ago the Recalled fake progressives

called a symposium and David
Myer, in his speech said the "Frat-

ernal Club" administration are
crooks, and. traitors, and must be

ousted from the nuion. David
Meyer, and the other fakers de-

clared themselves in love to the

"Rank and File", and talked about
united front with the "Rank and
File" to oust the administration.

Two weeks later the same fake pro-

gresses who divided the union

with the "Fraternal Slub" a few
months ago again voted at the Joint

Council meeting for a $10 tax not

as delegates of the council, but as

paid officials winch they could not

vote. Moreover, Brok, one of their

takers signed a statement in the

Day, that the Communists broke up
the meeting. Let this be a warn-
ing to the rank, and tile that these

fakers must be severely attacked

till they will be forced to break

with the administration.

On October 2(5, another meeting

of the Pocket Book Makers Union
took place at Stuyvesant High
School' The manager of the union.

Stein, reported that the adminis-

tration was not able to proceed with

its work unless it got another $10

tax added to the ten per cent tax

it already collected from the work-
ers.

A heated discussion on the $10
tax followed. Rank and file speak-

ers, one after another, attacked the

administration. They showed that

the administration is not doing any-

thing to improve the conditions of

the workers in New York and out

of town. They also pointed out

that the administration did not

make any attempt to relieve the

unemployment situation in our in-

dustry. The Left wing urged the

workers to vote down the ten dol-

lar tax.

After a two hour battle on the

lloor a vote was taken. The tell-

er's count was as follows: for the

tax, .">12 voles; against the tax, 428
votes. The fake progressives, as

usual voted with the administra-

tion.

The rank and file must concen-

trate all its energies on ousting

the "Fraternal Club" administra-

tion. —N. D. F.

'Five Cents d Bar ..."

Rousing Meeting Aids

Drive to Organize

RestaurantWorkers

*^V^VN^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*

Leagu
Activities
CANNON SPEAKS AT NEWARK
Newark.—On Thursday, Oct. 2G,

comrade Cannon spoke m Newark
on the need for a new party and
International.

Karlj in the day one of our com-
rades reported that party members
were ordered to boycott our meet-

ing. Comrade Cannon's talk was
unusually well received and the

numerous questions kept the alert

audvnee intact until 11:43.

—O. K.

The next time you stop to buy
a bar of Ilershey's chocolate stop

to think a minute about the Cuban
workers sln\ing on Ilershey's plan-

tations, railroads and mills. Here
is some information you wont find

on the wrapper.

"The Hershey sugar refinery is

the largest on the Island (of Cuba)
and is one of the most modern and
best equipped in the world.

"Its melting capacity is one mil-

lion pounds of sugar per day. Us
output is a very superior grade of

granulated sugar, put up in bags

of live, one hundred and three hun-

dred and Iwciuy-iive pounds which
are sold for export as well as for

local consumption." (The dock
workers in Cuba went on strike

last summer against the unbearable
weights of tiiese bags.)

"The development of the Ilersljtey

holdings in Cuba and the rapid in.

crease In them are remarkable.

Beginning in 1910 with the pur-

chase of ten thousand acres and
the leasing of another ten thousand

acres—The total acreage owned
and controlled (today) is—one hun-

dred ami thirteen thousand acres.

'In addition to the sugar pro-

perties, the Hershey interests in

Cuba include the Hershey Cuban
Railway and the Hershey Termin-
al Railroad.

"The Hershey Cuban Railway is

a modern public service line be-

tween the cities of Havana and
Matanzus. It is electrified through-

out, power being supplied from a

large and modern electric plant at

Centra! Hershey (Central means
plantation. Incidentally this power
plant supplies all of tlie current

lor the city of Matanzas and the

numerous small towns in the vicin-

ity of Central Hershey." (The
Cuban Review, February 1927).

Coinimred to some of the Amer-
ican outfits "Interested" In Cuba,

like the Chase National Bank, the

Hj'rshey company is a piker. The
same capitalists grind the Cuban
and American workers down to a
coolie level of existence. Together

they can put an end to it.

New York.—The Hotel and Rest-

aurant Workers Union, Brunch o£

the Amalgamated Food Workers of

America, has intensified its organi-

zation drive during the last two

weeks.

As we reported in the Militant

for October 21. the bosses are

eager to defeat tills drive by re-

sorting to the well-known scabbing

machinery—that is, the formation

ot a company union. Besides the

Geneva Club, they have attended,

quite unsuccessfully, to line up
through their agents, the chefs,

the \atel Club. At a meeting of

this club held on October 19, the

executive committee attempted to

malum" of a Federation,

pass a motion concerning the for-

This Federation scheme is an at-

tempt of the Hotel Men's Ass'u. to

amalgamate the various language

fraternities of cooks and waiters

into one body, in order to establish

a company union. Eighty-nine per-

cent of the Vatel Club members
voted down this motion and every

other motion of the executive com-

mittee because it was plain to all

members that these motions were

aimed toward the formation of a

company union.

Our union immediately issued a

leaflet to the International Cooks'

Association (German Cooks) in-

forming its members what took

place in the Vatal Club and warn-

ed them that a similar attempt will

be made by their Executive Com-
mittee. A minority Committee of

the Geneva is busy explaining to

the members rihe scabbing role of

their leaders.

In view of these developments

the Executive Hoard, the Organiza-

tion Committee and the Officers of

the Union an; working in full speed

in educating the members of the

Union and activizing them in order

to bring to its ranks every worker
employed in the Hotels. Already
a good beginning towards a real

industrial union has been made.
Many housemen, chambermaids,
laumiry -women, etc., have entered

the organization.

For the benefit of those Hotel

and Restaurant Workers who were
unable to attend the three after-

i
noon muss meetings the Union held

an Evening Meeting last Friday,

October 20th at Bryant Hall. The
hull |jas packed. Organizers Con-
stas and Lyons spoke about the

activities of the Union and Dele-

gates from the Waldorf and Lin-

coln Hotels spoke about the kitchen

and dining room infernos. Comrades
Cannon and Gitlow spoke for the

necessity of unionism. Their
speeches were frequently iurterrupt-

ed by stormy applause.
The Union is planning to acquire

a large new headquarters where
mass meetings and shop meetings

will be held. —A. C.

BRONX OPEN FORUM
FRIDAY, November 3rd : THE NEW

YORK ELECTIONS — How
Should the Workers Vote?
Speaker: TOM STAMM

8 P. M. Sharp at

535 East 146th St.

FRIDAY', November 10th: LYNCH-
INGS: The Problem of the

Negro Worker.
Speaker: GEORGE SAUL

8 I*. M. sharp at the head-

quarters at: 535 Bast 146th St.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE
MILITANT!

New Rates: 2c per Copy
$1.00 a Year

%M for Six Months

STATEMENT ON THE UNITED
FRONT ANTI-FASCIST

DEMONSRAION
At a time when Fascism is com-

mencing its brazen recruiting cam-
paign in America, when the degen-
erate elements of a capitalist sys-

tem torn by four years of crisis

taik of Instituting here the same
bloody regime that has conquered
in Italy and In Germany, it is ex-

tremely urgeht that every working
class organization learn the import-

ance of participating in force in

ever single anti-Fuscist action or

demonstration. Much demonstra-
tions form the preliminary ground-
work for the establishment of a
broad an dpowerful working class

united front against Fascism. Pre-
cisely because of the importance of

this movement toward united action

of the workers, through their organ-
izations, against a threat that may
gather impetus at tremendous
speed, it is necessary to condemn
those organizations that give per-

functory lip-service to the cause
but actually sabotage it.

Tlie call of the Italian Unitarian

Anti-Fascist Committee for the de-

monstration before the Italian Con-
sulate on Saturday, October 28th
was answered by the Communist
I'arty, the I. W. ,W., the CI'LA, the

I. W. O.. the Socialist party and
the Communist League of America
(Left opposition)- All agreed to

participate. Nevertheless aside

from a large banner of the I. W. O.
and one or two delegates from
each of the organizations, none of

them took any part in the "mass"
meeting and parade, outside of the

.;. L. A. (O.). Meager as are our

present f orces, we nevertheless

formed the bulk of the demonstra-
tion.

The sabotage of the ofliclal Com-
munist party must be vigorously

denounced. It Is in line with the

Stalinist tactic of ignoring any
working class action not under its

direct anil immediate control. The
sabotage of this demonstration Is

also in line with the official party's

quiescence motivated by the desire

not to embarass the recognition

negotiations between the U. S. and
the Soviet Union.
The Socialist party follows ita

usual conduct of avoiding any mill,

taut Intervention in this or any
other phase of the class struggle.

It is too busy at this moment seek-

ing municipal offices in the elec-

tions. No doubt if a few socialist

aldermen are elected, they will see

to it lhat Fascism Is interdicted in

America

We cannot over-emphasize the
gravity of the situation unfolding
in the C. B. It has every potenti-

ality, of danger for the working
class in the rise of Fascism. There
will tte further occasions in the
profound and increasing struggles
ahead lor the establishing of a real
united front against Fascism. We
appeal to the workers in all work-
ing class organizations to give their
whole-hearted support to this

movement. At no distant period it

may neeome a matter of life and
Heath.

—New York City Committee
Communist League of America

(Left Opposition).

Due to lack of space we have
been forced to withhold several

important articles. One by Albert

Glotzer on the 'Two Internationals",

a communication from comrade
Harry Strang on the "Boycott of

Hitler Germany, as well as a story

by comrade Kogan of L. A. oil So-

viet diplomacy.

CHICAGO FORUM
LECTURE

:

CONTEMPORARY REVOLUTION-
ARY IDEAS IN THE ORIENT

AND OCCIDENT
by

Comrade B. W. Lichtman
on

Sunday Evening, Nov. 26 1933

at

International Labor Center

2557 West Uorth Avenue
Admission 10 Cents Unemployed

Free

QUESTIONS & DISCUSSION

If the number on -1 O 7
jrour m»Dper la \ " I

y«nr sutoerlpttwi haa *xptnC
If yen want U t*t tba Mill-

tant pwmptly «v«ry wwat
return yvur aubtcripthn «t

onoe; SI per year for fifty

two weekly issues ; $.50 a half

year for twenty-six weekly
laanst.

THE MILITANT
ISC Baat l«h St. N. Y. 0.

YOUNG SPARTACUS SUB DRIVE
The subscription camjiaigu for

the YOUNG Sl'ARTACUS is on!
Our goal is the doubilng of our
subscription list, the stabilization

of the paper and a semi-monthly
YOUNG Sl'ARTACUS in the near
future. The closing date of the
drive is December 1st.

The YOUNG Sl'ARTACUS ha;

proven to be our best, organizer

We must save the paper so tha
we can go ahead with our work
Up to now we 'have been compelle(

to function with very little funds
The paper was unable to appeal
regularly and this was a great
shortcoming In our work. Unless
we can raise tiie necessary funds
for the paper, it will remain In

danger. Let us seriously lakes up
the task and makb the drive a
success so that our YOUNG SPAR-
TACUS may continue Its existence

as the propagandist and organizer

of a youth Communist movement
in this country.

YOUNG SPARTACUS lays down
tho challenge to the Spartacus
Youth Clubs. It is up to you! You
can decide whether we are going

to expand our paper or not. Get
aft^r expired subs! Get new subs!

Every member of the Spartacus
Youth Club a subscriber! Every
member to get at least one sub!

To the club getting the highest

average in this campaign will be

given a bronze relief of Lenin.

The drive is under way. So far

the score stands as follows

:

New York J1.00
Chicago 3.00

St. Louis .75

This is only the beginning. Let's

go! Send subs to:

YOUNG SPARTACUS
126 Bast 16th Street

New York City
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Letters from Germany
The Growing Dissatisfaction of the Middle Classes

Only the fanatics of the Nazi

movement are satisfied with the

government. There are a few
others, but they are the ones who
lounge in the chairs of ejected

trade union bureaucrats, those who
make the streets unsafe every day
in their capacity as Fascist factory

cell directors, as bonzes (swivel

chair, bureaucrats) of the Consum-
ers' Cooperatives, walking about in

natty uniforms. They have much
to do. Tiiey must speak at fac-

tory meetings, threaten the unor-
ganised with firing if they don't

join the Brown trade unions, see

to it that membership dues are
paid regularly, because the Third
Keich needs a lot of money.

That can also be seen on the

Sunday collection tours. There is

the Beggary tor the Adoiph Hitler

Fund, for the Work Creation Fund,

the Party Convention Fund and
many others. At the same time a
press campaign is in full swing
against the mendicants. The ordi-

nary citizen pays for the first fund
rather generously, but when the

second and the third comes along,

he begins to grumble. Of course

—not aloud. That is too danger-
ous and means prison in the Third
Reich. Not to givi!—is also very
dangerous. He is a foe of the

government who does not drop a

coin into its aim-bag. One has to

give. The press reports that this

or that factory has made a volun-

tary contribution. But woe to the

worker who fails to contribute.

On the next morning he will be
pounding the pavements. There
are plenty of Storm Troopers and
their friends to take his place.

Often some person from North
Germany comes down our way in

search of work. In most cases,

such a person has seen in some
paper, which he draws out from
his pocket, that the region here is

cleared of unemployment. He is

soon enlightened. The swindle of

the "Successful Battle to Provide
Work" is easily exposed before

every worker. In the factories

there is a great deal of underground
grumbling, especially on pay day,

when the fat Nazi "coordinates"
make all kinds of deductions from
the pay envelope.

The middle layers of the popu-

lation are also beginning to sober

up The great and almost unlimit-

ed faith in Hitler among these

people received its first blows
through the behavior of the gov-
ernment with regard to the depart-

ment stores and the consumers' co-

operatives. The feigned struggle

of Hitler against both of these

institutions had brought him the

sympathies of all the small store-

keepers. But after all their inde-
pendent fighting organizations have
been dissolved and reorganized into

professional troops, many of these

rate, then Fascism will become
within a relatively short time, a
pure police-bureaucratic regime,
divorced from the working popula-

tion and the middle classes and
regarded as such by the latter. Af-
ter that stage, when the sentiments
of the masses become transformed
into direct hostility to the Hitler

regime, we will have to succeed in

giving the mass struggle direction

and objective, in removing from it

every disorientating influence.

From Westphalia

The C. P. G.—Its activity re-

stricts, itself in the main to dues
collection. At rare intervals mimeo-
graphed leaflets or a paper are
issued. If these publications did

not contain a slogan near the end
calling for affiliation to the C. P.

(!., one would think they were is-

sued by indifferent workers. So
devoid are they of political guid-

ance. Less than 10 percent of, the

party nuclei meet at all. There Is

no party member now who will

claim that the party's policy at the

time of Hitler's coming into power
was correct. They recognize the

guilt of the bureaucracy, but are
not ye^ clear wherein the error lay.

We hope to clear up this confusion

about the "general line" with our
propaganda material. Most of the

party members are convinced that

a new leadership is necessary.

Functionaries often refuse to dis-

tribute the literature that comes
from (he center—not out of cow-
ardice, but because of the "non-
sense" and the "bull" which is

"handed out" in it. There are
some however, who say : better

rotten stuff than nothing at all,

they distribute material which they
themselves will not take seriously.

The C. P.-O. (Brandlerltes)—
Their local group have directed a
written protest to their national

leadership against the "general line

methods' contained in the article

"Against Trofskyite Liquidationism"
(which appeared in June issue of

their central organ (Gegen den
Strom). In this protest they say
that with such stupid remarks as

in the article one cannot and should
not carry on politically against
.the T^otskyists. If Trotsky repre-

sents a false point cf view, it is

necessary to criticize objectively,

without sinking to the level of
"line loyalty" (Stalinism).

Towards the Creation ofaFourth International

A Record of Progress on tne Road Towards tne Reconstitution of

the Revolutionary Vanguard of the World Proletariat

The Revolutionary Socialist Party

of Holland Joins the Interna-

tional Left Opposition

On September 21, the Plenum of

the International Left Opposition

decided to accept the request of

the R. S. P. (Revolutionary Social-

ist Party of Holland) for affiliation

with the I. L. O. The K. S. P. was
founded in 1929. Its fundamental
line of policy coincides in the main
with its declaration of principles

in 1932, which bears a distinctly

Communist character.

There are 950 members on its

rolls who are grouped together in

some 30 local organizations. The
party stands in closest coptact with
the N. A. S., a trade union center

with 2o,000 enrolled members. Both
organizations are headed by com-
rade H. Sneevilet.

H. Sneevilet is not an unknown
figure in the international Commun-
ist movement, particularly because
of the revolutionary activity he
displayed even before the war, and
during the war. In the Far< East.

The R. S. P. has been publishing

a weekly paper, Baanbrecker, ever

since its inception. It has a cir-

culation of 3,000.

It is interesting to observe the

development of the party as re-

flected in the parliamentary elec-

tions. In 1923 the party received

21,000 votes and no mandate. Iu

1931, in the provincial elections

covering 3 provinces, it received

20,000 votes and 2

ment within the O. S. P. which led

to their signing the common de-

claration of the Four Organizations

{I. L. O., S. A. P.—German Social-

ist Workers Party—R. S. P. and
O. S. P.) at the Paris Conference,

presage a unification of R. S. P.

and O. S. P. in the immediate fu-

ture.

The I. L. O. extends warm greet-

ings to the R. S. P. entering its

ranks. It means the addition of a

large corps of tested proletarian

fighters to our cause and makes
possible the further extension and
penetration of the ideas of the
Bolshevik-Leninists.

dreds Of workers had to be turned

away. An exceptional acclaim

greeted the speeches of Sneevliet,

Schmidt, Schlip and Pikshoorn, who
traced the course of the proposed

new International.

In Belgium
Our Belgian comrades have en-

tered negotiations with the League
of Communist Internationalists for

the fusion of the two organizations

as basis for the creation of a new
Communist party.

THOUSANDS OF DUTCH WORK-
ERS HAIL THE NEW INTER-

NATIONAL
In the Imlependent Socialist

Party of Holland (O. S. P.) which
had 7,000 members on its rolls, the

participation in the building of the

new International has been un-

animously accepted by the Execu-
tive.

All of the discussion on the Paris

Conference and the alliance with

Trotsky has raised a deep interest

outside the ranks of the party.

The joint meeting of the Execu-
tive Committees ot the O. S. I'.

and the Revolutionary Socialist

Patty ( Sneevliet ) has yielded as

its first result, the decision for

close collaboration in all phases of

working class policy. Moreover,

the joint meeting accepted the prin-
mandates. In

: ciple of the necessity of fusing the
the same year, during the munici- two oragnizatitms into one rev-
pal elections in 50 localities, it re- O i ut iomiry party. At the next con-
ceived 31,000 votes and 12 repre-

sentatives. In the parliamentary
elections of 1933, H. Sneevliet, who
at the time was imprisoned for his

Dollfuss and Hitler

Recent Charges in the Austrian Government

FOR A NEW REVOLUTIONARY
YOUTH INTERNATIONAL

A call for an international con-

gress of all revolutionary youth
organizations to consider the prob-

lems of the formation of an inter-

national vanguard of the working
class youth has been sent out by

the youth organization of the Rev-

olutionary Socialist party of Hol-

land, to be held in Amsterdam on

December and 10.

Most of the youth organizations

invited to this conference are con-

nected in some way to the Paris

Conference of last August. These
organisations are either revolution-

ary socialist or independent Com-
munist.

The youth sections of the Inter-

national Left Opposition have been

invited to participate in this Con-

ference and will send delegates to

it.

The bankruptcy of the Comintern

and the treachery of the Social

Democracy has brought in its train

a frightful degeneration of the

Young Communist Internationa!

and the Young Socialist Interna-

tional. They are incapable to or-

ganize and educate the proletarian

youth in the world. A new rev-

energetic defense of the martyrs of

"Seven Provinces" (The reference

is to the revolutionary sailors who
participated in the "mutiny" of

one of the vessels of the Dutch,
merchant marine—Ed.), was elect-

ed to parliament with 48,000 votes.

Since the summer of 1932, the

R. S. P. has been working together
in united front action with the O.

S. P. (the Independent Socialist

Party of Holland). The develop-

gress, which is to convene in the

Christmas interval, definite pro-

posals for fusion will be voted on. .

It is the first attempt in many . olutionary youth international must

years to create real revolutionary be organized. The Amsterdam Con-

unity. It has already aroused
great enthusiasm, as is apparent
from the many successful mass
meetings held all over the country.

The Baanbrecker, organ of the

R. S. P., carries an account of the

joint meeting of the two organiza-
tions held in Amsterdam as a reply

to the Fascist demonstration. The
hall taken was much too small. Two
meetings had to be held and hun-

ference the first step.
• *

will be
•

Beginning with this issue, the

department "Towards the Creation

of a Fourth International" will be

a reguiar feature of The Militant.

It will help to keep American
workers adequately informed' about

every_ step taken in the redress-

ment of revolutionary internation-

alism.—Ed,

The article below is an extract

from the Bulletin published ille-

gally by our Austrian comrades,

and bearing the date, October 1st.

Since then, the attempt against

Dollfuss has clearly proved that

the Nazis are not thinking of re-

laxing their offensive, but on the

contrary of intensifying it in

ordiir as quickly as possible—lie-

fore the winter—to get a deci-

sion in their favor.

At this time Austna is passing

through a stage analagous to the

Bruen ing-Papen-Sch 1e ieher period

in Germany or the Held period in

Havaria, that is to say, a semi-

Bonapartist dictatorship, which
maintains itself by the reciprocal

neutralization of the proletarian

camp and the Fascist camp
"However, Austrian 'Bonapartism'

today, like German Tionapartism'

yesterday can have only an epis-

odic character, by filling the short

interval that separates the dem-
ocratic regime from the Fascist

regime."

These words were written by

comrade Trotsky in March of this

year, in his article "Austria is

Next in Order". Many left social-

democrats thought then that it was
incorrect to consider the Dollfuss

regime as a Bonapartist regime.

However, the development that has

taken place during the last six

months has confirmed our Marxist-

Leninist analysis word for word.

This statement is not made by us

because we want to apj>oai' as hav-

ing been correct, but by the neces-

sity of clearly understanding the

present turn in Austrian politics,

a turn which has been undertaken

by the new formation of the Doll-

fuss cabinet.

Let us express ourselves clearly:

the shifts in the Dollfuss cabinet

signifies the end of Austrian Hon-

apartism and the beginning of de-

cisive convulsions.

The "Catholic day" and the de-

monstration of the "patriotic front"

sought to show the "strength" of

the Dollfuss government to the ex-

ternal world and to support the

former. This attempt to deceive

the foreign world on the weakness

of the government and to s:tve the

latter, has miscarried in face of

the internal contradictions of the

Bonapartist governmental combina-

tion and it has only strengthened

good little men, store-keepers and
artisans, have seen the Iigbt. Then . , , ,. , .

there is the failure of
inS» in the flr3t week o£ October "

British Labour Party Masks Support

to Capitalism at Annual Conference

Edinburgh.. .Si: hundred dele-

gates, representing Divisional Lab-
our Parties, trade unions and So-
cialist bodies, were in attendance

at the annual conference of the

British Labour Party held at Hast-

of course,

the boastfully promised economic
upturn. The daily business turn-, , . ,,

. . , t ... I pressed their disgust at the treaeh-
over does not Increase when tier ... , . >, . .

Since the General Election disas-

ter of 1931, when the masses ex-

workers' wages remain stable, and
especially when the wages are re-

duced by all kinds of "fund" rac-

kets. In the meantime prices keep
mounting. Certain local catastro-

phes also contribute their part to

the sentiment. There is the case

of the big Stuttgart Gymnastic
Field Day, or that of the huge de-

monstration at the border, near
Konstanz. The saloon-keepers and1

nutchers ordered all kinds of extra

stock, but the Reiehswehr moved
on with field kitchens and served
participants and tourists with 10

pfennig means and thus nearly

bankrupted the former. Naturally

the sentiment of the middle, classes

is becoming more unsympathetic
every day.

The tax situation has also re-

mained the same. All sorts of new
taxes and imposts have been flxed

on the peasants and the middle
classes. Municipal taxes have
been imposed with which to pay for

the newly ordered steel helmets
which the Storm Troopers are wear-
ing. Soon, no doubt, new taxes

will be thought up with which to

buy them guns and cannon from
the hjtrd-earned pennies of workers
and small bourgeois.

. . . We have succeeded, in a
whole series of localities, in form-
ing groups of former social dem-
ocrats and Communists. Our ma-
terial meets with spontaneous ap-
plause and approval. The will to

learn from the mistakes of the

two old parties who brought about
the present heavy defeat, and, in

spite of all the great difficulties, to

proceed with the building of new,
genuine Communist party—exists

among all the comrades. The com-
rades are also agreed among them-

ery of the Labor Government by
swinging over to the Conserva-
tives, the Executive of the Party
have been busy upon the produc-
tion o£ a new programme calculated
to give the impression that the
passing of Ramsay MacDonald has
opened up a new era in the his-

tory of the Labour Party and that

it has passed from- its Llberal-

Labour stage to one of complete
Socialism. In this task, the Ex-
ecutive has been embarrassed by
the cautious trade unions on the

one hand and by the somewhat
careless statements of the Socialist

League upon the other.

The trade unions dislike "left"

phrases which tend to endanger
their craft interests while the lead-

ers of the Socialist League, com-
posed of lawyers, journalists and
middle-class intellectuals, glory in

the use of words which have been
culled from the text-books of their

Austrian "Marxist" friends. As
previously reported in the Militant,

the Labour Party Executive sb

well as the trade union leaders

had warned the Socialist League
against the too dangerous play with
the dictatorship question, ar.d as

the League was now bringing its

proposals to the floor of the Con-
ference, a battle royal was expect-

ed. But as will be revealed below,

the Executive held their hand in

the interests of unity.

Fritz Adler Speaks

Before the opening of the Con-
ference the assembled delegates
were addressed by Doctor Fritz
Adler, who declared on behalf of

the Austrian Social Democrats that
"concentration camps are being

prepared for Socialists in Austria,

but we will call for a general

selves that the same road wilfhave' strike if the trade unions are

to be taken Internationally. The' bann^ or if the Social Democratic

Paris Conference is regarded by Party is made illegal." This state-

all as a hopeful beginning for a* was Ioutlly cheered by the

new era of the revolutionary labor delegates who later passed a resolu-

movement tiotl pledging support to the Aus-

Since we only attract reliable' Mim Socialists in their .struggle

people and go about our work as'*^1"31 Fascism. In opening the

cautiously as possible we have not Conference, the chairman, Mr. Comp-

had up to now any losses whatever. I

»*»". also warned the delegates

We know that the process of the against the danger of Fascism but -ply and other accessories. (3) The

disintegration of the mass basis ofl aPnr '; from vague statements upon revision of the procedure of the

War Council this last decision

raised noisy but unavailing pro

tests. Then Arthur Henderson gave
a gloomy picture of the financial

state of the Party. But a scheme
to enroll ex-army officers, doctors,

lawyers, and other people who
could not actively identify them-
selves with the Party, into an As-
sociate Section, was turned down
by the Conference which suddenly
became "class-conscious"—no doubt
remembering that having refused

to associate with working-class
Communists they could not very
well associate with blue-blooded
army officers without being asked
awkward questions at Election
time.

At this stage the conference

readied the Draft Policy of the

Party on Socialism and the Condi-
tion of the People. Arthur Green-
wood M. P. moved the resolution

on behalf of the Executive and de.

clared that "the Party is pledged
to Socialism by which is meant
public ownership aud control of

industry."

It also turned out that the Lab-
our Party brand of Socialism meant
buying out the capitalists on the

railway and mines while the banks
were to be amalgamated and placed
under the control of an investment
board appointed by the Labour Gov-
ernment. A delegate named G.

Hobson then moved1 the reference

back of the whole report as in his

opinion it was "not a Socialist

document, but one designed to make
the world safe for capitalist in-

vestor." This did not appeal to

the delegates who promptly voted!

the Hobson amendment out of ex-

istence.

Introducing Sir Stafford Cripps

Then came the eagerly awaited
appearance of Sir Stafford Cripps
who, in the name of the Socialist

League, moved the following
amendments : "That the whole re-

port be referred back to the N. B.

C. with instructions to specify the

means to be adopted by the next
Labour Government for a rapid and
complete conversion of the capi-

talist into the Socialist system in-

cluding, in particular (1) the ab-

olition of the House of Lords. (2)
Emergency Powers Act giving the

government power to take over and
regulate the financial machinery
and to put into force any measures
that the situation may require for

the immediate control of industry

and for safeguarding the food sup-

Fascism can last for a long time. the desire of the workers* movement

Even the most die-hard Stalinist no| *° maintain democracy, there was

longer believes in revolution for, "o mentmn^of any pohcy calculated

October. But the fact remains
that the process of Fascist disin-

tegration Is making progress in all

the cities. But the immense press-

ure of the terroristic regime will

yet prolong the existence of the

Hitler government. We therefore

have plenty of time to build up and
to entrench our young organiza-

tion. Parallel with the decline in

the mass influence of Fascism, the
Influence and tfhe strength of our
organization must grow. If this

process continues at the present

to defeat Fascism. Having aired

their views upon Fascism, the

Conference then got down to busi-

ness and first ruled out an emer-
gency resolution upon the Leipzig

trial and then banned a list of

Communist organizations such as.

the Anti-War Council upon the
grounds that they were heing used

to disrupt the Labour Party.

Labor Party "Socialism"

As three Labour Party candid-

ates, as well as the Labour Lord
Marley, are members of the Anti-

House of Commons and the mach-
inery of government so that a rapid
transition to socialism may be car-

ried through constitutionally and
dictatorship avoided. (4) An Eco-
nomic Plan for industry, finance

and foreign trade designed rapidly
to put an end to unemployment
and poverty."

Sir Stafford was received with
loud cheers and in the course or

his lawyer's speech he made It

quite plain that he agreed wltb
the Executive of the Party that
Socialism must come peacefully,

that he was opposed to both Com-
munist and Fascist dictatorships,

but he thought that a clear answer
should be given to the advocates
of force. He then di opped a
bombshell by announcing that the

Executive had accepted all the

proposals contained in his amend-
ment and that they had agreed to

discuss them and report buck to

the next annual conference of the
Party.

Debate Fizzles Out

George Lansbury then rose and
continued this statement on behalf

of the N. E. C. and' in this fashion

the great debate ended in a com-
plete fizzle. Certain delegates then

jumped up and accused the Execu-
tive of cowardice, while others

warned them of the dreadful fate

that awaited if they as much as

mentioned the House of Lords at

the next election. But the alliance

of the Executive and the Socialist

League had been worked out behind
the scenes and so the much delayed
Labour programme will not be
known for yet one more year.

Next day the Doily Herald, of-

ficial organ of the Labour Party
announced in streaming headlines,

"Labour Party Conference United"
aud then went on to say that

"those who were looking for a

fight Detween Sir Stafford Cripps
and the N. K. C. were disappointed."

Indeed there was no need to

fight as the only difference between
the Executive and the Socialist

League is upon a question of just

what kind of words should be used

by the Labour Party at the next
General Election. Should the Party
stick to the old Fabian phrases or

should they try a new "left" brand?
The Labour Party is simply packed
with careerists who care nothing
for the sufferings of the working
class but who are impatiently wait-

ing the next swing of the pendul-

um which will land them into Par-

liament and right amongst ripe

plums that are to be picked there.

Following the German Path

But these clever parliamentarians

may be making a sad mistake and
their fondest dreams may very
well be shipwrecked by the dis-

trustful working class who ane
beginning to lose faith in these

treacherous politicians. The path
which landed the leaders of the

German Social Democarcy into the

concentration camps of the Fascists

is being travelled by their British

friends of the Labour Party Who
refuse to face up to the problems
of the class struggle. To the prob-

lems of unemployment. Fascism,
war, they have no solution and the

capitalist elass can afford to smile

while the Labour Party leaders

keep their thousands of faithful

followers safely trapped in the

snare of parliamentary illusions.

The danger is that events may
move so quickly that the gathering

storm may blow up before the class-

conscious British workers have
been abie to liuild a new Commun-
ist leadership capable of leading

the masses against the capitalist

enemy. —T. C.

The Agrarian Question in Mexico

in the Light of the Coming Revolt

Every effort will be made by the
Calles-ltodriguez regime to prevent

the Mexican peasants from rearm-

ing themselves, and to disarm those

still in possession of rifles. During

the last four uprisings the peasants

participated on the side of the gov-

ernment against the counter rev-

olution. The next uprising will

find them aligned against the gov-

ernment which has gone over bag

and baggage to the counter revolu-

tion. During the past revolts the

armed peasant guerrillas proved

themselves more than a match for

the troops of the regular army
many of which supported the re-

bellions. They are therefor a factor

to be reckoned with in the coming
events.

For many years the Mexican
peasants and their organizations

have played an important role In

the country's politics, always bow-

ever as tools of the different bour-

geois and petty-bourgeois political

groups which paid them off with

broken promises or a few rusty

guns. The very nature and com-

position of the peasantry and its

organizations naturally prevented

them from at any time, playing a

really independent role.

In 1926 most of the scattered;

local, regional, and state organiza-

tions were federated into the Na-

tional Peasants League, at which
all tendencies were represented.

This congress did much to cement

the relations between the Commun-
ists, the peasants and the bourgeois

government. The Communist Party

dissolved itself into the peasant

movement, and rather than bulld-

sant organizations. Gal van mean-

while lias gone to his just reward,

hut his tradition remains in the

main current of the peasant move-

ment which, under the name "Na-

tional Peasants League 'lirsuio

Galvan' (Genuine)", serves today

as the mainstay of Tejeda's politi-

cal apparatus. Another section is

dominated by the National Revolu-

tionary Party or local politicians

affiliated to it, while still other

fragments are aifriated to the Work-
ers' and Peasants' Bloc, and a Left

wing i*asant movement dominated

by the Communist party.

It has been seen that Colonel

Adalberto Tejeda, has for many
years exercized great influence

over large sections of the Mexican
peasantry. With the approaching

1SJ34 presidential elections In sight,

Tejeda is making a play for power.

As principal inspirer of the split

within the P. N. R. out of which
the "Left Socialist Party" was
born, he appears as sponsor of a

radical "proletarian-agrarian" pro-

gram. At the same time, he Is

seeking unprincipled alliances with

other political groups (Soto y Gama,
"PartWo Laborista", "Partido An-
tireeleccionista, etc.) which are If

anything fartner to the right than

the P. N. R.
There is every probability that

large sections of the peasantry and

even of the proletariat will support

Tejeda because of his "radicalism".

Meanwhile the Communist Party

considers Tejeda as the "main dan-

ger" in much the same manner that

"Social-fascism" was considered

before the advent of Hitler.

* « * •

This is the second of a series

FROM SOUTH BEND, IND.:
"The change, printing more
articles directly interesting

the workers in their daily

struggles, will do much more
good. I believe your orienta-

tion is leading the Left Opposi-

tion In the correct direction

ing an opposition within it, Berved

as a bridle to keep the more radl-

cal elements among the poor ejida- ot articles on political developments

tarios and peons from resisting the, In Mexico. In the next Issue, we

policies of tne rancheros and petty shall attempt an analysis ot Tej-

politicians in the leadership. These *da's "Left Socialist Party .

same leading functionaries of the

National Peasants League (Galvan,

and Co.) were mostly all members
of the Communist party. They did

very much as they pleased ; Tejeda,

then Minister of the Interior, sup-

ported the organization with Calvan
and Co. on the payroll ; and the

party dragged along In their trail,

boasting in its reports to the Com-
intern of "our peasant organiza-

tion of 300,000 members". But this

was only one episode in the oppor-

tunist history of the Mexican C. P.

Party publications were maintain-

ed by government officials and the

party's principal footholds in the

labor unions (Jalisco, Tampulipas)
were owed primarily to the support

of the local politicians who used

the Communists as a counter-weight

to the reformists of the CROM who
were at that time very powerful In

national politics through the Part-

ido Labor ista.

In 1929, with the Inauguration of

the "Third Period", and after the

farce of the march days (discus-

sion in the party on armed insurrec-

tion which terminated' in support

to the government) the splits com-
menced. Galvan finally broke away,

and denounced the party. Thence-
forward there was a series of

splits and counter-splits, expulsions

and counter-expulsions in the pea-

TERZANPS RELEASE
New York City, Nov. 1.—Demand

for the release of Atbos Terzani,

young anti-Fascist accused of kill-

ing his comrade Anthony Fierro,

and prosecution of the "real and
known perpetrators of the crime,"

was made on Distriut Attorney

Charles S. Colden of Queens County
today in a letter sent to him by

Edmund J. Phillips of Philadelphia,

Spanish-American War veteran

and fprmer organizer for the Khaki
Shirts of America.
Mr. Phillips's letter was made

public through the Terzani Defense
Committee. The Committee con-

tends that Fierro actually was
killed by a member of the Fascist

Khaki Shirts while defending a

friend who was being ejected from
a meeting of that organization in

Astoria, L. I., on July 14.

It was Mr. Phillips to whom the

committee referred October 25,

when it charged that Sir. Colden

had failed to make a promised new
inquiry into the Fierro killing, and
declared that "one man in Phila-

delphia who has vital information

about the case, and whose name
has long been known to the Dis-

trict Attorney's office has never

been visited by any one represent-

ing Mr. Colden."

the discussion on its fate.

Tile entile world has been able

to see the real weakness of the
Dollfuss government by viewing the
struggles that have taken piace
within its own ranks after the
"Catholic Day", which led to tbe

counter-demonstration of the Heiin-
wehr and the I.amlbund which re-

fused to liquidate themselves in the
"patriotic front". By that, the
iitteiniit to save the Dollfuss gov-
ernment has miscarried, tbe gov-
ernmental combination has fallen.

Instead of leading to a rapproche-
ment, Dollfuss brought about the
strengthening of the contradictions,

especially between the Heimwehr
and the Landbund. What is still

more important is the fact the split

also cuts into the Christian-social

party, which is the strongest gov-

ernmental party and in which a
Fascist und a reactionary-democra.
tic wing are struggling. It is in

that that the internal weakness of

the Dollfuss regime consists.

But in the course of recent
weeks, the general weakness of the
Dollfuss government becomes more
and more apparent. Ail the gov-
ernmental measures have not help-

ed in subduing the Nazis; on the
contrary, the Nazi danger has
grown. (The social democratic
counsellor Scharff was quite cor-

rect in stating this fact.) The
state apparatus, even the Executive
power, up to the highest ranks, is

completely infested with Nazis ; it

lias become very shaky for Dollfuss,

From this point of view the

foundations of the Dollfuss govern-

ment are completely undermined.
But on the other side, there Is still

the working class. Although its

strcngtn has been weakened it Is

not yet broken. The most import-
ant proletarian organizations are
still intact. The government i-s

directly threatened from this side

to the degree that the situation be-

comes more intense.

The ground shakes under Doll-

fuas' feet. What maintains the

lioniogi'iiiety of his camp is the com-
mon fear of the Nazis and the

lull red i>f i lie social democracy,
that is the working class, through
tile impoverishment of which Aus-
trian capitalism like German capl-

Mlism tries* to improve its situation.

The attitude of the Dollfuss gov-
ernment is dictated by the depend-
ence of Au.-Mriau finance capital on
Ki'imce especially, aud on England.
The severity of the crisis pushes
it to rage against the working
class.

At present, the governmental
bases which is being undermined in

favor of the N;izi camp, forces Doll-

fuss to take decisive measures. If

lie wants to maintain himself, then
lie is forced by all means to modify,

lo change the present relationship

of forces.

His attempt to suppress the Nazi
movement has miscarried. There-
fore there remains only one means
to save himself: the. destruction of

the proletarian organizations, that
is to say, especially the social dem-
ocracy and tile trade unions. If

Dollfuss takes this path—-and no
other lemaius for him—then the
period of Bonapartism is termin-
ated and the final, decisive struggle
begins.

That is where we stand now.
The new Dollfuss cabinet means
that .the Fascist wing of the Chris-

tian-Socialists has stripped itself

of pretenses. Their party leader,

the reactionary Vaugoin, had to

leave, like Winkler, the Landbund
man, because while being tor a
reactionary reform of the constitu-

tion, they were not in favor of tbe

proscription of the social dem-
ocracy, fearing the eventualities

that it would cause even in their

own parties.

This fear is quite justified. But
the Hoimwohrs, who are in favor
of the "perfect Fascist state, on
the Italian model", have remain-
ed. That means that the proscrip-

tion of the social democracy and
the trade unions is not far off.

This is no longer a question of

weeks (or even of days ) . Tbe
dynamics of development presses

the new Dollfuss cabinet not to

unravel the knot but to cut it.

Will it succeed in striking down
the working class? In order that

they do not succeed, the proletariat

must detach itself from their cow-
ardly, treacherous leadership. Can
Dollfuss drive off the Fascist dan-
ger? We do not believe so. All

the conditions of development in-

dicate that their time will come and
that iji the last analysis they will

triumph over Sfahremberg, Fey and
Dollufss.

One thing is certain : Bonapartlsm
has served its time. For the work-
ing class, the hour has come when
it is a matter of daring everything

in order not to lose everything.
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The Illinois Miners
v J*

THINGS are Impelling very rapidly in the Illi-

nois mine fields' and the fate of the Progres-

sive Miners' organization will not long remain un-

decided. The magnificent movement of the Illinois

miners, which arose with such bright promise out of

the fires of struggle, lias been caught in a net of

internal contradictions which direetly threaten to

Strangle it. The enemies from without could not

break the union ; the greatest danger comes from

within.

Percy and Keck are leading the union on the

path of Lewisism, and their pace beeomes faster every

day. They joined in the ballyhoo for the NRA and

went, hats in hand, to beg crumbs from the capital-

ist politicians. They are stilling every sentiment of

militancy in the ranks. They have invoked the aid

of state authorities to suppress radical meetings and

now they are expelling Communists and other mili-

tants Iron)' the union m Lewis style. In every re-

spect they are trying to demonstrate that the I'. AI.

A. is different from the organization of Lewis only

in name. Percy and Keck are preparing the way to

repeat the sell-out of Walker—it, indeed, the actual

deal has not already been made behind the scenes.

But they have a long way to go before they can
succeed in destroying the movement against Lewis-

ism .that has been hardened in such desperate strug-

gle andsealed by so much martyr blood. Powerful
forces for resistance are latent in the rank and Hie

of the P. M. A. The next developments of the class

struggle will work to strengthen them. What is

lacking is an organization of the class conscious and
militant elements and a leadership worthy of the

task. Froiu the very beginning of the new move-
ment we pointed out the necessity of a firmly or-

ganized Left wing in the union. The delay has been
costly for the miners and for the union. Now the

dangers of another debacle have accumulated and
press on every side. There is not much time left.

The signal ol a rising reactionary current in the

union was flashed months ago when the officials of

the P. M. A. started a "'red scare" in the organiza-

tion. That was the time for the militants to awaken
to the internal danger, to recognize the unfailing
sign of the employers' class influence at work and
to organize their struggle to preserve the union
against it. Unfortunately they lucked the leaders
for such a tight. ,

Those who were expected to speak out clearly,

kept silemt. Instead of lighting they retreated. In-

stead of denouncing the bosses' agents in the official-

dom and defending the policy of class struggle mili-

tancy—which was the real point o! the attack

—

Allard and others responded with shame-faced den-
ials of the reactionary "accusations" on their own
part, and the expression of mealy-mouthed liberal

sentiments about the rights of others.

By the miserable capitulatory attitude before
the reactionary offensive they paved the way for
ail that has followed. The fact [hat Allard himself
was promptly removed as editor of the Progressive
Miner, and thus became the first victim of the
treacherous bargain of Percy and Keck with the
coal operators, does not alter or mitigate the respon-
sibility he bears for the success of their treacherous
policy. And there is no reason to conceal it. The
most necessary thing now is to see clearly what has
happened and what made it possible, and to tell the
truth about it.

Half-and-half radicalism, the policy and prac-
tice of pseudo-progressivism, played here once again
its character! me ie role as an aid to reaction. Allard
personified this policy and practice and, from ail

appearances, has not learned anything from the
evil results it has brought. People who lack prin-

ciple suffer from a disease that is very hard to cure.

The fact that Allard at one time passed as a

supporter of the Communist League makes it incum-

bent on us, in the interest of truth and clarity, to

mention him specifically in this connection and to

say that the course he followed had nothing in com-

mon with the policy of 'the League.

We shall take occasion to return again to the

Illinois mining question and to set forth again in

greater detail the Communist opinion in regard to

it. Bufc it can be said at .the outset that the miners

have no more important problem than the just and

accurate appraisal of the leaders who have played

a part in the struggle and the course they have fol-

lowed. They will not be able to cope with the

Percy-Keck (treason machine until they have secured

an accounting from those who had their confidence

and who failed in their duty to put them on guard

and organize their counter-struggle in time.

American Communism ana tne>
4

Russian Revolution

IN the iuterantionalist concept of their authentic

representatives, the Kuasian revolution and the

movement of American Communism are inseparably

bound together and, in the final analysis, dependent

on each other. This inter-relationship, expressed prim-

arily at first in the influence which the Kuasian rev-

olution exerted in bringing Communism to life in

America, is manifested again today in the Interna-

tional struggle to safeguard the beleaguered fortress

of the Soviet Union and to defend the conquests of

the October revolution.

The unity of the liberation struggle of the pro-

letariat in a single world process is strikingly illu-

strated in this intimate connection between Russia

and America and their inter-acting influence on each

other. The advanced workers in a backward coun-

try inspired, by their example, the formation of a

revolutionary Communist nucleus in the most highly

developed capitalist nation. Now it is our turn.

At the present Juncture of the international class

struggle the American revolutionists are called upon
to play a decisive role in support of the Russian
revolution. Our importance in this task is derived

from the singularly dominant position of' the United

States in world affairs and the extraordinary sus-

ceptibility of America to the influence of a clear-

sighted Communist current at the present time.

,We can aid the Russian revolution to its .feet

again by contributing our efforts and our, energy
toward the revival of that revolutionary internation-

alism which first gave birth to it. .The distortion

of this original and basic idea and its piece-meal

elimination from the Communist International by
the Stalinists in favor of a Utopian national -soeiabsm
has year by year undermined the illuminating strength

of the first workers state. Only the rebirth of rev-

olutionary internationalism, its embodiment into a
new dynamic international organisation, can preserve
Soviet Russia and bolster up the great work of world
emancipation begun by its founders. By sharing in

this task, by rooting the new organization in the
American soil, the revolutionists of America will

begin to repay the great debt they owe to the Rus-
sian workers' vanguard.

These internationalist conceptions, which are
the heritage of the great Marxist teachers embodied
'in the October revolution, iold the central place in

our minds today as we commemorate its 16th anniv-
ersary. On this line the revolution arose in Russia
and inspired a whole world. On the same line the
re-awakening international movement will gather the
scattered forces again and lead to the final security
of the U. S. S. R. by the extension of the world
revolution.

The Boycott of FascistGermany
A Sympathyzer Writes on the Stratesy^of theAnti - Hitler Struggle

Bar Schachtman

from Canada

(Continued from page I)

came to Canada. Such con-
veyance shall be by the first

available ship or train of the
'Transportation Company which
brought the said rejected person
to Canada. Dated at Phillips-
burg this 1st day of November
1933. (Signed). S.P. Poissant,
per C. B. O,"
In handing Shachtman the de-

portation order, ithe officer pointed
a significant finger to the reverse
eide on which was .printed: "It is
unlawful for persons rejected or
deported to return to Canada with-
out the consent of the Minister and
persons entering or remaining in
or returning to Canada after such
rejection or deportation are sub-
ject to arrest and detention and
on summary conviction to a fine or
imprisonment or both, and to de-
portation." By this, the customs
agent was as much as saying:
"Xou need not try to enter by any
other Port because the information
about you has been very effectively
distributed. They'll be watching
for you."

Protests were of no avail. Even
the demand for an appeal was an-
swered by giving Shachtman a
triplicate form to sign, but not to
fill out. The official informed him
that the signature was the appeal
to Ottawa, and that the official

himself makes out the appeal pro-
per!

Apparently unaware that he was
dealing with the "vanguard of the
counter-re/olution", the officer had
Shachtman packed into an automo-
bile and conveyed under escort to
the building of the American cus-
toms authorities on the other side
of the border, in Swanton, Ver-
mont. There, after another exam-
ination of his passport, which was
found to be in regular order,
Shachtman was released and oblig-
ed return to New York.

Representatives are being made
to the State Department at Wash-
ington and to the Department of

Immigration and Colonization at
Ottawa, particularly as the deport-
ation order, until reversed, consti-
tutes a permanent ban against
Shachtman's ever entering Canada
agaie. This is not the first time
the Canadian authorities have
struck a blow at- the activities of
the Left Opposition. Prior to this,

we have encountered difficulties

with the mails, and at least one of
Leon Trotskys works printed by us
in New York has been denied ad-
mission into Canada.
As we go to press, we have as

yet no report on the manner in
which the Montreal and Toronto
meetings took place. A full report
will be given about them in the
coming issue of the Militant.

Save Torglcr!

(Continued from Page 1)

The Internationalist Communist
League {Bolshevik-Leninists) pro-
poses to al! the workers organiza-
tions in the world to organize a
boycott of German goods, to formu-
late a program of common action,
to build fighting labor organiza-
tions.

There is no time to lose in set-
ting the workers into motion. If
the terroristic sentences of Leipzig
are pronounced, as ithey no doubt
will bi*, a powerful protest of the
international proletariat must be
unleashed.

Workers of the world, force your
organizations to take a position,

organize with us the struggle
against Fascism. Halt the hand of
the hangman! Show that interna-
tionalist proletarian action still

lives

!

In reply to the shameful verdict
of Leipzig, not a single German
product must be bought, no German
raw material worked on. AH the
cities of the world should organize
Fascism under Ithe sign of powerful
mass demonstrations! Fight for
the liberation of Torgler, Dimitroff,
Popov ana TanefF! For the free-

dom of the tens of thousands of
imprisoned workers, demand the
suppression of the barbarian con-
centration camps.

—International Secretariat.

The Bolshevik

Heritage

(Conticuedf rom page I)

Opposition rededicate 'themselves to

those basic tasks which the Com-
munist International originally set

for itself. Our aim as before re-

mains the international proletarian

revolution. That is, for the strug-

gle for workers State power—the
transfer of power from one class

to another. It is the order of the
day iu this epoch. In the Soviet
Union the problems of economic
and political administration on be-
half of the tolling masses are as
heavy and decisive as at no other
time perhaps in its history. The
Russian Bolshevik-Leninists, despite
the extreme conditions of their
existence, will assist the Soviet
power in the correct direction—As
before, the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat through the medium of
Soviets on a world scale remains
our goal. The theory of permanent
revolution is the basic conception
which guides the International Left
Opposition toward that goal. We
are small ; we need more cadres,
more leading forces. These must
be gathered. Old revolutionaries
are beginning once again to return
to the revolutionary struggle. They
are welcome. But above all we
must win the new forces of work-
ers never before active in the
labor or revolutionary movement—
those who are just beginning to
take the flrst steps toward a rev-
olutionary position.

The Third Congress of the Com-
munist International raised' as its

major slogan: "To the masses".
This, and more, is our slogan today.
Into the unions! Organize the un-
organized! Develop class consci-
ousness. Widen the foundations
for the new Communist Party of
the United States and a new, Fourth
Communist International. In this
way we can best honor the Bol-
shevik revolution of the Russian
October and1 extend it.

—MARTIN ABERN.

Dear Comrades:
There is some noise in bour-

geois circles about refusing to buy
German goods as a protest against
Hitler's persecution ot Jews. There
is, of course, very little action. For
example. It. 11, Macy & Co., owned
by a Jewish iamily which includes
tue 11. IS. Ambassador to France,
declines to join tlie boycott move-
ment. Bven if there were consum-
ers' action, a decline in the sale of

German eye-glasses and cameras, or
even a complete stoppage of the
sale ot German crockery, would be
pu,t a pin-prick in tne leathery
nide of the Nazi monster.
And, look at the demands of the

Jewish boycott! Dr. Fritz Schles-

inger, a leader on the liberal side
in the recent row in the German-
Americau societies in New iork,
has made the position ot bourgeois
Jewry clear. "We have not reject-

ed the Nazi flag," tie said ; -the
flag has rejected us." So whatv
Accept us and we'll accept Hitler.

A nice piece of pe^ty-bourgeois
iiorse trailing. Let tne Jewish con-
sumers' boycott be effective and
Hitler will compromise with bour-
geois Jewry, lie wilt not only
protect Jewish bankers and de-
partment store owners, which he
uoes already, but he will come to

an understanding with the whole
Jewish upper crust as to just what
share they may have in Fascist
Germany. Ana ut that moment
"liberal" Jewry will grow silent

and the boycott will be over from
labor's viewpoint, and even from a
genuinely democratic viewpoint,
the whole thing is a joke. Noth-
ing better can ue said of the sim-
ilar consumers' boycott called for

by the Second International, A. i\
of L. and other reformist organi-
zations.

Your editorial advocating "a well-

organized international Doycott

—

suspending transport and communi-
cation lor a definite time" is the

most sensible proposal 1 have seen
for immediate mass struggle against
Hitler, world Fascism and the war
thoy are preparing.
The idea is rooted in spontaneous

mass action. The press has pub-
lished only a few of the instances
of such action. Let me give you
some samples thus far unknown, 1
believe, in New iork

:

July 2: the S. S. Charlotte Schro-
der, Rostock, sailed through the

Brussels Canal. The Captain later

reported to Hitler's ofiiciai organ
that some 500 men, women and
children on the banks showered
the boat, which was flying the Nazi
flag, with about 300 kilos of stone,
smashing the whole superstructure.
July 12: the S. S. Slornian, Ham-

burg, docked in odenae, Denmark.
The protest strike against the Nazi
11sg fiiis so tumultuous that the
local trade union council fell all

over itself to endorse the workers'
action. The flag came down.
August 8: the S. S. Delia, Bre-

men, .docked in Follafuss, Norway,
to load wood. The Captain refused
the longshoremen's demand to low-
er the Nazi flag. The sawyers
came down from the mills, demon-
strated on the pier, and gave him
an hour to change his mind. The
flag came down. When the boat
sailed, the workers massed on the
pier and sang the Internationale.
Punished by a three-day lockout,
they held fast and forced the boss-

es to rehire them.
In the same week in Apenrade,

Denmark, workers protested against
the Nazi flag on the S. S. Maja.
Danish Nazis were called in to
load. The trade unions of Apen-
rade went on a one-hour general
strike of protest. The flag came
down.
August 24: the S. S. Delfin IV

docked at Valdesmarskvik, Sweden.
Not even threats of expulsion by
reactionary union oliicials deterred
the protest against Hitlerism. The
iiag came down.
You will doubtless be glad to

learn that others endorse the idea
of an organized international trans-
portation boycoL An early dis-

cussion of the idea was by the Neue
Weltbuline, a Germanlanguage pa-
per published by exiles in Prague.
This group is the feeble voice of

the remnant of left bourgeoisie
which has not abandoned its light

against Hitlerism ; of its outstand-
ing leaders, Carl von Ossietsky is

in a Nazi concentration camp, and
Kurt Tueholsky 'has vanished com-
pletely. These people have called
on "the organized socialism of all

countries" to join in such a boy-
cott as you favor. A formal call

was sent to the 2nd and 3rd Inter-
nationals, the Amsterdam T. U.
center, the R. I. L. U., the cooper-
atlst internationals and to many
minor workers' organizations pro-
posing a united front conference
to draw up slogans and the detail-
ed strategy of the boycott.
This proposal has been accepted

by the Independent Labor Party of
England, the I. W. W., and several
other labor organizations. Appar-
ently without knowledge of this
action, a congress of Scandinavian
workers' sport clubs met in Copen-
hagen on July 7-8 and resolved on
behalf of 92,000 members (mostly
Social Democrats) "to Isolate Hitler
Germany" by such a boycott. In
the Arbeiderbladet of August 12,
Tramnael, chairman of the Nor-
wegian Labor Party, (which be-
longs to no International), wrote
that his party interprets the vague
Brussels Resolution of the Second
International as meaning a trans-
portation boycott and nothing less.

Most important of all, a joint re-
solution adopted by the I. L. P.,
the Norwegian Labor Party, the
German S. A. P. and the Dutch
O. S. P. (the last two being co-
signatories of the Manifesto of
Four along with the International
Left Opposition) favors "direct or-

ganized action against Fascism of

all marine, railroad, transport and,
other workers" in the form of an
industrial and transportation boy-

cott. It proposes the following
slogans: reesiablishmeut ot element-
ary political rights of workers

;

liberation of all political prisoners;
abolition of concentration camps

;

cessation of violence against poli-

tical dissidents.

Supplementary action of many
varieties may be cited. » For exam-
ple, the C. C. of the Norwegian
trade unions has ordered a protest
strike against the visit of any Nazi
representative to Oslo, Norway's
capital. Only hospital and flremen
are exempted from the strike,

much has yet been done. The re-

However, fine all this sounds, not
solutions are noble in purpose but
they haven't been carried out. How
can they be made effective is a
question which throws us face to

lace with some iamiliar, unfortun-
ate tacts. The bureaucrats of the
2nd International, the A. F. of L.

etc., wont move unless shoved.

Sonie Communists oppose the
boycott because it will mean loss

ot jobs to German workers, as
though German workers who (those
same Communists claim) can ap-
prove the U. S. S. K. having re-

lations with Hitler, would not un-
derstand the boycott and approve
the loss ot jobs. Some say . that
the boycott will benefit capitalists

of France, America, etc. It the
USSR—and rightly—trades with
such capitalists despite the fact

that they make a profit, why should
workers' 'hesitate in the boycott?
Some say that boycott provokes
war. And they are the same peo-

ple who proclaim that Hitler is

war that whatever helps smash
liim is a peace move, that to re-

train from hitting him is to ex-

pedite war.

Most fantastic of all Stalinist

arguments against the boycott Is

that it can not overthrow Hitler

any more than trade union action

can, that only a revolution will do
the job. No doubt. But a boycott

can undermine Hitler so that the

German workers can hope to finish

him off by a revolution. The boy-

Discussion Articles

Two Internationals

cott is just one move in a long
struggle. Its limitations are no
more a ground for rejecting it than
are those of trade unionism for re-

jecting that.

Armed insurrection is only, <a big

only, of course) the final stage in

a long process of which both trade
union struggle and a real boycott
can be important parts. As the
Militant said, such a boycott can
be "a means ot lifting up the
spirits of tne German workers and
helping them to their feet again...
a uemonstration which woulu revive
ana strengthen the international

labor movement."

But to the C. I. all this is sense
lessi No wonder the Captain of

tne German tanker Mal-Kah was
surprised when, on August li, Com-
munist workers at Luuddeu, Swe-
den, refused to service his boat

as long as it dew the Nazi Hag,
even mough they were employed
by a naptua firm belonging to a
Soviet trust. No wonder be com-
plained to reporters, saying that

they do such things better in Len-
ingrad where he new bis filtny

pennant unmolested for nine days!

A long way the C. I. has come!
On January 14, 1921, for example,
the toecuuvo Committee of the

C. I. proclaimed a boycott of Spain
in response to the appeal oi the

Spauisn Coniederation of Labor.
"The workers of ail countries",

declared the E. C. C. 1., "which was
then under the leadership of Lenin
and Trotsky, '•should refuse to load

or unload goods coming from or
destined for Spain. They should
refuse to buy any Spanish products.

Isolated from the rest of the world,

its barbarism exposed by the pro-

letarians of all lands, the Spanish
bourgeoisie will have to capitu-

late." The story of the boycotts

against the Hungarian White Ter-
ror Government and against the
Polish intervention in the U. S. S.

It. are too well known to need re-

petition here. They were bold

working class tactics, and they had
their fruit. They were initiated

by the C I. to its glory and benefit

at a time when the U. S. S. It. was
far weaker than it is today.

—HARRY STRANG.

The international revolutionary

movement is once again approach-
ing a period of clarification and
reorganization. This time it oc-

curs as a result of a major defeat

of the working class (Germany),
proving that an outstanding victory

of the proletariat is not the only
axis around which such revaluations
and reorganizations take place.

Lenin, without descending Into

mechanics, described the epoch of

imperialist capitalism as the era of

"wars and' revolutions", all the time
pointing out that this sfuge devel-

oped not in one straight line, but
embodied all the ebbs and llows In-

herent in any form of decay. Trans-
lated into the terrns of revolution-

ary politics, this designation sig-
naled that on a world scale the
objective factors necessary as a
pre-condition of the proletarian rev-

olution, were present. The analysis
did not exclude, but insisted, that
the specific conditions of a given
country had always to be consider-

ed, in order to effect such policies

as would lead to the triumph of

the proletariat.

The Subjective Factor

la such an epoch the primary
forces required to bring about the
overthrow of capitalism, is th#
subjective factor, the organized
movement of the working class. It

is a period in which the main
strategic aim of the proletariat (the
conquest of power) becomes a real-

ity, the outcome depending on how
well the workers movement carries
out its tasks. II from the interna-
tional point of view, the proletar-

ian revolution is on the order ot the
day, it is of paramount importance
for the proletariat to so organize
its tactics, that they will lead dir-

ectly to victory. The subordina-
tion _pf the main strategic aim of
the proletariat to the tactical phases
of the class struggle would mean
the surrender of the revolution and
the decline of the workers move-
ment into opportunism and reform.
Because the struggle will resolve
itesif ..finally on the basis ot the
strength or weaknesses of the rev-

olutionary party of the working
class, it is Incumbent upon every
revolutionary worker to constantly
examine and re-examine his party
in order to observe how well It

meets the demands of the objective
situaypn and to determine precisely
whether or not it furthers the in-

terests of the proletarian revolu-
tion. In such a manner errors may
be corrected, adjustments made and
the party strengthened. If no pos-
sibilities exist for strengthening or
correcting the organization, then it

will prove to be necessary to reor-
ganize the ranks of the workers
movement upon a sound basis so
that it* can proceed to carry through
the aim of class conscious and rev-
olutionary workers; the overthrow
of capitalism. In such matters,
fetishism of an organization will
not enhance our aims. Our opinions
and policies can only be determined
by objective analysis.

Downfall of the Second Inter-
national

The 2nd International ceased to,

Notes of the

Week

be a revolutionary organization

when it subordinated the strategic

aim of the workers to the exigencies

of the tactical struggle, finally

liquidating the former entirely,

transforming the organization into

the world party of reform. When
this transformation took place it

would have been the height of folly

to expect of the 2nd International

the prosecution of the revolution-

ary struggle for power. It embark,
ed upon a course of saving and
patching up the rotting structure

of world capitalism, thus creating

the need of constructing a new in-

ternational of the proletarian rev-

olution.

This new international (The Com-
munist International) arising out
of conditions created by the Rus-
sian revolution and the collapse of
Social Democracy, reorganized the

workers movement on the basis of

Marxism, taking as its main policy,

or point Of departure, the promo,
tion of the world revolution. The
central policy of the Communist
International rested upon its con-

ception of present-day Capitalism,
entering its flnal stage. Any other
policy would not have conformed to
the objective conditions and a con-
tinuation of the line pursued by so-
cial democracy could have had no
other result than a weakening of
the proletariat. If the Communist
International gained great strength
during its early years, it was due
only to its revolutionary interna-
tionalist policy. It entered Into de-
cline precisely at the movement it

substituted a nationalist dogma for
the international revolution.

When an international of the
working class fails to respond to
the needs of the objective condi-
tions, when it substitutes the main
strategic aim of the revolution with
reform measures or purely tactical
considerations, or, if it subordin-
ates the interests of the world rev-
olution to the construction or na-
tional socialism, that organization,
by and large, ceases to exist aa the
International of the proletarian
revolution.

International Social Democracy
earned its spurs during the war.
It surrendered to imperialism, sup-
ported the capitalist war, opposed
the October insurrection, betrayed
the German revolution, murdered
Liebknecht and Luxemburg, entered
coalition capitalist governments. In
a word it embarked upon a course
of saving world capitalism. Obvi-
ously, among revolutionaries, there
can be no dispute over the ques-
tion of whether or not, the 2nd In-
ternational represents the interests
of the world proletariat.

Since the war, much has been
written on this topic, and there is
no ne«d to belabor the point. It
is Interesting however, to observe
its actions in Germany during the
rise of Fascism and following Hit-
ler's victory because they bear out
further the above contentions. Then
too, it will permit of Judging their
actions alongside of the actions of
the Stalinists and in such a man-
ner draw the necessary lessons from
this highly important event.

—ALBERT GLOTZER.
Continued in tbe next tone

Who Are Use "Ciiiseters"?

A suustantiai part or. tne presi-

dent's last radio address was uo-

voted to vituperation against tua

"chiselers". Although, aa members
oi tne working class wc have al-

ways been against this cmscliug
system—of capitalism—we cannot

neix> pointing out the injustice of

tins attack m useii.

¥ * » *

For who, after all, are these par-

ticular 'cmseiers ; ruey are, in

tne main, tne small ouases, tne

peanut ousiiiossmeu. Tney are, lor

instance, tue social prop ot mat Dig

null oi .iii<i-A> estern reueiiiou. They
are tne boys who live in deadly

uread of tug nine competition.
r f 4 *

Take the Swopes, the Uwen
iouug-;, uie steel magnates anu tne

textile barons. A "tair coue ot

competition'—iliat ia just their

mcat. Tney have big capital re-

serves, uemendous credit icsources,

gigantic mass production lucinties.

ruey nav« uosis ot lawyers :lo wind
ineir way out oi any 'moor pro-

visions '. What chance uas the

.poor little cuiseier to keep pace
wins mum? He has to live una
prouuee on a nanu-to-inoutn pro-

position. The banK is down on Ms,

iiecit every minute of tne day. The
legal sharp charges exnoroitaut
lees. Can he help lengthening

iionrs and cutting wages, can he
do auyuiing but perpetuate tne
sweatshops and skin his neighbor-
Not it ne wants to keep ins place

unner tbe capitalist sun. Anu yet,

Nka or no NHA, he feels it in his

veins—that sun is setting for him.
v * * *

Hoarst to tiie Rescue

The NHA obviously nasteued the

eclipse of small fry in business and
industry. No douut the real train-

ers of it made "reorganization and
centralization of business" one ot

the miaii objectives. The little

feiiows lelt it.

* • * •

When Mr. Ford bucked up against
the nig bad wolf, he became their

idol. Mr. Ford, of course, had no
need of a "code of fair competition".
There are no small fry to wipe out
in his field.

Now Mr. Hearst comes to their

rescue. And tnat s encouraging for

tuem.
—"The blighting effect of NRA

policy", says the while hope of the
middle class, "has been so complete
that a justifiable interpretation of

the letters NKA would make them
read appropriately, 'No Recovery
Allowed.' "

» + t *

The Hearst newspaper chain was
among the first to back Roosevelt
and boost the New Deal. Its pre-

sent defection is, thereiore, a blow
with an extra sharp sting to it.

* * * •

Which Way Is the New Wind
Blowing?

While it reflects a widespread
movement, the Hearstian pronuncia-
meutQ no doubt has alms of its

own. Mr. Hearst fe a jingo patriot

of the first water. And he is Cir-

cumspect in his patriotism.

He backed the New Deal in its

efforts to harness American capi-

talism to a single aim—national
concentration in the preparation
for a new lunge at the world mar-
ket.

When the national concentration

of capital reached a point where it

threatens the political concentra-
tion he balks. The small business-
man is the itidispeusible prop in

case of war, the middle class is the
final resort of Big Business in case
of a workers' rebellion,

* » * *

—"it imposed," runs Mr. Hearst's
indictment against the NRA, "upon
industry, struggling towards recov-
ery, shorter hours and higher pay
and greater employment than
inudstry was able to bear (sic)."

* * * *

There you have a successor to

NRA : the remedy is a return to
longer hours, less pay and lesser

Employment. If the small business-

man can't bear the burden, the
worker can

!

« * * •

This great vision is dubbed by
Mr. Hearst: "Back to Democracy".
Mark Sullivan, the Tory correspon-
dent of the N. 1'. Tribune, thinks
that its proponents should be call-

ed the "new liberals"

« » *

A Loudon news dispatch says thai
the speculators there have become
so cynical, every time there is

some new declaraiion about the
soundness of currency or business
—they rush to sell short. Every-

time the boss class and 'their press
lackeys begin to talk about "Back
to Democracy" and "Liberalism",
it's a cinch there's a big club hid-

den somewhere for the workers.
* * * .«

As to the Workers

The NHA—like the League of Na-
tions—is tumbling. The worker
who wants to keep his shirt on his
back had better join a union. And
get his fellow workers to join. It's

going to be a tough fight, from the
looks of things. And it'll take all

of those 10,000,000 new members
Bill Green has been talking about,
to hold our own.

Bill Green is Just talking. It's

up to you and you to do the job.

Green and' no Green. Working
class unity—for higher wages, for
the six hour day, five day week;
for unemployment Insurance—there
is the first step to get rid of
chiselers and chiseldom. —G..,.n,
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The New Rift in the Lovestone

Group—and the New Party

After having been slain so oiten,

the very much alive flesh and blood
specter of "Trotskyism" has risen

again to disturb Ihe equanimity of

the Lovestone group. A call has
been issued tor a national confer-

ence next month, and the current

issue of the Workers Age prints a
discussion supplement in which are
published Ihe statement of the maj-
ority ''On the "New' Party and Trot-

skyism", and the minority statement

by Zam "For a New Perspective for

Our Group". The dispute is the

second one in a year to wrack the
frail body of the American Right
wing, and the latest one promises

to have even more far-reaching con.

sequences than the one which pre.

ceded it.

That the discussion should re-

volve around the recent German
events and the problem of a new
Communist party and intenia tion.

al arising out of them, is already

highly significant. In the first

place, it is a warning revelation of

how the overwhelming pressure of

international ( the socalled "for-

eign") questions inexorably crush,

es every futile attempt to establish

a revolutionary organization and
policy on purely "American" issues

(whatever they may be!). In the

scocud place, it again attests the

fact that tile regenerated Commun-
ist movement will and can come
into existence primarily on the

basis of the position taken towards
the August 4th of Stalinism; its

capitulation to Fascism in Germany.
And not as an isolated instance, or

an episodic incident, but as the

crowning point of ten years of

policies which, have converted th»

Communist International from the

general staff of the world revolu-

tion, into a brake on the world

revolution operated by the omni-

poaent Stalin secretariat.

The attitude to be taken to the

problem referred to has already

aroused stormy discussions in most
sections of the radical labor move-
ment of Europe. However content-

ed conservative officials may be

with the way mutters have gone up
to now, however reluctant they

may be to engage in a discussion

of ihe problem of the new Inter-

national which is now posed as im-

periously as it was after August

4, 1914, the discussion is never,

theless forcing its way into the

pores of one organization after an-

other. Not even the Lovestone

group is exempt from this pene-

tration. And if the official Stalin-

ist parties will be among the last

to reveal an open concern with the

problem and to bring forward a

hector which will contribute seri-

ous forces to the new movement,

it is not because they enjoy any

organic immunity from it, but only

because the molecular processes of

differentiaLion already at work have

not yet gained sufficient strength

to break the momentarily effective

stranglehold with which the bu-

reaucracy is throttling all criticism

and progress.

The Lovestone group suffered a

blow several months ago when the

group supporting the views of

Gitlow— which has now taken a

lavor.ible position towards the

slogan of a new Communist party

and international—broke away from

it. The new internal struggle is an

echo and a continuation of that

rupture. The statement of H. Zum,
the official and solitary represen-

tative oi the minority on the Na-

tional Committee, declares for a

new Communist party in the United

States and in every other capitalist

countiy, that is, for a new Com-
munist International outside of the

Soviet Union and exclusive of any

Russian section. Zam's member-
ship on the National Committee fac-

ilitates for the lime being his role

as official representative of the new
current, although the genuinely pro-

gressive tendency in the Lovestone

group does not and cannot find in

Iiira anything more than a fortuit-

ous and unauthentic spokesman.

But although truer voices will

speak out tomorrow, it is the two

"official" currents which concern

us at present, the official statements

in the discussion supplement of the

Aire.

Let us first examine the declara-

tion of the Committee majority.

The Lovestone document—inter,
spersed with the customary false-

hoods, inventions, distortions about

the "Trotskyites"—proceeds from

the idea that no new course is

needed for the simple reason that

no change has taken place in the

situation. The sole criticism that

Lovestone musters up boldness

enough to make of the disastrous

course of Stalinism in the German
situation, is contained in the weasel

words about "its failure to apply

effective taetics to realize its cor-

rect Communist principles and
aims". Nothing more!
The fact that the Communist

party was deliberately prohibited

by Its own and the Moscow bureau-

cracy from effecting that element-

ary, obviously imperative and ob-

viously correct united front which
would have crushed1 Fascism before

Fascists were allowed to come into
power and to consolidate it with,
out the Communist party lifting a
finger to organize the slightest re-

sistance to them ; the fact that the
last of the parties in the Comintern
that retained a mass basis up to

then now lies crushed, bleeding
from a thousand fatal wounds, com-
pletely incapacitated—-that is, has
collapsed; the fact that the catas-
trophic course which rendered this

outcome inevitable has been offici-

ally canonized by the Comintern and
all its sections without the slight-

est attempt at self-criticism or re-

valuation; these facts and dozens
of others which proclaim from the
housetops the collapse of the Com-
munist International—are blithely
dismissed with the observation that,

although they bad correct Commun'-
ist principles (the nationalistic

dogma of socialism in one country i)

and aims (the "people's revolution"

and the "national' emancipation of

Germany!), the Stalinists were not

so effective with their tactics. Here
you have revived the theory that if

the monarch lost both battle and
kingdom, it was only for want of

it horse-shoe nail. The story was
plausible and amusing in kinder,
garten books. In the present ease,

it is nothing less than a despicable
attempt at whitewashing the Stal-

inist criminals who are responsible

for the tragedy of the German pro-

letariat and, implicitly, their dis-

charged Right wing ilunkies who
seek re.hiring.

"Genuine Opposition to Fascism

Tbe Stalinists in Germany have
not had their August 4th, argues

[he thesis. "No one can doubt the
sincerity and genuineness of the

official C. P. G.s opposition to

Fascism at any stage of develop-

ment," it declares. There is no
way, however, of measuring sincer-

ity in politics. There is no such
thing as a "sinceremeter", as Lenin

once told Serrati, nor is there a

need for one in politics. Sincerity

does not weigh decisively on the

scales of the class struggle, and
what is important is not an instru-

ment to measure it (and there Is

none), but an instrument with

which to take the measure of poli-

tical tendencies, of programs, of

actions. That instrument is Marx-
ism.

No sincerer opponent to the im-

Boycott of Germany
(Resolution of the International
PlPQUm of the Bolshevik-Lenin,
ists.)

The boycott is an important
weapon in the international
struggle against Hitler Germany
It is an elementary truth that
the boycott cannot overthrow
Hitler. But it can force him to
aiatee certain concessions and it

can help the defeated German
working class, as well as the
world s working class, in regain-
ing confidence in the power of
proletarian internationalism.
The boycott of goods, support-

ed by bourgeois and liberal Jew-
ish organizations, transforms this
meihod ot struggle against Hitler
into a means of bourgeois com-
petition and ideologic preparation
tor war, and into tne creation of
a "collaboralion" between the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat,
in view of coming war.
The boycott of German goods

is also propagated in the same
sense by the reformist lackeys
of capitalism. The revolutionary
proletariat can take part only in
an active boycott, which also de-
velops the class struggle against
its own bourgeoisie ; boycott of
shipping, strikes of seamen, long-
shoresmen and raiiroad workers.

The 3rd International, refusing
any boycott in the interest of
th^ commercial policy of the So-
viet Union, shows again its in-

aoiiity to defend the class inter-
ests of the proletariat ; an in-
ability which is due to tbe non-
Siarxist policy of socialism in
one country. Experience has
proved that the boycott has no
meaning unless it is conducted
by the mass organizations of the
proletariat, and if it is designed1

to attain an aim in a definite
period of time. This is why the
boycott should be preceded by
systematic propaganda and by
the creation of a united front
which will permit the projection
of the boycott with a determin-
ed aim and at the same time
with all the necessary force.

It is in this sense that the
Plenum of the International Op-
position has addressed itself to
all workers, organizations on
August 2S, anM again in its ap-
peal on the subject of the trial
on the burning of the Reichstag
for joint action of all workers
organizations.

International Secretariat.
September 28, 1933

(Continued on page 4)

Stalinists Expel 3

Food Workers

from Union

Progressive Enginemen Organize

For Reform of Railroad Unions

On July 19th, 1933, at the recent policy and program without running

B .of L. E. Convention at Cleveland,

Ohio, the "Progressive Club of En-
ginemen" was started by 74 mem-
bers of the progressive block in

that Convention. The progressive

movement has already taken on an

organized form inside of the B. of

L. E. This minority movement
grew up and developed on and
around a 25 point program of much
needed changes in the organiza-

tion. Among other things, the pro-

gressive minority program called

for the "Initiative Referendum and
Recall"; abolition of all gag laws

and secret work and the reinstate,

ment of all gag law victims"; for

a new set of officials with lower
salaries ; for the removal of the B.

of L. E. headquarters from Cleve-

land to Chicago, etc.

However, the Johnston machine
nad a sufficient majority to control

the convention, and were able, with
one or two exceptions, to prevent

the proposals of the progressives

from beiug enacted into law. When
these progressive delegates saw
that their program was being de-

feated they decided to launch an
organized progressive movement in-

side of both of the two Engineers'
Brotherhoods to perpetuate and
keep alive the progressive program
defeated at the B. of L. E. conven-
tion, and the result was the Pro-
gressive Club of Enginemen. Every
locomotive engineer, fireman and
hostler who is a member or eligible

to membership in the two engine,
mens' brotherhoods and who sub-
scribes to the progressive program,
may join the Progressive Club of

Enginemen.

There is certainly a big and fer-

tile field for an organized progres-
sive minority movement in the En-
ginemens' Brotherhoods as well as
in tbe 21 Railroad Unions. The
Minneapolis Railroad Council Move-
ment aims to do the same thing in-

side of the 21 railroad unions that
the Progressive Club of Enginemen
alms to do inside of the Engineers'

and Firemens' unions. Instead of

leadership and program the Rail-

road Brotherhoods have a well or-

ganized bureaucratic autocracy
which has entrenched itself behind
gag laws, obligations, secret work
and a very tightly censored Broth-
erhood press. No member of the
21 Railroad Brotherhoods can even

it came to power; the fact that tbe'mildly criticize his administration's

counter to some gag law which will
cause his expulsion.

The official bureaucrats are
strangling, as much as possible, all

mempership activity—for the many
needed changes in the railroad
unions, it Is aftmost impossible
to get them to attend a Union meet-
ing with a constructive program
listed for discussion and action.
L'ney are urging cancellation ot
Conventions in tne interest of eco-
nomy because they have no program
to present to the membership at
ibese_conventions save that of pay-
ing dues and keep things as they
are. The Progressive Club of En-
ginemen as well as Railroad Coun-
cils at all railroad terminals is a
logical and practical reaction of the
raiiroad workers to the bankrupt
program of the overpaid and use-
less swarms of craft officials who
keep the railroad workers divided
and helpless for their personal
benefit.

The Progressive Club of Engine-
men should put a full time *

func-
tionary on the job at its headquart-
ers in Cleveland, launch a monthly
paper or bulletin to guide and ac-
tivlze the movement and to furn-
ish the membership of the different

Clubs,with a circulating medium for
their ideas. The General Secretary
of the Progressive Club of Engine-
men is, C. E. Hennies, member
Division No. 3, B. of L. E., 822 E.
157th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

—RAILROADER.
YAKIMA HOP PICKERS STILL
IMPRISONED IN STOCKADE
More than half of the original

seventy I. W. W. members who were
attacked and herded into a stock-
ade at Yakima, Wash, during a hop
pickers' strike late in August by
"pickhandle brigades" and vigil-

antes are being still held in the
stockade for trial accodring to a
report received by the American
Civil Liberties Union from its local

representative. Six persons, four
of whom are Communists, are charg-
ed with criminal syndicalism, ten
with unlawful assembly, thirty-

three with first degree assault. Tbe
trials will be conducted in an atmo-
sphere bitterly hostile to the strik-

ers. Mark Litchman has been re-

tained to handle the cases by the
General Defense Committee of the
I. W. W.

New York,—Three militants of

years standing in tbe revolutionary

and labor movements have just been

expelled from the Food 'Workers

Industrial Union in New York for

the crime of disagreeing with the

political views of the Stalinists in

control of the organization and for

supporting the standpoint of the

Left Opposition. At the same time

that this reactionary deed was com-

mitted, the Stalinists borrowed an-
other leaf from the book of labor

fakerdom and used the economic
club against one of the expelled by
firing her from the job which the

union bureaucracy controls.

The militants involved are Seb-

astian Pappas and Sylvia Weiner,

two founders of the union, and one
of its most qualified organisers,

James Gordon. There is not an

organized worker in the food in-

dustry who is not acquainted with

all three militants for their activ-

ities in the union, in strikes and on

picket lines, for their comhativity

which has more than once brought
about their arrest and imprison-

ment. Despite the fact .that all

three of them enjoy a blameless re-

cord in the movement, the Stalin-

ists sat in judgment upon them in

typical star chamber proceedings

and promptly expelled them.

Culmination of Long Fight

The expulsion comes at the con-

clusion of a long fight within the

union which began even prior to

inexcusable splitting of the Amal-
gamated Food Workers Union by

the Stalinists for the purpose of

creating the "red" Food Workers
Industrial Union. For some time

now tjjo expelled members, whose,

loyalty nobody has ever been able

to challenge, have been attempting

to correct the pernicious course be.

ing pursued in the P. W. I. U. by

its Stalinist officialdom. The aim
of tbe Left Oppositionists In the

organization has consistently been

to establish one united union in the

industry and to re-establish a genu-

ine Left wing movement not isolated

from the masses of the food work,

ers.

Never able to meet the arguments

made by our comrades, tbe Stalin-

ists have instead sought for some
time now to whip up the member-
ship to a lynching spirit for the

purpose of facilitating the expul.

sion of the workers who were a

thorn In the side of the bureau-

cracy. Then, having reduced the

union to a caricature, not much
greater in strength and influence

than the Stalinist party fraction

which completely dominates it, tbe

officialdom brought trumped-up

charges against the three militants

and pronounced sentence of expul.

slon upon them.

The most despicable act of the

Stalinists consists in the firing of

Sylvia Weiner from her job in the

"Coops", a Stalinist institution

where she had been at work up ot

the time of her expulsion. The
capitalist uses precisely the same
method of firing and blacklisting

in order to starve out militants in

the shop until "they come to their

senses". The A. F. of L. agents of

capitalism use the same method in

order to rid themselves of critics

and opponents in the unions: they

take them off the job, keep them
unemployed without the possibility

of getting work elsewhere, and thus

try to starve the class conscious

fighters into submission to the

machine. Sylvia Weiner's discharge

does not leave a single spot on her

sterling record in the union; it

does, however, brand the cynical

bureaucracy which committed the

act with an ineradicable stigma.

Rank and File Indignant

Scores of workers are seething

with indignation at the expulsion

which every rank and flier under-

stands to be based exclusively on

the political opinions of the three

comrades. Militants in the food

and needle trades industries who
have worked and fought side by

side with our comrades in a dozen

battles, refuse to swallow the crude

and disgraceful action of the Stal-

inists. The latter have not heard

the last of this expulsion. There

are many workers who are deter-

mined to make a vigorous protest

in every organization against the

action. The hope of the Stalinists

to finish off their business in the

dark of the moon and in the confines

of their trial chambers will, we are

confident, be successfully spiked by

resolute militants. The Stalinists,

In this case at least, will be com-
pelled to answer for their action

before an Infinitely more authorita-

tive court than that which tried

the three : the court of the workers
and their organizations. The Stal-

inists will be confronted by mill,

tants in the food industry, in tbe

needle trades unions and elsewhere

and made to explain.

This crime will not be allowed
to pass with, impunity—bear that
In mind, Messrs. Stalinists!

A Letter from Prison

Nov. 6, 1933

Gloucestei, N. J.

Tbe Militant,

Comrades :

—

I believe you should know
that the I. L. D. have not given

me any consideration whatsoever
at any time during tbe 5 months
that I have been incarcerated

owing to my active work lor our

cause. I expect no action from
this source and I feel that the

Attorney is not being encouraged
to exert the energy in my behalf

that 1 know he can and is quite

efficient to do. I am confident

that he is perfectly O. K. but is

not receiving the attention and
care to enable him to forge ahead

in the cause for which I confid-

ently stand.

I am personally without funds

and deprived of even smoking,

also other incidentals which a

person really needs. I am sure

my comrades do not know these

circumstances for I am positive

that they realize I face my duty

unflinchingly and so do warrant
consideration in our unity of

cause.

It would please me so much
if you will kindly forward the

"Modern Monthly" and keep me
in mind as I am sure you real-

ize I rightly warrant by my
comrades.

The Militant is coming to me
regularly and 1 want you to

know that I appreciate all you

do to Inspire aud further what
is itight-For-AU.

I have not heard any definite

news for quite some time, the

. latest given to me here is that

I be deported to Italy.

With Kindest Personal Regards,

Believe me Sincerely,

COMRADE BELLUSSI.
Note: Letters to comrade Bel.

lussi should be addressed as fol-

lows: Anthony Bellussi, Deten-

tion House, Philadelphia Immi-

gration Station, Gloucester Cift.

New Jersey.

N.Y. Food Workers Turn

To Trade Union Action
Sentiment for Aggressive Organization Struggle

Follows N.R.A. Fiasco; Hotel Strike in Prospect

New York.—While the organiza-

tion campaign drive of the Hotel

and Restaurant Union Branch of

tbe A. F. W. is going on as reported
previously the Union is confronted

now with a new serious situation.

The bosses realize that our Union
Is becoming a powerful force and
they are preparing to strike the

Union a blow.

They failed to line up the Vat el

Club" members for the Company
Union and they are concentrating

at present on the Geneva Associa-

tion. The big Hotel owners are
working methodically in creating

the scabbing machinery. They have
already begun to force the workers
of Taft and New Yorker Hotels to

join the company Union, and for

obvious reasons. These Hotels so

far have very few union members.
This fact alone should convince ev-

ery food worker that in order to

protect his interests he must not

only join the Union but convince

his fellow workers to do the same.
The NRA illusions even among

the unionized workers were very

strong. But now they begin to

realize that the only road to follow

is u more direct action against the

bosses. The NRA officials did not

lift a finger to help any worker
but surely they did work very hard
in protecting the interests Of the

bosses.

Besides the above mentioned be-

havior of the local NRA officials

news reached us from Washington
that the President is ready to sign

the Hotel Code without any consul,

tation with the Labor Unions. Of
course this is an open violation of

the law known as the NRA but the

class conscious workers did not

entertain any doubts that the capi-

'Good Government Cleans Up in the

New York Municipal Election

The Tiger's tail has been twisted.

The "rascals" have been driven out

of office. The'"millenium" of the

end of "bossism" lias come to New
York. Honest-to-goodness govern-

ment is installed in power and the

days of corruption, skull-duggery

and political racketeering are over.

The shining champion of cheapness

and honesty in municipal adminis-

tration, the master demagogue,

Fiorello II. La Guardia is ensconsed

in City Hall to the great rejoicing

of the "economy" experts, the pious

Christians, tbe yellow press, the in.

numerable office-seekers — not to

mention the Big Boys who backed

and financed his campaign.

It was a tense campaign filled

with recrimination abuse and char-

acter assassination in which the

right was no doubt shared by all

the contestants for the mayoralty

alike. There can be no doubt that

this election must have been a real

tickler to anyone with a sense of

humor.

The great issue trumpted up and

down our fair city was boss or no

boss. Tammany's candidate, the

others admitted, was a square

shooter but "Honest" John O'Brien

had an evil genius behind him whis-

pering Mephistofellan advice into

ihs ear. "Holy" Joe McKee the

crusader against Tammany dicta-

tion was accused of being the cats-

paw of the same kind of boss dom-
icering which he inveighed so

strongly against. And La Guardia,

ever ready with radical phrases to

please^the demos, was charged with

being fl Communist. No less!

A Bude Awakening

The rude awakening will come
for the masses in New i

=

ork when
they discover that the election pro.

mises to clean up the city, to make
an end to corruption, whether car-

ried out or bursting like soap bub-

bles, will not make a particle of

difference in their economic condi-

tions. The dead weight of the four

years of abysmal privation, and
body-wraoking unemployment, will

not be lightened when and If the

grafters are cleaned out by La
Guardia.

Quite another matter are the

promises Mr. La Guardia has made
to introduce "economy" into the city

administration, where he contends

extravagent waste has prevailed

under Tamany. When La Guardia

talks of "economy" he is not ad-

dressing himself to the workers but

to the gentlemen of Wall Street

who will supervise his actions in

office. The New York City gov-

ernment is saddled with a huge

debt to Morgan, Rockefeller et al.

who want it honored, the principal

and the interest. The panaceas her-

alded by La Guardia and others,

taht dispensing with useless office

holders will balance tbe budget and
provide funds to meet the city's

obligations are so much election

ranting. If this debt Is to be met
' —and the bankers are demanding

their pound of flesh—then the dem-
agogic phrase-mongering of La
Guardia will give way to cold

reality.

The necessary funds will come
out of the hides of the toiling popu-

lation of the city of New York.

Education facilities will be stripped

and the wages of the teachers cut.

The nickel fare will pass into

oblivion. Unemployment relief will

be drastically slashed from the mis-

erable pitance It is today ; the Rep-
ublican instead of the Tammany
camp-followers will be its chief

beneficiaries. Injunctions, police

terrorism, strike breaking—it is a

pipe-dream to expect any change
towards liberalism from La Guardia
and his retinue. The mayor lias

changed but the system remains.

Capitalism rules. The workers

suffer.

The Labor Vote

For the militants and revolution-

ists, the results of the recent elec-

tions' are hardly gratifying. Under
the elusive sway of the NRA, the

tantalizing promises of La Guardia,

the brain-trying confusion of the

campaign, the masses in their grop-

ing backwardness cast their votes

for the representatives of the capi-

talist;, parties. Barring the vote

stealing, election gerrymandering

and violence at the polls—these are

a constant factor—the parties pur-

porting to represent the workers

made a frightfully poor showing.

The Socialist party, and its

standard bearer Charles Solomon,

whose whole campaign was of such

a pink-tea reform nature that La^

Guardia stole his thunder, receiv-!

ing three-fourths of the libera^

votes cast for Illliquit last year.i

The socialist vote dropped from

249,887 to 63,450. So indistinguish-

able were the programs of La
Guardia and Solomon that the pre-

vailing opinion among the socialist

voters of a year ago was to vote

for the man who had a chance to

get elected'.

The Vote for the C. P-

The Communist party and its

mayoralty candidate, Robert Minor
received 26,564 votes or an increase

of 2,500 votes over the vote re-

corded for Patterson last year.

Considering the huge increase of

voters this year the Communist
vote has remained stationary. The
campaign conducted by Minor and

the Stalinists many times sunk into

the most vulgar oportunism. Th«
crimes of Stalinism in tbe unions

and in the class strugle in this

city, the repercussions of their

bankruptcy throughout the world,

is sadly registered in this election.

—GEO. CLARKE.

BROOKLYN BRANCH AFFAIRS:
Headquarters: Militant Hall, 154

Watkins St. (Near Belmont Av.l,

Brooklyn.
Sat., Nov. 25th, 8 P. SL—Diego Riv-

era on Revolutionary Art and
Oppresed Minorities.

talists would violate every law
which might harm even slightly

(heir sacred interests.

No icsuits whatever were accom-

plished, whether the matter brought

up to the NRA was an arbitrary

firing of an individual or of a

whole crew of cooks, whether it

concerned wages or hours. The
new ruling that tips are wages, and

the forthcoming signing of a hotel

men's code without tbe participa-

tion of the workers, are patting the

finishing touches to the hopes and
confidence of the hotel and restau-

rant workers in assistance from the

NRA.
Now one ruling after another

weakens the position of the work
ers: the hours of the waitresses at

Loft's are being lengthened, the

waiters are not getting their fixed'

minimum wages, cooks and waiters

are being fired arbitrarily, and the

impos-uble burden of proving that

the discharge is for union activity

is being put on the organized work-

ers.

They are beginning to realize

that their fate is now in their own
hands, and that they must look for

help only to Iheir own organiza-

tion, their trade union. Thousands
of organized workers, whether
working in the biggest hotels or in

the smaller restaurants, are prepar-

ing for decisive action, completely

independent of the NRA.
The workers for their part are

prepared to draw the inevitable

conclusions from the situation whicli

has been forced upon them. They
are prepared to fight back from
now on against every aggression of

the bosses, whether by the picket

line or the strike, and if necessary

they will surely not shrink, from a
general tie-up of the whole hotel

and restaurant industry in the city

of !•" w York.

The food workers are realizing

that July a Union based on class

struggle principles is able to defend

their interests. That is why they

got rid mighty fast of their illusions

about the NRA and they are de-

termined to fight for their demands.
Their fight will not be an isolated

one. Tens of thousands of unor-

ganized will join the ranks of the

Union when it leads the light for

the aboiitiou of the miserable con-

ditions that the Hotel Men's Asso-

ciation inserted in their code which

(he M!A Administration and the

president is preparing to sign.

—HOTEL WORKER.

COTTON PICKERS ARRESTED
IN STRIKE

Cotton pickers arrested following

the attacks on the strikers by the

growers' armed "committees of

protection*' in the San Jocaquin
Valley, Calif., will be defended by
A. L. Winn of the Southern Calif-

ornia branch of the A. C. L. U.

Seven workers are charged with
murder, a strike leader with crim-

inal syndicalism, seventeen pickers

with resisting an offifev aud rioting,

four with vagrancy and disturbing

the peace.

The murder charges grew out of

the shooting of a Mexican striker

at Arvin. Though the strikers, ac-

cording to all witnesses, were with-

out weapons aud the cotton grow-

ers carried guns, not a single grow-
er is held. The indictment against

Pat Chambers, the leader of the

strike, for criminal syndicalism is

called a frame-up by Mr. Wirin.

Chambers, it is reported, at all

times urged the strikers not to re-

sort to violence. His bail was first

set at 2,000 and then raised over-

night without hearing to $20,000.

A writ of habeas 'corpus filed in the

Superior Court to reduce the bail

proved unavailing. Al a hearing

on tbe bail for the four strikers

charged with vagrancy, the District

Attorney of Rings County declared

the defendants were arrested be-

cause they were strike loaders and

urged that the hall be high to keep
them in jail. The bail was set at

$200 and raised at once and the men
released. Governor Kolph's fact

finding committee investigating the

violence reported "Without question

ihe civil rights of the strikers have
been violated. We appejtl to the

constituted authorities to see that

the strikers are protected in rights

conferred upon them by the laws

of the state and by the federal and
state constitutions."
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THE SOCIALIST PARTY
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Communist Leajrue of America
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Hundreds Hear Mac-

Donald at Toronto

Toronto.—With over 7U0 workers
in attendance ul tlie Labor Temple
lust Sunday, Jack MacDouald spoke

on "Tlie Need for a Fourth Inter-

national". The meeting was eonipos-

ed of a largu suction of Left wing
socialist workers, about 2j0 Party

adherents and sympathizers and a

number of I. W. W. members.
Tlie speaker pointed out tbe in-

ternational significance of capilai-

ism and showed I«>w tlie greedy

parasitic hand of capital must of

necessity expand beyond its own
national frontiers. This led up to

thu famous Stalinist revisionist

theory of "socialism in one coun-

try*'. Comrade MacDonaki here

stated it was the opinion of many
workers that Ihis was purely an
academic question. He shattered

this opinion in ihe minds of many
by showing the significance of. th,is

theory in practice. He quoted from
Stalin and Lenin lo show wherein

the difference lay. lie pointed out

that irom this theory came the

diplomatic gestures that now leads

to confusion and would inevitably

lead to disillusion. He challenged

tbe Stalinist to show wherein the

Internationalist charcter of the

present Party lies.

In comparing the Hod atmy at

tlie present time and.lhe Ked Army
of liWii he stressed the fact that

in 1923 it was an international

Army that at tbe present time it

had degenerated to a national army.

He showed that in V.)2li the Ked
Army was mobiilsced for tbe assist-

ance of the (Jerman proletariat in

caw a revolution broke out. This

was contrasted with the present

policy when not a single word
came from the leader of the C. I.,

for IS months prior to Hitler's

seizure of power.

No word came from the Kremlin
through officials sources but it was
left to a bourgeois correspondent,

Walter Durauty, to make a com-
ment in the N. V. Times that Mos-
cow, nails with uneasiness the

growth of the revolutionary prole-

tariat iu Germany. Comment on

this was unnecessary. Not only

was the Red Army not mobilized

for the defense of tile German
working class but not a single de-

monstration to protest against

Fascism has taken place in the

Soviet Union since the day Hitler

took power. It is perfectly alright

for the workers in capitalist coun-

tries to protest against Fascism but
in the name of diplomacy this must
not be done in the Soviet ("iiion.

These are not only the works of

Stalinist spokesmen but also the

deeds.

At this jusfice comrade MacDon-
ald quoted from Litvinov's speech-

es where the Soviet diplomat con-

tinually assures eapitalist countries

that under no conditions will the

Soviet Union intervene in foreign

affairs. He then ended up, with
stirring appeal to all revolutionary

workers to study the problems
honestly and objectively and em-
phatically stressed the need for a

Fourth International based on the

teachings of liars, Eugels and
Lenin.

In the discussion that ensued

a few; party adherents attempt (o

pin comrade MacDonald's reference

to the Red Army as meaning that

the Ked Army should have walked
into Germany before and as Hitler

look power. This speaker in repiy

stated that this was not so; that

the question of intervention is de-

cided by objective conditions and
that in ease of Germany he blamed
the Party for refusing a genuine
Leninist united front with reformist
organizations and so Dnilding up
a solid front against Fascism: that

since ih;» proletariat in Germany

i successful in getting into the vari-

ous A, F- of L. unions and in sev-

icrat instances are already playing

j
leading, roles. Iu fact it can be

said that almost the entire activity

of the branch is devoted to mass
work at the present time.

In addition to the trade union
work several comrades are engaged
in unemployed activity. Working
with a group of trade unionists and
unemployed some of our comrades
were instrumental in setting up the

Councils for United Labor Action,

an organisation for the unemploy-
ed. As a result of working in this

organization two League members
were invited to join the Volunteer
Cominitee for the Reorganization
of Minneapolis Public Itelief ; a
cominitee composed of professional

men. Socialists, Farmer-Labor fig-

ures, co-operators and liberals of

various shades. At the first meet-
ing of the committee which our
members attended, an elaborate

plan of decentralizing Minneapolis
public relief had already been
worked out. The plan was ideal,

everybody agreed, hut when one of

our comrades raised the question on
how the committee proposed to put
this pi.in into effect it revealed only

the haziest ideas on the matter.

It remained for our comrades to

propose the calling of a represen-

tative conference to be composed
of delegates from the trade unions,

and the entire labor movement if

possible, to sponsor a program of

action to organize the unemployed
and by this method get, not only
decentralization of relief, hut other
demands of the unemployed such
ks unemployment insurance, stop-

page of forced labor, etc. This
idea was finally adopted. A call

was drawn up and signed by fifteen

or eighteen prominent individuals

;

labor leaders, co-operators, liberals,

etc. Hi rough considerable work on
the part . of the League comrades
on the committee the call has been
sent out to about 1.10 organizations
for a conference to be held at (he

headquarters of the Central Labor
Union, Sunday, October 29, at 1:30
P. M. Through our special efforts,

all working class organizations;
political, economic, fraternal, co-

operative and unemployed are being
invited.

lint the crowning achievement of

our whole work in the Volunteer
Committee is the fact that the com-
mittee picked one of our leading
comrades to make the 30-minute
"Heport on Unemployment Condi-
tions'* to the conference. lie is

also to submit some well formulated
lesolutions on the organization of

the unemployed in tbe name of the

Volunteer Committee,
There will be more about this

self time and again as conducive
to police interference in workers
meet ings. Hooliganism is an aid

to the,activities of the police against

the class-conscious workers. Only
their bankruptcy forces the miser-

able Stalinist bureaucrats to resort

not merely to misrepresentation of

the theoretical position of the L. O.

but to the combined method of

attempting to break up its meetings
and hurling the vilest and most de-

spicable slander.

At the same meeting the stupid

Stalinist denial of non-party class

organizations of the workers was
openly proclaimed. The Canadian
Labor Defense League, declared its

district secretary, believes in free-

dom for "working class propaganda
but not for counter-revolutionary

Trotsky ist propaganda".

To comrade Krehm's analysis of

the collapse of the Communist In-

ternational, through internal bank-

rupts- and as a result of the re.

actionary and Utopian theory of

"socialism in one country" foisted

upon it, in lieu of the perspective

of the world revolution, by the petty

bourgeois bureaucracy in the Soviet

Union; to his incontestable conten-

tion that the German catastrophe

marked the necessity for the crea-

t ion of a new ( Fourth ) Interna-

tional as the only guarantee for

the preservation of the workers
fatherland, now in the most precar-

ious position, the Stalinist spokes-

men could only reply with abuse
and with the gratnitious and absurd
assertion that the Communist In-

ternational are now stronger than

ever.

The advanced workers of Blon-

treal are learning to see these un-

scrupulous and impotent "leaders"

in their true colors, —J. G.

Swab«clc Meetings in

K. C. Successful

Kansas City.—Artie Swabeck's

three day visit to Kansas City

—

October 29. 30, 31—showed the

rapid strides the branch has made
under the banner of the Commun-
ist League of America (Opposi-

tion.]

The adress of comrade Swabeck,
"The Roosevelt Program, the NRA
and the Need for a New Communist
Party", was enthusiastically receiv-

ed by a crowd of a hundred workers
who attended his lecture, Sunday,
October 29th.

Swabeck pointed out to the audi-

ence that the ballyhoo of the lib-

eral messiah, liooseveit, and his

quasi- Fascist assistant, Johnson,
meant nothing but added misery for

t he American proletariat. The ef-

forts of the "middle-of-the-road"
sycohants, the "Brain Trust", to

prove that capitalism can plan will

conference in a subsequent, issue of ('"d ln nothing but privation and

the Militant.

in spite of the mass activity that

the Minneapolis comrades are in-

volved in at the present time, we
iire sjiil able to carry on consider-

able League activity, Tlie member-
ship o.f the branch has been divided
into two team-: iu order to whip
up a spirit of rivalry in the present
Militant sub drive. This tactic lias

been applied before in the Minnea-
polis branch with good results so

wo are trying it again.

—Cee-Kay...

300 at Montreal

Rally

Montreal.—The Left Opposition is

becoming a factor to be reckoned
with iu the class conscious labor

movement of Montreal in the I. L.

G. W. I-., at the anti-Fascist con- Ki C . branch at any of its'panlic
ference. on the issue of .Joe Derry
and the possible illegal izat ion of

loss of the worker's rights—If their

conniving efforts are not halted by
a genuine united front of the work-
ers.

The siienker also showed the

hopelessness and blundering of the
bureaucratic C. P. tinder the pre-

sent favorable conditions resulting

from their theories of "social Fasc-
ism" and "socialism ln one coun-

try."

The need for a new Communist
International, a live and' fighting

one, and not. the one buried in the
Moscow archives, was clearly point-

ed out to the worker-audience as

the next forward step of the world
proletariat.

And to prove to our comrades
that 1 he workers in this part of

the world are fired with the idea

of a new party-—the collection at

the conclusion of the meeting was
the largest ever received by the

Militant
Builders

Thirty-trhee subs last week ! That
brings the total up lo a hundred
and thirty-five. That ia something,
but very far from the possibilities

that are presented by the reduced
prices of the Militant.

One reason for the slow pace is

the fact that our comrades have de-

layed organizing their participation.

The New York units, tie Kansas
City Branch and others have only

now begun to swing into line in a
drive to get subs. That means
that the results they get will show
up only after the drive closes. We
will report these results as they

come in. But they will not count
in the race.

The Youngstown Branch
It seems that we blundered badly

in the question of the Youngstown
Branch and tbe sub drive. They

said some time ago that tbey want
the subs sent in from them credited

to the branch and not to individ-

uals—except in special campaigns
like the present one ; in which case

they want the Individuals credited.

Our mistake lay in overlooking the
proviso.

The branch has sent us a detail-

ed list of the subs sent in since

the beginning of the drive and the

comrades who sent them in. Ac-
cording to the list one comrade ac-

counted for all of them. Since the

list is large be appears at the head
of the list below.

L. Goodman
J. Carter
W. Konikow
C. Shechet

The
M. Koehler

S. Hardy
S. Jourard
A. Kaplan
M. Abero
N. Satir

V. K. Dunne
C. Hedlund
J. Ruby
M. Krupka
J. Ruby

Philadelphia 3

Brooklyn 3
Boston 3
Boston 3

Standing:
Youngstown 27
Philadelphia 13

Toronto 8
Kansas City 7

Bronx 6
Chicago 6
Minneapolis C

Minneapolis 4
Chicago 6
Pittsburgh 3
Chicago 3

Philadelphia League Members Repel

Stalinist Hooligan Assault

the Young Communist League, the

L. O. is making its influence felt.

The Stalinists are especially frantic

because by its honest and clear
did not light it would have been Marxist position at the anti-Fascist
both futile and adventnristic to do Conference, the L, O. is getting a
so under such conditions but that

, fo(>,iiold in Verdun, which has tbe
in spite of this, the lied Army

[
ail!y mj ]; ti„it unemployed organi/.a-

should have been mobilized to offer |jj oi! ni Montreal.
every possible assistance in case

civil war had broken out. Many
other questions were asked which
hart no direct bearing on the topic

but which were nevertheless ans-

wered.

That the meeting from our point

Instead of producing ideological

arguments, the bankrupt Stalinist

bureaucrats do not merely, without
further ado, declare tbe Left Op-
position counter-revolutionary be-

cause it dares to revoyl (hem as the

organisers of the greatest defeats,
of view wa- successful was proven j,„t w'fii irresponsible and outrage-
when many workers expressed „s shamelessness they spread tbe
themselves favorably

meet ing.

liter tbe

—P. S.—

Minneapolis Branch

in Action

MinneapoIis.-i-The renewed ac-

tivity of the American Labor move-
ment is also quite well ret toeted in

Minneapolis. Hundreds of workers
have joined the various A. F. of L.

local unions and a vigorous cam-
paign of organisation is still in

progress. Unions that were former-
ly dormant, and in some cases prac-

tically non-existent, have suddenly
sprung to life and already occupy
y commanding position in the local

labor movement. I speak specifical-

ly of such unions as the I'pholsl-

erers and the General Drivers. The
former at the present time is con-

ducting an effective city-wide strike

and the latter is putting on an or-

ganizational drive that has practic-

ally quadrupled its membership in

the last R or 10 weeks. All local

unions are reporting substantial

gains with the exception of the

building trades. Due to the low
ebb of the building industry the
basis for organising these workers
into bona fide trade unions has
been narrowed down amost to the
vanishing point.

The Minnenpois branch has not
been slow to take advantage of

this revival in the labor movement.
Several of our comrades have been

downright lie that the L. O. is con-

sciously working hand in hand with
the ptilice.

Max, Shacbtman, member of the
National Committee of the Commun-
ist League of America (Opposition)

and of the editorial board of tbe

Militant, setting out en a tour to

Montreal, Toronto, Ho*ton to speak
on the IClth Anniversary of the Rus-
sian devolution was arrested at

Ihe Canadian border and deported

to New York. The Left Opposition

in Montreal was formed to replace

comrade Shachtman by comrade W.
Krehni as speaker.

The. meeting was patrolled by
the lied Squad and everything said

was recorded by a police steno-

grapher. The Stalinists attempted
to break up the meeting and suc-

ceeded only in getting the police on
the spot, who were probably called

in by the defectives. Tlie measures
obviousy taken by the aufhoirties

against the Left Opposition as a
militant workers organization, did

not prevent tbe inspired "socialists

in one country" from hurling the
contemptible accusation that the

L. O. had called in the police to

the great indignation of the 'audi-

ence (some 300).

Stalinist hooliganism reveals it-

BROOKLYK MEETING
Diego Rivera will speak on

"REVOLl'TIONARY ART AND
NATIONAL MINORITIES"

at MILTANT HALL
November ZSth. 8 P. M.

154 Watkins St

meetings.

The meeting the next night for

members of the branch and class

sympathizers only rivaled our pu-

blic gathering. Aside from laying
the basis for the new Militant
drive, a substantial amount of con-

tributions and pledges were made.
The branch feels sure it will meet
its quota in the expansion and
either win the Militant sub-drive
or give the winner one hell of a
battle.

The last day of comrade Swa-
beek's stay was occupied In renew-
ing old contacts and solidifying the
position of the League among its

many friends and sympathizers

—

an urgent need since the Stalinists,

like the proverbial Arabs, folded
their tents and stole away silently

to the oasis of Omaha.
—A. C.

Mass Turnout to Hear

Cannon at Toronto

.
Toronto.—On Nov. 3rd a gather-

ing of more than tiOO Toronto work-
ers heard comrade J. P. Cannon de-
liver a stirring address on "The
Sixteenth Anniversary of the Oct-

ober Revolution and the Fourth.

International". Tbe notices an-

nouncing the lecture bad informed
the Toronto workers that comrade
Shachtman would speak but the
Canadian immigration officials . who,
apparently, do not feed on Stalinist

tripe, would not believe that be was
a counter-revolutionary and warned
him to keep out of Canada. Com-
rade Cannon came in his stead in

order not lo diasppolnt the Tor-
onto workers—and they were not
disappointed. Comrade Cannon
spoke a second time on Sunday,
Nov. 5, at the Labor Temple on
the subject of "The World Crisis

and the Labor Movement." Both
meetings were highly successful

from a political and propaagnda
point of view and marked a further

advance of the Left Opposition in

Toronto. —B. B.

jREAD AND SUBSCRBE
TO THE MILITANT

Philadelphia. — The scourge of

hooliganism received another set-

back as the Party and Y- C. L. mis-

leaders; Mills and Hathaway call-

ed for the Phiadelpbia Police force

to bar the Left Opposition from
tbe 16th Anniversary celebration

of the Russian Revolution at the

Broadway Arena on Tuesday night.

Precipitating a gangster attack

upon comrades of the Left Opposi-

tion engaged in the distribution of

leaflets calling upon the workers
for a protest meeting In the defense

of Antonio Bellussi, this reprisal

comes, as another in the series of

crimes perpetrated by Stalinist

hooliganism.
Last week, after a few of our

comrades had participated in a

United Front anti-Fascist demon-
stration, Mills the district organizer

made a malicious attack upon the

Left Opposition and Incited a lynch

spirit among the Stalinists gather-

ed after the demonstration in a
hall at 1208 Tasker St. He in-

structed the party and Y. C. L.

members to attack the Trotskyites

and beat them up.

Tuesday Night we were prepared

to defend ourselves and our dem-
ocratic rights as workers to distri-

bute our leaflets and to sell the

Militant, despite the repeated at-

tacks and threats of the organized
hoodlums.
At one side of the entrance com-

rade Tom Holmes boldly displayed

the Militant and proceeded to sell

a few copies. At the other side of

the entrance comrade Grant, recent-

ly excelled from the Y. C. L. was
distributing the Bellussi defense

leaflets.

The tools of the petty bureau-
crats began to flutter about and
cackle like hens.

They saw we were in a group
and prepared to defend ourselves.

For the first half hour we were un-

molested as several abortive at-

held in check by the petty bureau-

tempts by Individual hoodlums were
crats who were brewing up some
plans to "liquidate" us.

"Separate them and beat them
up individually", was the first order

sent out.

One of the well known bureau-

crats, not seeming to realize Grant
had been expelled for Trotskyism

saw him with a group of our com-
rades and mistook thera for Y. C.

L.ers.

"Dont you know what Mills said,"

he directed them, "When you see

these Trotskyites knock them on
their ear." Just then Goodman
stepped forward. He walked away
hastily.

Mills, the party organizer was
seen reading one of our leaflets.

He gave the signal for attack and
walked inside of the hall.

Roselle and Miller approached

comrade Thomas who was also

distributing leaflets. Thomas gave
him a. leaflet. He tore it up. He
snatched at a few more Thomas
has In his hand.

"Is that all of them," he asked.

Thomas Ignored him. "Keep dis-

tributing the leaflets," he told the

other comrades. The comrades con-

tinued with the distribution of the

Bellussi leaflets.

"British Communist, Thomas
Mann, speaks for the defense of

Chinese Trotskyite. Read all about

it in the Militant.'' Holmes was
sellfng his papers.

"Beat up the Trotskyites," the

petty bureaucrats shouted as they

jumped at our comrades.

The hooligans jumped the com-
rades with the leaflets. Holmes
was selling the Militant. Comrade
Roberts and a few others went to

the aid of the comrades with the

leaflets. The I. L. D. had' repeat-

edly called Bellussi meetings which
did not materialize. Now the party
and the Y. C. L. was paying the

same sabotaging role attempting to

stop the distribution of leaflets

calling for such a meeting,

i Bellussi was a Trotskyite sym-
pathizer!

Our comrades fought back hard
giving blow for blow. For a few

minutes the struggle was fast and
furious.

"Read the Militant". Comrade
Holmes was still selling our. organ.
"Why is the creation of a Fourth
International the best defense of

the Russian Revolution!"

Roselle and Miller the same bu-
reaucrats who provoked the fight

now suddenly became ardent pacl-

ists.

They did not want the workers to

see the manner in which they treat-

ed workers of other political or-

ganizations.

It was past nine o'clock and we
called our comrades together and
decided to enter the meeting. Ben-
der was at the door. He told Good-
man and Thomas he would not per-

mit us to enter the meeting.

In order not to be accused of

breaking up their meeting we sent

another committee to talk with
Bender. While this was going on

Mills and Hathaway had entered

the managers office and used the

phono..

Our committee came back and
reported. We had been refused

admission. We decided to remain
outside until the close of the meet-
ing. While Bender was regarding

us with a cynical stare, up drove
the Philadelphia Police patrol with
a squad of cops.

At first our comcades could

scarcely believe this was possible.

But after the bluecoats walked over
to the entrance and were directed

at us there was no other conclusion

possible. The cops ordered us
from the scene.

Insurgent Yipsels and other
workers who was what was being

perpetrated by the Stalinist bureau-
crats showed what they thought of

such conduct by actively partici-

pating en our side.

At the present moment we call

on these elements and all workers
organizations for a tnited front to

protect the democratic rights of

free speech ln the labor movement.

—MEYER HIRSH.

FROM THE MILITANTS

A New Method of

Expulsion

New York.—Every ('. P. member
knows that there is bureaucracy "in

the party", and it must be admitted

that if this bureaucracy does not

grow" beyond certain limits it can

be a basis only for criticism but
not opposition. But every few

party members are conscious of the

fact that there exists a bureau-

cracy "over the parly" which con-

siders itself beyond criticism.

The Upholsterers section of the

Furniture Workers Industrial Un-

ion, of which I am a member, con-

tains within it the former Left

wing of Local 76. A. F. of L. To-
wards the latter part of July local

76 called a mass meeting of all the

upholsterers. It was rumored that

this meeting would call a general

strike of the upholsterers for the

next morning but no one was cer-

tain.

On the same night of this mass
meeting the C. P. leadership of the

Industrial Union called together its

party fraction and a few who were
close to the party for a meeting.

This meeting opened by baptizing

those present as the "strike com-
mittee of the union" which began
to lay plans for a general strike of

its own about two weeks later.

During the discussion a party

member who has since dropped out
asked about the possibility of a

joint strike of the framemakors and
the upholsterers. The framemakers
were then, as now, controlled by

the Industrial Union. The reply

was, that if Mr. Thiez, the business

agent of local 76 A. F. of L. would
sign an agreement with the Indus-

trial Union to keep the upholster-

ers out on strike in sympathy with

the frame-makers then the indus-

trial union would keep the frame-
makers out in sympathy with the
upholsterers. I argued his point

further saying that the unity of a

strike is not a matter to be left

to Mr. Thiez and I was answered
in effect: that nothing else could

or would be done about it. Uncon-
sciously tlie C. P. leadership was
admitting that the upholsterers
would overwhelmingly follow local

76 A. F. of L. in the strike. Yet
when I made a moiton to elect a

committee to go to local 7(i for

the forming of a united front, the
motion wasn't even ascended.

The policy which was to be car-

ried out, as expressed by comrades
Pi?.er and Ilirsch. was so evident
that no one dared to second my
motion. (Since this time Ilirsch

baj quit the leadership of the union
and is now a foreman iu a shop).
We then received information by
'phone that the meeting of local 7(S

was discussing the general strike
lor the next morning vi ith demands
of $1.40 an hour and a thirty hour
week and that it was a certainty
the membership would accept them
The C. P. leadership had been

caught unawares. It also was now
forced to call their strike for the
next morning without consulting
I heir membership.

It was decided to call the strike
for 10 A. M. the next morning ia

order to give themselves two hours
time in which to collect the strike
tax passed upon at a previous mem-
bership meeting. Then they pro-
ceeded to pick the full-time work-
ers for tin; conducting of the strike.

When I reminded them that they
had forgotten to formulate their
demands, they adopted demands of
$1.(X> per hour and a thirty-live

hour week in the slack time and a
forty hour week in the "season"
which was considerably lower tiian

those of the A. F. of L. Sly objec-
tion to this was not supported. A
recess was called and I was not al-

lowed to remain when the meeting
wiis resumed. 1 was informed that
there would be charges against me
but I was not informed of the na-
ture of the charges.

Since then I was not allowed to
attend fraction meetings. After a
long delay I was finally called to
the District Discipline Commission
of the ('. P. The hearing was post-
poned and when I demanded to
know what the nature of the
charges were 1 was told that at
present there were no charges. Af-
ter another delay I again was call-

ed to the District D. C. and the
hearing was held.

I was charged with giving in-

formation to Ihe "Trotsky faction",
breaking up the Tremont Workers
Ciub a year ago where I worked
with the party fraction of file club
in fighting a financially corrupt op-
position and that later when I ap-
piie.d for membership in the C. P.
there was a charge of "Trotskyism"
against my application of which I
knew nothing about. Upon ques-
tioning I admitted my disagreement
with the party on the trade union
question and that I thought it was
ridiculous to si>eak of Trotsky as
a "counter-revolutionist". I denied
everything else. The makers of
the charges were not present at the
hearing. No decision was reached,
however, and I was told that I

would be informed of a decision in
about two or three weeks.

Mouths have passed and I have
not yrf been informed of any de-
cision and I have not been allowed
to attend either fraction meetings
or party unit meetings. Neither
my fraction nor my party unit was
allowed to take up my case in my
presence where I might defend my-
self.

The policy of the Stalinists, as
carried out in my union, the bureau-
cratic handling of my case, the de-
feat of the C. P. in Germany, and
the fact that no congress of the
Third international has been called
in almost six years proves to me
that I belong in the Left Opposi-
tion where I can express my opin-
ion without charges being made
against me.

—ARTHUR BRANDMARK.

Canned Comedy at the Painters' Banquet
"In honor of Philip Zausner,"

and further—"to celebrate the Re-
birth of the Brotherhood of Paint-

ers!'

The affair took place Saturday,
Oct. 28 at Beethoven Hall, as ad-

vertized, with the exception of the
starting time, which was changed
trom. 8 to 11 P. M., due to the ar-

rival of the celebrities. At four In

the morning it was still in full

t.wing.

The gathering was one huge con-

alomeratlon—of painters who still

had paint-spots behind their ears
from previous days toil, of labor
leaders in dashing tuxedos and
black bow-ties, and their ladies in

gorgeous evening gowns and sparkl-

ing jewelry. It was one great
melange of haggard faces and dirty

fingernails, of painted eyebrows and
empty heads, of hates and disap-

pointments and hopes and aspira-

tions, of booze, beer and perfumed
cigarettes.

Shortly after the "soup" and the
"Star Spangled Banner", the speech
making monstrosities began. The
orgie of inordinate feeding instant-

ly succeeded by an ogle of inordin-

ate monologues. First came the
string of clever labor-lieutenants

and invited guest politicians, who
delivered themselves of much clever

talk of complicated nature, of

learned1 disputations. But the prac-
tical painters, who composed a
good half of the crowd of almost
one thousand present, did not *eem
to like them. At times this disap-

proval manifested' Itself In that

Impromptu musical performance of

barbaric nature, as Is produced by
spoons and chinaware. If the

painters were seeking amusement,
well and good. Unhappily, they

were seeking truth. The speakers

all claimed to deal in painters wel-

fare, but they found that they could!

not stop contradicting one another
long enough to satisfy the workers.

So they all took to general apprais-

al and clarification of Mr. Zausner
himself, as a solace, and, having a

sense of humor, tried to shock the

congregation present into believing

they had taken to drink. It was
all canned comedy that passed for

wit and reason.

Superior mortals, these labor-

fakers ! Near superman ! Tbey
don't consider themselves part of

the working class—and they are
not, if we mean by that the produc-

ing class. They are merely flunk-

ies, lackeys and valets of their su-

perior. And what's a valet to

"produce" besides a well-groomed

master!

"Zgnsner Is* the greatest leader

in the country. Long live Zausner!"
shouted somebody. The poor simp

actually imagined he had said some-
thing in that borowed bon-mot. The
silence which ensued was broken

j

by the a-propos remark of another
1 near-gentleman, who piped "lie is

doing bis best. . .
."

|
"Zausner is a crook", somebody

yelled with the top of his voice.

I

Uang . . . whizz . . . boom . . .

1 boom ! General Bedlam : men
:
rushed towards the centre of tbe

i
trouble : bare-backed ladies stood
[on the chairs. "What is it?" "Who
;
are the Communists';" "Who wants

,
to fight?"

It took several minutee before
order was restored. A little later

. two men with blood streaming down
their foreheads were led down the

p

stairs. The orchestra started "East
! side—West side ' Those nearest
to the stage and furthest from light

j
were emotionally following the tune
by singing and swaying.

I
As time went on, it became evid-

i

ent that the crowd really wanted
i to hear their leader. Zausaer'a

.
mug-face on the Menu-card wasn't

! enough for them. Tbey wanted to

hear what *e"s going to say. It

has been a poor season, and thou-
sands of painters had spent the

!

peak of it in the picket lines. What
|

have been the results of tbe strike

ko far? How much strength has

,
the Union gained during this or-

.
ganlzationa! drive? What about

j

"after season"? etc.

I Finally the dignified gentleman
was introduced. He rose, threw
his cigarette aside and unfolded
his prepared' speech. Many workers
in far comers of the hall stared

at his direction, humbly, hopefully,
expecting any moment to hear
something worth-while from the
lips of the great leader. It was
noticeable that the average, frail,

vanity-filled worker was tremend-
ously impressed by the commanding
personality of the secretary-treas-
urer, and he waited like a blind
fledgling for something to be drop-
ped his mouth.

But nothing happened. The same
old demagogy with which all class-

conscious workers are familiar.
He started with that great Ameri-
can delusion, the NI[A and Its bene-
fits to the painters. Working upon
the suseeptabllity of crowd-psychol-
ogy, he even used, at times, some
very radical phrases. But nothing
concrete, nothing definite slipped

from his lips that would benefit

the worker. As for example of
exempting the members of ejeessi^e

dues-payment during the unemploy-
ment, of dividing of available work
more equally amongst the members,
of proposing an insurance system
during the slack months, etc., not

a word.

Tet—finally he said something!

Something that crowned the glory

of his whole demagogy. Said he:
".

. .the Union conditions will be

forced on whole industry, If neces-

sary," "If necessary!" That re-

minds us of the br-r-ave general

who, lacking both guns and ammun-
ition, ordered a furious beating of

drums to scare the enemy and heart-

en his followers. It is laughable es-

pecialy when one notices how the
"enemy"—the master-painter, the
independent and the cockroach

—

does not put his tail between the
legs and hike, and how some of the
"brothers" do cheer the br-r-rave

Phil. "Atta boy Phil i Tell it to

'em." The poor simps, who paid or

were forced to pay $3 and extra

for admission, actually believed they

were going to get something.

"If necessary!" What deliberate

and calculated mockery. There
never was a time when it was not
necessary. Phil "threatens" "by
force" "if necessary" to unionize

the whole industry. In time when
Local Secretaries are encouraging
painters to work for $5-$6 a day
Instead' of $9* scale, in order to get

that "iOc a day tax, of which more
than $3,000 runs daily Into the

Union treasury at present. How the
spirit of 1933 buncombe reverber-

ates in those imitation-artillery

drum beats

!

And Phil standing heroically erect

;:t the honor table, faces the enemy,
some of whom arc sitting right at

the tables in front of him, and
wig-wig his approval and congra-

tulations at his noisy and harmless

Man*. And Phil, In reply, with his

back to his "brothers", solemnly

winks the other eye.

Will the industry ever be suffici-

ently organized, to dictate terms

to the bosses?

Yes, when "necessary"-—which is

to say, when painters and all other

workers in other Industries compel

it to be done whether the Zausnera

think it "necessary" or not.
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Discussion Articles

Two Internationals

(Continued from last issue)

II.

The German social democracy,

not to be (listinguisned from its In-

ternational, did not pursue a revolu-

tionary class policy, but in a period

of approaching civil war continued

to travel the road of reform. It

feared most of all, the possibilities

of a proletarian revolution in Ger-

many and the bureaucracy of the

G. S. P. did everything in its

power to prevent sueh an occurence.

Taking advantage of the bankruptcy
of Stalinism upon ali Important
questions confronting the German
workers, the officialdom of the G.

S. P. toyed with the idea of tie

united front, hoping at ail times

that it wouid never really be con-

summated, because the development

of the united front struggle against

Fascism, would indisputably have
pushed to the foreground the strug-

gle for power by the German work-

ing class.

The main policy adopted by it

during the whole situation was the

support of the "lesser evil" as

against Hitler. Under the policy of

"toleration" of the "democratic ele-

ments" in Germany, it proceeded to

support the Junker Hindenburg
as the bulwark of democracy, against

Fascism. Its main struggles against

Fascism were purely parliamentary,

and its Are was directed against the

Communists.
Now that Hjitler has taken power,

how do these people look upon
events in Germany? What have
they learned over a period of years

in which they pursued the policy of

reform, of safeguarding bourgeois

democracy, of prolonging the life of

capitalism? At the international

conference of the 2nd International,

held In Paris last month, the Ger-

man situation was chiefly discussed

from the point of view of Its ef-

fects upon the world socialist move,
ment. The main points of view are

presented below.

The opening speech by Friedrieh

Adler, Secretary of the Internation-

al, reads as follows : "'The German
Social Democracy was too busy
with its immediate problems and
failed to formulate -a general policy.

THIS WAS THEIR MISTAKE,
BUT THE REAL TROUBLE WAS
THAT THE SOCIALIST MOVE-
MENT WAS FACED BY THJO BIT-
TEH HOSTILITY OF ORGAN-
IZED COMMUNISM, and so Social

Democracy was crushed.,.," (em-
phasis mine—-A. G.)

And from Otto Wels, the leader

of the German Party, under whose
direction the traitorous policies of

that organization was initiated:

"We made various mistakes but our
critics mostly forget the circum.
stances and facta of tee situation

in which we worked. Why did we
not declare a full Socialist revolu-

tion in 1018? And here Wels goes
on to attack the Allied countries and
to say: "If they had been humane
to our TENDER REPUBLIC EV.
ERYTHING WOULD HAVE BEEN
DIFFERENT". (emphasis mine

—

A. G.). And again: ''We were driv-

en by terrible circumstances.. .Only
people who do not understand our
terrible position can criticize us
because we thought internationally

( !). We estranged the middle class

In the crisis and Hitler won them
with the aid of tiie Communists,
who fought us furiously to the very
end".

The French Socialist Party
The leader of the French Social.

1st Party, Leon Blum, eloquently de-

clared : "Real political democracy
Is Impossible without economic dem-
ocracy, bourgeois democracy being
but a stepping stone. The Bol-
shevik! think it Is necessary only to

gain power and to hold it, but we
feel that we want real socialism and
liberty."

These men who sank in the swamp
of chauvinism, who, whenever it

was In their power, throttled move-
ments of revolt and rose to save
this social order, have summarized
the colossal German defeat. You
have the results: (1) The Allies

were unfriendly to the "tender rep-

publtc", (2) The Communists were
hostile to social democracy. The
conclusions: (I) Greater defense of

"democratic" capitalism. (2) Reaf-
firmation of the policies of the Ger-
man social democracy.
Here you witness no criticism of

the "general line", no questioning
of the theoretical outlook of social

democracy, no criticism of the tac-
tics of the leadership. It was cir-

cumstances and the Communists
that were resposnible for the de-
feat. Along with the admission of

a defeat, "there are signs that the
Hitler regime cannot last much
longer. The German socialists and
workers will fight bravely and their

victory is certain". (Wels). Thus
inflated optimism and the promise
of struggle in the future.

U Is quite true that little else
could be expected, from this gath-
ering. Every revolutionary worker
knew that there could' be no other
evaluation of the German events by
these people. They prepared the

ground for all that has taken place.

We have treated them briefly, be-

cause much has already been said
of them and of their role tn the
labor raoyement. But It Is import-
ant to observe their actions during
and after great events in order that
we may learn from such occur-
rences, and make comparisons.
Here nothing has changed since the
first betrayal of 1914. We turn now
to the Communist International and
Its relation to the German events.

III.

The Comintern
Matters stand in no different light

with regards to the Comintern. The
policy pursued by the Stalinist bu-
reaucracy In Germany, was essen-

tially la an active political flense

no different than the policy of so-
cial democracy. The likeness-' lay
in that neither programs led in the
direction of a possible victory of

the proletariat. Quite the con-

trary, the line pursued by both or-

ganizations, spelled inevitable de-
feat for the German workers. And
here, the question of consciousness
or unconsciousness, has no real

meaning. Objectively, the line of

mareh of social democracy and
Stalinism led to the victory of
Fascism.

If Social democracy held to the
theory of the "lesser evil", the
Stalinists advanced the position of

"national and social emancipation
of the German people". When Wels
and company came out in support
of Hindenburg, Thaelmann and Neu-
man, drove the Communist party
into Hitler's referendum, at the
same time substituting the historic

slogan of the proletarian revolution
with the petty-bourgeois and reac-

tionary slogan of the "peoples rev-

olution". Advancing the theory of

Social Fascism, Stalinism refused
aiid prevented the formation of an
effective united front struggle

against Hitler. On this question,

it play directly into the hands of

the social democratic bureaucracy.
In the course of the past three

years, it successively denied the

growth of Fascism, or, proclaimed
that a victory of reaction would
lead to the immediate triumph of
the proletarian revolution. Instead
of preparing the extra legal strug-

gle, the party of the revolution

carried on a purely parliamentary
battle against the Brown Shirts,

differing in no way from the meth-
ods of struggle of the social dem-
ocracy. Its vacillating and specu-
lative approach to the united front
when Hitler was made Chancellor,

bound the proletariat hand and
foot.

Fascism and Social Democracy
Now, the working class is taught

to believe that it has to go through
the brutal stage of Fascism before

it can experience the victory of

the proletarian revolution. The de-

cimated ranks of the Communist In-

ternational is given to understand
and made to believe too, that the

height of revolutionary strategy

consisted in maintaining the dis-

unity of the German workers, and
conversely, that the united front

was inimical to the interests of the

revolution. On the day that Hitler

was made Chancellor, the G. C. P.

proclaimed the main danger to be

the social democracy. When the

Fascists were marching into power,
the Stalinists continued to assert

that the main struggle must be

directed against the G. S. D. P. All

of these outrages were committed
in the name of Marx and Lenin.

And at each new stage of the strug-

gle, when comrade Trotsky in his

numerous pamphlets and articles,

and the I. L. O. in its declarations,

were pointing the revolutionary

way out of the difficult German sit-

uation, new repressions, new slan-

ders, new characterizations were
invented by these organizers of de-

feats.

Accepting Fascist functionaries

info its ranks, cannonizlng fascist

army officers who excelled In the

antf-semitic campaign taking place

in Germany, publishing their pam-
phlets and printing their articles

because they announced' their ad-

herence to the Paijy when it issued

its nationalist slogans, only hast-

ened the collapse of the German
Party.

Revolutionists never expected the.

prosecution of a revolutionary

course by social democracy. But
they did expect that the tactics of

the Communists would have severed

the millions of social democratic
workers from the tall of reformism
and win them to the side of the

revolution. This was possible only

through one tactic : the united

front. From the moment that the

G. C. P. refused to utilize this sup-

reme tactic of unifying the prole-

tariat, all thought of winning the

social democratic worker, was pure
illusion. Experience is the only
test for policy. What transpired

in Germany stands out m the great-

est indictment of the policies pur-
sued by social democracy and
Stalinism,

Evaluating the German Events
How does the Comintern evaluate

the German events? From a dis-

graceful silence of almost three

years, it finally recorded itself In

a declaration that appeared in the

world Stalinist press. The contents

of the declaration can be summar-
ized as follows: The victory of

Fascism is not a defeat of the Ger-
man workers. The German revolu-

tion hgs not only not been defeated,

but is well-nigh on the upgrade and
! will break forth very soon. The
German Communist Party is strong-

er and more active today than prior

to the victory of Hitler. The pol-

icies of the G. C. P., under the lead-

ership of Thaelmann (that means
the policies of the Comintern) were
absolutely correct. There were no
errors committed. The social dem-
ocracy Is to blame for the victory

of Fascism. The Party could not

make the revolution because it did

not have the support of the work-
ers in Germany (!). Then the

statement concludes by garbling

and distorting a quotation from
Lenin on what constitutes a rev-

olutionary situation, in order to

prove that such a* condition was
absent in Germany prior to March

15. 1933.

J

What essentially Is different here
from the "explanations'" made by
the social democracy? Nothing of

genuine importance. Social dem-
ocracy blames the Stalin 1st8, the

Stalinists blame social democracy.
The social democrats feared the
united front because it would in-

exorably have led1 to the proletarian
revolution. The Stalinists played
into their hands by preventing the
execution of"this tactic. The social

democracy carried on a pure parlia-

mentary struggle against Fascism,
the C. P. G. did likewise, warning
the Brown Shirts, following their

march before the Liebknecht House,
to beware the results of the elec-

tions. Social democracy declares
that Hitler is on the verge of col-

lapse and that his overthrow Is im-
minent; the Stalinists declare that
the revolution is today on the or-

der of the day. Both declare their

policies to have been entirely cor-

rect and signify their Intention to
continue along the same lines. The
revolutionary worker can begin to
draw his own conclusions on the
basis of these facts.

IV.
With the defeat of the German

party, the backbone of the Comin-
tern was broken. Aside from the
German party, the largest and
strongest party in the International
in the capitalist world, the C. I. is

composed of small ineffectual or-

ganizations that play either' small
or no roles at all in the countries
wliere they exist. With the collapse
of the German party, the most
powerful defense instrument for
the Soviet Union has been de-
stroyed. Yet, apparently undaunted,
the Stalinist leadership organizes
distinct defense organizations of
musicians, actors, pacifists, soldiers,

scientists and others of the same
stripe who are and represent nobody
in a class sense, as the defenders
of the Soviet Union. The anomaly
consists in this : that the revolu-
tionary organizations of the pro-
letariat, the only real defenders of
the October Revolution, are ham-
pered and made sterile, and are
thus unable to build truly revolu-
tionary organizations for

1

the strug-
gle for power (which in the last

analysis is the decisive defense of
the Soviet Union), while neo.sym-
pathlzers of the Soviet Union (those
who are rallying to it since the
construction of the isolated, inde-
pendent and nationalist socialist

society) are being made the defend-
ers of the Soviet Unioij and apos-
tles of anti-war work. The latter,

as life has shown time and again,
will be the first ones to fall and
stumble over one another in their

hurry to reach their homes, when
the first serious conflicts arise,

while the revolutionary has been
strangled.

Capitulation to Fascism
Before the Nazis gained their vic-

tory, the party and' the Interna-
tional always boasted about what
would happen AFTER Fascism
took power. Thus, Remmele in the
Reichstag: "If they (the Nazis)
once come into power, the united
front of the proletariat will be
established and sweep everything
away They will come to grief

more speedily than any other gov-
ernment." (Bote Fahae, October
16, 1931.) We do cot doubt that
eventually and Anally the prole-
tariat will come to victory in Ger-
many as elsewhere. What the

events in Germany prove Is what
has always been understood by
Marxists : there is no hopeless situa-

are no guarantees for the proletar-

tlon for capitalism, just as there
iat. The decisive element in such
situations is the party of the work-
ing class. Post-war events have
shown that In most cases It was
precisely this subjective factor that
was lacking;, in order to bring about
victory for the workers. In Ger-
many this failure of the subjective

factor has brought about tragic con-
sequences for the international

movement. Today, following this

defeat, the German Party offers

conditions by which to overcome
Fascism. These conditions were
borrowed almost totally from the
proposals made by the Left Opposi-
tion of Germany, in December 1931.

At the present moment these pro-

posals have no concrete import-
ance. To think that you can today
organize a united front of the work-
ing class fn Germany is to learn
nothing from events. Or, to believe

that it is now possible to establish

committees of action or armed de-
fense corps, to carry on the fight

against the Fascist butchers, is to

run about two years behind events.

The Recognition of the German
Working Class

What is necessary in Germany to-

day, is clarity. The workers must
be taught to understand what took
place and why It tok place. The
German working class will recon-

stitute itself in a final struggle
against Fascism. But one thing
certain, this reorganization of the
ranks of the German workers will

not take place upon the basis of the
social democracy of Stalinism. The
lessons of the social-democratic

betrayal, the confusion and error
of the Stalinists, which objectively

brought about the same results as
did the policy of Social Democracy,
have left deep scars upon the pro-
letariat. The "lesser-evil" theory,

the policy of toleration. Social Fasc-
ism, united front from below, Peo-
ple's Revolution, bureaucratic cen.
trism and national socialism, are
dead in Germany, and cannot play
any role in the reconstruction of

the German revolutionary move-
ment. The German working class

will reconstitute itself on the basis

of the proletarian revolution, upon
the foundation of internationalism,

above all.

The international proletariat is

marching toward a new period of

clarification. Betrayal by social

democracy for twenty years, ten

years of defeat under the bankrupt
policies of Stalinism are forcing

definite changes in the ranks of the
world proletariat. Clarification as
to these defeats of the working
class in the "era" of wars and rev.

olutions is indispensable. The needs
of the situation demand a re-exam.
inatlon of cur own ranks. In this

period of clarification, the world
proletariat will march forward on
the basis of a revolution of event*
and a reorganization of the forces

upon an International revolutionary
foundation. That foundation is

Marxism, mutilated today by Re-
formist Social Democracy and the
National Socialist doctrines of

Stalinism. ALBERT GLOTZEB.

The Stalinist Mistake Factory—

KarlRadel^andthrPolish Prince

There are words which have ac-
quired a sort of currency in the
offilcal Communist Party. Such
for example is the word "mistake".
"We made a mistake here"—is a
sort of a formula in the Stalinist

ritual, which is InOense to the
Grand .Master of defeats.

But there are mistakes and mis-
takes. If a disaster such as that
in Germany takes place it is due
not to "mistakes", it is due to
a break with all the fundamental
principles of revolutionary Com-
munism. To call this a mistake is

to dodge the Issue criminally. And
if the history of the party since
the defeat of the German Revolu.
tion In 1923 is nothing but such
kind of dodging, this is because
the Stalinist factory of "mistakes"
cannot stop by itself. It can be
stopped only by timely interference

of the Russian and international

proletariat before the Stalinist per-

version of Leninism succeeds In

invoking a terrible disaster on the
Soviet Union Itself.

Polish Diploamcy Bluntly Explained

Take for example "Izvestia", the
official organ of the Russian So-
viets. In the Issue for September
8, 1933, Karl Radek takes a stand
against Prince Sapega, the former
minister of foreign affairs of Pol-
and under Pilsudsky, Karl Radek
informs us that this prince wrote
an article In which he stated that
Germany should1 be compensated
for the loss of the territory which
went to Poland in the "corridor",

by "an expansion In grand style'

farther to the East than Poland".

This, the prince argues, is cheaper
than to smash one's head on the
barrier of the "corridor".

Here you can see that the Polish
prince, defending the Interests of

"his country" and his class both
nationally and Internationally, in-

dicates a concrete way out of the
present difficulties. But the "in-

ternational" revolutionist Radek
who does his hit in helping to

build, complete socialism. In the
Soviet Union alone becames Indig-

nant that Prince Sapega is at-

tempting "TO DISCREDIT POL-
ISH DIPLOMACY IN THE EYES
OF THOSE WHO SUPPORT THE
POLISH GOVERNMENT." (un-
derlined by Radek).
Further Prince Sapega writes

that "Poland would be tied by the
non-aggression pact with the So-

viet Union only if this pact would
obligate Poland in some more ser-

ious matters. But. . . .there are
no immediate prospect* of an of-

fensive on the part of Poland
against the Soviet Union and at

the same time the non-aggression
pact does not contain any clause

which forbids Poland to participate

in any economic war against the
Soviet Union". Besides, adds the
prince, the pact Is conducted for

three years only, and historically

speaking three years Is a short
period.

Badek's Comment
At this point the indignation of

Karl Radek becomes high and car-

ries him away completely into the

realm of noble feelings. He dons
the robes of one of the highest

priests of the infallible Idol Stalin

and indignantly pointing his finger

to the skys solemnly proclaims:

"We establish the fact that the

former minister of foreign affairs

of Poland is attempting to convince
the world, that the Polish diplom-

acy In signing the principle poli-

tical documents on non-aggression

and accepting the greatest political

obligations before the face of the

whole world is only acting a play

for a short period' of time"

it sounds unbelievable, but here

is the sad truth. A Polish bour-

geois etatemsan Informs the Polish

and German bourgeoisie .in clear

language that the non-aggression

pact Is not to be taken too serious-

ly. That tf Hitler wants to com-
pensate himself for the Polish "cor-

ridor" it 1b no use for him to get
embroiled with Poland. That a
better way out Is an expansion "in

grand style" farther to the East.

Radek sees far enough to state that

the warning of the prince about
smashing one's head against the

"corridor" is nothing but an offer

to give away "the corridor" if both

Poland and Germany can agree

about this "grand style" of destroy-

ing the Soviet Union and compen-
sating themselves for the expenses

of this destruction.

And the former revolutionist,

Radek, becomes indignant about

the chicanery of the former state

politician and tells the world pro-

letariat that this politician should

be watched because he wants to.

mislead those loyal bourgeois poli-

ticians who signed the non-aggres-

sion pact with the best intentions.

—L. KOGAN.
NEXT WEEK

5th Anniversary of MILITANT
In next weeks issue, which marks

the fifth anniversary of the Mili-

tant, special articles commemorat-
ing the event will appear by various

members of the editorial board.

In Exile on theTierra DelFuego
Some time ago comrade E.

Islaa, secretary of the Left Op-
position in Argentina, was exil-

ed to Tlerra Del Fuego. He
was shipped to Ushuala, the

southern extremity of Amer-
ica, in a semi-polar clfmate, the

regular place for "forced labor".

Islas was arrested on hoard a
ship en route to Montevideo to*

defend the policies of Lenin
and Trotsky at the "Anti-War
Congress." Upon his release he
wrote a brief resume of his ex-

perience In exile which we pub-

lish herewith. It is reprinted

from the August issue of the
Bulletin of our Argentinian
comrades.—Ed

.

Villa Devoto prison, cell 20. Mid-
night, grating and chain rumbling
noise. A company of guards enter.

"Come on", they call out names of

those to leave. While waiting my
name, I deliver a short speech to

those 1 am leaving. I conclude

:

"Long Hve the Communist party!"
This Is repeated in every celi. The
anarchist comrades shout : "Loug
live anarchism!" A minute later

the trucks leave for the southern
docks. A mob of policemen are
waiting for us. "Gunmen, "cos-

sacks", infantry, etc. We go down
and over the gangplank. We are

on the "Pampa" bound for Ushuaia.
As the moorings are cut loose we
sing "Sons of the People" and the
'

' Internatlona le".

Prisoners' Manifesto

After two days of sailing we land

at Ingenlero White. Here loading

and unloading lasts two days. The
Anarchists and Communists decide

to issue a joint manifesto to the

workers of the district. The mani-

festo Is written. Immediately
friendly comrades are found who
take charge of the distribution. On
the day of departure hundreds of

workers are in evidence, shouting

powerful protests against the capi-

talist reaction simultaneous with
repeated declarations for struggle

to the final victory.

We leave. We arrive at our de-

stination ten days later. Snow cov-

ered mountains stand out against

the background, the triangular

building of the ominous penitenti-

ary. The commanding voice Is

heard. "Get in line!" "No run-

ning!" Sentinels armed with
Mausers, shining bayonets. Encir-

cled to the right and the left by
barbed wire, the caravan painfully

mounts a steep road. Once inside

the famous "rotunda" they strip us
of our clothes. They curiously ex-

amine our nude bodies. Then we
are given shoddy and infected

prison garbs
There are 170 of us in all, twenty

anarchists and seven Communists.
The others are thieves, forgers, ped-

erasts, all sorts of poor devils.

Many are til: tuberculara, syphlll-

tics, lepers

Prison Life Begins

Our life begins. Frightful brands
on the prisoners: one day they sus-

pend someone (which is death ac-

cording to the guards) tn the mid-
dle of the snow with hands bound.

At night we hear howls of anguish
from the prisoners in the cells

where the guards beat them with
Iron rods and clubs. "Oh! mother,
oh, oh....!" This continues day
after day.
Tomorrow is the First of May,

says a comrade. The vision of

thousands upon thousands of work-
ers celebrating May Day in the

J

four corners of the earth passes be-

fore our eyes! And suppose we
have a meeting, we too?—Here, in

Ushuaia? Yes, even here. ...An-
archists and Communists together?

—Why not?
We meet at dawn. Songs, rectta

tlons, speeches. Two comrades
speak for the anarchists, two for

the C. P. and Y. C. L., and two
others In the name of the Inter-

'

national Lett Opposition. This was
a memorable day.

Death of Prisoners

Some days later we hear the

funeral song rendered in penitenti-

ary music. Several prisoners load-

ed a corpse on a truck. ..A half an
hour later, another. ..Exactly, Com-
rades! Four prisoners are dead in

the twenty-four hours we are here.

The coroner declares : broncho-
pneumonia., .pleuresy ..The better

informed prisoners signal to us by
putting their hands to their throats.

A new, one appears on pavilion 5
which at first saddens but then

fills us with burning indignation.

One of the dead ones is comrade
Juan P. Garros. A longshoreman,
he punished the black insolence of

an inspector of the Patriotic League
and shot him defending himself.

Class justice: twenty years in the

penitentiary. Here, they could not
subdue his proletarian revolt. Noth-

ing could subdue him, neither horse

whipping, nor months "on bread

and water", which slid by in the

dismal and Infected cells of pavil-

llon 5, unsanitary, sleeping in filth,

obliged to suffer terrible tempera-

tures.

"They Will Find Him Dead"

Under the Uriburu government,

the hangman Cernadus, the warden
of the penitentiary had him feroci-

ously beaten, in this way three of

his ribs were broken and his hand
lacerated. "Insufferable man!", I

have heard blm called by an old

Inmate. In the end. . .some day,

"they will find him dead in his

ceil". He has been in prison for

twelve years. He left his wife and
two small children in Buenos Aires.

He remains here, buried in this

hard and cold earth of Ushuaia,

not quite so hard and cold, how-
ever, as the hard and frozen hearts

of his keepers. . ..

We make a civil funeral to his

memory. A comrade speaks. We
conclude with the Internationale!

The spectacle was a very sad one.

Argentine Reactionaries

Use Torture on Militant

Bolshevik - Leninist
-^"--^-^-^-^-^ *-* ^ * * * ^ ^ »

There were those old reprobates

from justice Inured by the storms
of life who could not bide their

emotions.
Propaganda in Prison

The grey days drag by intermin-

ably. We have neither books, pen-

cil, nor a piece of paper. No news
of any kind from the outside. A
veritable tomb for the living. We
decide to break the oppressive
atmosphere of this routine life.

With another comrade we begin a

course on "trade union organiza-

tion". Then another on the "role

of the worker in the revolutionary

struggles.' Some days later, on the

request of comrades, we start a

lecture on "historical materialism
and political economy." And also

on the request of all the comrades,
I give a history of the Russian
Revolution of 1917 and another on
the criticisms and program of the

Left Communist Opposition.

Never have I seen a greater in-

terest shown than by these com-
rades who followed the explanations

made in the course day by day.
J

During this time we carried on as

intense a political life as the prison

rigor would permit.
|

We are again on board the

"Pampa !' A sad ending for this

proud boat which bears more re-

semblance to a slave ship than a

war transport. Many things had
become worse. They put us in the

last hold. They close the hatch-

ways. We suffocate. We must
satisfy all our needs here. . . .A fur-

ious storm hits us as we leave the

Malre strait. The old "Pampa"
rolls and grinds. Everyone is

thrown pell-mell ; the pans full of

urine and excretions roll with the

men who vomit over one another.

A Fight On the Prison Ship
It is no longer bearable. We try

to speak with the officer of the

guards. He answers with insults.

We cry out. We decide once for

all, take some planks which serve
as a ram and begin to strike at
the walls of the vessel. The steam
pipes burst open. The hold is fill-

ed with smoke. We are suffocated

like rats. Several men fall but we
continue to bang away furiously.

Finally they invite us to a parley.

We demand to be let out, In short

to travel like men and not to be
trapped like beasts. Accepted.

We spend the remainder of the

trip on deck except v, hen we enter

a port.

After ten days we arrive, half of

us arc sick. We have returned to

Villa Devoto. Strange tiling! They
place Ihe political prisoners in

quarter 30 which is meant fur com-
mon criminals, instead of sending
us to quarter '20 where we belonged.

The police are cooking up some-

thing against us. We protest; in

vain. The fourth da;, anticipating

the authorities, we begin demonstra-

tions. Outside art* workers, ji wait-

ing our release, who learn of our
protest. In quarter :VI several

prisoners cut themselves n»d vave

bloody handkerchiefs ami shirts

through the windows. The jjuards

intervene at first with «ater hose
and then with tear gas. They can-

not subdue us. The direi-tov comes
to the quarter: "on order from Ihe

chief of police I demand they

cease their protest. I will tiien

appeal and they will be put at

liberty." We have won.

Again At Liberty

The police plan, which consisted

in allowing several iluys to pass

so as to ship us to the department,

to put us at liberty in order to lock

us up again "for carrying arms",

had failed.

We are again at liberty. We will

struggle for those who remain in

the grip of the hangmen of capital-

ism, iiud particularly for the com-
rades we have left behind in Tierro

Del Fiieifo whieli can be quite cor-

rectly called T ierra Mitudilte.

We are taking up our places

again in the ranks of the Lett Op-
position, the advanced guard in the

struggle for Communism, for the

world proletarian revolution.

ISuenos Aires, July lii£3.

—EDL'AKDO ISLAS.

International Notes
THE L. O. IN LITHUANIA
The Left Oppositionists In Lith-

uania have been definitely consti-

tuted in an organized group, work-
ing in conditions of illegality. The
comrades have begun the propaga-
tion of our ideas by translating the

documents of the League of Inter-

nationalist Communists, into the

Lithuanian language. A secretar-

iat of the organisation has been
elected—The Lithuanian comrades
write that the number of our sym-
pathizers Is increasing, particularly

In the ranks of the official party.

The intellectuals of the group are

conducting political courses among
the workers—-The activity of the

Oppositionist has provoked an
odious campaign by the Stalinists 1

against them. Every member of

the official party has received a
warning : fraternization with a
'Trotsky ite' "means immediate and
irrevocable expulsion" from the

party. The names of the leaders

of Opposition are published in the
j

Illegal organ of the party, Partijos-

darbai (Party Activity). This is

equivalent to denunciation to the

police. I

We greet our new adherents and
we hope soon to be able more ex-

tensive information on their activ-

ity,
i

Switzerland.—After approving the

new orientation, the conference

adopted the name, "Marxist Ac-

tion". A new organ under the

same name has been issued. The
first number dealing with the very

important questions of the Zurich

elections, has reverberated in the

whole Swiss press.— It is very sig-

nificant and enheurteiiing to note

that the members of the X. A. P..

living in -Switzerland belong to .this

new organization.

Great opportunities are opening

for our Swiss comrades. It it a

known fact that a development to

the Left has token place in the

Schaffhausen organization, still af-

filiated to the I. C. O. of Rrandier.

NATL CONFERENCE OF SWISS
Our Swiss seetlon held its na-

tional conference on September 2-3.

This conference lias an enormous
Importance for the future develop-

ment of the Bolshevik-Leninists in

THE ILP AND THE MOVEMENT
FOB TBE NEW INTERNATIONAL
The London New Leader, central

organ of the British Independent

Labour Party announces, in the

last issue of the paper received

here, Ihe publication of a discus-

sion paper entitled Controversy,

Controversy the London paper says

"will, we hope, fill the need for an

organ where party policy and

ether points of difference can be

thrashed oat. The paper is for

Inner party circulation and mem-
bers of the I. L. I", will be expected

to participate in. the discussion

rnnging over its pages. The first

issue will appear on November 11

and will contain, !>es::les articles

on party policy, an article by Trot-

sky on 'Whither the 1. L. I'. The

Need for a New International'
"

WORKSbyTROTSfCy
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100 pages -25 1« PM" *"*#* cover
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Bell
setting the old conditions. Positive forces of new

revolutionary life are making their way itjjaii^ the

stream, combatting the disintegration, preparing the

.foundations of a new movement. This is the mean-

ing of the steps already taken in Kurope toward the

The New Rift in the Right Wing
perialisl war ever lived than Eug-
ene Debs. lie was however debas-

ed lo the function of window-dress-

iormaUoVof a" new Communist International. These lnS for the party which represented
;_ I V. : x <„. I hi. 1 vtli.pnikiifiiilll

new developments are hound to exert a powerful in.

nueuee iu all workers' political organizations and to

USS1

(HE attitude toward foreign-born workers men-

aced by deportation has been a touchstone of

labor solidarity in this country for many year£

—

since the United States ceased to be an asylum for

political refugees and its government officials became

man-catchers for the tyrants of other lands. Twenty-
Jea(i im ,sj st ibiy lo Uie iusioii of all the genuinely

five years ago the move of the U. S. government— evolutionary elements into a single I'arty. Peri-

daring the administration of another Roosevelt—to
vtllil

.al centrist groupings, such as the U.P.L.A., will

hand over a refugee to the rulers of Czarist liussia,

for torture and death at their hands, became an out-

standing political issue of the day. Ail the radical

labor bodies united in a stormy prote-t movement

which raised the workers to their feet, and stopped

the deportation. Since that time, especially since

the war, the club of deportation earned its place as

one of the chief weapons of reaction and its victims

have always counted on the warm sympathy and

support of the class conscious workers.

This has been especially so in the case of those

brought up for deportation to countries duled by

white terror and fascism. The soulless brutality of

sending a worker to prison or death in another laud,

without even the accusation of a crime being laid

against him in this country, revolts every human in-

stinct. More than one intended victim has been

saved from this fate by the intervention of the

radical workers through protests, legal talent and

financial aid. Solidarity with the foreign-born

workers up for deportation lias been a bond of unity

between all the class conscious workers worthy of

the name.

Anthony Beilussi, held in prison today with an

order of deportation to Fascist Italy already pro-

nounced against him, presents a case of exceptional

Importance and appeal. Here is the now long-fam-

iliar story of the rebel against tyranny in his own

country seeking asylum in America and finding it

a trap, its government officials iu league with the

foreign tyrant and catching victims for him. Here

Is the story, ever new, bright and fresh, of the in-

domitable militant who travels the world as a re-

fugee and remains true to the banner wherever he

may be. Here is the whole rage and hate and fury

of the struggle of the workers against fascism em-

bodied in the person of a single man, a prisoner

marked for the vengeance of the fascist beast.

Why is this case not raised to prominence in the

radical labor movement and made an issue of the

anti-fascist struggle? Why is his name not made

a symbol of the fight as it deserves to be? Why are

so serious efforts being made to save him from the

vengeance of Mussolini by providing transportation

and securing asylum for him in some other country?

Let the International Labor Defense answer that

question—it receives the support of radical workers

on its express promise to defend the interests of all

victims of bourgeois class justice regardless of their

affiliations. Let the Daily Worker answer and ex-

plain why it suppresses all news about the Beilussi

case and does not even mention his name.

Is it because comrade Beilnssi, although not a

member of ' the Left Opposition, was arrested on a

charge of distributing copies of the Militant? Is

it because the persecution of Beilnssi for this offense

contradicts the theory that "Trot sky ists" are coun-

ter-revolutionists and fascists combined? And one

more question: Many workers siated for deportation

to fascist and white terror countries have finally been

saved from this fate by securing permission to enter

the Soviet Union. Will this opportunity be given

to Bellussi? Perhaps Litvitioff can answer the last

question. It is a matter of international proletarian

solidarity. Can anything be more important?

(Continued from Page I)

not be able to stand aside. They will be drawn with

compelling force into the process of differentiation

taking place under the sigu : for or against the new

Communist Parly and the New international.

The iniluence of this issue in the ranks of the

C. P. L. A. is already demonstrated in Uie tact that

the question of a new political party has taken the

cemrai place on the agenda ol the Pittsburgh Con-

lerence. it. would be too much to expect thai a con-

clusive answer will be given there. The C. P. L. A.

as a whole is by no means yet prepared lo partici-

pate in the lormation of a new party of Communism,

to say nothing of playing a leading "or monopolistic

rote in this enterprise. The plan lo change the name

of the C. P. L. A.—to label it the new party—as in-

dicated in the programmatic article by Budeuz in the

Nov, ath issue of Labor Action is doomed lo com-

plete failure. It is an "easy" answer that solves

nothing. 1'rosiaiming itself Uie new Party will not

relieve the organization of the problem which will

arise the day after the adjournment of the Conference

aim grow more insistent every day.

The organization of a new party is a colossal

undertaking. What is tit be its principle basis, what

conclusions does it draw from the Russian Revolution

aim tne experience of the Comintern under Lenin

and uuuer bialiu, with vtlioin is it to be formed, what

snail be its international affiliation?—these are the

vital questions to which all tne revolutionary workers

in the C. P. L. A. and those moving toward a rev.

oitiiionary position will demand a. clear answer.

Inc Left Opposition has given its answer lo

these questions already. Our program is Marxism—

ii.c nisi lour Congresses of the Comintern, and the

ji I'oiins oi our international pre-Confercnce, the

Septemoer 30th Declaration of the League. We are

leauy lo unite with the revolutionary elements of

otiier organizations for the formation of a new party

anu a new international—on the condition that il

be a Communist Party and a Communist Iijlerua-

tioaul. Tins is our message to the C. P. L. A. Cou-

leience. "c trust it will be given consideration

there and that those who stand for a new party

through the union of all Use revolutionary Communist

forces will see the importance and necessity of the

conference taking a deiinite and precise atiiude to-

ward our proposals.

The C. P.L. A. Convention

WHEN Ihe Conference for Progressive Labor

Action (C. P. L. A.) meets at Pittsburgh on

November 18th it will confront as its major problem

the outstanding issue presented by international de-

velopments—the question of a new International and,

consequent iy, of a new party. This issue of interna-

tionalism will overshadow all the convention pro.

ceedings despite, or more correctly because of, the

deliberate policy of home-grown American radicalism

espoused by the organization. Internationalism dom-

inates working class politics and grants no exemp-

tions. Jt takes its revenge, with a special ironic

twist, precisely on those nationally-limited groups

which seek to enclose themselves in a national stock-

ade and shut out the winds of Kurope and the whole

world.

The Lovestone group dedicated itself with a

touching "realism" to the idea of a special American

brand of Communism. Within the year it suffered

one convulsion over the "Russian" question and is

now in the throes of another over the "German"

question. The C. P. L. A.—still more "American"—

is next iu order. It is caught in the whirlpool of in-

ternational issues and every attempt, at Pittsburgh

and afterward, to build exclusively on the basis of

America will result all the more surely in a demon-

stration of the utter futility of such a program.

Internationalism is the motto of our epoch, and

the determining inlluence in all tendencies in the

labor movement, fc'or all its ardent "Americanism",

the C. P. L. A. is itself a by-product of the crisis

and disintegration of official Communism in America

which proceeds from international causes. The em-

ergence of the C. P. L. A. as an organized body of

"progressives" in the trade unions coincided with

the first signs of the devastation wrought by the

notorious "third period", in America—and not by

accident either. Each step the C. P. L. A. has taken

to the left—and' that has been the general line of its

recent development—-would have rendered its separ-

ate existence more precarious, unnecessary and, event,

ually, impossible if official Communism had not re-

flected, in the same period, the general bankruptcy

of Stalinism on an International scale.

The existence of a healthy party of revolution,

ary Communism on the one side, and an organiza-

tion breaking away from reformism and proclaiming

revolutionary aims on the other, would raise insist-

ently in the minds of the revolutionary workers, and

especially those in the C. P. L. A., the question of

fusion into a single party. If the contrary has been

the case ; if the ill-starred bloc with the Stalinists

came so soon to such a sorry end ; if the Muste or-

ganization even has experienced a certain growth of

influence in the recent period—the real explanation

does not lie in "American peculiarities" but rather

in the American expression of an international phen.

omenon—the bankruptcy of the Comintern. The C.

P. L. A. owes its transient hour as an independent

American movement primarily and fundamentally to

factors which are international in their scope.

This situation is, by its very nature, temporary.

Further developments of the crisis in the interna-

tional movement of the workers' vanguard are up-

Trade Union Tactics

WITH the entrance oi new masses of workers

into the A. F. of L. unions a new favorable

basis lor the rapid reconstruction of a strong Left

wing in the labor movement has been provided. If

the correct tactics are employed, the new Left wing

snouid take on a broad scope. The narrowing down

of the trade unions in the period preceding the recent

labor revival gave expectional advantages to the con-

servative officialdom which based itself on the more

skilled and relatively well-placed workers. Supported

from the ieit by the bankrupt trade union policy of

Uie Stalinists the reactionaries tightened their grip

on the unions all along the line. The heavy inilux

of new members radicaly chknges the internal situa-

tion of the unions in favor of a- revolutionary devel-

opment. Will the Left wing be able to seize the

opportunity and press forward with a realistic line

of tactics? Or, will the same bankrupt policy, which

aided the annihilation of the organized Left wing

beiore, operate to prevent its resurgence now. At

the present moment this Ls the most important ques-

tion of the revolutionary movement.

The problem is especially acute in the needle

trades, and notably in the International Ladies Gar-

ment Workers Union. The outcome of the strike, on

top of previous developments, finally consolidated the

position of the I. L. Q. W. U., swelled its ranks with

new thousands of members and eliminated -the In-

dustrial Union as a trade union factor.

The workers who once followed the Left wing,

first inside the International and later outside, are

back in the old union. If the militants now adjust

themselves to reality and work on the basis of the

union, to strengthen it as a lighting instrument of the

workers, great successes for the new Left wing are

inevitable. But if they take the position that the

International is not their union, if they appear in

the International as agents of the non-existent In-

dustrial Union, they are bound to isolate and dis-

credit themselves and alienate the workers who re.

gard the union as their own and want it to serve

them. By that they will strengthen the grip of the

reactionary bureaucrats in the needle trade for a

long time to come. Yet this idiotic tactic is precisely

the one which the Stalinists, who learn nothing and
forget nothing, are prescribing for the Left wing of

the Inlernatoinal!

This is the greatest menace to the prospect of

a resurgent militant movement in the needle trades.

The wrecking crew which ruined everything before

by its stupidity is trying now to prevent any serious

repairs being made. The question of what to do

about il is being raised by those workers who want
to struggle for a militant policy in the International

and, at the same time, count on the cooperation of

the Stalinists. The answer is clear. It is impossi-

ble to work successfully in one union in the interest

of another. You cannot even begin a serious strng.

gle inside the International until you make a com-

plete break with the sabotaging policy of the Stalin,

is Is.

Docs this imply a break with those who follow

or try to follow the Stalinist policy iii the union.

Absolutely. And the sooner the better. Cooperation

in the task of rebuilding the Left wing is possible

only on the basis of a correct policy. Stalinism

which destroyed the Left wing will never be the

policy which rebuilds it. The new Left wing in the

needle trades will arise from the joint labors of those

workers who understand this thoroughly and do cot

hesitate to draw the full conclusions from it.

Hesitation on this crucial point out of reluct-

ance to make a division in the opposition can only

paralyze the work of the revolutionary militants and

play the game of the reactionaries in the Interna-

tional, .as in every other trade union. A clean break

with the bankrupt and discredited tactics of Stalin-

ism is today the first prerequisite for the emergence

of an effective Left wing. Those who mean business

in the labor movement and see the issue clearly will

make this break .at all costs and without delay.

in this country the International

of capitulation and betrayal. In

his day, there were not a few rogues

who sought to conceal their own
.shame and criminal record under

his untarnished mantle, just as

years later the Italian social dem-
ocrats who paved the way for Mus-
solini hid behind the coihn of the

imniorlul MutleoUi. This revolting

piactise does not become one whit

more alluring when the Stalinist

bureaucracy and its Right wing
attorneys lake refuge behind the

magnificent conduct of Dimitrov

at Leipzig and Berlin or demagogic
reIVreuces to the thousands of party

militants pros t rale mider the heel

of Fascism. What is decisive is

not tlio heroism of Matleotti ; il is

not the superb courage of the

martyrs to Fascism who are now
in its docks and concentration

camps. Wiial counts is the system-
atically fatal policy of Stalinism

which led to the situation where
Torglcr is in the docks instead of

Hitler, where the Communists and
Socialists are imprisoned instead

of Ihe mail dogs of reaction!

Tlie "Existence" of the German C. P.

"The C. I*. G. certainly exists,

although greatly reduced in num-
bers, and still includes lu its ranks
some of the most advanced and
most courageous class conscious

workers of Germany, an essential

element for the reconstruction of

the C. P. G." Upon this facl, says

Lovestone, "any realistic policy in

Germany must be based".

A fact it certainly is, but it is

not upon that that the policy must
be based, lu 1017, and Itlls, the

same and more could have been

said about the American Socialist

Parly. Hundreds of its militants

were imprisoned by the American
Socialist Party. Hundreds of its

militants were imprisoned by the

Wilson regime, its papers suppress-

ed, its meetings prohibited. Yet

(lit: proletarian revolutionists de-

clared that the old party no longer

sufficed—a new one liad to be built.

The old party, its program, its bu-
reaucracy, had failed to meet the

lest of the war, to learn the les-

sons oi the collapse of the Second
International and Lo absorb the

(cachings of the Russian revolu-

tion. The Communists of that day
did not (Lovestone deliberately at-

tributes such a stupid attitude to

us today) thereupon give Up hope

of winning over tile "most advanc-

ed nad most courageous class con-

scious workers" in the Socialist

parties. Quite the contrary. They
set themselves that task and ac-

complished it with varying success

v.ini]inb' over the majority in some
cases. But this was nowhere done

on the basis of continuing with the

a! tempt of "reforming" what was
beyond reform, but of building up
new and independent Communist
parlies.

When Lenin in 1914, and the

Comintern iu 3919, declared that

the Second International was dead,

the Lovcstones of that day made the

clever retort that there were hun-

dreds of thousands and even mil-

lions of workers still in the ranks

of Uie social democracy, which as

a matter of fact even experienced

a period of growth after the world

war, without bringing the Second
International to life again. But as

is known to most six-year olds, it

was never a question of the physi-

cal existence of the Second Inter-

national. It died o» August 4th

as a revolutionary or progressive

force. It was on that, historic day
that the progressive function it had
fulfilled in the two preceding de-

cades- -the function of breaking the

proletariat away from the bourge-

oisie and organizing it into inde-

pendent mas.s working class parties

--came to a dead stop. The possi-

bilities for progress within the

framework of tin* old International

were completely exhausted and a

new one had to be built on differ,

ent foundations.

1914 and 1933

The collapse of 1014 and the col-

lapse of 1933 have this in common
essentially: the possibilities for

progress, for reform of the Stalin-

lem have now proved to be com-
pletely exhausted. Just as the col-

lapse 30 years ago was the ex.

pression of the socialist bureau-

cracy's attempt to save its own hide

audi ts organizational hase at the

expense of the interests of the pro-

letariat, so the collapse today ex-

presses the Stalinist surrender of

Ihe interests of the German prole-

tariat, of the world revolution, in

order lo preserve the interests of

the reactionary bureaucratic caste

which has usurped the Soviet state

apparatus and which counferposes

the building of socialism in Russia

to the extension of the revolution

on a world scale. Therein lies the

August 4th of the1 International to-

day.
It is not hopeless, insists Love,

stone : "The official Communist
party is today more accessible than

ever to the influence of the Opposi-

tion struggle carried on by our

group." Precisely so did the Kant,
skys and other Centrists argue
against Lenin arid the Rolsheviks

in the formative period of the Com-
intern. Lovestone has here dis.

located the subject and the object,

for the sentence should read : "The
Lovestone group is today more ac-

cessible than ever to the influence

of the Stalinist party." When the
apologists for social patriotism out.

side the ranks of the Second Inter-

nationa! clamored loudest that the

old socialist parties were on the

verse of succumbing to their in.

tlueuce, of being won over to "rev- the actualities of the labor move-

olulionary" Kautskyauism — the meat and class relations in the

noise served only to cover up the 1-nited States."

retreat of the Centrists into the How genuine and touching a

camp of the social patriots. If tribute to the spirit of the late

Lovestone is painting up the Stalin.] Morris Hillquiti It will be remem-

ist parties to make them look pretty
;
hered how the recently deceased

and robust, rejuvenated instead of Culminated against the Lett wing-

sterile, it is only with a view to ei's in. his parly in ltllU because

the approaching return of the Right

wing to them.

What Lovestone writes about the

relationship between the German
events and the Comintern, or be-

tween them and the C. P. S. U-, in

his anonymous polemic against

Zam, is quite correct, even if it

deals a stiff blow to the whole body
of dogma erected to justify the

queer policy of international Bran-

dlcrism. In defense of this ijolicy,

Brandlerism has contended that

while Stalinism is more than cap-

able of pursuing a wrong policy iu

the capitalist countries, it is cap-

able of pursuing only a correct

policy iu the U. S. S. It., where it

is historically necessary, justified

and irreplaceable. Now Lovestone

argues from exactly the opposite

the standpoint: if new Communist
parties are to be built iu Germany
and the rest of the capitalist world,

"very obviously, this means a 'new'

partv in the Soviet Union" because

"the'e. P. S. U. and the C. I

are at least as responsible for this

(the German) course as the C. P.

G. leadership itself".

A Brattillerist Contradiction

This is quite correct, even if it

does not constitute the only reason

why a new Communist, party must

be formed in the Soviet Union. But

how is such a line of reasoning to

jibe with the previous Brandlerist

philosophy according to which

Stalinism in Russia was an entity

by itself, separate and apart from
Stalinism in the capitalist world?

That. Stalinism had to be defended

iu Russia regardless of what critic-

isms or attacks were made upon

it elsewhere? That in a capitalist

toui'try independent "Communist
part ies" 1 Alsace. Sweden | were

permissible provided they condoned

the Stalinist robbery of the Rus.

sian party's indejiendence? The

Notes of the

Week
'Tigs Is Pigs

1
'

It might have been another chap-
ter oi Ute Mad ilaticr anil the
March Hare. But it was actually
a no**.s account in tile New Iltrfc

limes.

We refer to a story of triumph-
ant justice as it is practised in

these United Slates, m this day
ana age.—After N11A, alter the
New Ueal and after Uie imosevelt-
lau exudation and muuiliaaUou
ol the "Human Agencies .

Ill Brook! j n, Ihe other day, &
magistrate lield court u\er a villian

wiio maltreated thiec poor little

pigs, cooped up uuconiiortably in

a cage too Qgiilly built. A repre-
scutali\e ol ihe S. P. C. A. alter
[Hindering over this sight (winch
was useti as a display advertize,
nient lur a popular puiciue comedy
at the Flalousn Theatre 1 had the
perpetrator oi the. . .clinic. . .ar-

rested.

The judge, whose commiseration

they wanted to build a new party

and discard the olti "on the basis

primarily of alleged changes" pro.

dueed by the equally alleged Rus-

sian revoution, and not on Ihe basis

of "the actualities of the labor

movement and class relations in the

United Slates". IHUquit wrote

more gracefully and persuasively;

otherwise the arguments are idea,

tical, equally reactionary and in-

tentionally misleading.

Culmination of Ten Years

The I-efl. wing demanded a Com.
inunist party in It'll) not simply be-

cause "something" had happened

in Germany iu 1914 or in Russia in

1917, but because August 4th had
sealed the fate of I he Second in.

ternalionai, its program, its phil-

osophy, its ladies and because Nov.

ember 7th had verilied the need of

a new interi.ational, introduced a

new program and new tactics of with such animals i hereby becomes
world wide applicability. We pro-

mise today a new International and
new Communist party not because

a little slip was •'sincerely and
genuinely" made iu Germany, but

because the German events marks
the culmination of ten years of

Stalinist revisionism, because the

old Comintern has collapsed, be-

cause, it was shipwrecked after the

bureaucracy threw overboard its

revolutionary internationalist bal-

last, sails, rudder. Helmsmen: be-

cause the German events were the

outcome of ten years of the dis-

memberment of the body of Leninist

ideas put into (he foundation stones

of the International, fen years of

socialism in one country, of repudi-

ation of socialist intervention, of

capitulation to the petty bourge-

oisie, of objective aid in the pre-

servation of the discredited soeial

democracy, of "social Fascism" and

the united front from below, of

strangling the Chinese revolution

philosophy is simply ignored- -not, ' »»d the Brll «» revolutionary iuo*-e-

icod forbid ! because it has been dis-.n'cnt, of por.onmg the ideological

earded bv the Bramlleriles, but wellspnngs of the Communist part-

pardoxicallv enough because in this ies. of corruption, degeneracy and

.articular instance a pseudo-inter-
j

usnrpanon, o! enormously enhnnc-

nationalist universality is needed mg the dangers to he Sov,et repub-

hy Lovestone & Co. for his uualter- l"-'
1

°f asternal ically crushing the
by
ed defense of Stalin's security in

the national apparatus.

The nationalist philistinism of

the Lovestone position slicks out

like a swollen thumb in his rejec-

tion of the new party for Ihe Uni-

ted States. "Neither pnliitcal nor

(,i'gaui/ational relations in the rev-

olutionary movement of this conn,

try have changed material!}- in the

last period of time To urge the

formation of a m-w party in the

V. S. A. on the basis primarily of

vaugu ird movement and reducin

(he lu'ernalioiiai to a foreisin agency

of the Soviet bureaucracy.

It fs not we who are hopelessly

divorced from actualities, but the

I.oveslones who are hopelessly fasc-

inated and iu love with the pro-

spect of being graciously permitted

to craw 1 back to the antechamber

of the Stalinist chancelleries. In

a deeper sense than is generally

recognized—there lies the differ-

ence '.letwwu tis. That is why

alleged changes iu the Communist Love-lone continues to prop up the

movement in Germany, as do both
j

collapsing structure of Malinism

Trotskvites and others (that by means of specious argument and
ihe

tells Zam where he belongs!—S.), falsification,

discloses a hopeless divorce from —MAX SHACHTMAN.

The Crisis in the Cuban Revolution

Events in Cuba are moving to-

ward a crisis. The strike wave is

coming up again. The slruggie

against American imperialism is

taking a violent form in the cilies.

In the interior the situation is still

deadlocked: the workers hold some
mills and plantations as guarantees

of their demands for higher wages
and better conditions while the sol-

diers and student bands of the Car-

ribean Army sent, against them

have not come to grips with the

workers except in one or two cases.

But this slate of affairs cannot

long continue. One way or another

(hey must be resolve definitely in

the inlerests of the workers or the

American imperialist and their

Cuban bourgeois sonants. The
sugar crop in Cuba matures in

autumn or early winter. The har-

vesting begins in December. It is

the aim of the government to drive

(he workers off the seized planta-

tions, before the harvest season

comes round to insure the Amer-
ican and Cuban owners their vested

rights and whatever potential profit

there is in the crop.

The workers on the plantations

who are armed and organized to

some extent will resist the attempt

to evict them. In the one or two
attempts to evict them that have
already taken place the workers
have demonstrated that. The com-
ing conllict may develop into a

widespread civil war. If the gov-

ernment is sucessfu! the United

States warships will not land their

complement of devil dogs.

But if the lighting should go the

utlier way through the going over

of the soldiers to the workers as is

not impossible, Uie American im-
perialists may resort to armed in-

tervention. The capitalist press

reports that the Washington admin-
istration is looking for a formula
by which il can land marines.

The difficulty here is the result

this action and its consequences in

Cuba would have iu Latin America
Today the Latin American aspect of

the question is at an acute stage.

The attempt to drive the workers

off the plantations coincides in

time with the Pan-American Con-

gress which is to convene shortly

in Montevideo. For the United

States capitalists this congress is

an extremely important one. They
will make a determined effort

there to "adjust" the South and
Latin American markets in the in-

terests of "our" own trade. Any
misstep in Cuba may tip the scales

at Montevideo in favor of English,

which have been making inroads

into these markets at the expense

of the American brigands.

But il the policy of Yankee pir-

acy is beset with difficulties from

its trade rivalries it is unhampered

by the international working class

milside of Cuba. Nowhere is there

a hread movement of the workers

in defense of the struggling Cuban
workers. The responsibility rests,

in the first instance, on the Stalin-

ized Comintern.
The policy of the Comintern in

the Cuban revolution is also the

policy of the Communist Parly of

the United' Stales, which of all ihe

Communist parties outside of the

Cuban party is the most directly

invoived in the struggle against

understandable, ordered the hogs
lrecif, ecolded the deleudant uud
snapped Ihe cryptic sentence:

"Tigs is pigs and not subway
sardines."

• * » *

All this may be found to be an
exact lenditiou of the Times story
on Wednesday, Uciolier 2ti, 1933.

The magistral announcement, re-

ported here in all it.s cynicism,
gives a good measure of capitalist

justice and (he system on which it

is based. "Fit for pigs"—that's

capitalism alright.
* & * o

\ Subway Sardine Commits Suicide

—Willi Apologies to the Police

John Subway Sardine, on election

day known as -Mr. Taxpayer or Ihe
Voice ol the People and otherwise
regaled with eulogies on the dig-

nity of labor, leads a less diguilied

existence than the three little

porkers. The courts are not for
him. He is not. provided wi!h any
warm covering to proieel him from
the cold (that was another point
ol' litigation in the case of the
Flalbush Treat re > . There is no
S. P. C. A. to prevent erueltv against
him.

Vet, he holds the proud title of
human being. He is, by the law

—

"a free man'. Free: to sell his

labor power to the boss. Free: to

starve when the "supply of labor
hands t \ceeds (he "demand".

« * » *

How fictitious this freedom is,

how much human dignity is lower-
ed beyond the range of swine by the
"commodity market" which produces
unemployment, may be gathered
from another item in the week's
news (World.Telegram, Tuesday,
.November 7, J 933} :

JOHLL-SS, GOING BLIND,
HE SLASHKS WRISTS

Note on Park Ileiich

Apologizes to Police

For Trouble.

.

Robert Guinewahl sat on a
park bench in Central Park be-

fore dawn today and took stock
of himself.

He was iri. lie was hungry,
jobless. He was going blind, and
he could not pay for medical care.

It would become worse when
winter came. "^

He scribbled a note to police:-

—

I am sorry, for causing all

this trouble," then he cut his

wrists with a razor blade. He
collapsed finally from loss of

blood. A motorist look Guine-
wahl to Bclievue. Doctors said
he mighl live.

lioss class justice deals kindness
lo pigs. Working class victims
apoloyize for committing suicide!

This is the U. S. A., U>;53.

How long will wurkcrs stand for
American armed intervention. There; pig justice? How long will they
is no movement in the United Siat.es. I apologize f„r going under',' How
The Communist I'arty of the United

; io:!g „ m ,*K^. .(Uow :l system of

States has demonstrated again itc- society which degrades them to a
conception of internationalism. Its

agitation is con lined to articles in

(he Daily Worker and forum lec-

tures. Demonstrations? There was
one puny affair of the "vanguard"

in Philadelphia. There may have

been one or two others. But there

has been no serious attempt to build

a. movement of support to the

Cuban workers! Are the American
Stalinists under orders not to "in-

terfere" with the succss of Lit-

vinoff dipmocatic mission?

It <s now the immediate, burning

task of the advanced section of the

American working class to come
to the aid of the Cuban workers.

—T. STAM.U.

fate lower rhan the beasts, lo do
its work of human distraction?

—G, . . .n.

BROOKLYN BR. ACTIVITIES
Wed., Nov. 15th, 8 P. M.—Meeting

of Sympafih/.ers on Branch Ac-
tivities.

W«I., Nov, 32nd, 8 1*. M—Interna-

tional Workers School Student

Assembly.
Fri., Dec. 1st, 8 P. M—First Oi*en

Forum—Max ShaclUman — The
Soviet Union and the Fourth In-

ternational.

Sun., Dec. 3rd, 8 P. M. — Private

Showing of the Movies—The Rus-
sian Revolution.

Fri., I«c. 8th, 8 P. M.—Open Forum
—Jack Weber—The New Deal
and the Working Class.

Clases of the International Work-
ers School, Brooklyn Branch, open
the week of Nov. 27th. Classes Martin Abern
are held from 8 to 10 P. M.
Monday Evenings : Principles of

Communism.
Fundamentals of Marxism

Wednesday Evenings: History and
Progam of the Left Opposition.

Ilistory of the Russian Rev-
olution.

COKRKC T ION
The first paragraph of comrade

Aberu's article in last week's Mili-

tant contains a misprint. The first

fourteen lines of the article should
have read as follows:

Eduard Bernstein led the attack
of reformism against the revolu-

tionary doctrines of Marx and Kn-
gcls. Laying empalisis on immedi-
ate gains and objectives, Bernstein

completely subordinated or sub-

merged the need of revolutionary
strategy to guide the proletariat in

its struggles. lie lost sight of the

ultimate goal of socialism—the goal
which, on the one hand, conditions
(he character of the strategy and
tactics of the revolutionary work-
ers and, on the other hand is de-

termined by them. For the means
employed will also determine the
end'.
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Probation

for Food

Workers
Stalinist Expulsion Order

KevoKed Under Pressure

Tag-Day for Terzani Defense

ThisJFeek-EndinN.Y.C.

The framed-up expulsions of

James Uoiuou, Seo. fappas mid
KytviH A\ emer Irom tue 1< cod VvorK-

els muustrtal LJiioii for Uie crime
of "TioLsKyisin" ('.) were revoked

at tiio lasu inenioershtp meeting ol

tilt' UlllOll <U WiUCll tllC StailUiSl 111-

quisi-ors who put imougn mo oust-

er at tne. meeting 01 tue soeialied

""trial committee ' were compelled

to make i'i snamelaced retreat under
pressure oi tin; protest movement
wuicn was rising m me ramis not

only ui ilie Leu wing workers m
geneial, hut l'vl'11 ol inemuel's of

tin; uuiL-iai Uoi ii ininnit puny. In-

Moau oi ueuig luiinuiy expelled.

Use uirec couiiuues are now put on
pronation.

A wnoie squad of Stalinist func-

tionaries tium me Trade Lnion
LniU League- needed by S'im iNes-

sjii, were in attendance at tue niein-

teisinp meeting in older to super-

use me uiscussion, procedure ana
coi.ciusi.on. iiiey nau nopeu that

the original expulsion uaase could

be put over wituout creating mucn
of a stir, and tnat tney would
luoreuy oe rid oi tnree militants

wnose iiupeccaiile record in the

union tney were dune prepared to

ignore completely ill view of the

laet that iinae Oppositionists had
become a titorn in ineir sides, Hgnt-

ius uieir cureiiucrutism and tnoir

uisaatious policies at every turn,

norlttiv Pretest
This plan came a cropper, how-

s ver, vvueu scores of workers, es-

pecially in ilie loud and needle

trades inuustiy, made it perieetly

clear mat tiiey intended to carry

on a determined liglit in beli'ill ol

those eipeued aim against those

who so criminally kicked tnem out,

going so lar as to tune one of them
ott iier job simpiy necause of her
political views.

Willi the protests of these work-
ers ringing iu uieir ears, the Stalin-

ist oineiuis Here compelled to rev-

erse tile decision of expulsion ar-

rived at by their own party frac-

tion und present to tile membership
meeting a "recommendation" from
the .New York T. U. U. L, Council
Hull tue expulsion action be re-

voked uud the three comrades put
"on prouatiou". "Expulsion", ex-

plained .seisin to the meeting, "is

too good for these individuals. We
dun t want to make heroes or mar-
tyrs out of them."

I'urpose of "Probation"
When uoruon, in ihe course of

an impassioned indictment of the
bureaucrats and their course, de-

manded to know the precise nature
ol tuo "probation", the Stalinists

refuse to inai;e. any explanation at

all. Uoruon and Weiner both de-

clared that they would accept no
conditions, 'ihey were not guilty

of any crime against tiie interests

of the trade union or labor move-
ment, and the charges concocted by
toe burea ucrats either had to be
substantiated—whicn was impossi-

ble—or to openly withdrawn and
ayuashed. The purpose of thes so-

caiied "probation" was, however,
uip'iae clear by the Stalinists In an
indirect manner. Their courage
having failed them, and having
been compelled to withdraw the

expulsions in the face of the in-

dignation of Left wing workers,
they are now seeking to accom-
plish the same end without the

cnus of the formal action. "'We're

going to make life miserable for
you in this union until you're torc-

ed to qiui," was the iilumiryuiiig

cbservation of one of the machine-
men.
The final action taken by the

meeting, the bulk of which was un-

der the disciplinary domination of
teh party fraction to which this

union—like most of Ihe C. P.-can-

trolled unions—has been reduced
in essence, was as follows:

Graduated "Sentences"
Comrade Gordon w>'is put on pro-

bation. Comrade Weiner was also

put on probation, and the job from
which she had been removed in the
party "Coops" .restaurant, was re-

turned to her. also "on probation".
Comrade 1'appas, who could not be
present .'it the meeting because he
was in the hospital, is to be forced
to accept a "withdrawal card"
from the union—which is a ''polite"

way of effecting his expulsion.

I'appas, besides the crime of "Trot-
skyism", must also pay for the fact

that his physical condition has been
undermined by the loss of health

and blood in dozens of militant

battles of the union against em-
ployers, gangslers, and police. Rare-
ly does even the most reactionary
union in the country permit itself

so cynical and brutal measures
against a milib'int who has sacri-

ficed «s much for the working
class movement as has Pappas.
Gordon was given a bare five

To all Labor Organizations:

FELLOW WORBRS:
The United Front Terzani Tag-

day Conference, held at 94 Fifth

Avenue, Saturday, November 11th,

decided on tha following addresses

:;s the Regional Headquarters for

Ihe Tag-days. On the 17th and 18th

Use United Front Committee will

; il to issue collection cans and'

receive collection cans from the

collectors of all organizations par-

licipatirg in the Tag-day.

Addresses of Headquarters

Ifrooklyn:

vvilliaiiisburgh :

289 S. 3rd Street

Hatbusli:

841 Utica Avenue
2239 Church Avenue

Brownsville:

21S> S'tckman Avenue

Bronx:

W. 170th Street

800 Westchester Avenue
2700 Bronx Park Bast
702 East Tremont Avenue

Roro Park:

i:i77^2nd' Street
Brighton :

1113 Brighton Beach Ave.

Manhattan:

7 East 113th Street

100 W. 72nd Street

2005-7th Avenue

94 Fifth Avenue

1148 St. Nicholas Ave.

Queens:

30 Flushing
b206-27th Street

Near Queens Plaza
Long Island City.

Downtown Brooklyn:

157 Montague; St.

Ilensenhurst :

87 Bay 25th Street

Coney Island:

2202 Mermaid Ave.
333 Sheffield Ave.

The necessity of every Labor or-

ganization and every worker giving
the fullest support to the Tag-day
cannot be over-emphasized. Terzani
goes to trial November 27 and the
tesults of the trial will ultimately
affect every worlier in America. Re-
gardless of our union affiliation or
political allegiance we must com-
bine our forces at this time to de-
feat the common enemy of all man-
kind. The best way that we can
do this at this time is to give the
maximum support to the Tag-days,
November 17th and 18th.

Call at the Regional Headquart-
ers that Is nearest to your home,
get a collection can, contact every
worker in your neighborhod and
ask them to contribute toward the
defeat of Fascism. Bring your
membership card for identification.
Have the representative of your
organization get the collection cans
for dislrubution from your local
center.

—TERZANI DEFENSE COMM.

Socialist Mayor

Promises Cheap

Government
An interesting incident of the re-

cent iuections is Uie election in

lii'Mgeport, Conn, of a socialist to

ilie miyoialty and an enure social-

ist cuy auministration. Whether
mis reDirth of municipal 'social-

ism" in another city Besides Mil-

waukee, indicates a change towards
radicalism in tne moods of the

masses or wnetiier it is tue triumph
oi good clean government is not
witum the province of tnis article

to answer, srgnmcant it is, how-
ever, that whatever causes motiv-

ated the majority received by Jas-
per AlcLevy, the new socialist

mayor, his statement to the press

must oe received with jubilation by
the solid citizens of Bridgeport.

!No red threat of expropriation
nangs over the heads oi tne pro-

pertied interests of this New Eng-
land city. The first socialist ad-

ministration to be elected in Bridge,
potr, AtcLevy makes it quite clear,

is out to bring "economy" into the
city finances, to save the taxpayers
money. The unemployed and strik-

ing workers are not even mention-
ed by implication.

"1 intend" says Jasper McLevy,
ranking socialist, "to administer
the aiiairs of the city with common
sense and sound business judgment."
iiiis statement approximates the

post election effusions of Mayor
±,a Guardia or any successful Rep-
ublican of Democratic candidate,
it means balance the budget aud
if it fits into the financial pattern
then the bothersome unemployed
will get a look in.

"I intend to rehabilitate the fin-

ancial and social life. X will in-

troduce civil service and the merit

system in the 1'olice and Fire de-

partments." Don't be astonished
if the, workers aren't mentioned,
and the cops get attentive consi-

deration. This is a socialist talk-

ing.

"1 nave no obligations." No, not
to the working men. "If necessary

1 will go unhesistatingly out of

the party to fill key posts." No
doubt a banker would make a bet-

ter administrator of the city fin-

ances than an exploited proletarian.

"I realize that I cannot intro-

duce socialism by a rflunicipal

victory, but we can sweep clean the

city government and lay the foun-

dation for a good, sound, construc-

tive administration."

Take note of this municipal so-

cialism. It has great potentiali-

ties.... for the bosses.

In tne Fascist Inferno

The story of an Austrian miner,
Alois Ilobenreich, is published in
the Volksblatt of Unz. Hob'enreich
had migrated to Germany to look
for work, as he had been unem-
ployed for some time. He reached
Zwichau in Saxony where he had
been promised a job, to start June
18th. On the day before, he was
arrested on the grounds that his
papers were not in order and that
he was a spy who intended to send
unfavorable report* back to Aus-
tria. He was carried back and
lorth between a concentration camp
and several prisons. He entered
complaints against his confinement.

Because of this he was brought
to a cellar where he had been held
previously, on June 29th. There he
was stretched out on a table with
three Storm Troopers holding him
down, while three other Storm
Troopers belaboured him with rub-
ber cudagels on his back, seat and
arms. Alter forty-live blows he
iell off the table, one Storm Troop-
er standing with his foot on the
back of his neck so that he could
not defend himself at all, while an-
other held him by the hand and
threatened him with a revolver, de-
claring that he would be shot im-
mediately if he uttered a sound.
While on the floor he was given
another ninety blows with the rub-
ber cudgel. In addition to this and
a rain of cuffs on the ears, he was
spat upon and called an "Austrian
swine".

On June 30 he was released after
he was forced to sign a statement
that he had no cause for protest or
complaint concerning detention. On
July 5 he reached Austrian territory
where he was examined by a doctor
who found ample evidence of the
treatment which he had received.

A. Bellussi

Deporting

Imminent
Quick Action Needed to

to Save Anti-Fascist

The decision against Anthony
Bellussi has been upheld and his
immediate deportation to Italy has
been ordered by the Department of
Labor. The danger of this mili-
tant being delivered into the hands
of Mussolini's hangmen is now
most imminent. Heroic efforts will
have to be made in the next days
io save him from this fate.

Ail that is left now—since the
deportation order has been con-
firmed—is to secure for comrade
Beilussi the right of voluntary de-
parture to another country, to find
another country which will admit
him and to provide him with pas-
sage money.
This right of voluntary depart-

ure has been granted by the De-
partment of Labor in similar cases
i:nd', if the proper efforts are made,
il should be secured for Bellussi.
Also, in other cases, the Interna-
tional Labor Defense had secured
permission for deportee to enter the
Soviet Union and has provided the
expenses for the journey. Only two
weeks ago a case of this kind was
reported in the Daily Worker. No
move has been made to extend this
solidarity to Bellussi, a.nd, we can
be sure, none will be made.
As the final hour draws near it

becomes absolutely clear that if he
has to depend on the I. I,. D. Bel-
lussi will be handed over to the
.Fascist butchers. Although he is

not a member of the Lett Opposi-
tion, Bellussi is regarded as a
i-ympuUnzer and utts arrested on
a cnarge of distributing the Mili-
tant. For that "crime" he is re-
ceiving a double punishment: De-
portation by the b. S. Government
uud sabotage of his case by the
^lalinists. The bail fund of the
i. L. L>. was not available for him.
i. p till the present day, although
ne has been in jail fur months, the
iriiiiy Worker has not printed a
Hue about his case.

To leave the fate of Bellussi in
tne hands of these cynical sabot-
iigers would be a crime. We must
act independently without deiay
to save this sterling militant from
Ihe danger of torture anu death iu
Fascist Italy. A defense committee
is cooperating with the American
Civil Liberties Union to secure a
uelay of the deportation and per-
mission for him to enter another
country. Efforts are also i being
nuide to secure his temporary re-

lease on bail. \\e hope for success
in our efforts. Your help is needed.
Hend funds to the Bellussi Deiense
Committee, J. P. Cannon, Secretory,
care of the Militant, L£t> Last lstb
Street, New l'ork City.

Wave of Repression in China;

Left Opposition Threatened
Feiping.—About a month ago we

sent you a letter in which we gave
a rough description of conditions
here. Now, however, the situation

in North China is changing rapidly.

The conditions for revolutionary
activity have become more difficult

than they were a month ago. The
first maneuver of General Ho Yin-
Chin, the right hand of Chiang Kai-
Shek, upon his arrival in 1'eiping

was the destruction of the C. P.

and the organizations affiliated with
it and the suppression jjf the anti-

Japanese fighters.

A Wave of Arrests

In a short time mass meetings
were forbidden, several party mili-

tants were shot, a wave of arrests

spread everywhere, three comrades
of the Left Opposition and many
important leaders of the party were
arrested. Practically all the party
organizations in North China (in-

cluding 1'eipiug, Tientsin, Tootin,

Shantung, etc.) are annihilated

An important fact: Many of the

party members who hut yesterday
slugged our comrades as counter-

revolutionaries have been convert-

ed by Ho Yin Chin and are joining

the Blue Shirt Fascist clicme. Ail

these gentlemen are saying today

:

"Only the 'Three Principles' and
the Kuo Win Tang can save China
from imperialist attack. .. .The
Communist party is a foe we
must crush it".

The party organ. Bed Flag, anal-

ysing this trend of capitulation,

concluded : "It is inevitable that

in the process of the revolutionary

movement some members pass over
into the camp of the enemy." This
is an indication of how blinded are
the bureaucrats in face of a critical

situation.

There can be no argument as to

whether capitulation is inevitable

in the revolutionary movement. But
at present ib is not a question of a
handful but of a current, a move-
ment ! This movement is taking
place while the bureaucracy is at

the helm of the party.

Some months ago the Red Flag
wrote: "About one hundred work-
ers <.?) have joined the Communist
Youth League in one month ! About
ten workers a day!" While they
howled with glee over the quantity,
the quality was ignored, party edu-
cation was trampled under foot and
the Communist party was consequ-
ently transformed from a vanguard
of the proletariat into a mass or-
ganization. The current of capitu-
lations ia the result of this policy.

The Left Opposition Fights On.
Recently a rumor lias been spread

around that the Police Department
is planning to destroy the Left Op-
iwsition jtist as it has destroyed
the party. This is quite possible.

The burden of oppression of the
ruling elftsa is great but we are
continuing our fight, never tiring,

never faltering.

Please send us some of the new
books which you have published,
such as 'The Oijly Road", etc., etc.

With Communist greetings,

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Peiping, Sept. 24, 1S133.

LYNCH THREAT FOR
SCO'TTSBOKO BOIS

As we go to press, dispatches
from Decatur, Alabama, arouse an-
xiety over the fate of the Scotts-
horo boys whose re-trial shirts this

week.
Lynch nubs are being- organized

by reactionary Southern politicians

to rid themselves of all legal em-
haras smen ts.

Threats have been diercted not
only against the nine hoys, but
also against Ruby Bates, star wit-

ness for the defense and the de-
fense attorneys.

(Continued on Page 4)

Lovestone Evades Challenge

OPEN FOUUM
THE NRA AND THE
TRADE UNIONS

Speaker

:

JAMES P. CANNON
Friday, November ?4, 1933

8 P. M.

International Workers School

136 East 16th Street

Auspices : Manhattan Branch,

Communist League of America
(Opposition)

ADMISSION "15 CENTS

at

On October 18, 1933, the follow-
ing letter was sent to the Love-
stone group by social messenger:
"'Dear Comrades

:

'Some time ' ago there was an
exchange of correspondence between
your organization and ours concern-
ing the arrangements for a debate
at which the fundamental differ-

ences dividing us would be dis-

cussed in public. For a number of

reasons, the debite did not mater-
ialize at that time.

"With this letter, we renew our
proposal for a debate between a
prominent representative of your
organization and a spokesman for

(urs. We are prepared to have
our committee of two meet with a

similar committee from your or-

ganization to discuss all the details

involved, such as the subject-title

of the debate, the speakers, the

hall, the date, the financial ar-

rangements, etc., etc. It appears

Io us that there is a growing inter-

est In those questions upon which
our respective organizations take

opposing stands. A public debate
would not only draw several hun-
dred workers but would serve to

clarify many of the problems now
confronting the Communist move-
ment in this country and through-

out the world. We might add that

we are especially inclined to have
the debate take place around the

question of your position and ours

towards the present Communist In-

ternational and the new Communist
International which is now being
discussed in revolutionary circles

everywhere.

"We hope you find it convenient
lo reply to this communication at
an early date so that the prelimin-

ary agreements can be nrade as
soon as possible.

"Fraternally yours,

"City Committee.

"Local New York, Communist

League of America (Opposition).
"Max Shachtman, Organizer."

One month ha* passed now since

this letter was delivered and to this

date there has not yet even been
an acknowledgment of its receipt,

much less an acceptance of the de-

bate challenge. The issue was
raised by a representative of the
Opposition at the Lovestone forum
lecture on "Trotskyism" by Bert
Wolfe, last week, with nothing but
i.n evasive reply being made by the

speaker lad the chairman. The
pretext offered that a debate would
,not offer sufficient time to discuss

all the disputed questions, is wiped
out by the fact that several months
ago the Lovestone group did agree

to the debate and then proposed to

postpone it until the "meeting sea-

son" comes around.
Why do the Lovestoneitea fail to

accept our challenge?

Hitler*s Secret

Police in Terror

Campaign
The following report is taken

irom a news item in a London
newspaper

:

From a Special Correspondent
A new and sinister organization

—llitier s Secret Police— is now
coming to the forefront of the news
irom Germany.

Wielding far greater authority
than the chiefs of the ordinary pol-
ice force, and howmg the knee to

none but Captain (ioering, the drug-
andicted Prussian Premier, their

excesses are causing a reign of ter-

ror in Germany.
No one—not even a Nazi—knows

whether he is safe from them. Not
ouiy Jo they wage uncontrolled
war against the opponents of Hit
ler but they also provide the Nazi
leaders with 4 handy instrument
tor settling private feuds.

The Secret Police are composed
of men, hand-picked by Captain
vioering.

Middled With Bullets

One of their chief roles is that

of executioner. Day after day, re-

ports reach London from Germany
of the body of this man or that
being found riddled with bullets.

The official "inquiry" tliat takes
place 'almost invariably comes to a
sudden stop. It is found that the

murder is the work of the Secret

foiice—and there is nothing more
to be said.

The Secret Police hold their own
"'trial's" at their various headquart-
ers.

The prisoner—previously beaten
to ensure his docility—is sentenced
regardless of the accuracy of the
charge.

They AH Die
Prisoners tried by this new Star

Chamber are whisked off to the
concentration camp at Oraittenburg,
near Berlin, the most dreaded of

ali camps.
The mortality among prisoners

iiere is so great that it is reported
from Berlin that the camp will be
shortly closed, not from motives of

humanity, but because the death-
rate exceeds the supply.

Rising at 5 A. M., the prisoners

have 15 minutes in which to wash
and dress. Work, under the mle of

the whip, lasts till midday, when a

"dinner" of cabbage and potatoes

is served. More work follows till

7 P. M., when tea with bread is

provided. Flight o'clock is bed-

time, and so the days pass in an
animal sort of existence.

No one in Germany has yet heard
of a prisoner coming from Oranien-
burg alive.

NAZIS INVESTIGATED
Clarence Hathaway, of the New

York Daily Worker, presented1 dam-
aging evidence, incriminating pro-

minent American reactionaries, be-

fore the investigation of Nazi ac-

tivities in the U. S. A., begun on
November 15 in Washington, D. C.

by the Dickstein (Congressional)
i Committee

Hearings were disrupted by a
head-on collision between Hath-
away and Rep. Focht, who called

the former an "anarchist".

Open sessions of the investiga-

tion were postponed to Dec. 4.

SAVE TOEGLER AND
DIMITKOFF!

Too Much Bread
Gutzuu Borglum, famous sculptor,

in an article on conuiuous ouservea
travelling through the Dauotas,
makes tne following oOservalions
wnicli snouiu give us an msigut on
vhats behind the hunger 01 farm-
er and worter alike. ±ie says in

part, in the New \*rk limes for

i\ovemoer 12, li>33 :

"A tew weeks a&o when the poor-
est ot our larmeis were u'eKing
.nto the towns, their poor, ouu,
movable cuatteis piled on to a trail-

er, ti^y explained iliey wanted to

ue witu people, that they migiit get
a lltle help during the winter."

This farmer himsell a chattel oi
Liie oaims and the lauushaiks, can t

&ei. enough for his produce to
tine him lurough the vwuier. lie

must ihrow himseif on the good-
will of his friends and relatives,

ihe poor farmer lives in penury
uecause tue price is too low unu
.ne taxes and interest too high om
-ue woiiier must nunger neverthe-
less. How explain this '( .boigiuin

itves the answer in another para-
graph :

"A lew weeks before Mayor Cer-
mak of Chicago was killed ne toiu

.ne: 'There are oser a half a mil-
lion loaves of stale brtMd in the
market every morning 111 my city.

1 can't get hold of more than a lew
thousand. They are systematically
ourned, burned to protect the mar-
ket while Chicago is struggling 10

ieed one of tne great overcrowded
breadlines on the earth."
There s the answer.. The farmer

eaves the land. The prices are
too low because there is too much
wheat. The city worker suiters

irom "under-nourishment" while
the surplus bread is burned to make
prices high.

Figure it out for yourself ! What
kind of a system is this for the
larmer and the worker?

1)

Emancipated

Children
One of the greatest boasts of the

NRA is that the new deal has elim-
inated the curse of child labor
from American industry. The
"Brain Trust" is willing to con-
cede that wages have not been
raised as high as was necessary or
hours as low as called for—but the
abolition of child labor is the ac-
complishment of the generation and
Roosevelt.

What is to happen to these chil-

dren released from bread-winning
and factory-killing toil? Mrs. Per.
kins, crusader against child labor

and secretary of labor had' the fol-

lowing to say at the Biltmore Hotel
before the women's division of the

Crusade for Children on Oct. 30,

1933:
"That means", she said, "that

there are six million children in

want and in hunger, not through
any fault of their own, but because
the bread winners of their families

are out of work."
How make restitution for thege

little, victims, whose bones are
rickety from hunger and the lack
of sunlight and fresh air? Abolish
the System greedy for the huge
profits wrung out of the toil of
children? Or if that is too radical

pass an unemployment insurance

Big Sums
for War
Purposes

Huge Appropriations for

Military Revealed

'Uncle Sam's" War and Navy
Departments are very Busy. All

« esieru forts are being enlarged.
..ecruitmg omces are open and the
pick of tne unemployed are beiug
accepted—mostly college graduates.
Aew uarruciis are being bunt in

nearly all government ions and
military posts, enlarging their

iiuaners tor oniccrs anu men. Con-
tracts for ammunition have been
iet to several large companies in-

cluding Chase Brass & Copper Co.,

me. ot Waterbury, Conn, and the
lfridgeport Brass Co. These con-
iracts average $;i,000,UOU apiece,
kjeneral Electric got a contract for

*.),000,()00. Doubtless the regular
arms companies like Winchester,
ttemington, savage, Western, Du-
gout, etc., also received large orders
uut no complete figures are avail-

able. {All ngures given here are
as of Nov. 9th).

Huge Army Contracts

Contracts have been let for Coast
Guard, Radio and Air Corp Sta.
lions, Air Corp Hangars, research
laboratories, ordinance warehouses,
auxiliary barracks, magazine and
snell jiouses, military police bar-
racks,—and chapels. These con-
tracts amount to at least ten and
a half million dollars, fully 90%
being for new barracks. The re-

ports are scattered and not clear
out evidently from 500 to tiOO new
barracks are going up in regular
army camps entirely apart from the
Conservation camps tor which no
ngures are given here.

Plans are also m progress for a
iJetenticn iarm in Aiienigau own-
«U by tne Dept. ot justice aud lor

lioiaer "inspection ' .stations along
iiie entire Mexican anu Canadian
-ouuuury lines.

.sew contracts totalling the same
amount as those already let,—$11),-

ooOpUOO,—are be 111g awarded to

jimuiug contractors daily. The
capacity anu auaptiuility ot factor-

ies tor making ammunition is thor-

oughly known anu orders for each
one according to this knowledge are

lying in War Department files ready
tor immediate release. "Uncle Sam"
is concentrating on the army and
navy and these he is concentrating

on the .West coast. Fort Sam
Houston, 'lexas,—gets over one and
nalt million doilais tor new bar-

racks. Tue .Uacon, largest dirigible

ui the world, has been transferred

to California.

Hundreds of Millions For War
All this expansion of the military

machine is in addition to the snip-

ouilding for the Navy which runs
into many hundreds of millions,

many of these hundreds of millions

tuoth for the Army and the Navy)
oeing labelled tor public consump-
tion as NRA and "Public Works
projects. Compare this with the

tact that cities most urgently in

need ot federal assistance for build-

ing projects cannot obtain it from
the Public Works Administration
because a city seeking this help

must iir st turn over bonds for 70%
of the cost of an undertaikng and
many cities cannot do this because

of tax deinquincles ind heavy
debts to bankers.

With the collapse of the NRA
the government has an excellent

excuse for enlarging its war mach-
ine: it put's men to work and money
into circulation. War itself will

be a heaven-sent boon bringing new
markets and "prosperity" for "all".

Capitalism will have its roast pig
if it has to bum its own house
down.

Rusliing War Preparations

But at present there Is no Imme-
diate war crisis and no need for

ballyhoo. Even 'preparedness' blood-

hounds must be satisfied. All is

quiet ; without batting an eye or
apologizing to any one the govern
nient is rushing its war prepara-

tions, far outstripping other items

of its Public Works', NRA and
'Conservation' programs which serve,

as bait to public hopes for jobs and
wages, peace and better, times. Yes,

not only will we have better times

;

we will eelebnate. On the first fair

day there will be an international

picnic.

—MARTIN BEARDSLEE.

measure so designed that the work-
er can support his child in mo.
ments of enforced indigence?

Perish the thought!
The solution is the old-shell game.

Charity. A committee of 400 men
and women have been appointed,
headed by none other than the fam-
ous philanthropist, Thomas W.
Lamont, to raise $400,000 for six

New York City child welfare agenc-
ies. The Child slaves are convert-

ed into child paupers. That is the

great "Roosevelt RevoiuflloH"
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LEAGUE ACTIVITIES

Swabeck Meetings
;

Minneapolis

Minneapolis.—An iuteisiiny series

of meetings was held in Alinnca-

polis during comrade Swabeck*.-. '

stay from Thursday, Noierinber 2,

to Sunday, November 5 inclusive.

On Xburstlny evening a sunn- pub-
lit* meeting was arranged lor a

group of trade unionists at which
comrade Swabeck explained tile

trade union policy of the Commun-
ist League. Tile meeting was ad-

vertised only by moans of personal

contact. About *£) people were
present and everybody showed a

high degree of interest iu the sub-

ject as the meeting progressed.

This was distinctly demonstrated
in the interesting yeustion period,

following Swabeck's talk, thai last-

ed until after 11 o'clock.

Swabeck began his talk by re-

viewing briefly the present world
crisis and gave a picture of the

economic forces that are responsible

tor the chisis. He showed bow
capitalism, if it is to live, must
continue to eSpand and how thii

expansion is dependent upon being

able to conquer ever wider markets
for the goods it produces, lie

pointed out how world capitalism

had already entered its stage ot

decay and was now on its down-
ward curve. He showed bow every

capitalist country is striving to con.
quer world marxets tor itself and
bow, in the present era of capital-

ist decay, it can only result in the

further exploitation ot wage work-
ers and a runner lowering of their

standard ol living.

mteis oi a. r: ot* L. Unions
The History of tue traue union

movement iu America Wits review-

ed to some extent. The basis on
which tne a. a', of L. unions are

organised was examined in detail

anu it was shown to rest on the

tti'isiociacy oi the American work-
ers, namely, tne skilled craus. Isut

due to the further illusion of

labor and ibe continuous inuialnc-

tlou of intricate niacumery into mo-
dern muustry, crait lines are rapid-

ly being ueatroyed and the bases

lor organizing unions along sucii

lines are rapidly disappearing.

The American workers, Swabeck
continued, will be lorced to organ-
ize in the immediate coming period

to make a struggle against tne on-

slaught ot capital on tueir standard

ot living, Tuey are already nock-
ing into the A. J.*', ol L. unions by

tne thousanus m spile of its con-

servative leadership. L niter such
circumstances it is nighiy important
how me niuuant revolutionary

workers react lo the conservative

mass unions, bwaoeck poiniou out
that tne piace lor militants is in

the conservative A. J*', ot L. unions
where me muses are. It is tneir

place to be wuere Liiey can propose
tneir tactics and weas direcny to

the workers and whore tuey can
work side by side with Iheui in

their uuny struggles. It is only by

this melhod lhac militants can
hope to convert the masses to their

ideas and be able to win leadership.

False Policy of Stalinists . .

.

He severely condemned the Trade
Union Unity League policy of the

official Communist i'arty lor having
pursued the very opposite course

by pulling all the Lett wingers out

of the conservative unions and or-

ganizing them into separate, so.

called, revolutionary unions. This

only isolated the militants and
left the masses more lirinly in the

control of their reactionary leaders.

The masses, not being revolutionary

minded, will not join the T. li. U,

L. When the masses become con-

scious of the need for organization

they will stream into the conserva-

tive unions as they are streaming

into the A. F. of L. at the present

time. Swabeck said that the mili-

tants should be "in on the ground
floor" to organize the masses now,
and that the militants must lend a
constant ear to the needs of the

masses and be on deck when they

are ready for struggle.

In the question period that fol-

lowed it was brought out more
fully how a revolutionary worker
should act in the labor movement
generally ; how it is necessary to

work not only with conservative

and reactionary workers, but even
with their conservative and reac-
tionary leaders through the medium
of the united front, etc. Most of

the workers seemed to be very

much pleased with the meeting and
registered further interest by at*

tending subsequent meetings at

which comrade Swabeck spoke.

"The Future of International

Communism."

On Friday evening, comrade
Swabeck spoke to a crowd of Sj or

90 people at Pythian Hall on the

subject "The Future of Interna-

tional Communism". Several So.
cialists, Farmer-Laborites and
trade unionists were present at the

meeting. A few outspoken Stalin-

ist sympathizers were also present

which added considerably to the

llveneas of the question and discus,

sion period. However, none of the

leading lights in the official Com-
munist party were present to at-

tempt to defend the party position.

The world war openly exposed

the weakness of the Second Inter-

national and brought it crashing to

the ground. But out of the Second
International was rescued the Marx-
ian kernel that, under the leader,

ship qf Leinn, made the proletarian

revolution in backward Russia and
set up the first workers' state. It

was the new revolutionary leader-

ship that set itself the task of

gathering up the Marxian elements
from the wreckage of the Second
International to build the Third
(Communist) International. Lenin

J

knew that if the workers' state is

to survive the revolution will have
'

to spread to other countries.

The New Revisionism
Swabeck explained how, after

tin dealh of Lenin, revisionism
again crept into the workers' Inter-

national. He showed how the Stal-

inist theory of "sutialism in one
country" was gradually substituted

for the Marxian theory of the World
Revolution. He reviewed the record
of the Third International under
its present leadership in the Chi-

nese situalion from 192o to 1927,

in the British General Strike in

]U2ti, and in the German situation

in l'J3;;. He showed how the real

revolutionists (Trotsky, Rakovsky,
etc. | have been suppressed, per-

secuted and exiled, and how the

present Soviet regime has become
thoroughly bureaucrathied. A World
Congress has not been held since

the iith Congress in 1028, and there
is no sign that the 7th will ever

he called. But worst of ail was
the criminal silence of the Com-
munist International when the

Nazis brought the iron heel of

Fascism down upon the German
workers. Ail this, said Swabeck,
is unmistakable evidence that the

working class of the world can no
longer depend on the Third Inter.

niition-. 1 ! to lead it in struggle

against its enemy, the capitalist

class. It is lime for the workers
to bu:id a new international (Ukj

Fourth International) and new
Communist parties.

Comrade Swabeck pointed out
that the International Left Opposi-

tion does not consider itself the

Fourth International, nor does the

Communist League of America de-

clare that it is the new American
party. Instead it will take the
initiative to bring together the var-
ious, independent, revolutionary

groups who agree that a new In-

ternational must be built and who
agree with the first four congresses

of the Third International, out of

this closer connection the Left Op-
position holies to be able to take
joint steps with other groups to-

ward the formation of a new In-

ternational. By Ihis method, the

great task of building the new ln-

lernational and the new parties can
be under tu ken on the broadest
possible basis.

The question and discussion per-

iod lasted until 11:30 1*. II. Sev-

eral Stalinist sympathizers took
ilie door and argued from the point

of view that the Soviet Union would
be aitacked if the Communist In-

ternational should continue to- es.

pouse the theory of the World Kcv-
nluiiou.

A substantial collection was
taken up at the meeting and con-

siderable literature was sold, in.

eluding three copies of ''Germany—
What Next'.'", by comrade Trotsky.

The Banquet
A banquet was arranged in fhe

Labor Lyceum for Saturday eve-

ning. In a speech that lasted pcr-

naps an hour at this banquet, com-
rade Swabeck gave us an intimate

picture of comrade Trotsky. About
43 people were present including

several who hud had little or no
contact with the revolutionary

movement. Swabeck's talk made
a profound impression on some of

ibese people. As a matter of fact

it impressed the League comrades
no less.

In comrade Swabeck's speech at

lhe banquet, he related several of

his experiences while in Europe and
iioinled out some of the extreme
sacritices that the European com-
rades have fo make in order to

carry on the work of the movement.
Preliminary speeches were made

earlier in the evening by some of I

the branch members, Theie were
followed with a banquet lunch im-

mediately preceding comrade Swa-
beck's talk.

At Worliinen's Circle Open Foruin

Toe Workmen's Uircie branches
scheduled comrade Swabeck to

speas al their open lorinn at the;

i^ubor Lyceum on Sunday mm ning.

!

the title of his address was "Tne
itoiutcvell Program . iu his address
he pointed out how monopoly cap-

ital has been strengthened by tne

liecouslrticiiou Finance Corporation
and by the closing of lhe uauk last

-uaren. This was pari of lhe re-

adjustment ol capitalism to the

.risis. lie snoweu bow the MiA
is designed to mala* iurther re-

adjustments in American capitalism

to further enable it lo penetrate
.lie world market. He sboweu
wnere the workers caniiui nope to

gel any beneiits except through
iiieir own organizations.

About 50 workers were present

at lhe meeting and among Ilium

.vere quite a uuinoer of socialists,

several quesiions about irade un-

ion mailers and the tactic of the
.mitcd trout were asked oi lhe

.-..pea her. une member ol the auui-

iiice wanted to know how it was
l'L>sSiu!e for Left wingers to wort
hi uio same united front with re.

actionary labor leaders who lisiu

jive.my uclrayed the v.orkiug cUiSs.

rtwabeci; said that this is the besi

method oi exposing their beirayaJ.i,

iOverybody al this meeting seemed
to be pleased wiih tne answers
•Swabeck gave to the numerous ques-

tions asked. —CfcE KAi.

FROM THE MILITANTS

Shactman Lectures

in Boston

ISosfcon.—Comrade Max Shacht-

mau al a well-attended forum meet-

ing in Social Science Hall, Sunday

evening, November ,>tii, recalled for

.lie bcm.-lit of the audience, lhe

events in tile early Hie oi Levin's

i'nird International, its inicrnaiion-

mst ideology, its robust growth,

loilowed alter Lenin's death by its

intootion with the disease of Stal-

inism, lo lhe progressively shrivel-

ing euocl of which were added

cinnaciicrilly, throe siaggering
oiovis; the Chinese workers defeat

of 11)27, the debacle of the Anglo-

Kussian Committee l'J^O-ly^T, and
tile iieim-tn ueteat ot l'M'6 ; the

German ueient crushed and mutil-

aied bsyond recovery, a body whose
internal vnal organs had ueeu lin-

iuiy, all but consumed by the un-

checked rotting prucess oi a uocuiio

oi Staiimsm.

The speaker drew several paral-
lels in events and in principles be-

tween the historic period ol Lenin-

ism as contrasted w illi tnose in

liie subsequent period of Stalinism.
fne inspiring eveids of lhe Leninist
period liowed inevitably Irom the

jiitrxian principles of revolution-

ary internal iou-ui»ui whieli was the
yuiding ideology of the Third inter-
national ; and so also did lhe cat-

aslropnic events of Lhe sialinisl

period ilow inevitably from lhe
I'on-.Uiirxiau principle of "socialism
in one country."

The composition of the audience
represented practically all of the
tendencies in the socialist and
Communist movement inctidiug

some advancing elements slill ad-
hering to the Parly. The result

was a lively and iuslrugLire period
of questions and discussion in the

period that followed the lecture.

Statement on Expulsion

trom Party

The Western tYorker of October
ith issued a \ieious, lying and un-
warranted attack upon myself and
conam otner comrades whom I

had not seen for months and with
whom at that time I had no con-
ittclioiin. In this firticte the bu-

reaucracy branded me as a servant
of lhe police, as a stool pigeon.

\'i hen 1 protested against this

...lander to the leadership of the
parij, they remained silent. They
mne reiused me the columns of the
i*eslein Worker to reply and de-

n-iid .nyself und have excluded me
ii-oiii the meetings of fhe party.

TIN,'}
- force me to throw this lie

back into their teeth. 1 challenge
tiii'in io olfer facts to prove their

accural ions. I demand of Sam
i.Mt'cy or any of his sycophants
t i tit L they name even one police

.i^eul iviih which I am or ever
ii.i\e been 'tssociated. Tisey ean-

iinE iti> it. They will not admit
'heir He. They cull only remain
.ik'iit, which is in itself an ad-

ii.issiou liial their accusation is

l.are slander.

Six months ago I withdrew from
ail Communist parly activities con-
vinced tiiat 1 could no longer tunc
i it.ii) under lhe insufferable bureiu-
i-ralic clique which dominates the
party ami destroys all concrete or-

g.un?.at.oiiai activity.

Iu Ibis six months I carefully

relraiuee from any activity which
could ii' any way be contrued is
allaciiitig the party. On the con-

trary, 1 have supported llie party,

against my betler judgment, before

tomrades who like myself were
1 siuariii.g under tne lash of fhe bu-

icaucrucy.

The Larcy bureaucracy of Dis-

Uicl -So. 13 have dragged me out
of the obscruity where I was con-

tent to temain and have endeavor-
ed to use me as a scapegoat to

tovcr fbeir own misdeeds whicn
nave disrupted and destroyed the
mass work and which sb-tnd as a
wall oi slone between the working
ui;is.-es und tile Communist party,

'mere remains only the Left Op-
pusiluin to point the correct Lenin-

ist road. 1 call upon ail honest
members of the Communist party

io repudiate the careerist elements
now in control ot the I'ttrty and
,o join hands with the working
nv.o;ses of America. To march for-

uard together in one mighty mass
uinled iionl against the common
toe. —F. CREmJlS.
-SOTE ; The acusation made

jsi&.iuisi the writer of thu above
'lei.er is a matter of interest to all

winning clavi organizations in the

Liinioiina Fast liay section. No
-Mien oigaui/.ation can admit police

iiSc-us into Us ranks. At the samt
time any imliwdual confronted with
-non an accusation is entitled to

.a lair and honest trial. If the Com-

.nuiiisi paity refuses io comply
wnii ihc demand of the accused
ior such a trial, then the other
woiitiii'j class organizations have
lite right and fhe duty to act in

the matter. It would be in order,

in our opinion, for the local ofgani
gallons of the Communist League,
to arrange a public hearing on the

case, invite the Communist party to

ormg its evidence and invite repre-

sentations of other organizations in

the radical labor movement to

participate in the trial with voice

and vole. IJy this method the facia
can be clefiriy and pubiicly estab-
lished. If the accused is guilty of

being a police agent, he can then

be excudeu and ostracized from the

entire workers' movement and
shunned by all organizations. On
lhe other hand, if the accusation
is a slander, the slanderers can be

called to order, the reputation of

the accused restored and the right

of any 'organization to accept him
confirmed. One way or the other.

.Here accusations and denials in

matters of this kind must not be

'Jllowed to stand. Let the facts be
established.)

The Blight of Stalinism

in Mass Work
Oakland Calif.—The blight of

Stalinism iu lhe mass organiza-
tions is shown once again iu the
experience of a comrade who car-

ried on activity among the unem-
ployed in a pkice near here.

"The Urolherhood for the bet-

terment of the Unemployed'' (B. B.

C.j was organized by a single com-
rade in the little farming center of

I Uiyward. The majority of the

population around Hayward are
semi-proletarians, eking out their

living on smull chicken ranches or

fruit farms and, in good times,

also working on jobs in Oakland or
San Francisco. The crisis caught
thousands of this element with
their little ranches unpaid for and
undeveloped. They were forced to

work "for the Counfy which gave
them one week of road work each
month or $21. They were intense-

ly dissatisiied and anxious to

tight, and in their ranks numbered
many splendid, though not as yet

class-conscious, proletarian ele-

ments.

Corarae Steele undertook to or-

ganize these elements over a year
ago. Fifteen attended the first

meeting, consisting of 3 Portugu-
ese lieId workers, one carpenter,
(American, A. F. of L. tnade un-
ionist), one painter, two laborers,

one brewery worker ( Brewery
workers union ) two Spanish field

workers ( railroad) , one truck
driver, one civil engineer (formerly

of lhe K. of L.) and 3 more Am-
erican laborers. An organization

was formed. Comrade Steele was
elected secretary.

Comrade Steele reported the re-

resuits of his meeting lo the Pf.rty

section and was reprimanded for

not a 11 iliating to the Unemployed
Councils. However, as comrade
Steele brought a Portuguese work-
er into the party he was permitted

to continue work with lhe organiza-
tion.

At the second meeting the or-

ganization drew up a petition call-

ing for support from all workers,
farmers, and small tax-payers or-

ganizations for unemployed insur-

ance, a higher standard of relief

for the unemployed in the County
and end of discrimination in its ad-

ministration.

In the territory surrounding
IMyward are some 30 old commun-
ities with a system of granges,
community clubs, farm bureaus
which are widely attended by the
poor farmers, semi-proletarians and
workers. In these communities are

a salt works, ti sugar refinery, six

canaries a pickle works, 3 gravel
pits and simiiar industries as fruit

dryers, etc. Amon'g these workers
in the enumerated industries ai"J

inembers of these organizations.

The B. B. U. prepared to send com-
mittees to these clubs with their

petition.

The second meeting was attended

The Flames of the Class W,

In Yakima, Washington

Moh Fury

The tranquil quiet of Yakima Val-

ley, Washington, where the hops
are grown, later to be dispensed

over a brass rail as foaming New
Deal beer, is raging with bitter

class war. For some Lime now fhe

slaves who pick the essence of your
refreshing drink have been in full

revolt against their profit-lusting

masters under the auspices of the

Agricultural Workers tinion No. 110
of the I. W. W.
What do these slaves want? They

want to live, decently, like ordin-

ary human beings. They want
something to fill their bellies, to

stop that gnawing ache that never

seems to cease. They want a roof

over their heads and a bed under
their foil-weary bodies.

Not much, you think. In these

days of the NitA the* laboring peo.

pie should be striving a higher
goals than mere animal existence.

Hasn't the grinning Moses in Wash-
ington led his people into the pro-

mised land where hunger and want
are no more, where the well-fed

workingmau consecrates his efforts

to culture and character building?

Do you believe this? Then listen

to the dream.shattering story of

Yakima, Washington.
The Beer Ballyhoo

You remember the ballyhoo that

attended the propaganda that the

return of legal beer would make
millions of jobs and bring prosper-

ity iu its wake. If your pockets

are empty and your eyes open then

the Great Delusion must be ap.

parent to you. But what of that?

Prosperity did come—to the brew-

ery owners and the big farmers who
grow the hops on their ranches.

These ranchers saw the vision of

gain, of making their pile. The
brewers needed their hops. Their

damaged fortunes would be repair-

ed, they would get rich again. But
one thing stood in theii way. They
had not reckoned with this. The
workers were demanding considera-

tion. Downright unreasonable! Yes,

it was quite unreasonable to flic

masters that tile slaves should pro-
test against working in the fields

for a piece-work rate amounting to

one and one half cent on the pound,
and- sometimes merely for their

meals and the privilege of sleeping

in the barn. Decent conditions of

existence and lucrative profits don't

jibe.

Harvestbig Ceases

The hop pickers organized and
presented their demands io the

farmers. The farmers laughed at

them. 30 to GO cents an hour? The
eight-hour dayV The abolition of

child labor in the field under the

age of 18? Never! The strike was
on.

The hop pickers left the fields.

The harvesting of this golden crop
came to a standstill.The picket line

was formed. The rich farmers took
Ihis little "spree" of the workers
jocuiarlj. At first. But when iu-

.imidation failed, when appeals to

"Americanism" and race prejudice

were ignored, when ail their elab-

orate Ktrategems came to naught
and the workers remained firm, the

farmers became desperate at the

sight of their golden crop rotting

on the ground.

They too began to organize. Not
the kind of organization intended

fo bring better life to human beings.

They were bent on the direct op-

posite: grinding the heel of op-
pression deep into the workers
hack. The riff-raff of the town
and the country was called to arms.

Mobs of Vigilantes roved the coun-
tryside. Pickhandle brigades arm-
ed with clubs and pitchforks ter.

rorlzed the striking workers, bull-

dozing them, looking for an excuse

to club and murder. The business

men and their "law-and-order"

hoodlums were determined to crush

the strike. No method that would
attain this end "was too low, too

brutal, too savage.

They precipitated a fight with
_

ine pickets. A light.' Outnumber-
ing tne strikers six to one, armed
w iin pickhatidles, gaspipes and
locks they saned into this peaceful,

unarmed group of workers and
louud an outlet for their crazed,

demented fury by cracking their

bones and sculls, beating theni into

iiisensiiiuiiity. The pickets fought
\aliautly but the odds were too

great. When the smoke of the
slaughter had cleared they marched
those workers who still could walk
into town.

Here without warrant, trial or
arrest liiey ilung the workers into

a makeshilt coulraption ol barbed
wire, a bull pen. The legal sanc-

tion was, of course, quickly granted,
rue bullpen, hardly known in the

r.asl, is a himiliar Western institu-

tion employed to sap every grain
of rebellion out of militant work,
ers. The only comparison that ap-

proaches it is the black hole of

Calcutta. It has been used time
and again to imprison striking

metal miners, the I. W. W., in Idaho
anil Colorado. This is the descrip-

tion given it in the bulletin issued

by the General Defense Committee
on the Yakima struggle

:

The "Bullpon"

"These stockades, commonly call-

ed "bullpcns", were rotten ram.
shackle affairs, open to wind sun
and rain, often two stories high,

with toilet facilities—such as they
were—in the same enclosure where
men and women had to spend every

moment of the many days they were
held, and often so crowded that

(here was hardly more than enough
room to stand up in. Such a struc-

ture is the place where eighty men
and women were placed, for the

elements to attack and the crowds
to stare at, in Yakima City. And
there they have remained since

that, memorable day in August when
terror broke loose in lovely Yakima
Valley."

Then martial law was proclaimed.

Street meetings were forbidden and
broken up. The I. W. W. camps
were destroyed, the men driven

out, the property burned. A grant
of 53000 was asked of tie state

to build a bigger and stronger

stockade and $23,000 for the ex-

penses of the prosecution. Strik-

ers, and those connected only re-

motely with the strike were slug-

ged, tarred and feathered aud iefl

lifeless along the road. Incoming
freight trams were searched for

"agitators". The kept press un-

leashed a howl of lynch talk. All

sorts of ruses were used to find a
pretext for frame-up. The work-
ers are indicted under charges rang-

ing from vagrancy to criminal

syndicalism.

Unspeakable Conditions

Conditions among the imprisoned

workers are unspeakable. A mild
description is contained in this let-

ter received by the General Defense

Committee : "All the fellow workers
in the can are in a very bad shape

—one blanket each in a chicken

house. All need clothps bad. A
cold wave hit this section, snow
18 inches 70 miles from here ; at

present a cold rain is falling. The
teilow workers are dressed for

July in Florida, without coats many
of them. If anything can be done
about this it should be done right

now, as all of the fellow workers
have colds, etc. W. I. Fischer

spends half his time in the county
hospital."

Meanwhile these strikers are to

stand trial where the boss class

justice will endeavor to railroad

them from five to twenty-five years.

They are to be tried ill the city of

Yakima where mob law prevails

and the respectable citizens are

howling for blood, where the slight-

est sympathy for the imprisoned

men is a crime punished by lynch-

ing.

This is a class battle of the first

water. Action from the organized,

militant workers are the only ef-

fective instruments in fhls fight

which is the fight of every wage
slave.

—GEO. CLARKE.
Contributions for the defense of

the Yakima strikers should be sent

fo Harry J. Clark, Yakima Defense
Committee, Box 365, Seattle, Wash-
ington, or to the General Defense

Committee, 2422 N. Halsted St.,

Chicago, 111.

by 32 workers and a petition waa I

drawn up to get the privileges ol
|

a scnool to meet in. When comrade
Steeie made his' report to the 1'arry

Section, he was censured neavijy,

lor approaching granges ana small

community impiovement ciuus witu
any sort oi a petition, tie wis ac-

cused of hiding the lace of the

pariy and of sauotaging the worn
of tae Unemployed Councils.

The section appointed a comrade
of three weeks standing as unit or-

ganizer in nis piace. h,ven so

isleele continued to guide the uuit,

particularly in its work on the un-

employed inaction, and to draw new
proletarian elements into the pariy
li'om the B. B. U. as fast as they
proved their development and
readiness to join. Although the
petition of the N. N. Li| did not
gain support from, any substantial
number of improvement clubs or
^ranges, il did accomplish its main
purpose. It started kibor con-
troversy in these organizations
ivhieli has grown sleadiiy since,

it created a wedge, splitting the
proletaiian elements away from
iiieir petty bourgeois leaders, and
oegan to rally these elements
around the banners of the class
struggle, so that today, one year
.ater, uiese organizations are break-
.ug apart over wage and labor con-
troversies which were unknown
until the advent of the B. B. U.
.ilso, the petition did win consider-
aole support both directly and in-

directly ior lhe unemployed.

Twice in this time Steele was
arrested for "inciting to riot"

—

once at the outset ot the organiza-
tion tor addressing a mass meet-
ing ; the second time when the
nunger march inme through Hay-
ward.

In the B. B. U. two tendencies
were evidenced almost from the
nrst. The most exploited workers,
ine "Portuguese and the Porto
lUcans, were for a political tight
and mass aelion. The second fac-
tion, primarily Americans, worked
io turn the organization into a co-
operative movement.

In November road work ended
and the unemployed were deprived
oi any cash money. All through
the Fall months numerous unem-
ployed groups hud been organising,
growing and banding together.
There were 3 priucipsd groups ; the
Unemployed Cooperative Relief As-
sociation, with 18 affiliated units
and around 3,000 members

; the Na-
tiiial Development Company, a
.-mailer outfit; and Unemployed
Councils with a quest tollable 200
total membership. In addition there
were a number of independent or-
mniaitions such as the B. B. U.

Leavitt and Shorn, leaders of the
!
conservative faction of the B. B.
U„ proposed that the organization
affiliate with the Unemployment
Cooperative Relief Association as
it would leave the organization
Iree to pursue its independent
course nnd would have the addi-
tional advantage of a large centra:
commissary to draw from. The
Party fraction had twice brought
forward the matter of affiliation
with the Unemployed Councils but
iKid twice been voted down due to
the arbitrary conditions laid down
by the U. C. Leavitfs proposal
was accepted and the B. B. U. be-
came uuit No. 10 of the U. C. K.
A. with Steele, Leavitt and one
other as delegates,

Suddenly relief was cut to a
miserable diet of tomito puree,
Leans, rice, flour, and salt pork.
Throughout the country the unem-
ployed sent delegations to the
board of supervisors In protest,
demanding free choice of food,
cash, road work, no evictions for
non-payment of rent, against water,
gas or electric shut-offs. Hundreds
crowded the hall nnd other huu-
reds overflowed outside in a splen-
did, militant, spontaneous united
front.

Militant
Builders

THE WINNEKS
One change of note m the stand-

ing of the highest scoring suo-s;et-

lers trom last week Lihik place iu

the displacement of S. Jourai'il of

Toronto from tiiird place by A. Cap-
Ian of Kansas City. Last week
they stood as follows: S. Jourard S;

A. Caplan 7. Since then Caplan
sent in four subs and Jourard none.

Koehler of Yonngstowu lops the
list with 27 anil S. Hardy o! 1'iiila-

delphia is nest with 17. He is a
newcomer iu these drnos.
To Koehler go lhe three volumes

of the History of the Kus-ian Kev-
olutiou by comrade Troisiiy, llie

first prize: to Hardy— two volumes
and to Caplan—one volume, second
and third prizes respectively.

The books will be in llie mail
lo them wilhiii ;t week.

SHORTCOMINGS
ThiriVone subs last week brought

lhe lotal in lhe drive up to a hun-
dred and sixty-live. .Willi Unit iig-

ul'e the drive closes. It can not be
called a success. 1'revious drives

netted many more subs. Aud they
were conducted in condition that

were less favorable for their suc-

cess.

At the beginning of the drive we
pointed out that if wc worked to-

ward 'i new subscriber for every
one then on the list we could dou-
ble our circulation of single sub-

scriptions. We fell below that fig-

ure. We fell below haii that ngure.

It is iiossibie thai we set too

short a period for the drive and
tuat our comrades and branches
took more time than we iliought

was necessary to swing into line.

11' that is so it will show up in the

next few weeks. We will continue

io record them as they, ctnne in.

But, of course, they will have no
bearing on the drive which is

closed and the winners who are
listed above.

And in view of that possibility

we suspend judgment. When we
know we will otter our explanation

for the failura of the drive.

MORE StBS
The work of building the Militant

will continue. Let us see if we
cannot at least iioid the average
we have slruck in this drive of

about thirty subs a week. That
should not be very diliicult. If we
go to it with a will it will be sur-

prisingly easy.

BOUND VOLUMES OF THE
MILITAN11

We want to make a standing oiler

to sub-getters. To every comrade
who sends in *20 subs (either half

year or year or bothl we will give

a bound volume of the Militant,

series two. Series two is the file

that runs from the first issue of

the present format, July 4, l!i31 to

(lie end of 19^2.

Scoring will begin on November
20 and will continue until further

notice. Weekly reports will be
loftde in this column.

iREAO AND SUBSCRBE
TO THE MILITANT

"WHAT NEXT?" IN RUSSIAN .

.

Pioneer Publishers has just re-

ceived a number of copies of com-
rade Trotsky's monumental work
"What Next" in the Russian langu-
age. They can be obtained from
Pione_er Publishers, 120 East 16th

St., N. Y. C. at 75 cents a copy.
MY LIFE

A few copies of comrade Trot-

sky's brilliant autobiography are
on sals at Pioneer Publishers, 84

Fast 10th Street, N. Y. C. at the

reduced price of $2.50. Avail your-

self of this opportunity before it

is too late.

IMPORTANT DOCUMENT
"Russia and Germany at Brest-

Litovsk" by Judah L Majines can
be obtained from Pioneer Publish-

ers for twenty-five cents.

WORKS vTROTSKy

ON GERMANY

The ONLY ROAD
100 pages .26

Postage—-.06 extra per copy

WHAT NEXT?
182 pages paper cover

Postage

~6
cloth over .95

.06 extra per copy

ON RUSSIA

PROBLEMS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF U.S.SJt

Price .15 Postage—.01 extra per copy

ON SPAIN

THE SPANISH REVOLUTION IN DANGER
Price .15 Pcatagfj—-.01 extra per copy

ON THE TRADE UNION Q UB8TION

COMMUNISM AND SYNDICALISM
Price .15 Poetage^—.01 extra per copy

ON THE THEORY OF SOCIALISM IN ONE COUNTRY
AND THE PERMANENT REVOLUTION

THE STRATEGY OF THE
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The Rift in the Lovestone Group

4

T!iu declaration of the Lovestone

majority "On the '-New' Party and
Trotsky lain'' is usually divided be-

tween a general phitlipic against

the idea of a new Communist In-

!

ternalional and new Communist;
parties in every country, and a

specific assault upon that current

in the revolutionary movement
which is in the forefront ol tlie

new movement : the Lett Opposition.

Before passing over to a considera-

tion oi the standpoint of the official

minoiMy ( Zaiu ) , let us devote a

tew observations to the latter half

of the Lovestone document.

As is known, there is hardly a

mime which has nut been hauled

out of the catalogue of abuse for

the purpose of designating the so.

called "Trolskyisls" : Lett Hon-
shuviks, Itigut Alensheviks, countor-

revolution is is, supor-inuustriulists,

aiiti-indusiriulists, super-anti-Kul-

aks, pro-Kulaks, Let l is Is covered

with Uighl phrases or Rightists

covered with Left phrases. The
last name to be attached to the Op-
position would seem to have elim-

inated the possibility ot any of

the previous ones recurrim; lu

Stalinist literature: "the vanguard
ot tut world counter-revolution".

Lovestone now retraces these

steps—as it everything he said yes-

terday had nut ueen meant serious-

ly—and solemnly explains mat we
are talinig the place of Auslro-

Marxi^m and are being iransiorio-

ed (at this late date!) '"from a
tenuency in worla Communism to

tlie ideological local point of a new
international Centrist concentra-

tion Today it is Trotskyism that

serves as tne binding force, as the

ideological plauorm, tor the various

groups attempting to crystallize an
international organidation 'in-be-

tween' the Socialist and Communist
Internal. lunais. Trotskyism is rapid,

ly becoming Centrisin in its contem-
porary Classical form".

The Ausiro-Marxian School

The identmcation of our funda-

mental sluuapoint witn that ol the

Aus tro-.Marxian scnool was lirst

inane some eigut or nine years ago

by ihe liussiaii psU'ty bureaueracy,

lor tne purpose ol covering up its

own reconciliation with Centrism.

Lovestone s revival of the calumny
has no lultier aim in mind.

The fundamental altitude of the

Austru-.uarxisis towards that pro-

blem in which ate couiprenenuud

the essential iiuestions ol contem-

porary revolutionary politics—the

proletarian revolution m Kussia-

—

is not *o obscure or unknown as to

permit 01 much contusion. Ac-
cording to them, -Marxism left no
room in its conception ior the oul-

hreaK of the lirst proletarian rev-

olution in a country like Kussia.

The itussian revolution is there-

fore not only illegitimate, hut it

ia not and cannot be socialist, and
whatever it may be, it is doomed
in advance, liussia, as an econ-

omically backward and cupitalisl-

Icritly •'immature ' country, simply

did not have tne right to a social-

ist revolution, and for arrogating

to itself this right It is doomed to

the brimstone and heillire of damn,
ation. liussia should have waited

its turn until a more advanced
capitalist country—Austria let us

say—had its revolution lirst. And
Austria must wait with its revolu-

tion until its more powerful capi-

talist neighbors succumb to the rev-

olution, otnerwise isolated prole-

tarian Austria would succumb to

the counter-revolutionary forces

around it. And Germany and Hun-
gary must wait with their prole-

tarian revolutions, for should they

materialize, the French and ilnglish

imperialists might become so wrath-
ful at the impudence of the former
Entente proletariat as to smite
them with their superior military

forces.

Austro-Marxism and Bureaucratic

Centrism

These elaborate apologetics of

Austro-Marxisni for the policy of

passivity, capltillation and despair

pursued by Messrs. Adler, Bauer,

Heuuer and Co., are based on an
approach to the problem of prole-

tarian revolution which is blood

brother to that of bureaucratic

Gentrism in the Soviet Union to-

day. To substantiate their con-

tentions, the Austro-Marxists pro-

duce voluminous statistical data to

prove that ltussia 111 1U17 was a

backward agricultural country, with

a small industry and proletariat,

and not a laud possessing the ma-

terial prerequisites for socialism.

The Stalinist proponents of the

theory of socialism in one country

place themselves on exactly the

same ground as the Austro-Harx-

ists! They differ from the latter

only in this, that they produce
equally voluminous data to "justify"

the seizure of power by the Kus-

siau proletariat and the independ-

ent construction o£ a classless

society by furnishing statistical

proof that Russia does possess the

"material prerequisites for social-

ism."

This approach to the problem

which Anstro—Marxists and Stalin-

insts have in common, leads the

one to national passivity and the

other to national utopianism. It

flies directly in the face of the con-
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The Allesed 'Trotskyis

t

Centrism' and the Truly

Bureaucratic Cenirism

ce.ition held by ail genuine Marx-
ist before the war—and up until

today. There can no longer be a
premature revolution jn Europe,
ivautsKy explained more than a
quarter of a century ago. Capital-

ism on a world scaie Das become
rotten ripe tor socialism, wrote the
interna ttoua lists during and atter
ihe war; it has entered the epoch
iff world revolution.

Lenin's Point oi View
" 'Russia has not reached such

a stage of development ol the pro-
ductive lorces aB would render so-

eialism possible,' " Lenin quoteu
iUe Kussian Austro-llurxists u year
uefore his death. "This is the sent-

ence wiih winch all tne heroes ot

the 11 International, anions them oi

eourse Suchanov, are strutting

around, decorated with it like a
peacoek's feather, 'i ney repeat this

indisputable statement in a thou-
sand tones, iiut ii seems to ine

mat it is not decisive lor the esu-
mauoii oi our revolution."

If the debate wilh the Austro-
.Uarxists is conducted—and that is

now the Stalinists are compelled to

conduct it—oy challenging nils "in-

disputable statement"', which "is

not decisive tor the estimation" ol

ine itusian revolution, tne Kussiaii

centrists (and their lugiit wmj
camp lollowers a la L,ovestonej

actually accept the fundamental
lAistulate oi national "matuniy"
laid down by the Austrian Centrists

and differ Irom tne lalier only to

a statistical degree, as it were.

On the basic question, therefore,

of internationalism versus socialism
in one country, it is not '"irolsKy-

-sm ' which is "rapidly becoming t ij

eeiitrism in its contemporary class-

ical loim", but Statimsm wnicn is

lA'iimsm in its Soviol-Uureuueratie
torni. .Lovestono, who lanes his

oath on the otaim theory oi nation-

al socialism, is thus giving a dear
example, in his document, ol how
convenient it is to lay down a
smoke-screen of attack against

i'rotsky-Centrism" in order to

cover up an oosequious apology tor

6 1alln ist Centrism. Tnere is no
such thing as the former ; the lat-

ter, however, not only exists but—

-

do you understand .'—also disposes
ol and dispenses great power anu
olhce, and let it be nopeu, is as mag-
i':tnmious in forgmuii an erring

imt penitent underling as it is

merciless in ousung him from the

American parly's Political Secret-

aryship.

Tlie "Declaration" on Centrism

The identiiication of our position

with Auslro-Jiarxism stands out
too Uu idly as a mere assertion in

the Lovestone statement. He there-

lore proceeds to enlarge upon it

w its u casual reterence to the "De-
claration of Four' (Left Opposi-
tion, socialist Workers Parly of

Germany, and the Independent and
Revolutionary Socialist Parties of

Holland) as indicating "very clear-

ly its essentially Centrist charac-

ter". Here, as so often in his whole
political career, ljovestoue is simply
relying on the aniline of trading on
the gullibility of readers who may
not take the trouble to read orig-

inal documents. In point 3 of the

"Declaration of Four" we read

:

No less energetically must be re-

jected the theory of the Austro-

.Uarxists, Centrists and Lett re-

formists who, under the pretext of

the international character of the

socialist revolution, advocate an ex-

pectant passivity with regard to

their own country, delivering there-

by the proletariat in reality into

the hands of Fascism."

And in point S: "While ready to

cooperate with all the organiza-

tions, groups and factions which
are actually developing from reform-
ism or bureaucratic Centrism
(Stalinism) towards revolutionary

Marxian policy, the undersigned at

tlie same time declare that the

nen International cannot tolerate

any conciliation towards reformism
or Centrists. The necessity unity

of the working class movement can-

not be attained by the blurring of

leformist and revolutionary concep-

tion."

A Deliberate Falsification

These two passages, it would
seem, ought to "indicate very clear-

ly" not only to what extent the Op-
positon has become the 'ideological

local point of a new international

Centrist concentration" but also the

extent to which Lovestone is accus-

tomed to stating facts correctly.

But there is more material before

us. Whoever thinks that one swin-

dle per document is enough; does

not know the gentleman and the

school we are dealing with.

"The Trotskyist Manifesto for a
new International," writes the art-

ful dodger, "carefully avoids all re-

ference to Soviets as the form of

the proletarian dictatorship. The
deliberate refusal even to mention
the Soviets likewise constitutes a

virtual renunciation of the funda-

mental principles of Communism."

Here we reach a point where it

requires a physical effort to over-

come a feeling of revulsion and to

continue the article. Is it possible

or worth while even to write against

persons who so obviously and de-

liberately lie—not exaggerate, not

misunderstand, not misinterpret, but

simply and flatly lip? Yet there

are workers who read such abomin-

ations and put credence in them;

so we swallow hard and proceed.

The manifesto, we are told, has

not merely "overlooked" the So-

viets, but has "earefuly avoided"

and "deliberately refused even to

mention" them. We turn to the
Militant of September 23, and read
in point 8 of the Declaration : "To
remain equal to its task the new
International must not permit any
deviation from revolutionary prin-

ciples in the question of the insur-

rection, the proletarian dictator-

ship, the Soviet form of the state,

etc."

The Truth About the "21 Points"

Appparently under the illusion

that like Stalin who enjoys an
absolute monopoly of the Soviet
press, he can lie wholesale and with
impuuily, Lovestone goes on with
his arraignment of "Trotskyist-Cen-

trism" to show that we demand the
"radical revision" of the 21 points

of the Comintern which, he re-

minds his readers, "were first for-

mulated as a means of radical dif-

ferentiation of Communism from
Centrism". So they were. Now let

us see precisely what we Jo de-

mand, as stated In the declaration

of tlie Opposition repiesentatives

at the Paris conference

:

"Tne '21 conditions for the ac-

ceptance to the Communist Inter-

national elaborated in its time by
Lenin lor the purpose of a decisive

separation from all types of reform-
ism and anarchism, acquire at this

itage again an urgent character.

it is of course not u question of the

text ot this document which should
ue radically changed in accordance
with Die conditions of the modern
period, but of its general Spirit of

evolutionary Marxist irreconcilia-

uility.'

In other words, if the text of the

-I conditions is to be changed then,

only in the sense of making more
distinct the line of demarcation be-

tween ihe Communists of today and
the Centrists and reformists of all

varieties, including Stalinists and
;U1 their apologists and attorneys,

t'ae 21 conditions must he revised

not by watering tnem down to make
tnein more acceptable even to the

most rauical of the reformists, but
so that they may reiloct the signific-

ance of those thirteen years of

iremenuously important events in

the international class struggle

which have intervened since the

second Congress of the Comintern,
liiese events have deeply confirmed
Ihe soundness of the iutransigeant

spirit of the conditions set down
m 11)20. Anyone who would cling

rigidly to the liberal text of the

lirju document, and refuse to in-

corporate into it what we have
been taught by the rise to power
ol Stalinism, the dispute over na-
liouai socialism, the defeat of the

Chinese revolution, the catastrophe

m Germany, the problem of Fascism
and social democracy—would not
ho a revolutionary Marxist but a
poor bookworm of an archivist.

Lovestone is not even the latter,

tor Ihere is something honorable
and respectable about that voca-
tion which has nothing in common
with forgery and misrepresentation.

rite "August Bloc" Hoax
As the trump card in his marked

deck, Lovestone plays the "August
uloc '. He is reierrmg here, let H
ue emphasized, not to the bloc with
lsereielli and the Mensheviks pro-
posed in March 1S)17 by Stalin, not

to the bloc with LaFollette lu 1D24,

and Purcell in 192(5, and Chiang
Kai-Shek in li)2T, and Upton Sin-

clair in 1SJ33, nor even to the Love-
stone bloc with pseudo-progressive
labor skates in certain trade un-
ions, but to the "opportunistic eon-

ecu tration against Bolshevism" in

1W12.

.Now, who are the representatives

of Bolshevism today against whom
are united the "heterogeneous tend-
encies, running all the way from
open reformism to self-styled ultra-

radicalism" of which "the ideology

of Trotskyism is the binding force"?
Surely, nobody will ask that the

ilexibilily of one's sense of humor
should be taxed to the point of con-

sidering the Braudlerites, more
lhan half of whom have already

passed into the camp of the social

democracy, as the modern repre-

sentatives of Bolshevism? For,

afier all, who is there with time
and energy hanging so heavily on
his hands as to go through the

trouble of making a bloc with any-
one else for the purpose of an in-

ternational campaign against

the Brandlerites?

Or perhaps the representatives of

Bolshevism today are the Stalinists?

"Should this standpoint be adopted
by the Communist Opposition', Zam
writes with some concern in his

minority declaration, "there would
be left no alternative but to liquid-

ate and return to the Comintern."
That is precisely what Lovestone'B
new sortie against "Trotskyism"
signifies: his preparing for a com-
plete reconciliation with the Stalin-

ist apparatus.

The Position of tne Centrist Parties

But the "bloc" of all these heter-

ogeneous Centrist groups for the

new International—what about
that? It does not exist, uneasy
and .unfortunate reader of the

Workers Age, not even in Love-
stone's mind. At the Paris Confer-

ence of independent socialist and
Communist parties and groups, held

in August 1933, there were more
than one "contemporary classical"

Centrist organization represented.

Some of these organizations were
close to the Second International

or moving (at least in sections) to-

wards it. Others were close to

Communism or moving towards it.

Still others stood for the merging
of the two Internationals or for

the creation,of an intermediate or-

ganization. These included such
groups as the English Independent
Labour Party, the Norwegian Labor
I'arty, the Party of Proletarian

Unity 'in France, the Italian Social-

ist Party (Balabanova), the Inde-

pendent Communist Party ot Swe-
den (Kilboom), the Russian Left

S. It.s of Steinberg, and the Hight
wing Iberian Federation of Maurin
& Co.

On the key question of the new
International, tne oiueial minutes
report (page 2-lj : "tor the secoiJd

umenameut of the S. A. P. (Uer-

many;, declaring in principle lor a
new International —all the seven

organisations listed auove are re-

corueu as voting "Against '! The
L,ovestone document "carefully

avoids"—or snail we say "uetiuer-

aueiy muses uven to menLion'?—
any reterence to this revealing

ntue uetan. Nor wouid it be ap-
yropriatu lor him to do so. it

»ouid lit into the rest Of his docu-

ment line a lily in a sewage Uucnet.

a. I'lugiarism from Hiuquit

Loves.one so notoriously rooted

in the American class struggle,

taKes "Trotsayism ' to task furtner

uecuuse "the yontical justmoation

tor mis suuden change of position

in the American ciass struggle it

iiuus exclusively in some alleged

uevelopmeiits in Cermany ! . . . .if,

suill remains without roots in its

own couuitions, a mere interna-

iioiial extentioii of Kussian Trotsky-

ism in its new lorm".

it is not entirely lair to attack

Lovestone for tnis wretched na-

tioanllsnc distortion of Marxism,
uecause the reai author of it is, as

we suggested last week, the late

Morris lliliiiuit. In his time, he

to polemized against the Left wing
m his party and the Communists
in general rfor justilymg the change
in tne position here because ot

"some alleged developments" in

Kussia. In September llWD, he in-

veigned in the i\ew lork tall, wilh

ail the ardor of a one hundred per-

cent American revolutionist, against

the mcorrigioie tendency of the

.vioscow interna tiouai to deduce
iioni specific and casual Bussian
eonuiuons infallible social maxims
oi universal application". A lew
years later, that other learned pil-

iar ol genuine, unini.eei.ed Amer-
ican socialism, James Oneal, wno
aiso could not conceive ot the Am-
erican uommuuist movement taKing

shape upon tne basis ot any event

occurring outside the purlieus of

union Suuare and wno still looks

upon ihe movement as a foreign

yioduct smuggled into this country
without even tne payment of cus-

toms uuties, explained away the

auerration by writing: "The 'split'

in tne American organization was
a direct outcome oi the itussian

revolution anu tne attacks made
upon pro-war Socialists by the

itussian communists. Even the

.uanuesto and l'rogram of the Left

wing which formulated the griev-

ances ot the insurgents did not

charge the American socialisis with

support of the war."

Clearing the Atmosphere

We have net record at hand of

what Lovestone thougnt of or re-

plied to the Mayflower socialists at

mat time. From his present-day

attacks upon the idea of the new
international and a new Communist
party'in the United Strifes, however,

one can only conclude that the

reasoning of Hillquit and Oneal

must have matte a persuasive and
lasting impression upon him.

The Lovestone statement ends

with a not very elaborately con-

cealed bid for unity with the Stal-

inists "to prevent this Centrist

crystallization into new 'Commun-
ist' parties, nationally and interna-

tionally". The Kignt wing leaders

are ready to crawl hack, especially

if the terms of their pardon are

not too obstrusively humiliating.

We speak as disinterested observ-

ers: by all that has been said above,

we see no good reason why the

reunion of Lovestone and Co. with

their Stalinist taskmasters should

not be speedily effected. It is a

consummation devoutly to be wished

for. It will clear the atmosphere.

—MAX SHACHTMAN.
(Our next article will deil with

the statement of the Lovestone

group minority.)

To the Cuban Workers & Peasants

Brooklyn Branch

Activities

Headquarters: Militant Hall, 154

Watkins St. (Near Belmont Av.),

Brooklyn.
Sat., Nov. 35th, 8 P. SI-—Diego Riv-

era on Revolutionary Art and
Opprcsed Minorities.

Wed., Nov. 15th, 8 P. M.—Meeting
of Sympathizers on Branch Ac-

tivities.

Wed., Nov. 22nd, 8 P. M.—Interna-
tional Workers School Student

Assembly.
Fri., Dec. 1st, 8 P. M.—First Open
Fortim—Max Shachtman — 'i'Ue

Soviet Union and the Fourth In-

ternational.

Sun., Dec. 3rd, 8 P. M. — Private

Showing of the Movies—The Kus-

sian Revolution.

Fri„ Dec. 8th, 8 P. M.—Open Forum
—Jack Weber—The New Deal

and the Working Class.

Clases of the International Work-

ers School, Brooklyn Branch, open

the week of Nov. 27th. Classes

!,re held from 8 to 10 P. M
Monday Evenings: History and

Progara of the I*ft Opposition.

History of the Russian Rev-

olution.
1 Wednesday Evenings: Principles

of Communism.
Fundamentals of Marxism
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THE MILITANT
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(Ed. Note: We print below the

full text of the manifesto recently

published by the newly-formed Bol-

shevik-Leninist Party of Cuba.)

The delegates of the sections and

nuclei of the Communist Opposition

of Cuba, assembled on September

14th, 1933, after an extensive and
thoroughgoing study of recent

events decided to constitute nation-

ally the BOLSUtlVIK-LliJNINia'r
PAKT1" and to publish and circu-

late this manifesto which contains

an initial statement of clear and
definite principles.

The Importance of the Party

In the political struggles of the

Cuban proletariat no event has
ever occurred as important as this

step which we have just taken. In
the mitlst of the present turbulent

political situation accompanied by

the most frightful confusion and
chaos, the minority formed by the

Communist Left Opposition has
made a resolute decision and has
worked' out through the iron will

of hundreds of workers, the form
and essence of a new workers rev-

olutionary party.

This party, which rises after a
long 3td difficult struggle of over

a year, does not hesitate to openly

declare before all the workers, that

it emerges from the very womb of

the Communist party of Cuba and
that it is historically the negation

of the latter.

It has become evident in the most
recent times in the complicated eco-

nomic and political situation of

Cuba, that the lack of a real rev-

olutionary party lias frustrated the

ascending developing of the revolu-

tion many times. The great trag-

edy of the oppressed Cuban masses
consists in their not having found
as yet a vehicle capable of carrying

them on the road towards their

uual emancipation. On the cross-

roads lo victory the masses have
always felt the lack of the subjec-

tive factor which is necessary for

the achievement of its liberation.

The existence of deep ferment
and decomposition In the whole
capitalist regime, means nothing

u, nevertheless, there does not ex-

ist tne organized force ol a pro-

letarian revolutionary party able to

jirect realistically the protest and
rebellion of the masses during a

political upheaval.

Irrespective of our wishes, a rev-

olutionary workers vanguard can

only be organized at certain his-

torical conjunctures. In periods

of great revolutionary struggles,

tlie ebb and llow of the mass move-
ment automatically produces the

necessary means for carrying out
successfully the creation of a new
party.

The Cuban Situation and the

Bolshevik Party

In the present period of rapid

developments and sharp crises, tne

i,uoan working class needs anu pro-

uuces a revolutionary vanguard

iroin its own ranks. Tnis step does

not need justification betore his-

tory because it is an integral and
luudamental part of the historical

process itself.

The present situation and the dif-

licuity of our position in it is no
secret to the Bolshevik-Leninist

i'arty. Armed by Marxism with

the most elhcient instrument for

analysing the historic processes,

understanding the extent and con-

sequences of their development, we
are able to comprehend that never

before in Cuba has there taken

place such an outstanding political

event as the rising of the rank and
hie of the army in the early morn-
ing of September 4th. The revolt

of the non-commissioned officers

and soldiers of the army opens a
new stage in the revolutionary pro-

cess in Cuba. This rebellion com-
pletely confirms our correct political

line wherein we affirmed, ever since

March 1933, that the fall of Mach-
ado would provoke clashes between
the reactionary bourgeois wing of

the Opposition, and tne various ele-

ments of the petty bourgeoisie. The
theory held by the leaders of the

Communist party several months
ago (May 30), that "a broad radi-

calizatiou of the masses" existed,

which "obliged the forces of the

counter revolution to unite", has

fallen to the ground smashed by the

reality of the situation. Can It be

said that there exists a broad radi-

calizatlon of the masses at the very

lime when an uprising of the rank

and file of the army takes place,

and this uprising brings the petty

bourgeois elements of the Director!©

Estudiantil to the seat of power?

The coming to political power of

the pptty bourgeoisie has already

placed before the masses in a prac-

tical form, the questions of bour-

geois democracy and the instability

of this outlived state form. In the

face of the violent break of the

petty bourgeoisie with the reaction-

ary "mediation" forces, a regroup-

ing of the bourgeois and petty

bourgeois forces in struggle for the

holding of power is taking place.

Yankee imperialism, represented in

Cuban politics by Sumner Welles,

openlv supports the formation of

the counter-revolutionary front led

by the ABC and Menocal.

In this situation the Bolshevik-

Leninist party clearly understands

that only a truly independent class

position can save the proletariat

from defeat. Confronted by the

forces of the counter-revolution,

the Bolshevik Party takes a deter-

mined stand, in the belief that in

the present historical conjuncture

the worker and peasant masses are

ii. a position to marshall their

forces ana to prepare themselves

for the revolution. The national

liberation of Cuba, as a colonial

Manifesto of Bolshevik

Leninist Party

oi Cuba

geois arrive at the conclusion that

in Latin America the necessary
capitalist coiidLlioiis tor realizing

the Socialist revolution are not
mature. This new petty bourgeois

lorntuiu must be discarded in its

entirety. Wo cannot consider the
»MiM«iMM«m»t""" struggle in an isolated sense but

only as a part of the world pro-
country, must be posed m a con-

i(iliiriau suuj;gle . Uul- internation-
crete form. Under the pressure of ^M ls ilut bil5( ,d oil bl)ld tilMre_
imperialism the Urau San Martin

llL.al sl
. llttlu0 i ils hut wl til0 ucon.

government, successively wavers, omlc sll
.ltclul.

e ot wul id capitalism,
gesticulates, threatens, yields; but u W(J ^.^^^ tllu L.ui ul!ies from
does not firmly conduct the direct lho oUl( ,

1
. L.a[)ii ;l i iat countries, they

and fundamental attack against
,lUV(J !KJ i!ak.1)l;11(i(;11 t economic uu-

Yankee intervention. Only the
ity , |]ld ara ia rl

..dl
-

lty ^capable of
working class in alliance with the

u( .vwotuua by themselves. But the
poor peasants can liberate Cuba

tas]
. wab wiik.u we a|.B taQI ,d touajr

from the iniquities and oppression
,s )loc t,sactiy thiU of initiating

capitalist development in America
but rather of realizing the agrarian
i evolution ; carrying out tne So-

of imperialism.

The International Situation

The formation of a new revolu-

tionary workers' vanguard, must cialisL revoluliou and selling up the

necessarily deal not only with niu «tctator.sh,p ot the proletariat. 11

tional questions but aiso with in-! " *
.f'f

5 '^ ut
,
""V*""^ » ™ ^"

ternational problems. The prwent: il,lu,It lilul tBU devuIopiuu.il ot capi-

historical period <-h«r«<*ortwd hv l-^ L economy is mewiabte m thecharacterized by

the decline of finance capitalism

has transferred the solution of com-

plicated national problems on to

the international arena.

Bolshevism was the inspiration of

the glorious launching of the Third

Communist International. Those of

us who today militate in its ranks

must honestly declare that a new

stage has begun in the history of

the world's workers movement. The
catastrophe which took place in

Germany with the shipwreck of the

German Communist I'arty and the

triumph of Fascism, have forever

destroyed the possibilities of a re-

generation of the Communist In-

ternational. The cadres which

throughout the world have broken

from tlie domination of the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy, now pose resolute-

ly the question of a new Interna-

tional, which will turn its back on

the bureaucratic centrism of Stalin-

Manutlsky and face towards a real

uackward countries that now eman-
i-ipEile themselves and in which
ceruiin progress lias taken place
since the war. We have reached
the conclusion .hat the development
of capitalism in these countries is

not inevilaule, especially in case

where the victorious proletariat

lias conducted systematic propag-
anda in ilium. Willi the assistance
i>t ihe proletariat in tue advanced
countries, the backward countries
can reach the Soviet organictional
lorm, and passing through a series

tit puases reach Communism, escap-

ing a capitalist period."

This opinion of Leiiin's is our
L-ouceptiou. ili.-tory cannot be
tunica backwards just because ten

or liiieeii countries are retarded in

iheir development, neither can the

I'fvoiutii'iitit-y movement stop to

wait for liiem.

For tnis reason, the Bolshevik
Paiiy declares on the agrarian and
national question and on the con-

Marxist-Leninist conception of thc' t0i lt .m(i a!lus j tlio agrarian rev-

class struggle. jolmion, Hie following:

At this juncture, we declare, as j_ Ttl( ,
,ialjoiial liberation of

m the Bolshevik-Leninist statement Cuba, as a semi-colon lal country
it the recent, conference of Left ,_.:ui he uUained o,ny through ihe

groups (the Paris Conference—Ed.)
'

hat even in its present state the

USSR is a workers state and that

.ve are prepared to defend it. But

. his defense cannot be expected

irom the degenerate Soviet bureau-

cracy, but rather from Ihe prole-

tarian masses themselves guided by

ihe new political orientation of

International Leninism.

The Bolshevik Party and the

Revolution in Cuba

Cuba, a semi-colonial country,

which is rapidly oecoming—if it

is not already so—a Yankee colony,

presents to the proletarian vanguard

the clearest possible idea of the

character and the realization of

the agrarian revolution.

The Bolshevik Party, cannot pre-

dict the exact date of the agrarian

revolution, neither does it pretend

to be able to build socialism over

night in a country of poor and mid-

dle peasants, with a proletariat

that is still politically too weak
to rally the peasants around itself

and come to power. Like every

other colony Cuba lacks independ-

ent economic unity, and on the

whole its economy is still in a pre-

capitalist stage. Favorable objec-

tive conditions coincide with tlie

marked liquidation of the subjec-

tive factor. And the possibilities

of developing the movement have

not been lost but rather delayed.

The difference between the petty

bourgeois elements and ourselves,

the Bolshevik-Leninists, rests, in

substance, on the form of govern-

ment capable of guaranteeing the

independence of the island, in the

means of obtaining it and its aims.

The most recent efforts of the

"Anti-Imperialist" intellectuals -of

Latin America, led by the "Aplas-

ias", are oriented towards finding

the "Latin American liberation

formulai". This formula has a

common denominator in all coun-

tries: the necessity of the capital-

ist development ot the economy in

these countries. The fact that the

industrial proletariat is not entire-

ly developed in the colonies and

that the national bourgeoisie is an

emaciated and spineless class in-

capable of struggle against imper-

ialism in defense of its own class

interests, leads them to. the conclu-

sion that the proletarian revolution

cannot be realized in America and
that the struggle must be limited

to driving imperialism out of these

lands in order afterwards to devel-

op their "own Independent econ-

omy". This concept looks for sup-

port in quotations from Marx and
Lenin, arbitrarily snatched from the, oisie is not the motive force in it

text and rearranged to support hnid tlifit it is carried out with-

their contentions. These so-called 'out the sniipuvt of the bourgeoisie

"Marxists", state that it is im- i and against the bourgeoisie, lay the

possible to jump over the stage of !
foundations, Irom which the step

the bourgeois revolution m America, I can be taken to the socialist rev-

and' consequently that only a grad- jolution and the proletarian dictator-

ual, slow development of the his- ship.

revolutionary struggle oi me prole-

.anat winch apinjmg ihe uoi-

Mieviiv toruiula, uraus tne peasan-
iiy behind il.

2. The peasant question cannot
lie uiidLre^iiuuEed uy the prole-

ari.ni \aiiauaid and siul less in

.iii-si- icitii-euloniui and a^atrian
eoanines. 'Ihe victory of tlie agra-
rian levotution depends upon which
cl.t,.s ti.e peasantry tonuws, the

ii'uiclaiiat or tue bourgeoisie.

3. 'ihe furinula issued by the
ieudei'b of tne t.unmiuiiist party
kOiiceruiiig tne development ol the
ugi'uUtiii revolution, its slogans of

•iru^g.e, luc contusion on the ques-
tion ui Hie mecii.lines ol state

(.owcr—in whose hands it snould
jt'.iidc -till this must be discarded,

in us stead should be placed the
.i^ga^ ot i lie agrarian and auti-im-

i:i'rialisi resolution under the lead-

.ji'.iiiip of the proietiii'iHt in alliance

,ntli [lie peasantry.

i. Tlie intimate victory of the

agrarian revolution can only be ob-

laiucd by the development and
iriuiupli of the world proletarian

.evolution. Therefore the Bol-

shevik party recognizes the neces-

sity of eil'eclively joining our move-
ment with the worker and peasant
masses of the entire world and
specifically of the United States

iiiiU Latin America.

5. It is necessary to take ad-
vantage of all the conjunctures In

order to unite the proletariat with
tne peasantry and develop the agra-

rian re\olution to iis conclusion.

if the proletariat does not secure
lids support of the peasant masses
hi advance, if it does not manage
lo "draw them behind" itself, it

is then Utopian to even think of

the victory of the revolution in

Cuba.

ij. The native bourgeoisie and
petty bourgeoisie, rural as well as

iirban, organically and ideological-

ly, are incapable of leading the
revolutionary struggle of the op-

presed people to its goal. All con-

ciliation with these elements in re-

gard 'o the specific purposes of the

levolution, is but treason to the
workers and peasants. To hand
over these fortes to a petty bour-

geois leadership, is to repeat con-

sciously the betrayals in China
iinri Mexico.

T. The agrarian anti-imperialist

revolution, will not only fulfill the

tasks of the bourgeois revolution

(liquidation of the feudal forms of
production, national liberation,

iigrarliu revolution, etc.), but must,

by the very fact that the bourge-

torical process, and "orderliness"

of the "unsurmountable" historical

stages, is possible without falling

into Utopian Socialism. This is

false; absolutely raise. Marxism as

an economic doctrine does not be-

lieve in gradual, slow changes, in

unsurmountable barriers, but rather

a highly revolutionary theory which
recognizes the possibility of jump-
ing two stages at a time; two
steps at a time.

In the present world situation,

the interlocking character of the

whole of world economy prevents

fhe consideration of events from a

one sided point of view of any
single country in particular. From
this springs the fact that, isolating

Latin America from the rest ot the

world, and from the ripening of

world economy for its revolutionary

transformation, these petty bour-

S. Given the character and fu-

ture development of the agrarian

and anti-imperialist revolution only

i lie proletarian vanguard organized

hi a Bolshevik party, can achieve

tlie revolutionary alliance of the

proh.'turiiit and peasantry, accom-
plishing by this, the final triumph
of the revolution. The so-called

Anti-Imjierialist Leagues, are or-

Liiinleally and politically incapable

of fulfiijinfr these tasks, and are

nothing but coarse caricatures of

lite revolutionary "united front". In

their place, only the leadership of

the proli'lariiil organized in its

class party, will be capable of flll-

inK this role.

0. Finally; it is very clear to ns
that the victory of the agrarian
atiti-impprinlisf revolution can only

{Continued on page 4)
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EDITORIALS
Five Years of the Militant

FIVE years ago this week the Militant made its

first appearance of the spokesman of the ideas

and doctrines of the "Russian Opposition"—the heirs

and defenders of the Bolshevik October. The live

years oi the continuous publication of our paper hive

been a period of rich in great cents which put all

currents iu the labor movement to a historical teat.

Our current alone- stood up wider it. 'We have

every right to a feeling of deep satisfaction that

we have held true to our course. Ours is a profound

and unshakeabie conviction that what we did live

years ago, and all that has been built upon it, was
right. On the tifth anniversary of our paper militant

we repent nothing and retract nothing.

The warning signals of the International Left

Opposition were no false alarms. The tens years

of reaction against which the Bolshevik-Leninists

struggled without success have come to their tragic

culmination in the downfall of the Comintern. What
W moat important in the « hole world today is the

fact that forces making for the ^constitution of the

international movement are already at work, that

the skeleton of its future organization exists and

that its fundament ul program has been elaborated.

In this preparatory work, carried out under <i

hailstorm of slander and persecution, the Militant

played a part. The new parly of Communism in

America, which will constitute a section of the

Fourth Internationa!, will mark its launching in

November 19:2S, <is an important and significant date

if it does not tract its geueology directly to that date.

Our struggle to set the counter current into

motion ant! to prepare the way for the new move-

ment was conducted from the first—and is still con-

ducted—with inadequate material means and forces.

Our chief weapon—alnio-4 our only weapon- -was the

Militant. The capacity of our mo*.einent to endure,

to survive and to fain an inlluence under these cir-

cumstances is testimony Jo the power of Marxist

ideas. They make their way in spite of everything.

The celebration of the Militant, alive and strong on

its fifth anniversary, is a celebration of the vitality

of the doctrines of Marxism which nothing and no-

body can kill.

By all that (hat has gone before the militants

grouped around the Militant are called upon to play

the main part in assembling the elements of the new
party in America. They are the bearers of its ideas.

The Militant, as the spokesman of these ideas, only

grows in significance as. the now turn of events mul-
tiplies the opportunities and responsibilities.

All that lias been done up till now is only a

work of preparation for the future. Without min-

imizing our weakness or hiding our faults we can

face that future, and all the responsibilities il im-

poses, with confidence. The foundations that have

been laid are impregnable. If we build on lliem we
will build for vitcory.

LitvinofFs Visit and Russian

Recognition

WITH public attention focused on the visit of

LitvinofT and his discussions with Roosevelt,

the question of Russian recognition is an outstanding

issue which is stirring all interested political circles

and economic groups into yn increased activity; that

is all circles except the one to whom the issue be-

longs first of all,—tre Communist and Left wing

labor movement. While these various elements in

American bourgeois society discuss terms, make con-

ditions and bring forward one program or another,

agitate heatedly and exert pressure for or aguinst

the recognition of the U. S. S. R. according to their

special Interest, the one section of the population

which has the greatest slake in the issue—the radi-

cal labor movement—stands paralyzed «nd refrains

from any intervention. What is the explanation of

this auomoiy? This neutralization of the working

class in a matter o£ the most vital concern to them

is more of the rotten fruit of Stalinist diplomacy.

From Hie point of view of the Marxists, the

relationship between the workers state and the capi-

talist governments is an expression of the class

struggle, that is, a fundamentally irreconcilable con-

flict. ("One or the other mnsl linally triumph," said

Lenin). While the final outcome of this conflict re-

mains undecided, ilic Soviet Union is obliged to enter

into temporary agreements with the bourgeois state

powers which the workers aim eventually to over-

throw, iu pretty much the same way as trade unions

bargain with private employers whom the workers

aim to expropriate.

The condition for the making of an advantageous

bargain is not under any circumstances the good will

of the capitalists. The talent of a Soviet diplomat

is a minor item; in the final analysis it cuts about

as much ice as the shrewdness of a business agent

iu x trade dispute—the masters are acutely consci-

ous of their material interests and cannot be talked

out of them. What decides is the relative strength

of the workers and its fuil mobilization at the mo-

mem of negotiations.

By disorienting the workers vanguard and par-

aiyzing ils activity, Stalinist dilpomacy deprives the

Soviet 1 ."ii ion of the pressure and influence of its

mo-t reliable ally. That ia why the question of

recognition by the V. S. government is being consi-

dered as an internal affair of the bourgeoisie, un-

iullucnced by any serious working class domonstra-

lon. Under such conditions it) can be taken for

granted Unit American capitalism will concede only

what its own requirements dictate and will take full

advantage of every weakness o£ the Soviet Union

in presenting its own demands.

Tin* humiliating spectacle presented by the one.

sided discussion of Russian recognition iu bourgeois

i-irclcs can be ended, and the interests of the work-

ers' slate and of the American labor movement, in

this as in every case, can be really defended only by

the independent intervention of the workers' van.

vaard. The revolutiosary workers must fight for

Hie interest-- of the Soviet Union without the aid of

Slalinism and against its perfidious policy.

In the first place the visit ot Litvinoff should

not be allowed to dampen down the working class

-imitation lor recognition. On the contrary, it should

be the signal for ils stormy development on the

broadest, possible basis. Recognition should be made
ihe central i^sue of a mighty united front movement

which would shake the country with its clamorous

demands for unconditional recognition in the midst

cf the negotiations at Washington. Every reactionary

group ^ busy with demands and conditions and re.

siriclions on Ihe Soviet Union. ljet the workers

thunder their own demands on the Roosevelt Gov-

ernment fo recognize the Soviet Union at once and

nitiiout any conditions!

In the second place, while every reactionary

clique is demanding "concessions" from the U. S. S.

It., the workers should present their own demand
lor a -eonce-sion" from (he Wall Street Government.

That demimd, which unites the interests of the Am-
erican with the Russian workers concretely, is

—

Long Term Credits to the Soviet Union!

Over three years ago the Left Opposition raised

this slogan as an issue ot ihe labor movement. It

was denounced by the Stalinists as counter-revolu-

tionary. Now it forms the central topic of the nego-

tiations between I.ilvinoff and Roosevelt, but the

luiler is under no compulsion from the workers at

home. He is free to accept or reject the proposal,

or to hedge it about with restriot ions, conditions and

penalties, as the interests of Wall Street dictate. The
composiion of the Stalinists to agitation for Long
Term credits deprived the Left win;* labor movement
i:l' a living i«-c*i and has worked mightily to weaken

the position ot the Soviet Union in the present nego-

i bilious.

The Miig'.m of long term credits is just the link

needed lo tie the American workers directly to the

Micialisl construction in Russia by their own mater-

ial iuleri'sis. Opposition to it is a crime. Long term

credits for Russia, to nuance ihe purchase of Amer-
ican machinery, would serve to alleviate the un-

employment situation to that extent. At the same

lime they would aid the development of Russian in-

du-lry and improve the situation of the workers
i here. An immediate mutual interest would unite

Ihe American and (he Soviet workers in ihe light

for this- demand. The fusion of this demand with

the demand for unconditional recognition would

create the motive power to build a great movement
among the American workers, hard pressed by un-

employment, within a very short time. From this

a great development of international solidarity would

naturally follow.

It is high time to make an end of silent acquie-

scence in (he back-stairs diplomacy of Stalin and
I.ii vi'soff. ii is high time to organize a fight of the

working cl«ss on the Question of relations with

Russia.
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be guaranteed by the proletarian

dictatorship, and that this prole-

tarian dictatorship will not appear

after the revolution, but on the

foundation of the revolution itself,

as the only force capable of achiev-

ing the agrarian and anti-imperial-

ist objectives.

It is necessary to leave no room
for doubt in this respect. An en-

ormous theoretical poverty exists

in (his question, which, how-
ever, the Bolshevik part y

does not hesitate to tackle. The
sectarian group has never been

able to answer these essential

questions, simply because it has

not re; listed its responsibility in

regard to them. In a petty bour-

geoisie manner, ihey mask their

ideological confusion by tacking

together a half dozen anti-imperial-

ist slogans from the international

store-room of catch-words and
slogans. In practice they have not

advanced one inch further, in the

agrarian and national questions,

tL-n the petty bourgeois of the A.

B. C. However, they furiously at-

tack these latter, perhaps because

of a special desire to contradict

themselves.

Possibilities of a Resurgence of

the Official Communist Party

Before deciding to make the turn

towards the formation of a new
party, we have given due consider

ation lo the possibilities of a gen-

eral political resurgence not only
of the Communist International

but of its Cuban section as'weli.

The development of recent political

events, has returned the most valu-

able and honest elements, who had

been in exile abroad to the ranks

of the Communist Party of Cuba.

These new forces, which the bur-

eaucracy is very careful to keep on
the periphery of the parly, clash

objectively with the old routine,

sect-irian ladies of the leadership.

Rut the intensity of the clash is

toned down, because the sectarian

leadership maneuvers capably, ex-

tending to these new elements the

strings which will definitely tie il

to (he worn-out and worm-eaten
party apparatus.

These comrades still believe that

it is possible to restore the Com-

munist party to ils "political nor-

malcy'", and that this restoration

must take place from the inside.

Iu spite however of their heroic

efforts and sincere purpose, it will

be proven useless. The degenera-
tion of the party is complete.

We have fought hard ever since

1*J31 to create the renovating cur-

rent capable of saving the p".rty

from its own corruption. These
efforts have been in vain.

Those comrades who still strug-

gle for the regeneration of Hie

party, do not yet feel the pressure
of the ruling bureaucracy, because
the latter finds the menace of our
group enough for the present. As
soon as the Stalinist wing of the
party is definitely entrenched in

its position, it will turn disloyally

against these new elements in an
attempt lo suppress them. Then,
the friction between (he two forces,

will push towards the Bolshevik-
I.eniuists, the most capable and
revolutionary sections of the party.

To those militants who still

conserve their ideological honesty,

the Bolshevik-Leninist Party will

never close its doora.

The future of the world belongs
to Bolshevism.
Long live the Bolshevik-Leninist

Party.

—CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF
THE BOLSHEVIK-LENINIST

PARTY
Havana, September 2,"i, 1933.

LOVESTONE'S APOLOGETICS
IN TORONTO

Toronto. — Lovestone's whole

speech here was an apology for

all the false Stalinist policies. So

much so, that workers began to

ask why aren't you inside the offi-

cial party? What is the difference

between you and the Stalinists.

Not one hostile question or, as
a matter of fact, not one word of

criticism was uttered against Love-
stone by any of the big crowd of

Stalinists present. The loudest and
sincere applause to Lovestone's re-

marks came from the Stalinists.

This is very significent, especially

when we recall a few months ago
when Lovestone spoke in Toronto,

they could not sit straight in their

seats. It was only when Lovestone
began to explain, in reply to a
pointed question, the "few tactical

differences" with the official party,

did (he Stalinists refrain from ap-
plauding.

The History of the Left Opposi-

tion by Max Shnchtman, promised
some time ago by Pioneer Publish-
ers, is soon to appear. The pam-
phlet was long delayed due to fin-

ancial and technical difficulties.

It will sell for five cents.

SOCIETY
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(Press Keporls)
New York, Nov. 15.—The princeas

Alexis Jldivani (Barbara Hutton)
reached the age of 21 yesterday anil

received a one-third share of the
¥CU,UOO,000 estate left in 1019 by
ner grandfather, F. W. Woolworth,
the tive-and-ten cent store operatoi.

In her honor, her father, Fruuk-
lyn Hutton, stock broker, gave a
dinner party last night at the IIul-

ton home, 1,0JO fifth Avenue, sur-

rounded by iifty guests at small
Lables, a Hungarian orchestra 'ind

opera singers as entertainers, his

daughter made it evident she still

ielt as she did before the spectacu-

lar wedding in Paris, when she
told the world: '"It's going to be
tun to he a Princess".

* * » *

(Aduiph Gerstenzang, forty-

eight years old, unemployed chem-

ist, who was to lisie been dis-

possessed from his apartment at

885 West ¥iid Avenue, committed
suicide Sunday night by shooting
himself.)

* * « *

Barbara Hutton Mdivani is a
la ppy-go-lucky good natured girl.

She is generous, easy-going and fun-

loving. She likes to dance—tango-
ing is her favorite pastime. She
usually drives her own car and is

fond of horses.

She made her debut in December,
1930, at the Kilz-G'irlton, That
party, the largest ever given iu her
minor cost $50,000. Silver birch

nets were brought from California

10 transform tile great ballroom into

a woodland grove, an artificial moon
was hung iu blue gauze and little

stars mride to twinkle in the make
believe blue heavens.

* * > «

(Mrs. Maria Bogiia-sco, forty-two
year old of 2731 Hughes Avenue,
Bronx, was found dead in a gas-

filled kitchen of her apartment at

5 |>. in. yesterday by Lillian Kotk-
sotigli, a welfare worker. Mrs.
liaguasco liad turn-ed on all the

jets of the kitchen range, leaned
against a wash tub and covered
her head and tlie stove with a,

blanket. She was separated from
her husband and was destitute.)

* • .s *

None of the Woolworth heirs-

—

that is, (he young ones—know the
business end of the huge chain of

stores. When the princess Mdivani
arrives in any city one of Ihe first

things she does is to visit a five-

aud-ten and buy something in ii.

It has become a matter of supersti-

tion with the family.
* * » *

(Owen Gallagher, thirty-four

year old, an unemployed sales-

man committed suicide yesterday

at his home, 489 Bronxville Road,
Yonkers. He left tliree notes for
his wife. He said lie had been a
"dreamer", unable to provide his
wife ajid their two-year old sou
with "the things they should liave

liad." He urged Mrs. Gallagher
not to let their son "hitch lus
wagon to a star.")

* * w #

The exact amount of the one-
third share in her grandfather's
estate to which the Princess became
entitled yesterday could not be
learned officially, but. allowing for
Multiplication by time and depel-
tion by depression, it was estimated
Use would have at least J20,000,000.

All that could be learned was
that she was not taking possession
of the entire amount now—only
about $10,000,000 or so. At the
time of the wedding (he Prince re-

ceived a dowry, which was never
officially revealed but was under-
stood to be an outright gift of $1,-

000,000 (o the prince together with
assurance of an annual allowance
ol lfri0,000.

« • * *

(On the dump heaps, jagged
with scraps of old tin pieces of
scrap iron and bits of broken
glass, two children played. One
viae a Negro, the other a while
child. It was raining hard, but
the Negro child iiad on nothing
hut a cotton blouse.

He played with strips of old

tin that matched the nails of the
shacks around. Inside one of the
mast nondescript his mother tend-
ed his baby sister who lay in a
lied of rags, sick "for three days
with something had with lus
stomach."

This mother is one of the fif-

teen or twenty women; who lied

to Hoover City with husands and
children when their morale was
beaten down by frequently recur-
ring evictions, when a shuck fash-
ioned from scraps of tin boxes,
great iron drums, even from the
backs of abandoned gas meter
boxes, looked like a safe haven
against the snow and cold of tliis

coming winter.

"It was either come here or put
the kids in a welfare home and
try to live without them," said
one mother who moved her fam-
ily of live to the "Tin Mountains"
in Brooklyn's Red Hook Section.

"We couliint pay the rent in a
list, although it was only $H. a
month, and feed the kids loo.")

* * • 4

"We are very happy,' the Princess
told the friends who wished her
well last night. Prince Alexis rtlso

was pleased.

"He is amusing, smart and in-

teresting and lie has leisure to de-
vote to his wife," she said.
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A New Light on the

United Front
The testimony for the defense of

a former Communist deputy at the
Leipzig trial incidentally threw a
revealing light on Ihe contradic-
tions and vacillations in the policy

of the German C, I', regarding the
question of the united front with
Ihe .Social Democracy. Despite the

theory of "social fascism" and th.:

dogma of ihe "united front only
from below" it now appears (hat
piivalc negotiations with Stampfer
editor of the Vorwtierts, were being
undertaken on the eve of the March
elections.

Testimony of Neubauer

The Frankfurter Zeitung of Oct-
ober AH, l!>;5'i contains an interest-

ing report of tin: testimony given
the previous day in the Reichstag
lire frame-up trial by Dr. Theodor
Xeubaner, former Communist mem-
ber of the (ierman RcieUslag. After
informing (he court that he bad
conferred in the Reichstag building
with Torgler on February 27 (the

day before the iire). and that lie

has been in a concentration camp
since September 7,—Neubauer den.
ied that he had ever seen van der
I.ubbe, the Na/.i too!, until enter-

ing (he court room. Questioned by
Dr. Sack, Nazi attorney entrusted
with Ihe "defense" 'if Torgler,

Nenbaeur then went on lo explain
Ihe subject of his conversation with
Torgfer the day before the Reich-

stag iire.

Neubauer stated that he discuss-

ed the political situation with Tor-
gler, and especially the quest ion of

making contacts to build a united

front with (lie Social Democratic
Party. lie continued (verbatim
translation | :

••On the Sunday before the Reich-
stag's lire a foreign newspaper man
informed me that Ihe Social Dem-
ocratic Hditiu' (of the Vorwaerts),
Stfiinpfer, had tried lo make con-

lact with us in a perfectly absurd
way. To learn bow the C. P. felt

ah(*iit coopi-rul ins wiih (he.S. 1\,

Stainpl'er went u> an official of the
Rusiau Embassy in Berlin. This
iifficiai, of course, answered that he
had absolutely nnlhiug to say on
the qiiestiun, that, for this purpose
Sfampl'er must go not to the Rus-
sian Embassy, but lo the heaquar-
tprs of Ihe C. P. Slampfer conclud-
ed from this that Moscow was not
interested in this question, and so
expressed himself to the newspaper
man.

Negotiations with Stamnfer

When 1 leari.ed 1 hi-: on Sunday
from the foreign newspaper man.
I said to my friends that it was in-

conceivable to me (hat an old poli-

tician like Stampfrr couldn't man-
age to differentiate between (he C.

1., and an ollicial agency of the
Soviet Union which natural)- can-
not and may not bother with in-

ternal t Ierman political affairs. I

looked up a newspaper man who
was in touch wiih Stampfer and
asked him to (ell Stampfcr that
nii;l!(, risiwe-i*:! Stnday and Monday,
that tie had com mil ted a major
stupidity and asshiinity, and that
he slujuld address himself to the
right place, that is, to our Party.

I offered at the same time (o put
myself at his service (o establish

Ihe contact. Then on Monday morn-
ing the Social Democratic news,
paper man, pi-agev, informed me
that Slampfer was ready to have a

talk with us about This in the
Reichstag building on Tuesday
morning at 10 o'clock. At the
time Torgler and 1 put (he greatest
lalue on this conference. There-
fore I personalty a-d;od Torgler that
he come along. After the stupidity

that had been commilted, I didn't

want to deal with Stanipfer alone,

but thought it important thai Tor-
gler be (here so no more blunders
would be committed....

Dr. Sack then asked Neubauer
some other questions and, return-
ing to the question of the united
fronl, Neubauer stated that (he
creation of such a united front "was
the substance of the entire work
of the ('. 1'. at that time."

Dr. Sack: Did you mean that in

addition lo the ballot you would
attack by catling out the masses?
Neubauer; —the working class

was to oppose (be government by
strikes in factories and in outdoor
actions.

A Journalist As Intermediary

Dr. Sack next asked ihe name of
(he Journalist who informed Neu-
bauer about Sfampfer's maneuvers;
Neubauer stated that it. was Fred-
eric Kuh. (Kuh. at that time re-

presenlativo of the Unilod Press in

Berlin, has since been withdrawn
by Ins organization: it lias been
generally supposed that this was
because he is a jew.—The Editor).
Asked to explain what sort of

actions were contemplated, Neu-
bauer went on as follows:
•The shutting down of all fac-

tories i!S well as of transportation,
with Ihe uecessavy effects on all

public life These actions could
never have had any objective with
respeel lo indicidual pei sons, be-
cause we were lighting most sharp-
ly against any measures of indivi-

dual terrorism, because we hold this

to be false in theory and practically
disastrous to labor. We stood by
cry individual action against, indivi.

the old theoretical conception. Ev-
dual persons we regarded as extra-
ordinary condom n.nblo for labor.

Dr. Seuffert (prosecnling attor-
ney) : It is not yet clem* how strikes

have any effect on crushing Fasc-
ism.

Dr. Neubauer : We have the often
cited example that in the so-called

Cuno Strike a mobilization of the
men was enough to (urn the gov-
ernment out. We also pointed out
that in the Kapp Putsch of 1920,

labor went on strike and that this

was the decisive factor in over-
turning the government. These are
instances which were referred to

repealed !y by Communist papers in

those days and which we placed
before the eyes of the workers.

General Strike and Civil War
Chief Prosecuting Attorney: Does

(he witness know that the C. P. re-

gards a general strike as the last

stage before a civil war?
Neubauer: I wouldn't formulate

it that way. But I do know that
the general strike, in the opinion
of the C. I., can under certain con.
ditions lead to civil war. That is

not decided by the will of the C. P.,

but by the measure of its enemies,
either the government or those
parties who take opposing meas-
ures. There have been general
strikes without armed insurrection
and general strikes with armed in-

surrection. Its development one wny
or another does not depend on the
will of the C. P It Is obvious
that if the C P. attains its objec-
tive with a simple general strike,

it would very gladly abandon the
calling of an armed insurrection.

Chief Prosecuting Attorney: Per-
haps, but if that doesn't achieve
your goal';

Neubauer: the C. I', simply states
that iu certain situations it is not
up to the Party but up to its op-
ponents whether the general strike
leads to an armed insurrection.
Chief Prosecuting Attorney: That

means, it the opponents defend
themselves, Ihen there will he an
armed insurrection.
Alter some minor questions by

other attorneys, Dimitroff took the
floor and asked Dr. Neubauer whe-
ther, early in 1SJ33, before the
Reichstag fire (lie German C. P.
had posed the task of leading an
immediate armed struggle for pow-
er. This the witness denied. Ask-
ed by Dimitroff what directives he
and the Reichstag fraction had with
respect to extra-parliamentary ac-
lion, Neubauer continued:

Aimed at United Front
"The directives for the Reichstag

fraction and for all organs of the
Uermnt* C. P. were based on the
idea that the whole political devel-

opment, depended on whether or not
a united trout, a broad mass front
of workers, including Social Dem-
ocratic and Christian workers,
could be created against the Na-
lional Socialists. The whole work
was concentrated on this cardinal
problem. Nothing whatsoever was
siiid about an impending armed in-

surrection. I and everybody else
ai that time would have regarded
i hat as misleading, because the
Mtuation was absolutely not such
as to enable the Party to do such
a thing. Our directives were the
building of the united front of
labor for strikes, for the solidarity

of employed and unemployed.
The prosecuting attorneys next

addresed questions to Neubauer
with. Ihe aim of establishing that
(he C. I', of Germany never acted
except under Moscow's orders, and
that it, did permit individual terror.

Questions by Dimitroff
pimitrofi' thereupon couutered

with other questions which brought
out that the C. I. as well as the
German C. P. had always been
opiKised lo individual terror. Neu-
bauer also stated that the decisions
of the C. I. "were obligatory antt
directive. If the German Party
had another view, it had to justify
I hat other view before the C. I

the German Party conducted a very
wide campaign some months before
the R'ichstag iire, to light against
any inclinations in the Party to-

ward individual terrorism, be-
cause we held such inclinations,
one either to provocations or t.Le

unusual tension of the political sit-

uation, to be extraordinarily dan-
gerous. Therefore we ordered that"
anyone representing such an in-

clination must be expelled from the
;ariy as harmful."

The last question addressed to
Neubauer came from Dimitroff.

!

"When Adolf Hitler came to
power on January 30, were the Na-
lional Socialists in Berlin and
Germany engaged in a drive against
Ihe Communist movement? Were'
I here not a series of attaeks made
on workers' organizations?

j

Before Neubauer could answer,
Ihe Presiding Judge cut in and,
despite Dimitroff 's objection, sus-
pended further questioning. Asked
lo take the oath on the testimony
he had given, Neubauer refused a
religions oath but affirmed the truth

I

of his statements. I

Notes of the

Week
"Worker, Fanner 'Join Up'

"

Worker, Fanner "Join Up"—is
not, as you cugut suspect, just an-
other Communist slogan. It hap-
pens to be the news-head of a sl.oiy
:u the daily press. The slory de-:ls
with

_
the strike of the workers at

the George A. Ilarmet 1'aciting Co.
plant iu Austin, Minnesota.

* * fc v

The strikers, say the newspa-
pers, 'seined the plant, seventh
largest in the world after a
clash with guards. The strikers
were aided by members ol the tann-
er's National Holiday Association."
The headline — Worker, Farmer
-Join Up"—merely sums up a cold
fact.

* ¥ * V

And still such a matter-of-fact
headline sends a thrill ol apprecia-
tion down a militant workers spine.
It has wiihin it. the portent of a
magnificent perspective. It ioi-
bodes, by recounting a live incident,
such a union of ihe mass oi toilers
in this country as will finally spell
the doom of the ruling capitalist
class,

» * • *

The productive forces of society
on either pole—on (be farm and in
the factory — instinctively join
hands! They have many different
viewpoints, Ihey may have varying
conceptions of property, of law.
But they are drawn tiloser and.
closer to each other in mutual self-

defense against the destructive force
of society—in defense against the
ravages of capitalism.

* * »

The. events at Austin, Miuuesott
bear a striking proof of this inevit-
able gelting-together of workers
and farmers. It is spontaneous, «ie

the passion of the lighters them-
selves. The unity which is to deal
the decisive blow for the preserva-
tion ond defense of humanity in
this country is still in (he groping
stage. More "Austins" will dot the
map as time goes by.

4 V A

•'Joining up" of farmers and
workers will become more than a
spontaneous outburst. Thinking
narmers will give more thought to
the idea of linking up their fight
for life with that of the city pro-
ducer.

It will be up to the industrial
workers, Willi all their strike-ex-
perience, with all their natural dis-
cipline of action and aptness for
collective struggle—to give the
lead.

* • * *

Powerful unions, a unified work-
ing class policy, and above all—Ihe
assimilation of international ex-
perience—will do more than any-
thing else to enable American work-
ers to build up and buttress the
fighting front of the workers and
farmers for a decisive, revolution-
ary solution of their common pro-
blems.

B * n

Austin lights the way. It unfolds
the possibilities of successful strug-
gle. But it is also an admonition,
a challenge to workers to prepare
for the opportunities th'it are bound
lo arise.

* * * •

If They Won't Raise 'Em—
They'll stretch *Em.

Not a step that the New Dealers
take but has the interests of tiie

working class at heart. Recently
they put over Repeal. Hut, you
might ask: What has Rejieal to do
with the interests of [he workers
in particular?

The answer is pretty cvisy. That
is, if you've hmrd of the New 1'ork
State regulations for the sale of
liquor. Bottled drinks are to be
sold cash down only. This provi-
sion, New York Slate's dictator of
booze—Mr. Mnlrooney, who not so
long ago had the occasion to show
his love for the workers in his
capacity as police commissioner of
th« city—explains, is motivated by
n desire to prevent pay envelopes
from being emptied out by hcaped-
up charge accounts. It is, in oilier
words, designed to stretch wages.

o K • *

NRA and the codes ha vent' done
much to bring about higher pay
and guarantee decent living condi-
tions. Rut the New Dealers are
determined lo do right by the
working man. If NKA and (he
codes won't do the trick—no doubt
the liquor regulations will be of
help. No doubt I

If they can't raise wages, then
they'll stretch them. —G n.

Probation for Food Workers
(Contt ;-;•*-* 'raw Page 1)

minutes in which to present his
point of view. The pre-arranged
claque of the machine interrupted
him constantly with boos and cat-
calls, making it difficult for him to
be heard iu the hall. No extension
ol time was granted him. The
shameful cry of "stool pigeon" was
hurled at Gordon by one degenerate
after another, and the shouting
came loudest from two individuals
in particular, the outstanding "Trot-
sky-baiters" in the union, who
scream all the more loudly because
of the fact tlvit even in the District
Executive Committee of the Com-
munist Party here they have more
thaou once been discussed as sus-
picious, shady elements who had1

to be watched.

Then They Sing—the "Inter-
nationale"

In a disgraceful mockery, the
Stalinists brought the meeting to

a close after their infamous proced-
ure with the singing of the "In-
ternationale"!

We said last week that the Stal-
inists would not be permitted to
carry through their expulsion with
impunity. That the Left wing
workers would let themselves be
heard from before the case would
safely be considered "closed" by the
bureaucratic machine. We add now,
that after this signal victory of
cur comrades whose fight compelled
the macnine-men to back water,
we shall not he content to rest. The
' probation" and •'withdrawal card"
racket which (he Stalinists are
now substituting for outright ex-
pulsions, will not be allowed to
remain in effect. The militants in-

tend to fight out this battle fo the
end, giving no quartet fo the offi-

cialdom and their henchmen who
have brought the progressive and
Left wing labor movement to the
brink of the abyss.
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THE PRICE OF RECOGNITION
Stalin's Bargain

(EDITORIAL)
AMERICAN IMPERIALISM was indubitably the

victor in the negotiations which culminated
with the official recognition of the Soviet Union. Dip-
lomatic recognition by the richest and strongest coun-
try of the capitalist world and the prospects of credits
to follow represent, of course, certain advantages to
the workers' state. But these advantages are far out-
weighed by the price that has been paid for them
by Stalin and Litvinov.

In return for American recognition and prospec-
tive credits the Stalinist bureaucracy has turned its

back more ojx;nly and completely on the Interna-

tional revolution than ever before. The de fMto
liquidation of the Comintern as the organizer of
world revolution is now virtually acknowledged by
formal renunciation. The right even of "residence"
on Soviet territory of American revolutionists or
their "representatives or olfiicals" is taken away by
the formal pledge of Litvinov. At the same time
American capitalism is given the unconditional right
to plant nests of counter-revolutionists in the Soviet

Union under religious guise. And back of the whole
monstrous bargain lurks the sinister implication of

a secret military understanding which would seek to

put the American proletarian movement at the ser-

vice of American imperialism.

That is how the latest achievement of Soviet
diplomacy really stands. Let the corrupted bureau-
crats of American Stalinism and the dubious "friends"
of the Soviet Union che^r for the "victory" and fool

the radical workers about it. There applause is

always on tap, ready in advance for anything. Inter-

national revolutionists have the duty to estimate the
shameful and perfidious bargain at its real worth
and tell the truth about it.

'-WL idHow> atu

THE BURNING indignation of the revolutionary
internationalists at the iatest exploit of Staiin-

Litvinov diplomacy has nothing whatever to do with
opposition "in principle" to compromises by the Soviet
Union in its relations with the surrounding capitalist

world. We, better than any others, nave understood
that the Soviet Uinon needs access to the world mar-
ket, that it needs credits and diplomatic relations

with capitalist countries and must pay for them with
corresponding "concessions"—not because it can
really build "socialism in one country", but for pre-
cisely opposite reasons.

This realistic understauding of the actual needs
Of Soviet economy, combined with the aim of uniting
the American with the Soviet workers in a bond
of common interest, motivated our three-year old
proposal to organize a fighting movement of the Am-
erican workers under the slogans of recognition and
long-term credits tor the Soviet Union.

Compromises and concessions as such are not in

the least involved in the Communist appraisal of the
Washington agreement. What did we get and what
did we pay for it? Does it strengthen us or weaken
us in the never-ceasing struggle with the interna-

national class enemy? These are the real questions.

Lenin said, at the time of the Genoa conference eleven
years ago; "We go there as traders." But the dip-

lomacy o£ Lenin, his compromises, his "trading", were
subordinated to revolutionary politics on the inter-

national arena. They supplemented and strengthened
the aggression of the Comintern. The diplomacy of
Stalin-Litvinov trades off the Comintern and the int-

ernational revolution and, by that, undermines the
foundation of the Russian Revolution also. The dif-

ference is fundamental, and none has understood it

better than the imperialists who concluded the
Washington bargain tor Soviet recognition.

Soviet Diplomacy in 1918 and 1933
i-ITH A PERVERTED cynicism possible only

in people who are as lacking in allegiance to

principle as in any sense of reality the miserable
spokesmen for American Stalinism are beating the
drums for the Washington agreement and hailing it

as a proletarian victory. That is not surprising.

Those who could defend the capitulation to German
Fascism are capable of defending anything—and
their resources in this line are not yet exhausted.
True, they had to remain in hiding for several days
in order to concoct an explanation of Litvinov's

pledges to Roosevelt. Meanwhile the capitalist press
quoted the documents and brutally pointed, out the
contrast between Soviet diplomacy in 1918 under
Lenin and in 1933 under Stalin, between revolutionary

internationalism and "socialism in one country". The
contrasting documents of the regime of Lenin and
the regime of Stalin show all to plainly who was the
real victor in the Washington negotiations. They
reveal such a frightful degeneration of Soviet dip-

lomacy, such a fundamental departure from the line

of Lenin, that the Daily Worker does not dare to

quote them side by side.

In 1918 the Soviet Congress assembled in Mos-
cow replied to the message of President Wilson

:

"The Soviet Republic takes advantage of the
message of President Wilson to express to all the
peoples who have suffered from the horrors of an
imperialist war its warm sympathies and its hon-

est belief that the happy moment) is not far away
when the workers of all countries will throw off

the yoke of capitalism and establish a socialist

regime, which alone is able to bring about a just

and lasting peace and to contribute to civilization

and prosperity of the workers."

From that atitude "we are miles as well as years
away", said the New York Times, in quoting the old

document of Soviet diplomacy. How far we are away

from it can be fully comprehended by a reading of
the pledge made by Litvinoff at Washington. Point
4 of this 1933 document reads:

"4. Not to permit the formation or residence
on its territory of any organization or group—
and to prevent the activity on its territory of any
organization or group, or of representatives or of-

ficials of any organization or group—which has
as an aim the overthrow of, or bringing about by
force of a change in, the political or the social

order of the whole or any part of the United
States, ite territories or possessions "

If that does not mean a complete renunciation
and repudiation of the Comintern, as far as the
United States, "its territories and possessions", is

concerned", what does it mean?

TKc Bourgeois Press Celebrates

-N POINT 3 of the same document the Soviet Un-
ion had already agreed to "restrain" all personsI*.

and organizations "under its direct or indirect con-
trol, including organizations in receipt ofj any flnan-
ical assistance from it", from any revolutionary ac-

tivity aimed at the U. S. government. Rut even
that was not enough to satisfy the demands of the
Wall Street bandits who, according to the Daily
Worker, were "defeated" in the negotiations. In
l>oint 4 it is even agered to deny representatives of
revolutionary parties in America the right to live in

the Worker's Fatherland, and to refuse asylum to
revolutionary refugees from America who remain ac-
tive and unrepentent.

The full significance of this agreement is well

understood by the moat qualified representatives of
the American ruling class. The New York Times re-

marked
: "The United States receives the most com-

plete pledge against Bolshevik propaganda that has
been given by the Soviet Government". Father Ed-
mund A. Walsh, one of the chief baiters or the So-
viet Union, is quoted by the Associated Press: "The
Soviet Government, through its Commissar lor For-
eign affairs, now pledges itself to terminate the re-

sidence of all such organizations (as the Third In-

ternational) on Soviet territory". The digest ol

editorial opinion in the South American press, ac-

cording to the New York Times, is "that the Soviet

I'nion of today is different from Lenin's Soviet. The
desire to conquer the world has been abandoned,
writers, say, holding that bland pacific methods and
economic propaganda have succeeded it." So runs
the whole chorus of bourgeois press comments. Have
they been "deceived"? Are they, perhaps, mistaken?
Lee Stalin come out in the open and say so!

The "Vital"

'Paragraphs

3 and 4
..3. Not to permit the formation

or residence on its territory of
any organization or group, or of
representatives or officials of any
organization or group—which
makes claim to be the govern-
ment of, or makes attempt upon
the territorial intergity of, the
United States, its territories, or
possessions; not to form, subsid-
ize, support or permit on its ter-

ritory military organizations or
groups having the aim of armed
struggle against the United Sta-
tes ite territories or possessions,
and to prevent any recruiting on
behatf of such organizations and
groups.

4. Not to permit the formation
or residence on its territory of any
organization or group—and to

prevent the activity on its terri-

tory of any organization or group,
or of representatives or officials

of any organization or group,

which has as an aim the over-
throw of, or bringing about by
force of a change in, the political

or social order of the wlwle or any
part of the United States, its ter-

ritories or possessions.

MAXIM LITVINOFF,

h
.

The Diplomacy of Stalin and the

Diplomacy of Lenin-a Contrast

a

M. Litvinoff and - M.Bcdacht

The Communist Party of Russia Does Not
Concern America and the Communist Party

of the U. S. Does Not Concern Russia"

Individuals, even many ot them nation (the First International) by
at a time, can be deceived: Classes either England or the United States
cannot. Lincoln expressed this in the last century—it has never

I
idea in a somewhat vaguer way in before given to the capitalists, how-
his famous aphorism about how ever much they tried to extract It

W

Resume Trial

ofScottsboro

Negro Boys
In an atmosphere charged with

lite electricity of mob violence,

with the white hooded Ku Kluxers

riding every night and burning the

fiery cross on the highways and
hilltops, terrorizing the entire
Negro population, the Southern
bourbons are bringing the nine
Negro boys to trial on the notor-

ious railroading charge of the sup-
posed rape of Ruby Bates and Vir-

ginia Price.

The facts and evidence in the
famous Scottsboro case proving the
innocence of the Negro boys, iu

which the star witness for the pro-

secution. Ruby Bates has vindic-

ated the defendants, and the Su-
preme Court, are clear beyond a
doubt. But the class laws of the

Was U.S.Imperialism Outwitted?
O "CORRECTION" of this impression will be

made—of this we may be sure, despite the path-
etic attempts of Daily Worker to pass off the explicit

propaganda pledge as a "routine" matter. The most
r-.ipncious of all the imperialist powers has not been
"outwitted" by the clever Litvinoff, as the shame-
faced apologists imply. Just as Roosevelt demanded ' lily-white south are undaunted by
and secured explicit pledges, so it can safely be as- 1

truth. Innocence or guilt is deter-

mined that he secured deflinite guarantees, that ev- mined by the callousness of the

ery concession in the way of credits will nave strings!^' 1"1
, °£

the liaild' ami ""' color ot

attached to enforce the guarantees and that full

payment will be exacted.

Blunt reminders of these exjiectations of 100'/

fulfillment of the pledges were not spared even while

the ink was still wet on the agreement. "It goes
without saying", said the N. Y. Times, "that public

opinion in the United States will watch closely the

observation of this pledge. It will not accept tech-

nical excuses for violation." Father Walsh adds:
'•The political success or failure of the new agree-

ment, in my opinion, rests fairly and squarely on tbe

shoulders of the Soviet Government, which is now
under solemn covenant, openly and voluntarily ar-

rived at, to end the Third International."

long a period of time it is possible
to fool people.

The bourgeoisie is not in power
outside the frontiers of the Soviet
Union because it is stupid. On the
contrary, th$ decades it has spent
in ruling «nd oppressing the masses,
have sharpened its wits to a fine

point, endowed it with cunning and
skill in dealing with its classic
and mortal foe, the proletariat.

Far easier, as a general rule, to
deceive than the bourgeoisie, is

the working class. Overwhelmed
and blinded by the stupendous capi-
talist machinery for molding its

outlook, its understanding of prob-
lems and events, the proletariat
advances only with the most pain-
ful difficulty towards the attain-
ment of consciousness of its class
interests and historic mission.

If for this reason alone, the re-

sponsible leadership of the work-
ing class rests its case upon clear-
cut pronouncements. Ambiguity
and over-complicated maneuvers

from the Soviet leaders.
This promise has now been given

by Litvinov! He gave it in the
stilted, but quite unmistakable,
terms of hia letter to "your illu-

strious president" Mr. Roosevelt.
Then, to assure the American bour-
geoisie beyond any possibility of
their fears recurring, he made it
plain to the newspapermen that

:

The Russian Communist Party is
concerned only with Russia. The
American Communist Party, if there
is one {"I must profess ignorance"),
is concerned only with America.
The Communist International, as
tbe general staff of the world rev-
olution, does not exist, for it has
not the victorious Russian party
in its leadership, nor the absurd
American party In Its ranks.

Made it plain not merely to the
newspapermen but also—and this
is vastly more Important—to the
millions of workers who read the
capitalist press and who have no
cause for taking the People's Com-

The Basis of the Retreat

UCH A SHAMEFUL retreat of Stalinist diplomacy
before the arrogant demands of American im-

perialism is not the result of a sudden departure in

policy. It is a culminating point in a long series of

mistakes and crimes which proceeded from the theory

of "socialism in one country". This theory, and its

practical expression in the abandonment of the in-

ternational revolution, disorganizing the internation-

al proletarian vanguard and undermining the strength

of the Soviet Union from within, prepared the way
for the humiliating spectacle at Washington. The of-

ficial repudiation of the Comintern at the behest of

Wall Street was only the formal ratification of a fact

already accomplished in practise. The Comintern
was killed as a revolutionary force by ten years of

Stalinist leadership. At Washington its murderers
marked a cross over the grave.

If Stalin and Litvinoff, under pressure of Amer-
ican imperialism, went further than they wished to

go; if they were compelled to expose their real

policy before the world more clearly than ever be-

fore; if they felt constrained to make great public

concessions and, very probably, still greater secret

ones, expressed or implied—all this is also the out-

come of the weakened position of the Soviet Union
brought about by the theory end practice of Stalin-

ism over a period of ten years.

By transforming the parties of the Comin-
tern into mere pacifist frontier guards for the defense

of the Soviet Union they robbed the parties of the
Comintern of their revolutionary fighting capacities

and, consequently, ot their effectiveness even for the

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 4)

the skin.

Preparing the Rope and Faggot

"Justice is too slow", says (he

barbarous iirliny class which is

I preparing the rope and faggot Cor

the S,cot tsboro boys. Samuel S.

Liebowitz, the attorney retained by
the International Labor Defense,
through several of his employees,
has circulated through Morgan
County to ascertain the sentiment
of the local population, and has
found that the prevailing idea is

to circumvent the slow processes of
"justice" and apply direct action

to the Negroes on trial.

Of course, this invesitgation in.

eluded only the whites, the business
men and their hangers-on. The
Negroes have been so terrorized,

that, according to press reports,

they go far out of the way to avoid
stating any opinion on the trial.

Liebowitz and the other attorneys
for the defense have an armed
guard protecting them every min-
ute of the day against threats at

"Jewish lawyers from New York".
Bigotry marches side by side with
race hatred.

The Real Crime of the

Scottsboro Boys

The ruling class of the South
wants to make an object lesson

ot the nine Scottsboro boys. Their
crime is not having raped the two
women involved but of belonging

douche donjii the spinal column of
the American Communist movement
and whatever there is international-
ist, i. e., Marxist and revolutionary,
in it.

If any doubts can conceivably re-

main about this "trifling conces-
sion" which Stalin-Litvinov have
made to the American bourgeoisie,
-Max Bedacht, representative of the
Central Committee of the Commun-
ist Party of the United States, has
ruthlessly eliminated them. Exact-
ly like Litvinov (who at least has
the thin excuse that he is, after
all, a government emissary), Bed-
acht hastened to assure the Amer-
ican bourgeoisie that the Third In-
ternational is no longer to be fear-

ed, that it is nothing to worry
about.

The New York Times (11-19-33),

which prints Bedacht's statement,,
writes : "Asked aobut M. Litvinov's
statement Friday evening that the

(Continued on Page 4)
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Maria%
UIcA

eese*s

>>
ccuse

Turn So page 3 for the damn-
ing indictment of the Stalinist
course in Germany written by
comrade Maria Reese, a leading
member of the Communist Party
of Germany and one of Hs out-

standing public spokesmen.

arc at. the very best, and only un- missar at anything but face value,
der special circumstances, an aux-| Assuming that this was intended
ihary weapon, for as a rule they

, merely as a clever maneuver against
confuse not the enemy but the 'the bourgeoisie—and we have every
working class itself. I reason not to assume this—its con-
But when a step is taken which creto effect could not but be an icy

covers up something from the work-
ing class under the pretense of
practising a "maneuver", it passes
fa? beyond the stage where it

merely creates confusion. Such a
"maneuver" is the pair of state-

ments made to the press by Maxim
Litvinov and Max Bedacht on the
subject ot the relationships be-

tween the American and the Rus-
sian Communist Parties.

"Isn't it true that the Commun-
ist Party of the United States in-

sists on speaking in the name of
Moscow," asked the Washington
representative of tiie socialist For-
ward, according to the Daily Work-
er report of the interview granted

by Litvinov.

"I must protests Ignorance", re-

plied the latter. "The Communist
Party ot Russia does not concern
America, and the Communist Party
of the United' States does not con-

cern Russia."

This, writes the editor of tJie

Daily Worker with a triumphant,
whimper, is the correct version of

the Litvinov statement to the cor-

respondents, and not the one print-

ed, among others, by the New York
Times, which reproduced a balder
version to the effect that the two
parties had nothing to do with
each other.

The difference lies essentially In

the structure, and not in the sig-

nificance of the Litvinov declara-

tion, even if the cotton-strained
Daily Worker account is accepted.

None of the bourgeois papers of

any consequences has been deceiv-

ed. In its commentaries on Lit-

vinov's letters and assertions, the
bourgeoisie has recognized with un-
concealed! gratification that the re-

presentative of the Soviet Union
has not merely consented to the
formula that the republic will not
carry on any propaganda in the
United States—a customary dip-

lomatic assurance of no- fundament-
al significance—but to what Russia
has never consented before: not to

tolerate the activities on its soil of

a labor organization which has
hitherto enjoyed' its hospitality : the
Third International.

Beginning with its first utterance
on relationships with foreign, cap-
italist governments, in 1918, Russia
has never ceased to make it clear

that its government has no inten-

tion of imposing the form of its

regime upon any other land, that
it is prepared to undertake commit-
ments binding <it not to carry on
any propaganda in other countries
asking only a reciprocal engage-
ment from the world bourgeoisie.

That is one thing, and in no way
out ot harmony with the principles

of the workers' state. A promise
that it would not grant hospitality,

or at least asylum, to an interna-
tional labor organization whose aim
is the emancipation of the world's
working class—a hospitality which
was not refused a similar oiganl-

ELIMINATION
OF CI. RUBBER-

STAMPED
The Washington Agree-

ment in the Light of

Soviet History

A storm of controversy has broken
around the recognition of the So-
viet Union by the government of
the United States. Watery liberals
disdain to discuss the question:
who was victorious in the negotia-
tions? But the representatives of
the big bourgeoisie on the one
side, and the proletarian revolution-
ists on the other, both conscious of
the fact that in every skirmish of
the class war there is a victor and
a vanquished, are far from, uncon-
cerned with an evaluation of the
discussions between Litvinov and
Rooseveit which ended in normal
diplomatic relations being establish-
ed between the two republics.

The Propaganda Pledge
The controversy centers around

the last three articles in the com-
munication addressed to Roosevelt
by tije Russian emissary on Nov-
ember, 10, 1933. Let it be said
right at the outset that with few
exceptions, the whole American
press in this country has correctly
estimated them in their true light.
The outstanding exception is tbe
official purveyor of Stalinist apol-
ogetics, the Daily Worker, which,
after a significant silence for days,
broke out into voluminous daily
explanations of tbe Litvinov docu-
ments.

"Every single one of these arti-
cles," writes the editor on Novem-
ber 21, "in some form or other, has
been part of the numerous recog-
nition pacts that the Soviet govern-
ment has signed during the last
ten years with the leading powers
of Europe. Far from being 'con-
cessions' forced from a reluctant
Soviet Government, the Soviet Gov-
ernment was willing and offered to
Ntgn such articles with all capital-
ist countries."

The Stalinist mamelukes are deli-
berately lying! It is not by chance
that they reproduced the articles in
question without direct comment or
elucidation. It Is not by an over-
sight that they have failed to re-
produce a single one ot the "num-
erous recognition pacts" as proof
that it contains) articles similar to
the ones offered the United States
by Maxim Litvinov.
Betore examining the articles

(Continued on Page 4)

Mass Meeting of Food Workers

Acclaims Drive for General Strike

New York.—The Hotel and Rest-
aurant Workers Union, branch of

the Amalgamated Food Workers, is

laying the necessary machinery to

cope with any emergency that the
Hotel Men's Association and the
Restaurant Men's Association are
trying to force through the NRA,
which openly plays a scabbing role

against the food workers.

On November 16, the local com-
pliance board of the NBA ruled
that the waiters' wages must be
abolished and the gratuities of the
public should be considered a suffi-

cient amount of money to cover the
$15.00 weekly minimum for waiters.
Our Union protested vigorously
against this infamous ruling and
succeeded in forcing the local NRA
to rescind their former decision.

B. J. Field said at the NRA hear-
ing that a great resentment exists
among the restaurant workers and
a strike is imminent unless the
ruling were withdrawn. Flore ot
the A. F. of L. Joined Field's state-

ment that a strike is. imminent.
The secretary said further that em-
ployees have been coming to the
NRA headquarters with complaints
and receiving no satisfaction. Al-

ways, he eaid, their representatives
met with a courteous reception,
received a full hearing of their
grievances and went away empty
handed. Nothing ever was done
to intervene at complaints that men
were discharged for organizational
activities.

lie attacked the vicious tipping
system which degrades the men and'
demanded that a minimum of
$35.00 a week be given ae wages to

the waiters. Even the arch-reac-
tionary Grover Whalen for the sake
of appearances agreed with Secret-
ary Field that the whole tipping
system might well be done away
with. Mr. Whalen made it clear
that the national NRA administra-
tion decided definitely that tips
should not be considered as wages.

In spite of this decision we are
informed that the Hotel Men's Code
was signed by the President last
Friday without any public hearing
which would at least give an oppor-
tunity to the labor representatives
to present their viewpoint, as was
done prior to the signing of other
codes. This shows plainly that in
the case of the food workers Presi-
dent Roosevelt does not apply even
the legal procedure required by the
NRA simply because the hotels and
chain restaurants in New York City
and elsewhere are owned and even
operated by the banks. This proves
that capitalist laws can be enforced
only against workers and petty
bourgeoisie, and sometimes against
small industrialists. But by no
means does Roosevelt dare to force
the bankers to accept so-called re-
forms. The most ironical item of
this code is the inclusion ot the con-
sideration of the tips of the wait-
ers as wages to cover the $15.00
minimum. And this was done
secretly only three days after the
same NRA declared officially and
reported in the leading capitalist
press that tips an gratuities should
cot be considered as wages.

So far no union has been able

(Continued on Page 4)
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Unemployed Confab

in Minneapolis

Minneapolis,—A Conference on
unemployment was held 111 .Minnea-

polis 011 buudny, Oct. '£i, in the

Headquarters of the Central Labor
Union, as recorded iu a previous

issue oC the itiiiiiant. The couier-

elite got under way shortly alter

2 P. .U. WuT F. Bennett, trade un-
ionist and delegate from the lOtn

\vard Fanner-Labor Club, was
elected temporary chairman and
Karl S. Kuehn, secretary of tlie

Volunteer Committee, was elected

temporary secretary.

Coinrude V. It. Dunne, regularly

elected delegate from the Councils
For United Labor Action, was
chosen by the Volunteer Committee
to make the report ou Unemploy-
ment Conditions, lie was allowed
30 minutes for his report which
was well received by all the dele-

gates with the exception ot b or

10 Stalinists who represented the

Communist i'arty and its closely

syinpatnetic organizations, itis re-

port wus a Marxian analysis of un-
employment and led directly up to

the resolutions which he was to

present at the end ot" his report.

Forty.Nine Organizations Re-
presented

The credentials committee report-

ed B7 delegates representing 4ii or
ganizatlous were present and a re-

commendation was brought in and
accepted to seat them all. A re-

solutions committee ot 5 was elect-

ed by ballot and out of a list of

about a dozen candidates the fol-

lowing were elected ; Dunne of the

U. U. L. A.; Thomson, Teachers
Federation ; Moms, Socialist Party

;

Frank, Lathers L'uiou ; Haley, II

Ward Farmer-Labor Club. Com-
rade Dunne received the highest
number of votes.

The resolutions committee
brought in unanimous resolutions

with the exception ot one, and that
one was yuiekly ironed out on the

floor. The resolution on decentral-

ization of public relief which con-
tained objectionable phrases about
self-help, was replaced by another
one and was readily adopted on tne

floor. Several good resolutions on
lorced labor, unemployment insur-

ance, a shorter work week, con-
sumers co-operatives, etc., were also
passed.

A resolution calling l'or the set-

ting up of a permameut committee
consisting of one delegate Irorn

each organization present uiid one
from each working class organiza-
tion which may later aiiiiiute, to

he known as the Minneapolis Cen-
tral Council for the Unemployed,
was accepted. This resolution also
called for proportional representa-

tion to be adopted as yuickly as
possible.

Aciiievements of Conference
In spite of the many had fea-

tures of tjie comcreuce it can truth,

fully be said that it pushed

take credit for making the report

on "i/neinployinonl Conditions" the

principal issue m the conference
iiiid, uy so uoing, sidetracking the

i cport on the "Co-operative Pro-

jects " and making of it a secondary

issue. We were also mainly respon-

sible for making it an all-inclusive

coniereiice witn the result that it

is now mipossioie for any other

group,, to organize a counter-confer-

ence on tne grounds that certain

organizations were excluded from
the first conference. In the process

we have aiso come in contact with
some excellent working class ele-

ments who have become immensely
impressed by our ideas.

Work lias Only Begun
However we are aware that the

building ot lite united trout against

unemployment has only begun. Much
diligent work has yet to be per-

lormed before positive results will

oeconio apparent and we recognize

that most of this will have to be

performed hy the class conscious

Left wingers. Several trails char-

acteristic ot Stalinist conioreneea

also found their way into this con-

lereuco and die being carried over

into the Central Council For The
unemployed. The outstanding one

on our statement ot the facta, we
were ruled out of order and' called

disrupters. Wu handed in our cred-

entials again rind this time they

were accepted without a word.

Mass Meeting Speeches

A conference is, as I understand

it, convened for organizations who
agree on a certain purpose, as it

happened in this case "The tight

agtiins,t Section 9S" for common
muled Irout action. For alt the

positive value of the whole of the
afternoon session, it might have
been an unusually long, grand mass
meeting. First one Stalinist ex-

posed section 98 in an abbreviated

speech that lasted one hour. Then
an other delivered ri harangue
which lasted almost two hours. Al-

though section 98 should have been

exposed to the complete satisfac-

tion for the simplest person there

who might have been ignorant of

what section tta signified this was
not enough. Now it was the turn

for the delegates from the WJB,
the F. S. U., the W. V. L,, the

V. C. L*s, the Unemployed Councils,

the Ex-Servicemen's Leagues, etc.

to deliver their exposures, which
weren't completed at the end of the

session.

Tbe Rev. A. K. Smith

The morning session next day
happily brought this exposure to a
close after another half dozen speak-

ers had said their word. The restis the injection of issues, other

Ulan the one wnich the conference^. wn[WM "session was taken up
was called to consider. This has! witn tll( . election of a committee of
ihe immediate effect of narrowing

actklll> wmcn Kev. A. K. Smith
down the forces which can be cry-

stallized into a functioning organ-

ization and at the same time it

dissipates the energy of the group

by exerting it in too many direc-

tions. This is the greatest danger
which the Central Council is faced

with at the present time and one

that our comrades are struggling

against.

The Central Council is at present

arranging for a huge mass meeting
to be held in the Municipal Audi-

torium. The date is tentatively

set for Dec. 10. —CKK KAY.

Toronto Conference on

Anti-Labor Laws
Toronto.—On Sunday, Nov. Vi,

there took place in Toronto an JjJtat-

trn Canada Comereuce for the re-

peal of the notorious anti-labor

itgistation section OS. The Confer-

ence Call was addressed to "ail

labor, organizations" so the Left
Opposition organizations and auxil-

iaries sent their delegates.

One does not feel enthused in

hoped might not suffer a premature
death one week after the confer-

ence closed, as has been our experi-

ence in the past." Finance was a

very important item, as was a com-
mittee to piead with the premier,

which committee everybody jwas re-

minded, should include trade union-

ists so that the government officials

could not call it "another Com
munist committee". Then came
"one of the most important orders

of business", resolutions, greetings,

and the program of action, the read-

nig of which took evactly 30 min-

utes, and the discussion less than

live, and the farce was at an end.

—M.

CORRECTION
Ail unfortunate error in our com-
posing room caused the following

section of the article by comrade
Crique on the "Blight of Stalinism

in Mass Work" to be omitted from
the last issue of the Militant. It

follows in logical sequence from

the section of the article already

In print.

• * * «

The enthusiasm of the workers

fact that not. one coulerence these

people ha\e organized for no mat-
ter whatever good purpose has ever
shown a successful outcome.

When our .delegates handed in

tlieir credentials to ihe committee in

charge, the credentials were.literally

thrown back in their faces—a pro-

cedure unheard of even for Stalin-

ist conferences. \v hen we asked

. this Stalinist liunkey, who as it

the afterwards turned out was only
movement forward and resulted in Luticipntiug orders from the higher
a. real victory for the ideas of the bureaucrats, by what right he was
Left Opposition. When it is taken [motivating his arbitrary action of
into consideration how the Voluu-.j.^ctJHg credentials which was a
teep Committee was loaded down prerogative only of the coufer-
with all kinds of opportunist ideas euco? we received the reply, "You
on the solution of the uaempioy- &ti. disrupters". To argue with a
ment problem ; how it was com- ' hopeless bureaucrat or a fool, what-
posed of people, some very energetic

;

over this specimen of Stalinism re-

am! sincere it is true, hut who had presented, could ser\e no purpose
scarcely a single idea on the kind so our delegates placed the question
of a program that tne present ob-

!

before the conference when the dis-

jective conditions demand; how |C usiioii of the report of the cred-
our comrades joined the Committee cntials committee was up.

and patiently struggled along; and The higher bureaucrats, whether
how out of this whole affair was because they feared obvious onposi-

realized a real program and thetiou from the few outside organi-

best conference on unemployment
' nations present, or the effect ot

that Minneapolis has ever had, then their actions in the labor movement,
it is clear that our method of work- '. decided to back down on their

ing in the mass movement brings iiunkey's stand, and denied1 the
fruitful results. Our comrades v.hole matter. When we insisted

participating in a Stalinist spon- W!la Q ]gfc, The following week the

.-ored conference, .because it is a board of supervisors Announced a

new food order with a full choice

within a very wide range of foods

and necessities, clothes were offer-

ed and a resumption of road work

was promised by the 1st of Febru-

ary. Steele wanted to propose a

united front call by the U. C. to

all unemployed organizations but

found himself fnciag'a hostile Sec-

tion leadership of the Party which

branded him aa a "Social Fasc-

ist".

The section Bureau ruled:

1. That the Unemployed Coun-

cils would issue a united front call

demanding road wo^k, unemploy-

ment insurance, etc.

2. That the B. B. U. should im-

mediately withdraw from the U. C.

11. A. and should affiliate with the

Unemployed Councils. That the B.

B. U. should immediately change

its name to Hayward Unemployed

Council. That if this program was

not carried out Steele should be

placed under discipline as a "So-

cial Fascist" and the party units

should be discipline d.

These instructions split the B. B.

U. wide open. Two weeks later

two organizations were weakly

iunctioning where one had been

before. The Welfare Board played

its part and scared" out all water-

Evolution of the

Anti-War
«Fighters»

Right from the very beginning,

when the World Anti-War Congress

was first mooted, the Left Opposi-

tion, in all its sections, endeavored
not only to expose its make-up,
but to reaffirm the attitude and
[riaciples of Lenin on the question

of war.
It was in order to achieve this

end that the L. O. representatives

entered the Congress held at Am-
sterdam, August 27th—29th, 1932.

Not to oppose the fight against war
but to seek a solution that would
tuild up a real working-class or-

ganization, with proper Communist
leadership. How necessary that

task was has been abundantly
stressed lately.

Professor Albert Einstein was a

member of the original Committee
which called the Congress. Much
use has been made, by the Com-
munist Parties identified with the

Communist International, of the

name of Einstein. True, it was
said, he is a pacifist, but he is

ready to resist the danger of a new
war.
How little truth there was in

this claim, and what little right

the Comintern has to make use of

his name in anti-war work is shown

by Einstein recently. Not only has

he attacked Soviet liussira ; not only

l,as he broken off his relations with

the anti-war united front commit-

tee; but he has actually advocated

Ueigians joining the army of their

country.

"I say frankly that if I were

a Belgian I would not refuse mili-

tary service in the present circum-

stances but on the contrary would
accept it with wholehearledness

and with a feeling that I would be

contributing to the salvation of

European civilization."

Following Einstein's spectacular

exit from the Anti-War Committee,

on the grounds that he discovered

through the pamphlet of the Labour
I'arty that it was a Communist or-

ganization, Bertrand Russel (Earl

Hussel) likewise disassociates him-

self:
'

"I severed my connection with the

Anti-War Movement some time ago
as soon as I discovered that it was
a Communist body in disguise. This

had been concealed from me at. first

by an impressive list of non-Com-
munist names and by the title of

the organization, which as I sub-

sequently discovered, by no means
correctly represented its aims."

These defections should go a long

way to enlighten all workers anxi-

ous to fight war; and the falsity of

THIS type of united front against

war, under the guidance of the

Comintern so unably led by Stalin.

Workers! Back to Lenin, and his

methods !—From the British "Red
Flag".
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ing elements by threatening to cut

off their relief if they failed to

withdraw from the new I). C.

The U. C. held its United Front

and a comrade reported that in-

stead of singing the Internationale

they substituted, "I'm so all alone."

Subsequently the united front call

was started with an article in de-

fense of Manchuria and' ended
with the slogan of Defend the So-

viet Union. Steele was expelled as

u "stool-pigeon". Now, over \

year later, the Unemployed Coun-
cils still number less than 200 mem-
bers.

—F. CRIQUE.

Debate Stalinists

in St. Louis

St. Louis.—When comrade Swa-
beck spoke to about 100 workers in

St. Louis on October 27th on the

question of Fascism in Germany
and the bankruptcy of the German
C. 1'. as well as the C. 1. the Left

Opposition was challenged to a
debate by a rabid Stalinist, C. Wyn-
roth. Wynrufh, who was one of

the organizers of (he Food Workers
Industrial Union, was told by the

writer, that he will face persecu-

tion hy the party bureaucrats

for discussing the (ierinan question,

'•i'ou're a liar," he said, "The Party

is glad to discuss anything with

anybody, and I'll expose you." He
stated that he would debate In the

name ol the Party with the L. O.

The debate wus announced for

November 10th. As soon as the

Parly oliicials learned of this, they

mobilized aii the inlluence tliey had

on Wynroth so that he would not

go through with the debate with

the "counier-revoutionary Trotsky-

ites". They had two "reasons".

(1) The Party doesn't debate the

past. If the C. P. makes a mistake,

it criticizes itself, and doesn't need

criticism from outside. (2) The St.

Louis C. P. has no one capable to

debate this question with Payer of

the L. O.,, aud the District will not

send anyone from Chicago for that

purpose. Wynroth waved aside

these reasons. He insisted that he

was going to debate and to expose

the "Trotskyites" as nothing more
than liars and counter-revolution-

ists.

On the day of the debate the

I'arty issued a circular letter to nil

workers of St. Louis calling upon

them lo "Smash these enemies of

the working cass". Headlines stat-

ed that, "Trolskyites* debate on Ger-

man Fascism is a Fake" and "Com-
munist Party does not debate with

stool-pigeons". Underneath these

trimmings every worker was told

that C. Wynroth is not a member
of ihe C. 1'., that he is a scoundrel,

a misled worker, a stool-pigeon,

an agent of the capitalist class Just

as Payer is. That Payer and Co.

arc paid out of the royalties from

the half a milliou dollars which
Trotsky received from the capitalist

press for writing articles against

the recognition of Soviet Russia by

U. S. The circular ended up with

"Give no comfort to these enemies

of yours". Drive them out of your

midst!" "Fight for the unity of

the working class!"

Despite the above "warning",

about 100 workers came to hear the

debate, among them the I'arty sec-

tion organizer Chauulz with about

23 Stalinist henchmen. They came
over in a bixfy, Apparently to break

up hy force the debate, or to en-

deavor lo get control of the hall,

and jnuke it a meeting to slander

the Left Opposition. A warning
was given to the Party disorganizer

not to attempt to disturb the meet,

ing, and the chairmen opened the

meeting by outlining the rules of

the debate. Chauntz stood up,

turning his eyes in all directions

apparently to see if he had enough

force to break up the meeting. He
apparently thumbed down that idea,

and asked for the iloor before the

debate started. He wanted to make
a statement. He did, for about 15

or 20 minutes. "The 0. P. will de-

bute with everybody", were his

identical words, "Kepubiicans, Dem-
ocrats, Socialists, I. W. W., but it

will not debate with Trotskyites,

because they are counter-revolution-

ary!' He called upon the workers

to "honor" Soviet Kussia by every-

one leaving the hall. Not only did

not a single worker follow the ad-

vice of Chauntz, but not even all of

their 25 who came in a body ! Only
17 of his "bodyguard walked out.

The others stayed in the hall and
listened very attentively lx> the
discussion on Germany.

The Left Opposition speaker, Pay-
er, gave a Marxian analysis of the
German situation. Wynroth exhibit-

ed his ignorance not only about Ger-
many but about everything con-
nected with the revolutionary move-
ment.

In the discussion that followed
Geo. iJenz, candidate for Mayor on
the Communist ticket in the last

electi(/ns, denied that Stalin and
Co. expelled Trotsky. He stated
that he had made "a thoro study"
of thy controversial Trotsky ques-
tion. Workers shook their heads in

astonishment as the words rolled

out of his mouth about Lenin—with
a gun in his hand '.—making Trot-
sky resign!—in 1026! And that
Lenin. "Himself had Trotsky expelled
in 1927!

Tins is the type of Stalinists who
fight "counter-revolutionary Trot-
skyism" in St. Louis. No wonder
they do not want to debate.

«I Am With You for

a New Party

»

Chicago.—1 have been a member
of District », Communist I'arty

since 1U28, during which time I

have participated in all the strug-

gles engaged iu by the movement.
1 have lauoretj day and night in

organization work among the mass-
es. The District leaders, recogniz-

ing my willingness to work, began
sending me around the State of

Illinois and also in ^Wisconsin to

address meetings and do .organiza-
tion work. On April 2d, 1SJ1 I was
sent to Kockford, Illinois to pre-

pare lor the May 1 demonstration,
l'indiug that the local comrades
were unable to do much, I began
to hold outdoor meetings that reach-

ed many hundreds of workers. Be-
cause of this activity, 1 was arrest-

e. This making the eleventh time
ihiit i have been arrested for my
activities in the labor movement.

This arrest brought home to me
the fact that because I was not
a "leader" 1 could be discrimin-

ated against and forgotten in jail

ami, when fined by the courts, the
leaders would generously permit
me to serve out my time. At the
same time they pay the fine and
mke out any member of the "of-

ncial" family that would happtfn

lo be arrested.

I protested against this discrim-

ination repeatedly but could get

iio answer. Finally, because I was
insistent they begun lo call me 1
"counter-revolutionary". The sec-

tarianism and bureaucracy in the
party has gradually caused my ea-

strangement.

However, because I have been a
firm believer in revolutionary dis-

cipline, having fought against

Fascism in Italy, France and Ger-

many, I tried to hang on to the
party. Soon, though, we were ex-

pelled from the party, myself and
a, number of Italian comrades, be-

cause I absolutely refused to ac-

cept tjie sectarian policies and the
bureaucracy.

I have been, now for some time,

reading the Militant and I am in

full accord with its viewpoint. I

shall be one of the first Italians in

America to fight for a New Inter-

national and for the destruction of

the Stalinist bureaucracy.

I am with you in the formation

of a new revolutionary party and
will bend my energies in propag-

andizing among the workers for

this end.

Anti-Semitism in

Progressive

Miner
Kansas City, Mo,—In the recent

columns of the Militant, the right-

ward swing of the Progressive Min-

ers Union has been analyzed by a

few of our comrades who have been

active in the Illinois arert. Com-
rades Oehler and Gigauti have

shown us with accuracy the trend

of the P. M. A., and how its lead-

(.rship is following in the footsteps

ot the A. F. of L. by ousting the

militants aud trying to prove to

the dear old "public" that they

were "respectable."

But on the editorial page of the

Progressive Miner, for Friday, Oct-

ober 27th, the reactionary character

of the P M. A. chieftains is par-

aded before the eyes of the rank

and tile of the workers in its full

scope. The leaders apparently are

not satisfied merely to ape their

ideological brothers, the A. F. of L.

fakers, but have gone into the

realm of the American Hitlerite

pretenders—the Silver Shirts. They

are aiming to tr^nsfom what ap-

peared1 to be the infant prodigy of

the revolutionary labor movement
in America into the spearhead of

reaction. Although their bid for

blackguard duty is ill-timed, never-

theless the stench of castor oil, lead

pipe, and bludgeon is to be found

in the following editorial from the

Porgressive Miner for October 27,

1933 entitled: "Russian Commiss-ir

To Visit America".

"There is more than passing

interest in the visit of Wis so-

called "International Salesman"'

Litvinoff, who is to sit down to

talk about international affairs,

with President Roosevelt. We
read with amusement much about

'once more recoguiziug Russia'

;

•rehabilitating a trade relation

that would net America hundreds

of millions of dollars' ; and an
'understanding relative to the

proppsed position of America,

should a wur materialize between

Japan and Russia.'

"We are also hearing much
about the possibilities of Mor-

genthau as a likely Ambassador
to, the Soviet State. Kot long

ago we read thrat Barney Baruch
had been having a long chat with

Litvinoff and about the same
time our 'unofficial President Bar-

ney' was hobnobbing with Count
Karolyi while hunting around
Slovenski-Nesgar.

The Militant can perform a great

revolutionary service to the rank

and file memhers of the P. M. A.,

and the entire American working

class by throwing the searchlight

of its vigorous criticism upon these

fakers—the Progressive Miners'

misleaders—the working class en-

emies in their full regalia. We
must show the proletariat the re-

actionary role of the Messrs. Joe

P. Goett, Edwin Bowen, C. E.

Pearcy, and Wm. Keck as more
than a mere trend hut an organized

move of the exploiters. To group

Litvinoff, Morgenthau and Baruch
smacks too much of the ugly meth-

ods of czarism and now of Hitler.

Inoculating race hfttred is still one

minds of the workers is still one

of the capitalist trump cards, js

can he measured by the article in

the Progressive Miwer.
—A. C.

Down with Stalin and his clique!

Down with bureaucracy and Sec-

tarianism.

Forward' for a Revolutionary In-

ternational and the World Revolu-
tion.

—THOS. SABATINI,
New Member of the L. O.

Fifteen Years of Democracy in

the Czechoslovakia*! Republic
The Czechoslovakia Republic is

about to celebrate Us fifteenth an-

niversary. The foreign reader, and
also the proletarian reader, is gen-

erally very poorly acquainted with
this county which ht very often

places among the "Balkan" coun-
tries, but which, because of its

location in the heart of Europe, is

not without importance in the im-

perialist game of European politics.

The legendary personality of the

good, noble soldier, Schweik, is

more familiar than the problems
and conflicts which stir the social

life of this state. Perhaps the name
of Masaryk, this type of medio-
crity and professorial platitude, this

oracle of the Czech petty bourge-

oisie; and the name of Benes, the

servile wire-puller in the service of

French imperiaism in the provinc-,

lal Geneva theatre are known.
These two names, which the Temps
eulogizes as the inspiration of the

"most democratic regime in Cen-]
tral Europe", celebrating the "Ln-'

ion of the three principal elements
of the social life of this state of

Czechs, Slovaks and Germans in one
national life" which appears to re-

present the quintessence of har-

mony, friendship and good-will.

The Temps forgot to add that
this devout democracy, in reality,

rests on systematic cultural, econ-

omic and political oppression of

more than three and one-half mil-

lion German workers and petty

bourgeoisie, on the unscrupulous and
unlimited' exploitation of the "bro-

ther" Slovak people, living in un-
cultivated and pitiful villages, who
ere aware of the bloody brutality of
the Czech gendarmes as the only
messengers of the new liberty ; that

this democracy rests on the merci-

less tyranny exercised on Carpath-

ian Kussia, where for years one

epidemic of famine has followed

another itnd where the highest

dream of the Ruthenian moujik,

living in the cultural darkness of

biologic misery similar to that of

the moujik of Czarist Russia, con-

sists literally in being able to eat

black bread to his hearts content

only oncei

Add to that the "peudrik" (the

police club) the daily diet of the

Czech worker ; the restrictions

—

incorporated in the Czech constitu-

tion—on freedom of assembly, of

Hie press and the right to organize,

and yon have a picture of this

"most democratic and liberal re-

gime" where the most modern meth-
ods of popular deception are com-
bined with the well-tested methods
of the tyranny of the Rapsburg
monarchy.

However, even this empty dem-
ocracy has not been able to resist

the blows of the world crisis. It Is

precisely at the time when Le Temps
sings the most beautiful eulogies to

Czechslovakian "liberty" that these

creatures are about to bury it in

silence.

Czechoslovakia, like France, has

been one of the last countries

drawn into the vortex of the world
crisis. A series of circumstances

explain this fact, without speaking

of a certain equilibrium between
Czechoslovakian industry and agri-

culture and the advantages of the

colonial exploitation of the nation-

al minorities by the Czech bour-

geoisie. The ruling classes had al-

ready succeeded, in the years prior

to the crisis, in a wholesale deflation

of wages. What was already the

standard of living of the Czech
worker during the rising conjunc-

ture—what was already the stand-

ard of living of the Czech worker
is classified in the 13th rank al-

though it is among the first in-

dustrial countries of Central Eur-

ope.

At first the relatively attenuated
evolution of the economic crisis in

Czechoslovakia reflected itself in

the relative stability of the bour-

geois government. Since- the au-
tumn of 1929, the time of the last

parliamentary elections, Czecho-
slovakian politics have been direct-

ed by a Green-Red coalition, in

which several minority fractions

participate.

The national pillars of this coali-

tion are formed by two parties.

Firstly, tha Czecboelovakhui Rep-
ublican Party (agrarian party), a

party which (while being the most
reactionary) resembles the Freneb
Radical-Socialist party by its social

basis and its gravity in parliament-

ary life. The eecondi party is the
Czechoslovakian social democracy
which, despite its four years par-

ticipation in the government, and
thanks to the genial policy of the

Stalinist leaders, has become in the

last few years a force numbering
almost 200,000 members, 60% of

whom are worker elements. (The
official membership ot the C. P. is

30,000 members!)

The aggravation of the crisis was
accompanied by a constant regres-

sion of the working class in its

dally struggles. During the four

years of economic crisis, there have
been only rare strike movements
ot any large scope, movements

which have not been able to engulf

the entire working class and which
were strangled in an uncompleted

stage.

Without encountering the least

extra-parliamentary resistance the

government has been able to endow
itself—about one year ago—with

dictatorial powers for anti-working

class economic legislation. The de-

velopment of this crisis was ac-

companied a growing weakening of

the C. I'. The red trade unions

have become pitiful shadows of

their former selves.

It is therefore quite understand-

able that with the growing pressure

of the ruling classes on the masses,

social discontent is more and more
seeking a solution from the im-

passe of nationalist opposition

against Czech imperialism. In

fact, In the last epoch, the latter

found itself in serious conflict with

the tendencies of the national min-

orities. The victory of Fascism in

Germany has caused a great deal

of agitation among the petty-bour-

geoisie of German Bohemia. They
have been vigorously suppressed by
the government which went as far

as the proscription of the German
Nationalist Party and the German
National Socialist Party.

If the Fascist movemnt—despite

the rather favorable conditions for

it, (the absence of a proletarian

vanguard ; the desperate and impos-
sible situation of tlie petty bourge-

oisie)—has not outgrown its swad-
dling clothes, this is primarily due
to the scattered nationalities of

the petty bourgeoisie and its Fasc-

ist factions whose interests and de-

mands clash violently.

Only recently the Czech fascist

tendency of Stirbny (an old member
of Benes party) succeeded in creat-

ing an "oppositionist bloc" of ex-
treme right Czechs- Moravians-Slov-
aks which would have been able to

seriously threaten the parliament-

ary existence of the present gov-

ernment and lay the foundations

for the further development of a

larger pro-Fascist movement.

Add fo that the growing activity

of the Hungarian Irredenta «nd the

strengthened demands of the Car-

pathian autonomists, and flic de-

sire for a struggle against the ex-

treme right and the extreme left

will be easily understood. The de-

sire for a true democracy which

would "plan the interests of class-

es and nationalities", 'he desire

"for a strong and authoritative

state" becomes ever more insistent.

The democrats are beginning to

blast that very thing they have
canonized up till now. Masaryk,

who £or years thundered against all

the regimes which kicked over the

democratic freedoms (naturally,

against the dictatorship of the pro-

letariat especially) has made a new
discovery: "that the democratic re-

gime is not incompatible with a

dictatorial regime" if this dictator-

ship is led "by tested and capable

men". A substitution of the prin-

ciple of parties by the principle of

"capable" people. This is the first

step towards the new idol; Bona-
parlism.

However it would be a repetition

of the inane mistakes of the Stal-

inists to want to dub every infringe-

ment on tlie classical methods of

liberal democracy as Bonnpartism.
Before faking recourse to "pure"
Bonapartism, whose foundations are

unsure and which is in constant

danger of overthrown! by Fascism,

the bourgeoisie attempts to trav-

erse a series of intermediary stages,

in the course of which it proceeds

with constant amputations on the

democratic organism in order to

continue to conduct its affairs with

the help of the raulfilaled dem-
ocratic trunk.

In this connection the Czecho-

slovakian bourgeoisie has appro-

priately chosen its fifteenth anni-

versary to pass a law which makes
the attempt to ward off the Fascist

danper, to the detriment ot the dem-
ocratic system the piecemeal eli-

mination of democracy.
The new law gives dictatorial

power to the government for two
years to dissolve at any moment
whatsoever any political party or
any formation considered a political

party—and that under conditions
which—we will see—do not dissem-
ble their Fascist inspiration. This
law oi>ens the door to the govern-
ment to reduce—by annulling the
mandates of the proscribed parties

—to reduce the parliaments to the
number necessary to insure a secure
"democratic" majority.
The following are the essential

points of the new law

:

1. The right of proscription not
only of any given party, but at the
same time of all its existent or fu-

ture auxiliary organizations and of

till parties which attempt to replace

it.

2. The given organizations in-

stead of being dissolved, can be
maintained under the control and
direction of the functionaries of

the stale (that is to put all the

mass organizations at the disposi-

tion of the state, such as the trade
unions, similar to the method prac-
tised by Fascism).

3. Confiscation ot all the pro-
perty of their members by the State.

4. The prohibitions of all public

functions and the cancellation of

its electoral mandates. A corre-

sponding reduction for the number
of the constitutional majority in

parilament.
5. The right ot the limitation of

the personal rights of the members
of the proscribed organizations

;

confiscation and censoring of their

correspondence, censoring of their

telephones and telegraphs; forced

residence in determined districts

with the right of police surveill-

ance (translated from the "dem-
ocratic" hypocrisy into the Fascist
language: concentration camps).

G. All persons who not only

continue activity in proscribed or-

ganizations but who have any con-

nections at all with them will be
condemned. The punishment Is

twofold, on the one hand the pen-

alty inflicted by the administrative

authorltes, without trial (up to six

months in prison) and again by the

tribunal by means of the law for

the safeguarding of the republic,

(penalty of several years).

Are not the Stalinists correct in

identifying democracy and Fasc-
ism, by speaking of social-Fascism

in face; of the adoption of such a
law by a government that contains

7 socialist ministers? In reality,

this affirmation serves more than
ever to mask the real responsibil-

ities in a situation where, thanks
to the shameful bankruptcy of the

Stalinists, the bourgeoisie succeeds
in coquetting with Fascism
without mobilizing the petty bour-

geois masses, without the least

"illegal" action, by a simple parli-

amentary-bureaucratic maneuver.
The proscription of the entire

Communist press and of several

auxiliary organizations of the C. P.

has met with no resistance, not

the slightest from the C. P.

During the discussion, in parlia-

ment on the new law, the Commun-
ist deputies displayed the attitude

of small obedient school children.

It Is the tactic of the old imperial

socialist Smeral who has not yet
forgotten the class slogan of the

pre-war soeial democracy : "Do
not allow youreslf to be provoked"!

It is characteristic that during
the discussion of the law in parlia-

ment not one word was mentioned
on the subject ot the C. P. The
possibility of dissolving the party
without any serious difficulty: is a
foregone conclusion for the bourge-

oisie. The press speaks of "the

depressed and confused attitude ot

the Communist deputies frightened

by the severe attitude of the gov-

ernment."
The political bankruptcy of the

C. I. brings in its wake the mater-
ial destruction of its sections ; af-

ter the German, Bulgarian and Aus-
trian parties. It Is now the turn of

the Czech C. P. to die a shameful
and lamentable death!

-J. HELLER.
From La Verit*.
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the
! /% Modic tuuoii I of

Stalinists toy a Leader of the German *„».
(Editorial Note: fnser Wort,

central organ of the Interna-

tionalist Communisis of Ger-

many, publishes iu its last issue

a sensational letter sent by Maria
Reese, leading comrade of the

German Communist l'urty, to

the Central Executive Commit-
tee ol tlie C. 1*. G. and the E.

C. 0. i. We reprint below the

statement of comrade Keese
and the biographical comment-
ary of Unser Wort.)

* T • *

coairauo .vluria iteese was one
or tne uent Known and most ue-

ioVeu mass speakers oi me Wni.
luumsi, I'uri.) ol uermauy. All

ner meetings used to ue over-

nueii. one uisuufcuisned nerseif

nuui tlie other U. i'. Ij. speakers,

uy leaving asiue all me empty
puraseo anu meaningless gestures

anu oy, instead of mat, seriously

aim oujectneiy poieinrting against

tne poucj oi me social democracy.

.

in xaM, comraue Keese, at tuat

time u meinour 01 the Keicnstag,

came oler to Ihe C. 1*. G. iroin

Ine ;>. i'. G-, alter realizing that

me policy oi tlie S. l'. G. could

not lead to socialism out rather

aiueu fascism, tier action arous-

ed a great aeai oi aneution
among the worKing ciass at that

time and was utilized by the C
l'. G. in a oia campaign against

tne social democracy. Alter the

German eatasiropue, when she
saw that tlie U. i'. G. had col-

lapsed m Germany and that aid
lor tne German proletariat couia
be expecieu oniy through inter-

national solidarity, comrade
Reese went aoroad to work tor

the vanquished German working
class and against the fascist dic-

tatorship. i_oniruue iteese was
persecuted lor her activity by the
police in Denmark and expelled

irein Sweden.

Tlie lacL that such a comrade
as Aluriu Keese, who because of

uer sense ol responsibility before

the working ciass went over to

the C. 1*. U. from the S. 1*. G.,

today inaKes a break with the
Stalinist bureaucracy—this con-

stitutes a heavy blow for Stalin-

ism and a signal tor the German
proletariat. Yve arc hrinly con-

vinced that the most decisive sec-

tions oi tne uieinbersfiip ol the
C. F. G. will go tue same way as
comiaae Keese. All the lrenzied

shouting, ail the lies and calumn-
iation ol the bankrupt U.l'.O- and
Commtern bureaucracy cannot
impede this development.—Unser
VW-t.J.

* w v *

For mouths i have been making

repeated attempts to clarity my
political uuiei'onees Willi the party

und the leauersmp ol tne lied Aid
11. L. it.) by means ol oral and
written discussion. Tnese attempts
were oi no avail, ily letters to

.Moscow have been concealed for

the most part, eonnscaieU or simply
not transmuted. ,Viy discipline,

which toroed me to remain silent

belore outsiders on the iuternal

uillerences, was utilized in ordei' to

slander aud isolate me.

our last discussion, in which my
political accusations were not taken
up, has convinced me that 1 can-

not take back my written accusa-
tions of SepteniDer ao. un tae con-

trary, lor the clarification of the

matter, I must add to them and em-
pnusrzo the luct that it is a mut-
ter of luudauieiitai political ques-
tions now appearing in your torn-
nuitee.foiitics, which is nothing
else but a consistent extension, of

your catastrophic policy belore Hit-

ler's seizure of power, in it is ex-

pressed a typically petty bourgeois

lack oi conhuence in the power and
mass struggle of the proletariat,

which is even increased by you
abroad to the point of despisug the
niass movement, linked up as it is

with phrases and witu a philistiue

overestimation of Ihe liberal bour-
geoisie, which in your view is to be
substituted for the scarcity of class

struggles and for the defeated
Communist parly.

HOW 101! FOUGHT AGAINST
A MARXIST POLMJl"?

After your shameful defeat in

Germany (before which you had
disappeared into illegality, in or-

der to preserve your precious lead-

ership ot the working class for the

lime after the defeat, leaving us,

the army of rank end hie soldiers,

without a command), your Commit

-

tee-foiilcs has now completely div-

orced you from the mass movement,
with which you, as representatives

of the bureaucratic party machine,
nave iong ago lost all contact.

Through your sectarian policy of

the last few years you have failed

to bring about a mass movement in

Germany or internationally. On the

contrary, despite the revolutioniza-

tion of the masses, you have weak-
ened yourselves. In despair, you
are now seeking succor in the arms
of the lords and countesses, just

as the social democrats did—with
Bruening and Hiudenburg
Your opportunism is so incurable

that you no longer can, conceive

that I em fighting against the

Committee-Politics, in principle.

That Is why you have told' your

bourgeois "comrades-in-arms" that

I Insult them, because I have op-

posed your putting them up as tlie

standard bearers of anti-Fascism,

through which you deceive the

working class. In one "common
front" with them you have sabot-

aged my work for the Red Aid and
for the defeated Gorman working
class. When Fascism advances in

these countries, it meets with no

resistance from your bourgeois

'•comrades-in-arms". But it is your
policy that has prevented a prole-
tarian mass movement from being
created, that movement which alone
can offer the necessary resistance,

as I have so often and so repeated-
ly stressed by verbal and written
protests

1 do not intend to return to the
soviet Lnion in order to aaorince
my i evolutionary woik tor a. life

nuerateU irom material cares. Alos-
cuw—l. <_'., the ijo inintern, not tne
workers—is officially convinced ol
tne correctness ot your policy be-
cause ol loreign-poiiey considera-
tions lo wuicu it is sauriticuig tile

worid proletariat, aitnougn it re-

cognizes you and despises you as
tne auominauie uamtrupis you arc;
u.nu jioscow is agreeu to have you
continue your "leadership" over the
i ovoidLionary luuor movement oi
•jeruiany ironi ine conee-house
taoies in Paris, winie you ten tne
ueserted lierinuu wonting ciass uuu
you are at tne iront. inns you
permit yourselves vofy easily to
nand out "orave" anu provocative
ciders, to which later on the elite

of tne proletariat is sacrihceu.
inus, with iuueuaenberg's uncon-
tionaole committee Oeumd you, you
can very easily play at revolution.

J.he uictauon oi the Comintern
uas inuue tne C. l*. G. deiuuseiess,
uucause ii produced mental slaves,

oecuuse it eiinnnuted the democra-
tic inuueuce oi the workers in the
matter ot policy and leadership oi

tne party and because it theieoy
prevonled a selective leadership.
»noever thinks independently, tails

a victim to sianuer campaigns. Hut
ivueu a situation came, at which
.•loscow leu you without a com-
manu, you "great" leaders remain-
ed headless and helpless. Tuat
ivorners' democracy wnich couiu
uuve Kept you iniormed about their

strength aud Iheir mood of strug-

gles; wuich would have enabieu
even you Moscow parrots to lead in

such a tatal hour—you yourselves
oast it aside disuamiully. lou diu
not even begin to imagine that you
uoultl learn irom tne simple work-
er, Ihut Ihe worker himself gath-
ered so many new experiences in

ihe course oi the ever sharper class

struggle troin which, you nol only
could have but should nave learned
m order to evaluate them for the
purpose oi the organized struggle,

l'or more thau a year and a half
ihert) was not a single mecfing of

tho coii.iiu^sion ior mass work to

wnicn l oeiouged, although 1 pro-

tested _at least iifiy times in writing
anu by word of nioutli, because 1 de-
sired the organizational coustruc-
iiou of the united front and not
only beautiful congresses, irom
wnich ihe workers were turned bacs
empiy-iianded, because there was
(.tciiiiig a sensible way of building

up of the united iront. The experi-
ences of the workers were not util-

ized for practical purposes. When
tney did break through ihe bonds
of the bureaucratic brace in which
they were held by M. P. G. and C.
fr G-, spontaneously as was the case
m Brunswick, where they united,

tiieu they were once again rapidly

scattered because the organization-
al medium, was lacking. Only the
press still boasted, long after the
event, of the great united front
success which the apparatus attri-

buted to itsef. Moscow had to be
shown how well the work was be-

ing done.

In all these questions, I informed
the C. K. C-, but the great strate-

gists of the C. 1'. G. had learned

to memorize a few undigested

theses, which they were busy put-
ting through—or else all their en-

ergy was consumed in the organi-

zation of the factional struggle they
conducted for little jobs, iou knew
all this better than I, and you know
it now. But you knew noUuiig
wltutsoeier at the decisive moment.
That is the strongest proof that

you never knew anything and never
will.

THE OPPORTUNIST COM.
.vUTTEE-FOLITlCS.

I have been fighting against your
Committee-Politics^ because it is a
crime against the working class and
has nothing whatever to do with
revolutionary class struggle. It is

ihe polities of the despairing, of

ihe del'eated, of those who have lost

all belief in the power of the work-
ing class. It is only an extension
of the iiuenzenbergian congress-

comedies, at which telegrams of

felicitation from fleinrich Slaun or

lOinstein are supposed to take the

place of the united front which
is never achieved.

Dahlem, in his childish enthus-

asm for the "struggles" of the good
burghers in the democratic coun-

tries against the; foreign fascisms,

only keeps on looking lor all kinds

of sensations—and that is in fact

what all the Committee-Communists
are doing. They forgot completely

Uiat all these things are mere bon-

fires that will only leave behind
ihem a fithy heap of ashes which
the revolutionary movement of the

masses—the one you arq obstruct-

ing in its development by your
Committee-Politics—will only nave
to sweep away.

You have always taken the road

of least resistance and particularly

at present, when It bringa yon an

income through Muenzenberg. That
is a source which imperialism will

stop, when it has no use for you
any longer. But by that time the

Ited Aid will not have been built up,

through your false policy, for it Is

already today left almost without

any means by your politics.

You do not at all wish to dis-

cuss politically about the questions

of Committee-Politics and the Ger-
man catastrophe. Committee-Pol-
itics permits you to live more con-
veniently. Besides, the line has
been laid down in Moscow, and
therefore is correct. Thus—with-
out any discussion we in Germany
slid right down into Fascism. But
today, the workers who believed in

your leadership have to pay for

your irresponsibility. I have al-

most broken down under that
strain ever slued February 28. I
cannot keep quiet until experience
shall once again prove your policy

lalse. There is a certain "discip-

line" which is a crime against the
working class. To maintain sil-

ence about your Committee-Pol-
ities is just such a crime. You no
longer believe in the power and in

the lighting qualities of the work-
ing class. Therefore you conclude
alliances with foreign lords and
ladies who have as much interest
in our fighting comrades as the
ilitler barons.

It is not you who are utilizing

these people, as another comrade
of the Political Committee express-
ed himself naively. Imperialism is

utilizing you, in order—with your
active aid—to prevent the mass
snuggle and the revolutionary ad-
vance in its own countries. You
are in this way advancing, indir-

ectly, the Fascist development in

these countries and you are thereby
sulking the world proletariat in

the back—particularly the German
and the Russian. That is what I

liave been lighting against. Only
the solidarity of the world prole-

lariat can help the German work-
ers and defend the Stviet Union,
which is threatened by nothing so

much as by the current Comintern
policy.

SABOTAGE AGAINST
THE BED AID

You have sabotaged my work for

the Ited Aid from the beginning,
uecause the Muenzenbergian Coin-
nu lice- treasury — which is not
controlled by any workers' orgau iza-
lion but only subordinates itself to

a lew ot his confidantes—is much
more pleasant. Thus Mueuzeuberg
and yourselves have always been
able to hide behind the excuse that
L,ord This or Lord That did not
want this or that which is to the

interest of the working class and
above all—that it was not in the
interest of the big business mau
Muenzenberg.
Tnus, according to the comrades,

some lord would not tolerate my
speaking al a meeting called by the
Committee in London at the begin-
ning ol July, because 1 wanted, in

u«e small sentence, to mention the
fact that there is an auxiliary or-

ganization in Germany whose mem-
bers risk their blood and, their

lives, in order to be of help U> the

victims of Fascism, namely, the Bed
Aid. 1 then refused to speak, so

as to be able to protest against

this opportunist line. Copies of the
protest were sent to you and to

Moscow. In reality the lord did
not perhaps know anything at ail

about this. Katz dictated for

Muenzenberg and the Hue is: every
advancement of the Bed Aid must
be subordinated in the interests of

the Gommittee-treasury over which
ihe workers have no control.

The Ked Aid treasury is at least

controlled by the apparatus of a

workers' organization. The money
does some good to the victims of

Fascism in Germany. The Commit-
tee-moneys never reach th«m, con-

fidential people who owe no one on

;

account have charge of them. The

Bed Aid is almost without any
means tor its tremendous taske.

Particularly now it would have been
easy to build it up and to create

the means for genuine support of

it. You have consciously obstructed

this and the West European Comin-
tern parties have gone along with
you.

I came from Moscow in order to

bring the lied Aid to the Front. In
the interests of Ihe Committee-
treasury you have seen to it that
not a single meeting was organized
for this purpose for me. >.'o method
was too filthy for you to defame
me among your ciiyue. You suc-

ceeded in turning the Comintern
apparatus against me in no time.

Mueuzenberg's agent, Katz, follow,

ed in my trail with the money col-

lected for the German anti-Fascists,

in order to sabotage my work and
make it impossible.

You answered my protests finally

by forbidding me to work, because
1 had said something against Muen-
zenberg and you succeeded in get-
ting Moscow to recall me. And you
infamous bankrupts really imagined
that such a command could seal

my lips, lieI'dre your latest seif-

exposure, before your catastrophic
collapse in Germany I would have
taken a party order from you and
carried it out. But not after that.

THE INGLORIOUS CAPITULA.
'HON BEFORE HITLER.

How can you dare race me as
leaders, after I have learned to

know your real worth iu all your
wrelcneduess, following Hitler's

seizure of power'; I had to pose
political perspectives before the
workers at the mass meeting, but
you remained deaf and dumb at
ilitier's assumpliou of power and
we did not know the least about
any of your plans. I could never
nave' believed you so irresponsible

tiiat you would surrender the work-
ing class without any defensive
plan, after posing for years as its

leaders and after your manifold
promises to lead it in struggle.

Kven if the prerequisites lor a
revolution were not at hand, be-
cause the social democratic leaders

rejected struggle in principle and
because our parly had failed to

win over the majority of the work-
ing class by its sectarian attitude

in the question of the united Iront,

you had no right to leave the rev-
olutionary army in the ditch with-
out a deieusive plan. I was dis-

(juieteJ, like uli the revolutionary
workers that I met. "The party
does not trust us sufficiently", '"it

is at least necessary lo know where
we suii.ti'', "we can't just simply
allow ourselves to be slaughtered
off", "an order must come for the
whole Iteich", etc., the workers
said, ll was not revolution, but
defense that the workers were
thinking about and they believed

that iu that the social democratic
workers could be pulled along and
thus make a revolution possibe.

The certainty that the struggle
was inevitable instigated them to

sacrifice their last pennies for the
preparation of the resistance. You
did not prevent them, although you
never did have struggle in mind,
as little perhaps as Braun and
Severing. .Now the workers must
let themselves be arrested, repress-

ed, tortured and thrown into the
concentration camps, withering
away one by one, due to your head-
lessness and helplessness.

I believed—-and many of the
functionaries with me—that you
had some particular, illegal defense
apparatus of which we were in

ignorance, one which would inform
us about what to do when the
Fascists drew bock for the final

blow. You were always so boast-

ful, but that was only for show
at the mass meetings, in the papers,

at the convention parades and even
in the sessions of parliament.
There you gloated over the fear
that your wild, but never seriously

meant, speeches aroused in the
Philistines.

And because you did not take
yourselves seriously, you poor inan-

nikins of history, therefore you
also did not lake Fascism seriously,

nut the workers knew that Fasc-
ism had to be taken seriously. If

tne party had had a democratic
control over the apparatus, and if

ihe latter had not been omnipotent
with regard lo the working masses
and servile with regard to the

Uomintern, then such vain show-
offs, like yourselves would not have
been in the leaderships ot the
iwrty.

I tried in vain, after the entry

of Hitler into the government, to

lind a leading comrade and to find

out what sort of a perspective

these suddenly silenced leaders ac-

tually had. For 1 had to appear
oefore the working class. But not
a one among you could be reached.
We were surrendered just like

this, the workers and all of us

who were not in the apparatus,

lour whole preparation for illegal-

ity consisted in securing the con-

tinuity of puymeuts of salaries to

the apparatus people, the safe-

maintenance ot machinery, etc. It

was only thus that Hitler could
wreck the whole party with the
stupid lie that the Communists had
set fire to the Keichstag, without
having to mobilize his whole army.
A victory and a defeat without a

struggle. (July one lie, that it was
we who had set fire to the old dump,
sufficed to unmask all your boasts
and qualities ot leadership and lo

make the German working class

defenseless, to leave it as a mass
without ledaership.

The social democratic leaders...

lo be sure! If you had taken your
own words seriously, you would
have known that they could not
light. But you all set your "op-
portunistic" hopes upon them,
didn't youV Then why didn't you
ever say : "We can only fight, if

the social democrats will make a
beginning?" According to lleckert's

apologetics, that would be the na-

tural conclusion. But 1 am main-
ly complaining that you did not
even prepare the defensive and that
in the hour of danger you took
refuge in the bushes without as
much as a word, that you sur-
rendered the workers who waited
defensively for your command.
After several of us, astonished

that nothing had happened ; that
nothing had been done for the de-

tensive—although you knew about
she, piuns of the Fascists; that at

10 o'clock on the morning after the
night of the fire no leafiet had ap-

peared as a reply to the accusa-
tion ; that no action of resistance

had been begun—after we then,

without guidance and in the face

of an unresisted destruction of the
party, did undertake something on
our own initiative to come to the
aid of the deserted proletariat,

what do you do? You can only
heap insults on us and from your
safe hiding-places, you call us in-

disciplined and headless. If you
had had your heads on your shoul.

ders oefore, then those who re-

mained faced with responsibility

to the working class and sharing

its fate, would not have had to to say that of me, pfui...." And
become "headless". You had re- then he concluded: '"One would
concilcd yourselves beforehand to think that he d know something",

the heavy fate that was to befali And now comrade Torgler is actual-

tbe working class. ly going through all this. Do you

But we, who did not previously think that your defenseless surren-

bear ourselves with tnat ostentat- dur of the working class has had
ious, bureaucratic sang-froid, be- »« eC£^'t on comrade Torgler, has

hind which is concealed most often ll-'ft "o frace on him? 'Why didn't

Maria Reese and the Comintern
In her open letter, published cured. She tried to obtain a change

by the newspaper Unser Wort in the policy of masquerades to that

Maria Iteese spoke the harsh and of the revolutionary mobilization

bitter truth about the party to| f the world proletariat against
which she belonged until very re-

cently. The German agency o£ the
Comintern bureaucracy understood
nothing, foresaw nothing, prepared
nothing. Itevoiutionary work it re-

placed by hollow phrases and boast-

fulness. It fooled the workers and
the party year in and year out.

The Central Committee fooled even
its own apparatus. People who oc-

cupied responsible posts in the

party like Torgler, head of the

parliamentary fraction, or Maria
Keese. herself, deputy of the Beich-
stflg, believed honestly to the last

moment that the Central Committee
had its plans, that it had prepared
the necessary fighting forces, that
the Comintern knew whither it was
leading the German workers. With
Hitler's coming to power and es-

pecially with the burning of the
Keichstag by Qoering's agents, the

revolutionary illusions of the best

elements of the party fell into dust.

The Central Committee left the
party to the mercy ot fate without
leadership, without slogans, even
without explanations. Another such
treachery on. the part of the leaders

is unknown in tie history of the

revolutionary struggle. It is not

hard to imagine the dark despair

of the betrayed masses and the

frightful helplessness of the party

apparatus.

An Unbearable Contrast

The emigrant activity of Mtien-

Fascism. At her every attempt she
met just a blank wall. Keese then

drew all the conclusions for her-
self : she broke with the Comintern
and placed herself under the ban-
ner of the Fourth International.

After that the Stalinist bureau-

cracy, which has nothing more to

lose politically, "expelled" Reese
from the Comintern. But also into

this act these bankrupts Introduced
all the traits of vengeful and lying

impotence characteristic of them.

The main accusation against com.

Keese consists in the fact that she
joined the camp of '"counter-revolu-

tionary Trotskyism". This estima-

tion is not a new one! The "rev-

olutionary" work of the Stalinists

consists in systematic aid to Chiang-
Kai-Shek, Pilsudski, Citrin, Wels,

Hitler. According to this logic,

Marxian criticism of these crimes
is "counter-revolutionary" work.
But this is not all. The resolution

adopted in the name of the Ger-

man Communist Party, that is, by

a few bankrupts hiding in emigra-
tion, accuses Maria Reese of "ren-

dering aid to the government of

Hitler and thus delivering to

the latter, party members and sym-
pathizers". The awakened German
proletariat will brand this base ac-
cusation on the foreheads of the ac-

cusers !

Maria Reese is "expelled" for her
courageous open letter and only

zenberg, Heckert and Co.: false re- after the appearance of this letter,

ports, lying correspondence, hollow
j
that is, after she herself broke with

and sham congresses intended to the Comintern. To call the bank-
throw dust into the eyes, could not rupts openly by the name of bank-

but appear to Maria Reese as an rupts is a direct duty of a true and
unbearable contrast to the inner sincere revolutionary. If Reese's

events in Germany. Maria Reeseletter can hav* any influence on the

demanded a discussion on what oe-fate of the Communists persecuted

by Ilitler and particularly on the
course of the Reichstag trial, it

is only as invaluable testimony in

Lavor of the accused. From the

letter it is clear even to the blind

how far removed the official party
was fyom the thought of insurrec-

tion, from the preparation for an
insurrection end consequently from
such "signals" to insurrection as
Ihe Reichstag fire!

SUe Spoke tlte Truth

The Stalinist bureaucracy takes
revenge for the fact that a re-

sponsible comrade who found her-
self until very recently in its ranks
has ojenly and honestly spoken the
truth about the leadership, the re-

gime and the practices ot the

Comintern. The bureaucacy for-

gives, cowardice, forgery, treachery
and betrayals under one condition:
to bring no tales out ot school. For
these people the laws of mutual
responsibility have long replaced
the lews of revolution and of Marx-
ism. The fight for inflated personal
prestige, for posts and for an as-

sured .livelihood have pushed to the
background the struggle for the
proletarian dictatorship. Maria
Keese convinced herself of it on
the tragic experience of the German
proletariat. Together with her
thousands and tens of thousands
of betrayed revolutionaries have
gone through the same experience.

In Jails and concentration camps
they are drawing a balance from
the catastrophe lived through. The
letter of Maria Reese calls them
to courageous revolutionary conclu-

sions. It is the duty of every rev-

olutionary in the whole world to

publish, reprint and circulate the
letter of Maria Reese In ell the
languages in which the exploited
and the revolutionaries speak.

—L. TROTSKY.
November 10, 1033.

great egoism; we woo know that

the woraers want lo tight but not

lo be sacrificed uselessly ; we who
saw the whole pitilulness of the

disappointed masses and could not,

would not wait any longer tor

your commands because by then
we could not imagine in our dreams
lhat you poor bankrupts would
still deign to play the role of lead-

ers again—wo acted. It was not
out of lieadlessuess or iu flight thai

1 left for ienmark. I could have
also gone into hiding like your-
selves and 1 could have looked on,

like you, in silence, while the work-
ing class bled defeuselessly.

THE KEiCHSTAG FIRE AND THE
»iTCATlO."N OF LO.H. TOKULEK.

I saw Llial you hud not prepareu
.iiiytluiig and mat ior tne moment
me omy aid mat could be lurmsii-

uU wsu the niouinzaiioii ot tne in-

ternational proletariat, and ciari-

ncatiou of vi hy we did not sei are
to tne itelehsiag. 1 was in me
iteichstag on Feoruary z'i and 1

can oxpiam why comrude Torgler
is innocent. As a result of your
neauiessiiess and helplessness alter
inner "s entry into tne government
viue to your catastrophic tanure,
as u result of despair lor the laie

oi me working class adu conscious
oi ins innocence, ue wanteu to take
the step toivard a neipiui indivi-

dual acliou so as to prevent tne
worst, lou, least of an, have any
right to make a political com-
plaint against him. It was be-

cause ol your irresponsibility that
he was chained and despite your
coalition oi lords and countesses
ne will be condemned ultnough in-

nocent, u the international prole-
tariat does not preveut it.

And you sit in your Parisian
caies and criticize. You play
roles and do not even appear to

realize in what situation comrade
lorgler is appearing beiore the
court. Youi simpiy persecute him
wall your filmy gossip, achieving
ouch uriuiant results that Remain
Holland anu Baruusse write in
.uuenz'eiiuergs "(jegeu-Angi'irf" af-

ter the ill's t appearance oi the de-
lendauts, commending Uimitroft anu
me Bulgarians for their bravery
and not even mentioning T'orgier.

I' or shame i Fyen if Muenzeuuerg
uanded them ihe assignment, these
men must have shown what an in-

sult lo Torgler their aHitude meant,
uut lhat only coinciues with tne
uecisioji of me German C. K. C,
which passed a re&oluliou in Paris
at the same time and published it

in IU limitinte, also comending only

eomraue Duuitroff ior his bravery.
Anu you mean to tell me that you
uo not practice factional revenge?
iou do worse than mat. lou know
quile well tnat the Fascists com-
municate with precision to comrade
lorgler all the Hoods of political

intrigue that issue forth from you
and mat they destroy him more
with inis means lhan with any of

iheir other tortures.

it is precisely the German C. F.
C. and particularly its political

leadership lhat has all the cause
io coiiimend comrade Torgler, for

never was a political defendant iu

a more paintul situation—not be-

cause of the alleged crime, of which
every one knows he is innocent—
out because of the party leader-

ship. Tnis leadership had deserted
its army and lied to the bushes
without issuing a single slogan or
a single word of explanation lo its

army, when the enemy was on the
jump for the final blow.

ilow can comrade Torgler de-

tend you before the workers? lie

was not in tlie German leadership
tike yourselves. He was only a
parliamentarian and uninitiated in

any of the plans, not even in any.
defensive plan, and believed as I

did, that you could not possibly

desert tho proletariat in its most
fateful hour. The situation became
increasingly sharper, your helpless-

you heroes tell this lo the work-
ers beforehand? Why did you say
that the Bruening dictatorship was
open Fascism? Why did you, in

saying that, prevent the workers
irom struggle? Why doesn't Heck-
ert aud why don't you speak of
these and other sins? Do you be-
lieve that the German workers
novo forgotlen this?

And when I met a comrade from
the C. !:. C. on the day of the fire

utid asked her for Ihe perspective
of the party, she said the same
thing. So you did know what was
going on, and yet you did not pre-
pare any defensive—only defensive
quarters for yourselves

!

As lute as February 21, Florin
said helplessly wiicn 1 met hin: in

tne Kcehstag, where he had come
lor advice to comrade Torgler on
ihe inaiter of postponing aoine
trial; "if the workers won't light

. . . .etc." That was always tee
answer. But since when do lead-
ers wait for comumnds from their
..oldiers? At the same lime he also
.old me to retain my living quar-
ters, perhaps wu would remain de-

puties like m luyj. You were so
nelpless and headless that yoa
were left wituout any perspective
wuen the cauie from jioscow laii-

ed to arnvu. l>ut tne atiHuue oi

-Moscow in that uecisive situation
iiiuws whal a catastrupno can oier-
iake tlie wonting ctuss, wneu me
i evolutionary movement oi a coun-
try lacks independent leauersuip.

.

Full of anger, disgust and despair
at so much irreapoiisiuiiiLy and at
tne quiet getaway of the leader-
ship, comrade Torgler wandered,
conscious ot his innocence, into
the Fascist prison, driven by a
sense of responsibility to the work-
ing class, wnoin he wanted to aid
with nis indivdual acuon. Comrade
i'orgler can defend the communist
party against the siupid provoca-
tive charge of burning the Keich-
stag, Out he cannot deiend the
Communist party leauersmp ueiore
ihe working class. Ana tnat is the
reason why you are leuiug loose a
Hinterland discussion auout him
ivnicn is quite worthy of your atti-

tude belore the are—you wuo art.

vainglorious in the mn.crututi and
mane the work o£ other comruues
impossible, finally loiuid it alto-
gether as "great leaueis

t
oecause

that might turu out tu_ oe com-
lieliliou to tne lUuenteiiucrg Uom-
iin[tee-treasury m tne interests of
ilia Red Aid and because it might
ue of aid to tne German anti-fasc-
ists insiead of Muenzeuuerg ana
yourselves.

.V11AT IS NECESSARY
After the German defeat I had

occasion to become acquainted with
almost all the .European uomiutern
seclions. I found everywnere the
self-same incapability to evuiuate
aud utilize tho political situation
and its possibilities lor ihe rev-

olutionary movement. But all this

is mane up tor by so much tne
greater intrigues. Also with re-

gard to -Moscow, which no one dares
io oppose with political arguments,
everyone works through intrigues,

des, the comlscation of letters, the
defamation of active commdes,
etc., etc.

The so-called political line is a
colorful mishmash of ultra-Left
adventurism aud opportunism. Has
it ever occurred lo you that because
of your catastrophic failure the
LOinmuuist parties all over the
world have suffered a loss oil con-

fidence among the masses? Don't
you follow any election results? If

such preposterous political bank-
rupts do not of their own will leave
Ihe arena of history, then it is time
that the wrath of the workers should
sweep ihem away. They must no
longer pay any attention to them,
but proceed to the creation of party
forces independent of Moscow's

ness was cloaked in a mysterious Comintern and to the building up
silence and iu a lack of all indica-j y£' a uew Communist party and In-
tions as to how you evaluated the 1

situation aud as to what had to

be done.

YOL'K LATEST PEARLS
OF WISDOM
Like Ihe rest of us, comrade Tor-

gler was very much concerned over
this and attempted to reach lead-
ing comrades. When he finally

found somebody from Tahelmann's
' most intimate circles, a member of

|

the C. B. C, and asked him for
' advice, the brave one answered

:

"Well if the workers won't fight,

all the labor organizations ere go-

ing to be crushed, a bloody terror

is going to rage, murder and de-

struction of the proletariat will be
on the order of the day, hunger,
misery, balkanized conditions, con-
centration camps, war against the

Soviet Union and perhaps, in the

j
end, the decline of all culture. And

,
you in particular—these sadistic

homosexuals will hang you with
joy in the market place and tor-

ment you to death in the Indulgence
of all their sadistic pleasures."

I shall never forget with what
disdain and disgust comrade Tor-

! gler told me this and added in

comment : "And these are supposed

lernational which will not toler-

ate any omnipotent apparatus sit-

ting enthroned above it, cut loose

Horn the working ciass, but will

on the other hand institute a dem-
ocratic control of Ihe workers over
the apparatus and its employees.

Only thus will the working class

be abie to carry out its historic

mission as the liberator of human-
ity. That will be difficult, but it

is the only road, because the hope
to renovate the Comintern parties

no longer exists, since^—after the
frightful defeat in Germany, which
was a defeat for the whole world
proletariat—the bankrupt leader-

ship! with its disastrous policy are
not compelled to abdicate. With such
a leadership the revolutionary

movement will only be carried to
its grave for the benefit of a paid
apparatus that has nothing what-
ever in common with the living,

Rolshevik struggle.

I spurn the fleshpots of Moscow
and material maintenance by your
apparatus, as long I can do anything
useful for the liberation of the
proletariat. If you bad been so
great in the organization of the rev-
olution as you are in intriguing

to be revolutionaries! To this end | and in political impotence, Ger-
they have always boasted so, so many would never have known
as to have such a perspective with- Fascism,
out any plan of preventing it. And Amsterdam, Oet. 2fi, 1933.
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The Diplomacy of Lenin and the

Diplomacy of Stalin -a Contrast
BACILLI CULTURES, concocted

by bespectacled scientists in chem-

'

ical laboratories, will serve as

major ammunition in the nest war.
An article in n recent issue of

Weltbuehne, published in Zurich,

Switzerland by a group of exiled

German intellectuals, reveals fev-
;

erish activity among the bio-chera-

icsl savants aa part of the general

militarization of Germany by Hit.

ler and his Nazis. The article is

the work of an anonymous chemist,

himself employed at this devilish

task .

* • *

The last war introduced the use

of gases to poison the enemy en
masse at the front. Rut the "en-

emy" was still left wilh sufficient

human resources behind ihe lines.

In the future, war methods are
to he more effective : They will take
Care to rid the "enemy" of man-
power in the hinterland as wei).

Reliable spies, equipped with the

choicest of these deadly serums,
will need apply only a single In-

jection into one head) of cattle to

bring about the extermination of

a whole metropolis, of millions ot

men, women and children.

* • • »

Meanwhile the war clouds are ga-

thering, the harpies of capitalism
are concocting the brew of bloody
slaughter out of economic chaos
and political despair. The spirit

of the coming war is being nur-
tured with the mysterious hocus
pocus of pacifist or nationalist

slogans.

Who does not recall how the

mystic gas of "Save the World for

Democracy" poisoned the minds of

hundreds of thousands whose bodies

were later poisoned by Melinite
and Yperife on the battle fields?

Who does not recognize today the
venomous substance of that "dem-
ocratic" war-cry which has brought
In its wake the bloodiest and most
ruthless of dictatorships in Italy,

in Germany, in the Balkans, in

Poland and Hungary?
• * • *

SUCH EXPERIENCES should

put on his guard every thinking
worker, every human being who
can see further than his nose. The
workers must be armed against the
mental bacilli which are to do fhe
advance work for the more tangible

bacilli thet threaten to destroy
them by the millions.

* > *

One such bacillus is the vapid
oratory about Soviet Recognition
as a step toward peace. Nothing
can be more dangerous from the
point of view of those whom the
capitalist system exploits as profit-

producing machines todoy and as
cannon fodder tomorrow. If the

Stalin bureaucrats who pose as
Communist leaders of the workers
join in and promote the spreading
of such a poison—that only puts
the stiscma of betrayal upon them.
The militant end wide-awake work-
ers will not recognize the Roose-
velt toasts of the Prada Stalinists

as the voice of the Soviets. They
will recognize it much rather in

words, that the bosses' New York
Times rejoices to remark, are
"miles. .. .away when wd read the
undertakings given by fhe Soviet
Foreign Minister (Litvinoff ) . . . .as

a condition of recognition by the
United States". (Editorial, Satur-
day, Nov. 18.)

« + * *

Those words, the reply of Lenin's
Soviet Congress in 1!)18 to an over-
ture from the Roosevelt of that
time, from the "idealistic" war
monger Woodrow Wilson—were:

"The Soviet Republic takes
advantage of the mesasge of

President Wilson to express to
all the people who have suffer-

ed from the horrors of imper-
ialist war, its wain sympathies
and its honest belief that the
happy moemnt is not far away
when the workers of nil coun-
tries will throw off the yoke of

capitalism and establish a so-
cialist regime, which alone is

able to bring about a just and
lasting peace and to contribute
to the civilization and prosper-
ity of the workers."

» * *

The horrors of the "bacfllic" im-
perialist war of the future—which
promises to be a thousand times
more terrible than the last, "poison
gaseous" war—can be prevented
in that same way only. This is

the truth that the revolutionary
workers In this country will have
to pound out as a powerful defense
against the advfince bacilli.

—G....n.
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the Daily Worker and is only typi- borders . And in doing so, he has
wil of the reaction o£ the whole given formal anlii so t0 spea]E> or.

bourgeois press. "The bargain ga„izational acknowledgement to a
Mr. Roosevelt drove with Litvinov process of political liouidation of
is the talk of diplomats every- tno communist International which
where," writes Paul Mallon, the has bvcn ^-oing on under Stalinist
Washington correspondent of the ru]e £or tell jears anQ whlch is
Itrooklyn Daily Eagle (11-23-1933). not initiated but only crowned by
"Neither France nor Britain has tDe Jatest aet of I)erfidv ut wnsh-

wers to the description: the Com- 1 freined from carrying on reaction-

munist International. Litvinov has ary. and even counter-revolutionary
themselves, let us (juote a bourgeois pigged the Soviet government to activity in other lands!) On this

comment which directly contradicts espl;i tn9 international from its [score, far from being "willing and
!..._ _.. . ... ... ..__._:

offering to sign such articles" as
would trade away the life of the

Comintern for diplomatic recogni-

tion and credits, the Soviet govern-
ment has bee uznore than "reluct-

ant"—it has categorically rejected

thtf demands of the world bourge-
oisie.

Two Instances

Let us take two instances out of

a hundred, not culled from the
latent Litvinov-Stalic epoch, but
from a preceding period.

In 192a, the bourgeoisie of Europe
gathered in conference afc Genoa,
with a Russian delegation present
lor the first time ,headed not by
a, respectable Stalinist diplomat,
but by Christian Kakovsky. At
Genoa, the bourgeoisie of Europe
put forward as a condition for ad-
mitting Russia into their commity
of nations the same demand as was
put by Roosevelt and accepted by
il. Litvinov, alias Stalin. From the
officior documentary compilation

"The Soviet Union and I'eaec",

{page 97), we extract the follow-

ing section of the reply made by
the Iiussian delegation on May 11,

1922 to the memorandum submitted
by eight capitalist delegations

:

"Giving new scope to this Cannes
condition, the memorandum demands
that Russia should "suppress upon
her territory all attempts to aid

revolutionary movements in other
countries'. If, however, by this

formula the memorandum means to

forbid the activities of political

parties, or organizations of work-
ers, teli Russian delegation cannot
accept such a prohibition unless

the activities in question trans-

gress the laws of the country."
In other words : Gentlemen, we

are ready to make certain conces-
sions, but hands off the Commun-
ist International I

Three years later, on May 20,

1925, Zinoviev, speaking before the
party fraction of the Third Soviet

Congress of the Soviets, jeered out
of court the insolent demand re-

newed by the bourgeoisie for the
suppression of the Comintern

:

"We have heard a statement
made in the English press and con-

firmed today (although it is partly
denied) to the effect that the Brit-

ish government is endeavoring to

create a united front against the
U. S. S. li. in connection with the
demand for the expulsion of the
Comintern from Moscow. The Ex-
ecutive Committee of the Commun-
ist International, as we know, is

not averse to a change of headquar-
ters under certain conditions. In-

deed, what is the good of sitting

all the time in Moscow? To judge
by the frame of mind of the Execu-
tive Committee of the C. I., it ap-

as good an agreement with Russia
jngton

as we have. It really marks the
first time Russia has ever given in

to the world powers. Our officials

believe it will lead to the abandon-
ment of tlie American section of

tlief Comintern. That means the

Comintern will be advocating world
revolution everywhere except in the
I.'uited States. It does not matter
much lnKjause that outiit has been
more or loss passive for several

years."

Drawing the Italnce Sheet

The borugeoisie is deeply con-
cerned wilh drawing up a balance
.sheet under what was given and
what ivas received. The proletar-

iat should be equally interested.

Article 3 of the Litvinov note to

Roosevelt pledges the Soviet Union
"Not to permit the formation or

residence on its territory of any
organisation or group — which
makes claim to he the government
of, or makes attempts upon the ter-

The pact does not only pledge
Russia to the suppression of the
Comintern. (We say suppression

advisedly, for it is not really en
expulsion. Can the seat of the

Comintern be transferred to Berlin?

or perhaps to Tokyo, or perhaps to

. . .Washington?) It means that

the American Communist Party and
its representatives in the Executive
Committee of the Comintern, are
henceforth non-grata witht he So-

viet Government, and may cot take

up residence upon its territory. It

means that a group of revolution-

ary Filipino nationalists striving

for the independence of the Is-

lands, driven from their land by
American imperialism like the Rus-
sian revolutionists were driven

from the Empire by Czarism—can-

not find asylum in the fatherland

of the workers of the world... For,

impudent rogues that they are, they

have designs "upon the territorial
rite-rial integrity of, the United

|

integqty of the United States, its
* --.

territories or possessions". It meansStutes, its territorities or posses-
sions ; not to form, subsidize, sup-

port or permit on its territory

military organizations or groups
having the aim of armed struggle
against the United States, its ter-

ritories or possessious, and to pre-

vent any recruiting on behalf of

such organisations and groups."

Article 4 of the same note makes
the significance of the Litvinov
capitulation even more obvious

:

'"Not to permit the formation or
residence on its territory of any
organization or group—and to pre-
vent the activity on its territory

of any organization or group, or of

representatives or officials of any
organization or group—which has
as an aim the overthrow of, or
bringing about by force of a change
in, the political or social order of

the whole or any part of the United
States, its territories or posses-

sions.''

In these undertakings, the Stalin

regime pledges itself to something
which it has never previously
yielded to a bourgeois government:

The formal suppression or

expulsion from the {Soviet Un-
ion of the Third International,

or any otlier revolutionary or-

ganization not strictly limited

in its objects to Russia.
This is precisely how Itoosevelt

understands the two articles, this

is how Litvinov really understands
them, this is how the bourgeois
press has universally construed
them, for the simple reason that
no other interpretation is conceiv-
able.

And because this is how every
Communist worker in the country

that if another Bill Haywood were
to seek the hospitality of the. So-

viet Union, it would be granted
him—if at al)—only on condition

that he refrain from conducting
any political agitation or activity.

It means leaving the American
Communist Party in the lurch even
more callously and openly than
was done to the German Commun-
ist Party in the crucial days of

Hitler's progress. It means—we
cannot repeat it often enough—the

suppression of the Communist In-

ternational by the Stalinist regime
at the demand of the American
bourgeoisie.

A Lie of the Daily Worker
But such demands have been

made in the past, many times, by
various bourgeois governments, it

is said. Yes, many times and by
many governments. That is true.

And, adds the Daily Worker, "every
single one of these articles, in some
form or another, has been part of

the numerous recognition pacts that

the Soviet government has signed
during the last ten years with the
leading powers of Europe." This
claim we have labelled above for

what it is : a lie.

What the Soviet government has
signed, and what it has agreed to

commit itself to since its first began
relations with capitalist govern-
ments is a simple and unambiguous
undertaking : that the Soviet gov-
ernment pledges itself not to carry
on any "subversive propaganda" in

the country with which it estab-

lishes diplomatic relations, if a
reciprocal engagement is under-
taken.. This is quite understand-

hes understood the terms of the ' able, this is correct, and warranted
recognition agreement, the Daily by the relationship of forces. It
Worker has engaged in a campaign is the kind of a concession which
of befuddlement, deceit and false- is perfectly legitimate and required
hood which has exceeded all bounds by the situation in which the Soviet
which it has thus far reached in republic, as a socialist state in a
its polychrome career. Without the

' capitalist encirclement, finds itself,
slightest attempt at analyzing the No serious revolutionist will ever
text, or of proving its absolutely lodge a complaint against such a
untenable assertion, it dismisses the concession, any more than he will
perfectly obvious with the declara-' opopse concessions to the enemy in

titude of the Soviets towards thej

Genoa and British demands, there
are more than enough "purely Am-!
erican" precedents by which to go.

When he stepped on to American
soil, Litvinov expressed the "keen
sense of the privilege that is mine
in being the tirst official represen-
tative to bring greetings to the
Ameircan people from the peoples of

the Soviet Union". Both Litvinov I

and his American bourgeois audi-

ence knew that this statement wus
gratuitously false. The truth is

(

that Litvinov had a predecessor as
official Soviet representative to the
United States.

In April 1918, Ludwing C A. K.
Martens was appoitned, in a docu-
ment signed for the People's Com-
missariat for Foreign Affairs of the
Soviets by Chicherin as its repre-

sentative in this country, seeking to

establish normal relations with the

United States. Martens was not
received with the official jiomp and
ceremony that attended Litvinov 's

arrival—he was only greeted by a

mass meeting of the revolutionary

workers of New 1'ork wno came by
the thousands to the largest avail-

able hall. He was not received by
the president and the secretary of

state. Quite the contrary. He
was hunted and persecuted ; his of-

fice was raided ; he was hailed be-

1

fore investigation committees; he
was iinally deported from this coun-
try as an undesirable alien.

Like Litvinov, he also answered
the question of what the Soviet
government would do about the

Communist International and "pro-

paganda in the United States". But
not in the same way. More ex-

actly, in just the opposite way. In

the New York socialist "Call" of

May Lay 1919, the representative

of the Soviet government wrote

:

"The attitude of the workers of

the world towards the Russian
workers' revolution has proved that

the spirit of international solidar-

ity of workers is not dead... It also

proved that the International is not
dead. It is resurrecting in the
Third International in new glory.

Long live the Third International."

In a '"Statement by L. Martens,
Representative of the Russian So-

cialist Federal Soviet Republic, Be-
fore the Sub-Committee of the Com-
mittee on Foreign Relations of the
United Stales Senate" on "Soviet
government propaganda", lie de-

clared boldly:

"The government of the United
States has also been a party to

attacks against the Russian Soviet
Government, including invasion of

Russian soil without a declaration
of war and aggressive action
against the military forces of So-

viet Russia. . .Being confident that

the peoples of other nations were
not responsible for these policies,

and that they permittd these activ-

ities only because they were not
acquainted with the real situation,

the workers of Russia appealed to

the peoples in various countries

urging them to put an end to these

attacks. Appeals of this nature
have been defensive measures in

the war imposed on Soviet Russia

by outside forces Propaganda
has been carried on by the Soviet

government among the armies of

The Retrial of the Nine

Scottsboro Boys
to a persecuted race and class.

Their resort to the I. L. U. for de.

fense is another heavy count
against them. .When the K. K. K,
wants to murder a Negro, legally

or otherwise, to keep the black
population of the South under the

heel of their feudal baronage, they
refuse to tolerate any "interfer-

ence" from "outsiders" (the work-
ers' movement). Having been
frustrated by powerful protest in

their original intention to burn the

Negroes in the chair, the Southern
wolves are again showing their

fangs—"String 'em up" is the plan—'"to hell with the courts". And
it is in Morgan County that the
retrial of Haywood Patterson and
his companions to be held, that the

class-prejudiced court, is lo pass

sentence.

In the previous trial the Na-
tional Guard escorted the prisoners

to the court room. But now with
the atmosphere one thousand times
tenser the governor of Alabama lias

refusal tho use of the National

Guard in the case. An appeal over
his head was made by the defense

to the President but the liberal

Mr. Roosevelt, who would not for

a moment hesitate to send the

troops against striking workers, is-

sues a statement through his sec-

retary saying that the 'Federal
Executive has not interfered and
cannot interfere in any case under
the jurisdiction of the courts of a

sovereign state."

Tense Atmosphere of Trail

Testifying to the will of the local

population for a "fair" trial—in

the course of the verbal tilt between
the defense and the prosecution

over a change of venue—a farmer
marches into the courtroom carry-

ing a six-shooter. The press says
that this harmless fellow, who was
"rebuked" by the court, related that

he "had brought the revolver into
(own to have a new sight placed
on its barrel." So tense is the
atmosphere and so fearful is the
Southern bourgeoisie of publicity
that newspaper photographers have
been threatened with proceedings
lor contempt of court for snapping
photo- of trial scenes. The defense
attorney* have stated that in the
event oi n refusal of a change of
venue by the local judge they will
appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court
for a reversal of decision. At this
writing the local judge has refused
a change of venue.

Lynch Pack In Full Cry
The lynch pack is in full cry.

Can the victims of the Scottsboro
case be saved from legal or "'extra,
legal" lynching? That is the ques-
tion that, every class conscious
worker will usk himself.
Lynching of one kind or another

is certain if the sympathizers and
supporters of the Scottsboro boys
Uiink on the fair administration of
justice, or hope for lynching to be
avoided by means of the National
Guard. Due of the National Guards,
quoted in the allidavits of the de-
feuse for a change of venue, made
the frank assertion that if a lynch
mob confronted him while guarding
i he d(fond:tnls he would throw away
Ids gun and let the mob take Its

course.

Class justice can only be fought
by mass action. Plenty of time
has been lost but it is not yet too
late to arouse the mass movement
that. !=aved the Scottsboro boys
once Defore.

We need not explain the signific-

ance of the Scottsboro case to the
workers acquainted with it. It is

a struggle of outstanding import-
ance for workers, black and white.

Acliiiu, Action! Now—tomorrow
it may be too late!

parently would not be averse to the foreign governments which
setting up its tent in London. But invaded Russia." (""Soviet Russia,

I think that in any case such a '
2-14-1920)

.

decision should be taken by the Two Epoclis

It becomes a little clearer why,
therefore, on December 15, 1020,

secretary of Labor W. W. Wilson
issued an order which concluded :

Comintern independently of the
bare-faced demands o£ the capital-

ist governments. When they put
forward that demand during liie

famine period they received from ..,..,. « j - , j ... t T j
the W^ government the reply \

'Ifs therefore decided that Lud-

they deserved. Now that atflirs
WIS.C. A. K. Mar ens is an alien,

wrath Soviet government aw moc.
1

' atm" ot Rlissie
'
and that h"

favorable
as to the reply
maud they would receive from tlie

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Food Union

Mass Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

met government aae mora a ° 11"" <" """» »"«. •— "«

there can he no doubt fnertains a belief^in and is a mem-

reply to their insolent de-
,10

f.
of °r affih* ed ,™lth,

*» °f i"
„ ™„„m ««!„< f™, «„! station (i. e., the Third Interna-

tion that the capitalist press
"....know that every attempt to

ciaim that Article 4 of the Litvinov
pact applies to the Communist In-

ternational will meet with defeat."
{t 1-21-1933.)

Is it possibw that the editor
really believes his readers to be
so naive or stupid as to accept this

bald affirmation as it stands, or is

it merely his way of proving that
he is worthy of hie hire? To whom
and what does Article 4 apply, if

not to_ the Communist Internation-

al? What '"organization or group"
has been formed or is now resident

in the Soviet Union "'having the aim
of armed struggle against the Uni-
ted Stutes, its territories or posses-

sions"? What organization is en-

gaged in activity on the territory

of the Soviet Union "which has as
an dim the overthrow of, or bring-

ing about by force of a change iu,

the political or social order of the

whole or any part of the United
States, its territories or posses-

sions" ?

To Whom Does It Apply?
Do these words of the pact

—

which we assume were written for

some more serious purpose than
the advancement of the consump-
tion of paper and ink; in the United
States—perhaps apply to the In-

tourist? Or the Methodist church
in Leningrad? Or the Moscow office

of the General Electric Company?
We permit ourselves to doubt it,

however much our skepticism may
perplex tho editor of the Daily
Wroker to whom it is all so clear,

clearer, we have no doubt, than he
is ready to write.

We csk tho pardon of the reader
for repeating the tragically obvi-

ous : The terms of the pact are
anything but ambiguous. There is

and has been one and only one "or-

ganization or group" on the terrf-

principle, lie will understand that
it is given not because Russia has

if they decided to advance such.'

tG. Zinoviev, "Russia's Rath to

Communism", page 22.)

(Reeogniton by the United Sta-

tes, declare the Stalinist liars, has

tional.—M. S.) that entertains a

belief in, teaches or advocates the

overthrow by force or violence of

the Government of the United Sta-

tes, avd the Commissioner General

of Immigration Is directed to take

the said Ludwig C. A. K. Martens
ceased to be revolutionary, but be- beeu forced by the strengthened

into cust0(1 and „'
'

rt
'

him to
tvliiKP the workers in tn** CHmtnlist ^....i*:^^ .*p n.~ u».r3 rt *- n.,3 rt« ir^. "*. ccause the workers in the capitalist

countries have not yet become rev-

olutionary, i. e., are not yet pre-

pard to seize power.

That is one thing. Quite a dif-

ferent thing is the question of the

Russia at the expense of the Gov-
ernment of the United States."

Litvinov and Martens!" These

are not merely two different indivi-

duals. They symbolize two differ-

ent epochs. The hounded and de-

ported Bolshevik represented the

position of the Soviet Union. For
the moment, let us accept the valid-

ity of this contention. How, then,

does it happen that in a situation

more favorable to it, the Soviet

Union is compelled not only to

Communist International, founded
|

make an enormous, impermissible
as a voluntary, independent world !

concession, but a concession such
party of Communism, with sections

j
as it announced it would not make Soviet republic in the epoch of rev-

in every country, to which the ] eight vears ago, in 1925, and would ' olutionury internationalism. The

workers of Russia and their gov- ! not even make years before that,
j

feted and loudly-praised diplomat

eminent, from its inception, hnve'iu those cruel famine days when '
represetns the Stalinist epoch ot

granted hospitality and complete Rusia's back was to tho wall and '
national socialism, of capitulation,

freedom of action. (Just as, let us nohdy ventured to say if it could of the surrender of the world rev-

add, capitalist governments have hold out for any length of time?) olution and the very foundations of

granted hospitality to the interna-! Or, if one does not want to ac- 'he Russian workers state,

tional Red Cross which has not re-cept as a measure of policy the at- —MAX SHACHTMAN.

to llnd out officially the terms of

the hotel code that was signed
last Friday. Only the Federation of

Hotel and Restaurant Guilds, which
is an outright company union of

mediaeval origin, was able, thanks
to it's direct cooperation with the

bosses, to inform the capitalist

press last Wednesday that 54 hours
a week was to be the minimum
hours and that tips were lo be con-

sidered as wages.
A special mass meeting was call-

ed and held at the new headquart-
ers of the Hotel and Restaurant
Workers Union, 015-17 Eighth Ave.
on Wednesday, Noveinebr 22. Var-

ious speakers spoke about the nec-

essity of action. Comrade Gitlow
said that union organization offers

the opportunity for the workers to

improve their conditions by resorting

to the most effective weapon that

organized labor can utilize, and
that is the general strike. I!. J.

Field, the secretary, reviewed all

the activities of the Union. He
said that the Union had drafted its

own ocde and had its representa-

tives at the hearing of the hotel

code held in Washington on Sept-

ember 27. The Hotel .Men's Asso-
ciation code was rejected by the

NRA. In spite of this rejection,

the President signed secretly the

hotel code which is much worse than
the very one that they rejected.

—A. C.

LITVINOFF AND STALIN

(Continued from page 1)

Stalin's Bargain
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)

tasks of defense. The Stalinist bureaucracy relied on
them less and less, held them in contempt, converted

the Comintern into a fiction and increasingly shifted

the axis of Soviet foreign policy to the realm of

negotiations and1 agreements with the capitalist

powers.

Every step on this slippery path—of which the

signing of the Kellogg Pact, the disarmament com-
edies, the non-aggression pacts, the capitulatory pol-

icy at the economic conferences, were milestones—
weakened and undermined the position of the Soviet

Union still further in the international relation of

forces with the capitalist powers. By leaving the

ground of the class struggle, by disrupting the pro-

letarian vanguard, international class ally of the

Soviet Union, the Stalinist leadership was compelled

to retreat before the bourgeois powers step by step.

The formal renunciation of the Comintern at Wash-
ington, which flowed out of the past policy and prac-

tice, prepares the way in turn for still heavier de-

tory of the Soviet Union which ans-mands and new retreats. Stalinist diplomacy, while

ostensibly improving the relations of the Soviet

Union with the capitalist nations is in reality isolat-

ing it in an irreconcilably hostile capitalst world

and leadng it toward a fearful debacle.

The Soviet Union, thus endangered, depends

upon the international movement of the revolu-

tionary proletariat now in a direct and immediate

sense. The more the Stalinist bureaucrats desert

the international revolution, the more they take off

the Bolshevisk mask end show their real nationalist

face as they did at Washington, the clearer becomes

the necessity ton the reorganization of the interna-

tional workers' vanguard without the Stalinist h«-

raeucrats and against them. The capitulation to

Roosevelt followed soon! after the capitulation to

Hitler and was partly conditioned by it. Both of

these events are loud alarm signals of the need to

organize the Fourth International with all possible

speed. The defense of the Soviet Union from the

world imperialists on the one side and the disorgan-

izing leadership of Stalinism on the other will be

one of its formest tasks.

Communist Party of America was
not concerned with the Communist
Party of Russia, and vice versa,

he said: 'The American Communist
Party concenrs itself with the Am-
erican working class and the Rus-
sian Communist Party concerns it-

self with the Russian working class,

'so of course they don't concent
themselves with each other's prob-
lems. We have our problems, tiiey

have theirs. Tlieir problem is to

build socialism we aren't as far
yet. Unfortunately, we still liave

to defeat capitalism."

The Daily Worker, which took
such elaborate and unnecessary
pains to correct the grammatical
structure of Litvinov's statement,
has not printed a correction or a
different version of tlie Times' re-

port of Bedacht's statement. We
therefore have no reason to ques-

tion its accuracy. . .

There was a time when a Com-
munist—certainly one working in a

country where bourgeois legality

still existed—was neither ashamed
nor afraid to proclaim his member-
ship in the world party of the Third
International. But that was be-

fore the Communist International
was strangled by Stalinism, before
the Communist parties were humi-
liated, debased and forced into the
livery of the Soviet Foreign Office,

before flunkeys and office-holders

liave usurped the places of revolu-

tionists, before the world revolution
was exchanged for a promised
credit of half a billion American
dollars. —sn.

New Aid
for Bellussi

At the time of this writing com-
rade Bellussi still remains confined
in the Detention House of the
Philadelphia Immigration Station
,it Goueester City, N. J. awaiting
deportation to Fascist Italy.

Meanwhile efforts are being made
by the American Civil Liberties
I'nioii, which has interested itself

iu the case, to secure the release
of lielltissi and the right of vol-
untary departure to some country
other than Italy. Roger Baldwin,
the director of the A. C. L. U. has
promised the full cooperation oi
his organization in the endeavors
to save comrade Bellussi from the
horrible fate that awaits him in
Italy.

The privilege of voluntary de-
parture has been granted in other
cases So other class war prisoners
threatened with deportation to
countries under Fascist or military
dictatorships.

How vilal is the need for com-
rade Bellussi not to he sent to
Hilly is shown by the fact that
part, of the evidence on which his
deportation is taking place was the
discovery of an old membership
card in the Communist Party of
Italy in Bellussi's possession.

The penalty for membership in a
Communist organization in Italy is
long years in a wretched penal col-
ony if not summary execution by ft

firing Mpiad. The danger facing
liollus.-d in the event of his de-
portation to Italy is so much more
sinister when one considers that
not only his militant activities tn
the United States but his sterling
revolutionary record in Italy has
aroused the wrath of Mussolini and
his black gangs whose beast-like
vengeance a^mnst revolutionary
workers is well known to militant
workers.

Bellussi must and can be saved!
It is the first duty of class con-
scious workers to prevent the de-
liverance of their fellow-fighters
into the jaw of its worst enemies.
Let us do our part. We can force
the American government to alter
its ominous plans for our comrades.

Bellussi must not be deported to
Italy!

Shoulders to the wheel

!
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Biased Judge Rushes

Negro Boys to Chair

No Reliance on Capitalist Justice; Only Mass

Pressure of Workers Can Save Scottsboro Boys

For the third time in three years Scottsboro

a jury of "Ilia peers" has found difference.

Heywood Patterson guilty ot the

rape of Victoria Price, locally not-

orious prostitute, and condemned
him to death. The capitalist beast

is determined not to give up its

prey. The wheels of justice are
moving now with greater speed

than they did last April at the last

trial, almost as fast as the Kan .lose

and St. Joseph lynch mobs did, and
Clarence Norris is standing trial a
second lime for the same ''crime".

By the time this reaches flic press

the verdict wilt be in and the trial

of the tlm'd or maybe even the

fourth Scottsboro boy will be over.

The "Impartial" Jury

The jury which tried Patterson

and the juries which will try the

other defendants are sup]>osed to

be made np of impartial men who
have no lixed ideas about the in-

nocence or guilt of the boys. They
are all while men. and if you wish
you Min bolide that they have no
prejudices against other men just

because their skins arc black. These
jurymen are all local residents in

a iione-1 oo-numerous com inanity

where the Scottsboro case has been
the suujecl of discussion for years.
How many sat in the courtroom
during the previous Irials? Least-
ways we are asked to believe that
these men heard n goad deal of

argument on the ease, participated
in it, read the editorials in the
Southern papers urging them to
"lynch the damned niggers", and
still have open minds. One has to

be as simple and trusting as a child
to believe this fairy tale out of the
capitalist propaganda book. These
men are all set against the Scotts-

boro boys no mutter what they say
they oelicve or don't believe.

It there was one among them who
had any lingering doubt, the way
Judge Callahan ran the trial would
have removed it. Callahan was
fair. lie gave the defense its day
in court. Sure, he didn't allow the

Jew lawyers from New York to play
tricks on the court. He defended
Southern womanhood. Ves, sir.

Cards Dealt from tlie Bottom

There i&ii't a white farmer in

the neighborhood who could have
held his opinion of Patterson's in-

nocence against the bias of the up-
right justice's charge to the jury
and his bewildering judical hair-

splittings. Callahan dealt cards
Ji'oin the bottom of the deck. That's
what he is there for.

Callahan does his job well.

There's nothing raw like the stuff

Horton pulled and the speeches pro-
secutors Knight and Wright made
iu the last trial. It's all strictly

according to Iloyle. Callahan is

carrying out the order of the Sup-
wmt: Court to do it over again and
cut out the mistakes.

Callahan made one serious slip.

Iu his charge to the jury which
consumed an hour and a half of

Patterson's life he FORGOT to re-

mind the jury that if they found
the evidence insufficient to prove
the charge against Patterson they
eould bring in a verdict of acquit-
tal. Strange omission! Convenient
memory ! Only when reminded by
the defense counsel and the pro-
secu' -r did he perfunctorily add this

detail.

That siip gave the whole show
away. What of that? ltias is no
ground for acquittal iu the higher
courts. The learned justices do not
arrive at their decisions by obvious
facts and simple considerations.

For them the question is not whe-
ther Callahan showed bias. They
will take out their legal yardstick
and see whether what Callahan
said or did denied the defendant,
who is presumed innocent until

proven guilty, a fair trial by violat-

ing this statute or that law or is

there is no essential

.Scottsboro is u legal

version of St. Joseph. Priests can
approve it with undisturbed con-
sciences. Editors {-,ii> congratulate
the nation on the triumph of law
and justice. The pious, the patrio-

tic, the reformers can all sleep
easier, capitalism can breathe more
freely.

The Meaning of "Justice"

Scottsboro should open the eyes
of the last doubting Thomaa»to the
meaning of justice in capitalist

courts. It ought to burn the les-

son home that only the workers
can get the hoys off; only the work-
ers organized in a powerful move-
ment of muss demonstrations.

When the workers put a pressure
on the capitalists by protest de-
monstrations the judicial fossils will

discover that any number of laws
and statutes and decisions have
been violated, by Callahan, by the
governor, by the president, by god
himself. That is the way the boys
can be saved from death. That is

(Continued on Page 4)

Needle Workers

Misled by Right

Wing in L.A.
Los Angeles.- -The Los Angeles

dressmakers' strike has passed into
history. Once more the reaction-

ary policies of a class-collaboration-

ist leadership have caused a mili-

tant uprising of workeis to become
discontented! and disorganized.

* » * *

Los Angeles is notoriously an
open shop town with very few un-

ions and those, poorly organized.
The International Ladies' Garment
Workers' Union was no exception
to the rule. The only membership
fhey nad wa.^ iu the eloakmakers'
section and that group was led by
reactionary right-wing and Social-

ist leaders. The dressmakers had.
perhaps, a 10% membership.

Beginning of Organization Drive

Early this summer a -spirit of

organization began to pervade the

minds of the workers and slowly

the ranks of the eloakmakers' be-

gan to till. The NKA came and
with it the "right to organize",
from then on can be marked the

turn. The agitation tor a com-
plete organization of the cloak-
makers became less veiled, less

secretive, more effective. The cloak-

makers were finally almost com-
pletely organized cmd to demon-
strate their strength came out
100%, iu a 3 o'clock walk-out and
militant ly demonstrated their or-

ganised strength. At the meeting
ot the eloakmakers, a series of de-

mands were presented and ununi-
mouslj' adopted, followed by the
unanimous adoption of a resolution

calliug for the general strike if the

bosses refused to concede to their

demands.

Coincident Jo the organization of

the cloak-makers, came the organi-

zation of the dressmakers. The
difference in the organization of

the two groups lay in the fact that

the eloakmakers were, iu the main,

old time union members, with a

Left wing militant for their man-
ager, and the dressmakers were
composed of inexperienced elements
who bad never before belonged to

a union and were represented by I.

Weinberg, a class-collaborationist

politician; Hose I'osotta, an anarch-
ist opposed to Left wing activities;

Paul Berg, a Lovestoneite who is

American Imperialism at the Montivideo Congress

The Seventh Pan-American Con-

ference convened December 3 at

Montevideo, Uruguay with twenty-

one nations represented. The Am-
erican delegation, headed by Sec-

retary Hull, arrived prior to the

conference to line up puppet dele-

gates and to attempt to iron out

and side-track some of the most
difficult problems that are sure to

upset the conference if they are
thrown open for discussion on the

Hoot. This is the first Pan-Ameri-
can conference to be held since

W'-iS. It is convened at a time
when the economic life of Latin-

America is almost at a standstill

as a result of the crisis within the

leading imperialist nations, parti-

cularly the United States. These
secondary capitalist nations of

Latin American have long ago been
subordinated to the imperialist

powers. The leading capitalist na-

tions, such as the United States,

have attempted to shift part of the

crisis burden onto the lesser na-

tions of Latin America.

The conference has been compar-
ed to the last London conference.

The. capitalist press says the Mon-
tevideo meeting will succeed and
will accomplish for America, what
the London conference failed to ac-

complish for world capitalism. How-
ever, (.he set-up is entirely different

even if economic problems hold the
center of the stage at the Fun-Am-
erican conference.

At Montevideo there will be o

meeting of unequals. The leading
capitalist tuition in the world Is

able to hold a conference with 20
other nations under the self-made
jurisdiction of the Monroe Doctrine
the enforcement of which Roose-
velt hopes to modernize with his

'"new diplomacy". The London con-

ference was a battle of the leading
imperialists of Europe and Amer-
ica ; the Montevideo conference is

the .set-up of American imperialism.

.Most of the delegates are puppets;
others will be forced to cringe be-

fore the might of Yankee imperial-

ism or stand the consequence. The
other imperialist powers, particu-

larly, England are forced to pound
away within the conference in an
attempt to prevent America from
constructing something tangible for

itself, England will do this prim-
arily through such forces as she
can muster within the Latin Amer-
ican countries for policies that will

he cloaked in the form of "na-
tional" demands of this or that

Latin American country.

In the past, Argentina has been
the main opposition force to the

I'nited States in the Pan-American
conference, not only because of its

weight within South America but
because England has been fighting

American. Imperialism tooth and1

nail in the struggle for domination
within this first rate Latin Ameri-
can country.
War and revolution will be dis-

cussed extensively in the different

caucusses. Bolivia and Paraguay
are iu the midst of the Chaeo war.
Feru and Columbia have not yet

settled the Leticia affair. The
Cuban revolution is in the fore-

ground. Secretary Hull attempted
to inject America's "good will" into

the Chaco War before the confer-

ence, but Paraguay rejected his

"kind" offer. A labor delegate

from Haiti caused uneasiness, and
showed that all was not so well iu

lining up safe and sound delegates

to the tonfereiice, when on the first

day he condemned American's 15

year military action in Haiti, in-

tervention in r^atin America, and
the present financial supervision in

Haiti which reveals how the Roose-
velt government is driving ahead
with great speed for better imper-

ialist domination.

Revolutionary Cuba has not

spoken yet. But it is very doubt-

ful, if the petti-bourgeois govern-

ment will go beyond words, and
this only for the sake of bargain-

ing power and compromise with
American Imperialism. It ia very

doubtful if the voice of the oppress-

ed workers and peasants will even

get a word into the proceedings.

What opposition does materialize

will tie that of the nationalist bour-

geois opposition to American 1m-

Hotel Union

Shows Gains
New York.—The waiters at the

Hotel Montclaid, have gone out on

strike under the leadership of the

Hotel and Restaurant Workers' Un-

ion, branch of the Amalgamated

Food Workers. The strike is against

the wage scale of 64 cents a- day tor

9 hours forced on the waiters by
tlie management after the new
hotel code went into effect. The
workers demand $13.50 a week, no
arbitrary firing, no splitting of tips

with the captains, the house to keep
uniforms clean, and decent food.

New York.—Last week we report-

ed the new orientation of the Hotel

and Restaurant Workers Union or-

ganization drive. Already, the

workers of the Union understand

that they can expect very little

from the NRA, and that only the

Union is in a position through its

strength to put back to work the

workers that were discharged with-

out any reason at ftlL

The huge new headquarters of

our Union facilitates much of its

activities. Shop meetings of hotels,

restaurants and clubs take place

every week at which the problems

of the Union are discussed and
decided;. The joining of belboys,

housemen, chambermaids, elevator

men and women Is bringing about

the realization of an ideal indus-

trial union, aided' also by the com-

ing together of native and foreign

born members.

Mass meetings will be held twice

a week, one in the evening and one

in the afternoon. Last Friday eve-

ning our Secretary, B. J. Field, re-

ported on the fight which we put

up in Washington against the Codes
which the bosses are using as a

means of keeping our conditions

miserably low. In addition to a

number of shop delegates, James P.

Cannon also spoke at this meet-

ing.

On Tuesday, November 22, Burk-

hardt, Cook and B. J. Field were
the first ones to speak for labor's

side of the case at the NRA hear-

ing. They took the leadership In

presenting the argument for the
workers, ell the other unions re-

presented except the A. F. of L.

taking up our demands.
Irrespective of what the NRA

may do about the Code, the A. F.

W. has gained Increased prestige in

the eyes of the workers as have
their representatives. —A, C

perialiam and of spokesmen for

British imperialism.

The economic factors and ques-
tions to be considered at the confer-

ence take on a varied number of

forms. The American imperialists

are attempting to avoid these prob-
lems which will interfere with the
further development of the NRA and
the struggle of the Dollar vs. the
Pound. The U. S. Government is-

sued a statement on November the

9th, which said iu part: "Unsettled
conditions, such as European com-
mercial quota restrictions, make it

seem desirable for the United Sta-

tes to forego immediate discussions

on such matters as currency stabil-

ization, uniform import prohibi-

tions, permanent custom duties and
the like."

A real discussion on the above
points, and not mere talk by puppet
delegates, would really be stepping

on Uncle Sam's toes. That is the

reason America hopes to keep these
points off the Agenda. The ques-
tion of debts is important, but Am-
erica does not care to talk debts

when her creditors are bankrupt
and may ask for a moratorium

;

rather it is wiser to see what can
be done to use these debts as clubs

to line the countries up for fur-

ther economic penetration by Am-
erica. That is what the delegates

of the Wall Street government hope
to accomplish. America as the
creditor, facing this condition, is

opposed to debt discussion ; many
of the debtors, on the other hand,
hope to force discussion. As a

compromise American imperialism

will agree to discuss debts so long

as the discussion does not lead to

decisive action.

Regardless of what form the eco-

nomic discussion may take one
thing is certain. The conference is

an American Imperialist set-up for

the benefit of American imperialism.

To strip the issues bare, the U. S.

imperialists are primarily interested

in the following, from an economic
standpoint : To strengthen their

position and control over Latin Am-
erica in the struggle against the

other imperialists. To arrange long-

term credits for private and public

projects, which will enable Amer-
ica to export surplus capital so

vital for America's internal life

and, at the same time, enable her

to use these projects to further con-

solidate her Latin American em-

pire.

The American delegates are em-

powered to offer a half a million

dollars as a start for the Texas-
Santiago highway, to assume the

major share of the expense of an
engineering survey for a proposed

Central American-ltio de Janeiro
railroad. These projects will open

up the doors for capital investment

and the further extension of Amer-
ican imperialism. The aims of the

U. S. Government in the Pan-Amer-
ican conference are the further ex-

tension of American domination,

the elimination of other imperialist

contenders and' a straightjacket for

the workers and peasants of Latin

America to prevent the Soviet idea

that raise its head in the Cuban rev-

olution from becoming a living real-

ity hi the .Western Hemisphere.

The conference is only two days

old. Although it is America's set-

up. There are factors within it

that may get beyond the control of

Wall Street. The results of the

conference will be discussed in a

later issue of the Militant.

—HUGO OEHLER.

an opportunist and a hypocrite and

not in'accord'Tvith the "decision of. 11 - St'° !t - " veactionary Right wing-

judge so-and-so in this-and-that'
"'*'—

«

!1 uf wm>m worked with the

case. You can be as lunatic on the greatest unanimity before end dur-

bench as Rolph of California is in ™S If"' strike,

the governor's elwir, bul if you Two days after the cloakm

-

want, your stuff to go over with the wnik-out, a dressmakers' mass
boys higher up you have got to meeting was held where similar de-

make it appear that you are stick- 1 mauds were put forward and a
ing within the law. If you do they. general strike called lor.

will give you the official o. 3c.

Le:irned from Massachusetts

And whoever heard of a high

court saying straight out: the man
is innocent, release him? Where
and when did that happen? In the
Moonev cas-e? In the Sacco-Van-
zetti case? Wh<jre? jWhen? The
cards are stacked against the boys
all the way up the line.

The strategy of the capitalists is

plain. They want to give the coun-

try another '"fine lesson". "In
California", they want to say, "and
in Maryland they do it with the

rope and the faggot; but in Ala-

bama they are civilized. There
they barn innocent men in the elec-

tric chair according to the law.

But first t.hcy torture them in jail

for years, holding out a ray of hope
to them and snatching it away
again. They learned that from
what Massachusetts did to Sacco
and Vanzetti."

Between St. Joseph, Mo., and

Leaders Oppose Strike

Feverish efforts were made by the

leadership to postpone and delay

the strike. Every means was re-

sorted to in an effort to settle it

peacefully at conferences and with

the NRA officials. Conference after

conference was held to delay the

strike, until almost the entire work-
ing season was over. At the height

of the season, the leadership was
afraid of a strike. When they did

call the strike, the season was prac-

tically over Of their own accord,

they did not call a strike Ostensi-

bly, they prepared the strike mech-
anism while really they maneuver-
ed to prevent it

Only two days before the strike

was called, Feinberg and Pesotta

presented to the strike committee
on agreement with an open shop
clause Openly, to the members of

the committee, they advocated its

DRIVING FOR THE NEW PARTY

(Continued on page 4)

Less than two months have pass-

ed since we issued our public de-

claration for the creation of a new
International and a new Commun-
ist party in this country. Already

there have been a good many in-

dications of a hearty response from
tlie revolutionary workers. They
come to our greetings in much
greater numbers than before. Seri-

ous questions, asked sympathetical-

ly, manifest their live interest in

the issue. The response is reflect-

ed most directly in the actual grow-
th of the League. New branches

are springing up and nearly every-

where the existing units are teem-

ing with life and activity, extend-

ing the influence of the Left Op-
position and its sympathetic circle.

To assemble the forces for the

creation anew of a revolutionary

party—this is the gigantic task

which we have undertaken in this

country. It will test the ability,

devotion and capacity for sacrifice

of every comrade. Our task is

facilitated by the present raising

curve of the labor movement as a

whole. The most momentous prob-

lems will be posed hefore it in the

next immediate period. For these a

correct solution can be advanced
only from the arsenal of Marxism.
It is in the crucible of the struggle

that all the programs will be test-

ed1

. To be the most active partici-

pant in it is our aim.

We have taken the first prepara-

tory step by openly proclaiming our

orientation for a new International

and a new party. This first deci-

sive step has been followed by the

elaboration of an Action Program
for the coming immediate period".

In this we proceeded directly from
the firm conviction that the way
to overcome the contradiction be-

tween our heavy tasks and the in-

adequate forces and material means
at our disposal is to make a bold ex-

pansion of all activities. One ot

the most important points in our

OPEN FORUM
ARNE SWABECK

Just Returned from a Tour
of the Country

on
THE PROSPECTS FOR REV-

OLUTION IN AMERICA
Friday, December 8, 1933, 8 p. m.
JAMES P. CANNON

on
THE MEANING OF THE
RECENT LYNCHING8

Maryland, California, Missouri,

What Next?
at

Friday, December IS, 1933, 8 p.m.
International Workers School Hall
128 East 18th Street, nr Irving PI-

Auspices: Manhattan Braneh, Com-
munist League of America (Opp.)

Questions Discussion

\DMISSION 15 CENTS

RUSSIAN REVOLUTION FILM
The "Russian Revolution" film

scheduled for Dec. 3rd is postponed

for Saturday, Dec. 23rd. It will be

held at the Militant Hall, 154 Wat-
kins St., Brooklyn, under the aus-

pices of the Film Club of the In-

ternational Workers School. The
hall cai be reached by the B. M. T.

14th St. Canarsie Line to Softer

Ave., or the I. R. T.—7th Ave--New
Lots to Hockaway Avenue.

Action Program is the populariza-

tion of Tlie Militant and the estab-

lishment of a monthly theoretical

organ. We have already made a

beginning towards the populariza-

tion of the contents of The Militant.

We h'ave reduced its price to put

it within reach of the workers so

frightfuly hit by the ravages of

the capitalist crisis and the new
pressure of the "recovery" meas-

ures. We aim to make The Militant

a real builder of this new move-
ment which, while maintaining en-

tirely, its unequivocal Marxian
position, speaks in terms under-

standable to the workers. We aim
to have it yet more fully reflect

their struggles and aspirations and
serve as an unfailing guide.

We plan the publication of a

theoretical organ in the near fu-

ture. A number of new pamphlets

are coming up. Organizers are to

be placed in the field.

But all of these aims, which are

necessary parts of the big Job of

assembling the forces for a new
revolutionary party, depend for.

their fulfillment on the financial'

support we receive now from our

comrades and friends. This, point

now stands out prominently and
imperatively. We are depending

on you to stand* with us now. Funds
are urgently needed for current

work as well as for the promotion

of the new projects in our program
of action. Enroll yourself now as

«. supporter of the new party of

Communism in a concrete, practic-

al way. Send your contribution to

THE MILITANT
136 East 16th Street

New York City

Shoe Workers to

Merge Unions
Independents at Boston Convention

The eyes of the labor movement-
will lie on Boston next Monday,
December 11, when the amalgama-
tion convention of the independent
unions of shoe workers convenes
for the purpose of uniting them into
a single body. This convention
comes as the culmination of a long'
struggle of the rank and fiie to
bring about the amalgamation in
the face of the most stubborn re-

1

sistanee and sabotage of the eon-l
servative officials When the de-,

legates meet at Boston next Mon-
day they will stand instructed by
referendum vote of the organiza-|
lions to take the necessary steps to
bring about the unification. The
referendum carried by the over-
whelming majority of more than
30 to 1.

Directly represented at tlie con-
vention will be the National Shoe
Workers' Association, with appro-
ximately 28,000 workers ;i the Shoe
Workers' Protective Union, with ap-
proximately 30,000; and the Inde-

Nazis Doom 91

S.W.P. Workers

to Long Terms

91 S. A. P. members were ar-

rested in the month of August in

Dresden by the local S. A. (Storm
Troops j The trial began on Nov-
ember 1, unannounced in the press.
Despite that, hundreds of workers
gathered in front of the courthouse.
Only a small number of them gain-
ed admission to the proceedings.
The press was not admitted either.

The court issued statements of its

own accord. The S. A. leader at-

tached to the troop guarding the
contingent of arrested workers ad-

dressed the crowd as follows: "The
accused are warned that in caHe
they disturb the trial by any kind
of shouts or remarks, they wil be
deported immediately to the special
court at Freiburg (where heatings
are administered )

". The indict-

ment is based on "confessions"' made
by the arrested after maltreat-
ment in the "People's House". It

charges violation of the security of

the state and the people, the issu-

ance of illegal papers, betrayal of

military secrets, work for illegal

organizations. 7 of the accused are
under 18 years of age, the major-
ity are between 18 and 30, one over
SO. 31 of the men were put under
cross-examination the first day of
the trial, the remaining GO on the
second day. Some speak reluctant-
ly about the confessions forced from
them, others protest openly that
they were mishandled. This is

passed over in silence. The state's

attorney asks them whether they
actually believe what they wrote iu

their illegal paper, Kiassenfront, viz

that the Nazis set tire to the Reich-
stag. One of the accused answers :

'What Kiassenfront reports is the
general opinion of the people". An-
other answers: "I do not believe
that my comrades who put out this

paper would set any false reports
afoot".

The verdict has just been made
known : All 91 were condemned to

100 years of prison and 10 years in

corrective institutions.

( The following extracts from a
letter from Dresden, Germany con-

cerning the trial of the ill members
of the Socialist Workers Party was
published in the British New Lead-
er for November 17, 1Q33.)

About the methods of investiga-

tion reports are now coming through

"It Is known that most of the
accused after being arrested were
brought to the Dresden Storm troops
barracks in the former Trade Union
Building

"Answer 'Yes' or "No'
"

"Usually they were brought to a
room and commanded to stand by a

stone pilar. Then a commissioner'
began the investigation, continual!
ly insulting the prisoner. The al-

'

leged crime was put as a question, 1

and the rpisoner could answer only
'Yes' or 'No'. If he answered
otherwise, the stormtrooper punched

I
his face so hard that liis head

I
struck the stone pillar with terri-

fic force.

"It is impossible to describe the
results of this treatmnet. The vic-

tims almost lost consciousness, and
the more they screamed the more
pleasure their torturers gained

"If this first 'admonition'—so

they called this brutal treatment
—did not succeed, It was reinforced

by blows from the rubber trunch-
eons on the head and back, until

the wretched victims admitted any-
thing to avoid further" torture
In some cases the accused were

(Continued on Page 4)

pendent Shoe Workers* Union of

Salem, with about 2,000 members.
Tlie attempt to bring the Brother-
hood oE Shoe Workers and Allied
Craftsmen of Brockton, with about
11,000 members, into the amalgama-
tion movement has not yet succeed-

ed because of official opposition, but
a strong rank and tile sentiment
for the unitication exists there also.

Independent Unions in Shoe Industry

'Die shoe industry lias long been
noted for the multiplicity of inde-

pendetlt unions. The shoe workers
were forced onto this path by the
systematic betrayals of the official

A. F. of L. body, the Boot and Shoe
Workers' Union. Even from the
standpoint of typical American re-

actionary unionism, this "label"
union stands in a class by itself as
;i corrupt and boss-serving organi-
zation. The impulse of the work-
ers for genuine trade unionism
manifested itself in almost every
revolt through the medium of inde-
pendent organization. The weak-
ness of their movement arose from
the inability up till now to bring
the various independent organiza-

tions together; the conservative of-

ficialdom, which fastened itself on
the two main organizations, block-
ed the unify.

The strike wave of the past sea-

son gave the necessary impulse to
the movement from below and car-
ried it forward with a surging
militancy to the present result. If

tlie delegates at Boston succeed in

carrying out the mandate of the
rank and file, and come out of the
convention with a harmonious pro-

gram for the final amalgamation of
(be unions, a new day will dawn
for the shoe workers of the coun-
try and a bright page of labor his-

tory will be turned. The solidarity

and hope of the advanced workers
iverj where will be with the con-
vention in its deliberations and
every progressive tendency in the
labor movement will be slrengthen-

ed and encouraged by its success.

Bright Prospects of New
Independent Union

The bright prospects for the em-
ergence of a new powerful union of
workers on an independent basis,

at a time when the general tide 18

Mowing strongly In the channel of

the A. F. of L., demonstrates once
again that the labor movement
follows nobody's pre-conceived plan
or arbitrary pattern, but takes its

own course iu different industries

according to differing circum-
stances. If the general developments
of the past months dealt a crush-
ing blow to those who prescribed
tiie arbitrary building of new in-

dependent unions all along the line,

the specific situation in the shoe
industry, which drove with the force

of necessity* to the constitution of

a completely Independent union, re-

futes the A. F. of L. fetishists no
less conclusively.

The new amalgamated shoe work-
ers' union will not be a "dual un-
ion" ; it will be the legitimate and
genuine organization in the indus-

try and will be entitled to the un-
qualified support of the workers in

its struggle for supremacy against

the A. F. of L. union, the corrupt

and treacherous "Boot and Shoe"

Tasks of New Union

In our opinion the new union
will have the task of making fur-

ther efforts to come to an agree-

ment and unification with the

Brockton Brotherhood (independ-

ent) and in waging a determined
battle to organize the enthre in-

dustry in head-on collision with
the corrupt "Boot and Shoe" affili-

ate of the A. F. of L. The worst
danger to the new movement is pre-

sented by those who have some
maneuvers with the Boot and Shoe
Workers' Union up their sleeve.

Tlie problem of the new union is

to become a power in its own right

and drive its corrupt rival from the

field with the help of the. betrayed
shoe workers still within its ranks
who only await a favorable oppor-

tunity to break away from it and
unite with their fellow workers in

a genuine labor organization.

The developments among the shoe
workers provide another instruc-

tive lesson regarding the real trend

of the labor movement. In demon-
strating the vitality that remains
in the independent union movement
they prove concretely, at the same
tfme, that the organizations of the

Stalinists cannot be the medium for

its growth. The Shoe and Leather
Workers' Industrial Union, after

trying in every way to disrupt the
amalgamation movement and to

take the place of the other unions,
has been reduced to such a vJeak
positrtji that it had to apply for

admission into the amalgamation
convention at the last moment un-
der pressure of its own members.
The Stalinists contributed nothing
but disruption and disorganization
to the effort to bring the shoe work-
ers together and' have completely
.discredited themselves.
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«NoU-Unser Wort's Reply

to the Hitler Plebiscite
(The following article, re-

printed from Unser Wort, tiie

German organ of the Bolshevik-

Leninists, was published prior

to the Nazi plebiscite on the
withdrawal of Germany from
the League of Nations and the

sanctioning of Hitler's foreign

policy.—Ed >

There ere many reasons for the
Hitler Plebiscite and the withdraw-
al from the League of Nations. In

the first place they seem to have
been dictated by th< daily worries

of the Hitler government. While
these worries do not permit us to

predict the fall of German fasc-
ism, nevertheless we must not
neglect them.

First, therj is the trial on th*
burning of the Reichstag which is

truly not a glorious page in the

history of Fascism, and which seri.

ously compromises the Hitler gov-

ernment before the foreign world.

There are also the differences in

the leadership which they will not
be able to stifle or minimize for

very long. There is, moreover, the
rapid decline in the confidence and
enthusiasm of the petty bourgeois

masses gathered from reports of

all parts of the Reich. All this

makes it necessary to "do some-
something", to divert the at-

tention of t)i-: foreign worlj ,'ind

the popular masses, to find a
slogan which will mobilize every,
body for the creation of a new
national united front. The (ield of

"external national policv" is quite
appropriate to this end. Nowhere
had the agreement with the Fascist
bandits of all sections of the
population been greater ; nowhere
has the noisy work of the Fascists
borne better fruit, in no tpiestio]]

is the ideological t-emoraUwitict
of the German proletariat more
marked, thanks to the shameful ac-

tivity of the Socialist and Commun-
ist parties, than in this field.

Even if this plebiscite was not
an organized comedy—whose re.

suits are made to order by the Min-
ister for Reichstag Fires, that is,

the Minister of Propaganda—Hitler
could secure votes on this field bet-

ter than on any other. The "impos-

ing" results of these elections back-

ed by all the methods of Fascist ter-

ror, compared with which the
"Balkan elections" ere orgies of
democratic freedom, will appear in

the eyes of the outside world—
which has no real notion of thiB

German Macedonia—as a demon-
stration of the German people in

favor of Hitler. There are important
tasks of activity and propaganda
for the emigrants in this Held.

Hitler's step—the withdrawal
from the League of Nations—ha*
far deeper consequences than the
trivial interests of daily agitation.

It was dictated almost completely
by the development of German im-

perialism after the war. The Im-
perialist contradictions being op-

posed to its complete annihilation,

German imperialism, suffering in

its own forces, struggles forcibly

to reach first rank. If it cannot
obtain it as an independent force it

endeavors to become an dual ally

treated with equality and esteem.

For cjnly a war, openly posing th»
question of a new division of the

world, could re-establish its own
status. In this connection, Hitler

Is only continuing what was begun
by Stresemann and Herrmann Mai-
ler.

The move of Hitler in Geneva
rests less on his courage than on
the utilization of the Japanese ex-

perience. The great powers of the
League of Nations have so demon-
strated1 their weakness on the de-
parture of Japan, that Germany,
still weaker, has permitted itself to
do likewise.

The unparalleled economic de-
cadence has forced Germany to
look for quick solutions and to

desert the path of patient negotia-
tions. Experience has vindicated
the position of Germany. No one
wants today to engage in war with
Germany ; no French paper dares

to pose the question of sanctions.

On the other hand it would bs
false to imagine that Germany
wants to go to war tomorrow. Sev-
eral years of preparation are nec-
essary. Still less does it want
war against France. In this sense
Hitler's speeches are quite "sin-

cere" They want to buy the dear-
est alliance, but not for war in the
west. The real way for war, parti-

cularly for Hitler Germany, is the
East.

The. decision of Fascist Germany
has sown the greatest confusion in
the socialist and Communist part-
ies. Both of them, kicking over
Marxism, have accused Hitler not
of nationalism, but of lack of na-
tionalism. The whole agitation of
the C. P. G. up to the month of
June still tends to demonstrate
the national "treachery" of Hitler.

The Deutehe Freibeit stammers
pitifully that the action of Hitler
leads to a worsening of the positions

of Germany as If it were para-
graphs and statutes And not re-

lationship of forces which decide.

Hitler is still not national enough
for the C. P. G. We will be curioui
to know whether the G. P. G. wins
e single Nazi with the help of thi«
"tactic". But at the same time the
C. P. G. has fallen into another
contradiction. "While the C. P. G.
follows the line of the former for-

eign policy of the D S. S. E., Lit-

vinov has already embraced Her-
riot; Pilsudsky and Molotov send
telegrams of protest against the
German disturbed in the ranks of
the League of Nations. The entire

policy of the last years has deprived
tb< U. S. S. R. of Its independence
en the international arena and
forctt It to follow one or another
bloc.

We Internationalist-CommunlBtt

have a fundamentally different

point of view on the national ques-
tion. For us, the main enemy is

German imperialism, the represen-
tative of exploitation and the arti-

ficer of the next war, and not the
treaty of Versailles, whose abolition

can only help our enemies. We
have never followed a nationalist
policy as do the msieraMe epigones
of Bolshevism. We have a 1way

8

fought It as a policy which streng-

thens the exploiters ami brings war
nearer. In this sense . we arouse
the masses, today again, against
this Hitlerite policy which despite
its pacilistic phrases and by means
of its pacifistic phrases is preparing
for war. There is only one way :

to reject this shameful plebiscite of
the organizers of hunger und the
hangmen

:

NO!

Red FleetGreetedwith Cry: LongLiveTrotsky

During Visit to Greece

i>

Athens, Oct 28

An extensive agitation was car-

ried on by our comrades among the

sailors ot the Red Fleet during the

live days they stopped over in the

port. of Phalere.

The fleet, composed of a cruiser

and two destroyers entered the

port of Phalere on Monday morning.

The first day was devoted to official

visits. The eight admirals paid

their respects to the minister of

the Navy. The minister returned the

visit of the tleet, receptions, speech-

es of friendship and mutual ad-

miration,, etc. The police were

mobilized. No one could approach

the harbor The streets of Athens

were full of dicks and bulls. But

us the admirals left the ministry

of Navy, their auto was covered

with tiie leaflets of the organization

iind the admirals were greeted with

Unemployment Insurance - A Slogan

to Unite Teachers and Workers
The growth of the population,

the struggle against illiteracy, the
lack of schools and the increasing
specialization of knowledge and
improvement in educational meth-
ods nil make necessary an expansion
of the educational system of the
United States, particularly what is

called the free school system. But
no expansion is taking place. On
the contrary, under the pressure of

the crisis the capitalists «re trying

to conserve profits or reduce loss-

es, among other means, by easing
the tax burden through economy in

civil and state government at the

expense of the educational system.
The toll this economy has exacted

can be guaged from some figures

given in a recent resolution present-

ed to George F. Zook, United States
Commissioner of Education, by four
hundred representatives of forty

educational organizations. "More
than 2,200,000 children of school
age are already deprived of educa-
tional opportunity" and "nearly

2,000 rural schools failed to open
this fall". To these figures should
be added the curtailment of school
terms, :be shortage of Indispensable
material like text books, the crowd-
ed class-rooms and the other easily

imagined injurious effects of this

economy.
What all this means to the teach-

ers can be seen from statements in

the same resolution. "One in every
three American teachers is now re-

ceiving less than $750 per year.
Thousands of teachers are receiving

no salary at all."

Not A Temporary Phenomenon
There is good reason to believe

that ibis contraction is not a tem-
porary phenomenon. The need for
economy is not likely soon to dis-

appear. The crisis is not over. The
bankers and realty Interests will

continue to squeeze for greater
profits and greater economies. And
this crisis, should the capitalists

succeed in overcoming, it, will be
succeeded by others of a deeper
character. If our present experi-
ence means anything it indicates
that the attacks on the educational
system will increase and cut deep-
er.

It follows that the employed teach-
ers will suffer a drastic lowering
of their living and working condi-
tions if they do not organize and
resist. The thousands of unemploy-
ed teachers and the thousands more
who are qualifying to teach will

never do so if they wait for the
capitalist mastwrs of society to
provide them with the opportunity.
Together they should struggle for
the expansion of the educational
system and resist its contraction.
For this they need unity. The

unemployed should support the
struggle of the employed against
curtailment of school facilities as
every successful resistance increas-
es the possibility of advancing to

the counter-attack for expansion ot
them. The employed should sup-
port the struggle of the unemployed
for work and relief as every suc-
cess in this direction removes a
threat against the lowering of
their own standards through the
pressure of the unemployed for
work.

Unemployment Insurance For
Teachers

The fight for unemployment' in-
surance is one of the best means of
uniting the employed and unemploy-

ed teachers. It conforms to the

bitter need of the unemployed for

relief. And it therbey deprives the

economizers of a lever to lower the

standards of the employed.

At bottom the problems of the

educational system are insoluble

except on the basis of the social

revolut ion. Sooner or later the

course of the teachers' struggles

will lead them into the channels of

the revolutionary movement.

Today the problem is the organi-

zation of a struggle for defense and
relief. By their own efforts the

teachers cannot succeed against

(heir powerful enemies. They need
assistance from the workers who
have the same enemies.

In the struggle for unemployment
insurance the teachers have a
means of joining their struggle

with that of the workers movement.
In the, Cincinnati, 1032 and Wash-
ington, 1033 conventions the A. F.

of L. went on record for unemploy-
ment insurance. We do not expect
that Creen and Woll will organize

the movement for it of thier own
accord. But the wheels can be set

in motion by pressure from the

rank and tile.

The teachers now have an oppor-

tunity to begin the agitation in the

A. F. of L. The American Federa-

tion of Teachers is a part of it. The
passage of the resolution for un-

employment insurance two years

running gives a good basis to raise

the question of doing something
about it in the A. F. of I,. It gives

the teachers' movement a card of

entry to almost every union meet-

ing to present its case for united

action. The teachers should begin

this Important activity.

—T. STAMM.

Greetings to Australian

'Militant'

We are happy to announce the

receipt of another paper from a far

end of the world bearing the title,

the Militant. It is the organ of our
newly-formed Austrialisn section

known as the Workers' Party (Left

Opposition). The Austriaiian Mili-

tant is a twelve page mimeograph-
ed journal devoted to theoretical

problems facing the working class

in Australia and internationally.

Thorn is powerful testimony to

the growing strength of the ideas of

Marxism as represented1 by the

Bolshevik-Leninists in the appear-

ance of a group of comrades and
a paper advocating them In Car

away Australia. We take particu-

lar pride In making this announce-

ment not only because the new
paper is a namesake of our organ

and because of its reprinting of

articles from the Militant and
Young Spartacns hut also because

we feel a particular responsibility

in the formation of the Australian

section of the Bolshevik-Leninists.

It was the Militant that carried1 the

message to them.

Revolutionary greetings to our

Australian comades! More power

to your progress and1 success in the

Australian labor movement ! We
are wholeheartedly with you in

your struggle for the proletarian

revolution in Australia!

shouts i "Long Live the Red Fleet
and Army I Long Live Trotsky !"

The Visting Days
The second day was the sailors'.

The sailors, in groups with officers

at their head, went to visit the

museums. It was then that we had
the opportunity to carry on an ex-

tensive agitation. A group of com-
rades distributed leaflets in Kussian
to them in the Archeologic museum.
The sailors were accompanied up
to the station with shouts : "Long
Live the lied Fleet, Long Live the

Bed Anny! Long Live Trotsky !" On
Concord Square the police attacked

our comrades and arrested a com-
rade, as- well as a worker sympath-
izer, who hud crashed the ranks of

the sailors and, distributed the leaf-

lets. Under coercion the sailors

made no gesture and did not ac-

cept the leaflets.

On the Acropolis another strong
group of comrades mixed with the

sailors and discussed with them.
They stated that the sailors show-
ed' an Intense interest, but the of-

ficers intervened and pushed them
away. There were sailors who in-

sulted the name of comrade Trot-

sky. But a great number remain-

ed silent and showed a kind of

astonishment to see so many "Trot-

sky bits".

A big sailor approached our com-
rades and said in a low voice "Trot-

sky is O. K." Another, bearing the
insignia of the C I', pushed him
away and insulted him. For three
hours our comrades persisted, sing-

ing the Internationale and resolute-

ly plying them with questions on
the expulsion of comrade Trotsky
and the fate of Hakovsky.

At Every Step

But what caused most surprise

among the sailors was the fact that

as' they strolled along in small

groups they encountered "Trotsky-

ists" at every step who greeted

them with the shout: "Long Live
Trotsky !" and handed them leatllets.

There were cases where the sailors

answered* with insults. But some
of them (those who were not ac-

companied by officers) took the

leaflets and hid them. In the stores

where the sailors bought foot-wear

and small articles they were aston-

ished to find leaflets of our organi-

sation. Our comrades of the trade
union of store employees who were
well-supplied with leaflets enclosed

them in the purchases made by the

sailors. There were also charac-

teristic scenes in which on the one
hand the bureaucrats showed their

wrath and the terror to which the

sailors were subjected.

A group of sailors were making
purchases at a store. The guide

showed them a survey of the party.

The sailors said: No, it is Trotsky-
ism j\.U the Greeks are Trotskyists.

The C. P. did nothing. It could
only mobilize a dozen bureaucrats,

who gathered in the Acropolis in

a very wise manner, so as not to

disturb the friendly relations of

the two countries. This was the

only demonstration of the Stalin-

ists. The journalists were not
given the right of entry on the
warships. The most characteristic

thing was that the sailors did not

dare to speak to anyone. Even
when people knowing foreign langu-

ages offered their services as in-

terpreters, the sailors did not ac-

cept ihem.

The Attitude of the Sailors

As to the general attitude of the

sailors—they were silent, austere

and ''wise". When they entered a
store, one of them, always with a

party insignia, remained outside
and watched. They all bought foot-

wear for themselves or for their

wives, stockings and watches. They
were well-clad save for Iheir shoes
which were in bad condition. Dur-
ing their noon-hour meal (they ate

on the Acropolis) they ate a cheap
(iiialiiy of bread and margarine.

The cruiser "Krasuy-Kavkaz",
built in the U. S. S. It., made a
great impression, by its armament
and generally by its construction,

on tin-1 journalists and the officers

of the (J reek navy. They wrote
many articles on it.

The Heel left for Naples, Italy in

the evening. They will probably

go «No to Marseilles. The oppor-

tunity, will also he present there to

show the sailors of the lied Fleet

that the liquidation of "Trotsky-

ism" only exists in the minds of

the bureaucrats of the Stalinist

clique.

Statement of Goldman on

JoiningCommunist League
In joining the Left Opposition I

am doing that which every thinking

revolutiona ry Marxist should not
fail to do. That the Stalinist bu-

reaucracy has forsaken the idea of

the world revolution and uses the

phrase only in the ritual on holiday

celebrations should by this time be

clew to everyone who keeps fairly

well informed with ideas and
events.

What it is incumbent upon every

revolutionary Marxist to assert and
emphasise is that the abandonment
of the world revolution represents

the greatest danger to the Soviet

Ijnion. To the middle class intel-

lectuals Stalin gives evidence of his

great 'stiitemansliip" by concen-

trating on "building socialism in

one country". To them comrade
Trotsky is the wild revolutionary

without a sense of "realism". To
the working class revolutionist
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The government money policy in

i elation to tile national recovery act

of the present administration has
reached :i critical stage. A strug-

gle within the camp of the big

bourgeoisie over methods to be used

against other imperialists, the mid-

dle clasi at. home and the workers

Of the world has been brought to

the surfuce. In the llrst stage of

the NKA this struggle, which was
officially inaugurated with the

election of Roosevelt, was some-
what concealed. Now it has
broken out in the open.

It is no accident that the present

con trove I'Mj' rages around a second-
ary i»sne such as the monetary
policy. It seems to be an excellent

point ot attack for the opposition

capitalists. At the same time it is

a convenient cover for the more
important struggle. Due to his gov-
ernment position! I' 1'. Sprague was
in a key position to launch an
attack. His resignation as treas-

ury financial adviser is hailed by
the press as a step that will bring
into sharp relief the different views
on the monetary question. This is

true. Nevertheless the iiuestion re-

mains a secondary one.

Dr. Sprague's Statement

Dr. Spraguo understands the dif-

ficulties of the capitalist, system as

(l whole. More significant on this

score than his criticism of the
Hoosijjelt money policy was the
following statement by Dr. Sprague

:

"Capitalism cannot survive un-
less we get together, tackle and
solve these major problems which
are breaking It. down, which have al-

ready partially broken it down. I

should say that, failing solution,

the final breakdown will come two
years from now."
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THE N. R. A. AND THE AMER-

ICAN WORKING CLASS
Friday, December 8, 1933, 8 P. M.
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Pioneer Publisher Notes

on Pamphlets

A pamphlet on the history of
Soviet" diplomacy under Lenin and1

under the Stalin regime Is in pre-:

paratlon and. will be published by
the Pioneer Publishers. This pam-
phlet will present documentary ma-
terial showing the revisionist dilu-

tion of Soviet foreign policy under
Litvinov-Staiin, the glaring change
from the first Commisar of Foreign
Affairs to the present incumbetn,
from Brest-Litovsk to Washington.

Comrade Shaehtman has been as-

signed to prepare this material
This ,>amphlet is intended for wide
distribution at low cost. Its uuick
appearance is imperative. Many
workers will be intensely interested
in learning its contents and thus
adding to their store of Marxian
knowledge. Financial contributions
are needed so that this pamphlet
can make its appearance without
delay. Send all funds to Pioneer
Publishers, 84 East 10th Street,

New York City.

A SPECIAL OFFER
In order that the militant work-

er be given the opportunity to know
the tremendous differences between
Soviet diplomacy of 1933 and that

ot lOtS, Pioneer Publishers is mak-
ing a special offer of the splendid-

ly documented volume, "Russia and
Germany at Brest-Litovsk" by Judah
L. Magnes published first in 1918.

This valuable book together with
Arne Swabeck's pamphlet, "Unem-
ployment and' the American Work-
ing Class" will sell for 2-5 "cuts

Of course this is only half of

the story. The other half, which

Lenin warned our class about, is

that without a revolutionary party

a revolutionary policy and revolu-

tionary leadership, there cannot be

« successful revolution no matter

how difficult the situation ol" capi-

talism is.

Drastic Steps Te Be Taken

In the money policy of the gov-

ernment, all of the mild methods of

inflation have been tried. Now in-

dications are that more drastic

steps are to be taken. This is one
of the reasons for the present at-

tack of tiie "sound money'' advo-

cates. Some say that Roosevelt is

fighting the inflationists with in-

flation, meaning that he is using

mild forms of inflation to head off

direct currency inflation. Others

do not desire to be kept in the

dark as to the government policy

and hope that the attack will force

the issuance of a statement, indicat-

ing more completely the objectives

of the present drift in the Roose-

velt monetary policy. Tin; Eur-

opean economists, reviewing the

steps taken by the United Slates,

inform the dollar defenders that

they rook the identical steps sev-

eral years ago.

But underlying and more funda-

mental than the offensive over the

monetary policy of the administra-

tion is the struggle of the capitalist

group working for greater govern-

ment and industrial centralization

against the capitalist individualists.

And also there is the struggle over

the iiuestion of the financial under-

takings and expenses of the govern-

ment for which at present there are

no means of equalizing through

government income. Some argue

that the middle class will have io

bear the burden with increased

taxes. Others contend that the is-

suing of green-backs and currency

inflation is the best method. This
is not only a conflict between the

big capitalists and the middle class.

It is a struggle within the camp ot

the big capitalists themselves as to

the best method of consolidating

and maintaining their power at

home aucT abroad with the least

friction. The struggle against the

pound and the franc on the interna-

tional field is as fundamental as

the struggle against the other class-

es at home. For, in the last analy-

sis, the leading imperialists desire

to have the dollar sailing the seven

seas tts the dominating internation-

al exchange when monetary agree-

ment can be reached on a basis

satisfactory to America.

Increase In Foreign Trade

The increase in foreign trade for

the month of October is reported

enthusiastically by the capitalist

press which attributes a consider-

able part of this gain to the de-

preciation of the dollar in relation

to the pound and the franc. Soviet

recognition and trade, through
credits on American terms, are re-

garded as a step to increase the

exports and regain markets. In

addition to this America holds a
favorable position in the Pan- Am-
erican conference.

The tinkering with) the financial

structure is only a surface scratch
of the problems and contradictions

confronting American imperialism.

At the most such measures can
only provide short breathing spells.

The more fundamental problems
will have to be "tackled and
solved" to prevent a break-down.

—HUGO OEHLER.
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Stalin's path means inevitable dis-

aster and betrayal of the intema-
liomil working class, including the
Russian. This explains why stf

many of the New Kepublie and
Nation enthusiasts yiv Hocking to

the banner of Stalinism al the time
when revolutionary Marxists are ex-
pelled from the Communist parties.

When in the early part of 1903 I

bec-ama acquainted with Trotsky's
"Criticis.ni of the Draft Program"
I immediately knew who represent-
ed the truth of revolutionary Mars-
ism. J hoped, however, that the
Communist International would be
compelled by the force of events to

change ils i«ilicies. i was not con-
vinced that it wus necessary to fol-

low 1:011) radc Trotsky in making an
i jieii and int til nsigeant struggle
againsl the destructive ideas and
taclics of tiie Comintern. Only my
very closest friends knew where
my swnpalliics lay. The party
functionaries itnew that 1 followed
Trotsky's writings very closely and
expressed some displeasure but at-

tributed my interest to the fact
that 1 was not a worker but an
intellectual.

My five months in the Soviet Un-
ion in 1031 left, me more disturbed
than ever. On the one hand I saw
tiie successful building of huge fac-

ioi'ies, while on the other hand I

saw evident signs of degeneration
in the party, and working class
and peasant dissatisfaction. For-
tunately in fhe last month of my
stay I came in contact with an Am-
erica n-.Iewisii worker in Kharkov,
and my first enthusiasm engender-
ed by the appearance of huge fac-
lories was tempered by a more in-

timate knowledge of tiie life of the
Soviet worker as revealed to me by
th New York machinist who left the
United States because he heard
Olgin, in « lecture, describe the
Soviet Union as a veritable para-
dise.

Testimony of Kussian Party
Members

The economic hardships for the
workers and peasants, however,
were not in themselves sufficient

to cause one to change his views
on basic principles. Difficulties and
hardships are to be expected. In
1931, the effect of the adventurous
policies of the "liquidation of the
kulak as a class" and- "the five

year plan in four" was not yet
fully apparent. There was a great
dec I of hope that the end1 of the
five year plan would witness a
marked improvement.
What was most disturbing was

the intellectually stifling atmo-
sphere in the party. Several times
party members, when with me
alone, asked me in a whisper con-
cerning the whereabouts of Trot-
sky. They did not even know that
he was in Turkey. The party mem-
bers had a grotesque picture ot
coiKlit ions in capitalist countries.
Discussion in the party units re-

volved around how best to carry
out the party line. It was no long-

er a Communist party—that is, a
living, thinking, functioning group
of class-conscious workers but a
Imse machine unthinkingly carry-
ing out the behests of "the leader".

Upon my return to the United
States I was determined to give
(he Chicago workers who were In-

terested a more realistic picture of

the Soviet Union. Though more
convinced than ever that Trotsky
was right in his criticism of Stal-

in's economic policies in the So-

viet Union, I was not yet prepared
Io begin a struggle in the open. I

therefore omitted many things in

my lectures on the Soviet Union. I

simply warned my listeners not to

go to the Soviet Union for the pur-

pose of remaining there.

The German Lesson
It was the German situation and

the insane policies followed by the
C. I. bureaucrats that convinced me
of the necessity of an open fight

against these policies. It became
obvious that not to struggle against

the Comintern "line" amounted to

an actual betrayal. Comrade Trot-

sky was absolutely correct in his

open and uncompromising struggle

against the revisionism of Stalin and
his fellow-bureaucrats. No longer
cjuiet, but speaking openly against
the C. I. line, I was immediately
expelled.

I knew, of course, that I be-

longed to the I.eft Opposition. Nev-
ertheless 1 would not join without
getting in touch with the "Love-
stoneites" and reading their litera-

ture over again. The more I read
of their position, the more I talk-

ed with their representatives, the
more disgusted I became. The two-
Stalin idea—one the- correct Stalin

tor the Soviet Union and the other

1 lie Incorrect one for the capitalist

countries—was sickening. Herberg's
article in the Modern Monthly
explaining the position of the
Lovestoneitcs" was the last straw.

It is pitiful for anyone to attempt
to make such a sharp distinction

between Stalinism in the Soviet
Union and in the capitalist coun-
tries. It is a denial of Marxism
for anyone to say : the principles

are correct, only the tactics are
wrong.

The Principles of Marx and Lenin

I have joined the Left Opposition

because it represents the interests

of the international revolutionary
working class. It is clear to me
that the principles upon which it

stands are based upon the teachings

of Marx and Lenin and free from
the filth and revisionism ot Stalin

and his obedient satellites In the
Soviet Union and1

in the capitalist

countries.

He 'who understands the princi-

ples of revolutionary Marxism and
who is not afraid to struggle for

those principles has only one road
to follow—to build a new party
and a new international under the
leadership of the Left Opposition.

—ALBERT GOLDMAN.
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THE LANGUAGE OF BOLSHEVIK DIPLOMACY
. ®

(Note of Soviet Comissar «f

Foreign Affairs CMctaerin to

President Woodrow Wilson,

transmitted through the Nor-

wegian Attache in Moscow, Oct-

ober 24, 1918).

Mr. President,

Id your message of January 8th

to the Congress of the United States

of North America, in the sixth

point, you spoke of your profound

sympathy for Russia, which was
then conducting, single-handed, neg-

otiations with the mighty German
Imperialism. Your program, you
declared, demands the evacuation

of all Russian territory end such a
settlement of all questions affecting

Russia as will secure the best and

freest co-operation of the other na-

tions of the world in obtaining for

her an unhampered and unembar-

rassed opportunity for the indep-

endent determination of her poli-

tical development and national pol-

icy, and assure her a sincere wel-

come Into the society of free na-

tions under institutions of her own

'

choosing; and, more than a wel-!

come, assistance of every kind that

she may need and may herself de-

sire. And you added that "the

treatment accorded to Russia by
|

her sister nations in the months to

come will be the acid' test of their

good-will, of their comprehension
of her needs aa distinguished from
their own interests, and of their

intelligent and unselfish sympathy."
The- desperate struggle which we

were waging at Brest-Litovsk

against German Imperialism appar-
ently only intensified your sympathy

«Ours Is a People s Government

Yours lsNot»-Chicherinto Wilson

for Soviet Russia, for jou send
greetings to the Congress of the
Soviets, which under the threat of
a German offensive ratified the
Brest peace of violence—greetings
and assurance that Soviet Russia
might count upon American help.

Test of American Capitalism's

"Good Will"

Six months have passed since
then, and the Russian people have
had sufficient time to get actual
test of your Government's and your
Allies' good will, of their compre-
hension of the needs of the Rus-
sian people, of their intelligent un-
selfish sympathy. This attitude of
your Govenrment and- of your Al-
lies was shown first of all in the
conspiracy which was organized on
Russian territory with the finan-
cial' assistance of your French Al-
lies and with the diplomatic co-op-
eration of your Government as well
—the conspiracy of the Czeeho-Slov-
aks to whom your Government i*
furnishing every kind of assistance.
For some time attempts had been
made to create a pretext for a war
between Russia and the United
States by spreading false stories to
the effect that German war prison-
ers had seized' the SiBerian roil-

way, but your own officers, and
after them Colonel Robins, the head

of your Red Cross Mission, had1 been

convinced that these allegations

were absolutely false. The Czecho-
slovak conspiracy was organized
under the slogan that unless tbeil
misled unfortunate people be pro-

tected, they would be surrendered
to Germany and Austria; but you
may find out, among other sources,

from the open letter of Captain
Sadoul, of the French Military Mis-
sion, how unfounded this charge is.

The Czechoslovaks would* hav*
left Russia in the beginning of the

year bad the French Government
provided ships for them. ITor sev-

eral months we have waited in

vain for your Allies to provide the
opportunity for the Czecho-SIovaks
lo leave. Evidently these Govern-
ments have very much preferred the

presence of the Czecho-SIovaks 1b

Russia—the results show for what
objec£—to their departure for

France and their participation in

the fighting on the French front.

The best proof of the real object

of the Czecho-SIovaks rebellion is

the fact that although in control of

the Siberian railway, the Czecho-
slovaks have not taken advantage
of this to leave Russia, but by the
order of the Entente Governments,
whose directions they follow, have
remained in Russia to become the

JKOY TROTSKY

OurPresent Tasks
r

The victory of national-socialism'
in Germany brought about In other!

countries not the strengthening of
Communist but of democratic tend-l

encies. In an especially clear form-
we see this in the examples of'

England and Norway. But the
same process is undoubtedly taking
place in a series of other countries
as well. It is very possible that
the soelal-demoeracy of Belgium in
particular will in the nearest fu-

ture go through a period of a new
political ascent. That reformism
is the worst break on historic de-
velopment and that the social-dem-
ocracy Is doomed to failure—this

is ABC to us. But the ABC alone
does not suffice. In the general
historic decline of reformism just

as in the decline of capitalism,

periods of temporary rise are in-

evitable. The candle burns most
brightly before it goes out. The
formula; either Fascism or Com-,
uranism is absolutely correct but
only in the final historic analysis.

The destructive policy of the Com-
intern supported by the authority
of the workers' state has not only
compromised revolutionary methods
but has also given to the soeial-

democjacy, defiled by crimes and
treacheries, the opportunity of rais-

ing up again over the working class

the banner of democracy as the
banner of salvation.

The Workers Dread Fascism
Tens of millions of workers are

alarmed to the ve"ry depths of their

hearts by the danger of Fascism.
Hitler showed them again what the
destruction of working class organ-
izations and of elementary dem-
ocratic rights means. The Stalin-

ists kept on asserting for the last

couple of years that there is no
difference between Fascism and
democracy, that Fascism and social-

democracy are twins. On the tragic
experience of Germany th'e work-
ers of the whole world convinced
themselves of the criminal absurd-
ity of such assertions. Therefore
the further decline of the Stalinist

parties under conditions exception-
ally favorable for the revolution-

ary wing. Therefore also the de-

sire of the workers to hold on to
their mass organizations and to
their democratic rights. Thanks to

the ten-year criminal policy of the
Stallnized Comintern the political

problem presents itself to the con-
sciousness of the many-milHoned
working class masses not in the
form of a decisive alternative: the
dictatorship of Fascism or the dic-

tatorship of the proletariat, but in

a form of a more primitive and
vague alternative : Fascism or dem-
ocracy.

Take the Situations As It Is

We must take the resultant poli-

tical situation as it la without
creating any illusions. Of course,

we remain always true to ourselves
anil tp our banner; always and un-
der all condltons we say openly who
we are, what we want and where
we are going. But we cannot force

our program on the masses mechan-
ically. Tbe experience of the Stal-

inists on this score is sufficiently

eloquent. Instead of coupling their

locomotive to the train of the work-
ing class and accelerating Its move-
ment forward, the Stalinists set

their locomotive with a loud whistle
towards the train of the proletariat
and sometimes even collide with it

so that only scrap is left of the
small locomotive. The consequ-
ences of such poltey are evident

:

In some countries the proletariat

has fallen a defenseless victim of
Fascism, in others it has been
thrown back to the positions of

reformism.

The Straggle for Democratic

"Rights-

There can be no thought of coarse
of a serious and protracted regen-

eration of reformism. It is really

not a question of reformism in the
wide sense of the word but of the
instinctive desire of the workers to
safeguard their organizations and
their "rights". From this purely
defensive and purely conservative
position the working class can «nd
must in the process of struggle go
over to a revolutionary offensive
along the whole line. The offen-
sive, in its turn, must make the
masses more susceptible to great
revolutionary tasks and consequ-
ently to our program. But to
achieve this we jnust go through
the period opening up before us
together with the masses, in their
first ranks, without dissolving In
them but also without detaching
from them.

The Stalihiets (and their miser-
able imitators, the Brandlerists)
declared democratic slogans under
prohibition for all the countries of
the world: for India which did not
as yet accomplish its liberating
national revolution; for Spain
where the proletarian vanguard
must yet find the ways for trans-
forming the creeping bourgeois rev-
olution into a socialist one; for
Germany, where the crushed and
atomized! proletariat is deprived of
all that is achieved during the last
century; for Belgium the prole-
tariat or which does not take its

eyes off Its Eastern borders and,
suppressing a deep mistrust, sup-
ports the party of democratic "paci-
fism" (Vandervelde & Co.). The
Stalinists deduce the bare renunci-
ation of democratic slogans in «
purely abstract way from the gen-
eral characteristic of our epoch
as an epoch of imperialism and of
socialist revolution.

Deepen the Channels of Struggle

Thus presented, the question con-
tains not even a grain of dialectics!

Democratic slogans aud Illusions

cannot be abolished by decree. It
is necessary that the masses go
through them and outlive them in

the experience of battles. The task
of the proletariat consists in coup-
ling its locomotive to the train at
the masses, it is necessary to find

the dynamic elements In the present
defensive position of the working
class ; we most make the masses
draw conclusions from their own
democratic logic, we must widen
and deepen the channels of the
struggle. And1 on this road quan-
tity passes over into quality.

The Bolsheviks In 1917

Let us recall once more tbat in

1917 when the Bolsheviks were Im-
measurably stronger than any one
of the present sections of the Com-
intern they continued to demand
the earliest convocation of the Con-
stituent Assembly, the lowering of

the voting age, the right of suf-

frage for soldiers, the election of

officials, etc., etc. The main slogan
of the. Bolsheviks "all power to the
Soviets" meant from the beginning
of April up to September 1917 all

power to the social-democracy
(Menshevlks and Social-Revolution-

aries). When the reformists en-

tered into a governmental coalition

with the bourgeoisie, the Bolsheviks
put forth the slogan "down with
the capitalist ministers". This sig-

nified again : workers, force the
Mensheviks and Social-Revolution-

aries to take the whole power into

their hands ! The political experi-

ence of the only successful prole-

tarian revolution is perverted and
falsified by the Stalinists beyond
recognition. Our task here also

consists In re-establishing the facts

and drawing from them the neces-

sary conclusions for the present.

Onr Tasks Today

We, Bolaheviks, consider that

the real salvation from Fascism
and war lies In the revolutionary
conquest of power and the estab-

lishing; of tbe proletarian dictator-

ship. You, socialist workers, do

not agree to this road. You bope
not only to save what has been
gained but also to move forward
along the road' of democracy. Good

!

As long as we have not convinced

you and attracted you to our side

we are ready to follow this road
with you to the end. But we demand
that you carry on the struggle for

democracy not in words but In

deeds. Everybody admits—each In

his own way—that in the present
conditions a "strong government"
is necessary. Well then, make your
party open up a real struggle for

a strong democratic government.
For this it is necessary first of ail

to sweep away all tbe remnants of

the feudal state. It is necessary to

give the suffrage to all men and
women who reached their 18th
birthday, also to the soldiers in

the army. Full concentration of

legislative and executive power In

the bands of one chamber! Let
your party open up a serious cam-
paign under these slogans, let it

arouse millions of workers, let it

conquer power through the drive

of the messes. This at any rate

would be a serious attempt of

struggle against Fascism and war.
We, Bolsheviks, would, retain the

right to explain to the workers the
insufficiency of democratic slogans;

we could not take upon ourselves

the political responsibility for the

social-democratic government; but
we would honestly help you in the
struggle for such a government ; to-

gether with you we would repel all

attacks of bourgeois reaction. More
than that, we would bind ourselves

before you not to undertake any
revolutionary actions which go be-

yond the limits of democracy (real

democracy) so long as the major-
ity of the workers has not consci-

ously placed itself on the aide of

revolutionary dictatorship.

Attitude Toward Socialist Workers

For the coming period this should
be our attitude towards socialist

and non-party workers. Having
taken together with them the in-

itial positions of democratic de-

fense, we must impart to this de-

fense immediately a serious prole-

tarian character. We must firmly

say to ourselves, we shall not allow

that which occured in Germany! It

is necessary that every class-con-

scious worker permeate himself

through and through with the

thought of not allowing Fascism to

raise its head. It is necessary sy»
tematicaliy and persistently to sur-

round workers homes, publishing

houses end clubs with a circle of

proletarian guards. It is necessary

just as persistently to encircle the

hearths of Fascism (newspapers,
clubs, .Fascist barracks) with a
proletarian blockade. We must
make fighting agreements with poli-

tical, trade-union, cultural, sport,

cooperative and other working class

organizations for cqmmon actions

for the defense of the institutions

of proletarian democracy. The
more serious and thoughtful, the

less ioud and boastful character

the w.ork will have, the. sooner we
will gain the confidence of the pro-

letariat, beginning with the youth,

and the surer it will lead to vic-

tory.

That is the way I picture the

basic characteristics of a truly

Marxian policy for the coming
period. In different countries of

Europe this policy will, of course,

assumfe a different form depending
on national circumstances. To fol-

low attentively all the changes in

the situation and all the shifts in

the consciousness of the masses
and to put forth at every new stage

slogans flowing from the Whole sit-

uation—In this consists the taek of

revolutionary leadership.

—L. TROTSKY.
Nov. 7, 1938

mainstay of the Russian counter-
revolution.

Promises and Performances

Their counter-revolutionary mu-
tiny, which made impossible the
transportation of grain and petro-
leum on the Volga, which cut off

the, Russian workers and peasant*
from the Siberian stores of grain
and other materials and condemned
them to starvation—this was the
first experience of the workers and
peasants of Russia with your Gov-
ernment and with your Allies after
your promises of the beginning of

the year. And then came another
experience; an attack on North
Russia by Allied troops, including
American troops, their invasion of
Russian territory without any
cause and without a declaration of
war, the occupation of Russian
cities and villages, executions of
Soviet officials and other acts of

violence against the peaceful popu-
lation of Russia.

You have promised, Mr. Presi-
dent, to eo-operete with Russia in

order to obtain for her an unham-
pered and unembarrassed opportun-
ity for the independent determina-
tion of her political development
and her national policy. Actually-

this co-operution took the form of
an attempt of the Czecho-SIovak
troops, and later, in Archangel,
Murmansk and the Far East, of
your own and your Allies' troops, to
force the Russian people to submit
to the rule of the oppresning and' ex-
ploiting classes, whose dominion
was overthrown by the workers and
peasants of Russia in November,
11117. The revival of the Russian
counter-revolution which has al-

ready become a corpse, attempts
to restore by force its bloody dom-
ination over the Russian people

—

such was the experience of the
Russian people, instead of co-opera-
tion for the unembarrassed1 expres-
sion of their will which you pro-
mised them, Mr. President, in your
declarations.

Wilson's "Assistance" to Russia

You have also, Mr. President, pro-

mised to the Russian people to as-

sist them in their struggle for in-

dependence. Actually this is what
has occurred : While the Russian
people were fighting on the South-
ern front against the counter-rev-
olution, which has betrayed them
to German Imperialism and was
threatening their independence,
while they were using ail their en-

ergy to organize the defense of

their territory against Germany at
their Western frontiers, they were
forced to move their troops to the
East to oppose the Czecho-SIovaks
who were bringing them slavery
and oppression, and to the North

—

against your Allies and your troops,

which had invaded1 their territory,

and against the counter-revolution-

ary organized by these troops.

Mr. President, the acid test of

the relations between the United
States end Russia gave quite dif-

ferent results from those that might
have been expected from your mes-
sage to the Congress. But we have
reason not to be altogether dis-

satisfied with even these results,

since the outrages of the counter-

revolution in the East and North
have shown the workers and peas-

ants of Russia the aims of the Rus-
sian counter-revolution, and of Its

foreign supporters, thereby creating

among the Russian people an iron

will to defend their liberty and
the conquests of the revolution, to

defend the land1 that it has given

to the peasants and the factories

that it has given the workers. The
fall of Kazan, Symbrysk, Syzran
and Samara should make clear to

you, Mr. President, what were the
consequences for us of the actions

which followed1 your promises of
January 8. Our trials helped us

to create a str6ngly united and dis-

ciplined Red Army, which is daily

growings stronger and more power-
ful and which is learning to de-

feud the revolution.

The attitude toward us which
was actually displayed by your
Government nod by your Allies

could not destroy us; on the con-

trary, we are now stronger than we
were a few months ago, and your
present proposal of international
negotiations for a general peace
finds us alive and strong and In a
position to give in the name of

Russia our consent to join the nego-
tiations. In your note to Germany
you demand the evacuation of oc-

cupied territories as a condition
which must precede the armistice

during which peace negotiations

shall begin. We are ready, Mr.
President, to conclude an armistice

on these conditions, and we ask
you to notify us when you, Mr. Pre-
sident, and your Allies intend to

remove your troops from Murmansk,
Archangel and Siberia. You refuse

to conclude an armistice unless

Germany will stop the outrages,

pillaging, etc., during the evacua-
tion of occupied terriory. We al-

low ourselves, therefore, to draw
the conclusion tbat you and your
Allies will order the Czecho-SIovaks
to return the part of our gold re-

serve fund which they seized in

Kazan, that you will forbid them
to continue as heretofore their acts
of pillaging and outrages against
the workers and peasants during
their forced departure (for we will

encourage their speedy departure,
without waiting for your order).

"Ours is a People's Government,

Yours Is Not".

With regard to your other peace
terms, namely, that the Government
which would conclude peace must
express the will of their people, you
are aware that our Government
fully satisfies this condition. Our
government expresses the will of

«Your Post Is Not YetTaken byDebs»

Said SovietComissar to U.S. President

the Councils of Workmen's Peas-

ants', and Red Army Deputies, re^

presenting at least eighty per cent

of the Russian people. This can-

not, Mr. President, be said about

your Government. But for the

sake of humanity and peace we do
not demand as a prerequisite for

general peaco negotiations that all

nations participating in the negotia-

tions shall be represented by Coun-
cils of Peoples' Commissars elected

at a Congress of Councils of Work-
men's, Peasants' and Soldiers' De-
puties. We know that this form of

Government will soon be the gen-

eral form, and1 that a general peace,

when nations will no more he
threatened with defeat, will leave

them free to put an end to the

system and the cliques that forced

upon mankind this universal slaugh-

ter, and which will, in spite of

themselves, surely lead the tortur-

ed peoples to create Soviet Govern-

ments that give exact expression to

their will.

Agreeing to participate at pre-

sent in negotiation with even such
governments as do not yet express
the wjll of the people, we would
(ike onj our part to find out from
you, Mr. President, in detail what
is your conception of the League
of Nations, whioh you propose as

the crowning work of peace. You
demand the Independence of Poland,

Siberia. Belgium, and freedom for

the peoples of Austria-Hungary.

You probably mean by this that

the masses of the people must
everywhere first] become the mas-
ters of their own fate In order to

unite afterward in a league of free

nations. But strangely enough, we
do not find among your demands
the liberation of Ireland, Egypt or

India, nor even the liberation of the

Phillippines, and we would be very
sorry if these peoples should be

denied the opportunity to particip-

ate together with us, through their

freely elected representatives, in the

organization of the League of Na-
tions.

For the Cancellation of War Debts

We would also, Mr. President,

very much like to know, before the
negotiations, with regard to the
formation of a League of Nations,

have begun, what is your concep-

tion of the solution of many econ-
omic question which are essential

for the cause of future peace. You
do not mention the war expendi-
tures—this unbearable burden which
the masses would have to carry,

unless the League of Nations should
renounce payments on the loans to

the capitalists of all countries.

You know as well as we, Mr. Presi-

dent, that this war is the outcome
of the policies of all capitalistic

nations, that the governments of

all countries were continually pil-

ing! vp armaments, that the rating

groups of all civilized nations pur-

sued a policy of annexations, an<
that it would, therefore, be ex-

tremely unjust if the masses, hav-

ing paid for these policies with mil-

lions of lives and with economic
ruin, should yet pay to those who
are really responsible for the war
a tribute for their policies which
resulted In all these countless mis-

eries. We propose, therefore, Mr.

President, the annulment of the

war loans as the basis of the

League of Nations. As to the re-

storation of the countries that were
laid waste by the war, we believe

it is only just that all nations

should in this respect aid the un-

fortunate Belgium, Poland and Sib-

eria; and however poor and ruined
Russia seems to be, she is ready

on her pert to do everything she
can to help these victims of the

war, and she expects that American
capital, which has no!) at all suf-

fered from this war and has even

made many millions In profits out
of ft, will do its part to help these

peoples.

Alms of the League of Nations
But the League of Nations should

not only liquidate the present war,
but also make impossible any wars
in the future. You must be aware,
Mr. President, that the capitalists

of your country are planning to ap-

ply In the future the same policies

of encroachment and of super-profits,

in China and in Siberia ; and that,

fearing competition from Japanese
capitalists, they are preparing a
military force to overcome the re-

sistance which they meet from
Japan. You are no doubt aware of

simflar plans of the capitalists and
ruling circles of other countries

with regard to other territories and
other iieoples. Knowing this, you
will have to agree with us that the

factories, mines and banks must
not he left in the hands of private

persons, who have always made use
of the vast means of production
created by the masses of the people

to export products and capital to

foreign countries in order to reap
super-profits in return for the bene-

fits forced on them, their stuggle

for spoils, resulting in imperialistic

wars.

"Expropriate the Capitalists"

We propose, therefore, Mr. Presi-

dent, that the League of Nations be
based on the exproporiation of the

capitalists of all countries. In

your country, Mr. President, the

banks and the industries are in the

hands of such a small group of

capitalists that, as your personal

friend, Colonel Robins assured us,

the arrest of twenty heads of capi-

talistic cliques and the transfer of

the control, which by characteristic

capitalistic methods they have come
to possess, into the hands of the

masses of the world is all that

would be required to destroy the

principal source of new wars.
If you will agree to this, Mr.

President—if the sources of future

wars will thus be destroyed, then

there can be no doubt that it would
be easy to remove all economic bar-

riers and that all peoples, control-

ling the means of production, will

be vitally interested in exchanging
the things they need. It will then

be a question of an exchange of

products between nations, each of

which produces what it can best

produce, and the League of Nations
will be a league of mutual aid of

tbe toiling masses. It will then

be easy to reduce the armed forces

to the limit necessary for the main-

tenance of internal safety.

Appeal to American Workers
TVe know very well that the

selfish capitalist class will attempt
to create this internal menace, just

as the Russian landlords and capi-

talists are now attempting, with
the aid of American, English and
French armed forces, to take the
factories from the workers and the

land from the peasants. But, if

the American workers, inspired by
your idea of a League of Nations,

will crush the resistance of the

American capitalists as we have
crushed the resistance of the Rus-
sian capitalists, then neither the
German nor any other capitalists

will be a serious menace to the

victorious working class, and it

will then suffice, if every member

News from Germany
.... Little by little something

worth whlie is rising/ to the top

above all the contusion and from

under the wreckage of the various

groups. The old shop is complete-

ly in ruins. Of the Thaelmantete
nothing remains and no one wants
to hear anything of them. There
is some talk about the Neumaoists,

but no one really knows what they

want. They have no people with

them. There is however one group
that does concern us -seriously : that

is the group of the conciliators.

They have put out a circular In

which they play the role of "the

old experienced ones" who always
s^id what would happen. In the

German question they say almost

the same thing essentially as we do
aside from several stupidities and
slander. One stupidity : In their

opinion it was not the seizure of

power that stood on the order of

business but the conquest of the

majority of the working class; we
had proposed opportunistic bloc pol-

icies' while they had been for the

united front with the middle layers

of thti S. P. G. Above everything

else they attack us on the question

of Thermldor without however talc-

ing any concrete position. Nothing
but platitudes. They issued a thou-

sand copies of this circular. In

actuality to be sure, they have only

a limited' number of solid function-

aries around them; they are merely

putting themselves at the head of

a universal rebellion In order to

derail it, in order to hold together

the last remnant of Stalinism and
to parade as the saviours in step

with the strains of the E. C. C. I.

march- music. In the circular they

are very careful to cast all tbe

blame on the shoulders of the

Thaelmanlsts. It does not breathe

a word about the E. C. C. I. or

Stalin.

We also hear that Piatnitsky has
been gathering material zealously,

cross-examining all people coming
from Germany in preparation for

an attack against Heckert.

(In the meantime Piatnitsky has
given birth to his scheme in the
form of a pamphlet "The present
situation in Germany" in which
he admits several mistakes of the
party to be sure, but only so as to

emphasize the absolute correctness

of its political line and tactics.

Thus the crusade against Heckert
has come as a sort of a second addi-

tion of a Heckert resolution.—Ed.)

That seems to be the hitch. You
will be able to judge much better
what it means. In general we say,

aside from the fundamental pol-

emics, that the whole hope placed

in the new leadership! Is a decep-

tive illusion, because Joseph can-
not admit the mistakes in Germany
especially if we are to judge from
the capitulation of Zlnoviev. In
any case It Is only a transitory

stage ifor most of them.
Among those members half in-

clined to think there is a good deal

of sympathy for us but a great

thirst for material, especially with
regard to questions of building
further. (Trade Unions). We have
won over several very important
people from the middle and higher

party apparatus.

of the commonwealth, working six
hours in the factory, spends two
hours daily for several months in

learning the use of arms, so that
the whole people will know how
to overcome the internal menace.

And so, Mr: President, though we
have had experience with your pro-
mises, we nevertheless accept as a
basis your proposals about peace
and about a League of Nations. We
have tried to formulate with pre-
cision your proposals on the League
of Nations in order that tbe League
of Nations should not turn out to
be a leayne of capitalists against
the nations. Should you not agree
with us, we have no objection to an
"open discussion of your peace
terms", as the first point of your
peace program demands. If you
will occept our proposals as a basis,

we will easily agree on the details.

"Which; Is the Real President?"

But there is another possibility.

We have had dealings with the
president of the Archangel attack
and the Siberian invasion and" we
have also had dealing with the
president of the League of Nation's
Peace Program. Is not the first of
these—the real president—actually
directing the policies of the Amer-
ican capitalist Government? Is not
the American Government rather a
government of the American cor-

porations, of the American indus-
s trial, commercial and railroad
trusts, of the American banks—in

short, a government of the American
capitalists? And is it not possible
that the proposals of this govern-
ment about the creation of a League
of Nations will result in new chains
for the peoples, in the organization
of an internotional trust for the ex-
ploitation of the workers and the
suppression of weak nations? In
(his latter case, Mr. President, you
will not be in a position to reply
to our questions, and we will say
to the workers of all countries: Be-
ware ! Millions of your brothers,

thrown at each other's throats by
the bourgeoisie of all countries,
are still perishing on the battle
fields, i.nd tbe capitalist leaders
are already trying to come to an
understanding for the purpose of
suppressing with united forces

those that remain alive, when they
call to account the crlmfnals who
caused1 the war

!

"Your Post Is Not Set Taken
by Debs."

However, Mr. President, since we
do not at all desire to wage war
against the United States, even
though your government has not
yet been replaced by a Council of
People's Commissars and your post
Is not yet taken by Eugene Debs,
whom yor( have imprisoned; since
we do not at all desire to wage war
against England, even though tbe
Cabinet of Mr. Lloyd George has
not yet been replaced by a Council
of People's Commissars with Mac-
Lean at its head ; since we have
no desire to wage wjar against
France, even though the capitalist

government of Clemenceau has not
yet been replaced by a workmen's
government of Merrheim

;
just as we

have concluded peace with the im-
perialist government of Germany,
with Emperor William at its head,
from whom you, Mr. President, feel

as alien as we, the Workmen's and
Peasants' Revolutionary Govern-
ment, from you—we finally propose
to you, Mr. President! that you
take up with your Allies the fol-

lowing questions and give us pre-

cise and definite replies: Do the
.governments of the United States.

England and France consent to

cease demanding tbe blood of the
Russian people until they agree to

pay them <t ransom such as a man
who has been suddenly attacked

pays to the one who attacked him?
If so, just what tribute do the
governments of the United States,

England' and France demand of the

Russian people? Do they demand
concessions, that the railways,

mines, gold deposits, etc., shall he
handed over to them on certain con-
ditions, or do they demand territor-

ial concessions, some part of Siberia

or Caucasia, or perhaps the Mur-

mansk Coast? ....
"State Your Demands Clearly"

The Russian people, through the
people's Red Army, are guarding
their territory and are bravely
fighting agi^inst your Invasion and
against the attacks ot your Allies.

But your government and the gov-
ernments of the other Powers of

the Entente, undoubtedly, have well

prepared plans, for the sake ot

which you are shedding the blood

of your soldiers. We will expect

that you will state your demands
clearly and definitely. Should we,

however, be disappointed should

you fail to reply to our quite de-

finite and precise questions we will

draw the only possible conclusion

—that we are justified in the assum-
ption that your government and' the

governments of your Allies desire

to got from the Russian people a

tribute both in money and in na-

tural resources of Russia, and ter-

ritorial concessions as well. We
will tell this to the Russian people

as well as to the toiIing
r

masses of

other countries, and the absence of

a reply from you will serve for us

as a silent reply. The Russian
people will then understand that

the demands of your government
and of the governments of your Al-

lies are so severe and vast that you
do not even communicate them to

the Russian Government.

CLASSES OF INTERNA-
TIONAL WORKERS SCHOOL
The classes of the Brooklyn br.

of the International Workers School
will begin Monday, Dec. 4th. Class-

es will begin at 8:00 P. M. and end
at 10.

Monday Evenings: History and Pro-

gram of the Left Opposition—

George Ray.

History of the Russian Revolu-

tion—Sam Gordon.
Wednesday Evening*: Fundament-

als of Marxism—ioe Carter.

Principles of Communism—Max
Qeltman.
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EDITORIAL
Tlie Lynching Wave

IN THE outbreak of lynchings that swept the coun-

try, striking at three widely separated sections

with the fury o£ a hurricane, an old America cus-

tom was repeated with some new and distinctive fea-

tures which are of exceptional significance. In the

present situation such orgies of mob violence as those

in California, Maryland and Missouri do not fit into

the old pattern.

Mob murder in itself is no novelty in the United

States. In the South, as everybody knows, it is an

established institution for the repression of the

Negroes, operating all the time as an extralegal sup-

plement to the regular court procedure. In the

North, also, lynching has been known before, but it

is not "recognized" here as it is in the South and,

except in isolated instances, has appeared only in

connection wjth social disturbace.

The frenzied lynching bees of the recent days,

however, had their scene in the northern part of the

country, or on its border ; white men as well as

Negroes were victims ; there was not one single

lynching but three, "and' those in rapid succession

;

and the happenings precipitated a hysterical public

controversy over the issue, with Governor Rolph, of

California, and other prominent .people, including—

God save the mark!—a New York preacher {who

later recanted), openly condoning the bestial actions

of the mob. It is clear that last week's lynchings

had1 special features of their own ; they represent a

new and somewhat different phenomenon, and they

arose from a special combination of causes.

* • • * • *

The three lynchings did not occur merely because

of popular revulsion at some crime of a particularly

shocking nature. The California kidnapping was the

match that set off the explosions of unrestained

moronic hysteria and violence, but the explosive ma-

terial Itself for some kind of an .eruption was already

there. It consists of the unrest, and dissatisfaction

of the people, primarily the ruined petty-bourgeois

elements, their uncertainty and their sense of frus-

tration which charge the social atmosphere like a

leyden jar.

All of this has been accumulating during the

crisis years. It presses for outlet and may readily

find it in strange, irrational and violent ways. The

lynching hysteria which] has swept the country de-

rives from the same source as the fanatical million-

headed following of Father Coughlin, the demagogue

priest. The real author is the social devastation

wrought by the crisis.

The material out of which Fascist gangs, anti-

Semitism, religious frenzies and moronic lynching

mobs all may be set In motion is at hand in the social

tension which produced three lynchings -within a

week. The material for the rapid development of a

revolutionary labor movement is there also in the

bitter discontent of the workers but a leading force

capable of organizing it is so far lacking. The dis-

integration of the Communist movement aids the

one-sided expression of the general mass of social

discontent in a Fascist direction.

The popular support received by Governor Rolph,

in his stand as the champion of the mob, is ff sig-

niflcent indication of the extent to which public im-

agination was stirred by the San Jose lynching, and

even of the widespread' vicarious participation in it.

Rolph, a demagogue of the first water, appears in

this instance more as the reflector of petty-bourgeois

mass prejudice and hysteria than as the authentic

spokesman of the decisive sections of the ruling class.

There is no foundation for the contention (Daily

Worker, Nov. 30.) that the mob violence was deli-

berately unleashed «t command of the big capitalists

and that Kolph speaks in their name. They will

Come to Bueh a policy in time, of this there is no

room for doubt, but it is no part of their design at

the present moment. Just the contrary, as an ex-

amination of tie facta will show.
• • • * * •

The inflammatory utterances of Governor Rolph

aroused a storm of controversy and revealed a divi-

sion of opinion. This division, and its nature, must

be perceived and understod, not ignored. The lynch-

ing governor was "showered with telegrams of ap-

proval". But, on the other hand, the capitalist press,

lei by the big New York dailies, and an imposing

committee of "citizens", headed by ex-president

Hoover, condemned him. The real present sentiment

of the big capitalists was indubitably expressed by

them. And' for good reasons.

Unrestrained mob action is a dangerous Are to

play with under the present conditions. The leading

exploiters will not lightly instigate it. They do not

feel the need of it yet. Mob hysteria might easily

express itself in a different direction under the slight-

st incitement. As long as the rulers teel them-

selves secured by the legal processes of repression

they will not deliberately encourage extra-legal mob

actions. That is why the most authoritative represen-

tatives of capital frowned on Rolph's condonement

of them.

L. A. Needle Trades Strike
The psychological factors for a rapid transforma-

tion of the social conflict out of the realm of legality

and parliamentarism into that of open mass violence,

and for the lightning-like emergence* of a revolution-

ary movement on the one side and a fascist movement

on the other, have an exceptional strength in Amer-

ica ; they are rooted in the tradition of the country

as well as in ilie conditions of the present. The

American people of all classes, by and large, have

very little regard for "law and order" when it stands

in the way of something they really want to do. (The

almost universal disregard of the prohibitory law is

an interesting illustration of this attitude on a wide

scale, j

American labor history has been written in strug-

gle violent and bloody. Many a strike took the form

of armed conflict; few pass without violent clashes.

On the other hand, the American capitalists never

hesitated to go outside the bounds of their own leg-

ality when the exigencies of the class struggle re-

quired it. Frank Little was killed by lynchers. So

also was Wesley Everest and many other labor mili-

tants. The radical workers were dragooned into

support of the war or bludgeoned into silence by un-

official lynching mobs which supplemented the legal

compulsion of the state authority. A good halt or

more of the brutal violence against the workers in

strikes is the work of unofficial thugs and gunmen.

When the two main classes in this country get ready

to settle accounts, and long before they come to the

final account, the "legal" frame-work of the strug-

gle will have been shattered to bits.

• * « « * *

The reservoir of mass violence in America is a

huge one, and the events of the pust week have de-

monstrated how easily it can be tapped, and with

what unbridled fury it can rage. The mob of humans

turned into wild beasts who mutilated and killed the

two helpless prisoners at San Jose, and that far

bigger mob of vicarious participants who applauded

them from afar, have presented a spectacle of men-

acing implications to the labor movement.

The some mobs can be directed against the work-

ers. They are the material out of which the mur-

derous bands of Fascism can be organized when the

big exploiters feel the need of them. The working

class had every reason to take alarm «t the spread

of lynching and to raise a mighty protest against

every official condonement of it. Hut the bare ap-

ical from mob violence to ordered legal processes—
the sum and substance of liberal and socialist agita-

tion—does not touch the heart of the issue. The

problem is rooted in the social conditions of the

class society just as the whole oppressive system of

class justice is. The same class forces which admin-

ister the "law" need only to sense a danger to their

rule in order to organize and bribe the dregs of so-

ciety and hurl them against the workers with un-

restrained violence. To rely solely on capitalist legal

proceedure in the struggle against lynching and other

forms of illegal mass violence is to clear the way
for the latter. Under different circumstances the

force behind each is the same.

• « « * •

The movement of Fascism does not come into

existence at the command of the capitalists. It

arises out of the conditions created by capitalism at

a certain stage of its disintegration as a social and

economic system. Its troops, for the greater part, are

liio petty bourgeois elements, ruined and driven to

frenzy by the crisis. The movement is aimed, at its

inception, against big capital as well as against the

labor movement. The former take over the move-

ment and hurl it against the workers if the latter

do not show sufficient strength to crush the move-

ment of Fascism and gain the support of the petty-

bourgeois masses for their revolutionary program.

These fundamental considerations should be kept

in mind in connection with the various manifestations

of incipient Fascism in America. The revolutionary

labor movement and the movement of Fascism both

grow out of the same social conditions. The de-

vastating crisis of American capitalism has prepared

the soil for both. What is most alarming in the pre-

sent developments is the increasing number of signs

that the restless and dissatisfied petty bourgeois ele-

ments are finding expression in various ways which,

taken together, lead in the direction of a Fascist

movement. The lynching orgy of the past week was
undoubtedly such a sign—one of many. Of the rev-

olutionary counter-movement among the masses there

is hardly a trace.

• * • * • »

For this one-sided development, which is fraught

with so much danger to the working class, the con-

ditions themselves are not to blame. All the objec-

tive requisites for the speedy development of a rev-

olutionary movement in the working class have been

maturing under the enormous pressure of the crisis.

What is lacking to organize it and set it on its feet

is a revolutionary Communist party. The disinte-

gration brought into the movement by Stalinism has

taken a fearful toll. Stalinism has destroyed the

Communist Party. We must build a new one without

delay. This is the imperative warning sounded again

in the events of the past week.

(.Continued from page 1)

adoption in order to 'make it easier

for our union members to do their

work in the shops, Los Angeles
has been so long unorganized we
dressmakers must be content with
whatever ve can get" Which pro-

posal ' the strike committee indig-

nantly and unanimously voted
against and demanded a strike im-
mediately for the closed- shop.
The season was almost over. Only

a consistently militant strike would
win. The leadership was forced to

call a strike, and did so on October
12, after wasting three precious
weeks, and laying plans iu the

meanwhile for the Imther carrying
out of their class-collaboration pol-

icies.

Turn-Out of Strikers

Frpm the first the turn-out of the

workers was remarkable. Thou-
sands of workers, unorganized, un-

educated, G0% Mexican and i)ti%

with no understanding of unionism
whatsoever, responded to the strike

call, with enthusiasm and militancy.

The courage of the women strikers

for they composed the bulk of the

strikers, is a story that marks a
turn in the history of labor union-

ism in Los Angeles. Scabs in other

industries will do well to remember
the experiences of the scabs in this

strike.

In the midst of such militancy

and after about two weeks of strik-

ing, an invitation to arbitrate was
sent to the union and the bosses

by the NRA officials.

At this first call, the bosses re-

fused—but not so the leadership of

the strikers. In such haste were
they to collaborate, they called to-

gether « hitherto non-existent ex-

ecutive committee of the strike and
with only one dissenting vote, that

of the Left wing leader of the cloak-

makers, I. Lutsky, voted for arbi-

tration. Of all the International

Ladies' Garment Workers' Union
leadership, Lutsky is the only one
who nas consistently fought for a

militant policy with milittint ac- them that night. In the midst of

tion and because of which was
forced by the leadership to stay
out of the dressmakers' strike and
take care solely of the cloakmakers.

Workers Against Arbitration

At the strike committee meeting
that night, it was clearly seen that

the sentiment of the members of

the strike committee was over-

whelmingly against arbitration. It

was pointed out by them that the

only question to be arbitrated was
the question of union recognition,

inasmuch as the bosses conceded

our other demands, and union re-

cognition wus the one point which
should not have been aruitrated. On
the basis of our militant struggle,

our successful turn-out and our

financial resources, as yet, we were
in a position to demand union re-

cognition and the closed shop. Add
to that also, public opinion and the

admission of the NhA Board that

they were powerless to act on the

hundreds ot coded violations we
had send in. We resented placing

our fate in their hands.

in the face of these arguments

by the strike committee, Feiuberg

wus forced to expose his hand. First,

ho explained that the acceptance

was only a maneuver and that the

question would never come to ar-

bitration because the bosses would
never agree, lie explained that

this was only a tactic to win over

public opinion and sympathy. But

"the strike committee was not ao

easily hood-winked. Feiuberg had

to admit th«t no matter what the

decision of the strike-committee

was, he had orders from New York

to submit to arbitration and that

is what was going to be done, lie

attempted to calm the workers
somewhat by urging them to be

content to take a little at a time

instead of stubbornly insisting for

all their demands.

The Reactionaries* "Maneuver"

The stupidity of the bosses, for-

tunately for the leadership, saved

The Railroad Brotherhoods

Craft Divisions of R.R. Workers

As is quite generally known, the Transportation we find one notable

railroad workers are divided' into

21 separate and independent or-

ganizations, iu other words, one or-

ganization for each craft employed

in the industry. The Engineers

were first to organize at Detroit,

MassFightNeeded inScottsboroCase

(Continued from page 1)

the way they have been kept alive

thus far. That is the only way
they can be snatched free from the

blood lust of the bourbon tiger.

There is no other way.
That is where the defense made

a major strategical mistake. The
mass movement which has kept

the boys alive for almost three

years has been allowed to die down.

Here and there they get up a de-

monstration, but the militancy and"

the numbers of the early days of

the movement are gone.

Playing Down Class Issue

The policy of playing down the

class nature of the ease was carried

out in the courtroom. There was
no talk of the misery ot the south-

ern workers which drove the nine

boys to roam the country on freight

trains looking for work to supple-

ment the pittances their mothers'

drudgery eked out. No word1 was
said of the frightful oppression of

the negro masses. It was all a
strictly legal question with the de-.

fense. At least that is how they

fought it.

On the legal plane it is all in

favor of the capitalists. It is their

court, their law,, their judge. WE
are there on sufferance because of

the hard flght we put up for two
years on three continents to save
these innocent boys from death or

life imprisonment When we fail

to bring that fight right into the
coui'tvoom we give the judge a
chance to put on a show of a fair

trial, we thereby say in effect that

the capitalists are right, that jus-

tice is above the classes equal and
impartial.

Change of Strategy Needed

Without losing any more time we
have got to change this strategy.

If- the. boys are to be saved the
workers must be mobilized. How?
There are four million organized In

the A. F. of L. There are a million

in the railroadj brotherhoods, sev-

eral thousands more In the T. U. Ui

L., I. W. W., independent unions.

Socialist Party, Communist Party,

etc. There are a number of defense

organizations. We think that all

of these organizations should be

asked to come together in one united

front movement to light for the im-

mediate, unconditional and safe re-

lease of the Scottsboro boys.

When the united front confer-

ences are organized we will be
there lo participate in the work.

And we are going* to insist on one
thing; the first duty of the move-
ment is the mobilization of the

workers in mass meetings, demon-
strations, parades, In every form of

protest that is known to the work-
ing class.

The banner of the working class

is stained with the blood1 of Sacco
and Vanzetti, with the blood of

hundreds and thousands of its sons
and daughters, done to death under
the wheels of the capitalist jugger-
naut. It is woven of the sufferings

of thousands more, of Mooney and
the historic though, so far, unsuc-
cessful struggle to set him free.

If the working class will inscribe
on its banner the immediate, un-
conditional and safe release of the
Scottsboro boys, and organize to
fight for their freedom, they can be
set free. —T. STAMM.

Michigan in 1863, the Conductors
followed suit in 1868, the Firemen

came next in 1873, and the Brake-

men launched their union in 1883.

As the other seventeen crafts em-

ployed on the railroads matured for

organization the fell in line one af-

ter the Other until the railroad

workers found themselves with one

union on their hands for each craft

in the industry.

New Methods of Transportation

This form of organization was
naturally a progressive force as

long as it was able to function in

the interest of its members, when
the railroad corporations were small

and each one putting up an inde-

pendent struggle for its own exist-

ence. But things have changed

considerably since 1863, when the

first railroad union was organized.

Locomotives have increased in size

regularly about every ten years.

Trains have been lengthened in

about the same manner. Repair

and1 maintenance work have been

improved and modernized by a

constant installation of labor sav-

ing machinery. The small railroads

have been merged into gigantic sys-

tems. Their ownership and direct-

orship interlocked. Other modes of

transportation, such as Motor and
Air transport, came upon the scene,

to say nothing about Pipe Lines

and the Panama Canal.

However, amongst all this change

and development in the field of

the uproar which greeted Feiuberg s

announcement, the morning papers
were brought in with the declara-

tion ot the bosses refusing to arbi-

trate, itud Feiuberg, and l'esotta

and Berg were able to crow, "1 totd

you so, our maneuvers were cor-

rect!", forgetting that the work-
ers still reuiemoered that it was
no mere maneuver but a direct or-

itur irom New lotk wi licit suit
them to the arbitration board.

Taking full advantage of the sit-

uiuion, realizing it was a matter of

hours before the bosses accepted

the aribtratiou, the leadership call-

ed a myss meeting of the strikers

tor the next afternoon. Allowing
no one on the Jloor, they triumph-
antly came to the membership to

prove the correctness of their 'inau-

t-uvers" and to ask for a vote of

confidence. All but 10 of these pre-

sent voted confidence in the lead-

ership. The strike committee was
powerless to act ou the question ol

arbitration wneti finally the bosses
accepted and a gtoup of "fair-

minded citizens" wore [chosen lo

settle the burning question of un-

ion recognition.

Arbitration Dampens Mi lit asicy

From the day the Arbitration
lioai'd met, can be marked the de-

cline of the militancy and the low-
ering of the morale of the" strikers.

I'hey were ordered by the leader-

ship not to yc^ll "Scab!" and to be
"peaceful"'. When you see scabs
walking into your shops, escorted
by police and taking your jobs and
you are instructed to peacefully

ana meekly allow them to do *o,

your spirit is broken and with it

come a breaking down ol the

picket-line and the vigilance of the

strikers.

When after a week of. arbitra-
tion, the strikers were again or-

dered to be militant, few strikers
responded lo the call for no one
felt like going to jaii when the
strike was already oat of their
hands. What few were militant
were sent to jail and the strikers
became cowed.

After two weeks of arbitration,
the dress code was received and on
the basis ot the code, a "truce" be-

tween busses, represented by the
.Manufacturers' Association thai
participated on the Arbitration
Board, and the Union was made.
Approximately (j0'/t of the strikers
were affected. These G0'/„ were to

go back to the shops on the basis of

me status quo existing 4 days be-

lore the strike and were lo receive
wages and conditions stipulated ill

the dress code. The rest of the in-

Notes of the

Week

exception to this general rule, and
this is iu the Railroad Unions them-
ehlves. Their leadership have so

far been able to successfully resist

every impulse on the part of the

membership towards needed chang-
es both as to program and structure

'
dependent shops continued on strike

of railroad unionism. .Seventy years and the Arbitration Board was to

of constant change and develop-

ment in the mode of transportation

moans nothing to a craft union
official who is able to draw a salary

of $1.1,000 a year by keeping the
railroad worker tied lo the' craft

system.

First of Series of Articles

The above is but a prelude to a
series of short articles, which we
hope to contribute to the Militant,

betwen our working hours, on the

Railroad Brotherhoods. In future

articles on this topic we will try

to point out the several progres-

sive minority movements which are
taking on organized form inside of

the railroad unions and contribute

what we can towards coordinating

the efforts of these minorities in the

right direction on a proper program.

In concluding this introductory

article "On the Railroad Brother-

hoods" we urge other railroad work-

ers to contribute articles through

the columns of the Militant on the

problems of the railroad, workers
and their solution. Our own Jour-

nals and Labor are close* to the

ideas of the progressive minority.

To print and distribute your own
ideas is forbidden by gaglaws.

Brother "Rails", we need a Minor-
ity Movement with a minority press

in the Railroad Brotherhoods. Use
the Militant to promote these ends.

—A. E.

Statement on Montreal Anti-Fascist Conference

S.W.P. Workers Get

Long Term Sentences

(Continued from Page 1)

brought in together and had to wit-

ness their comrades' torture, even
being compelled to beat each other.

"By these methods, in most cases,

the desired 'confessions' were ach-
ieved. There was no differnce in

the treatment of the accused,
whether they were young or old,

men. or women -.

"This inhuman treatment was in>

creased in some cases A 23 year-
old toolsmith-—Gerhard Schwenke

—

was arrested with others. After an
unsuccessful attempt to escape he
was beaten up until he broke down,
streaming with blood. Then he was
thrown into the cellar of the bar-

To All Organizations Affiliated to

the Anti-Fascist and Free Speech
Conference in Montreal, To Ail

Working Class Organizations.

Comrades

:

At the 3rd session of the Anti-

Fascist and Free Speech Conference

the delegates of the Left Opposi-

tion and Spartacus Youth Club were
expelled. This was brought about

by the Stalinists who are in con-

trol of the conference and who
from its beginning made every ef-

fort to hush the voice of the Left

Opposition delegates going even to

the extent of trying to throw them
out bodily before the first session

opened. This is the conduct of

people whose policies have been
proclaimed bankrupt by living ex-

perience itself, who having no argu-

racks. and left there for days en
a stone floor suffering serious con-

cussion of the brain without med-
ical treatment. It is not known
where he is now.
"With such methods the 'confes-

sions' were obtained. The Court
did not trouble to bring! additional

proof of guilt. Some of the pris-

oners sentenced as S. A. P.ers were
never mebmers of the party, being

social democrats, social democratic
youth, or members of the Republic-

an Defense Organization
"Considering the demagogy of the

Court, it Is admirable that not a

single one of the accused spoke a
word against hia former leaders,

and that a young worker was cour-

ageous enough to defend the re-

sponsible leaders of his parts.
1..."

ments at their disposal, arc com-
pelled to resort to such miserable

measures to suppress a criticism

they cannot bear. . . .

It was these same Stalinists who
in Germany before Hitler come to

power proclaimed that there was no
distinction at all between a capital-

ist democratic regime and Fascism,

that it was impossible to form a

united front with the Social Dem-
ocrats against Hitler, that the so-

cialists were Fascists and he who
questioned such wisdom was a
Fascist himself. It was these same
Stalinists whose senseless policies

rendered Hitler the greatest service

who served him as a lever without

the aid of which it would have
been impossible for him to raise

himself to power.
At present the conference is re-

duced to a Stalinist family gather-

ing thanks to their strangulating
hold on it. The three sessions held

up to now have shown « sharp and
progressive decline in attendance.

The theories spun by the Stalinists

to the effect that one must become
a Communist before being able to

flght Fascism are a rehashing of

the Red United Front—that notor-

ious united fronting with ourselves

that ted to the German catastrophe.

If this is what the Stalinists want
then they have succeeded. The
conference is, at present, a hulk
void of anything but Stalinist faith-

fuls.

However, there exists an urgent
need for an anti-Fascist and free

speech conference in Montreal. Al-

though the Fascist attacks on work-
ers organizations have subsided for

Ll'NCHlNG IS once again oc-
cupying the center of pHblic atten-
tion. The mob murder of the Clarke
kidnappers at San Jose and its pu-
blic condonement by California's
Governor Rolph brought on its trail

a wave of repercussions in mass
sentiment. The spectacle of a "law
and order" representative endorsing
this highest expression of social

lawlessness could not help bringing
a new courage and new verve to the
dregs of American society engaged
in the barbarian pastime. Aside
from the repetition in St. Joseph,
Missouri and the liberation of the
Maryland mobsters, there were just

as serious reactions of a more gea-
eral, wide-spread character.

v * * *

The Atlanta, Georgia correspond-
ent of the N*w York Times has the
lollowiug to report on the subject:

"When Rolph's praise of

Lynching was printed, senti-

ments iu line with the follow-
ing utterances indicate the re-

action of certain groups: 'Cali-

fornia's my new address now',
'Let's send all the niggers to

California-', 'That California
man oughter be President, etc."

* * « *

The tragic heroes of most of the
Lynching bees in American history
have been Negroes for the greater
pun. {Front 18Si>, when records
of lynching began to be kept", says
the N. Y. Herald-Tribune of last

Sunday, "to li)32, 3,743 persons
have been killed byf mass violence

2,'J^-i were .Negroes"). The
mob act has ever been a weapon of

the white rulers of the South to

strike terror into the doubly ex-

ploited masses of dark-skinned toil-

er.-,. By iiis conduct of the "legal"
trial of Heywood Patterson, ruling
class Judge Ca Italian assured all

his fellow barbarians that it will

not be necessary for them to "Send
all the Niggers to California" to
be lynched.

* » *

THE TRIAL of Patterson and
the rest of the Scottsboro boys
dramatizes vividly and with strik-

ing clarity the social roots of the
Lynch madness. The original frame-
up, as is w&i-knowu, took place at

a time when; the black share-crop-

pers of Alabama were stirring in

revolt. The Boss class and its lib-

era! agencies are well aware of

the social basis of the mob-murder
phenomenon. The Southern Com-
mission ou the Study of Lynching
lias made some interesting obser-

vations on the causes.
* • • *

Ju its reports, the Commission in-

vestigates the circumstances that
lead a crowd of people into the
killer frenzy against the Negroes,

some hair-brained professors, it

seems, explained "if all" as a sort

of mid-summer madness. Lynchings
do, to be sure, occur more often in

the Summer than in the other
seasons, the commission explains,

but

"Working and living out of

doors in warm weather, mid-
summer unemployment, land-

lord-tenant relations in summer,
and other factors greatly modify
any all-weather explanation.,.
During the summer months, af-

ter cultivating is done and har-
vesting begins, there Is little to
occupy the time of Negro and
white workers on. Southern
farms. ..Manhunts and lynch-
ings—afford an avenue of emo-
tional escape from a life so drab
and unilluminated that any al-

ternative is welcomed".
* • »

Tim honorable Commission has,
willy-nilly, hit the nail on the head':

"landlord-tenant relations"—that is

what makes the Negro share-crop-

per lha butt of the Lynch organiz-
ers. "A life so drab that any al-

ternative is welcomed"-—that is

what makes the poor whites, de-
classed proletarians, the instrument
in the hands of the landlord Lynch
organizers. Can the basis of this
species of human rabies be abolish-
ed without abolishing the system of

boss class dominance which nur-
tures it'r Can the disgrace of
Lynching be wiped out in this coun-
try without a working class move-
ment to do away with a "life so
drub that any alternative is wel-
comed"!

* • • •

That is what every sincere fighter

against Lynching must ask himself.
The workers for their part must
make lite organized mass protest
against Lynch-exponent RolpH and1

Legal-Lyncher Callahan a forefront

task of their class battle.

—G....n.

TERZANI TRIAL POSTPONED
WHEN 'GENERAL' SMITH

FAILS TO APPEAR
Trial of Athos Terzani, accused

of killing his anti-Fascist com-
rade, Anthony Fierro, was post-
poned until Dee. 11 when the pro-
secution declared it was unable to

produce its chief witness, Com-
mander Art J. Smith of the Fascist
Khaki Shirts of America. The court
was told that a subpoena had been
served on Smith in Baltimore but
that he had refused to testify.

Dist. Atty Charles S. Colden ask-
ed Judge Thomas C. Kadien for
time in which to get Smith to ap-
pear "by whatever means possible".

Opposing this motion, Arthur Gar-
field Hays, chief of defense counsel,
declared there was every reason to

For the Reinstatement of the
_
believe that Smith would never
come to testify against Terzani. He
asked Colden to agree to call for
dismissal of the indictment if Smith
is still missing when the case comes
up again, but Colden refused' to do

continue meeting on the question of

union recognition.

Disorganization of Union
When the workers came back,

they were met with closed doors.
The bosses pleading the slow sea-
son, refused to take the militant
workers back into the shops. Work-
ers were being discriminated
against even more now than be-
fore the strike. They have lost

time and wages and are rewarded
with a disorganized union.

» « * *

All during the strike the Indus-
trial Union played their usual sec-

tarian role. Instead of participat-
ing in the International as class
conscious workers, they came in

blustering of their membership in

the Industrial Union, contributed
little militancy on the picket line,

and antagonized the workers by
their dualism.

The class-collaboration policies of
the- leaders, the hypocricy and op-
portunism of the Lovcstoneites, the
dualist sectarianism of the Stalin-
ists makes the problem of crystal-
lizing a Left wing in the union yith
the object the restoring of the mor-
ale of the members a difficult one.
Yet the class conscious members
of the union must courageously set

their compass in that direction.

—F. W.

the time being, nevertheless, the
Fascist threat remains. The inter-
nal consolidation of their ranks is

taking place. Efforts are being
made to organize a closely-knit
party.

Against this many-sided attack
upon the workers a genuine united
front of the working class is needed
with a program of united struggle
for freedom of speech and organiza-
tion and against Fascism, while
guaranteeing the right of each or-
ganization to express its criticism
in a construtche manner. We will
fight for the formation of such a
united front whether along the lines
of reforming the present conference
or if it should prove necessary by
calling a second one.

The puny bureaucrats of Stalin-
ism are far from all-powerful. Be-
fore an influx of working ciass
bodies into the conference their
tsrangttlatlng grip should be de-
finitely broken. We call upon the
Verdun Workers' Association to
take alarm at the abuse of the con-
ference called by them, on the part
of the .•Stalinists. We call upon
workers organizations of every de-
scrpition to enter the conference
and fight

Against Fascism!

Bor Free Speech!
For a Genuine United Front!

Expelled Left Opposition De-
legates

International Left Op-
position (Montreal Branch)

SPARTACUS YOUTH CLUB
OF MONTREAL this.
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Finished with Stalinism X

Another

German
Leader of

C.P. RevoIt:

Editor's Note: After the open
letter of comrade Marin Reese,
wt> are in a position now to make
public another document, no less

important than the Reese letter.

Wo offer to our readers tiie let-

ter sent to Piatnitsky the organi-

zational secret urj- of the Comin-
tern by comrade Karl Friedberg.
Karl friedberg is one of the old-

est members of the Communist
l*urty of Germany ami of the Com-
munist International. From the

first be has held important, re-

sponsible posts in the Comintern
ami gaim-d thereby, it thorough
knowledge of the workings of the
apparatus of the C. P. G. and the
Comintern.
Comrade Fried berg's break with

the Stalinist apparatus is another
heavy blow against Stalinism. We
are sure thaL his letter will be
received with the greatest atten-
tion by all party members and
jiarticulariy among those who par-

ticipated in the first years of the
formation ot the Communist, In-

ternational.
a * w *

November G, 1933.
Dear comrade Piatnitsky :

Your invitation to come to Mos-
cow has been transmitted to me, I

will have to decline the invitation.

Mindful of the memory of my
friend' Mux Hoel/, I believe that I

will be acting most correctly when
1 devote myself, for the time being
as an emigrant, to the victory of
Socialism—over Fascism. 1 cannot
• udure the Moscow atmosphere

;

lounging around, pretending to be
important, crawling despicably be-

fore Stalin, etc. Official Moscow
today is nothing wore than a

swamp. The struggle for the vic-

iory of Socialism can be conducted
only in the spirit ot the October
Revolution, in Mae spirit of Lenin
and Trotsky.

The Results of Stalinist Policy

In my letter ot March 1, 1933,

written from Moscow, 1 informed
you of my views about the situa-

tion o( the German pany and the

road that the leaderiess revolution-

ary Curman. proletariat had to take.

1 say the leadurloss i evolutionary
proletariat, because the German C
P. ceased to be the leader of the
German proletariat years ago—just
as did the Comintern insofar as the
international proletariat is concern-

ed. The downfall of the revolution-

ary proletariat in all countries be-

gan with the expulsion of the out-

standing fighters of the October
Revolution, with Trotsky at their

bead, from the C. P. of the U. S.

S. 1£, «nd the Comintern. The vic-

tory of Fascism in Germany and
the difficult situation of large lay-

ers of workers and peasants in the

Soviet Union' are results of this eu-

feeblement of the Communist In-

ternational.

The realization that the policy of

the Comintern in the last several

years strengthened fascism of nec-

essity, and even made it possible,

is sinking ever deeper into the con-

sciousness of the revolutionary

lighters. "Without Stalin there

would be no Hitler", that is a wide-

spread thesis nowadays. Unfortun-
ately, it is a correct one. Natural-

ly, you did not want Fascism. But
in the last analysis it is tie result

that counts in politics. Let us re-

mind you how ill-informed you were
at the beginning Of March about
the actual doings oi the C. P. That
also was not an accident. It also

llowed from the policy of the Com-
intern in the last few years and
from the axiom of "socialism in

one country". You ail long ago lost

the conviction that a strong rev-

olutionary labor movement in the

rest of the countries is the best

Red Army. Stalin probably never

had any such conviction.

The Guilt of the E. C. C. I.

[n a conversation we had at the

end of February {Ktiorin was pre-

sent) you told me that you had
nuiny other cares, Russian worries,

t knew that all the time. The fact

that on account of these worries

the Executive Committee of the

Communist International could not

be in touch with very much that

was . going on abroad, particularly

in Germany, does not serve as an

excuse for the E. C. C. I.—on the

contrary, it only makes its guilt

all the greater. You would have

resigned your leadership, which has
not really belonged to you for years,

if you had left in you a spark of

revolutionary responsibility and
conscientiouscss. But you haven't

any. (I leave the Social Democratic
Party out of all this polemic be-

cause we created our Communist
Party and the Communist Internfl-

tional with the full knowledge that

the S. P. would not fight but rather

betray the struggle).

The Comintern appears to be dis-

inclined to learn anything even now.

I spent several weeks in the Saar.

That is a coal and iron territory on
the border between Germany and
Prance, east of Met a. The whole
territory amounts to only 1800

square kilometers, but it contains

782,000 inhabitants. It is the most
densely populated territory in Eur-

ope. Here resides the well-known

heavy industrialist Hermann Roech-
ling. The Saar is governed by the
League of Nations, the coal mines
belong to France. In 1935 there
will be a referendum (similar to

that of Upper-Silesia in 1921) as
to whether the territory is to be-

long to Prance, or retain the pre-

sent form of administration, or be
returned to Germany.
The False Policy in the Saar

Up to August last, the C. P. of

the Saar was for the return to Ger-
many. The ''leader" of the C. P.

declared publicly : "Even if we will

have to face the gallows in Hitler-

Germany, we want to return to the
Fatherland". For this patriotism,

lie received the praise of Hermann
Roechling over the radio from
Frankfurt-am-Maiu. Let's not be-

grudge him it. In August Die Rund-
schau (oificial Stalinist organ—Ed.)
of Basle made public the new posi-

tion: ''A Red Saar in a Soviet Ger-
many". This slogan is just as

NewYear Eve Masquerade
Ball For the Militant

(Continued on Page 4)

This New Year's Eve the Militant
is giving its first masquerade Ball
at Gerinania Hall, 158 Third? Ave-
nue (16th Street). It promises to

be the gayest affair we have ever
arranged. Comrades, singly and in

groups, are already planning their

costumes drawing inspiration from
such historic events as the Paris
Commune, the Russian Revolution,
etc.

The spirit of bolshevik competi-
tion, will be present for prizes are
to be given for the best costumes

—

ulso for the worst. Take your
choice but at all events—compete!
A program of revolutionary

dances specially arranged will be
given by talented comrades and
sympathizers. There will also be
a fine singer of folk songs.
Refreshments of all kinds will be

served at low cost.

A special jazz band has been
hired.

The admission is only 50 cents.
Get your tickets in advance,
Comrades: Make no other appoint-

ments for N»w Year's Eve—Cele-
brate ^vtith us the beginning of a
big year for the MILITANT and
the Communist League of America,

—PRESS COMMITTEE.

Onthe Death ofMax Hoel;
On September 15th, Max Hoelz

met with an accident in a boating
trip on the Oka River (Soviet Un-
ion | and drowned. Ami with that
the life of a fighter was extinguish-
ed, a militant who will continue to

live on in the hearts of the revolu-
tionary proletariat as the courage-
ous revolutionist who fought with
determination and strength against
capitalism and for the proletarian

revolution.

The lessons of the revolutionary
struggles of 1920 and 1921, which
vvero led by Mux Iloelz, have not
yet beeu eradicated from the con-

sciousness of the revolutionary pro-

letariat. If there was only one mem-
ber of the C. C. of the C. P. G. im-
bued with the spirit of Max Iloelz
the disgraceful, capitulatory defeat
of the C. P. G. could not have been
possible. The functionaries who are
whispering among themselves that

Max Iloelz was not a Marxist, that
his deeds and those of his group
bad little in common with the
fundamentals of the Cla^s struggle
are well answered by the fact that
he was not that kind of a "Marxist"
who hides his cowardice behind
Marxism.

An Enemy of the Stalinist

Bureaucracy

The news of the death of Max
Iloelz shocked all the friends of the
militant. It is not true, as the so-

cial democratic and Communist
papers write, that his political ca-

reer came to an end with his release

from prison in 1918. Max Hoelz
wanted to struggle on. He was an
enemy of the Stalinist bureaucracy.
The German C. C, covered with
guilt for Hitler's victory—be hated
and despised it with a violent pas-

sion.

During the prison years and the

years of his stay in the Soviet Un-
ion Max Hoelz, through intensive

study acquired a comprehensive

N.Y Hotel
Strikers

Organize
Food Workers Union

Strengthens Ranks

Marxist education. These were to
be a strong weapon for him in the st,!lDK

New York.—The strike of the

Montclair Hotel workers conducted

by the Hotel and Restaurant branch

of the Amalgamated Food Workers,

which we reported in last week's

Militant still continues and picket-

ing is very effective. The National

City Bank which owns the Mont-

clair is very stubborn in settling

lh« strike with the Union. It em-

ploys numerous thugs who attempt

to terrorize the strikers and also to

keep fbe scibs on the job. In spite

of this terrorism, the strikers were

strengthened last Friday with an

additional sixty-five workers from

the dining-room and kitchen de-

partment.

They use every means to provoke

and intimidate the strikers and its

leaders. They arrested Organizer

Ciildls under the false charge of
being the leader of a gang beating

These charges, however,

*Rjyera Murals
Even though his departure from

the United States has had to be

hastened by a call for important
work to be done in Mexico City,

Diego Rivera has remained to

paint two murals for the walls of

the International Workers School.

Diego Rivera is undoubtedly the
greatest of the revolutionary paint-

ers in the world today, and is sure-

ly among the handful of truly

great artists in general. His work
in this country and in Mexico has
been enthusiastically commented
upon on both continents. The sensa-

tion created around bis name and
work when he broke off all relations

with the directors of Radio City for

demanding that he remove a repro-

duction of Lenin's head in the im-

posing murals he was painting for

that edifice, was only a dramatic
manifestation of his unyielding loy-

alty to the cause of proletarian rev-

olution to which he has dedicated

his life and work.

We are proud to be able to an-

nounce that Rivera Is already at

work in the School Hall on the

murals. One of them depicts the

foundation of the revolutionary

Third International, its life and
the great spirits who brought it

into existence. The other deals

with the coming Fourth Interna-

tional as the heir and continuator

of the revolutionary traditions of

the Third and its leaders.

It would be difficult for us to

attempt at this time, before the

conclusion of his work, to give our
readers a detailed idea of the mag-
nificent conception that has in-

spired Rivera's work. We take this

occasion, however, to extend an
invitation to all readers to visit the

School Hall, at 126 East 16th St.,

and examine the murals while they

are being painted.

coming struggles of the German
proletariat. Max Hoelz's mind was
set on returning fo Germany to
engage in new struggles. As late

as last February, after Hitler had
become Chancelor, Max Hoelz ad-
dressed a request to the Comintern
to permit him to return to Germany.
The Stalinist bureaucracy did not
allow him to do so. In order to
prevent him from leaving, he was
forced to become a Soviet citizen.

Stood for a New Party

Max Hoelz shared the views of

his friends Wolf and Wollenberg
on the collapse of the German C. P.

and the Comintern. And also, as
early as March ha proclaimed the
necessity for the creation of a new
party of struggle. At the begin-
ning of March there were many dis-

cussions in his hotel room on the
itsuation created in Germany and
In the Comintern by Hitler's vic-

tory. Max Hoelz repeatedly express-
ed himself in. this connection that

the defeat of the German C. P. and
the Comintern was caused in the
first place, by the false policy of

the Comintern in recent years and
particularly by Stalin's false policy
in the Soviet Union, which has
brought with it the exclusion of
the best revolutionary elements in

the Soviet Union as in the Comin-
tern. He repeatedly declared1 that
the expulsion of Trotsky and his

friends was one of the greatest

crimes of the C. C. of the Commun-
ist Party of the Soviet Union.

The revolutionary strength of

Max Hoelz was shackled by the
Stalinist bureaucracy. His pas-

sionate will to struggle could not

Why I Did It
James McGovern, M. P. for

the Independent Labor Party
from Scotland has the following
explanation to make of bis sen-

sational action at the opening
of Parliament where he shouted
defiance at the King. We quote
from the British New Leader
for November 24th, 1933:

"Knowing that the present
session of Parliament would be
opened by the reading of the pro-

posed Government by the King,
I thought I would like to hear
these proposals at first band,
realizing that the new Insurance
Bill would mean to the unem-
ployed of this country.

"I arrived at the Bar of the
House of Lords and gazed at
the vulgar display of wealth

—

wonderful and expensive gowns,
jewels and tiaras, worth hun-
dreds of thousands of pounds,
military and naval representa-
tives of our own and foreign

nations. Everywhere I looked

I saw wealth, comfort and, self-

satisfaction. I thought of the

popr, wretched people outside

who are to be the victims of fu-

ture legislation and who, by

their energy and sacrifice, pro-

vided all this wealth.

"And I could not remain si-

lent. I looked upon the scene
end, knowing that their favorite

sport was chasing and killing

foxes, I saw the workers being
hounded down into the gutter,

the grave, the asylum, and the

workhouse by the legislation of

this class. I remembered those
who produced the wealth exist-

ing^ in rags, bootless, hungry,
and sitting before empty grates

or being evicted from their

homes,

"Maxton and Buchanan (In-

dependent Labor Party M. P.s

—

Ed.) had for a number of years

refused to attend the opening of

parliament because of their dis-

gust with this show. As I saw
the performance indignation
overcame me when I recalled the

human suffering outside, the

Means Test, Unemployment cuts,

and the destruction of the social

services. Something within me
rebelled and I lashed out at the

enemies of the people.

"Did I do wrong? Is there

any worker who believes that I

did not voice the feeling of every

decent human, being? I feel

that I spoke Tor the working
clr,js whom I represent."

Stalinism Cracks in Brooklyn

were dropped by the very worker
who made them because he under-
stood in the meantime that he was
unconsciously becoming the tool of

the bosses. Upon realising this he
also joined the ranks of the strik-

ers. For the first time in the last

17 years a hotel iu New York was
forced to close its kitchen and1

dining-room departments. The
bosses are forced to keep the scabs
day and night because if they go
out from the hotel they immediate-
ly fraternize with the strikers and
become part of them.

This strike has already succeded
in bringing home to the workers as
well as to Hotel Men's Association
that the Union, a branch of the
Amalgamated Food Workers, is out
in the field to secure decent work-
ing conditions for the hotel and
restaurant workers. Already, many
hotels like the Park Central, that

up to now have refused to pay any
wages at all to their waiters, are
calling meetings of their waiters
to discuss! the question of wages.
Many other hotels have increased

the wages simply because they these comrades would be heard by

A new revolt lias broken out in

the Stalinist ranks in New York.

Three members of the Communist
party and the Young Communist

Lesgtu of Brooklyn bave recently

issued a letter to the District Ex-

ecutive Committees of their organ-

izations condemning the official

policy on the German events and
the Litvinov-Roosevelt negotiations.

The statement" demands a joint

membership discussion meeting of
the C. P. and Y. C. L. (The state-

ment is reprinted In full on another
page of the current issue of the

Militant.)

The comrades condemn the Stalin-

ist theory of "social Fascism" and
"united front only from below"
which led to the victory of Fasc-
ism. They score the Comintern for

not recognizing that the victory of
Httlerisin meant a crushing defeat
for the German world working
class. The statement farther pro-

tests against the propaganda pledge
contained in Paragraph Four of
the Litvinov letter to Roosevelt.
So as to insure that the voices of

realize that the Union is organizing
their workers.

bear the tedious bureaucracy. He
was kept in inactivity for many
years through the chicanery of the

bureaucracy. They refused' to give
him any productive work in order
to paralyze his revolutionary
energy.

He was a tighter for the email-

ciaption of the proletariat whose
militancy will be a pattern for us.

UNSER WORT.

the workers of Brownsville, com-
rade Al Dascb, a member of the

section committee of the party in

that vicinity and a signer of the
statement, appeared at a public

meeting on Sat. evening, Dec. 20th,

at which Scott Nearing was lectur-

ing on "The Situation in the Soviet
Union, Germany and the United
States.

Nearing's speech was a shallow
presentation of the situation in

these countries. No attempt was
made to examine the policies of the

THE LEAGUE FORCES AHEAD
We are now launching another

program of expansion. Its main
feature is expressed fn our decision

to assemble the forces for the crea-

tion of a new revolutionary party

find, in preparation for this, to

bring th«( League much more de-

finitely into mass activity in the

class struggle.

This declaration can signalize the

beginning of a great upswing of

American Communism. It can be-

come the means of new Inspiration

in place of old disappointments
which resulted from the bankruptcy
of the official Communist movement
alongside the manifest corrupting

influence of social reformism. But
it can also remain an empty gesture

which will bring devastating con
7

sequences. The results to be at-

tained depend' entirely upon us and
upon our supporters. Our proclaim-

ed Intentions can be proved only

by deeds.

It is from this standpoint that we
present our expansion program of

today. It is a practical program
setting up comparatively modest
tasks which can and must be car-

ried out. This Action Program we
summarize herewith in brief form

:

1. The transformation of The
Militant into a popular agitation

paper to be sold at a ebeapor price

MEETING
DOES THE RECOGNITION OP

RUSSIA MEAN THE END
OF THE COMINTERN?

Speakers:
MAX SHACHTMAN

AL DASCH
Member of the Brownsville Section

Committee of the Communist Party

at HOFFMAN'S MANSION
143 Watktns Street

(Between Pitkin and Belmont)

on Thursday, Dec. 14, 1933, 8 P.M. your opinion.

ADMISSION : 15 CHNTS The League has attained a much

and appealing directly to the mass
of the American workers.

2. The establishment of a theor-

etical organ

—

The New Interna-

tional—to which the heavier and
long articles will be transferred.

3. The acceptance of members
into the League on a broader basis

than heretofore.

4. The systematic establishment
of united front relations and joint

class struggle activities with other
workers organizations, in particular

with those groups with which we
have some points in agreement.

5. The formation wherever pos-

sible of peripheral organizations
{workers' clubs, etc.) on a broad
basis.

(!. The systematic registration

of the League membership for en-

rollment in mass organizations of

various kinds, above all the trade
unions which have e mass charac-

ter.

7. The strengthening of the cen-

tral appartus of the League by pro-

vision for the full-time employment
of qualified comrades and the main-
tenance of at least one field organ-

izer.

8. A series of tours of N. C.

members.
9. The collection of a special

fund to finance the Action Program
and tfie execution of each project

in order as rapidly as the means
are provided.

Some of the points listed above
have already been carried out in

part. We shall make a report of

this in subsequent issues. At this

moment, however, our aim is to

bring the Action Program to the

attention of all of our supporters

so that they can express their views,

makel additional suggestions and
fully participate witb us in the

further execution of this program.

We proceed from the firm convic-

tion that every step outlined can

be attained. We want to hear

broader basis than before, as we
shall prove by our subsequent re-

ports in connection with the ex-
ecution of the Action Program. We
are thereby prepared to make fur-

ther advance. But while the further
preparatory steps to carry the pro-

gram fully into life are being taken
it is necessary to dwell upon the

last points of the Action Program.
That is the one upon which practic-

ally the whole program depends
for its effective execution. Finances
are the sinews of war—and of ac-

tion.

We have set the sum of $1500 as
a minimum requirement, provided
it is collected by a concentrated
campaign within a short period of

time. On this score we can report

some results already which will

also be enumerated in the subequ-
ent issue. Meanwhile we pass the
question on to all of our supporters :

Will you help us carry this pro-

gram into life? With a response
from you, such as can be expected
from supporters of the Left Opposi-

tion, we shall be able to march for-

ward to the buidling of a serious

Communist movement in the Uni-

ted States, We shall be able to

march forward to the New Inter-

national.

German Communist party; to con-

nect the situation in the different

countries with one another.
When Nearing concluded his re-

plies to the questions, an attempt
was made to close the meeting,

Joe Carter, organizer of the Brook-
lyn branch of the Communist
League, took the floor and demand-
ed that the schedufed discussion be
held. The demand was greeted by
applause from various parts of the
hall, (About 750 were still pre-

sent. Al Daseh supported the de-

mand of comrade Carter and the
discussion was opened by comrade
Daseh.

The latter attacked hearing's
slanders against comrade Trotsky
and openly proclaimed his support
of the Left Opposition. After per-

sistent demands for the floor, com-
rade Carter was permitted to speak
tor five minutes. In his summary
Nearing evaded ali the points rais-

ed, but spoke about the need for

a united front of all workers' or-

ganizations, including the Fourth
International against Fascism.
Statement Distributed to Workers
Meanwhile a squad of members

of the Communist League were dis-

tributing the statement of comrades
Dascb, Lipschitz and Leeser to those
leaving the hail. On the back of

the leaflet containing the statement
was an announcement of a meeting
on Russian ltecognition to be held
this Thursday, Dec. 14 at Hoffman's
Mansion, 142 Watkins St., at which
comrades Shachtman and Desch are
to speak.
The statement of the party and

Y. C. L. members has had its effect

on the party ranks in Brownsville.
We are confident that it will be
heard byeond Brownsville and will

receive warm response among Com-
munist and Left wing workers
throughout New York and the Uni-
ted States.

St.Pau!

Packing

Strike
Adventurist Methods

Cause Bad Defeat

St. Paul.—The workers in the
packing industry throughout the
U. S, have for some time been dis-

satisfied with their conditions. The
failure of the NRA to raise wages
created a situation favorable for

organizational work. (The press
reports that local NRA officials at-

tribute the "unrest among the
packing-house workers to the failure

of the minimum wages schedules to

affect any but a small number of

employees" ]

.

Strikes have been called in vari-

ous plants in different parts of the
country. In Austin, Minnesota at

the plant of the Geo. Hormel Co.
it strike took place. The workers,
who were organized into independ-
ent union which embraced the en-

tire working population of the city,

seized the factory and ejected the
company officials. With the aid of
the local farmers they held' out (or
several days. State and Company
officials then prevailed upon the
men to return to work pending arbi-
tration, ltecognition of the union
was granted. One of the main
reasons why the bosses were able
to accomplish this so easily was
the absence of conscious Left wing
militants in the union.

But here in South St. Paul the
strike under the leadership of the
self-styled "Revolutionary Vangu-
aid", the T. U. U. L., yielded far
more disastrous results

!

Armour's Swift's and' Cudahy's
are the three large packing compan-
ies in South St. Paul.. They em-
ploy aproximately 3500 workers
who have long been coralled into
company unions. As a result of
the terrific speed-up and part-time
employment under the Roosevelt
"spread the work' plan their wages
were reduced to a starvation level.

Despite the dissatisfaction of the
workers here the A. F. of L., which
lias a negligible section of the men
organized into the Amalgamated
Meat-cutters and Butchers Work-
men's Union, conducted no activity
whatsoever.

Stalinist Strike Strategy

In the Armour plant the T. U. U.
L. succeeded in organizing a small
group of men into the Packinghouse
Workers Industrial Unian. At
Swift & Co. a smaller group was
forme^. The rest of the workers
in these two huge plants knew lit-

tle or nothing of these activities.

Instead of a campaign in the three
big plants to organize a union cap-
able of conducting a struggle, and,
when such a union was formed, to

strike the three plants and simul-
taneously, the union decided to call

a strike at the Armour plant im-
mediately !

On November 15th a committee
from the Stalinist union approach-
ed the Armour officials and pre-
sented the following demands: A 10
cents per hour increase ; a 32 hour

(Continued on page 4)

Jail Two Philadelphia Militants

mammnmH/ftf/ttriat

OPEN FORUM
JAMES P. CANNON

on

THE MEANING OF THE
RECENT LYNCHINGS

Maryland, California, Missouri,
What Next?

at

Friday, December 15, 1933, 8 p. m.
International Workers School Hall

126 East 16th Street, nr Irving PI.

Auspices : Manhattan Branch, Com-
munist League of America (Opp.)

Questions Discussion
ADMISSION 15 CENTS

Philadelphia, Pa.—The entire

shop, day and night shifts, of the

Latex Products Co., manufacturing
specialty rubber goods, is out on
strike against sweat-shop conditions,
long hours and wage as low as
$2.00 and $3.00 a week. In the

course of the strike struggle two
local comrades, Lew Roberts and
Jack Richmond were arrested for

picketing. They are now serving a
.sentence of 30 days each in Moya-
mensing Prison.

Fifty workers nearly all youth
and mostly girls were driven to

strike by wretched conditions and
wages on which it was impossible
to exist. When the day shift came
to work Monday at seven o'clock,

the boss, a Mr. Waetzman, having
learned of their intention of walk-
ing out at ten, locked them out.

Picketing began immediately. The
I
night shift was stopped at three

j
o'clock. There is not a single scab

i
among these young workers. For

! nearly all of them, this was their

first strike experience.

The demands of the strike are:

(1) A separate restroom for women
with a couch. (2) One hour for

lunch (at present there is no time
off—they have to eat on the "fly".)

(3) A 40 hour week. (Now they
work 48 to 56 hours). (4) $13.00

a week minimum for girls and $15.00
for men. (5) No overtime. (6) Re-
cognition of shop committee. (7)

Protective devices (exhaust fans,

etc.) be installed. Until no,w girls

had been promised a $6.00 a week
and men $8.db. Low enough, but
when their pay envelopes were
given out last Saturday all found
they bad been deprived of even
that. Pay envelopes were for $4,00,

$3.00 and as low as $2.00. The av-

erage wage for the day shift was

computed to be .09 (nine cents) an
hour.

The shop is located and most of
the workers live in the vicinity of
our headquarters where we had
been running street meetings re-

gularly during the summer. Some
workers have been coming to the
meetings of the Spartacus Youth
Club. What was more naturally
than that, when stirred to fight

back a rapacious exploiter, they
should c-yme to us for advise and
assistance. It was given speedily
and heartedly.

The boss's gag of "selling out",
"moving the shop", "going out of
business" were aii showed up. When
the picket-line was lessened by the
absence of strikers for a meeting,
comrades Jack Richmond of the
Spartacus Youth Club and Lew
Roberts of the Communist League
branch were singled out for arrest.

The following morning the vicious
labor hating Vare henchman.
Magistrate Zweig, gave both com-
rades on disorderly conduct charges
the limit—30 days. To show fur-

ther his contempt for the strikers,

he read in the court-room crowded
with strikers and strike sympath-
isers, the telegram sent by the
strike committee demanding the
boys release. Here Roberts drama-
tically singled out the police who
beat them in the van. Independent-
ly we secured a lawyer. Independ-
ently, quickly and efficiently, writs
were obtained for a habeas corups
hearing in a higher court on Friday.
Despite the terror, the strikers in

the main are undaunted and more
resolute than ever. Thy reject the
"advice" to leave the Reds alone.

The most intelligent recognize such
orders for what they are: an at-

tempt to break the unity of the
strike,
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The Railroad Brotherhoods

Th€: Rise and Fall of the Craft Unions

1» 'mi' lirst article we touched and its federation policy and this

brief!) upon the origin of tile rail-

road unions and their failure to ad-

just their .structure and program in

conformity with industrial develop-

ment* on tin- r.iilroads. In this ar-

ticle we -will siiy something on the

rw: and full of the (Jraft Union.

It is quite natural that wliun we
lirst conceive of anything we do so

on its narrowest base, and our un-

derstanding and outlook on any
qm^llou broadens with, experience.

In liiirniony wilh this lew of devel-

opment it was, therefore, quite na-

tural that the locomotive engineer

who first conceived of organizing in

ISO, should do so on 11 very nar-

row base or on Ihc basis of his own
craft atone. It did not occur to

him to take (he firemen, whom he
often hired and fired, in with him.

The conductor felt the same uhout
bis brakesman.

Often the firemen had to reward
the engineer, the brakeman and the

conductor fur the iirivilege of work-
ing with them. The problems which
confronted Hio.se early pioneers in

organization work were small and
simple when compared with the

workers' problems of today. The
railroads, as well as industry in

general, were in a state of growth
and expansion and needed more
and more workers, and tile organ-

ised craft wos usually able to bar-

gain wilh the small companies.

We think it can be truthfully said

that the craft union functioned

fairly well in the interest of its

members until about 1 lie beginning

of the present century, when the

gradually growing problems of the

railroad workers ushered in the

idea of Craft Federation. The so-

called "Big Four" would join hands
in concerted wage movements, the

Federated Shop Crafts would do
likewise. The Eight Hour Day
victory in 1910 was about the last

successful stand of the craft union

victory w«s aided very materially
by the artificial war prosperity
which was in fall swing by laiti.

Jn other words, during the era
of industrial expansion when the
railroads hud a complete monopoly
of transportation, the craft union
was uble to wheedle occasional con-
cessions from the employers and
even conduct successful strikes,
lint since the stand for the eight
hour day in 101(1, and more especi-

ally since the end of the World
War, the craft unions have suffered
one defeat after another, and the
policy of its leadership has been
one of continuous surrender und
retreat. And despite the fact that
each unit of traffic handler by each
unit of manpower has constantly in-
creased since 1920. The railroad
workers have taken three smashing
wage cuts and two of them were
taken without the slightest resist-

ance on the part of their leader-
ship. The day of reaction and de-
cay has definitely set in on the
Railroad Urotlierhoods. The only
ones who benefit by the continued
muinlenanoe of the craft unions on

A Statement to the
Communist Party

To the D. EX. of the C.P.

TotheD.E.C of the X C. L.

COMRADES:
For some time now, the undersigned comrades,

members of the Communist Party or the Young Com-

munist League, have been considering with growing

alarm the development of tfie position of our move-

ment in connection with recent events in this coun-

try and in Europe. We have iu mind especially what

happened in Germany before and after the seizure o£

power by Hitler, and the significance of the agree-

ment signed at Washington' between the representa-

tives of the Soviet Union and the United States. You

are undoubtedly aware that a great deal of con-

fusion and unclarity, doubts and dissatisfaction exists

in the ranks of our Party and League on these ques-

tions. The aim of this letter is fo arrive as speedily

as possible at it clarification.

The German events were a distinct shock to us

—this we cannot conceal. We were persuaded by the

policy and the propaganda of the Communist Inter-

nafioiml and our party here, that our brother party

in Cermnny was making steady progress in driving

hack (In* Fascist, gangs and winning over increasing

sections of the social democracy. But the outcome

of the hisloric struggle- in Germany proved to be

the railroads are the swarms of charily contrary to all the forecasts -that were made
high salaried officials who infest

riie entire ernfl system of organiza-
tion.

In tin 1 next and future articles

we will lake nji more in detail some
of tiie symptons of decay and dis-

ease in the railroad brotherhoods
and how to meet and overcome
these conditions.

Until we can build a progressive
.Minority Movement and press inside
of the Railroad Unions, we urge the
progressive railroad worker to use
the columns of the Militant fo ex-
press his ideas on the many needed
change* in the Brotherhoods, whose
reactionary and overpaid leadership
cannot afford to grant us free ex-

pression iu our own brotherhood
press. —A. E.

International

Hotes

GERMANY.
The Socialist Workers Pa try (S.

A. 1*.) and the Internationalist Com-
munists (Left Opposition) are con-

tinuing their close collaboration in

the creation of the German section

of tile new International. They
have just issued a joint draft of dir-

ective-: for the trade union work of

the new Communist parly in Ger-

many. Extracts of this document,
which is of exceptional interest,

will be published in future issues.

VOUTH.
At the Amsterdam conference for

a new Youth. International, which
is to meet early next January,
there will he represented the Swed-
ish Communist Youth Federation
(formerly allied with the liraniiler-

ites) naving within its ranks 8,000

members, Hie Youth Federation of

the Norwegian Labor Party (18.000

members) and the Mot Dag group
[the ,\orway group formerly affili-

ated with the lirandler tendency.

by our leadership. It has now become clear to us

that what happened in Oerinauy requires -demands-

en our part a thorough examination into the situa-

tion anil Ihe policy that was followed by us, and a

drastic revision of our present course. Instead of

a su"ccs"ful advance of our parly in Germany, it has

been defeated, and now lies crushed by the Browri-

shirted monsters. Instead of the victory of the Red'

Front, we had the victory of Ihe Swastika.

(Hi top of all this, we were astonished to see that

our! party, wilh its hundreds of thousands of mem-
bers, and millions of supporters in the elections,

failed to strike a single blow at the Fascists in order

to prevent them iroin coming to power. Our party

liroved, to our great regret, to be incapable of mobil-

izing any substantial section of the working cl«ss

for the purpose of organizing their resistance to the

advance of Hiflerism. To us this was evidence of a

serious, fundnmental weakness in our party and its

policy, both of which are tesled precisely in such

moments as the crucial hour in Germany.

it is not that we are discouraged by- a defeat,

for we know (hut the proletarian movement will rise

again regardless of temporary setbacks. Fur from it.

We remain today just as confident of our final victory

on a world scale as we have always been. But the

way to overcome a defeat is to analyze its causes

and take the necessary steps to eliminate them or

correct them. Far from doing this, our party and

manner. The fact of the defeat has not even been

acknowledged. No Attempt has been made by the

International or any of its sections to examine into

the policy of the past to find out what was wrong.

No attempt has been mode to correct what we see

now unite plainly ta have been our radically false

policy OB "Social Fascism", or the "United Front

Only Jn m Helow", or our incorrect analysis of

Fascism itself. Everything that was done in the

past, «t-d the leadership which did if, has been ap-

proved without reservations. Consequently, instead

of laying the basis for overcoming the defeat and

rising again to victory, the basis still remains for the
usually concocts a quota- addmo„ of 1]( ,w setbacks for our movement not only
oi a volume—of at least, „ . . .. ,,»_ ,. . lt ,.»

la Germany but throughout the rest of the world.

Historical

Analogies
{Trotsky and Dan—Workers Age—

December I, 1B33.)

The bureau of historical falsifica-

tion under the leadership of Love-
stone (Gra. .VHSOS) has manufac-
tured another -striking document".
Hut we suspect that this time the
job has been entrusted to an am-
ateur.

Ttiat this is amateur's handiwork
is evidenced first by the fact that
onIy_ three pages (and. consecutive
page's at that ) have been put through
the Lovestoiie hopper for synthetic
quotations (patent applied for by
Stalin] in order to produce a quo-
tation to mutch the "fundamental
similarity" with two sentences writ-
ten by Dan. An expert Lovestoiie
"Huoter"
lion out

SO pages. In the second place, of
I lie sentences which had been torn
out of context and indirectly mani-
pulute'd—only one hits been directly
distorted. 'Trotsky is quoted as
follows -The ruling apparatus en-
joys a great relative independence."
Here is what Trotsky realty wrote,
"Without having that absolute in-

One other event has confirmed us in our criticism

of the course of the Comintern. Th'tt is the Litvinoff-

Uoosevell negotiations. We know of course that in

dealing with capitalist governments, the Soviet Union

is obliged to "give and take", to mako concessions

where necessary. Hut there are concessions 'and con-

cessions. As Communists, wo cannot and must not

surrender am tiling iu principle to the capitalist

enemy. And that is what, in our opinion, was done
at. Washington by the representative of the Soviet

Union. We refer here to Paragraph Four of the Lit-

\inov letter to Roosevelt. Jn the minds of every

worker, and in the minds of the bourgeoisie itself,

this paragraph pledges the Soviet Union to prohibit

the cNisronee of Ihe international Communist move-

ment on its territory. It is pledged to prevent the

residence on its soi) of any organization whose aim
is the overthrow of the existing social order in the

United States. The only organisation to which this

refers or can refer— is the Communist International

and its American section (our Party) wlmse historic

aim is the replacement of the present capitalist sys-

tem in this country by Ihe rule of Ihe working class.

Not only we, Mm- undersigned, but hundreds of

other I'jirly and League members were deeply affected

by iliis pledge of Litvinov. Kven the newest mem-
bers of our mo\emcnt are uneasy aiid

(

uncomfortable

in tiie face of what happened. Wo have our own
opinions on I his question. We consider it our duty

to pre-ent tiieni to 1 lie membership. We aiso consi-

der it ynur duly fo present to us and to the mem-
bership tiie i,llici;il standpoint of our party leader-

ship. II is only hy discussing these questions openly

in Ihe paiiy and the League, democratically and
lively, that ihe greatest good can result for out move-

ment.

it is for this reason that we toko Ibis occasion

to pniposo tu yen to call a joint city-wide member-
ship meeting ef the I'.irty and the League for the

purpose of hearing a report on tiie questions involved

and of giving tiie membership sm opportunity to ex-

press it-.elf on them. Such a meeting is a most
urgent need of Ihe hour. We eNpeet to present our

views there in lull.

Such a meeting i- all the more necessary at this

moment 1>oc;iiim', as you know, Ihere are many burn-

ing problems i-oiii'ront our movement. Both the Party

and the League are suffering from radical defects in

their policy and their work. In the field of the un-

employed, in the trade union field, and in many
others- as has been pointed oat. by the Open Letter

of flie Centra! Committee—our work is iu extremely

bad condition. The wav to correct it is fo make pos-

Montreal Stalinists Answer Marxist

Ideas with Hooliganism

Montreal.—The last few weeks
iu Montreal have been rich in strik-

ing demonstrations of the lengths
to which the Stalinists are driven
in frantic effort to suppress the
ideas of the Left Opposition. The
organized rowdy attempt to disrupt
our meeting a few weeks ago, the

removing of posters advertising our
meetings, the picket-lines before
our doors, the ejection of our dele-

gates Crom the An Is- Fascist Confer-
ence now shrivelled to the dimen-
sions of a Ktalinist caucus,—all

these things points uumistakably
to u hooliganism become rampant
at the promptings of fear.

The workers provoked to thought
as a result of these scandalous
methods will realize that the ques-
tion oi working-class democracy
cannot; be relegated to the sphere
of mere etiquette. Political bank-
ruptcy breeds inevitably the meth-
ods of hooliganism. Gangsteri.sm

lias long been the weapon of the

reformist faker, the trade union
bureaucrat, against the Left wing.
The Stalinists, unable to withstand
a Marxist criticism, are introducing

the same bug of tricks into the Left
wing. Comrades alarmed by this

foul stencli reiichiug their nostrils

will ponder and search until they
unearth the cesspool of political in

solvency from which if emerges.

A Staliinst Lecture on Germany
On December 3, S. Sarkin, ti

local mandarin of the general line

lectured at the Jewish Cultural
Centre on t he tactics of the <"'. I",

in Germany, With the contents of

Ihe lecture itself we will not con-
cern ourseif here—a lotitl-motithed

rehashing of the Infest wisdom of

Piafuitsky, shrill- with contradic-
tions, based on the stupendous cheek
of the speaker and on his specula-

tion on the ignorance of the audi-

ence. A sample or two will suffice—-'The tactic of tiie United Front
was abandoned after ]H22 (the year
of the, Fourth Congress!) because
the Social-1 »emocrrtey became open-
ly counter-revolutionary" ( ! ! )

.

"The defeat of I!)3:i was to be troeed

to the error made iu 1920, imme-
diately corrected and never again
repealed, in withdrawing from the
reformist trade unions. '•The IS

years of systematic work within

the trade unions climaxed with
growth of the Ii. G. O. (!) to a
.strength (?) of SIO.CUU in I9!i:j."

The presence of three ""Trotsky-

,., , ..... „ . , ites" at the lecture was eonugh to
sible (1) a democratic rtiscussion: (2) a fundamental (m ()) „ an ut Alm (lf £ llse .

examinafion into party policy: (."!) a thorough re-
, t(

,ss wilicb was W[>rkP(] „p by the
vi-ion of it. (speaker to nothing short of a lynch-

We hope that this communication will meet with ing mood. The evening \v«s prefac-

The Marx-Lenin Group of Denmark de)>endence, the illusion of which
is ulsi expected to send a represen- lives in the skulls of many bureau-
Kit ive. The above groups are, of erats, the ruling apparatus never-
course, only recent recruits. French, j theless enjoys a great relative in-

German, etc. Youlh were reported dependence." Only one direct dis-

ii!-. represented in previous issues of

the Militant.

SCANDINAVIA.
On the question of the new party

the fallowing have been expelled or

have resigned from the lirandler

International (I: V. K. ().- Inter-

national Federation of Communist
Oppositions!: Communist Party of

Sweden, the Mot lteg group in Nor-

way. The Swiss section of the I.

V. K. o. is likewise at odds wifii

tin i'.randlerites, though no expul-

tortion—thai is almost a record!
Hut while amateurish in execu-

tion, this performance attains the
lowest levels hitherto achieved by
the past-masters of slander nnd
distortion.

What comrade Trotsky says in
reference to the present plebisci-
tary regime iu the Soviet Union is

juxtaposed witii Dan's statement in
reference to tiie dictatorship of the
proletariat Trotsky's analysis of
the political character of the Stal-

sious nave as yet taken place. Com-j iuist btireaiicraey is passed off as
rade Bringolf, the Swiss represents- the analysis of the class character
tive on the International Committee! of tiie state in the Soviet Union,
of the I. V. K. O., expressed the'

speedy and favorable action on your part, and that

you will consider it motivated by a devoted interest

iu the welfare and progress of the evolutionery
movement.

With Communist greetings,

(Signed) AL DARCII. Unit 6. Section 8,

Brownsville Section Committee.

Brownsville Communist Party.

ISIDORE LIPSCHITZ, Unit 3,

Y :> u n g Communist League,
(Brownsville).

DAVID LKF.SER. Unit 11, Sec-

tion 11, Brighton, Communist P.

Short Dispatches from Fascist Germany

following opinion at a recent meet-

ing oi that committee: the V,. I.

has been relegated to the position

of being an instrument for Russifin

foreign policy; the V. I. has become
n 'hopeless case'' for the Wesf Eur-

opean proletarial.

The L V. K. O. section in Alsace-

Lorraine, one ol its greatest, sec-

tions, is having similar trouble

with the center. In Czechoslovakia

the'. Bruudlerites have almost dis-

appeared from tiie scene. Only the

Lovestoue Group in America (after

tiie split with Gitlow and the pre-

sent 'litl'ereiices with the Zam min-

ority) and the lirandler Group iii

Germany remain firm with the I.

V. K. O.

But perhaps we imply too much
by inferring that ihe Lovestoneites
themselves know the differences be-
tween the bureaucratic apparatus
'that has usurped the authority of
the October Revolution and the
worker's state itself. Is It after
all, excluded that the I/ivestoneites
identify Stalinism with the dicta'
torship of the proletariat just es
Dan identities the dictatorship—
"'with its wide flung apparatus"?

Tlie Panter Affair, The affair of

the British journalist, Panter, ac-

cused of espionage (as is well

known he had communicated to the

British press about a Nazi demon-

stration In Kelhein reporting mili-

tary details) and incarcerated in

Munich for ten days ended inglor-

lously for Germany after he was
ordered deported. It is not so

well known that he got the details

regarding the armed strength of

the S. A., etc., from a journalist

employe by Hugenberg's TEL-UN-
ION, a certain Ackermann. The
latter has likewise been arrested.

Possibly the Hugenberg circles in-

tended to spoil the good relations

between Kngland and the Third
Keich.

In a telegram immediately after

Germany's departure from the

league of 'Nations and disarma-

ment conference, tlie German mun-
ition and heavy industry magnates

hastened to express their deepest

t bunks for the legalization of Ger-

man rearming. Krupp von Bohlen

assured the Chancellor in a telegram

that German industry, without any

reservation, will support the na-

tion on "its road of peace and

honor" which the chancellor has

shown the German people. Krupp

lias every reason to send telegram and vegetables regularly declines
of gratitude to Hitler. in this time and rises later on.

Index of Standard of Living Comparison with last year: Corn-

March and April, I!>33—70.4, M«y p" ri "s il"-' l>rices ot AuK"st I933

—80A June ami July—80.9, August
v"th August 1932 we find an in-

—80.7. The nourishment judex aW crL,ase m siiger ot 21 Percent, vege-

rose from 70.7 in March to 73.7 ln|
tut,lt? 5 Percent, beef products 4.3

June declining in Ails-nut t.i 71 A Percent, butler ti :5 percent, eggs 14june. aeenmng in August to HA
| oleoma rge-irine Wl tier un on, shorty after its formation

The small decline in the last mouth !"«-(•'", ou.omaigeaiine ,st.,i per „,,..:..,..,. J
..... J ..... _ ,_..,.._..,...

tluetua-' ™'* Ia short tDe effects of "ob-

potatoei' (!iilfe" I""* to tlie eastern farm
Ibarona.) are quite apparent.

ed by remarks from Sarkin promis-
ing a "'lively evening", ''acknowl-

edging the presence of "guests"
(this at the "non-factional" Cul-

elothiug itself in an unconscionable
demagogy.
Argument Replaced by Epithet
What Markin lacked in arguments

he repaired with epithets. There
v> as a. complete departure even
trom tlie terminology of political

discussion. The time-honoured
'counter-revolutionary" was replac-
ed by such delicate expressions as
"rats", "thieves

-

', -bandits", "scoun-
drels". The mighty resources of

Ibis department of the Jewish ton-
gue were tapped with a remarkable
thoroughness. The whole perform-
ance was climaxed by the speaker
producing a collection of luprecorrs
with the well-known quotations of
ISM* und onwards.

Sarkin had announced at the be-

ginning of the lecture that a period
of discussion would be allowed "if

time permitted
--

. This having been
laid down be proceeded to make
sure that time would not allow.
Keplies to questions look the form
of irrelevant harangues drawn out
to absurd lengths. This was m
ir.orlied contrast with the procedure
at our meetings when we gave the
Stalinist speaker more time than he
cared to use. Tlie attempt to close
tiie meeting without discussion was
thwarted by protests from Left Op-
position comrades present.

IStdlam at the Meeting
Goretsky of the Left Opposition

when finally allowed the lloor be-
gan a quotation from Lnser Hamf
which S«rkin had challenged us to
produce. .Sarkin attempted to tear
the paper from his hand, crying
that we wanted the orir nal (noth-
ing le-s). This was file signal for
the breaking lose of bedlam. Com-
rade Krehm, while asking Ihe chair-
man for the Hour, was struck twice
iu the teeth. Our comrade w«ts
jostled off the platform and the
meeting hurriedly closed. The Stal-
inist faithfuls had been worked up
to a virlual pogrom spirit by ,dem-
ogogue Sarkin and it was only due
to the intervention of some of the
more hol-headed comrades present
that the violence was not greater
fhaii w.is (ittnaiiy the case.

After tiie close of the meeting
comrade Krehm challenged Sarkin
to debate the topic of the lecture,
branding him as yellow in the
event of u refusal. The same chal-
lenge has iieeu repeated publicly in
the columns of the local Jewish
liaper. Whether the Stalinists, af-

ter the defeat administered to them
at. oar last German lecture several
weeks ago, wilt res]ioiiiI remains to
be seen.

Already within the Stalinist ranks
protest is making itself heard
against the hooliganism of the
Stntiuites toward the Left Opposi-
tion. Kvery honest element must

tural Centre), and the exhortation join, in Imnishing these shameful
to the faithful to have "their blood methods, the product of jmiiic and
boil". Never was there a more despair, from tiie ranks of the work
despicable example of ignorance ing-class movement.

A.F. ofL. and Mirror Workers
New York.—The Novelty Mirror

Workers Union has again been de-

feated in its *iims to constitute

itself as a genuine trade union for

the safeguarding of the economic
interests of all the. workers in the
trade. This time the aims of the
workers were deflated by the A. F.

of L. bureaucrats of the Interna-
tional Pocketiiook Workers Union,
whose desire for fat per capita fees

and whose genuine fear of any sign

of militancy from tlie workers, can-
not be questioned.

It will he remembered that the

as explained by seasonal
tlou since the price for

* A report from Ash, tlie Brand

-

lertte "stronghold" in Czechoslov-

akia aajs: "Only some 10 people

still Attend their 'mass meetings' in

this industrial center, as for in-

stance on November 1."

PHILADELPHIA
BANQUET

To Celebrate our Fifth Anniversary

Benefit The "MILITANT"
On Sun. Dec. 34th 8 P. M.

at Our Local Headquarters

524 W. Thompson Street

Admit One Subcsription 25c

Auspices: Communist. League (Op-

position) Philadelphia.

BROWNSVILLE SPARTACUS
SOCIAL

As a celebration of the second

anniversary of Youiig Spartaeue,

the Brownsville Spartacuf Youth
CIul» will held a dance and social

on Saturdav, Dec. 16th at the Mili-

tant Hall, 154 Watkins Street.

Just Off tne Press

TEN YEAKS

HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES
OF THE LEFT OPPOSITION

By MAX SHACHTMAN

10c

7 Cents in Bundles of $ or More; Order from:

PIONEER PUBLISHERS ,84 E. 1 oth St.,N.Y.C

MINNEAPOLIS
NEW DEAR'S EVE AFFAIR
Bridge — Dancing Entertain-

ment — Refreshments —
Sunday, December 3), 1983, » P. M.

at. 3001 Elliott Avenue
Auspices: Minneapolis branch C. L.

of A. (Opp.)
Everybody Welcome Adm. Free

CHICAGO
NTERNATIONAL LABOR F0KUM

2557 W. North Avenue
Every Sunday 3 P. M.

Dee. 24.—Religion and Social Pro-
gress.

GEORGE KATSIOLIS
Communist orator of note.

Dec. 31.—Workingclass Internation-
alism and Decisive Crises.
(An analysis of the.causes
leading to the downfall of
the 3 workers Internation-
als.)

JOSEPH GIGANTI
of Chicago Left Oppos i tion

BROOKLYN OPEN FORUMGEORGE CLARKE
on

THE MEANING OF THE
RECENT LYNCHINGS

Friday, December 15, 1938, 8 P. M.
MILITANT HALL

f54 Watkins St. (cor. Belmont St.)

ADMISSION 10 CENTS

Unemployment: Tiie number of

unemployed on October 1st amount-
ed to 3,850,000, 150,000 less than
tlie previous month. (As is well
known at flic end of Janfiury the
figures stood at 6,014,000). The
following facts however complete
the picture:

1. The income from waite taxa-
tion remains below tiie level of
last year according to the lafeHt

statistics of ihe illinlstry of Fin-
ance wage taxation brought an in-

come of

:

in August 1932, with 52,224,000
unemployed, 60.9 million Marks.

In August 1SW3. with 4,124,000
unemployed ,59.6 million Marks.

2. The figures of those at work
compare with tlice of the unem-
ployed, according to stale sick in-

surance, as follows:

August 1932: 5,224,000 unemploy-
ed, 12.sS4.WM) employed.

August 1933: 4.124.000 unemploy-
ed, 13.71fi,000 employed.

Result itisr in: 1.100,000 unemploy-
ed, MKi.000 employed.

fell under the blundering leadership

of the T. U. U. L. After, an unfor-

tunate strike—unfortunate in the
sense that it was led by the Stalin-

ists—that dissipated the energies of
the workers, and almost, robbed
them of all confidence in trade un-

ionism, it become comparatively
easy to convince a majority of the
workers that the loss of the strike

was not due to a couple of "skunks''

but chiefly due to the syndicalist,

ultra-Left policies of tlie Sessin
leadership which laid obstacles in

the path of the strike and made a

number of workers lose hope too
soon, causing them fo go back to

work iH'fore the strike was ended.

Apply for A. F. of L. Charter
Consequently, of a membership

meeting—^of 5(i workers (out of an
original 300)—sometime later called

together, for tlie purpose of discuss-

ing the «inestion of affiliation, a

majority of workers voted to apply

for a charter from tile A. F. of I/.

The remainder, still poisoned by
KtalinHi influence, walked out of

tlie hall, completely disrupting the

meeting, and causing a serious split.

Immediately, a commit lee was
elected—of which a member of the

TTIITTIIIIIITtTTTTTTTTTTTTmiTITITITIIIIIIIIIIIl

CHRISTMAS EVE AFFAIR
On Christinas Kve, December

24th, the Brooklyn branch will hold
a social affair at. its headquarters,
154 "Watkins St.
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Communist League was one—to
start negotiations with the Interna-
tional Pocketbook Workers Union.
The committee, at first, went to

see Hugh i'raine, head of the local
office of the A. F. of L., who pro-
ceeded 'to an endless questioning
ond demanding statements and fin-

ally came to tlie point—who is to
have jurisdiction over the union?
The A. t\ ot L. faker, very jealous
of his jurisdictional rights, decided
that the International Pocketbook
bureaucrats were 10 have the hege-
mony over the workers and their
foes.

Then followed more meetings,
this lime with Goldman of the
I'ocketliooks, subjecting the commit-
tee to a most scrutinous investiga-
tion—!Iow many members? How
many paying dues? How much
tnoneyin the treasury; Any Com-
munist influenceV—all this was
carefully taken down, and a deci-
sion by the next Executive Counsel
meeting promised. Then began an
endless postponement from week to
week, more questions and more in-
vestigations, until finally, offer five

weeks of negotiations, the answer
was given. No! Without any fur-
ther explanations.

Tin: leucliou to all this from the
inexperienced unionists was utter
disappointment and dejection. The
Stalinists and their influenced vic-

tims naturally capitalized on the
situation, again giving the same
senseless arguments—tile A. F. of
1.. does not want to organize work-
ers, tlie A. l'\ of L. is only con-
cereud about, pocketing flic money;
us if this were their chief motivu
for refusing to affiliate with it, as
if all this ami more was not clearly
pointed out by the heft Opixisitiou
and the decision was made to af-
filiate with the A. F. of 1,. despite
all that.

A Trade Union ©r a Seet

The Ktulinists succeeded in null-
ifying the former decision and
pushed through a vote^—on a much
smaller sculp—to abandon negotia-
tipns witii Ihe A. F. of L. and affili-

ate with the T. XL U. L. It is worth
mentioning that despite their activ-
ity, the vote was so slim that they
had to resort to the method of
denying a vote to the chairman—
the chairman being a Left Opposi-
tion worker.
The workers of the Mirror novelty

trade must be made to realize that
to continue with their present in-

tentions means the end of their
union. Affiliation fo the paper
trade union center of the T. U. TI.

L. can help in ino way to build"

a genuine trndqf union able to ex-
tend its influence throughout the
trade and become a real weapon to

better the conditions of the work-
ers. What is needed is a union,
not a propaganda-resolutions-writ-
!n? club for the Stalin bureaucrats.

—MIRROR WORKER.
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Discussion Article

THEPROLETARIAN PARTY
(Tin: writer of this article was
for over 10 yours a member of

J ia Proletarian Party of; Amm-
iea, serving ft>:- several year*

(ui its National E-;c.<.. ..!. Ci.ni-

mittce, and tor a year uinl a

half, as its National Secretary,

lie has recently resigned from
tin; Party as a result of the de-

cisions of Use con veil! ion bt'id

in September.
This article is written with

the intention to not only throw
light on Ihe recent controversy

in the Proletarian Party hut
also to explain 'he part played

by the or^aiiisititiun in the Am-
erican labor iuo\cment and) to,

as nearly as possible, appraise

tin; Parly's usefulness tit the
toilers of the C. S.)

Immediately alter the entry of

the V. S., into tin; World War a
tremendous amount o! controversy
n«t Mi-it Jly arose in the American
labor movement as to the attitude

toward 1 tie war. This controversy
was most apiHirt'iit in the .Socialist

Party, whose leaders, like the lead-

ers of the Knropean parties of the

Second International, had betrayed

tin* ogantzalion to the capita list

class. Opposition to the leadership
became very strong and resulted in

wholesale expulsion of the opposi-

tion groups b.v the ililltiiiit mach-
ine. Tile expelled groups formed
Ihemsefves into a Communist Party,

a ('omniums! Labor Parly, a Prole-

tarian I'niversily. etc.

History of tile Party

It. can he safely said that the
Proletarian University group
i known also as the .Michigan group
and litter as The Proletarian Party)
had the soundest position hi regard
to thy two llussian revolutions of

Hill, in the attitude toward the
Imperialist War, and in Marxian
theory in general. They were at
that time good students of Marxism.
Many of the nnmerons blunders of

the oilier Left wing groups could
have been avoided had they accept-

ed ihe ideas put forth b.v the Prole-

tarian l.'ui versify group. Hut the

objective conditions, of that time
were not conducive to careful study
on the part of till 1 majority of the
Left wing members. The Bolshevik
devolution had just established the

rule of file workers over one-sixth

of the earth'* surface. This greiit

event had kindled Iremendous en-

thusiasm and a keen desire for ac-

tion in the breasts of the American
workers but there was no corre-

sponding desire for careful and
painstaking study of the event.

Most, of the Left wins leaders de-

clared that the thiie for study was
past and the time lor action had
come.

As time passed the Communist
Party and the Communist Labor
Party became the Workers' Party
while the Proletarian University be-
came Ihe, Proletarian Party. Later
on the Workers' Party received the
recognition of the Communist Inter-

national and thus became the Com-
munist Party of America. But the
recognition of. the C. I. did very
little to correct the errors of the
C. P. of A. It remained terribly

"left sick". Its programs were
grossly reformist ic and opportun-
ist in character; (the LaFollette
incident of 11>2-1 is «n example).
Hut the Proletarian Party develop-
ed in the opposite direction and op-
posed, to the antics of the C. P. of
A. a program of "Education, Edu-
cation and more Education". In
its intense desire for correct Marx-
inn understanding the P. P. leaned
over too far and became almost ex-
clusively an educational organisa-
tion, jtoili parties occupied extreme
jiositions. Thil great need was an
organization that would combine in

Marxian proportions botii educa-
tion aud action. But such an or-

ganization did not appear.

Proletarian Party and C. P.

It is difficult to estimate the part
played by each of the two parties
named, in driving the other to the
opposite pole. Doubtless they exer-
cised some influence on each other.
Hut the objective factors were
illicit more favorable to the growth
of the frothier, noisier organization
-the C. P. of A. The great work-

ing class sentiment in favor of the
Russian Revolution was taken ad-
vantage of to tht; full b.v the C. P.

of A. Hud1

resulted In a good deal
of popular activity such as strikes,

demonstrations, demands for Soviet,

recognition, etc.

In the Proletarian Party a firm
and determined stand was taken
against any sort of immediate or
partial demands. Anything that
showed signs of rallying any con-
siderable uumher of workers to its

support was frowned] upon as op-
portunism or left sickness. It was
a question only of education, first,

last and all the lime, according to
the leaders. The Party's programs
were cold, dusmalio affairs and the
tactics followed were stiff and in-

elastic. Party leaders prided them-
selves on thi-j stiffness mid explain-
ed their '"temporary isolation from
the masses" as a sure sign of the
correctness of their position. "The
masses are not yet ready to accept
such an advanced position, it will
take time to win a,. > considerable
number to; this view. The Bolshe-
vik Party was very small up to the
eve of the revolution and Lenin

himself said the revolutionary party
might be small but good." Such
were the arguments used, by the
leaders. They did not know, or!

they forgot, that at the time Lenin
wrote this, tile Bolshevik party bad
several thousand members ifi Petro-
grad alone and that the Bolshevik
Party was relatively small but not
insignificantly so. At no time in

its history did the Proletarian Party
reach a membership of 500.

Organizational Weaknesses

But in addition to the program-
matic and tactical weaknesses there
were weaknesses of a structural and!
organizational nature that prevented 1

the Party ironi becoming a true
Communist party. These last were
inherited from the Socialist Party.
The Proletarian Party constitution
is a typical Socialist Party docu-
ment, the terminology being in

many pitices vague and indefinite

and leaving room for quite different

interpretations. In some places
there is a definite duplication of
authority provided, and this too in

the -highest bodies of the Party.

This condition might have been
excused years ago when the princi-

ples of Bolshevik organization and
democratic centralism, as outlined
by I.enin, were still unknown to us
here in America. But after that
time there was no excuse for a
party calling itself revolutionary
holding io such a constitution. The

|
lecent controversy in the Party
was based almost entirely on an
attempt to have the constitution

changed so as to conform to the
principles of democratic centralism.

This attempt was not the result

so much of deep thought as of
changing conditions, particularly

Willi regard to finances. From the
time the National Office of the
Party was moved from Detroit to

Chicago in 1922, and John Keracher
was made National Secretary, it

was almost entirely e one man or-

ganization with Keracher as the
one man. There were very few able

men in the Party which explains
the outstanding position of Kerach-
er. A good deal of the work of the
Party that should hove fallen on
the shoulders of the National Ex-
ecutive Committee was neglected
by that body either on account of
laziness or inability. This work
nils taken care of by Keracher. at

least, utter a fashion.

A One-Man Party

There was little attempt in those
days to restrict Keracher or to

criticize his methods of carrying on
the work because such criticism
would have acquired a willingness
[and ability on the part of the critic

to undertake more, work himself,

as Keracher was always, obviously
overloaded with work. This willing-

ness and ability did not exist any-
where in the N. E. C. except In a
very limited degree. Naturally the
Party became a direct reflection of
Keracher; a reflection of his weak
points as well as of his strong
points.

Previous to his revolutionary
career Keracher was a small store-

keeper in Detroit. He carried into

the Party work the same narrow,
petty, inefficient methods that he
had employed in his own business.

His book-keeping and office proced-
ure are something atrocious and as
an executive he is on a level with
the average small storekeeper. To
place a man of thi3 type in the posi-

tion of chief executive, with almost
complete control, was to condemn
the organization to sure death.

Not only was Keracher incapable
of any important constructive work
himself but on those rare occasions
when others of some ability tried

to cooperate with him he proved
quite incapable of working with
them harmoniously. He would al-

ways oppose thorn and work for

their downfall in the Party. He met
honest crificsm with trickery and
deceit and also with attack on the
motives of the critic, all with the
object of removing the critic from
his position in the Party and, if

necessary, from the Party itself.

This sort of thing has happened on
more than one occasion.

The Peterson-Dixou Group
In 1031 an attempt was made by

the Peterson-Dixon group, as mem-
bers of the Executive Council, to

instruct Keracher, as National Sec-

retary, on matters pertaining to the
expenditure of press funds. Ker-
acher had no great difficulty in

getting this group expelled from
the Party chiefly because the group
was poorly organized and because
it weakened its case before the mem-
bership tremendously by attacking
Keracher's personal character in-

stead of sticking to the revolution-
ary principles that were involved

in the controversy. But in the sum-
mer of 1932 another controversy
arose in the Piirty, and as a result

of the same conditions that caused
the first.

—JOSEPH KNIGHT.
(Continued in next issue)

Prablems off tb« Cuban Revolution

CUBAAND MONTEVIDEO

LABOR AND INTER-
NATIONALISM"

The Pioneer Publishers has sec-

ured a limited number of copies of

Lewis L. Lot-win's history of the
international labor movement en-

titled "Labor mid International-
ism"

Pioneer Publishers secured these
books at a bargain which will be
passed on to the readers of the
Militout who desire the book. The
publishers price is $3.00—It can be

•secured from the Pioneer Publish-
ers at half prict—$1.00 postpaid.

Send orders to:

PIONEER PUBLISHERS
84 East 10th Street
New York City

The great importance of the Mon-
tevideo Pan-American Conference
for the Cuban workers and their

American imperialist masters can
be seen in the latest developments
in the world's former sugar bowl.
At Montevideo the Latin American
capitalists, supported and inspired

by the English and Japanese im-
perialists, are maneuvering for

advantages for themselves ard
Uncle Sam's rivals at his expens.'.

The U. S. is sitting so tightly on
the lid that about all they can do
is, to borrow a word from the Blue
Eagle general, chisel.

Just the same they have the Am-
erican moneybags in « delicate sit-

uation. If he makes a tniscue any
place in Latin America while this

conference is on they will squeeze
him for all they can get out of

him.

Strike Wave Rising Again

The news coming out of Cuba is

fragmentary and unreliable, being
either capitalist or Stalinist in or-

igin. But it seems the Cuban
workers understand that Uncle
Sam's necessity for stepping warily
gives them more 3attitude. The
strike wave is rising high again. If!

Harry Cannes, head of the Anti-|

Imperialist Delegation to Cuba, is]

to be' believed the workers of 30
sugar mills in Santa Clara pro-

vince have been involved in strikes

recently (Daily Worker, necember
!), 10331. The scope of this strug-

gle can be seen from the fact that,'

according to the Cuban Review of

.

February 1927, there were 53 sugar

.

mills in this province in l!)2t>, near-

ly thirty percent of all the sugar
mills on the island, producing
seventeen percent of all the hags
of sugar of that year.

Other strikes are taking place;

tobacco workers are out in thou-

.

sands; all the Wool worth Co. stores

are closed, and have been bombed.
Most important among the strikes Is

the strike against the Cuban Elec-

tric Co. of which Machado is a
vice-president, an affiliate of the

!
Electric Bond and Share Company.

|
The Emperor of America, J. P.

j
Morgan, is the big shot in both of

these outfits. How big the Electric

Bond and Share is can be seen

from the fact that its subsidiaries

in 1030 supplied light, power, gas,

water and ice to 1,520,000 Cubans,
thirty-eight percent of tha popula-

tion.

Importance of the Strike

The importance of the strike lies

not only in the size and importance

of the company. The Martin gov-

ernment, government of the petty

bourgeoisie, is using the strike and

the temporary weakness of the

American imperialists' position to

consolidate its position and delude

the masses of the country. The
army high command told the Cuban
Department of Interior delegates
to the meeting o£ the electric work-
ers which decided on the strike

that it would not interfere with the
strike. This is a bid for support
b.v the masses.

At the same time it is part of

a mor,e comprehensive scheme; The
government has issued an order
to the, Electric Company to reduce
its electric and gas rates by forty-

live percent and had forbidden it to

reduce salaries or discharge work-
ers in carrying through thia neces-

sary and insufficient reduction in

the rates. In a previous article we
gave the figures for electric rates;

17 cents a kilowatt hour in Havana
an 20 cents in the interior ; com-
pared to New York which has n
high rate of 6 and fj cents a kilo-

watt hour. A second order struck
at another Morgan outfit, the Cub-
an Telephone Company, a subsidi-

ary of the International Telephone
and Telegraph Company, also con-

trolled by J. P. Morgan.
Strategy of the Martin Government

The attack on the utility rates is

a sop thrown to the petty bourge-
oisie who have had to bear the
traflic; workers' towns in the in-

terior have long without gas and
electricity although equipped to

use them. The threat to take over
the American monopolies if they
ceased, operations in protest against

t lie rate reductions is a gesture

made by the government to the
anti-imperialist sentiments of the
workers and petty bourgeoisie. The
order not to lay off workers or cut

wages is part of the hid for sup-

port by labor.

Now Ihe Martin government can
afford this show of strength. It

doesn't cost it anything now. It

knows that only the most direct

and serious threat to the stakes of

Wall Street in Cuba will cause
Roosevelt to risk arousing the whole
of Latin America and playing into

the hands of England, France,
Spain and Japan by sending armed
forces into Cuba.

At the same time the government
t.s strengthening itself internally,

so that when the conference is over,
or maybe before if all goes well,

its bargaining hand for recognition
by Washington will be a whole lot

stronger,

Cuban WorEcers Xeeilt International
Support.

That is bow the government fig-

ures the lay of the kind. But what
about the workers'; They are still

{Kitting forward only economic de-

mauds. We take that as a sign of

the absence of an influential revolu-
tionary Communist party. A Marx-
ist vanguard could hike great ad-
vantage of fbe situation in the in-

terests of the workers by conscious-
ly raising the struggle to the poli-

tical plane under the slogan of na-
tionalization of industry under
workers' control of production. The
weakness of the American capital-

ists' position now is also, in the
last analysis, the weakness of tiie

Martin government. The advanc-
ing workers' movement could also
count ini flu; weakness of the Am-
erican imperialists' [xisition, its pre-
sent, necessary reluctance to assist

the beleaguered petty bourgeois
government.

The momentary weakness of the
world's leading imperialist power
should be exploited in another way
to assist the Cuban revolution. An
international protest movement de-
manding hands off Cuba, centering
in Latin America, and on Montev-
ideo would cause Washington great
emharassnieiit and would weaken
its petition still further. IE is in

this connection and at this moment
Unit we feel most acutely the col-

lapse of the C. I. and the national-
ist orjentatiou of the Communist
Parties.

1 1 is nol I oo late to build the
defense movement. That task
stands high on tin) agenda of in-

ternational working class problems.
The Stalinists have demonstrated
their failure to understand the
problem and build the movement.
The Left Opposition together with
all other revolutionary elements
must take the Initiative and issue
the call to Ihe masses of the United
States and Lalin America, and the
entire world to organize the move-
ment of support and defense of the
Cuban revolution.

—T. STAMM.

PIONEER PUBLISHER NOTES
A pamphlet on the history of

Soviet diplomacy under Lenin and
under the Stalin regime is in pre-

paration and will be published by
the Pioneer Publishers. This pam-
phlet will present documentary ma-
terial showing the revisionist dilu-

tion of Soviet foreign policy under
l.itvinov-Stdlin, thij glaring change
from the first Commissi* of Foreign
Affairs to the present incumbent,
from Brest- Li tovsk to Washington.

.Send all funds to Pioneer
Publishers, *si By st 10th Street,
New Pork City.

".
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Draft Resolution on the Tasks of the

Spartacus Youth Clubs Proposed by

National Youth Comm. of the C.L.A.

We print below the draft re-

solution on the tasks of the
Spartacus Youth Clubs adopted
by the National Youth Commit-
tee of the Communist League of

America. Willi the publication
of this draft the columns of the
Militant ore opened for contri-

butions on this question.

Comrades are invited to send
in their contributions. Articles
are to not exceed 7j>() words.
The analyses of the causes of the

rise and function of the Commun-
ist youth movement contained in

the theses on the Youth (Juestion of

the 2nd Nalional Conference of the
Communist Leaaae of America (see
Militant, August IT.th, W.M) holds
good in all ii* essentials today
Particularly is this true of the first

three sections

"1. Capitalism draws the youth
of the proletarian families into the
productive process. The cheapness
of their labor power, their physical
and intellectual immaturity, their
luck of trade union organization
makes them particularly profitable

objects for exploitation. These
same, chan-teristics and the needs
growing on I of them—need for

physical and intellectual develop-
ment, for play, "social lite"—were
h'ft almost wholely unsatisfied.

From n position of helpers and ap-

prentices Ihe youth were absorbed
ever more into the general indus-

tries and process of capitalism.
"2. The Y. C. I j. was founded in

Novenjben Wl!) out of a need for
an organization which would at-

tract the working youth towards
Communism, win, organize and train

it lor ^fhe Communist parties. The
need for a sjiecial organization is

called forth by the psychological
pecnhtritles of youth—its immatur-
ity and impulsiveness, its impulsive-
ness, its special activities—sports,

"social" affairs—and its physical
and intellectual requirements. These
can be satisfied only by particular
methods, activities and organiza-
tion.

"The Y. C. L.s are broad educa-
tional onwui/.ers of yogth. Com-
munist training and education re-

quires the intimate linking up of
the theoretical with the practical,

the study-group with the field of

the class struggle. The Y. C. L.
is in the forefront of the struggles
of the working youth ; leads and
organizos it for immediate economic
and cultural needs and demands

;

struggles Inside an outside the arm-
ed forces against capitalist militar-

ism ; develops itself in the struggle
against the bourgeois and petty
bourgeois (especially reformist) or-

ganizations and influence, as the
cultural center and political leader
of the youth.

League Subordinate to Party

"'Tiie League which aspires to be
the leader of a section of the work-
ing class, the youth, is politically
subordinate Io the Communist
party, the vanguard of the prole-

lariat as a whole. The strategy
and tactics of the party are the
strategy and tactics of the League.
This political subordination is ac-
companied by the organizational
autonomy of the League, i. e., its

right tit elect its own committees
and officers, and regulate the
League's inner policies and life.

Political subordination is main-
tained by a capable party cadre in-

side tiie League, which directs and
leads it, exchange of representa-
tivs on committees, and a sound
Marxian policy in the class strug-
gle which the Leaguers will readily
follow. A thorough discussion of
the party question affecting the
League should take place during
the latter's pre-convent ion discus-
sion.

'The restatement of these ele-

mentary and fundo mental principles
of the Communist youth, laid down
by the first three congresses of the
Y. C. L. Is made imperative by their
revision in theory and practise, by
the present leaders of the Comin-
tern and Y. C. I.

";j. limited cxjierience with Com-
munist youth' work requires that
youth tactics, demands, slogans ami
special organizational forms should
be put forward not as dogmas or
finished products which have univ-
ersal valiity, but rather with a view
of testing them in practise, examin-
ing the results, and thereby laying
the ground for more effective tac-

tics, slogans, etc. The Comintern
under Zinoviev <md later Bucharin
and Stalin converted the Y. C. L.s
into factional pawns. Youth pol-

icies were completely subordinated
to the factional requirements oF the
moment."

2. }i"he election of a national
youth committee and the establish-
ment of "Young Spartacus" were
two decisive steps which facilitated

first, the organization of the youth
in the Left Opposition, and second,
the establishment of a number of
youth Vlubs. A large percentage
of the members of these eulbs are

for the first time in a working class

organisation.

A Uniform Constitution

3. The action of the National
Youth Committee in suggesting to

the Spartacus Youth Clubs a uni-

lorm constitution which provided
for the political subordination of
the Clubs to the Left Opposition
while organizationally autonomous
and making the National Youth
Committee the provisional national
committee of the Spartacus Youth
Clubs was a further step forward
in our youth work.

4. Our efforts have been pro-
gressively in the direction of a na-
tional Spartacus Youth League
whicli would function as the Com-
munist youth League in the United
states. This League will under-
take the tasks and assume the form
outlined in the first three section of

our 2nd National Conference Youth
theses (iiuoteil above).

H. This does not exclude the
tsossibiiity of forming or cooperat-
ing with, youth groups which are
not Spartacus Youth Clubs, but
steps in this direction, in certain
localities where a S. Y. C. cannot
immediately he forced. Under these
exceptional circumstances the
grou[is should bear other names
than ""Spartacus! Youth" and have
the character of discussion groups
or study classes. Our comrades
form fractions within them and at-

tempt to convert them into sections

of our national organization. They
should bo considered as temporary
organizations.

Position Towards Existing

Youth Organizations

(i. Our attitude toward the

Young Communist League is that

it is a Stalinist organization in-

capable of effectively educating the
youth to Communism or leading
them in struggle. We continue our
work wifilm the' Y. C. L. in order

to win its members to our ranks.

In all lieids of activity our organi-
zation will appear as a rival of the

Stalinist Y. C. L. while at the same
time proposing to it and partici-

pating with it in united fronts.

7. The ferment in the American
Y. P. 8. L. requires that we pay
atentioii t«t winning the young So-
cialists to Communism and the
Spartacus Youth groups. We should
endeavor to build a Communist
fraction within the Yipsels through
which we can carry on our pro-

paganda work in that organization.

Around this fraction we should
build a broader Left wing on the
basis of concrete class struggle is-

sues confronting the young Social-

ists. On definite class struggle is-

sues we will attempt to form united
fronts with the Y. P. S. L.

8. ft is essential that In the
educational and propaganda of the
Spartacus Youth Clubs and Young
SpartJ>Bus, American revolutionary

traditions, bourgeois and i working
class, play a predominant role. The
revolutionary lessons Of the Amer-
ican Revolution of 1776, the Civil

War, the early American labor

movement, biographical sketches of

outstanding revolutionary leaders,

and so on, should be stressed as an
essential part of the education of
the class conscious youth. For this

purpose, popular pamphlets should
be issued by Pioneer Publishers un-
der the imprint of the Provisional
National Committee of the Spar-
tacus Youth Clubs (or National
Committee of the Spartacus Youth
League of America).

9. A pamphlet under similar
imprint should1 be issued as soon
as feasible on "Who Are the Spar-

tacus Youth?"; this to be the first

of a series of uniform pamphlets on
the problems of the American young
workers—covering youth and indus-

try, youth? end the school, unem-
ployment and the youth and so on,

Another series of uniform pfl|p-

phlets on the biographies of out-

standing international revolution-

ary .leaders should also he begun
tinder youth auspices.

10. The Spartacus Youth Clubs
(and League) should be extremely
careful to avoid the mistake of the

Y. O. L. in becoming a "youth
party", that is, assume the < same
organizational forms, tasks, activ-

ities and methods of work as the

adult Communist organization. This
is inevitable in the first stage of

tha organization when the initial

cadres tire being assembled. The
Spartacus Youth Clubs should at-

tract into their ranks youth com-
ing to Communism rather than full

Hedged Communists whose place is

in the adult organization. The youth
organization should contain youth
whose average age is 17. Older
comrades should be drawn into the

adult organization and gradually
drop their membership in the youth
groups. When the Spartacus Youth
League is organized the age limits

should be 15 to 23. Comrades over
the age of 21 who have been in the
Spartacus Youth groups for more
than six months should join the

adult organization.

11. To avoid becoming a "youth
party" two dangers must be avoid-

ed : First, the danger of separating
the economic work of the youth
from the adult organization. Where-
ever possible the industrial frac-

tions of the youth should work
together with those of the adult

organization. In this field especi-

ally, the youth groups are politic-

ally subordinate to, and' should
work closely with the adult organi-

zations. Secondly, the danger of

narrowing down the SparMcus
Youth Clubs to advanced' or consci;

ous Communists by the formation
of permament periphery organiza-

tions. The youth, theses of the 2nd
National Conference correctly stat-

ed that one of the reasons for the
conversion of the American Y. C. L.

into a "youth prtrty" was precisely

I

its policy of forming youth sections

I
of every auxiliary of the Commun-
ist party, youth clubs and groups
of a permament nature which dup-
licated the essential educational,
cultural, and sometimes porpagandn
work of the Y. C. L. The formation
of sports teams, dramatic groups
and the conducting of social activ-

ities should1 be an important part
of the work of the Spartacus Youth

Clubs which will make them the

cultural centers of the youth.

12. Our aim should be to con-

vert "Young Spartacus" into a live

and aggressive Communist propa-

ganda and agitation paper which
will attract the youth to Commun-
ism and the Spartacus Youth
groups. We should strive to make
it an eight page semi-monthly

tabloid size paper which can actu-

ally reflect the problems and needs

of the young workers, educate them
in Marxism, and play an active role

in the class struggle.

13. We propose that the coming
national conference of the Commun-
ist League (Opposition) enpowers
the national youth committee to,

at an early date following the con-

ference, call a national convention

of the Spartacus Youth Clubs and
all other youth groups which are
sympathetic to Communism (as

embodied in the program of the L.

O.) and agree with the essence of

our youth platform, to organize a

Spartacus Youth League along the
lines proposed above.

International Affiliation and Tasks

The task of building a Fourth

International assumed by the Inter-

national Left Opposition raises th<

necessity of constructing a new
Communist Youth International.

The Spartacus Youth League of

America—when organized—will be

the American section of this youth
international. It is our task to
hasten the formation of such a
world union of youth which can
give active support to the Fourth
International, and be politically

subordiuate to it. The American
Communist League is the only
section of the I. L. O. which has
behind it such a powerful nucleus
for a revolutionary youth organiza-
tion. Therefore a heavy part of

the work in the building of a new
world communist international falls

upon our shoulders.

With Whom and HowShall WeBuild

the New Communist Party

As far as the Left Opposition is

concerned the necessity for a new
Communist party has been accept-

ed and has passed the stage of

discussion. Though the idea of a

new party came as a surprise to

many members of the L. O., its ad-

visability and necessity became so

clear as the discussion developed

that practically not a single voice

was raised in opposition.

Rut, having accepted the idea ot

the necessity or a new party, we are

Immediately faced with the ques-

tion; with whom and how to build

the party. This question of course

was partly involved in the discus-

sion on the necessity of a new party

but only incidentally. At present

some more or less clear and defin-

ite answer must be given. Other-

wise there is danger of our wasting

valuable effort and energy without

achieving any noticeable results.

If we answer the first part of the

question—namely, with whom—the

answer to the second part—how

—

will readily follow.

The temptation is to take the

easiest road. We want to organize

a new party. There are several

groups with strong leanings to-

wards Communtst principles. Why
not enter into a discussion with

such groups, win over as many of

them as possible to our viewpoint

and form the new party? Such a

solution has a certain plausibility

and, moreover, the path suggested

by It presents no serious difficulties.

But to depend upon discussion

with and winning over of those

who claim to be Communists or

those who are traveling In that

direction for the formation of a new
party is to invite sad disappoint-

ments.

In the first place, the member-

ship of the various Communist or
near-Communist groups in this

country is insignificant. Bo that,

even if we should succeed in con-

vincing a good, proportion of that

membership of the correctness of

our ideas, we would not be much
better off than we are at present.
In the second place, the existing

Communist and near-Communist
groups have definite viewpoints of

their own, viewpoints which they
have clung to for quite a long time.

It is folly to expect that because
we change our position from that
of considering ourselves a fraction

of the offtcfal Communist party to

that of a Communist group anxious
to build a new party, we should'

thereby almost Immediately succeed
in winning these groups over to

our point of view. Not so easy as
all that.

The only possible method of or-

ganizing a new party in the near
future on the basis of the existing

Communist and near-Communist
groups is to permit all groups join-

ing in the formation of a new party

to lead a more or less independent
life in the new party. This of
course is out of the question. What-
ever it might be it would not be a
Coinmjinist party. It may b& that
some kind of a federation of Com-
munist groups would be advisable

as a s'tep towards the formation of

a new Communist party. This is

exceedingly doubtful but not by
any means ruled out altogether, it
any rate, it would not be a party.

Does it follow then that we should

cease discussing questions of prin-

ciples, and tactica with other groups
for the purpose of ironing out dif-

ferences and winning these groups
or some of their members to our
viewpoint? Decidedly not! We

must merely recognize the limita-

tions involved in stich a method
and recognizing these limitations

emphasize another method which is

more difficult but will in the long

run yield far gieaten results.

The turn to a new party means
a turn to mass work for the Im-

mediate purpose of gathering rev-

olutionary workers for the building

of a new party. Needless to say
recruiting workers for the building
of a new party cannot be success-
lully accomplished merely by ex-
plaining to them the correctness ot
the theory of permament revolution
in contradistinction to socialism in

one country. Winning over work-
ers to our side meuns participation
in the workers' struggles. It means
not oy.ly struggle but struggle on a
correct basis with correct slogans.
It means the gaining o£ the confid-
ence of the workers in our ability

to lead.

The superiority and correctness
of our theories can he convincing
to tiie workers through our success-

ful activities in mass work. By this

time this proportion should require
no argument. A logical presenta-

tion of the incorrectness of the
theory of socialism in one country,
if not accompanied with practical
revolutionary work in the trade
unions, amongst the unorganized or
amongst the unemployed will be
met by a mere shrug of the shoul-

der. Effective work amongst the
employed and unemployed workers
will make them very sympathetic
to the idea of building a new party.

To use comrade Trotsky's phrase
of the two levers, one can say that
there are two fevers which we
must use in preparing the ground-
work for the new party. One la

the short lever of discussion with
those who have already accepted
most of the fundamental principle*

of Coyimunism und with those who
ate travelling away from the social-

democracy towards Communism. Tha
other is the long and more import-
ant lever of organizing employed
and unemployed workers, partici-

pating and leading in theiil strug-

gles and by such activities winning
over new forces witli which to build

the new party.

A turn to real mass work will b*
a very valuable training for our
members. It will mean that they
v.il! no longer confine themselves

to the study and discussion of what
might be termed purely Communist
aud international questions. Our
members confronted with the task

of talking to workers will learn a
new language and will concern
themselves, in addition to questions

of Communist tbeory, with ques-

tions affecting the everyday life of

the worker. Our members will

leani the- intimate connection be-

tween international and highly

theoretical questions on the one
hand aud the more Immediate pro-

blems of the working class.

—ALBERT GOLDMAN.
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Tiie^Leipsig Prisoners and tne

Boycott of Germany
S the monstrous travesty of a trial at Leipzig

approaches Its denouement the workers of the

world are called to solidariz^ with the Communist

prisoners in the Fascist dock on an International day

of protest December 19. We are for this action with

all our hearts and bespeak for it the firm and un-

animous support of the workers. Regardless of all

differences of Opinion or affiliation which may divide

them, the workers of the entire world ough)t to

stand' united in & common bond of solidarity with the

Leipzig prisoners and strive by all means in their

power to save them from the executioner's knife that

la poised over their heads.

The heroic prisoners at Leipzig, facing their

Fascist accusers undaunted and proclaiming their

Communist faith before the whole world, are the

brightest symbols and most inspiring representatives

of the liberation struggle of the proletariat. The
international demonstration in their behaif on De-

cember 19 is a fitting occasion for the workers to

roar a might protest against their assassination. We
incerely trust that no considerations of any kind

whatever will prevent a united action of the inter-

national proletariat on that day.

But warmly as we support the protest demon-

stration we have to recognize that protest alone, no

matter how loudly it may resound throughout the

world, is not sufficient in this case. The wild beasts

of Fascist barbarism care nothing for public opinion

and will not be restrained by it. What is needed is

a demonstration of power by the international work-

ing class. What is needed is ait action that will

strike directly at the Fascist regime and compel the

brown shirt murderers to pause in their bloody

course. Such an action, entirely feasible and pos-

eibla and flowing with irrefutable logic out of the

#ntir» situation, is the boycott of transport and com-

munication to and from Germany for a definite,

limited time

In the proposal for this boycott, which has been

made by the International Left Opposition, there is

nothing adventurous or unrealistic. Neither is it put

forward with an exaggerated estimation of the re-

sults it can yield. The boycott is possible; all that

is needed is an agreement of 'the varlouis workers'

organizations which will liberate the workers' will

to act unitedly in the anti-Fascist struggle. (The

boycott will not overthrow Fascism—for that a re-

vlvicatlon of the labor movement in Germany is nec-

essary. But the boycott can deal a heavy blow to

the Fascist regime. It can terrify the inhuman
monsters with its menacing implications, and wrest

concessions from them. It can save the lives of the

Intended1 victims of the Reichstag fire frame-up. And
it can be an electric message to the tortured prole-

tariat of Germany that it has friends in the world

ready to help them to their feet again. The boycott

can be a mighty force for the revival of the German
labor movement in a struggle for the overthrow of

Fascism on the road to Soviet Germany.

For the defense of the Leipzig prisoners and

the beginning of a real international struggle against

Fascism the transport boycott of Hitler's Germany
stands on the order of the day. Let us press forward

along this line. Let us make December 19th a day

of united protest leading directly to a united front

of action!

in, the political or social order of the whola or any

part of the United1 States, its territories or posses-

sions."

This treacherous pledge, which brings the blush

of shame to every revolutionist, does not refer to

some "territory" on the moon. It refers, directly and

concretely, and at the present moment, to Cuba.

In our opinion,'- and we say it with blunt and

brutal frankness, it was explicitly so discussed and

understood in the negotiations. If our opinion is

wrong, we stand ready to be corrected'. The Stalin

party has a way to do it. However, for this, bluster

and fulmination, lies and boasts will not avail. Only

.a few simple actions are needed.

Let the Daily Worker print a manifesto of the

Comintern on Cuba!

Soviet Policy and Turkish Terror

Stalinist Diplomats Praise Oppressor of Turkish Workers as'Best Friend

Cuba and. tne Comintern

HAT is the opinion of the Communist Inter-

national on the tasks of the Cuban revolution?

What advice does it offer the Cuban workers for the

solution of their complex and difficult problems? And,
still more important, what is it doing In a concrete

and practical way to help throw off the yoke of Am-
erican imperialism? These are questions of the great-

est important at the present moment, and the rev-

olutionary workers of the United States, as of Cuba
and the whole of Latin America, are entitled to a

straightforward answer

It is no small matter. Cuba may very well turn

out to be the Achilles heel of the Wall Street mon-
ster. The contradictions between its domination by

XJ. S. Imperialism and the life interests of the

masses are at the explosive point there. For many
weeks now the struggle has been blazing into a con-

flagration which the whole world could see. The
workers on theii1 own initiative have been taking

possession of American properties and have even, in

some instances, proceeded to the formation of local

Soviets. The. Island' is small, but the uprising of its

people has an enormous strategical importance and
moral power. The Wall Street bandits justly regard

it with apprehension as the peoples of Latin America
and the conscious workers in the U. S. look to it

with sympathy and hope. The U. S. bandits stand

ready to crush the revolt with $he brutal force of

armed intervention. The workers and the peoples

ought to be shown the way to unify all their efforts

with those of the Cuban workers for the frustration

of these designs.

This is a problem on which the "General Staff

of the World devolution" ought to speak out clearly.

The Comintern was organized for just such purposes,

and that is the way it acted in Lenin's time. In such

a case—under Lenin—it would have put the conclu*

sions of international experience at the disposal of

the oppressed and exploited in order to steer the

Btruggle onto the right path. It would have 'brought

the weight of its international authority to bear to

unify the struggle and impel it forward. Hemember
the bold manifestoes of Lenin's Comintern on Ireland'

and India, the appeals to the Hungarian Soviet, to

the German workers, etc. Or, closer home, recall

Lenin's famous "Letter to the American Working-

men" and a dozen other letters and resolutions, open-

ly and publicly advising how to organize the fight

against American Imperialism. In the present In-

stance, filled with such great potentialities, the Com-
intern of Stalin remains as silent as the grave. And
as for Stalin himself, the "best .disciple of Lenin", his

mouth, as the saying goes, might be filled' with water

—he cannot utter a word of advice, encouragement
or hope on the grandiose events in Cuba.

Ii this "non-intervention" in the Cuban revolution

a deliberate policy? Was an express promise to keep

"Hands off Cuba" a part of the Washington agreement
for Recognition? If not. please explain the precise

meaning of the following clauses in Litvinoff's letter:

"4. Not to permit the formation or residence on

Its territory of any organization or group—and to

prevent the activity on its territory of any organiza-

tion or group, or of representatives or officials of any
Organization or group, which has as an aim tne
overthrow of, or bringing about by force of a change

Signs of tne Coming Storm

AMONG other characteristics the lyuchings wave

demonstrated a feature which can be compared

only with tropical storms. Like its meteorological

counterpart, the lynching wave appeared suddenly

and raged with great violence. Like many a hur-

ricane it may reverse its course and sweep back

again. That remains to be seen.

Not alone the lynching wave comes up suddenly,

and runs its course with unrestrained violence. These

features are characteristic now of almost every large

scale social event. The strike wave of last summer

was marked, among other things, by the speed with

which it developed and the violence which accom-

panied it. In nearly every large strike there was

not only the usual capitalist routine of police brutal-

ity, but bloodshed: Paterson, Ambridge, the Penn-

sylvania captive mine strike, etc.

The farm riots of the middle West last spring

against foreclosures also shot across the social-poli-

tical sky like a meteor. They too were marked by

violence. At Ijemars, Iowa, the furmers dragged a

judge from his court by a rope around his neck. The

bitterness of the Iowa farmers and the violent energy

engendered by it is explicable when one understands

that (SO percent of the mortgaged farms in the United

States are to be found in Iowa.

As the capitalist system disintegrates further the

social weather is going to get stormier and stormier.

The great reservoir of violence which these events

indicate is going to burst. Social upheavals, the like

of which the world has never seen, are in store and

will very likely develop with frightful speed. The
events we have described are lightning flashes and

thunderclaps that herald the coming storm.

The reservoir can burst in one of two directions:

in the workers' interests or against them. Which
direction the fiood takes will depend on the prepar-

edness of the classes—on whether the vanguard work-

ers have constructed a revolutionary Communist
party and established its influence. Without it the

Hood can engulf them. We have no time to lose. All

revolutionary elements should devote themselves to

the first task at hand : the building of a newi and
genuine Communist party in the United States.

Tne Scottsboro Struggle

TUB efficient judge who presided over the third

trial of Patterson and the second trial of Norris

has sentenced both boys to burn In the chair. The
trials of the others were postponed until next spring.

The appeal of the defense to the Supreme Court of

Alabama acts as an automatic stay of execution.

For nigh on three years the fight has been waged
to save the Scottsboro boys from death and set them
free. It has been a historic fight, involving hundreds

of thousands of workers all over the world. At

Chemnitz, Germany, in 1932 workers in a Scottsboro

protest demonstration were shot down by police un-

der a social democratic regime.

The execution of the boys was prevented so far

only by this fight. That is true. But we are no

nearer getting them off altogether. One has been

tried three times and one twice ; the others once,

almost three years ago. Has there ever been a

greater travesty on justice? It Should be plain to

every one that it is not at all a question of deter-

mining guilt or innocence. The boys are innocent

of the crime charged against them ; that is clear be-

yond a doubt.

The capitalists long ago demonstrated their in-

tention of burning them in the electric Chair. If

they" are stilt in jail it is our fault. We have not

been able to build a mass movement strong enough

to force their release. The movement has to be

broadened. The trouble with it now is that it is

composed almost entirely of Stalinist organizations.

And that, today, is far from enough.

The problem is how to get the workers In the

A. F. of L., independent unions, under the influence

of the Socialist Party and the I. W. W., and all the

defense organizations and liberals to get together

behind the fight.

The first step is the convocation of genuine uni-

ted front conferences with guarantees of democratic

representation and conduct.

Either way there is no time to lose. The legal

lull in the case is not a time to relax. It is an op-

portunity to work, to build a powerful protest move-

ment.

The Daily Worker of November
30 reported that a delegation of

Turkish workers in the United Sta-

tes .would be visiting the local

Turkish consul to protest against

"the murderous persecution of rev-

olutionary Turkish workers by the

Kemalist government. The delega-

tion will demand," it was announced!
"the release of 200 Turkish Com-
munists facing death in the Turkish
dungeons and the restoration of the
eitizneship of 35 Communist lead-

ers deported in 192G."

The C. P. organ concluded that

the delegation called upon the work-
ers of the United States "to actively

support the struggle for the re-

lease of these prisoners, for the
smashing of the brutal anti-working

class terror of the Kemalist gov-
ernment, which is supported by the

same Wall Street imperialists who
today, under the 'New Deal', are
ruthlessly increasing their robbery

and murder of the white and Negro
masses of this country."

It goes without saying that every

last member of the Left Opposition

both here and in other countries,

endorses this protest against the

vicious Kemalist terrori in Turkey,
the Turkey that was "liberated"

from imperialist domination in the

early post-war period with the aid

of Soviet arms. But we have
mind to recall to the memories of

the Stalinist editors of the Daily
Worker, and the readers of that

paper, certain historical facts which
indicate that the Turkish govern-
ment enjoys not merely Wall Street

support but also the support of the

present Stalinist faction which dic-

tates the policies of the Soviet gov-

ernment.

Karakban and Pasha

It is recorded that at the end of

1929 Lev. Karakban, diplomatic re-

presentative of the Soviet govern-

ment, made an official trip to Kem-
alist Turkey, where, even at that
time, there was proceeding a "mur-
derous persecution of revolution-

ary Turkish workers.' Karakban
took occasion to inform inquiring
journalists that the Turkish mini-

ster of foreign affrfirs, Tewfik Rus-
hdi Bey, was his "best friend" and
that he '"harbors feelings of the

deepest respect" towards the presi-

dent of the council, Ismet Pasha.
Conventional language of diplom-

acy? This attempted excuse is too

feeble. For must not Soviet dip-

lomacy be consistently distinguish-

ed from the diplomacy of other

states, its proletarian character
made always clear? And should it

not be the duty of Soviet diplomats
to avoid sowing illusions? Or did I eludes in its ranks Karakhan's "best

Karakhan really regard Bey as his I friend", which rules over a country

"best friend"? If so he was un-

fitted to represent the Soviet power.

If not, why create an illusion and
deceive the masses as to the true

character of the Turkish foreign

minister and his government?

But Karakhan had more to say.

On his arrival at Angora he said':

"This city reflects the calm and
lirm security with which the new
Turkey is built, which supports it-

self upon its own forces and PUTS
ITS HOPES IN THE CREATIVE
FOKCK OF ITS PEOPLE AND
THEM ALONE. What J have seen,

especially in thtrit regard, is not
strange to me. THEY ARE THE
SAME IDEAS AND THE SAME
STATE OF MIND THAT PRE-
VAILS IN OUH COUNTRY." We
am building up our life, our mater-
ial and intellectual culture, by bas-

ing ourselves on the creative power
oi the peoples of our Union."

The government, and the economic
and social systems of Turkey have
not changed.since these words were
spoken by Karakhan. It is there-

fore pertinent to inquire how the

American Stalinists today can as-

sociate themselves with a protest

action against a government which
has the "same ideas" as the Soviet

government'.'

The "New Turkey"

But let us pass on. The well-

known Soviet writer, L. V. Nikuliu,

returned to Moscow in July of this

year from an extended trip to Tur-
key—the same Kemalist Turkey
about which Kttrakhan before him
bad enthused so fervently. His im-
pressions ol the country were pub-
lished iu the Soviet press without
comment, therefore with approval.
Nikuliu was as enthusiastic as
Karakhan had been. He compared
I he "old Turkey" with the "new
Turkey", stating that "the obvious
difference between the new Turkey,
the Turkey of People's Palaces,

schools, universities, industrial con-
struction, and the Turkey of the
less, the yashmak, mental torpor and
Arab cafterias had become quite

clear to me.' From the words ' of

both Nikuliu and Karakhan, if they
were accepted at their face value,

(he workers in the Soviet Union
and in other countries might be
pardoned for drawing the conclu-
sion that there is no need for pro-

letarian revolution in Turkey. Cer-
tainly, the American workers, de-

ceived and confused by the Stalin-

ist scribblers on the I>aily Worker,
may be excused if they exhibit sur-

prise at the "discovery" that the
.
Kemalist government—which in-

Notes of the

Week
of "People's Palaces, schools, univ-

ersities, and industrial construc-

tion,'" a country whose ruling ideas

are identical with the ruling ideas

of the Soviet Union—is a reaction-

ary government which suppresses
the workers by means of a ruthless

white terror.

Stalinist Diplomacy in America

To bring this brief study up to

date, to show the consistency with
which Soviet diplomacy has degen-

erated under Stalinism, which has
rendered it indistinguishable from
the diplomacy of bourgeois states,

we need only recall one incident of

Litvinov's recent visit to the United
States. At the Waldorf-Astoria
dinner the Soviet foreign commissar
permitted himself to inform his

listeners how Roosevelt had "charm-
ed" him :

"1 find myself still under
the charm of your President", he
informed the assembled representa-

tives of American big business.

What do the American workers,
particularly the Communist work-
ers, think of this gratuitous flattery

of Roosevelt, this flagrant and dis-hire and lire at will, to command

THE DOLLAR isn't all that's

"baloney" uuder the JN'RA. Mr. Al
Sinitl) may have a broad wit, but
ne has limited interests, under
ms Drown deruy rests the cares of

a member of tne possessing class.

They have tne dollars. And they
don I want them transformed into

risKy sausages.
B » # *

What do we have'? We have un-

employment, cold weather, low
wages, speed-up—and so tar only

a lot of baloney promises: about
le-employment, jobless relief, a liv-

ing wage and a 3t> hour week. NRA
speaks 101* all these dii'H needs of

tne working people but wnat does
it do about tneni;

* * J V

Section 7a of the Recovery Act
gruuu tne legal right of bom m-
uitiuual ana collective bargaining,

"individual bargaining'' — that

means, as so many oi us have dis-

covered—-the rignt of the boss to

Adventurism in St. Paul Strike

WW?
F'ORE1GN Commissar Maxim Litvinov was sneaked

unobtrusively into the Soviet Union on Decem-
ber 9 when he arrived home after having scored the

most signal ^'diplomatic victory" of his career in

the agreement he entered into with Roosevelt at

Washington last month.

Reported the New York Times: "There was no

formal reception or demonstration. . . -The public was
not informed in the newspapers that he would return

today."

Why?
Did the Stalinists perhaps shrewdly calculate

that prior anouncement of Litvinov's arrival might

have lead1

, not to a demonstration of welcome by the

Soviet workers, but to a popular display of anger and
disgust at the Stelin-Litvinov sale of the Third In-

ternational to American imperialism?

Latvlnov had to slink home, but ' William G.

Bullitt, the American ambassador, who arrived a day

after him, was officially greeted at the frontier and

(Continued from page 1)

guaranteed minimum, 40 hour week

;

recognition of the union ; against

the speedup, etc.

The. strike was called the follow-

ing day and pickets were placed at

the Armour Co. gates. The pickets

succeeded in turning back the

1300 men who were returning to

work as usual. These workers,
not desiring te scab, registered

their lack of sympathy with this

union which claimed to speak in

their name, by returning to their

homes end not participating in the
strike.

Pickets to whom we spoke read-

ily admitted that men were not
joining the union, and that many of

the porkers were1

hostile to it. A
large number of these pickets were
from the unemployed councils of St.

Paul and Minneapolis. Lacking
mass support, the union was unable
to picket effectively the huge Ar-
mour plant. Scabs were hrought in

by the company with comparative
ease.

Another German
Leader Revolts

(Continued from page 1)

idiotic as the other. "Naturally we
must fight for a proletarian govern-
ment in the Saar and for a Soviet
Germany. But that does not do
away with our duty to tell the work-
ers ho.w they should1 votef in 1935.

(L. Tjrotsky)."
Today we can tell the workers

only this : As long as the Nazis are
in power in Germany, a reintegra-

tion of the Saar territory is out of

the question for them. (The S. P.
has not taken a clear position

either). The workers in the Saar
bave the opportunity today to de-

liver several heavy blows against
Nazi foreign policy. Consequently,
we must do that. (That has noth-
ing to do with separatism). The
members of the Communist Party
react to the slogan of their "lead-

ership" like the Russian workers
and peasants did iu 1917 to Keren-
ski's sabotage of peace : they are
desertng it. More than 800 mem-
bers have left the C. P. in the last

few months. (Let the leadership
of the C. P. of the Saar give you
the necessary details).

The E. C C.. I. had an opportun-
ity to hold the C. P. of the Saar
down to a policy which could1 have
lead to a fighting united front of the

proletariat. It has done nothing.
With this letter I take my de-

parture from the official C. P. and
the Comintern, one of whose first

members I became in the course of
the world war. From the revolu-

tionary fighters and members of the
party I do not need to depart. I

gtisting fawning on the representa-

tive par excellence of American fin-

ance-capital who is driving the

workers of this country into ever
lower depths of privation and mis-

ery? How much more evidence is

required to demonstrate the ever-

growing separation of the bureau-
cracy of the Soviet Union under
Stalin from the international work-
ing-class movement?

Henri Lacroix—Deserter

given a reception in Moscow. "It was the first time

in the history of the Soviet government", the New] will go right along with them,' but

York Times reported, "that any foreign ambassador without Stalin, without the E. C.

had1 been met at the frontier or shown any attention

whatsoever before arriving In Hoscow."

Why?

C. I. and without the Central Com-
mittee.

With Communist greetings,

KA&L FBIEDBERG.

The Armour officials, seeing that

the overwhelming majority of the
men were taking no active part in

the strike, began to utilize the press

to induce them to return to work.
This was not without effect. The
workers began to return despite

the efforts of the pickets to pre-

vent them. By Thursday, Novem-
ber 23rd, the men were streaming
back by the hundreds.

Repudiated by tin Workers

On the following day the union
called a mass meeting of the Swift
workers. About 250 were present.

The union leaders demanded thai/

these men go on strike. They were
answered with boos and jeers. The
men present then decided to con-

tinue to work.
The press reports that on the

same day a group of men who
claimed to be members of the Ar-
mour strike committee went to a
South St. Paul lawyer* repudiated
the union, and demanded that the
"Communist leaders" Hurvitz, Kar-
sen, and Schneiderman be run out
of town. The lawyer swore out
warrants for their arrest on the

grounds that they were "obstruct-

ing public highways".
Whether or not this is true is

hard to say but the fact remains
that the police went to the union
hall and arrested the three men.
The workers present made no pro-

test. Later, on their promise to

leave town immediately, these
"leaders" were released. At the

Armour & Co. gates the few re-

maining pickets were dispersed by
the cops in short order.

In this strike the official party
has once more revealed that it can
io longer play a progi«ssive role in

the struggle of the workers. In

place of a realistic appraisal of the
situation which demanded careful
preparation and persistent work to

create a sentiment amongst the

workers for a mass strike, the
method of bureaucratic ultimatism
was employed. Pulling their hand-

ful of followers out on strike they
nsituruly expected the 3500 men in

the indstry to follow. "We are the

leaders—therefore the workers will

follow us"
Fruit of False Policy

The results of such a policy

should be carefully considered by
every serious worker. The work-
ers in the South St. Paul packing-

houses are now more than ever in

the grip of the bosses company un-

ions. Instead of engaging in mili-

tant struggles they are falling vic-

tims to the poison of class-colla-

boration. The criminal adventurism
of the party has served only to

retard the movement of the work-

ers and to discredit Communism
before them.
That the South St. Paul workers

will rise again in militant struggle

against the bosses is certain. And
what is equally certain is that as

far as the Stalinist "Independent
Revolutionary Unions" ate concern-

ed the workers ia these packing-

houses are through for once and
for ail. —WILLIAM KETT.

you to work for a oowl oi miserable
slop or be thrown out into the

street' altogether. Collective bar-

gamuig—any worker who has suc-

cessluiiy participated in the use of

Ibis weapon, will tell you—means
organised union struggle; workei'3

joining up in big bottles to put
across their needs.

* * * *

In his effort to wrest improve-
ments from tne boss, the laboring

man has no strength otner than the

Helping hand, the common mind and
will or Ids teilow men. The bos&
has the banker, the police, tne gun-
man and the dollar on nis side.

And tne employing class has made
ample use of the provision for,in-

dividual bargaining in NRA, not to

speak of the many ways they have
lound for getting around any of

i he still too few and weak attempts

that have been made by workers at
'collective bargaining".

v i * *

What the worker is beginning to

feel more and more is the need for

more and bigger "collectives"', for

genuine broad collective effort—so
tnat the "bargaining" won't be all

on the bosses' side. It is interest-

ing that the first organized expres-

sion lor this need comes from the

employees iu an industry that was
among the first to be blessed with

a NIitA code—the textile industry.
* * * »

THE UNITED TEXTILE WORK-
ERS union, by decision of its execu-
tive council—the country's press

informed us on Tuesday last—has
decided to call upon the American
Federation of Labor to prepare for

a (jeiieral Strike to bring about the
30-hour week and other union de-

mands. The General Strike—that

is tha most effective weapon for

-collective bargaining" there is.

The tact that the reactionary labor

skate McMahon has appeared as

the chief spokesman for the U. T.

W. in this move, is doubly signi-

ficant.
* • * •

When a McMahon speaks for

General Strike—that is a sign that

the textile slaves' under, him are

LI Socialist* of September 29 pub-
lishes a letter from Fransisco
Oarcia Lavid (Henri Lacroix) in

which the latter requests his rein-

>tateinunt from the E. C. of the

bpanuh Socialist Workers Party.

It was ouly "by mistake", writes
Lacroix, that he disassociated him-
self from the socialist ranks. Con-
sequently he condemns his whole
past activity, which was, accord-

ing to his own expression '"an ad-

venture and a crime against the
proletariat" (sic!

)

Lacroix has thus passed into the
ranks oi the socialist lackeys of

the Spanish bourgeoisie ("return
to Marxism"!). Less informed
comrades might be astonished by
ilns fact. How is it possible that

Lacroix, who has played an im-
portant role in the Spanish Op-
position has thus betrayed? Is it

an accident? It is necessary to

say that 'for some time we expected
the worst, because for some months
Lacroix conducted a furious strug-
gle against the International Op-
position and his responsible corn-

ratios'. This struggle of Lacroix
had an extremely violent and
poisoned character ; however, Lac-
roix declared in each case that
there were no "political" differ-

ences betweeu himseif and the Left
Opposition. This statement made
the poisoned character given by
Lacroix to this struggle still more
monstrous. For if there were
really no "political" differences then
ipso facto the sharpness of the pushing hammer and tongs for it.

struggle should have been dimin-
ished. On the contrary. Why?
Because political differences ex-
isted and were deeply imbedded,
however hidden they appeared over
a certain period of time. For some
time Lacroix was a foreign ele-

ment to the Bolshevik-Leninists, its

ideas and its methods. His shame-
ful betrayal only serves to clarify

the past.

It is opportune to recall here
that each time a Mill or a Well
deserts our ranks, he states, while
carrying on a furious struggle
against the International Opposi-
tion (24 hours before the treach-
ery!) that there are no "political

differences". These lessons should
be learned by our organizations.

GENERAL DEFENSE AFFAIR
New York.—Important additional

musical talent hits been enlisted S'-r

the General Defense Committee's
annual Christmas Fund entertain
ment, concert, and dance. Three
well-known concert soloists Will

sing—Aida Campomenosi, soprano

;

Vincent Tortora, baritone; and' Vin-
cent J. Nola, tenor. Accompani-
ments will be played by Paul Cfes-
ton, pianist of note.

Class-war and classical songs are
on the program, which is to be
staged Friday, December 1C, in Irv-

ing Plaza Hall, 15th Street and
Irving Place. Proceeds will enable

When <i McMahon begins to give

lip service to labor aation—then

that means that the McMahonocracy
is holding in store for the toiling

masses bearing down upon the ad-

vocates of c!ass peace, a betrayal

far greater than any of those in

the past.
R * « *

Watching his fingers closely, the
workers who have determined to

stand up in struggle against capi-

talistic misery will use every meas-

ure to make McMahon and his ilk

live up to their words. A sweep-
ing country-wide collective strike

is the best and surest way for labor

to advance its interests at this

stage. In preparation for it, prac-

tical and strategic problems loom
up big : how to get together em-
ployed and unemployed, skilled

workers and the unskilled, those

already orgeni/.ed and those still

unorganized. Men on the job will

be discussing these problems in in-

creasing numbers and with growing
interest in the coming days. We
will contribute our opinions in the

general discussion. —G n.

the sending of checks to political

prisoners and their dependents. The
prisoners include the seven Ken-
tucky miner serving life terms;
the I. W. W, strikers in the Yak-
ima (Wash.) jail; Mooney and Bill-

nigs ; and various others.

Postscript to the Portrait of National Socialism

The first anniversary of the Nazi
dictatorship is approaching. All

the tendencies of the regime have
been taking on a distinct and pre-
cise character. The "socialist" rev-

olution which appeared to the petty
bourgeois masses as the necessary
complement to the national revolu-
tion, has been officially liquidated
and denounced. The fraternization
of the classes reached its peak
when the possessors waived their
right to hors d'oeuvre and desserts
on a day espeeialy proclaimed' b^
the government in favor of the dis-

possessed. The struggle against un-
employment has culminated in-

dlviding the existing half-starva-
tion rations in two. There remains
only the equalization of the statis-

tics. Planned autarchy proves to
be nothing more than just another
stage of economic decadence.

The more impotent the police re-

gime of the Nazis is in the sphere
of economy, the more it is forced
to place the weight of its effort

upon the field of foreign policy.

That corresponds completely to the

internal dynamics of the so thor-

oughly aggressive German capital-

ism. The startling sudden turn of

the Nazi leadership towards peace-
loving., declarations can astonish
only those who are completely lim-

ited in their outlook. What other
method than this has Hitler, at his

disposal to throw off the responsi-

bility for domestic misery on the
shoulders of the external enemy
and to pile up the explosives of na-

tionalism under the pressure of the
dictatorship? This part of the
program which was outlined even
before the Nazis assumption to

power is being ful-filled today with
iron determination before the eyes
of the whole world. The date of

the new European catastrophe is

determined by the time necessary
for the rearmament of Germany. It

is not a matter of months, but
neither is it a matter of decades.
A few years suffice to stagger anew
into a war, if the Internal forces

of Germany do not themselves stop
Hitler In time. —L. T.
November 2. 1838.
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Wall Street Rules at

Montevideo Confab
Tariff Plan of U.S. Imperialism Designed as Weapon

Against European Competitor Nations

Although the Pan-American Con-
, Celebrate New Years

ference is not expected to adjourn
f i o II

before December the 24th, it can Gala MdSQUerade Ball
be clearly seen already that Amer-
ican Imperialism dominates the

conference; and nothing will be ap-

proved that does cot serve the in-

terests of Wall Street. Criticism

of American imperialism did break

through the barriers, but the re-

presentatives and puppets of Wash-
ington prevented this criticism from
Jeopardizing the position of the

Yankees in Latin America. Gir-

audy, head of the Cuban delegation

launched an attack against Ameri-

can intervention in Cuba. He cor-

rectly pointed out that interven-

tion has taken place even though

its form has become more subtle

under the Roosevelt administration.

Argentina's foreign minister, as.

chairman, defended the United Sta-j

tes and prevented the

at

Keep New Year's Eve. open for

tlif gala affair of the season. The
New York branch of the Communist
League is undertaking to make
this New i ear's a day to. be rem-
embered for every proletarian with-

in its reach. To be on hand at this

event will be more than the chiming
in of the new year and bidding the

old one adieu. We are taking 11

lot of time and more trouble to give

all our friends and sympathizers
the times of their lives—and in a
revolutionary way.

Firstly, there will be a red hot

jazz band present to keep you mov-
ing to syncopated rythm till the

early hours of the morning. We
criticism'

!lre lnilki"g arrangements so that

from developing. He prevented a' *»> ^ d» nce <:° *<"»' ^V* ™?»
Peruvian delegate from launching'"^ ali(i »"«' ]t y"1"' '«* wlil

an attack on American imperialism,! oall J
r vou

fromand guided further criticism

other delegates, who had
courage, into safe channels.

Secrecy at Conference

Secrecy prevails at Montevideo
as it does at ail capitalist confer-

And our new years affair will be

taken il resplendent one. Costumes of all

kinds and varieties will be dis-

played and you are urged to- come
in other than your usual garb. A
popularity prize — democratically
selected-—will be awarded to the

light for the abolition of unequal

treaties and for tariff autonomy,
undertaking to give land to the

ences. Some of the lesser puppets,; best costume,
who were nGt obtaining as muchj Don't forget New Year's, Decern -

attention from the U. S. delegation
j
ber 31, at Germania Hall, Kith St.

as the delegation of more favored
. and 3rd Ave. The admission is 50

countries, because they had iess,,.en ts . Re on hand with your
that the exploiters of the north friends,
wanted, put up a protest against the

I

secrecy, but to no avail.
|

Mexico led in the attack on the

conference. This is not surprising.

'

American relations and' domination
there! stand at a more favorable

position than in the past, and the

Washington delegation desired to

devote their time to more trouble-

some spot in Latin-America. The
conference itself is little more than

a rubber stamp. The real work is

conducted by means of audiences
with the Secretary of State of the

Colossus of the North. The Steer-

ing committee, wbicli is composed
of those who enjoy this privilege,

1b the real conference.

In considering any action of the

Pan-American Conference one must
always keep in mind its structure.

It was constructed by American im-

perialism for its own use against

the other imperialist powers and
against the weak capitalist coun-

tries and colonies of Latin America.
One of the nitiny jokers in the

statutes of the Union, which as-

sures American domination, pro-

vides that the L'nited States Secret-

ary of State shall always be the

president of the Union.

U. S. Hits at Rivals

Many of the concessions and
agreements for America's interest

obtained at Montevideo will not be
known? But the main proposal pre-

sented by Hull, horse traded by the

Argentina delegates for the "Anti-

War Pact", and since rubber stamp-

ed1 by the conference, is the Tariff

Plan. The plan proposes reciproc-

ity pacts and tariff reduction in or-

der to lower the present trade bar-

riers. The proposal called for no

treaties, conventions or legal com-
mitments by Ihe conference. It

left this open for a free scramble.

Such "Custom Unions" obtained

by the United States will be an-

other blow by America against Eur-

ope. The United States-Colombian

pact has already been signed as a

straight reciprocal agreement. Nego-
tiations with Argentina and Brazil,

for similar bilateral pacts, are al-

ready under way.
The Hull Plan also provides for

safeguarding the internal struggle

of the American imperialists

through the NBA and similar pro-

jects. The plan provides that the

tariff reductions must not interfere

with "the operation of temporary
emergency and other extraordinary

measures compromising domestic

recovery programs." This plan for

tariff reduction has stirred up dis-

cussion In the States. Some say it

is a complete change in policy on

tariffs while Moley, who just re-

cently resigned as Assistant Secret-

ary of State, says the Hull propos-

al contradicts the NRA. If the

NBA is for the construction of a

self-sufficient economy, of organized
capitalism, or of "Intra-natlonal-

iem" minus its internal or foreign

part, it is doomed to failure. But
the real purpose of the NRA is

something else ; and so long as the

capitalists supplement it with new
measures at each critical turn it

will more than justify itself as a

breathing spell. The Hull proposal

does not contradict the needs of the

NRA at a certain stage. Neither

does it run counter to the interest

of American imperialism in gener-

al. It is admirably adapted1 for

these capitalist needs.

Behind the Tariff Plan

The attempt to reorganize pro-

duction on a higher level under the

NRA at reduced cost and, at the

same time to reorganize labor

The Stalinists are endea*oring to defeat the

political work of the Communist League in Browns-

ville by methods of terror. Following the Hoffman

Mansion meeting of Dec. 14th, they Itavel system-

atically attacked our comrades. On Friday evening,

Dec. 15th a group of six assaulted four members

and sympathizers of tlie Communist League in front

of tlie Brownsville Labor Lyceum after a Socialist

meeting. A much larger group) of Stalinists at-

tacked our comrades who were distributing leaflets

on Sutter Avenue for tiiis Wednesday's Brownsville

Labor Lyceum meeting.

Authentic reports inform us tlmt a number of

our comrades have iieen marked for physical assault.

Individuals have been assigned to "lay" for Al

Daseh, recently expelled member of the Brownsville

section commitee of the Communist party.

The responsibility for such actions rests on the

shoulders of the leaders of the Communist party.

They will be held responsible before the Communist

workers and the working class as a whole for the

consequences of this reactionary hooligan campaign.

We will take all the necessary steps for the defense

of our comrades, organization and meetings. We
call upon all workers and workers' organizations to

join ns in our struggle against these reactionary

Fascist methods.

Infuriated by the fact that Al Daseh, former

meinl)er of the Brownsville Section Committee of

the Communist party, was to speak on the Comintern

ami the Soviet recognition from the platform of the

Communist League, ttie Stalinists mobilized over

fifty members to disrupt the meeting held at Hoff-

man Mansion, Thursday evening, December 14th.

The meeting ended in a riot leading to the irrterren-

tion of the police, called by tlie hail owner, who
cleared the hall by swinging their clubs at every-

body.

As Ihe hall was filling with workers, tliere was

a sudden mob rush of about SO Communist party

and V. C. L. members to crash through the door.

They demanded free admittaince. . .After some com-
motion and exchange of blows, the staircase was

cleared of Stalinists and the door leading to the

street closed. The Stalinist hoodlums proceeded to

break the glass of the door and used battering rams
to force tlte door open.

When they could not make much progress, a
representative of the mob was sent up to arrive at

an agreement with us. It was proposed to them
that twenty of their comrades would be permitted

to enter free of charge on the condition that they
maintain order. They agreed. Twenty were per-

mitted to enter.

No sooner iiad the chairman, Joe Carter, open-
ed the meeting than the Stalinists began a system-
atic disruption. A continual Iieckling ensued. One
after another the clique of local Communist party
leaders rose and recited his piece. Finally a mo-
tion was made and carried overwhelmingly that
anyone interrupting the chairman or speaker given
tlie floor would be ejected. Provocative heckling
and disruption resulted in a free for ail tight, with
chairs and fists flying. For a while the cops look-
ed on; tfien timy wielded their clubs against all

those present.

A number of serious casualties resulted on both
sides. A Stalinist, Kirschner, called a cop to ar-
rest one of the members of the Communist League.
Although i»e went to the police station to press
charges of assault, the case of so flimsy that tlie

rharges were dismissed.

Insisting on its right fo hold a public meeting
in Brownsville on the C omintem and Kussian re-
cognition, tlte Communist League has arranged for
a meeting on that subject with the same speakers
as scheduled for last Thursday's meeting. Max
Sltachtman and Al Dasch, to be held at the Browns-
ville Labor Lyceum, 219 Sackman Street, Wednes-
day evening, December 30th.

Various workers' organizations have been in-
vited to send repreesntatives to this meeting so
tltat in ease of a recurrence of the scandalous ac-
tion of last Thursday's meeting, they will be able
to place the responsibility on those to whom it

belongs.

NazisDemandD
Verdict for

eath

Torgler

International Solidarity of the Workers Alone

Can Save Prisoners from Fascist Vengeance

Criminal Syndicalism Tria

Ends in Hung Jury

The historic trial of the Commun-
ist lenders at Leipzig has come to
an end aw! the Fascist judges iire

now in session deliberating on the
'

i verdict which is *o be rendered any
Trial of i'al Chambers, leader of doy now. The trial designated to

the cotton pickers' strike in the

San Joaquin Valley, on tlie charge

of criminal syndicalism ended with

a hung jury. He was defended by

ju-jtify the Nazi regime and give a
legal cover for bestial terror cam-
paign against the Communists was
iransionijed into eoliossal exposure
of the Fascist monsters before the

the Civil liberties Union attorney,
j

e:itire world.

A. I,. Wirin, who in this case wns' T! »' ^oroii- conduct of the defend-

, ,. , . .
suits m court, the complete collapse

also representing the International
.

, ir thl> case ugtthl>t tllcm and [lle
Labor Defense.

The case is of vital importance

because of the effort of the prose-

cution to make the criminal syndi-

calism law cover all threats of viol-

ence made during a strike. In the

past tiie California courts have
sought to prove that the I. W. W.
and Communist defendants were

revolutionists, trying to overthrow
Ihe government and transfer in-

dustry to the workers. Chambers
ivaw not accused of revolutionary

radicalism but of leading a strike

during which he was alleged to

universal revulsion against the pro
cod inv of the Fascists in the case
all combined to deal a powerful
blew lo the prestige of the Fascist
beasts who rule Germany. They
I'iiiled completely to establish any
convincing proofs of the guilt of the
accused and were compelled to ac-
knowledge their failure in the case
<>( three of the defendants—Dimi-
irol'l, Popoff and Tanetf.

Despite that, the Fascist prose-
cutor demanded Ihe death penalty
for Krnst Torgler, leader of tho
Communist fraction in the Reich-
stag. The life of Torgler hangs in

Ihe balance, and the others <i!so, for
Ihe Fascist press is already demand

, ,
ins "new proceedings" against them,

have recommended to the cotton. The strong hand of international
pickers that, they resist «!I arrests,! working class solidarity is ail that
even if they put some people in Ihe Ht;l!>ds between them and the ex

hospital by so doing. Chambersuomg,
claimed ho had urged
only to fll'jgal arrests.

resistance

NewllpheavalShakesChina

The Fukien Rebellion and Its Perspectives

Shanghai.—Fukien has rebelled, that he is compelled to change the

Prepared for several months, it! period lor the liquidation of the

came about all of a sudden as a "red army" from three months to

bomb thrown into Ihe Chinese
r three years, what if the combined'

Ter^aniFrame-

Up Smashed
Athos Terzani was acquitted Dec.

l:i of killing bis anti-Fascist com-

rade Anthony Fierro, by a jury In

politics. Tre public was startled ' strength of 'both the red army and !
Queen-; Comity Court which deli-

by the radical character it as-
1 Fukien would be presented to him?

sumed, in ousting off the Kno liin i ne must have given up the hope of

Tang mantle, denouncing its rale, 'eliminating the red army altogether.
turning such a round-about face

[ Besides, the Fukien movement, if

towards the people, promising to 'not quickly suppressed, will set an
example to the discontented mili-

tarists of other provinces who can
also come out to denounce Chiang

peasants and granting the right to
, Kai-Shek's fcowi swing before Jap-

strike to the worker, and freedom I anese imperialism or to stigmatize
of convention, speech, etc., to the the corruption i_f Kuo Min Tang
people in general. It claims to

j
rule. So in a certain sense we may

establish the producers' power, ^ny that the iukien revolt spells

guaranteeing to such people abso-|the beginning of the end of the

lute freedom and equality, "exclud-. Chiang Kai-Shek regime,

log those who are treacherous to There may be several perspectives
the nation and who exploit the peas- open before the Fukien government.
B „t onri thu «mrW f,-mn pniov- K it can attaJn its main obj.

ective

(Continued on Pace 4)

ant and the worker" from enjoy

ing such rights. To overthrow the

feudal system end to develop na-

tioanl economy are also points men-
tioned in the declaration of the new
government. What has actuated

this independent movement, especi-

ally at the time of the low ebb of

mass movement? What is Its gen-

eral perspective and relation to the

Chinese revolution.

In spite of the f«ct that this gov-

ernment is called by its enemies

as a product of the social democrats
and "the third party", the former
155th route army regarded as the

social-democratic fundamental mili-

tary force, in fact we have no such

a social democracy in China in ex-

istence, connected even with the.

people, not to say with the work-
ers. The military and their poli-

ticians and literati may have con-

ceived, such an idea but it never

existed in any tangible form. What
is going on. in Fukien is only a
revolt of combination of ex-military

men, tlie military rulers of that

province, the politicians, the radi-

cal intellectuals and the right na-

tionalists. There is a contradiction

between the radical program, and
the composition of the government
(military in majority). This shows
clearly thftt the government gives

chief attention to the military over-

throw of Chiang Kai-Shek by means
of combination and intrigues rather

than to mobilize the masses for

the anti-imperalist and anti-Kuo

Min Tang struggle. Tho radical

program ind the confused ideology

are undoubtedly due to the influ-

ence of the existence of the "red

army"

It seems unlikely that military

operations will begin in the near

future because both Nanking and
Fukien must have time to seek

allies, and to get out of the com-

plicated situation of being attacked

in the read. Iiut the alliance be-

tween the peasant army and Fukien

is an accomplished tact. This has

a great significance. The blockade

which Chiang Kai-Shek has enforc-

ed against the Soviet districts has
broken down as the peasant army
now can receive supplies ; from
Fukien. Thus, the only success

which Nanking has claimed for its

anti-red expedition of the last two
years has come to nothing. Further,

If the "red army" alone could em-

barrass Chiang Kai-Shek so

of overtliri w of Chiang Kai-Shek
it' a quick manner by military com-
bination, then it will degenerate
and become conservative, throwing
aside the present revolutionary
phrases, otherwise it can be made
dependent opoi the mass movement
and draw advantages from it. For
example, Dig finance of the province
will bftioii"^ t-ver more inadequate
to feed the growing needs of the

army and the way out must be
sought in the seizure of the custom.;

revenue and the realization of the

tariff autonomy, in putting a stop

to the officials' embezzlement and
corruption, in relieving the burden
of the pet:y bourgeoisie by dimin-
ishing the taxation on them and by

a corresponding increase on the big

bourgeoisie. Ail such needs open

(Continued on page 4)

berated only thirty-two minutes. It

was a victory against heavy odds,

^iuce the judge had been openly
hostile to the defense.

Prosecutor Harry Huber centered

United Front at Minneapolis
Labor Organizations in Unemployment Fight

Minneapolis.—On December 10th movement, to put up with, but the
two thousand workers met in the fundamental correctness of this
City Auditorium on call of the {0ViXI nt organization for labor's
Minneapolis Central Council for

| straggle against unemployment is
Lnemployed to hear about the need proving iUvlt t-very day
of an all-inclusive unemployed or-

ganization in this city. Speaker
after speaker piled up arguments
for greater unity, more organiza-
tion, around a common program of
demands covering the most element-

his attack on Samuel Wein, former; ary needs of the workers today
Khaki Shirts member who testified, A slm^ Iormu ,a £or democra .

that Brant Moffer of Philadelphia,
I tic cpntral ortfauizaIioil that woul(1

a iormer associate, killed Fierro in
| tie tbe UQempi d together with

the hght at the ***** Khaki rhe worke ,s on,aniKed in the tradu
Shirts meeting in Astoria in July.

Wein had told the grand jury that
the killer was a man in a brown
suit, such as Terzani had worn, but
.-aid he did this because Command-
er Art Smith of the Khaki Shirts

had threatened his life.

'"General" Art Smith testified,

charging anain that Terzani shot
Fierro. He swore he accused Fierro
that night before Terzani identified

Moffer as the slayer. But Patrol-

man Joha .NoJan, state's witness,

testified that Terzani accused Mof-
fer five or ten minutes before Smith
accused Terzani.

After the verdict had been an-

nounced, hand-clapping aroused the
judge's anger. Summoning before
him the culprit, Fort Vellona, car-

toonist for" th? anti-Fascist daily,

Stampa Libera, the Judge cut short
his apologies with "Don't lie to me.
This case has been saturated with
lies". The labor jury representing
nine labor organizations delayed
comment on the trial until a care-
fully considered statement could be
prepared.

unions, labor political, and frater-
nal organizations was elaborated by
V. R. Dunne, speaking for the Cen-
tral Council. To a central council
every trade union, labor political
of fraternal organization, end co-
operative shall send delegates on a
proportional basis. This body in
turn shall organize locals for unem-
ployed workers in various districts
of this city, which will be repre-
sented in the central body on the
same basis, thus every organized
worker in the city shall he directly
represented in the Central Council,
which co-ordinates all separate
phrases of struggle and all forces
at hand ior the most effective
struggle against unemployment.

Growth of the Movement
Since thj October 29th confer-

ence that launched the M. C. C. U.
there has been steady progress in

growth of this movement; new ad-
herents, new forces, wider scope lo

its activities. Naturally, there has
been much confusion, much talk,

and also disruptive activities from
the enemies of such a unifying.

PUSH THE ACTION PROGRAM
In our last issue we outlined al Point four of the Action Pro-

Program of Action designed to ex-
j
gram provide; for the acceptance

tend I lie political activities of the of members into the League on a
League. Some of the points have al- broader basis than heretofore. This
ready been partly carried out. The
national tour of comrade Swabeck
has been completed. It was very

successful. We have reduced the

price of The Militant and made a
beginning towards its popularize

tion. At the same time The Mili-

tant circulation has greatly in-

creased. Its influence is thereby

undoubtedly extended, but the in-

crease in circulation does not yet

compensate for the drop in income

by the reduced price.

Live workers' clubs have been
established in a number of cities.

In addition, language workers'

clubs sympathetic to and support-

ing the work of the League are
functioning among Italian, Greek
and Jewish workers in Chicago and
New York City.

But the real test today by which
the influence of a revolutionary or-

ganization can he judged lies un-
questionably in the trade, union

field. Progress there will have a

decisive bearing on future develop-

ments. In regard to this we can re-

cord only initial steps. In carry-

ing the Action Program to its com-
pletion this particular form of ac-

mucfc tivity must be strengthened'.

proposal Iloww directly from our
change of orientation toward the
creation of a new revolutionary
•ptirty. Freed from a number of its

former factional limitations, wc
assumes now ^ completely Independ-

ent role. For that we have been
well prepared by our struggle of

the past. The League membership
is growing rapidly. Since our sec-

ond national conference we have
more than doubled our membership.
Together, with that twelve youth
clubs <ire functioning in various

cities, adding new recruits to our
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ranks. All in all this gives us a
basis upon which wo feel justified
in saying that the Action Program
can be carried out.

The Action Program marks out
a numher of various tasks to be
accomplished by the League. Each
of them, when considered alone, is

of a comparatively modest charac-
ter. But when the program is tak-

en as a whole it is an ambitious
one. Nevertheless we are convinc-

The greatest confusion rises from
the almost total lack of under-
standing of what is a L'nited Front,
due to the fact that there has
never been a correct united front
functioning in this city before. Add-
ed to this are the innumerable dis-
tortions of the united front indulg-
ed in by the Stalinists of the offi-

cial C. P. which had prejudiced,
miseducated, and finally liquidated
section after section, group after
group, of honest working class ele-

ments who had sincerely joined
with the Party to effect unification
of efforts. The ultra-Left policy of
the "united front from below" wbich
keeps the C. P. outside this move-
ment, fighting It, is doing yeomen-
service to the reactionary labor bu-
reaucracy which is quietly working
against tlie movement, behind the
scenes, spreading pessimism, lies,

and slander among the workers in

ihe union; and on the relief lines.

The narrow-minded upstarts in the
leadership of the Party locally dis-

graced themselves by their antics
in the October 29th Conference
which formed the movement. They
represented an insignificant minor-
ity of the workers represented'
there, monopolized the floor while
they bragged and lied for two hours
or more, bolted the conference, re-

turned and bolted again when their

ultimata were not accepicd.
Having issued a statement against
the conference at the door, calling
every one connected with it a
"socio! Fascist", the C. P. then
brake with the conference when it

decided for the formation of unem-
ployed organizations throughout
the city, which of necessity would
compete with the defunct, sectarian
Unemployed Councils.

Thus the Stalinists with no uni-
ted-front policy place themselves in

a position that exposes them as dis-

rupters and splitters of working
class unity before masses of work-
ers. With a correct united front
policy the Left Opposition is plac-
ing itself in a position to unify the
working masses behind simple nee
essary demands which they need,

together with the accepted reform-
ed that it corresponds to what Is ist iea der<s of the workers, who, if
possibfe and tc the present grow-
ing strength of the League. Above
all it records the steps necessary

to bring us forward to more direct
activity in the class struggle, to

the position of an independent force

in tiie labor movement.

In order to carry out this pro-

gram we make the most urgent ap-

I>eal to all readers of the Militant

for their full and unstinted support.

This Is now a test, not only for

the League itself and Its member-
ship, but for all revolutionists who
take their endorsement of the new
party seriously. To carry the pro-

gram into life the contribution, of

your share is required, even If it

has to be done at the cost of a ser-

ious sacrifice. Without that the
Program will remain on paper, de-

void of life.

they falter, disrupt this unity, or
betray the interests of the workers
in the movement, will be exposed.

Incident iy the first group of lead-

ecntioner's axe.

All the defendants stood by their
conviction!-: and, in closing speeches
to the court, affirmed their innoc-
ence of the framed-up charge
against them. Dimitroff protested
again against the refusal to allow
him an attorney of his own choos-
ing and stated that he had no con-
fidence in the Fascist lawyer, Teich-
ert, who had been assigned io con-
duct his "defense". Continuing, he
declared: "I am defending my poli-

tical coniictlous as a revolutionist.
That is why my language is sharp.
My aim has been to prove th*it

neither myself, my Bulgarian com-
rades here, nor Torgler, nor the
Communist movement has had any
thing to do with the Reichstag
iire."

Torgler said: My whole life I

have fought Zur the vital interests
of the German working class.

Neither the German Communist
Party, nor any member, thought at
ri«u time of any armed uprising,

because tbe necessary prerequisites
.vere lucking, I did not have the
slightest thing to do with the fir';."

There is no doubt that the inter-

national exposure of the trial and
ihe protest against tiie frame-up hai
partly u|>set the Fascist plan to
proceed smoothly with the execu-
tion of the defendants. But the
danger renmins that they will go
through with it in spite of all. The
protest of the international work-
ing class must ring out louder than
ever in i.he remaining days. The
most effecli *e blow that can be
dealt to Ihe Fascist murderers at

(his time, a blow that would free
the prisoni rs, is a transport boycott.

RAILROAD ACCIDENTSIXCKKASK
While in 1S)32 one worker was

killed in road service for every
1,907 employed, in 1931 one work-
er was killed for every 1,929 em.
ployed, according to figures releas-

ed by the Interstate Commerce Com-
misMon. In train service, while in

1SI20 one worker was killed for
every S10 employed, in 1332 the
rate had gone up to one killed for

every 7iSt3 employed.
In yard service the number of

fatal accidents per 1,000 employed
rose as follows

:

Deaths to yard trainmen rose
from 1.15 lo 1.37 per 1,000; engin-

eers rose from .Ott to .23 per 1,000;
brakemen rose from 1.95 to 2.37 per
1,000.

The following letter from a
worker written after the Bingham,
ion wreck last month, gives the
depleted maintenance forces as one
reason for wrecks and accidents.

Library, I*a: ''There has been In

the last couple of weeks an in-

creasingly larger number of train

wrecks due to negligence on the
part of the railroad companies.
The safety devices have all been
neglected because of the furloughing
of 750,000 maintenance men. Tht*
is part of the companies' plans of

ers to disrupt this unity, and to
economies

.
They lay off the men

betray tho fundamental class inter-!* 11" maintain safety devices and

est of the workers for the sake of

'

safet >: signals. ""— -•- — '-'*

their immediate organizational In-

terests (the miserable Unemployed
Councils) are the Stalinists. The
class-conscious workers in the Un-
employed Councils should take stock

of their I^iders and their policies

and draw the necessary conclu-

sions. They should join tbe Dis-

trict organizations of the M. C. C.

U. and in these bodies build' up a
constructive class consciousness
and a policy of struggle that will

be an aid in advancing our class to

the next hlghei stage of struggle.
'

—C. F.

Those who are left

at work have (o do so much that
they cannot take care of all the
mileage or the trainmen and en-

gineers cannot live up to the safety
rules. It is easy then for the com-
pany to shift the buck to the work-
er involved and escape adverse
publicity. . .

.

"Any railroader will tell that
it's hell if you obey the safety

rules and get your train late and
It is hell it you don't and get in a
wreck. The brotherhoods, to one
of Which I belong, seem powerles*

to do anything."
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Hooliganism Spreads to Brooklyn

An Open Letter to the

District Committee of

the Communist Party

December 1G, 1933.

District Executive Committee,
Communist Party, U. S. A.

New York, N. Y.

Comrades

:

Last Thursday evening, a meet-

ing was scheduled in the Browns-
ville section under our auspices at

the Hoffman Mansion on the Sub-

ject '•Does Russian Recognition

Mean the End of the Third Inter-

national?" The speakers announc-

ed to address the audience Included

our city organizer, Max. Hhaehtman,
and a member of the Brownsville
Section Committee o£ your party,

comrade AI Dasch.

Before the meeting actually be-

gan, a crowd of some forty to fifty

members of the Communist l'arty

and Young Communist League
nought to break into the meeting
without paying the admission fee

and; with the obvious purpose oi

disrupting the orderly conduct of

the meeting. In spite of this, and
because the subject of the meeting

was of sucb deep concern to the

revolutionary movement that we felt

it only proper to have present as

many comrades supporting your
standpoint as possible, we iinally

proposed to a representative of the

party section committee ; we will

allow twenty League and Party
members to ecier the hall free of

charge if they will pledge them-
selves to observe the customary pro-

cedure and order of a worker's ga-

thering. To this proposal, the

party representatives finally agreed.

Twenty were admitted into the

hall in the manner described above
and they took their places quietly.

But immediately upon the open-

ing of the meeting by the chairman,

the party representatives—one after

another—began a series of violent

interruptions calculated to keep the

ball in a turmoil and to prevent

the meeting' from proceeding.

Neither the chairman nor anyone
else of our comrades was able to

utter a full sentence without being

heckled and interrupted by the con-

stant interjections of your members.
Despite t

1 ." fact that—as at all such
meetings <whilher called by you
by us, or by any other, labor or-

ganization)—airangements hitd al-

ready been made by us, your mem-
bers presented the outrageous de-

mand that the "workers present

elect .the chairman" ; then that "one
of our speakers should speak first

and the other last" ; etc., etc. These
absurd proposals were of course

rejected by us A proposal was
however overwhelmingly adopted by
those present to the effect that any-

one deliberately interrupting from
he floor when the chairman had
already granted it to someone else,

would be removed from the hall.

The audience, composed entirely of

workers, was indignant at the mani-

fest attempt on the part of your,

comrades (who were obviously act-

ing under orders from superior com-
mittees) to disrupt the meeting and
prevent it irom getting under way.

Tumult Brings Police

Worst ot all Is the fact that this

tumult—-especially unnecessary and
condemcable in view of our an-

nouncement that the party repre-

sentatives would be given adeeiuate

opportunity to speak in the dis-

cussion—frightened the hall pro-

prietor to call the police. We sought
to have them leave, but they re-

fused. The effect, in a word, was
that your comrades brought the

police who, ender the pretext of

"maintaining order" wero inter-

vening in workers' disputes with

the club.

The upshot of this disgraceful

proceedure was that the police fin-

ally assaulted the entire crowd
with drawn clubs and brought the

meeting to an end. In view of the

growing movement towards Fascist
conduct upon (be part of the bour-

geoisie, the conduct of your com
rades is all the more reprehensible.

Instead of making it passible to dis-

cuss workers' disputes unitedly,

that is, on the basis of workers'
democracy, you introduce hooligan
methods into the labor movement
which alienate workers and facili-

tate the black work of Fascism.
We Therefore call upon you i'i

take proper and deserved action
against the ringleaders of the group
which caused the riot and' brought
about the disruption of the move-
ment. Their names are Gilbert,

Boss, Rubei and Morris. More par
ticularly, we call upon you to take
action against those committees
which are responsible for the mob-
ilization of (he Party and Y. C. L.

comrades who were sent down to

disrupt our meeting, for it is the
superior instances which are more
at fault than the comrades who are
really the victims of their instrnc

tions.

We wish, further, to notify you
that this Wednesday evening, Dec-
ember 20th, we intend to hold u

mass meetink in Brownsville oa
the same subject, and with the
same speakers. We intend to take
all the steps necessary to prevent a
recurrence Of the scandal of last

week, which was not, as you are well

aware, the firi,t time such attempts
have been made by you to disperse
our gatherings. At our coming meet-
ing, there will be representatives of

various labor organizations whom
we are calling upon to attend in

order to render their judgment upon
the responsibility borne by you
or anyone else on any occurrences
that may take place.

In conclusion, we feel obliged to

declare that a failure on your part

to reply to this communication can-

not be considered by us as anything
but a tacit affirmation of your in-

tention to condone, which means to

approve and repeat, the conduct of "" **.*** »

your members. In tiiat case, we

.

desire to inform you that we will'

lie duty-bound to take up this,

question in ancther manner until it

is satisfactorily settled, that is, we
shall energetically bring thus issue
before every working cluss organi-
zation wilUin the reach of our mem-
bers and friends, before every uni-

ted front movement against Fasc-
ism and, terror and persecution.
There we shall have to demand of

your represent a Lives a public ac-

counting for your conduct and your
tactics given in the presence of

workers, of whoso attitude towards
such methods we feet entirely con-
fident. You must surely be uwaro
that you, as well as every other
organization, \\ Iiicb is called upon
to express its opinion on this ques-

tion, will lie held responsible by
the working class for any position
it may take.

Fraternally yours,
City Committee, Communist
League of America (0pp.)

MAX SHACHTMAN, Organizer.

AProtcst Against

Stalinist Gangster

Attacks
Editor of Militant:

I was present at a meeting ol

the Left Opposition, on Dec. 14th,

Thursday evening, at lloffjnau Man-
sion, in the Brownsville section of

Brooklyn. The meeting bud been
called by the above group to dis-

cuss th* Comintern and Soviet Re-
cognition. In addition to this a
former member of the Brownsville
Section Committee of the Commun-
ist party, AI Dasch, was Lo explain
nis views on the problems before
the Communist movement.
The least the party and X. C. L.

members could have done was Lo

come up to the meeting and discuss
the matter intelligently. Bui—no,

they chose the method of unthink-
ing mass hooliganism to force their
way in, and then justified this ac-

tion on the ground that they were
invited by Dasch's statement, a per-

usal of which shows nothing of the
kind, urging only a city-wide meet-
ing of the party and, the 1". C. L.

for the purpose of discussing the

German question and Soviet Recog-
nition.

But once in, the parly reps,

Dolb, Morris, Gilbert, and Ross of
the V. C. L. .-bowed that senseless
bureaucratic suppression of thought
heckling, cheap demagogic tactics,

attempt at controlling a meeting
not their own. I defy, any Y. C.

L.er or party member lo cite an
instance in which any opposition
was allowed to raise objections
from the floor to the established

procedure of :\ meeting,

II. was clertr to all present i hat
the majority were against the dis-

gusting party luetics, tactics which
I have knowledge are carried

through with the support of the

party leadership. This terrible

heckling, which brought remarks
from workers, such as "in my reac-

tionary union 1 have never seen
such tactics", or "shut up, you rat",

can have no other effect than isol-

ating the party, umiibibtiing the
good work it did, or could possibly

do, and rendering it an odious
sect. The panic created directly

by the party leadership resulted in

injury to outside workers.

All this, I am obliged to admit,
yet being a very close friend of the
('. I'., despite the bureaucratic
handling of my casts against the
corrupt leadership (Welsh, Horwatt
and Co.), is a result of a whip be-

ing welded over the beads of the
rank and tilers, the crying death
of iKilitical education which leads,

in general, to a policy of cheap,
street-corner gangsterism and the
use ol' the list instead of the brain.

Kvery reasoning Communist', ev-

ery member of the C. P. or Y. C.

I,., can have no other response to

make to the display of repulsive

party methods than to urge in his

unit a condemnation of the actions

of the party at Hoffman Mansion,
to press for a thorough -going dis-

cussion on the fierman sitant ion'

and on Soviet recognition— for, to

allow such fat-tics to continue is

to sanctio'i the growth of black re-

action in the party ranks, is to

stifle that rich energy which streams
from true Communist thought, is

to sign away the working class,

hand aifd foot, to the police de-

partment, is to crush what the bu-
reaucrats have left ofl the revolu-

tionary vanguard.
Comradely vonrs,

—IV. C.

Former Member of the Com-
munist Party (Brownsville)

An Open Letter to the

International Labor

Defense
Dec. Kith, 1933.

International Labor Defense,

District Orlico

7'Jii Broadway
New York City

Comrades:
We are enclosing lo you a copy

of Ihe tetter we have just sent to

the District Committee of the Com-
munist Party. New York, which is

self-explanatory, You will observe

from the letier that we are inviting

<i number oi labor organizations to

sit on the platform with our speak-

ers at the coming Wednesday eve-

ning, .December 20! ii, mass meeting
of our organization, tor the purpose

of giving an objective judgment on
any untoward occurrences that may-

take place at tins meeting, such as

u recurrence- ol the evenls of last

week's affair.

We cannot impress upon you too

strongly the depths of our feelings

on this question. At such a time
as this, when the labor movement
should in- girding its loins to drive

out. of existence any tendency to in-

I roduce the methods of reaction

into the working class, it is tanta-

mount to giving aid and comfort to

[he enemy when any section of

the labor movement permits itself

the practise of such methods as

were pursued al last week's mass
meeting. The International Labor
Defense has as one of its declared

aims the defense of workers' meet-

ings from attacks and intervention

from the police, and such an aim
we and every other class conScious

group heartily endorse. Kuch events

us the Hoffman Mansion meeting
disruptiveuess, are directly respon-

sible for the intervention of police

in labor gatherings.

On this occasion, the police

struck al us, as a small group. To-
morrow, ihey will use such situa-

tions in- order to proclaim that no
radical group may bold public meet-

ings unless they are under police

supervision; or else, ihey may de-

clare that the radicals may no
longer bold nuv public meetings al

all.

It is your obvious duly to help
avoid sucb a situation. We there-

lore invite you, as one of Ihe organ-
isations involved, to send a repre-

sentative to our meeting for the
purpose indicated in the enclosed
letter. We look forward to an im-

mediate reply lo our otlice so that

Ihe necessary detailed arrangements
may bo made.

['raferually yours,

City Committee, Communist
League ol" Ameireii (Opp.)
MAX SIIACHTMAN. Org.

PHILADELPHIABANQUET
To Celebrate our Fifth Anniversary

HtmetU The "MILITANT"
On Sun. Dec. 24th 8 P. M.

at Our Local IIeado.unrf.ers

524 W. Thompson Street

Admit One Subcsription 25c
Auspices : Communist League (Op-

position ) Philadelphia.

MINNEAPOLIS
NKW SEAR'S KVE AFFAIR
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ment — Refreslunents —
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Auspices: Minneapolis branch C. L.

of A. <Opp.)
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(' H I C A « O FORI M
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SOCJUJSM IN THE SOVIET

INION
When :mtl How It Will Be Achieved
Sunday Eve., January "til, 8:30 p. m.
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Nations)! Socialist Institute

3S3'i Douglas Blvd.
Admission 10 Cts. Unemployed Free

Questions -- — Discussion

LOS ANGELES ATTENTION
THE COMMUNIST LEAGUE OF

AMERICA (OPPOSITION)
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O P K N FORUM
Every Thursday 8 P. M. at

224 S. Spring St.,

JiOOM 218
ADMISSION FREE

GALA XMAS EVE AFFAIR
Sunday, December 24, 1983
Hot Hand, Entertainment,

Refreshments
Auspices: Communist League

of America (Opposition)

Brooklyn Branch
Hpartacus Youtb Club
Brewnsville Branch

151 Watt-.ins St., B'klyn, N. y.

ADMISSION 15c
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An Apologist

for Litvinov

The November 25th issue of tbe

Militant was one of tbe best num-
bers to appear in the last few
months. The Mi I ifwit was tbe
only revolutionary organ which
gave u true analysis from the in-

ternational proletarian point of

view on the issue of Soviet recog-

nition by the great imperialist

power, the United &taies. Tbe edit-

orial in tbis number, the article by
comrade Sbaehfman, not !o speak
of tbe letter ol comrade Reese on
the (iermau ptirty and the C. 1.,

will remain bistorioal documents
for the vanguard of Ihe revolution-

ary movement tbe world over.

Without fear ihe Left Opposition
contrasted tbe diplomacy on Lenin's
days and tbe diplomacy of tbe

Stalin fuel ion for the last ten

years. The Lit vinoff-Stalin bargain
and the price paid for recognition

by American imperialism is a dead-
ly blow lo Hie international revolu-

tionary movement. The Militant

has pointed one clearly what points

li and 4 of tbe pact mean from ;i

Marxian point of view.

The Piinic-Sfrk'EA'tt Scribblers

As -l result of Ibis the Stalinist

messenger boy:;, (be Freilieit staff,

became panic-strieken. An article

appeared every day last week by
tbe i;real theoreticians against tbe
'Trotskyites*. tiie Iiei't Opposition
tbe Militant, I am not a theore-

tician, I am only a worker. There-
lore 1 will not go into a polemic
with every one of them but will

simply show what Moissnye Olgin
writes in the Freilieit of Nov. 2!>th.

"'The counler-revoktf iolla ry Trot-
sky," he says, "wrote an article in

1931, and ho predicted that the L".

S. will become the strongest power
in the wirld liegemony, and the
I". X. foliar will i>e the dictator the
world over. After a year and nine
months the world hegemony of Am-
erican capitalism is now smaller,

and the dollar at present is a weak
dictator in the world market." Ac-
cording to Olgin all Trotsky's pre-

dictions fell through and were not
correel

.

I aju not interested here to de-

fend comrade Trotsky; this I will

leave to Trotsky himself or to tbe
editors of Ihe Militant. Hut I

would like lo know, and thousands
of workers' would like to know
from I be Olgins: if the U. S. is

so weak in the world hegemony
why did I.ilvinorf s rant lioosevell

articles 3 and 4 which mean, the
elimination oi the Third Interna-
tional from tbe Soviet territory?
More: why did nut Olgin explain
ii> Ihe workers point 3 ami -1 in

llie pact? Why shouldn't the work-
ers know about this? And again:
if Olgin says that for the last iei\

j ears similar pads were signed
with other powers let him show lo

which country was given such cun-
ccssions as in articles "• and -!,

Olgin's "Explanations"

"In HKl", Olgin continues, "Ihe
Kovief Government under I.enin's

leadership sent protest notes Lo

Lnghiud, France, [',. S., Japan, and
China, for not inviting the I*. S. H.

I{, to the disarmament conference,
iln 1922 tbe Soviet Government was
represented at Genoa at an inter-

national conference for the lirst

time. Ii'riim tbis we can see Unit
the Soviets under Lenin's leader-

ship did sjr.^ak about working to-

gether with other powers, and were
not afraid lo participate in inter-

national economic and political

conferences. This shows that the

U. S. S. It. in 1922 did not make
larger concessions tlittii she is mak-
ing now."

I witut to say that Olgin is con-
fusing the issue. Who ever said
that the Soviets should not partici-

pate in economic and political con-
ferences? Only idiots will say so.

It is true the Soviets in 1022 parti-

cipated in the international confer-
ence in Genoa under the guidance
ef Christian Kakovsky who is exiled

by Stalin somewhere in Siberia. Al
the Genoa conference tbe bour-
geoisie of Kurope demanded that

Russia should suppress .wuon her
territory all attempts lo aid rev-

olutionary movements in other coun-
tries.

What, was tbe answer of the
Eiussfon delegation to the capitalist

powers? "Genlleinen, we are ready
to give yon certain concessions, but

hands off tbe Communist Interna-

tional." Of course this was the
epoch of Lenin and Trotsky in 1!)22.

What tbe imperialist powers could

not get from Russia in 1022 during
the famine period Roosevelt got

from Litvinoff in 1933. Is . Ihis

because the Soviet government is

today stronger than in 11)22? Why
did not Moissaye Olgin explain to

Ihe workers the stand of the Soviet

delegation at the Genoa conference?
Why falsify? Why not meet the

issue in truthful manner? Why
confuse the workers more and more?

What the Workers Said

After I read the Freilieit articles

I went down to tbe market where
the Jewish workers assemble. I

wanted to hear their relictions on
these articles, so I asked some
cloak and dressmakers abort! them.
They laughed, and when I asked

them what was the joke one of

them said, "Trotsky is a counter-

revolutionist just as tbe Freiheit

writes correct labor news every
day." The nest day I was with
Millinery and Pocketbook workers
and when 1 asked them what they

thought about the "counter-revolu-

tionary Trotsky", one of them pull-

ed a Militant out of hia pocket and
said, "This is the first time I buy
this paper: if these comrades are
eonntc-r-revolutionflries I will soon
be in their company."

Is it a wonder the last number of

the Militant wns sold out and is

still in demand? The Freilieit ar-

ticles were good propaganda for

the Militant and tbe Loft Opposi-

tion. —S F.

Impressions on a National Tour
On my recent tour through the

country 1 gathered impressions of

a multicolored variety. In the lirst

place one cannot fail to notice that

after deceptive glamor of the early

upoearance of the New Deal tbe
same old desolate appearance of the
crisis hits returned. One, does not
encounter so much the traditional
nuisance, the traveling salesman,
but tha endlessly long freight trains
still carrj their loads of unemploy-
ed workers and hotiielcs™ tramping
y'liilli roving from place to place in

<j!'esl of some new wuy of getting

by. Tlio aristocratic appearing New
Knjjland towns radiate the scream-
ii:y colors of tlie blue eagle signs,
proceeding westward, however,
tbe^e become rather scarce. Here
anil there emerge little "ISuy Now"
parades. JJut Ihe ateinpts lo stage
Ihcni sally fall Hal. The throbbing
lluluil) ol a busy industry is absent.
Williin Ihe forest of smoke stacks
in the l'illsburgh and Gary steel

regions only a few belch forlli their

!>,i!iiii clouds. In Ilutl'alo and

League Member

in L.A. Demands

Proof for Slanders

IScai lo (be Los Angeles Section
Organizer ol (he <'ominniiist

Party)

Los Angeies
Dee. 12, li«:i

fiVIIuW Worker:
Therv h;is come to my attention

within the la.sl few months a con-
stantly re[>ealed accusation against
me made by a number of ivell

known parly members, namely thilt

1 am a police spy.

Voii are no doubt aware of the
incalculable harm that can be done
lo the working class movement as
a wimle by the spreading of irre-

^l>i>'i-.il>le rumors about itcfive par-
ticipants in the labour movement.
Von niiis| ;i!mj be aware Unit the
branding ot honest revolutionaries
as jKilice spies results in demoral-
ization of the Workers ranks and
makes it exceedingly difficult ti

expose ri>;ii provocaleurs when it is

necessary to do so.

Uecituso Ihis is generally recog-
nized by all responsible working
class organi/ialioiis lliere are cer-
tain risliis allowed lo all workers
who are so accused.

Al-o it is well known that no
revolutionary iir^;ini/,:itioii wor I by
ol" the name should cncoimige the
spreading of such rumors simply
because Ihey bad political or fac-
tional inherences with the person
so victimized, lhat such a'-liou must
eventu.illi resell in ihe complete
t\i">sure of those who spread such
rumors.

When accusations mtisL be made
'bey should be made oiienly with
supponin;; proof and the accused
worker bo (ili'orded Ihe right to a

trial before bis fellow workers. This
it koos without saying is a gener-
ally recognized custom among hon-
est revolutionaries.

In Ihe interest of the movement
as a whole and in eousiderat (on of
the above, I demand the following:
that Auslin Sullivan, Harry liice.

Cope, Lawrence [toss, Slaplelon <ind
others who have made a practice
of accusing me behind my back be
called by Ihe proper imrty author-
ities and be asked lo submit proof
ot their aceusa tions and lo make
them openly in my presence. Tlwtf,

if they are not willing to make such
accusations openly lhat they be
disciplined for their disloyal be-
havior. That ;i Ihorotigh invesliga-

I ion as to t be source of t liese

rumors be made because it is a
ipiile freuuent tactic of provocat-
eurs in Hie ranks of the workers
lo originate rumours of this char-
acter in order to spread confusion
among worketN organization.

1 Imi-p :i right to expect a reply
in a reasonable time stating what
you intend to do in regard to this

mailer. That is not a matter to
which the partj- can remain indif-
ferent. No revolutionary organiza-
tion worth -

' of the name permits
inilK)i'tanl. iuemliei-s of their organi-
zation to spread such rumors on
their individual responsibility wi'b-
ont calling (hem to task. Hoping
lo hmr from you very soon. I am:

Very sincere! v yours,
FKAXK IIALSTKAI).

A Panorama of Present

Conditions of the

American Worker

Niagara Fulls, however, the war
industries and allied chemical in-

dustries are running full blast.

Decline of "New Deal" Illusions

ilere one of our comrades tola

mc of his work in one of tbe plant?,

producing Ihe means of chemical
warfare for Uncle Sam. "Tnree
duys. of work in one stretch is all

a man can stand", he said. "After
that must follow at least two days
in a completely darkened room to
avoid instant blindness.' But jobs
are scarce today. Yet the lifetime

of a worker in such an industry is

exceedingly brief. The eyesight
gives out. Such are some of the
blessings of modern capitalism.

I'.ut all is supposed to be well with
the N^w Deal policy, although the
defenders of its redeeming features,

as a means of recovery, say it is

at its cross roads. This is true in

more than one sense. "Oh, yes",

Ihey agree—both supporters and
opponents among the agents ot

privilege- "its social relation fea-

tures are of positive significance".
They mean by that the code and

arbitration board regulations which
represent tiie attempts to tie the
workers within deiinite bonds of
collaboration with capital, entirely

to the latter's advantage. That
aspect has not yet. become clear to

the workers in genentl. But it is

noticeable throughout, and more
apparent as one reaches westward,
that of the former implicit confid-

,>ni-e in the NHA, which made it

synonymous with recovery, with

!
jobs, there is at least only a thin

veneer left. What stands oat the

more clearly is the readiness to or-

ganize and the direct response from
the workers to organization efforts.

Surge Toward Unionization

The first big "recovery" strike

wave bad just about reached its ebb
when my tour began. Organiza-
tion activities were no lunger at
their former height but neither lmd
f):ey entirely petered out with the

blastim; of the recovery illusions.

The truth is that the overwhelming
cumbers surging towards the exist-

ing unions, and decidedly towards
the conservative unions, represented

tbe instinctive mass reaction to the

opiMirtumties afforded by the NKA.
Collective bargaining clause, sup-

plemented by the heavily increasing

economic pressure upon them. It

came about with such a rush thai

the A. ¥. of L. leaders were token

by surprise. In fact it was not at

all due to any aggressive action on
their part. They served as an im-

pediment, gladly collecting the ini-

itation fees which came rolling in

but resisting and sabotaging organi

zal ion at every step.

lit Kansas City, Eor example, one
of our comrades began to undertake
organization in a plant of indus-

trial mass production. lie collected

nn imposing list ot applicants but
found if impossible to pry the trades

and labor council loose. He could

get no attention from that outfit

so entirely oblivious to interests ot

expansion and growth. What could

one expect then from the higher

ci rclt'fi of the heirarcby ? 1 1 is

true that the gluttonous mandarins

! heading the New York garment
workers union bad a special inter-

est in organizing the whole indus-

try as a means of wiping out the

T. I'.. V. I,, union in the field. But
elsewhere no such competition

existed as a serious factor, and
their worthy associates did their

level best to drive the workers back

from struggle for union organiza-

tion find for union recognition.

Fayette Comity Miners

Thar was the case with the Fay-

ette County coke miners in their

sirike against tbe steel subsidiary

of H. C. Prick and Company. Sev-

eral times the glib-tongued, expert

horse-traders in the class collabora-

tion hold, from John L. Lewis down-

ward, pleaded with these miners to

return to work and to trust to

them and to Mr. Roosevelt to pre-

serve the interests of union organi-

zation. But. the miners stuck to

(heir own rights and made their

own light for a union, and at that

for the verv union headed by Lewis

«nd the others. Not that the mill-

ers were fooled by this gentry. On
the contrarv. When William Feeney

came on October 3, to address a

meeting near liniontown of U.000

strikers be was greeted with the

shouts "You sold us out in 1922 ,
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"Throw him out." He was unable

to speak and left tbe meeting.

Even this very early stage of the

"new deal" for the workers berald-

eii the coming deep conilicls between
the rank tind file and the reaction-
ary union leaderhhip. The distri-

bution of the roles in this case
showed the miners defending the
principles of unionism against the
ollicials of the very union involved.
It may be argued thai this is not
a new phenomena in American la-

bor history. That is true. Hut by
oceuriiig at this time it has a spe-
cial significance for the future. To-
ciuy the .NHA class collaboration
machinery is based upon arbitration
boards which tomorrow will be
turned into means of suppression ot
strikes and, thereby, suppression of
the very life of the, trade unions.
Willi this machinery the union of-
ficials remain sewed up, for today
and tomorow, because they are
agents of capitalism. And with
ibis the rank and lib; interests will
come into ever more decisive con-
diet. It is from conditions such
as these that the coming great la-

bur struggles will find their rcliex
within the unions in serious revolts
against the reactionary policies and
against the officialdom. Thereby
the path will be prepared for a new
unionism.

Failure of Stalinist Liniotis

That this path will not be found
through the T. U. U. L, unions un-
der control of Stalinism is only
lurther .verified by the most recent
experiences. Today one can find

no trace whatever of the National
.Miners' l.'niou in the important
iields oing as far west as Illinois

The thousands of miners of Penn-
sylvania and Ohio, wiio two years
ago struck under the banner of the
T. U. li. li. union, were this time
striking, and just as militatitly,

under tbe banner of tbe A. F. of L.
striking for the rights of union re-

cognition which the NKA was sup-
posed to grant.

With the N'ltA came the rising
curve of commodity prices the ef-

fects of which are felt very direct-
ly. "The NRA is just so' much
bunk", has now become a quite
Common expression, not only
amongst those who still tramp the
streets in vain search for jobs, but
amongst the employed as well. For
them the low v\age standard result,
ing from Ihe crisis is a serious real-

ity. It. is difficult lo make ends
meet. A grim determination is be-
ginning to make its appearance
within their ranks. One feels per-
ceptibly that the present lull after
the first sirike wave is the calm
before tbe next storm sure to break
soon with tbe force of a hurricane.

Conditions of the I.- neniployed

And the unemployed V Amongst
them arc many signs of a sluggish
adaplafion lo Ihe low subsistence
level afforded by the miserable re-

lief rations. But these do not pre-
dominate. Host of. the various
mutual self-help enterprises, based
upon begging and upon barter of
labor for goods, which flourished
for a time in several smaller cities,
could not survive the realilies of
class society. Instead relief work,
or "working for the city", as it is

ct.lled by some who hope to invest
il with a non-existing dignity, is

becoming a regular institution In
many cities. It means to do re-
gular work for a relief pittance
either, in cash or in groceries bear-
ing no semblance lo a wage. And
often it is on sucii projects that re-

gular wage labor is directly elimin-
ated. Yet if becomes compulsory
for those who need the grocery
basket.

li» spite of all this there is no
sign anywhere today of an all-

embracing unemployment movement.
What exists is only the isolated
local groupings; and of them there
are few. In Minneapolis the Left
Opposition has infused new life

into the unemployed movement. In
Chicago one finds still the Workers"
League and locals affiliated to tbe
Borders Committee. On a whole
the issues of the unemployed reced-
ed into the background for a time
witli Ihe advent of the NHA bally-
hoo. The movement, such as it

was, experienced a decline. Hut
thai does not tell the whole story.

Catastrophic Position of
OfficiaJ l'arty

Alongside of (he decline is re-

corded ihe failure of the movement
or the tendencies within, mainly
those of the official Communist
party and of the social reformists,
to at any time seriously aim for the
indispensable united front. From
this the movement is now suffering
the consequences. The Unemploy-
ed Councils, directed oy the official

party, which first emerged with the
powerful spontaneous demonstra-
tions, with the auspicious oppor-
tunity, during the early part of the
crisis, have either entirely vanished
or, wool amounts to the same
thing, lead a purely paper existence.

In general the decline and tbe
sinking into disrepute of the official

party is so outstanding as lo be
catastrophic. In city after city,

not in the least in the mining and
steel regions, I made tbe same ob-

servation. The ofiicial party is dis-

credited to tbe extent of reflecting

unfavorably upon th ideas of Com-
munism in general. Again and
again I would hear reports of
workers saying, "I am through
with Communist Party", or, "I quit

the Daily Worker some time ago."
How clearly did' this illustrate the
reactions thousands of workers who
have been repelled by the emascul-
ated party of Stalinism. For the
Left Opposition this means more
emphasis on the duty to build anew
a revolutionary party in the United
States. Our part in this task will

be reported in another article.

—ARN'E SWABECK.
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THE NEW DANGER OF WAR IN THE FAR EAST
Press dispatches from tbo, Far

Exist point lo the imminence of a
irosh military campaign by Jap-

anese imperialism, intended to

carry a stage further the grandiose
J

ed for war on the Soviet Union as
plan of colonial conquest designed it can ever hone to be. The dif-

by the late Ba.on Taunl;u. \\ itn invent imperialist powers are never,

the miiilitvy accomplishment of in any absolute sense, prepared for

each successive phase of this plan,' war, but they embark upon war
which is the guiding plan of the 1 nevertheless In the case of Japan
Tokyo warlords, the danger of war] awareness of weakness in certain

against the Soviet Union approach- 1
respects is lost in the general

cs appreciably nearer.
j

psychosis of invincibility, stiniu-

Witu the signing of the Tangkullated by the military campaigns of

truce, last. ALiiy 31, resulting in the! the last two years and the stiii-

•demilitarization" of approximately
j

unfor^otten victory over Czarist

ij.UW miles of Chinese territory Kussia in 1905.
.

south of the Ureal -Wall, there en- 1
Japan is being driven along the

sued a period of comparative quiet. '
road of war by her growingly crit-

The Japanese army withdrew toxical internal situation, reflected in

the Great Wail but continued to mounting budget deficits, falling

hold all thu strategic passes into revenues, the tiight of capital from
Manchuria and inner Mongolia, in- the country, currency depreciation,

eluding the important gateway at advancing unemployment and im-

SihimliiUkwati. The past six months iwiverishmen t of the peasantry, and
have Witnessed intensive prepara-'»n adventuristie trade policy. Her
tious for a tresh military drive, ruling class, caught in the vise of

Heavy Japanese troop coneehtra-' an. economic crisis they cannot ml-

tions took place at Mukden and' agate," much less liquidate, see their

Changchun late in September on .salvation from threatening revolu-

the time-worn pretext of -'bandit- (ion in war—in the forcible con-

suppression." Now it is reported iiuest of fresh markets and simult-

tiiat Japanese forces have tinder- aneoiydy a crusade to free the Far

Attack on the Workers* Fatherland by the Japanese Militarists Imminent

taken (he conquest of Inner Mon-
golia, (he next step from which is

armed intervention against the

People's Government of Outer Mon-
golia, meaning war against the So-

viet Union.

Japan Aims at War
All tho tacts of the present sit-

uation in the Far Must point in-

dubitably io the clear-cut intention

of the Japanese Imperialists to pit

their military might against the

Soviet Union without unnecessary
delay. The Tanaka plan calls not
only for the conquest of Manchuria,
sections ot China proper and Inner
and Outer Mongolia, hut also for

the forcible seizure of all Soviet
territory east of Ixike Baikal ter-

ritory richer than Manchuria in

such basic raw materials as coal

and iron and possessing mineral

nmt other riches which .Manchuria
does not possess.
The principal danger spot for the

Soviet Union has shifted recently
from Russia's western frontiers to

the Far East, Germany, as the Left
Opposition organ in that, country,
Unser Wort, recently asserted, is in

no position to make war on the
land of the Soviets. Years of pre-

paration are required. To those
who contend that Japan is not
adequately prepared either it must
be stated that, given the present
balance or relationship of forces,

Japanese imperialism is as prepar-

Kast from the "menace of Bol-
shevism."

Effect of American Recognition

American recognition of the So-
viet Union has lessened the danger
of a Japanese attack on the work-
ers' fatherland, we have been told.

This facile contention, embodied in

the diplomatic jargon of Stalin-

Litvinov and slavishly echoed by
Stalinist scribbers who seek to

justify a Soviet "peace policy" that
involves the desertion and virtual

repudiation of revolutionary inter-

nationalism, will not bear the test

of examination. American recogni-

tion of the Soviet Union, insofar as
it affects Soviet-Japanese relations,

wilt more probably hasten the on-

slaught of Japanese imperialism on
the Soviet Union. There is no pro-
spect of any improvement in Japan's
internal situation, and the hopes of

the Japanese imperialists of a suc-
cessful war against the Soviet Un-
ion can only become dimmed' by de-

lay in delivering the attack (we are
not discu.Min£ here the actual pos-
sibilities of Japan's winning out in

a war on the Soviets in the Far
Kast ) . Moreover, Japan cannot
hopi' to forge a united imperialist
front against the Soviets by the
methods of diplomacy. Fifteen post-
war years have proved that im-
practicable. But Japan does ex-
pect to tind allies in Hie west once
she has started the tight.

The Collapse of the
BrandlerMovement

(Kilitor's Note.—The interest-

ing account of the disintegra-
tion ot the international organi-
zation of the Might wing llrand-
lerists is translated from Die
Neue Front, organ of the Ger-
man Socialist Workers' Party).

I. V. K. (>. is an abbreviation far

the Internationale yereinigung <ier

Kf.mmunistisclien Oppositionen
(international union of Communist
Oppositions.}. Until very recently
the IVKO consisted, of KPO-Gor-
many, KPO-Kwi fuel-land, KPO-AI-
sace, Mo;- Dag group In Norway,
KP-Swcdcn, the Lovestone group
in America and a small group in

Czechoslovakia. For some time al-

ready sharp differences have mani-
fested themselves in the IVKO.
They have now culminated in the
declaration of Brandler, made at
the Oct. L'-tth session of the Central
Com mitire of the Swedish Indepen-

ns that also in America there are
currents "against the stream", so
the Gitlow group, which is ap-

proaching the point of view of the

Left Opposition and the S. W. P.,

has broken with Lovestone.
In face of this mass of ruins we

can only hope that the C. C. of the
IVKO will clear tlte path for the
international unity of all Commun-
ists who have recognized that a
correct policy today can he carried
on only against the C. I. and its

sections. Inside of Germany the
isolation of Brandler and Thal-
lieimer will undoubtedly hasten the
winning over of the best elements
of the KPO-Germany for the build-

ing of a real Communist party.

Disintegration Also in Bohemia
We have Information from Czech-

oslovakia which shows to what ex-

tent the KPD and KPD have been
losing and are still losing in in-

dent Communist Party, to the effect, tiuence. Orientation towards the

that it is excluded from the IVKO. I I^eft opposition is especially mark-
Thus, the already shaking structure
of the IVKO lost its strongest prop.

The immediate cause for the ex-

pulsion was 1 lie participation of the
Independent Communist Party of
Sweden in the Paris Conference.
But just as in case of the differ-

ences in the KPO-Germany the
main truest ion revolved around the
attitude to Stalinism. The fact
that the. Norwegian Mot-Dag group
answered the cull to the Paris con-
ference, and would have particip-

ated had not externa! circumstances

ed among SPD workers. The idea
of building a new revolutionary
party is gaining momentum.
On the KI'O the report says:

'Our Brandlerites have almost
disappeared from the face of the

["firth due to their cringing policy

before the Stalinists. A half a
year ago they were still rather
strong. They have since driven
the majority of their members to

indifference. While formerly they
had been much stronger than the
Left; Opposition, now the L. O. is

Japan will in all probability de-

cide to strike the first blow before

the Soviet Union has the opportun-
ity to take advantage of American
credits, expected to follow recog-

nition. This view was expressed suc-

cinctly enough by George Bronson
liea, the $30,000 a. year American
adviser to the new state of M«n-
chukuo—that is, Japan—in a let-

ter to the New lork Herald-Tribune
on November 18. lie declares that

:

-If recognition is followed by huge
credits or loans which will enable

Moscow to rush through its plans

in central Asia and Siberia, then

the outlook for peace is far from
bright." As a result of such loans

or credits, he goes on to contend,
'the jaws of the Communist nut-

cracker will begin to close and
Japan will have to light for her

life."

Sharpening Japano-American
Relations

American recognition, while tend-

ing to hasten a Japanese attack on
the Soviet Union, will sharpen Jap-

ano-Americar* antagonisms—in fact

has done so already. It was an-
nounced from Tokyo on December
8 that the Japanese fleet is to be
reorganized on a war basis. The
fleet is not needed for war on the

Soviet Union. Only a few ships
would be employed for an assault

on Vladivostok. The move is clear-

ly intended as a "hands-off'' warn-
ing to the United Slates. Japanese
officials are said to have revealed

that "secret conversations" have

Quezon, reportedly sought Japanese
and and discussed linking the Phil-

lippihps to the chariot of Japanese
i 111perut!ism. It must be remem-
bered that tiie Tonaka memorial
i n visages the seizure ot the Phil-

ippines in order to round out the
Empire of the Rising Sun and esta-

blish Japanese hegemony in the
Pacilic.

That Japan's lirst target is the
Soviet Union and not America is

indicated in a report from Mukden
laM; week, which stated that the

exiled Turkish, prince, Abdul Kerim,
is now en route from Tokyo to

Siukiang (Chinese Turkestan) on
tlte Soviet borders, to head a pup-
pet government' that Japanese
agents are trying to set up there.

The prince lias been tho guest of

the Japanese government for al-

most a year, being held in readiness

to till in Siukiang the role that

tho ex-Manchu emperor1
, Henry Pu

Yi, tills in Manehukuo. Japanese
intrigues in Sinkiang are part of

the pri'iiarations for tiie coming
assault on Outer Mongolia. Hence,
while it is indubitably true that

J apa no-American antagonisms are
{(rowing sharper, the reported reor-

ganization of the Japanese fleet on

a war basis, coupled with the whis-

perings concerning the Philippines,

should be construed as a warning
Wither than as a threat.

Ja|>anese Militarism in a Hurry

If Japan is not yet fully prepar-

ed for a war with the Soviet Union,

she is not even at the beginning

taken place in Tokyo with Manuel' of preparedness for a war against

Quezon, leader of the Filipino hour-' her powerful Pacific rival. A Jap-

geois independence movement, anese war against the United States

is predicated on the completion of

Japan's several contemplated land-

grabs on the Asiatic mainland, in-

cluding eastern Siberia. In other

words, victorious emergence from
a war with the Soviet Union is the
condition precedent to a trial of con-
clusions with dollar imperialism.

The growth of Japano-American
rivalry was emphasized in news
items appearing last week. Amer-
ican imperialism is in particular
seeking set-offs against growing
Japanese influence in China. On
the same day that reorganization

of the. Japanese fleet on a war basis

was announced from Tokyo, Thos.

A. Morgan, president of the Cur-
tiss-Wright Corporation, announced
in New York the signing of a con-

tract with the Nanking government
for the erection at Hangchow, in

Chekiam* province, of a $5,000,000

airplane factory. The Nanking gov
ernment has contracted to buy an
initial total of GO war planes a
year. This latest deal was preceded
a short while ago by an American
So0,O00,000 wheat and cotton loan

through the Iteconstruction Finance
Corporation. Earlier, according to

George Bronson Rea, a contract

was concluded for the construction

of a steel and! munitions plant at

Canton with American capital. The
recently-concluded Mackay radio
contract gives America virtual con-

trol of China's radio communica-
tions, while Pan-American Airways
are actively bidding for control of

international sections of China's

air communications.

Drive of Rival Imperialisms

Thus American imperialism en-

Discns»ion Article

The Proletarian Party « Position and Prospects

a secretary, who shall be the Sec-

retary of the committee and at all

times subordinate to the committee.
The Secretary is not elected by the

congress and gets no power from
I lie congress. The Central Commit-
tee elects a Bureau to carry on the

day to day work (to which the Ex-
ecutive Council of the Proletarian

Party is comparable) and this Bu-
reau is also under the control of

the Centra! Committee, but is en-

titled to make decisions for the com-
mittee between meetings of the

committee. The secretary of the

committee is also the secretary of

the Bureau. This is democratic cen-

tralist structure as outlined by
Lt'iiiti. (he fundamental principles

of wliii-ti must lie incorporated into

the eonstilution of any organization

calling itself Coinmniiist. There is

little room fur dualism in such a
structure. Had the Proletarian
Party been organized in this fashion
Kerachei- could never iiave carried

the Party in Ills pocket for so many
years even though the intelligence

of Hie rank and tiie was very low.

As an example of the loose and
careless manner of carrying on the

About September 1H32, comrades l
J

rt
y.

*°.r* :l"? <>| th
f
complete lack

of criticism of the leaders by the

(continued from tiie last issue)

Both these disturbances were a

direct result of the depression. Dur-
ing the "prosperous" days, when
money was comparatively plentiful,

no one in the Party seriously ques-

tioned Keracher's judgment and
ability as custodian of the Party's

funds. This is proved by the fact

that his books were never audited.

But as the depression advanced
money got scarcer and scarcer. It

became necessary to not only count
the dimes but the pennies too. Some
of the bolder spirits even questioned

whether Keracher was handling the

Party funds in the most advantage-
ous manner. They became very in-

quisitive and discovered that the

differejit Party funds were mixed
together quite iudiscrimately- All

tiie money was put into one pot.

Press funds, membership dues, or-

ganization funds, local rent, C. H.
Kerr Co. funds, were ail put to-

gether and whatever need came
aiong first got whatever money
was available. Tins could perhaps
best be described as financial oppor-
tunism.

New Opposition in 1932

prevented it, can be interpreted almost twice as strong. Thus, at
only that the .Mot-Dag1 group feels tiie Nov. 1st meeting of Asch only
itself in solidarity with the Swed- ;« mere handful of no more than
ish group, so that its official break ten participated",
with the IVKO is not far off.

New Rifts Developing
It would be unjust to blame the

Asch KI'O comrades for this de-

But with the loss of the quanti-
ffh " !

f
*** inevitable result of

tatively and qualitatively best ele- ^ °P!/f'''"^ P?i^
v
whIcu

K
th
f

ments of the IVKO the process of
leadership <* the KPO has embark-

disintegration did not reach its
ed upon. The workers say to

end. It seems that a rift is also t
t"V"

s* !

t;
B* """ 7 l"

.,

a*,solute

brewing with the IiPO-Switzerlandi^"1 the internal and foreign

and with the group around Brand- l"""* «* Stalm corresponds to Com
lor. At any rate the declarations
of comrades Thaelmann and Bring-
holf made at the enlarged session

of the bureau are entirely in the
spirit of the former KPO minority
(present S. W. P. leadership—Tr.).
In fact, comrade Thaelmann pro-
nounced himself in favor of a new
party In Germany. Comrade Brin-
gholf at one time made a statement
that the KPD deviates from funda-
mental Communist principles, that
the C. I. has been degraded to an
instrument for the furtherance of
Russia's foreign policy and that as
far as the West-European prole-

tariat is concerned the C. I. is "ab-
solutely hopeless".

For sume lime already the rela-

tions between the Alsace opposition
group and fhe leadership of the
KPO-Germany have been very tense.

As we see, only the Lovestonc
group in America remains stead-

fast find loyal to Brandler-Thal-
heimer. But information reaches

I muuist interests, this must also

be true as far as the Stalin Com-
intern policy is concerned. And
from this they draw a conclusion,

absolutely logical, from their point
of view, that the existence of the

KPO groups is absolutely senseless.

Anderson, Knight and Novak, as a

majority of the Executive Council,

undertook to instruct Keracher in

the handling of press funds, and
when he ignored the instruction

they elected Knight as Press Fund
Secretary, and instructed him to

open a separate bank account for

the press funds, which he did. The
majority of the Executive Council

did not take the stand that under
no circumstances could press funds
be diverted to other purposes and
later restored, but that this should

be done only in emergency whereas
Keracher did it as a habit. Ker-
acher appealed (he decision of the

majority of the Executive Council

to the N. E. C. as a whole. He
made his appeal on the basis of the

Party constitution which, while it

says' -The N. K. C. shali have full

power to carry on Party work be-

tween conventions", it also says

-The National Secretary shall super-

vise the accounts of the National

Office'', and also that "The National

Secretary shall be elected at the

same time and in the same manner
as the N. E. C."

On the matter of this appeal the

N. K. C. as a whole, under the in-

rank and tile it should be slated

that although tiie Party hud for

over ten years a functioning body
known us the Executive Council,

consisting of those members of the

N. B. C. who lived in, or happened
lo be in, the city of Chicago where
the National Office was located, and
although Ibis body was understood
by the rani; and tile to be the ex-

ecutive and representative body of

the N. K. C. as a whole, yet there

was never a word in the Parly con-
stitution about even the existence

of such a body till fhe convention
last September when the opposition

group, after a hard struggle, suc-

ceeded in forcing into the couslitu-

t ion a modest definition of its

powers and functions.

1933 Convention

Since a convention was scheduled
for !9:i3 and a period of pre-conven-
tion discussion was approaching,
Anderson, Knight and Novak, decid-

ed to lay the whole matter before
the rank and tile. However, with a

hostile secretary in the National
Office, through whose hands all cor-

resiwndence must pass and who
supervised tho issuing of the dis-

lluence of Kerachers correspond- eussion bulletins, this was not an
ence, decided that the constitution easy matter. Keracher used all

gave complete control of Party t lie tricks in bis bag (and it's a
funds to Keracher and that the 'big bag) to prevent this matter from
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press funds should be returned to

him. They agreed with Keracher
that, having been elected by the

same body as the N. E. C, namely
the convention, he was not only not

subject to the Council but he was
not even subject to the N. K. C. but
was on an equal footing with them.

He contended that not even the NEC
had power to take funds out of his

hands, and the N. E. C. agreed. To
illustrate the attitude of most of

the N. E. C. members it may be
said that one of them moved for

the abolition of the Council and
the placing of the National Office

affairs entirely in the hands of the
National Secretary till the nest
convention. Another N. E. C. mem-
ber moved that the resignation of

Novak and Anderson from the N.

E. C. be requested.

Questions of Organization Principle

Under these circumstances mem-

reaching the membership. After

much struggling on the part of

Anderson, Knight and Novak, it did
get info the pre-convention bulletin

but it was at the tail end, just a

short time before the convention .. . „
epened and the membership had too

'

ant ™»tter we shall

little time to properly consider such workers of Germany

fundamental questions and in-

struct their delegates on them be-

fore the convention opened.
Hut in spite of this the proposed

changes in the constitution almost
carried. The vote was 12-11 against
them, and even this was only ac-

complish)?* by a pre-convention
maneuver on Keracher's part by
means of which two prominent
members of Local Detroit, Schock
and Iiftndgraf, who had proclaimed
themselves favorable to the proposed
constitutional changes, were sus-
pended from the Party for three
months on a minor charge and thus
excluded from the convention. For

bers of the Party for the first time , .

took up the study of democratic '."" flMt ""^ m Proletarian Party

centralism and Bolshevik party
h
f

t

I

m'-\ he fmdamental principles

of Leninism were discussed on the
floor of a convention. But the maj-

structure. Anderson, Knight
Novak soon discovered that.

and
the
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principles of democratic centralism "»J; atill supported Keracher find-

require the election by the conven-l m-" lt

x

na^f^i fo Relieve that a

Hon, or congress, of a Central Com-
mittee which shall really have full

power over all party affairs till the

next congress, and that this com-
mittee shall elect from its members

man they had' trusted so many years
should really have been untrust-
worthy.

Social Democratic Viewpoints

Most of the decisions taken, at

the convention were of a Social-

lOemocratic character. More so

than those of any previous conven-

tion of the Party. The decisions on
the farm question, the Negro ques-

tion, partial demands, the Com-
munist International, were all char-
acterized by evasion or obvious mis-

understanding, such as for example
the decision that the farmer is cot
a worker and should not be seri-

ously considered by a revolutionary
party. Keracher was re-elected, as
N'ational Secretary with all of his

former power intact.

Anderson resigned at the conven-

tion and Knight shortly afterwards.

Also a body of about 20 others,

members of Local Detroit, have left

ilie Party as a result of the conveu-
I ion decisions. There are indica-

tions lliat those still in the party

are progressing as a result of the
controversy. -Many of them have,

for the lirst time, taken up a study
of Leninism. This will probably
result in other attempts to change
the Party line and doubtless there

will be other splits, resignations

or expulsions. There seems no
reason to hope that the Party lead-

ers will be able to change their

position and become revolutionary.

It appears that whatever usefulness

the organization had in the past

has definitely disappeared and the

Party is now nothing but a hind-

rance to revolutionary development.

Workers should be able to gain

some understanding from such
events as these. One conclusion to

be drawn from this controversy is

that we should never cease to be
critical of our leaders. iWe mnst
have leaders, and the rank and file

must have confidence in those lead-

ers, but those extending the con-
fidence must not be deaf, dumb and
blind but always alert and critical.

Previous to this conflict in tho

Proletarian Party it would' have
been quite impossible for me to

conceive of a great leader like Stalls

playing any dirty tricks on his fel-

low party members or in any way
failing to serve the best interests

of the international working class.

Leaders and Rank and File

While there is little comparison
between the size of the Russian

party and the Proletarian Party J

can understand' that if workers, who
for years had prided themselves on

being super-critical, could be so

easily deceived by a Keracher it

might be possible for good Bolshe-

viks to be deceived by a Stalin. The
actions of our leaders, national and
international, must be watched at

all times and nothing taken for

granted. While watching our en-

emies we must also watch our

friends. If we fail in this import-
pay as the
are now pay- 1

ing.

In addition to this very import-

ant lesson there is another which

deserves attention. That is that

parties and individuals cannot be

understood1 apart from their back-

grounds. The Proletarian Party's

over-emphasis on education, and
failure to accomplish anything in

practical every-day organizational

work, was to ijuite an extent a re-

action to the stupid ballyhoo of the

Communist Party, though it was
partly due to the conservative tend-

encies of the leaders Inherited from
the Socialist Party. The utterly un-

Communistic Proletarian Party con-

stitution, with fts paralyzing effects,

must be considered definitely as a

Socialist Party heritage.

We must learn to critically anal-

yze our tendencies in the light of

past and present Influences and to

shake off mercilessly all outworn
dogma and tradition. Eternal vigil-

ance is the price of success in our

work.

—JOSEPH KNIGHT.

ters into the general drive for dom-
ination of China—a general drive

of rival imperialisms in which
Britain and i'rance also have most
important interests and roles.

IJut in the phases of this drive
which reflect specifically Japano-
Amorieun rivalry Japan is in the
lead, diplomatically, economically
and strategically. Tokyo's over-

tures to Nanking—to that govern-

ment which time out of number
has declared it would never enter

into direct negotiations with Japan
—have already produced concrete
results. The Chinese bourgeoisie,

represented politically by the Kuo
Miu Tung government at Nanking,
has moved steadily toward rappro-

chement with Japan during the

year now closing. Hoping for

much from renewed relationships

with the Soviet Union, Nanking
abandoned ail such hope when, to

its utter amazement, Moscow de-

clared its readiness to sell the Chi-

nese Eastern itailway to Japan.
Ever since, with clumsy attempts
at secrecy, Nanking has been dick-,

ering with Tokyo.

Relations of China and Japan

Nanking's present position vis-a-

vis Japan has been defined with
a clearness that precludes misun-
derstanding by the Peiping corre-

spondent of the New Kork Times:
"Remarkable development has

occurred during recent months in

the relations between China and
Japan. Although the Nanking
government has not yet chosen
to risk public displeasure by en-

tering into formal diplomatic
negotiations with Japan for the

settlement of the Manchurian and
related issues, Japanese diplom-
acy has made important gains
through informal dealings with
the North China political faction

headed by General Huang Fu.
'•ft has been scarcely half a

year since the Tangku armistice
brought an end to Sino-Japanese
hostilities. Yet, in that brief

period, the attitude of the North
China administration toward
Japan has been transformed from
one of bitterness to one of ut-

most friendliness and cooperation.

Anti-Japanese elements in the ad-
ministration have been gradually
weeded out. Intimate relations

have grown up between Japanese
military and diplomatic represen-

tatives and the North China gov-

ernment. Within the last month
Japan has become particularly as-

siduous in sowing good will.

N. V. Times, December 10.)

The correspondent goes on to re-

late how, as evidence of the -"new
spirit" he describes, there took
place a "strange spectacle', when
Chinese and Japanese troops, which
a few months before had been at
war with each other, joined forces

to quell the Chinese rebel, General
Pang Chen-Wu. But what is of

especial importance and significance

is the Japanese view of the streng-
thened influence they have gained
in Chinese government circles. It

is considered "an important factor

in the event of Soviet-Japanese com-
plications,'' says the correspondent.

Nanking's Deal with Japan

It is plain that Nanking has made
al least a tentative deal with Japan
—a deal that is directed, obliquely

at any rate, against the Soviet Un-
ion. This development is very
largely the bye-product of Soviet
diplomacy, which retreated step by

step before Japanese aggression
during the past two years. The
culminating act in this retreat was
the decision to sell the Chinese
Eastern Railway.
Current developments in the Par

East demand the closest vigilance

of the revolutionary movement and
of the working-class movement gen-

erally. A war by Japan against the
Soviet Union, in which the Kuo
Min Tang government would be the

ally of Japanese imperialism, would
undoubtedly engender fhe profound-
est repercussions in the ranks of

the Chinese working class and in

the broad layers of the poor popu-
lation. The Chinese workers are
still confused and disorganized,

largely passive. They have not yet

recovered from ' the catastrophe
wished on them by the Stalinists

in 1927. But there are signs of
their revival, indicated in the rising
strike movement in the industrial
centers.

Tasks of Chinese Communists
Tiie Chinese Communists are

obligated by their revolutionary
tasks to penetrate tho ranks of the
workers, aid in tiie work of reor-
ganization, give sound political dir-

ection to the movement. The of-
liciai party still maintains its false
course toward the armed uprising,
predicating it upon the existence of
Soviet districts and the continu-
ance of peasant guerilla warfare
in remote rural areas in the heart
of the country. The raising of
democratic slogans around which
the city masses can be mobilized
for action is still denounced as
"counter-revolutionary Trotskyism",
although only nine months ago the
Provisional Soviet Government at
Juikin—that government of which
.Uo»cow is still not officially cog-
nizant—advanced a series of dem-
ocratic demands in an official mani-
festo. Pressed by political needs
born of actuality, this peasant gov-
ernment, which the Stalinists point
to as evidence of the "mistakes" of
the Left Opposition, advances a
program of demands which the
Chinese Communist Party and the
Communist International even to
this day denounce as counter-rev-
olutionary

Democratic Demands
What were these demands? They

are embodied in a declaration is-

sued to the people of China on
April 15 this year over the signa-
ture of Mao Tse-tung, president of
the Provisional Government of the
Soviet Kepublic of China. Toward
I he end or the declaration we read
the following—note it carefully,
jou who denounce the democratic
slogans of the Left Opposition as
Menshevism

:

"'The Hed Army is ready to
enter into lighting operative
agreements with any army or
military detachment in the fight
against Japanese invasion under
the following conditions:

"1. Cessation of the advance
against the Soviet Districts.

"'2. Granting of Democratic
rights to the people of China
(free speech, free press, rights of
assembly, demonstration, organi-
zation, release ot political prison-
ers, etc.)

"a. Arming of the people, the
creation of armed volunteer de-
tachments to struggle for the de-
fense, independence and unity of
China."

For A New Party in China
If we add the obviously requisite

demand for the National Assembly
there is nothing to cavil at in this
program. Put forward by radio
iroin the bottled-up Soviet govern-
ment at Juikin it reached nowhere.
As the program of the Chinese
Communist Party its slogans could
become tiie slogans of the workers
in the cities and acquire a tremend-
ous significance. But it is hope-
less to expect anything of the Chi-
nese Communist Party, decayed be-
yond repair by its own vices. The
Chinese oppositionists must con-
struct^ new party which will enter
into its tasks correctly, seriously
and conscientiously, mobilize the
masses for the third Chinese rev-
olution ami simultaneously for the
defense of the Soviet Union. These
twin tasks converge and supplement
each other. The new party must
bury the rubbish heaped upon the
Chinese revolutionary field by the
Stalinists. It must oppose itself
directly to the Chinese ruling class
and its government, enemies of
both the Chinese masses and the
peoples of the Soviet Union, and
not lose itself and disperse its

forces in nebulous activities against
imperialism In general.

In the measure that the Chinese
working class, led by a new Com-
munist Party, is successful in fur-
thering its own revolution by fight-
ing the Kuo Min Tang and the Nan-
king government, and the class
iorces represented therein—to that
extent will it be discharging its

share of the task of defending the
Soviet Union. The Chinese work
ers are confronted by great tasks.
They must receive the unstinting
support of the workers of America
and other countries.

—LUCIFER.

Movie Review
First National's Wild Boys of the

Road is the first socially serious

picture to be made since the crisis

hit us like one of ftfoses' plagues.

It tells the story of the tens of

thousands of boys of all ages who
are driven from home by the press-
ure of the crisis on their families;

how they live; and the brutal treat-

ment capitalist society gives them.

The breakup of working class

fi.milies is faithfully recorded, but
the scenes on the freight trains as
the boys fight with and lick the
railroad bulls by throwing fruit at

them were written to order in the
studio, not copied form life. None
the less some effort was made to

paint the police as the brutal ruf-

fians they are. They are shown in

action swinging clubs against kids.

For once they don't appear as mor-
alizing protectors of society.

In the last scene the bos's who
are hailed up before a juvenile court
judge explain how tbey came to

hit the road. They fix the blame
on society and make themselves out
to be Its victims. The words they
use are obviously put Into their

mouths. The sentiments they ex-
press are way beyond their under-
standing. On the other hand this

is a new kind of talk for the moving
pictures.

The producem vitiated their In-

dictment of capitalist society by
their treatment throughout the

picture and, particularly, by Its

conclusion. Whenever a scene
threatens to carry a biting sting
and reach the spot in a man's heart
where outrage lives the producers
put in some light touch to set the
audience laughing. The audience
we sat with did just that.

Most of them that got by this
trick fell for the end. The Juvenile
court judge turned out to be a kind
hearted gejiE who let the boys off
got them jobs, and told them every-
thing was going to be alright and
their folks would get jobs so they
could go back home. They left out
only the American flag and P. D.'s
face. In this way the picture made
the whole thing out to be one of
those temporary dislocations in so-
ciety which recovery will set
straight. And in this sense tho
picture is false.

On the other hand the faithful
presentation of much of the brutal-
ity and suffering which these young
workers and workers' children are
made to experience by fhe break-
down of the profit system gives the
picture a positive value. —T. S.
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EDITORIAL

Building tke New Movement

IN breaking finally with the Stalinist party and

Comintern, anil in striking out an independent

path toward the building of a new party, the Com-

munist League has taken a step which flows with

irrefutable logic from the realities of the situation

;

It corresponds completely to the burning needs ot the

working class and the political movement of its con-

scious vanguard section. The political wisdom of

this decision will be verified in life, as in a certain

measure it lias already been verified, to thd extent

that we steer a resolute course on the new path.

Our break with Stalinism, its organizations and

its treacherous policy, is irrevocable; there is no

turning back. The time when I lie faction struggle

within the ranks of the Comintern occupied' tee

center of our attention is behind us. The main

weight of our activity has to be shifted cow directly

into the broad class struggle. Delay or hesitation

with this radical transformation of our work can

only militate against the movement and our own in-

fluence in it.

It is not enough to recognize the logic of this

decisive turn and to accept il formally. The next

problem—and it is a crucial one now—is to assimil-

ate the idea, with all its implications to the very

end, into our blood. A complete breal; with narrow

factional activity and the psychology engendered by

it is an imperative necessity. Only then will we bfi

able to translate our decision into achon. A c.1 lock-

up of our activity and its results since the publica-

tion of our resolution on the qaeslion of the new

party, which is in order now, will convince us cf this.

One of the most conspicuous examples >I the

fruitful results of the new orientation o£ the League

is to be found in the experience of the Minneapolis

comrades in the unemployment inurement. For a

long time there, as elsewhere, while we maintained

our position as a faction of the Stalinist Party and

of its peripheral organizations, the League members

and other revolutionary workers attempted to parti-

cipate in the Unemployment Councils of the Stalin-

ists. A futile task and a waste of time, as experi-

ence demonstrated. These l.'nemployment Councils,

like all other Stalinist "mass organizations" are nar-

rowly-constructed family affairs, isolated from the

actual movement of the masses and serving the

special interests of the bureaucratic machine. They

far more concerned to keep "TrotskyHes" out than

to get workers in. The attempt to work in the un-

employment movement under such auspices became a

monotonous process of squeezing into the so-called

Unemployment Councils and being thrown out again.

The more the burden of mass unemployment pressed

the workers toward action the more the Stalinist

clique blocked the way. A resolute break out of this

vicious circle became the condition for a real activ-

ity among the' masses on the "issue of unemployment.

An independent course of action was commenced

by the Internationalists in this field. The sterile

"Councils" were left to stew in their own juice. Un-

employed workers and workers' organizations were

approached with a program of united action. This

tactic brought gratifying lesultc in a comparatively

short time. The will of the workers generally to

get together in the fight against the scourge of unem-

ployment was shown in the widespread response to

the initiative of our comrades. The relative innig

Eificance of the Stalinist clique in the broad move-

ment, and the absurdity of their claim to a "mono-

poly" of leadership, were likewise revealed with

striking force.

Several conferences, embracing the bulk of the

workers' organizations, have already been held
;
a

big mass meeting on the unemployment question has

taken place; the movement is growing and broad-

ening in scope and the decks are being cleared for a

real demonstration of working class unity and dis-

content that will wrest concessions from the masters.

The developments to be seen in Minneapolis already

are a heartening sign of the moving power that re-

sides in the slogans of struggle against unemploy-

ment once they are taken out of the closed circle of

a clique and made an issue of the class.

In the broad united front of the real workers'

movement in Minneapolis the Stalinists appear only

us a small minority of disrupters. The workers

turned against them. Before the workers, who are

concerned vitally with the united fight to make the

conditions of their lives more bearable, the Stalin-

ists appeared as enemies of the movement, resentful

of its success and bent on disrupting and disorganiz-

ing it. In this way they convince the workers, on the

basis of their own experience, that the Stalini.-t

Party, which serves the special interests of a bur-

eaucratic clique, is a sabotaging obstacle to the

development of the workers' movement.

These lessons derived from experience are nor

the least of the benefits accruing to the general mov—

ment from the wide-scale unemployment activity

which is being unfolded in Minneapolis. The mem-

bers of the Communist League, while proceeding with

their constructive work in the forefront of the move-

ment, art true to its interests in exposing the funda-

mental meaning of the Stalinist tactics and aiding

the workers to draw the necessary conclusions. Never-

theless, it appears to us, that 'too much time and

effort should not be devoted to this aspect of .;he

problem. In the broad movement of the workins

class it is most important to see things in their tr.n-

proportions. We should be careful not to curry with

us too many relics of the internal faction struct*

[bat dominated our activity for so long a time.

The completely independent course in the class

struggle, which our preparations for the new party

enjoin upon us, gives us at the same time ihe op-

portunity to contrast our policy to that of the Stalin-

ists before the workers in actual practice. This is

the most effective way now to complete the task of

annihilating Stalinism and liberating the vanguard

labor movement from its disruptive influence. Our

strength in the broad workers' movement will grow

most rapidly if we appear there, in relation to the

Stalinists, not as one faction fighting another, b«l

rather as the representatives o£ the fundamental in

terests of the class opposing a policy of sabotage and

disruption based on interests alien to those of tin;

class. That, in fact, is how the conflict stands in

reality. It. is up to us to make it clear, in practice,

in the whole course of our activity, as well as in

words.

That is the way to ensure success in our aim

to establish a new and genuine party of Communism

without too much delay and to line up the forces for

a great forward leap of the revolutionary movement

in America, We have not yet set our feet firmly on

this patli—this we must acknowledge. Our I ;ng

years of existence as a small faction fighting to re

store the line of Marxist principle—a position in-

separable from a certain tendency toward sectarian-

ism—have left marks in our habits of thought as

well as in our method of work. We have broken

with the old position as a faction. Now we must

break with the phychology of a faction and appear

in alt our work as the banner-bearers of an inde-

pendent party.

Conditions in the Soviet Union
An American Worker's Report on Labor and the Five-Year Plan

Some time ago, a criticism ap-

peared in The ftlilitant for publish-

ing experiences of delegates to So-

viet Union on tin; ground that it

would made a bad impression on

the average casual reader against

the Workers State. Maybe so, but

that is just where our weakness
lies. Can one light against disease

successfully if he hides its symp-
toms? 1 .spent almost two years

working in the Soviet Union, mostly

in meat industry; and even though

I wasn't much developed politically

one could not help seeing the di-

sastrous effects of the adventurous

policy which undermined all the

principles of the October revoluton.

if you will permit, I will give «

short sketch of my experience in

the Soviet Union.

In August of UJ31 1 started from

New York, un the boat 1 met a.

worker from Chicago who also was
going to work in the meat industry

of the Soviet Union. lie was a

member- o£ the Communist Party

and, jjist like many of Stalin's fol-

lowers, he went to the Soviet Union

to get a nice soft place and stay

there for good. Arriving in Moscow
we were taken to a hotel, and, al-

ter a little rest, went out for a

walk passing by numerous bread

lines. My friend, in his disillu-

sionment, always managed to avoid

passing by thun. After one week
of our stay in Moscow we were

sent to a city called Annovir in

Ihe Caucusus. There we started

to work in the meat packing house.

At that time the working week was

day bring reports on the great en-

thusiasm of ihe workers for build-

ing socialism; they not only accept

the plan given lUeni but add a 25%
slrelcu plan; Ihe factory works 9

to 10 Hours a day until the plan is

fulfilled.

Stalinist 'Tolitical Education"

A couple of days later the work-

ers in my department complained

that they are getting pigs as small

as 2.1-10 pounds and with that they

cannot lill the share gnen them.

It can't be helped. The government

drain quota was so big that the

ko!hoz,:S had to give all their grain

io the government, and there was
none !eti u> Iced the pigs, cattle,

tic. When id the end o[ two
months our plant fulfilled the plan

^O'/t -loo much counter-revolution-

ary ijilluenco in lilt: factory and
Mir pkiut got on the black list.

At the piiiilietil scliool which is

held :ii l,u:f«>ry two limes a week
sud !li Ira classes are taught, mj
irifiid tell;- about Trotsky's cOun-

lcr-re\olulioi:ary propaganda in

America, lit; should have been

killed, i-aiii one of the functionaries.

Why don't American Communist*;

kill him'.', a-l;s another. Then my

Notes of the

classes went on in factories. The
iactory employees were divided

into about 10 different classes,

from ihe Engineering technical per-

sonnel, in wnich are included factory

administrators and their foremen
helpers, down to lower and lower

groups cacti with different food'

privileges, with nothing lelt for the

last group. At the factory dining

room there were tables for udarniks

and uon-udarniks and of course the

iood was different lor both.

Discontent t>f Workers
tin the streets que sees, beside

bread, kerosene or some other line,

lirod looking faces dressed shabil)

asking one another how long will

this go on, condemning in low

voice Stalin and his live year plans,

earolullj looking around if some
attlliorii) did not hear their re-

marks. There are others mingling

among the masses who seem to be

ipiito satislied. Those are dressed

better, their- clothing leeks much
like a uniform with neat Itussian

boots on and brief cum: under arm.

Ar. sin is\oshch;k drives by again

you see him fitting still in back

anil holding ihe brief case proudly

on his knees so that the public

Week

Iricnd explain.: that Trotsky is in could ,-ce th;.' authority cumin

Turkey mid )ioE in America.

The Nu'.v Wage 1'oficy

Again there is fare in line of

wages. Coiei'ade Slalm says there

must he a ividci difference in wages
between the pnifesMouu! and non-

professional worker =
. Many Party

members who hold re.ipon.--i hie jobs

cannot be enthusiastic in fullilliu

four days' work, fifth day rest, s'lheir tasks hw.aiise the wages of

hour day. But because the Mth
anniversary of Red October was

near it was decided at the trade

union meet ins; that we all work

tour Soviet weeks (2IJ days)

straight (with no rest) -and i) hour

day. The aim was to i'ultill the

uuola that was given to our plant

lor the mouths (if October and
September.

Labor Conditions in Factory
doing to work in Ihe morning we

often passed groups of about 150-

JtMJ peasants dressed pitifully, some
of Ihem hare-footed in the cold win-

ter, escorted by 10 to 12 police on

horse back to the house of correc-

tion (1'risonj. They are kulaks,

said my foreman with whom 1

walked to work.
Again a new (junta was given to

our plant to produce a certain

minimum number of tons of meal

in the next 2 mouth*. A meeting

was called after work which was
it 1 ended by all workers (the guard

.it the gate will not let anyone go

home until the meeting is over).

The speaker reads the new plan

from the Cenler and tells the work-

ers not to be frightened by the big

task given to them, since there i's

nothing too hard for real Bolshe-

viks. A functionary proposes (hat

we add to the quota 25%, lJoes

anyone oppose that? Silence—Ac-

cepted. The political papers next

Party memucis is limited to only

Jot) rubles a month. From then on

there if- mi limit to the wages of

members, (the lowest wage for un-

skilled is -i
r
, rubles a month] and

ihe wages of lower strata should

be liseU according to his own effici-

ency. A few days later I noticed a

man with book and watch standing

behind me and checking up tiie

work performed within certain per-

iod ol time. 'I reminded me of an

iucideng when a revolutionary un-

ion cout rolled by Stalinists in Am-
erica issued a call to the workers
of Chicago Paiking houses to strike

agaimt such enslaving methods
i Hon us system).
Then came the fever of liquidat-

ing classes. Some local newspa-
pers declared that by spring, 1U33,

i he classes wilt be liquidated. (

I

did iioi read Prat da. because I did

uol ivceive it although 1 subscribed

to it). The Police used Stalin's

methods in liquidating classes by

throwing in jail those j>easauls that

tried to sell their produce in the

.ipen market. That often led to

violent onibrwtfcs and often the

peasants -ot support from the

worker-, in the struggle against the

red Piili.c.e, the workers knowing
thai the bazaar is Ihe only place

where there is si ill something' 10

buy.

The following liquidation of

i ii May this year I came back to

America. Many iriemls, sjmpath-
izers and mouthers of the party,

many of wnon. wanted to go to U.

S. S. It., came to see me and asked

about, conditions in the Soviet Un-
ion, In. ping to hear Ihe same words
they read in the Daily Worker,
Krtiheil and other Stalinist, sheets

about ittc freedom of the workers
in Soviet Union who haw; nothing

to worry about. Of course I could

only tell them the truth and ex-

press my criticism from a Miirxiau

viewpoint since 1 don't believe in

hiding the truth.

—JOHN CERNICKY.

Proletarian Party

Youth Group Out

Mas Shachtman. 79 Pages. 10c.

Pioneer Publishers, New York,

At last a pamphlet on the history

and fundamentals of the Left Op-

position! A serious handicap in

educating the newcomers to our

movement has been precisely the

absence of such a historical sketch.

The simplicity and lucidity of style

and presentation makes it interest-

ing arid informative reading even

to the uninitiated.

In reality the pamphlet is a his-

tory of the ten-years' struggle of

the Russian Bolshevik-Leninists

against Stalinism in the Soviet Un-

ion, as well as internationally, in

England and in China. The proof

that the "Russian Question" is in

reality a problem of world Com-
munism is clearly presented by the

author's well-knit story of how the

basic theories of the Stalinist bu-

reaucracy flow from the defeat of

the West European working class;

and the logical consequences of

these theories in the Centrist zig-

zag of Stalinism in Its policies in

the Soviet Union, England and

China.

"Ten Years" commences by a

clear explanation of why a militant

worker should be interested in the

factional struggle which has wrack-

ed the world Communist movement

:

the absolute indispensability of a

revolutionary vanguard' organiza-

BOOKS FOR WORKERS
TEN YEARS—History and 1'rinci-i criticism of the draft of the First

pies of the Left Opposition by Five Year Plan, it. is essential to
— - -"-

stress the contention of our. com-
rades in 1927 that the Plan of the

Stalinists meant industrialization

at the expense of the working class,

rather than at the expense) of the

non-proletarian elements in Russia;
that the living conditions of the

workers should increase with the

development of industry. These
points cannot be oreremphasized

:

the stupendous gains in production
of the First Fire Year Plan were
achieved, to a large degree, at the

expense of the living standard of

the workers—to a far greater ex-

tent than was necessary.

In speaking of socialist planned
economy, it would have been well

to include a brief paragraph con-

trasting scientific planning, with
constant check-up and ' experimen-
tation, as against the bureaucratic
planning of Stalinism. In this con-

nection, the reference to Trotsky's

prediction, in "Whither Russia",

on the possibility of a 20% annual
increase of i>roduction is insuffici-

ent. A few words should have been
added on how he arrived at this

figure; in that way it could be made
clear why bis figure was realistic

and superior to Kykor's and the

State Planning Commission.

The Sixth Congress of the Com- today.

contradictions" — Lodz ( Poland

)

strike, Ruhr miners strike, etc. The
"third period" became the period

of the revolutionary upsurge of the

masses, the "final period" of capi-

talism!

The Sixth Congress was compel-

led to criticize the policy of Com-
munists building workers' and
peasants' parties. ( This did not
stop the Stalinists from building

such parties in India a few months
after the Congress!). The Sixth
Congress not only accepted the
theory socialism in one country
for the Soviet Union, but for the
first time divided the countries of

the world—and the tasks of the
Communists in these countries—ac-

cording to whether they could build

a complete and isolated socialist

economy or not! This is imi>ortant
because such is the theoretical

hasis—despite inconsistences—-fo r

ihe slogan of "democratic dictat-

orship of tbe workers and peasants".

"Ten Years" was written about
a year ago. before the vctory of

Hitlerism. Comrade Shachtman's
preface briefly explains the con-
sequences of that fatal event. It.

would be well if the present pam-
phlet would be followed by others,

on Germany, united front, trade
union policies and problems of the
American workers. "Ten Years"
should be read by all workers who
went to understand the conflicts of

the past decade in the world Com-
muist movement ; so as to better

I equip themselves in the struggle of

" Gimme a Match

litem (1928! is handled inadeqn- Comi.aiies should note R typ0J,ra.

alley. The "third period" of the

Sixth Congress was as different

lion of the working class, a Com- from the "third period" of the 10th

munist party, for the emancipa-

tion of the proletariat. Comrade
Shachtman then proceeds with the

struggle in 1923 for party dem-
ocracy in the Russian Communist
Party. The struggle is placed on

the background of the economic
and social difficulties of the Soviet

Union, This method, of connecting

the political conilicts with their

social conditions, and the employ-

ment of well chosen questions from
leading spokesman of the ofiiciai

regime, make the struggles realist!*

end easily understandable.

The controversies over "The Les-

sons of October", the theory of so-

cialism in one country, the Anglo-

Russian Committee and the British

General Strike, and the Chinese
Revolution, are so analyzed that,

despite the brevity of the sections,

all the essentials are expounded.
The highly complicated problem of

the danger of Thermidor and Bona-
partism in the Soviet Union is ex-

plained in very simple language.

Because of the highly difficult

task of condensing the ten years'

struggle of the Left Opposition in

a small pamphlet, a number of im-
portant omissions are to be expect-
ed. In discussing the- Opposition's

Plenum (1929) as the views of

Bucharin-Lovestone differed from
t hose of Ntalin-Molotov. Comrade
Shachtman states in reference to

the 10th Plenum of the Executive
Committee of the Comintern: "It

was the Plenum par excellence of

the 'third period', the same 'third

period' which was at first denounc-
ed as an opportunistic idea by the
Thae!mann-Neumann delegation ' to

the Sixth Congress" (Page G6.).

Hardly! Tbe German Stalinists

were not inconsistent! Bucharin's
"third period" stressed the fact

that European economy had exceed-

ed its pre-war level the strength-

ening of capitalism economically

;

the conflict between the imperialist

powers which would lead to war.
According to this theory, the "war
danger" was the paramount factor

which accelerated (he class strug

gle. Who is there who was In the

American C. P. In late 1928 who
does not recall how every strike

was called "a manifestation of the
war danger".

Molotov's "third period" was a
"horse of a different color". The
emphasis was on the weakening of

capitalist economy, the growing
strike wave «s a result of "Inner

phical error in the pamphlet. The
eighth line of page 6 "Ten Years
should be (he last line of page
seven: the last line of page 7 should
be the eighth line of page 6.

—JOSEPH CARTER.

The Fulcicn Rebellion

(Continued from page 1)

great fields for tbe revolutionary-
agitation among the masses in de-

manding the real democratization
of the government and the arming
of the people. It should be our task
to put forth tbe democratic slogans
h\ a most energetic manner,

to support the government so far as
its practical steps are really anti-
imperialistic, to criticize the tend-
encies towards compromise. Much
can be done if we utilize the de-

claration cf piinciples of the new
government to deepen the anti-

imperialist and the anti-Kuo Min
Tang movement among the masses.

It is usual tliat the violent col-

lisions of the ruling factions give
rise to revolutionary movement.
What is now lacking Is revolution-

ary leadership. Let us hope that
the political crisis created by the
Puilen movement will rouse the

The timber tracts of the Diamond

Match Company are located on the

steep slopes of Ihe Nevada moun-
tains. Here workers daily risk

their lives in thu dangerous task of

felling the trees for the miserable

wage of three or four dollars a day.

In addition to this they are unem-

ployed for .it least five months oul

of the year due to the heavy snows
which make logging impossible for

Ihe winter months.

They are forced to live in camps
or "barracks" hastily and poorly

constructed. Built low and of

third grade cull lumber, they are

hot, in summer and cold in winter.

There are no bathing facilities and
Ihe workers can use their rest (Sun-

day) lo launder their clothes, a

process which is generally referred

to as "boiling up". For this they

must use any old tin can or bucket

they can liiid. The bed clothing

consists generally of old, ragged

blankets which have been in use

for years; since the camps are sel-

dom or never fumigated beg bugs

and other vermin abound. The
food served is of Die poorest qual-

ity.

In the box factories of the com-
pany in California women and girls

are employed doing the same work
as men hut at a much lower wage.

In the match factories proper the

exploitation of children is com-
mon, the match companies being

one of the worst for this.

But "the picture of life's oilier

side" in the case of the Diamond
Match Company is quite different.

While the workers toil at ihese low
wages and under such inhuman
conditions the company reports net

profits of nearly Sli.000,000 every

year since 1927 and in 102S an-

nounced undistributed profits of

$50.00,000. The Capital Stock of

S16.QOO,000 is held by about 3"i00

stock holders.

No starvation here. No heart

breaking, buck breaking toil for

these. No sleeping in filthy vermin
infested tumks for these parasites

They may live in palatial homes,

take vacations to Europe and
marry their daughters to the counts
and no accounts of the degenerated
nobility of the Eastern Hemisphere.
And to the la 1 1 or at least they are

welcome.

The Diamond Match Company is

opposed to labor unions and all

other "anti-American'' orgaiiiwi-

lions. They believe in the 'free-

him" ol Ihe individual. For the

maintenance of this "principle"

they ar? willing to spend thousands

ol lli^ dollars which they have

squeezed from tlm hides of the

workers. So Irjin; as Ihe woilier-

M'liiahi merely as "individuals" the

profits of the company are not t»n
j

liflugerod. ISut when the worker;
organize and conduct, their strug-

gles again?! their exploiters as one
man it will he lime then for the

bosses to march forward with the

American :!;ig iit "lie hand and a

club in lite other and try to drive

She worher.J btick into line.

What is tine of (he Diamond
Match Company is true for all the

olhers oT the American boss class.

That K why they are for the Indus-

trial 1'onliol hill and Ihe NliA.
They want to make strikes anil

'al'or unions illegal. Thai is why
the worker.- must solidly or^anixe
today lo he ready for the bi^ fiyht

tomorrow.

The Montevideo Confab
(Continued from page 1)

power and obtain greater control
over it. enconntei's the necessity, at

a certain stage, of new markets for

capital and ccmtnodities. This the
Hull Tariff proposal seekd io pre-

psire for. In fact Ihe most uvecnl
need of Anicric-an imperialism is a
greali't' sh:ue in (he already divided

world. Otherwise the decay will be
faster and the class storms more
violent. No mallei' which road
America follows she cannot avoid
these problems.

The administration knows what
is needed in relation to the internal
reorganization attempted under the

NRA. Beside- the Dollar-Pound
struggle, Washington is takng four
other imitortaut steps. Two of
them are well under way. They are
the recognition of the 1,'KIiH and
the Hull Tariff proposal and -Tariff

agreements with other countries in

Latin America and Ktirope. The
two others are the plan lo estab-

lish a privately owned export credit

hank, through which the HFC in-

tends to finance American exports,

and the setting up of export expan-
sion machinery with George Peek
in charge, flach step listed is a
part of a general plan to cope with
the above burning problem of Am-
erican imperialism
American imperialism must do

masses from lise political apathy things in a big way in order to
and will help the spread of the maintain her dominating world
opposition ideas,, as the latter re-

,
M ,aHion. At the Pun-American

presents the most consistent dem- inference the U. S. handles a
ocratic wine in the Chinese Revolu- whole continent which she hopes to

( Ktlitorial Note.—The crisis of

the labor movement, which affects

all ivorkers' organisations more
or less, is seizing the Proletarian

Pai'ty, a sectarian off-shoot of

American Stalinism, with parti-

cular devastation. Now it is

bringing a convulsion in Ihe Pro-

letarian Youth League, the youth
section of the I'arty, as the fol-

lowing statement of resignation

signed by thirteen members, re-.

\eais.)

PROLETARIAN *PARTY
Detroit, Michigan

December ii, 1!WB.

< 'oinrades :

Following is a letter that was
submitted lo the P. Y. L. {Prole-

tarian Youth League j ol America,
locul Detroit on Thursday, Nov. 30,

llKCJ; severing our connections with
that organization. We are sending
this letter lo the Militant, Workers'
Aeg, Proletarian N«ws, and Daily
Wiirher for the purpose of showing
i>ar reasons for resignation:

Comrades

:

Due to the following conditions
existing in the P. Y. L., we the un-

dersigned CO hereby resign from
the above mentioned organization:

1. The P. Y. I., makes no <it-

liinpt to become the revolutionary
vanguard of the working class

j
youth. This is proven by its fail-

ure to participate in the everyday
struggle and the demands of the

workers, the means by which they
can prove to the workers the cor-

rectness of their position.

1. The P. Y. L. maintains thai
there is no Negro or Agrarian pro-

blem and thiit the approach taken
toward them should by the same
as that taken toward all oilier work-
ers, which means that the P. Y. I..

in presenting no demands for these
groups have no w«y of contacting
them.

Ti. The P. Y. L. as an organiza-
tion does not gUc its members the

light to formulate its activities,

even on the principles laid down by
the parent organization, the P. P.

(Proletarian Party) instead, Hie
Proletarian Party in«i-.ts that tiie

P. Y. L.'s entire N. R C. be com-
posed of members of the Youth
League who are also party mem-
bers, which is an open attempt by
'he P. P. to establish a bureaucratic
element of P. P. members to con-
trol the problems of the P. Y. L.

I. Although the P. P. has a

member sitting in on all business
meetings of the P. Y. I... a non-party
representative of the P. Y. L. can-
not sit. in on any meeting of the
P. P., even those In which the pro-
blems of youth are discussed.

We feel thai because of the P.
P.'s absolute control of the P. Y.
L.'s business, it. is our duty to
either join the party, so thai we
can help formulate the line of ac-
tion which the P. Y. L. shall fol-

low, or else leave the youth league.

Therefore. Ihe principles and or-

ganizational structure of the P. P..

being of a sectarian anu bureau-
cratic nature, which makes it im-
possible to serve as the political

party which will emancipate the
workers, we, as Communists, hand
in our resignations.

"FUUTL'NATELY, I t b. i u k",

thinks Ceneral Electric's Owen D.
Young, "it will he easj to persuade
our people tual it is their duty to

cutiauiiiu luxuries in order to pro-

\ ide iiu import balance so that our
cotton !i«u our copper may be ex-

ported. Such a personal sacrifice

ior tne public economic welfare

tan be .--aicly predicted".

* <r * #

Mr. Young m^de this warm spiel

ior ti cold « inter evening in the

Hew Yorfi Times last Sunday. As
luxuries he classes: Coftee, tea,

iruit, win.'.-;, louacco, eic. Consi-

dering all sides ot the question

very caretuiiy, we cannot help
teaching ihe conclusion that the
(i. E. s man is not too unduly opti-

mistic, we know at least bail a
oo/.eu unemployed ourselves that

would readily make the sacrifice,

m course, in hue with the worthy
gonlleuiun i 'division of consump-
tion theory of economy, and corre-

sponding lo current codes of fair

competition, tue American unem-
ployed might ask, hi return for the

louviciion thai it is their duty to

losisuiue luxuries—the concession

mat it be tneir privilege lo con-

sume also sonic necessities: Such as
nre.id, tniuer, pork, chops and pot-

atoes, for insiunce.
j * * •

Uut until the necessary arrange-
ments lor this son of a square
ousiness deal ;.re concluded, we
must unfortunately couten ti our-

selves with tnc luxury of Mr.
ioung s ingenious philosophy. We
could not (luile make the sacrifice

'hi consuming it whole. Yet w»
will nibble at it.

-j. *. * •

The gist ol the idea is that the
old conception of world economy
ueing based on an international
division of labor has gone haywire.
Modern Leclntitjue, communication,
transportation mm- made it possi-

ble io.- every country to build up
as own manufactures, its own in-

dusiry. And, us a matter of fact,

ilr. loung rightly finds, most coun-
tries arc quite content that this

should be so. This is called the
new trend to nationalism.

tion.

November 26, 1933.

-NIEL-SIH. place more firmly under her domin-
ation. —HUGO OKHLER.

C. Jones
D. Gabe
A. Wiencek
R. Jones
S. Walters
K. Jones

E. Lovett
L. Walters
N. Wiencek
1{. Romra
R. Rrenner
F. Jones

R. Nagle

RUSSIAN REVOLUTION FILM
The "Russian Revolution" film

scheduled for Dec. 3rd is postponed
for Saturday, Dec. 23rd. It will be
held at the Militant Hall, 154 Wat-
kins St., Brooklyn, under the aus-

Uf course Knglaud ueeds India's

cotton and France the Saar's iron
ore and Germany tbe potassium of

Alsace- Lorraine. But that lies ia

.he realm of a division of consum-
ption rather than of labor. And in

tnis same realm of the division of
cuiinumpiiuu, our nation is the
most advantageous. Its labor is to

consume the luxuries and to furnish
for tile consumption ot the others,

our col ton and our copper. Out o£
pure goodness of heart we will also
otter for consumption to the bud-
ding national industries our motors
and generators and dynamos.

^ * t *

So much for the general outline

of the future. The whole plan ia

based on an augury that Mr. Young
has plucked from hi3 own intellec-

tual Olympus that we have been
wrong in thinking that a compress-
ed world—compressed by the mate-

i rial rapprochement offered by wire-

less and radio and aviation-—breaks
down national barriers. It raises

ihem instead. An ordinary mortal
might be inclined to osk, how? That
is because he is not acquainted
lour-dimensional approach of Mr.
Young, however.

a * • *

Still, if our oracle leaves us lu

doubt as to how—we can be made
quite clear as to why it should be
!=u. American business stands to

gain all around by the new nation-
alisms. While fostering cultural
exchanges with the other countries,

American big business, in addition
to ihe philosophic satisfaction of
nurturing all the new nationalisms,
can, as a sort of a by-product find

a market for its capital export. And
if the dill'ireiil nationalisms come
to a clash of arms in their consump-
tion of co:ton, potassium or iron
ore, that ,s just too bad. But
Lucie Sam will always be there to

pull Ihe chestnuts out of the fire

iind the big boys of Wall Street
will be expecting the American
masses lo lend a hand—it will all

be for the sake of doing their duty
io oonsume more luxuries.

>. * * »

Finally, as an illustration that
it is possible for a nation uniniti-
ated in th-i old order of industrial
nations to build up a national econ-
omy all its own without dependence
on the rest of the world, Mr. Young
offers us the example of Russia.
If, by some mystic or messianic
formula socialism can be built in
one country, why can't capitalism.
Another big victory for Stalin's

diplomacy. , . .

t * « *

In ihe meantime, since the "re-
adjustment in this field (the new
division of eoii'-umptrve power) may
not be abrupt' , Owen Young con-
soles us, "Russia . . . will provide
a cushion, temporarily at least, for
diminishing trade in manufacture*
necessities", . . .

—G....n.

CHICAGO ~

INTERNATIONAL LABOR FORUM
2557 W. North Avenue
Every Sunday 3 P. M.

Dec. 31.—Werkingclass Internation-
alism and Decisive Crises.

(An analysis of the causes
leading to the downfall of
the 3 workers Internation-
als.)

JOSEPH GIGANTI
of Chicago Left Opposition

ternationai Workers School. The
hall can be reached by the B. M. T.
1-lth St. Canarsie Line to Sutter
Ave., or the I. R. T.—7th Ave.-New

pices of the Ktlm Club of the In-Lots to Kockaway Avenue,
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Philadelphia Gripped

by Transport Strike

NRA and Labor Leaders Combine to "Outlaw

Workers' Fight for Bread
3

Philadelphia.— Philadelphia is la-

bor's latest battlefield. Class .strug-

gle looks horns with class colla-

boration" f.nd outright strike-rbeak-

ing. The movement of the workers
demonstrates its inherent strength,

unspent vitality and capacity for

struggle by breaking out of the

bounds set for il by labors ad-

ministration "friends" and "lead-

ers". And, also it is refuting those

disciplines who for years have been
shouting "all :>- dead in the A. P.

of L. company unions." Pushing
upward against tremendous pressure

lo.OOrf workers in various fields of

transportation are out on strike.

The entire police force is on 'riot,

mobilization', howls are tip for U.

S. Marines, the leading gentry of

the National Labor Board plead for

"peace and patience", the local

'friendly' Record shouts "Do Not
Strike". To rini-di it off in classic

manner, Daniel J. Tobin, interna-

tional President of the Union de-

nounces the strike as "outlaw"

Causes of the Strike

What is this Ftrike? In short it

is a revolt against the conditions

the NBA is defending. With in-

evitable logic the organized work-
ers found their way to class strug-

gle. The urgent need of labor to

protect! itself and its organizations

made this action imperative. The
NRA is demonstrating the hoilow

-

ness of its impartiality and defense

of labor. Pacinj." the realities of

class conflict it. can betray and be-

tray, but not with impunity nor for

long without a crack-up. This is

what is happening.

Three weeks ago the drivers of

the "Yellow ', "Quaker" and "Brown
and White" Tuxieab companies
went out on sfiike in defense of

their union, one hundred percent.

The cab companies are all part of

Phi ladolphins Rapid Transit Co.

—

the transit trust here—backbone of

the open shop and company union
(Mitten plan]. The taxi men are
organized into tht. Taxi Drivers

Union of ine International Brother-

hood' of Teamsters, Chauffeurs,
Stablemen and Helpers* of the A.

F. of L. and hag socialist influence.

A militant strike policy and sym-
pathy of the city's workers fonnd

the P. R. T.—bankers—Vare mach-
ine combine adamant. Attacked
from all sides—police and gangsters

on one hand, and pressure of the

National Labor Board on the other,

the union agreed to arbitration.

The P. R. T. rejected the offer and
refused to reinstate the strikers to

their jobs.

The Workers' Strike Back.

Aroused to a fight against this

arrogant atitude of the. bosses the

workers struck back. Despite the

(Continued on Paje i)

Hold Torglcr

Despite Fire

Trial Verdict
'['lie Leipzig Supreme Court has

found Torgler, Dimitroff, Popoff and
Tanev not guilty in the infamous
Reichstag lire-trial recently con-

cluded in Nazi Germany. The flimsy

character of the frame-up against

thees comrades was clear to all.

Even the world capitalist press was
compelled to admit the innocence of

the defendants.
Thi* decision of the Leipzig Couit

is a maneuver to quiet the rising

wave of protest, against Hitler ter-

ror. It further attempts to white-

wash the German Fascist Party,
which according to all, available
evidence, is directly responsible for

the notorious Reichstag fire. The
self-confessed, culprit, Van Der
Lfibhe, has been sentenced to death.

The verdict does not mean the

freedom of Torgler, Dimitroff, Pop-
off and Tanev. Their lives are

still in danger. The Nazis blood-

hounds wil! release these working
class prisoners only under the great-

est pressure. Already, reports in

the press tell of Hitler's plan to

put Torgler on trial for "high
treason". The threats of Goebels,
Rosenberg and other Fascist mur-
derers against the four defendants
can only he frustrated by the ac-

tive protest of all workers and
workers' organizations.

A movement has been set on foot

which demands "the immediate and
sain release of Dimitroff, Torgler,

Tanev, and Popoff into the hands
of the International Committee now
in Leipzig." The existing "Nation-

al Committee to Aid the Victims of

German fascism" should be broad-

ened into a genuine united front of

all workers' organizations which
will be able to arouse the American
working class in defense of Torgler,

Dimitroff, Popoff and Tanev.

OPEN FORUM
MAX S H A C H T M A N

on
THE WAR AROUND INFLATION

at

Sunday, January 7, 1934

8:15 P. M.

International Workers School Hall
126 East loth Street, nr Irving PI.

Auspices: Manhattan Branch, Com-
munist League of America (Opp.)

Questions Discussion

ADMISSION 15 CENTS

Roosevelt's ^Planned Wori{
\

A Worker's Report

'Sis months of this and I'll be

fit for the lunatic asylum"—this
remark of a formejj taxieab driver

sums up the attitude of the C. W. A.

workers to the dtgiading nonsense

which they must go through in or-

der to qualify lor the Roosevelt

Dole in Prospect Park, Brooklyn.

It is not that we are forced to

do hard work, lor long hours at

low wages. No, we spend 8 hours

a day going through the motions of

work. Shovelling dirt on a truck

only to see it dumped back exactly

where it was taki'n from. Carrying

wand in shovels for about 25 yards'

while wheel-barrows to say nothing

of trucks are Ij"ag idle. Then be-

ing told "don't take a full shovel,

that piles got to do you, men, for

the rest of the day"—Then when
we gflthea in a .rroup to talk, the

foreman again speaks. '"Say boys,

don't stand around talking, you'll

be getting me in wrong. Take it

easy but act as though you were
doing something." So, we start to

"work"—push the shovel slowly
into the pile of earth, lean upon it

for it while, pick it up, dump half

the dirt off and with slow and meas-
ured tread carry a couple of hand-
fnls of earth some 25 yards.

What the Workers Talk About.

We walk hack in a group and the
mental confusion el the unemploy-
ed Is revealed in the conversation.

•'Father Coughlin is right. What
we need is to bring silver back."
"You know Roosevelt is using some
of Stalin's ideas" "What this coun-
try needs is two or three Musso-
linis". In two th'ngs the great
majority are agreed. 1. Roosevelt
is doing his bei.t for us. 2. The
bankers are fighting Roosevelt and
are also responsible, for the crisis.

The third most popular illusion is

the wisdom, courage and militancy
of Father Coughiii as a champion
of the "people".

Our gang started to work Novem-
ber 1, just before the city election.

We were all "relief cases". We
are assigned to Prospect Park.
Since our transfer to the C. W. A..

we work S hours a day, three days
a week and get $i:>. The tasks are
varied. Gathering leaves, planting
trees, spreading a compost of earth
and manure arottnti trees, digging

ditches, sweeping htreets, etc., etc.

One of our first task under Roos-
evelt's "Five Year Plan" is charac-
teristic of the rtst. We were put
to work on a pile cf manure. The
pile was quite Ir-rge and of irregu-
lar shape, high .n the center and
sloping down towards ragged edges.

A couple of men, with an "engineer"
in charge, took stakes and cord and
marked the pile off into a rectangle.
Then with shovels and forks our
gang of 25 went to work with a will.

At the end of the day the manure
pile was a beautiful rectangle, edges
square and straight as a die, and
of uniform heiglit throughout.

A Pedestal oi Manure
A pedestal of i .-.ami re! A statue

of the author of the New Deal from
the same material would have com-

pleted tlw picture. Two or three

days later the pile was carted

away. "If you ail take an interest

in this here work, they'll promote
you to the lunatic asylum", said a
Negro worker after that incident.

"There'll be no work on Christ-

mas hut you'll have to come in an-

other dav to make up for* it," we
were told. "'Give me some real

work to do, and I'll make up for

a week of Christmasos in the next

two hours", said an oid man.

Former buildmg trade workers,
chauffeurs, bakers, clothing work-
ers—we stand and question our own
sanity for putting np with this non-
sense. There is nothing to do, it

is cold and miserable and we wait
leaning on onr shot els, waiting for

quitting time. A whistle blows,

we stop doing nothing and start for

home.

At first we were under the juris-

diction of the Ci*.v but have since

been transferred to the C. W. A.
Two weeks passed without pay. The
word was passed around—"No pay,
no work", and in short order a
parade of about 50% of the entire

crew were mar"hi.ig to the main
office. There, witi, plenty of police

around, the cause of the delay was
explained. Similai and much more
dramatic action. ' y other groups
in the City and also throughout the
nation show that the spirit of the
unemployed is not ot all broken and
also reveal a deep dissatisfaction

with" the nature of the "work".
—RJ'UfcF WORKER.

Vandals Wreck
League Hall

Brooklyn.—In recent weeks two
attempts were made to destroy the
Brownsville headquarters of the
Communist League. Last Wednes-
day morning, Dec. 20th, the banner
on rhe wall reading: "For a New
Communist International !" was
burned ; the wail iiself displaying
black marks of burning. No other
part of the hall was touched show-
ing that the vandals were frighten-

ed by their own deeds.

Wednesday, Dee. 27th, another
raid of the headquarters took piace.
Banners, articles on the bulletin
board, and pictures of Lenin and
Trotsky were torn from the wall.
The picture of the latter was torn
in shreds. The tea-cups in the
kitchen were broken. The litera-

ture closet was broken, open, Mili-
tants and pamphlets ripped, thrown
over the floors and some stolen.
Again some fear of discovery must
have ended the raid at this point.

There is little doubt as to who is

responsible for these raids. It is

not the first time that the Stalin-
ists have broken into headquarters
of the Communist League and have
stolen or destroyed some of its ma-
terial.

Hotel Workers Driving

Toward General Strike

Amalgamated Union Formulates Program of Demands

A LETTER FROM MOONEY
California State Prison
Hen Queniin, Calif.

November 18, 1933.

My dear comrades and
Fellow Unionists:

During rhe month of January of

this year, 1 issued a call for a Uni-
ted Front of all working class or-

ganizations? to send delegates to the
Free Tom Mooney Congress, held
in Chicago, Api-ii 2& to May 1, in-

clusive.

Under my direction and instruc-

tions, the Tom Mooney Holders' De-
fense Committee spent almost $2,000

to organize that Congress. It wu.--.

not my intention with the Mooney
case. Such a proceedure would
naturally cause confusion in the
minds of the working class, re-

ceiving apiieals from two separate
organizations, fmm two different

parts of the country, for the same
purpose.

No Report of Congress

Out of ihe Free Tom Mooney
Congress came the NATIONAL TOM
MOONEY COUNCIL OF ACTION,
with headquarters in New York
City. This information I learned
several weeks after the Congress ad-
journed. .During the Congress, I

received one telegram. I never did

receive a report from the Congress,
or any one conceded with it, as
to just what took place. I did not
receive a copy of ihe Congress re-

solution, until three weeks after its

adjournment. No one attending
that Congress has taken the trou-

ble to make a report to me of what
actually happened there.

A month after the Congress ad-

journed, I was told that a debt of

$2,000 connected with the Congress,
was still unpaid. From another
source, I learned that each of the

delegates to that Congress were
pledged to return to their home or-

ganizations, and collect their quota
to pay off that debt.

During the latter1 part of May,
the National Tom Mooney Council
of Action organized a National
Tom Mooney Tag Day, using the
organizational machinery of the
International Labor Defense to
carry this work to a conclusion.
The first object of this Tag Day,
was to liquidate the Congress debt,
of which I was first informed to be
$2,000, and which I have since been
informed, by Roger Baldwin, the
Treasurer of the National Tom
Mooney Council of Action, to be
only $1,300.

Want to Hear from Delegates.

Since the Free Tom Mooney Con-

gress adjourned, and ihe formation
of the National Tom Mooney Coun-
cil of Action, the activities of the
Tom Mooney .Molders' Defense
Committee has been suspended for
the lack of funds to carry on the
light. Whether this was deliber-
ately planned or not, I am not now
prepared to state, but I would like

to get the actual feelings of all of
those delegates that attended that
Congress—;* sort of personal report
from each of them as to just took
place there—wlial was the spirit

of the delegates towards me, per-

sonally, and also towards the Tom
-Mooney Molders' Defense Commit-
tee. ALso telling ine what sum was
raised by you and your organiza-
tion in tha National Tom Mooney
Tag Day Campaign, and what other
Minis have been raised, by you or
your organization, as pledged as
your quota to liquidate the debt
left from the Free Tom Mooney
Congress .ind the later sales of Free
Tom Mooney stamps.

The Tom Mooney Molders' De-
fense Committee is penniless, with
a debt of $4,000. 1 have just 60c
to my credit on the prison books,
and have not been able to order
any prison commissaries for the
past four months. In spite of this
tremendous obstacle, my defense
committee is now having prepared
a 132-page booklet, exposing this
foul conspiracy against me. It will
tell the story that I had hoped to
tell in my recent trial, but was pre-
vented from doing so by the power-
ful hankers and industrialists who
are in complete control. Just as
soon as my defense committee can
secure the necessary funds, this
booklet will be published. Will you
help me do this? i want to circulate
these booklets by the hundreds of
thousands.

Appeals for New Campaign

Some time during November or
December, my attorneys, Frank P.
Walsh of New York City, and John
P. Finnerty of Washigton, D. C,
will attempt to secure my freedom
on a writ of Habeas Corpus in the
United Slates Supreme Court. A
tremendous wave ot agitation, de-
manding my freedom, should pre-
cede this move. The United States
Senators and Representatives from
your state, together with the Presi-
dent and (he Attorney Genera! of
tohse United States, should be ap-
pealed to cooperate in this move to
secure justice for an innocent man.

I am herewith enclosing a Press

(Continued on page 4)

The efforts of the hotel and rest-
aurant-workers cf New York City
to obtain ." serious improvement in
Ihe intolerable conditions now exist-
ing in their industry through build-
ing up their union, the Hotel and
Restaurant Workers' branch of the
Amalgamated Food Workers, have
now entered on a new and higher
phase. L'p to now, [he major tasks
have been to gather forces, and to
lead teli workers away from the il-

lusions of the NRA and toward a
mililaut policy based on the formu-
lation of concrete demands and the
struggle for their enforcement. The
new phase consists of the prepara-
tion for the enforcement of these
demands through u general strike.

Substantial successes are being
achieved by the organization drive;
thousands of workers have joined
in the last few months, and hun-
dreds more are coming in every
week, what is still better, the num-
ber of workers coming in has been
increasing still taster in recent
weeks, and particularly since the
beginning of tin. stubbornly-con-
tested strike at the Hotel Montcialr.

Big Hotels Organized

Considering the totiU number of
the unorganized workers in the in-
dustry, much stih remains to be
done. But a magnificent beginning
has already been made, particular-
ly in thq kitchen and dining-room
departments of the large hotels,
dozens of which are 70% to 95%
unionized. In this Held, the tasks
are to complete unionizatiou in
those hotels whete the union al-
ready has members, to organize the
houses where the workers are be-
coming attareted to us because of
our consistent program and our
activity, and particularly, to broad-
en the base of ihe organization
among the hundreds and thousands
of smaller restaurants now that th«
peaks of the industry are well on
the way to complete organization.
As to the NKA and the codes,

the workers are increasingly real-
izing that they have notcing good
to look for in that direction. Both
the hotel and tl.e restaurant codes
are understood to be nothing but
blows directed at the workers, and
the apparatus of the NRA for the
enforcement of any provisions which
seemed to offer some protection for
the interests of the workers, has
been proved by living experience
to be nothing but a hollow sham.
The workers now realize that only
their own organization can do any-
tiling for them

Demands of the Union
The first step in the new phase

of the development of the union was
taken last Friday, Decembep 22,
when meetings of the dining-room
and the kitchen departments dis-

< Continued on page 4)

Shoe Workers Amalgamate Unions at Historic Convention at Boston
Boston.— The amalgamation con-

vention of independent shoe work-

ers' unions which has been meeting

in Boston since early December

came to a close on the 21st after

a stormy but buceessful session of

10 days. This convention trans-

formed amalgamation from a hope
to an accomplished fact by bring-

ing into being the United Shoe and
Leather Workers Union, it was
marked by threatened sabotage from
out-going jeactionary officialdom on

the one hand and by disruptive

maneuvers of the Stalinists on the

other, but repulsed both determined-

ly. New nopes of strength in unity
have been aroused.

Resolutions of a political nature
adopted by the convention are the

harbinger ot a more developed poli-

tical consciousness in the minds of

the American worker. Already bit-

ter experiences have stripped hand-

ages from ihe eyes of this group of

workers concerning the NRA and
its paraphernalia.

60,000 Workers Represented

A group of 1S4 deleates represent-

ed some 1:0,000 shoe workers of 5

formerly independent unions with
locals from Maine to Missouri. The
National Shoe Workers' Association

had 79 debates, the Shoe Workers'
Protective Union 59, the Independ-

ent Shoe Workers' Union of Salem
16, the Shoe and Leather Workers'
Industrial Union of New York 28,

and the Brotherhood of Greater New
l'ork 2. In addition there were
fraternal delegates and observers

from othe..- independent unions in

other parts of the country.

The Shoe and Leather Workers'
lndustilal Union, affiliated with the
Trade T'non Unity League, furnish

ed the first discordant note in the

convention by their shameless at-

tempt to back-down on their pre-

viously written agreement with the
provisional committee, which wai
that they would attend the conven-
tion as an independent union lika

the others, that they would sever
their connection with the T.U.U.L.

Bitter Fight oyer T. U. V. L.

A bitter fight on the door fol-

lowed their attempt to have the
question decided by referendum.
Their plea of misunderstanding the

terms of the agreement was com-
pletely exposed as the lie it was
by two members of their own dele-

gation wiio subsequently took the
floor. The first, Frank Costello,

secretary of the resolutions com-
mittee, dramatically offered bis

resignation jn view of the attitude

of the leaders of his New York de-

legation who obviously placed, the
interests of the T. U. U. L. ahead
of amalgamation. This was a high
point of the convention as this

worker tore his badge from bis

chest, disclaimed any communist
leanings and declared himself "in

fact a regulation catholic". As he
prepared to leave his place, lib was
surrounded by agitated delegates
who, with cries of "No! No!'" per-

suaded him to remain.

He was quickly followed by an-
other member of that delegation
who seconded Costello's vleWs, and
made clear to all delegates that
the New York rank and filers were
overwhelmingly in favor of amal-

gamation. He stated further with
some bitterness that the principal
cause of the delay in their joining
the amalgamation movement was
their being misinformed as to the
attitude of the New England Shoe
workers toward the A. F. of L. As
far as he was concerned he was
"against the A. F. of L., the TUUL,
or any other hell"—which sums up
the disillusionment of most of these
workers. The Industrial Union de-
legation was finally forced to com-
ply and pledged itself anew to sever
its connections with the T. U. U. L.

Old Officers Removed
A resolution to abolish all offices

of the several independent unions
on Janaury 15 and to elect a co-
ordinating committee of 15 t")

handle the affairs of the new union
until newly elected officers take up
their duties in April, was adopted
by an overwhelming majority. This
body-blow to deposed salaried of-

ficials of he old unions set off fire-

works.

W. B. Mahan, general organizer
of the National Shoe Workers' As-
sociation openly defied this con-
vention decision in a statement
published later In a newspaper stat-

ing that he would not give up con-
trol of his organization, unless so
instructed1 by the Lynn Shoe work-
ers, and if the new coordinating
committer expected him to comply
then they lacked intelligence. A
Mrs. McGee, official of a Lynn
Stitchers' local, unsuccessfully at-

tempted to recall that locals' dele-

gates at a meeting the same night.

Officials of the Shoe Workers' Pro-
tective Union at a similar meeting

decide likewise to resist being sup-
planted.

jWhen this news broke on the

floor of the convention the next

morning the anger of the delegates
threw that body into an uproar and
the hooting and jeering of Mahan's
name boded jll for any attempts
old union officials might make to

sabotage uhe amalgamation about
to be realized after a difficult year's
work. There was no mistaking the
temper of the rank and file.

New Constitution Discussed

With the opening of discussions
on the floor of the draft of a con-
stitution prepared by the constitu-
tion committee a difficult part of
the convention's task started. A 53-

page document' it was first decided
to discuss and vote on each article

separately. After a day and a half
it became apparent to all that such
a procedure would require several
weeks to complete consideration of

the entire document. The major
cause of the slow progress lay in

the petty obstructionist tactics of
the Stalinist delegation of the New
York Industrial Union. Their ex-

tended criticism of petty details in

each article acted to further dis-

credit them. As a consequence they
i'ajled to aiou.se sympathy and sup-
port for the really meritorious pro-

posal of industrial unionism; when
it was put forth.

The role of the T. U. U. L. dele-

gates as impediments to rapid pro-

gress was recognized by the con-

vention when a motion was finally

made end carried to recommit the

draft to the constitution committee

which should coufer with 2 repre-

sentatives of the New York dele-

gation and iron out further differ-

ences ajid then return the document
to the delegates for consideration.
This was done. The constitutional
committee reappeared before the
convention the nest day with the
results of their conference. The
two added delegates had requested
and were granted changes amount-
ing in all to twelve words!

Local Autonomy in New Union

Following further consideration
by the convention delegates of cer-

tain parts of the proposed consti-

tution it was voted to submit the
proposed constltuiion to referendum
of all locals for discussion and
amendment or approval.

As finally adopted for submission
to referendum the constitution in-

corporates certain features of a

progressive nature compared with
this industry's old unions. Among
these are provisions for including
in their ranks workers in industries

closely allied to them : leather work-
ers, counter-makers, wooden-heel
makers, last and pattern-makers
and workers in foot-wear industries

generally. There is also provision

for the recall of officers by vote of

5 locals of a District. Provision

for local autonomy means ho local's

charter may be revoked except after

trial by other locals of jts district,

and means also that the form of

organization shall be decided by
each district. Thus the New York
Industrial Union may retain . its

present form. General officers are

to he a General organizer and a

General Secretary-Treasurer. A gen-

eral executive board of 21 members
will represent 3 major districts.

Contradictory Resolutions

Among the resolutions adopted by

the convention were these: (1)

Condemnation of the NRA as not

operable to the interests of workers
(2 Demand for the freedom of the

Scottsboro boys. (3) Demand for
the unconditional release of Tom
Mooney. (4] For unemployment in-

surance, cost to be borne by the
government and employers. (5)
Petitioning the National Recovery
Board for an appropriation by the
Federal Government of $25,000,000
for the purchase and distribution

of shoes for the needy. (8) Ail labor

leaders should withdraw from the
National Recovery Board and the
Labor Advisory Board. (7) Against
compulsory arbitration. (8) For re-

opening consideration of the NRA
shoe code and a demand for the 30
hour week and minimum weekly
wage for unskilled of $18. (0) In
commendaiion pf Father Coiighlfn,

the radio priest for the good work
he is doing for the workers!

In connection with this last re-

solution it must be told that Israel

Zimmerman, n well-known Love-

stoneite, voted in favor of the Cough
!in resolution. This rankest kind of

opportunism that fails to tell the
workers, for example, that the in-

flation program advocated by Cough-
lin is the most vicious attack on
the income and the welfare of the
working class, cannot be condemn-
ed too bitterly. Influence gained

by sacrifice ot principles can never
operate to disillusion workers.

Broeton Brotherhood to Come In

Paul SaLaggio, originator of the
planning hoard and the leading
spirit for amalgamation in the
early days of Ihe movement, was
honored by the assembled delegates
and it was unanimously voted to
constitute bis lasters' local of
Boston as Local No. 1 in the new
United Shue and Leather Workers'
Union in recognition of his pioneer
efforts that culminated in the am-
algamation.

The Brockton fraternal delegates
represent in ii the Brotherhood of
Allied Shoe Crafts with 10,000 mem-
bers announced that they would
join the new unjon very soon, that
I hey had been double-crossed by
their leaders and that one local had
already torn up its charter.

In anticipation of trouble with
defiant officials of the old unions
whom it wasr voted to depose, the
planning board (the original rank
and tile body) was directed to con-
tinue [Is existence until the last

bolt is in place. As matters stand
at tha time of writing certain of-

ficials of uoth the National and the
Protective have expressed defiance
of the order dire* ting them to give
up January 15, but it appears that
this tjme k^e momentum of the am-
algamation movement is too great
for them to resist.

It was voted to hold the next
biennial convention in St. Louis on
the first Monday of November 1935.

—SHOE WORKER.
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A Picture of the League Today

In discussing the rise and fall ant concerning their best interest,

cfi tie Railroad Unions in this That is the reasons why such lead-

series of articles we want at the ership must protect itself from the

very beginning to make ourselves rank and flle by gag laws and a

clear on a tew questions. In the censored labor press. A craft union,

first place we not only admit, but official cannot afford to permit pro-

point out io the workers repeatedly, gressive ideas to circulate freely

that every tiling we have got so among the membership. It would
far such as snorter hours, better be detrimental to his interest no
wages and working conditions, matter how beneficial it would be

have been brought about by the to the members,
craft unions on the railroads. We It Is to the interest of the R. R.

further admit and also point out unions to amalgamate, but it is

that the craft union was a progres- against the union officials. It is

sive force as long as that kind of f«r the best interest of the railroad

organization was in a position to workers to have free expression in

function to the interests of its tncir unions, but such a change

membership. It was only when in- from the present gag rule would be

dustrlal development outgrew the destructive to the special privileges

craft system of organization that enjoyed by the craft bureaucrats,

the Brotherhood leadership and .
Any proposal for concerted and

more aggressive action for wages,

A look at the League today, in

its palpitating growth throughout
the country and the excellent types

of serious fighters it is attracting

into its ranks in ever-growing num-
bers, offers a really encouraging

picture. It is a far cry now from
the time when those who expelled

us from the official party scorn-

fully dubbed us the "three gener-

als without an army". Still, there

is no Intention ar all on my part

to exaggerate our numbers and in-

fluence or to create false impres-

sions of fi greater strength than

actually exists. But the League is

making a place for itself the con-

ditions now developing in the coun-

try.

Growth of the League

With a total of 28 branches spread

today from coast to coast, including

Canada, we have more than doubled

our membership since the last Na-
tional Conference two years ago.program gradually became more aggressive action for wages, pen-

arid more reactionary. ,

slons or working conditions and'on the recent national tour larger

We must bear in mind that no
shortr hours by the railroad work- audiences than belore were attracted

human institution ever became so
useless and reactionary that it did

ers would be
teres t of the

against the best in-

oiRcials because the

not benefit a few who live on spe-
«aft system will prove itself out

cial privilege. This was true of f date '° *uch * movemen* a°? **

chattel slavery and Czarism. and
Aerator, wouId »e compelled! to

i* holds equally good in Fascism.
e

.

x
?f

se

This fundamental principle now

bankruptcy to lead in

such a struggle. In other words,

operates in the railroad brother-
i we have arrived at a stage of de-

hoods.. A few, the well paid offi-
"lojmeDt in the railroad brother-

cials, benefit by keeping Hie rail- !

'10° di
L
wi

}
e™ thj> membership will

road workers divided in 21 indepen- > }!?
tS lpa(k 'rsQtp ™*2 afEaln8t

dent unions in one industry, while
tnem

.
on uvei'

y constructive prc-

the members, the many, suffer by P ?81 -

this arrangement. It is just on
; " is

„
to the 1

?
rtere* °* ?«"»

account of this development that
rai

!
roa

?
work

?
r

*f "f*"4 *"?
the interest of the brotherhood of-

a,,d a« accordingly But we cannot

flctals becomes more and more sep-
™medj'

(

these conditions by leaving

arated from that of the rank anVhe un '0Q ttn

f

d„^
m

.

g "^Sf X*.are only entitled to criticize the
file, and we run into the contra-

;

dictions which Sow from these ;
performances of others when we

conditions constantly when we are £opose f°^thing better ourselves

trying to introduce needed changes

'

We
„
must **** w,t* the ******

in the structure and n™™m Af
w<"*erS wherever they are and do

tLsfrail ^Traits *^ °f
,^ «»d faithful work behind con-
Istructive proposals and, by this

We find the officials against us
|

practical method in dealing with
on every turn because they benefit

: every day problems of the workers
by keeping things in the railroad i in their unions, show them the need-
unions as they are. Their fat and I ed changes in the program, leader-
easy Jobs depend upon keeping the

j
ship; and .structure of the railroad

railroad workers divided and ignor- 1 unions. A. B.

The Teachers and

the Class Struggle

One reason teachers have been
slow to struggle is that they con-
stituted an aristocratic stratum of
the working class. Their wage
level was higher than the average
wage level of the workers. They
enjoyed job security to a great ex-
tent and' all sorts of perquisites
the worker in mine or factory never
had under capitalist rule. And on
top of that they are permeated with
bourgeois ideology to a degree that
places them, in this sense, at the
rear of the class.

But ail that is beginning to
change now. The crisis is affecting
them ruthlessly. The signs point
to resistance by them against the
attacks on their teaching and liv-

ing conditions.

Teachers' salaries in New York
and elsewhere are fixed by law and

Successful! Meet
in Brownsville

Defying and protesting the

threats of the Stalinists, over 500

workers, including several djozen
Communist party members and
sympathizers, and a labor jury re-

presenting five workers organiza-
tions and the American Civil Liber-
ties Union attended, on Wednesday
evening, December 20th, the Brown-
sville meeting of the Communist
League on Russian recognition and
the Communist International. This
meeting was held after the disrup-
tion by the Stalinists of the pre-

vious Thursday evening's meeting
on the same subject. The workers'
guard was well prepared to insure

to our meetings. Including those

held in "New York (pity, a total of

over 4,000 advanced workers parti-

cipated in the meetings and heard

our proposal for a new party. We
can say "today that the League has

definitely; become the standard

bearer of the future revolutionary

party. It reflects not only this new
current but steps on the scene as

the herali of the future upward
curve in the working class move-

ment as a whole. That is why
the revolutionary youth responds

so readily to toe extent that the

Spartacus Youth movement has
grown up within the last year, and
a half from almost nothing to

about a dozen Jive active branches.

It is also the explanation of the

particularly frantic onslaughts upon

us by the Stalinist bureaucrats.

What a glaring contrast this pre-

sents. On the one hand the League
surging forward, teeming with life

and vitality, attracting to its ban-

ner the more conscious Marxian
students; the League surging for-

ward in accordance with the trends

and direction of future struggles.

On the other hand the Stalinist

party, belonging to the past, bring-

ing out from tbfc arsenals of re-

actioin the methods of gangsterism

which have long ago been properly

branded' as a curse to the American
labor movement.

The Youth t,n the March.

In Chicago where the Stalinist

party, infuriated by the progress

we had made, came organized in

large numbers to break up the

meeting held on my tour, two new
League branches have Since emerg-

ed. That is a most fitting answer.

To it can be added the fact, which

augurs well for further progress,

that in Chicago our youth movement

is pejdt&ps. the most active of any

place in the country. Two live

Spartacus clubs' already exist there.

The Chicago Workers' School, dir-

ected by comrade Goldman has be-

come an excellent supplementary

institution reinforcing the Marxian
foundation of the mqvement. With

a total of over one hundred enroll-

to. But there is such a thing as
a test of political position in the
crueible'of events. In this respect
we have iound our position stand-
ing firm as a rock.

Therein lies the great hope for
the future. Still we are today very
small for the big job ahead. In
recognition of this one of our com-
rades, a well driller from Oregon,
wrote us the other day asking the
very pertinent question: "In the
awakening which is now beginning
will not our forces be too small.
There is so much to be done. Will
we not be altogether too late?"

Today we stand before the com-
ing storms. A ftw- recent strikes,
notably the Philadelphia transport-
tion strike, indicate the resistance
which is gathering against the
pressure of degrading working class
conditions. And we need not ex-
pect in advance that international
union officials or thp NliA labor
boards will in every case succeed
in smothering the fight. On the
contrary, even the very conserva-
tive unions will lie Forced to take
some stops forward. In preparation
for that the League is also taking
its first steps towards its announc-
ed objective of rebuilding the Left
wing in the trade unions.

The Trend of the Future.

The accomplishments are modest
so fac. Not only that, but it must
be said that in view of the imensity
of the job ahead our own weakness
in this field is ait the more appar-
ent. The steps which have been
taken are reflected in The Militant,
in union and' strike activities of
our comrades in New York. Minnea-
polis, Los Angeles, arid elsewhere.
But, as :in indication for the fu-

ture, it is noteworthy that in two
separate points in the Pittsburgh
steel region members of the League
have already taken the initiative

and become the most active organiz-
ers of newly established local un-
ions of the; A. F. of L.

Ttie Unemployment Movement

A iurthei' good indication for

future trends is afforded by the

examples of the Minneapolis com-
rades. They have been In the very

are changeable only by legislative; the Wor!d ^ Workers unemploy-
actlon In the state legislature orj ed r,eague, the 22 A. D. Branch of
local governmental agency. In the the Soctalist Parly and the Amer-
flrat three years of the crisis prices:

icall civTl Liberties miou
fell precipitately. Teachers wages,

an orderly meeting. In addition,

representatives of the Conference ments, the school is now expanding

for Progressive Labor Action, the and forming brunches in j
various

Jewish Workers' Party (Left Paole parts of the city. The Friends of

ZIon], the Industrial Workers of the Militant Club and an influential

Italian workers' club complete the

consequently, which apparently re-

mained fixed actually rose in pur-
chasing value. This appreciation
together with tbe yearly increments
made mandatory under the law in

some cities, constituted a more or
less steady Improvement in their

condition.

Only when the crisis began to

interfere with the smooth function-

ing of this ideal set-up, as in Chic-
ago where no wages were paid for

the better part of a year, did the
teachers put up some kind of a
flght. In New York the state legis-

were
present as a workers jury to place
the responsibility for any attempted
disruption of the meeting.
Two speeches from the floor

attracted much interest. First,

that of a Jewish worker who pre-

faced h.s criticism of comrade
Shechtman's speech by condemning
the hooligan tactics of the Stalin-

ists which he witnessed at the pre-

ceding Thursday evening meeting.
Second1

, that of a young girl, form-
er member of the. Young Communist
League and Unemployed Council,
who is well known to the Browns-
ville Left wing workers for her

lature cut wages about six percent, militancy. ' She slated that she did
Five hundred teachers joined the not agree with the program of the
Teachers Union irf New York City Communist League, hut strongly
in the period of the' wage cut fight. condemned the members of the

Sehools everywhere are closing Communist party who had critic-
or curtailing their terms. Teachers ized AI Daseh's record in the C. P.
wages are in arrears and are piling

up. Further wage cuts are impend-
ing. The conditions for organized
resistance are maturing.

In New York the. defense flght is

centering around the attempt by
one means or another to prevent
legislative reduction of wages and
reduction or abolishment of incre-

ments. In itself this flght is cor-
rect. But it is not sufficient even
from the point of view of defeating
attempts to cut wages.
Wages are reduced in other ways

tahn by legislative action. The gov-
ernment Is making determined ef-

forts to drive prices up to, at least

the 1926 level. With wages fixed

up by legislative action the rising

cost of living will constitute a wage
cnt. If the government resorts to

currency inflation to accomplish its

purpose the real wage cut will be
drastic.

The experience of the inflation

of 1861-65, is very instructive.

Teachers wages then were fixed by
law. Within that period the aver-
age wage of the teachers on a na-

tional scale was increased by 37.4

per cent. But, as a result of the
currency inflation prices rose 116.8

percent. Consequently, teachers
salaries, measured in terms of their

real purchasing power, fell to 62.3

of the 1860 basis a practical wage
cnt. of 37.7 per cent.

It follows that even a successful
fight against legislative reductions
of wages will not, necessarily, pre-
vent wage cuts. That does _not
mean that this fight should ' be
abandoned. It means that it should
be broadened.

Just as the workers struggle for >

higher wages to keep pace with
rising

1 prices so should1 the teachers
organize and fight for higher wages
to meet the tncronse in the cost at
Urin*. Jlif. ST4MM.

She sharply scored the disruptive
hooligan tactics of the Stalinists

in breaking up workers' meetings
and cited the previous meeting of
thfi Communist League, at which
she had been present, as an exam-
ple. Her speech was received with
great enthusiasm by overwhelming
majority of the workers present.
They showed their approval of
workers' democracy. The Commun-
ist League scored another victory
in Brownsiille. It will

less remain on guard.

Chicago picture.

To the misguided workers who
participated in the Stalinite black-

jack expedition these developments

should be telling proof of the falsity

of such methods. They will only

produce the kind of repercussions

which return to annihilate their in-

itiators. In the anal analysis the

Issues of the movement, and the

positive ideas which grow out of

them, will always have to be con-

sidered' squarely. Personally, I

noticed that those who performed

the hooligan role in this instance

were not at all enthusiastic about

it. On the other hand the League

members and other workers who de-

feuded the meeting were in high

spirits. They were defending the

principles of democracy and free

speech in tbe labor movement. This

is something worlli making a flght

for. In this the League already

today performs a service which will

be of much greater importance in

the future sharp conflicts to be

fought with the capitalist agents

in the ranks of organized labor.

Test of Political Position

Will the League play a serious

part in Mie grandiose perspective

for rising labor militancy speeded

on by the structural changes of

American national economy? That.

,^W1 . after all, is the decisive question,

nonethe- For ft young organization there na-

turally is no great tradition to point

Militant
Bixilders
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HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES
OF THE LEFT OPPOSITION

By MAX SHACHTMAN
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We want, to address a few re-

marks to our builders. It is upon
them that The Militant depends for

extension into new and wider fields.

It is to them also that the plan-

ned transformation of The Militant

into an agitation paper will have
great significance. It will facilitate

their work.

We aim !o popularize The Mili-

tant, to develop it into an authentic

spokesman and puide of tbe Amer-
ican working class in their daily

struggles. We mean to make St

more plain spoken, more under-

standable to the workers in gen-

eral and, above all, more directly

concerned with the problems of the
class struggle as they unfold in the

United States at this time. In that

sense it would be more "American".

It will t-'.anslate the language of

Marxism into terms understandable
to the American workers.
We can lake steps in that direc-

tion now. We have already made
a small beginning, but the complete
transformation will come with the

establishment of our theoretical

magazine to which the heavier arti-

cles, now printed in the Militant,

can be transferred. That is on the

way. Meantime we must organize

our forces to build our circulation.

The larger the circulation the

greater the influence of the paper.

The larger the Militant circulation

is the greater will be the revenue,

the sooner it will solve our finan-

cial problems, the sooner we will

have the theoretical organ and the

transformation oi the character of

The Militant.

What we need above all today is

an active staff of Militant bulders

throughout the country—live com-
rades who will take bundles of

Militants under their arms, go out

to sell them at working class ga-

therings or in working class neigh-

borhoods and solicit subscriptions.

We need more of them. We consi-

der essential that these builders

constantly renew their activities

iind continue without let-up. We
have a number of actual builders

already but we are now preparing
plans for a much wider extension

of the Militant circulation. In an-
ticipation of this we ask all those
comrades who are ready to enlist

amongst the staff of active Militant

builders to notify us by mail.

forefront organizing the local unem-
ployed movement and founidng It

lirmly on a trade union basis, thus
establishing the unity between em-
ployed and unemployed, with the
unions taking up the flght for the
needs- of the unemployed. There
was a similar example in Toronto,
Canada, although somewhat differ-

ent in its nature. In that city our
comrades were leading and moving
forces in a united front Anti-Fasc-
ist demonstration which brought
out between 15 to 20 thousand work-
ers in a demonstration coupled with
« strike of brit'f duration. It be-

came a powerful "thrust against the
infamous Section 98 of the criminal
code and restored free speech in

Toronto.
In the unemployed movement the

League is entering a broader field

of activity. It. is now collaborating
directly with the Workers' Leagues
of Chicago to extend this organiza-
tion of the unemployed to other
centers. Despite the general sag in

tiie unemployment movement it has
maintained seve.'al branches^ intact

with more than a thousand mem-
bers and ,i few additional hundred
members outside of Chicago. The
Communist League is cooperating
in the work of this organisation
with a serious determination to help
revive the unemployed movement.

New Forces in the West.

On thj Pacific Coast our new
branches in San Francisco, Oakland
and Vancouver were almost entire-

ly recruited from forces coming
over from the official party. In
New York City, where we have our
largest membership, there are at
this moment considerable new
forces also taking the step from
the official party to the Left Op-
position, Within the official party
itself there is a dead calm, all the
more ominous after the Soviet
recognition "batgain". Unquestion-
ably many of its members feel very
uneasy and there will be new forces
turning away from Stalinism to
become supporters of the new party.

This was already indicated by the
official iMirty organizer in New
Castle, Pa., when he atended our
meeting of my recent tour. He said,

"Yes, the Left Opposition rests upon
a. sound foundation and it has ex-
cellent forces while the official party
in New Castle is dead."

—ARNE SWABBCK.

MANIFESTO OF THE SPANISH
BOLSHEVIK-LENINISTS

Madrid, Dec. 5, 1933.—The call-

.
ing of the recent elections for de-

puties to lue Cortes: (Spanish par-
liament—Ed.) coincided with the
period of the reorganization of the
Spanish Bolshevik-Leninists in the
light of the decisions adopted on
an international scale concerning
the new orientation towards new
parties and the new International
of the working class. In line with
the radical change which has
taken place in our initennatioinal

organization, we decided to parti-
cipate in the elections in complete
independence and under our own
banner. '£he following are the most
important decisions adopted.

1. Being unable in any way to
justify abstention from elections
so important as those which have
just taken place, we decided to
support the candidates of the of-
ficial Communist party, despite the
deep-gomg differences which separ-
ate us from them, in such places
where it was impossible for us to
present candidates of our own.
Naturally, while lecommending to
the workers the support of the
candidates of the official C. P. we
did not forget to raise all the dif-

ferences which we have with this

I»rty. On the contrary, the elec-

tion campaign has been .an occasion
for us in which to make the Span-
ish proletariat understand the ur-
gent necessity of organizing a real

Communist party, inspired by the
doctrines of revolutionary Marxism,
and in the traditions of Bolshevism-
Leninism.

2. In accord with, the line of
struggle followed in the elections
of November Ifltc, we recommended
\oting for th« workers candidate
having the greatest opportunity of
election, on the second run. It was
opposed to the ftictic of the Stal-
inist party, which maintained its

own candidates .on the second run,
even where the Socialist candidate
had the greatest chance for elec-

tion. Even in this case, while re-

commending to tbe workers to vote,

on the secouil run, for the social-

ist candidates, our criticism of the
l.olicy of this i"irty did not cease.
!o be the sharpest.

We \re in the process of gather-
ing the details of our participation

in the election struggle. But now

it is well known that reaction

emerges from thih struggle streng-

thened by the victory of the Right

will!.'- For that reason we see the

great urgency in making known the

position our organization adopted

toward the present ' reactionary

threat. This position is summariz-

ed in the following leaflet distri-

buted in tens of thousands of copies

throughout Spain.

TO THE WORKERS
Reaction has til ken a great step

forward.

A mortal danger faces the pro-

letariat.

Hut thi' situation is not hope-

less.

The treasure of energy and
combat ivify of the working class

is not <'Xhaustrd. But this en-

ergy and this combafivity must
be organised and directed. There
is only one ro;td for that: the

formation of a solid bloc of all

workers organizations to oppose

an impassable front to reaction.

The immediate «im of this bloc

should Vie

:

1. Not to tolerate the least

attempt against the conquests of
the working class.

2. The defense of the workers
organizations.

3. To make the assembly of

the elected cor*F7. impossible by
means of formidable movement.

WORKERS
This is a d'.cisivo hour. De-

i ma iid th<; immediate constitution

of the united front.

There ;s no time to be lost.

Each lost minute is an hour
joined by reaction.

To make 'the assembly of the
elected Cortez impossible by means
of formidable popular movement Is

the immediate rallying slogan of

the Spanish section of the League
of Communist Internationalists
(formerly the International Left
Opposition—Ed.), issued in, order
to block the road to tbe return of
reaction. The new Cortez must be
dismissed through the pressure and
the anger of the popular masses
grouped i'i organizations for anti-
Fascist struggle. In this struggle

our organization will take its place
in the front ranks and point out
the roads to be followed to save
and broaden the democratic con-
quests of the toiling masses.

BOOK REVIEW

PIONEER PUBLISHERS
"There can be no revolutionary

movement without a revolutionary

theory"—said Lenin. A revolution-

ary theory cannot be spread effec-

tively without the help of a pub-
lishing house.

The problem now is to develop
our work on a broader scale. An
efficiently functioning publishing

house is indispensable. Every con-

scious worker, every ' sympathizer
of the revolutionary movement,
every anti-Faseist has, therefore,

to do his utmost in the building of
guch a revoultionary publishing

center. Here is a practical way
for you to help. Buy a $5 certifi-

cate in Pioneer Publishers. This
will entitle the holder to get any
book published by us at a 40% dis-

count and books of other publishers

at a 20% discount.

P. 3. All comrades who have
previously made full or partial pay-
ments for certificates should send
In their names. Properly signed
and sealed certificates wHl be sent

jto' those who have paid $5 or more.

The Marxian Theory of the State,

by Sherman H. M. Chang, Ph.
D.

This book is advertised as "the
first scholarly book on the Marxist
theory of the state'*. D[r. Chang
came to write it by chance. Be-
ginning merely out of curiosity

with a chapter on Marxian theory,

he discovered that no one had writ-

ten fully on tbe political theory of

Communism, and therefore decid-

ed to make a deep study of "this
formidable theory of the state".

He devoted two years to this deep
study, and accomplished precisely

what could be expected from a
curiosity that is bolstered' up with
such concentrated effort. In that

time, he managed to become ac-

quainted with a half dozen pam-
phlets by Lenin, a few extracts by
Trotsky, and absolutely nothing of
Liebknecbt, Luxemburg, and Mehr-
ing, not to mention such "non-
entities" as Plekbanov or Kautsky
of the pre-revisionist period.

Chang's "Slant" on Marxism
In view of the fact that this

book bristles with classic quota-
lions of Marxism, and also because
such outstanding theorists as Bed'-

acht and Trachtenberg seem to have
been somewhat involved in provid-

ing Dr. Chang with a genuine
"slant" on Marxism, we intended
to go somewhat into the scope of

this purported interpretation of
Marxist theory, and Chang's quali-

fications as a scientist and scholar
In general.

In this "Marxian" study of the
state, there is practically no men-
tion whatever made (to say noth-

ing of analysis) of the Russian
Revolution of 1905, and the Oct-
ober Revolution. One is led to

the suspicion that Chang's reason
for studying the Paris Commune, ia

the fact that it has had some men-
tion among "his authorities."

Chang's scholarship is upon that

level which does not transcend
scholasticism. The bulk of his

bibliography consists of the workt
of such authorities on Marxism as

Max peer, M. M. Bober, one Kleene,

and the like. To prove that his-

torical materialism is monistic, h«
refers—to the "findings of Jtleena
and Bober (which serve to stren-

gthen our contention that histor-

ical materialism is monistic". Al-

though he refers slightingly t*

Plekhanov as another "great Marx-
ist", Chang obviously never read
Plekhanov's classic defense of his-

torical materialism. It Is only
when his own authorities fail him
that he resorts to such dubiou*
sources as Trotsky—for example,
"since even such an authority....

as Max Beer overlooks this char-
acter of the Commune, it is worth
while to quote Trotsky."

A Surmising "Discovery"

It is not surprising therefore to

find that the Doctor is surprised

at the deliberate falsification of

Marxism by the revisionists. And,
moreover, 'that from the heights of

bis erudition, he suspects that even

most devoted disciples of Marx
were not quite so well Informed as
he. Chang indirectly imputes to

Lenin ignorance ofl Marx's "Th»
Class Struggles in Prance." On
what ground's? On the ground:

that he did not. include two well

known quotations from that book
in his pamphlet "The State and
Revolution". According to Chang,
"it is interesting to note that such
a devoted disciples of Marx had
made no mention (of these pass-
ages) in his State and Revolution".
Had the doctor devoted a few more
weeks to Lenin he might have dis-

covered1 that a number of people
had written rather fully on the
political theory, and that Lenin had
far closer first hand knowledge
about the quotations than Chang

!

He might have also learned that
the "State and Revolution" was
never completed, as planned.
But his two yours research auth-

orizes Chang not only to note with
interest but also to comment tn

passing upon the relative merits of
Marxists. No work of Mehring's
is referred to in Chang's book, but
he did read' a book of Ryazanor,
and this leads our doctor to the
scientific conclusion that Ryazanov
ranks higher than Mehring. "It
should be noticed In passing that
Ryazanov as a historian of Marxist
literature (sie!) ranks higher even
than Frans Mehring." We need
only remark that Ryazanov ranked
Mehring as the greatest historian
Of Marxism.

Literature and History

Chang not only has hazy notions
as to what Marxist literature con-
sists of, but he confounds literatur*
with history, and is

1

blissfully un-
aware that there is a distinction be-
tween dialectic materialism (tha
philosophy of Marxism) and histor-
ical materialism (Marxist sociol-
ogy). He thinks that "historical

materialism is also known as dial-

ectic materialism." In Pennsyl-
vania this passes for scholarship.

But these are only the artificial

pearls of his erudition, the genuine
jewels are still ahead.
The learned Doctor has a preface

and an introduction to his book.
In the preface he informs us that
tn his book there is "little mention
it use of Marxian economics". But
in the introduction he informs us
that "it is presumptuous to draw
a rigid" line between economics and
political science." He is convinc-
ed of this, on the authority of pro-
fessor 3. H. Laski. On his own
words, and upon his own authority,
Chang pleads guilty of having been
so presumptious as to draw a rigid
line between Marxian economics
and Marxian politics.

His lack of knowledge of Marxian
economics does not, however, hin-

der him from speaking authorita-
tively about it. According to him
"one of the productive forces is

wage-labor." He confounds pro-
ductive forces with productive re-

lations. Wage-labor is a produc-
tive relation. It is a bourgeois
relation of production.

The Marxian concept of "class"

is a closed book to Chang, but this
does not prevent him from being
very erudite in his chapter, "The
Class Domination Theory of the
State." According to Chang the
Intellectuals are a class In society.

It is perhaps safe to say that even
Bedacht knows better.

When the classic quotations of
Marxism run counter to Chang's
own conclusion, be amputates them,

in order to make them, conform.

Thus Chang is convinced that a

necessary feature of Communist
society is the disappearance of the

division of labor. He reaches this

conclusion b y misinterpreting

Marx'^statement to the effect that

in a Communist society the subjec-

tion of labor dependent upon th«
present division of labor will dis-

appear, and that there will be no
opposition between brain and man-
ual work. Td Chang this mesnj
that the division of labor itsell

will disappear. (Marx's own words
are "when the slavish subordina-
tion of the individual to the yok*
of the division of labor has dis-

appeared, and when concomitantly
the distinction between mental and
physical work has ceased _to exist
... ."}. Chang then bolsters his mis-
interpretation, by reporting that
Kngels agreed with htm. Engel*
(acording to Chang) held the view
that ihe division of labor "iies at
the basis of the division into class-

es". (The point being that since
classes will disappear so will the
division of labor!). Here is what
Engcls actually wrote, "It is, there-

fore, the law of division, of labor
that lies at the basis of tbe divi-

sion into classes." Of course, th»
enslaving subordination of the la-

dividual under the division of labor
as it exists in class society is one
tiling, and the division of labor it-

self is something else again. Among
the outstanding characteristics of

Conimunist society is that it frees

tiie individual from subjection un-
der particular types of the division

of labor ; but the Communist so-

ciety itself has no intentions of

doing away with division of labor,

it is qased upon international divi-

sion of labor. And of course the
law of the division of labor is on*
thing, and the division of labor is

another. But Chang is law unto
himself, and having confounded so
many things, and understood so

little, he confounds Marxism with
himself.

A Typhieal Ph. D. Thesis

What has been said is sufficient

evidence that Chang's thesia is a
typical Ph. D. performance on the
American standard, pretentious,

presumptious, and second-hand.

From the Marxist viewpoint it Is

worthless. We caution those who,
seeking the easy way .would uss
this book as a source book of quo-
tations. For one thing, Chang
quotes Lenin through Stalin. But
then what else could be expected,
from one indebted to Bedacht, ex-

cept to cite Stalin as "one who
follow^ Lenin's theory of the pro-

letarian dictatorship very closely"?

Is it astonishing that Chang there-

fore lists as minor extensions of
Marxism, Lenin's "theory of colo-

nial revolutions and the theory of
the unequal development of capi-

talism". And that he also includes
among Lenin's contributions to
Marxism "the theory of the possi-

bility of the victory of socialism
in one country." For a summary
of all these minor extensions, he
refers the readers not to Lenin but
to—Stalin. But the good doctor is

not being funny, he is serious!

In all respects, his performance
qualifies Chang not only for a doc-
torate but for a professorship in the
present Marx-Lenin Institute, under
th* leadership of Stalin.

—JOHN G. WRIGHT,
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HITLER THE PACIFIST
Hitler wants peace. His speech-

es and His interviews on this theme
are constructed on an ancient for-

mula: war is incapable ol solving a
single question, war threatens the

extermination of Hie siijierior races,

wai) brings the ruin of civilization

in its wake. The classic argument-
ation of the pacifists for hundred
of years! No more consoling is the

fact that the Chancellor of the

Reich has already succeeded in

convincing several foreign journal-

ists of his absolute sincerity. It is

true that another pacifist whose
sincerity is not open to the least

suspicion, Karl Ossietzkt, can ask
why he continues to remain in a

concentration camp, if the leader

of the present government applies

his fundamental theme assiduously,

if not with very much talent. But
Ossietzkl s imprisoned for the very

reason that he is able to pose em-
barrassing questkns.

The Arguments of Hitler

The arguments of Hitler, are con-

vincing in the decree that they have
volume. All the ministers, all the

orators, all the journalists swear
that the Third Reich has been cull-

ed into being to realise tfie fratern-

ity of people. If all of National

Socialist Germany is learning to

handle arms, it is only in order the
better to become impregnated with
hatred for them. Even you Paiien

who, as early as May 13th, still

preached 'hat the true Germany
ought to die young on the Held of

battle and not from hardening of

the arterie:', does not cease to re-

peat now, that there is nothing more
worthy than to give up the ghost

peacefully sunounded by one's

grandchildren and grea t-grandchil -

dren.

The peoples of Europe passion-

ately want the preservation of

peace. No wonder that they lend

an ear' full of hope, to the bulky
argumentaticli from Berlin. It is

not very difficult to dispel their

doubts. Many are asking : and
whtt is to be thought, for instance,

of Hitler's autobiography which is

entirely built up on the irreconcil-

ibity of the interests of Prance and
Germany? An apeasing explana-

tion has already been given: the

autobiography was written in pri-

son, when the author's nerves were
disordered and it is only through «n
obvious negligence of the minister

of propaganda that this disturbing

book continues to this day to serve

as the basis for national education.

"Peace" Instead of "Struggle".

Once the qeustion of "equality of

rights" Is determined in favor of

the Third Reich, Hitler will pre-

pare the publication of a new edi-

tion, more reassuring. If the

book has been called up to now,
"My Struggle", the principal ob-

ject of "My Struggle" being the

Versailles Treaty, in the future' it

is very probable that it will be
called' "My Peace" and that they

will append to it a report of the

National Socialist physicians at-

testing that the nerves of the author

are In better order. And the Leip-

zig trial shows that the medico-
legal surveys of the Nazis exist in 1

the world, life will probably be

made an eternal delight. But un-

fortunately side by side with these

virtues stupidity and credulity still

live on. Who Will have to pay for

them?
The author of these lines has al-

ready at one time attempted to

draw the reader's attention to a

remarkable document, the "Open
Letter" from Hitler to the then

Chancellor of the Heich, von Papeu.
Unfortunately our weak voice ob-

viously has not reached its destina-

tion. The "Open Letter" has not
become, as we had hoped, the brief

of all editors and all diplomatic

chancelleries. And it is well de-

serving of that. The recently pub-

lished political document of German
propaganda are also incontestable,

very instructive But they have
the drawback of being secrets. One
can always suspect a falsification.

Hitler's "Open Letter".

The "Open Letter" is not a secret

document. This pamphlet was offi-

cially published by the Nazi party

on October 16, 1S32, three months
before Hitler's seizure of power.

His nervous system at alt time had
succeeded, we must believe, in com-
pletely recovering from the tests of

1923, Hitler already felt himself

almost in the government. There
remained only the hurdling of the

last obstacles. The ruling classes

looked towards him hopefully, but

not without fear. They were par-

ticularly apprehensive of any ad-

venture in "romantic" chauvinism.

The aim of the "Open Letter" was
to assure the possessing classes, the

bureaucracy, the generals, the im-

mediate retinue of Hlndenburg
tb,at he, Hitler, contrary to the

light avenger. Von Papen, would
pursue his ends with the greatest

caution. The "Open Letter" dis-

closes a complete system of for-

eign policy, which only now as-

sumes its full importance. The
withdrawal of Germany from the

League, of Nations was received

throughout the entire world as an
ttnexpected and unreasonable im-

provisation. However, it is stated

with absolute precision in the

"Open Letter" why Germany would
leave Geneva and how it would be

necessary to arrange this break.

Nazi Foreign Policy.

The exceptional value of this let-

ter consists in that Hitler, still In-

clined in those days to battle and
polemic, rashly unveiled the secret

springs of his future foreign pol-

icy. The point of departure of the

"Letter" is the same as that of the

autobiography : 'the interests of

France and Germany are absolutely

IrreconcDaole ; from its whole in-

clination I- ranee can come to an
agreement only on the basis of a

change "of relationship of forces in

favor of Germany ; Gernumy cannot

hope to obtain "equality of rights"
by means <f discussion in interna-
tional confcrciipes ; in order that
international diplomacy recognize
Germany's right to rearm, the Ger-
mans must rearm at once. But
that is precisely why it is impos-
sible to demand aloud the rearma-
ment of German) as von Papen
does. It is the slogan of a "popular
movement" but in no case of dip-
lomacy. A government conscious of
<ts responsibiiitijes,—that is the
government of Hitler and not of
von Papen,—should demand only
the disarmament of Prance. And
since France Is no case could agree
to that, Germany should leave the
League of Nations in order thus to
free its hands, f^o as to make war?
No. Germany is still too weak for
its government Xt< speak in the near
future in any other language than
Hint of pacifism.

Recreating German Militarism

Invoking the "danger" which
threatens it in the East, and utiliz-

ing the antagonisms among the
states of the .West, Germany should
recreate the basis of its militarism,
gradually, by proceeding from the
general to the particular, to the
special. In order to conduct this

work to a successful end, there
must he a national conspiracy of
silenec; above all the Ossietzkis
must be kept under lock and key

!

A government conscious of its re-

sponsibilities must take the instru-

ments of pacifism! in its own hands.
By following this path they will

succeed, _iu the course of several
years, in preparing ;\ radical change
in the relation of forces. After
that they will be able to pass anew
from "My Peace" to ".My Struggle"

anil even to "My War".
Such is Hitler's plan. The plan

flows from the whole situation, ex-

ternal and iuterrml. Hitler himself
has taken tare to give humanity a
key,—or, to use a beter known ex-
pression, ;i passport,—in order to

penetrate the secrets of his future

international policy. Despite ail

the respect we have for the two
sympathetic journalists, we prefer

to base ourselves on the declara-
tions of Hitler himself, supported
by an imposing system of direct

and indirect proefs.

From a fact, even a strongly es-

tablished one, different practical
conclusions can lie drawn. Various
answers can be given to the policy
of Hitler. It L? r,ot at all the in-

tention of the ptesent article to

give counsel to those, whoever they
may be, who decide the fate of
Europe: they truly know themselves
What they have to do. But the pre-

mises of a realistic policy, what-
ever its aims and methods, is an
understanding of the situation and
the forces at work in It.

Hitler's Calculated Plan. .

We must see what is. Hitler has
left the League of Nations not un-
der the blow of a nervous improvis-
ation, but in conformance with a
coldly calculated plan. Hitler has
himself assured the "national" con-
spiracy of silence. He curries on
his work in the direction of a radi-

cal change in the relationship of

military forces. It is precisely

now, when this work has already

begun but is still far from having
given decisive result--;, that - Hitler

must employ the greatest caution
in the European arena. Do not

frighten anyone, do not irritate

anyone; on the contrary, open wide
the arms. Hitler is ready to cover
the walls of the voir factories with
pacifist speeches and non-aggression

pacts. Paris would rather have a
knife. It' a cle.\r, simple, non-dip-

lomatic formula of the pacifist of-

fensive is necessary, it is the fol-

lowing: for the next two or three
years Hitler must painfully avoid

a preventive war on the part of his
opponents. Within these limits his

pacifism is alisolutely sincere. But
within these limits only.

—L. TROTSKY.
November i3, 1933.

Wicks atLargeAgain
After a long period of silence,

H. M. Wicks, is heard from again.
Wicks, is now louring the country
with a Marx-Lenin exhibit which
he supplements with a lecture. But
this angie of the affair Is only an
external covering. The essential

purpose of the tour is to incite a
program spirit against the Left Op-
position and, like all revisionists of

Marxism, to do it under the man-
tle of Marx ami Lenin. And who
could do that better than H. M.
Wicks?

The speech is divided into a. dis-

cussion of the three Internationals.

Wicks is a calm and deliberate man
when he speaks of the first and
second internationals. But when
his speech covers the grobnd of the
Third International he is a changed
man. The calm and deliberate

Wicks becomes a blustering ignor-

amus whose speech is filled with in-

vectives against Trotsky and the
Left Opposition. "Counter-revolu-
tionaries" and "renegades" are
nicknames thas pale alongside the
new language, the sum and sub-
stance of which, Is the instruction
fo carry on a campaign of gang-
sterism against the Left Opposition.

True, this policy is not a new
one. The Stalinist International
and all its sections have carried

on a policy of violence against op-

ponent workers organization for a

number of years, increasing or de-
creasing in intensity In equal de-
cree with the credit or discredit of

the Parties. In the United States

the Central Committee directed this

policy of gangsterism. Because of

pressure, this policy was put aside
for a short period. The C. C. denied
that it w.is responsible for this

policy, but it refused1 to instruct

the ranks of the Party to cease
employing Fascist tactics fn the
labor movement.

Revival of Gangster Methods

Now the Parties of Stalin are

Wicks stood out as the emblem of

all that is good, and honest. We
thought it in the best interest of the

working class to tell who this Wicks
is.

In the early days of the founda-

tion of the Communist movement,
Wicks played an active part. For
a time he disappeared from the

scene. Then he returned once more
to take an active part in the Party.
What happened la the meantime?
Wicks turned apostate! He who
shouts renegade so loudly played
the role of a renegade. 'We quote
from the Gary, Indiana, Post (Now
Post-Tribune), the issue of March.
25, 1920, pages 1 and 9:

"M. M. Wicks, of Chicago, a re-

formed Socialist, spoke on the rev-

olutionary tendencies of the times to
some forty Gary men last evening

Bill Haywood and his satellites

should not be tolerated In this eoun-
tryj| Mr. Wicks said, he had been
advising American Legion members
not to permit theee vermin to talk

to them, but to knock them down.
That he said is the only language
they understand He commended
the deportation proceedings that
have rid the country of many agi-

tators and urged tliat other foreign

troublemakers be given the same
treatment. He urged an American-
ization program for the foreign

speaking workers and be said the
American Legion is the one organ-
ization in the country which to do-

ing good Americanization work
He told of attending the congress of

the Communist Party in Chieago.
By use of a caucus about one-fourth
of the delegates controlled the
m eeting. . Lenin is a dictator. . ,

.

The speaker could not find words
to describe his disgust for the I.

W. W. He charged them with be-

ing cowards and the scum of the
earth. . . .Wicks is preparing to tour
the country on the Chautaugua
platform this summer in order to

let the American people understoodagain making use of the tactic ol .

,

gangsterism. The heavy defeat ln, tBe tru« situation.

Germany, the weakened position of
f

Once Excluded from Party.
the Soviet Union at the hands of

the Stalinist bureaucracy, the de-

cline of the International—these

are all motive forces behind this

Wicks applied' for membership in

the Communist Party in 1921, after

his excursion into the ranks of true
nit: (ill iiii'Livi iuiv.^1 u";i*i""*» iu.j —

-,.i^

policy. In recent months there has™ad
,

ea
' *£* Provocateurs. The

been revived the tactic of physical

attacks on the Left Oppositionists.

These attacks are prefaced by
theoretical speeches of justification

!

Official Bulletin of the Communist
Party of America (Section of the

Communist International)" Issued

by the General Executive Commlt-

This Wicks tours the country with;^, -**o. • page 1, under the head-

'a Mars-Lenin exhibit in order to "S Sot» Important C. B. C. De-

Imake lynch speeches against the cisions , declared:

"Trotskyitos". He fumes and frets, . "The recommendation of an !n-

bellows and howls, with a language I
vestigating committee that Harry

• -
~

I Wicks shall not be admitted to the

Party was approved. The informa-

tion proves him to be absolutely un-

desirable within the Party ranks."

Some years later the matter was
brought up in the Party but was
squelched by Lovestone and Pepper
then in control of the C. E. C. They
have since admitted their error!

Isn't it understandable now why a
Wicks was chosen for such a delect-

able work? When he spoke for the

reactionaries in Gary he boasted
and gloated because he advised the

American Legion not to permit the

vermin {Haywood and his com-
rades) to talk to them but to knock
them down. He doesn't have to

change his act now, because experi-

ence has made him fitted for this

filthy work. There is no one better

suited to calumniate the "Trotsky-

ites" than one who has been a re-

negade, such as Wicks has been.

That is why he was chosen for this

task. At any rate we feel It incum-
bent to warn the workers every-

where that H. M. Wicks, erstwhtla

characteristic, of Wicks.
But why Wicks? Why should

he be resurrected for this cam-
paign? Why phouldn't Hathaway
or Browder make this tour and do
this dirty job? They are the lead-

ers of the Party. They stand" out

as the face of the Party. And there-

in probably lies the answer. It

would not be fitting, or shall we
say, very political, to have the Na-
tional Secretary of the Party or the

editor of the Dally Worker make
such a tour; although we assure

our readers, there would be little

to choose between them. But then,

why Wicks? And thereby hangs a

tale.

The Record of Wicks

When the Opposition was first

organized in this country, H. M.
Wicks, it was, who write a series

ol vicious articles against It, com-
paring the sterling revolutionary

character of the Stalinists with the

counter-revolutionary make-up of

the- Left Opposition. "Those who
know Wicks, and there were a few,

could1 not take him seriously, he- renegade and unofficial advisor to

cause to them, the record of Wicks the American Legion, is at large

was an open book. But to many, ' again.

As mov,es go Noel Coward's
Cavalcade is an old picture. Fox
turned it out almost a year ago.

The thing got so much publicity,

and was talked about by so many
people we got curious about it. And
we figured that workers felt the
same way about it. So' we want
tc see it.

This Is what we found: a Story
which begins in the Victorian era
in England and takes us through to
liKKt. la a way it is a love story.

But it is a much more ambitious
production than a mere tale of

hear; bediS. The producers think,
no doubt, that they have made a
faithful chronicle of an epoch that
has passed into history and truth-
fully recorded lJm. life of a genera-
tion

Let ns lake them on their own
terms. What do they tell us about
these years knu the people who
move across the screen? The cen-
rs! figures' man and w:e, who are
ft:»I>.'}i.y married ten years at the
opening of the picture, obviously
belong to the upper class. They
live in a big house, have servants,
and move in (lite circles. The
source of their income is not even
indicated. A sordid detail in a
story of love thai endures throiign

the ages

!

The war against the Boers sep-

arates them f<rr a time. In the

elaborate scenes of the fervor that
overtakes every patriotic British
citizen the producers' who are, no
doubt, opposed to propaganda in

the movies have an opportunity to

tell us the truth about the brutal

course that empire treads. Do they?
Not a bit. The war is only an in-

cident in tEie love life of four peo-

ple.

Do men die in the b'ush? Are
Boers murdered to establish Brit-
•mla's might? These are unimport-
ant details, are not mentioned' in

polite society. But our hero comes
back at the head of his troop, safe
and sound, very much in love with
his wife, and is knighted.
The queen dies and everybody

dresses in black. This signalizes

the close ol the Victorian era. Th.'

world moves on. The butler and
his wife, the n.aid, leave to open
n pub. The children grow up. The
butler turns out to be a drunkard
who dies in a street accident.

The elder son goes down with
his bride on the Titanic on their

honeymoon. The World War comes.
Father and son do their duty. The
latter falls in love with the daugu
ter of the dead butler. She is now
a famous musical comedy dancer.

The girl's mother goes round to

see the boy's mother about the
affair. Servant confronts mistress.

The mistress is still the same cour-

teous, kindly, sweet woman -me
has always been toward ber ser-

vants. But the former maid; she
dresses ridiculously and put on airs.

Her pretensions of equality are so

much vulgarity. Oh, the lower or-

ders ! Unworthy wretches, drunk-
ards, ungrateful, offensive. They
don't know that quality is inborn.

It is armistice day. The painful

interview aetwttn mistress and for-

mer servant is terminated by a

telegram announcing the death of

the boy. The girl becomes a night

club blues singer. Her mothot
disappears from the chronicle.

Come crises, revolutions. The
world moves at a faster tempo. It

is restless, nervous—the twentieth
century is full blast But the old

house—it is stii.' the same. Noth-
ing changes here ; not custom, not

the very furniture (only the cur-

tains are changed one week before

the close), and certainly not the

people In it. At the end as in

the beginning they have each other;

they are still in love; that counts
more than all else In the world.

Is there a moral to this story?

You bet. Old virtues are the best.

Just how to the line of bourgeois
morality and Hit* world will muddle
through somehow. It is not your
business to remake the world. Just
look at the butler; he was not

satisiledl with his station in life

and kindly treatment. He tried to

remake his world and he came to

an untimely end. Do your duty ; be
content with ybur lot; love your
wife! It is written—by NoeT
Coward and Fox. —T. S.
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Government proclamations deal-

ing with economic measures are
issued so often it is. difficult to keep
up w.ith tbem. This in itself re-

veals the mounting difficulties

which confront the dominating im-
perialist power in the decay stage
of capitaljsm. The resort to gov-
ernmental economic measures in an
attempt to "bring back prosperity"
is a game that has no end simply
because capitalism has contradic-

tions which the most powerful of

governments cannot solve or elim-

inate. In this cjreumstanee the
task of the capitalist government is

to adopt"such measures as will place
the ruling class, in the prelimin-

ary struggles and preparations for

a re-division of the earth, in the
most favorable portion against the
other imperialist powers and the

working class at home.
Such is ihe purpose or the NRA

and all of the other measures taken
by the government since it was com-
pelled by the. situation to work
more in the open. As soon as one
government measure Is used up
and faces breakdown new decrees

are issued. At one stage the slack
is taken up at a critical moment
by the Civil Works Program—

a

form of government relief which
Is half charity and half stagger'

plan. At another time the cracks
are plastered over with an expand-
ing monetary policy in a series of

steps which range from going off

the gold standard and placing un-

limited power [it the president's

hands to the goicl-buying policy and
now to the silver policy of the gov-

ernment. At other times critical

stages are maneuvered through by

the recognition of the II. S. K. R.,

the Hull Tariff proposal, or the

establishment of the Federal Sur-

plus Relief Associatjon, etc.

President Roosevelt has extended
the blanket code four more months,

to May the First. This was neces-

sitated by the iact that, the pro-

cess of reorganization, at the ex-

pense of the workers and the mid-

dle class, has not gone fast enough.

There are unly two variants possi-

ble—or modified forms of these two
variants—that the ruling class can
take in relation to the NRA and Its

international supplementary meas-
ures. They must either return to

the past and give up the "govern-
mental experiment in business",
or proceed farther on the present
path. Tt can be answered with
certainty 111at there is only one
road ahead for American imperial-

ism. That is the road' of increased
governmental control and regula-

tion of American economy. A rich
variety of lorms leading toward
state capitalism is possible, pro-
viding the proletariat does not in-

terpose its own solution and made
short work of the whole mess.

The government measures design-
ed to insure a more favorable posi-

tion for American Imperialism on
the infernalional field dovetail into
those measures which aim . to re-

organize production within the
country. None o£ the government
measures i'- exulusively internal or
international. However, the NRA
is primarily an infernal object

;

the majority of the other measures
supplement the NAA internally and
extend th*> economic war out into
the international arena.

The/ government monetary policy

in its successive stages is not mere-
ly a series of internal measures to
boost prices, as the administration
would have us believe. In the Anal
analysis it has ereater internation-
al importance. One may safely say
that the centml contradiction con-
cealed within the monetary policy
is the struggle between the Pound1

and the Dollar for world suprem-
acy. But England and the United
States are not the only two coun-
tries striving for a bigger place in

the sun. Other imperialists are
putting up a desperate fight for
the same goal. These struggles in-
evitably cross this struggle between
the Pound and the Dollar, and often

From Nazi Germany
Hamburg.—I spent my time in

Hamburg not only with many so-

cial democratic workers but with
leading comrades as well (local,

district leaders, old trade union
secretaries). All these men feel

that they were betrayed by their

leaders and they do not dreom of

continuing to work together with
the old leaders of the social dem-
ocracy. The Prague Vorwaerts was
distributed here up to three weeks
ago.

Following the arrest of a courier,

they are examining the boats in the

harbor with extreme scrutiny. Most
workers utilize the Vorwaerts only

as a source of information, other

distribute it despite its content,

oniy so as to do something against

Hitler. Others burn it because
they do not want to run any risks,

but many burn it because they con-

sider its contents despicable.

The political line of these people

is very vague although they have
begun to discuss with, the Commun-
ists and the small groups. Discus-

sion circles were created in this

way. A Reichsbanner group Is

particularly noteworthy. This

group was wei. equipped technic-

ally, but its positions were very bad
ideologically. They worked on the

principle of authority and omni-
impotence ol the leader. They
showered the S. A. P. with insults

considering the latter as undisci-

plined because they wanted to

break the discipline of [he ranks

of the organization at that time.

Their position towards national-

socialism was very poor. They ex-

plained that they had to attach
themselves to the nationalism of

the people Most of the Germans
are nationalistic and they cannot

be won over by internationalism.

Only after the conquest of power
can the question of international-

ism be posed. Nationalism was only

a tactic for them, they said. But
I think that there was much senti-

ment hidden! behind this stand.

The Communists with whom I

come into contact in Hamburg had
suffered severe losses throughout.

They seldom admitted that they

were almost completely annihilated

by agent provoacteurs. The repres-

sion becomes stronger from month
to month and men are arrested en

bloc, 40 to 50 at a time. They are

very dogmatic in their stand and
they invariably abide by the old

party line. They still have good
organizations and they publish

printed papers. I receive the Rote
Fahne, the Junge Garde and the

Trommel (children's paper) in

Hamburg.
BERLIN.

Berlin.—Wels is still in the lead-

ership of the S. P. D. Four social

democratic papers are In existence.

Vorwaerts has not been circulated

here for some time. The workers
refuse to take it. The Proletorische

Pressedienst (Proletarian Press Ser-

vice) is much better and even very

much liked among Communists. It

has a circulation of 2'000 copies.

Each copy has 5 readers. The
same circle publishes Initiative. The
latter is only an Information organ

for leading functionaries. Roter
Stosstrup has the same function

in Hamburg. They are against all

discussion and they, are connected

with the Reichsbanner who have
been taken into the illegal leader-

ship- Their ideas on dictatorship

and1 the principle of. authority are

very bad.

The Young Socialists who have
struggled with K. for a long time

are truly revolutionary and are

brilliantly active. The Young So-

ciall&tfl keep to cbnnecUon with

the Proletarische Pressedienst on
the one hand and work with the
I^eft Oprn sltion on the other.

In 5 weeks i> printing presses
were seized from the Communists.
The Rote Fahne, despite all, con-
tinues to be published but oniy in
mimeograohed form. The content
remains the same. I had an op-
portunity to speak with a leader of
the Brandenburg district. He and
others were very sceptical and are
now working in discussion circles
with the Left Opposition. They
feel the pressure from the Com-
munist workers for the united
front.

The Left Opposition works mar-
velously. Relations with Commun-
ists and -;ven leading functionaries
are established daily. We have
equ^Uy good rslations with the
Young Sjcialists who are now con-
sidered "Trotskyites". These com-
rades reject the strangling discipline

of the C. P. G. They have made
this crystal cl-ar to K and
St—. The Left Opposition can
today not only double but triple its

membership. But it should be very
careful of dete.ilves and admit only
vanguard elements.

Due to the tatastrophe not only
large sections of the social dem-
ocracy, but also a section of the
Communists have dually understood
that Trotsay's analysis of Fascism
was correct. Everywhere the ques
tion is asked: ".What does Trotsky
say?" Many voluntarily enter inti
relations arith us. It confirms to

me the naw relations between th-.*

social democrats, communists aiii'

Left Oppositionists. It can be ssjr.

everywhere that the active com-
rades are ery oung. The average
age is from 20 to 25 years.

Exploitation and wage cutting
have be-n intensified. I know of

a place where they pay 50 prennings
an hour. The cuts extend from i"0

to 257o. The cost of living
'

las

risen, which means greater explo:-
tation. Most of the workers en-'ii

between 25 aid 50 marks, i. k.

hardly more than the relief rate's

Those receiving aid are forced !o

work jthr.-e days, for It. They re-

ceive t5 pfenning a day. Due to

this arrangement another workei is

unmeployed for the t'lree days'.

The forced labor camps gr*iw in-

cessantly. Thousands of workers
who refuse to go to the forced la

bor camps have been cut off !be
relief lists. Tbe general purchasing
ubility is owered from day to day.
Statistics for beer show that 51 r

,-a

less of this beverage is consumed
now than befo'V the war.

Naturally th^re are many more
unemployed than previously. The
manner la which the Nazis deceive
the people Is shown in the case of

a young comrsde in the Left Op-
position at H . The comrade
was sent .rom the employment of-

fice to K . They said t^eire was
no more unemrloyment in K .

The workers of K—— protested' be-
cause there were obviously more
unemploy-id there than in all Ger-
many. After i;- days they all re-

turned to H .

As I see it there now exists very
good opportunities to for a rise of
the workers movement if the re-

sponsible comrades of the Left Op-
position ,'jn conduct extensive ac-
tivity in Germany. But lack oi
money paralyzes the forces. The
comrades simply have no money
with which to send the most urgent
.letters.

BEAD AND SUBSCRIBE
TO THE MILITANT

monetarily stand out more promln-
ently. An example of this Is to
be seen in the ratification of the
international agreement for the re-

monetizatum and stabilization of
silver and the president's proclama-
tion on this question.

A new government organization
of far-reacj:ing powers, recently es-

tablished' is the Federal Surplus
Relief Corporation. The New York
Times says it may exercise "any
and all powers" that may legally
be delegated to it under the NRA,
the AAA and the Emergency Relief
Act. It may "purchase, store,

handle and process" surplus com-
modities of any kind. It may at-

tempt to 'adjust the severe dispar-
ity betwee ii prices of agriculture
and other commodities." Subject
to Federal and State laws it may
"purchase, t^old, own, 'mortgage,
sell, convey , or otherwise dispose
of 'real aud personal property of
any sort, and in general, carry on
any and ail business necessary for
the relief oE the existing national
emergency'."'

Tiii$. will act as ft sort of a sec-

ond line ti'unch bthind the NRA, It
brings out into bold relief the great
difference Between the present re-

organization for capitalist repro-
duction and that which followed
past crises when capitalism as a
world system was "healthy" and
developing. It exposes the spots of
Idecay even in C. S. economy, the
dominating section of world econ-
omy. Capitalism has now reached
a stage where the process of decay
is "'organized'". There is such a
thing as "organized capitalism",
but in a sense completely opposite
to that conveyed by the capitalist

theorists. Decay on a world-wide
scale, proceeds on an "organized1

"

plan ; only in tnib way can the
capitalists retain power.

[
In Germany, the main defeated

nation in the last world war, this
"organized decay" took on its most
violent form—Fascism. America,
the main victor of the war and the
strongest power now, has been able,

up to the present time, to escape
both the revolutionary destroyers
and the Fascist saviors of cavital-

ism. Nevertheless, it does not
escape the need of reorganization
by the curtailment and destruc-
tion of productive forces that must
not be replaced. In previous crises

during the growth stage of capi-

talism the process: of reorganiza-

tion always proceeded by the de-
struction of certain productive
forces and commodities ; but the
new cycle started out with a more
highly develoved technique of pro-

duction than that which obtained
before the crises. This destruction
of productive forces and commodi-
ties is not the new feature of the
present stage. The important new
Iact is that the process of destruc-
tion is proceeding in an attempted
"organized fashion"' by means of

government subsidy where political

exigency requires it, and without a
reorganization on a superior tech-

nical level. In the decay stage of
capitalism, within which American
economy is included, irou shackles
are fastened on the productive
forces.

This does not mean that the
cycle of reproduction and the crea-
tion of surulus value cannot again
proceed. The NHA and the other
measures are working toward this

end. However, the rate of surplus
value will diminish progressively
unless war and revolution alter the
whole situation.

The NRA already has greatly

assisted the process of reorganiza-
tion and centralization of industry
and government. But by no means
has it solved .the problem. A new
problem confronting the preseut
rulers is the army of permament
unemployed and the prospective
Europea nidation of the American
workers, that is, their political

awakening. Against this new and
added' danger from the working
class the executive committee of

the capitalist class has created the

NRA. They forsee this danger and
aim, by means of the NRA, to

shackle the rising class in advance.
The NRA has a far reaching econ-
omic effect but its, effects on social
and class relations will be even
greater.

The middle class has not been
roused to action yet. The stage is

only being set through the NRA to

squeeze them on a far larger scale.

No one can predict which way this

class will move. Already the

farmers have shown open hostility

to the NRA. This has forced con-
cessions and has only postponed
struggled on a wider scale. A sec-

tion of the capitalists which had
enjoyed monopolistic positions in

certain Industries have been oppos-
ing the NRA. They already enjoy
a special posltlor within their

field. The government measures
are of ho value to them unless they
are on the inside track. That
group of capitalists which has the

inside track is carrying on a
struggle for domination within Am-
erica against other groups of con-
tending capitalists and is usingg
the NRA for this purpose. Many
of the higher-ups in the "sound
money bloc" and "gold-bloc" happen
to be with that group of capitalists

which is under attack.

The working class fs being dis-

illusioned'. New measures will he
attempted to keep the discontent

from crystallizing into definite

channels of class struggle against
the NRA and all that goes with it.

The reduction ol the living stand-

ards of1he whole class is proceed-
ing as rapidly as the NRA becomes
a "success". The political awaken-
ing of the workers will be greatry

advanced in the general process

now taking place.

—HUGO OBHLER.
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EDITORIAL
Strike tkc Hotels

,NE of the bright spots tn the rising labor movc-

_ meat Is the sensational rise of the Amalgam-
ated Food Workers and its militant challenge to the

big New York hotels whieh have been completely un-

organized and Immune, to "labor troubles" lor many
years. Within the space of a few mouths' time,

thanks to the strong sentiment for organization, in

the ranks of the fiercely exploited workers and a

competent leadership In the union, the Amalgamated

has bounded forward to a commanding position in

the situation and Is the indicated medium for the

organization ofi a general strike to smash the infam-

ous NRA code and' enforce the workers' demands.

The action of the union in putting the prepara-

tion of the general strike now definitely on the

agenda, after the arduous preliminary work In spread-

ing the message of unionism and gathering the force*

of the workers together, raises the prospect of a

battle that can mean much for the labor movement

In general as well as for the workers directly in-

volved. Shut off from unionism for so many years,

the biggest industry in New York—for that is what

the hotel and restaurant business is—remained a

stronghold of super-exploitation which helped to de-

press the standards and undermine the organizations

of all the other workers.

In Invading this field and establishing the firm

basis of a union there the Amalgamated Food Work-
ers has rendered a signed service to the whole move-

ment of organized labor. In the projected strike It

will be entitled to the solidarity and support, which

are needed to ensure success.

* 4 • •

To wrest concessions from the big New York

hotels Is no small undertaking. It cannot be ac-

complished without a. real battle, and the battle can-

not get a good start without serious preparation and

a fair basis of organization beforehand. In proceed-

ing from this point of view, and in moving step by

step along a consistent line—gathering forces, build-

ing up the union, popularizing the idea of general

strike action Instead of reliance on the NRA—the

Amalgamated has already stamped itself in the minds

of thousands of discontented hotel slaves as an or-

ganization that means business, not bluff and bally-

hoo. The steady stream of new recruits into the

union bears testimony to this. These demonstra-

tions of confidence In the union presage a widespread'

response to the strike call when it goes out.

(The challenge to the NBA code and the hotel

magnates in whose interest it was drawn up leads

with iron necessity to a strike. There Is no other

way but by a show of strength to convince these

people who refuse to hear or heed the bitter griev-

ances of the workers. The demands gained and the

organization established in this way will be all tho

more secure. There will be no ground for the illu-

sion that anybody gave the workers anything. It

will be clear that everything gained is the result of

organized struggle and it will not be easy to take

the gains away again.

* • > «

The general strike of the New York hotels will

be an undisguised fight between capital and labor

under modern conditions. The New York hotels ari

not one-horse concerns—they represent a huge con-

centration of capital elosely tied up with the banks,

and in some cases directly controlled by them. This

policy is anti-union from start to finish. The Am-
algamated union, on the other hand, is a modern

type of labor organization, industrial In form to in-

clude all workers In the industry, militant in policy

and relying on its own strength.

The A. F. of L. unions in the industry have

never tackled' the big hotels; they have confined'

themselves to smaller units—little cafes, cafeterias

and night clubs—leaving the big and powerful con-

cerns and the workers enslaved by them pretty much

alone. Antiquated craft unionism demonstrates iU

inadequacy and the whole theory of the "partnership

of capital and labor" goes to pieces when large-scale

aggregations of capital are confronted.

The Amalgamated Food Workers arose as an inde-

pendent industrial union in a field that was deserted

and unoocupled just as similar organizations must

and will take shape in other big industries which

the craft unions are unable or unwilling to organize.

It is not a "dual" union but the legitimate organiza-

tion to serve the needs of the workers. The fore-

most and fundamental task in preparation for the

general strike is to build and strengthen the Amal-

gamated Food Workers.
* *

Concentration on this fundamental task of or-

ganizing the workers into the Amalgamated does not,

of coursp. prevent cooperation with other unions in

the industry and, in our opinion, the Executive Board

of the Amalgamated was right in declaring its readi-

ness to wgage in joint actions with the A. F. of L.

unions in case the latter are really prepared to act,

that is, to call a strike of the workers under their

jurisdiction. Such a proposition can very well re-

main as ft standing attitude provided it does not lead

to Illusions among the members that some nebulous

combination or instrument outside the Hotel and

Restaurant workers branch of the Amalgamated can

be the driving force of a real strike. The Amalgam-

ated Itself is the driving force! It would be fatally

wrong to shift attention from the fundamental task

of organizing the unorganized hotel workers into the

union to the field of negotiations, discussions und' re-

criminations with other organizations which have a.)

basis in the hotels. The mechanism for a strike is

first of all is membership in a UNION. A hundred

•'joint committees" and "Untied Front Conference*"

cannot be substituted for it.

* * > *

As the hotel and restaurant workers move to-

ward a show-dowm with the rapacious exploiters

who coin their lives into dollacs one warning can-

not be repeated too often. That is: Put no faith in

the NBA, distrust every move it makes, rely on your

organized strength and the soldarity of your fellow-

workers alone!

There is no doubt that many hotel and restaurant

workers believed in the NRA at first and expected

that Roosevelt would really do something for them.

They have reason, to know better now. After the ap-

proval by the NRA of the shameless hotel and restau

rant code—one of the very worst of all, with its

54-hour week and similar odious provisions in favor

of the bosses—it should be clear to .every thinking

worker that no help can be expected from this

quarter. Just the contrary. The whole NRA scheme

was hutched to, head off the independent action of

the workers, fill them with false hopes, dampen down

their militancy and harness them for a long time to

the old conditions. The proof of this, which has been

amply provided already in the experience of the

hotel and restaurant workers, is driving them to

unionization and to concrete preparations for a strike.

That is the only way to success in the struggle to

improve conditions and make life more bearable for

the cruelly exploited workers of the hotel and restau

rant industry of New York.

o—o—o—o—o—
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Transport Tie-up

in Philadelphia

Sympathy Strike

(Continued from Page 1)

Mooney Appeals Again

-EARS pass, the case of Mooney becomes on old

story, the movement for bis release ebbs and

hows and ebbs again, militants grow tired and neg-

lect the fight, but there is one who never tires, never

quits and never surrenders, and that is the indomit-

able rebel, white haired and aging in prison, who car-

ries the burden of the case on hiB own shouldera.

The letter from Tom Mooney which is printed in

this issue of the Militant is another reminder of this

fact. It is an appeal which no militant worthy of

the name can read without emotion and without a

resolve to take up the fight again in his behalf.

Only a few weeks ago Mooney passed his 51st

birthday—more than a third of his years have been

spent continuously in prison. To our shame his

birthday passed without a wave of public demon-

strations and tumult in the street. To our shame
the fight for his release has again become a perfunc-

tory, routine affair. It must not remain on this

plane. We must gather all our forces and energies

together again to make the labor movement ring

with his name, to make the demand for his libera-

tion a living and burning issue of the whole work-

ing class.

The Mooney case is not an extraneous issue; it

is fused together inseparably with awakening revolt

of the American workers against capitalism and all

its works. The name of Mooney is a banner of strug-

gle. His spirit is the expression of the aspiring

struggle of labor for life and freedom. And just

as he symbolizes by his dauntless rebel spirit the un-

dying struggles of the workers, so also does the bar

barous and inhuman punishment imposed upon hini

till the true story of the class justice of today. The
fight Tor Mooney is a fight against the whole system

of slavery, exploitation, hunger and injustice. The
fight for Mooney is the workers' own fight.

The weight of the class system bears down ever

more heavily on the masses. They feel every more
intensely in their own daily lives the iniquities of

the hateful regime ; their grievances bring them into

closer sympathy with all who suffer oppression and
injustice. They can become one with Mooney who
symbolizes their rebellion and pays for- it with a
living death in the California prison. It is our task

to hasten this fusion In a renewed fight for Tom
Mooney.

« * *

The remarks of Mooney about the Chicago Con-
gress and its aftermath are painful to read. It is

clear from these remarks, as has been pointed out
in these columns many times, that those who mono-
polized the leadership of the Left wing labor move-
ment in recent years are able only to disorganize to

disrupt and to destroy. The blight of their influence;

is felt even in the defense movement for labor pris-

oners, and the -Mooney case is not the first example

qf their capacity to sacrifice the interests.

A genuine and legitimate non-partisan defense
organization is an urgent need. This is widely felt

and recognized already. Mooney's letter brings the
issue out into the open more prominently. There is

much to be said on the questions raised' in Mooney's
letter. In next week's Militant we shall return to
the subject again.

Another «Friend» of theSoviet Union

The great wit of the bourgeoisie,

George Bernard Shaw, has discov-

ered a new love. Before the war

It was the Fabian Society, the pink-

est of all pink organizations. Dur-
ing the war he served' God and Em-
pire. Recently his love was the

Soviet Union, whose hotels at last

had hot water, and whose trains

at last ran. And now it is Herr
Hitler.

"Describing Hitler as 'a very
able man' Mr. Shaw said he had
the genius to realize 'that Germany
had been kicked long enough.' (New
York Times.)

We cannot blame Mr. Shaw. He
always was just one thing—a bour-

geois, a very clever and, at times,

a caustically critical one, but none
the less a bourgeois. And Mr.
Shaw is perfectly right. AdoHph.

Is a great man—for the bourgeoisie.

For the workers Hitler is hell in-

carnate

The danger lies not in Mr. Shaw
being a bourgeois, but tn the will-

ingness of so-called proletarian

leaders to take him for something
else. And the danger- becomes dis-

aster when Hie Stalinist leaders of

tttt Comintern rely upon Mr. Shaw

and his fellows as the "friends" and

defenders of the Soviet Union. Shaw
and his friends are only petty bour-
geois or bourgeois masqueraders,
and when they get tired or seared

of the red get-up, they'll change it

for black, brown or blue. Henri
Barbusse, Romaln Holland, Lord
Martey, and all the rest will very
probably disappear long before the
battle which decides whether the
Horst Weasel song shall be sung in
Moscow's streets by Hitler's brown
shirts—or whether the Interna-
tionale shall be heard in Berlin.

Mr. Shaw has shown these peo-
ple the road. It Is useless for Com-
munists to blame them for taking
it ; they are what they are. But all

workers must watch with suspicion
those leaders of the Soviet Union,
the whole Stalinist bureaucracy,
who prefer such friends and de-
fenders to the revolutionary prole-

tariat. —M.
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CHICAGO FORUM
Lecture by Albert Goldman

on

SOCIALISM IN THE SOVIET
UNION

When and How It Will Be Achieved
Sunday Eve., January 7th, 8:30 p. m.

at the

National Socialist Institute

33B3 Douglas Blvd.

Admission 10 Cts. Unemployed Free

Auspices: Friends of the Militant

Club
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Hotel Workers Drive

TowardGeneral Strike
(Continued from page 1)

LECTURE
ou the

PERMANENT REVOLUTION
by JACK WEBER

Monday, January 1st at 8 P. M.
at 126 firat 16tk Start

THE LOGICAL CONCLUSION
"The Communist Party of Am-

erica does not concern Russia, and
the Communist Party of Hussla
does not concern America." Trans-
port this formula of Litvinoff to

Europe and you have: "The Com-
munist Party of Germany does not
concern Russia and the Communist
Party of Russia does not concern
Germany." OR: "The World Com-
munist Parties do not concern Rus-
sia and Russia does not concern
The World Communist Partial."
Thai Spoke StaltnUml

appeals of Senator Wagner and Dr.
Leisersou, secretary of the Nation-
of the taxi drivers and the trans-
portation • workers for action, the
local union of the International
Brotherhood declared for a strike of
all transportation workers in Phila-
delphia on FridB3', December 22nd.
Nine unions with the additions of
hundreds not yet organized re-

sponded. ,The following were in-

cluded : Brotherhood of Transporta-
tion Workers, 11,000; Railway Ex-
press Drivers, 3,000; Teamsters,
3,000; Milk Wagon drivers, 2,000;
Bakery wagon drivers, 2,000; Laun-
dry wagon drivers, 1,100; Dry
Cleaning drivers. 75; Piano Movers,
500. Thousands of transport work-
ers stood in the cold tor hours out-
side the strike headquarters, and
enthusiastically cheered the strike
call.

Through striking under a call

to make "the bosbes agree to abide
by the Labor Board's decision",
(from the strike leaflet! the driv-
ers are in conflict not only with
the bosses directly, but also with
the governmental NRA itself. This
must be fully realized by the strik-

ers and all workers as a guard
against deception.
Many already understand. They

say, "we'll die of old age or starva-
tion or both waiting for the NRA
to do something.'* The strike call

itself speaks of ihe strike as labor's
only weapon now.

Supporting Tsxieab Drivers
The strike approached but did not

become a general strike in trans-
portation. It was called in support
of the embattled taxicab drivers.
But it is not that alone. The in-

dividual unions have the^r own
grievances and demands. Thus the
milk drivers who are the strongest
reinforcement in the strike and are
out almost solidl>, are striking for.

better hours and higher wages and
union recognition. They have been
organizing all Summer long and
are now stirred into action by the
practise of the milk companies
singling out union militants and
firing them off the job. The same
applies to fhe istundry drivers and
cleaners drivers. The Brotherhood
of Transportation Workers, an in-

dependently organized union which
eiltered the A. F. of L as a second
local at the conclusion of a suc-
cessful stiike a couple of months
ago, is using the strike to further
strengthen its organization.

Betrayal of Bakery Drivers
The bakery drivers union has

once more been betrayed. Three
months ago they went on strike
and were misled into returning to

their Jobs under old conditons, un-
der promise of favorable action by
the National Labor Board. For two
months the National Labor Board
considered their demands—for two
months the Bakers' Club (the Asso-
ciation of the bosses) have been
busy demoializlng the workers by
firing the active unionists from the
job.

But when it comes to strikes-

breaking, the NKA and. all ita

boards and officers are on the job.

Within two days of the general
walkout the National Labor Board
"grants" the bakery drivers a 44
hour week maximum and a $27.50
week minimum pay, obviously
prompted by efforts to break the
unity of the workers. Without any
agreement on tbe part of the boss-

es, the union officials calfed oft their
Strike_and sent the men back. Now
tbe drivers, who see no indication
on the part of the bakers to recog-
nize the award of the, union, are
demanding action. In fact not all

of the drivers went back, hundreds
are still out despite the union order.
This Thursday the union is taking
another strike vote.

Labor Fakers in Action

As soon as the American Federa-
tion of Labor Executive Board be-

came cognizant of the sweep of the
strike and (he enthusiasm it arous-
ed it came to the aid of—tbe boss-

es. "Lieutenant" Daniel J. Tobin,
International president of the

Teamsters' Union came out with
his wire to tbe local state organizer

of the union, Thomas O'Brien, that
the strike is illegal ! "No permis-
sion was asked and none was given
to call a general strike " This
stab In the back has had its effect.

At the present writing five unions
remain out on strike, four having
gone back. The taxi, milk, laundry
men now constitute the backbone of
the strike.

It Is Imperative for the speedy
success of the strike—that of the
taxi men as well as that of the
Other unions—that the strike be
extended to a eojnplete general tie-

up. Tbe .-.trike must go to the P.
R. T. workers—tubway, bus and
street car; and, if need be, to call

out not only the drivers but the
inside production workers as well.

To date neither the Socialist

party nor the Communist party
have made public any announce-
ment on the strike. The S. P. is

in the background of the taxicab
union and, to a lesser extent of
other unions. In this way it hopes
not to enrtjarrass the A. F. of L.
officialdom and to absolve itself

from any commitments before the
workers. The C. P. has made no
other contribution than a miser-
able leaflet hy the sterile T. U. U. L.

The T. U. U. L. Butcher drivers

has been given representation, on
the strike committee as has the
Independent Retail Laundry Driv-
ers.

The leaflet issued by the local

branch of the Communist League
calls for. a complete transport
strike, the six-hour day flve-day
week with union wages and for a.

policy of class struggle against
class collaboration.

—LEON GOODMAN.

cussed and approved definite wage-
scales wnich are now part of the

official demands of the union, spe-

cifying in detail the minimum rate*

of pay foi- different types of work
of varying degrees of skill and re-

sponsibility. The union demands
include

:

Fall recognition of the union.

A minimum wage of $20 a week
tor tbe ioivest-paid workers in the

industry.

Specific minimum wage-scales for

higher pay for the more skilled

workers.
Tips to be entirely separate from

wages.
A minimum working-week of 40

hours, consisting of o days of 8
hours eac-h.

No split watch.
No charges fo/ meals, uniforms

or laundering.

The nest stage in, the develop-

ment of ihe union will be marked

b the increasing popuiariazticn and
agitation tor these demands, which
will bo put in the center of the

organizing activity, and the pre-

paration to enforce the demands by

general si.iike action.

A mass meeting has been called

for Thursday evening, Dec. 28, at

9 p. m., at the union headquarters,

915-917-910 Eighth Avenue, to put

the demands of fhe union before the

hotel and restaurant workers and
explain the preparations which are

necessary to obtain them.

The Confidence in NBA
Every worker will have to realize

that these demands wiil not be

conceded merely by asking for tbem.

The hotel and restaurant men them-

selves are well-oiganized, and pre-

pared to resist every serious demand
for improving cenditions. This is

shown not only by the vicions con-

ditions which they have attempted

to saddle firmly on the industry

through the codes (54-hour week
which is really tiO hours, concealed

wage cut through introducing

charge for meals, taking wages out

of tips, etc.), but by their efforts

to promote company unions in one

form or another, refusal to deal

with unions, attempts to discrimin-

ate against active union men, etc.

Here and there, particluarly in

houses where the Amalgamated is

well-organized, the bosses have

thrown out a few concessions-
scattered wage increases, even re-

arrangements of shifts to shorten

hours. This has been particularly

true since the Montclair workers

went ou,t solidly on strike, cooks,

waiters, busboys, dishwashers, etc.,

under the banner of the Amalgam-
ated. The workers generally un-

derstand, however, that these are
only sops to keep them tjuiet and
head off further advances of the
union.

The American .Federation of La-
bor locals have been coming for-

ward with particularly militant
phrases, threatening a general
strike of protest against the codes,

in which they have claimed to have
the support of tbe Amalgamated
and of the Federation of Hotel and
Kestaurant Guildfc (the company-
union type organization recently

built up out of the previously -

existing fraternal clubs and pro-

fessional societies such as the
Geneva, Vatel, Helvetia, etc.). The
Federation at once repudiated any
connection with a strike, although
it appeareu to vacillate a little

later ; meantime it has been ad-
vertizing tor extra workers for

New Year's Eve.

Ptefering tor General Strike

The Amalgamated has made its

position clear with regard to the

A. F. of L. publicity as to the

thratened protest strike. It Is

unconditionally opposed to the

codes, and as long ago as Nov. 21

at a mass meeting passed a resolu-

tion denouncing Ihe codes and stat-

ing that the workers were prepared

in defense of their conditions "to

use the effective weapon of the

general strike". All our organizing

work is directed to this end and
wo intend to make the general

strike a real one.

As opposed to the bosses' de-

mands, embodied in the codes, for

perpetuating and aggravating the

miserable conditions which prevail

in the industry, wt set up the work-
ing class solution to the problems

of the industry: higher wages and
shorter hours to raise the standards

of the workers and relieve unem-
ployment. We know that we can-

not get these things without a
struggle, and si>ecifically a general

strike.

It is important and necessary to

make every effort to obtain the

greatest possible unity in action of

the labor organisations in the in-

dustry in support of any serious

action for the purpose of enforcing

these class demands, including! not

only a well-prepkied and powerful

general strike movement but' ajso

such actions as joint mass meetings

or protest actions to prepare for

it. It is essential, however, that

every such step should be a serious

part of a definite program calcul-

ated on the basis of the real forces
1 available and have behind it the

I full weight of tbe organisations

! concerned.
—A. F. W. WORKER.

New York Printers Organize Union

New Yorfc.—-A general meeting of

uonrganized printers took place on

December 17, 1933 at Gennania
Hall, 'it was called by the Inde-

pendent Printing Employees. A pro-

minent feature was the presence of

a number of union men Who en-

couraged the new body with warm
words from the floor. Official re-

presentatives of Big Sis and Press-

men's Local No. 51 were also given

an opportunity tc express their

views. Numerous applications for

membership were filed1 with the

committee after the speeches and
discussion.

These workers listened with at-

tention and- enthusiasm to a mem-
ber of the Organization Committee.

D. S. Gordon, who described the

wretched conditions in the trade,

the disastrous competition between
union and non-union printers and
the advantage taken of this division

by the employers. He pointed out

that while the printjng bosses were
combining to secure higher, prices

from the 2\RA code now under dis-

cussion more than half of the

printers in this city are unorgan-

ized and ignored by the A.' F. of L.

unions, wtijch through their prohi-

bitive initiation fees, their closed

membership books and long periods

of apprenticeship have become clos-

ed corporations to a huge section

of the unorganized. Concluding
with an appeal for organization

and action as tbe only effective

method for the imorganized to im-

prove conditions, Gordon stated

that it wa3 the intention of this

union Jo work as closely with the

other union men and their organiza-

tions as possible and to work for

the; establishment of one union in

the industry.

The floor was thrown open for

discussion and printer after printer

got up on his feet describing condi-

tions urging tbe need for organiza-

tion and counselling courage and
determination for the Independent
Printing Employees. The printers

present took heart and hope when
members of "Big Six" and the

Pressmen's Union No. 51 told them
that they too were opposed to the

policies of the leadership of these

their respective organizations for

unons, that they were fighting for

an industrial instead of the craft

union, for the organization of the
unorganized. They wished the new
Union success and offered to fight

for it inside the A. F. of L. unions.
The presence in the meeting of

Thomas J. O'Connell, Label Repre-
sentative 3f Typographical Union
No. 6 and Edwin L. Duck, Special

Representative of the N. Y. Print-

ing Pressmen's Union No. 51, gave
the new union recognition, however
informal, almost from its Incep-

tion. These A. P. of L. represen-

tatives, solt spoken, silver-tongued,

confidential back-slappers, consum-
ed considerable time of the meeting
explaining to the workers the great
work (hey were carrying on and
bow easy it mi to Join up t»

their organizations. The printers

plagued them with questions, re-

counting their unsuccessful at-

tempts in gaining admission to the

A. F. of L. Facts were counter-

posed to honeyed words and Duck
and O'Connell did considerable

wriggling and squirming. It can
be said with certainty that the

speeches of these A. F. of L. re-

presentatives served to confirm the

imperative need for the new union

in the minds of the assembled
printers.

in reply to the discussion Gordon
properly exposed the pretensions

and1 deception of the A. F. of L.
representatives, stating in reply to

one of them who said that where
there was a "will to get Into the

Pressmen's Union or 'Big Six' any-

one could enter", that the new un-

ion not onl had the will but the de-

termination to crash the closed

doors of the above unions. But it

was well ^ware that this could
only be accomplished by the unor-
ganized taking the job into their

own hands through the pressure

of the new union.

Additions were made to the Or-

ganization Committee which will

proceed with the stupendous task of

gathering all Uhe unorganized
printers under the banner of the

Independent Printing Employees.

—A PRINTER.

A Letter from Mooney

(Continued from page 1)

Sheet for the film, "THE STRANGE
CASE OF TOM MOONEY". If this

Motion Picture should be shown in

all of the motion picture houses
of this country, my continued im-

prisonment would be impossible.

If you are a member of any or-
ganization, move for the appoint-
ment of a committee to call upon
the managers of all the ' motion
picture houses in youiJ city, show-
ing this press shoot, and urging
that they show this film in their
theatre; assuring them that if it

is shown, your committee and all

of the members of your organiza-
tion, will do all possible to secure
the largest attendance while it is

being shown—that you will help to
secure local publicity through the
press and other sources.

Eighteenth Year in Prison.

July 27, 1933, I began my eigh-
teenth year In prison for a crime
that I was acquitted of on the 24th
day of last May. That is dem-
ocratic capitalist class justice

—

with a vengeance.
I do sincerely hope that you will

treat with generous consideration
this most urgent appeal for help

—

commensurate with your means and
the worthiness of this cause. I

plead"with you, I urge you, I Im-
plore you not lightly, or throw it

into the waste basket. Just think
of whftt It means to an lnnocest

Notes of the

Week
MR. ERNEST T. WEIR, steelmas-

ter, very quietly challenged Section
7a of the NiiA lait week. He held
an "election" in the mills of the
Weirton Steel Company (a , subsi-
diary of the National steel, of which
he is president) at wnich 49 com-
pany union men were delegated as
'representatives j£ their own choos-
ing" by the mill-hands. To keep up
race, the Labor Koaid and General
Johnson protesteij, fretted and
hreatened.

But Mr. Weir, the papers tell us,
read "David Copperfield" for the
hundred and first time, "it get«
Better with each reading", he re-

marked.
* 4 » *

The steeimastci , "a rugged indiv-

idualist who came up from the
ranks in the old American way",
has every cause to maintain his

equanimity, '-'flu next step is up
to the administration", and that
the administration will merely mark
time is self-evident from all past
experiences.

* » i .

This is not the tirat and we don't
believe it will be the last instance
of the utter contempt with which
oig business regards the ever so
solemn agreements concluded from
4ime to time by the code authorities
in Washington. 'Ihe National Steel
made more profit in 11)31, according
to reports, than nil the other steel
companies put tagot&er. That is a
persuasive enough argument to
counter any of file General's force-

ful paper ultimata which serve as
a veil for feeble action. Such argu-
ments abound in the ranks of the
rugged individualists.

* * * a

In most cases, Ihe next step on
the part of the n.dministration is a
surrender to the captains of indus-
try all it long tfis* line. A case in
point is the latest development in
the needle industry. There the code
authorities, aftev arbitrating the
great New York strike last fall

with a seeming victory for the
workers, have now made public
some rulings wh.ch practically turn
the tables in favor of the employees.
A so-called "sub -normality" clause
permits the paynie'it of a wage be-
iow the cstablshed minimum to
"slow" workers. What other effect

can this have but the granting of a
loophole lo the needle bosses by
which they can abolish the minimum
wage altogether 1

" Another ruling in
the same industry gives the South-
ern and Western employers the
right to pay their workers from 30
to 40 per cent lower wages than in

the East. What other effect can
this have but the enforced reestab-
lisbment of tbe Sweatshop?

At a meeting of reorganized work-
ers and union men, an A. F. of L.
official wno is aiso serving on one
of the NRA Complaint Boards told
those present th::L he believed the
chiselers had wormed their way
clear into the Nka itself. Being
all hepped up by the propaganda
against the chiseljrs, the good man
appeared to be linite outraged, by
this fact. It nevw occured to him
that an administration which stands
four-square for h system—the j?roflt

system of capitalism—which up-
holds the free-for-all grab and may
the best thiselev win, cannot help
being swamped by them.

* T * •

While tbe American workers may
not as yet have come to the reali-

zation that it is up to them as a
class to take the works into their

own hands and run industry for the
benefit of all the people, they are
nevertheless gropingly doing some-
thing about it. TI ey are realizing

already with inc rowing clarity that
NRA won't do « thing for them un-
less they themselves get together
in formations of tueir own and see

that they get whatever they can
out of it. They no doubt notice

with growing apprehension the fact
that out of 3,ono,<HJU Blue Eagles
issued to the boss class—and how
many million violations?—the Na-
tional Recovery Administration an-
nounces only 5S f .MI'ty-eight !) with-
drawals. . . .

—G....n.

MINNEAPOLIS OPEN FORUM
LECTURES

Sunday, January 7th at 3 P. M.

WHAT HAS THE STATE LEGIS-
LATURE DONE ABOUT RELIEF*

Speaker: C. It. HEDLUND
January 14th, at 3 P. M.

IS THE ROOSEVELT PROGRAM
BRINGING RECOVERY?
Speaker: WILLIAM KITT

January 21st, at 3 P. M.

LENIN MEMORIAL MEETING
Speaker: O. COO'VER

Held at : 1530 Franklin Avenue
Auspices. Minneapolis Branch, Com-

munist League of America.

ADMISSION FREE

man—buried alive in this tomb of

forgotten men—for seventeen of the
best years of his life—denied and
deprived of all that life holds dear.

How would you feel If you were
so brutally treated? Won't you do
as much for me as you would like

thers to do for you, if in a similar

predicament?

Accept my beaitfelt thankful ap-
preciation for any consideration you
may show this desperate appeal.

With my warmest personal re-

gards and best proletarian greet-

ings, I am,

Comradely yours.

TOM MOONEY 31921

SAN UUENTIN PRISON
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